"We desire but the good of the world and the
happiness of the nations; that all nations shall
become one in faith and all men as brothers;
that the· bonds of amection and unity be·tween
the sons of men shall be strengthened, that
diversity of religion shall cease and differences
of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away,
and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."
Words of BAHA 'O'LLAH.
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The Bahai Movement
RAPIDLY SPREADING THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, AND ATTRACT.
ING THE ATTENTION OF SCHOLARS, SAVANTS AND
REUGIONISTS OF ALL COUNTRIES-ORIENTAL
AND OCCIDENTAL
The Bahai Movement proclaims
the bme of universal peace and
provides the base for the universal
religion-the hope of the ages. It
points the way and supplies the means
for the unity of mankind in the knowl·
edge and love of truth under the high
banner of justice and mercy.
It is divine in origin, human in
presentation, sane, practical and appli.
cable to life in its every phase. In
belief it inculcates naught but truth;
in action, naught but good; in human
relations, naught but loving service.
For the information of those who
know little or nothing of the Bahai
Movement we quote the following
account translated from the (French)
Encyclopaedia of Larousse:
BAHAISM: the religion of the disciples
of Baha'o'Ilah, an outcome of Babism.Mirza Husian Ali Nuri Baha'o'Ilah was born
at Teheran in 1817 A. D. From 1844 he
was one of the first adherents of the Bab,
and devoted himself to the pacific propagation of his doctrine in Persia. After the
death of the Bab he was, with the principal
Babis, exiled to Baghdad, and later to Constantinople and Adrianople, under the surveillance of the Ottoman Government. It
was in th'e latter city that he openly declared his glission, . . . and in his letters to
the principal Rulers of the States of Europe
he in-iited them to join him in establishing
religion and universal peace. From this
time, the Babis who acknowledged him became Bahais. The Sultan then exiled him
(1868 A. D.) to Acca in Palestine, where he
composed the greater part of his doctrinal
works, and where he died in 1892 A. D.
(May 29). He had confided to hi,s son,
Abbas Effendi (Abdul-Baha), the work of
spreading the r~ligion and continuing the
connection between the Bahais of all parts

of the world. In point of fact, there are
Bahais everywhere, not only in Mohammedan countries, but also in all the countries
of Europe, as well as in the United States,
Canada, Japan, India, etc. This is because
Baha'o'llah has known how to transform
Babism into a universal religion, which is
presented as the fulfillment and completion
of all the ancient faiths. The Jews await
the Messiah, the Christians the return of
Christ, the Moslems the Mahdi, the Buddhists the fifth Buddha, the Zoroastrians Shah
Bahram, the Hindoos the reincarnation of
Krishma, and the Atheists-a better social
organization!
Baha' o'llah represents all
these, and thus destroys the rivalries and
the enmities of the different religions; reconciles them in their primitive purity, and frees
them from the corruption of dogmas and
rites. For Bahaism has no clergy, no religious ceremonial, no public prayers; its only
dogma is belief in God and in His Manifestations. . . • . The principal works of
Baha'o'nah are the Kitab-ul-Ighan, the
Kitab-ul-Akdas, the Kitab-ul-Ahd, and numerous letters or tablets addressed to sovereigns or to private individuals. Ritual holds
no place in the religion, which must be
expressed in all the actions of life, and
accomplished in neighborly love. Every one
must have an occupation. The education of
children is enjoined and regulated. No one
has the power to receive confession of sins,
or to give absolution. The priests of the
existing religions should reno:.mce celibacy,
and should preach by their example, mingling in the life of the people. Monogamy
is universally recommended, etC. Questions
not treated of are left to the civil law. of
each country, and to the decisions of the
Bait-ul-Adl, or House of Justice, instituted
by Baha'o'I1ah. Respect toward the Head
of the State is a part of respect toward God.
A universal language, and the creation of
tribunals of arbitration between nations, are
to suppress wars. "You are all' leaves of
the same tree, and drops of the same sea,"
Baha'o'llah has said. Briefly, ·it is not so
much a new religion, as' Religion renewed
and unified, which is directed today by Abdul-Baha.-Nouveau Larousse lIlustre, supplement, p. 60.
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WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA
"Great importance must be given to the development of the STAR OF THE WEST. The
circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that
even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in
all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the
world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAIt OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and
the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light
of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to
the Bahai teachers all over the world."
From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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Twelve Basic Bahai Principles
COMPILED FROM THE WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA
These twelve basic Bahai principles were laid down by Baha' o'I1ah over
sixty years ago and are to be found in his published
writings of that time.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

The oneness of the world of humanity.
Independent investigation of truth.
The foundation of all religions is one.
Religion must be the cause of unity.
Religion must be in accord with science and reason.
Equality between men and women.
Prejudice of all kinds must be forgotten.
Universal peace.
Universal education.
Solution of the economic problem.
A universal language.
An international tribunal.

1. The Oneness of the World of
Humanity
Baha'o'lIah addresses himself to the world of
man saying, "¥e are all the leaves of one tree
and the fruits of one arbor." That is, the world
of existence is no other than one tree, and the
nations or peoples are like unto the different
branches or limbs thereof, and human individuals
are similar to the fruits and blossoms thereof
while in all past religious books and
epistles, the world of humanity has been divided
into two parts: one called the "people of the
Book," or the "pure tree," and the other, the
"evil tree." One-half of the people' of th" world
were looked upon as belonging to the faithful,
and the o,ther as belonging to the irreligious and
the infidel; one-half of the people were consigned
to the mercy of the Creator, and the other half
were considered as objects of the wrath of their
Maker. But Baha'o'lIah proclaimed the oneness
of the world of humanity-he submerged all
mankind in the sea of divine generosity~

2.

Independent Investigation
of Truth

No man should follow blindly his ancestors and
forefathers. Nay, each must see with his own
eyes, hear with his own ears, and investigate
truth in order that he may find the Truth; whereas the religion of forefathers and ancestors is
based upon blind imitation-man should investigate the truth.

3.

The Foundation of All
Religions is One

The foundation underlying all the divine precepts is one reality.. It must needs be reality,
and reality is one, not multiple. Therefore the

foundation of the divine religions is one. But we
can see that certain forms have come in, certain
imitations of forms and ceremonials have crept
in.. They are heretical, they are accidental, because they differ; hence they cause differences
among religions. But if we set aside these imitations and seek the reality of the foundation we
shall all agree, because religion is one and not
multiple.

4.

Religion Must Be the Cause
of Unity Among Mankind

Every religion is the greatest divine effulgence,
the cause of life amongst men, the cause of thb
honor of humanity, and is productive of life
everlasting amongst humankind~ Religion is not
for enmity or hatred. It is not for tyranny or
injustice. If religion be the cause of enmity and
rancor, if it should prove the cause of alienating
men, assuredly non-religion would be better. For
religion and the teachings which appertain to it
are a course of treatment. What is the object of
any course of treatment? It is cure and healing.
'But if the outcome of a course of treatment
should be productive of mere diagnosis and discussion of symptoms, the abolition of it is evi ...
dently preferable. In this sense, abandoning religion would be a step toward unity.

5. Religion Must Be in Accord
With Science and Reason
Religion must be reasonable; it must agree per ...
fectly with science, so that science shall sanction
religion and reJigion sanction science. The two
must be brought together, indissolubly, in reality.
Down to the present day it has been customary
for man to accept a thing because it was called
religion, even though it were not h~ accord with
human reason~
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Twelve Basic Bahai Principles
6.

Equality Between Men and
Women

This is peculiar to the teachings of Baha'o'Ilah,
for all former religious systems placed men above
women.
Daughters and sons must follow the
same form of study and the same education.
Having ODe course 0" education promotes unity
among mankind.

7.

Abandonment of All
Prejudices

It is established that all the prophets of God
have come to unite the children of men and not
to disperse them, and to put in action the law of
love and not enmity.
Consequently we must
throw aside all these prejudices-the racial prejudice, the patriotic prejudice, the religious and
political prejudices. We must become the cauSe
of unity of the human race.

8.

Universal Peace

All men and nations shall make peace. There
shall be universal peace amongst governments,
universal peace amongst religio,ns, universal peace
amongst races, universal peace amongst the deni ..
zens of all religions. Today in the world of
humanity the most important matter is the question of universal peace. The realization o,f this
principle is the crying need of the time.

9.

Universal Education

All mankind should partake of both knowledge
and education, and this partaking o·f knowledge
and of education is one of the necessities o,f re ..
Iigion. The education of each child is obligatory.
If there are no parents, the community must look
after the child.

10.

Solution of the Economic
Question

No religious books of the past prophets speak
of the economic question, while this problem has

been thoroughly solved in the teachings of Baha'o'lIah.
Certain regulations are revealed
which insure the welfare and well being of all
humanity. Just as the rich man enjoys his rest
and his pleasures surrounded by luxuries, the
poor man must likewise have a home, be provided
with sustenance, and not be in want. • • . Until
this is effected happiness is impossible. All are
equal in the estimation of God; their rights are
one and there is no distinction for any soul; all
are protected beneath the justice o·f God.

11.

A Universal Language

A universal language shall be ad~Pted which
shall be taught by all the schools and academies
of the world. A committee appointed by national
bodies ·shall select a suitable language to be used
as a means of in,temational communication, and
that language shall be taught in all the schools
of the world in order that everyone shall need
but two languages, his national tongue and the
universal language. All will acquire the international language.

12.

An International Tribunal

A universal tribunal under the power of God,
under the protection of all men, shall be established. Each one must obey the decisions of this
tribunal, in order to arrange the difficulties of
every nation.
About fifty years ago Baha'o'llah commanded
the people to establish universal peace and summoned all the nations to the "divine banquet of
internatio,nal arbitration" so that the questions
of boundaries, of national honor and property and
of vital interests between nations might be decided by an arbitral court of justice.
Remember, these precepts were given more
than half a century ago. At that moment no one
spoke of universal peace, nor of any of these
principles; but Baha'o'llah proclaimed them to
all the sovereigns of the world.
• They
are the spirit of this age, the Ii!{ht of this age;
they are the well being of this age.

The Bahai Revelation is the spirit of this age. It is the essence of all
the highest ideals of this century. The Bahai Cause is an inclusive movement: the teachings of all religions and societies are found here. Christians,
Jews, Buddhists, Muhammadans, Zoroastrians, Theosophists, Freemasons,
Spiritualists, et al., find their highest aims in this Cause. Socialists and Philosophers find their theories fully developed in this Revelation.
The Cause of Baha'o'lIah is the same as the Cause of Christ. It is the
same temple and the same foundation. In the coming o·f Christ the divine
teachings were given in accordance with the infancy of the human race. The
teachings o·f Baha'o'IIah have the same basic principles, but are according to
the stage of the maturity of the world and the requirements of this illumined
age.
-ABDUL BAHA•
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The Springtime of God
pRAISE be to God, the springtime of
God has arrived! This century is,
verily, the spring season. The in~
tellectual world and the world of the
soul have become verdant thereby. It
has resuscitated the very world of exist~
ence. On the one hand, the lights of
Reality are shining forth; on the other,
the clouds of God's mercy are pouring
down the fullness of His bounty.

On

the one hand we have progress of the
material type; on the other, great spirit~
ual discoveries are being realized. Truly,
this can be called the miracle of cen~
turies, for it is the manifestation of the
miraculous.
The time has arrived for all mankind
to become united. The time has come
when all nativities shall have one father~
land. The day is at hand when all re~
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ligions shall be one religion. The day
has dawned in which no racial condi~
tions shall remain. The day has come
when religious bias shall pass away. It
is a day when the oneness of human~
kind shall uplift its standard.

It is the

day when international peace, like the
true morning, is to flood the world with
its light.
Therefore, we offer the utmost sup~
plication to God, asking Him to dispel
these gloomy clouds and to uproot these
imitations in order that the East and
West may become radiant, that all the
nations of the world shall embrace one
another, and the real spiritual brother~
hood, like the sun of the heavens, may
shine upon all the nations.
-ABDUL~BAHA.

(From address delivered by Abdul-Baha before the
International Peace Forum, May 28th, 1912, at Metropolitan Temple, New York City.)

---
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"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; th ese fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.

Baha 1, 76 (March 21, 1920)
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Bahai-A Revelation of the Springtime of God
From The P1'ogressive Thinker, May 10, 1919.
By

ALBER'l'

BAHAI is but another word for springtime-the springtime of God upon
this earth-world. The Bahai Gospel is
the proclamation of a new age, a new
cycle of spiritual realization and universal brotherhood now breaking upon our
consciousness. The signs of the coming
of this springtime appeared over sixty
years ago in Persia, that home of
ancient seers and mighty inspiration.
There the great Bahai teacher, BAHA'O'LLAH, was born in the town of Nur,
which being interpreted means "the
city of Light." He was a prince of the
royal Persian family, a prince of earth,
but when the inspiration of the spiritual
world poured its glory through his pen,
his face, his pure and selfless life, he became the prince of spiritual, of heavenly revelation.
The Persian government and the
priests, the church and the vested interests could not tolerate his universal
and progressive teachings, and, although
"the common people heard him gladly,"
perhaps because the common people
came to him by the thousands to be
taught the wonderful new truths which
would free them from oppression and
ignorance, the rulers of Persia drove
him with his family and a little band of
followers from prison to prison, and at
last, discovering what they believed to
be the most pestilential and wretched
spot on the earth, they carried BAHA'O'-
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LLAH to the town of Acca, Palestine,
and there chained him to the stone floor
of a tower cell. They could not believe
that there was any power in heaven or
earth strong enough to survive such conditions as they there imposed upon him.
But BAHA'O'LTJAH, triumphant and
glorious, in a little cell, wrote volumes
of Tablets with tempestuous eloquence
sustained by a mighty flood of divine inspiration from the unseen oceans of
light. From this prison, fifty years ago,
he wrote letters, called Tablets, summoning the kings of the world to a League
of Nations, the law of mutual disarmament and to universal peace.
He wrote in 1868 to Louis Napoleon
predicting his overthrow, and telling
him that because of his injustice an
enemy would come upon him from over
the Rhine, would defeat him in battle,
and Louis Napoleon would lose his
thron~. This prophecy was fulfilled to
the letter in the Franco-Prussian war.
In that tortuous prison cell of Acca
the doors of the divine and unseen
spheres were wide open before the pure
spiritual vision of BAHA'O'LLAH. vVondrous beings from the highest heavens
visited him in garments of light. He
describes it thus: "The gales of the
All-Knowing, the All-Glorious, passed
by me and taught me the knowledge of
what hath been and is and is to be. I
have not studied these sciences which
men possess, nor have I entered the col-
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leges. This (BAHA'O'LLAH) is a leaf
which the breezes of the will of thy Lord
the Mighty, the Extolled, have stirred.
Can it be still when the rushing winds
blow ~ Verily, I was not save as one
dead in the presence of His command,
the hand of thy Lord, the Merciful,
turning me." The inspiration was so
rapid, perfect, glorious, that sometimes
he wrote in a night a book of a hundred
or two hundred pages, each sentence as
beautiful as though infinite pains had
been spent upon its literary perfection.
In 1873 he wrote to the Emperor of
Germany: "Remember! Where is he
who was greater than thou and of more
honor and dignity (Napoleon In), and
where are his possessions ~ Awake, and
be not of those who sleep. Consider his
condition and remember those who in
past times subdued the countries and
governed the people. Verily, God hath
made them descend from palaces to
graves. " "0 banks of the River Rhine!
,71[ e have seen ye drenched in gore, because the swords of retribution were
drawn against ye; and ye shall have another trouble. And we hear the lamentation of Berlin, though it be today in
manifest glory."
For the next fifty years BAHA'O'LLAH
and Abdul-Baha foretold the coming of
the great universal war, when a spark
left over from the Balkans would ignite
the arsenals of all Europe and would
produce the greatest conflagration in
human history. In fact, BAHA'O'LLAH
prophesied one long succession of historical events. He also foretold, nineteen years before it came to pass in
1892, the year of his ascension into the
heavenly world.
Abdul-Baha, his son and successor in
spiritual guidance and servitude to the
new cycle, possesses the same marvelous
gifts. Continually- BAHA'O'LLAH has
sent him messages from the unseen
world, and also a perfect glory of spiritual light which has made him celebrated through western Asia for knowledge and divine illumination. Scholars
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and sages of many sects and religions
have journeyed to his prison door to
hear his wonderful inspiration and his
forecasts of the new world-order of universal brotherhood, spiritual illumination and the most great peace.
When the prison doors of Acca were
opened in 1908 by the revolution of the
Young Turks, Abdul-Baha came forth
from fifty-four years of prison and exile.
His face was furrowed with the lines of
humanity's sorrows, yet radiant with
universal love; his hair and beard were
silver white, but his step majestic and
rythmic with the vigor of eternal youth;
his voice was melodious with the melody
of the heavenly worlds where his spirit
had dwelt in glory. When he visited
Europe and America in 1911 and 1912,
his message was found to be so modern,
so prophetic of the new age, so brilliantly stated, so luminous with the Holy
Spirit, that he was immediately asked
to speak in the great City Temple, London, and at St. John's Westminster, and
in a long succession of churches, synagogues, peace societies, universities,
meetings for progressive religion. For
three years he traveled, giving public
addresses and receiving hundreds of
callers daily. In all his addresses he
proclaimed the foundation principles of
the new Jerusalem, the universal city of
God which he and his father, BAHA'O'LLAH had, with their pure spiritual
vision, seen descending from the heavens
of light into this world of confusion, a
glorious Sun of Truth with healing on
its wings for all the nations and also
light to flood the world with new knowledge, new physical and heavenly
sciences, a new hope, a new love, a new
and holy power.
"Praise be to God," says Abdul-Baha
in a letter to the Asiatic Quarterly of
London, England, "that the Sun of
Reality has shone forth with the utmost
brilliancy from the eastern horizon.
The regions of the world are flooded
with its glorious light. There are many
rays to this Sun:
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"The first ray is heavenly teachings.
"The second ray is the oneness of the
world of humanity.
"The third ray is the establishment
of universal peace.
"The fourth ray is the investigation
of reality.
"The fifth ray is the promulgation of
universal fellowship.
"The sixth ray is the inculcation of
divine love through the power of religion.
"The seventh ray is the conformity of
religion with science and reason.
"The eighth ray is the abandonment
of religious, racial, patriotic and political prejudices.
" The ninth ray is the universal
spread of education.
"The tenth ray is the organization of
the arbitral court of justice, or Parliament of Man, before the members of
which all the international and intergovernmental problems are arbitrated.
"The eleventh ray is the equality of
the sexes-the giving of the same educational facilities to women as to men,
so that they may become adorned with
all the virtues of humanity.
"The twelfth ray is the solution of
all the economic problems of the world
so that each indivdual member of humanity may enjoy the utmost comfort
and well-being.
"The thirteenth ray is the spread of
an auxiliary world language.
"Just as the rayS of the phenomenal
sun are infinite, likewise the rays of the
Sun of Reality are infinite. The above
summary only contains a few of its rays.
"The spreading of these rays will deliver the world of humanity from the
darkness of ignorance, strangeness and
narrowness, and will guide it to the center of all these rays. Then the foundation of warfare and strife, animosity
and hatred, will be destroyed from
amongst the people, and the miEmnderstandings existing among the religions
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will be dispelled. The foundation of
the religions of God is one and that is
the oneness of the world of humanity!'
When some of us met Abdul-Baha in
America, and beheld the brightness of
the spiritual light in his face, felt the
glorious vibration of divine power from
his presence which swept the room,
heard him answer questions on economics, politics, physics, history, philosophy,
we felt his heart and mind were a veritable fountain of light. He talked with
chemists about chemistry, with electricians about electrical engineering, with
Elbert Hubbard about the American
poets, with politicians about politics,
with little children about their games,
all with matchless ease. But he always
threw the material knowledge into the
divine light, turned it all toward the
service of humanity, the pressing call
for social and spiritual reconstruction
to meet the new and diviner age.
Moreover, he is in his own life a manifestation of the full-orbed light of the
new day. He not only reflects its pure,
perfected knowledge in words and addresses clear as crystal, universal as humanity, luminous with· the knowledge of
earth and the diviner planes beyond our
seeing; he -lives his gospel in a life of
marvelous perfection, pure love and
triumphant joy. For years he slept on
the damp, earth-covered floor of a cellar room. His food was of the poorest.
Yet every morning when he awoke he
praised God that another day was before him. Every night when he went
to sleep he thanked God he had been
permitted to serve Him another day in
prison. "I was in prison for forty
years," he said, with a smile bright as
heaven's own light, "but every day was
a day of perfect joy. " His body was in
prison, but his spirit traversed the glorious worlds of God. As BAHA'o'LLAH
says of the great masters, the "Mirrors
of Unity," "While walking among the
servants, they soar in the skies of Nearness. They journey in the land of
spirit without motion of foot, and fly
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upward to the summit of oneness without wing. In every moment they traverse the world of creation east and
west, and in every moment pass through
the kingdom of the seen and the unseen."
Behind Abdul-Baha's words shines
this divine experience, this exalted consciousness, this resplendent joy, this
heroic will and a love which will often
melt a heart of stone. For twenty-four
years, when he was in the prison city of
Acca, a fanatical Mohammedan fakir
cursed, persecuted, reviled him. But
Abdul-Baha poured out upon him ·love
and kindness, sent him a physician when
he was ill, food when he was too poor to
buy for himself. But the man always
refused to speak to Abdul-Baha and
showered upon him his fanatical curses
and abuse. The love of "the Master of
Acca" never varied in its divine sweetness and holy power. At last the fakir
came to Abdul-Baha's door, threw himself at his feet, and said: "Forgive me,
Sir! For twenty-four years I have done
evil to you. For twenty-four years you
have done good to me. Now I know I
have been in the wrong."
It is this love and victorious spiritual power shining through the spoken
and written words of both BAHA'O'LLAH
and Abdul-Baha which makes them so
powerful in transforming hearts and
minds. Through their writings and
spiritual radiance thousands of lives
have been raised from the graves of materialism and prejudice and selfishness
into the glorious consciousness of God's
new day. Through their words they
put one into connection with their spirit,
which is simply the life of God shining
from the mirrors of their minds with
the full-orbed glory of the new cycle.
This new light shining from their spirits
has lifted a multitude of Mohammedans,
Christians, Jews, Parsees, Buddhists,
Hindus, of many lands and races, into
the open plains of the most universal
spiritual brotherhood the world has ever
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seen. It has so endowed these many
souls with heroic love and the spiritual
vision which looks through martyrdom
into the heavenly glory beyond the
transparent screen called death, that
twenty thousand men, women and children have joyously laid down their lives
for this great and universal movement
toward religious rebirth, world unity
and peace.
In a word, the Bahai movement is a
proclamation of the principles of the
spiritual springtime soon to sweep over
the earth. "The Bahai Movement is the
spirit of the age. It is the essence of
all the highest ideals of this century.
The Bahai Cause is an inclusive movement; the teachings of all religions and
societies are found here. Christians,
Jews, Buddhists, Mohammedans, Zoro:
astrians,
Theosophists,
Freemasons,
Spiritualists, et aI., find their highest
aims in this Cause."
The Bahai Movement is transforming
and uniting peoples of so many races
and religions because it states these universal principles in universal terms and
reinforces them by the lives of great
masters who not only proclaim the truth
but are "the life, the truth, the way."
"Guidance hath ever been by words, but
at this time it is by deeds." "The truth
of words is tested by deeds and dependent upon life. Deeds reveal the
station of a man." (Hidden Words of
BAHA'O'LLAH.)
The Bahai Cause is a new tree of life
growing in the orchard of the old, very
old trees of the historic world-religions.
These trees were once young and beautiful, and they yielded heavenly fruits.
Now a new tree, vital, glorious in spiritual perfection, "with world-wide growing capacity," is the need of the hour.
The Bahais believe that in the universal
teachings and spirit of BAHA'O'LLAH
and Abdul-Baha they have found that
tree of life whose leaves shall be for
the healing of the nations.
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Announcement-TweHth Annual Bahai Convention of the
Mashrekol-Azkar and Bahai Congress
To be held in New York City from April 24th to 28th, inclusive.

IN

the past, these great events have
always brought a wave of happiness
and joy to the hearts of the friends, who
gather together from different parts of
the United States and Canada, to discuss the problems of the Cause and the
erection of the universal edifice of God.
The convention of last year opened the
broad vistas of international service.
Many souls arose to carry the glad tidings of the Kingdom to different parts of
the world and made many sacrifices to
diffuse the fragrance of the flowers of
love in the hearts. More than twenty
souls went into the field heralding the
coming of the Kingdom.
The annual convention of the year
1920 will again be held in New York
City, from April 24th to 28th, inclusive. As we look back over the history
of the various conventions, we realize
that each one had a distinctive work to
achieve. The convention of this year
will have also several events enhancing
its importance and adding to its spiritual
influence.
THE SELECTION OF THE PLAN
OF THE MASHREKOL-AZKAR

1. The most important work of this
year's convention is the selection of the
plan for the building of the MashrekolAzkar. According to the latest instructions from Abdul-Baha, the design for
the Temple shall be selected by the delegates this year and the foundation laid
as quickly as possible. The Bahais
earnestly desire to construct this divine
edifice during the lifetime of the Center
of the Covenant and toward this goal
all the energies of the delegates and
friends will be directed, so that a sufficient amount of money may be collected
to carry the work to its final triumphwhen the doors of this universal temple

will be opened to all nations and religions.
THE COMING OF THE PERSIAN
TEACHER
2. Abdul-Baha has sent a Persian
Bahai teacher, Mirza Fazel Mazandarani, and his interpreter to attend the
sessions of the congress and deliver his
message of love. This teacher is a great
thinker and scholar in Persia, and his
presence at this convention is an added
blessing and a strong evidence of the
love of Abdul-Baha for the American
Bahais.
THE RETURN OF MANY AMERICAN PILGRIMS FROM THE
HOLY LAND.
3. During this year many of our dear
American Bahais had the privilege of
visiting Abdul-Baha, the Center of the
Covenant, and they have returned with
a wonderful spirit of love and service.
A large number of these souls will be
present at the convention. Each one of
them will haver. marvelous story to relate, a fresh vision to unfold and a new
enthusiasm to impart. The realization
of this fact will bring us a very
keen joy, for we know that Abdul-Baha
wishes the friends to unite like a band
of pearls. No doubt these pilgrims will
fill the air with their glorious spirit of
love, sweetness, unity and beauty.
CONGRESS SESSIONS.
4. From Sunday night to Wednesday
night, there will be four general meetings in which public speakers will
address the audiences, explaining the
universal Bahai teachings. Last year,
at the convention, the program committee invited a number of prominent outside speakers who are sympathetic to the
Cause. Abdul-Baha was pleased with
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this fact and sent loving messages to
each one.
This year also the same
speakers are again invited to voice their
appreciation of the Bahai work.
CONVENTION MEETINGS.
5. From Monday to Wednesday there
will also be six sessions, morning and
afternoon, devoted to the various interests of the Cause. On Monday the
sessions will be given to the report of
the teachers who have returned from the
field, the report of the delegates, the
discussion of the duties of the teachers
and the plan for sending more teachers
to ot)lel~ fields. On Tuesday the Mashrekol-Azkar and its vital importance will
be discussed, the plans will be viewed by
the delegates and other Bahai activities
will be presented for consideration. On
Wednesday the delegates will select the
design for the Temple, elect new members of the executive board and transact
other necessary business.
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THE WEDDING OF THE EAST
AND THE WEST.
6. Another interesting event of this
convention will be the wedding of our
dear brother and sister, Mirza Ahmad
Sohrab and Miss· Juanita Storch. In
his last Tablet Abdul-Baha says, "God
willing, the event of your wedding will
likewise come to pass. In this convention this year, it must unquestionably be
solemnized. " This is another sign of
the power of the Word of BAHA'O!LLAH
in thus uniting the East and the West
in the divine bond of love and union. It
is the bringing together of the Orient
and the Occident and an evidence of the
potency of the teachings of the Center of
the Covenant. It is their hope that in
thus uniting their spiritual forces they
will be better enabled to serve the
Cause of BAHA'O'LLAH and the friends
of God in all parts of the world. This is
the day of unity, the century of love, the
period of light and the cycle of truth.

The Mashrekol-Azkar
The first erected on Mt. Carmel, Palestine; the second in Ishkabad, Russia,
and the one to be built in Chicago, U. S. A.

Two excerpts referring to the MashrekolAzkar to be built in Chicago.
Through his honor, Mirza Ali Kuli Khan,
and the maid-servant of God, Mrs.
Helen S. Goodall, to Miss Angeline
Haste, San Francisco, California:
o thou lover of truth!
o thou beloved maid-servant
of God! The two stars thou didst behold were wonderful signs, for they were
shining above Lake Michigan; and now
the ground for the Mashrekol-Azkar is
located there. This was a spiritual
revelation and those two stars were two
heavenly orbs which were manifested to
thy eyes, indicating that the Bahai
luminary will dawn above Lake Michigan, which will illumine all parts. This
means that the power of God shall find
a wonderful penetration and by the rays

of the kingdom enlighten all directions.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
November 22, 1909.)
The following extract is contained in a
compilation of incidents and short sayings of Abdul-Baha, sent out by Mrs.
Henrietta Clark Wagner, in 1912:
"Miss Boylan said that while in
Thonon (Switzerland), last summer, she
asked Abdul-Baha about the work of
the Mashrekol-Azkar, feeling that it was
extremely necessary to push this work
and get the Temple built as rapidly as
possible, and that he must come to build
it, in fulfillment of the prophecy that the
Lord would come to rebuild the Temple
which had been torn down.
"Miss Boylan said Abdul-Baha re-
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plied that he had fulfilled that prophecy by building the Tomb of the
Bab. He said the Tomb of the Bab on
Mount Carmel was the first MashrekolAzkar, and that Temple is already built.
The one in Ishkabad is a radiation from
that first one. The one in Chicago will
be another radiation. In future there
will be many all over the world, all
radiating from the central MashrekolAzkar."

From SHOGHI RABBANI'S DIARY,
June 8th, 1919.
The eternal edifice of the MashrekolAzkar of Ishkabad, Russia, its perfection, its importance and its unique role
was the sole absorbing theme of our conversation and the subject of our
thoughts.
This imposing monument is nearing
perfection, its dome, large and brilliant,
looms from afar. The Greatest Nam~,
carved in gold and in large conspicuous
characters, reflects the rays of the sun;
while all of its accessories have been provided and many of its branches, such as
schools for girls, orphanage, reception
rooms, and hospital are nearing completion. Its nine attractive gardens completely encircle the Temple, intercepted
by nine spacious walks and having each
at their central portion a magnificent
fountain with beautiful jets of water
that add much to the beauty and charm
of the place. Electric -lights flash amid
the trees that cover with their extended
branches these fountains and in such a
cool and lovely place the friends gather
and offer to Almighty God their prayers
and their praise. Although the public
park in that city is wide and imposing,
yet comparatively speaking, it is forlorn
and forsaken-the attraction and charm
of the gartlens encircling the Temple by
far surpassing the beauty of the park.
Not a visitor, not a passerby, not a
resident comes to that city without visiting this matchless spot, none without
expressing his admiration and astonish-
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ment at such an exceptional set of buildings, so strongly built, so magnificently
designed, and so richly provided. Many
have made the following remark: "He
who erected this edifice and laid the
foundation of such a monument is assuredly divine."
Often it is the case that the construction of the Temple, its lovely gardens,
its completeness and thoroughness in
material, intellectual and spiritual equipments, the character of its occupants and
owners, their hospitality, their fervor and
their conduct-often these awaken the
minds of the people and attract them
to the Cause.
Such was the description given by
Agha Mirza Mehdi as he with the friends
in Acca gathered this afternoon around
Abdul-Baha, at the Tomb of BAHA'O'LLAH for the Sunday afternoon visit.
When Abdul-Baha inquired the condition and the association of the friends,
it was intimated that unlike the days
gone by the friends are intimately associating with all the people of every
shade and opinion, of every sect, and
social standing. He said: "Such is the
way that must be adopted, for only
through intimate association will the
friends be able to teach and sow a seed
in the heart of a seeker. The flower
must be brought close and near in order
to inhale its scent and fragrance."
Then referring to the MashrekolAzkar, Abdul-Baha said: "The Temple
of Ishkabad is unique in that it is the
first temple of the kind that has been
erected. Many such temples shall be
constructed in the future, but this one
will ever enjoy this unique privilege and
preference. When its accessories are
completed and its full machinery starts
running, when the melody of vocal aud
instrumental music arises and bursts
upon the air with its joyous trends, when
the prayers and supplications addressed
at dawn and at sunrise ascend to the
Throne of the Almighty, then will the
effect of the Mashrekol-Azkar be made

· (Continued on page 19)
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STAR OFTHEWEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea' 'thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame ~i1l be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
o ye apostles of BAHA'O'u-AH-May my life be a ransom to you!
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST... must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRuDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB

o
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Cablegram from Abdul-Baha
WILHELMITE, NEW YORK:
HAlF A.
ASADULLAS FAZEL AND MANOUCHER KHAN PROCEEDED
AMERICA. EXERCISE TOWARD THEM UTMOST CONSIDERATION.
ABBAS.

Editorial
NAUROOZ GREETING:
Allaho' Abha !
Ten years ago the STAR OF THE WEST was founded. During that period the
seed of its being germinated and brought forth a single stem. The Divine
Gardner haS preserved and confirmed it. With this issue its second decade
begins. Now, it must be developed.
Abdul-Baha says in the Unveiling of the Divine Plan: "Great importance
must be given to the development of the STAR OF THE WEST. The circle of its
discussions must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential
problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so
universal that even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving
that this Cause takes a vital interest in all the social and religious movements of
the age and is conducive to the progress of the world and its inhabitants. . . . "
Abdul-Baha has thus outlined its policy. Its destiny is certain, but its fulfillment will, in the very nature of enduring things, be slow. He says, continuing
the above quotation: "In short, the STAR OF THE VYEST must promote the aspirations and the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets,
bringing into the light of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge
which will be of the utmost value to the Bahai teachers all over the world."
For many years to come, storms of thought, blights of misunderstanding,
difficulties of production and distribution, and other problems may hinder its
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rapid growth, but the light and heat of the Sun of Truth in this divine springtime shall prevail.
MeanwhileLet the writers of such articles as Abdul-Baha demands, send in articles to
the STAR OF THE WEST. Let the Bahais of America" subscribe for this growing
newspaper only f01' service to the cause of God," as Abdul-Baha commanded the
Bahais of Persia to do. For it is evident that it cannot grow without the means
of subsistence.
IMPORTANT:
Through a misunderstanding the Bahais of the Occident believed that the
"blessed days," foreseen by Daniel (Chap. 12, verse 12), began in the year 73
of the Bahai dispensation, which corresponds to the year 1917 of the Christian
calendar, or 100 years after the birth of BAHA'O'LIJAH, but this error on our part
has been corrected by Abdul-Baha in a recent Tablet to Faraz'Allah Zaki ElCurdi, as follows:
" As to the question thou hast asked in connection with the verse in Daniel's
book, namely: 'Blessed is he who cometh to the thousand three h1~ndred and
five and thirty days.' This year should be taken as a solar year and not a lunar
one, for in accordance with this calculation one century will have elapsed from
the rising of the Sun of Truth, when the teachings of God will have been firmly
established, when the lights will have flooded all the regions in the East as well
as the West. On that day will the believing souls rejoice.
;,
This indicates that there are over thirty years more of storm and sunshine,
of difficulty and happiness before the beginning of the blessed millennial summer
time of the Kingdom of God on earth.
Let us appreciate the value of the springtime.
Allaho'Abha!
-The Editors.

Letter from the Secretary of Bahai Temple Unity
to the Bahais of America
"0 ye lovers of the Bea.uty of the
Tr1le One,
Become ye self-sacrificing
Become ye self-sacrificing."
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
To the Bahai Assemblies of America
and Canada, Greetings in His Name:
I am now able to give the dear friends
the detailed information of the approaching convention and congress
which was necessarily omitted in the call
for the election of delegates issued February 18th, 1920.
The Assemblies are stirring with a
new life at the news of the momentous
events which this convention is to
enact. An increasing number of Tablets
from the Center of the Covenant evidence the will and desire of the Beloved

'-
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is to place in the hands of the selected
and elected delegates to these conventions greater and larger responsibilities
than ever before. He is training us in
the accomplishment of the divine affairs
entrusted to us. He is blessing us in uncovering within us a capacity to do this,
which has been largely dormant hitherto.
That we must arise in accord with the
spiritual instructions and perform this
work with the greatest wisdom, love, and
union is a part of the great Covenant to
which we have pledged ourselves. In
these spiritual instructions the Center of
the Covenant has addressed the lordly
and divine gatherings such as this forthcoming_ representative gathering of the
friends of God. One of the conditions
of attainment to the supreme and
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destined station (see Divine Plan, p. 67)
is that there must be "fellowship and
love amongst the believers." This love
must reach a superlative degree of joy
and fragrance. Again:" Whosoever has
lost himself, has found the universe and
the inhabitants thereof." "The masterkey to self-mastery is self-forgetfulness."
(p. 77, 78.) The burden of all these
stirring words, his instructions, are that
we must love one another, renounce ourselves, forget our opinions, cast aside
personalities, do only the business of the
Oause, and confer life, joy and fragrance
upon the souls. "Oontention is absolutely forbidden," only "infinite amity
and love" shall exist among the friends.
The "least trace of controversy" shall
become the signal for silence among those
So engaged.
"The brilliant sun is shining;
The full moon is ornamenting the horizon
of ether;
The great ocean-tide is flooding every
little stream;
The gifts are successive, the favors
consecutive;
The refreshing breeze is blowing, wafting
the fragrant perfume of the blossoms;
Boundless treasure is in the hand of the
King of Kings;
Lift the hem of thy I!arment that thou
mayest receive it!"
ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.

These fragrant "blossoms" whose perfume reaches us, whence they are and
whither do they grow? Are they not the
roses and hyacinths of the King's garden, around which the dwellers of that
ineffable concourse are gathered? In
truth, this perfume is the fragrance of
their own radiant and purified hearts.
Let us gather with them, at the convention, with cleansed nostrils, constituting an assembly wherein the divine
perfections of that luminous concourse
shall cast no shadow, but light upon
light.
The Feast of Rizwan will be celebrated April 24th, 1920, at the Aldine
Olub, 200 Fifth Avenue, 14th floor, New
York Oity, with a reception at 5 :00 P. M.
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and the feast will be laid at 6 :30 P. M.
The kind friends of the New York Assembly through the Rizwan committee
are in charge of the feast. In keeping with the desire of the friends everywhere, the feast will be celebrated in
the utmost simplicity and beauty, and
mainly Persian food will be served, the
price for each person not to exceed $2.50.
The Aldine Olub quarters are very
beautiful and attractive, and there are
accommodations for 750 people. All the
facilities of the Club will be at our
service.
The convention, or annual meeting
of Bahai Temple Unity, will open at the
Oonvention Hall of the Engineering Societies at 29' West 39th Street, at 10
A. M., on Monday, continuing through
the day, and similarly on Tuesday and
Wednesday. This hall seats 500. Oonnected with the Oonvention Hall will be
a large and beautiful room where the
Mashrekol-Azkar plans and models will
be placed for the observation of the
friends.
The congress will be held on the
evenings of Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, four sessions, detailed
program of which will be ready shortly.
The congress sessions are to beat the
same address as the convention, namely,
the Engineering Societies, 29 West 39th
Street, and will be in the Auditorium of
the Societies, a most beautiful and
spacious room. accommodating 950,
splendidly lighted, and with every COllvenient facility.
Please inform your delegate and alternate especially of this outline, as well
as the friends of the assembly who
though not all present in the gatherings,
will unite in spirit and in love and
fragrance throughout this Rizwan time.
"The heavenly Beloved with celestial
beauty is present in the assemblage of
the friends! Be ye thankful!" (Divine
Plan, p. 79.)
In His love,
Your brother,
Alfred E. Lunt, Secretary.
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The Mashrekol-Azkar
(Continued from page 15)

evident and manifest. The Temple that
is going to be erected in the United
States will be an important and magnificent one, its influence and reaction upon
the Cause will be tremendous, and the
impetus it shall give to the movement,
irresistible. "
Soon shall the city of Teheran, Persia,
witness the laying of the foundation of

the Temple of VV orship, for restrictions
have been removed and hindrances
eliminated.
It will be of interest to note that
a hearty invitation has been extended to
Abdul-Baha by the friends of Ishkabad,
in writing and through an oral message,
supplicating him to come to Ishkabad
and thus rejoice those expectant friends.

Outline of the Bahai Calendar
The Bahai year begins on March 21st,
and is divide-d into 19 months of 19
days each, plus 4 (or 5 every fourth
year) intercalary days-February 26th
to March 1st, inclusive.
The first day of each Bahai month
falls as follows:
MONTH
NAME
FIRST DAYS
1st .. Baha' (Splendm') ...... Mar. 21
2nd .. J alal (Glory) .......... Apr. 9
3rd .. Jamal (Beauty) ....... Apr. 28
4th .. Azamat (Grandeur) '" .May 17
5th .. Nur (Light) ........... June 5
6th .. Rahmat (Mercy) ...... June 24
7th .. Kalamat (Words) ...... July 13
8th .. Asma (Names) ........ Aug. 1
9th .. Kamal (Perfection) .... Aug. 20
10th .. Eizzat (Might) ........ Sept. 8
11th .. Masheyat (Will) ....... Sept. 27
12th .. Elm (Knowledge) ....... Oct. 16
13th .. Kudrat (Power) ....... Nov. 4
14th .. Kowl (Speech) ......... Nov. 23
15th .. Massa 'ulk (Questions) ... Dec. 12
16th .. Sharaf (Honor) ........ Dec. 31
17th .. Sultan (Sovereignty) ... Jan. 19
18th .. Mulk (Dominion) ...... Feb. 7
19th .. Ola (Loftiness) ........ Mar. 2
(Month of Fast'ing.)
The following days and seasons are
observed by the Bahais:
Feast of Naurooz-the Bahai New
Year-March 21st.

Peast of Rizwan-(Paradise)-commemorating the Declaration of BAHA'O'1,LAH in the Garden of EI-Rizwan in
Bagdad, April 21st, 1863. This season
of feasting lasts twelve days-April 21st
to May 2nd, inclusive. The first, ninth
and twelfth days (April 21st, April 28th
and May 2nd) are especially celebrated.
Anniversary of the Declamtion of the
B:'.B-May 23rd. (1844).
Anniversary of the Departure of
BAHA'o'LLAH-May 28th. (189'2).
Annive1'sary of the Martyrdom of the
BAB-July 9th. (1850) .
Anniversary of the, Birth of BAHA'O'LLAH-November 12th. (Born in Nur,
Persia, 1817.)
Peast of the Appoinime1;t.t of the Oenter of the Oovenant, ABDUL-BAHANovember 26th.
Intercalary Days-During which hospitalities are extended to friends, the
poor and the needy-February 26th to
March 1st, inclusive.
Month of the Fast-March 2nd to
20th, inclusive, during which no manner
of food or drink is to be taken between
sunrise and sunset. Fasting is enjoined
upon everyone. Children, travelers,
sick and infirm people, pregnant women
and nursing mothers are free from this
obligation.
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"Before choosing a wife a man must think soberly"
Talk by ABDUL-BAHA to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab on December 22nd, 1918, the day
before his departure from the Holy Land.
that thou art returning to
N ow
America thou must think of taking
unto thyself a wife. Do thou choose
a girl who may be suitable to thy intellectual and spiritual ideals. She must
be wise, intelligent, and a symbol of
aspiring perfection. She must take an
interest in all the problems pertaining
to thy life, and be thy companion and
partner in every phase of thy existence.
She must be sympathetic, kind-hearted,
happy and endowed with a joyful disposition. Then thou must devote thyself to her happiness and love her with
a glorious, spiritual love.
Before choosing a wife a man must
think soberly and seriously that this
girl will be his friend throughout all
his life. It is not a temporary matter.
She is a soul with whom he must associate all the days of his life; she will
be his mate and his intimate confidant;
therefore, day by day their love and
their attachment to each other must increase.
The greatest bond that will unite the
hearts of man and wife is faithfulness
and loyalty. Both must exercise toward
each other the utmost faithfulness and
loyalty and not let any trace of jealousy
creep between them; for this thing like
unto poison vitiates the very foundation of love.
The man and wife must dedicate their
knowledge, their talents, their fortunes,
their titles, their bodies and their spirits,
first to BAHA '0 'LLAH and then to each
other. Their thoughts must be lofty,
their ideals luminous, their hearts
spiritual, and their souls the dawningplaces of the rays of the Sun of Reality.
They must not become ill-disposed
toward each other on account of the
ephemeral incidents and accidents of
this changeful life. Their hearts must

be spacious, as spacious as the universe
of God. In case any difference of opinion should arise between them, they
must do their utmost to settle it by
themselves, and not let its knowledge go
out of the family; for people are apt to
change a speck into a mountain. Again,
in case a circumstance causes a real offense between the two, they must not
keep it in their hearts, but rather explain its nature to each other and try
to remove it as soon as possible. They
must prefer fellowship and amity to
jealousy and hypocrisy, and be like two
pure mirrors reflecting the light of the
stars of love and beauty to each other.
You must tell to each other all your
noble and heavenly conceptions. Have
no secret!! between you. Make your
home a haven of rest and peace. Be
ye hospitable and let the doors of your
home be open to the faces of friends
and strangers. Welcome everyone with
a smiling face and let them all feel
that they are in my home.
God has created such union and harmony between man and wife that no
one can conceive in this world a greater
plane of union. You must irrigate continually the tree of your union with the
water of love and affection, so that it
may remain green and verdant throughout all the seasons, producing the most
luscious fruits for the healing of the
nations.
In short, you two must live such a
life that your home may become a vision
of the paradise of Abha; so that whosoever enters therein may feel the essence of purity and cleanliness, and may
cry out unconsciously: "Here is the
home of love, here is the palace of love,
here is the nest of love, here is the
garden of love; " and you two, like
unto two sweet-singing birds, must be
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perched on the highest branches of the
tree of life, filling the air with songs
of love and happiness.
Endeavor as far as you are able to
lay the foundation of your love in the
very center of your spiritual being, in
the very heart of your consciousness,
and do not let this foundation of love
be shaken in the least.
And when God gives you sweet and
lovely children, exert yourselves in their
education and training, so that they may
become the imperishable flowers of the
divine rose-garden, the nightingales of
the ideal paradise, the servants of the
world of humanity and the fruits of
the Tree of Life.
Live ye in such a manner that others
may take your life as an example, and
may say to each other: "Look! How
they live like unto two doves in one
nest with perfect love, affinity and harmony. It is as though GDd had kneaded
from eternity the very essence of their
beings for the love of each other."
When such conditions exist and such
ideals hold sway, then you have taken
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a large portion from the everlasting
life, have quaffed deeply from the
fountain of Truth, and have spent your
days in the paradIse of glory gathering
the immortelles of divine mysteries.
Be ye to each other as heavenly lovers
and divine beloved ones. Spend your
life in the paradise of love. Build your
nest on the leafy branches of the tree
of love. Soar ye in the clear atmosphere of love. Swim ye in the shoreless
sea of love. ,¥ alk ye in the eternal rosegarden of love. Move ye in the shining
rays of the sun of love. Be ye firm and
steadfast in the path of love. Perfume
your nostrils with the sweet fragrance
of the flowers of love. Familiarize your
ears with the soul-entrancing melodies
of love. Be ye intoxicated with the wine
of love. Drink we deeply of the elixir
of love. Let your ideals be the bouquet
of love, and your conversation the white
pearls of the ocean of love.
(Translated by Mirza Ahroad Sohra~,
December 6th, 1919, Sebastopol, California.)
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circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that
even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in
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Tablet revealed by ABDUL-BAI-IA.

We do not look at the evil deeds of the
people. We do not consider the race, the
religion, or nationality. We do our utmost to help everyone. The inhabitants
of these parts know this and, therefore,
whenever they are in difficulties, or have
had business reverses they come to us

-----

and we will never send them away unaided or deprived. This is the quality
of the Bahais. This is the conduct of
the believers. This is the path of the
kingdom of God.
(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab,
January 24, 1914.)

---- - - - - -
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[The above is a rac-simile of greetings to the Bahais of America from the
Bahais of Persia, which they desire
printed in the STAR OF THE WEST. The
seal is that of the Spiritual Assembly
(House of Spirituality) of Teheran.]

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'o'LLAH.
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The Coming of the Promised One
Address by HOWARD C. IVES of New York City, delivered at the Eighth Session
of the Bahai Congress at Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Wednesday
afternoon, April 30th, 1919. Stenographically reported.
DID you ever stand upon a high point
and see the sun rise ~ I have stood
among the foothills of the Rocky- :Mountains and watched the dawn break over
the hills, the morning star gradually
dimming in its glory, the faint first rosy
light creeping up the horizon, and then
gradually, above the mountains, the first
rim of the radiant glory of the orb;
then lifting, and lifting, and flooding
the earth with its glory. Not in all nature is there such a sight; nothing will
compare with that wonderful miracle.
I have heard it said that if it happened
only once a year people would be on
their knees for days before, longing,
searching, for the first sign, hoping for
that coming. Imagine, friends, if it
only happened once every thousand
years. Stretch the wings of your imagination and think of the legends that
would be handed down from father to
son, and son to son, from generation to
generation and think how they would
watch the constellations of the sky-for
praise be to God, even in the darkest
night, there are stars in the sky-and
think how the traditions would have
mentioned that, before the dawning, a
morning star would appear, and when
that morning star arose above the horizon and gradually found its way toward
the zenith, think how men's hearts would
leap with joy, and they would say, "He
is coming! He is coming! I have seen
his sign in the sky!" And then think
what a dawning that would be when the

sunrise came once only every thousand
years. You could not stand and wait
for it. The father would see the first
faint gleam upon the horizon, and the
sons would see it gradually grovv and
grow, and the grandsons would see the
first faint roseate tinge upon the mountain tops, and the great-grandsons would
look and long for the orb to apl)ear, and
the great-great-grandsons would see it
gradually rise above the horizon.
My friends, there is not one single
thing in all this world that is not a symbol of the spiritual reality, and what I
have just painted in words for you is
an actual fact. The Sun of Reality rises
only once every thousand years or so,
the stars in the heaven precede his dawning, the hearts of men become 'weary
through the night as they watch the
stars in the sky and long' for the coming
of that which the stars promise.
Throughout the ages it has been said
that in the time of the coming of the
Sun of Truth there shall be a new
heaven and a new earth. What does that
mean? Certainly not that this sky shall
be changed and this earth beneath our
feet altered. No! The sky that we see
and the earth beneath our feet are but
symbols again, just as the sun is a symbol and the stars are symbols. The sky is
a symbol of the heaven of religion and
the earth is a symbol of the hearts that
are softened for the springtime.
Many thousand years ago a Sun appeared-we call his name Abraham-a
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Sun of Reality rose gradually according
to the promise; and the star-I don't
mean the material star, I mean the heart
and the longing thoughts of men, longing just then as we do now-and the
constellations, arose with him, thus a
new heaven appeared. Abraham, Isaac,
Jacob, David, Solomon, Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Amos, Ezekiel were the stars of that
heaven, they were the constellations appearing with that promised One.
And then Moses came, bringing with
him his own group.
Then Jesus Christ came. Think of the
stars that rose with him. John, Stephen,
Paul, Timothy, Mary Magdalen, Mary
the mother of Jesus, Mary and Martha
the sisters, Luke the physician, Matthew
the publican, Peter the fisherman! Ah,
they are the illuminating lights that
come with that promised One, they are
the stars. of his heaven, and they, after
the sun has set, illuminate the dark sky
throughout the age, then gradually dwindling in glory until the sun again rises.
But when the sun appears from the
horizon of the vernal equinox, on the
twenty-first of March, it brings the glory
of the springtime; so when the Sun of
Reality rises, He brings healing on His
wings, and a new springtime comes to
the human heart.
Just as the farmer goes out and plows
and harrows the hard soil, so the Spirit
of God moves upon the hearts, and pain,
sorrow and sufferingplow the hearts.
Nations tremble because of starvation,
famine, agonies and tears! That is why
the earth is filled with woe-woe, woe,
woe-when the promised One appears.
Praise be to God, for without that woe
our hearts would still be hard, just as
the ground is hard until with the softening of the rain and the warmth of the
sun and the plough and the harrow,
it is broken to pieces, in order that the
seed may fall and fructify and grow and
bring forth an hundred fold.
My friends, praise be to God, the
promised One hath come again. \Ve
have waited long throughout the cen-
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turies; our hearts have grown into
stone, our hearts have become frozen,
our hearts have fallen low in woe and
weeping. Praise be to God, he hath
come again! He hath come again! The
Sun of R,eality hath risen. 0 that isn't
all, for there is a new heaven, and there
is also a new earth. 'What good would
the sun be 'I What good would the crossing of the equinox be in the early spring
were there not an earth to feel its rays 1
Of what earthly use is it, if the promised One, the Sun of Reality, dawns and
there are no hearts to receive the light 1
Praise be to God, there are always hearts
to receive the light. We are His creatures, the children of His hand, the offspring of His love. We long for Him
and He longs for us. Now in this great
Day of God the hearts are turning unto
Him.
Was it yesterday that our dear sister,
Mrs. Maxwell, quoted the beautiful
words from Daniel that "the wise shall
shine as the sun and they that turn many
to righteousness as the stars forever and
ever."
There is your perfect symbol.
That is the ancient version, the old version, but the revised version has it much
more beautiful: "They that be teachers shall shine as the sun; they that turn
many to righteousness as the stars, forever and ever." BAHA 'O'LLAH glorified
God in his wonderful Book, The Ighan:
"At that time the signs of the Son of
Man shall appear in the heavens." That
is, the promised Beauty and substance of
life shall come from the court of the invisible into the visible world. That is
the coming of the promised One; that
is the coming of the Son of Man; that
is the dawning of the signs in the
heavens. ' 'The appearance," as he says
again in another passage, "when the
face of the promised One and the
beauty of the adored One shall descend
from heaven riding upon a cloud." That
is, the divine Beauty will appear from
the heavens of the Supreme Will in the
human temple.
So my friends, change your point of
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view for a moment from thinking of the
heavens above and the rising of the sun
and its glory; change your point of view
to the divine Beauty appearing in the
human form here on earth. Imagine
the divine Beauty descending from
heaven "riding on a cloud," that is the
human form, the cloud hiding him from
our eyes, nevertheless dwelling in the
human temple, seeing with human eyes,
walking with human feet, eating, drinking, suffering, longing-the divine Beauty nevertheless, the promised Beauty and
substance of life! Think of those words,
the promised Beauty, the very substance
of life, appearing in a human temple.
This is the Sun of Reality I am talking
about, shining upon the human earth,
the earth of human hearts.
Ah, my friends, make the picture, for
his human temple is the Sun of Reality,
and within that human temple, which is
nothing but a cloud, the Sun is shining
to those whose eyes can see it. Shall he
shine in our hearts ~ Shall he bring
forth fruits meet for repentance, as
Jesus said ~ Shall the wheat of divine
love grow? Shall the fruits of glorious
perfection appear? Shall the clouds of
mercy from the divine heaven pour
upon ready hearts the drops of hii"
mercy and the fire of his love? Shall
there appear from this earth the great
and glorious results worthy oE such a
Sun from such a heaven? p'raise be to
God, I don't even have to ask, for the
new earth has come.
When the sun rises in the springtime,
when the sun gradually crosses the line,
what do we see? Do we see all at once
the earth burst into beauty and perfection? Do we see all at once the fruits
of the harvest appear? Oh, lIO, we see a
blade of grass here and there, a little
green leaf, then the rest; we see a tree
just beg'inning to show its buds-but
these are the new earth. All the cold
and hard world does not exist. I don't
care how many millions of dead leaves
there are, the one blade of grass, the
one green leaf is the new earth. And
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so, show me one soul responding to the
new Sun; show me one life ready to
lay itself down in self-abnegation and
perfect renunciation; show me one martyr to the Sun of Truth; show me one
who is placing heart and soul on the altar of self-sacrifice, purity and lovethat is the new earth! That is all the
earth there is. Let the rest go, it doesn't
exist. It is dark and cold, it is dead.
Does it exist? Do you say that the
dead bodies in the graves exist in comparison with the people walking on the
street? I tell you, my friends, all those
who do not know BAHA'o'LLAH, and his
glory, all those who do not turn to him
in this new age, simply do not exist. On
the other hand, verily, they are in their
graves and they know it not. Arise,
arise, 0 earth of human hearts! Arise,
burst the prison bars, come out from the
cage! Be ye resurrected from the dead
bodies of self and desire and ascend to
that station for which ye were created!
When the Sun of Reality arises in the
human temple, it creates effects upon
the human hearts just as the sun does
upon the material earth, and results appear. He speaks, and it is done.
My friends, think, think of these last
four days you and I have been listening-don't let us lose the figure-you
and I have been seeing the rays of the
Sun of Truth shining upon the earth
and results appearing. Go ye into all
the world, shine as the Sun of Truth,
carry to all the world the news that rays
of the Sun of Reality shining upon the
world shall transform it, proclaim to
them that the Prince of Peace hath come,
that never again shall there be war
amongst nations, never again shall there
be war between creeds and classes and
sects, never again shalllabor and capital
be arrayed against each other, never
again shall there be loveless homes and
divorce courts, never again shall there be
strife between children in the streets,
never again shall there be anything that
shall mar the beauty of the love of God
in the human heart. That is the procla-
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mation-and it is done. What difference
does it make if it doesn't come at once?
Does that alter the fact? We who see the
sun rise and cross the equinox every
springtime, do we say, because the whole
world does not burst into beauty and
harvest at once, that it won't come? I
tell you the first blade of grass is the
whole thing, to anyone who sees. And
so when the 'N ord of God goes forth,
the thing is done.
Arise! Arise! 0 ye chosen of the
world, and be ye the divine helpers of
God, says BAHA'O'LLAH. How? Praise
be to God, the command not only goes
forth but the way of development is
shown not only in words but in example.
BAHA'O'LLAH says, "Though ye cut off
my limbs, yet shall the love of God not
depart out of my heart. Verily, I was
created for sacrifice, therefore do I
glory over the world."
Do you want
then to know how you shall glory over
the world, how you shall establish the
Kingdom of God in hearts, how you shall
carry out the teachings of these blessed
Tablets that we are listening to? Here
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is the recipe, "Though they cut off my
limbs, yet shall the love of God not depart out of my heart. I was created for
sacrifice, therefore do I glory over the
world!" Those who believe in BAHA'O'LI,AH, those who have turned their
hearts to the Center of His Covenant,
those who love the Blessed Perfection,
were created by the Sun of Reality in
the human temple for sacrifice, and by
sacrifice shall they glory over the world
as He did and establish the Kingdom of
the promised One in the hearts and souls.
, 'The blessed person of the promised
One is interpreted in the holy books as
the Lord of Hosts, i. e., the heavenly
armies! By heavenly armies those souls
are intended who are free from the huIhan world, transformed into celestial
spirits and have become divine angels."
There are your celestial armies. They
who shall become divine angels, are those
who have turned their backs upon the
world, who were created by the love of
God and His Blessed Beauty for sacrifice.
Allaho' Abha !

The Most Great Characteristic: The Center of the Covenant
Address by DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI of Chicago, delivered at the Eighth Session of
the Bahai Congress at Hotel McAlpin, New York City, ,Vednesday
afternoon, April 30th, 1919. Stenographically reported.

A S I have been quite ill for the last

three days, I did not expect to be
here this afternoon, but memory recalled
a beautiful afternoon, in the year 1912,
when our beloved Abdul-Baha, the Center of the Covenant, commanded his Persian party, including this servant, to
address the friends in New York on the
same subject that we have this afternoon,
"The Center of the Covenant," and
therefore I was strengthened to come to
this blessed gathering.
Why is it that the most great characteristic of the teachings of BAHA'0 'LLAH
concerns the Center of the Covenant?
Why this greatness or extreme importance? Because the Covenant is the one
power that preserves unity among man-

kind, prevents sectarianism and protects
all the principles of BAHA'O'LLAH. For
example: The investigation of reality
is a principle of BAHA'O'LLAH. If one
were to say, "I can interpret that. It
has another meaning. It does not mean
that we must investigate reality." The
power of the Covenant is the one weapon
that would stop such an interpreter. If
one were to say, regarding the principle
of BAHA'O'LLAH to do away with racial
and all other prejudices, "I understand
it differently, racial differences must
exist," the only weapon with which you
could overpower such an interpreter is
the Covenant. In other words, the only
interpreter is the beloved Ab dul-Baha.
Should one in most eloquent language
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try to prove the inequality of the sexes,
reply to such an one that the only interpreter is His Holiness Abdul-Baha,
the Oenter of the Oovenant, and the
power of the Oovenant will prevent
wrong interpretation. Should one try to
convince the world that universal peace
was not right, we would know, by the
power of the Oovenant, that such interpretation was wrong, and that would be
the only way to stop such false interpretation.
So, you see, all the other principles of
BAHA'O'LLAH are protected, too, by that
power of the Covenant. The progress
of the religions o.f the past depended
upon the unity of the believers, and the
failure thereof was caused by the disunity and differences of the believers.
Consider the essence of history. Take
the Jewish religion. Its founder, Moses,
delivered the people of Israel, who were
enslaved and persecuted by the Pharaohs, and saved them from bondage in
Egypt. Under him all became free in
the Land of Promise. For four hundred
and fifty years they were ruled by four
hundred judges, a congress, in the Holy
Land. They progressed day by day because they were united. Through the
power of the prophet Samuel, Saul, the
first king, was placed on the throne and
became the ruler of the Jews. They were
united upon the text and teachings of
Moses. Saul died and was succeeded by
David. Still that religion was progressing. David died and his son Solomon
was made king. That period was the
highest of the Jewish civilization. The
kingdom extended to the Euphrates and
the Red Sea. They became the teachers
of the then known world. Many of the
philosophers of the Romans, the Greeks
and other nations went to learn from
them and to be educated. The downfall
of the Jews began when, after the death
of Solomon, his son Rehoboam became
king, the Jews splitting into two factions
or kingdoms, one of which, the kingdom
of Judah remained loyal and offered
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allegiance to Rehoboam, while the other,
the Kingdom of Israel, elected for its
sovereign J erohoam from the descendants of J oseph who lived in Mesopotamia.
This first split divided their power,
creating enmity, suspicion and hate, and
wars resulted to the extent that J eroboam declared that it was just as good
to worship a bull as to go to Jerusalem,
the holy city, and worship God, becam:e
he did not want his people to go and
become acquainted with the other king,
the son of Solomon. '\Then that discord
took place and wars had begun between
the two factions, other nations attacked
and crushed them. Then the Romans,
Assyrians, Babylonians and Egyptians
came and destroyed them, the Jews falling into degeneration and slavery. The
Assyrians annihilated the kingdom of
Israel, and Nebuchadnezzar, the king of
Babylonia, attacked Judea, taking captive and burning Jerusalem. The kingdom of Israel was utterly annihilated
and the remnants of the kingdom of
Judea were saved by the mercy of the
Persian kingdom. Later the Jews were
divided into the Pharisees, the Sadducees, the Publicans, etc.
At such time Jesus Christ appeared.
He came to unite them and to guide
all the people. Instead of receiving
and following him, they crucified him.
After his departure Christianity was a
target of persecution for seventy years.
Titus, the Emperor of the Romans, then
became interested in the Christian religion. He killed more than a million
of the Jews, scattered the rest and
destroyed Jerusalem. To the Christians he gave freedom-that is, seventy
years after the birth of Jesus Christand the Ch:ristians were given an opportunity to go forth and teach the
Romans. That freedom, however, was
later taken from them and N ero, the
Roman Emperor, persecuted them severely. While intoxicated, Nero burned
the city of Rome and in the morning

(Continued on page 37)
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STAR OFTHEWEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the obj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you I
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) A1!DuL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
vVestern States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT V AIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Unveiling of the Divine Plan for the World
Tablet* of ABDuL-BAHA read at the Eighth Session of the Eleventh Annual
Mashrekol-Azkar Convention and Bahai Congress held in McAlpin
Hotel, New York City, April 26-30, 1919.
TABLET.
To the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful of the Bahai
Assemblies in the United States of America and Canada I-Upon them be
BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!

He is God!

o ye apostles of BAHA'O'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
The blessed person of the promised One is interpreted in the holy Book as
the Lord of Hosts, i. e., the heavenly armies: By heavenly armies those souls are
intended who are entirely freed from the human world, transformed into celestial spirits and have become divine angels. Such souls are the rays of the Sun
of Reality who will illumine all the continents. Each one is holding in his hand
a trumpet, blowing the breath of life over all the regions. They are delivered
*NOTE-This Tablet was revealed in Bahjeh in three parts. The first part
was dictated April 19th, the second part April 20th,and the third part April
22nd, 1916.-The Editors.
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from human qualities and the defects of the world of nature, are characterized
with the characteristics of God, and are attracted with the fragrances of the
Merciful. Like unto the apostles of Ohrist, who were filled with Him, these souls
also have become filled with His Holiness BAHA'0 'LLAH, i. e., the love of BAHA'O'LLAH has so mastered every organ, part and limb of their bodies, as to leave
no effect by the promptings of the human world.
These souls are the armies of God and the conquerors of the East and the
West. Should one of them turn his face toward some direction and summon
the people to the Kingdom of God, all the ideal forces and lordly confirmations
will rush to his support and reinforcement. He will behold all the doors open
and all the strong fortifications and impregnable castles razed to the ground.
Singly and alone he will attack the armies of the world, defeat the right and left
wings of the hosts of all the countries, break through the lines of the legions of
all the nations and carry his attack to the very center of the powers of the earth.
This is the meaning of the hosts of God.
Any soul from among the believers of BAHA'O'LLAH who attains to this
station, will become known as the apostle of BAHA'0 'LLAH. Therefore strive ye
with heart and soul-so that ye may reach this lofty and exalted position, be
established on the throne of everlasting glory, and crown your heads with the
shining diadem of the Kingdom, whose brilliant jewels may irradiate upon centuries and cycles.

o ye kind friends! Uplift your magnanimity and soar high toward the
apex of heaven-so that your blessed hearts may become illumined more and
more, day by day, through the rays of the Sun of Reality, i. e., His Holiness
BAHA'O'LLAH; at every moment the spirits may obtain a new life, and the darkness of the world of nature may be entirely dispelled-thus ye may become incarnate light and personified spirit, become entirely unaware of the sordid matters of this world and in touch with the affairs of the divine world.
Oonsider ye what doors His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH has opened before you,
and what a high and exalted station He has destined for you, and what bounties
He has prepared for you i Should we become intoxicated with this cup, the sovereignty of this globe of earth will become lower in our estimation than the
children's plays. Should they place in the arena the crown of the government
of the whole world, and invite each one of us to accept it, undoubtedly we will
not condescend, and will refuse to accept it.
To attain to this supreme station is, however, dependent on the realization
of certain conditions:
The first condition is firmness in the Oovenant of God. For the power of
the Oovenant will protect the Oause of BAHA'O'LLAH from the doubts of the
people of error. It is the fortified fortress of the Oause of God and the firm
pillar of the religion of God. Today no power can conserve the oneness of the
Bahai world save the Oovenant of God; otherwise differences like unto a most
great tempest will encompass the Eahai world. It is evident that the axis of the
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oneness of the world of humanity is the power of the Covenant and nothing else.
Had the Covenant not come to pass, had it not been revealed from the supreme
pen and had not the Book of the Covenant, like unto the rays of the Sun of
Reality, illuminated the world the forces of the Cause of God would have been
utterly scattered and certain souls who were the prisoners of their own passions
and lusts would have taken into their hands an axe, cutting the root of this
Blessed Tree. Every person would have pushed forward his own desire and
every individual aired his own opinion! Notwithstanding this great Covenant,
a few negligent souls galloped with their chargers into the battlefield, thinking
perchance they may be able to weaken the foundation of the Cause of God: but
praise be to God, all of them were afflicted with regret and loss, and ere long
they shall see thel)1selves in poignant despair. Therefore, in the beginning one
must make his steps firm in the Covenant-so that the confirmations of BAHA'O'LLAH may encircle from all sides, the cohorts of the Supreme Concourse may
become the supporters and the helpers, and the exhortations and advices of
Abdul-Baha, like unto the pictures engraved on the stone, may remain permanent and ineffaceable in the tablets of the hearts.
The second condition: Fellowship and love amongst the believers. The
divine friends must be attracted to and enamored of each other and ever be
ready and willing to sacrifice their own lives for each other. Should one soul
from amongst the believers meet another, it must be as though a thirsty one
with parched lips has reached to the fountain of the water of life, or a lover has
met his true beloved. For one of the greatest divine wisdoms regarding the appearance of the holy Manifestations is this: The souls may come to know each other
and become intimate with each other; the power of the love of God may make
all of them the waves of one sea, the flowers of one rose-garden, and the stars of
one heaven. This is the wisdom for the appearance of the holy Manifestations!
When the most great bestowal reveals itself in the hearts of the believers, the
world of nature will be transformed, the darkness of the contingent being will
vanish, and heavenly illumination will be obtained. Then the whole world will
become the Paradise of Abha, everyone of the believers of God will become a
blessed tree, producing wonderful fruits.
o ye friends! Fellowship, fellowship! Love, love! Unity, unity!-so that
the power of the Bahai Cause may appear and become manifest in the world
of existence. Just at this moment I am engaged in your commemoration and
this heart is in the utmost glow and excitement! Were ye to realize how this
conscience is attracted by the love of the friends, unquestionably ye would
obtain such a degree of joy and fragrance that ye would all become enamol'ed
with each other!
The third condition: Teachers must continually travel to all parts of the
continent, nay, rather, to all parts of the world, but they must travel like AbdulBaha, who journeyed throughout the cities of ,America. He was sanctified and
free from every attachment and in the utmost severance. Just as His Holiness
Christ says: "Shake off the very dust from your feet."
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Ye have observed that while in America many souls in the utmost of supplication and entreaty desired to offer some gifts, but this servant, in accord
with the exhortations and behests of the Blessed Perfection, never accepted a
thing, although on certain occasions we were in most straitened circumstances.
But on the other hand, if a soul, for the sake of God, voluntarily and out of his
pure desire, wishes to offer a contribution (toward the expenses of a teacher)
in order to make the contributor happy, the teacher may accept a small sum,
but must live with the utmost contentment.
The aim is this: The intention of the teacher must be pure, his heart independent, his spirit attracted, his thought at peace, his resolution firm, his magnanimity exalted and in the love of God a shining torch. Should he become as
such, his sanctified breath will even affect the rock; otherwise there will be no
result whatsoever. As long as a soul is not perfected, how. can he efface the defects
of others? Unless he is detached from aught else save God, how can he teach
severance to others!
In short, 0 ye believers of God! Endeavor ye so that ye may take hold
of every means in the promulgation of the religion of God and the diffusion of
the fragrances of God.
Amongst other things is the holding of the meetings for teaching-so that
blessed souls and the old ones from amongst the believers may gather together
the youths of the love of God in schools of instruction and teach them all the
divine proofs and irrefragable arguments, explain and elucidate the history of
the Cause, and interpret also the prophecies, and proofs which are recorded and
are extant in the divine books and epistles regarding the Manifestation of the
promised One, so that the young ones. may grow in perfect knowledge in all
these degrees.
Likewise, whenever it is pOSSIble a committee must be organized for the
translation of the Tablets. Wise souls who have mastered and studied perfectly
the Persian, Arabic and foreign languages, or know one of the foreign langllages
-must commence translating Tablets and books containing the proofs of this
Revelation, and publishing those books, circulate them throughout the five continents of the globe.
Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the
utmost regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God
-so that both in the East and West, they may become informed of the most
important events.
In short, in all the meetings, whether public or private, nothing should be
discussed save that which is under consideration, and all the articles be centered
around the Cause of God. Promiscuous talks must not be dragged in and contention is absolutely forbidden.
The teachers traveling in different directions must know the language of
the country in which they will enter. For example, a person being proficient in
the Japanese language may travel to Japan, or a person knowing the Chinese
language may hasten to China, and so forth,
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In short, after this universal war, the people have obtained extraordinary
capacity to hea):ken to the divine teachings, for the wisdom of this war is this:
That it may become proven to all that the fire of war is world-consuming,
whereas the rays of peace are world-enlightening. One is death, the other is
life; that is extinction, this is immortality; one is the most great calamity, the
other is the most great bounty; that is darkness, this is light; that is eternal
humiliation and this is everlasting glory; one is the destroyer of the foundation
of man, the other is the founder of the prosperity of the human race.
Consequently, a number of souls may arise and act in accordance with the
aforesaid conditions and hasten to all parts of the world, especially from America to Europe, Africa, Asia and Australia, and travel through Japan and China.
Likewise, from Germany teachers and believers may travel to the continents of
America, Africa, Japan and China; in brief, they may travel through all the
continents and islands of the globe. Thus in a short space of time, most wonderful results will be produced, the banner of universal peace will be waving
on the apex of the world and the lights of the oneness of the world of humanity
may illumine the universe.
In brief, 0 ye believers of God! The text of the divine Book is this:
If two souls quarrel and contend about a question of the divine questions, differing and disputing, both are wrong. The wisdom of this incontrovertible law
of God is this: That between two souls from amongst the believers of God, no
contention and dispute might arise; that they may speak with each other with
infinite amity and love. Should there appear the least trace of controversy,
they must remain silent, and both parties must continue their discussions no
longer, but ask the reality of the question from the Interpreter. This is the
irrefutable command!
Upon ye be Baha-EI-Abha!
SUPPLICATION.

o God! 0 God! Thou seest that black darkness hath encompassed all the
regions, all the countries are burning with the conflagration of dissension and
the fire of war and carnage is ignited in the Easts of the earth and the Wests
thereof. The blood is being shed, the corpses are stretched and the heads are
decapitated and thrown on the ground in the battlefield.
Lord! Lord! Have pity on these ignorant ones, look upon them with the
eye of forgiveness and pardon. Extinguish this fire-so that these gloomy
clouds covering the horizon may be scattered; the Sun of Reality may shine
forth with the rays of concililttion; this darkness be rent asunder and all the
countries be illumined with the lights of peace.
Lord! Awaken them from the depths of the sea of animosity, deliver them
from these impenetrable darknesses, establish affinity between their hearts and
enlighten their eyes with the light of peace and reconciliation.
Lord! Rescue them from the fathomless depths of war and bloodshed!
Arouse them out of the gloom of error, rend asunder the veil from their eyes,
brighten their hearts with the light of guidance, deal with them through Thy
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favor and mercy and do not treat them accordingly to Thy justice and wrath
through which the backs of the mighty ones are shaken!
Lord! Verily the wars have prolonged, the calamities have increased, and
every building hath turned into ruin.
Lord! Verily the breasts are agitated and the souls are convulsed. Have
mercy on these poor ones and do not leave them to do with themselves that
which they desire!
Lord! Send forth throughout Thy countries humble and submissive souls,
their faces illutnined with the rays of guidance, severed from the world, speaking Thy remembrance and praise and diffusing Thy holy fragrances amongst
mankind!
Lord! Strengthen their backs, reinforce their loins and dilate their breasts
with the signs of Thy most great love.
Lord! Verily they are weak and Thou art the Powerful and the Mighty,
and they are impotent and Thou art the Helper and the Merciful!
Lord! Verily the sea of transgression is waving high and these hurricanes
will not be calmed down save through Thy boundless grace which hath embraced
all the regions!
Lord! Verily the souls are in the deep valleys of lust and nothing will
awaken them save Thy most wonderful bounties.
Lord! Dispel these darknesses of temptations and illumine the hearts with
the lamp of Thy love, through which all the countries will be enlightened. Oonfirm those believers who, leaving their countries, their families and their children, travel throughout the regions, for the sake of the love of Thy beauty, the
diffusion of Thy fragrances and the promulgation of Thy teachings. Be Thou
their companion in their loneliness, their helper in a strange land, the remover
of their sorrow, the comforter in their calamity, their deliverer in their hardship,
the satisfier of their thirst, the healer of their malady and the allayer of the
fire of their longing.
Verily, Thou art the Clement, the Possessor of Mercy, and Verily, Thou art
the Oompassionate and the Merciful!
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Signed)
(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 8th, 1919, Washington, D. 0.)

The Most Great Characteristic: The Center of the Covenant
(Continued from page 31)

wanted to know who had done it. The
enemies of the Ohristians told him that
Paul, Peter and the Ohristians, to whom
he had given freedom, were the cause
of the burning of the city of Rome, the
most beautiful capital of the world at
that time.
He immediately became
their oppressor and put to death those
two great martyrs, Paul and Peter.
Thus not only did the Jews, but the
Romans as well take part in the per-

secution. Briefly, for three hundred
years the Ohristians were oppressed.
Then Oonstantine, the brave Emperor
of Rome, became a Ohristian.
He
spread Ohristianity throughout the
world and it began to progress from
that time. He moved from Rome and
made his capital in Oonstantinople, that
city being named in his honor. It was
the glory of Ohristianity when Oonstantine was the Emperor. -What else did
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Constantine do ~ Christianity was at the
zenith of its prosperity, when he did
something that marked the beginning of
its fall. When he moved from Rome
to Constantinople he wanted to have a
democracy among the leaders of all the
churches. Every church had a bishop,
but they were all under the bishop of
Rome, who was called or known as the
Pope. Constantine said: "No, we must
have a democracy. The power should
not be in the hands of the Pope." Thus
the first split took place in Christianity,
half becoming Orthodox and the other
half Catholics. Those who wanted all
the power to be in the hands of the
Pope were called Catholics and those
who believed that the power should be
divided and every bishop should have
equal freedom were called Orthodox.
During the third and fourth centuries
another division took place in Christianity, the subject of contention this
time being that of the doctrine of the
Trinity. There were those who believed
in the union of God, the Son and the
Holy Ghost-the three in one-and
those who believed it could not be done;
those who believed that Jesus Christ had
two natures, the divine and the human,
and those who said: "No, God is above
mentioning. No one can comprehend
Him. Jesus Christ is the Manifestation
of God and that is alL" Thus was another division created, this time on account of the doctrine of the Trinity, and
every time a division took place, wars
resulted and blood was shed.
In the year 325 A. D., Constantine
called the first general council at Nice,
in Bytynia, in order to settle the differences, but that could not be done. Arius,
the eloquent priest, who interpreted the
Trinity and who became the cause of the
controversy, was excommunicated by the
Orthodox church.
In the fifth century, another sect, the
Nestorians, was created by Nestorius, a
brilliant priest. At that time the Christians believed that Jesus Christ had two
natures, divine and human, and, there-
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fore, it mattered not whether Mary was
called "the mother of the Lord" or "the
mother of Jesus." But N estorius and
his followers taught that Mary must be
called orrly "the mother of J esm: " and
not "the mother of the Lord." Briefly,
these arguments ended in bloody battles.
Then general councils were held. Nestorius was excommunicated, but the sect
remains in Persia to this day.
Another sect came into existence and
that was the Jacobites, founded by Jacobus Baradaeus, a priest. They promulgated the belief that Jesus Christ
had one divine nature only and theytried to promote unity.
In the sixth century Christianity was
spread in the west of Europe as far as
Britain and Saxony, and in the east to
the shores of the Black Sea and the Danube.
In the seventh century the Mohammedan religion appeared and the Mohammedans had terrific clashes with the
Christians.
In the eighth century another division took place and this was the last
division. And what caused that ~ Pictures! Those who believed in having
pictures in the church, and those who
said: "This means that we are like the
heathen. If we put a picture before
us, what is the difference between us and
those who worship idols?"
This controversy created another sect ..
There was another war and another general council or convention, but with no
result. If you travel in the Orient you
will find the Nestorians and the Jacobites
as well as many other sects. These
various sects have been separating
themselves from the rest of the world
and living in ignorance on account of one
person who interpreted something for
his own desire and his own selfishness.
In the ninth and tenth centuries
there were continuous wars among the
various sects-two centuries of bloodshed-but they conquered in Hungary,
Russia, and other places.
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The eleventh century began with the
greatest and longest war the world had
ever witnessed. It started with the organization of 800,000 soldiers in Europe, who proceeded to the Holy Land
to take it from the Mohammedans. That
was the war of the Crusaders.
The eleventh century, the twelfth, the
thirteenth and the fourteenth saw nothing but wars and struggle between the
European Christians and the Mohammedans, resulting in nothing but failure
and manifest loss.
In the fifteenth century the Pope proclaimed himself as an absolute power.
In the sixteenth century Luther arose
against the Pope and the result was the
establishment of the Protestant sect.
If we follow carefully this brief outline of the history of the Jews and the
Christian church, we come to the conclusion that had the Divine Will appointed a Center, through Moses or
through Jesus Christ, these divisions
would not have occurred.
It is not necessary to mention the
divisions in the Mohammedan religion
because they were similar to the other
religions.
Therefore, the most great characteristic of the religion of BAHA' 0 'LLAH is,
The Center of the Covenant-that which
the previous divine Manifestations did
not bring. This will fortify the Cause
from now until at least one thousand
years, and perhaps until thousands of
years have passed away. Through the
power of the Covenant no one can create
a sect or division in the Bahai Cause.
In 189'1, BAHA'O'LLAH referred to his
departure thus: "In my appearance
there was a wisdom, and in my disappearance there is another vvisdom." All
who heard him felt that the day of his
departure was near. It came in 1892.
The believers who were gathered in Acca
and who numbered not more than 600
people, in one week became divided into
twenty-three sects. In other words, in
one week they had twenty-three opin-
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ions as to what would be done in the
f~lture, now that BAHA'O'LLAH had de-

parted. Each one had an opinion and
each thought his opinion was the best.
On the ninth day a little satchel that
had belonged to BAHA'O'LLAH and which
had been sealed with His blessed seal,
was brought by His Holiness AbdulBaha and placed before the tvventythree divisions or sects if you wish to
so call them. It was opened and, behold, it contained the Book of the Covenant, in which it was written: "All
must obey and turn to the one whom
God has chosen." In the Tablets and
in the Book of Akdas, BAHA'O'LLAH
says: "The purpose is the Greatest
Branch. He is the explainer of the
Books. He is my interpreter. He is the
Branch of Holiness. He is the greatest
favor and blessing for mankind and the
protection of all. He is the Mystery of
God. He is the one around whom all
the names and attributes of God revolve." Even He (BAHA'O'LLAH) asks
all the divine blessings for all those who
turn to him, and woe for all those who
turn away from him.
That Book was read. All the faces
brightened. All bowed down 111 the
spirit of acceptance.
But certain prophecy had to be fulfilled, namely, "From the East and the
West they will come and enter into the
Kingdom of God, but the children of
the King"dom will be cast out." A few,
however, with veiled spiritual vision,
such as Mirza Mohammed Ali, rejected
it and turned away, as the owls and the
night birds who flee from the light of the
sun. The fire of jealousy and envy
took such hold on them that they preferred to be known as na7cazeen-meaning violators of the Covenant. Those
who turned away simply destroyed
their own lives, here, there and everywhere, as did Judas Iscariot. Those
who took hold of "The Branch" grew
and produced fruit, becoming as shining stars in the horizons.
The beloved Abdul-Baha, in order to
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have us all united, accepted the station
of servitude, calling himself, "The Servant of Baha," that we might all learn
a lesson from that humbleness-not because his station is lower than the rest.
The qualities of the sun are manifest;
the eyes behold them and it is not necessary to try to convince us that they are
there.
We should carefully study the religion
of BAHA'O'LLAH and obey it.
See
with what names, what attributes
BAHA'O'LLAH has clothed His Greatest
Branch.
Study the Tablet of the
Branch and see how the Blessed Tree
described its Branch. The title of
"Abdul-Baha" should be our mirror
into which we should look every day to
learn the lesson of humbleness and servitude. The title which he chose for himself, namely, "The Servant," should be
a lesson to us to try to overcome our
arrogance and selfishness, because the
ego is the only enemy of the Bahai. The
Bahai has no enemy except his own
ego, and that ego often makes him lower
than the animals. Jesus Christ taught
the same lesson to the world when he
said: ' 'Why eallest thou me good?
None 1S good save One, that is, God."
That was a lesson to his disciples to
teach them humbleness and reverence.
In Persia the Cause is firm and on a
solid foundation. If anyone comes to
them with an idea that would seemingly
destroy rather than build the Cause,
they ask him in a gentle manner: "Is
this your own opinion or that of Abdu]Baha ? " If he answers: "This is my
opinion," they say:
"Barak-Allah
(God bless you). This may be a good
opinion, but keep it for yourself. How
do we know ~ Today you praise this one
and tomorrow you hate him.
Today
you hate this one and tomorrow you
praise him. How do we know which one
you are going to take?" In this manner they close the door of differences.
This does not mean, however, that if
the believers want to build up the work,
lending their influence and their opine
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ions which are harmonious to the Cause
of God, being willing' to even sacrifice
their lives if necessary, that we should
suspect them.
God forbid!
There
should be no such misunderstanding.
But if there be anything contrary to the
teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH and Ab dulBaha, then ask such an one to produce
a written statement proving his authority.
Differences are of two kinds, constructive and destructive. If one should
come and say, "I want to help you
build this house," you reply, "Welcome." But should he say, "I do not
agree with you. Build it this way. I
want to destroy this building. Build
it somewhere else"-that difference, my
friends, would be destructive. If, therefore, there are differences of opinion
among the believers which are conducive
to the promulgation of the Cause, there
is no harm in such differences; but ideas
or statements that are contrary to the
teachings must be authenticated, must
be shown, must be proven.
Therefore, the Bahais who would
keep the Cause clean and strong, should,
like unto a wise and careful gardener
who guards the young trees, plant seeds
that will grow and which the winds of
doubt will not blow away, the heat of
envy and jealousy will not burn, the
thief will not steal and the fire of desire will not consume; and should protect them from the contrary winds of
conflicting and confusing opinions that
are conducive to separation rather than
to unity.
Our beloved Abdul-Baha says that, in
the future, even the rulers, the kings
of the world, will tremble if they try to
deviate one hair's breadth from this
great Covenant. There is no doubt
about it, because the religion of
BAHA '0 'LLAH is protected and fortified.
That oneness, which is the foundation of
the religion of BAHA'O'LLAH, cannot be
shaken when the banner of the mighty
Covenant is waving over the heads.
Allaho' Abha !
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"The Doors of the Kingdom are Open"
Address by WILLIAM H. RAND ALL, of Boston, delivered at the Ninth Session of
the Bahai Congress, held in Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Wednesday evening, April 30th, 1919. Stenographically reported.
once said, "Nevel'
A BDUL-BAHA
talk about God to a man with an
empty stomach. Feed him first. " Surely in the past three days he has fed us,
and in this hour that draws this wonderful and marvelous Convention and Congress to a close, it certainly seems befitting that we should turn our hearts to
the Kingdom of the Covenant, and with
the deepest reverence for this great opportunity and great service that is before us in giving his methods to the
whole world of humanity.
For nineteen centuries the Kingdom
of Heaven has been largely considered
by man merely a parable, but this seed
of the Kingdom, unobserved by mankind, has been growing and growing
through the centuries until in this day
it has become a tree of fruitage, and
through these wonderful Tablets of Abdul-Baha the fruit of this Kingdom is
offered to you now in the heavenly banquet that he has served during these four
days, and its life, its sustenance, its
strength are eternal. This is the hour
of faith, the day of miracles, the century of light, and in this wonderful
epoch two worlds have met and embraced
in the heart of Abdul-Baha, the world
of God and the world of humanity; and
how glorious, how wonderful that he
should come to us in the station of servitude and call to the whole world,
"Come, ye people, unto the Kingdom
of God, for today the doors are open,
and the station of servitude is the highway thereto."

Someone asked Abdul-Baha once why
the rivers and the streams all flowed
into the ocean, and he replied, "Attraction, because the ocean places itself
lower than all else 11' the world." This
is the supreme quality of the station of
servitude, and I think if we lift our eyes
to the portals we shall find written above
in l~tters of light, "radiant acquiescence." Who can fail to make every effort to reach this doorway, which is the
pathway unto the Kingdom of Glory?
Kingdom naturally implies organization. How is it that there can be organization in a kingdom that we call the
kingdom of the Spirit ~ In the world of
affairs, organization in itself is power,
yet inharmony flows from it; but in the
world of the Kingdom, where love is the
law of organization, unity radiates from
its power. In the world of hearts, the
heart is an organ, but when the breath
wings its flight with love, the organic
heart turns its way back to the mineral
kingdom. The heart that seeks only the
center of self has never left the kingdom
of nature, but the heart that is enkindled
with the love of hUIhanity is already on
its way to the worlds of God.
This Kingdom that draws us, and irresistibly draws us on through the ages,
what is its power? With man, power is
effort; but with God power is attraction.
It holds atoms and worlds in one embrace and impels them through the great
universe of search, search for the center
of that attraction. It draws forth from
the common soil and clothes with the
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substance Qf light the fQrm Qf flQwers
and fruit. As IQve, it persuades man
thrQugh the variQus CQurts Qf attractiQn
until his SQul reaches the CQurt Qf the
placeless, indrawn by the Center Qf the
CQvenant, and therein dQes man find the
heaven and the paradise Qf the preQrdained cQmmand Qf GQd that is the PQtential unfQlding Qf his greatest capacity, his greatest happiness, his greatest
service that makes him Qne Qf the drQPs
in the 'Qcean Qf the unity Qf GQd's IQve.
My dearest, dearest friends: We
have had revealed to. us in these sublime
Tablets a whQle new WQrld Qrder Qf life.
We ha~e had presented to. us with its
great QPPQrtunity the chance to. r~se a~d
to. serve GQd in His WQrld. I belIeve III
this day that disciples chQQse themselves that all may be disciples, that we
are ail called to. the statiQn Qf discipleship in this new and glQriQus kingdQm;
that GQd Himself has incarnated in the
WQrld and fQunded the great Spiritual
Magn~ Charta and its laws, its jQys a~d
its happiness, and has placed them III
the hands Qf the friends Qf America. He
has given to. America the statiQn Qf the
illuminatiQn Qf the wQrld, and nQW, we
must build deep that it may be high, we
must build Qutside Qf time that it may
withstand time. Peter and Paul built
beYQnd the empire Qf Rome, they built
beYQnd the time Qf the life Qf all emperors because they built deep a:r:d. they
built high. It is QUI' greatest prIVIlege,
it is QUI' greatest JQY, it, is the supreme
happiness nQW Qf QUI' lives to' dedicate
them to' this service to. the KingdQm.
Do. nQt think I am tQQ sQlemn-I never
was happier in my life; but the magnitude Qf this visiQn is so. great that I
seem almQst IQst even in the cQntemplatiQn Qf it. vVe must arise, we must beCQme Qrganized thrQugh that Qrganizing
PQwer Qf IQve which is the magnet Qf the
spirit and we must go. fQrth with heart
and mind illumined with the living
light, with the substance Qf these great
and universal Tablets. A few years
IQnger, and eternity beYQnd; GQd calls
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at this very hQur. Can we fail Y Have
we any chQice but to. Qbey1
To. IQve is a wQndrQus thing; to. be
IQved is a miracle. SQmetimes we falter
when we IQve, but it seems to. me when
we knQW we are IQved QUI' steps are
firm' and Abdul-Baha IQves us, every
SQul: his eye is UPQn every SQul gathered
in this CQnventiQn tQnight and he IQves
us with the encircling burning PQwer Qf
IQve. Can we fail to. resPQnd to. that
IQve? Can we when he has spent every
hQur frQm childhQQd to. the present mQment, fQrty years Qf it in prisQn, in
hardships, gQing thrQugh the pathway Qf
every PQssible self-denial, surrendering
the human spirit with which he CQntacts
with the WQrld, can we feel that at this
hQur we can do. greater than to. turn
Qur eyes to. the call Qf this KingdQm and
to. arise and to' serve and fQllQW in the
pathway Qf his blessed feet?
Oh, my dear friends, I knQw y?U feel
the urge; I knQw that yQU realIze the
magnitude Qf the task, and Abdul-Baha
has said to. us that he who. will arise to.
be the herald Qf the glad tidings Qf this
day will be sustained by the HQly Spirit,
will be received with an acclamatiQn Qf
JQY into. the KingdQm Qf GQd. We will
arise to. this cQmmanding spirit, and go.
fQrth as the heralds Qf light;· we will
spread this wQndrQUs message Qf gladtidings thrQughQut the whQle wQrld, until every heart is tQuchQd, until every
ear has heard, and every mind enkindled
with the Supreme Spirit which CQmPQses the WQrld in the harmQny Qf living.
There is Qne splendQr Qf the spirit that
unites mankind in the service Qf brQtherhQQd. There is anQther glQry that is celestial that transfQrms the heart from
the image of the earthly into. the imagE"
Qf the heavenly. This is the pathway,
the severed highway to. the PQrtals Qf
light and His W Qrd is the sign: " The
IQve Qf the W Qrd Qf GQd is the magnet
Qf heavenly beauty and gIQry."
AllahQ'Abha!
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The Servant of God
Address by ALBERT VAIL, of Chicago, delivered at the Ninth Session of the
Bahai Congress, held in Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Wednesday
evening, April 30th, 1919'. Stenographically reported.
doors of the Kingdom are open;
T HE
the Sun of Truth is shining upon
the world; the daysprings of mercy have
appeared." What does this mean ~
Evidently it means that this little
world in which we live, in the sight
of God is like a tiny ball fioa ting in a
universe of infinitely wonderful light.
In the sight of God, this handful of
dust, the world, is but one home and
all the prayer of the eternal· world is
that thl/,s world may be in unity. Now
when the darkness and the storm spread
over the earth, it seems very dark to us
who are underneath the clouds. But if
we can rise a little in the altitude of
the spirit and see the Sun of Truth
eternally shining from the heaven of
God's presence, no cloud which ever
came over the world would be more than
a temporary passing mist.
The God who made this little world
also made all the heavenly and divine
worlds. He evidently has a clear purpose for this world on which we dwell,
and that purpose is that, after the thousands of years of war, it should enter
into a millennium of peace. The world
could have no other meaning than that
this strife and confusion would at last
prepare the hearts of men for the sweetness of the kingdom of universal peace.
Now, w.hen the King begins to send
His light into the world the people catch
only a few rays of the dawning Sun of
Reality as it rises over the horizon of
man's limitation and breaks through the
clouds of his suspicion, his ignorance
and his prejudice. The first few rays
in this new day, are the desire for a
League of Nations, the longing for democracy; the prayer for woman's suffrage, for equality between men and
women, the longing for universal education, for science, for civilization, for

new arts, that great yearning that
touches the hearts of all men all over
the world and, stirring in their hearts,
tells them that the new day is here, the
divine world is breaking into the human
world.
What we want to know is the next
step toward the realization of this universal prayer. Is there a soul on this
globe today who is not praying in his
heart for the dawn of the Most Great
Peace amongst the nations?
How
can it be brought about ~ That is the
one problem around which all other
problems revolve.
Politically, the
League of Nations is the first great step.
We need a society of nations, a democWe also need
racy of the world.
woman's suffrage so that women, tender,
loving and intuitive, may more completely direct the operations of the na~
tion. But the fundamental problem
goes deeper than any political, democratic, economic or educational organization. Abdul-Baha in his classic story
has put the world situation like this:
He says that the governments of the
world are much in the state of three
men who went out sailing in a boat.
One was a Christian, one was a Mohammedan and one was a Jew. The Mohammedan bowed down as a storm approached over the water and he said,
, '0 Allah, drown in the depths of the
water this infidel of a Christian." The
Christian said, " 0 God, sink in the
depths of the sea this infidel of a Mohammedan. " The Jew remained silent.
They said, "Are you not praying in this
moment of calamity?" He replied, "Oh
yes, I was praying that both of your
prayers might be answered." (Laughter.)
That is the world situation which we
need to transform today. That is the
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world's heart which needs to be made
into a new heart. Now, how is this to
be done? The only way is to teach
these people who look at each other so
bitterly to see something in each other
which is supremely beautiful and glorious. If that Christian there in the boat
could have looked into the Mohammedan 's heart and seen that he was worshipping the same God as he, only under another name, the Mohammedan and the
Christian could have become brothers;
and if the Jew could have looked into
both of their hearts and said, "0 blessed
Christ, you made the Torah celebrated
all over the world; you made Moses celebrated, you made all Hebrews celebrated; you are the prophet of Israel, " then
there could be peace. If the Mohammedan could see the good in the Christian, if the Christian could see the good
in the Mohammedan, if the Jew could
see that every great prophet in the world
is one of God's messengers; if all could
look into each other's hearts and see
there the love of the Eternal Father,
then there would begin on earth the Most
Great Peace.
When you meet a stranger, says
Abdul-Baha, say, "Yonder is coming to
me a letter sent me by God." The outside of the envelope may be dirty, and
torn and broken, but if we could open
the envelope of the life that comes before us and look within the envelope
and learn to read the writing, we would
find in every human soul which crosses
our threshold or which is yonder over
the man-made national border, a message from God, and if we could understand the message it would be God's benediction to us. There is only one hope
for humanity today and that is to see
all human beings as rays of the one divine sun which is God, as pearls of the
one ocean which is God, flowers of the
one garden whose Gardener is God,
and to see all as potentially the light
of the one sun which shall be diffused,
waves of the one sea which shall overflow the world. This is the foundation
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of peace upon the earth, to realize, as
Paul said from Mars Hill, that "God
made of one blood all nations of men
for to dwell on all the face of the earth,
if haply they might feel after Him and
find Him, though He be not far from
anyone of us." Abdul-Baha says that
God, the divine Gardener, looking over
the garden of humanity, sees that it
would be a monotonous garden if He
made us all white, like white roses, and
so, in His love of beauty and variety
He made some of the roses yellow like
the Mongolians and some brown like the
Hindus and others red like the red men
and others black like the colored people.
God in His universal vision loves all the
varieties, and for this reason He put
these different colored roses, His children, in the garden of humanity. If
we could see that they all come from
one garden and they all diffuse one
fragrance and they are all under the
sun of one God, then would these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars pass
away and upon this little planet the
Most Great Peace of God would come.
How can we gain a belief in God vivid
enough really to make this come about?
There is only one way and that is to find
someone who manifests all that our divinest spirit wants to see of God. Now
when we look within ourselves we find
our divine nature is like a tiny flickering candle. When we look at the faces
of most of our neighbors we know that
their faces are sometimes dark and
sometimes bright, like the passing of
clouds and of sunshine, and we are never
quite sure of our neighbor, whether he
will be on his good behavior today, or
tomorrow. We all vacillate and the divine side comes and goes. How can we
be sure that the divine is the real thing
in the world, in ourselves and in our
neighbor? The only way is to know
some being in whom the light of God's
life is always shining, in whom the glory
of God's presence is always resplendent,
on the altar of whose sacrificed human
self the eternal fire of God is always
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burning. There are human beings who
are more than beings. There are human
beings who are simply temples of flesh
in which is manifest the eternal glory
of God.
Jesus sai d, "Have I been so long a
time with you, yet hast thou not known
me, Philip? He that hath seen me hath
seen the Father; and how sayesth thou,
then, show me the Father?"
Abdul-Baha says that God in His
boundless mercy wishing the Kingdom
on earth to be established sends these
Messengers, these Manifestations of the
Kingdom that in a temple of human
flesh the glory of God may be made
manifest and in the human heart th~
love of the Eternal Father may shine
with all its sweetness and its beauty. By
sending the many Manifestations of His
light does God make manifest within our
scope and our horizon His eternal love,
His being, His reality and His glory.
When Jesus shone forth from the horizon of Palestine reflecting, like a mirror, the Sun of R,eality, he united many
nations for a time. And then the mirror was obscured by traditions and
clouds and darkness and men no longer
saw the Father in His pure glory shining in the heart of this Messenger and
Manifestation. God had to send another Manifestation to make His truth
apparent, for we forget, in this world,
Oh, so easily, we forget about God. We
forget what God is like. He had to send
a long succession of Messengers to India.
He had to send Zoroaster to Persia, and
then Mohammed to the Arabian villages. And in this twentieth century,
when the world is ready at last for the
descent of the full splendor of the Kingdom, it is necessary, if we are to have
a vision of God in the world, that there
should appear again One in whom God's
spirit can be seen so clearly that all
the veils are stripped away, that all the
doubts are burned away, and then we
shall see face to face.
This has been the promise of the cen-
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turies: "Behold there vvill come a great
Messenger, a Manifestation of the Eternal, the promised One at the end of the
age." The Bible translators called this
"the end of the world." And it is the
end of the old world of prejudice, of
war, of confusion. Then the Sun of the
eternal Word will appear. The light
of God will become manifest again and,
shining from the horizon of a human
heart there will dawn this bright light
of God's love and His truth so that all
can see and no one can doubt, so that
all over the world men can behold His
glory and enter into the consciousness
of God.
BAHA '0 'LLAH brought this great revelation to the world, but it came in him
with such sublime light that people were
almost dazzled by its splendor. His
splendor is so bright we can hardly look
upon it. And so the next great Herald
of the Kingdom takes the form of a
servant, the humblest form a human being can assume. He lays aside his title;
he calls himself simply, The Servant of
the Glory of God.
He comes down right into the midst
of men, living their life. He plants his
garden; he cooks the meals for the sick
people; he makes them broth in the
prison; he goes up and down the country
like a ministering angel of God's mercy;
he is the tenderest, the simplest, the
lowliest of beings in the world. "When
he is put in prison for teaching universal peace and universal brotherhood he
counts this imprisonment the joy of his
life. Abdul-Baha tells us how when he
was one day in the streets of Acca and
the chains were around his waist and
his neck, the jailor, his tender-hearted
jailor, said, ""\i\Thy don't you put a robe
over those chains so the boys won't
throw stones at you?" Abdul-Baha,
turning to him, replied: "These chains
are my badges of hanoI', my badges of
glory, I could not conceal them."
Now it is this quality of service, in
annihilation of self, that makes God's

(Continued on page 55)
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STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy I Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers wiII become hosts after ho sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
wiII increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame wiII be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-EAHA ABBAS.

o

o

ye apostles
. . . .
regularity, but
East and the

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you I
Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Diary Letters of Shoghi Rabbani
Written to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab in America
(Continued from Vol. 10, page 220)
Haifa, Palestine.
February 12, 1919.
Dear Ahmad:
This morning, some of the recently
arrived supplications were answered in
the form of short yet effective Tablets.
The second supplication from India is
signed by a certain influential person,
a khajeh, who has been recently attracted to the Movement and is craving
to attain the court of Abdul-Baha's
presence. As emanating from a soul that
has been entangled in superstition
and prejudice and immersed in a sea
of imagination, his words embodied in
his supplication are indeed significant:
"Thy generosity is the elixir and thy
bounty the solace for the weak heart
of this humble servant, and the near
prospect of attaining to the holy presence sustains his breath. 0 most beloved Lord, look not at the failings,
short comings and weakness of this humble beseecher and entreater, but towards
the boundless ocean of thy love, mercy,
bounty and grace. Grant the fervent

prayer of this humble one to approach
thy holy self, keep him not far away
and separate from thee and confer upon him the high privilege of viewing
thy beautiful, illumined face."
The
prayer of this soul has been answered
for soon he shall present himself at the
Holy Land, shall view the beautiful face
of his beloved Lord and shalllluaff from
the inexhaustible fountain of his love.
The Tablet revealed to this friend this
morning is a model of the sweetest and
most gentle expressions that a beloved
can reveal to his loving ones.
News reaches us to the effect that the
friends of God in the different parts of
Persia, devastated by famine, pestilence
and internecine war, have been miraculously protected and saved. With this
gratitude is coupled the sense of extreme
rejoicing and heartfelt gratitude for the
news of peace, for the restoration of
communications and for the possibility
of a long awaited pilgrimage to the
land of desire. Letters have been received so far from Teheran, Shiraz, and
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tonight from Najafabead, in the province of Isphahan, Persia, the same
note is sounded as it was written just
at the time when the armistice bells
were ringing. It expressed the anticipation of the friends: of God to see
universal peace, as forecast so many
years ago by BAHA'O'LLAH, firmly and
securely established.
However, one
thing brought gloom and depression into
this lively and clear atmosphere. One
incident, revealing the still prevailing
grudge and antipathy of the ulemas and
mullahs for the friends of God, was the
cause of grief. A certain friend, buried
with respect and ceremony by his beloved and relatives, was disinterred, his
coffin was smashed to pieces, his corpse
was taken out and buried directly with
no wooden case whatever, this being
counter to the creed and law of their
faith. From what may be judged and
inferred, such sad incidents are still prevailing and causing more or less trouble
and complication. One thing is sure,
however, that as the Sun of Truth gains
in. splendor and brilliancy, the bats and
owls proportionately double their vain
and fruitless activities until they are assured of their helplessness and incompetence.

February 13, 1919.
My dear Ahmad:
The call of Abdul-Baha bidding the
friends of God to arise in one accord,
to fling away the garb of concealment
and to deliver the divine message has
resounded throughout all regions and
has propagated its waves to countries
hitherto the bulwark of conservatism.
The city of Damascus, upon which a
new era has dawned has shaken off her
somnolence and, thanks to the activity
of a few enthusiastic friends, has
awakened to the spirit of the new age.
The prominent figure among its friends
has attained the court of Abdul-Baha's
presence and has brought with him
many a good news. When the permission
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to visit the holy sites was granted to our
eager visitor, Haji Mohammed Yazdi
the means of facility were miraculously
provided. Within an exceptionally short
period of time he secured his pass, was
assigned a comfortable and uncrowded
compartment in the train, enjoyed
splendid weather and sunshine all
throughout his travel, the latter lasting
only ten hours-an exceptionally swift
and comfortable journey.
This morning he was ushered into Abdul-Baha's presence and the first thing
he did was to offer a supplication from
an erudite Arab, a native of Medina, an
influential and responsible personage in
Damascus, an authority in the Moslem
creed, who had been attracted and moved
to write to Abdul-Baha as a result of
the interview and discussions with
Sheikh Aliasqae, that seemingly cold,
indifferent and powerless soul. The believers are stirred with this appeal to
spread the message and to be engaged
in the diffusion of divine fragrances. The
able and well-versed sons of Sheikh
Morad who has had the matchless honor
to visit the Blessed Beauty (BAHA'O'LLAH) , are all well and busily engaged
in the furtherance of the Cause of God.
Sheikh Bedreddine and Abdul-Haijh in
Homs, and Sheikh Said, the eldest, in the
function of deputy-assistant of the governor of the village of Zabadaneh, not
far from Damascus, are each in their
respective spheres trying to promote the
ideals of the Kingdom.
In short, the news of our dear visitor,
Agha Haji Mohammed Yazdi, was refreshing, numerous and significant. With
a smile and a nod of appreciation AbdulBaha greeted every bit of news and was
glad to know that a reaction from the
passiveness and inactivity of the past
had set in. "Deliver the divine message with prudence and wisdom ", was
his recommendation to the teachers who
are serving in these regions. Having
said this he arose, again welcomed our
guest and regained his room to correct
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the 'rablets that had been revealed, leaving us with nul' friend whose source of
news and glad tidings seemed inexhaustible.
Abdul-Baha remained in doors until
3 P. M., when Major Nott came and
motored him to the house of the Commander-in-chief, Sir Edmund Allenby. This was the second time AbdulBaha had called on the General and
this time the conversation centered
around the Cause and its progress. Interest seems to have been stimulated and
eagerness to learn more of the Truth
intensified. This time, as well as last,
was particularly noted for the warmth,
the reserve and the respect which characterized the conversation of General
Allenby with the Master. He is a very
gentle, modest and striking figure, warm
in affection, yet imposing in his manners.
Tonight a telegram received from
Ahmed Lafonat in Jerusalem, fixing
Major Tudor-Pole's arrival at J ernsalem
on the 14th inst. and his departure the
17th. We will be delighted to meet
again this young and active friend who
is doip.g what he can to bring about the
comfort and the satisfaction of the Beloved.
February 14, 1919.
Dear Ahmad:
Abdul-Baha spent the whole forenoon
in correcting and signing the sixty Tablets that had been made ready during
the past days and as I am dropping you
these lines he is having his fortnightly
hot bath which ameliorates so much his
health and strengthens his physical constitution.
Tonight we had another concrete evidence of the merit and value of Major
Tudor-Pole's article in the Palestine
News. Indeed, inquirers and seekers
multiply with astonishing rapidity, a
keen interest is aroused and a wide demand is being pressed more and more.
The contributor of the article, Miss Hiscox in Cairo and Miss Rosenberg in London, are in correspondence with many
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souls, most of them in active service,
who desire to learn more about the
Cause than this introductory article
of Major Tudor-Pole presents. Ab dulBaha was weary, tired and sleepy as
a result of the heat of his bath and was
intending to sleep when a slight knock
at the door revealed the presence of
a non-commissioned officer at the door
seeking an interview. Admittance was
cordially granted and there was Private
Sinclair, a Britisher, working as an assistant at the Red Cross Egyptian hospital in Haifa. During his sojourn in
Cairo, when visiting its reading room,
he had come across Bahai literature and
had thereby caught the first glimpse of
the Cause. The perusal of Major TudorPole's article raised his interest to its
highest pitch and henceforth he became
an ardent inquirer. From what could
be gathered from his countenance, he was
so lowly, so respectful, so gentle and so
modest that the first words of the Beloved were to this effect: ' 'I am glad
to meet thee for thy face is illumined,
thy brow is pure, thy heart is clear and
thy purpose is right." He then took
from his pocket a letter of introduction
from Major Tudor-Pole, referring him
to Miss Hiscox for information about
Bahai literature and giving the address
of Miss Rosenberg in London, inviting
him to quaff from the fountain-head.
A searc"h so sincere, an interest so lively,
an earnestness of tone so genuine has
hardly been remarked in any of the previous callers and inquirers. In view
of his earnest inquiry and his lack of
any preconception, the Master spoke in
detail of the main purpose of the Bahai
teachings, the idea of peace and reconciliation, the most immediate need of
mankind. He told him the futility of
men's effort to establish a lasting peace,
resting on secure foundations, through
material means. Whenever such efforts
have been exerted they were doomed to
failure. History affords a striking illustration. "From what I can gather from
the events during my life", said Abdul-
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Baha, "history clearly shows the wars
that have been waged, the peace measures
that were subsequently adopted, have
proved inevitable failures. The Orimean
war and the Treaty of Paris in 1856,
the Austro-Italian war of 1859; the Danish war of 1864; the Austro-Prussian
war of 1866; the Franco-Prussian war
of 1870; the Russo-Turkish war of 1877
and the Oongress of Berlin, the Balkan
war and subsequently this world war
with its present Universal Peace Oonference.
Wars will succeed, peace
measures and pacific documents will remain dead letters unless the Word of
God and His supreme power comes to
exercise its influence. Not until this is
attained may lasting peace be realized."
Our attentive visitor listened and was
absorbed. He was glad to listen to this
remarkable talk and was furthermore
grateful to receive a copy of Mr.
Remey's Some Vital BaJwi Principles
which Abdul-Baha put in his hands.
When he retired, he was inwardly
moved and outwardly satisfied and assured.
February 15, 1919.
My dear Ahmad:
My head is in a whirl so busy and
so eventful was the day. No less than
a score of callers from prince and pasha
to a simple private soldier have sought
interview with Abdul-Baha.
Tonight again, our attracted friend,
Private Sinclair of the Red Oross hospital, called. His eyes sparkled as he
shook hands with the Beloved. He had
read the pamphlet which had been given
to him alld was glad to receive another
different one, published and edited by
Mr. Remey, entitled The Message of
Unity. He expressed his firm intention
to correspond with the different booksellers in London, as soon as he is demobilized and thus to be able to gather
more detailed information. When he
rose to take his leave, he seemed full
of the spirit of BAHA'o'LLAH, absorbed
in meditation, and ablaze with His love.
"Thou art my son, my dear son, I love
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thee, and I pray for thee," were the
farewell words as the Beloved embraced
him and patted him on his shoulders.
Letters, or rather parcels, were today
received from Port Said, London and
America. Enclosed in Mr. Lotfullah's
letter from London, were two suppllcations that had been received last year
from Teheran. They contained good
news. The Bahai school in Teheran is
advancing by leaps and bounds. The
Israelite Bahais have established schools
which are rapidly widening. The school
of Tarbiat in Teheran, Miss Kappes describes as by far the greatest establishment among the 430 schools in Teheran;
their public exercises were unequalled
by any that have been so far held. A
pavilion was pitched and everybody,
high and low, nearby and distant, heard
of its fame and responded to its calL In
Yezd meetings of different character,
each of no less than 60 to 70 attendant."
were organized. A great deal of effort
has been expended of late to help the
descendants and relatives of the glorious
martyrs of Yezd. Vast contributions
have been gathered and the tombs of
the martyred are being beautifully
erected, immune from any further aggression or danger and becoming the
object of the pilgrimage of many a soul.
In Yezd also the maid-servants of God
have risen and are overshadowing (or
rather have foreshadowed) the men in
their spiritual activities. Of Kashan,
the writer relates, "I had thought of it
a mount of snow but later on I found
it an active volcano. The friends were
aflame with the fire of the Word of
God."
From J affa has come a devoted friend,
by the name of Ali Effendi, who brings
with him the news of the welfare of
Abdul Sammad who has moved to J affa and is now settled. Both of them are
enkindled and both are favored by the
Beloved.
Tonight, around the Master's table
for supper sat Messrs. Ahmed YazaJ.,
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Haji Mohammed Yazdi, Mirza Hussein
Yazdi, Agha Mohammed Taghi, three of
the Parsee friends of Adassish who
have recently arrived, Badi Effendi and
my father. The Master was tired and
did not converse long.
Major Tudor-Pole, due to a slight indisposition has had to postpone his
departure from Cairo, but, thank (iod,
his illness is accidental and not at all
serious.

faith and the gratitude of assurance.
She begs enlightenment and guidance for
her people and appreciates the supreme
favor that divine Providence has bestowed upon her. What the response of
the Beloved will be, or rather how far
the Lord's favor and blessing will surround her, is one that we can hardly
venture to forecast, but one thing is sure,
that the Tablet that will be revealed to
this soul will act as a mighty impetus in
awakening the Greek people to this call.

February 16, 1919.
My dear Ahmad:
From among the supplications recently received is one that is most significant
and of particular interest as it emanates from a Greek friend who is one of
the few, if not the only of her race, that
has responded to the call of the Kingdom. Let me share with you its contents: "Our father, I am very glad
because I am the first of the Greeks to
believe in your name. Many years ago
my heart was broken because my life
was full of bitterness. I don't know why
fortune is so sad for me. Perhaps
sometimes I am very whimsical, and of
course the good Father sends punishment; however, I think otherwise with
so much bitterness that I have every
day. But I make my sweet prayers
and then my feelings are at rest. I love
God and I believe in the Father and I
believe in the Apostles of God. 0 dear
Father, how could I do otherwise than
believe in you because many times my
mind is so tired, but when I take youi'
picture, and I read one of your prayers,
I feel just like a bird when it rains,
and its feathers are wet and it cannot fly, but when the sun's rays come
out, is happy and flies from tree to
tree-exactly I feel every minute when
I make my prayers in your name. I
shall not stop all my life, until I am an
apostle for your name, to my people.
(Signed) Aspasia Diamesis, Chicago."
Behind this broken language and this
urbane style is revealed a heart loving,
compassionate and full with the joy of

This morning Abdul-Baha went out
for a long walk and returned an hour
before noon, when he resumed his work
which consisted mainly of the perusal
of detailed supplications from Persia.
I had a long interview this morning
with Agha Mohammed Taghi covering a
wide range of topics which were mostly
related to the activity of the Egyptian
friends and the news he had received
from abroad during the war. From
Ishkabad, in Russian Turkestan, letters
had come which revealed the safety of
the friends in that tumultuous region.
He had been in constant correspondence
with the Indian friends whose activity
he highly commented upon and whose
services he praised. It was on the
whole a very profitable and interesting
hour.
February 17, 1919.
My dear Ahmad:
A day of jubilee is ahead of us. The
arrival of a group of the Parsee friends
of Adassieh, including men and women,
has not been without a definite purpose.
Another marriage festivity is to take
place between Shahrey, the son of Tamshid the Parsee, and the daughter (the
eldest) of a Tamal, who has been living
for many years in the vicinity of AbdulBaha. The circle of the Adassieh friends
is ever widening and the experiences
along such lines has proved to be of
great value and benefit. Preparations
are now being made for that day and
everybody is looking forward to the
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celebration, the first of that kind since
the extinction of the fire of war.
This morning Agha Ahmed Yazdi, his
elder brother and Agha Mohammed Taghi Esfahani were called to the Beloved's
presence. Tea was served and everybody assumed almost an uninterrupted
silence for Abdul-Baha was all throughout perusing the supplications of the
Egyptian friends, which had recently
arrived. Supplications from every corner of the globe, of different length and
character, written in different languages,
enclosing clippings of papers, pamphlets,
typewritten reports, petitions, etc., are
ceaselessly pouring in and the time for
their perusal is sufficient to exhaust all
the time that one might possibly have
at his disposal. Although the ways have
not yet fully opened and communication with all parts has not yet been
restored, one is l;>affied at the amount
of letters, books and magazines that the
postoffice daily delivers.
A joint supplication from a group of
the Alexandria friends has been received
today. The same note is struck and the
same chorus is repeated-namely, rejoicing at the news from the Beloved and
begging his confirmation. Although these
friends have not mUltiplied as fast as
their fellow brethren in Port Said yet
they have maintained all throughout
these trying times an esprit de corps
necessary to give them the initiative in
their future activities.
A letter from Mirza Mahmood Zarkani
from Bombay to Haji Mirza Haider Ali
reveals the great longing of the Parsee
friends to meet Abdul-Baha, whether
this takes place in the Holy Land or in
India. The writer, who has been recently granted the permission to visit
the holy sites, and has been journeying
throughout the center of India, had
been in Rangoon and was there confirmed in manifold services to the Kingdom of Abha. His letter, however, contained sad and unexpected news,
namely, the passing away of Agha Seyed
Mehdi of Rangoon and his son, who were
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both active and tireless workers in the
Cause. Assuredly their station in the
realm beyond is a lofty one and their
reward abundant and glorious.
Bahjeh, Acca.
February 18, 1919.
My dear Ahmad:
Greetings with sweetest remembrances
to you, my far-off friend, from this hallowed spot! From this solitary plain
of Bahjeh, in this solemn solitude, away
from life's tumnlt and bustle, I take
the pen in remembrance of a friend
with whom I passed many days in this
quiet, yet inspiring region. The Beloved has again decided to tarry for a
time at the vicinity of the tomb of his
father.
Here he is, in the adjoining room, sitting by the candle
light, viewing from his window the solitude from afar, the silent surroundings,
which nothing breaks save the distant
roar of the waves which die away in
the immensity of space. He is engaged
in his meditations, absorbed in his
prayers, thinking of his friends across
the seas, remembering their prayers and
their supplications and communing with
his heavenly Father on behalf of such
souls. What a vivid contrast does this
vicinity of the Holy Tomb represent with
the increasing activity of the life in
Haifa. The air over there was filled
with gases and vapors which steam and
motor engines continuously discharge,
while the atmosphere here is as pure, as
clear and as fragrant as it can be. The
traffic accompanied with its deafening
noise and bustle, gives way here to a
stillness, a calmness and a quietude
which nothing interrupts but the stillness of nature. The dazzling lights
of the city are gone and nothing but a
flickering taper's light cheers this cold
and starless night. The constant movemeIit and circulation witnessed in the
Beloved's house has stopped, and tonight
everything is at a stand still, everything
quiet and at rest. The morning hour
of prayer is maintained and even length-
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ened for twice a day, the Beloved visits
the holy shrine, kneels in reverence and
devotion, orders communes to be chanted
and often spends an hour or more in
silent prayer. His attendants, friends
and relatives are absent and no one save
Kosro, Esfandiar and myself, the two
vigilant guardians of the Tomb, and Ali
Eff, a friend who will leave tomorrow
for Beirut, form his small retinue.
Everything, the environment, the atmosphere, the view, the stillness, all are
uplifting, elevating and inspiring. One
feels to have forgotten his cares and his
concerns, his mind is refreshed and his
burden alleviated. No matter how long
the Master will tarry in this sanctified
place, no feeling of monotony, and
ennui overcomes the soul. It is the
Spot which so many souls crave to attain
and long to visit. Particularly is it
magnificent at such a time when nature
is smiling, the sky above is no more
gloomy and threatening with clouds but
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serene and blue, the plains and meadows
as if covered with a multicolored carpet,
the shrubs sparkling with roses, jasmins, lilies, narcissus embalming the
pure and refreshing air; the grass growing luxuriantly everywhere and the
breeze wafting in every direction. Often
is the Beloved seen in the open air,
majestically walking to and fro upon the
verdant plains and amid the wild
flowers that abound in this gifted region.
He treads the same ground that the
blessed feet of his heavenly Father have
trodden, circumambulates the shrine
where for many years He has lived,
waters the flowers and plants, many of
which have been blessed by His hands
and lives and moves and has his being
in an atmosphere which fully reminds
him of His manners and His conduct.
What a dear and blessed spot to be
privileged to live in!
Shoghi Rabbani.
(To be continued)

Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha
JEAN MASSON
To the maid-servant of God, Miss Jean
Masso n , Chicago, Illinois-Upon her
be BAHA'o'LLAH EI-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou faithful maid-servant of the
Blessed Beauty!
The article thou hadst previously sent
was highly acceptable, accomplished,
well prepared and well presented. Verily' it was a very eloquent article. At
present whoever among the friends may
write an article and may wish to publish it, it is better that he should submit
it to the Executive Board and, after its
approval, give it publicity. Assuredly,
the articles thou writest are suitable,
correct and valmible for publication, but
nevertheless the purpose of the approval
of the Executive Board is to preserve
order, for, otherwise, others may print
and publish articles which may be not
conforming with truth. That is why I

write that articles should be first submitted and approved by the Executive
Board and then be published.
Dr. Wilson, the missionary in Persia,
is heedless and detests the Cause of God,
and has written a book in order to lead
the people to error. His book is likened
to those books that have been written,
during the time of Christ and subsequent to him, by the Pharisees and the
Roman philosophers, in order to refute
his truth. He has published that book
and it is preferable that at present thou
shouldst write, print and publish a
refutatory book written in the utmost
eloquence and perfection.
Exercise thou, in my behalf, the utmost kindness to thy sister. I ask for
her-healing.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ARBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)
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The Servant of God
(Continued from page 47)

Holy Spirit manifest. ,,\Then we visited
Abdul-Baha in Chicago and he met us
there with all the freshness and joy of
this eternal morning shining through his
human spirit in its brightness and its
beauty, and our hearts were thrilled
with the consciousness that here was one
who saw God face to face, nay, that
made God's love manifest right in our
midst. And he said to us, ' , You know
it doesn't make any difference what happens to one in the physical world. I
was a prisoner in a Turkish prison for
forty years." Then he told us how he
slept upon the ground or upon the stone
floor, how he was starved and chained
and put into dungeons. "And yet," he
said, "every day when I awoke in the
morning I praised God that another day
was before me in which I could serve
Him in His prison. And every night
when I lay down on the stone floor of
the prison I thanked God that He had
allowed me to serve His Kingdom one
more day in His prison."
Then Abdul-Baha, turning to us with
a light in his face and a joy that was
almost overwhelmingly beautiful said,
"I was' in prison for forty years, and
every day was a day of perfect joy."
As he said "joy" his spirit shone so
bright that in our hearts we thought we
had never before known what joy and
happiness meant. The people who were
in the room said, "Isn't it amazing;
when we are talking here with this Servant of God, all we can think of is God;
we do not even see Abdul-Baha." And
one woman said: "I do not even know
he is here; all I see is the Spirit of
God shining in him as in a crystal or a
diamond." When she went away she did
not think anything about Abdul-Baha
the human personality; all she knew was
that for one-half hour she had been in
the presence of the eternal world.
Like a door into the Kingdom was

-----
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Abdul-Baha, transmitting the light of
eternity. As she left his presence she
said for the first time in her life she
knew that God was King, and that there
was no God but the God of this universe, and we could trust our lives to
Him, our fortunes to Him, everything
to Him because God is the Reality of
realities.
What Abdul-Baha brings to us is this
consciousness of God. Some people are
troubled about the thought of his personality. Those who see Abdul-Baha's
spirit cannot understand why they are
troubled, for they never see his personality as a limitation. It is just a mirror
reflecting the light, and the light of
God's presence shines so beautifully that
after a while they do not even see the
mirror. They see only the light which
is the Sun of Truth shining into this
world, made manifest through this human Manifestation.
This, then, is the station of servitude
and this is the station also of transfiguration. "He took the form of a
servant: wherefore God highly exalted
him, and gave him a Name that is above
every name." That is the way in which
this Manifestation comes into the world
today. The wonderful thing, however,
is this, that when we see the great Servant of God, the perfect One, then we
are inspired with a new and irresistible
power to walk in' his pathway. AbdulBaha with the sweetest humility can say,
"Look at me; be as I am; take no
thought for yourself, what ye shall eat
or what ye shall drink, whether ye shall
sleep, whether' ye are comfortable,
whether ye are with friends or foes,
whether ye receive praise or blame; for
all'these things must ye care not at all.
Look at me and be as I am, and so shall
ye die, to yourself and to the world, and
be born again into the Kingdom of
God."

----------- ----------------
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The great Servant, the great Messenger, the promised One brings to us
so vivid a consciousness of God that this
consciousness begins to dominate and
sway our life, makes us know that these
fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall
pass away and the Kingdom of Peace
shall come. He conveys his certainty to
us by contagion, he conveys his humility
to ns, he conveys to us his purity, he
conveys to us his holiness, he conveys
to us his love, he becomes like the mirror
of the eternal One reflecting into our
receptive hearts the love, the light, the
holiness of God. When we turn our
faces toward that eternal Sun, then
petty, selfish things are melted away and
the lower nature is burned away, and
we say, "How little have we to give up,
a few human ambitions and comforts and
the things of this transitory earth-how
little, if we may reflect just a few rays
of this Kingdom into the hearts of the
men and the women of this nation and
the world."
In a word, God is again sending forth
His angels with a great sound of a trumpet and they are calling: "Arise ye! 0
ye people, arise ye from the graves of
your bodies, the graves of yourselves,
the graves of limitation, of fear, of hatred; arise, 0 ye people. Lo! the light
of life hath come, the Beloved of the
heart hath come, the most great. Servant of God hath come, and His is the
trumpet of the resurrection ringing
through the world. He has really come
upon this planet; the Twentieth Century
is the great resurrection day for all nations, and peoples and races of the
world.
"The spirit of Christ is risen again.
The trumpet of resurrection calling today from Palestine is the voice of this
wondrous Servant of God, Abdul-Baha,
humble, lowly, nothing in his outward
personality, just the Voice through
which the eternal God speaks. 0 ye
people, the hour of reconciliation is
here, the hour of the most great federation of nations is here, the hour when
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all races are to become as one race has
dawned, the hour when religions will
become one religion, has now struck
upon the clock of the eternal world."
And with his divine voice calling, crying, pleading and triumphantly urging,
this Center of the Covenant, this Center
of light is able to raise a multitude of
people from all lands and races. Think
of us, here in America, on the other side
of the world, hearing that voice raiseq
in Palestine and finding in that voice
the melody of God and in that heart
the love of God! Think of the people
in India, in Burmah, in Persia, in Russia, in Egypt, in China, in Japan-from
all over the world-they are rising from
the graves of their limitations and of
their bodies because the trumpet of
unity, the trumpet of universal light,
the trumpet of the Kingdom has sounded from Palestine. There again, the
voice of God rings with a clear, belllike tone summoning all nations to climb
the mountain which is above the valleys of their separation, above the vales
of exclusiveness and sectarianism, and
ascends to the bell that is ringing there
on the top of the mountain. And as
they draw near to the summit of transfiguration all the people, Mohammedans,
Christians, Jews, Buddhists, and all religions, look into each other's faces and
there on the mountain top of unity behold they are one, as their God is one!
Now God's great message, which is so
clear that everyone of us hears it and
feels it in his heart, is this, that those
who know the glad tidings of the light
made manifest must go forth through
this country and through the world and
proclaim the news of its manifestations.
The people are perishing for lack of
this Water of Life. They are dying of
thirst; and the fountain of the Water
of Life eternal is now flowing. Whoever
has the cup, whoever has found the
fountain and whoever dips the cup into
the crystal fountain he becomes the cupbearer of unity, he becomes a servant
of the oneness of the human world.
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Twelfth Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention
and Bahai Congress
By

LOUIS G. GREGORY.

THE FEAST OF EL-RIZW AN
THE Feast of EI-Rizwan and its introductory reception opened the
Twelfth Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention. The Aldine Club, Fifth Avenue, New York City, was the scene of
this shining company at 5 0 'clock Saturday afternoon, April 24th, 1920. Those
receiving were the Executive Board of
Bahai Temple Unity, the Board of Nine
of the New York Assembly and representatives of various assemblies and
groups in New York City and its environs. The reception hall was soon filled
to overflowing with delegates and visiting friends and the affectionate greetings
made bright faces and joyful hearts.
Later, these representatives of varions
centers, who outwardly were also identified with various races, nations, philosophies and religions, found the fragrances of concord in the Rizwan of
Abha. The guests sat around many
tables in the spacious dining room and
partook of a simple repast. The friends,
rising to their feet, united, as befitting
so great an occasion, in a chorus of
praise. The hymn selected was "Great
Day of God." The presiding officer, Mr.
Mountfort Mills, of New York, dignified
and genial, then read from the Creative
VV ords as revealed by His Holiness.
BAHA'o'LLAH:
"0 people of God! Be not occupieo
with yourselves. Be intent on the betterment of the world and the training
of the nations. The betterment of the
world can be accomplished through pure
and excellent deeds and well-approveo

and excellent conduct. rrhe helper of
the Cause is deeds, and the assistant,
good character."
"This call and this mention have not
been and are not peculiar to a country
or a city. All the people of the world
must take hold of that which is revealed
and hath become manifest, so that they
mav attain to real liberty. The world is
ill~mined with the rays of the Orb of
Manifestation.
Now the majority of the population of the countries
are ready to hearken to the Most High
Word, for the revival and resurrection
of all depends upon and is related to it."
Mr. Mills said in part: ' , Just a year
ago we gathered in a feast similar to
this. I t was then in our hearts to realize the Most Great Peace among the nations. We fear the full realization of
this is still far away. But far be it
from me to sound a note of sorrow or depression. It is rather to emphasize our
hopes and expectations, for great is our
joy that we have been shown the path
that leads to the ultimate goal. The
nations cannot realize their highest hopes
without turning to the mighty power
of God in sacrifice and service to the
great Center. Permitted to gather onC8
more under the banner of BAHA'o'LLAH,
under whose Covenant victory alone is
possible, New York City is especiall:v
happy and expresses the spirit of we1come."
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, of New York,
was introduced to speak and with his
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delightful humor seemed to remind us
that the house of the Master is "the
home of laughter and exultation." The
friends were filled with merriment as he
read a cablegram from Dr. Vargas, of
Argentina, who, representing the Bahais
of that great nation, happily reIp.inded
us of the universal spread of the Cause
and more specifically of the teaching
work of our illumined sister, Miss
Martha Root. As Dr. Vargas speaks no
English, the cablegram read, with bright
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all hopes of the Mashekol-Azkar and the
teaching plans might be richly fulfilled.
This wire also brought felicitations to
Juanita and Ahmad.
Dr. Frederick W. D'Evelyn, of San
Francisco, followed and in a delightful
flow of wit and humor in which the
spirit shone, voiced the intense and radiant lives of the San Francisco friends.
A wire from the point mentioned read,
"San Francisco Assembly gathered at its
feast sends joyous greetings to alL"

Celebration of the

FEAST OF THE RIZW AN
by the Dele!il'ates and Visitors
to the Twelfth Annual

Mashrekol Azkar Convention
and

Bahai Congress

The Rizwan
'I'.k;e ~ wall;: with me in the &:arden where
the Hower!l are s.a pretty and 50 frltgrant.
And the Gardener,-maybe we con ~e him.
He cold the plallls to .l:fQW and IG blossom
and to have frai:;nmce, so that the iOns of
men could i:1i\pjlS'l something o£ thepar3dise
of God. He planted A garden. all over the
world, and lle pUt his people m it, and showed
them thelovin~bounty of their Father; and
he ~3id, Come, all ye who are heavy laden
Wilh sorrow, with care, with perplexity, come,
come unto me, COme to my £arden, to the
I!:arden whidl I have ~repan:d that you may
enjoy the beauty and the fragrance, Ihal }OU
may I!:row and develop into nower~, human
Dowers, that YOll also ma)' exhale joy and
fra.ll:rance of love, of compassion, of tender_

Saturday, April Twenty-fourth, 1920
(Il J,ld. 71)

The Aldine Club, New York City
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ness to each other; and Ihu. you will ~ople
the world, and love and hanoony wnl dwell
tOJi:ether in this ira! ,ardeo, Come all ye,
without IJKIncy and without price. ~.
brinl:; loving service and obedience to thelovinicommandsforyourdl:Velopment;{oryou
are soul~, pure and holy, loaned from the
Garden of God to dwell for a space in urth
wbeautify,to,,]rrare, romal:eagudendedicated to the' love and $ervlce of the Gn:at
Gardener. And one dOly, in the setti/li: of
the ~un, you will walk in this·garden b..autiEul, and you will meet the G:uder>er, who
will wdrorne >ou with'love and tenderness,
welcome JOU .11 to abide forever in the
~hadow of the buuly and hairance of per_
fcetion, God.

The Mashrekol Azkar
The Mashrel:ol Azur is a finger·post of
lime because It is univcnal; it does not helong to any one COllntry or any one race, it
bdougs to nil countries and every race. Thc",
will be but Ollc Inngllage spohn ill it, and
th~t the language 01 the SI)irit of God. Tbere
WJllbebul one aim amon," all the people who
meet there, ~nd that the.aim to disseminate
the prayer for umveronlity, for ."IManty,
throuj::hout the whole "orld; becauBe tbe
Spi,it',of God has placed that tilljief-post,
aIl4<aiJ, It is, alld so i, must be, ~nd it wdl

b,.

And what will be the innuence (If that
lingcr-po~t 011 nil who. llS yet and for sometime to rome, do not know of thisunivfJ"5al
hoclamation of love ~nd unity in the world?
What? and, How~and, Wby? are Ihe que.·
tiOR> that will be as1.:ed by thos.cwho do not
know; for hurn~nity is ever curious, is ever
looking for problems to solve. AmI whnt
will be Ihe inRumce of it on these minds?
Is it lor good? It cannot be for evil.
Thls magnificent monument to the Univel"snl God will command admiration by its
Sl<llelydignltyandbl'it:shumaneworl:,holls_
ing, as il wiIJ,mostoftheneedso! trlehuman
farnily-itwillcommandadmiration,venera_
lion and pmfound respect:alld then? Moot

::ud~;·ill.,Why his ~~i~ti:?,~i~,~t;t~I!~;~

here?" "Why lubscribed to by ~ll the nation~oftheeatthl""Why?" Andtbenthey
will hcgin to investicale tile lundnmenml
principle;<; on \,bich Ihi, great monum~nt of
time is builded. Then rhey will see the
beauty, the holiness, 01 the ~in""re'and pu~
spiritollovin.ll:,IQya1~etv1ce, not only to God,
but to all Hi~ <;re:ltll'es, i\ service and desire
born of the love of God in the he~rls of Hi~
Jleople. And there .. re no confine,; to love,
the Spirit of God.
And SO th~magnifi""ntmonllmentsha!l be
I1sign~1 tower on the shores of time, a beacon
10 thesin·skk, wearysoul,_ ~tand re_
freshment ro thestorm·tossed, a place of serenity, of holiness, of spiritual rdr"Shment.
Every doll;ir, yea, e\lerycent, \!i;en In love,
in appreciation, !owa,d bulidmg this temple
of God will he blest:l. hundredfold. It is
l'our holy of holies; it i,my holy of holies;
It belong, to the whole world, and evetynationof the earth will camnbute to its ere<::tion. It is imposslble to pJ.ce in t~rm. of
common Engl!sh, the p(merand blessing, the
far·rcnching results which shall go directly
oul from Ihi~ monument; fo," it i. a mo.nument to the gn:atness, to the broadnw, to
the unh'enality of all the world. It is not
your buildinlt; it is not my buildin!:; it is
our buildinl:-and that includes the whole
euth,thewholewocld.

Page i-Feast of EI-Rizwan Menu.

Page 2-Feast of EI-Rizwan Menu.

originality: "Argentina Bahais brotherly adhesion Congress!"
Roy said,
, 'This was another proof that Bahais
would stick. Both attachment and adhesion to each other are among their
traits. As there al'e more than a thousand million people in the world and
the Bahais are hardly more than one in
a thousand, New York is fortunate in
having so many candles in one light. He
reminded the friends of their duty to be
happy. All, we proclaim, must be in
actuality. "
A wire from the Portland, Oregon,
Assembly brought to the feast Abha
greetings, prayers that the confirmations
of the Covenant might encircle and that

In deference to the New Day of women
Dr. D 'Evelyn said, "From time of old
wise men came from the East. But now
wiser men go West-to meet the wiser
women who are there." He quoted an
educator who said that goodness is not
achieved until it is socialized. "So spirituality too, must, to be real, become
sacrificial.
Perfection is impossible
without humility, the love of God and
self-sacrifice. If we attain the goal it is
certain that recognition will come. It is
certain that this attainment can be frustrated by no power outside of ourselves.
Juggling and compromise must be done
away. Self-determination cannot be a
substitute of self-renunciation. Oneness
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is universal. Follow the sun! Day and
night are earthly conditions. In the
sun they are unknown. There is endless light! Therefore follow the risen
sun! Mere machinery and organization
cannot make the new heaven and new
earth. Welcome the risen Sun! '0 Son
of Man! Magnify My Oommand that
I may reveal to thee the secret of greatness and illumine thee with the Lights
of Eternity!' "
Mr. Albert R. Vail was the next speak-

R~':t~i°:i'd:~":~~i

WlthjoyM heartl W~ <kI procllim
The power 01 Ihe G""lles' Name:
T~U!h~oAbi.Wmore, the Pme:

G'T:t 1~::reQ,th:I~~:r: ~t~~:h lilt~t ni.ht
Di.pclltn~

darhe .. by itl m;,;hl:
Allaho Abhal
lAl nation, rue from .bore to .borl,
And linr it OVer o'er aad o'tr:
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angels of the highest heavens, announcing the glad tidings of the spiritual
springtime and the sweet music of their
voices is causing the real essence of all
things to vibrate and quiver.
, '0 my spiritual friend! Dost thou
know from what airs emanate the notes
sung by those birds ~ They are from
the melodies of peace and reconciliation,
of love and unity, of justice and security and of concord and harmony. In
a short time this heavenly singing will
1lIe.uncllnllkhalri..,...
III ray ••uch u'ry obore,
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er and began by reading the beautiful
words of Abdul-Baha:
, 'This period of time is the promised
age, the assembling of the human race
to the Resurrection Day, and now is the
Great Day of Judgment. Soon the.whole
world as in springtime, will change its
garb. The bleaknt;lss of the winter time
is over and the spiritual springtime is
at hand. The black earth is becoming
a verdant garden; the deserts and mountains are teeming with red flowers.
Along the borders of the wilderness the
tall grasses are standing like advance
guards before the cypress and j'essamine
trees, while the birds among the rose
branches are 'linging loudly like the

bewilder all humanity. The foundations
of enmity shall be destroyed and the
lovers of the love of God at these festivals shall behold their splendol'.
Therefore, contemplate what a spirit of
life God has breathed into the body of
the world that it may attain existence
everlasting. The Paradise of Abha will
soon spread a pavilion from the Polestar of the world under which the beloved shall rejoice and the pure hearts
shall repose in peace."
Mr. Vail said: "Bahai means springtime. It is the springtime of harmony,
peace, light, knowledge and universal
understanding.
When it comes the
whole world is upset. The rays of the
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sun bear upon the world directly. The
dawn of all the ages is to be realized
and the light is universal. The brilliant Sun today, flooding the whole
world with light, teaches the oneness of
education, the oneness of religions, the
oneness of language, the oneness of truth
and the power of the divine Spirit. All
this is the light of the Great Day of
God in which fanatical people are tamed
and subdued. The great springtime
from Acca flows through the world. All
efforts at unity will converge in this.
One could, with Abdul-Baha on Mouut
Carmel, visualize the greater MashrekolAzkar. Equally wonderful is that beautiful voice, sounding and resounding to
all. Abdul-Baha has drawn to that
mountain of unity all religions. HiI'.
face to each religionist is like the face
of the Prophet of his own faith. It iR
a face resplendent and beautiful. Here
you may see the fulfillment of all prophecies. Here you may find peace and rest.
Here you may meet your brother and
your God! This is the Bahai message! "
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, our Persian
brother, said: "The Feast of EI-Rizwan is a garden that all may enter,
carrying away the fragrance of the
spirit. One of the teachings of AbdulBaha is the league of nationrs. BAHA'O'LLAH came to establish the league of
peoples, the league of hearts. The league
of big nations does not realize this. All
must enter that the unity may be complete. When BAHA'O'LLAH was exiled
from Persia after twelve years at Bagdad, he and his followers left for a garden near the city. Here he revealed his
teachings and the cycle of unity. There
appeared the unity of religions, races,
etc. There many celebrated men went
on foot to meet him during twelve days.
Even the haughty governor was impressed and went. From that time the
Cause spread rapidly. This gathering
in the West is a proof of the power of
Divinity and the Center of the Covenant. The Great Sun has brought
many rays. Among those rays are:
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universal patriotism, ignorance must disappear, the all-inclusive brotherhood
of humanity, universal sympathy, the
parliament of man, remove misunderstandings, no confession and f()rgiveness of sins before man, no clerical ordel', love of mankind, universal peace."
In conclusion, Mirza Ahmad quoted the
words of a Persian poem on the ecstacy
of love.
At this point the program was varied
by the choral singing of the Bahai hymn:
"Rejoice! rejoice! believers, the night of
doubt is o'er
The Sun of Truth has risen, Its rays reach
every shore.
Doubt's shadows now with night must flee!
This is the Day of Certainty!"

Mr. Albert H. Hall, of Minneapoli'3,
who was made cordially welcome by the
chairman and the friends, next spoke.
He said: ' 'This heart is too full to
speak tonight. There is just one text
in my heart. ' Arise! Shine! for thy
light has come and the glory of the
Lord hath arisen upon thee. ' We have
heard the call from afar and the light
is in our hearts. The world is in darkness, but the light has come. This light
must enter the hearts of the millions or
it will never spread; self-sacrifice is the
flame of love in the hearts."
Mrs. H. Emogene Hoagg, who has
spent some time teaching in Alaska. was
next introduced: "Self-sacrifice, " she
said, "is given back to us in the great
joy of this reunion. We think of Alaska
as the frozen North. It is frozen neither
outwardly nor inwardly. Sometimes
there is no snow and the hearts are
full of kindness and love. There are
over nine millions of respectful, wellbred people. They are most appreciative and noble. I hope the teachers will
go to them. They will be received everywhere with wonderful cordiality. If literature is sent them, it must not be from
September to the middle of June, the
frozen period, when there are no mails.
The people are open-minded and the
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newspapers are generous in publicity.
Teaching among these friends should be
continuous. Here is a large field for
service."
Mr. Henry McConaughy, of Seattle,
Washington, most interestingly described
the activities of that assembly, which he
reported very much united. "We should
look forward to ways and means, according to the Divine Plan," he said.
"As one means of reaching people an
open forum was started in Seattle. Once
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Mary Hanford Ford: "We should all
be light bearers of El-Baha. Some of us
are so worried with what we have to do
that we have forgotten to attach the
match to our torches. The world cannot remain in darkness. How can we
make people know the real light? The
Bahais have the light of reality. We
must illumine the world. We must have
a new consciousness. Abdul-Baha has
said that the only difference between
a man of genius and other men is that
Twelfth Annual
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a week a Bahai teacher is introduced to
speak there. A new friend bought $94
worth of books for circulation. Later
he gave $100 more for this purpose. Now
he has oooks and literature and runs a
circulating library of his own. He has
enlarged his offices and added facilities
for copying Tablets and combining them
into books. The people want the Truth.
We tell them the King has come. Explanations follow. A house in the center
of the city with an acre of ground has
been secured as a Bahai home. A cordial welcome awaits the friends who
visit Seattle."

in the former the veils are drawn aside
and the vision of reality, the light, comes
through. 'Be not a cause of grief to
anyone. ' Forget self and make others
happy. We are living in the Rizwan.
Make known the fragrance of that Garden! Shew forth the light and happiness that are in the world for everybody through the Messengers of God!"
A supplication by the Chairman
brought the visible Feast of El-Rizwan to
a close. But the hearts alone know
those mighty, invisible confirmations by
which, in the Cause of EI-Abha, the
Feast of Paradise never ends.

---"""---"-~--~"~--"""
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FIRST SESSION OF THE BAHAI
CONGRESS
The first session of the Bahai Congress was held Sunday evening in the
large and beautiful hall of the Engineering Societies' Building, which was weUfilled with friends and inquirers. Mrs.
Mabel Rice-Wray of Detroit and Dr.
Frederick W. D 'Evelyn of San Francisco were joint chairmen. The former
read from the Hidden Words: "0 Son
of Spirit! I have created thee rich:
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ries with it the brilliancy of the sun at
noon-day. It has a significance which we
dare not set aside. It signifies that we
must know the meaning of the message.
He referred to previous Manifestations,
as Moses, Christ and Mohammed, whose
light and stations of exaltation had been
veiled to people, but now became clear
through this manifest light. Through
the knowledge which comes in this Manifestation man need no longer be unguided or misdirected. Therefore it is
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Me? From the clay of Love I have kneaded thee: Why leekm thoIl
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Why dost thou make thyself poor? Noble have I made thee : Why dost thou
degrade thyself ~ Of the essence of
knowledge have I manifested thee: Why
searchest thou for another than Me?
From the clay of love I have kneaded
thee: Why seekest thou another ~ Turn
thy sight unto thyself, that thou may est
find Me standing within thee,Powerful,
Mighty, and Supreme!"

all-important to be illumined by the
Great Light of this Day.

Dr. D 'Evelyn, in his introductory address, spoke of the illumination of the
Manifestation of today as the consummation of all God's movements. It car-

, 'The Oneness of Mankind" was the
subject of the next address, by I.ouis
G. Gregory.
[The modesty of the writer, Mr. Gregory, in making no comment upon his address gives us the opportunity to testtify to its masterly presentation. His
warm sympathy and keen intelliO'ence
dominated by the fire of the lo~e of
God, roused his audience to an appreciation of the subject entrusted to this
splendid brother.-Editors.]
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Mrs. Corinne True, with the Mashrekol-Azkar as a subject, charmed by the
simplicity and beauty of its presentation.
, , Jesus, " she declared, "told of the
Great Day that was to come. As a sign
of the coming bounty he revealed the
Lord's prayer. Now we are realizing
this bounty in a new creation. Blessed
art thou, 0 world, this day imprinted
hy the footsteps of God! The Mashrekol-Azkar, to be erected on Lake Michigan, is the greatest sign that the blessed
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on the Word of God. 'It is the substance of things hoped for.' In its erection the East now helps the ,Vest. Its
great principle is 'prejudice toward
none, love for all.' "
Mr. William H. Randall, of Boston,
delivered an address on "The Power of
the Word of God." The bright traces
of his recent pilgrimage to the holy
Tomb and meeting with Abdul-Baha appeared in this address: "We have met, "
he declared, "to commemorate the laws
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the center around which all these universal Bahai activitie. will be clustered. From that point of Ii,ht, the spirit of teachinr. spreadinll the
Cause of God .and promoting the 'teachin&s of God "ill permeate to all
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hope and promise have been fulfilled.
The blessed Sun and glorious springtime inaugurate a new day.
"The· first general Mashrekol-Azkar
Convention was held in Chicago at the
same time that Abdul-Baha was burying
the body of the Bab on Mount Carmel.
The Tomb of the Bab is the first Mashrekol-Azkar. That at Ishkabad, in Russia, is the second.. The friends of the
Cause in the West will emulate those of
the East in this effort, which unites the
two. This third Mashrekol-Azkar will
be erected at Chicago. It is the outward
symbol of the Manifestation. It is _built

of God. Seventy-five years ago few people talked of God, hut today the whole
universe does. The divine power enters the race consciousness and penetrates the hearts. The world is flooded
with light. The world of man is darkened, but the world of God is illumined.
The eye of the mind sees reason, but the
eye of the heart turns inward and sees
the world of God.
"Is there anyone today, small or great,
who is not seeking assistance ~ Let us
not think, in our seeking, that God has
forgotten us. In various meetings we
have many expressions of power. But
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the Bahais say, 'Turn to the power of
God.'
"~here is in everything a cent er.
From the Center of the Covenant of
God shines the bounty of the contingent
world. The sun is the point of light.
All owe their existence to the sun.
"The real message today is the appearance of the Cent er of the Covenant. At
the table of Abdul-Baha hundreds feed
upon the bounty of the Creator. All
differences fade and all hearts unite. All

Azkar Convention which began Monday
morning. Dr. D 'Evelyn, as acting chairman, appointed a committee on credentials which speedily certified the role
of delegates, which was adopted by the
Convention. Mr. Mountfort Mills, of
New York, was elected president, and
Mr. Alfred E. Lunt of Boston, secretary,
of the Convention. The delegates and
visiting friends gave strict attention to
the reading of the instructions of AbdulBaha, who directed that the work of
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" fa\lor to the beloved, that they may fulfill the Covenant of God; that
they may perform ill thems.lves tbat which He has entrusted to them, and
attain the victory by virtue of devotion in the Land of the Spirit.
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nations flow to the mountain of God and
are submerged in the divine peace and
unity.
"This is the Day of God of which all
the Prophets have sung. Do not blame
us for rejoicing in it! Love us as we
love you I"~
Madame Ruano Bogislav added much
to the happiness of the meeting by several beautiful vocal selections.

selecting plans for the Mashrekol-Azkar
must be carried on in such a way as to
avoid differences. Many beautiful drawings in color and two beautiful models
adorned the adjoining rooms, and the
delegates and friends who viewed them
with admiration expressed the hope that
each and all of them would at some time
be adopted as the plans for future temples, although but one of them could
serve the present need. Three architects were present in person, and to each
of these, Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Mr.
W. S. Maxwell and Mr. Louis Bour-

FIRST SESSION OF THE
CONVENTION.
Spiritual consultation marked the sessions of the Twelfth Annual Mashrekol-
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geois, twenty minutes was allowed that
each might explain his plans, etc. As
each of these Bahai architects spoke, a
world of love and sympathy, as well as
admiration, seemed to flow to him from
every heart. Can one imagine a loftier
conception in the mind of an architect
than that of the Mashrekol-Azkar, the
Temple of the Living God!
When the balloting began' the result
was awaited with eager interest. The
announcement was a clear majority for
FOURTH SESSION BAHAI CONGRESS
8:15 o'clock

P.

M., Wednesday, April 28th

The root of all know1tdie i, the Knowlcd,e of God: Glory lot to
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the Bourgeois model. Then it was that
Mr. Remey, the only other architect at
this time present, arose to the sublime
height of self-effacement. He expressed
the opinion that it would please AbdulBaha·to have the vote unanimous and so
moved. Upon this motion the Bourgeois
model was unanimously adopted.
Mr. Albert R. Vail, amid impressive silence, read the healing prayer for Miss
Fanny Knobloch, who was reported dangerously ill. At a later session of the
Oonyention she was reported better.
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SECOND SESSION OF THE BAHAI
CONGRESS.
The second session of the Congress
was held Monday evening, Mrs. May
Maxwell and Mr. Mountfort Mills presiding. The latter said: "One of the
most important of the Bahai teachings
concerns economics. BAHA'O'LLAH says:
, Justice is loved above all. Neglect it
not if thou desirest me. By it thou will
be strengthened to see things with thine
own eyes and not by the eyes of men; to
know them by thine own knowledge and
not by the knowledge of any in the
world. Meditate on this, how thou
ollghtest to be. Justice is of my bounty
to thee and of my providence over thee.
Therefore keep it ever before thy sight.'
"The Bahai Movement is the operation of a great spiritual law. Periodically there is a revivification. There is a
bursting into life in springtime, a maturity in summer, harvest in fall and
death in winter. Renewal follows darkness. After growth there is recession.
Today there is rebirth, rejuvenation.
Human nature is to be subjected to the
law of God, and exalted above the plane
of the animal. Abdul-Baha reveals to
us the method of partaking of the divine bounty and of being able to solve
the difficult problems of humanity. The
object of the Bahai Revelation is the
quickening of our understanding. The
Bahais express their own progressiveness
and welcome his in welcoming Dr. Percy
Stickney Grant, who is one with us in
our new ideals of hope and spirit."
Dr. Grant, Pastor of the Ohurch of the
Ascension, the first church to receive
Abdul-Baha during his visit to America, said: "I particularly appreciate
this invitation. I have been associated
with members of your group who honor
their friends and the community. I welcomed the visit of Abdul-Baha. I do
not live in the past, which is dead. It
is unfortunate that religion is so immobile. I.Jike real estate, it is slow to
undergo a change of value. There is a
supposed antagonism between religion
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and economics. Religion is the worship
of ideals. _ Economics is the production
and distribution of wealth. Some see
no connection. They separate themselves from economics in order more fully
to pursue the ideal, while others sepa-
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production. Religion is the result of our
best thought and knowledge in all the
expressions of life. It is not something
else, but something dependent upon life.
In the economic world today there is a
passing from agriculturalism to indus-

BAHAI DELEGATES AND FRIENDS, ATTENDING TWELFTH ANN GAL M,

rate themselves from religion in order
to have a freer hand in business. Religion puts up the Golden Rule. Does
anyone carry it out? No; rather the old
Latin injunction, Caveat Emptor! (Let
the buyer beware!) is the rule of business. Working men now insist that religion should enter into wealth, wages,

trialism. It is impossible to separate
religion from this and all the other problems of life. The people who do the
work are our brothers and sisters. There
will be no satisfaction until what we
want for ourselves we are willing to give
to everybody. T11'en we shall secure
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what that splendid man, Abdul-Baha,
wants-love and peace."
Mrs. Ruth W. Randall sang a song
from the Persian of Hafiz. "The Nightingale and the Rose."
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Have patience; wait; but do not sit idle.
Work while you are waiting; smile when
you are wearied 'with monotony; be firm
while everything around you is being
shaken. Be joyous while the ugly face
of despair grins at you; speak aloud

SHREKOL-AZKAR CONVENTION, CELEBRATING FEAST OF EL-RIZWAN.

Mrs. May Maxwell, presiding, said,
"Dr. Grant has spared our feelings by
not picturing too deeply the woes and
sorrows of the world of humanity.
Abdul-Baha says; 'The darkness of this gloomy night s hall
pass away. Again the Sun of lWality
will dawn from the horizon of the hearts.

while the malevolent forces of the nether
world try to crush your mind; be valiant
and courageous while men all around
you are cringing with fear and cowardice. Do not yield to the overwhelming
power of tyranny and despotism. Serve
the cause of democracy and freedom.
Continue your journey to the end. The
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bright day is coming. The nucleus of
the new race is forming. The harbinger
of the new ideals of international justice is appearing. The trees of hope will
become verdant. The copper of scorn
and derision will be transmuted into the
gold of honor and praise. The arid
desert of ignorance will be transmuted
into the luxuriant garden of knowledge.
The threatening clouds shall be dispelled and the stars of faith and charity
will again twinkle in the clear heaven
of human consciousness.' "
Mr. Albert R. Vail, quoting AbdulBaha, said: '" Every call will become
weak except the call of the Kingdom.'
Dr. Grant has presented two kinds of
religion, live religion and dead religion.
Pure religion always enters the life of
man. Pure religion dispels superstition,
hatred and prejudice. The Light of
Christ dispelled the darkness of dogmas and the materialism of philosophy.
What would happen to us if we attempted to start a religion? Could we
endure the sacrifices and sufferings?
There arise for this those marvelous beings whom we call the Prophets of God.
"The whole trouble of the economic
problem is selfishness. Love is required
to dispel this condition. This is impossible without the Holy Spirit. The
{larly Christians were very good Socialists. If there were a new power in the
world to change the hearts of the captains of industry as well as the labor
leaders, what a transformation there
would be in industry!
"You cannot abolish war by human
politics. Let us turn from this to a
scene in the Holy Land. Listen to
Abdul-Baha. Study his method for constructing humanity. The human world
is one of selfishness, limitations, narrowness. The Divine World is universal and
loving. People of all religions pour in
to receive the wisdom and guidance of
Abdul-Baha, in whom is the power of
love. Abdul-Baha says, the time will
come when the German will say, 'I am
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a Frenchman!' and the Frenchman will
say 'I am a German!'
"When the league of nations will be
free all nations will be as one. The
covenant of nations is very weak, but
the Covenant of God is very mighty.
Abolish prejudice! Make women free!
Transform the earth! The kings of the
earth are but figureheads today. The
real Sovereign is God. Abdul-Baha is
the great collective Center in whom
everything good in all the world is
found. Behold the transforming power
of the Word of God. 'The Holy Spirit
makes all things new!' "
A song by Mrs. Maud Gaudreaux
closed this session·.
SECOND SESSION OF THE
CONVENTION.
During the second day's session of
the Covention the fire of unity was increased by the arrival of two Persians
Their presence
from the Orient.
brought great ,illumination and cheer.
J enabi Fazel Mazandarani spoke, his
words being translated from the Persian by his young companion, Manucher
Khan: "We are very glad to see
you. Our hearts are pleased. There is
such ecstasy and longing that beyond it
nothing can be imagined. So vast is
the distance between East and West that
unity and harmony in the Cause alone
caused our meeting. The Holy Manifestations establish love and unity. See
what love and unity this Cause has
brought about even in .a short time. It
is the grace and bounty of the Master.
We do not deserve it. We left Haifa
two months ago. There were many obstacles in the way of our coming. They
were overcome by the invisible bounty.
Praise be to God, that it is the time of
Rizwan. It is the greatest Feast for the
Greatest Manifestation. It is the time
of unity between East and West, and of
consultation to spread the divine fragrances. This is the time when all spiritual things are renewed. The Canse is
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spreading everywhere. From East and
West comes good news. Great news
has come to the Orient from America.
"In former times in the Orient there
were so many difficulties. There was no
security of life. Now there is better
work and greater security. In the same
city many meetings are held, sometimes thirteen in one night. The Master is exceedingly pleased. The more
success the more happiness. The prophecies are fulfilled today and the calamities of the world show that there is no
way out of difficulties other than the
divine Cause. I hope that all the
friends will unite in serving humanity.
This is what is most pleasing to the
Master. "
THIRD SESSION OF THE BAHAI
CONGRESS.
Mrs. H. Emogene Hoagg, presiding
at the third session of the Congress, read
the divine Words: "This is that which
descended from the Source of Majesty,
through the tongue of power and
strength upon the Prophets of the past.
We have taken its essences and clothed
them with the garment of brevity, as
a favor to the beloved, that they may
fulfill the Covenant of God; that they
may perform in themselves that which
He has entrusted to them and attain the
victory by virtue of devotion in the land
of the Spirit."
Mr. Alfred E. Lunt,also presiding,
spoke: "The harmony of the past has
to such an extent ceased that that peoples are sounding sharps and flats without the real tones. All quarrel among
themselves and are off the real key. How
greatly do we need the divine harmony!
Everything in the world has a counterpart, which is counterfeit. This is the
law of duality. Travelers in the desert
see the mirage as water, but it is unreal. Duality penetrates this world.
But this condition of material things
may be analyzed and disclosed to the
mind. But duality in the realm of
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mind nnd heart are not so easy to dIscern. It is impenetrable to the senses,
but not to the eye of the soul. Jesus
said, 'Flesh and blood hath not revealed
it to thee, but the Spirit of my Father.'
"Now in the appearance of the great
Bab, in the lives and teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH and of the Center of the Oovenant, Abdul-Baha, we find the Messengers of the Ages. The voices of this
world call to the swamp and the mirage.
But the voice of the True One calls to
the heavenly Path. This is attained
through sacrifice. These friends who
have come from the East represent the
martyrs of Persia. When Badi offered
himself, he came from the Holy Presence a new creation. It is from this
type that our deal' friends have come.
vVe welcome them to America. They
have brought us happiness and unity."
Mr. Hooper Harris, in part said:
, 'What do we mean by divine Revelation? The words, precepts and teachings which come through the Prophets
of God, with the authority of God. The
Prophet of God always speaks with authority. Thus it was with Jesus, who
voiced the power and great inspiration
of the Holy Spirit. In these latter days
the torrent of revelation has again come
to us. The authoritative will of God
by His dominion and power is divine
Revelation.
"God has revealed Himself in this
day to teach us what civilization really
is. All that is good in the Christian
civilization must be traced to Jesus
Christ, whose influence was transcendent, but whose example is now refused.
But He brought victory to those who
really followed Him. How wonderful
was He! How much more so than Plato
and the other great philosophers! The
power of the Words of Jesus changed
the hearts and stirred the souls to action
and sacrifice. So, too, the Prophets of
God are greater than the scientists. The
war has shown that the greatest fruits of
science may be used for waste and destruction. Civilization based upon sci-
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ence alone may result in horror. But
the moral uplift of the world is divine
Revelation. This is the source of true
science and pure morals. Moses, Christ,
Mohammed, in turn appeared and
brought true civilization to the world.
Today the world needs and is begging
for a great leader, one who can speak
with the voice and authority of God.
The answer of God to the longing of the
hearts and urgent call is the Voice of
His Greatest Manifestation, BAHA'O'LLAH and the Light of the Center of
His Covenant, Abdul-Baha."
Chairman Lunt: "BAHA'O'LLAH has
spoken of the inward calm light, but
outward fire. Let us beware lest this
fire be without its flame. Fire is the
power and flame is the evidence. 'A
falcon preys not on a dead mouse!' "
J enabi Fazel Mazandarani of Persia
spoke: "There are two powers and possessions in man, the powers of morality
and spirituality. These cause distinction in man. One who lacks them is a
mere animal. There is no doubt that
man needs an education for his soul and
morals. History proves that without
education man cannot attain. The greatest morality is love. Love and unity
cause the honor, and prosperity of map
and his entrance into the Kingdom of
God. All the holy Manifestations came
for this purpose, to cause love and unity.
The heavenly books reveal this as their
sole aim, to perfect humanity in love
and unity. All the discord in the world
is brought about by ignorance. People,
because of this, flee from pure religion
and cling to imitations and forms. Their
religion is like a mirror that is rusty.
This rust causes wars and bloodshed.
"The first principles of religion are
unchangeable; but the secondary principles of religion meet the exigencies of
time. The only difference lies in matters of secondary importance. It is unfortunate that people do not consider the
important things but look only at the
outward forms. BAHA'O'LLAH has arisen
from the horizon of Persia and has
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taught the unity of all religions. His
Book is most effective and influential.
With our own eyes we can see that divine power dispels differences. What
both our eyes and our hearts see cannot
be denied. The beautiful structure is
before our eyes. The East was formerly
a center of fanaticism. People were so
ignorant that they thought murder
praiseworthy. They thought it would
bring them nearer to God. This was not
according to the Holy Books but the
result of superstition. But since the
teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH have spread,
different nations are in the utmost love.
The Jews, very superstitious and fanatical, did not formerly accept Christ.
Now many of them have entered under
this standard. Different men of different races and religions so mingle in
Bahai meetings that people cannot tell
one from another. Can there be greater
proof of the power of God!
"Were it not for the Bahai Cause the
people of the world would be fleeing
from religion. BAHA '0 'LLAH says, 'All
are branches of one tree, one race, one
creation. ' Put aside blind imitation.
Try every day to promote the prosperity
of the world."
THIRD SESSION OF THE
CONVENTION.
On April 28th many of the friends
gathered in an early morning prayer
meeting around the Bourgeois model of
the Mashrekol-Azkar, which had been
adopted by the Convention. There was
concentration in prayer and reading of
the verses and J enabi Fazel Mazandarani chanted in Persian.
The new Temple Unity Board, whose
selection was completed at this session,
are: William H. RHndall, Roy C. Wilhelm, Alfred E. Lunt, Corinne True,
May Maxwell, Mountfort Mills, Albert
R. Vail, Louise D. Boyle and Frederick
W. D'Evelyn.
The new Committee of Nineteen on
Teaching, as appointed by the Conven-
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tion, are: Messrs. Randall, Mills, Scheffler, McConaughy, (George) Latimer,
MacNutt, Wilhelm, Sohrab and Ives;
Mesdames Parsons, Haney, Ledyard,
Slater, Barton-Peeke, Cooper, French,
Maxwell, Cowles of Montreal and RiceWray.
A Tablet from Abdul-Baha about the
Tarbiat School in Persia and a report
of the work were given to the Convention by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab. Funds
for this noble work can now reach the
school if sent to Mrs. Louise D. Boyle,
2602 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D. C.
The name of our beloved and ascended
brother, .Joseph H. Hannen, is gloriously connected with this noble work.
The Convention honored his blessed
memory by the adoption of a resolution of praise presented by Urbain J.
Ledoux and Mrs. Marie A. Watson.
MARRIAGE OF JUANITA STORCH
AND AHMAD SOHRAB.
On this afternoon, in the midst of a
joyful company, the marriage of Miss
J uanita Marie Storch, daughter of Mrs.
Johanna Storch, of Oakland, Calif., and
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, of Isphahan, Persia, was solemnized. The surroundings
were beautiful, the large assembly hall
of the Engineering Societies' Building
being used, the architectural attractions
of which were increased by spring flowers and soulful music. Tablets were
read by Mr. William H. Hoar and Mr.
Howard MacNutt. The spiritual atmosphere was intensified by the harmonious
blending of East and \Vest. The past
and present were linked in the two ceremonies. That of the Episcopal Church
was read by Dr. William N. Guthrie of
New York. The Creative Words of nuptial union, with their brief but impressive majesty, were read by Rev.
Howard C. Ives:
"Verily, we are content with the \iYill
of God!"
"Verily, we are satisfied with the Desire of God!"
This attitude of heart and soul is the
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means of creating loving companionship
throughout all the worlds. Miss Rouhieh
J ones was maid-of-honor. The bride
was given in marriage by Mr. William
H. Hoar and Dr. Frederick VV. D 'Evelyn
was best man.
FOURTH SESSION OF THE BAHAI
CONGRESS.
On the last night of the Congress, Mr.
Howard MacNutt, Chairman, read a
prayer revealed by Abdul-Baha, after
which he said: "\Ve have reached the
end of our glorious Convention, not convention, but a foretaste of Heaven. Invigorated by a new breath of the Spirit
of God, the Holy Spirit has overpowered
me. The bestowals of the Covenant have
descended upon us as upon Zecharias
of old. It has come in proportion to our
unity and even in greater proportion.
The Holy Spirit has descended upon us,
eclipsing self. Heavenly love and unity
have characterized this Convention. By
our spiritual attitude it has descended
upon us as the bounty of God. Vlhat
endless and supernal vision it has lent
us ! It is as the marriage of the Lamb
and the Bride, pure and spotless, coming down out of heaven. This love is
the real message and the greatest proof.
Each messenger declares his Divinity
and brilliant souls arise and accept his
Divinity. This Divinity is the source
of his power. In 'the time of the end'
all the Divine messengers merge and
blend. By their fruits they are knovvn.
Today the Bahais speak a new language.
It is not the outer words but the tongue
of the heart. One day Abdul-Baha said
to me, 'You have long been a Bahai
teacher, what is your method ~' I replied that I tried to find a point of contact and then to teach. He replied, 'Reverse this. Give him the message, flood
him with light, proclaim the Covenant.'
The oneness of humanity runs through
his message. It is the oriflamme of love.
It covers everything. The whole creation groans, awaiting the liberty of the
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sons of God. The Bahais strive not for
money, but for souls."
Mrs. Zoraya Chamberlain was the next
speaker: '" You are loosed from your
ancient superstitions, destroying the
foundation of humanity!' This was the
salutation of Abdul-Baha when in London, in his greeting to the vVestern
world, awakening the universal race consciousness. And Abdul-Baha told the
story of the Majnoon of love. The divine love is ideal freedom. Be free, like
the balloon that has no rope of attachment to catch in the tree tops! Fellowship! Unity! That is the cry! This
is the new consciousness. There are different colors, viewpoints, pre-conceived
ideas. But all agree in the new dawn.
Mirza Abul Fazl said the important
thing to know is the greatness of the
Day in which we live. Agree on this
and there will be agreement about other
things."
Miss Juliet Thompson, presiding, read
from the Words of Abdul-Baha telling
how the Spirit confers "that brilliant
intuition which is independent of tuition." She then introduced Dr. William N. Guthrie as one who was ever
demonstrating at St. Marks, in the Bowery, one of the great Bahai principles.
the oneness of religion.
The subject of Dr. Guthrie was,
"Leaves from the greater Bible." He
said that truth could be presented as
well humorously as solemnly and thereupon made a plea for tolerance which
entertained with its pithy statements
and proved the speaker's standing as a
scholar and philosopher. Some of his
pungent sayings were:
"To know and study man, visit the
zoo! " He probably had in mind the
animal nature in man, which is one side
of, but not the reality of man.
"Love the things that disagree with
you because they agree with somebody
else."
"l want you to be ymt and nobody
else. "
"Every man who is really educated
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and intelligent is tolerant. The name
of ignorance is bigotry."
, 'All religions are true and beneficial
and from God. The best religion is the
most lovable."
"Everyone can see the devil, but only
rare souls can see God."
"The Greater Bible is all the Bibles."
"Mountain peaks can see each other
and therefore admire each other; valleys cannot, therefore hate each other."
"Beautiful things will vindicate character when beautifully presented."
"Friends share all things, even prayers."
Mrs. A. S. Parsons, just off the steamer
and returning from her pilgrimage to
the holy Shrine and meeting with
Abdul-Baha, brought a beautiful message. Abdul-Baha gave this message
April 15th. The spirit of it was: "Ye
must think now of spiritual affairs. Try
to enlighten the minds and spread the
teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH, which bring
light to the darkness. The snows of dissention are melted by the Sun 'of BAHA'O'LLAH. This is the true life. It makes
the blind see, the lame walk and brings
heavenly assurance."
The next day he said: "You are now
on your way home. For each one there
is a message. My greetings to all my
dear friends, the servants of BAHA'O'LLAH and for this reason dear to me.
I am always praying for them; that they
may attain the height of Guidance, that
they may not be comfortless; that they
may live in accord and that they may
be physicians of the sick."
Mme. Ahmad Sohrab, the bride, here
read a Tablet which told of the impregnable condition found in the Covenant,
the fortified fortress of the religion.
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, with power and
penetration, proclaimed the Covenant.
He said: "The power of the Covenant
makes possible this luminous gathering
in which East and West are united ano
the bounties of the Lord of Hosts appear. We are all the children of AbdulBaha. We are the creation of his love.
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East and \Vest, we carry the banner of
love. Praise be to God, the Bahais have
a Center, not human, but divine! It is
the rock of ages and the eternal light
and inspiration. The light and power
of God malie this day glorious. We feel
it! We are thrilled with it! It is the
new spirit of brotherhood. It is from
the heavenly rose-garden of God. Let
us aim to make in this garden, filled with
the anemonies of divine love, heavenly
beings, angels! Enough of animalism!
Now we need heavenly joys! The basis
of these joys is universal and eternal in
the hearts of His friends. All who have
heard the message find it necessary to
go to the Center of divine Truth. The
longing for the true One is universaL
" 'Go even to China to find a divine
man!' Rays Emerson. Men of the West
go to Acca to learn not only how to
teach but how to live. The life of
Abdul-Baha is a book to be made a part
of one's life. He is up before sunrise,
offering his prayers at the threshold of
the Almighty. He goes aJbout doing
good, visiting the sick and the poor and
often interrupted in his work by calls.
During all this period he is constantly
busy, teaching and explaining tbe
Words of BAHA'O'LLAH. Often he receives the governor and others. Pilgrims come in dozens. The two pilgrim houses are filled to overflowing.
Often two sleep· in the same bed. Often
the house is so crowded that there is
hardiy room for a rat to run from one
chair to another. The Master is in good
health and keeping very well."
A harp solo by Miss Anna W. Lawrence was pleasing and refreshing.
Jenabi Fazel Mazandarani spoke briefly: "We are late but it is necessary to end
in prayers, and to beg for confirmation
and assistance to act in His path. Babai
meetings are for the sake of God. They
have. no other purpose save the investigation of truth. This is the aim of all
the people of the world. You know the
existing religions are blind imitations
or inherited superstitions. Jew follows
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Jew;
Christian follows
Christian.
Opinions are accepted without proof.
But there is one religion that has few
followers and that is the religion of investigation. If you have difficulties
come to the Bahai centers and they will
gladly tell you the Truth.
, 'This is the time of feasting among
Bahais in different parts of the world.
BAHA'O'LLAH was exiled from Persia.
Both Persia and Turkey attempted his
destruction. They opposed his words
and were hostile to his teachings. He
resisted dissentious and called the people to unity. From outward appearance
all was against him. But the Manifestation was supported by divine confirmation. Prophecies are fulfilled in tbe
coming of BAHA'O'LLAH and today'East
and West seek the presence of the Master. "
Mirza E. Shirazi of Cairo, a student
of the University of Beirut, who came
from the East on the same steamer
that brought the party of Mrs. Parsons,
made a pleasing address and described
the sweet humility, universal love, kindness and service which entered into a
day in which he waB permitted to observe the life of Abdul-Baha.
A closing prayer ended what proved
to be an extraordinary session of the
Congress for teaching. The large gathering of friends dispersed, but heart.'>
and minds were filled to overflowing
with the treasures of the Kingdom and
the jewels of God. The Spirit of His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH, in sweet commemoration affected friends and strangers. The Convention and its attendant
meetings were as rays from the heart of
Abdul-Baha. The brilliant Orb of the
Covenant shone in the work of the Convention, where. nearly all important decisions were reached by a unanimous
vote. The teaching efforts were confirmed by this mighty power of love
which brightens the mind, mellows the
heart and attracts souls to the pathway
of All-Glorious Light.
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmnes8, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you I
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
Western States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT V AIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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"Peace is unachievable save through the power of the
Word of God"
RECENT TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO L. B. NASH
To his honor, Mr. L. B. Nash, Portland, Oregon-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAII
EI-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou servant of God!
Thy letter was received, and was the cause of gladness. Thou hast expressed
thy ardent wish that I should attend the Peace Congress. I do not present
myself at such political conferences, for the establishment of peace is unachievable save through the power of the Word of God. When a Conference is convened, representative of all nations and working under the influence of the
-Word of God, then Universal Peace will be established, but otherwise it is impossible.
At present it is certain that temporary peace is established, but it is not
lasting. All governments and nations have become tired of war, of the difficulties of travel, of huge expenditures, of the loss of life, of the affliction of women,
of the great number of orphans, and are driven by force to peace. But this
peace is not permanent, but tempor"a1'Y.
We hope that the power of the Word of God will establish a peace that shall
eternally remain effective and secure.
Convey on my behalf to all the family, greetings and kindness.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)
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(From the New York A.merican, May 23, 1920.)

Bahai Temple Strikes New Art Note
Louis Bourgeois' Model for $1,500,000 Structure Combines Essence of All
Architectural Systems.
By PEYTON BOSWELL.

ON the shore of Lake Michigan, just a
little ways north of Chicago, the
Bahai Movement is soon to begin the
erection of a Temple of Peace. Many
persons who have seen the model for this
building, which is the work of the architect and sculptor, Louis Bourgeois, say
that the great Temple will be the most
beautiful modern structure in the world.
Some go so far as to say that it will be
the most beautiful structure eVer erected.
A large model of the Temple, filling
almost an entire room, is now on exhibition at the Kevorkian Galleries, No. 40
West Fifty-seventh street.
The Bahai Temple of Peace, whose
doors will never close, day or night, and
in which every person may worship, will
cost about $1,500,000. Its outer covering
will be of cream colored terra cotta. It
will be 225 feet in diameter and 180
feet high.
Mr. Bourgeois' model was selected by
a committee of forty-nine. This committee was ready to approve the design,
but because the structure differed from
any other building that had ever been
erected, they felt that they needed guidance, before making the formal acceptance, from an architect who could tell
them whether it was practical.
They called in Mr. H. Van Buren
Magonigle, president of the Architeetural League. Without being apprised

of the preference of the committee, Mr.
Magonigle studied all the models submitted and quickly selected that of Mr.
Bourgeois. His verdict was: " It is the
first new idea in architecture since the
thirteenth century. I want to see it
erected."
The Bahai Temple of Peace combines
within itself all the lovely elements of
all the types of architecture that man
has ever devised. This may at first
sound rather discouraging to students
of art who know how inspirationless
eclectic works usually are. If a painter
tries to combine all the good points of all
the schools of painting he invariably
gets a picture that is tame and uninteresting. It is the individual method
that counts.
But, after looking at Mr. Bourgeois'
model for his beautiful Temple, listen
to him explain, in a voice trembling with
enthusiasm, just how he came to combine all styles of architecture in his
design:
"The Bahai Movement," says Mr.
Bourgeois, "is a fusing of the essential
spiritual elements of all religions and
all philosophies. Stripped of the personalities of their founders and subsequent leaders, all sects are found to
have very much the same divine basis.
All the teachings that have held the
minds of men and ennobled them are
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found to be very much alike in essence. dows and doors and comprises the dome
The doctrines of Ohrist, of Buddha and itself, and in this one deciphers symbols
of Mohammed greatly resemble each of all the religions of the world, interother. As with religions so it is with lacing and blending perfectly.
architecture. If you resolve the differHere are the sW3,stika cross, most anent architectural systems to their ideal- cient of all; the circle; the triangle; the
istic basis, laying aside all extreme double triangle, known as Solomon's
forms, you will see that they harmonize seal, the symbol of the sun, the fiveso perfectly that they can be blended pointed star representing the Man-Savwithout one discordant note. That is iour, be He called Ohrist, Buddha or
what I have tried to do in the Temple Mohammed; the Ohristian cross; the
of Peace-to combine all architectural Greek cross, and finally, the Bahai symmodes into a symbol of the Bahai Move- bol of the nine-pointed star.
ment."
There is a very human side to the
With a burst of enthusiasm the sculp- modeling of the Temple of Peace. Mr.
tor-architect declares: "It is BAHA'- Bourgeois has had the Temple in mind
'O'LLAH'S Temple. I am only the chan- for nine years, but it never began to
nel through which it came!"
take definite form until four years ago,
In its general shape the Temple gives after he had attended the convention of
one the feeling of a spiritual symbol the Bahai Movement in Boston. Then,
arising with an inevitable fitness, from suddenly, in an hour's time, the architect sketched the lower story of the
the very earth.
The first story breathes the spirit of Temple. At first he thought he could
welcome. It is in the form of a nine- model the structure in three months, but
pointed star. Nine circular exedras he found that, so colossal was the task,
curve into the building, with a great that it took three years.
doorway in the center of each, so that
Now the architect is not rich, and he
from whatever side one approaches, the realized that if he worked at his model
structure seems to extend its arms in the family income would cease. His
welcome and embrace. The first story wife is also an artist, but, sympathizing
in its simplicity suggests the Greek and with his work, she bought a little st(fre
Egyptian temples, while the treatment in West Englewood, New Jersey, where
of the doors and windows is Roman- they live, and while he worked with the
esque in form, and the intricacy and plaster, she sold ice cream and candy
·beauty of the ornamentation suggests and other wares to the people of the
the Gothic and the Arabic.
community.
The second story, beautiful in its winWhen he needed plaster for his first
dowed elegance, is renaissance in line, carving and was out of money, he went
but purely Gothic in the interlaced into the garden, filled his wife's clothes
arches of its openings.
basket with Dorothy Perkins roses, which
The third story is renaissance in feel- covered the arbor, carried them to New
ing, restful and quiet. Above it rises York and sold them for five dollars, with
the lovely dome, which suggest the which he bought the needed material.
Byzantine, while above the closed top is
He says his wife is really the "Tema unique feature-the beams of the
ple
builder;" for, had it not been for
dome arising like hands clasped in
her
sympathy and cheerful sacrifice, he
prayer, so as to give the feeling of ascennever
would have carried to completion
sion and aspiration found only in Gothic
the
gigantic
work.
towers.
The Bahai Movement will surround the
An intricate system of ornamentation
covers the columns, surrounds the win- great Temple with a community that will
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conform with it in spirit, for on the
shore of Lake Michigan, around the
beautiful grounds, will be erected a
series of buildings devoted to the appli-
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cation of true religion to life-a hospital, an orphan asylum, a hospice or
house of hospitality, a guild house and
a university, among other enterprises.

Persian-Indian Style of Architecture
As explained by CHARLES MASON REMEY, who submitted a model at the Twelfth
Annual Convention of the Mashrekol-Azkar.
AS one becomes familiar with the
Bahai Teaching and its principles
and as one seeks to apply these in his
life it is the most natural thing in the
world that he should desire to express
these principles and religious ideals in
the terms and language of his own art,
craft or profession. As with countless
others such was my own experience.
Since my connection with the Bahai
Cause, during the past twenty years,
in the pursuance of my study of
architecture at home and abroad in
many parts of the world, I have
had constantly in mind the great
Bahai Mashrekol-Azkar, the first of its
kind to be erected in America, my desire being that I might be able to express in terms of architecture an offering toward this great temple.
This absorbing interest has led me,
during the past twelve years to make a
series of architectural studies and preliminary designs for this edifice showing treatments of varying dimensions in
nine different styles of architecture.
These were offered to Abdul-Baha in the
hope that this work might be of some
service when the time arrived for the
formulation of a building design for the
Mashrekol-Azkar.
When the word was received from
Abdul-Baha that a choice of designs submitted for the Mashrekol-Azkar was to
be made by the delegates seated in this
'l'welfth Annual Convention of Bahais
in America held in New York, April 2628, 1920, I felt moved to make, in addition to the drawings already mentioned,
a set of models of the one of my designs
which was done in the Persian-Indian

style in order to present to the Convention in as graphic and as concrete a
manner as possible the salient features
of this design, which, in my estimation,
so far as I now understand the matter
as viewed from points both practical and
spiritual, is, I feel, the best suited of
my preliminary studies to meet this
present problem. 'With the exception of
this design in the Persian-Indian style,
which is of quite modest dimensions,
each of my other eight designs are too
large in size and of too costly construction to be considered. Moreover, with
the exception of the Arabian, Moorish
and Persian designs, the others were not
sufficiently oriental in character to satisfy the requirements of the problem in
hand. Therefore between these practical and aesthetic conditions there seemed
to us to be but this one of my designs
to feature.
Since Abdul-Baha ordered the Convention to choose one from among the
designs which had been offered for the
Mashrekol-Azkar, I did not deem it advisable to prepare any new designs, nor
to alter those which I had previously
made. The models and the large drawings of this Persian-Indian design, which
I am offering together with my first
drawings, are merely enlargements and
developments of the original design.
There have been no changes in the style
of the design, its treatment or dimensions.
While engaged in this work my concept of an architectural treatment for
the Mashrekol-Azkar underwent many
changes and modifications. In considering a style for the first design made,
the Byzantine then suggested itself to

- - - - ------- - - - -
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me as combining in one complete and
developed style of architecture, the characters of both the orient and the occident. Later on in the work I made
studies in various other styles from the
classic to the ultra modern which work
included some of the styles of the orient.
Toward the close of this study I received an excerpt from a Tablet of
Abdul-Baha's addressed to Mrs. Kate
Ives in which he mentioned the Mashrekol-Azkar as follows:
"That Divine Form manifested itself
in America and entered the great Tem-

WEST

perfect development in the MashrekolAzkar of future generations. I have
been pleased to note latterly that the
majority of the people who have seen
my preliminary drawings have expressed
a preference for the Persian and the
Persian-Indian styles.
The Persian style of architecture was
developed under the influence brought
into Persia by the early Moslem civilization. Some of its grandest applications are found in the mosques of Esphahan, Khoum, Kashan, and Khazvin,
while the same style is found in these

Charles Mason Remey and the model he submitted in the PerSian-Indian style or
Architecture.

pIe which shall soon be constructed
therein. This glorious Temple resembles the oriental edifices and soon you
will see it erected there with a most
solid foundation and strongest basis."
Furthermore, I learned it was reported
that Abdul-Baha showed a picture of the
Taj-Mahal to Mr. P-W-, suggesting
that the Mashrekol-Azkar have a similar
entrance.
These words of Abdul-Baha quite revolutionized my thought regarding the
style for this first great Bahai Temple to be erected here in the west. With
time and more study the architecture
of the orient has made its appeal more
and more to me as being the best suited
of all styles as a f.oundation for, and a
first step toward, the universal style of
world architecture eventually to find its

and other cities, successfully applied to
such buildings as bazaars, caravansaries,
palaces, colleges, gateways, bridges, and
other civic structures.
The lower wall surfaces of the more
elegant of these buildings are often revetted with slabs of marble, while the
main walls and upper parts are usually
in stone, brick, terra cotta, and brightly
colored tiles. Though some of these
buildings have stood for centuries, the
coloring in many instances remains quite
fresh and even brilliant.
The richness in color decoration of
the domes and minarets of the Persian
mosques, rising from a foreground of
gardens and silhouetted against a cloudless sky, is memorable and very beautiful. This \Style of decoration, so in
harmony with its oriental environment,
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has a charm of its own, to which many
Persian writers, as well as foreigners
traveling in that country, have testified.
The Indian style of architecture,
which is an adaptation of the Persian
style, had its development during the
Mogul rule in India. Some of the finest
examples of this style are found in the
vicinity of Delhi, India's ancient capital,
while the world-famous Taj-Mahal near
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the city of Agra, is without doubt the
best known and by many the most admired building of the epoch.
The Taj-Mahal is finished within and
without with white marble inlaid with
jasper, lapis lazuli, and other semiprecious stones. It is surrounded by a
garden intersected by waterways separated by richly colored flowers and foliage, and produces an effect of beauty
beyond the power of words to describe.

Recent Tablets from Abdul-Baha to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
To his honor, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
New York City-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

He Is God!
o thou servant of the Holy Threshold!
Praise be to God, that the events of
the Cause from the East and the West
are conducive to the utmost rejoicing.
The fame of His Highness BAHA'0 'LLAH
has encircled the orient and the occident, and the voice of the promotion ot
the Cause has reached the Supreme Concourse.
According to what they have written
from California, you have become fully
confirmed in service in that region. This
is the result of the promise that I have
made to thee. Today, whosoever is a
herald of the Covenant, he becomes triumphant and victorious by the cohorts
of the Orb of Regions and is honored
and the object of the glances of mercifulness. God willing, the event of your
wedding, ere long, will likewise come to
pass. In Convention this year it must be
unquestionably solemnized.
The School of Tarbiat used to receive
some assistance from the American
friends. Undoubtedly, you have this
matter in mind. If a contribution could
be forwarded through the Convention, it
would be very acceptable.
Thou hast written that if a Persian
teacher could come to those states and
travel for awhile, it would be most
timely; therefore we have written to
Persia and ere long a ripened soul with

- -----------

- --------------------------

an interpreter will be forwarded, so that
for a time he may make a tour throughout America and then return. Undoubtedly in their reception you will demonstrate the utmost magnanimity.
Likewise, yourself, at the opportune
time, travel throughout all the states and
with the utmost exhilaration and tumult
raise the call of the Covenant, thus the
favors of the Orb of Regions may encircle the globe.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.
(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
March 27, 1920, Washington, D. C.)
[Portion of a Tablet received by Mrs.
Ella G. Cooper of San Francisco, California, in regard to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab's trip in the West:]
He Is God!
o thou beloved daughter!
Thy detailed letter, dated December
7th, 1919, written to Shoghi Effendi, was
received. Its contents produced the utmost rejoicing for it was indicative of
the promotion of the divine teachings
and the attraction of the hearts to the
Kingdom of the Lord of Hosts. Likewise, the power and might which became
manifest from Aga Mirza Ahmad in the
diffusion of the teachings and the promulgation of the Word of God. This is
purely through the confirmations of God
and the help and assistance of His Highness BAHA'O'LLAH.
Consider ye, that a youth from Persia,
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who has not studied sciences and arts,
nor is he informed of the political, economic and social problems, nor is he
acquainted with all the conditions of the
east and the west - notwithstanding
this, he delivers irrefutable lectures before vast audiences and imparts exhilaration and motion to the souls. This is
no other save through the confirmations
of His Highness BAHA'0 'LLAH. This is

WEST

'LLAH, and the power of the Covenant,
otherwise what existence have we ~
Praise be to God, that California is in
motion and attraction and the souls enamored with the Kingdom of Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
To his honor Mirza Ahmad Sohrab and
his respected wife-Upon them be
BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

BAHAI DELEGATES AND FRIENDS ATTENDING Tl!
Photograph taken on steps of Enginee

evident and manifest. No soul can deny
it. For the bestowals of His Highness
BAHA'O'LLAH, and the power of His Covenant, will make a drop an ocean, the
mosquito the eagle soaring toward the
Supreme Concourse, the tender plant
the blessed tree, the weak child the powerful man, the mustard seed the towering mountain, and the unknown well
known throughout all the regions. In
short, all these are through the
outpourings of His Highness BAHA'O-

He Is God!
o ye son and daughter of the Kingdom!
According to what you have written,
spiritual connections are established between you, and you are contemplating to
enter the world of matrimony and become each other's associate. It is my
hope that this union become eternal;
both of you harmonized on the physical
and spiritual planes and become one in
the exoteric and esoteric realms i-sO
that you may. spend your days together
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with the utmost joy and happiness and
be engaged in the glorification of His
Highness BARA'O'LLAR, because He has
brought into perfect mutual affiliation
both the east and the west and has established such a divine communication
between Persia and America, that a Persian and an American have become the
expression of one soul.
In brief, I supplicate for you con-
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Recite ye together the following prayer:

o God! 0 God! We are married for
the love of Thy beauty, longing for the
fulfillment of Thy good pleasure and
yearning to devote our lives to Thy service. 0 Lord! Suffer our bodies to become one body, our spirits the expression of one spirit and assist us with Thy
confirmations-so that we may arise

:LFTR ANNUAL MASHREKOL-AZKAR CONVENTION.
19 Societies' Building, New York City.

firmation and assistance so that ideal affinity be unveiled· between you, both of
you be occupied with the services of the
Cause of God and be aided and confirmed. You must strive to establish
between yourselves such an affinity and
love that you may become the object of
envy to all mankind and your wedding
may serve as an example, so that similar
unions may come to pass very frequently.
Upon ye be Baha-EI-Abha!

wholly to perform Thy services, be detached from aught else save Thee, firm
in Thy Covenant and Testament and
freed from all else save Thy love. 0
Lord! Assist us with all these Thy
favors.
Verily Thou art the Confirmer, the
Powerful, the Mighty and the Omnipresent!
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.
(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
May 7, 1920, New York City.)

STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thv voice and fame will 'be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmnes8, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-EAHA ABMS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'O'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
Western States: HELEN S. GooDALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GEllTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Editorial-Memorial to Joseph H. Hannen
"The School of Tarbiat used to receive
some assistanc~ from the American
friends. Undoubtedly, you have this
matter in mind. I:f a contribution could
be forwarded through the Convention it
would be very acceptable."
When the above extract from a recent
Tablet to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab was read
in the Convention many friends arose
to the fulfillment of this suggestion of
Abdul-Baha. As our late brother, .To-

seph Hannen, had so faithfully served
this School of Tarbiat in the west, it was
suggested that each of the friends contribute one dollar to a memorial fund to
be sent in the name of Brother Hannen
from the Convention. Those of the
friends who wish to join in this memorial may send their dollar to Miss
Nellie Lloyd, 104 Wall Street, New York
City.
George Latimel'.

"Set up this esteemed soul in Thy Glorious Kingdom"
Words of ABDuL-BAHA in eulogy of and supplication for Joseph H. Hannen.
RECENT TABLET TO PAULINE HANNEN.
To the beloved daughter, Mrs. Hannen,
Washington, D. C.-Upon her be
BAHA '0 'LLAH EI-Abha!
He Is God!

o

Thou Compassionate Lord!
Thou knowest the magnitude of my
sorrow as I engage in this following suplication. The favored servant of the

Kingdom, Mr. Hannen, that pure and
spotless soul, was the first self-sacrificing
person in the path of the Merciful One.
At night he was restless and during the
day he was untiring. Not a moment did
he rest and all his lifetime was consecrated to the service of the Kingdom.
In the assemblage of Thy friends he was
an active member and in the gathering
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of Thy favored ones an enkindled torch.
In the horizon of guidance he twinkled
like a radiant star and in the Abha
Paradise he appeared a magnificent
palm. He was an illumined soul, merciful, kingly, lordly.
At present that bright candle has been
extinguished in the globe of this mortal
world that thereby it may shine resplendently in the globe of the Kingdom.
That radiant star has set from this world
below that it may rise effulgently from
the Supreme Horizon.

o

Thou Forgiving Lord!
Set up this esteemed soul in Thy glorious Kingdom upon the thrones of everlasting sovereignty and make him a
heavenly prince. Help him to soar in
the limitless realm and draw him unto
the close companionship of heavenly
birds in the hidden world. Immerse
him in the ocean of Light, and make him
the prince over the Realm of Mysteries.
Bring him unto the effulgent concourse
and help him to attain his object in the
realm of Thy presence and the heights
of the Supreme Concourse.
Thou art the Forgiver, the Pardoner,
and the Compassionate!
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o thou

daughter of the Kingdom!
This calamity is overwhelming and
painful, and undoubtedly its effects are
most severe. A thousand times alas,
that like unto a star, that glorious personage disappeared from the horizon of
the immensity of space. He has arisen
from a horizon that knows no setting and
has hastened unto a realm that is infinite. He has been detached from this
world below and has attained unto Everlasting Life. He has ascended from this
gloomy world and hastened to the Center
of Light.
Grieve not therefore and be not despondent. Enkindle his lamp and strive
that the orchard of his highest wish may
abound with fruitful trees. Rest thou
assured in the bounties of the Lord of
Hosts and endeavor to be confirmed by
the favors of the glorious Lord. If he
has disappeared from this plane, grieve
not, for thou shalt find him in the divine
realm. Be not sad at this temporary
separation, thou shalt enjoy eternal companionship in the realm above. Be thou
therefore patient and forbearing, firm
and assured.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Haifa, Palestine, March 19, 19'20.)

Recent Tablets from Abdul-Baha to American Bahais
DR. CHARLES HALL
To his honor, Dr. Charles Hall, Chicago, Illinois-Upon him be BAHA'o'LLAH El-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou servant of God!
Thy letter was received. Its contents
were lofty and sublime and its aim was
high and wide-reaching. The world of
humanity is in need of a great amelioration for it is a material jungle wherein
fruitless trees are flourishing and useless weeds are abounding. If there is
at all a fruitful tree, it is overshadowed
by the fruitless ones and if a flower
grows in its midst it is hidden and concealed. The world of mankind is in need
of expert gardeners that they may con-

vert those forests into delectable rosegardens, may substitute for these fruitless trees, trees that yield fruit and may
replace these useless weeds by roses and
fragrant herbs. Thus active souls and
vigilant people are day and night restless. They strive until they are closely
attached to the divine Kingdom and
thereby become the manifestations of infinite bounties and the ideal gardeners
of these forests.
Thus the world of
humanity will be wholly transformed
and the merciful bounties become manifest.
Upon thee be greeting and praise!
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Acca,
Palestine, JUly 26, 1919.)
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LOUIS G. GREGOR,Y
To his honor, Mr. Louis Gregory, care of
his honor, Mr. Hannen, Washington,
D. C.-Upon him be BAHA.'O'LLAH
El-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou who art firm in the Covenant!
Thy letters were received.
Verily,
thou hast labored hard in this year's
Convention and hast s,erved beyond
thine own endurance. Thou hast moreover, traveled before and subsequent to
the sittings of the Convention, hast
served by other ways and means, art
ever restless and active and hast, with
thy respected wife, consecrated thy life
to the service of the Kingdom.
Undoubtedly thou shalt be confirmed and
assisted.
Strive with heart and soul in order
to bring about union and harmony
among the white and the colored and
prove thereby the unity of the Bahai
world wherein distinction of color finds
no place, but where hearts only are con-
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sidered. Praise be to God, the hearts
of the friends are united and linked together, whether they be from the orient
or the occident, from north or from
south, whether they be German, French,
Japanese, American, and whether they
pertain to the white, the black, the red,
the yellow or the brown race. Variations of color, of land and of race are
of no importance in the Bahai Movement; on the contrary, Bahai unity
overcomes them all and does away with
all these fancies and imaginations.
Convey on my behalf to thy fellowtraveler, Mr. Roy Williams, the utmost
kindness. I am greatly pleased with
him and my hope is that in the future
he may be greatly confirmed. Extend
on my behalf much kindness to thy respected wife. I never forget her and
she is ever in my memory.
Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 24, 1919.)

Green Acre in 1920
Green Acre is turning a new radiant
page in its history this summer. The
wise and beloved p'ersian teacher, J ena bi
Fazel Mazandarani, whom Abdul-Baha
in his love has sent to us in response
to the request of the American believers,
will be in Green Acre for lectures and
conference. His interpreter, Manucher
Khan, will conduct a class in Persian.
Here is a wonderful opportunity for the
American friends to drink from a veritable fountain of knowledge the pure
water of the Bahai teaching as it is
flowing today so gloriously in Persia.
And here is the chance to learn the
original language in which the "river
of glory" has been renewing the world
in these latter days.
There will be many other lectures and
study classes and those wonderful meetings for spiritual communion which are
so characteristic of this "Green Acca'"
by the "River of Light". It is in these

meetings that we win a new baptism of
power to "live the life" which alone can
illumine the world.
Mrs. Louise Boyle will conduct a summer camp for Bahai Juniors with classes
in arts and crafts. There the great
Bahai principles will be taught during
many hours of pure joy. A more perfect place for a summer camp devoted to
play, study and spiritual education
could not be chosen than the one at Willow Cote, Green Acre.
The Green Acre Fellowship has
bought the Inn and the surrounding cottages. Now with the Fellowship House,
the Pines, Mt. Salvat it is ready for
the visitors and the glorious destiny
Abdul-Baha has foretold. Full information about the rooms, cottages, the
spiritual program, can be had from Mr.
William H. Randall, 35 Congress St.,
Boston.
Albert Vail.
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WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA
"Great importance must be given to the development of the STAR o~ THE "VEST. The
circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must he published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases_ Its contents must be so universal that
even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in
all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the
world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAR OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and
the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light
of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to
the Bahai teachers all over the world."
From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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As to instructions which thou desirest,
they are as follows: Believe in God, turn
unto the Supreme Kingdom, be attracted
unto the Beauty of Abha; remain firm
in the Covenant. (P.98.)

save the divulgence of the Testament, be
attracted by the magnet of the Covenant
that thou mayest see the triumph of the
angels of the King of the Kingdom and
the valor of the hosts of the Lord of
Might. (P.160.)

Set aside every mention save the mention of God and abandon everything

(Tablets of Abdul-Baha: Vol
pages indicated.)

1-

ABDUL-BAHA
Talking with his interpreter in the courtyard to
P'ilgrims' House at Haifa, Palestine.

(Photograph taken in 1919)

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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The Bahai Teaching Convention for the Central States
HEJ-1D IN CHICAGO MAY 22nd AND 23rd, 1920.

Letter sent out by the Secretary.
BELOVED Bahai brothers and sisters
in the Assemblies of the Central
States:
The most glorious Convention for
teaching held thus far has, through the
grace of God and the heavenly bestowals of our beloved Abdul-Baha, just
been concluded and in accordance with
instructions voted, the following report
of actions taken is being sent to the different assemblies of this group.
After statements by Mr. Albert R.
Vail and Mrs. Annie Parmerton giving
a report of the actions taken at the National Convention in New York, which
statements brought out the fact that
Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, Mrs. Ida B.
Slater and Mr. Carl Scheffler had been
chosen as members of the National
Teaching Committee for the Central
States, it was voted:
1st-That these three and two others
should act as a Committee of Teaching
for the Central States. Dr. C. H. Stiles
of Detroit and Mrs. Margaret Lafferty
of St. Louis were chosen as the additional members.
2nd-Each assembly to raise monthly
as large an amount of money for teaching work as possible.
3rd-The moneys to be collected by
the local assembly Treasurer, appointed by the House of Spirituality of that
city; or where the assembly is too small
to have a House of Spirituality, the
Treasurer is to be elected-a majority
vote electing.
4th-The Treasurer will send monthly
one-third of this amount collected to the

Treasurer of the National Teaching
Committee, Mr. "Vm. H. Randall, 35
Congress St., Boston, Mass.; one-third
to be sent to the Treasurer of the SectiQnal Teaching Committee, and onethird to be held for local teaching ,york.
5th-The Sectional Teaching Committee organize and launch at some time
during the year, deemed by it most suitable, at least one concentrated teaching campaign, consisting of an adequate
advertisement scheme, a series of lectures and to arrange for the maintenance of one or more competent teachers,
who are to do follow-up work for a
short period after the campaign is concluded.
6th-The city in which this campaign
is launched to be left to the discretion
of the Committee with the understanding that they will give preference to a
city located in one of the five states
mentioned by Abdul-Baha in the first
Tablet addressed to the Central States
as not having been illumined by the
Glorious Cause through the spread of
the Message. An opportunity, though,
is to be given to the different assemblies
in this section to bid for this campaign
for their own city, or one nearby,
through definite propositions of co-operation.
7th-The Teaching Committee to arrange that the teachers who are assigned
to this section by the National Teaching Committee, or those who may arise
for the work in this section, will, as regularly as possible, or whenever the need
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arises, or the opening is made by the
local House of Spirituality or Committee, visit for the purpose of teaching
III such assembly or city.
"God, the Maker of the worlds, h3th crcatt·d the

r~1l1m

of humanity to be the Paradise of Eden (01' the Gllrden
of Paradise) if the edifice of PMce, Reconcilil\tion,
Love and Faithfulness is founded on 11 solid and firm
basis. Nay, father, He hath willed it to become the
mirror, reflecting the Delectable Paradise."

CA New Year greeting from Abdul-Bnhn to the
London Christian CommQn"l~~alth.)

The Third Bahai Annual T eachins
Convention for the Central States
Chicago, Illinois, May 22d and 23d 1920.

SATURDAY, MAY 22nd.
2:30 P. M.-90l Masonic Temple.
First Session: Ope.ne.d by Mr. She/flf'r. Mr,~. Slater,
Dr. Pt:ekt!. Central States members of the National
Teaching Committee.

6 p, M.-Morrison Hotel.
Feast of the Declaration of the Bab.

SUNDAY, MAY 23rd.
10 A. l-1.-90J Masonic Temple.
Second Session: Opened by Bahai Juniors.

3 P. M.-Public Meeting:

Dr. Pauline Bnrioll'Pf'f'ke
and Gporgp Latimf'T, Presiding. Corinthinn Hnll,
] 7th floor Masonic Tf'mplr.
Get!PTal Topic: "The Great Unrf'st-Thf' Uh'ine
Remt'dy"
J. "'Thf' Bllhai Progrllm-Economic, EdllC'o'ltionnl,
Int(·tnlltionnl- For n RpC'onstrnct,('d World," .Mr.
MOI.mtfort Mills or Mr. Al/J'rd E. LU111.
11. "Ahdul-Bilhn's Rf'mllrknhlp Teaching on Immor·
t»litv-How tht' Divin(' Worlll ComnlllnJrntt-s WIth
Man'," Mr. AllwTI flail.

;\Iu!i!c prmid(~d hy ~ITs. R,ll" RTP,1/hlJrnak-l1(',lImllr,
Mrll. Carl Schl'/fla. Mr. Albl'rt WHltlllst IlUd lI'bs.y
."'·uTnh Trmdllsi.

Program of Convention.

8th-The Teachers to travel entirely
under the jurisdiction of the Central
States' Teaching Committee. All com·
munications regarding this to be addressed to the Secretary of said Teaching Committee.
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9th-The policy of the teacher in a
city to be determined by the House of
Spirituality or the committee of believers in established assemblies. In new
territory it is left entirely to his or her
own discretion.
10th-Each assembly will acquire its
own literature for teaching purposes.
11th-Names and addresses of new
people interested in the Cause to be sent
through the Secretary of the local assembly to the Secretary of the Sectional
Teaching Committee, who will, in turn,
send them to the Secretary of the National Teaching Committee. Whenever
possible, literature regarding the Cause
will be sent to such addresses.
12th-Every believer to consider it
his or her duty to bring at least one
new soul into the Cause every year.
13th-Mrs. Ida B. Slater, Plaza Hotel, Chicago, was elected Secretary; Mr.
Carl Scheffler, 56 E. Congress St., Treasurer.
Please present this report to the assembly in your city at your earliest convenience. It is certain that if every believer and assembly in these parts enters
upon this work in the spirit of love and
harmony in which these plans were
evolved and enthusiastically carried in
the Convention, it will result in accomplishing what our beloved Abdul-Baha
is patiently waiting upon the American
believers to carry out.
With Bahai love and greeting,
lda B. Slqter, Secretary,
Chicago, May 24, 1920.

Plans of the National Teaching Committee
Letter sent otd by the Secretary.
Washington, D. C. garding the appearance of the Holy
Manifestations is this: that the souls
May 25, 1920.
may
come to know each other
To all Bahai sisters and brothers in
and that the power of the love of God
America-Greetings.
may make all of them the waves of one
Dear friends and co-workers:
The Center of the Covenant, Abdnl- sea, the flowers of one rose garden, and
Baha, instructs us in the Tablet on page the stars of one heaven."
67, Unveiling of the Divine Plan, that
Taking these words much to heart and
"one of the greatest divine wisdoms re- pondering over their meaning, the mem-
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bers of the Teaching Committee appointed this year by the delegates to the Convention distinctly feel the indissoluble
bond which binds together all members
of the Bahai family in a unity born of
the Spirit.
As members of this great family, we
consider it a privilege and a joy to fully
inform you regarding the teaching program as thus far outlined :-for, in relation to the Center of the Covenant, all
are equal, especially as He whom we
know to be the Center of life and light
and love has said: "I have summoned
all to the conveying of the J'II!:essage."
First you will want to know the personnel of the Teaching Committee as appointed by the delegates to the Convention.
It was thought best to divide the country into five ·sections or divisions, as designated by Abdul-Baha in the so-called
Teaching Tablets, and to choose three
members from each section and four at
large, making a Committee of nineteen
members, as follows:

Northeast and Eastern Div-ision
Wm. H. Randall, 35 Congress St., Boston, Mass.
Mountfort Mills, Apthorp Apt., Broadway and 78th, New York City.
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, 415 Madison Ave.,
New York City.
Southern Division
Mrs. A. J. Parsons, 1818 N St., N. ,7\[.,
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. R. F. H. Ledyard, 1922 Sunderland Pl., Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Mariam Haney, The Mendota,
Washington, D. C.
Oentral Division
Mrs. Ida B. Slater, Plaza Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Carl Scheffler, 56 E. Congress St., Chicago, Ill.
Dr. Pauli"ne Barton-Peeke, Rose Building, Cleveland, O.
Western Division
Mrs. Ella Goodall Cooper, San Francisco, Calif.
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George Latimer, 295 Twelfth St., Portland, Oregon.
Henry McConaughy, Box 45, Seattle,
Wash.
Canada
Mrs. Wm. S. Maxwell, 716 Pine Ave.,
Montreal, Canada.
Mrs. Lizzie V. Cowles, 14 Tower Ave.,
Montreal, Canada.
Mrs. Mabel Rice-Wray, 68 Peterboro St.,
Detroit, Mich.
At Large
Mrs. Stuart W. French, 363 Grove St.,
Pasadena, Calif.
Ray C. Wilhelm, 104 Wall St., New
York City.
Howard MacNutt, 935 Eastern Parkway,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Howard C. Ives, 1451 Broadway, Room
206, New York City.
Immediately after the close of the
Convention, the Committee met and appointed Mrs. Parsons, Chairman; Mr.
Randall, Treasurer, and later, Mrs.
Haney, Secretary.
Also from this Committee of Nineteen
regional secretaries wel'e chosen, whose
duty will be to keep the National Teaching Committee (through its Secretary)
informed of the progress of the work in
their respective sections, so that this information may be circulated in any way
which will further the teaching service,
as well as to keep the traveling teachers
informed regarding the work accomplished in various parts of the country.
The name and address of each regional
secretary follows:
Wm. H. Randall, 35 Congress St., Boston, Mass.
Mrs. Mariam Haney, The Mendota,
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Ida B. Slater, Plaza Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
George Latimer, 295 Twelfth St., Portland, Oregon.
Mrs. May Maxwell, 716 Pine Ave., Montreal, Canada.
We feel sure that all hearts will rejoice to know that the work of spreading
the glad-tidings of the Kingdom and the
teaching service which was so explicitly

STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy I Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and' thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj ect of the· attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant in the future ~hy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
wIll mcrease, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-EAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
. . Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
/lVestern States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAxwELL.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL, eARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZlA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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given to this country and Canada in the
Divine Plan last year, has been taken up
with a renewed energy, with an enthusiasm born of the Spirit, and with a
greater grasp of its. scope and importance.
While the Teaching Committee last
year felt that a little step had been taken
in the right path and a certain few
things had been accomplished-yet they
also felt that this was only a very small
beginning and that they had not arrived
at the exalted station of action to which
the Center of the Covenant calls all the
believers on this continent, for we read
in the D~vine Plan (page 57) that Abdul-Baha instructs all of us: "Up to
this time ye have displayed great magnanimity; but after this, ye must add a
thousand times to your effort."
The Committee meetings have been extremely interesting. Various subjects
were discussed harmoniously, resulting
in "all opinions coinciding; " and a
really fundamental unity was established.

No. 6

The following outline of a general
plan decided upon for the forwarding
of this great work of teaching will help
you, we hope, to keep closely in touch
with us, and we feel assured that all will
earnestly, sincerely and lovingly co-operate to the extent of their ability.
On page 17 of the Divine Plan you
will find an instruction to the effect that
when the Great Manifestation of God
came to the world to establish the oneness of the world of humanity, He first
prepared the world by making the world
externally a unit: namely, by means of
new inventions, new discoveries of various kinds, new laws and international
laws and other undertakings which made
the significance of co-operation most
prominent and indicated its essential
purpose. Thus the means were first created in the material world for facilitating the establishing of spiritual unity.
We have all realized the great longing
of the heart of our beloved Abdul-Baha
(as expressed in so many, many Tablets)
to see actually demonstrated a unity of
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his servants on this western continent, tral bureau of classified information to
and we realize that this cannot be fully which all teachers may ap-ply regarding
achieved without the outer means and the needs of any special locality, openexpression of unity. For this reason we ings for work and the character of work
have formulated a plan which will out- to be done. To which, likewise, all cenwardly facilitate that great union of the ters may turn in the demand for teachhearts, and as an expression of devotion ers as well as co-operation in every way.
and service in the path of the Center of This will include the distribution of litthe Covenant, so that both materially erature to teachers in the fieJd, establishand spiritually every Bahai in this coun- ing circulating libraries in every center;
try may be in vital and close contact in short, all the glorious work pertaining
with every other Bahai. Abdul-Baha to seed-sowing.
has summoned all the believers to arise
Likewise for the co-operative financfor this teaching service, and each and ing of this great work, we have devised
everyone must be vitally connected with a similar plan, as follows:
this work. Therefore it has been deIt is impossible for every Bahai to
cided:
have a vital connection with this great
That there shall be a monthly Bulletin work of seed sowing unless it is expressed
L'lsued by the Teaching Committee on the on every plane, and we know that every
19th of every month, giving a report of heart will eagerly respond to this call
the various activities of the teachers in just as we are humbly striving to do.
the field all over America and Canada,
Some of the believers of God are in a
as well as a financial report.
position to become sustaining members
That this Bulletin shall be sent to at the rate of $10.00 per month; others
every member of the Teaching Committee at $5.00; others at $1.00, and still others
and every teacher in the field, as well as at perhaps less; but, in consultation, we
to the delegates representing the various felt that a fair average among all the
assemblies in this Convention; and it faithful servants would be $1.00 per
shall be the trust and responsibility of month, and that each and every Bahai in
the delegates, at a specially called meet- America would gladly and cheerfully being in their respective assemblies, if come a sustaining member of the Teachnecessary, to see that the Bulletin is read ing Unity at that rate.
We are herewith enclosing a Pledge
and discussed as widely as possible
among all the believers-the purpose be- Card, as a matter of convenience, so that
ing to share with the friends any and all those wishing to contribute may sign the
information obtainable on the subject of same and send it with their contribution
actual teaching service. If at any time to the National Treasurer who will have
the friends have suggestions to offer, the same recorded, and then forward it
they will be gratefully received. Abdul- to the Secretary for filing and future
Baha tells us that "from every stand- reference.
We hope you will give this matter as
point, ways and means for the teaching
of the Cause of God must be prepared. prompt consideration and recognition as
The question of teaching, like any other possible, so that the Treasurer may knov..
question, is evolutionary and not revolu- definitely about our resources.
tionary. This matter must become very
All funds will go to the National
plain to everyone, so that all the friends, Treasurer (Mr. Randall), who will delike so many spirits in one temple, may duct monthly the amount necessary for
arise in the accomplishment of this great the support of the national teachers in
service. "
the field; the remaining sum to be dividThrough this Bulletin and other co- ed equally among the five sections. Each
operative service, the National Teaching section will therefore receive one-fifth of
Committee will gradually become a cen- the amount remaining in the Teaching
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Fund after the national teachers have each and every "firm one in the Covbeen supplied. This work will be carried enant" has the opportunity to write on
out always through consultation.
the new page turned for us, that which
Our first great trust this year, and our he wills. A united effort will bring revery great responsibility toward the sults-good fruits-and this is what we
teaching program is to see that plans and are all striving for.
In closing this heart to heart talk with
arrangements are successively made and
executed for the furtherance of the serv- you, we simply wish to repeat that we
ices which will be rendered in this coun- are all co-workers in the Vineyard of
try by J enabi Fazel Mazandarani, the the Lord, and that we feel you are all
great modern teacher whom the beloved at one with us in the hope that the oftAbdul-Baha sent to this country. His repeated words about mutual co-operapresence and sacrificial services will be tion may be crystallized into deeds.
naught but "pure bounty" to the entire
"Deeds are the standards."
"Magnanimity is necessary; heavenly
country. He has received instructions
from Abdul-Baha to visit forty-eight exertion is called for."
states, and at some time during the comThis heavenly exertion is attainable
ing year this wise teacher will visit ev- if we have a conscious realization that
ery assembly in America and Canada. , 'firmness in the Covenant means love
In the coming to us of this great teacher and obedience to the Commands of Abthere is an added incentive afforded us dul-Baha. "
to dedicate our services and contribu"It is evident that the axis of the
tions.
oneness of the world of humanity is the
The members of the Teaching Com- power of the Covenant and nothing
mittee have tried to realize in their own else." (Divine Plan, page 67.)
hearts just as much as capacity admits,
Respectfully and lovingly submitted,
the great significance of the words,
THE TEACHING COMMITTEE,
"These great days are swiftly passing."
By Mariam Haney, Secretary.
Also we are not unmindful ot the fact
Address: The Mendota, Washington,
that all have been most lovingly admonished to "forget the past," therefore D.C.

Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Fruitport Assembly
To the friends of God and the maidservants of the Merciful, Fruitport,
Michigan, care of his honor Mr. Nels
Peterson-Upon them by BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

He Is God!
ye who are firm in the Covenant!
Today whatever assembly is established that has for its purpose the welfare of mankind and is attached to the
invocation of God, that gathering is a
celestial one. Undoubtedly, it shall becoine the recipient of the blessings and
bounty of Divine Providence. It is under the protection of the Lord of the

o

Kingdom, the confirmations and assistance shall encircle it from every side
and it shall grow more illumined day
by day.
This, however, is conditioned upon
firmness and steadfastness in the Covenant and the Testament, that it should
not fall short in its duties, should not
fail to live up to its standard and should
display a powerful will and perfect
steadfastness.
Upon ye be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ARBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)
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o ye who are firm in the Covenant of
the Self-Subsistent, Eternal God! Praise
God with glad faces, for the favors ye
have received and for the gifts which
have come successively to ye; for the
mercy which has preceded ye, for the
blessings which have been fulfilled, and
for the gifts which have been assigned
unto ye. Verily, ye have attained unto
that for which holy men and spiritual
--

women have earnestly longed. Seize the
opportunity and use your utmost energy
to kindle the fire of the love of God, to
publish the knowledge of God, to diffuse
the Spirit of God, and the fragrances of
the breaths of God, to cause the penetration of the Word of God.
(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from
Tablet revealed for Hoboken Assembly
of Bahais, New Jersey.)
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Fac-simile page from magazine Caralll y Caretalll, Buenos Aires, South America,
October 11, 1919.

STAR OF THE WEST
"-We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; th ese fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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A Bahai Pilgrimage to South America
Compiled from letters written by MISS MARTHA ROOT while enroute.
FEE'uING the urge to go to South
America to spread the Bahai Message, Miss Martha Root, of Cambridge
Springs, Pa., rose up to obey. Coming
to New York, the second evening at a
home where she talked on the Bahai
Cause, the head of a newspaper syndicate met her and asked her to sell him
her articles from South America. This
syndicate sends out its stories to over
one hundred newspapers. As a courtesy they, at the same time, sent broadcast a short article of three hundred
words on the Bahai Revelation.
Expecting to sail June 21st, 1919, it
was July 22d when the ship finally sailed,
some Chinese sailors being brought out
to take the place of striking American
seamen. The ship had stood out at thE'
Statue of Liberty eight days.
After real illness from intense fatigue,
the strain of the strike and the knowledge that many of the passengers spoke
a different language spiritually-smoking, drinking, bridge and poker-Miss
Root did not try to solve her problem
of giving the Message for two days. Her
thought was that she of all people was
the least fitted to meet such a group.
She did not dance or play cards, neither
was she an enthusiastic sportswoman.
Reading the Creative vVord, every
line seemed a path for her to follow:
"Let not conventionality cause YOl} to
seem cold and unsympathetic when you
meet strange people from other countries-be kind to the strangers . . . help
them to feel at home . . . ask if you may
render them any service
try to

-
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make their lives a little happier .
let those who meet you know without
your proclaiming the fact that you are
indeed a Bahai."
Again,' 'If we are
true Bahais, speech is not needed . . .
our actions will help on the world, will
spread civilization, will help the progress of science, and cause the arts to
develop
it is not by lip service
only that the elect of God have attained
to holiness, but by patient lives of active
service they have brought the Light into
the world."
Many of the Bahai friends had given
gifts to Miss Root. These were distributed for the comfort of others. The
passengers represented inhabitants from
Bahia, Argentina, Para, Uruguay, Paraguayand business men from Great Britain, Denmark and the U;nited States.
Probably a third were Catholics, there
was one bishop of a Protestant church
commissioned to use a million and a
half dollars in spreading his 'work;
there were four Christian Scientists,
some other people of various faiths, but
the majority were not visibly interested
in the life of the Spirit.
Miss Root, after serving everybody
and praying for capacity to serve more
intelligently and lovingly, received her
first opportunity about in this way: All
the men had put up money to buy prizes
for the sports. She took the best small
article in her apparel, did it up as nearly
as she could in the artistic fashion in
which the Japanese present gifts, and
took it to the sports committee to be
used as a prize. It was the only wom-
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an's gift. She explained too, that she
did not know much about sports, but
would join the "family party" and go
in for all but the heavy weight contest.
[Miss Root is of small and slender
stature.]
The next day being the first Sunday
at sea, Miss Root asked the captain's
permission to speak in the evening on
the Bahai Oause. The purser put up
a large notice on the bulletin board. No
person aboard had heard of the Bahai
Movement.
The men on the sports
committee were the first ones to enter
the music room; they helped to make
it popular, and everyone invited everyone else. All came except a few Oatholics and one other young man.
This "one other man" had received
a blue booklet* the first day. Once he
talked for five hours and another time
four hours about the Oause. Drawing
the blue booklet from his pocket he said:
"I have read this not once or twice, but
three times, and it is too Utopian, it will
never work out." This man has many
men under him, he has tried to inaugurate equality systems and every time
the men took advantage, giving him
poorer work, so he· has gone back to his
old stern way with them. He is so
near the Kingdom: so fine in his sterling
qualities, but just now he doubts people
and movements. At the end of every
talk he said, "0, I wish I could believe
in this as you do. I wish people lived
this way."
The captain, purser and several officers came to the talk. The ship pitched
so that Miss Root had to hold on to a
pillar with one hand while she spoke.
After the talk of over an hour, the
purser made a little speech of thanks.
Then after dismissal the bishop took the
fioor and spoke against the Bahai Oause.
Not that he had ever heard of it before,
but he said one could never be a Ohristian and believe in these other religions

too. Miss Root replied to him point by
point and from that evening they became friendly. His very arguments
against the Movement later made friends
for it. Some young men students also
began asking intelligent questions. A
little group of onlookers at the discussion said, ""Vhen you folk have any
more interesting explanations like this,
be sure and let us in on them."
This evening lecture so early in the
voyage opened the way for many. quiet
talks on deck. The next morning one
Ohristian Scientist said, "Your talk
make a great impression, even the 'beer
bums' say it is a good kind of religion."
The drinking of this ship is extraordinary.
"The grave diggers" and
" gentlemen drunkards," as the girls
call them congregate around the bar at
intervals from 6 A. M. to 2 A. M. Miss
Root's room was right across from the
bar, this and the fact that her delightful happy-go-lucky roommate had two
monkeys, made her understand what
Abdul-Baha meant in her Tablet,t
"That thou mayest forget rest and composure. " These men were bright and
represented some of the largest business
concerns in the world; they could carry
the Message to over fifty millions of
people in South America. In talks on
deck one learned some of them had religious parents, one or two had been
started in ministerial schools, but had
broken away from their religion. All
had good qualities and manifested some
fine traits.
Next morning following the Bahai
talk, Miss Root just in fun, read a passenger's hand. Everybody rushed over
and wanted their palms read. The captain lined them up to take their turns
and held out his own hand first. All
day the palm reading continued, even
every steward had his turn, and last
of all, Snowball, the deal' little Barbados boy bugler, came and held out his

*Containing an outline of the history
and principles of the Bahai Movement.

tSee Tablet, Vol. 10, STAR
WEST, page 30.-Editors
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chubby black hands. Miss Root had
studied palmistry a little before she was
a Bahai and while there is not much in
it, Abdul-Baha says that the lines of the
hands undoubtedly do show something
of the character of the individual.
Anyway it helped her to get acquainted
quickly, and three days later the captain challenged her before the crowd:
, 'I bet you cannot read my hand exactly the same a second time. If you
prove you can I will put it on the records of the ship among the distinguished
passengers that you are the first Bahai
ever to ride over these lines, and that
they can find out all about what a Bahai
is by reading the book (Thornton
Chase's The Bahai Revelation) you put
in the ship's library. Miss Root called
his bluff and read his palm exactly the
same in the second instance.
Some of the passengers "vere agnostics. The Christian Scientist said, "My
belief is so precious to me, I would not
profane it by talking it over with people who would not appreciate it." Even
aboard this ship, the conversation with
all types of passengers showed that people were ready to hear. Often the ones
that the Bahai would expect to accept
it, fell back to sleep, and the ones that
appeared to be fast asleep, woke up. If
one can forget one's own poor capacity
and stand evanescent BAHA'O'LLAH can
speak. It may help other Bahai teachers to use the prayer revealed for Abul
Fazl : 'I pray Thee by the effulgence
of the sun of Thy beneficence and by
the waves of the sea of Thy generosity, to put into my words and utterances a trace of the traces of Thy Supreme \Vord, so that the reality of all
things may be attracted and drawn."
The words of Abdul-Baha in the Divine Plan came to Miss Root every day
of the journey: "0 how I long that it
would be made possible for me to travel
through these parts, even if necessary
on foot, and with the utmost of poverty
and while passing through the cities,
villages, mountains, deserts and oceans,
cry at the top of my voice, 'Ya-Baha-
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El-Abha!' and promote the divine teachmgs. But now this is not feasible for
me, therefore I live in great regret.
Perchance, God willing, ye may become
assisted therein."
The blue booklets were not given out
that first Sunday evening. It seemed
better to wait for friends to ask for them.
A young Western business woman going to Paraguay for a second period of
three years' work took several Bahai
books and an Esperanto book which Miss
Root gave her. Some Bahia Catholics
read the booklet. A young man from
Montevideo, Uruguay, said Uruguay had
made the most l)l'ogress of any country
in South America,· and one of the principal causes was that the people had
become free thinkers. Passengers from
Bahia and Montevedio asked her to be
their guest. Every soul proved a friend.
It was indeed a family party. The
chief steward said: "vVhy do yon not
tell our help about this religion 7"-and
he complimented it. These stm\'ards
were told a bout the Cause, and the
Chinese sailors had the Message sent to
them. At the fancy dress ball Miss Root
went as a Persian and the captain asked
her to present the prizes.
Para was the first city in South America sighted after a voyage of two v.reeks.
It is situated at the mouth of the great
Amazon River and has a popUlation of
175,000 inhabitants. It rains every day
in this city on the equator and l)eople
make all their appointments for "after
the rain," which usually comes about
3 P. M. Passengers had one day ashore.
Starting out at 9 A. M. the conventional
automobile ride was taken.
They say that in South America a
woman should never walk out alone, hut
in the afternoon, "after the rain, " when
the other passengers were getting on
street cars to ride around the city, Miss
Root left them saying that she was going
to hunt for some newspaper office. After
several inquiries among newsboys, pointing to their journals one of the boys took
her to a newspaper' office. It proved to
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be the largest newspaper in p'ara. Fifteen men sat writing. No one spoke
English. She was ushered into a newspa per "pador" and one of the older
editors talked ,yith her in French. She
tried to explain the Bahai Cause and
Esperanto. He asked her to write one
thousand words for their Journal. She
had to write it in English, but just as
she finished, a man came in and all the
others jumped up in excitement for this
man could speak English. He is the best
lawyer in Para and proved to be the
lawyer for the Steamship Company. He
said: "If you speak English very
slowly, I reply in my bad English. I
am a friend of this paper." He translated her article on the Bahai Cause into
Portuguese for that paper and brought
her down to the ship in his motor car.
Nine booklets were given to the newspaper men and the friendship begun
with the lawyer may be the means of
splendid, spiritual opportunities. So
far as is known no one in Para had ever
heard of the Bahai Revelation.

Pernambuco, the third largest city in
South America, in commercial importance, was reached on August 11, 19'19.
Bahia, which had been closed on arcount of yellow fever, lay several hundred miles below, en route to Rio de
Janeiro.
Then began the inner drama leading
to what was best for Miss Root to do.
Abdul-Baha, in his recent Tablets had
particularly mentioned the importance
of Bahia, and that Bahais should travel
there. On the other, hand, yellow fever
had been ranging in Bahia and the recent rains had only begun to abate in
violence. To go to Bahia might mean
a long delay and a quarantine of two
week,., outside of port Rio de Janeiro
when the journey was continued. It
meant the loss of the ticket on the ship
from Pernambuco to Rio, and everyone
strongly urged her not to take the risk.
From a business standpoint the new
Consul General just appointed by 'the
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United States Government was to travel
on the boat and the days on ship board
might mean several articles for the New
York syndicate. Added to all this, four
cases of yellow fever had developed that
day in Pernambuco, and a revolution
started in which several were killed,
street cars burned, bridges born bed, so
the safest outlook seemed'to be to keep
aboard and journey safely to Rio. Four
American business men who had intended to remain in P'ernambuco, gave
up their plans and returned aboard the
ship. Throwing herself down on the
bunk in the stateroom after this perplexing day, she looked through the porthole into the darkness where all alone
Jupiter shone brightly, steadily unmoved in his course. She rose up, ordered her bags ashore where she had
made reservations with two steamship
companies, in hope of getting a passage to Bahia on some Brazilian ship.
She took the chance, insane ,as it looked
to the other passengers.
There is almost no English spoken in
Pernambuco.
Portuguese is heard
everywhere.
Hearing there was an
American business woman at the Hotel
do Parque Miss Root went there to try to
see her and engage a room in the same
hotel until a ship would come. The two
Bahia people she had met on shipboard
were being entertained on a houseboat.
The American woman was in. Almost
immediately Miss Root said, "I am a
Bahai, " and the American woman replied "Did you ever know my cousin,
Lua Getsinger*?" Through the bounty
of the Holy Spirit these two American
women, over seven thousand miles away
from home, each found a friend in the
other! This American business woman,
Mrs. Lillyan Vegas, loved Lua Getsinger devotedly. They were favorite
cousins, the same age, they had played

*Lua Getsinger was one of the first in
America to accept and serve the Bahai
Cause. See Volume 7, STAR OF THE
WEST, pages 29' and 193.-EditoTs.
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together, worked together but after their
early marriages they did not see each
other much. Mrs. Vegas never met Lua
after the latter became a Bahai, but she
heard of this wonderful new religion
from Lua's mother.
Mrs. Vegas has made eighteen trips to
South America.
She speaks Portuguese, French and Spanish as fluently
as English. It was she who established
milk stations for poor mothers and babies in Brazil; she took charge of snpplies during a famine in the interior of
Brazil, and in New York City she was
one of the most brilliant speakers in the
Third and Fourth Liberty Loan drives.
At present she is in Brazil as a representative of one of the largest American business houses and has been at
the Hotel do Parque for seven months.
As there was "no room in the inn" she
had a cot put in her room for Miss R,oot.
Business men abroad the ship had hearrl
of :1\1rs. Vegas' ability and when Miss
Root went back to say good-bye and told
them who her companion was, it certainly made an impression. The captain
and others asked for more blue booklets.
Some of the passengers sent Mrs., Vegas
some American candy and came with
Miss Root to the hotel-along empty
streets guarded by soldiers and dully
resounding with explosives of dynamite
and in the churches people were gathered praying that the revolution would
cease. Next morning Mrs. Vegas received a cablegram making it possible
for her to travel to Bahia and Rio, in
the interest of her firm. Her agents
were able to guarantee steamship passage to Bahia, August 16th.
Miss Root had been to the editor of
the largest newspaper in Pernambuco
and after speaking to him in French,
she wrote an article on the Bahai Movement and Esperanto. Mrs. Vegas took
her next morning to everyone of the
five large newspapers in the city and
explained in detail the Bahai Cause and
Esperanto, acting as interpreter for her.
The editors listened with great interest.
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Articles appeared, and before leaving
the city, Mrs. V egas and Miss Root followed the usual custom of going to see
the editors again to thank them and to
say good-bye.
Going aboard the Brazilian ship
Itaptthy, bound from p'ernambuco to
Bahia, August 16th, in two days Miss
Root gave the :Message as follows : Hearing Arabic chanting she later spoke to
the passenger through an interpreter.
She found he lived in Acca and knew
Abdul-Baha. He described the majestic
presence of the Center of the Covenant
with the greatest enthusiasm, his face
was full of light as he talked; he said he
had often eaten meals in Abbas Effeudi's house. "My father knew BAHA'o'LIJAH," he exclaimed. This man hac:
been away from Acca seventeen years
and is just returning. He is a Mohammedan; he took a blue booklet and is
carrying a little gift· from Miss Root to
Abdul-Baha.
This Syrian presented
her with a very delicious little Arabian
cake and was kind to her on this stormy
trip when everybody was seasick. The
boats are so small they roll like barrels,
compared of course to the great ocean
liners.
A custom house official from Pernambuco heard the Message as did also a
captain from Denmark, a man from
Beirut, a first officer from Africa, a
superintendent of schools in Brazil, a
young man just leaving with twentynine other young men sent out by the
Brazilian government to the United
States to study for two years.
The next morning the boat stopped
for six hours in Maceio, a city of 70,000.
A merchant who knew Mrs. Vegas came
out with a sailboat and took Mrs. Vegas
and Miss Root to see his city. After a
motor ride, he drove to all the newspaper
offices. When the editors were not in
he took his guests to their homes. The
editor and owner of the J ou.rnal Alagoas, Mr. Jose Magathaes da Silveira, a
delightful man said: "I should like to

(Continued on page 113)
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STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the ·East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj eet of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of' the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-DAHA ABBAs.

o

o

ye apostles
. . . .
regularity, but
East and the

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAS.

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
Western States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southem States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Me·mber: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mr. A. W. Randall
To his honor II'll'. A. W. RandallUpon him be the Glory of God, the Most Glorious 1

He Is God!

o

thou who art firm in the Covenant 1-0 thou who art attracted to the Kingdom of Abha 1
Thy letter has been received. Its perusal imparted greatest joy, because
that truthful servant of BAHA '0 'LLAH, together with his honorable wife, have
really, with perfect love, arisen in the service of the Kingdom. The happiness
of Abdul-Baha is confined to this fact: that some souls may, with the utmost
purity and severance from aught else save God, become attracted spirit
(unmixed spirit) and, wholly submerged in the ocean of mindfulness and piety,
dedicate their time, day and night, to the service of the Cause of God.
His honor Fazel-i-Mazandarani is from those souls who have dedicated their
lives to the service of the Cause of God. It is my hope that his pure breath
may be the cause of the union and harmony of the friends.
The papers of Mr. Hearst are verily striving for the protection of the
rights of the public. I am supplicating that they may become the first papers
serving the good of the world of humanity, so that they may keep alive the
blessed name of Mrs. Hearst and that this name (Hearst). may live permanently
till eternity.
The model of Mr. Bourgeois, praise be to God, has become acceptable to
the friends, especially that it has proved approvable to his honor, Mr. Remey.
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Convey on my behalf the utmost kindness to all the friends of God.
Upon thee be the Glory of God!

(Signed)

ABDuL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Azziz 'uUah, Mt. Carmel, Palestine, June 25, 1920.)

A Bahai Pilgrimage to South America
(Continued from page 111)

see a movement that would bring unity
in religions; it is good." He also was
in favor of Esperanto, explaining that
Esperanto had several followers in Maceio. Another editor said Esperanto
had flourished there but that now it had
died down again. The Message was
given to nine men prominent in newspaper and business circles in Maceio.
After breakfast at noon in the home of
a pleasant Catholic family, the two
Americans returned to the ltapuhy.
Nearing Bahia, so much was said
about the yellow fever, and ships from
Bahia to Rio de Janeiro were so uncertain, that Mrs. Vegas decided to remain on the Itapuhry and go on to Rio.
It was high sea, raining torrents, stomachs were seasick, but when the little
boa ts came out to get the passengers
the only two men on board wlio spoke
English were Americans and both offered to take l\Tiss Root up to the hotel.
She came with a young man who is cbming to Bahia to be a Baptist missionary
in the interior of Brazil. He was met
by two big strapping young men, one a
doctor, who are also in Bahia as missionaries. It was rather thrilling to
see them out in this far away place of
the earth where 80 per cent of the inhabitants are Africans, to give their
lives to improve conditions.
Miss Root was ill as the result of the
storm and had a high fever. How vividly the words came to her, "Let one not
call himself a captain until he stands
before the opposing army, nor a Bahai
until he meets the tests." The words
in the Tablets of the Divine Plan and
the prayers were her healing.
Bahia is a city of 280,000 inhabitants.

The word Bahia means, Bay of An
Saints. It was founded in April, 1549,
by Thomas Souza, a noble, accompanied
bv six Jesuits. The present popular
l~an who will probably be re-elected
governor, Dr. Jose Joaquim Seabra
says: "Bahia first sent out the rays
of civilization of Brazil. God placed in
its founders the best gifts of the Spirit
-and in its soil riches of all kinds."
The State of Bahia-the state and city
are called by the same name-is one of
the richest in Brazil. It produces everything that the other states have but is
noted principally for its cocoa, tobacco,
coffee, diamonds, sugar, hides. It will
in time become one of the greatest world
seaports because its natural harbor is
good and it is nearer United States, Europe and Africa than Rio de Janeiro.
There are 365 churches in the city of
Bahia. One who has made a study of
Brazil told Miss Root that many Brazilians are changing their faith. The
higher classes among the men do not
care much for any religion. The tendency among the literary is to become
rationalists, not altogether atheists.
Many of them have been educated in
France and their literature consists of
French philosophy and French novels.
Several of the distinguished public men
of Brazil are rationalists, but it is said
that the women and lower classes arE devout Catholics.
Miss Root found the U thinkers" of
Brazil much interested in a universal
religion, and nowhere did she find autagonism.
She visited the Catholic
churches and approached the Bahai
Cause from the Catholic standpoint. If
Bahais come to Brazil they must learn
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the Portuguese language (not hard to
learn) and learn the customs of these
Latin peoples. South Americans meet
strangers socially before they do any
business.
"Paciencia amanha" (patience, tomorrow) is the first lesson to
be learned. Brazilians do everything
slowly and with ceremony. The Portuguese and Brazilians are born aristocrats.
At the SuI Americano hotel Miss
Root met Mr. Miguel P. Shelley, an
American who had been doing business
in Brazil for the past thirty years; he
was the best business man she met in
South America. He is also a thinker,
a writer, and a man loved by both North
and South Americans. She frankly explained to him the purpose of her visit
and how she had approached newspapers. He said: "You could not get
the Bahai Cause (he had never heard
of it) and Esperanto better known in
South America than to do exactly as
you are doing; bring them to the attention of the editors and have them written in all the newspapers."
He also
was kind enough to say ,that a woman
c0111d travel alone in South America
and that she would be shown respect if
she is a good woman-"that is what
the people of South America want, good
men and good women from the United
States to come here and do business,"
were his words.
Mrs, R.--a woman of influence,
gave her time each day to take Miss
Root to meet the most distinguished
people of that seaport. Mr. Shelley accompanied Miss Root and Mrs. R.-to the newspaper offices where he had
previously made appointments, and interpreted for her. First, one makes a
friendly call, and then the editors ask
questions. Two of the editors have been
educated in Europe and speak English.
There are eight daily newspapers 'in
Bahia. It is better to go to two or three
of the most important ones and give
the Message and then call later or write
to the others-papers in South America,
as elsewhere, like a "scoop," that is, to
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get a story exclusively. All the newspapers used good articles, illustrated
with photographs of Miss Root.
One editor said: "I am interested
in this religion. If you have put a book
about it in the English section of the
public library, I will get it and read it.
Many Brazilians are beginning to learn
English and they will like English
books. ' , Miss Root placed Thornton
Chase's book The Bahai Revelation, into
the city library and promised six more
English books on the Bahai Cause, to be
sent from the United States. The head
of the library and his assistants were
most polite. A beautiful new large library building is just being completed.
If any reader wishes to send Bahai books
to that great library, the address is:
Bibliotheca Publica do Estado da Bahia, South America.
To the Secretary of Agriculture, Dr.
J oaquim Arthur Pedreina France, to
the business people of several countries,
an American captain from California
just starting for England, missionaries,
people of the interior, down to the poorest Africans, the Bahai Cause was explained. People were wonderfully kind.
The very fact that Miss Root was a woman traveling alone, not knowing their
language touched their hearts.
One
Portuguese business man and his wife
at the hotel, came to her and said in
French: ' 'We offer ourselves to serve
your religion. If you send us literature,
we also shall explain it and give it to
the people to read." These same friends
gave her a dinner and a large bouquet
of roses and put her aboard the ship
when she left.
]\,1iss Root had no idea when she could
get a ship out of Bahia or what the
quarantine regulations would be. Even
Bahia people were astonished that she
was able to get a ship so easily. The
Itassttce, a Brazilian boat, came up unexpectedly from Rio with a cargo. After
unloading at the docks, this ship put
out to harbor, had the strongest kind of
disinfection used and the passengers
went out to this boat before the disin-
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fection was over and had their baggage
disinfected too. It was heroic-quite
brimstone enough for this world and the
next. Doctors examined the passengers
and a doctor on board took temperatures
each day. (It is important to carry a
thermometer and simple remedies.)
Thus Miss Root, whom everybody predicted would be delayed for several
months in Bahia, voyaged on safely
after a six-day stay in Bahia-the city
of which Abdul-Baha said: "Visit ye
especially Bahia, on the eastern shore
of Brazil. Because in the past years
this city was christened with the name
of Bahia, there is no doubt that it has
been through the inspiration of God."
The journey from Bahia to Rio is four
days. All boats were pleasant but so
small they rolled interminably and some
of the most seasoned sailors were seasick.
No other woman aboard was able to go
into the dining room once during the
voyage. Only two persons spoke English on the ItasS1tCe, but several could
talk in French, and with so much practice Miss Root now gave the Message in
French. One man going to his home in
Cortiba, the capital of the state of Parana, took the book, Tablet of Tarazat,
etc., and will place it in the city library
there. The Message was also given to
a man who acts as a guide and interpreter in South American hotels. He is
a Roumanian who speaks seven languages; also some rationalists, who had
seen the articles in the papers, asked
about the Cause.
Rio de Janeiro harbor is called the
most beautiful in the world. It is
eighteen miles long and sixteen miles
wide-a magnificent "bowl" with its
edges stupendous mountains whose
slender pinnacles are capped with
graceful, restless palm trees; those companionable trees that legend tells cannot live beyond the sound of the human
voice. In this "bowl" are a hundred
lovely islands. Rio, one of the greatest
show places on the earth, is remembered
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always for its scenery. Miss Root arrived in the best time of all, the glorious
sunset hour. It was at six o'clock August 27th, 1919. She went to eight hotels finding them all crOlvded and at
the ninth place took a room in a Portuguese hotel where no other language
is spoken. She found her way arouud
Rio by writing her address and showing
the paper to policemen and street car
conductors.
She gave the Bahai Message about as
Interviewing the American
follows:
Consul-General the first day, he introduced her to the editor of the J OIwnal
do Commercio, who ,vas calling at the
consulate. This is the largest paper in
Brazil and Miss Root learned later that
it is one of the influential papers in the
world; its news is copied by papers in
other cities and small towns throughout
the twenty-one states. The editor invited her to call at his office. He was
interested in the Bahai Cause and gave
it about three-fourths of a column, an
excellent article, outlining the vital principles. He also gave her addresses to an
Esperanto writer and to the President
of the Esperanto Society of Brazil.
After that call Miss Root went out to
Copacabana, a fashionable residence
section by the sea, to call upon Mr. Mignel Shelly's wife and sister, Mrs.
Bertha Thomas-Americans who llave
lived many years in Brazil. The Bahai
Cause was the theme of the conversation and the spiritual friendship haS"
proved beautiful. The sister has the
little prayer book, several Bahai booklets and a picture of Abdul-Baha. The
following day she came and took Miss
Root to the second largest newspaper,
Journal do Brazil, and interpreted the
Message. They met the owner as well
as the. editor, and a good article appeared in the Sunday paper. The next
call was to Mr. Manoel Cicero, Director
of the Bibliotheca do Rio de Janeiro, in
the A venida Rio do Branco. This is
the finest library in Brazil and is stacked
with 400,000 volumes. The Director received Some Answered Questions, What
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went ye out to see, Dynamic Power of
the Bahai Revelation, a blue booklet and
the compilation on Peace and vVar. The
director said he would be very glad to
have other books on the Bahai Cause.
Many Brazilians are now learning Eng~
lish and frequent the English section of
the library as do also the Americans and
British. There are over 500 in the
American colony in Rio at present.
Exceedingly delightful was the visit
to the Esperantists where Miss Root and
Mrs. Thomas 'went after lunch. Dr.
Everdo Backheuser, an Esperanto writer, took them to an Esperanto social
reception. On the way she presented
the doctor with Mr. Esselmont's Esperanto article, "Science and Religion."
Miss Root gave them the Message. The
President of the Esperanto Society of
Brazil, Mr. Alberto Conto Fernandes,
knew about the Bahai Movement and
showed her Esperanto articles about
BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha.
Mr.
Fernandes is an engineer, a distinguished man in business and one of the
great Esperantists of the world. He has
taught Esperanto to one thousand people in Brazil, and he, as well as Dr.
Backheuser, has written several Esperanto books. He reads some English, and
speaks and reads French fluently. Esperanto is taught in the normal and primary schools in Rio, classes are held in
the fire engine-house departments and
in the telegraph offices. A street has
just ooen named, "Dr. Zamenhof."
Five National Esperanto Congresses
have been held in Brazil. There is constant communication between Esperantists of the different cities, and every
two weeks Rio Esperantists meet at their
rooms and have programs of Esperanto'
plays, lectures and songs followed by a
social hour. The Esperanto library here
is the most complete Miss Root has seen
anywhere in the world.
The Young Men's Christian Association in Rio has an Esperanto class and
an Esperanto library. She placed Abdul-Baha's London Talks in that library.
The Brazil Esperantisto, a
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monthly magazine, published in Rio, is
using an article about the Bahai Cause.
Rio newspapers, not only in the interviews but later in reporting the Esperanto meetings and when the books were
put in Rio library, spoke again of the
Bahai Cause. These articles are often
copied in other cities. The best introduction for the Bahai Cause anywhere
is through the newspapers.
Miss Root spoke of the Cause in the
Consulate, at the American Embassy,
Brazilian School of Naval Aviation, Brazilian Army School of Aviation, the
American Chamber of 'Commerce in Rio,
to several Brazilian families, a cocoa
plantation owner and to the United
States, British, French and Brazilian
business men whom she met.
Miss' R,oot left Rio de Janeiro, September 5th, at 7 A. M. for Sao PauIo.
On the train only two persons could
speak English, they only riding for an
hour later in the day. She gave them
the Message, one a young married man
from New Jersey out there for thirteen
years, the other a young married woman
from Kent, England. The journey,
scenically, is like riding twelve hours
in Paradise, whose wealth is not yet discovered by the world at large.
Sao Paulo is more like the" Chicago"
of Brazil, as it is the place where many
of the manufacturies are. Raw materials
from the heart of Brazil are poured into
Sao Paulo, some to be made up there
and more passing down to Santos port
and thence shipped. Unlike Chicago,
Sao Paulo was created from the beginning with a wonderful love of the beautiful. Its station de luxe is beside it
famous park. Its business blocks are
nestled amid splendid gardens, its
houses ' , grow" amid tropical palms,
Parana pines, yellow roses climbing to
the deep red roofs, orchids, calla lilies,
night blooming cereus, and most of the
rarest flowers, growing in everybody's
yard. Miss Root heard a band concert
in mid-afternoon in a small park in the
crowded business district and violin
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playing in a large grocei:y store. Sao
Paulo in climate, beauty and business,
is ideal.
Miss Root went to four hotels before
she could find a place, then paid as high
as the prices in New York, had a room
on the fifth floor and no elevator. The
owners were Italians but could speak
French, though no English. Sao Paulo
with her popUlation of 500,000 has as
much hotel accommodations as has an
American town of 5,000. It is destined,
however, to be one of the greatest centers of the business world, perhaps within a century.
Going to the larg'est newspaper, Estado do Sao Paulo, to meet the editor
and explain the Bahai Cause, Miss Root,
at the same time, met a Syrian lawyer
from Mt. Lebanon. He was educated in
Beirut College and has resided in Sao
Paulo twenty years. His name is ~~ssad
Bechara; his passionate aim and ideal
is the liberation of his country and that
the United States shall be "its brother's
keeper" until Syria like Cuba can be
independent. She gave him the :Message, seeing him each day, and as the
15,000 Syrians in Sao Paulo, some of
whom are from Beirut, have a semipublic library, presented them with
Mons. Dreyfus' book, The Bahai Revelation. There are 100,000 Syrians in Brazil.
The Director of the Rockefeller Foundation, Dr. S. F. Darling, who has been
in Sao p'aulo for five years making a
demonstration for the Brazilian Government, listened to the Message, and
the book, Divine Philosophy, was presented to the Faculada de Madicina library. Dr. Darling is one of the renowned men of the world. He made the
famous hookworm demonstration (under
the Rockefeller Foundation) in Africa,
Panama, Java and Fiji Islands and is
making a similar demonstration in BraZIl. He said he would read the Bahai
literature. This great new institution
is going to play a leading part in the
medical profession in Brazil.
The
United States or any other conntry,
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would be proud of an institution such
as this is going to be. It is one and onehalf years old now, honsed in the palace
of a former coffee baron, and attended
by hundreds of medical students, who
came to work in the laboratories and to
attend Dr. Darling's lectures. It is the
most advanced institution Miss Root saw
in Brazil. The Brazilian Government
invited the Rockefeller Foundation to
come and the two are working together.
Bahai books on social lines would be
very good for this library.
Taking the traiil, September 10th.
from Sao Paulo for Santos, a two-hour's
ride, Miss Root saw probably the richest
short railroad in the world, and most
perfect. An American railroad president when asked what could be done to
improve it said he knew of nothing unless to set its rails with diamonds. The
train hovers like a bird around the
mountain sides, and one is thrilled,
awed by the grandeur of millions of forest trees, above and below. Eleven tunnels are blasted through solid rock and
there are mountains of granite. Arriving in Santos she left her bags at the
station and walked half _a mile to a
small Brazilian Hotel 'which proved to
be a very good one. The popUlation of
Santos is 200,000. During the first six
months of 1919, Brazilian exports were
$274,304,000, of which $147,526,000
passed through the port of Santos.
The next morning, Miss R.oot looked up
the library; it is not a city library, but
one for all people employed in the business world of Santos. Its name explains
it: Sociadade Humanitaria des Empregades, no Commercio. There are five
thousand volumes and newspapers and
magazines from all Brazil. The Director, who speaks English, was not in.
but it was an easy matter to turn t~
their files and show them articles about
the Bahai Cause in a dozen papers.
They seemed delighted with the books
she left there: Abd7tl-Baha's London
Talks, Table Talks with Abdul-Baha
(the Winterburn's book) and the blue
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booklet. The Library though small had them Thol'nton Chase's The Bahai Revea delightful atmosphere.
lation, Abul Fazl's Bahai Proofs, the
In the evening, Miss Root went to see Divine Plan, and several booklets. One
the editor of the principal newspaper, of the other men is from Fiume, though
A Tribuna, and on the following eve- all three have been in Brazil many years.
ning, Theosophists, seeing the Bahai ar- He had a vision of "the oneness of the
ticle in the paper, called and invited her world of humanity," and wrote a book
to address their society. As she was on this subject which is in its second
sailing the next day they appointed a edition. He is much interested in the
" commission" to meet at her hotel in Bahai Cause and can read English.
the morning.
"When the Santos friends came to
Sometimes the most glorious events in bring Miss Root to the ship outward
life come upon one una ware and bound for Buenos Aires, Mr. Guido
this was one of them. Three men came, Gnocchi had with him a friend from Sao
the president of the Theosophical So- Paulo to whom he had spoken of the
ciety, Mr. Guido Gnocchi, a great worker Bahai Cause. This man, J. R. Gonsince its beginning five years ago, and calves da Silva, who for many years has
two other distinguished Theosophists. been a free thinker, occultist and scholar
Miss Root at first asked them about their said he had come to ask for lIterature.
society and said she would write about He will tell others in the state and city
it in the North American papers. The of Sao p'aulo of this Bahai Revelation.
president, through an interpreter (one
1\11'. Gnocchi read to the group a long
of their own number), explained that he article which he had just finished for a
had come to learn more about the Bahai Brazilian paper, giving the history of
Cause. He had articles in his home the Bahai Cause; it would appear that
about BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha, week.
and believed that they are the 'N orId
Brazilians of the better classes in the
Teachers today; he spoke of them at a large cities have much broader views
Theosophical Conference in Sao Paulo and are much more refined than people
recently. He said he wished to write in the United States realize. They are
about them in the different newspapers not specialists but have a general and
throughout Brazil, just as he had writ- very real culture. Many of them have
ten to help Theosophy.
been educated in Europe and all have
Miss Root had a number of Portu- centuries of refinement back of them.
guese newspaper clippings explaining Their manners are so perfect and pleasthe Cause and its principles. The young ing, one cannot help wishing other counman-who is an Italian by birth, an tries had ways as gentle and as truly
artist, and very psychological-said im- polite. They are not creed-bound and
mediately that he would translate the the very broadness of the Bahai Moveblue booklet into Portuguese and get its ment makes it appeal to them. Withthoughts into the newspapers of Brazil. in a century there will be MashrekolHe said: ' 'I will work for this Bahai Azkars in Brazil. The wonderful souls,
Cause in Brazil. I will try to learn Eng- the good articles in the newspapers, the
lish to propagate it further and I have books in the libraries will be enveloped
a great longing to travel arouna tHe in the clouds of the Holy Spirit, and
world to spread its Teachings.' 1 This the Bab, BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha,
man had never heard of traveling Bahai the Center of the Covenant, will be
teachers. He had only glimpsed the known in every city and hamlet. "Verprinciples, but like p'aul he had the vis- ily, He is the Powerful over all that He
ion. They talked for hours and she gave wisheth."
(To be continued.)
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Know this for a certainty that today
the penetrative pow~r in the arteries and
the nerves of the world of humanity is
the power of the Covenant. The body
of the world will not be moved through
any power except through the power of
the Covenant. There is no other power
like unto this. Consider what a trans-
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formation has been effected since my
first visit. This has been made possible
through the power of the Covenant.
(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from
a talk given at the home of Mr. and
:Mrs. Kinney, New York, December 1,
1912.)

"All men are of one race and the whole universe one land"
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO CHARLES MASON REMEY.
To his honor, Mr. Remey, Washington,
D. C.-Upon him be BAHA 'O'LLAH
EI-Abha!

In short, the divine teachings constitute the unicolored pavilion of the oneness of the world of humanity. All the
peoples of the world shall not attain
unto
rest except under its shadow, and
He Is God!
in accordance with these teachings, the
rrurk as well as the Tagik, the European
o thou son of the Kingdom!
as well as the American, the Asiatic as
Thy letter was received. Its contents well as the African-all shall rest under
were in the utmost sweetness, for it was the shadow of this pavilion. The friends
indicative that with the utmost power of God must therefore deal with all the
thou hast arisen in order to link to- communities of the world with the utgether the hearts of souls that are in most truthfulness and friendship withAmerica with those who are in Europe. out any distinction of race, so that all
This is of utmost importance, for the may embrace one another and with the
first divine teaching' is that communi- utmost harmony and love may engage
ties must be freed from racial, political in the glorification of the Lord of the
and even patriotic prejudice, that all Kingdom.
men are of one race and the whole uniI have delivered an address at the
verse one land. Consider how unwise university of the colored men at Washand short-sighted are the leaders, the ington on the subject of the colored and
politicians and the philosophers of the the white. Refer to it and act accordpresent age! The American continent ingly.
and Europe, that is, Germany and
In brief, I am greatly pleased with
France, are a small portion of the ter- thy conduct and thy behavior. Praise
restrial globe. What is the importance be to God, thou are freed from these
of this globe 1-for it commands no im- limitations and imaginations, hast no
portance when compared to these infin- purpose save the diffusion of the divine
ite bodies that abound in this limitless fragrances and art ever restless and acspace; it is like unto an insignificant tive. Thou art day and night striving
spot on the surface of the wide ocean. to hoist the resplendent banner and to
No importance should be attached to the cause the shining morn to illumine all
terrestrial globe, how much less to one regions. From the Abha Kingdom I
of the countries of the globe. The in- ever beg confirmation for thee, for withhabitants of countFies are so immersed out it the smallest things cannot be perin their imaginations that they have formed, how much less this important
carved for themselves statues of imagi- question.
nation, which they worship, when actuConvey on my behalf to all the friends
ally they are naught but fantastic of God, greeting.
images, yet in spite of that they are
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!
worshipped by everyone. How heedless,
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.
uninteUigent and unwise are the leaders
(Haifa,
Palestine, October 11, 1919.)
and philosophers of today!

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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Asma 1, 76 (August 1, 1920)
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To the Central Organization for a Durable Peace
[Translation of ABDUL-BAHA'S Letter and Tablet sent to the General Secretary of
The Hague. Received by the STAR OF THE WEST, July 24, 1920.-Editors.]
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ye esteemed ones who are pioneers among the well-wishers of the world of
humanity!

The letters which ye sent during the war were not received, but a letter
dated February 11th, 1916, has just come to hand, and immediately an answer
is being written. Your intention deserves a thousand praises, because you are
serving the world of humanity, and this is conducive to the happiness and welfare of alL This recent war has proved to the world and the people that war is
destruction while Universal Peace is construction; war is death while peace is
life; war is rapacity and blood-thirstiness while peace is beneficence and humaneness; war is an appurtenance of the world of nature while peace is of the foundation of the religion of God;_ war is darkness upon darkness while peace is Heavenly Light; war is the destroyer of the edifice of mankind while peace is the
everlasting life of the world of humanity; war is like a devouring wolf while
peace is like the angels of Heaven; war is the struggle for existence while peace
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is mutual aid and co-operation among the peoples of the world and the cause of
the good-pleasure of the True One in the Heavenly Realm.
There is not one soul whose conscience does not testify that in this day
there is no more important matter in the world than that of Universal Peace.
Every just one bears witness to this and adores that esteemed Assembly because
its aim is that this darkness may be changed into light, this blood-thirstiness
into kindness, this torment into bliss, this hardship into ease and this enmity
and hatred into fellowship and love. Therefore, the effort of those esteemed
souls is worthy of praise and commendation.
But the wise souls who are aware of the essential relationships emanating
from the realities of things consider that one single matter cannot, by itself,
influence the human reality as it ought and should, for until the minds of men
become united, no important matter can be accomplished. At present Universal
Peace is a matter of great importance, but unity of conscience is essential, so that
the foundation of this matter may become secure, its establishment firm and
its edifice strong.
Therefore His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH, fifty years ago, expounded this question of Universal Peace at a time when he was confined in the fortress of Acca
and was wronged and imprisoned. He wrote about this important matter of
Universal Peace to all the great sovereigns of the world, and established it
among his friends in the Orient. The horizon of the East was in utter darkness, nations displayed the utmost hatred and enmity towards each other, religions thirsted for each other's blood, and it was darkness upon darkness. At
such a time His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH shone forth like the sun from the horizon of the East and illumined Persia with the lights of these teachings.
Among his teachings was the declaration of Universal Peace. People of
different nations, religions and sects who followed him came together to such
an extent that remarkable gatherings were instituted consisting of the various
nations and religions of the East. Every soul who entered these gatherings saw
but one nation, one teaching, one pathway, one order, for the teachings of His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH were not limited to the establishment of Universal Peace.
They embraced many teachings which supplemented and supported that of
Universal Peace.
Among these teachings was the independent investigation of reality so
that the world of humanity may be saved from the darkness of imitation and
attain to the truth; may tear off and cast away this ragged and outgrown garment of 1,000 years ago and may put on the robe woven in the utmost purity
and holiness in the loom of reality. As reality is one and cannot admit of
multiplicity, therefore different opinions must ultimately become fused into one.
And among the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH is the oneness of
the world of humanity; that all human beings are the sheep of God and He
is the kind Shepherd. This Shepherd is kind to all the sheep, because He created them all, trained them, provided for them and protected them. There is
no doubt that the Shepherd is kind to all the sheep and should there be among
these sheep ignorant ones, they must be educated; if there be children, they must
be trained until they reach maturity; if there be sick ones, they must be cured.
There must be no hatred and enmity. As by a kind physician these ignorant,
sick ones should be treated.
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And among the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH is, that religion
must be the cause of fellowship and love. If it becomes the cause of estrangement then it is not needed, for religion is like a remedy; if it aggravates the
disease then it becomes unnecessary.
And among the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH is, that religion must be in conformity with science and reason, so that it may influence the hearts of men.
The foundation must be solid and must not consist of imitations.
And among the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH is, that religious, racial, political,
economic and patriotic prejudices destroy the edifice of humanity. As long as
these prejudices prevail, the world of humanity will not have rest. For a period
of 6,000 years history informs us about the world of humanity. During these
6,000 years the world of humanity has not been free from war, strife, murder
and blood-thirstiness. In every period war has been waged in one country or
another and that war was due to either religious prejudice, racial prejudice,
political prejudice or patriotic prejudice. It has therefore been ascertained and
proved that all prejudices are destructive of the human edifice. As long as these
prejudices persist, the struggle for existence must remain dominant, and bloodthirstiness and rapacity continue. Therefore, even as was the case in the past,
the world of humanity cannot be saved from the darkness of nature and cannot
attain illumination except through the abandonment of prejudices and the
acquisition of the morals of the Kingdom.
If this prejudice and enmity are on account of religion, (consider that)
religion should be the cause of fellowship, otherwise it is fruitless. And if this
prejudice be the prejudice of nationality, (consider that) all mankind are of one
nation; all have sprung from the tree of Adam, and Adam is the root of the
tree. That tree is one and all these nations are like branches, while the individuals of humanity are like leaves, blossoms and fruits thereof. Then the establishment of various nations and the consequent shedding of blood and destruction of the edifice of humanity result from human ignorance and selfish motives .
.As 10 the patriotic prejudice, this iS'also due to absolute ignorance, for the
:;,uriare of the earth is one native land. Everyone can live in any spot on the
terrestri<ll globe. Therefore all the world is man's birthplace. These boundaries
and outlets have been devised by man. In the creation, such boundaries and
outlets were not assigned. Europe is one continent, Asia is one continent,
Africa is one continent, Australia is one continent, but some of the souls from
personal motives and selfish interests, have divided each one of these continents
and considered a certain part as their own country. God has set up no frontier
between France and Germany; they are continuous. Yea, in the first centuries,
selfish souls for the promotion of their own interests, have assigned boundaries
and outlets and have day by day, attached more importance to these, until this
led to intense enmity, bloodshed and rapacity in subsequent centuries. In the
same way this will continue indefinitely, and if this conception of patriotism
remains limited within a certain circle, it will be the primary cause of the world's
destruction. No wise and just person will acknowledge these imaginary distinctions. Every limited area which we call our native country we regard as our
mother-land, whereas the terrestrial globe is the mother-land of aU, and not any
restricted area. In short, for a few days we live on this earth and eventually
we are buried in it, it is our eternal tomb. Is it worth while that we should
engage in bloodshed and tear one another to pieces for this eternal tomb? Nay,
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far trom it, neither is God pleased with such conduct nor would any sane man
approve of it.
Consider! The blessed animals engage in no patriotic quarrels. They are
in the utmost fellowship with one another and live together in harmony. For
examplei if a dove from the East and a dove from the West, a dove from the
North and a dove from the South chance to arrive, at the same time, in one spot,
they immediately associate in harmony. So is it with all the blessed animals
and birds. But the ferocious animals, as soon as they meet, attack and fight
with each other, tear each other to pieces and it is impossible for them to
live peaceably together in one spot. They are all unsociable and fierce, savage
and combative fighters.
Regarding the economic prejudice, it is apparent that whenever the ties
between nations become strengthened and the exchange of commodities accelerated, and any economic principle is established in one country, it will ultimately affect the other countries and universal benefits will result. Then why
this prejudice ~
As to the political prejudice, the policy of God must be followed and it is
indisputable that the policy of God is- greater than human policy. We must
follow the Divine policy and that applies alike to all individuals. Re treats
all individuals alike: no distinction is made, and that is the foundation of "the
Divine Religions.
And among the teachings of Ris Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH is the origination
of one language that may be spread universally among the people. This teaching was revealed from the pen of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH in order that this
universal language may eliminate misunderstandings from among mankind.
And among the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH is the unity of
women and men. The world of humanity has two wings-one is women and
the other men. Not until both wings are equally developed can the bird fly.
Should one wing remain weak, flight is impossible. Not until the world of
women becomes equal to the world of men in the acquisition of virtues and
perfections, can success and prosperity be attained as they ought to be.
And among the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH is voluntary sharing of one's
property with others among mankind. This voluntary sharing is gl'eater than
equ~ljty, and consists in this, that man should not prefer himself to others, but
rather should sacrifice his life and property for others. But this should not
be introduced by coercion so that it becomes a law and man is compelled to
follow it. Nay, rather, man should voluntarily and of his own choice sacrifice
his property and life for others, and spend willingly for the poor, just as is
done in Persia among the Bahais.
And among the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH is man's freedom,
that through the ideal Power he should be free and emancipated from the
captivity of the world. of nature; for as long as man is captive to nature he is
a ferocious animal, as the struggle for existence is one of the exigencies of the
world of nature. This matter of the struggle for existence is the fountain-head
of all calamities and is the supreme aftliction.
And among the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH is that religion is a mighty bulwark. If the edifice of religion shakes and totters, commotion and chaos will
ensue and the order of things will be utterly upset, for in the world of mankind
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there are two safeguards that protect man from wrong doing. One is the law
which punishes the criminal; but the law prevents only the manifest crime and
lOt the concealed sin; whereas the ideal safeguard, namely, the religion of God,
prevents both the manifest and the concealed crime, trains man, educates morals,
compels the adoption of virtues and is the all-inclusive power which guarantees
the felicity of the world of mankind. But by religion is meant that which is
ascertained. by investigation and not that which is based on mere imitation,
the foundation of Divine Religions and not human imitations.
And among the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH is that although material
civilization is one of the means for the progress of the world of mankind, yet
until it becomes combined with Divine civilization the desired result, which is
the felicity of mankind, will not be attained. Oonsider! These battleships that
reduce a city to ruins within the space of an hour are the result of material
civilization; likewise the Krupp guns, the Mauser rifles, dynamite, submarines,
torpedo boats, armed aircraft and bombing aeroplanes-all these weapons of
war are the malignant fruits of material civilization. Had material civilization
been combined with Divine civilization, these fiery weapons would never have
been invented. Nay, rather, human energy would have been wholly devoted to
useful inventions and would have been concentrated on praiseworthy discoveries.
Material civilization is like a lamp-glass. Divine civilization is the lamp
itself and the glass without the light is dark. Material civilization is like the
body. No matter how infinitely graceful, elegant and beautiful it may be, it
is dead. Divine civilization is like the spirit, and the body gets its life from
the spirit, otherwise it becomes a corpse. It has thus been made evident that
the world of mankind is in need of the breaths of the Holy Spirit. Without the
spirit the world of mankind is lifeless, and without this light the world of mankind is in utter darkness. For the world of nature is an animal world. Until
man is born again from the world of nature, that is to say, becomes detached
from the world of nature, he is essentially an animal, and it is the teachings of
God which convert this animal into a human soul.
And among the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH is the promotion of education.
Every child must be instructed in sciences as much as is necessary. If the parents are able to provide the expenses of this education, it is all right, otherwise
the community must provide the means for the teaching of that child.
And among the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH is justice and
right. Until these are realized on the plane of existence, all things shall be in
disorder and remain imperfect. The world of mankind is a world of oppression
and cruelty, and a realm of aggression and error.
In fine, such teachings are numerous. These manifold principles, which
constitute the greatest basis for the felicity of mankind and are of the bounties
of the Merciful, must be added to the matter of Universal Peace and combined with it, so that results may accrue. Otherwise the realization of Universal
Peace (by itself) in the world of mankind is difficult. As the teachings of His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH are combined with Universal Peace, they are like a table
pr6vided with every kind of fresh and delicious food. Every soul can find, at
that table of Infinite bounty, that which he desires. If the question is restricted
to Universal Peace alone, the remarkable results which are expected and desired
will not be attained. The scope of Universal Peace must be such that all the
(Continued on page 129)
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TABLET FROM ABDUL"BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first" paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the obj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after ho sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet alI these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(SiKned) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o
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Letter from Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi
Haifa, Palestine,
June 22, 19'20.
To the STAR OF THE WEsT,--May my life
be a sacrifice in the path of its success!
My beloved brother Albert Windust
and my dear sister Gertrude Buikema:
Since I left America until this very
moment my time has been divided in
three parts-one-third engaged in learning from our Master, the source of di··
vine learning, and serving as a translator; one-third in actual medical service to the Bahais, and one-third in meditation, tllinking and in prayer for all
the American friends.
I have been praying and begging assistance and blessings from BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha and the Bab, so
much that I feel that I have made them
tired of my cries! No time was left for.
correspondence with you or with all the
dear friends for whom I am always
praying and whose faces are ever pic-

tured before my eyes. For in this most
holy and most sacred land, the months
pass as moments or as the flash of
lightning.
Although the environment of my birth
land is not new to me, yet to try and
describe the iife, the teachings, the
deeds, the personality of Abdul-Baha
and the beauty and the spirituality of
both the most sacred places of BAHA'O'LLAH and the Bab, one must call on a
hundred-thousand pens like that of a
Shakespeare or a hundred-thousand
eloquent tongues like that of Prof.
Browne. Nay, rather, it is hard and
very hard to even picture to you the
charm and the beauty of the lives of
the most humble servants of this Holy
Threshold. Therefore, I could only fill
the chambers of my heart and the
shelves of my brain with the gems of
heavenly lessons. God grant that this
servant may treasure this imperishable
treasure and appreciate the value of
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these eternal blessings so that he may
be worthy of becoming a servant to
every sincere worker in America.
Everybody here and throughout the
Orient inquires about the STAR OF THE
WEST, and they long to see it. The
Master's wish is as follows: That at
present I should continue to work on
the Persian section just as I formerly
did, to quote from the Words of BAHA'O'LLAH and publish articles that have
universal interest and benefit; and in
the future he will send someone who
will devote his time to it. At present I
am waiting for the first chance to secure
passage on a boat to sail for America.
The shortage of coal on account of
strikes, the decrease of ships on account of submarine destruction, the
increased migration on account of unrest and the high cost of living, all to-
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gether have mUltiplied the burden of
traveling hardships.
Please convey my love and longings
to your households and to all the friends
in America, especially the Chicago Bahai Assembly. All send their Abha love
from this most fragrant and luminous
spot.
I beg to remain, your humble coworker,
Zia.
P. S.-Jenabi Assadollah Fazel Mazandarani is indeed a precious gift from
the Master to America. He is learned,
sincere, humble and severed from mortal
things. I hope as long as he is in the
West he will :find in America a real
home and he will read the smile of true
Bahai hospitality in every American
face. Please convey my love and longings to him, also to Manucher Khan.

To the Central Organization for a Durable Peace
(Continued from page 127)

communities and religions may find their highest wish realized in it. At present
the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH are such that all the communities of
the world, whether religious, political or ethical, ancient or modern, find in the
teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH the expression of their highest wish.
For example, the people of religions find, in the teachings of His Holiness
BAHA'O'LLAH, the establishment of Universal Religion-a religion that perfectly
conforms with present conditions, which in reality effects the immediate cure of
the incurable disease, which relieves every pain, and bestows the infallible
antidote for every deadly poison. For if we wish to arrange and organize the
world of mankind in accordance with the present religious imitations and thereby
to establish the felicity of the world of mankind, it is impossible and impracticable-for example, the enforcement of the laws of the. Old Testament (Taurat)
and also of the other religions in accordance with present imitations. But the
essential basis of all the Divine Religions which pertains to the virtues of the
world of mankind and is the foundation of the welfare of the world of man,
is found in the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH in the most perfect
presentation.
Similarly, with regard to the peoples who c1amor for freedom: the moderate
freedom which guarantees the welfare of the world of mankind and maintains
and preserves the universal relationships, is found in its fullest power and
extension in the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH.
So with regard to political parties: that which is the greatest policy directing
the world of mankind, nay, rather, the Divine policy, is found in the teachings
of His Holiness BAHA'0 'LLAH.
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Likewise with regard to the party of "equality" which seeks the solution
of the economic problems: until now all proposed solutions have proved impracticable except the economic proposals in the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LIJAH which are practicable and cause no distress to society.
So with the other parties: when ye look deeply into this matter, ye will discover that the highest aims of those parties are found in the teachings of
BAHA'O'LLAH. These teachings constitute the all-inclusive power among all
men and are practicable. But there are some teachings of the past, such as
those of the Taurat, which cannot be carried out at the present day. It is the
same with the other religions and the tenets of the various sects and the different
parties.
For example, the question of Universal Peace, about which His Holiness
BAHA'O'LLAH says that the Supreme Tribunal must be established: although the
League of Nations has been brought into existence, yet it is incapable of establishing Universal p'eace. But the Supreme Tribunal which His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH has described will fulfil this sacred task with the utmost might and
power. And his plan is this: that the national assemblies of eacll country
and nation-that is to say parliaments-should elect two or three persons who
are the choicest men of that nation, and are well informed concerning international laws and the relations between governments and aware of the essential needs of the world of humanity in this day. The number of these representatives should be in proportion to the number of inhabitants of that country.
The election of these souls who are chosen by the national assembiy, that is, the
parliament, must be confirmed by the upper house, the congress and the
cabinet and also by the president or monarch so these persons may be the
elected ones of all the nation and the government. From among these people
the members of the Supreme Tribunal will be elected, and all mankind will
thus have a share therein, for everyone of these delegates is fully representative
of his nation. When the Supreme Tribunal gives a ruling on any international
question, either unanimously or by majority-rule, there will no longer be any
pretext for the plaintiff or ground of objection for the defendant. In case
any of the governments or nations, in the execution of the irrefutable decision
of the Supreme Tribunal, be negligent or dilatory, the rest of the nations will
rise up against it, because all the governments and nations of the world are the
supporters of this Supreme Tribunal. Consider what a firm foundation this is!
But by a limited and restricted League the purpose will not be realized as it
ought and should. This is the truth about the situation, which has been stated.
Consider how powerful are the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH.
At a time when His Holiness was in the prison of Acca and was under the
restrictions and threats of two blo"od-thirsty kings, notwithstanding this fact, his
teachings spread with all power in Persia and other countries. Should any
teaching, or any principle, or any community fall under the threat of a powerful and blood-thirsty monarch it will be annihilated within a short space of time.
At present for fifty years the Bahais in Persia and most regions have been
under severe restrictions and the threat of .sword and spear. Thousands of
souls have given their lives in the arena of. sacrifice and have fallen as victims
under the swords of oppression and cruelty. Thousands of esteemed families
have been uprooted and destroyed. Thousands of children have been made
fatherless. Thousands of fathers have been bereft of their sons. Thousands
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of mothers have wept and lamented for their boys who have been beheaded. All
this oppression and cruelty, rapacity and blood-thirstiness did not hinder or
prevent the spread of the teachings of BAHA'0 'LLAH. They spread more and
more every day, and power and might became more evident.

It may be that some foolish person among the Persians will affix his name
to the contents of the Tablets of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH or to the explanations given in the letters [Tablets] of Abdul-Baha and send it to that esteemed
Assembly. Ye must be aware of this fact, for any Persian who seeks fame or
has some other intention will take the entire contents of the Tablets of His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH and publish them ,in his own name or in that of his
community, just as happened at the Universal Races Congress in London before
the war. A Persian took the substance of the Epistles of His Holiness BAHA!O'LLAH, entered that Congress, gave them forth in his own name and published them, whereas the wording was exactly that of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH.
Some such souls have gone to Europe and have caused confusion in the minds
of the people of Europe and have disturbed the thoughts of some Orientalists.
Ye must bear this fact in mind, for not a word of these teachings was heard
in p'ersia before the appearance of BAHA'O'LLAH. Investigate this matter so
that it may become to you evident and manifest. Some souls are like parrots.
They learn any note which they may hear, and sing it, but they themselves
are unaware of what they utter. There is a sect in Persia at present made up
of a few souls who are called Babis, who claim to be followers of His Holiness
the Bab, whereas they are utterly unaware of His Holiness. They have some
secret teachings which are entirely opposed to the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH
and in Persia people know this. But when these souls come to Europe, they
conceal their own teachings and utter those of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH, for
they know that the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH are powerful and
they therefore declare publicly those teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH in their own
name. As to their secret teachings, they say that they are taken from the
Book of Beyan, and the Book of Beyan is from His Holiness the Bab. When
ye get hold of the translation of the Book of Beyan, which has been translated
in Persia, ye will discover the truth that the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH are
utterly opposed to the teachings of this sect. Beware lest ye disregard this
fact. Should ye desire to investigate the matter further, enquire from Persia.
In fine, when traveling and journeying throughout the world, wherever
one finds construction, it is the result of fellowship and love, while everything that is in ruin shows the effect of enmity and hatred. Notwithstanding
this, the world of humanity has not become aware and has not awakened from
the sleep of heedlessness. Again it engages in differences, in disputes and
wrangling, that it may set up ranks of war and may run to and fro in the
arena of battle and strife.
So is it with regard to the universe and its corruption, existence and nonexistence. Every contingent being is made up of different and numerous elements and the existence of everything is a result of composition. That is to
say, when between simple elements a composition takes place a being arises;
the creation of beings comes about in this way. And when that composition is
upset, it is followed by decomposition, the elements disintegrate, and that being
becomes annihilated. That is to say, the annihilation of everything consists in
the decomposition and the separation of elements. Therefore every union and
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col or, of leaves, of flowers and of fruits, each will contribute to the beauty and
charm of the others and will make an admirable garden, and will appear in
the utmost loveliness, freshness and sweetness. Likewise, when difference and
variety of thoughts, forms, opinions, characters and morals of the world of mankind come under the control of one Supreme Power and the influence of the
composition among the elements is the cause of life, while dissociation and
separation is the cause of death. In short, attraction and harmony of things are
the cause of the production of fruits and useful results, while repulsion
and inharmony of things are the cause of disturbance and annihilation. From
harmony and attraction, all living contingent beings, such as plant, animal
and man, are realized, and from inharmony and repulsion decay sets in
and annihilation becomes manifest. Therefore whatever is the cause of harmony, attraction and union among men is the life of the world of humanity,
and whatever is the cause of difference, of repulsion and of separation is
the cause of the death of mankind. And when thou passest by a garden
wherein vegetable beds and plants, flowers and fragrant herbs are all combined so as to form a harmonious whole, this is an evidence that this plantation
and this rose garden have been cultivated and arranged by the care of a perfect
gardener, while when thou seest a garden in disorder, lacking arrangement and
confused, this indicates that it has been deprived of the care of a skillful gardener, nay, rather, it is nothing but a mass of weeds. It has therefore been
made evident that fellowship and harmony are indicative of the training of the
real Educator, while separation and dispersion prove wildness and deprivation
of Divine Training.
Should anyone object that, since the communities and nations and races and
peoples of the world have different formalities, customs, tastes, temperaments
and morals and varied thoughts, minds and opinions, it is therefore impossible
for ideal unity to be made manifest, and complete union among men to be
realized, we say that differences are of two kinds. One leads to destruction, and
that is like the difference between warring peoples and competing nations who
destroy one another, uproot each other's families, do away with rest and comfort and engage in bloodshed and rapacity. That is blameworthy. But the
other difference consists in variation. This is perfection itself and the cause of
the appearance of Divine bounty. Consider the flowers of the rose garden.
Although they are of different kinds, various colors and diverse forms and
appearances, yet as they drink from one water, are swayed by one breeze and
grow by the warmth and light of one sun, this variation and this difference
cause each to enhance the beauty and splendor of the others. The differences in
manners, in customs, in habits, in thoughts and opinions and in temperaments
is the cause of the adornment of the world of mankind. This is praiseworthy.
Likewise this difference and this variation, like the difference and variation of
the parts and members of the human body, are the cause of the appearance of
beauty and perfection. As these different parts and members are under the control of the dominant spirit, and the spirit permeates all the organs and members,
and rules all the arteries and veins, this difference and this variation strengthen
love and harmony and this multiplicity is the greatest aid to unity. If in a
garden the flowers and fragrant herbs, the blossoms and fruits, the leaves,
branches and trees are of one kind, of one form, of one color and of one
arrangement, there is no beauty or sweetness, but when there is variety of
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world of oneness, they will appear and be displayed in the most perfect glory,
beauty, exaltation and perfection. Today nothing but the power of the Word of
God which encompasses the realities of things can bring the thoughts, the minds,
the hearts and the spirits under the shade of One Tree. He is the Potent in
all things, the Vivifier of souls, the Preserver and the Controller of the world
of mankind. Praise be to God, in this day the light of the Word of God has
shone forth upon all regions, and from all sects, communities, nations, tribes,
peoples, religions and denominations, souls have gathered under the shadow of
the Word of Oneness and have in the most intimate fellowship united and harmonized!
Some time ago, during the war, a letter [Tablet] was written regarding
the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'o'LLAH which may appropriately be
appended to this epistle.
TABLET

o

He Is God!
people of the world!

The dawn of the Sun of Reality is assuredly for the illumination of the
world and for the manifestation of mercy. In the assemblage of the family of
Adam results and fruits are praiseworthy, and the holy bestowals of every
bounty are abundant. It is an absolute mercy and a complete bounty, the
illumination of the world, fellowship and harmony, love and union; nay, rather,
mercifulness and oneness, the elimination of discord and the unity of whomsoever are on the earth in the utmost of freedom and dignity. The Blessed Beauty
[BAHA'o'LLAH] said; "All are the fruits of one tree and the leaves of one
branch". He likened the world of existence to one tree and all the souls to
leaves, blossoms and fruits. Therefore all the branches, leaves, blossoms and
fruits must be in the utmost of freshness, and the bringing about of this delicacy
and sweetness depends upon union and fellowship. Therefore they must assist
each other with all their power and seek everlasting life. Thus the friends of
God must manifest the mercy of the Compassionate Lord in the world of
existence and must show forth the bounty of the visible and invisible King.
They must purify their sight, and look upon mankind as the leaves, blossoms
and fruits of the tree of creation, and must always be thinking of doing good
to some one, of love, consideration, affection and assistance to somebody. They
must see no enemy and count no one as an ill wisher. They must consider everyone on the earth as a friend; regard the stranger as an intimate, and the alien as
a companion. They must not be bound by any tie, nay, rather, they should
be free from every bond. In this day the one who is favored in 'the threshold
of grandeur is the one who offers the cup of faithfulness and bestows the peal'l
of gift to the enemies, even to the fallen oppressor, lends a helping hand, and
considers every bitter foe as an affectionate friend.
These are the commands of the Blessed Beauty, these are the cOlllsels of
the Greatest Name. 0 ye dear friends! The world is engaged in war and
struggle, and mankind is in the utmost conflict and danger. The darkness of
unfaithfulness has enshrouded the earth and the illumination of faithfulness
has become concealed. All nations and tribes of the world have sharpened their
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claws and are warring and fighting with each other. The edifice of man is
shattered. Thousands of families are wandering disconsolate. Thousands of
thousands of souls are besmeared with dust and blood in the arena of battle
and struggle every year, and the tent of happiness and life is overthrown.
The prominent men become commanders and boast of bloodshed, and glory in
destruction. One says: "I have severed with my sword the necks of a nation,"
and one: "I have levelled a kingdom to the dust"; and another: "I have
overthrown the foundation of a government." This is the pivot around which
the pride and glory of mankind are revolving. In all regions friendship and
uprightness are denounced and reconciliation and regard for truth are despised.
The herald of peace, reformation, love and reconciliation is the Religion of the
Blessed Beauty which has pitched its tent on the apex of the world and proclaimed its summons to the people.
Then, 0 ye friends of God! Appreciate the value of this precious Revelation, move and act in accordance with it and walk in the straight path and
the right way. Show it to the people. Raise the melody of the Kingdom and
spread abroad the teachings and ordinances of the loving Lord so that the
wodd may become another world, the darkened earth may become illumined
and the dead body of the people may obtain new life. Every soul may seek
everlasting life through the breath of the Merciful. Life in this mortal
world will quickly come to an end, and this earthly glory, wealth, comfort and
happiness will soon vanish and be no more. Summon ye the people to God and
call the souls to the manners and conduct of the Supreme Concourse. To the
orphans be ye kind fatners, and to the unfortunate a refuge and shelter. To
the poor be a treasure of wealth, and to the sick a remedy and healing. Be a
helper of every oppressed one, the protector of every destitute one, be ye ever
mindful to serve any soul of mankind. Attach no importance to self-seeking,
rejection, arrogance, oppression and enmity. Heed them not. Deal in the
contrary way. Be kind in truth, not only in appearance and outwardly. Every
soul of the friends of God must concentrate his mind on this, that he may
manifest the mercy of God and the bounty of the Forgiving One. He must
do good to every soul whom he encounters, and render benefit to him, becoming
the cause of improving the morals and correcting the thoughts so that the light
of guidance may shine forth and the bounty of His Holiness the Merciful One
may encompass. Love is light in whatsoever house it may shine and enmity is
darkness in whatsoever abode it dwell.
o friends of God! Strive ye so that this darkness may be utterly dispelled
and the Hidden Mystery may be revealed and the realities of things made
evident and manifest.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
Translated by: SHOGHI RABBANI,
DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI,
MIRZA LOTFULLAH HAKIM,
DR. J. E. ESSLEMONT.
(Haifa, Palestine, December 17,1919.)
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o ye members of the Spiritual Assembly ! Become ye firm and steadfast in
the Covenant and Testament to such a
degree that your meeting become the expression of one soul, and endeavor ye
with your hearts and minds so that ye

may become the cause of the illumination of this darkened world and that
through your efforts the Lights of the
Kingdom dawn upon this nether sphere.
(Words of Abdul-Baha, from Tablets
of Abdnl-Baha, page 438.)

PLAN OF THE BAHAI TEMPLE. LOUIS
J. BOURGEOIS, ARCHITECT.

Fac-simile of page from The Architectural Record, June, 1920.

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'o'LLAH.
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Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mrs. Corinne True
To the dear daughter of the Kingdom, Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago, Ill.-Upon
her be the light of God, the Most Luminous!
He Is God!

o thou dear

daughter of the Kingdom!

Thy letter has been received and the proceedings of the Convention understood. Thanks be unto God that this Convention was supported by the confirmations of the Kingdom of Abha and as thou didst wish it was formed and
ended.
Praise be unto God, that the model of the Mashrekol-Azkar made by Mr.
Bourgeois was approved by his honor, Mr. Remey, and selected by the Convention. His honor, Mr. Remey is, verily, of perfect sincerity. He is like
unto transparent water, filtered, lucid and without any impurity. He worked
earnestly for several years, but he did not have any personal motive. He has
not attachment to anything except to the Cause of God. This is the spirit of
the firm and this is the characteristic of the. sincere.
The model of the Mashrekol-Azkar is, however, too big. It needs several
millions of dollars for the cost (of construction). If possible, Mr. Bourgeois
may reproduce the same model on a smaller scale, so that one million dollars
may suffice for its construction. This should be reconsidered only if possible.
Thy services to the Mashl'ekol-Azkar are accepted at the Threshold of the
Most Great One.
Convey on my behalf the most wonderful Abha greetings to all the friends,
especially to the House of Spirituality and other Assemblies. Practice utmost
affection towards thy dear daughters on my behalf. I have no opportunity
to write more than this.
Upon thee be the light of the Most Luminous!
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur, June 12th, 1920, Haifa, Palestine.)

-------------- -------------------------------------
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7lte MODhL fOR. TH[
RAlIAI T[MPLt:. ClIICACO
LOUIS J. BOURG1:0IS, ARCHInCT
~\.J!!J'

~~

./. J{.l{eid
HE model designed by Louis J. Greek and Egyptian temples; while the
Bourgeois for the great Bahai treatment of the doors and windows is
Temple to be built in Chicago is Romanesque in form, and both Gothic
attracting much attention from archi- and Arabic in the intricacy and beauty of
tects. It is of unusual interest from ornamentation. The second story is
several points of view. The Temple is a Renaissance in line and Gothic in the innew and original
terlaced arches of
form in architecits openings. The
ture-"the first new
: t h i r d is restful,
idea in architecture
quiet and Renaissince the thirteenth
sance in treatment.
century," according
Above it rises a
to Mr. H. Van
lovely dome, sugBuren Magonigle.
gestive of ByzanBeautiful in the
tine forms; but
harmony of its proabove the closed
portions, it has in
top rise other beams
addition a singular
of the dome itself
charm in its symlike hands clasped
bolism; and to the
in prayer, so that
psychologist it is
the dome gives the
noteworthy,because
feeling of ascenthe creator desion and aspiration
found previously in
clares: "It is Baha
Ollah's temple. I
the Gothic towers
am only the channel
alone.
In the geometric
through w h i chit
came."
forms of the ornaIn form the temmentation covering
the columns and
pie is a nonagon, or
n i ne-sided strucsurrounding w i nture, and its lower
LOUIS J. BOURGEOIS.
dows and doors of
story offers a complete innovation in the temple, one deciphers all the rearchitecture in the use of nine inverted ligious symbols of the world. Here are
hall circles, with a great doorway in the the swastika cross, the circle, the triangle,
centre of each, so that from whatsoever the double triangle or six pointed star
side one approaches the edifice it seems to (or Solomon's seal, the magic symbol of
extend its arms in welcome. From dome necromancers of old); but more than
to foundation it is a unique creation and this, the noble symbol of the spiritual
unlike any building in existence, yet one Orb, or Sun behind the Saviour of manreads in its curving beauty the story of kind; the five pointed star, representing
the architecture of the world. The first the man saviour-Christ or Buddha or
floor in its simplicity of line suggests the Mohammed; the Greek Cross, the Roman
501
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THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD.

or Christian Cross; and, supreme above
all, the wonderful nine pointed star, figured in the structure of the temple itself,
and appearing again and again in its
ornamentation, as significant of the Spiritual Glory in the world today.
The nine pointed star rea'ppears .in the
formation of the windows and doors.
which are all topped by this magnific~nt
allegory of spiritual glory, from whiclt
extend gilded rays covering the lower
surfaces, and illustrating, in this vivid
and artistic limning, the descent of the
Holy Spirit.
Curiously enough this Descent of the
Holy Spirit was the first thing Louis J.
Bourgeois pictured in his drawing of the
temple. He said, "I did the doors and
windows of the lower story first, and
then I got the entire form."
The numbers 9 and 19 recur agaim
and again in the structure of the temple,
illustrating its basic principle of Unity~
9 being the number of perfection, con~
taining in itself the completion of each
perfect number cycle, and 19 representing
the Union of God and man, as manifested
in life, civilization and all things.
His description of how he made th~
model is as interesting as the structure
itself; but in reading it one must remember that Bourgeois is an architect of long
and wide eX'perience. He built Gothic
churches in France.; then he built them
in Canada. His buildings are found in
Chicago, in California, where he erected
and planned the well known house and
garden of Paul de Longpre, the flower
painter, and also in New York.
Twenty-five years ago he had a remarkable spiritual experience, through
which he came into a knowledge of his
spiritual self, as well as his physical man.
Then he was told that some day he would
build a great temple, and he made a
sketch of a circular twelve sided build..
ing, at that time. Henceforth he drgamed
of his temple, and tried to make a draw~
ing of it, but could not. He became interested in the Bahai Movement, and nine
years ago made an architectural drawing
of a temple, in order that he might be
represented in the competition spoken of
at that time for the erection of a Bahai

temple in Chicago 7 but he said then,
"This is not my temple, I am only putting
it in to get a chance in the competition.
If I win, I can draw the real temple."
But the. competition never materialized,
and four years ago, when he returned
fTOm the Bahai convention in BOf'ton,
Bourgeois suddenly, in an hour's time,
sketched the lower story of his temple.
But he could get no further, and half
dazed by the ornate splendor of this
fragment realized that he must model if,
because he could never express on a
flat surface the many-faced beauty of its
plan. He endeavored to cut into the
plaster the intricate tracery of ornament
he saw; but he had never done such work,
and he was obliged to ask the help of a
friend skilled in the art, and after half
a day's training he went at his task successfully. He did each successive story
in this way, modelling the beauty in plaster as it was revealed to him, nev.er seeing
the whole, yet saying to himself constantly, "How do I dare go on? Because
this is so wonderful; and how can I
make a dome wonoorful enough to complete it?" And then always the thought
would come, "The Power that is giving
you this will give you a dome the most
wonderful of all!"
So he did the first story with its welcoming arms, and the second with its
Gothic elegance, and the third with its
Renaissance quiet and beauty. One
morning he wakened suddenly at three,
o'clock and knew that he was to draw
the dome. He was very happy; and as
his fingers flew on for a rich hour, he
knew that the dome was the most wonderful of all. That is why he says, "It
is Baha 011ah's temple. It is not mine!"
There is another side to this temple
story, which is both human and appealing. It has to do with love and comprehension and faithful service. The architect is not rich, and he realized that if
he worked at his model the family income
would cease, and perhaps no one would
ever build his mighty temple. His wife
is also an artist, but she bought a little
notion store in West Englewood; and
while he worked on the model, she sold
ice cream and candy. When he needed
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MODEL OF THE BAHAI TEMPLE, CHICAGO.
Louis J. Bourgeois, Architect.

clay for his first modelling he was out humanity. The Bahai Movement, which
of money, so he went into the garden, is planning this stupendous creation, is
filled his wif.e's clothes basket with the great international movement of
Dorothy- Perkins roses, which covered Unity and Brotherhood, which arose in
the- arbor. He took them to New York Persia in 1844 and extends its branches
and sdld them for five dollars, with and its influence everywhere at the preswhich he bought his clay.
ent time. It was first taught by Ali
He though he could make the model Mohammed, who was presently given the
in three months, but it took him three title of Bab or Gate, meaning a door
years, and he says his wife is really the opened between heaven and .earth. He
temple builder, for had it not been for foretold the coming af Baha' 0llah, who
her sympathy and cheerful sacrifice he he said would appear in nineteen years,
never could have carried to completion and would be the Glory of God for all
the gigantic work.
mankind through the nobility of his life
The model is now on exhibition at the and teachings. Baha Ollah means the
Kevorkian gallery in New York City. Glory of God, and his influence, penetratIt was chosen for erection in Chicago by ing all mankind in the Glory shining
the delegates to the Bahai Convention, through him, will at length unite all
held recently in N ev,: York. Its original religions, all nations, all races-banishplan demands a building 360 feet in ing hatred, rancour, partisanship in the
height, and 450 feet in diameter; but great love which rises through realizathese figures will be halved for the tion of the Fatherhood of God and the
Chicago structure, making a dimension of true brotherhood of mankind.
180 by 225. The building constructed
Baha Ollah died in 1892 in the prison
in this size will cost somewhere near a town of Acca, Syria, to which he had
million and a half dollars.
been sent by those persecutors who, as in
One naturally asks what is behind such the case of all the Prophets, could not
a conceptiOn and what it means for distinguish light from darkness. He left
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ONE OF THE NINE ENTRANCES, BAHAI TEMPLE.
Louis J. Bourgeois, Architect.

the leadership of the movement in the embodied in a Unity Board, which manhands of his son, Abbas, also a prisoner, ages the Temple fund. The temple wiII
saying, "I have established a new coven- be a great place of worship for all manant between God ami Man, and my son kind. Its doors will never be closed;
is the c;entre of that CDvenant."
no priesthood will ever officiate within
His son took the title of Abdul Ba:ha, its walls; about it will be gardens and
or The Servant of God, literally, the fountains; and beyond these, a series
Slave of the GlorYi and the name. of of buildings devoted to the application of
Abdul-=-Baha has already become known true religion to life, a hospital, an orphan
everywhere, the synonym for service, love asylum, a hospice or house of hospitality,
and wisdom. He was freed from im- a guild house, a university, etc. Only
prisonment in 1908, through the action worship can be voiced in the temple itself ;
of the constitutional revolution in Turkey, but the results of such worship are to be
and since then has travelled in western evidenced in these surrounding buildings,
countries, visiting America in 1912.
where all activities of the community wiII
The Bahai Revelation, as it is some- meet in the comradeship inspired by
times called, inspires a movement, not a mutual counsel from which criticism and
sect. It has· a very slight organization politics shall have been banished.
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF' THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after ho sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thv voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon fi1'mness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-DAHA ABBAS.

o

o

ye apostles
. . . .
regularity, but
East and the

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
Western States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALllERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB

Vol. 11

Kamall, 76 (August 20, 1920)

No. 9

Editorial-"Become ye United in the Days of God"
From the news items of a few of the activities in the Cause as recorded,
we can see how the springtime of this New Dispensation is being heralded;
but there is need for many teachers. The soil of human hearts everywhere is
but awaiting the gift of the seed-sower-the gift which contains the germ of
real life, the Message of the New Day.
Abdul-Baha tells us: "The believers of God in reality display much
effort; but this effort must be expended in the right direction." He tells us
also that he has drawn for us "the plan of God"; that he has "explained the
Principles of BAHA'O'LLAH." "Now the promotion of those Pri.nciples depends
upon their (the believers) co-operation."
We have in these last words of Abdul-Baha one of the ways to attainment,
to the accomplishment of the service, at least in part, to which he has been and
still is calling us. It is certain that all efforts will be immeasurably successful if there is the necessary co-operation.
The Center of the Covenant tells us to travel and teach, teach the Cause
"or choose others and send them" (Divine Plan, page 30), "Now this is the
time that you may arise and perform this most great service; travel throughout
the world and call the people to the Kingdom of God." How is this to be accomplished save through co-operation 1 For what other time shall we wait? "These
numbered days" are getting fewer and fewer. How very brief indeed is the
remaining time, the last hour of our supreme opportunity for the most heavenly
and glorious service ever vouchsafed to man. The saints and chosen ones throughout the ages longed to live at this time, and how can we who are so privileged
a.nd blessed, show our thankfulness and devotion save through sacrifici.al services
rendered day and night 1
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Another instruction of Abdul-Baha is ever present: "Become ye firmly
Ever do I
rooted in this great aim; send ye teachers to all directions.
. My Spirit is with each one of you."
beg for you Divine Confirmation.
From the Utterances of BAHA'O'LljAH, we quote the following: "Become
ye united in the Days of God. Through this, His Cause will be spread amongst
the servants and the fragrances be wafted over the cities. Hearken ye to that
which the Pen of Revelation advises you on the part of the Mighty 1 Do ye not
disagree in the Cause of God, for thereby the hearts of the unbelievers are
rejoiced. Gather ye together with joy and fragrance, then peruse the verses
of the Merciful, whereby the doors of knowledge are opened to your hearts.
Then ye shall find yourselves in the station of firmness and will see your souls
in manifest joy."
Abdul-Baha is divinely merciful unto us when he tells us that" today no
power can conserve the oneness of the Bahai world save the Covenant of God."
And this oneness be gets a loving co-operation.

From Bttlletin No. 2, issued by the Teaching Committee.

Activities in the American Field
Extracts from Bulletin No. 2, issued July 19, 1920, by the Teaching Committee
of the United States and Canada, appoimed by the delegates to the Convention.
THIS Number of the Bulletin will sia. ' , Then there were evening meetbring to your attention a record of ings at the home of Mrs. Corinne True,
several very interesting activities in the June 11, 12, 16, 17 and 19. In regard
Cause, but that which thrills most of all to their stay in Chicago, Mrs. True
is the news pertaining to the very suc- wrote:
cessful tour of J enabi Fazel Mazan"A great work of unifying was !:LCdarani. The following words of Abdul- complished. J enabi Fazel found us firm
Baha in a Tablet dated Raifa, June 3, in the Covenant, praise be to God 1 We
1920, may well be quoted here:
had nearly two weeks of meetings in
"Ris honor Fazel is one of the elect the different homes and two Sundays
among the believers in Ris Holiness in Masonic Temple, and finally on FriBAHA'O'LLAH. This respected one is sev- day evening, June 18th, a large attendered, sincere and eloquent. It is my ance of the Assembly gathered at Miss
hope that the American friends will Mary Lesch's home, and we saw then
prove receptive to his advice and ser- what J enabi Fazel had done to get the
mons and understand that there is con- Bahais more closely together. He spoke
siderable difference between this hon- to the colored people in two of the leadored person and others."
ing colored homes, that of Mr. and Mrs.
Clark and Mr. and Mrs. Barnett.
JENABI F AZEL MAZANDARANI
Please tell the friends that Chicago was
J enabi F'azel and Manoucher Khan, tremendously refreshed and warmed up
his interpreter, remained for nearly two by the visit of J enabi Fazel and Manouweeks during June in Chicago. There cher Khan."
were two large public meetings in MaMrs. Wm. F. Slater also wrote most
sonic Temple. At one J enabi Fazel refreshingly of the extraordinary spiritspoke on "The Divine Plan for 'Vorld ual uplift to all the Chicago Assembly
Unity"; and at the other on "The Re- by the visit of our beloved and revered
markable Spread of the Bahai Cause in Persian brothers, emphasizing the abthe East-How it is Reconstructing Per- solutely unique harmonizing spirihlal
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effect of their presence. Mr. Albel'L
Vail's letter brought this word: "We
are having some beautiful hours with
J enabi Fazel in Chicago. There have
beel}. meetings on the Temple grounds
and others in the homes where he has
spoken to the groups and brought to us
the Master's beautiful messages and joy.
He is an angel of light."
Before turning their foosteps east
again for service during the summer, as
planned, our P'ersian brothers visited
the Kenosha (Wis.) Assembly, and the
brief reports we have had indicate that
they were immensely pleased with the
Kenosha friends. Returning to Chicago,
J enabi Fazel and party left on June 21st
for the east stopping en' route in Detroit, Mich.
Then the party proceeded to New
York City for their second visit. A
few heavenly days were spent there.
Mr. Mills had arranged some meetings,
and the harmonizing effect of the presence of J enabi Fazel was never more
noticeable. He has love, peace, kindness
in his own heart, and he radiates these
qualities through confirmations from the
divine Source.
One of the most beautiful meetings
(and a precious experience for all believers fortunate enough to be present)
held in and around New York, was the
brilliant picnic at West Englewood, New
Jersey, on Saturday, June 26th, an
event termed by Abdul-Baha himself,
"The Annual Souvenir of Abdul-Baha."
This picnic held each year in the grove
at West Englewood is looked forward
to with great joy by the friends, for it
is in commemoration of the Feast given
to them by Abdul-Baha .himself when
he visited the Wilhelm home in 1912.
Those present at the memorable gathering eight years ago often tell us of the
fragrances of holiness so marked, and
the rays of the Sun of Truth so manifest in, and radiating from, the divine
host, the Center of the Covenant.
Abdul-Baha told the friends gathered
there then, that the Feast they were
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celebrating "had a name which would
last forever and eveI'. " Each successive
year since. 1912, the gathered friends at
the" Souvenir of Abdul-Baha" feel the
spiritual fragrances and confirmations
and they know that Abdul-Baha is o'ershadowing them with his spiritual presence. This year the occasion was made
particularly happy by the presence
of J enabi Fazel. Among others present were Mr. Harry Randall of Boston, Manoucher Khan, a few Japanese
brothers, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, friends
from Riverton, N. J., and others, in all
about one hundred and twenty-five. Mr.
Roy Wilhelm had charge of the entire
program. The evening meeting was held
in the home of the Wilh elms with many
inquiring friends present, some of whom
had never heard the Message. The day
was a beautiful one, and it was very evident that all present were experiencing
the joyousness and real happiness of the
spirit.
While Jenabi Fazel was in New York,
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab joined his party,
and he will travel with him to a great
extent, in accordance with instructions
from Abdul-Baha to Ahmad contained
in a cable, and reading as follows:
"Be with Fazel in important cities."
Also we quote the following instruction
of Abdul-Baha in a Tablet to Mirza
Ahmad Sohrab, revealed in Haifa, May
18th, and translated in New York City,
June 26th, 1920:
"His excellency, the ideal sage, Fazel
Mazandarani, is the essence of humility
and submission.
God willing, with
Manoucher Khan, he has reached the
United States under the protection of
the Almighty. This respected soul is
evanescent in the Cause of the Blessed
Perfection. He is wise, well informed
and a thinker. There is no doubt that
he will become the cause of the exhilaration, rejoicing and the guidance of
others. You must exercise toward him
the utmost respect and consideration,
and placing your hands in each other's,
become ye engaged in the promotion of
the Word of God."
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J enabi Fazel and party, including
Mirza Ahmad, left New York for Boston the last of June. In Boston they
were entertained by the friends at the
Victoria Hotel. Only a brief stay was
made before leaving for Green Acre,
where the party spent a few days as
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. Randall, returning to Boston after the 4th
of July. Life at Green Acre was found
very delightful. Since their return to
Boston, reports from many of the friends
continually arriving, contain thrilling
accounts of the really constructive work
actually accomplished and being accomplished; of the splendid openings and
opportunities for service among all
classes of people. indicating that the
"Doors of the Kingdom" are being
widely opened for Boston, the first city
in New England.
On July 8th, a large public meeting
was held in Pilgrim Hall which was very
well attended. Jenabi Fazel's subject
was "Abdul-Baha: His Life and Teachings. ' , The many strangers present
manifested great interest and enthusiasm, and this talk alone, addressed to
such thinking, serious-minded, seeking
souls, means that some day a rich harvest will be gathered from this seed
planting.
Two public talks were also given at
Community House on Massachusetts
Ave.: On Monday evening, July 12th,
tI. talk on "The Remedy for World
Troubles" at the St. Paul A. M. E.
Church in Cambridge; on JUly 13th,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. M. C.
Oglesby, Somerville, Mass., and every
morning from July 7th to July 18th,
from 10 :30 to 11 :30, there were a series
of public meetings at the Hotel Victoria.
An excerpt from a letter of Mr. Randall's, dated June 29, 1920, to Mrs. Parsons, gives a splendid idea of the ideal
attitude of J enabi Fazel: "I had a
long talk with Jenabi Fazel, and he does
not ask or select anyone to travel with
him. He is inJepehdent uf all else save
God, and he looks upon all the Bahais
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as being in one region, and does not
consider us from the standpoint of our
virtues or our faults, but he looks upon
us in the light of our service to the
Center of the Covenant, and all the
friends together constitute the body of
believers in America."
On July 15th, Jenabi Fazel and party
were in Worcester, Mass., a public talk
being given there at the Levana Club
rooms. In his talk, so wisely, graciously
and eloquently given, Jenabi Fazel emphasized the point of the p1'actical application of the Bahai Religion, and
those present could not fail to catch
more than a glimpse of the divine civilization of the not far distant future.
Mirza Ahmad presided at this meeting.
While in this vicinity the friends were
entertained most beautifully at the
stately summer homes of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas H. Collins and Mrs. Morton in
Princeton, near Worcester.
On July 16th our revered teacher wa~
in Springfield, Mass., serving, and after
the engagement there, the party expected to return to Boston for a few
days, leaving Boston, July 19th, for
Green Acre, where they will remain for
two or three weeks.
ALBERT VAIL
Mr. Albert Vail's work the past month
has been of extraordinary interest, for
one of his numerous services has been
a series of seven brilliant talks on "The
Bahai Teachings on Immortality."
These were given at the home of Mrs.
Corinne True, and repeated at Mr. and
Mrs. Vail's home. We all know that
one of the topics of vital interest today is "Life after Death," and generally, people eagerly listen to one who
can lead them to a reliable source of
information.
The series included the following
talks: "The Origin of the Soul; "
"The Appearance of Mind and Spirit
in the Soul-its Divine P'sychology;"
"When Eternal Life Begins;" "AbdulBaha's Brilliant Proof of Immortality;"
"Is Communication with the Unseen
W orId Possible;" "The Value of Psych-
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ic Research;" "The Real Nature of
Heaven, Hell, and the Unseen Kingdom ;" "The Descent of the Kingdom
to Earth-A Study of the New Jerusalem in the Glorious Book of Revelation."
Also during the month Mr. Vail has
made a trip to St. Louis, and two or
more visits to Urbana, Ill., and vicinity;
in these centers spreading the Message
of the glad-tidings of the Kingdom and
in such an inspired way that the seeds
of truth are carried home in the hearts
of the peDple.
ROY O. WILHELM
Mr. Roy O. Wilhelm is among the traveling teachers just now. He left New
York Oity 011 June 27th for an extensive
trip to the P'acific Ooast. It is supposed to be a business trip, but the
greater part of Roy's thinking and serving is in the greatest business in lifethe Bahai Oause,-and as all friends
know this, a wave of rejoicing is set in
motion when the friends hear that Rov
is to make a 'Western business trip, f~r
this means that in every city where he
abides for a time, the glad-tidings will
be shared, and his sisters and brothers
in the Oause refreshed and encouraged.
LOUIS G. GREGORY
Mr. Louis G. Gregory has been in
Maryland and Kentucky the past month;
particularly good reports come from
Louisville where he has been staying
for over two weeks. His radiant enthusiasm and spiritual zealousness, his
comprehensive presentation of the Bahai
Message and teachings of this new Day
of God, are attracting wide attention
wherever he goes in the Southland. He
is meeting with great success and not
antagonism. Mr. Gregory writes as follows:
"The world day by day shows greater
capacity to receive the Message.
Signs of a wakening appear in the South
as elsewhere. There are many scattered
believers, and vastly more who sympathize with the Oause as far as they understand it. Their approval is hearty
and inspiring.
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, 'The method of reaching the colored
people is revealed in the instructions of
Abdul-Baha, who knows their custom
of opening their churches, schools and
other meetings to visitors who meet their
i.lpproval; but to meet the complex situation, the whites should be reached in
greater numbers. They are perhaps
more orthodox and will not so readily
open their established institutions, but
1here is a vast work for teachers among
them. Abdul-Baha, speaking of teaching in the South, says: 'Become ye
firmly rooted in this great aim. Send
ye teachers to all directions and become
ye not apprehensive should ye meet
strong opposition.'
"One of the most effective ways of
rcaching the whites of this region is for
friends from other sections to come and
reside for a season. Endless traces· may
result from such efforts. Miss M. Klebs,
who has for a number of winters taught
music at N. Augusta, S. 0., started an
Assembly there. Mrs. Boyle, spending
a winter at Miami, Fla., attracted many
who, like herself, were visitors. Mr.
and Mrs. Ripley of Washington, have
made several trips to Florida which they
have improved for teaching. The efforts of Dr. Oakshette and Fred MortenE:en were confirmed in Atlanta, Ga.,
where there is a radiant group. Elmore
Hays, who spent some time west, after
receiving thc Message in Atlanta, has
returned and is doing fine work. The
Lakeland (B'Ia.) Assembly probably owes
its origin to the residence of Byron S.
Lane. The veteran, Paul K. Dealy, has
lived for many years at Fairhope, Ala.
Miss Annie Reinke at Austin, Tex., is
a cent er of radiance. Dr. and Mrs. Guy
of Boston, now reside and work at St.
Augustine, Fla., where recently they arranged for Mrs. Ford to lecture.
Mesdames Stott and Ohristine at Louisville, Ky., are the cause of life and hope
to many souls.
"Among the colored friends who have
done exceptional residence work may be
mentioned Prof. Geo. W. Henderson,
whose business college at Memphis,
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Tenn., is a center of reality where hun- other regions. He felt that under simdreds of students come in contact with ilar conditions in Persia, half the friends
the Light. Mrs. Caroline W. Harris would migrate to a section where fewer
teaches the summer colony at Harper's Assemblies were found. Many of the
Ferry, W. Va. Mrs. H. G. Marshall colored have expressed, upon hearing
has done a fine service in cities of Ar- the Message, the fervent wish that it
kansas.
might also reach the whites. When the
"Among those in past years who have whites become illumined, they almost ineither traveled or resided in the South variably show a magnanimous spirit and
and taught, may be mentioned our de- teach the colored. The latter, while havparted brothers, J oseph H. Hannen and ing the same wish for the advancement
Charles ]'. Haney; and our sisters, of the former, can only succeed in this
Mesdames Susie Stewart of Richmond measurably, in view of well known conand Elizabeth Diggett of Chicago-all ditions. It is hoped in future that such
of illumined and blessed memory. To thriving cities as Louisville, Memphis,
these may be added Mesdames Hannen, Little Rock, Oklahoma City, Ft. Worth,
(Hooper) Harris, Claudia Coles, Marie Dallas, New Orleans, Shreveport, BirmWatson, Viola Duckett, Miss Georgiana ingham, J acksonville, Charleston, RicbDean; Messrs. Tate, Remey, and last mond, etc., will attract an increasing
but not least, Roy vVilliams, whose shin- number of resident teachers, who "vill
ing traces cover a wide circuit. To form glowing places of contact for travthese may again be added many souls eling teachers. "
who believe in God and the Day of His
MAR,Y HANFORD FORD
Appearance, but on account of church
connections can only teach in a limited
The following letter from Mrs. Mary
way; for example Rev. Dr. Pontor of Hanford Ford is shared with the
Atlanta, who lived and no doubt died a friends:
believer. We think, with a smile, of the
"Since the Temple model has been
brave Bishop Flipper, who is willing to on exhibition at the Kevorkian Gallery,
take up the cudgels with the ministers its history has been very interesting.
in his conference who oppose the Cause; The model has a distinctive personality;
and with a broader smile, of another to see it is like having an interview with
portly bishop who opposes, but whose a holy and magnificent personage. For
wife is a firm believer. Harry Stillwell instance, one day the editor of a theatriEdwards, former postmaster of Macon, cal magazine came in. He was someGa., has recently come out for the Cause thing of a scoffer, and had evidently
and has written an article for the press heard unpleasant things about the Bahai
on the subject. Dr. S. C. MitcheIl, Movement. So he began to criticize the
former president of the University of Temple. 'It is a very pretty thing,
South Carolina, wrote that 'he had given he remarked in a superior tone, 'but it is
the Message of Abdul-Baha on many, decidedly over-decorated; it will be an
many platforms.
He heard Ab dul- absurdity in its full size.' So the guarBaha speak at Lake Mohonk. The presi- dian of the Temple very gently began
dent of Fisk University, to whom Mrs. to show him the significance of the decParsons gave the Message, readily ar- oration,-how each line and curve was
ranges for the traveling teachers. Last an expression of a great thought or a
year he publicly declared that they were, noble principle, so that all the spiritual
all watching the Bahai Movement with tradition and future aspiration of the
keen interest.
human race seemed imbedded in this
"J enabi Fazel, the eminent teacher, Temple. His face changed and grew
was surprised to learn that there are soft. His eyes began to shine; then and
few Assemblies south as compared wIth there the spirit penetrated him, and
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though he came to stay five minutes, he
remained two hours and left regretfully.
Now he has opened his magazine to a
monthly article on the Bahai Movement.
, 'A boy of ten or eleven came rushing up the stairs one day and stopped
suddenly on the threshold with a 'Gee!'
He had been studying architecture in
school and wanted to see this ' new'
thing. He could not repress his enthusiasm. I heard him talking about it
the next day to some children on the
street, and he brought in a little girl
friend to share the treasure he had discovered.
, 'Many very wealthy and dignified
people have come also with the same
result.
George Grey Barnard, the
sculptor, declares the Temple marks a
new development in architecture, and
the beginning of a great era in art. He
believes it will be built not only in Chicago, but in its full size on Fort Washington Heights in New York, where a
group of millionaires will place it as an
illustration of what religion has become
to humanity. His wonderful blue eyes
shine as he talks about it, his speaking
hands weave sculptures in the air to fit
his words, and he forgets everything but
his marvelous theme.
, 'The colored people come in and si t
quietly drinking in its presence, which
makes realities of love, brotherhood, the
immortal life, and sympathy. No one
leaves cold or critical, and no one can
utter gossip or criticism or scandals
within that lovely radiation. So one
can imagine what the great Temple will
be when it rears its st3;tely head in the
blue heaven and all men feel it!"
From a recent Tablet we quote the
following words of Abdul-Baha: "Thy
letter has been received. Its contents
indicated that the plan of Mr. Bourgeois has been selected. I t is very
good."
MR. AND MRS. KILLIUS
For the past two years or more Mr.
and Mrs. A. C. Killius have been traveling teachers. They left their home
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in Spokane for the purpose only of
sowing' the seed of the Kingdom throughout the cities of Montana, as this
was one of the, States mentioned by
Abdul-Baha, at that time, where the Message had not been spread. In order to
have sufficient means to sustain them,
they sold almost all of their household
belongings and this together with Mr.
Killius' business of home portrait photographer, enabled them to move about
frequently. During this time they have
spread the glorious Bahai Message broadcast, and were very fortunate in having
a number of splendid articles placed
in the leading newspapers of the State,
and confirmations in every way successively reached them. They have served
with a true Bahai spirit of love and
devotion, and such services and offerings of love attracted many to the Cause.
MARION JACK
Miss Marion Jack has written a most
interesting letter about the work in
western Canada. We quote excerpts, as
follows:
, 'The soil is extremely fertile, and the
Great Gardener is surely busy in this
field, otherwise the souls who are receptive would not be found so frequently, for it is very wonderful how a
stranger who does not consider herself
either a teacher or a speaker, could meet
and give the Message to well over a hundred. The president of the Women's
Canadian Club has, at the instigation of
a former president I met, invited a
Bahai speaker to occupy their platform
when one comes this way. Then a Mrs.
Dunn, a brilliant woman in the -world
of letters, has given us a good writeup in Fa'ir Play, a weekly publication
that is widely read, and the editor has,
through this article, become interested."
Vancouver and its environs is very
promising indeed, and as Miss Jack
writes: ' 'Proofs are in evidence all the
time of the truth of the statement of
the heavenly Beloved One that everywhere people now have capacity. Never
since it has been my joy to serve have
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I seen so many thinking and unbiased
souls as in the west,-and if it is possible for any Bahai friends, who are
seeking for a new field of labor, to come
as far west as British Columbia, may
they come and live in Vancouver. When
a Bahai home is opened up here, meetings can begin."
One of J enabi Fazel's wise sayings
seems to fit right here, for Miss Jack
does not consider herself a great public speaker, and the secret of her success is found in this saying: "The
only thing' which will enable one to give
the Message to the people of the world,
is not eloquence nor logic: it is rather
pure faith, love and ecstacy."
ANNIE P ARMERTON
Mrs. Annie p'armerton had an interesting month in Cleveland speaking at
the North Congregational Church where
they have an open forum. Socialists,
Materialists, Christians, Jews and others
were there represented in the meeting
where she spoke and gave the Message
of the Kingdom: a very mixed audience and just such a representation as
usually appears at an open forum in
any city. A number were attracted and
asked for literature, for the most part
on the social and economic teachings.
The pastor of the church extended an
invitation for a return engagement there
in the fall, and he will welcome to his
church any Bahai speaker visiting the
city. Other private meetings were arranged in Cleveland for both the colored
and white people, and there were many
private interviews with strangers and
friends, resulting in attraction, zeal, enthusiasm and a larger unity.
While Mrs. Parmerton was in Sandusky, Ohio, a new spirit was revived
in the Assembly, and through divine confirmations, the banner of the Covenant
was manifest, which means a quickening into real life and activity. Mrs.
Parmerton also visited Akron, Dayton,
Hamilton and Middletown, Ohio.
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"MOTHER" BEECHER
"Mother" Beecher gives some very
encouraging news of the progress of the
work everywhere she has been traveling.
She spent two very profitable weeks in
New Haven, Conn., giving the Message
both in public and private meetings, so
that a large number of people in that
city heard the glad-tidings. Interest
was very gfllleral, but the Theosophists
in particular seemed very much attracted; a group of them attended
several of the meetings, and said the
reason they did so was because there
was life in Bahai meetings.
Now
through this service and the work also
of the Misses Thompson, residents of
New Haven and who have been striving to hold aloft the Bahai ideals there
for so long, the field in New Haven is
quite ready for another traveling
teacher. "Mother" Beecher also served
in New' Jersey for a short time, and
then returned to Canada where she remained for a few days in Montreal, then
went on to Brockville, Onto Of her
experience there "Mother" Beecher
writes:
"I have found some great souls seeking light and peace, mostly church people who have grown discontented, and
are reaching out after something rational. What a privilege to teach Christians from their own Bible! I have
longed and prayed for years for this
bounty, and strange to say since I came
into Canada last October my work has
been nearly all among that class. Also
among some Jews. My work here has
been private, that is, in homes, rather
than in public meetings."
For one like "Mother" Beecher, who
will on the 26th of July be 80 years old
(or 80 years young as in her case), we
can readily see that the limitations of
the human physical do not always operate when the spirit within one takes full
control, and we strive "to live and move
and have our being" in the Center 01
Life.
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MR. AND MRS. BOSCH

SOUTH AMERICA

From Papeete, Tahiti (an Island in
the South Pacific-French Territory), we
have received a letter from Mrs. Louise
Bosch, shared with us by Mrs. True.
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Bosch left San
Francisco early last spring traveling to
that far away Island of the Sea, leaving
material rest-and the comforts of the
modern world-responding to the call
of the Center of the Covenant that
teachers should travel to the Islands of
the P'acific-they gave the Message to
Mr. Alexander Drollet (the government interpreter at Tahiti) and his
wife. Sister Louise writes:
"He (Mr. Drollet) was the first who
became a believer and the first who
heard the Truth. We presented the
Truth to him and his wife in French
at their home, not long after our arrival
here. He uses the Greatest Name every
morning, and he prays that wonderful
prayer on page 58 of the Divine Plan.
Without our telling him, he has selected
that prayer for himself. In every way
his rapid spiritual growth has amazed
us, and words are unable to express our
thankfulness to God. How great is the
mercy of Abdul-Baha to have permitted
us to come here to find such a soul!
Mr. Drollet told us that always he had
wished and hoped to do something sometime for the Polynesians here, and he
said that he knew now that he woulc1
translate some of the teachings of Abdul-Baha into that language."

Dr. and Mrs. Frederic Valles Vargas
and Mrs. Maria Hersch of Buenos Aires,
Argentine, S. A., have arrived in California, and will make a tour of this
country, visiting the large Bahai Assemblies.
These new friends from
Buenos Aires sent a cable of greeting
to the Bahai Convention in New York.
Each one of the three has given talks
on the Bahai Cause in Argentine since
they heard the Message from Miss Martha Root last September. They represent the flower of Latin-American culture.
We are beginning to gather fruits
from the beautiful services rendered by
Miss Root on that great South American
trip of last year which has added Imges
to the history of the Bahai Cause in this
Western world. Here are a few of the
results which are forthcoming:
o Theosophista, the Theosophical
Magazine of Brazil, South America, published in Rio de Janeiro, has in its April
number a most excellent article entitled
"The Message Bahai to the Spiritual
W orId. " A short history of the Bab,
BAHA'o'r,LAH and Abdul-Baha is given:
the twelve vital Principles are explained
and the "to live the life" quoted in
full with some selections from the
Hidden Words. It was written by Guido
Gnocchi of Santos, Brazil, under his Brazilian nom-de-plume Angelo Guido. Two
other splendid articles on the Bahai
Cause written by this same author have
come from South America recently.
Abdul-Baha. in a Tablet to Marthn
Root received in May, said: "Praise be
to God, the Call of the Kingdom has
been raised in South America, and the
seeds of Guidance have been sowed in
those cities and regions. Certainly the
heat of the Sun of Reality, the rain of
the Eternal Bounty and the breeze of
the Love of God will make them germinate. Have confidence."

MRS. GOODALL, MRS. COOPER AND
MRK FRANKLAND
Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, Mrs. Ella
Goodall Cooper and Mrs. A. J .. ll'rankland of Berkeley-those precious friends
on the Pacific Coast, visited in Southern
California recently. Mrs. Cooper spoke
on "The Bahai Movement for 'W orld
Brotherhood" at the Recreation Center
in Santa Barbara; and also addressed
an audience at the large and fashionable Hotel Arlington. Mrs. Frankland
spoke before the Theosophical Society
while in Santa Barbara.

THE TEACHING COMMITTEE,
By JliIariam Haney, Sec'y.
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BULLETIN-Jenabi Fazel Mazandarani has undergone an operation and
was in the hospital for some time. On behalf of the Bahais everywhere we
extend to him heartfelt sympathy and the prayer for a complete recovery and
greater strength to serve the Cause. 'vVe also hope the Persian section of the
S'TAR OF THE WEST' will soon be restored.-Editors.

A Photograph from Teheran
STANDING (left to right):
ELIZABETH H. STEW ART.
MOHAMMED LABEEB, just returned from Haila.
DR. SARAH CLOCK.
MIRZA NUR-ED-DIN.

SEA TED (left to right):
LILLIAN KAPPES.
MAHBOOBEE, niece of Mohammed Labeeb.
DR. SUSAN L MOODY.
MONAVER, orphan from Kazwin in Tarbiat School.
GHODSEA ASHRAF, just returned from America.

Photograph taken April 3, 1920, Teheran, Persia.
Sent by IsabelIa D. Brittingham-see page 162.

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations' that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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The House of Spirituality in Persia
Talk by JENABI FAzEL MAZANDARANI, given at the Twelfth Annual MashrekolAzkar Convention, New York City, April 29, 1920. Interpreted by
Manucher Khan. Stenographically reported by
Harris & Stacy, N. Y.

W

E thank God, friends, for the
bounties which He has bestowed
upon us. For what He has done for us
let us express our thanks. We have
come at a befitting time, when the Bahais are working in the beautiful time
and day of the Rizwan. *
Praise be to God, you have undertaken
great services, one of the most important of which is the raising of the fund
for the Mashrekol-Azkar. We have been
reading about the Mashrekol-Azkar and
this news has been heralded throughout
the world, the Bahais everywhere praying earnestly and watching its progress.
Praise be to God, that sufficient funds
have already been collected to start the
work of building.
Having heard Abdul-Baha speak of
the Mashrekol-Azkar and having read
his writings, we know how he feels about
the matter. The Bahais throughout the
world have not only heard about the
other Mashrekol-Azkars, but also about
the one that is to be built in America.
Many Tablets have been written about
'X'The Feast of Rizwan (P'aradise)
commemorates the Declaration of BAHA'O'LLAH in the Garden of EI-Rizwan in
Bagdad, April 21st, 1863. The season
of feasting lasts twelve days-April21~
to May 2d, inclusive. April 21st, April
28th and May 2d, are especially celebrated.-Eclitor's.

the Mashrekol-Azkar in Ishkabad. In
the Book of Akdas it is commanded that
Mashrekol-Azkar~ be built. There should
be a Mashrekol-Azkar in every city. It
is Abdul-Baha's wish that the Mashrekol-Azkar be as grand as it is possible
to make it, for the more beautiful it is,
the more attention it will attract, and by
this, the outward manifestation of the
spiritual temple, will many be drawn to
the Revelation of BAHA'O'LLAH.
Praise be to God, that you are going
to build a grand Mashrekol-Azkar.
There is no doubt that it will require a
large sum of money to erect such a
structure, but the sincerity of the Bahais will remove all difficulties, and when
the effort is made every obstacle will be
overcome.
During the past year a number of
Mashrekol-Azkars have been built in
Persia. There is one in Hamadan, Persia. First, a large tract of ground was
acquired and a building was erected
there011. They are adding to the building from time to time, so as to make it
grand and impressive. Other buildings
have been placed around it, such as a
school for boys and a school for girls,
a Bahai library and a guest house for
the Bahais. The Bahais of Hamadan
thought it impossible to erect such a
building because of the great expense,
but after they had started it, everything
worked out right.
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It seems that new life has entered
into the Bahais of the world for many
institutions have already been started.
For instance, the house where BAHA'O'LLAH resided during his sojourn in Baghdad is to be rebuilt, as it is a place that
will be visited by people from all parts
of the world and should be preserved.
The Bahais have started to rebuild it.
When you undertake to do anything,
no matter how difficult its accomplishment may seem, it will work out right.

Another thing that has greatly
pleased us is the committee of teachers.
Nothing is as important as teaching.
Everything else comes after this. The
more the teachings are spread and the
[Bahais a,re increased in number, the
greater will be the possibility of their
accomplishment. The mOTe we do, the
sooner will we attain the goal. That is
why, tAbdul-Baha has said repeatedly
that this time is the springtime of teaching. He has repeatedly emphasized that
we must do our best to teach and he has
said that the Bahais should hold meetings to consult about this matter.

,71!e

will tell you about the Eastern
method of teaching, as it may throw
some light on the matter: In accordance
with the commands of Ab dul-Baha, they
have established a Spiritual Meeting
(House of Spirituality) in every town
of Persia. They elect, that is to say,
all the Bahais elect, at least nine men
out of their number. Sometimes it is
nine, sometimes twice as many and sometimes even three, four, five or even six
times as many. This Spiritual Meeting is
like a fountain-head from which flows instructions for all the committees and subcommittees-that is to say, it has the
authority. This Spiritual Meeting has
many sub-committees and many submeetings are held. Every branch of the
work is referred to one of these committees. For instance, one of these committees is specified as the committee of
teaching; that is, teachers are elected,
a separate committee is appointed, of
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which all the members are teachers. A
report of their work is made every week
to the Spiritual Meeting. Meetings for
teaching are held in every part of the
city or town and the people are informed
thereof. The time is appointed and the
Bahais attend such meetings, taking
their friends with them who are not
Bahais, the one who addresses such a
meeting being the teacher who has been
appointed by the committee. The teacher informs the committee of his work
and the committee makes a report of the
work of all the teachers to the Spiritual
Meeting. To bring people to a teaching
meeting once may not be sufficient, for
the words may not have taken effect, so
they should be brought a second and
even a third time. Another meeting is
held which is called the encouraging
meeting, that is, those who have been
partly convinced are encouraged after
they have passed the meeting of the
teachers. Then they are taken to another meeting, where fuller information
is given them and everything possible is
done for them.
Much work is accomplished by the
Spiritual Meeting and great responsibility rests upon it. In addition to the
work of teaching, their duty is to keep
the Bahais together, to unite them and
to remove all cause of difference and
dissension. They do everything they
can to interest and do not allow anything to enter that will cause dissension and difference. Thus spirituality
always prevails. This is of tbe utmost
importance. Abdul-Baha has repeatedly emphasized the importance of unity.
It is Abdul-Baha's wish that we should
all enter the Kingdom of God, but it is
hard to be firm and steadfast therein.
We must all strive to keep unity and
harmony.
Before a Bahai teacher arrives in a
city of Persia, the friends are notified
of his coming and are given full information about him. Plans for his coming
are made and are sent to the committee
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of teaching. That is the best way to
spread the teachings. The Bahais living in a town and understanding the
conditions there, are in a better position to know how to spread the Cause
than would a stranger coming to the
town. The plan should, therefore, be
drawn by the Bahais of the town and
should be carried out by the teacher.
That is the way meetings and submeetings are held in the East. If you
have Spiritual Meetings like those in
the East, it will be very advantageous
to you and it will also be beneficial to
have a committee of teaching. I hope
that ere long you will have Spiritual
Meetings everywhere, so that wherever
we go we will find the plans have been
made and we can proceed with our work.
MR. LUNT: I think in the minds of
many there has been a doubt as to JUSt
what is intended by the term" Spiritual
Meeting" as used by our brother J enabi
Fazel, and with his permission I want
to ask a question as to what qualifications, in the Orient, are required of
those believers who elect what we call
the House of Spirituality.
JENABI FAzEL:
The House of Spirituality is the same as the Spiritual Meeting. That is the mode of procedure in
Persia. You can do likewise. In every
town of Persia they have a House of
Spirituality, or a Spiritual House or a
Spiritual Meeting, which are all the
same. The members of the Spiritual
Meeting are elected by the Bahais, those
receiving the majority of votes being
elected. The Bahais elect certain ones
of their own number and those elected
become electors who choose the House of
Spirituality.
These are the conditions for choosing the House of Spirituality.
There are numerous Tablets on this subject and one of the conditions is that the Bahais chosen as members of the House of Spirituality should
be firm in the Covenant and well known
for their steadfastness; that is to say,
those who are sincere and are well known
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to the others. After such members have
been chosen, they proceed according to
a plan determined by Abdul-Baha as
to what they should do. For instance,
they should consult about teaching. The
assemblies that the teachers are to visit
should communicate with them and they
should be consulted beforehand. They
should consult how to spread the Bahai
literature and every step taken must be
a matter of consultation. Of course,
everything cannot be discussed at the
meetings of the House of Spirituality.
There should be sub-committees to do
the work. One of the committees is the
committee of teaching. The only subject
discussed at these meetings is how to promote the Cause. These teachers shou] d
not sacrifice all of their time in teaching.
If it is necessary to do that, the work
should be divided among different ones,
so that only a part of their time will be
required in teaching. These teachers are
versed in the prophetical books, can make
a good address and can afford to spend
part of their time at these meetings.
A teacher is sent to everyone of these
meetings, in whatever place or home it
is held, he being informed beforehand
what meeting he is to attend and the
appointed time, and the Bahais invite
their friends to these meetings of teaching. The subject is chosen and the
teacher goes to the meeting and gives
his lecture. The teacher informs the
teaching committee and the latter reports to the House of Spirituality. Those
who were invited, who have read the
words and have been impressed by the
teacher, are invited to other meetings
where they are given more information
and a deeper insight into the teachings.
That is the way the Bahais in Persia
have their sub-committees work. If you
think it feasible, it would be very good
to select nine members to look after such
matters-nine or more, twice as many
as nine does not matter. They should
have full authority and should hold a
meeting of consultation at least once a
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week about spreading the Cause, and
of course they should make it a point to
ascertain what has already been decided
upon.
Another important thing is that all
these meetings should work together in
harmony and unity. The mission of the
Bahai is one of service and there is nothing besides that. Our greatest desire is
to render service. Consultation is one
of the explicit commands of Abdul-Baha,
but the time and place can be of your
own choosing.
MR. LUNT: Just one point. I wish
to clarify one point: How is the membership of the friends who elect the
House of Spirituality to be determined,
who determines that membership, and
what are the qualifications of those who
elect the House of Spirituality?
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What aim do we have except servitude?
This position is a very important one
and carries with it much responsibility.
In the Tablets revealed by Abdul-Baha
these conditions are mentioned in detail.
You have all heard of the important position which such a Spiritual Meeting
holds. They are the chosen representatives of Abdul-Baha in every city and
town.
MR. \VINDUST: I should like to have
it clearly defined if there is any difference between the Spiritual Meeting and
the Spiritual Assembly and the House
of Spirituality?
JENABI F AZEL: SO far as I know, the
House of Spirituality and the Spiritual
Assembly (and Spiritual Meeting) are
exactly the same.

MR. LUNT: Suppose new people come
JENABI FAZEL: The members (of the
to a meeting today (or have been) comassembly) should elect those who choose
ing for a number of months. Suppose
the (nine) members (of the House of
they say, "We believe we are Bahais."
Spirituality) .
Suppose we have a meeting called to
MR. LUNT: How are we to determine elect the House of Spirituality, shall we
the qualifications, the conditions, how do notify these people, who say they bewe determine the membership, the gen- lieve, to come and help elect the House
eral membership which elects these nine of Spirituality, or shall we have some
- I mean the whole body of the assem- committee pass upon their qualificably?
tions?
JENABI FAZEJ~: The first condition is
JENABI FAZEL: All those who are Basincerity and firmness in the Causehais have the right to vote. They should
this is the law-and of course this should
elect a number of people, and those who
be carefully considered. This is more
are elected should choose the nine (conimportant than anything else because
stituting the House of Spirituality).
it is the center of the Cause. The cenThe Bahais are known everywhere. They
ter should be clear and pure. I t is like
co~~ld not be anything else.
a source from which all the streams
spring. If the source is not clear, how
MRS. HOAGG: Just one question: In
can the stream be clear? It must be choosing the members of the House of
pure. If it is not, it will be of no use. Spirituality, should the committee be
The first condition is sincerity and firm- larger than the number chosen; do you
ness, and they should be firm in the usually have a larger committee to choose
Cent er of the Covenant, sincere in every the House of Spirituality ~
way and be ready to sacrifice their lives
JENABI FAZEL: Naturally, a larger
for the Cause. One should have no will
except the will of God. He should not committee should choose a smaller combe tenacious and persist in his own opin- mittee; of course they cannot be nine
ion. If somebody has a better opinion, themselves and choose eighteen. They
he must change his opinion at once. must choose out of their own members.
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Tablets received by American Bahais in 1919
JOHN WOLOOTT
To his honor, :Thfr. W olcott, Spokane,
Washington-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
He Is God!

o

thou faithful servant of God!
Thy letter was perused. Thou hadst
written that "I am striving to cause the
friends of Spokane to become self-sacrificing."
I hope that each and all of
the friends may become self-sacrificing
and set forth the example to others.
Until man becomes self-sacrificing in the
path of God, his life will be void of any
result and will be like unto that of a
mineral; he will resemble a fruitless
tree, and a tree must bear fruit. I hope
that the friends of God may all become
fruitful trees and illumined lamps and
may not remain extinguished.
As to the questions thou hadst asked,
I have no time for a detailed answer
for letters are pouring in from the East
and the West and if I answer a word
to anyone, it is indicative of the utmost
love for I have not any time at my disposal. At present I answer thy questions briefly and if in the future an
interview is made possible, I will give
thee a detailed answer.
Existence is of two kinds:
One is
the existence of God which is beyond
the comprehension of man. He, the invisible, the lofty and the incomprehensible, is preceded by no cause 'but rather
is the Originator of the cause of causes.
He, the ancient, has had no beginning
and is the all-independent. The second
kind of existence is the human existence.
It is a common existence, comprehensible
to the human mind, is not ancient, is dependent and has a cause to it. The mortal substance does not become eternal
and vice-versa; the human kind does not
become a Oreator and vice-versa. The
transformation of the innate substance
is impossible.

In the world of existence, that which
is comprehensible. is in three stages of
mortality: the first stage is the mineral
world, next the vegetable world, and in
the latter the mineral world does exist
but has a distinctive feature which is
the vegetable characteristic. Like"wise
in the animal world, the mineral and
vegetable characteristics are 1)1'eSent and
in addition the characteristics of the
animal world are to be found; it has
the faculties of hearing and of sight.
In the human "world the characteristics
of the mineral, vegetable and animal
worlds are found and in addition those
of the human kind are existing. That
is the intellectual characteristic, which
discovers the realities of things and comprehends the all-important facts.
Man, therefore, on the plane of the
contingent beings is the most perfect being. By man is meant the perfect individual, who is like unto a mirror in
which the divine perfections are manifested and reflected. But the sun does
not condescend from. the height of its
sanctity to enter into the mirror, but
when the latter is purified and turned
towards the Sun of Truth, the perfections of this Sun, consisting of light and
heat, are reflected and manifested in
that mirror. These souls are the Divine Manifestations of God.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Acca, Palestine, July 20, 1919.)
ME. AND MRS. LATINIER
To their honors, Mr. J ames and Rouhani
Latimer, Portland, Oregon- Upon
them be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

o ye

two
Praise
Latimer,
the love

(Continued on page 163;

He Is God!
faithful and assured souls!
be to God, your son, George
is enkindled with the fire of
of God, and is with all his

STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the East. and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after ho sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thv voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-EAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you I
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
Western States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Letter from the House of Spirituality, Teheran
Translation by Manucher Khan, of the fac-simile reproduction of the Persian
printed on page 26 of the STAR OF THE WEST.
To the STAR OF THE WEST'-Oompliments and congratulations!
The members of the Spiritual Assembly (House of Spirituality) of Teheran,
Persia, offer the sincerest congratulations to the editors and the staff of the
STAR OF THE WEST.
The STAR OF THE WEST had ceased its
radiation owing to the dense clouds of
this destructive world-wide war; but in
this happy and joyous time, from the
unlimited bounty of the Almighty God,
those clouds have been dispelled and
dispersed and again the STAR OF THE
"VEST has shone forth in a new style.
We beg at the Threshold of God
the success and the prosperity of the
honorable editor and his staff, and hope
that, God willing, day by day the refulgence and resplendence of the STAR OF
THE WEST may be increased and that it
may be lighted in such a manner that

it may bestow upon the hearts of the
people of the West illumination, that
the sleeping ones may arise from their
slumbers and the uninformed ones may
be informed of the rising and the dawning of the Star of Reality from the
horizon of Persia, and may not be
bereft of the effulgence of the Sun of
Guidance and Wisdom. But alas, alas!
most of the people are narrow-minded,
short-sighted, and are unaware of the
Highway of Reality. Some have been
contented with a small cup of water
and have deprived themselves of the
ocean and the limpid and salubrious
water, and a few are in search of it but
they wish to confine that boundless
water of life in a small jar or dish, but
how impossible! How well He has said,
"And by the Name of God, the sayer
is from God-If anyone searches for
light in the daytime that self same
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search is a demonstration of his blindness. ' , God is manifest and has come
like unto a luminating Star, but what
a pity that He has come in the towns
of the blind people.
vVe continually invoke at the Threshhold of the Almighty God that the
minds of the people may be purified
from the ashes of cruelty and injustice,
and may be adorned with the light of
justice and toleration, so that they may
witness the rays of the Sun of Reality
with their outward and inward eyes,
and that they may drink from the R,iver
of Life which is flowing in the heart of
the world, and that they may obtain
eternal life. He is the Ancient abow
all things!
THE SPIRITUAL HOUSE OF,TElHERAN,
(Seal)

President: Shoao'llah.
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(INVITATION)
We most respectfully inform the
Spiritual Houses (Houses of Spirituality) of Europe and the United
States, that the Spiritual House of
Teheran will gladly correspond with
the above-mentioned Spiritual Assemblies, either in the English, French or
Esperanto languages. If any of the
Bahai Assemblies wish to communicate
with us in any of the above languages
we will answer them as soon as possible.
All letters should be addressed as follows:
Rouhani Davachi,
Khiabani Naserie
Teheran,
Persia.
THE SPIRITUAL HOUSE OF TEHERAN,
(Seal)

President: Shoao'llall!.

Recent Tablet to the House of Spirituality, Chicago
To the members of the House of Spirituality, Ohicago-Upon them be the Glory
of God, the Most Glorious!
He Is God!
o ye dear friends of Abdul-Baha!
The letter which ye had written to the Oentral States was perused. My
hope is that this Oonvention for Teaching will remain firm and permanent and
that its honorable members will serve the Kingdom of God with utmost unison
and harmony, so that the effulgent light of the Sun of Reality may illumille the
horizons of America, and the call of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH may reach everywhere. The teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH, like unto the breaths of the
Holy Spirit, revives the people. The favors of His Holiness BAHA'O'IJLAH will
encompass all mankind.
Abdul-Baha feels great attachment towards the Ohicago friends, for the
call of the Kingdom of God, first of all, reached Ohicago and made some souls
in that city attracted to the Heavenly Kingdom. As in the beginning they
did before all attain to the Spirit of Life, so should ye now try to preserve
this bounty to the end. R,esist ye like unto a firm foundation every violent
storm. Withstand ye like unto a strongly-rooted tree the severe winds. Be
ye released from every thought save that of the Kingdom of God. Be ye
freed from every bond. Have ye no attachment save that to His Holiness
BAHA'O'LLAH. Strive ye day and night with heart and soul so that ye may
render some service to the Kingdom of God. These are virtues which bear
fruits, otherwise rootless trees fall to earth by furious winds; weak lamps are
extinguished through a breeze; languid bodies become overwhelmed by the
slightest attack (accident) and the superficial people run away from Reality,
as it is plainly mentioned in the Gospels.
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At all events, 0 ye friends of God, the tests are verily severe.
It needs a heavenly power so that man may remain firm.
Convey, on my behalf, longing greetings to all the friends of God, one
byone.
I intended to go to Chicago by way of the Pacific Ocean" but obstacles
appeared, so (at present) I have given up the idea, waiting to see what the
will of God will be and what confiTmation His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH bestoweth.
Upon ye be the Glory of Abha!
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.
(Translated by Mirza Azizullah Khan S. Bahadur, Mount CaTmel, Palestine, August 1st, 1920.)

Recent Tablet to the Women's Assembly, Teheran
Through his honor the pilgrim Sobhie
and his honor Mirza Ahmed Yazdani
-Upon them he BAHA'O'LLAH ElAbha I-to the attracted leaves, teachel'S of the Women's Assembly-Upon
them he BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!

He Is God!
o fragrant leaves of the Assembly of
Teaching!
Endeavor until royal teaching comes
from the powerful King. Speak eloquent words until the promise of service
to the Kingdom of Abha appears. Supplicate at the Threshold of the Blessed
Perfection until the signs of the Most
High appear. Make the ear attentive
to the Supreme Apex until ye hear the
melody of the Kingdom of Abha!
Make the heart pure and spiritual
until from it radiates the illumination
of the W oTd of God; and devote thy-selves to the work and action which will
be the cause of the awakening and edu6ation of the people.
This magnetic period of existence is
the cause of the progress of divine instruction. The instruction of the Ancient Beauty, which is the myrtle of
ascent to the condition of the world
and the favor of ascent to the world
of the Kingdom, must be made to flow.
Then endeavor, take no rest, be occupied with service to the Holy Threshhold, and this is teaching the Cause of
God and divine instruction.

The hope is that ye may be aided and
prospered.
Upon ye be BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.
(Translated April 28, 1920, TeheTan,
Persia, by Amatola'llah (Dr. Susan I.
Moody) ; Tevealed 14 Safar 1338, Haifa,
Palestine. )

Letter from Isabella D. Brittingha,rn
To the STAR OF THE WEST:
With greatest joy I am mailing to
you a photograph from TeheTan.
Many OTiginal photos I am planning
to file in the archives in Chicago. To
the next genemtion they will be mOTe
precious than millions of jewels. We
little realize all we now have in the
Word and in the lives of its servants.
Twenty centuries ago there were only a
few pages, recorded from memory, from
the day of Jesus-and no other authentic treasures!
This photograph was mailed from Teheran the middle of April with a letter from my niece. It came in about two
months.
I have a lateT letter enclosing a Tablet Tevealed for the Women's Assembly of Teaching with Dr. Moody's
translation, which I send herewith.
My niece states in this last letteT,
which is dated May 10, 1920, concerning the Teheran work:
"The women aTe alive about teaching.
They have fourteen different places for
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teaching in various parts of the city,
and many seekers. We have a meeting
here (in the united home of Dr. Moody
and Miss Stewart) every Tuesday afternoon with a Persian woman teacher,
and it is wonderful to hear her teaching from all the different holy books,
according to whom she has present, Armenian, Jew, Moslem or Zoroastrian.
Saturdays, at sunset, we have a meeting for men. Mirza Farajo'llah teaches
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and has taught here in our office, this
men's meeting, for seven years."
Such floods of the ocean of His Utterance, and the knowledge of their effect upon the arising souls, pour in
from all parts that, indeed, we could
not bear more upon our sensitive spirits
and remain conscious-as Mirza Abul
Fazl once said.
I. D. Brittingham.

Tablets received by American Bahais in 1919
(Continued from page 159)

power engaged in service. This youth
shall be confirmed and shall plant for
you a tree that shall eternally yield
fresh fruits.
The meeting which ye prepared at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Nash, on the day
of Naurooz, was an illumined assemblage and the recipient of merciful blessings.
Such gatherings are pregnant
with remarkable results and their importance shall, in the future, be made
evident and manifest. During the autumn season the seed is sown and its
significance is veiled, but when springtime approaches and causes it to thrive,
then its importance is revealed.
At present the principle of the Oneness of Mankind resembles a seed which
is sown and which at first commands
no importance, but when the springtime
of Universal Peace draws near, then it
shall grow and its importance be made
known.
Upon ye be Baha-EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 20, 1919.)
SOPHIE LOEDING
To the maid-servant of God, Sophie
Loeding, Chicago, Illinois-Upon her
be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

o
----.

He Is God!
thou daughter of the Kingdom!

-----

"-~-"------- ..-

--

Praise be to God, thou hast [i ttended
the Mashrekol-Azkar Convention at New
York, hast witnessed that great stir and
celebration, hast associated with the
friends and joined them in their songs,
hast been animated and quickened and
with a new spirit hast returned to Chicago. Associate intimately with the
class of young friends and join them
in their activities. Convey to them my
respectful greeting and say: ' '0 class
of young people! Praise be to God,
ye are strong in body and are gladdened in spirit by the divine gladtidings. Ye must exert an effort and
must labor hard. The light of the oneness of the world of humanity and of
universal peace must radiate from your
class to the surrounding regions, ye
must be the cause of the promulgation
of heavenly teachings and must summon the souls to merciful characteristics
that they may acquire a Bahai training
and may be confirmed by divine assistance. "
Upon thee be greeting and praise!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 20, 1919'.)

MABEL RICE-WRAY
To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Mabel
Rice-Wray, Detroit, Michigan-Upon
her be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

------------~------"--~--"

------
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He Is God!
o thou pure leaf of the Blessed Tree!
Thy letter was received and its con·
tents noted. From lack of time a short
answer is given, for letters pour down
like unto rain from the East as well as
from the West. I have no time for a
detailed answer. In brief it is this:
It is not permissible to hang the
sacred picture on the walls of rooms·
but to hang the Greatest Name, or th~
picture of the sacred tomb, or the picture of a spot where His Holiness
BAHA'o'LLAH has been, is permitted.
I pray to God that ye may ever be enkindled with the fire of the love of God ,
attracted by the fragrances of God, assisted in benevolent deeds, in good and
faithful conduct and firm in the Covenant and Testament. Whatever thou
deemest advisable for the promulgation
of the Cause, it is acceptable.
As to the election of women, this is a
political question. I avoid all politics,
but I say this much, that men and
women are both parts of the human
branch, and for mankind two wings are
necessary. If either one is weak the
bird will not fiy, but if both are strong
mankind will soar to the exalted sum:r;nit.
Upon thee be greeting and praise!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)
[NOTE-Mrs. Rice-Wray sends the above
Tablet to the STAR OF THE WEST with
the following word of explanation: "I
am enclosing the copy of a Tablet received recently and which I feel is not
intended for me but for someone who
asked the questions which it answers.
And someone may have my Tablet. Perhaps you have heard of someone who
has a Tablet plainly not for them.
Someone surely is looking for this one."
-Edit-ors.]
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To his honor, Mr. Edward Struven,
Beverly, Massachusetts-Upon him
be BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!

He Is God!
o thou who art firm in the Covenant!
Thy letter was received. Thou hast
mentioned in it the name of the attracted maid-servant of God, Lua.* Lua
pertained to the Kingdom, was lordly,
was merciful and was attracted by the
divine fragrances.
That blessed leaf
has been the cause of the guidance of
many a soul for she was endowed with
a heart that was attracted, a tongue
that was eloquent and spent her time
day and night in teaching. At present
she is calling ye from the Abha Kingdom saying: "0 ye my children! Are
ye aware of what bounty I have attained? If so, ye would cast behind
this earthly body and would hasten and
fly to this Divine Realm." In fine, Lua
has acquired an everlasting fame and
an eternal bounty.
Thou hast written concerning the difficulties arising between Labor and Capital, ye may discuss this question at
Green Acre. When I was in America,
I delivered different addresses on that
subject; get those speeches and discuss
the topic in accordance with them.
Upon thee be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 20, 1919.)
L. B.N'ASH
To his honor, Mr. L. B. Nash, Portland,
Oregon-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH
EI-Abha!
He Is God!

o thou servant of God!
Thy letter was received, and was the
cause of gladness. Thou hast expressed
*Lua Getsinger.
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thy ardent wish that I should attend
the Peace Congress. I do not present
myself at such political conferences, for
the establishment of peace is unachievable save through the power of the
Word of God. vVhen a conference is
held composed of representatives of all
nations and working under the influence
of the Word of God, then Universal
Peace will be established, but otherwise
it is impossible.
At present it is certain that temporary peace is established, but it is not
lasting. All governments and nations
have become tired of war, of the difficulties of travel, of huge expenditures,
of the loss of life, of the affliction of
women, of the great number of orphans,
and are driven by force to peace. But
this peace is not permanent, but temporary.
We hope that the power of the Word
of God will establish a peace that shall
eternally remain effective and secure.
Convey on my behalf to all the family
greetings and kindness.
Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)
KOKAB MAC CUTCHEON
To the maid-servant of God, Kokab MacCutcheon, Chicago, Ill., care of the
maid-servant of God, Mrs. True, Chicago, Ill.-Upon her be BAHA'O'LLAH
El-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou resplendent Kokab!
Thy letter was received. Associate
as before with Mrs. True and contribute
to the Mashrekol-Azkar as much as possible. Strive for unity among the white
and the colored so that color may no
more be taken into consideration but
instead the hearts be considered. The
hearts must be illumined, must be pure
and white and not the body of man.
Many are the colored ones who, in the
field of faith, have surpassed the white
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and won the goal, and many are the
white who in view of a darkened heart
have been deprived of the bounties of
God.
In short, five races exist upon the
surface of the globe: the white, black,
brown, yellow and red races. This resembles the different species and colOl's
of doves, but, on the other hand, there is
no distinction of color among them, on
the contrary the white, black, yellow,
blue, red and purple doves, all associate
together in the utmost love and harmony. How can man who is endowed
with reason and intelligence be limited
by these considerations of color ~ This
is nothing but heedlessness, ignorance
and counter to human laws.
Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoglli R,abbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 24, 1919.)
OSCAR HANKO
To his honor Mr. Oscar Hanko, Newark,
N. J.-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH ElAbha!
He Is God!

o

thou seL'vant of the Divine Kingdom!
Thy letter was received. Its contents
indicated that at a time when, due to
war, the world was in confusion and
commotion, thou wert in utmost tranquillity and composure, engaged in servitude to the threshold of the Lord of
Hosts, wert serving the Kingdom, wert
wishing nothing save the illumination
of the world of mankind and had no
object but the exaltation of the Word
of God and the promulgation of heavenly teachings. Thus thou hast been
confirmed and assisted.
Convey on my behalf to Dr. Guthrie
and Mr. LeDoux the utmost kindness
and respect. On their behalf, at the midnight hour, I pray and entreat at the
Threshold of the All-Knowing God and
beg assistance, bounty and everlasting
blessings. Undoubtedly they shall be
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confirmed by the heavenly legions and
assisted by the Divine Spirit.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha.
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Acca,
Palestine, July 26, 1919.)
MRS. JENNIE ANDERSON
Through his honor, Dr. Bagdadi-Upon
him be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha I-to
the maid-servant of God, Mrs. J ennie
Anderson.
He Is God!

o thou

leaf of the Tree of Life!
Your letter has been received. Because you are exceedingly worthy of an
answer, therefore this epistle has been
written.
Happy is thy condition for the thickly
condensed clouds did not prevent thee
from seeing the Sun of Reality. With
thine own ear thou hast heard the call of
the Kingdom of God and with thine eye
thou hast witnessed the lights of guidance. Rest thou assured that thou art
under the protection of the Lord of
Hosts and art considered one of the
daughters of the Kingdom. Appreciate
thou this station because this is a great
station.
Convey thou, on my behalf, to thy revered husband the utmost kindness.
Likewise, to the children.
Upon thee be EI-Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi,
November 10, 1919, revealed September
20, 1919.)
MRS. CARPENTER
To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Carpenter, the Secretary of the Spiritual
Assembly, at Santa Paula, California
-Upon her be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

o thou

He Is God!
wooer of the love of God!
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For a long time I have desired to
correspond with thee, but I had no time
whatever. At present as the respected
maid-servant of God, Mrs. True, is returning to those regions, I am writing
thee in brief that thou mayest know
that thou art ever within sight and present before me.
I beg for thee from the bounties of
God advancement in the Kingdom and
nearness to His Highness the Merciful
One. Thy services in the Spiritual Assembly are accepted in the sight of the
Almighty and are well known to the
friends. I supplicate thy reward from
His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Haifa, Palestine, November 12, 1919.)
JAMES SIMPSON
To his honor, Mr. J ames Simpson, Washington, D. C.-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!
He Is God!

o thou servant of God!
Thy letter and thy poems arrived.
F1rom their contents it became known
that, praise be to God, thou art ablaze
with the burning fire of the love of God,
hast secured a share and portion from
the bounty of the Spirit and hast purposed to render a distinguished service
to the divine Kingdom and to be the
cause of the promulgation of the oneness of mankind.
If it is possible and easy, undertake
a journey to North Africa and .enkindle
there the fire of the love of God and
summon the souls to the Revelation of
BAHA'O'LLAH and to the unity of mankind, so that religous, racial, sectarian
and worldly prejudice may not remain
and all may be brought to a full realization of the Truth. If thou goest, assuredly the confirmations of God shall
assist thee.
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I pray on your behalf that the light
of guidance may shine in the hearts,
divine bestowals may be extended and
heavenly bounty may shine in full radiance.
In this world whatever thou doest is
ultimately fruitless save service to the
Kingdom of God and to all mankind.
Upon thee be greeting and praise!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Acca,
Palestine, July 20, 1919'.)
CHARLES MASON REMEY*
To Mr. Remey-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH!

THE

*Note-This Tablet written nine years
ago, has just been receive d.- It was delayed in transmitting.
(February 28, 1920.)
C. M. R.
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of love and affinity. The power of the
Teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH will cause
the disappearance of this danger from
America.
But if Mr. M...... was completely
attracted to the Kingdom of Abha these
difficulties would not have appeared.
Now he must become a real Bahai so
that the heavenly army may assist and
these troubles may be entirely wiped
away. Write to him to read the supplications and implore toward the Kingdom of Abha! He must rest assured
that these difficulties will be cleared.
Convey tu all the friends of God the
wonderful Abha greeting.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!

o

thou who art firm in the Covenant!
Thy letter was received! It became
the cause of the utmost happiness and
rejoicing; for it contained the news that
the white and the colored are gathered
in one meeting in America and are associating with each other with infinite
love and kindness. Consider thou the
power of the Word of God which has
brought together those who were against
each other. To bring the white and the
colored together is considered impossible
and improbable, but the breaths of the
Holy Spirit will accomplish this fact.
The world of America must be very
thankful for this realization; for this
enmity and hatred which exist between
the white and the colored races is very
dangerous and there is no doubt that it
will end in bloodshed unless the penetration of the Word of God, the breaths
of the Holy Spirit and the teachings of
BAHA'O'LLAH are diffused amongst them
and love instead of hatred is established
between the two races.
They must destroy the foundation of
enmity and rancour and lay the basis

WEST

(Signed)

ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
Nov. 27, 1911, Paris, France.)
EMMA B. STOTT
To the maid-servant of God, Emma
B. Stott-Upon her be BAHA'O'LLAH
EI-Ablia!
He Is God!

o

thou blossom of the Tree of Life!
Happy art thou to have girded thy
loins in service; to have risen with all
thy power in the promulgation of the
divine teachings, to have convened gatherings ap-d to have striven for the exaltation of the Word of God.
In this mortal world every Important
matter has an end; and every remarkable achievement a termination; none
having permanent existence. For instance, consider how the important
achievements of the ancient world ha.ve
been at present totally exterminated and
not a trace remains therefrom save the
great Cause of the Kingdom of God,
which has no beginning and will have
no end.
At best, it is only renewed and at the
beginning of each renewal it commands
no attention in the sight of the people.
But when once definitely established, it
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will daily advance and in its daily exaltation will reach the supreme heavens.
For instance, consider the day of
Christ, which was the day of the renewal
of the Kingdom of God. The people
of the world attached no importance to
it and did not realize its significance to
such an extent that the T.omb of His
Holiness the Christ remained for three
hundred years lost and unknown, until
the maid-servant of God, Helene, the
mother of Constantine arrived and discovered the sacred spot.
My purpose in all this is to show how
unobservant are the people of the world
and how ignorant, and on the day of the
establishment of the Kingdom, they will
remain heedless and negligent.
Ere long the power of the Kingdom
will encompass all the world and then
they will be awakened and will cry and
lament over those who were oppressed
and martyred, and will raise their sighs
and moanings. Such is the nature of
people.
Praise thou God, therefore, that thou
hast offered thyself in the early days of
the renewal, has known the Lord of the
Kingdom, and hast become one of the
hosts of the Kingdom. The results of
this guidance and this bounty will, like
unto a star, shine from the horizon of
the Kingdom, and will illumine the
world.
Upon thee be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, August 27, 1919, Haifa, P'alestine.)
DR. HILLS COLE
Through his honor Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH ElAbha I-to his honor Dr. Hills ColeUpon him be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

He Is God!
o thou who art firm in the Covenant!
The friends of God are most pleased
with thee. They have loosened their
tongues in thy praise that thou art firm
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in the Covenant and Testament and art
self-sacrificing in the Path of God.
I hope from the bestowals of the True
Dne that thou mayst advance in the
Kingdom of God and become conducive
to the guidance of souls.
Upon thee be BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!
(Signed)

ABnuL-BAHA ABBAs.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
October 28, 1919, at Minneapolis, Minn.)
ELIZABETH STEVENS
To the maid-servant of God, Elizabeth
Stevens-Upon her be BAHA'o'LLAH
El-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou daughter of the Kingdom!
Two letters have been received from
thee, one from New York and another
from Bermuda. Verily, thy letter was
eloquent and from it the purpose was
quite manifest. Thou didst well to undertake such a good voyage to Bermuda.
I entreat and supplicate to the divine
Kingdom and beg for thee the confirmations of the Kingdom. Rest thou assured, thou shalt be confirmed. Engage
with all the power of thy heart in the
promulgation of divine teachings in
those islands, and be certain that the
doors will be wide opened.
After this war, all men are thirsty for
universal. peace, and the Divine Teachings lay the foundation of universal
peace and promulgate the oneness of the
world of humanity. P'raise thou God,
that He hast made thee of the chosen
and has selected thee for the promulgation of heavenly teachings. Be assured that thou shalt be confirmed.
Convey on my behalf the utmost love
and kindness to the maid-servants of
God, Maud Gaudreaux and Agnes Alexander.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 20th, 1919.)
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, 'On the shore of Lake Michigan a
piece of land is blessed because it has
been mentioned by the name of Mashrekol-Azkar. Whosoever arises for the
service of this building shall be assisted
with a great power from His Supreme
Kingdom, and upon him spiritual and

heavenly blessings shall descend which
shall fill his heart with wonderful consolation and enlighten his eyes by beholO.ing the glorious and eternal God."
(Words of Abdul-Baha from a Tablet
concerning the Mashrekol-Azkar.)

ABDUL-BAHA at the door of the Pilgrim
House, near the Holy Tomb of
BAHA'O'LI,AH, in Bahjee,
Acca, Palestine.

Photograph taken March 7, 1920.
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"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, ,that diversity of religion shall cease and 'differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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Report of Twelfth Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention
Held in New York City, April 26th-29th, 1920.
[These minutes of the 1920 Annnal Convention of Bahai Temple Unity are prepared and published
in conformity with a vote of the Convention to that effect. The Constitution and By-Laws of
Bahai Temple Unity are appended hereto, also as required by said vote.-,/llfred E, Lunt, Secretary.]

MONDAY MORNING SESSION-APRIL 26, 19'20.
THE twelfth annual Mashrekol-Azkar dine Club, 200 Fifth Avenue, 14th fioor,
Convention met at the Engineering New York Oity, with a Reception at 5
Societies' Building, 29 West 39th Street, P. M. and the Feast will be laid at 6 :30
New York City, on Monday, April 26, P. M. The kind friends of the New
1920, at 10 A. M., in accordance with York Assembly through their Rizwan
the following call issued February 18, Committee are in charge of the Feast.
1920:
"The Oonvention, or Annual Meeting
"To the Bahai Assemblies of America, of Bahai Temple Unity will open at the
Greeting:
Oonvention Hall of the Engineering So"At the instance of the Executive cieties at 29 West 39th Street, at 10
Board of Bahai Temple Unity, it is my A. M. on Monday, continuing through
duty to call your Assembly to the elec- the day, and similarly on Tuesday and
tion of a delegate or delegates, as pro- Wednesday. "
vided by the Constitution of the Unity,
The meeting was called to order by
to attend and represent your Assembly Dr. Frederick W. D 'Evelyn of San
at the annual Convention of Bahai Tem- Francisco, vice-president of the Unity,
ple Unity to be held in New York Oity in the absence of the president, Harlan
during a three or four day period of the F. Ober, who with Mrs. Ober had reRizwan which, as you know, begins cently sailed for Haifa, Palestine. Mrs.
April 21, 19'20 and extends twelve days. Parmerton, delegate from Oincinnati,
Will you kindly take immediate steps to Ohio, invited the friends to ask the
bring this matter to the attention of the blessings of God' upon this coming OonAssembly anri. to procure their action in vention and Congress and a moment of
accordance with this call ~
silent prayer was observed by all those
"Further details will be sent at the assembled.
earliest moment concerning the most imThe presiding officer announced that
portant work of this Oonvention and the :first business would be the election
the :final dates :fixed, place of meeting, of a temporary chairman, and upon mohospitality arrangements, Oonvention tion duly made and seconded, Dr.
and Congress program, etc.
D'Evelyn was continued in that office
Alfred E. Lunt, Secretary."
by unanimous action of the Convention.
Extracts from subsequent supplement- The secretary of the Unity, Alfred E.
ary letter:
Lunt, then read the temporary roll of
"The feast of Rizwan will open on delegates as appearing on the secretary's
the 15th day of the month of Jalal record.
(Glory), year 76, present calendar
Upon motion duly made and secSaturday, April 24th, 1920, at the Al- onded, it was voted that the chair name
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a committee on credentials. Louis G.
Gregory of vVashington was named
with authority to appoint two other
members of the committee to act with
him.
The chair announced the appointment
of a committee on permanent organiza;
tion consisting of William H. Randall
of Boston, Dr. Pauline Bartbn-Peeke of
Cleveland, and Mrs. Emogene Hoagg of
San Francisco.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that Alfred E. Lunt act
as temporary secretary. The secretary
thereupon offered the recommendations
of the Executive Board for the admission to the Bahai Temple Unity roll of
the following Assemblies:
Springfield, Mass.; Miami, Florida;
Bisbee, Arizona; Pasadena, Calif.; Omaha, Nebr., and Springfield, Illinois.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
the recommendations of the Executive
Board that the above Assemblies be admitted to the rolls as members of the
Unity was unanimously carried.
The chair called upon Mrs. Corinne
rrrue of Chicago for a report of the
financial secretary of the Unity. Mrs.
True reported as follows:
"The 31st day of March, 1920, there
was cash in the Northern Trust Company, the bank in which our funds are
deposited, $20,173.72, vouched for by
the bank itself. We hold United States
certificates of indebtedness, $120,000.
Liberty Loan bonds of different series,
estimated at par. It is very hard to
give the Liberty bonds and the War
Savings stamps other than to estimate
them at par, because the market fluctuates, and today they have a certain
value and tomorrow another, so to make
it uniform, we simply register at par,
and if we have a $50 bond it is called
$50. We have Liberty bonds of different series from 1 to 5, $33,650; in War
Savings stamps $610; total available
funds March 31st, 1920, $174,433.72.
We have the bonds all listed and the
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coupons all listed, and going over the
bonds and the certificates of indebtedness and the Liberty bonds, we have in
coupons interest, $5,585.99, running to
1947. You see these coupons run so
long and every Liberty bond that comes
to us is recorded with its number and
the amount and number of coupons attached. So, that today we have $20,173.72 in cash, $120,000 in United
States certificates of indebtedness, $00,650 worth of Liberty bonds, counted at
par, and $610 worth of War Savings
stamps counted at par, a total of $174,433.72 available fund."
Dr. D 'Evelyn anounced for the Santa
Paula, California, Assembly a fund of
$186.50 and stated that a contribution
each month is sent by that Assembly
to the teaching fund. Mr. Lunt spoke
of the beautiful letter received from
Secretary Walter Bohanan of the Kenosha, Wisconsin, Assembly and asked
the Convention to hold a moment of
silent prayer for that Assembly in accordance with a request in the letter.
This was done.
Dr. D 'Evelyn further reported on
the Assembly of Santa Barbara, California, stating that although small, it
is very active and that great possibilities are in sight.
Mrs. Howard Struven of Worcester
reported for Worcester, Mass., Assembly, stating that great bounties have
descended upon that city.
Mrs. Maxwell of Montreal, Canada,
brought the loving greetings of the
friends from Montreal and spoke of the
splendid work done by Mother Beecher
in Canada the past winter. Mother
Beecher, who had just entered the assembly hall, was invited to the platform
and gave a most thrilling account of
her experiences during the winter of
1919-1920 in Canada and stated, "It
has been the most wonderful winter of
my life." She told of how the seeds
were scattered over the entire city of St.
John and how she was told by one of
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thousands attending meetings "that you
are having a perfect whirlwind campaign here," the discussion of the Revelation even penetrating to the various
society gatherings in that city where religion is seldom spoken of, but "this
winter the Revelation of BAHA'O'LJjAH
was on every tongue." Mother Beecher
said that she wanted to interest the
whole Convention in that wonderful
country (Canada) that Abdul-Baha
has blessed and concerning which he
has made so many promises. She closed
with an earnest appeal for greater
realization on the part of the teaching
committee of their responsibility to the
teachers and the Cause and that the
committee should work with the teachers more and keep them informed of
the events in the various teaching areas.
Roy Williams of Atlanta, Georgia,
reported for the work done in the South
in a spirited and appealing talk.
The committee on permanent organization reported recommending Mountfort Mills of New York as permanent
chairman of the Convention. Mr. Mills
on assuming the chair addressed the
Convention as follows:
"Dear friends, Dr. D'Evelyn has expressed so well the feeling of anyone
who is privileged to act as chairman,
that I will not take your time by adding
to his words in that respect. I would
like to say just a few words about the
way in which, it seems to me, we should
approach the work this year, of all
years, in these sessions. I think it
has been borne in on all of us during
the past, that there is absolutely no hope
in the world today except through the
channel of the Center of the Covenant
carrying the banner of BAHA'O'LLAH to
the height where it will wave over the
entire civilized world.
"This knowledge as it carries more
and more conviction in our hearts,
makes our coming together of peculiar
significance this year-of course, the responsibility would be infinitely too great
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if we did not know we had the Center
of the Covenant not only behind us, but
right with us here, in each heart that is
opened to that great influence. We not
only have that to rely upon, we have
also his outward spoken and written
word to guide us in our deliberations
here at this Convention, and we know
from these written and spoken words
how greatly he is relying upon us this
year to really liberate in the world the
true freedom of democracy, of democratic government. He has expressed
to many of the friends who have recently been over there and returned, he
has also expressed in the Tablets, with
which all of us are familiar, the outlines of the establishment really of the
foundations of civilizations, insofar as
that can be formed by governmental
procedure. He has indicated to us this
new great conception of the unity of
groups, the consciousness that is created
in a body of friends coming together
consecrated solely for the purpose of
finding out the will of God as applied
to any particular situation which they
may confront, and he has told us not
that we should have one idea, by no
means that, but that each idea should
be contributed simply in the spirit of
creating this group consciousness. It
is a new thing to the world, so far as we
have been allowed to understand it, and
I thing this evolution of the group idea,
is infinitely greater than the idea,
and beyond the idea, of any individual.
"In the past the procedure has been
more or less to impose upon groups the
conception of some strong individual.
Today we are told by Abdul-Baha of
this new method of approaching the
problems of humanity, where the individual will express his opinion but it
will be the creation of the group that
will express the will of God-in other
words, the majority of those present.
Not to take more time, we will proceed
at once to the regular business of the
Convention, and I presume the first
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thing is to hear the report of the credentials committee."
Mrs. 'l'rue spoke of the recent instructions given by His Holiness, Abdul-Baha,
concerning the respective functions of
the Unity or Executive Board and the
assembled delegates in the annual Convention, quoting as follows from the
blessed instructions:
"The nation chooses representatives.
These representatives make an assembly
of the nation. Are the affairs in the
hands of the assembly of the nation or
in the hands of the people ~ No doubt
ASSEMBLY

DELEGATE
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all affairs are in the hands of the assembly of the nation, not in the hands
of everybody. This assembly of the nation, or parliame,nt, those members are
elected by the nation; all affairs are referred to parliament, not to the people.
Parliament discusses affairs and reaches
a decision. The Convention is like that
and this meeting sees to the affairs and
whatever the meeting decides, the Executive Board must carry out."
The credentials committee now reported the following duly accredited
delegates and alternates certified by
their official credentials:
ALTERNATE

Atlanta, Ga ............. Roy Williams
Augusta, Ga ............. Robert Irwin
Miss Margaret Klebs
Asbury Park, N. J ....... Mrs. Juliet D. Sherman Miss Jane Durand
Atlantic City, N. J ...... Mrs. Elnora D. Terry
Mrs. D. H. Hoes
Bakersfield, Calif ........ Mrs. Mary Morton Replogle Caroline Wagner
Baltimore, Md ........... Mrs. M. E. Lane
M. E. Thompson
Berkeley, Calif........... Mrs. Emogene Hoagg
Mrs. Georgia Ralston
Beverly and Salem, Mass .. Edward D. Struven
John S. Crowley
Bisbee, Arizona .......... Mrs. Viola Duckett
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
Boston, Mass ............ William H. Randall
Alfred E. Lunt
Brooklyn, N. Y .......... Howard MacNutt
Miss Bertha Herklotz
Buffalo, N. Y ........... Mrs. Movius
Albert R. Windust
Chicago, Ill ............. Mrs. Corinne True
Albert R Vail
Carl Scheffler
Cincinnati, 0 ............ Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton J oseph Stauss
Cleveland, 0 ............ Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke Katherine Brandeau
Denver, Colo ............ Mrs. G. N. Clark
Mrs. Corinne True
Detroit, Mich ............ Tom 0 'Connor
Ernest E. Grimwood
Duluth, Minn ............ Miss Henrietta Brittingham
Fruitport, Mich .......... Mrs. Edith Bail
Mrs. Nels Peterson
Geyserville, Calif ........ Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
Grand Rapids, Mich ..... Mrs. Edith Bail
Mrs. Nels Peterson
Honolulu, Hawaii ........ Mrs. Willard Ashton
Ithaca, N. Y ............ Mrs. Alice House
C. Mason Remey
Jersey City, N. J ........ F. G. Hale
Mrs. Mary C. Moore
Johnstown, N. Y ......... Alfred E. Lunt
Kenosha, Wis ........... Alfred E. Anderson
Lakeland, Florida ........ Alfred E. Lunt
Los Angeles, Calif ....... Miss J ulia Culver
Miami, Florida .......... M. W. Atwater
Minneapolis, Minn ....... Miss Henrietta Brittingham Albert H. Hall
Montclair, N. J .......... Mrs. William Reid
Miss Anna Van Blarcom
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ALTERNA'l'E

Milwaukee, Wis ......... Alfred E. Anderson
Montreal, Canada ........ Mrs. May Maxwell
Dr. Arthur J ohnston
Muskegon, Mich ......... Mrs. Edith Bail
Mrs. Nels Peterson
Newark, N. J ........... :1\1rs. O. J. Hanko
Henry Grasmuk
New Haven, Conn ....... Edward Leotard
Emma L. Hinsman
New York City .......... Mrs. Wandeyne Deuth
Roy C. Wilhelm
J uliet Thompson
Mountfort Mills
Mary F. Cory
Okanogan, 'Vash ......... Mrs. Laura Luther
Omaha, Nebraska ........ Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf Alfred E. Lunt
Pasadena, Calif .......... Mrs. Mariam Haney
Phoenix, Arizona ........ John W. Gift
Dr. W. F. Slater
Pittsburgh, Pa ........... Urbain LeDoux
Miutha L. Root
Philadelphia, Pa. and
Riverton, N. J ......... Mrs. A. E. McKinney
Miss Elizabeth Bowen
Portland, Oregon ........ Mrs. Gflorge O. Latimer
B. Bowman
Racine, Wis ............. Andrew J. Nelson
Harold Olson
San Diego, Calif ........ Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn
C. Mason Remey
Sandusky, 0 ............ Mrs. Cora E. Renner
Mrs. Georgia W. Ralston
San Fmncisco, Calif. ..... Dr. F. VV. D'Evelyn
Flora M. Clark
Santa Barbara, Calif .... Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn
Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn
Santa Paula, Calif ....... A. Elizabeth Carpenter
Mrs. Laura Luther
Seattle, Wash ........... Henry McConaughy
Henry McConaughy
Spokane, Wash .......... Miss Nellie Raney
Springfield, Ill.. ......... Rieke Jurgens
Springfield, Mass ........ Mrs. Olive Bellerjeau
Dorothy Culver
St. Johns, N. B. .......... Jean E. Nixon
Roy C. Wilhelm
St. Louis, Mo ............ Caroline M. Barbee
Hooper Harris
Trenton, N. J ........... J. Newell Ayres
Urbana, Ill. ............. Albert R. Vail
C. Mason Remey
Washington, D. C........ Mrs. Pauline Hannen
Mrs. Marie Watson
Stanwood Cobb
Ralph Haynes
Worcester, Mass ......... Howard C. Struven
Mrs. Maud Gaudreaux
Yonkers, N. Y ........... Mrs. Elise Weil
The credentials committee as constituted was composed, beside Mr. Gregory,
of Mrs. Mariam Haney and Edward D.
Struven.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
the report of the credentials committee
was unanimously accepted.
The chair presented for the consideration of the Convention a resolution
adopted by the Executive Board recommending that in cases where one delegate
represent several different assemblies
that such delegate cast but one ballot

upon any important question. After a
thorough discussion of the matter by
various delegates, it was moved and
seconded that the existing custom in this
connection be followed and that any
delegate duly authorized to represent an
assembly of which he or she is not a
member be allowed to cast the ballots
for the various assemblies they had been
asked to represent. A rising vote being
called for, this motion was declared lost.
It was thereupon moved that not only at
future Conventions, but at this Conven-
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tion any delegate representing more
than one assembly should have but one
vote in the Convention. An amendment
was offered which was seconded, that
each delegate be entitled to only one
vote but that this shall apply only to
this Convention. This amendment having been put to a vote was declared lost.
The question was then put on the original motion which was carried.
The chair announced that the exhibition of plans and models of the various
designs of the Mashrekol-Azkar was
open for inspection in two adjoining
rooms. The Convention recessed to meet
at 12 :30 P. M.
MONDAY AFTERNOON SESSION
The afternoon session, April 26, 1920,
of the Convention was opened with singing of the hymn, "Tell the Wondrous
Story. "
The Mt. Vernon, Virginia, Assembly,
Mrs. Elizabeth Nourse, delegate, was
recommended for membership in the
Unity by the Executive Board, and
upon motion duly made and seconded,
the recommendation was accepted.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, Alfred E. Lunt was made
permanent secretary of the Convention.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, Mrs. Mariam Haney was made
assistant secretary of the Convention.
The chair announced that the next
business was the consideration of the
matter of the selection of the plan for
the Mashrekol-Azkar. Mrs. True, by request, read the verbatim account of the
interview between His Holiness, AbdulBaha, and William H. Randall, at Haifa,
in December, 1919, concerning the selection of plans by this Convention
(this conversation is in substance contained in the secretary'8 call for the
election of delegates, under date of February 18, 1920). The closing words of
Abdul-Baha concerning this are these:
"You must make a great effort, and inspire the friends to do everything they
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possibly can for the building of this
Mashrekol-Azkar in order that it may be
started as soon as possible. That must
be done at this Convention."
On the suggestion of Ray Williams,
of Atlanta, Georgia, the Convention
went into silent prayer for a few minutes that the hearts of all might be
opened and the minds free from any differences of opinion in approaching this
tremendous decision.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that each architect be given
twenty minutes to explain his model.
Mr. Lunt inquired whether it would not
be an advantage in reaching a decision
to have the verbal opinion of a building
or construction engineer as to the cost of
the various models.
Upon request, Mrs. Joseph H. Hannen, of Washington, D. C., chanted the
prayer" Is there any remQver of difficulties save God?"
The chair called upon Charles Mason
Remey of Washington, D. C., to address the Convention concerning his
plan and model for the Mashrekol-Azkar.
Mr. Remey stated in substance that the
paramount thought in the hearts of
each of us is that the will and desire of
the Center of the Covenant shall be
worked out in deliberation in this Convention of friends. He outlined his
conceptions of the Mashrekol-Azkar
evolving through a period of the last
twelve to fourteen years, stating that
nine preliminary designs of different
styles of architecture had been made by
him and exhibited throughout the
country, including schools, colleges and
universities. Mr. Remey then depicted
interestingly the Indian style of architecture; it was an adaption of the Persian style and the world famous Taj
Mahal in Agra, India, pointing out that
the Ishkabad Mashrekol-Azkar was built
on those lines. The model made by him,
exhibited in the next room, was a model
of this Indian style. He further stated
that the Indian style was the smallest
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and most economical to build of any of.
his drawings and outlined his' suggestions as to the method of construction,
material, etc., and that a rough estimate
made by Roger Boyle, of the Boyle
Construction Company, was in the
neighborhood of $540,000 for a stone
building and about $400,000 of terra
cotta. Various questions from the delegates brought out from Mr. Remey that
his model was built to a scale of gig-inch
to a foot, the exterior diameter being
about 95 feet. Also, that his design
would make a building a trifle smaller
than the Ishkabad Temple; that the
diameter of the dome is between 40 to
50 feet. Mr. R,emey added that including the garden and everything shown
by his model, it would scale up to about
500 feet in diameter.
The chairman stated that in common
with all the other friends presenting
plans to the Convention, the infinite
amount of labor !md the time and sacrifice that has been put into this work by
these good friends is a feature of unity.
"Most of us know personally of the consecrated efforts that have been made almost to the limit of physical and nervous
endurance, done as it had to be done,
outside of the regular activities of the
friends. We cannot pass by this particular moment without noting this fact
of the devoted service of these men in
the Cause of BAHA'O'LL,AH."
The chair called upon Louis Bourgeois of Englewood, New Jersey, concerning his model.
Mr. Bourgeois
stated in substance that he realized from
the reading ·of the Hidden Words that
a new art was to come with this Revelation, together with a new science and
everything was to be renewed. Therefore, he had undertaken to avoid all the
style of the past. Also, that since the
teaching of BAHA'O'LLAH was to unify
all the teaching of the past into one
thought and the religious thoughts of the
past had llxpressed themselves through
different styles of architecture, he had
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combined several creations of architectural style of the past in his model with
a new setting. He spoke of symbolizing the Hidden Words and of
various ancient symbols and that he
used the form giving the idea of the
classic, Romanesque, Moorish, Gothic
and the Renaissance, blending these into
an entirety. He then realized that in
addition to this the union of the Orient
and the Occident must be clearly shown
and that as he studied the matter a
new form of the first floor of the Temple
came to him in the symbol of a nine
pointed star, made of inverted circles
upon circles. He was unable to get any
further light on the second floor until
the first floor had been made and immediately the second floor came to him.
Each floor above was not conceived until
the floor below was finished. Then came
the dome which was very unusual, to
crown the whole. He then put the various
different sections together and said "you
can see the result now." He expected,
like all new things, this would be criticized, stating that the model is onequarter scale but if half this size mode]
should be required it would reduce it to
about 225 feet in diameter for the whole
building and he estimated that this 225
ft. model to erect would cost about a
million and a half dollars. He said that
one feature which left the cost indefinite
was the amount necessary to be spent in
foundation; on the half-inch scale the
height would be about 180 feet. He said
the idea was to build in terra cotta which
would allow the model to be preserved
in case an accident happened, another
piece could be cast easily and he had no
fear as to the tracery work on the dome.
That there were nine towers, nine
columns, nine orbs around the O1:tside.
He expressed his opinion that $200,000
would build a crypt up to 27 feet where
meetings could be held until more funds
came in for the next floor.
The chair then called upon W. S. Maxwell of Montreal to explain his design.
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On motion duly made and seconded, it
was voted that Mr. Maxwell be permitted to bring his plan into the room
for explanation as Mr. Maxwell presented no model.
Mr. Maxwell then proceeded to explain his drawings. He said that it was a
nine-sided building with entrance by a
flight of nine steps, leading to an entrance here, both these symbolic of
BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha. Another
entrance to a smaller apartment symbolizes the Bab. These are all vaulted
chambers or vaults. The dimensions of
the central space are nine by nine, 81
feet, in diameter from column to column.
Places for meditation are placed around
the nine columns. A gallery which he
called the Gallery of the Tablets is all
around the hack of the columns, on the
first floor set in a surrounding, corresponding to that of the ideas of the 16th
century. A paved terrace surrounds the
building with nine avenues, each terminating in a fountain with the Temple
as the central axis, each fountain nine
feet in diameter. The dome to be lighted
by nine groups of three windows with
a pier between each group. He spoke
of the beauty of the dome of glass
mosaic with gold background such as is
found in Italy.
The lighting in the
dome would be by means of 27 reflectors
thrown on the light of the dome, radiating color and light on to the Temple.
Mr. Maxwell outlined how deeply he was
interested in finding a point in construction where the East and West would
contact. The tree of life is shown and
the symbolism of the great religions of
the world with nineteen spaces for the
, 'Letters of the Living."
In response to questions Mr. Maxwell
stated that he could not give any definite
estimate of price as he did not think
it desirable to reduce the building to less
than 63 feet in diameter (interior), that
if the building were so reduced in size
the expense would run probably somewhere around a million dollars.
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Following these elucidations the delegates recessed for fifteen minutes to inspect the various models.
Upon regathering, it was moved and
seconded, that the friends who must
leave before the end of the Oonvention
be allowed to cast their votes in sealed
envelopes showing their choice of plan.
After discussion, the motion was put
and declared lost.
It was moved and seconded, that the
chair be empowered to have present at
the opening of the morning session an
expert engineer and an expert architect
to conflult with the delegates on the matter of choice of plans. After a discussion of the motion, the motion was
unanimously carried.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
the meeting was adjourned to reconvene
the following day at 10 A. M.
TUESDAY MORNING SESSION
APRIL 27, 1920
The Oonvention re-assembled on Tuesday, April 27th, at 10 A. M. in the Oonvention Hall. The secretary opened the
session with reading of supplications.
Albert R. Vail, of Ohicago, Illinois,
offered prayer to Almighty God for the
healing of the sickness of Miss Knobloch. The chairman anounced that Mr.
McGonigal, president of the Architectural League of New York Oity, and one
of the best known architects of the
country, was present for the purpose of
any service he might render the Oonvention in the selection of plans; also
Mr. Abbott, of the Fuller Oonstruction
Oompany, a very able and prominent
engineer.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that the Oonvention adjourn to the hall of plans so that this
discussion of the experts might be in the
midst of the different plans and models.
Discussion arose concerning whether or
not the delegates only should be present.
during the discussion or during the selection of plans or either of them. With-
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out taking any action at this time all the
delegates and friends in a body met in
the hall of plans. Mr. McGonigal, having been introduced, outlined in substance as follows, saying that he was
forced to consider these various designs
from the point of view of only a few
minutes study of the tenets of the Movement so that he was obliged to judge
largely from a purely technical standpoint. He said further he was not
judging by virtue of the mystic symbols
of numbers which occurred in the various designs but as to the agreeableness
of the motif. Mr. McGonigal referred
to the difficulties in estimating (lost of
building in the present disturbed, economic and industrial conditions, saying
that it had become common that the labor
units would not respect contracts made
as to wages, therefore, he felt the thing
to do was for the delegates to decide
what they wanted and then get the
money for it. He then proceeded to
analyze the different designs, plans and
models before the Convention. Following this analysis Mr. McGonigal kindly
answered a number of questions from
different delegates, including durability
of different materials, dimensions, structural possibilities, defects and changes,
the practicability of the tracery and
open spacing in the Bourgeois plan, etc.,
etc.
The Convention conveyed its
unanimous expression of gratitude to
Mr. McGonigal for his most valuable
assistance on these important questions.
The chairman now introduced Mr. Abbott, of the Fuller Construction Company, said to be the largest construction
company in the country. Mr. Abbott addressing the Convention illustrated how
impossible it is to estimate costs of
structure without first having some sort
of a sketch, plan and outline of what
the materials are to be, dimensions,
etc. He pointed out how building costs
had been mounting about four per cent
a month for the last three or four
months. Mr. Abbott commented gen-
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erally on the models, saying that on the
base of diameter and height the expense
in accordance with geometrical ratio, the
same rule applying to the lacery effect
which compared with the solid dome. He
advised in the case of the Bourgeois
model to close up between the lace openings with glass, keeping out snow and
ice which might otherwise expand and
break it. He figured roughly that marble
would be at least twice the cost of terra
cotta as construction material. Mr. Abbott gave the Convention his rough estimates of the ratio of cost of the various
models and plans to each other. In response to questions Mr. Abbott gave
valuable information concerning the cost
of foundation based upon anyone of
several kinds of soil. Certain questions
also brought out the fact that a crypt or
underground room could be butlt up to,
say 27 feet high. For instance, in the
cast of the Bourgeois model, to stop at
the top of the first gallery, which could
be occupied for services prior to the final
completion of the Temple, it would cost
about fifty per cent of the whole cost.
Mr. Abbott later thought that this was
too low an estimate, that it might cost
up to sixty to seventy per cent. This,
however, would include the entire first
story and nine entrances and the terrace. He would estimate with a basement of twenty-seven feet, i. e., to the
top of the first flight of steps, it would
be around twenty per cent of the total
cost.
The Convention unanimously and by
a rising vote expressed its warm thanks
to Mr. Abbott for the great enlightenment and patience with which he had
presented these matters based upon his
great experience along these lines.
Upon lllotion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that the Convention make
its choice of the Temple plans and elect
the Executive Board this afternoon, tomorrow to be devoted to teaching, publication and other problems.
It was moved and seconded that the
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choice of the Temple plans be by private
consultation of the delegates only. After
discussion of this motion, it was put to
a vote and was declared lost, the effect
of this negative vote being to leave the
matter in the hands of the delegates but
with no thought of seclusion or privacy.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was unanimously voted that the chair
name a committee to meet and to give
consideration, pending the recess, to all
the utterances and Tablets on the subject of the Mashrekol-Azkar, including
any instructions that had been received,
and to place these before the Convention
at the afternoon session, including certain instructions that had been received
concerning the method of consultation
which should be followed in Bahai conventions .. The committee, as constituted,
was as follows: Charles Mason Remey,
W. S. Maxwell, Mountfort Mills and
Louis Bourgeois.
The Convention recessed to meet at
2 P. M.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The Convention was called to order
at 2 P. M. by the chairman. An announcement was made concerning the
serious illness of Miss Fannie KnoblOilh,
at New Haven, Connecticut, and requests were made for prayers for her.
Mr. R,emey reporting for the art committee stated that the committee recommended that certain designs be nominated by the Convention and if more
than one design made by anyone architect was to be considered mention should
be made of that fact.
Mr. Vail reporting for the committee
appointed during the recess hour to gather the Tablets and instructions relating
to the Mashrekol-Azkar, stated that this
committee had decided to report upon
the more recent words of Abdul-Baha
concerning this, inasmuch as "every day
has a new order; obey the order of the
day. " He thereupon read in substance
the recent references of Abdul-Baha, as
to the necessity of decision upon plans
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by the Convention whether unanimously
or by majority, as given to William H.
Randall when recently in Haifa.
Mrs. True; being interrogated as to
any allusions to the probable cost of the
Temple made by His Holiness, AbdulBaha, as recorded in her Mashrekol-Azkar records, recounted a conversation
with him, Mr. Wilhelm and Mrs. True
being present, in New York, in 1912,
when he said that the Temple would cost
over a million dollars.
A discussion followed as to which instructions the Convention should deem
itself bound by, whether the former references scattered through the Tablets or
the recent instructions to the Convention to assume the responsibility of
choice. The chair ruled that under recent instructions the delegates are entrusted with the completion of the work
in hand including the choice of plans
"leaving' it entirely to them to decide."
Mr. Lunt, having in his possession a
discourse on the subject of consultation,
given by His Holiness, Abdul-Baha, at
the Plaza Hotel in Chicago, 1912, was
asked to read it:
Words of Abdul-Baha on the Importance
of Consultation
"In this Cause the question of consultation is of the greatest importance.
But the spiritual consultation, not physical consultation. In France I visited
the Senate, the Parliament. I did not
like their system at all, for consultation
must have for its aim the arrival at truth
and not opinionated opposition. When
there shall be opposition or inimical
opinion, it is very bad. I found that
they altercated, by worthless or useless
altercations, each one presenting a certain angle or a certain word, someone
would oppose him, and then there was
a turmoil, and it happened that while I
was there two of them got up and had a
fight. I said, 'This is not parliamentary
consultation. This is a fiasco! What is
the use of going to theatres and spending
your money? Come to the National Assembl~r and see what is going on! It is
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more entertaining than the theatre. Call
it a play and not the parliament.'
"The purpose is this, that consnltation must have for its aim or object the
investigation of truth. He who expresses an opinion mnst not voice his
opinion as if that opinion is correct or
right, but he must give it as a contribution to the consensus of opinion, for
the light of reality becomes apparent
when there is a coincidence of two opinions. Because when you have the flint
and the steel, you will have a spark produced when the two come together. '1'he
negative force and the positive force
coming together produce, as it were,
electricity. It is the friction of the two
which is productive of light. That should
be the object. "With the greatest or the
utmost serenity, sobriety, soberness of
temperament, with the utmost state of
tranquillity, perfect composure and absolute calm and composure should man
weigh his opinions. But before expressing his own opinion he must weigh the
opinion previously expressed. ,'\Then he
sees that the opinion previously expressed is better, he must immediately
accept it. He must not be wilful in having an opinion of his own. This we call
the endeavor at arrival at unity or
truth. That is very good.
"But should it be an opposition and
cause dispersion, it is very bad. It is better then to have one opinion, because the
individual opinion of a wise man is better. But if it is simply opposition or altercation in which varied and divergent
opinions will be presented, then there is
need of a judicial body to discuss the
opinions expressed, and the opinion of
the majority (of that body)-because
though the consensus of opinion, that is
to say, the quorum-may decide upon a
thing that may be correct. A thousand
people may give opinions and may be
mistaken, and one sagacious person may
give an opinion a,nd be right. That is
possible. In the utmost of love consultation must be held. The members must
be in the greatest spirit of fellowship
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toward one another, so that good results
may be forthcoming. That is the foundation.
"In the realm of consultation the
greatest was the council held by the disciples of Jesus Christ after His ascension
or departure. That was consultation.
They got together on the summit of the
mount and said: 'His Holiness, Jesus
Christ, has been crucified and we have
no intercourse with Him, therefore we
must be loyal and faithful to Him, we
must appreciate Him, He resuscitated
us, He made us wise, He gave us life.
We must be faithful. What shall we
do l' And they held council. One of
them said, 'We must detach ourselves,
that is to say, lessen our attachments;
with attachments or fetters we cannot
do this. ' Everybody said: 'That is so.'
Another among them said: 'Either we
must be married and be faithful to our
wives and children, take care of our
families, or we must serve our Lord
freely without these ties. ,'\Te cannot
keep families, care for them, and at the
same time herald the Kingdom in the
wilderness. Therefore, those men who
have not married, would better not
marry, and those who have married must
provide means of sustenance and comfort for their families, so they will not
be in need, and then leave them in comfort and depart.' They said, 'That is
right.' And there was no disagreement
or dissenting voices. All agreed. The
third said: 'To do some worthy deed
you have to be self-sacrificing. If we
should want to be at ease and also teach,
these two will not coincide. From now
on we must forego ease, we must accept
every difficulty.' Everyhody said: 'That
is right.' The fifth said: 'Oh, this has
another aspect! For Jesus' sake, we
shall be beaten, we will be imprisoned,
we will be exiled. They may kill us.
Let us learn this lesson now. Let us
know that we may be beaten, we shall
be banished, we sha11 be cursed, we shaH
be spat upon, and we may be killed. Let
us accept all this. Surely we will! That
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is right!' And after this council, from
the summit of the mount they descended,
and each one took a direction. That is
the kind of consultation! That is spiritual consultation. Not that if one
should express an opinion the others
should rise against him like the French
parliamentarians and fight each other."
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Many obstacles arose for us on the way,
and we had many difficulties too; when
they became most difficult then the invisible Hand untied the knot. His invisible bounty made those difficulties
easy.
"Praise be to God, that we have attained to the end of the journey in such
At this point, Jenabi Fazel Mazan- a good time-the time of Rizwan. Bedarani and Manucher Khan, who had fore the Rizwan ended we have sucjust reached New York from Haifa, en- ceeded in seeing you. This feast of Riztered the Convention hall. Their advent wan is mentioned in the Book of .JUdas
produced the greatest happiness among -and it is called the greatest feast, for
the delegates and the fragrant breezes it was during this time that the greatest
of the Covenant were wafted to all Manifestation (BAHA'O'LLAH) appeared
hearts. Our brothers being invited to in the world. It was during this time
address the Convention, J enabi Fazel, that the best foundation of love was
ably interpreted by Manucher Khan, started; in this period the Sun of Reality and the Sun of Love appeared; in
spoke as follows:
this time the standard of peace was eleFirst Address by J enabi Fazel
vated in the world. It was in this time
111azandarani
that steps were taken for the unity of
"vVe are very glad to see you all. Our the people of the East and the West.
hearts are pleased indeed. We were eight
"In this time of Rizwan the Bahais
days on the sea and the waves were very all over the world render great services;
high, but the hope to see you made every- they hold meetings of consultation to
thing happy and easy for us. We were consider how to spread the spiritual
in such ectasy and such longing that It fragrances of the many Mashrekol-Azcan only be imagined.
kars. If there are no Mashrekol-Azkars
"Think of the distance between the in their country or district, at this time
East and West, how far.Persia is from they take steps to build one, and if they
America. Such unity and such harmony already have one they take steps to make
is special to this Cause only. All the it larger. Mashrekol-Azkars are very
Divine Manifestations appeared in this necessary in this Cause. Abdul-Baha
world for love and unity, and in their says that we must have a Mashrekol-Azown time they all established love and kar in every town. It is also the comunity. See what this Cause has done mand of His Holiness, BAHA'O'LLAH.
during such a brief period-what union That is to say, real supplication should
and love it has brought about. It has be shown to the people of the world in
united East and West. This is one of this Temple, which is the Temple of
the miracles of this period and this cy- unity; to show the people of the world
cle. There are thousands in the East what is pure supplication and pure
who are anxious to see you. It is their prayer. In this season and in this time
greatest wish to see one of you, but it is all the Spiritual Meetings (Houses of
too far away and they cannot. It is only Spirituality) are renewed, in this time
through the bounty of the Master (Ab- they select their members again; that is,
dul-Baha) that we are here. vVe are they begin to elect their representatives
very happy and consider ourselves very in this season, who in turn select tbe
fortunate indeed. We did not deserve members of the Spiritual Meetings.
this bounty at all. We left Haifa about
"I hope that in this time we will be
two months ago to come to see you. successful in all of our services. When
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I was in the presence of the Master
(Abdul-Baha) he gave me a very glad
tiding, that is, regarding his health. And
we are here to tell you of his perfect
health. He was in splendid health and
so happy; his happiness had never been
greater or his health better and he was
greatly pleased with everything that was
going on in the Cause. He was very
glad indeed. We know why he was so
glad and so happy, because the Cause
is spreading rapidly and making progress everywhere. The only thing that
can make his heart happy is the spread
of the Cause.
, 'When we were in the presence of
the Master we received good news from
all over the world, from the East and
the West. When we were there we
heard great news from America. He
was so pleased that he handed to the
friends there some of the letters you
had written to him, and they were translated for all the Bahais. It shows how
delighted the Master was with you.
"There is also great progress and improvement going on in the East; they
are all so ablaze in the East that you
cannot imagine the greatness of it. In
former times they had so many difficulties, especially in Persia. There was no
security of life for them at all; but now,
as they are more secure and free in these
times, they are doing better work. They
have reported to the Master that in Teheran alone they have thirty meetings
every night for teaching. That is the
way the Cause is advancing in Persia,
therefore the Master is exceedingly
pleased in these days. That which
pleases him most of all is the individual service and the taking of steps to
advance the Cause. 'Where there are
more meetings held, more success is
made.
"The Master wants everyone of you
to take steps privately to teach the peopIe; that is to say, that all the Bahais
should spend their time in this service,
for such a wonderful capacity has ap-
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peared in the people. These catastrophies and calamities that have occurred
in the world have opened the eyes of the
people, and they will see that they should
accept this Cause. In the first place, all
the prophecies that were mentioned in
our Holy Book have come to pass. Without any mistake, every one of them happened. All the prophecies in the Book
of Akdas took place and these calamities
have prepared the people to understand
and accept this Cause. This is why a
special capacity and talent has been created in the hearts of the people of the
world. We hope that everyone of you
will spend all your time in serving humanity. That is what pleases the Master most. Allaho' Abha ! ' ,
Miss Juliet Thompson, being called
upon by the chairman to read further
words concerning the question before
the Convention, read two talks of Abdul-Baha given at 780 West End Avenue, New York City, in 1912, as follows:
"The body-politic today is greatly in
need of a physician. It is similar to a
human body afflicted with nervous ailments. A doctor diagnoses the case and
then prescribes treatment. He does not
prescribe, however, until he has made
the diagnosis. The disease which afflicts the body-politic is lack of love
and absence of altruism. In the hearts
of men no real love is found, and the
condition is such that unless their susceptibilities are quickened by some
power so that unity, love and accord
may develop within them, there can be
no healing, or agreement among mankind. Love and unity are the needs of
the body-politic today. Without these
there can be no progress or prosperity
attained. Therefore, the friends of God
must adhere to the power which will
create this love and unity in the hearts
of the sons of men. Science cannot cure
the illness of the body-politic. Science
cannot create amity and fellowship in
human hearts. N either can patriotism
or racial prejudice effect a remedy. It

(Continued on page 186)

STAR OFTHEWEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the obj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; 'thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you I
. . . • Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIs.
/IV estern St~tes: HELEN S. GOODAJ:L.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT V AIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Constitution and By-Laws of Bahai Temple Unity
CONSTITUTION.
He Is God!
We, the Bahais of North America, in unity convened at the City of Chicago, to the end that we may advance the Cause of God in this Western Hemisphere by the founding and erection of a Mashrekol-Azkar dedicated to His
Greatest Name, and devoted in His love to the service of mankind, do hereby
adopt the following constitution:
ARTICLE I.
We acknowledge God as the Source and Preserver of our Unity, revealed
to us through the Manifestation of His Glory in BAHA'O'LLAH, and declared by
the beloved servant of God and man, the Center of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha.
ARTICLE 1I.
The name of this Unity shall be Bahai Temple Unity.
ARTICLE Ill.
The object of this Unity shall be to acquire a site for and erect and maintain thereon a Bahai Temple or Mashrekol-Azkar, with service accessory buildings, at Chicago, Ill., in accordance with the declared wish of Abdul-Baha.
ARTICLE

IV.

The powers of this Unity shall abide in the several Bahai Assemblies, now
and hereafter comprising it, and shall be exercised through one representative
chosen by each established Assembly, to serve for the term of one year. If
more than one Assembly shall exist or be established in any city or local municipality, such Assemblies shall unite in the one representative, except the
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following, which shall each select two representatives: New York (Borough of
Manhattan), Chicago and Washington. New York (Borough of Brooklyn)
shall select one representative.
ARTICLE V.
The affairs of this Unity shall be managed by an Executive Board of nine
members to be selected from the representatives duly chosen as provided in
Article IV., or from the members of a constituent Bahai Assembly, subject,
however, to confirmation by such Assembly, by open ballot in Convention, or
written assent by mail, and whose term of office shall be one year. From their
number the Executive Board shall select a President, a Vice-P'resident, ::t Secretary, a Financial Secretary and a Treasurer. The two Secretaries and the
'l'reasurer shall constitute the Temple Treasury, in which name, by joint action,
they shall receive, deposit, invest and disburse all funds of this Unity, under the
direction of the Unity Board, and until incorporation as herein provided shall
hold as trustees the property of this Unity.
ARTICLE VI.
The Annual Meeting of this Unity shall be held during the Feast of Rizwan, at the place selected by the Executive Board; at the same time and
place shall be held the Annual Meeting of the Executive Board. All other
meetings shall be upon call or at stated periods as fixed by the Executive Board.
ARTICLE VII.
The local seat of this Unity shall be the City of Chicago, Illinois, where
an offi.ce shall be established and maintained until the erection of the Temple.
ARTICLE VIII.
The Executive Board shall have power, in its discretion, to incorporate
this Unity under the Religious Incorporation Act of Illinois, or such other
state as they may select.
ARTICLE IX.
This constitution may be amended at any annual meeting of the Unity,
or by mail, but only upon assent of at least two-thirds of the component Assemblies to such proposed amendment, and not until it shall be recommended
by at least two-thirds of the Executive Board, and thirty days' written notice
thereof shall be given to all the Assemblies before action.
BY-LAWS.
I. ApPLICATION.
Any Bahai Assembly, incorporated or otherwise, may become a member
of this Unity in the following manner:
It shall duly authorize, at a regular meeting thereof, an application in
substantially the following form:
"The Bahai Assembly of ........................ hereby certifies that, at
a regular meeting thereof, it was resolved to become a member of the Bahai
Temple Unity of Illinois, under and in accordance with its constitution and
by-laws.
"The delegate who is hereby authorized to represent this Assembly, in
accordance with the constitution and by-laws of the Unity, until further notice
IS:
Name ........................................ .
Address ..................................... .
By ........................................... .
Secretary. "
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The application shall be sent to the secretary of the Unity and shall be
presented by the secretary to the Executive Board for investigation and verification of the facts stated in the application. The Executive Board shall be
entitled to ask for and obtain any further information which it may desire;
and may advise the applying Assembly of its apparent acceptability, subject to
final approval by the Convention; but in case of becoming convinced that, in
the interest of the Bahai Movement, the acceptance of such Assembly is inadvisable, the Executive Board shall notify the applying Assembly of its intention
to so report to the coming Convention. The question of the acceptance or rejection of the application shall be decided by the Convention in its consideration
of the report of its regularly constituted Committee on Credentials.
Il. ABANDONMENT.
Any Assembly, a regularly enrolled member of this Unity, which shall fail
to elect a delegate to represent it in accordance with the constitution and bylaws of the Unity for a period of two years, shall be deemed to have abandoned
its membership in this Unity, provided that any such Assembly may revive its
membership by making application for membership in accordance with the
provisions of these by-laws.
Ill. AMENDMENTS.
These by-laws may be amended by the Unity at any annual or special
meeting, by resolution adopted by three-fourths of the votes cast at such meeting, provided the notice that an amendment will be proposed, stating the general
scope of the proposed amendment, shall be sent by the secretary to each of
the assemblies of this Unity thirty days before the meeting at which such
amendment is proposed to be submitted.
IV. NOTICES.
All notices required by these by-laws to be given in pursuance of any
provisions thereof shall be considered duly given when mailed by the secretary
to the secretaries of the assemblies of this Unity, at such address as may appear
from the records of the secretary, or if no such address appear, to the address
believed by the secretary to be the address of any member of said assembly.
V. ENACTMENT.
These by-laws shall go into effect from and after their enactment.
[A true copy-Attest:

ALFRED E. LUNT, Secretary.]

Report of Twelfth Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention
(Continued from page 183)

must be accomplished solely through
the divine bounties and spiritual bestowals which have descended from
God in this day for that purpose. This
is an exigency of the times, and the
divine remedy has been provided. For
the spiritual teachings of the Religion
of God can alone create this love, unity
and accord in human hearts.
"Therefore, hold to these heavenly
agencies which God has provided, so

that through the love of God, this soul
bond may be established, this heart attachment realized, and the light of the
R,eality of Unity be reflected from you
throughout the universe. If we do not
hold fast to these divine agencies and
means, no result will be possible. Let
us pray to God that He will exhilarate
our spirits so we may behold the descent of His bounties, illumine our eyes
to witness His great guidance, attune
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our ears to enjoy the celestial melodies
of the Heavenly Word. This is our
greatest hope. This is our ultimate purpose."
"This is in reality a goodly meeting.
My hope is that the meeting in New
York shall become what it should be,
for a Bahai assembly must be as a meeting of the Supreme Concourse. When
you assemble together you must acquire the lights of the Supreme Kingdom. Let your hearts be as mirrors
reflecting the radiance of the Sun of
Reality. Every bosom of the bosoms
must be a telegraphic station, one terminus of the wire in the bosom of each
soul and the other in the Supreme Concourse, so that inspiration may descend
from the Kingdom of Abha and right
things be discussed. Then will opinions
coincide with Reality, day by day there
will be general development and each
meeting become better, more radiant
and more spiritual. This attainment is
conditioned upon perfect unity and
agreement. The more you realize of
agreement and love, the more the confirmations of God and the help of the
Blessed Perfection will descend to assist you. May this be a divine meeting
and boundless bestowals come down
upon you. Strive with heart and very
life that day by day agreement and
unity may increase. In discussions look
toward the Reality without being se1£opinionated. Let no one assert his own
mere opinion, nay rather, let each investigate the Reality with the greatest
love and agreement. Consult together
upon every matter and when one presents an exposition of Reality that shall
be acceptable to all, then will unity and
spirituality increase among you. Your
illumination will be greater, your happiness and joy more abundant, and you
will draw nearer and nearer to the
Kingdom of God. "
Mrs. True then read the Tablet concerning laying the cornerstone and
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and foundation of the Mashrekol-Azkar, as follows:
"0 thou beloved maid-servant of
God! Y our detailed letter was perused,
and from its contents it became evident
that the debt on the land and on the
Mashrakol-Azkar is clear. This news
made the hearts happy and caused infinite rejoicing. Now, it is hoped that
the believers of God may show magnanimity and raise a great sum for the
building so that the foundation of the
Mashrekol-Azkar may be laid, and
perchance, God willing, the cornerstone
of the foundation may be laid by the
hands of Abdul-Baha. This confirmation will descend upon the people of
America if they will arise and endeavor
with great courage to establish union
and harmony, so that every trace of
difference may be uprooted and all may
become as one heart and one soul. Convey the wonderful Abha greeting to all
the friends and the maid-servants of
the Merciful. Upon thee be Baha-EtAbha !"
The roll of the delegates was now
called and forty-nine delegates certified
to their presence.
Mrs. True read portions of two other
Tablets from Abdul-Bahafi with reference to laying the foundation of the
Mashrekol-Azkar. It was brought out
in the discussion that followed that any
one of the plans before the Convention
could be so modified without impairing
any essential feature, as to bring the
cost either to a minimum, intermediate
or maximum sum.
After full and deliberate discussion
of the entire question including the best
means both practical and ideal by which
to arrive at the selection of some one
definite plan, it was duly moved, seconded and unanimously carried that the
Convention proceed to an informal ballot to determine which plan it would
select for the structure of the divine edifice, and that prior to the taking of the
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vote the Convention enter into supplication in silence for divine guidance.
Words were also read from the Surat'
ul Hykl of BAHA'0 'LLAH. All the friends,
both delegates and non-delegates, present in the Convention joined in this
prayer. The committee for the distribution, collection and count of ballots was
announced to consist of Mr. McConaughy, Mr. 0 'Connor and Mrs. Deuth.
While the ballots were being counted,
the Bahai Juniors gave a most interesting and instructive program for the edification of the Convention, lasting about
half an hour. Many comments were
heard upon the beautiful picture and
telling points registered by the children
with reference to the great principles of
the Cause during this demonstration.
The Bahai Juniors having completed
their work, upon motion duly made and
seconded, Ray C. Wilhelm was seated as
delegate from Springfield, Illinois, in
response to a telegram from Miss Root
stating that credentials to that effect
were on the way.
It was here suggested that in these
Conventions as well as Bahai gatherings in general, the ordinary applause
by clapping of the hands be superseded
by the utterance of the Greatest Name
by those p:r;esent.
The chairman of the ballot committee, Mr. McConaughy, reporting upon
the vote, announced the result as follows: For Mr. Remey's model plan,
seven votes; for Mr. R emey 's No. 5
plan, the so-called Indian or Persian
model, thirteen votes; Mr. Maxwell's
plan, one vote; Mr. Bourgeois' plan,
twenty-eight votes-making total of
forty-nine votes cast. The chair announced that by this informal ballot the
majority of the votes had been cast for
Mr. Bourgeois' plan and that the situation was now cleared for the formal action of the Convention.
Upon motion, it was duly moved, seconded and voted that the Convention
now proceed to a formal ballot. Mr.
Remey at this point voiced his hope that
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the Convention would register an unanimous vote for Mr. Bourgeois' plan. The
motion to proceed to a formal ballot
was at this time unanimously carried.
A discussion following as to the form
in which this formal ballot should be
taken, it was duly moved, seconded and
carried, that the ballot take the form
of a unanimous expression of the Convention in favor of Mr. Bourgeois' plan,
which ballot was duly recorded and took
effect as the unanimous will of the Convention.
J enabi Fazel Mazandarani
chanted in Persian the prayer of thanksgiving.
Upon motion duly moved and seconded, the secretary of the Convention
was instructed to send a cable to His
Holiness, Abdul-Baha, conveying the
glad tidings of the unanimous selection
of the Temple plan and that the details
be speedily sent him for his approval
and instructions. This motion was unanimously carried.
Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, of Cleveland, announced that the Cleveland Assembly was the banner assembly of
America in its contribution to the Mashrekol-Azkar and that she had with her
a collection of four hundred ($400) do1laTs to start the contribution in the Convention this year.
The chairman announced that the
next business in accordance with the vote
of the morning was the election of an
Executive Board of Bahai Temple
Unity. It was moved and seconded that
a nominating committee of nineteen be
selected to bring in nine names for the
Board. After discussion the motion was
put and declared to be lost. It was now
duly moved and seconded that the Convention proceed to vote by written ballot for nine members of the Executive
Board. This motion having been unanimously carried, after discussion as to
the future plans of certain members of
the present Board whether or not they
would be available for service in this
conntry the coming year, the chairman
appointed Mr. McConaughy, Mrs. Deuth,
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Mr. 0 'Connor, Mr. Latimer and Mrs.
Hoagg as a committee to distribute, collect and count the ballots, and the Convention entered upon the work ofballoting. The ballots having been collected,
pending a report, Mr. Wilhelm read a
letter from P. Y. Kawai which was of
much interest. Upon motion duly made
and seconded, it was voted that in the
event a second ballot was necessary, following the report of the ballot committee, the Convention defer such ballot
until the next morning session.
Mrs. Luther of Okanaga, Washington,
delegate from that assembly, gave a stirring and beautiful spiritual talk concerning the Bahai work in the northwest. All felt the blessing of listening
to this sincere and radiant soul in her
account of her !Spiritual experiences.
The ballot committee now announced
its report as follows: The total number
of ballots. cast were forty-nine; Mr.
R,andall received forty-six; Mr. Wilhelm
received forty; Mr. Lunt received forty;
Mrs. True, thirty-seven; Mrs. Maxwell,
thirty-one; Mr. Mills, twenty-five; all
others having received a number of ballots less than a majority of the votes
cast. The election of the persons named,
six in all, was declared by the chair to
be complete, leaving three to be selected.
The minority ballots were cast substantially as follows: Dr. Frederick E.
D'Evelyn had twenty-three; C. Mason
Remey had twenty-two; Albert R. Vail,
eighteen; Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, fifteen;
Louis G. Gregory, twelve; Dr. Zia M.
Bagdadi, Hooper Harris and Albert R.
Windust each had eight; Henry McConaughy and Mrs. Wandeyne Deuth
had seven; Mrs. Annie Pannerton, Dr.
Pauline Barton-Peeke and George Latimer had six; Urbain LeDoux, five; Mrs.
Ella G. Cooper, Mrs. Mary Hanford
Ford, Howard MacNutt, Juliet Thompson and Roy Williams, had four each.
The Convention adjourned to meet on
Wednesday morning, April 28, 1920, at
9:30 A. M.
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WEDNESDAY MORNING SESSION
APRIL 28, 1920
The Convention was called to order at
9 :30 A. M. Prayer was read by Mr.
Bowman of Washington. It was suggested by one of the delegates that tho
Convention send a telegram of love and
sympathy to Miss Martha Root who was
with her sick father and unable to be
present.
After discussion as to how the Convention could best get before it the
names of those most available and cal)able to fill the remaining three places on
the Executive Board, it was moved and
seconded that the names of the three
friends receiving the highest minority
votes in the first ballot, be posted on a
blackboard. It was moved to amend
further, that the six highest minority
names appearing on the first ballot bo
posted instead of three. This amendment having been accepted, the chair
called for a ballot to elect three of the
six persons whose names were before the
Convention, stating, further, that the
delega tes were, of course, not bound to
vote for any of the six, but that freedom of action was an essential.
At this point, it was moved and seconded, that in future Conventions the
secretary of the Convention prepare
typewritten copies of the names of all
delegates to a Convention as soon as the
credential committee's report had been
accepted, for distribution among the
delegates so that all might know the
names of delegates and refer to the list
for such action as might be necessary.
Mr. Remey desired to withdraw his
name from the six posted, owing to his
expectation to leave shortly for Europe
and the Holy Land. Dr. Bagdadi's
name was also suggested to be withdrawn, as his stay in the Holy Land
was indefinite. Mr. Gregory desired his
name withdrawn owing to his general
plans for teaching. It was then moved
and seconded that the names of the delegates and alternates be read in the Con-
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vention, also those voted for the day
before who were not chosen and that
the delegates present have the privilege of suggesting from the floor any
additional names without stating personal qualifications of any kind. It was
then moved to amend by substituting
three additional names to be suggested
from the floor for the three names hitherto drawn. Upon a submission to the
Convention, the amending motion was
declared by the chair to be carried. It
was suggested from the floor that the
next three names, that is to say, the
seventh, eighth and ninth names, on the
minority list of the former ballot, be
added to the other three names now before the Convention. This suggestion
being brought into motion, was declared
carried.
The list for the consideration of the
Convention now read: Dr. F. W.
D 'Evelyn, Albert R. Vail, Mirza Ahmad
Sohrab, Albert R. Windust, Henry McConaughy and Mrs. Wandeyne Deuth.
It was further moved that the names of
some women delegates be added to the
list. This motion being put to a vote
was declared carried. The names of the
following were then suggested from the
floor: Mrs. Louise Boyle, Mrs. Watson,
Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, Mrs Parsons,
Mrs. Howard Struven, Miss Juliet
Thompson, Mrs. Annie F'armerton, Mrs.
Mariam Haney and Mrs. Elizabeth B.
Nourse.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was voted that the nominations be closed.
Mrs. Parmerton desired to have her
name eliminated, as she expected to be
traveling.
The Convention having voted to select three from the list before them and
the ballots having been taken and pending report on the same, the chair invited J enabi Fazel Mazandarani, who
was present, to read to the Convention
the special Tablet he had brought to
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the friends from Abdul-Baha. J enabi
Fazel then read the Tablet with the utmost fragrance and power.
At this point, contributions for the
Mashrekol-Azkar fund begun to pour
in. Dr. Peeke of Cleveland announced
that $30 of the $400 contributed from
tha t assembly was from the children.
Other contributions were rapidly added
as follows:
Cleveland Assembly .......... $ 400.00
Boston Assembly ........... . 130.00
Baltimore Assembly ........ . 155.00
Denver Assembly .......... .
10.00
Worcester (Mass.) Assembly .. 1,011.50
The chairman announced that
$27 had been given to Mrs.
True .................... .
27.00
Okanagan (Wash.) Assembly.
11.00
Pledge for ................. .
25.00
Buffalo Assembly .•......... 1,000.00
Mrs. Mills (now in N. Y.) ... .
5.00
Lakeland (Fla.) Assembly .. .
25.00
Denver Assembly, pledge .... .
25.00
Christmas savings of two of
the Boyle children in Washington' $100 Liberty bond.
100.00
E. B. Boyle, two $50 Liberty
bonds ........ " ......... . 100.00
A pledge from Jersey City
(Mary V. Moore) ......... .
50.00
Manhattan Assembly. " .... .
10.00
Muskegon Assembly ........ .
15.00
Mrs. Coles, Montreal ........ . 500.00
Washington (D. C.) ........ . 231.69
Cleveland increased its contribution .................. .
10.00
Washington increased its contribution ................ .
11.00
Utica (N. Y.) .............. .
50.00
5.00
Bahai Juniors in Washington.
Toronto, Canada, brought by
Mrs. Pomeroy ........... .
10.00
Cortland, N. Y., Florence A.
Cobb .................... .
10.00
One of the most devoted servants in this Cause ........ 5,000.00
Detroit ....................
10.50
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Chicago ................... . 100.00
R.ockford .................. . 1,000.00
Pledge from Beverly and Salem, Mass ................ . 100.00
Pledge from Y onkers ........ . 100.00
Pledge from Detroit ......... . 100.00
Washington Assembly ...... .
10.00
New York Assembly raised its
contribution ............. . 100.00
Cincinnati Assembly ....... .
11.00
One of the friends here ...... .
10.00
Seattle, pledged ............ . 200.00
A friend .................. .
2.00
Emily Moore .............. .
5.00
St. Louis Assembly (Mrs. Barbee) .................... .
20.00
Mrs. Fowler ............... .
62.00
Omaha .................... .
10.00
Worcester (Mass.) ......... .
15.00
The Y onkers Juniors ........ .
5.00
The Boston Juniors ......... .
20.00
Two pledges from Minneapolis,
$100 each ............... . 200.00
Atlantic City (This contribution is in addition to $20.12
which had already been sent
to Mrs. True) ............ .
89.02
Cleveland raised its contribution .................... .
30.00
New York raised by pledge ... .
10.00
New York, donation ......... . 100.00
W,ashington Assembly, pledge. 100.00
Atlantic City, through a friend
25.00
Montreal raised its contribution 200.00
Montreal, pledged ......... . 500.00
Boston, pledged ............ . 100.00
Boston, another pledge ...... .
25.00
California ................ ,.
50.00
Atlantic City .............. .
5.00
Cincinnati ................. .
20.00
Montclair, N. J ............. .
5.00
A pledge of ................ . 100.00
Washington, pledged ....... .
10.00
Atlantic City .............. .
1.00
From the Sardos of Alaska .. .
6.00
Riverton Assembly, N. J.,
pledged ................. .
10.00
Boston Assembly, .......... .
30.00
Montclair, N. J ............. .
5.00
Southern California, pledged .. 100.00
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Spokane, Wash., pledged.....
50.00
In arranging for the expense
of the Rizwan Feast in New
York contributions were received in excess of $150,
which was added to the
New York contribution. . . .. 150.00
A New Jerseyite from Englewood, N .•r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.00
25.00
Denver increased its pledge..
From a little girl blessed by
Abdul-Baha when in Philadelphia ..................
5.00
$275 worth of photographs of
Abdul-Baha .............. 275.00
Worcester increased its contribution .................. .
5.00
Boston .................... .
10.00
A friend sent ............... .
5.00
Washington ............... .
1.00
Worcester, Mass. . .......... .
10.00
Washington, again ......... .
5.00
A quilt which Abdul-Baha
used while in Ohicago .... .
Another quilt .............. .
The ballot committee reported as follows, to the effect that the ballots taken
showed no one receiving a majority of
the votes cast. There were fifty ballots
cast, and the votes were as follows:
Mr. Vail 23 votes, Mrs. Greenleaf 17,
Mrs. Boyle 13, Dr. Peeke 13, Mrs. Parsons 12, Ahmad Sohrab 11, Dr. D'Evelyn 10, Mr. Windust 7, Mrs. Struven 7,
Mrs. Baney 6, Mrs. Nourse 5, Juliet
Thompson 5, Mrs. Ford 5, Mr. Barris 5.
It was thereupon moved, seconded
and carried that the first nine names
on the list just presented, Mrs. Baney
being substituted for Mrs. Parsons who
was not present, meet at once and agree
upon three names to present to the
Oonvention. Miss Thompson was appointed by the chair to take Dr. Peeke's
place in her absence. The committee so
appointed retired for consultation.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that a committee be nominated for the purpose of drafting a res-
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olution commemorating our departed
friend, J oseph H. Hannen of Washington. This motion was unanimously
adopted by a rising vote. Urbain LeDoux and Mrs. J osephine DeLagnel
were appointed as this committee.
It was moved that a nominating committee of nine be appointed to present
a list from which to elect a teaching
committee, in accordance with the plan
adopted by the Oonvention at its 1919
session. It having been pointed out
that this nominating committee, under
the motion, would not be bound in any
way as to the number of the teaching
committee it shall recommend to the
Oonvention, and also that thenominating committee should include some recommendation as to the best means by
which the Oonvention may handle the
other matters mentioned in the book entitled, The Divine Plan, which are matters associated but not necessarily identical with the work of the teaching
committee, the motion was put and declared carried. Mr. Randall now reported as secretary of the committee of
nineteen, chosen last year as a teaching
committee.
The chair announced the names of
the nominating committee just authorized as follows: Mrs. Mabel S. R,iceWray, Mrs. E:mogene Hoagg, Mrs. Ellen
Beecher, Mrs. Annie L. Parmertun,
Louis G. Gregory, Albert R. Vail, Roy
Williams, Howard O. Ives, and Ahmad
Sohrab.
The chair further announced that the
summary of donations and pledges
given during the morning was as follows: Donations, $10,395.23, in cash;
pledges, $2,030; photographs, etc., $275 ;
making a total of $12,700..23.
The committee of consultation, with
power to select the three remaining
members of the Executive Board, reported through Albert R. Windust,
chairman, the names of Albert R. Vail,
Mrs. Louise D. Boyle and Dr. Frederick
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W. D 'Evelyn as the members selected.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was voted that the secretary
be instructed to cast one ballot for the
election of these three members of the
Executive Board. The secretary announced that he had cast one ballot for
each of the persons named, and they
were declared duly elected.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to refer to the Executive Board for decision, the important question of the exhibition and future disposition of the Temple model
made by Mr. Bourgeois and accepted
by the Convention.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, the meeting adjourned to meet
at 2:30 P. M.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The afternoon session of the Oonvention was opened with an announcement
by the chair that further contributions
to the fund of $10 from New York Oity
had been received. The chair then
called upon Howard MacNutt of Brooklyn to address the Oonvention. Mr.
MacNutt brought before the Oonvention
the gist of the situation relative to the
publication of the addresses of AbdulBaha given in the United States and
Oanada in 1912. He stated that nearly
eight years had elapsed without these
important discourses being given to the
world in consistent and complete form,
although the discourses given in Europe
were published there before Ab dulBaha left Europe. Mr. MacNutt stated
that Abdul-Baha had instructed him to
prepare the American addresses for
final publication and that he had been
at work for nearly four years, and that
the addresses were now ready for the
printer. He urged that some action be
taken, for the immediate publication of
these valuable addresses. There are
about 250,000 words and there would
have to be four volumes with a considerable expense attached for publication.
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The chair called upon the treasurer
of the Unity, Mr. Randall, to give his
report at this time, which was done.
The report shown in brief was as follows:
"That up to April 1st, 1920, which
does not include anything which came
in since the month of April, 1920, we
haveUnited States treasury certificates of indebtedness,
which are short-time maturities maturing in a few
years and paying 4% and
4%, % .................. $110,000.00
Another issue of United
States certificates of indebtedness .............

10,000.00

Cash balance in the Northern Trust Company April
1st, 1920 ...............

20,173.72

Liberty bonds received to
date ...................

28,050.00

Liberty bonds received since
April 1st, 1919, with last
year's accumulated interest ....................

5,600.00

Making a total now of
practically
(counting
Liberty bonds as cash) .. $174,433.72
So that with the $12,000 or $15,000
raised here, we are very near to the
$200,000. We hope there will be some
more contributions to raise thr,c to
$200,000. These books are turned over
to the auditing committee."
The treasurer brought to the attention of the Convention in connection
with his report, a pending question as
to what should be done with reference
to the refunding of a certain contribution previously made and now desired
or needed by the contributor. It having been brought out that in a Tablet
from Abdul-Baha dated January 23,
1920, this matter was referred to the
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Convention, and certain legal considerations in connection therewith having
been explained, it was moved, seconded
and carried that the amount so contributed, plus the interest, received by the
Unity, be returned to the contributor;
provided he is now ready to receive it,
and the treasury is authorized to make
this payment; provided, however, that
it sufficiently appears that the legal
questions involved are such as to give
authority to the Convention to take
this action.
The chair announced the appointment
of an auditing committee to go over
the books of the treasurer, as follows:
Edward D. Struven of Beverly, Mass.,
and Mrs. Mabel S. Rice-Wray of Detroit, Mich.
The status of the present Bahai Publishing Society and the best means of
expanding this work was now discussed
by several of the delegates. It was
moved, seconded and unanimously carried that the matter of publication of
the American addresses of Abdul-Baha
and the work of the Publishing Society
to the end that the necessary financing
may be done and the addresses published, be referred to the Executive
Board.
The committee on the nomination of
the teaching committee reporting
through Mrs. Hoagg announced the following nominations:
"From the East: Mr. Randall, Mr.
Mills, Mrs. Deuth. From the South:
Mrs. Parsons, Mrs. Haney, Mrs. Latimer. From the Middle West: Dr. Barton-Peeke, Mrs. Slater, Carl Scheffler.
From the Western States: Mrs. Cooper,
Mr. McConaughy, George Latimer.
F'rom Canada: Mrs. Maxwell, Mrs.
Cole, and we put in Mrs. Rice-Wray
as she is so near the border. Then there
are four more to make up the nineteen.
Roy Williams, Mr. Ives, Mrs. French.
Mr. MacNutt."
It was duly moved and seconded that
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the secretary be authorized to cast a
ballot for each of the nineteen persons
so nominated as the teaching committee named by the Oonvention. This motion was carried.
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab presented to the
Oonvention the matter of the PersianAmerican Educational Society and its
splendid work in Persia, especially in
the Tarbiat school. He spoke of its need
of re-invigoration and reorganization,
and that a Tablet from Abdul-Baha,
which had just reached him, expressed
the hope that the Tarbiat school would
receive assistanee from the American
friends. Mirza Sohrab hoped that the
Oonvention would be able to take some
action on. this important matter. He
spoke of the great sacrifice of many of
the eastern Bahais to send contributions
to the Mashrekol-Azkar here, and referred to the great benefit which would
come from this reciprocation from us
with reference to the support of the Tarbiat school. It was announced by Mrs.
Boyle that there are fifty-eight scholarships in good standing which have been
kept up. It was understood that any
special funds so contributed are to be
sent to Persia in the name of our deal·
brother Joseph H. Hannen through Mr.
Wilhelm.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to refer all matters
connected with the passing upon articles, books and writings concerned in the
Cause not specifically exempted by the
Tablets, to the Executive Board in accordance with a Tablet to Miss Jean
Masson on this subject, dated July 22,
1919.
The committee which had been appointed to prepare the resolutions on
the departure of our dear brother and
friend Mr. Hannen, reported as follows,
thrL'ough tMrs. Watson. Mrs. Watson
said in part: "I would like to pay a
little tribute personally to that beloved
saint who has ascended to the Supreme
Ooncourse. I knew him for nineteen
years; he was indeed a faithful servant;
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one who brought sunshine and joy into
every meeting, and I can scarcely put
into words and express the grief now,
in these days, when we miss him; but
Bahais submit, and with radiant joy accept whatsoever He wills." This is the
resolution:
, , The Twelfth Bahai Oongress, in
Oonvention assembled, offers the following resolution:
"Whereas, our beloved brother, J 0seph H. Hannen, has ascended to the
Supreme Ooncourse, and is therefore
freed from this 'earthly furnace of mortality; ,
"And Whereas, he was a faithful servant of Abdul-Baha, firm in the Oenter
of the Oovenant, and untiring in his efforts for the Oause of BAHA'O'LLAH,
"It Is Hereby Resolv'ed that all the
friends of God offer praise and gratitude
to the threshold of Almighty God, and
beseech for the family and friends of
this free soul, consolation, assistance,
guidance and enlightenment. May they,
in this calamity, realize the providence
of God."
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
this resolution was unanimously adopted.
Mr. Harris stated to the Oonvention
that a telegram had just come that Miss
Fannie Knobloch had passed the crisis
and was out of danger. The Oonvention
paused in its work for a few moments
of silent prayer in gratitude to God for
this divine assistance t;o this blessed
maid-servant.
Mr. MacNutt explained to the Oonvention the situation in connection with
the voice-record made by Abdul-Baha
while in the United States, saying that
he, Mr. MacNutt, had endeavored since
1912 to persuade the Oolumbia Graphophone Oompany to sell the matrix of this
record, but without success so far. He
urged the Oonvention to appoint a committee to take this matter up to see if
this valuable master-record of the voice
of Abdul-Baha could not be permanently secured and protected for future
generations. Mr. MacNutt further spoke
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of the moving-picture film, that is to
say, the master-negative from which the
films of Abdul-Baha, with which the
friends are familiar, were copied. He
told about the circumstances under
which this wonderful film was taken
and urged the Convention likewise to
take some action to secure possession
and continuous ownership and control
of this original negative. He said:
"Consider what it means to those who
had no opportunity whatever of seeing
or hearing Abdul-Baha. They will be
able to hear his beloved voice and see
his wonderful face on the screen and
hear the voice record. This is for posterity and not for us. I leave this question before the Convention. I have long
waited for an opportunity of putting
it before an authoritative committee or
body of the Bahai Cause."
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was voted that Mr. MacNutt
act as chairman of the committee to
take up both of these matters, and to
have power to increase the committee by
adding thereto in his discretion.
Mr. MacNutt concluded, asking that
the friends so far as possible co-operate
with him and Mrs. MacNutt to perpetuate their house in Brooklyn as a Bahai home as a memorial to the Bahai
Cause. This was the scene of the motion-picture and Abdul-Baha has written Tablets concerning this home and
its perpetuation.
The chair announced that many important questions still to be taken up
would be impossible of decision at this
session, suggested another session of the
Convention tomorrow, Thursday morning.
The auditing committee, reporting on
the books of the treasurer, complimented
the manner in which they were kept, and
upon motion duly made and seconded,
the report of the auditing committee was
accepted.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that the Convention recess
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until tomorrow, Thursday morning, at
9' o'clock in the Bahai Library, 415 Madison Avenue, New York City.
A further contribution of $10 was announced to the Mashrekol-Azkar fund.
The Convention then informally adjourned to attend the wedding ceremony
of Mizra Ahmad Sohrab and Miss Juanita Storch which took place in the large
auditorium in another part of the building.
THURSDAY MORNING SESSION
APRIL 29, 1920
The Convention was called to order
at 9 o'clock A. M. at 415 Madison Avenue. Alfred E. Lunt in the chair,
Chairman Mills being detained. The
Convention united in singing "Softly
His Voice Is Calling Now."
After supplication for guidance, the
chair stated that we were favored this
morning with the attendance of Jenabi
Fazel Mazandarani and Manuclmr Khan
who had instructions for the Spiritual
Assemblies of the country; the ConvPntion being ideally such a Spiritual Assembly, and desired to hear from these
brothers concerning any important matters they had in mind.
J enabi Fazel replying, mentioned the
Mashrekol-Azkar and its importance,
saying "we have been reading about
the Mashrekol-Azkar in America and
this news has been echoing throughout
the world, and all the Bahais in the
world are praying most anxiously to see
the result." He spoke of the command
of BAHA'O'LLAH concerning building
Mashrekol-Azkars in every center and
of the wish of Abdul-Baha that the
Mashrekol-Azkar should be as imposing
a structure and edifice as it is possible
to make it. For the people would be
therefore attracted and "if they do not
see the material temple they will not be
informed about the spiritual temple."
J enabi Fazel spoke of the importance
of the teaching work, and of how teaching was carried on in Persia.
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For instance, the Bahais elect a Spiritual Assembly (House of Spirituality)
who have many sub-committees. One
of these committees is the committee on
teaching who elect teachers and the
teachers in turn make a report to their
committee as to their doings and activities. One of the teachers is sent to each
one of the meetings held in different
parts of the city, who gives the principal talk. After this there are other
meetings which are called "encouraging meetings" for those who are part(y
convinced. Fuller information is given
them and everything possible done for
them.
The Spiritual Assembly (House of
Spirituality), performs many things and
has great responsibilities. One of its
responsibilities is to keep the Bahais in
unity and remove all causes of difference and dissension in a meeting. If
a teacher is traveling and comes to another town the committee of teachers
there has a plan to arrange for him as
they are better informed about the conditions in that town than one who comc:'!
from the outside. Jenabi Fazel expressed the hope that if such committees could be organized in America jt
would be very beneficial. He hoped that
before long such committees would be
This would
organized everywhere.
greatly assist the traveling teachers.
The Convention entered into consultation concerning the best means of assisting the newly appointed national teaching committee. The question of literature for distribution at such meetings
was brought up and the crying need of
this manifested. Mrs. Hoagg spoke on
this subject and suggested that if each
of the friends would donate one dollar
a month to the teaching fund it would
be of the utmost assistance.
The chair inquired if Jenabi Fazel
would present to the Convention the real
qualifications intended by the term
"Spiritual Assembly" or "House of
Spirituality. " J enabi Fazel answering,
said that the House of Spirituality is
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the same as the Spiritual Assembly or
the Spiritual Meeting. Members of this
Meeting or House are elected by the
Bahais, that is to say, by a majority.
These are elected from among the
friends themselves in this manner: All
the Bahais by preliminary election elect
a number of people from their own number, then those who have been so elected
meet to choose from their number a
House of Spirituality. The friends who
are placed upon the House of Spirituality must be firm and well known in their
steadfastness. They must be sincere and
well known to the others. Having been
elected, the House has the responsibility of carrying on the different activities concerning which J enabi Fazel had
just outlined. The subject at the teaching meetings is chosen before hand and
the teacher sent there speaks on that
subject. The teacher reports to the
teaching committee and the committee
reports to the House of Spirituality.
This House should have all the control
in its hands and should hold consultation at least once a week. It is very important that the friends consult in order to bring about the best decision.
The members of the House of Spirituality must be sincere and firm. This
is more important than anything else
because it is the center of the Cause.
The center should be clear and purified. It should be like a source that all
the streams spring from. If it is not
clear how can the streams be clear? It
must be light. If there is any darkness
in it it will be of no use. Each member should have no will but the will of
God. He must not be tenacious and
persist in his own opinion. If somebody has a better opinion he should
change his opinion at once. "What aim
do we have save servitude?"
J enabi
Fazel emphasized the important fact
that the preliminary committee selected
to choose the House of Spirituality must
be larger than the House it is to
choose and that this preliminary committee must choose the House of Spiritual-
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ity from out of its own members. [See
pages 155 to 158 for detailed report of
this talk.-Editors.]
The Executive Board being obliged
to meet at this time, George O. Latimer
was asked to serve as chairman.
Mrs. Parsons brought out a point observed by her when in Haifa, suggesting that many individuals in each assembly in America write the same questions to Haifa and if each is answered
it means duplicating the same answer
to many. One of the Oriental friends
at the holy household suggested to Mrs.
Parsons that if the friends from each
assembly would meet together concerning these general questions and combine them in a supplication .from such
assembly, it would be of much assistance.
This she said did not concern the personal matters about which many write
and is not intended to interfere with
personal supplications and personal
answers to each one. Mrs. Parsons also
expressed the belief that if these general questions were made as brief as possible it would avoid errors in condensing the letters by translators over there
and where possible it would be well to
have them typewritten, in the interest
of clear expression. She said "I have
never seen people work in my life as
these translators do, from dawn until
late in the night and their work is really
colossal, as we all know."
Mr. Windust gave a comprehensive
statement about the STAR OF THE WEST,
especially with reference to the utterance of Abdul-Baha about it, published
in The Divine Plan. He read an extract
from a Tablet revealed since The DiV'ine
Plan was published, dated June 4, 1919,
to Harlan F. Ob er [while he was president of the Bahai Temple Unity], as
follows:
"Concerning the STAR OF ,['HE WEST,
the organ must be so promulgated .in
America and Persia that at least Its
necessary expenses may be provided.
Upon this point a letter shall be written
to Persia."
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He also read a further Tablet revealed June 27, 1919, to the Bahais of
Persia which we reproduce in full:
"To the members of the Spiritual Committee, Teheran - Upon them be
BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

He Is God!
o friends of God!
The magazine of the STAR OF THE
WEST, notwithstanding great difficulties
during the days of the war, has continued until these days of quietness and
tranquillity which have come. Although
it had been cut off entirely from Persia,
yet it managed to sustain its existence.
Therefore financial hardships obtained.
But now that war has ended in peace,
there must be given regularity to the
STAR OF THE WEST, so that it may circulate throughout the East and the \Vest.
And this is conditioned upon the increase in number of the subscribers.
Therefore the friends in all the provinces of Persia must subscribe to. this
blessed matter. Strive ye in the promUlgation of this growing magazine only
for service to the Cause of God, in order
that it may become the means of the
stimulation of its editors and for the
best regularity of the institution.
Likewise, if possible, some of the
friends may subscribe to the newspaper
Chehreh N ema in Egypt and pay the
subscriptions in advance.
Upon ye be EI-Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs."

It is evident that one purpose at
least of these Tablets, is that the friends
should rally to the support of the S'['AR
OF. THE WEST in the way of subscriptions to a degree never before realized.
Let each one of the friends in America
take this to heart.

Mr. Windust proceeded, reading extracts from Tablets recently received by
himself and Miss Buikema, dated July
20th and 29th, 1919, respectively, as
follows:
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[" The STAR OF THE WEST must, at
present, be written both in English and
Persian. Miss Gertrude Buikema is
indeed serving the STAR. We hope that
with his honor Dr. Zia Bagdadi-Upon
him be the Baha-EI-Abha I-ye may be
both assisted in remarkable services.
Your efforts are evident and well known
in the sight of Abdul-Baha. I pray God
that, under all conditions, ye may be
assisted and confirmed. As to the editorship of the STAR OF THE WEST, whatever ye deem advisable is accepted by
Abdul-Baha. "
"At present both of you must, as ye
have been doing in the past, endeavor
for the arrangement and the publication of the STAR OF THE WEST. However, the means of subsistence are necessary for both of you and ye cannot concentrate your time in this matter. Serve,
therefore, as much as it is possible, the
STAR OF THE WEST, and in order to
secure the means of livelihood, do not
abandon your own occupations. When
the STAR OF THE ''VEST will be so widely
published as to insure your necessary
expenses, then if ye abandon your occupation and concentrate upon the
STAR, it will be preferable. But at
present ye are forced to engage in your
occupation that the means of livelihood
may be secured.
"As I have no time, I have written
thee in brief. Whatever question comes
up, submit it to the Editorial Staff
Committee for discussion and consideration and then hold to what ye deem advisable and suitable."J
Mr. Windust went on to say that the
instructions to the Persians brought immediate £ruit, as always, and that a
short time ago the STAR received a contribution from Teheran. He spoke of
a remarkable spiritual incident which
has occurred in the affairs of the printing office in which he, Mr. Windust, is
a partner, which he believes will enable
him to give more attention to the STAR
OF THE WEST than previously. He described most beautifully the ideals of
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the editors of the STAR in the following
words:
"We Bahais know that Paradise for
us is the Face of God. Paradise is not
a room or a picture or a creed, or a certain state of mind or anything of that
kind. We know that the ultimate goal
is to come into the Presence of the Manifestation of God. We know the people
of the past have been looking forward to
the appearance of BAHA'O'LLAH, for He
is the One whom the people of the ancient and modern times have been seeking. The journeys of the people of the
past lead to the presence of His Holy
Face. His Blessed Face is the goal of
the lovers. As He has been the goal of
the lovers since the beginning of historic
time, so will He be the goal of future
people for a thousand or thousands of
years. The people of the future will
look backward to His time. Every
movement, every word of His Holiness,
BAHA'O'LLAH'S wondrous life and of His
son's blessed life-His Holiness, AbdulBaha, the Center of the Covenant-and
of every one of the holy souls with him
together with the activities of the
friends during this time, will be the
most precious things of humanity for a
thousand or thousands of years to come.
The spotlight of history is directed to
this time. Remember what Mrs. Chamberlain said Mirza Abul Fazl 's answer
was to her question, 'vVhat is the greatest thing in the Bahai teachings ~' and
he said, 'The appreciation of this time.'
"When the curtain comes down on
the last word and action of His Holiness,
Abdul-Baha, upon this plane, the great
drama of the ages will have been closed.
There has been the prologue, there will
be the epilogue, but the great Third Act
of the mighty drama of the Bab, BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha will have ended.
And it is evident that the people of the
future will search out every detail, not
only in connection with the Bahai Cause,
but every other activity-scientific, literary, etc.-everything that has happened at this time.
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"Now, what is the point~ It is this:
The Words and deeds of the Bab,
BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha are the
most vital. The Tablets of Abdul-Baha
are the most valuable words uttered in
the world today. There is nothing more
valuable today than the words of AbdulBaha, and these words have been coming to you and to me in talks, addresses
and Tablets and they are being printed
in the STAR OF THE WEST, and thus distributed in permanent form. The STAR
Ub' THE WEST, through the confirmation
of God, has also been the depository of
the development of the Cause in the
West. Abdul-Baha says, 'It is a ciear
mirror of the events and happenings in
the Cause.' But most important of all,
Abdul-Baha's words, together with photographs of him are being preserved.
And these issues of the STAR when
bound in book form are the very books
the people of the future will search and
research.
"Another illustration: The redwood
trees of California, if we examine them
closely, reveal that many are thousands
of years old; that is, if we count the
rings inward until we find the center
ring, we can tell how many years old
they are. That center ring is the deposit of the first period of growth of
that tree. The STAR OF THE WEST, jf
you will permit this illustration, preserves the first period of the growth of
the Bahai Cause on the North American continent. No matter how many
rings of enlargement or growth in the
future-which Abdul-Baha desires it
to have-we will still find this center
ring the tree has grown during the
time Abdul-Baha was upon the earth,
the most precious of all. Some people say it is narrow, it is limited.
It is. The enlargement comes naturally,
gradually. Abdul-Baha said in his instructions in The Divine Plan, that the
contents should gather 'little by little
around these general Tablets.' vVe are
limited as to space. We have but a
few pages now,-the cost of production
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limits us to that-yet we are depositing
the most vital things in permanent
form, in our opinion, and we believe
that the future will show it to be so."
Mrs. Parsons mentioned the earnest
request of many of the English friends
as to whether the Bahai Publishing Society could not provide more of the
books for use in England, so that they
would be available at a cheaper price,
binding some of the books in paper covers. She felt that this would be of utmost assistance in spreading the Cause
in England.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that the secretary issue as
soon as possible the business minutes
and proceedings of the Convention including the constitution and by-laws of
the Bahai Temple Unity for distribution
to all parts of the country. The Executive Board having completed its session reported the election of the following officers of the Unity:
Mr. Mountfort Mills, President.
Dr. Frederick "\!If. D 'Evelyn, VicePresident.
Mr. William H. Randall, Treasurer.
Mrs. Corinne True, Financial Secretary.
Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, Secretary.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was voted that the legal ratification meeting of the Unity, conforming to the annual meeting, required by
the laws of Illinois, be held in the city
of Chicago, Saturday, May 22d, 1920,
at 10 A. M., at 5338 Kenmore Avenue.
The matter of exclusion of delegates
representing more than one assembly
from voting participation in the Convention was again brought up. It was
pointed out that although this action
was largely asked for in view of the
importance of voting on the Temple
plans at this Convention, that notwithstanding this, through the divine confirmations and the faith and splendid
spirit of the delegates, the action on the
plans became ultimately unanimous ac-
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tion. It was also stated that so far as
the vote of this Convention attempted
to bind future Conventions to the same
effect, i. e., that delegates notwithstanding their holding official credentials from more than one assembly,
should have but one vote in the Convention, that this could not have the
desired effect as future Conventions
could only be held in conformity with a
by-law duly passed in accordance with
the constitution and by-laws of the
Unity. This has not been done. It was
suggested, therefore, that before the
next Convention the assemblies should
take action on this important question
which should result in initiating a bylaw for consideration and action by the
next Convention or by the assemblies
which would settle this question.
The Convention entered into consultation concerning this question, and
upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that the Executive Board
be directed to formulate a by-law on
the subject matter of the representation
of delegates and alternates in the annual
Convention from the several assemblies,
and as to whether one delegate may represent more than one assembly, and that
notice be given, with copy of such bylaw, by mail to each assembly seasonably, as provided under article 9 of the
constitution, so that action on this matter shall be had prior to the election of
delegates to the next annual Convention.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously voted that
the Convention hereby record its thanks
and appreciation to the Engineering
Societies of New York for their great
courtesies extended during the period
of the Convention and Congress.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was voted that the secretary
issue to each of the architects who have
filed plans and designs of the Temple
with the Unity, an expression of grati-
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tude for their loyal service to the Cause
and the Mashrekol-Azkar in preparing
and submitting these invaluable plans.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to send a telegram
to the friends at Buenos Ayres responding to their beautiful expression to the
Convention, and also telegram of sympathy to Miss Martha Root for her
father who is so ill, and that Mr. Wilhelm perform this service.
Upon IP.otion duly made and seconded, it was voted that a letter of
greeting be sent to Mrs. Relen S.
Goodall of San Francisco, expressing
the hope of the Convention for her recovery from illness, this letter to be sent
through Mrs. Emogene Roagg.
The chairman called the co-operation
and interest of the friends to the following matters which they had been unable
to reach in the discussions of the Convention:
Bahai Library, in New York city,
Mrs. Deuth; Unity Rouse in Boston,
Mrs. Randall; Fellowship Press, New
York city, Mrs. Chamberlain; Bahai
Publishing Society, Chicago, Miss
Lesch; Bahai restaurant, New York
city, Mrs. Lehmann; social service on
the East Side, New York city, Mr, LeDoux; the progress of Esperanto
throughout the year was to be described to us by Mr. Morton, and it was
understood that these matters would be
taken up by the friends mentioned as to
each activity, at 3 o'clock P. M., at 415
Madison Avenue, in informal consultation.
J enabi Fazel Mazandarani having
chanted a prayer in Persian, upon motion duly made and seconded it was
voted to adjourn sine die.
Allaho'Abha!
Alfred E. Lunt,
Secretary of the Convention.
[A true copy of the Minutes of the Convention held in New York City,
1920.]
Attest:
Alfred E. Lunt, Secretary.
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Letter from Roy C. Wilhelm.

o maid-servant of God! Hold fast
to the Covenant which hath emanated
from the Supreme Pen and which is
scintillating with the light of the Orb
of the Horizons. Know thou verily,

BAHA'O'LLAH is the promised One in all
the Books and Tablets, and verily, this
servant (Abdul-Baha) is the herald of
the Kingdom of God.
(Words of Abdul-Baha.)

BAHAI FRIENDS AND WORKMEN ON MASHREKOL-AZKAR GROUNDS WHEN BORING COMMENCED, SEPTEMBER 24, 1920.
Photographs furnished by Mrs. Maude C. Houser, Chlcall'o.

(See pall'e 206.)

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations) that all ~ations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affectIOn and umty between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; th ese fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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The Foundation of the Tern pIe
HE Convention in New York chose
T
Mr. Louis Bourgeois' model for
the Temple. The Unity Board has been
meeting in New York, Green Acre, Chicago, to make plans for the immediate
laying of the foundation. After their
first meeting in New York, Aug. 4, they
cabled Abdul-Baha that they had decided on plans and cost and were proceeding to lay the foundations. He cabled: "Your news imparted great joy.
Assuredly friends exercise greatest effort in this service."
The plans chosen provide for an edifice 153 feet in diameter, costing approximately $1,500,000, which will tower in
surpassing brightness and beauty from
the circular gardens by the Sheridan
Road on the shore of Lake Michigan at
the heart of the American continent. Mr.
Bourgeois has spent a number of weeks
in Chicago making plans and conducting the borings. The nine great pillars
of the Temple will rest on concrete
caissons which will go down to solid rock.
The borings show the rock is over a hundred feet below the surface. The work
on the great concrete foundations will
begin with the coming of the spring,
that symbol of "the Springtime of His
Holiness, the Eternal One" now breaking upon the radiant century of which
this Temple is so glorious a manifestation.
The need now is for a flood of contributions from all over America and the
world so that the work once started shall
never pause for funds. Each gift will
be one of the stones of love which will
lay a foundation of the oneness of mankind. Thus men shall see with their own

eyes that all nations and religions have
built and entered the Temple of Unity.
Albert Vail.
LETTER FROM THE BAHAI
TEMPLE UNITY
"Now the day has arrived in which
the edifice of God, the divine sanctuary,
the spiritual Temple, shall be erected
in America." - ABDUL-BAHA.
Beloved friends of the Covenant:
During the past summer important
Tablets were received by the friends of
God in America indicating the acceptance by Abdul-Baha of the Bourgeois
model of the Mashrekol-Azkar, which
was unanimously selected by the delegates to the annual convention in April.
A meeting of the executive board of the
Bahai Temple Unity was therefore called
in New York City on August 4th, 19'20,
and after due deliberation and thorough
consultation with Mr. Bourgeois and Mr.
E. R. Boyle, as consulting engineer, the
following cablegram was forwarded to
Haifa:
"Understanding recent Tablets approve Bourgeois design, have adopted
model reduced, preserving original
beauty, estimated cost million and half.
Proceeding construct founda tion and
increase fund. Supplicate divine assistance. EXECUTIVE BOARD."
Abdul-Baha's reply was duly received : ' 'Your news imparted great
joy. Assuredly friends exercise greatest
effort in this service. ABBAs. "
On September 17th, 18th, 19th and
20th the T(lmple Unity board held a
series of memorable meetings in Ohicago, when the initial steps were taken
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MASHREKOL-AZKAR GROUNDS, SEPTEMBER 23, 1920

toward building the first MashrekolAzkar of America. All the members
were present except Dr. D 'Evelyn of
California and Mrs. Maxwell of Canada, and the important work was formally undertaken of consulting experts
and making contracts for the actual
laying of the foundation, which will be
commenced with the opening of spring.
The first problem which greeted our
arrival in Chicago was a proposed
change in the curve of the roadway
which runs through the Temple property, dividing the narrow lake-front
strip from the larger area or site for
the Temple. The change as proposed
would greatly reduce the area of the
larger section, and after a careful survey of the grounds by the board a meeting was arranged with the citizens' committee of Wilmette. This meeting and
subsequent consultation resulted in a
complete change of their plan to our
advantage, clearly fulfilling the words
of His Holiness, Abdul-Baha, at the dedication of the grounds on May 1, 1912,
when he said: "Endeavor to have the
grounds circular in shape. If possible

even exchange certain parts in order to
have a circular piece."
Mr. Bourgeois had been in Chicago
some time prior to these meetings and
adequate surveys of the land had been
made. In consultation with Mr. Bourgeois an approximate center for the
Temple location was selected, and a
contract was perfected with the engineering concern who will proceed at
once with the making of borings to determine the substrata of the Temple site
and reach rock foundation.
Mr. AlIen McDaniel, who is engaged
in important engineering work for the
United States Government at Camp Dix,
near New York City, was named as the
engineer to prepare the structural
drawings of the Temple foundations, in
consultation with Mr. E. R. Boyle, president of the Boyle-R,obertson Construction Company of Washington, D. C.
Arrangements were made for the removal of all trees on the Temple site
with a view to ultimate leveling and
grading; also for the preservation of
the wire fence enclosing the property
by a coat of paint.
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BEGINNING FIRST BORING-FRIENDS HOLDING SOIL IN HANDS

Plans were made for an early meeting
in New York City for consultation with
architect and engineers in order to
speedily advance the preliminary work
of preparing drawings, selecting materials, etc.
It is the earnest desire of the Unity
Board to share with the friends throughout the Cause from time to time any
definite news as to the progress of the
Temple work, and with this end in view
action was taken at one of the meetings
inviting the two delegates to the annual
convention and the secretary of the local
assembly in each Bahai community to
become a special Mashrekol-Azkar committee, with whom the board may correspond and who will actively promote
the Temple program.
It is therefore the fervent hope and
urgent request of the Unity Board that
such local Mashrekol-Azkar committees
shall undertake at once, in cooperation
with their respective assemblies and existing committees, a vigorous campaign
in behalf of the Temple fund. AbdulBaha has said that voluntary contributions from the public may be received.

The Treasurer's report of August 1,
1920, shows the amount of the fund on
that date to be $185,773.09. A little
later, at Green Acre, a special Mashrekol-Azkar meeting was arranged at
which our beloved teacher J enabe Fazel
spoke, and $5,000 was subscribed to the
Temple fund. During the short time
since the selection of the design at the
Convention the fund had been increased
in all by about $25,000.
The most important magazines and
newspapers of the entire country have
featured the Temple during the past
months, notably the Architectural Record for June and the Literary Digest
during August. Other articles will soon
appear. The large plaster model of the
Temple exhibited at the convention last
April was on exhibition in New York
City during the summer and has' been
viewed by thousands. Plans are under
way for exhibiting the model in Ohicago in a very prominent location, of
which full information will be communicated at an early date. A plan was
adopted by the board for printing and
distributing colored photographs of the
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Mashrekol-Azkar design, and word will ors for the erection of this edifice, in
be sent to the local Temple committees the building of a house wherein Thy
as soon as these are available. Motion Name is mentioned every morn and eve.
pictures may be used as a means of
"0 Lord! Send down Thy benedicbringing the Temple before the people. tion upon whomsoever serves this edifice
In brief, the friends have but to cap- and endeavors in its uprising among
ture the psychology of the moment in sects and religions, and confirm him i!l
order to bring into touch with this most every good of mankind.
"Verily, Thou art the Generous, the
stirring enterprise entirely new forcessouls not yet identified with the Cause, Merciful, the Bountiful!"
"Now what will your endeavors show
perhaps, but progressive thinkers who
are ready for the vision we have to offer forth from the degrees of devotion 1"
Faithfully your servants in the Covand eager to lend their support to such
enant,
an effort-the erection of the First Universal House of Worship of the New EXECUTIVE BOARD BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY
World.
By Louise D. Boyle.
"The people shall hasten to worship
October 9, 1920.
in that heavenly Temple, the fragrances
of God will be elevated, the divine teachThe friends present when boring was
ings will be established in the hearts. "
started at the Mashrekol-Azkar grounds,
"From it the praise of God shall
September 24, 1920, were: Louis Bourascend to the Kingdom of Mystery and geois, Mary Lesch, Mrs. L. Bourgeois,
the tumult of His exaltation and greetEffie L. Lobdell, Christine Loeding,
ing shall be heard from the whole
Arna True Perron, Maude C. HouseI',
world."
Mrs. C. Ioas, Mrs. G. Kuhlman, Mrs. H.
, 'Whosoever arises for the service of
Gale, Mrs. E. G. Foster, John E. Christhis buiiding shall be assisted with great tensen, Nettie Tobin, Leona Leadroot,
power from His Supreme Kingdom and John Osenbaugh, M. D., Wm. F. Slater,
upon him spiritual and heavenly bless- D. 0., Ida B. Slater, Kokab H. A. Macings shall descend which shall fill his Cutcheon, Carl Schemer, Louis P. Kelheart with wonderful consolation and ler, Arthur S. Agnew and Albert R.
enlighten his eyes by beholding the Windust. The men employed to do the
Glorious and Eternal God."
boring were F. France, foreman,
"0 God! 0 God! Verily I implore Henry S. Zenner, L. P. Hummel and
Thee with throbbing heart and stream- G. C. Ayers. Photographs by Mrs.
ing tears to aid everyone who endeav- Maude C. HouseI', Chicago.

A Bahai Pilgrimage to South America
Compiled from letters written by MISS MARTHA ROOT while enroute.
(Continued from page 118)

N shipboard, in the six-day voyage
from Santos to Buenos Aires, there
was a great storm. The cold, the sleet,
the general discomfort of nearly every
one seasick, tended to make one a little
laggard in giving the Message. Also,
these people had been journeying together for four weeks from France and
had made their friendships before Miss

O

Martha Root came aboard. The first
one to whom she gave the Message was
a young man from the state of Minas
Geraes, who is going to engage in commerce between the United States and
Brazil, after he completes his language
studies. After reading the Bahai books
three days he said: "This is the best of
all thE' religions I have known." One
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Frenchman seeing the" Greatest Name"
in Persian on the book, The Divine Plan,
asked her what she was reading. He
knew Arabic and was attracted. Then
there was a young Frenchman, son of
the owner of the largest telegraph bureau in Paris, who spoke a little English (only two persons spoke even a little English), and to him she explained
the Cause.
Two days later Miss Root suggested
they have a "conference" in the diningroom for all the passengers and he interpret for her the Bahai Cause. It took
two days to prepare. First she explained it to him in halted French, sentence by sentence, the history and vital
principles, the young Frenchman repeated it in slow English and then told
it in Spanish to a young man who was
with him; the Frenchman then wrote
it sentence by sentence in his own English, but afterwards wrote it in the most
brilliant French. Almost everyone
came to the "conference" announced
by the Captain for four o'clock, immediately after tea. The Frenchman read
the address, then as friends asked questions, Miss Root begging them to pardon her French, replied. There were
twenty aviators in the audience and all
asked for literature. Later when these
aviators disembarked, Buenos Aires met
them at the pier with flowers and beautiful ceremonies. The commandant who
is from Argentina was carried off the
ship on the shoulders of his countrymen
and marched through the principal
thoroughfares. The young Frenchman
in saying good-bye added, "I have not
always understood well the words you
speak, but I understood the life you
have, and it is for that I am interested. "
September 19th, Miss Root spent in
Montevideo, Uruguay, where the French
ship stopped for twelve hours. Her
roommate on the ship out from New
York lived there. The latter was an
American girl who had married an
Uruguayan. The father-in-law had also
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been a passenger on the ship. Miss
Root went to their wholesale business
house where they took her in a touring
car to their beautiful home. They are
people of wealth and distinction. After
lunch and a drive they put a Bahai book
in the English Club, another was taken
to the National Biblioteca which is a
part of Montevideo University, an excellent library where other Bahai books
can be sent. Then they called upon the
editor of the leading paper, El Dia, and
he used an article. Returning to the
store, the hostess explained the Bahai
Cause to the four brothers and a noted
physician.
Montevideo has a population of 400,000. There are 300 journals in Uruguay
but they are principally small papers
as Montevideo is the capital and is the
only large city in this country. Uruguay is small; its population is 1,400,OOO-the majority being of Spanish and
Italian origin. The standard of living
is very high and the people are broad
in their religious views. International
headquarters for much religious and
philanthropic work for South America
is in Montevideo.
Buenos Aires, capital of Argentina,
South America, with its more than a
million and a half population, the largest Spanish city in the world, the largest city in South America, and the
fourth largest in the western hemisphere,
was the scene of Miss Martha Root's
pilgrimage for two weeks. From September 20th to October 4th, 1919, this
is what occurred:
She did not know one soul in Argentina, but had several letters of introduction, three from the United ~tates,
the others gathered along the way. A
chambermaid, by telephone, made an
appointment for her to go to the home
of Dr. Frederico de Valles Vargas, general secretary of the Theosophical Societies of Argentina, at one o'clock. Dr.
Vargas and his family had not heard
of the Bahai Movement, but as soon as

(Continued on page 211)

STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the obj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscrihers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'O'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you I
. . . Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promuhator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
Western States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT V AIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRuDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Tablet of New Permission for Dr. Bagdadi and family
-N ews brought by him-The Mashrekol-Azkar
LETTER FROM ROY O. WILHELM.
New York, N. Y.,
October 9th, 19'20.
Dear Bahai friends:
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, accompanied by
his wife, his little child, and his wife's
sister, arrived in this city October 4th,
after nearly a year's stay in Haifa,
Palestine, bringing with them a letter
of new permission which reads:

they have attained to the privilege of
visiting two Holy Thresholds, that is, the
Threshold of His Holiness, BAHA'O'LLAH,
and Makam Aala (His Holiness, the
Bab), ye should practice the utmost consideration towards them. I feel the utmost affection towards them.
Upon ye be the glory of Abha!

To the friends of God, America-Unto
them be the Glory of God, the Most
Glorious!
He Is God!

(Translated by Azizullah Khan S. Bahadur, Haifa, August 28th, 1920. Original Tablet III handwriting of AbdulBaha.)

o ye friends

of God!
His honor Dr. Zia (M. Bagdadi) and
the maid-servant of God Zeenat, stayed
in the Holy Land for quite a long time.
Now they are returning with the maidservant of God, Hobour, to America. As

(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.

The friends all over the country will
be interested to learn some of the latest
news conveyed by Dr. Bagdadi:
Some conception of Abdul-Baha's
daily round will be gained from the fact
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that the average number of guests is
about fifty, this is in addition to about
one hundred members of the family and
those who have so many years been associated with them, The mass of mail
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nearly all the Oriental people have endured during recent years, the Mashrekol-Azkar at Ishkabad was built and
now nearly all of its accessories are
nearing completion al'l well.

FAC-SIMILE OF TABLET TO THE FRIENDS IN AMERICA, CONCERNING
DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI, HIS WIFE AND HER SISTER.
Entire Tablet is In the handwriting of Abdlll-Baha.

which comes to Abdul-Baha in boxes and
baskets, it is, of course, impossible to
even read. Four interpreters give a
large part of their time in an endeavor
to select those letters which are most important-such as deal with important
matters that pertain to the Cause.
When serious trouble overtook Russia,
great numbers of the priests and religionists of all existing orders were
killed-the Bahais alone were protected.
With the building of the MashrekolAzkar at Ishkabad, Russia, widespread
attention was attract8d and it became
evident that the principles of the Bahai
Cause and the intention of the Bahais
were pure. Notwithstanding all these
troubles and the financial hardship

For nearly twelve years, we in
America who have supposed we possessed an energy that was unique, have
talked of building a Mashrekol-Azkar.
The friends in the Orient have long
been waiting for the counterpart of their
Temple to take form in the Western
World. Twelve years have passed and
as yet the foundation of the MashrekolAzkar in Chicago has not been laid. To
use the expression of Abdul-Baha, "The
matter is dragging." We of the United
States, statisticians tell us, are the most
prosperous people in the world. When
in this country Abdul-Baha said that
when the most important thing is at
hand, that which is important must wait.
Abdul-Baha tells the story of a widow
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of a martyr, who was left with two
young children to support. She provided for them by knitting socks; the
proceeds from one sock she used for
their support, and what she received for
the other sock was her glad offering
toward the Mashrekol-Azkar. AbdulBaha then said, "It is this spirit which
will build the Temple." Just recently
an offering was received from one of
those wonderful American sisters, who
for years has been devoting her life to
the Bahai Cause in Teheran, Persia.
Within a few weeks, Jenabe Fazel Ma~
zandarani contributed $100 of his own
money.
During the race riots in Chicago,
about a year ago, some dozen homes
were bombed, among them being the
home of a colored woman. In speaking of the incident to Abdul-Baha, he
remarked what is the bombing of a few
houses! When I was in America I told
the people there would be bloodshed. Of
what importance is bloodshed! Indeed,
if heed is not given to these matters now,
even America may reap serious consequences.
Some one commented on the fact that
in various assemblies there were differences between the friends, in some instances so acute that it even retarded
the progress of the Cause, to which
Abdul-Baha replied, "The firmer a believer becomes, the less difficulty his
opinions make."
The borings for the Temple at Chicago have now been made and rock was
found at a depth of 121 feet. This is
most fortunate as it will greatly simplify the work and save in Bxpense.
With this information, detailed building
plans are being worked out for active
construction to begin in the early spring
of 1921. Materials and labor are high.
Our dollar of two or three years ago
purchases but fifty cents' worth now.
Are we willing to let this matter
" drag" ! The woman who knit the socks
gave half of what she possessed. We
have believed and sometimes stated that
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there were several thousand Bahais in
America. If this is true and the Bahais
who understand what giving really
means, were to solidly unite and partake
of the bounty which is in this great day
ours, and would send even one-nineteenth of what we possess, it would truly
be a step forward, and show that we had
begun to awake from our lethargy, and
if great troubles should come to our
country, we will have done something
when we could and will have raised a
beacon in the form of a MashrekolAzkar, to which all the sad and oppressed may turn.
I close by sending greetings to all the
friends and give an extract from a Tablet from Abdul-Baha recently received
by me: "I hope the friends will give the
utmost importance to the MashrekolAzkar. A cablegram from Mr. Randall
has lately been received, indicating that
they will begin its construction. Through
this news I became immensely delighted.
The American friends are greatly endeared. Therefore I desire that they
may be confirmed to do great achievements and become the factors of the establishment of the Kingdom of God. All
the people of the world are, as thou observest, in the sleep of negligence. They
have forgotten God altogether. They are
all busy in war and strife. They are
undergoing misery and destruction.
They are like unto loathsome worms trying to lodge in the depth of the ground,
while a single flood of rain sweeps all
their nest and lodging away. Nevertheless they do not come to their senses.
Where is the majesty of the Emperor
of Russia! Where is the might of the
German Emperor! Where is the greatness of the Emperor of Austria! In a
short time all these palaces were turned
into ruins and all these pretentious edifices (empires) underwent destruction.
They left no fruit and no trace save
eternal ruin."
Sincerely your brother,

Roy

a.

W ilhelm.
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A Bahai Pilgrimage to South America
(Continued from page 207)

it was explained, they were deeply impressed. The doctor and their friends,
Mrs. Maria Hersch, of Alsace-Lorraine,
took Miss Root that afternoon to a Theosophical hall, where arrangements were
made for her to address that society in
Spanish, through an interpreter, the
next Sunday afternoon. All conversation with the doctor and the Theosophists was in French, as he does not speak
Spanish nor they English. Dr. Vargas
also arranged for her to meet another
group of Theosophists in his home Monday night. Mrs. Maria Hersch, who
speaks English well, interpreted.
The doctor saw that Miss RDot was
properly introduced to the Spanish
newspaper and magazine editors. His
friend, a magazine editor, took her to
the journals. One paper, La P1'ensa,
is one of the largest world newspapers.
No other newspaper anywhere is housed
so palatially. It is one of the two most
powerful and admirable organs in South
America. Judged by its advertisement
spaces it stands on a level with the first
of London publications. Its advertising
rates are high so it can do things undreamed by our papers. Its building,
in addition to the splendid plant, contains also a concert hall, lecture rooms,
reading rooms, baths, cafes, music rooms,
apartments where visitors are entertained, a free dispensary for those who
are too poor to pay for a physician and
the services of a lawyer are furnished
free.
Another paper visited, almost of
equally high rank, was the N adon, famous for its literary articles and said
to be the most independent paper in
South America. The Oaras y Oaretas,
whose editor took Miss Root to call upon
the director of the N ae-ion, is said by
Argentina authorities to be one of the
best magazine publications in all South
America. The visits to newspaper offices were made during two days of tor-

rential, unceasing downpour of rain.
The magazine editor offered to go to
the Italian newspapers and magazines
in Buenos Aires-there were none that
did not use a Bahai article sometime
during the two weeks. The Herald had
an article each day and several papers
sent reporters to each lecture.
Mrs. C. G. de Bischoff, a normal
school teacher and translator, who had
heard of the Bahai Cause and had attended a Bahai meeting when visiting
New York, gave her days and nights
to interpreting for Miss Root. She arranged for an address before the Woman's Club of Short Story Writers at
the Phoenix Hotel, Thursday morning.
The owner of the hotel offered a hall and
himself paid its rental for a talk Saturday evening on "The Economic Solution of World Problems through the Bahai Revelation."
The only advertisement of this meeting was through the
newspapers. It was attended by a most
cosmopolitan audience, representing almost every country and religion. Three
magazine editors were present, three reporters, several heads of world firms
and teachers from normal schools. Almost every man in the audience had a
clipping of the Bahai principles in his
pocket. The whole event showed that
the trend of thonght in Argentina is towards spiritual freedom.
Wednesday evening, Miss RDot addressed the Esperantists. They have a
membership of 400, with two COl'respondence schools for the provinces.
Their magazine, Argentina Esperantisto, is using an article on the Bahai
Cause.
Thursday evening, Dr. and Mrs. Vargas gave a dinner for Miss Root and
later at a Theosophical meeting in their
home, they read aloud the Bahai principles in Spanish. A celebrated New
York inventor, a guest at the dinner,
said in an aside to her, "I have traveled
up and down South America and I as-
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sure you, you have met the finest people in this country in knowing Dr. and
Mrs. Vargas."
Their hospitality was
genuinely delightful, their love for this
Bahai Cause so great that they not only
did all the big things, but all the little
ones, too. They are studying English
and will come to the United States in
February. Mrs. Hersch will accompany
them. They will visit the Bahai Assemblies in North America during their
journey across the continent.
The Bahai Message was presented to
the president of the Single Tax society
through the courtesy of the Phoenix Hotel owner. There are three Suffrage
parties in Buenos Aires. Miss Root met
with them four times and spoke for a
few minutes at three events. Her subjects were, "Equality of Men and W omen, " "Economic· Problems"
and
"Universal Education." At the first
informal meeting when she spoke, they
all arose during the Bahai talk, as a
mark of respect. Mrs. de Bischoff interpreted. Men as well as women attend the suffrage meetings in Argentina.
Madam Elvira Rawson de Dellepiane,
president of the Suffrage Society called
"Association P'ro-Derechos de l~ lVlujur, " gave a tea for Miss Root, and the
organization as a whole gave a tea for
her later in one of their fashionable
clubs. At the latter tea she met several
newspaper women and women authors.
The Bahai Revelation was presented at
each gathering. Newspaper reporters
and photographers were present at both
meetings.
An editor of a Syrian magazine, who
attended the Saturday evening lecture,
later showed Miss Root an article which
he had written ten years ago on the
Bahai Cause and had never published
it. He is using an article now. Another prominent Syrian, decorated with
the cross of honor recently by the
French Government, is editor of La
Nota. He used a two-page article giving a picture of Abdul-Baha and outlining the vital principles of the Bahai
teachings. The magazine is in Spanish.
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Still another magazine, Caras y Caretas, used a long article with two photographs. (See frontispiece, page 106.)
The Theosophical Magazine, published
in Buenos Aires and sent to all countries
in South America, used an article with
photographs.
Unlike other South American cltles,
Miss Root found that a few people had
heard of the Bahai Cause. An artist
there had heard it from Miss Watson
in Paris and later Juliet Thompson, of
New York, had sent her many Tablets.
Mrs. de Bischoff had heard the name
through this artist and later had met
Mr. Pauli and Mr. and Mrs. MacNutt in
New York and attended a Bahai meeting in the MacNutt home. A Frenchman, who attended the lectures, had seen
Abdul-Baha in Paris. It was this
Frenchman who volunteered to translate Miss Root's history of the Bahai
Cause into Spanish for the Theosophical
Magazine. He has five books on the
Cause written in French, and is loaning
these to Dr. Vargas to read. A schOol
girl had heard of this religion while
traveling in Switzerland and through
the head of her school Miss Root was invited to come there. A young man came
who said he had known of Mr. Urbain
LeDoux' kindness at the Bowery Stepping Stone in New York.
The trip to South America has convinced Miss Root that while Esperanto
is excellent and to be ardently supported, it will only bear its best fruits
in the next generation. Bahais for the
decades just ahead must master as many
languages as possible. In order to meet
these South Americans half-way, she
started in to learn from them Spanish
pronunciation and first principles. One
can only do one's best, but every hour
spent by a Bahai on language study will
help some.
The plan was to cross the Andes and
come up the west coast to Panama. AB
this trans-Andean trip seemed extremely hazardous some of the friends tried to
dissuade Miss Root from attempting it.
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The week before she had talked with
some who had frozen faces and feet, and
some were ill from coming over, and a
new storm had stopped all traffic since
their arrival. One American said in a
newspaper article published the day before she started: "If you would consider riding around the edge of the
Woolworth building, when it is covered
with ice and snow, on a gentle mule, a
safe pastime, then have no fears regarding the inconveniences in crossing the
Andes in winter." He told about riding around the cliffs within an inch of
a precipice some hundreds of feet high.
He said he wore three suits of woolen
underwear, a sweater, a bath robe, overcoat, ponchos, had his feet wrapped with
pieces of sack and then nearly froze to
death.
Miss Root realized that to return via
the Atlantic Ocean meant not to give
the Bahai Message up the west
coast and in Panama, the place AbdulBuha had especially mentioned. Dr.
Vargas who knows South America well,
assured her she would get through, and
she bought her ticket. She started amid
gifts of books, flowers, fruits, candy and
lunches. Mrs. de Bischoff brought her
own very heavy coat and woolen underwear telling Miss Root to use them and
then pass them on to a sister in New
York. She also brought food, sweets,
and port wine. Mrs. Vargas said in her
new English, so carefully studied: " I
have prepared chicken sandwiches for
you myself." Dr. and Mrs. V argas and
Madame Hersch brought delights for the
spirit, mind and body.
The artist
came with another lunch, and other
friends with offerings were Theosophists,
a Belgian girl, a German, a Scotch woman and a Peruvian.
A New York business diplomat, partner in one of the largest exporting
houses, was crossing and had said he
would do anything he could for Miss
Root. Her roommate in the .. call1or·
ata, " sleeper of the train, was a charming Italian girl, well educated and fluent in French. The American looked
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after both of them with the same efficiency and irresistible manners that
have made his business such a success.
Dr. Vargas had written and telegraphed the number of the car and
camorata to the President of the Theosophical Society in Mendoza, and next
morning this stately man (who looks
exactly like Tagore) came with a little
group of friends. The wait there was
two hours, and they took Miss Root and
the Italian girl to breakfast and for a
drive. The Italian girl spoke Spanish
and interpreted. Mendoza is a city of
200,000. There was time to explain the
Bahai Message, give them Spanish booklets and Spanish papers explaining the
Revelation, and they said they would
put articles into the Mendoza newspapers.
The trip by mule-back over the "top
of the world," for the Andes are among
the highest ranges, the Aconcagua rising to a height of 23,300 feet, was thrilling enough for the most sensational. To
pray the" Greatest Name" among these
minarets of God was to glimpse the
glory of the Eternal, Unknowable. The
ancient trail led 10,400 feet above sea
level. The people on mule back were
infinitesimal specks clinging to mighty
terraces-as "ants in an endless and
boundless forest "-they huddled on the
edge of jagged peaks, frozen chasms, and
stiffened mountain torrents. Everybody
felt very small and a wonderful feeling
of "camaraderie" sprang up. Fortunately the sun shone brightly, and the
acute cold was not so terrible as all had
expected. The Italian girl being an expert horsewoman, generously gave Miss
Root the man she had engaged by telegram to walk beside her mule. (She
had made this journey before and knew
very well what to do.)
A detour through one dark tunnel
took over an hour in stumbling, slipping
blackness in which the frightened mules
shied and fell. Miss Root, as her mule
plunged downward into the mouth of
the tunnel, gripped the pommel, threw
her body far back, closed her eyes, and
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prayed the "Ya Allah EI-Mostaghos "
for all. Over and over again in that
black uncertainty, the clear, vibrant
voice of the Italian girl would ring down
the line of mules: "Mademoiselle, are
you all right f" Tears of deepest tenderness spring to the eyes at the thought
of such a friend. The New Yorker's
mule was not a good one and he was so
far behind Miss Root did not see him
before she entered the tunneL All
started together, but it was not possible
to keep together-one does not drive
the mule but leaves the sure footed little
carrier of destiny to choose his own path.
Later, out from the tunnel, when the
procession came to precipitous downward slopes toward Chile, Miss Root
could not even see the one inch margin
that had been promised by the man in
his newspaper account. To her this
was by far the most dangerous part of
the journey. And so it was with great
joy that she saw the men getting oft
their mules and walking farther in down
the mountain side. She did the same
for the mules would sometimes slip a
yard in this perpendicular path and
they were frightened too. Taking the
guide's hand they made the descent together, and when they could not walk
they could run! The warm sun had
melted the crisp ice just enough that
they could get a foothold.
They
stopped every few minutes to breathe
as one's breath is very short in this altitude. Some fainted, some had" puna, "
which is bleeding of the nose and ears.
Everything given Miss Root was passed
along to those who needed it.
The train journey later ended in tropical gardens and orchards of divinely
fragrant orange blossoms. The Italian
girl, Miss Root and the New Yorker
said they would remember the trip as
one of the happiest of incidents. The
custom house inspector at Los Andes
has a Bahai booklet in Spanish, as has
also the mule driver.
The New Yorker's firm in Valparaiso
treated Miss Root as a sister. They put
her bags through the customs, had them
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taken by their own porters to the ship,
called a messenger boy to escort her to
the Theosophists, later took her to
lunch with the New York guest of honor,
and all three men took her in a launch
to her ship. She explained the Bahai
Cause.
Dr. Vargas had given her a note of
introduction to the President of the
Theosophical Society in Valparaiso who
speaks both English and Esperanto. He
promised to get articles into Valparaiso
papers and to tell the friends in Santiago. (The train was delayed by storm
and Miss Root did not get to Santiago,
a city of 300,000 and eleven daily papers.) Valparaiso has a population of
250,000. Instead of staying four days
in Valparaiso, she only stayed four
hours, owing to the Andes storm.
The trip up the west coast on a Chilean ship was immensely interesting.
Grippe had to be the shadow to make
one appreciate the sunshine, so the first
few places are but memories of trying
to get ashore to newspaper offices TO explain the Bahai Message, then leaning
against the friendly lamp posts for
strength to drag one's self back to the
boat. An engineer and his wife, who
have been in Chile two years and spoke
Spanish, went ashore with Miss Root at
Coquimbo and Antafogasta and interpreted.
In Iquique, a soldier boy who spoke
English, took Miss Root to all four
newspapers, but as it was Sunday and
Columbus Day, only one was open, but
she gave the Message to a small group
there. The editor used an article. In
Arica, the editorial writer of the paper
was a woman. She was much interested
in the Bahai ideas about women. She
said she would use an article and would
be glad to use others later. As Miss
Root left she said in English the one
word, "sister!"
During the voyage it was not possible
to give a lecture, as most of the people
were traveling short distances and the
l
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passenger list changed frequently; also
several different languages were spoken.
Miss Root spoke individually and copies of vital principles of the Bahai
Cause Were later sent by passengers to
Australia, New Zealand, Venezuela,
Mexico, Panama and Spain. Some of
the passengers came to Miss Root and
said: "We wish to get a booklet about
this religion, why did you leave us
out 1" The truth was the literature was
all gone except a few newspaper and
magazine clippings. (Miss Root bought
$50 worth of magazines and daily papers containing the Bahai Principles
in order to use them in distribution
after the 500 booklets were given out.)
On this ship one passenger would tell
another, and they came to ask questions
so that by the end of the two weeks
the Bahai Message was well circulated.
One young man, when hearing her tell
about the Bahai Convention in New
York, said: "Will the Cause grow as
rapidly as that in South America 1 In
twenty-six years will we have a convention like that? "
Others were very
much interested in the Temple to be
built in Chicago.
Lima, in Peru, the seat of the old
Inca civilization, was the most important city visited after leaving Valparaiso. Its population is 250,000. Dr.
Vargas had given Miss Root letters 01
introduction to nineteen cities and
towns and four were to his friends in
Lima which is his native city-one was
to a newspaper owner, one to a senator,
and two to physicians. As Lima is a
half-hour's ride from the port Callao,
and the ship only stopped three hours
in the early morning, it was a problem
how to get there, find these men, and get
back on time. On the electric tram
Miss Root met two young men from
the ship who spoke English and Spanish. They took her to the leading hotel
to inquire from the manager how to
reach these people. He was an old man
and wonderfully kind. He told Miss
Root to sit down and write her message
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to each man and he would take them
with her letters of introduction, Bahai
booklets and magazine clippings to each
man. He assured her the newspaper
owner would use an article and volunteered to translate it into Spanish. It
was all done so easily and quickly, and
the two young men from the ship, getting interested, mailed to their sisters
in Australia and New Zealand, Bahai
booklets from that hoteL After Callao
no more letters of introduction could
be used as the ship was not allowed to
stop at any more ports owing to fever
conditions.
On the last day of the voyage the
passengers asked Miss Root to give a
lecture on the Bahai Cause in the music
room. It was announced to be given
in English, but when the friends came
some asked to have it in Spanish, so a
Mexican gentleman interpreted; and it
was given in both English and Spanish.
There was such a warmth of interest
and everybody seemed happy. Some of
those present were en route to Japan,
Spain, France, Germany, Panama,
Venezuela, Iona, California, Oklahoma
and New York. Each one was given a
clipping or something which explained
a little of the Cause.
Abdul-Baha said in regard to the
Panama Canal Zone: "Likewise, ye
must give great attention to the Panama Canal Zone, for in that point the
Occident and Orient find each other
united through the Panama Canal, and
it is also situated between the two great
oceans. That place will become very
important in the future. The tea{lhings once established there, will unite
the East and the West, the North and
the South."
Miss Root spent one week in the Canal
Zone. Arriving in Panama Saturday
noon, October 25th, the first visit was
to the Star and Herald office, the oldest
newspaper. It is printed one-half in
English and one-half in Spanish. The
editor, a young man who had heard of
the Bahai Movement in California, used
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a column and a half about the Cause,
giving it a prominent place. Miss Root
asked if there were any clubs or
churches where she could speak. He
told her of a big event which was to be
given that evening in the fashionable
Ancon Club house for the Roosevelt Memorial fund and suggested the men to
see. As a result, a ten-minute talk was
given there where Miss Root explained
what Abdul-Baha had said about the
Canal Zone and she gav€ the vital principles. Four hundred people were present.
There is a Union Church in Balboa
(the American city which adjoins Panama, the older city of the Republic of
P'anama). One can only see where one
city ends and the other begins by the
architecture and the beautiful grounds
of the American part. Everything that
the United States has built in the Zone
has been high in standard. The place
may well be considered a demunstration of ideals in living for the world,
coming and going, to see and learn. This
Union Church is composed of people of
all denominations of the Protestant
faith. They gave Miss Root twenty minutes at their evening service and the
editor of their church magazine said he
would use a column about the Bahai
Cause in his journal bringing in what
Abdul-Baha said about the Canal Zone.
The Cause was explained to the editor of the Despatch, a newspaper for
the colored people, and he used a story.
An attempt was made to visit the
Leper Colony at Palesaco, near Panama,
but the winds were so high that in attempting to land in the little boats, two
men in the launch ahead fell into the
sea, so the Doctor ordered Miss Root's
launch back, but she explained the Bahai
Revelation to the Doctor and to the wife
of the Superintendent, and sent the
lepers Thornton Chase's leaflet, Before
Abraham Was, and Unity Through
Lo'U'e, by Mr. MacNutt, and four boxes
of candy. There are seventy lepers
there, seven of them children.
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The Message was also given to the
doctors of the Canal Zone ports, to the
British Minister, and to several of the
American Government officials. In a
journalistic way, Miss Root met the
heads of all the Government works.
In the Canal Zone there are opportunities to get excellent positions clerking, stenography, nearly every kind of
work one would find in the States. The
climate is warm and the life extremely
pleasant. It is said that Panama Canal
Zone within a decade or two will be
quite as popular as Palm Beach as a
winter resort. The Bahai who settles
there and builds up an assembly will
be doing a work that will influence every
part of the globe. It is the most central place in the world, where in the
centuries just ahead the long lines of
commerce and travel will pour up and
down, back and forth. The old Roman
philosopher who said if he had only had
a place on which to stand he would 'take
a lever and move the world, would find
that place today in the Panama Canal
Zone. Some day someone will build a
great university on the heights of the
P'anama Canal Zone; how glorious if
it could be a Bahai seat of learning!
Leaving Colon for Havana, a five-day
trip, Miss Root went to the captain of
the ship, showed her credentials and explained the Bahai Cause, asking him
for permission to give a talk. He arranged for her to speak on Sunday
morning at eleven o'clock. Nearly every
one came. The passengers were principally from the Southern States and Havana. It was the only event that took
place in the social hall during the Journey and the people came promptly.
If anyone feels timid about asking
opportunities to speak, let him remember that no day comes twice to any
servant in the Cause, and Abdul-Baha
has said to "roar like a lion the VVords
of God, " and "sing like a bird the Melodies of the Kingdom." The Great Heart
will not falter and the world is ready!
Allaho'Abha !
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BAHAIS OF GERMANY CELEBRATING MASHREKOL-AZKAR FEAST
AT ESSLINGEN, WURTTEMBURG, AUGUST 15,1920.

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; th ese fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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News from the Bahais of Germany
LETTER FROM CHARLES MASON REMEY TO THE STAR OF THE WEST
Esslingen, Wiirttemberg,
August 27, 1320.
To the Editors of the STAR OF THE -WEST.
Dear Friends:
With this letter I am sending you a
copy of a photograph of a large group
of our friends in Germany. This was
taken at a feast in Esslingen, on August
15th, which was a representative gathering of Bahais of these parts.
Shortly following my arrival here, a
series of three large and beautiful
feasts were given by the friends in
Stuttgart, in Zuffenhausen and in Esslingen. At these gatherings long tables
were spread, tea and other refreshments were served, and programs of
reading from the revealed Bahai -Word,
of appropriate addresses, and music,
-were rendered by the friends. These
were conducive to much joy and fragrance of spirit, for although these feasts
-were simple, they represented no little
sacrifice upon the part of the people,
many of whom, even now, these many
months after the war, have not all they
need to eat, and are under-nourished.
Although food conditions here are now
becoming better, yet this is slow and
there is yet suffering.
Having been the recipient of so much
hospitality here, both of a general nature as mentioned, as well as having
been entertained in many homes, I
planned to spread this feast here in
Esslingen for all the Bahais and those
of their friends who were attracted to
the Cause. Everything was conducive

to the success of the affair, even the
present state of depleted finance of Germany, which has reduced the German
mark from its normal value of twentyfour cents in our money, down to its
present value of two cents. Under this
condition I find myself temporarily in
financial affluence, which makes it possible for me to make expenditures ordinarily impossible.
Through the co-operation of the
friends some big tasks are accomplished
with ease. So it was with the feast.
The Esslingen friends worked so unitedly to make this a success, that I soon
realized that in reality it was not my
feast, but their feast, therefore I feel
that I can praise this gathering, since
it was realized through the service of
the Esslingen assembly. It would have
been quite impossible for me to have
accomplished this had I been alone and
single handed.
It was decided that the principal
thought of the meeting should revolve
about the Mashrekol-Azkar. Recalling
a similar feast given several years ago
at the Latimers' in Portland, at which
a model of the Mashrekol-Azkar of 1shkabad was featured, it occurred to me
to make a similar arrangement here in
Esslingen. Several of the young men
Bahais responded with much fervor and
enthusiasm to this suggestion, and after
some labor a model showing, without
details, the general arrangement of the
1shbakad Temple, was built-the Iramework being of wood and cardboard,
covered with paper and decorated with
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greens and flowers. A miniature garden, surrounding the model, rep reBented the layout of the park of the
Mashrekol-Azkar of Ishkabad - the
Temple being approached by nine radial avenues, containing fountains, rep-

Under the present existing conditions
here in Germany, the matter of getting
together sufficient food at one time f(lr
such a gathering was difficult. Nevertheless the friends solved the proLlem
by going to a number of shops, getting
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Program printed in Germany

Program printed in Germany

resented in miniature by trays of water,
the shrubbery, grass, and flower beds
being done in flowers and greens.
The regular weekly meetings and the
feasts of the Bahai assembly of Esslingen are held in the ballrDom of the
Krone Hotel, so we first planned to hold
this Mashrekol-Azkar feast in this same
room. However, when we came to make
the final arrangements we found that
the room was not large enough to accommodate the anticipated crowd, so
our paraphernalia was arranged in the
garden of the hotel, which proved to be
far better, for the day was warm, and
over three hundred people were present.

as much as possible from each, until the
necessary amount was secured.
At an early hour, the morning of the
feast, practically the entire Esslingen
group of Bahais assembled for work.
There are but few horses now left in
Germany, so the friends came drawing
wagons themselves, transporting provisions, flowers, chairs and the many
things required; all worked diligently
and by early afternoon the model of
the Mashrekol-Azkar had been placed
in the center of the garden, the tables
and chairs arranged, decorations in
place, and all other things were in
readiness for the arrival of the people.
This feast had more the character of
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the feasts in the Orient than any which
I have attended in the Occident. I presume this was largely due to the garden
setting. In an open pavilion at one end
of the garden a stage was arranged,
and here several young girls gave a
short play, built around the Bahai
thought of the flowers of the Kingdom,
which terminated with the Greatest
Name. Another feature of this presentation was the distribution of flowers among the friends by several small
girls dressed in white.
Our program, a copy of which I enclose to you in this letter, would probably have been long for an American
gathering, but here in G'ermany, like in
the Orient, the people are less restive
than we in our country, so the three
hours and a half that we were being refreshed and entertained both spiritually
and materially, passed quickly and
without fatigue.
In one end of the garden tea was
served, while at another end tables
were spread with fruit, and everywhere
there were flowers, for even though
there is a scarcity of food here, one
finds at every turn a profusion of flowers. The program was so arranged
with music and pauses, that the p,eople
could move about between the numbers
without interruption to the meeting.
As the evening progressed the model
of the Mashrekol-Azkar, and the miniature garden about it, were lighted by a
number of small colored lights, while
above it hung a large copy of the Greatest Name all in light. Many paper lanterns and lighted wicks in colored
shades in the trees and shrubbery gave
a mellow light, which, with the music,
and the spiritual thoughts on the lips
and in the hearts of the friends, made a
picture which I can never forget.
The Bahais assembled not only from
the immediate neighborhood, but some
came from places at a considerable dis-
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tance-Berlin, Leipzig, Karlsruhe, and
Ludwigshaven (the latter in the occupied country beyond the Rhine)-besides a number of towns here in Wiirttemberg, were represented.
It was a very happy occasion, as you
will see by the smiling faces in this photograph which I send you.
Faithfully yours in EI-Abha,
Ohas. Mason Re"lney.
LE:TTER FROM CHARLES ]}I[lASON
REMEY TO THE TEACHING
COMMITTEE.
To the Bahais in America.
Dear Friends in EI-Abha :
I have been for some days now in
Germany and I am receiving so much
Bahai love and kindness at the hands
of ,our friends here, that I hasten to
write you this letter in order to share
with you the spiritual bounty of this
experience.
It has been the fortune of many of
the Bahais to travel in foreign parts
there to find the love of Abdul-Baha
burning very fervently in the hearts of
the people of The Covenant-friends
who poured out this spirit of faith in
acts of love and kindness, upon the favored traveler. This experience is a
spiritual bounty of the Cause of God.
Such love and kindness is not the result
of human. interest nor changing affections; these .are the fruits of the divine
love which the Manifestation of God has
planted in the heart of humanity, and
which is burning in the souls of His
people.
Some years ago when I traveled
among the Bahais in Persia, I had
brought to my mind, and penetrating
my heart at every turn, the fact that I
was the unworthy recipient of a great
wealth of kindness and devotion, which
tho.se people held in their hearts for the
Bahais of the Occident, and that this
love between those distant people of the
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East and of the West was the fruit of
The Covenant.

cheerful faces and spiritual countenances would belie.

Now here in Germany I am experi~
encing a similar ble&sing, for through
the kindness showered upon me here, I
feel this great love and devotion of our
friends here for the Bahais in America.
It is as Abdul-Baha teaches, when soldiers of the world rush into battle to
kill one another, soldiers of God's
Kingdom rush forward to embrace one
another.

The other day, while in Leipzig, I visited a Bahai home in which there were
four children. The parents were working people. The three youngest of the
little ones were boys, and at my invitation they drew near and finally sat on
my knees. I remarked to the mother,
who stood by smiling, that she must be
very happy to be the mother of such a
family, whereupon a change of expression crossed her face; she looked pained
and left the room. A Bahai present
then told me how hard it had been for
these parents even to partially feed their
children, and even harder for them to
see their little ones growing up undernourished. Though these little fellows
had tanned skins and pleasing and responsive faces, their bodies were pitifully thin and emaciated. The eldest
of the trio told me he was twelve years
old, but he appeared to be about nine!
This is but one example of the many
which I am seeing daily. These are living testimonials of the troubles caused
by war.
The cheerfulness and the hope and the
spiritual assurance of the Bahais here
in Germany, is in such strong contrast
with their material condition that their
problems are all the more appealingparticularly to one who finds himself
the recipient of so much of their kindness such as I am now receiving.

With the Bahais here in Germany, I
have demonstrated to me daily that the
recent war has caused the love of the
friends here for those in America to
become more evident and manifest than
ever before. This is most apparent, because it is in such strong contrast with
the surrounding chaotic conditions of
this nether world. In the hearts of the
Bahais here there is not only no trace
of the national hatred, which of late
has characterized the relations of our two
countries, but more than this they have
a great love for the friends in America.
I am deeply touched and spiritually refreshed by their Bahai attitude, for the
psychology of the war has not entered
into their souls, with the result that the
fragrance of the Kingdom of EI-Abha
is a living divine presence in their midst.
Our people here in Germany have suffered much. They are now undergoing
the after effects of the war, which, in
some respects are as trying, and as difficult, as were the conditions during the
period of fighting. Although nominally
the war is over, practically there is still
the greatest economic pressure between
the nations and this is causing the people here much suffering and misery.
The people here do not have quite
enough to eat, nor is the food which they
have sufficiently nourishing. Months
and years of this continued shortage of
food and nutriment needed by the normal man has reduced them physically
to an extent which their bright and

In the near future I hope to be able
to write to the friends in America, telling them in detail of the Bahai work
here in Germany. Now I am writing
in brief in order to send this letter immediately and without loss of time, in
order to suggest that the friends in
America do all in their power to further
the Bahai spirit of love and service of
the friends there for friends here.
Shortly after the postal service was
re-established (after the armistice between America and Germany) some of
the Bahais in America wrote very kind
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and warm letters to the believers here.
Those letters coming at that time, with
the spirit which they brought, were very
much appreciated, for this demonstration from the American Bahais was an
assurance to the people here that the
divine bands of the Kingdom of EI-Abha

coming from America. These are read
in the meetings and are then spread
among the people.
During the past year and a half the
majority of the people in general in
America have been in plenty, enjoying
the luxuries of life to a. degree unprece-
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Poster printed in Germany

Newspaper notices printed in Germany

united the hearts of the believers in the
midst of all the upheavals of the great
world war. Furthermore, in addition
to writing letters, some friends in America sent wearing apparel and foodstuffs
to the Bahais here, and this was a
spiritual demonstration which so supplemented the letters that many good
results followed.
It would be very good indeed if the
friends in the American Assemblies
would write to the Bahais here and share
with them copies of the translations of
Tablets recently received from AbdulBaha. Several of the Bahais here are
students of English, and they translate
into German many of the revealed words

dented in the history of our own country and, so far as I know, unprecedented
as well, in the history of any other country. This condition is one of the after
effects and the results of the war. vVhile
war brings untold miseries to many, to
others it often brings, for a time, a certain appearance of prosperity, resulting
from the disturbed and shifting political
and commercial conditions. Again as
the pendulum swings back to the other
extreme, conditions are reversed and
comes the restitution which is inevitable.
In addition to writing to the friends
in the assemblies in Germany, it would
be very good indeed if the friends in
America, in our present hour of mate-

(Continued on page 226)
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STAR OFTHEWEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and· eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the
tenter of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after h-o sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and- become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(SiRned) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
o ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and' the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o
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Messages from Abdul-Baha to all the friends
Given to Mrs. A. J. Parsons, at Haifa, February 15, 1920.
"You must think now of spiritual affairs. Try to enlighten the morals and
try to spread the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH, so that this fire of dissension which
is burning in the world may be extinguished. It is impossible for the different
nations and parties which exist now-such as socialists, Bolshevists, the extremists or radicals, strikers and those who wish for absolute authority, to leave these
dissensions and be united-save through BAHA'O'LLAH'S teachings. The teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH are like th!:l sun and these dissensions are like the darkness.
This darkness cannot be dispelled except through the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH.
The snow of disagreement has covered all the world and this snow cannot be
melted except through the teachings of BAHA 'O'LLAH. The teachings of
BAHA'O'LLAH declare the unity of the world. The teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH
are a shining reality. The teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH will dispel all national
disunion, all racial disunion, and the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH will conquer
the economic difficulties. This is the essence of questions. You must all try to
give life to the dead people, to make the blind see, the deaf hear, and to give all
the help you can to the poor. This is what attracts heavenly assistance."
"Now you are going on your way home. For each one you must have a
message. Convey to all my greetings and tell them that they are all my friends,
my very dear friends and the servants of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH, and for
this reason they are dear to me. I am always thinking of them and I am con.
stantly praying for them in the Kingdom of Abha, so that they may become
lighted candles, so that the light of guidance may radiate from them, so that
they may become shining stars in the Heaven of Truth, that the light of Truth
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may shine in this world, so that they may be the comforters of the people, so
that they may live in accord with one another, so that they may sacrifice their
own souls in the service of one another, so that they may be the consolers of the
poor, so that they may be the kind parents of the orphans and so that they may
relieve the sick. Convey this message."

Letter from Monereh Khanum, the Wife of Abdul-Baha
Addressed to Edith R. Sanderson
Haifa, Palestine,
Sept. 22, 1920.
My dear spiritual daughter:
I sincerely hope and supplicate to
God that you may always be confirmed
in your undertakings. Your letters have
regularly arrived and have aroused
great joy. We never fail to present to
the Master your humble love and greetings.
Two days ago I wrote you a letter in
Persian about the school we have been
thinking of establishing on Mt. Carmel.
That is surely a lofty idea and if taken
up it will undoubtedly help the education of the Bahai girls and serve the uplift of the world of humanity.
We agreed that I should give the land
and you procure the other expenses.
The ground is ready. It is according to
the wish of the Master and is situated
on an elevated and most beautiful spot,
near the Tomb of the Bab. Now, I have
done my share, the rest remains upon
your help and energy.
We have mentioned our plan to the
Master and he approves of it. When
speaking about procuring the funds, the
Master expressed a desire that this work
be done by the Bahai women.
The Greatest Holy Leaf (Abdul-Baha's sister) as well as the other members
of the family send you their love.
Hoping that you will be confirmed and
assisted by His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH
in accomplishing this helpful undertaking, I will ever remain,
Yours in His Name,

Letter from Miss Sandersw·
To the STAR

OF

THE WEST-

Dear friends in EI-Baha:
While in Haifa several months ago,
the Master's wife, Monereh Khanum,
spoke to me of her great desire to see
a school for girls built on Mt. Carmel,
and asked if I could help her in the realization of her desire. What could I
do but answer her appeal with all my
heart, feeling that the heart of all Bahais would answer in unison with mine,
a prompt acquiescence to her request.
Not only because the need for a school
in which Bahai girls of the East may
derive the much longed for education,
which to a certain extent is accessible
in schools already established in various
parts of the East by catholic or protestant missions, but because it would be
the most perfect tribute that the women
of East and West could pay to one of
the finest women in the world today,
whose name and personality has remained concealed behind the power and
majesty of the Master, but who nevertheless through her life of absolute se1£sacrifice in the path of BAHA'O'LLAH
will ever remain a magnificent example
to womankind.
One of the reasons why this school js
of paramount importance is that the difficulties are many for Eastern girls 'who
wish for a truly practical education and
they are apt to lose in one way what
they gain in another in schools where
the Bahai principles are unknown.

MONEREH.

-------~-----------"-

We know the great importance BAHA'-
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O'LLAH has attached to education; in the
Kitab-El-Akdas parents are commanded
to educate their children, and if they fail
to do so, it is incumbent upon the House
of Justice to carry out this command.
Also, elsewhere we are told that to educate a child is an act of worship.
Therefore, to contribute towards the
erection of this school where the Bahai
principles will be implanted in the minds
of the coming mothers of future generations, will be like unto an act of perpetual adoration.
Mr. White, who was in Haifa while 1
was there had several talks with the Master on this subject and was commissioned
by him to look into the most modern
methods of education now in America
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and to present his report to him.
1 wish now to make an appeal, joined
to the enclosed letter just received from
Monereh Khanum, to all Bahais alike to
give whatever they have to give of ti~e,
thought and monetary support towards
a speedy realization of the desire of one
towards whom we should turn with deepest love, respect and reverence.
SUbscriptions to be sent in Egyptian
money to Rooha Khanum, care of "~lirza
Jalal, Haifa, Palestine.
Yours faithfully in EI-Baha,

Edith Roobie Sanderson.
P. S.-1 must add that this school will
be open to all girls desirous of entering,
irrespective of creed or nationality.

Scholarship Fund for the Tarbiat School
The American friends of the Tarbiat
Scholarship Fund will kindly note a
change in the address of Mrs. Louise D.
Boyle, which will be in future The Hadleigh Hotel, Washington, D. C. During
the many years when our dear brother
Joseph H. Hannen was in charge of the
Scholarship Fund as treasurer of the
Persian American Educational Association Mrs. Boyle was assistant treasurer
and countersigned all checks. '\.'herefore, with the passing of our faithful
brother the care of the Fund reverted
automatically to Mrs. Boyle, who has

.accepted this service for the present at
least. Scholarship dues may be sent to
her at the Hadleigh and will be promptly acknowledged.
The Special Memorial Fund for the
Tarbiat School which was suggested at
the Convention, in appreciation of the
services of the late Joseph H. Hannen,
is in charge of Miss Nellie Lloyd, 104
Wall Street, New York, N. Y., as announced in the STAR OF THE 'WEST of
June 5, 1920.

Louise D. Boyle.

News from the Bahais of Germany
(Continued from page 223)

rial plenty, would send packages of foodstuffs to the Bahais here. Much is
;needed here in Germany, but certain
foodstuffs are most needed above other
things. These are white flour, canned
butter and milk and sugar. Such supplies can be sent by post from America
into Germany in packages not exceeding five kilogrammes (about ten pounds)
in weight. These packages should be
clearly and legibly marked Liebersgabe

(gift of love) which will enter them into
Germany free of customs. Packages
should be very securely wrapped-preferably sewed up in cloth then tied in
paper-and should be registered. Further particulars and directions can be
had through inquiry at the post officeI';
in America.
Since Stuttgart is the principal Bahai center in Germany, and since the
friends there have organized a "bund"
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or an assembly, which has been recognized by Abdul-Baha, I would suggest
that any Bahai offerings coming to these
parts be sent to the Bahai-Bund, H olderlinstmsse 35, Stuttgart, Wurttemberg,
Germany-with the request that these
gifts be distributed among the friends
throughout Germany where they are
most needed.
With the arrival of any foodstuffs in
response to this letter, I will suggest to
the friends of the "Bahai-Bund" that
a committee be formed to distribute
these offerings.
The work of teaching in Germany
will be helped by food sent to the friends
here, for these Bahais are serving those
whom they teach and will make it possible for them to give offerings of food
along with "the teaching which will be
productive of good results. The value
of such services will be all the more enhanced when it is known that these offerings. come from the Bahais in America.
The Society of Friends (Quakers) in
America have established food distributing centers in a number of cities in
Germany, and this good work has helped
to better the international feeling of
friendship among the people in this
country. Let us Bahais also do materially in proportion with our means, to
help our friends here, and thereby further the spread of the message of The
Kingdom . . . .
The town of Esslingen, where I am
now staying, is near Stuttgart. It is
an old city nestled in the vaUey of the
Neckar, between hills covered with orchards and vineyards still retaining its
medieval ramparts with fortified towers,
and narrow winding streets, with picturesque half timbered gabled houses,
the upper stories of which project over
the side walks and are supported by
quaintly carved corbels. In rambling
about the town it is easy to imagine onesself back in the middle ages, but when
one enters into the homes of the Bahais
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in Esslingen, one finds there the life and
the spirit of the Abha Kingdom to such
a degree, that the contrast between the
new and the old-the quickening life of
this new age, and the old civilization of
the past-is very forcibly borne in on
one's consciousness.
Here in Esslingen we have a very
flourishing and active Bahai Assembly.
The meetings are very joyful and their
spirit is most soul refreshing. Last
Sunday these friends spread a Feast.
One hundred and fifty persons sat at
one table, built in the form of a hollow square, which filled a large banquet
hall. We sat at a table for over three
hours and a half constantly refreshed
by the varied spiritual program. This
consisted of the reading of prayers and
Tablets and addresses by the friends.
Music was rendered during the serving
of refreshments and later a poem written for the occasion was read by its author, a young man, which was followed
by a short Bahai play presented by foUl'
attractive young girls. To me the most
beautiful feature of this entertainment
was that it was given at no little sacrifice, for our people here in Esslingen
are all in modest circumstances. Though
the refreshments served were simple (in
America they would have been considered very simple indeed) yet the outlay represented a great deal in this country. Although our friends here have not
enough food for themselves, yet a good
portion of what they have they offer to
others in the name of The Center of the
Abha Covenant!
The Bahais here are much interested
in knowing of the progress of the Mashrehok-Azkar. So many have asked me
about this work that I plan to spread
a Mashrekol-Azkar Feast here in Esslingen the middle of August, at which
the program of thought will revolve
about the ideals of the Mashrekol-Azkar.
Faithfully yours in His Service,

Ohas. Mason Remey.
October 9, 1920.
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LETTER FROM HARLAN F. OBER
TO THE TEAOHING OOMMITTEE
Our journey through Germany
was a heavenly journey, filled with vivid
and happy memories. We stayed three
weeks in Stuttgart and Esslingen, holding many public meetings and visiting
in many of the homes. The love, unity
and faithfulness of the German friends
must be seen to be realized. Their assemblies are fragrant with the perfume
of spirituality. No words can describe
them as they are described by Abdul-
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mans are receiving the Americans! This
is because they are the lovers of the Holy
Oause, and its principles, striving for
the fulfillment of its great purpose. National prejudices cannot interfere in
their religion. God and Religion is to
them superior to every other phase of
life. Therefore it is no wonder that you
see they are blessed and confirmed in
tlieir religious life. The Blessed Beauty

-
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as the globe of the fire of the love of God,
Taereh, Mrs. Consul Schwarz, and the
dear Consul himself; Mr.' Herrigel and
his unique sincerity; Miss Knobloch and
her devotion and productive services;
Miss Kostlin and her purity of faith and
efficiency in service and how she has kept
the Esslingen community in harmony,
love and ardor. He said, 'The Schwarz
family have become the embodiment of
confirmation!' He then told a wonderful incident about this family and said-'From this ye can imagine what type of
people they are. Verily, verily, I say
unto ye that a single step that some soul
takes with sincerity in the path of the
Blessed Beauty will never pass unnoticed or unrewarded. It is like unto a
seed which is sown by the farmer. The
rain of Mercy and the heat of the Sun
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of Truth help it grow and develop into
a stately tree whose verdure and shade
will be enjoyed for millenniums.' "
vVe enjoyed the privilege of association with these heavenly souls, and many
new souls who are radiant with the flame
of love. On trains and in various cities we found souls who were ready for
the divine Glad Tidings, and the meetings were full of spirituality, the hearts
being melted with love.
The friends in Germany were very
happy because of the letters they had
received from the friends in England
and America and are very anxious to
increase the correspondence. They requested us to convey to all the friends
the most glorious Abha greetings of love
and unity.
Harlan F. Ober.
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Tablet of Mr. Remey's printed in Germany

Tablet of Mr. Remey's printed in Germany

Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Chas. Mason Remey
Through the faithful soul, Taereh, the wife of his honor Consul Schwarz,
Stuttgart, Germany, to his honor, Mr. (Charles Mason) Remey-Unto him
be the Glory of God, the Most Glorious!
He Is God!
o thou enlightened beloved son!
Praise be unto God, that thou didst arrive at Leipzig safe and sound; didst
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see the brilliant faces of the friends of God, and didst enjoy the spirituality and
love of the German friends. Verily, verily, the German frinds are luminous
~piritual a"?-d heavenly .. They are spreading the oneness of humanity, they ar~
III peace wIth all the natIOns of the world, and practice love and kindness towards
all the religions of the world. They are self-sacrificing in the path of the Kingdom, and are firm and steadfast in the Covenant and Testament. Thou art
unquestionably in the utmost joy and rapture now that thou art mingling and
associating with those blessed souls.
It is my hope that thy present trip will give :rise to great results. Convey
on my behalf, love and affection to all the friends, the servants and the maidservants of God!
Unto thee be the Glory of God!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur, August 20, 1920, Mount Carmel,
Palestine. )

Recent Tablets to the Bahais of Germany
TABLET TO STUTTGART
The letter of Miss Doring was
Through his honor Aga Mirza Azizullah perused. Praise be to God, it had the
Khan Bahadur-Upon him be the glad-tidings of your firmness and steadGlory of God, the Most Glorious!- fastness; of your attraction to the dito the friends of God and the maid- vine breathings and enkindlement with
servants of the Merciful, Stuttgart, the fire of the love of God. Praise be
Germany-Upon them be the Glory to God, that ye are all brilliant candles and trees of the Paradise of Abha.
of God, the Most Glorious!
Abdul-Baha feels great attachment to
Miss Doring, Mrs. Kusterer, h,er daughter Hilda, Miss Julie Stabler, Miss Elise the Stuttgart friends. His nostrils are
Stabler, Miss Elsie Sechald, her mother perfumed with the fragrance of those
and brother, Mr. Franz Poellinger, Mrs. flowers and his heart is exceedingly deBauer and her family, Miss Nebelhack, lighted with the luster of those blessed
Miss Raps in Nurenberg, Mrs. Rosa souls. Therefore it is certain that the
Schwarz, Roschen and Mr. Edward teachings of the Most High, BAHA'OSchwarz, Mr. and Mrs. Weigle, Mrs. 'LLAH, will, in that region and country,
Klatte, and her family, Miss Schnitzlcr, spread to the utmost and souls from
Mr. Heinz and his family, Mr. Grober Germany will like unto the candles enand his family, Miss Schenerle and her kindle and radiate streaming beams in
sisters, Mr. Dengler, Miss Emelie, all directions.
Therefore I am giving ye the gladMartha Stabler, Mrs. and Mr. Schlag,
tidings
that the glance of favor is diMiss Schutz, Mrs. Steidle and her family, Mr. Bergheimer, Mr. and Mrs. rected upon ye, and the rays of the
Weiland in Karlsruhe, Mr. Richard Sun of Reality are the adornment of
Kohler and his mother, Mr. Max Bender your hearts. There is no confirmation
greater than this. This is because the
and betrothed, Miss Herther Dorino'
Mr. and Mrs. Kurt Doring, Mrs. Sim;;'~ distasteful smell of violation has not,
and her family in Hamburg, Mrs. Haus- up to this time, reached that blessed
mann, Miss Schuler and Miss Alma region.
Some Persian enemies, however, from
Knobloch.
the followers of Yahya (Azel) are in the
He Is God!
region of Berlin, who in various undero ye real friends of Abdul-Baha!
hand ways are striving to penetrate into
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the community of the friends and deposit like unto the snake their poison
and give false impressions. Ye should
be very watchful of this, not admitting
these souls in your meetings and assemblies.
Everyone who has in his hand a letter of permission to associate with the
friends, written and signed by Ab dulBaha, ye may associate with him, else ye
should avoid and abstain. No individual
of ye is permitted to associate with them
because the diseases of the spirit are like
unto the diseases of the body and like
unto plague, cholera and cancer will
infest.
Ye should be in the utmost union and
harmony with the formal commnnity
of the friends, that is the "Bahai Bund"
and communicate with it with love so
that in Germany there may exist but
one ardor, one feeling, one attachment
and union in order that this may penetrate throughout the world.
Upon thee be Baha-El Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Mirza Azizullah S.
Bahadur, April 9, 1920, Haifa, Palestine.
Received by Mrs. Consul Schwarz.)
TABLET TO ALMA KNOBLOCH
Through Aga Mirza Azizullah Khan
Bahadur-Upon him be the Glory of
God, the Most Glorious!-to the maidservant of God, Miss Alma Knobloch,
Stuttgart, Germany-Upon her be
the Glory of God, the Most Glorious!

lIe Is God!
of the Kingdom of

o thou maid-servant

God!
Thy letter has been received. Its contents indicated that thou didst desire to
go to Leipzig so that thou mightest
spread the divine breath there, but there
appeared some obstacle. Now no obstacle hath remained.
Before going to America thou shouldst
busy thyself with the service so that
the love of God in Leipzig may effervesce with enthusiasm.
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Convey my utmost affection and love
to the maid-servant Miss Schutz, Mr.
Hugo Bender and his wife, Mr. Franz
Poellinger and his brother, Miss Alma
Nebelhack, Miss Elsie Seebald, Miss
Doring and Misses StableI'.
I beseech the Most High BAHA'O'LLAH
that through His grace, He may endear
these souls both in this world and that
of the Kingdom, so that they may become the emblems of guidance.
Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Mirza Azizullah S.
Bahadur, January 30, 1920, Haifa, Palestine.)
TABLET TO FANNY KNOBLOCH
Through Mr. Hannen-Upon him be the
Glory of God, the Most Glorious !-to
the maid-servant of God, Fanny
Knobloch, Washington, D. C.-Upon
her be the Glory of God, the Most
Glorious!
lIe Is God!

o

thou, the loved maid-servant of God!
Ye are three sisters. Praise be to
God, all three are of the Kingdom,
and are godly and luminous. Alma
Knobloch raised the Banner of Guidance in Germany and was unusually
confirmed. Pauline Hannen is, day and
night, busy with self-sacrifice, and thou
also hast no ease, but with heart and
soul art striving to render some service
to the Kingdom of God.
These three sisters are really brilliant
and spiritual, godly and divine. I am
pleased with all three and supplicate to
the Threshold of the Lord of Hosts to
bestow assistance and favor upon ye.
I replied by telegraphic message. It
has of course reached thee.
Convey utmost love and heavenly relationship on my behalf to thy sister
and to Mr. Hannen.
Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated January 23, 1920, by
Mirza Azizullah S. Bahadur.)
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Tablets from Abdul-Baha to Bahais in America
LOUISE SMITH
To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Louise
Smith, Cleveland, Ohio-Upon her be
BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou daughter of the Kingdom!
Two letters have been received from
thee. Thou hast a highly praiseworthy
wish and that is service to the Kingdom
of God, service to the oneness of the
world of humanity, the training of children at the home of Mrs. Kibby and the
promotion of the question of the Mashrekol-Azkar. All these intentions are acceptable at the Threshold of the Almighty. I therefore pray God that thou
mayest be confirmed in service, so that
these children may be trained by a di. vine education and may each become
aware of the inner realities and significances.
Convey, on my behalf, to the friends
in Cleveland, longing greeting. I hope
that the love of God may become the
cause of their union and harmony and
the power of the Covenant may do away
with this difference. Today, no power
can do away with this difference save
the power of the Covenant of the
Blessed BeautYr for a specially appointed Center has been appointed by
the Supreme Pen to which all differences must be submitted and which settles all differences. Whatever he says
is right, for, in accordanc with the explicit command, all are ordered to turn
their faces toward that Center, and he
is the expounder of the Book. Thus it
is made evident and manifest that the
power of the Covenant is the power
which solves all difficulties.
Convey on my behalf the utmost love
and kindness to the maid-servants of
God, Mrs. Potter, Miss Williams, Miss
Fanchon and Miss Brandeau.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Haifa, Palestine, August 2, 1919.)
MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
Through Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, New York
City-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH ElAbha I-to Mirza Ahmad SohrabUpon him be BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou servant of the Holy Threshold!
Thy cablegram was received, and immediately a cablegram of congratulation and felicitation was sent. Undoubtedly it has reached thee. This
news became conducive to exceeding rejoicing. It is strongly hoped from the
favor of the Blessed P'erfection that it
may be consummated in the most perfect manner. Rest thou assured that
there will arise no obstacle and no impediment. Give thou importance to this
matter, and manifest thou magnanimity
in its regard.
In all those regions exercise thou the
utmost vigilance and caution-so that
nostrils may be protected from the evil
odor, and eternal death may not creep
over souls. Give thou importance to
this fundamental principle; for, if a
thousand able-bodied, healthy souls, with
utmost freshness and elegance, associate
with a sick consumptive the health of
those thousand souls will not affect the
consumptive, but the illness of that consumptive will be communicated in a
short time to those healthy bodies.
Therefore, do t40u protect the souls as
far as thou art able. Send away the
sickly looking consumptive. There is no
other recourse. According to the texts
of the Sacred Verses, one must refrain
from associating with the wicked. . .
Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABEAS.
(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
Denver, Colo., February 12, 1920.)
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of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to
the Bahai teachers all over the world."
From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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Following our usual custom, this issue of the STAR OF THE 'VEST is especially
devoted to The Center of the Covenant, His Holiness ABDuL-BAHA-inasmuch
as the 26th of November is commemorated as the Day and F'east of The Center
of The Covenant.

THE CENTER OFTHE COVENANT, THE GREATEST BRANCH:
ABDUL-BAHA ARBAS.

"The one who hath turned unto him hath turned to
My Face and is illumined through the Lights of
My Beauty, hath acknowledged My Oneness and
confessed My Singleness."- Words 0/ Baha'o'//ah.

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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His Holiness Abdul-Baha
From The Bahai Proofs, by MIRZA ABUL-FAzL.

A S to the birth and life of His Holiness, ABDuL-BAHA-Glorified is his
Name !-he was born, in Teheran, on the
5th day of the month Jamadi-ul-Aval,
1260 A. H. (May 23d, 1844), the same
day in which the "First Point" (the
BAB)-Exalted is his Supreme NaIhe!had declared himself. He was reared in
that city under the training of BAHA'o'LLAH. The author has heard from his
own blessed lips, as well as from many
others, that he very often suffered persecution and execrations, while yet a child,
from the fanatics of Teheran, during the
disasters which followed the appearance
of the BAB. When BAHA'O'LI,AH was
in chains in the prison of Teheran,
ABDUL-BAHA visited him. During the
time BAHA'O'LLAH resided at Baghdad
by command of the Persian Government, 1269 A. H. (1852-1853), His Holiness, ABDUL-BAHA, was in his service
and constantly in his presence.
Although he had not studied in any
school, yet, from his youth, fountains of
knowledge flowed in his fluent explanations. The first trace which emanated
from his Holy Being in the world of
knowledge was the treatise he wrote in
his early youth at Baghdad. This was a
commentary upon the holy tradition:"I was an invisible Treasury; as I loved
to be known, therefore I created men to
know Me." He wrote this commentary
in answer to the request of one of the
Pashas. The author was present at a
meeting, when some one asked HajiSeyd-Jawad Taba-Tabay of Kerbela concerning the life of BAHA'O'LLAH. The
great Seyd answered :-" That holy
being must be a shining Light whose

great son hath written such a treatise
during his childhood. " By this the
learned Seyd meant that while it is impossible even for a scholar to show forth
such great knowledge, how much more
impossible would it be for a person to
write such a treatise in his childhood
without .having studied. Therefore, such
knowledge is heavenly and not earthly;
it is Divine wisdom, not human, and it
owes its origin to the Holy Spirit of God.
Thus, even in his childhood, the signs
of grandeur and dignity were manifest
from his brow and he showed forth phenomenal intelligence and wisdom. His
wonderful speech in explaining abstruse
points astonished men of intelligence,
and his marvelous eloquence everywhere
attracted hearts and souls. His acute
judgment was a brilliant lamp in elucidating intricate obscurities an.d his penetrative discernment in managing and deciding different affairs improved the
condition of young and old. He was the
companion of BAI-IA '0 'LLAI-I and the
shareI' of his afflictions during his successive banishments from Baghdad to
Constantinople, thence to Adrianople,
and finally to Acca. All the people of
Baha resorted to him in their difficulties
and obeyed his decision. More especially
during the twenty·four years of BAHA'O'LLAI-I'S residence at Acca, the troubles of ABDUL-BAI-IA were so great that
no one but himself could have endured
such calamities. The very fact that
Acca was a place of exile for Turkish
suspects and prisoners, meriting the
name" Great Prison," given to it by the
Supreme Pen, is a sufficient testimony
of the tribulations and vicissitudes which
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ABDUL-BAHA has suffered. For, as we
have formerly remarked, BAHA'o'LLAH,
during his residence at Acca, would not,
as a rule, converse with any save the
Bahais, unless some one especially asked
permission to visit him. His Holiness
ABDuL-BAHA, however, held intercourse
with all the men of different religions,
aims, tastes, characters, and degrees, and
each one would submit to him his individual wishes. Consequently, different
classes and nationalities of Moslems,
Christians, Bahais, Arabs and Turks, as
well as Persians belonging to the governing and learned classes,-likewise
great merchants and people of the lower
orders,-visited him from early morning
until midnight. Some of them sought
his presence for the benefit of his spiritual explanation; others for their personal affairs and requests. Anyone informed upon the manners of oriental
governments, and thoroughly acquainted
with the conditions of the inhabitants of
those countries, will realize the great
difficulties which surrounded that holy
being. He, under all circumstances,
would receive the people with a cheerful
face, and endeavor as far as possible to
grant their wishes and assist them.
Even in the present day, His Holiness
is the resort of the people of that land,
and all refer their wishes and hopes to
him. He is a physician to every invalid,
a shelter to every exile, a refuge to every
seeker for help, and a dispeller of sorrow to every grieved soul. As God
knows and witnesses, the author, during
the ten months he stayed as guest in his
beneficent shelter, can testify that even
those fettered in the jail and deprived
of seeing the daylight, r,eceived his benefits and favors; and exiles forsaken in
the cells of oblivion were visited by him.
These exc"ellent characteristics were inborn in him, and no one can show forth
s,!ch virtues through imitation or pretence. Even the greatest men in the
world could not manifest their like.
There is an old proverb :-"Nothing
manufactured is like unto the naturaL"
ABDuL-BAHA was named Mirza-Abbas
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after his grandfather, but subsequent to
their arrival at Baghdad, he was called
, 'His Holiness, the Master." After the
declaration of the Blessed Perfection
[BAHA '0 'LLAH] , he was given several
lofty titles by him, such as "Sir 'Ullah"
(Mystery of God), "Ghusn 'Ullah 'EIA'zam" (Greatest Branch of God). By
these titles he was addressed verbally
and in writing by BAHA'o'LLAH and all
the believers.
In the earlier days of BAHA'o'LLAH's
declaration, the blessed Book of Akdas
was revealed. This is considered the
greatest Book of the BahiEs, and contains all the Divine Laws and Ordinances. The following irrefutable command· was revealed therein:"When the sea of (My) meeting
sinks, and the book of the Origin is
achieved to the end, turn ye your faces
to 'He who is desired by God,' the One
who is extended from this Ancient
Root!' Likewise it is recorded in another part of the same Book :-" When
the Nightingale soareth from the grove
of praise, and repaireth to the furthermost concealed destination, refer ye
that which you understand not in the
Book, to the Branch extended from this
Firm Root."
Thus all the people of Baha were informed of the One who would be the
"Center of the Cause of God" and their
resource, after the disappearance of the
Sun of Truth and the departure of the
Beauty of Oneness. Thus they have
hope in and rely 1.1pOn this providence
shown forth by God, the Exalted, to
them. They recognize in ABDuL-BAHA,
the expounder of the Divine Book and
the solver of the intricate points of the
Heavenly Revelation; whose decision is
conclusive; through whose explanation
every discord and divergence is removed, and the seekers are brought to
perfect realization, accord and affinity.
They thank and praise God, the Exalted,
and manifest the utmost joy and happiness at his appointing the resort of
the Cause of God.
To the people of Faith, the clear ap-
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pointment of the Center of the Cause,
after the departure of the Manifestation, is considered the most important
point in religious matters, as it is the
greatest channel which connects the
servants of God with Holy and Divine
Truth. For it is only through his explanation and decision that all discord is
removed. Consequently the Bahais appreciate the determining of the "Appointed Cent\lr" as the greatest of the
Divine Providences, and account his
blessed being as an impregnable fortress which protects the Divine Religion
from the doubts of the sc.eptic and fanciful imaginations of men. They were
all sure and convinced that the purpose
of God, the Exalted, in these two blessed
verses, has been no other than His H 0liness, ABDuL-BAHA; for, apart from the
Divine signs that were manifest in him,
BAHA'o'LLAH clearly and implicitly,
verbally and in writing, directed all of
his servants to the blessed person of
ABDuL-BAHA, and, under all circumstances, clearly showed that he was far
distinguished above others, in order that
all the servants should look unto him
alone, and follow his commands. But
notwithstanding all this, as BAHA'O'LLAH foresaw, that when his beauty
of Oneness was concealed under the
veils of disappearance, the people of desire, through jealousy, would hold to
groundless doubts and suspicions, and,
disregarding the prohibition to interpret
the Book, would divert the real meaning
of the two verses above quoted, away
from the "Appointed Center."
He,
therefore, prior to his departure, revealed the blessed Kitab-el'A'hd (Book
()f the Covenant, the Will of BAHA'o'LLAH). This he wrote, and sealed it
with his own blessed hand and seal, in
order that the darkness of discord might
not again obscure the brilliant horiZ()n
of the Cause of God, and the calamities
and disasters which afflicted other religions might not overtake this movement. In this Book (His Covenant)
he clearly indicated that the purpose of
the" Branch extended from the Ancient
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Root, " revealed in the blessed verse ()f
Akdas, was the Center of the Circle of
Names, the Exalted Branch of the
Blessed Tree of ARHA, His Holiness,
ABDUI;-BAHA. Then he, for the second
time, enjoined, through an unchangeable
and irrefutable command, all his
, 'branches, " "twigs," "relatives" and
the people of Baha without exception, to
look unto that dawning-place of Divine
Light, and to know him as the source
and origin of the commands and prohibitions of the Heavenly Religion. He
desired, by this clear elucidation, to
counteract the imaginations of the ignorant, extinguish the world-consuming
flame of the jealousy and hatred of people of error, and guard the Divine R.eligion from divisions and sects which
are, according to the judgment of common-sense and the clear texts of the
holy Tablets of God, the most deplorable for religion and humanity. By this
he sought to preserve the Divine IvV ord
from human doubts, suspicions and artifices.
But alas! All these clear texts of
God, commanding people to turn to the
day-spring of the Light of the Covenant, did not check the evil thoughts of
the people of discord; and his repeated
exhortations and advices did not soften
the hard hearts of the men of hostility,
nor prevent them from ruinous discords
and divisions, for when, in May, 1892
A. D. (2Rd Z'IlI-Ka'da, 1309 A. H.),
BAHA'o'LLAH ascended to His Most Holy
Station, and nine days after his departure, the Book of the Cov'enant of God
"Was chanted in the Holy Tomb in the
assembly of believers, the gloom of animosity and disappointment became instantly manifest upon the faces of those
who had groundless pride and desire for
leadership, and who sought to raise discord and contradiction. On the other
hand, cheerfulness and joy were manifest in the shining faces of those who
had no desire but that of seeking the
Truth and telling the Truth. Some were
seated upon the right hand of certainty,
firmness and steadfastness in the solid
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Covenant of God, and some stood upon
the left hand of unhappiness, in
their impossible desire and erroneous
thoughts. The former became distinguished for their firmness and inflexibility; noted for the effectiveness of
their word; their good name and success in assisting the Cause, while the
latter were distinguished by their instability, degradation and shame. From
that day, the thorn of violating the Covenant of God grew in the Garden of
the Bahai community and the signs of
senseless hatred and hostility proceeded
from a limited number of persons who
are known as the "nakazeen" (violators
of the Covenant). . . .
Although these people who violated
the Covenant received, during the life
of BAHA'O'LLAH and after his departure, every kindness and favor from His
Holiness, ABDuL-BAHA, who considered
their welfare and prosperity before his
own and that of the faithful believers,
yet, on account of jealousy and selfishness, they violated the Cause of God.
Thus came to pass that which was prophesied by the prophets-especially Christ
-concerning the people of the right
hand and the people of the left hand;
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and each will receive the reward of his
deeds according to the justice of God.
Two important points increased the
flame of the fire of jealousy in the hearts
of these nakazeen, whose number does
not exceed thirty. One was that the
Bahais of all countries refused to accept
the seditious books and pamphlets forwarded to them by the nakazeen. According to the command of BAHA'O'LLAH
they unanimously determined not to pay
any attention to these intrigues and
temptations, but took shelter, with the
utmost union and harmony, under the
banner of the Cent er of the Covenant.
Another point was that during a short
space of time the Cause of God became
far more widely spread than before,
through the fluent pen and brilliant explanations of ABDuL-BAHA; so the number of the Bahais became enormously
mUltiplied since the departure of BAHA'O'LLAH. The fame of the dawningplace of the Light of the Covenant
spread throughout all regions, and his
holy Tablets became scattered as rosepetals throughout all countries. His
great name filled the world with awe
and the renown of his glorious deeds
reached all in the East and \7Vest.

Abdul-Baha's Supplication and Declaration of His Servitude
He Is God!

M Y God, my God! I ask thee to for-

give everything save my servitude
to Thy Supreme Threshold, and I declare myself innocent of any announcement or praise save my adoration in
Thy Merciful Presence. I isolate myself
from every garment save that of humiliation and contrition of my evanescence to Thy Lordly Oneness. I flee
from every station save the arrival to
the Court of Thy Lordly Everlastingness. By Thy Power, verily, the sweetness of servitude is the food of my
spirit, with the fragrance of servitude
my breast will be dilated, my being will
be refreshed, my mind will be quickened, my heart will be delighted, my

eyes cleansed, my nostrils will be perfumed, and in it the healing of my disease, the allaying of my burning thirst,
the soothing of my pain.
Immerse me, 0 my God, in this most
bounteous, rolling ocean, give me to
drink of this sweet, abundant water,
cause me to enter this gateway of righteousness, ordain me for this praiseworthy station, cause me to obtain this cup
which is over-flowing with the pouring
water, light in the crystal of my heart
this lamp which is giving forth its
illuminating, brilliant radiance and
strengthen me for the service of Thy
Cause, 0 my Lord, the Forgiver! Accept my servitude in the Court of Thy
Holy Oneness, 0 Thou, the Manifestor
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of MOUllt Sinai! Assist me to abide in
its conditions, 0 Thou, the Authority of
Manifestation. Aid me to assist Thy
Cause in the eastern and western parts
of the earth, 0 Thou, the Possessor of
the Day of Resurrection. I ask Thee,
by Thy written Book, dispersed writings; by Thy Hidden Mystery, and Thy
defended allusions, to cause me to be
firm to Thy servitude, 0 my Lord, the
Forgiver! Verily, Thou art the Powerful, above what Thou wishest, and verily, Thou are the Merciful and Most
Compassionate!

o

thou who art calling by the Testament, in the Pivot of the horizons!

This servant, according to the clear
statements in Kitab-el-Akdas, and the
unambiguous texts of the Kitab-el-Ahd,
is the Commentator, and the Explainer
of the texts of God. All the faithful ones,
who are assured and firm in the Testament and Covenant of God, must neither
overreach the clear explanation of this
servant, nor the unambiguous interpretation of this slave. If anyone overreaches, he follows his own supposi-
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tions. This servant gives the real meaning, and the meaning of the real also.
The Mystery of mysteries of the texts,
words and lines, is servitude to the Holy
Presence of the Beauty of Abha, and
effacement, evanescence and perfect dispersion before the Blessed Threshold.
This is my brilliant diadem, and my
glorious crown. With this I will be
glorious in the Heavenly Kingdom, and
the earthly. And with it, I will vie with
the beauty among the nearest ones to
God, and no one is allowed to interpret
other than this, and this is the perspicuous truth.
o thou, who are proclaiming the mentioning of God! The indicated Commentator is the Interpreter of the vVords,
and this servant is aside from praise,
qualities, names, characteristics, virtues,
peculiarities, eulogies and honors; but
my name, being, reality and personality
are servitude to the Beauty of Abha, and
I am not worthy to be considered as having the shadow of arising. As the Manifestation (BAHA'o'LLAH) said: "Plant
this Branch in the ground of the hearts,
and make it holy from shadow and
arising. "

Some Important Commands fronl The Center
of The Covenant
EXCERPTS from some instructions
given by Abdul-Baha to several
friends in America, July, 1912, which
received his personal signature:
"If a soul shall utter a word without
the sanction of the Covenant, he is not
firm. BAHA'o'LLAH appointed a Covenant to ward off dissensions; so that no
one can have his own opinions; so that
the Center can be referred to. There
were dissensions in the time of Christ
because there was no Center. This is the
reality of the question."
"Whatever the Center of the Covenant
says is correct. No one should speak a
word of himself. BAHA'o'LLAH has
called down the vengeance of God upon

anyone who violates the Covenant. Beware! Beware! Lest ye be shaken!
Remain firm even if the people of heaven
try to shake you. Firmness in. the Oovenant is not mere words. The command
is explicit."
(Signed by ABDuL-BAHA)
"The Point to which all eyes should
turn is One. All eyes must turn their
attention to the Center of the Oovenant
while the presence of the Oovenant is
among us. No other should have any
existence. All others save the Oenter of
the Covenant are equaL"
(Signed by ABDuL-BAHA)
In a talk given by ABDUL-BAHA in Los
Angeles, Oct. 19th, 1912, he said:

(Continued on page 160)

STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy I Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj ect of the attention of the friends and the
cent er of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thv voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-EAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM .A.BDUL-BArrA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA l\BBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
f;Vestern States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT V AIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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"This, like unto a magnetic power, will attract
Abdul-Baha to America"
TABLET TO MR. AND MRS. HOWARD MAC NUTT
To their honors Mr. and Mrs. Howard MacNutt, Brooklyn, N. Y.-Upon them
be BAHA'o'LLAH EI-Abha!
He Is God!

o ye

two blessed souls!
Your letter was received. Praise be to God! ye are glad, ye are full of joy
and fragrance, and are safe and protected under the shelter of the Merciful One.
Today those who are firm in the Covenant are soaring by the Bounties of the
Holy Spirit in lofty regions, while the wavering ones are depressed, dejected
and afflicted with a thousand pains and calamities. This is because the confirmations of the Abha Kingdom have been cut off from them. They have been
deprived of the Light of the Sun of Truth and have had no share from the
breezes of the Holy Spirit. They resemble those souls who arose to agitate the
minds of men after the time of Christ. Each one, by every subtle means,
gathered around himself a group of souls, but all were eventually led to face
disappointment, loss and failure. This was because the result of their principles was like unto a tree destitute of roots, or like the ocean foam. A rootless
tree, no matter how tall and hardy it may seem, will ultimately wither away,
and the ocean foam, however formidable it may appear, shall at last vanish
and disappear.
Arius, the patriarch at Constantinople, gathered around himself a million
and a half followers. He even secured the adherence of the Emperor, but as
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his basis was not secure, he vanished and was exterminated. What then will
the violators do who are only a small number of feeble and insignificant souls ~
For thirty years they have endeavored and at last they succeeded in drawing
around them a few thoughtless persons and some unbalanced and undignified
women. Soon ye shall see that even this small group will scatter.
How strange it is in America! When I went to Green-Acre, I saw an
idolatrous East Indian, insignificant, unpleasant and offensive in appearancewhom even animals would avoid; he had gathered around himself a group of
people, had chosen a distant tree, and every morning before sunrise would run
and hasten barefooted toward it, accompanied by a number of women. They
would reach it tired and exhausted, and there would fall upon the ground as
if they were worshipping an idol from among the idols of India. After several
days had elapsed, by subtle methods he begged a few dollars from those persons
and then returned to India.
In brief, my purpose is to show that whatever call is raised or proclaimed
in America, a group will doubtless gather around it; while, on the other hand,
the Oriental Friends (Bahais) are firm like unto the immovable mountains.
For thirty years have the violators striven to undermine the Cause, but they
have failed even to attract to their side their own kindred and relatives. That
is why, undoubtedly, in Persia, twenty thousand Bahais have been martyred
and severe tests have been brought about. Yet, praise be to God! not even a
single soul among the Flriends wavered. The violators in America do nothing
but flatter, seduce and show a love that is insincere. Consider what they did
to poor Lua (Getsinger) and how unfaithful they have been to her!
In short, take into consideration the outcomes and not the beginning. Every
follower of error mentions the name of Truth, and even the enemies of Christ
have declared in the name of God that Christ was a liar and an infidel-that
He destroyed the foundation of honor, that He was the breaker of the Sabbath
day and the associate of immoral persons. Although outwardly this charge
was upholding the Cause of the Old Testament, and took into consideration the
Religion of God, yet the underlying purpose was nothing but to overthrow the
Divine Structure and to debase the exalted Christ. Although on the surface
they seemed to defend the Cause of God, yet inwardly their purpose was
manifest error.
Finally, ye know how considerate I have been with some souls-how much
love and kindness I have shown them and at last found. out that the Cause of
God would be disgraced. I refused the three thousand pounds which ye gathered
for the expense of my travel to America, and during my sojourn in that land
did not accept anything from any person. Then I saw that secretly and- for
varied motives, unworthy actions were being manifested. Consider my feelings! My purpose was to demonstrate the independence and contentment of
the Servants of God. Ye know that I did not accept anything from any person
and acted in accordance with the admonition of Christ, who said that whenever ye leaye a city, shake off even its dust from your shoes. Notwithstanding
that unworthy behavior, I was still patient. All were my guests.- I daily paid
their expenses, showed them the utmost loving consideration and then paid
fully to all of them their entire expenses. Up to the present time, after all
this assistance and love, this has been my reward. What will be the recompense
of those who have not shown this love and consideration?
In brief :-The Covenant is like unto the ocean which preserves Bahai
Unity, and these souls are like unto the foam upon it. They manifest a tem-
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porary activity, but soon, like unto Judas Iscariot and his associates and those
who approved of his conduct, they shall be completely forgotten. The ocean
of the Covenant, on the other hand, is eternally surging, for it preserves Bahai
Unity.
At present arise ye with all your power to promulgate the Covenant and
expound these matters to those who are weak and feeble and tell them that
communities after Christ have opposed this clear and explicit declaration when
He said to Peter: "Thou art the rock and upon this rock I shall build My
Temple," and have thus been wholly deprived of the breaths of the Holy
Spirit and have been ruined and exterminated.
Today, the Lord of Hosts is the defender of the Covenant, the forces of
the Kingdom protect it, heavenly souls tender their services, and heavenly
angels promulgate and spread it broadcast. If it is considered with insight,
it will be seen that all the forces of the Universe, in the last analysis serve the
Covenant. In the future it shall be made evident and manifest. In view of
this fact, what can these weak and feeble souls achieve 1 Hardy plants that
are destitute of roots and are deprived of the outpourings of the cloud of mercy
will not last. What then may be expected from the young weeds 1
Consider what a commotion the Theosophists have produced in Europe
and America. At present their influence is waning, for their foundation was
not as strong as it should be. What then will the violators do?
The days I spent as a guest at your home will never be forgotten, for
through the Divine Bestowals and the breaths of the Holy Spirit, Abdul-Baha
was so stirred that the effect will not pass from memory. I pray God that
those days may be renewed. *Strive as much as ye are able not to sell that
house; let it remain permanently a sign (or memorial) of yourselves. I often
think of you and desire that you become a hotly enkindled flame, bestowing
heat and light upon the surrounding regions. Not until the power of heat is
intensified in the body of man, will growth and development take place as they
should.
I supplicate and entreat to the Abha Kingdom and beg again for ye a
fresh confirmation. I beseech for Mr. MacNutt the fluency of Peter and the
eloquence of Paul.
Convey on my behalf the utmost love and kindness to the two respected
souls, Victor Harvell and Roy Herrick. My hope is that they may be confirmed in service to the Kingdom of God and may secure every day a new
power.
Upon ye be Baha-EI-Abha!
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Signed)
P. S.-Thy last letter, dated July 21st, 1919, has been received. It imparted the glad tidings of the promulgation of the Word of God in those regions. For Abdul-Baha no joy and pleasure remain save in the glad tidings
of the exaltation of the Word of God. Therefore as thou hast written of the
efforts put forth by the friends for the diffusion of the Divine Fragrance and
hast mentioned that thy time is confined to raising the Call of the Kingdom
and consecrated in service to the Cause of God, this news was considered as
glad tidings, and my hope is that thou mayest attain remarkable confirma*TRANsLATION-An (That) Khaneh (house) tatavanid (as much as ye are
able) nafrushid (do not sell) biguzarid (allow or let) an (that) asar (a sign)
az shuma (of yourselves) baqi (permanent) bima.nd (remain) .
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tions and mighty assistance. He says that whosoever draws a span nearer
to God, Divine p'rovidence will approach a meter toward him. Assuredly if
man rises as he ought to in service to the Kingdom, the Spirit of the Divine
Kingdom will encompass him.
Concerning the book about which thou hast written in thy letter :-It is
highly suitable for thee to write such a book, and if this effort is realized, it
is highly acceptable. Convey on my behalf to the respected maid-servant of
God, Mrs. MacNutt, the utmost love and kindness. If the principle of amity
and unity, which is one of the principles of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH, is
strt)ngthened among the friends-and if firmness in the Covenant renders the
breakers of the Covenant hopeless and at a loss,-this like unto a magnetic
power will attract Abdul-Baha to America.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Behjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 24th, 1919.)

Some Important Commands from The Center of The Covenant
(Continued from page 159)

"That which has come forth from the
Center of the Covenant you must take
fast hold of. That which issues from my
lips and that which is written with my
pen is the Reality. With this you can
irrigate the vineyard of God. With this
you can make the tree of the Cause of
God become verdant. Through this the
Name of the Kingdom of God will be
spread all over the world. Through this
the Sun of Reality will shine. Through
this the clouds of Mercy will pour doWll.
Whosoever utters a word you must ask:
'Where is the authority of the Center of
the Covenant? Show it.' Without this
you must not listen to him. If an angel
comes down from heaven and has no
authority from the Center of the Covenant, you must require his authority.
Otherwise the vineyard will become
withered and dry. This is the reality."

In New York City, July, 1912, AbdulBaha said to several believers: " Any
one quoting me must have authority
written either with my oWll hand, or
Tablets signed with my seaL Otherwise
these statements do not belong to me.
Every instruction, every teaching that I
desire to spread I will write with my
own hand. You must know this generally. Never accept any statement without my writing which is signed and
sealed-any statement."
(Signed by AEDUL-BAHA)
In Egypt, in August, 1913, AEDULBAHA stated (Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
interpreting): "When in America I repeatedly said that no one must believe
one word said by another regarding any
commands, teachings or statements made
by me unless they can produce the
same in writing over my signature."

"This is a Mystery of the Kingdom of Abha"
"There is a Power in this Cause, a Mysterious Power, far, far, far away from
the ken of men and angels; that Invisible Power is the Cause of all these outward
activities. It moves the hearts. It rends the mountains. It administers the
complicated affairs of the Cause. It inspires the friends. It dashes into a thousand pieces all the forces of opposition. It creates new spiritual worlds. This
is a Mystery of the Kingdom of Abha."
(Words of ABDUL-BAHA from J\1irza Ahmad Sohrab's diary.)
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The Bahai Revelation
Address"" by JENABI FAzEL MAZANDARANI, delivered at the Third Session of the
Bahai Congress, New York City, April 27th, 1920.
Manucher Khan, Interpreter.
all the aims have been this aim and
nothing else. We see that in those spiritual books and in those Divine books,
every corruption is forbidden; we see
only inimical passions have been prohibited in those Divine books, and they
have united the people in love and harmony. "Vhen we look into and consider
the Divine books, we see all the aims
of all the prophets have been to perfect
man's morality and to establish love
and unity among all mankind. They
have no other aims besides these.
When we look into the history of
every religion, we see that in their own
cycle and in their own time they established their aims and objectives. You
know that in their own time they did
good work; that is to say, they established love .and unity as far as it was
possible in their own time. In the time
of Moses, as much as it was possible in
that time, and when the time of Jesus
came as much as it was possible in
his time. But by and by superstitions crept into those pure religions and
caused dissensions, and some blind imitations made it so that the people
shunned religion. Today we see in
every nation that some people run away
from religion entirely. No sooner do
you say a word about religion than they
run away from you and say, ""Ve are
not ready to hear anything about religion.'
,
oi:' See page 182 for J enabi Fazel's
Now, let us see why they are shunwords of greeting upon his arrival at
ning
and turning away from religion.
the Convention.-The Editors.

THERE is no doubt that there are two
powers in the world, the power of
spirituality and the power of materiality. There is no doubt that the advancement of man is in the world of morality.
Man's honor depends upon his soul and
upon his morality. If man lacks spirituality and morality he is nothing but
a mere animal and is in common with
animals. There is no doubt that man
needs a te.acher for the education of his
morality and the education of his soul.
History proves to us that without
a teacher for these two phases, morality and soul, and without education,
man cannot be supreme. The greatest
morality in the world is love. Love and
morality are the foundations of this
world. Love in the world of humanity
is the cause of its salvation. Love and
unity are the honor and progress of
this world. Love and unity are the
foundations of its life; love and unity
are the cause of man's entrance into the
Kingdom of God; love and unity are
the cause of eternal life.
All the Manifestations of God appeared in this world only that love and
unity should prevail among mankind.
The prophets of the world had no other
aim except love and unity amongst humankind. When we look into the heavenly books we see the same thing, that
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These people see only the superstitions
which are among the people but do not
see the reality and the significance of
the religions; they see only the misunderstandings. They see only the blind
imitations. Religions are like mirrors
which are covered with dust and their
brilliance is entirely dull now. The dust
that has covered the mirrors is nothing
but these blind imitations or superstitions. It is because of these superstitions and ignorances, which have caused
dissensions among the religions of the
world, that they are inimical to each
other, and hatred has arisen among
them. Great wars and bloodshed have
been brought about by these same blind
imitations. But when we look to see
the essential principles of all the religions we see that their aims have been
one. Jesus had the same aim as Moses
and Abraham and the other prophets,
and they had no other aim and no other
purpose except love and unity among
humankind. All these differences and
dissensions were brought about by the
aforementioned superstitions and men's
ignorance. The primary principles are
unchangeable, but, of course, the secondary principles and branches are
changeable according to the exigencies
of time. We know that as time passes
everything is changed; as you say nowadays, everything is changing. The
laws of commerce and of other transient
things are changing with the exigencies
of time. The only differences that occur in religions is in the outer and secondary laws, not in the essential principles.
There is nothing important
about those transient things, they
change with the exigencies of time. The
point to be considered is the principles
only. The people of the worM do not
look at the principles and the important points but they adhere to the trifling things, so of course there is dissension among them. These differences
in religions have caused the very de-
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struction of the whole world. If a wise
man peruses the situation of the world
today, will he deny that in this time
and cycle there is need of unity among
religions? Can all these differences and
dissensions remain as they are? How
long should there be differences in the
world, and when is the perfection of
the world to come?
BAHA'o'L'LAH has dawned from the
horizon of Persia, and has established
laws for the unification of all religions,
and he has made the world understand
that the reality and the principles of
all religions have been the same. He
has brought to light the foundation of
all religions, and these principles have
been published in his book.
They
are the same things, but with new
explanations which are very effective
and influential, so that those commands
renew the world of soul and the world
of heart. We see that with Divine power he is dispelling those differences.
This is what we see with our own eyes.
What can be seen with the eyes and
felt with the heart cannot be denied.
If a mason claims he can build a
beautiful building and he builds it
right before our eyes, can that be denied? Such a fact cannot be denied.
This is what BAHA'o'LLAH claims. He
said his aim was to bring unity and
harmony among humankind. There is
unity among people who come under
his standard, and he is pointing
but to the people the real qualities of
religion and is dispelling superstition
and ignorance. This was his declaration anrl claim, and he attained to his
aIm.
We have come from the East. Now,
the East was the centre of fanaticism.
The people of the East were immersed
in such superstition and fanaticism that
they were very Inimical to each other;
they even considered each other as filthy and infidels, and they would not
communicate with each other, would not
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talk to each other. They thought it
praiseworthy to murder each other, and
not only did they think this action
praiseworthy but they thought if they
murdered one of their friends they
would be nearer to God!
There were many followers of this
belief in Persia, that is, those who
thought that if they should kill each
other they would be nearer to God.
This was not according to the Holy
Book at all. The Holy Book invited
the people to love and harmony, while
all of this emanated from superstition
and ignorance. But since the manifestation of BAHA'O'LLAH, people of different religions and different nations
have entered under its banner, and they
now manifest the utmost love and unity
towards each other.
For instance, the Jews were very
superstitious ilnd very fanatical. In
the time of Christ they did not believe
in Christ and they did not accept Christ,
but now hundreds and hundreds of them
have entered under this standard; and
also the other older nations that did not
believe in any of the new religions.
'Yhen you enter one of the Bahai meetings, you see men from different races
and from different nations. You cannot distinguish the Jew from those of
other religions. You see a large number of people with great harmony and
love towards each other, whereas each
was formerly under a separate religion.
This unity of religion has been established and brought about only by the
'Yords of BAHA'O'LLAH.
This is the greatest power that reveals
itself in the human world. This is the
aim of all the Divine Manifestations;
this is that which is prophesied in the
Holy Book, that the "last" day will
come and there will be perfect unity
among the people; that the day will
come when the "wolf" and the "lamb"
will graze in the same pasture, and the
day will come when all differences will
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be removed. Now, we see that by this
Revelation and this Manifestation all
the differences are removed. Can such
a tangible case be denied? Since the
declaration of the Manifestation thousands and thousands of the Bahais have
been killed. This tree has been watered
by the martyrdom of hundreds and hundreds of people. From the beginning
of this Manifestation up to this present
time, about fifty or sixty thousand have
been murdered. They were murdered
by the ignorant-killed and tortured
in all sorts of ways. The history of
this Cause is very long indeed. '"liThatever happened or took place in former
religions, and former :iVIanifestations,
appeared in this Manifestation also.
'1'he holy aim of the Bahais cannot
be denied by anybody. In this ti.me,
which is a luminous time, we Ree
that it needs such a great Manifestation, and it needs the unity of the
people. Of course, it necessitates that
all the secrets of the religious Books
should appear; and this is essential that
all the shining hearts from God should
again be near to God.
Now, we can feel perfectly sure that
if it were not for the Bahai Cause t.he
whole world would be running away
from religion; that is to say, people
would see only superstitions of religion
then and turn away. This period necessitates a great Manifestation, more than
any other period. His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH appeared to mankind and said:
"Ye are all the branches of one tree
and the fruits of one tree; ye are all
of one race; ye are all created by the
same God."
Put aside all your blind
imitations and adhere to the principles
of religion and then you \vill all be
united. My hope is that we endeavor
every day to spread this Cause as much
as we can, because the progress of the
world and the attraction of the attention of people to religion is not realized
by any other way except this way.
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The Investigation of Truth
Address by JENABI FAZEL MAZANDARANI, delivered at the Fourth Session of the
Bahai Congress, New York City, April 28th, 1920.
Manucher Khan, Interpreter.

WE

ARE unusually late this night.
But it is necessary to end in prayer.
We ask God for His assistance and confirmation, that He may guide us in His
path, and that He may lead the whole
of humanity -in that path. I see that
this meeting is spiritual and I could
not keep still. I feel very much as if
the spirit is waving all over this place.
There are plenty of meetings of different sorts and everywhere, for different purposes, reunions and dances are
held in different places, but there are
few meetings which are organized for
the sake of God. The Bahai reunions
and assemblies are for this aim, that
is to say, for the sake of God. This
meeting has no other intention except
the investigation of truth and to discuss and speak about truth. All the
people have been waiting so long
that I am sure that they have no othe1
aim except the investigation of truth.
The investigation of truth is the first
aim and the first principle that BAHA'O'LLAH has commanded the people to
do-it should be the aim of all the people of the world. BAHA'o'LLAH has
told the people that every man should
investigate truth, because man's opinion is divided into two kinds. One
belief and one opinion exists in man
because of inheritance and blind imitation. Most of his opinions and beliefs
in the world are of this sort. It is not
necessary to mention it further and to
take more time in explaining it because you know it already. You know
all the existent religions of the world
are nothing but blind imitation or inheritance. There is no doubt about it,
and you know it. When a father is a
Christian, the son also becomes a Christian; if the parents are Jews, the son

will become a Jew; if the father is a
Zoroastrian, the son will become a Zoroastrian, and if he is a Hindu or a Buddhist or a Mohammedan, the son will
accept the religion of his father. vVe
must not expect that the son of a Jew
will be anything but a Jew. They are
trained in that religion and, of course,
when they are grown up they have not
been trained in any other religion than
that. They perpetuate their own beliefs
and opinions in the hearts of their children, and they sow the seeds of animosity in the hearts of their children against
other religions. All the existing beliefs
are no better than the ones mentioned.
These are blind imitations, and I am
sure they are not the cause of man's
salvation. Belief in blind opinion is
the cause of all the dissension in the
world. All these differences of religion
have sprung from blind opinion. This
sort of religion which exists in the
world is not praised by God, because
they have believed in these opinions
without any proof or demonstration.
All these beliefs are the sources of dissension and the root of all differences.
There is one sort of belief that has
very few followers and that is the belief
in the investigation of truth. The unity
of the Bahais which has been brought
about in the world is from this source;
that is to say, they have investigated
the truth and have found the truth.
There is no doubt that people would not
give up their religion unless it were
founded on valid proof; beliefs and
opinions are something very dear and
very precious to humankind, and they
have some reason for changing their
opinion or else they would not do it.
This proof is brought about by knowledge and investigation of the truth;
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there is no doubt about that. Now, as
I said before, this meeting has assembled to investigate the truth. I want
every one of you, if you have any difficulty about the Cause, to come to the
Bahai centre and ask me and I will
gladly tell you about it. These meetings that you see, and such gatherings
as this, they have all over the world.
This is the time of the Rizwan feast
of the Bahais and Conventions are held
by the Bahais in different parts of the
world. At this time, BAHA'O'LLAH was
exiled from Bagdad at the instigation of
the high priests and by the help and support of the governments of Turkey and
Persia. Two powerful governments like
Turkey and Persia, with the influence
of their high priests, leaders and governors, tried to .exile BAHA '0 'LLAH.
What did they mean by this banishment? They were not opposing BAHA'O'LLAH personally, but they opposed his
words and they were inimical to his
teachings. At this time of Rizwan,
BAHA'O'LLAH declared his mission and
called the people to perfect unity and
to remove dissension; in such a time
the banner of the standard of peace
was uplifted. At such a time this
religion was started. This was why all
the people of Persia and Turkey arose
against his teachings. They thought by
this o~lPositio~ that they could eradicate hull teachmgs and they would not
spread 1ver the world, but they did not
know tiIat some purposes and some intentionJ are supported by God's confirmation.
For instance, a man arranges according to his own ways, and everything
outwardly is all right, but he never
attains to his aim and objective.
He feels from the very beginning
that he is not supported by God's
confirmation. He appeals to everything
to attain to his objective, but he cannot
attain it. Some people arise and put

........
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into effect some sacred intention, some
holy intention, and it is done. By the
outward appearance of things, I can tell
from the beginning whether you are
assisted by God or not, and ·whether
you are supported by God's confirmation or not. The Manifestations of God
were assisted by the confirmations of
God. No means and no implements do
they possess. Everything and every
outward appearance and everything
was against them. In spite of this
opposition they put into effect their
aims and their intentions. Although
they undertook to banish - although
the Mohammedan priests and kings
undertook to banish BAHA'O'LLAH
- they did not know that they were
in reality assisting him in every
possible way. It was for his sake that
all the glad tidings and the propllecies
of the Holy Book were fulfilled. It
is written, it is prophesied in the Old
Testament, that the greatest Manifestation would manifest himself, and would
appear from the Holy Land. You are
well informed of the Holy Books and
it is unnecessary to remind you of them.
The light of God would appear on the
Mount of Carmel and Acca should be
the place, the destination, the hope of
the people, and the Holy Land should be
the center of the attraction of the whole
world. These prophecies were fulfilled
by the enemies of BAHA'O'LI,AH. Thus,
every man who caused his banishment
put into effect and fulfilled those promises and those prophecies. That is why
those who go to Haifa and Acca see the
truth and fulfillment of those prophecies. I have seen with my own eyes
how Haifa and Acca are the center of
attraction of the people of the world:
how people from the east and west and
north and south go to the presence of
the Master.
(The address was followed by a
prayer chanted in Persian.)

STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the pr.esent thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the obj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after ho sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
Western States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
SO'uthern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAxwELL.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary M ember: MIRZA AH MAD SOHRAB
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The photograph shown on page 250
was sent to the STAR OF THE WEST by
J enabi Fazel Mazandarani. It was
taken at VVashington, D. C. Concerning their stay in that city he writes:
"VVhile in VlTashington we were the
guests of Mrs. Parsons, who not only
provided all the means of our comfort
and happiness, but she was busy all day
long arranging public meetings and
private interviews for us. Our mornings were spent in interviews with

No. IS

prominent people of VVashington. In
the afternoon and until twelve o'clock
at night we had from two to four public
meetings before large audiences. The
picture was taken at a banquet given by
Mrs. Parsons, where many of the Bahais
and others were present. Thanks to
Mrs. Parsons for all her hospitality and
unadulterated servitude. ,\Ve are very
grateful to all the Bahais of Washington who are resolute and firm."
-The Editors.

"His honor Faze!, in reality, is perfect in all the grades"
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
To his honor, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!

He Is God!

o thou

servant of the Threshold of the
Blessed Perfection!
The maid-servant of God, Mrs. Hoagg,
and the maid-servant of God, Miss Culver, arrived. They brought your photograph with green turban and that of

-
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your respected wife; likewise the photograph of his honor Fazel with white
turban and luminous face.
It was
His
conducive to great rejoicing.
honor Fazel, in reality, is perfect in all
the grades-in knowledge and virtue,
in sincerity of intention, in beauty of
character, in severance from aught else
save God and attraction with the fragrances of God. Truly I say, he is the
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manifestation of this blessed verse: "I
do not ask ye any reward. Verily my
reward is with God, the Lord of the two
worlds. It is written: 'If for the sake
of thy self-sacrifice thou desirest a compensation, the compensation which is
given by His Holiness the Almighty is
the best of all.' " I
.
The plan of the lVIashrekol-Azkar
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was observed. Importance lies in its
building. It is my hope that this foundation may be built.
Convey longing greeting to all the
friends.
Upon thee be BAHA'o'LLAH EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Received July, 1920.)

~'His honor Fazel is a revered person"
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO ROY C. WILHELlVI
To his honor, Mr. Roy C. VVilhelm, New
York City,-Upon him be the Glory
of God, the Most Glorious!
He Is God!
thou my dear affectionate son!
Two letters from thee have arrived.
Exercise thou the utmost love and kindness towards Bedros Darakjian! He
should continue the work which he has
already undertaken.
His honor Fazel is a revered person.
He has been growing for a long time in
the Cause. Next to his honor, Mirza
Abul Fazl, he is the best informed of
his contemporaries. He has no aspiration save service to the Cause of God.
He is a scholar, he is appreciativG and
grateful to thee.
Thou hast written that the House of
Spirituality of New York is splendidly
confirmed and consequently the number
of the friends is increasing. This news
imparted great joy. My hope is that
New York may become the center of
this great Cause: the glad-tidings of the
Kingdom of God may encompass (it);
the banner of the oneness of the world
of humanity may be raised, and the
divine teachings may pitch their pavilion in that city. In my trip to
America I spent a long time in New
York. I went to Washington and returned to New York: I went to Boston
and returned to New York. I went to
Chicago and came back to New York.
I visited California and went back to

o
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New York. From this it becomes evident that I feel the utmost attachment
to New York.
Well, thou and all the friends should
encourage the souls (people) to become
firm in attachment to the Testament and
Covenant, for the power of the Covenant
brings together and makes them united
and harmonious; otherwise every ambitious soul arises to bring about their
separation, in order to draw a few souls
around himself. The souls who were
crying in all the assemblies and meetings (of the friends), that everybody
who did not adhere to the Covenant and
Testament of God, was excommunicated,
wicked, expelled from the threshold of
the Blessed Beauty and was hopeless of
the mercy of God, yielded then to ambition, sought for fame and arose to violate the Covenant. Thou observest now
how abject and miserable they have
become. In every age many such people
appeared, but in the end they fell into
manifest misery.
Thou observest that after His Holiness
Christ,-May my soul be sacrificed for
Him,-how many different sects appeared. Read thou the book of his
honor, Mirza Abul Fazl! In the his.
tory of the Church this is written
and. recorded. Of them was the Patriarch of Alexandria who attempted to
give false impressions. One million and
a half people became his adherents.
Even the Emperor of Constantinople
(followed him). He produced a great
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disturbance in the nation of Christ. But might of the German Emperor! 'Where
ultimately he was vanquished and is the greatness of the Emperor of Austhrown into most striking misery. Now tria ! In a short time all these palaces
these people, whose number is small, it were turned into ruins and all these preis already known what their end will be. tentious edifices (empires) underwent
I hope that the friends will give the destruction. They left no fruit and no
utmost importance to the Mashrekol- trace, save eternal ruin.
Azkar. A cablegram from Mr. Randall
The souls who have been enlightened
has lately been received, indicating that
with
the Light of the Kingdom, however,
they will begin its construction. Through
have
founded eternal sovereignty. They
this news I became immensely delighted.
shine
like unto the stars upon the horiThe American friends are greatly enzon
of
everlasting glory. The Apostles
deared. Therefore I desire that they
(of
Christ)
were fisher~. Consider thou
may be confirmed in great achievewhat
a
high
station they did rise! and
to
ments and become the factors of the esto
what
a
great
sovereignty they did
tablishment of the Kingdom of God.
attain;
whose
duration
and permanence
All the people of the world are, as
runs
to
eternity.
Mary
Magdalene was
thou observest, in the sleep of neglia
peasant
woman.
She
was
without any
gence. They have forgotten God altogether. They are all busy in war and name and fame or consequence, but her
strife. They are undergoing misery and candle is in the assemblage of the world,
destruction. They are like unto loath- lighted till eternity.
some worms trying to lodge in the depth
Upon thee be the glory of Abha!
of the ground, while a single flood of
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA-ABBAS.
rain sweeps all their nest and lodging
away. Nevertheless, they do not come
(August 9th, 1920. Translated by
to their senses. Where is the majesty of Azizullah S. Bahadur, Mount Carmel,
the Emperor of Russia! Where is the Palestine. )

Tablets to Bahais in America received in 1919 and 1920
TO THE CHILDREN OF THE KINGDOM.
To the children* of the Kingdom-Upon
them be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!care of the daughter of the Kingdom,
Bahiyeh Randall-Upon her be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
He Is God!

o ye children of the

Kingdom!
Praise ye God that in the days of
childhood ye have entered the divine
kingdom and have been encompassed by
the bounty and favor of God. At a
time when ye were young He has chosen
and selected ye and has made ye intimates with the mysteries, while the mature and full-grown have been deprived.
This is to be attributed only to the
*The Bahai Juniors.

bounty of God. Praise ye God therefore and say:
"0 Thou compassionate Lord! 0
Lord of Hosts! Praise be unto Thee,
that thou hast preferred these young
children to the full-grown and the matured, hast endowed them with Thy special bounty, hast guided them, hast bestowed upon them Thy light and hast
given them spirituality. Confirm us that
when we attain maturity we may be enabled to serve Thy Kingdom, may train
the souls, may become ignited candles
and may glitter like unto stars. Thou
art the Giver, the Bestower and the
Kind I"~
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Haifa, Palestine, Nov. 26, 1919.)
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MR. AND MRS. DEUTH
To their honors, Mr. and Mrs. DeuthUpon them be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
-care of his honor, Mr. Albert VailUpon him be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

He Is God!
two servants of the Kingdom of
God!
His honor, Mr. Vail, has arrived aDd
with an eloquent tongue and a brilliant
language has been praising you very
highly; that these two respected souls
are indeed two truthful servants of the
Word of God and are day and night
roaring and surging like unto the sea.
They have no purpose save the promulgation of the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH
and seek nothing save the guidance of
souls. They have established a magazine~' which promotes the Bahai ideals,
which declares the oneness of mankind,
which sets forth the inner meanings and
the realities of things, which expounds
the mysteries of God and the words of
which glitter like unto pearls. This figure is an oriental figure by which eloquent and significant words are compared to pearls. But these pearls are
of two kinds, one is the versified language and that is called poetry and the
other is the ordinary language called
prose. Now I pray to God that ye may
both in prose as well as poetry set forth
glittering gems and may be so confirmed
that all your publications may be favorable to every sound intellect and suitable to all praiseworthy characters, and
that no one will be able to criticize them
or make the slightest objections.
In the utmost supplication, I beseech
divine providence that He may bestow
His favors upon you in this world and
in the next.
Upon ye be Baha-el-Abha!

o ye

(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

~'Refers to the magazine Reality, edited and published by them in New York
City.-The Editors.
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Supplication
God! Make this magazine a mirror of Truth that therein the divine
significances may be reflected, the mysteries of the Kingdom may be revealed,
and that it may appear effulgent and resplendent to the eyes of men. Thou art
the promulgator of publications that
serve the world of humanity!

o

(Signed)
(Haifa,
1919.)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Palestine,

November

25,

CHARLES MASON REMEY
To his honor, Mr. Charles Mason Remey
-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH ElAbha!
He Is God!

o thou herald

of the Covenant!
Thy letters have been received and
an answer has been written. Verily,
thou art firm in the Covenant, art selfsacrificing, art the son of the Kingdom
and dost deserve the confirmations of
His Holiness BAHA'0 'LLAH.
Consequently, Abdul-Baha is highly pleased
with thee and begs for thee from His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH limitless bounties.
As a result of this glad-tiding fly on
the wings of joy and raise thou the
melody: "Happy am I, blessed am I]"
Mr. and Mrs. Deuth are, in the sight
of Abdul-Baha, favored and esteemed.
Verily, they are engaged in service.
Day and night they strive that they may
awaken the souls, they write articles in
a moderate tone, they do not rend the
veils asunder, and thus they are praised
and esteemed by Abdul-Baha. Convey
on my behalf to Richard Mayer respectful greeting. I supplicate for this enlightened soul the bounty of the Merciful.
o thou who art firm in the Covenant!
If possible, convey to thy parents my
greeting and my respect and give them
this message: "Do not be disturbed.
All is in the hands of God, and He is
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the kind Father. Rest assured in His
bounty and assistance."
The friends in Boston are indeed
arising in service. I am pleased with
them, am glad of their activities and
ever thinking of them and beg for them
all from the bounties of God's assistance
and confirmation. Their names are preserved and recorded in the Book of the
lordly ones in the Abha Kingdom. They
may rest assured in the bounty of His
Holiness BAHA'0 'LLAH, that confirmations shall uninterruptedly descend
upon them.
I have been greatly affected by the
death of Mr. Sandy Kinney. What
a lovely child he was. On my behalf
say to ],11'. and Mrs. Kinney: "Do
not grieve, and do not lament. That
tender and lovely shrub has been transferred from this world to the rose-garden of the Kingdom and that longing
dove has flown to the divine nest. That
candle has been extinguished in this
nether world that it may be rekindled
in the Supreme Ooncourse. Ye shall
assuredly meet him face to face in the
world of mysteries at the assemblage of
Light. "
At present, wisdom does not permit
that the teachers should apply to the
government for half-rate fares or should
have the property of the MashrekolAzkar exempt from government taxes.
'Visdom does not permit that at present.
Its time will come.
Ooncerning thy travel, if during the
spring season thou goest to Germany and
thence proceed to the Holy Land it will
be highly advisable.
Thou art permitted.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Haifa, Palestine, December 24, 1919'.)
MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
To his honor Mirza Ahmad SohrabUpon him be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
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He Is God!

o thou wanderer over mountain and desert in the Path of the kind Beloved!
Thy letter, after thy return from Oalifornia to N ew York, was received. Praise
be to God, that in accord with the promise of Abdul-Baha thou didst behold the
bestowal and favor of His Highness
BAHA '0 'LLAH manifest and clear in all
the states of America! This is the fulfillment of what I have said: Every
soul who in this day is firm in the Oovenant will become the brilliant sign of
the Kingdom of Effulgence. Do thou
move and live in accord with the teachings of Abdul-Baha; then thou wilt observe that all the doors are open, all
the paths straightened, help and assistance becoming one's companion and the
cohorts of confirmation descending uninterruptedly. Today whosoever is the
servant of the Kingdom of Abha will be
established upon the throne of everlasting sovereignty. Praise be to God, that
thou didst observe with thine own eyes
and listened with thine own ears that
today·the power of the Oovenant is the
pulsating artery in the body of the
world. Whosoever becomes one of the
people of divine association, he is the
candle of splendor and whosoever is an
associate of the people of sedition he is
established and has his dwelling in the
lowest abyss of hell.
In the middle of nights, like AbdulBaha, supplicate at the Threshold of the
Blessed p'erfection and cry and lament:
u 0 Thou kind God!
I am a weak ant,
bestow upon me the sovereignty of Solomon! I am an ephemeral atom, suffer
me to appear in the flow of the rays of
the Sun of Reality! I am a drop, bestow upon me the waves of the Most
Great Sea! I am a mosquito, make me
the eagle of the Apex of Glory. I am
lowly, endear me in Thy Kingdom! I
am unknown and signless, grant me the
visible token of confirmation!"
The pilgrims returning from this
land, God willing, from now on will
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become the cause of union and harmony.
The Bahai Library in New York, truly
I say is engaged in service and Mr. and
Mrs. Deuth are in reality self-sacrificing
and are the object of the favor of Ab·
dul-Baha; but the believers must as
much as possible assist this library and
the magazine Reality. Mr. and Mrs.

Deuth are unable to bear all the expenses.
Praise be to God, that Shanaz (Mrs.
Waite) is full of song and melody and
like unto the flute-player is singing the
notes of the divine musician.
It is hoped that ere long the Convention this year will be inaugurated in a
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befitting and behooving manner and the
maid-servant of God, Mrs. Maxwell, Mr.
R.andall, Mr. Mills, Mrs. Marjorie Morton and Mrs, Zoraya Chamberlain have
undoubtedly become confirmed in rendering great services,
Doctor Grant and Rev. Guthrie unquestionably have delievered detailed

speeches. These two revered souls, truly
I say, are worthy of respect and honor,
I pray in their behalf that they may
become assisted to render services to the
Kingdom of God; each one of them may
walk in the footsteps of the Apostles and
become the lighted candles in the assemblage of Reality, In short, I hope that
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in this Convention the matter of the
Mashrekol-Azkar may obtain a new importance. Undoubtedly your wedding
is likewise solemnized. It is divine and
blessed. I have given recommendations
regarding your affairs to some of the
pilgrims. It is assured that you will
spend your life with joy and composure.

His Excellency, the ideal sage, Fazel
Mazandarani, is the essence of humility
and submission. God willing, with
Manucher Khan, he has reached the
United States under the protection of
the Almighty. This respected soul is
evanescent in the Cause of the Blessed
Perfection. He is wise, well informed

------------_._-- _._-------------
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and a thinker. There is no doubt that
he will become the cause of the exhilaration, rejoicing and the guidance of
others. You must exercise toward him
the utmost respect and consideration,
and placi:rl:g your hands in each other's,
become ye engaged in the promotion of
the Word of God.

Oonvey on my behalf, my love and
affection to the favored maid-servant of
God, thy respected wife and her mother.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
June 28, 1920, New York Oity.)
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'l'HE KNIGHTING OF ABDUL-BAHA

THE

knighting of Abdul-Baha at Haifa, on April
27th, 1920, was an event of surpassing interest.
The following is from a letter sent by Abbas Guli, the
Persian who is in charge of the Tomb of the Bab, to
a Bahai in America:
"Friends from all parts of the world are here.
They have come from America, Persia, India, Russia,
Italy, France, England, Mesapotamia, Egypt, Syria,
Palestine, and all are rejoicing notwithstanding the
great unrest of the world. Praise be to God, the
Bahais are here and over all parts of the world are a
most happy community. Today in the presence of
the Bahais, the notables of the country, the leaders
of all religions, while the English soldiers were saluting and the military music was playing, the Master
received the highest gold medal sent by the King of
England. It was a very happy occasion. Dr. Bagdadi is here and is writing this letter for me (in
English) . "

Photograph taken in the garden of the Military Governor at Raifa. April 27th. 1920.

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of relig~on shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'o'LLAH.
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Abdul-Baha on Mt. Carmel
Notes by MABEL PAINE, of Urbana, Illinois, on her visit to Haifa, Palestine,
with a party of pilgrims, September, 1920.
THE experience of being in Haifa and
meeting Abdul-Baha is so great that
it cannot be contained in the narrow
bounds of the few days spent there.
After the pilgrimage is over new beauties are revealed, new strength is derived. Every scene, event, and circumstance partakes of the eternal world and
so continues to grow and develop in our
hearts. The sojourn there is like being on a spiritual mountain top where
broader, more spiritual views are spread
before us. Or better, it is like having
the water of life flow with its penetrating, life-giving, cleansing pOlver into
every last part of one's heart and life.
In some place, Abdul-Baha has said
that everything in the outer material
world is a sign, symbol or counterpart
of a reality in the spiritual world. This
truth one realizes intensely at Haifa.
The physical surroundings there are
outer expressions of the spiritual life.
The Psalmist wrote "Beautiful for situation, the joy of the whole earth is
Mount Zion. "
And this description
may now be applied to Mount Carmel.
Rugged mountain, blue sea, wide plain,
all glowing in brilliant sunshine, combine to make a scene of great beauty,
more beautiful complete and varied, it
seems to many, than any other scene. So,
one learns while at Haifa, is the spiritual life more beautiful than any other
life.
Abdul-Baha himself is the Living
Word, the very embodiment of the spiritual life. His whole bearing, his every
attitude of body and expression of face

mirror forth spiritual truth.
How
precious are the mental pictures of Abdul-Baha which remain with the returned pilgrim! I see him standing a
little apart from the rest and in his
bearing is absolute independence and
majesty. It is evident that he can stand
alone against the whole world. It comes
to me that this great power and independence of aught save God is with him
because he is so entirely selfless. It is
a part of his station, the wonderful station of servitude.
Again I see him, I can't tell when,
but it is in the day time, so that I see
his face most clearly. He is walking.
The head is a little bent. The eyes are
full of that wonderful compassion which
all spiritual artists have tried to portray in paintings of great spiritual beings. There is a great freshness and
youth in those eyes, the freshness of
early dawn, the purity of the child, a
look of wonder as of one sojourning in a
strange and foreign world. Such a look
may have been in Christ's eyes when he
said to his disciples, "How is it that
you have so little faith ~" But a look
too of great compassion, such compassion as must have existed from the beginning which hath no beginning and
which will endure to the end which
hath no end. Then what compelling, active power in those eyes when sometimes
they flash a summons from this world
to the other!
What a blessing comes to the pilgrim
to Haifa from being able to watch the
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daily life which is the active counterpart of these heavenly pictures I The
following incident related by M. Azizullah Khan Bahadur illustrates the unfailing kindness which Abdul-Baha
showers so freely on everyone with
whom he comes in contaGt. M. Azizullah spoke in some such way as this:
, 'One morning I was in Haifa with
the Master. We entered a store. Here
we found a group of people and among
them a German missionary, a resident
of Haifa. At first this man was talking
in such a way as to display his knowledge of classical Arabic literature. Then
the subject of his conversation changed.
He spoke of his personal affairs. He
was no longer receiving remittances
from the missionary board in Germany.
This was during the war. He was in
need of money. When the Master heard
the man speak of his need, he promptly
gave him a generous sum of money."
Mirza Azizullah continued: "All the
time I was feeling critical of the Master
and at the same time blaming myself
for feeling critical. This missionary I
knew had no love for the Master. He
had opposed the Master and would oppose him again. 'Still,' I said to myself,
'if that is not the Master, I don't know
who is.' "
How often while in Haifa were we
sharply confronted with this contrast
between the human and divine way of
thinking I "My thoughts are not your
thoughts, neither are your ways my
ways, saith the Lord. For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my
ways higher than your ways and my
thoughts than yOWl' thoughts."
One
morning some pilgrims were sitting
in a small room on the ground floor
of the Master's house. One of thepilgrims, a Mohammedan, was pouring
over the pages of the Bible. He had recently become a Bahai and since that
time could not read the Bible enough.
Soon Dr. Lotfullah Hakim entered. He
brought a message from the Master to
the Mohammedan pilgrim. It directed
him to go to the hospital. He had not
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been well for several days and the Master, like a kind father, was watchilIg
over him and advising him for his best
welfare. But the pilgrim answered that
he had not seen the Master for three
days and that he would not go to the
hospital until he had again seen the
Master. In the mind of one of the pilgrims who was watching this little
scene, sprang up a feeling of disapproval, a feeling a little critical and
consequently a little hostile to this
Oriental brother. (Why was he not
obeying Abdul-Baha n But we were
soon to see the Divine way of regarding the man. Dr. Lotfullah carried the
man's message to the Master and returned immediately with directions to
the man to step outside. He did so, the
rest of us following. We went by the
gravel path around to the front of the
house. Soon Abdul-Baha appeared on
the porch just above us. He looked
down on the sick man with lauO'hinO'
kindly eyes and his beautiful m~sical
voice fairly rippled with laughter as he
again advised him to go to the hospital.
The man's face beamed with pleasure
and he went off to the hospital satisfied.

Abdul-Baha's Answer to a Qt~estion
regarding Church Attendance.
It is well to worship in any place
where the thought is turned to God.
Whether the place is home, church, or
mosque, the object is to turn to God.
But if there is a Mashrekol-Azkar it is
better to worship there. In the other
worshiping places the hearts are not engaged in worshiping God. They are
turned to the world. Therefore in those
places the breaths of the Merciful are
not inhaled. But if there is no Mashrekol-Azkar, there is no harm in going
to other worshiping places.
When I was in America I used to go
to churches to speak. When I entered
they were engaged in worshiping. I
also used to stand up and turn to the
Kingdom of God. After they had fin-
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ished their prayer I used to give the
Divine Glad Tidings. I used to give
the proofs and evidences of God. I gave
the teachings of the Blessed Beauty. All
listened. There was no opposition. In
truth I turned to God when I entered
the churches. When they were in the
congregation of God and were singing
songs I enjoyed it. When they were
'shouting, "My God, my God!" I was
happy.
,Vhen His Holiness Ohrist gathered
his disciples together on that last night,
it was not in a church, it was in a room.
On that night they had the Last Supper. It was in a room. The idea is that
the heart should be attracted, the spirit
filled with Divine Glad Tidings and the
soul turned to God. This is the object.
Other things are secondary.
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free from the darkness of the world of
nature. This is the second birth. Man
must always strive to have his spirit
overcome his body. ,Vhen his spirit
overcomes his body, the second birth
takes place and he becomes freed from
imperfections. He becomes filled with
virtues. He becomes nearer the Divine
and follows the Divine teachings. He
becomes like a lighted candle. This is
the reality of the subject. But when he
is immersed in the world of nature he
is like an animal, a fierce animal. He
displays all the worst quaiities."

Sunday afternoon, September 5th, Mt.
Carmel, necw the Tomb of the Bab.
ABDuL-BAHA: "Do you like it here?
Do you like the view here?"
MISS OOY: " Yes. It is most beautiful. "
T~tesday, September 7th, Western PilABDuL-BAHA: "The truth is that
g1'im House Haifa, after breakfast.
this place has a spiritual atmosphere.
QUESTION: ' , Just before the Master There are many beautiful views, but
came in we were talking about how to they have no spiritual atmosphere. All
train children to be thoughtful of oth- the prophets have been on Mt. Carmel,
ers and unselfish. Will the Master speak but in the mountains of Lebanon there
were no prophets. It is strange that all
to us on this subject ~ "
ABDUL-BAHA: "The body of man is the world is one, yet this part has befrom the world of nature. His body is come especially blessed. Palestine has
akin to that of the animal. He has an- been mentioned by God continually.
imal tendencies. But the Divine power But Sumal, Lebanon, and Damascus
in him is great. His spirit is pure, have never been mentioned. There was
sanctified and heavenly. His body is a magnificent temple of the sun at Baalsatanic. If his spiritual qualities over- bek. Its ruins still exist. It is written
come his animal qualities he becomes in the Koran: "God gives His bounty
illumined, full of activities and good and favor to whomsoever He willeth."
qualities. B-lJt if the animal qualities So it is with this land.
"The heart is attracted here. His
overcome the spiritual, the spiritual will
be entirely extinguished. All the qual- Holiness Elijah dwelt in a cave belmv
ities will be animalistic. In such a state this spot. At that time all the children
the love of self is found; man is im- of Israel were opposed to the religion of
mersed in passion; darkness succeeds God. They were engaged in their own
darkness. Man becomes negligent of passions and pursuits. Only their name
God. No sign of his spirituality remains. indicated that they were the people of
This is why His Holiness Ohrist says His Holiness Moses. If His Holiness
that we must be born again. When man Moses had come among them at that
is born from the womb of the mother he time he would not have recognized tllem.
is freed from material darkness. In the He would have said: 'I do not consider
same way he must be born from the them as my o"\vn, for they have entirely
world of nature so that he may become forsaken the religion of God. They are

~~-~-
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deprived of the law of God. There is
no light at all remaining in them. They
are like a negro servant whose name is
Diamond. His name is Diamond but he
is a black servant.' Such was their condition.
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When his object was accomplished he
retired from the world. When he realized that his work was done he devoted himself to his own development.
"The sincerity of a pure person is apparent in his deeds and activities. His
Holiness Elijah tried very much and labored very hard. Then when the way
became smooth and the time of comfort
and ease came he went away. He had
no attachment to this world. All the
thoughts of man, every trace which he
leaves behind him must be heavenly. He
must have no attachment to this world.
This world is like the waves of the sea.
It does not last. The wise person does
not attach his heart to waves."

"Then His Holiness Elijah educated
certain souls in this cave. He educated
pure and sincere souls as they ought to
be and sent them among the children of
Israel. They began to teach and call
the children of Israel back to God. They
called them back again to the law of
God. His Holiness Elijah gathered all
their chief men together and brought
them to the top of this mountain. There
were three hundred and sixty of these
chief men. But however much he taught
and counselled them he obtained no re- Su.nday, September 5th, a.t the supper
sult. He tried to guide them, but it
table in Abdul-Baha's hO'ttse.
was no use. For several years he worked
ABDUL-BAHA : ' 'I hope the health of
to educate them. At the end no result the friends is good. Today you went to
was apparent. He realized that they visit the Shrine of the Bab. Are you
would corrupt other souls. Then he had happy?
these three hundred and sixty men put
"His Holiness Christ was once eating
to death. Then the rest of the children
grapes. He said, 'I will not eat grapes
of Israel returned to their original spiragain until I eat them anew with yon in
itual morals and behavior. Then they
the Kingdom.' But the grapes of the
regained their spiritual life. The ever- Kingdom are not like these grapes (relasting glory again became apparent. ferring to the grapes on the table). In
They overcame the neighboring tribes.
the Kingdom there are no grapes like
They rebuilt the Holy Temple. The these. Now also, I say to you all. vVe
laws of God were put into effect.
will eat together of the Divine Bounty,
"Then when His Holiness Elijah had that is Divine food, God willing, in the
finished his work he left it and went Kingdom. Its taste is everlasting. Its
away. He retired. They thought he strength and power is everlasting. God
had ascended to Heaven. But no, hav- willing, we will eat together there of
ing accomplished his work, he retired. that heavenly food."
He had no attachment to the world.
)Jf.abel Paine.

News from Sweden
Boviken, Sweden.
To the STAR OF THE 'WESTFriends of the Kingdom of EI-Abha!
Your humble co-servant in the great
Cause of God arrived in Sweden the
8th of July. Went to the most remote
corner of the country to begin spreading
the great Truth, and there I found a

pure headed soul, who in three weeks
accepted the Truth. Highly educated
in both Swedish and English, she began to work with me in the Cause.
Naturally, progress is very slow, but
hope by the grace of God and our beloved Master, will soon grow faster.
Yours in the Kingdom of EI-Abha,
A ngust R1,tdd.
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News £rOln England
LETTER FROM E. T. HALL TO MR. REMEY
Manchester, England.
November 14, 1920.
A. llah 0 'Abha!
Mr. Mason Remey, Washington, D. C.
Dear Friend in the Bahai Faith:
We have received safely all your very
kind communications and rejoice that
you are in Europe again, and doing
mighty service in the Cause of EI-Abha.
We hl;1ve not a large gathering here yet,
for the war split us up and scattered us
for several years. We meet at Mr. •Toseph's room every Saturday evening.
Our gatherings number from twelve to
seventeen every week. We want at least
one hundred souls at these meetings;
and we are going to advertise our meetings and the Cause more than we have
done up to now. You know our poverty
of purse and brains-I don't mean we
are in need or starving; not anything
like that-but people seem to want big
musical evenings to attract them and
please them, or a very fine building to
come to, or wonderful oratory to listen
to! And we are only working-class peopIe, impoverished still more than usual
by the war.
However, we are united, brotherly,
and we love the Master; so eventually
all will grow and prosper. As you
know, I was in the hospital, very ill
through exposure in France, and have
been in a terribly weak state of body
ever since; but as I put a good face on
the matter, nobody realizes what I have
gone through. To have been shot and
finished in France would have been a
light matter (VM"Y light) compared with
this ill health. But God has mercifully
pulled me through to be more conscious
of His Presence and to understand and
love His Holy Servant more and more;
and to sympathize with every. stricken
one. This ill-health has been the cause
of my seemingly limited efforts. But
not a moment any day have I lost sight

of the importance of serving the Causeand perhaps triumph awaits us yet. At
any rate, the friends meet each Saturday
(last night was the fifteenth meetinO' ;t
Mr. Joseph's) and great cheer£ul~ess
and harmony and spiritual joy prevail.
Not a soul has been lost, though we were
split up for six years. Is not this testimony to the wonderful power of God
in Abdul-Baha? Of course we owe such
a great deal to Bahais outside Manchester--yourself not least-who have
kept the fire burning by correspondence.
In fact, we are the result of the activities of friends of God everywhere and
are bound up with them by countless
threads of pure gold.
So much for ourselves. Now I have
been requested by Mr. Joseph and all
the friends to ask you that, in the event
of your coming over to England-to
IJOndon-will you come a little further,
to Manchester, and see us, and renew
the wonderful fellovvship which "'as begun before the 'Nar. The effect ·which
you and Mr. Latimer had upon us all
then has been ineffacable; it was so
fragrant and so strong, that the friends
look upon your last visit as but a few
days ago, and are eagerly hoping to see
you again. vVe are truly sorry vve are
so far away and so few; and indeed it
would be asking too much, but our love
for you speaks out and we wish to meet
you again. Mr. and Mrs. Chessel and
Mr. and Mrs. Craven and my wife and
I would dearly like to see YO{l. Mr. J 0seph will see to sleeping accommodation
for you and during the days we ,,"ould
like our homes to be your homes, and our
tables to be your tables, and ourselves
at your service. It will also do the
Cause good here, dear friend, and that
is what we are all out for. So we shall be
happy and also doing good work for the
Master and the great Cause.
Would you be so kind as to explain to

(Continued on page 274)
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STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized ih the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limite d, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj ect of' the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the fu-.
ture thy subscribers will become hosts after ho sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thv voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-EAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
f,Vestern States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAxwELL.
Central States: ALBERT V AIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDU5T-GERTRuDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Two Important Tablets to the Bahais of America,
just received.
To the friends of God-America-Unto them be the glory of God, the Most
Glorious!

o

He Is The Most Glorious!
ye friends of God!

The wmld is still filled with tribulations and agitation, and the nations
of the world are in fact in competition, strife and war with one another. In
some countries there is also open warfare, and strife. The world of humanity
is sick and unawakened and the physicians of morality are in conflict more
than all 0ther people: they have not yet discovered the cause of the sickness
(of world), nay rather, they are utterly ignorant. In reality the physiciil ns
themselves are sicker, weaker and more avaricious than all. In spite of this,
all the nations of the world are neglecting and disregarding the fact that,
except the Divine Physician, who is well aware of the constitution of the
world of humanity, no one can remedy these diseases and bestow the most
effective antidote. Various diseases have so permeated the body of the world
that the sick, together with the nurse and the physician, have become utterly
helpless and are suffering great calamities.
Today the only community which has no prejudice and is not in conflict
with any other community, and besides this wishes the good health, ease, comfort and harmony of the world of humanity, is this oppressed (Bahai) community. Notwitlistanding this the peoples of the Orient are practicing the
utmost oppression towards' this persecuted community. In Persia every day
they create some new disturbances and take recourse in false charges as a new
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pretext: the chiefs of the old religion instigate the masses in general to attack
and wipe out all these persecuted souls.
Then pray ye that the friends in the Orient may remain protected and
guarded. The firm and steadfast friends in the Orient in spite of this (persecution) are waving like unto the sea, and their utmost aspiration is to attain to the most great martyrdom. They have attained to eomplete severance,
enkindlement and sincerity and are ready to ascend to the Kingdom of God.
Verily, verily they are self-sacrificing and life- giving!
Formerly in Persia divorce was very easily obtained. Among the people of the old nation (Islam) a trifling matter would eause divorce. However,
as the light of the Kingdom shone forth souls were quickened by the spirit of
BAHA'O'LLAH, then they utterly abstained from divorce. In Persia now divorce does not take place among the friends (Bahais) unless something unbearable occurs which makes harmony impossible. Under these rare circumstances some cases of divorce take place.
Now the friends in America must live and conduct themselves in this ,vay.
They must strictly refrain from divorce unless something arises which compels them to separate because of their aversion for each other, then with the
knowledge of the House of Spirituality they may decide to separate. They
must then be patient and wait a year. If during this year harmony is not
re-established between them then their divorce may be realized.
As soon as a sli'ght friction or displeasure of the heart appears between
the husband and wife, the husband should not think of union with some other
woman; or, God forbid, the wife should also think of another husband! This
is contrary to heavenly purity and real chastity. The friends of God must live
and conduct themselves, exhibit excellence of character and refinement, in such
a way as to make others astonished. The love between husband and wife
should not be purely physical, nay rather it must be spiritual and heavenly.
These two souls should be considered as one soul. How difficult it is to divide
one single soul! Oertainly there will appear great difficulties!
In short the foundation of the Kingdom of God is based upon harmony,
love, oneness, relationship, union and not upon differences: especially between
the husband and the wife. If one .of these two becomes the cause of divorce,
that one will unquestionably fall into great difficulties, shall become the victim
of formidable calamities and shall experience deep remorse.
Unto you be the glory of Abha!
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.
( Signed)
(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur, Haifa, Palestine, November 12, 1920.)
To the friends of God, America.

He Is The Most Glorions!
ye friends of God!
The foundation of the Kingdom of God is laid upon justice, fairness, mercy,
sympathy and kindness to every soul. Then strive ye with heart and soul to
practice love and kindness to the world of humanity at large, except to those
souls who are selfish and insincere. It is not advisable to show kindness to a
person who is a tyrant, a traitor or a thief because kindness encourages him to
become worse and does not awaken him. The more kindness you show to a
Ear the more he is apt to lie, for he thinks that you know not while you do
know but extreme kindness keeps you from revealing your knowledge.

o
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Then, 0 ye friends of God! Ye must not only have kind and merciful
feelings for mankind, but ye should also exercise the utmost kindness towards
every living creature. The physical sensibilities and instincts are common to
animal and man. Man is, however, negligent of this reality and imagines that
sensibility is peculiar to mankind, therefore he practices cruelty to the animal.
In reality what difference is there in physical sensations! Sensibility is the
same whether you harm man or animal; there is no difference. Nay rather,
cruelty to the animal is more painful because man has a tongue and he sighs,
complains and groans when he receives an injury and complains to the government and the government protects him from cruelty, but the poor animal
cannot speak, it can neither show its suffering nor is it able to appeal to the
government. If it is harmed a thousand times by man it is not able to defend
itself in words nor can it seek justice or retaliate. Therefore one must be
very considerate towards animals and show greater kindness to them than
to man. Educate the children in their infancy in such a way that they may
become exceedingly kind and merciful to the animals. If an animal is sick
they should endeavor to cure it; if it is hungry they should feed it; if it is
thirsty, they should satisfy its thirst; if it is tired they should give it rest.
Man is generally sinful and the animal is innocent; unquestionably one
must be more kind and merciful to the innocent. The harmful animals, such as
the bloodthirsty wolf, the poisonous snake and other injurious animals are excepted, because mercy towards these is cruelty to man, and other animals. For
instance, if you show kindness to a wolf this qecomes a tyranny to the sheep, for
it (the wolf) may destroy an entire flock of sheep. If you give the opportunity
to a mad dog it may be the cause of the destruction of a thousand animals and
men. Therefore, sympathy to the ferocious animal is cruelty to the peaceful
animal, so they (ferocious animals) should be done away with. To the blessed
animals, however, the utmost kindness should be exercised: the more the better it will be. This sympathy and kindness is one of the fundamental principles of the divine kingdom. Ye should pay great attention to this question.
Unto ye be the glory of Abha!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA

ABBAS.

(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur, Haifa, Palestine, November 12th, 1920.)

News from England
(Continued from page 271)

the friends in Stuttgart that we have
not written to them, because we have
had our hands full here, and we have
had no one strong enough to deal with
even Manchester alone, but hope in future to begin a very happy correspondence with them. During the war, we
always regarded the Stuttgart Bahais as
a handful of brilliant jewels in the setting of that beautiful country and our
sympathies went out continually to
them; and we always mentioned them
with high honor and respect. When
I
was sent as a conscript to

France, working in the forests, or with
pick and spade on the miserable roads
of that country even in the battle zone,
I often spoke of the Stuttgart Bahais,
praising them because they were out for
the Brotherhood of Man, and making it
plain that we were all victims of a savage past and the godlessness of today;
and the soldiers agreed that this ,vas
true.
I can only speak as representing a
very few here in Manchester; but we respect and love, and feel in perfect unity
with the energetic and large body of
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Bahais in Germany. They are our
brothers and sisters and we know no
such a thing as nationality. We all have
one country-the Kingdom of Abha;
and BAHA'O'LLAH is the King.
Our silence has not been due to any
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other cause than that all our thought
and energy has been used up here to establish the Cause of Abdul-Baha here.
vVith all our love and kind remembrances, your brother in the Cause of
El-Abha,
E. T. Han.

Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mr. Hall
Through Aga Mirza Lotfullah-Upon
him be BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!-tohis
honor Mr. Hall, Manchester, England.
-Upon him be ]3AHA'O'LLAH EIAbha!
He Is God!

o thou who art attracted to the VVord
of God and herald of the Kingdom of
God!
Two letters have been received from
you. Their contents produced excessive
joy, for they were indicative of this, that
thou hast arisen in Manchester with a
firm purpose, a superior power and a
peaceful intention, and desiring to form
a luminous meeting so that the friends
may gather together. The manna which
came from heaven for the disciples,
was neither cress, onion, lentil, garlic
nor leek. It was bounty and knowledge;
it was faith and assurance; it was love
and attraction; it was attachment and
enkindlement by the fire of the love of
God. These spiritual foods were present upon that table. As the disciples
ate from these bounties of His Holiness
Christ, they became filled with the love
of Christ; they hastened to all parts of
the world and heralded the Kingdom of
God. My hope, from the unlimited
grace, is that that gathering may also
eat from this manna and bounties.
Convey this message on my behalf
to Mr. and Mrs. Chessel: "0 ye two
birds of the gardens of the Kingdom,
make a nest and dwelling like unto
birds upon the Tree of Life, which is
the heavenly teachings, and raise in a
variety of tunes, melodious songs in the
gardens of the Kingdom."

Convey longing greetings to Mr. J 0seph. Say: "As the J oseph of Egypt
possessed real beauty and knowledge,
he was in great demand in the Egyptian
market. Although he was a stranger
and abject, yet, as he had this splendor,
he became then the beloved of the divine Egypt: attained eternal glory, and
was addressed by his brothers, 'Verily,
God hath given thee precedence over us.'
Now thou bearest the same name. Strive
in the path of the Kingdom so that thou
mayest be addressed by all the friends
with such a suitable address."
Convey on my behalf the utmost respect to Mr. and Mrs. Craven, and say:
"0 ye two faithful souls! If ye announce the advent of the Kingdom and
become the exhibition of divine happiness and heavenly exaltation, no doubt
you will become two luminous candles
and loved souls in that gathering."
Convey to Mr. and Mrs. Birch my
profound Abha greeting and say: "This
is the century of Lights, and the age
of the unfurling of the mysteries. All
the existing beings are in growth and
progress, and the realities of thil'lgs
sing the songs of praise and glorification
to the Lord of Hosts, because the Sun
of Reality hath shone in this century
at the zenith, and energized all existence. This is why you observe every day
some new discovery and superb lig11ts
appear on the stage of visibility."
Upon thee and upon them be Bahael-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.

(Translated by Lotfullah S. Hakim,
Haifa, Palestine, February 12, 1920).
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Tablets to Bahais in America received in 1919 and 1920
AUGUST RUDD
To his honor, Mr. August Rudd-Upon
him be the Glory of God, the Most
Glorious!
He Is God!

o thou

son of the Kingdom!
Thy letter was received. Thy desire
is to return to Sweden, thy home. In
the country of Sweden the call of God
is not yet raised. God willing, thou
mayst be confirmed to raise the divine
call in that country and be the cause of
guidance unto a large multitude. Let
not this statement look strange to thee,
because the confirmations of the Kingdom of Abha are powerful. They make
the feeble strong, and give feathers and
wings to the featherless bird.
The maid-servant of God, Miss Knobloch, went from America to Germany.
Of course thou hast heard how she
stirred Germany and consequently how
many souls were guided! Now I supplicate to God that thou mayst be more
(than she) confirmed, so that that dark
country of the world of nature may be
illumined with the heavenly luminosity. Feel assured that confirmation will
reach thee.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed)

fresh spirit and hast increased in faith,
assurance and firmness in the Covenant.
Appreciate the value of this lordly
bounty and thank God that thou art
living in the dispensation of the
Covenant, and art attracted to the Sun
of the Reality of the Abha BeautyMay my life be a sacrifice to His friends!
Thou hadst written concerning the
piece of land which thou desirest to sell
and consecrate its price to the CauRe of
God. At present'do not hurry, and let
it remain in your hands.
On behalf of the friends in Racine I
supplicate and entreat at the Divine
Threshold, and beg for them a new outpouring of the Spirit, so that they may
be stirred and quickened, may be animated and enlivened, may promulgate
the Divine teachings, strive for the oneness of the world of humanity, and serve
the principle of universal peace.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shog-hi Rabbani. Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 20, 1919'.)
MRS. WAITE
To the attracted maid-servant of God,
Mrs. Shahnaz Waite-Upon her be
the Glory of God, the Most Glorious!

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur,
Haifa.)
FERDINAND PETERSON
To his honor Mr. Ferdinand Peterson,
Racine, Wisconsin-Upon him be
BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
He Is God!

o thou servant of the Divine Threshold!
Thy letter was received. Thou hadst
written that this year thou hast attended
the Convention, hast been present at
that illumined assemblage, hast heard
those merciful addresses, hast secured a

He Is God!

o

thou sweet singing bird!
The new song* has been received.
Verily, verily art thou raising sweet
melodies in the Rose-garden of the love
of God. The vibration of this melody
will, forever, give pleasure to the ears
of the children of the Kingdom.
Upon thee be the Glory of God!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur,
August 15, 1920, Haifa, Palestine.)
*Song entitled, "The New Liberty
Bell," dedicated to Abdul-Baha and the
Bahai Juniors.-Shahnaz Waite.
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WILL lAM F. KYLE
To his honor, William F. Kyle; Red
Wing, Minnesota-Upon him be
BAHA'O'LLAH El·Abha!
He Is God!

thou servant of God!
Thy letter was received.

On thy be-
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half I prayed to God and supplicated
to the Kingdom of God that thou mayest
be detached from this world, may become self·effaced and may be thinking
of the everlasting Kingdom. The foun·
dation of this world is not secure and is
of no consequence. One should devote
his time to it as much as it is necessary

---------------------- - - - - - - - - -
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and the rest of his time he should consecrate to the Kingdom of God, so that
eternal illumination may be secured and
everlasting existence may be attained.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Acca, Palestine, July 25th, 1919.)

H. DE BOER
To his honor, Mr. H. De Boer-Upon
him be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou servant of God!
Do not grieve at the afflictions and
calamities that have befallen thee. All
calamities and 3Jfflictions have been created for man so that he may detach

STAR OF THE VV EST

himself from this mortal world-a world
to which he is much attached. When
he experiences severe trials and hardships, then his nature will be drawn to
God and he will seek the eternal realm
-a realm which is sanctified from all
afflictions and calamities. Such is the
case with the man who is wise. He shall

279

never drink from a cup which is at the
end distasteful, but, on the contrary, he
seeks the cup of pure and limpid water.
He will not taste of the honey that is
mixed with poison.
Praise thou God, that thou hast been
tried and hast experienced such a test.
Be patient and grateful. Turn thy face

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------
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to the divine Kingdom and strive that
thou mayest acquire merciful characteristics, mayest become illumined, of the
Kingdom and lordly. Endeavor to become indifferent to the pleasures of this
world and to its comfort, to remain firm
and steadfast in the Covenant and to
promulgate the Cause of God.
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This is the cause of the exaltation of
man, the cause of his glory and of his
salvation.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL·BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabballi,
Haifa, p'alestine, October 14, 1919.)
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He Is God!
Thou shouldst say:*
"I am a Bahai and am a friend to all religions
and nations. I consider all to be of one race
and count them as my relatives. I have divine
love and not racial and sectarian love. According to the explicit written Command of BAHA'O'LLAH, I do not pronounce a word pertaining
to politics, because we are forbidden to interfere
in political affairs. We are concerned with affairs which are heavenly. We are servants unto
the world of morality. We consider that religious, racial, political and national prejudices
are destructive to the world of humanity. We
believe that the whole of the surface of the earth
constitutes one home and all mankind form one
family. With all we associate in the utmost sincerity and kindness."
-ABDUL~BAHA ABBAS

*TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO FANNY KNOBLOCH
To the maid-servant of God, Fanny Knohloch, South Africa, the sister of Alma Knohloch,
Germany-Upon her be the Glory of God, the Most Glorions!
H. Is God!
o thou dear maid-servant of God!
Thy letter has been received. Verily, thy sister has lighted a lamp in Germany. God
willing, thou wilt be to a larger extent confirmed. Thou wilt kindle a luminons lamp. It may
be the Government of those regio'ns will check thee. Thou shouldst say: . . [see above].
Upon thee he the Glory of Ahha!
[Signed]
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
[Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur, Haifa, Palestine, August 10,1920.]

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; th ese fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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His Story
vThat an Oriental said to an Occidental

By

ARTHuR

S.

AGNEW

'ONE evening in Oairo two gentle- the desert, the winds that cheered him
men called upon us at the hotel seemed to blow over the desert of selfwhere we were stopping. They were forgetfulness of his heart and its luminfriends of our interpreter. Both were ous stars seemed mirrored in his eyes,
tall and straight, dressed in long, flow- while his whole being seemed warmed
ing, spotless robes, and would have been with the spirit of severance from all
received as men of distinction in any things save God.
gathering. One of them was a man of
the desert and in our rooms at the hotel
Oonsider first that little animal or in·
he seemed as far away from contact sect whose life consists of less th2.11 a
with worldly things as if he were out day (ephemeral)-of which the mornunder the stars alone with his God. The ing sun witnesses the birth and the envitalized air of the desert seemed to float tire life is consummated before the evearound and exhale from him. After en- ning sun sets beneath the horizon. If it
joying a very pleasant visit we noticed were an intelligent thinking creature it
he was having quite a lengthy conversa- would assume the world to be eternally
tion with the interpreter, and as the bathed in sunlight.
words of his discourse began to come to
Oonsider next the annual plants of
us through the interpreter we found our gardens. Their life begins with the
ourselves listening to a most profound warm days of spring and under the imdiscourse. Had we known what was pelling force of the summer sunlight
coming we would have taken notes from they burst into bloom and in the chill
the beginning, so great ~was the impreR- days of autumn fold their leaves about
sion made upon us all. As it was, the them and close up their existence. If
words were ended, they had bidden us they were intelligent thinking creatures
adieu and were gone before we real- they would know the sun not only shines
ized it.
in the daytime but drops below the horiThat was many years ago and now zOl~ at night to furnish a period of sleep,
it seems fit that this thought should be rest and refreshment, only to arise again
recorded. But I regret that I shall have on the following day a fiery orb to deto express it in my own way, for I can- mand of them new exertion.
not remember his illustl'atitms nor ever
Now consider the shrubs and trees
hope to produce anything Eke the won- which survive the winter and which
derful words he used; all I can remem- make a greater growth each year. If
bel' is the great idea he so beautifully they were intelligent thinking creatures
set forth.
they would know that not only day folBefore attempting to reproduce his lows night and night follows day, but
argument, I wish to bear tribute to the that another action of the earth and sun
wonderful personaLty of this man 01 caused the sun to rise from a new point
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on the horizon each day, producing the furnishes this perfect balance between
seasons, and that this underlying action the personal demands and the universal
of the seasons does not in any way in- demands, because, when man sets aside
terfere or prevent the sun rising each his own idea of God and accepts the
morning and setting each evening. idea of God as set forth by the ManiThey would know that here were two ap- festations of God, he finds unity in idea,
parently independent actions, the one and among men the proper appreciation
causing the days and nights and the of values becomes realized.
Now let us consider the religions and
other causing the seasons of the year.
These two actions, one complete in twen- see if we find in them the solution of the
ty-four hours and the other complete in needs of the hour and also the great
365 days, operate independently of each underlying purpose as we find throughother but in perfect accord, the one like out nature.
the waves on the surface of the ocean,
The Holy Land has been the center of
the other like the great tide.
religious exposition from the time of
Now let us consider human life. It our father Abraham. The Mountain of
passes through babyhood, childhood, Carmel has seen the manifestation of
youth, manhood, middle age and old the will of God to men from Abraham,
age. Each life is lived moment by mo- Moses, Jesus, Mohammed and . Baha '0ment; each thought, each decision, is of '11ah. Abraham came from Ur of the
only a moment's duration, for time Chaldees, he journeyed up the Mesopomoves on imperceptibly in a way impos- tamian valley, through the fertile cressible to measure; yet the hi~her the in- cent at the north of the Arabian Desert
telligence, and the greater and more in!- till he came to the Holy Land. He met
portant the life, the greater the underly- the needs of the hour by setting up a
ing purpose which moves steadily on patriarchal form of government and left
from the moment of birth to that of the promise that sometime all men would
become as brothers and that this Covedeath.
Without using further illustrations, if nant God made with him would become
you examinf) everything you will find in established throughout the world.
To this land came Moses from Egypt
it the momentary action and underneath
the great design, the wave on the snr- and he met the needs of the hour by
face and the great tidal movement, the establishing the principle of law, and
thought of the moment and the great Moses and the prophets promised a future time when peace should reign suunderlying purpose.
Man's greatest endeavor is to find his preme, when men would beat their
perfect 'relationship with himself, his spears into plowshares and not learn
family, his neighbors, his country and war any more.
To this land also came Jesus, to a
his God. Only through religion is he
able to do this, for without it he carmot land sanctified by the feet of the Holy
find the balance between the personal ones before him, to a land flowing with
and the universal. \'\That is universal the milk and honey of spiritual endowto man is personal to the neighborhood. ment. He taught the needs of the hom
What is universal to the neighborhood in the law of love and forgiveness, and
is personal to the nation. That is, to he established the church or sanctuary
make a united nation each neighbor- as a place to keep alive this sacred flame
hood must set aside its own personal of love lest the feet of the fierce oneR
wishes in part to become a unit of the of the world stamp it out. It was like
government, and each man must set the sweet childhood of religion, the manaside his own personal wishes in part isfestation of the Son of God.
And to this land came also Mohamand look at things in a universal way to
have a good neighborhood. Religion med. He taught the wild tribes of the
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desert, and he met the needs of the day
in his strong denunciation of error and
wrong, in his fearless stand for righteousness and justice, and established
unity in the statement that "There is
no God but God and Mohammed is his
prophet. " The teachings of Mohammed
are very little known in the Christian world, and it is only through the
teachings of Baha'o'llah that they can
be understood by Christians.
And now comes in this day to the
Holy Land the manifestation of God
for this day, Baha'0 'llah. Although
this is new and the centuries have not
yet accorded their wealth of adoration,
it is not necessary to ask whether it is
true or not, it is only necessary to take
the instructions of Baha'o'llah and put
them into practice in our lives to realize
the warmth in the heart and the spiritual enlightenment which follows. The
proof of the sun is to step into the sunshine. No need to ask the little plant
whether it receives its warmth from the
sun or from the cool dews of the evening. This great revelation was vested
in three persons, the Bab, the forerunner; BAHA'0 'LLAH, the great central
figure, revealer of the Words of Life;
Abdul-Baha, the successor, the explainer, the Center of the Covenant.
Baha'o'llah, although born in Persia,
was transported to the Holy Land
through the action of the Persian and
Turkish governments. Apparently
through no will of his own he followed
in a more extended way the journeying
of Abraham. Abraham came with his
family and his flocks-Baha'o'llah came
a prisoner and an exile, but he also came
in majesty the like of which the world
has never before witnessed.
It is not the purpose here to enter
into a detailed account of the Revelation of Baha'o'llah. It is sufficient to
say that he has with divine power opened up the sacred mysteries of all religions, torn away all the barriers wluch
separate mankind into unkind groups,
made it possible for all humankind to
enter into one body, of one thought and
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purpose under the banner of love and
service, in a way entirely satisfying to
the judgment of mind and heart. All
this with perfect order, everything provided in the fulfillment of this Covenant, even to the appointing of the
Center of the Covenant in the person of
Abdul-Baha.
It is possible that mankind may reject this wonderful and perfect giftbut then again it is not possible. It is
inconceivable that a purpose extending
down through the ages from before
Abraham should fail at the appointed
time of its consummation through the
lack of human minds and hearts to receive it. The Word of God has power
to change the heart-history has shown
that it can raise up from the stones
children to Abraham. The heart of the
world is good. Its power for good has
been weakened by separation, it has
grown up in separate groups, kept apart
by lack of understanding which has
grown into prejudice. This prejudice
will fade away before the divine power
of this wonderful unfoldment (revelation) as the mists fade away before the
morning sun. Nothing can prevent the
consummation of the divine plan
throughout the ages. " These ruinous
wars, this fruitless strife must cease and
all men become as one family."
So we find religion conforms to the
great natural law. The Spirit of God
attaches itself from time to time to certain holy souls of such radiant purity
that they are able to reflect to mankind
the will of God. Each one is a manifestation of the will of God for the
needs of humanity in their day, and
opens up a new era. From Abraham
down through each new manifestation,
in Moses, Jesus and Mohammed, the
world has been prepared for the time
when the promised Covenant might be
fulfilled. And the need of this day in
which we are now living is for the establishment of this age-old promised Covenant. For the first time in history the
Manifestation of God has come at a
time when all parts of the world are in
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daily communication with each other.
At no previous Manifestation could the
whole world be united, for during the
day of Moses, Jesus and Mohammed the
western continents of North and South
America had not yet been discovered.
When the people of the world unite in
this great idea, set aside their own wills
for the will of God (throughout the
ages) , the Divine Master will prevail
and the world become the Paradise of
Union, Love and Service, the brotherhood of man will be realized in the fatherhood of God, the Covenant to Abra-
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ham will have been fulfilled, the great
underlying wave will have reached the
surface.
Such was the great idea left with us
by this pure-hearted, charming soul of
the desert, and I think you will agree
with us in the thought we expressed at
the time we listened to him-that in his
heart the desert had blossomed as a rose.
This and kindred thoughts were in our
minds on this pleasant evening, meeting
with such a delightful personality and
listening to such a wonderful story.

The Bahai Movernent and Esperanto
Words of BAHA'O'LLAH and ABDuL-BAHA, compiled by Jeanne Bolles.

"THE Sixth Ishrak is concerning union
and harmony among servants (mankind). Through union the regions of
the world have ever been illuminated
with the light of the (Divine) Cause.
The greatest means (for this end) is
that the peoples should be familiar with
each other's writing and language.
"We have formerly commanded, in
the Tablets, that the trustees of the
House of Justice must select one tongue
out of the present languages, or a new
language, and likewise select one among
the various writings and teach them to
the children in the schools of the world,
so that the whole world may thereby be
considered as one native land and one
part.
"The most splendid fruit of th8 'l'ree
of Knowledge is this exalted Word : Ye
are all fruits of one tree and leaves of
one branch.
"Glory is not his who loves his own
country, but glory is his who loves his
kind.

"In this connection we have formerly
revealed that which is the means for the
prosperity of the world and the unification of nations. 'Blessed are those who
attain! Blessed are those who practice!' "

(Extract from the Tablet of Ishrakat
(Effulgences) by BAHA'O'LLAH, revealed
in Acca more than 40 years ago.)
ESPERANTO

In Sept. 1901:
Abdul-Baha said to some pilgrims,
, 'The differences between this Revelation
and that of Jesus Christ are, that in this
cycle all the inhabitants of the world
will be gathered into one nation; universal peace will prevail, bloodshed and war
will cease; there will be a universal language; union and harmony will reach its
highest state."
In Decem-ber, 1912, Abdt{l-Baha said:
"All through America I have encouraged the Bahais to study Esperanto and
to the extent of my ability I will strive
in its spread and promotion."
Extract from an address by AbdulBaha on International Language, given
in Edinburgh, Scotland, January 7th,
1913, under the auspices of the Edinburgh Esperanto Society, during which
he said:
"His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH, many
years ago, wrote a book called The Most
Holy Book, one of the fundamental
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principles of which is the necessity of
creating an auxiliary language, and he
makes clear the good and profit which
will come because of its use. Now let us
thank the Lord because this language,
Esperanto, has been created. ,Ye, therefore, have commanded all Bahais in the
East to study this language very carefully, and ere long it will be spread
through the entire East. I also b~g of
you all, Esperantists and non-ESl)erantists, to work energetically for the
spread of this language, for it will
hasten the coming of that day, that
millennial day, foretold by prophets and
seers, in which it is said that the wolf
and the lamb shall drink from the same
fountain, the lion and the deer shall feed
in the same pasture. The meaning of
this holy writing is that hostile races,
warring nations and differing religions
shall become united in the spirit of love,
and will become bound together, one
with the other."

While on a visit at Clifton, England,
J anttary 16th, 1913, Abdul-Baha ad-
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terdependent. Today international laws
have great influence, international policies are bringing nations nearer to one
another. Therefore it is a general axiom
that in the human world every universal
affair commands attention, and its results and benefits are limitless; therefore
let us say that every universal cause is
divine and every special matter is human. For instance, the universal light
is from the sun, therefore it is divine.
Special light which is electric and which
has illumined this banquet hall is
through the invention of man. By this I
mean that all the affairs in the world of
humanity which are trying to establish
solidarity between nations and infuse
the spirit of universalism in the hearts
are divine. Consequently we can say
that the international auxiliary language is one of the greatest virtues of
the world of humanity, for such an instrument will remove misunderstandings
from amongst the people, and will cement their hearts together. The universal auxiliary language will be the means
for each individual in the world of humanity to become enabled to be informed
of the scientific accomplishments of all
his fellow men.

dressed a meeting there, dtt1'ing which
he said:
"The tenth principle is the establishment of a universal language so that we
"The basis of knowledge and the exwill not have to acquire so many languages in the future. In schools they cellencies of the world are to teach and
will study two, the mother tongue and be taught. To acquire sciences, and to
the international auxiliary language. teaeh them in turn, depends on language;
The use of an international auxiliary therefore, when the international auxililanguage will become a great means of ary language becomes universal, it is
dispelling the differences between na- easily eonceivable that the acquirement
of knowledge and instruetion will liketions. "
Address by Abd1ll-Baha at the Esper- wise beeome universal.
anto Banquet, given at Hotel Moderne
"No doubt you are aware that in the
in Paris, France, Febntary 12th, 1913: past ages a common language shared by
"In the human world there are two various nations created a spirit of inkinds of undertakings, universal and terdependence and solidarity among
particular. The result of every univer- them. For instance, one thousand three
sal undertaking is infinite, and the out- hundred years ago there were very many
come of every particular undertaking is divergent nationalities in the Orient.
finite. In this age all the human prob- There were Copts in Egypt, Syrians in
lems which create a general interest are Syria, Assyrians in Musel, Babylonians
nniversal and their results are likewise in Bagdad along the river Mesopotamia.
universal, for humanity has become in- There existed betweeu these nations di(Continued on page 2903

STAR OFTHEWEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WESTI
Be thou happy I Be thou happy I Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after ho sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the .first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
o ye apostles of BAHA'O'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you I
. . • . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
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Second Tablet from Abdul-Baha addressed to the
Committee of Universal Peace at The Hague
(See page 123 for First Tablet)
To the Honorable Executive Committee of Universal Peace.

He Is God!
honorable Members!
Your kind answer to my letter, dated 12th of June, 1920, has arrived and
greatly pleased me. Praise be unto God, that it was indicative of the fact
that your motive and purpose is identical with that of ours. Its contents also
consisted of spiritual susceptibilities which are expressive of sincere love.
We, Bahais, feel great affection towards that honorable Assembly. Therefore have we sent two honored persons to that highly esteemed Assembly as a
sign of strong relationship.
Today the most important problem in the affairs of the world of humanity
is that of the Universal Peace, which is the greatest means contributing to the
very life and happiness of mankind. Without this most luminous reality it
is impossible for humanity to attain to actual comfort and proficiency. Nay
rather, shall it have, day by day, some additional misfortune and tragedy.
This last terrible war has clearly proved that the modern war implements are beyond the endurance of the world of humanity. The future cannot, however, be compared with the past, because the arms and war implements of the past were very simple, while the modern armaments can, in a
short time, exterminate the whole of the human world, and so they are beyond
the endurance of mankind.

o ye
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Therefore Universal Peace is, in this age, like unto the sun which is the
cause of life to all beings. So it is of prime importance and incumbent upon
every individual to strive for this most significant end. Now with oneness of
goal we, I mean ye and we, will strive with all our strength, sacrificing (in this
path) property, life and family.
As ye may no doubt have heard, thousands of souls, (Bahais) have, in
Persia, sacrificed their lives in this path and thousands of homes have undergone destruction. Notwithstanding this, we have not yielded to disappointment. Up to the present, we have been striving and every day we are putting forth a new effort. Why? Because peace-loving is not only one of the
products of the intellect, but also it is a belief based on faith and it is one of
the eternal principles of God. Therefore, we are striving with all our energy,
disregarding our self-interests, rest, comfort and even the management of our
own affairs of life, because we consider this noble motive as the very foundation of the religions of God. It is a service to the Kingdom of God. It contributes to the attainment of eternal life and is the greatest means for the
entrance into the Kingdom of the Merciful.
Today the advantages of Universal Peace are to mankind well proved
and the disadvantages of war are similarly unquestioned by all. But in this
problem, knowledge alone is not sufficient. An executive force is needed so
that it (Universal Peace) may become established throughout the world. Ye
should be thinking to draw help from some spiritual executive force so that
this lofty ideal may be brought out from the stage of imagination into that
of realization. And it is evident that this most great aspiration cannot be attained through the ordinary emotions. Nay rather, it needs intense spiritual
feelings to turn it from potentiality to actuality.
Almost all the people of the earth know that amiability of character is
praiseworthy and desirable and that badness of character is despised and distasteful. Similarly do they know that justice and fairness is agreeable and
attractive and cruelty and tyranny abominable and repUlsive. Notwithstanding this, all the people, with the exception of a limited number, are lacking
in praiseworthy character and justice.
Therefore, they are in need of a spiritual force and higher sentiments to
improve their character. Our firm belief is that the executive power for this
great problem is the power of the -Word of God and the confirmations of the
Holy Spirit.
We feel great relationship, love and union with ye. With heart and
[:;ou1, we are longing for the day when the pavilion of the oneness of the world
of humanity may be pitched in the world and the banner of Universal Peace
may wave upon all horizons. Therefore the oneness of the world of humanity
should be established in order that the edifice of Universal Peace may be
erected.
That honorable Assembly, which is the well-wisher of the world of humanity, is highly honored by all Bahais. Therefore do we ask ye to kindly
accept our highest respects and to keep us always informed of the progress
of Universal Peace in Europe. Constant communication should be carried
on between us.
(Signed)
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.
(Translated by Azizullah Khan S. Bahadur, Haifa, Mount Carmel, Palestine, July 12, 1920.)

--------------
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The Bahai Movement and Esperanto
(Continued from page 287)

vergence of opinion and hatred, but as
they were slowly brought near to one
another, finding common interests, they
made the Arabic language a common
vehicle of speech among them.
The
study of this common language by all
made them as one nation. We know very
well today that the Assyrians are not
Arabs, that the Copts, Syrians, Chaldeans and Egyptians are not Arabs.
Each one of these nations belongs to its
own sphere of nationality, but, as they
all began to study the Arabic language,
making it a vehicle of intercommunication, today, they are all considered as
one. They are so united that it is impossible to break this indissoluble bond.
Today in Syria there are many religious sects, such as Orthodox, Mussulman,
the Dorzi, Nestorians and so on. As they
all speak Arabic they are considered as
one; if you ask anyone of them, he will
say-I am an Arab, though in reality he
is not. Some of them are Greeks, others
are Jews, etc. In short, there are many
different nations and religions in the
Orient that are united through the benefit of a common language. In the world
of existence an international auxiliary
language is the greatest bond to unite
the people. Today the causes of differences in Europe are the diversities of
language. We say, this man is a German, the other is an Italian, then we
meet an Englishman and then again a
Frenchman. Although they belong to
the same race, yet, language is the greatest barrier between them. Were a universal auxiliary language now in operation they would all be considered as
one. Just as in the Orient a common
language created common interests between the various nations, likewise, in
this age a universal auxiliary language
w{)uld unite all the people of the world.
The purpose of my remarks is, that, in
the world of humanity, the greatest influence which will work for unity and
harmony among the nations is the

teaching of a universal language. Every
intelligent man will bear testimony to
this, and there is no further need of argument or evidence. Therefore His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH wrote about this
international language more than forty
years ago. He says that as long as an
international language is not invented
complete union between the various sections of the world will be unrealized, for
we observe that misunderstandings keep
people from mutual association, and
these misunderstandings will not be dispelled except through an international
auxiliary language. Generally speakiI}g
the whole people of the Orient are not
fully informed of the events in the West,
neither can the Westerners put themselves in sympathetic touch with the
Easterners-their thoughts are enclosed
in a casket-the international language
will be the master key to open it. '.Vere
we in possession of this universal language, the Western books could easily
be translated into this language, and the
Easterners be informed of their contents.
In the same way the books of the East
could be translated into that language
for the benefit of the '.Vesterners. Thus
will the misunderstandings that exist between different religions be dispersed.
They bring about warfare and strife,
and it is impossible to remove them without this universal language being spread
everywhere. I am an Easterner and on
this account I know nothing of your
thoughts because an international language is not yet in vogue. Likewise you
of the West are shut out of my thoughts.
If we had a common language both of us
would be informed of the other's
thoughts.
Consequently the strongest
means of universal progress towards the
union of East and West is this language.
It will make the whole world one home
and will become the greatest impulse for
human advancement. It will upraise the
standard of the oneness of the world of
humanity, it will make the earth one uni-
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"I hope that this language will be
versal commonwealth.
It will be the
cause of love between the children of promulgated very quickly and the world
men. It will cause good fellowship be- of humanity finds eternal peace; that
tween the various races. Now, praise all the nations may associate with one
be to God, that Dr. Zamenhof has in- another and become as brothers and sisvented the Esperanto language. It has ters, mothers and fathers; then each
all the potential qualities of becoming individual member of the body politic
the international means of communica- will be fully informed of the thoughts of
tion. All of us must be grateful and all.
thankful to him for this noble effort, for
"I am extremely grateful to you, and
in this way he has served his fellow-men thank you for these lofty aims, for you
well. He has invented a language which have gathered at this banquet to further
will bestow the greatest benefits on all this language.
people. 'Vith untiring effort and self
"Your hope is to render a mighty sersacrifice on the part of its devotees it vice to the world of humanity, and for
will become universaL Therefore every this great aim I congratulate you from
one of us must study this language and the bottom of my heart. ' ,
spread it as far as possible so that day
Extract from Address of Abd~/;l-Baha
by day it may receive a broader recogto the" Theosophical Society of Paris,
nition, be accepted by all nations and
France, Th~/;rsday evening, Feb1'na1'y
governments of the world and become a 13th, 1913:
part of the curriculum in all the public
"vVe observe that today the means of
schools. I hope that the language of all
unity are brought about. This in itself
the future international conferences and
is an evidence that the divine confirmacongresses will become Esperanto, so
tions are with us. One of the principles
that all people may acquire only two
of the oneness of the world of humanity
languages-one their own tongue and
is the invention of the universal auxiliary
the other the international auxiliary lanlanguage, Esperanto. We observe that
guage. Then perfect union will be estabthis language is spreading daily, and its
lished between all the people of the
advocates are increasing. It is indubiworld. Consider how difficult it is today table that the universal auxiliary lanto communicate with various nations.
guage will become instrumental in wipIf one studies fifty languages one may
ing away the present misunderstanding-s,
yet travel through a country and not
and each individual will be able to be inknow the language. I know several lan·
formed of the thought of all humanity.
guages of the Orient, but do not know
"Therefore we must all strive to
the Western tongues. If this internationspread among our fellow men this lanal language were in force, having studguage. This international auxiliary lanied it, I should be able to speak it and
guage will be an introduction to the
you would have been directly informed
establishment of the oneness of the
of my thoughts, and a special friendship
world of humanity. The greatest efforts
established between everyone of us.
must be displayed in this direction. "
The lack of such a language is now a
Excerpt from Tablet, Jan. 10, 1919:
great barrier.
"My hope is that the Esperantists
"Therefore I hope that you will make
the utmost effort, so that this language may become attracted by these epistles
of Esperanto may be widely spread. and may consider the magnitudB of
Send some teachers to Persia if you can. confirmation bestowed upon the Esperso that they may teach it to the young anto Language and may endeavor to
people, and I have written to Persia to translate some of the imnortant Tablets
tell some of the Persians to come here to of Hi« F0]ine"s BAHA'O'LLAH and prostudy it.
pagate them all around."
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News from South Africa
Extract from Bulletin No. 5 issued by the Teaching Committee.

W

E are sure all will be happy to

hear of the progress of the work
in South Africa through reports from
Miss Fanny Knobloch, who left this
country during the early summer. Going over On the steamer she was confirmed to give the Message to many souls.
There was a Forum arranged as part
of the entertainment, and she was invited to speak. She held the attention
of the audience, including the ship's officers for over an hour. Some sixty-four
or more listened to her talk, "My trip
to the Orient," and of course she proclaimed the Glorious Message. This resulted in many wanting to know more
and requests for literature.
Also
through the interest awakened and the
friendship of some of the passengers
she was introduced into some delightful
homes in Cape Town upon arrival there.
Miss Knobloch was scarcely settled in
her hotel, before Bahai work started.
Her temporary abiding place was the
Cadarga Hotel, where, unlike other
places, the guests are supposed to mingle
socially, and everyone present is expected to meet thus informally. At the
time of writing she had been privileged
to give the Message to many guests at
this hotel. "The people here are refined, very spiritual, almost angelic,"
she writes.
From her letters, we gather that the
Message had been given in Cape Town
before, at least in part, for about seven
years ago a Dr. Buchanan, then a minister of the Presbyterian church, expounded some of the principles of the
Bahai Cause. This attracted the educated and best class of citizens. Dr.
Buchanan left South Africa because
of his health, and is living now in
the United States. Those interested
were without a teacher and without literature and so they became scattered.
In a remarkable way Miss Knobloch

came in touch with some one who had
attended these meetings, and thus began the gathering together of the wouldbe-nucleus started so long ago. It is not
possible to tell you how happy Miss
Knobloch has made the people. That
she is there seems like a miracle to them;
that they are to receive the real Bread
of Life, they can scarcely believe. Some
of them exclaimed: "Is it true, is it
really true 1 You have come to us to
bring the Bahai Message ~ 0 how rejoiced and happy you will make us!"
During this short time of residence
there, she has gathered together the old
nucleus-who were attracted to the
Cause, but not fully informed. They
are having regular meetings for studying the teachings. At the close of her
letter she adds:
"On Monday we are to read and discuss the first chapter of The Ighan.
Wednesday afternoon and evening we
will discuss the blessed Cause at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Cook. Thursday evening the Message will be given
at the beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs.
J ones. Friday evening seven new seekers will meet me at Miss Busby's apartment. Then: next week I speak at the
Forum; and still another public address
has been arranged for me under the auspices of the Theosophical Society....
In the meantime there are parlor talks
in various homes, and the time passes
all too swiftly. How little I am qualified to do this work-there is so much I
should know; yet here I am, even without fear, yes, with confidence in the
guidance of Abdul-Baha. Do pray for
me."
The confirmations of the Center of the
Covenant have surely reached Fanny
Knobloch. That this is just a beginning, and that she will continue to serve
effectively, there is no doubt, for she has
the promise of Abdul-Baha.
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International Language
Address by ABDuL-BAHA, delivered at Edinburgh on January 7th, 1913, under
the auspices of the Edinburgh Esperanto Society. Translated into
English and Esperanto.

"La pe1'sonon de Abdul-Baha kaj lian laboradon mi tre aUe estimas:
mi vidas en li ~~n1~ el la plej gmndaj bonfm'anto de la homaro."DR. L. L. ZAMENHOF.

E VERY

movement in the world of
humanity bringing on its back unity and .accord is good; and every matter
which creates discord and inharmony is
evil. This century is a radiant century.
Its discoveries are many. Its inventions
are great. Its undertakings are multitudinous. On account of these great accomplishments, this century is superior to
all other centuries. But the greatest undertaking is the unification of language,
because it is more beneficial and productive of more pleasure than any other
undertaking of this age. The unity of
language brings about great fellowship
between hearts. The union of language
is the cause of the attainment of accord.
It brings about the entire sweeping away
of misunderstanding between the people;
it establishes accord between all the children of men. I t gives broader conceptions and greater vision to .human minds,
and today the greatest undertaking in
the world of humanity is to understand
and make yourself understood. Every
individual member of the body politic,
on account of the widespread of an auxiliary international language, will be enabled to put himself in touch with the
current events and ethical and scientific
discoveries of the age. An auxiliary
universal language will give us the key
-or the master key-to the understanding of the secrets of the past ages.
Through an international language every
nation in the future will be enabled to
pursue its scientific discoveries very
easily and without any difficulty.

Ciu movado en la mondo de la homaro,
portas kun si unuecon kaj konkordon, estas bona; kaj ciu afero, kiu kreas malkontenton kaj malharmonion, estas malbona.
Ci tiu jarcento estas hela jarcento. Giaj
eltrovaJoj estas multaj ; giaj elpensitajoj
estas grandaj; giaj entreprenoj estas
multmultaj. Pro tio ci tiu jarcento
sup eras ciujn aliajn jarcentojn. Sed la
plej granda entrepreno estas la unuigo
de lingvo; car tio estas pli bonefika, kaj
plezurdona, 01 iu alia entrepreno de la
epoko. La unuigo de lingvo efektivigas
grandan kunecon inter koroj. La unuigo
de lingvo estas kauzo de konkordo. Gi
forbalaas cian malkomprenon inter la
popoloj; gi starigas konkordon en la
homidaro. Gi donas pli vastan konceptpovon kaj pli grandan vidpovon al la
homa intelekto. Rodian la plej gI'ava
laboI'o en la mondo de la homaro estas,
kompI'eni kaj kompI'enigi. Ciu individua membro de la komunumo, pro la disvastigo de helpa inteI'nacia lingvo, povos
sciigi pI'i okazantajoj kaj I'ilatigi kun
etikaj kaj sciencaj eltI'ovajoj de la epoko.
Relpa univeI'sala lingvo donos al ni la
slosilon-Ia cefslosilon-por la kompre)ligo de la sekI'etoj de pasintaj tempoj.
Per internacia lingvo ciu nacio en la
estonteco povos elseI'ci tre facile kaj senpene siajn sciencajn eltI'ovaJojn.

------------~
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It is well known to you that the Oriental people, young men coming to the
West trying laboriously to study the discoveries of the West, for many yea!'1;!
must work hard, 'so that first they may
study the language and then their special branch of learning. At the very
least, they must give many years of their
life to the study of the language of the
country they go to; then they can start
on the study of that special branch of
science in which they are interested. For
example, let us suppose that a young
man from India or Persia or Turkestan
or Arabia, desiring to study medicine,
comes to this country; at the very least
he must study the English language for
four years, and nothing else; and then
he may begin the study of medicine.
But if this international auxiliary language were a part of the curriculum of
education in all the schools, in his childhood he would study that language in
his own country; and then, no matter to
which 130untry he desired to go, he would
be enabled to study his special branch
of science very easily, without losing
any years of his life.
Today, even if each one of us studied
languages, yet, if some one desired to
travel abroad, he might be handicapped
on account of not knowing the special
language of a given country. I have
studied the Oriental languages very profoundly, knowing the Arabic language
more deeply than the Arabians themselves, having studied the Turkish language and the Persian in my own native
land, and knowing other languages of
the East, yet, when I came to the West,
I waS obliged to bring a translator
with me, and it is as if I know no
language whatever. But if there were
an international language, well, the Persian language of my own native land
and the other one would have been sufficient to carry me along in all the countries of the world. Just think how the
international language will facilitate
communication between all nations of
the world. Let it be said that half of
our lives is spent in the acquirement of
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Estas bone sciate inter vi, ke Orientanoj, junuloj venantaj al la Okcidento,
penegantaj studadi la eltrovitajojn de
la Okcidento, devas dedici jarojn el sia
vivo, por laborege akiri la lingvon de
la lando al kiu ili iras, kaj nur poste
ili povas sin turni al la studado de la
speciala scienca fako, pri kiu ili interesig'as. Ekzemple, ni supozu, ke junulo,
el Hindujo au Persujo au Turkestano
au Arabujo, deziranta studadi la medicinon, venas al ci tiu lando. Li devas
lernadi dum kvar jaroj la anglan lingvon, kaj nenion alian; kaj poste li povas
komenci la studadon pri medicino. Sed,
se ci tiu internacia helpa lingvo estus
parto de la programo de instruo en ciuj
lernejoj, dum sia infaneco li lernus tiun
lingvon en la propra lando; kaj poste,
en kiu ajn lando, al kin li dezirus iri,
li povus studadi sian specialan fakon
de scienco tre facile, ne perdinte jarojn
de sia vivo.

Hodiau, ec se ciuj el ni lernis lingvojn, tamen, se iu deziras vojagi aliI anden, tin povus esti grave malhelpata pro
tio, ke li ne scias la specialan lingvon
de unu lando. Mi tre profunde studadis
orientajn lingvojn, kaj scias la araban
lingvon pli bone 01 la Araboj mem,
kaj studadis la turkan, kaj la persan en
mia propra nasklando; kaj tamen,
sciante ankau aliajn lingvojn de la
Oriento, kiam mi vojagis okcidenten, mi
devis venigi kun mi tradukiston, kvazau
mi scius neniun lingvon. Nu, se ekzistus
internacia lingvo generale parolata, la
persa lingvo kaj la internacia suficus por
mi en ciuj landoj de la mondo. Pensu,
kiel la internacia lingvo faciligos interkomunikadon inter ciuj nacioj de la
mondo! Duono de niaj vivoj eluzigas
en la akiro de lingvoj, car en ci tiu
epoko de klereco ciu homo devas le1'ni
lingvojn, por ke, se li esperas vojagi en
Azio kaj Afriko kaj Europo, li povu
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languages; for in this enlightened age
every man must study languages, so that
if he expects to travel to Asia and Africa
and Europe he may be able to converse
with the people; but by the time he has
studied one language, there is another
one to travel to. So you see that his life
is spent in the acquirement of these
languages, which are a handicap to international communication. Well, this
international language will free man
from all these problems. In short, to
understand and make yourself understood, there must needs be an international instrument. The teacher and the
student must know each other's language, so that the teacher may
be able to impart his knowledge
and the student acquire that knowledge.
In the world of humanity there is no
greater factor than to make yourself
understood to your fellowmen, for civilization itself, the progress of civilization,
depends upon this process. To acquire
arts and sciences one must know how to
speak, make himself understand and
understood at the same time. So on this
understanding and making yourself understood will depend the acquisition of
sciences, and it will make men comprehend all affairs of life; and this process of understanding and making yourself understood depends upon language.
Therefore, if this auxiliary language is
established, all the members of humanity will then be enabled to understand
each other. As I speak now, an episode
comes to my mind which happened in
Bagdad. There were two friends who
did not know each other's language. One
of them got sick; the other one called
upon him, but he could not express his
sympathy, so by making a sign he asked
him, "How are you ~" By making another sign, the sick man answered "I
am almost dying," and the friend who
called, thinking that he had told him
that he was feeling much better, said,
"Thanks be to God." By such incidents
you realize that the best thing in this
world is to be able to make yourself
understood by your friends, and also to
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interparoli kun la popolo; sed tuj, kiam
li akiris unu lingvon, jen alia estas bezonata. La tuta vivo do forpasas en la
akinido de tiuj lingvoj, kiuj estas malhelpo al internacia komunikado. Oi tiu
internacia lingvo liberigos la homaron el
ciuj ci tiuj problemoj. Mallonge, por
kompreni kaj sin komprenigi, devas esti
internacia ilo. J-1a instruisto kaj la studento devas scii la lingvon unu de la
alia, por ke la instruisto povu transdoni
sian scion kaj hI- studento povu akiri
tiun scion. En la mondo de la homaro
estas nenia pli granda afero, 01 vin komprenigi al viaj kunhomoj; car la civilizeco mem, la progresado de la civilizacio, dependas de tiu ci procedo. Por
akiri artojn kaj sciencojn, oni devas scii
paroli, sin komprenigi, kaj kompreni
samtempe.
De ci tiu interkompreno
dependas la akiro de sciencoj, kaj g'i
igos ciujn homojn kompreni pri ciuj
aferoj de la vivo; kaj ci tiu procedo
de kompreno kaj komprenigo dependas
de la lingvo. Se do ci tiu hell)a lingvo
starigos, ciuj membroj de la homaro
ricevos la eblon kompreni unu la alian.
Dum mi parolas, venas en mian cerbon
epizodo, kiu okazis en Bagdad. Estis
tie du amikoj, kiuj ne sciis la lingvon
unu de la alia. Unu malsanigis; la
alia vizitis lin, sed ne povis parole esprimi sian simpation, kaj do faris geston,
volante diri: "Kiel vi fartas ~" Per
alia signo la malsanulo respondis: "JYIi
estas tuj mortonta"; kaj la vizitanto,
kredante, ke li diris, ke li ekresanig'as,
diris: "Dank' al Dio!" El tiaj ilustrajoj vi konstatos, ke la plej bona afero
en la mondo estas, povi vin komprenigi
al viaj amikoj, kaj ankau ilin kompreni;
kaj ke ne estas io ph ma1bona en la
mondo, 01 ne povi komuniki viajn pensojn a1 aliaj. Sed, se estus helpa lingvo,
ciuj tiuj malfacilajoj estus forigitaj.
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understand them, and there is nothinG'
worse in this world than not to be abl~
to convey your thoughts. But if there
is this auxiliary language, all these difficulties will be removed.
Now, praise to God, this language of
Esperanto is invented, and this is one
of the special endowments of this brilliant century; this is one of the greatest
undertakings of this great age. Up to
this time the world of humanity has
failed to bring about this invention.
This unification of languages had never
crossed the minds of the thinkers of the
past ages, and in reality it was an impossibility in those times, because then
there was no freedom in going and coming, and no traveling and no intercourse
between the various countries. Now the
means of communication and transport
are greatly increased, therefore it is necessary and it is possible to bring about
the use of this international language.
His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH fifty years
ago wrote a book; that book is called
"The Most Holy Book," and in that
book one of the fundamental principles
of the Bahai movement is that there
must be the invention of an auxiliary
language; and then he goes on to explain
the benefits and profits that will accrue
through such a medium. Now, let us
thank the Lord because this Esperanto
language has been created. Therefore we
have commanded all the Bahais in the
Orient to study this language very carefully, and ere long it will spread all over
the East. Therefore I request you also,
non-Esperantists and fellow-Esperantists, to put your utmost exertion into
the spread and promulgation of this
language, because it wili hasten that
day, that millennial day, which has been
prophesied by the past prophets and
seers, that day in which, it is said, the
wolf and lamb will drink from the same
fount, the lion and the deer graze in the
same meadow. The signification of this
Holy Writ is that the contesting races,
warring nations, inimical religions, will
come to each other in the spirit of love
and amity-then, the day-spring of that
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Nu, Laudo estu al Dio! ci tiu lingvo
Esperanto elpensigis. Tio estas unu el
la specialaj donacoj de ci tiu brilega
jarcento: unu el la plej grandaj entreprenoj de ci tiu granda epoko. Anta:ue
la homaro malsukcesis efektivigi tian
elpensajon. Ci tiu unuigo de lingvoj
preskau neniam prezentis sin al la pensuloj de pasintaj epokoj; kaj vere g·i
estis neeblajo en tiuj tempoj, car tiam
ne ekzistis libereco iri kaj reiri, kaj
nenia intervojagado nek intertraktado
inter la diversaj landoj. Jam nun, kiam
la rimedoj por interkomunikado kaj
transportado multe pligrandigis, estas
nepre necese, kaj estas fareble, efektivigi la uzadon de internacia lingvo.
Lia Sankta Mosto BAHA'U'LLAH antau mUltaj jaroj verkis libron, nomatan
"La Plej Sankta Libro," kaj en tiu
libro unu el la fundamentaj principoj
estas, ke devas esti elpensigo de helpa
lingvo; kaj li klarigas la bonon kaj profiton, kiuj venos per tia ilo. Nu, ni
danku la Sinjoron pro tio, ke ci tiu
lingvo Esperanto estas kreita. Ni do
ordonis al ciuj Bahaj' anoj en la oriento ,
studadi ci tiun lingvon tre zorge, kaj
post ne longe gi disvastigos tra la tuta
Oriento. Mi petas ankau al vi, Esperantistoj kaj ne·Esperantistoj, energie
klopodadi por la disvastigado kaj propagandado de ci tiu lingvo; car gi akcelos
la alvenon de tiu tago, tiu miljara tago,
kiun antaudiris profetoj kaj viduloj,
tiu tago en kiu, estas dirite, la lupo kaj
la safido trinkos el la sama fonto la
leono kaj la cervo sin pastos sur la s~ma
herbejo. La signifo de ci tiu sankta
Skribo estas, ke la batalantaj rasoj,
militantaj nacioj, malamikaj religioj,
alproksimigos unu alIa alia en la spirito
de amo, kaj kunligigos unu kun alia.
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millennium; and every means, every instrument which confers unity and amity
upon the children of men, that is love
and that is the spirit.
As we said, the greatest affair in this
world is the reality of an auxiliary internationallanguage. The unification of
language will transform the world of
humanity into one world; the unification
of language will do away with the misunderstandings between religions, and
the unification of language will bring
together the East and the West in the
spirit of fellowship and love. The unification of language will change this world
of many families into one family. This
auxiliary international language will
gather the various races under one cover,
as if the five continents of the world had
become one continent, because then they
can convey their thoughts to each other.
The international auxiliary language will
do away with ignorance and superstition, for each child, no matter to which
race or nation he may belong, will be
able to pursue his studies in science and
art, because at that time he will be called
on to study only two languages-one his
own native language, and one the international auxiliary language. Let us
hope for that day, when even the boundaries of native languages will be swept
away and the world will enjoy one language. What greater bounty is there
than this ~ What more munificent wel, fare is there than this ~ Then the world
of humanity will become the delectable
paradise, just as it is said that in heaven
there is one language. The material
world will become the expression of the
world of the inner. Then the discoveries
will be unfolded; inventions will become
multiple; sciences will advance by leaps
and bounds; scientific agriculture will
take a wider sphere of accomplishment,
because at that time the nations will be
able quickly to assimilate the thoughts
which are expressed, and because all
these thoughts will be expressed in that
universal language. If this international
language is a factor in the future, all

Kiel 111 Jam diris, plej grava afero
en ci tiu mondo estas la efektivigo de
helpa internacia lingvo. La unuigo de
lingvo aliformigos la homaron en unu
mondon; forigos la malkomprenon inter
la religioj; kaj kunigos la OrientOll kaj
la Okcidenton per la spirito de fratec'o
kaj amo. La unuigo de lingvo sangos
ci tiun mondon el l1lultaj fal1lilioj en
unu familion. Tiuci helpa internacia
lingvo kolektos la naciojn sub unu kovrilon, kvazau la kvin kontinentoj de la
mondo farigus nnu kontinento; car tiam
ili povos interkomuniki siajn pensojn
nnu al la alia. La internacia helpa
lingvo forigos nescion kaj supersticon,
pro tio, ke ciu infano, el kiu ajn raso
au nacio, povos sekvi siajn studajojn
pri la scienco kaj la arto, car tial1l li
bezonos lerni nul' du lingvojn-unn, lia
nacia lingvo, kaj la alia la internacia
help a lingvo. Ni esperu ankau al tiu
tago, kiam ec la limoj de la naciaj lingvoj . forig'os, kaj la tuta mondo guos
unu lingvon. Kia pli grand a donaco
povus esti, 01 tio ~ Kia pli malavara
bonfaro povus esti, 01 tio ~ Tial1l la
mondo de la homaro farig'os rava paradizo, g-uste kiel estas dirite, ke en la
cielo estas nnn lingvo. La materia
mondo farig-os la espril1lado de la interna mondo. Tial1l eltrovajoj malkasig-os; elpensajoj l1lultobligos.: la sciencoj antaueniros per saltoj; la scienca
terkulturado disvolvigos lau pli vasta
grado; car tiutempe la nacioj l)OVOS
rapide asimili la pensojn espril1latajn,
kaj car ciuj tiuj pensoj esprimig-os
per la universala lingvo. Se ci tiu internacia lingvo estas faktoro por la estonteco, ciuj landoj en la Oriento l)OYOS
rapide akiri la sciencojn de la Okcidento,
car iliaj logantoj povos legi la librojn
kaj kompreni ilian signifon; kaj la Okcidentaj nacioj povos akiri la pensojn
kaj ideojn de la Oriento; kaj per tio

(Continued on page 306)
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STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thv voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Si{;ned) ABDUL-EAHA ABBAS.

o

o

ye apostles
. . . .
regularity, but
East and the

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
/¥ est ern States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAxwELL.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. 2IA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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"This Question of an Auxiliary International Language is
of the utmost importance."
Message of ABDUL-BAHA to Espel'antists, Washington, D. C., April, 1912.
" Today the greatest need of the world
of humanity is for the discontinuance
of the existent misunderstandings
amongst nations, and that can be brought
about through the unity of language.
Unless unity of languages is realized, the
Most Great Peace, and the unity of the
human world in a binding manner, cannot be accomplished and established.
For the function of language is to portray the mysteries and secrets of the
human hearts. The heart may be likened
unto a box, and language to the key.
\Ve can open the box only through the
key, and observe the gems contained in
that box. Therefore, this question of an
auxiliary international language is of the
utmost importance. Men can be trained
and educated internationally through
this language. rrhey can acquire the evidence of past history and ages through
language. The spread of the known

facts of the human world depends upon
language. The explanation of divine
teachings can only be brought about
through language. Because of the diversities of languages, and the lack of human comprehension of the languages of
each other's nationalities, these glorious
aims cannot be realized. Therefore, the
very foremost service to the world of
man is to establish an auxiliary international language. It will become the
cause of the tranquillity of the commonwealth of man. It will become the cause
of the spread of sciences and arts
amongst the nations of the world. It
will be the cause of the progress and development of all the races. Therefore we
must with all our powers make an effort
so that we may establish an international auxiliary language amongst the
nations and races of the world."
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Esperanto Class in Kazvin, Persia
LETTER FROM J. E. ESSLEMONT, lVI. B.
Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine,
November 27, 1919.
To the STAR OF THE WEST:
Among the many dear Persian friends
here, I have been particularly interested
in meeting Mirza Mohammed Labib, of
Kazvin, Persia, who is not only a
brother Bahai, but a brother Esperantist,
and one of the pioneers of Esperanto in
Persia. I am sure that readers of the
STAR. will be interested in some details
of the progress of the Oause in Kazvin,
as reported to me by Mirza Labib.
Kazvin is a town of some 50,000 inhabitants, among whom there are now
some 300 Bahais. There is a general
meeting for men and one for women,
each week, and the Spiritual Assembly
[House of Spirituality] also meets
weekly. Besides these three meetings
there are a number of others all of
which have been initiated by Mirza
Labib.
There is first an assembly called
Tanzih (i. e., Purity) a weekly meeting
where women gather to learn the Bahai
Teachings, read and discuss books (such
as Sorne Answered Questions), chant
Tablets and· prayers and converse about
the Movement. The number of members
is at present nineteen.
Another is called Nashre-Nafahat
(i. e., Spreading of the Fragrances).
This is a group which meets specially for
correspondence with Bahais in other
parts of the world. Hitherto the correspondence has been chiefly in the Persian
language, with other cities of Persia,
but some of the members are now beginning to correspond in Esperanto and
English with centers in Europe, America
and elsewhere. Readers of the STAR are
cordially invited to write to this group.
Mirza Labib also has a girls' class
with about 35 members, and a boys' class
with 30, for .instruction in the Bahai
teachings, memorizing ()f extracts from

the Tablets, etc., and Esperanto classes
for women, girls and boys.
Lastly, an Association known as the
Nonahalan (i. e., young trees) was
founded in August, 19'18, for the encouragement of mutual aid and the
propagation of divine teachings among
the Bahai women and children of Kazvino This is partly a commercial concern and has a share-capital. Ohildren
are encouraged to invest their savings in
it. Books and many other articles are
bought and sold, but it is a rule that
one-fourth of all profits made must be
devoted to the Oause of God (in defraying necessary expenses of teaching,
helping the poor, etc.). This Association
has started a lending library (the first
lenaing library for women and children
in Persia), and contributions of books
in Esperanto, English, Persian or
Arabic will be gratefully received.
Donors of books are requested to write
on each book their name and address with
the date of sending.
The Association
hopes ere long to purchase a cinematograph and Mirza Labib has many plans
for future development of the society's
work.
Abdul-Baha has shown a lively interest in these various associations. He has
become a shareholder in Nonahalan and
has revealed three Tablets, one for
Nashre-Nafahat, one for Nonahalan and
the children's classes jointly, and one
for Tanzih, praying for the continued
success, development and confirmation
of these organizations.
Oommunications may be addressed to
Mirza Mohammed Labib, N onahalan,
Kazvin, Persia.
WHh best wishes,
Yours sincerely,
J. E. Essle'l1wnt, M. B.
P. S.-1 am sending this, with a photograph of Mirza Labib's girls' class,
through Mr. Vail.
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International Language
(Continued from page 303)

the countries of the East will be enabled
to acquire the sciences of the West in no
time, because they will be able to read
these books and comprehend their meaning; and the Western nations will be
enabled to acquire the thoughts and
ideas of the East, and through this they
will be enabled to improve their condition. In short, on account of the establishment of this international language,
the world of humanity will become another world; extraordinary progress will
be attained. Take, for example, a family in which the various members speak
each a different language; how difficult
it is for them to convey their thoughts
to one another, and how great and wonderful it is when they are able easily to
understand one another's thoughts. For
if they know one another's language,
they will go on very rapidly; there is no
doubt whatever about this. Therefore
it is our hope that the Esperanto language will spread universally before
long, that it may be promulgated in all
the countries, so that all the people may
live together in the spirit of amity and
love.

ambaii povos plibonigi Slan staton.
Mallonge, pro la starigo de ci tiu internacia lingvo, la mondo de la homaro
brig-os alia mondo, kaj eksterordinara
estos gia progreso. Ekzemple, pripensu
pri familio, kies diversaj membroj parolas diversajn lingvojn; kiel malfacile
estas por ili komuniki siajn pensojn unu
al alia, kaj kiel mirinde estas, kiam ili
povas facile kompreni reciproke siajn
pensojn. Car, se ili scias ciu la lingvojn
de la aliaj, ili progresos rapide. Do estas nia espero, ke la lingvo Esperanto
disvastigos post ne longe tra la tuta
mondo, por ke ciuj popoloj povu vivi
kune en la spirito de amikeco kaj amo.

Tablets to Bahais in America received in 1919 and 1920
JAMES MORTON, JR.
Through Mr. Wilhelm to Mr. James
Morton, Jr., New York City-Upon
him be the Glory of God, the Most
Glorious!
He Is God!

o thou firm

in the Covenant!
As to thy attendance at the Esperanto
Congress at the Hague in the month of
August, it is very advisable. Thou
shouldst show utmost efficiency thereat,
in order to spread the divine teachings,
one of which is the oneness of language;
and thence thou shouldst proceed to the
desired land (Haifa and Acca). Then
from here thou shouldst hasten to Persia, and return to America, where thou

shouldst give lectures, explain what thou
hast experienced and give the glad tidings of the greatness of the Cause of
God.
Upon thee be the Glory of the Most
Glorious!
(Signed) .ARDUL-BAHA .AREAS.
(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur,
March 27, 1920, Haifa.)
MARIE WATSON
To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Marie
Watson-Upon her be BAHA'O'LLAH
EI-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou Herald of the Covenant!
Thy detailed letters have been re-
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ceived, and have been attentively perused. Praise thou God, that thou art
confirmed in service to the Kingdom
and art encompassed by the blessings of
His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH. Heavenly
confirmations are descending upon thee
and lordly assistance is encircling thee.
Thou art eloquent at every gathering
and art responded to at every assemblage. Souls listen in the utmost gladness to thy words and in case a soul
objects or antagonizes he will ultimately
be awakened and made aware, for the
powerful and mighty souls and the ruling potentates have failed to resist the
call of the Kingdom. Nasser Ed Din
Shah, the Sovereign of Persia, and AbduI Hamid, the Sultan of Turkey, have
tried to resist the call with all their
power and might, but the call has been
raised higher every day and those two
blood-thirsty autocratic sovereigns have
been inflicted with a severe loss and disappointment.
In short, engage with all thy power
in raising the call of the Kingdom of
God and rest thou assured that assistance and confirmation shall descend
upon thee. The attracted maid-servant
of God, Miss Juliet Thompson, is indeed
spiritual, lordly and merciful. Extend
to her my greeting. His honor, Mr.
Wilhelm, exerts his effort under all conditions and contributes extensively for
the Bahai Oause. Undoubtedly, other
souls should join him in promoting the
work of teaching. To the believing
maid-servant of God, Miss Buskin, convey greeting and congratulation for her
marriage.
Souls are still unaware of the power
of the Oovenant. This testament is
neither a tradition or a tale. It has
been established through the pen of His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH with the utmost
firmness and undoubtedly if all the people of the world join in endeavoring to
uproot it, they will all eventually fail
and be disappointed. What can therefore a handful of people do?
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The power of the Oovenant is like
unto the sun and those who have acted
contrary to it are like transparent
clouds. The Sun of the Oovenant dissipates dense clouds and causes them to
vanish. What then will it do to these
imaginary mists? Thou dost consider
that in all regions the Oall of the Oovenant is being raised and in the utmost
power. His Holiness Ohrist said to Peter,
"Thou art Peter and upon this rock I
will build my Ohurch. " This Word could
not be resisted by all the people of the
world and eventually it has been made
evident and manifest. At present His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH has through His
sacred pen established this Oovenant in
the utmost power, perfection and clearness. Oonsider then what power it yields.
At present some superficial souls like
unto bats are plotting together in the
dark, and say to one another that this
Sun of the Oovenant shall be eclipsed
and the resplendent Moon of "the Testament shall be concealed. But the Sun
of the Oovenant through one effulgence
shall disperse and annihilate these bats.
The poems were in the utmost sweetness and delicacy. My hope from the
bounties of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH
is that thou may est become the cause of
the awakening, the supplication, the
prayer and the guidance of souls.
In case Mr. Kelsey will in the utmost
longing and desire join thee in thy journey to Ohina, Japan and India, and is
able to endure its hardships, and will
not give up its responsibilities, it is
highly advisable.
Oonvey to Dr. Mullaney on my behalf
the utmost kindness and give her this
message: "Praise thou God, that in the
midst of this darkness that has encompassed this world thou hast been
illumined, and hast been guided and
hast been made the recipient of bounty.
Thou must be eternally grateful to the
soul who has been the cause of thy guidance, for that soul hath guided thee."
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Convey to Dr. McMannon on my behalf
respectful greeting. My hope is that
through the light of the love of God he
may become an ignited candle and a
flower of the rose-garden. Upon them
be BAHA'0 'LLAH !
Any soul that may like to accompany
thee with the utmost pleasure and satisfaction in thy trip and has ability and
capacity and will show thee full consideration, thou mayst select and choose to
be thy fellow-traveler.
Upon the be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Haifa, Palestine, December 24, 1919.)
MR. AND MRS. KILLIUS
To Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Killius, Montana
-Upon them be the Glory of God, the
Most Glorious!

He Is God!
o ye two who are firm in the Covenant!
Your letter dated January 28, 1920,
has been received. Its contents were
indicative of heart-felt realities, which
were conducive to firmness and steadfastness in the Covenant of God.
Although in the body of the universe
there are innumerable nerves, yet the
main artery, which pulsates, energizes,
and invigorates all beings, is the power
of the Covenant. All else is secondary
to this. Nobody is assisted and confirmed save that soul who is firm. Consider it well that every soul who is firm
in the Covenant is luminous, like unto
a candle which emanates its light on
those around it. While every wavering
soul is an utter failure, frozen, lifeless,
dead yet moving. This one proof is sufficient.
Ye should render thanksgiving unto
God, that ye are able to travel
throughout the states and regions, and
like unto the breeze of spring, transmit
new spirit to every city through which
ye pass.
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Praise be unto God, that thy departed
father turned his face to the Supreme
Aspect. He drank from the Chalice of
Guidance, and soared without feather or
wing to the Infinite Paradise. I am
supplicating unto God that thy honored mother may also attain to guidance.
The date* 1335 is not lunar, it is solar,
therefore it has not yet arrived.
p'raise be unto God, that in Springfield, Illinois, the fragrances of the love
of God have been diffused and the call of
the Kingdom hath been raised. The
photograph of dear son Russell was observed. Verily, the expression of his
face indicates great skilL I am beseeching unto God that the friends of that
city may day by day attain unto heavenly progress.
Upon ye both be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Adizullah S. Bahadur,
Haifa, Palestine, March 27, 1920.)
'~See

the 12th chapter of DanieL

RUSSELL JURGENS
Through Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Killius, of
Montana-Upon them be the Glory
of God, the Most Glorious I-to Russell
Jurgens, Springfield, Illinois-Upon
him be the Glory of God, the Most
Glorious!
He Is God!
o dear child!
Thanks be unto God, that in thine
infancy thou hast entered the divine
Kingdom and hast obtained a portion
of the graces of the Lord of Hosts. My
supplication to God is this, that thou
mayest be reared in the bosom of
the love of God, and in the utmost attraction attain to thy maturity.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur,
Haifa, Palestine, March 27, 1920.)
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THE TOMB OF HAZRAT V ARGHA AND HIS SON RUHOLLAH, BAHAI MARTYRS
The martyr MOLLAH AGHA JAN is buried beneath the landing which surrounds the mausoleum.
MISS LILLIAN FRANCES KAPPES' grave is in the garden very near the Tomb.
The wife of Mollah Agha Jan~"Amatol Baha"-was the first woman Persian teach"r to go
from place to place spreading the Glad-tidings. She lived in Sari. Passed out about 1918.
Before the Tomb (left to right):

Mirza Azizollah Vargha: Elizabeth H. Stew art ; Hadji Ame0n.
and at his feet. Aly Mohammed, son of Mirza Valiollah Khan Varghfl; Doctor Susfln I.
Moody; Mirzfl Valiollah Khan Vflrgha.

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; th ese fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shaIl
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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"How is it possible to imagine life after death?"
Recent Tablet from ABDuL-BAHA to J. Isbrucker
To the maid-servant of God, J. Isbrucker, Den Haag, Holland-Unto her be
greeting and praise!
He Is God!
o thou who art searching for truth!
Thy letter has been received. Thou has written that Agha Mirza Ahmed
Khan (Yazdani) has given some explanation of the Bahai Cause to thee. What
thou hast written is right, that the Bahai Religion is Truth and other institutions compared to the Bahai Religion are not reality and are without any
great results. Although in the sight of the people they seem to have a true
foundation, yet they are like unto a fruitless tree. There are so many trees that
are apparently huge and cast a shadow, yet they are not productive of any
fruit and so they will be ultimately uprooted, as thou hast observed and wilt
observe. The Divine Institution is, however, a tree whose shadow is extended
over the East and the West and every moment brings forth wonderful fruits,
as experience has shown.
Thou hast written, "How is it possible that one should obey and submit
to an unjust government ~" By the government which should be obeyed is
meant a just government which protects the rights of all its people. It is a
constitutional government which is bound by stringent laws.
Thou has written, "How is it possible to imagine a life after death?"
Verily, verily, life after death is not imaginable. But do thou observe that it
is evident man has evolved from the mineral world. As long as he was in the
mineral kingdom, he could not imagine the vegetable kingdom. He was transferred to the vegetable kingdom. In the vegetable kingdom he could not
imagine the animal kingdom. Before he emerged from the animal kingdom
he could not imagine the stage of human reason and intelligence, that is, it was
impossible for him, he did not have any knowledge thereof.
Now this earth and these trees have, by no means, any knowledge of the
animal and human worlds: they cannot imagine them, they deny existence absolutely. While the human world is helping the animal and assisting the
vegetable kingdoms, the vegetable kingdom is ignorant of it. Similarly the
human world cannot comprehend the world of the Kingdom: it is absolutely
ignorant of it, while the heavenly spirits have influence in the human world.
Do thou observe how clear this point is and yet the professors and philosophers of the world are ignorant of this reality! The mediums are, however,
speaking of the world of thought and not of reality. But a heavenly soul
who is conscious of the Divine World: whose discerning eye is open: who is
detached from the world of nature, and has attained to spiritual power is
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eognizant of the Divine W orId and those of the spirits. Reality is pure spirit,
it is not physical: that is, it does not occupy space.
Ye should esteem Mirza Ahmed Khan (Yazdani) highly, because it was
he who gave ye this great glad tiding. Through the graces of God do I hope
that that country will be enkindled with heavenly Light: that the Divine
verses will be chanted, and that such souls may be confirmed as to become
like unto Paul and Mary Magdalene.
Unto thee be greeting and praise!
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Signed)
(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur, Mount Carmel, Palestine, October
15th, 1920.)

CAlSES CONTAINING MARBLE GASKET TO HOLD
REMAINS OF THE BAB

The Final Burial of The Bab on Mt. Carmel
Extracts from Mirza Moneer's letters, Acca, Syria, March 22, 1909'.

S

UNDAY· morning, Abdul-Baha drove
from Acca to Haifa with his family and a few of the old believers. Along
the shore, half way between the two
cities, there is now a small house which
the government has built for the watch
of the road. Here, in the middle of the
desert, we stopped and had luncheon;
then, after an hour and a half, we
reached Haifa.
But few of the believers knew that
nine years ago the remains of His Holiness, The Bab, had been quietly placed
in the (place of) Hazerat-o-Ikoods on
Mount Carmel.

A week before the Feast of Naurooz
(March 21st) Abdul-Baha had sent to
Haifa two of the believers that they
should prepare everything for the coming ceremonies.
Nine years ago a believer of Rangoon
(India) sent to Haifa a large casket
made of marble, beautifully worked with
the Greatest Name in relief and gilded
three times on each side. It was later
to hold the remains of The Bab, which
had been kept 60 years (59 A. D., or
solar years) in safety. Now they were
to be definitely buried by Abdul-Baha.
A few weeks before some twenty men
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had pulled this heavy marble casket up
the mountain. Abdul-Baha gave the last
necessary instructions and it was slowly
slid down into the under part of the
Tomb. This must have been performed
with the help of the Kingdom of ElAbha, for though the work presentee!
great difficulty and was done by inexperienced men, everyone wondered at
the ease with which it was done.
The Shrine under the ground was
lighted with but one lamp. Abdul-Baha
waited until all was well finished. He
threw off his turban; he removed his
shoes; he took off his coat-but what
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followed was so impressive that it is useless for me to attempt to picture it! I
will simply relate what happened.
Our Beloved, with his hair waving
around his beautiful head, his face shining with light, looking inspired, tragic
and majestic, rushed down and threw
himself on his knees. He placed the
remains of The Bab in the large coffin
(in the marble-casket) and leaning his
blessed head on the border of the coffin,
he wept, wept, wept-and all wept with
him.
That night the Master did not sleep.

"The body of man, which has been formed gradually,
must similarly be decomposed gradually"
Tablet from ABDUL-BAHA to Shanaz 'iNaite*
To the maid-servant of God, Shahnaz
\Yaite, San Diego, California.-Upon
her be the Glory of God the Most
Glorious!

He Is God!
thou who art the daughter of the
Kingdom!
Thy letter has been received. Due to
scarcity of time, I write the answer
briefly: The body of man, which has
been formed gradually, must similarly
be decomposed gradually. This is according to the real and natural order
and Divine Law. If it had been better

o

'" NOTEr--This tablet is in answer to a
letter I wrote to Abdul-Baha, April 14,
1920, in regard to our having formed a
Board for the San Diego Assembly, of
which Mr. Waite is Chairman. I also
wrote of the wonderful self-sacrifice and
loving service which Mary F!enn has for
several years rendered the Cause here,
keeping the fire burning under most discouraging circumstances. I also asked
for instructions regarding cremation, of
which I knew he does not approve, but
I wished to have his own words upon the
subject.-Shahnaz Waite.

for it to be burned after death, in its
very creation it would have been so
planned that the body would automatically become ignited after death, be consumed and turned into ashes. But the
divine order formulated by the heiwenly ordinance is that after death this
body shall be transferred from one stage
to another different from the preceding
one, so that according to the relations
which exist in the world, it may gradually combine and mix with other elements, thus going through stages until
it arrives in the vegetable kingdom,
there turning into plants and flowers,
developing into trees of the highest
paradise, becoming perfumed and attaining the beauty of color.
Cremation suppresses it speedily from
attainment to these transformations, the
elements becoming so quickly decomposed that transformation to these various stages is checked.
Convey on my behalf my utmost love
to thy honored husband! I am supplica ting that he may day by day attain
to spiritual development. In regard to
the meeting which has been formed in
that city, it is my hope that that assembly may become illumined and like unto
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a rose-garden it may diffuse sweet fragrance.
Convey on my behalf respectful greetings to Miss Mary Fenn! In reality
this dear maid-servant of God has arisen
in service, deserving the bestowal of the
divine bounties. I should like to write
a letter to the friends of San Diego, but
owing to the scarcity of opportunity I
sufficed with a short supplication for
them:

"0 Thou the Lord of Hosts! The city
of San Diego was like a lifeless body.
Now a breath of the Spirit of Life has
wafted over those regions. Some souls
have arisen from the graves of the world
of nature which is the eternal death;
they have been revived by the Holy
Ghost, and they have started in servitude to Thy threshold.
, '0 thou affectionate Lord! Bestow
npon these featherless and wingless birds
two heavenly wings and give unto them
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spiritual strength, so that they may soar
in the limitless space and attain to the
apex of the Kingdom of Abha!
"0 Lord! Strengthen these feeble
seedlings so that each one may develop
into a fruitful tree, exhibiting the utmost freshness and liveliness. Assist
them and make them victorious, so that
they may rout and vanquish the army of
ignorance and misapprehension; lift
up the banner of love and guidance
among the people; bestow like unto
the spring breeze freshness and life unto
the tree of humanity; give greenness
and liveliness like unto the spring
shower to the meadows of that continent! Verily, Thou art the Able and
the Powerful, the Bestower and the Affectionate ! "
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur,
Haifa, Palestine, June 2nd, 1920.)

Prayer for the dead and progress in the after-life
Teaching given by ABDUL-BAHA in 1904 to Ethel J. Rosenberg.
BDUL-BAHA said that through the
A
mercy of God, not through His
justice, the condition of those who have
died in sin and unbelief can be changed.
We are commanded to pray that their
condition may be changed. As we have
the power to pray for these souls here,
so shall we have the same power in the
after-life-in the Kingdom.
The power of this prayer of intercession i!> a special teaching of this religion.
To pray for the dead was not given as
a special religious command ( of the
Divine Teacher), until this day of the
Blessed Perfection.
The grace of effective intercession is
one of the perfections belonging to perfect and advanced souls, as well as to
the Manifestations of God. Jesus Christ
had the power of interceding for the
forgiveness of His enemies when on
earth, and He certainly has this power
now.

Abdul-Baha never mentions the name
of a dead person without saying, "May
God forgive him," or words to that
effect.
Followers of the prophets have also
this power of praying for the forgiveness of souls, therefore we may not
think that any souls are condemned to
a stationary condition of suffering or
loss, arising from absolute ignorance of
God. The power of effective intercession for them always exists.
All the people in the other world, are
they not the creatures of God ~ Therefore, they can progress in the other
world. As they can also receive light
by supplicating here, so they can also
receive light by supplicating there. The
rich in the other world can help the
poor, as the rich can help the 'poor here.
In every world all are the creatures of
God. They are always dependent on
Him. They are not independent, and
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can never be so. vVhile they are needful
of God, the more they supplicate, the
richer they become.
What is their merchandise, their
wealth ~ In the other world what is help
and assistance 1 It is intercession.
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Undeveloped souls must gain progress at first through the supplications of
the spiritually rich; afterwards they can
progress through th~ir own supplications.

"In this great dispensation Thou dost accept the intercession
of the sons in behalf of their fathers"
Tablet from ABDUL-BAHA to Albert R. Windust.
To Mr. Albert R. Windust, Chicago, Ill.
-Upon him be R\HA'O'LL.\H EI-Abha!

He Is God!

o Thou Almighty!

0 Thou Forgiver 1
The servant of Thy Threshold, Windust, turns his face toward the Kingdom
of Abha and begs for his father* Thy
Grace and Bounty. 0 Thou Omnipotent
Lord! In this Great Dispensation Thou
dost accept the intercession of the sons
in behalf of their fathers. This is one
of the special infi·nite bestowals of this
cycle. Therefore, 0 Thou kind Almighty! Accept the request of this thy
servant at the Threshold of Thy Singleness and submerge his father in the
ocean of Thy graces-because this flon
is confirmed in the accomplishment of
Thy services and is displaying the utmost of effort at all time in the pathway of Thy love ! Verily Thon art the
Giver, the Forgiver and the Kind!

o thou

divine servant!
Be thou not unhappy on account of
the death of thy father. All of us will
hasten from this world to another world.
This mundane life has no importance
whatsoever. It is our hope that in the
divine world we shall find eternal union
and seek everlasting fellowship. Importance lies in this fact. This station is
;;Thomas vVindust, printer, was born
in London, England, November 12th,
1849. Died at Chicago, May 21st, 191:3,
and was buried in Mount Hope Cemetery, May 23rd.
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obtained through faith and self-sacrifice in the path of God. Consequently
we must make an effort to obtain happiness and joyousness in the other world.
Convey the wonderful Abha greeting
to the believers. Chicago, in comparison with the cities of America, V>'aS in
advance and numerically contained more
Bahais. But when the stench (vile
odor) of the nakazeen was spread in that
city there was stagnation. The Cause in
other cities of America is progressing
day unto day, but Chicago is stationary.
Therefore, strive that the s,Yeet fragrance of the Testament and the Covenent may become diffused, the nostrils
of the spiritual ones become perfumed,
the banner of "Ya-Baha-el-Abha!" be
unfurled and the tent of the oneness
of the world of humanity be pitched.
Then ye shall observe that Chicago will
become the Paradise of Abha. These
few nakazeen cannot accomplish anything worth while. The utmost is this
that they will be the means of the drooping of the believers of God in that city.
A person deprived of the spirit of the
Covenant is sentenced as dead. The
dead surely disintegrate.
TherefQ-l~e,
breathe the spirit of the Covenant and
the Testament as much as ye can in the
hearts so that the souls may progress
day unto day and obtain a new exhilaration.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS!
(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
July 4th, 1913, Port Said, Egypt.)

---_._------- .._ - - - - -
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CHARLES H. GREENLEAF

BORN MAY 6,1857
DIED MAY24,1920
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Obituary
CABLEGRAMS l!-'ROM ABDUL-BAHA

Regarding death of Oharles H. Greenleaf and Albert H. Hall:
"SUPPLICATING LORD OF THE KINGDOM TO SUBMERGE
THESE TWO BLESSED SOULS IN THE OCEAN OF HIS MERCy."-ABBAS.
Regarding the death of Linian F. Ka.ppes:
BAGEROFF-DoCTOR MOODY, TEIIERAN"MISS KAPPES VERY HAPPY. I INVITE WORLD BE
NOT GRIEVED. ApPLY TO MR. VAIL, URBANA, FOR
SUBSTITUTE. ELIZ~\BETH [STEWART] LEFT FOR TEHER.I.N."-ABBAS.
CHARLES H. GREENLEAF
A great pioneer of the Bahai Cause
in America, his honor Charles H. Greenleaf, came to the end of the trail of this
earthly life, May 24th, 1920. He was
a giant in mind and body, and a guide
to great numbers of souls in their search
for Truth. He was one of the three
recognized pillars of strength of the
Cause in the early days-being closely
associated with Thornton Chase and
Arthur S. Agnew. Those who received
the Message of the Kingdom from him
remember his logical presentations and
powerful arguments-qualities that were
needed to convince the Western mind,
especially when, at that time, there were
very few of the words of BAHA'O'LLAH
and Abdul-Baha translated into English.
,Ve ever think of him as the associate
of Thornton Chase, whom Abdul-Baha
termed "a twinkling star on the horizon of Truth, at present hid behind the
clouds, but which shall soon radiantly
shine forth."
A noble soul has passed. "Ya-Bahael-Abha! "

Tablet from

Abd~tl-Baha.

Through his honor Mr. Chase to Mr.
Charles H. Greenleaf-Upon him be
BAHA'O'LLAH!
He Is God!
o thou member of the Merciful ~Ieet
ing!
Mr. Chase offered the highest praise

for you, and while in the Blessed Spot
(Acca) he remembered you always.
Know thou his value, for he is a kind
and faithful friend, firm in the Covenant and Testament.
o thou who art firm in the Covenant!
Thy services and those of thy revered
wife are acceptable in the Kingdom of
Abha, for ye have made your home a
nest for the birds of God, and have
engaged in teaching the Cause of God.
Ye are truthful gardeners of the
Garden of God, and two agreeable servants of the Holy Threshold.
This confirmation must become the
source of joy to life and repose to the
conl':lClence.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-R4.HA ABBAS.
(Translated Chicago, August 4, 1907.)
Charles Herman Greenleaf was born
on a beautiful farm near Cold Springs,
Wisconsin, May 6, 1857. His parents
were Augustus and Charlotte Stanford
Greenleaf. ·When about two and a half
years old the family moved to California and there, among the hills and
the mountains, he spent the happiest
days of his childhood, not realizing any
of the hardships which inevitably attend pioneer life.
Throughout the
years of turmoil after his return to the
middle west, the visions of snow capped
peaks, rushing mountain streams, rare
flowers in secreted places, and hardy
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kindly miners, always refreshed and re- the choice of a weak instrument. I feel
very weak and lowly, as nothing, and I
joiced his heart.
At the age of twenty-one Mr. Green- would not bear the responsibility 6f this
leaf was admitted to the Illinois Bar, place were I not possessed with the sense
the youngest graduate in a class of of my own emptiness, seeking only the
forty, and at that time he was elected inpouring of His Spirit, strength and
as enrolling and engrossing 'clerk of wisdom. This Convention but now called
the senate at Springfield, Ill. He was to order, has been in conscious, silent
with the Illinois Trust and Savings session for several hours. There is no
Bank, in Chicago, for twenty-two years. need of any introduction. The opening
August 8th, 1882, he married E. Eliz- of this Convention was sung in the heart
of everyone of you who turned his face
azeth Rohrer of Evanston, Illinois.
to the East this morning, and if you
Soon after the W orId 's Columbian
did not then catch the message of love
Exposition in Chicago he became intera'nd unity in all its fulness, it has
ested in the universal teachings of
beautifully sounded in your ears as the
BAHA'O'LLAH and was a member of the
inspiring Tablet has been read [refers
first House of Spirituality, continuing
to Tablet regarding Mashrekol-Azkar
in this service throughout his life. His
received in March, 1910]. There is no
love for Abdul-Baha, the Center of
other word to be uttered. It is for us
God's Covenant, was his greatest charnow to address ourselves directly to the
acteristic.
work in hand. "Ve are here representHe is survived by his wife and two ing the Bahai Assemblies throughout
sons, Albert E. and Charles L., and America and Canada, to bring home the
three sisters, Mrs. E. F. Comstock 'of sn bstantial offerings of our sacrifice, to
Chicago, Mrs. E. W. Dakin and Miss encourage each other with the report of
Lily Greenleaf of Oak Park, Ill.
onr work-not to boast or overstate it.
We must face His Truth just as it is.
Do not let us delude ourselves. They
ALBERT H. HALL
are the worst deluded in the world who
In the spring of 1920, one of the we11- are self-deluded. We are not afraid nor
known and active servants of the Bahai ashamed of the situation, but of ourCause in America, Albert H. Hall, of selves-that is all. Let us seek knowledge
Minneapolis, passed from the plane of with the light of Truth and the Truth
shall make us free." (From B."'-HAI
the seen to the unseen.
He will ever be remembered for his NEWS, Vol. 1, No. 4).
Enfeebled by ill health, nevertheless,
service~ in the early development of the
Bahai Temple Unity, the body entrusted he determined to make the journey from
with the building of the Mashrekol- Minneapolis to New York City to attend
the Annual Convention in 19'20, although
Azkar in America.
From 1910 to 1914, Albert H. Hall his physician warned him it might hasten
was selected each year as chairman of the hour of death. He paid the price,
the Annual Convention; he was elected and everyone present at the Feast of EIa member of the Unity during the same Rizwan will remember the ring of his
period, and was chosen as its president voice, though feeble, when he cried out
in 1911, which position he held up to to the assembled delegates and friends:
"Arise, shine, for thy light has come
and during the year 1914.
At the Convention of 1910, when Mr. and the glory of God has risen upon
Hall was unanimously chosen Chairman, thee! "
he said: "God chooses the weak things
On the journey home, he met an old
to confound the mighty. Y on have made acquaintance on the train, Mr. Ole Han-
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sen, former mayor of Seattle, who has
won national attention.
Mr. Hall,
propped up on pillows, gave him the
glorious Message of the coming of The
Kingdom, and his personal copy of the
Hidden Words and Seven VaUeys.
Deeds reveal the station of the man.

IN MEMORIAM

To the Judges of the District Cmlrt of
the Fourth Judicial 1J~strict, State of
Minnesota, and to the Members of
the Hennepin County Bar:
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his wife and one daughter, Mrs. William L. Appleby, both of this city....
"Bert" Hall, as he was familiarly·
known throughout Hennepin Oounty,
was primarily and essentially the poor
man's lawyer; no client was too mean,
nor was his cause too small, but that
Bert Hall gave him his untiring and
unstinted effort; it made no difference
whether the client had funds, or even
prospects of receiving them, and it
seemed as though the less the prospect
of getting a fee, the more generously he
gave of his brilliant mind and indefatigable energy; if he believed that his
client '8 cause was just, that cause became the paramount matter with him
and it took precedence over his self-interest, his famil-y and his friends.
Bert Hall lived and died practicing
what he had always preached-The
Brotherhood of Man.

Albert Heath Hall was born on July
11th, 1858, in Alexandria, Licking
County, Ohio, son of Rev. Levi and Lucinda Mitchell Hall; he came to Minnesota in 1873 and received his early
education at Austin; he entered the University of Minnesota in 1875, remaining
in school there until the end of his ju~
nior year; he was a member of the Chi
PETER BUIKEMA
Psi and Phi Delta Phi Fraternities.
While attending the University of MinOur faithful co-worker on the STAR
nesota he earned his livelihood by work- OF THE "VEST, MISS Gertrude Buikema,
ing in a sawmill, and later, worked for has suffered the breaking of the tender
the first telephone company organized ties of home through the death of her
in the Twin Cities, stringing the first father, Peter Buikema, at Ohicago, Janline of wire in the city of MinneapoJis; uary 27, 1921.
he afterwards was night telephone opBorn in Provincie Groningen, Nethererator while attending his classes at lands, January 15, 1835, he lived more
college;
than the allotted three-score years and
After leaving the University of Min- ten in this limited world. With splennesota, Mr. Hall entered the law office did vigor of soul, characteristic of his
of Judge Frederick Hooker as a law nationality, he entered the larger life
student, and a short time later, accepted with perfect trust in God.
a position in the Treasury Department
The presence of the great number of
at ,Vashington, D. C., and while there friends who came to pay their respects
studied law at Columbian University, to the departed, was a testimony to the
which later became the George IN ash- spiritual life of this family. The warm
ington University; he graduated from tributes of the pastor of the Holland ReOolumbian in 1884. From 1884 to 1920, formed Church where Mr. Buikema athe was actively engaged in the practice tended, found a response in the hearts of
of raw at Minneapolis, and tried some the large gathering of Bahais, Ohristians,
thirty-five hundred contested cases; he and others present. The Bahai "Benedied May 25th, 1920, after an illness diction, " sung at the close of the serwhich was critical for only a few weeks, vice, calmed all hearts by its spiritual
having been in poor health, however, blessing.
for almost a year. He is survived by
In extending our sympathy to the
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FUNERAL CORTEGE OF LILLIAN F. KAPPES.
bereaved, we realize our words are inadequate, and know that only the Words
of BAHA '0 'LLAH and Abdul-Baha express
the comfort we would endeavor to
express. From every hand, where the'
news has reached, have come letters of
condolence to our co-worker, Miss
Buikema. On behalf of the Bahais
everywhere, we extend to ouI' esteemed
sister heartfelt love and sympathy.
A.R.W.
LILLIAN FRANOES KAPPES
Teheran, Persia, December 7th, 1920.

remains interred in the garden facing
one of its nine openings-a most beautiful resting place.
When Lillian F. Kappes ascendedA wave of sorrow passed over the world,
From East to West it swept,
From bleeding hearts its foam was hurled,
While countless mourners wept.
"Like Joseph of old into Egypt; you're sent,"*
Came the firm command of her Lord,
"In tests and in trials yonr life will be spent."
Unfaltering, sustained by His Word,
For loving and kind His manner and voice,
"Keep your thonghts and your heart crystal
pure,"
In the utmost of faith she made the high choice,
And gained her reward through the power
to endure.

-Amat ol a' Alla.
(Dr. Susan I. Moody.)

Dearly loved Bahai friends:
After nine years of unexampled courage, faithfulness, devotion and success [From the STAR OF THE WEST, Volume 2,
No. 18.]
in the face of unnumbered difficulties
endured while building up the girls' Extract f1"om tettM' written by Miss
Tarbiat School, which was as the apple
Kappes to Mr. D. D. Babcock, SeatUe,
of her eye, our gifted and beloved sisWash., dated at Teheran, Persia, D'ee.
ter, Lillian F. Kappes, after only three
19, 1911:
days' serious illness of typhus fever, Dear brother in EI-Abha:
literally went to sleep, to awake in the
Praise God! Through your unceasHoly Presence.
ing, untiring efforts and assistance, it
The city is enveloped in a cloud of
became possible for me to follow the besorrow. The Bahai women are weeping.
hest of Abdul-Baha, to enjoy the blessed
The school children are mourning their
privilege' of the visit to Thonon and
director, teacher, friend. She died at
finally to arrive in safety at my destina12 :30 midnight on December 1st; was
tion. Many conilicting reports started
carried with royal honor, the cortege
Miss Stewart and me off rather hurriedly
numbering hundreds, to the glorious
tomb of Vargha, the Bahai martyr.
"Note-Quotations tal{en from her account of
The Bahai burial service was held in ber visit in tbe holy presence of Abdul-Baha at
the dome of the tomb and the mortal Thonon-les-Bains, Switzerland, Aug. 27-29, 1911.
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in the effort to meet Abdul-Baha at the
R.aces' Congress in London, though we
eventually spent one month there in the
daily hope of his arrival. After writing
and cabling and much uncertainty, word
came to Tammadon-ul-Molk, his interpreter, who was in the same house with
us, and Miss Juliet Thompson, of New
York, who lodged next door, to proceed

EXPECT
NOT
FROM
THE
WORLD LOVE AND COMPASSION, ITS WAY IS EVER
TYRANNY AND SUPPRESSION!
The most difficult task for the
Society of Khademeen Atfal (those
devoting their services to children)
is to announce to the friends of God
the death of our American Bahai
sister, Miss Lillian Frances Kappes.
This revered and blessed soul, who
in the year 1911, came from America
to Persia in the services of the Tarbiat School, and spent her precious
life in educating her Persian sisters.
passed on to the Threshold of the
Almighty at the age of about thirty,
on Wednesday morning, December
1st, Nineteen hundred and twenty,
and left the traces of her qualities
and virtues in the hearts. The only
consolation that we have is that Miss
Lillian Kappes has not really died,
for though her physical temple has
put on the garment of death her holy
spirit is clothed with the silken robe
of Life and will live forever and
forever.
SOCIETY OF KHADEMEEN
ATFAL, Teheran, Persia.

to Geneva, SwitzerlanG. In two days
Miss Stewart and I were telegraphed for
and proceeded to Thonon on the French
side of Lake Geneva, the incomparable,
doubly beautiful for his presence there.
Ignorant of the point of our debarkation, I was admiring, from the lake
steamer, an exquisite, ethereal looking
range of mountains, rising as if from
the heavenly deeps, and as our boat drew
nearer, a sweet, peaceful looking village
was disclosed at their very base-and to
our great astonishment we found our-
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selves at Thonon. Though we did not
know it, Abdul-Baha was at that moment
abroad on the lake with M. and Mme.
Dreyfus-Barney, Juliet Thompson, Mirza R.affie and several Orientals, and
when, after resting, six hours later we
were greeted and called to meet him,
and I told him of what I called my
dream mount.ains, those self-same hills
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now forming a background for him as
he sat. at the window, he said: "Sometimes the heart sees what the eyes cannot see." Then," If it were not for the
Cause of BAHA'O'LLAH we would never
have met.-never have known each other
-you would not be here." We were
there two days, and, with many to see
him, our interviews were perforce short
though both evenings, at dinner, we sat
opposite him at the same table. The
first evening he told several humorous
stories, but the second all his talk was
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pointed to us and of The Kingdom. He
iterated and reiterated: "I am sending
vou to Persia that you may serve in
Persia , so that all the friends and all
the people will praise you." That we
must always be united in all things, to
be no cause of discord, to love all the
people alike. That we would meet many
hardships and trials.
One of his last messages was to you,
for when I told him about your unceasing efforts on my byhalf and of the fire
of your enthusiasm and courage, he sent
his affectionate greetings to Mr. Babcock. To say to him he had done wellvery well indeed-and that Abdul-Ba?a
was pleased with him. After I gave hIm
D'reetings from the Seattle Assembly, he
~aid: ' 'I will see you again in the Kingdom of Heaven." When I asked him to
be healed physically and spiritually to
serve in the Cause of God, he smiled
and said, the while we sat at his feet:
"God willing, you will be healed-you
must keep your thoughts and heart
pure. " When he dismissed us he said
he would see us again to say "goodbye. " What he had said of you touched
me as nothing else did and I wept and
wept for it was the Lord's "Well done,
I
thou , good and faithful servant. "
thought I should be completely satisfied if he ever said that of me. It was
to me the epitome of approval. Rejoice!
Rejoice! that in this Glorious Day it has
been said of you. May your goodness
increase!
We went out with: "I am sending
vou forth as Jacob sent Joseph of old"
•-and I could say nothing but, "YaBaha-el-Abha! Ya-Baha-el-Abha!" he
echoing it back and repeating while he
held us fast at either· hand going forward toward the doorway. And so we
went forth.
MAR,Y MATTISEN
The hearts of all the Bahais of the
Jhicago Assembly went out to their
brother Andrew Mattisen during the
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month of October, 1920. His wife, lVIary,
a young woman devoted in heart, to the
Cause and to her husband and little
child, passed from this world to the
realm beyond. ,Ve are grateful that the
promises of BAHA'O'LLAH and AbdulBaha regarding that blessed world are
the consolation of the bereaved.
A.M.DAHL
Cambridge Springs, Pa.,
September 22, 1920.
My dearest friends:
Our dear brother, Mr. A. M. Dahl, of
Pittsburgh, passed on to the Supreme
Concourse September 15th. He was hit
with an engine and killed instantly.
The body was taken to Chicago and a
Bahai funeral service was held there.
I understood the funeral was to be in
Pittsburgh and hastened there. I found
they had all gone except the wife of the
older son and three little grandchildleIl.
I stayed with them one day. These dear
little children were constantly speaking
of what he had told them and every
little while they would speak of him.
His influence for good will be a great
inspiration in those children's lives.
A new Bahai in a store said: "Only
two days ago Mr. Dahl came in and
shook hands with me so cordially and I
was so happy to see him." Another
friend who had heard of the BahaiCause
said: "Mr. Dahl was so jolly, so kind
and so good!" Everyone spoke of him
with such tenderness and love.
Mr. Dahl was so faithful in the Pittsburgh work. Those who worked with
him will never forget those days. I
never knew him to miss keeping the fast
or the feasts. He made photographs of
Abdul-Baha and gave them to friends
to use in the Cause. All the photographs used in the South American
newspaper articles were made by Mr.
Dahl. Mr. Dahl went without his lunch
for years and sent the money to support a girl in the schools in Teheran,
p'ersia. He typed the Creative Word
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to send out. He was always a happy
Bahai, and so generous that he gave
away nearly everything he had. Several
times I have seen him take his coat off
his back and pass it on to someone. In
thinking of Mr. Dahl I felt: "How beautiful that he gave his all to Abdul-Baha
in the days when he was here to do it!"
Yours in the Center of the Covenant,
Martha Root.
L. RUSRELL ALDERSON
On August 28th, after a few hours of
illness, our loved brother, L. Russell
Alderson, of the Assembly of Pasadena,
returned to that goal of the lovers of
BAHA'O'LLAH and the Center of the Covenant-the Home Eternal.
His life had been an unconscious witness to that quickening spirit which His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH has breathed into
the dead body of the world, for he loved
and served humanity. Thus he was prepared of God for the knowledge of His
Great Cause, of which he had heard for
years, but, not understanding it, had remained unconfirmed. To this most grateful and unworthy servant was permitted
the great privilege of giving to him successive draughts from that "Chalice of
Everlasting Glory" and his ripe spirit
responded so fully that under its transmuting power his life became consecrated to the Holy Threshold and the
Center of the Covenant, and he arose in
service to his Assembly and also as a
member of the newly established House
of Spirituality which is composed of
representatives from Pasadena, Los Angeles and Glendale.
On Sunday afternoon, August 29th,
a memorial service was held by the Pasadena gathering, which though small in
members is large in spirit. On Monday,
August 30th, in his home, the Episcopal
service was read and the human instrument was laid away among a wealth of
flowers. It was truly a Bahai representation, not orily in the number of be-
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lievers present but in the attendance of
different nationalities; and around that
body, so long frail, and in memory of
that self-sacrificing spirit, many tributeR
to a beautiful life were rendered.
In the heavenly calendar it is not the
length of earthly time that we have been
believers and "followers of the Light,"
but how we have followed it in firmness
in the Covenant which contains in His
words our twofold test and proof: "Love
and obedience to the commands of
Abdul-Baha."
This was the shining
pathway by which, in the spiritual registry of the Kingdom, our dear brother
attained to that Home of Light and
Reality.
IsabelZa D. Brittingharn.
It is with great sorrow that the Pasadena Assembly announces to the friends
throughout the Bahai world the passing
of Mr. Alderson on the morning of August 28th last. From the first meeting
of the organization of the Pasadena Assembly, Mr. Alderson, his wife and their
three sons have been a beautiful factor
in the promotion of the Bahai Cause
both in Pasadena and Los Angeles, and
a more faithful exponent of "Living the
Life" would be difficult to find. Truly
he was ready for the work of the Kingdom beyond this plane, and we trust the
friends will unite in supplicating for the
blessings of the Kingdom of Abha for
him and for those who remain to mourn
his loss.
N elly S. French,
Sec 'y, P'asadena, Calif., Assembly.

JEREMIAH A. 0 'CONNELL
On February 28th, 1920, after a prolonged illness, Mr. Jeremiah A. 0 'Connell died at Chicago. His close personal
friend, Mr. William Patzer, who had
moved to Washington, D. C., arranged
for the funeral and burial at Oakwoods
Cemetery, through the sending of Mrs.
Pauline Hannen to Chicago to look after

(Continued on page 331)

STAR OFTHEWEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy I Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of .America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after ho sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
o ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you I
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the .West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BARA ABBAS.
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Some Answered Questions regarding the Fast
Words by ABDuL-BAHA in answer to questions. From notes brought by
Mrs. Ella Goodall Cooper of San Francisco.

Q

UESTION: "Some of the friends
in America say that the Fast is
not to be observed now but in the future. "
ABDUL-BAHA: "In places where it
will be the cause of trouble, such as in
Bokhara or Afghanistan, or in some of
the towns in Persia, the Fast cannot be
kept. In these places if the friends fast
it will be the cause of trouble, people
will rise against them. But in those
places where there is safety and security it should be kept. I fasted sixty
years-the first one who fasted was I."
QUESTION: "In a family where it is
difficult, should one attempt to keep the
Fast~"

ABDuL-BAHA: "Difficulty is not a
preventative. But if fasting gives rise
to inharmony it is injurious."

QUESTION: ' 'If it is not possible to
take breakfast before sunrise, should
one keep the Fast the best one can ~"
ABDUL-BAHA: "If there be a preventative, it should not be kept. As far
as one possibly can, yes; but if there be
any preventative at any time, no. But
after sunrise one cannot eat. I used to
Fast from sunset to sunset. Early morning eating was difficult for me, therefore when I ate in the evening I took
nothing else until the following evening. "
QUESTION: "If one's health does not
seem to permit of fasting should one
keep the Fast?"
ABDUL-BAHA: "In that case the
doctor must decide. The object is not
this, that not eating is not forbidden;
but eating is forbidden. This is the
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object: not eating is not forbidden, but
eating is forbidden."
QUESTION: "When it is difficult or
impossible to begin at sunrise is it possible to keep the Fast as much as one
can? "
ABDUL-BAHA: "No. After the sunrise nothing should be taken unless the
doctor says that fasting would be injurious (to one's health). In that case,
one can eat at any time one wishes. But
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in a room and locked the door, and did
not permit anything (food or water) to
be taken to him. Indeed, his prisoner
took nothing for nine days, not even
water. For six days he slept, then he
could not sleep any more, but he was
very weak. But now, in this R,evelation,
it is for only twelve hours-very little."
QUESTION: "Should those men keep
the Fast who are employed in mines,
steel mills, etc., where it seems neces-

MONTH OF FASTING-March 2d to 20th inclusive, dtwing which no
manner of food or drink is to be taken between snnrise and sunset. Fasting is enjoined npon everyone. Children, travelers, sick and infirm people, pregn.ant women and nursing mothers at'e free from this obligation.

the whole time ( of fasting) is only
twelve hours-this is nothing."
QUESTION: ' 'Some of the friends
think the life is so strenuous in America that it is not possible to work there
and keep the Fast."
ABDUL-BAHA: "In the Torah the
command for fasting is from sunset to
sunset for three days. For three days
and three nights they, the Jews, take
nothing. This is not obligatory. There
are Fasts of three days, seven days and
nine days. Mr. X. in Persia did not
believe that one could fast for nine days.
He brought a Jew and imprisoned him

sary to eat often to keep up their energy?"
ABDUL-BAHA: "This depends upon
the advice of an expert doctor. If the
doctor says that fasting would be injurious to the health of such people they
should not fast."
QUESTION: "What is the age limit
for fasting?"
ABDUL-BAHA: "Seventy years."
(Notes taken in Persian by Mirza Lotfullah S. Hakim at the Pilgrim House,
Haifa, October 26, 1920, and translated
by Mirza Azizullah Khan Bahadur.)

Societe Nonahalan or Children's Savings Institution
(It is desirable that both the English and Persian> be printed in NAJ":ME BAKHTAR (STAE
OF THE WEST), lI.S every Assembly should share in this effort which must become universal and
"not short lived."-IS'. 1. Moody.)

To the Editors of the STAR OF THE WEST:
You will rejoice to hear that a children's savings institution, the first of its
kind, has been organized upon plans
laid down by the blessed Master himself.
The idea originated with Mirza Mohammed Labib, who had gone to Kaz·See Persian pages 312 and 311.

vin in the interest of the Tavakol
Schools, a branch of the Tarbiat Schools.
The object was to induce the habit of
thrift among children. But, unlike
other penny savings institutions with an
eye to the future, this was to enlist all
from the earliest childhood in activities
for the common good.
So great was the rivalry between the
boys and girls, that within a year five
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hundred tomans had been collected and
a piece of land bou~ht.
When later Mirza Mohammed Labib
made the pilgrimage to Acca, he laid
the project before the Beloved, begging
his blessing and approval, so that this
sherkat (company of shareholders)
might never fail. In reply the Thtlaster
laid his hands upon his breast, emphasizing each word and smiling radiantly
the while saying, "This is my sherkat!
This is my sherkat! Rest assured, this
sherkat is mine!" Then drawing two
gold pieces out of his pocket and handing them to Mirza Labib: "Let this be
my share of the principal and let all my
dividends be applied on public benefits,
such as schools for the children."
Thereupon Mirza Labib produced a
large record book and Abdul-Baha wrote
the following on the fly-leaf:
Prayer revealed and written in the
house of Abdul-Baha at Haifa, Palestin e.He Is God!
o God! Make this company of Bahai
children eternal and everlasting; bestow
blessing and profit and make the members successful in excellent administration, in capacity, faithfulness and integrity; in order to preserve the right of
the children and to act according to
Thy instructions and to form an Assembly of the blessed people so that affairs
be conducted by consultation and not
like other companies to be short lived.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
Prayer revealed for the Societe
Nonahalan and all combined groups of
children studying Dars Akhlagh [i. e.,
lessons taken from all Holy Books] :
Through his honor Mirza Mohammed
Labib, the pilgrim.-Upon him be
BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

He Is God!
pure God! Refresh and vivify
these young shoots of the great river of
guidance, and by the breeze from the
Garden of Oneness grant them joy, and

o
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by the heat of the Sun of Reality bestow upon them new life, so that they
may sprout and grow up, progressing
day by day; bud and bring forth leaves
and fruit.
o Educator! Give to all intelligence,
grant strength and power and make
them manifestations of helpfulness and
favor, so that they may live among the
people in the utmost degree of dignity.
Thou art the Powerful! the Mighty!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
Upon his return, Mirza Labib urged
the establishment of another Nonahalan
(young plants) cent er in Teheran, to
which he presented one of these gold
pieces. As an opportunity for the parents to participate, a similar record book
was arranged. In this, then, are duly
numbered and recorded these contributions to Abdul-Baha's share in the sherkat. Naturally such contributions are
open to all the Bahai brotherhood. Indeed, it is hoped that this work may be
established in every community throughout the world.
The following are the basic principles
laid down by Abdul-Baha:
1. An executive committee must be
established to draw up and carry out a
set of rules and regulations.
2. Tickets or checks to be of the lowest denominations.
3. No shareholders to be allowed to
withdraw any of the principal and can
take up interest only at the expiration
of ten years, and then to be allowed to
draw three-fourths of the accumulated
interest, the remaining fourth to be applied on the public fund.
Respectfully submitted to the STAR OF
THE WEST for publication (sealed by
the committee),
Mirza Mohamrned Labib,
Miss Lillian F. Kappes,
Mirza Nuredin,
Doctor Susan 1. Moody,
Goodsea Ashraf Khanom.
-Founders of Teheran branch of Societe Nonahalan.
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Obituary
(Continued from page 327)

some affairs of the deceased. Both Mr.
P'atzer and Mrs. Hannen are members
of the Committee of Consultation of
Washington, D. C., and they united
with the House of Spirituality of Chicago to carry out the last wishes of the
deceased. Mr. 0 'Connell was the recipi~nt of Tablets from Abdul-Baha
and turned his face ever to that Center
of Guidance.

DR. GEORGE DAVIDSON
BUCHANAN, B.A., Ph.D.
On November 13th, 1920, the soul of
Dr. George Davidson Buchanan departed from this terrestrial life to take
up the higher duties of the heavenly
worlds, after years of service and devotion to the Cause of the oneness of God
and humanity. The latter years of his
life were marked by much physical suffering and for several years he was bedridden, yet his dauntless and cheerful
spirit overcame these mortal afflictions
that flesh is heir to, and was a constant
inspiration, to the friends of God, of the
joy and happiness that radiates from a
Bahai life.
It is strange how fate overtakes man.
The doctor had the minds of three continents following his teachings and
example, and his sermons caused thousands of people to follow the higher and
nobler spiritual life that is destined for
man. Yet in his last hours, he was
taken from his home, without the knowledge of his friends and the Bahais, and
passed on under very trying circumstances, without the word or presence
of a single friend at his bedside. Yet
his great soul knew no bondage of human
making, for it had contacted with that
everlasting Life-giving Center of the
Covenant, .and the humility of this
world will become his eternal glory.
The doctor was born of Scottish par-

ents in Baltimore 68 years ago, was educated for the law and admitted to practice, yet after a short but successful pursuit of this profession, he felt the call
to a nobler cause and commenced the
study of theology under Professor
Hodge, the eminent Presbyterian divine
of America, and was ordained in the
ministry of that church after graduating
from the Divinity School of Princeton
University-the same year that President W oodrow V\Tilson was graduated.
For two years he preached in the city
of his nativity and although a young
man, his fame spread as the silvertongued orator of Baltimore.
Then commenced his life of travel. He
went to Australia where his abilities as
a preacher attracted much attention and
he was inducted to the ministry of the
Cairns Memorial Church of Melbourne,
which pastorate he held for many years
with great distinction to his calling. It
was in his church that Madame Melba
began her remarkable career as soloist.
Later he accepted a call to the Wickham
Terrace Presbyterian Church, Brisbane,
Queensland, where for over eight years
he spoke to packed congregations, discarding the conventionalism that hampers religious truth and .presenting it in
such a way that business men, strangers,
commercial travelers, and those who
were wont to sneer and cavil at churches
and parsons, were regular attendants.
The Queensland Government endeavored
to secure his services to visit Great
Britain, to lecture there in its behalf to
induce immigration, but he declined a
munificent salary, as he felt his work
lay in a different direction.
So broad and universal was his platform that when he made his historic
address to the Preshyterian Synod on
the "Higher Criticism," such heated
discussion and controversy followed that
at last he was tried and condemned for
heresy by his own flock. However, his
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University in America duly recognized
his literary powers and thinking ability
after this episode, by conferring upOI;l
him the degree of "Doctor of Philosophy." From this time his greatest
work began. Once more he resumed his
travels, visiting England, E u I' 0 P e,
Africa and the Orient. His fame spread
as a lecturer, preacher and writer. He
took up journalism and a British Syndicate sent him into the Belgian Congo to
expose the atrocities of King Leopold
against the natives. A price was placed,
upon his head for these disclosures.
Many of his famous articles were written
under the nom-de-plume "XYZ." He
visited the Holy Land and was in Haifa
in 1892 at about the same time as the
ascension of BAHA'O'LLAH. It was here
that he first heard the name "Bahai"
and associated it always as standing for
purity and cleanliness among the
orientals, though at that time he knew
nothing else about the Cause.
Then he went to Cape Town, South
Africa, where for two years his Sunday
night lectures in the Opera House of
that city packed the largest hall of over
two thousand seating capacity nightly.
He presented spiritual truth in a practical way, appealing to reason, and his
rhetoric and flights of eloquence held his
audiences spell-bound. All the newspaper writeups heralded him as the
, 'Talmage of Australia."
One of his
favorite subjects was "Abraham Lincoln, " another was "The Yankee at
home and abroad." It was during this
period of his life that Dr. Buchanan
made a trip into central Africa, following the trail of Livingstone and Stan1ey.
He visited the Akkas pigmies which so
harassed the expedition of Stanley in
1888 and was treated very kindly by
them. During this trip he was stricken
with the African fever, the effects of
which brought on a stroke of paralysis
from which he never fully recovered.
He numbered among his warm personal
friends, Henry Drummond, Sir Henry
Morton Stanley, Cecil Rhodes, Dr.
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Bevan and many of the worlds notables,
yet the doctor himself was retiring, unassuming, simple in taste and life, and
spoke but little of his own achievements.
Such characteristics attracted many
people to his lectures when he visited
Portland some nine years ago. It was
shortly after hiE> arrival that he was
stricken with a second stroke from which
he never recovered and which kept him
in Portland during the remainder of his
life. At this time Rouhani Latimer
made his acquantance and first gave him
the Message and glad-tidings of the
New Day and of the coming of the
Promised One of whom he had taught
for so many years. His soul was prepared for this glorious Truth as he had
been preaching its principles for a long
time without the knowledge of their
source. His confirmation came with association of 'l'hornton Chase and other
Bahais, and his life ended in the spreading the love and teachings of AbdulBaha. His first message from his Beloved came through brother Chase:
"Deliver my yearning greeting to Dr.
David Buchanan of Portland and say:
'The joining of the River Jordan to the
Most Great Sea is distinct and assured,
but time is required. I ask God that
you may learn all those verses in the
Holy Book, which refer to Haifa and
Acca and quote the m i n you r
addresses.' "
After the recent war he received a
Tablet from Abdul-Baha, in which it
was clearly pointed out that Universal
Peace would not prevail in the Assembly
of Nations gathered at Paris because
misunderstanding and self-interest prevailed, and in such an atmosphere fresh
difficulties would arise. The Tablet
closed with the statement: "Undoubtedly the general condition of the people
and the state of small oppressed nations
will not remain as before. Justice and
right shall be fortified, but the establishment of Universal Peace will be
realized fully only through the Power
of the Word of GOG." A copy of this
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Tablet* was sent by the doctor to
President vVilson and the following
letter was received in reply:
AMERICAN COMMISSION TO NEGOTIATE
PE,ACE
Paris, May 16, 1919.
My dear Dr. Buchanan:
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of April 2nd, with enclosure, and to say
that I shall bring it to the attention of the
President. Let me thank you in his behalf for
your kindness in writing.
Sincerely yours,
GILBERT

F.

CLOSE,

Confidential Secretary to The President.

In looking over the doctor's papers
many letters testifying of his own personal merit and esteem in the eyes of
the world are found. One of these is of
special interest as it came from Cape
Town at a time when he was quite sick
and showed how his spirit was still living in far-away Africa. It reads as
follows:
Cape 'l'own, Feb. 28, 1918.
Dear Doctor Buchanan:
It is now some months ago since I sent you
a duplicate copy of the letter of which I am
now sending you the original, although the
other copy was a duplicate it contained most
of the signatures which appear on the original
copy.
I have not received any reply from you up
to the present and must regretfully conclude
that the last letter miscarried; anyway the
enclosed letter carried with it not only hearty
good wishes of all the signatories thereto, but
also the very affectionate greetings of all your
many friends, of Wllich I have the honor to be
one. Again with kindest and most hearty greetings to you,
Yours very sincerely.
JOHN

S.

INCE.

ENCLOSURE
Cape Town, Oct. 23, 1917.
Geo. Davidson Buchanan, Esq.,
Doctor of Philosophy, Etc.
Dear Dr. Buchanan:
We, the undersigned, a few of your many
admirers in South Africa, join in sending you
affectiona te greetings.
We shall always remember your eloquent
teachings, which elevated our thoughts to contemplation of high and enduring things. Many
of us received from you light on the eternal
verities, which has proved of permanent help
and comfort since.

*Tablet published in
Vol. 10, page 42.
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Life this side of the veil is brief, and probably none of us will see you in the flesh again,
but there is the great Beyond.
May God be with you, old friend, until we
meet again.
Yours very sincerely,
(Signed by twenty-seven names.)

However, there was but little of the
doctor's life and worthy deeds recorded
by himself. He had attained the station of selflessness. The loftiness of his
thoughts and aspirations as found in his
sermons and lectures are the. most fitting
record of his daily life. His manuscripts
are rich in spiritual thought. His last
effort was au outline for a book on the
Bahai Cause but his ill-health prevented
his completion of the work. He had nine
chapters outlined with three headings
as follows:
Bahai Principles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Justice.
Unity.
Peace.

Bahai Universals
Education.
Language.
Franchise.
Bahcti Economics
Co-operation.
Equal Opportunity.
S'piritual Development.

One of his greatest joys was to have
the friends come to him and read from
the Hidden Words. The last time a
group of the friends were with him,
after the reading he remarked: "Never
in alllitemture have I read such matchless beauty of wording and imagery of
thought. " His passing has grieved the
heart because of separation, yet he has
now undertaken that journey on the
Pathway of Knowledge of the Infinite
God, with greater freedom and understanding, and with the aid and prayer
of the Center of the Covenant may he
ever ascend in glorious works, in the
Name of the Lord, to the full realization
of these thoughts from one of his
sermons:
"Material death but ushers in the higher state
To the spirit it but' gives divinity;
Dissolution is but the second birth of the soul,
'Tis but the new nativity.
Resurrection of the life, material existeth not.
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From death and Sheol the body corporate n'ere
again doth rise.
But as of yore, so now the spirit, the soul incarnate
Doth infrequently materialize.
Yea, as Jesus died before, apostles and unbelievers to Illume.
So now the spirit transfigurate doth its earthly
form transciently assume.
Ascension is the life ethereal from earth to
heaven ascending,
'Tis but the ceaseless spirit's flight.
'Tis the dawn of angelhood.
'Tis but the shedding of earthly garb,
'Tis the soul's investiture with Heaven's Light."
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The Bahai service was most ably and
beautifully conducted by our beloved
brother George O. Latimer and the
power and love of the Master was manifested through him in a wonderful
manner.
Bahai hymns were rendered in sweetne!;:s and pathos by a quartette of maidservants which added that touch of

George Latim,er.
MRS. IV!. D. THUMEL AND
KAR,L HANSON
On the 2nd of March the Portland,
Oregon, Bahai Assembly and other
friends gathered at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. Haldeman to pay the last
tribute of love and esteem to our dear
sister Mrs. M. D. Thumel, who departed
from this plane of life Feb. 28th, to
ascend to her station in the eternal Kingdom of EI-Abha. We feel assured she
has come into'" her own" through the
blessed grace of the Father, assisted and
strengthened through her wonderful
firmness and faith in The Genter of The
Covenant.
Mrs. Thumel was born in Brooklyn,
N. Y., Jan. 24th, 1862; and when only
a young child became an ardent Spiritualist, but when she heard of the Bahai
Revelation, it t60k such an immediate
and firm hold on her that she not only
accepted the teachings of BAHA'0 'LLAH
absolutely, but her faith in the Center
of the Covenant became a part of her
consciousness, and no greater tr~:tJUte
can be paid our departed sister than to
reiterate her firmness and love for AbdulBaha under all conditions and circumstances.

ZIA KHANUM

spirituality possible only through the
melody of the human voice.
Mrs. Thumel leaves two daughters,
Mrs. Drucilla Haldeman of this city and
Mrs. Mae Bell Hanson Schroeder of
Chicago.
Just five months and a day Mrs.
Thumel assisted at the services of her
eldest grandson, who passed at that time
-Karl Hanson, a very lovable boy and
a firm Bahai,'strong, very strong for a
child, in faith to the Center of the
Covenant.
The Bahai service for Karl was also
conducted by brother George Latimer,
beautiful in its simplicity and full of
love and affection.
B. N. Bowman.

In Memoriam
HADJl MlRZA HElDAR ALl
"The Angel of .Mt. Oarrnel"
IBTEHJOL-MULK
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CORRECTION
The compilation of the words of
BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha pertaining to the Bahai Movement and Esperanto appearing on page 286 was compiled

by Rufus W. Powell and sent to the
STAR OF THE ViTEST by Jeanne Bolles.
We erroneously stated that the compilation was by her.
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"We desire but the good of the world and the
happiness of the nations; that all nations shall
become one in faith and all men as brothers;
that the· bonds of amection and unity be·tween
the sons of men shall be strengthened, that
diversity of religion shall cease and differences
of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away,
and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."
Words of BAHA 'O'LLAH.

Published Nineteen Times a Y.ear in the Interest of the Bahai Movement
By the Bahai News Service, Chicago, U. S. A.
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The Bahai Movement
RAPIDLY SPREADING THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, AND ATTRACT.
ING THE ATTENTION OF SCHOLARS, SAVANTS AND
REUGIONISTS OF ALL COUNTRIES-ORIENTAL
AND OCCIDENTAL
The Bahai Movement proclaims
the bme of universal peace and
provides the base for the universal
religion-the hope of the ages. It
points the way and supplies the means
for the unity of mankind in the knowl·
edge and love of truth under the high
banner of justice and mercy.
It is divine in origin, human in
presentation, sane, practical and appli.
cable to life in its every phase. In
belief it inculcates naught but truth;
in action, naught but good; in human
relations, naught but loving service.
For the information of those who
know little or nothing of the Bahai
Movement we quote the following
account translated from the (French)
Encyclopaedia of Larousse:
BAHAISM: the religion of the disciples
of Baha'o'Ilah, an outcome of Babism.Mirza Husian Ali Nuri Baha'o'Ilah was born
at Teheran in 1817 A. D. From 1844 he
was one of the first adherents of the Bab,
and devoted himself to the pacific propagation of his doctrine in Persia. After the
death of the Bab he was, with the principal
Babis, exiled to Baghdad, and later to Constantinople and Adrianople, under the surveillance of the Ottoman Government. It
was in th'e latter city that he openly declared his glission, . . . and in his letters to
the principal Rulers of the States of Europe
he in-iited them to join him in establishing
religion and universal peace. From this
time, the Babis who acknowledged him became Bahais. The Sultan then exiled him
(1868 A. D.) to Acca in Palestine, where he
composed the greater part of his doctrinal
works, and where he died in 1892 A. D.
(May 29). He had confided to hi,s son,
Abbas Effendi (Abdul-Baha), the work of
spreading the r~ligion and continuing the
connection between the Bahais of all parts

of the world. In point of fact, there are
Bahais everywhere, not only in Mohammedan countries, but also in all the countries
of Europe, as well as in the United States,
Canada, Japan, India, etc. This is because
Baha'o'llah has known how to transform
Babism into a universal religion, which is
presented as the fulfillment and completion
of all the ancient faiths. The Jews await
the Messiah, the Christians the return of
Christ, the Moslems the Mahdi, the Buddhists the fifth Buddha, the Zoroastrians Shah
Bahram, the Hindoos the reincarnation of
Krishma, and the Atheists-a better social
organization!
Baha' o'llah represents all
these, and thus destroys the rivalries and
the enmities of the different religions; reconciles them in their primitive purity, and frees
them from the corruption of dogmas and
rites. For Bahaism has no clergy, no religious ceremonial, no public prayers; its only
dogma is belief in God and in His Manifestations. . . • . The principal works of
Baha'o'nah are the Kitab-ul-Ighan, the
Kitab-ul-Akdas, the Kitab-ul-Ahd, and numerous letters or tablets addressed to sovereigns or to private individuals. Ritual holds
no place in the religion, which must be
expressed in all the actions of life, and
accomplished in neighborly love. Every one
must have an occupation. The education of
children is enjoined and regulated. No one
has the power to receive confession of sins,
or to give absolution. The priests of the
existing religions should reno:.mce celibacy,
and should preach by their example, mingling in the life of the people. Monogamy
is universally recommended, etC. Questions
not treated of are left to the civil law. of
each country, and to the decisions of the
Bait-ul-Adl, or House of Justice, instituted
by Baha'o'I1ah. Respect toward the Head
of the State is a part of respect toward God.
A universal language, and the creation of
tribunals of arbitration between nations, are
to suppress wars. "You are all' leaves of
the same tree, and drops of the same sea,"
Baha'o'llah has said. Briefly, ·it is not so
much a new religion, as' Religion renewed
and unified, which is directed today by Abdul-Baha.-Nouveau Larousse lIlustre, supplement, p. 60.
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WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA
"Great importance must be given to the development of the STAR OF THE WEST. The
circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that
even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in
all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the
world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAIt OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and
the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light
of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to
the Bahai teachers all over the world."
From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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Twelve Basic Bahai Principles
COMPILED FROM THE WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA
These twelve basic Bahai principles were laid down by Baha' o'I1ah over
sixty years ago and are to be found in his published
writings of that time.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

The oneness of the world of humanity.
Independent investigation of truth.
The foundation of all religions is one.
Religion must be the cause of unity.
Religion must be in accord with science and reason.
Equality between men and women.
Prejudice of all kinds must be forgotten.
Universal peace.
Universal education.
Solution of the economic problem.
A universal language.
An international tribunal.

1. The Oneness of the World of
Humanity
Baha'o'lIah addresses himself to the world of
man saying, "¥e are all the leaves of one tree
and the fruits of one arbor." That is, the world
of existence is no other than one tree, and the
nations or peoples are like unto the different
branches or limbs thereof, and human individuals
are similar to the fruits and blossoms thereof
while in all past religious books and
epistles, the world of humanity has been divided
into two parts: one called the "people of the
Book," or the "pure tree," and the other, the
"evil tree." One-half of the people' of th" world
were looked upon as belonging to the faithful,
and the o,ther as belonging to the irreligious and
the infidel; one-half of the people were consigned
to the mercy of the Creator, and the other half
were considered as objects of the wrath of their
Maker. But Baha'o'lIah proclaimed the oneness
of the world of humanity-he submerged all
mankind in the sea of divine generosity~

2.

Independent Investigation
of Truth

No man should follow blindly his ancestors and
forefathers. Nay, each must see with his own
eyes, hear with his own ears, and investigate
truth in order that he may find the Truth; whereas the religion of forefathers and ancestors is
based upon blind imitation-man should investigate the truth.

3.

The Foundation of All
Religions is One

The foundation underlying all the divine precepts is one reality.. It must needs be reality,
and reality is one, not multiple. Therefore the

foundation of the divine religions is one. But we
can see that certain forms have come in, certain
imitations of forms and ceremonials have crept
in.. They are heretical, they are accidental, because they differ; hence they cause differences
among religions. But if we set aside these imitations and seek the reality of the foundation we
shall all agree, because religion is one and not
multiple.

4.

Religion Must Be the Cause
of Unity Among Mankind

Every religion is the greatest divine effulgence,
the cause of life amongst men, the cause of thb
honor of humanity, and is productive of life
everlasting amongst humankind~ Religion is not
for enmity or hatred. It is not for tyranny or
injustice. If religion be the cause of enmity and
rancor, if it should prove the cause of alienating
men, assuredly non-religion would be better. For
religion and the teachings which appertain to it
are a course of treatment. What is the object of
any course of treatment? It is cure and healing.
'But if the outcome of a course of treatment
should be productive of mere diagnosis and discussion of symptoms, the abolition of it is evi ...
dently preferable. In this sense, abandoning religion would be a step toward unity.

5. Religion Must Be in Accord
With Science and Reason
Religion must be reasonable; it must agree per ...
fectly with science, so that science shall sanction
religion and reJigion sanction science. The two
must be brought together, indissolubly, in reality.
Down to the present day it has been customary
for man to accept a thing because it was called
religion, even though it were not h~ accord with
human reason~
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Twelve Basic Bahai Principles
6.

Equality Between Men and
Women

This is peculiar to the teachings of Baha'o'Ilah,
for all former religious systems placed men above
women.
Daughters and sons must follow the
same form of study and the same education.
Having ODe course 0" education promotes unity
among mankind.

7.

Abandonment of All
Prejudices

It is established that all the prophets of God
have come to unite the children of men and not
to disperse them, and to put in action the law of
love and not enmity.
Consequently we must
throw aside all these prejudices-the racial prejudice, the patriotic prejudice, the religious and
political prejudices. We must become the cauSe
of unity of the human race.

8.

Universal Peace

All men and nations shall make peace. There
shall be universal peace amongst governments,
universal peace amongst religio,ns, universal peace
amongst races, universal peace amongst the deni ..
zens of all religions. Today in the world of
humanity the most important matter is the question of universal peace. The realization o,f this
principle is the crying need of the time.

9.

Universal Education

All mankind should partake of both knowledge
and education, and this partaking o·f knowledge
and of education is one of the necessities o,f re ..
Iigion. The education of each child is obligatory.
If there are no parents, the community must look
after the child.

10.

Solution of the Economic
Question

No religious books of the past prophets speak
of the economic question, while this problem has

been thoroughly solved in the teachings of Baha'o'lIah.
Certain regulations are revealed
which insure the welfare and well being of all
humanity. Just as the rich man enjoys his rest
and his pleasures surrounded by luxuries, the
poor man must likewise have a home, be provided
with sustenance, and not be in want. • • . Until
this is effected happiness is impossible. All are
equal in the estimation of God; their rights are
one and there is no distinction for any soul; all
are protected beneath the justice o·f God.

11.

A Universal Language

A universal language shall be ad~Pted which
shall be taught by all the schools and academies
of the world. A committee appointed by national
bodies ·shall select a suitable language to be used
as a means of in,temational communication, and
that language shall be taught in all the schools
of the world in order that everyone shall need
but two languages, his national tongue and the
universal language. All will acquire the international language.

12.

An International Tribunal

A universal tribunal under the power of God,
under the protection of all men, shall be established. Each one must obey the decisions of this
tribunal, in order to arrange the difficulties of
every nation.
About fifty years ago Baha'o'llah commanded
the people to establish universal peace and summoned all the nations to the "divine banquet of
internatio,nal arbitration" so that the questions
of boundaries, of national honor and property and
of vital interests between nations might be decided by an arbitral court of justice.
Remember, these precepts were given more
than half a century ago. At that moment no one
spoke of universal peace, nor of any of these
principles; but Baha'o'llah proclaimed them to
all the sovereigns of the world.
• They
are the spirit of this age, the Ii!{ht of this age;
they are the well being of this age.

The Bahai Revelation is the spirit of this age. It is the essence of all
the highest ideals of this century. The Bahai Cause is an inclusive movement: the teachings of all religions and societies are found here. Christians,
Jews, Buddhists, Muhammadans, Zoroastrians, Theosophists, Freemasons,
Spiritualists, et al., find their highest aims in this Cause. Socialists and Philosophers find their theories fully developed in this Revelation.
The Cause of Baha'o'lIah is the same as the Cause of Christ. It is the
same temple and the same foundation. In the coming o·f Christ the divine
teachings were given in accordance with the infancy of the human race. The
teachings o·f Baha'o'IIah have the same basic principles, but are according to
the stage of the maturity of the world and the requirements of this illumined
age.
-ABDUL BAHA•
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The Springtime of God
pRAISE be to God, the springtime of
God has arrived! This century is,
verily, the spring season. The in~
tellectual world and the world of the
soul have become verdant thereby. It
has resuscitated the very world of exist~
ence. On the one hand, the lights of
Reality are shining forth; on the other,
the clouds of God's mercy are pouring
down the fullness of His bounty.

On

the one hand we have progress of the
material type; on the other, great spirit~
ual discoveries are being realized. Truly,
this can be called the miracle of cen~
turies, for it is the manifestation of the
miraculous.
The time has arrived for all mankind
to become united. The time has come
when all nativities shall have one father~
land. The day is at hand when all re~
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ligions shall be one religion. The day
has dawned in which no racial condi~
tions shall remain. The day has come
when religious bias shall pass away. It
is a day when the oneness of human~
kind shall uplift its standard.

It is the

day when international peace, like the
true morning, is to flood the world with
its light.
Therefore, we offer the utmost sup~
plication to God, asking Him to dispel
these gloomy clouds and to uproot these
imitations in order that the East and
West may become radiant, that all the
nations of the world shall embrace one
another, and the real spiritual brother~
hood, like the sun of the heavens, may
shine upon all the nations.
-ABDUL~BAHA.

(From address delivered by Abdul-Baha before the
International Peace Forum, May 28th, 1912, at Metropolitan Temple, New York City.)

---
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"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; th ese fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.

Baha 1, 76 (March 21, 1920)
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Bahai-A Revelation of the Springtime of God
From The P1'ogressive Thinker, May 10, 1919.
By

ALBER'l'

BAHAI is but another word for springtime-the springtime of God upon
this earth-world. The Bahai Gospel is
the proclamation of a new age, a new
cycle of spiritual realization and universal brotherhood now breaking upon our
consciousness. The signs of the coming
of this springtime appeared over sixty
years ago in Persia, that home of
ancient seers and mighty inspiration.
There the great Bahai teacher, BAHA'O'LLAH, was born in the town of Nur,
which being interpreted means "the
city of Light." He was a prince of the
royal Persian family, a prince of earth,
but when the inspiration of the spiritual
world poured its glory through his pen,
his face, his pure and selfless life, he became the prince of spiritual, of heavenly revelation.
The Persian government and the
priests, the church and the vested interests could not tolerate his universal
and progressive teachings, and, although
"the common people heard him gladly,"
perhaps because the common people
came to him by the thousands to be
taught the wonderful new truths which
would free them from oppression and
ignorance, the rulers of Persia drove
him with his family and a little band of
followers from prison to prison, and at
last, discovering what they believed to
be the most pestilential and wretched
spot on the earth, they carried BAHA'O'-
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LLAH to the town of Acca, Palestine,
and there chained him to the stone floor
of a tower cell. They could not believe
that there was any power in heaven or
earth strong enough to survive such conditions as they there imposed upon him.
But BAHA'O'LTJAH, triumphant and
glorious, in a little cell, wrote volumes
of Tablets with tempestuous eloquence
sustained by a mighty flood of divine inspiration from the unseen oceans of
light. From this prison, fifty years ago,
he wrote letters, called Tablets, summoning the kings of the world to a League
of Nations, the law of mutual disarmament and to universal peace.
He wrote in 1868 to Louis Napoleon
predicting his overthrow, and telling
him that because of his injustice an
enemy would come upon him from over
the Rhine, would defeat him in battle,
and Louis Napoleon would lose his
thron~. This prophecy was fulfilled to
the letter in the Franco-Prussian war.
In that tortuous prison cell of Acca
the doors of the divine and unseen
spheres were wide open before the pure
spiritual vision of BAHA'O'LLAH. vVondrous beings from the highest heavens
visited him in garments of light. He
describes it thus: "The gales of the
All-Knowing, the All-Glorious, passed
by me and taught me the knowledge of
what hath been and is and is to be. I
have not studied these sciences which
men possess, nor have I entered the col-
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leges. This (BAHA'O'LLAH) is a leaf
which the breezes of the will of thy Lord
the Mighty, the Extolled, have stirred.
Can it be still when the rushing winds
blow ~ Verily, I was not save as one
dead in the presence of His command,
the hand of thy Lord, the Merciful,
turning me." The inspiration was so
rapid, perfect, glorious, that sometimes
he wrote in a night a book of a hundred
or two hundred pages, each sentence as
beautiful as though infinite pains had
been spent upon its literary perfection.
In 1873 he wrote to the Emperor of
Germany: "Remember! Where is he
who was greater than thou and of more
honor and dignity (Napoleon In), and
where are his possessions ~ Awake, and
be not of those who sleep. Consider his
condition and remember those who in
past times subdued the countries and
governed the people. Verily, God hath
made them descend from palaces to
graves. " "0 banks of the River Rhine!
,71[ e have seen ye drenched in gore, because the swords of retribution were
drawn against ye; and ye shall have another trouble. And we hear the lamentation of Berlin, though it be today in
manifest glory."
For the next fifty years BAHA'O'LLAH
and Abdul-Baha foretold the coming of
the great universal war, when a spark
left over from the Balkans would ignite
the arsenals of all Europe and would
produce the greatest conflagration in
human history. In fact, BAHA'O'LLAH
prophesied one long succession of historical events. He also foretold, nineteen years before it came to pass in
1892, the year of his ascension into the
heavenly world.
Abdul-Baha, his son and successor in
spiritual guidance and servitude to the
new cycle, possesses the same marvelous
gifts. Continually- BAHA'O'LLAH has
sent him messages from the unseen
world, and also a perfect glory of spiritual light which has made him celebrated through western Asia for knowledge and divine illumination. Scholars
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and sages of many sects and religions
have journeyed to his prison door to
hear his wonderful inspiration and his
forecasts of the new world-order of universal brotherhood, spiritual illumination and the most great peace.
When the prison doors of Acca were
opened in 1908 by the revolution of the
Young Turks, Abdul-Baha came forth
from fifty-four years of prison and exile.
His face was furrowed with the lines of
humanity's sorrows, yet radiant with
universal love; his hair and beard were
silver white, but his step majestic and
rythmic with the vigor of eternal youth;
his voice was melodious with the melody
of the heavenly worlds where his spirit
had dwelt in glory. When he visited
Europe and America in 1911 and 1912,
his message was found to be so modern,
so prophetic of the new age, so brilliantly stated, so luminous with the Holy
Spirit, that he was immediately asked
to speak in the great City Temple, London, and at St. John's Westminster, and
in a long succession of churches, synagogues, peace societies, universities,
meetings for progressive religion. For
three years he traveled, giving public
addresses and receiving hundreds of
callers daily. In all his addresses he
proclaimed the foundation principles of
the new Jerusalem, the universal city of
God which he and his father, BAHA'O'LLAH had, with their pure spiritual
vision, seen descending from the heavens
of light into this world of confusion, a
glorious Sun of Truth with healing on
its wings for all the nations and also
light to flood the world with new knowledge, new physical and heavenly
sciences, a new hope, a new love, a new
and holy power.
"Praise be to God," says Abdul-Baha
in a letter to the Asiatic Quarterly of
London, England, "that the Sun of
Reality has shone forth with the utmost
brilliancy from the eastern horizon.
The regions of the world are flooded
with its glorious light. There are many
rays to this Sun:
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"The first ray is heavenly teachings.
"The second ray is the oneness of the
world of humanity.
"The third ray is the establishment
of universal peace.
"The fourth ray is the investigation
of reality.
"The fifth ray is the promulgation of
universal fellowship.
"The sixth ray is the inculcation of
divine love through the power of religion.
"The seventh ray is the conformity of
religion with science and reason.
"The eighth ray is the abandonment
of religious, racial, patriotic and political prejudices.
" The ninth ray is the universal
spread of education.
"The tenth ray is the organization of
the arbitral court of justice, or Parliament of Man, before the members of
which all the international and intergovernmental problems are arbitrated.
"The eleventh ray is the equality of
the sexes-the giving of the same educational facilities to women as to men,
so that they may become adorned with
all the virtues of humanity.
"The twelfth ray is the solution of
all the economic problems of the world
so that each indivdual member of humanity may enjoy the utmost comfort
and well-being.
"The thirteenth ray is the spread of
an auxiliary world language.
"Just as the rayS of the phenomenal
sun are infinite, likewise the rays of the
Sun of Reality are infinite. The above
summary only contains a few of its rays.
"The spreading of these rays will deliver the world of humanity from the
darkness of ignorance, strangeness and
narrowness, and will guide it to the center of all these rays. Then the foundation of warfare and strife, animosity
and hatred, will be destroyed from
amongst the people, and the miEmnderstandings existing among the religions
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will be dispelled. The foundation of
the religions of God is one and that is
the oneness of the world of humanity!'
When some of us met Abdul-Baha in
America, and beheld the brightness of
the spiritual light in his face, felt the
glorious vibration of divine power from
his presence which swept the room,
heard him answer questions on economics, politics, physics, history, philosophy,
we felt his heart and mind were a veritable fountain of light. He talked with
chemists about chemistry, with electricians about electrical engineering, with
Elbert Hubbard about the American
poets, with politicians about politics,
with little children about their games,
all with matchless ease. But he always
threw the material knowledge into the
divine light, turned it all toward the
service of humanity, the pressing call
for social and spiritual reconstruction
to meet the new and diviner age.
Moreover, he is in his own life a manifestation of the full-orbed light of the
new day. He not only reflects its pure,
perfected knowledge in words and addresses clear as crystal, universal as humanity, luminous with· the knowledge of
earth and the diviner planes beyond our
seeing; he -lives his gospel in a life of
marvelous perfection, pure love and
triumphant joy. For years he slept on
the damp, earth-covered floor of a cellar room. His food was of the poorest.
Yet every morning when he awoke he
praised God that another day was before him. Every night when he went
to sleep he thanked God he had been
permitted to serve Him another day in
prison. "I was in prison for forty
years," he said, with a smile bright as
heaven's own light, "but every day was
a day of perfect joy. " His body was in
prison, but his spirit traversed the glorious worlds of God. As BAHA'o'LLAH
says of the great masters, the "Mirrors
of Unity," "While walking among the
servants, they soar in the skies of Nearness. They journey in the land of
spirit without motion of foot, and fly
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upward to the summit of oneness without wing. In every moment they traverse the world of creation east and
west, and in every moment pass through
the kingdom of the seen and the unseen."
Behind Abdul-Baha's words shines
this divine experience, this exalted consciousness, this resplendent joy, this
heroic will and a love which will often
melt a heart of stone. For twenty-four
years, when he was in the prison city of
Acca, a fanatical Mohammedan fakir
cursed, persecuted, reviled him. But
Abdul-Baha poured out upon him ·love
and kindness, sent him a physician when
he was ill, food when he was too poor to
buy for himself. But the man always
refused to speak to Abdul-Baha and
showered upon him his fanatical curses
and abuse. The love of "the Master of
Acca" never varied in its divine sweetness and holy power. At last the fakir
came to Abdul-Baha's door, threw himself at his feet, and said: "Forgive me,
Sir! For twenty-four years I have done
evil to you. For twenty-four years you
have done good to me. Now I know I
have been in the wrong."
It is this love and victorious spiritual power shining through the spoken
and written words of both BAHA'O'LLAH
and Abdul-Baha which makes them so
powerful in transforming hearts and
minds. Through their writings and
spiritual radiance thousands of lives
have been raised from the graves of materialism and prejudice and selfishness
into the glorious consciousness of God's
new day. Through their words they
put one into connection with their spirit,
which is simply the life of God shining
from the mirrors of their minds with
the full-orbed glory of the new cycle.
This new light shining from their spirits
has lifted a multitude of Mohammedans,
Christians, Jews, Parsees, Buddhists,
Hindus, of many lands and races, into
the open plains of the most universal
spiritual brotherhood the world has ever
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seen. It has so endowed these many
souls with heroic love and the spiritual
vision which looks through martyrdom
into the heavenly glory beyond the
transparent screen called death, that
twenty thousand men, women and children have joyously laid down their lives
for this great and universal movement
toward religious rebirth, world unity
and peace.
In a word, the Bahai movement is a
proclamation of the principles of the
spiritual springtime soon to sweep over
the earth. "The Bahai Movement is the
spirit of the age. It is the essence of
all the highest ideals of this century.
The Bahai Cause is an inclusive movement; the teachings of all religions and
societies are found here. Christians,
Jews, Buddhists, Mohammedans, Zoro:
astrians,
Theosophists,
Freemasons,
Spiritualists, et aI., find their highest
aims in this Cause."
The Bahai Movement is transforming
and uniting peoples of so many races
and religions because it states these universal principles in universal terms and
reinforces them by the lives of great
masters who not only proclaim the truth
but are "the life, the truth, the way."
"Guidance hath ever been by words, but
at this time it is by deeds." "The truth
of words is tested by deeds and dependent upon life. Deeds reveal the
station of a man." (Hidden Words of
BAHA'O'LLAH.)
The Bahai Cause is a new tree of life
growing in the orchard of the old, very
old trees of the historic world-religions.
These trees were once young and beautiful, and they yielded heavenly fruits.
Now a new tree, vital, glorious in spiritual perfection, "with world-wide growing capacity," is the need of the hour.
The Bahais believe that in the universal
teachings and spirit of BAHA'O'LLAH
and Abdul-Baha they have found that
tree of life whose leaves shall be for
the healing of the nations.
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Announcement-TweHth Annual Bahai Convention of the
Mashrekol-Azkar and Bahai Congress
To be held in New York City from April 24th to 28th, inclusive.

IN

the past, these great events have
always brought a wave of happiness
and joy to the hearts of the friends, who
gather together from different parts of
the United States and Canada, to discuss the problems of the Cause and the
erection of the universal edifice of God.
The convention of last year opened the
broad vistas of international service.
Many souls arose to carry the glad tidings of the Kingdom to different parts of
the world and made many sacrifices to
diffuse the fragrance of the flowers of
love in the hearts. More than twenty
souls went into the field heralding the
coming of the Kingdom.
The annual convention of the year
1920 will again be held in New York
City, from April 24th to 28th, inclusive. As we look back over the history
of the various conventions, we realize
that each one had a distinctive work to
achieve. The convention of this year
will have also several events enhancing
its importance and adding to its spiritual
influence.
THE SELECTION OF THE PLAN
OF THE MASHREKOL-AZKAR

1. The most important work of this
year's convention is the selection of the
plan for the building of the MashrekolAzkar. According to the latest instructions from Abdul-Baha, the design for
the Temple shall be selected by the delegates this year and the foundation laid
as quickly as possible. The Bahais
earnestly desire to construct this divine
edifice during the lifetime of the Center
of the Covenant and toward this goal
all the energies of the delegates and
friends will be directed, so that a sufficient amount of money may be collected
to carry the work to its final triumphwhen the doors of this universal temple

will be opened to all nations and religions.
THE COMING OF THE PERSIAN
TEACHER
2. Abdul-Baha has sent a Persian
Bahai teacher, Mirza Fazel Mazandarani, and his interpreter to attend the
sessions of the congress and deliver his
message of love. This teacher is a great
thinker and scholar in Persia, and his
presence at this convention is an added
blessing and a strong evidence of the
love of Abdul-Baha for the American
Bahais.
THE RETURN OF MANY AMERICAN PILGRIMS FROM THE
HOLY LAND.
3. During this year many of our dear
American Bahais had the privilege of
visiting Abdul-Baha, the Center of the
Covenant, and they have returned with
a wonderful spirit of love and service.
A large number of these souls will be
present at the convention. Each one of
them will haver. marvelous story to relate, a fresh vision to unfold and a new
enthusiasm to impart. The realization
of this fact will bring us a very
keen joy, for we know that Abdul-Baha
wishes the friends to unite like a band
of pearls. No doubt these pilgrims will
fill the air with their glorious spirit of
love, sweetness, unity and beauty.
CONGRESS SESSIONS.
4. From Sunday night to Wednesday
night, there will be four general meetings in which public speakers will
address the audiences, explaining the
universal Bahai teachings. Last year,
at the convention, the program committee invited a number of prominent outside speakers who are sympathetic to the
Cause. Abdul-Baha was pleased with
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this fact and sent loving messages to
each one.
This year also the same
speakers are again invited to voice their
appreciation of the Bahai work.
CONVENTION MEETINGS.
5. From Monday to Wednesday there
will also be six sessions, morning and
afternoon, devoted to the various interests of the Cause. On Monday the
sessions will be given to the report of
the teachers who have returned from the
field, the report of the delegates, the
discussion of the duties of the teachers
and the plan for sending more teachers
to ot)lel~ fields. On Tuesday the Mashrekol-Azkar and its vital importance will
be discussed, the plans will be viewed by
the delegates and other Bahai activities
will be presented for consideration. On
Wednesday the delegates will select the
design for the Temple, elect new members of the executive board and transact
other necessary business.
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THE WEDDING OF THE EAST
AND THE WEST.
6. Another interesting event of this
convention will be the wedding of our
dear brother and sister, Mirza Ahmad
Sohrab and Miss· Juanita Storch. In
his last Tablet Abdul-Baha says, "God
willing, the event of your wedding will
likewise come to pass. In this convention this year, it must unquestionably be
solemnized. " This is another sign of
the power of the Word of BAHA'O!LLAH
in thus uniting the East and the West
in the divine bond of love and union. It
is the bringing together of the Orient
and the Occident and an evidence of the
potency of the teachings of the Center of
the Covenant. It is their hope that in
thus uniting their spiritual forces they
will be better enabled to serve the
Cause of BAHA'O'LLAH and the friends
of God in all parts of the world. This is
the day of unity, the century of love, the
period of light and the cycle of truth.

The Mashrekol-Azkar
The first erected on Mt. Carmel, Palestine; the second in Ishkabad, Russia,
and the one to be built in Chicago, U. S. A.

Two excerpts referring to the MashrekolAzkar to be built in Chicago.
Through his honor, Mirza Ali Kuli Khan,
and the maid-servant of God, Mrs.
Helen S. Goodall, to Miss Angeline
Haste, San Francisco, California:
o thou lover of truth!
o thou beloved maid-servant
of God! The two stars thou didst behold were wonderful signs, for they were
shining above Lake Michigan; and now
the ground for the Mashrekol-Azkar is
located there. This was a spiritual
revelation and those two stars were two
heavenly orbs which were manifested to
thy eyes, indicating that the Bahai
luminary will dawn above Lake Michigan, which will illumine all parts. This
means that the power of God shall find
a wonderful penetration and by the rays

of the kingdom enlighten all directions.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
November 22, 1909.)
The following extract is contained in a
compilation of incidents and short sayings of Abdul-Baha, sent out by Mrs.
Henrietta Clark Wagner, in 1912:
"Miss Boylan said that while in
Thonon (Switzerland), last summer, she
asked Abdul-Baha about the work of
the Mashrekol-Azkar, feeling that it was
extremely necessary to push this work
and get the Temple built as rapidly as
possible, and that he must come to build
it, in fulfillment of the prophecy that the
Lord would come to rebuild the Temple
which had been torn down.
"Miss Boylan said Abdul-Baha re-
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plied that he had fulfilled that prophecy by building the Tomb of the
Bab. He said the Tomb of the Bab on
Mount Carmel was the first MashrekolAzkar, and that Temple is already built.
The one in Ishkabad is a radiation from
that first one. The one in Chicago will
be another radiation. In future there
will be many all over the world, all
radiating from the central MashrekolAzkar."

From SHOGHI RABBANI'S DIARY,
June 8th, 1919.
The eternal edifice of the MashrekolAzkar of Ishkabad, Russia, its perfection, its importance and its unique role
was the sole absorbing theme of our conversation and the subject of our
thoughts.
This imposing monument is nearing
perfection, its dome, large and brilliant,
looms from afar. The Greatest Nam~,
carved in gold and in large conspicuous
characters, reflects the rays of the sun;
while all of its accessories have been provided and many of its branches, such as
schools for girls, orphanage, reception
rooms, and hospital are nearing completion. Its nine attractive gardens completely encircle the Temple, intercepted
by nine spacious walks and having each
at their central portion a magnificent
fountain with beautiful jets of water
that add much to the beauty and charm
of the place. Electric -lights flash amid
the trees that cover with their extended
branches these fountains and in such a
cool and lovely place the friends gather
and offer to Almighty God their prayers
and their praise. Although the public
park in that city is wide and imposing,
yet comparatively speaking, it is forlorn
and forsaken-the attraction and charm
of the gartlens encircling the Temple by
far surpassing the beauty of the park.
Not a visitor, not a passerby, not a
resident comes to that city without visiting this matchless spot, none without
expressing his admiration and astonish-
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ment at such an exceptional set of buildings, so strongly built, so magnificently
designed, and so richly provided. Many
have made the following remark: "He
who erected this edifice and laid the
foundation of such a monument is assuredly divine."
Often it is the case that the construction of the Temple, its lovely gardens,
its completeness and thoroughness in
material, intellectual and spiritual equipments, the character of its occupants and
owners, their hospitality, their fervor and
their conduct-often these awaken the
minds of the people and attract them
to the Cause.
Such was the description given by
Agha Mirza Mehdi as he with the friends
in Acca gathered this afternoon around
Abdul-Baha, at the Tomb of BAHA'O'LLAH for the Sunday afternoon visit.
When Abdul-Baha inquired the condition and the association of the friends,
it was intimated that unlike the days
gone by the friends are intimately associating with all the people of every
shade and opinion, of every sect, and
social standing. He said: "Such is the
way that must be adopted, for only
through intimate association will the
friends be able to teach and sow a seed
in the heart of a seeker. The flower
must be brought close and near in order
to inhale its scent and fragrance."
Then referring to the MashrekolAzkar, Abdul-Baha said: "The Temple
of Ishkabad is unique in that it is the
first temple of the kind that has been
erected. Many such temples shall be
constructed in the future, but this one
will ever enjoy this unique privilege and
preference. When its accessories are
completed and its full machinery starts
running, when the melody of vocal aud
instrumental music arises and bursts
upon the air with its joyous trends, when
the prayers and supplications addressed
at dawn and at sunrise ascend to the
Throne of the Almighty, then will the
effect of the Mashrekol-Azkar be made

· (Continued on page 19)
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STAR OFTHEWEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea' 'thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame ~i1l be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
o ye apostles of BAHA'O'u-AH-May my life be a ransom to you!
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST... must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRuDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Cablegram from Abdul-Baha
WILHELMITE, NEW YORK:
HAlF A.
ASADULLAS FAZEL AND MANOUCHER KHAN PROCEEDED
AMERICA. EXERCISE TOWARD THEM UTMOST CONSIDERATION.
ABBAS.

Editorial
NAUROOZ GREETING:
Allaho' Abha !
Ten years ago the STAR OF THE WEST was founded. During that period the
seed of its being germinated and brought forth a single stem. The Divine
Gardner haS preserved and confirmed it. With this issue its second decade
begins. Now, it must be developed.
Abdul-Baha says in the Unveiling of the Divine Plan: "Great importance
must be given to the development of the STAR OF THE WEST. The circle of its
discussions must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential
problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so
universal that even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving
that this Cause takes a vital interest in all the social and religious movements of
the age and is conducive to the progress of the world and its inhabitants. . . . "
Abdul-Baha has thus outlined its policy. Its destiny is certain, but its fulfillment will, in the very nature of enduring things, be slow. He says, continuing
the above quotation: "In short, the STAR OF THE VYEST must promote the aspirations and the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets,
bringing into the light of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge
which will be of the utmost value to the Bahai teachers all over the world."
For many years to come, storms of thought, blights of misunderstanding,
difficulties of production and distribution, and other problems may hinder its
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rapid growth, but the light and heat of the Sun of Truth in this divine springtime shall prevail.
MeanwhileLet the writers of such articles as Abdul-Baha demands, send in articles to
the STAR OF THE WEST. Let the Bahais of America" subscribe for this growing
newspaper only f01' service to the cause of God," as Abdul-Baha commanded the
Bahais of Persia to do. For it is evident that it cannot grow without the means
of subsistence.
IMPORTANT:
Through a misunderstanding the Bahais of the Occident believed that the
"blessed days," foreseen by Daniel (Chap. 12, verse 12), began in the year 73
of the Bahai dispensation, which corresponds to the year 1917 of the Christian
calendar, or 100 years after the birth of BAHA'O'LIJAH, but this error on our part
has been corrected by Abdul-Baha in a recent Tablet to Faraz'Allah Zaki ElCurdi, as follows:
" As to the question thou hast asked in connection with the verse in Daniel's
book, namely: 'Blessed is he who cometh to the thousand three h1~ndred and
five and thirty days.' This year should be taken as a solar year and not a lunar
one, for in accordance with this calculation one century will have elapsed from
the rising of the Sun of Truth, when the teachings of God will have been firmly
established, when the lights will have flooded all the regions in the East as well
as the West. On that day will the believing souls rejoice.
;,
This indicates that there are over thirty years more of storm and sunshine,
of difficulty and happiness before the beginning of the blessed millennial summer
time of the Kingdom of God on earth.
Let us appreciate the value of the springtime.
Allaho'Abha!
-The Editors.

Letter from the Secretary of Bahai Temple Unity
to the Bahais of America
"0 ye lovers of the Bea.uty of the
Tr1le One,
Become ye self-sacrificing
Become ye self-sacrificing."
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
To the Bahai Assemblies of America
and Canada, Greetings in His Name:
I am now able to give the dear friends
the detailed information of the approaching convention and congress
which was necessarily omitted in the call
for the election of delegates issued February 18th, 1920.
The Assemblies are stirring with a
new life at the news of the momentous
events which this convention is to
enact. An increasing number of Tablets
from the Center of the Covenant evidence the will and desire of the Beloved

'-

-------

--

--------

is to place in the hands of the selected
and elected delegates to these conventions greater and larger responsibilities
than ever before. He is training us in
the accomplishment of the divine affairs
entrusted to us. He is blessing us in uncovering within us a capacity to do this,
which has been largely dormant hitherto.
That we must arise in accord with the
spiritual instructions and perform this
work with the greatest wisdom, love, and
union is a part of the great Covenant to
which we have pledged ourselves. In
these spiritual instructions the Center of
the Covenant has addressed the lordly
and divine gatherings such as this forthcoming_ representative gathering of the
friends of God. One of the conditions
of attainment to the supreme and
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destined station (see Divine Plan, p. 67)
is that there must be "fellowship and
love amongst the believers." This love
must reach a superlative degree of joy
and fragrance. Again:" Whosoever has
lost himself, has found the universe and
the inhabitants thereof." "The masterkey to self-mastery is self-forgetfulness."
(p. 77, 78.) The burden of all these
stirring words, his instructions, are that
we must love one another, renounce ourselves, forget our opinions, cast aside
personalities, do only the business of the
Oause, and confer life, joy and fragrance
upon the souls. "Oontention is absolutely forbidden," only "infinite amity
and love" shall exist among the friends.
The "least trace of controversy" shall
become the signal for silence among those
So engaged.
"The brilliant sun is shining;
The full moon is ornamenting the horizon
of ether;
The great ocean-tide is flooding every
little stream;
The gifts are successive, the favors
consecutive;
The refreshing breeze is blowing, wafting
the fragrant perfume of the blossoms;
Boundless treasure is in the hand of the
King of Kings;
Lift the hem of thy I!arment that thou
mayest receive it!"
ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.

These fragrant "blossoms" whose perfume reaches us, whence they are and
whither do they grow? Are they not the
roses and hyacinths of the King's garden, around which the dwellers of that
ineffable concourse are gathered? In
truth, this perfume is the fragrance of
their own radiant and purified hearts.
Let us gather with them, at the convention, with cleansed nostrils, constituting an assembly wherein the divine
perfections of that luminous concourse
shall cast no shadow, but light upon
light.
The Feast of Rizwan will be celebrated April 24th, 1920, at the Aldine
Olub, 200 Fifth Avenue, 14th floor, New
York Oity, with a reception at 5 :00 P. M.
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and the feast will be laid at 6 :30 P. M.
The kind friends of the New York Assembly through the Rizwan committee
are in charge of the feast. In keeping with the desire of the friends everywhere, the feast will be celebrated in
the utmost simplicity and beauty, and
mainly Persian food will be served, the
price for each person not to exceed $2.50.
The Aldine Olub quarters are very
beautiful and attractive, and there are
accommodations for 750 people. All the
facilities of the Club will be at our
service.
The convention, or annual meeting
of Bahai Temple Unity, will open at the
Oonvention Hall of the Engineering Societies at 29' West 39th Street, at 10
A. M., on Monday, continuing through
the day, and similarly on Tuesday and
Wednesday. This hall seats 500. Oonnected with the Oonvention Hall will be
a large and beautiful room where the
Mashrekol-Azkar plans and models will
be placed for the observation of the
friends.
The congress will be held on the
evenings of Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, four sessions, detailed
program of which will be ready shortly.
The congress sessions are to beat the
same address as the convention, namely,
the Engineering Societies, 29 West 39th
Street, and will be in the Auditorium of
the Societies, a most beautiful and
spacious room. accommodating 950,
splendidly lighted, and with every COllvenient facility.
Please inform your delegate and alternate especially of this outline, as well
as the friends of the assembly who
though not all present in the gatherings,
will unite in spirit and in love and
fragrance throughout this Rizwan time.
"The heavenly Beloved with celestial
beauty is present in the assemblage of
the friends! Be ye thankful!" (Divine
Plan, p. 79.)
In His love,
Your brother,
Alfred E. Lunt, Secretary.
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The Mashrekol-Azkar
(Continued from page 15)

evident and manifest. The Temple that
is going to be erected in the United
States will be an important and magnificent one, its influence and reaction upon
the Cause will be tremendous, and the
impetus it shall give to the movement,
irresistible. "
Soon shall the city of Teheran, Persia,
witness the laying of the foundation of

the Temple of VV orship, for restrictions
have been removed and hindrances
eliminated.
It will be of interest to note that
a hearty invitation has been extended to
Abdul-Baha by the friends of Ishkabad,
in writing and through an oral message,
supplicating him to come to Ishkabad
and thus rejoice those expectant friends.

Outline of the Bahai Calendar
The Bahai year begins on March 21st,
and is divide-d into 19 months of 19
days each, plus 4 (or 5 every fourth
year) intercalary days-February 26th
to March 1st, inclusive.
The first day of each Bahai month
falls as follows:
MONTH
NAME
FIRST DAYS
1st .. Baha' (Splendm') ...... Mar. 21
2nd .. J alal (Glory) .......... Apr. 9
3rd .. Jamal (Beauty) ....... Apr. 28
4th .. Azamat (Grandeur) '" .May 17
5th .. Nur (Light) ........... June 5
6th .. Rahmat (Mercy) ...... June 24
7th .. Kalamat (Words) ...... July 13
8th .. Asma (Names) ........ Aug. 1
9th .. Kamal (Perfection) .... Aug. 20
10th .. Eizzat (Might) ........ Sept. 8
11th .. Masheyat (Will) ....... Sept. 27
12th .. Elm (Knowledge) ....... Oct. 16
13th .. Kudrat (Power) ....... Nov. 4
14th .. Kowl (Speech) ......... Nov. 23
15th .. Massa 'ulk (Questions) ... Dec. 12
16th .. Sharaf (Honor) ........ Dec. 31
17th .. Sultan (Sovereignty) ... Jan. 19
18th .. Mulk (Dominion) ...... Feb. 7
19th .. Ola (Loftiness) ........ Mar. 2
(Month of Fast'ing.)
The following days and seasons are
observed by the Bahais:
Feast of Naurooz-the Bahai New
Year-March 21st.

Peast of Rizwan-(Paradise)-commemorating the Declaration of BAHA'O'1,LAH in the Garden of EI-Rizwan in
Bagdad, April 21st, 1863. This season
of feasting lasts twelve days-April 21st
to May 2nd, inclusive. The first, ninth
and twelfth days (April 21st, April 28th
and May 2nd) are especially celebrated.
Anniversary of the Declamtion of the
B:'.B-May 23rd. (1844).
Anniversary of the Departure of
BAHA'o'LLAH-May 28th. (189'2).
Annive1'sary of the Martyrdom of the
BAB-July 9th. (1850) .
Anniversary of the, Birth of BAHA'O'LLAH-November 12th. (Born in Nur,
Persia, 1817.)
Peast of the Appoinime1;t.t of the Oenter of the Oovenant, ABDUL-BAHANovember 26th.
Intercalary Days-During which hospitalities are extended to friends, the
poor and the needy-February 26th to
March 1st, inclusive.
Month of the Fast-March 2nd to
20th, inclusive, during which no manner
of food or drink is to be taken between
sunrise and sunset. Fasting is enjoined
upon everyone. Children, travelers,
sick and infirm people, pregnant women
and nursing mothers are free from this
obligation.
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"Before choosing a wife a man must think soberly"
Talk by ABDUL-BAHA to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab on December 22nd, 1918, the day
before his departure from the Holy Land.
that thou art returning to
N ow
America thou must think of taking
unto thyself a wife. Do thou choose
a girl who may be suitable to thy intellectual and spiritual ideals. She must
be wise, intelligent, and a symbol of
aspiring perfection. She must take an
interest in all the problems pertaining
to thy life, and be thy companion and
partner in every phase of thy existence.
She must be sympathetic, kind-hearted,
happy and endowed with a joyful disposition. Then thou must devote thyself to her happiness and love her with
a glorious, spiritual love.
Before choosing a wife a man must
think soberly and seriously that this
girl will be his friend throughout all
his life. It is not a temporary matter.
She is a soul with whom he must associate all the days of his life; she will
be his mate and his intimate confidant;
therefore, day by day their love and
their attachment to each other must increase.
The greatest bond that will unite the
hearts of man and wife is faithfulness
and loyalty. Both must exercise toward
each other the utmost faithfulness and
loyalty and not let any trace of jealousy
creep between them; for this thing like
unto poison vitiates the very foundation of love.
The man and wife must dedicate their
knowledge, their talents, their fortunes,
their titles, their bodies and their spirits,
first to BAHA '0 'LLAH and then to each
other. Their thoughts must be lofty,
their ideals luminous, their hearts
spiritual, and their souls the dawningplaces of the rays of the Sun of Reality.
They must not become ill-disposed
toward each other on account of the
ephemeral incidents and accidents of
this changeful life. Their hearts must

be spacious, as spacious as the universe
of God. In case any difference of opinion should arise between them, they
must do their utmost to settle it by
themselves, and not let its knowledge go
out of the family; for people are apt to
change a speck into a mountain. Again,
in case a circumstance causes a real offense between the two, they must not
keep it in their hearts, but rather explain its nature to each other and try
to remove it as soon as possible. They
must prefer fellowship and amity to
jealousy and hypocrisy, and be like two
pure mirrors reflecting the light of the
stars of love and beauty to each other.
You must tell to each other all your
noble and heavenly conceptions. Have
no secret!! between you. Make your
home a haven of rest and peace. Be
ye hospitable and let the doors of your
home be open to the faces of friends
and strangers. Welcome everyone with
a smiling face and let them all feel
that they are in my home.
God has created such union and harmony between man and wife that no
one can conceive in this world a greater
plane of union. You must irrigate continually the tree of your union with the
water of love and affection, so that it
may remain green and verdant throughout all the seasons, producing the most
luscious fruits for the healing of the
nations.
In short, you two must live such a
life that your home may become a vision
of the paradise of Abha; so that whosoever enters therein may feel the essence of purity and cleanliness, and may
cry out unconsciously: "Here is the
home of love, here is the palace of love,
here is the nest of love, here is the
garden of love; " and you two, like
unto two sweet-singing birds, must be
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perched on the highest branches of the
tree of life, filling the air with songs
of love and happiness.
Endeavor as far as you are able to
lay the foundation of your love in the
very center of your spiritual being, in
the very heart of your consciousness,
and do not let this foundation of love
be shaken in the least.
And when God gives you sweet and
lovely children, exert yourselves in their
education and training, so that they may
become the imperishable flowers of the
divine rose-garden, the nightingales of
the ideal paradise, the servants of the
world of humanity and the fruits of
the Tree of Life.
Live ye in such a manner that others
may take your life as an example, and
may say to each other: "Look! How
they live like unto two doves in one
nest with perfect love, affinity and harmony. It is as though GDd had kneaded
from eternity the very essence of their
beings for the love of each other."
When such conditions exist and such
ideals hold sway, then you have taken
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a large portion from the everlasting
life, have quaffed deeply from the
fountain of Truth, and have spent your
days in the paradIse of glory gathering
the immortelles of divine mysteries.
Be ye to each other as heavenly lovers
and divine beloved ones. Spend your
life in the paradise of love. Build your
nest on the leafy branches of the tree
of love. Soar ye in the clear atmosphere of love. Swim ye in the shoreless
sea of love. ,¥ alk ye in the eternal rosegarden of love. Move ye in the shining
rays of the sun of love. Be ye firm and
steadfast in the path of love. Perfume
your nostrils with the sweet fragrance
of the flowers of love. Familiarize your
ears with the soul-entrancing melodies
of love. Be ye intoxicated with the wine
of love. Drink we deeply of the elixir
of love. Let your ideals be the bouquet
of love, and your conversation the white
pearls of the ocean of love.
(Translated by Mirza Ahroad Sohra~,
December 6th, 1919, Sebastopol, California.)
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We do not look at the evil deeds of the
people. We do not consider the race, the
religion, or nationality. We do our utmost to help everyone. The inhabitants
of these parts know this and, therefore,
whenever they are in difficulties, or have
had business reverses they come to us

-----

and we will never send them away unaided or deprived. This is the quality
of the Bahais. This is the conduct of
the believers. This is the path of the
kingdom of God.
(Abdul-Baha: Diary of Mirza Sohrab,
January 24, 1914.)

---- - - - - -
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[The above is a rac-simile of greetings to the Bahais of America from the
Bahais of Persia, which they desire
printed in the STAR OF THE WEST. The
seal is that of the Spiritual Assembly
(House of Spirituality) of Teheran.]

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'o'LLAH.
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The Coming of the Promised One
Address by HOWARD C. IVES of New York City, delivered at the Eighth Session
of the Bahai Congress at Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Wednesday
afternoon, April 30th, 1919. Stenographically reported.
DID you ever stand upon a high point
and see the sun rise ~ I have stood
among the foothills of the Rocky- :Mountains and watched the dawn break over
the hills, the morning star gradually
dimming in its glory, the faint first rosy
light creeping up the horizon, and then
gradually, above the mountains, the first
rim of the radiant glory of the orb;
then lifting, and lifting, and flooding
the earth with its glory. Not in all nature is there such a sight; nothing will
compare with that wonderful miracle.
I have heard it said that if it happened
only once a year people would be on
their knees for days before, longing,
searching, for the first sign, hoping for
that coming. Imagine, friends, if it
only happened once every thousand
years. Stretch the wings of your imagination and think of the legends that
would be handed down from father to
son, and son to son, from generation to
generation and think how they would
watch the constellations of the sky-for
praise be to God, even in the darkest
night, there are stars in the sky-and
think how the traditions would have
mentioned that, before the dawning, a
morning star would appear, and when
that morning star arose above the horizon and gradually found its way toward
the zenith, think how men's hearts would
leap with joy, and they would say, "He
is coming! He is coming! I have seen
his sign in the sky!" And then think
what a dawning that would be when the

sunrise came once only every thousand
years. You could not stand and wait
for it. The father would see the first
faint gleam upon the horizon, and the
sons would see it gradually grovv and
grow, and the grandsons would see the
first faint roseate tinge upon the mountain tops, and the great-grandsons would
look and long for the orb to apl)ear, and
the great-great-grandsons would see it
gradually rise above the horizon.
My friends, there is not one single
thing in all this world that is not a symbol of the spiritual reality, and what I
have just painted in words for you is
an actual fact. The Sun of Reality rises
only once every thousand years or so,
the stars in the heaven precede his dawning, the hearts of men become 'weary
through the night as they watch the
stars in the sky and long' for the coming
of that which the stars promise.
Throughout the ages it has been said
that in the time of the coming of the
Sun of Truth there shall be a new
heaven and a new earth. What does that
mean? Certainly not that this sky shall
be changed and this earth beneath our
feet altered. No! The sky that we see
and the earth beneath our feet are but
symbols again, just as the sun is a symbol and the stars are symbols. The sky is
a symbol of the heaven of religion and
the earth is a symbol of the hearts that
are softened for the springtime.
Many thousand years ago a Sun appeared-we call his name Abraham-a
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Sun of Reality rose gradually according
to the promise; and the star-I don't
mean the material star, I mean the heart
and the longing thoughts of men, longing just then as we do now-and the
constellations, arose with him, thus a
new heaven appeared. Abraham, Isaac,
Jacob, David, Solomon, Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Amos, Ezekiel were the stars of that
heaven, they were the constellations appearing with that promised One.
And then Moses came, bringing with
him his own group.
Then Jesus Christ came. Think of the
stars that rose with him. John, Stephen,
Paul, Timothy, Mary Magdalen, Mary
the mother of Jesus, Mary and Martha
the sisters, Luke the physician, Matthew
the publican, Peter the fisherman! Ah,
they are the illuminating lights that
come with that promised One, they are
the stars. of his heaven, and they, after
the sun has set, illuminate the dark sky
throughout the age, then gradually dwindling in glory until the sun again rises.
But when the sun appears from the
horizon of the vernal equinox, on the
twenty-first of March, it brings the glory
of the springtime; so when the Sun of
Reality rises, He brings healing on His
wings, and a new springtime comes to
the human heart.
Just as the farmer goes out and plows
and harrows the hard soil, so the Spirit
of God moves upon the hearts, and pain,
sorrow and sufferingplow the hearts.
Nations tremble because of starvation,
famine, agonies and tears! That is why
the earth is filled with woe-woe, woe,
woe-when the promised One appears.
Praise be to God, for without that woe
our hearts would still be hard, just as
the ground is hard until with the softening of the rain and the warmth of the
sun and the plough and the harrow,
it is broken to pieces, in order that the
seed may fall and fructify and grow and
bring forth an hundred fold.
My friends, praise be to God, the
promised One hath come again. \Ve
have waited long throughout the cen-
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turies; our hearts have grown into
stone, our hearts have become frozen,
our hearts have fallen low in woe and
weeping. Praise be to God, he hath
come again! He hath come again! The
Sun of R,eality hath risen. 0 that isn't
all, for there is a new heaven, and there
is also a new earth. 'What good would
the sun be 'I What good would the crossing of the equinox be in the early spring
were there not an earth to feel its rays 1
Of what earthly use is it, if the promised One, the Sun of Reality, dawns and
there are no hearts to receive the light 1
Praise be to God, there are always hearts
to receive the light. We are His creatures, the children of His hand, the offspring of His love. We long for Him
and He longs for us. Now in this great
Day of God the hearts are turning unto
Him.
Was it yesterday that our dear sister,
Mrs. Maxwell, quoted the beautiful
words from Daniel that "the wise shall
shine as the sun and they that turn many
to righteousness as the stars forever and
ever."
There is your perfect symbol.
That is the ancient version, the old version, but the revised version has it much
more beautiful: "They that be teachers shall shine as the sun; they that turn
many to righteousness as the stars, forever and ever." BAHA 'O'LLAH glorified
God in his wonderful Book, The Ighan:
"At that time the signs of the Son of
Man shall appear in the heavens." That
is, the promised Beauty and substance of
life shall come from the court of the invisible into the visible world. That is
the coming of the promised One; that
is the coming of the Son of Man; that
is the dawning of the signs in the
heavens. ' 'The appearance," as he says
again in another passage, "when the
face of the promised One and the
beauty of the adored One shall descend
from heaven riding upon a cloud." That
is, the divine Beauty will appear from
the heavens of the Supreme Will in the
human temple.
So my friends, change your point of
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view for a moment from thinking of the
heavens above and the rising of the sun
and its glory; change your point of view
to the divine Beauty appearing in the
human form here on earth. Imagine
the divine Beauty descending from
heaven "riding on a cloud," that is the
human form, the cloud hiding him from
our eyes, nevertheless dwelling in the
human temple, seeing with human eyes,
walking with human feet, eating, drinking, suffering, longing-the divine Beauty nevertheless, the promised Beauty and
substance of life! Think of those words,
the promised Beauty, the very substance
of life, appearing in a human temple.
This is the Sun of Reality I am talking
about, shining upon the human earth,
the earth of human hearts.
Ah, my friends, make the picture, for
his human temple is the Sun of Reality,
and within that human temple, which is
nothing but a cloud, the Sun is shining
to those whose eyes can see it. Shall he
shine in our hearts ~ Shall he bring
forth fruits meet for repentance, as
Jesus said ~ Shall the wheat of divine
love grow? Shall the fruits of glorious
perfection appear? Shall the clouds of
mercy from the divine heaven pour
upon ready hearts the drops of hii"
mercy and the fire of his love? Shall
there appear from this earth the great
and glorious results worthy oE such a
Sun from such a heaven? p'raise be to
God, I don't even have to ask, for the
new earth has come.
When the sun rises in the springtime,
when the sun gradually crosses the line,
what do we see? Do we see all at once
the earth burst into beauty and perfection? Do we see all at once the fruits
of the harvest appear? Oh, lIO, we see a
blade of grass here and there, a little
green leaf, then the rest; we see a tree
just beg'inning to show its buds-but
these are the new earth. All the cold
and hard world does not exist. I don't
care how many millions of dead leaves
there are, the one blade of grass, the
one green leaf is the new earth. And
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so, show me one soul responding to the
new Sun; show me one life ready to
lay itself down in self-abnegation and
perfect renunciation; show me one martyr to the Sun of Truth; show me one
who is placing heart and soul on the altar of self-sacrifice, purity and lovethat is the new earth! That is all the
earth there is. Let the rest go, it doesn't
exist. It is dark and cold, it is dead.
Does it exist? Do you say that the
dead bodies in the graves exist in comparison with the people walking on the
street? I tell you, my friends, all those
who do not know BAHA'o'LLAH, and his
glory, all those who do not turn to him
in this new age, simply do not exist. On
the other hand, verily, they are in their
graves and they know it not. Arise,
arise, 0 earth of human hearts! Arise,
burst the prison bars, come out from the
cage! Be ye resurrected from the dead
bodies of self and desire and ascend to
that station for which ye were created!
When the Sun of Reality arises in the
human temple, it creates effects upon
the human hearts just as the sun does
upon the material earth, and results appear. He speaks, and it is done.
My friends, think, think of these last
four days you and I have been listening-don't let us lose the figure-you
and I have been seeing the rays of the
Sun of Truth shining upon the earth
and results appearing. Go ye into all
the world, shine as the Sun of Truth,
carry to all the world the news that rays
of the Sun of Reality shining upon the
world shall transform it, proclaim to
them that the Prince of Peace hath come,
that never again shall there be war
amongst nations, never again shall there
be war between creeds and classes and
sects, never again shalllabor and capital
be arrayed against each other, never
again shall there be loveless homes and
divorce courts, never again shall there be
strife between children in the streets,
never again shall there be anything that
shall mar the beauty of the love of God
in the human heart. That is the procla-
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mation-and it is done. What difference
does it make if it doesn't come at once?
Does that alter the fact? We who see the
sun rise and cross the equinox every
springtime, do we say, because the whole
world does not burst into beauty and
harvest at once, that it won't come? I
tell you the first blade of grass is the
whole thing, to anyone who sees. And
so when the 'N ord of God goes forth,
the thing is done.
Arise! Arise! 0 ye chosen of the
world, and be ye the divine helpers of
God, says BAHA'O'LLAH. How? Praise
be to God, the command not only goes
forth but the way of development is
shown not only in words but in example.
BAHA'O'LLAH says, "Though ye cut off
my limbs, yet shall the love of God not
depart out of my heart. Verily, I was
created for sacrifice, therefore do I
glory over the world."
Do you want
then to know how you shall glory over
the world, how you shall establish the
Kingdom of God in hearts, how you shall
carry out the teachings of these blessed
Tablets that we are listening to? Here
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is the recipe, "Though they cut off my
limbs, yet shall the love of God not depart out of my heart. I was created for
sacrifice, therefore do I glory over the
world!" Those who believe in BAHA'O'LI,AH, those who have turned their
hearts to the Center of His Covenant,
those who love the Blessed Perfection,
were created by the Sun of Reality in
the human temple for sacrifice, and by
sacrifice shall they glory over the world
as He did and establish the Kingdom of
the promised One in the hearts and souls.
, 'The blessed person of the promised
One is interpreted in the holy books as
the Lord of Hosts, i. e., the heavenly
armies! By heavenly armies those souls
are intended who are free from the huIhan world, transformed into celestial
spirits and have become divine angels."
There are your celestial armies. They
who shall become divine angels, are those
who have turned their backs upon the
world, who were created by the love of
God and His Blessed Beauty for sacrifice.
Allaho' Abha !

The Most Great Characteristic: The Center of the Covenant
Address by DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI of Chicago, delivered at the Eighth Session of
the Bahai Congress at Hotel McAlpin, New York City, ,Vednesday
afternoon, April 30th, 1919. Stenographically reported.

A S I have been quite ill for the last

three days, I did not expect to be
here this afternoon, but memory recalled
a beautiful afternoon, in the year 1912,
when our beloved Abdul-Baha, the Center of the Covenant, commanded his Persian party, including this servant, to
address the friends in New York on the
same subject that we have this afternoon,
"The Center of the Covenant," and
therefore I was strengthened to come to
this blessed gathering.
Why is it that the most great characteristic of the teachings of BAHA'0 'LLAH
concerns the Center of the Covenant?
Why this greatness or extreme importance? Because the Covenant is the one
power that preserves unity among man-

kind, prevents sectarianism and protects
all the principles of BAHA'O'LLAH. For
example: The investigation of reality
is a principle of BAHA'O'LLAH. If one
were to say, "I can interpret that. It
has another meaning. It does not mean
that we must investigate reality." The
power of the Covenant is the one weapon
that would stop such an interpreter. If
one were to say, regarding the principle
of BAHA'O'LLAH to do away with racial
and all other prejudices, "I understand
it differently, racial differences must
exist," the only weapon with which you
could overpower such an interpreter is
the Covenant. In other words, the only
interpreter is the beloved Ab dul-Baha.
Should one in most eloquent language
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try to prove the inequality of the sexes,
reply to such an one that the only interpreter is His Holiness Abdul-Baha,
the Oenter of the Oovenant, and the
power of the Oovenant will prevent
wrong interpretation. Should one try to
convince the world that universal peace
was not right, we would know, by the
power of the Oovenant, that such interpretation was wrong, and that would be
the only way to stop such false interpretation.
So, you see, all the other principles of
BAHA'O'LLAH are protected, too, by that
power of the Covenant. The progress
of the religions o.f the past depended
upon the unity of the believers, and the
failure thereof was caused by the disunity and differences of the believers.
Consider the essence of history. Take
the Jewish religion. Its founder, Moses,
delivered the people of Israel, who were
enslaved and persecuted by the Pharaohs, and saved them from bondage in
Egypt. Under him all became free in
the Land of Promise. For four hundred
and fifty years they were ruled by four
hundred judges, a congress, in the Holy
Land. They progressed day by day because they were united. Through the
power of the prophet Samuel, Saul, the
first king, was placed on the throne and
became the ruler of the Jews. They were
united upon the text and teachings of
Moses. Saul died and was succeeded by
David. Still that religion was progressing. David died and his son Solomon
was made king. That period was the
highest of the Jewish civilization. The
kingdom extended to the Euphrates and
the Red Sea. They became the teachers
of the then known world. Many of the
philosophers of the Romans, the Greeks
and other nations went to learn from
them and to be educated. The downfall
of the Jews began when, after the death
of Solomon, his son Rehoboam became
king, the Jews splitting into two factions
or kingdoms, one of which, the kingdom
of Judah remained loyal and offered
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allegiance to Rehoboam, while the other,
the Kingdom of Israel, elected for its
sovereign J erohoam from the descendants of J oseph who lived in Mesopotamia.
This first split divided their power,
creating enmity, suspicion and hate, and
wars resulted to the extent that J eroboam declared that it was just as good
to worship a bull as to go to Jerusalem,
the holy city, and worship God, becam:e
he did not want his people to go and
become acquainted with the other king,
the son of Solomon. '\Then that discord
took place and wars had begun between
the two factions, other nations attacked
and crushed them. Then the Romans,
Assyrians, Babylonians and Egyptians
came and destroyed them, the Jews falling into degeneration and slavery. The
Assyrians annihilated the kingdom of
Israel, and Nebuchadnezzar, the king of
Babylonia, attacked Judea, taking captive and burning Jerusalem. The kingdom of Israel was utterly annihilated
and the remnants of the kingdom of
Judea were saved by the mercy of the
Persian kingdom. Later the Jews were
divided into the Pharisees, the Sadducees, the Publicans, etc.
At such time Jesus Christ appeared.
He came to unite them and to guide
all the people. Instead of receiving
and following him, they crucified him.
After his departure Christianity was a
target of persecution for seventy years.
Titus, the Emperor of the Romans, then
became interested in the Christian religion. He killed more than a million
of the Jews, scattered the rest and
destroyed Jerusalem. To the Christians he gave freedom-that is, seventy
years after the birth of Jesus Christand the Ch:ristians were given an opportunity to go forth and teach the
Romans. That freedom, however, was
later taken from them and N ero, the
Roman Emperor, persecuted them severely. While intoxicated, Nero burned
the city of Rome and in the morning

(Continued on page 37)
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the obj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you I
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) A1!DuL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
vVestern States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
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Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Unveiling of the Divine Plan for the World
Tablet* of ABDuL-BAHA read at the Eighth Session of the Eleventh Annual
Mashrekol-Azkar Convention and Bahai Congress held in McAlpin
Hotel, New York City, April 26-30, 1919.
TABLET.
To the believers of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful of the Bahai
Assemblies in the United States of America and Canada I-Upon them be
BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!

He is God!

o ye apostles of BAHA'O'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
The blessed person of the promised One is interpreted in the holy Book as
the Lord of Hosts, i. e., the heavenly armies: By heavenly armies those souls are
intended who are entirely freed from the human world, transformed into celestial spirits and have become divine angels. Such souls are the rays of the Sun
of Reality who will illumine all the continents. Each one is holding in his hand
a trumpet, blowing the breath of life over all the regions. They are delivered
*NOTE-This Tablet was revealed in Bahjeh in three parts. The first part
was dictated April 19th, the second part April 20th,and the third part April
22nd, 1916.-The Editors.
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from human qualities and the defects of the world of nature, are characterized
with the characteristics of God, and are attracted with the fragrances of the
Merciful. Like unto the apostles of Ohrist, who were filled with Him, these souls
also have become filled with His Holiness BAHA'0 'LLAH, i. e., the love of BAHA'O'LLAH has so mastered every organ, part and limb of their bodies, as to leave
no effect by the promptings of the human world.
These souls are the armies of God and the conquerors of the East and the
West. Should one of them turn his face toward some direction and summon
the people to the Kingdom of God, all the ideal forces and lordly confirmations
will rush to his support and reinforcement. He will behold all the doors open
and all the strong fortifications and impregnable castles razed to the ground.
Singly and alone he will attack the armies of the world, defeat the right and left
wings of the hosts of all the countries, break through the lines of the legions of
all the nations and carry his attack to the very center of the powers of the earth.
This is the meaning of the hosts of God.
Any soul from among the believers of BAHA'O'LLAH who attains to this
station, will become known as the apostle of BAHA'0 'LLAH. Therefore strive ye
with heart and soul-so that ye may reach this lofty and exalted position, be
established on the throne of everlasting glory, and crown your heads with the
shining diadem of the Kingdom, whose brilliant jewels may irradiate upon centuries and cycles.

o ye kind friends! Uplift your magnanimity and soar high toward the
apex of heaven-so that your blessed hearts may become illumined more and
more, day by day, through the rays of the Sun of Reality, i. e., His Holiness
BAHA'O'LLAH; at every moment the spirits may obtain a new life, and the darkness of the world of nature may be entirely dispelled-thus ye may become incarnate light and personified spirit, become entirely unaware of the sordid matters of this world and in touch with the affairs of the divine world.
Oonsider ye what doors His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH has opened before you,
and what a high and exalted station He has destined for you, and what bounties
He has prepared for you i Should we become intoxicated with this cup, the sovereignty of this globe of earth will become lower in our estimation than the
children's plays. Should they place in the arena the crown of the government
of the whole world, and invite each one of us to accept it, undoubtedly we will
not condescend, and will refuse to accept it.
To attain to this supreme station is, however, dependent on the realization
of certain conditions:
The first condition is firmness in the Oovenant of God. For the power of
the Oovenant will protect the Oause of BAHA'O'LLAH from the doubts of the
people of error. It is the fortified fortress of the Oause of God and the firm
pillar of the religion of God. Today no power can conserve the oneness of the
Bahai world save the Oovenant of God; otherwise differences like unto a most
great tempest will encompass the Eahai world. It is evident that the axis of the
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oneness of the world of humanity is the power of the Covenant and nothing else.
Had the Covenant not come to pass, had it not been revealed from the supreme
pen and had not the Book of the Covenant, like unto the rays of the Sun of
Reality, illuminated the world the forces of the Cause of God would have been
utterly scattered and certain souls who were the prisoners of their own passions
and lusts would have taken into their hands an axe, cutting the root of this
Blessed Tree. Every person would have pushed forward his own desire and
every individual aired his own opinion! Notwithstanding this great Covenant,
a few negligent souls galloped with their chargers into the battlefield, thinking
perchance they may be able to weaken the foundation of the Cause of God: but
praise be to God, all of them were afflicted with regret and loss, and ere long
they shall see thel)1selves in poignant despair. Therefore, in the beginning one
must make his steps firm in the Covenant-so that the confirmations of BAHA'O'LLAH may encircle from all sides, the cohorts of the Supreme Concourse may
become the supporters and the helpers, and the exhortations and advices of
Abdul-Baha, like unto the pictures engraved on the stone, may remain permanent and ineffaceable in the tablets of the hearts.
The second condition: Fellowship and love amongst the believers. The
divine friends must be attracted to and enamored of each other and ever be
ready and willing to sacrifice their own lives for each other. Should one soul
from amongst the believers meet another, it must be as though a thirsty one
with parched lips has reached to the fountain of the water of life, or a lover has
met his true beloved. For one of the greatest divine wisdoms regarding the appearance of the holy Manifestations is this: The souls may come to know each other
and become intimate with each other; the power of the love of God may make
all of them the waves of one sea, the flowers of one rose-garden, and the stars of
one heaven. This is the wisdom for the appearance of the holy Manifestations!
When the most great bestowal reveals itself in the hearts of the believers, the
world of nature will be transformed, the darkness of the contingent being will
vanish, and heavenly illumination will be obtained. Then the whole world will
become the Paradise of Abha, everyone of the believers of God will become a
blessed tree, producing wonderful fruits.
o ye friends! Fellowship, fellowship! Love, love! Unity, unity!-so that
the power of the Bahai Cause may appear and become manifest in the world
of existence. Just at this moment I am engaged in your commemoration and
this heart is in the utmost glow and excitement! Were ye to realize how this
conscience is attracted by the love of the friends, unquestionably ye would
obtain such a degree of joy and fragrance that ye would all become enamol'ed
with each other!
The third condition: Teachers must continually travel to all parts of the
continent, nay, rather, to all parts of the world, but they must travel like AbdulBaha, who journeyed throughout the cities of ,America. He was sanctified and
free from every attachment and in the utmost severance. Just as His Holiness
Christ says: "Shake off the very dust from your feet."
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Ye have observed that while in America many souls in the utmost of supplication and entreaty desired to offer some gifts, but this servant, in accord
with the exhortations and behests of the Blessed Perfection, never accepted a
thing, although on certain occasions we were in most straitened circumstances.
But on the other hand, if a soul, for the sake of God, voluntarily and out of his
pure desire, wishes to offer a contribution (toward the expenses of a teacher)
in order to make the contributor happy, the teacher may accept a small sum,
but must live with the utmost contentment.
The aim is this: The intention of the teacher must be pure, his heart independent, his spirit attracted, his thought at peace, his resolution firm, his magnanimity exalted and in the love of God a shining torch. Should he become as
such, his sanctified breath will even affect the rock; otherwise there will be no
result whatsoever. As long as a soul is not perfected, how. can he efface the defects
of others? Unless he is detached from aught else save God, how can he teach
severance to others!
In short, 0 ye believers of God! Endeavor ye so that ye may take hold
of every means in the promulgation of the religion of God and the diffusion of
the fragrances of God.
Amongst other things is the holding of the meetings for teaching-so that
blessed souls and the old ones from amongst the believers may gather together
the youths of the love of God in schools of instruction and teach them all the
divine proofs and irrefragable arguments, explain and elucidate the history of
the Cause, and interpret also the prophecies, and proofs which are recorded and
are extant in the divine books and epistles regarding the Manifestation of the
promised One, so that the young ones. may grow in perfect knowledge in all
these degrees.
Likewise, whenever it is pOSSIble a committee must be organized for the
translation of the Tablets. Wise souls who have mastered and studied perfectly
the Persian, Arabic and foreign languages, or know one of the foreign langllages
-must commence translating Tablets and books containing the proofs of this
Revelation, and publishing those books, circulate them throughout the five continents of the globe.
Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the
utmost regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God
-so that both in the East and West, they may become informed of the most
important events.
In short, in all the meetings, whether public or private, nothing should be
discussed save that which is under consideration, and all the articles be centered
around the Cause of God. Promiscuous talks must not be dragged in and contention is absolutely forbidden.
The teachers traveling in different directions must know the language of
the country in which they will enter. For example, a person being proficient in
the Japanese language may travel to Japan, or a person knowing the Chinese
language may hasten to China, and so forth,

--
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In short, after this universal war, the people have obtained extraordinary
capacity to hea):ken to the divine teachings, for the wisdom of this war is this:
That it may become proven to all that the fire of war is world-consuming,
whereas the rays of peace are world-enlightening. One is death, the other is
life; that is extinction, this is immortality; one is the most great calamity, the
other is the most great bounty; that is darkness, this is light; that is eternal
humiliation and this is everlasting glory; one is the destroyer of the foundation
of man, the other is the founder of the prosperity of the human race.
Consequently, a number of souls may arise and act in accordance with the
aforesaid conditions and hasten to all parts of the world, especially from America to Europe, Africa, Asia and Australia, and travel through Japan and China.
Likewise, from Germany teachers and believers may travel to the continents of
America, Africa, Japan and China; in brief, they may travel through all the
continents and islands of the globe. Thus in a short space of time, most wonderful results will be produced, the banner of universal peace will be waving
on the apex of the world and the lights of the oneness of the world of humanity
may illumine the universe.
In brief, 0 ye believers of God! The text of the divine Book is this:
If two souls quarrel and contend about a question of the divine questions, differing and disputing, both are wrong. The wisdom of this incontrovertible law
of God is this: That between two souls from amongst the believers of God, no
contention and dispute might arise; that they may speak with each other with
infinite amity and love. Should there appear the least trace of controversy,
they must remain silent, and both parties must continue their discussions no
longer, but ask the reality of the question from the Interpreter. This is the
irrefutable command!
Upon ye be Baha-EI-Abha!
SUPPLICATION.

o God! 0 God! Thou seest that black darkness hath encompassed all the
regions, all the countries are burning with the conflagration of dissension and
the fire of war and carnage is ignited in the Easts of the earth and the Wests
thereof. The blood is being shed, the corpses are stretched and the heads are
decapitated and thrown on the ground in the battlefield.
Lord! Lord! Have pity on these ignorant ones, look upon them with the
eye of forgiveness and pardon. Extinguish this fire-so that these gloomy
clouds covering the horizon may be scattered; the Sun of Reality may shine
forth with the rays of concililttion; this darkness be rent asunder and all the
countries be illumined with the lights of peace.
Lord! Awaken them from the depths of the sea of animosity, deliver them
from these impenetrable darknesses, establish affinity between their hearts and
enlighten their eyes with the light of peace and reconciliation.
Lord! Rescue them from the fathomless depths of war and bloodshed!
Arouse them out of the gloom of error, rend asunder the veil from their eyes,
brighten their hearts with the light of guidance, deal with them through Thy
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favor and mercy and do not treat them accordingly to Thy justice and wrath
through which the backs of the mighty ones are shaken!
Lord! Verily the wars have prolonged, the calamities have increased, and
every building hath turned into ruin.
Lord! Verily the breasts are agitated and the souls are convulsed. Have
mercy on these poor ones and do not leave them to do with themselves that
which they desire!
Lord! Send forth throughout Thy countries humble and submissive souls,
their faces illutnined with the rays of guidance, severed from the world, speaking Thy remembrance and praise and diffusing Thy holy fragrances amongst
mankind!
Lord! Strengthen their backs, reinforce their loins and dilate their breasts
with the signs of Thy most great love.
Lord! Verily they are weak and Thou art the Powerful and the Mighty,
and they are impotent and Thou art the Helper and the Merciful!
Lord! Verily the sea of transgression is waving high and these hurricanes
will not be calmed down save through Thy boundless grace which hath embraced
all the regions!
Lord! Verily the souls are in the deep valleys of lust and nothing will
awaken them save Thy most wonderful bounties.
Lord! Dispel these darknesses of temptations and illumine the hearts with
the lamp of Thy love, through which all the countries will be enlightened. Oonfirm those believers who, leaving their countries, their families and their children, travel throughout the regions, for the sake of the love of Thy beauty, the
diffusion of Thy fragrances and the promulgation of Thy teachings. Be Thou
their companion in their loneliness, their helper in a strange land, the remover
of their sorrow, the comforter in their calamity, their deliverer in their hardship,
the satisfier of their thirst, the healer of their malady and the allayer of the
fire of their longing.
Verily, Thou art the Clement, the Possessor of Mercy, and Verily, Thou art
the Oompassionate and the Merciful!
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Signed)
(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April 8th, 1919, Washington, D. 0.)

The Most Great Characteristic: The Center of the Covenant
(Continued from page 31)

wanted to know who had done it. The
enemies of the Ohristians told him that
Paul, Peter and the Ohristians, to whom
he had given freedom, were the cause
of the burning of the city of Rome, the
most beautiful capital of the world at
that time.
He immediately became
their oppressor and put to death those
two great martyrs, Paul and Peter.
Thus not only did the Jews, but the
Romans as well take part in the per-

secution. Briefly, for three hundred
years the Ohristians were oppressed.
Then Oonstantine, the brave Emperor
of Rome, became a Ohristian.
He
spread Ohristianity throughout the
world and it began to progress from
that time. He moved from Rome and
made his capital in Oonstantinople, that
city being named in his honor. It was
the glory of Ohristianity when Oonstantine was the Emperor. -What else did
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Constantine do ~ Christianity was at the
zenith of its prosperity, when he did
something that marked the beginning of
its fall. When he moved from Rome
to Constantinople he wanted to have a
democracy among the leaders of all the
churches. Every church had a bishop,
but they were all under the bishop of
Rome, who was called or known as the
Pope. Constantine said: "No, we must
have a democracy. The power should
not be in the hands of the Pope." Thus
the first split took place in Christianity,
half becoming Orthodox and the other
half Catholics. Those who wanted all
the power to be in the hands of the
Pope were called Catholics and those
who believed that the power should be
divided and every bishop should have
equal freedom were called Orthodox.
During the third and fourth centuries
another division took place in Christianity, the subject of contention this
time being that of the doctrine of the
Trinity. There were those who believed
in the union of God, the Son and the
Holy Ghost-the three in one-and
those who believed it could not be done;
those who believed that Jesus Christ had
two natures, the divine and the human,
and those who said: "No, God is above
mentioning. No one can comprehend
Him. Jesus Christ is the Manifestation
of God and that is alL" Thus was another division created, this time on account of the doctrine of the Trinity, and
every time a division took place, wars
resulted and blood was shed.
In the year 325 A. D., Constantine
called the first general council at Nice,
in Bytynia, in order to settle the differences, but that could not be done. Arius,
the eloquent priest, who interpreted the
Trinity and who became the cause of the
controversy, was excommunicated by the
Orthodox church.
In the fifth century, another sect, the
Nestorians, was created by Nestorius, a
brilliant priest. At that time the Christians believed that Jesus Christ had two
natures, divine and human, and, there-
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fore, it mattered not whether Mary was
called "the mother of the Lord" or "the
mother of Jesus." But N estorius and
his followers taught that Mary must be
called orrly "the mother of J esm: " and
not "the mother of the Lord." Briefly,
these arguments ended in bloody battles.
Then general councils were held. Nestorius was excommunicated, but the sect
remains in Persia to this day.
Another sect came into existence and
that was the Jacobites, founded by Jacobus Baradaeus, a priest. They promulgated the belief that Jesus Christ
had one divine nature only and theytried to promote unity.
In the sixth century Christianity was
spread in the west of Europe as far as
Britain and Saxony, and in the east to
the shores of the Black Sea and the Danube.
In the seventh century the Mohammedan religion appeared and the Mohammedans had terrific clashes with the
Christians.
In the eighth century another division took place and this was the last
division. And what caused that ~ Pictures! Those who believed in having
pictures in the church, and those who
said: "This means that we are like the
heathen. If we put a picture before
us, what is the difference between us and
those who worship idols?"
This controversy created another sect ..
There was another war and another general council or convention, but with no
result. If you travel in the Orient you
will find the Nestorians and the Jacobites
as well as many other sects. These
various sects have been separating
themselves from the rest of the world
and living in ignorance on account of one
person who interpreted something for
his own desire and his own selfishness.
In the ninth and tenth centuries
there were continuous wars among the
various sects-two centuries of bloodshed-but they conquered in Hungary,
Russia, and other places.
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The eleventh century began with the
greatest and longest war the world had
ever witnessed. It started with the organization of 800,000 soldiers in Europe, who proceeded to the Holy Land
to take it from the Mohammedans. That
was the war of the Crusaders.
The eleventh century, the twelfth, the
thirteenth and the fourteenth saw nothing but wars and struggle between the
European Christians and the Mohammedans, resulting in nothing but failure
and manifest loss.
In the fifteenth century the Pope proclaimed himself as an absolute power.
In the sixteenth century Luther arose
against the Pope and the result was the
establishment of the Protestant sect.
If we follow carefully this brief outline of the history of the Jews and the
Christian church, we come to the conclusion that had the Divine Will appointed a Center, through Moses or
through Jesus Christ, these divisions
would not have occurred.
It is not necessary to mention the
divisions in the Mohammedan religion
because they were similar to the other
religions.
Therefore, the most great characteristic of the religion of BAHA' 0 'LLAH is,
The Center of the Covenant-that which
the previous divine Manifestations did
not bring. This will fortify the Cause
from now until at least one thousand
years, and perhaps until thousands of
years have passed away. Through the
power of the Covenant no one can create
a sect or division in the Bahai Cause.
In 189'1, BAHA'O'LLAH referred to his
departure thus: "In my appearance
there was a wisdom, and in my disappearance there is another vvisdom." All
who heard him felt that the day of his
departure was near. It came in 1892.
The believers who were gathered in Acca
and who numbered not more than 600
people, in one week became divided into
twenty-three sects. In other words, in
one week they had twenty-three opin-
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ions as to what would be done in the
f~lture, now that BAHA'O'LLAH had de-

parted. Each one had an opinion and
each thought his opinion was the best.
On the ninth day a little satchel that
had belonged to BAHA'O'LLAH and which
had been sealed with His blessed seal,
was brought by His Holiness AbdulBaha and placed before the tvventythree divisions or sects if you wish to
so call them. It was opened and, behold, it contained the Book of the Covenant, in which it was written: "All
must obey and turn to the one whom
God has chosen." In the Tablets and
in the Book of Akdas, BAHA'O'LLAH
says: "The purpose is the Greatest
Branch. He is the explainer of the
Books. He is my interpreter. He is the
Branch of Holiness. He is the greatest
favor and blessing for mankind and the
protection of all. He is the Mystery of
God. He is the one around whom all
the names and attributes of God revolve." Even He (BAHA'O'LLAH) asks
all the divine blessings for all those who
turn to him, and woe for all those who
turn away from him.
That Book was read. All the faces
brightened. All bowed down 111 the
spirit of acceptance.
But certain prophecy had to be fulfilled, namely, "From the East and the
West they will come and enter into the
Kingdom of God, but the children of
the King"dom will be cast out." A few,
however, with veiled spiritual vision,
such as Mirza Mohammed Ali, rejected
it and turned away, as the owls and the
night birds who flee from the light of the
sun. The fire of jealousy and envy
took such hold on them that they preferred to be known as na7cazeen-meaning violators of the Covenant. Those
who turned away simply destroyed
their own lives, here, there and everywhere, as did Judas Iscariot. Those
who took hold of "The Branch" grew
and produced fruit, becoming as shining stars in the horizons.
The beloved Abdul-Baha, in order to
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have us all united, accepted the station
of servitude, calling himself, "The Servant of Baha," that we might all learn
a lesson from that humbleness-not because his station is lower than the rest.
The qualities of the sun are manifest;
the eyes behold them and it is not necessary to try to convince us that they are
there.
We should carefully study the religion
of BAHA'O'LLAH and obey it.
See
with what names, what attributes
BAHA'O'LLAH has clothed His Greatest
Branch.
Study the Tablet of the
Branch and see how the Blessed Tree
described its Branch. The title of
"Abdul-Baha" should be our mirror
into which we should look every day to
learn the lesson of humbleness and servitude. The title which he chose for himself, namely, "The Servant," should be
a lesson to us to try to overcome our
arrogance and selfishness, because the
ego is the only enemy of the Bahai. The
Bahai has no enemy except his own
ego, and that ego often makes him lower
than the animals. Jesus Christ taught
the same lesson to the world when he
said: ' 'Why eallest thou me good?
None 1S good save One, that is, God."
That was a lesson to his disciples to
teach them humbleness and reverence.
In Persia the Cause is firm and on a
solid foundation. If anyone comes to
them with an idea that would seemingly
destroy rather than build the Cause,
they ask him in a gentle manner: "Is
this your own opinion or that of Abdu]Baha ? " If he answers: "This is my
opinion," they say:
"Barak-Allah
(God bless you). This may be a good
opinion, but keep it for yourself. How
do we know ~ Today you praise this one
and tomorrow you hate him.
Today
you hate this one and tomorrow you
praise him. How do we know which one
you are going to take?" In this manner they close the door of differences.
This does not mean, however, that if
the believers want to build up the work,
lending their influence and their opine
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ions which are harmonious to the Cause
of God, being willing' to even sacrifice
their lives if necessary, that we should
suspect them.
God forbid!
There
should be no such misunderstanding.
But if there be anything contrary to the
teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH and Ab dulBaha, then ask such an one to produce
a written statement proving his authority.
Differences are of two kinds, constructive and destructive. If one should
come and say, "I want to help you
build this house," you reply, "Welcome." But should he say, "I do not
agree with you. Build it this way. I
want to destroy this building. Build
it somewhere else"-that difference, my
friends, would be destructive. If, therefore, there are differences of opinion
among the believers which are conducive
to the promulgation of the Cause, there
is no harm in such differences; but ideas
or statements that are contrary to the
teachings must be authenticated, must
be shown, must be proven.
Therefore, the Bahais who would
keep the Cause clean and strong, should,
like unto a wise and careful gardener
who guards the young trees, plant seeds
that will grow and which the winds of
doubt will not blow away, the heat of
envy and jealousy will not burn, the
thief will not steal and the fire of desire will not consume; and should protect them from the contrary winds of
conflicting and confusing opinions that
are conducive to separation rather than
to unity.
Our beloved Abdul-Baha says that, in
the future, even the rulers, the kings
of the world, will tremble if they try to
deviate one hair's breadth from this
great Covenant. There is no doubt
about it, because the religion of
BAHA '0 'LLAH is protected and fortified.
That oneness, which is the foundation of
the religion of BAHA'O'LLAH, cannot be
shaken when the banner of the mighty
Covenant is waving over the heads.
Allaho' Abha !
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"The Doors of the Kingdom are Open"
Address by WILLIAM H. RAND ALL, of Boston, delivered at the Ninth Session of
the Bahai Congress, held in Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Wednesday evening, April 30th, 1919. Stenographically reported.
once said, "Nevel'
A BDUL-BAHA
talk about God to a man with an
empty stomach. Feed him first. " Surely in the past three days he has fed us,
and in this hour that draws this wonderful and marvelous Convention and Congress to a close, it certainly seems befitting that we should turn our hearts to
the Kingdom of the Covenant, and with
the deepest reverence for this great opportunity and great service that is before us in giving his methods to the
whole world of humanity.
For nineteen centuries the Kingdom
of Heaven has been largely considered
by man merely a parable, but this seed
of the Kingdom, unobserved by mankind, has been growing and growing
through the centuries until in this day
it has become a tree of fruitage, and
through these wonderful Tablets of Abdul-Baha the fruit of this Kingdom is
offered to you now in the heavenly banquet that he has served during these four
days, and its life, its sustenance, its
strength are eternal. This is the hour
of faith, the day of miracles, the century of light, and in this wonderful
epoch two worlds have met and embraced
in the heart of Abdul-Baha, the world
of God and the world of humanity; and
how glorious, how wonderful that he
should come to us in the station of servitude and call to the whole world,
"Come, ye people, unto the Kingdom
of God, for today the doors are open,
and the station of servitude is the highway thereto."

Someone asked Abdul-Baha once why
the rivers and the streams all flowed
into the ocean, and he replied, "Attraction, because the ocean places itself
lower than all else 11' the world." This
is the supreme quality of the station of
servitude, and I think if we lift our eyes
to the portals we shall find written above
in l~tters of light, "radiant acquiescence." Who can fail to make every effort to reach this doorway, which is the
pathway unto the Kingdom of Glory?
Kingdom naturally implies organization. How is it that there can be organization in a kingdom that we call the
kingdom of the Spirit ~ In the world of
affairs, organization in itself is power,
yet inharmony flows from it; but in the
world of the Kingdom, where love is the
law of organization, unity radiates from
its power. In the world of hearts, the
heart is an organ, but when the breath
wings its flight with love, the organic
heart turns its way back to the mineral
kingdom. The heart that seeks only the
center of self has never left the kingdom
of nature, but the heart that is enkindled
with the love of hUIhanity is already on
its way to the worlds of God.
This Kingdom that draws us, and irresistibly draws us on through the ages,
what is its power? With man, power is
effort; but with God power is attraction.
It holds atoms and worlds in one embrace and impels them through the great
universe of search, search for the center
of that attraction. It draws forth from
the common soil and clothes with the
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substance Qf light the fQrm Qf flQwers
and fruit. As IQve, it persuades man
thrQugh the variQus CQurts Qf attractiQn
until his SQul reaches the CQurt Qf the
placeless, indrawn by the Center Qf the
CQvenant, and therein dQes man find the
heaven and the paradise Qf the preQrdained cQmmand Qf GQd that is the PQtential unfQlding Qf his greatest capacity, his greatest happiness, his greatest
service that makes him Qne Qf the drQPs
in the 'Qcean Qf the unity Qf GQd's IQve.
My dearest, dearest friends: We
have had revealed to. us in these sublime
Tablets a whQle new WQrld Qrder Qf life.
We ha~e had presented to. us with its
great QPPQrtunity the chance to. r~se a~d
to. serve GQd in His WQrld. I belIeve III
this day that disciples chQQse themselves that all may be disciples, that we
are ail called to. the statiQn Qf discipleship in this new and glQriQus kingdQm;
that GQd Himself has incarnated in the
WQrld and fQunded the great Spiritual
Magn~ Charta and its laws, its jQys a~d
its happiness, and has placed them III
the hands Qf the friends Qf America. He
has given to. America the statiQn Qf the
illuminatiQn Qf the wQrld, and nQW, we
must build deep that it may be high, we
must build Qutside Qf time that it may
withstand time. Peter and Paul built
beYQnd the empire Qf Rome, they built
beYQnd the time Qf the life Qf all emperors because they built deep a:r:d. they
built high. It is QUI' greatest prIVIlege,
it is QUI' greatest JQY, it, is the supreme
happiness nQW Qf QUI' lives to' dedicate
them to' this service to. the KingdQm.
Do. nQt think I am tQQ sQlemn-I never
was happier in my life; but the magnitude Qf this visiQn is so. great that I
seem almQst IQst even in the cQntemplatiQn Qf it. vVe must arise, we must beCQme Qrganized thrQugh that Qrganizing
PQwer Qf IQve which is the magnet Qf the
spirit and we must go. fQrth with heart
and mind illumined with the living
light, with the substance Qf these great
and universal Tablets. A few years
IQnger, and eternity beYQnd; GQd calls
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at this very hQur. Can we fail Y Have
we any chQice but to. Qbey1
To. IQve is a wQndrQus thing; to. be
IQved is a miracle. SQmetimes we falter
when we IQve, but it seems to. me when
we knQW we are IQved QUI' steps are
firm' and Abdul-Baha IQves us, every
SQul: his eye is UPQn every SQul gathered
in this CQnventiQn tQnight and he IQves
us with the encircling burning PQwer Qf
IQve. Can we fail to. resPQnd to. that
IQve? Can we when he has spent every
hQur frQm childhQQd to. the present mQment, fQrty years Qf it in prisQn, in
hardships, gQing thrQugh the pathway Qf
every PQssible self-denial, surrendering
the human spirit with which he CQntacts
with the WQrld, can we feel that at this
hQur we can do. greater than to. turn
Qur eyes to. the call Qf this KingdQm and
to. arise and to' serve and fQllQW in the
pathway Qf his blessed feet?
Oh, my dear friends, I knQw y?U feel
the urge; I knQw that yQU realIze the
magnitude Qf the task, and Abdul-Baha
has said to. us that he who. will arise to.
be the herald Qf the glad tidings Qf this
day will be sustained by the HQly Spirit,
will be received with an acclamatiQn Qf
JQY into. the KingdQm Qf GQd. We will
arise to. this cQmmanding spirit, and go.
fQrth as the heralds Qf light;· we will
spread this wQndrQUs message Qf gladtidings thrQughQut the whQle wQrld, until every heart is tQuchQd, until every
ear has heard, and every mind enkindled
with the Supreme Spirit which CQmPQses the WQrld in the harmQny Qf living.
There is Qne splendQr Qf the spirit that
unites mankind in the service Qf brQtherhQQd. There is anQther glQry that is celestial that transfQrms the heart from
the image of the earthly into. the imagE"
Qf the heavenly. This is the pathway,
the severed highway to. the PQrtals Qf
light and His W Qrd is the sign: " The
IQve Qf the W Qrd Qf GQd is the magnet
Qf heavenly beauty and gIQry."
AllahQ'Abha!
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The Servant of God
Address by ALBERT VAIL, of Chicago, delivered at the Ninth Session of the
Bahai Congress, held in Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Wednesday
evening, April 30th, 1919'. Stenographically reported.
doors of the Kingdom are open;
T HE
the Sun of Truth is shining upon
the world; the daysprings of mercy have
appeared." What does this mean ~
Evidently it means that this little
world in which we live, in the sight
of God is like a tiny ball fioa ting in a
universe of infinitely wonderful light.
In the sight of God, this handful of
dust, the world, is but one home and
all the prayer of the eternal· world is
that thl/,s world may be in unity. Now
when the darkness and the storm spread
over the earth, it seems very dark to us
who are underneath the clouds. But if
we can rise a little in the altitude of
the spirit and see the Sun of Truth
eternally shining from the heaven of
God's presence, no cloud which ever
came over the world would be more than
a temporary passing mist.
The God who made this little world
also made all the heavenly and divine
worlds. He evidently has a clear purpose for this world on which we dwell,
and that purpose is that, after the thousands of years of war, it should enter
into a millennium of peace. The world
could have no other meaning than that
this strife and confusion would at last
prepare the hearts of men for the sweetness of the kingdom of universal peace.
Now, w.hen the King begins to send
His light into the world the people catch
only a few rays of the dawning Sun of
Reality as it rises over the horizon of
man's limitation and breaks through the
clouds of his suspicion, his ignorance
and his prejudice. The first few rays
in this new day, are the desire for a
League of Nations, the longing for democracy; the prayer for woman's suffrage, for equality between men and
women, the longing for universal education, for science, for civilization, for

new arts, that great yearning that
touches the hearts of all men all over
the world and, stirring in their hearts,
tells them that the new day is here, the
divine world is breaking into the human
world.
What we want to know is the next
step toward the realization of this universal prayer. Is there a soul on this
globe today who is not praying in his
heart for the dawn of the Most Great
Peace amongst the nations?
How
can it be brought about ~ That is the
one problem around which all other
problems revolve.
Politically, the
League of Nations is the first great step.
We need a society of nations, a democWe also need
racy of the world.
woman's suffrage so that women, tender,
loving and intuitive, may more completely direct the operations of the na~
tion. But the fundamental problem
goes deeper than any political, democratic, economic or educational organization. Abdul-Baha in his classic story
has put the world situation like this:
He says that the governments of the
world are much in the state of three
men who went out sailing in a boat.
One was a Christian, one was a Mohammedan and one was a Jew. The Mohammedan bowed down as a storm approached over the water and he said,
, '0 Allah, drown in the depths of the
water this infidel of a Christian." The
Christian said, " 0 God, sink in the
depths of the sea this infidel of a Mohammedan. " The Jew remained silent.
They said, "Are you not praying in this
moment of calamity?" He replied, "Oh
yes, I was praying that both of your
prayers might be answered." (Laughter.)
That is the world situation which we
need to transform today. That is the
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world's heart which needs to be made
into a new heart. Now, how is this to
be done? The only way is to teach
these people who look at each other so
bitterly to see something in each other
which is supremely beautiful and glorious. If that Christian there in the boat
could have looked into the Mohammedan 's heart and seen that he was worshipping the same God as he, only under another name, the Mohammedan and the
Christian could have become brothers;
and if the Jew could have looked into
both of their hearts and said, "0 blessed
Christ, you made the Torah celebrated
all over the world; you made Moses celebrated, you made all Hebrews celebrated; you are the prophet of Israel, " then
there could be peace. If the Mohammedan could see the good in the Christian, if the Christian could see the good
in the Mohammedan, if the Jew could
see that every great prophet in the world
is one of God's messengers; if all could
look into each other's hearts and see
there the love of the Eternal Father,
then there would begin on earth the Most
Great Peace.
When you meet a stranger, says
Abdul-Baha, say, "Yonder is coming to
me a letter sent me by God." The outside of the envelope may be dirty, and
torn and broken, but if we could open
the envelope of the life that comes before us and look within the envelope
and learn to read the writing, we would
find in every human soul which crosses
our threshold or which is yonder over
the man-made national border, a message from God, and if we could understand the message it would be God's benediction to us. There is only one hope
for humanity today and that is to see
all human beings as rays of the one divine sun which is God, as pearls of the
one ocean which is God, flowers of the
one garden whose Gardener is God,
and to see all as potentially the light
of the one sun which shall be diffused,
waves of the one sea which shall overflow the world. This is the foundation
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of peace upon the earth, to realize, as
Paul said from Mars Hill, that "God
made of one blood all nations of men
for to dwell on all the face of the earth,
if haply they might feel after Him and
find Him, though He be not far from
anyone of us." Abdul-Baha says that
God, the divine Gardener, looking over
the garden of humanity, sees that it
would be a monotonous garden if He
made us all white, like white roses, and
so, in His love of beauty and variety
He made some of the roses yellow like
the Mongolians and some brown like the
Hindus and others red like the red men
and others black like the colored people.
God in His universal vision loves all the
varieties, and for this reason He put
these different colored roses, His children, in the garden of humanity. If
we could see that they all come from
one garden and they all diffuse one
fragrance and they are all under the
sun of one God, then would these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars pass
away and upon this little planet the
Most Great Peace of God would come.
How can we gain a belief in God vivid
enough really to make this come about?
There is only one way and that is to find
someone who manifests all that our divinest spirit wants to see of God. Now
when we look within ourselves we find
our divine nature is like a tiny flickering candle. When we look at the faces
of most of our neighbors we know that
their faces are sometimes dark and
sometimes bright, like the passing of
clouds and of sunshine, and we are never
quite sure of our neighbor, whether he
will be on his good behavior today, or
tomorrow. We all vacillate and the divine side comes and goes. How can we
be sure that the divine is the real thing
in the world, in ourselves and in our
neighbor? The only way is to know
some being in whom the light of God's
life is always shining, in whom the glory
of God's presence is always resplendent,
on the altar of whose sacrificed human
self the eternal fire of God is always
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burning. There are human beings who
are more than beings. There are human
beings who are simply temples of flesh
in which is manifest the eternal glory
of God.
Jesus sai d, "Have I been so long a
time with you, yet hast thou not known
me, Philip? He that hath seen me hath
seen the Father; and how sayesth thou,
then, show me the Father?"
Abdul-Baha says that God in His
boundless mercy wishing the Kingdom
on earth to be established sends these
Messengers, these Manifestations of the
Kingdom that in a temple of human
flesh the glory of God may be made
manifest and in the human heart th~
love of the Eternal Father may shine
with all its sweetness and its beauty. By
sending the many Manifestations of His
light does God make manifest within our
scope and our horizon His eternal love,
His being, His reality and His glory.
When Jesus shone forth from the horizon of Palestine reflecting, like a mirror, the Sun of R,eality, he united many
nations for a time. And then the mirror was obscured by traditions and
clouds and darkness and men no longer
saw the Father in His pure glory shining in the heart of this Messenger and
Manifestation. God had to send another Manifestation to make His truth
apparent, for we forget, in this world,
Oh, so easily, we forget about God. We
forget what God is like. He had to send
a long succession of Messengers to India.
He had to send Zoroaster to Persia, and
then Mohammed to the Arabian villages. And in this twentieth century,
when the world is ready at last for the
descent of the full splendor of the Kingdom, it is necessary, if we are to have
a vision of God in the world, that there
should appear again One in whom God's
spirit can be seen so clearly that all
the veils are stripped away, that all the
doubts are burned away, and then we
shall see face to face.
This has been the promise of the cen-
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turies: "Behold there vvill come a great
Messenger, a Manifestation of the Eternal, the promised One at the end of the
age." The Bible translators called this
"the end of the world." And it is the
end of the old world of prejudice, of
war, of confusion. Then the Sun of the
eternal Word will appear. The light
of God will become manifest again and,
shining from the horizon of a human
heart there will dawn this bright light
of God's love and His truth so that all
can see and no one can doubt, so that
all over the world men can behold His
glory and enter into the consciousness
of God.
BAHA '0 'LLAH brought this great revelation to the world, but it came in him
with such sublime light that people were
almost dazzled by its splendor. His
splendor is so bright we can hardly look
upon it. And so the next great Herald
of the Kingdom takes the form of a
servant, the humblest form a human being can assume. He lays aside his title;
he calls himself simply, The Servant of
the Glory of God.
He comes down right into the midst
of men, living their life. He plants his
garden; he cooks the meals for the sick
people; he makes them broth in the
prison; he goes up and down the country
like a ministering angel of God's mercy;
he is the tenderest, the simplest, the
lowliest of beings in the world. "When
he is put in prison for teaching universal peace and universal brotherhood he
counts this imprisonment the joy of his
life. Abdul-Baha tells us how when he
was one day in the streets of Acca and
the chains were around his waist and
his neck, the jailor, his tender-hearted
jailor, said, ""\i\Thy don't you put a robe
over those chains so the boys won't
throw stones at you?" Abdul-Baha,
turning to him, replied: "These chains
are my badges of hanoI', my badges of
glory, I could not conceal them."
Now it is this quality of service, in
annihilation of self, that makes God's

(Continued on page 55)
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy I Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers wiII become hosts after ho sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
wiII increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame wiII be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-EAHA ABBAS.

o

o

ye apostles
. . . .
regularity, but
East and the

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you I
Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
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Diary Letters of Shoghi Rabbani
Written to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab in America
(Continued from Vol. 10, page 220)
Haifa, Palestine.
February 12, 1919.
Dear Ahmad:
This morning, some of the recently
arrived supplications were answered in
the form of short yet effective Tablets.
The second supplication from India is
signed by a certain influential person,
a khajeh, who has been recently attracted to the Movement and is craving
to attain the court of Abdul-Baha's
presence. As emanating from a soul that
has been entangled in superstition
and prejudice and immersed in a sea
of imagination, his words embodied in
his supplication are indeed significant:
"Thy generosity is the elixir and thy
bounty the solace for the weak heart
of this humble servant, and the near
prospect of attaining to the holy presence sustains his breath. 0 most beloved Lord, look not at the failings,
short comings and weakness of this humble beseecher and entreater, but towards
the boundless ocean of thy love, mercy,
bounty and grace. Grant the fervent

prayer of this humble one to approach
thy holy self, keep him not far away
and separate from thee and confer upon him the high privilege of viewing
thy beautiful, illumined face."
The
prayer of this soul has been answered
for soon he shall present himself at the
Holy Land, shall view the beautiful face
of his beloved Lord and shalllluaff from
the inexhaustible fountain of his love.
The Tablet revealed to this friend this
morning is a model of the sweetest and
most gentle expressions that a beloved
can reveal to his loving ones.
News reaches us to the effect that the
friends of God in the different parts of
Persia, devastated by famine, pestilence
and internecine war, have been miraculously protected and saved. With this
gratitude is coupled the sense of extreme
rejoicing and heartfelt gratitude for the
news of peace, for the restoration of
communications and for the possibility
of a long awaited pilgrimage to the
land of desire. Letters have been received so far from Teheran, Shiraz, and
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tonight from Najafabead, in the province of Isphahan, Persia, the same
note is sounded as it was written just
at the time when the armistice bells
were ringing. It expressed the anticipation of the friends: of God to see
universal peace, as forecast so many
years ago by BAHA'O'LLAH, firmly and
securely established.
However, one
thing brought gloom and depression into
this lively and clear atmosphere. One
incident, revealing the still prevailing
grudge and antipathy of the ulemas and
mullahs for the friends of God, was the
cause of grief. A certain friend, buried
with respect and ceremony by his beloved and relatives, was disinterred, his
coffin was smashed to pieces, his corpse
was taken out and buried directly with
no wooden case whatever, this being
counter to the creed and law of their
faith. From what may be judged and
inferred, such sad incidents are still prevailing and causing more or less trouble
and complication. One thing is sure,
however, that as the Sun of Truth gains
in. splendor and brilliancy, the bats and
owls proportionately double their vain
and fruitless activities until they are assured of their helplessness and incompetence.

February 13, 1919.
My dear Ahmad:
The call of Abdul-Baha bidding the
friends of God to arise in one accord,
to fling away the garb of concealment
and to deliver the divine message has
resounded throughout all regions and
has propagated its waves to countries
hitherto the bulwark of conservatism.
The city of Damascus, upon which a
new era has dawned has shaken off her
somnolence and, thanks to the activity
of a few enthusiastic friends, has
awakened to the spirit of the new age.
The prominent figure among its friends
has attained the court of Abdul-Baha's
presence and has brought with him
many a good news. When the permission
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to visit the holy sites was granted to our
eager visitor, Haji Mohammed Yazdi
the means of facility were miraculously
provided. Within an exceptionally short
period of time he secured his pass, was
assigned a comfortable and uncrowded
compartment in the train, enjoyed
splendid weather and sunshine all
throughout his travel, the latter lasting
only ten hours-an exceptionally swift
and comfortable journey.
This morning he was ushered into Abdul-Baha's presence and the first thing
he did was to offer a supplication from
an erudite Arab, a native of Medina, an
influential and responsible personage in
Damascus, an authority in the Moslem
creed, who had been attracted and moved
to write to Abdul-Baha as a result of
the interview and discussions with
Sheikh Aliasqae, that seemingly cold,
indifferent and powerless soul. The believers are stirred with this appeal to
spread the message and to be engaged
in the diffusion of divine fragrances. The
able and well-versed sons of Sheikh
Morad who has had the matchless honor
to visit the Blessed Beauty (BAHA'O'LLAH) , are all well and busily engaged
in the furtherance of the Cause of God.
Sheikh Bedreddine and Abdul-Haijh in
Homs, and Sheikh Said, the eldest, in the
function of deputy-assistant of the governor of the village of Zabadaneh, not
far from Damascus, are each in their
respective spheres trying to promote the
ideals of the Kingdom.
In short, the news of our dear visitor,
Agha Haji Mohammed Yazdi, was refreshing, numerous and significant. With
a smile and a nod of appreciation AbdulBaha greeted every bit of news and was
glad to know that a reaction from the
passiveness and inactivity of the past
had set in. "Deliver the divine message with prudence and wisdom ", was
his recommendation to the teachers who
are serving in these regions. Having
said this he arose, again welcomed our
guest and regained his room to correct
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the 'rablets that had been revealed, leaving us with nul' friend whose source of
news and glad tidings seemed inexhaustible.
Abdul-Baha remained in doors until
3 P. M., when Major Nott came and
motored him to the house of the Commander-in-chief, Sir Edmund Allenby. This was the second time AbdulBaha had called on the General and
this time the conversation centered
around the Cause and its progress. Interest seems to have been stimulated and
eagerness to learn more of the Truth
intensified. This time, as well as last,
was particularly noted for the warmth,
the reserve and the respect which characterized the conversation of General
Allenby with the Master. He is a very
gentle, modest and striking figure, warm
in affection, yet imposing in his manners.
Tonight a telegram received from
Ahmed Lafonat in Jerusalem, fixing
Major Tudor-Pole's arrival at J ernsalem
on the 14th inst. and his departure the
17th. We will be delighted to meet
again this young and active friend who
is doip.g what he can to bring about the
comfort and the satisfaction of the Beloved.
February 14, 1919.
Dear Ahmad:
Abdul-Baha spent the whole forenoon
in correcting and signing the sixty Tablets that had been made ready during
the past days and as I am dropping you
these lines he is having his fortnightly
hot bath which ameliorates so much his
health and strengthens his physical constitution.
Tonight we had another concrete evidence of the merit and value of Major
Tudor-Pole's article in the Palestine
News. Indeed, inquirers and seekers
multiply with astonishing rapidity, a
keen interest is aroused and a wide demand is being pressed more and more.
The contributor of the article, Miss Hiscox in Cairo and Miss Rosenberg in London, are in correspondence with many
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souls, most of them in active service,
who desire to learn more about the
Cause than this introductory article
of Major Tudor-Pole presents. Ab dulBaha was weary, tired and sleepy as
a result of the heat of his bath and was
intending to sleep when a slight knock
at the door revealed the presence of
a non-commissioned officer at the door
seeking an interview. Admittance was
cordially granted and there was Private
Sinclair, a Britisher, working as an assistant at the Red Cross Egyptian hospital in Haifa. During his sojourn in
Cairo, when visiting its reading room,
he had come across Bahai literature and
had thereby caught the first glimpse of
the Cause. The perusal of Major TudorPole's article raised his interest to its
highest pitch and henceforth he became
an ardent inquirer. From what could
be gathered from his countenance, he was
so lowly, so respectful, so gentle and so
modest that the first words of the Beloved were to this effect: ' 'I am glad
to meet thee for thy face is illumined,
thy brow is pure, thy heart is clear and
thy purpose is right." He then took
from his pocket a letter of introduction
from Major Tudor-Pole, referring him
to Miss Hiscox for information about
Bahai literature and giving the address
of Miss Rosenberg in London, inviting
him to quaff from the fountain-head.
A searc"h so sincere, an interest so lively,
an earnestness of tone so genuine has
hardly been remarked in any of the previous callers and inquirers. In view
of his earnest inquiry and his lack of
any preconception, the Master spoke in
detail of the main purpose of the Bahai
teachings, the idea of peace and reconciliation, the most immediate need of
mankind. He told him the futility of
men's effort to establish a lasting peace,
resting on secure foundations, through
material means. Whenever such efforts
have been exerted they were doomed to
failure. History affords a striking illustration. "From what I can gather from
the events during my life", said Abdul-
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Baha, "history clearly shows the wars
that have been waged, the peace measures
that were subsequently adopted, have
proved inevitable failures. The Orimean
war and the Treaty of Paris in 1856,
the Austro-Italian war of 1859; the Danish war of 1864; the Austro-Prussian
war of 1866; the Franco-Prussian war
of 1870; the Russo-Turkish war of 1877
and the Oongress of Berlin, the Balkan
war and subsequently this world war
with its present Universal Peace Oonference.
Wars will succeed, peace
measures and pacific documents will remain dead letters unless the Word of
God and His supreme power comes to
exercise its influence. Not until this is
attained may lasting peace be realized."
Our attentive visitor listened and was
absorbed. He was glad to listen to this
remarkable talk and was furthermore
grateful to receive a copy of Mr.
Remey's Some Vital BaJwi Principles
which Abdul-Baha put in his hands.
When he retired, he was inwardly
moved and outwardly satisfied and assured.
February 15, 1919.
My dear Ahmad:
My head is in a whirl so busy and
so eventful was the day. No less than
a score of callers from prince and pasha
to a simple private soldier have sought
interview with Abdul-Baha.
Tonight again, our attracted friend,
Private Sinclair of the Red Oross hospital, called. His eyes sparkled as he
shook hands with the Beloved. He had
read the pamphlet which had been given
to him alld was glad to receive another
different one, published and edited by
Mr. Remey, entitled The Message of
Unity. He expressed his firm intention
to correspond with the different booksellers in London, as soon as he is demobilized and thus to be able to gather
more detailed information. When he
rose to take his leave, he seemed full
of the spirit of BAHA'o'LLAH, absorbed
in meditation, and ablaze with His love.
"Thou art my son, my dear son, I love
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thee, and I pray for thee," were the
farewell words as the Beloved embraced
him and patted him on his shoulders.
Letters, or rather parcels, were today
received from Port Said, London and
America. Enclosed in Mr. Lotfullah's
letter from London, were two suppllcations that had been received last year
from Teheran. They contained good
news. The Bahai school in Teheran is
advancing by leaps and bounds. The
Israelite Bahais have established schools
which are rapidly widening. The school
of Tarbiat in Teheran, Miss Kappes describes as by far the greatest establishment among the 430 schools in Teheran;
their public exercises were unequalled
by any that have been so far held. A
pavilion was pitched and everybody,
high and low, nearby and distant, heard
of its fame and responded to its calL In
Yezd meetings of different character,
each of no less than 60 to 70 attendant."
were organized. A great deal of effort
has been expended of late to help the
descendants and relatives of the glorious
martyrs of Yezd. Vast contributions
have been gathered and the tombs of
the martyred are being beautifully
erected, immune from any further aggression or danger and becoming the
object of the pilgrimage of many a soul.
In Yezd also the maid-servants of God
have risen and are overshadowing (or
rather have foreshadowed) the men in
their spiritual activities. Of Kashan,
the writer relates, "I had thought of it
a mount of snow but later on I found
it an active volcano. The friends were
aflame with the fire of the Word of
God."
From J affa has come a devoted friend,
by the name of Ali Effendi, who brings
with him the news of the welfare of
Abdul Sammad who has moved to J affa and is now settled. Both of them are
enkindled and both are favored by the
Beloved.
Tonight, around the Master's table
for supper sat Messrs. Ahmed YazaJ.,
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Haji Mohammed Yazdi, Mirza Hussein
Yazdi, Agha Mohammed Taghi, three of
the Parsee friends of Adassish who
have recently arrived, Badi Effendi and
my father. The Master was tired and
did not converse long.
Major Tudor-Pole, due to a slight indisposition has had to postpone his
departure from Cairo, but, thank (iod,
his illness is accidental and not at all
serious.

faith and the gratitude of assurance.
She begs enlightenment and guidance for
her people and appreciates the supreme
favor that divine Providence has bestowed upon her. What the response of
the Beloved will be, or rather how far
the Lord's favor and blessing will surround her, is one that we can hardly
venture to forecast, but one thing is sure,
that the Tablet that will be revealed to
this soul will act as a mighty impetus in
awakening the Greek people to this call.

February 16, 1919.
My dear Ahmad:
From among the supplications recently received is one that is most significant
and of particular interest as it emanates from a Greek friend who is one of
the few, if not the only of her race, that
has responded to the call of the Kingdom. Let me share with you its contents: "Our father, I am very glad
because I am the first of the Greeks to
believe in your name. Many years ago
my heart was broken because my life
was full of bitterness. I don't know why
fortune is so sad for me. Perhaps
sometimes I am very whimsical, and of
course the good Father sends punishment; however, I think otherwise with
so much bitterness that I have every
day. But I make my sweet prayers
and then my feelings are at rest. I love
God and I believe in the Father and I
believe in the Apostles of God. 0 dear
Father, how could I do otherwise than
believe in you because many times my
mind is so tired, but when I take youi'
picture, and I read one of your prayers,
I feel just like a bird when it rains,
and its feathers are wet and it cannot fly, but when the sun's rays come
out, is happy and flies from tree to
tree-exactly I feel every minute when
I make my prayers in your name. I
shall not stop all my life, until I am an
apostle for your name, to my people.
(Signed) Aspasia Diamesis, Chicago."
Behind this broken language and this
urbane style is revealed a heart loving,
compassionate and full with the joy of

This morning Abdul-Baha went out
for a long walk and returned an hour
before noon, when he resumed his work
which consisted mainly of the perusal
of detailed supplications from Persia.
I had a long interview this morning
with Agha Mohammed Taghi covering a
wide range of topics which were mostly
related to the activity of the Egyptian
friends and the news he had received
from abroad during the war. From
Ishkabad, in Russian Turkestan, letters
had come which revealed the safety of
the friends in that tumultuous region.
He had been in constant correspondence
with the Indian friends whose activity
he highly commented upon and whose
services he praised. It was on the
whole a very profitable and interesting
hour.
February 17, 1919.
My dear Ahmad:
A day of jubilee is ahead of us. The
arrival of a group of the Parsee friends
of Adassieh, including men and women,
has not been without a definite purpose.
Another marriage festivity is to take
place between Shahrey, the son of Tamshid the Parsee, and the daughter (the
eldest) of a Tamal, who has been living
for many years in the vicinity of AbdulBaha. The circle of the Adassieh friends
is ever widening and the experiences
along such lines has proved to be of
great value and benefit. Preparations
are now being made for that day and
everybody is looking forward to the
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celebration, the first of that kind since
the extinction of the fire of war.
This morning Agha Ahmed Yazdi, his
elder brother and Agha Mohammed Taghi Esfahani were called to the Beloved's
presence. Tea was served and everybody assumed almost an uninterrupted
silence for Abdul-Baha was all throughout perusing the supplications of the
Egyptian friends, which had recently
arrived. Supplications from every corner of the globe, of different length and
character, written in different languages,
enclosing clippings of papers, pamphlets,
typewritten reports, petitions, etc., are
ceaselessly pouring in and the time for
their perusal is sufficient to exhaust all
the time that one might possibly have
at his disposal. Although the ways have
not yet fully opened and communication with all parts has not yet been
restored, one is l;>affied at the amount
of letters, books and magazines that the
postoffice daily delivers.
A joint supplication from a group of
the Alexandria friends has been received
today. The same note is struck and the
same chorus is repeated-namely, rejoicing at the news from the Beloved and
begging his confirmation. Although these
friends have not mUltiplied as fast as
their fellow brethren in Port Said yet
they have maintained all throughout
these trying times an esprit de corps
necessary to give them the initiative in
their future activities.
A letter from Mirza Mahmood Zarkani
from Bombay to Haji Mirza Haider Ali
reveals the great longing of the Parsee
friends to meet Abdul-Baha, whether
this takes place in the Holy Land or in
India. The writer, who has been recently granted the permission to visit
the holy sites, and has been journeying
throughout the center of India, had
been in Rangoon and was there confirmed in manifold services to the Kingdom of Abha. His letter, however, contained sad and unexpected news,
namely, the passing away of Agha Seyed
Mehdi of Rangoon and his son, who were
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both active and tireless workers in the
Cause. Assuredly their station in the
realm beyond is a lofty one and their
reward abundant and glorious.
Bahjeh, Acca.
February 18, 1919.
My dear Ahmad:
Greetings with sweetest remembrances
to you, my far-off friend, from this hallowed spot! From this solitary plain
of Bahjeh, in this solemn solitude, away
from life's tumnlt and bustle, I take
the pen in remembrance of a friend
with whom I passed many days in this
quiet, yet inspiring region. The Beloved has again decided to tarry for a
time at the vicinity of the tomb of his
father.
Here he is, in the adjoining room, sitting by the candle
light, viewing from his window the solitude from afar, the silent surroundings,
which nothing breaks save the distant
roar of the waves which die away in
the immensity of space. He is engaged
in his meditations, absorbed in his
prayers, thinking of his friends across
the seas, remembering their prayers and
their supplications and communing with
his heavenly Father on behalf of such
souls. What a vivid contrast does this
vicinity of the Holy Tomb represent with
the increasing activity of the life in
Haifa. The air over there was filled
with gases and vapors which steam and
motor engines continuously discharge,
while the atmosphere here is as pure, as
clear and as fragrant as it can be. The
traffic accompanied with its deafening
noise and bustle, gives way here to a
stillness, a calmness and a quietude
which nothing interrupts but the stillness of nature. The dazzling lights
of the city are gone and nothing but a
flickering taper's light cheers this cold
and starless night. The constant movemeIit and circulation witnessed in the
Beloved's house has stopped, and tonight
everything is at a stand still, everything
quiet and at rest. The morning hour
of prayer is maintained and even length-
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ened for twice a day, the Beloved visits
the holy shrine, kneels in reverence and
devotion, orders communes to be chanted
and often spends an hour or more in
silent prayer. His attendants, friends
and relatives are absent and no one save
Kosro, Esfandiar and myself, the two
vigilant guardians of the Tomb, and Ali
Eff, a friend who will leave tomorrow
for Beirut, form his small retinue.
Everything, the environment, the atmosphere, the view, the stillness, all are
uplifting, elevating and inspiring. One
feels to have forgotten his cares and his
concerns, his mind is refreshed and his
burden alleviated. No matter how long
the Master will tarry in this sanctified
place, no feeling of monotony, and
ennui overcomes the soul. It is the
Spot which so many souls crave to attain
and long to visit. Particularly is it
magnificent at such a time when nature
is smiling, the sky above is no more
gloomy and threatening with clouds but
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serene and blue, the plains and meadows
as if covered with a multicolored carpet,
the shrubs sparkling with roses, jasmins, lilies, narcissus embalming the
pure and refreshing air; the grass growing luxuriantly everywhere and the
breeze wafting in every direction. Often
is the Beloved seen in the open air,
majestically walking to and fro upon the
verdant plains and amid the wild
flowers that abound in this gifted region.
He treads the same ground that the
blessed feet of his heavenly Father have
trodden, circumambulates the shrine
where for many years He has lived,
waters the flowers and plants, many of
which have been blessed by His hands
and lives and moves and has his being
in an atmosphere which fully reminds
him of His manners and His conduct.
What a dear and blessed spot to be
privileged to live in!
Shoghi Rabbani.
(To be continued)

Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha
JEAN MASSON
To the maid-servant of God, Miss Jean
Masso n , Chicago, Illinois-Upon her
be BAHA'o'LLAH EI-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou faithful maid-servant of the
Blessed Beauty!
The article thou hadst previously sent
was highly acceptable, accomplished,
well prepared and well presented. Verily' it was a very eloquent article. At
present whoever among the friends may
write an article and may wish to publish it, it is better that he should submit
it to the Executive Board and, after its
approval, give it publicity. Assuredly,
the articles thou writest are suitable,
correct and valmible for publication, but
nevertheless the purpose of the approval
of the Executive Board is to preserve
order, for, otherwise, others may print
and publish articles which may be not
conforming with truth. That is why I

write that articles should be first submitted and approved by the Executive
Board and then be published.
Dr. Wilson, the missionary in Persia,
is heedless and detests the Cause of God,
and has written a book in order to lead
the people to error. His book is likened
to those books that have been written,
during the time of Christ and subsequent to him, by the Pharisees and the
Roman philosophers, in order to refute
his truth. He has published that book
and it is preferable that at present thou
shouldst write, print and publish a
refutatory book written in the utmost
eloquence and perfection.
Exercise thou, in my behalf, the utmost kindness to thy sister. I ask for
her-healing.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ARBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)
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The Servant of God
(Continued from page 47)

Holy Spirit manifest. ,,\Then we visited
Abdul-Baha in Chicago and he met us
there with all the freshness and joy of
this eternal morning shining through his
human spirit in its brightness and its
beauty, and our hearts were thrilled
with the consciousness that here was one
who saw God face to face, nay, that
made God's love manifest right in our
midst. And he said to us, ' , You know
it doesn't make any difference what happens to one in the physical world. I
was a prisoner in a Turkish prison for
forty years." Then he told us how he
slept upon the ground or upon the stone
floor, how he was starved and chained
and put into dungeons. "And yet," he
said, "every day when I awoke in the
morning I praised God that another day
was before me in which I could serve
Him in His prison. And every night
when I lay down on the stone floor of
the prison I thanked God that He had
allowed me to serve His Kingdom one
more day in His prison."
Then Abdul-Baha, turning to us with
a light in his face and a joy that was
almost overwhelmingly beautiful said,
"I was' in prison for forty years, and
every day was a day of perfect joy."
As he said "joy" his spirit shone so
bright that in our hearts we thought we
had never before known what joy and
happiness meant. The people who were
in the room said, "Isn't it amazing;
when we are talking here with this Servant of God, all we can think of is God;
we do not even see Abdul-Baha." And
one woman said: "I do not even know
he is here; all I see is the Spirit of
God shining in him as in a crystal or a
diamond." When she went away she did
not think anything about Abdul-Baha
the human personality; all she knew was
that for one-half hour she had been in
the presence of the eternal world.
Like a door into the Kingdom was
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Abdul-Baha, transmitting the light of
eternity. As she left his presence she
said for the first time in her life she
knew that God was King, and that there
was no God but the God of this universe, and we could trust our lives to
Him, our fortunes to Him, everything
to Him because God is the Reality of
realities.
What Abdul-Baha brings to us is this
consciousness of God. Some people are
troubled about the thought of his personality. Those who see Abdul-Baha's
spirit cannot understand why they are
troubled, for they never see his personality as a limitation. It is just a mirror
reflecting the light, and the light of
God's presence shines so beautifully that
after a while they do not even see the
mirror. They see only the light which
is the Sun of Truth shining into this
world, made manifest through this human Manifestation.
This, then, is the station of servitude
and this is the station also of transfiguration. "He took the form of a
servant: wherefore God highly exalted
him, and gave him a Name that is above
every name." That is the way in which
this Manifestation comes into the world
today. The wonderful thing, however,
is this, that when we see the great Servant of God, the perfect One, then we
are inspired with a new and irresistible
power to walk in' his pathway. AbdulBaha with the sweetest humility can say,
"Look at me; be as I am; take no
thought for yourself, what ye shall eat
or what ye shall drink, whether ye shall
sleep, whether' ye are comfortable,
whether ye are with friends or foes,
whether ye receive praise or blame; for
all'these things must ye care not at all.
Look at me and be as I am, and so shall
ye die, to yourself and to the world, and
be born again into the Kingdom of
God."

----------- ----------------
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The great Servant, the great Messenger, the promised One brings to us
so vivid a consciousness of God that this
consciousness begins to dominate and
sway our life, makes us know that these
fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall
pass away and the Kingdom of Peace
shall come. He conveys his certainty to
us by contagion, he conveys his humility
to ns, he conveys to us his purity, he
conveys to us his holiness, he conveys
to us his love, he becomes like the mirror
of the eternal One reflecting into our
receptive hearts the love, the light, the
holiness of God. When we turn our
faces toward that eternal Sun, then
petty, selfish things are melted away and
the lower nature is burned away, and
we say, "How little have we to give up,
a few human ambitions and comforts and
the things of this transitory earth-how
little, if we may reflect just a few rays
of this Kingdom into the hearts of the
men and the women of this nation and
the world."
In a word, God is again sending forth
His angels with a great sound of a trumpet and they are calling: "Arise ye! 0
ye people, arise ye from the graves of
your bodies, the graves of yourselves,
the graves of limitation, of fear, of hatred; arise, 0 ye people. Lo! the light
of life hath come, the Beloved of the
heart hath come, the most great. Servant of God hath come, and His is the
trumpet of the resurrection ringing
through the world. He has really come
upon this planet; the Twentieth Century
is the great resurrection day for all nations, and peoples and races of the
world.
"The spirit of Christ is risen again.
The trumpet of resurrection calling today from Palestine is the voice of this
wondrous Servant of God, Abdul-Baha,
humble, lowly, nothing in his outward
personality, just the Voice through
which the eternal God speaks. 0 ye
people, the hour of reconciliation is
here, the hour of the most great federation of nations is here, the hour when
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all races are to become as one race has
dawned, the hour when religions will
become one religion, has now struck
upon the clock of the eternal world."
And with his divine voice calling, crying, pleading and triumphantly urging,
this Center of the Covenant, this Center
of light is able to raise a multitude of
people from all lands and races. Think
of us, here in America, on the other side
of the world, hearing that voice raiseq
in Palestine and finding in that voice
the melody of God and in that heart
the love of God! Think of the people
in India, in Burmah, in Persia, in Russia, in Egypt, in China, in Japan-from
all over the world-they are rising from
the graves of their limitations and of
their bodies because the trumpet of
unity, the trumpet of universal light,
the trumpet of the Kingdom has sounded from Palestine. There again, the
voice of God rings with a clear, belllike tone summoning all nations to climb
the mountain which is above the valleys of their separation, above the vales
of exclusiveness and sectarianism, and
ascends to the bell that is ringing there
on the top of the mountain. And as
they draw near to the summit of transfiguration all the people, Mohammedans,
Christians, Jews, Buddhists, and all religions, look into each other's faces and
there on the mountain top of unity behold they are one, as their God is one!
Now God's great message, which is so
clear that everyone of us hears it and
feels it in his heart, is this, that those
who know the glad tidings of the light
made manifest must go forth through
this country and through the world and
proclaim the news of its manifestations.
The people are perishing for lack of
this Water of Life. They are dying of
thirst; and the fountain of the Water
of Life eternal is now flowing. Whoever
has the cup, whoever has found the
fountain and whoever dips the cup into
the crystal fountain he becomes the cupbearer of unity, he becomes a servant
of the oneness of the human world.
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THE FEAST OF EL-RIZW AN
THE Feast of EI-Rizwan and its introductory reception opened the
Twelfth Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention. The Aldine Club, Fifth Avenue, New York City, was the scene of
this shining company at 5 0 'clock Saturday afternoon, April 24th, 1920. Those
receiving were the Executive Board of
Bahai Temple Unity, the Board of Nine
of the New York Assembly and representatives of various assemblies and
groups in New York City and its environs. The reception hall was soon filled
to overflowing with delegates and visiting friends and the affectionate greetings
made bright faces and joyful hearts.
Later, these representatives of varions
centers, who outwardly were also identified with various races, nations, philosophies and religions, found the fragrances of concord in the Rizwan of
Abha. The guests sat around many
tables in the spacious dining room and
partook of a simple repast. The friends,
rising to their feet, united, as befitting
so great an occasion, in a chorus of
praise. The hymn selected was "Great
Day of God." The presiding officer, Mr.
Mountfort Mills, of New York, dignified
and genial, then read from the Creative
VV ords as revealed by His Holiness.
BAHA'o'LLAH:
"0 people of God! Be not occupieo
with yourselves. Be intent on the betterment of the world and the training
of the nations. The betterment of the
world can be accomplished through pure
and excellent deeds and well-approveo

and excellent conduct. rrhe helper of
the Cause is deeds, and the assistant,
good character."
"This call and this mention have not
been and are not peculiar to a country
or a city. All the people of the world
must take hold of that which is revealed
and hath become manifest, so that they
mav attain to real liberty. The world is
ill~mined with the rays of the Orb of
Manifestation.
Now the majority of the population of the countries
are ready to hearken to the Most High
Word, for the revival and resurrection
of all depends upon and is related to it."
Mr. Mills said in part: ' , Just a year
ago we gathered in a feast similar to
this. I t was then in our hearts to realize the Most Great Peace among the nations. We fear the full realization of
this is still far away. But far be it
from me to sound a note of sorrow or depression. It is rather to emphasize our
hopes and expectations, for great is our
joy that we have been shown the path
that leads to the ultimate goal. The
nations cannot realize their highest hopes
without turning to the mighty power
of God in sacrifice and service to the
great Center. Permitted to gather onC8
more under the banner of BAHA'o'LLAH,
under whose Covenant victory alone is
possible, New York City is especiall:v
happy and expresses the spirit of we1come."
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, of New York,
was introduced to speak and with his
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delightful humor seemed to remind us
that the house of the Master is "the
home of laughter and exultation." The
friends were filled with merriment as he
read a cablegram from Dr. Vargas, of
Argentina, who, representing the Bahais
of that great nation, happily reIp.inded
us of the universal spread of the Cause
and more specifically of the teaching
work of our illumined sister, Miss
Martha Root. As Dr. Vargas speaks no
English, the cablegram read, with bright

THE

all hopes of the Mashekol-Azkar and the
teaching plans might be richly fulfilled.
This wire also brought felicitations to
Juanita and Ahmad.
Dr. Frederick W. D'Evelyn, of San
Francisco, followed and in a delightful
flow of wit and humor in which the
spirit shone, voiced the intense and radiant lives of the San Francisco friends.
A wire from the point mentioned read,
"San Francisco Assembly gathered at its
feast sends joyous greetings to alL"

Celebration of the

FEAST OF THE RIZW AN
by the Dele!il'ates and Visitors
to the Twelfth Annual

Mashrekol Azkar Convention
and

Bahai Congress

The Rizwan
'I'.k;e ~ wall;: with me in the &:arden where
the Hower!l are s.a pretty and 50 frltgrant.
And the Gardener,-maybe we con ~e him.
He cold the plallls to .l:fQW and IG blossom
and to have frai:;nmce, so that the iOns of
men could i:1i\pjlS'l something o£ thepar3dise
of God. He planted A garden. all over the
world, and lle pUt his people m it, and showed
them thelovin~bounty of their Father; and
he ~3id, Come, all ye who are heavy laden
Wilh sorrow, with care, with perplexity, come,
come unto me, COme to my £arden, to the
I!:arden whidl I have ~repan:d that you may
enjoy the beauty and the fragrance, Ihal }OU
may I!:row and develop into nower~, human
Dowers, that YOll also ma)' exhale joy and
fra.ll:rance of love, of compassion, of tender_

Saturday, April Twenty-fourth, 1920
(Il J,ld. 71)

The Aldine Club, New York City
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ness to each other; and Ihu. you will ~ople
the world, and love and hanoony wnl dwell
tOJi:ether in this ira! ,ardeo, Come all ye,
without IJKIncy and without price. ~.
brinl:; loving service and obedience to thelovinicommandsforyourdl:Velopment;{oryou
are soul~, pure and holy, loaned from the
Garden of God to dwell for a space in urth
wbeautify,to,,]rrare, romal:eagudendedicated to the' love and $ervlce of the Gn:at
Gardener. And one dOly, in the setti/li: of
the ~un, you will walk in this·garden b..autiEul, and you will meet the G:uder>er, who
will wdrorne >ou with'love and tenderness,
welcome JOU .11 to abide forever in the
~hadow of the buuly and hairance of per_
fcetion, God.

The Mashrekol Azkar
The Mashrel:ol Azur is a finger·post of
lime because It is univcnal; it does not helong to any one COllntry or any one race, it
bdougs to nil countries and every race. Thc",
will be but Ollc Inngllage spohn ill it, and
th~t the language 01 the SI)irit of God. Tbere
WJllbebul one aim amon," all the people who
meet there, ~nd that the.aim to disseminate
the prayer for umveronlity, for ."IManty,
throuj::hout the whole "orld; becauBe tbe
Spi,it',of God has placed that tilljief-post,
aIl4<aiJ, It is, alld so i, must be, ~nd it wdl

b,.

And what will be the innuence (If that
lingcr-po~t 011 nil who. llS yet and for sometime to rome, do not know of thisunivfJ"5al
hoclamation of love ~nd unity in the world?
What? and, How~and, Wby? are Ihe que.·
tiOR> that will be as1.:ed by thos.cwho do not
know; for hurn~nity is ever curious, is ever
looking for problems to solve. AmI whnt
will be Ihe inRumce of it on these minds?
Is it lor good? It cannot be for evil.
Thls magnificent monument to the Univel"snl God will command admiration by its
Sl<llelydignltyandbl'it:shumaneworl:,holls_
ing, as il wiIJ,mostoftheneedso! trlehuman
farnily-itwillcommandadmiration,venera_
lion and pmfound respect:alld then? Moot

::ud~;·ill.,Why his ~~i~ti:?,~i~,~t;t~I!~;~

here?" "Why lubscribed to by ~ll the nation~oftheeatthl""Why?" Andtbenthey
will hcgin to investicale tile lundnmenml
principle;<; on \,bich Ihi, great monum~nt of
time is builded. Then rhey will see the
beauty, the holiness, 01 the ~in""re'and pu~
spiritollovin.ll:,IQya1~etv1ce, not only to God,
but to all Hi~ <;re:ltll'es, i\ service and desire
born of the love of God in the he~rls of Hi~
Jleople. And there .. re no confine,; to love,
the Spirit of God.
And SO th~magnifi""ntmonllmentsha!l be
I1sign~1 tower on the shores of time, a beacon
10 thesin·skk, wearysoul,_ ~tand re_
freshment ro thestorm·tossed, a place of serenity, of holiness, of spiritual rdr"Shment.
Every doll;ir, yea, e\lerycent, \!i;en In love,
in appreciation, !owa,d bulidmg this temple
of God will he blest:l. hundredfold. It is
l'our holy of holies; it i,my holy of holies;
It belong, to the whole world, and evetynationof the earth will camnbute to its ere<::tion. It is imposslble to pJ.ce in t~rm. of
common Engl!sh, the p(merand blessing, the
far·rcnching results which shall go directly
oul from Ihi~ monument; fo," it i. a mo.nument to the gn:atness, to the broadnw, to
the unh'enality of all the world. It is not
your buildinlt; it is not my buildin!:; it is
our buildinl:-and that includes the whole
euth,thewholewocld.
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originality: "Argentina Bahais brotherly adhesion Congress!"
Roy said,
, 'This was another proof that Bahais
would stick. Both attachment and adhesion to each other are among their
traits. As there al'e more than a thousand million people in the world and
the Bahais are hardly more than one in
a thousand, New York is fortunate in
having so many candles in one light. He
reminded the friends of their duty to be
happy. All, we proclaim, must be in
actuality. "
A wire from the Portland, Oregon,
Assembly brought to the feast Abha
greetings, prayers that the confirmations
of the Covenant might encircle and that

In deference to the New Day of women
Dr. D 'Evelyn said, "From time of old
wise men came from the East. But now
wiser men go West-to meet the wiser
women who are there." He quoted an
educator who said that goodness is not
achieved until it is socialized. "So spirituality too, must, to be real, become
sacrificial.
Perfection is impossible
without humility, the love of God and
self-sacrifice. If we attain the goal it is
certain that recognition will come. It is
certain that this attainment can be frustrated by no power outside of ourselves.
Juggling and compromise must be done
away. Self-determination cannot be a
substitute of self-renunciation. Oneness
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is universal. Follow the sun! Day and
night are earthly conditions. In the
sun they are unknown. There is endless light! Therefore follow the risen
sun! Mere machinery and organization
cannot make the new heaven and new
earth. Welcome the risen Sun! '0 Son
of Man! Magnify My Oommand that
I may reveal to thee the secret of greatness and illumine thee with the Lights
of Eternity!' "
Mr. Albert R. Vail was the next speak-

R~':t~i°:i'd:~":~~i

WlthjoyM heartl W~ <kI procllim
The power 01 Ihe G""lles' Name:
T~U!h~oAbi.Wmore, the Pme:

G'T:t 1~::reQ,th:I~~:r: ~t~~:h lilt~t ni.ht
Di.pclltn~

darhe .. by itl m;,;hl:
Allaho Abhal
lAl nation, rue from .bore to .borl,
And linr it OVer o'er aad o'tr:

Thenwa. . .hall

,~e

lorevermorc:

Alloho AbIla!
Iu. 110')' .hinn from cut to well:
All.hl> Ablu.r
Rep"allt, .nd il reaches br;
From world ID world, Ind liar \0 ,Iar:

Nnrhtun ill,lo.ioo. flId;.ocemar:
1111.1>0 Abh!

T~n~ho~~~tte:f t~~~ bb~~::t.ll;ulnm,

11

w.

";'~ic:bia;!.'!.~1 ~tvkl~~

GiYclcrlhhi,pr«l:unalioo.
Ltttv'<ynatlOnlillr.
Doubt'IIIQcIow' now "ItA n;,bl mlllt ft •••
Thb h the day cf I;'lrtlinly.

R~:et~~le~~It.;~;~~~T:~ ~m,

Fill 0'" God', whole eru.tion

Gti.~tiW: ~ft~~.r:~llr:~h ';r~.~~~I.

G ..at d~y 01 on~ .. hlion,
Wh.... Ulr.und,ontood;
On~ Ililh in life eternd,
On. God. om: brotherhood.

angels of the highest heavens, announcing the glad tidings of the spiritual
springtime and the sweet music of their
voices is causing the real essence of all
things to vibrate and quiver.
, '0 my spiritual friend! Dost thou
know from what airs emanate the notes
sung by those birds ~ They are from
the melodies of peace and reconciliation,
of love and unity, of justice and security and of concord and harmony. In
a short time this heavenly singing will
1lIe.uncllnllkhalri..,...
III ray ••uch u'ry obore,
DoIlllt'.wdo.... no"'lI'ith nir\ltmIlJtftl!.
nilio tioe cby 01 I;'lrtai<lty,

III

Grut dayo! God. All GloTio\/.!.
Grut day of puce.", bk.t;
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Hymns
(e.trriP"I"" L, 11."'.11.• \

To .... n .hall
renal.d;
NO!' Cln.n aot or motive
By lIIan n~w be ~oncnl'!'l.

THE

Grut name Wc love mIlre neT,. day:
To ""'1 il ovubtnpr.r.y:

And an,eb l"tcn and cbey:

AIl.ho AbII.1
It. rhythm .",;oP from pole IQ pole;
lit mu,i. '''''n 'haU 611 •• th loul;

L;k~ 'Wed de .... ffom ~bo'·c.
Doubt'. lIIado ... ""'10' "11th nllht m .. t ~ •••
Thi. /I lhe d,y of .:.:rt,inly.

tbe wcndr,*llIorr.

Tell ,tnelr and fir.

°b~'\~h:,i~.ft.~~tbt'.
He hu

toIM

u.,romlJtd,

He. the Pri1Kc of Pe>.et.
Come in mllhl and po ......
111 .tfif. "'lIlt couc.
He hu come III 1101)'.
D&m......I!O... mll.1 An.
Fallou of III ,..,1;0"'.
W~ .. ill t.ll of (hH,

"'n.d

T.ell the ... ondroll,lIor;·,
Tell itnea. and far.

°b}be~'b::~·fJ.~IM.,

VIU

R.ejoke. nlok., bclienu-

W,lh Mn ..... wh,le I1II"lrled,

Wll~rcon 1'10'",'

peace 10 ..... iuen.

Yu., poee 10 all the world.
Dmlbt'l lha1fows now wllh nllbt mu.! ft_e.
Till." Ihe day 01 ec~.lnty.

VI

And heaven', «'nl1.h.llloo.ck.... rd .,,11'
AlI.ho Abbal

.

Abha! ut it rinl
L~~';.,!~ ~d ~!~~~ r~':.\:~

Att~b~

Kinl;

Alllho Abbal

IV

ptal'e Th..,. 0 God!

'thou Fathor 01 pure li&ht;

Of kno .. lrolc .nd ... i,dom,

T~d£~:~~ ~!h!~!?k::.'

To man no ... i. ~vtn
In all it. pudty,

Wc pn.i ... Th..., 0 Godl
Thou Fatb.. of u•• ll

o
.!~~V~e~:Ji;"' ....11.
Alflrulh no ... nl.lY be OUfO,
And li~inl ..aleu If~.
If ...ebut look wilh fl!lh
Alone. 0 Godl to Th_e.

T'hf

Weprai.eTh~.OGodI

1l>ou F:lIher of pUfe Ion.
With,"Y ..cli/toorhurl.
And join Ih. holll alKlvc.
A. IlIlhm> ..... 1 01 praiK
erution no ... doth .;nl
To 1'ho•• lovinl Father

AncI .....l"'tlnl Kinl.

X
lby God'. Ion nc"honro'erlll

''U'''~·c ... ith,,,.ltIlr.tchcd''';nrl.
"''h~ Hi. puce
ftow. aro'll>d 11 ••

I"'-t

);f; ;!ct;.;;"~.'iv~t~1:";f:it~rin".

N~;"~~ :~i.it~biJ~r
InlhcrCllmlor~Abltl.
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er and began by reading the beautiful
words of Abdul-Baha:
, 'This period of time is the promised
age, the assembling of the human race
to the Resurrection Day, and now is the
Great Day of Judgment. Soon the.whole
world as in springtime, will change its
garb. The bleaknt;lss of the winter time
is over and the spiritual springtime is
at hand. The black earth is becoming
a verdant garden; the deserts and mountains are teeming with red flowers.
Along the borders of the wilderness the
tall grasses are standing like advance
guards before the cypress and j'essamine
trees, while the birds among the rose
branches are 'linging loudly like the

bewilder all humanity. The foundations
of enmity shall be destroyed and the
lovers of the love of God at these festivals shall behold their splendol'.
Therefore, contemplate what a spirit of
life God has breathed into the body of
the world that it may attain existence
everlasting. The Paradise of Abha will
soon spread a pavilion from the Polestar of the world under which the beloved shall rejoice and the pure hearts
shall repose in peace."
Mr. Vail said: "Bahai means springtime. It is the springtime of harmony,
peace, light, knowledge and universal
understanding.
When it comes the
whole world is upset. The rays of the
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sun bear upon the world directly. The
dawn of all the ages is to be realized
and the light is universal. The brilliant Sun today, flooding the whole
world with light, teaches the oneness of
education, the oneness of religions, the
oneness of language, the oneness of truth
and the power of the divine Spirit. All
this is the light of the Great Day of
God in which fanatical people are tamed
and subdued. The great springtime
from Acca flows through the world. All
efforts at unity will converge in this.
One could, with Abdul-Baha on Mouut
Carmel, visualize the greater MashrekolAzkar. Equally wonderful is that beautiful voice, sounding and resounding to
all. Abdul-Baha has drawn to that
mountain of unity all religions. HiI'.
face to each religionist is like the face
of the Prophet of his own faith. It iR
a face resplendent and beautiful. Here
you may see the fulfillment of all prophecies. Here you may find peace and rest.
Here you may meet your brother and
your God! This is the Bahai message! "
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, our Persian
brother, said: "The Feast of EI-Rizwan is a garden that all may enter,
carrying away the fragrance of the
spirit. One of the teachings of AbdulBaha is the league of nationrs. BAHA'O'LLAH came to establish the league of
peoples, the league of hearts. The league
of big nations does not realize this. All
must enter that the unity may be complete. When BAHA'O'LLAH was exiled
from Persia after twelve years at Bagdad, he and his followers left for a garden near the city. Here he revealed his
teachings and the cycle of unity. There
appeared the unity of religions, races,
etc. There many celebrated men went
on foot to meet him during twelve days.
Even the haughty governor was impressed and went. From that time the
Cause spread rapidly. This gathering
in the West is a proof of the power of
Divinity and the Center of the Covenant. The Great Sun has brought
many rays. Among those rays are:
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universal patriotism, ignorance must disappear, the all-inclusive brotherhood
of humanity, universal sympathy, the
parliament of man, remove misunderstandings, no confession and f()rgiveness of sins before man, no clerical ordel', love of mankind, universal peace."
In conclusion, Mirza Ahmad quoted the
words of a Persian poem on the ecstacy
of love.
At this point the program was varied
by the choral singing of the Bahai hymn:
"Rejoice! rejoice! believers, the night of
doubt is o'er
The Sun of Truth has risen, Its rays reach
every shore.
Doubt's shadows now with night must flee!
This is the Day of Certainty!"

Mr. Albert H. Hall, of Minneapoli'3,
who was made cordially welcome by the
chairman and the friends, next spoke.
He said: ' 'This heart is too full to
speak tonight. There is just one text
in my heart. ' Arise! Shine! for thy
light has come and the glory of the
Lord hath arisen upon thee. ' We have
heard the call from afar and the light
is in our hearts. The world is in darkness, but the light has come. This light
must enter the hearts of the millions or
it will never spread; self-sacrifice is the
flame of love in the hearts."
Mrs. H. Emogene Hoagg, who has
spent some time teaching in Alaska. was
next introduced: "Self-sacrifice, " she
said, "is given back to us in the great
joy of this reunion. We think of Alaska
as the frozen North. It is frozen neither
outwardly nor inwardly. Sometimes
there is no snow and the hearts are
full of kindness and love. There are
over nine millions of respectful, wellbred people. They are most appreciative and noble. I hope the teachers will
go to them. They will be received everywhere with wonderful cordiality. If literature is sent them, it must not be from
September to the middle of June, the
frozen period, when there are no mails.
The people are open-minded and the
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newspapers are generous in publicity.
Teaching among these friends should be
continuous. Here is a large field for
service."
Mr. Henry McConaughy, of Seattle,
Washington, most interestingly described
the activities of that assembly, which he
reported very much united. "We should
look forward to ways and means, according to the Divine Plan," he said.
"As one means of reaching people an
open forum was started in Seattle. Once
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Mary Hanford Ford: "We should all
be light bearers of El-Baha. Some of us
are so worried with what we have to do
that we have forgotten to attach the
match to our torches. The world cannot remain in darkness. How can we
make people know the real light? The
Bahais have the light of reality. We
must illumine the world. We must have
a new consciousness. Abdul-Baha has
said that the only difference between
a man of genius and other men is that
Twelfth Annual

Mashrekol-Azkar Convention

Bahai Congress

1J1IIrlft~
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a week a Bahai teacher is introduced to
speak there. A new friend bought $94
worth of books for circulation. Later
he gave $100 more for this purpose. Now
he has oooks and literature and runs a
circulating library of his own. He has
enlarged his offices and added facilities
for copying Tablets and combining them
into books. The people want the Truth.
We tell them the King has come. Explanations follow. A house in the center
of the city with an acre of ground has
been secured as a Bahai home. A cordial welcome awaits the friends who
visit Seattle."

in the former the veils are drawn aside
and the vision of reality, the light, comes
through. 'Be not a cause of grief to
anyone. ' Forget self and make others
happy. We are living in the Rizwan.
Make known the fragrance of that Garden! Shew forth the light and happiness that are in the world for everybody through the Messengers of God!"
A supplication by the Chairman
brought the visible Feast of El-Rizwan to
a close. But the hearts alone know
those mighty, invisible confirmations by
which, in the Cause of EI-Abha, the
Feast of Paradise never ends.

---"""---"-~--~"~--"""
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FIRST SESSION OF THE BAHAI
CONGRESS
The first session of the Bahai Congress was held Sunday evening in the
large and beautiful hall of the Engineering Societies' Building, which was weUfilled with friends and inquirers. Mrs.
Mabel Rice-Wray of Detroit and Dr.
Frederick W. D 'Evelyn of San Francisco were joint chairmen. The former
read from the Hidden Words: "0 Son
of Spirit! I have created thee rich:
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ries with it the brilliancy of the sun at
noon-day. It has a significance which we
dare not set aside. It signifies that we
must know the meaning of the message.
He referred to previous Manifestations,
as Moses, Christ and Mohammed, whose
light and stations of exaltation had been
veiled to people, but now became clear
through this manifest light. Through
the knowledge which comes in this Manifestation man need no longer be unguided or misdirected. Therefore it is
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I Ila ... ~ created thee rich: Why dost thou make thyself poorr NOble
Ilave I made thee: 'Why dost thou dea-rade thyutf? Of the e"ence of
Knowledge hav~ t manifested tbee: Why searchest thou for another tba.
Me? From the clay of Love I have kneaded thee: Why leekm thoIl
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Why dost thou make thyself poor? Noble have I made thee : Why dost thou
degrade thyself ~ Of the essence of
knowledge have I manifested thee: Why
searchest thou for another than Me?
From the clay of love I have kneaded
thee: Why seekest thou another ~ Turn
thy sight unto thyself, that thou may est
find Me standing within thee,Powerful,
Mighty, and Supreme!"

all-important to be illumined by the
Great Light of this Day.

Dr. D 'Evelyn, in his introductory address, spoke of the illumination of the
Manifestation of today as the consummation of all God's movements. It car-

, 'The Oneness of Mankind" was the
subject of the next address, by I.ouis
G. Gregory.
[The modesty of the writer, Mr. Gregory, in making no comment upon his address gives us the opportunity to testtify to its masterly presentation. His
warm sympathy and keen intelliO'ence
dominated by the fire of the lo~e of
God, roused his audience to an appreciation of the subject entrusted to this
splendid brother.-Editors.]
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Mrs. Corinne True, with the Mashrekol-Azkar as a subject, charmed by the
simplicity and beauty of its presentation.
, , Jesus, " she declared, "told of the
Great Day that was to come. As a sign
of the coming bounty he revealed the
Lord's prayer. Now we are realizing
this bounty in a new creation. Blessed
art thou, 0 world, this day imprinted
hy the footsteps of God! The Mashrekol-Azkar, to be erected on Lake Michigan, is the greatest sign that the blessed
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on the Word of God. 'It is the substance of things hoped for.' In its erection the East now helps the ,Vest. Its
great principle is 'prejudice toward
none, love for all.' "
Mr. William H. Randall, of Boston,
delivered an address on "The Power of
the Word of God." The bright traces
of his recent pilgrimage to the holy
Tomb and meeting with Abdul-Baha appeared in this address: "We have met, "
he declared, "to commemorate the laws

Chairmen:
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When the foundation of the Mashrekol-Azkar is laid in AmeriC2, ;md
ittat divine Edifice is completed, a most wonderful and thrilling motion
will appear in the world of existence. The MalhrekoI-Azkar will become
the center around which all these universal Bahai activitie. will be clustered. From that point of Ii,ht, the spirit of teachinr. spreadinll the
Cause of God .and promoting the 'teachin&s of God "ill permeate to all
parts of the world. I hope that ere loni the foundation- of tbis celestial
Temple will he laid-thu$ it may become I:onductive to the happine~s of
the hr.3rt of Abdlll Baha.-A.bdHl BaM.
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hope and promise have been fulfilled.
The blessed Sun and glorious springtime inaugurate a new day.
"The· first general Mashrekol-Azkar
Convention was held in Chicago at the
same time that Abdul-Baha was burying
the body of the Bab on Mount Carmel.
The Tomb of the Bab is the first Mashrekol-Azkar. That at Ishkabad, in Russia, is the second.. The friends of the
Cause in the West will emulate those of
the East in this effort, which unites the
two. This third Mashrekol-Azkar will
be erected at Chicago. It is the outward
symbol of the Manifestation. It is _built

of God. Seventy-five years ago few people talked of God, hut today the whole
universe does. The divine power enters the race consciousness and penetrates the hearts. The world is flooded
with light. The world of man is darkened, but the world of God is illumined.
The eye of the mind sees reason, but the
eye of the heart turns inward and sees
the world of God.
"Is there anyone today, small or great,
who is not seeking assistance ~ Let us
not think, in our seeking, that God has
forgotten us. In various meetings we
have many expressions of power. But
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the Bahais say, 'Turn to the power of
God.'
"~here is in everything a cent er.
From the Center of the Covenant of
God shines the bounty of the contingent
world. The sun is the point of light.
All owe their existence to the sun.
"The real message today is the appearance of the Cent er of the Covenant. At
the table of Abdul-Baha hundreds feed
upon the bounty of the Creator. All
differences fade and all hearts unite. All

Azkar Convention which began Monday
morning. Dr. D 'Evelyn, as acting chairman, appointed a committee on credentials which speedily certified the role
of delegates, which was adopted by the
Convention. Mr. Mountfort Mills, of
New York, was elected president, and
Mr. Alfred E. Lunt of Boston, secretary,
of the Convention. The delegates and
visiting friends gave strict attention to
the reading of the instructions of AbdulBaha, who directed that the work of

TWELFTH ANNUAL MASHREKOL·AZKAR
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Tilt. i, that which descended from the Source of Majesty, tbrou,,11
the loiIauc: of Power and Strength upon the prophets of the past. We
have taken iu uscores and clothed them with the garment of brevity, as
" fa\lor to the beloved, that they may fulfill the Covenant of God; that
they may perform ill thems.lves tbat which He has entrusted to them, and
attain the victory by virtue of devotion in the Land of the Spirit.

At "':)0 o'clock will be. celebrated the marri. 01
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nations flow to the mountain of God and
are submerged in the divine peace and
unity.
"This is the Day of God of which all
the Prophets have sung. Do not blame
us for rejoicing in it! Love us as we
love you I"~
Madame Ruano Bogislav added much
to the happiness of the meeting by several beautiful vocal selections.

selecting plans for the Mashrekol-Azkar
must be carried on in such a way as to
avoid differences. Many beautiful drawings in color and two beautiful models
adorned the adjoining rooms, and the
delegates and friends who viewed them
with admiration expressed the hope that
each and all of them would at some time
be adopted as the plans for future temples, although but one of them could
serve the present need. Three architects were present in person, and to each
of these, Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Mr.
W. S. Maxwell and Mr. Louis Bour-

FIRST SESSION OF THE
CONVENTION.
Spiritual consultation marked the sessions of the Twelfth Annual Mashrekol-
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geois, twenty minutes was allowed that
each might explain his plans, etc. As
each of these Bahai architects spoke, a
world of love and sympathy, as well as
admiration, seemed to flow to him from
every heart. Can one imagine a loftier
conception in the mind of an architect
than that of the Mashrekol-Azkar, the
Temple of the Living God!
When the balloting began' the result
was awaited with eager interest. The
announcement was a clear majority for
FOURTH SESSION BAHAI CONGRESS
8:15 o'clock

P.

M., Wednesday, April 28th

The root of all know1tdie i, the Knowlcd,e of God: Glory lot to
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the Bourgeois model. Then it was that
Mr. Remey, the only other architect at
this time present, arose to the sublime
height of self-effacement. He expressed
the opinion that it would please AbdulBaha·to have the vote unanimous and so
moved. Upon this motion the Bourgeois
model was unanimously adopted.
Mr. Albert R. Vail, amid impressive silence, read the healing prayer for Miss
Fanny Knobloch, who was reported dangerously ill. At a later session of the
Oonyention she was reported better.
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SECOND SESSION OF THE BAHAI
CONGRESS.
The second session of the Congress
was held Monday evening, Mrs. May
Maxwell and Mr. Mountfort Mills presiding. The latter said: "One of the
most important of the Bahai teachings
concerns economics. BAHA'O'LLAH says:
, Justice is loved above all. Neglect it
not if thou desirest me. By it thou will
be strengthened to see things with thine
own eyes and not by the eyes of men; to
know them by thine own knowledge and
not by the knowledge of any in the
world. Meditate on this, how thou
ollghtest to be. Justice is of my bounty
to thee and of my providence over thee.
Therefore keep it ever before thy sight.'
"The Bahai Movement is the operation of a great spiritual law. Periodically there is a revivification. There is a
bursting into life in springtime, a maturity in summer, harvest in fall and
death in winter. Renewal follows darkness. After growth there is recession.
Today there is rebirth, rejuvenation.
Human nature is to be subjected to the
law of God, and exalted above the plane
of the animal. Abdul-Baha reveals to
us the method of partaking of the divine bounty and of being able to solve
the difficult problems of humanity. The
object of the Bahai Revelation is the
quickening of our understanding. The
Bahais express their own progressiveness
and welcome his in welcoming Dr. Percy
Stickney Grant, who is one with us in
our new ideals of hope and spirit."
Dr. Grant, Pastor of the Ohurch of the
Ascension, the first church to receive
Abdul-Baha during his visit to America, said: "I particularly appreciate
this invitation. I have been associated
with members of your group who honor
their friends and the community. I welcomed the visit of Abdul-Baha. I do
not live in the past, which is dead. It
is unfortunate that religion is so immobile. I.Jike real estate, it is slow to
undergo a change of value. There is a
supposed antagonism between religion
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and economics. Religion is the worship
of ideals. _ Economics is the production
and distribution of wealth. Some see
no connection. They separate themselves from economics in order more fully
to pursue the ideal, while others sepa-
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production. Religion is the result of our
best thought and knowledge in all the
expressions of life. It is not something
else, but something dependent upon life.
In the economic world today there is a
passing from agriculturalism to indus-

BAHAI DELEGATES AND FRIENDS, ATTENDING TWELFTH ANN GAL M,

rate themselves from religion in order
to have a freer hand in business. Religion puts up the Golden Rule. Does
anyone carry it out? No; rather the old
Latin injunction, Caveat Emptor! (Let
the buyer beware!) is the rule of business. Working men now insist that religion should enter into wealth, wages,

trialism. It is impossible to separate
religion from this and all the other problems of life. The people who do the
work are our brothers and sisters. There
will be no satisfaction until what we
want for ourselves we are willing to give
to everybody. T11'en we shall secure
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what that splendid man, Abdul-Baha,
wants-love and peace."
Mrs. Ruth W. Randall sang a song
from the Persian of Hafiz. "The Nightingale and the Rose."
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Have patience; wait; but do not sit idle.
Work while you are waiting; smile when
you are wearied 'with monotony; be firm
while everything around you is being
shaken. Be joyous while the ugly face
of despair grins at you; speak aloud

SHREKOL-AZKAR CONVENTION, CELEBRATING FEAST OF EL-RIZWAN.

Mrs. May Maxwell, presiding, said,
"Dr. Grant has spared our feelings by
not picturing too deeply the woes and
sorrows of the world of humanity.
Abdul-Baha says; 'The darkness of this gloomy night s hall
pass away. Again the Sun of lWality
will dawn from the horizon of the hearts.

while the malevolent forces of the nether
world try to crush your mind; be valiant
and courageous while men all around
you are cringing with fear and cowardice. Do not yield to the overwhelming
power of tyranny and despotism. Serve
the cause of democracy and freedom.
Continue your journey to the end. The
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bright day is coming. The nucleus of
the new race is forming. The harbinger
of the new ideals of international justice is appearing. The trees of hope will
become verdant. The copper of scorn
and derision will be transmuted into the
gold of honor and praise. The arid
desert of ignorance will be transmuted
into the luxuriant garden of knowledge.
The threatening clouds shall be dispelled and the stars of faith and charity
will again twinkle in the clear heaven
of human consciousness.' "
Mr. Albert R. Vail, quoting AbdulBaha, said: '" Every call will become
weak except the call of the Kingdom.'
Dr. Grant has presented two kinds of
religion, live religion and dead religion.
Pure religion always enters the life of
man. Pure religion dispels superstition,
hatred and prejudice. The Light of
Christ dispelled the darkness of dogmas and the materialism of philosophy.
What would happen to us if we attempted to start a religion? Could we
endure the sacrifices and sufferings?
There arise for this those marvelous beings whom we call the Prophets of God.
"The whole trouble of the economic
problem is selfishness. Love is required
to dispel this condition. This is impossible without the Holy Spirit. The
{larly Christians were very good Socialists. If there were a new power in the
world to change the hearts of the captains of industry as well as the labor
leaders, what a transformation there
would be in industry!
"You cannot abolish war by human
politics. Let us turn from this to a
scene in the Holy Land. Listen to
Abdul-Baha. Study his method for constructing humanity. The human world
is one of selfishness, limitations, narrowness. The Divine World is universal and
loving. People of all religions pour in
to receive the wisdom and guidance of
Abdul-Baha, in whom is the power of
love. Abdul-Baha says, the time will
come when the German will say, 'I am
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a Frenchman!' and the Frenchman will
say 'I am a German!'
"When the league of nations will be
free all nations will be as one. The
covenant of nations is very weak, but
the Covenant of God is very mighty.
Abolish prejudice! Make women free!
Transform the earth! The kings of the
earth are but figureheads today. The
real Sovereign is God. Abdul-Baha is
the great collective Center in whom
everything good in all the world is
found. Behold the transforming power
of the Word of God. 'The Holy Spirit
makes all things new!' "
A song by Mrs. Maud Gaudreaux
closed this session·.
SECOND SESSION OF THE
CONVENTION.
During the second day's session of
the Covention the fire of unity was increased by the arrival of two Persians
Their presence
from the Orient.
brought great ,illumination and cheer.
J enabi Fazel Mazandarani spoke, his
words being translated from the Persian by his young companion, Manucher
Khan: "We are very glad to see
you. Our hearts are pleased. There is
such ecstasy and longing that beyond it
nothing can be imagined. So vast is
the distance between East and West that
unity and harmony in the Cause alone
caused our meeting. The Holy Manifestations establish love and unity. See
what love and unity this Cause has
brought about even in .a short time. It
is the grace and bounty of the Master.
We do not deserve it. We left Haifa
two months ago. There were many obstacles in the way of our coming. They
were overcome by the invisible bounty.
Praise be to God, that it is the time of
Rizwan. It is the greatest Feast for the
Greatest Manifestation. It is the time
of unity between East and West, and of
consultation to spread the divine fragrances. This is the time when all spiritual things are renewed. The Canse is
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spreading everywhere. From East and
West comes good news. Great news
has come to the Orient from America.
"In former times in the Orient there
were so many difficulties. There was no
security of life. Now there is better
work and greater security. In the same
city many meetings are held, sometimes thirteen in one night. The Master is exceedingly pleased. The more
success the more happiness. The prophecies are fulfilled today and the calamities of the world show that there is no
way out of difficulties other than the
divine Cause. I hope that all the
friends will unite in serving humanity.
This is what is most pleasing to the
Master. "
THIRD SESSION OF THE BAHAI
CONGRESS.
Mrs. H. Emogene Hoagg, presiding
at the third session of the Congress, read
the divine Words: "This is that which
descended from the Source of Majesty,
through the tongue of power and
strength upon the Prophets of the past.
We have taken its essences and clothed
them with the garment of brevity, as
a favor to the beloved, that they may
fulfill the Covenant of God; that they
may perform in themselves that which
He has entrusted to them and attain the
victory by virtue of devotion in the land
of the Spirit."
Mr. Alfred E. Lunt,also presiding,
spoke: "The harmony of the past has
to such an extent ceased that that peoples are sounding sharps and flats without the real tones. All quarrel among
themselves and are off the real key. How
greatly do we need the divine harmony!
Everything in the world has a counterpart, which is counterfeit. This is the
law of duality. Travelers in the desert
see the mirage as water, but it is unreal. Duality penetrates this world.
But this condition of material things
may be analyzed and disclosed to the
mind. But duality in the realm of
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mind nnd heart are not so easy to dIscern. It is impenetrable to the senses,
but not to the eye of the soul. Jesus
said, 'Flesh and blood hath not revealed
it to thee, but the Spirit of my Father.'
"Now in the appearance of the great
Bab, in the lives and teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH and of the Center of the Oovenant, Abdul-Baha, we find the Messengers of the Ages. The voices of this
world call to the swamp and the mirage.
But the voice of the True One calls to
the heavenly Path. This is attained
through sacrifice. These friends who
have come from the East represent the
martyrs of Persia. When Badi offered
himself, he came from the Holy Presence a new creation. It is from this
type that our deal' friends have come.
vVe welcome them to America. They
have brought us happiness and unity."
Mr. Hooper Harris, in part said:
, 'What do we mean by divine Revelation? The words, precepts and teachings which come through the Prophets
of God, with the authority of God. The
Prophet of God always speaks with authority. Thus it was with Jesus, who
voiced the power and great inspiration
of the Holy Spirit. In these latter days
the torrent of revelation has again come
to us. The authoritative will of God
by His dominion and power is divine
Revelation.
"God has revealed Himself in this
day to teach us what civilization really
is. All that is good in the Christian
civilization must be traced to Jesus
Christ, whose influence was transcendent, but whose example is now refused.
But He brought victory to those who
really followed Him. How wonderful
was He! How much more so than Plato
and the other great philosophers! The
power of the Words of Jesus changed
the hearts and stirred the souls to action
and sacrifice. So, too, the Prophets of
God are greater than the scientists. The
war has shown that the greatest fruits of
science may be used for waste and destruction. Civilization based upon sci-

- - - - - - - - ------
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ence alone may result in horror. But
the moral uplift of the world is divine
Revelation. This is the source of true
science and pure morals. Moses, Christ,
Mohammed, in turn appeared and
brought true civilization to the world.
Today the world needs and is begging
for a great leader, one who can speak
with the voice and authority of God.
The answer of God to the longing of the
hearts and urgent call is the Voice of
His Greatest Manifestation, BAHA'O'LLAH and the Light of the Center of
His Covenant, Abdul-Baha."
Chairman Lunt: "BAHA'O'LLAH has
spoken of the inward calm light, but
outward fire. Let us beware lest this
fire be without its flame. Fire is the
power and flame is the evidence. 'A
falcon preys not on a dead mouse!' "
J enabi Fazel Mazandarani of Persia
spoke: "There are two powers and possessions in man, the powers of morality
and spirituality. These cause distinction in man. One who lacks them is a
mere animal. There is no doubt that
man needs an education for his soul and
morals. History proves that without
education man cannot attain. The greatest morality is love. Love and unity
cause the honor, and prosperity of map
and his entrance into the Kingdom of
God. All the holy Manifestations came
for this purpose, to cause love and unity.
The heavenly books reveal this as their
sole aim, to perfect humanity in love
and unity. All the discord in the world
is brought about by ignorance. People,
because of this, flee from pure religion
and cling to imitations and forms. Their
religion is like a mirror that is rusty.
This rust causes wars and bloodshed.
"The first principles of religion are
unchangeable; but the secondary principles of religion meet the exigencies of
time. The only difference lies in matters of secondary importance. It is unfortunate that people do not consider the
important things but look only at the
outward forms. BAHA'O'LLAH has arisen
from the horizon of Persia and has
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taught the unity of all religions. His
Book is most effective and influential.
With our own eyes we can see that divine power dispels differences. What
both our eyes and our hearts see cannot
be denied. The beautiful structure is
before our eyes. The East was formerly
a center of fanaticism. People were so
ignorant that they thought murder
praiseworthy. They thought it would
bring them nearer to God. This was not
according to the Holy Books but the
result of superstition. But since the
teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH have spread,
different nations are in the utmost love.
The Jews, very superstitious and fanatical, did not formerly accept Christ.
Now many of them have entered under
this standard. Different men of different races and religions so mingle in
Bahai meetings that people cannot tell
one from another. Can there be greater
proof of the power of God!
"Were it not for the Bahai Cause the
people of the world would be fleeing
from religion. BAHA '0 'LLAH says, 'All
are branches of one tree, one race, one
creation. ' Put aside blind imitation.
Try every day to promote the prosperity
of the world."
THIRD SESSION OF THE
CONVENTION.
On April 28th many of the friends
gathered in an early morning prayer
meeting around the Bourgeois model of
the Mashrekol-Azkar, which had been
adopted by the Convention. There was
concentration in prayer and reading of
the verses and J enabi Fazel Mazandarani chanted in Persian.
The new Temple Unity Board, whose
selection was completed at this session,
are: William H. RHndall, Roy C. Wilhelm, Alfred E. Lunt, Corinne True,
May Maxwell, Mountfort Mills, Albert
R. Vail, Louise D. Boyle and Frederick
W. D'Evelyn.
The new Committee of Nineteen on
Teaching, as appointed by the Conven-
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tion, are: Messrs. Randall, Mills, Scheffler, McConaughy, (George) Latimer,
MacNutt, Wilhelm, Sohrab and Ives;
Mesdames Parsons, Haney, Ledyard,
Slater, Barton-Peeke, Cooper, French,
Maxwell, Cowles of Montreal and RiceWray.
A Tablet from Abdul-Baha about the
Tarbiat School in Persia and a report
of the work were given to the Convention by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab. Funds
for this noble work can now reach the
school if sent to Mrs. Louise D. Boyle,
2602 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D. C.
The name of our beloved and ascended
brother, .Joseph H. Hannen, is gloriously connected with this noble work.
The Convention honored his blessed
memory by the adoption of a resolution of praise presented by Urbain J.
Ledoux and Mrs. Marie A. Watson.
MARRIAGE OF JUANITA STORCH
AND AHMAD SOHRAB.
On this afternoon, in the midst of a
joyful company, the marriage of Miss
J uanita Marie Storch, daughter of Mrs.
Johanna Storch, of Oakland, Calif., and
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, of Isphahan, Persia, was solemnized. The surroundings
were beautiful, the large assembly hall
of the Engineering Societies' Building
being used, the architectural attractions
of which were increased by spring flowers and soulful music. Tablets were
read by Mr. William H. Hoar and Mr.
Howard MacNutt. The spiritual atmosphere was intensified by the harmonious
blending of East and \Vest. The past
and present were linked in the two ceremonies. That of the Episcopal Church
was read by Dr. William N. Guthrie of
New York. The Creative Words of nuptial union, with their brief but impressive majesty, were read by Rev.
Howard C. Ives:
"Verily, we are content with the \iYill
of God!"
"Verily, we are satisfied with the Desire of God!"
This attitude of heart and soul is the
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means of creating loving companionship
throughout all the worlds. Miss Rouhieh
J ones was maid-of-honor. The bride
was given in marriage by Mr. William
H. Hoar and Dr. Frederick VV. D 'Evelyn
was best man.
FOURTH SESSION OF THE BAHAI
CONGRESS.
On the last night of the Congress, Mr.
Howard MacNutt, Chairman, read a
prayer revealed by Abdul-Baha, after
which he said: "\Ve have reached the
end of our glorious Convention, not convention, but a foretaste of Heaven. Invigorated by a new breath of the Spirit
of God, the Holy Spirit has overpowered
me. The bestowals of the Covenant have
descended upon us as upon Zecharias
of old. It has come in proportion to our
unity and even in greater proportion.
The Holy Spirit has descended upon us,
eclipsing self. Heavenly love and unity
have characterized this Convention. By
our spiritual attitude it has descended
upon us as the bounty of God. Vlhat
endless and supernal vision it has lent
us ! It is as the marriage of the Lamb
and the Bride, pure and spotless, coming down out of heaven. This love is
the real message and the greatest proof.
Each messenger declares his Divinity
and brilliant souls arise and accept his
Divinity. This Divinity is the source
of his power. In 'the time of the end'
all the Divine messengers merge and
blend. By their fruits they are knovvn.
Today the Bahais speak a new language.
It is not the outer words but the tongue
of the heart. One day Abdul-Baha said
to me, 'You have long been a Bahai
teacher, what is your method ~' I replied that I tried to find a point of contact and then to teach. He replied, 'Reverse this. Give him the message, flood
him with light, proclaim the Covenant.'
The oneness of humanity runs through
his message. It is the oriflamme of love.
It covers everything. The whole creation groans, awaiting the liberty of the
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sons of God. The Bahais strive not for
money, but for souls."
Mrs. Zoraya Chamberlain was the next
speaker: '" You are loosed from your
ancient superstitions, destroying the
foundation of humanity!' This was the
salutation of Abdul-Baha when in London, in his greeting to the vVestern
world, awakening the universal race consciousness. And Abdul-Baha told the
story of the Majnoon of love. The divine love is ideal freedom. Be free, like
the balloon that has no rope of attachment to catch in the tree tops! Fellowship! Unity! That is the cry! This
is the new consciousness. There are different colors, viewpoints, pre-conceived
ideas. But all agree in the new dawn.
Mirza Abul Fazl said the important
thing to know is the greatness of the
Day in which we live. Agree on this
and there will be agreement about other
things."
Miss Juliet Thompson, presiding, read
from the Words of Abdul-Baha telling
how the Spirit confers "that brilliant
intuition which is independent of tuition." She then introduced Dr. William N. Guthrie as one who was ever
demonstrating at St. Marks, in the Bowery, one of the great Bahai principles.
the oneness of religion.
The subject of Dr. Guthrie was,
"Leaves from the greater Bible." He
said that truth could be presented as
well humorously as solemnly and thereupon made a plea for tolerance which
entertained with its pithy statements
and proved the speaker's standing as a
scholar and philosopher. Some of his
pungent sayings were:
"To know and study man, visit the
zoo! " He probably had in mind the
animal nature in man, which is one side
of, but not the reality of man.
"Love the things that disagree with
you because they agree with somebody
else."
"l want you to be ymt and nobody
else. "
"Every man who is really educated
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and intelligent is tolerant. The name
of ignorance is bigotry."
, 'All religions are true and beneficial
and from God. The best religion is the
most lovable."
"Everyone can see the devil, but only
rare souls can see God."
"The Greater Bible is all the Bibles."
"Mountain peaks can see each other
and therefore admire each other; valleys cannot, therefore hate each other."
"Beautiful things will vindicate character when beautifully presented."
"Friends share all things, even prayers."
Mrs. A. S. Parsons, just off the steamer
and returning from her pilgrimage to
the holy Shrine and meeting with
Abdul-Baha, brought a beautiful message. Abdul-Baha gave this message
April 15th. The spirit of it was: "Ye
must think now of spiritual affairs. Try
to enlighten the minds and spread the
teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH, which bring
light to the darkness. The snows of dissention are melted by the Sun 'of BAHA'O'LLAH. This is the true life. It makes
the blind see, the lame walk and brings
heavenly assurance."
The next day he said: "You are now
on your way home. For each one there
is a message. My greetings to all my
dear friends, the servants of BAHA'O'LLAH and for this reason dear to me.
I am always praying for them; that they
may attain the height of Guidance, that
they may not be comfortless; that they
may live in accord and that they may
be physicians of the sick."
Mme. Ahmad Sohrab, the bride, here
read a Tablet which told of the impregnable condition found in the Covenant,
the fortified fortress of the religion.
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, with power and
penetration, proclaimed the Covenant.
He said: "The power of the Covenant
makes possible this luminous gathering
in which East and West are united ano
the bounties of the Lord of Hosts appear. We are all the children of AbdulBaha. We are the creation of his love.
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East and \Vest, we carry the banner of
love. Praise be to God, the Bahais have
a Center, not human, but divine! It is
the rock of ages and the eternal light
and inspiration. The light and power
of God malie this day glorious. We feel
it! We are thrilled with it! It is the
new spirit of brotherhood. It is from
the heavenly rose-garden of God. Let
us aim to make in this garden, filled with
the anemonies of divine love, heavenly
beings, angels! Enough of animalism!
Now we need heavenly joys! The basis
of these joys is universal and eternal in
the hearts of His friends. All who have
heard the message find it necessary to
go to the Center of divine Truth. The
longing for the true One is universaL
" 'Go even to China to find a divine
man!' Rays Emerson. Men of the West
go to Acca to learn not only how to
teach but how to live. The life of
Abdul-Baha is a book to be made a part
of one's life. He is up before sunrise,
offering his prayers at the threshold of
the Almighty. He goes aJbout doing
good, visiting the sick and the poor and
often interrupted in his work by calls.
During all this period he is constantly
busy, teaching and explaining tbe
Words of BAHA'O'LLAH. Often he receives the governor and others. Pilgrims come in dozens. The two pilgrim houses are filled to overflowing.
Often two sleep· in the same bed. Often
the house is so crowded that there is
hardiy room for a rat to run from one
chair to another. The Master is in good
health and keeping very well."
A harp solo by Miss Anna W. Lawrence was pleasing and refreshing.
Jenabi Fazel Mazandarani spoke briefly: "We are late but it is necessary to end
in prayers, and to beg for confirmation
and assistance to act in His path. Babai
meetings are for the sake of God. They
have. no other purpose save the investigation of truth. This is the aim of all
the people of the world. You know the
existing religions are blind imitations
or inherited superstitions. Jew follows
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Jew;
Christian follows
Christian.
Opinions are accepted without proof.
But there is one religion that has few
followers and that is the religion of investigation. If you have difficulties
come to the Bahai centers and they will
gladly tell you the Truth.
, 'This is the time of feasting among
Bahais in different parts of the world.
BAHA'O'LLAH was exiled from Persia.
Both Persia and Turkey attempted his
destruction. They opposed his words
and were hostile to his teachings. He
resisted dissentious and called the people to unity. From outward appearance
all was against him. But the Manifestation was supported by divine confirmation. Prophecies are fulfilled in tbe
coming of BAHA'O'LLAH and today'East
and West seek the presence of the Master. "
Mirza E. Shirazi of Cairo, a student
of the University of Beirut, who came
from the East on the same steamer
that brought the party of Mrs. Parsons,
made a pleasing address and described
the sweet humility, universal love, kindness and service which entered into a
day in which he waB permitted to observe the life of Abdul-Baha.
A closing prayer ended what proved
to be an extraordinary session of the
Congress for teaching. The large gathering of friends dispersed, but heart.'>
and minds were filled to overflowing
with the treasures of the Kingdom and
the jewels of God. The Spirit of His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH, in sweet commemoration affected friends and strangers. The Convention and its attendant
meetings were as rays from the heart of
Abdul-Baha. The brilliant Orb of the
Covenant shone in the work of the Convention, where. nearly all important decisions were reached by a unanimous
vote. The teaching efforts were confirmed by this mighty power of love
which brightens the mind, mellows the
heart and attracts souls to the pathway
of All-Glorious Light.

STAR OFTHEWEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmnes8, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you I
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
Western States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT V AIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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"Peace is unachievable save through the power of the
Word of God"
RECENT TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO L. B. NASH
To his honor, Mr. L. B. Nash, Portland, Oregon-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAII
EI-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou servant of God!
Thy letter was received, and was the cause of gladness. Thou hast expressed
thy ardent wish that I should attend the Peace Congress. I do not present
myself at such political conferences, for the establishment of peace is unachievable save through the power of the Word of God. When a Conference is convened, representative of all nations and working under the influence of the
-Word of God, then Universal Peace will be established, but otherwise it is impossible.
At present it is certain that temporary peace is established, but it is not
lasting. All governments and nations have become tired of war, of the difficulties of travel, of huge expenditures, of the loss of life, of the affliction of women,
of the great number of orphans, and are driven by force to peace. But this
peace is not permanent, but tempor"a1'Y.
We hope that the power of the Word of God will establish a peace that shall
eternally remain effective and secure.
Convey on my behalf to all the family, greetings and kindness.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)
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"Great importance must be given to the development of the STAR OF THE WEST. The
circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that
even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in
all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the
world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAlt OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and
the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light
of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to
f h D"
P
the Bahai teachers all over the world."
From Unveiling 0 t e Wine Ion.
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Bahai Temple Strikes New Art Note
Louis Bourgeois' Model for $1,500,000 Structure Combines Essence of All
Architectural Systems.
By PEYTON BOSWELL.

ON the shore of Lake Michigan, just a
little ways north of Chicago, the
Bahai Movement is soon to begin the
erection of a Temple of Peace. Many
persons who have seen the model for this
building, which is the work of the architect and sculptor, Louis Bourgeois, say
that the great Temple will be the most
beautiful modern structure in the world.
Some go so far as to say that it will be
the most beautiful structure eVer erected.
A large model of the Temple, filling
almost an entire room, is now on exhibition at the Kevorkian Galleries, No. 40
West Fifty-seventh street.
The Bahai Temple of Peace, whose
doors will never close, day or night, and
in which every person may worship, will
cost about $1,500,000. Its outer covering
will be of cream colored terra cotta. It
will be 225 feet in diameter and 180
feet high.
Mr. Bourgeois' model was selected by
a committee of forty-nine. This committee was ready to approve the design,
but because the structure differed from
any other building that had ever been
erected, they felt that they needed guidance, before making the formal acceptance, from an architect who could tell
them whether it was practical.
They called in Mr. H. Van Buren
Magonigle, president of the Architeetural League. Without being apprised

of the preference of the committee, Mr.
Magonigle studied all the models submitted and quickly selected that of Mr.
Bourgeois. His verdict was: " It is the
first new idea in architecture since the
thirteenth century. I want to see it
erected."
The Bahai Temple of Peace combines
within itself all the lovely elements of
all the types of architecture that man
has ever devised. This may at first
sound rather discouraging to students
of art who know how inspirationless
eclectic works usually are. If a painter
tries to combine all the good points of all
the schools of painting he invariably
gets a picture that is tame and uninteresting. It is the individual method
that counts.
But, after looking at Mr. Bourgeois'
model for his beautiful Temple, listen
to him explain, in a voice trembling with
enthusiasm, just how he came to combine all styles of architecture in his
design:
"The Bahai Movement," says Mr.
Bourgeois, "is a fusing of the essential
spiritual elements of all religions and
all philosophies. Stripped of the personalities of their founders and subsequent leaders, all sects are found to
have very much the same divine basis.
All the teachings that have held the
minds of men and ennobled them are

---------------
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found to be very much alike in essence. dows and doors and comprises the dome
The doctrines of Ohrist, of Buddha and itself, and in this one deciphers symbols
of Mohammed greatly resemble each of all the religions of the world, interother. As with religions so it is with lacing and blending perfectly.
architecture. If you resolve the differHere are the sW3,stika cross, most anent architectural systems to their ideal- cient of all; the circle; the triangle; the
istic basis, laying aside all extreme double triangle, known as Solomon's
forms, you will see that they harmonize seal, the symbol of the sun, the fiveso perfectly that they can be blended pointed star representing the Man-Savwithout one discordant note. That is iour, be He called Ohrist, Buddha or
what I have tried to do in the Temple Mohammed; the Ohristian cross; the
of Peace-to combine all architectural Greek cross, and finally, the Bahai symmodes into a symbol of the Bahai Move- bol of the nine-pointed star.
ment."
There is a very human side to the
With a burst of enthusiasm the sculp- modeling of the Temple of Peace. Mr.
tor-architect declares: "It is BAHA'- Bourgeois has had the Temple in mind
'O'LLAH'S Temple. I am only the chan- for nine years, but it never began to
nel through which it came!"
take definite form until four years ago,
In its general shape the Temple gives after he had attended the convention of
one the feeling of a spiritual symbol the Bahai Movement in Boston. Then,
arising with an inevitable fitness, from suddenly, in an hour's time, the architect sketched the lower story of the
the very earth.
The first story breathes the spirit of Temple. At first he thought he could
welcome. It is in the form of a nine- model the structure in three months, but
pointed star. Nine circular exedras he found that, so colossal was the task,
curve into the building, with a great that it took three years.
doorway in the center of each, so that
Now the architect is not rich, and he
from whatever side one approaches, the realized that if he worked at his model
structure seems to extend its arms in the family income would cease. His
welcome and embrace. The first story wife is also an artist, but, sympathizing
in its simplicity suggests the Greek and with his work, she bought a little st(fre
Egyptian temples, while the treatment in West Englewood, New Jersey, where
of the doors and windows is Roman- they live, and while he worked with the
esque in form, and the intricacy and plaster, she sold ice cream and candy
·beauty of the ornamentation suggests and other wares to the people of the
the Gothic and the Arabic.
community.
The second story, beautiful in its winWhen he needed plaster for his first
dowed elegance, is renaissance in line, carving and was out of money, he went
but purely Gothic in the interlaced into the garden, filled his wife's clothes
arches of its openings.
basket with Dorothy Perkins roses, which
The third story is renaissance in feel- covered the arbor, carried them to New
ing, restful and quiet. Above it rises York and sold them for five dollars, with
the lovely dome, which suggest the which he bought the needed material.
Byzantine, while above the closed top is
He says his wife is really the "Tema unique feature-the beams of the
ple
builder;" for, had it not been for
dome arising like hands clasped in
her
sympathy and cheerful sacrifice, he
prayer, so as to give the feeling of ascennever
would have carried to completion
sion and aspiration found only in Gothic
the
gigantic
work.
towers.
The Bahai Movement will surround the
An intricate system of ornamentation
covers the columns, surrounds the win- great Temple with a community that will
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conform with it in spirit, for on the
shore of Lake Michigan, around the
beautiful grounds, will be erected a
series of buildings devoted to the appli-
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cation of true religion to life-a hospital, an orphan asylum, a hospice or
house of hospitality, a guild house and
a university, among other enterprises.

Persian-Indian Style of Architecture
As explained by CHARLES MASON REMEY, who submitted a model at the Twelfth
Annual Convention of the Mashrekol-Azkar.
AS one becomes familiar with the
Bahai Teaching and its principles
and as one seeks to apply these in his
life it is the most natural thing in the
world that he should desire to express
these principles and religious ideals in
the terms and language of his own art,
craft or profession. As with countless
others such was my own experience.
Since my connection with the Bahai
Cause, during the past twenty years,
in the pursuance of my study of
architecture at home and abroad in
many parts of the world, I have
had constantly in mind the great
Bahai Mashrekol-Azkar, the first of its
kind to be erected in America, my desire being that I might be able to express in terms of architecture an offering toward this great temple.
This absorbing interest has led me,
during the past twelve years to make a
series of architectural studies and preliminary designs for this edifice showing treatments of varying dimensions in
nine different styles of architecture.
These were offered to Abdul-Baha in the
hope that this work might be of some
service when the time arrived for the
formulation of a building design for the
Mashrekol-Azkar.
When the word was received from
Abdul-Baha that a choice of designs submitted for the Mashrekol-Azkar was to
be made by the delegates seated in this
'l'welfth Annual Convention of Bahais
in America held in New York, April 2628, 1920, I felt moved to make, in addition to the drawings already mentioned,
a set of models of the one of my designs
which was done in the Persian-Indian

style in order to present to the Convention in as graphic and as concrete a
manner as possible the salient features
of this design, which, in my estimation,
so far as I now understand the matter
as viewed from points both practical and
spiritual, is, I feel, the best suited of
my preliminary studies to meet this
present problem. 'With the exception of
this design in the Persian-Indian style,
which is of quite modest dimensions,
each of my other eight designs are too
large in size and of too costly construction to be considered. Moreover, with
the exception of the Arabian, Moorish
and Persian designs, the others were not
sufficiently oriental in character to satisfy the requirements of the problem in
hand. Therefore between these practical and aesthetic conditions there seemed
to us to be but this one of my designs
to feature.
Since Abdul-Baha ordered the Convention to choose one from among the
designs which had been offered for the
Mashrekol-Azkar, I did not deem it advisable to prepare any new designs, nor
to alter those which I had previously
made. The models and the large drawings of this Persian-Indian design, which
I am offering together with my first
drawings, are merely enlargements and
developments of the original design.
There have been no changes in the style
of the design, its treatment or dimensions.
While engaged in this work my concept of an architectural treatment for
the Mashrekol-Azkar underwent many
changes and modifications. In considering a style for the first design made,
the Byzantine then suggested itself to

- - - - ------- - - - -
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me as combining in one complete and
developed style of architecture, the characters of both the orient and the occident. Later on in the work I made
studies in various other styles from the
classic to the ultra modern which work
included some of the styles of the orient.
Toward the close of this study I received an excerpt from a Tablet of
Abdul-Baha's addressed to Mrs. Kate
Ives in which he mentioned the Mashrekol-Azkar as follows:
"That Divine Form manifested itself
in America and entered the great Tem-

WEST

perfect development in the MashrekolAzkar of future generations. I have
been pleased to note latterly that the
majority of the people who have seen
my preliminary drawings have expressed
a preference for the Persian and the
Persian-Indian styles.
The Persian style of architecture was
developed under the influence brought
into Persia by the early Moslem civilization. Some of its grandest applications are found in the mosques of Esphahan, Khoum, Kashan, and Khazvin,
while the same style is found in these

Charles Mason Remey and the model he submitted in the PerSian-Indian style or
Architecture.

pIe which shall soon be constructed
therein. This glorious Temple resembles the oriental edifices and soon you
will see it erected there with a most
solid foundation and strongest basis."
Furthermore, I learned it was reported
that Abdul-Baha showed a picture of the
Taj-Mahal to Mr. P-W-, suggesting
that the Mashrekol-Azkar have a similar
entrance.
These words of Abdul-Baha quite revolutionized my thought regarding the
style for this first great Bahai Temple to be erected here in the west. With
time and more study the architecture
of the orient has made its appeal more
and more to me as being the best suited
of all styles as a f.oundation for, and a
first step toward, the universal style of
world architecture eventually to find its

and other cities, successfully applied to
such buildings as bazaars, caravansaries,
palaces, colleges, gateways, bridges, and
other civic structures.
The lower wall surfaces of the more
elegant of these buildings are often revetted with slabs of marble, while the
main walls and upper parts are usually
in stone, brick, terra cotta, and brightly
colored tiles. Though some of these
buildings have stood for centuries, the
coloring in many instances remains quite
fresh and even brilliant.
The richness in color decoration of
the domes and minarets of the Persian
mosques, rising from a foreground of
gardens and silhouetted against a cloudless sky, is memorable and very beautiful. This \Style of decoration, so in
harmony with its oriental environment,
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has a charm of its own, to which many
Persian writers, as well as foreigners
traveling in that country, have testified.
The Indian style of architecture,
which is an adaptation of the Persian
style, had its development during the
Mogul rule in India. Some of the finest
examples of this style are found in the
vicinity of Delhi, India's ancient capital,
while the world-famous Taj-Mahal near
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the city of Agra, is without doubt the
best known and by many the most admired building of the epoch.
The Taj-Mahal is finished within and
without with white marble inlaid with
jasper, lapis lazuli, and other semiprecious stones. It is surrounded by a
garden intersected by waterways separated by richly colored flowers and foliage, and produces an effect of beauty
beyond the power of words to describe.

Recent Tablets from Abdul-Baha to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
To his honor, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
New York City-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

He Is God!
o thou servant of the Holy Threshold!
Praise be to God, that the events of
the Cause from the East and the West
are conducive to the utmost rejoicing.
The fame of His Highness BAHA'0 'LLAH
has encircled the orient and the occident, and the voice of the promotion ot
the Cause has reached the Supreme Concourse.
According to what they have written
from California, you have become fully
confirmed in service in that region. This
is the result of the promise that I have
made to thee. Today, whosoever is a
herald of the Covenant, he becomes triumphant and victorious by the cohorts
of the Orb of Regions and is honored
and the object of the glances of mercifulness. God willing, the event of your
wedding, ere long, will likewise come to
pass. In Convention this year it must be
unquestionably solemnized.
The School of Tarbiat used to receive
some assistance from the American
friends. Undoubtedly, you have this
matter in mind. If a contribution could
be forwarded through the Convention, it
would be very acceptable.
Thou hast written that if a Persian
teacher could come to those states and
travel for awhile, it would be most
timely; therefore we have written to
Persia and ere long a ripened soul with

- -----------

- --------------------------

an interpreter will be forwarded, so that
for a time he may make a tour throughout America and then return. Undoubtedly in their reception you will demonstrate the utmost magnanimity.
Likewise, yourself, at the opportune
time, travel throughout all the states and
with the utmost exhilaration and tumult
raise the call of the Covenant, thus the
favors of the Orb of Regions may encircle the globe.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.
(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
March 27, 1920, Washington, D. C.)
[Portion of a Tablet received by Mrs.
Ella G. Cooper of San Francisco, California, in regard to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab's trip in the West:]
He Is God!
o thou beloved daughter!
Thy detailed letter, dated December
7th, 1919, written to Shoghi Effendi, was
received. Its contents produced the utmost rejoicing for it was indicative of
the promotion of the divine teachings
and the attraction of the hearts to the
Kingdom of the Lord of Hosts. Likewise, the power and might which became
manifest from Aga Mirza Ahmad in the
diffusion of the teachings and the promulgation of the Word of God. This is
purely through the confirmations of God
and the help and assistance of His Highness BAHA'O'LLAH.
Consider ye, that a youth from Persia,
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who has not studied sciences and arts,
nor is he informed of the political, economic and social problems, nor is he
acquainted with all the conditions of the
east and the west - notwithstanding
this, he delivers irrefutable lectures before vast audiences and imparts exhilaration and motion to the souls. This is
no other save through the confirmations
of His Highness BAHA'0 'LLAH. This is
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'LLAH, and the power of the Covenant,
otherwise what existence have we ~
Praise be to God, that California is in
motion and attraction and the souls enamored with the Kingdom of Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
To his honor Mirza Ahmad Sohrab and
his respected wife-Upon them be
BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

BAHAI DELEGATES AND FRIENDS ATTENDING Tl!
Photograph taken on steps of Enginee

evident and manifest. No soul can deny
it. For the bestowals of His Highness
BAHA'O'LLAH, and the power of His Covenant, will make a drop an ocean, the
mosquito the eagle soaring toward the
Supreme Concourse, the tender plant
the blessed tree, the weak child the powerful man, the mustard seed the towering mountain, and the unknown well
known throughout all the regions. In
short, all these are through the
outpourings of His Highness BAHA'O-

He Is God!
o ye son and daughter of the Kingdom!
According to what you have written,
spiritual connections are established between you, and you are contemplating to
enter the world of matrimony and become each other's associate. It is my
hope that this union become eternal;
both of you harmonized on the physical
and spiritual planes and become one in
the exoteric and esoteric realms i-sO
that you may. spend your days together
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with the utmost joy and happiness and
be engaged in the glorification of His
Highness BARA'O'LLAR, because He has
brought into perfect mutual affiliation
both the east and the west and has established such a divine communication
between Persia and America, that a Persian and an American have become the
expression of one soul.
In brief, I supplicate for you con-
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Recite ye together the following prayer:

o God! 0 God! We are married for
the love of Thy beauty, longing for the
fulfillment of Thy good pleasure and
yearning to devote our lives to Thy service. 0 Lord! Suffer our bodies to become one body, our spirits the expression of one spirit and assist us with Thy
confirmations-so that we may arise

:LFTR ANNUAL MASHREKOL-AZKAR CONVENTION.
19 Societies' Building, New York City.

firmation and assistance so that ideal affinity be unveiled· between you, both of
you be occupied with the services of the
Cause of God and be aided and confirmed. You must strive to establish
between yourselves such an affinity and
love that you may become the object of
envy to all mankind and your wedding
may serve as an example, so that similar
unions may come to pass very frequently.
Upon ye be Baha-EI-Abha!

wholly to perform Thy services, be detached from aught else save Thee, firm
in Thy Covenant and Testament and
freed from all else save Thy love. 0
Lord! Assist us with all these Thy
favors.
Verily Thou art the Confirmer, the
Powerful, the Mighty and the Omnipresent!
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.
(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
May 7, 1920, New York City.)

STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thv voice and fame will 'be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmnes8, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-EAHA ABMS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'O'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
Western States: HELEN S. GooDALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GEllTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Editorial-Memorial to Joseph H. Hannen
"The School of Tarbiat used to receive
some assistanc~ from the American
friends. Undoubtedly, you have this
matter in mind. I:f a contribution could
be forwarded through the Convention it
would be very acceptable."
When the above extract from a recent
Tablet to Mirza Ahmad Sohrab was read
in the Convention many friends arose
to the fulfillment of this suggestion of
Abdul-Baha. As our late brother, .To-

seph Hannen, had so faithfully served
this School of Tarbiat in the west, it was
suggested that each of the friends contribute one dollar to a memorial fund to
be sent in the name of Brother Hannen
from the Convention. Those of the
friends who wish to join in this memorial may send their dollar to Miss
Nellie Lloyd, 104 Wall Street, New York
City.
George Latimel'.

"Set up this esteemed soul in Thy Glorious Kingdom"
Words of ABDuL-BAHA in eulogy of and supplication for Joseph H. Hannen.
RECENT TABLET TO PAULINE HANNEN.
To the beloved daughter, Mrs. Hannen,
Washington, D. C.-Upon her be
BAHA '0 'LLAH EI-Abha!
He Is God!

o

Thou Compassionate Lord!
Thou knowest the magnitude of my
sorrow as I engage in this following suplication. The favored servant of the

Kingdom, Mr. Hannen, that pure and
spotless soul, was the first self-sacrificing
person in the path of the Merciful One.
At night he was restless and during the
day he was untiring. Not a moment did
he rest and all his lifetime was consecrated to the service of the Kingdom.
In the assemblage of Thy friends he was
an active member and in the gathering
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of Thy favored ones an enkindled torch.
In the horizon of guidance he twinkled
like a radiant star and in the Abha
Paradise he appeared a magnificent
palm. He was an illumined soul, merciful, kingly, lordly.
At present that bright candle has been
extinguished in the globe of this mortal
world that thereby it may shine resplendently in the globe of the Kingdom.
That radiant star has set from this world
below that it may rise effulgently from
the Supreme Horizon.

o

Thou Forgiving Lord!
Set up this esteemed soul in Thy glorious Kingdom upon the thrones of everlasting sovereignty and make him a
heavenly prince. Help him to soar in
the limitless realm and draw him unto
the close companionship of heavenly
birds in the hidden world. Immerse
him in the ocean of Light, and make him
the prince over the Realm of Mysteries.
Bring him unto the effulgent concourse
and help him to attain his object in the
realm of Thy presence and the heights
of the Supreme Concourse.
Thou art the Forgiver, the Pardoner,
and the Compassionate!
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o thou

daughter of the Kingdom!
This calamity is overwhelming and
painful, and undoubtedly its effects are
most severe. A thousand times alas,
that like unto a star, that glorious personage disappeared from the horizon of
the immensity of space. He has arisen
from a horizon that knows no setting and
has hastened unto a realm that is infinite. He has been detached from this
world below and has attained unto Everlasting Life. He has ascended from this
gloomy world and hastened to the Center
of Light.
Grieve not therefore and be not despondent. Enkindle his lamp and strive
that the orchard of his highest wish may
abound with fruitful trees. Rest thou
assured in the bounties of the Lord of
Hosts and endeavor to be confirmed by
the favors of the glorious Lord. If he
has disappeared from this plane, grieve
not, for thou shalt find him in the divine
realm. Be not sad at this temporary
separation, thou shalt enjoy eternal companionship in the realm above. Be thou
therefore patient and forbearing, firm
and assured.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Haifa, Palestine, March 19, 19'20.)

Recent Tablets from Abdul-Baha to American Bahais
DR. CHARLES HALL
To his honor, Dr. Charles Hall, Chicago, Illinois-Upon him be BAHA'o'LLAH El-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou servant of God!
Thy letter was received. Its contents
were lofty and sublime and its aim was
high and wide-reaching. The world of
humanity is in need of a great amelioration for it is a material jungle wherein
fruitless trees are flourishing and useless weeds are abounding. If there is
at all a fruitful tree, it is overshadowed
by the fruitless ones and if a flower
grows in its midst it is hidden and concealed. The world of mankind is in need
of expert gardeners that they may con-

vert those forests into delectable rosegardens, may substitute for these fruitless trees, trees that yield fruit and may
replace these useless weeds by roses and
fragrant herbs. Thus active souls and
vigilant people are day and night restless. They strive until they are closely
attached to the divine Kingdom and
thereby become the manifestations of infinite bounties and the ideal gardeners
of these forests.
Thus the world of
humanity will be wholly transformed
and the merciful bounties become manifest.
Upon thee be greeting and praise!
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Acca,
Palestine, JUly 26, 1919.)
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LOUIS G. GREGOR,Y
To his honor, Mr. Louis Gregory, care of
his honor, Mr. Hannen, Washington,
D. C.-Upon him be BAHA.'O'LLAH
El-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou who art firm in the Covenant!
Thy letters were received.
Verily,
thou hast labored hard in this year's
Convention and hast s,erved beyond
thine own endurance. Thou hast moreover, traveled before and subsequent to
the sittings of the Convention, hast
served by other ways and means, art
ever restless and active and hast, with
thy respected wife, consecrated thy life
to the service of the Kingdom.
Undoubtedly thou shalt be confirmed and
assisted.
Strive with heart and soul in order
to bring about union and harmony
among the white and the colored and
prove thereby the unity of the Bahai
world wherein distinction of color finds
no place, but where hearts only are con-
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sidered. Praise be to God, the hearts
of the friends are united and linked together, whether they be from the orient
or the occident, from north or from
south, whether they be German, French,
Japanese, American, and whether they
pertain to the white, the black, the red,
the yellow or the brown race. Variations of color, of land and of race are
of no importance in the Bahai Movement; on the contrary, Bahai unity
overcomes them all and does away with
all these fancies and imaginations.
Convey on my behalf to thy fellowtraveler, Mr. Roy Williams, the utmost
kindness. I am greatly pleased with
him and my hope is that in the future
he may be greatly confirmed. Extend
on my behalf much kindness to thy respected wife. I never forget her and
she is ever in my memory.
Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 24, 1919.)

Green Acre in 1920
Green Acre is turning a new radiant
page in its history this summer. The
wise and beloved p'ersian teacher, J ena bi
Fazel Mazandarani, whom Abdul-Baha
in his love has sent to us in response
to the request of the American believers,
will be in Green Acre for lectures and
conference. His interpreter, Manucher
Khan, will conduct a class in Persian.
Here is a wonderful opportunity for the
American friends to drink from a veritable fountain of knowledge the pure
water of the Bahai teaching as it is
flowing today so gloriously in Persia.
And here is the chance to learn the
original language in which the "river
of glory" has been renewing the world
in these latter days.
There will be many other lectures and
study classes and those wonderful meetings for spiritual communion which are
so characteristic of this "Green Acca'"
by the "River of Light". It is in these

meetings that we win a new baptism of
power to "live the life" which alone can
illumine the world.
Mrs. Louise Boyle will conduct a summer camp for Bahai Juniors with classes
in arts and crafts. There the great
Bahai principles will be taught during
many hours of pure joy. A more perfect place for a summer camp devoted to
play, study and spiritual education
could not be chosen than the one at Willow Cote, Green Acre.
The Green Acre Fellowship has
bought the Inn and the surrounding cottages. Now with the Fellowship House,
the Pines, Mt. Salvat it is ready for
the visitors and the glorious destiny
Abdul-Baha has foretold. Full information about the rooms, cottages, the
spiritual program, can be had from Mr.
William H. Randall, 35 Congress St.,
Boston.
Albert Vail.
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WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA
"Great importance must be given to the development of the STAR o~ THE "VEST. The
circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must he published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases_ Its contents must be so universal that
even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in
all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the
world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAR OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and
the ideals that will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light
of day all the historical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost value to
the Bahai teachers all over the world."
From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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As to instructions which thou desirest,
they are as follows: Believe in God, turn
unto the Supreme Kingdom, be attracted
unto the Beauty of Abha; remain firm
in the Covenant. (P.98.)

save the divulgence of the Testament, be
attracted by the magnet of the Covenant
that thou mayest see the triumph of the
angels of the King of the Kingdom and
the valor of the hosts of the Lord of
Might. (P.160.)

Set aside every mention save the mention of God and abandon everything

(Tablets of Abdul-Baha: Vol
pages indicated.)

1-

ABDUL-BAHA
Talking with his interpreter in the courtyard to
P'ilgrims' House at Haifa, Palestine.

(Photograph taken in 1919)

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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The Bahai Teaching Convention for the Central States
HEJ-1D IN CHICAGO MAY 22nd AND 23rd, 1920.

Letter sent out by the Secretary.
BELOVED Bahai brothers and sisters
in the Assemblies of the Central
States:
The most glorious Convention for
teaching held thus far has, through the
grace of God and the heavenly bestowals of our beloved Abdul-Baha, just
been concluded and in accordance with
instructions voted, the following report
of actions taken is being sent to the different assemblies of this group.
After statements by Mr. Albert R.
Vail and Mrs. Annie Parmerton giving
a report of the actions taken at the National Convention in New York, which
statements brought out the fact that
Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, Mrs. Ida B.
Slater and Mr. Carl Scheffler had been
chosen as members of the National
Teaching Committee for the Central
States, it was voted:
1st-That these three and two others
should act as a Committee of Teaching
for the Central States. Dr. C. H. Stiles
of Detroit and Mrs. Margaret Lafferty
of St. Louis were chosen as the additional members.
2nd-Each assembly to raise monthly
as large an amount of money for teaching work as possible.
3rd-The moneys to be collected by
the local assembly Treasurer, appointed by the House of Spirituality of that
city; or where the assembly is too small
to have a House of Spirituality, the
Treasurer is to be elected-a majority
vote electing.
4th-The Treasurer will send monthly
one-third of this amount collected to the

Treasurer of the National Teaching
Committee, Mr. "Vm. H. Randall, 35
Congress St., Boston, Mass.; one-third
to be sent to the Treasurer of the SectiQnal Teaching Committee, and onethird to be held for local teaching ,york.
5th-The Sectional Teaching Committee organize and launch at some time
during the year, deemed by it most suitable, at least one concentrated teaching campaign, consisting of an adequate
advertisement scheme, a series of lectures and to arrange for the maintenance of one or more competent teachers,
who are to do follow-up work for a
short period after the campaign is concluded.
6th-The city in which this campaign
is launched to be left to the discretion
of the Committee with the understanding that they will give preference to a
city located in one of the five states
mentioned by Abdul-Baha in the first
Tablet addressed to the Central States
as not having been illumined by the
Glorious Cause through the spread of
the Message. An opportunity, though,
is to be given to the different assemblies
in this section to bid for this campaign
for their own city, or one nearby,
through definite propositions of co-operation.
7th-The Teaching Committee to arrange that the teachers who are assigned
to this section by the National Teaching Committee, or those who may arise
for the work in this section, will, as regularly as possible, or whenever the need

STAR
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arises, or the opening is made by the
local House of Spirituality or Committee, visit for the purpose of teaching
III such assembly or city.
"God, the Maker of the worlds, h3th crcatt·d the

r~1l1m

of humanity to be the Paradise of Eden (01' the Gllrden
of Paradise) if the edifice of PMce, Reconcilil\tion,
Love and Faithfulness is founded on 11 solid and firm
basis. Nay, father, He hath willed it to become the
mirror, reflecting the Delectable Paradise."

CA New Year greeting from Abdul-Bnhn to the
London Christian CommQn"l~~alth.)

The Third Bahai Annual T eachins
Convention for the Central States
Chicago, Illinois, May 22d and 23d 1920.

SATURDAY, MAY 22nd.
2:30 P. M.-90l Masonic Temple.
First Session: Ope.ne.d by Mr. She/flf'r. Mr,~. Slater,
Dr. Pt:ekt!. Central States members of the National
Teaching Committee.

6 p, M.-Morrison Hotel.
Feast of the Declaration of the Bab.

SUNDAY, MAY 23rd.
10 A. l-1.-90J Masonic Temple.
Second Session: Opened by Bahai Juniors.

3 P. M.-Public Meeting:

Dr. Pauline Bnrioll'Pf'f'ke
and Gporgp Latimf'T, Presiding. Corinthinn Hnll,
] 7th floor Masonic Tf'mplr.
Get!PTal Topic: "The Great Unrf'st-Thf' Uh'ine
Remt'dy"
J. "'Thf' Bllhai Progrllm-Economic, EdllC'o'ltionnl,
Int(·tnlltionnl- For n RpC'onstrnct,('d World," .Mr.
MOI.mtfort Mills or Mr. Al/J'rd E. LU111.
11. "Ahdul-Bilhn's Rf'mllrknhlp Teaching on Immor·
t»litv-How tht' Divin(' Worlll ComnlllnJrntt-s WIth
Man'," Mr. AllwTI flail.

;\Iu!i!c prmid(~d hy ~ITs. R,ll" RTP,1/hlJrnak-l1(',lImllr,
Mrll. Carl Schl'/fla. Mr. Albl'rt WHltlllst IlUd lI'bs.y
."'·uTnh Trmdllsi.

Program of Convention.

8th-The Teachers to travel entirely
under the jurisdiction of the Central
States' Teaching Committee. All com·
munications regarding this to be addressed to the Secretary of said Teaching Committee.
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9th-The policy of the teacher in a
city to be determined by the House of
Spirituality or the committee of believers in established assemblies. In new
territory it is left entirely to his or her
own discretion.
10th-Each assembly will acquire its
own literature for teaching purposes.
11th-Names and addresses of new
people interested in the Cause to be sent
through the Secretary of the local assembly to the Secretary of the Sectional
Teaching Committee, who will, in turn,
send them to the Secretary of the National Teaching Committee. Whenever
possible, literature regarding the Cause
will be sent to such addresses.
12th-Every believer to consider it
his or her duty to bring at least one
new soul into the Cause every year.
13th-Mrs. Ida B. Slater, Plaza Hotel, Chicago, was elected Secretary; Mr.
Carl Scheffler, 56 E. Congress St., Treasurer.
Please present this report to the assembly in your city at your earliest convenience. It is certain that if every believer and assembly in these parts enters
upon this work in the spirit of love and
harmony in which these plans were
evolved and enthusiastically carried in
the Convention, it will result in accomplishing what our beloved Abdul-Baha
is patiently waiting upon the American
believers to carry out.
With Bahai love and greeting,
lda B. Slqter, Secretary,
Chicago, May 24, 1920.

Plans of the National Teaching Committee
Letter sent otd by the Secretary.
Washington, D. C. garding the appearance of the Holy
Manifestations is this: that the souls
May 25, 1920.
may
come to know each other
To all Bahai sisters and brothers in
and that the power of the love of God
America-Greetings.
may make all of them the waves of one
Dear friends and co-workers:
The Center of the Covenant, Abdnl- sea, the flowers of one rose garden, and
Baha, instructs us in the Tablet on page the stars of one heaven."
67, Unveiling of the Divine Plan, that
Taking these words much to heart and
"one of the greatest divine wisdoms re- pondering over their meaning, the mem-
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bers of the Teaching Committee appointed this year by the delegates to the Convention distinctly feel the indissoluble
bond which binds together all members
of the Bahai family in a unity born of
the Spirit.
As members of this great family, we
consider it a privilege and a joy to fully
inform you regarding the teaching program as thus far outlined :-for, in relation to the Center of the Covenant, all
are equal, especially as He whom we
know to be the Center of life and light
and love has said: "I have summoned
all to the conveying of the J'II!:essage."
First you will want to know the personnel of the Teaching Committee as appointed by the delegates to the Convention.
It was thought best to divide the country into five ·sections or divisions, as designated by Abdul-Baha in the so-called
Teaching Tablets, and to choose three
members from each section and four at
large, making a Committee of nineteen
members, as follows:

Northeast and Eastern Div-ision
Wm. H. Randall, 35 Congress St., Boston, Mass.
Mountfort Mills, Apthorp Apt., Broadway and 78th, New York City.
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, 415 Madison Ave.,
New York City.
Southern Division
Mrs. A. J. Parsons, 1818 N St., N. ,7\[.,
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. R. F. H. Ledyard, 1922 Sunderland Pl., Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Mariam Haney, The Mendota,
Washington, D. C.
Oentral Division
Mrs. Ida B. Slater, Plaza Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Carl Scheffler, 56 E. Congress St., Chicago, Ill.
Dr. Pauli"ne Barton-Peeke, Rose Building, Cleveland, O.
Western Division
Mrs. Ella Goodall Cooper, San Francisco, Calif.
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George Latimer, 295 Twelfth St., Portland, Oregon.
Henry McConaughy, Box 45, Seattle,
Wash.
Canada
Mrs. Wm. S. Maxwell, 716 Pine Ave.,
Montreal, Canada.
Mrs. Lizzie V. Cowles, 14 Tower Ave.,
Montreal, Canada.
Mrs. Mabel Rice-Wray, 68 Peterboro St.,
Detroit, Mich.
At Large
Mrs. Stuart W. French, 363 Grove St.,
Pasadena, Calif.
Ray C. Wilhelm, 104 Wall St., New
York City.
Howard MacNutt, 935 Eastern Parkway,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Howard C. Ives, 1451 Broadway, Room
206, New York City.
Immediately after the close of the
Convention, the Committee met and appointed Mrs. Parsons, Chairman; Mr.
Randall, Treasurer, and later, Mrs.
Haney, Secretary.
Also from this Committee of Nineteen
regional secretaries wel'e chosen, whose
duty will be to keep the National Teaching Committee (through its Secretary)
informed of the progress of the work in
their respective sections, so that this information may be circulated in any way
which will further the teaching service,
as well as to keep the traveling teachers
informed regarding the work accomplished in various parts of the country.
The name and address of each regional
secretary follows:
Wm. H. Randall, 35 Congress St., Boston, Mass.
Mrs. Mariam Haney, The Mendota,
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Ida B. Slater, Plaza Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
George Latimer, 295 Twelfth St., Portland, Oregon.
Mrs. May Maxwell, 716 Pine Ave., Montreal, Canada.
We feel sure that all hearts will rejoice to know that the work of spreading
the glad-tidings of the Kingdom and the
teaching service which was so explicitly

STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy I Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and' thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj ect of the· attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant in the future ~hy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
wIll mcrease, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-EAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
. . Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
/lVestern States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAxwELL.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL, eARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZlA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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given to this country and Canada in the
Divine Plan last year, has been taken up
with a renewed energy, with an enthusiasm born of the Spirit, and with a
greater grasp of its. scope and importance.
While the Teaching Committee last
year felt that a little step had been taken
in the right path and a certain few
things had been accomplished-yet they
also felt that this was only a very small
beginning and that they had not arrived
at the exalted station of action to which
the Center of the Covenant calls all the
believers on this continent, for we read
in the D~vine Plan (page 57) that Abdul-Baha instructs all of us: "Up to
this time ye have displayed great magnanimity; but after this, ye must add a
thousand times to your effort."
The Committee meetings have been extremely interesting. Various subjects
were discussed harmoniously, resulting
in "all opinions coinciding; " and a
really fundamental unity was established.

No. 6

The following outline of a general
plan decided upon for the forwarding
of this great work of teaching will help
you, we hope, to keep closely in touch
with us, and we feel assured that all will
earnestly, sincerely and lovingly co-operate to the extent of their ability.
On page 17 of the Divine Plan you
will find an instruction to the effect that
when the Great Manifestation of God
came to the world to establish the oneness of the world of humanity, He first
prepared the world by making the world
externally a unit: namely, by means of
new inventions, new discoveries of various kinds, new laws and international
laws and other undertakings which made
the significance of co-operation most
prominent and indicated its essential
purpose. Thus the means were first created in the material world for facilitating the establishing of spiritual unity.
We have all realized the great longing
of the heart of our beloved Abdul-Baha
(as expressed in so many, many Tablets)
to see actually demonstrated a unity of
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his servants on this western continent, tral bureau of classified information to
and we realize that this cannot be fully which all teachers may ap-ply regarding
achieved without the outer means and the needs of any special locality, openexpression of unity. For this reason we ings for work and the character of work
have formulated a plan which will out- to be done. To which, likewise, all cenwardly facilitate that great union of the ters may turn in the demand for teachhearts, and as an expression of devotion ers as well as co-operation in every way.
and service in the path of the Center of This will include the distribution of litthe Covenant, so that both materially erature to teachers in the fieJd, establishand spiritually every Bahai in this coun- ing circulating libraries in every center;
try may be in vital and close contact in short, all the glorious work pertaining
with every other Bahai. Abdul-Baha to seed-sowing.
has summoned all the believers to arise
Likewise for the co-operative financfor this teaching service, and each and ing of this great work, we have devised
everyone must be vitally connected with a similar plan, as follows:
this work. Therefore it has been deIt is impossible for every Bahai to
cided:
have a vital connection with this great
That there shall be a monthly Bulletin work of seed sowing unless it is expressed
L'lsued by the Teaching Committee on the on every plane, and we know that every
19th of every month, giving a report of heart will eagerly respond to this call
the various activities of the teachers in just as we are humbly striving to do.
the field all over America and Canada,
Some of the believers of God are in a
as well as a financial report.
position to become sustaining members
That this Bulletin shall be sent to at the rate of $10.00 per month; others
every member of the Teaching Committee at $5.00; others at $1.00, and still others
and every teacher in the field, as well as at perhaps less; but, in consultation, we
to the delegates representing the various felt that a fair average among all the
assemblies in this Convention; and it faithful servants would be $1.00 per
shall be the trust and responsibility of month, and that each and every Bahai in
the delegates, at a specially called meet- America would gladly and cheerfully being in their respective assemblies, if come a sustaining member of the Teachnecessary, to see that the Bulletin is read ing Unity at that rate.
We are herewith enclosing a Pledge
and discussed as widely as possible
among all the believers-the purpose be- Card, as a matter of convenience, so that
ing to share with the friends any and all those wishing to contribute may sign the
information obtainable on the subject of same and send it with their contribution
actual teaching service. If at any time to the National Treasurer who will have
the friends have suggestions to offer, the same recorded, and then forward it
they will be gratefully received. Abdul- to the Secretary for filing and future
Baha tells us that "from every stand- reference.
We hope you will give this matter as
point, ways and means for the teaching
of the Cause of God must be prepared. prompt consideration and recognition as
The question of teaching, like any other possible, so that the Treasurer may knov..
question, is evolutionary and not revolu- definitely about our resources.
tionary. This matter must become very
All funds will go to the National
plain to everyone, so that all the friends, Treasurer (Mr. Randall), who will delike so many spirits in one temple, may duct monthly the amount necessary for
arise in the accomplishment of this great the support of the national teachers in
service. "
the field; the remaining sum to be dividThrough this Bulletin and other co- ed equally among the five sections. Each
operative service, the National Teaching section will therefore receive one-fifth of
Committee will gradually become a cen- the amount remaining in the Teaching
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Fund after the national teachers have each and every "firm one in the Covbeen supplied. This work will be carried enant" has the opportunity to write on
out always through consultation.
the new page turned for us, that which
Our first great trust this year, and our he wills. A united effort will bring revery great responsibility toward the sults-good fruits-and this is what we
teaching program is to see that plans and are all striving for.
In closing this heart to heart talk with
arrangements are successively made and
executed for the furtherance of the serv- you, we simply wish to repeat that we
ices which will be rendered in this coun- are all co-workers in the Vineyard of
try by J enabi Fazel Mazandarani, the the Lord, and that we feel you are all
great modern teacher whom the beloved at one with us in the hope that the oftAbdul-Baha sent to this country. His repeated words about mutual co-operapresence and sacrificial services will be tion may be crystallized into deeds.
naught but "pure bounty" to the entire
"Deeds are the standards."
"Magnanimity is necessary; heavenly
country. He has received instructions
from Abdul-Baha to visit forty-eight exertion is called for."
states, and at some time during the comThis heavenly exertion is attainable
ing year this wise teacher will visit ev- if we have a conscious realization that
ery assembly in America and Canada. , 'firmness in the Covenant means love
In the coming to us of this great teacher and obedience to the Commands of Abthere is an added incentive afforded us dul-Baha. "
to dedicate our services and contribu"It is evident that the axis of the
tions.
oneness of the world of humanity is the
The members of the Teaching Com- power of the Covenant and nothing
mittee have tried to realize in their own else." (Divine Plan, page 67.)
hearts just as much as capacity admits,
Respectfully and lovingly submitted,
the great significance of the words,
THE TEACHING COMMITTEE,
"These great days are swiftly passing."
By Mariam Haney, Secretary.
Also we are not unmindful ot the fact
Address: The Mendota, Washington,
that all have been most lovingly admonished to "forget the past," therefore D.C.

Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Fruitport Assembly
To the friends of God and the maidservants of the Merciful, Fruitport,
Michigan, care of his honor Mr. Nels
Peterson-Upon them by BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

He Is God!
ye who are firm in the Covenant!
Today whatever assembly is established that has for its purpose the welfare of mankind and is attached to the
invocation of God, that gathering is a
celestial one. Undoubtedly, it shall becoine the recipient of the blessings and
bounty of Divine Providence. It is under the protection of the Lord of the

o

Kingdom, the confirmations and assistance shall encircle it from every side
and it shall grow more illumined day
by day.
This, however, is conditioned upon
firmness and steadfastness in the Covenant and the Testament, that it should
not fall short in its duties, should not
fail to live up to its standard and should
display a powerful will and perfect
steadfastness.
Upon ye be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ARBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)
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WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA
"Great importance must be given to the development of the STAR OF THE WEST. The
circle of its discussion must be widened; in its columns must be published the essential problems pertaining to the Bahai life in all its phases. Its contents must be so universal that
even the strangers may subscribe to it. Articles must be published, dealing with the universal principles of the Cause, the writers proving that this Cause takes a vital interest in
all the social and religious movements of the age and is conducive to the progress of the
world and its inhabitants. In short, the STAJt OF THE WEST must promote the aspirations and
the ideals that. will gather little by little around these general Tablets, bringing into the light
of day all the hi~torical, religious and racial knowledge which will be of the utmost v::due to
the Bahai teachers all over the world."
From Unveiling of the Divine Plan.
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o ye who are firm in the Covenant of
the Self-Subsistent, Eternal God! Praise
God with glad faces, for the favors ye
have received and for the gifts which
have come successively to ye; for the
mercy which has preceded ye, for the
blessings which have been fulfilled, and
for the gifts which have been assigned
unto ye. Verily, ye have attained unto
that for which holy men and spiritual
--

women have earnestly longed. Seize the
opportunity and use your utmost energy
to kindle the fire of the love of God, to
publish the knowledge of God, to diffuse
the Spirit of God, and the fragrances of
the breaths of God, to cause the penetration of the Word of God.
(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from
Tablet revealed for Hoboken Assembly
of Bahais, New Jersey.)

--------.--.~.

- - -

Fac-simile page from magazine Caralll y Caretalll, Buenos Aires, South America,
October 11, 1919.

STAR OF THE WEST
"-We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; th ese fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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A Bahai Pilgrimage to South America
Compiled from letters written by MISS MARTHA ROOT while enroute.
FEE'uING the urge to go to South
America to spread the Bahai Message, Miss Martha Root, of Cambridge
Springs, Pa., rose up to obey. Coming
to New York, the second evening at a
home where she talked on the Bahai
Cause, the head of a newspaper syndicate met her and asked her to sell him
her articles from South America. This
syndicate sends out its stories to over
one hundred newspapers. As a courtesy they, at the same time, sent broadcast a short article of three hundred
words on the Bahai Revelation.
Expecting to sail June 21st, 1919, it
was July 22d when the ship finally sailed,
some Chinese sailors being brought out
to take the place of striking American
seamen. The ship had stood out at thE'
Statue of Liberty eight days.
After real illness from intense fatigue,
the strain of the strike and the knowledge that many of the passengers spoke
a different language spiritually-smoking, drinking, bridge and poker-Miss
Root did not try to solve her problem
of giving the Message for two days. Her
thought was that she of all people was
the least fitted to meet such a group.
She did not dance or play cards, neither
was she an enthusiastic sportswoman.
Reading the Creative vVord, every
line seemed a path for her to follow:
"Let not conventionality cause YOl} to
seem cold and unsympathetic when you
meet strange people from other countries-be kind to the strangers . . . help
them to feel at home . . . ask if you may
render them any service
try to

-

---_. ""----

--------""

,.

----

""-,

make their lives a little happier .
let those who meet you know without
your proclaiming the fact that you are
indeed a Bahai."
Again,' 'If we are
true Bahais, speech is not needed . . .
our actions will help on the world, will
spread civilization, will help the progress of science, and cause the arts to
develop
it is not by lip service
only that the elect of God have attained
to holiness, but by patient lives of active
service they have brought the Light into
the world."
Many of the Bahai friends had given
gifts to Miss Root. These were distributed for the comfort of others. The
passengers represented inhabitants from
Bahia, Argentina, Para, Uruguay, Paraguayand business men from Great Britain, Denmark and the U;nited States.
Probably a third were Catholics, there
was one bishop of a Protestant church
commissioned to use a million and a
half dollars in spreading his 'work;
there were four Christian Scientists,
some other people of various faiths, but
the majority were not visibly interested
in the life of the Spirit.
Miss Root, after serving everybody
and praying for capacity to serve more
intelligently and lovingly, received her
first opportunity about in this way: All
the men had put up money to buy prizes
for the sports. She took the best small
article in her apparel, did it up as nearly
as she could in the artistic fashion in
which the Japanese present gifts, and
took it to the sports committee to be
used as a prize. It was the only wom-

-----
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an's gift. She explained too, that she
did not know much about sports, but
would join the "family party" and go
in for all but the heavy weight contest.
[Miss Root is of small and slender
stature.]
The next day being the first Sunday
at sea, Miss Root asked the captain's
permission to speak in the evening on
the Bahai Oause. The purser put up
a large notice on the bulletin board. No
person aboard had heard of the Bahai
Movement.
The men on the sports
committee were the first ones to enter
the music room; they helped to make
it popular, and everyone invited everyone else. All came except a few Oatholics and one other young man.
This "one other man" had received
a blue booklet* the first day. Once he
talked for five hours and another time
four hours about the Oause. Drawing
the blue booklet from his pocket he said:
"I have read this not once or twice, but
three times, and it is too Utopian, it will
never work out." This man has many
men under him, he has tried to inaugurate equality systems and every time
the men took advantage, giving him
poorer work, so he· has gone back to his
old stern way with them. He is so
near the Kingdom: so fine in his sterling
qualities, but just now he doubts people
and movements. At the end of every
talk he said, "0, I wish I could believe
in this as you do. I wish people lived
this way."
The captain, purser and several officers came to the talk. The ship pitched
so that Miss Root had to hold on to a
pillar with one hand while she spoke.
After the talk of over an hour, the
purser made a little speech of thanks.
Then after dismissal the bishop took the
fioor and spoke against the Bahai Oause.
Not that he had ever heard of it before,
but he said one could never be a Ohristian and believe in these other religions

too. Miss Root replied to him point by
point and from that evening they became friendly. His very arguments
against the Movement later made friends
for it. Some young men students also
began asking intelligent questions. A
little group of onlookers at the discussion said, ""Vhen you folk have any
more interesting explanations like this,
be sure and let us in on them."
This evening lecture so early in the
voyage opened the way for many. quiet
talks on deck. The next morning one
Ohristian Scientist said, "Your talk
make a great impression, even the 'beer
bums' say it is a good kind of religion."
The drinking of this ship is extraordinary.
"The grave diggers" and
" gentlemen drunkards," as the girls
call them congregate around the bar at
intervals from 6 A. M. to 2 A. M. Miss
Root's room was right across from the
bar, this and the fact that her delightful happy-go-lucky roommate had two
monkeys, made her understand what
Abdul-Baha meant in her Tablet,t
"That thou mayest forget rest and composure. " These men were bright and
represented some of the largest business
concerns in the world; they could carry
the Message to over fifty millions of
people in South America. In talks on
deck one learned some of them had religious parents, one or two had been
started in ministerial schools, but had
broken away from their religion. All
had good qualities and manifested some
fine traits.
Next morning following the Bahai
talk, Miss Root just in fun, read a passenger's hand. Everybody rushed over
and wanted their palms read. The captain lined them up to take their turns
and held out his own hand first. All
day the palm reading continued, even
every steward had his turn, and last
of all, Snowball, the deal' little Barbados boy bugler, came and held out his

*Containing an outline of the history
and principles of the Bahai Movement.

tSee Tablet, Vol. 10, STAR
WEST, page 30.-Editors
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chubby black hands. Miss Root had
studied palmistry a little before she was
a Bahai and while there is not much in
it, Abdul-Baha says that the lines of the
hands undoubtedly do show something
of the character of the individual.
Anyway it helped her to get acquainted
quickly, and three days later the captain challenged her before the crowd:
, 'I bet you cannot read my hand exactly the same a second time. If you
prove you can I will put it on the records of the ship among the distinguished
passengers that you are the first Bahai
ever to ride over these lines, and that
they can find out all about what a Bahai
is by reading the book (Thornton
Chase's The Bahai Revelation) you put
in the ship's library. Miss Root called
his bluff and read his palm exactly the
same in the second instance.
Some of the passengers "vere agnostics. The Christian Scientist said, "My
belief is so precious to me, I would not
profane it by talking it over with people who would not appreciate it." Even
aboard this ship, the conversation with
all types of passengers showed that people were ready to hear. Often the ones
that the Bahai would expect to accept
it, fell back to sleep, and the ones that
appeared to be fast asleep, woke up. If
one can forget one's own poor capacity
and stand evanescent BAHA'O'LLAH can
speak. It may help other Bahai teachers to use the prayer revealed for Abul
Fazl : 'I pray Thee by the effulgence
of the sun of Thy beneficence and by
the waves of the sea of Thy generosity, to put into my words and utterances a trace of the traces of Thy Supreme \Vord, so that the reality of all
things may be attracted and drawn."
The words of Abdul-Baha in the Divine Plan came to Miss Root every day
of the journey: "0 how I long that it
would be made possible for me to travel
through these parts, even if necessary
on foot, and with the utmost of poverty
and while passing through the cities,
villages, mountains, deserts and oceans,
cry at the top of my voice, 'Ya-Baha-
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El-Abha!' and promote the divine teachmgs. But now this is not feasible for
me, therefore I live in great regret.
Perchance, God willing, ye may become
assisted therein."
The blue booklets were not given out
that first Sunday evening. It seemed
better to wait for friends to ask for them.
A young Western business woman going to Paraguay for a second period of
three years' work took several Bahai
books and an Esperanto book which Miss
Root gave her. Some Bahia Catholics
read the booklet. A young man from
Montevideo, Uruguay, said Uruguay had
made the most l)l'ogress of any country
in South America,· and one of the principal causes was that the people had
become free thinkers. Passengers from
Bahia and Montevedio asked her to be
their guest. Every soul proved a friend.
It was indeed a family party. The
chief steward said: "vVhy do yon not
tell our help about this religion 7"-and
he complimented it. These stm\'ards
were told a bout the Cause, and the
Chinese sailors had the Message sent to
them. At the fancy dress ball Miss Root
went as a Persian and the captain asked
her to present the prizes.
Para was the first city in South America sighted after a voyage of two v.reeks.
It is situated at the mouth of the great
Amazon River and has a popUlation of
175,000 inhabitants. It rains every day
in this city on the equator and l)eople
make all their appointments for "after
the rain," which usually comes about
3 P. M. Passengers had one day ashore.
Starting out at 9 A. M. the conventional
automobile ride was taken.
They say that in South America a
woman should never walk out alone, hut
in the afternoon, "after the rain, " when
the other passengers were getting on
street cars to ride around the city, Miss
Root left them saying that she was going
to hunt for some newspaper office. After
several inquiries among newsboys, pointing to their journals one of the boys took
her to a newspaper' office. It proved to
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be the largest newspaper in p'ara. Fifteen men sat writing. No one spoke
English. She was ushered into a newspa per "pador" and one of the older
editors talked ,yith her in French. She
tried to explain the Bahai Cause and
Esperanto. He asked her to write one
thousand words for their Journal. She
had to write it in English, but just as
she finished, a man came in and all the
others jumped up in excitement for this
man could speak English. He is the best
lawyer in Para and proved to be the
lawyer for the Steamship Company. He
said: "If you speak English very
slowly, I reply in my bad English. I
am a friend of this paper." He translated her article on the Bahai Cause into
Portuguese for that paper and brought
her down to the ship in his motor car.
Nine booklets were given to the newspaper men and the friendship begun
with the lawyer may be the means of
splendid, spiritual opportunities. So
far as is known no one in Para had ever
heard of the Bahai Revelation.

Pernambuco, the third largest city in
South America, in commercial importance, was reached on August 11, 19'19.
Bahia, which had been closed on arcount of yellow fever, lay several hundred miles below, en route to Rio de
Janeiro.
Then began the inner drama leading
to what was best for Miss Root to do.
Abdul-Baha, in his recent Tablets had
particularly mentioned the importance
of Bahia, and that Bahais should travel
there. On the other, hand, yellow fever
had been ranging in Bahia and the recent rains had only begun to abate in
violence. To go to Bahia might mean
a long delay and a quarantine of two
week,., outside of port Rio de Janeiro
when the journey was continued. It
meant the loss of the ticket on the ship
from Pernambuco to Rio, and everyone
strongly urged her not to take the risk.
From a business standpoint the new
Consul General just appointed by 'the
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United States Government was to travel
on the boat and the days on ship board
might mean several articles for the New
York syndicate. Added to all this, four
cases of yellow fever had developed that
day in Pernambuco, and a revolution
started in which several were killed,
street cars burned, bridges born bed, so
the safest outlook seemed'to be to keep
aboard and journey safely to Rio. Four
American business men who had intended to remain in P'ernambuco, gave
up their plans and returned aboard the
ship. Throwing herself down on the
bunk in the stateroom after this perplexing day, she looked through the porthole into the darkness where all alone
Jupiter shone brightly, steadily unmoved in his course. She rose up, ordered her bags ashore where she had
made reservations with two steamship
companies, in hope of getting a passage to Bahia on some Brazilian ship.
She took the chance, insane ,as it looked
to the other passengers.
There is almost no English spoken in
Pernambuco.
Portuguese is heard
everywhere.
Hearing there was an
American business woman at the Hotel
do Parque Miss Root went there to try to
see her and engage a room in the same
hotel until a ship would come. The two
Bahia people she had met on shipboard
were being entertained on a houseboat.
The American woman was in. Almost
immediately Miss Root said, "I am a
Bahai, " and the American woman replied "Did you ever know my cousin,
Lua Getsinger*?" Through the bounty
of the Holy Spirit these two American
women, over seven thousand miles away
from home, each found a friend in the
other! This American business woman,
Mrs. Lillyan Vegas, loved Lua Getsinger devotedly. They were favorite
cousins, the same age, they had played

*Lua Getsinger was one of the first in
America to accept and serve the Bahai
Cause. See Volume 7, STAR OF THE
WEST, pages 29' and 193.-EditoTs.
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together, worked together but after their
early marriages they did not see each
other much. Mrs. Vegas never met Lua
after the latter became a Bahai, but she
heard of this wonderful new religion
from Lua's mother.
Mrs. Vegas has made eighteen trips to
South America.
She speaks Portuguese, French and Spanish as fluently
as English. It was she who established
milk stations for poor mothers and babies in Brazil; she took charge of snpplies during a famine in the interior of
Brazil, and in New York City she was
one of the most brilliant speakers in the
Third and Fourth Liberty Loan drives.
At present she is in Brazil as a representative of one of the largest American business houses and has been at
the Hotel do Parque for seven months.
As there was "no room in the inn" she
had a cot put in her room for Miss R,oot.
Business men abroad the ship had hearrl
of :1\1rs. Vegas' ability and when Miss
Root went back to say good-bye and told
them who her companion was, it certainly made an impression. The captain
and others asked for more blue booklets.
Some of the passengers sent Mrs., Vegas
some American candy and came with
Miss Root to the hotel-along empty
streets guarded by soldiers and dully
resounding with explosives of dynamite
and in the churches people were gathered praying that the revolution would
cease. Next morning Mrs. Vegas received a cablegram making it possible
for her to travel to Bahia and Rio, in
the interest of her firm. Her agents
were able to guarantee steamship passage to Bahia, August 16th.
Miss Root had been to the editor of
the largest newspaper in Pernambuco
and after speaking to him in French,
she wrote an article on the Bahai Movement and Esperanto. Mrs. Vegas took
her next morning to everyone of the
five large newspapers in the city and
explained in detail the Bahai Cause and
Esperanto, acting as interpreter for her.
The editors listened with great interest.
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Articles appeared, and before leaving
the city, Mrs. V egas and Miss Root followed the usual custom of going to see
the editors again to thank them and to
say good-bye.
Going aboard the Brazilian ship
Itaptthy, bound from p'ernambuco to
Bahia, August 16th, in two days Miss
Root gave the :Message as follows : Hearing Arabic chanting she later spoke to
the passenger through an interpreter.
She found he lived in Acca and knew
Abdul-Baha. He described the majestic
presence of the Center of the Covenant
with the greatest enthusiasm, his face
was full of light as he talked; he said he
had often eaten meals in Abbas Effeudi's house. "My father knew BAHA'o'LIJAH," he exclaimed. This man hac:
been away from Acca seventeen years
and is just returning. He is a Mohammedan; he took a blue booklet and is
carrying a little gift· from Miss Root to
Abdul-Baha.
This Syrian presented
her with a very delicious little Arabian
cake and was kind to her on this stormy
trip when everybody was seasick. The
boats are so small they roll like barrels,
compared of course to the great ocean
liners.
A custom house official from Pernambuco heard the Message as did also a
captain from Denmark, a man from
Beirut, a first officer from Africa, a
superintendent of schools in Brazil, a
young man just leaving with twentynine other young men sent out by the
Brazilian government to the United
States to study for two years.
The next morning the boat stopped
for six hours in Maceio, a city of 70,000.
A merchant who knew Mrs. Vegas came
out with a sailboat and took Mrs. Vegas
and Miss Root to see his city. After a
motor ride, he drove to all the newspaper
offices. When the editors were not in
he took his guests to their homes. The
editor and owner of the J ou.rnal Alagoas, Mr. Jose Magathaes da Silveira, a
delightful man said: "I should like to

(Continued on page 113)
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STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the ·East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj eet of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of' the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-DAHA ABBAs.

o

o

ye apostles
. . . .
regularity, but
East and the

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAS.

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
Western States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southem States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Me·mber: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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1,76 (July 13,1920)

No. 7

Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mr. A. W. Randall
To his honor II'll'. A. W. RandallUpon him be the Glory of God, the Most Glorious 1

He Is God!

o

thou who art firm in the Covenant 1-0 thou who art attracted to the Kingdom of Abha 1
Thy letter has been received. Its perusal imparted greatest joy, because
that truthful servant of BAHA '0 'LLAH, together with his honorable wife, have
really, with perfect love, arisen in the service of the Kingdom. The happiness
of Abdul-Baha is confined to this fact: that some souls may, with the utmost
purity and severance from aught else save God, become attracted spirit
(unmixed spirit) and, wholly submerged in the ocean of mindfulness and piety,
dedicate their time, day and night, to the service of the Cause of God.
His honor Fazel-i-Mazandarani is from those souls who have dedicated their
lives to the service of the Cause of God. It is my hope that his pure breath
may be the cause of the union and harmony of the friends.
The papers of Mr. Hearst are verily striving for the protection of the
rights of the public. I am supplicating that they may become the first papers
serving the good of the world of humanity, so that they may keep alive the
blessed name of Mrs. Hearst and that this name (Hearst). may live permanently
till eternity.
The model of Mr. Bourgeois, praise be to God, has become acceptable to
the friends, especially that it has proved approvable to his honor, Mr. Remey.
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Convey on my behalf the utmost kindness to all the friends of God.
Upon thee be the Glory of God!

(Signed)

ABDuL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Azziz 'uUah, Mt. Carmel, Palestine, June 25, 1920.)

A Bahai Pilgrimage to South America
(Continued from page 111)

see a movement that would bring unity
in religions; it is good." He also was
in favor of Esperanto, explaining that
Esperanto had several followers in Maceio. Another editor said Esperanto
had flourished there but that now it had
died down again. The Message was
given to nine men prominent in newspaper and business circles in Maceio.
After breakfast at noon in the home of
a pleasant Catholic family, the two
Americans returned to the ltapuhy.
Nearing Bahia, so much was said
about the yellow fever, and ships from
Bahia to Rio de Janeiro were so uncertain, that Mrs. Vegas decided to remain on the Itapuhry and go on to Rio.
It was high sea, raining torrents, stomachs were seasick, but when the little
boa ts came out to get the passengers
the only two men on board wlio spoke
English were Americans and both offered to take l\Tiss Root up to the hotel.
She came with a young man who is cbming to Bahia to be a Baptist missionary
in the interior of Brazil. He was met
by two big strapping young men, one a
doctor, who are also in Bahia as missionaries. It was rather thrilling to
see them out in this far away place of
the earth where 80 per cent of the inhabitants are Africans, to give their
lives to improve conditions.
Miss Root was ill as the result of the
storm and had a high fever. How vividly the words came to her, "Let one not
call himself a captain until he stands
before the opposing army, nor a Bahai
until he meets the tests." The words
in the Tablets of the Divine Plan and
the prayers were her healing.
Bahia is a city of 280,000 inhabitants.

The word Bahia means, Bay of An
Saints. It was founded in April, 1549,
by Thomas Souza, a noble, accompanied
bv six Jesuits. The present popular
l~an who will probably be re-elected
governor, Dr. Jose Joaquim Seabra
says: "Bahia first sent out the rays
of civilization of Brazil. God placed in
its founders the best gifts of the Spirit
-and in its soil riches of all kinds."
The State of Bahia-the state and city
are called by the same name-is one of
the richest in Brazil. It produces everything that the other states have but is
noted principally for its cocoa, tobacco,
coffee, diamonds, sugar, hides. It will
in time become one of the greatest world
seaports because its natural harbor is
good and it is nearer United States, Europe and Africa than Rio de Janeiro.
There are 365 churches in the city of
Bahia. One who has made a study of
Brazil told Miss Root that many Brazilians are changing their faith. The
higher classes among the men do not
care much for any religion. The tendency among the literary is to become
rationalists, not altogether atheists.
Many of them have been educated in
France and their literature consists of
French philosophy and French novels.
Several of the distinguished public men
of Brazil are rationalists, but it is said
that the women and lower classes arE devout Catholics.
Miss Root found the U thinkers" of
Brazil much interested in a universal
religion, and nowhere did she find autagonism.
She visited the Catholic
churches and approached the Bahai
Cause from the Catholic standpoint. If
Bahais come to Brazil they must learn
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the Portuguese language (not hard to
learn) and learn the customs of these
Latin peoples. South Americans meet
strangers socially before they do any
business.
"Paciencia amanha" (patience, tomorrow) is the first lesson to
be learned. Brazilians do everything
slowly and with ceremony. The Portuguese and Brazilians are born aristocrats.
At the SuI Americano hotel Miss
Root met Mr. Miguel P. Shelley, an
American who had been doing business
in Brazil for the past thirty years; he
was the best business man she met in
South America. He is also a thinker,
a writer, and a man loved by both North
and South Americans. She frankly explained to him the purpose of her visit
and how she had approached newspapers. He said: "You could not get
the Bahai Cause (he had never heard
of it) and Esperanto better known in
South America than to do exactly as
you are doing; bring them to the attention of the editors and have them written in all the newspapers."
He also
was kind enough to say ,that a woman
c0111d travel alone in South America
and that she would be shown respect if
she is a good woman-"that is what
the people of South America want, good
men and good women from the United
States to come here and do business,"
were his words.
Mrs, R.--a woman of influence,
gave her time each day to take Miss
Root to meet the most distinguished
people of that seaport. Mr. Shelley accompanied Miss Root and Mrs. R.-to the newspaper offices where he had
previously made appointments, and interpreted for her. First, one makes a
friendly call, and then the editors ask
questions. Two of the editors have been
educated in Europe and speak English.
There are eight daily newspapers 'in
Bahia. It is better to go to two or three
of the most important ones and give
the Message and then call later or write
to the others-papers in South America,
as elsewhere, like a "scoop," that is, to
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get a story exclusively. All the newspapers used good articles, illustrated
with photographs of Miss Root.
One editor said: "I am interested
in this religion. If you have put a book
about it in the English section of the
public library, I will get it and read it.
Many Brazilians are beginning to learn
English and they will like English
books. ' , Miss Root placed Thornton
Chase's book The Bahai Revelation, into
the city library and promised six more
English books on the Bahai Cause, to be
sent from the United States. The head
of the library and his assistants were
most polite. A beautiful new large library building is just being completed.
If any reader wishes to send Bahai books
to that great library, the address is:
Bibliotheca Publica do Estado da Bahia, South America.
To the Secretary of Agriculture, Dr.
J oaquim Arthur Pedreina France, to
the business people of several countries,
an American captain from California
just starting for England, missionaries,
people of the interior, down to the poorest Africans, the Bahai Cause was explained. People were wonderfully kind.
The very fact that Miss Root was a woman traveling alone, not knowing their
language touched their hearts.
One
Portuguese business man and his wife
at the hotel, came to her and said in
French: ' 'We offer ourselves to serve
your religion. If you send us literature,
we also shall explain it and give it to
the people to read." These same friends
gave her a dinner and a large bouquet
of roses and put her aboard the ship
when she left.
]\,1iss Root had no idea when she could
get a ship out of Bahia or what the
quarantine regulations would be. Even
Bahia people were astonished that she
was able to get a ship so easily. The
Itassttce, a Brazilian boat, came up unexpectedly from Rio with a cargo. After
unloading at the docks, this ship put
out to harbor, had the strongest kind of
disinfection used and the passengers
went out to this boat before the disin-
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fection was over and had their baggage
disinfected too. It was heroic-quite
brimstone enough for this world and the
next. Doctors examined the passengers
and a doctor on board took temperatures
each day. (It is important to carry a
thermometer and simple remedies.)
Thus Miss Root, whom everybody predicted would be delayed for several
months in Bahia, voyaged on safely
after a six-day stay in Bahia-the city
of which Abdul-Baha said: "Visit ye
especially Bahia, on the eastern shore
of Brazil. Because in the past years
this city was christened with the name
of Bahia, there is no doubt that it has
been through the inspiration of God."
The journey from Bahia to Rio is four
days. All boats were pleasant but so
small they rolled interminably and some
of the most seasoned sailors were seasick.
No other woman aboard was able to go
into the dining room once during the
voyage. Only two persons spoke English on the ItasS1tCe, but several could
talk in French, and with so much practice Miss Root now gave the Message in
French. One man going to his home in
Cortiba, the capital of the state of Parana, took the book, Tablet of Tarazat,
etc., and will place it in the city library
there. The Message was also given to
a man who acts as a guide and interpreter in South American hotels. He is
a Roumanian who speaks seven languages; also some rationalists, who had
seen the articles in the papers, asked
about the Cause.
Rio de Janeiro harbor is called the
most beautiful in the world. It is
eighteen miles long and sixteen miles
wide-a magnificent "bowl" with its
edges stupendous mountains whose
slender pinnacles are capped with
graceful, restless palm trees; those companionable trees that legend tells cannot live beyond the sound of the human
voice. In this "bowl" are a hundred
lovely islands. Rio, one of the greatest
show places on the earth, is remembered
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always for its scenery. Miss Root arrived in the best time of all, the glorious
sunset hour. It was at six o'clock August 27th, 1919. She went to eight hotels finding them all crOlvded and at
the ninth place took a room in a Portuguese hotel where no other language
is spoken. She found her way arouud
Rio by writing her address and showing
the paper to policemen and street car
conductors.
She gave the Bahai Message about as
Interviewing the American
follows:
Consul-General the first day, he introduced her to the editor of the J OIwnal
do Commercio, who ,vas calling at the
consulate. This is the largest paper in
Brazil and Miss Root learned later that
it is one of the influential papers in the
world; its news is copied by papers in
other cities and small towns throughout
the twenty-one states. The editor invited her to call at his office. He was
interested in the Bahai Cause and gave
it about three-fourths of a column, an
excellent article, outlining the vital principles. He also gave her addresses to an
Esperanto writer and to the President
of the Esperanto Society of Brazil.
After that call Miss Root went out to
Copacabana, a fashionable residence
section by the sea, to call upon Mr. Mignel Shelly's wife and sister, Mrs.
Bertha Thomas-Americans who llave
lived many years in Brazil. The Bahai
Cause was the theme of the conversation and the spiritual friendship haS"
proved beautiful. The sister has the
little prayer book, several Bahai booklets and a picture of Abdul-Baha. The
following day she came and took Miss
Root to the second largest newspaper,
Journal do Brazil, and interpreted the
Message. They met the owner as well
as the. editor, and a good article appeared in the Sunday paper. The next
call was to Mr. Manoel Cicero, Director
of the Bibliotheca do Rio de Janeiro, in
the A venida Rio do Branco. This is
the finest library in Brazil and is stacked
with 400,000 volumes. The Director received Some Answered Questions, What
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went ye out to see, Dynamic Power of
the Bahai Revelation, a blue booklet and
the compilation on Peace and vVar. The
director said he would be very glad to
have other books on the Bahai Cause.
Many Brazilians are now learning Eng~
lish and frequent the English section of
the library as do also the Americans and
British. There are over 500 in the
American colony in Rio at present.
Exceedingly delightful was the visit
to the Esperantists where Miss Root and
Mrs. Thomas 'went after lunch. Dr.
Everdo Backheuser, an Esperanto writer, took them to an Esperanto social
reception. On the way she presented
the doctor with Mr. Esselmont's Esperanto article, "Science and Religion."
Miss Root gave them the Message. The
President of the Esperanto Society of
Brazil, Mr. Alberto Conto Fernandes,
knew about the Bahai Movement and
showed her Esperanto articles about
BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha.
Mr.
Fernandes is an engineer, a distinguished man in business and one of the
great Esperantists of the world. He has
taught Esperanto to one thousand people in Brazil, and he, as well as Dr.
Backheuser, has written several Esperanto books. He reads some English, and
speaks and reads French fluently. Esperanto is taught in the normal and primary schools in Rio, classes are held in
the fire engine-house departments and
in the telegraph offices. A street has
just ooen named, "Dr. Zamenhof."
Five National Esperanto Congresses
have been held in Brazil. There is constant communication between Esperantists of the different cities, and every
two weeks Rio Esperantists meet at their
rooms and have programs of Esperanto'
plays, lectures and songs followed by a
social hour. The Esperanto library here
is the most complete Miss Root has seen
anywhere in the world.
The Young Men's Christian Association in Rio has an Esperanto class and
an Esperanto library. She placed Abdul-Baha's London Talks in that library.
The Brazil Esperantisto, a
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monthly magazine, published in Rio, is
using an article about the Bahai Cause.
Rio newspapers, not only in the interviews but later in reporting the Esperanto meetings and when the books were
put in Rio library, spoke again of the
Bahai Cause. These articles are often
copied in other cities. The best introduction for the Bahai Cause anywhere
is through the newspapers.
Miss Root spoke of the Cause in the
Consulate, at the American Embassy,
Brazilian School of Naval Aviation, Brazilian Army School of Aviation, the
American Chamber of 'Commerce in Rio,
to several Brazilian families, a cocoa
plantation owner and to the United
States, British, French and Brazilian
business men whom she met.
Miss' R,oot left Rio de Janeiro, September 5th, at 7 A. M. for Sao PauIo.
On the train only two persons could
speak English, they only riding for an
hour later in the day. She gave them
the Message, one a young married man
from New Jersey out there for thirteen
years, the other a young married woman
from Kent, England. The journey,
scenically, is like riding twelve hours
in Paradise, whose wealth is not yet discovered by the world at large.
Sao Paulo is more like the" Chicago"
of Brazil, as it is the place where many
of the manufacturies are. Raw materials
from the heart of Brazil are poured into
Sao Paulo, some to be made up there
and more passing down to Santos port
and thence shipped. Unlike Chicago,
Sao Paulo was created from the beginning with a wonderful love of the beautiful. Its station de luxe is beside it
famous park. Its business blocks are
nestled amid splendid gardens, its
houses ' , grow" amid tropical palms,
Parana pines, yellow roses climbing to
the deep red roofs, orchids, calla lilies,
night blooming cereus, and most of the
rarest flowers, growing in everybody's
yard. Miss Root heard a band concert
in mid-afternoon in a small park in the
crowded business district and violin
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playing in a large grocei:y store. Sao
Paulo in climate, beauty and business,
is ideal.
Miss Root went to four hotels before
she could find a place, then paid as high
as the prices in New York, had a room
on the fifth floor and no elevator. The
owners were Italians but could speak
French, though no English. Sao Paulo
with her popUlation of 500,000 has as
much hotel accommodations as has an
American town of 5,000. It is destined,
however, to be one of the greatest centers of the business world, perhaps within a century.
Going to the larg'est newspaper, Estado do Sao Paulo, to meet the editor
and explain the Bahai Cause, Miss Root,
at the same time, met a Syrian lawyer
from Mt. Lebanon. He was educated in
Beirut College and has resided in Sao
Paulo twenty years. His name is ~~ssad
Bechara; his passionate aim and ideal
is the liberation of his country and that
the United States shall be "its brother's
keeper" until Syria like Cuba can be
independent. She gave him the :Message, seeing him each day, and as the
15,000 Syrians in Sao Paulo, some of
whom are from Beirut, have a semipublic library, presented them with
Mons. Dreyfus' book, The Bahai Revelation. There are 100,000 Syrians in Brazil.
The Director of the Rockefeller Foundation, Dr. S. F. Darling, who has been
in Sao p'aulo for five years making a
demonstration for the Brazilian Government, listened to the Message, and
the book, Divine Philosophy, was presented to the Faculada de Madicina library. Dr. Darling is one of the renowned men of the world. He made the
famous hookworm demonstration (under
the Rockefeller Foundation) in Africa,
Panama, Java and Fiji Islands and is
making a similar demonstration in BraZIl. He said he would read the Bahai
literature. This great new institution
is going to play a leading part in the
medical profession in Brazil.
The
United States or any other conntry,
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would be proud of an institution such
as this is going to be. It is one and onehalf years old now, honsed in the palace
of a former coffee baron, and attended
by hundreds of medical students, who
came to work in the laboratories and to
attend Dr. Darling's lectures. It is the
most advanced institution Miss Root saw
in Brazil. The Brazilian Government
invited the Rockefeller Foundation to
come and the two are working together.
Bahai books on social lines would be
very good for this library.
Taking the traiil, September 10th.
from Sao Paulo for Santos, a two-hour's
ride, Miss Root saw probably the richest
short railroad in the world, and most
perfect. An American railroad president when asked what could be done to
improve it said he knew of nothing unless to set its rails with diamonds. The
train hovers like a bird around the
mountain sides, and one is thrilled,
awed by the grandeur of millions of forest trees, above and below. Eleven tunnels are blasted through solid rock and
there are mountains of granite. Arriving in Santos she left her bags at the
station and walked half _a mile to a
small Brazilian Hotel 'which proved to
be a very good one. The popUlation of
Santos is 200,000. During the first six
months of 1919, Brazilian exports were
$274,304,000, of which $147,526,000
passed through the port of Santos.
The next morning, Miss R.oot looked up
the library; it is not a city library, but
one for all people employed in the business world of Santos. Its name explains
it: Sociadade Humanitaria des Empregades, no Commercio. There are five
thousand volumes and newspapers and
magazines from all Brazil. The Director, who speaks English, was not in.
but it was an easy matter to turn t~
their files and show them articles about
the Bahai Cause in a dozen papers.
They seemed delighted with the books
she left there: Abd7tl-Baha's London
Talks, Table Talks with Abdul-Baha
(the Winterburn's book) and the blue
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booklet. The Library though small had them Thol'nton Chase's The Bahai Revea delightful atmosphere.
lation, Abul Fazl's Bahai Proofs, the
In the evening, Miss Root went to see Divine Plan, and several booklets. One
the editor of the principal newspaper, of the other men is from Fiume, though
A Tribuna, and on the following eve- all three have been in Brazil many years.
ning, Theosophists, seeing the Bahai ar- He had a vision of "the oneness of the
ticle in the paper, called and invited her world of humanity," and wrote a book
to address their society. As she was on this subject which is in its second
sailing the next day they appointed a edition. He is much interested in the
" commission" to meet at her hotel in Bahai Cause and can read English.
the morning.
"When the Santos friends came to
Sometimes the most glorious events in bring Miss Root to the ship outward
life come upon one una ware and bound for Buenos Aires, Mr. Guido
this was one of them. Three men came, Gnocchi had with him a friend from Sao
the president of the Theosophical So- Paulo to whom he had spoken of the
ciety, Mr. Guido Gnocchi, a great worker Bahai Cause. This man, J. R. Gonsince its beginning five years ago, and calves da Silva, who for many years has
two other distinguished Theosophists. been a free thinker, occultist and scholar
Miss Root at first asked them about their said he had come to ask for lIterature.
society and said she would write about He will tell others in the state and city
it in the North American papers. The of Sao p'aulo of this Bahai Revelation.
president, through an interpreter (one
1\11'. Gnocchi read to the group a long
of their own number), explained that he article which he had just finished for a
had come to learn more about the Bahai Brazilian paper, giving the history of
Cause. He had articles in his home the Bahai Cause; it would appear that
about BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha, week.
and believed that they are the 'N orId
Brazilians of the better classes in the
Teachers today; he spoke of them at a large cities have much broader views
Theosophical Conference in Sao Paulo and are much more refined than people
recently. He said he wished to write in the United States realize. They are
about them in the different newspapers not specialists but have a general and
throughout Brazil, just as he had writ- very real culture. Many of them have
ten to help Theosophy.
been educated in Europe and all have
Miss Root had a number of Portu- centuries of refinement back of them.
guese newspaper clippings explaining Their manners are so perfect and pleasthe Cause and its principles. The young ing, one cannot help wishing other counman-who is an Italian by birth, an tries had ways as gentle and as truly
artist, and very psychological-said im- polite. They are not creed-bound and
mediately that he would translate the the very broadness of the Bahai Moveblue booklet into Portuguese and get its ment makes it appeal to them. Withthoughts into the newspapers of Brazil. in a century there will be MashrekolHe said: ' 'I will work for this Bahai Azkars in Brazil. The wonderful souls,
Cause in Brazil. I will try to learn Eng- the good articles in the newspapers, the
lish to propagate it further and I have books in the libraries will be enveloped
a great longing to travel arouna tHe in the clouds of the Holy Spirit, and
world to spread its Teachings.' 1 This the Bab, BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha,
man had never heard of traveling Bahai the Center of the Covenant, will be
teachers. He had only glimpsed the known in every city and hamlet. "Verprinciples, but like p'aul he had the vis- ily, He is the Powerful over all that He
ion. They talked for hours and she gave wisheth."
(To be continued.)
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Know this for a certainty that today
the penetrative pow~r in the arteries and
the nerves of the world of humanity is
the power of the Covenant. The body
of the world will not be moved through
any power except through the power of
the Covenant. There is no other power
like unto this. Consider what a trans-

------------._-

-

...--

formation has been effected since my
first visit. This has been made possible
through the power of the Covenant.
(Words of Abdul-Baha: Extract from
a talk given at the home of Mr. and
:Mrs. Kinney, New York, December 1,
1912.)

"All men are of one race and the whole universe one land"
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO CHARLES MASON REMEY.
To his honor, Mr. Remey, Washington,
D. C.-Upon him be BAHA 'O'LLAH
EI-Abha!

In short, the divine teachings constitute the unicolored pavilion of the oneness of the world of humanity. All the
peoples of the world shall not attain
unto
rest except under its shadow, and
He Is God!
in accordance with these teachings, the
rrurk as well as the Tagik, the European
o thou son of the Kingdom!
as well as the American, the Asiatic as
Thy letter was received. Its contents well as the African-all shall rest under
were in the utmost sweetness, for it was the shadow of this pavilion. The friends
indicative that with the utmost power of God must therefore deal with all the
thou hast arisen in order to link to- communities of the world with the utgether the hearts of souls that are in most truthfulness and friendship withAmerica with those who are in Europe. out any distinction of race, so that all
This is of utmost importance, for the may embrace one another and with the
first divine teaching' is that communi- utmost harmony and love may engage
ties must be freed from racial, political in the glorification of the Lord of the
and even patriotic prejudice, that all Kingdom.
men are of one race and the whole uniI have delivered an address at the
verse one land. Consider how unwise university of the colored men at Washand short-sighted are the leaders, the ington on the subject of the colored and
politicians and the philosophers of the the white. Refer to it and act accordpresent age! The American continent ingly.
and Europe, that is, Germany and
In brief, I am greatly pleased with
France, are a small portion of the ter- thy conduct and thy behavior. Praise
restrial globe. What is the importance be to God, thou are freed from these
of this globe 1-for it commands no im- limitations and imaginations, hast no
portance when compared to these infin- purpose save the diffusion of the divine
ite bodies that abound in this limitless fragrances and art ever restless and acspace; it is like unto an insignificant tive. Thou art day and night striving
spot on the surface of the wide ocean. to hoist the resplendent banner and to
No importance should be attached to the cause the shining morn to illumine all
terrestrial globe, how much less to one regions. From the Abha Kingdom I
of the countries of the globe. The in- ever beg confirmation for thee, for withhabitants of countFies are so immersed out it the smallest things cannot be perin their imaginations that they have formed, how much less this important
carved for themselves statues of imagi- question.
nation, which they worship, when actuConvey on my behalf to all the friends
ally they are naught but fantastic of God, greeting.
images, yet in spite of that they are
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!
worshipped by everyone. How heedless,
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.
uninteUigent and unwise are the leaders
(Haifa,
Palestine, October 11, 1919.)
and philosophers of today!

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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To the Central Organization for a Durable Peace
[Translation of ABDUL-BAHA'S Letter and Tablet sent to the General Secretary of
The Hague. Received by the STAR OF THE WEST, July 24, 1920.-Editors.]
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ye esteemed ones who are pioneers among the well-wishers of the world of
humanity!

The letters which ye sent during the war were not received, but a letter
dated February 11th, 1916, has just come to hand, and immediately an answer
is being written. Your intention deserves a thousand praises, because you are
serving the world of humanity, and this is conducive to the happiness and welfare of alL This recent war has proved to the world and the people that war is
destruction while Universal Peace is construction; war is death while peace is
life; war is rapacity and blood-thirstiness while peace is beneficence and humaneness; war is an appurtenance of the world of nature while peace is of the foundation of the religion of God;_ war is darkness upon darkness while peace is Heavenly Light; war is the destroyer of the edifice of mankind while peace is the
everlasting life of the world of humanity; war is like a devouring wolf while
peace is like the angels of Heaven; war is the struggle for existence while peace

--------------------------------------------------------
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is mutual aid and co-operation among the peoples of the world and the cause of
the good-pleasure of the True One in the Heavenly Realm.
There is not one soul whose conscience does not testify that in this day
there is no more important matter in the world than that of Universal Peace.
Every just one bears witness to this and adores that esteemed Assembly because
its aim is that this darkness may be changed into light, this blood-thirstiness
into kindness, this torment into bliss, this hardship into ease and this enmity
and hatred into fellowship and love. Therefore, the effort of those esteemed
souls is worthy of praise and commendation.
But the wise souls who are aware of the essential relationships emanating
from the realities of things consider that one single matter cannot, by itself,
influence the human reality as it ought and should, for until the minds of men
become united, no important matter can be accomplished. At present Universal
Peace is a matter of great importance, but unity of conscience is essential, so that
the foundation of this matter may become secure, its establishment firm and
its edifice strong.
Therefore His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH, fifty years ago, expounded this question of Universal Peace at a time when he was confined in the fortress of Acca
and was wronged and imprisoned. He wrote about this important matter of
Universal Peace to all the great sovereigns of the world, and established it
among his friends in the Orient. The horizon of the East was in utter darkness, nations displayed the utmost hatred and enmity towards each other, religions thirsted for each other's blood, and it was darkness upon darkness. At
such a time His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH shone forth like the sun from the horizon of the East and illumined Persia with the lights of these teachings.
Among his teachings was the declaration of Universal Peace. People of
different nations, religions and sects who followed him came together to such
an extent that remarkable gatherings were instituted consisting of the various
nations and religions of the East. Every soul who entered these gatherings saw
but one nation, one teaching, one pathway, one order, for the teachings of His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH were not limited to the establishment of Universal Peace.
They embraced many teachings which supplemented and supported that of
Universal Peace.
Among these teachings was the independent investigation of reality so
that the world of humanity may be saved from the darkness of imitation and
attain to the truth; may tear off and cast away this ragged and outgrown garment of 1,000 years ago and may put on the robe woven in the utmost purity
and holiness in the loom of reality. As reality is one and cannot admit of
multiplicity, therefore different opinions must ultimately become fused into one.
And among the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH is the oneness of
the world of humanity; that all human beings are the sheep of God and He
is the kind Shepherd. This Shepherd is kind to all the sheep, because He created them all, trained them, provided for them and protected them. There is
no doubt that the Shepherd is kind to all the sheep and should there be among
these sheep ignorant ones, they must be educated; if there be children, they must
be trained until they reach maturity; if there be sick ones, they must be cured.
There must be no hatred and enmity. As by a kind physician these ignorant,
sick ones should be treated.
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And among the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH is, that religion
must be the cause of fellowship and love. If it becomes the cause of estrangement then it is not needed, for religion is like a remedy; if it aggravates the
disease then it becomes unnecessary.
And among the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH is, that religion must be in conformity with science and reason, so that it may influence the hearts of men.
The foundation must be solid and must not consist of imitations.
And among the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH is, that religious, racial, political,
economic and patriotic prejudices destroy the edifice of humanity. As long as
these prejudices prevail, the world of humanity will not have rest. For a period
of 6,000 years history informs us about the world of humanity. During these
6,000 years the world of humanity has not been free from war, strife, murder
and blood-thirstiness. In every period war has been waged in one country or
another and that war was due to either religious prejudice, racial prejudice,
political prejudice or patriotic prejudice. It has therefore been ascertained and
proved that all prejudices are destructive of the human edifice. As long as these
prejudices persist, the struggle for existence must remain dominant, and bloodthirstiness and rapacity continue. Therefore, even as was the case in the past,
the world of humanity cannot be saved from the darkness of nature and cannot
attain illumination except through the abandonment of prejudices and the
acquisition of the morals of the Kingdom.
If this prejudice and enmity are on account of religion, (consider that)
religion should be the cause of fellowship, otherwise it is fruitless. And if this
prejudice be the prejudice of nationality, (consider that) all mankind are of one
nation; all have sprung from the tree of Adam, and Adam is the root of the
tree. That tree is one and all these nations are like branches, while the individuals of humanity are like leaves, blossoms and fruits thereof. Then the establishment of various nations and the consequent shedding of blood and destruction of the edifice of humanity result from human ignorance and selfish motives .
.As 10 the patriotic prejudice, this iS'also due to absolute ignorance, for the
:;,uriare of the earth is one native land. Everyone can live in any spot on the
terrestri<ll globe. Therefore all the world is man's birthplace. These boundaries
and outlets have been devised by man. In the creation, such boundaries and
outlets were not assigned. Europe is one continent, Asia is one continent,
Africa is one continent, Australia is one continent, but some of the souls from
personal motives and selfish interests, have divided each one of these continents
and considered a certain part as their own country. God has set up no frontier
between France and Germany; they are continuous. Yea, in the first centuries,
selfish souls for the promotion of their own interests, have assigned boundaries
and outlets and have day by day, attached more importance to these, until this
led to intense enmity, bloodshed and rapacity in subsequent centuries. In the
same way this will continue indefinitely, and if this conception of patriotism
remains limited within a certain circle, it will be the primary cause of the world's
destruction. No wise and just person will acknowledge these imaginary distinctions. Every limited area which we call our native country we regard as our
mother-land, whereas the terrestrial globe is the mother-land of aU, and not any
restricted area. In short, for a few days we live on this earth and eventually
we are buried in it, it is our eternal tomb. Is it worth while that we should
engage in bloodshed and tear one another to pieces for this eternal tomb? Nay,
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far trom it, neither is God pleased with such conduct nor would any sane man
approve of it.
Consider! The blessed animals engage in no patriotic quarrels. They are
in the utmost fellowship with one another and live together in harmony. For
examplei if a dove from the East and a dove from the West, a dove from the
North and a dove from the South chance to arrive, at the same time, in one spot,
they immediately associate in harmony. So is it with all the blessed animals
and birds. But the ferocious animals, as soon as they meet, attack and fight
with each other, tear each other to pieces and it is impossible for them to
live peaceably together in one spot. They are all unsociable and fierce, savage
and combative fighters.
Regarding the economic prejudice, it is apparent that whenever the ties
between nations become strengthened and the exchange of commodities accelerated, and any economic principle is established in one country, it will ultimately affect the other countries and universal benefits will result. Then why
this prejudice ~
As to the political prejudice, the policy of God must be followed and it is
indisputable that the policy of God is- greater than human policy. We must
follow the Divine policy and that applies alike to all individuals. Re treats
all individuals alike: no distinction is made, and that is the foundation of "the
Divine Religions.
And among the teachings of Ris Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH is the origination
of one language that may be spread universally among the people. This teaching was revealed from the pen of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH in order that this
universal language may eliminate misunderstandings from among mankind.
And among the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH is the unity of
women and men. The world of humanity has two wings-one is women and
the other men. Not until both wings are equally developed can the bird fly.
Should one wing remain weak, flight is impossible. Not until the world of
women becomes equal to the world of men in the acquisition of virtues and
perfections, can success and prosperity be attained as they ought to be.
And among the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH is voluntary sharing of one's
property with others among mankind. This voluntary sharing is gl'eater than
equ~ljty, and consists in this, that man should not prefer himself to others, but
rather should sacrifice his life and property for others. But this should not
be introduced by coercion so that it becomes a law and man is compelled to
follow it. Nay, rather, man should voluntarily and of his own choice sacrifice
his property and life for others, and spend willingly for the poor, just as is
done in Persia among the Bahais.
And among the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH is man's freedom,
that through the ideal Power he should be free and emancipated from the
captivity of the world. of nature; for as long as man is captive to nature he is
a ferocious animal, as the struggle for existence is one of the exigencies of the
world of nature. This matter of the struggle for existence is the fountain-head
of all calamities and is the supreme aftliction.
And among the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH is that religion is a mighty bulwark. If the edifice of religion shakes and totters, commotion and chaos will
ensue and the order of things will be utterly upset, for in the world of mankind
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there are two safeguards that protect man from wrong doing. One is the law
which punishes the criminal; but the law prevents only the manifest crime and
lOt the concealed sin; whereas the ideal safeguard, namely, the religion of God,
prevents both the manifest and the concealed crime, trains man, educates morals,
compels the adoption of virtues and is the all-inclusive power which guarantees
the felicity of the world of mankind. But by religion is meant that which is
ascertained. by investigation and not that which is based on mere imitation,
the foundation of Divine Religions and not human imitations.
And among the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH is that although material
civilization is one of the means for the progress of the world of mankind, yet
until it becomes combined with Divine civilization the desired result, which is
the felicity of mankind, will not be attained. Oonsider! These battleships that
reduce a city to ruins within the space of an hour are the result of material
civilization; likewise the Krupp guns, the Mauser rifles, dynamite, submarines,
torpedo boats, armed aircraft and bombing aeroplanes-all these weapons of
war are the malignant fruits of material civilization. Had material civilization
been combined with Divine civilization, these fiery weapons would never have
been invented. Nay, rather, human energy would have been wholly devoted to
useful inventions and would have been concentrated on praiseworthy discoveries.
Material civilization is like a lamp-glass. Divine civilization is the lamp
itself and the glass without the light is dark. Material civilization is like the
body. No matter how infinitely graceful, elegant and beautiful it may be, it
is dead. Divine civilization is like the spirit, and the body gets its life from
the spirit, otherwise it becomes a corpse. It has thus been made evident that
the world of mankind is in need of the breaths of the Holy Spirit. Without the
spirit the world of mankind is lifeless, and without this light the world of mankind is in utter darkness. For the world of nature is an animal world. Until
man is born again from the world of nature, that is to say, becomes detached
from the world of nature, he is essentially an animal, and it is the teachings of
God which convert this animal into a human soul.
And among the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH is the promotion of education.
Every child must be instructed in sciences as much as is necessary. If the parents are able to provide the expenses of this education, it is all right, otherwise
the community must provide the means for the teaching of that child.
And among the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH is justice and
right. Until these are realized on the plane of existence, all things shall be in
disorder and remain imperfect. The world of mankind is a world of oppression
and cruelty, and a realm of aggression and error.
In fine, such teachings are numerous. These manifold principles, which
constitute the greatest basis for the felicity of mankind and are of the bounties
of the Merciful, must be added to the matter of Universal Peace and combined with it, so that results may accrue. Otherwise the realization of Universal
Peace (by itself) in the world of mankind is difficult. As the teachings of His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH are combined with Universal Peace, they are like a table
pr6vided with every kind of fresh and delicious food. Every soul can find, at
that table of Infinite bounty, that which he desires. If the question is restricted
to Universal Peace alone, the remarkable results which are expected and desired
will not be attained. The scope of Universal Peace must be such that all the
(Continued on page 129)

STAR OFTHEWEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL"BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first" paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the obj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after ho sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet alI these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(SiKned) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
Western States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAxWELL.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Letter from Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi
Haifa, Palestine,
June 22, 19'20.
To the STAR OF THE WEsT,--May my life
be a sacrifice in the path of its success!
My beloved brother Albert Windust
and my dear sister Gertrude Buikema:
Since I left America until this very
moment my time has been divided in
three parts-one-third engaged in learning from our Master, the source of di··
vine learning, and serving as a translator; one-third in actual medical service to the Bahais, and one-third in meditation, tllinking and in prayer for all
the American friends.
I have been praying and begging assistance and blessings from BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha and the Bab, so
much that I feel that I have made them
tired of my cries! No time was left for.
correspondence with you or with all the
dear friends for whom I am always
praying and whose faces are ever pic-

tured before my eyes. For in this most
holy and most sacred land, the months
pass as moments or as the flash of
lightning.
Although the environment of my birth
land is not new to me, yet to try and
describe the iife, the teachings, the
deeds, the personality of Abdul-Baha
and the beauty and the spirituality of
both the most sacred places of BAHA'O'LLAH and the Bab, one must call on a
hundred-thousand pens like that of a
Shakespeare or a hundred-thousand
eloquent tongues like that of Prof.
Browne. Nay, rather, it is hard and
very hard to even picture to you the
charm and the beauty of the lives of
the most humble servants of this Holy
Threshold. Therefore, I could only fill
the chambers of my heart and the
shelves of my brain with the gems of
heavenly lessons. God grant that this
servant may treasure this imperishable
treasure and appreciate the value of
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these eternal blessings so that he may
be worthy of becoming a servant to
every sincere worker in America.
Everybody here and throughout the
Orient inquires about the STAR OF THE
WEST, and they long to see it. The
Master's wish is as follows: That at
present I should continue to work on
the Persian section just as I formerly
did, to quote from the Words of BAHA'O'LLAH and publish articles that have
universal interest and benefit; and in
the future he will send someone who
will devote his time to it. At present I
am waiting for the first chance to secure
passage on a boat to sail for America.
The shortage of coal on account of
strikes, the decrease of ships on account of submarine destruction, the
increased migration on account of unrest and the high cost of living, all to-
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gether have mUltiplied the burden of
traveling hardships.
Please convey my love and longings
to your households and to all the friends
in America, especially the Chicago Bahai Assembly. All send their Abha love
from this most fragrant and luminous
spot.
I beg to remain, your humble coworker,
Zia.
P. S.-Jenabi Assadollah Fazel Mazandarani is indeed a precious gift from
the Master to America. He is learned,
sincere, humble and severed from mortal
things. I hope as long as he is in the
West he will :find in America a real
home and he will read the smile of true
Bahai hospitality in every American
face. Please convey my love and longings to him, also to Manucher Khan.

To the Central Organization for a Durable Peace
(Continued from page 127)

communities and religions may find their highest wish realized in it. At present
the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH are such that all the communities of
the world, whether religious, political or ethical, ancient or modern, find in the
teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH the expression of their highest wish.
For example, the people of religions find, in the teachings of His Holiness
BAHA'O'LLAH, the establishment of Universal Religion-a religion that perfectly
conforms with present conditions, which in reality effects the immediate cure of
the incurable disease, which relieves every pain, and bestows the infallible
antidote for every deadly poison. For if we wish to arrange and organize the
world of mankind in accordance with the present religious imitations and thereby
to establish the felicity of the world of mankind, it is impossible and impracticable-for example, the enforcement of the laws of the. Old Testament (Taurat)
and also of the other religions in accordance with present imitations. But the
essential basis of all the Divine Religions which pertains to the virtues of the
world of mankind and is the foundation of the welfare of the world of man,
is found in the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH in the most perfect
presentation.
Similarly, with regard to the peoples who c1amor for freedom: the moderate
freedom which guarantees the welfare of the world of mankind and maintains
and preserves the universal relationships, is found in its fullest power and
extension in the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH.
So with regard to political parties: that which is the greatest policy directing
the world of mankind, nay, rather, the Divine policy, is found in the teachings
of His Holiness BAHA'0 'LLAH.
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Likewise with regard to the party of "equality" which seeks the solution
of the economic problems: until now all proposed solutions have proved impracticable except the economic proposals in the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LIJAH which are practicable and cause no distress to society.
So with the other parties: when ye look deeply into this matter, ye will discover that the highest aims of those parties are found in the teachings of
BAHA'O'LLAH. These teachings constitute the all-inclusive power among all
men and are practicable. But there are some teachings of the past, such as
those of the Taurat, which cannot be carried out at the present day. It is the
same with the other religions and the tenets of the various sects and the different
parties.
For example, the question of Universal Peace, about which His Holiness
BAHA'O'LLAH says that the Supreme Tribunal must be established: although the
League of Nations has been brought into existence, yet it is incapable of establishing Universal p'eace. But the Supreme Tribunal which His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH has described will fulfil this sacred task with the utmost might and
power. And his plan is this: that the national assemblies of eacll country
and nation-that is to say parliaments-should elect two or three persons who
are the choicest men of that nation, and are well informed concerning international laws and the relations between governments and aware of the essential needs of the world of humanity in this day. The number of these representatives should be in proportion to the number of inhabitants of that country.
The election of these souls who are chosen by the national assembiy, that is, the
parliament, must be confirmed by the upper house, the congress and the
cabinet and also by the president or monarch so these persons may be the
elected ones of all the nation and the government. From among these people
the members of the Supreme Tribunal will be elected, and all mankind will
thus have a share therein, for everyone of these delegates is fully representative
of his nation. When the Supreme Tribunal gives a ruling on any international
question, either unanimously or by majority-rule, there will no longer be any
pretext for the plaintiff or ground of objection for the defendant. In case
any of the governments or nations, in the execution of the irrefutable decision
of the Supreme Tribunal, be negligent or dilatory, the rest of the nations will
rise up against it, because all the governments and nations of the world are the
supporters of this Supreme Tribunal. Consider what a firm foundation this is!
But by a limited and restricted League the purpose will not be realized as it
ought and should. This is the truth about the situation, which has been stated.
Consider how powerful are the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH.
At a time when His Holiness was in the prison of Acca and was under the
restrictions and threats of two blo"od-thirsty kings, notwithstanding this fact, his
teachings spread with all power in Persia and other countries. Should any
teaching, or any principle, or any community fall under the threat of a powerful and blood-thirsty monarch it will be annihilated within a short space of time.
At present for fifty years the Bahais in Persia and most regions have been
under severe restrictions and the threat of .sword and spear. Thousands of
souls have given their lives in the arena of. sacrifice and have fallen as victims
under the swords of oppression and cruelty. Thousands of esteemed families
have been uprooted and destroyed. Thousands of children have been made
fatherless. Thousands of fathers have been bereft of their sons. Thousands
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of mothers have wept and lamented for their boys who have been beheaded. All
this oppression and cruelty, rapacity and blood-thirstiness did not hinder or
prevent the spread of the teachings of BAHA'0 'LLAH. They spread more and
more every day, and power and might became more evident.

It may be that some foolish person among the Persians will affix his name
to the contents of the Tablets of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH or to the explanations given in the letters [Tablets] of Abdul-Baha and send it to that esteemed
Assembly. Ye must be aware of this fact, for any Persian who seeks fame or
has some other intention will take the entire contents of the Tablets of His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH and publish them ,in his own name or in that of his
community, just as happened at the Universal Races Congress in London before
the war. A Persian took the substance of the Epistles of His Holiness BAHA!O'LLAH, entered that Congress, gave them forth in his own name and published them, whereas the wording was exactly that of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH.
Some such souls have gone to Europe and have caused confusion in the minds
of the people of Europe and have disturbed the thoughts of some Orientalists.
Ye must bear this fact in mind, for not a word of these teachings was heard
in p'ersia before the appearance of BAHA'O'LLAH. Investigate this matter so
that it may become to you evident and manifest. Some souls are like parrots.
They learn any note which they may hear, and sing it, but they themselves
are unaware of what they utter. There is a sect in Persia at present made up
of a few souls who are called Babis, who claim to be followers of His Holiness
the Bab, whereas they are utterly unaware of His Holiness. They have some
secret teachings which are entirely opposed to the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH
and in Persia people know this. But when these souls come to Europe, they
conceal their own teachings and utter those of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH, for
they know that the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH are powerful and
they therefore declare publicly those teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH in their own
name. As to their secret teachings, they say that they are taken from the
Book of Beyan, and the Book of Beyan is from His Holiness the Bab. When
ye get hold of the translation of the Book of Beyan, which has been translated
in Persia, ye will discover the truth that the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH are
utterly opposed to the teachings of this sect. Beware lest ye disregard this
fact. Should ye desire to investigate the matter further, enquire from Persia.
In fine, when traveling and journeying throughout the world, wherever
one finds construction, it is the result of fellowship and love, while everything that is in ruin shows the effect of enmity and hatred. Notwithstanding
this, the world of humanity has not become aware and has not awakened from
the sleep of heedlessness. Again it engages in differences, in disputes and
wrangling, that it may set up ranks of war and may run to and fro in the
arena of battle and strife.
So is it with regard to the universe and its corruption, existence and nonexistence. Every contingent being is made up of different and numerous elements and the existence of everything is a result of composition. That is to
say, when between simple elements a composition takes place a being arises;
the creation of beings comes about in this way. And when that composition is
upset, it is followed by decomposition, the elements disintegrate, and that being
becomes annihilated. That is to say, the annihilation of everything consists in
the decomposition and the separation of elements. Therefore every union and
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col or, of leaves, of flowers and of fruits, each will contribute to the beauty and
charm of the others and will make an admirable garden, and will appear in
the utmost loveliness, freshness and sweetness. Likewise, when difference and
variety of thoughts, forms, opinions, characters and morals of the world of mankind come under the control of one Supreme Power and the influence of the
composition among the elements is the cause of life, while dissociation and
separation is the cause of death. In short, attraction and harmony of things are
the cause of the production of fruits and useful results, while repulsion
and inharmony of things are the cause of disturbance and annihilation. From
harmony and attraction, all living contingent beings, such as plant, animal
and man, are realized, and from inharmony and repulsion decay sets in
and annihilation becomes manifest. Therefore whatever is the cause of harmony, attraction and union among men is the life of the world of humanity,
and whatever is the cause of difference, of repulsion and of separation is
the cause of the death of mankind. And when thou passest by a garden
wherein vegetable beds and plants, flowers and fragrant herbs are all combined so as to form a harmonious whole, this is an evidence that this plantation
and this rose garden have been cultivated and arranged by the care of a perfect
gardener, while when thou seest a garden in disorder, lacking arrangement and
confused, this indicates that it has been deprived of the care of a skillful gardener, nay, rather, it is nothing but a mass of weeds. It has therefore been
made evident that fellowship and harmony are indicative of the training of the
real Educator, while separation and dispersion prove wildness and deprivation
of Divine Training.
Should anyone object that, since the communities and nations and races and
peoples of the world have different formalities, customs, tastes, temperaments
and morals and varied thoughts, minds and opinions, it is therefore impossible
for ideal unity to be made manifest, and complete union among men to be
realized, we say that differences are of two kinds. One leads to destruction, and
that is like the difference between warring peoples and competing nations who
destroy one another, uproot each other's families, do away with rest and comfort and engage in bloodshed and rapacity. That is blameworthy. But the
other difference consists in variation. This is perfection itself and the cause of
the appearance of Divine bounty. Consider the flowers of the rose garden.
Although they are of different kinds, various colors and diverse forms and
appearances, yet as they drink from one water, are swayed by one breeze and
grow by the warmth and light of one sun, this variation and this difference
cause each to enhance the beauty and splendor of the others. The differences in
manners, in customs, in habits, in thoughts and opinions and in temperaments
is the cause of the adornment of the world of mankind. This is praiseworthy.
Likewise this difference and this variation, like the difference and variation of
the parts and members of the human body, are the cause of the appearance of
beauty and perfection. As these different parts and members are under the control of the dominant spirit, and the spirit permeates all the organs and members,
and rules all the arteries and veins, this difference and this variation strengthen
love and harmony and this multiplicity is the greatest aid to unity. If in a
garden the flowers and fragrant herbs, the blossoms and fruits, the leaves,
branches and trees are of one kind, of one form, of one color and of one
arrangement, there is no beauty or sweetness, but when there is variety of
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world of oneness, they will appear and be displayed in the most perfect glory,
beauty, exaltation and perfection. Today nothing but the power of the Word of
God which encompasses the realities of things can bring the thoughts, the minds,
the hearts and the spirits under the shade of One Tree. He is the Potent in
all things, the Vivifier of souls, the Preserver and the Controller of the world
of mankind. Praise be to God, in this day the light of the Word of God has
shone forth upon all regions, and from all sects, communities, nations, tribes,
peoples, religions and denominations, souls have gathered under the shadow of
the Word of Oneness and have in the most intimate fellowship united and harmonized!
Some time ago, during the war, a letter [Tablet] was written regarding
the teachings of His Holiness BAHA'o'LLAH which may appropriately be
appended to this epistle.
TABLET

o

He Is God!
people of the world!

The dawn of the Sun of Reality is assuredly for the illumination of the
world and for the manifestation of mercy. In the assemblage of the family of
Adam results and fruits are praiseworthy, and the holy bestowals of every
bounty are abundant. It is an absolute mercy and a complete bounty, the
illumination of the world, fellowship and harmony, love and union; nay, rather,
mercifulness and oneness, the elimination of discord and the unity of whomsoever are on the earth in the utmost of freedom and dignity. The Blessed Beauty
[BAHA'o'LLAH] said; "All are the fruits of one tree and the leaves of one
branch". He likened the world of existence to one tree and all the souls to
leaves, blossoms and fruits. Therefore all the branches, leaves, blossoms and
fruits must be in the utmost of freshness, and the bringing about of this delicacy
and sweetness depends upon union and fellowship. Therefore they must assist
each other with all their power and seek everlasting life. Thus the friends of
God must manifest the mercy of the Compassionate Lord in the world of
existence and must show forth the bounty of the visible and invisible King.
They must purify their sight, and look upon mankind as the leaves, blossoms
and fruits of the tree of creation, and must always be thinking of doing good
to some one, of love, consideration, affection and assistance to somebody. They
must see no enemy and count no one as an ill wisher. They must consider everyone on the earth as a friend; regard the stranger as an intimate, and the alien as
a companion. They must not be bound by any tie, nay, rather, they should
be free from every bond. In this day the one who is favored in 'the threshold
of grandeur is the one who offers the cup of faithfulness and bestows the peal'l
of gift to the enemies, even to the fallen oppressor, lends a helping hand, and
considers every bitter foe as an affectionate friend.
These are the commands of the Blessed Beauty, these are the cOlllsels of
the Greatest Name. 0 ye dear friends! The world is engaged in war and
struggle, and mankind is in the utmost conflict and danger. The darkness of
unfaithfulness has enshrouded the earth and the illumination of faithfulness
has become concealed. All nations and tribes of the world have sharpened their
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claws and are warring and fighting with each other. The edifice of man is
shattered. Thousands of families are wandering disconsolate. Thousands of
thousands of souls are besmeared with dust and blood in the arena of battle
and struggle every year, and the tent of happiness and life is overthrown.
The prominent men become commanders and boast of bloodshed, and glory in
destruction. One says: "I have severed with my sword the necks of a nation,"
and one: "I have levelled a kingdom to the dust"; and another: "I have
overthrown the foundation of a government." This is the pivot around which
the pride and glory of mankind are revolving. In all regions friendship and
uprightness are denounced and reconciliation and regard for truth are despised.
The herald of peace, reformation, love and reconciliation is the Religion of the
Blessed Beauty which has pitched its tent on the apex of the world and proclaimed its summons to the people.
Then, 0 ye friends of God! Appreciate the value of this precious Revelation, move and act in accordance with it and walk in the straight path and
the right way. Show it to the people. Raise the melody of the Kingdom and
spread abroad the teachings and ordinances of the loving Lord so that the
wodd may become another world, the darkened earth may become illumined
and the dead body of the people may obtain new life. Every soul may seek
everlasting life through the breath of the Merciful. Life in this mortal
world will quickly come to an end, and this earthly glory, wealth, comfort and
happiness will soon vanish and be no more. Summon ye the people to God and
call the souls to the manners and conduct of the Supreme Concourse. To the
orphans be ye kind fatners, and to the unfortunate a refuge and shelter. To
the poor be a treasure of wealth, and to the sick a remedy and healing. Be a
helper of every oppressed one, the protector of every destitute one, be ye ever
mindful to serve any soul of mankind. Attach no importance to self-seeking,
rejection, arrogance, oppression and enmity. Heed them not. Deal in the
contrary way. Be kind in truth, not only in appearance and outwardly. Every
soul of the friends of God must concentrate his mind on this, that he may
manifest the mercy of God and the bounty of the Forgiving One. He must
do good to every soul whom he encounters, and render benefit to him, becoming
the cause of improving the morals and correcting the thoughts so that the light
of guidance may shine forth and the bounty of His Holiness the Merciful One
may encompass. Love is light in whatsoever house it may shine and enmity is
darkness in whatsoever abode it dwell.
o friends of God! Strive ye so that this darkness may be utterly dispelled
and the Hidden Mystery may be revealed and the realities of things made
evident and manifest.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
Translated by: SHOGHI RABBANI,
DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI,
MIRZA LOTFULLAH HAKIM,
DR. J. E. ESSLEMONT.
(Haifa, Palestine, December 17,1919.)
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o ye members of the Spiritual Assembly ! Become ye firm and steadfast in
the Covenant and Testament to such a
degree that your meeting become the expression of one soul, and endeavor ye
with your hearts and minds so that ye

may become the cause of the illumination of this darkened world and that
through your efforts the Lights of the
Kingdom dawn upon this nether sphere.
(Words of Abdul-Baha, from Tablets
of Abdnl-Baha, page 438.)

PLAN OF THE BAHAI TEMPLE. LOUIS
J. BOURGEOIS, ARCHITECT.

Fac-simile of page from The Architectural Record, June, 1920.

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'o'LLAH.
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Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mrs. Corinne True
To the dear daughter of the Kingdom, Mrs. Corinne True, Chicago, Ill.-Upon
her be the light of God, the Most Luminous!
He Is God!

o thou dear

daughter of the Kingdom!

Thy letter has been received and the proceedings of the Convention understood. Thanks be unto God that this Convention was supported by the confirmations of the Kingdom of Abha and as thou didst wish it was formed and
ended.
Praise be unto God, that the model of the Mashrekol-Azkar made by Mr.
Bourgeois was approved by his honor, Mr. Remey, and selected by the Convention. His honor, Mr. Remey is, verily, of perfect sincerity. He is like
unto transparent water, filtered, lucid and without any impurity. He worked
earnestly for several years, but he did not have any personal motive. He has
not attachment to anything except to the Cause of God. This is the spirit of
the firm and this is the characteristic of the. sincere.
The model of the Mashrekol-Azkar is, however, too big. It needs several
millions of dollars for the cost (of construction). If possible, Mr. Bourgeois
may reproduce the same model on a smaller scale, so that one million dollars
may suffice for its construction. This should be reconsidered only if possible.
Thy services to the Mashl'ekol-Azkar are accepted at the Threshold of the
Most Great One.
Convey on my behalf the most wonderful Abha greetings to all the friends,
especially to the House of Spirituality and other Assemblies. Practice utmost
affection towards thy dear daughters on my behalf. I have no opportunity
to write more than this.
Upon thee be the light of the Most Luminous!
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur, June 12th, 1920, Haifa, Palestine.)

-------------- -------------------------------------

----------
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7lte MODhL fOR. TH[
RAlIAI T[MPLt:. ClIICACO
LOUIS J. BOURG1:0IS, ARCHInCT
~\.J!!J'

~~

./. J{.l{eid
HE model designed by Louis J. Greek and Egyptian temples; while the
Bourgeois for the great Bahai treatment of the doors and windows is
Temple to be built in Chicago is Romanesque in form, and both Gothic
attracting much attention from archi- and Arabic in the intricacy and beauty of
tects. It is of unusual interest from ornamentation. The second story is
several points of view. The Temple is a Renaissance in line and Gothic in the innew and original
terlaced arches of
form in architecits openings. The
ture-"the first new
: t h i r d is restful,
idea in architecture
quiet and Renaissince the thirteenth
sance in treatment.
century," according
Above it rises a
to Mr. H. Van
lovely dome, sugBuren Magonigle.
gestive of ByzanBeautiful in the
tine forms; but
harmony of its proabove the closed
portions, it has in
top rise other beams
addition a singular
of the dome itself
charm in its symlike hands clasped
bolism; and to the
in prayer, so that
psychologist it is
the dome gives the
noteworthy,because
feeling of ascenthe creator desion and aspiration
found previously in
clares: "It is Baha
Ollah's temple. I
the Gothic towers
am only the channel
alone.
In the geometric
through w h i chit
came."
forms of the ornaIn form the temmentation covering
the columns and
pie is a nonagon, or
n i ne-sided strucsurrounding w i nture, and its lower
LOUIS J. BOURGEOIS.
dows and doors of
story offers a complete innovation in the temple, one deciphers all the rearchitecture in the use of nine inverted ligious symbols of the world. Here are
hall circles, with a great doorway in the the swastika cross, the circle, the triangle,
centre of each, so that from whatsoever the double triangle or six pointed star
side one approaches the edifice it seems to (or Solomon's seal, the magic symbol of
extend its arms in welcome. From dome necromancers of old); but more than
to foundation it is a unique creation and this, the noble symbol of the spiritual
unlike any building in existence, yet one Orb, or Sun behind the Saviour of manreads in its curving beauty the story of kind; the five pointed star, representing
the architecture of the world. The first the man saviour-Christ or Buddha or
floor in its simplicity of line suggests the Mohammed; the Greek Cross, the Roman
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THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD.

or Christian Cross; and, supreme above
all, the wonderful nine pointed star, figured in the structure of the temple itself,
and appearing again and again in its
ornamentation, as significant of the Spiritual Glory in the world today.
The nine pointed star rea'ppears .in the
formation of the windows and doors.
which are all topped by this magnific~nt
allegory of spiritual glory, from whiclt
extend gilded rays covering the lower
surfaces, and illustrating, in this vivid
and artistic limning, the descent of the
Holy Spirit.
Curiously enough this Descent of the
Holy Spirit was the first thing Louis J.
Bourgeois pictured in his drawing of the
temple. He said, "I did the doors and
windows of the lower story first, and
then I got the entire form."
The numbers 9 and 19 recur agaim
and again in the structure of the temple,
illustrating its basic principle of Unity~
9 being the number of perfection, con~
taining in itself the completion of each
perfect number cycle, and 19 representing
the Union of God and man, as manifested
in life, civilization and all things.
His description of how he made th~
model is as interesting as the structure
itself; but in reading it one must remember that Bourgeois is an architect of long
and wide eX'perience. He built Gothic
churches in France.; then he built them
in Canada. His buildings are found in
Chicago, in California, where he erected
and planned the well known house and
garden of Paul de Longpre, the flower
painter, and also in New York.
Twenty-five years ago he had a remarkable spiritual experience, through
which he came into a knowledge of his
spiritual self, as well as his physical man.
Then he was told that some day he would
build a great temple, and he made a
sketch of a circular twelve sided build..
ing, at that time. Henceforth he drgamed
of his temple, and tried to make a draw~
ing of it, but could not. He became interested in the Bahai Movement, and nine
years ago made an architectural drawing
of a temple, in order that he might be
represented in the competition spoken of
at that time for the erection of a Bahai

temple in Chicago 7 but he said then,
"This is not my temple, I am only putting
it in to get a chance in the competition.
If I win, I can draw the real temple."
But the. competition never materialized,
and four years ago, when he returned
fTOm the Bahai convention in BOf'ton,
Bourgeois suddenly, in an hour's time,
sketched the lower story of his temple.
But he could get no further, and half
dazed by the ornate splendor of this
fragment realized that he must model if,
because he could never express on a
flat surface the many-faced beauty of its
plan. He endeavored to cut into the
plaster the intricate tracery of ornament
he saw; but he had never done such work,
and he was obliged to ask the help of a
friend skilled in the art, and after half
a day's training he went at his task successfully. He did each successive story
in this way, modelling the beauty in plaster as it was revealed to him, nev.er seeing
the whole, yet saying to himself constantly, "How do I dare go on? Because
this is so wonderful; and how can I
make a dome wonoorful enough to complete it?" And then always the thought
would come, "The Power that is giving
you this will give you a dome the most
wonderful of all!"
So he did the first story with its welcoming arms, and the second with its
Gothic elegance, and the third with its
Renaissance quiet and beauty. One
morning he wakened suddenly at three,
o'clock and knew that he was to draw
the dome. He was very happy; and as
his fingers flew on for a rich hour, he
knew that the dome was the most wonderful of all. That is why he says, "It
is Baha 011ah's temple. It is not mine!"
There is another side to this temple
story, which is both human and appealing. It has to do with love and comprehension and faithful service. The architect is not rich, and he realized that if
he worked at his model the family income
would cease, and perhaps no one would
ever build his mighty temple. His wife
is also an artist, but she bought a little
notion store in West Englewood; and
while he worked on the model, she sold
ice cream and candy. When he needed
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MODEL OF THE BAHAI TEMPLE, CHICAGO.
Louis J. Bourgeois, Architect.

clay for his first modelling he was out humanity. The Bahai Movement, which
of money, so he went into the garden, is planning this stupendous creation, is
filled his wif.e's clothes basket with the great international movement of
Dorothy- Perkins roses, which covered Unity and Brotherhood, which arose in
the- arbor. He took them to New York Persia in 1844 and extends its branches
and sdld them for five dollars, with and its influence everywhere at the preswhich he bought his clay.
ent time. It was first taught by Ali
He though he could make the model Mohammed, who was presently given the
in three months, but it took him three title of Bab or Gate, meaning a door
years, and he says his wife is really the opened between heaven and .earth. He
temple builder, for had it not been for foretold the coming af Baha' 0llah, who
her sympathy and cheerful sacrifice he he said would appear in nineteen years,
never could have carried to completion and would be the Glory of God for all
the gigantic work.
mankind through the nobility of his life
The model is now on exhibition at the and teachings. Baha Ollah means the
Kevorkian gallery in New York City. Glory of God, and his influence, penetratIt was chosen for erection in Chicago by ing all mankind in the Glory shining
the delegates to the Bahai Convention, through him, will at length unite all
held recently in N ev,: York. Its original religions, all nations, all races-banishplan demands a building 360 feet in ing hatred, rancour, partisanship in the
height, and 450 feet in diameter; but great love which rises through realizathese figures will be halved for the tion of the Fatherhood of God and the
Chicago structure, making a dimension of true brotherhood of mankind.
180 by 225. The building constructed
Baha Ollah died in 1892 in the prison
in this size will cost somewhere near a town of Acca, Syria, to which he had
million and a half dollars.
been sent by those persecutors who, as in
One naturally asks what is behind such the case of all the Prophets, could not
a conceptiOn and what it means for distinguish light from darkness. He left
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ONE OF THE NINE ENTRANCES, BAHAI TEMPLE.
Louis J. Bourgeois, Architect.

the leadership of the movement in the embodied in a Unity Board, which manhands of his son, Abbas, also a prisoner, ages the Temple fund. The temple wiII
saying, "I have established a new coven- be a great place of worship for all manant between God ami Man, and my son kind. Its doors will never be closed;
is the c;entre of that CDvenant."
no priesthood will ever officiate within
His son took the title of Abdul Ba:ha, its walls; about it will be gardens and
or The Servant of God, literally, the fountains; and beyond these, a series
Slave of the GlorYi and the name. of of buildings devoted to the application of
Abdul-=-Baha has already become known true religion to life, a hospital, an orphan
everywhere, the synonym for service, love asylum, a hospice or house of hospitality,
and wisdom. He was freed from im- a guild house, a university, etc. Only
prisonment in 1908, through the action worship can be voiced in the temple itself ;
of the constitutional revolution in Turkey, but the results of such worship are to be
and since then has travelled in western evidenced in these surrounding buildings,
countries, visiting America in 1912.
where all activities of the community wiII
The Bahai Revelation, as it is some- meet in the comradeship inspired by
times called, inspires a movement, not a mutual counsel from which criticism and
sect. It has· a very slight organization politics shall have been banished.
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF' THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after ho sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thv voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon fi1'mness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-DAHA ABBAS.

o

o

ye apostles
. . . .
regularity, but
East and the

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
Western States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALllERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Editorial-"Become ye United in the Days of God"
From the news items of a few of the activities in the Cause as recorded,
we can see how the springtime of this New Dispensation is being heralded;
but there is need for many teachers. The soil of human hearts everywhere is
but awaiting the gift of the seed-sower-the gift which contains the germ of
real life, the Message of the New Day.
Abdul-Baha tells us: "The believers of God in reality display much
effort; but this effort must be expended in the right direction." He tells us
also that he has drawn for us "the plan of God"; that he has "explained the
Principles of BAHA'O'LLAH." "Now the promotion of those Pri.nciples depends
upon their (the believers) co-operation."
We have in these last words of Abdul-Baha one of the ways to attainment,
to the accomplishment of the service, at least in part, to which he has been and
still is calling us. It is certain that all efforts will be immeasurably successful if there is the necessary co-operation.
The Center of the Covenant tells us to travel and teach, teach the Cause
"or choose others and send them" (Divine Plan, page 30), "Now this is the
time that you may arise and perform this most great service; travel throughout
the world and call the people to the Kingdom of God." How is this to be accomplished save through co-operation 1 For what other time shall we wait? "These
numbered days" are getting fewer and fewer. How very brief indeed is the
remaining time, the last hour of our supreme opportunity for the most heavenly
and glorious service ever vouchsafed to man. The saints and chosen ones throughout the ages longed to live at this time, and how can we who are so privileged
a.nd blessed, show our thankfulness and devotion save through sacrifici.al services
rendered day and night 1
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Another instruction of Abdul-Baha is ever present: "Become ye firmly
Ever do I
rooted in this great aim; send ye teachers to all directions.
. My Spirit is with each one of you."
beg for you Divine Confirmation.
From the Utterances of BAHA'O'LljAH, we quote the following: "Become
ye united in the Days of God. Through this, His Cause will be spread amongst
the servants and the fragrances be wafted over the cities. Hearken ye to that
which the Pen of Revelation advises you on the part of the Mighty 1 Do ye not
disagree in the Cause of God, for thereby the hearts of the unbelievers are
rejoiced. Gather ye together with joy and fragrance, then peruse the verses
of the Merciful, whereby the doors of knowledge are opened to your hearts.
Then ye shall find yourselves in the station of firmness and will see your souls
in manifest joy."
Abdul-Baha is divinely merciful unto us when he tells us that" today no
power can conserve the oneness of the Bahai world save the Covenant of God."
And this oneness be gets a loving co-operation.

From Bttlletin No. 2, issued by the Teaching Committee.

Activities in the American Field
Extracts from Bulletin No. 2, issued July 19, 1920, by the Teaching Committee
of the United States and Canada, appoimed by the delegates to the Convention.
THIS Number of the Bulletin will sia. ' , Then there were evening meetbring to your attention a record of ings at the home of Mrs. Corinne True,
several very interesting activities in the June 11, 12, 16, 17 and 19. In regard
Cause, but that which thrills most of all to their stay in Chicago, Mrs. True
is the news pertaining to the very suc- wrote:
cessful tour of J enabi Fazel Mazan"A great work of unifying was !:LCdarani. The following words of Abdul- complished. J enabi Fazel found us firm
Baha in a Tablet dated Raifa, June 3, in the Covenant, praise be to God 1 We
1920, may well be quoted here:
had nearly two weeks of meetings in
"Ris honor Fazel is one of the elect the different homes and two Sundays
among the believers in Ris Holiness in Masonic Temple, and finally on FriBAHA'O'LLAH. This respected one is sev- day evening, June 18th, a large attendered, sincere and eloquent. It is my ance of the Assembly gathered at Miss
hope that the American friends will Mary Lesch's home, and we saw then
prove receptive to his advice and ser- what J enabi Fazel had done to get the
mons and understand that there is con- Bahais more closely together. He spoke
siderable difference between this hon- to the colored people in two of the leadored person and others."
ing colored homes, that of Mr. and Mrs.
Clark and Mr. and Mrs. Barnett.
JENABI F AZEL MAZANDARANI
Please tell the friends that Chicago was
J enabi F'azel and Manoucher Khan, tremendously refreshed and warmed up
his interpreter, remained for nearly two by the visit of J enabi Fazel and Manouweeks during June in Chicago. There cher Khan."
were two large public meetings in MaMrs. Wm. F. Slater also wrote most
sonic Temple. At one J enabi Fazel refreshingly of the extraordinary spiritspoke on "The Divine Plan for 'Vorld ual uplift to all the Chicago Assembly
Unity"; and at the other on "The Re- by the visit of our beloved and revered
markable Spread of the Bahai Cause in Persian brothers, emphasizing the abthe East-How it is Reconstructing Per- solutely unique harmonizing spirihlal
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effect of their presence. Mr. Albel'L
Vail's letter brought this word: "We
are having some beautiful hours with
J enabi Fazel in Chicago. There have
beel}. meetings on the Temple grounds
and others in the homes where he has
spoken to the groups and brought to us
the Master's beautiful messages and joy.
He is an angel of light."
Before turning their foosteps east
again for service during the summer, as
planned, our P'ersian brothers visited
the Kenosha (Wis.) Assembly, and the
brief reports we have had indicate that
they were immensely pleased with the
Kenosha friends. Returning to Chicago,
J enabi Fazel and party left on June 21st
for the east stopping en' route in Detroit, Mich.
Then the party proceeded to New
York City for their second visit. A
few heavenly days were spent there.
Mr. Mills had arranged some meetings,
and the harmonizing effect of the presence of J enabi Fazel was never more
noticeable. He has love, peace, kindness
in his own heart, and he radiates these
qualities through confirmations from the
divine Source.
One of the most beautiful meetings
(and a precious experience for all believers fortunate enough to be present)
held in and around New York, was the
brilliant picnic at West Englewood, New
Jersey, on Saturday, June 26th, an
event termed by Abdul-Baha himself,
"The Annual Souvenir of Abdul-Baha."
This picnic held each year in the grove
at West Englewood is looked forward
to with great joy by the friends, for it
is in commemoration of the Feast given
to them by Abdul-Baha .himself when
he visited the Wilhelm home in 1912.
Those present at the memorable gathering eight years ago often tell us of the
fragrances of holiness so marked, and
the rays of the Sun of Truth so manifest in, and radiating from, the divine
host, the Center of the Covenant.
Abdul-Baha told the friends gathered
there then, that the Feast they were
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celebrating "had a name which would
last forever and eveI'. " Each successive
year since. 1912, the gathered friends at
the" Souvenir of Abdul-Baha" feel the
spiritual fragrances and confirmations
and they know that Abdul-Baha is o'ershadowing them with his spiritual presence. This year the occasion was made
particularly happy by the presence
of J enabi Fazel. Among others present were Mr. Harry Randall of Boston, Manoucher Khan, a few Japanese
brothers, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, friends
from Riverton, N. J., and others, in all
about one hundred and twenty-five. Mr.
Roy Wilhelm had charge of the entire
program. The evening meeting was held
in the home of the Wilh elms with many
inquiring friends present, some of whom
had never heard the Message. The day
was a beautiful one, and it was very evident that all present were experiencing
the joyousness and real happiness of the
spirit.
While Jenabi Fazel was in New York,
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab joined his party,
and he will travel with him to a great
extent, in accordance with instructions
from Abdul-Baha to Ahmad contained
in a cable, and reading as follows:
"Be with Fazel in important cities."
Also we quote the following instruction
of Abdul-Baha in a Tablet to Mirza
Ahmad Sohrab, revealed in Haifa, May
18th, and translated in New York City,
June 26th, 1920:
"His excellency, the ideal sage, Fazel
Mazandarani, is the essence of humility
and submission.
God willing, with
Manoucher Khan, he has reached the
United States under the protection of
the Almighty. This respected soul is
evanescent in the Cause of the Blessed
Perfection. He is wise, well informed
and a thinker. There is no doubt that
he will become the cause of the exhilaration, rejoicing and the guidance of
others. You must exercise toward him
the utmost respect and consideration,
and placing your hands in each other's,
become ye engaged in the promotion of
the Word of God."
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J enabi Fazel and party, including
Mirza Ahmad, left New York for Boston the last of June. In Boston they
were entertained by the friends at the
Victoria Hotel. Only a brief stay was
made before leaving for Green Acre,
where the party spent a few days as
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. Randall, returning to Boston after the 4th
of July. Life at Green Acre was found
very delightful. Since their return to
Boston, reports from many of the friends
continually arriving, contain thrilling
accounts of the really constructive work
actually accomplished and being accomplished; of the splendid openings and
opportunities for service among all
classes of people. indicating that the
"Doors of the Kingdom" are being
widely opened for Boston, the first city
in New England.
On July 8th, a large public meeting
was held in Pilgrim Hall which was very
well attended. Jenabi Fazel's subject
was "Abdul-Baha: His Life and Teachings. ' , The many strangers present
manifested great interest and enthusiasm, and this talk alone, addressed to
such thinking, serious-minded, seeking
souls, means that some day a rich harvest will be gathered from this seed
planting.
Two public talks were also given at
Community House on Massachusetts
Ave.: On Monday evening, July 12th,
tI. talk on "The Remedy for World
Troubles" at the St. Paul A. M. E.
Church in Cambridge; on JUly 13th,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. M. C.
Oglesby, Somerville, Mass., and every
morning from July 7th to July 18th,
from 10 :30 to 11 :30, there were a series
of public meetings at the Hotel Victoria.
An excerpt from a letter of Mr. Randall's, dated June 29, 1920, to Mrs. Parsons, gives a splendid idea of the ideal
attitude of J enabi Fazel: "I had a
long talk with Jenabi Fazel, and he does
not ask or select anyone to travel with
him. He is inJepehdent uf all else save
God, and he looks upon all the Bahais
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as being in one region, and does not
consider us from the standpoint of our
virtues or our faults, but he looks upon
us in the light of our service to the
Center of the Covenant, and all the
friends together constitute the body of
believers in America."
On July 15th, Jenabi Fazel and party
were in Worcester, Mass., a public talk
being given there at the Levana Club
rooms. In his talk, so wisely, graciously
and eloquently given, Jenabi Fazel emphasized the point of the p1'actical application of the Bahai Religion, and
those present could not fail to catch
more than a glimpse of the divine civilization of the not far distant future.
Mirza Ahmad presided at this meeting.
While in this vicinity the friends were
entertained most beautifully at the
stately summer homes of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas H. Collins and Mrs. Morton in
Princeton, near Worcester.
On July 16th our revered teacher wa~
in Springfield, Mass., serving, and after
the engagement there, the party expected to return to Boston for a few
days, leaving Boston, July 19th, for
Green Acre, where they will remain for
two or three weeks.
ALBERT VAIL
Mr. Albert Vail's work the past month
has been of extraordinary interest, for
one of his numerous services has been
a series of seven brilliant talks on "The
Bahai Teachings on Immortality."
These were given at the home of Mrs.
Corinne True, and repeated at Mr. and
Mrs. Vail's home. We all know that
one of the topics of vital interest today is "Life after Death," and generally, people eagerly listen to one who
can lead them to a reliable source of
information.
The series included the following
talks: "The Origin of the Soul; "
"The Appearance of Mind and Spirit
in the Soul-its Divine P'sychology;"
"When Eternal Life Begins;" "AbdulBaha's Brilliant Proof of Immortality;"
"Is Communication with the Unseen
W orId Possible;" "The Value of Psych-
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ic Research;" "The Real Nature of
Heaven, Hell, and the Unseen Kingdom ;" "The Descent of the Kingdom
to Earth-A Study of the New Jerusalem in the Glorious Book of Revelation."
Also during the month Mr. Vail has
made a trip to St. Louis, and two or
more visits to Urbana, Ill., and vicinity;
in these centers spreading the Message
of the glad-tidings of the Kingdom and
in such an inspired way that the seeds
of truth are carried home in the hearts
of the peDple.
ROY O. WILHELM
Mr. Roy O. Wilhelm is among the traveling teachers just now. He left New
York Oity 011 June 27th for an extensive
trip to the P'acific Ooast. It is supposed to be a business trip, but the
greater part of Roy's thinking and serving is in the greatest business in lifethe Bahai Oause,-and as all friends
know this, a wave of rejoicing is set in
motion when the friends hear that Rov
is to make a 'Western business trip, f~r
this means that in every city where he
abides for a time, the glad-tidings will
be shared, and his sisters and brothers
in the Oause refreshed and encouraged.
LOUIS G. GREGORY
Mr. Louis G. Gregory has been in
Maryland and Kentucky the past month;
particularly good reports come from
Louisville where he has been staying
for over two weeks. His radiant enthusiasm and spiritual zealousness, his
comprehensive presentation of the Bahai
Message and teachings of this new Day
of God, are attracting wide attention
wherever he goes in the Southland. He
is meeting with great success and not
antagonism. Mr. Gregory writes as follows:
"The world day by day shows greater
capacity to receive the Message.
Signs of a wakening appear in the South
as elsewhere. There are many scattered
believers, and vastly more who sympathize with the Oause as far as they understand it. Their approval is hearty
and inspiring.
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, 'The method of reaching the colored
people is revealed in the instructions of
Abdul-Baha, who knows their custom
of opening their churches, schools and
other meetings to visitors who meet their
i.lpproval; but to meet the complex situation, the whites should be reached in
greater numbers. They are perhaps
more orthodox and will not so readily
open their established institutions, but
1here is a vast work for teachers among
them. Abdul-Baha, speaking of teaching in the South, says: 'Become ye
firmly rooted in this great aim. Send
ye teachers to all directions and become
ye not apprehensive should ye meet
strong opposition.'
"One of the most effective ways of
rcaching the whites of this region is for
friends from other sections to come and
reside for a season. Endless traces· may
result from such efforts. Miss M. Klebs,
who has for a number of winters taught
music at N. Augusta, S. 0., started an
Assembly there. Mrs. Boyle, spending
a winter at Miami, Fla., attracted many
who, like herself, were visitors. Mr.
and Mrs. Ripley of Washington, have
made several trips to Florida which they
have improved for teaching. The efforts of Dr. Oakshette and Fred MortenE:en were confirmed in Atlanta, Ga.,
where there is a radiant group. Elmore
Hays, who spent some time west, after
receiving thc Message in Atlanta, has
returned and is doing fine work. The
Lakeland (B'Ia.) Assembly probably owes
its origin to the residence of Byron S.
Lane. The veteran, Paul K. Dealy, has
lived for many years at Fairhope, Ala.
Miss Annie Reinke at Austin, Tex., is
a cent er of radiance. Dr. and Mrs. Guy
of Boston, now reside and work at St.
Augustine, Fla., where recently they arranged for Mrs. Ford to lecture.
Mesdames Stott and Ohristine at Louisville, Ky., are the cause of life and hope
to many souls.
"Among the colored friends who have
done exceptional residence work may be
mentioned Prof. Geo. W. Henderson,
whose business college at Memphis,
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Tenn., is a center of reality where hun- other regions. He felt that under simdreds of students come in contact with ilar conditions in Persia, half the friends
the Light. Mrs. Caroline W. Harris would migrate to a section where fewer
teaches the summer colony at Harper's Assemblies were found. Many of the
Ferry, W. Va. Mrs. H. G. Marshall colored have expressed, upon hearing
has done a fine service in cities of Ar- the Message, the fervent wish that it
kansas.
might also reach the whites. When the
"Among those in past years who have whites become illumined, they almost ineither traveled or resided in the South variably show a magnanimous spirit and
and taught, may be mentioned our de- teach the colored. The latter, while havparted brothers, J oseph H. Hannen and ing the same wish for the advancement
Charles ]'. Haney; and our sisters, of the former, can only succeed in this
Mesdames Susie Stewart of Richmond measurably, in view of well known conand Elizabeth Diggett of Chicago-all ditions. It is hoped in future that such
of illumined and blessed memory. To thriving cities as Louisville, Memphis,
these may be added Mesdames Hannen, Little Rock, Oklahoma City, Ft. Worth,
(Hooper) Harris, Claudia Coles, Marie Dallas, New Orleans, Shreveport, BirmWatson, Viola Duckett, Miss Georgiana ingham, J acksonville, Charleston, RicbDean; Messrs. Tate, Remey, and last mond, etc., will attract an increasing
but not least, Roy vVilliams, whose shin- number of resident teachers, who "vill
ing traces cover a wide circuit. To form glowing places of contact for travthese may again be added many souls eling teachers. "
who believe in God and the Day of His
MAR,Y HANFORD FORD
Appearance, but on account of church
connections can only teach in a limited
The following letter from Mrs. Mary
way; for example Rev. Dr. Pontor of Hanford Ford is shared with the
Atlanta, who lived and no doubt died a friends:
believer. We think, with a smile, of the
"Since the Temple model has been
brave Bishop Flipper, who is willing to on exhibition at the Kevorkian Gallery,
take up the cudgels with the ministers its history has been very interesting.
in his conference who oppose the Cause; The model has a distinctive personality;
and with a broader smile, of another to see it is like having an interview with
portly bishop who opposes, but whose a holy and magnificent personage. For
wife is a firm believer. Harry Stillwell instance, one day the editor of a theatriEdwards, former postmaster of Macon, cal magazine came in. He was someGa., has recently come out for the Cause thing of a scoffer, and had evidently
and has written an article for the press heard unpleasant things about the Bahai
on the subject. Dr. S. C. MitcheIl, Movement. So he began to criticize the
former president of the University of Temple. 'It is a very pretty thing,
South Carolina, wrote that 'he had given he remarked in a superior tone, 'but it is
the Message of Abdul-Baha on many, decidedly over-decorated; it will be an
many platforms.
He heard Ab dul- absurdity in its full size.' So the guarBaha speak at Lake Mohonk. The presi- dian of the Temple very gently began
dent of Fisk University, to whom Mrs. to show him the significance of the decParsons gave the Message, readily ar- oration,-how each line and curve was
ranges for the traveling teachers. Last an expression of a great thought or a
year he publicly declared that they were, noble principle, so that all the spiritual
all watching the Bahai Movement with tradition and future aspiration of the
keen interest.
human race seemed imbedded in this
"J enabi Fazel, the eminent teacher, Temple. His face changed and grew
was surprised to learn that there are soft. His eyes began to shine; then and
few Assemblies south as compared wIth there the spirit penetrated him, and
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though he came to stay five minutes, he
remained two hours and left regretfully.
Now he has opened his magazine to a
monthly article on the Bahai Movement.
, 'A boy of ten or eleven came rushing up the stairs one day and stopped
suddenly on the threshold with a 'Gee!'
He had been studying architecture in
school and wanted to see this ' new'
thing. He could not repress his enthusiasm. I heard him talking about it
the next day to some children on the
street, and he brought in a little girl
friend to share the treasure he had discovered.
, 'Many very wealthy and dignified
people have come also with the same
result.
George Grey Barnard, the
sculptor, declares the Temple marks a
new development in architecture, and
the beginning of a great era in art. He
believes it will be built not only in Chicago, but in its full size on Fort Washington Heights in New York, where a
group of millionaires will place it as an
illustration of what religion has become
to humanity. His wonderful blue eyes
shine as he talks about it, his speaking
hands weave sculptures in the air to fit
his words, and he forgets everything but
his marvelous theme.
, 'The colored people come in and si t
quietly drinking in its presence, which
makes realities of love, brotherhood, the
immortal life, and sympathy. No one
leaves cold or critical, and no one can
utter gossip or criticism or scandals
within that lovely radiation. So one
can imagine what the great Temple will
be when it rears its st3;tely head in the
blue heaven and all men feel it!"
From a recent Tablet we quote the
following words of Abdul-Baha: "Thy
letter has been received. Its contents
indicated that the plan of Mr. Bourgeois has been selected. I t is very
good."
MR. AND MRS. KILLIUS
For the past two years or more Mr.
and Mrs. A. C. Killius have been traveling teachers. They left their home
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in Spokane for the purpose only of
sowing' the seed of the Kingdom throughout the cities of Montana, as this
was one of the, States mentioned by
Abdul-Baha, at that time, where the Message had not been spread. In order to
have sufficient means to sustain them,
they sold almost all of their household
belongings and this together with Mr.
Killius' business of home portrait photographer, enabled them to move about
frequently. During this time they have
spread the glorious Bahai Message broadcast, and were very fortunate in having
a number of splendid articles placed
in the leading newspapers of the State,
and confirmations in every way successively reached them. They have served
with a true Bahai spirit of love and
devotion, and such services and offerings of love attracted many to the Cause.
MARION JACK
Miss Marion Jack has written a most
interesting letter about the work in
western Canada. We quote excerpts, as
follows:
, 'The soil is extremely fertile, and the
Great Gardener is surely busy in this
field, otherwise the souls who are receptive would not be found so frequently, for it is very wonderful how a
stranger who does not consider herself
either a teacher or a speaker, could meet
and give the Message to well over a hundred. The president of the Women's
Canadian Club has, at the instigation of
a former president I met, invited a
Bahai speaker to occupy their platform
when one comes this way. Then a Mrs.
Dunn, a brilliant woman in the -world
of letters, has given us a good writeup in Fa'ir Play, a weekly publication
that is widely read, and the editor has,
through this article, become interested."
Vancouver and its environs is very
promising indeed, and as Miss Jack
writes: ' 'Proofs are in evidence all the
time of the truth of the statement of
the heavenly Beloved One that everywhere people now have capacity. Never
since it has been my joy to serve have
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I seen so many thinking and unbiased
souls as in the west,-and if it is possible for any Bahai friends, who are
seeking for a new field of labor, to come
as far west as British Columbia, may
they come and live in Vancouver. When
a Bahai home is opened up here, meetings can begin."
One of J enabi Fazel's wise sayings
seems to fit right here, for Miss Jack
does not consider herself a great public speaker, and the secret of her success is found in this saying: "The
only thing' which will enable one to give
the Message to the people of the world,
is not eloquence nor logic: it is rather
pure faith, love and ecstacy."
ANNIE P ARMERTON
Mrs. Annie p'armerton had an interesting month in Cleveland speaking at
the North Congregational Church where
they have an open forum. Socialists,
Materialists, Christians, Jews and others
were there represented in the meeting
where she spoke and gave the Message
of the Kingdom: a very mixed audience and just such a representation as
usually appears at an open forum in
any city. A number were attracted and
asked for literature, for the most part
on the social and economic teachings.
The pastor of the church extended an
invitation for a return engagement there
in the fall, and he will welcome to his
church any Bahai speaker visiting the
city. Other private meetings were arranged in Cleveland for both the colored
and white people, and there were many
private interviews with strangers and
friends, resulting in attraction, zeal, enthusiasm and a larger unity.
While Mrs. Parmerton was in Sandusky, Ohio, a new spirit was revived
in the Assembly, and through divine confirmations, the banner of the Covenant
was manifest, which means a quickening into real life and activity. Mrs.
Parmerton also visited Akron, Dayton,
Hamilton and Middletown, Ohio.
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"MOTHER" BEECHER
"Mother" Beecher gives some very
encouraging news of the progress of the
work everywhere she has been traveling.
She spent two very profitable weeks in
New Haven, Conn., giving the Message
both in public and private meetings, so
that a large number of people in that
city heard the glad-tidings. Interest
was very gfllleral, but the Theosophists
in particular seemed very much attracted; a group of them attended
several of the meetings, and said the
reason they did so was because there
was life in Bahai meetings.
Now
through this service and the work also
of the Misses Thompson, residents of
New Haven and who have been striving to hold aloft the Bahai ideals there
for so long, the field in New Haven is
quite ready for another traveling
teacher. "Mother" Beecher also served
in New' Jersey for a short time, and
then returned to Canada where she remained for a few days in Montreal, then
went on to Brockville, Onto Of her
experience there "Mother" Beecher
writes:
"I have found some great souls seeking light and peace, mostly church people who have grown discontented, and
are reaching out after something rational. What a privilege to teach Christians from their own Bible! I have
longed and prayed for years for this
bounty, and strange to say since I came
into Canada last October my work has
been nearly all among that class. Also
among some Jews. My work here has
been private, that is, in homes, rather
than in public meetings."
For one like "Mother" Beecher, who
will on the 26th of July be 80 years old
(or 80 years young as in her case), we
can readily see that the limitations of
the human physical do not always operate when the spirit within one takes full
control, and we strive "to live and move
and have our being" in the Center 01
Life.
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MR. AND MRS. BOSCH

SOUTH AMERICA

From Papeete, Tahiti (an Island in
the South Pacific-French Territory), we
have received a letter from Mrs. Louise
Bosch, shared with us by Mrs. True.
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Bosch left San
Francisco early last spring traveling to
that far away Island of the Sea, leaving
material rest-and the comforts of the
modern world-responding to the call
of the Center of the Covenant that
teachers should travel to the Islands of
the P'acific-they gave the Message to
Mr. Alexander Drollet (the government interpreter at Tahiti) and his
wife. Sister Louise writes:
"He (Mr. Drollet) was the first who
became a believer and the first who
heard the Truth. We presented the
Truth to him and his wife in French
at their home, not long after our arrival
here. He uses the Greatest Name every
morning, and he prays that wonderful
prayer on page 58 of the Divine Plan.
Without our telling him, he has selected
that prayer for himself. In every way
his rapid spiritual growth has amazed
us, and words are unable to express our
thankfulness to God. How great is the
mercy of Abdul-Baha to have permitted
us to come here to find such a soul!
Mr. Drollet told us that always he had
wished and hoped to do something sometime for the Polynesians here, and he
said that he knew now that he woulc1
translate some of the teachings of Abdul-Baha into that language."

Dr. and Mrs. Frederic Valles Vargas
and Mrs. Maria Hersch of Buenos Aires,
Argentine, S. A., have arrived in California, and will make a tour of this
country, visiting the large Bahai Assemblies.
These new friends from
Buenos Aires sent a cable of greeting
to the Bahai Convention in New York.
Each one of the three has given talks
on the Bahai Cause in Argentine since
they heard the Message from Miss Martha Root last September. They represent the flower of Latin-American culture.
We are beginning to gather fruits
from the beautiful services rendered by
Miss Root on that great South American
trip of last year which has added Imges
to the history of the Bahai Cause in this
Western world. Here are a few of the
results which are forthcoming:
o Theosophista, the Theosophical
Magazine of Brazil, South America, published in Rio de Janeiro, has in its April
number a most excellent article entitled
"The Message Bahai to the Spiritual
W orId. " A short history of the Bab,
BAHA'o'r,LAH and Abdul-Baha is given:
the twelve vital Principles are explained
and the "to live the life" quoted in
full with some selections from the
Hidden Words. It was written by Guido
Gnocchi of Santos, Brazil, under his Brazilian nom-de-plume Angelo Guido. Two
other splendid articles on the Bahai
Cause written by this same author have
come from South America recently.
Abdul-Baha. in a Tablet to Marthn
Root received in May, said: "Praise be
to God, the Call of the Kingdom has
been raised in South America, and the
seeds of Guidance have been sowed in
those cities and regions. Certainly the
heat of the Sun of Reality, the rain of
the Eternal Bounty and the breeze of
the Love of God will make them germinate. Have confidence."

MRS. GOODALL, MRS. COOPER AND
MRK FRANKLAND
Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, Mrs. Ella
Goodall Cooper and Mrs. A. J .. ll'rankland of Berkeley-those precious friends
on the Pacific Coast, visited in Southern
California recently. Mrs. Cooper spoke
on "The Bahai Movement for 'W orld
Brotherhood" at the Recreation Center
in Santa Barbara; and also addressed
an audience at the large and fashionable Hotel Arlington. Mrs. Frankland
spoke before the Theosophical Society
while in Santa Barbara.
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BULLETIN-Jenabi Fazel Mazandarani has undergone an operation and
was in the hospital for some time. On behalf of the Bahais everywhere we
extend to him heartfelt sympathy and the prayer for a complete recovery and
greater strength to serve the Cause. 'vVe also hope the Persian section of the
S'TAR OF THE WEST' will soon be restored.-Editors.

A Photograph from Teheran
STANDING (left to right):
ELIZABETH H. STEW ART.
MOHAMMED LABEEB, just returned from Haila.
DR. SARAH CLOCK.
MIRZA NUR-ED-DIN.

SEA TED (left to right):
LILLIAN KAPPES.
MAHBOOBEE, niece of Mohammed Labeeb.
DR. SUSAN L MOODY.
MONAVER, orphan from Kazwin in Tarbiat School.
GHODSEA ASHRAF, just returned from America.

Photograph taken April 3, 1920, Teheran, Persia.
Sent by IsabelIa D. Brittingham-see page 162.

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations' that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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The House of Spirituality in Persia
Talk by JENABI FAzEL MAZANDARANI, given at the Twelfth Annual MashrekolAzkar Convention, New York City, April 29, 1920. Interpreted by
Manucher Khan. Stenographically reported by
Harris & Stacy, N. Y.

W

E thank God, friends, for the
bounties which He has bestowed
upon us. For what He has done for us
let us express our thanks. We have
come at a befitting time, when the Bahais are working in the beautiful time
and day of the Rizwan. *
Praise be to God, you have undertaken
great services, one of the most important of which is the raising of the fund
for the Mashrekol-Azkar. We have been
reading about the Mashrekol-Azkar and
this news has been heralded throughout
the world, the Bahais everywhere praying earnestly and watching its progress.
Praise be to God, that sufficient funds
have already been collected to start the
work of building.
Having heard Abdul-Baha speak of
the Mashrekol-Azkar and having read
his writings, we know how he feels about
the matter. The Bahais throughout the
world have not only heard about the
other Mashrekol-Azkars, but also about
the one that is to be built in America.
Many Tablets have been written about
'X'The Feast of Rizwan (P'aradise)
commemorates the Declaration of BAHA'O'LLAH in the Garden of EI-Rizwan in
Bagdad, April 21st, 1863. The season
of feasting lasts twelve days-April21~
to May 2d, inclusive. April 21st, April
28th and May 2d, are especially celebrated.-Eclitor's.

the Mashrekol-Azkar in Ishkabad. In
the Book of Akdas it is commanded that
Mashrekol-Azkar~ be built. There should
be a Mashrekol-Azkar in every city. It
is Abdul-Baha's wish that the Mashrekol-Azkar be as grand as it is possible
to make it, for the more beautiful it is,
the more attention it will attract, and by
this, the outward manifestation of the
spiritual temple, will many be drawn to
the Revelation of BAHA'O'LLAH.
Praise be to God, that you are going
to build a grand Mashrekol-Azkar.
There is no doubt that it will require a
large sum of money to erect such a
structure, but the sincerity of the Bahais will remove all difficulties, and when
the effort is made every obstacle will be
overcome.
During the past year a number of
Mashrekol-Azkars have been built in
Persia. There is one in Hamadan, Persia. First, a large tract of ground was
acquired and a building was erected
there011. They are adding to the building from time to time, so as to make it
grand and impressive. Other buildings
have been placed around it, such as a
school for boys and a school for girls,
a Bahai library and a guest house for
the Bahais. The Bahais of Hamadan
thought it impossible to erect such a
building because of the great expense,
but after they had started it, everything
worked out right.
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It seems that new life has entered
into the Bahais of the world for many
institutions have already been started.
For instance, the house where BAHA'O'LLAH resided during his sojourn in Baghdad is to be rebuilt, as it is a place that
will be visited by people from all parts
of the world and should be preserved.
The Bahais have started to rebuild it.
When you undertake to do anything,
no matter how difficult its accomplishment may seem, it will work out right.

Another thing that has greatly
pleased us is the committee of teachers.
Nothing is as important as teaching.
Everything else comes after this. The
more the teachings are spread and the
[Bahais a,re increased in number, the
greater will be the possibility of their
accomplishment. The mOTe we do, the
sooner will we attain the goal. That is
why, tAbdul-Baha has said repeatedly
that this time is the springtime of teaching. He has repeatedly emphasized that
we must do our best to teach and he has
said that the Bahais should hold meetings to consult about this matter.

,71!e

will tell you about the Eastern
method of teaching, as it may throw
some light on the matter: In accordance
with the commands of Ab dul-Baha, they
have established a Spiritual Meeting
(House of Spirituality) in every town
of Persia. They elect, that is to say,
all the Bahais elect, at least nine men
out of their number. Sometimes it is
nine, sometimes twice as many and sometimes even three, four, five or even six
times as many. This Spiritual Meeting is
like a fountain-head from which flows instructions for all the committees and subcommittees-that is to say, it has the
authority. This Spiritual Meeting has
many sub-committees and many submeetings are held. Every branch of the
work is referred to one of these committees. For instance, one of these committees is specified as the committee of
teaching; that is, teachers are elected,
a separate committee is appointed, of
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which all the members are teachers. A
report of their work is made every week
to the Spiritual Meeting. Meetings for
teaching are held in every part of the
city or town and the people are informed
thereof. The time is appointed and the
Bahais attend such meetings, taking
their friends with them who are not
Bahais, the one who addresses such a
meeting being the teacher who has been
appointed by the committee. The teacher informs the committee of his work
and the committee makes a report of the
work of all the teachers to the Spiritual
Meeting. To bring people to a teaching
meeting once may not be sufficient, for
the words may not have taken effect, so
they should be brought a second and
even a third time. Another meeting is
held which is called the encouraging
meeting, that is, those who have been
partly convinced are encouraged after
they have passed the meeting of the
teachers. Then they are taken to another meeting, where fuller information
is given them and everything possible is
done for them.
Much work is accomplished by the
Spiritual Meeting and great responsibility rests upon it. In addition to the
work of teaching, their duty is to keep
the Bahais together, to unite them and
to remove all cause of difference and
dissension. They do everything they
can to interest and do not allow anything to enter that will cause dissension and difference. Thus spirituality
always prevails. This is of tbe utmost
importance. Abdul-Baha has repeatedly emphasized the importance of unity.
It is Abdul-Baha's wish that we should
all enter the Kingdom of God, but it is
hard to be firm and steadfast therein.
We must all strive to keep unity and
harmony.
Before a Bahai teacher arrives in a
city of Persia, the friends are notified
of his coming and are given full information about him. Plans for his coming
are made and are sent to the committee
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of teaching. That is the best way to
spread the teachings. The Bahais living in a town and understanding the
conditions there, are in a better position to know how to spread the Cause
than would a stranger coming to the
town. The plan should, therefore, be
drawn by the Bahais of the town and
should be carried out by the teacher.
That is the way meetings and submeetings are held in the East. If you
have Spiritual Meetings like those in
the East, it will be very advantageous
to you and it will also be beneficial to
have a committee of teaching. I hope
that ere long you will have Spiritual
Meetings everywhere, so that wherever
we go we will find the plans have been
made and we can proceed with our work.
MR. LUNT: I think in the minds of
many there has been a doubt as to JUSt
what is intended by the term" Spiritual
Meeting" as used by our brother J enabi
Fazel, and with his permission I want
to ask a question as to what qualifications, in the Orient, are required of
those believers who elect what we call
the House of Spirituality.
JENABI FAzEL:
The House of Spirituality is the same as the Spiritual Meeting. That is the mode of procedure in
Persia. You can do likewise. In every
town of Persia they have a House of
Spirituality, or a Spiritual House or a
Spiritual Meeting, which are all the
same. The members of the Spiritual
Meeting are elected by the Bahais, those
receiving the majority of votes being
elected. The Bahais elect certain ones
of their own number and those elected
become electors who choose the House of
Spirituality.
These are the conditions for choosing the House of Spirituality.
There are numerous Tablets on this subject and one of the conditions is that the Bahais chosen as members of the House of Spirituality should
be firm in the Covenant and well known
for their steadfastness; that is to say,
those who are sincere and are well known
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to the others. After such members have
been chosen, they proceed according to
a plan determined by Abdul-Baha as
to what they should do. For instance,
they should consult about teaching. The
assemblies that the teachers are to visit
should communicate with them and they
should be consulted beforehand. They
should consult how to spread the Bahai
literature and every step taken must be
a matter of consultation. Of course,
everything cannot be discussed at the
meetings of the House of Spirituality.
There should be sub-committees to do
the work. One of the committees is the
committee of teaching. The only subject
discussed at these meetings is how to promote the Cause. These teachers shou] d
not sacrifice all of their time in teaching.
If it is necessary to do that, the work
should be divided among different ones,
so that only a part of their time will be
required in teaching. These teachers are
versed in the prophetical books, can make
a good address and can afford to spend
part of their time at these meetings.
A teacher is sent to everyone of these
meetings, in whatever place or home it
is held, he being informed beforehand
what meeting he is to attend and the
appointed time, and the Bahais invite
their friends to these meetings of teaching. The subject is chosen and the
teacher goes to the meeting and gives
his lecture. The teacher informs the
teaching committee and the latter reports to the House of Spirituality. Those
who were invited, who have read the
words and have been impressed by the
teacher, are invited to other meetings
where they are given more information
and a deeper insight into the teachings.
That is the way the Bahais in Persia
have their sub-committees work. If you
think it feasible, it would be very good
to select nine members to look after such
matters-nine or more, twice as many
as nine does not matter. They should
have full authority and should hold a
meeting of consultation at least once a
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week about spreading the Cause, and
of course they should make it a point to
ascertain what has already been decided
upon.
Another important thing is that all
these meetings should work together in
harmony and unity. The mission of the
Bahai is one of service and there is nothing besides that. Our greatest desire is
to render service. Consultation is one
of the explicit commands of Abdul-Baha,
but the time and place can be of your
own choosing.
MR. LUNT: Just one point. I wish
to clarify one point: How is the membership of the friends who elect the
House of Spirituality to be determined,
who determines that membership, and
what are the qualifications of those who
elect the House of Spirituality?
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What aim do we have except servitude?
This position is a very important one
and carries with it much responsibility.
In the Tablets revealed by Abdul-Baha
these conditions are mentioned in detail.
You have all heard of the important position which such a Spiritual Meeting
holds. They are the chosen representatives of Abdul-Baha in every city and
town.
MR. \VINDUST: I should like to have
it clearly defined if there is any difference between the Spiritual Meeting and
the Spiritual Assembly and the House
of Spirituality?
JENABI F AZEL: SO far as I know, the
House of Spirituality and the Spiritual
Assembly (and Spiritual Meeting) are
exactly the same.

MR. LUNT: Suppose new people come
JENABI FAZEL: The members (of the
to a meeting today (or have been) comassembly) should elect those who choose
ing for a number of months. Suppose
the (nine) members (of the House of
they say, "We believe we are Bahais."
Spirituality) .
Suppose we have a meeting called to
MR. LUNT: How are we to determine elect the House of Spirituality, shall we
the qualifications, the conditions, how do notify these people, who say they bewe determine the membership, the gen- lieve, to come and help elect the House
eral membership which elects these nine of Spirituality, or shall we have some
- I mean the whole body of the assem- committee pass upon their qualificably?
tions?
JENABI FAZEJ~: The first condition is
JENABI FAZEL: All those who are Basincerity and firmness in the Causehais have the right to vote. They should
this is the law-and of course this should
elect a number of people, and those who
be carefully considered. This is more
are elected should choose the nine (conimportant than anything else because
stituting the House of Spirituality).
it is the center of the Cause. The cenThe Bahais are known everywhere. They
ter should be clear and pure. I t is like
co~~ld not be anything else.
a source from which all the streams
spring. If the source is not clear, how
MRS. HOAGG: Just one question: In
can the stream be clear? It must be choosing the members of the House of
pure. If it is not, it will be of no use. Spirituality, should the committee be
The first condition is sincerity and firm- larger than the number chosen; do you
ness, and they should be firm in the usually have a larger committee to choose
Cent er of the Covenant, sincere in every the House of Spirituality ~
way and be ready to sacrifice their lives
JENABI FAZEL: Naturally, a larger
for the Cause. One should have no will
except the will of God. He should not committee should choose a smaller combe tenacious and persist in his own opin- mittee; of course they cannot be nine
ion. If somebody has a better opinion, themselves and choose eighteen. They
he must change his opinion at once. must choose out of their own members.
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Tablets received by American Bahais in 1919
JOHN WOLOOTT
To his honor, :Thfr. W olcott, Spokane,
Washington-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
He Is God!

o

thou faithful servant of God!
Thy letter was perused. Thou hadst
written that "I am striving to cause the
friends of Spokane to become self-sacrificing."
I hope that each and all of
the friends may become self-sacrificing
and set forth the example to others.
Until man becomes self-sacrificing in the
path of God, his life will be void of any
result and will be like unto that of a
mineral; he will resemble a fruitless
tree, and a tree must bear fruit. I hope
that the friends of God may all become
fruitful trees and illumined lamps and
may not remain extinguished.
As to the questions thou hadst asked,
I have no time for a detailed answer
for letters are pouring in from the East
and the West and if I answer a word
to anyone, it is indicative of the utmost
love for I have not any time at my disposal. At present I answer thy questions briefly and if in the future an
interview is made possible, I will give
thee a detailed answer.
Existence is of two kinds:
One is
the existence of God which is beyond
the comprehension of man. He, the invisible, the lofty and the incomprehensible, is preceded by no cause 'but rather
is the Originator of the cause of causes.
He, the ancient, has had no beginning
and is the all-independent. The second
kind of existence is the human existence.
It is a common existence, comprehensible
to the human mind, is not ancient, is dependent and has a cause to it. The mortal substance does not become eternal
and vice-versa; the human kind does not
become a Oreator and vice-versa. The
transformation of the innate substance
is impossible.

In the world of existence, that which
is comprehensible. is in three stages of
mortality: the first stage is the mineral
world, next the vegetable world, and in
the latter the mineral world does exist
but has a distinctive feature which is
the vegetable characteristic. Like"wise
in the animal world, the mineral and
vegetable characteristics are 1)1'eSent and
in addition the characteristics of the
animal world are to be found; it has
the faculties of hearing and of sight.
In the human "world the characteristics
of the mineral, vegetable and animal
worlds are found and in addition those
of the human kind are existing. That
is the intellectual characteristic, which
discovers the realities of things and comprehends the all-important facts.
Man, therefore, on the plane of the
contingent beings is the most perfect being. By man is meant the perfect individual, who is like unto a mirror in
which the divine perfections are manifested and reflected. But the sun does
not condescend from. the height of its
sanctity to enter into the mirror, but
when the latter is purified and turned
towards the Sun of Truth, the perfections of this Sun, consisting of light and
heat, are reflected and manifested in
that mirror. These souls are the Divine Manifestations of God.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Acca, Palestine, July 20, 1919.)
ME. AND MRS. LATINIER
To their honors, Mr. J ames and Rouhani
Latimer, Portland, Oregon- Upon
them be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

o ye

two
Praise
Latimer,
the love

(Continued on page 163;

He Is God!
faithful and assured souls!
be to God, your son, George
is enkindled with the fire of
of God, and is with all his

STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the East. and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after ho sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thv voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-EAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you I
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
Western States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Letter from the House of Spirituality, Teheran
Translation by Manucher Khan, of the fac-simile reproduction of the Persian
printed on page 26 of the STAR OF THE WEST.
To the STAR OF THE WEST'-Oompliments and congratulations!
The members of the Spiritual Assembly (House of Spirituality) of Teheran,
Persia, offer the sincerest congratulations to the editors and the staff of the
STAR OF THE WEST.
The STAR OF THE WEST had ceased its
radiation owing to the dense clouds of
this destructive world-wide war; but in
this happy and joyous time, from the
unlimited bounty of the Almighty God,
those clouds have been dispelled and
dispersed and again the STAR OF THE
"VEST has shone forth in a new style.
We beg at the Threshold of God
the success and the prosperity of the
honorable editor and his staff, and hope
that, God willing, day by day the refulgence and resplendence of the STAR OF
THE WEST may be increased and that it
may be lighted in such a manner that

it may bestow upon the hearts of the
people of the West illumination, that
the sleeping ones may arise from their
slumbers and the uninformed ones may
be informed of the rising and the dawning of the Star of Reality from the
horizon of Persia, and may not be
bereft of the effulgence of the Sun of
Guidance and Wisdom. But alas, alas!
most of the people are narrow-minded,
short-sighted, and are unaware of the
Highway of Reality. Some have been
contented with a small cup of water
and have deprived themselves of the
ocean and the limpid and salubrious
water, and a few are in search of it but
they wish to confine that boundless
water of life in a small jar or dish, but
how impossible! How well He has said,
"And by the Name of God, the sayer
is from God-If anyone searches for
light in the daytime that self same
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search is a demonstration of his blindness. ' , God is manifest and has come
like unto a luminating Star, but what
a pity that He has come in the towns
of the blind people.
vVe continually invoke at the Threshhold of the Almighty God that the
minds of the people may be purified
from the ashes of cruelty and injustice,
and may be adorned with the light of
justice and toleration, so that they may
witness the rays of the Sun of Reality
with their outward and inward eyes,
and that they may drink from the R,iver
of Life which is flowing in the heart of
the world, and that they may obtain
eternal life. He is the Ancient abow
all things!
THE SPIRITUAL HOUSE OF,TElHERAN,
(Seal)

President: Shoao'llah.
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(INVITATION)
We most respectfully inform the
Spiritual Houses (Houses of Spirituality) of Europe and the United
States, that the Spiritual House of
Teheran will gladly correspond with
the above-mentioned Spiritual Assemblies, either in the English, French or
Esperanto languages. If any of the
Bahai Assemblies wish to communicate
with us in any of the above languages
we will answer them as soon as possible.
All letters should be addressed as follows:
Rouhani Davachi,
Khiabani Naserie
Teheran,
Persia.
THE SPIRITUAL HOUSE OF TEHERAN,
(Seal)

President: Shoao'llall!.

Recent Tablet to the House of Spirituality, Chicago
To the members of the House of Spirituality, Ohicago-Upon them be the Glory
of God, the Most Glorious!
He Is God!
o ye dear friends of Abdul-Baha!
The letter which ye had written to the Oentral States was perused. My
hope is that this Oonvention for Teaching will remain firm and permanent and
that its honorable members will serve the Kingdom of God with utmost unison
and harmony, so that the effulgent light of the Sun of Reality may illumille the
horizons of America, and the call of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH may reach everywhere. The teachings of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH, like unto the breaths of the
Holy Spirit, revives the people. The favors of His Holiness BAHA'O'IJLAH will
encompass all mankind.
Abdul-Baha feels great attachment towards the Ohicago friends, for the
call of the Kingdom of God, first of all, reached Ohicago and made some souls
in that city attracted to the Heavenly Kingdom. As in the beginning they
did before all attain to the Spirit of Life, so should ye now try to preserve
this bounty to the end. R,esist ye like unto a firm foundation every violent
storm. Withstand ye like unto a strongly-rooted tree the severe winds. Be
ye released from every thought save that of the Kingdom of God. Be ye
freed from every bond. Have ye no attachment save that to His Holiness
BAHA'O'LLAH. Strive ye day and night with heart and soul so that ye may
render some service to the Kingdom of God. These are virtues which bear
fruits, otherwise rootless trees fall to earth by furious winds; weak lamps are
extinguished through a breeze; languid bodies become overwhelmed by the
slightest attack (accident) and the superficial people run away from Reality,
as it is plainly mentioned in the Gospels.
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At all events, 0 ye friends of God, the tests are verily severe.
It needs a heavenly power so that man may remain firm.
Convey, on my behalf, longing greetings to all the friends of God, one
byone.
I intended to go to Chicago by way of the Pacific Ocean" but obstacles
appeared, so (at present) I have given up the idea, waiting to see what the
will of God will be and what confiTmation His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH bestoweth.
Upon ye be the Glory of Abha!
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.
(Translated by Mirza Azizullah Khan S. Bahadur, Mount CaTmel, Palestine, August 1st, 1920.)

Recent Tablet to the Women's Assembly, Teheran
Through his honor the pilgrim Sobhie
and his honor Mirza Ahmed Yazdani
-Upon them he BAHA'O'LLAH ElAbha I-to the attracted leaves, teachel'S of the Women's Assembly-Upon
them he BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!

He Is God!
o fragrant leaves of the Assembly of
Teaching!
Endeavor until royal teaching comes
from the powerful King. Speak eloquent words until the promise of service
to the Kingdom of Abha appears. Supplicate at the Threshold of the Blessed
Perfection until the signs of the Most
High appear. Make the ear attentive
to the Supreme Apex until ye hear the
melody of the Kingdom of Abha!
Make the heart pure and spiritual
until from it radiates the illumination
of the W oTd of God; and devote thy-selves to the work and action which will
be the cause of the awakening and edu6ation of the people.
This magnetic period of existence is
the cause of the progress of divine instruction. The instruction of the Ancient Beauty, which is the myrtle of
ascent to the condition of the world
and the favor of ascent to the world
of the Kingdom, must be made to flow.
Then endeavor, take no rest, be occupied with service to the Holy Threshhold, and this is teaching the Cause of
God and divine instruction.

The hope is that ye may be aided and
prospered.
Upon ye be BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.
(Translated April 28, 1920, TeheTan,
Persia, by Amatola'llah (Dr. Susan I.
Moody) ; Tevealed 14 Safar 1338, Haifa,
Palestine. )

Letter from Isabella D. Brittingha,rn
To the STAR OF THE WEST:
With greatest joy I am mailing to
you a photograph from TeheTan.
Many OTiginal photos I am planning
to file in the archives in Chicago. To
the next genemtion they will be mOTe
precious than millions of jewels. We
little realize all we now have in the
Word and in the lives of its servants.
Twenty centuries ago there were only a
few pages, recorded from memory, from
the day of Jesus-and no other authentic treasures!
This photograph was mailed from Teheran the middle of April with a letter from my niece. It came in about two
months.
I have a lateT letter enclosing a Tablet Tevealed for the Women's Assembly of Teaching with Dr. Moody's
translation, which I send herewith.
My niece states in this last letteT,
which is dated May 10, 1920, concerning the Teheran work:
"The women aTe alive about teaching.
They have fourteen different places for
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teaching in various parts of the city,
and many seekers. We have a meeting
here (in the united home of Dr. Moody
and Miss Stewart) every Tuesday afternoon with a Persian woman teacher,
and it is wonderful to hear her teaching from all the different holy books,
according to whom she has present, Armenian, Jew, Moslem or Zoroastrian.
Saturdays, at sunset, we have a meeting for men. Mirza Farajo'llah teaches
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and has taught here in our office, this
men's meeting, for seven years."
Such floods of the ocean of His Utterance, and the knowledge of their effect upon the arising souls, pour in
from all parts that, indeed, we could
not bear more upon our sensitive spirits
and remain conscious-as Mirza Abul
Fazl once said.
I. D. Brittingham.

Tablets received by American Bahais in 1919
(Continued from page 159)

power engaged in service. This youth
shall be confirmed and shall plant for
you a tree that shall eternally yield
fresh fruits.
The meeting which ye prepared at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Nash, on the day
of Naurooz, was an illumined assemblage and the recipient of merciful blessings.
Such gatherings are pregnant
with remarkable results and their importance shall, in the future, be made
evident and manifest. During the autumn season the seed is sown and its
significance is veiled, but when springtime approaches and causes it to thrive,
then its importance is revealed.
At present the principle of the Oneness of Mankind resembles a seed which
is sown and which at first commands
no importance, but when the springtime
of Universal Peace draws near, then it
shall grow and its importance be made
known.
Upon ye be Baha-EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 20, 1919.)
SOPHIE LOEDING
To the maid-servant of God, Sophie
Loeding, Chicago, Illinois-Upon her
be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

o
----.

He Is God!
thou daughter of the Kingdom!

-----

"-~-"------- ..-

--

Praise be to God, thou hast [i ttended
the Mashrekol-Azkar Convention at New
York, hast witnessed that great stir and
celebration, hast associated with the
friends and joined them in their songs,
hast been animated and quickened and
with a new spirit hast returned to Chicago. Associate intimately with the
class of young friends and join them
in their activities. Convey to them my
respectful greeting and say: ' '0 class
of young people! Praise be to God,
ye are strong in body and are gladdened in spirit by the divine gladtidings. Ye must exert an effort and
must labor hard. The light of the oneness of the world of humanity and of
universal peace must radiate from your
class to the surrounding regions, ye
must be the cause of the promulgation
of heavenly teachings and must summon the souls to merciful characteristics
that they may acquire a Bahai training
and may be confirmed by divine assistance. "
Upon thee be greeting and praise!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 20, 1919'.)

MABEL RICE-WRAY
To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Mabel
Rice-Wray, Detroit, Michigan-Upon
her be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

------------~------"--~--"

------
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He Is God!
o thou pure leaf of the Blessed Tree!
Thy letter was received and its con·
tents noted. From lack of time a short
answer is given, for letters pour down
like unto rain from the East as well as
from the West. I have no time for a
detailed answer. In brief it is this:
It is not permissible to hang the
sacred picture on the walls of rooms·
but to hang the Greatest Name, or th~
picture of the sacred tomb, or the picture of a spot where His Holiness
BAHA'o'LLAH has been, is permitted.
I pray to God that ye may ever be enkindled with the fire of the love of God ,
attracted by the fragrances of God, assisted in benevolent deeds, in good and
faithful conduct and firm in the Covenant and Testament. Whatever thou
deemest advisable for the promulgation
of the Cause, it is acceptable.
As to the election of women, this is a
political question. I avoid all politics,
but I say this much, that men and
women are both parts of the human
branch, and for mankind two wings are
necessary. If either one is weak the
bird will not fiy, but if both are strong
mankind will soar to the exalted sum:r;nit.
Upon thee be greeting and praise!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)
[NOTE-Mrs. Rice-Wray sends the above
Tablet to the STAR OF THE WEST with
the following word of explanation: "I
am enclosing the copy of a Tablet received recently and which I feel is not
intended for me but for someone who
asked the questions which it answers.
And someone may have my Tablet. Perhaps you have heard of someone who
has a Tablet plainly not for them.
Someone surely is looking for this one."
-Edit-ors.]
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To his honor, Mr. Edward Struven,
Beverly, Massachusetts-Upon him
be BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!

He Is God!
o thou who art firm in the Covenant!
Thy letter was received. Thou hast
mentioned in it the name of the attracted maid-servant of God, Lua.* Lua
pertained to the Kingdom, was lordly,
was merciful and was attracted by the
divine fragrances.
That blessed leaf
has been the cause of the guidance of
many a soul for she was endowed with
a heart that was attracted, a tongue
that was eloquent and spent her time
day and night in teaching. At present
she is calling ye from the Abha Kingdom saying: "0 ye my children! Are
ye aware of what bounty I have attained? If so, ye would cast behind
this earthly body and would hasten and
fly to this Divine Realm." In fine, Lua
has acquired an everlasting fame and
an eternal bounty.
Thou hast written concerning the difficulties arising between Labor and Capital, ye may discuss this question at
Green Acre. When I was in America,
I delivered different addresses on that
subject; get those speeches and discuss
the topic in accordance with them.
Upon thee be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 20, 1919.)
L. B.N'ASH
To his honor, Mr. L. B. Nash, Portland,
Oregon-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH
EI-Abha!
He Is God!

o thou servant of God!
Thy letter was received, and was the
cause of gladness. Thou hast expressed
*Lua Getsinger.
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thy ardent wish that I should attend
the Peace Congress. I do not present
myself at such political conferences, for
the establishment of peace is unachievable save through the power of the
Word of God. vVhen a conference is
held composed of representatives of all
nations and working under the influence
of the Word of God, then Universal
Peace will be established, but otherwise
it is impossible.
At present it is certain that temporary peace is established, but it is not
lasting. All governments and nations
have become tired of war, of the difficulties of travel, of huge expenditures,
of the loss of life, of the affliction of
women, of the great number of orphans,
and are driven by force to peace. But
this peace is not permanent, but temporary.
We hope that the power of the Word
of God will establish a peace that shall
eternally remain effective and secure.
Convey on my behalf to all the family
greetings and kindness.
Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 22, 1919.)
KOKAB MAC CUTCHEON
To the maid-servant of God, Kokab MacCutcheon, Chicago, Ill., care of the
maid-servant of God, Mrs. True, Chicago, Ill.-Upon her be BAHA'O'LLAH
El-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou resplendent Kokab!
Thy letter was received. Associate
as before with Mrs. True and contribute
to the Mashrekol-Azkar as much as possible. Strive for unity among the white
and the colored so that color may no
more be taken into consideration but
instead the hearts be considered. The
hearts must be illumined, must be pure
and white and not the body of man.
Many are the colored ones who, in the
field of faith, have surpassed the white
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and won the goal, and many are the
white who in view of a darkened heart
have been deprived of the bounties of
God.
In short, five races exist upon the
surface of the globe: the white, black,
brown, yellow and red races. This resembles the different species and colOl's
of doves, but, on the other hand, there is
no distinction of color among them, on
the contrary the white, black, yellow,
blue, red and purple doves, all associate
together in the utmost love and harmony. How can man who is endowed
with reason and intelligence be limited
by these considerations of color ~ This
is nothing but heedlessness, ignorance
and counter to human laws.
Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoglli R,abbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 24, 1919.)
OSCAR HANKO
To his honor Mr. Oscar Hanko, Newark,
N. J.-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH ElAbha!
He Is God!

o

thou seL'vant of the Divine Kingdom!
Thy letter was received. Its contents
indicated that at a time when, due to
war, the world was in confusion and
commotion, thou wert in utmost tranquillity and composure, engaged in servitude to the threshold of the Lord of
Hosts, wert serving the Kingdom, wert
wishing nothing save the illumination
of the world of mankind and had no
object but the exaltation of the Word
of God and the promulgation of heavenly teachings. Thus thou hast been
confirmed and assisted.
Convey on my behalf to Dr. Guthrie
and Mr. LeDoux the utmost kindness
and respect. On their behalf, at the midnight hour, I pray and entreat at the
Threshold of the All-Knowing God and
beg assistance, bounty and everlasting
blessings. Undoubtedly they shall be
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confirmed by the heavenly legions and
assisted by the Divine Spirit.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha.
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Acca,
Palestine, July 26, 1919.)
MRS. JENNIE ANDERSON
Through his honor, Dr. Bagdadi-Upon
him be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha I-to
the maid-servant of God, Mrs. J ennie
Anderson.
He Is God!

o thou

leaf of the Tree of Life!
Your letter has been received. Because you are exceedingly worthy of an
answer, therefore this epistle has been
written.
Happy is thy condition for the thickly
condensed clouds did not prevent thee
from seeing the Sun of Reality. With
thine own ear thou hast heard the call of
the Kingdom of God and with thine eye
thou hast witnessed the lights of guidance. Rest thou assured that thou art
under the protection of the Lord of
Hosts and art considered one of the
daughters of the Kingdom. Appreciate
thou this station because this is a great
station.
Convey thou, on my behalf, to thy revered husband the utmost kindness.
Likewise, to the children.
Upon thee be EI-Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi,
November 10, 1919, revealed September
20, 1919.)
MRS. CARPENTER
To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Carpenter, the Secretary of the Spiritual
Assembly, at Santa Paula, California
-Upon her be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

o thou

He Is God!
wooer of the love of God!
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For a long time I have desired to
correspond with thee, but I had no time
whatever. At present as the respected
maid-servant of God, Mrs. True, is returning to those regions, I am writing
thee in brief that thou mayest know
that thou art ever within sight and present before me.
I beg for thee from the bounties of
God advancement in the Kingdom and
nearness to His Highness the Merciful
One. Thy services in the Spiritual Assembly are accepted in the sight of the
Almighty and are well known to the
friends. I supplicate thy reward from
His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Haifa, Palestine, November 12, 1919.)
JAMES SIMPSON
To his honor, Mr. J ames Simpson, Washington, D. C.-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!
He Is God!

o thou servant of God!
Thy letter and thy poems arrived.
F1rom their contents it became known
that, praise be to God, thou art ablaze
with the burning fire of the love of God,
hast secured a share and portion from
the bounty of the Spirit and hast purposed to render a distinguished service
to the divine Kingdom and to be the
cause of the promulgation of the oneness of mankind.
If it is possible and easy, undertake
a journey to North Africa and .enkindle
there the fire of the love of God and
summon the souls to the Revelation of
BAHA'O'LLAH and to the unity of mankind, so that religous, racial, sectarian
and worldly prejudice may not remain
and all may be brought to a full realization of the Truth. If thou goest, assuredly the confirmations of God shall
assist thee.
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I pray on your behalf that the light
of guidance may shine in the hearts,
divine bestowals may be extended and
heavenly bounty may shine in full radiance.
In this world whatever thou doest is
ultimately fruitless save service to the
Kingdom of God and to all mankind.
Upon thee be greeting and praise!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Acca,
Palestine, July 20, 1919'.)
CHARLES MASON REMEY*
To Mr. Remey-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH!

THE

*Note-This Tablet written nine years
ago, has just been receive d.- It was delayed in transmitting.
(February 28, 1920.)
C. M. R.
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of love and affinity. The power of the
Teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH will cause
the disappearance of this danger from
America.
But if Mr. M...... was completely
attracted to the Kingdom of Abha these
difficulties would not have appeared.
Now he must become a real Bahai so
that the heavenly army may assist and
these troubles may be entirely wiped
away. Write to him to read the supplications and implore toward the Kingdom of Abha! He must rest assured
that these difficulties will be cleared.
Convey tu all the friends of God the
wonderful Abha greeting.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!

o

thou who art firm in the Covenant!
Thy letter was received! It became
the cause of the utmost happiness and
rejoicing; for it contained the news that
the white and the colored are gathered
in one meeting in America and are associating with each other with infinite
love and kindness. Consider thou the
power of the Word of God which has
brought together those who were against
each other. To bring the white and the
colored together is considered impossible
and improbable, but the breaths of the
Holy Spirit will accomplish this fact.
The world of America must be very
thankful for this realization; for this
enmity and hatred which exist between
the white and the colored races is very
dangerous and there is no doubt that it
will end in bloodshed unless the penetration of the Word of God, the breaths
of the Holy Spirit and the teachings of
BAHA'O'LLAH are diffused amongst them
and love instead of hatred is established
between the two races.
They must destroy the foundation of
enmity and rancour and lay the basis
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(Signed)

ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
Nov. 27, 1911, Paris, France.)
EMMA B. STOTT
To the maid-servant of God, Emma
B. Stott-Upon her be BAHA'O'LLAH
EI-Ablia!
He Is God!

o

thou blossom of the Tree of Life!
Happy art thou to have girded thy
loins in service; to have risen with all
thy power in the promulgation of the
divine teachings, to have convened gatherings ap-d to have striven for the exaltation of the Word of God.
In this mortal world every Important
matter has an end; and every remarkable achievement a termination; none
having permanent existence. For instance, consider how the important
achievements of the ancient world ha.ve
been at present totally exterminated and
not a trace remains therefrom save the
great Cause of the Kingdom of God,
which has no beginning and will have
no end.
At best, it is only renewed and at the
beginning of each renewal it commands
no attention in the sight of the people.
But when once definitely established, it
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will daily advance and in its daily exaltation will reach the supreme heavens.
For instance, consider the day of
Christ, which was the day of the renewal
of the Kingdom of God. The people
of the world attached no importance to
it and did not realize its significance to
such an extent that the T.omb of His
Holiness the Christ remained for three
hundred years lost and unknown, until
the maid-servant of God, Helene, the
mother of Constantine arrived and discovered the sacred spot.
My purpose in all this is to show how
unobservant are the people of the world
and how ignorant, and on the day of the
establishment of the Kingdom, they will
remain heedless and negligent.
Ere long the power of the Kingdom
will encompass all the world and then
they will be awakened and will cry and
lament over those who were oppressed
and martyred, and will raise their sighs
and moanings. Such is the nature of
people.
Praise thou God, therefore, that thou
hast offered thyself in the early days of
the renewal, has known the Lord of the
Kingdom, and hast become one of the
hosts of the Kingdom. The results of
this guidance and this bounty will, like
unto a star, shine from the horizon of
the Kingdom, and will illumine the
world.
Upon thee be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, August 27, 1919, Haifa, P'alestine.)
DR. HILLS COLE
Through his honor Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH ElAbha I-to his honor Dr. Hills ColeUpon him be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

He Is God!
o thou who art firm in the Covenant!
The friends of God are most pleased
with thee. They have loosened their
tongues in thy praise that thou art firm
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in the Covenant and Testament and art
self-sacrificing in the Path of God.
I hope from the bestowals of the True
Dne that thou mayst advance in the
Kingdom of God and become conducive
to the guidance of souls.
Upon thee be BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!
(Signed)

ABnuL-BAHA ABBAs.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
October 28, 1919, at Minneapolis, Minn.)
ELIZABETH STEVENS
To the maid-servant of God, Elizabeth
Stevens-Upon her be BAHA'o'LLAH
El-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou daughter of the Kingdom!
Two letters have been received from
thee, one from New York and another
from Bermuda. Verily, thy letter was
eloquent and from it the purpose was
quite manifest. Thou didst well to undertake such a good voyage to Bermuda.
I entreat and supplicate to the divine
Kingdom and beg for thee the confirmations of the Kingdom. Rest thou assured, thou shalt be confirmed. Engage
with all the power of thy heart in the
promulgation of divine teachings in
those islands, and be certain that the
doors will be wide opened.
After this war, all men are thirsty for
universal. peace, and the Divine Teachings lay the foundation of universal
peace and promulgate the oneness of the
world of humanity. P'raise thou God,
that He hast made thee of the chosen
and has selected thee for the promulgation of heavenly teachings. Be assured that thou shalt be confirmed.
Convey on my behalf the utmost love
and kindness to the maid-servants of
God, Maud Gaudreaux and Agnes Alexander.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 20th, 1919.)
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, 'On the shore of Lake Michigan a
piece of land is blessed because it has
been mentioned by the name of Mashrekol-Azkar. Whosoever arises for the
service of this building shall be assisted
with a great power from His Supreme
Kingdom, and upon him spiritual and

heavenly blessings shall descend which
shall fill his heart with wonderful consolation and enlighten his eyes by beholO.ing the glorious and eternal God."
(Words of Abdul-Baha from a Tablet
concerning the Mashrekol-Azkar.)

ABDUL-BAHA at the door of the Pilgrim
House, near the Holy Tomb of
BAHA'O'LI,AH, in Bahjee,
Acca, Palestine.

Photograph taken March 7, 1920.

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, ,that diversity of religion shall cease and 'differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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Report of Twelfth Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention
Held in New York City, April 26th-29th, 1920.
[These minutes of the 1920 Annnal Convention of Bahai Temple Unity are prepared and published
in conformity with a vote of the Convention to that effect. The Constitution and By-Laws of
Bahai Temple Unity are appended hereto, also as required by said vote.-,/llfred E, Lunt, Secretary.]

MONDAY MORNING SESSION-APRIL 26, 19'20.
THE twelfth annual Mashrekol-Azkar dine Club, 200 Fifth Avenue, 14th fioor,
Convention met at the Engineering New York Oity, with a Reception at 5
Societies' Building, 29 West 39th Street, P. M. and the Feast will be laid at 6 :30
New York City, on Monday, April 26, P. M. The kind friends of the New
1920, at 10 A. M., in accordance with York Assembly through their Rizwan
the following call issued February 18, Committee are in charge of the Feast.
1920:
"The Oonvention, or Annual Meeting
"To the Bahai Assemblies of America, of Bahai Temple Unity will open at the
Greeting:
Oonvention Hall of the Engineering So"At the instance of the Executive cieties at 29 West 39th Street, at 10
Board of Bahai Temple Unity, it is my A. M. on Monday, continuing through
duty to call your Assembly to the elec- the day, and similarly on Tuesday and
tion of a delegate or delegates, as pro- Wednesday. "
vided by the Constitution of the Unity,
The meeting was called to order by
to attend and represent your Assembly Dr. Frederick W. D 'Evelyn of San
at the annual Convention of Bahai Tem- Francisco, vice-president of the Unity,
ple Unity to be held in New York Oity in the absence of the president, Harlan
during a three or four day period of the F. Ober, who with Mrs. Ober had reRizwan which, as you know, begins cently sailed for Haifa, Palestine. Mrs.
April 21, 19'20 and extends twelve days. Parmerton, delegate from Oincinnati,
Will you kindly take immediate steps to Ohio, invited the friends to ask the
bring this matter to the attention of the blessings of God' upon this coming OonAssembly anri. to procure their action in vention and Congress and a moment of
accordance with this call ~
silent prayer was observed by all those
"Further details will be sent at the assembled.
earliest moment concerning the most imThe presiding officer announced that
portant work of this Oonvention and the :first business would be the election
the :final dates :fixed, place of meeting, of a temporary chairman, and upon mohospitality arrangements, Oonvention tion duly made and seconded, Dr.
and Congress program, etc.
D'Evelyn was continued in that office
Alfred E. Lunt, Secretary."
by unanimous action of the Convention.
Extracts from subsequent supplement- The secretary of the Unity, Alfred E.
ary letter:
Lunt, then read the temporary roll of
"The feast of Rizwan will open on delegates as appearing on the secretary's
the 15th day of the month of Jalal record.
(Glory), year 76, present calendar
Upon motion duly made and secSaturday, April 24th, 1920, at the Al- onded, it was voted that the chair name
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a committee on credentials. Louis G.
Gregory of vVashington was named
with authority to appoint two other
members of the committee to act with
him.
The chair announced the appointment
of a committee on permanent organiza;
tion consisting of William H. Randall
of Boston, Dr. Pauline Bartbn-Peeke of
Cleveland, and Mrs. Emogene Hoagg of
San Francisco.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that Alfred E. Lunt act
as temporary secretary. The secretary
thereupon offered the recommendations
of the Executive Board for the admission to the Bahai Temple Unity roll of
the following Assemblies:
Springfield, Mass.; Miami, Florida;
Bisbee, Arizona; Pasadena, Calif.; Omaha, Nebr., and Springfield, Illinois.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
the recommendations of the Executive
Board that the above Assemblies be admitted to the rolls as members of the
Unity was unanimously carried.
The chair called upon Mrs. Corinne
rrrue of Chicago for a report of the
financial secretary of the Unity. Mrs.
True reported as follows:
"The 31st day of March, 1920, there
was cash in the Northern Trust Company, the bank in which our funds are
deposited, $20,173.72, vouched for by
the bank itself. We hold United States
certificates of indebtedness, $120,000.
Liberty Loan bonds of different series,
estimated at par. It is very hard to
give the Liberty bonds and the War
Savings stamps other than to estimate
them at par, because the market fluctuates, and today they have a certain
value and tomorrow another, so to make
it uniform, we simply register at par,
and if we have a $50 bond it is called
$50. We have Liberty bonds of different series from 1 to 5, $33,650; in War
Savings stamps $610; total available
funds March 31st, 1920, $174,433.72.
We have the bonds all listed and the
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coupons all listed, and going over the
bonds and the certificates of indebtedness and the Liberty bonds, we have in
coupons interest, $5,585.99, running to
1947. You see these coupons run so
long and every Liberty bond that comes
to us is recorded with its number and
the amount and number of coupons attached. So, that today we have $20,173.72 in cash, $120,000 in United
States certificates of indebtedness, $00,650 worth of Liberty bonds, counted at
par, and $610 worth of War Savings
stamps counted at par, a total of $174,433.72 available fund."
Dr. D 'Evelyn anounced for the Santa
Paula, California, Assembly a fund of
$186.50 and stated that a contribution
each month is sent by that Assembly
to the teaching fund. Mr. Lunt spoke
of the beautiful letter received from
Secretary Walter Bohanan of the Kenosha, Wisconsin, Assembly and asked
the Convention to hold a moment of
silent prayer for that Assembly in accordance with a request in the letter.
This was done.
Dr. D 'Evelyn further reported on
the Assembly of Santa Barbara, California, stating that although small, it
is very active and that great possibilities are in sight.
Mrs. Howard Struven of Worcester
reported for Worcester, Mass., Assembly, stating that great bounties have
descended upon that city.
Mrs. Maxwell of Montreal, Canada,
brought the loving greetings of the
friends from Montreal and spoke of the
splendid work done by Mother Beecher
in Canada the past winter. Mother
Beecher, who had just entered the assembly hall, was invited to the platform
and gave a most thrilling account of
her experiences during the winter of
1919-1920 in Canada and stated, "It
has been the most wonderful winter of
my life." She told of how the seeds
were scattered over the entire city of St.
John and how she was told by one of
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thousands attending meetings "that you
are having a perfect whirlwind campaign here," the discussion of the Revelation even penetrating to the various
society gatherings in that city where religion is seldom spoken of, but "this
winter the Revelation of BAHA'O'LJjAH
was on every tongue." Mother Beecher
said that she wanted to interest the
whole Convention in that wonderful
country (Canada) that Abdul-Baha
has blessed and concerning which he
has made so many promises. She closed
with an earnest appeal for greater
realization on the part of the teaching
committee of their responsibility to the
teachers and the Cause and that the
committee should work with the teachers more and keep them informed of
the events in the various teaching areas.
Roy Williams of Atlanta, Georgia,
reported for the work done in the South
in a spirited and appealing talk.
The committee on permanent organization reported recommending Mountfort Mills of New York as permanent
chairman of the Convention. Mr. Mills
on assuming the chair addressed the
Convention as follows:
"Dear friends, Dr. D'Evelyn has expressed so well the feeling of anyone
who is privileged to act as chairman,
that I will not take your time by adding
to his words in that respect. I would
like to say just a few words about the
way in which, it seems to me, we should
approach the work this year, of all
years, in these sessions. I think it
has been borne in on all of us during
the past, that there is absolutely no hope
in the world today except through the
channel of the Center of the Covenant
carrying the banner of BAHA'O'LLAH to
the height where it will wave over the
entire civilized world.
"This knowledge as it carries more
and more conviction in our hearts,
makes our coming together of peculiar
significance this year-of course, the responsibility would be infinitely too great
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if we did not know we had the Center
of the Covenant not only behind us, but
right with us here, in each heart that is
opened to that great influence. We not
only have that to rely upon, we have
also his outward spoken and written
word to guide us in our deliberations
here at this Convention, and we know
from these written and spoken words
how greatly he is relying upon us this
year to really liberate in the world the
true freedom of democracy, of democratic government. He has expressed
to many of the friends who have recently been over there and returned, he
has also expressed in the Tablets, with
which all of us are familiar, the outlines of the establishment really of the
foundations of civilizations, insofar as
that can be formed by governmental
procedure. He has indicated to us this
new great conception of the unity of
groups, the consciousness that is created
in a body of friends coming together
consecrated solely for the purpose of
finding out the will of God as applied
to any particular situation which they
may confront, and he has told us not
that we should have one idea, by no
means that, but that each idea should
be contributed simply in the spirit of
creating this group consciousness. It
is a new thing to the world, so far as we
have been allowed to understand it, and
I thing this evolution of the group idea,
is infinitely greater than the idea,
and beyond the idea, of any individual.
"In the past the procedure has been
more or less to impose upon groups the
conception of some strong individual.
Today we are told by Abdul-Baha of
this new method of approaching the
problems of humanity, where the individual will express his opinion but it
will be the creation of the group that
will express the will of God-in other
words, the majority of those present.
Not to take more time, we will proceed
at once to the regular business of the
Convention, and I presume the first
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thing is to hear the report of the credentials committee."
Mrs. 'l'rue spoke of the recent instructions given by His Holiness, Abdul-Baha,
concerning the respective functions of
the Unity or Executive Board and the
assembled delegates in the annual Convention, quoting as follows from the
blessed instructions:
"The nation chooses representatives.
These representatives make an assembly
of the nation. Are the affairs in the
hands of the assembly of the nation or
in the hands of the people ~ No doubt
ASSEMBLY

DELEGATE
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all affairs are in the hands of the assembly of the nation, not in the hands
of everybody. This assembly of the nation, or parliame,nt, those members are
elected by the nation; all affairs are referred to parliament, not to the people.
Parliament discusses affairs and reaches
a decision. The Convention is like that
and this meeting sees to the affairs and
whatever the meeting decides, the Executive Board must carry out."
The credentials committee now reported the following duly accredited
delegates and alternates certified by
their official credentials:
ALTERNATE

Atlanta, Ga ............. Roy Williams
Augusta, Ga ............. Robert Irwin
Miss Margaret Klebs
Asbury Park, N. J ....... Mrs. Juliet D. Sherman Miss Jane Durand
Atlantic City, N. J ...... Mrs. Elnora D. Terry
Mrs. D. H. Hoes
Bakersfield, Calif ........ Mrs. Mary Morton Replogle Caroline Wagner
Baltimore, Md ........... Mrs. M. E. Lane
M. E. Thompson
Berkeley, Calif........... Mrs. Emogene Hoagg
Mrs. Georgia Ralston
Beverly and Salem, Mass .. Edward D. Struven
John S. Crowley
Bisbee, Arizona .......... Mrs. Viola Duckett
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
Boston, Mass ............ William H. Randall
Alfred E. Lunt
Brooklyn, N. Y .......... Howard MacNutt
Miss Bertha Herklotz
Buffalo, N. Y ........... Mrs. Movius
Albert R. Windust
Chicago, Ill ............. Mrs. Corinne True
Albert R Vail
Carl Scheffler
Cincinnati, 0 ............ Mrs. Annie L. Parmerton J oseph Stauss
Cleveland, 0 ............ Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke Katherine Brandeau
Denver, Colo ............ Mrs. G. N. Clark
Mrs. Corinne True
Detroit, Mich ............ Tom 0 'Connor
Ernest E. Grimwood
Duluth, Minn ............ Miss Henrietta Brittingham
Fruitport, Mich .......... Mrs. Edith Bail
Mrs. Nels Peterson
Geyserville, Calif ........ Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
Grand Rapids, Mich ..... Mrs. Edith Bail
Mrs. Nels Peterson
Honolulu, Hawaii ........ Mrs. Willard Ashton
Ithaca, N. Y ............ Mrs. Alice House
C. Mason Remey
Jersey City, N. J ........ F. G. Hale
Mrs. Mary C. Moore
Johnstown, N. Y ......... Alfred E. Lunt
Kenosha, Wis ........... Alfred E. Anderson
Lakeland, Florida ........ Alfred E. Lunt
Los Angeles, Calif ....... Miss J ulia Culver
Miami, Florida .......... M. W. Atwater
Minneapolis, Minn ....... Miss Henrietta Brittingham Albert H. Hall
Montclair, N. J .......... Mrs. William Reid
Miss Anna Van Blarcom
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Milwaukee, Wis ......... Alfred E. Anderson
Montreal, Canada ........ Mrs. May Maxwell
Dr. Arthur J ohnston
Muskegon, Mich ......... Mrs. Edith Bail
Mrs. Nels Peterson
Newark, N. J ........... :1\1rs. O. J. Hanko
Henry Grasmuk
New Haven, Conn ....... Edward Leotard
Emma L. Hinsman
New York City .......... Mrs. Wandeyne Deuth
Roy C. Wilhelm
J uliet Thompson
Mountfort Mills
Mary F. Cory
Okanogan, 'Vash ......... Mrs. Laura Luther
Omaha, Nebraska ........ Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf Alfred E. Lunt
Pasadena, Calif .......... Mrs. Mariam Haney
Phoenix, Arizona ........ John W. Gift
Dr. W. F. Slater
Pittsburgh, Pa ........... Urbain LeDoux
Miutha L. Root
Philadelphia, Pa. and
Riverton, N. J ......... Mrs. A. E. McKinney
Miss Elizabeth Bowen
Portland, Oregon ........ Mrs. Gflorge O. Latimer
B. Bowman
Racine, Wis ............. Andrew J. Nelson
Harold Olson
San Diego, Calif ........ Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn
C. Mason Remey
Sandusky, 0 ............ Mrs. Cora E. Renner
Mrs. Georgia W. Ralston
San Fmncisco, Calif. ..... Dr. F. VV. D'Evelyn
Flora M. Clark
Santa Barbara, Calif .... Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn
Dr. F. W. D'Evelyn
Santa Paula, Calif ....... A. Elizabeth Carpenter
Mrs. Laura Luther
Seattle, Wash ........... Henry McConaughy
Henry McConaughy
Spokane, Wash .......... Miss Nellie Raney
Springfield, Ill.. ......... Rieke Jurgens
Springfield, Mass ........ Mrs. Olive Bellerjeau
Dorothy Culver
St. Johns, N. B. .......... Jean E. Nixon
Roy C. Wilhelm
St. Louis, Mo ............ Caroline M. Barbee
Hooper Harris
Trenton, N. J ........... J. Newell Ayres
Urbana, Ill. ............. Albert R. Vail
C. Mason Remey
Washington, D. C........ Mrs. Pauline Hannen
Mrs. Marie Watson
Stanwood Cobb
Ralph Haynes
Worcester, Mass ......... Howard C. Struven
Mrs. Maud Gaudreaux
Yonkers, N. Y ........... Mrs. Elise Weil
The credentials committee as constituted was composed, beside Mr. Gregory,
of Mrs. Mariam Haney and Edward D.
Struven.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
the report of the credentials committee
was unanimously accepted.
The chair presented for the consideration of the Convention a resolution
adopted by the Executive Board recommending that in cases where one delegate
represent several different assemblies
that such delegate cast but one ballot

upon any important question. After a
thorough discussion of the matter by
various delegates, it was moved and
seconded that the existing custom in this
connection be followed and that any
delegate duly authorized to represent an
assembly of which he or she is not a
member be allowed to cast the ballots
for the various assemblies they had been
asked to represent. A rising vote being
called for, this motion was declared lost.
It was thereupon moved that not only at
future Conventions, but at this Conven-
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tion any delegate representing more
than one assembly should have but one
vote in the Convention. An amendment
was offered which was seconded, that
each delegate be entitled to only one
vote but that this shall apply only to
this Convention. This amendment having been put to a vote was declared lost.
The question was then put on the original motion which was carried.
The chair announced that the exhibition of plans and models of the various
designs of the Mashrekol-Azkar was
open for inspection in two adjoining
rooms. The Convention recessed to meet
at 12 :30 P. M.
MONDAY AFTERNOON SESSION
The afternoon session, April 26, 1920,
of the Convention was opened with singing of the hymn, "Tell the Wondrous
Story. "
The Mt. Vernon, Virginia, Assembly,
Mrs. Elizabeth Nourse, delegate, was
recommended for membership in the
Unity by the Executive Board, and
upon motion duly made and seconded,
the recommendation was accepted.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, Alfred E. Lunt was made
permanent secretary of the Convention.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, Mrs. Mariam Haney was made
assistant secretary of the Convention.
The chair announced that the next
business was the consideration of the
matter of the selection of the plan for
the Mashrekol-Azkar. Mrs. True, by request, read the verbatim account of the
interview between His Holiness, AbdulBaha, and William H. Randall, at Haifa,
in December, 1919, concerning the selection of plans by this Convention
(this conversation is in substance contained in the secretary'8 call for the
election of delegates, under date of February 18, 1920). The closing words of
Abdul-Baha concerning this are these:
"You must make a great effort, and inspire the friends to do everything they
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possibly can for the building of this
Mashrekol-Azkar in order that it may be
started as soon as possible. That must
be done at this Convention."
On the suggestion of Ray Williams,
of Atlanta, Georgia, the Convention
went into silent prayer for a few minutes that the hearts of all might be
opened and the minds free from any differences of opinion in approaching this
tremendous decision.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that each architect be given
twenty minutes to explain his model.
Mr. Lunt inquired whether it would not
be an advantage in reaching a decision
to have the verbal opinion of a building
or construction engineer as to the cost of
the various models.
Upon request, Mrs. Joseph H. Hannen, of Washington, D. C., chanted the
prayer" Is there any remQver of difficulties save God?"
The chair called upon Charles Mason
Remey of Washington, D. C., to address the Convention concerning his
plan and model for the Mashrekol-Azkar.
Mr. Remey stated in substance that the
paramount thought in the hearts of
each of us is that the will and desire of
the Center of the Covenant shall be
worked out in deliberation in this Convention of friends. He outlined his
conceptions of the Mashrekol-Azkar
evolving through a period of the last
twelve to fourteen years, stating that
nine preliminary designs of different
styles of architecture had been made by
him and exhibited throughout the
country, including schools, colleges and
universities. Mr. Remey then depicted
interestingly the Indian style of architecture; it was an adaption of the Persian style and the world famous Taj
Mahal in Agra, India, pointing out that
the Ishkabad Mashrekol-Azkar was built
on those lines. The model made by him,
exhibited in the next room, was a model
of this Indian style. He further stated
that the Indian style was the smallest
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and most economical to build of any of.
his drawings and outlined his' suggestions as to the method of construction,
material, etc., and that a rough estimate
made by Roger Boyle, of the Boyle
Construction Company, was in the
neighborhood of $540,000 for a stone
building and about $400,000 of terra
cotta. Various questions from the delegates brought out from Mr. Remey that
his model was built to a scale of gig-inch
to a foot, the exterior diameter being
about 95 feet. Also, that his design
would make a building a trifle smaller
than the Ishkabad Temple; that the
diameter of the dome is between 40 to
50 feet. Mr. R,emey added that including the garden and everything shown
by his model, it would scale up to about
500 feet in diameter.
The chairman stated that in common
with all the other friends presenting
plans to the Convention, the infinite
amount of labor !md the time and sacrifice that has been put into this work by
these good friends is a feature of unity.
"Most of us know personally of the consecrated efforts that have been made almost to the limit of physical and nervous
endurance, done as it had to be done,
outside of the regular activities of the
friends. We cannot pass by this particular moment without noting this fact
of the devoted service of these men in
the Cause of BAHA'O'LL,AH."
The chair called upon Louis Bourgeois of Englewood, New Jersey, concerning his model.
Mr. Bourgeois
stated in substance that he realized from
the reading ·of the Hidden Words that
a new art was to come with this Revelation, together with a new science and
everything was to be renewed. Therefore, he had undertaken to avoid all the
style of the past. Also, that since the
teaching of BAHA'O'LLAH was to unify
all the teaching of the past into one
thought and the religious thoughts of the
past had llxpressed themselves through
different styles of architecture, he had
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combined several creations of architectural style of the past in his model with
a new setting. He spoke of symbolizing the Hidden Words and of
various ancient symbols and that he
used the form giving the idea of the
classic, Romanesque, Moorish, Gothic
and the Renaissance, blending these into
an entirety. He then realized that in
addition to this the union of the Orient
and the Occident must be clearly shown
and that as he studied the matter a
new form of the first floor of the Temple
came to him in the symbol of a nine
pointed star, made of inverted circles
upon circles. He was unable to get any
further light on the second floor until
the first floor had been made and immediately the second floor came to him.
Each floor above was not conceived until
the floor below was finished. Then came
the dome which was very unusual, to
crown the whole. He then put the various
different sections together and said "you
can see the result now." He expected,
like all new things, this would be criticized, stating that the model is onequarter scale but if half this size mode]
should be required it would reduce it to
about 225 feet in diameter for the whole
building and he estimated that this 225
ft. model to erect would cost about a
million and a half dollars. He said that
one feature which left the cost indefinite
was the amount necessary to be spent in
foundation; on the half-inch scale the
height would be about 180 feet. He said
the idea was to build in terra cotta which
would allow the model to be preserved
in case an accident happened, another
piece could be cast easily and he had no
fear as to the tracery work on the dome.
That there were nine towers, nine
columns, nine orbs around the O1:tside.
He expressed his opinion that $200,000
would build a crypt up to 27 feet where
meetings could be held until more funds
came in for the next floor.
The chair then called upon W. S. Maxwell of Montreal to explain his design.
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On motion duly made and seconded, it
was voted that Mr. Maxwell be permitted to bring his plan into the room
for explanation as Mr. Maxwell presented no model.
Mr. Maxwell then proceeded to explain his drawings. He said that it was a
nine-sided building with entrance by a
flight of nine steps, leading to an entrance here, both these symbolic of
BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha. Another
entrance to a smaller apartment symbolizes the Bab. These are all vaulted
chambers or vaults. The dimensions of
the central space are nine by nine, 81
feet, in diameter from column to column.
Places for meditation are placed around
the nine columns. A gallery which he
called the Gallery of the Tablets is all
around the hack of the columns, on the
first floor set in a surrounding, corresponding to that of the ideas of the 16th
century. A paved terrace surrounds the
building with nine avenues, each terminating in a fountain with the Temple
as the central axis, each fountain nine
feet in diameter. The dome to be lighted
by nine groups of three windows with
a pier between each group. He spoke
of the beauty of the dome of glass
mosaic with gold background such as is
found in Italy.
The lighting in the
dome would be by means of 27 reflectors
thrown on the light of the dome, radiating color and light on to the Temple.
Mr. Maxwell outlined how deeply he was
interested in finding a point in construction where the East and West would
contact. The tree of life is shown and
the symbolism of the great religions of
the world with nineteen spaces for the
, 'Letters of the Living."
In response to questions Mr. Maxwell
stated that he could not give any definite
estimate of price as he did not think
it desirable to reduce the building to less
than 63 feet in diameter (interior), that
if the building were so reduced in size
the expense would run probably somewhere around a million dollars.
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Following these elucidations the delegates recessed for fifteen minutes to inspect the various models.
Upon regathering, it was moved and
seconded, that the friends who must
leave before the end of the Oonvention
be allowed to cast their votes in sealed
envelopes showing their choice of plan.
After discussion, the motion was put
and declared lost.
It was moved and seconded, that the
chair be empowered to have present at
the opening of the morning session an
expert engineer and an expert architect
to conflult with the delegates on the matter of choice of plans. After a discussion of the motion, the motion was
unanimously carried.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
the meeting was adjourned to reconvene
the following day at 10 A. M.
TUESDAY MORNING SESSION
APRIL 27, 1920
The Oonvention re-assembled on Tuesday, April 27th, at 10 A. M. in the Oonvention Hall. The secretary opened the
session with reading of supplications.
Albert R. Vail, of Ohicago, Illinois,
offered prayer to Almighty God for the
healing of the sickness of Miss Knobloch. The chairman anounced that Mr.
McGonigal, president of the Architectural League of New York Oity, and one
of the best known architects of the
country, was present for the purpose of
any service he might render the Oonvention in the selection of plans; also
Mr. Abbott, of the Fuller Oonstruction
Oompany, a very able and prominent
engineer.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that the Oonvention adjourn to the hall of plans so that this
discussion of the experts might be in the
midst of the different plans and models.
Discussion arose concerning whether or
not the delegates only should be present.
during the discussion or during the selection of plans or either of them. With-
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out taking any action at this time all the
delegates and friends in a body met in
the hall of plans. Mr. McGonigal, having been introduced, outlined in substance as follows, saying that he was
forced to consider these various designs
from the point of view of only a few
minutes study of the tenets of the Movement so that he was obliged to judge
largely from a purely technical standpoint. He said further he was not
judging by virtue of the mystic symbols
of numbers which occurred in the various designs but as to the agreeableness
of the motif. Mr. McGonigal referred
to the difficulties in estimating (lost of
building in the present disturbed, economic and industrial conditions, saying
that it had become common that the labor
units would not respect contracts made
as to wages, therefore, he felt the thing
to do was for the delegates to decide
what they wanted and then get the
money for it. He then proceeded to
analyze the different designs, plans and
models before the Convention. Following this analysis Mr. McGonigal kindly
answered a number of questions from
different delegates, including durability
of different materials, dimensions, structural possibilities, defects and changes,
the practicability of the tracery and
open spacing in the Bourgeois plan, etc.,
etc.
The Convention conveyed its
unanimous expression of gratitude to
Mr. McGonigal for his most valuable
assistance on these important questions.
The chairman now introduced Mr. Abbott, of the Fuller Construction Company, said to be the largest construction
company in the country. Mr. Abbott addressing the Convention illustrated how
impossible it is to estimate costs of
structure without first having some sort
of a sketch, plan and outline of what
the materials are to be, dimensions,
etc. He pointed out how building costs
had been mounting about four per cent
a month for the last three or four
months. Mr. Abbott commented gen-
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erally on the models, saying that on the
base of diameter and height the expense
in accordance with geometrical ratio, the
same rule applying to the lacery effect
which compared with the solid dome. He
advised in the case of the Bourgeois
model to close up between the lace openings with glass, keeping out snow and
ice which might otherwise expand and
break it. He figured roughly that marble
would be at least twice the cost of terra
cotta as construction material. Mr. Abbott gave the Convention his rough estimates of the ratio of cost of the various
models and plans to each other. In response to questions Mr. Abbott gave
valuable information concerning the cost
of foundation based upon anyone of
several kinds of soil. Certain questions
also brought out the fact that a crypt or
underground room could be butlt up to,
say 27 feet high. For instance, in the
cast of the Bourgeois model, to stop at
the top of the first gallery, which could
be occupied for services prior to the final
completion of the Temple, it would cost
about fifty per cent of the whole cost.
Mr. Abbott later thought that this was
too low an estimate, that it might cost
up to sixty to seventy per cent. This,
however, would include the entire first
story and nine entrances and the terrace. He would estimate with a basement of twenty-seven feet, i. e., to the
top of the first flight of steps, it would
be around twenty per cent of the total
cost.
The Convention unanimously and by
a rising vote expressed its warm thanks
to Mr. Abbott for the great enlightenment and patience with which he had
presented these matters based upon his
great experience along these lines.
Upon lllotion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that the Convention make
its choice of the Temple plans and elect
the Executive Board this afternoon, tomorrow to be devoted to teaching, publication and other problems.
It was moved and seconded that the
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choice of the Temple plans be by private
consultation of the delegates only. After
discussion of this motion, it was put to
a vote and was declared lost, the effect
of this negative vote being to leave the
matter in the hands of the delegates but
with no thought of seclusion or privacy.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was unanimously voted that the chair
name a committee to meet and to give
consideration, pending the recess, to all
the utterances and Tablets on the subject of the Mashrekol-Azkar, including
any instructions that had been received,
and to place these before the Convention
at the afternoon session, including certain instructions that had been received
concerning the method of consultation
which should be followed in Bahai conventions .. The committee, as constituted,
was as follows: Charles Mason Remey,
W. S. Maxwell, Mountfort Mills and
Louis Bourgeois.
The Convention recessed to meet at
2 P. M.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The Convention was called to order
at 2 P. M. by the chairman. An announcement was made concerning the
serious illness of Miss Fannie KnoblOilh,
at New Haven, Connecticut, and requests were made for prayers for her.
Mr. R,emey reporting for the art committee stated that the committee recommended that certain designs be nominated by the Convention and if more
than one design made by anyone architect was to be considered mention should
be made of that fact.
Mr. Vail reporting for the committee
appointed during the recess hour to gather the Tablets and instructions relating
to the Mashrekol-Azkar, stated that this
committee had decided to report upon
the more recent words of Abdul-Baha
concerning this, inasmuch as "every day
has a new order; obey the order of the
day. " He thereupon read in substance
the recent references of Abdul-Baha, as
to the necessity of decision upon plans
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by the Convention whether unanimously
or by majority, as given to William H.
Randall when recently in Haifa.
Mrs. True; being interrogated as to
any allusions to the probable cost of the
Temple made by His Holiness, AbdulBaha, as recorded in her Mashrekol-Azkar records, recounted a conversation
with him, Mr. Wilhelm and Mrs. True
being present, in New York, in 1912,
when he said that the Temple would cost
over a million dollars.
A discussion followed as to which instructions the Convention should deem
itself bound by, whether the former references scattered through the Tablets or
the recent instructions to the Convention to assume the responsibility of
choice. The chair ruled that under recent instructions the delegates are entrusted with the completion of the work
in hand including the choice of plans
"leaving' it entirely to them to decide."
Mr. Lunt, having in his possession a
discourse on the subject of consultation,
given by His Holiness, Abdul-Baha, at
the Plaza Hotel in Chicago, 1912, was
asked to read it:
Words of Abdul-Baha on the Importance
of Consultation
"In this Cause the question of consultation is of the greatest importance.
But the spiritual consultation, not physical consultation. In France I visited
the Senate, the Parliament. I did not
like their system at all, for consultation
must have for its aim the arrival at truth
and not opinionated opposition. When
there shall be opposition or inimical
opinion, it is very bad. I found that
they altercated, by worthless or useless
altercations, each one presenting a certain angle or a certain word, someone
would oppose him, and then there was
a turmoil, and it happened that while I
was there two of them got up and had a
fight. I said, 'This is not parliamentary
consultation. This is a fiasco! What is
the use of going to theatres and spending
your money? Come to the National Assembl~r and see what is going on! It is
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more entertaining than the theatre. Call
it a play and not the parliament.'
"The purpose is this, that consnltation must have for its aim or object the
investigation of truth. He who expresses an opinion mnst not voice his
opinion as if that opinion is correct or
right, but he must give it as a contribution to the consensus of opinion, for
the light of reality becomes apparent
when there is a coincidence of two opinions. Because when you have the flint
and the steel, you will have a spark produced when the two come together. '1'he
negative force and the positive force
coming together produce, as it were,
electricity. It is the friction of the two
which is productive of light. That should
be the object. "With the greatest or the
utmost serenity, sobriety, soberness of
temperament, with the utmost state of
tranquillity, perfect composure and absolute calm and composure should man
weigh his opinions. But before expressing his own opinion he must weigh the
opinion previously expressed. ,'\Then he
sees that the opinion previously expressed is better, he must immediately
accept it. He must not be wilful in having an opinion of his own. This we call
the endeavor at arrival at unity or
truth. That is very good.
"But should it be an opposition and
cause dispersion, it is very bad. It is better then to have one opinion, because the
individual opinion of a wise man is better. But if it is simply opposition or altercation in which varied and divergent
opinions will be presented, then there is
need of a judicial body to discuss the
opinions expressed, and the opinion of
the majority (of that body)-because
though the consensus of opinion, that is
to say, the quorum-may decide upon a
thing that may be correct. A thousand
people may give opinions and may be
mistaken, and one sagacious person may
give an opinion a,nd be right. That is
possible. In the utmost of love consultation must be held. The members must
be in the greatest spirit of fellowship
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toward one another, so that good results
may be forthcoming. That is the foundation.
"In the realm of consultation the
greatest was the council held by the disciples of Jesus Christ after His ascension
or departure. That was consultation.
They got together on the summit of the
mount and said: 'His Holiness, Jesus
Christ, has been crucified and we have
no intercourse with Him, therefore we
must be loyal and faithful to Him, we
must appreciate Him, He resuscitated
us, He made us wise, He gave us life.
We must be faithful. What shall we
do l' And they held council. One of
them said, 'We must detach ourselves,
that is to say, lessen our attachments;
with attachments or fetters we cannot
do this. ' Everybody said: 'That is so.'
Another among them said: 'Either we
must be married and be faithful to our
wives and children, take care of our
families, or we must serve our Lord
freely without these ties. ,'\Te cannot
keep families, care for them, and at the
same time herald the Kingdom in the
wilderness. Therefore, those men who
have not married, would better not
marry, and those who have married must
provide means of sustenance and comfort for their families, so they will not
be in need, and then leave them in comfort and depart.' They said, 'That is
right.' And there was no disagreement
or dissenting voices. All agreed. The
third said: 'To do some worthy deed
you have to be self-sacrificing. If we
should want to be at ease and also teach,
these two will not coincide. From now
on we must forego ease, we must accept
every difficulty.' Everyhody said: 'That
is right.' The fifth said: 'Oh, this has
another aspect! For Jesus' sake, we
shall be beaten, we will be imprisoned,
we will be exiled. They may kill us.
Let us learn this lesson now. Let us
know that we may be beaten, we shall
be banished, we sha11 be cursed, we shaH
be spat upon, and we may be killed. Let
us accept all this. Surely we will! That
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is right!' And after this council, from
the summit of the mount they descended,
and each one took a direction. That is
the kind of consultation! That is spiritual consultation. Not that if one
should express an opinion the others
should rise against him like the French
parliamentarians and fight each other."
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Many obstacles arose for us on the way,
and we had many difficulties too; when
they became most difficult then the invisible Hand untied the knot. His invisible bounty made those difficulties
easy.
"Praise be to God, that we have attained to the end of the journey in such
At this point, Jenabi Fazel Mazan- a good time-the time of Rizwan. Bedarani and Manucher Khan, who had fore the Rizwan ended we have sucjust reached New York from Haifa, en- ceeded in seeing you. This feast of Riztered the Convention hall. Their advent wan is mentioned in the Book of .JUdas
produced the greatest happiness among -and it is called the greatest feast, for
the delegates and the fragrant breezes it was during this time that the greatest
of the Covenant were wafted to all Manifestation (BAHA'O'LLAH) appeared
hearts. Our brothers being invited to in the world. It was during this time
address the Convention, J enabi Fazel, that the best foundation of love was
ably interpreted by Manucher Khan, started; in this period the Sun of Reality and the Sun of Love appeared; in
spoke as follows:
this time the standard of peace was eleFirst Address by J enabi Fazel
vated in the world. It was in this time
111azandarani
that steps were taken for the unity of
"vVe are very glad to see you all. Our the people of the East and the West.
hearts are pleased indeed. We were eight
"In this time of Rizwan the Bahais
days on the sea and the waves were very all over the world render great services;
high, but the hope to see you made every- they hold meetings of consultation to
thing happy and easy for us. We were consider how to spread the spiritual
in such ectasy and such longing that It fragrances of the many Mashrekol-Azcan only be imagined.
kars. If there are no Mashrekol-Azkars
"Think of the distance between the in their country or district, at this time
East and West, how far.Persia is from they take steps to build one, and if they
America. Such unity and such harmony already have one they take steps to make
is special to this Cause only. All the it larger. Mashrekol-Azkars are very
Divine Manifestations appeared in this necessary in this Cause. Abdul-Baha
world for love and unity, and in their says that we must have a Mashrekol-Azown time they all established love and kar in every town. It is also the comunity. See what this Cause has done mand of His Holiness, BAHA'O'LLAH.
during such a brief period-what union That is to say, real supplication should
and love it has brought about. It has be shown to the people of the world in
united East and West. This is one of this Temple, which is the Temple of
the miracles of this period and this cy- unity; to show the people of the world
cle. There are thousands in the East what is pure supplication and pure
who are anxious to see you. It is their prayer. In this season and in this time
greatest wish to see one of you, but it is all the Spiritual Meetings (Houses of
too far away and they cannot. It is only Spirituality) are renewed, in this time
through the bounty of the Master (Ab- they select their members again; that is,
dul-Baha) that we are here. vVe are they begin to elect their representatives
very happy and consider ourselves very in this season, who in turn select tbe
fortunate indeed. We did not deserve members of the Spiritual Meetings.
this bounty at all. We left Haifa about
"I hope that in this time we will be
two months ago to come to see you. successful in all of our services. When
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I was in the presence of the Master
(Abdul-Baha) he gave me a very glad
tiding, that is, regarding his health. And
we are here to tell you of his perfect
health. He was in splendid health and
so happy; his happiness had never been
greater or his health better and he was
greatly pleased with everything that was
going on in the Cause. He was very
glad indeed. We know why he was so
glad and so happy, because the Cause
is spreading rapidly and making progress everywhere. The only thing that
can make his heart happy is the spread
of the Cause.
, 'When we were in the presence of
the Master we received good news from
all over the world, from the East and
the West. When we were there we
heard great news from America. He
was so pleased that he handed to the
friends there some of the letters you
had written to him, and they were translated for all the Bahais. It shows how
delighted the Master was with you.
"There is also great progress and improvement going on in the East; they
are all so ablaze in the East that you
cannot imagine the greatness of it. In
former times they had so many difficulties, especially in Persia. There was no
security of life for them at all; but now,
as they are more secure and free in these
times, they are doing better work. They
have reported to the Master that in Teheran alone they have thirty meetings
every night for teaching. That is the
way the Cause is advancing in Persia,
therefore the Master is exceedingly
pleased in these days. That which
pleases him most of all is the individual service and the taking of steps to
advance the Cause. 'Where there are
more meetings held, more success is
made.
"The Master wants everyone of you
to take steps privately to teach the peopIe; that is to say, that all the Bahais
should spend their time in this service,
for such a wonderful capacity has ap-
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peared in the people. These catastrophies and calamities that have occurred
in the world have opened the eyes of the
people, and they will see that they should
accept this Cause. In the first place, all
the prophecies that were mentioned in
our Holy Book have come to pass. Without any mistake, every one of them happened. All the prophecies in the Book
of Akdas took place and these calamities
have prepared the people to understand
and accept this Cause. This is why a
special capacity and talent has been created in the hearts of the people of the
world. We hope that everyone of you
will spend all your time in serving humanity. That is what pleases the Master most. Allaho' Abha ! ' ,
Miss Juliet Thompson, being called
upon by the chairman to read further
words concerning the question before
the Convention, read two talks of Abdul-Baha given at 780 West End Avenue, New York City, in 1912, as follows:
"The body-politic today is greatly in
need of a physician. It is similar to a
human body afflicted with nervous ailments. A doctor diagnoses the case and
then prescribes treatment. He does not
prescribe, however, until he has made
the diagnosis. The disease which afflicts the body-politic is lack of love
and absence of altruism. In the hearts
of men no real love is found, and the
condition is such that unless their susceptibilities are quickened by some
power so that unity, love and accord
may develop within them, there can be
no healing, or agreement among mankind. Love and unity are the needs of
the body-politic today. Without these
there can be no progress or prosperity
attained. Therefore, the friends of God
must adhere to the power which will
create this love and unity in the hearts
of the sons of men. Science cannot cure
the illness of the body-politic. Science
cannot create amity and fellowship in
human hearts. N either can patriotism
or racial prejudice effect a remedy. It

(Continued on page 186)

STAR OFTHEWEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the obj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; 'thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you I
. . . • Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIs.
/IV estern St~tes: HELEN S. GOODAJ:L.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT V AIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Constitution and By-Laws of Bahai Temple Unity
CONSTITUTION.
He Is God!
We, the Bahais of North America, in unity convened at the City of Chicago, to the end that we may advance the Cause of God in this Western Hemisphere by the founding and erection of a Mashrekol-Azkar dedicated to His
Greatest Name, and devoted in His love to the service of mankind, do hereby
adopt the following constitution:
ARTICLE I.
We acknowledge God as the Source and Preserver of our Unity, revealed
to us through the Manifestation of His Glory in BAHA'O'LLAH, and declared by
the beloved servant of God and man, the Center of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha.
ARTICLE 1I.
The name of this Unity shall be Bahai Temple Unity.
ARTICLE Ill.
The object of this Unity shall be to acquire a site for and erect and maintain thereon a Bahai Temple or Mashrekol-Azkar, with service accessory buildings, at Chicago, Ill., in accordance with the declared wish of Abdul-Baha.
ARTICLE

IV.

The powers of this Unity shall abide in the several Bahai Assemblies, now
and hereafter comprising it, and shall be exercised through one representative
chosen by each established Assembly, to serve for the term of one year. If
more than one Assembly shall exist or be established in any city or local municipality, such Assemblies shall unite in the one representative, except the
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following, which shall each select two representatives: New York (Borough of
Manhattan), Chicago and Washington. New York (Borough of Brooklyn)
shall select one representative.
ARTICLE V.
The affairs of this Unity shall be managed by an Executive Board of nine
members to be selected from the representatives duly chosen as provided in
Article IV., or from the members of a constituent Bahai Assembly, subject,
however, to confirmation by such Assembly, by open ballot in Convention, or
written assent by mail, and whose term of office shall be one year. From their
number the Executive Board shall select a President, a Vice-P'resident, ::t Secretary, a Financial Secretary and a Treasurer. The two Secretaries and the
'l'reasurer shall constitute the Temple Treasury, in which name, by joint action,
they shall receive, deposit, invest and disburse all funds of this Unity, under the
direction of the Unity Board, and until incorporation as herein provided shall
hold as trustees the property of this Unity.
ARTICLE VI.
The Annual Meeting of this Unity shall be held during the Feast of Rizwan, at the place selected by the Executive Board; at the same time and
place shall be held the Annual Meeting of the Executive Board. All other
meetings shall be upon call or at stated periods as fixed by the Executive Board.
ARTICLE VII.
The local seat of this Unity shall be the City of Chicago, Illinois, where
an offi.ce shall be established and maintained until the erection of the Temple.
ARTICLE VIII.
The Executive Board shall have power, in its discretion, to incorporate
this Unity under the Religious Incorporation Act of Illinois, or such other
state as they may select.
ARTICLE IX.
This constitution may be amended at any annual meeting of the Unity,
or by mail, but only upon assent of at least two-thirds of the component Assemblies to such proposed amendment, and not until it shall be recommended
by at least two-thirds of the Executive Board, and thirty days' written notice
thereof shall be given to all the Assemblies before action.
BY-LAWS.
I. ApPLICATION.
Any Bahai Assembly, incorporated or otherwise, may become a member
of this Unity in the following manner:
It shall duly authorize, at a regular meeting thereof, an application in
substantially the following form:
"The Bahai Assembly of ........................ hereby certifies that, at
a regular meeting thereof, it was resolved to become a member of the Bahai
Temple Unity of Illinois, under and in accordance with its constitution and
by-laws.
"The delegate who is hereby authorized to represent this Assembly, in
accordance with the constitution and by-laws of the Unity, until further notice
IS:
Name ........................................ .
Address ..................................... .
By ........................................... .
Secretary. "
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The application shall be sent to the secretary of the Unity and shall be
presented by the secretary to the Executive Board for investigation and verification of the facts stated in the application. The Executive Board shall be
entitled to ask for and obtain any further information which it may desire;
and may advise the applying Assembly of its apparent acceptability, subject to
final approval by the Convention; but in case of becoming convinced that, in
the interest of the Bahai Movement, the acceptance of such Assembly is inadvisable, the Executive Board shall notify the applying Assembly of its intention
to so report to the coming Convention. The question of the acceptance or rejection of the application shall be decided by the Convention in its consideration
of the report of its regularly constituted Committee on Credentials.
Il. ABANDONMENT.
Any Assembly, a regularly enrolled member of this Unity, which shall fail
to elect a delegate to represent it in accordance with the constitution and bylaws of the Unity for a period of two years, shall be deemed to have abandoned
its membership in this Unity, provided that any such Assembly may revive its
membership by making application for membership in accordance with the
provisions of these by-laws.
Ill. AMENDMENTS.
These by-laws may be amended by the Unity at any annual or special
meeting, by resolution adopted by three-fourths of the votes cast at such meeting, provided the notice that an amendment will be proposed, stating the general
scope of the proposed amendment, shall be sent by the secretary to each of
the assemblies of this Unity thirty days before the meeting at which such
amendment is proposed to be submitted.
IV. NOTICES.
All notices required by these by-laws to be given in pursuance of any
provisions thereof shall be considered duly given when mailed by the secretary
to the secretaries of the assemblies of this Unity, at such address as may appear
from the records of the secretary, or if no such address appear, to the address
believed by the secretary to be the address of any member of said assembly.
V. ENACTMENT.
These by-laws shall go into effect from and after their enactment.
[A true copy-Attest:

ALFRED E. LUNT, Secretary.]

Report of Twelfth Annual Mashrekol-Azkar Convention
(Continued from page 183)

must be accomplished solely through
the divine bounties and spiritual bestowals which have descended from
God in this day for that purpose. This
is an exigency of the times, and the
divine remedy has been provided. For
the spiritual teachings of the Religion
of God can alone create this love, unity
and accord in human hearts.
"Therefore, hold to these heavenly
agencies which God has provided, so

that through the love of God, this soul
bond may be established, this heart attachment realized, and the light of the
R,eality of Unity be reflected from you
throughout the universe. If we do not
hold fast to these divine agencies and
means, no result will be possible. Let
us pray to God that He will exhilarate
our spirits so we may behold the descent of His bounties, illumine our eyes
to witness His great guidance, attune
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our ears to enjoy the celestial melodies
of the Heavenly Word. This is our
greatest hope. This is our ultimate purpose."
"This is in reality a goodly meeting.
My hope is that the meeting in New
York shall become what it should be,
for a Bahai assembly must be as a meeting of the Supreme Concourse. When
you assemble together you must acquire the lights of the Supreme Kingdom. Let your hearts be as mirrors
reflecting the radiance of the Sun of
Reality. Every bosom of the bosoms
must be a telegraphic station, one terminus of the wire in the bosom of each
soul and the other in the Supreme Concourse, so that inspiration may descend
from the Kingdom of Abha and right
things be discussed. Then will opinions
coincide with Reality, day by day there
will be general development and each
meeting become better, more radiant
and more spiritual. This attainment is
conditioned upon perfect unity and
agreement. The more you realize of
agreement and love, the more the confirmations of God and the help of the
Blessed Perfection will descend to assist you. May this be a divine meeting
and boundless bestowals come down
upon you. Strive with heart and very
life that day by day agreement and
unity may increase. In discussions look
toward the Reality without being se1£opinionated. Let no one assert his own
mere opinion, nay rather, let each investigate the Reality with the greatest
love and agreement. Consult together
upon every matter and when one presents an exposition of Reality that shall
be acceptable to all, then will unity and
spirituality increase among you. Your
illumination will be greater, your happiness and joy more abundant, and you
will draw nearer and nearer to the
Kingdom of God. "
Mrs. True then read the Tablet concerning laying the cornerstone and
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and foundation of the Mashrekol-Azkar, as follows:
"0 thou beloved maid-servant of
God! Y our detailed letter was perused,
and from its contents it became evident
that the debt on the land and on the
Mashrakol-Azkar is clear. This news
made the hearts happy and caused infinite rejoicing. Now, it is hoped that
the believers of God may show magnanimity and raise a great sum for the
building so that the foundation of the
Mashrekol-Azkar may be laid, and
perchance, God willing, the cornerstone
of the foundation may be laid by the
hands of Abdul-Baha. This confirmation will descend upon the people of
America if they will arise and endeavor
with great courage to establish union
and harmony, so that every trace of
difference may be uprooted and all may
become as one heart and one soul. Convey the wonderful Abha greeting to all
the friends and the maid-servants of
the Merciful. Upon thee be Baha-EtAbha !"
The roll of the delegates was now
called and forty-nine delegates certified
to their presence.
Mrs. True read portions of two other
Tablets from Abdul-Bahafi with reference to laying the foundation of the
Mashrekol-Azkar. It was brought out
in the discussion that followed that any
one of the plans before the Convention
could be so modified without impairing
any essential feature, as to bring the
cost either to a minimum, intermediate
or maximum sum.
After full and deliberate discussion
of the entire question including the best
means both practical and ideal by which
to arrive at the selection of some one
definite plan, it was duly moved, seconded and unanimously carried that the
Convention proceed to an informal ballot to determine which plan it would
select for the structure of the divine edifice, and that prior to the taking of the
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vote the Convention enter into supplication in silence for divine guidance.
Words were also read from the Surat'
ul Hykl of BAHA'0 'LLAH. All the friends,
both delegates and non-delegates, present in the Convention joined in this
prayer. The committee for the distribution, collection and count of ballots was
announced to consist of Mr. McConaughy, Mr. 0 'Connor and Mrs. Deuth.
While the ballots were being counted,
the Bahai Juniors gave a most interesting and instructive program for the edification of the Convention, lasting about
half an hour. Many comments were
heard upon the beautiful picture and
telling points registered by the children
with reference to the great principles of
the Cause during this demonstration.
The Bahai Juniors having completed
their work, upon motion duly made and
seconded, Ray C. Wilhelm was seated as
delegate from Springfield, Illinois, in
response to a telegram from Miss Root
stating that credentials to that effect
were on the way.
It was here suggested that in these
Conventions as well as Bahai gatherings in general, the ordinary applause
by clapping of the hands be superseded
by the utterance of the Greatest Name
by those p:r;esent.
The chairman of the ballot committee, Mr. McConaughy, reporting upon
the vote, announced the result as follows: For Mr. Remey's model plan,
seven votes; for Mr. R emey 's No. 5
plan, the so-called Indian or Persian
model, thirteen votes; Mr. Maxwell's
plan, one vote; Mr. Bourgeois' plan,
twenty-eight votes-making total of
forty-nine votes cast. The chair announced that by this informal ballot the
majority of the votes had been cast for
Mr. Bourgeois' plan and that the situation was now cleared for the formal action of the Convention.
Upon motion, it was duly moved, seconded and voted that the Convention
now proceed to a formal ballot. Mr.
Remey at this point voiced his hope that
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the Convention would register an unanimous vote for Mr. Bourgeois' plan. The
motion to proceed to a formal ballot
was at this time unanimously carried.
A discussion following as to the form
in which this formal ballot should be
taken, it was duly moved, seconded and
carried, that the ballot take the form
of a unanimous expression of the Convention in favor of Mr. Bourgeois' plan,
which ballot was duly recorded and took
effect as the unanimous will of the Convention.
J enabi Fazel Mazandarani
chanted in Persian the prayer of thanksgiving.
Upon motion duly moved and seconded, the secretary of the Convention
was instructed to send a cable to His
Holiness, Abdul-Baha, conveying the
glad tidings of the unanimous selection
of the Temple plan and that the details
be speedily sent him for his approval
and instructions. This motion was unanimously carried.
Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, of Cleveland, announced that the Cleveland Assembly was the banner assembly of
America in its contribution to the Mashrekol-Azkar and that she had with her
a collection of four hundred ($400) do1laTs to start the contribution in the Convention this year.
The chairman announced that the
next business in accordance with the vote
of the morning was the election of an
Executive Board of Bahai Temple
Unity. It was moved and seconded that
a nominating committee of nineteen be
selected to bring in nine names for the
Board. After discussion the motion was
put and declared to be lost. It was now
duly moved and seconded that the Convention proceed to vote by written ballot for nine members of the Executive
Board. This motion having been unanimously carried, after discussion as to
the future plans of certain members of
the present Board whether or not they
would be available for service in this
conntry the coming year, the chairman
appointed Mr. McConaughy, Mrs. Deuth,
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Mr. 0 'Connor, Mr. Latimer and Mrs.
Hoagg as a committee to distribute, collect and count the ballots, and the Convention entered upon the work ofballoting. The ballots having been collected,
pending a report, Mr. Wilhelm read a
letter from P. Y. Kawai which was of
much interest. Upon motion duly made
and seconded, it was voted that in the
event a second ballot was necessary, following the report of the ballot committee, the Convention defer such ballot
until the next morning session.
Mrs. Luther of Okanaga, Washington,
delegate from that assembly, gave a stirring and beautiful spiritual talk concerning the Bahai work in the northwest. All felt the blessing of listening
to this sincere and radiant soul in her
account of her !Spiritual experiences.
The ballot committee now announced
its report as follows: The total number
of ballots. cast were forty-nine; Mr.
R,andall received forty-six; Mr. Wilhelm
received forty; Mr. Lunt received forty;
Mrs. True, thirty-seven; Mrs. Maxwell,
thirty-one; Mr. Mills, twenty-five; all
others having received a number of ballots less than a majority of the votes
cast. The election of the persons named,
six in all, was declared by the chair to
be complete, leaving three to be selected.
The minority ballots were cast substantially as follows: Dr. Frederick E.
D'Evelyn had twenty-three; C. Mason
Remey had twenty-two; Albert R. Vail,
eighteen; Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, fifteen;
Louis G. Gregory, twelve; Dr. Zia M.
Bagdadi, Hooper Harris and Albert R.
Windust each had eight; Henry McConaughy and Mrs. Wandeyne Deuth
had seven; Mrs. Annie Pannerton, Dr.
Pauline Barton-Peeke and George Latimer had six; Urbain LeDoux, five; Mrs.
Ella G. Cooper, Mrs. Mary Hanford
Ford, Howard MacNutt, Juliet Thompson and Roy Williams, had four each.
The Convention adjourned to meet on
Wednesday morning, April 28, 1920, at
9:30 A. M.
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WEDNESDAY MORNING SESSION
APRIL 28, 1920
The Convention was called to order at
9 :30 A. M. Prayer was read by Mr.
Bowman of Washington. It was suggested by one of the delegates that tho
Convention send a telegram of love and
sympathy to Miss Martha Root who was
with her sick father and unable to be
present.
After discussion as to how the Convention could best get before it the
names of those most available and cal)able to fill the remaining three places on
the Executive Board, it was moved and
seconded that the names of the three
friends receiving the highest minority
votes in the first ballot, be posted on a
blackboard. It was moved to amend
further, that the six highest minority
names appearing on the first ballot bo
posted instead of three. This amendment having been accepted, the chair
called for a ballot to elect three of the
six persons whose names were before the
Convention, stating, further, that the
delega tes were, of course, not bound to
vote for any of the six, but that freedom of action was an essential.
At this point, it was moved and seconded, that in future Conventions the
secretary of the Convention prepare
typewritten copies of the names of all
delegates to a Convention as soon as the
credential committee's report had been
accepted, for distribution among the
delegates so that all might know the
names of delegates and refer to the list
for such action as might be necessary.
Mr. Remey desired to withdraw his
name from the six posted, owing to his
expectation to leave shortly for Europe
and the Holy Land. Dr. Bagdadi's
name was also suggested to be withdrawn, as his stay in the Holy Land
was indefinite. Mr. Gregory desired his
name withdrawn owing to his general
plans for teaching. It was then moved
and seconded that the names of the delegates and alternates be read in the Con-
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vention, also those voted for the day
before who were not chosen and that
the delegates present have the privilege of suggesting from the floor any
additional names without stating personal qualifications of any kind. It was
then moved to amend by substituting
three additional names to be suggested
from the floor for the three names hitherto drawn. Upon a submission to the
Convention, the amending motion was
declared by the chair to be carried. It
was suggested from the floor that the
next three names, that is to say, the
seventh, eighth and ninth names, on the
minority list of the former ballot, be
added to the other three names now before the Convention. This suggestion
being brought into motion, was declared
carried.
The list for the consideration of the
Convention now read: Dr. F. W.
D 'Evelyn, Albert R. Vail, Mirza Ahmad
Sohrab, Albert R. Windust, Henry McConaughy and Mrs. Wandeyne Deuth.
It was further moved that the names of
some women delegates be added to the
list. This motion being put to a vote
was declared carried. The names of the
following were then suggested from the
floor: Mrs. Louise Boyle, Mrs. Watson,
Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, Mrs Parsons,
Mrs. Howard Struven, Miss Juliet
Thompson, Mrs. Annie F'armerton, Mrs.
Mariam Haney and Mrs. Elizabeth B.
Nourse.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was voted that the nominations be closed.
Mrs. Parmerton desired to have her
name eliminated, as she expected to be
traveling.
The Convention having voted to select three from the list before them and
the ballots having been taken and pending report on the same, the chair invited J enabi Fazel Mazandarani, who
was present, to read to the Convention
the special Tablet he had brought to
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the friends from Abdul-Baha. J enabi
Fazel then read the Tablet with the utmost fragrance and power.
At this point, contributions for the
Mashrekol-Azkar fund begun to pour
in. Dr. Peeke of Cleveland announced
that $30 of the $400 contributed from
tha t assembly was from the children.
Other contributions were rapidly added
as follows:
Cleveland Assembly .......... $ 400.00
Boston Assembly ........... . 130.00
Baltimore Assembly ........ . 155.00
Denver Assembly .......... .
10.00
Worcester (Mass.) Assembly .. 1,011.50
The chairman announced that
$27 had been given to Mrs.
True .................... .
27.00
Okanagan (Wash.) Assembly.
11.00
Pledge for ................. .
25.00
Buffalo Assembly .•......... 1,000.00
Mrs. Mills (now in N. Y.) ... .
5.00
Lakeland (Fla.) Assembly .. .
25.00
Denver Assembly, pledge .... .
25.00
Christmas savings of two of
the Boyle children in Washington' $100 Liberty bond.
100.00
E. B. Boyle, two $50 Liberty
bonds ........ " ......... . 100.00
A pledge from Jersey City
(Mary V. Moore) ......... .
50.00
Manhattan Assembly. " .... .
10.00
Muskegon Assembly ........ .
15.00
Mrs. Coles, Montreal ........ . 500.00
Washington (D. C.) ........ . 231.69
Cleveland increased its contribution .................. .
10.00
Washington increased its contribution ................ .
11.00
Utica (N. Y.) .............. .
50.00
5.00
Bahai Juniors in Washington.
Toronto, Canada, brought by
Mrs. Pomeroy ........... .
10.00
Cortland, N. Y., Florence A.
Cobb .................... .
10.00
One of the most devoted servants in this Cause ........ 5,000.00
Detroit ....................
10.50
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Chicago ................... . 100.00
R.ockford .................. . 1,000.00
Pledge from Beverly and Salem, Mass ................ . 100.00
Pledge from Y onkers ........ . 100.00
Pledge from Detroit ......... . 100.00
Washington Assembly ...... .
10.00
New York Assembly raised its
contribution ............. . 100.00
Cincinnati Assembly ....... .
11.00
One of the friends here ...... .
10.00
Seattle, pledged ............ . 200.00
A friend .................. .
2.00
Emily Moore .............. .
5.00
St. Louis Assembly (Mrs. Barbee) .................... .
20.00
Mrs. Fowler ............... .
62.00
Omaha .................... .
10.00
Worcester (Mass.) ......... .
15.00
The Y onkers Juniors ........ .
5.00
The Boston Juniors ......... .
20.00
Two pledges from Minneapolis,
$100 each ............... . 200.00
Atlantic City (This contribution is in addition to $20.12
which had already been sent
to Mrs. True) ............ .
89.02
Cleveland raised its contribution .................... .
30.00
New York raised by pledge ... .
10.00
New York, donation ......... . 100.00
W,ashington Assembly, pledge. 100.00
Atlantic City, through a friend
25.00
Montreal raised its contribution 200.00
Montreal, pledged ......... . 500.00
Boston, pledged ............ . 100.00
Boston, another pledge ...... .
25.00
California ................ ,.
50.00
Atlantic City .............. .
5.00
Cincinnati ................. .
20.00
Montclair, N. J ............. .
5.00
A pledge of ................ . 100.00
Washington, pledged ....... .
10.00
Atlantic City .............. .
1.00
From the Sardos of Alaska .. .
6.00
Riverton Assembly, N. J.,
pledged ................. .
10.00
Boston Assembly, .......... .
30.00
Montclair, N. J ............. .
5.00
Southern California, pledged .. 100.00
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Spokane, Wash., pledged.....
50.00
In arranging for the expense
of the Rizwan Feast in New
York contributions were received in excess of $150,
which was added to the
New York contribution. . . .. 150.00
A New Jerseyite from Englewood, N .•r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.00
25.00
Denver increased its pledge..
From a little girl blessed by
Abdul-Baha when in Philadelphia ..................
5.00
$275 worth of photographs of
Abdul-Baha .............. 275.00
Worcester increased its contribution .................. .
5.00
Boston .................... .
10.00
A friend sent ............... .
5.00
Washington ............... .
1.00
Worcester, Mass. . .......... .
10.00
Washington, again ......... .
5.00
A quilt which Abdul-Baha
used while in Ohicago .... .
Another quilt .............. .
The ballot committee reported as follows, to the effect that the ballots taken
showed no one receiving a majority of
the votes cast. There were fifty ballots
cast, and the votes were as follows:
Mr. Vail 23 votes, Mrs. Greenleaf 17,
Mrs. Boyle 13, Dr. Peeke 13, Mrs. Parsons 12, Ahmad Sohrab 11, Dr. D'Evelyn 10, Mr. Windust 7, Mrs. Struven 7,
Mrs. Baney 6, Mrs. Nourse 5, Juliet
Thompson 5, Mrs. Ford 5, Mr. Barris 5.
It was thereupon moved, seconded
and carried that the first nine names
on the list just presented, Mrs. Baney
being substituted for Mrs. Parsons who
was not present, meet at once and agree
upon three names to present to the
Oonvention. Miss Thompson was appointed by the chair to take Dr. Peeke's
place in her absence. The committee so
appointed retired for consultation.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that a committee be nominated for the purpose of drafting a res-
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olution commemorating our departed
friend, J oseph H. Hannen of Washington. This motion was unanimously
adopted by a rising vote. Urbain LeDoux and Mrs. J osephine DeLagnel
were appointed as this committee.
It was moved that a nominating committee of nine be appointed to present
a list from which to elect a teaching
committee, in accordance with the plan
adopted by the Oonvention at its 1919
session. It having been pointed out
that this nominating committee, under
the motion, would not be bound in any
way as to the number of the teaching
committee it shall recommend to the
Oonvention, and also that thenominating committee should include some recommendation as to the best means by
which the Oonvention may handle the
other matters mentioned in the book entitled, The Divine Plan, which are matters associated but not necessarily identical with the work of the teaching
committee, the motion was put and declared carried. Mr. Randall now reported as secretary of the committee of
nineteen, chosen last year as a teaching
committee.
The chair announced the names of
the nominating committee just authorized as follows: Mrs. Mabel S. R,iceWray, Mrs. E:mogene Hoagg, Mrs. Ellen
Beecher, Mrs. Annie L. Parmertun,
Louis G. Gregory, Albert R. Vail, Roy
Williams, Howard O. Ives, and Ahmad
Sohrab.
The chair further announced that the
summary of donations and pledges
given during the morning was as follows: Donations, $10,395.23, in cash;
pledges, $2,030; photographs, etc., $275 ;
making a total of $12,700..23.
The committee of consultation, with
power to select the three remaining
members of the Executive Board, reported through Albert R. Windust,
chairman, the names of Albert R. Vail,
Mrs. Louise D. Boyle and Dr. Frederick
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W. D 'Evelyn as the members selected.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was voted that the secretary
be instructed to cast one ballot for the
election of these three members of the
Executive Board. The secretary announced that he had cast one ballot for
each of the persons named, and they
were declared duly elected.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to refer to the Executive Board for decision, the important question of the exhibition and future disposition of the Temple model
made by Mr. Bourgeois and accepted
by the Convention.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, the meeting adjourned to meet
at 2:30 P. M.
AFTERNOON SESSION
The afternoon session of the Oonvention was opened with an announcement
by the chair that further contributions
to the fund of $10 from New York Oity
had been received. The chair then
called upon Howard MacNutt of Brooklyn to address the Oonvention. Mr.
MacNutt brought before the Oonvention
the gist of the situation relative to the
publication of the addresses of AbdulBaha given in the United States and
Oanada in 1912. He stated that nearly
eight years had elapsed without these
important discourses being given to the
world in consistent and complete form,
although the discourses given in Europe
were published there before Ab dulBaha left Europe. Mr. MacNutt stated
that Abdul-Baha had instructed him to
prepare the American addresses for
final publication and that he had been
at work for nearly four years, and that
the addresses were now ready for the
printer. He urged that some action be
taken, for the immediate publication of
these valuable addresses. There are
about 250,000 words and there would
have to be four volumes with a considerable expense attached for publication.
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The chair called upon the treasurer
of the Unity, Mr. Randall, to give his
report at this time, which was done.
The report shown in brief was as follows:
"That up to April 1st, 1920, which
does not include anything which came
in since the month of April, 1920, we
haveUnited States treasury certificates of indebtedness,
which are short-time maturities maturing in a few
years and paying 4% and
4%, % .................. $110,000.00
Another issue of United
States certificates of indebtedness .............

10,000.00

Cash balance in the Northern Trust Company April
1st, 1920 ...............

20,173.72

Liberty bonds received to
date ...................

28,050.00

Liberty bonds received since
April 1st, 1919, with last
year's accumulated interest ....................

5,600.00

Making a total now of
practically
(counting
Liberty bonds as cash) .. $174,433.72
So that with the $12,000 or $15,000
raised here, we are very near to the
$200,000. We hope there will be some
more contributions to raise thr,c to
$200,000. These books are turned over
to the auditing committee."
The treasurer brought to the attention of the Convention in connection
with his report, a pending question as
to what should be done with reference
to the refunding of a certain contribution previously made and now desired
or needed by the contributor. It having been brought out that in a Tablet
from Abdul-Baha dated January 23,
1920, this matter was referred to the
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Convention, and certain legal considerations in connection therewith having
been explained, it was moved, seconded
and carried that the amount so contributed, plus the interest, received by the
Unity, be returned to the contributor;
provided he is now ready to receive it,
and the treasury is authorized to make
this payment; provided, however, that
it sufficiently appears that the legal
questions involved are such as to give
authority to the Convention to take
this action.
The chair announced the appointment
of an auditing committee to go over
the books of the treasurer, as follows:
Edward D. Struven of Beverly, Mass.,
and Mrs. Mabel S. Rice-Wray of Detroit, Mich.
The status of the present Bahai Publishing Society and the best means of
expanding this work was now discussed
by several of the delegates. It was
moved, seconded and unanimously carried that the matter of publication of
the American addresses of Abdul-Baha
and the work of the Publishing Society
to the end that the necessary financing
may be done and the addresses published, be referred to the Executive
Board.
The committee on the nomination of
the teaching committee reporting
through Mrs. Hoagg announced the following nominations:
"From the East: Mr. Randall, Mr.
Mills, Mrs. Deuth. From the South:
Mrs. Parsons, Mrs. Haney, Mrs. Latimer. From the Middle West: Dr. Barton-Peeke, Mrs. Slater, Carl Scheffler.
From the Western States: Mrs. Cooper,
Mr. McConaughy, George Latimer.
F'rom Canada: Mrs. Maxwell, Mrs.
Cole, and we put in Mrs. Rice-Wray
as she is so near the border. Then there
are four more to make up the nineteen.
Roy Williams, Mr. Ives, Mrs. French.
Mr. MacNutt."
It was duly moved and seconded that
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the secretary be authorized to cast a
ballot for each of the nineteen persons
so nominated as the teaching committee named by the Oonvention. This motion was carried.
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab presented to the
Oonvention the matter of the PersianAmerican Educational Society and its
splendid work in Persia, especially in
the Tarbiat school. He spoke of its need
of re-invigoration and reorganization,
and that a Tablet from Abdul-Baha,
which had just reached him, expressed
the hope that the Tarbiat school would
receive assistanee from the American
friends. Mirza Sohrab hoped that the
Oonvention would be able to take some
action on. this important matter. He
spoke of the great sacrifice of many of
the eastern Bahais to send contributions
to the Mashrekol-Azkar here, and referred to the great benefit which would
come from this reciprocation from us
with reference to the support of the Tarbiat school. It was announced by Mrs.
Boyle that there are fifty-eight scholarships in good standing which have been
kept up. It was understood that any
special funds so contributed are to be
sent to Persia in the name of our deal·
brother Joseph H. Hannen through Mr.
Wilhelm.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to refer all matters
connected with the passing upon articles, books and writings concerned in the
Cause not specifically exempted by the
Tablets, to the Executive Board in accordance with a Tablet to Miss Jean
Masson on this subject, dated July 22,
1919.
The committee which had been appointed to prepare the resolutions on
the departure of our dear brother and
friend Mr. Hannen, reported as follows,
thrL'ough tMrs. Watson. Mrs. Watson
said in part: "I would like to pay a
little tribute personally to that beloved
saint who has ascended to the Supreme
Ooncourse. I knew him for nineteen
years; he was indeed a faithful servant;
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one who brought sunshine and joy into
every meeting, and I can scarcely put
into words and express the grief now,
in these days, when we miss him; but
Bahais submit, and with radiant joy accept whatsoever He wills." This is the
resolution:
, , The Twelfth Bahai Oongress, in
Oonvention assembled, offers the following resolution:
"Whereas, our beloved brother, J 0seph H. Hannen, has ascended to the
Supreme Ooncourse, and is therefore
freed from this 'earthly furnace of mortality; ,
"And Whereas, he was a faithful servant of Abdul-Baha, firm in the Oenter
of the Oovenant, and untiring in his efforts for the Oause of BAHA'O'LLAH,
"It Is Hereby Resolv'ed that all the
friends of God offer praise and gratitude
to the threshold of Almighty God, and
beseech for the family and friends of
this free soul, consolation, assistance,
guidance and enlightenment. May they,
in this calamity, realize the providence
of God."
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
this resolution was unanimously adopted.
Mr. Harris stated to the Oonvention
that a telegram had just come that Miss
Fannie Knobloch had passed the crisis
and was out of danger. The Oonvention
paused in its work for a few moments
of silent prayer in gratitude to God for
this divine assistance t;o this blessed
maid-servant.
Mr. MacNutt explained to the Oonvention the situation in connection with
the voice-record made by Abdul-Baha
while in the United States, saying that
he, Mr. MacNutt, had endeavored since
1912 to persuade the Oolumbia Graphophone Oompany to sell the matrix of this
record, but without success so far. He
urged the Oonvention to appoint a committee to take this matter up to see if
this valuable master-record of the voice
of Abdul-Baha could not be permanently secured and protected for future
generations. Mr. MacNutt further spoke
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of the moving-picture film, that is to
say, the master-negative from which the
films of Abdul-Baha, with which the
friends are familiar, were copied. He
told about the circumstances under
which this wonderful film was taken
and urged the Convention likewise to
take some action to secure possession
and continuous ownership and control
of this original negative. He said:
"Consider what it means to those who
had no opportunity whatever of seeing
or hearing Abdul-Baha. They will be
able to hear his beloved voice and see
his wonderful face on the screen and
hear the voice record. This is for posterity and not for us. I leave this question before the Convention. I have long
waited for an opportunity of putting
it before an authoritative committee or
body of the Bahai Cause."
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was voted that Mr. MacNutt
act as chairman of the committee to
take up both of these matters, and to
have power to increase the committee by
adding thereto in his discretion.
Mr. MacNutt concluded, asking that
the friends so far as possible co-operate
with him and Mrs. MacNutt to perpetuate their house in Brooklyn as a Bahai home as a memorial to the Bahai
Cause. This was the scene of the motion-picture and Abdul-Baha has written Tablets concerning this home and
its perpetuation.
The chair announced that many important questions still to be taken up
would be impossible of decision at this
session, suggested another session of the
Convention tomorrow, Thursday morning.
The auditing committee, reporting on
the books of the treasurer, complimented
the manner in which they were kept, and
upon motion duly made and seconded,
the report of the auditing committee was
accepted.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that the Convention recess
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until tomorrow, Thursday morning, at
9' o'clock in the Bahai Library, 415 Madison Avenue, New York City.
A further contribution of $10 was announced to the Mashrekol-Azkar fund.
The Convention then informally adjourned to attend the wedding ceremony
of Mizra Ahmad Sohrab and Miss Juanita Storch which took place in the large
auditorium in another part of the building.
THURSDAY MORNING SESSION
APRIL 29, 1920
The Convention was called to order
at 9 o'clock A. M. at 415 Madison Avenue. Alfred E. Lunt in the chair,
Chairman Mills being detained. The
Convention united in singing "Softly
His Voice Is Calling Now."
After supplication for guidance, the
chair stated that we were favored this
morning with the attendance of Jenabi
Fazel Mazandarani and Manuclmr Khan
who had instructions for the Spiritual
Assemblies of the country; the ConvPntion being ideally such a Spiritual Assembly, and desired to hear from these
brothers concerning any important matters they had in mind.
J enabi Fazel replying, mentioned the
Mashrekol-Azkar and its importance,
saying "we have been reading about
the Mashrekol-Azkar in America and
this news has been echoing throughout
the world, and all the Bahais in the
world are praying most anxiously to see
the result." He spoke of the command
of BAHA'O'LLAH concerning building
Mashrekol-Azkars in every center and
of the wish of Abdul-Baha that the
Mashrekol-Azkar should be as imposing
a structure and edifice as it is possible
to make it. For the people would be
therefore attracted and "if they do not
see the material temple they will not be
informed about the spiritual temple."
J enabi Fazel spoke of the importance
of the teaching work, and of how teaching was carried on in Persia.
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For instance, the Bahais elect a Spiritual Assembly (House of Spirituality)
who have many sub-committees. One
of these committees is the committee on
teaching who elect teachers and the
teachers in turn make a report to their
committee as to their doings and activities. One of the teachers is sent to each
one of the meetings held in different
parts of the city, who gives the principal talk. After this there are other
meetings which are called "encouraging meetings" for those who are part(y
convinced. Fuller information is given
them and everything possible done for
them.
The Spiritual Assembly (House of
Spirituality), performs many things and
has great responsibilities. One of its
responsibilities is to keep the Bahais in
unity and remove all causes of difference and dissension in a meeting. If
a teacher is traveling and comes to another town the committee of teachers
there has a plan to arrange for him as
they are better informed about the conditions in that town than one who comc:'!
from the outside. Jenabi Fazel expressed the hope that if such committees could be organized in America jt
would be very beneficial. He hoped that
before long such committees would be
This would
organized everywhere.
greatly assist the traveling teachers.
The Convention entered into consultation concerning the best means of assisting the newly appointed national teaching committee. The question of literature for distribution at such meetings
was brought up and the crying need of
this manifested. Mrs. Hoagg spoke on
this subject and suggested that if each
of the friends would donate one dollar
a month to the teaching fund it would
be of the utmost assistance.
The chair inquired if Jenabi Fazel
would present to the Convention the real
qualifications intended by the term
"Spiritual Assembly" or "House of
Spirituality. " J enabi Fazel answering,
said that the House of Spirituality is
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the same as the Spiritual Assembly or
the Spiritual Meeting. Members of this
Meeting or House are elected by the
Bahais, that is to say, by a majority.
These are elected from among the
friends themselves in this manner: All
the Bahais by preliminary election elect
a number of people from their own number, then those who have been so elected
meet to choose from their number a
House of Spirituality. The friends who
are placed upon the House of Spirituality must be firm and well known in their
steadfastness. They must be sincere and
well known to the others. Having been
elected, the House has the responsibility of carrying on the different activities concerning which J enabi Fazel had
just outlined. The subject at the teaching meetings is chosen before hand and
the teacher sent there speaks on that
subject. The teacher reports to the
teaching committee and the committee
reports to the House of Spirituality.
This House should have all the control
in its hands and should hold consultation at least once a week. It is very important that the friends consult in order to bring about the best decision.
The members of the House of Spirituality must be sincere and firm. This
is more important than anything else
because it is the center of the Cause.
The center should be clear and purified. It should be like a source that all
the streams spring from. If it is not
clear how can the streams be clear? It
must be light. If there is any darkness
in it it will be of no use. Each member should have no will but the will of
God. He must not be tenacious and
persist in his own opinion. If somebody has a better opinion he should
change his opinion at once. "What aim
do we have save servitude?"
J enabi
Fazel emphasized the important fact
that the preliminary committee selected
to choose the House of Spirituality must
be larger than the House it is to
choose and that this preliminary committee must choose the House of Spiritual-
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ity from out of its own members. [See
pages 155 to 158 for detailed report of
this talk.-Editors.]
The Executive Board being obliged
to meet at this time, George O. Latimer
was asked to serve as chairman.
Mrs. Parsons brought out a point observed by her when in Haifa, suggesting that many individuals in each assembly in America write the same questions to Haifa and if each is answered
it means duplicating the same answer
to many. One of the Oriental friends
at the holy household suggested to Mrs.
Parsons that if the friends from each
assembly would meet together concerning these general questions and combine them in a supplication .from such
assembly, it would be of much assistance.
This she said did not concern the personal matters about which many write
and is not intended to interfere with
personal supplications and personal
answers to each one. Mrs. Parsons also
expressed the belief that if these general questions were made as brief as possible it would avoid errors in condensing the letters by translators over there
and where possible it would be well to
have them typewritten, in the interest
of clear expression. She said "I have
never seen people work in my life as
these translators do, from dawn until
late in the night and their work is really
colossal, as we all know."
Mr. Windust gave a comprehensive
statement about the STAR OF THE WEST,
especially with reference to the utterance of Abdul-Baha about it, published
in The Divine Plan. He read an extract
from a Tablet revealed since The DiV'ine
Plan was published, dated June 4, 1919,
to Harlan F. Ob er [while he was president of the Bahai Temple Unity], as
follows:
"Concerning the STAR OF ,['HE WEST,
the organ must be so promulgated .in
America and Persia that at least Its
necessary expenses may be provided.
Upon this point a letter shall be written
to Persia."
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He also read a further Tablet revealed June 27, 1919, to the Bahais of
Persia which we reproduce in full:
"To the members of the Spiritual Committee, Teheran - Upon them be
BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

He Is God!
o friends of God!
The magazine of the STAR OF THE
WEST, notwithstanding great difficulties
during the days of the war, has continued until these days of quietness and
tranquillity which have come. Although
it had been cut off entirely from Persia,
yet it managed to sustain its existence.
Therefore financial hardships obtained.
But now that war has ended in peace,
there must be given regularity to the
STAR OF THE WEST, so that it may circulate throughout the East and the \Vest.
And this is conditioned upon the increase in number of the subscribers.
Therefore the friends in all the provinces of Persia must subscribe to. this
blessed matter. Strive ye in the promUlgation of this growing magazine only
for service to the Cause of God, in order
that it may become the means of the
stimulation of its editors and for the
best regularity of the institution.
Likewise, if possible, some of the
friends may subscribe to the newspaper
Chehreh N ema in Egypt and pay the
subscriptions in advance.
Upon ye be EI-Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs."

It is evident that one purpose at
least of these Tablets, is that the friends
should rally to the support of the S'['AR
OF. THE WEST in the way of subscriptions to a degree never before realized.
Let each one of the friends in America
take this to heart.

Mr. Windust proceeded, reading extracts from Tablets recently received by
himself and Miss Buikema, dated July
20th and 29th, 1919, respectively, as
follows:
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[" The STAR OF THE WEST must, at
present, be written both in English and
Persian. Miss Gertrude Buikema is
indeed serving the STAR. We hope that
with his honor Dr. Zia Bagdadi-Upon
him be the Baha-EI-Abha I-ye may be
both assisted in remarkable services.
Your efforts are evident and well known
in the sight of Abdul-Baha. I pray God
that, under all conditions, ye may be
assisted and confirmed. As to the editorship of the STAR OF THE WEST, whatever ye deem advisable is accepted by
Abdul-Baha. "
"At present both of you must, as ye
have been doing in the past, endeavor
for the arrangement and the publication of the STAR OF THE WEST. However, the means of subsistence are necessary for both of you and ye cannot concentrate your time in this matter. Serve,
therefore, as much as it is possible, the
STAR OF THE WEST, and in order to
secure the means of livelihood, do not
abandon your own occupations. When
the STAR OF THE ''VEST will be so widely
published as to insure your necessary
expenses, then if ye abandon your occupation and concentrate upon the
STAR, it will be preferable. But at
present ye are forced to engage in your
occupation that the means of livelihood
may be secured.
"As I have no time, I have written
thee in brief. Whatever question comes
up, submit it to the Editorial Staff
Committee for discussion and consideration and then hold to what ye deem advisable and suitable."J
Mr. Windust went on to say that the
instructions to the Persians brought immediate £ruit, as always, and that a
short time ago the STAR received a contribution from Teheran. He spoke of
a remarkable spiritual incident which
has occurred in the affairs of the printing office in which he, Mr. Windust, is
a partner, which he believes will enable
him to give more attention to the STAR
OF THE WEST than previously. He described most beautifully the ideals of
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the editors of the STAR in the following
words:
"We Bahais know that Paradise for
us is the Face of God. Paradise is not
a room or a picture or a creed, or a certain state of mind or anything of that
kind. We know that the ultimate goal
is to come into the Presence of the Manifestation of God. We know the people
of the past have been looking forward to
the appearance of BAHA'O'LLAH, for He
is the One whom the people of the ancient and modern times have been seeking. The journeys of the people of the
past lead to the presence of His Holy
Face. His Blessed Face is the goal of
the lovers. As He has been the goal of
the lovers since the beginning of historic
time, so will He be the goal of future
people for a thousand or thousands of
years. The people of the future will
look backward to His time. Every
movement, every word of His Holiness,
BAHA'O'LLAH'S wondrous life and of His
son's blessed life-His Holiness, AbdulBaha, the Center of the Covenant-and
of every one of the holy souls with him
together with the activities of the
friends during this time, will be the
most precious things of humanity for a
thousand or thousands of years to come.
The spotlight of history is directed to
this time. Remember what Mrs. Chamberlain said Mirza Abul Fazl 's answer
was to her question, 'vVhat is the greatest thing in the Bahai teachings ~' and
he said, 'The appreciation of this time.'
"When the curtain comes down on
the last word and action of His Holiness,
Abdul-Baha, upon this plane, the great
drama of the ages will have been closed.
There has been the prologue, there will
be the epilogue, but the great Third Act
of the mighty drama of the Bab, BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha will have ended.
And it is evident that the people of the
future will search out every detail, not
only in connection with the Bahai Cause,
but every other activity-scientific, literary, etc.-everything that has happened at this time.
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"Now, what is the point~ It is this:
The Words and deeds of the Bab,
BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha are the
most vital. The Tablets of Abdul-Baha
are the most valuable words uttered in
the world today. There is nothing more
valuable today than the words of AbdulBaha, and these words have been coming to you and to me in talks, addresses
and Tablets and they are being printed
in the STAR OF THE WEST, and thus distributed in permanent form. The STAR
Ub' THE WEST, through the confirmation
of God, has also been the depository of
the development of the Cause in the
West. Abdul-Baha says, 'It is a ciear
mirror of the events and happenings in
the Cause.' But most important of all,
Abdul-Baha's words, together with photographs of him are being preserved.
And these issues of the STAR when
bound in book form are the very books
the people of the future will search and
research.
"Another illustration: The redwood
trees of California, if we examine them
closely, reveal that many are thousands
of years old; that is, if we count the
rings inward until we find the center
ring, we can tell how many years old
they are. That center ring is the deposit of the first period of growth of
that tree. The STAR OF THE WEST, jf
you will permit this illustration, preserves the first period of the growth of
the Bahai Cause on the North American continent. No matter how many
rings of enlargement or growth in the
future-which Abdul-Baha desires it
to have-we will still find this center
ring the tree has grown during the
time Abdul-Baha was upon the earth,
the most precious of all. Some people say it is narrow, it is limited.
It is. The enlargement comes naturally,
gradually. Abdul-Baha said in his instructions in The Divine Plan, that the
contents should gather 'little by little
around these general Tablets.' vVe are
limited as to space. We have but a
few pages now,-the cost of production
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limits us to that-yet we are depositing
the most vital things in permanent
form, in our opinion, and we believe
that the future will show it to be so."
Mrs. Parsons mentioned the earnest
request of many of the English friends
as to whether the Bahai Publishing Society could not provide more of the
books for use in England, so that they
would be available at a cheaper price,
binding some of the books in paper covers. She felt that this would be of utmost assistance in spreading the Cause
in England.
Upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that the secretary issue as
soon as possible the business minutes
and proceedings of the Convention including the constitution and by-laws of
the Bahai Temple Unity for distribution
to all parts of the country. The Executive Board having completed its session reported the election of the following officers of the Unity:
Mr. Mountfort Mills, President.
Dr. Frederick "\!If. D 'Evelyn, VicePresident.
Mr. William H. Randall, Treasurer.
Mrs. Corinne True, Financial Secretary.
Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, Secretary.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was voted that the legal ratification meeting of the Unity, conforming to the annual meeting, required by
the laws of Illinois, be held in the city
of Chicago, Saturday, May 22d, 1920,
at 10 A. M., at 5338 Kenmore Avenue.
The matter of exclusion of delegates
representing more than one assembly
from voting participation in the Convention was again brought up. It was
pointed out that although this action
was largely asked for in view of the
importance of voting on the Temple
plans at this Convention, that notwithstanding this, through the divine confirmations and the faith and splendid
spirit of the delegates, the action on the
plans became ultimately unanimous ac-
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tion. It was also stated that so far as
the vote of this Convention attempted
to bind future Conventions to the same
effect, i. e., that delegates notwithstanding their holding official credentials from more than one assembly,
should have but one vote in the Convention, that this could not have the
desired effect as future Conventions
could only be held in conformity with a
by-law duly passed in accordance with
the constitution and by-laws of the
Unity. This has not been done. It was
suggested, therefore, that before the
next Convention the assemblies should
take action on this important question
which should result in initiating a bylaw for consideration and action by the
next Convention or by the assemblies
which would settle this question.
The Convention entered into consultation concerning this question, and
upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was voted that the Executive Board
be directed to formulate a by-law on
the subject matter of the representation
of delegates and alternates in the annual
Convention from the several assemblies,
and as to whether one delegate may represent more than one assembly, and that
notice be given, with copy of such bylaw, by mail to each assembly seasonably, as provided under article 9 of the
constitution, so that action on this matter shall be had prior to the election of
delegates to the next annual Convention.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously voted that
the Convention hereby record its thanks
and appreciation to the Engineering
Societies of New York for their great
courtesies extended during the period
of the Convention and Congress.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was voted that the secretary
issue to each of the architects who have
filed plans and designs of the Temple
with the Unity, an expression of grati-
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tude for their loyal service to the Cause
and the Mashrekol-Azkar in preparing
and submitting these invaluable plans.
Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to send a telegram
to the friends at Buenos Ayres responding to their beautiful expression to the
Convention, and also telegram of sympathy to Miss Martha Root for her
father who is so ill, and that Mr. Wilhelm perform this service.
Upon IP.otion duly made and seconded, it was voted that a letter of
greeting be sent to Mrs. Relen S.
Goodall of San Francisco, expressing
the hope of the Convention for her recovery from illness, this letter to be sent
through Mrs. Emogene Roagg.
The chairman called the co-operation
and interest of the friends to the following matters which they had been unable
to reach in the discussions of the Convention:
Bahai Library, in New York city,
Mrs. Deuth; Unity Rouse in Boston,
Mrs. Randall; Fellowship Press, New
York city, Mrs. Chamberlain; Bahai
Publishing Society, Chicago, Miss
Lesch; Bahai restaurant, New York
city, Mrs. Lehmann; social service on
the East Side, New York city, Mr, LeDoux; the progress of Esperanto
throughout the year was to be described to us by Mr. Morton, and it was
understood that these matters would be
taken up by the friends mentioned as to
each activity, at 3 o'clock P. M., at 415
Madison Avenue, in informal consultation.
J enabi Fazel Mazandarani having
chanted a prayer in Persian, upon motion duly made and seconded it was
voted to adjourn sine die.
Allaho'Abha!
Alfred E. Lunt,
Secretary of the Convention.
[A true copy of the Minutes of the Convention held in New York City,
1920.]
Attest:
Alfred E. Lunt, Secretary.
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Letter from Roy C. Wilhelm.

o maid-servant of God! Hold fast
to the Covenant which hath emanated
from the Supreme Pen and which is
scintillating with the light of the Orb
of the Horizons. Know thou verily,

BAHA'O'LLAH is the promised One in all
the Books and Tablets, and verily, this
servant (Abdul-Baha) is the herald of
the Kingdom of God.
(Words of Abdul-Baha.)

BAHAI FRIENDS AND WORKMEN ON MASHREKOL-AZKAR GROUNDS WHEN BORING COMMENCED, SEPTEMBER 24, 1920.
Photographs furnished by Mrs. Maude C. Houser, Chlcall'o.

(See pall'e 206.)

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations) that all ~ations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affectIOn and umty between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; th ese fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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The Foundation of the Tern pIe
HE Convention in New York chose
T
Mr. Louis Bourgeois' model for
the Temple. The Unity Board has been
meeting in New York, Green Acre, Chicago, to make plans for the immediate
laying of the foundation. After their
first meeting in New York, Aug. 4, they
cabled Abdul-Baha that they had decided on plans and cost and were proceeding to lay the foundations. He cabled: "Your news imparted great joy.
Assuredly friends exercise greatest effort in this service."
The plans chosen provide for an edifice 153 feet in diameter, costing approximately $1,500,000, which will tower in
surpassing brightness and beauty from
the circular gardens by the Sheridan
Road on the shore of Lake Michigan at
the heart of the American continent. Mr.
Bourgeois has spent a number of weeks
in Chicago making plans and conducting the borings. The nine great pillars
of the Temple will rest on concrete
caissons which will go down to solid rock.
The borings show the rock is over a hundred feet below the surface. The work
on the great concrete foundations will
begin with the coming of the spring,
that symbol of "the Springtime of His
Holiness, the Eternal One" now breaking upon the radiant century of which
this Temple is so glorious a manifestation.
The need now is for a flood of contributions from all over America and the
world so that the work once started shall
never pause for funds. Each gift will
be one of the stones of love which will
lay a foundation of the oneness of mankind. Thus men shall see with their own

eyes that all nations and religions have
built and entered the Temple of Unity.
Albert Vail.
LETTER FROM THE BAHAI
TEMPLE UNITY
"Now the day has arrived in which
the edifice of God, the divine sanctuary,
the spiritual Temple, shall be erected
in America." - ABDUL-BAHA.
Beloved friends of the Covenant:
During the past summer important
Tablets were received by the friends of
God in America indicating the acceptance by Abdul-Baha of the Bourgeois
model of the Mashrekol-Azkar, which
was unanimously selected by the delegates to the annual convention in April.
A meeting of the executive board of the
Bahai Temple Unity was therefore called
in New York City on August 4th, 19'20,
and after due deliberation and thorough
consultation with Mr. Bourgeois and Mr.
E. R. Boyle, as consulting engineer, the
following cablegram was forwarded to
Haifa:
"Understanding recent Tablets approve Bourgeois design, have adopted
model reduced, preserving original
beauty, estimated cost million and half.
Proceeding construct founda tion and
increase fund. Supplicate divine assistance. EXECUTIVE BOARD."
Abdul-Baha's reply was duly received : ' 'Your news imparted great
joy. Assuredly friends exercise greatest
effort in this service. ABBAs. "
On September 17th, 18th, 19th and
20th the T(lmple Unity board held a
series of memorable meetings in Ohicago, when the initial steps were taken
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MASHREKOL-AZKAR GROUNDS, SEPTEMBER 23, 1920

toward building the first MashrekolAzkar of America. All the members
were present except Dr. D 'Evelyn of
California and Mrs. Maxwell of Canada, and the important work was formally undertaken of consulting experts
and making contracts for the actual
laying of the foundation, which will be
commenced with the opening of spring.
The first problem which greeted our
arrival in Chicago was a proposed
change in the curve of the roadway
which runs through the Temple property, dividing the narrow lake-front
strip from the larger area or site for
the Temple. The change as proposed
would greatly reduce the area of the
larger section, and after a careful survey of the grounds by the board a meeting was arranged with the citizens' committee of Wilmette. This meeting and
subsequent consultation resulted in a
complete change of their plan to our
advantage, clearly fulfilling the words
of His Holiness, Abdul-Baha, at the dedication of the grounds on May 1, 1912,
when he said: "Endeavor to have the
grounds circular in shape. If possible

even exchange certain parts in order to
have a circular piece."
Mr. Bourgeois had been in Chicago
some time prior to these meetings and
adequate surveys of the land had been
made. In consultation with Mr. Bourgeois an approximate center for the
Temple location was selected, and a
contract was perfected with the engineering concern who will proceed at
once with the making of borings to determine the substrata of the Temple site
and reach rock foundation.
Mr. AlIen McDaniel, who is engaged
in important engineering work for the
United States Government at Camp Dix,
near New York City, was named as the
engineer to prepare the structural
drawings of the Temple foundations, in
consultation with Mr. E. R. Boyle, president of the Boyle-R,obertson Construction Company of Washington, D. C.
Arrangements were made for the removal of all trees on the Temple site
with a view to ultimate leveling and
grading; also for the preservation of
the wire fence enclosing the property
by a coat of paint.
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BEGINNING FIRST BORING-FRIENDS HOLDING SOIL IN HANDS

Plans were made for an early meeting
in New York City for consultation with
architect and engineers in order to
speedily advance the preliminary work
of preparing drawings, selecting materials, etc.
It is the earnest desire of the Unity
Board to share with the friends throughout the Cause from time to time any
definite news as to the progress of the
Temple work, and with this end in view
action was taken at one of the meetings
inviting the two delegates to the annual
convention and the secretary of the local
assembly in each Bahai community to
become a special Mashrekol-Azkar committee, with whom the board may correspond and who will actively promote
the Temple program.
It is therefore the fervent hope and
urgent request of the Unity Board that
such local Mashrekol-Azkar committees
shall undertake at once, in cooperation
with their respective assemblies and existing committees, a vigorous campaign
in behalf of the Temple fund. AbdulBaha has said that voluntary contributions from the public may be received.

The Treasurer's report of August 1,
1920, shows the amount of the fund on
that date to be $185,773.09. A little
later, at Green Acre, a special Mashrekol-Azkar meeting was arranged at
which our beloved teacher J enabe Fazel
spoke, and $5,000 was subscribed to the
Temple fund. During the short time
since the selection of the design at the
Convention the fund had been increased
in all by about $25,000.
The most important magazines and
newspapers of the entire country have
featured the Temple during the past
months, notably the Architectural Record for June and the Literary Digest
during August. Other articles will soon
appear. The large plaster model of the
Temple exhibited at the convention last
April was on exhibition in New York
City during the summer and has' been
viewed by thousands. Plans are under
way for exhibiting the model in Ohicago in a very prominent location, of
which full information will be communicated at an early date. A plan was
adopted by the board for printing and
distributing colored photographs of the
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Mashrekol-Azkar design, and word will ors for the erection of this edifice, in
be sent to the local Temple committees the building of a house wherein Thy
as soon as these are available. Motion Name is mentioned every morn and eve.
pictures may be used as a means of
"0 Lord! Send down Thy benedicbringing the Temple before the people. tion upon whomsoever serves this edifice
In brief, the friends have but to cap- and endeavors in its uprising among
ture the psychology of the moment in sects and religions, and confirm him i!l
order to bring into touch with this most every good of mankind.
"Verily, Thou art the Generous, the
stirring enterprise entirely new forcessouls not yet identified with the Cause, Merciful, the Bountiful!"
"Now what will your endeavors show
perhaps, but progressive thinkers who
are ready for the vision we have to offer forth from the degrees of devotion 1"
Faithfully your servants in the Covand eager to lend their support to such
enant,
an effort-the erection of the First Universal House of Worship of the New EXECUTIVE BOARD BAHAI TEMPLE UNITY
World.
By Louise D. Boyle.
"The people shall hasten to worship
October 9, 1920.
in that heavenly Temple, the fragrances
of God will be elevated, the divine teachThe friends present when boring was
ings will be established in the hearts. "
started at the Mashrekol-Azkar grounds,
"From it the praise of God shall
September 24, 1920, were: Louis Bourascend to the Kingdom of Mystery and geois, Mary Lesch, Mrs. L. Bourgeois,
the tumult of His exaltation and greetEffie L. Lobdell, Christine Loeding,
ing shall be heard from the whole
Arna True Perron, Maude C. HouseI',
world."
Mrs. C. Ioas, Mrs. G. Kuhlman, Mrs. H.
, 'Whosoever arises for the service of
Gale, Mrs. E. G. Foster, John E. Christhis buiiding shall be assisted with great tensen, Nettie Tobin, Leona Leadroot,
power from His Supreme Kingdom and John Osenbaugh, M. D., Wm. F. Slater,
upon him spiritual and heavenly bless- D. 0., Ida B. Slater, Kokab H. A. Macings shall descend which shall fill his Cutcheon, Carl Schemer, Louis P. Kelheart with wonderful consolation and ler, Arthur S. Agnew and Albert R.
enlighten his eyes by beholding the Windust. The men employed to do the
Glorious and Eternal God."
boring were F. France, foreman,
"0 God! 0 God! Verily I implore Henry S. Zenner, L. P. Hummel and
Thee with throbbing heart and stream- G. C. Ayers. Photographs by Mrs.
ing tears to aid everyone who endeav- Maude C. HouseI', Chicago.

A Bahai Pilgrimage to South America
Compiled from letters written by MISS MARTHA ROOT while enroute.
(Continued from page 118)

N shipboard, in the six-day voyage
from Santos to Buenos Aires, there
was a great storm. The cold, the sleet,
the general discomfort of nearly every
one seasick, tended to make one a little
laggard in giving the Message. Also,
these people had been journeying together for four weeks from France and
had made their friendships before Miss

O

Martha Root came aboard. The first
one to whom she gave the Message was
a young man from the state of Minas
Geraes, who is going to engage in commerce between the United States and
Brazil, after he completes his language
studies. After reading the Bahai books
three days he said: "This is the best of
all thE' religions I have known." One
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Frenchman seeing the" Greatest Name"
in Persian on the book, The Divine Plan,
asked her what she was reading. He
knew Arabic and was attracted. Then
there was a young Frenchman, son of
the owner of the largest telegraph bureau in Paris, who spoke a little English (only two persons spoke even a little English), and to him she explained
the Cause.
Two days later Miss Root suggested
they have a "conference" in the diningroom for all the passengers and he interpret for her the Bahai Cause. It took
two days to prepare. First she explained it to him in halted French, sentence by sentence, the history and vital
principles, the young Frenchman repeated it in slow English and then told
it in Spanish to a young man who was
with him; the Frenchman then wrote
it sentence by sentence in his own English, but afterwards wrote it in the most
brilliant French. Almost everyone
came to the "conference" announced
by the Captain for four o'clock, immediately after tea. The Frenchman read
the address, then as friends asked questions, Miss Root begging them to pardon her French, replied. There were
twenty aviators in the audience and all
asked for literature. Later when these
aviators disembarked, Buenos Aires met
them at the pier with flowers and beautiful ceremonies. The commandant who
is from Argentina was carried off the
ship on the shoulders of his countrymen
and marched through the principal
thoroughfares. The young Frenchman
in saying good-bye added, "I have not
always understood well the words you
speak, but I understood the life you
have, and it is for that I am interested. "
September 19th, Miss Root spent in
Montevideo, Uruguay, where the French
ship stopped for twelve hours. Her
roommate on the ship out from New
York lived there. The latter was an
American girl who had married an
Uruguayan. The father-in-law had also
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been a passenger on the ship. Miss
Root went to their wholesale business
house where they took her in a touring
car to their beautiful home. They are
people of wealth and distinction. After
lunch and a drive they put a Bahai book
in the English Club, another was taken
to the National Biblioteca which is a
part of Montevideo University, an excellent library where other Bahai books
can be sent. Then they called upon the
editor of the leading paper, El Dia, and
he used an article. Returning to the
store, the hostess explained the Bahai
Cause to the four brothers and a noted
physician.
Montevideo has a population of 400,000. There are 300 journals in Uruguay
but they are principally small papers
as Montevideo is the capital and is the
only large city in this country. Uruguay is small; its population is 1,400,OOO-the majority being of Spanish and
Italian origin. The standard of living
is very high and the people are broad
in their religious views. International
headquarters for much religious and
philanthropic work for South America
is in Montevideo.
Buenos Aires, capital of Argentina,
South America, with its more than a
million and a half population, the largest Spanish city in the world, the largest city in South America, and the
fourth largest in the western hemisphere,
was the scene of Miss Martha Root's
pilgrimage for two weeks. From September 20th to October 4th, 1919, this
is what occurred:
She did not know one soul in Argentina, but had several letters of introduction, three from the United ~tates,
the others gathered along the way. A
chambermaid, by telephone, made an
appointment for her to go to the home
of Dr. Frederico de Valles Vargas, general secretary of the Theosophical Societies of Argentina, at one o'clock. Dr.
Vargas and his family had not heard
of the Bahai Movement, but as soon as

(Continued on page 211)

STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the obj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscrihers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'O'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you I
. . . Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promuhator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
Western States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT V AIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRuDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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Tablet of New Permission for Dr. Bagdadi and family
-N ews brought by him-The Mashrekol-Azkar
LETTER FROM ROY O. WILHELM.
New York, N. Y.,
October 9th, 19'20.
Dear Bahai friends:
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, accompanied by
his wife, his little child, and his wife's
sister, arrived in this city October 4th,
after nearly a year's stay in Haifa,
Palestine, bringing with them a letter
of new permission which reads:

they have attained to the privilege of
visiting two Holy Thresholds, that is, the
Threshold of His Holiness, BAHA'O'LLAH,
and Makam Aala (His Holiness, the
Bab), ye should practice the utmost consideration towards them. I feel the utmost affection towards them.
Upon ye be the glory of Abha!

To the friends of God, America-Unto
them be the Glory of God, the Most
Glorious!
He Is God!

(Translated by Azizullah Khan S. Bahadur, Haifa, August 28th, 1920. Original Tablet III handwriting of AbdulBaha.)

o ye friends

of God!
His honor Dr. Zia (M. Bagdadi) and
the maid-servant of God Zeenat, stayed
in the Holy Land for quite a long time.
Now they are returning with the maidservant of God, Hobour, to America. As

(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.

The friends all over the country will
be interested to learn some of the latest
news conveyed by Dr. Bagdadi:
Some conception of Abdul-Baha's
daily round will be gained from the fact
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that the average number of guests is
about fifty, this is in addition to about
one hundred members of the family and
those who have so many years been associated with them, The mass of mail
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nearly all the Oriental people have endured during recent years, the Mashrekol-Azkar at Ishkabad was built and
now nearly all of its accessories are
nearing completion al'l well.

FAC-SIMILE OF TABLET TO THE FRIENDS IN AMERICA, CONCERNING
DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI, HIS WIFE AND HER SISTER.
Entire Tablet is In the handwriting of Abdlll-Baha.

which comes to Abdul-Baha in boxes and
baskets, it is, of course, impossible to
even read. Four interpreters give a
large part of their time in an endeavor
to select those letters which are most important-such as deal with important
matters that pertain to the Cause.
When serious trouble overtook Russia,
great numbers of the priests and religionists of all existing orders were
killed-the Bahais alone were protected.
With the building of the MashrekolAzkar at Ishkabad, Russia, widespread
attention was attract8d and it became
evident that the principles of the Bahai
Cause and the intention of the Bahais
were pure. Notwithstanding all these
troubles and the financial hardship

For nearly twelve years, we in
America who have supposed we possessed an energy that was unique, have
talked of building a Mashrekol-Azkar.
The friends in the Orient have long
been waiting for the counterpart of their
Temple to take form in the Western
World. Twelve years have passed and
as yet the foundation of the MashrekolAzkar in Chicago has not been laid. To
use the expression of Abdul-Baha, "The
matter is dragging." We of the United
States, statisticians tell us, are the most
prosperous people in the world. When
in this country Abdul-Baha said that
when the most important thing is at
hand, that which is important must wait.
Abdul-Baha tells the story of a widow
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of a martyr, who was left with two
young children to support. She provided for them by knitting socks; the
proceeds from one sock she used for
their support, and what she received for
the other sock was her glad offering
toward the Mashrekol-Azkar. AbdulBaha then said, "It is this spirit which
will build the Temple." Just recently
an offering was received from one of
those wonderful American sisters, who
for years has been devoting her life to
the Bahai Cause in Teheran, Persia.
Within a few weeks, Jenabe Fazel Ma~
zandarani contributed $100 of his own
money.
During the race riots in Chicago,
about a year ago, some dozen homes
were bombed, among them being the
home of a colored woman. In speaking of the incident to Abdul-Baha, he
remarked what is the bombing of a few
houses! When I was in America I told
the people there would be bloodshed. Of
what importance is bloodshed! Indeed,
if heed is not given to these matters now,
even America may reap serious consequences.
Some one commented on the fact that
in various assemblies there were differences between the friends, in some instances so acute that it even retarded
the progress of the Cause, to which
Abdul-Baha replied, "The firmer a believer becomes, the less difficulty his
opinions make."
The borings for the Temple at Chicago have now been made and rock was
found at a depth of 121 feet. This is
most fortunate as it will greatly simplify the work and save in Bxpense.
With this information, detailed building
plans are being worked out for active
construction to begin in the early spring
of 1921. Materials and labor are high.
Our dollar of two or three years ago
purchases but fifty cents' worth now.
Are we willing to let this matter
" drag" ! The woman who knit the socks
gave half of what she possessed. We
have believed and sometimes stated that
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there were several thousand Bahais in
America. If this is true and the Bahais
who understand what giving really
means, were to solidly unite and partake
of the bounty which is in this great day
ours, and would send even one-nineteenth of what we possess, it would truly
be a step forward, and show that we had
begun to awake from our lethargy, and
if great troubles should come to our
country, we will have done something
when we could and will have raised a
beacon in the form of a MashrekolAzkar, to which all the sad and oppressed may turn.
I close by sending greetings to all the
friends and give an extract from a Tablet from Abdul-Baha recently received
by me: "I hope the friends will give the
utmost importance to the MashrekolAzkar. A cablegram from Mr. Randall
has lately been received, indicating that
they will begin its construction. Through
this news I became immensely delighted.
The American friends are greatly endeared. Therefore I desire that they
may be confirmed to do great achievements and become the factors of the establishment of the Kingdom of God. All
the people of the world are, as thou observest, in the sleep of negligence. They
have forgotten God altogether. They are
all busy in war and strife. They are
undergoing misery and destruction.
They are like unto loathsome worms trying to lodge in the depth of the ground,
while a single flood of rain sweeps all
their nest and lodging away. Nevertheless they do not come to their senses.
Where is the majesty of the Emperor
of Russia! Where is the might of the
German Emperor! Where is the greatness of the Emperor of Austria! In a
short time all these palaces were turned
into ruins and all these pretentious edifices (empires) underwent destruction.
They left no fruit and no trace save
eternal ruin."
Sincerely your brother,

Roy

a.

W ilhelm.
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A Bahai Pilgrimage to South America
(Continued from page 207)

it was explained, they were deeply impressed. The doctor and their friends,
Mrs. Maria Hersch, of Alsace-Lorraine,
took Miss Root that afternoon to a Theosophical hall, where arrangements were
made for her to address that society in
Spanish, through an interpreter, the
next Sunday afternoon. All conversation with the doctor and the Theosophists was in French, as he does not speak
Spanish nor they English. Dr. Vargas
also arranged for her to meet another
group of Theosophists in his home Monday night. Mrs. Maria Hersch, who
speaks English well, interpreted.
The doctor saw that Miss RDot was
properly introduced to the Spanish
newspaper and magazine editors. His
friend, a magazine editor, took her to
the journals. One paper, La P1'ensa,
is one of the largest world newspapers.
No other newspaper anywhere is housed
so palatially. It is one of the two most
powerful and admirable organs in South
America. Judged by its advertisement
spaces it stands on a level with the first
of London publications. Its advertising
rates are high so it can do things undreamed by our papers. Its building,
in addition to the splendid plant, contains also a concert hall, lecture rooms,
reading rooms, baths, cafes, music rooms,
apartments where visitors are entertained, a free dispensary for those who
are too poor to pay for a physician and
the services of a lawyer are furnished
free.
Another paper visited, almost of
equally high rank, was the N adon, famous for its literary articles and said
to be the most independent paper in
South America. The Oaras y Oaretas,
whose editor took Miss Root to call upon
the director of the N ae-ion, is said by
Argentina authorities to be one of the
best magazine publications in all South
America. The visits to newspaper offices were made during two days of tor-

rential, unceasing downpour of rain.
The magazine editor offered to go to
the Italian newspapers and magazines
in Buenos Aires-there were none that
did not use a Bahai article sometime
during the two weeks. The Herald had
an article each day and several papers
sent reporters to each lecture.
Mrs. C. G. de Bischoff, a normal
school teacher and translator, who had
heard of the Bahai Cause and had attended a Bahai meeting when visiting
New York, gave her days and nights
to interpreting for Miss Root. She arranged for an address before the Woman's Club of Short Story Writers at
the Phoenix Hotel, Thursday morning.
The owner of the hotel offered a hall and
himself paid its rental for a talk Saturday evening on "The Economic Solution of World Problems through the Bahai Revelation."
The only advertisement of this meeting was through the
newspapers. It was attended by a most
cosmopolitan audience, representing almost every country and religion. Three
magazine editors were present, three reporters, several heads of world firms
and teachers from normal schools. Almost every man in the audience had a
clipping of the Bahai principles in his
pocket. The whole event showed that
the trend of thonght in Argentina is towards spiritual freedom.
Wednesday evening, Miss RDot addressed the Esperantists. They have a
membership of 400, with two COl'respondence schools for the provinces.
Their magazine, Argentina Esperantisto, is using an article on the Bahai
Cause.
Thursday evening, Dr. and Mrs. Vargas gave a dinner for Miss Root and
later at a Theosophical meeting in their
home, they read aloud the Bahai principles in Spanish. A celebrated New
York inventor, a guest at the dinner,
said in an aside to her, "I have traveled
up and down South America and I as-
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sure you, you have met the finest people in this country in knowing Dr. and
Mrs. Vargas."
Their hospitality was
genuinely delightful, their love for this
Bahai Cause so great that they not only
did all the big things, but all the little
ones, too. They are studying English
and will come to the United States in
February. Mrs. Hersch will accompany
them. They will visit the Bahai Assemblies in North America during their
journey across the continent.
The Bahai Message was presented to
the president of the Single Tax society
through the courtesy of the Phoenix Hotel owner. There are three Suffrage
parties in Buenos Aires. Miss Root met
with them four times and spoke for a
few minutes at three events. Her subjects were, "Equality of Men and W omen, " "Economic· Problems"
and
"Universal Education." At the first
informal meeting when she spoke, they
all arose during the Bahai talk, as a
mark of respect. Mrs. de Bischoff interpreted. Men as well as women attend the suffrage meetings in Argentina.
Madam Elvira Rawson de Dellepiane,
president of the Suffrage Society called
"Association P'ro-Derechos de l~ lVlujur, " gave a tea for Miss Root, and the
organization as a whole gave a tea for
her later in one of their fashionable
clubs. At the latter tea she met several
newspaper women and women authors.
The Bahai Revelation was presented at
each gathering. Newspaper reporters
and photographers were present at both
meetings.
An editor of a Syrian magazine, who
attended the Saturday evening lecture,
later showed Miss Root an article which
he had written ten years ago on the
Bahai Cause and had never published
it. He is using an article now. Another prominent Syrian, decorated with
the cross of honor recently by the
French Government, is editor of La
Nota. He used a two-page article giving a picture of Abdul-Baha and outlining the vital principles of the Bahai
teachings. The magazine is in Spanish.
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Still another magazine, Caras y Caretas, used a long article with two photographs. (See frontispiece, page 106.)
The Theosophical Magazine, published
in Buenos Aires and sent to all countries
in South America, used an article with
photographs.
Unlike other South American cltles,
Miss Root found that a few people had
heard of the Bahai Cause. An artist
there had heard it from Miss Watson
in Paris and later Juliet Thompson, of
New York, had sent her many Tablets.
Mrs. de Bischoff had heard the name
through this artist and later had met
Mr. Pauli and Mr. and Mrs. MacNutt in
New York and attended a Bahai meeting in the MacNutt home. A Frenchman, who attended the lectures, had seen
Abdul-Baha in Paris. It was this
Frenchman who volunteered to translate Miss Root's history of the Bahai
Cause into Spanish for the Theosophical
Magazine. He has five books on the
Cause written in French, and is loaning
these to Dr. Vargas to read. A schOol
girl had heard of this religion while
traveling in Switzerland and through
the head of her school Miss Root was invited to come there. A young man came
who said he had known of Mr. Urbain
LeDoux' kindness at the Bowery Stepping Stone in New York.
The trip to South America has convinced Miss Root that while Esperanto
is excellent and to be ardently supported, it will only bear its best fruits
in the next generation. Bahais for the
decades just ahead must master as many
languages as possible. In order to meet
these South Americans half-way, she
started in to learn from them Spanish
pronunciation and first principles. One
can only do one's best, but every hour
spent by a Bahai on language study will
help some.
The plan was to cross the Andes and
come up the west coast to Panama. AB
this trans-Andean trip seemed extremely hazardous some of the friends tried to
dissuade Miss Root from attempting it.
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The week before she had talked with
some who had frozen faces and feet, and
some were ill from coming over, and a
new storm had stopped all traffic since
their arrival. One American said in a
newspaper article published the day before she started: "If you would consider riding around the edge of the
Woolworth building, when it is covered
with ice and snow, on a gentle mule, a
safe pastime, then have no fears regarding the inconveniences in crossing the
Andes in winter." He told about riding around the cliffs within an inch of
a precipice some hundreds of feet high.
He said he wore three suits of woolen
underwear, a sweater, a bath robe, overcoat, ponchos, had his feet wrapped with
pieces of sack and then nearly froze to
death.
Miss Root realized that to return via
the Atlantic Ocean meant not to give
the Bahai Message up the west
coast and in Panama, the place AbdulBuha had especially mentioned. Dr.
Vargas who knows South America well,
assured her she would get through, and
she bought her ticket. She started amid
gifts of books, flowers, fruits, candy and
lunches. Mrs. de Bischoff brought her
own very heavy coat and woolen underwear telling Miss Root to use them and
then pass them on to a sister in New
York. She also brought food, sweets,
and port wine. Mrs. Vargas said in her
new English, so carefully studied: " I
have prepared chicken sandwiches for
you myself." Dr. and Mrs. V argas and
Madame Hersch brought delights for the
spirit, mind and body.
The artist
came with another lunch, and other
friends with offerings were Theosophists,
a Belgian girl, a German, a Scotch woman and a Peruvian.
A New York business diplomat, partner in one of the largest exporting
houses, was crossing and had said he
would do anything he could for Miss
Root. Her roommate in the .. call1or·
ata, " sleeper of the train, was a charming Italian girl, well educated and fluent in French. The American looked
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after both of them with the same efficiency and irresistible manners that
have made his business such a success.
Dr. Vargas had written and telegraphed the number of the car and
camorata to the President of the Theosophical Society in Mendoza, and next
morning this stately man (who looks
exactly like Tagore) came with a little
group of friends. The wait there was
two hours, and they took Miss Root and
the Italian girl to breakfast and for a
drive. The Italian girl spoke Spanish
and interpreted. Mendoza is a city of
200,000. There was time to explain the
Bahai Message, give them Spanish booklets and Spanish papers explaining the
Revelation, and they said they would
put articles into the Mendoza newspapers.
The trip by mule-back over the "top
of the world," for the Andes are among
the highest ranges, the Aconcagua rising to a height of 23,300 feet, was thrilling enough for the most sensational. To
pray the" Greatest Name" among these
minarets of God was to glimpse the
glory of the Eternal, Unknowable. The
ancient trail led 10,400 feet above sea
level. The people on mule back were
infinitesimal specks clinging to mighty
terraces-as "ants in an endless and
boundless forest "-they huddled on the
edge of jagged peaks, frozen chasms, and
stiffened mountain torrents. Everybody
felt very small and a wonderful feeling
of "camaraderie" sprang up. Fortunately the sun shone brightly, and the
acute cold was not so terrible as all had
expected. The Italian girl being an expert horsewoman, generously gave Miss
Root the man she had engaged by telegram to walk beside her mule. (She
had made this journey before and knew
very well what to do.)
A detour through one dark tunnel
took over an hour in stumbling, slipping
blackness in which the frightened mules
shied and fell. Miss Root, as her mule
plunged downward into the mouth of
the tunnel, gripped the pommel, threw
her body far back, closed her eyes, and
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prayed the "Ya Allah EI-Mostaghos "
for all. Over and over again in that
black uncertainty, the clear, vibrant
voice of the Italian girl would ring down
the line of mules: "Mademoiselle, are
you all right f" Tears of deepest tenderness spring to the eyes at the thought
of such a friend. The New Yorker's
mule was not a good one and he was so
far behind Miss Root did not see him
before she entered the tunneL All
started together, but it was not possible
to keep together-one does not drive
the mule but leaves the sure footed little
carrier of destiny to choose his own path.
Later, out from the tunnel, when the
procession came to precipitous downward slopes toward Chile, Miss Root
could not even see the one inch margin
that had been promised by the man in
his newspaper account. To her this
was by far the most dangerous part of
the journey. And so it was with great
joy that she saw the men getting oft
their mules and walking farther in down
the mountain side. She did the same
for the mules would sometimes slip a
yard in this perpendicular path and
they were frightened too. Taking the
guide's hand they made the descent together, and when they could not walk
they could run! The warm sun had
melted the crisp ice just enough that
they could get a foothold.
They
stopped every few minutes to breathe
as one's breath is very short in this altitude. Some fainted, some had" puna, "
which is bleeding of the nose and ears.
Everything given Miss Root was passed
along to those who needed it.
The train journey later ended in tropical gardens and orchards of divinely
fragrant orange blossoms. The Italian
girl, Miss Root and the New Yorker
said they would remember the trip as
one of the happiest of incidents. The
custom house inspector at Los Andes
has a Bahai booklet in Spanish, as has
also the mule driver.
The New Yorker's firm in Valparaiso
treated Miss Root as a sister. They put
her bags through the customs, had them
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taken by their own porters to the ship,
called a messenger boy to escort her to
the Theosophists, later took her to
lunch with the New York guest of honor,
and all three men took her in a launch
to her ship. She explained the Bahai
Cause.
Dr. Vargas had given her a note of
introduction to the President of the
Theosophical Society in Valparaiso who
speaks both English and Esperanto. He
promised to get articles into Valparaiso
papers and to tell the friends in Santiago. (The train was delayed by storm
and Miss Root did not get to Santiago,
a city of 300,000 and eleven daily papers.) Valparaiso has a population of
250,000. Instead of staying four days
in Valparaiso, she only stayed four
hours, owing to the Andes storm.
The trip up the west coast on a Chilean ship was immensely interesting.
Grippe had to be the shadow to make
one appreciate the sunshine, so the first
few places are but memories of trying
to get ashore to newspaper offices TO explain the Bahai Message, then leaning
against the friendly lamp posts for
strength to drag one's self back to the
boat. An engineer and his wife, who
have been in Chile two years and spoke
Spanish, went ashore with Miss Root at
Coquimbo and Antafogasta and interpreted.
In Iquique, a soldier boy who spoke
English, took Miss Root to all four
newspapers, but as it was Sunday and
Columbus Day, only one was open, but
she gave the Message to a small group
there. The editor used an article. In
Arica, the editorial writer of the paper
was a woman. She was much interested
in the Bahai ideas about women. She
said she would use an article and would
be glad to use others later. As Miss
Root left she said in English the one
word, "sister!"
During the voyage it was not possible
to give a lecture, as most of the people
were traveling short distances and the
l
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passenger list changed frequently; also
several different languages were spoken.
Miss Root spoke individually and copies of vital principles of the Bahai
Cause Were later sent by passengers to
Australia, New Zealand, Venezuela,
Mexico, Panama and Spain. Some of
the passengers came to Miss Root and
said: "We wish to get a booklet about
this religion, why did you leave us
out 1" The truth was the literature was
all gone except a few newspaper and
magazine clippings. (Miss Root bought
$50 worth of magazines and daily papers containing the Bahai Principles
in order to use them in distribution
after the 500 booklets were given out.)
On this ship one passenger would tell
another, and they came to ask questions
so that by the end of the two weeks
the Bahai Message was well circulated.
One young man, when hearing her tell
about the Bahai Convention in New
York, said: "Will the Cause grow as
rapidly as that in South America 1 In
twenty-six years will we have a convention like that? "
Others were very
much interested in the Temple to be
built in Chicago.
Lima, in Peru, the seat of the old
Inca civilization, was the most important city visited after leaving Valparaiso. Its population is 250,000. Dr.
Vargas had given Miss Root letters 01
introduction to nineteen cities and
towns and four were to his friends in
Lima which is his native city-one was
to a newspaper owner, one to a senator,
and two to physicians. As Lima is a
half-hour's ride from the port Callao,
and the ship only stopped three hours
in the early morning, it was a problem
how to get there, find these men, and get
back on time. On the electric tram
Miss Root met two young men from
the ship who spoke English and Spanish. They took her to the leading hotel
to inquire from the manager how to
reach these people. He was an old man
and wonderfully kind. He told Miss
Root to sit down and write her message
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to each man and he would take them
with her letters of introduction, Bahai
booklets and magazine clippings to each
man. He assured her the newspaper
owner would use an article and volunteered to translate it into Spanish. It
was all done so easily and quickly, and
the two young men from the ship, getting interested, mailed to their sisters
in Australia and New Zealand, Bahai
booklets from that hoteL After Callao
no more letters of introduction could
be used as the ship was not allowed to
stop at any more ports owing to fever
conditions.
On the last day of the voyage the
passengers asked Miss Root to give a
lecture on the Bahai Cause in the music
room. It was announced to be given
in English, but when the friends came
some asked to have it in Spanish, so a
Mexican gentleman interpreted; and it
was given in both English and Spanish.
There was such a warmth of interest
and everybody seemed happy. Some of
those present were en route to Japan,
Spain, France, Germany, Panama,
Venezuela, Iona, California, Oklahoma
and New York. Each one was given a
clipping or something which explained
a little of the Cause.
Abdul-Baha said in regard to the
Panama Canal Zone: "Likewise, ye
must give great attention to the Panama Canal Zone, for in that point the
Occident and Orient find each other
united through the Panama Canal, and
it is also situated between the two great
oceans. That place will become very
important in the future. The tea{lhings once established there, will unite
the East and the West, the North and
the South."
Miss Root spent one week in the Canal
Zone. Arriving in Panama Saturday
noon, October 25th, the first visit was
to the Star and Herald office, the oldest
newspaper. It is printed one-half in
English and one-half in Spanish. The
editor, a young man who had heard of
the Bahai Movement in California, used
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a column and a half about the Cause,
giving it a prominent place. Miss Root
asked if there were any clubs or
churches where she could speak. He
told her of a big event which was to be
given that evening in the fashionable
Ancon Club house for the Roosevelt Memorial fund and suggested the men to
see. As a result, a ten-minute talk was
given there where Miss Root explained
what Abdul-Baha had said about the
Canal Zone and she gav€ the vital principles. Four hundred people were present.
There is a Union Church in Balboa
(the American city which adjoins Panama, the older city of the Republic of
P'anama). One can only see where one
city ends and the other begins by the
architecture and the beautiful grounds
of the American part. Everything that
the United States has built in the Zone
has been high in standard. The place
may well be considered a demunstration of ideals in living for the world,
coming and going, to see and learn. This
Union Church is composed of people of
all denominations of the Protestant
faith. They gave Miss Root twenty minutes at their evening service and the
editor of their church magazine said he
would use a column about the Bahai
Cause in his journal bringing in what
Abdul-Baha said about the Canal Zone.
The Cause was explained to the editor of the Despatch, a newspaper for
the colored people, and he used a story.
An attempt was made to visit the
Leper Colony at Palesaco, near Panama,
but the winds were so high that in attempting to land in the little boats, two
men in the launch ahead fell into the
sea, so the Doctor ordered Miss Root's
launch back, but she explained the Bahai
Revelation to the Doctor and to the wife
of the Superintendent, and sent the
lepers Thornton Chase's leaflet, Before
Abraham Was, and Unity Through
Lo'U'e, by Mr. MacNutt, and four boxes
of candy. There are seventy lepers
there, seven of them children.
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The Message was also given to the
doctors of the Canal Zone ports, to the
British Minister, and to several of the
American Government officials. In a
journalistic way, Miss Root met the
heads of all the Government works.
In the Canal Zone there are opportunities to get excellent positions clerking, stenography, nearly every kind of
work one would find in the States. The
climate is warm and the life extremely
pleasant. It is said that Panama Canal
Zone within a decade or two will be
quite as popular as Palm Beach as a
winter resort. The Bahai who settles
there and builds up an assembly will
be doing a work that will influence every
part of the globe. It is the most central place in the world, where in the
centuries just ahead the long lines of
commerce and travel will pour up and
down, back and forth. The old Roman
philosopher who said if he had only had
a place on which to stand he would 'take
a lever and move the world, would find
that place today in the Panama Canal
Zone. Some day someone will build a
great university on the heights of the
P'anama Canal Zone; how glorious if
it could be a Bahai seat of learning!
Leaving Colon for Havana, a five-day
trip, Miss Root went to the captain of
the ship, showed her credentials and explained the Bahai Cause, asking him
for permission to give a talk. He arranged for her to speak on Sunday
morning at eleven o'clock. Nearly every
one came. The passengers were principally from the Southern States and Havana. It was the only event that took
place in the social hall during the Journey and the people came promptly.
If anyone feels timid about asking
opportunities to speak, let him remember that no day comes twice to any
servant in the Cause, and Abdul-Baha
has said to "roar like a lion the VVords
of God, " and "sing like a bird the Melodies of the Kingdom." The Great Heart
will not falter and the world is ready!
Allaho'Abha !
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"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; th ese fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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News from the Bahais of Germany
LETTER FROM CHARLES MASON REMEY TO THE STAR OF THE WEST
Esslingen, Wiirttemberg,
August 27, 1320.
To the Editors of the STAR OF THE -WEST.
Dear Friends:
With this letter I am sending you a
copy of a photograph of a large group
of our friends in Germany. This was
taken at a feast in Esslingen, on August
15th, which was a representative gathering of Bahais of these parts.
Shortly following my arrival here, a
series of three large and beautiful
feasts were given by the friends in
Stuttgart, in Zuffenhausen and in Esslingen. At these gatherings long tables
were spread, tea and other refreshments were served, and programs of
reading from the revealed Bahai -Word,
of appropriate addresses, and music,
-were rendered by the friends. These
were conducive to much joy and fragrance of spirit, for although these feasts
-were simple, they represented no little
sacrifice upon the part of the people,
many of whom, even now, these many
months after the war, have not all they
need to eat, and are under-nourished.
Although food conditions here are now
becoming better, yet this is slow and
there is yet suffering.
Having been the recipient of so much
hospitality here, both of a general nature as mentioned, as well as having
been entertained in many homes, I
planned to spread this feast here in
Esslingen for all the Bahais and those
of their friends who were attracted to
the Cause. Everything was conducive

to the success of the affair, even the
present state of depleted finance of Germany, which has reduced the German
mark from its normal value of twentyfour cents in our money, down to its
present value of two cents. Under this
condition I find myself temporarily in
financial affluence, which makes it possible for me to make expenditures ordinarily impossible.
Through the co-operation of the
friends some big tasks are accomplished
with ease. So it was with the feast.
The Esslingen friends worked so unitedly to make this a success, that I soon
realized that in reality it was not my
feast, but their feast, therefore I feel
that I can praise this gathering, since
it was realized through the service of
the Esslingen assembly. It would have
been quite impossible for me to have
accomplished this had I been alone and
single handed.
It was decided that the principal
thought of the meeting should revolve
about the Mashrekol-Azkar. Recalling
a similar feast given several years ago
at the Latimers' in Portland, at which
a model of the Mashrekol-Azkar of 1shkabad was featured, it occurred to me
to make a similar arrangement here in
Esslingen. Several of the young men
Bahais responded with much fervor and
enthusiasm to this suggestion, and after
some labor a model showing, without
details, the general arrangement of the
1shbakad Temple, was built-the Iramework being of wood and cardboard,
covered with paper and decorated with
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greens and flowers. A miniature garden, surrounding the model, rep reBented the layout of the park of the
Mashrekol-Azkar of Ishkabad - the
Temple being approached by nine radial avenues, containing fountains, rep-

Under the present existing conditions
here in Germany, the matter of getting
together sufficient food at one time f(lr
such a gathering was difficult. Nevertheless the friends solved the proLlem
by going to a number of shops, getting
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Program printed in Germany

resented in miniature by trays of water,
the shrubbery, grass, and flower beds
being done in flowers and greens.
The regular weekly meetings and the
feasts of the Bahai assembly of Esslingen are held in the ballrDom of the
Krone Hotel, so we first planned to hold
this Mashrekol-Azkar feast in this same
room. However, when we came to make
the final arrangements we found that
the room was not large enough to accommodate the anticipated crowd, so
our paraphernalia was arranged in the
garden of the hotel, which proved to be
far better, for the day was warm, and
over three hundred people were present.

as much as possible from each, until the
necessary amount was secured.
At an early hour, the morning of the
feast, practically the entire Esslingen
group of Bahais assembled for work.
There are but few horses now left in
Germany, so the friends came drawing
wagons themselves, transporting provisions, flowers, chairs and the many
things required; all worked diligently
and by early afternoon the model of
the Mashrekol-Azkar had been placed
in the center of the garden, the tables
and chairs arranged, decorations in
place, and all other things were in
readiness for the arrival of the people.
This feast had more the character of
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the feasts in the Orient than any which
I have attended in the Occident. I presume this was largely due to the garden
setting. In an open pavilion at one end
of the garden a stage was arranged,
and here several young girls gave a
short play, built around the Bahai
thought of the flowers of the Kingdom,
which terminated with the Greatest
Name. Another feature of this presentation was the distribution of flowers among the friends by several small
girls dressed in white.
Our program, a copy of which I enclose to you in this letter, would probably have been long for an American
gathering, but here in G'ermany, like in
the Orient, the people are less restive
than we in our country, so the three
hours and a half that we were being refreshed and entertained both spiritually
and materially, passed quickly and
without fatigue.
In one end of the garden tea was
served, while at another end tables
were spread with fruit, and everywhere
there were flowers, for even though
there is a scarcity of food here, one
finds at every turn a profusion of flowers. The program was so arranged
with music and pauses, that the p,eople
could move about between the numbers
without interruption to the meeting.
As the evening progressed the model
of the Mashrekol-Azkar, and the miniature garden about it, were lighted by a
number of small colored lights, while
above it hung a large copy of the Greatest Name all in light. Many paper lanterns and lighted wicks in colored
shades in the trees and shrubbery gave
a mellow light, which, with the music,
and the spiritual thoughts on the lips
and in the hearts of the friends, made a
picture which I can never forget.
The Bahais assembled not only from
the immediate neighborhood, but some
came from places at a considerable dis-
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tance-Berlin, Leipzig, Karlsruhe, and
Ludwigshaven (the latter in the occupied country beyond the Rhine)-besides a number of towns here in Wiirttemberg, were represented.
It was a very happy occasion, as you
will see by the smiling faces in this photograph which I send you.
Faithfully yours in EI-Abha,
Ohas. Mason Re"lney.
LE:TTER FROM CHARLES ]}I[lASON
REMEY TO THE TEACHING
COMMITTEE.
To the Bahais in America.
Dear Friends in EI-Abha :
I have been for some days now in
Germany and I am receiving so much
Bahai love and kindness at the hands
of ,our friends here, that I hasten to
write you this letter in order to share
with you the spiritual bounty of this
experience.
It has been the fortune of many of
the Bahais to travel in foreign parts
there to find the love of Abdul-Baha
burning very fervently in the hearts of
the people of The Covenant-friends
who poured out this spirit of faith in
acts of love and kindness, upon the favored traveler. This experience is a
spiritual bounty of the Cause of God.
Such love and kindness is not the result
of human. interest nor changing affections; these .are the fruits of the divine
love which the Manifestation of God has
planted in the heart of humanity, and
which is burning in the souls of His
people.
Some years ago when I traveled
among the Bahais in Persia, I had
brought to my mind, and penetrating
my heart at every turn, the fact that I
was the unworthy recipient of a great
wealth of kindness and devotion, which
tho.se people held in their hearts for the
Bahais of the Occident, and that this
love between those distant people of the
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East and of the West was the fruit of
The Covenant.

cheerful faces and spiritual countenances would belie.

Now here in Germany I am experi~
encing a similar ble&sing, for through
the kindness showered upon me here, I
feel this great love and devotion of our
friends here for the Bahais in America.
It is as Abdul-Baha teaches, when soldiers of the world rush into battle to
kill one another, soldiers of God's
Kingdom rush forward to embrace one
another.

The other day, while in Leipzig, I visited a Bahai home in which there were
four children. The parents were working people. The three youngest of the
little ones were boys, and at my invitation they drew near and finally sat on
my knees. I remarked to the mother,
who stood by smiling, that she must be
very happy to be the mother of such a
family, whereupon a change of expression crossed her face; she looked pained
and left the room. A Bahai present
then told me how hard it had been for
these parents even to partially feed their
children, and even harder for them to
see their little ones growing up undernourished. Though these little fellows
had tanned skins and pleasing and responsive faces, their bodies were pitifully thin and emaciated. The eldest
of the trio told me he was twelve years
old, but he appeared to be about nine!
This is but one example of the many
which I am seeing daily. These are living testimonials of the troubles caused
by war.
The cheerfulness and the hope and the
spiritual assurance of the Bahais here
in Germany, is in such strong contrast
with their material condition that their
problems are all the more appealingparticularly to one who finds himself
the recipient of so much of their kindness such as I am now receiving.

With the Bahais here in Germany, I
have demonstrated to me daily that the
recent war has caused the love of the
friends here for those in America to
become more evident and manifest than
ever before. This is most apparent, because it is in such strong contrast with
the surrounding chaotic conditions of
this nether world. In the hearts of the
Bahais here there is not only no trace
of the national hatred, which of late
has characterized the relations of our two
countries, but more than this they have
a great love for the friends in America.
I am deeply touched and spiritually refreshed by their Bahai attitude, for the
psychology of the war has not entered
into their souls, with the result that the
fragrance of the Kingdom of EI-Abha
is a living divine presence in their midst.
Our people here in Germany have suffered much. They are now undergoing
the after effects of the war, which, in
some respects are as trying, and as difficult, as were the conditions during the
period of fighting. Although nominally
the war is over, practically there is still
the greatest economic pressure between
the nations and this is causing the people here much suffering and misery.
The people here do not have quite
enough to eat, nor is the food which they
have sufficiently nourishing. Months
and years of this continued shortage of
food and nutriment needed by the normal man has reduced them physically
to an extent which their bright and

In the near future I hope to be able
to write to the friends in America, telling them in detail of the Bahai work
here in Germany. Now I am writing
in brief in order to send this letter immediately and without loss of time, in
order to suggest that the friends in
America do all in their power to further
the Bahai spirit of love and service of
the friends there for friends here.
Shortly after the postal service was
re-established (after the armistice between America and Germany) some of
the Bahais in America wrote very kind
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and warm letters to the believers here.
Those letters coming at that time, with
the spirit which they brought, were very
much appreciated, for this demonstration from the American Bahais was an
assurance to the people here that the
divine bands of the Kingdom of EI-Abha

coming from America. These are read
in the meetings and are then spread
among the people.
During the past year and a half the
majority of the people in general in
America have been in plenty, enjoying
the luxuries of life to a. degree unprece-
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Poster printed in Germany

Newspaper notices printed in Germany

united the hearts of the believers in the
midst of all the upheavals of the great
world war. Furthermore, in addition
to writing letters, some friends in America sent wearing apparel and foodstuffs
to the Bahais here, and this was a
spiritual demonstration which so supplemented the letters that many good
results followed.
It would be very good indeed if the
friends in the American Assemblies
would write to the Bahais here and share
with them copies of the translations of
Tablets recently received from AbdulBaha. Several of the Bahais here are
students of English, and they translate
into German many of the revealed words

dented in the history of our own country and, so far as I know, unprecedented
as well, in the history of any other country. This condition is one of the after
effects and the results of the war. vVhile
war brings untold miseries to many, to
others it often brings, for a time, a certain appearance of prosperity, resulting
from the disturbed and shifting political
and commercial conditions. Again as
the pendulum swings back to the other
extreme, conditions are reversed and
comes the restitution which is inevitable.
In addition to writing to the friends
in the assemblies in Germany, it would
be very good indeed if the friends in
America, in our present hour of mate-

(Continued on page 226)
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TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and· eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the
tenter of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after h-o sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and- become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(SiRned) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
o ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and' the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
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Messages from Abdul-Baha to all the friends
Given to Mrs. A. J. Parsons, at Haifa, February 15, 1920.
"You must think now of spiritual affairs. Try to enlighten the morals and
try to spread the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH, so that this fire of dissension which
is burning in the world may be extinguished. It is impossible for the different
nations and parties which exist now-such as socialists, Bolshevists, the extremists or radicals, strikers and those who wish for absolute authority, to leave these
dissensions and be united-save through BAHA'O'LLAH'S teachings. The teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH are like th!:l sun and these dissensions are like the darkness.
This darkness cannot be dispelled except through the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH.
The snow of disagreement has covered all the world and this snow cannot be
melted except through the teachings of BAHA 'O'LLAH. The teachings of
BAHA'O'LLAH declare the unity of the world. The teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH
are a shining reality. The teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH will dispel all national
disunion, all racial disunion, and the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH will conquer
the economic difficulties. This is the essence of questions. You must all try to
give life to the dead people, to make the blind see, the deaf hear, and to give all
the help you can to the poor. This is what attracts heavenly assistance."
"Now you are going on your way home. For each one you must have a
message. Convey to all my greetings and tell them that they are all my friends,
my very dear friends and the servants of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH, and for
this reason they are dear to me. I am always thinking of them and I am con.
stantly praying for them in the Kingdom of Abha, so that they may become
lighted candles, so that the light of guidance may radiate from them, so that
they may become shining stars in the Heaven of Truth, that the light of Truth
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may shine in this world, so that they may be the comforters of the people, so
that they may live in accord with one another, so that they may sacrifice their
own souls in the service of one another, so that they may be the consolers of the
poor, so that they may be the kind parents of the orphans and so that they may
relieve the sick. Convey this message."

Letter from Monereh Khanum, the Wife of Abdul-Baha
Addressed to Edith R. Sanderson
Haifa, Palestine,
Sept. 22, 1920.
My dear spiritual daughter:
I sincerely hope and supplicate to
God that you may always be confirmed
in your undertakings. Your letters have
regularly arrived and have aroused
great joy. We never fail to present to
the Master your humble love and greetings.
Two days ago I wrote you a letter in
Persian about the school we have been
thinking of establishing on Mt. Carmel.
That is surely a lofty idea and if taken
up it will undoubtedly help the education of the Bahai girls and serve the uplift of the world of humanity.
We agreed that I should give the land
and you procure the other expenses.
The ground is ready. It is according to
the wish of the Master and is situated
on an elevated and most beautiful spot,
near the Tomb of the Bab. Now, I have
done my share, the rest remains upon
your help and energy.
We have mentioned our plan to the
Master and he approves of it. When
speaking about procuring the funds, the
Master expressed a desire that this work
be done by the Bahai women.
The Greatest Holy Leaf (Abdul-Baha's sister) as well as the other members
of the family send you their love.
Hoping that you will be confirmed and
assisted by His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH
in accomplishing this helpful undertaking, I will ever remain,
Yours in His Name,

Letter from Miss Sandersw·
To the STAR

OF

THE WEST-

Dear friends in EI-Baha:
While in Haifa several months ago,
the Master's wife, Monereh Khanum,
spoke to me of her great desire to see
a school for girls built on Mt. Carmel,
and asked if I could help her in the realization of her desire. What could I
do but answer her appeal with all my
heart, feeling that the heart of all Bahais would answer in unison with mine,
a prompt acquiescence to her request.
Not only because the need for a school
in which Bahai girls of the East may
derive the much longed for education,
which to a certain extent is accessible
in schools already established in various
parts of the East by catholic or protestant missions, but because it would be
the most perfect tribute that the women
of East and West could pay to one of
the finest women in the world today,
whose name and personality has remained concealed behind the power and
majesty of the Master, but who nevertheless through her life of absolute se1£sacrifice in the path of BAHA'O'LLAH
will ever remain a magnificent example
to womankind.
One of the reasons why this school js
of paramount importance is that the difficulties are many for Eastern girls 'who
wish for a truly practical education and
they are apt to lose in one way what
they gain in another in schools where
the Bahai principles are unknown.

MONEREH.

-------~-----------"-

We know the great importance BAHA'-
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O'LLAH has attached to education; in the
Kitab-El-Akdas parents are commanded
to educate their children, and if they fail
to do so, it is incumbent upon the House
of Justice to carry out this command.
Also, elsewhere we are told that to educate a child is an act of worship.
Therefore, to contribute towards the
erection of this school where the Bahai
principles will be implanted in the minds
of the coming mothers of future generations, will be like unto an act of perpetual adoration.
Mr. White, who was in Haifa while 1
was there had several talks with the Master on this subject and was commissioned
by him to look into the most modern
methods of education now in America
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and to present his report to him.
1 wish now to make an appeal, joined
to the enclosed letter just received from
Monereh Khanum, to all Bahais alike to
give whatever they have to give of ti~e,
thought and monetary support towards
a speedy realization of the desire of one
towards whom we should turn with deepest love, respect and reverence.
SUbscriptions to be sent in Egyptian
money to Rooha Khanum, care of "~lirza
Jalal, Haifa, Palestine.
Yours faithfully in EI-Baha,

Edith Roobie Sanderson.
P. S.-1 must add that this school will
be open to all girls desirous of entering,
irrespective of creed or nationality.

Scholarship Fund for the Tarbiat School
The American friends of the Tarbiat
Scholarship Fund will kindly note a
change in the address of Mrs. Louise D.
Boyle, which will be in future The Hadleigh Hotel, Washington, D. C. During
the many years when our dear brother
Joseph H. Hannen was in charge of the
Scholarship Fund as treasurer of the
Persian American Educational Association Mrs. Boyle was assistant treasurer
and countersigned all checks. '\.'herefore, with the passing of our faithful
brother the care of the Fund reverted
automatically to Mrs. Boyle, who has

.accepted this service for the present at
least. Scholarship dues may be sent to
her at the Hadleigh and will be promptly acknowledged.
The Special Memorial Fund for the
Tarbiat School which was suggested at
the Convention, in appreciation of the
services of the late Joseph H. Hannen,
is in charge of Miss Nellie Lloyd, 104
Wall Street, New York, N. Y., as announced in the STAR OF THE 'WEST of
June 5, 1920.

Louise D. Boyle.

News from the Bahais of Germany
(Continued from page 223)

rial plenty, would send packages of foodstuffs to the Bahais here. Much is
;needed here in Germany, but certain
foodstuffs are most needed above other
things. These are white flour, canned
butter and milk and sugar. Such supplies can be sent by post from America
into Germany in packages not exceeding five kilogrammes (about ten pounds)
in weight. These packages should be
clearly and legibly marked Liebersgabe

(gift of love) which will enter them into
Germany free of customs. Packages
should be very securely wrapped-preferably sewed up in cloth then tied in
paper-and should be registered. Further particulars and directions can be
had through inquiry at the post officeI';
in America.
Since Stuttgart is the principal Bahai center in Germany, and since the
friends there have organized a "bund"
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or an assembly, which has been recognized by Abdul-Baha, I would suggest
that any Bahai offerings coming to these
parts be sent to the Bahai-Bund, H olderlinstmsse 35, Stuttgart, Wurttemberg,
Germany-with the request that these
gifts be distributed among the friends
throughout Germany where they are
most needed.
With the arrival of any foodstuffs in
response to this letter, I will suggest to
the friends of the "Bahai-Bund" that
a committee be formed to distribute
these offerings.
The work of teaching in Germany
will be helped by food sent to the friends
here, for these Bahais are serving those
whom they teach and will make it possible for them to give offerings of food
along with "the teaching which will be
productive of good results. The value
of such services will be all the more enhanced when it is known that these offerings. come from the Bahais in America.
The Society of Friends (Quakers) in
America have established food distributing centers in a number of cities in
Germany, and this good work has helped
to better the international feeling of
friendship among the people in this
country. Let us Bahais also do materially in proportion with our means, to
help our friends here, and thereby further the spread of the message of The
Kingdom . . . .
The town of Esslingen, where I am
now staying, is near Stuttgart. It is
an old city nestled in the vaUey of the
Neckar, between hills covered with orchards and vineyards still retaining its
medieval ramparts with fortified towers,
and narrow winding streets, with picturesque half timbered gabled houses,
the upper stories of which project over
the side walks and are supported by
quaintly carved corbels. In rambling
about the town it is easy to imagine onesself back in the middle ages, but when
one enters into the homes of the Bahais
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in Esslingen, one finds there the life and
the spirit of the Abha Kingdom to such
a degree, that the contrast between the
new and the old-the quickening life of
this new age, and the old civilization of
the past-is very forcibly borne in on
one's consciousness.
Here in Esslingen we have a very
flourishing and active Bahai Assembly.
The meetings are very joyful and their
spirit is most soul refreshing. Last
Sunday these friends spread a Feast.
One hundred and fifty persons sat at
one table, built in the form of a hollow square, which filled a large banquet
hall. We sat at a table for over three
hours and a half constantly refreshed
by the varied spiritual program. This
consisted of the reading of prayers and
Tablets and addresses by the friends.
Music was rendered during the serving
of refreshments and later a poem written for the occasion was read by its author, a young man, which was followed
by a short Bahai play presented by foUl'
attractive young girls. To me the most
beautiful feature of this entertainment
was that it was given at no little sacrifice, for our people here in Esslingen
are all in modest circumstances. Though
the refreshments served were simple (in
America they would have been considered very simple indeed) yet the outlay represented a great deal in this country. Although our friends here have not
enough food for themselves, yet a good
portion of what they have they offer to
others in the name of The Center of the
Abha Covenant!
The Bahais here are much interested
in knowing of the progress of the Mashrehok-Azkar. So many have asked me
about this work that I plan to spread
a Mashrekol-Azkar Feast here in Esslingen the middle of August, at which
the program of thought will revolve
about the ideals of the Mashrekol-Azkar.
Faithfully yours in His Service,

Ohas. Mason Remey.
October 9, 1920.
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LETTER FROM HARLAN F. OBER
TO THE TEAOHING OOMMITTEE
Our journey through Germany
was a heavenly journey, filled with vivid
and happy memories. We stayed three
weeks in Stuttgart and Esslingen, holding many public meetings and visiting
in many of the homes. The love, unity
and faithfulness of the German friends
must be seen to be realized. Their assemblies are fragrant with the perfume
of spirituality. No words can describe
them as they are described by Abdul-
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mans are receiving the Americans! This
is because they are the lovers of the Holy
Oause, and its principles, striving for
the fulfillment of its great purpose. National prejudices cannot interfere in
their religion. God and Religion is to
them superior to every other phase of
life. Therefore it is no wonder that you
see they are blessed and confirmed in
tlieir religious life. The Blessed Beauty

-
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as the globe of the fire of the love of God,
Taereh, Mrs. Consul Schwarz, and the
dear Consul himself; Mr.' Herrigel and
his unique sincerity; Miss Knobloch and
her devotion and productive services;
Miss Kostlin and her purity of faith and
efficiency in service and how she has kept
the Esslingen community in harmony,
love and ardor. He said, 'The Schwarz
family have become the embodiment of
confirmation!' He then told a wonderful incident about this family and said-'From this ye can imagine what type of
people they are. Verily, verily, I say
unto ye that a single step that some soul
takes with sincerity in the path of the
Blessed Beauty will never pass unnoticed or unrewarded. It is like unto a
seed which is sown by the farmer. The
rain of Mercy and the heat of the Sun
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of Truth help it grow and develop into
a stately tree whose verdure and shade
will be enjoyed for millenniums.' "
vVe enjoyed the privilege of association with these heavenly souls, and many
new souls who are radiant with the flame
of love. On trains and in various cities we found souls who were ready for
the divine Glad Tidings, and the meetings were full of spirituality, the hearts
being melted with love.
The friends in Germany were very
happy because of the letters they had
received from the friends in England
and America and are very anxious to
increase the correspondence. They requested us to convey to all the friends
the most glorious Abha greetings of love
and unity.
Harlan F. Ober.
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Tablet of Mr. Remey's printed in Germany

Tablet of Mr. Remey's printed in Germany

Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Chas. Mason Remey
Through the faithful soul, Taereh, the wife of his honor Consul Schwarz,
Stuttgart, Germany, to his honor, Mr. (Charles Mason) Remey-Unto him
be the Glory of God, the Most Glorious!
He Is God!
o thou enlightened beloved son!
Praise be unto God, that thou didst arrive at Leipzig safe and sound; didst
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see the brilliant faces of the friends of God, and didst enjoy the spirituality and
love of the German friends. Verily, verily, the German frinds are luminous
~piritual a"?-d heavenly .. They are spreading the oneness of humanity, they ar~
III peace wIth all the natIOns of the world, and practice love and kindness towards
all the religions of the world. They are self-sacrificing in the path of the Kingdom, and are firm and steadfast in the Covenant and Testament. Thou art
unquestionably in the utmost joy and rapture now that thou art mingling and
associating with those blessed souls.
It is my hope that thy present trip will give :rise to great results. Convey
on my behalf, love and affection to all the friends, the servants and the maidservants of God!
Unto thee be the Glory of God!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur, August 20, 1920, Mount Carmel,
Palestine. )

Recent Tablets to the Bahais of Germany
TABLET TO STUTTGART
The letter of Miss Doring was
Through his honor Aga Mirza Azizullah perused. Praise be to God, it had the
Khan Bahadur-Upon him be the glad-tidings of your firmness and steadGlory of God, the Most Glorious!- fastness; of your attraction to the dito the friends of God and the maid- vine breathings and enkindlement with
servants of the Merciful, Stuttgart, the fire of the love of God. Praise be
Germany-Upon them be the Glory to God, that ye are all brilliant candles and trees of the Paradise of Abha.
of God, the Most Glorious!
Abdul-Baha feels great attachment to
Miss Doring, Mrs. Kusterer, h,er daughter Hilda, Miss Julie Stabler, Miss Elise the Stuttgart friends. His nostrils are
Stabler, Miss Elsie Sechald, her mother perfumed with the fragrance of those
and brother, Mr. Franz Poellinger, Mrs. flowers and his heart is exceedingly deBauer and her family, Miss Nebelhack, lighted with the luster of those blessed
Miss Raps in Nurenberg, Mrs. Rosa souls. Therefore it is certain that the
Schwarz, Roschen and Mr. Edward teachings of the Most High, BAHA'OSchwarz, Mr. and Mrs. Weigle, Mrs. 'LLAH, will, in that region and country,
Klatte, and her family, Miss Schnitzlcr, spread to the utmost and souls from
Mr. Heinz and his family, Mr. Grober Germany will like unto the candles enand his family, Miss Schenerle and her kindle and radiate streaming beams in
sisters, Mr. Dengler, Miss Emelie, all directions.
Therefore I am giving ye the gladMartha Stabler, Mrs. and Mr. Schlag,
tidings
that the glance of favor is diMiss Schutz, Mrs. Steidle and her family, Mr. Bergheimer, Mr. and Mrs. rected upon ye, and the rays of the
Weiland in Karlsruhe, Mr. Richard Sun of Reality are the adornment of
Kohler and his mother, Mr. Max Bender your hearts. There is no confirmation
greater than this. This is because the
and betrothed, Miss Herther Dorino'
Mr. and Mrs. Kurt Doring, Mrs. Sim;;'~ distasteful smell of violation has not,
and her family in Hamburg, Mrs. Haus- up to this time, reached that blessed
mann, Miss Schuler and Miss Alma region.
Some Persian enemies, however, from
Knobloch.
the followers of Yahya (Azel) are in the
He Is God!
region of Berlin, who in various undero ye real friends of Abdul-Baha!
hand ways are striving to penetrate into
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the community of the friends and deposit like unto the snake their poison
and give false impressions. Ye should
be very watchful of this, not admitting
these souls in your meetings and assemblies.
Everyone who has in his hand a letter of permission to associate with the
friends, written and signed by Ab dulBaha, ye may associate with him, else ye
should avoid and abstain. No individual
of ye is permitted to associate with them
because the diseases of the spirit are like
unto the diseases of the body and like
unto plague, cholera and cancer will
infest.
Ye should be in the utmost union and
harmony with the formal commnnity
of the friends, that is the "Bahai Bund"
and communicate with it with love so
that in Germany there may exist but
one ardor, one feeling, one attachment
and union in order that this may penetrate throughout the world.
Upon thee be Baha-El Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Mirza Azizullah S.
Bahadur, April 9, 1920, Haifa, Palestine.
Received by Mrs. Consul Schwarz.)
TABLET TO ALMA KNOBLOCH
Through Aga Mirza Azizullah Khan
Bahadur-Upon him be the Glory of
God, the Most Glorious!-to the maidservant of God, Miss Alma Knobloch,
Stuttgart, Germany-Upon her be
the Glory of God, the Most Glorious!

lIe Is God!
of the Kingdom of

o thou maid-servant

God!
Thy letter has been received. Its contents indicated that thou didst desire to
go to Leipzig so that thou mightest
spread the divine breath there, but there
appeared some obstacle. Now no obstacle hath remained.
Before going to America thou shouldst
busy thyself with the service so that
the love of God in Leipzig may effervesce with enthusiasm.
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Convey my utmost affection and love
to the maid-servant Miss Schutz, Mr.
Hugo Bender and his wife, Mr. Franz
Poellinger and his brother, Miss Alma
Nebelhack, Miss Elsie Seebald, Miss
Doring and Misses StableI'.
I beseech the Most High BAHA'O'LLAH
that through His grace, He may endear
these souls both in this world and that
of the Kingdom, so that they may become the emblems of guidance.
Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Mirza Azizullah S.
Bahadur, January 30, 1920, Haifa, Palestine.)
TABLET TO FANNY KNOBLOCH
Through Mr. Hannen-Upon him be the
Glory of God, the Most Glorious !-to
the maid-servant of God, Fanny
Knobloch, Washington, D. C.-Upon
her be the Glory of God, the Most
Glorious!
lIe Is God!

o

thou, the loved maid-servant of God!
Ye are three sisters. Praise be to
God, all three are of the Kingdom,
and are godly and luminous. Alma
Knobloch raised the Banner of Guidance in Germany and was unusually
confirmed. Pauline Hannen is, day and
night, busy with self-sacrifice, and thou
also hast no ease, but with heart and
soul art striving to render some service
to the Kingdom of God.
These three sisters are really brilliant
and spiritual, godly and divine. I am
pleased with all three and supplicate to
the Threshold of the Lord of Hosts to
bestow assistance and favor upon ye.
I replied by telegraphic message. It
has of course reached thee.
Convey utmost love and heavenly relationship on my behalf to thy sister
and to Mr. Hannen.
Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated January 23, 1920, by
Mirza Azizullah S. Bahadur.)
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Tablets from Abdul-Baha to Bahais in America
LOUISE SMITH
To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Louise
Smith, Cleveland, Ohio-Upon her be
BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou daughter of the Kingdom!
Two letters have been received from
thee. Thou hast a highly praiseworthy
wish and that is service to the Kingdom
of God, service to the oneness of the
world of humanity, the training of children at the home of Mrs. Kibby and the
promotion of the question of the Mashrekol-Azkar. All these intentions are acceptable at the Threshold of the Almighty. I therefore pray God that thou
mayest be confirmed in service, so that
these children may be trained by a di. vine education and may each become
aware of the inner realities and significances.
Convey, on my behalf, to the friends
in Cleveland, longing greeting. I hope
that the love of God may become the
cause of their union and harmony and
the power of the Covenant may do away
with this difference. Today, no power
can do away with this difference save
the power of the Covenant of the
Blessed BeautYr for a specially appointed Center has been appointed by
the Supreme Pen to which all differences must be submitted and which settles all differences. Whatever he says
is right, for, in accordanc with the explicit command, all are ordered to turn
their faces toward that Center, and he
is the expounder of the Book. Thus it
is made evident and manifest that the
power of the Covenant is the power
which solves all difficulties.
Convey on my behalf the utmost love
and kindness to the maid-servants of
God, Mrs. Potter, Miss Williams, Miss
Fanchon and Miss Brandeau.
Upon thee be Baha-EI-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Haifa, Palestine, August 2, 1919.)
MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
Through Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, New York
City-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH ElAbha I-to Mirza Ahmad SohrabUpon him be BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou servant of the Holy Threshold!
Thy cablegram was received, and immediately a cablegram of congratulation and felicitation was sent. Undoubtedly it has reached thee. This
news became conducive to exceeding rejoicing. It is strongly hoped from the
favor of the Blessed P'erfection that it
may be consummated in the most perfect manner. Rest thou assured that
there will arise no obstacle and no impediment. Give thou importance to this
matter, and manifest thou magnanimity
in its regard.
In all those regions exercise thou the
utmost vigilance and caution-so that
nostrils may be protected from the evil
odor, and eternal death may not creep
over souls. Give thou importance to
this fundamental principle; for, if a
thousand able-bodied, healthy souls, with
utmost freshness and elegance, associate
with a sick consumptive the health of
those thousand souls will not affect the
consumptive, but the illness of that consumptive will be communicated in a
short time to those healthy bodies.
Therefore, do t40u protect the souls as
far as thou art able. Send away the
sickly looking consumptive. There is no
other recourse. According to the texts
of the Sacred Verses, one must refrain
from associating with the wicked. . .
Upon thee be Baha-El-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABEAS.
(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
Denver, Colo., February 12, 1920.)
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His Holiness Abdul-Baha
From The Bahai Proofs, by MIRZA ABUL-FAzL.

A S to the birth and life of His Holiness, ABDuL-BAHA-Glorified is his
Name !-he was born, in Teheran, on the
5th day of the month Jamadi-ul-Aval,
1260 A. H. (May 23d, 1844), the same
day in which the "First Point" (the
BAB)-Exalted is his Supreme NaIhe!had declared himself. He was reared in
that city under the training of BAHA'o'LLAH. The author has heard from his
own blessed lips, as well as from many
others, that he very often suffered persecution and execrations, while yet a child,
from the fanatics of Teheran, during the
disasters which followed the appearance
of the BAB. When BAHA'O'LI,AH was
in chains in the prison of Teheran,
ABDUL-BAHA visited him. During the
time BAHA'O'LLAH resided at Baghdad
by command of the Persian Government, 1269 A. H. (1852-1853), His Holiness, ABDUL-BAHA, was in his service
and constantly in his presence.
Although he had not studied in any
school, yet, from his youth, fountains of
knowledge flowed in his fluent explanations. The first trace which emanated
from his Holy Being in the world of
knowledge was the treatise he wrote in
his early youth at Baghdad. This was a
commentary upon the holy tradition:"I was an invisible Treasury; as I loved
to be known, therefore I created men to
know Me." He wrote this commentary
in answer to the request of one of the
Pashas. The author was present at a
meeting, when some one asked HajiSeyd-Jawad Taba-Tabay of Kerbela concerning the life of BAHA'O'LLAH. The
great Seyd answered :-" That holy
being must be a shining Light whose

great son hath written such a treatise
during his childhood. " By this the
learned Seyd meant that while it is impossible even for a scholar to show forth
such great knowledge, how much more
impossible would it be for a person to
write such a treatise in his childhood
without .having studied. Therefore, such
knowledge is heavenly and not earthly;
it is Divine wisdom, not human, and it
owes its origin to the Holy Spirit of God.
Thus, even in his childhood, the signs
of grandeur and dignity were manifest
from his brow and he showed forth phenomenal intelligence and wisdom. His
wonderful speech in explaining abstruse
points astonished men of intelligence,
and his marvelous eloquence everywhere
attracted hearts and souls. His acute
judgment was a brilliant lamp in elucidating intricate obscurities an.d his penetrative discernment in managing and deciding different affairs improved the
condition of young and old. He was the
companion of BAI-IA '0 'LLAI-I and the
shareI' of his afflictions during his successive banishments from Baghdad to
Constantinople, thence to Adrianople,
and finally to Acca. All the people of
Baha resorted to him in their difficulties
and obeyed his decision. More especially
during the twenty·four years of BAHA'O'LLAI-I'S residence at Acca, the troubles of ABDUL-BAI-IA were so great that
no one but himself could have endured
such calamities. The very fact that
Acca was a place of exile for Turkish
suspects and prisoners, meriting the
name" Great Prison," given to it by the
Supreme Pen, is a sufficient testimony
of the tribulations and vicissitudes which
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ABDUL-BAHA has suffered. For, as we
have formerly remarked, BAHA'o'LLAH,
during his residence at Acca, would not,
as a rule, converse with any save the
Bahais, unless some one especially asked
permission to visit him. His Holiness
ABDuL-BAHA, however, held intercourse
with all the men of different religions,
aims, tastes, characters, and degrees, and
each one would submit to him his individual wishes. Consequently, different
classes and nationalities of Moslems,
Christians, Bahais, Arabs and Turks, as
well as Persians belonging to the governing and learned classes,-likewise
great merchants and people of the lower
orders,-visited him from early morning
until midnight. Some of them sought
his presence for the benefit of his spiritual explanation; others for their personal affairs and requests. Anyone informed upon the manners of oriental
governments, and thoroughly acquainted
with the conditions of the inhabitants of
those countries, will realize the great
difficulties which surrounded that holy
being. He, under all circumstances,
would receive the people with a cheerful
face, and endeavor as far as possible to
grant their wishes and assist them.
Even in the present day, His Holiness
is the resort of the people of that land,
and all refer their wishes and hopes to
him. He is a physician to every invalid,
a shelter to every exile, a refuge to every
seeker for help, and a dispeller of sorrow to every grieved soul. As God
knows and witnesses, the author, during
the ten months he stayed as guest in his
beneficent shelter, can testify that even
those fettered in the jail and deprived
of seeing the daylight, r,eceived his benefits and favors; and exiles forsaken in
the cells of oblivion were visited by him.
These exc"ellent characteristics were inborn in him, and no one can show forth
s,!ch virtues through imitation or pretence. Even the greatest men in the
world could not manifest their like.
There is an old proverb :-"Nothing
manufactured is like unto the naturaL"
ABDuL-BAHA was named Mirza-Abbas
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after his grandfather, but subsequent to
their arrival at Baghdad, he was called
, 'His Holiness, the Master." After the
declaration of the Blessed Perfection
[BAHA '0 'LLAH] , he was given several
lofty titles by him, such as "Sir 'Ullah"
(Mystery of God), "Ghusn 'Ullah 'EIA'zam" (Greatest Branch of God). By
these titles he was addressed verbally
and in writing by BAHA'o'LLAH and all
the believers.
In the earlier days of BAHA'o'LLAH's
declaration, the blessed Book of Akdas
was revealed. This is considered the
greatest Book of the BahiEs, and contains all the Divine Laws and Ordinances. The following irrefutable command· was revealed therein:"When the sea of (My) meeting
sinks, and the book of the Origin is
achieved to the end, turn ye your faces
to 'He who is desired by God,' the One
who is extended from this Ancient
Root!' Likewise it is recorded in another part of the same Book :-" When
the Nightingale soareth from the grove
of praise, and repaireth to the furthermost concealed destination, refer ye
that which you understand not in the
Book, to the Branch extended from this
Firm Root."
Thus all the people of Baha were informed of the One who would be the
"Center of the Cause of God" and their
resource, after the disappearance of the
Sun of Truth and the departure of the
Beauty of Oneness. Thus they have
hope in and rely 1.1pOn this providence
shown forth by God, the Exalted, to
them. They recognize in ABDuL-BAHA,
the expounder of the Divine Book and
the solver of the intricate points of the
Heavenly Revelation; whose decision is
conclusive; through whose explanation
every discord and divergence is removed, and the seekers are brought to
perfect realization, accord and affinity.
They thank and praise God, the Exalted,
and manifest the utmost joy and happiness at his appointing the resort of
the Cause of God.
To the people of Faith, the clear ap-
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pointment of the Center of the Cause,
after the departure of the Manifestation, is considered the most important
point in religious matters, as it is the
greatest channel which connects the
servants of God with Holy and Divine
Truth. For it is only through his explanation and decision that all discord is
removed. Consequently the Bahais appreciate the determining of the "Appointed Cent\lr" as the greatest of the
Divine Providences, and account his
blessed being as an impregnable fortress which protects the Divine Religion
from the doubts of the sc.eptic and fanciful imaginations of men. They were
all sure and convinced that the purpose
of God, the Exalted, in these two blessed
verses, has been no other than His H 0liness, ABDuL-BAHA; for, apart from the
Divine signs that were manifest in him,
BAHA'o'LLAH clearly and implicitly,
verbally and in writing, directed all of
his servants to the blessed person of
ABDuL-BAHA, and, under all circumstances, clearly showed that he was far
distinguished above others, in order that
all the servants should look unto him
alone, and follow his commands. But
notwithstanding all this, as BAHA'O'LLAH foresaw, that when his beauty
of Oneness was concealed under the
veils of disappearance, the people of desire, through jealousy, would hold to
groundless doubts and suspicions, and,
disregarding the prohibition to interpret
the Book, would divert the real meaning
of the two verses above quoted, away
from the "Appointed Center."
He,
therefore, prior to his departure, revealed the blessed Kitab-el'A'hd (Book
()f the Covenant, the Will of BAHA'o'LLAH). This he wrote, and sealed it
with his own blessed hand and seal, in
order that the darkness of discord might
not again obscure the brilliant horiZ()n
of the Cause of God, and the calamities
and disasters which afflicted other religions might not overtake this movement. In this Book (His Covenant)
he clearly indicated that the purpose of
the" Branch extended from the Ancient
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Root, " revealed in the blessed verse ()f
Akdas, was the Center of the Circle of
Names, the Exalted Branch of the
Blessed Tree of ARHA, His Holiness,
ABDUI;-BAHA. Then he, for the second
time, enjoined, through an unchangeable
and irrefutable command, all his
, 'branches, " "twigs," "relatives" and
the people of Baha without exception, to
look unto that dawning-place of Divine
Light, and to know him as the source
and origin of the commands and prohibitions of the Heavenly Religion. He
desired, by this clear elucidation, to
counteract the imaginations of the ignorant, extinguish the world-consuming
flame of the jealousy and hatred of people of error, and guard the Divine R.eligion from divisions and sects which
are, according to the judgment of common-sense and the clear texts of the
holy Tablets of God, the most deplorable for religion and humanity. By this
he sought to preserve the Divine IvV ord
from human doubts, suspicions and artifices.
But alas! All these clear texts of
God, commanding people to turn to the
day-spring of the Light of the Covenant, did not check the evil thoughts of
the people of discord; and his repeated
exhortations and advices did not soften
the hard hearts of the men of hostility,
nor prevent them from ruinous discords
and divisions, for when, in May, 1892
A. D. (2Rd Z'IlI-Ka'da, 1309 A. H.),
BAHA'o'LLAH ascended to His Most Holy
Station, and nine days after his departure, the Book of the Cov'enant of God
"Was chanted in the Holy Tomb in the
assembly of believers, the gloom of animosity and disappointment became instantly manifest upon the faces of those
who had groundless pride and desire for
leadership, and who sought to raise discord and contradiction. On the other
hand, cheerfulness and joy were manifest in the shining faces of those who
had no desire but that of seeking the
Truth and telling the Truth. Some were
seated upon the right hand of certainty,
firmness and steadfastness in the solid
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Covenant of God, and some stood upon
the left hand of unhappiness, in
their impossible desire and erroneous
thoughts. The former became distinguished for their firmness and inflexibility; noted for the effectiveness of
their word; their good name and success in assisting the Cause, while the
latter were distinguished by their instability, degradation and shame. From
that day, the thorn of violating the Covenant of God grew in the Garden of
the Bahai community and the signs of
senseless hatred and hostility proceeded
from a limited number of persons who
are known as the "nakazeen" (violators
of the Covenant). . . .
Although these people who violated
the Covenant received, during the life
of BAHA'O'LLAH and after his departure, every kindness and favor from His
Holiness, ABDuL-BAHA, who considered
their welfare and prosperity before his
own and that of the faithful believers,
yet, on account of jealousy and selfishness, they violated the Cause of God.
Thus came to pass that which was prophesied by the prophets-especially Christ
-concerning the people of the right
hand and the people of the left hand;
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and each will receive the reward of his
deeds according to the justice of God.
Two important points increased the
flame of the fire of jealousy in the hearts
of these nakazeen, whose number does
not exceed thirty. One was that the
Bahais of all countries refused to accept
the seditious books and pamphlets forwarded to them by the nakazeen. According to the command of BAHA'O'LLAH
they unanimously determined not to pay
any attention to these intrigues and
temptations, but took shelter, with the
utmost union and harmony, under the
banner of the Cent er of the Covenant.
Another point was that during a short
space of time the Cause of God became
far more widely spread than before,
through the fluent pen and brilliant explanations of ABDuL-BAHA; so the number of the Bahais became enormously
mUltiplied since the departure of BAHA'O'LLAH. The fame of the dawningplace of the Light of the Covenant
spread throughout all regions, and his
holy Tablets became scattered as rosepetals throughout all countries. His
great name filled the world with awe
and the renown of his glorious deeds
reached all in the East and \7Vest.

Abdul-Baha's Supplication and Declaration of His Servitude
He Is God!

M Y God, my God! I ask thee to for-

give everything save my servitude
to Thy Supreme Threshold, and I declare myself innocent of any announcement or praise save my adoration in
Thy Merciful Presence. I isolate myself
from every garment save that of humiliation and contrition of my evanescence to Thy Lordly Oneness. I flee
from every station save the arrival to
the Court of Thy Lordly Everlastingness. By Thy Power, verily, the sweetness of servitude is the food of my
spirit, with the fragrance of servitude
my breast will be dilated, my being will
be refreshed, my mind will be quickened, my heart will be delighted, my

eyes cleansed, my nostrils will be perfumed, and in it the healing of my disease, the allaying of my burning thirst,
the soothing of my pain.
Immerse me, 0 my God, in this most
bounteous, rolling ocean, give me to
drink of this sweet, abundant water,
cause me to enter this gateway of righteousness, ordain me for this praiseworthy station, cause me to obtain this cup
which is over-flowing with the pouring
water, light in the crystal of my heart
this lamp which is giving forth its
illuminating, brilliant radiance and
strengthen me for the service of Thy
Cause, 0 my Lord, the Forgiver! Accept my servitude in the Court of Thy
Holy Oneness, 0 Thou, the Manifestor
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of MOUllt Sinai! Assist me to abide in
its conditions, 0 Thou, the Authority of
Manifestation. Aid me to assist Thy
Cause in the eastern and western parts
of the earth, 0 Thou, the Possessor of
the Day of Resurrection. I ask Thee,
by Thy written Book, dispersed writings; by Thy Hidden Mystery, and Thy
defended allusions, to cause me to be
firm to Thy servitude, 0 my Lord, the
Forgiver! Verily, Thou art the Powerful, above what Thou wishest, and verily, Thou are the Merciful and Most
Compassionate!

o

thou who art calling by the Testament, in the Pivot of the horizons!

This servant, according to the clear
statements in Kitab-el-Akdas, and the
unambiguous texts of the Kitab-el-Ahd,
is the Commentator, and the Explainer
of the texts of God. All the faithful ones,
who are assured and firm in the Testament and Covenant of God, must neither
overreach the clear explanation of this
servant, nor the unambiguous interpretation of this slave. If anyone overreaches, he follows his own supposi-
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tions. This servant gives the real meaning, and the meaning of the real also.
The Mystery of mysteries of the texts,
words and lines, is servitude to the Holy
Presence of the Beauty of Abha, and
effacement, evanescence and perfect dispersion before the Blessed Threshold.
This is my brilliant diadem, and my
glorious crown. With this I will be
glorious in the Heavenly Kingdom, and
the earthly. And with it, I will vie with
the beauty among the nearest ones to
God, and no one is allowed to interpret
other than this, and this is the perspicuous truth.
o thou, who are proclaiming the mentioning of God! The indicated Commentator is the Interpreter of the vVords,
and this servant is aside from praise,
qualities, names, characteristics, virtues,
peculiarities, eulogies and honors; but
my name, being, reality and personality
are servitude to the Beauty of Abha, and
I am not worthy to be considered as having the shadow of arising. As the Manifestation (BAHA'o'LLAH) said: "Plant
this Branch in the ground of the hearts,
and make it holy from shadow and
arising. "

Some Important Commands fronl The Center
of The Covenant
EXCERPTS from some instructions
given by Abdul-Baha to several
friends in America, July, 1912, which
received his personal signature:
"If a soul shall utter a word without
the sanction of the Covenant, he is not
firm. BAHA'o'LLAH appointed a Covenant to ward off dissensions; so that no
one can have his own opinions; so that
the Center can be referred to. There
were dissensions in the time of Christ
because there was no Center. This is the
reality of the question."
"Whatever the Center of the Covenant
says is correct. No one should speak a
word of himself. BAHA'o'LLAH has
called down the vengeance of God upon

anyone who violates the Covenant. Beware! Beware! Lest ye be shaken!
Remain firm even if the people of heaven
try to shake you. Firmness in. the Oovenant is not mere words. The command
is explicit."
(Signed by ABDuL-BAHA)
"The Point to which all eyes should
turn is One. All eyes must turn their
attention to the Center of the Oovenant
while the presence of the Oovenant is
among us. No other should have any
existence. All others save the Oenter of
the Covenant are equaL"
(Signed by ABDuL-BAHA)
In a talk given by ABDUL-BAHA in Los
Angeles, Oct. 19th, 1912, he said:

(Continued on page 160)

STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy I Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj ect of the attention of the friends and the
cent er of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thv voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-EAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM .A.BDUL-BArrA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA l\BBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
f;Vestern States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAXWELL.
Central States: ALBERT V AIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
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"This, like unto a magnetic power, will attract
Abdul-Baha to America"
TABLET TO MR. AND MRS. HOWARD MAC NUTT
To their honors Mr. and Mrs. Howard MacNutt, Brooklyn, N. Y.-Upon them
be BAHA'o'LLAH EI-Abha!
He Is God!

o ye

two blessed souls!
Your letter was received. Praise be to God! ye are glad, ye are full of joy
and fragrance, and are safe and protected under the shelter of the Merciful One.
Today those who are firm in the Covenant are soaring by the Bounties of the
Holy Spirit in lofty regions, while the wavering ones are depressed, dejected
and afflicted with a thousand pains and calamities. This is because the confirmations of the Abha Kingdom have been cut off from them. They have been
deprived of the Light of the Sun of Truth and have had no share from the
breezes of the Holy Spirit. They resemble those souls who arose to agitate the
minds of men after the time of Christ. Each one, by every subtle means,
gathered around himself a group of souls, but all were eventually led to face
disappointment, loss and failure. This was because the result of their principles was like unto a tree destitute of roots, or like the ocean foam. A rootless
tree, no matter how tall and hardy it may seem, will ultimately wither away,
and the ocean foam, however formidable it may appear, shall at last vanish
and disappear.
Arius, the patriarch at Constantinople, gathered around himself a million
and a half followers. He even secured the adherence of the Emperor, but as
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his basis was not secure, he vanished and was exterminated. What then will
the violators do who are only a small number of feeble and insignificant souls ~
For thirty years they have endeavored and at last they succeeded in drawing
around them a few thoughtless persons and some unbalanced and undignified
women. Soon ye shall see that even this small group will scatter.
How strange it is in America! When I went to Green-Acre, I saw an
idolatrous East Indian, insignificant, unpleasant and offensive in appearancewhom even animals would avoid; he had gathered around himself a group of
people, had chosen a distant tree, and every morning before sunrise would run
and hasten barefooted toward it, accompanied by a number of women. They
would reach it tired and exhausted, and there would fall upon the ground as
if they were worshipping an idol from among the idols of India. After several
days had elapsed, by subtle methods he begged a few dollars from those persons
and then returned to India.
In brief, my purpose is to show that whatever call is raised or proclaimed
in America, a group will doubtless gather around it; while, on the other hand,
the Oriental Friends (Bahais) are firm like unto the immovable mountains.
For thirty years have the violators striven to undermine the Cause, but they
have failed even to attract to their side their own kindred and relatives. That
is why, undoubtedly, in Persia, twenty thousand Bahais have been martyred
and severe tests have been brought about. Yet, praise be to God! not even a
single soul among the Flriends wavered. The violators in America do nothing
but flatter, seduce and show a love that is insincere. Consider what they did
to poor Lua (Getsinger) and how unfaithful they have been to her!
In short, take into consideration the outcomes and not the beginning. Every
follower of error mentions the name of Truth, and even the enemies of Christ
have declared in the name of God that Christ was a liar and an infidel-that
He destroyed the foundation of honor, that He was the breaker of the Sabbath
day and the associate of immoral persons. Although outwardly this charge
was upholding the Cause of the Old Testament, and took into consideration the
Religion of God, yet the underlying purpose was nothing but to overthrow the
Divine Structure and to debase the exalted Christ. Although on the surface
they seemed to defend the Cause of God, yet inwardly their purpose was
manifest error.
Finally, ye know how considerate I have been with some souls-how much
love and kindness I have shown them and at last found. out that the Cause of
God would be disgraced. I refused the three thousand pounds which ye gathered
for the expense of my travel to America, and during my sojourn in that land
did not accept anything from any person. Then I saw that secretly and- for
varied motives, unworthy actions were being manifested. Consider my feelings! My purpose was to demonstrate the independence and contentment of
the Servants of God. Ye know that I did not accept anything from any person
and acted in accordance with the admonition of Christ, who said that whenever ye leaye a city, shake off even its dust from your shoes. Notwithstanding
that unworthy behavior, I was still patient. All were my guests.- I daily paid
their expenses, showed them the utmost loving consideration and then paid
fully to all of them their entire expenses. Up to the present time, after all
this assistance and love, this has been my reward. What will be the recompense
of those who have not shown this love and consideration?
In brief :-The Covenant is like unto the ocean which preserves Bahai
Unity, and these souls are like unto the foam upon it. They manifest a tem-
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porary activity, but soon, like unto Judas Iscariot and his associates and those
who approved of his conduct, they shall be completely forgotten. The ocean
of the Covenant, on the other hand, is eternally surging, for it preserves Bahai
Unity.
At present arise ye with all your power to promulgate the Covenant and
expound these matters to those who are weak and feeble and tell them that
communities after Christ have opposed this clear and explicit declaration when
He said to Peter: "Thou art the rock and upon this rock I shall build My
Temple," and have thus been wholly deprived of the breaths of the Holy
Spirit and have been ruined and exterminated.
Today, the Lord of Hosts is the defender of the Covenant, the forces of
the Kingdom protect it, heavenly souls tender their services, and heavenly
angels promulgate and spread it broadcast. If it is considered with insight,
it will be seen that all the forces of the Universe, in the last analysis serve the
Covenant. In the future it shall be made evident and manifest. In view of
this fact, what can these weak and feeble souls achieve 1 Hardy plants that
are destitute of roots and are deprived of the outpourings of the cloud of mercy
will not last. What then may be expected from the young weeds 1
Consider what a commotion the Theosophists have produced in Europe
and America. At present their influence is waning, for their foundation was
not as strong as it should be. What then will the violators do?
The days I spent as a guest at your home will never be forgotten, for
through the Divine Bestowals and the breaths of the Holy Spirit, Abdul-Baha
was so stirred that the effect will not pass from memory. I pray God that
those days may be renewed. *Strive as much as ye are able not to sell that
house; let it remain permanently a sign (or memorial) of yourselves. I often
think of you and desire that you become a hotly enkindled flame, bestowing
heat and light upon the surrounding regions. Not until the power of heat is
intensified in the body of man, will growth and development take place as they
should.
I supplicate and entreat to the Abha Kingdom and beg again for ye a
fresh confirmation. I beseech for Mr. MacNutt the fluency of Peter and the
eloquence of Paul.
Convey on my behalf the utmost love and kindness to the two respected
souls, Victor Harvell and Roy Herrick. My hope is that they may be confirmed in service to the Kingdom of God and may secure every day a new
power.
Upon ye be Baha-EI-Abha!
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Signed)
P. S.-Thy last letter, dated July 21st, 1919, has been received. It imparted the glad tidings of the promulgation of the Word of God in those regions. For Abdul-Baha no joy and pleasure remain save in the glad tidings
of the exaltation of the Word of God. Therefore as thou hast written of the
efforts put forth by the friends for the diffusion of the Divine Fragrance and
hast mentioned that thy time is confined to raising the Call of the Kingdom
and consecrated in service to the Cause of God, this news was considered as
glad tidings, and my hope is that thou mayest attain remarkable confirma*TRANsLATION-An (That) Khaneh (house) tatavanid (as much as ye are
able) nafrushid (do not sell) biguzarid (allow or let) an (that) asar (a sign)
az shuma (of yourselves) baqi (permanent) bima.nd (remain) .
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tions and mighty assistance. He says that whosoever draws a span nearer
to God, Divine p'rovidence will approach a meter toward him. Assuredly if
man rises as he ought to in service to the Kingdom, the Spirit of the Divine
Kingdom will encompass him.
Concerning the book about which thou hast written in thy letter :-It is
highly suitable for thee to write such a book, and if this effort is realized, it
is highly acceptable. Convey on my behalf to the respected maid-servant of
God, Mrs. MacNutt, the utmost love and kindness. If the principle of amity
and unity, which is one of the principles of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH, is
strt)ngthened among the friends-and if firmness in the Covenant renders the
breakers of the Covenant hopeless and at a loss,-this like unto a magnetic
power will attract Abdul-Baha to America.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani, Behjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 24th, 1919.)

Some Important Commands from The Center of The Covenant
(Continued from page 159)

"That which has come forth from the
Center of the Covenant you must take
fast hold of. That which issues from my
lips and that which is written with my
pen is the Reality. With this you can
irrigate the vineyard of God. With this
you can make the tree of the Cause of
God become verdant. Through this the
Name of the Kingdom of God will be
spread all over the world. Through this
the Sun of Reality will shine. Through
this the clouds of Mercy will pour doWll.
Whosoever utters a word you must ask:
'Where is the authority of the Center of
the Covenant? Show it.' Without this
you must not listen to him. If an angel
comes down from heaven and has no
authority from the Center of the Covenant, you must require his authority.
Otherwise the vineyard will become
withered and dry. This is the reality."

In New York City, July, 1912, AbdulBaha said to several believers: " Any
one quoting me must have authority
written either with my oWll hand, or
Tablets signed with my seaL Otherwise
these statements do not belong to me.
Every instruction, every teaching that I
desire to spread I will write with my
own hand. You must know this generally. Never accept any statement without my writing which is signed and
sealed-any statement."
(Signed by AEDUL-BAHA)
In Egypt, in August, 1913, AEDULBAHA stated (Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
interpreting): "When in America I repeatedly said that no one must believe
one word said by another regarding any
commands, teachings or statements made
by me unless they can produce the
same in writing over my signature."

"This is a Mystery of the Kingdom of Abha"
"There is a Power in this Cause, a Mysterious Power, far, far, far away from
the ken of men and angels; that Invisible Power is the Cause of all these outward
activities. It moves the hearts. It rends the mountains. It administers the
complicated affairs of the Cause. It inspires the friends. It dashes into a thousand pieces all the forces of opposition. It creates new spiritual worlds. This
is a Mystery of the Kingdom of Abha."
(Words of ABDUL-BAHA from J\1irza Ahmad Sohrab's diary.)
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The Bahai Revelation
Address"" by JENABI FAzEL MAZANDARANI, delivered at the Third Session of the
Bahai Congress, New York City, April 27th, 1920.
Manucher Khan, Interpreter.
all the aims have been this aim and
nothing else. We see that in those spiritual books and in those Divine books,
every corruption is forbidden; we see
only inimical passions have been prohibited in those Divine books, and they
have united the people in love and harmony. "Vhen we look into and consider
the Divine books, we see all the aims
of all the prophets have been to perfect
man's morality and to establish love
and unity among all mankind. They
have no other aims besides these.
When we look into the history of
every religion, we see that in their own
cycle and in their own time they established their aims and objectives. You
know that in their own time they did
good work; that is to say, they established love .and unity as far as it was
possible in their own time. In the time
of Moses, as much as it was possible in
that time, and when the time of Jesus
came as much as it was possible in
his time. But by and by superstitions crept into those pure religions and
caused dissensions, and some blind imitations made it so that the people
shunned religion. Today we see in
every nation that some people run away
from religion entirely. No sooner do
you say a word about religion than they
run away from you and say, ""Ve are
not ready to hear anything about religion.'
,
oi:' See page 182 for J enabi Fazel's
Now, let us see why they are shunwords of greeting upon his arrival at
ning
and turning away from religion.
the Convention.-The Editors.

THERE is no doubt that there are two
powers in the world, the power of
spirituality and the power of materiality. There is no doubt that the advancement of man is in the world of morality.
Man's honor depends upon his soul and
upon his morality. If man lacks spirituality and morality he is nothing but
a mere animal and is in common with
animals. There is no doubt that man
needs a te.acher for the education of his
morality and the education of his soul.
History proves to us that without
a teacher for these two phases, morality and soul, and without education,
man cannot be supreme. The greatest
morality in the world is love. Love and
morality are the foundations of this
world. Love in the world of humanity
is the cause of its salvation. Love and
unity are the honor and progress of
this world. Love and unity are the
foundations of its life; love and unity
are the cause of man's entrance into the
Kingdom of God; love and unity are
the cause of eternal life.
All the Manifestations of God appeared in this world only that love and
unity should prevail among mankind.
The prophets of the world had no other
aim except love and unity amongst humankind. When we look into the heavenly books we see the same thing, that
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These people see only the superstitions
which are among the people but do not
see the reality and the significance of
the religions; they see only the misunderstandings. They see only the blind
imitations. Religions are like mirrors
which are covered with dust and their
brilliance is entirely dull now. The dust
that has covered the mirrors is nothing
but these blind imitations or superstitions. It is because of these superstitions and ignorances, which have caused
dissensions among the religions of the
world, that they are inimical to each
other, and hatred has arisen among
them. Great wars and bloodshed have
been brought about by these same blind
imitations. But when we look to see
the essential principles of all the religions we see that their aims have been
one. Jesus had the same aim as Moses
and Abraham and the other prophets,
and they had no other aim and no other
purpose except love and unity among
humankind. All these differences and
dissensions were brought about by the
aforementioned superstitions and men's
ignorance. The primary principles are
unchangeable, but, of course, the secondary principles and branches are
changeable according to the exigencies
of time. We know that as time passes
everything is changed; as you say nowadays, everything is changing. The
laws of commerce and of other transient
things are changing with the exigencies
of time. The only differences that occur in religions is in the outer and secondary laws, not in the essential principles.
There is nothing important
about those transient things, they
change with the exigencies of time. The
point to be considered is the principles
only. The people of the worM do not
look at the principles and the important points but they adhere to the trifling things, so of course there is dissension among them. These differences
in religions have caused the very de-
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struction of the whole world. If a wise
man peruses the situation of the world
today, will he deny that in this time
and cycle there is need of unity among
religions? Can all these differences and
dissensions remain as they are? How
long should there be differences in the
world, and when is the perfection of
the world to come?
BAHA'o'L'LAH has dawned from the
horizon of Persia, and has established
laws for the unification of all religions,
and he has made the world understand
that the reality and the principles of
all religions have been the same. He
has brought to light the foundation of
all religions, and these principles have
been published in his book.
They
are the same things, but with new
explanations which are very effective
and influential, so that those commands
renew the world of soul and the world
of heart. We see that with Divine power he is dispelling those differences.
This is what we see with our own eyes.
What can be seen with the eyes and
felt with the heart cannot be denied.
If a mason claims he can build a
beautiful building and he builds it
right before our eyes, can that be denied? Such a fact cannot be denied.
This is what BAHA'o'LLAH claims. He
said his aim was to bring unity and
harmony among humankind. There is
unity among people who come under
his standard, and he is pointing
but to the people the real qualities of
religion and is dispelling superstition
and ignorance. This was his declaration anrl claim, and he attained to his
aIm.
We have come from the East. Now,
the East was the centre of fanaticism.
The people of the East were immersed
in such superstition and fanaticism that
they were very Inimical to each other;
they even considered each other as filthy and infidels, and they would not
communicate with each other, would not
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talk to each other. They thought it
praiseworthy to murder each other, and
not only did they think this action
praiseworthy but they thought if they
murdered one of their friends they
would be nearer to God!
There were many followers of this
belief in Persia, that is, those who
thought that if they should kill each
other they would be nearer to God.
This was not according to the Holy
Book at all. The Holy Book invited
the people to love and harmony, while
all of this emanated from superstition
and ignorance. But since the manifestation of BAHA'O'LLAH, people of different religions and different nations
have entered under its banner, and they
now manifest the utmost love and unity
towards each other.
For instance, the Jews were very
superstitious ilnd very fanatical. In
the time of Christ they did not believe
in Christ and they did not accept Christ,
but now hundreds and hundreds of them
have entered under this standard; and
also the other older nations that did not
believe in any of the new religions.
'Yhen you enter one of the Bahai meetings, you see men from different races
and from different nations. You cannot distinguish the Jew from those of
other religions. You see a large number of people with great harmony and
love towards each other, whereas each
was formerly under a separate religion.
This unity of religion has been established and brought about only by the
'Yords of BAHA'O'LLAH.
This is the greatest power that reveals
itself in the human world. This is the
aim of all the Divine Manifestations;
this is that which is prophesied in the
Holy Book, that the "last" day will
come and there will be perfect unity
among the people; that the day will
come when the "wolf" and the "lamb"
will graze in the same pasture, and the
day will come when all differences will
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be removed. Now, we see that by this
Revelation and this Manifestation all
the differences are removed. Can such
a tangible case be denied? Since the
declaration of the Manifestation thousands and thousands of the Bahais have
been killed. This tree has been watered
by the martyrdom of hundreds and hundreds of people. From the beginning
of this Manifestation up to this present
time, about fifty or sixty thousand have
been murdered. They were murdered
by the ignorant-killed and tortured
in all sorts of ways. The history of
this Cause is very long indeed. '"liThatever happened or took place in former
religions, and former :iVIanifestations,
appeared in this Manifestation also.
'1'he holy aim of the Bahais cannot
be denied by anybody. In this ti.me,
which is a luminous time, we Ree
that it needs such a great Manifestation, and it needs the unity of the
people. Of course, it necessitates that
all the secrets of the religious Books
should appear; and this is essential that
all the shining hearts from God should
again be near to God.
Now, we can feel perfectly sure that
if it were not for the Bahai Cause t.he
whole world would be running away
from religion; that is to say, people
would see only superstitions of religion
then and turn away. This period necessitates a great Manifestation, more than
any other period. His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH appeared to mankind and said:
"Ye are all the branches of one tree
and the fruits of one tree; ye are all
of one race; ye are all created by the
same God."
Put aside all your blind
imitations and adhere to the principles
of religion and then you \vill all be
united. My hope is that we endeavor
every day to spread this Cause as much
as we can, because the progress of the
world and the attraction of the attention of people to religion is not realized
by any other way except this way.
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The Investigation of Truth
Address by JENABI FAZEL MAZANDARANI, delivered at the Fourth Session of the
Bahai Congress, New York City, April 28th, 1920.
Manucher Khan, Interpreter.

WE

ARE unusually late this night.
But it is necessary to end in prayer.
We ask God for His assistance and confirmation, that He may guide us in His
path, and that He may lead the whole
of humanity -in that path. I see that
this meeting is spiritual and I could
not keep still. I feel very much as if
the spirit is waving all over this place.
There are plenty of meetings of different sorts and everywhere, for different purposes, reunions and dances are
held in different places, but there are
few meetings which are organized for
the sake of God. The Bahai reunions
and assemblies are for this aim, that
is to say, for the sake of God. This
meeting has no other intention except
the investigation of truth and to discuss and speak about truth. All the
people have been waiting so long
that I am sure that they have no othe1
aim except the investigation of truth.
The investigation of truth is the first
aim and the first principle that BAHA'O'LLAH has commanded the people to
do-it should be the aim of all the people of the world. BAHA'o'LLAH has
told the people that every man should
investigate truth, because man's opinion is divided into two kinds. One
belief and one opinion exists in man
because of inheritance and blind imitation. Most of his opinions and beliefs
in the world are of this sort. It is not
necessary to mention it further and to
take more time in explaining it because you know it already. You know
all the existent religions of the world
are nothing but blind imitation or inheritance. There is no doubt about it,
and you know it. When a father is a
Christian, the son also becomes a Christian; if the parents are Jews, the son

will become a Jew; if the father is a
Zoroastrian, the son will become a Zoroastrian, and if he is a Hindu or a Buddhist or a Mohammedan, the son will
accept the religion of his father. vVe
must not expect that the son of a Jew
will be anything but a Jew. They are
trained in that religion and, of course,
when they are grown up they have not
been trained in any other religion than
that. They perpetuate their own beliefs
and opinions in the hearts of their children, and they sow the seeds of animosity in the hearts of their children against
other religions. All the existing beliefs
are no better than the ones mentioned.
These are blind imitations, and I am
sure they are not the cause of man's
salvation. Belief in blind opinion is
the cause of all the dissension in the
world. All these differences of religion
have sprung from blind opinion. This
sort of religion which exists in the
world is not praised by God, because
they have believed in these opinions
without any proof or demonstration.
All these beliefs are the sources of dissension and the root of all differences.
There is one sort of belief that has
very few followers and that is the belief
in the investigation of truth. The unity
of the Bahais which has been brought
about in the world is from this source;
that is to say, they have investigated
the truth and have found the truth.
There is no doubt that people would not
give up their religion unless it were
founded on valid proof; beliefs and
opinions are something very dear and
very precious to humankind, and they
have some reason for changing their
opinion or else they would not do it.
This proof is brought about by knowledge and investigation of the truth;
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there is no doubt about that. Now, as
I said before, this meeting has assembled to investigate the truth. I want
every one of you, if you have any difficulty about the Cause, to come to the
Bahai centre and ask me and I will
gladly tell you about it. These meetings that you see, and such gatherings
as this, they have all over the world.
This is the time of the Rizwan feast
of the Bahais and Conventions are held
by the Bahais in different parts of the
world. At this time, BAHA'O'LLAH was
exiled from Bagdad at the instigation of
the high priests and by the help and support of the governments of Turkey and
Persia. Two powerful governments like
Turkey and Persia, with the influence
of their high priests, leaders and governors, tried to .exile BAHA '0 'LLAH.
What did they mean by this banishment? They were not opposing BAHA'O'LLAH personally, but they opposed his
words and they were inimical to his
teachings. At this time of Rizwan,
BAHA'O'LLAH declared his mission and
called the people to perfect unity and
to remove dissension; in such a time
the banner of the standard of peace
was uplifted. At such a time this
religion was started. This was why all
the people of Persia and Turkey arose
against his teachings. They thought by
this o~lPositio~ that they could eradicate hull teachmgs and they would not
spread 1ver the world, but they did not
know tiIat some purposes and some intentionJ are supported by God's confirmation.
For instance, a man arranges according to his own ways, and everything
outwardly is all right, but he never
attains to his aim and objective.
He feels from the very beginning
that he is not supported by God's
confirmation. He appeals to everything
to attain to his objective, but he cannot
attain it. Some people arise and put

........
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into effect some sacred intention, some
holy intention, and it is done. By the
outward appearance of things, I can tell
from the beginning whether you are
assisted by God or not, and ·whether
you are supported by God's confirmation or not. The Manifestations of God
were assisted by the confirmations of
God. No means and no implements do
they possess. Everything and every
outward appearance and everything
was against them. In spite of this
opposition they put into effect their
aims and their intentions. Although
they undertook to banish - although
the Mohammedan priests and kings
undertook to banish BAHA'O'LLAH
- they did not know that they were
in reality assisting him in every
possible way. It was for his sake that
all the glad tidings and the propllecies
of the Holy Book were fulfilled. It
is written, it is prophesied in the Old
Testament, that the greatest Manifestation would manifest himself, and would
appear from the Holy Land. You are
well informed of the Holy Books and
it is unnecessary to remind you of them.
The light of God would appear on the
Mount of Carmel and Acca should be
the place, the destination, the hope of
the people, and the Holy Land should be
the center of the attraction of the whole
world. These prophecies were fulfilled
by the enemies of BAHA'O'LI,AH. Thus,
every man who caused his banishment
put into effect and fulfilled those promises and those prophecies. That is why
those who go to Haifa and Acca see the
truth and fulfillment of those prophecies. I have seen with my own eyes
how Haifa and Acca are the center of
attraction of the people of the world:
how people from the east and west and
north and south go to the presence of
the Master.
(The address was followed by a
prayer chanted in Persian.)

STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the pr.esent thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the obj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after ho sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
Western States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
SO'uthern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAxwELL.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary M ember: MIRZA AH MAD SOHRAB
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The photograph shown on page 250
was sent to the STAR OF THE WEST by
J enabi Fazel Mazandarani. It was
taken at VVashington, D. C. Concerning their stay in that city he writes:
"VVhile in VlTashington we were the
guests of Mrs. Parsons, who not only
provided all the means of our comfort
and happiness, but she was busy all day
long arranging public meetings and
private interviews for us. Our mornings were spent in interviews with

No. IS

prominent people of VVashington. In
the afternoon and until twelve o'clock
at night we had from two to four public
meetings before large audiences. The
picture was taken at a banquet given by
Mrs. Parsons, where many of the Bahais
and others were present. Thanks to
Mrs. Parsons for all her hospitality and
unadulterated servitude. ,\Ve are very
grateful to all the Bahais of Washington who are resolute and firm."
-The Editors.

"His honor Faze!, in reality, is perfect in all the grades"
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
To his honor, Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!

He Is God!

o thou

servant of the Threshold of the
Blessed Perfection!
The maid-servant of God, Mrs. Hoagg,
and the maid-servant of God, Miss Culver, arrived. They brought your photograph with green turban and that of

-

-

' - - -

- - - - - -

-------

your respected wife; likewise the photograph of his honor Fazel with white
turban and luminous face.
It was
His
conducive to great rejoicing.
honor Fazel, in reality, is perfect in all
the grades-in knowledge and virtue,
in sincerity of intention, in beauty of
character, in severance from aught else
save God and attraction with the fragrances of God. Truly I say, he is the

STAR

OF '[HE

manifestation of this blessed verse: "I
do not ask ye any reward. Verily my
reward is with God, the Lord of the two
worlds. It is written: 'If for the sake
of thy self-sacrifice thou desirest a compensation, the compensation which is
given by His Holiness the Almighty is
the best of all.' " I
.
The plan of the lVIashrekol-Azkar
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was observed. Importance lies in its
building. It is my hope that this foundation may be built.
Convey longing greeting to all the
friends.
Upon thee be BAHA'o'LLAH EI-Abha!
(Signed) ABDuL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Received July, 1920.)

~'His honor Fazel is a revered person"
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO ROY C. WILHELlVI
To his honor, Mr. Roy C. VVilhelm, New
York City,-Upon him be the Glory
of God, the Most Glorious!
He Is God!
thou my dear affectionate son!
Two letters from thee have arrived.
Exercise thou the utmost love and kindness towards Bedros Darakjian! He
should continue the work which he has
already undertaken.
His honor Fazel is a revered person.
He has been growing for a long time in
the Cause. Next to his honor, Mirza
Abul Fazl, he is the best informed of
his contemporaries. He has no aspiration save service to the Cause of God.
He is a scholar, he is appreciativG and
grateful to thee.
Thou hast written that the House of
Spirituality of New York is splendidly
confirmed and consequently the number
of the friends is increasing. This news
imparted great joy. My hope is that
New York may become the center of
this great Cause: the glad-tidings of the
Kingdom of God may encompass (it);
the banner of the oneness of the world
of humanity may be raised, and the
divine teachings may pitch their pavilion in that city. In my trip to
America I spent a long time in New
York. I went to Washington and returned to New York: I went to Boston
and returned to New York. I went to
Chicago and came back to New York.
I visited California and went back to

o

- - - -

_..

- - - - - _...... -

New York. From this it becomes evident that I feel the utmost attachment
to New York.
Well, thou and all the friends should
encourage the souls (people) to become
firm in attachment to the Testament and
Covenant, for the power of the Covenant
brings together and makes them united
and harmonious; otherwise every ambitious soul arises to bring about their
separation, in order to draw a few souls
around himself. The souls who were
crying in all the assemblies and meetings (of the friends), that everybody
who did not adhere to the Covenant and
Testament of God, was excommunicated,
wicked, expelled from the threshold of
the Blessed Beauty and was hopeless of
the mercy of God, yielded then to ambition, sought for fame and arose to violate the Covenant. Thou observest now
how abject and miserable they have
become. In every age many such people
appeared, but in the end they fell into
manifest misery.
Thou observest that after His Holiness
Christ,-May my soul be sacrificed for
Him,-how many different sects appeared. Read thou the book of his
honor, Mirza Abul Fazl! In the his.
tory of the Church this is written
and. recorded. Of them was the Patriarch of Alexandria who attempted to
give false impressions. One million and
a half people became his adherents.
Even the Emperor of Constantinople
(followed him). He produced a great

-_.--_._--
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disturbance in the nation of Christ. But might of the German Emperor! 'Where
ultimately he was vanquished and is the greatness of the Emperor of Austhrown into most striking misery. Now tria ! In a short time all these palaces
these people, whose number is small, it were turned into ruins and all these preis already known what their end will be. tentious edifices (empires) underwent
I hope that the friends will give the destruction. They left no fruit and no
utmost importance to the Mashrekol- trace, save eternal ruin.
Azkar. A cablegram from Mr. Randall
The souls who have been enlightened
has lately been received, indicating that
with
the Light of the Kingdom, however,
they will begin its construction. Through
have
founded eternal sovereignty. They
this news I became immensely delighted.
shine
like unto the stars upon the horiThe American friends are greatly enzon
of
everlasting glory. The Apostles
deared. Therefore I desire that they
(of
Christ)
were fisher~. Consider thou
may be confirmed in great achievewhat
a
high
station they did rise! and
to
ments and become the factors of the esto
what
a
great
sovereignty they did
tablishment of the Kingdom of God.
attain;
whose
duration
and permanence
All the people of the world are, as
runs
to
eternity.
Mary
Magdalene was
thou observest, in the sleep of neglia
peasant
woman.
She
was
without any
gence. They have forgotten God altogether. They are all busy in war and name and fame or consequence, but her
strife. They are undergoing misery and candle is in the assemblage of the world,
destruction. They are like unto loath- lighted till eternity.
some worms trying to lodge in the depth
Upon thee be the glory of Abha!
of the ground, while a single flood of
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA-ABBAS.
rain sweeps all their nest and lodging
away. Nevertheless, they do not come
(August 9th, 1920. Translated by
to their senses. Where is the majesty of Azizullah S. Bahadur, Mount Carmel,
the Emperor of Russia! Where is the Palestine. )

Tablets to Bahais in America received in 1919 and 1920
TO THE CHILDREN OF THE KINGDOM.
To the children* of the Kingdom-Upon
them be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!care of the daughter of the Kingdom,
Bahiyeh Randall-Upon her be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
He Is God!

o ye children of the

Kingdom!
Praise ye God that in the days of
childhood ye have entered the divine
kingdom and have been encompassed by
the bounty and favor of God. At a
time when ye were young He has chosen
and selected ye and has made ye intimates with the mysteries, while the mature and full-grown have been deprived.
This is to be attributed only to the
*The Bahai Juniors.

bounty of God. Praise ye God therefore and say:
"0 Thou compassionate Lord! 0
Lord of Hosts! Praise be unto Thee,
that thou hast preferred these young
children to the full-grown and the matured, hast endowed them with Thy special bounty, hast guided them, hast bestowed upon them Thy light and hast
given them spirituality. Confirm us that
when we attain maturity we may be enabled to serve Thy Kingdom, may train
the souls, may become ignited candles
and may glitter like unto stars. Thou
art the Giver, the Bestower and the
Kind I"~
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Haifa, Palestine, Nov. 26, 1919.)
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MR. AND MRS. DEUTH
To their honors, Mr. and Mrs. DeuthUpon them be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
-care of his honor, Mr. Albert VailUpon him be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

He Is God!
two servants of the Kingdom of
God!
His honor, Mr. Vail, has arrived aDd
with an eloquent tongue and a brilliant
language has been praising you very
highly; that these two respected souls
are indeed two truthful servants of the
Word of God and are day and night
roaring and surging like unto the sea.
They have no purpose save the promulgation of the teachings of BAHA'O'LLAH
and seek nothing save the guidance of
souls. They have established a magazine~' which promotes the Bahai ideals,
which declares the oneness of mankind,
which sets forth the inner meanings and
the realities of things, which expounds
the mysteries of God and the words of
which glitter like unto pearls. This figure is an oriental figure by which eloquent and significant words are compared to pearls. But these pearls are
of two kinds, one is the versified language and that is called poetry and the
other is the ordinary language called
prose. Now I pray to God that ye may
both in prose as well as poetry set forth
glittering gems and may be so confirmed
that all your publications may be favorable to every sound intellect and suitable to all praiseworthy characters, and
that no one will be able to criticize them
or make the slightest objections.
In the utmost supplication, I beseech
divine providence that He may bestow
His favors upon you in this world and
in the next.
Upon ye be Baha-el-Abha!

o ye

(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

~'Refers to the magazine Reality, edited and published by them in New York
City.-The Editors.
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Supplication
God! Make this magazine a mirror of Truth that therein the divine
significances may be reflected, the mysteries of the Kingdom may be revealed,
and that it may appear effulgent and resplendent to the eyes of men. Thou art
the promulgator of publications that
serve the world of humanity!

o

(Signed)
(Haifa,
1919.)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

Palestine,

November

25,

CHARLES MASON REMEY
To his honor, Mr. Charles Mason Remey
-Upon him be BAHA'O'LLAH ElAbha!
He Is God!

o thou herald

of the Covenant!
Thy letters have been received and
an answer has been written. Verily,
thou art firm in the Covenant, art selfsacrificing, art the son of the Kingdom
and dost deserve the confirmations of
His Holiness BAHA'0 'LLAH.
Consequently, Abdul-Baha is highly pleased
with thee and begs for thee from His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH limitless bounties.
As a result of this glad-tiding fly on
the wings of joy and raise thou the
melody: "Happy am I, blessed am I]"
Mr. and Mrs. Deuth are, in the sight
of Abdul-Baha, favored and esteemed.
Verily, they are engaged in service.
Day and night they strive that they may
awaken the souls, they write articles in
a moderate tone, they do not rend the
veils asunder, and thus they are praised
and esteemed by Abdul-Baha. Convey
on my behalf to Richard Mayer respectful greeting. I supplicate for this enlightened soul the bounty of the Merciful.
o thou who art firm in the Covenant!
If possible, convey to thy parents my
greeting and my respect and give them
this message: "Do not be disturbed.
All is in the hands of God, and He is

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----------
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the kind Father. Rest assured in His
bounty and assistance."
The friends in Boston are indeed
arising in service. I am pleased with
them, am glad of their activities and
ever thinking of them and beg for them
all from the bounties of God's assistance
and confirmation. Their names are preserved and recorded in the Book of the
lordly ones in the Abha Kingdom. They
may rest assured in the bounty of His
Holiness BAHA'0 'LLAH, that confirmations shall uninterruptedly descend
upon them.
I have been greatly affected by the
death of Mr. Sandy Kinney. What
a lovely child he was. On my behalf
say to ],11'. and Mrs. Kinney: "Do
not grieve, and do not lament. That
tender and lovely shrub has been transferred from this world to the rose-garden of the Kingdom and that longing
dove has flown to the divine nest. That
candle has been extinguished in this
nether world that it may be rekindled
in the Supreme Ooncourse. Ye shall
assuredly meet him face to face in the
world of mysteries at the assemblage of
Light. "
At present, wisdom does not permit
that the teachers should apply to the
government for half-rate fares or should
have the property of the MashrekolAzkar exempt from government taxes.
'Visdom does not permit that at present.
Its time will come.
Ooncerning thy travel, if during the
spring season thou goest to Germany and
thence proceed to the Holy Land it will
be highly advisable.
Thou art permitted.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Haifa, Palestine, December 24, 1919'.)
MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
To his honor Mirza Ahmad SohrabUpon him be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
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He Is God!

o thou wanderer over mountain and desert in the Path of the kind Beloved!
Thy letter, after thy return from Oalifornia to N ew York, was received. Praise
be to God, that in accord with the promise of Abdul-Baha thou didst behold the
bestowal and favor of His Highness
BAHA '0 'LLAH manifest and clear in all
the states of America! This is the fulfillment of what I have said: Every
soul who in this day is firm in the Oovenant will become the brilliant sign of
the Kingdom of Effulgence. Do thou
move and live in accord with the teachings of Abdul-Baha; then thou wilt observe that all the doors are open, all
the paths straightened, help and assistance becoming one's companion and the
cohorts of confirmation descending uninterruptedly. Today whosoever is the
servant of the Kingdom of Abha will be
established upon the throne of everlasting sovereignty. Praise be to God, that
thou didst observe with thine own eyes
and listened with thine own ears that
today·the power of the Oovenant is the
pulsating artery in the body of the
world. Whosoever becomes one of the
people of divine association, he is the
candle of splendor and whosoever is an
associate of the people of sedition he is
established and has his dwelling in the
lowest abyss of hell.
In the middle of nights, like AbdulBaha, supplicate at the Threshold of the
Blessed p'erfection and cry and lament:
u 0 Thou kind God!
I am a weak ant,
bestow upon me the sovereignty of Solomon! I am an ephemeral atom, suffer
me to appear in the flow of the rays of
the Sun of Reality! I am a drop, bestow upon me the waves of the Most
Great Sea! I am a mosquito, make me
the eagle of the Apex of Glory. I am
lowly, endear me in Thy Kingdom! I
am unknown and signless, grant me the
visible token of confirmation!"
The pilgrims returning from this
land, God willing, from now on will
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become the cause of union and harmony.
The Bahai Library in New York, truly
I say is engaged in service and Mr. and
Mrs. Deuth are in reality self-sacrificing
and are the object of the favor of Ab·
dul-Baha; but the believers must as
much as possible assist this library and
the magazine Reality. Mr. and Mrs.

Deuth are unable to bear all the expenses.
Praise be to God, that Shanaz (Mrs.
Waite) is full of song and melody and
like unto the flute-player is singing the
notes of the divine musician.
It is hoped that ere long the Convention this year will be inaugurated in a
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befitting and behooving manner and the
maid-servant of God, Mrs. Maxwell, Mr.
R.andall, Mr. Mills, Mrs. Marjorie Morton and Mrs, Zoraya Chamberlain have
undoubtedly become confirmed in rendering great services,
Doctor Grant and Rev. Guthrie unquestionably have delievered detailed

speeches. These two revered souls, truly
I say, are worthy of respect and honor,
I pray in their behalf that they may
become assisted to render services to the
Kingdom of God; each one of them may
walk in the footsteps of the Apostles and
become the lighted candles in the assemblage of Reality, In short, I hope that
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in this Convention the matter of the
Mashrekol-Azkar may obtain a new importance. Undoubtedly your wedding
is likewise solemnized. It is divine and
blessed. I have given recommendations
regarding your affairs to some of the
pilgrims. It is assured that you will
spend your life with joy and composure.

His Excellency, the ideal sage, Fazel
Mazandarani, is the essence of humility
and submission. God willing, with
Manucher Khan, he has reached the
United States under the protection of
the Almighty. This respected soul is
evanescent in the Cause of the Blessed
Perfection. He is wise, well informed
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and a thinker. There is no doubt that
he will become the cause of the exhilaration, rejoicing and the guidance of
others. You must exercise toward him
the utmost respect and consideration,
and placi:rl:g your hands in each other's,
become ye engaged in the promotion of
the Word of God.

Oonvey on my behalf, my love and
affection to the favored maid-servant of
God, thy respected wife and her mother.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.

(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
June 28, 1920, New York Oity.)
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'l'HE KNIGHTING OF ABDUL-BAHA

THE

knighting of Abdul-Baha at Haifa, on April
27th, 1920, was an event of surpassing interest.
The following is from a letter sent by Abbas Guli, the
Persian who is in charge of the Tomb of the Bab, to
a Bahai in America:
"Friends from all parts of the world are here.
They have come from America, Persia, India, Russia,
Italy, France, England, Mesapotamia, Egypt, Syria,
Palestine, and all are rejoicing notwithstanding the
great unrest of the world. Praise be to God, the
Bahais are here and over all parts of the world are a
most happy community. Today in the presence of
the Bahais, the notables of the country, the leaders
of all religions, while the English soldiers were saluting and the military music was playing, the Master
received the highest gold medal sent by the King of
England. It was a very happy occasion. Dr. Bagdadi is here and is writing this letter for me (in
English) . "

Photograph taken in the garden of the Military Governor at Raifa. April 27th. 1920.

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of relig~on shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; these fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'o'LLAH.
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Abdul-Baha on Mt. Carmel
Notes by MABEL PAINE, of Urbana, Illinois, on her visit to Haifa, Palestine,
with a party of pilgrims, September, 1920.
THE experience of being in Haifa and
meeting Abdul-Baha is so great that
it cannot be contained in the narrow
bounds of the few days spent there.
After the pilgrimage is over new beauties are revealed, new strength is derived. Every scene, event, and circumstance partakes of the eternal world and
so continues to grow and develop in our
hearts. The sojourn there is like being on a spiritual mountain top where
broader, more spiritual views are spread
before us. Or better, it is like having
the water of life flow with its penetrating, life-giving, cleansing pOlver into
every last part of one's heart and life.
In some place, Abdul-Baha has said
that everything in the outer material
world is a sign, symbol or counterpart
of a reality in the spiritual world. This
truth one realizes intensely at Haifa.
The physical surroundings there are
outer expressions of the spiritual life.
The Psalmist wrote "Beautiful for situation, the joy of the whole earth is
Mount Zion. "
And this description
may now be applied to Mount Carmel.
Rugged mountain, blue sea, wide plain,
all glowing in brilliant sunshine, combine to make a scene of great beauty,
more beautiful complete and varied, it
seems to many, than any other scene. So,
one learns while at Haifa, is the spiritual life more beautiful than any other
life.
Abdul-Baha himself is the Living
Word, the very embodiment of the spiritual life. His whole bearing, his every
attitude of body and expression of face

mirror forth spiritual truth.
How
precious are the mental pictures of Abdul-Baha which remain with the returned pilgrim! I see him standing a
little apart from the rest and in his
bearing is absolute independence and
majesty. It is evident that he can stand
alone against the whole world. It comes
to me that this great power and independence of aught save God is with him
because he is so entirely selfless. It is
a part of his station, the wonderful station of servitude.
Again I see him, I can't tell when,
but it is in the day time, so that I see
his face most clearly. He is walking.
The head is a little bent. The eyes are
full of that wonderful compassion which
all spiritual artists have tried to portray in paintings of great spiritual beings. There is a great freshness and
youth in those eyes, the freshness of
early dawn, the purity of the child, a
look of wonder as of one sojourning in a
strange and foreign world. Such a look
may have been in Christ's eyes when he
said to his disciples, "How is it that
you have so little faith ~" But a look
too of great compassion, such compassion as must have existed from the beginning which hath no beginning and
which will endure to the end which
hath no end. Then what compelling, active power in those eyes when sometimes
they flash a summons from this world
to the other!
What a blessing comes to the pilgrim
to Haifa from being able to watch the
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daily life which is the active counterpart of these heavenly pictures I The
following incident related by M. Azizullah Khan Bahadur illustrates the unfailing kindness which Abdul-Baha
showers so freely on everyone with
whom he comes in contaGt. M. Azizullah spoke in some such way as this:
, 'One morning I was in Haifa with
the Master. We entered a store. Here
we found a group of people and among
them a German missionary, a resident
of Haifa. At first this man was talking
in such a way as to display his knowledge of classical Arabic literature. Then
the subject of his conversation changed.
He spoke of his personal affairs. He
was no longer receiving remittances
from the missionary board in Germany.
This was during the war. He was in
need of money. When the Master heard
the man speak of his need, he promptly
gave him a generous sum of money."
Mirza Azizullah continued: "All the
time I was feeling critical of the Master
and at the same time blaming myself
for feeling critical. This missionary I
knew had no love for the Master. He
had opposed the Master and would oppose him again. 'Still,' I said to myself,
'if that is not the Master, I don't know
who is.' "
How often while in Haifa were we
sharply confronted with this contrast
between the human and divine way of
thinking I "My thoughts are not your
thoughts, neither are your ways my
ways, saith the Lord. For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my
ways higher than your ways and my
thoughts than yOWl' thoughts."
One
morning some pilgrims were sitting
in a small room on the ground floor
of the Master's house. One of thepilgrims, a Mohammedan, was pouring
over the pages of the Bible. He had recently become a Bahai and since that
time could not read the Bible enough.
Soon Dr. Lotfullah Hakim entered. He
brought a message from the Master to
the Mohammedan pilgrim. It directed
him to go to the hospital. He had not
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been well for several days and the Master, like a kind father, was watchilIg
over him and advising him for his best
welfare. But the pilgrim answered that
he had not seen the Master for three
days and that he would not go to the
hospital until he had again seen the
Master. In the mind of one of the pilgrims who was watching this little
scene, sprang up a feeling of disapproval, a feeling a little critical and
consequently a little hostile to this
Oriental brother. (Why was he not
obeying Abdul-Baha n But we were
soon to see the Divine way of regarding the man. Dr. Lotfullah carried the
man's message to the Master and returned immediately with directions to
the man to step outside. He did so, the
rest of us following. We went by the
gravel path around to the front of the
house. Soon Abdul-Baha appeared on
the porch just above us. He looked
down on the sick man with lauO'hinO'
kindly eyes and his beautiful m~sical
voice fairly rippled with laughter as he
again advised him to go to the hospital.
The man's face beamed with pleasure
and he went off to the hospital satisfied.

Abdul-Baha's Answer to a Qt~estion
regarding Church Attendance.
It is well to worship in any place
where the thought is turned to God.
Whether the place is home, church, or
mosque, the object is to turn to God.
But if there is a Mashrekol-Azkar it is
better to worship there. In the other
worshiping places the hearts are not engaged in worshiping God. They are
turned to the world. Therefore in those
places the breaths of the Merciful are
not inhaled. But if there is no Mashrekol-Azkar, there is no harm in going
to other worshiping places.
When I was in America I used to go
to churches to speak. When I entered
they were engaged in worshiping. I
also used to stand up and turn to the
Kingdom of God. After they had fin-
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ished their prayer I used to give the
Divine Glad Tidings. I used to give
the proofs and evidences of God. I gave
the teachings of the Blessed Beauty. All
listened. There was no opposition. In
truth I turned to God when I entered
the churches. When they were in the
congregation of God and were singing
songs I enjoyed it. When they were
'shouting, "My God, my God!" I was
happy.
,Vhen His Holiness Ohrist gathered
his disciples together on that last night,
it was not in a church, it was in a room.
On that night they had the Last Supper. It was in a room. The idea is that
the heart should be attracted, the spirit
filled with Divine Glad Tidings and the
soul turned to God. This is the object.
Other things are secondary.
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free from the darkness of the world of
nature. This is the second birth. Man
must always strive to have his spirit
overcome his body. ,Vhen his spirit
overcomes his body, the second birth
takes place and he becomes freed from
imperfections. He becomes filled with
virtues. He becomes nearer the Divine
and follows the Divine teachings. He
becomes like a lighted candle. This is
the reality of the subject. But when he
is immersed in the world of nature he
is like an animal, a fierce animal. He
displays all the worst quaiities."

Sunday afternoon, September 5th, Mt.
Carmel, necw the Tomb of the Bab.
ABDuL-BAHA: "Do you like it here?
Do you like the view here?"
MISS OOY: " Yes. It is most beautiful. "
T~tesday, September 7th, Western PilABDuL-BAHA: "The truth is that
g1'im House Haifa, after breakfast.
this place has a spiritual atmosphere.
QUESTION: ' , Just before the Master There are many beautiful views, but
came in we were talking about how to they have no spiritual atmosphere. All
train children to be thoughtful of oth- the prophets have been on Mt. Carmel,
ers and unselfish. Will the Master speak but in the mountains of Lebanon there
were no prophets. It is strange that all
to us on this subject ~ "
ABDUL-BAHA: "The body of man is the world is one, yet this part has befrom the world of nature. His body is come especially blessed. Palestine has
akin to that of the animal. He has an- been mentioned by God continually.
imal tendencies. But the Divine power But Sumal, Lebanon, and Damascus
in him is great. His spirit is pure, have never been mentioned. There was
sanctified and heavenly. His body is a magnificent temple of the sun at Baalsatanic. If his spiritual qualities over- bek. Its ruins still exist. It is written
come his animal qualities he becomes in the Koran: "God gives His bounty
illumined, full of activities and good and favor to whomsoever He willeth."
qualities. B-lJt if the animal qualities So it is with this land.
"The heart is attracted here. His
overcome the spiritual, the spiritual will
be entirely extinguished. All the qual- Holiness Elijah dwelt in a cave belmv
ities will be animalistic. In such a state this spot. At that time all the children
the love of self is found; man is im- of Israel were opposed to the religion of
mersed in passion; darkness succeeds God. They were engaged in their own
darkness. Man becomes negligent of passions and pursuits. Only their name
God. No sign of his spirituality remains. indicated that they were the people of
This is why His Holiness Ohrist says His Holiness Moses. If His Holiness
that we must be born again. When man Moses had come among them at that
is born from the womb of the mother he time he would not have recognized tllem.
is freed from material darkness. In the He would have said: 'I do not consider
same way he must be born from the them as my o"\vn, for they have entirely
world of nature so that he may become forsaken the religion of God. They are

~~-~-
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deprived of the law of God. There is
no light at all remaining in them. They
are like a negro servant whose name is
Diamond. His name is Diamond but he
is a black servant.' Such was their condition.
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When his object was accomplished he
retired from the world. When he realized that his work was done he devoted himself to his own development.
"The sincerity of a pure person is apparent in his deeds and activities. His
Holiness Elijah tried very much and labored very hard. Then when the way
became smooth and the time of comfort
and ease came he went away. He had
no attachment to this world. All the
thoughts of man, every trace which he
leaves behind him must be heavenly. He
must have no attachment to this world.
This world is like the waves of the sea.
It does not last. The wise person does
not attach his heart to waves."

"Then His Holiness Elijah educated
certain souls in this cave. He educated
pure and sincere souls as they ought to
be and sent them among the children of
Israel. They began to teach and call
the children of Israel back to God. They
called them back again to the law of
God. His Holiness Elijah gathered all
their chief men together and brought
them to the top of this mountain. There
were three hundred and sixty of these
chief men. But however much he taught
and counselled them he obtained no re- Su.nday, September 5th, a.t the supper
sult. He tried to guide them, but it
table in Abdul-Baha's hO'ttse.
was no use. For several years he worked
ABDUL-BAHA : ' 'I hope the health of
to educate them. At the end no result the friends is good. Today you went to
was apparent. He realized that they visit the Shrine of the Bab. Are you
would corrupt other souls. Then he had happy?
these three hundred and sixty men put
"His Holiness Christ was once eating
to death. Then the rest of the children
grapes. He said, 'I will not eat grapes
of Israel returned to their original spiragain until I eat them anew with yon in
itual morals and behavior. Then they
the Kingdom.' But the grapes of the
regained their spiritual life. The ever- Kingdom are not like these grapes (relasting glory again became apparent. ferring to the grapes on the table). In
They overcame the neighboring tribes.
the Kingdom there are no grapes like
They rebuilt the Holy Temple. The these. Now also, I say to you all. vVe
laws of God were put into effect.
will eat together of the Divine Bounty,
"Then when His Holiness Elijah had that is Divine food, God willing, in the
finished his work he left it and went Kingdom. Its taste is everlasting. Its
away. He retired. They thought he strength and power is everlasting. God
had ascended to Heaven. But no, hav- willing, we will eat together there of
ing accomplished his work, he retired. that heavenly food."
He had no attachment to the world.
)Jf.abel Paine.

News from Sweden
Boviken, Sweden.
To the STAR OF THE 'WESTFriends of the Kingdom of EI-Abha!
Your humble co-servant in the great
Cause of God arrived in Sweden the
8th of July. Went to the most remote
corner of the country to begin spreading
the great Truth, and there I found a

pure headed soul, who in three weeks
accepted the Truth. Highly educated
in both Swedish and English, she began to work with me in the Cause.
Naturally, progress is very slow, but
hope by the grace of God and our beloved Master, will soon grow faster.
Yours in the Kingdom of EI-Abha,
A ngust R1,tdd.
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News £rOln England
LETTER FROM E. T. HALL TO MR. REMEY
Manchester, England.
November 14, 1920.
A. llah 0 'Abha!
Mr. Mason Remey, Washington, D. C.
Dear Friend in the Bahai Faith:
We have received safely all your very
kind communications and rejoice that
you are in Europe again, and doing
mighty service in the Cause of EI-Abha.
We hl;1ve not a large gathering here yet,
for the war split us up and scattered us
for several years. We meet at Mr. •Toseph's room every Saturday evening.
Our gatherings number from twelve to
seventeen every week. We want at least
one hundred souls at these meetings;
and we are going to advertise our meetings and the Cause more than we have
done up to now. You know our poverty
of purse and brains-I don't mean we
are in need or starving; not anything
like that-but people seem to want big
musical evenings to attract them and
please them, or a very fine building to
come to, or wonderful oratory to listen
to! And we are only working-class peopIe, impoverished still more than usual
by the war.
However, we are united, brotherly,
and we love the Master; so eventually
all will grow and prosper. As you
know, I was in the hospital, very ill
through exposure in France, and have
been in a terribly weak state of body
ever since; but as I put a good face on
the matter, nobody realizes what I have
gone through. To have been shot and
finished in France would have been a
light matter (VM"Y light) compared with
this ill health. But God has mercifully
pulled me through to be more conscious
of His Presence and to understand and
love His Holy Servant more and more;
and to sympathize with every. stricken
one. This ill-health has been the cause
of my seemingly limited efforts. But
not a moment any day have I lost sight

of the importance of serving the Causeand perhaps triumph awaits us yet. At
any rate, the friends meet each Saturday
(last night was the fifteenth meetinO' ;t
Mr. Joseph's) and great cheer£ul~ess
and harmony and spiritual joy prevail.
Not a soul has been lost, though we were
split up for six years. Is not this testimony to the wonderful power of God
in Abdul-Baha? Of course we owe such
a great deal to Bahais outside Manchester--yourself not least-who have
kept the fire burning by correspondence.
In fact, we are the result of the activities of friends of God everywhere and
are bound up with them by countless
threads of pure gold.
So much for ourselves. Now I have
been requested by Mr. Joseph and all
the friends to ask you that, in the event
of your coming over to England-to
IJOndon-will you come a little further,
to Manchester, and see us, and renew
the wonderful fellovvship which "'as begun before the 'Nar. The effect ·which
you and Mr. Latimer had upon us all
then has been ineffacable; it was so
fragrant and so strong, that the friends
look upon your last visit as but a few
days ago, and are eagerly hoping to see
you again. vVe are truly sorry vve are
so far away and so few; and indeed it
would be asking too much, but our love
for you speaks out and we wish to meet
you again. Mr. and Mrs. Chessel and
Mr. and Mrs. Craven and my wife and
I would dearly like to see YO{l. Mr. J 0seph will see to sleeping accommodation
for you and during the days we ,,"ould
like our homes to be your homes, and our
tables to be your tables, and ourselves
at your service. It will also do the
Cause good here, dear friend, and that
is what we are all out for. So we shall be
happy and also doing good work for the
Master and the great Cause.
Would you be so kind as to explain to

(Continued on page 274)
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STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized ih the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limite d, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj ect of' the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the fu-.
ture thy subscribers will become hosts after ho sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thv voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-EAHA ABBAS.

o

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
f,Vestern States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAxwELL.
Central States: ALBERT V AIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDU5T-GERTRuDE BUIKEMA-DR. ZIA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB

Vol. 11

Sharaf 1, 76 (December 31, 1920)

No. 16

Two Important Tablets to the Bahais of America,
just received.
To the friends of God-America-Unto them be the glory of God, the Most
Glorious!

o

He Is The Most Glorious!
ye friends of God!

The wmld is still filled with tribulations and agitation, and the nations
of the world are in fact in competition, strife and war with one another. In
some countries there is also open warfare, and strife. The world of humanity
is sick and unawakened and the physicians of morality are in conflict more
than all 0ther people: they have not yet discovered the cause of the sickness
(of world), nay rather, they are utterly ignorant. In reality the physiciil ns
themselves are sicker, weaker and more avaricious than all. In spite of this,
all the nations of the world are neglecting and disregarding the fact that,
except the Divine Physician, who is well aware of the constitution of the
world of humanity, no one can remedy these diseases and bestow the most
effective antidote. Various diseases have so permeated the body of the world
that the sick, together with the nurse and the physician, have become utterly
helpless and are suffering great calamities.
Today the only community which has no prejudice and is not in conflict
with any other community, and besides this wishes the good health, ease, comfort and harmony of the world of humanity, is this oppressed (Bahai) community. Notwitlistanding this the peoples of the Orient are practicing the
utmost oppression towards' this persecuted community. In Persia every day
they create some new disturbances and take recourse in false charges as a new
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pretext: the chiefs of the old religion instigate the masses in general to attack
and wipe out all these persecuted souls.
Then pray ye that the friends in the Orient may remain protected and
guarded. The firm and steadfast friends in the Orient in spite of this (persecution) are waving like unto the sea, and their utmost aspiration is to attain to the most great martyrdom. They have attained to eomplete severance,
enkindlement and sincerity and are ready to ascend to the Kingdom of God.
Verily, verily they are self-sacrificing and life- giving!
Formerly in Persia divorce was very easily obtained. Among the people of the old nation (Islam) a trifling matter would eause divorce. However,
as the light of the Kingdom shone forth souls were quickened by the spirit of
BAHA'O'LLAH, then they utterly abstained from divorce. In Persia now divorce does not take place among the friends (Bahais) unless something unbearable occurs which makes harmony impossible. Under these rare circumstances some cases of divorce take place.
Now the friends in America must live and conduct themselves in this ,vay.
They must strictly refrain from divorce unless something arises which compels them to separate because of their aversion for each other, then with the
knowledge of the House of Spirituality they may decide to separate. They
must then be patient and wait a year. If during this year harmony is not
re-established between them then their divorce may be realized.
As soon as a sli'ght friction or displeasure of the heart appears between
the husband and wife, the husband should not think of union with some other
woman; or, God forbid, the wife should also think of another husband! This
is contrary to heavenly purity and real chastity. The friends of God must live
and conduct themselves, exhibit excellence of character and refinement, in such
a way as to make others astonished. The love between husband and wife
should not be purely physical, nay rather it must be spiritual and heavenly.
These two souls should be considered as one soul. How difficult it is to divide
one single soul! Oertainly there will appear great difficulties!
In short the foundation of the Kingdom of God is based upon harmony,
love, oneness, relationship, union and not upon differences: especially between
the husband and the wife. If one .of these two becomes the cause of divorce,
that one will unquestionably fall into great difficulties, shall become the victim
of formidable calamities and shall experience deep remorse.
Unto you be the glory of Abha!
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.
( Signed)
(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur, Haifa, Palestine, November 12, 1920.)
To the friends of God, America.

He Is The Most Glorions!
ye friends of God!
The foundation of the Kingdom of God is laid upon justice, fairness, mercy,
sympathy and kindness to every soul. Then strive ye with heart and soul to
practice love and kindness to the world of humanity at large, except to those
souls who are selfish and insincere. It is not advisable to show kindness to a
person who is a tyrant, a traitor or a thief because kindness encourages him to
become worse and does not awaken him. The more kindness you show to a
Ear the more he is apt to lie, for he thinks that you know not while you do
know but extreme kindness keeps you from revealing your knowledge.

o

---~~
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Then, 0 ye friends of God! Ye must not only have kind and merciful
feelings for mankind, but ye should also exercise the utmost kindness towards
every living creature. The physical sensibilities and instincts are common to
animal and man. Man is, however, negligent of this reality and imagines that
sensibility is peculiar to mankind, therefore he practices cruelty to the animal.
In reality what difference is there in physical sensations! Sensibility is the
same whether you harm man or animal; there is no difference. Nay rather,
cruelty to the animal is more painful because man has a tongue and he sighs,
complains and groans when he receives an injury and complains to the government and the government protects him from cruelty, but the poor animal
cannot speak, it can neither show its suffering nor is it able to appeal to the
government. If it is harmed a thousand times by man it is not able to defend
itself in words nor can it seek justice or retaliate. Therefore one must be
very considerate towards animals and show greater kindness to them than
to man. Educate the children in their infancy in such a way that they may
become exceedingly kind and merciful to the animals. If an animal is sick
they should endeavor to cure it; if it is hungry they should feed it; if it is
thirsty, they should satisfy its thirst; if it is tired they should give it rest.
Man is generally sinful and the animal is innocent; unquestionably one
must be more kind and merciful to the innocent. The harmful animals, such as
the bloodthirsty wolf, the poisonous snake and other injurious animals are excepted, because mercy towards these is cruelty to man, and other animals. For
instance, if you show kindness to a wolf this qecomes a tyranny to the sheep, for
it (the wolf) may destroy an entire flock of sheep. If you give the opportunity
to a mad dog it may be the cause of the destruction of a thousand animals and
men. Therefore, sympathy to the ferocious animal is cruelty to the peaceful
animal, so they (ferocious animals) should be done away with. To the blessed
animals, however, the utmost kindness should be exercised: the more the better it will be. This sympathy and kindness is one of the fundamental principles of the divine kingdom. Ye should pay great attention to this question.
Unto ye be the glory of Abha!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA

ABBAS.

(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur, Haifa, Palestine, November 12th, 1920.)

News from England
(Continued from page 271)

the friends in Stuttgart that we have
not written to them, because we have
had our hands full here, and we have
had no one strong enough to deal with
even Manchester alone, but hope in future to begin a very happy correspondence with them. During the war, we
always regarded the Stuttgart Bahais as
a handful of brilliant jewels in the setting of that beautiful country and our
sympathies went out continually to
them; and we always mentioned them
with high honor and respect. When
I
was sent as a conscript to

France, working in the forests, or with
pick and spade on the miserable roads
of that country even in the battle zone,
I often spoke of the Stuttgart Bahais,
praising them because they were out for
the Brotherhood of Man, and making it
plain that we were all victims of a savage past and the godlessness of today;
and the soldiers agreed that this ,vas
true.
I can only speak as representing a
very few here in Manchester; but we respect and love, and feel in perfect unity
with the energetic and large body of
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Bahais in Germany. They are our
brothers and sisters and we know no
such a thing as nationality. We all have
one country-the Kingdom of Abha;
and BAHA'O'LLAH is the King.
Our silence has not been due to any
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other cause than that all our thought
and energy has been used up here to establish the Cause of Abdul-Baha here.
vVith all our love and kind remembrances, your brother in the Cause of
El-Abha,
E. T. Han.

Recent Tablet from Abdul-Baha to Mr. Hall
Through Aga Mirza Lotfullah-Upon
him be BAHA'O'LLAH El-Abha!-tohis
honor Mr. Hall, Manchester, England.
-Upon him be ]3AHA'O'LLAH EIAbha!
He Is God!

o thou who art attracted to the VVord
of God and herald of the Kingdom of
God!
Two letters have been received from
you. Their contents produced excessive
joy, for they were indicative of this, that
thou hast arisen in Manchester with a
firm purpose, a superior power and a
peaceful intention, and desiring to form
a luminous meeting so that the friends
may gather together. The manna which
came from heaven for the disciples,
was neither cress, onion, lentil, garlic
nor leek. It was bounty and knowledge;
it was faith and assurance; it was love
and attraction; it was attachment and
enkindlement by the fire of the love of
God. These spiritual foods were present upon that table. As the disciples
ate from these bounties of His Holiness
Christ, they became filled with the love
of Christ; they hastened to all parts of
the world and heralded the Kingdom of
God. My hope, from the unlimited
grace, is that that gathering may also
eat from this manna and bounties.
Convey this message on my behalf
to Mr. and Mrs. Chessel: "0 ye two
birds of the gardens of the Kingdom,
make a nest and dwelling like unto
birds upon the Tree of Life, which is
the heavenly teachings, and raise in a
variety of tunes, melodious songs in the
gardens of the Kingdom."

Convey longing greetings to Mr. J 0seph. Say: "As the J oseph of Egypt
possessed real beauty and knowledge,
he was in great demand in the Egyptian
market. Although he was a stranger
and abject, yet, as he had this splendor,
he became then the beloved of the divine Egypt: attained eternal glory, and
was addressed by his brothers, 'Verily,
God hath given thee precedence over us.'
Now thou bearest the same name. Strive
in the path of the Kingdom so that thou
mayest be addressed by all the friends
with such a suitable address."
Convey on my behalf the utmost respect to Mr. and Mrs. Craven, and say:
"0 ye two faithful souls! If ye announce the advent of the Kingdom and
become the exhibition of divine happiness and heavenly exaltation, no doubt
you will become two luminous candles
and loved souls in that gathering."
Convey to Mr. and Mrs. Birch my
profound Abha greeting and say: "This
is the century of Lights, and the age
of the unfurling of the mysteries. All
the existing beings are in growth and
progress, and the realities of thil'lgs
sing the songs of praise and glorification
to the Lord of Hosts, because the Sun
of Reality hath shone in this century
at the zenith, and energized all existence. This is why you observe every day
some new discovery and superb lig11ts
appear on the stage of visibility."
Upon thee and upon them be Bahael-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDuL-BAHA ABBAs.

(Translated by Lotfullah S. Hakim,
Haifa, Palestine, February 12, 1920).
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Tablets to Bahais in America received in 1919 and 1920
AUGUST RUDD
To his honor, Mr. August Rudd-Upon
him be the Glory of God, the Most
Glorious!
He Is God!

o thou

son of the Kingdom!
Thy letter was received. Thy desire
is to return to Sweden, thy home. In
the country of Sweden the call of God
is not yet raised. God willing, thou
mayst be confirmed to raise the divine
call in that country and be the cause of
guidance unto a large multitude. Let
not this statement look strange to thee,
because the confirmations of the Kingdom of Abha are powerful. They make
the feeble strong, and give feathers and
wings to the featherless bird.
The maid-servant of God, Miss Knobloch, went from America to Germany.
Of course thou hast heard how she
stirred Germany and consequently how
many souls were guided! Now I supplicate to God that thou mayst be more
(than she) confirmed, so that that dark
country of the world of nature may be
illumined with the heavenly luminosity. Feel assured that confirmation will
reach thee.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed)

fresh spirit and hast increased in faith,
assurance and firmness in the Covenant.
Appreciate the value of this lordly
bounty and thank God that thou art
living in the dispensation of the
Covenant, and art attracted to the Sun
of the Reality of the Abha BeautyMay my life be a sacrifice to His friends!
Thou hadst written concerning the
piece of land which thou desirest to sell
and consecrate its price to the CauRe of
God. At present'do not hurry, and let
it remain in your hands.
On behalf of the friends in Racine I
supplicate and entreat at the Divine
Threshold, and beg for them a new outpouring of the Spirit, so that they may
be stirred and quickened, may be animated and enlivened, may promulgate
the Divine teachings, strive for the oneness of the world of humanity, and serve
the principle of universal peace.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shog-hi Rabbani. Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 20, 1919'.)
MRS. WAITE
To the attracted maid-servant of God,
Mrs. Shahnaz Waite-Upon her be
the Glory of God, the Most Glorious!

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur,
Haifa.)
FERDINAND PETERSON
To his honor Mr. Ferdinand Peterson,
Racine, Wisconsin-Upon him be
BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
He Is God!

o thou servant of the Divine Threshold!
Thy letter was received. Thou hadst
written that this year thou hast attended
the Convention, hast been present at
that illumined assemblage, hast heard
those merciful addresses, hast secured a

He Is God!

o

thou sweet singing bird!
The new song* has been received.
Verily, verily art thou raising sweet
melodies in the Rose-garden of the love
of God. The vibration of this melody
will, forever, give pleasure to the ears
of the children of the Kingdom.
Upon thee be the Glory of God!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur,
August 15, 1920, Haifa, Palestine.)
*Song entitled, "The New Liberty
Bell," dedicated to Abdul-Baha and the
Bahai Juniors.-Shahnaz Waite.
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WILL lAM F. KYLE
To his honor, William F. Kyle; Red
Wing, Minnesota-Upon him be
BAHA'O'LLAH El·Abha!
He Is God!

thou servant of God!
Thy letter was received.

On thy be-
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half I prayed to God and supplicated
to the Kingdom of God that thou mayest
be detached from this world, may become self·effaced and may be thinking
of the everlasting Kingdom. The foun·
dation of this world is not secure and is
of no consequence. One should devote
his time to it as much as it is necessary

---------------------- - - - - - - - - -
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and the rest of his time he should consecrate to the Kingdom of God, so that
eternal illumination may be secured and
everlasting existence may be attained.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Acca, Palestine, July 25th, 1919.)

H. DE BOER
To his honor, Mr. H. De Boer-Upon
him be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou servant of God!
Do not grieve at the afflictions and
calamities that have befallen thee. All
calamities and 3Jfflictions have been created for man so that he may detach
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himself from this mortal world-a world
to which he is much attached. When
he experiences severe trials and hardships, then his nature will be drawn to
God and he will seek the eternal realm
-a realm which is sanctified from all
afflictions and calamities. Such is the
case with the man who is wise. He shall
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never drink from a cup which is at the
end distasteful, but, on the contrary, he
seeks the cup of pure and limpid water.
He will not taste of the honey that is
mixed with poison.
Praise thou God, that thou hast been
tried and hast experienced such a test.
Be patient and grateful. Turn thy face

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------
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to the divine Kingdom and strive that
thou mayest acquire merciful characteristics, mayest become illumined, of the
Kingdom and lordly. Endeavor to become indifferent to the pleasures of this
world and to its comfort, to remain firm
and steadfast in the Covenant and to
promulgate the Cause of God.
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This is the cause of the exaltation of
man, the cause of his glory and of his
salvation.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL·BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Shoghi Rabballi,
Haifa, p'alestine, October 14, 1919.)
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He Is God!
Thou shouldst say:*
"I am a Bahai and am a friend to all religions
and nations. I consider all to be of one race
and count them as my relatives. I have divine
love and not racial and sectarian love. According to the explicit written Command of BAHA'O'LLAH, I do not pronounce a word pertaining
to politics, because we are forbidden to interfere
in political affairs. We are concerned with affairs which are heavenly. We are servants unto
the world of morality. We consider that religious, racial, political and national prejudices
are destructive to the world of humanity. We
believe that the whole of the surface of the earth
constitutes one home and all mankind form one
family. With all we associate in the utmost sincerity and kindness."
-ABDUL~BAHA ABBAS

*TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA TO FANNY KNOBLOCH
To the maid-servant of God, Fanny Knohloch, South Africa, the sister of Alma Knohloch,
Germany-Upon her be the Glory of God, the Most Glorions!
H. Is God!
o thou dear maid-servant of God!
Thy letter has been received. Verily, thy sister has lighted a lamp in Germany. God
willing, thou wilt be to a larger extent confirmed. Thou wilt kindle a luminons lamp. It may
be the Government of those regio'ns will check thee. Thou shouldst say: . . [see above].
Upon thee he the Glory of Ahha!
[Signed]
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
[Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur, Haifa, Palestine, August 10,1920.]

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; th ese fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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His Story
vThat an Oriental said to an Occidental

By

ARTHuR

S.

AGNEW

'ONE evening in Oairo two gentle- the desert, the winds that cheered him
men called upon us at the hotel seemed to blow over the desert of selfwhere we were stopping. They were forgetfulness of his heart and its luminfriends of our interpreter. Both were ous stars seemed mirrored in his eyes,
tall and straight, dressed in long, flow- while his whole being seemed warmed
ing, spotless robes, and would have been with the spirit of severance from all
received as men of distinction in any things save God.
gathering. One of them was a man of
the desert and in our rooms at the hotel
Oonsider first that little animal or in·
he seemed as far away from contact sect whose life consists of less th2.11 a
with worldly things as if he were out day (ephemeral)-of which the mornunder the stars alone with his God. The ing sun witnesses the birth and the envitalized air of the desert seemed to float tire life is consummated before the evearound and exhale from him. After en- ning sun sets beneath the horizon. If it
joying a very pleasant visit we noticed were an intelligent thinking creature it
he was having quite a lengthy conversa- would assume the world to be eternally
tion with the interpreter, and as the bathed in sunlight.
words of his discourse began to come to
Oonsider next the annual plants of
us through the interpreter we found our gardens. Their life begins with the
ourselves listening to a most profound warm days of spring and under the imdiscourse. Had we known what was pelling force of the summer sunlight
coming we would have taken notes from they burst into bloom and in the chill
the beginning, so great ~was the impreR- days of autumn fold their leaves about
sion made upon us all. As it was, the them and close up their existence. If
words were ended, they had bidden us they were intelligent thinking creatures
adieu and were gone before we real- they would know the sun not only shines
ized it.
in the daytime but drops below the horiThat was many years ago and now zOl~ at night to furnish a period of sleep,
it seems fit that this thought should be rest and refreshment, only to arise again
recorded. But I regret that I shall have on the following day a fiery orb to deto express it in my own way, for I can- mand of them new exertion.
not remember his illustl'atitms nor ever
Now consider the shrubs and trees
hope to produce anything Eke the won- which survive the winter and which
derful words he used; all I can remem- make a greater growth each year. If
bel' is the great idea he so beautifully they were intelligent thinking creatures
set forth.
they would know that not only day folBefore attempting to reproduce his lows night and night follows day, but
argument, I wish to bear tribute to the that another action of the earth and sun
wonderful personaLty of this man 01 caused the sun to rise from a new point
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on the horizon each day, producing the furnishes this perfect balance between
seasons, and that this underlying action the personal demands and the universal
of the seasons does not in any way in- demands, because, when man sets aside
terfere or prevent the sun rising each his own idea of God and accepts the
morning and setting each evening. idea of God as set forth by the ManiThey would know that here were two ap- festations of God, he finds unity in idea,
parently independent actions, the one and among men the proper appreciation
causing the days and nights and the of values becomes realized.
Now let us consider the religions and
other causing the seasons of the year.
These two actions, one complete in twen- see if we find in them the solution of the
ty-four hours and the other complete in needs of the hour and also the great
365 days, operate independently of each underlying purpose as we find throughother but in perfect accord, the one like out nature.
the waves on the surface of the ocean,
The Holy Land has been the center of
the other like the great tide.
religious exposition from the time of
Now let us consider human life. It our father Abraham. The Mountain of
passes through babyhood, childhood, Carmel has seen the manifestation of
youth, manhood, middle age and old the will of God to men from Abraham,
age. Each life is lived moment by mo- Moses, Jesus, Mohammed and . Baha '0ment; each thought, each decision, is of '11ah. Abraham came from Ur of the
only a moment's duration, for time Chaldees, he journeyed up the Mesopomoves on imperceptibly in a way impos- tamian valley, through the fertile cressible to measure; yet the hi~her the in- cent at the north of the Arabian Desert
telligence, and the greater and more in!- till he came to the Holy Land. He met
portant the life, the greater the underly- the needs of the hour by setting up a
ing purpose which moves steadily on patriarchal form of government and left
from the moment of birth to that of the promise that sometime all men would
become as brothers and that this Covedeath.
Without using further illustrations, if nant God made with him would become
you examinf) everything you will find in established throughout the world.
To this land came Moses from Egypt
it the momentary action and underneath
the great design, the wave on the snr- and he met the needs of the hour by
face and the great tidal movement, the establishing the principle of law, and
thought of the moment and the great Moses and the prophets promised a future time when peace should reign suunderlying purpose.
Man's greatest endeavor is to find his preme, when men would beat their
perfect 'relationship with himself, his spears into plowshares and not learn
family, his neighbors, his country and war any more.
To this land also came Jesus, to a
his God. Only through religion is he
able to do this, for without it he carmot land sanctified by the feet of the Holy
find the balance between the personal ones before him, to a land flowing with
and the universal. \'\That is universal the milk and honey of spiritual endowto man is personal to the neighborhood. ment. He taught the needs of the hom
What is universal to the neighborhood in the law of love and forgiveness, and
is personal to the nation. That is, to he established the church or sanctuary
make a united nation each neighbor- as a place to keep alive this sacred flame
hood must set aside its own personal of love lest the feet of the fierce oneR
wishes in part to become a unit of the of the world stamp it out. It was like
government, and each man must set the sweet childhood of religion, the manaside his own personal wishes in part isfestation of the Son of God.
And to this land came also Mohamand look at things in a universal way to
have a good neighborhood. Religion med. He taught the wild tribes of the
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desert, and he met the needs of the day
in his strong denunciation of error and
wrong, in his fearless stand for righteousness and justice, and established
unity in the statement that "There is
no God but God and Mohammed is his
prophet. " The teachings of Mohammed
are very little known in the Christian world, and it is only through the
teachings of Baha'o'llah that they can
be understood by Christians.
And now comes in this day to the
Holy Land the manifestation of God
for this day, Baha'0 'llah. Although
this is new and the centuries have not
yet accorded their wealth of adoration,
it is not necessary to ask whether it is
true or not, it is only necessary to take
the instructions of Baha'o'llah and put
them into practice in our lives to realize
the warmth in the heart and the spiritual enlightenment which follows. The
proof of the sun is to step into the sunshine. No need to ask the little plant
whether it receives its warmth from the
sun or from the cool dews of the evening. This great revelation was vested
in three persons, the Bab, the forerunner; BAHA'0 'LLAH, the great central
figure, revealer of the Words of Life;
Abdul-Baha, the successor, the explainer, the Center of the Covenant.
Baha'o'llah, although born in Persia,
was transported to the Holy Land
through the action of the Persian and
Turkish governments. Apparently
through no will of his own he followed
in a more extended way the journeying
of Abraham. Abraham came with his
family and his flocks-Baha'o'llah came
a prisoner and an exile, but he also came
in majesty the like of which the world
has never before witnessed.
It is not the purpose here to enter
into a detailed account of the Revelation of Baha'o'llah. It is sufficient to
say that he has with divine power opened up the sacred mysteries of all religions, torn away all the barriers wluch
separate mankind into unkind groups,
made it possible for all humankind to
enter into one body, of one thought and
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purpose under the banner of love and
service, in a way entirely satisfying to
the judgment of mind and heart. All
this with perfect order, everything provided in the fulfillment of this Covenant, even to the appointing of the
Center of the Covenant in the person of
Abdul-Baha.
It is possible that mankind may reject this wonderful and perfect giftbut then again it is not possible. It is
inconceivable that a purpose extending
down through the ages from before
Abraham should fail at the appointed
time of its consummation through the
lack of human minds and hearts to receive it. The Word of God has power
to change the heart-history has shown
that it can raise up from the stones
children to Abraham. The heart of the
world is good. Its power for good has
been weakened by separation, it has
grown up in separate groups, kept apart
by lack of understanding which has
grown into prejudice. This prejudice
will fade away before the divine power
of this wonderful unfoldment (revelation) as the mists fade away before the
morning sun. Nothing can prevent the
consummation of the divine plan
throughout the ages. " These ruinous
wars, this fruitless strife must cease and
all men become as one family."
So we find religion conforms to the
great natural law. The Spirit of God
attaches itself from time to time to certain holy souls of such radiant purity
that they are able to reflect to mankind
the will of God. Each one is a manifestation of the will of God for the
needs of humanity in their day, and
opens up a new era. From Abraham
down through each new manifestation,
in Moses, Jesus and Mohammed, the
world has been prepared for the time
when the promised Covenant might be
fulfilled. And the need of this day in
which we are now living is for the establishment of this age-old promised Covenant. For the first time in history the
Manifestation of God has come at a
time when all parts of the world are in

- - - - - - - - - ----
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daily communication with each other.
At no previous Manifestation could the
whole world be united, for during the
day of Moses, Jesus and Mohammed the
western continents of North and South
America had not yet been discovered.
When the people of the world unite in
this great idea, set aside their own wills
for the will of God (throughout the
ages) , the Divine Master will prevail
and the world become the Paradise of
Union, Love and Service, the brotherhood of man will be realized in the fatherhood of God, the Covenant to Abra-
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ham will have been fulfilled, the great
underlying wave will have reached the
surface.
Such was the great idea left with us
by this pure-hearted, charming soul of
the desert, and I think you will agree
with us in the thought we expressed at
the time we listened to him-that in his
heart the desert had blossomed as a rose.
This and kindred thoughts were in our
minds on this pleasant evening, meeting
with such a delightful personality and
listening to such a wonderful story.

The Bahai Movernent and Esperanto
Words of BAHA'O'LLAH and ABDuL-BAHA, compiled by Jeanne Bolles.

"THE Sixth Ishrak is concerning union
and harmony among servants (mankind). Through union the regions of
the world have ever been illuminated
with the light of the (Divine) Cause.
The greatest means (for this end) is
that the peoples should be familiar with
each other's writing and language.
"We have formerly commanded, in
the Tablets, that the trustees of the
House of Justice must select one tongue
out of the present languages, or a new
language, and likewise select one among
the various writings and teach them to
the children in the schools of the world,
so that the whole world may thereby be
considered as one native land and one
part.
"The most splendid fruit of th8 'l'ree
of Knowledge is this exalted Word : Ye
are all fruits of one tree and leaves of
one branch.
"Glory is not his who loves his own
country, but glory is his who loves his
kind.

"In this connection we have formerly
revealed that which is the means for the
prosperity of the world and the unification of nations. 'Blessed are those who
attain! Blessed are those who practice!' "

(Extract from the Tablet of Ishrakat
(Effulgences) by BAHA'O'LLAH, revealed
in Acca more than 40 years ago.)
ESPERANTO

In Sept. 1901:
Abdul-Baha said to some pilgrims,
, 'The differences between this Revelation
and that of Jesus Christ are, that in this
cycle all the inhabitants of the world
will be gathered into one nation; universal peace will prevail, bloodshed and war
will cease; there will be a universal language; union and harmony will reach its
highest state."
In Decem-ber, 1912, Abdt{l-Baha said:
"All through America I have encouraged the Bahais to study Esperanto and
to the extent of my ability I will strive
in its spread and promotion."
Extract from an address by AbdulBaha on International Language, given
in Edinburgh, Scotland, January 7th,
1913, under the auspices of the Edinburgh Esperanto Society, during which
he said:
"His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH, many
years ago, wrote a book called The Most
Holy Book, one of the fundamental
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principles of which is the necessity of
creating an auxiliary language, and he
makes clear the good and profit which
will come because of its use. Now let us
thank the Lord because this language,
Esperanto, has been created. ,Ye, therefore, have commanded all Bahais in the
East to study this language very carefully, and ere long it will be spread
through the entire East. I also b~g of
you all, Esperantists and non-ESl)erantists, to work energetically for the
spread of this language, for it will
hasten the coming of that day, that
millennial day, foretold by prophets and
seers, in which it is said that the wolf
and the lamb shall drink from the same
fountain, the lion and the deer shall feed
in the same pasture. The meaning of
this holy writing is that hostile races,
warring nations and differing religions
shall become united in the spirit of love,
and will become bound together, one
with the other."

While on a visit at Clifton, England,
J anttary 16th, 1913, Abdul-Baha ad-
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terdependent. Today international laws
have great influence, international policies are bringing nations nearer to one
another. Therefore it is a general axiom
that in the human world every universal
affair commands attention, and its results and benefits are limitless; therefore
let us say that every universal cause is
divine and every special matter is human. For instance, the universal light
is from the sun, therefore it is divine.
Special light which is electric and which
has illumined this banquet hall is
through the invention of man. By this I
mean that all the affairs in the world of
humanity which are trying to establish
solidarity between nations and infuse
the spirit of universalism in the hearts
are divine. Consequently we can say
that the international auxiliary language is one of the greatest virtues of
the world of humanity, for such an instrument will remove misunderstandings
from amongst the people, and will cement their hearts together. The universal auxiliary language will be the means
for each individual in the world of humanity to become enabled to be informed
of the scientific accomplishments of all
his fellow men.

dressed a meeting there, dtt1'ing which
he said:
"The tenth principle is the establishment of a universal language so that we
"The basis of knowledge and the exwill not have to acquire so many languages in the future. In schools they cellencies of the world are to teach and
will study two, the mother tongue and be taught. To acquire sciences, and to
the international auxiliary language. teaeh them in turn, depends on language;
The use of an international auxiliary therefore, when the international auxililanguage will become a great means of ary language becomes universal, it is
dispelling the differences between na- easily eonceivable that the acquirement
of knowledge and instruetion will liketions. "
Address by Abd1ll-Baha at the Esper- wise beeome universal.
anto Banquet, given at Hotel Moderne
"No doubt you are aware that in the
in Paris, France, Febntary 12th, 1913: past ages a common language shared by
"In the human world there are two various nations created a spirit of inkinds of undertakings, universal and terdependence and solidarity among
particular. The result of every univer- them. For instance, one thousand three
sal undertaking is infinite, and the out- hundred years ago there were very many
come of every particular undertaking is divergent nationalities in the Orient.
finite. In this age all the human prob- There were Copts in Egypt, Syrians in
lems which create a general interest are Syria, Assyrians in Musel, Babylonians
nniversal and their results are likewise in Bagdad along the river Mesopotamia.
universal, for humanity has become in- There existed betweeu these nations di(Continued on page 2903

STAR OFTHEWEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WESTI
Be thou happy I Be thou happy I Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after ho sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the .first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
o ye apostles of BAHA'O'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you I
. . • . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

o
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Second Tablet from Abdul-Baha addressed to the
Committee of Universal Peace at The Hague
(See page 123 for First Tablet)
To the Honorable Executive Committee of Universal Peace.

He Is God!
honorable Members!
Your kind answer to my letter, dated 12th of June, 1920, has arrived and
greatly pleased me. Praise be unto God, that it was indicative of the fact
that your motive and purpose is identical with that of ours. Its contents also
consisted of spiritual susceptibilities which are expressive of sincere love.
We, Bahais, feel great affection towards that honorable Assembly. Therefore have we sent two honored persons to that highly esteemed Assembly as a
sign of strong relationship.
Today the most important problem in the affairs of the world of humanity
is that of the Universal Peace, which is the greatest means contributing to the
very life and happiness of mankind. Without this most luminous reality it
is impossible for humanity to attain to actual comfort and proficiency. Nay
rather, shall it have, day by day, some additional misfortune and tragedy.
This last terrible war has clearly proved that the modern war implements are beyond the endurance of the world of humanity. The future cannot, however, be compared with the past, because the arms and war implements of the past were very simple, while the modern armaments can, in a
short time, exterminate the whole of the human world, and so they are beyond
the endurance of mankind.

o ye
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Therefore Universal Peace is, in this age, like unto the sun which is the
cause of life to all beings. So it is of prime importance and incumbent upon
every individual to strive for this most significant end. Now with oneness of
goal we, I mean ye and we, will strive with all our strength, sacrificing (in this
path) property, life and family.
As ye may no doubt have heard, thousands of souls, (Bahais) have, in
Persia, sacrificed their lives in this path and thousands of homes have undergone destruction. Notwithstanding this, we have not yielded to disappointment. Up to the present, we have been striving and every day we are putting forth a new effort. Why? Because peace-loving is not only one of the
products of the intellect, but also it is a belief based on faith and it is one of
the eternal principles of God. Therefore, we are striving with all our energy,
disregarding our self-interests, rest, comfort and even the management of our
own affairs of life, because we consider this noble motive as the very foundation of the religions of God. It is a service to the Kingdom of God. It contributes to the attainment of eternal life and is the greatest means for the
entrance into the Kingdom of the Merciful.
Today the advantages of Universal Peace are to mankind well proved
and the disadvantages of war are similarly unquestioned by all. But in this
problem, knowledge alone is not sufficient. An executive force is needed so
that it (Universal Peace) may become established throughout the world. Ye
should be thinking to draw help from some spiritual executive force so that
this lofty ideal may be brought out from the stage of imagination into that
of realization. And it is evident that this most great aspiration cannot be attained through the ordinary emotions. Nay rather, it needs intense spiritual
feelings to turn it from potentiality to actuality.
Almost all the people of the earth know that amiability of character is
praiseworthy and desirable and that badness of character is despised and distasteful. Similarly do they know that justice and fairness is agreeable and
attractive and cruelty and tyranny abominable and repUlsive. Notwithstanding this, all the people, with the exception of a limited number, are lacking
in praiseworthy character and justice.
Therefore, they are in need of a spiritual force and higher sentiments to
improve their character. Our firm belief is that the executive power for this
great problem is the power of the -Word of God and the confirmations of the
Holy Spirit.
We feel great relationship, love and union with ye. With heart and
[:;ou1, we are longing for the day when the pavilion of the oneness of the world
of humanity may be pitched in the world and the banner of Universal Peace
may wave upon all horizons. Therefore the oneness of the world of humanity
should be established in order that the edifice of Universal Peace may be
erected.
That honorable Assembly, which is the well-wisher of the world of humanity, is highly honored by all Bahais. Therefore do we ask ye to kindly
accept our highest respects and to keep us always informed of the progress
of Universal Peace in Europe. Constant communication should be carried
on between us.
(Signed)
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAs.
(Translated by Azizullah Khan S. Bahadur, Haifa, Mount Carmel, Palestine, July 12, 1920.)

--------------
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The Bahai Movement and Esperanto
(Continued from page 287)

vergence of opinion and hatred, but as
they were slowly brought near to one
another, finding common interests, they
made the Arabic language a common
vehicle of speech among them.
The
study of this common language by all
made them as one nation. We know very
well today that the Assyrians are not
Arabs, that the Copts, Syrians, Chaldeans and Egyptians are not Arabs.
Each one of these nations belongs to its
own sphere of nationality, but, as they
all began to study the Arabic language,
making it a vehicle of intercommunication, today, they are all considered as
one. They are so united that it is impossible to break this indissoluble bond.
Today in Syria there are many religious sects, such as Orthodox, Mussulman,
the Dorzi, Nestorians and so on. As they
all speak Arabic they are considered as
one; if you ask anyone of them, he will
say-I am an Arab, though in reality he
is not. Some of them are Greeks, others
are Jews, etc. In short, there are many
different nations and religions in the
Orient that are united through the benefit of a common language. In the world
of existence an international auxiliary
language is the greatest bond to unite
the people. Today the causes of differences in Europe are the diversities of
language. We say, this man is a German, the other is an Italian, then we
meet an Englishman and then again a
Frenchman. Although they belong to
the same race, yet, language is the greatest barrier between them. Were a universal auxiliary language now in operation they would all be considered as
one. Just as in the Orient a common
language created common interests between the various nations, likewise, in
this age a universal auxiliary language
w{)uld unite all the people of the world.
The purpose of my remarks is, that, in
the world of humanity, the greatest influence which will work for unity and
harmony among the nations is the

teaching of a universal language. Every
intelligent man will bear testimony to
this, and there is no further need of argument or evidence. Therefore His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH wrote about this
international language more than forty
years ago. He says that as long as an
international language is not invented
complete union between the various sections of the world will be unrealized, for
we observe that misunderstandings keep
people from mutual association, and
these misunderstandings will not be dispelled except through an international
auxiliary language. Generally speakiI}g
the whole people of the Orient are not
fully informed of the events in the West,
neither can the Westerners put themselves in sympathetic touch with the
Easterners-their thoughts are enclosed
in a casket-the international language
will be the master key to open it. '.Vere
we in possession of this universal language, the Western books could easily
be translated into this language, and the
Easterners be informed of their contents.
In the same way the books of the East
could be translated into that language
for the benefit of the '.Vesterners. Thus
will the misunderstandings that exist between different religions be dispersed.
They bring about warfare and strife,
and it is impossible to remove them without this universal language being spread
everywhere. I am an Easterner and on
this account I know nothing of your
thoughts because an international language is not yet in vogue. Likewise you
of the West are shut out of my thoughts.
If we had a common language both of us
would be informed of the other's
thoughts.
Consequently the strongest
means of universal progress towards the
union of East and West is this language.
It will make the whole world one home
and will become the greatest impulse for
human advancement. It will upraise the
standard of the oneness of the world of
humanity, it will make the earth one uni-
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"I hope that this language will be
versal commonwealth.
It will be the
cause of love between the children of promulgated very quickly and the world
men. It will cause good fellowship be- of humanity finds eternal peace; that
tween the various races. Now, praise all the nations may associate with one
be to God, that Dr. Zamenhof has in- another and become as brothers and sisvented the Esperanto language. It has ters, mothers and fathers; then each
all the potential qualities of becoming individual member of the body politic
the international means of communica- will be fully informed of the thoughts of
tion. All of us must be grateful and all.
thankful to him for this noble effort, for
"I am extremely grateful to you, and
in this way he has served his fellow-men thank you for these lofty aims, for you
well. He has invented a language which have gathered at this banquet to further
will bestow the greatest benefits on all this language.
people. 'Vith untiring effort and self
"Your hope is to render a mighty sersacrifice on the part of its devotees it vice to the world of humanity, and for
will become universaL Therefore every this great aim I congratulate you from
one of us must study this language and the bottom of my heart. ' ,
spread it as far as possible so that day
Extract from Address of Abd~/;l-Baha
by day it may receive a broader recogto the" Theosophical Society of Paris,
nition, be accepted by all nations and
France, Th~/;rsday evening, Feb1'na1'y
governments of the world and become a 13th, 1913:
part of the curriculum in all the public
"vVe observe that today the means of
schools. I hope that the language of all
unity are brought about. This in itself
the future international conferences and
is an evidence that the divine confirmacongresses will become Esperanto, so
tions are with us. One of the principles
that all people may acquire only two
of the oneness of the world of humanity
languages-one their own tongue and
is the invention of the universal auxiliary
the other the international auxiliary lanlanguage, Esperanto. We observe that
guage. Then perfect union will be estabthis language is spreading daily, and its
lished between all the people of the
advocates are increasing. It is indubiworld. Consider how difficult it is today table that the universal auxiliary lanto communicate with various nations.
guage will become instrumental in wipIf one studies fifty languages one may
ing away the present misunderstanding-s,
yet travel through a country and not
and each individual will be able to be inknow the language. I know several lan·
formed of the thought of all humanity.
guages of the Orient, but do not know
"Therefore we must all strive to
the Western tongues. If this internationspread among our fellow men this lanal language were in force, having studguage. This international auxiliary lanied it, I should be able to speak it and
guage will be an introduction to the
you would have been directly informed
establishment of the oneness of the
of my thoughts, and a special friendship
world of humanity. The greatest efforts
established between everyone of us.
must be displayed in this direction. "
The lack of such a language is now a
Excerpt from Tablet, Jan. 10, 1919:
great barrier.
"My hope is that the Esperantists
"Therefore I hope that you will make
the utmost effort, so that this language may become attracted by these epistles
of Esperanto may be widely spread. and may consider the magnitudB of
Send some teachers to Persia if you can. confirmation bestowed upon the Esperso that they may teach it to the young anto Language and may endeavor to
people, and I have written to Persia to translate some of the imnortant Tablets
tell some of the Persians to come here to of Hi« F0]ine"s BAHA'O'LLAH and prostudy it.
pagate them all around."
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News from South Africa
Extract from Bulletin No. 5 issued by the Teaching Committee.

W

E are sure all will be happy to

hear of the progress of the work
in South Africa through reports from
Miss Fanny Knobloch, who left this
country during the early summer. Going over On the steamer she was confirmed to give the Message to many souls.
There was a Forum arranged as part
of the entertainment, and she was invited to speak. She held the attention
of the audience, including the ship's officers for over an hour. Some sixty-four
or more listened to her talk, "My trip
to the Orient," and of course she proclaimed the Glorious Message. This resulted in many wanting to know more
and requests for literature.
Also
through the interest awakened and the
friendship of some of the passengers
she was introduced into some delightful
homes in Cape Town upon arrival there.
Miss Knobloch was scarcely settled in
her hotel, before Bahai work started.
Her temporary abiding place was the
Cadarga Hotel, where, unlike other
places, the guests are supposed to mingle
socially, and everyone present is expected to meet thus informally. At the
time of writing she had been privileged
to give the Message to many guests at
this hotel. "The people here are refined, very spiritual, almost angelic,"
she writes.
From her letters, we gather that the
Message had been given in Cape Town
before, at least in part, for about seven
years ago a Dr. Buchanan, then a minister of the Presbyterian church, expounded some of the principles of the
Bahai Cause. This attracted the educated and best class of citizens. Dr.
Buchanan left South Africa because
of his health, and is living now in
the United States. Those interested
were without a teacher and without literature and so they became scattered.
In a remarkable way Miss Knobloch

came in touch with some one who had
attended these meetings, and thus began the gathering together of the wouldbe-nucleus started so long ago. It is not
possible to tell you how happy Miss
Knobloch has made the people. That
she is there seems like a miracle to them;
that they are to receive the real Bread
of Life, they can scarcely believe. Some
of them exclaimed: "Is it true, is it
really true 1 You have come to us to
bring the Bahai Message ~ 0 how rejoiced and happy you will make us!"
During this short time of residence
there, she has gathered together the old
nucleus-who were attracted to the
Cause, but not fully informed. They
are having regular meetings for studying the teachings. At the close of her
letter she adds:
"On Monday we are to read and discuss the first chapter of The Ighan.
Wednesday afternoon and evening we
will discuss the blessed Cause at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Cook. Thursday evening the Message will be given
at the beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs.
J ones. Friday evening seven new seekers will meet me at Miss Busby's apartment. Then: next week I speak at the
Forum; and still another public address
has been arranged for me under the auspices of the Theosophical Society....
In the meantime there are parlor talks
in various homes, and the time passes
all too swiftly. How little I am qualified to do this work-there is so much I
should know; yet here I am, even without fear, yes, with confidence in the
guidance of Abdul-Baha. Do pray for
me."
The confirmations of the Center of the
Covenant have surely reached Fanny
Knobloch. That this is just a beginning, and that she will continue to serve
effectively, there is no doubt, for she has
the promise of Abdul-Baha.
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movement in the world of
humanity bringing on its back unity and .accord is good; and every matter
which creates discord and inharmony is
evil. This century is a radiant century.
Its discoveries are many. Its inventions
are great. Its undertakings are multitudinous. On account of these great accomplishments, this century is superior to
all other centuries. But the greatest undertaking is the unification of language,
because it is more beneficial and productive of more pleasure than any other
undertaking of this age. The unity of
language brings about great fellowship
between hearts. The union of language
is the cause of the attainment of accord.
It brings about the entire sweeping away
of misunderstanding between the people;
it establishes accord between all the children of men. I t gives broader conceptions and greater vision to .human minds,
and today the greatest undertaking in
the world of humanity is to understand
and make yourself understood. Every
individual member of the body politic,
on account of the widespread of an auxiliary international language, will be enabled to put himself in touch with the
current events and ethical and scientific
discoveries of the age. An auxiliary
universal language will give us the key
-or the master key-to the understanding of the secrets of the past ages.
Through an international language every
nation in the future will be enabled to
pursue its scientific discoveries very
easily and without any difficulty.

Ciu movado en la mondo de la homaro,
portas kun si unuecon kaj konkordon, estas bona; kaj ciu afero, kiu kreas malkontenton kaj malharmonion, estas malbona.
Ci tiu jarcento estas hela jarcento. Giaj
eltrovaJoj estas multaj ; giaj elpensitajoj
estas grandaj; giaj entreprenoj estas
multmultaj. Pro tio ci tiu jarcento
sup eras ciujn aliajn jarcentojn. Sed la
plej granda entrepreno estas la unuigo
de lingvo; car tio estas pli bonefika, kaj
plezurdona, 01 iu alia entrepreno de la
epoko. La unuigo de lingvo efektivigas
grandan kunecon inter koroj. La unuigo
de lingvo estas kauzo de konkordo. Gi
forbalaas cian malkomprenon inter la
popoloj; gi starigas konkordon en la
homidaro. Gi donas pli vastan konceptpovon kaj pli grandan vidpovon al la
homa intelekto. Rodian la plej gI'ava
laboI'o en la mondo de la homaro estas,
kompI'eni kaj kompI'enigi. Ciu individua membro de la komunumo, pro la disvastigo de helpa inteI'nacia lingvo, povos
sciigi pI'i okazantajoj kaj I'ilatigi kun
etikaj kaj sciencaj eltI'ovajoj de la epoko.
Relpa univeI'sala lingvo donos al ni la
slosilon-Ia cefslosilon-por la kompre)ligo de la sekI'etoj de pasintaj tempoj.
Per internacia lingvo ciu nacio en la
estonteco povos elseI'ci tre facile kaj senpene siajn sciencajn eltI'ovaJojn.

------------~
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It is well known to you that the Oriental people, young men coming to the
West trying laboriously to study the discoveries of the West, for many yea!'1;!
must work hard, 'so that first they may
study the language and then their special branch of learning. At the very
least, they must give many years of their
life to the study of the language of the
country they go to; then they can start
on the study of that special branch of
science in which they are interested. For
example, let us suppose that a young
man from India or Persia or Turkestan
or Arabia, desiring to study medicine,
comes to this country; at the very least
he must study the English language for
four years, and nothing else; and then
he may begin the study of medicine.
But if this international auxiliary language were a part of the curriculum of
education in all the schools, in his childhood he would study that language in
his own country; and then, no matter to
which 130untry he desired to go, he would
be enabled to study his special branch
of science very easily, without losing
any years of his life.
Today, even if each one of us studied
languages, yet, if some one desired to
travel abroad, he might be handicapped
on account of not knowing the special
language of a given country. I have
studied the Oriental languages very profoundly, knowing the Arabic language
more deeply than the Arabians themselves, having studied the Turkish language and the Persian in my own native
land, and knowing other languages of
the East, yet, when I came to the West,
I waS obliged to bring a translator
with me, and it is as if I know no
language whatever. But if there were
an international language, well, the Persian language of my own native land
and the other one would have been sufficient to carry me along in all the countries of the world. Just think how the
international language will facilitate
communication between all nations of
the world. Let it be said that half of
our lives is spent in the acquirement of
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Estas bone sciate inter vi, ke Orientanoj, junuloj venantaj al la Okcidento,
penegantaj studadi la eltrovitajojn de
la Okcidento, devas dedici jarojn el sia
vivo, por laborege akiri la lingvon de
la lando al kiu ili iras, kaj nur poste
ili povas sin turni al la studado de la
speciala scienca fako, pri kiu ili interesig'as. Ekzemple, ni supozu, ke junulo,
el Hindujo au Persujo au Turkestano
au Arabujo, deziranta studadi la medicinon, venas al ci tiu lando. Li devas
lernadi dum kvar jaroj la anglan lingvon, kaj nenion alian; kaj poste li povas
komenci la studadon pri medicino. Sed,
se ci tiu internacia helpa lingvo estus
parto de la programo de instruo en ciuj
lernejoj, dum sia infaneco li lernus tiun
lingvon en la propra lando; kaj poste,
en kiu ajn lando, al kin li dezirus iri,
li povus studadi sian specialan fakon
de scienco tre facile, ne perdinte jarojn
de sia vivo.

Hodiau, ec se ciuj el ni lernis lingvojn, tamen, se iu deziras vojagi aliI anden, tin povus esti grave malhelpata pro
tio, ke li ne scias la specialan lingvon
de unu lando. Mi tre profunde studadis
orientajn lingvojn, kaj scias la araban
lingvon pli bone 01 la Araboj mem,
kaj studadis la turkan, kaj la persan en
mia propra nasklando; kaj tamen,
sciante ankau aliajn lingvojn de la
Oriento, kiam mi vojagis okcidenten, mi
devis venigi kun mi tradukiston, kvazau
mi scius neniun lingvon. Nu, se ekzistus
internacia lingvo generale parolata, la
persa lingvo kaj la internacia suficus por
mi en ciuj landoj de la mondo. Pensu,
kiel la internacia lingvo faciligos interkomunikadon inter ciuj nacioj de la
mondo! Duono de niaj vivoj eluzigas
en la akiro de lingvoj, car en ci tiu
epoko de klereco ciu homo devas le1'ni
lingvojn, por ke, se li esperas vojagi en
Azio kaj Afriko kaj Europo, li povu
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languages; for in this enlightened age
every man must study languages, so that
if he expects to travel to Asia and Africa
and Europe he may be able to converse
with the people; but by the time he has
studied one language, there is another
one to travel to. So you see that his life
is spent in the acquirement of these
languages, which are a handicap to international communication. Well, this
international language will free man
from all these problems. In short, to
understand and make yourself understood, there must needs be an international instrument. The teacher and the
student must know each other's language, so that the teacher may
be able to impart his knowledge
and the student acquire that knowledge.
In the world of humanity there is no
greater factor than to make yourself
understood to your fellowmen, for civilization itself, the progress of civilization,
depends upon this process. To acquire
arts and sciences one must know how to
speak, make himself understand and
understood at the same time. So on this
understanding and making yourself understood will depend the acquisition of
sciences, and it will make men comprehend all affairs of life; and this process of understanding and making yourself understood depends upon language.
Therefore, if this auxiliary language is
established, all the members of humanity will then be enabled to understand
each other. As I speak now, an episode
comes to my mind which happened in
Bagdad. There were two friends who
did not know each other's language. One
of them got sick; the other one called
upon him, but he could not express his
sympathy, so by making a sign he asked
him, "How are you ~" By making another sign, the sick man answered "I
am almost dying," and the friend who
called, thinking that he had told him
that he was feeling much better, said,
"Thanks be to God." By such incidents
you realize that the best thing in this
world is to be able to make yourself
understood by your friends, and also to
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interparoli kun la popolo; sed tuj, kiam
li akiris unu lingvon, jen alia estas bezonata. La tuta vivo do forpasas en la
akinido de tiuj lingvoj, kiuj estas malhelpo al internacia komunikado. Oi tiu
internacia lingvo liberigos la homaron el
ciuj ci tiuj problemoj. Mallonge, por
kompreni kaj sin komprenigi, devas esti
internacia ilo. J-1a instruisto kaj la studento devas scii la lingvon unu de la
alia, por ke la instruisto povu transdoni
sian scion kaj hI- studento povu akiri
tiun scion. En la mondo de la homaro
estas nenia pli granda afero, 01 vin komprenigi al viaj kunhomoj; car la civilizeco mem, la progresado de la civilizacio, dependas de tiu ci procedo. Por
akiri artojn kaj sciencojn, oni devas scii
paroli, sin komprenigi, kaj kompreni
samtempe.
De ci tiu interkompreno
dependas la akiro de sciencoj, kaj g'i
igos ciujn homojn kompreni pri ciuj
aferoj de la vivo; kaj ci tiu procedo
de kompreno kaj komprenigo dependas
de la lingvo. Se do ci tiu hell)a lingvo
starigos, ciuj membroj de la homaro
ricevos la eblon kompreni unu la alian.
Dum mi parolas, venas en mian cerbon
epizodo, kiu okazis en Bagdad. Estis
tie du amikoj, kiuj ne sciis la lingvon
unu de la alia. Unu malsanigis; la
alia vizitis lin, sed ne povis parole esprimi sian simpation, kaj do faris geston,
volante diri: "Kiel vi fartas ~" Per
alia signo la malsanulo respondis: "JYIi
estas tuj mortonta"; kaj la vizitanto,
kredante, ke li diris, ke li ekresanig'as,
diris: "Dank' al Dio!" El tiaj ilustrajoj vi konstatos, ke la plej bona afero
en la mondo estas, povi vin komprenigi
al viaj amikoj, kaj ankau ilin kompreni;
kaj ke ne estas io ph ma1bona en la
mondo, 01 ne povi komuniki viajn pensojn a1 aliaj. Sed, se estus helpa lingvo,
ciuj tiuj malfacilajoj estus forigitaj.
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understand them, and there is nothinG'
worse in this world than not to be abl~
to convey your thoughts. But if there
is this auxiliary language, all these difficulties will be removed.
Now, praise to God, this language of
Esperanto is invented, and this is one
of the special endowments of this brilliant century; this is one of the greatest
undertakings of this great age. Up to
this time the world of humanity has
failed to bring about this invention.
This unification of languages had never
crossed the minds of the thinkers of the
past ages, and in reality it was an impossibility in those times, because then
there was no freedom in going and coming, and no traveling and no intercourse
between the various countries. Now the
means of communication and transport
are greatly increased, therefore it is necessary and it is possible to bring about
the use of this international language.
His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH fifty years
ago wrote a book; that book is called
"The Most Holy Book," and in that
book one of the fundamental principles
of the Bahai movement is that there
must be the invention of an auxiliary
language; and then he goes on to explain
the benefits and profits that will accrue
through such a medium. Now, let us
thank the Lord because this Esperanto
language has been created. Therefore we
have commanded all the Bahais in the
Orient to study this language very carefully, and ere long it will spread all over
the East. Therefore I request you also,
non-Esperantists and fellow-Esperantists, to put your utmost exertion into
the spread and promulgation of this
language, because it wili hasten that
day, that millennial day, which has been
prophesied by the past prophets and
seers, that day in which, it is said, the
wolf and lamb will drink from the same
fount, the lion and the deer graze in the
same meadow. The signification of this
Holy Writ is that the contesting races,
warring nations, inimical religions, will
come to each other in the spirit of love
and amity-then, the day-spring of that
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Nu, Laudo estu al Dio! ci tiu lingvo
Esperanto elpensigis. Tio estas unu el
la specialaj donacoj de ci tiu brilega
jarcento: unu el la plej grandaj entreprenoj de ci tiu granda epoko. Anta:ue
la homaro malsukcesis efektivigi tian
elpensajon. Ci tiu unuigo de lingvoj
preskau neniam prezentis sin al la pensuloj de pasintaj epokoj; kaj vere g·i
estis neeblajo en tiuj tempoj, car tiam
ne ekzistis libereco iri kaj reiri, kaj
nenia intervojagado nek intertraktado
inter la diversaj landoj. Jam nun, kiam
la rimedoj por interkomunikado kaj
transportado multe pligrandigis, estas
nepre necese, kaj estas fareble, efektivigi la uzadon de internacia lingvo.
Lia Sankta Mosto BAHA'U'LLAH antau mUltaj jaroj verkis libron, nomatan
"La Plej Sankta Libro," kaj en tiu
libro unu el la fundamentaj principoj
estas, ke devas esti elpensigo de helpa
lingvo; kaj li klarigas la bonon kaj profiton, kiuj venos per tia ilo. Nu, ni
danku la Sinjoron pro tio, ke ci tiu
lingvo Esperanto estas kreita. Ni do
ordonis al ciuj Bahaj' anoj en la oriento ,
studadi ci tiun lingvon tre zorge, kaj
post ne longe gi disvastigos tra la tuta
Oriento. Mi petas ankau al vi, Esperantistoj kaj ne·Esperantistoj, energie
klopodadi por la disvastigado kaj propagandado de ci tiu lingvo; car gi akcelos
la alvenon de tiu tago, tiu miljara tago,
kiun antaudiris profetoj kaj viduloj,
tiu tago en kiu, estas dirite, la lupo kaj
la safido trinkos el la sama fonto la
leono kaj la cervo sin pastos sur la s~ma
herbejo. La signifo de ci tiu sankta
Skribo estas, ke la batalantaj rasoj,
militantaj nacioj, malamikaj religioj,
alproksimigos unu alIa alia en la spirito
de amo, kaj kunligigos unu kun alia.
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millennium; and every means, every instrument which confers unity and amity
upon the children of men, that is love
and that is the spirit.
As we said, the greatest affair in this
world is the reality of an auxiliary internationallanguage. The unification of
language will transform the world of
humanity into one world; the unification
of language will do away with the misunderstandings between religions, and
the unification of language will bring
together the East and the West in the
spirit of fellowship and love. The unification of language will change this world
of many families into one family. This
auxiliary international language will
gather the various races under one cover,
as if the five continents of the world had
become one continent, because then they
can convey their thoughts to each other.
The international auxiliary language will
do away with ignorance and superstition, for each child, no matter to which
race or nation he may belong, will be
able to pursue his studies in science and
art, because at that time he will be called
on to study only two languages-one his
own native language, and one the international auxiliary language. Let us
hope for that day, when even the boundaries of native languages will be swept
away and the world will enjoy one language. What greater bounty is there
than this ~ What more munificent wel, fare is there than this ~ Then the world
of humanity will become the delectable
paradise, just as it is said that in heaven
there is one language. The material
world will become the expression of the
world of the inner. Then the discoveries
will be unfolded; inventions will become
multiple; sciences will advance by leaps
and bounds; scientific agriculture will
take a wider sphere of accomplishment,
because at that time the nations will be
able quickly to assimilate the thoughts
which are expressed, and because all
these thoughts will be expressed in that
universal language. If this international
language is a factor in the future, all

Kiel 111 Jam diris, plej grava afero
en ci tiu mondo estas la efektivigo de
helpa internacia lingvo. La unuigo de
lingvo aliformigos la homaron en unu
mondon; forigos la malkomprenon inter
la religioj; kaj kunigos la OrientOll kaj
la Okcidenton per la spirito de fratec'o
kaj amo. La unuigo de lingvo sangos
ci tiun mondon el l1lultaj fal1lilioj en
unu familion. Tiuci helpa internacia
lingvo kolektos la naciojn sub unu kovrilon, kvazau la kvin kontinentoj de la
mondo farigus nnu kontinento; car tiam
ili povos interkomuniki siajn pensojn
nnu al la alia. La internacia helpa
lingvo forigos nescion kaj supersticon,
pro tio, ke ciu infano, el kiu ajn raso
au nacio, povos sekvi siajn studajojn
pri la scienco kaj la arto, car tial1l li
bezonos lerni nul' du lingvojn-unn, lia
nacia lingvo, kaj la alia la internacia
help a lingvo. Ni esperu ankau al tiu
tago, kiam ec la limoj de la naciaj lingvoj . forig'os, kaj la tuta mondo guos
unu lingvon. Kia pli grand a donaco
povus esti, 01 tio ~ Kia pli malavara
bonfaro povus esti, 01 tio ~ Tial1l la
mondo de la homaro farig'os rava paradizo, g-uste kiel estas dirite, ke en la
cielo estas nnn lingvo. La materia
mondo farig-os la espril1lado de la interna mondo. Tial1l eltrovajoj malkasig-os; elpensajoj l1lultobligos.: la sciencoj antaueniros per saltoj; la scienca
terkulturado disvolvigos lau pli vasta
grado; car tiutempe la nacioj l)OVOS
rapide asimili la pensojn espril1latajn,
kaj car ciuj tiuj pensoj esprimig-os
per la universala lingvo. Se ci tiu internacia lingvo estas faktoro por la estonteco, ciuj landoj en la Oriento l)OYOS
rapide akiri la sciencojn de la Okcidento,
car iliaj logantoj povos legi la librojn
kaj kompreni ilian signifon; kaj la Okcidentaj nacioj povos akiri la pensojn
kaj ideojn de la Oriento; kaj per tio

(Continued on page 306)
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STAR OF THE WEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the 0 bj ect of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thv voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Si{;ned) ABDUL-EAHA ABBAS.

o

o

ye apostles
. . . .
regularity, but
East and the

TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
West they may become informed of the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

STAR OF THE WEST FOUNDATION
Northeastern States: HOOPER HARRIS.
/¥ est ern States: HELEN S. GOODALL.
Southern States:
Dominion of Canada: MAY MAxwELL.
Central States: ALBERT VAIL, CARL SCHEFFLER.
Editorial Staff: ALBERT R. WINDUST-GERTRUDE BUIKEMA-DR. 2IA M. BAGDADI
Honorary Member: MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB

Vol. 11

Mulk 1,76 (February 7,1921)

No. 18

"This Question of an Auxiliary International Language is
of the utmost importance."
Message of ABDUL-BAHA to Espel'antists, Washington, D. C., April, 1912.
" Today the greatest need of the world
of humanity is for the discontinuance
of the existent misunderstandings
amongst nations, and that can be brought
about through the unity of language.
Unless unity of languages is realized, the
Most Great Peace, and the unity of the
human world in a binding manner, cannot be accomplished and established.
For the function of language is to portray the mysteries and secrets of the
human hearts. The heart may be likened
unto a box, and language to the key.
\Ve can open the box only through the
key, and observe the gems contained in
that box. Therefore, this question of an
auxiliary international language is of the
utmost importance. Men can be trained
and educated internationally through
this language. rrhey can acquire the evidence of past history and ages through
language. The spread of the known

facts of the human world depends upon
language. The explanation of divine
teachings can only be brought about
through language. Because of the diversities of languages, and the lack of human comprehension of the languages of
each other's nationalities, these glorious
aims cannot be realized. Therefore, the
very foremost service to the world of
man is to establish an auxiliary international language. It will become the
cause of the tranquillity of the commonwealth of man. It will become the cause
of the spread of sciences and arts
amongst the nations of the world. It
will be the cause of the progress and development of all the races. Therefore we
must with all our powers make an effort
so that we may establish an international auxiliary language amongst the
nations and races of the world."
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Esperanto Class in Kazvin, Persia
LETTER FROM J. E. ESSLEMONT, lVI. B.
Home of Abdul-Baha, Haifa, Palestine,
November 27, 1919.
To the STAR OF THE WEST:
Among the many dear Persian friends
here, I have been particularly interested
in meeting Mirza Mohammed Labib, of
Kazvin, Persia, who is not only a
brother Bahai, but a brother Esperantist,
and one of the pioneers of Esperanto in
Persia. I am sure that readers of the
STAR. will be interested in some details
of the progress of the Oause in Kazvin,
as reported to me by Mirza Labib.
Kazvin is a town of some 50,000 inhabitants, among whom there are now
some 300 Bahais. There is a general
meeting for men and one for women,
each week, and the Spiritual Assembly
[House of Spirituality] also meets
weekly. Besides these three meetings
there are a number of others all of
which have been initiated by Mirza
Labib.
There is first an assembly called
Tanzih (i. e., Purity) a weekly meeting
where women gather to learn the Bahai
Teachings, read and discuss books (such
as Sorne Answered Questions), chant
Tablets and· prayers and converse about
the Movement. The number of members
is at present nineteen.
Another is called Nashre-Nafahat
(i. e., Spreading of the Fragrances).
This is a group which meets specially for
correspondence with Bahais in other
parts of the world. Hitherto the correspondence has been chiefly in the Persian
language, with other cities of Persia,
but some of the members are now beginning to correspond in Esperanto and
English with centers in Europe, America
and elsewhere. Readers of the STAR are
cordially invited to write to this group.
Mirza Labib also has a girls' class
with about 35 members, and a boys' class
with 30, for .instruction in the Bahai
teachings, memorizing ()f extracts from

the Tablets, etc., and Esperanto classes
for women, girls and boys.
Lastly, an Association known as the
Nonahalan (i. e., young trees) was
founded in August, 19'18, for the encouragement of mutual aid and the
propagation of divine teachings among
the Bahai women and children of Kazvino This is partly a commercial concern and has a share-capital. Ohildren
are encouraged to invest their savings in
it. Books and many other articles are
bought and sold, but it is a rule that
one-fourth of all profits made must be
devoted to the Oause of God (in defraying necessary expenses of teaching,
helping the poor, etc.). This Association
has started a lending library (the first
lenaing library for women and children
in Persia), and contributions of books
in Esperanto, English, Persian or
Arabic will be gratefully received.
Donors of books are requested to write
on each book their name and address with
the date of sending.
The Association
hopes ere long to purchase a cinematograph and Mirza Labib has many plans
for future development of the society's
work.
Abdul-Baha has shown a lively interest in these various associations. He has
become a shareholder in Nonahalan and
has revealed three Tablets, one for
Nashre-Nafahat, one for Nonahalan and
the children's classes jointly, and one
for Tanzih, praying for the continued
success, development and confirmation
of these organizations.
Oommunications may be addressed to
Mirza Mohammed Labib, N onahalan,
Kazvin, Persia.
WHh best wishes,
Yours sincerely,
J. E. Essle'l1wnt, M. B.
P. S.-1 am sending this, with a photograph of Mirza Labib's girls' class,
through Mr. Vail.
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International Language
(Continued from page 303)

the countries of the East will be enabled
to acquire the sciences of the West in no
time, because they will be able to read
these books and comprehend their meaning; and the Western nations will be
enabled to acquire the thoughts and
ideas of the East, and through this they
will be enabled to improve their condition. In short, on account of the establishment of this international language,
the world of humanity will become another world; extraordinary progress will
be attained. Take, for example, a family in which the various members speak
each a different language; how difficult
it is for them to convey their thoughts
to one another, and how great and wonderful it is when they are able easily to
understand one another's thoughts. For
if they know one another's language,
they will go on very rapidly; there is no
doubt whatever about this. Therefore
it is our hope that the Esperanto language will spread universally before
long, that it may be promulgated in all
the countries, so that all the people may
live together in the spirit of amity and
love.

ambaii povos plibonigi Slan staton.
Mallonge, pro la starigo de ci tiu internacia lingvo, la mondo de la homaro
brig-os alia mondo, kaj eksterordinara
estos gia progreso. Ekzemple, pripensu
pri familio, kies diversaj membroj parolas diversajn lingvojn; kiel malfacile
estas por ili komuniki siajn pensojn unu
al alia, kaj kiel mirinde estas, kiam ili
povas facile kompreni reciproke siajn
pensojn. Car, se ili scias ciu la lingvojn
de la aliaj, ili progresos rapide. Do estas nia espero, ke la lingvo Esperanto
disvastigos post ne longe tra la tuta
mondo, por ke ciuj popoloj povu vivi
kune en la spirito de amikeco kaj amo.

Tablets to Bahais in America received in 1919 and 1920
JAMES MORTON, JR.
Through Mr. Wilhelm to Mr. James
Morton, Jr., New York City-Upon
him be the Glory of God, the Most
Glorious!
He Is God!

o thou firm

in the Covenant!
As to thy attendance at the Esperanto
Congress at the Hague in the month of
August, it is very advisable. Thou
shouldst show utmost efficiency thereat,
in order to spread the divine teachings,
one of which is the oneness of language;
and thence thou shouldst proceed to the
desired land (Haifa and Acca). Then
from here thou shouldst hasten to Persia, and return to America, where thou

shouldst give lectures, explain what thou
hast experienced and give the glad tidings of the greatness of the Cause of
God.
Upon thee be the Glory of the Most
Glorious!
(Signed) .ARDUL-BAHA .AREAS.
(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur,
March 27, 1920, Haifa.)
MARIE WATSON
To the maid-servant of God, Mrs. Marie
Watson-Upon her be BAHA'O'LLAH
EI-Abha!
He Is God!
o thou Herald of the Covenant!
Thy detailed letters have been re-
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ceived, and have been attentively perused. Praise thou God, that thou art
confirmed in service to the Kingdom
and art encompassed by the blessings of
His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH. Heavenly
confirmations are descending upon thee
and lordly assistance is encircling thee.
Thou art eloquent at every gathering
and art responded to at every assemblage. Souls listen in the utmost gladness to thy words and in case a soul
objects or antagonizes he will ultimately
be awakened and made aware, for the
powerful and mighty souls and the ruling potentates have failed to resist the
call of the Kingdom. Nasser Ed Din
Shah, the Sovereign of Persia, and AbduI Hamid, the Sultan of Turkey, have
tried to resist the call with all their
power and might, but the call has been
raised higher every day and those two
blood-thirsty autocratic sovereigns have
been inflicted with a severe loss and disappointment.
In short, engage with all thy power
in raising the call of the Kingdom of
God and rest thou assured that assistance and confirmation shall descend
upon thee. The attracted maid-servant
of God, Miss Juliet Thompson, is indeed
spiritual, lordly and merciful. Extend
to her my greeting. His honor, Mr.
Wilhelm, exerts his effort under all conditions and contributes extensively for
the Bahai Oause. Undoubtedly, other
souls should join him in promoting the
work of teaching. To the believing
maid-servant of God, Miss Buskin, convey greeting and congratulation for her
marriage.
Souls are still unaware of the power
of the Oovenant. This testament is
neither a tradition or a tale. It has
been established through the pen of His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH with the utmost
firmness and undoubtedly if all the people of the world join in endeavoring to
uproot it, they will all eventually fail
and be disappointed. What can therefore a handful of people do?
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The power of the Oovenant is like
unto the sun and those who have acted
contrary to it are like transparent
clouds. The Sun of the Oovenant dissipates dense clouds and causes them to
vanish. What then will it do to these
imaginary mists? Thou dost consider
that in all regions the Oall of the Oovenant is being raised and in the utmost
power. His Holiness Ohrist said to Peter,
"Thou art Peter and upon this rock I
will build my Ohurch. " This Word could
not be resisted by all the people of the
world and eventually it has been made
evident and manifest. At present His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH has through His
sacred pen established this Oovenant in
the utmost power, perfection and clearness. Oonsider then what power it yields.
At present some superficial souls like
unto bats are plotting together in the
dark, and say to one another that this
Sun of the Oovenant shall be eclipsed
and the resplendent Moon of "the Testament shall be concealed. But the Sun
of the Oovenant through one effulgence
shall disperse and annihilate these bats.
The poems were in the utmost sweetness and delicacy. My hope from the
bounties of His Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH
is that thou may est become the cause of
the awakening, the supplication, the
prayer and the guidance of souls.
In case Mr. Kelsey will in the utmost
longing and desire join thee in thy journey to Ohina, Japan and India, and is
able to endure its hardships, and will
not give up its responsibilities, it is
highly advisable.
Oonvey to Dr. Mullaney on my behalf
the utmost kindness and give her this
message: "Praise thou God, that in the
midst of this darkness that has encompassed this world thou hast been
illumined, and hast been guided and
hast been made the recipient of bounty.
Thou must be eternally grateful to the
soul who has been the cause of thy guidance, for that soul hath guided thee."
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Convey to Dr. McMannon on my behalf
respectful greeting. My hope is that
through the light of the love of God he
may become an ignited candle and a
flower of the rose-garden. Upon them
be BAHA'0 'LLAH !
Any soul that may like to accompany
thee with the utmost pleasure and satisfaction in thy trip and has ability and
capacity and will show thee full consideration, thou mayst select and choose to
be thy fellow-traveler.
Upon the be BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Shoghi Rabbani,
Haifa, Palestine, December 24, 1919.)
MR. AND MRS. KILLIUS
To Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Killius, Montana
-Upon them be the Glory of God, the
Most Glorious!

He Is God!
o ye two who are firm in the Covenant!
Your letter dated January 28, 1920,
has been received. Its contents were
indicative of heart-felt realities, which
were conducive to firmness and steadfastness in the Covenant of God.
Although in the body of the universe
there are innumerable nerves, yet the
main artery, which pulsates, energizes,
and invigorates all beings, is the power
of the Covenant. All else is secondary
to this. Nobody is assisted and confirmed save that soul who is firm. Consider it well that every soul who is firm
in the Covenant is luminous, like unto
a candle which emanates its light on
those around it. While every wavering
soul is an utter failure, frozen, lifeless,
dead yet moving. This one proof is sufficient.
Ye should render thanksgiving unto
God, that ye are able to travel
throughout the states and regions, and
like unto the breeze of spring, transmit
new spirit to every city through which
ye pass.

THE
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Praise be unto God, that thy departed
father turned his face to the Supreme
Aspect. He drank from the Chalice of
Guidance, and soared without feather or
wing to the Infinite Paradise. I am
supplicating unto God that thy honored mother may also attain to guidance.
The date* 1335 is not lunar, it is solar,
therefore it has not yet arrived.
p'raise be unto God, that in Springfield, Illinois, the fragrances of the love
of God have been diffused and the call of
the Kingdom hath been raised. The
photograph of dear son Russell was observed. Verily, the expression of his
face indicates great skilL I am beseeching unto God that the friends of that
city may day by day attain unto heavenly progress.
Upon ye both be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Adizullah S. Bahadur,
Haifa, Palestine, March 27, 1920.)
'~See

the 12th chapter of DanieL

RUSSELL JURGENS
Through Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Killius, of
Montana-Upon them be the Glory
of God, the Most Glorious I-to Russell
Jurgens, Springfield, Illinois-Upon
him be the Glory of God, the Most
Glorious!
He Is God!
o dear child!
Thanks be unto God, that in thine
infancy thou hast entered the divine
Kingdom and hast obtained a portion
of the graces of the Lord of Hosts. My
supplication to God is this, that thou
mayest be reared in the bosom of
the love of God, and in the utmost attraction attain to thy maturity.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed)

ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.

(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur,
Haifa, Palestine, March 27, 1920.)
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THE TOMB OF HAZRAT V ARGHA AND HIS SON RUHOLLAH, BAHAI MARTYRS
The martyr MOLLAH AGHA JAN is buried beneath the landing which surrounds the mausoleum.
MISS LILLIAN FRANCES KAPPES' grave is in the garden very near the Tomb.
The wife of Mollah Agha Jan~"Amatol Baha"-was the first woman Persian teach"r to go
from place to place spreading the Glad-tidings. She lived in Sari. Passed out about 1918.
Before the Tomb (left to right):

Mirza Azizollah Vargha: Elizabeth H. Stew art ; Hadji Ame0n.
and at his feet. Aly Mohammed, son of Mirza Valiollah Khan Varghfl; Doctor Susfln I.
Moody; Mirzfl Valiollah Khan Vflrgha.

STAR OF THE WEST
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all nations
shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be; th ese fruitless strifes; these ruinous wars shaIl
pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."-BAHA'O'LLAH.
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"How is it possible to imagine life after death?"
Recent Tablet from ABDuL-BAHA to J. Isbrucker
To the maid-servant of God, J. Isbrucker, Den Haag, Holland-Unto her be
greeting and praise!
He Is God!
o thou who art searching for truth!
Thy letter has been received. Thou has written that Agha Mirza Ahmed
Khan (Yazdani) has given some explanation of the Bahai Cause to thee. What
thou hast written is right, that the Bahai Religion is Truth and other institutions compared to the Bahai Religion are not reality and are without any
great results. Although in the sight of the people they seem to have a true
foundation, yet they are like unto a fruitless tree. There are so many trees that
are apparently huge and cast a shadow, yet they are not productive of any
fruit and so they will be ultimately uprooted, as thou hast observed and wilt
observe. The Divine Institution is, however, a tree whose shadow is extended
over the East and the West and every moment brings forth wonderful fruits,
as experience has shown.
Thou hast written, "How is it possible that one should obey and submit
to an unjust government ~" By the government which should be obeyed is
meant a just government which protects the rights of all its people. It is a
constitutional government which is bound by stringent laws.
Thou has written, "How is it possible to imagine a life after death?"
Verily, verily, life after death is not imaginable. But do thou observe that it
is evident man has evolved from the mineral world. As long as he was in the
mineral kingdom, he could not imagine the vegetable kingdom. He was transferred to the vegetable kingdom. In the vegetable kingdom he could not
imagine the animal kingdom. Before he emerged from the animal kingdom
he could not imagine the stage of human reason and intelligence, that is, it was
impossible for him, he did not have any knowledge thereof.
Now this earth and these trees have, by no means, any knowledge of the
animal and human worlds: they cannot imagine them, they deny existence absolutely. While the human world is helping the animal and assisting the
vegetable kingdoms, the vegetable kingdom is ignorant of it. Similarly the
human world cannot comprehend the world of the Kingdom: it is absolutely
ignorant of it, while the heavenly spirits have influence in the human world.
Do thou observe how clear this point is and yet the professors and philosophers of the world are ignorant of this reality! The mediums are, however,
speaking of the world of thought and not of reality. But a heavenly soul
who is conscious of the Divine World: whose discerning eye is open: who is
detached from the world of nature, and has attained to spiritual power is
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eognizant of the Divine W orId and those of the spirits. Reality is pure spirit,
it is not physical: that is, it does not occupy space.
Ye should esteem Mirza Ahmed Khan (Yazdani) highly, because it was
he who gave ye this great glad tiding. Through the graces of God do I hope
that that country will be enkindled with heavenly Light: that the Divine
verses will be chanted, and that such souls may be confirmed as to become
like unto Paul and Mary Magdalene.
Unto thee be greeting and praise!
ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Signed)
(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur, Mount Carmel, Palestine, October
15th, 1920.)

CAlSES CONTAINING MARBLE GASKET TO HOLD
REMAINS OF THE BAB

The Final Burial of The Bab on Mt. Carmel
Extracts from Mirza Moneer's letters, Acca, Syria, March 22, 1909'.

S

UNDAY· morning, Abdul-Baha drove
from Acca to Haifa with his family and a few of the old believers. Along
the shore, half way between the two
cities, there is now a small house which
the government has built for the watch
of the road. Here, in the middle of the
desert, we stopped and had luncheon;
then, after an hour and a half, we
reached Haifa.
But few of the believers knew that
nine years ago the remains of His Holiness, The Bab, had been quietly placed
in the (place of) Hazerat-o-Ikoods on
Mount Carmel.

A week before the Feast of Naurooz
(March 21st) Abdul-Baha had sent to
Haifa two of the believers that they
should prepare everything for the coming ceremonies.
Nine years ago a believer of Rangoon
(India) sent to Haifa a large casket
made of marble, beautifully worked with
the Greatest Name in relief and gilded
three times on each side. It was later
to hold the remains of The Bab, which
had been kept 60 years (59 A. D., or
solar years) in safety. Now they were
to be definitely buried by Abdul-Baha.
A few weeks before some twenty men
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had pulled this heavy marble casket up
the mountain. Abdul-Baha gave the last
necessary instructions and it was slowly
slid down into the under part of the
Tomb. This must have been performed
with the help of the Kingdom of ElAbha, for though the work presentee!
great difficulty and was done by inexperienced men, everyone wondered at
the ease with which it was done.
The Shrine under the ground was
lighted with but one lamp. Abdul-Baha
waited until all was well finished. He
threw off his turban; he removed his
shoes; he took off his coat-but what
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followed was so impressive that it is useless for me to attempt to picture it! I
will simply relate what happened.
Our Beloved, with his hair waving
around his beautiful head, his face shining with light, looking inspired, tragic
and majestic, rushed down and threw
himself on his knees. He placed the
remains of The Bab in the large coffin
(in the marble-casket) and leaning his
blessed head on the border of the coffin,
he wept, wept, wept-and all wept with
him.
That night the Master did not sleep.

"The body of man, which has been formed gradually,
must similarly be decomposed gradually"
Tablet from ABDUL-BAHA to Shanaz 'iNaite*
To the maid-servant of God, Shahnaz
\Yaite, San Diego, California.-Upon
her be the Glory of God the Most
Glorious!

He Is God!
thou who art the daughter of the
Kingdom!
Thy letter has been received. Due to
scarcity of time, I write the answer
briefly: The body of man, which has
been formed gradually, must similarly
be decomposed gradually. This is according to the real and natural order
and Divine Law. If it had been better

o

'" NOTEr--This tablet is in answer to a
letter I wrote to Abdul-Baha, April 14,
1920, in regard to our having formed a
Board for the San Diego Assembly, of
which Mr. Waite is Chairman. I also
wrote of the wonderful self-sacrifice and
loving service which Mary F!enn has for
several years rendered the Cause here,
keeping the fire burning under most discouraging circumstances. I also asked
for instructions regarding cremation, of
which I knew he does not approve, but
I wished to have his own words upon the
subject.-Shahnaz Waite.

for it to be burned after death, in its
very creation it would have been so
planned that the body would automatically become ignited after death, be consumed and turned into ashes. But the
divine order formulated by the heiwenly ordinance is that after death this
body shall be transferred from one stage
to another different from the preceding
one, so that according to the relations
which exist in the world, it may gradually combine and mix with other elements, thus going through stages until
it arrives in the vegetable kingdom,
there turning into plants and flowers,
developing into trees of the highest
paradise, becoming perfumed and attaining the beauty of color.
Cremation suppresses it speedily from
attainment to these transformations, the
elements becoming so quickly decomposed that transformation to these various stages is checked.
Convey on my behalf my utmost love
to thy honored husband! I am supplica ting that he may day by day attain
to spiritual development. In regard to
the meeting which has been formed in
that city, it is my hope that that assembly may become illumined and like unto
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a rose-garden it may diffuse sweet fragrance.
Convey on my behalf respectful greetings to Miss Mary Fenn! In reality
this dear maid-servant of God has arisen
in service, deserving the bestowal of the
divine bounties. I should like to write
a letter to the friends of San Diego, but
owing to the scarcity of opportunity I
sufficed with a short supplication for
them:

"0 Thou the Lord of Hosts! The city
of San Diego was like a lifeless body.
Now a breath of the Spirit of Life has
wafted over those regions. Some souls
have arisen from the graves of the world
of nature which is the eternal death;
they have been revived by the Holy
Ghost, and they have started in servitude to Thy threshold.
, '0 thou affectionate Lord! Bestow
npon these featherless and wingless birds
two heavenly wings and give unto them
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spiritual strength, so that they may soar
in the limitless space and attain to the
apex of the Kingdom of Abha!
"0 Lord! Strengthen these feeble
seedlings so that each one may develop
into a fruitful tree, exhibiting the utmost freshness and liveliness. Assist
them and make them victorious, so that
they may rout and vanquish the army of
ignorance and misapprehension; lift
up the banner of love and guidance
among the people; bestow like unto
the spring breeze freshness and life unto
the tree of humanity; give greenness
and liveliness like unto the spring
shower to the meadows of that continent! Verily, Thou art the Able and
the Powerful, the Bestower and the Affectionate ! "
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
(Translated by Azizullah S. Bahadur,
Haifa, Palestine, June 2nd, 1920.)

Prayer for the dead and progress in the after-life
Teaching given by ABDUL-BAHA in 1904 to Ethel J. Rosenberg.
BDUL-BAHA said that through the
A
mercy of God, not through His
justice, the condition of those who have
died in sin and unbelief can be changed.
We are commanded to pray that their
condition may be changed. As we have
the power to pray for these souls here,
so shall we have the same power in the
after-life-in the Kingdom.
The power of this prayer of intercession i!> a special teaching of this religion.
To pray for the dead was not given as
a special religious command ( of the
Divine Teacher), until this day of the
Blessed Perfection.
The grace of effective intercession is
one of the perfections belonging to perfect and advanced souls, as well as to
the Manifestations of God. Jesus Christ
had the power of interceding for the
forgiveness of His enemies when on
earth, and He certainly has this power
now.

Abdul-Baha never mentions the name
of a dead person without saying, "May
God forgive him," or words to that
effect.
Followers of the prophets have also
this power of praying for the forgiveness of souls, therefore we may not
think that any souls are condemned to
a stationary condition of suffering or
loss, arising from absolute ignorance of
God. The power of effective intercession for them always exists.
All the people in the other world, are
they not the creatures of God ~ Therefore, they can progress in the other
world. As they can also receive light
by supplicating here, so they can also
receive light by supplicating there. The
rich in the other world can help the
poor, as the rich can help the 'poor here.
In every world all are the creatures of
God. They are always dependent on
Him. They are not independent, and
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can never be so. vVhile they are needful
of God, the more they supplicate, the
richer they become.
What is their merchandise, their
wealth ~ In the other world what is help
and assistance 1 It is intercession.
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Undeveloped souls must gain progress at first through the supplications of
the spiritually rich; afterwards they can
progress through th~ir own supplications.

"In this great dispensation Thou dost accept the intercession
of the sons in behalf of their fathers"
Tablet from ABDUL-BAHA to Albert R. Windust.
To Mr. Albert R. Windust, Chicago, Ill.
-Upon him be R\HA'O'LL.\H EI-Abha!

He Is God!

o Thou Almighty!

0 Thou Forgiver 1
The servant of Thy Threshold, Windust, turns his face toward the Kingdom
of Abha and begs for his father* Thy
Grace and Bounty. 0 Thou Omnipotent
Lord! In this Great Dispensation Thou
dost accept the intercession of the sons
in behalf of their fathers. This is one
of the special infi·nite bestowals of this
cycle. Therefore, 0 Thou kind Almighty! Accept the request of this thy
servant at the Threshold of Thy Singleness and submerge his father in the
ocean of Thy graces-because this flon
is confirmed in the accomplishment of
Thy services and is displaying the utmost of effort at all time in the pathway of Thy love ! Verily Thon art the
Giver, the Forgiver and the Kind!

o thou

divine servant!
Be thou not unhappy on account of
the death of thy father. All of us will
hasten from this world to another world.
This mundane life has no importance
whatsoever. It is our hope that in the
divine world we shall find eternal union
and seek everlasting fellowship. Importance lies in this fact. This station is
;;Thomas vVindust, printer, was born
in London, England, November 12th,
1849. Died at Chicago, May 21st, 191:3,
and was buried in Mount Hope Cemetery, May 23rd.
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obtained through faith and self-sacrifice in the path of God. Consequently
we must make an effort to obtain happiness and joyousness in the other world.
Convey the wonderful Abha greeting
to the believers. Chicago, in comparison with the cities of America, V>'aS in
advance and numerically contained more
Bahais. But when the stench (vile
odor) of the nakazeen was spread in that
city there was stagnation. The Cause in
other cities of America is progressing
day unto day, but Chicago is stationary.
Therefore, strive that the s,Yeet fragrance of the Testament and the Covenent may become diffused, the nostrils
of the spiritual ones become perfumed,
the banner of "Ya-Baha-el-Abha!" be
unfurled and the tent of the oneness
of the world of humanity be pitched.
Then ye shall observe that Chicago will
become the Paradise of Abha. These
few nakazeen cannot accomplish anything worth while. The utmost is this
that they will be the means of the drooping of the believers of God in that city.
A person deprived of the spirit of the
Covenant is sentenced as dead. The
dead surely disintegrate.
TherefQ-l~e,
breathe the spirit of the Covenant and
the Testament as much as ye can in the
hearts so that the souls may progress
day unto day and obtain a new exhilaration.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS!
(Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab,
July 4th, 1913, Port Said, Egypt.)

---_._------- .._ - - - - -
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CHARLES H. GREENLEAF

BORN MAY 6,1857
DIED MAY24,1920
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Obituary
CABLEGRAMS l!-'ROM ABDUL-BAHA

Regarding death of Oharles H. Greenleaf and Albert H. Hall:
"SUPPLICATING LORD OF THE KINGDOM TO SUBMERGE
THESE TWO BLESSED SOULS IN THE OCEAN OF HIS MERCy."-ABBAS.
Regarding the death of Linian F. Ka.ppes:
BAGEROFF-DoCTOR MOODY, TEIIERAN"MISS KAPPES VERY HAPPY. I INVITE WORLD BE
NOT GRIEVED. ApPLY TO MR. VAIL, URBANA, FOR
SUBSTITUTE. ELIZ~\BETH [STEWART] LEFT FOR TEHER.I.N."-ABBAS.
CHARLES H. GREENLEAF
A great pioneer of the Bahai Cause
in America, his honor Charles H. Greenleaf, came to the end of the trail of this
earthly life, May 24th, 1920. He was
a giant in mind and body, and a guide
to great numbers of souls in their search
for Truth. He was one of the three
recognized pillars of strength of the
Cause in the early days-being closely
associated with Thornton Chase and
Arthur S. Agnew. Those who received
the Message of the Kingdom from him
remember his logical presentations and
powerful arguments-qualities that were
needed to convince the Western mind,
especially when, at that time, there were
very few of the words of BAHA'O'LLAH
and Abdul-Baha translated into English.
,Ve ever think of him as the associate
of Thornton Chase, whom Abdul-Baha
termed "a twinkling star on the horizon of Truth, at present hid behind the
clouds, but which shall soon radiantly
shine forth."
A noble soul has passed. "Ya-Bahael-Abha! "

Tablet from

Abd~tl-Baha.

Through his honor Mr. Chase to Mr.
Charles H. Greenleaf-Upon him be
BAHA'O'LLAH!
He Is God!
o thou member of the Merciful ~Ieet
ing!
Mr. Chase offered the highest praise

for you, and while in the Blessed Spot
(Acca) he remembered you always.
Know thou his value, for he is a kind
and faithful friend, firm in the Covenant and Testament.
o thou who art firm in the Covenant!
Thy services and those of thy revered
wife are acceptable in the Kingdom of
Abha, for ye have made your home a
nest for the birds of God, and have
engaged in teaching the Cause of God.
Ye are truthful gardeners of the
Garden of God, and two agreeable servants of the Holy Threshold.
This confirmation must become the
source of joy to life and repose to the
conl':lClence.
Upon thee be Baha-el-Abha!
(Signed) ABDUL-R4.HA ABBAS.
(Translated Chicago, August 4, 1907.)
Charles Herman Greenleaf was born
on a beautiful farm near Cold Springs,
Wisconsin, May 6, 1857. His parents
were Augustus and Charlotte Stanford
Greenleaf. ·When about two and a half
years old the family moved to California and there, among the hills and
the mountains, he spent the happiest
days of his childhood, not realizing any
of the hardships which inevitably attend pioneer life.
Throughout the
years of turmoil after his return to the
middle west, the visions of snow capped
peaks, rushing mountain streams, rare
flowers in secreted places, and hardy
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kindly miners, always refreshed and re- the choice of a weak instrument. I feel
very weak and lowly, as nothing, and I
joiced his heart.
At the age of twenty-one Mr. Green- would not bear the responsibility 6f this
leaf was admitted to the Illinois Bar, place were I not possessed with the sense
the youngest graduate in a class of of my own emptiness, seeking only the
forty, and at that time he was elected inpouring of His Spirit, strength and
as enrolling and engrossing 'clerk of wisdom. This Convention but now called
the senate at Springfield, Ill. He was to order, has been in conscious, silent
with the Illinois Trust and Savings session for several hours. There is no
Bank, in Chicago, for twenty-two years. need of any introduction. The opening
August 8th, 1882, he married E. Eliz- of this Convention was sung in the heart
of everyone of you who turned his face
azeth Rohrer of Evanston, Illinois.
to the East this morning, and if you
Soon after the W orId 's Columbian
did not then catch the message of love
Exposition in Chicago he became intera'nd unity in all its fulness, it has
ested in the universal teachings of
beautifully sounded in your ears as the
BAHA'O'LLAH and was a member of the
inspiring Tablet has been read [refers
first House of Spirituality, continuing
to Tablet regarding Mashrekol-Azkar
in this service throughout his life. His
received in March, 1910]. There is no
love for Abdul-Baha, the Center of
other word to be uttered. It is for us
God's Covenant, was his greatest charnow to address ourselves directly to the
acteristic.
work in hand. "Ve are here representHe is survived by his wife and two ing the Bahai Assemblies throughout
sons, Albert E. and Charles L., and America and Canada, to bring home the
three sisters, Mrs. E. F. Comstock 'of sn bstantial offerings of our sacrifice, to
Chicago, Mrs. E. W. Dakin and Miss encourage each other with the report of
Lily Greenleaf of Oak Park, Ill.
onr work-not to boast or overstate it.
We must face His Truth just as it is.
Do not let us delude ourselves. They
ALBERT H. HALL
are the worst deluded in the world who
In the spring of 1920, one of the we11- are self-deluded. We are not afraid nor
known and active servants of the Bahai ashamed of the situation, but of ourCause in America, Albert H. Hall, of selves-that is all. Let us seek knowledge
Minneapolis, passed from the plane of with the light of Truth and the Truth
shall make us free." (From B."'-HAI
the seen to the unseen.
He will ever be remembered for his NEWS, Vol. 1, No. 4).
Enfeebled by ill health, nevertheless,
service~ in the early development of the
Bahai Temple Unity, the body entrusted he determined to make the journey from
with the building of the Mashrekol- Minneapolis to New York City to attend
the Annual Convention in 19'20, although
Azkar in America.
From 1910 to 1914, Albert H. Hall his physician warned him it might hasten
was selected each year as chairman of the hour of death. He paid the price,
the Annual Convention; he was elected and everyone present at the Feast of EIa member of the Unity during the same Rizwan will remember the ring of his
period, and was chosen as its president voice, though feeble, when he cried out
in 1911, which position he held up to to the assembled delegates and friends:
"Arise, shine, for thy light has come
and during the year 1914.
At the Convention of 1910, when Mr. and the glory of God has risen upon
Hall was unanimously chosen Chairman, thee! "
he said: "God chooses the weak things
On the journey home, he met an old
to confound the mighty. Y on have made acquaintance on the train, Mr. Ole Han-
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sen, former mayor of Seattle, who has
won national attention.
Mr. Hall,
propped up on pillows, gave him the
glorious Message of the coming of The
Kingdom, and his personal copy of the
Hidden Words and Seven VaUeys.
Deeds reveal the station of the man.

IN MEMORIAM

To the Judges of the District Cmlrt of
the Fourth Judicial 1J~strict, State of
Minnesota, and to the Members of
the Hennepin County Bar:
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his wife and one daughter, Mrs. William L. Appleby, both of this city....
"Bert" Hall, as he was familiarly·
known throughout Hennepin Oounty,
was primarily and essentially the poor
man's lawyer; no client was too mean,
nor was his cause too small, but that
Bert Hall gave him his untiring and
unstinted effort; it made no difference
whether the client had funds, or even
prospects of receiving them, and it
seemed as though the less the prospect
of getting a fee, the more generously he
gave of his brilliant mind and indefatigable energy; if he believed that his
client '8 cause was just, that cause became the paramount matter with him
and it took precedence over his self-interest, his famil-y and his friends.
Bert Hall lived and died practicing
what he had always preached-The
Brotherhood of Man.

Albert Heath Hall was born on July
11th, 1858, in Alexandria, Licking
County, Ohio, son of Rev. Levi and Lucinda Mitchell Hall; he came to Minnesota in 1873 and received his early
education at Austin; he entered the University of Minnesota in 1875, remaining
in school there until the end of his ju~
nior year; he was a member of the Chi
PETER BUIKEMA
Psi and Phi Delta Phi Fraternities.
While attending the University of MinOur faithful co-worker on the STAR
nesota he earned his livelihood by work- OF THE "VEST, MISS Gertrude Buikema,
ing in a sawmill, and later, worked for has suffered the breaking of the tender
the first telephone company organized ties of home through the death of her
in the Twin Cities, stringing the first father, Peter Buikema, at Ohicago, Janline of wire in the city of MinneapoJis; uary 27, 1921.
he afterwards was night telephone opBorn in Provincie Groningen, Nethererator while attending his classes at lands, January 15, 1835, he lived more
college;
than the allotted three-score years and
After leaving the University of Min- ten in this limited world. With splennesota, Mr. Hall entered the law office did vigor of soul, characteristic of his
of Judge Frederick Hooker as a law nationality, he entered the larger life
student, and a short time later, accepted with perfect trust in God.
a position in the Treasury Department
The presence of the great number of
at ,Vashington, D. C., and while there friends who came to pay their respects
studied law at Columbian University, to the departed, was a testimony to the
which later became the George IN ash- spiritual life of this family. The warm
ington University; he graduated from tributes of the pastor of the Holland ReOolumbian in 1884. From 1884 to 1920, formed Church where Mr. Buikema athe was actively engaged in the practice tended, found a response in the hearts of
of raw at Minneapolis, and tried some the large gathering of Bahais, Ohristians,
thirty-five hundred contested cases; he and others present. The Bahai "Benedied May 25th, 1920, after an illness diction, " sung at the close of the serwhich was critical for only a few weeks, vice, calmed all hearts by its spiritual
having been in poor health, however, blessing.
for almost a year. He is survived by
In extending our sympathy to the
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FUNERAL CORTEGE OF LILLIAN F. KAPPES.
bereaved, we realize our words are inadequate, and know that only the Words
of BAHA '0 'LLAH and Abdul-Baha express
the comfort we would endeavor to
express. From every hand, where the'
news has reached, have come letters of
condolence to our co-worker, Miss
Buikema. On behalf of the Bahais
everywhere, we extend to ouI' esteemed
sister heartfelt love and sympathy.
A.R.W.
LILLIAN FRANOES KAPPES
Teheran, Persia, December 7th, 1920.

remains interred in the garden facing
one of its nine openings-a most beautiful resting place.
When Lillian F. Kappes ascendedA wave of sorrow passed over the world,
From East to West it swept,
From bleeding hearts its foam was hurled,
While countless mourners wept.
"Like Joseph of old into Egypt; you're sent,"*
Came the firm command of her Lord,
"In tests and in trials yonr life will be spent."
Unfaltering, sustained by His Word,
For loving and kind His manner and voice,
"Keep your thonghts and your heart crystal
pure,"
In the utmost of faith she made the high choice,
And gained her reward through the power
to endure.

-Amat ol a' Alla.
(Dr. Susan I. Moody.)

Dearly loved Bahai friends:
After nine years of unexampled courage, faithfulness, devotion and success [From the STAR OF THE WEST, Volume 2,
No. 18.]
in the face of unnumbered difficulties
endured while building up the girls' Extract f1"om tettM' written by Miss
Tarbiat School, which was as the apple
Kappes to Mr. D. D. Babcock, SeatUe,
of her eye, our gifted and beloved sisWash., dated at Teheran, Persia, D'ee.
ter, Lillian F. Kappes, after only three
19, 1911:
days' serious illness of typhus fever, Dear brother in EI-Abha:
literally went to sleep, to awake in the
Praise God! Through your unceasHoly Presence.
ing, untiring efforts and assistance, it
The city is enveloped in a cloud of
became possible for me to follow the besorrow. The Bahai women are weeping.
hest of Abdul-Baha, to enjoy the blessed
The school children are mourning their
privilege' of the visit to Thonon and
director, teacher, friend. She died at
finally to arrive in safety at my destina12 :30 midnight on December 1st; was
tion. Many conilicting reports started
carried with royal honor, the cortege
Miss Stewart and me off rather hurriedly
numbering hundreds, to the glorious
tomb of Vargha, the Bahai martyr.
"Note-Quotations tal{en from her account of
The Bahai burial service was held in ber visit in tbe holy presence of Abdul-Baha at
the dome of the tomb and the mortal Thonon-les-Bains, Switzerland, Aug. 27-29, 1911.
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in the effort to meet Abdul-Baha at the
R.aces' Congress in London, though we
eventually spent one month there in the
daily hope of his arrival. After writing
and cabling and much uncertainty, word
came to Tammadon-ul-Molk, his interpreter, who was in the same house with
us, and Miss Juliet Thompson, of New
York, who lodged next door, to proceed

EXPECT
NOT
FROM
THE
WORLD LOVE AND COMPASSION, ITS WAY IS EVER
TYRANNY AND SUPPRESSION!
The most difficult task for the
Society of Khademeen Atfal (those
devoting their services to children)
is to announce to the friends of God
the death of our American Bahai
sister, Miss Lillian Frances Kappes.
This revered and blessed soul, who
in the year 1911, came from America
to Persia in the services of the Tarbiat School, and spent her precious
life in educating her Persian sisters.
passed on to the Threshold of the
Almighty at the age of about thirty,
on Wednesday morning, December
1st, Nineteen hundred and twenty,
and left the traces of her qualities
and virtues in the hearts. The only
consolation that we have is that Miss
Lillian Kappes has not really died,
for though her physical temple has
put on the garment of death her holy
spirit is clothed with the silken robe
of Life and will live forever and
forever.
SOCIETY OF KHADEMEEN
ATFAL, Teheran, Persia.

to Geneva, SwitzerlanG. In two days
Miss Stewart and I were telegraphed for
and proceeded to Thonon on the French
side of Lake Geneva, the incomparable,
doubly beautiful for his presence there.
Ignorant of the point of our debarkation, I was admiring, from the lake
steamer, an exquisite, ethereal looking
range of mountains, rising as if from
the heavenly deeps, and as our boat drew
nearer, a sweet, peaceful looking village
was disclosed at their very base-and to
our great astonishment we found our-
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selves at Thonon. Though we did not
know it, Abdul-Baha was at that moment
abroad on the lake with M. and Mme.
Dreyfus-Barney, Juliet Thompson, Mirza R.affie and several Orientals, and
when, after resting, six hours later we
were greeted and called to meet him,
and I told him of what I called my
dream mount.ains, those self-same hills
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now forming a background for him as
he sat. at the window, he said: "Sometimes the heart sees what the eyes cannot see." Then," If it were not for the
Cause of BAHA'O'LLAH we would never
have met.-never have known each other
-you would not be here." We were
there two days, and, with many to see
him, our interviews were perforce short
though both evenings, at dinner, we sat
opposite him at the same table. The
first evening he told several humorous
stories, but the second all his talk was
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pointed to us and of The Kingdom. He
iterated and reiterated: "I am sending
vou to Persia that you may serve in
Persia , so that all the friends and all
the people will praise you." That we
must always be united in all things, to
be no cause of discord, to love all the
people alike. That we would meet many
hardships and trials.
One of his last messages was to you,
for when I told him about your unceasing efforts on my byhalf and of the fire
of your enthusiasm and courage, he sent
his affectionate greetings to Mr. Babcock. To say to him he had done wellvery well indeed-and that Abdul-Ba?a
was pleased with him. After I gave hIm
D'reetings from the Seattle Assembly, he
~aid: ' 'I will see you again in the Kingdom of Heaven." When I asked him to
be healed physically and spiritually to
serve in the Cause of God, he smiled
and said, the while we sat at his feet:
"God willing, you will be healed-you
must keep your thoughts and heart
pure. " When he dismissed us he said
he would see us again to say "goodbye. " What he had said of you touched
me as nothing else did and I wept and
wept for it was the Lord's "Well done,
I
thou , good and faithful servant. "
thought I should be completely satisfied if he ever said that of me. It was
to me the epitome of approval. Rejoice!
Rejoice! that in this Glorious Day it has
been said of you. May your goodness
increase!
We went out with: "I am sending
vou forth as Jacob sent Joseph of old"
•-and I could say nothing but, "YaBaha-el-Abha! Ya-Baha-el-Abha!" he
echoing it back and repeating while he
held us fast at either· hand going forward toward the doorway. And so we
went forth.
MAR,Y MATTISEN
The hearts of all the Bahais of the
Jhicago Assembly went out to their
brother Andrew Mattisen during the
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month of October, 1920. His wife, lVIary,
a young woman devoted in heart, to the
Cause and to her husband and little
child, passed from this world to the
realm beyond. ,Ve are grateful that the
promises of BAHA'O'LLAH and AbdulBaha regarding that blessed world are
the consolation of the bereaved.
A.M.DAHL
Cambridge Springs, Pa.,
September 22, 1920.
My dearest friends:
Our dear brother, Mr. A. M. Dahl, of
Pittsburgh, passed on to the Supreme
Concourse September 15th. He was hit
with an engine and killed instantly.
The body was taken to Chicago and a
Bahai funeral service was held there.
I understood the funeral was to be in
Pittsburgh and hastened there. I found
they had all gone except the wife of the
older son and three little grandchildleIl.
I stayed with them one day. These dear
little children were constantly speaking
of what he had told them and every
little while they would speak of him.
His influence for good will be a great
inspiration in those children's lives.
A new Bahai in a store said: "Only
two days ago Mr. Dahl came in and
shook hands with me so cordially and I
was so happy to see him." Another
friend who had heard of the BahaiCause
said: "Mr. Dahl was so jolly, so kind
and so good!" Everyone spoke of him
with such tenderness and love.
Mr. Dahl was so faithful in the Pittsburgh work. Those who worked with
him will never forget those days. I
never knew him to miss keeping the fast
or the feasts. He made photographs of
Abdul-Baha and gave them to friends
to use in the Cause. All the photographs used in the South American
newspaper articles were made by Mr.
Dahl. Mr. Dahl went without his lunch
for years and sent the money to support a girl in the schools in Teheran,
p'ersia. He typed the Creative Word
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to send out. He was always a happy
Bahai, and so generous that he gave
away nearly everything he had. Several
times I have seen him take his coat off
his back and pass it on to someone. In
thinking of Mr. Dahl I felt: "How beautiful that he gave his all to Abdul-Baha
in the days when he was here to do it!"
Yours in the Center of the Covenant,
Martha Root.
L. RUSRELL ALDERSON
On August 28th, after a few hours of
illness, our loved brother, L. Russell
Alderson, of the Assembly of Pasadena,
returned to that goal of the lovers of
BAHA'O'LLAH and the Center of the Covenant-the Home Eternal.
His life had been an unconscious witness to that quickening spirit which His
Holiness BAHA'O'LLAH has breathed into
the dead body of the world, for he loved
and served humanity. Thus he was prepared of God for the knowledge of His
Great Cause, of which he had heard for
years, but, not understanding it, had remained unconfirmed. To this most grateful and unworthy servant was permitted
the great privilege of giving to him successive draughts from that "Chalice of
Everlasting Glory" and his ripe spirit
responded so fully that under its transmuting power his life became consecrated to the Holy Threshold and the
Center of the Covenant, and he arose in
service to his Assembly and also as a
member of the newly established House
of Spirituality which is composed of
representatives from Pasadena, Los Angeles and Glendale.
On Sunday afternoon, August 29th,
a memorial service was held by the Pasadena gathering, which though small in
members is large in spirit. On Monday,
August 30th, in his home, the Episcopal
service was read and the human instrument was laid away among a wealth of
flowers. It was truly a Bahai representation, not orily in the number of be-
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lievers present but in the attendance of
different nationalities; and around that
body, so long frail, and in memory of
that self-sacrificing spirit, many tributeR
to a beautiful life were rendered.
In the heavenly calendar it is not the
length of earthly time that we have been
believers and "followers of the Light,"
but how we have followed it in firmness
in the Covenant which contains in His
words our twofold test and proof: "Love
and obedience to the commands of
Abdul-Baha."
This was the shining
pathway by which, in the spiritual registry of the Kingdom, our dear brother
attained to that Home of Light and
Reality.
IsabelZa D. Brittingharn.
It is with great sorrow that the Pasadena Assembly announces to the friends
throughout the Bahai world the passing
of Mr. Alderson on the morning of August 28th last. From the first meeting
of the organization of the Pasadena Assembly, Mr. Alderson, his wife and their
three sons have been a beautiful factor
in the promotion of the Bahai Cause
both in Pasadena and Los Angeles, and
a more faithful exponent of "Living the
Life" would be difficult to find. Truly
he was ready for the work of the Kingdom beyond this plane, and we trust the
friends will unite in supplicating for the
blessings of the Kingdom of Abha for
him and for those who remain to mourn
his loss.
N elly S. French,
Sec 'y, P'asadena, Calif., Assembly.

JEREMIAH A. 0 'CONNELL
On February 28th, 1920, after a prolonged illness, Mr. Jeremiah A. 0 'Connell died at Chicago. His close personal
friend, Mr. William Patzer, who had
moved to Washington, D. C., arranged
for the funeral and burial at Oakwoods
Cemetery, through the sending of Mrs.
Pauline Hannen to Chicago to look after

(Continued on page 331)

STAR OFTHEWEST
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy! Be thou happy I Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere
long, thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime.
Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of .America. Although for the present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet
shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the
center of the generosity of the leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts after ho sts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume
will increase, thy arena will become vast and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised
and become world-wide-and at last thou shalt become the first paper of the world of humanIty. Yet all these depend upon firmness firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
TABLET FROM ABDUL-BAHA
o ye apostles of BAHA'o'LLAH-May my life be a ransom to you I
. . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the ST AR OF THE WEST, must be edited in the utmost
regularity, but its contents must be the promulgator of the Cause of God-so that both in the
East and the .West, they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BARA ABBAS.
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Some Answered Questions regarding the Fast
Words by ABDuL-BAHA in answer to questions. From notes brought by
Mrs. Ella Goodall Cooper of San Francisco.

Q

UESTION: "Some of the friends
in America say that the Fast is
not to be observed now but in the future. "
ABDUL-BAHA: "In places where it
will be the cause of trouble, such as in
Bokhara or Afghanistan, or in some of
the towns in Persia, the Fast cannot be
kept. In these places if the friends fast
it will be the cause of trouble, people
will rise against them. But in those
places where there is safety and security it should be kept. I fasted sixty
years-the first one who fasted was I."
QUESTION: "In a family where it is
difficult, should one attempt to keep the
Fast~"

ABDuL-BAHA: "Difficulty is not a
preventative. But if fasting gives rise
to inharmony it is injurious."

QUESTION: ' 'If it is not possible to
take breakfast before sunrise, should
one keep the Fast the best one can ~"
ABDUL-BAHA: "If there be a preventative, it should not be kept. As far
as one possibly can, yes; but if there be
any preventative at any time, no. But
after sunrise one cannot eat. I used to
Fast from sunset to sunset. Early morning eating was difficult for me, therefore when I ate in the evening I took
nothing else until the following evening. "
QUESTION: "If one's health does not
seem to permit of fasting should one
keep the Fast?"
ABDUL-BAHA: "In that case the
doctor must decide. The object is not
this, that not eating is not forbidden;
but eating is forbidden. This is the
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object: not eating is not forbidden, but
eating is forbidden."
QUESTION: "When it is difficult or
impossible to begin at sunrise is it possible to keep the Fast as much as one
can? "
ABDUL-BAHA: "No. After the sunrise nothing should be taken unless the
doctor says that fasting would be injurious (to one's health). In that case,
one can eat at any time one wishes. But
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in a room and locked the door, and did
not permit anything (food or water) to
be taken to him. Indeed, his prisoner
took nothing for nine days, not even
water. For six days he slept, then he
could not sleep any more, but he was
very weak. But now, in this R,evelation,
it is for only twelve hours-very little."
QUESTION: "Should those men keep
the Fast who are employed in mines,
steel mills, etc., where it seems neces-

MONTH OF FASTING-March 2d to 20th inclusive, dtwing which no
manner of food or drink is to be taken between snnrise and sunset. Fasting is enjoined npon everyone. Children, travelers, sick and infirm people, pregn.ant women and nursing mothers at'e free from this obligation.

the whole time ( of fasting) is only
twelve hours-this is nothing."
QUESTION: ' 'Some of the friends
think the life is so strenuous in America that it is not possible to work there
and keep the Fast."
ABDUL-BAHA: "In the Torah the
command for fasting is from sunset to
sunset for three days. For three days
and three nights they, the Jews, take
nothing. This is not obligatory. There
are Fasts of three days, seven days and
nine days. Mr. X. in Persia did not
believe that one could fast for nine days.
He brought a Jew and imprisoned him

sary to eat often to keep up their energy?"
ABDUL-BAHA: "This depends upon
the advice of an expert doctor. If the
doctor says that fasting would be injurious to the health of such people they
should not fast."
QUESTION: "What is the age limit
for fasting?"
ABDUL-BAHA: "Seventy years."
(Notes taken in Persian by Mirza Lotfullah S. Hakim at the Pilgrim House,
Haifa, October 26, 1920, and translated
by Mirza Azizullah Khan Bahadur.)

Societe Nonahalan or Children's Savings Institution
(It is desirable that both the English and Persian> be printed in NAJ":ME BAKHTAR (STAE
OF THE WEST), lI.S every Assembly should share in this effort which must become universal and
"not short lived."-IS'. 1. Moody.)

To the Editors of the STAR OF THE WEST:
You will rejoice to hear that a children's savings institution, the first of its
kind, has been organized upon plans
laid down by the blessed Master himself.
The idea originated with Mirza Mohammed Labib, who had gone to Kaz·See Persian pages 312 and 311.

vin in the interest of the Tavakol
Schools, a branch of the Tarbiat Schools.
The object was to induce the habit of
thrift among children. But, unlike
other penny savings institutions with an
eye to the future, this was to enlist all
from the earliest childhood in activities
for the common good.
So great was the rivalry between the
boys and girls, that within a year five
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hundred tomans had been collected and
a piece of land bou~ht.
When later Mirza Mohammed Labib
made the pilgrimage to Acca, he laid
the project before the Beloved, begging
his blessing and approval, so that this
sherkat (company of shareholders)
might never fail. In reply the Thtlaster
laid his hands upon his breast, emphasizing each word and smiling radiantly
the while saying, "This is my sherkat!
This is my sherkat! Rest assured, this
sherkat is mine!" Then drawing two
gold pieces out of his pocket and handing them to Mirza Labib: "Let this be
my share of the principal and let all my
dividends be applied on public benefits,
such as schools for the children."
Thereupon Mirza Labib produced a
large record book and Abdul-Baha wrote
the following on the fly-leaf:
Prayer revealed and written in the
house of Abdul-Baha at Haifa, Palestin e.He Is God!
o God! Make this company of Bahai
children eternal and everlasting; bestow
blessing and profit and make the members successful in excellent administration, in capacity, faithfulness and integrity; in order to preserve the right of
the children and to act according to
Thy instructions and to form an Assembly of the blessed people so that affairs
be conducted by consultation and not
like other companies to be short lived.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
Prayer revealed for the Societe
Nonahalan and all combined groups of
children studying Dars Akhlagh [i. e.,
lessons taken from all Holy Books] :
Through his honor Mirza Mohammed
Labib, the pilgrim.-Upon him be
BAHA'O'LLAH EI-Abha!

He Is God!
pure God! Refresh and vivify
these young shoots of the great river of
guidance, and by the breeze from the
Garden of Oneness grant them joy, and

o
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by the heat of the Sun of Reality bestow upon them new life, so that they
may sprout and grow up, progressing
day by day; bud and bring forth leaves
and fruit.
o Educator! Give to all intelligence,
grant strength and power and make
them manifestations of helpfulness and
favor, so that they may live among the
people in the utmost degree of dignity.
Thou art the Powerful! the Mighty!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
Upon his return, Mirza Labib urged
the establishment of another Nonahalan
(young plants) cent er in Teheran, to
which he presented one of these gold
pieces. As an opportunity for the parents to participate, a similar record book
was arranged. In this, then, are duly
numbered and recorded these contributions to Abdul-Baha's share in the sherkat. Naturally such contributions are
open to all the Bahai brotherhood. Indeed, it is hoped that this work may be
established in every community throughout the world.
The following are the basic principles
laid down by Abdul-Baha:
1. An executive committee must be
established to draw up and carry out a
set of rules and regulations.
2. Tickets or checks to be of the lowest denominations.
3. No shareholders to be allowed to
withdraw any of the principal and can
take up interest only at the expiration
of ten years, and then to be allowed to
draw three-fourths of the accumulated
interest, the remaining fourth to be applied on the public fund.
Respectfully submitted to the STAR OF
THE WEST for publication (sealed by
the committee),
Mirza Mohamrned Labib,
Miss Lillian F. Kappes,
Mirza Nuredin,
Doctor Susan 1. Moody,
Goodsea Ashraf Khanom.
-Founders of Teheran branch of Societe Nonahalan.
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Obituary
(Continued from page 327)

some affairs of the deceased. Both Mr.
P'atzer and Mrs. Hannen are members
of the Committee of Consultation of
Washington, D. C., and they united
with the House of Spirituality of Chicago to carry out the last wishes of the
deceased. Mr. 0 'Connell was the recipi~nt of Tablets from Abdul-Baha
and turned his face ever to that Center
of Guidance.

DR. GEORGE DAVIDSON
BUCHANAN, B.A., Ph.D.
On November 13th, 1920, the soul of
Dr. George Davidson Buchanan departed from this terrestrial life to take
up the higher duties of the heavenly
worlds, after years of service and devotion to the Cause of the oneness of God
and humanity. The latter years of his
life were marked by much physical suffering and for several years he was bedridden, yet his dauntless and cheerful
spirit overcame these mortal afflictions
that flesh is heir to, and was a constant
inspiration, to the friends of God, of the
joy and happiness that radiates from a
Bahai life.
It is strange how fate overtakes man.
The doctor had the minds of three continents following his teachings and
example, and his sermons caused thousands of people to follow the higher and
nobler spiritual life that is destined for
man. Yet in his last hours, he was
taken from his home, without the knowledge of his friends and the Bahais, and
passed on under very trying circumstances, without the word or presence
of a single friend at his bedside. Yet
his great soul knew no bondage of human
making, for it had contacted with that
everlasting Life-giving Center of the
Covenant, .and the humility of this
world will become his eternal glory.
The doctor was born of Scottish par-

ents in Baltimore 68 years ago, was educated for the law and admitted to practice, yet after a short but successful pursuit of this profession, he felt the call
to a nobler cause and commenced the
study of theology under Professor
Hodge, the eminent Presbyterian divine
of America, and was ordained in the
ministry of that church after graduating
from the Divinity School of Princeton
University-the same year that President W oodrow V\Tilson was graduated.
For two years he preached in the city
of his nativity and although a young
man, his fame spread as the silvertongued orator of Baltimore.
Then commenced his life of travel. He
went to Australia where his abilities as
a preacher attracted much attention and
he was inducted to the ministry of the
Cairns Memorial Church of Melbourne,
which pastorate he held for many years
with great distinction to his calling. It
was in his church that Madame Melba
began her remarkable career as soloist.
Later he accepted a call to the Wickham
Terrace Presbyterian Church, Brisbane,
Queensland, where for over eight years
he spoke to packed congregations, discarding the conventionalism that hampers religious truth and .presenting it in
such a way that business men, strangers,
commercial travelers, and those who
were wont to sneer and cavil at churches
and parsons, were regular attendants.
The Queensland Government endeavored
to secure his services to visit Great
Britain, to lecture there in its behalf to
induce immigration, but he declined a
munificent salary, as he felt his work
lay in a different direction.
So broad and universal was his platform that when he made his historic
address to the Preshyterian Synod on
the "Higher Criticism," such heated
discussion and controversy followed that
at last he was tried and condemned for
heresy by his own flock. However, his
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University in America duly recognized
his literary powers and thinking ability
after this episode, by conferring upOI;l
him the degree of "Doctor of Philosophy." From this time his greatest
work began. Once more he resumed his
travels, visiting England, E u I' 0 P e,
Africa and the Orient. His fame spread
as a lecturer, preacher and writer. He
took up journalism and a British Syndicate sent him into the Belgian Congo to
expose the atrocities of King Leopold
against the natives. A price was placed,
upon his head for these disclosures.
Many of his famous articles were written
under the nom-de-plume "XYZ." He
visited the Holy Land and was in Haifa
in 1892 at about the same time as the
ascension of BAHA'O'LLAH. It was here
that he first heard the name "Bahai"
and associated it always as standing for
purity and cleanliness among the
orientals, though at that time he knew
nothing else about the Cause.
Then he went to Cape Town, South
Africa, where for two years his Sunday
night lectures in the Opera House of
that city packed the largest hall of over
two thousand seating capacity nightly.
He presented spiritual truth in a practical way, appealing to reason, and his
rhetoric and flights of eloquence held his
audiences spell-bound. All the newspaper writeups heralded him as the
, 'Talmage of Australia."
One of his
favorite subjects was "Abraham Lincoln, " another was "The Yankee at
home and abroad." It was during this
period of his life that Dr. Buchanan
made a trip into central Africa, following the trail of Livingstone and Stan1ey.
He visited the Akkas pigmies which so
harassed the expedition of Stanley in
1888 and was treated very kindly by
them. During this trip he was stricken
with the African fever, the effects of
which brought on a stroke of paralysis
from which he never fully recovered.
He numbered among his warm personal
friends, Henry Drummond, Sir Henry
Morton Stanley, Cecil Rhodes, Dr.
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Bevan and many of the worlds notables,
yet the doctor himself was retiring, unassuming, simple in taste and life, and
spoke but little of his own achievements.
Such characteristics attracted many
people to his lectures when he visited
Portland some nine years ago. It was
shortly after hiE> arrival that he was
stricken with a second stroke from which
he never recovered and which kept him
in Portland during the remainder of his
life. At this time Rouhani Latimer
made his acquantance and first gave him
the Message and glad-tidings of the
New Day and of the coming of the
Promised One of whom he had taught
for so many years. His soul was prepared for this glorious Truth as he had
been preaching its principles for a long
time without the knowledge of their
source. His confirmation came with association of 'l'hornton Chase and other
Bahais, and his life ended in the spreading the love and teachings of AbdulBaha. His first message from his Beloved came through brother Chase:
"Deliver my yearning greeting to Dr.
David Buchanan of Portland and say:
'The joining of the River Jordan to the
Most Great Sea is distinct and assured,
but time is required. I ask God that
you may learn all those verses in the
Holy Book, which refer to Haifa and
Acca and quote the m i n you r
addresses.' "
After the recent war he received a
Tablet from Abdul-Baha, in which it
was clearly pointed out that Universal
Peace would not prevail in the Assembly
of Nations gathered at Paris because
misunderstanding and self-interest prevailed, and in such an atmosphere fresh
difficulties would arise. The Tablet
closed with the statement: "Undoubtedly the general condition of the people
and the state of small oppressed nations
will not remain as before. Justice and
right shall be fortified, but the establishment of Universal Peace will be
realized fully only through the Power
of the Word of GOG." A copy of this
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Tablet* was sent by the doctor to
President vVilson and the following
letter was received in reply:
AMERICAN COMMISSION TO NEGOTIATE
PE,ACE
Paris, May 16, 1919.
My dear Dr. Buchanan:
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of April 2nd, with enclosure, and to say
that I shall bring it to the attention of the
President. Let me thank you in his behalf for
your kindness in writing.
Sincerely yours,
GILBERT

F.

CLOSE,

Confidential Secretary to The President.

In looking over the doctor's papers
many letters testifying of his own personal merit and esteem in the eyes of
the world are found. One of these is of
special interest as it came from Cape
Town at a time when he was quite sick
and showed how his spirit was still living in far-away Africa. It reads as
follows:
Cape 'l'own, Feb. 28, 1918.
Dear Doctor Buchanan:
It is now some months ago since I sent you
a duplicate copy of the letter of which I am
now sending you the original, although the
other copy was a duplicate it contained most
of the signatures which appear on the original
copy.
I have not received any reply from you up
to the present and must regretfully conclude
that the last letter miscarried; anyway the
enclosed letter carried with it not only hearty
good wishes of all the signatories thereto, but
also the very affectionate greetings of all your
many friends, of Wllich I have the honor to be
one. Again with kindest and most hearty greetings to you,
Yours very sincerely.
JOHN

S.

INCE.

ENCLOSURE
Cape Town, Oct. 23, 1917.
Geo. Davidson Buchanan, Esq.,
Doctor of Philosophy, Etc.
Dear Dr. Buchanan:
We, the undersigned, a few of your many
admirers in South Africa, join in sending you
affectiona te greetings.
We shall always remember your eloquent
teachings, which elevated our thoughts to contemplation of high and enduring things. Many
of us received from you light on the eternal
verities, which has proved of permanent help
and comfort since.

*Tablet published in
Vol. 10, page 42.
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Life this side of the veil is brief, and probably none of us will see you in the flesh again,
but there is the great Beyond.
May God be with you, old friend, until we
meet again.
Yours very sincerely,
(Signed by twenty-seven names.)

However, there was but little of the
doctor's life and worthy deeds recorded
by himself. He had attained the station of selflessness. The loftiness of his
thoughts and aspirations as found in his
sermons and lectures are the. most fitting
record of his daily life. His manuscripts
are rich in spiritual thought. His last
effort was au outline for a book on the
Bahai Cause but his ill-health prevented
his completion of the work. He had nine
chapters outlined with three headings
as follows:
Bahai Principles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Justice.
Unity.
Peace.

Bahai Universals
Education.
Language.
Franchise.
Bahcti Economics
Co-operation.
Equal Opportunity.
S'piritual Development.

One of his greatest joys was to have
the friends come to him and read from
the Hidden Words. The last time a
group of the friends were with him,
after the reading he remarked: "Never
in alllitemture have I read such matchless beauty of wording and imagery of
thought. " His passing has grieved the
heart because of separation, yet he has
now undertaken that journey on the
Pathway of Knowledge of the Infinite
God, with greater freedom and understanding, and with the aid and prayer
of the Center of the Covenant may he
ever ascend in glorious works, in the
Name of the Lord, to the full realization
of these thoughts from one of his
sermons:
"Material death but ushers in the higher state
To the spirit it but' gives divinity;
Dissolution is but the second birth of the soul,
'Tis but the new nativity.
Resurrection of the life, material existeth not.
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From death and Sheol the body corporate n'ere
again doth rise.
But as of yore, so now the spirit, the soul incarnate
Doth infrequently materialize.
Yea, as Jesus died before, apostles and unbelievers to Illume.
So now the spirit transfigurate doth its earthly
form transciently assume.
Ascension is the life ethereal from earth to
heaven ascending,
'Tis but the ceaseless spirit's flight.
'Tis the dawn of angelhood.
'Tis but the shedding of earthly garb,
'Tis the soul's investiture with Heaven's Light."
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The Bahai service was most ably and
beautifully conducted by our beloved
brother George O. Latimer and the
power and love of the Master was manifested through him in a wonderful
manner.
Bahai hymns were rendered in sweetne!;:s and pathos by a quartette of maidservants which added that touch of

George Latim,er.
MRS. IV!. D. THUMEL AND
KAR,L HANSON
On the 2nd of March the Portland,
Oregon, Bahai Assembly and other
friends gathered at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. Haldeman to pay the last
tribute of love and esteem to our dear
sister Mrs. M. D. Thumel, who departed
from this plane of life Feb. 28th, to
ascend to her station in the eternal Kingdom of EI-Abha. We feel assured she
has come into'" her own" through the
blessed grace of the Father, assisted and
strengthened through her wonderful
firmness and faith in The Genter of The
Covenant.
Mrs. Thumel was born in Brooklyn,
N. Y., Jan. 24th, 1862; and when only
a young child became an ardent Spiritualist, but when she heard of the Bahai
Revelation, it t60k such an immediate
and firm hold on her that she not only
accepted the teachings of BAHA'0 'LLAH
absolutely, but her faith in the Center
of the Covenant became a part of her
consciousness, and no greater tr~:tJUte
can be paid our departed sister than to
reiterate her firmness and love for AbdulBaha under all conditions and circumstances.

ZIA KHANUM

spirituality possible only through the
melody of the human voice.
Mrs. Thumel leaves two daughters,
Mrs. Drucilla Haldeman of this city and
Mrs. Mae Bell Hanson Schroeder of
Chicago.
Just five months and a day Mrs.
Thumel assisted at the services of her
eldest grandson, who passed at that time
-Karl Hanson, a very lovable boy and
a firm Bahai,'strong, very strong for a
child, in faith to the Center of the
Covenant.
The Bahai service for Karl was also
conducted by brother George Latimer,
beautiful in its simplicity and full of
love and affection.
B. N. Bowman.

In Memoriam
HADJl MlRZA HElDAR ALl
"The Angel of .Mt. Oarrnel"
IBTEHJOL-MULK
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CORRECTION
The compilation of the words of
BAHA'O'LLAH and Abdul-Baha pertaining to the Bahai Movement and Esperanto appearing on page 286 was compiled

by Rufus W. Powell and sent to the
STAR OF THE ViTEST by Jeanne Bolles.
We erroneously stated that the compilation was by her.
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"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of
the nations; that all nations shall become one in faith, and all
men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between
the sons of men shall be strengthened, that diversity of religion
shall cease, and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be.
These fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and
the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."
Words of BAHA 'ULLAH.

The Bahai Revelation
RAPIDLY SPREADING THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, AND ATTRACT.
ING THE ATTENTION OF SCHOLARS, SAVANTS AND
RELIGIONISTS OF ALL COUNTRIES-ORIENTAL
AND OCCIDENTAL
The Bahai Revelation proclaims
the time of universal peace and
provides the base for the universal
religion-the hope of the ages. It
points the way and supplies the means
for the unity of mankind in the knowledge and love of truth under the high
banner of justice and mercy.
It is divine in origin, human in
presentation, sane, practical and applicable to life in its every phase. In
belief it inculcates naught but truth;
in action, naught but good; in human
relations, naught but loving service.
For the information of those who
know little or nothing of the Bahai
Revelation we quote the following
account translated from the (French)
Encyclopaedia of Larousse:
BAHAISM: THE RELIGION OF THE
DISCIPLES OF BAHA 'ULLAH, AN OUT.
COME OF BABISM.-Mirza Husian Ali
Nuri, BAHA 'ULLAH, was born at Teheran
in 1817 A. D. From 1844 he was one of
the first adherents of the Bab, and devoted
himself to the pacific propagation of his
doctrine in Persia. Aher the death of the
Bab he was, with the principal Babis, exiled
to Baghdad, and later to Constantinople and
Adrlanople, under the surveillance of the
Ottoman Government. It was in the latter
city that he openly declared his mission,
• • • and in his letters to the principal Rulers
of the States of Europe he invited them to
join him in esta.blishing religion and uni·
versal peace. From this time, the BaMs
who acknowledged him became Bahais. The
Sultan then exiled him (1868 A. D.) to
Acca in Palestine, where he composed the
greater part of his doctrinal works, and
where he died in 1892 A. D. (May 29).
He had confided to his son, Abbas Effendi
(Abdul·Baha), the work o·f spreading the
religion and continuing the connection be.
tween the Bahais o·f all parts of the world.

In point of fact, there are Bahais every·
where, not only in Mohammedan countries,
but also in all the countries of Europe, as
well as in the United States, Canada, Japan,
India, etc. This is because BAHA 'ULLAH
has known how to transform Babism into a
universal religion, which is presented as the
fulfillment and com.pletion of all the ancient
faiths. The Jews await the Messiah, the
Christians the return of Christ, the Moslems
the Mahdi, the Buddhists, the fifth Buddha,
the Zoroastrians Shah Bal-ram, the Hindoos
the reincarnation of KrishJra, and the
Atheists-a better social organization!
BAHA 'ULLAH represents all these, and
thus destroys the rivalries and the enmities
of the different religions; reconciles them
in their primitive purity, and frees them
from the corruption of dogmas and rites.
For Bahaism has no clergy, no religious
ceremonial, no public prayers; its only
dogma is belief in God and in His Manifes.
tations.
The principal works of
BAHA 'ULLAH are the Kitab.ul.Ighan, the
Kitab.ul.Akdas, the Kitab.ul.Ahd, and nu·
merous letters or tablets addressed to sover·
eigns or to private individuals. Ritual holds
no place in the religion, which must be
expressed in all the actions of life, and
accomplished in neighborly love. Every one
must have an occup.ation. The education of
children is enjoined and regulated. No one
has the power to receive confession of sins,
or to give absolutio·n. The priests of the
existing religions should renounce celibacy,
and should preach by their example, min·
gling in the life of the people. Monogamy
is universally recommended, etc. Questions
not treated of are le·ft to the civil law of
each country, and to the decis.ions of the
Bait.ul.Adl, or House of Justice, instituted
by BAHA 'ULLAH. Respect toward the Head
of the State is a part of respect toward God.
A universal language, and the cr_tion of
tribunals of arbitration between nations, are
to suppress wars. "You are all leaves of
the same tree, and drops of the same sea,"
BAHA 'ULLAH has said. Briefly, it is not so
much a new religion, as Religion renewed
and unified, which is directed today by Ab.
dul.Baha.-(Nouveau Larousse Illustre, sup·
plement, p. 60.)
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The NeW' Day
DO you know in what day you are living?

Do you
realize in what dispensation you are alive? Have
you not read in the Holy Scriptures that at the consummation of the ages there shall appear a day which is the
sun of all the past days?
This is the day in which the Lord of Hosts has come
down from heaven on the clouds of glory I This is the
day in which the inhabitants of all the world shall enter
under the tent of the 'Vord of God. This is the day
whose real sovereign is His Highness, The Almighty.
This is the day when the East and the West shall embrace
each other like unto two lovers. This is the day in which
war and contention shall be forgotten. This is the day
in which nations and governments will enter into an
eternal bond of amity and conciliation. This century
is the fulfillment of the Promised Century.
The East shall become illumined, the West perfumed
and the children of men shall enter beneath the all-embracing canopy of the oneness of the world of humanity.
The foundation of divine religion is love, affinity and
concord. Praise God that this cycle is the period of
illumination! Minds have made great progress; intelligences have been ~nfolded; the means of unity and
agreement are brought about; communication between
the races of men is rapidly established. Now is the time
that all of us may embrace the law of peace and treat
each other with honesty and straightforwardness. Let
the religious prejudices be wiped away. Let the law
of racial supremacy be discontinued. Let political expediences be done away with. Let the love of country

------
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be superseded by the love of the world. Let us all deal
with each other with infinite kindness. We are all the
servants at the one Divine Threshold. We are all
receiving the rays of truth from the same Sun of Reality.
We must all believe in all of the prophets. We must
all acknowledge the divine authority of all the heavenly
books. We must wash our hearts free of all human
prejudices. We must serve God. We must propagate
the oneness of the realm of humanity. We must be
the cause of the appearance of the perfections of the
world of man. We must not be like the beasts of prey.
We must not allow carnage and bloodshed. We must
regard the blood of man as sacred. We must not shed
the holy blood of man for the paltry earth. We must
all agree upon one fundamental principle-that principle
is the oneness of the kingdom of humanity.
In this age, BAHA 'ULLAH has breathed the Holy
Spirit into the dead body of the world. Consequently
every weak soul is strengthened by these fresh divine
outbreathings. Every poor man will become rich, every
darkened soul will become illumined, eyery ignorant
one will become wise, because the confirmations of the
Holy Spirit are descending like unto torrents. A new
era of divine consciousness is upon us. The world of
humanity is going through a process of transformation.
A new race is being developed. The thoughts of human
brotherhood are permeating all regions.
New ideals
are stirring the depths of hearts and a new spirit of
universal consciousness is being profoundly felt by all
men.

-fVords of ABDUL-BAHA
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ABDUL-BAHA
IN THE GARDEN SURROUNDING THE SHRINE OF BAHA 'ULLAH
AT BAHJE, NEAR THE CITY OF ACCA, PALESTINE
MAY 1,1921

Photograph made for Mr. and Mrs. Stuart W. French.

See page 26.

Star of the West
"We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; that all
nations shall become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection
and unity between the sons of men shall be strengthened; that diversity of religion
shall cease and differences of race be annulled. So it shall be. These fruitless strifes;
these ruinous w:ars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."

Words of BAHA 'ULLAH.
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The Bahai Revelation-The Religious
Need of the Time
By

I

CHARLES MASON R,EMEY

N this day the religious formulae of
the past-superstitions, creeds and
dogmas-no longer ease the conscience
of the world nor bring' satisfaction to
the mind of the individual adherent of
these systems of thought. Humanity is
in need of a spiritual power and knowledge with which to meet and solve the
problems and conditions of this new day
and age. Hence, the general changing
and unsettled condition of the religious
world which is causing a large and an
increasing number of progressive people
to quit thinking within the prescribed
limits of the religious thought of the
past, and to search diligently for those
universal fundamental truths of the
spiritual realm of life and being, the
knowledge of which truths is the religion
of God.
The Bahai Movement offers to the
world an all-inclusive, universal, spiritual teaching, so broad that people of all
races and of all creeds find place therein.
It is essentially a religious movement, a
spiritual teaching, free from the limitations of sect and "ism," and constructive
in its building upon the true faith of
the individual and upon the pure teach-

ings of the past, thus increasing love and
devotion to God and creating within
each soul the desire to manifest the
light of these divine attributes through
brotherly service to one's fellowmen.
OBJECT.
,The object of the Bahai Revelation is
the religious unification of all people.
The teaching has come into the world
to fulfill all divine teaching of the past.
It stands as the goal toward which truth
has always worked, through its appearance in the prophets sent unto various
peoples of the past ages, and it is the
beginning of that age of divine enlightenment and peace, the coming of which
has been the theme of all revelatiol1s of
the past-The Kingdom of God on earth.
Thus the Bahai Movement establishes the
universal religion which is the foundation of inter-religious, inter-racial and
internat.ional brotherhood and peace. It
offers to mankind a practical basis of
unity, one which is in direct line with
the great world needs of this age, and
it is paving the way for the great universal civilization which will evolve as
people of all religions, races and nations
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unite both spiritually and materially into
one great world people.
DIVINE REVELATION.
Man, being finite, can not comprehend
the essence of the Infinite God, which is
beyond any and all human conception.
However, through the manifestation of
the Spirit of God or "The Word," that
power which has spoken to the world
through the prophets and chosen ones
of the past, humanity learns of God,
knows His attributes, and is quickened
by His Spirit.
Ma,nkind needs and seeks spiritual
guidance. This divine guidance has
come to humanity through the instrumentality of the Manifestations of God
or the prophets or Revealers of Truth.
These chosen souls have been the founders of the great religious world-movements. They have manifested the Spirit
of God to the people of the world, and
through them men have known God and
have become quickened by the life of
The Kingdom.
THE ONENESS OF THE MANIFESTATIONS.
Though the personalities of the prophets differed, yet the divine power
which spoke through each one was the
same in spirit and reality. Each prophet revealed God and the law of the
divine kingdom in proportion to the
needs of the age to which he ministered,
and in terms and parables familiar to
its people.
In their purity, all religious teachings
are in perfect accord; all teach the
fatherhood of God and the brotherhood
of man. Human differences, imaginations and superstitions have been the
causes of religious division, dissension
and disintegration, but true spirituality
has ever been the source and mainspring
of man's unity in religion and advancement in civilization. Each of the great
world civilizations has had it conception
and birth in a spiritually active religion,
and the downfall of civilizations has been
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brought about by spiritually lifeless religions, shrouded in forms and in superstitions..
THE NEW

I~EVELATION.

As the former ages have had certain
spiritual or religious needs, SD this present and coming universal age, upon the
threshold of which the world now stands,
has its own peculiar spiritual and religious needs. The world is now ready
for the spiritual unity and harmony of
its people. The universal religion now
comes, in order that the universal civilization may be realized.
The prDphets of the past foresaw this
latter-day religious need, and they also
foresaw the coming of two great teachers
and prophets who would minister to
the whole world, and fulfill the Covenant
of God in establishing the universal
religion or the Kingdom upon earth.
The Hebrew prophets dwelt at length
upon the coming of the "Ancient of
Days," and the glory of His epoch;
Jesus, the Christ, spoke many times of
His second coming and the establishment of His Father's Kingdom upon
earth; the prDphet Mohammed taught
that the Mahdi would come, followed by
the Manifestation of God who would
establish the Kingdom; Zoroaster taught
of the triumph of light Dver darkness,
of truth over ignorance, and His followers expect the Promised One whom they
call Shah Bahram, to accomplish this
'victory; Gautama, the Buddha, foretold
the coming of the great fifth Buddha,
who would bring enlightenment to all
the world; the Hindu holy books mention anothBr incarnation of Krishna, or
the Divine Spirit, whose mission would
be universal enlightenment; while the
poets and prose writers of all times have
depicted the beauty and the perfection
of the utopian or millennial age, to be
realized when The Great World Master
appeared on earth to establish God's rule
among the nations. In reality all testified to One who was to come. These
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promises of the prophets of old are now
realized in the coming of the Bahai
Revelators and in the movement which
they have established, the people of the
various religions find the fulfillment of
the sacred teachings of the past, and
also the solution of the great latter day
problem of religious unity. The Bahai
teaching confirms and completes all religious teachings which have gone before, and offers a practical philosophy
which meets the present day spiritual
needs of humanity.
THE BAB.
On May 23, 1844, there arose in
Shiraz, Persia, a young man, Ali Mohammed by name, who declared Himself
to be the Bab, or the forerunner of
"He whom God would manifest"-a
great teacher, who was SOon to appear
with manifest signs of divine power,
through whose teachings the religious
unity of all peoples would be accomplished.
Through his purity of soul and spiritual wisdom the Bab drew unto himself
many followers who in turn promulgated
his doctrines with so much fervor that
within a short time many believed and
joined his ranks.
The Bab was met early in his career
of teaching by great opposition on the
part of the Mussulman clergy and, at
their instigation, was placed under military surveillance. In spite of this he
continued his teaching, exhorting the
people to holiness and sanctity of living,
in order that they might be fitted to
meet 1he Promised One, shortly to appear, and to become as mirrors which
would reflect his spiritual perfection.
Thus the first two years of his ministry
passed, at the end of which time, he was
seized, by the order of the opposing
clerical authorities, and thrust into
prison.
*"Bab is the Arabic word for door
or gate.
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The Bab's imprisonment lasted four
years, during which time he taught his
followers through letters and epistles
smuggled by faithful friends past the
guards of the prison. This was followed
by a trial in which he was condemned
to death upon the charge of heresy.
With one of his followers, he suffered
martyrdom in the cause of Truth in the
city of Tabriz, Persia, on July 9, 1850.
The mission of the Bab being that
of precursor of "He whom God would
manifest," the institutions and ordinances which he established were for the
time being only. With the appearance
of the Promised One, the followers
(Babis), were commanded to turn their
faces unto him, when he, who was to
come, would reveal his teachings, divine
laws and ordinances, thus completing the
foundation of the Kingdom on earth.
The Bab was not alone in being persecuted by the Mussulmans, for with his
martyrdom came upon his followers
troubles of the most dire nature. Over
twenty thousand of these willingly gave
up property, family and life rather than
deny or recant their faith. As late as
1901, there were one hundred and seventy souls martyred in this Cause at one
time in Persia.
BAHA' ULLAH.
During the days of the Bab's ministry, while his cause was being promulgated by his followers throughout Persia, there were many believers who never
met with him in person. Among these
was BAHA 'ULLAII, a young man of
noble family, who warmly espoused the
Cause, publicly upholding and teaching
it in Teheran. In 1852, shortly after
the Bab's martyrdom, when the persecution of the Babis was at its height,
BAI-IA' ULLAII, with others of the new
faith, was imprisoned in Teheran, and
later on with a number of the followers
was sent in exile to Baghdad in Irak,
Arabia.
During the exile in Baghdad BAR,'·
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ULLAH, through his teachings and
spiritual insight, gradually brought
calmness and assurance to the believers.
As the movement gained strength the
clerical authorities began to show fear.
This led to an international arrangement
made between the Turkish and Persian
government by which BAHA' ULLAH with
a band of the followers was ordered to
a more distant exile in Constantinople.
In April, 1863, on the eve of his departure from the land of Irak, BAHA'
ULLAH declared himself to be the One
whose coming the Bab had foretold,
"He whom God would manifest."
From Constantinople the exiles were
sent to Adrianople, where they remained
until 1868, when they were finally sent
to the fortified town of Akka (Acre), a
penal colony on the Mediterranean just
north of Mt. Carmel in Syria. There, in
the land of Carmel, where "the coming
of the Lord" in this latter day had been
foretold by the prophets, BAHA' ULLAH
lived and taught; many traveling from
great distances to receive instructions
from him, while others received teaching through his writings.
With the coming of BAHA' ULLAH the
mission and teachings of the Bab were
fulfilled and completed; so from that
time on the movement became known as
the Bahai Movement, and the believers,
hitherto called Babis, became known as
Bahais, this new name being a derivative
of Baha. In the spring of 1892 the
mission of BAHA' ULLAH being finished,
he passed quietly from this world.
ABDUL-BAHA.
During BAHA 'ULLAH'S ministry his
revelation was complete, yet his cause
was not explained nor established in the
world in general. To this end he, in
his testament, as well as in various parts
of his teachings, commanded his followers upon his departure to turn their
faces toward his eldest son, Abbas,
more widely known by this title,
"Abdul-Baha," whom he had chosen as
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their spiritual guide: "The Center of
The Covenant" of God to the people of
the world, the expounder of his teachings, the one who would establish this
great movement and to explain and
demonstrate it before the world-the
one upon whose shoulders his mantle
would fall.
Abdul-Baha was born in Teheran,
Persia, on the 23rd day of May, 1844,
the day upon which the Bab first declared his message. During all the
trials and vicissitudes of the mission of
BAHA 'ULLAH, Abdul-Baha was at his
right hand promulgating his cause and
serving his followers. He was the first
of all to recognize BAHA 'ULLAH as the
p'romised One and to voice the mighty
message of the coming mission of the
"Lord of the ages."
Abdul-Baha wished to be known as
the servant of humanity. He sought no
higher station than this, yet when one
understands all that this means one realizes the combination of humility and
exaltation which it implies. He made
but one claim for himself, as to his
spiritual station, that of service in the
path of God. He signed himself' , Ab dulBaha Abbas," which, being translated,
is" Abbas, the Servant of Baha. " AbdulBaha was acknowledged by the Bahais
as their spiritual leader, and the one to
be emulated in the teaching of this great
faith in the ·world. He, through his
example, brought the spiritual life of
B'AHA' ULI"AI-I within the reach of his
followers, the Bahais. He was the first
fruit of the consummation of God's
Latter Day promise to the world, and
he was the center from which the light
was radiated to the world; therefore he
in his mission lived and exemplified his
title of "The Center of The Covenant."
Abdul-Baha's life was one of active
service to humanity. There was no element in the daily life of this world too
small to receive his attention. The
great motive power manifesting through
him was not of this world but was of
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God. He worked to serve God, yet by lated in the East of the way in which,
serving God he served mankind. From through long suffering and kindness, he
his early childhood until his 64th year won the hearts of those who, because of
he was an exile and a prisoner; yet the their prejudices, formerly were his enelight of his life and teachings reached mies. Caring for the sick and protecting
and pentrated to' the fa.r corners of the the oppressed formed a large part of his
earth. For forty years Abdul-Baha was daily duties. One. of the titles applied
a prisoner in the fortress of Acca- to him in the Orient was "father of the
held there by the Sultan of Turkey for poor. "
no other reason than that his teaching
Abdul-Baha's power was that of love.
was bringing enlightenment and free- In going into his presence something
dom of thought to aU who came within within one's soul seemed to respond to
the radius of its power. With the fall his soul. Thus a spiritual bond was
of the old despotic regime of Turkish made which was most far-reaching, for
government and the establishment of a it was of the nature of divine love and
constitutional rule, which occurred in always remained with one. Through his
the summer of 1908, Abdul-Baha was life and example, he taught people the
liberated from prison, and became free life and the way of the Kingdom. He
to come and go as he willed. During the had a message for everyone, and as one
summer and fall of 1911 he visited Eng- met and contacted with him in spirit it
land and France, where he spent some was as if a. new force were added to
months in teaching; and in 1912 he spent Dne's nature. The power of the love
eight months in America, traveling and of God was brought very close to those
teaching from coast to coast, visiting who came in contact with Abdul-Baha.
many cities and towns where he had
From many countries people of diffriends and where there were those to ferent beliefs went to Abdul-Baha to
listen to his explanations of religioufl receive spiritual help, and upon leaving
questions and seeking that vitalizing him returned to their various homes to
spiritual force which so characterizes his share with others the joy and assurance
presence.
of his spiritual message and to follow
Upon this tour, in both America and in his path of service. He was the perEurope, the pulpits of many Christian fect life, and as the people contacted
churches of various sects and cults, in- with him they found in him the center
stitutions of learning, and the platforms of this spiritual light of this new day
of philosophical and humanitarian move- and age. From that center was flowing
ments of various types sought Abdul- the regenerative Bahai spirit, which is
Balla and welcomed his message of the making things anew, re-establishing reOneness of the World of Humanity. The ligion, reviving faith in God and uniting
people who heard him were rejoiced by .humanity in the one universal brotherthe spirit which he radiated, and those hood of God's kingdom.
On November 28th, 1921, his gloriwho came within the field of his spiritual
love and power, were strengthened and ous service finished in the body, he
inspired.
ascended to the Kingdom of Abha,
Abdul-Baha had the power of really leaving a Will and Testament-The Book
penetrating the souls of men, of under- of the Covenant-in which he appointed
standing the needs of each individual his grandson, Shoghi Effendi Rabhani*
soul, and of ministering to them in the
most beneficial manner. He was the
*,Ve present on page 17 the first messpiritual physician of humanity. Many sage of Shoghi Effendi to the American
beautiful and touching incidents are re- Bahais.-The Editors.
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Guardian of the Cause and Head of the
House of Justice, a body of men to be
chosen from the believers because of
their spiritual qualifications for wisdom
and divine knowledge.
GROWTH OF THE MOVEMENT.
The movement under the Bab was
practically confined to the Islamic countries. During the ministry of BAHA'
ULLAH the message was taken to various
other countries of the Orient and under
the ministration of Abdul-Baha it spread
the world around. There are not only
centers of Bahai teaching in China,
Japan, Burma, India, Persia, Turkistan,
Caucasia, the Turkish countries and in
Egypt, but there are strong Bahai centers in Firance, Germany, England and
throughout the United States and Canada. This growth has been a comparatively slow but steady one. It is not
limited by religious nor racial conditions,
which is proven by the many heterogeneous elements which this Cause i,
assimilating and fusing into one element,
which is the world type of man.
The universal principles of Truth,
which the Bahai Movement is teaching,
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are already clearly seen in the way in
which this teaching appeals to people
of all religions, races and nationalities.
-When a soul becomes touched by the
Bahai Spirit he becomes a citizen of the
world, quite freed from the limitations
of his former environment, while his
social and religious prejudices inherited
from forebears and environment are
changed into a desire to do something
toward world brotherhood through tangible service to his fellowmen. In the
Bahai meetings-notably those in the
East-one sees Christians, Jews, Moslems, Zoroastrians, Hindus and Buddhists mingling as brothers and eating at
the same tables. It has been the writer's
privilege to travel extensively and to
attend many such reunions. He has
spent much time in the Oriental countries and has seen the spiritual blending
of the Orient and Occident, which process is being brought about by the love
and devotion of the Bahais, one for another. These people are really demonstrating the power of divine love, for
with them it is so powerful as to overcome all religious and racial antipathy
and is producing real brotherhood and
peace.

(To be continued)

The Great Convention of 1922
Chicago,

O

Apl"i~

NE of the most important Conventions in the Bahai history of America is to be held at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, April 22nd-26th. It is the
first great assembling of the Master's
American disciples since his ascension.
May it be like the council on the mountain top which Abdul-Baha described
so graphically when the disciples of old
dedicated themselves to spread the
Cause of Christ throughout the world.
Now is the hour of a new dedication, a
ne"\v severance. May it prove to be a
new descent of the Holy Spirit.

22nd-26th

This is also the first Convention which
will see the foundations of the Mashreq
UI-Azkar, God's Universal Temple, actually arising at Wilmette. This is the
first Convention to have a message from
the beloved Guardian of the Cause,
Shoghi Effendi. We hope it will be a
great teaching Convention and will open
a glorious epoch in spreading the Cause
of God.
At the Feast of Rizwan, at the Auditorium Hotel, at 6 p. m., Saturday,
April 22nd, the pilgrims just. returned
from Haifa, lVIr. Mills, Mr. Wilhelm,
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Mrs. True, Mr. Remey and Mrs. Randall, will bring the latest news from the
family of the Master and the Guardi an
of the Cause. The Convention will hold
its sessions mornin g and afterno on 011
Monday, Tuesda y and Wednesday. The
friends will visit the Temple ground s
and see the splend id progress on the
founda tions Sunday mornin g. The ses-
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sions of the Bahai Congress will be held
Sunday at 3 p. m., Sunday , Monday,
Tuesda y and Wedne sday evenings at 8
p. m., with addresses upon the new
Bahai principles, the influence of BAHA
'ULLAH and Ahdul- Baha and the spread
of the Divine Teachings throug hout the
world.
Albert Vail.

The Bah ai Calendar
THE Bahai year begins on March
21st, and is divided into 19 months
of 19 days each, plus 4 (or 5 every
fourth year) interca lary days-F ebruary 26th to March 1st, inclusive.
The first day of each Bahai month
falls as follows:
MONTH

FIRST DAYS
1st .. Baha' (Splend or) ...... Mar. 21
2nd .. J alal (Glory) ...... .... Apr. 9
3rd .. Jamal (Beaut y) ....... Apr. 28
4th .. Azama t (Grandeur) .... May 17
5th .. Nur (Light) ...... ..... June 5
6th .. Rahma t (Mercy ) ...... June 24
7th .. Kalima h (WordlS') ..... . July 13
8th .. Asma (Names) ...... .. Aug. 1
9th .. Kamal (Perfec tion) .... Aug. 20
10th .. Eizzat (Might ) .....• .. Sept. 8
11th .. Mashey at (Will) ....... Sept. 27
12th .. Elm (Knowledge) ....... Octo 16
13th .. Kudra t (Power) ....... Nov. 4
14th .. Kowl (Speec h) ....... .. Nov. 23
15th .. Massa 'il (Questions) '" Dec. 12
16th .. Sharaf (Honor ) ...... .. Dec. 31
17th .. Sultan (Sover eignty) ... Jan. 19
18th .. Mulk (Dominion) ...... Feb. 7
19th .. Ola (Loftin ess) ....... . Mar. 2
(Month of Fast'ing.)
NAME

The following days and seasons are
observed by the Bahais :

Feast of Nauro oz-the Bahai New
Year-M arch 21st.

Feast of Rizwa n-(Par adise) -commemor ating the Declar ation of BAHA
'ULLAH in the Garden of EI-Rizwan in
Bagdad , April 21st, 1863. This season
of feastin g lasts twelve days-A pril 21st
to May 2nd, inclusive. The first, ninth
and twelfth days (April 21st, April 28th
and May 2nd) are especially celebrated.
Annive rsary of the Declaration of the
BAB-M ay 23rd. (1844).
Annive rsary of the Depart ure of
BAHA 'ULLAH-May 28th. (1892).
Annive rsary of the Martyr dom of the
BAB- July 9th. (1850) .
Annive rsary of the Birth of BAHA
'ULLAH-November 12th.
(Born in
Nur, Persia, 1817.)
Feast of the Appoin tment of the Center of the Covenant, ABDUL-BAHANovember 26th.
[It may be the 28th will be observed
as it is the annive rsary of ABDUL-BAHA'S
ascens ion.-Th e Editors.]
Interca lary Days- Durin g which hospitaliti es are extend ed to friends , the
poor and the needy -Febru ary 26th to
March 1st, inclusive.
Month of the Fast-M arch 2nd to
20th, inclusive, during which no manne r
of food or drink is to be taken between
sunrise and sunset. Fastin g is enjoined
upon everyo ne. Childre n, travele rs,
sick and infirm people, pregna nt women
and nursin g mother s are free from this
obligation.

St ar of th e 'N es t

TABLE TS FROM ABDUL -BAHA
thou Star o.f the West!
to. remain firm and
Be tho.u happy! Be thou happy! Shoulds t thou co.ntinu eshalt spread in every
eternal, ere lo.ng, thou shalt become the Star of the East and
is organiz ed in the
country and clime. Thou art the first paper of the Bahais which
ers are limited, thy fo.rm
co.untry o.f America . Altho.ug h fo.r the prresent thy subscrib
ble, beco.me the o.bject
is small and thy vo.ice weak, yet sho.ulds t thou stand unshaka
ity of the leaders of the
of the attentio n of the friends and the center o.f the genero.s ers will become ho.sts
faith who. are finn in the .co.vena nt, in the future thy subscrib
increase , thy arena will
after hosts like unto, the waves of the sea; thy volume will
and become worldraised
be
will
fame
and
voice
thy
and
s
spaciou
and
beco.me vast
of humani ty. Yet
w'orld
the
of
paper
first
the
become
shalt
thou
wide-a nd at last
,!
firmness
s,
firmnes
,
firmness
all these depend upon
(Signed ) ABDUL -BAHA ABBAS .

o

to. you!
ye apostles o.f BAHA 'ULLA H-May my life be a ransom must
be edited in the
West,
. . . . Similarl y, the M.agazine, the Star of the gator
of the Cause of Godutmo.st regulari ty, but its content s must be the promul
d with the most importse that bo.th in the East and West, they may become info.rme
(Signed ) ABDUL -BAHA ABBAS .
ant events.
Star of the West Commi ttee-Co nventio n o,f 1921
Chas. Mason Remey, Chairm an
Albert Vail
Dr. Wm. F. Slater
Martha Root
Carl Scheffle r
Zia M. Bagdad i
Editoria l Staff: Albert R Windu st-Gert rude Buikem a-Dr.
Honora ry Membe r: Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
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Res urr ecti on
Allaho ' Abha!
The year seventy-eight. of the Bahai era dawns.
A new phase of the Divine Spring time is at hand.
last year's
The rolling away of the stone of sadness from the tomb of
His Holiof
form
l
physica
profou nd grief-b ecause of the disapp earanc e of the
trumpe t call
ness Abdul- Baha from this materi al world- will come throug h the
nt.
sounde d in his last Will and Testam ent-the Book of the Covena
Head and
And the arising of the united body of the Bahais with the chosen
in this
God
of
Guardi an of the Cause- Shogh i Effend i-to fulfill the commands
great Book of the Ooven(Lnt, will be this new Resurrection.
reIn this issue of the STAR OF ~HE WEST we publish the last Tahlet
the
to
Effend i
vealed by Abdul-Baha, togethe r with the first letter of Shoghi
Bahais of America.
The trumpe t of the Covena nt is soundi ng!
--"The Editors.
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"Now , in this world of being, the hand of Divin e powe r
hath firmly laid the foundation of this all-h ighes t
boun ty and this wondrous gift"
The ffiirst Letter from Shoghi Effend i to the Bahais of Americ a
Dearly beloved brethre n and sisters in Abdul- Baha:
At this early hour when the mornin g light is just breakin g upon
the Holy
Land, whilst the gloom of the dear Master 's bereav ement is still
hangin g thick
upon the hearts, I feel as if my soul turns in yearnin g love and
full of hope to
that great compan y of his loved ones across the seas, who now
share with us
all the agonies of his separat ion.
It is idle for me to emphasize how much the sorrow ful ladies of
the holy
household look forwar d to the work that lies before the friends on
the Americ an
contine nt, who, in the past, have render ed so glorious a service
to his Cause
and will now, faithfu l to his special love for them, carry on their
mission still
more gloriously than ever before. True, the shock has been too
terrible and
sudden for us all to recover from in so short a time, but whenev
er we recall
his sayings and read his writing s, hope springs in our hearts and
gives us the
peace that no other materi al comfor t can give.
How well I remem ber when, more than two years ago, the beloved
Master
turning to a disting uished visitor of his, who was seated by him
in his garden ,
sudden ly broke the silence and said: "My work is now done upon
this plane.
It is time for me to pass on to the other world. "
Did he not on more than one occasion state clearly and empha
tically:
"Were ye to know what will come to pass after me, surely would
ye pray that
my end be hastene d!"
In a Tablet sent to Persia, when the storm raised years ago by
the Committee of Investi gation was fiercely raging around him, when the
days of his
incarce ration were at their blackest, he revealed the followi ng:
"Now in this world of being, the hand of Divine Power hath
firmly laid
the founda tions of this all-highest bounty and this wondrous gift.
Gradua lly
whatsoever is latent in the innerm ost of this holy cycle shall appear
and be made
manife st, for now is but the beginn ing of its growth and the day-sp
ring of the
revelat ion of its signs. Ere the close of this century and of this
age, it shall
be made clear and manife st how wondrous was that springt ide and
how heavenly
was that gift!"
With such assurin g utteran ces and the unmist akable evidenc
es of his
sure and clear knowledge that his end was nigh, is there any
reason why the
followers of his Faith, the world over, should be perturb ed 1
Are not the
prayer s he revealed for us sufficient source of inspira tion to every
worker in
his Cause 1 Have not his instruc tions paved before us the broad
and straigh t
path of teachin g 1 Will not his now doubly effective power of grace
sustain us,
strengt hen us and confirm us in our work for him 1 Ours is the
duty to strive,
by day and night, to fulfill our own obJigations and then trust
in his guidan ce
and never failing grace.
Unity among st the friends , selflessness in our labors in his path,
detachment from all worldly things, the greates t pruden ce and caution
in every step
we take, earnest endeavor to carry out only what is his holy will
and pleasure,
the constan t awareness of his presence and of the example of
his life, the
absolute shunni ng of whomsoever we feel to be an enemy of the
Cause; these-
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me as our most
and foremost among them is the need for UNIT Y-app ear to
we, in this
Should
.
vital duties should we dedicat e our lives for his service
the one
than
we
have
e
promis
spirit, arise to serve him, what surer and greater
y,
"Veril
Book:
Holy
Most
his
in
us
his glorious father, BAHA 'ULLAH, gives
aid
sly
graciou
shall
and
glory,
nt
effulge
of
we behold you from our realm
of the Celestial
whomsoever ariseth for the triump h of our Cause, with the hosts
Concourse and a compan y of our chosen angels."
d Master
How dearly the holy Leaves cherish that memory of the departe
nt,
contine
that
from
in
poured
as he commented upon the fresh tidings that
of
inatlon
subord
te
comple
the
,
friends
the
admiri ng the untirin g activity of
the
of
spread
able
remark
the
Cause,
the
of
those
their materi al interes ts to
nt of BAHA
Movement in their midst and their staunch firmness in the Covena
'ULLAH.
ones in
It is these encour aging reflections of the Master about his loved
would
he
said
he
which
al
physic
Americ a and the tests intellec tual rather than
these
is
-it
before
than
r
brighte
ever
send to them to purify them and make
a
such
land
that
in
ent
Movem
the
of
make
that
comments and promises of his
friends
the
to
cable
's
Master
beloved
The
today.
world
potenti al force in the
racting forces
in that region is a clear indicat ion of the presenc e of those counte
has said will
f
himsel
that may usher in those storms of tests that the Master
land.
that
ultimat ely be for the good of the Cause in
rest of his
And finally, the ladies of the sacred household and we, the
of you,
ne
everyo
for
shrine
d
hallowe
his
at
pray
kindre d and family, will
noble
that
time,
of
course
the
in
e,
enhanc
and
over
watch
and he will surely
westfar
the
in
part of his heritag e that he has bequea thed to his friends
has loved and
friends from whom in return he expects so much and whom he
still doth love so dearly.
Your sincere co-worker in his Cause,
(Signe d) SHOGHI.
(Mailed from Haifa, Palesti ne, Januar y 21, 1922.
Street, New York City, Februa ry 17, 1922.)

Received at 104 Wall

The Day s of Div ine Spr ingt ime
a feast giv'en
A talk by Abdul- Baha at the Shrine of the Bab, Mount Carrnel, at
1920.
28,
Nov.
ad,
Ishkab
of
.h
ZeaolZa
Aga
by
T ABLE T was chanted , then the
Master said: ' 'Spring time is the
time of buds and blossoms and flowers,
but the season of fruits is after the
springt ime. The days of the Manife stations of God are like the season of the
spring.
"In the time of the Manife station
Moses, the buds and flowers which appeared were turned into fruits some time
after Moses' departu re. Simila rly in the
days of His Holiness Christ, his words

A

and utteran ces produc ed fruit afterwards. At the time of His Holine ss the
Prophe t, (Mohammed) he planted the
tree of Tooba with his own hand, but
that tree also produc ed fruits afterw ard.
"Now we hope that the fruits of man's
existence will appear in these days (or
seasons). In the Koran it says: 'Before
long God will bring forth people whom
He loves and who love Him.' When they
said to His Holiness Christ: 'Your followers do not behave accord ing to dis-
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cipline and rules.' His Holiness Christ
answer ed them: 'These are the days of
marria ge and not the days of discipline.
The days of rules and discipl ine will
<lome afterw ards.' This means that the
fruit of the trees will be gathere d in
summe r and not in the spring. There
were some people who appear ed at Khorassan, and in reality revived the religion
of His Holiness the Prophe t, otherwise
his religion would have been utterly destroyed. These people were souls who
were severed from all desire save service.
"Now also our hope is that in these
days the Holy Cause may yield its fruits.
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That the friends of God may become so
self-sacrificing that the Cause may bring
forth much fruit. The days are passing,
before long a whirlw ind of dust will
place everyb ody in their graves.
"As long as we are living we must be
all the time thinkin g of the promot ion of
the Word of God, so that the heaven ly
life may illumin e all the world and may
change this world of dust into paradis e
and change this wilderness of thorns into
a rose garden ."
(Trans lated by Jli[irza Azizollah S. Bahadur. Copied by E. H. S., Tehera n,
Persia. )

"The Tree of Life is just begin ning to grow ... This Tree
of Life is the Book of the Covenant"
The Last Tablet Revealed by Abdul- Baha for the Bahais in Americ
a
To all the friends of God in Ameri ca-The Glory of God rest upon
them!
He Is God!
o ye friends of God!
Abdul- Baha is day and night thinkin g of you and mentio ning you,
for the
friends of God are dear to him. Every mornin g at dawn I
supplic ate the
Kingdo m of God and ask that you may be filled with the breath
of the Holy
Spirit, so that you may become brillian t candles, shine with the
light of guidance and dispel the darkne ss of error. Rest assured that the confirm
ations of
the Abha Kingdo m will continu ously reach you.
Throug h the power of the Divine springt ime, the downp our of the
celestial
clouds and the heat of the Sun of Reality , the Tree of Life is just
beginn ing to
grow. Before long it will produc e buds, bring forth leaves and
fruits and cast
its shade over the East and the West. This Tree of Life is the
Book of the
Covenant.
In Americ a, in these days, severe winds have surrou nded the lamp
of the
Covenant, hoping that this brillian t light may be extingu ished and
this Tree of
Life may be uproote d. Certain weak, capricious, malicious and
ignora nt souls
have been shaken by the earthqu ake of hatred, of animosity,
have striven to
efface the divine Covena nt and Testam ent, and render the clear
water muddy
so that in it they might fish.* They have arisen against the Center
of the Covenant like the people of the Beyan [The Book of the Bab] who
attacke d the
Blessed Beauty (BAHA 'ULLAH) and every momen t uttered a calumn
y. Every
day they seek a pretex t and secretly arouse doubts, so that the
Covena nt of
BAHA 'ULLAH may be completely annihil ated in America.
o friends of God! Be awake, be awake, be vigil ent, be vigilen t! His Holiness the Bab made a Covena nt for BAHA 'ULLAH with all the people
of the Beyan,
*This is a saying in Persian meanin g: "One creates trouble in
order to
profit by it. "
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the founta in of Tagut (satan, or any object worshi pped except
God), and the
soothsayers. "
Again He says: "Say, 0 my friend and my pure ones! Listen
to the
voice of this beloved prisone r in this Great Prison. 1£ you detect
in any man
the least percep tible breath of violation, shun him and keep away
from him."
Then He. says: "Veril y, they are manife station s of satan." In
anothe r Tablet
He says: "And turn your faces to the Great Counte nance for
before long the
foul odors of the wicked person s will pass over those regions. God
willing you
may remain protect ed during those days."
In the 18th chapte r of the Gospel of Matthew, 6th to 9th verses,
His Holiness Christ says: "But whoso shall offend one of these little ones
which believe
in me, it were better for him that a millstone were hanged about
his neck and
that he were drowned in the depth of the sea. Woe unto the world
because of
offenses! for it must needs be that offenses come; but woe to that
man by whom
the offense cometh! Where fore if thy hand or thy foot offend
thee, cut them
off, and cast them from thee; it is better for thee to enter into
life halt or
maimed, rather than having two hands or two feet, to be cast into
everlas ting
fire. And if thine eye offend thee, pluck it out and cast it from
thee."
And in the 21st chapte r and 38th verse of the Gospel of Matthe w
He says:
"But ·when the husban dmen saw the son, they said among themse
lves, This is
the heir; come, let us kill him, and let us seize on his inherit ance.
And they
caught him, and cast him out of the vineya rd, and slew him." Also
in the 22nd
chapte r and the 14th verse of the Gospel of Matthe w He says: "For
many are
called, but few are chosen."
In the holy writing s of His Holiness BAHA 'ULLAH, in a thousa
nd places
at least, the violato rs of the Covenant are execrated and condem
ned. Some of
the heaven ly passages will be mentioned.
In short, all the friends in Americ a know that the founde rs of
this sedition, namely, violato rs of the Covenant, are people whose aims are
known to all
the friends . Yet, 0 glorious God, they are deceived by them!
Praise be to God, you know with perfect clearness that His Holine
ss Christ
was extrem ely kind and loving, yet there were people like Judas
Iscario t who,
by their own deeds, separa ted themselves from Chri:;!t. Therefo
re, what fault
of Christ' s could that be~ Now the Nakazene (violators) say that
Abdul- Baha
is despotic, drives some people out and excommunicates like the
P'ope. This is
not so at all! Any person who has left (the Cause) did so because
of his own
actions, intrigu es and evil plots. If this objection be raised
against AbdulBaha, they must also object to the Blessed B-eauty who, with distinc
t and conclusive command, forbids the friends from companionship and familia
rity with
the violators of the people of Beyan.
St~pplication :
Lord of the Covena nt! 0 lumino us Star of the world! The persecu
ted
Abdul- Baha has fallen into the hands of persons who appear as
sheep and in
reality are ferocious wolves; they exercise every sort of oppression,
endeav or to
destroy the founda tion of the Covenant, and claim to be Bahais
. They strike
at the root of the Tree of the Covenant, and count themselves persecu
ted, jl'lst
as did the people of Beyan who broke the Covenant of His Holine
ss the Bab,
and from six directio ns shot arrows of reproac h and calumn y
at Thy blessed
body. Notwit hstand ing this great oppression they call themse
lves oppressed.
Now this servan t of Thy thresho ld has also fallen into the hands
of oppressors.

o
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Every hour they contrive new intrigues and fraud, and bring forth new
calumny.
o thou BAHA 'ULLAH! Protect the stronghold of Thy Cause from these
thieves and safeguard the lamps of the Kingdom from these malevolent winds!
o thou BAHA 'ULLAH! Abdul-Baha did not rest a moment until he had
raised Thy Cause and the Standard of the Kingdom of Abha waved over the
world. Now some people have arisen with intrigues and evil aspirations to
trample this flag in America, but my hope is in Thy confirmations. Leave me
not single, alone and oppressed! As Thou didst promise, verbally and in
writing, that Thou wouldst protect this gazelle of the pasture of Thy love from
the attacks of the hounds of hatred and animosity, and that Thou wouldst safeguard this persecuted sheep from the claws and teeth of the ferocious wolves,
now do I await the appearance of Thy bounties and the realization of Thy
definite promise. Thou art the true Protector, and Thou art the Lord of the
Covenant! Therefore, protect this Lamp which Thou hast lighted, from the
severe winds.
o thou BAHA 'ULLAH! I have forsaken the world and its people, am heartbroken because of the unfaithful-and am weary. In the cage of this world I
flutter like a frightened bird and long for the flight to Thy Kingdom.
o thou BAHA 'ULLAH! Make me to drink the cup of sacrifice, ana free
me! Relieve me from these difficulties, hardships, afflictions and troubles!
Thou art the Assister, the Helper, the Protector and the Supporter! x
Now, some of the writings, prayers and verses of the Blessed Beauty will
be mentioned in which association with the violators is forbidden:In the Persian Commune He says: "Protect this Servant from the doubts
of the persons who have turned away from Thee and are deprived of the sea of
Thy knowledge. 0 God, 0 God! Protect this Servant through Thy bounty
and generosity from the evil of Thine enemies who have broken Thy Covenant
and Testament."
In another place He says: "0 my God, and the aim of my life! Protect
this weak one with Thy mighty hand from the voice of the Na'ik. ,,'x,
Also He says: "Ye have taken one whom I hate to be your beloved, and my
enemy to be your friend."
Also He says: "The company of the wicked ones increaseth sorrow, and
the association with the pious ones removes rust from the heart. The one who
desires to associate with God, let him associate with His friends; the one who
wishes to hear the words of God, let him hear the words of His chosen ones."
Also He says: "Do not associate with the wicked, because the company
of the wicked changeth the light of life into the fire of remorse. If thou asketh
for the bounties of the Holy Sprit, associate with the pure ones, because they
have quaffed the eternal chalice from the hands of the Cupbearer of eternity."
Also He says: "The greatest of degradation is to leave the shadow of God
and enter under the shadow of satan."
Also He says: "0 ye servants! There is nothing in this heart save the
effulgences of the splendor of the morn of meeting (with God), and it does not
speak but the absolute truth from your Lord. Therefore, do not follow self;
break not God's Covenant and violate not His Testament. Proceed with perfect
*Na'ik-Croaker.
Israelites.

Also refers to the calf worshipped by some of the
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steadfa stness and with heart, soul and tongue , turn unto Him,
and be not of
the though tless."
And still He says: "You have forgott en God's Oovena nt and
violate d His
Testam ent. "
And again He says: "If anyone comes to you with the book of
the wicked,
put him behind you. "
Again: "Amon g the people are those who have broken the Oovena
nt, and
among them are those who have followed what was ordaine d by
the All-kno wer,
the All-wise. My afflicti on is not from my impriso nment and
persecu tion, or
from what comes to me from my rebellio us servant s, but from
the actions of
those who attribu te themse lves to this persecu ted One and commi
t among the
people that which is degrad ing to the honor of God. Verily,
they are of the
sedi tious t "
Likewise speakin g for the violato rs He says: "Thou hast made
the pulpits
for Thy mentio n, the proclam ation of 'l'hy "'vV ord and the manife
station of Thy
Oause, and we [the violato rs] have ascend ed them to proclai
m the breakin g
of Thy Oovena nt and Testam ent."
Likewi se He says: "Take what has been ordaine d for you and
follow not
those who have broken God's Oovena nt and Testam ent, for 10
t They are the
people of error."
Again He says: "Those who have broken the Oovena nt of God,
notwith standin g His commands, and have turned away, they are the
people of error
before the Most Opulen t, the Exalte d."
And He says: "Those who have been faithfu l to God's Oovena
nt are the
highest ones in the sight of the exalted Lord. Those who have
become neglige nt
are of the people of fire in the sig'ht of Thy Lord, the Beloved, the
Indepe ndent."
Likewise He says: "Bless ed is the servan t or maid-s ervant who
believes,
and woe to the polythe ists who have violate d the Oovena nt
of God and His
Testam ent, and deviate d from My right path."
Likewise He says: "I implor e of Thee not to deprive me of
what Thou
possessest or what Thou hast ordaine d for Thy chosen ones
who have not
broken Thy Oovena nt and Testam ent. Say t Die with your
hatred ! Verily,
He is come by whom the pillars of the world have been shaken
, and because of
whom the feet have stumbl ed, save those who have not broken
the Oovenant,
but have followed what God reveale d in His Book."
Likewi se He says: "The Suprem e Ooncourse will pray for the
one who is
adorne d with the garmen t of faithfu lness betwee n heaven and earth;
but he who
breaks the Oovena nt is cursed by heaven and earth."
Likewise He says: "Take hold of what has been reveale d unto
you, with
a power superio r to that of the hands of the unbelie vers who
have violate d
the Oovena nt of God and His Testam ent, and have turned from
the Face."
Also He says: "0 Y ahya ! Verily, the Book has come! Take
it with a
power from us and do not follow those who have broken the
Oovena nt of God
and His Testam ent, and have denied what has been reveale d from
the Powerf ul,
the All-kn ower."
Likewi se He says: "I awoke this mornin g, 0 my God, under
the shadow
of Thy great bounty and have taken, with Thy power, the pen
to mentio n Thee
with such mentio n as shall be a light unto the pure and fire
unto the wicked
who have violate d Thy Oovenant, denied Thy verses and put aside
the Kawth er
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o £ Life which appeared by Thy command and was revealed by the finger of
Thy will."
In a Tablet to Abdul-Baha He says also: "0 God! This is a Branch which
has sprung forth from the Tree of Oneness, the Sadrat of Thy unity. 0 God,
Thou seest him (the Branch) looking to Thee and clinging to the rope of Thy
bounties. Protect him in the shelter of Thy mercy! Thou knowest, 0 my
God, that I do not desire him save for what Thou dost desire him, and I do
not choose him save for what Thou dost choose him. Assist him with the hosts
of Thy earth and Thy heaven. Assist, 0 God, those who assist him and choose
those who choose him. Confirm those who draw nigh unto him and debase
those who deny him and do not want him. 0 God, Thou seest that at this
moment of revelation my pen shakes and my being trembles. I ask Thee, by
my impatience in Thy love and my willingness to proclaim Thy Cause, to
ordain for him and his friends what Thou hast ordained for Thy Messengers and
the faithful ones of Thy revelation. Verily, Thou art the Powerful and the
Omnipotent! By God, 0 people, my eye weeps, and the eye of Ali (the Fourth
Caliph) weeps in the Supreme Concourse; my heart throbs, and the heart of
Mohammed throbs in the Courts of Abha; my heart and the hearts of the
prophets lament with the people of knowledge, if you are of those who are
possessed with sight. My sorrow is not for myself, but for the one who comes
after me in the shadow of the Cause with a clear, undeniable reign; because
these will not acknowledge his manifestation and will deny his evidences and
verses, will dispute his power, will antagonize him and will be traitors to his
Cause, as they did to his person in those days, and ye were witnesses."
Again in a Tablet to Abdul-Baha He says: "0 Greatest Branch! Verily,
thy illness caused me sorrow, but God will cure thee, and He is the most generous
and best helper. Glory be upon thee and upon those who serve thee and encircle thee! -W oe and torment be upon him who opposes and torments thee!
Blessed is he who befriends thee, and hell be for him who opposes thee."
Likewise He says: "Is it possible that after the dawning of the Sun of
Thy Testament from the horizon of Thy greatest Tablet, that any foot shall
slip away from the right path ~ We said, 0 my supreme pen, it behooves thee
to do as thou hast been bidden by God, the Exalted and the Great. Do not
ask about that which melts thy heart and those of the denizens of paradise
who encompass Thy wonderful Cause. Thou shouldest not know what We have
hidden from thee. Thy Lord is the Veiler and the Knower. Turn thy most
luminous face to the greatest aspect and say: 0 my merciful God! Decorate
the heaven of B eyan with the stars of steadfastness, trust and truth. Verily,
Thou art the powerful over what Thou willest. There is no God save Thee, the
"\iVise and the Generous !,"
In short, from these holy utterances and those of His Holiness Christ it
becomes clear, evident and proved, that man should associate with people who are
firm in the Covenant and Testament, and befriend the pure ones; because bad
associates bring about infection of bad qualities. It is like leprosy; it is impossible fo?, a man to associate and befriend a leper and not be infected. This
command is for the sake of protection and to safeguard.
Consider this text of the New Testament: the brothers of His Holiness
Christ came to Him and it was said, "These are your brothers. ' , He answered
that his brothers were those who believed in God, and refused to associate with
his own brothers.
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Likewise, Kurat- ul-Ain , who is celebra ted in all the world, when
she believed in God a;ud was attract ed '1:0 the) divine breaths , fforsook
her two
eldest sons; althoug h they were her two eldest childre n, because
they did not
become believers, she thereaf ter did not meet them. She said, "All
the friends
of God are my childre n, but these two are not. I will have nothin
g to do with
them."
Consid er! The Divine Garden er cuts off the dry or weak branch
from the
good tree and grafts to it (the tree) a branch from anothe r
tree. He both
separat es and unites. This is that which His Holiness Christ
says: that from
all the world they come and enter the Kingdom, and the childre
n of the Kingdom shall be cast out. (Matt. 8: 11, 12). Noah's grandso n, Canaan
, was detested in the sight of Noah, and others were accepted. The
brother s of the
Blessed Beauty detache d themselves from Him, and the Blessed
Beauty never
met them. He said: "This is an eternal separat ion between
you and me."
All this was not because the Blessed Beauty was despotic, but
because these
persons, throug h their own actions and words, deprive d themse
lves from the
bountie s and bestowals of the Blessed Beauty . His Holine ss
Christ did not
exercise despotism in the case of Judas Iscario t and His own
brother s, but
they separat ed themselves.
In short the point. is this: Abdul- Baha is extrem ely kind, but
when the
disease is leprosy, what am I to do ? Just as in bodily diseases we
must preven t
interm ingling and infectio n and put into effect sanitar y laws,
because the
infectio us physica l diseases uproot the founda tion of human ity;
likewise one
must protect and safegu ard the blessed souls from the breaths and
fatal spiritu al
diseases, otherwise violation, like the plague, will become a contagi
on and all
will perish. In the early days, after the ascension of the Blessed
Beauty , the
center of violatio n was alone; little by little the infectio n spread,
and this was
due to compan ionship and association.
]h;. ~

~ ~ t.</4i ~. o4v<. ~~ ~ ~ 1*i k
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(Trans lated by Mrs. Hoagg, Ali Mohammed Bakir and Rouhi
after the
ascension. )
Letter a.ccompany·ing above message.
Haifa, Palesti ne,
Januar y 24, 1922.
My dear Corinn e (True) :
The enclosed Tablet is one that the
beloved Master wrote shortly before his
ascension, but did not sign. The original is being sent to Roy Wilhel m, but
you will find that Shoghi Effend i has
affixed the seals of the Master to the
origina l in Persia and also put a note
that explain s itself.
. . . . It is to be hoped that this
heart-b reaking appeal of the Master
will not have been in vain; that his call
to the firm ones to protect the Cause for
whicb he lived and suffered, will awaken

them to the realiza tion of what "protection" means. Can anyon e longer
feel that because the Master was loving
and kind to his enemie~, even the Nakazene, that anyone else can do as he did?
It is very clear that our duty is to obey
his commands regard ing this and no
longer play with fire. You who have
been here know how strict the Master
was concer ning the association with the
violato rs of the Covena nt here. Yet I
have seen Badi 'Ullah and his family
in the house of the Master. He was the
law-ma ker and could break his own
law; but we are his flock that must be
protected. I do pray that all the people
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may become awakened to this duty
throug h this saddes t of appeals.
. . . . Before long the Will (and Testament ) of the dear Master will be
ready for Americ a and elsewhere.
Shoghi Effend i is transla ting it now.
How wonde rfully the Beloved provid ed
for the protect ion of the Cause. This
will be a happin ess to the sincere and
a test to the weak. Let us pray that

WE ST

the friends in Americ a will arise with
strengt h and goodwill to obey and to
serve. This is the least we can do now,
that the belo·ved Master may be pleased
with us, and forgive our many omissions as well as commissions. . . . .
Much love to all the friends and to
each one of your family.
Affectionately,
Emoge ne (Ho(J,gg).

A glim pse of Abd ul-B aha as the Gar den er
See illustratio n page 8

Pasade na, Calif.
Nov. 15th, 1921.
My Dear Miss Buikem a:
I have not forgott en that you aceorded
to me the great privileg e of sellding you
some words regard ing OUr recep t visit to
the Master, Abdul- Baha, that you
might use them perhap s to advant age in
the STAR OF THE WEST. I am so happy
to be able to share with the friends the
wonderfull impres sions which we received
there and to send you, for publica tion,
the accomp anying photog raph. This picture was taken in the garden surroun ding the Shrine of BAHA 'ULLAH at Bahje
on the mornin g of May 1st of this year
for Mr. French and me.
We had spent two days in the presenc e
of our Master in Bahje, accomp anying
him at morn and evening into the Shrine
to pray and supplic ate at the Holy
Threshold. On this particu lar mornin g,
Sunday , the first of May, as we passed
throug h that beautif ul garden brillian t
with early spring flowers, I begged the
Master to grant us the favor of pausin g
for a photog raph in order that I might
bring back to the friends in Americ a
this glimpse of him as he stood among his
flowers. How near it brings him I To
me, no picture which we have ever had is
quite so typical . Truly, he is the Gardener, and in the hearts he is plantin g
only seeds of Love.
During the three days which we passed
in his presenc e at Bahje, the stronge st
impressions which I received all bore

upon the necessity of Obedience and
Reverence. It may be too much to expect that all will be equally reveren t, for
that only comes with a deeper perception of the station of the Center of the
Covenant. But even those who are attracted superficially to the Bahai teachings must recognize the justice of the
commands of Abdul- Baha, and that all
human and spiritu al welfare must lie in
obedience to those commands.
I asked one questio n which will be of
interes t to all the Assemblies and the
answer an infallib le guide. It had distressed me greatly that, in some places
I had seen and known of, extrane ous
matter was being introdu ced into the
regular Bahai meetin gs until these meetingi had lost their spiritu al illumin ation,
growin g thereby into intellec tual pastimes rather than into an humble and
reveren t attitud e toward the Words of
the Messengers. When I mentio ned these
things to the Master he looked up with
that inimita ble smile and said: "Ask
them where in the teachings of BAHA
'ULLAH they find these things ."
The answer was so sweet, so courteous
and so final that I leave it with the
friends to ponder upon, hoping that it
may bind us more and more closely to·
gether in pursua nce of the Light which is
to be found only in the pure teachings.
Faithfu lly yours in the service of the
Center of the Covena nt of God.
N ellie S. French .
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New s from the Phil ippi ne Isla nds
Letter from Mirza Hossein TQuty
To the STAR OF THE WEST:
. By unexpe cted chance, I
came to the Philipp ine Islands . Now it
is about four months that I have been
in Mindan ao. As the island is American territor y, I feel nearer to the American brother s than the Easter n brother s.
One month previou s I ventur ed on an
inland journey , beginn ing from Lianga
(situat ed on the east coast of the Pacific), across northe rn Mindan ao toward
Butuan , which is situate d on the bank
of the Agusan River at the west coast
of the Pacific Ocean. My journe y was
partly by trail and partly in a dug-ou t
canoe on the above mentio ned river.
Anywh ere I find an interpr eter for
the local langua ges I deliver to them the
new tidings of brother hood. I am surprised to find these islands good and
virgin field for the Bahai Movement. I
think, up to the presen t time, none of
the Bahai teacher s have ventur ed to
come to these places. The islande rs are
very kind hearted , simple and ready to
embrace the Bahai teachin gs. But it
is essenti al to speak the Spanis h language and if possible Tagalo g (the most
Import ant some fifteen dialects) the language of northe rn Philipp ine.
The popula tion of Mindan ao could be
divided into three main groups :
First, the Visaya n or the emigra nts
from the island of Cebu (a subdivi sion
of Malaya n and Chines e mixtur e). The
Visaya ns are Christi ans, belong ing to
the Roman Catholi c Church , and are the
inhabit ants of northe rn Mindan ao.
Second, the Manobo tribe. These people are nearly the aborigi nals. They
live on the inland mounta ins in a semiwild way. These people do not belong
to any of the modern religions, but as
far as I could investi gate they believe
in God. They are a kind of idolato rs
of their own from ancien t time. Prob-

ably it was introdu ced to them, but at
presen t there is no mark of it. Although these tribesm en do not like settling down and farmin g, yet under the
good office of the United States Governmen t they are settling themselves in
small towns and occupy ing farms from
which they raise such produc ts as hemp,
indian corn, tobacco and sweet potatoes.
Third, the Moros, who are the inhabitants of southe rn Mindan ao. These peo·
pIe by religio n are Moham medans and
they are easily disting uished from the
other Filipin os. They are the descendants of the Malaya n army who were
under the comma nd of a certain prince
named Kabun gusuwa n, the son of the
King of Juhor. About two centuri e.,
before the Spania rds discovered the
Archip elago they conque red western
Mindan ao and esta blished therein an
indepe ndent kingdo m whereb y Mohammedani sm was introdu ced to their new
subject s. Nearly all the popula tion of
western Mindan ao belongs to this race,
who are as fanatic al as the other Mohamme dan nations . But I prefer honoring a religiou s fanatic to a semiignora nt, careless natural ist.
However, I had conver sation with all
these tribes and I liked them all. I hope
that I will succeed in showin g them the
highwa y of brother hood and conduc ting
them to the high tent which is pitched
by His Holine ss BAHA 'ULLAH for the
whole popUlation of the earth.
I would greatly apprec iate if you
could supply me the STAR OF THE WEST,
all bound in covers, from its ooginn ing
up to the present .
Allaho ' Abha! to all beloved brother s
and sisters.
Yours sincerely,

Mirza Hossein TOttty.
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Som e of the Bah ai Ass emb lies in Am eric a
Secreta ries of Assem blies will please
see notices are correc t and notify the
Bahai News Service of any change .

ASBU RY PARK , N. J.
Bahai Study Class: Friday , 8 P. M.,
701 Third Ave.
Juliet D. Sherm an
AUGUSTA, GA.
Meetings: Montgomery Bldg.
Secreta ry: (Miss) Marga ret Klebs,
604 West Avenue, North Augusta, S. C.
BEVE RLY -SALEM, MASS.
Secreta ry: Grace P. Lunt, 12 Lowell
Street, Beverly, Mass.
BOS,TON, MASS.
Meetin gs:
Sunday s, 7 ;45 P. M., Chaunc y Hall,
585 Boylstop. St.
Tuesdays, 8 P. M., home of Mr. and
Mrs. M. C. Oglesby, 68 Albion
St., Somerville.
Wednesdays, 8 P. M., home of Mrs.
Caroline Nelson, 149 Longwood
Ave., Brookline.
Friday s, 8 P. M., home of Mr. and
Mrs. L. R. Culver, 19 Willar d
St" Cambridge.
Secreta ry: Rousha n Wilkim;on, 35
Congress Street.
BISBE E, ARIZ.
home of Secreta ry.
at
gs
Meetin
Secreta ry: Viola Duckett, P. O. Box
1384.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Meetings: Sunday s, 3 :30 P. M., 935
Easter n P'arkway, and Thursd ay,
8 :30 P. M., 52 Ft. Green Place.
Secreta ry: F. E. Osborne, 935 Eastern Parkwa y, Phone Decatu r
9115.

BUFFA LO, N. Y.
Thursd ays, 8 P. M.,
arters:
Headqu
Mrs. M. W. Tifft, 171 Chapin
Parkwa y.
Secret(£ry: (Miss) Mauu M. Mickle,
98 Putnam St.
CHICA GO, ILL.
Meetin gs: Sunday s, 3 :30 P. M., Masonic Temple, Sts. John Hall.
Secreta ry: Carl Scheffler, 56 E. Congress St.
CLEV ELAN D, OHIO
P. O. Box 36, Station B
Secreta ry: Dr. Paulin e Barton-Peeke,
720 Rose Buildin g.
Secy. of H. of S.: Mrs. Dale S. Cole,
1309 West Boulevard.
DENV ER, COLO.
Meetings: Sunday s, 3 P. M., 1548
Califor nia Street. Friday evening, Study Class, 4141 Xavier
Street.
Secreta ry: Mrs. Elizabe th C. Clark,
4141 Xavier Street.
DULU TH, MINN.
Meetings: Thursd ays, 8 P. M., 605 E.
3rd St.
Secreta ry: Mrs. A. Berridg e, General
Delivery.
FRUIT PORT , MICH.
Meetings: Thursd ay afternoons, home
of Mrs. Julius Frazer ; 19-day
feasts at home of Mrs. King.
SecjOetary: (Mrs.) Julius Frazer .
GRAND HAVE N, MICH.
Meetings: Wednesdays, 7 :30 P. M.
Secreta ry: Mrs. Charles Richter, 626
Clinton Street.
ITHAC A, N. Y.
Meetin gs: Friday , 8 P. M., 214 S.
Albany St.
Secreta ry: (Mrs.) Paulin e Cranda ll,
316 Hector St.
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JOHNS TOWN , N. Y.
Secreta,ry: Marga ret La Grange, 519
N. Market St.
KENO SHA, WIS.
Meetings: Sunday s, 3 P. M., 259
Church St., Sunday School,
2 P. M.
Secret ary:Wa lter Bohana n, R. 3, Box
135, Phone 326-R.
MILW AUKE E, WIS.
Meetings every 19 days.
Secreta ry: J. Duffield, 1159 Greenfield Ave.
MINN EAPOI lIS, MINN.
1I1eetings: Friday , 8 :15 P. IV1., 14 E.
Frankl in Ave.
Secreta ry: Mrs. lVI. A. Fox, 14 E.
Frankl in Ave.
MONT REAL, CANA DA
Meet~;ngs: Friday s, 8 :30 P. M., 716
Pine Avenue, West.
Secreta ry: (Mrs.) Lizzie V. Cowles,
14 Tower Avenue.
NEW HAVE N, CONN.
Meetings: Thursd ay evening following Espera nto Class, 270
Lenox St.
Secreta ry: (Miss) Louise N. Thompson.
OMAHA, NEB.
All visiting Bahais will receive a cordial welcome.
Meetings twice a month.
Secreta ry: Samuel H. Ackerman, 3259
Farnam St.
PEOR IA, ILL.
Visitin g friends and inquire rs cordially welcomed.
Secreta ry: (Mrs.) Maye Harvey Gift,
1010 Glen Oak Ave.

THE
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RACIN E, WIS.
Meetin gs: Sunday s, 11 A. M., Sunday
School, 10:30 A. M.
Secreta ry: A. J. Nelson, 2013 Carmel
Ave., Phone 3252.
RIVER TON, N. J.
Secreta ry: Miss Zahra Bowen, P. O.
Box 322.
SANTA BARB ARA, CALIF .
Meetings at home of Mrs. lVI. F.
Berkey, 733 State St.
Secreta ry: Mrs. Flora M. CIark, P. O.
Box 369.
SANT A PAULA , CALIF .
Bahai Literat ure and Circula ting
Library .
Hearty welcome to all interes ted in
"The Oneness of the World of
Human ity."
Meet1:ngs: Frida.ys, 8 P. M., 514 Sixth
Street.
Secreta ry: Mrs. A. Elizabe th Carpenter, P. O. Box 656.
SPRIN GFIEL D, ILL.
Meetings: Home of Mr. and Mrs. Jurgens, 420 W. Reynolds St.
Secretal'Y: lVIrs. Rieke J urgens, 420
W. Reynolds St., Phone Main
3693.
ST. LOUIS , MO.
Secreta ry: (Mrs.) Caroline M. Barbee, 5606A Delma r BIvd.
ST. JOHN, N. B.
Secreta ry: Jean E. Nixon, 182 Queen
Street.
URBANA, ILL.
Meetings: Home of lVLrs. E. B. Paine,
606 W. Pennsy lvania Ave.,
Monday e¥enings.
Secreta ry: (Mrs.) Esther G. Hardin g,
704 vIT. Nevada St.
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~lso a grll!aL teacher and that his
,yritinge and. hi!! eonverllltions
have Leen' a solace and .a
il1spirlltio~ to .bil,ndreds and
thOU!4M!.ds of peollie In the e«~L
and in 'lho west.·
It il'l possible to regard his
teaching in man}' lights. Some
mdY say that it did merely re·
a,sert tru'.h$ ,,,'hich Corm LhC!l
basis ot all religiou!! teaching.
Some mEl,,! declare that it was
premature I!Illd ullprac~jeal: bu~
everyone cun apprt:ciate thC!l
~cau lyof hi!;' ideal and agreC!l thatl
it the doctrine oC unh'er.. l
broth~rhood was carried outl
this world woulb Le a .beU.r
oild .a hoppier place.
To us who just pas!!led
thr,oug;h the throes of <lne ot
the f~6rcesl Wars in the history
of nUll kind - aud \\'hos6 mind"!!!
aud lives ar!" :still disturbed,~
worth of peace and good·wi!J
soulld alm03L strange upon OUI'
ears \Ve find it difficult to
CNllilt Lhem Lut everywhereknaD of divcrs<3 nations and ot
diverse creeds proclaim the
imperdtive ueud for peace ...,Th!'l
conSCiellC'6 and the imagi:laLio.
of lIl:clnkind huve deen stirred
ODd ~hcro is a widesprend hope
that onc by one the confllcting
luterestl'l and misunderstandings
LhIlL promote'M.tife and haLred
will ne removed, and that better
and 'mora friendly relations will
pr:•.qil be:tWfil,en the nation!..
bstween creeds, hetween (:om~
munilies and beLween individu4
also
'Vhencvi3r thesfl
better
times come we ma~ be sure that
the fi[!!ue of Lhis goob old man
who Jived amongst Us here at
Halfa will be remembered wilh
gratitude
and
affectionate
esLeem,
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6th January 1922.
Ris Excdlellcy the rligh
Commissiooer has deSired me
to expr!'lss hie great regl'et that,
owiuH lo his tempol'u!')' abS\lnce
Crom PalesLine, he could DoL be
preqent with us 1o-day .
The Civil Se~retary -Sir
W. H. De.des has slwilarlj'
exprussed his regrets th3t pres~
.uro oC work has detained bim
.t. Jurusalem
Both these hi3h oCflcials
u.~k.tld me to convt!J Lueir greetings Lo you and Lheir deep
I'!J'mpaLh:i wi~h Lhtl r~8~.tions of
the man ill whostl hOilour we
aN gathered tOd6lher
MO!5t 01 us here hu\e, 1
think., 0. clder picture of Sir
Abdet B"ho. ALbus - of ill:;
diguified I '/:lure wulkiug thoughtCulll' in our streets - of his
courtesy and gracious l.uwoer.
- of his kindness - of hi!5 loy~
tor liUle chil,lreu and for flowers
- of generosity anJ care for
the poor and I'!ufferil:lg.
So gentle was he - and so
limple - that, in his -pr.Mnce
ODe almosL fOl'got ttha he wall
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WORD S OF ABDUL -BAHA
"Great importa nce must be given to· the develop ment of the
Star of the West.
The circle of its discussi on must be widened ; in its column s
must be publish ed the
essentia l problem s pertaini ng to the Bahai life in all its
Its content s must be
so universa l that even the strange rs may subscrib e to it.phases.
Articles must be publishe d,
dealing with the universa l principl es of the Cause, the writers
takes a vital interest in all the social and religiou s movem entsproving that this Cause
of the age and is conducive to the progres s of the world and its inhabita nts.
short, the Star of the West
must promot e the aspirati ons and the ideals that will In
gather little by little around
these general Tablets , bringin g into the light of the day
the historical,. religiou s
and racial knowled ge which will be of the utmost value all
to the Bahai teachers all
over the world."
From "Unveil ing of the Divine Plan."
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DETAI L OF WINDO W OF THE MASH REQ 'UL-AZ KAR
Photogr aph from full-size modelin g of the lower part of
the windows for the first story of the building . Thirty- six
of these window s are to be used. They are arrange d in
groups on each side of the entranc es. Louis Bourgeois, Architect

St ar of th e 'N es t

"We desire but the good of the world and the happine ss of the
nations ; that all
nations shall become one in faith and all men as brother s; that
and unity between the sons of men shall be strength ened; thatthe bonds of affectio n
diversit y of religion
shall cease and differences of race be annulled . So it shall be.
These fruitless strifes;
these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great
Peace' shall come."
Words of BAHA ·ULLAH .
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At Res t
Selection from Poem "The Dream of God"
(Copyrigh t)"

By

ALBERT DURRA NT

W ATSON

FOUR leagues from Nazareth. Hush, here he lies,
Carmel his cenotaph, his home the skies.
Who, in his name, would dare to speak of death ~
Abdul- Baha, the blessed, never dies.

*

Farewe ll to Haifa ! Yonde r crescent moon
Tells of a land where it is always June.
Our white-sailed ships, far-speeding, bear away
Into a life where is no afterno on.
We have not lost our gifted prophe t sage;
He has become the Spirit of the age;
A sea of love and purpose, power and though t
O'er which we reach our promised heritag e.
It is not meet that we should grieve or weep.
The restless billows swell and heave and heap,
Then rise in vapor to the sun to fall
In tears of rain where parche d meadows sleep.

Now all our fetters -warni ngs from the past,
With forwar d urging , far away we cast;
We burn our ships and climb along the stars,
Facing our steadfa st future calm and vast.

See pages 40 and 45
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The Bah ai Rev elat ion- The Reli giou s
Nee d of the Tim e
By CHARLES MASON REMEY
(Contin ued from page 14)

THE BAHA I WRITI NGS
HE collective writing s of the Bab
are known as The Beyan. These
treat chiefly of the coming of BAHA'ULLAH, contain ing exhorta tions to the
people calling them to purify themselves
and prepar e to meet the Promis ed One
that they might be fitted to serve him.
BAHA 'DLLAH wrote many trel'1tises in
the form of books and epistles jn which
He demon strates the oneness of the
spirit of all of the former religiou s
teachin gs; also tTeatin g of thn presen t
teachin gs in its relatio n to the religion s
of the past. A numbe r of these writing s
were in reply to special questio ns asked
by men of learnin g and were therefo re
written from various points of though t,
Moslem, Jewish , Christi an, Ptc.
The writing s of Abdul- Baha are many
and are chiefly in the form of letters or
Tablets, explan atory of the spirit and
the tea.chings of BAHA 'ULLAH. In Abdul-Ba ha's life of service to human ity
is his method of teaching, throug h which
means he gives life, vigor and a penetrative force to his words. His verbal
teachin g, much of which is reporte d and
circula ted in manus cript and in printed
form, consists of explana tions, given to
various inquir ers,reg arding the Cause
and its doctrines, togethe r with exhortations to the followers and certain principles and truths, the pursua nce of which
is conducive to the best secular as well
as spiritu al welfare of mankin d.

T

ETERN AL LIFE
Eterna l life is the state of soul of
spiritu ally quicke ned man. All souls
exist as entities after the separat ion
from the materi al body. However, from
the spiritu al standp oint, this mere existence is not "life." Only those souls
who are awake to the glory of God can

be said to be divinel y awake and alive
and of the life eternal . This spiritu al
awaken ing is from God. It is His gift
and greates t bounty to man. By virtue
of the truth and spirit reveale d to humanity throug h the Prophe ts and Manifestations, man's soul is awakened from
slumber, and, though in the world, yet
he lives in a higher realm from which
he receives divine strengt h and force.
Accord ing to the Bahai teachin g
heaven and hell are conditi ons of the
soul. The soul which lives in God is in
that divine state called heaven, while
one not yet awaken ed to the glory of God
is in a state of darkness, or hell. The
coming of the Kingdo m of Heaven on
earth has been the one theme of Christ
and the Prophe ts. All have spoken of
this epoch in differe nt termino logy, but
in reality they all spoke of the one great
age of divine enligh tenme nt-a time
when faith should replace unbelie f, and
when divine knowledge should replace
ignoran ce and superst ition, and the Bahai Cause teaches that the world is now
in the early dawn of that new day and
age.
SOCIA L REFOR MS, LAWS AND
OR,DINANCES
In additio n to the purely spiritu al
teachin gs of BAHA 'ULLAH, he ordered
certain changes in the manne rs and customs of people, throug h the observance
of which the world in genera l will be
helped both materi ally and spiritu ally.
He exhorts the Bahais to be toleran t,
and in no way to separat e themselves
from other people, nor denoun ce those
of other beliefs. All men are free to
believe as they wish, but all are advised
to unite in faith and to lay aside the
prejudi ces and superst itions of past ages.
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Warfa re should be abolished and internationa l questions settled by arbitra tion.
A univers al langua ge is favored as a
means of bringin g people togethe r in
unity. Legislation should be represe ntative. The Bahais should be peacefu l
and law-ab iding citizens. Their though t
should be human itarian before all else.
Faith withou t works is not acceptable.
One's worshi p should be supple mented
by a pure and useful life in the world.
Men and women should marry. Asceticism is discouraged. Monogamy is
taught. Harshn ess and hatred are to
be overcome by gentleness and love.
Man should not use intoxic ants as a
beverage. Opium and kindre d drug
habits are denounced as is also gambling.
BAHA 'ULLAH forbad e mendicity, slavery, cruelty to animal s and many other
abuses which our western civilization has
already remedied, so it is hardly necessary here to mentio n them. The following of these ordinan ces is already producing its good effect in the many Bahai
centers throug hout the world, and good
fruits are coming therefr om.
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human itarian service as taught by BAHA
'ULLAH.
A few years ago in the city of Eshkabad in Russia n Turkis tan a Mashre q
'UI-Azkar was built. At presen t the
Bahais throug hout the world are uniting
in the work of buildin g the first Mashreq
'UI-Azkar in America, which is to be
erected upon the shore of Lake Michigan
near the city of Chicago.
Of the Mashre q 'UI-Azkar to be built
in Chicago, Abdul- Baha has spoken as
follows:
"Now the day has arrived in which
the edifice of God, the divine sanctua ry,
the spiritu al temple, shall be erected in
America.
"The accessories of the Mashre q 'UIAzkar are numerous. Among them are
the school for orphan s, the great college
for the higher arts, hospita l, home for
the cripple s and hospice. The doors of
these places are to be opened to all sects
-no differentiations. When these accessories are completed, and, by God's help
and aid, the departm ents fully systematized, it will be proved that the Mashreq 'UI-Azkar is to human society a
MASH REQ 'UL-AZ KAR
great bounty and a great blessing.
Prayer supple mented by a pure and
" In brief, throug h the unlimi ted
useful life in this world form the ele- bountie s of God, I am hopefu
l that the
ments of true worship. Faith withou t beloved ones of God in Americ
a may be
works is not acceptable. Every man aided and confirmed in foundi
ng this
should have an occupation which con- mighty and solid founda tion
and graduduces to the welfare of human ity, the ally annex thereto its accessories.
diligen t pursua nce of which is in itself
"When these institut ions, college, hosan act of worship.
pital, hospice and establishments for the
In this Cause there is no priesth ood incurables, univers ity f0r
the study of
nor clergy. Each soul. approa ches God higher sciences and giving
post-gr aduate
in prayer withou t sacred rite nor cere- courses, and other philant
hropic buildmony. Temples open to all people of ings are built, its
doors will be opened
all religions are to be provide d for read- to all the nations and
religions. There
ing, medita tion and prayer . These are will be absolut ely no
line of demarcato be surrou nded by hospices, hospitals, tion drawn. Its charitie
s will be disasylums, schools, universities, etc., the pensed irrespe ctive of
color or race. Its
whole group of buildin gs to be known gates will be flung
wide open to manas a "Mash req 'UI-Azkar," which trans- kind; prejudi ce toward
none, love for
lated from the Arabic literall y means all. The central buildin
g will be devoted
" The dawnin g point of the mentions (of to the purpos e of prayer
and worship.
God)." In these institut ions is symbol- Thus, for the first time,
religion will
ized both the spiritu al worship and the become harmon ized with
science, and
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science will be the handmaid of religion,
both showering their material and spiritual gifts on all humanity. In this way
the people will be lifted out of the quagmires of slothfulness and bigotry."
EDUCATION
Through a broad and liberal education
along scientific, material and intellectual
lines, balanced by a knowledge of man's
.
moral and spiritual duties and relatIOn
to God, the Bahais believe that the superstitions of the past will disappear and
with them the prejudice and ignorance
which have always made for man's limitation. The Bahai Movement stands
strongly for the freedom and education
of women, even going so far as to teach
that it is more necessary for parents to
educate their girls than their boys.
Women being the mothers and the early
teachers of the children of the race, it is
more necessary that they be educated
than men. In the Orient, where the condition of ignorance and general degradation among the women is so widespread,
the condition of the Bahai women is so
far superior to that of the women in
general in the countries in which they
live as to be one of the clear demonstrations of the awakening of these peoples
and their freedom from their former
religious institutions which denied educational advantages to women. Particularly in the Moslem countries are the
women denied culture and education by
the established rule of theology, but now
through the dawn of this new day and
age all these limitations of the past are
disappearing before the light of Truth.
PEACE
Religious differences have been the
chief cause of warfare, while religious
sympathy and understanding have always made for peace and prosperity.
Prior to the beginning of the Bahai
Movement, little or nothing was being
taught or written about peace, arbitration, universal language, suffrage nor
Gther universal institutiGns. During the
past three-quarters of a century, how-
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ever, the world has awakened to the
necessity for all of these institutions for
which the Bahai Cause stands; and now
the mGst enlightened people are realizing
that the lack Gf spiritual or religious
understanding, with the accompanying
lack of moral perception, is the real
cause of our human ills and the cataclysmic conditions through which the
world is now passing.
While BAHA' ULLAH'S teaching was
ahead of the world of his day, the world
of today is realizing more and more the
value of that teaching. The supply and
the demand are now meeting, from
which better conditions will result.
The Bahais believe in a federation of
all the nations, both large and small, and
the establishment of a world parliament
for the judicial settlement of international disputes. In treating of this matter of peace between the nations, AodulBaha says:
, 'A tribunal will be under the power
of God, and under the protection of all
men. Each one must obey the decisions
of this tribunal, in order to arrange the
difficulties of every nation.
"About fifty years ago in the Book of
Akdas, BAHA' ULLAH commanded the
people to' establish the Universal Peace
and summoned all the nations to the Divine Banquet of international arbitration so that the questions of bGundaries,
Gf natiGnal honor and prGperty and Gf
vital interests between nations might be
decided by an arbitral court of justice.
"R,emember these precepts were given
mGre than half a century ago-at that
mGment nO' one sPGke Gf universal peace
-nGr Gf any Gf these principles, but
BAHA' ULLAH prO' claimed them to' all the
sGvereigns of the world. . . . . They
are the spirit of this age; the light of
of this age; they are the well-being Gf
this age."
SCIENCE AND RELIGION
The imaginations and superstitiGns of
the religiGus systems Gf the past, are
against commGn sense and science, fGr
these are but the thonghts of men of the
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ages. The univers al basic spiritu al truths
of religion, upon the contrar y, accord
with science. When men unders tand the
true princip les of religion no conflict
will be found between them and the material sciences.
EVOL UTION OF MAN
According to the Bahai teaching, spirit
or life force is of five kinds: vegetable,
animal, human , and divinel y spiritu al
life of the soul, and the Infinite unknowable Spirit of God. Man was created
man, a species apart and above the vegetable and animal conditions. Throug h
the spiritu al influences of the Manifestations of God's Word, or the Prophe ts,
man becomes charact erized by the divinely spiritu al qualities, and adds to
his human nature the spiritu al nature ,
or the life eternaL
The Bahais see true religion itself as
a scientific fact, for to them the true
philoso phy of religion is the statem ent
or the science of the higher spiritu al
laws of that plain of being known as
The Kingdo m of God. Throug h the
workin g of these divine laws and a
knowledge thereof, human ity arises from
the state of spiritu al ignoran ce which
characterizes the s(}-called "natur al" or
savage man, and becomes quickened by
the process of the higher life. Thus,
throug h a knowledge of the basic principles of religion, and throug h the wisdom which the living spirit of religion
instills into the soul, the true religious
man is freed from the thraldo m of ignoance and superst ition, which imprisons
the soul, and he finds ample opport unity
and scope for the development of the
highest and noblest virtues peculia r to
that plane of being known as The Kingdom of God.
ORIEN TAL-O OCIDE NTAL UNITY
One of the greates t obstacles to overcome before univers al brother hood and
peace can come is the natura l lack of
confidence and unders tanding between
the Orienta l and Occidental peoples. The
Orient has always been the source of the
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world's spiritu al inspira tion, while in
the Occident has appear ed the fruitio n
of this inspira tion in the form of a highly evolved civilization. Throug h the
Bahai teachin gs this chasm between the
East and the West is bridged , and for
the first time in history Orienta l and Occidenta l are meetin g on a common
ground of sympa thy and unders tanding .
EOONOMIC QUEST IONS
Co-operation is the basic princip le
upon which all institu tions should be
founded. The co-operation of all for the
good of all. Laws should be so regulat ed
that it will be impossible for one man
to enrich himself at the expense of another. Throug h the proper adjustm ent
of political and commercial relation s between individ uals and nations all will
live . in harmon y, happin ess and III
plenty.
THE HOUS E OF JUSTI CE
BAHA' ULLAH arrang ed for the guidance and the welfare of his cause by appointin g Abdul- Baha "The Oenter of
His Covenant," to whom the people
turned for guidance. And Abdul- Baha
arrang ed that after him the people
should turn to Shoghi Effend i, whom he
appoin ted" The Guardi an of the Cause
and Head of the House of Justic e"-a
body of men chosen from the believers
because of their spiritu al qualifications
for wisdom and divine knowledge.
The business affairs· of the Bahai
Movement will then be conducted by
these assemblies of consultation. In addition to the local Houses of Justice ,
there will be a genera l assembly of consultatio n composed of represe ntative s
from all parts of the world. This will
be known as "The Univer sal House of
Justice."
THE· METH OD OF TEAC HING
The teachin g is given withou t money
and withou t price. Teachers are usually
self-su pportin g, giving their time and
services, the recompense for which is the
joy and satisfac tion of serving in the
cause of Truth, but in rare instances

(Continu ed on page 45)
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TABLE TS FROM ABDUL -BAHA
thou Star of the West!
to remain firm and
Be thou happy! Be thou happy! Shoulds t thou continu eshalt
spread in every
and
East
the
of
Star
the
become
shalt
eternal, ere long, thou
ed in the
organiz
is
which
Bahais
the
of
paper
first
the
art
country and clime. Thou
thy form
limited,
are
ers
subscrib
thy
present
the
for
h
country of Americ a. Althoug
unshaka ble, become the object
is small and thy voice weak,s et shoulds t thou standgeneros
ity of the leaders of the
of the attentio n of the friends and the center of the
ers will become hosts
faith who are firm in the Covena nt, in the future thy subscrib
will increase , thy arena will
after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volumebe
raised and become worldbecome vast and spaciou s and thy voice and fame will
of humani ty. Yet
wide-a nd at last thou shalt become the first paper of the World
all these depend upon firmpess, firmness, firmnes s!
(Signed ) ABDUL -BAHA ABBAS .
H-May my life be a ransom to you!
o ye apostles of BAHA 'ULLA
e, the Star of the West, must be edited in the
Magazin
the
y,
Similarl
.
.
. .
be the promul gator of the Cause of Godmust
s
content
its
but
ty,
utmost regulari
become informe d with the most importmay
they
West,
and
East
the
in
so that both
(Signed ) ABDUL -BAHA ABBAS .
ant events.
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d by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi , Chicago . )
( From "The Bugle," publishe d at Haifa, Palestin e; translate

MEM ORIA L SERV ICE HELD ON THE FORT IETH
DAY AFTE R THE ASCE NSIO N OF ABD UL-B AHA

ion of the
Friday (Janua ry 6th, 1922) was the Fortiet h Day after the Ascens
mercy,
and
g
learnin
of
man
the
Gr'eat H ttmanitarian,
Abdul- Baha Abbas.
At exactly two O'clock, Abdull ah EfT one o'clock in the afterno on peoMukhlis,* ascended the platfor m
the
fendi
and
ple from Haifa, Acca
the service, and spoke as
opened
and
High
the
by
headed
neighb oring towns,
Commissioner of Palesti ne, govern ment follOWS:
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fallen in ruins, everything sad and sorrowful, its face beclouded, its flowers
wilted, its leaves fallen and scattered,
its birds silent, everything completely
submerged with grief and anxiety-the
mineral, vegetable and human sharing
alike in this desolation 7
"We have more than once partaken
of the food from this Hatimic table.
(Hatim Tai was known to be the most
generous man according to Arabian history.) We used to partake of its food
with the utmost ease and drink its water
copiously; today-why are we so choked
with every mouthful and strangle with
every drop?
"This roof has covered us at many
scientific and educational meetingsgatherings that were full of happiness
and joy, wherein voices sounded, and
argument and discussion continuedtoday, why do we not utter even a word?
It is as if birds were perched upon our
heads (so silent are we). That happiness has changed to sorrow, that joy
into grief and those discussions to quietness and silence. Is it because this
home was confronted by circumstances
and overpowered by the hosts of torture, or surrounded by calamities from
all sides? No. It is neither this or
that; nay rather, it is because the Lord
of this home, its departed mystery, its
spirit and its joy, Abdul-Baha Abbas,
has ascended from this mortal world.
"Therefore, it has become lifeless and
its appearance changed. vVe have lived
in his time, and we have associated with
him for tens of years without any fatigue or weariness; nay rather, we
could hardly pass a moment without receiving a portion of his guidance. We
know not how the years have passed!
Why is it that our days have become
long, our patience deficient, our sorrow
increased, our endurance decreased 1and it is only forty days since his departure!
"During this sad period we have
found only degradation for the world
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because of his departure, and glory for
the spiritual realm because of his presence. He was the standard-bearer of
knowledge, the proclaimer of the verses
of unity, the herald of the knowledge of
God, the exhorter of good, the prohibitor of evil, the confirmer of the pillars
of peace, and the promoter of harmony
instead of strife.
"The Prophet (Mohammed) - upon
him be peace-said: 'If knowledge
were to be found in the stars, Persian
men would reach it.' Verily, he spoke
the truth. Islam and all it includes of
ordinances, traditions, even language
and ethics were classified and systematized by men of Persia. Unquestionably, our departed one was the seal
thereof.
i'Today, the Arab, the Persian, the
Oriental, the Occidental, the Mohammedan, the Ohristian, and the Jew have
equal share in this memorial service.
Since his departure is a cal'amity for the
whole world, therefore the people of the
East and the West weep for him. Even
though our calamity be most great, yet,
praise be to God, his family has been
spared for us. This is our great recompense. "
The talk given by the Governor of
Phoenicia was as follows:
"His Excellency, the High Oommissioner has desired me to express his great
regret that, owing to his temporary absence from Palestine, he could not be
present with us today. The Oivil Secretary, Sir W. H. Deedes, has similarly
expressed his regrets because of pressure of work which has detained him at
Jerusalem. Both these high officials
asked me to convey their greetings to
you, and their deep sympathy with the
relatives of the man in whose honor we
are gathered together.
"Most of us here have a clear picture of Sir Abdul-Baha Abbas, of his
dignified figure walking thoughtfully in
our streets, of his courtesy and gracious
manner, of his kindness, of his love for
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the little children and for the flowers
and of his generosity and care for the
poor and suffering. So gentle was he,
and so simple, that in his presence one
almost forgot that he was also a great
teacher, and that his writings and his
conversations have been a solace and
an inspiration to hundreds and thousands of people in the East and West.
"It is possible to regard his teaching
in many lights. Some may say that it
did merely reassert truths which form
the basis of all religious teachings.
Some may declare that it was premature and impractical, but everybody
can appreciate the beauty of his ideals
and agree that if the doctrine of universal brotherhood was carried out this
world would be a better and a happier
place.
"To us who have just passed through
the throes of one of the fiercest wars in
the history of mankind, and whose
minds and lives are still disturbedwords of peace and goodwill sound almost strange upon our ears. We find
it difficult to credit them, but everywhere men of many nations and of diverse creeds proclaim the imperative
needs of peace. The conscience and
imagination of mankind have been
stirred and there is a widespread hope
that one by one the conflicting interests and misunderstandings that promote strife and hatred will be removed,
and that better and more friendly relations will prevail between the nations,
between communities and between individuals. Whenever these better times
come we may be sure that the name of
Abdul-Baha who lived among us here
in Haifa, will be remembered with gratitude and affectionate esteem."
{['he poet, Wadie Effendi Bestani,
gave the following recitation:

"Palestine knows what has befallen
her;
But she is so stricken that she is unable to speak.
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I am her heart and her tongue;
Her earth and heaven inspire me.
Why should I scatter pearls of tears
on the earth
When the stars are perfectly set in
the sky~
Death has not beclouded the light
of Abdul-Baha!
He is smiling in the Most Glorious
(Abha) horizon.
They called him a BahaiChristians and Moslems fall III love
with him.
You may ask the Occident about him,
For though he is the Master in the
Orient,
Supreme ann great is he in the great
West.
You may question the Kaiser and the
crumbling thrones and crownsWhere are the pillars and the
geniuses of the people ~
All will fail to answerOh, Abdul-Baha!
Who will guide the astray who are
groping in the dark ~
Oh, ye who are commemorating
Abdul-Baha,
Mention ye His words!
Oh, ye who are commemorating
Abdul-Baha,
Comprehend ye His ideals!"
Yottssif Effendi El-Kahtib spoke as
follows:
"It seems to me no matter how deeply
I try to think, I cannot find a way to
express what is concealed in my mind.
Poets and orators, even if they speak,
are far from it, far from it. Can they
utter words to be compared with the
eloquence of your silence and acquiescence~

"I declare by my life, this makes me
firmly believe that Abdul-Baha, after
remaining four scores of years in this
world, teaching with his thought, guiding with his pen, giving the best example in his glorious deeds, at last has
chosen to teach and guide by his silence. Therefore, deep reflections and
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medita tions are necessa ry in this memorial service to day.
, 'As I caused you to weep yesterday in his beautif ul home, now it is
my duty to cause you to try and forget
your grief. I ask you to lessen your
heart sorrow s and dry your tears. Yea,
Sir Abdul- Baha took his body away
from us, but he is living in his eternal
qualitie s and benevolence. Even if he
has departe d, he has left for us from
the 'daugh ters' of his sublim e ideas,
clear lessons ; from his wonde rful
teachin gs, instruc tive princip les; from
his abunda nt bestowals, the grand heritage; from his preciou s life, great examples of zeal, will power, patienc e,
firmnes s and the highest and noblest of
all virtues .
"0 Gentle men! There are some people that live in their own pleasur es;
others live in the soul of their own
kindred , nationa lity, race and creed ;but the one whom Palesti ne has lost,
has lived and will ever live in the souls
of the Orienta ls and Occide ntals, in the
old world and in the new world. Yea,
his name will be remem bered through out ages and centuri es, by million s of
human beings both Persian s and Arabs.
"If there is anyone who might doubt,
deny or forget the grace and station of
Abdul- Baha, let him recall that AbdulBaha was a lover of mankin d, strongl y
attache d to all and the greates t worker
to vivify the world of human ity. This
is the founda tion of all nationa l, racial
and religiou s unity.
"He was the one who endure d until
he change d the prison places into scientific and art Institut ions, and the battle
fields into rooms of industr ies and righteousness. On his depart ure we have
learned that the realiza tion of his sublime aim is almost imposs ible at present in this unjust world. Theref ore, it
behooves the religiou s in their religion ,
the nations in their countri es, and the
scholar s in their schools, to say: 'Mercy ,
all the mercy, belong to Abdul- Baha
and all the misery to the feeble human -
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ity.' 0 my God ! We beg for mercy,
which is the greates t comfor t. Joy, and
joy be unto Abdul- Baha!"

Dr. Kaiser Khoury recited his poem
in Arabic :
" 0 spirit of Abdul- Baha, peace be
unto thee!
Hover above us from thy lofty station and shine!
Illumin e this place becaus e herein is
darkne ss;
Or descend from above and lead this
memor ial service of the fortieth
day.
In the depart ure of Abdul- Baha there
is a dreadf ul vacanc y.
Far from it can any leader fill this
vacanc y!
o Abdul- Baha, thou hast a suprem e
place in eternit y
And in thy sublim e house (Shrine of
the Bab) there is a shrine!
The effulge nt shrine is shining here,
And its light, in the world, is eagerly
sought by the people.
Abdul- Baha, the glory of the Orient,
Appea red in an age wherei n science
flourish ed and superst itions vanished.
Throug h him, nobilit y reached the
loftiest place;
Toward s him the scholar s raced;
His new moon appear ed in the horizon of Persia,
And thereby the minds became illumine d.
The signs of his zodiac multip lied until he reached our horizon ,
Where in he stoppe d as a full moon.
While he walked , majest y followed
and virtue accomp anied him;
Even skulls and bones bowed to him.
He lived among 11S in the Holy Land;
Theref ore, sonIs and bodies are sacrificed for the Holy Land.
o family of Abdul- Baha! weep not
for himBecaus e weepin g is unlawf ul.
Whoso ever has lived the life of
Abdul- Baha,
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reveren
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Because their weepin
freely to
Let them weep for him, and let their ful to the orphan s and gave
r.
strange
the helpless and the
childre n weep.
"One with such glorious qualitie s is
Let Haifa and the orphan s weep.
of
certain ly deserving of more than a comAbdul- Baha, thou wert the father
memoration. Is it not befittin g for the
all,
Abdul0
thee,
for
Jordan river to gush forth with grief;
Therefore, we weep
hero!
thou
0
the Bardi and the Nile to flow with
Baha!
thou
West,
the
in
the Tigris and Euphra tes to boil
and
blood;
East
the
In
with sorrow ; the sons of the Seine and
hast a lofty station .
In all the hearts, thou hast a suprem e the Thames to tear their breasts ; the
childre n of the Mississippi and Amazon
place,
Haifa,
ul
to rend their hearts in grief and mournAnd on the head of beautif
shrine."
ing for the depart ure of the one who
Thou hast a
arose to call the people to tolerance,
Ahrnad Effend i El-lrna m spoke:
brother hood and unity so that this
, 'A voice was raised by Persia (Te- world might live in happiness, comheran) , repeate d by Mesopotamia (Bag- posure and peace ~
dad) imd roared in Romelia (Adri, 'If mankin d across the seas and beanople ). Palesti ne sympat hized with it
the rivers have wept for him, it
yond
and opened her breast for it. Its echo
was only repayin g him in part for what
grew and expand ed to Egypt, and
they gained of his good aims and pure
crossed the seas to the New World
deeds. If the Orient has paid its trib(Ameri ca) . A voice arose to call the
utes and the Occident has mourned, that
world to love, unity and peace. The
was only an acknowledgment of the
voice would never have been spread perfect ions of this Genius of the Age,
among the people as electric current s,
who lived gloriously and departe d graif its source were not purity of purpose. ciously.
It is throug h the grace of the owner of
"0 thou spirit of Abdul- Baha! We
this sacred home for whom this sorrowour great one whom we
ful memorial service is held, that these do not think
had any fear of death. I deBahai teachin gs have been spread have lost
clare before God, that for whomsoever
broadc ast among the people.
such a perfect life, death is not
lives
, 'This meetin g is not for the purpos e
ul. Whosoever has such characfrightf
of discussing the religion and the teach- teristic s and virtues , his name will never
ing of the one whom we have lost. We
die. Nay rather, in the minds of the
have assembled here in order to enumer- people he will live forever.
ate his qualitie s and to recall his ador"Peace be unto thee, 0 thou pure
When we mentio n
able attribu tes.
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spirit
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The Bahai Reve lation -The Religious Need of the Time
(Continu ed from page 39)

person s of means have been known to outwar d and in the world
where they are
provide traveli ng and living expenses diffusin g spiritu al knowle
dge and servenablin g certain speake rs and teacher s ing human ity.
for a time to extend the field of their
In the following words of Abdul- Baha
labors. Teachi ng consists of first living he
instruc ts teacher s how they should
the princip les of the Cause in one's inner teach:
life and then speakin g to others. Unless
"The intenti on of the teacher must be
a teacher lives the life of which he
. preaches his words will have no effect pure, his heart indepe ndent, his spirit attracted , his though t at peace, his resoluupon the hearts of others.
All Bahais are servan ts of the Cause tion firm, his magna nimity exalted and
and are supposed to promul gate the in the love of God a shining torch.
teachings, each in his own sphere -each
"Shou ld he become as such, his sancworkin g accord ing to his ability. Some tified breath will even affect the rock;
are able to go about throug h the world otherwise there will be no result whatteachin g and preach ing, while others soever. As long as a soul is not percarry on their religious work in conjunc- fected, how can he efface the defects of
tion with their materia l affairs. The others?
Bahais in no way form a close sect or
"Unles s he is detached from aught
cult. They do not separat e themselves else save God, how
can he teach severfrom other people. Their work is ever ance to others?"

A Baha i Poem

D

R. ALBE RT DURR ANT WATS ON
of Toronto, Canada , has written a
long poem of epic nature on the lives
and teachin gs of the three prophe ts who
constit ute the Bahai Manife station . The
poem is being printed in a small book
about the size of Hidden Words. The
book will be ready on April 1st and is
to be sold at cost, for 25 cents a copy,
from the office of the author, 10 Euclid
Avenue, Toronto.
Of this poem, Miss Martha Root, who
saw the manusc ript, has written : "The
poem is wonder ful. I never read anything so exquisite about the Bahai Cause.
I feel so happy to read it and to know
it will go down the .ages."
And Mr. W. H. Randal l, of Boston,
writes: "I truly think the beautif ul and
wonde rful poem will do a great deal for
the Cause and is most significant. I believe it will cause many people to ask
of the Bahai Revelation and to have a
desire to read the words of BAHA 'ULLAH
and Abdul- Baha. It is undoub tedly
the first great English poem that has

been written in the Bahai Cause, relatin g
its history and revelation."
Bahais . interes ted in the appear ance
of the Bahai essence in all forms of llUman activity will welcome this first presentati on of the thrillin g narrati ve and
spiritu al teachin g in our western verse,
and will rejoice that the Master has so
inspire d a poet of our time that he has
laid his poetic gift upon the altar of the
Universal Love. To the many souls,
unsatisfied with the stones of the various
orthodoxies, who have been searchi ng
restlessly for the perfect religion, trying
in turn all the church es and societies
which emphasize but one or, at most,
few phases of truth, this poem from a
writer widely recognized as a sincere
seeker for Light, will serve as a torch
leading and calling to that Perfec t Manifestati on which is the full cup of religious inspira tion for our age.
Truly, in this Bahai poem we see art
in its highest function, turning the soul
of the reader to the beauty of the Supreme One.
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DIRECTORY OF BAHAI ASSEMBLIES IN AMERICA.
Secretaries of Assemblies will please see their
Assembly is correctly represented.

ASBURY PARK, N. J.

Bahai Study Class: Friday, 8 P. M., 701
Third Ave.
Juliet D. Sherman
AUGUSTA, GA.

Meetings: Montgomery Bldg.
Sem'etary: (Miss) Margaret Klebs, 604 -West
Avenue, North Augusta, S. C.
BEVERLY-SALEM,

Beverly, Mass.
BOSTON, MASS.

Meetings:

7 :4,5 P. M., Chauncy Hall, 585
Boylston St.
_
Tuesdays, 8 P. M., home of Mr. and Mrs. M.
C. Oglesby, 68 Albion St., Somervllle.
Wednesdays, 8 P. M., home of Mrs. Caroline
Nelson, 149 Longwood Ave .• Brookline.
Fridays, 8 P. M., home of Mr. and Mrs. L. R.
Culver, 19 Willard St., Cambridge.
Secretary: RO)lshan Wilkinson, 35 Congress
Street.
BISBEE, ARIZ.
Meetings at home of Secretary.
Secretary: Viola Duckett, P. O. Box 1384.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Meetings: Sundays, 3 :30 P. M., 935 Eastern
Parkway, and Thursday, 8 :30 P. M.,
52 Ft. Green Place.
Secretary: F. E. Osborne, 935 Eastern Parkway, Phone Decatur 9115.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Headq1!m·ters: Thursdays, 8 P. M., Mrs. M.
W. Tifft, 171 Chapin Parkway.
Secretary: (Miss) Maud M. Mickle, 98 Putnam St.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Meetings: Sundays, 3 :30 P. M., Masonic Temple. Sts. John Hall.
Secretm'Y: Carl Scheffler, 56 E. Congress St.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
P. O. Box 36, Station B
Secretary: Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, 720
Rose Building.
Secy. of H. of S.: Mrs. Dale S. Cole, 1309
West Boulevard.
DENVER, COLO.
Meetings: Sundays, 3, P. M., 1548 California
Street. Friday evening, Study Class,
4141 Xavier Street.
Secretary: Mrs. Elizabeth C. Clark, 4141
Xavier Street.
DULUTH. MINN.
Meetings: Thursdays, 8 P. M., 605 E. 3rd St.
Secretary: Mrs. A. Berridge, General Delivery.
FRUITPORT, MICH.
Meetings: Thursday afternoons, !home of
Mrs. Julius Frazer; 19-day feasts at
home of Mrs. King.
Secretary: (Mrs.) Jullus Frazer.
GRAND HAVEN, MICH
Meetings: Wednesdays, 7 :30 P. M.
Secretary: Mrs. Charles Richter, 626 Clinton
Street.
ITHACA, N. Y.

Meetings: Friday, 8 P. M., 214 S. Albany St.
Secretary.: (Mrs.) Pauline Crandall, 316 Hector St.

Market St.
KENOSHA, WIS.

Meetings: Sundays, 3 P. M., 259 Church St.,

Sunday School, 2 P. M.
Secretary: WaIter Bohanan, R. 3, Box 135,
Phone 326-R.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Meetings every 19 days.
Secretary: J. Duffield, 1159 Greenfield Ave.

MAS'S.

Secretm'y: Grace P. Lunt, 12 Lowell Street,

Sundays,

JOHNSTOWN, N. Y.

Secretary: Margaret La Gral.lge, 519 North

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Meetings: Friday, 8 :15 P: M., 14 E. Franklin

Ave.
Secretary: Mrs. M. A. Fox, 14 E. Franklin
Ave.
MONTREAL,CANADA

Meetings: Fridays, 8 :30 P. M., 716 Pine
Avenue, West.
(Mrs.) Lizzie
Tower Avenue.

Secretary:

NEW HAVEN,

V.

Cowles,

14

CONN.

Meetings: Thursday evening following -Esperanto Class, 270 Lenox St.

Secretary: (Miss) Louise N. Thompson.
OMAHA,NEB.
All visiting Bahais will receive a cordial
welcome.
Meetings twice a month.
Secretary: Samuel H. Ackerman, 3259 Farnam St.
PEORIA, ILL.
Visiting friends and inquirers cordially welcomed.
Secretary: (Mrs.) Maye Harvey Gift, 1010
Glen Oak Ave.
RACINE

WIS.

Meetings: Sundays, 11 A. M., Sunday School,

10 :30 A. M.
Secretary: A. J. Nelson, 2013 Carmel Ave.,_
Phone 3252.
RIVERTON, N. J.

Secretary: Miss Zahra Bowen, P. O. Box
322.

SANTA BARBARA. CALIF.

Meetings at home of Mrs. M. F. Berkey, 733
State St.

Secretary: Mrs. Flora M. Clark, P. O. Box
369.
SANTA PAULA, CALIF.
Bahai Literature and Circulating Library.
Hearty welcome to all interested in "The
Oneness of the World of Humanity."
Meetings: Fridays, 8 P. M., 514 Sixth Street.
Secretary: Mrs. A. Elizabeth Carpenter, P. O.
Box 656.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
Meetings: Home of Mr. and Mrs. Jurgens,
420 W. Reynolds St.
Secretary: Mrs. Rieke Jurgens, 420 W. Reynolds St., Phone Main 3693.
ST. LOUIS, MO
Secretary: (Mrs.) Caroline M. Barbee, 5606A
Delmar Blvd.
ST. JOHN, N. B.
Secretary: Jean E. Nixon, 182 Queen Street.
URBANA, ILL.
Meetings: Home of Mrs. E. B. Paine, 606
W. Pennsylvania Ave., Monday evenings.
SeCl'etary: (Mrs.) Esther G. Harding, 704 W.
Nevada St.
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Addres s all commu nication s to
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WORD S OF ABDUL -BAHA
"Great importa nce must be given to the develop ment of the
Star of the West.
The circle of its discussi on must be widen.ed; in its column s
essentia l problem s pertaini ng to the Bahai life in all its phases.must be publish ed the
Its content s must be
so universa l that even. the strange rs may subscrib e to it. Articles
must be publishe d
dealing with the univers al principl es of the Cause, the writers
takes a vital interest in all the social and religiou s movem entsproving that this Cause
of the age and is conducive to the progres s of the world and its inhabita nts.
short, the Star of the West
must-pr omote the aspirati ons and the ideals that will In
these general Tablets , bringin g into the light of daygather little by little around
and racial knowled ge which will be of the utmost valueallto the historic al, religiou s
the Bahai teachers all
over the world."
From "Unveil ing of the Divine Plan."
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St ar of th e 1N es t

"We desire but the good of the world and the happine ss of the
nations ; that all
nations shall become one in faith and all men as brother s; that
and unity between the sons of men shall be strength ened; thatthe bonds of affectio n
diversit y of religion
shall cease and differences of race be annulled . So it shall be.
These fruitless strifes;
these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great
Peace' shall come."
Words of BAHA 'ULLAH .
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Con vent ion for Am ity Bet wee n the Wh ite
and Colored Rac es
Springf ield, Massac husetts , Decem ber 5 and 6, 1921
By Roy WILLIAMS
the early part of Novem ber the
I NBahais
of Springf ield, Massac husetts ,

decided to hold a Second Race Amity
Congress. After due though t and consultatio n a cable was sent to His Holiness Abdul- Baha, asking his approv al
and confirm ation. Three days later the
answer arrived , "Appr oved; God confirms. ABBAS. ' , This cable was, we believe, his last words affirming a public
service by the Bahais of Americ a.
It was then found that many spiritually advanc ed souls in Spring field desired to assist and be one with the
Bahais in accomp lishing this service.
Notabl e among them were Rev. A. L.
Bouldi n, colored, of Loring St. Methodist Church , whose heart was ablaze
with the fire of love and service ; also
Rev.G. R.Wall er, Third Baptis t Church ,
and Rev. H. D. Denson , colored, of
anothe r branch of Method ism. With
these three clergym en were several citizens, among whom were Mrs. Ella
Stewar t, an ardent worker for human ity
and also an attract ed soul to the beauty
of El Abha, and Mrs. H. S. Green, colored, both enlight ened and advanc ed
women of univers al percept ion. 'With

--

~-~-

-- --

--~~-

--~-~----~

~---

these souls the revered friends of God,
Mrs. Olive E. Kretz and Mrs. Grace
Decker , took the foremo st part in organizing and bringin g to a success ful terminatio n this great conven tion-al l in
perfect accord with the Bahais of
Springf ield.
The musica l progra m was especia lly
fine, being put in shape by the master ful hand of a real artist in the person
of Mr. Troy P. Gordum, who is known
throug hout New Englan d as the directo r
of many great musica l events. The
negro spiritu als and soloists were with
one excepti on furnish ed by or throug h
him.
The openin g night, Monda y, December 5, 1921, found the large auditor ium
of the Centra l High School, which seats
1,200, with nearly every seat filled and
the audien ce composed almost of equal
numbe r of both races. The progra m
began withou t formal ity by the singing
of 125 voices from the balcony of a series
of negro spiritu als rendere d withou t
accomp animen t. This was most effective in stilling the incomi ng audien ce
and creatin g an atmosp here most heavenly.
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ments to peace as taught by BAHA
'ULLAH, and referre d several times to
the Oenter of the Oovenant, Abdul- Baha,
to show the assembled audien ce the connection between the Light and its Source.
His utteran ces moved every heart and
kindled a new fire of love in every
breast. The atmosp here of unity and
love presen t during the evenin g was as
refresh ing as a spring mornin g and
withou t a doubt great results will come
from those meetings. Truly the Beloved
was presen t and radian t in the hearts
of that gatheri ng.
The meetin g closed with songs rendered by the Ohoral Society, of anothe r
composition by a negro composer, calling
every heart to sing praise to the Giver
of all bounties.
The Tuesda y evening session of the
Amity Oongress opened with a piano
selection render ed by Miss Edith Taliaferro and a vocal solo by Mrs. Rose
Bogard us. There was a larger crowd
than on the previou s night and the spirit
was stronge r and the people more radiant and expectant.
Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, of Boston, acted
as chairm an and introdu ced the speaker,
Mr. Roy Williams, of Washin gton, D. 0.,
who spoke on the subject of the "Oneness of Manki nd." Rev. Neil McPherson,
of the Oongregational Ohurch, spoke
powerf ully on the saving of America,
saying : "Amer ica will never become
what it should until it acknowledges that
each nation or man has a differe nt and
superio r quality that must be recognized
by each. Brothe rhood means a family
of nations with good-will. Americ a must
be as the good Samar itan to the stricke n
nations of Europe ."
He waxed eloquent and warm in his appeal for goodwill and love and moved the audience
to ecstacy.
Then 001. Oharles L. Young, whose
su bj ect was " One God, One Law,"
broke into a great outbur st of eloquence,
showing the black man's fitness and
equalit y, his advanc ement in economic
holding s and in serving his country , and
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that one law and one God is necessary
for both races.
Mrs. Hall sang two beautif ul numbe rs
and also Mr. Gordum, the directo r of
music, gave a song, followed by three
numbe rs from the Spring field Glee Olub.
Mr. Lunt, the chairm an, made remarks and the notable speaker, Dr. Zia
M. Bagdad i, addressed the people with
"The Heaven ly Teachi ngs" of BAHA
'ULLAH, which are the cure for human ity. With eagerness the huge gatheri ng
drank in every word of the power of the
great proclam ation of the great BAHA
'ULLAH, and the speake r showered every
soul with its mighty vibratio ns. Dr.
Bagdad i emphasized the message of
Abdul- Baha in regard to the danger of
the devasta tion of Americ a if the heavenly teachings of BAHA 'ULLAH are not
heeded and enforced, and outline d in
detail what Abdul- Baha said about the
racial outbrea ks and their real consequences.
SOME OF THE WORD S OF THE
SPEAK ERS:
Among other things, Mr. William H.
Randal l said: "The Kingdo m of God is
standin g at the door. It is necessary
that the household should be at pea{le.
This problem of the races- and I want
to make it lal'ger than the white and
black, for there are many races and all
are the childre n of God and He smiles
on all-is not a problem that we can
solve in the usual way, because it is
spiritu al. . . .
"Peace results from a cause. vVe
think sometimes we can legislate peace,
but we cannot . It is the result of certain conditions that bring it into effect.
One of the conditi ons which I
think constit ute the founda tion of
peace is politi{lal unity. We cannot have
peace when we have discord enterin g
into the politica l harmon y of a nation.
The world has been prepar ed as though
by the Word of God so that barrier s
holding nations apart should be torn
down . . . .
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"The white man must acknowledge
that the brown man is superio r in some
respects. The yellow man must acknowledge that the white man is superio r in
some ways. The white race must admit
that every race upon which the sun
shines has an asset that is its wealth.
A day is coming that shall surpris e the
prejudi ced man. Civilization has but
moved westwa rd; it is going into China
and Japan. A man of color may be
preside nt of the League of Nations.
I am not sure the white man has succeeded. I know his danger , and it may
be that God is moving civilization by
way of America eastward.
"The thing that is upperm ost in the
family is good-will. Good-will is love
in action; good-will is the willing of
good for other men.
. vVould
that the brother hood of human ity, the
Kingdo m of God, were upon the earth.
Do whatev er lies in your power to destroy forever the though t that one
nation because of its col or is better than
anothe r. vVe were made not for ourselves but to further God's purpos e on
the earth."
Hon. Colonel Young said: ' 'vVe are
backed by old glory. The flag that floats
over us all and does not ask what color
you are or what church you belong to.
Wheth er in the mounta ins of Tennessee,
or in the cotton fields of Alabam a or
Louisiana, or out on the prairie s of Nebraska, on the Pacific Coast, wherever
you are-th e same God. Wheth er you
are in the humble st home in Spring field
or in the White House at Washin gton,
the same God. Where ver you may beone God, one law.
"Book er Washin gton left a record to
be proud of. Has the negro made good ~
At the close of the Civil War he owned
12,000 homes, today they possess over
600,000 homes; then 20,000 farms, today 1,000,000; then they possessed
wealth of $20,000,000, now $1,000,000,000; at the close of the war 90 per cent
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could not read or write, today only 20
per cent; then there were 100,000 colored pupils in the schools, now nearly
2,000,000; money for educat ion $80,000, now over $1,700,000; then they had
700 churches, now 43,000; then 1,000
Sunday schools, now 46,000; then 50,000
schools, now 250,000,000.
" We are to increase the opport unity
of the negro just as fast as his ability
develops. Give him more privileges.
One law, the law of God. Love thy God
with all thy soul, with all thy heart, and
thy neighb or as thyself."
Dr. Bagdad i said: "The heaven ly
teachings are the only solution for the
world's racial, political, religious and
economical problems. Manki nd has become inhum an--ev en worse than the
beasts. Consid er the carnivo rous animals. They kill because that is the only
way for them to get food. But they
never kill their oWn species. For instance, the wolf kills the sheep, but man
kills his own kind not for food but for
greed. 'l'hus it is eviden t that man has
become more ferocious than the beast.
The heaven ly teachings are the only
solution and remedy to change the brutal charact eristics of man into mercif ul
human beings.
"The great prophe ts are the teachers
of the heaven ly teachings whereby the
ideal and spiritu al civilization is established in the world. For example, it was
throug h the divine teachin gs that Moses
deliver ed the Jews from slavery in
Egypt and founde d the Solomonic sovereignt y in the Holy Land. It was
throug h the heavenly teachin gs that
Christ established the" great western civilization. It was throug h the heavenly
teachings that Mohammed stoppe d the
wild Arabs from killing thousa nds of
their childre n to please their idols and
from burnin g their daught ers alive to
get rid of them. He a.bolished their
vicious cu.stom of marriag e. One Arab
was entitled to a thousa nd wives and
after his death his son might choose one

(Continu ed on page 60)
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ity of the leaders of the
of the attentio n of the friends and the center of the generos bers will become hosts
faith who are firm in the Covena nt, in the future thy subs,cri
increase , thy arena will
after hosts like unto the waves of the sea; thy volume will
and become world·
raised
be
will
fame
and
voice
thy
and
s
spaciou
and
become vast
of humani ty. Yet
world
the
of
paper
first
the
become
shalt
thou
last
wide--a nd at
s!
firmnes
s,
firmnes
s,
firmnes
all these depend upon
(Signed ) ABDU L·BAH A ABBAS .

o

to you!
ye apostles of BAHA 'ULLA H-May my life be a ransom must
be edited in the
. . . . Similarl y, the Magazin e, the Star of the West, of the Cause of Godgator
promul
the
be
must
s
utmost regulari ty, but its content
d with the most import·
so that both in the East and West, they may become informe L·BAH A ABBAS .
(Signed ) ABDU
ant events.
Star of the West Commi ttee-Co nventio n of 1921
Chas. Mason Remey, Chairm an
Albert Vail
Dr. Wm. F. Slater
Martha Root
Carl Scheffle r
Zia M. Bagdad i
Editoria l Staff: Albert R. Windu st-Gert rude Buikem a-Dr.
Honora ry Membe r: Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
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BAHA' ULLAH or the Glory of God-ap peared
ABDUL-BAHA.
to give fresh life and a new designa tion to
present
the
In more normal times than
the Movem ent which aimed at the union of
the death of Abdul·B aha, which was sorrow· the religion s, of the world and the abolitio n
fully referred to at the Bahai Confere nce of all warfare and discord. As an exile in
in Bombay , would have stirred the feelings
Acca this success or of the Bab compile d
of many who, without belongi ng to the Bahai
spiritua l treatise s which were to guide
those
brotherh ood, sympath ize with its tenets and his follower s, and delivere d teachin g which
rounded
admire the life work of those who
spread his fame through out the world. He
it. As it is, we have learned almost by
died in 1892 after appoint ing his son Abdulchance of this great religiou s leader's death,
to carry the Bahai teachin g to the
Baha
turnfrom
but that fact need not prevent us
to America .
and
West
ing aside from politics and the turmoil of
was obeyed. Abdul-B aha visbehest
The
man
this
what
r
conside
to
current events
the bleSSing in an English
gave
,
England
our
ited
of
did and what he aimed at. Most
d in the City Temple ,
readers have, we imagine , some knowled ge Church and preache
nt and in the United
Contine
the
on
has
it
and
how
of
and
ent
of the Bahai Movem
message of unIvers al
the
ed
proclaim
MoStates
grown from the teachin g of Mirza Ali
ood, offering spiritua l
brotherh
and
peace
the
in
who
"Door,"
or
Bab
the
,
hammed
greates t human ideal to be atearly part of the 19th century aroused the unity as the
econom ic and politica l facusing
by
fury of orthodo x Islam by proclaim ing him- tained
to that end. Many
means
as
merely
the
tors
warn
to
sent
er
self as a divine messeng
account s of the pawritten
have
rs
Mahdi
travelle
d
world of the coming of the promise
Abdul·B aha and of the
of
dignity
l
at
triarcha
shot
was
He
.
Prophet
the
by
foretold
inquire rs flocked to him at
T'abriz in 1850 and later buried on Mt. manner in which
the religion of which
and
Acca,
or
Garmel. His follower s went undaun ted to Haifa
zed head and which
recogni
the
was
he
n,
noblema
Persian
a
and
a martyr' s death,
adheren ts in Persia
of
ds
thousan
as
claimed
lmown
Mirza Hussein All Nuri-Ia ter
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and other countries, has been the subject of
l€'arned works by many writers. At his
funeral last month on Mt. Carmel, which
was attended by the British governor of
Jerusalem, many nations paid a last tribute
to the man whom all had honored and respected.
It is not for us now to Judge
whether the purity, the mysticism, and the
exalted ideals of the Bahai Movement will
continue unchanged after the loss of the great
leader, or to speculate on whether the Bahai
Movement will some day become a force in
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the world as great as or greater than Christianity or Islam. But we would pay a tribute to the memory of a man who was a
great teacher and a great missionary, who
wielded a vast influence for good, and who,
if he was destined to see many of his !deals
seemingly shattered in the world war, remained true to his convictions and to his
belief in the possibility of a reign of peace
and love and who far more effectively than
Tolstoy showed the West that religion is a
vital force that can never be disregarded.

PRESIDENT AND LEADERS OF THE SECOND ALL-INDIA BAHAI CONVENTION

Illustration from The&mhall Chronicle, January I,

19~2

The Second All-India Bahai Convention
Held at Bombay, India

Bombay, India,
January 13, 1922.
To the STAR OF THE WEST:
I have the pleasure to send you copies
of dailies of Bombay which mention
something about the Second All-India
Bahai Convention and I request you to
kindly publish them.
With love and greetings, I remain,
Yours in EI-Baha,
Merwan Khosrove,
lIon. Secretary.

From The Times of India, December 31,
1921.
MISSIONARIES FOR INDIA.
The sessions of the Second All-India Bahai
Convention commenced its sittings on Thursday morning in the Bahai Hall, Forbes
Street, when delegates from Rangoon, Madras, Surat and Persia attended. The President-elect, Mr. F. Banan of Shiraz, who had
specially come to attend the Convention, occupied the chair.
The chairman of the reception committee
in welcoming the delegates said that the sad
news of the passing of the· great Master
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Abdul-Baha came just at the time they had
been arranging for the Convention_ He said
that it was impossible for him to express
the sorrow the Bahais of the whole world
felt because of this sad event, but he was
sure that all the Bahais were at the moment
watching the Bahais of India in this convention. He felt the presence of the Master
there and was sure that the Bahais would
rise equal to the hour and serve the high
teachings the Master taught.
The President said that as in Russia the
Bahais did not enjoy such liberty of thought
and expression as the Bahais of India enjoyed under the British government, therefore, he was not a public speaker and that
it was the first time he had spoken in
public. Their Convention of the last year
had very great results. It greatly strengthened the hands of the Bahais of PersIa. The
Bahai News, which they started last year,
was regularly read by the Bahais of Persia
and infused a fresh life of service in them.
They were probably aware of this and knew
how the Bahais of Persia envied them and
how they yearned to come and work in their
midst. Some of them had already made up
their minds to come and Serve the Bahai
Cause in India.
A resolution was passed in which it was
stated that the Bahais of India should send
a resolution, signed by all centres, to the
bereaved family of the Master and publish
a brief biography of him with his photograph to be sent to all the Bahais of the
world in this the hour of sad affliction, as a
token of condolence.
Another resolution passed stated that at
least four Bahai missionaries should be
traveling in India for the whole of the year.
Mr. H. R. Vakil proposed the above resolution. Prof. M. R. Shirazi in seconding it said
that Persia Was full of learned and capable
Bahais and they could come to teacn the
Cause in India where the Bahai Movement
was badly needed. Over four million men in
India, he said, had heard of the Cause and
had studied it but they needed Bahai teachers to confirm them. Besides, in a continent
like India, where all races and religions and
languages abound, they must work for racial,
linguistic and religious unity. He then proposed the following resolution. which was
carried:
"That every Bahai in India must educate
his sons and daughters in higher arts and
sciences and if unable to do so must inform
the Executive Committee of the Convention
which shall arrange for their education from
voluntary subscriptions."
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Mr. Syed Mustafa Rolimi then delivered an
address on the "Bahai Movement and its
Past Achievements" in the course of which
he said that the Bahai Movement stood for
the unity of all races and that this unity
was to come through the spiritual teachings
of His Holiness BAHA' ULLAH.
The proceedings terminated by a prayer
recited by Mr. Nash, a Persian Zoroastrian
Bahai.
'lHE LECTURES.
In the evening two lectures were delivered
under the auspices of the Convention in the
Sir Cowasji Jehangir Hall, Museum, amidst
a large gathering of ladies and gentlemen.
Principal A. L. Covernton presided. The
first lecture was delivered by Prof. M. R.
Shirazi on "The Bahai Movement" while the
second was delivered by Mr. A. Rangaswami
Ayer on "The Fundamental Unity of all
Religions."
Principal Covernton said that he had great
pleasure to be present at the opening of the
Convention and listen to the opening lecture
of Prof. Shirazi. He had been personally
acquainted with the Bahai Movement and
was of the opinion that it could do nothing
but good to everyone. Mr. Shirazi was a
pupil of his in former years and he found him
a keen advocate of the Bahai Movement and
he used to interview him on the subject
and invite discussion on it. From the principles on which the Movement had been
based and from what he had read, it seemed
to him that it could do nothing but good
throughout the world.
Prof. Shirazi in the cOUrse of his lecture
said that the Movement was not a local
one, nor was it sectarian, and aimed at the
unity of mankind. At one time no two men
were united and each and every man was
against his own brother. But this Movement was to unite them all and it had already begun to do so. This was the civilization that the Movement taught. The people
knew there was something wrong because
of the distress in the world and that they
should investigate the disease in order to
cure it and remove the cause. That cause
was the hatred in the different nationalities.
The cure lay in the removal of this hatred.
Mankind and the whole world should be
one. He said there was no universal language. The removal of religious prejudices
would enable the nations of the earth to
have one common language and that one
language should be taught in schools. He
then dilated on the unity of religions, D'ttions, and the unity of the whole work. He
then explained the teachings of BAHA' ULLAH
at length.
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Mr. A. Rangas wami Ayer then delivere d
his lecture on "The Fundam ental Unity of
all Religion s" in the course of which he said
that the follower s of differen t religion s tried
to thrust their own particu lar system into
the unwillin g mouth of others by destroy ing
their brother s' faith. And this created dis·
cord and disunio n instead of concord and
union. Thus one saw the followe rs of each
religion arrayed in battle and ready to
pounce upon one's brother at the sUghtes t
pretext. Therefo re the world needed to have
a religiou s faith whch recogniz ed the merits
of all faiths, which would recogni ze the naturalnes s of all systems and which would
have the grandeu r, beauty and truth of all
the world prophet s. He then commen ted on
the differen t religion s at length and said that
India was the fatherla nd of philosop hies
and had bred many systems but that the
Bahai Moveme nt was the crown of all systems. No supersti tious beliefs, no unscien tific theories , no fabulou s account s were to
be found in the Bahai teaching s.
After a vote of thanks to the Preside nt,
the assembl age adjourn ed.

From The Times of India, Januar y 2,
1922.
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parts of the world were naturall Y united and
the whole world had become as one home.
At such a time what but a univers al religion
could appease the hunger of the soul. Of the
fundam ental principl es of the Bahal Movement the foremos t, His Holines s BAHA'
ULLAH declared , was the Oneness of HumanIty. He then explaine d the prinCipl es of the
Bahai Movem ent at length, emphas izing that
they were the fruits of one tree, that all the
nations of the world were united, that in the
event of any part of the world being affected, the rest of the world would be affected. They could not be happy unless they
were all united and looked not upon the
good of themsel ves but of the Whole world.
The prinCipl es of the Bahai Movem ent were
given out sixty years ago. Referri ng to the
world parliam ent he said it could not be
establis hed unless there is a compac t between
all the nations of the world and unless there
is unity of religion s which he hoped would
be in the near future.
Mr. Syed Mustafa in his lecture in Urdu
on the "Onene ss of Mankin d" said the theory
underly ing it was an old one and could be
found in every religion . He said God had
ordaine d no di1ference in the people of the
world and nature recogniz ed no caste system. God knew of no differen ces in religion
but it was man's selfishn ess, hatred and obstinacy that led them to such differen t systems. He then co=en ted on the views the
people held amongs t those who tried to
overthr ow others of their own race. But,
he said, all were a single nation. God had
created man with love and this could be
achieve d by followin g the principl es of
BAHA' ULLAH.
Mr. Rangsw ami then spoke on the "Unity
of the East and West through the Bahai
Teachin gs" and dwelt on the history of
mankin d and emphas ized that until all re·
ligions were united, disease that corrode d
humani ty would never be cured and the
unity of the East and West could be aChieved
only by co-oper ating with other countrie s
and not by saying, "India for Indians ."

PRINC IPLES OF BAHAI SM.
The series of lectures in connect ion with
the Bahai convent ion were continu ed yesterday evening in the Sir Cowasji Jehang ir
Hall, Museum . Three lectures were delivere d,
the first by Mr. N. R. Vakil on "The Twelve
Basic PrinCip les of the Bahai Moveme nt,"
the second on "The Oneness of Mankin d"
by Mr. Syed Mustafa Roumi and the third on
the "Unity of the East and West through
the Bahai Teachin gs" by Mr. A. Rangsw ami
Ayer. Mr. V. G. Bhanda rkar presided .
The preside nt in introdu cing the lecturer
to the audienc e said that they were living
at a time when the air was thick with differences and that it required some courage
in organiz ing the hearts of men to study
the problem .T'o the real solution they must
know how Provide nce had sent down His
agency to unite them in one religion . They
must know that all differen ces were acci- From Advocate of India, Januar y 3,
dental and that the ideas and slifferin gs that
1922.
troubled them would be remedie d through a
RESOL UTION S ADOPT ED
thoroug h underst anding. He had therefor e
The Second All· India Bahai Conven tion
no doubt that they would listen to the lec- passed the followin g resoluti
ons unanim tures with patience .
ously:
Mr. Vakil in his lecture then said that
To start a Bahai Sunday School to teach
he desired to discuss the possibil ities and Bahai lessons. to children
with a VIew to
necessit y of a univers al religion . They were prepare them to work for
the cause of inliving in an era when all the five contine nts ternatio nal and inter-ra
cial amity ana conof the world had become one. Differen t cord.
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To propose to all the Bahais in the world
to hold a world convent ion, wherein every
great religion of the present day might be
united, so as to create a parliam ent of religions to work for religion s' reconcil iation,
without which internat ional peace seems impossible .
The Bahai News, which is being publish ed
in Bombay , is to be further improve d, and
the annual subscrip tion raised from Rs. 3 to
Rs. 5.
An executiv e commit tee was appoint ed to
carry out the resoluti ons of the Conven tion
aided by the Central Bahai Fund.
A constitu tion was framed for conveni ng
the Conven tion and its objects were clearly
defined.
The next Bahai Conven tion will be held in
Karachi .
A LECTU RE
day's meeting of the i::lecond
third
At the
All-Indi a Bahai Conven tion, presided over
by Diwan Bahadu r, G. S. Rao, M.A., LL.B.,
the presiden t, said the mission of AbdulBaha had been to remove prejudic e and to
respect light from whatsoe ver lamp it was
burning .
Profess or Shirazi then delivere d an inter·
esting lecture. He said, "Abdul- Baha is the
product of all the philosop hies, teaching s
and spirits of all the ages past." Born in
the year 1844, Abdul-B aha from the age of
nine had been an exile, and finally a pris·
oner in the Turkish fortress of Acca in Palestine. For full forty years he had been a

WE ST

servant of humani ty, though a prisone r. His
teachin gs went out of the prison walls and
establis hed circles of Bahais through out
every country of the world, in Berlin, Paris,
London , New York, Chicago, Teheran , Calcutta, Rangoo n, Tokyo, Bagdad and Shanghai. Bahai spiritua l centres were established even in small towns. In the year 1908,
by the change of the Turkish Governm ent,
Sultan Abdul Hamid, who had impriso ned
him, entered prison and Abdul-B aha was released. When asked by press represe ntatives
of his experie nce in prison, he declared ,
"Freedo m is a conditio n. I was in prison,
yet real freedom is in being free from the
fetters of the self." In the year 1911, he
made a trip to England and France, and for
the first time in his life he stood before
public audienc es and lectured in Christia n
churche s and modern societie s and offered
solution s of philosop hic and econom ic prob~
lems of the day. The next year he made a
very extensiv e trip through out the United
States and Canada, where his follower s most
abound and like a bird accusto med to his
old nest returne d to Haifa, and lived there
till Novemb er 28, 1921, when at the advance d
age of 77, he passed away.
During all these years Abdul-B aha's life
had been one of the busiest. Bahais visited
him from all parts of the world, and various
other people sought his advice on other matters. Abdul-B aha was married and has left
behind four daughte rs, all of whom are matried.

Convention for Amity Betwe en the Whit e and Colored Races
(Continu ed from page 55)

of the thousa nd and kill the rest if he
so desired. He illumin ed the dark Arabian penins ula with the light of science
and art.
"Abou t seventy-eight years ago Persia was in utter darkness. At such a
time the herald of the Bahai religion,
the Bab, appear ed in the city of Shiraz
and with an irresist ible power he faced
the Orient al countri es and made a challenge to the corrup ted civilization of the
whole world. He was persecu ted by the
clergy and suffere d six years in exile
and prison and finally was martyr ed by
order of the Persian government.
"After his martyr dom some forty or
fifty thousa nd people accepted his message. But all Persia turned against

them and about thirty thousa nd were
martyr ed. The horrors they suffered
are unspeakable. Enoug h to say that at
the hands of mobs many babies met
death by having their little mouths
forced open and boiling water poured
into them in the presenc e of their
mother s and hundre ds of women were
burned to death with oil. All gave their
lives and proper ty for the cause of the
Bab and the Prince of Peace, BAHA
'ULLAH, whom they were expecti ng to
appea.r as promis ed by the Bab. Nineteen years afterw ard the horizon of the
East became illumin ed by the appear.ance of BAHA 'ULLAH. But the Persian
govern ment and clergy arose against
him and banishe d him to Bagdad .
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The re BAHA 'ULLAH and his fam
ily re- in the West. Those of the
Nor th emmai ned pris one rs for twelve years
unt il brac e those of th'l:) Sou th. The
German,
they were ban ishe d by the Tur kish
gov- Fre nch , English, Ara bian , Per sian
, Tur k
ernm ent to Constantinople, Adr iano
ple, and othe rs who are Bah ais love
and finally they were sent to the
and
pris on associate with one ano ther wit
h the utof Acca in the Hol y Lan d.
most joy and frag ranc e. Suc h
is the
BA HA 'ULLAH sen t his message to
all power of the heavenly teachings.
the rule rs of the wor ld and showed
them
"Be fore closing, I beg of this illu
the way tha t leads to the peace and
mhap- ined audience to liste
n care full y to a
piness of the world. The substan
ce of most imp orta nt and
thri llin g message
His message is as follows: The
oneness from my Master, Abd
ul-Baha. I was
of the world of hum anit y and the
inde - favo red by bein g in his
sacr ed presence
pen den t inve stig atio n of real ity;
the just a yea r ago in the
aba ndo nme nt of racial, religiou
Hol y Lan d.
s and He said : 'If the white
and colored races
patr ioti c pre jud ices ; the wor ld's
relig- do not come to an agre
ement, ther e can
ious uni ty; har mon y between scie
nce and be no question or
doubt o:f bloodshed.
reli gion ; equal righ ts and just
ice be- Wh en I was in Am eric
a I told the white
tween men and women; univ ersa
l peace and colored people tha
t it was incu mbe nt
and the establishment of an inte
rna - upo n them to be uni
ted or else ther e
tion al trib una l; univ ersa l com
pUlsory would be the she ddin
g o:f blood. I did not
education and the ado ptio n of an
inte r- say more tha n this, so
tha t they mig ht
nati ona l aux ilia ry lang uag e; solu
tion of not be saddened.
But , indeed, ther e is
the economic pro blem and vol
unt ary a gre ater dan ger than
only the shedding
sha ring and dist ribu tion of wealth.
of blood, it is the des truc tion of
"In short, wit h such heavenly teac
Amerings BAHA 'ULLAH laid the fou nda h- ica. Because, aside from the raci al pre jtion udice, ther e is ano ther agit
atin g factor.
of univ ersa l peace and established
the It is the hos tilit y of Am eric
a's enemies.
Kingdom of God on earth, attr acte
d the These enemies are agit atin
g both sides;
hea rts of the sincere and opened
the tha t is, they are stir ring up
min ds of the wise thro ugh out the
the whi te
world. race aga inst the colo
red race and the
In 1892, whe n he completed his
work, colored race aga inst the
whi te race. But
he left this world, entr usti ng the
affairs of this the Americans are
sub mer ged in
of the Cause to his beloved son,
the the sea of ignorance. The y
shall reg ret
grea test Bra nch , Abdul-Baha.
Fro m it. But of wha t use will
thei r reg ret be
1892 unt il this yea r Abd ul-B aha
himself afte r the des truc tion of
America? Wil l
carr ied the ban ner of the teaching
s
BAHA 'ULLAH to the gre at cap itals of it be any use then ? I men tion thin gs
of before they hap pen and I
wri te abo ut
the nati ons of the wo rld -to
Egy pt, them before they occur.
The bombing
Fra nce , Aus tria , Germany, Swi tzer
land , of two or thre e houses is
of no imporEng land , Am eric a and Can ada
. His tance, but the imp orta
nce lies in wha t
wri ting s and tabl ets were spre ad
by his is coming, which is the
des truc tion of
fait hfu l :friends thro ugh out the
world, America. 'l'he Ara bs hav
e man y provand tod ay in eve ry cou ntry , stat
e and erbs. For instance, 'He avy
rain begins
city ther e are Bah ais livi ng up to
these with dro ps before the
dow npo ur,' and
heavenly teachings and idea ls;
'their 'Th e dan cer star ts with
sha king the
problems solved, thei r hea rts rejo
icing shoulder, then the who
le bod y.' Now is
wit h the glad tidi ngs of the Kin
gdom, the tim e for Am eric ans
to take up this
thei r necks become free :from the
chains mat ter and uni te both
the white and the
of prej udic es, blin d imi tati ons and
su- colored races. Otherwise,
perstitions.
has ten ye
tow ards dest.ruction! Has ten ye t.ow
"Th e Bah ais in the Eas t ado re
ards
those dev asta tion !' "
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"Great importa nce must be given to the develop ment of the
Star of the West.
The circle of its discussi on must be widened ; in its column s
essentia l problem s pertaini ng to the Bahai life in all its phases.must be publish ed the
Its content s must be
so univers al that even the strange rs may subscrib e to it. Articles
must be publishe d
dealing with the univers al principl es of the Cause, the writers
takes a vital interest in all the social and religiou s movem entsproving that this Cause
ducive to the progres s of the world and its inhabita nts. In short,of the age and is conthe Star of the West
must promot e the aspirati ons and the ideals that
gather little by little around
these general Tablets , bringin g into the light ofwill
day all the historic al, religiou s
and racial knowled ge which will be of the utmost value to
the Bahai teachers all
over the world."
From "Unveil ing of the Divine Plan."
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Sta r of th e W es t
By WILLARD P. HATCH
Shine on, 0 brillian t STAR, Shine on t
Shine on, Shine on t
In the darkne ss of the night
Be a lightt
From the rolling ocean of despair
Let us look,
Where God has set a sign from out
Creatio n's book t
Shine ont
Shine on t Shine on t
o 'er the pure ones where they walk,
throug h the world,
Shine on.
To their clean hearts aflame
From the altar of The N am~
Gem the night
With thy lightShine on!
Shine on, 0 brillian t STAR, Shine on
Thy ray of love will seem

Reflecting God's own beam
From out His late Epipha ny
Shine on t
Shine on, Shine on t
A ship is setting forth
To the land of a race that is forming,
Thy light upon the Way,
Could ever seem to say:
"Crest the Waves,
Brave the storming,
In the trouble s of the world man is
born."
Shine ont
Shine ,on, Shine on, Shine on!
o 'er the gardens of the world, shine on.
, 'The seed is in the fruit
The fruit is on the tree"
The garden er is the One of Blessed
Mystery.
Shine on!

On and
Even as J oaquin Miller in his beautif ul poem to Columbus, "Sail
r
explore
great
the
of
ination
determ
On and On," depicte d the unthwa rthable
its
upon
ed
display
WEST
THE
OF
STAR
the
has
to find a new materia l world, so
of the Spirit pages the unquen chable eternal light of those mighty marine rs
nt, Abdulthe Blessed Perfect ion, BAHA 'ULLAH and the Center of the Covena
been rehas
Ones
Baha- from whose fluent pens the beauty of the Ancien t
living
again
if
as
Son,
the
freshed and renewed. How they have made Jesus,
us
kept
that
ice
prejud
of
clouds
black
on the earth; how they have set aside the
Moses
how
med;
Moham
of
thood
prophe
rful
from apprec iation of the wonde
Lights. Truly
has arisen and talked to us-all throug h the power of these Brillia nt
that God
out
g
pointin
by
le,
tandab
unders
hood
brother
human
have they made
is One and His Creatio n one!
s-whos e
So Shine on, 0 STAR- thy pages are sacred with Eterna l writing
brillian t jewels are treasur ed in the hearts of men t

St ar of th e W es t

"We desire but th~ good of the world and the happine ss of the
nations ; that all
nations shall become one in faith and all men as brother s; that
and unity between the sons of men shall be strength ened; thatthe bonds of affectio n
diversit y of religion
shall cease and differences of race be annulle d. So it shall be.
These fruitless strifes;
these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace'
shall come."
Words of BAHA 'ULLAH .
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The Bah ai Con gres s for Tea chin g and the
Fou rtee nth Ann ual Con vent ion
By

LoUIS G. GREGOR Y.

THE FEAiS T OF RIZWAN.

T

HE delegat es, alterna tes and visiting friends , hundre ds in numbe r,
met in the banque t hall of the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, Saturd ay evening, April 22nd, in celebra tion of the
Feast of EI-Rizw an. The signs of Paradise marked this historic occasion and
the wonde rful joy of kindre d and strangers was an eviden t sign. Follow ing an
hour spent in social commu nion and
getting acquain ted, the friends were
seated around many tables and the musical voice of Mr. Albert R. Vail was
heard, reading with attracti ve heart the
heaven ly words:
" 0 my God! Make Thy Beauty to be
my food, and let Thy Presen ce be my
drink: Let my trust be in Thy Will
and my deeds, accord ing to Thy Command: Let my service be accepta ble to
Thee and my action a praise to Thee:
Let my help come only from Thee and
ordain my home to be Thy Mansio n,
boundl ess and holy.
Thou art the
Preciou s, the Ever-p resent, the Loving .
"Glad Tiding s! Glad Tiding s! That
the banque t of the Lord is spread in the
assemb lages of the friends !

"Glad Tiding s! Glad Tiding s! That
the period of bloodsh ed and carnag e
hath passed away and the century of
Univer sal p'eace and the gatheri ng together of the nations of the earth hath
dawned upon us!
"The cup of giving, overflo wing with
the Wine of Fulfillm ent, is passing
around !"
Mr. Edwin Klein played a piano solo,
and respon ded to an encore.
Mr. Albert R Windu st, presidi ng,
said: "Chica go is happy to welcome
you all, delegates, alterna tes, guests
and visiting friends , and especia lly
those who have just returne d from the
pilgrim age to Haifa."
He conclud ed
his brief but cordial remark s by reading from the Reveal ed Word:
"0 ye friends of the Blessed Beauty !
Today is the day of attract ion and enkindlem ent ! This day is the day of
unity and nobility . This century is the
centur y of the reachin g of the Cause
of God and summo ning the people to
the Kingdo m of God! This call is the
call of ecstacy and bliss!" etc. (See
Divine Plan, page 78.)
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Mr. Mount fort Mills, of New York, alone can today save the world and
was the first of the returne d pilgrim s make true civilization. So humble, meek,
see
to speak. He said in part, referri ng to selfless is he that it is touchin g to
is
It
.
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India, Burma , Egypt, Italy, Englan d point of guidan ce to meet difficult proband France . J anabi Fazel was on his lems. These problems, much like ours,
way there and it was the depth of our come to him from all parts of the world.
disapp ointme nt that, owing to the delay They are met and solved by him in the
to us
caused by his long journey , we did not most inform al way. Again it came
the
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great
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orwhen
,
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that
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me
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y
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God is in His Heaven and all is well ganized, would be limitles
with the world. Outwa rdly during our pose would be to solve all human
journe y we turned toward Acca and problems.
"The great princip les laid dGwn by
Haifa, but inward ly to the Spirit of
'ULLAH and Abdul- Baha now
s-BarBAHA
Dreyfu
lyte
Hyppo
Abdul-Baha.
founda tion in the externa l
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their
made
have
and
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the
at
us
ney met
welcome. We met Shoghi Effendi, world of God's Kingdo m on earth. This
dressed entirel y in black, a touchin g founda tion is being laid, sure and cerfigure. Think of what he stands for tain, by Shoghi Effend i in Haifa today.
today! All the complex problems of Yet it is all futile unless throug hout the
the great statesm en of the world are as world each one will make this founda
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life.
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own
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the
in
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deepening of the Cause of God before
which are overwhelming.
of heart and
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grasp and our meetin g was short. A spirit
is of
rsality
'Unive
says,
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bouque t was sent to our room in the
earth.'
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of
are
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limitat
and
God
necform of a young tree filled with
"The spirit is here. But going there
tarines or tangeri nes. It was brough t
bounty . As we move
by Mr. Fugeta . ""Ve awoke withou t any was an immense
up the mounta ins
higher
sense of sadness. That feeling was en- higher and
reaches disappe ar.
lower
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tirely gone. The Master is not gone. things
and beyond demighty
is
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privile
Our
His Spirit is presen t with greater intena work no one
doing
is
Each
n!
scriptio
limibodily
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sity and power, freed
do to build upon
tations. We can take it into our own else in the world can
of God."
m
hearts and reflect it in greater degrees. the earth the Kingdo
.
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m
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In the center of this radiatil}n stands
New York,
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Wilhel
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Mr.
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stream s forth from this young man. He
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he,
said
"
ing,
manand
is indeed young in face, form
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the
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world today. The charac ter and spirit the workings of what
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word,
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aries mind.' The Syrian thinks the Abdul- Baha
toward the end looked so
greates t problems and difficulties are very tired, but Rouhi
said he was well.
those of his country . The Egypti an He sometimes walked
in his own garden
raises the same compla int about his and gave to the Krugs
his own room.
own land. The Italian lament s the dif- There was a sweetn
ess about him beficulties following the war. The Swiss yond expression. His
power of love was
stresses the economic trials of his land. overwhelming. To
Mirza Hadi, the
The Germa n feels that some misfort unes father of Shoghi Effend
i, he gave inhave befallen him. France thinks the structio ns to have
Shoghi Effend i return
French man, has great trouble s indeed ; from a journe y in
time for the funeral .
while the Englis hman is plainti ve on This afterw ard explain
ed why Mirza
accoun t of the labor troubles and lack Hadi, who felt the
respon sibility of
of employment.
keepin g the secret, appear ed so dejected.
"Abdu l-Baha says: 'God created the Delegations in their
trappin gs of gold
world; man worked out the bounda ries.' and blue were continu
ally calling upon
No one in the world today, except the Abdul-Baha. He
was teachin g and
Bahai who has the univers al, selfless joking with them.
But one day he told
mind, can see withou t prejudi ce. He the garden er at the
Holy Shrine of the
has no interes t save the happin ess of all. Bab that he felt
very tired. He be"When one reaches Haifa and meets stowed great love upon
the Greate st
Shoghi Effend i and sees the workings Holy Leaf and upon Khosro
, who in
of his mind and heart, his wonde rful childhood and youth
has served the
spirit and grasp of things, it is truly Cause of God in the
holy household. At
marvelous. Our world bounda ries must the time of the ascensi
on the house was
fade!
full of guests for the weddin g of
"Rouh i Effend i, brough t up with Khosro.
Shoghi Effendi, says of him: 'Shogh i is
"At the time of the ascension, Dr.
wonder ful. He retired , at 3 a. m. and Krug, hastily summoned
to the bedside,
arose at six. Once he worked forty-e ight said: 'Pray! Our
beloved Ma-ster has
hours withou t food or drink. His effort aSGended!' Agonized
women surrou nded
is to overcome differences between races the body. The earthly
temple was as
and nations . There is the greates t re- beautif ul as ever except
that those lumsponsib ility on each one in laying out inous eyes were dark.
He had ascended
one's own actions. First of all must to the Realms of Light.
Who, that ever
we straigh ten ourselves out. This is loved him, would
want him to return ~
true of nations as well as individ uals. The Greate st Holy
Leaf did not think
Thus we can be effective in guiding of her OWn grief, but
comfor ted others.
others. "
The shock was terrible . Yet thro-ugh it
The speake r reporte d that Hyppo lyte all was the deep conscio
usness that there
Dreyfu s-Barn ey, who has passed a year is no such thing as
death. Now we must
and a half teachin g in China, has ex- take up our respons
ibilities. We must
pressed high praise of the Chinese civ- be selfless channels
so that his glorified
ilizatio n and good morals.
spirit can use us."
Mrs. Florian Krug, of New York, was
Mrs. Krug, in conclusion, gave a
the last speake r: "This is a suprem e graphic and powerf
ul descrip tion of the
moment, when the heart is so full of funera l of AbdulBaha, the officials and
love that words cannot express. I was dignita ries that
took part in honori ng
a guest at the home of Abdul- Baha at him, the eloque nt
eulogies that were
the hour of his ascension. He so veiled delivered by the
represe ntative s of vathe knowledge of his passing that we rious religions and
the mass of weeping
did not know it until the very hour. and moanin g human
ity, to the numbe r
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is religious
of ten thousan d, who followed his body, the adjustm ent of affairs
larly strong
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powerf
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meetin
harmon y, in that its solutio n is
bring
TEMP LE GROUNDS.
not tempor ary, but perman ent and final.
On Sunday mornin g hundre ds of the Its central point is Haifa in Phcenecia,
friends found their way to the village on the slopes of Mount Carmel. I t does
of Wilme tte, viewing with interes t and not appear as a new religion, challengpleasur e the progres s of the construc- ing competition, but as a new light and
tion of the Mashre q 'UI-Azkar.
a quicke ning of the spiritu al consciousness of the world. It affords a marvel SUND AY AFTER NOON .
ous solutio n of world problems, coming
at
again
was
g
at a time when men are wander ing in
The afterno on meetin
fort
Mount
wildern ess for lack of a panace a.
Mr.
the
Hotel.
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with the revelat ion of The
ne
Palesti
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of
It
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d,
preside
Mills, who
in the days of reconst ruction . He said: Beyan in Persia, swept throug h exile
"Durin g my stay of a month in Pales- and prison to Bagdad , Consta ntinopl e
tine there were certain high spots, out- and Acca. It is now known in all parts
standin g, that could be readily seen. of the world and what it teaches is seen
The British government, now domina nt in its practic al results.
"On one occasion during my recent
in that land throug h a manda te, has a
by
very difficult and complex situatio n to stay in Palesti ne a tea was given
Goverthe
of
honor
in
i
direct. This is owing to the various Shoghi Effend
religiou s sects and their intense zeal in nor of P'alestine and other friends , intheir various beliefs. We of the western cluding a few from the West. The comworld think ourselves toleran t in relig- pany include d Mohammedans, among
ious matters . Perhap s our toleran ce is whom were Mullahs, Jews from the East
only indifference. The people of the and West and several Christi ans. Outt,
Orient take their religion very seriously. wardly alien, all were united in though
was
there
ard
Afterw
action.
and
and
ent
spirit
movem
Zionist
, 'There is the
a well-defined effort, suppor ted by the anothe r meetin g with the governor, and
Allies, to colonize seventy thousa nd therein was a cross section of all races
Jews in Palesti ne. On the other hand, and religions. This was due solely to
considerable friction arises on accoun t the influence of the Bahai spirit which
of feelings of intense opposition among is back of the teachin gs to make them
d
the Arabs. Among the Englis h there real. This spirit has already change
inand
nations
appear s a strong conviction that the conditi ons among races,
Jews are the most progressive elemen t dividuals, making them depend ent upon
in Palesti ne, throug h their knowledge one anothe r and mutual ly helpfuL"
Mrs. Scheffler and Mr. Windu st sang
of commerce and reform s and their
and
oils
duet.
a
ls,
minera
with
acquai ntance
Mr. William H. Randal l, of Boston,
other undeve loped resources.
,
"But the founda tion of difficulties in spoke on the Investi gation of Reality
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univers al truth that shall make all men
free. He said: "Mr. Liloyd George, the
statesm an who opened the Genoa Conference, was quoted as saying, 'God is in
His Heaven ; man is in his earth. If
they could only get togeth er!'
"The reflection of the image of God
in human ity is Heaven . This means the
passing of nationa lism and materiali~m
and the establis hment of reality. It is
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tude of truth is the univers al vision.
That of bigotry is 'We have the light
and all else is darkne ss.' "
Here he related a story of the American tour of J enahi Fazel. After one of
his interes ting and wise addresses a lady
came forwar d and asked, if he lived in
Americ a what church would he join?
That ideal sage answered, "The one that
Christ belong ed to."

Some of the Delegate s and Friends attending the Fourteen
th Annual Conventi on
of Bahai Temple Unity assemble d on the Mashreq 'Ul~Azkar
grounds, Chicago

not the purpos e of God that man should
remain with self. The outer man must
conform his way to the inner light and
guidan ce. Reality is the knowle dge of
God. Truth never conflicts with truth.
Follow ing forms and imitati ons makes
men able to talk like angels, yet they
live like men. But following reality
makes words and actions, agree. Thus
both are angelic.
"The greates t phenom enon in the material world is the rising of the sun,
which makes all things visible. So the
ideal Su,n of Truth today shines so as
to change the ideas of men, for it teveals
the ideals of the Kingdo m. The atti-

" There! " she said, addres sing her
companion, "I told you he was an Episcopalia n ! "
The speake r dwelt upon the absurd ity
of color prejudi ce, showing that it
helped neither ourselves nor the other
fellow. The organs of the body have a
variety of color, yet they are united in
action. So must all the peoples of the
earth be of one mind. And this will be
when they have one religion , which is
the seed planted by God. It is now
more difficult to lose one's soul, for the
light univers ally shines. In reality the
Bahai and Christi an are one. It is the
same tree and branch of the Lord. But

Note- We would be unjust to the reader were we to allow this excelle
nt account of the Congress to be publish ed withou t mentio ning the
splend id address
deliver ed by the writer, Mr. Louis G. Gregor y, who, throug h his
modesty, does
not mentio n himsel f as a speake r.-The Editors.
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the spread of these princip les. Now
there is a new page in the book of the
Divine Cause. Abdul- Baha has ascended, the Divine Heart broken over
the griefs of the world. But he has left
behind exquisi te Tablets, calling upon
us to arise, illumin e and quicke n the
world. Sing songs of love, life and
light! Encirc le the globe! Teach the
Cause!
"vVhen Abdul- Baha ascended, he left
the door open that we may follow him.
We can find him now in each other.
'The reality of the Cause has not yet
appear ed in Americ a,' said Abdul- Baha.
'When I come a second time, my coming
will be very differe nt!'
"We are invited to become his tempIes; not as units, but in our unity, we
become his people. One drop of his love
will make us forget the self, forget the
whole world! How many people are
aware that they are one with their fellow man?
" '0 childre n of men! Do you know
why we have created you all from one
clay? That no one should glory over
his fellow men.' 'In the union of hearts
there am I,' said Abdul- Baha. When
we love any soul more than self we have
attaine d to a degree of unity. Truly,
< The darkne ss of this gloomy night
shall pass away!' "
MOND AY EVEN ING.
Mrs. A. S. Parson s, presidi ng, read:
"0 people, the doors of the Kingdo m
are opened. The Sun of Truth is shining upon the world. The fountai ns of
life are flowing. The day springs of
Mercy have appear ed. The greates t and
most glorious Light is now manife st to
illumin e the hearts of men.
"
Mr. Harlan F. Ober, of Boston, said:
"We are gathere d here in the spirit of
the investi gation of Truth. All are
sharers in this effort and search. All
differences thus disapp ear as though
the whole world were under one tent.
We are emergi ng from a chrysalis. A
new langua ge and capacit y are neces-
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sary. In the past we have though t in
terms of contras t and conflict. This attitude is an inherit ance from deviati on
and imitatio ns. But those abreas t of
truth keep in motion, acquiri ng a new
spirit and a new consciousness. One
religionist, thinkin g his own faith the
only one that contain ed truth, has accused others of being imitato rs and
forgers . Yet it is the same light of
truth that shines in all. Even as when
a wireless telegra ph sends code messages, they are received everyw here by
instrum ents of the same vibrati on, so
uniform ity of teachin gs in various religions are a sign of divine oneness.
"All the great teacher s and all religions have been universal. Their aim has
been to lead men away from the limited:
Each of the peoples of the earth must
become conscious of reality. This is the
age of the annihil ation of dogma and
of the diffusion of liberal thoug'hts. The
world's differences are being plowed up
in order to get results in new seedsowing. Judaism , renewed, will have
univers al love for Christi an and Christian for Jew. So will the Mohammedan,
his religion now all broken up and divided, struggl e for spiritu al freedom.
A new spirit sways them all, and a new
urge toward the Spirit of Truth. People of every clime, race and creed find
themselves in the utmost love and attractio n. In the cities povert y will give
way to real affluence. Crime will be a
thing of the past. These are fruits on
the tree of perfect. unity. Poets, philosophers and seers have caught this
vision in the past. But wherea s in the
past one here and one there saw these
things foreshadowed, now there are millions of hearts in which these things are
expressed.
"Carm el, the Mount ain of God, is
buddin g forth with a new civilization.
It is the plowin g up of the new spiritu al
earth and new shoots appear . A great
and univers al consciousness will transform the earth. When Abdul- Baha was
freed, a spiritu al fire swept over Turkey .
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It forced into cooper ation Jews, Christians and Moslems. Then, after a few
years, the old antago nism revived . But
ere long anothe r great wave of spiritu al
consciousness will come, affectin g the
whole world."
Flora Bohma nn Ernst sang a solo.
Miss Martha Root, of Cambr idge
Spring s, Pennsy lvania, respon ded to the
subjec t: "Apost les of the New Day and
Their Wodd Journe ys." "Abdu l-Baha
says it is the fragran ce of the rose which
draws people to the garden . So it is the
severance from self which attract s people to the Divine p'aradi se. People are
now advanc ing so far in the path that
we are soon to realize the milleni um.
"Kurra t-ul-A ine was the first martyr
to the cause of women 's freedom. She
Was well educat ed and trained in spiritual ideals and went forth as a teacher .
She visited the Shah of Persia and took,
as the gift of a king to him, the principles of the new faith. She advoca ted
the remova l of all prejudi ces.
, 'Mirza Hayda r Ali, the revered Bahai teacher , went to Egypt to urge the
Khediv e to take a stand for univer sal
peace. With Seyed Assad 'Ullah he was
forced to spend eleven years in prison.
BAHA 'ULLAH, during the years of his
cruel impriso nment, reveale d a Tablet to
him in which were fOl1l1d these eloquen t
words: 'I have heard thy cries and am
conscious of thy tears. Remem ber in all
times and in all places that God is faithful and do not doubt this. Be patient ,
even though great calamit ies come upon
thee. Fear not! Be firm in the path
of the Lord, asa mounta in unmov ed,
unchan ging in thy steadfa stness. God
has made afflictions as a mornin g shower
to His green pasture s and as a wick for
His lamp, whereb y earth and heaven
are illumin ed.' When a very old man,
this heroic charac ter started out. to
journe y from the Holy Land to Persia
withou t even the equipm ent of a donkey.
Throug h faith, ways and means were
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provid ed for his journey . He returne d
and was until the end of his life called
the Angel of the believers. Seyed Assad
'Ullah, his compan ion in prison, after
his tour of Americ a with Abdul- Baha,
went to the most danger ous part of
Southe rn Russia to teach. With such
heroic lives soon the problem s of the
world will be solved.
"Miss Agnes Alexan der learned the
beauty of the Bahai teachin gs. She was
a residen t of the Hawai ian Islands ,
Then she went to Japan and lighted the
torch of guidance, bringin g illumin ation
to many souls. More recentl y her efforts have been extend ed to Korea, opening that country to the Heaven ly
teachin gs. ' ,
A very touchin g tribute was also paid
by Miss Root to the venera ble teacher ,
Dr. H. S. Harper , who for many years
has served the Cause night and day.
When others are asleep, his prayer s ascend in the night for all the world. Dr.
Harpe r made a brief but feeling
response.
In conclusion, Miss Root referre d to
the instruc tions of Abdul- Baha for the
openin g of China to the Cause. His
words refer to the virtues and capacit y
of the Chinese people and the qualifications of the Bahai teacher s who must
go to them. She exhorte d all to know
what God wills and to ·carry His message. If you arise, in whatev er enterprise you engage, the might of God will
assist.
TUESD AY EVEN ING.
The chairm an was Mrs. Keith Ransom Kehler , of Chicago. She read with
spiritu al attract ion a prayer of BAHA
'ULLAH. Mrs. Kehler , it is underst ood,
has become a flame of Guidan ce among
her large and influen tial circle of
friends . She spoke of the Bahai teachings on the economic situatio n and how
recipro city betwee n the elemen ts was
needed. One family under just rule

(Continu ed on page 89)
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Son g of the Hol y Mar iner
Reveale d by His Holines s BAHA 'ULLAH

(N ote the following instruc tions given by Shog'hi Effend i: "Wher
e the
asterisk s (***) are placed the following chorus or burden of the
song is every
time repeate d: 'Glorif ied be my L01'd, the All-Glo rimls!' After
the last three
verses of the song the chorus is as follows: (Glorified be our
Lord, the Most
High!' ")
He is the Gracious, the Well-beloved!

o Holy Marine r!
Bid thine ark of eternit y appear before the Celestial Concourse,
***
Launch it upon the ancient sea, in His Name, the Most Wondr ous,
***
And let the angelic spirits enter, in the Name of God, the Most
High. **;,
Unmoo r it, then, that it may sail upon the ocean of glory, ***
Haply the dweller s therein may attain the retreat s of nearne ss
in the everlasting realm. *u
H·aving reached the sacred strand, the shore of the crimso n seas,
***
Bid them issue forth and attain this etherea l invisib le station
, ***
A station wherei n the Lord hath in the Flame of His Bounty appear
ed within
the deathle ss tree; ***
,Vhere in the embodiments of His Cause cleansed themselves
of self and
passion ; *;,:,,;:,
Aroun d which the Glory of Moses doth circle with the everlas ting
hosts; ***
'Wherein the Hand of God was drawn forth from His bosom of Grande
ur ;***
Where in the ark of the Cause remain eth motionless even though
to its
dwellers be declare d all divine attribu tes. ***

o

Marine r!

Teach them that are within the ark that which we have taught
thee behind
the mystic veil, ***
Percha nce they may not tarry in the sacred snow-white spot, *,~*
But may :soar upon the wings of the spirit unto that station which
the Lord
hath exalted above all mentio n in the worlds below, ***
May wing throug h space even as the favored birds in the realm
of eternal
reunio n; ***
May know the myster ies hidden in the seas of light. ***
They passed the grades of worldly limitat ions and reached
that of the
divine unity, the center of heaven ly guidan ce. ***
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ordaine d
They have desired to ascend unto that state which the Lord hath
to be above their station s. ***
abide in the
Where upon the burnin g meteor cast them out from them that
Kingdo m of His Presenc e, ***
the unseen
And they heard the Voice of Grande ur raised from behind
pavilio n upon the Height of Glory:

***

below,
"0 guardi an angels! Return them to their abode in the world
wings of
"Inasm uch as they have purpos ed to rise to that sphere which the
the celestial dove have never attaine d; ***
them that
"Wher eon the ship of fancy stande th still which the minds of
compre hend cannot grasp."

***

r,
Where upon the maid of heaven looked out from her exalted chambe
And with her brow signed to the Celestial Concourse, **'X<

**"~

earth,
Floodi ng with the light of her counte nance the heaven and the
And all beings were shaken in their mortal graves. ***
heard, **'!-:'
She then raised the call which no ear throug h all eternit y hath ever
not the fraAnd thus proclai med: "By the Lord! He whose heart hath
grance of the love of the exalted and gloriou s Arabia n Youth, ***

***
"Can in no wise ascend unto the glory of the highest heaven."
aidens, ***
Thereu pon she summo ned unto herself one maiden from her handm
eternity , ***~
And comma nded her: "Desce nd into space from the mansions of
of their
" And turn thou unto that which they have concealed in the inmost
hearts. ***
that hath
"Shoul dst thou inhale the perfum e of the robe from the Youth
hands of
the
been hidden within the taberna cle of light by reason of that which
the wicked have wrough t, ***
of Paradis e,
"Raise a cry within thyself, that all the inmate s of the chambe rs
n ;**~'
hearke
and
tand
that are the embodi ments of the eternal wealth, may unders
rs and
"That they may all come down from their everlas ting chambe
tremble ,

***

of faith"And kiss their hands and feet for having soared to the heights
fulness ; ***
the beloved
"Perch ance they may find from their robes the fragran ce of
One." ***
the celestial
Thereu pon the counte nance of the favored damsel beamed above
Youth above his
chambe rs even as the light that shineth from the face of the
mortal temple. ***
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She then descended with such an adorni ng as to illumin e the heaven
s and
all that is therein . ***
She bestirr ed herself and perfum ed all things in the land of holines
s and
grande ur. ***
When she reached that plane she rose to her full height in the midmo
st of
creation, ***
And sought to inhale their fragran ce at a time that knoweth neither
beginnjng nor end. ***
She found not in them that which she did desire, and this verily
is but one
of His wondrous tales. ***
She then cried aloud, wailed and repaire d to her own station
within her
most lofty mansion, u*
And then gave utteran ce to one mystic word, whispe red privily
by her
honied tongue, u*
And raised the call amidst the Celestial Concourse and the immor
tal maids
of heaven : ***
"By the Lord t I found not from these idle claima nts the breeze
of Faithfulness. ***
"By the Lord! The Youth hath remain ed lone and forlorn in the
land of
exile in the hands of the ungodl y." u*
She then uttered within herself such a cry that the Celestial Concou
rse did
shriek and tremble, *u
And she fell upon the dust and gave up the spirit. It seemet
h she was
called and hearke ned unto Him that summoned her unto the IWalm
on High. *u
Glorified be He that created her out of the essence of love in the
midmost
heart of His exalted paradi se!Glorified be my Lord, the All-Glorious!
Thereu pon the maids of heaven hastene d forth from their chambe
rs, upon
whose countenances the eye of no dweller in the highest paradis
e had ever
gazed. ***
They all gathere d around her, and la! they found her body fallen
upon
the dust; ***
And as they beheld her state and comprehended a word of the tales
of the
Youth, they bared their heads, rent their garmen ts asunde r, beat
upon their
faces, forgot their joy, shed tears and smote with their hands upon
their cheeks,
and this is verily one of the myster ious grievous afflict ions-

Glorified be our Lord, the Most High!
(Received in America, April, 1922.)
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Report of the Bahai Library Committee
Rendered to January, 1921.*
the eighth Annual Convention of
A T Bahais
held in Chicago in 1916, a
Bahai Publicity Committee was formed,
the object of which was to further the
knowledge of the Bahai Revelation
through the diffusion of the written
teachings as approved by the Center
of the Covenant, Abdul-Baha.
Prior to this time attempts had been
made by various Bahais to place our
literature in libraries here and there
throughout the country, particularly in
public libraries in those cities in which
there were centers of Bahai teaching.
At the earnest solicitation of one of the
friends concerned in this library
movement, the Bahai Publicity Committee interested itself in the work,
and the result was that the Bahai Library Committee was formed.
Since its organization this Committee
has sent out circular letters to over
twenty-five hundred public libraries
throughout this country, enclosing
printed lists of Bahai publications on
standard catalogue cards for filing,
asking the librarians to apply to the
Committee for the desired Bahai literature to place on their shelves, and, if
they already had any of our books, requesting them kindly to let us know
which volumes they possessed.
R,esponses from over four hundred
and thirty Public Libraries in America
have been received. This includes manv
university, town, and institutional libraries, and in turn our Committee has
already been able to place in all, up to
date, 4,929 volumes in these institutions
while in the future we hope to add mor~
to this number of books already sent out.
With the exception of 200 copies of The
'~Report received from the Committee,
January 25, 1922.-The Editors.

BriUiant Proof, by Mirza Abul Fazl,
recently purchased by this Library
Fund, all these books have been donated to us for this purpose, the only
expense of the Committee being that of
handling and placing, and in some
cases of binding the books. Our most
recent gift was one hundred copies of
the latest edition of Divine Philosophy, made by Mr. Wm. H. Randall.
These books in paper covers were bound
by us in substantial board covers, at the
expense of the Library Fund, and now
are shelved in libraries throughout this
country.
The Secretary of our committee keeps
a very careful record index of all books
which we place, as well as those reported to us, which are placed by others
in public libraries. Furthermore she is
in correspondence with librarians all
over the country, from whom we are
constantly receiving appreciative testimonials. The work is being systematically done, and we have every hope
that many good results will follow.
The Bahai Library Committee transacts all of its business directly with libraries. Books are not sent to libraries
throug!). friends, but only direct to those
libraries from which written application
for Bahai Books are received, addressed
to the Bahai Library Committee. In this
service the Library Committee needs the
help and co-operation of the friends in
all parts of the country. We request that
the Bahais in each Assembly help us in
our work, first by interesting their local
public libraries in having our literature
upon their shelves and second, by referring inquirers to those libraries for
Bahai reading matter and third, by asking the librarians of their public libraries to apply to the Library Committee
for such books as we are able to send
out. We send out with all books Library
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of Congress catalog cards for the
same, thus minimizing the effort, and
standardizling the work of cataloging
the books, which is not a small service
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rendered to those libraries who receive
our gifts. You are asked to request
librarians to apply directly to the committee for books.

All communications should be addressed to
THE SECRETARY,

Charles Mason Remey, Chairman.
Eliz,abeth G. Hopper, Secretary.

Bahai Library Committee,
P. O. Box 1319, Washington, D. C.

Note: We will be happy to receive as donations copies of any of the standilrd and approved books of the Cause and in turn we will place these gifts in
libraries.

"Un to this I Call You"
Vvords of Abdul-Baha to the American friends, on the Steamship Celtic just
before sailing from New York City, December 5th, 1912.
is my last interview with you
T HIS
and now I am on this ship to sail
away. This is my last exhortation which
I am going to give unto you. My last
exhortation to you is this: I have repeatedly spoken to you and I have invited you to the unity of the world of
humanity. I have told you that all man'
kind are servants of the same God; that
God is the Creator of all. He is the
Provider of all. He is the Life-giver of
all. He is affectionate to all. Before
God all are as servants of one God and
God is compassionate toward all. Therefore we must act in the utmost kindness
and affection towards all the nations of
the world. We must set aside all fanaticism and religious prejudices. We must
forget all national prejudices.
As to you: your efforts must be made
lofty. Exert yourselves with your heart
and soul so that perchance through your
efforts the light of Universal Peace may
shine and the darkness of estrangement
and enmity may be dispelled from
amongst men so that all men may become as one family and be kind unto one
another; that the East may assist the
West; that the West may aid the East, for

all are the denizens of the one planet and
all are peoples of the one nativity and all
are the flocks of the one Shepherd.
. . . . You are informed concerning
the mysteries of God. Your eyes are illumined. Your ears are made hearing.
You must therefore look toward each
other and then toward all mankind with
the utmost love and kindness for you
have no excuse to bring before God if
you do not live in this way for you are
informed of that which constitutes the
good pleasure of God. You have heard
His commandments. You have harkened
unto His words of advice. You must,
therefore, be kind to all men. You must
even be kind to your enemies as to your
friends. You must even consider your
evil-wishers as your well-wishers. You
must conside:r as agreeable those
who a:re not agreeable to you so that,
perchance, this darkness of conflict may
disappear from amongst men and the
light of the Divine may shine forth; so
that the Orient may be illumined, that
the Occident may be filled with fragrance, nay, the East and the West may
embrace each other in love and deal with
one another in the utmost affection.
Unto this I call you.

Star of the

~est

WORDS OF ABDUL-BAHA
thou STAR OF THE WEST!
Be thou happy I Be thou happy! Shouldst thou continue to remain firm and eternal, ere lo.ng,
thou shalt become the Star of the East and shalt spread in every country and clime. Thou art
the first paper of the Bahais which is organized in the country of America. Although for the
present thy subscribers are limited, thy form is small and thy voice weak, yet shouldst thou stand unshakable, become the object of the attention of the friends and the cent er of the generosity of the
leaders of the faith who are firm in the Covenant, in the future thy subscribers will become hosts
after hosts like unto.' the waves of the sea; thy vo lume will increase, thy arena will become vast
and spacious and thy voice and fame will be raised and become worldwide-and at last thou shalt
become the first paper of the world of humanity. Yet all these depend upon firmness, firmness, firmness!
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
Translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, Dec. 24, 1910.
o ye apostles of BAHA 'ULLAH-May my life be a ransom to you!
• . . . Similarly, the Magazine, the STAR OF THE WEST. must be edited in the utmost
regularity. but its contents must be the promulgator of tbe Cause of God-so that both in the East
and West. they may become informed with the most important events.
(Signed) ABDUL-BAHA ABBAS.
Revealed April, 1916-translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, April, 1919.

o

Words of Abdul-Baha to Mrs. Ella Goodall Cooper. when she visited Abdul-Baha in 1920 and
in bidding him good-bye asked him if he had a message for Gertrude Buikema and Albert Windust:
"Convey my greetings and love and say uato them, 'Praise be to God, you are assisted in the
service of God. Do not look now at the small influence of the STAR OF THE WEST. A day
will come when this will be the greatest paper in the world. It will be spread in the East and in
the West.'''
STAR OF THE WEST Committee-Convention of 1921
Chas. Mason Remey, Chairman
Dr. Wm. F. Slater
Albert Vail
Carl Scheffler
Martha Root
Editorial Staff: Albert R. Windust-Gertrude Buiketna-Dr. Zia M.
Honorary Member: Mirza Ahmad Sohrab

VOL.13
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Bagdadi

NO.4

Change of Management of the STAR OF THE WEST
Allaho 'Abha!
In accordance with the will of Shoghi Effendi in the letter to the Bahais of
.America (See page 87), the STAR OF THE WESI]' must now be recognized as one
of the large activities of the Bahai Cause, and by the action of the Convention
of 1922, passes from under the jurisdiction of the friends whose names appear
above to the direction of a Special Board elected by the National Spiritual Assembly (formerly called the Executive Board of Bahai Temple Unity) and constituted as a Committee thereof, responsible to it and over which the National
Body shall exercise constant and general supervision. The members of this
Special Board are: Mountfort Mills, Roy C. Wilhelm, William H. Randall,
Albert Vail and Edna True.
This issue (No. 4, Vol. 13) of the STAR OF THE WEST is the last published by
the undersigned. * The next issue will be edited, published and distributed by the
new Board, who have chosen Mr. and Mrs. Albert Vail to carry on the work.
We hope the friends will, with renewed energy, arise to assist the new management and make the STAR OF THE WEST what it is destined to be. (See words
of Abdul-Baha at the top of this page.) We wish to thank all the friends for the
many expressions received of appreciation, and for their co-operation and assistance throughout the past twelve years.
Albert R. W in dust,
Gertrude Buikema.
·We assume that the editor of the Persian section, Dr. Bagdadi, will continue his work on the STAR OF THE WEST, because no word has reached us from
the Committee indicating any change in the management of this department.
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Imp orta nt Lett ers from Sho ghi Effe ndi and
Bab aeye b Kba num , the Gre ates t Hol y Lea f
Photograph of the original letter written by Shoghi Effend i and
translation of
same, sent to the STAR OF THE WEST by his honor Mirza Had~ Shirazi
, the
noble father of Shoghi Eflend i, throug h Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi. This
photograph and the following original letter (from the Greatest Holy
Le,af)
reached this countr y after the same recently sent ont by the Nation
al Spirtual Assemb ly to the Assemb lies throug hout Anwric a:
He Is God!
This servant , after that grievous event and great calam ity-the
ascension
of His Holiness Abdul- Baha to the Abha Kingd om-ha s been so
stricke n with
grief and pain and so entang led in the trouble s (create d) by the
enemies of the

Fac-simi le of Letter from Shoghi Effendi, written by his
own hand, and Envelope (above)
addressed to the STAR OF THE WEST

Cause of God, that I consider my presence here, at such a time
and in such an
atmosphere, is not in accordance with the fulfilIment of my
import ant and
sacred duties.
For this reason, unable to do otherwise, I have left for a time
the affairs
of the Cause, both at home and abroad, under the supervision of the
Holy Family
and the headsh ip of the Greate st Holy Leaf-m ay my soul be a sacrific
e to her-
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fidence and
until, by the Grace of God, having gained health, strengt h, self-con
my aim
with
nce
accorda
in
hands,
my
into
taken
spiritu al energy , and having
utmost
my
to
attain
shall
I
,
service
of
work
the
ly
regular
and
y
and desire, entirel
The servan t of His Thresh old,
spiritu al hope and aspirat ion.
SHOGHI.
(Signe d)
(April, 1922.)

the Editors of
Letter from the Greatest Holy Leaf, Bahaeyeh Khanu m, sent to
the STAR OF THE WEST:
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an assembly to act accord ing to the advice of the souls who were
appoin ted and
nomina ted by him-H is Holine ss Shoghi Effend i.
I am hopefu l, that during the period of his absence, the friends
of God
and the maid-s ervants of the Mercif ul may show forth great
efforts in the
progres s of the Cause of God, and the Cause of God may spread
rapidly .
Verily, He is Compa ssionat e and Mercif ul to His Servan ts.
(Signa ture and seal)
BAHAEYEH.
(Month of Shaban , 1340- April 1922. Transl ated by Dr. Zia M.
Bagdad i, Chicago, May, 1922.)

Letter from Shoghi Effend i to the Bahais of Atmerica and sent
to all the Assemblies a few days bef01'e the recent Convrention:
Haifa, Palesti ne, March 5th, 1922.
Dear fellow-workers in the Cause of BAHA 'ULLAH:
It is with words of regret and disapp ointme nt that I desire
to open this
letter because of my inabilit y, in view of my manifo ld and pressin
g duties, to
respon d individ ually and in writing to the many messages of love
and sympa thy
and of hope that you have so affectio nately sent me since our Belove
d's passing
from this world. I am sure I am voicing the sentim ents of the
bereave d ladies
(,f the household when I say that however desirous we may be
to corresp ond
separat ely with every one of you, the grave respons ibilities and
manifo ld duties
now devolved upon us make it regrett ably impossible to express
in written messages to every friend what we constan tly feel in our hearts, and
pray for when
visiting his sacred Shrine.
At this gTave and momen tous period throug h which the Cause
of God, in
confor mity with the Divine ·Wisdom, is passing, it is the sacred duty
of everyo ne
of us to endeav or to realize the full significance of this hour of
transiti on, and
then to make a suprem e resolve to arise steadfa stly for the fulfillm
ent of our
sacred obligations.
Great as is the love and patern al care' which our beloved Master
is extending to us from on High, and unique as is the Spirit that animat
es today hil'l
servan ts in the world, yet a great deal will depend upon the charac
ter and efforts
of his loved ones on whom now rests the respon sibility of carryin
g on his work
gloriou sly after him. How great is the need at this momen t when
the promis ed
outpou rings of His grace are ready to be extend ed to every soul,
for us all to
form a broad vision of the mission of the Cause to mankin d, and
to do all in our
power to spread it throug hout the world! The eyes of the world,
now that sublime person ality of the Master has been remove d from this visible
plane, are
turned with eager anticip ation to us who are named after His
name, and on
whom rests primar ily the respon sibility to keep burnin g the torch
that He has
lit in this world. How keenly I feel at this challen ging hour in
the history of
the Cause the need fora firm and definite determ ination to subord
inate all our
person al likings , our local interes ts, to the interes ts and require
ments of the
Cause of God! Now is the time to set aside, nay, io forget altoget
her, minor considerat ions regard ing our interna l relation ships, and to presen
t a solid united
front to the world, animat ed by no other desire but to serve and
propag ate His
Cause.
It is my firm conviction which I now express with all sinceri ty
and candou r,
that the dignity and unity of the Cause urgent ly deman ds-par ticular
ly throug h-
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out the American Continent-that the friends should in their words and conduct emphasize and give absolute prominence to the constructive dynamic
principles of BAHA 'ULLAH, rather than attach undue importance to His negative
Teachings. With hearts cleansed from the least trace of suspicion and filled
with hope and faith in what the spirit of love can achieve, we must one and
all endeavor at this moment to forget past impressions, and with absolute goodwill and genuine cooperation unite in deepening and diffusing the spirit of love
and service that the Cause has thus far so remarkably shown to the world. To
this attitude of good will, of forbearance and genuine kindness to all, must be
added, however, constant but unprovocative vigilance, lest unrestricted association with the peoples of the world should enable the very few who have been
definitely pronounced by the Master as injurious to the body of the Cause, to
make a breach in the Movement. Not until, however, an unmistakable evidence
should appear, manifestly revealing the evil motives of a certain individual or
group of individuals, is it advisable to make the matter public; for an untimely declaration that shall give rise to open differences among the friends is
far more detrimental than forbearing still further with those who are suspected
of evil intentions. As the Master so fully and consistently did throughout His
lifetime, we must all make a supreme effort to pour out a genuine spirit of kindness and hopeful love to peoples of various creeds and classes, and must abstain
from all provocative language that may impede the effect of what true and
continued kindness can produce.
Does not Abdul-Baha wish us, as he looks down upon us with loving expectation from his glorious Station, to obliterate as much as possible all traces
of censure, of conflicting discussions, of cooling remarks, of petty unnecessary
observations that impede the onward march of the Cause, that damp the zeal of
the firm believer and detract from the sublimity of the Bahai Cause in the eyes
of the inquirer? In order, however, to insure fair and quick and vigorous action
whenever such an evil activity is revealed and has been carefully ascertained, the
best and only means would appear to be, for the careful observer, once he is
assured of such an evil action, and has grown hopeless of the attitude of kindness and forbearance, to report it qUietly to the Spiritual Assembly representative of the friends in that locality and submit the case to their earnest and full
consideration. Should the majority of the members of that Assembly be conscientiously convinced of the case-and this being a national issue affecting the
body of the friends in America-it should, only through the intermediary of
that Assembly, be cautiolSlsly communicated to that greater body representing
all the Assemblies in America, which will in its turn obtain all the available data
from the local Assembly in question, study carefully the situation and reserve
for itself the ultimate decision. It may, if it decides so, refer it to the Holy
Land for further consideration and consultation.
This clearly places heavy responsibilities on the local as well as the national
Assemblies, which in the course of time will evolve, with the Master's power and
guidance, into the local and national Houses of Justice. Hence the vital necessity of having .a local Spiritual Assembly in every locality where the number
of adult declared believers exceed nine, and of making provisions for the indirect
election of a Body that shall adequately represent the interest of all the friends
and Assemblies throughout the American Continent.
A perusal of some of the words of BAHA 'ULLAH and Abdul-Baha on the
duties and functions of the Spiritual Assemblies in every land (later to be
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designa ted as the local Houses of Justice ), emphat ically reveals
the sacredness
of their nature, the wide scope of their activity , and the grave
respon sibility
which rests upon them.
Addres sing the members of the Spiritu al Assembly in Chicago,
the Master
reveals the followi ng: "When ever ye enter the council-chamb
er, recite this
prayer with a heart throbb ing with the love of God and a tongue
purifie d from
all but His remembrance, that the All-Po werful may graciou
sly aid you to
achieve suprem e victory : '0 God, my God! We are servan ts of
Thine that have
turned with devotion to Thy Holy F'ace, that have detached ourselv
es from all
beside Thee in this glorious Day. We have gathere d in this spiritu
al assembly,
united in our views and though ts, with our purpos es harmon ized
to exalt Thy
Word amidst mankin d. 0 Lord, our God! Make us the signs
of Thy Divine
Guidance, the Standa rds of Thy exalted Faith among st men, servan
ts to Thy
mighty Covenant, 0 Thou our Lord Most High! Manife station s
of Thy Divine
Unity in Thine Abha Kingdom, and resplen dent Stars shining upon
all regions.
Lord! Aid us to become seas surging with the billows of Thy wondro
us Grace,
stream s flowing from Thy all-glorious Height s, goodly fruits upon
the Tree of
Thy heaven ly Cause, trees waving throug h the breezes of Thy
Bounty in Thy
celestial Vineya rd. 0 God! Make our souls depend ent upon the
Verses of Thy
Divine Unity, our hearts cheered with the outpou rings of Thy
Grace, that we
may unite even as the waves of one sea and become merged
togethe r as the
rays of Thine effulge nt Light; that our though ts, our views, our feeling
s may become as one reality, manife sting the spirit of union throug hout the
world. Thou
art the Gracious, the Bounti ful, the Bestower, the Almigh ty, the
Merciful, the
Compa ssionat e.' "
In the Most Holy Book is reveale d: "The Lord hath ordaine
d that in
every city a House of Justice be establis hed wherei n shall gather
counsellors to
the numbe r of Baha, and should it exceed this numbe r it does
not matter. It
behooveth them to be the trusted ones of the Mercif ul among
men and to regard themselves as the guardi ans appoin ted of God for all that
dwell on earth.
It is incumb ent upon them to take counsel togethe r and to have
regard for the
interes ts of the servan ts of God, for His sake, even as they regard
their own
interes ts, and to choose that which is meet and seemly. Thus hath
the Lord your
God commanded you. Beware lest ye put away that which is
clearly revealed
in His Tablet. Fear God, 0 ye that perceiv e."
Furthe rmore, Abdul- Baha reveals the followi ng: "It is incumb
ent upon
everyone not to take any step withou t consult ing the Spiritu al
Assembly, and
they must assured ly obey with heart and soul its biddin g and
be submissive
unto it, that things may be proper ly ordered and well arrange d.
Otherwise every
person will act indepe ndently and after his own judgme nt, will
follow his own
desire, and do harm to the Cause."
"The prime requisi tes for them that take counsel togethe r are
purity of
motive, radianc e of spirit, detachm ent from all else save God, attract
ion to His
Divine Fragra nces, humili ty and lowliness amongst His loved
ones, patienc e
and long-su ffering in difficulties and servitu de to His exalted Thresh
old. Should
they be graciou sly aided to acquire these attribu tes, victory from
the unseen
Kingdo m of Baha shall be vouchs afed to them." "In this day, assemb
lies of consultatio n are of the greates t import ance and vital necessity.
Obedience unto
them is essential and obligatory. The members thereof must take
counsel to-
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gether in such wise that no occasion for ill-feeling or discord may arise. This
can be attained when every member expresseth with absolute freedom his own
opinion and setteth forth his argument. Should anyone oppose, he must on no
account feel hurt, for not until matters are fully discussed can the right way be
revealed. The shining spark of truth cometh forth only after the clash of differing opinions. If after discussion a decision be carried unanimously, well
and good; but if, the Lord forbid, differences of opinion should arise, a majority of voices must prevaiL"
Enumerating the obligations incumbent upon the members of consulting
councils, the Beloved reveals the following: "The first condition is absolute love.
Persistence in one's views will lead ultimately to discord, wrangling and
estrangement. They must manifest in themselves the Unity of God, for they
are the waves of one sea, the drops of one river, the stars of one heaven, the rays
of one sun, the trees of one orchard, the flowers of one garden. Should harmony
of thought and absolute unity be non-existent, that gathering shall be dispersed
and that assembly be brought to naught. The second condition: They must when
coming together turn their faces to the Kingdom on High and ask aid from the
Realm of Glory. They must then proceed with the utmost devotion, courtesy,
dignity, care and moderation to express their views. They must in every matter
search out the truth and not insist upon their OWn opinion, for stubbornness
and persistence in one's views will lead ultimately to discord and wrangling
and the truth will remain bidden. The honored members must with all freedom
express their own thoughts, and it is in no wise permissible for one to belittle the
thought of another, nay, he must with moderation set forth the truth, and should
differences of opinion arise a majority of voices must prevail, and all must
obey and submit to the majority. It is again not permitted that anyone of the
honored members object to or censure, whether in or out of the meeting, any
decision arrived at previously, though that decision be not right, for such
criticism would prevent any decision from being enforced. In short, whatsoever
thing is arranged in harmony and with love and purity of motive, its result is
light, and should the least trace of estrangement prevail the result shall be darkness upon darkness.
If this be so regarded, that assembly shall be
of God, but otherwise it shall lead to coolness and alienation that proceed from
the Evil One. Discussions must all be confined to spiritual matters that pertain
to the training of souls, the instruction of children, the relief of the poor, the
help of the feeble throughout all classes in the world, kindness to all peoples,
the diffusion of the fragrances of God and the exaltation of His Holy Word.
Should they endeavor to fulfill these conditions the Grace of the Holy Spirit
shall be vouchsafed unto them, and that assembly shall become the center of
the Divine blessings, the hosts of Divine confirmation shall come to their aid,
and they shall day by day receive a new effusion of Spirit."
So great is the importance and so supreme is the authority of these assemblies that once Abdul-Baha after having himself and in his own handwriting
corrected the translation made into Arabic of The IshraqiU (The Effulgences)
by Sheikh Faraj, a Kurdish friend from Cairo, directed him in a Tablet to submit the above-named translation to the Spiritual Assembly of Cairo, that he
might seek from them before publication their approval and consent. These are
His very words in that Tablet: "His honor, Sheikh Faraju'llah has here rendered into Arabic with greatest care the Ishraqat and yet I have told him that
he must submit his version to the Spiritual Assembly of Egypt, and I have
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conditi oned its publica tion upon the approv al of the above-n
amed Assembly.
This is so that things may be arrang ed in an orderly manner ,
for should it not
be so anyon e may transla te a certain Tablet and print and circula
te it on his
own accoun t. Even a non-be liever might undert ake such work,
and thus cause
confusi on and disorde r. If it be conditi oned howeve r upon the
approv al of the
Spiritu al Assembly, a transla tion prepare d, printed and circula
ted by a nonbelieve r will have no recogn ition whatev er."
This is indeed a clear indicat ion of the Master 's express desire
that nothing
whatev er should be given to the public by any individ ual among
the friends , unless fully conside red and approv ed by the Spiritu al Assemb ly
in his locality ;
and if this (as is undoub tedly the case) is a matter that pertain
s to the general
interes ts of the Cause in that land, then it is incumb ent upon
the Spiritu al
Assemb ly to submit it to the conside ration and approv al of the
Nation al Body
represe nting all the various local assemblies. Not only with
regard to publication, but all matter s withou t any excepti on whatso ever, regard
ing the interes ts
of the Cause in that locality , individ ually or collectively, should
be referre d
exclusively to the Spiritu al Assemb ly in that locality , which shall
decide upon it,
unless it be a matter of nationa l interes t, in which case it shall
be referre d to
the Nation al Body. With this Nation al Body also will rest the
decision whethe r
a given questio n is of local or nationa l interes t. (By nationa
l affairs is not
meant matter s that are politica l in their charact er, for the friends
of God the
world over are strictly forbidd en to meddle with politica l affairs
in any way
Whatever, but rather things that affect the spiritu al activiti es of
the body of the
friends in that land.)
Full harmon y, however, as well as cooper ation among the various
local
assemblies and the membe rs themselves, and particu larly betwee
n each assemb ly
and the Nation al Body, is of the utmost import ance, for upon
it depend s the
unity of the Cause of God, the solidar ity of the friends , the
full, speedy and
efficient workin g of the spiritu al activiti es of His loved ones.
Large issues in such spiritu al activiti es that affect the Cause
in genera l
in that land-s uch as the manag ement of the STAR OF THE WEST
and any periodical which the Nation al Body may decide to be a Bahai organ,
the matter of
publica tion, of reprint ing Bahai literatu re and its distrib ution
among the
various assemblies, the means whereb y the teachin g campai gn may
be stimula ted
and mainta ined, the work of the Mashre q 'UI-Az kar, the racial
questio n in relation to the Cause, the matter of receivi ng Orienta ls and associa
tion with them,
the care and mainte nance of the preciou s film exhibit ing a phase
of the Master 's
sojourn in the United States of Americ a as well as the origina
l matrix and the
records of His voice, and various other nationa l spiritu al activit
ies-far from
being under the exclusive jurisdi ction of any local assembly or
group of friends ,
must each be minute ly and fully directe d by a special board,
elected by the
Nation al Body, constit uted as a commi ttee thereof , respons ible
to it and upon
which the Nation al Body shall exercise constan t and genera l
supervi sion.
The time is indeed ripe for the manifo ld activiti es, wherei n
the servan ts
and hand-m aids of BAHA 'ULLAH are so devout ly and earnest ly
engage d, to be
harmon ized and conduc ted with unity, cooper ation and efficiency,
that the effect
of such a combin ed and system atized effort, throug h which
an All-Po werful
Spirit is steadil y pouring , may transce nd every other achieve ment
of the past,
howeve r glorious it has been, and may stand, now that to the eyes
of the outside
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world the glorious person of the Master is no more, a convincing testimony of
the potency of His ever-living Spirit.
Your brother and co-worker in His Cause,
(Signed)

SHooHI.

May I also express my heartfelt desire that the friends of God in every
land regard me in no other light but that of a true brother, united with them
in our common servitude to the Master'R Sacred Threshold, and refer to me in
their letters and verbal addresses always as Shoghi Effendi, for I desire to be
known by no other name save the one our Beloved Master was wont to utter,
a name which of all other designations is the most conducive to my Spiritual
growth and advancement.

Letter from Lady Blornfield:
Care of the Persian Colony, Haifa.
Rizwan, 1922
To the Editors of the STAR OF THE WEST:
Dear Editors: Bahaeyeh Khanum, the Greatest Holy Leaf, asks me to
enclose this letter from the family of Abdul-Baha, for insertion, so that, through
your columns, their heartfelt thanks, for the comforting sympathy shown to
them in their terrible bereavement, may reach all the friends,
With sincerest Bahai greeting and appreciation of your devoted service,
In His Name,

Sitarih Blornfield.

From the family of Sir Abdul-Baha Abbas, K. B. S.:
Allaho 'Abha!
Our very dear friends in America, through the Editors of the STAR OF THE 'WEST:
vVe thank you most sincerely for your kind letters of sympathy, and we
appreciate your loving Messages, which are as comforting balm to our wounded
hearts.
It would be our wish to answer each letter individually, but the shock of
our bereavement was so sudden, and the work to which we were compelled to
attend, was so overwhelming, that time failed us. Now, we wish you to realize
that your words of steadfast faith and love were our greatest solace throughout
the days of our grief, for we felt that you would each and all faithfully and
loyally strive to carry on the work for which the life of our Beloved Master was
spent.
vVe are more than thankful to God that He has not left us without a leader,
but that Shoghi Effendi is appointed to guide the administration of the Cause.
We hope that the friends of God, the beloved and the hand-maidens of the
Merciful, will pray for us, that we may be enabled to help Shoghi Effendi in
every way in our power to accomplish the Mission entrusted to him.
Sincerely your fellow-workers in the Service of Truth.
BAHAEYEH KHANUM,
and the Family of Abdul-Baha.
(Haifa, Mount Carmel, Palestine. Feast of the Rizwan, 1922.)
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The Bahai Congress for Teach ing and the
Fourteenth Annual Convention
(Continu ed from page 74)

and regUlation will be in the utmost
comfort. But these just rules should
be enlarge d to include the world. In
all ages and times there have been certain heroic souls endowed with a vigor
and power to find their way out of difficulties. As an exampl e of these, she
mentio ned Kurrat -ul-Ain e, who, upon
meetin g the Shah, rushed forwar d and
told him that the day of unity had
appear ed.
Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, of Boston, spoke
of the Univer sal Religion of the future.
He said: "This religion is the garmen t
which God, with infinite love, has woven
for his childre n. Human ity may be
likened to sheep wander ing from the
fold. So long have they wander ed that
many are still deaf to the Voice of the
True Shephe rd. Human ity is stretch ed
upon the bed of affliction. Althou gh it
rejects the remedy , yet the Heaven ly
Power is such that the Divine Physic ian
prescri bes a remedy for the comple te
cure of the patient . He came that the
heaven ly power in the heart of human ity might be awakened. But He does
not come for worship or fame. There
is today the Presen ce of God, and we
must accept in His appear ance the fulfiIlment of His past promises. We must
accept His garmen t, take His remedy,
respon d to His call. Human ity, which
has been struggl ing along with its dual
nature, must find someth ing before it
can be seated upon its throne. This elevation is possible thrOl,Lgh the inspira tion and teachin gs of God's Holy Manifestations. So the true univers al religion is the accepta nce by human ity of the
Spirit which is from everlas ting to everlasting . To fall down and worshi p is
secondary.
The primar y and vital
thing is to know the power and glory
and to recognize the brother hood of
man. May His Holy Spirit awaken in
all of us the desire to do His Will.

Mrs. Oarl Schefiler sang a solo.
The power of the life 'Of Abdul- Baha
was the theme of Miss Juliet Thompson,
of New York, who read several beautiful selections from the writing s of
Abdul- Baha:
"Love is the myster y of divine revelation. Love is the breath of the Holy
Spirit in the human spirit. Love is the
light of the Kingdom."
Miss Thompson said: "Durin g the
visit of Abdul- Baha to Jersey Oity some
childre n were jeering and laughin g.
Abdul- Baha said: 'The people are
asleep. You must be awake. See how
heedless they are t How submer ged in
darkne ss t You must be a sea of light!'
In the ascent of Enoch, after he had
passed, the people asked: 'Why is it
he dwelt among us alid we knew him
not 7 Why is it we saw not the splelld or
wherew ith the Lord had clothed him 1'
"If we could only know in our hearts
what this mighty myster y of love is, our
vision would be clear. A little colored
child of six years, whom she took to see
Abdul- Baha, was blessed by him. Later
this child asked: 'Is the Master who
blessed me tonigh t the same who holds
the moon and the stars in His hand and
makes the sun shine? '
"If we cry out with the love of God,
that love will flow to us. Withou t that
love the Bahai Oause will never be
established. "
Mr. Albert R. Vail, with an eloquence
born of the Spirit, ripplin g like the
merry music of a sparkli ng fountai n,
taught "pure and sanctified living as
the way to spread the Divine Oause. "
"The Holy Divine Manife station s,"
said he, "are artists. The masterp ieces
are in the hearts. Love, justice, peace,
sacrifice, human ity, etc., are their attributes. There is a vast difference between a philoso pher and a prophe t.
Words and theories are not effective
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unless they take hold. It is necessary
to respon d to the subtle and divine
guidan ce which we call love. One deed
is more effective than a thousa nd books.
There were many poets in Greece who
spoke with the tongue s of angels, but
they could not move the hearts to sacrifice. But the perfect man says: 'I
am the Way, the Truth and the Life.
Follow me I' Know that all Bibles reveal the same truth. Bring religion and
science into harmon y. Destro y prejBecause BAHA 'ULLAH and
udices.
Abdul- Baha lived among the people
lives of sacrifice, their message penetrates the heart of the world. How
beautif ul to suffer a little hardsh ip in
the Kingdo m of God. BAHA 'ULLAH was
once bastina doed, receivi ng a hundre d
blows on the soles of the feet. Seeing
his brothe r condemned to a like punish ment, he reques ted of his tormen tor that
the hundre d blows intende d for his
brothe r should be added to his own punishment. And this reques t was granted .
Abdul- Baha served an enemy for twenty four years, until by patienc e, forbear ance, service and the love power he won
his foe. He was joyous in prison. When
we see one who lives the life, we are
amazin gly quickened to. do likewise.
The Prophe t of God is a mirror in which
the Light of the Eterna l Sun is shining .
He is a Temple in which God is abiding .
If we would follow him in unity, our
attitud e would change from indepe ndent tolerance. But the real unity
comes throug h meltin g the bars of separation by the fires of Divine Love.
This love is the joy and wonde r of the
world."
The chairm an read: "0 son of man!
My calami ty is my Provid ence. In appearan ce it is fire and vengea nce; in
reality it is L.ight and Mercy. Therefore approa ch it, that thou mayest become an Eterna l Light and an Immor tal
Spirit. This is My comma nd; know
thou it."

WE ST

WEDN ESDA Y EVEN ING.
Mr. Charle s Mason Remey, of Washington, D. C., was chairm an.
Mrs. Florian Krug, of New York, addressed the congress on the ascension of
Abdul- Baha and his world-wide influence. She said in part:
"As the days of the Conven tion have
been so full of sponta neity, I have often
though t of the words of Abdul- Baha:
'The body is the word. The spirit is its
meanin g. The word passes. The meaning remain s.' 'A Bahai is one who has
all the human perfect ions in full activity.'
"I hope the time is at hand when we
shall all become Bahais . I spent many
blessed days with Abdul- Baha. One of
his sayings was: 'The whole world may
rest upon soft pillows, but mine must be
a hard one. He constan tly proved his
glorious station by his deeds. He rarely
ever spoke of himself, but nearly always
of BAHA 'ULLAH. His pure, selfless life
attract ed millions of souls. By living
the life, one can illumin e a city. It is
hard to think of the Holy Manife stations as we think of other men. They
possess spiritu al and superh uman qualities and do a work that never dies.
"Abou t teachin g, Abdul-Baha said:
'Give the message with love and joy to
those we meet and leave the souls to
God.' 'Religi on,' he said, 'is an attitude toward God which reflects itself in
our attitud e toward men.' "
The chairm an said: ' 'Mrs. Krug has
brough t us into closer contac t with the
spirit of oneness. Those who have met
those Orienta l friends have an incenti ve
to cheer each other and become as one."
Mr. A. R. Windu st sang a solo.
Dr. Zia M. Bagdad i deliver ed an address the subjec t of which was "Untri ed
Paths to Univer sal Peace."
He said: "It is a pleasur e, indeed,
to be with those who know what universal peace means to the world. For one
thousa nd years the Orienta l countri es
were in a state of decline, culmin ating
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in the greates t ignoran ce and the degra- unity of the religion s of
God. The comdation of the last century , when war ing of the Kingdo
m is the spiritu al
and distress were everyw here found. springt ime. The
great Temple is the
The horizon became illumin ed by the symbol of the onenes
s and singlen ess of
appear ance of the Bab. He broke down God. It is the time
of reveali ng and
the decayed theology, receivi ng as his unfold ing and the
Sun of Truth is now
reward impriso nment and martyr dom. shining in its splendo
r. It is the KingThen BAHA 'ULLAH, the Beauty and dom of the Father
, prepar ed from the
Splend or of God, appear ed with irre- founda tion of the
world. Abdul- Baha
sistible power. Years of impriso nment wants the Americ
an friends to do great
and banish ment became the cause of his deeds in the establis
hment of the Kingglory. The Persian and Turkis h kings, dom. The Light
of Reality spreads . In
with all their pomp and power, feared all parts of the
world we meet people
BAHA 'ULLAH, who used only the sword who know the
Glory. The univers al
of love, pure science and self-sacrifice. love invites all mankin
d to come. But
If one becomes a truth-s eeker with a it is not only to
build a beautif ul buildpure purpos e, the light of univers al ing, but one in which
the story of glopeace will be establis hed in the heart. rious lives of sacrific
e is also to be preInvesti gate and know for yourse lf and served.
thereby raise the banner of the oneness
The Mashre q 'UI-Azkar stands for
of human ity. All phases of truth al'e
the
Kingdo m of the F1ather and in it are
but as the differe nt chapte rs of one
to
be
gathere d all the childre n of men.
book. "
By the chairm an: "The new conThe doctor made a strong plea for the
equalit y of men and women, giving the sciousness and spirit of love and unity
teachin gs of Abdul- Baha, encour aging include all human ity. Human ity has
women in the acquire ment of sciences advanc ed from the time when there was
and useful arts, and relatin g a humor- one indiscr iminate horde express ing inous story about the suffrag ettes, whose dividua lism. Then the family became
fierce spirit was subdue d by the wisdom the unit, later the tribe and then the
and love of Abdul- Baha. He also dwelt nation. Now there is still more transiupon the oneness of religion, includi ng tion, in which even the nationa l conthe teachin gs of all the Prophe ts, and sciousness is being absorbe d into a world
urged the necessi ty of overcoming racial consciousness. A great contem porary
prejud ice in Americ a and so avert the writer, Mr. Wells, finds that the only
danger s that throug h interna l dissen- solvent of existin g problem s of the world
sions may lead to the destruc tion of the is a religious movement which will draw
land. There can be no peace where all mankin d together."
there is hatred and prejudi ce. Differe nt IMPRE
SSION S OF THE CONV ENcolored roses add to the beauty of the
TION.
garden , and differe nt colored men
The conven tion of 1912 is brough t
should not hate each other. The world
moves forwar d to the time when there vividly to mind as we think of that of
will be one race, one people, one nation 1922. On the former occasion, a decade
ago, the greates t of all Bounti es was
for the whole earth.
the person al presenc e in Chicago of His
Miss Alpha Bratton , accomp anied by
Holiness, Abdul- Baha, Center of the
Miss William s, sang a solo and received
Divine Covena nt. Friend s and stranan enthusi astic encore.
gers gathere d from afar and near to
Mrs. Corinn e True spoke briefly on meet this world-r enowne d persona
ge.
the Bahai Temple and the underl ying Throng s everyw here drank in his
divine
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wisdom and the joy which his holy presence ever inspired made a vibrant thrill
of love and peace which moved every
breast. All sought his good pleasure.
And now for the first time, after the
lapse of months since the greatest separation, a convention was to be held
after the ascension of "the Light of the
Love of God, the Flame of Divine Guidance and the Banner of the Most Great
Peace," His Holiness Abdul-Baha. It
was difficult to imagine in advance what
it would be like. Perhaps those who
had no preconceived notions were most
fortunate, as for them there were no
surprises. But to those hearts that were
still oppressed by the grief of separation, there was to come, in their collective unity and understanding, the spirit
of the Glad Tidings of nineteen centuries ago so powerfully renewed: "He
is risen!"
The nearness, guidance and confirmation of Abdul-Baha are as tender,
powerful and effective for all purposes
as when he was present to dire et in
person.
In the convention radiance and spiritual attraction seemed to center around
the pilgrims recently returned from
Haifa. There were eleven of these present: Messrs. Mills, Remey, Wilhelm,
Mesdames Krug, True, Nourse, Misses
Culver and Katherine True, Mr. and
Mrs. John Bosch. These souls brought
to the friends a spirit of peace,
joy, assurance, submission, severance,
sacrifice and heavenly illumination. One
of them, Mrs. Nourse, presented a gift
from the Guardian of the Cause, Shoghi
Effendi, to the convention. It was a
bunch of violets and truly a symbol of
the Divine Fragrance radiating from
the brilliant youth who now carries on
his shoulders the burden of the world.
Nothing can be stronger than the love
which flowed to him, as vivid accounts
of his own love, patience, meekness,
faith, severance, wisdom, service, devotion and self-sacrifice were borne to the
friends. Nothing can be stronger, ex-
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cept his own mighty love, which so wonderfully mirrors forth the love of AbdulBaha. "Wisdom is ever justified of
h er children."
At each stage of the deliberations of
the friends the divine wisdom of the
selection of Shoghi Effendi for his eminent station was justified. Traditions,
personal opinions and viewpoints were
set aside. Deliberation revolved around
the expressed wishes of the youthful
Guardian of the Cause. In this attitude the friends unitedly proved their
love, reverence and obedience to AbdulBaha. Through the YQuthful Guardian
of the Cause Abdul-Baha now speaks.
His voice is the music of life, the order
and harmony of the world.
Some of the brief and pointed messages sent by Shoghi Effendi to the
Convention were:
"Give love to an the friends. The
one thing of importance is teaching.
The House of J'IJstice will look out for
many things. Teaching is the all-important thing today."
"Our love mt~st be reaZ and co'me
right from the heart. The friends 1m~st
be watchful and mindful and refer
troubles to the Spiritual Council
Board."
"The friends must teach a,nd must be
united. If they, will not be united, even
Abdul-Baha cannot help them."
It became apparent to all that the
time of the organization of the Divine
Kingdom on earth has come and is in
process, not according to human limitations, but in harmony with Supreme
Wisdom. The dispatch of business was
facilitated at every stage by the spirit
of harmony which proved self-sacrifice.
Teaching, the Mashreq 'UI-Azkar,
Children's Education, the expansion of
the STAR OF THE WEST, women's cause
in the Orient, the linking together and
concentration of all Bahai activities,
the authority given each local spiritual
assembly over the local affairs of the
Cause, ignoring geographical considera-
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tions in finding souls who are efficient
in Bahai work, seeking the happin ess of
others in order to attain unity, ban on
religiou s politics but seeking guidan ce
instead, the respons ibilitie s of the new
Nation al Spiritu al Assembly and the
election thereof , the taking up of the
respons ibilities of the Cause by the
friends so much wished for by AbdulBaha, the very succ'essful publici ty work
of the press committee, the limitat ion
on all Bahai publica tions save those approved by the Nation al Spiritu al As-
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sembly, the large audien ces at the meetings for teachin g and the eviden t attraction of souls, the transit ion into a new
day in the history of the Glorious Cause,
and" firmness, severance, whole-heartedness" as the aim and purpos e of each
and all were among the realitie s which
illumin ed this glorious Convention. The
friends in council proceeded with a simplicity, courtesy, harmon y and dignity
worthy of the Cause which offers true
salvati on and the Most Great Peace to
all the denizens of earth.

This Supplic ation, revealed by Abdul- Baha and now recited by His
loved ones
at His Holy Shrine, was read at the beginning of eVe1'y session of
the Convention :
·Whosoever reciteth this prayer with lowliness and fervor will bring
gladness and
joy to the heart of this servan t: it will be even as meetin g him
face to
faceHe is the All-Glorious!

o God, my God! Lowly and tearful , I raise my supplia nt hands to Thee
and cover my face in the dust of that thresho ld of Thine, exalted
above the
knowledge of the learned and the praiEe of all that glorify Thee.
Graciously look
upon Thy servant , humble and lowly at Thy door, with the g'lances
of the eye
of Thy mercy and immerse him in the ocean of Thy eternal grace.
Lord! He is a poor and miserable servan t of Thine enthral led and
imploring Thee, captive in Thy hands, prayin g fervent ly to Thee, trustin
g in Thee, in
tears before Thy face, calling to Thee and beseeching Thee, saying
:
"0 Lord! My God! Give me Thy grace to serve Thy loved ones,
strengt hen
me in my servitu de to Thee; illumin e my brow with the light
of adorati on in
Thy court of holiness and of prayer to Thy kingdo m of grande ur.
Help me to be
selfless at the heaven ly entranc e of Thy gate and aid me to be
detache d from
all the things within Thy holy precinc ts. Lord! Give me to
drink from the
chalice of selflessness, with its robe clothe me and in its ocean
immerse me.
Make me as dust in the pathwa y of Thy loved ones and grant that
I may offer
up my soul for the earth trodde n by the footsteps of Thy chosen
ones in Thy
path, 0 Lord of glory in the highest !"
With this prayer doth Thy servan t call Thee, at dawn-t ide
and in the
night season. Fulfil his heart's desire. 0 Lord! illumin e his heart,
gladde n his
breast, kindle his light, that he may serve Thy Cause and Thy
servant s.
Thou art the Bestower, the Pitiful , the Most Bounti ful, the Graciou
s, the
Merciful, the Compassionate.
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DIRECTORY OF BAHAI ASSEMBLIES IN AMERICA.
Secretaries of Assemblies will please see their
Assembly is correctly represented.

ASBURY PARK, N. J.
Bahai Study Class: Friday, 8 P. M., 701
Third Ave.
Juliet D. Sherman
AUGUSTA, GA.
Meetings: Montgomery Bldg.
SecTetaTY: (Miss) Margaret Klebs, 604 West
Avenue, North Augusta, S. C.
BEVERLY-SALEM, MAS·S.
SecretaTY: Grace P. Lunt, 12 Lowell Street,
Beverly, Mass.
BOSTON, MASS.
Meetings:
Sundays, 7 :4,5 P. M., Chauncy Hall, 585
Boylston St.
Tuesdays, 8 P. M., home of Mr. and Mrs. M.
C. Oglesby, 68 Albion St., Somerville.
Wednesdays, 8 P. M., home of Mrs. Caroline
Nelson, 149 Longwood Ave., Brookline.
Fridays, 8 P. M., home of Mr. and Mrs. L. R.
Culver, 19 Willard St., Cambridge.
SeoTetaTY: Roushan Wilkinson, 35 Congress
Street.
BIS'BEE, ARIZ.
Meetings at home of Secretary.
SeoTetary: Viola Duckett, P. O. Box 1384.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Meetings: Sundays, 3 :30 P. M., 935 Eastern
Parkway, and Thursday, 8 :30 P. M.,
52 Ft. Green Place.
Seoretary: F. E. Osborne, 935 Eastern Parkway, Phone Decatur 9115.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Headq1tarters: Thursdays,' 8 P. M., Mrs. M.
W. Tifft, 171 Chapin Parkway.
Seoretary: (Miss) Maud M. Mickle, 98 Putnam St.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Meetings: Sundays, 3 :30 P. M., Masonic Temple. Sts. John Hall.
Seoretm'Y: Carl Scheffler, 56 E. Congress St.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
P. O. Box 36, Station B
Seoretary: Dr. Pauline Barton-Peeke, 720
Rose Building.
Seoy. of H. of S.: Mrs. Dale S. Cole, 1309
West Boulevard.
DENVER, COLO.
Meetings: Sundays, 3· P. M., 1548 California
Street. Friday evening, Study Class,
4141 Xavier Street.,
SeoretaTY: Mrs. Elizabeth C. Clark, 41-41
Xavier Stre,et.
DULU'TH, MINN.
Meetings: Thursdays, 8 P. M., 605 E. 3rd St.
SeoTetary: Mrs. A. Berridge, General Delivery.
FRUITPORT, MICH.
Meetings: IThUirsday afternoons, home of
Mrs. Julius Frazer; 19-day feasts at
home of Mrs. King.
SeoretaTY: (Mrs.) Julius Frazer.
GRAND HAVEN, MICH
Meetings: Wednesdays, 7 :30 P. M.
SeoTetaTY: Mrs. Charles Richter, 6,26 Clinton
Street.
ITHACA, N. Y.
Meetings: Friday, 8 P. M., 214 S. Albany St.
Seoretary: (Mrs.) Pauline Crandall, 316 Hector St.

JOHNSTOWN, N. Y.
Secretary: Margaret La Grange, 519 North
Market St.
KENOSHA, WIS.
Meetings: Sundays, 3 P. M., 259 Church St.,
Sunday School, 2 P. M.
_
Seoretary: Walter Bohanan, R. 3, Box 130,
Phone 326-R.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Meetings every 19 days.
Seoretary: J. Duffield, 1159 Greenfield Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Meetings: Friday, 8 :15 P. M., 14 E. Franklin
Ave.
SeoTetary: Mrs. M. A. Fox, 14 E. Franklin
Ave.
MONTREAL, CANADA
Meetings: Fridays, 8 :30 P. M., 716 Pine
Avenue, West.
S eOTetary : (Mrs. ) Lizzie V. Cow les, 14
Tower Avenne.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Meetings: Thnrsday evening following Esperanto Class, 270 Lenox St.
Seoretary: (Miss) Louise N. Thompson.
OMAHA, NEB.
All viSiting Bahais will receive a cordial
welcome.
Meetings twice a month.
SeoretaTY: Samuel H. Ackerman, 3259 Farnam St.
PASADENA, CALIF.
Meetings: Sunday afternoons from 3:30 to
4:30, Vista del Arroyo Hotel.
Seoretary: Mrs. Stuart W. French, Vista
del Arroyo Hotel, Pasadena, Calif.
PEORIA, ILL.
Visiting friends and inquirers cordially welcomed.
Seoretary: (Mrs.) Maye Harvey Gift, 1010
Glen Oak Ave.
RACINE WIS.
Meetings: Sundays, 11 A. M., Sunday School,
10 :30 A. M.
Secretary: A. J. Nelson, 2013 Carmel Ave.,
Phone 3252.
SANTA BARBARA. CALIF.
Meetings at home of Mrs. M. F. Berkey, 733
State St.
SecretaTY: Mrs. Flora M. Clark, P. O. Box
369.
SANTA PAULA, CALIF.
Bahai Literature and Circulating Library.
Hearty welcome to- all interested in "The
Oneness of the World of Humanity."
Meetings: Fridays, 8 P. M., 514 Sixth Street.
Seoretary: Mrs. A. Elizabeth Carpenter, P. O.
Box 656.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
Meetings: Home of Mr. and Mrs. Jurgens,
420 W. Reynolds St.
Seoretary: Mrs. Rieke Jurgens, 420 W. Reynolds St., Phone Main 3693.
ST. LOUIS, MO
Seoretary: (Mrs.) Caroline M. Barbee. 5606A
Delmar Blvd.
ST. JOHN, N. B.
SeoTetaTY: Jean E. Nixon, 182 Queen Street.
URBANA, IL,L.
Meetings: Home of Mrs. E. B. Paine, 606
W. Pennsylvania Ave., Monday evenings.
Seoretary: (Mrs.) Esther G. Harding, 704 W.
Nevada St.
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PROG RESS IN RELI GION
The Question of Evolution
By ABDuL BAHA

the most univers ally disONEcussedof topics
of the day is the sub-

ject of evolution. Modern science has
revealed the immen sity of creatio n and
the countless ages of its development
with such a wealth of evidence that a
new univers e is opened before our astonished vision.
In the following comprehensive address given by Abdul Baha at the
great Annua l May Festiva l of the American Unitar ians in Boston, May 22, 1912
he explain s the founda tion princip le of
the new age, "The Indepe ndent Investi gation of Truth" and applies the principle of evolution to progressive revelation in religion, to spiritu al brother hood
and to the divine dynam ic in the reconstru ction of the world. The addres s
is as follows:
Consid er ye that all the created beings
are in motion for motion is the sign of
life and immobility is the sign of death.
Every created thing that you see moving
it is alive. And every created thing that
you find not moving is dead. All creation is growin g and evolving. It never
ceases.
Of the creatio ns of reason one is
religion. Religion must be moving and
day by day must grow and evolve. If
it remain s motionless it becomes decadent and declines for the bountie s of
God are continuous. Inasmu ch as the
bountie s of God are continuous religion
must be growing and evolving.
Consider careful ly that all affairs
haVe been renewed because this illumined century is the centur y of the renewal of all things. Sciences and arts
were renewed. Indust ries also were in
wonde rful fashion renewed. Laws and
ordinan ces were renewed. Condu ct and
customs were made new. Though ts became new. The sciences of the past cen-

turies are today fruitless. The laws of
past centuri es are fruitles s. Old customs are useless. For this century is the
century of miracles. It is the century of
the manife station s of reality and compared to the past centuri es is like the
sun. Consid er for a momen t the sciences.
The arts and sciences of past centuri es
are they fruitfu l today 1 The laws of
ancient medic ine-are they useful today? Or the ordinan ces of the despotism of ancien t ages-a re they fruitfu l
today? It is eviden t that not one of
them has any fruit.
Imitati ons that have emanat ed from
imagin ations and are not in accord with
the founda tions laid by the prophe ts of
God-i s it possible today for these imitations to give any benefit especially to
people of intellec t and scienc e-for they
see that these imitati ons are not in conformity with reality and science; nay,
rather, they are superst itions. Theref ore
the materia lists have in their hands a
great excuse for their opposition to religion.
The divine prophe ts have established
the true religion and from these imitations they are completely free. Nay,
rather, they have spread divine knowledge, have given intellec tual evidences,
up-bui lt human charact er, and promul gated the virtues of the world of human ity. The founda tions laid by the prophets are the cause of the life of mankin d.
They became the cause of illumin ation
of the world of human ity. But, alas,
that all their teachin g was entirel y
change d and altered . The realitie s that
the prophe ts, with calamities and suffering, have spread abroad were lost
throug h imitatio ns. Every one of the
prophe ts endure d calami ty and torture s
with super-h uman endura nce. Some of
them became martyr s, some were exiled
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But the prophe ts are entirel y withou t shines upon the evil and the good. That
knowledge of these imitati ons; nay is to say, the mercy of God is univers al.
rather, they repudi ate them, for the di- All human ity are under the shadow of
vine prophe ts were the founde rs of real- the bounty of T'ruth. And all creatio n
ity.
is submerged in the sea of the bestowals
Now if the nations of the world for- of God. The outpou ring and the bounty
sake imitati ons and investi gate reality of God are all encircling. Theref ore tothey will become united and agreed. day the p::tth of progres s is being preReality is one. Reality does not admit pared.
multip licity. And reality is the light of
There are two kinds of progress. First
unity and the founda tion of the oneness the physica l; second the spiritu al. Physof the world of human ity. But imita- ical progres s is the cause of the comforts
tions are the cause of the separat ion of of life. But spiritu al progres s is the
mankin d and are conducive to war and cause of the glory of the world of
strife. All the religions that you know human ity for it serves the world of
today are produc ts of the imitati on of moralit y. Physic al civilization is the
fathers and grandf athers. A person cause of worldly happin ess. But divine
whose father was a Jew, he is a Jew, too. civilization is the cause of the everlastIf his father was a Christi an he, too, is ing glory of mankin d. The divine
a Christi an. If his father was a Bud- prophe ts have established spiritu al civildhist he is a Buddh ist. If his father was ization. They have render ed service to
a Zoroas trian, he is a Zoroas trian also. the world of morals. They have estabAll these sons imitate their fathers . They lished spiritu al brother hood.
never investi gate reality ; and because
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forget these imitations, spread and practice whatev er proves to be the reality of
the divine teachin gs so that among mankind a univers al spiritu al brother hood
may be established. And this cannot be
save throug h the power of the Holy
Spirit. The happin ess of the earthworld lies in the Holy Spirit.
The
glory of heaven is in the Holy Spirit.
~-\nd all the degrees of recepti vity
to the Eterna l depend upon the
Holy Spirit. The declara tion of universal peace, the oneness of the world
of human ity all depend Upon the Holy

Spirit. By this power of the Holy Spirit
the century is illumin ed, progres s and
prospe rity are obtained, all mankin d are
united, all the countri es become one
country , all nations one nation. For
the human world there is no higher attribute than this. Thanks be to God
that in this century sciences have progressed, arts have progressed, liberty has
progressed, justice has progre§lsed.
Theref ore it has become worthy of these
divine bounties. It is the centur y of the
establishment of univers al peace and the
oneness of the world of human ity.

HAPP INESS FROM THE BAHA I VIEW POINT

By

l\1:ARTHA ROOT.

(Repri nted by permission from the June issue of the Roycro ft magazi
ne.)
BAHA I Cause now encircl ing
T HEthe world
is a movement for unity

of religions, univers al peace and a universal langua ge. Its founde rs, the Bab,
Baha 'Ullah and Ab dui Baha have
brough t to human ity a message which
transfo rms for its followers this earth
world into a spiritu al Rose-Garden.
To presen t to you some of their
though ts on happin ess is the purpos e of
this compilation of quotations. Asked
the ultimat e goal of a human life Abdul
Baha replied that it assured ly was not
to eat, nor to sleep, nor to dress, nor to
repose on the couch of negligence.
Rather it is to find one's way to eternity and unders tand the divine signs;
to receive wisdom from the Lord of
Lords and to move steadil y forwar d like
a great sea.
Speaki ng with a group of friends he
said: "To see the joy of divine gladness
on your faces is the cause of my happiness for when I see you happy, I am
happy also. The divine messengers come
to bring joy to this earth, for this is the
planet of tribula tion and tormen t and
the mission of the great master s is to

turn men away from these anxieti es and
to infuse life with infinite joy.
, 'When the divine message is understood all trouble s will vanish. Shadows
disapp ear when the univers al lamp is
lighted , for whosoever becomes illumined thereby no longer knows grief.
He realizes that his stay on this planet
is tempor ary and that life is eternal .
When once he has found reality he will
no longer retreat into darkness.
"R,efiect on the tribula tions the divine
messengers endure in each age-ex ile,
prison, the cross, decapi tation; yet. they
ever remain tranqui l.
"Beho ld the apostles of Christ! They
had many trials. The friends of Baha
'Ullah in Persia have underg one unspeakable calamities. Their possessions
were seized and destroyed, their children capture d, their lives sacrificed; yet
at the hour of martyr dom they danced
with joy, for they were completely detached from the life of this world. Trials
have· never preven ted men from knowing the happin ess of the beyond. Nay,
rather, this is the path."
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associating with the person whom you
love, or listenin g to a good voice, or solving an intellec tual problem. All these
are the motives of happiness, but the
real cause is spiritu al. "

"The world needs more happin ess and
illumin ation. The star of happin ess is in
every heart, we must remove the clouds
so that it may twinkle radiant ly. Happiness is an eternal condition. When it
is once established, man will ascend to
the suprem e heights of bliss. A truly
happy man will not be subject to the
shiftin g eventu alities of time. Like unto an eternal king he will sit upon the
throne of fixed realities. He will be impervious to outwar d, changi ng circumstances, and throug h his deeds and actions impart happin ess to others. A
Bahai must be happy, for the blessings
of God are bestowed upon him.
"Every soul must strive to impart
'to mankin d that joy and happin ess the
lIature of which is perma nent."

"What is necessary is divine joy. Divine happin ess is the speake r of the
The soul of man must
heart. .
where he is. One
matter
no
be happy
must attain to that condition of inward
beatitu de and peace; then outwar d circumstances will not alter his spiritu al
calmness and joyfuln ess."
From 1868 to 1908 Abdul Baha was
a prisone r in Acca, Palesti ne. His
teachin gs of univers al peace and brotherhood were too far in advanc e of his
time. But as he said, "Ever y mornin g
when I awoke I praised God there was
anothe r day to serve Him in His prison.
Every night I thanke d Him that He had
permit ted me to serve His Kingdo m one
more day in His prison. I was in a
Turkis h prison forty years but every
day was a day of perfect joy."

"This is the day of happin ess. In no
time of any manife station was there the
cause for happin ess as now. A happy
state brings special blessings. When the
mind is depressed the blessings are not
received. ' ,
"Laug h and talk, don't lament and
talk. Laugh and speak. "
"Laug hter is caused by the slackening
or relaxat ion of the nerves. It is an
ideal condition and not physical. Laughter is the visible effect of an invisible
cause. For example, happin ess and misery are super-sensuous phenomena. One
cannot hear them with his ears or touch
them with his hands. Happin ess is a
spiritu al state. But happin ess is caused
either by looking at a beautif ul picture ,
or witnessing a delectable panora ma, or

"My happiness," he said, " comes
from the Kingdo m of Abha! My joy is
from the Delectable Paradi se 1 My
health is gained throug h the rays of the
sun of Reality . My spiritu ality descends
from the world of lights. My enkindlement is obtaine d from the Fire of the
Love of God. My attract ion is vouchsafed from the mainsp ring of all truths.
My life is mainta ined throug h the fraterniza tion of all mankin d, the progres s
of the Cause of God and the unity of the
friends . "

A FORT UNE 'fHAT BESTO WS ETERN AL HAPP INESS
Knowledge, Purity of Thoug ht and Love
studen ts
Talks given by Abdul Baha on Mount Carme l to a group of college
Sohrab.
Ahmad
Mirza
by
ted
transla
and
ed
during their summe r vacation. Record
"TRU E happin ess is found in purity
of though t. Whene ver I look into
your radian t faces I am made most happy because your though ts are pure. You
must live in such a manne r that when-

ever I think of you I may be made joyous; whenever I behold your shining
countenances I may become happy;
whenever I hear good news of you my
heart may be filled with delight.
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":Man must so live that he may become beloved in the sight of God, beloved in the estimat ion of the righteo us
ones and beloved and praised by the
people. When he reaches this station the
feast of eternal happin ess is spread before him. His heart is serene and composed because he finds himself accepte d
at the thresho ld of His Highne ss, the
One. His soul is in the utmost felicity
and bliss even if he be surrou nded by
mounta ins of tests and difficulties. He
will be like unto a sea on the surface of
which one may see huge white waves,
but in its deeps it is calm, unruffl ed and
undistu rbed. If he trusts his happin ess
to worldly objects and fluctua ting conditions he is doomed to disappo intmen t.
Should he gain a fortune and anchor his
happin ess to that he may hypnot ize himself into a state of so-called joy for a
few days, and then that very fortune
will become a mill-stone around his neck,
the cause of his worry and melancholy.
"But if he lives in accordance with
the good-pleasure of the Lord he will be
favored at the court of the Almigh ty.
He will be drawn nigh unto the throne
of Majest y. He will be respect ed by all
mankin d and loved and honore d by the
believers. This fortune bestows eternal
happin ess. The tree of this fortune is
ever green. The autumn al wind does
not sear its leaves nor does the frost of
winter rob it of its perenn ial freshness.
This is a happin ess which is not followed
by any misery but is always a source of
g'ratefulness and blessedness. The most
great, peerless gift of God to the world
of human ity is happin ess born of lovethey are the twin siste,rs of the superman; one is the complement of the other.
Everyt hing that contrib utes to the sum
total of this human happin ess is a gift
on the part of God, and that thing which
does not add to the aggreg ate of this
ideal felicity must be, little by little
or all at once elimina ted.
"There fore, it becomes self-ev ident
that the first bestowal to the world of
human ity is happin ess, that kind of

happm ess which is unalter able and
ideal. If, by happin ess physica l enjoyment of materia l things is meant then
the ferocious wolf is made happy because he kills the innoce nt lamb and
satisfies his hunger for a few hours. This
is not happin ess. Happin ess is a psychological conditi on created in brain, mind
and heart, the effect of which works out
from the center to the circum ference .
For example, after many days and
nights of reflection the philoso pher unravels a seemingly unsolvable problem.
As the result, a wave of suprem e happiness surges throug h his being. The
philant hropist comes to the assistance
of thousa nds of half-sta rved, halfclothed, afflicted people of a nation. In
his deed he wins much conten tment. An
engine er spans a large river with a suspension or cantile ver bridge, or an architect makes the design of an edifice. Each
finds true enjoym ent in his work.
"It is related that Baseer Tousy was
well versed in the science of astronomy.
Many nights he walked on the roof of
his house watching' the stars. Whene ver
he happen ed to discover the true position of a planet or to locate the place of
a constel lation he became so enrapt ured
with the joy of a new idea that he would
get· up and dance and sing, saying :
'Where are the kings? Where are the
monaTchs of the earth? What is true
felicity ? Let them come and see what
real happin ess means, what ideal bliss
really is.'
"It is for this reason that Baha 'Ullah
in all his tablets has made it incumb ent
upon all to study sciences and arts, encourag ing everyone in the acquire ment
of learnin g and a liberal educat ion for
the eternal happin ess of mankin d lies
in these (things ).
"Prais e be to God that for the presen t
you are all well and happy! I have met
you and associated with you this hour.
You are living on the slope of Mount
earmel , are near to the Holy Tomb of
the Bab, inhalin g the fragran ce of its
rose garden , a.re looking at the unique
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panora ma and are enjoyin g the gifts of
heaven. This is the ultima te hope of
the lovers of truth, to be in the neighborhood of the Most Emine nt Mercy! "
In the evening there was a large meeting. vVhen the Master entered the room
he looked over the bright faces of the
Bahai studen ts and exclaimed with delighted heart:
"God be praised ! How wonde rful are
these studen ts! I am looking forwar d
with great hope to their future. In reality they are beneat h the shade of the
Blessed Perfec tion and they are being
animat ed with the spirit of the Holy
Land. For this reason they are superio r
to many other studen ts. Their mettle
will become known in the future. They
are now in the process of refinin g; when
they come out of the crucible their
brightn ess will become manife st. The
word of God is the refinin g which will
polish them, sufferi ng them to become as
tested gold.
"Ever y single assured and firm be-

liever will consider himself the servan t
of all the friends of God, nay, rather,
the servan t of the world of human ity.
The honor of man depends upon this.
The everlas ting glory of mankin d lies
in this. For this reason his holiness
Christ says: 'The last shall be first; the
least among you in the Kingdo m is the
greates t.' Whosoever desires to walk in
the path of the Kingdom, so that he may
reach the court of the Almigh ty, he must
be a true servant . The path of God cannot be compa red with the paths of men.
The humble r man is in the path of God
the more exalted is he; the greater his
meekness and submissiveness the more beloved is he; the more he is surrou nded
with tests and trials the vaster the tranquillity and composure of his spirit.
Nay, rather, in the path of God humili ty
is honor, trouble is rest, affliction is bestowal, povert y is wealth , indigen ce is
sovereignty and lowliness is nobility.
Truly, I say, whosoever is the real servant of the believers of God is their assistant and helper. We must all walk in
this divine path."

THE WRIT INGS OF BAHA 'ULLA H
By HORAC E HOLLEY
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This distinc tion between creativ e impulse and sensitive instrum ent is vital.
Every literary work is like a telescope
which can be held up to the eye at
either end. Accord ing as we experience
literatu re throug h the limitat ions of
minds to respond, or the unlimi ted capacity and appeal of the creativ e impulse itself, we are led to believe that
writing , like a tower, can never rise
above a certain height, or we believe
that, like a fine musical instrum ent, its
power grows forever with the touch of
the hand by which it is played.
It is actuall y as though the individuals capable of produc ing literatm e
were themselves each one a definite
numbe r of notes on the entire, indefinite
scale of the instrum ent. Author s differ
vastly as to what notes sound throug h
their work, and what notes remain silent. In one we have aesthetic sensitiveness withou t moral discrim ination ;
in anothe r able logic withou t feeling of
beauty . The whole of literatu re is far
from being literatu re as a whole. The
whole of literatu re, historically, is nothing more than a long series of limited
parts, and literatu re as a whole can no
more be imagin ed from groupi ng together these parts than could a sound
man be imagin ed by one who knew only
differe nt forms of disease.
But to externalize literatu re is to miss
even the ability to perceive this fact. It
is to miss even the true humili ty characteris tic of the creator, by which the
creator tends to belittle poems even
while glorify ing poetry. The creativ e
mind is well aware that if somehow the
silent notes could be made to sound, all
that literatu re has done in the past
would seem by comparison nothing . He
is impati ent of his own Ivor1:, knowing
that its excellence is merely the power
of commanding a, small field. But without knowing what literatu re is in its
essense, our reading continu ally goes
astray. VVe travel the road of experience, but we travel backward. We scale
the creativ e power by what has actuall y

been .created, rather than what has been
created by the creativ e power; which is
to measure the heavens by the highest
visible hill.
Thus it seems to most studen ts that
Shakespeare is and must be suprem e in
literatu re for all time. Shakespeare, it
seems, sounde d all the (wailaUe notes On
the keyboa rd of life. One by one he
brings every type of man and woman
upon the stage, where one by one their
inmost secrets are exquisitely, completely told. The gesture of good and
evil, power and weakness alike he rendered in all its deepest significance.
But with the decay of person al experience, the very power of estimat ing
values passes away. We expect nothing
beyond Shakespeare, because we stand
within the superficial completeness of
the work and not within the profou nd
incompleteness of the man. We do not
even follow Shakespeare himsel f to his
own consummation, his own self-estimation as a mind t.ranscended by power
unencompassed on every hand. But I
recall that his old age, in the person of
Prospe ro, deliber ately broke the wand
by which all those dear enchan tments
had been raised. Even about this mind
the darkne ss fell. Master of motives
within the range of his own experience,
Shakes peare at last paid reveren t homage to motives outside its ken. Breaking the magici an's wand seems, to the
lesser mind, merely as though the poet
withdr ew from poetry in the weakness
of old age; but to the mind capable of
standin g beside Shakespeare himself
the broken wand signifies nothing less
than his recognition that all human
drama had begun to crumbl e away with
the percep tion of a greater and a beyond. Triump h is the glory of the
lesser mind; humili ty is the glory of the
great. Shakes peare's old age cannot be
taken as the guttere d candle, the empty
lamp- it was the openin g of a weary
studen t's window at dawn, when the
rising sun shames the candle to his own
gladde ned eyes.
Shakespeare knew
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new facultie s as standa rds in the mind.

It is a Mystery, but not secretive; a Rev-

elation, but not argume nt.ative ; Love,
but not enticement. In numberless passages the flame burns visibly forth and
the wine intoxicates. It is a spiritu al
geogra phy for the searchi ng mind, a
home for the heart outworn. But alas,
even in the abunda nce of midspr ing, the
dead tree stands unmoved.

"Revel ation is a fire from which proceed two effects: It creates the flame of
love within the faithfu l, but produc es
the cold of heedlessness within those
that hate."
"The proof of the sun is its light
which shines forth encompassing the
world; and the evidence of the shower
is the bounty renewi ng the earth at its
fall. "

THE SUN OF REAL ITY BECO MES TRULY MANI FEST WITH
THE
PASSI NG OF THE CLOUD "OF THE BODY

A Tablet by Abdul Briha to the Great Scholar, Abul Fazl
When in 1892 Baha'U llah, after fifty
years of glorious teachin g in Persia, in
Bagdad , in the most great prison of
Acca, passed into the unseen world his
disciples were prostra te, even the saintly
Abul Fazl. It seemed as if nothing
could console them. Abdul Baha wrote
twice to Abul Fazl but he was so grief
stricke n that he sent no answer. The
spiritu al radianc e reflected from the
mirror of Baha 'Ullah 's earthly temple
was so life-giving even Abul Fazl was
desolate when the physical mirror was
broken. Then Abdul Baha wrote him
the following mllrvelous tablet. It has
a deep significance for aU his friends
today. -Edito r.
o thou father, mother and brothe r of
Faza'il (virtue s)!
It has been a long time since the
fragran ce of significances from the rosegarden s of the heart of that fountai nhead of knowledge has reached the nOstrils of the longing ones or the flame of
the heat of the vibrati ons of yearnin g
have reached the meadows of the hearts
of the true friends . Althou gh at thp
commencement of the burnin g anguish
caused by the separat ion of the Beloved
of the Horizons (Baha 'Ullah) , a letter
was sent, yet the acknowledgment of its
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receipt has not appear ed, nOr has the
sign of acceptance been made manifest.
It is eviden t that this distres s and depression are due to the severit y of the
grief for the separat ion of the Beloved
of the Horizo ns and this inactiv ity is
due to the effect of the great calamity.
But the lights of the Sun of Reality
have no setting , nor have the waves of
the great sea any quiet. or calm. The
bountie s of the Abha, the most glorious
Kingdo m are uninte rrupted and the
splend ors of the Empyr ean heaven are
perman ent. The clouds of the April of
bestowals are overflowing and the artery
of the love of God is pUlsating in the
body of the world. The confirmations
of the most glorious, Abha companion
are incessa nt and the grace of his holiness the Most High is continuous.
Though that most lumino us Sun has set
in the lower horizon, which is the horizon of beings, yet it has risen and shone
forth from the highest horizon. Though,
until the presen t time, the eyes of mankind on accoun t of veils have been deprived, . blinded and covered, now that
veil which in every dispens ation and age
has been the cause of denial is being
removed. For in all dispensations when
the Manife station of His Oneness ap-
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fragran ces of His sanctit y and to elevate His word with such rising that the
pillars of polythe ism will totter, the
hearts heedless to the Lord of Lords
will tremble , the centers of knowledge
will be uplifte d, the standa rds of assur-

ance will be spread abroad , the banner s
of explan ation will wave and the sails
of life will be hoisted in the ark of
safety on the sea of creatio n.
ABnuL BAHA ABBAS.
Transl ated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdad i.

MEDIT ATION AND ITS EFFEC T
UPON COND UCT
By MARY HANFO RD FORD

human being is a creatur e who
T HE
is ordina rily govern ed by impulses

which rise within him compar atively unwatche d and unguar ded. If he feels
happy or melancholy, angry or patient ,
his action reflects the conditi ons of his
being, and if one reproac h him for
faults which might disapp-ear with a
little self-co ntrol he is apt to reply "Well, I am made that way, and I can't
help it."
He is only conscious of the physica l
impuls e which promp ts a certain nervous expression and he has not yet
learned that there are two of him and
that if he would become acquai nted with
his greater self, the soul or reality, life
might be very differe nt, and the disagreeab le elements of his temper amenta l
man could easily disappe ar.
There is a wave of psychological study
passing over the world which has many
excellent results and which is causing
many person s who never gave much
though t previou sly to the existence of
the "inner man" to perceiv e someth ing
of this interes ting individ ual, who presently becomes vastly more import ant as
an elemen t of person ality than is indicated by that myster ious and bafflin g
term, "the subconscious. " The subconscious is in fact the true self, the
soul, or as Abdul Baha often calls it,
the reality.
There is no part of his wonde rful
teachin g which is more clear and convincing than that relatin g to the soul
in its. contact with life, the body, and

God. As we follow it we realize that
the soul is the avenue throug h which
,Ye know God and receive the Holy
Spirit, that it is always a distinc t entity
becoming more lumino us and powerf ul
as we turn to God and control the animal man in us. It often surrou nds us
like. an aureole in our earlier stages of
development, but as we progres s, and
reflect its light, it leaves us free even in
our waking hours and carries on its own
activity . The subconscious, in other
words, is the true thinker and reveale r
in us, throug h whom words become real
prayer , and impuls e becomes intuitio n
and veritab le guidance.
But how is this possible ~ We ask
anxiou sly, and Abdul Baha's reply is,
throug h prayer, medita tion and deeds,
because withou t the deeds which express
the results of medita tion and prayer
these remain only delight ful experiences
of the soul, and do not transfo rm life.
Abdul Baha says in the great address
on medita tion in the Paris Talks- the
one who cannot medita te is still in the
animal kingdo m!
Many person s are not aware of the
difference between concen tration and
medita tion, which is very positive.
Throug h concen tration we enter the
psychic or mental world, we hypnot ize,
we develop the person al will. But in
medita tion we enter the Abha kingdo m
by tempor arily elimina ting the persona l
will. In this state we penetra te the consciousness of the reality, and can receive
the divine commands throug h the Holy
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Spirit, and if we are strong enough to
obey the commands we receive Our impulses are overcome, we obtain eternal
life and become rationa l beings instead
of merely animal s who walk erect.
Many believers are only mental believers. They have never taken time to
abstrac t themselves from the turmoi l of
the outer life and hear the "still, small
voice" which is only audible to the
inner ear. Baha'U llah says: "We
speak one word and by it we intend one
and seventy meani ngs-ea ch one of
them we can explain."
These one and seventy meanin gs are
not simply shades of mental and spiritual interpr etation but often facts of life
which we can only unders tand throug h
prayer and self-control. The individ ual
who is no longer capable of anger, envy,
ambitio n or revenge, who does not feel
such impulses, who is made ill by indulgence in gossip and scanda l, and
therefo re no longer tolerate s them has
entered the spiritu al path and is beginning to know eternal life.
These are some of the results of real
meditation, when it is sought as a means
of purifyi ng the outer man, not merely
as a spiritu al pleasur e and intoxication.
The latter is delight ful but not educat-

ing, and people who form the habit of
medita tion withou t deeds sometimes fall
into serious nervou s trouble . Meditation lights a fire within us which demands fuel, the fuel of growth and
though tful activity, and if we refuse tu
feed it with these, it is liable to burn up
its own oven! And this, of course, is
not particu larly agreeable or advant ageous for the oven. However, Ab duI
Baha says: ' 'The test of existence is
motion. An object which has in itself
the power of motion lives; if motion is
withhe ld growth ceases. That is mortality. . . . If the reality of man is
not confirmed by the divine power there
is no doubt whatsoever but that it will
stop along the path of human progress,
and after its stop there will be a fall."
The confirmation of this divine power
comes to us throug h medita tion and its
resulta nt deeds. And one sees the great
advanc e daily among those who are
seeking spiritu al truth. Sight comes
into the eyes, happin ess to the heart,
and though outwar d circumstances may
not be what one desires, the light and
happin ess are not diminished. Such
light and such happin ess are from within and are not depend ent upon exterio r
happen ings.

GREE N ACRE
By

WILLIA M

HERE is one spot in America that
has always been the soil of Peace,
and before Columbus dreame d of a
Wester n world, it was a zone dedicat ed
to Peace by the Indian Chiefs who gathered on this sacred ground to smoke the
Pipe of Good-will; it was owned by all
and possessed by none, just as God created the earth.
This historic spot is situate d in Eliot,
Me., on the banks of the beautif ul Piscataqu a River, named by the Indian s
"River of Light, " as the sunset turned
it to gold. As in th03e days the camp
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RANDA LL

fires heralde d from tribe to tribe the
covenant of the peace of the red men,
so in this day, on the same spot, the
Green Acre flag bears the emblem
"Peace " to the whole world.
On his return from Americ a the very
first night Abdul Baha spoke to the
friends who had gathere d at the evening meetin g in his home at Haifa in
these words: "There is a place in
Americ a called Green Acre. It is customary during the months of summe r
for people of differe nt creeds and religions to gather there and the leaders
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of various movements and though ts deliver lecture s and address es; thus they
have combined most effectively education and recreat ion. The significance
and usefuln ess of this unique place lie
in the fact that they offer a free and
unrestr icted platfor m to the citizens of
every nation and the adhere nts of every
religion. Thus every subject is discussed
with that full liberty of conscience
which alone is enjoye d in the United
States. The Found er of these Oonferences, wherei n every nationa lity and religion is worthi ly represe nted, is Miss
Farme r. To her is due all praise and
commendation for having thus initiate d
this wonde rful plan, which must be carried out to its logical conclu sion-a universal platfor m for all mankin d, irrespective of race, religion or nationa lity.
As the name Green Acre is similar to
the town of Acca, when I arrived there
I was made very happy. I spent one
week in that green and delight ful Acca.
It is a most beautif ul countr y place.
Its water is pure, its aIr is salubri ous
and its atmosp here is spiritu al. Here
they have many pine groves, under
which people gather to hear lectures.
Mirza Abul Fazl, when in Green Acre,
used to give his addresses under some
of these pines and so they are known as
the Persian Pines."
Green Acre is one of the lovely summer spots of New Englan d, combining
an Inn, Fellow ship House, music and
lecture hall, tea room and cottages, now
hidden , now revealed throug h pines,
green meadows and sloping hills. Much
has been done the past year to improve
and modernize the physica l needs of
Green Acre and to make practic al the
inner and outer worlds of our welfare.
Green Acre has a call, a distinc t call,
to the univers al mind and to the uni-

versal heart to advanc e materia l and
spiritu al ideals, to further economic and
social justice, to sense Reality in the
miniat ure of the advanc ing civilization
of this Day of God. Its natura l beauty
and the standa rd of its Oonferences
combine recreat ion and inspira tion. It
is becoming one of the great spiritu al
centers of America, because it has no
creed or sect, but welcomes all in the
terms of human ity. Its religion includes the world, its doctrin e is brother hood. Its doorways lead to the kingdo m
of world peace, the equalit y of men and
women, the unity of science and religion, a magne t of Univer sal Realities.
Miss Farme r was a Bahai and she received many Tablets from Abdul Baha
in regard to the founda tion and fulfillment of Green Acre, and in conclusion
we quote a few words from several of
these Tablets :
"Oonsi der the divine splendo rs in
Green Acre: One of them is the tree of
fire, and anothe r is what was witnessed
by thy friend ....... . , a light shining
forth unto all sides.
Verily, I
beseech God to make Green Acre as the
Paradi se of EI-Abha, so that the melodies of the nightin gale of sanctit y may
be heard from it and that the chantin g
of the verses of unity may be raised
therein ; to cause the clouds of the great
gift to pour upon it the rains falling
from Heaven, . . . These signs shall
surely appear and these lights shall
shine forth.
Oonsequently, .if
one looks for praisew orthy results and
wishes to produc e eternal effects, let
him make exceeding effort, in order that
Green Acre may become an assemblage
for the Word of God and a gatheri ng
place for the spiritu al ones of the
heavenly world."
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EDITORIAL
WELV E years ago a group of
friends in Chicag'o felt that the light
of the Bahai Cause, which was just beginnin g to shine in the west, should
have a mirror to reflect its heaven ly
teachin gs and its world-wide progress,
They started a little paper called the
Bahai News. Mr. Albert Windu st and
Miss Gertru de Buikem a stepped forward to take up the work of editing and
Abdul
circula ting the little sheet.
ning
concer
tablets
ul
beautif
Baha wrote
it
which
into
ne
magazi
al
univers
the
was to develop. Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
started the Persian section which, when
he went to the Orient, was taken over
by Dr. Zia Bagdad i. Their devoted
services have made a visible bond between the east and the west and brough t
news and heaven ly words to multitu des
in the Orient.
The B{Lhai News became the STAR OF
THE' WEST. It was enlarge d to its present size during the epochal tour of
Abdul Baha to the United States in
1912. During the following years it
has publish ed Abdul Baha's addresses
in church es and synagogues, in universities and before progressive societi es,those addresses which are the charter
of the new civilization.
All these years Mr. Windu st and Miss
Buikem a with self-sacrificing devotion
prepar ed and circula ted the issues in
additio n to their regula r business, often
stealin g their hours of sleep and their
holiday s needed for rest that the STAR
OF THE WEST' might shed .its light. Today the growth of the STAR has made
the work too heavy for them and so the
Nation al Spiritu al Assembly throug h
its Public ation Committee has come to
their assistance.
Miss Mary Lesch, throug h fourtee n
years of heroic devotion, has built up
the Bahai Publish ing Society with its
presen t splend id stock of Bahai literature. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Agnew were
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the brave pionee rs who, seeing the light
of the star in the east began in 1902 to
publish the books that should reflect its
univers al glory into the west. Throug h
their loving service and that of Miss
Mary Lesch a wonde rful library of the
Bahai writing s has been put at the disposal of the Nation al Spiritu al Assembly and the English -speaki ng friends .
Now the two activiti es are to be
united throug h the Publica tions Committee, with presen t headqu arters at
R,oom 450, 508 South Dearbo rn Street,
Chicago. The STAR OF THE WEST will
be publish ed twelve times a year according to the western calend ar until the
Univer sal House of Justice works out in
detail the calend ar of the new age.
JOIN THE ARMY OF PEAC E!
THE divine religion is the religion of
service. Spiritu ality, says Abdul
Baha, is love in action. A suprem e service in this the greates t of all centuries,
as Abdul Baha wrote to an Americ an
friend, is "servic e to the Kingdo m of
Peace. " "The army of the oneness of the
world of human ity will regene rate the
world like heaven ly angels. The sharp
sword of this army is the love of God
and its power the knowledge of God."
With the Genoa conference failing,
the nations on the ,verge of bankru ptcy
and despair, hatred and suspicion rending asunde r the ties of interna tional
friends hips and threate ning the very
founda tions of human ity the call to
peace and reconciliation rings like the
bell of the voice of God throug h the
world.
"Haste n ye toward guidan ce!
Hasten ye toward union!
Hasten ye toward love and prospe rity!
Hasten ye to behold the Light of the
World !
Hasten ye toward peace and reconciliation!
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Hasten ye toward the law of disarmament!
Hasten ye toward harmony and success!
Hasten ye toward co-operation and mutual help in the path of guidance."
ABDUL BAHA.

Our age cries for the fulfillment of
the vision of John on Patmos when "a
multitude which no man could number,
out of every nation and of all kindreds
and peoples and tongues" shall arise
before the throne of God, arrayed in the
white robes of pure intentions and universal love, dedicated to the establishment of a universal society of nations, a
universal peace. To join this army of
the most great peace one must first be
equipped with the heavenly teachings;
secondly, try to practice them in his own
life and then spread them by loving,
selfless deeds and radiant words among
the people.
To listen to the divine call and sense
the Kingdom, "this," writes Ab dui
Baha, "is the first step in the path of
God, but the distance of the way is
great.
That pathway is that
of
Severance from the world-tie;
Reliance upon God;
Baptism. through spirit and fire;
Attainment to the spirit of the knowledge of God;
Conflagration with the fire of the love
of God;
Trustworthiness;
Faithfulness and firmness in the
Covenant;
Steadfastness in the Cause, and,
Service to the Ki:p.gdom of Peace
which shall sOOn establish its tent
in the cent er of the world."
"0 ye my soldiers of the Kingdom!"
calls Abdul Baha. "Be ye valiant and
fearless! Day by day add to your spiritual victories. Be ye not disturbed by
the constant a!>saults of the enemies.
Attack ye like unto the roaring lions.
Have no thought of yourselves, for the
invisible armies of the Kingdom are

fighting on your side. Enter ye the battlefield with the Confirmations of the
Holy Spirit. Know ye of a certainty
that the powers of the Kingdom of Abha
are with you. The hosts of the heaven
of Truth are with you. The cool breezes
of the Paradise of Abha are wafting
over your heated brows.
Not for a
moment are ye alone. Not for a second
are ye left to yourselves. The Beauty
of Abha is with you. The Glorious God
is with you. The King of Kings is with
you."
CAN WE CHANGE HUlVIAN
NATURE~
A BAHAr CONVERSION.

A LLeconomic
programs for world peace, for
right and justice depend
for their execution upon the creation of
a new heart in our race of human
beings, "the establishment of the Kingdom of God first in the hearts of men
and then upon earth." To educate this
new humanity is the supreme need of
the century. Because Baha 'Ullah and
Abdul Baha are able to train that new
type of men and women by the divine
elixir of their life and teachings they
have made this century radiant with the
hope of a new world-society in which
dwelleth righteousness.
An instance of this power is recorded
by lVIirza Ahmad Sohrab when he was
livi:qg at Haifa. It is an account of the
conversion of a Russian highwayman
who visited Abdul Baha in the Holy
Land in 1914. "Before he accepted this
revelation he was well-known in all
those parts as a dangerous character
whose very name struck terror to the
heart of the members of the community.
It may be an exaggeration, but I have
heard from several persons that, in his
former whirlwind desperado life he
killed about two hundred people. Physically he is a giant, tall and powerfully
built. Well, when this man embraced
the Bahai Cause and learned of its lofty
and spiritual principles a most miracu-
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lous transformation occurred in his life.
It was more than miraculous. We have
no word for it in the dictionary. Whereas formerly he was ferocious, he became
meek. He was a wolf; now he became
more gentle than a lamb. He was a
Satan; he hecame a radiant angel. He
walked among the people as a standing
miracle. They looked at him, rubbed
their eyes, and could not believe. Mystery of mysteries! Wonder of wonders!
What divine alchemy had changed the
base metal of this man into pure gold!
"By and by they came around and
asked the reason-not from him, but
from others. He did not have to open
his mouth to teach the Oause. This singular and instantaneous transformation
of his- character was the greatest act of
teaching. Then all of a sudden it dawned
upon the minds of many citizens of the
town what a truly marvelous miracle
bad transpired in their midst. They became Bahais, and today are the most
wonderful hody of true, noble Bahais
in all Russia..
. Let the agnostics
and materialists who deny the religion
of God and negate the good it has rendered study the psychology of this
case! "
Speaking of such spiritual rebirth,
Abdul Baha once said: "Ordinarily a
moral teacher striyes day and night until a person abandons one of his many
evil attributes. But as soon as the guidance of God and the faith of God dawn
from the horizon of a heart that person
is a changed man. All his evil characteristics are transformed into praiseworthy attributes. Whereas formerly he
was a coward, he becomes courageous.
Whereas before he was debased, he becomes sanctified and holy. Even in his
intelligence, his knowledge, his sagacity
and his mentality he is a different man. "
SIGNS OF THE TIMES
As the wireless telephones radiate
their messages around the globe in a
new miracle of world-communication
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there comes the call for an international
code, a universal language. The physical means of world brotherhood are
rea d y, - steamships, railroads, air
planes, wireless, radio,-all prepared
for men to come from the east, west,
north, south and sit down in the kingdom of God. Now we need a universal
auxiliary language so that they can understand each other, universal education so that they can know each other,
universal religion so that they can love
each other.
A friend of Rabindranath Tagore is
traveling through America presenting
the literary jewels of India and the
east as a means to the unity of the
Orient and Occident. He tells this
story:
Once in the jungle of India a man
saw a strange object moving through
the dark. He thought it was a ghost.
It came nearer; he thought it was a
tiger. It came nearer; he thought it
was a robber. It came still nearer and
behold, it was his brother! So are we
recognizing brothers in all countries.
We shall see them best in the light or
the Sun or Reality which is now dawning, a glorious sunrise of divine recognition, spiritual vision, universal consciousness.
A vital question is being debated within the churches especially among those
or the Northern Baptists, the largest of
the Protestant Ohristian sects in the
Un it e d States. The conservatives,
called Fundamentalists, insist on a return to the Bible as the great fundamental, hut they interpret the Bible
literally. Their central contention is
that the great war, the present world
disorder and disillusionment following
in its wake make manifest how impossible it is for weak human power to saVe
a falling world. Only the return of
Ohrist, the rending of the heavens, the
new earth of his millennial kingdom can
save mankind. Prophesy has been ful-

filled, his coming is at hand, they proclaim.
The liberals insist that the fundam entalists lay too much stress on the literal
text of the Bible and the coming of a
kingdo m of wrath and vengeance. They
call for a deeper and more scientific understan ding of the Bible.
From the Bahai point of view both
parties have caught and are reflecting
the rays of the new day, but each sees
differe nt rays. Prophe ts always write
in figures of speech. As Abdul Baha
says, it is only figures of speech that
can outlast the changes in langua ges. A
symbol drawn from nature or age-long
human relation s has an externa l quality. But figures of speech like divine
poetry must be interpr eted. They are
tests of spiritu al insight . "When Christ
came ninetee n hundre d years ago," says
Abdul Baha, "those who interpr eted
the scriptu res literall y denounced and
slew him, saying : 'This is not the one
for whom we wait. Behold, when the
Messiah shall come signs and wondel's
will testify that he is in truth the
Christ. We know the signs and conditions and they have not appear ed. The
Messiah will arise out of an unknow n
city. He will sit upon the throne of
David, and behold he will come with a
sword of steel and with a scepter of iron
!Vill he rule.' .
. The letter they
knew by heart, but of the life-giving
Spirit they unders tood not a word.
"Heark en and I will show you the
meanin g thereof . Althou gh he came
from Nazare th, which was a known
place, he also came from heaven. His
body was born of Mary, but his spirit
came from heaven. The sword he carried was the sword of his tongue, with
which he divided the good from the
evil, the true from the false, the faithful from the unfaith ful and the light
from the darkness. His word was in-

deed a sharp sword! The throne upon
which he sat is the Eterna l Throne from
which Christ reigns forever, a heaven ly
throne,. not an earthly one, for the
things of earth pass away but heaven ly
things pass not away."
All over Christe ndom today is ringing the though t, the glorious expectation : "The Master is coming 1" On
some of the doors of the houses at Haifa,
Palestine, for seventy years men have
read: ' , The Lord is Near 1"
This
though t of the return of Christ is ringing throug h the world today with an insistance never known perhap s in two
thousa nd years.
The real spiritu al
meanin g of Christ' s return will be
brough t out in the next issue of the
STAR OF TEE ,NEST. "

But the great need is to return to the
pure teachin g of Jesus.
How the hearts of the nations cry for
a return of the pure teachin gs of Christ,
of Buddh a, of Mohammed, the eternal
essence of religion which is univers al
love! A Christi an ministe r in 1912
called on Ahdul Baha in Boston and
asked: "How can we help this Bahai
movement toward univers al peace and
brother hood ~"
Ab dui Baha replied :
"Teach the pure gospel of Jesus without dogmatic additio ns or imitati ons."
A profess or in one of the Americ an
univers ities asked Abdul Baha: "If 1
become a Bahai can I keep the religion
of my saintly Christi an mothe r?" Abdul
Baha replied : "Of course you may keep
it. If you become a Bahai you will apply
it. "
"To be a Bahai simply means to love
all the world; to love human ity and try
to serve it; to work for univers al peace
and univers al brotherhood. " - Abdul
Balta.
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A VISIT TO BAHJE' BY THE WAY OF THE SEA.

"The Spell of the Holy Land."
By NELLIE S. FRENCH
AS I sit at my desk wondering which
of the deep and lasting impressions
of our visit to the Master, Abdul Baha,
during the days of the Rizwan in May,
19'21, I should commit to paper for the
good pleasure of the friends, I am so
insistently drawn to the incidents of the
journey and the arrival in the presence
of the Master, that I must begin with
those at least, and let the rest take care
of itself. Not a thousandth part of what
is really implanted and constantly growing in my mind and heart could possibly
find expression, for there are no words
with which to make those impressions
clear to the reader, nor indeed was I
myself conscious of all that I was imbibing, nor of the doors of knowledge which
were being opened before my face at the
time.
Five days of patient waiting in Haifa,
for the time when we might go had given
us a beautiful insight into the loving
service and devotion of the friends there,
and were preparation for the crowning
event of our pilgrimage. We took the
little train at about five-thirty on Friday
afternoon, occupying a railway carriage
of the most primitive type in company
with what might have been a party of
laboring "commuters" returning to
Akka for the night. The train traveled
slowly, but as it ran along the very edge
of the Mediterranean the cool sea breeze
soon rose, to the discomfort of the other
travelers, and one by one the wooden
shutters of the car were raised, entirely
shutting out all light and air and the
fresh sweet breeze of the sea.
We seemed not to be of special interest to our traveling companions, though
I confess I was intensely interested in
them, to know what they knew of the
wonderful story of the ages which had
been, and was being, enacted in their
very midst, and I would have given
much to know the language of the country.

We reached the station of Akka, a
short dIstance from the city walls, just
as the sun was sending its last horizontal rays across the sea, bathing the valley
of "Achor" in its last crimson rays.
~tarting on foot toward Bahje, where
Abdul Baha was sojourning, in the little
house adjoining the Shrine of Baha
'Ullah, we left the calm blue sea oeatmg
its ceaseless rythm on the sandy beach
behind us, and turned our faces toward
the plain. N ever shall I forget the sight
which lay before us! A light shower
had fallen, leaving everything fresh and
green, with that indescribable fragrance
which only a shower in a dry land can
produce. Over the Lebanon mountains
there lay the last glow of the sunset and
far away in the distance here and there
curls of smoke rose to indicate some little hamlet gathering its people for the
evening meal. All was still and a peace
reigned quite unbroken save for the
sound of the waves which grew fainter
and fainter as we progressed. Then out
of the twilight came little groups of pilgrims, Persians for the most part, who
had traveled for weeks to spend a few
hours in the presence of Abdul Baha!
They were very quiet, walking with the
even, slow gait of those eastern peoples;
each carrying a small bundle of belongings. They seemed not even to be conversing as we approached them, 'but
when we were near they stopped, and I
saw on the faces of those men a joy not
of this world, as they greeted us in the
name of God, and seemed to impart to
us without words the sense of fellowship
and sympathy.
Our path led further and further into
the country, past the distant walls of
the prison town, over the battlefield of
the ages. It was rather a rough road in
places, and the hour and the still of the
night coming down kept each one wrapt
in his own thoughts. Finally in the distance there appeared a light; it seemed
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a IDng way Dff, fDr we were fDrced to' gO'
As I think of the DppDrtunities which
SIDWly and to' pick Dur way, but night
he has made possible fDr us, of the exhad entirel y closed in when we came to
ample which he came to set for us, nDtha stop before the IDW dDorway of a little
ing, with the help of the PDwer of the
Dne-story house. One of the yDung men,
Covenant, is impossible. I wonder hDW
secreta ry of the Master, came Dut to meet
we can ever fall short of the greateSt
and greet us, and fDr a few tense moreverence of which human ity is capable,
ments we were kept waiting in the hall
of the greates t delicacy for which all
of the house before We were told that
things Df the Spirit call! It is time that
we might enter the Master 's room.
we should be adorni ng ourselves with
How strange it seems to be trying to those attribu tes which will
make worthy
express the sensations of those moments t expone nts of the Cause.
Let these words
I cannot say what was most deeply im- Df his be our constan
t inspira tion and
pressed on me at the time for everyth ing remind ers:
was so new and I was so utterly unprepared fDr all that I was to' see, even
, '1 desire fDr you distinctiDn. The
though I had listene d to' many accounts Bahais
must be disting uished from
of visits of pilgrim s befDre it became my
others Df human ity. But this distincOwn blessing to go. Abdul Baha rose as tiDn
must not depend upon wealth -that
we entered the room and stretch ing out
they should become more affluen t than
his hands he bade us welcome and seated Dther
peDple. I do nDt desire fDr you
us beside him quite as if we had always
financial distinction. It is nDt an ordibeen known to him, removi ng for us
nary distinctiDn that I desire; not scienonce and for all time the feeling of diftific, cDmmercial, industr ial distinction.
fidence which was only natura l when For
you I desire spiritu al distinc tion;
steppin g into that majestic presence.
that is, you must become eminen t and
Here indeed was majesty , but the sur- disting
uished in mDrals. In the love of
roundin gs were of the simplest that I God
you must become disting uished
had ever seen. Here was hospita lity, a frDm
all else. You must becDme dishospita lity which might have been used tinguis
hed for loving human ity; for
toward perSDns of great distinc tion; and unity
and accord ; for love and· justice.
here was dignity , a dignity which is
In brief, you must become disting uished
only born of heaven ly knowledge and
for all the virtues of the human world;
which walks with the Lord Df men!
fDr faithfu lness and sincerity, for justice
Each phase of the Master 's manne r and fidelity, for firmness
and steadfa stsank deeply into my heart as each new ness, for philanthrDpic
deeds and service
impressiDn was born within me, a new to' the human world,
for love tDward
sense of how we should be to be worthy every human being, for
unity and acto deliver to the world the teachin gs of cord with all people, for remDvi
ng prejuthe Cause of God which he came to es- dices and promot ing interna
tional peace.
ta blish and to fulfill.
Finally , you must become disting uished
How small we seemed, how weak and for heaven ly illuminatiDn and acquiri ng
immatu re, hDW unwort hy and how fruit- the bestowals of God. I desire this disless! To have been ushered into that tinction for YDU. This must be the point
presence and to have gone empty- of distinctiDn among you."
handed, to have been accepted of him,
and to have had nDthing to offer but our
This must not be of profession only,
humble willingness t Oh the shame Df but by
actuall y making these words part
it ! And yet he welcomed us as if we of our
every day life. Upon us depends
had been deserving childre n returne d the greates
t of all responsibilities. That
for our reward !
we may be worthy t
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A BEAU TIFUL MESS AGE FROM THE HOLY LAND
By RoUHA KHANu M
The Bahai Community, Persian Colony,
Haifa, Palesti ne, Rizwan 1922.
Dear sisters ·and brothe rs in the Cause of God:to thank
At last I am pleased to be able to answer your very kind letters and
days of
first
the
those friends , who sent messages of loving sympa thy to us in
our crushin g sorrow.
distressed,
Until now I have been broken down with grief, my heart was sore
though ts
my
my eyes were overflowing with bitter tears; I could not collect
such
sent
had
who
,
sufficiently, I had no power to write to those dear friends
loss.
elming
overwh
affectionate words of consolation to me in my
beloved
Now we can comfor t our hearts with the assuran ce that, though our
us
with
t
presen
is
Spirit
eternal
his
yet
body,
Master is no longer in his mortal
his
hid
which
cloud,
a
as
was
ity
human
his
earth
on
here
for evermore. Whilst
we feel the indivine Spirit from us. That veiling cloud is now removed, and
tensity of his spiritu al Guidance.
As the Master said after the Ascension of Baha 'Ullah:
the
"The Light of the Sun of Truth will never set. The waves of
m
Kingdo
the
from
rain
divine
The
time.
Sea of Truth will surge for all
will
e
Suprem
the
of
Realm
the
from
tion
Inspira
fail.
of Glory will never
not cease for evermore.
of
, 'Life-g iving showers are constan tly flowing from the clouds
aid
and
Land,
ly
Heaven
the
from
Mercy. Help is still being poured out
that
from the Suprem e Lord is being given withou t ceasing. Though
has
it
world,
this
of
horizon
the
in
set
has
'Ullah)
Glorious Sun (Baha
ur.
grande
l
celestia
of
sky
divine
the
in
our
splend
t
risen in radian
"The eyes of the people were veiled by his earthly body from seeing
the Light of the Sun of Truth .....
m
"As that veil has been withdr awn, it is now the time to proclai
the
chant
to
Spirit,
the
of
ngs
lightni
the
the Word of God, to send forth
melodies of F'aithfu lness in the Rose-Garden of God the Beloved.
sing
"Oh Nightin gales of the Garden of Virtue ! Now is the day to
the beautif ul harmon ies of Heaven !
"Let your heart be no longer trouble d, neither sit idle in sorrow
here,
and mourni ng, but arise; wing your flight into the Celestial atmosp
always
Love,
of
garden
the
in
s
holines
of
hymns
hant
singing the triump
Beloved,
with your heart fixed on that Divine Home of the Radian t
age!
Pilgrim
our
toward s which we are all as pilgrim s, making
the
"In this day of the Spiritu al Spring time if we do not arise in
season
what
at
m,
Kingdo
the
of
Unity
the
glorious work of establishing
should we choose to begin ~ Verily now is the appoin ted time."
burden of
These words apply equally to our days, when our hearts bear the
the agony of parting with our Beloved Master.
r in a
Now my friends, I implor e you, let us each and all stand togethe
Powers
the
sh
vanqui
to
ined
determ
vast army of Light, steadfa stly and loyally
of Darkne ss on the pitiful battlefi eld of the World.
after
Let us remember the disciples of His Holiness the Lord Christ -how
in
united
r,
his Ascension they, though few in numbe r, stood faithfu lly togethe
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soul and heart and mind, strivin g to accomplish that work, for
which their Lord
had suffere d.
Thanks be unto God, that Abdul Baha has left many friends , who
are ready
to give up all their days, their comfor t and earthly happin ess,
to spread the
teachin gs of the Bahai Cause, which, when known and unders tood
by the noble
and pure-m inded, will change the heart of the world.
We have been consoled and comfor ted by the visits of many
dear friends
from all parts of the world. They have been our great suppor t
in these sorrowful days. We are very glad to have one of these friends , Lady
Blomfield, still
with us. She accomp anied our beloved Shoghi Effend i and his
sister when they
returne d from Englan d. She was just like a very kind mother
to them in the
hour of their deepes t sorrow ; and ever since she has been here,
she has been
occupie d with many useful works, connec ted with various matters
, necessa ry to
the good of the Cause. We are all extrem ely sorry that she is
leaving us in the
immed iate future, to continu e her work in Europe on her return
journe y to
London .
I am sure we shall achieve much more in these days, than in the
earth life
of the Master , because the agony of the parting has so softene d
our hearts, that
our one aim and desire is to give joy to his blessed Spirit.
When the Shephe rd is gone, the sheep must stand closer togethe
r to protect
each other from the attacks of wolves.
Theref ore let us not be depress ed. I know that if we turn our
whole hearts
to God, we shall surely hear the music of the voice of Abdul
Baha singing
therein . Listen in the night season, we shall hear him say: "I
am with you,
fear not, neither be cast down by sorrow !"
Hearke n at morn: He is saying : "Arise for the service of the
Cause of
God, and the spread ing of His Truth."
Listen at noontid e, you will hear him say: "Faint not, though
the flame of
your sorrow be burnin g hot, for soon you shall be refresh ed
by the cooling
breeze of God's Mercy ."
Listen at twilig ht-his voice is saying : "Be happy, rest and
trust in me,
for I love you, and I will never leave you nor forsake you,
my childre n. Be
united! Be patient ! Be hopefu l, be faithfu l!"
I am sure Our Belove d desires for us all, joy, happin ess of heart
and an
abunda nt baptism of the Holy Spirit.
Theref ore let us prepar e our souls to receive this great and gloriou
s Gift in
these, our wonde rful days-w hich the Prophe ts and Saints in
past ages longed
to see! They were deprive d of this blessing, to which we have
attaine d!
I am thankf ul to say that, we have glad tidings from Persia,
where the
friends are arising in renewe d strengt h and unity to serve the
Cause with faithfulness and loyalty .
It is ever thus, when {)ur Belove d passes from earth into the wider
world,
those, whose sorrow is overwh elming , find relief in strivin g to
accomp lish all
he would wish to have done.
I am glad to say that our dear Protec tor of the Cause, Shoghi
Effend i, is
now resting from the work which was so immense. He felt it
necessa ry to go
into retreat , in order to pray, and concen trate and medita te on
the gloriou s and
difficult task entrust ed to him, and to gain the strengt h needed
for its fulfilm ent.
Shoghi Effend i is preciou s to all the Bahai friends , for he is our
leader, bequeath ed to us by Abdul Baha.
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Members of the Master's family repeatedly told us of his love for the
model of this Mashreq 'ul Azkar and
that they had heard him tell the architect, Mr. Louis Bourgeois, that its design had come to him from Baha 'Ullah.
In moments of overwhelming grief
that deluged our hearts while visiting
the shrines of the Bab and Abdul Baha,
-the one to whom we had turned for
so many years for guidance in the path
of God,-this sign of Abdul Baha's love
for the "Mother Mashreq'ul Azkar" as

indicated by the presence of those pictures lifted our spirits and comforted
our hearts. VYe returned to America to
work for the completion of this beautiful edifice with an earnestness and selfsacrifice that we had not realized before.
vYe long to build it now because he
loved it and commanded it to be built.
Its accomplishment will be a living,
thrilling expression of the love and fidelity of the people of Baha for the great
Center of the Covenant of Baha 'Ullah.

AN AMERICAN TEACHER GOES TO PERSIA.
A Record of Spiritual Experience.

MISS GE'NEVIEVE COY

W

ITH the passing of the beloved
Miss Lillian Kappes who had dedicated her life so gloriously to teaching girls in the Tarbiat School of Teheran, Persia, there came a word from
Abdul Baha asking if someone could be
sent in her stead. The Annual Convention of last year with his confirmation
chose Miss Genevieve L. Coy, a specialist in the education of gifted children
and teacher of psychology in one of the
great State Universities, who this spring
took her Ph. D. at Columbia University,
N ew York. During the year she has

been studying Persian and preparing
for her work of teaching English to the
children in Teheran. She sailed from
New York for Egypt, May 10, 1922. She
'will stop in the Holy Land on her way
to P'ersia.
Miss Coy's experience illustrates the
appeal of the Bahai teachings to the
highly trained university scientist. AbduI Baha so perfectly unites science and
religion that the most skeptical modern
scholar is won by his heavenly logic and
his creative words. Miss Coy first heard
of the Bahai movement while teaching
and studying in one of our great American universities. As a specialist in
psychology she thought how delightful
it would be to collect material on the
psychology of the spiritual transformations effected by the Bahai teachings.
vYith this critical spirit of the scientific
investigator she began to question the
Bahais as to their inner experiences and
to read the writings of Abdul Baha and
Baha 'Ullah which they said were the
fountain source of that newness of life
which she saw shining so brightly in
their lives and faces. The result of this
investigation she records in the following bit of spiritual autobiography which
she wrote at the request of the present
writer:
, 'For five years before I heard of the
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Bahai movement my whole attitude toward life had been skeptical and materialistic. I thought that I had absolutely
no religious faith left in me. The very
words, 'God,' 'spirit,' 'faith,' came to
have an utterly disagreeable connotation to me. I lost my faith in everything
and everyone. The moral standards of
my early youth simply vanished, and I
was left with no standards of living,
save a strangely unavoidable devotion to
my work. For the rest-dying seemed
better than living; life looked utterly
black to me, and I would gladly have
disappeared from existence.
"And yet, down under all that black
despair there was the faintest suggestion
of some voice of hope that would not be
utterly silenced by my own selfishness.
But it was too faint to help much. And
then, when it seemed to me that I had
come to the end of the road, and that
there was only darkness ahead-then
the light came! I heard the story of the
lives of Baha 'Ullah and Abdul Baha. I
learned how these teachers had helped
ordinary men and women to live beautifully and joyfully, and I was filled with
an intense desire to know more of how
they would help me to live the things I
had dreamed of doing. All during the
following days and nights those two
great names rang in my ears, and a
glory, as of a new dawn, seemed to fill

my heart wherever I went. I read the
books they had written. I talked with
men and women who had come to love
them; and then, like a gift from an unseen hand, came the realization that this
glorious new vision was for me, as well
as for the others.
"Now I know that there is no true
living except as one lives 'in God, and
for God.' Nothing is of any importance
save to do God's will, as it is revealed
by Baha 'Ullah. And the most wonderful thing of all is that through reading
and meditation and prayer power comes
to one really to make one's life over,
so that one may live joyfully, in service
to one's brothers.
, 'My attitude toward life has been so
changed that I could not possibly go
back to the old standards. I know that
I am in God's hands and that no real
harm can ever reach me. I know that
He will help me to serve Him and His
children. I know that I have come into
my F'ather's home, and that henceforth
I must strive to live as one of the children of the Most Glorious. Because of
this, the two prayers that I pray most
earnestly are these: 'Strengthen me to
serve Thy beloved and to help those who
need Thee,' and 'May my service be acceptable to Thee, and my actions a
praise to Thee.' "
Albert Vail.

BAHAI NE,WS.
one of the wandering apostles
L IKE
of old, Miss Marion Jack has been
travelling from city to city in the vast
northern half of the North American
continent, quietly telling those she met
of the Glad Tidings of the new day of
unity. She has been to Alaska and the
great Northwest. Her home is in New
Brunswick. Her father was a general.
Abdul Baha often called her a general,
too. She is seeking to muster one by one
the soldiers of the army of light, who,
as the wise Zoroaster three milleniums

ago predicted would at the end of three
thousand years vanquish the forces of
darkness and set. up the Kingdom of
God, "the Wise Lord" upon earth.
Recently Miss Jack has been sowing
the seeds of that Kingdom in eastern
Canada. The Hamilton Spectator contains a long, beautifully written interview with her, presenting with great
charm the Bahai message of world
brotherhood. It describes' 'her sojourn
in the little prison city of Palestine
whither she went to sit at the feet of the
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Persian noble who led the selfless life,
and labored for the realization of the
true religion of Christ in this world of
today.
"Miss Jack stated that she was studying art in Paris and London when she
first became interested in the Bahai
movement. The fame of the remarkable
man whose message had been carried to
all countries and to all religions so impressed her that the urge to visit him
became too insistent to be disobeyed. In
1908 she journeyed to Acca, the Turkish
convict town, where, for forty years
Abdul Baha had suffered imprisd"nment
for his principles. Miss Jack recalled
the fact that Acca was the ancient city
dubbed by Napoleon' this grain of sand,'
and the resistance of which to his forces,
he declared, prevented him from being
master of the whole world.
"For six months Miss Jack had the
privilege of association with Abdul
Baha, teaching his four lovely daughters English; learning from him the
basic principles of the cause of Baha
'Ullah and seeing hourly for herself the
selfless life of the spreader of the gospel. She declared that it was a most
precious experience, and one which had
illumined her whole life. Llast fall, at
the age of seventy-seven, Abdul Baha
passed on, leaving his grandson, Shoghi
Effendi, as the guardian of the movement. From all over the world had
come pilgrims of every race and creed
to sit at the feet of Abdul Baha, and
Miss Jack related many remarkable i.[lstances of the unifying power of this
expounder of the word.
" 'The Bahai revelation comes as the
confirmation of these truths of the religions of the past and in its teachings the
people of the various religions find the
fulfillment of the sacred teachings of the
past, and also the solution of the great
latterday problem of religious unity, for
the Bahai teaching confirms and completes all religious teachings which have
gone before, and offers a practical philosophy which meets the present-day
spiritual needs of humanity.' "

Miss Martha Root has, in between her
world-journeys been quietly writing and
speaking in her home town in Pennsylvania. She is now giving a series of lectures each Saturday evening before the
Chamber of Commerce on the universal
principles of the new world-order. The
local newspapers contain resumes of
each lecture and often outlines in advance. One of these outlines reads as
follows:
"The third in the series of Saturday
evening talks by Miss Martha Root in
the Chamber of Commerce, tomorrow,
Saturday evening, will be 'Universal
Education-the Flour Ways of Acquiring Knowledge.' The theme is what it
is to be educated and the power of the
Holy Spirit in developing one's insight.
The Holy Spirit is for all and the best
knowledge IS the Knowledge of God's
Laws."
The three holy Shrines of Baha 'Ullah,
Abdul Baha and the Bab were illumined
with powerful electric lights for the first
time on the first day of the Feast of
Rizwan, April 21, 1922.
On the ninth day of April, 1922, the
work was started on the building of the
new pilgrim house at the foot of Mount
Carmel, opposite the home of Abdul
Baha.
In Constantinople, notwithstanding
the lack of teachers, a great number of
Turks, Armenians and Persians have
become attracted to the Bahai Cause.
For the first time in history the members of these three races are united in
one faith.
J enabe Fazel and his family stopped
in Constantinople on their way from
Persia to Palestine. They are to live
in the Holy Land.
The Bahai children of America have
in the last year through their little Temple banks given to the Bahai Temple
fund about six hundred dollars.
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NEW BOO KS
BAHAI, THE SPIRIT OF THE AGE

Brenta no's, New York.
The gifted Bahai thinke r and poet,
Mr. Horace Holley, has presen ted in
this volume a brillian t introdu ction
to the Bahai movement from the point
of view of western science and spiritual aspirat ions. His introdu ction on
the" Cosmic Trinity " is a searchi ng
philosophic argume nt to prove the
reality of spiritu al forces, the essential necessity of those master dynamoes called prophe ts or Manife stations if the cosmic energy of the divine
Will, Knowledge, Love is to enter the
world of mankin d, illumin e our path
and move our social life up the glorious highwa y of divIne civilization.
The pages of the first third of the
volume are brillian t with the scientific proofs of the reality of God and
His Manife station s and the ascent of
man toward "cosmi c consciousness."
The remain der of the volume contains dynam ic selections from the
creativ e words of Baha'U llah and
Abdul Baha, presen ting with brief introduct ions from the pen of the author the Bahai Message to Christi anity, to Judaism , to science, to politics and economics, to Christi an
Science and New Thought, and to
Theosophy. The volume closes with
a chapte r on "The Spirit of the
Age, " "The Bahai Temple" and with
two priceless Bahai docum ents concerning univers al peace and the wonders of "the faculty of medita tion"
when it "is bathed in the Inner Light
and charact erized with divine attributes."
Distrib uted by the Bahai Publish ing Society, 508 South Dearbo rn
Street, Chicago; $2.50, postage 20c
additio nal.

LECTUR ES OF JENABE FAZEL

The Seattle friends have publish ed
five little volumes which contain the
addresses that Jenabe Fazel gave in
their city in the winter of 1921. The
little volumes are aglow with the wisdom of that "ideal sage" and are a
beautif ul introdu ction to the heaven ly
teachings. "The New Vision of Immortal ity" in volume five is a glorious picture of the life of the spirit
in the unseen Kingdom. Sca ttered
throug h the pages are questions asked
at the variou s meetin gs and the brilliant answer s of the spiritu al philosopher.
These little books presen t the most
great message with a univer sality and
a modern , wester n note that is a perpetual refresh ment. They reveal how
gloriously the beloved Jenabe Fazel
was confirmed to ignite in the lamps
of the west that univers al light which
has dawned from the horizon of the
east.
Some of the subject s treated in the
differe nt volumes are as follows:
Vol. 2-"Pa lestine in the Days of
Recons tructio n"; "Solut ion of the
Economic Problem."
Vol. 3-" The Univer sal Consciousness of Christ "; "The Evolut ion of
the Idea of God in All Ages" ; "Physical and Spiritu al Healin g"; "The
Proofs for the Recognition of the
Manife station s of God."
V 01. 4-" The Teachings of All Religions Are Identic al"; "The True
Meanin g of Trinity ."
Vo1. 5-"Th e New Vision of Imm 0 r tal i t y"; "Corre sponde nce of
Science and Religio n"; "The Master
Key of Succes s"; "Unive rsal Brothe rhood."
B a h a i Literat ure Center, 106
Madison Street, Seattle, Washin gton,
U. S. A. Bahai Publish ing Society,
Room 450, 508 South Dearbo rn
Street, Chicago. Bound in paper, 15c
per volume, postpai d.
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A LIBRA RY OF HEAV ENLY TEACH INGS.
For twelve years the STAR OF THE WEST has publish ed Abdul
Baha's Europe an and Americ an addresses, his illumin ating talks
given
in the Holy Land and his glorious tablets which he scatter ed to the
East
and the West like rose petals from the heaven ly garden of his love
and
wisdom. These pages of the STAR OF THE WEST hold the priceles
s
records of the rise of the Cause of God, its spread among the nations
, and
radian t prophesies of the coming of the divine civilization to appear
on
earth. These volumes of the STAR OF THE WEST are now accessib
le, in
beautif ully bound copies done in three-f ourths leather .
Vol. 1 is the little Bahai News. Vols. 2, 3, and 4 record the
glorious journe y of Abdul Baha in Europe and America in ]911,
1912,
1913, and his univers al addresses before churches, synagogues,
New
Thought, Theosophical, peace societies, univers ities and innume
rable
progressive gatheri ngs. These volumes have been so popula r they
will
soon be exhausted.
Vols. 5 and 6 contain additio nal addresses of Abdul Baha and
records of Bahai history . These two volumes can be bound togethe
r.
Vols. 7 and 8 which can also easily be bound togethe r contain the wonder
ful compilation on "The Divine Art of Living " drawn from the
words
of Baha 'Ullah and Abdul Baha and the glorious pages of the
New
Testament. They are also filled with the dynamic utteran ces of
Ab-duI
Baha that quicken the souls with the touch of the Holy Spirit.
They
"create men anew."
Vol. 9 contains the compilation on Bahai methods of educati on and
many wonde rful tablets. Vols. 10 and 11 contain many tablets sent
out
after the war, and beautif ul accounts of visits with Abdul Baha in
Haifa.
Vol. 12 gives many addresses of the great Jenabe Fazel and marvel
ous
accounts of the ascension of Abdul Baha.
These bound volumes may be had from either the Bahai News
Service or The Bahai Publish ing Society, Room 450, 508 South
Dearborn Street, Chicago, for $3_50 a volume, or $6.00 when two volume
s are
bound togethe r.
"The Divine Art of Living "-A smalle r volume contain ing the
chapte rs of the "Divin e Art of Living " can be had for $2.50 bound
in
boards or $3.00 bound in three-f ourths leather , postage additio nal.
SOME INTRO DUCT IONS TO THE BAHA I TEAC HINGS .

ABDUL BAHA ON DIVINE PHILOS OPHY.

CompiledJ by lsabel Frazer Chamberlain.
A brillian t series of extract s from Abdul Baha's talks given in Paris
on science and religion, with a delight ful autobio graphy first pubHsh
ed
as an intervi ew in one of the London journal s. This little volume
with
its radian t sentences and lumino us philosophy, its practic al princip
les
and its searchi ng spiritu al psychology has re-crea ted _the lives of
many
intellec tuals in the western world. Yet, it is so simple that a little
girl of
nine declare d it her favorit e Bahai introdu ction. 184 pages; bound
in
paper, $0.75, 5 cents additio nal for postage.
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· ABDUL BAHA'S ADDRESSES IN PARIS
The sentences of this volume are
vibran t with the light of the spiritu al
philosophy and the warmt h of divine
love. Part 1 gives the simple rules
for spiritu al rebirth ; part 2, the universal princip les which will transform the world into a garden of
Eden. 171 pages; bound in paper,
$1.00; postage 5 cents.
SOME ANSWERED QUESTIONS
By Abdul Baha
by Laura Clifford
Oompi~ed
Barney
The great masterpiece of Bahai
philosophy. It gives a short history
of the great prophe ts of the western
world, the new interpr etation s of
Bible symbols and prophesies, marvelous apprec iations of Moses and of
Christ, lumino us chapte rs on the essence of the Gospels, on Christ' s second coming and its real meanin g, on
evolution and the origin of man, on
soul, mind, spirit, immor tality, on
physica l and spiritu al healing. This
is a book for the modern mind; it
unites is such a perfect synthesis exalted thinkin g and divine insight that
it will grow more lumino us with every

reading. 306 pages, bound in cloth,
$2.00; postage 20c additio nal.
BAHAI REVELATION
By Thornt on Ohase
An introdu ction from the point of
view of the Bible, written with exquisite spiritu al insight by one whom
Abdul Baha called "the first Bahai
in America. " He was a business man
of winsome and radian t spiritu al
This volume contain s
person ality.
magnificent selections from the words
of Baha 'Ullah. 187 pages, bound in
paper, 75c; postage 5c.
THE BAHAI MOVEMENT By Oharles
Mason Remey .
An introdu ction written by a former profess or of archite cture and a
world travele r. It gives an outline of
Bahai princip les and Bahai history .
It should be read with Mr. Remey 's
"Obser vations of a Bahai Traveler,"
a record of the Bahai communities
which he visited in Persia, their unity
and their pure, heaven ly lives. The
Bahai Movement, bound in cloth, 6Oc,
postpai d. Observations of a Bahai
Travele r, bound in cloth, 75c, postpaid.

A WAY TO SPREA D THE CAUS E OF GOD.
Bahai
The STAR OF THE WEST in coming issues will presen t the great
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BAHAI PUBLISHING SOCIETY
ROOM 450, 508 S. DEARBORN ST.
CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.
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a
The Bahai Temple near Ohicago, in the process of bwilding,
spirit
the
in
s
universal house of worship open to all sects and religion
roof
of universal brotherhood. The lower picture shows the- high arched
leadsteps
the
for
ork
framew
of the basement floor; the upper one the
in
ing to the main floor of the great atUdlitorium. Lake Michigan is, seen
the distance.
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THE NEED OF A UNIV ERSA L PROG RAM

U

NIVER SALIT Y is of God,"
Baha'U llah combines in it all these prinwrites Abdul Baha, "and alllim- ciples. ,,*
itation s are earthly ."
AN OUTL INE OF A SYNT HETIC
"We know in part and we prophe sy
PROG RAM
in part; but when that which is perfec t
Compil
ed from the Words of Abdul Baha
is come that which is in part shall be
done away."
The indepe ndent investi gation of truth.
All our human thinkin g and social The promot ion of the oneness of the
world of human ity.
program s, our prescri ptions for the
world's illnesses have been partial , frag- The instruc tion of mankin d in the
mentar y. Peace conferences find no efknowledge of human brotherhood.
fective solution.
Prejud ice, strikes, The inculca tion of the primor dial oneprepar ations for war continue to grow
ness of all phenomena.
and spread. How can civilization be The
upraisi ng of the standa rd of the
saved ~
solidar ity of the human race.
A univers al society of nations with a The spread of the precep
ts of spiritu al
univers al limitat ion of armam ents is a
civilization.
remedy. A univers al langua ge is anThe teachin g of the synthes is of the
other. But the illness of the world is too
heaven ly phliosophy.
serious to be cured by anyon e remedy.
"The world of human ity," says Abdul The confor mity of religion with science
and reason.
Baha, "will not be transfo rmed into the
fleavenly paradis e throug h the promot ion The elucidation of the essential oneness
of the divine religions.
of one, single princip le. Every progressive princip le which is the cause of The explan ation of the continu ity of
the advanc ement of the world of human prophe tic revelation.
ity is like a simple element. A simple The abando nment of racial,
denominaelement does not produc e a composite
tional, worldly and politica l prejulife. But when the elements are assodices, prejudi ces which destroy the
ciated togethe r then a being is brough t
founda tion of mankin d.
into existence.
The readjus tment of the economic rela"The Cause of Baha 'Ullah and his
tIOns between capital and labor so
heaven ly teachin gs include all the elethat each individ ual membe r of the
ments and princip les of perfection.
world of human ity may enjoy the utAmong these (princi ples) are: the highmost welfare and prospe rity.
est efficiency in the educati onal system, The organiz ation of the arbitra
l court of
the oneness of the world of human ity,
justice so that all the nations of the
the conform ity of religion with science
world may thus remove all traces of
and reason, equalit y of rights among the
enmity and hatred.
childre n of men, the breaths of the Holy The upbuil
ding of the princip les of one
Spirit, equalit y of men and women, the
univers al auxilia ry language.
sweeping away of the prejudi ces existin g
among the various religions, heaven ly
,., From a Tablet of Abdul Baha in
morals, the fragran ces of the Merciful. the unpubl ished
diary of Mirza Ahmad
univers al peace, etc. The Cause of Sohrab written
during the Great War.
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The betterm ent of morals.
The inculca tion of divine love throug h
the power of religion .
The essenti al necessity of the confirmation of the Holy Spirit.
"If a person desires to work for the
progre ss of the world of human ity he
must turn his face to the Kingdo m of
Abha (the most Gloriou s). That divine
power may then assist him in all his undertaki ngs and the penetra tion of the
word of God will change this nether
world into the mirror of the realm on
high. " "Every plan is in need of a
power for its execution. Today the penetrativ e power in the world of existence
is the confirm ation of the Kingdo m of
Abha. Every plan and system which is
assisted by this power will be establis hed
in the world of human ity and will be
realized among men.' '*

'1'he STAR OF THE 'VEST ,yill seek to
presen t month by month the great principles of this univers al progra m and
their applica tion to world conditi ons.
These princip les and the divine dynami c,
the Holy Spirit within and behind them
are the Cause of God in the ~world of
today. The STAR OF. THE \VEST ~will seek
to record the majesti c progre ss of this
Cause in all nations and religion s ancl
to reflect from the mirror of its page~
the rays of that Sun of Righteousnes::i
which has arisen with univers al healing
on its beams.
For the presen t we will publish twelve
issues a year instead of ninetee n, but
there will be even more pages in a yearl~'
volume for the great note of the hour is
expans ion. \Ve look to a time when this
Bahai magazi ne will circula te "in every
country and clime" helping to bind together the five contine nts into the unity
of the divine civiliza tion.

FIRS T MEE TING IN THE BAH AI TEM PLE
Since this first meetin g in the founda ·
A fine audienc e, aglow with joy over
of the Temple thousa nds of
the great event, attende d the first meet- tion floor
people from Chicago and the lVIiddle
ing in the Bahai Temple at Wilme tte,
\Vest have come to see the Temple . They
near Chicago, on the afterno on of July
remark on the great size of the founda ninth. It was the annive rsary of the tions, on the magnificence of the locatio n
martyr dom of the Bab who, seventy-two overloo king Lake Michigan, on the
years ago because of his univers al gospel wonder of a Temple open to all sects and
was execute d in a public square .. in religion s.
Tabriz, Persia. In less than a century
"Tell the friends ," said Abdul Baha,
his teachin gs and those of Baha 'UUal! "the matter of buildin g the 1\fashreq
'Ui Azkar in Chicago is of suprem e imand Abdul Baha have shone so brightl y
already
have
they
portanc e. Even if it be only a single
into the west that
Temple
great
this
in
ion
room now it will have greater effect than
found express
a.
Americ
of
heart
the
in
built
the largest temple s of the future. The
being
now
On Augus t first the Bahais held a spir- most import ant thing in this day is the
itual feast in the baseme nt floor of the speedy erectio n of the Edifice - the
Temple. It is a high baseme nt with an Mashre q 'UI Azkar. Its myster y is great
arched roof, a foretas te of the great and cannot be unveile d just yet. In
auditor ium to be built under the central the future it will be made plain."
Albert "Fail.
dome.
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TRE SPIRIT OF ABDUL BARA
by

ROlU.CE ROLLEY
P.\RT I

divine power, in its fullnesl'l,
T HE
penetrates the universe at all times,

another man in his place, and the actions
and thoughts of the first are repeated.
The continuity of mcn is but the continuity of leafage, not the continuousness
of the tree from season to season.
But man is immersed in nature as the
ship is immersed in the sea, and the force
of the wind which produces only agitation in the sea, produces true movement
and progress in the ship. But the ship
that is deprived of sails, and is rudderless, then shares only the agit'ltion of
the sea, the end of \rhich veosel is destruction. So man, when deprived of
those faculties that exist above nature,
and independent of nature. lives in the
agitation of nature and dies like the
foam on the wave. By his thought he
may perceive this, and become aware of
it, but by thought it cannot be prevented
or changed.

but each existent being shows forth this
power only to its own degree. Stone,
plant, animal and man-all are sustained
by the one power, 'without which nothing
could ever exist. In the same degrees
that stone, plant and animal receive the
power, it is received also by man, for
man's physical being is the sum of all
that nature contains. So long as man is
content with these degrees of existence,
man cannot be distinguished from nature
either in origin or end; he would be considered merely as nature in the state of
self-awareness, a mirror in which for a
certain period nature can be seen and
known. l\[an is immersed in nature,
though his thought is not confined.
,Yhen we stand upon the shore of the
sea, and watch the inrolling waves, it
!':cems as though the ocean were moving
and advancing upon the shore, but this
motion and advancement are illusions of
the eye, for each drop of the sea continues ever in the same place. It is a
motion we attribute to the sea, which in
the sea itself is only agitation. And thus
the constant change and movement of
life on the surface of nature; it is the
illusion of life, not progressiveness of
being. For nature as a whole lives,
through the divine power, but the existence of each production of nature is
merely lent and then withdrawn. The
tree lives, but the leaves that are put
forth by the tree wither and fall. Today
we see a man, and the man shares in the
common thought; but tomorrow we see

Now, as when a plant is removed into
a dark place, far from the light of the
sun, its forces gather dumbly into the
roots, and its leaf withers, its flower fadeR
and its fruit is destroyed; and the plant
itself, by no effort or exertion of its
powers can overcome tIle lack of tIle sun;
but when placed once more in the light
its forces are liberated and the plant
seems again to live from within; 0'0 are
those faculties in man that respond to
the divine. Neither will, nor thought,
nor desire, which are the forces of man,
can move upward from the roots of being in the darlmeO's of nature, for man
depcnch upon his spiritual existence
upon the life and light of the divine.
N"ature is the shadow of God, and in that
shadow man is a plant that sleeps.
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are dorman t, and we judge the value of
people by their outer possessions, their
nerson al activity or their comma nding
influence over the other dorman t souls.
But when the power of the Holy Spirit
descends, then those souls that have life
show forth the quality of life, and those
that have no life remain in the death
of nature even as they were. That is
why John the Baptis t cried in the wilderness-t hat is, the wilderness of spiritu al
ignora nce-"R epent ye, for the Kingdom of God is at hand! " For he would
warn the souls that what they though t
was life was in reality the illusion of
life, and what they conside red the light
of existence was in reality the shadow
of depriva tion. Thus when Christ manifested, bringin g the Holy Spirit to mankind, the souls that yearne d for the reality knew the Spirit in him, and gave the
Spirit entranc e into their hearts, while
the souls that were wholly immers ed in
nature remain ed in the outer darkne ss
that nature is.
Enteri ng the heart wherei n it is invited, the Holy Spirit brings life and
light; light to discern the true spiritu al
Self; life that animat es and inspire s the
spiritu al facultie s to conscious activity .
Now the seed is small and inert ana apparent ly dead, yet the tree is hidden
within it, and when the tree comes forth
it is immense and visibly living and active. And no man can discover the tree
that is within the seed, but the sun discovers it and brings it. forth; and in thi1:;
trees
way the Holy Spirit discovers the soul
Just as when, in winter, all the
and
within the body, and brings it forth into
of the forest are locked in sleep,
and
,
the light of the divine.. This life which
vitality
of
none has leaves or signs
only
the soul receives throug h the penetra ting
them
judge
in this conditi on we can
of
energy of the Holy Spirit differs from
ion
perfect
or
size
e
by their relativ
of the
form; but when the spring comes those the life of the body as the life
seed;
the
of
life
that have life hidden in the root put tree differs from the
of
life
the
nature,
outside
forth leaves and buds and those that received from
de's
nature
to
subject
not
is
have no life remain as they were, so the soul
life, " the "secon d
that then we can disting uish the living crees. It is the "new
" which has
rection
"resur
the
birth,"
tree from the dead tree; even so during
Books; and
Holy
the
all
in
d
recorde
been
coming
the spiritu al darkne ss before the
d only
acquire
be
can
life
this
because
souls
the
all
of the Manife station of God

That which brings the divine light unto
the dumb and deeply hidden spiritu al
forces of man is the Manife station of
God. Into the shadow of nature the
Manife station comes, but of that darkness he has no part, for in the Manifestation of God the spiritu al facultie s are
perfect ed and mature . The divine light
enters his being withou t shadow or interrupt ion, and from the being of the
Manife station of God it is reflected to all
the horizons. Into the darkne ss of the
world of nature the Manife station of God
brings a clear light, as a mirror which
has been lowered into a deep pit can reflect the light of the sun and thereby
banish the pit's darkness. The light
which the Manife station of God mirror s
forth to banish the darkne ss of nature
in man is the Holy Spirit.
Now the Holy Spirit is a force which
surpass es in energy and influence any
force which man of himsel f can produc e
or imagine. As the sun is more powerf ul
than anythi ng upon the earth, and all
the forces of the earth are but shadows
or emanat ions of the sun, so the Holy
Spirit is more powerf ul in the world of
being than any human faculty . The
Holy Spirit is a univers al and divine
power, which cannot be known by any
faculty in its univers ality. Rather does
it awaken and inspire all the facultie s of
the dorman t soul, as the sun in springtime awaken s and inspire s the facultie s
that sleep in the earth.
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throug h the Holy Spirit, therefo re the
coming of the Manife station of God to
the world of men corresponds to the
"day of resurre ction" of which tradition never quite lets go. Moreover, because all men reveal their inner, spiritual condition by their acceptance or rejection of the Holy Spirit, just as the
trees reveal their degrees of vitality in
the spring, the time of the Manife station
likewise corresponds to the" day of judgment" so caricat ured in the common
interpr etation . But the spiritu al" judgment" is that which the soul renders
within and upon itself, throug h the degrees of its knowledge or ignorance. The
sun does not judge the tree, nor does God
judge any man.
Now the myster y of the Manife station
of God is this: that the Holy Spirit reveals t~ men their own true self, so that
in heedin g and obeying the Manifestation a man heeds and obeys his own
spirit which desires to awake and to predomina te in him; and in rejectin g and
persecu ting those who reflect the Ho~y
Spirit, a man rejects and persecutes hIS
own reality.
This rejectio n of the Holy Spirit is
due to our being conten t with the existence we receive as a gift from nature,
withou t effort or though t of our own,
and our lives while they endure are as
the spendi ng of a treasur e we have not
earned, and the wasting of a substance
we cannot restore. Intent upon the shadow and habitua ted to the shadow, we
are 'repelle d by the light, and relying
upon the being which nature tempor arily
animates, we permit all our desires to
stay impriso ned in this narrow cage. No
death is more strait than the false life
of the body, and resurre ction from this
death is resurre ction indeed.
Now the power of the Holy Spirit is
directl y evidenced in the life~it establishes within the seeking soul, which
power has no likeness, equal or comparison; but the Holy Spirit, throug h a reflection and an indirec t power, also pre-

dominates over the world's materia l destiny.
For the sun which produc es leaves and
buds in the living tree, likewise produces
decay and consumption in the dead tree;
and the Holy Spirit evokes life within
the animal soul of man as well as within
the spiritu al, each man being aroused
and stimula ted according to the nature
of his own predom inant desire. Therefore, in the day of the Manife station ,
human ity is stirred by invisible forces
which penetra te to its very depths. Dormant or slumbe ring desires awaken and
inactive wills become active. Strang e,
unwon ted movements arise among the
people, spread ing myster iously like an
infectio n, some for good aDd some for
evil. The observer thinks that each of
these movements has a person al leader
who is its source and cause, but this is
not so. It is the mutual recognition of
like minds ,and their groupi ng around
the point of greates t influence. Thus
those who are slaves sudden ly receive a
vision of freedom ; the downtr odden arise
with a new hope; the poor become dissatisfied with their povert y; the rich become dissatisfied with their wealth ; the
basis of society, which is habit formed
by accepted standa rds of thoug'ht and
feeling, sudden ly being swept utterly
away. The consequence is that tho~e
who have power, influence, wealth, pos:tion and author ity begin to feel that thIS
is threate ned with destruction. The groping of human ity for the new life and
light such people consider to be anarch y,
since it overflows the ancien t channels of
custom and denies the barrier s of tradition. Thus, if power, influence, wealth
and author ity are a man's highest desire,
he clings to it all the more frantic ally
the more its position is underm ined.
During the days when their proper ty,
influence and position were secure these
same people might have ruled, controlled
or taught with a certain appare nt benevolence, but this is turned into savage
hate and violent oppression throug h fear
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the soul's vision downw ard.
of loss. 'rhus attachm ent to materi al verts
But as the Holy Spirit is brough t into
things, betrayi ng them, becomes the
from outside the world, so is
cause of their rejectin g the Holy Spirit; the world
withdr awn into its own
ard
afterw
and this applies to those predom inant in it
its influen ce becomes
Then
sphere.
the accepte d religion , art, science and
that is, its spiritua lizary:
second
wholly
philoso phy as well as those predom inant
ed by the degree in
measur
are
effects
ing
in industr y and other practic al affairs.
d consciously into
receive
was
it
which
For the HOly Spirit to be known must
hearts of people. Even though
be sought above all that is. To preven t the
and accepte d consciously by a
the operati on of the new forces, the known
few, a certain measur e of spiritu aldeniers of God direct their violence very
dge, justice, kindlin ess and
against one and then anothe rgroup which ity, knowle
be observe d in the world
can
they conside r to be the source and cause, freedom
sly did not exist. For the
previou
which
arrivin g by a sure instinc t at the perseHoly Spirit, perfect and
the
of
power
cution of those most imbued with the
in itself, becomes imperitioned
uncond
Holy Spirit, and if possible, of Him who
oned in its effects. Reconditi
and
fect
it
is its center and perfect cause. Thus
in the day of the Manifeswas in the day of Christ; and those who ligion, which
essence distille d in the
unders tand the genius of history under- tation is a secret
becomes again a matter
neath its changi ng appear ances can trace heart, gradua lly
prescri bed though t"
the same charac ter and quality of events of outwar d things,
Bnt when religion
desires.
l
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pertain ing to
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a
s
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desire.
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y
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own
their
with
'Will.
myster ious purpos es of the Divine
in proper ty,
For there appear s anothe r myster y in Thus, since they believe
the proper ty of
the coming of the Manife station : that the they strive to increas e
believe in laws
Holy Spirit both creates and destroys. the church es; since they
sake of mathe
That which it creates is the life of the and prohibi tions, for
perfect the
to
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they
y,
inner being; that which it destroy s are terial stabilit
the creeds;
of
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limitat
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animat
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they
since
it destroy s the founda tion of injustic e,
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serve
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bition,
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of
e
tructur
supers
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is a divine blessing though in appear
spend their
it is hardsh ip and punish ment. Had the functio ns and positions, and
anothe r of
to
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d
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Christ
people in the time of
; and since they
purpos e of the Holy Spirit in and these rungs of illusion
of the senses,
throug h his life and tellching, its power delight in the intoxic ation
nies, sacceremo
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would have expres~ed its predom inance hence the elabora te
ls of
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burnin
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are not evil in themselves but are evil
com.lly
essentia
is
n
ambitio
since
a.nd
only as they attract and delude the soul
, hence the feuds and struggl es
from its true directio n. As a smllll pit'ce petitive
the differe nt religion s and creeds,
of iron ne'1r the comp:li"S will deflect the among
the stream of love and inspira needle from the true Pole. po one PP"!'- poison ing
at its very source, which is the cause
sonal desire retaine d within the soul di- tion
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of all warfar e and strife in the world, as
well as the cause of anarch y and atheism; for that which these people conside r
religion is the worshi p of the body, and
that which they accept all from God is in
reality the stupefa ction of the spiritu al
soul. Their triump h is the darken ing of
the divine light and life, and their victory is in the absence of the Holy Spirit.
This is that "darkn ess" which Christ
banishe d when he came, and this is that
"world " which every Manife station
overcomes throug h the Divine Will.
Now conside r the charac ter of this age.
It is a sea which is stirred to its depths,
and the vessel of every life is tossed by a
sudden and violent force. As when, in
the rolling of a ship, one object becoming loose falls upon and loosens anothe r
object, but the cause of the first object' s
movem ent is not itself but of the ship; so
the violent impact of men in this age;
those who are shaken ascribe the force to
those who move against them, but the
initial force, in fact, is not of man. A
new life and light has penetra ted the
body of the world, and nothin g that was
can remain unchan ged. A thousa nd conflicting winds meet over every wave;
there is no escape by retirem ent, and
there is no indepe ndence in separat ion.
Each atom of the body of human ity
thrills with a new joy or pain, a new
hope or a new despair . It is as though
a vase had been emptie d into the air,
and its essence blown to every remote st
region. 'Whate ver our interes t is, it leads
ns to a ground of suprem e conflict,
,,'hethe r we desire freedom or protect ion,
justice or power, change or absence of
rhange . This is not the result of human
though t or will or desire, but the result
of a univers al force which though t and
will and desire have received. So convention s and customs di~solve like ice in
the sun; new ideals have put forth leaves
and buds like garden s in spring.
Among all men, this power is yet not of
man; these are the effects we see, the
cause is the return of the Holy Spirit
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whose univers al reflection in the life of
the world we unknow ingly witness.
From the Holy Spirit, a light shining
into the mind from above, came those
sciences and inventi ons that have united
the materia l world in this age. From
the Holy Spirit, a water poured into
the parche d and thirsty soul, came those
ideals and longing s that have broken the
rule of the past. Human ity is moving
its tents from the desert, seeking the
promis ed land.
Now though ts and events are but the
reflection of the Holy Spirit, its effects
and 'its shadow, and the effects do not
give the measur e of the cause nor the
shadow convey the essence of the light.
If vve turn from the effects to the cause,
from the reflection to the light itselfif we seek for the purpos e of this one
univers al power behind its infinitu de of
conseq uences -if we would realize the
perfect express ion of this power before
this power is broken into the divisio n of
our myriad minds and hearts -we shall
find the purpos e and perfect express ion
of the Holy Spirit in the life and words
of Abdul Baha.
That is to say, Abdul Baha, though
appear ing in the image of a man, has in
reality been the selfless soul and abstracte d mind which the Holy Spirit establish ed as its perfect utteran ce, expressio n and cent er in this age. All
others are of the effects of the Holy
Spirit, but Abdul Baha is of the source
and cause. Throug h him, as a promis e
and also as a warnin g, the Holy Spirit
has conveyed its presenc e and purpos e.
to the world, and in him its predom inant
spiritu al influence, its direct action
upon the pure soul has been made utter
and complete, its illumin ation extend ed
to all the horizons. Abdul Baha has revealed the measur e of God, and Abdul
Baha has reveale d the measur e of man.
Therefo re, though in the world of effects we see but the fulfillm ent of calamity and disaste r, in Abdul Baha we witness the victory of wisdom and love.
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llAH Al LOVE
God filled the crystal chalice of the moon
Full to the brim with pure and flowing light,
Of sweeter radianc e than the golden noon,
Spillin g from cloud to cloud upon the night.
He buried deep within the forest moss
Cool, sweetly fragran t springs . His wind blown free
Across the world, where rhythm ic breake rs toss
Draws wild majesti c music from the sea.
He wrote his love across the mornin g skies;
He whispe red it in tender words and kind
Upon the lips of men, and in their eyes
Illumin ate, it shone -but I was blind.
God's beauty and his light I never knew
Till I beheld them in the heart of you.
o,arreta Helen B1lsey.
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SOME QUE STIO NS .ABOUT SCIE NCE
.AND RELI GION
Intervi ews with Abdul Baha at Tiberias and Haifa.

by .ANNA

KUNZ

The following exquisite picture describes the approa ch of two very
devout
Christi ans, Profess or and Mrs. Kunz to the Holy Land and their
intervi ews with
Abdul Baha at the Easter season in 1921. Profes sor Kunz is
a univers ity
scientist. His wife is the daught er of a promin ent profess or of
theology. They
were sojourn ing in Switze rland, their homeland, whence they travele
d to Palestine in March of 1921.- Editor .

TO

approa ch Haifa by boat is most
wonde rful. It was just a few minutes before midnig ht of March twenty second, 1921, when the "Karls bad" entered the blessed harbor of Haifa, dropping anchor about a mile off the shore.
The full moon stood bright and glorious
over Mount Carmel. Along the sea
shore, up toward s the mounta in every
house could be seen. There were a few
lights only, but the moon illumin ed the
whole countr y most beautif ully. My
heart was aching as I stood in silent
prayer, but the wonde rful spirit of that
sacred place and land soon filled my
heart and I realize d that We had finally
reached the Holy Land- holy in the
past, holy in this great day of God and
holy forever .
Early in the mornin g my husban d
and I were met by Dr. Lotfull ah Hakim ,
whom Ab duI Baha had sent. Abdul
Baha was not at Haifa. After a severe
illness he had gone to Tiberia s for a
rest. In his absence, we were beautifully taken care of by his family and
friends . Awaiti ng Abdul Baha's further instruc tions as to when we should
be permit ted to meet him, we enjoyed
Haifa and Acca.

In the pilgrim house, located near
Abdul Baha's house, we were given a
room with a view up Mount Carmel. It
did not take us long to unders tand why
this rather low mounta in range was
called the Mount ain of God. His spirit
indeed lingers there. The whole atmosphere seemed laden with a glorious
something, with a great peace, with a
joy from on high. This mounta in, sacred throug h the memor y of past
prophe ts has received a new baptism of
the spirit in this dispens ation. Shortly
after our arrival we were climbin g over
the rocky path to the Tomb of the Bab.
It was a gloriou s spring mornin g. The
birds were singing , flowers of all kinds
were bloomi ng everywhere. Mount Carmel seemed to speak aloud of all the
blessings that God had spread there.
It is true, we were greatly favored to be
permit ted to come to those places during the year's most beautif ul season.
But we deeply felt, though the outwar d
beauty of that countr y was heavenly,
that there was anothe r beauty domina nt,
a beauty that could never vanish. The
beauty of the spirit will always linger
there and will be found by the pilgrim s
of any season. God's spirit surrou nds
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had reached the garden again, we found
a few Hindu soldiers there. They were
talking with the Tomb- keeper and we
were told that many of them (not Bahais
at all) would often come to the gate of
this sacred place, kiss the wall and withdraw again, explaining that they felt
and knew that they were standing on
holy ground.
During the afternoon we saw the Riz'Yan. We also visited the barracks,
where the first Bahais with Baha 'Ullah
and Abdul Baha spent their years of
imprisonment. Filled with sacred memories we returned in the evening to
Haifa. The next morning we were to
leave for Tiberias, where the blessed
2'lIaster expected us.
Azizullah Bahadur accompanied us to
Abdul Baha. From the train we could
see Nazareth. "\Ve finally reached the
Jordan valley and arrived, after three
hours' ride, at the southern end of Lake
Tiberias, whence we continued by boat
to the old and unique little town of
Tiberias. So we finally reached the goal
of our journey. We were to see Abdul
Baha.
How I wish that I could be worthier
to tell of his glory, as he walked among
men in human flesh, unknown to most
people, and understood by a few only.
On .the day of our arrival we got only a
few glimpses of the Beloved, but they
were sufficient to make us realize that
his power and authority were not of
this world. It was a bright and luminous Easter morning when the Master
called us into his room. Oh, that I
could picture him to all those who never
saw him, could picture him in those simple surroundings at the shores of that
same lake where Christ walked and
taught. Though I feared to approach
him, after his loving words of welcome
this fear vanished. Here we sat before
our Master, in a little room, with only
the most necessary furnishings, on top
of the hotel, with a view of that blessed
lake. His look seems to go into (lne's

very heart. Yes, he kllows his children
and their need. As I think of him now,
I always love to think, first, of his great
simplicity, his marvelous hum i 1 it Y
which knows of no self-existence, and
last, or better, first, of his boundless
love. To us his outward appearance
seemed similar to that of the old Hebrew
Prophets; his humility, his simplicity
and love were like the Christ. This
boundless love conquered the hearts at
once. Abdul Baha talked to us with a
ringing, piercing voice "which will forever sound in my ears. His words
would come forth with tI1at unique simplicity, then he would pause for a while,
often closing his eyes. His spirit, it
seemed when I dared to look at him,
had left his body; he was looking into
infinitude, communing' with that ,,\"OrId
for which we long. Having seen, him,
we could understand well what he meant
when he said to us, "The prophet discerns by sight." 'vVe came before him,
my husband especially, with many,
many questions in our minds, but sitting in his presence we seemed to for6 et them, or better, there did not exist
any unsolved problems. He said, "Goel
has created a remedy for every disease, "
and while in his presellc:e, we tasted of
this remedy.
During the days of our stay at the
hotel we saw Abdul Baha often. We
followed him as he walked peacefully
to a nearby garden.
Unknown he
passed through the crowd. 'vVe saw him
come back to the hotel, climbing the
many steps to his room with a youthfulness that made my husband say "It
looks as if he were carried over these
flights of steps by unseen hands."
Though he was at Tiberias for a rest
he received visitors all day long. During those three days spent near him his
love would more and more fill our hearts
so that my heart was sad and depressed
when on Tuesday morning I realized
that he was to say good-bye to us that
day. And as he bade us good-bye our
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hearts were near to breakin g. As our
tears of love and gratefu lness flowed he
sudden ly left his room, telling us to remain within.
Before leaving Haifa we saw the Master most unexpe ctedly again. A few
beautif ul picture s of how he lived and
loved in his own home I shall cherish
forever. And as we left his glorious
earthly home I felt as others, permit ted
to come into his presence, have felt. I
realize d that we could in no way comprehen d him, we could only love him,
follow him, obey him and thereby draw
nearer to his beauty .
His words spoken to us we herewi th
gladly share with all the friends .
INTERV IEWS WITH ABDUL BAHA.

Tiberi as-Eas ter Morning.
The Master welcomed us heartil y and
said: "I was very glad to hear of your
coming. When all the people are negligent you have been chosen by God. You
came to the Holy Land, attaine d to the
pleasur e of visiting the Holy Tomb and
were able to come and visit me here.
How are the friends in Americ a?" We
told the Master that the friends are well.
We told the Master of a group of Jews
who were on the boat from Brindi si to
Palesti ne. He said: "In their heavenly books the prophe ts have spoken of
the Day of the Lord, the Last Day, and
what they have spoken is all being realized in this day. The Blessed Beauty
sixty yea.rs ago in some of his tablets

But his pavilio n was pitched on the
hills. He would go and spend some days
in them, and yet he was a prisoner."
We told the story of Mr. Schnei der.
(Mr. Schnei der was a refugee from Russia. He reached the northe rn bounda ry
of Persia penniless, knowb g no one and
ignora nt of his route. Some people met
him and took him to their home where
he sojourn ed for several days and then
was taken by his host to the next village
and to a home where he was welcomed
and enterta ined. From village to village he was conducted, and cared for,
until at last in safety he reached the
Persian gulf. On inquiri ng at last who
eould be these people who had treated
him with such marvel ous kindne ss he
learned that they were all Bahais .) He
(Abdul Baha) said such should be the
case with all the Bahais . They should
be the mercy of God to all the people of
the earth withou t distinc tion of race and
religion. Baha 'Ullah 's light has shone
forth upon all. His rain of mercy has
fallen on every spot just as the sun
shines upon the pure and the sinner.
The rain falls upon good soil and the
rocks. The attribu tes of the Bahais
should be the same. They should be the
light of guidan ce to all the people.
We said: ' 'Easter has a new significance for us. Resurr ection has a new
meanin g." Abdul Baha said: "It is a
good, signific ant coincidence that we
meet at this place where Christ told
Peter to become a fisher of men." He
pointed out the place, about 150 meters
away, where this happen ed. The Ser-
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back to the Holy Land and what he said
will be realized. The pavilio n of the
Lord will be pitched on the mounta in
and this was fulfilled. The pavilio n of
the Blessed Beauty was often pitched
on Mount Carmel and the plain and hills
around Acca while he was a prisone r.
He was subjec t to two despotic kings
and he was under severe restrict ions.
When guards were placed at the gate
everyb ody was forbidd en to meet him.
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Monday Morning at 7:30
Looking at our childre n's picture his
beautif ul face lighted up and after looking at it for a long while he said: "They
have bright faces. They will be real
Bahais because they will have a Bahai
They will become good
education.
Bahais ."

Question: "Science denies immortality. How does the prophet know the
contrary ~"

Question: "What are the requisites
fora successful meeting?"
Answer: ' 'Before the meeting you
must pray and supplicate for divine
assistance. ' ,

The Master said: "Science does not
know; but the Manifestation makes discoveries with the power of the Spirit.
For instance: a philosopher with. induction finds out a way. But the prophet
discerns with sight. A blind man has
to find his way with a stick from point
to point; so .a philosopher through arguments from premises goes to conclusions, and not by sight. But the Manifestations see with their inner eye (own
eye) ; they do not go from premises to
conclusions. The prophets see many
things with their inner eye. They do not
need to go by discoveries. The scientist
with induction is like a blind man who
cannot see two steps ahead of him. The
prophet sees a long distance."
Question:
again 1"

Question: "Shall we devote much
time to the study of philosophy?"
Answer: "Everything must be done
moderately. Excess is not desirable. Do
not go to extremes. Even in thinking
do not go to excess but be moderate. If
there is too much thinking you will be
unable to control your thoughts."
I asked the :Master to assist me in the
physical sciences, in the solution of problems. He said: ' , You will be able to
solve these problems."
Addressing both of us: "You are
confirmed. Another power will help
you, " - (besides the power of science).

"Shall I find my mother

Question: ""Vhy so much evil in the
world ~" .

The Master said: ' , Certainly. Separation is only in the world of bodies."

Answer: " God has created a remedy
for every disease. One must apply the
remedy. Now these patients run away
from the expert physician. They neglect him. Under inexperienced physicians they get worse. The words of the
religious leaders have no influence, no
effect.
These physicians are more
diseased than their patients. The spiritual leaders now have no faith, though
they claim to have faith in order to
secure their positions."

Question: "Will the day come when
all mankind will be able to discern by
sight ~"
He said: "There will always be
some. Only a special number will have
this attainment. As Christ said, 'Many
are called, but few are chosen.' It will
always be so. The transformation depends upon divine bounty. The mineral
progresses in its own world. But from
the mineral to the vegetable it progresses
only by divine bounty. Also transformation from the vegetable to the animal
is God's plan. Of itself the transformation cannot take place. In the realm
of men transformation is possible only
through another person."
Question: "When people deny religion how shall we deal with them ~ "
Answer: " You must be tolerant and
patient, because the station of sight is
a station of bounty; it is not based on
capacity. They must be educated."

Monday Afternoon at 4 o'clock:
We thanked the Master for the prayer
revealed for our children. He said: "It
is for your sake that I wrote it."
Question: "What is the best method
to spread this Cause?"
Answer: "Explain the teachings,
the principles of this Cause. Some of
them were revealed fifty years ago, some
sixty years ago. Fifty years ago there
was no thought of universal peace and
arbitration. No one spoke of the oneness of religion and science. Now many
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spread them in their own ways. I
spread them through numerous churches
and papers in America; then also m
Europe.
, 'The word of God is powerful. It
will come to pass."
Question: "Should these principles be
spread under the name of Baha'Ullah
and Ab duI Baha, or without these
names ?"
Answer:
' , In the beginning you
should mention Baha 'Ullah. They are
his and are spread by Abdul Baha.
When all the world was in disorder,
when warfare was prevailing in the East
and the \Vest, Russia with Turkey, Persia with England and Afganistan, and
Garibaldi was fighting, the East was in
inte11O:e darkness. There was prejudice
of race and religion; national and political prejudice. The East was in intense
darkness; the horizon was very dark.
And at such a time Baha 'Ullah arose
and "pread a set of teachings."
Question:
" The students in the
"choo's have to study so many subjects!
There are ansmg more and more
fciences. 'What should be the remedy?"
Answer: "It is too much. One must
be moderate in choosing the number of
mbjects. When there are too many the
result is confusion. Moderation is nece>sary. For instance: if a man has the
power to carry a load of three hundred
(pounds) he no doubt would fall if we
give him one thousand (pounds). He
('an not bear it. In the same way, one's
brain must not be overburdened. For
instance: students should not have more
than six hours a day, lessbns and preparations included. Otherwise they will
not succeed. The brain becomes tired."
JJ10nday Afternoon, JJ1a.rch 28, 1921:

The Master: "This lake is very
blessed. His holiness Christ and the
other prophets walked along its shore
and were in communion with God all

the tillle and spreading the divine teachings. Now, praise be to God that you
reached this land safely and we met one
another on the shore of this same lake!
You will receive great results from this
visit afterwards. You will becollle the
cause of the illumination of the world
of humanity. You will release the
hearts of the people from the intense
darkness of different prejudices, so that
each soul may love all the people of the
world, without distinction. Just like a
shepherd who is affectionate to all his
sheep, without preference or distinction,
you should be affectionate to all. You
should not look at their shortcomings.
Consider that they are all created by
God who loves them all."
l'1,tesday Morning, March 29th:

The Master: " You have been here
three days. They are equal to three
years. In the Bible in the days of the
Lord one day was equal to one year. I
hope that these three days are equal to
three years. The results of this visit
will be equal to the results of three
years. Now you should go back in perfect harmony and joy and with supreme
glad tidings. You should gladden the
hearts with glad tidings of the Beauty
of Abha. Say to the friends: ' The
Kingdom of God has been opened to you.
The tree of life is yours. Heavenly
graces are bestowed upon you. The effulgence of the Sun of Truth is shed on
you. God has chosen you. This crown
He has placed upon your head. This
eternal life has been given you. Therefore you should be very happy. Turn
day and night to the Kingdom of Abha.
Supplicate for boundless favors from
that Kingdom.'
"I am praying every night and I supplicate and implore. I beg of God to bestow upon you infinite grace so that all
of us may attain to the station of servitude, so that we may do as He wishes U'l
t.o do. vVe are all His servants, drawing
light from the Sun of Abha."
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THE COMING OF THE PROMISED ONE
The Reconciliation of the Expectations of Religion and the Laws of Science

by ALBERT V AIL
whole religious world today is in
T HEanticipation
of a world-teacher who

superstitions. Their expectations, however, are not like those of the religionists
whose beliefs are wrapt in fantastic ideas
apd impossible and unrealizable rules.

will take" the broken arcs" of our human efforts, aspirations, philosophies, social programs and bring them" to a shining circle." More than seventy ye:3.rS
ago Emerson the philosopher-poet felt
stirring in his heart the longing for such
a teacher and he wrote his declaration
that should this great leader appeal' he,
Emerson, would sell all his goods and
go halfway around the world to sit at
his feet.

"The atheists believe in nature and its
manifestations. They state that for nature there are two courses.
"The first is the common, ordinary
30urse, running throughout all the grades
of the social structure and organized,
animate and inanimate beings, producing
stereotyped organisms and definite,
agreed ends, decomposing and recomposing variable forms, with resourcefulness
and adaptability.

Through all the religions today there
is shining the glorious anticipation of the
coming of a deliverer, a savior, a messiah. In millions of hearts the good news
is ringing that he is right at our doors.
"Lift up your gates and be ye lifted up
ye everlasting doors and the King of
Glory shall come in."

, 'The second is the extraordinary and
unusual course which produces from time
to time human beings who are beyond
nature, who are super-mundane, the
super-men. After many generations of
ordinary type, nature, being bored with
its own monotony and corresponding resemblances creates an extraordinary individual Ca mutation) to show that its
fertility is not at an end and that it is
capable of exhibiting the signs of activity uncommon in the field of human experience. Thus a powerful, wise, commanding leader is born who is to
readjust through his innate forces the
disorganized machinery of the civic, intellectual and ethical life of a nation.

In the following talk taken down by
Mirza Ahmad Schrab during the Great
,Var Abdul Baha shows that even our
naturalists today believe in the coming
of great teachers. And the logic of the
theory of evolution, of perpetual change
is that today new teacheb are due to
come and save our world from its manifeRt calamities. Abdul Balm's analysis is
as follows:
, 'The adherents of all the religions of
the world are expecting' the 'coming of a
Promised One and they pray for his advent. Even the atheists anticipate the
appearance of a wise and sagacious reformer, a renovator of old habits and

"They further state that change is the
unchangeable law of nature. One cannot
conceive of nl'ture without motion and
variability. These two laws are the inherent quaJities of all phenomena and
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for this reason the events of a previous
cycle will not correspond with those of a
succeeding one. From its hidden, unseen fountain in every century nature
brings forth a new set of forces and fits
them into the new exigencies and environments which were brought about by a
new generll.tion with larger demands and
greater responsibilities.

first type, or of a better and more permanent one.
"Consequently, we see that even the
agnostics (really) believe in the necessity
of the appearance of wise and extraordinary teachers whose mission it is to lead
their fellowmen to higher altitudes of
intelligence and wisdom. In principle
they agree with the religionists. But in
mode of expression and phraseology they
differ from each other."

"For example: ages ago a philosopher,
according to the atheist's opinion-an inspired prophet according to the doctrines
THE RETURN OF CHRIST-ITS REAL
and ideas held by the religionists-apMEANING
peared for the education and instruction
of mankind. This prophet established
, 'In the Divine Holy Books there are
certain principles which laid the founda- unmistakable prophecies giving the gladtion of a stable and lofty civilization and tidings of a certain Day in which the
insured the security and progress of the Promised One of all the Books would
people. But after the lapse of many appear, a radiant Dispensation would be
centuries that institution became anti- established, the banner of the most great
quated; the letter took the place of the peace and reconciliation be hoisted and
spirit, hearts grew cold and unrespons- the oneness of the world of humanity
ive, dynamic life became static and the proclaimed. Among the various nations
basis of the edifice shook and tremblerl and peoples of the world no enmity or
under the weight of superstitions and hatred would remain. All hearts would
dogma.
be united one with another. These
"These events in themselves predicate things are recorded in the Taurat, or Old
the appearance of another Teacher, the Testament, in the Gospels, in the Koran,
coming of a second Architect. If the sun in the Zend Avesta, in the Books of
shines forth this morning from the east Buddha and in the Book of Confucius.
and gives light and heat to all the cre- In brief, all the Holy Books contain these
ated beings and then sets in the west is glad-tidings. In all of them it is anit logical to say that we do not need nounced that after the world is suranother sunrise, that the world can live rounded by darkness radiance will apwithout the rays and heat of that life- pear. For, just as the night when it
giving luminary 1 Our affirmation or becomes excessively dark precedes the
nega tion will not change in the least the dawn of a new day so, likewise, when the
course of the sun. The sun will rise in darkness of religious apathy and heedspite of all our denials and acceptance.
lessness overtake the world, when human
, 'A skilled mason builds a building souls become negligent of God, when maand families live in it for a number of terialistic ideas overshadow idealism and
years. Does any logician reason soundly spirituality, when nations become subin concluding that this building will be merged in the world of matter and forpermanent? The very word 'construc- get God-at such a time as this shall the
tion' presupposes 'destruction.' It is divine Sun shine forth and the Radiant
obvious that some time, in the course of Morn appear."
years the edifice will be demolished and
In Christian churches this anticipation
another mason will arise and build in its is popularly called the belief in Christ's
place another building, either after the "second coming." Ever since the world-
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war books on the" second coming " have
been circula ted with surpris ing popula rity. In many church es one of the first
questions asked a prospec tive ministe r is
this: has he the right views about Christ' s
return? Many are sure that the appear ance of Christ and the attenda nt thousand years of peace are right at our
doors. ' 'Millio ns now living," says one
popula r preach er, "will never die."
Of course this anticip ation has shone
in the hearts of the Christi ans at different periods ever since the ascension of
our Lord Christ. To all the early Christians, as one of the celebra ted liberal
theolog ians has said, Christ' s first appearan ce on earth was provisional. His
real and gloriou s coming was to be sometime in the future. In the Book of Acts
we read that, as the heart-b roken disciples after his ascension stood looking
steadfa stly into heaven, "Behol d, two
men stood by them in white appare l who
also said, 'Ye men of Galilee, why stand
ye looking into heaven ? This Jesus,
which was received up from you into
heaven, shall so come in like manne r as
ye behold him going into heaven." One
of the best atteste d of early New Testament books, the Book of Revelation, says,
"Behol d, he cometh with clouds; and
every eye sHall see him, and they that
pierced him." The Book of Revela tion
and the Gospels both also proclai m that
he shall come like a thief in the night.
Most of the Book of Revela tion is a
gloriou s picture of the coming of the
Promis ed Ones. In the little apocalypse,
the twenty -fourth and twenty -fifth chapters of Matthe w, Jesus tells of the darkening of the sun, the falling of the stars,
"the end of the world," or "the consummation of the age," the coming of the
Son of Man on the clouds like lightni ng
shining from the east and seen even in
the west.
What is the meanin g of it all? One
party today takes these prophesies literally. The other party declares such in147

terpret ations to be scientifically impossible. How could Christ ride on a cloud 1
'Where would he come from? Modern
astrono my teaches us that above us there
is only interst ellar space. If Christ came
on the clouds in physica lly visable glory
so that every eye could see him how could
he also comes as a thief in the night?
The difficulties in the interpr etation of
these prophe sies have led many liberals
to declare that the coming of Christ is
just a general and gradua l outpou ring
of the spirit of truth. They quote the
Gospel verses, "The Spirit of Truth shall
be in you," "The Kingdo m of God is
within you."
Christ returns in each
one of us, they say.
But of course the clear text of the
Bible and the whole religious history of
mankin d proclai m the special outpou ring
of the divine splend or in great prophe ts
or Manife station s. They are the collective centers around which all religion s revolve, from which all draw their dynamic power. And the Gospel of John
(sixtee nth Chapte r) clearly says, "The
Spirit of Truth shall not speak from
himsel f; but whatsoever things he shall
hear these shall he speak. " That is, he
is a promis ed person, the "Princ e of
the World " (John 14:30) who, because
he is pure and perfect like Jesus can
receive inspira tion, transm it it to the
world and lead us into all truth. In fact,
after His Spirit has taught us He will
also be within us. It is no longer I
that live but He that liveth in me.
If then we are to reconcile science and
religion, if we are to reconcile the passages of the New Testam ent themselves
we must go beneath the letter and find
the spiritu al significance of these Bible
verses. Jesus, as he himsel f declared, always spoke in parable s.
Abdul Baha said, in New York City,
"Do not satisfy yourselves with words.
Seek to unders tand the meanin gs of the
scriptu res hidden in the heart of the
words. It is difficult to compre hend the
words of even a philoso pher; you can

then see how difficult it is for one to understan d the word of God."
What, then, is the real spiritu al significance of these prophe sies about Christ' 'l
second coming 1 The explan ations of the
great Bahai teacher s, Baha'U llah and
Abdul Baha are so penetra ting, so lifegiving that they open a new epoch in the
spiritu al unders tanding of the Bible and
the sacred books of the world.
INTERP RETATI ON OF THE SYMBOL S

From the Words of Abdul Baha and
Baha'U llah
, 'The announ cement of the angels to
the people of Galilee that 'this Christ
will return in the same way, and that he
will descend from heaven ' is a spiritu al
message, for when Christ appear ed he
came from heaven , althoug h he was outwardly born of Mary. As he said, 'No
man hath ascend ed up to heaven , but he
that came down from heaven .' 'I have
come from heaven, and will likewis e go
to heaven .' By 'heave n' is not meant
the infinite phellOmenal space but
'heave n' signifies the world of the divine
Kingdo m which is the Suprem e Station
and seat of the Sun of Truth. To be
brief: the myster ies of the Holy Books
are many and require explan ation and
elucida tion. I hope thine insight will be
so opened that the divJne myster ies may
become manife st and clear. "
"0 thou who believest in the Spirit of
Christ, in the Kingdo m of God!
"The body is composed, in truth, of
corpore al elemen ts and every composition is necessa rily subject to decomposition. But the spirit is an essence simple, pure, spiritua l, eternal , perpetu al
and divine. He who seeks Christ from the
point of view of his body has in truth
debased him and has gone astray from
him. But he who seeks Christ from the
point of view of his spirit will grow from
day to day in joy, in attracti on, in zeal.
in nearnes s, in percep tion and in vision.

You have, then, to seek the Spirit of
Christ in this marvel ous day.
"The heaven to which Christ ascend ed
is not infinite space. His heaven is the
kingdo m of his Lord, the Munificent. As
he said, 'The Son of Man is in heaven .'
It is evident , then, that his heaven transcends the bounda ries that surrou nd existence and that he is exalted for the
people who adore him.
"Pray God that you may ascend to
this heaven and taste of this food. And
know that the people have not unders~ood even to this day the myster ies of
the Holy Scriptu res. They believe that
Christ was deprive d of his heaven when
he was in this world, that he had fallen
from the heights of his elevati on and
that later he ascend ed to this elevate d
pinnacl e, that is to say, toward the
heaven which does not exist, for there is
only space. They expect that he will de·
scend from this heaven seated upon a
cloud. They believe that there is in the
heaven s a cloud upon which he will be
seated and by which he will descen d:
wherea s the clouds are vapors which rise
from the earth; they do not descend from
the heavens.
"The cloud mentio ned in the H'lly
Scriptu res is the human body because it
is a veil for them, which, like the cloud
preven ts them from seeing the Sun of
Truth shining in the Horizo n of Christ. "
Abd1ll Baha.
Questi on: ' 'Then you do not mean
this phenom enal heaven 1"
Abdul Baha: "I mean the heaven
from which Christ descen ded and to
which he ascend ed-the heaven of divine
·Will, the heaven of spiritu ality."
Said Jesus: " 'I go and I come again. '
And in anothe r place he said: 'I gQ Ilnd
anothe r will come who will tell you all
that I have not told you and will finish
all that I have said.' These two state148

mellts are in reality one, were ye to witness the Manifestations of Oneness with
the eye of God.
If the sun 0:
today says 'I am the sun of yesterday,'
it is true; and yet if according to daily
sequence it says 'I am other than the
sun of yesterday,' this is also true.
Likewise consider the days: If it be said
that all the days are the same, it is correct and true; and if it be said that according to name and designation they
differ from each other, this also is true
as thou seest. For though they are the
same, yet in each one there is a name,
quality and designation which is different from the other. By the same method
and explanation, understand the station:,
of separation, difference and oneness of
the Holy Manifestations.
"As to the words, 'The sun shall hi:!
darkened and the moon shall cease tc.
give her light and the stars shall fall
from heaven, '-the purport of sun and
moon as mentioned in the words of the
prophets is not confined to the phenomenal sun and moon which are seen; nay,
rather, they have intended for sun ano
moon manifold meanings.
One
meaning of the 'sun' is Suns of Truth
which dawn from the day spring of Preexistence and tram,mit bounty to all the
created beings. These Suns of Truth an,
the universal manifestations of Divinity.
. . . ~When these Suns arise the world
is renewed, the rivers of life flow, the
seas of beneficence move, the clouds of
grace gather and the breezes of bounty
blow upon the temples of beings. . . .
In the primary sense sun, moon and stars
signify the prophets, the saints and their
companions through the light of whose
knowledge the worlds of the visible and
invisible are enlightened and illumined.

"It is certain that during every subsequent Manifestation . . . the sun and
moon of the teachings and law under
which the people of that age are enlightened and guided become darkened,
that is, their efficiency and influence vanish." "By the darkness of the sun and
moon and the falling of the stars is intended the abberation of the divines and
the abolition of the laws established in a
religion. "
" In like manner understand thE'
meaning of (the new heaven and thE'
new earth). By the earth is meant thE'
earth of knowledge and wisdom; and by
heaven the heavens of religion.
"The purpose of these allegorical
words . . . is to test the servants as
mentioned so that the soil of excellent
and shining hearts may be distinguished
from barren and mortal soil. This has
always been the divine law. .
Shouldst thou make the mirror of the
heart pure and clear from the dust of
prejudice thou wilt comprehend all the
symbols in the sayings of the perfect
word of Divinity in every Manifestation
and be informed of the mysteries of
knowledge. But unless thou destroyest
with the fire of severance the veils of
learning which are conventional among
the servants thou wilt not attain to the
brilliant morn of the ideal knowledge."
(Compiled from" The Book of Ighan.")
For the fuller explanation of these
Bible symbols one should read first AbduI Baha's "Some Answered Questions"
and then Baha'Ullah's "Book of Ighan."
There these universal minds outline in
detail the new philosophy of religious
history, the succession of the divine
Manifestations, the real meaning of th·?
prophesies in the holy books.
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FROM THE UNPUBLISH]JD DIARY OF
AHMAD SOHRAB
Dtwing his sojourn in Palestine with the Center of the Covenant, Abdul, Baha,
while the Great War was raging all over the world.
THE STORY OF ESMAEL, THE PERSIAN JEW

was waiting for us at
T HEthecarriage
foot of the mountain. We
entered it and started on our way. The
road was so muddy and slushy that the
wheels sank up to their spokes. In the
carriage there was a Persian Jew by the
name of Esmael who had been a friend
of the Master's for forty years. He is
an orthodox Jew with a strong faith in
prophecy, believing firmly that the Messiah will appear in two years. He knows
a great deal about the Bahai Revelation
and has met Baha 'Ullah. Several times
he promised the Master that if the Messiah did not appear at such and such a
date he would leave Jewish traditions.
But on the grounds that his reckonings
were wrong each time he changed the
date. Now he swears that this will be
the last date and in two years his promised Messiah will appear and will make
all the people Jews.
Since our arrival in the Holy Land the
Master has seen him many times and
helps him always. He is an old man
with thin, white beard and he has been
in Acca and Haifa for forty-two Years.
Yesterday he came to Abou Senan and
this morning' the Beloved took him back.
, 'Now tell me, Esmael," the Master
said, "while patting him gently on back
and cheeks, "art thou sure that the Messiah will appear in two years 7 If he
does not appear at that time wilt thou
continue to believe in the Talmud and

the Rabbinical lore 1 Several times thou
hast covenanted with me, and every time
thou hast broken the compact. This
must be the very last time; otherwise I
will punish thee." Esmael pledged his
word that this would be the last time and
that he was sure, very sure, that the
Promised One would appear in 1916.
Then the Master spoke about the Mohammedan and Ohristian calendars, the
prophetic dates mentioned in the Book
of Daniel, the scattering of the Jews at
the time of Titus, and the destruction
of Jerusalem. Then he asked me to read
aloud, for the benefit of Esmael, the artIcles published in "Servati-Founun,"
especially the translation of his addrefls
in the Jewish Synagogue in San Francisco. As we neared Acca he related
some funny stories of his experiences in
Tiberias in former years.
"0 Esmael, " he said at last, "through
the power of God I have, been able to
prove the divine station of Ohrist to
thousands of Jews in America. .
What can I do with thee 7 They are the
real Israel. They are free from prejudice. But thou art different."
When we reached Acca we were glad
to find ourselves once more under the
sheltering roof of the home of' Baha'
Ullah. When Abdul Baha entered his
room he sat quietly on his divan and
said: " Ah ! We escaped from Abou
Senan, did we not 1 Although the
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weather there was dry and delightful, I
did not feel at home. In this room, the
room of the Blessed Perfection, I feel
happy and composed. Nowhere else do
I feel so joyous and happy as in this
room. Here, here I realize the peace of
the spirit!"
Luncheon was served and Esmael and
I found ourselves at the table. The
Master said: "Hast thou read 'Vahye
Koudek' (the little revelation? It contains many prophesies concerning events
in Acca. It is a wonderful book. Mirza
Yagoub, who 'was a good Jewish Bahai
brought it to me. If you can get this
book you will enjoy its contents."
Esmael did not eat the food cooked by
the Bahais so the Master with his supreme attention to all details had ordered
a dish suitable to his taste. "We let
everyone enjoy .freedom of conscience."
he said. " We have no prejudice."
THE STORY OF THE MISER OF BALSORA

The Master often tells us stories about
the misers of different countries. Here
is one of them:
Once upon a time there was a merchant in the city of Balsora. His name
was Reza. Although he was very wealthy
he was the most close-fisted, narrowhearted man that ever lived in his town.
For avarice and penuriousness he had become a proverb among his countrymen.
Through his stinginess he made his family suffer hunger and starvation.
In his office he had a clerk to whom
he paid a very small salary. This clerk
had a large family and though he prac·
tised the greatest economy he could not
make both ends meet. Often he dreamed
of a raise in salary, but in vain. At last
an idea flashed into his mind and gave
him hope that surely there would be a
raise soon. There was but one more
week before New Year's day and the
poor clerk thought that if he gave a present to his master he would undoubtedly
reciprocate and increase his salary.
Hence. on that very day he went to the
market, bought the head of a sheep,

cooked it in his oven and carried it on a
tray to the house of his master. The
week passed without any sign and finally, on New Year's day he called at the
house of the merchant to wish him happiness. He was most hopeful, and anticipated a bright future.
When he entered the room the merchant greeted him effusively. This made
him more hopeful still.
"I thank you very heartily, " the mas·
ter said to his clerk, "for the gift you
sent to our house. It saved us a great
deal of expense, I assure you. We have
been feasting on it for the past ,veek.
The first day we ate the ears; the second
day, the eyes; the third day, the skin of
the head; the fourth day, the tongue; the
fifth day, the meat; the sixth day we
-cleaned the bones and on the seventh
day We ate the brains.
The clerk was so disgusted with this
exhibition of stinginess that he left him,
and left the town, and sought his fortune
elsewhere.
After travelling for several years and
acquiring experience as well as richeR
he returned to his native city and opened
a business of his own. One day as he
was walking through the main street his
attention was attracted by a most palatial residence. He peeped through the
gate and beheld a most beautiful garden.
He finally inquired from one of the many
servants lounging about whose house this
was.
, 'Art thou a stranger?" they asked.
" Not exactly."
"Well, how is it that thou dost not
know that this is the house of Kareem,
the son of Reza?"
"Oh," gasped the former clerk," what
the father hoarded the son is spending!"
-and disappeared through the crowd.
ANOTHER INCIDENT REGARDING ESMAEL,
THE JEW

This morning Abdul Baha called us
into his room. Esmael, the Jew, was
also present. The Master was in a jovial
mood and asked Esmael whether bread,
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tea and olives were" Kosher." He replied, "They are Kosher."
, 'Art thou thyself Kosher or Taref?"
Abclul Baha asked him pleasantly.
"I hope I am Kosher. I wish good to
everyone. I am not seeking to harm
any soul. If a man curse me or beat me
I still like him. I am living according
to the religion of my father. If these
things constitute the condition of being
Kosher, then I am Kosher."
"vVell said." replied the Master, "I
know thou art sincere in the profession
of thy religion and that is the reason
why I love thee so much."
Esmael replied: "I know one thing.
Any moment I am ready to sacrifice my
life for the Master. For the last fortytwo years you have ever been kind to me
and on several occasions have saved my
life. This has nothing to do with faith.
This is love. I declare by J ehovah, if
you ask me at this very moment I will
die for you gladly, knowing well that I
have won the good pleasnre of Abraham.
J acob and Moses."
Then the :Thraster asked Esmael: "How
old was Moses?"
"One hundred and twenty years," he
replied. "But the patriarchs, such as
Noah and others lived many hundreds
of years."
The :ThIaster said: "The age of those
ancient prophets as recorded in the Old
Testament is symbolic. It has a spiritual
interpretation. vVert thou informed of
the science of anatomy thou wouldst realize that this human mechanism and'
these material organs cannot last more
than one hundred and twenty years. ' ,
Esmael inquired: "Where is the seat
of thought?"
The Master replied: "I t is generally
understood that the seat of thought, consciousness and volition is in the brain.
The brain is the organ of the intellect
and understanding. The heart also plays
a part through the central nervous system. Thus the activities of the brain and

the heart by means of afferent and efferent nerve fib el'S are linked together.
Figuratively speaking, the brain is like
a mirror. When it is turned toward any
object, whether in the east or in the west,
that object will immediately be reflected
on its surface and consciousness is realized. In the world of dreams consciollsness is awake and works uninterruptedly."
"Come, come, friends," the Master
said, as we waited at the threshold. ,. Let
us talk tonight of the old times." He
asked me what news I had. I told him
I had heard that Badi Effendi's school
in Abou Senan had increased in numbers
and that it was no more my room but a
Bahai school. He laughed and said:
"vVhat dost thou want with a room of
stone and clay? I have prepared for
thee glorious rooms the walls, the roofs,
the floors, and the furniture of which
are of pure deeds and immortal virtues.
Therein thou shalt abide forever. Badi
Effendi is a capable, efficient teacher
and loves the children. He is striving in
service and wishes to perfect the 'wor1<:
which he undertakes. Perfection of work
is man's greatest reward. When a ma,t
sees his ,york perfected and this perfection is the result of incessant lab or an(l
application he is the happiest man in
the ·world. VT ork is the source of human
happiness.' ,
About two hours before sunrise I "va',
called from my bed by one of the two
Bahais who spent the night here in the
house. The Master was up; the samovar
was boiling and tea was prepared for our
delectation. It was thirst for the" spiritual tea" which awakened me and T
dressed hurriedly and made my way
through the darkness to the other house.
r opened the door of the blessed room
and entered unannounced. The Master
was sitting in his accustomed place on :1
divan in the corner next to the windo~y.
Only a candle was burning on the oppo·
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site table which was strewn over with
books. There was a pause and a stillness and the dim light added to the mystery and the magic of those sacred moments.
Abdul Balla's eyes were closed, his
white beard shone; over his countenance
was spread the calm of the deep. His
spotless white turban towered above his
head and as I looked I beheld his silvery
locks flowing beautifully over his broad
shoulders.
Out of the unutterable stillness th(\'01c8 of the Beloved of the hearts wu:,:
heard.
"Happiness is the ambrosia of the
spirit and the nectar of the souls. It
confers on man the boon of immortality
and the gift of spiritual vision. Happiness is the morning star guiding the
wandering to the perennial abode of the
blessed. Happine8s is the crystalline
river flowing from the heavenly moun·
tains through the paradiEe of the mind
and causing to grow upon its banks the
imperishable ideals of humanity. Hap·

piness is the cherubim of the Almighty
which inspires mankind to perform feats
of self-sacrifice and deeds of disinterested philanthrophy. Happiness is the
melodiously singing nightingale 'which
transforms the darkened world of sorrow
into the shining realm of celestial beatitude. Happiness is the surging ocean in
the depths of which the diver finds the
pearls of l:esignation and the corals of
renunciation. Happiness is the elysium
wherein grow the asphodels of good-will
and the amaranths of forgiveness. Happiness is the heaven of God, the blue
fields of which are studded with the
bright rolling orbs of satisfaction and
the fixed stars of contentment. Happiness is the scintillating crown of humanity the shining gems of which are the
teachings of the past prophets and the
principles of his holiness Baha 'Ullah.
"The happiness of man is not dependent upon outward things such as l'ir:hes,
ornaments and clothes. It is, hOIH'vel',
dependent upon the susceptibilities of
the heart and the attitude of the mind."

SEGMENTS OF THE CIROLE
by

lVL\.RJORY MORTEN

a moderating influence in those
A s moments
when' we, as Bahais, approach the danger zone of dogma.; as a
solace in days of discouragement and at
all times when we would make common
effort with our fellows, it is well to be
aware of the quicken~ng influence on the
world at large in the time of the l\Ianifestation.
On the day of a wedding it is not
only the bride and bridegroom, their
families and their guests who make
merry-the servants in the house, the
grocer boy at the kitchen door, the very
mouse in the pantry cupboard take snare
in the marriage feast. If we believe in

the oneness of humanity, the interdependence of all creatures, the interaction
and reaction of all life forces, we must
know that the whole planet is quickened
and vitalized in this day.
Although the world may seem to lack
mighty protagonists in religious fields a
thousand voices are raised by ardent men
and women who see clearly that aspect of
the truth yvhich impinges on their own
fields of endeavor and who faintly
glimpse the whole truth. On every side
we find indications of the spirit; in the
average individual who cries for thing.~
spiritual in revulsion of discouragement
against the meliorist who would right the
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world through practical efforts; in the
economist who realizes our racial interdependence; in the commercial producer
who is aware of the pragmatic result of
cooperation; in the orthodox churchman
who would abandon the old competitive
system in spiritual matters, no longer
trying to live a godlier life than his
neighbor but making the greater effort
to be good with others. And in the world
of fiction and verse we have many writers who are working for a larger unity:
vVell's vision of a World State or World
Federation; John Galsworthy who,
calling art the pacifier pleads for a closer
artistic understanding ,among nations
an~l sees in art an international agent
in bringi.ng races together; Thomas
Hardy who sees pure literature and religion as one in that they modulate into
each other and who, alive to the failure
of the churches to rouse the spirit in a
materialistic age is seeking to link religion and science or rationality through
the medium of poetry.
Such men would teach a world which
for centuries has played with aesthetic8
as a relaxation after labor; would show
the coming generation that true art is
not a thing to beguile the hard way of
life, to soften and make lovely the routine, but rather an expression of the
superconsciousness, a channel between
mind and spirit. All these· efforts are
good, even if those who make the effort
are not fully aware of the spiritual con:Plotation.
And in science it is possible to read
great spiritual truths clearly symbolized
in terms of scientific formula. Viscount
Haldane in "The Reign of Relativity"
declares that modern men of science realize the entirety of the world-a single
whole in which fall matter and mind
alike. And the knowledge of the oneneS8
of the world scientifically is shown in an
article on the work of Dr. F. B. Sumner
in the July" Current Opinion." "We
need to remind ourselves that the organism is not an isolated fact in nature, but
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is part of a complex system of interacting forces. It is utterly unintelligible,
it does not even exist, except in organic
relation to the outer world."
Even in Einstein's disconcerting discovery that light rays experience a curvature in passing through a gravitational
field, deviating toward a heavenly body
in passing it, we can discover a symbol
of the attractional curve we must perform as rays in this day of the Sun of
Manifestation!
In this country we find hopeful signs
in the trend of our magazines. Such
monthlies as "Asia" and the "Geographical Magazine" which gather interesting matter from the earth's far corners, and others such as "Our World"
which in covering every phase of worlJ
events and activities achieves much more
than an assembling of alien facts; makeg
indeed frank profession of an effort to
unite the world.
And there is much food for encouragement in such articles as the very significant editorials of Dr. Frank Crane
in the July "Current Opinion," calling'
the need of a revival of faith, of spiritual enthusiasm, a "revival whose war
cry shall be humanity." And he is
aware of the need of a prophet who will
"fire the imagination and conscience of
the race with the beauty of human
brotherhood. "
And if we see on every side a growing knowledge of the need to promote
solidarity and more or less conscious effort to build a new structure to house
the world family, we find too, scattered
chips and fragments of raw material
ready for the builders. The very language of the day enriched and vitalized
by the words, love, brotherhood, cooperation, unity, is an indication of the material at hand. These words have be .
come part of everyone's daily vocabulary. Old words, to be sure, out growths
of terms coined perhaps by the first man
of vision, but relegated for so long to
the word-pouches of the poet, the mystic,

Recently I came upon a letter from
the dreamer; only used in general with
an apologetic reservation or linked with the editor of a venerable American matheir foster-sister words utopia, mil· gazine, the" Atlantic Monthly" to Ralph
lenium. And if these expressions are in . Waldo Emerson. In this letter he tells
the mouths of all the people of the time Emerson that the magazine has agreed
-in some cases of course only parrot to publish a series of articles by Thoreau
repetition-the realities they signify and asks him to urge Thoreau to behave
must truly be held in the hearts of many himself and not write about God!
men.
Heretofore your average man in casual
These words represent ideals, and conversation used the name of the Deity
ideals whether they are racial memories timidly, with self-consciousness, often
of past perfections, or dim concepts of following it up with the eager assurance
a future state are always possible of that the First Cause or Primal Will were
achievement-and that possibility is acceptable synonyms. And how utterly
near or remote according to the intensity taboo was "Holy Spirit" or "Holy
of our desire to achieve. Now with the Ghost, " narrowed in the popular mind
release of the great force, the cosmic to the Apostolic bounty.
All these words for so long cloistered
urge through the appearance of the
Manifestation the ideal is straightway and shut from common life have in thiR
translated into a working platform for day suffered a re-birth, become newly
the work-a-day world; made practical informed with spirit, and their habitual
rather t.han poetic-brought into actual- use in the time of this Revelation is a
ity out of the dream consciousness of the manifestation of the divine breaths
race-these great words love, unity, brought into objectivity and given actual
form on this plane.
brotherhood.
Yes, we must become increasingly
Furthermore the name of God and
such expressions as we have of God, Di- aware of all these indications of the
vine Guidance, The Power of the Spirit, quickening of planetary consciousness.
the Holy Ghost, are no longer confined But this awareness in no degree lessons
to religious discussion, and are freed our responsibility as Bahais, rather does
from doctrinary taint. Not so long since, it emphasize our responsibility to
at any rate in our western world the sharpen and focalize this consciousness
word God was rarely heard outside of to the most poignant of realizations, to
religious groups and orders entrenched touch the very heart of the race to 11
in a common understanding, except in recognition of the source of this new
theological argument.
life.

SIGNS OF THE TTMES IN OURRENT LITERATURE

P

needs is the actual living of what Christians profess.

Prof. Elwood of Missouri University
comes to the conclusion in "Reconstruction and R.eligion" that what the wo.rld

"We want a new revelation in terms
of the new world's understanding. vVe
want light, light. "-From "If Winter
Comes."

ROF. JOHN DEWEY in his recent
book, "Human Nature and Conduct" shows that human nature can be
changed.
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Teachers are getting a vision of their
opportunities to dispel prejudice. :F'. J.
Libby in the" Journal of National Education" says: "Geography when well
taught leads to the world wide vision."
"Science knows no national boundaries and the scientific spirit no prejudices.' '
Do such writers as H. G. \Vells and
Hendrik Van Loon unconsciously regi~ te1' the "end of the age" and the beginning of the new age in their summaries of World History 1
Emile Cammael'ts, a distinguished Belgian poet pleads, in the" Hibbert J ourllal" for a closer intellectual understandi11g to remove difficulties in the way of
internationalism. Better translation of
the clH,>sics of all nations would do much
to bring the peoples in touch with each
other intellectually. But Cammaerts
realizes that the bond of union must be
evell deeper than the intellectual. "If
we are driven so far apart nowadays,"
he says, "is it not because ,ve have not
yet reached the time when a religious
revival shall bring us together again?"
B. C. H. & M. H. P.
Mark Sabre, in "If Winter Comes"
represents the spirit of many in this
new day, a spirit groping for light, puzzling, pondering. "He paced among his
ideas as a man might pace around the
dismantled and shattered intricacies of
an intricate machine, knowing the parts
could be put together and the thing
worked usefully, not knowing how on
earth it could be done." Gradually certain fundamental laws shed light on
this puzzlement: "There's only one life,
only one living-and we're all in it

Come into it the same way and go out of
it the same way." Is not this the vernacular expression of Baha 'Ullah 's words,
"Do ye know why we have created you
all from one clay ~ That no one should
glorify himself over the other." And
again, "He came to determine that infinitely the most beautiful thing in life
was a face lighting up with the pleasure
of friendship. But he felt it was not intirely the secret. The greeting passed;
the light faded; the wanting returned.
But he determined the key to the solution lay within that ambit. The happiness was there. It was here in life,
found, realized in loving uniting, as
warmth is found on stepping from
shadow into the sun. The thing lacking
was something that would fix it, render
it permanent-some thing 1 What ~
Finally the nature of the solution becomes clear to him: "The remedy's the
old remedy. The old God. But it's more
than that. It's Light: more light. The
old revelation was good for the old
world, and told in terms of the olel
world's understanding. vVe want a new
revelation in terms of the new world's
understanding. We want light, light!
Do you suppose a man who lives on
meat is going to find sustenance in bread
and milk 1 Do you suppose an age that
knows wireless and can fly is going to
find spiritual sustenance in the food of
an age that thought thunder was God
speaking ~ "
It is significant that "If 'Vinter
Comes" is a popular book, for the character of Mark Sabre is the main interest in the book, and Mark Sabre is of the
New Day, one who illustrates the statement of Abdul Baha that now souls have
attained "an extraordinary capacity."
M.H.P.
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THE NEW SPIR IT OF YOU NG CHIN A
by AGXE S B. ALEXA NDER

N May fourth, 1919, after the signing
of the treaty of Versailles, young
China arose as one man. From that day
a i-iteady tide of social and educati onal
reform , togethe r with the discard ing of
the traditio ns of the past, advanc ed by
leaps and bounds. It was the outwar d
evidenc e of the onward march of a
"tide of new though t" as it was called
in China. New life curren ts burst forth
pulsati ng with intense vigor throug hout
the studen t world.
Again, during the past two months
startlin g change s have taken place. A
sign of the onward march of this studen t
movem ent has been the coming of four
groups of studen ts from Higher Norma l
Schools of China to inspect the schools
of Japan. In the past only two such
groups have visited Japan. The fact
that one of these four groups was composed of ninetee n young women from the
Pekin Women Teache r's College has
great significance for these are the first
Chines e young women to be sent on
such a mission.
It was my privileg e to meet membe rs
of three of these groups and throug h
them to feel the wonde rful new life now
throbb ing in the heart of young China.
Althou gh none of these studen ts had
heard of the Bahai teachin gs, yet their
hearts beat with the very princip les of
Baha 'Ullah. Here are a few though ts
from address es which were transla ted
for me, given by the young women at a
dinner in their honor:
"They , The Chinese Wome n's Associatio n of Pekin wish to give all peo-

O

pIe a chance to live, especially the lowest
class. AH mankin d should be allowed
happin ess withou t limitat ion of sex, race
or country . They have lost interes t in
politici ans arid are develop ing their interest in world-ideas. They wish to do
their utmost for the happin ess of their
whole popula tion withou t respect to religion or race. One of their future aims
is to establis h corresp ondenc e with the
women of the world."
A young man, one of thirty- four
studen ts from vVuchang Teache r's College, express ed these ideas thus: "vV e
love peace; that is our spirit. 'Ve are
the oldest civilized countr y no\v existen t
on earth and our sacred books are many,
but the essenti al ones among them are
the "Four Books" of Confuc ius, and the
"Five Classics." 'Ye emphasize moral
educati on more than we emphasize
knowle dge; but knowledge is power and
we do not neglect it.
There came a
turning point, whirh has been known as
the Rennai ssanre of China, in 1919, and
since then we have made great progres s
in all things. "
The followi ng notes were taken on
June the twelfth , .the day of the inaugura tion of Li Yuan-h ung, the new
Preside nt of China, who is conside red
to be the most democr atic man in China.
in an intervi ew with one of the young
men studen ts from Pekin.
"'Ve have doubts about everyth ing.
We believe we should be active, but not
blindly . 'Ve want inform ation. 'Ve are
so eager for it that we have come to
Japan althoug h we do not know whethe r
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we can get anything. The present conditions may seem rather discouraging but
the students are a force without arms
which is known to everyone and their
power is feared. The government on the
one hand tries to suppress them, on the
other hand pays them respect. In the
Oanton government women have demanded the privilege of sitting in parliament. Women's emancipation is advocated not only by the women but by
the men. Many new magazines have appeared, dealing especially with this question. Two years ago new schools for
women were started thrpughout the
country and within this past year coeducation has been adopted by all the
government schools. Women are now
admitted to the Pekin University. Now
young men and women meet together
freely. It is the women who will bring
the emancipation of the race. They are
the "other half" which is springing up.
The greatest cooperation is that between
men and women. At first social intercourse between the sexes seemed to shock
the common people; but now they have
become accustomed to it. The aims of
the students are first. sound government;
second, real liberty; third, peace, which
we always love and advocate. If these
things are realized then the students can
devote themselves to study and can contribute to the world's civilization which
is their fourth aim. The world is now
so closely bound together that we realize that the two civilizations, eastern and
western, must be united. We neea not
give up the eastern civilization but add
to it the western.
"These things are the good side; but
we have to pay for them. It is because
of civil wars that the farmers are not
able to raise their crops. Though coeducation is enforced, yet we have drawbacks. First, the students, men and
women, must have sufficient knowledge,
else they will make blunders. If they
have not enough knowledge mistakes will
be committed.

"We have a little knowledge of western thought, but we have also its doubts.
There is a new movement which commenced on March ninth. It is called the
'Anti-Religion Movement.' It has its
origin in agnosticism. We want emancipation and liberty. We feel that religion is something which binds us togetber. This anti-religion movement is
now very strong. It was first organized
in Pekin in the schools and now has
spread to other places, forming a unit.
The basis of the movement is scienct';
its purpose, to break away from all superstitions. Religion is superstition which
is contrary to science. The movement
started in opposition to Ohristianity.
Ohristianity itself is all right but it is
the conduct of it, and its abuses which
the movement opposes. The great scholars have not yet given much attention
and study to this movement. They have
not yet expressed their opinions. If they
did the problem would be solved. We
wait for the great scholars. We have
now no proper solution: we wait for
results.
"Our impression from our visit to
Japan is that the Japanese are certainly
further advanced in education than are
we. They have a spirit of action. If
they get a new idea they try to carry it
out; and they have favorable conditions.
In Ohina this spirit is not so strong because we are now discussing affairs and
have not yet reached conclusions. For
this reason the Japanese educational
work is better than ours. The Japanese
are faithful, not only to their nation as
a whole, but each to his profession. They
have another advantage in that they have
order. At present Ohinese conditions are
quite different; there is no order at all.
A Oonfucian proverb says that if you are
in a dilemma as to which way to go you
will never reach your destination."
Note. "The Youth of Ohina" is interestingly described in Ohinese Meddle,
E. G. Kemp, 1921, Ohapter IX.
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BAHA l TEMP LE
Design ed by Louis Bourgeois
s in the
A univers al house of worship open to all sects and religion of God
spirit of univers al brother hood and dedicate d to the oneness
n Road and
and the oneness of mankin d; now being built at Sherida of the world
Linden Avenue , just north of Chicago , by those' in all parts
Omtribu who are working for univers al religion , brotherh ood and peace.
They are also
tions are coming from all parts of Americ a and Europe. Austral ia and
being sent from Palestin e, Syria, Egypt, Persia, India, that a sum of
Japan. Mirza Hadi, the father of Shoghi Effendi, writesHaifa and Acca
nearly three hundred pounds has been recently sent from Abdul
Baha has
althoug h most of the friends there are without work. As that from the
said: "Such an event has never been witness ed by man
to the fartherfartherm ost country of Asia contribu tions were forward ed and provide nce
most country of Americ a.. .. This is through the bounty of the Sun of
of the Blessed Perfecti on, the assistan ce and confirm ation
ce who
Truth and the victory and triumph of the Lumina ry of Effulgen
r." "Truly, I
has united so marvelo usly the regions of the world togethe
regard to the
say, the friends of God displaye d wonder ful generos ity in
imity at
contribu tions for the Mashreq -Ul-Azk ar. They displaye d magnan
s of their
portion
sold
them
of
some
that
extent
an
such
to
cost
any
nt of God."
clothing on the street. This is throu'gh the power of the Covena
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THE UNIV ERSA L LANG UAG E OF THE SPIR IT

T

ALK given by Abdul Baha in his
home at Haifa, Palesti ne, November
19, 1921 at the regular six o'clock evening meetin g called "The Persian Meeting." Mr. John D. Bosch of Geyserville, Califor nia, was the only occidental
presen t among the sixty .friends who met
at this time, just nine days before the
passing away of Abdul Baha. In fact,
this was the last public talk given by
Abdul Baha in the Persian meetin g
when an occidental attende d. Interpreted by Mirza Mohammed Ali Afnan.
Taken down ill P·ersian by Dr. Lotfull ah
Hakim .
Abdul Baha opened the meetin g by
saying to Mr. Bosch:
"Altho ugh you are here with these assembled friends and cannot speak with
them nor they with you, yet yOJl can
speak with one anothe r throug h the
heart. The langua ge of the heart is
even more expressive than the langua ge
of the tongue and is more truthfu l and
has a wider reach and a more potent
effect. "
Mr. Bosch said: "This is a wonde rful
spiritu al experi ence-t o be here with
the friends."
Abdul Baha then said: "When lovers
meet it may be that they cannot exchange a single word, yet with their
hearts they speak to one anothe r. Thus
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do the clouds speak to the earth and the
rain comes down; the breeze whispers to
the trees; the sun speaks to the eyes of
men. Althou gh this is not actual speech
yet this is the way in which the hearts
of the friends talk together. It is the
harmon y between two Persons, and this
harmon y is of the hearts. For instanc e,
you were in Americ a and I was in the
Holy Land. Althou gh our lips were still
yet with our hearts We were conversing
together. The friends here love you very
much. They have a real attachm ent for
you althoug h with the tongue they can110t express it."
Mr. Bosch said: "I am very glad. I
love them too."
Abdul Baha then said: "If this love
is real and true, if it is from the heart
it will charact erize itself by self-sacrifice.
When the attachm ent is superficial
friends do not sacrifice themselves even
to the extent of a hair's breadth .
"His holiness the Christ loved both
his disciples and believers to such an
extent that he sacrificed his life for
them. His holiness the Suprem e (the
Bab), loved the friends to such an extent that he gave his life for them. The
Blessed Beauty (Baha. 'illlah) loved the
friends so much that for their sakes he
accepted a thousa nd difficulties and afflictions. Four times he was exiled. He
was banishe d from one place to anothe r.

His proper ties were confiscated. He
gave all-hi s family, his relatives, his
possessions. He accepte d impriso nment,
chains and fetters. His holy person was
impriso ned in the fortres s of Acca until
the last momen t of his life. He was
made to suffer more calamities, afflictions and difficulties than could be enumerate d. He had not a momen t's rest.
He had not an hour's comfort. He was
continu ally under the greates t hardsh ips
and ordeals. ,\That great persecu tions
he endure d from his enemies! What
great afflictions he bore from his own
relative s 1 He accepte d all these trials
for our sakes so that he might educate
us, so that he might make us illumin ed,
so that he might make us heavenly, so
that he might change our charact er,
change our lives, so that he might illumine our inmost self. All these trouble s
he accepted for our sakes. He did indeed sacrifice his life for us. This love
is the real love. This is the inner attachment and the genuin e friends hip. This
is the love which sacrifices one's all,
one'8 life. This is the reality of love.
He accepte d all these troubles.
"All this. cannot be accomplished by
merely talking . It cannot be done by
saying, 'I love you,' or, 'How is your
health, ' or, 'You are my belove d,' or,
'Y ou are esteemed.' This is not love.
This is an attachm ent that will break
in the testing. This is why one sees persons associating with one anothe r, ap,pearing to be enwrap ped with one another. Each seems to sacrifice himsel f
for the other. But when they part they
become as strange rs. This is human

love. It is not spiritu al love; it is not
divine love; it has no real founda tion
and in the time of testing it will fall and
disappe ar.
"If you should go to Persia and mingle with the friends there and should be
in the house of anyon e of the friends ,
and people should come in to take you
to kill you, you would then witness how
the owner of the house would sacrifice
himself for you. He would sacrifice
himself for you rather than allow even
one hair of your head to be hurt. This
is love 1 It has happen ed often in Persia
that the friends have sacrificed themselves for one anothe r. This has happened many times. This love is the love
of God.
"The King of Martyr s and the Beloved of Martyr s were two souls who
were greatly honore d among the people.
They were very wealthy. They were extremely comfortable. The people pillaged all their proper ty. They put them
in chains. They put them in prison.
The Shah of :J;>ersia decreed that they
should be killed; that they should either
deny their faith or be killed. The notables came to them and advised them to
renounce their faith. The friends came
and advised them; even the govern ment
advised them to recant so that they
might save their lives. But they would
not deny. They continu ed to cry aloud,
'Ya Baha el Abha! ' (0, Thou Glory of
the Most Glorious 1) And so they were
martyr ed.
"This is the love of God! This is the
love of the heart! This is divine love!"
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THE SPIRIT OF ABDUL BAHA
BY HORACE HOLLEY

PART

while wisdom is essentially a
Now,
state of being, and only secondarily
becomes an expression of principles, and
wisdom cannot be comprehended in any
one principle alone but only in the
meeting of all principles in their source
and cause, nevertheless, with respect to
the world's capacity and requirements,
Abdul Baha in many tablets and addresses gave importance to certain definite principles which are consequently
his characteristic impression upon the
minds of the age.
Foremost among Abdul Baha's principles is that of the independent investigation of truth.
A key to this principle may be found
in Abdul Baha's use of the word" imitation" where we would use such words
as "superstition" or "prejudice" or
, 'ignorance. "
Looking up 0 n th e
minds, Abdul Baha perceived them as
merely imitating one another and the
past, like those prisoners who are
chained one to another in rows. For
the Ohristian is born a Ohristian, and
merely reflects the prevailing tradition
in which he lives. The German or
Frenchman is born to his nationality,
and imitates in thought and action the
necessities to which nationality has ever
in the past given rise. Few people ever
stand ap&rt from their mental and moral
environment and test its standards by
any universal truth. What most of us
consider" thought" is merely an adapting of the common thinking to our personal advantage. The savage obeys the
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n.
law of thc jungle, and we obey no less
blindly the customs of our own day;
and consequently, so far as true selfrealization is concerned, we are merely
that same savage reborn to a jungle of
men rather than a jungle of beasts. The
spiritual consequences of this only become apparent when we reflect that
while none of us would intentionally
commit murder, we have made governments machinery for murder on the
largest scale; and while none of us would
starve the orphan or oppress the widow,
we willingly grow rich upon the starvations that competitive industry commits day by day. For we make our
swiftly fleeting powers serve that which
is also fleeting, and so at the last we
have created nothing which is able to
endure. True independent investigation of reality leads to the investigation
of our own being, and independence of
self as passion and desire is the supreme
independence.
Another of Abdul Baha's principles
is that of the oneness of mankind. All
that Abdul Baha expressed through utterance or action, he expressed from the
positive and steadfast realization that
mankind, in its origin and its end, is
one spiritual Man, whose atoms, so to
speak, we are, and that one ray of the
divine Self, and not many selves, sustains the spirit within the many souls.
Today, as we see and feel the immediate
inter-action of events and conditions
throughout the world, and how no portion of humanity is independent of any

other portion, we begin to realize something of the significance of this Bahai
teaching. Thus for the first time, one
undeviating standard is available for
the guidance of religions, governments,
industries, education, science and art
ulike, and that standard is the promotion of the oneness of mankind. 'Whatever promotes unity is of the universal
cause, and will prove fruitful and enduring; but whatever, prevents unity is
of the limited effects, and will be rejected by the Holy Spirit whose action
is predominant over all.
Another principle expressed by Abdul
Baha is that the fo'undation of all religions is one. For by "foundation"
Abdul Baha means the manifestation of
the Holy Spirit, from which all the religions originally came. The Holy Spirit
is at all times one, though like the
spring season it comes and goes, for the
Holy Spirit is the expression of the will
of God, and God is not divided against
Himself, but the people of the world are
divided. It is this division of the people which causes differences in the ef.
fects of the Holy Spirit from age to
age, for the Holy Spirit is perfect and
complete in itself, but enters the world
of humanity only according to the capacity of the time. It is an inexhaustiLIe ocean" while the people are but small
vessels that quickly overflow. Thus
Moses, Christ, Mohammed, Buddha seem
different beings and founders of different religions; but we see them in the
mirror of the world's division and not
in the light of the Holy Spirit. In that
light they are one being, one essence,
one cause, one power and one foundation:; and whatever they uttered is the
reality, which we have seized and
divided (interpreted) for our own gain,
as the soldiers seized and .divided the
garments of Jesus. Abdul Baha has
said that when representatives of all the
world's religions have gathered for a
sincere investigation of the foundation
of religion, this will become manifest
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and all the secondary, man-made features of religion will utterly disappear.
Abdul Baha himself made no distinction between Jew or Christian, Hindu
or Mohammedan. To .all alike his spirit
gave of its inspiration, and the acceptance or rejection of his ideal of unity
was not of the creed but of the soul.
A fourth principle which Abdul Baha
onunciated was that religion mttst be in
accord with science and reason.
Now a person who is sick is limited
by that sickness both physically and
mentally, and he himself cannot overcome those limitations except by attaining health. In the same way there are
limitations which fall upon the understanding from sickness of soul. It is
spiritual sickness which permits a man
to possess a religion at all contrary to
science and reason. He may not realize
these limitations, but that is part of
the disease. These limitations shut out
the ray of the spirit, as a wall shuts out
the sun. So long as he remains in this
condition, the spirit shows forth only its
destructive power. Thus irrational religion does not and cannot become truly
predominant in human affairs. Even
the fanatic does not follow out his religion in all things, but his self-interest
or self-gratification is served in devious
ways. Without the Holy Spirit a religion cannot awaken the souls, but the
irrational religion gains influence over
material affairs through being itself
ma terial.
But this principle is binding upon
science no less than upon religion.
Abdul Baha summons the man of science to spiritual religion as he summons
the man of religion to an appreciation
of science. If in a laboratory, by means
of certain elements, an important experiment could be carried out and thereby
great human benefits obtained, what
would we think of the person who,
though refusing to enter the laboratory,
nevertheless denied the possibility of the
experiment? Yet modern science for

the most part takes this very attitud e
toward religion. For the founde rs of
dl religions have indicat ed the elements
and princip les for the development of
spiritu ality, and the people of science
deny the essence of spiritu ality while
refusin g to enter the laborat ory of infinity in their own souls.
As a matter of fact, while irration al
religion and materia listic science seem
outwar dly opposed, inward ly they are
equally conditions of being that manifest the absence of the Holy Spirit.
Both are plants confined in darkness,
and both are ships deprive d of sails.
Where the Holy Spirit obtains, the
very words "scienc e" and "religi on"
are left behind, for there is but one
Reality, though this can be cognized by
the several faculties on the several
planes.
Abdul Baha has also expressed as an
organic, univers al princip le the equality
of men and women. Now man and
woman are the dual, inter.-acting forces
produc ed from the one unIty, life, which
still controls their duality so that it
cannot ever quite become separateness.
Physic al separa teneSd only the more
closely binds the bodies of imagin ation
and desire. Man in nature realizes himself by contras t with woman, and woman
ill nature realizes herself by contras t
with man. Thus any extreme d"evelopment in one produc es an extreme developmen t in the other, so that an eqUIlibrium of though t and emotion is
always mainta ined. The combative type
of man tends to produc e the depend ent,
undeveloped woman, and the depend ent,
undeveloped woman tends to produc e
the combative type of man. In the same
manner , the materia listic business man
tends to produc e the woman parasit e,
~1fld the reverse is also true.
For man
in nature sees himself by reflection in
woman, and woman in nature sees herself by reflection in man. Thus any
imperf ection in one is cqnveyed to the
other, whence it returns augmen ted, and
so on withou t end. Only the power of

the Holy Spirit can create the one perfect mirror of reality for these imperfect images of being; for the Holy Spirit
turns will and desire upward to a body
of consciousness where sex does not
exist. In this age, as the spiritu al
reality becomes more and more evident,
the negative and disastr ous influences
of sex-th at is, sex as the end of will
and the aim of desire -stead ily diminishes; and this is the cause of the freedom of women in this age. Were we
conscious of the inner significances of
being, we should behold in the fl'eedom
of women one of the most obvious evidences of the presence of the Holy Spirit
in human affairs, and an evidence of inestimable importance. Withou t the true
freedom of woman there can be no end
of war and ignorance and disease, for
only by the freedom of woman can man
likewise become free.
Anothe r princip le laid down by Abdul
Baha is that of the solution of the economic problem. The solution of the
economic problem Abdul Baha has de.dared to be a distinctive charact eristic
of religion in its univers al aspect; for
no human power or allianc e of powers
hithert o has been able to work a solution.
Now by the fear that lies in poverty ,
either actual or prospective, the human
soul is ever turned downw ard into nature, where the predom inant law is the
struggl e for existen ce; and becoming
imbued with this law, and captive to it,
the soul's struggl es only the more heavily burden s its own chains. For the
struggl e for existence sets off the powers
of one soul agains t the powers of another, and this mutual division of powers is mutual defeat. Thus in this day
the sciences and inventi ons which
shadow forth a univers al order, and
dumbly signify the existence of a reality
whose law is cooperation, throug h perversion hav~ become the greates t menace
to the very existence of mankin d.
"The disease which afflicts the body
politic is lack of love and absence of
altruism," said Abdul Baha in New
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York City ten years ago. "In the hearts
of men no real love is found, and the
conditi on is such that unless their susceptibi lities are awaken ed by some power
so that unity, love and accord develop
within them, there can be no healing ,
no relief among mankin d."
A close study of this aspect of Abdul
Baha's teachin g indicat es certain fundamen tal elemen ts as conditi onal to the
solutio n of the economic problem . One
of these elemen ts is the 1tniversal obligaMan of 1tsefnl labor. Consid er how
idlenes s is condem ned by physiol ogist
and psycho logist today, no less vigorously than by the morali st and the student of economics. Wealth does not
exemp t any human being from the consequences of idlenes s or even misdire cted
activity . These consequences are ill
health of mind as well as body, and that
disorde red conditi on whose ultima te end
is impote nce or insanit y. Moreover, in
avoidin g useful labor, the privile ged
classes and their parasit es have deprive d
themse lves of the very capacit y for
labor, while increas ing that capacit y in
those whQ cannot or will not avoid work.
In this conditi on we may see perhap s
one meanin g of Christ' s saying : "The
meek shall inherit the earth."
But Abdul Baha has also stated that
1Lsefnl labor, perform ed in the spirit
of service and with the ideal of perfection, is acc01tnted an act of w01'ship and
a form of prayer. Now prayer and
worshi p, in their true signification, are
not cries for assistance, nor request s for
a gift, nor yet taxes paid to a spiritu al
overseer, but are express ions of gratitude for the suprem e gift of life in the
spirit that knows no death. This is the
motive that Abdul Baha declare s should
actuate our daily labor. Moreover, work
perform ed with that motive is creativ e
work, and creativ eness is the nature of
God, so that it is the worker who shows
forth the divine image and likenes s on
this plane. But conside r how many
change s must take place in the industrial world before this creativ e sense can

be genera lly express ed, and before labor
is surrou nded by those conditi ons which
this concep tion of labor demand s!
Nevertheles::;, even this shall be; for the
Holy Spirit is destroy ing mighti ly all
that interve nes betwee n man and his
own reality.
Implic it in this concep tion of the
spiritu al value of useful labor, is Abdul
Baha's teachin g that the presen t wage
system mnst be extend ed so as to inclnde partici pation in the profits of industry. For it is eviden t that the essential purpos e of industr y is not to
produc e goods, but to mainta in lifeand mainta in life on the plane of human
dignity and refinem ent. The act of proc!.ucing goods must therefo re coincide, in
purpos e and result, with the act of
ennobl ing and freeing the produc ers
This is imposs ible under
themselve~.
presen t conditi ons, but perfect ly possible when industr y is manag ed by the
social engine er in place of the financi al
expert.
Anothe r fundam ental elemen t is that
0': the volnnta ry sharing of wealth.
Reflect how those who possess other
forms of wealth -physi cal, mental ,
moral and spiritu al-hav e ever obeyed
this univers al and wonde rful law. Thus
those who share their physica l strengt h
with the weak; those who strive incessantly to increas e the commo nwealth of
beauty and of truth; those who devote
their lives to the realiza tion of greater
politica l justice ; and, above all, those
who give love to whosoever are deprive d.
All the love, beauty , truth, justice and
science we have on earth are the result
of a volunt ary sharing of wealth -a
divine princip le whose veils grow
darker and darker as we approa ch the
lowest degree of wealth, which is gold.
But were we to estimat e the sum total
of' all the taxes paid to any govern ment
within the past fifty years, and regard
this total as being wealth forcibl y rather
than volunt arily shared, we can perceiv e
how disastr ously extrava gant materia l
selfishness is; even on its own plane. For
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a fractio n of that sum total, given in sis of the
body of mankin d. Those who
the spirit of unity, would have obviate d have concern
for human welfare and
most of those expenses by which taxes progres s
will surely give this subject the
are consumed, while in additio n increas - attenti on it
deserves.
ing vastly the means of produc ing more
But the princip le by which Abdul
wealth by all and for all. Abdul Baha Baha is most
widely known, and for
is he who has volunta rily shared wealth which he has
been most extensi vely
in all its forms and degrees, and this quoted, is that
of universal peace. The
Rpirit is silently but rapidly leaveni ng assuran ce that this
is the century of
the world.
univers al peace, th-e age of the eliminaThus when it is more clearly realized tion of warfar e, the day of the most
how disastr ous separat eness is, particu - mighty moving of the spiritu al waves
larly in the larger fields of politics and and the full illumin ation of the sun of
industr y, we shall behold unpara lleled righteo usness -this assuran ce is Abdul
exampl es of self-sacrifice among the Baha's steadfa st covena nt with those
great and the small alike; and this es- who follow him.
sential conditi on having been fulfilled,
Today, the disaste r of warfar e is a
relief and comfor t will result. For the net thrown over the whole
of human ity,
more powerf ul arts and sciences are not like the net thrown over
a gladiat or
.\Tet in manife station , being withhe ld in about to be slain.
None can emerge
the treasur y of the spiritu al kingdom, from this net until all emerge
. But the
which can never be exhaus ted. Mean- very fact that there is no escape
for one
while, wealth is being forced from those save throug h escape for
all, and the
who will not share it, and the old world overwh elming danger of the
presen t sitis everyw here passing away. Yet far uation, brings the consciousness
of the
. from condem ning· wealth, Abdul Baha oneness of human ity nearer
day by day.
makes its attainm ent. throug h useful 'Therefore this envelop ing
calami ty is a
labor a specific advice; but the object result of the presenc e of
the univers al
of its possession is the promot ion of the Holy Spirit- feared as a net
of death by
unity of mankin d.
By conside ring those who view it with person al eyes,
wealth as a talent on the materia l plane, yet seen to be a garmen
t of divine prothe princip le becomes clear. It is not tection by those who view
all things in
the inequa lity of talents or possessions their spiritu al light.
which produc es injustic e, but the spirit
For the effort to avoid univers al warof separat eness, in the poor as well as
fare is bindin g the minds and hearts of
the rich, in the ignora nt as well as in the
those who have been separat e during all
learned .
Inequa lity is the essenti al
of history 's ten thousa nd years. It is
founda tion of love, for no one can stand
creatin g the great agencies and institualone.
tions of the future human ity; it is deAnothe r princip le strongl y empha- stroyin g all agencies and
institut ions
sized by Abdul Baha is the establishment whose purpos e is to keep
human ity diof an international altxiliary language. vided and enslaved. Consid
er how the
As the nervou s system is one through - world's two most powerf ul
kings have
out the body, and coordin ates all the lately been overthr own
and their emorgans and limbs, so the body of hu- pires rent asunde r; and
the full toll of
manity require s one univers al langua ge inveter ate ambitio n
and greed has not
and writing to be learned by all people yet been taken.
ir. additio n to the mother tongue , which
Theref ore the indiffe rent are becomshall serve to interpr et the needs, unite ing mindfu
l, and the activiti es of all
the interes ts and consolidate the pur- human itarian
s are finding a common
poses; and multi-l anguag e is the paraly- channe l
and a unified expression. But
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to be an aspect of medita tion.
peace, perfect peace, is first of the heart, clares
is, just as the poet receives his
throug h the breaths of the Holy Spirit; That
or the scientis t his princip les,
consequently those among the human i- visions,
h intense medita tion, so will the
tarians who are wisest, while they strive throug
legislative body arrive at its
future
to produc e concrete results and discuss
of civic, nationa l or interna re
structu
all possible methods, nevertheless have
Order is of the essence of
law.
tional
for their great objective the reconciling
manife sted universe, and that order
of the hearts of men. For only that the
throug h and inspIres the minds
which is established in the heart can flows
to it in unity and for the
turn
ever be established in the world, and that
creatin g justice. Thus those
of
e
purpos
peace will never be made real, lasting or
of enterin g this unity
capable
are
who
secure until the world has recognized
tion are to be
abstrac
onal
impers
and
the power of the Holy Spirit which
by the people from their wisest
alone can conque r and subdue the re- selected
The legislator, in fact, is placed
bellious hearts or fuse one changeless men.
Baha in a high spiritu al staideal upon the restless, ever-divided by Abdul
the eviden t tenden cy on the
and
minds. This is the Most Great Peace; tion,
noblest clergy to turn from
our
of
part
this is the Peace of God.
ical discussions in order
theolog
s
fruitles
The arch which these social princip les to assist in the solving of great politica l
of Abdul Baha, like pillars, are intende d
and economic problem s is a reflection of
to suppo rt-the structu re which fulfills this teachin g; for Abdul Baha has also
their purpos e and directs their use declared that the univer sal religion of
-is the princip le of an international the future will have no professional
tribunal.
clergy.
Abdul Baha ever visioned the world
Such, in brief, are some of the prinfederat ion wherei n all men and women
charact erize the teachings of
have part, and invokes this world fed- ciples that
They are those beacons
Baha.
eration within the progressive people of Abdul
in the darkne ss of our
lighted
has
he
all races and nations. Its cement is an
and strife, the vital
tion
conten
world
h
interna tional tribuna l institu ted throug
he has poured into our apathe tic
democratic selection and given bindin g energy
and the guidan ce he has estabauthor ity by mutual agreem ent and minds
our selfish desires. They are
for
pledge. No portion of the race but will lished
of evolution, the genius of
spirit
the
be fairly represe nted, therefo re no porexpression of man as a
the
cy,
prophe
tion but will be control led by its despiritu ally conscious being in the age
cisions. Abdul Baha has said that when
of his maturi ty and strengt h. That
this tribuna l is established, any governthese princip les are the fruits of the
ment which instiga ted war would be set
of spiritu al traditio n is eviden t also
tree
upon by all nations and, if necessary,
further teachin g of Abdul Baha,
this
in
abolished. This is the firm basis of
is the age when the Temple
this
that
peace, and no agreem ent with reservashall be builded , reconciling not merely
tions can be substit uted for it.
the religions and creeds, but also reIt is an inheren t part of all Abdul
and science, and science and inligion
Baha's teachin g on the subject of
and that to assist in buildin g
;
dustry
tribuna ls and politica l progres s that the
the univers al Temple is incumb ent upon
spiritu al conditions for real justice have
all who are responsive to the divine
not yet been fulfilled. He regard s the Will.
.
functio n of legislation as a functio n of
These princip les are the ark in which
illumin ed minds, severed from all conand whoso residerat ions save that of justice and whoso enters is secure,
perish in the
will
it
of
truth. The act of making laws he de- mains outside
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rising waters of trouble that overflow
the earth. Let no one confuse that
which Abdul Baha utters with the speculation s of philosophers and the dreams
of poets. He speaks of the Holy Spirit,
and the Holy Spirit both creates and
destroys, and none can resist the power
of the Suprem e.
For these princip les are more than
S0 many channe ls of useful activit y;
first and last they are signs and evidences of the return of the Holy Spirit
to the world of men. As when a travele r
is crossing a barren and desolate land,
and he sudden ly comes upon a broad
highway, lined with luxuria nt trees, he
will follow that highwa y to the city of

refuge ; so those who are traveli ng the
world of righteo us endeavor, and are
weary and faintin g at the oppositions
encoun tered both withou t and within when they come upon one of these principles, and behold the power with which
it is inform ed and the majest ic grace
with which it is offered, they will certainly investi gate until they find its
source and cause; and the center to
which these princip les lead from all the
horizons of experi ence-t he city of refuge where these spiritu al highways end
-is the lumino us heart of Abdul Baha,
that which has ever been called, and is,
the City of God.

FROl \f THE DIAR Y OF AHMAD' SOHR AB
lYf'itten in Palestine Dnring the Great War.

W

HILE we were drinkin g our tea,
Abdul Baha came down and sat
at the door of the house speakin g with
an Arab friend, Ahmad Effend i J erah.
He had been to dine with Saleh 1\10hamad , and it was late at night when
he returne d. Khosru preced ed him carrying a lamp to light the way, as it
was very dark. Some of the believers
were still waiting for him when he came
in. He asked them to wait for a moment, as he was longing to see them,
and then went upstair s. In a short
time he descended, and we were all waiting, many of us sitting on the floor, as
there were not enough chairs.
"When people invite me alone to their
houses, " he said, "I ask them to prepare only one dish. Simpli city in food
is best. But when they invite others
beside me, I do not interfe re with their
arrange ments. "
Then he asked whethe r anyone had
come from Abou Senan.
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"Durin g the days of the Blessed Perfection ," he continued, "when I got up
in the mornin g, the first thing I did
was to inquire about the health of all
the believers, one by one; and then 1
called on those who were sick to see
how they were. If their indisposition
was slight, I cared for them myself ;
otherwise I sent for the doctor. Theu,
this duty perform ed, I went to the
school and examined the pupils. To
those who were doing well I gave mon~y
or gifts; others I encouraged to push
forwar d. Thus all the studen ts who
were gradua ted from that school received much praise, and were given
scholarships in Damas cus and Constantinople. "
"In every underta king, constan t vigilance and attenti on are necessary, for,
no matter how perfect an organization,
if negligence creeps in, it will little by
little lose its efficiency. If a piece of
farm land is left to take care of its\llf,

or if the superv ision of the farmer is
slackened, the farm will be either abandoned or it will turn into a thorny
patch. "
"I have carried in my mind for some
time an educati onal system, but so far
there have been no means for its realization. If that system were once beaten
into workab le shape, in two years' time
the childre n would have studied four
laIlguages. At the age of ten they would
study sciences; and at the age of twelve
they would be gradua ted. I wanted to
establis h such a trial school of eightyone pupils, all six years of age, the children to be brough t from Persia and
Ashkab ad, the teacher s to be engage d
and transpo rted from Americ a. But a
numbe r of unfores een difficulties have
preven ted me."
The Master spoke this momin g to
Mirza Badi about his school for the children. He said: "I know thou art exerting thyself in the instruc tion of the children. The life of man must be produc tive of some results, otherw ise his
non-existence is better than his existence. As I said before, this teachin g of
the childre n is a service to the messed
Perfect ion. Whosoever serves the world
of human ity in this or any other way
is serving His holiness Baha. 'Ullah.
Your heaven ly reward is with him.
'J'he educati on of childre n is one of the
most great services. All these childre n
are mine. If they are educat ed and illumine d, it is as though my own childre n
were so charact erized. They will become the servan ts and the maidse rvants
of the Cause of God, the garden ers in
the vineya rd of the Kingdo m, and the
lights of the assemblage of mankin d."
Then he spoke with Sheik Y ousoff
about his (Abdul Baha's ) own education-o f how he was an exile and a
prisone r from the time that he was nine
years old and conseq uently never entered even the common school. This is
an historic al fact, and there are many

people still living who bear witness to
this fact.
Then he explain ed in detail the pllZzling questio n of the "Trini ty" and
demon strated from both a scientific and
.religious standp oint that "trinit y" not
only exists in every religion, but in philosophy as well. In the Mosaic dispensation there was (1) Elohim , the "I AM, ' ,
(2) the burnin g bush and (3) :Moses;
in Christi anity, (1) the Father , (2) the
Holy Ghost and (3) the Son; in Islam,
Allah, Gabrie l and Mohammed. In
philosp ohy we say, the mover, the motion and the moved ; the cause of causes,
the cause and the effect; the Illumin ator,
the illumin ation and the illumin ated;
the Creato r, the creatio n, the created ;
the teacher , the knowledge, the studen t;
the Giver of bounty , the bounty , and
the recipie nt of the bounty . In principle, every religio nist believes in this
explan ation in so far as it applies to
the founde r of his own faith; but when
this same princip le is applied to the
founde r of anothe r religion , he refuses
to accept it. Thus, while they are
agreed as to reality, they disagre e in
mere names and historic al persona lities.
At a quarte r past two in the afterno on
we left Acca in the carriag e and started
on the never-t o-be-fo rgotten drive along
the horseshoe beach toward Haifa. The
sea was smooth and the weathe r was
bright and clear- quite transpa rent.
, 'Since my return last year," the
Master ' said, "I have not driven along
this shore because the train service was
so much more comfor table. Now we
have returne d to our origina l 'way of
travelin g. I judge by the traces of the
wheels on the sand that there is already
quite a regular schedu le established."
On the way we saw many detachm ents
of soldier s going this way or that, and
many of them stoppe d to salute the
Master . We procee ded on our drive and
finally came upon compan ies of fishermen who had cast'th eir nets into the sea.
Wide-s preadin g, broad nets they were,
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and some of the men were drawing in
the ropes. But the nets were still far
out in the sea. The net of another group
could be seen, being brought nearer and
nearer to the shore; and still another
group had landed their catch and were
on the eve of departure. "Vhen we
reached the second group, the Master
asked Isfandyar to stop the horses so
that he might watch the proceedings.
The net ,yas at last drawn out upon the
beach, and one's heart was touched to
sec the great mass of palpitating, quivering little fishes. There were actually
thousands of them. As I looked I was
reminded of the days of Christ and his
fishermen disciples. I spoke of the similarity of the scene to the Master. illy
few simple words suggested the subject,
and he delivered a most remarkable talk
as the carriage rolled over the hard,
white sand. He said:
"His holiness, Christ, because of the
vocation of his disciples, gave them the
title of 'fishers of men'; but the Blessed
Perfection designated the Bahais as the
'vivifi el'S of the world.'
"Today this world is like a rolling,
tumultuous sea. The Bahais are practis.ed sailors and trained fishermen who,
,vith the net of the Love of God and the
strength of theW ord of God, deliver
the poor fish from the whirlpool of destruction and bring them to the haven
of safety and salvation. Although the
fish of the sea, when once drawn out of
the water, die, yet the fish of humanity,
when they rise out of the sea of darkness, passion and lust, are immediately
transformed into sweet-singing nightingales soaring in the atmosphere of holiness. They break 'forth into charming
melodies and give joy to many hearts.
The fi~h of the sea of nature are blind,
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deaf and mute; but when they enter
the ocean of God they become seeing,
hearing and eloquent. The Bahais arc
displaying great effort and they maniThe
fest far-reaching magnanimity.
confirmation of the Blessed Beauty is
their net; unity and concord is their
bait; attraction and enkindlement is
their trap, service and self-sacloifice is
their support. They cast their net into
the great, turbulent sea and day by day
they delivcr new fishes. "Vhat delightful service is this to the world of humanity t What fruitful exertion is this
in the universe of God t "Vhat noble
striving is this in the path of the Kingdom t What heavenly privilege is this
in the promulgation of truth t 'Vhat
divine splendor in the illumination of
the souls of mankind 1 The apostles of
his holiness Christ were very religious,
very faithful, very spiritual and severed
from all else save God. They ,yere inspired by the breath of the Holy Spirit,
and labored with heart and soul for the
diffusion of the lights of the Kingdom
of the Father. They strove for the
progress of their souls, to be characterized with the qualities of loyalty and
faithfulness and with whole-heartec1 sincerity. They fished by day and by night.
rrhey took no rest nor did they seek
after any comfort. The Bahais must
walk in their footsteps, imbue themselves with their endurance and learn
their patience and long-suffering. Let
them not lose their courage in the face
of difficulties. Let them be the fishermen of the sea of spirituality. Let
them sail on the ocean of the world of
humanity in the swift-moving vessels of
assurance and certainty. Let them saye
the half-famished fish f1'om the sea of
doubt and hesitation and instruct them
ill the teachings and principles of God."

PEACE FOR WAR
BY J AMES HOW ARD KEHLER

The peace pZCtn f1'mn wkich these extracts are taken was written by a gifted
American journauist in 1910 ,and p~tblished in April, 1914.-EDITOR.

1Vhen crowds huve come, as a 1'es~tlt
of . . . changes of belief, to acqui1'e a
profound antipathy for the im{1ges
evoked by certain words, the first duty
of the tt'ue statesman is to change the
wm'ds.-GusTAvE LE BON.

RIGINALLY, it is to be supposed,
'names grew out of functions and
were expressive of them; but inasmuch
as the functions of institutions must
change with the times if they are to continue to express the times, it follows that
names must be changed if they are not
to limit function by failing to express it.
There is a law of the association of
ideas by which men, and therefore
institutions, tend to function according
to the names or titles by which they
are called, and according to the traditions which attach to those names or
titles; a law by which there is both internal and external constraint upon
men thus to function traditionally,
rather than creatively.
The laws of mental action are so well
known today that the frequently im.measurable importance of a word, and
in particular the tremendous import of
the names of things, are quite generally
recognized.
There is no doubt that the original
lunction of an army was war. Soldiers
were expected to fight. An army not
engaged in war represented discontent,

O
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a sheer waste of energy, great expense
and a certain internal menace. It was
llatural and right that the department
of government which handle.d the army
should be called the Department for
'Yar.
But the times have so changed that
the chief duty of an army is to keep
the peace. Soldiers are expected not to
fight, except under conditions of extreme
necessity. The men who control armies
are considered successful in the degree
to which they avoid conflict.
The ideal of the world has changed.
The victories of peace are our victories.
'l'he horrors of war touch the modern
mind more quickly and deeply than the
honors of war. No particular honor attached to peace in the ancient world.
The battlefield was the field of honor
and there were no great distinctions to
be gained elsewhere.
NEW WORDS FOR OLD

Since peace is our ideal and the avoidance of war our intention; since the
primary office of our armies admittedly
is the preservation of peace, why
should we not call that department of
government which has to do with the
army the Department for Peace?
Why not revise the name to fit the
altered purpose 1 Why not thu,s gain
for our ideal and our intention the
enormous suggestive power which lies

in a name, rather than to go on handicappin g our ideal and our intenti on by
the equal suggestive power which inheres in a name that denies our ideal
and lies about our intenti on every time
it is spoken or written ?
"Depa rtment for vVar, " indeed !
Have we such a departm net, in reality ?
Has any people today such a department, in fact? vVill any government
today admit that any part of its purpose is to make war?
There may be remain ing monarchs or
ministe rs who cherish a secret fondness
for wars of aggression, but they are a
relic of the past; they do not represe nt
the spirit or the ideals of their own peoples, or that new world-consciousness
which has set the face of the world
firmly toward peace.
Our "war policie s"-wha t are they
but policies of peace? Why then designate what actuall y is a Depart ment
for Peace by an anachr onistic title which
forces us to call its policies by a false
and mislead ing name?
THE SLAVER Y TO NAMES

A departm ent of govern ment called
the Depart ment for War is not functioning within the meanin g of its
name unless it is warrin g or plannin g
war. Yet there exists the psychological
tenden cy in every man engage d for an
expressed purpose, to feel that he must
seem to work toward that purpos e in
order to seem to be doing his duty.
There is the same tenden cy on the part
of other men, the public, to think that
he should so work- a subconscious but
very potent expecta ncy that he will so
work.
Thus, under constra int, from the inside, of a name which tells him that his
departm ent is for war and that his business is war; and, from the outside, of
a public expecta ncy created by the
same psychological process, he is breasting the curren t of public though t and

of his own nature. He can become no
great warrio r and is a negativ e agent
for peace.
No army officer today, so far as I
know, feels that he dares to be an open
advocate of peace- that he dare join
definitely in a peace movement. He feels
constra ined to talk, act and look warlike-f or is he not in the service and
pay of war-i n a departm ent called
the Depart ment for War, and under a
ca bin et ministe r called the Secreta ry for
INar? He must live up to the name of
the thing he serves, in appear ance at
least. Truly, langua ge is mighty and
will prevail . We are all slaves of the
names of things.
Consider what it would mean to have
our secreta ries for war, togethe r with
our armies and their officers, committed
definitely, publicl y and by name, to our
nationa l ideal of peace; to give them
the benefit and stimulu s of a public expectanc y in accordance with the public
ideal-t hus. to utilize for our ideals instead of for our aversions that mental
law which constra ins men to exprl!ss
the name by which they are called.
The power of suggestion is too well
known to require comment here. Schoolboys know that the public can be definitely and effectively psychologized for
an idea by giving the idea a name and
giving the name pUblicity. The armies
ana. governments of the world can be
turned into constru ctive and positive,
instead of negativ e agents for peace, if
the nations of the world will revise the
name of one of their institut ions to accord with the presen t functio ns of that
institut ion.
WAR AND THE AVERAGE MAN

There is widesp read doubt, amongst
averag e men, of the usefulness of the
army. Averag e men still think, because
of the name under which it operates,
that the army is for war. The averag e
man, because of the spirit of the times,
wants peace, not war. He wonders sometimes why we keep up such an expen-
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sive establi shment for a thing which
seems to him l'ather useless, out-of- date
I1nd remote.
The averag e man does not analyze
deeply. He does not see that what he
really is paying for is peace, that his
army and his Depart ment for War
really are doing all that they can, under
the handic ap of their name, for peace,
and as little as possible for war. He is
willing to pay for peace. Why not convince him that peace is what he is paying for, by calling it by its right name ~
I 'believe that every man today wants
peace more than he wants war, but over
against that fact must be ulaced the
law of his nature which compels him
also to want to get what he is paying
for.
Let the same man see that he is paying for peace, by calling it peace, and
in times of peace he will feel that he
is getting what he pays for. If his country is plunge d into war, his innate dissatisfac tion runs against war, because
he then is not getting what he is paying
for. His intellec tual prefere nce then
paralle ls his emotional prejud ice and
both functio n natura lly for peace. ,Ve
have a whole man, the tWO sides of his
nature harmon ized and functio ning
solidly in one directi on-a highly desirable result, surely.
Consta nt criticis m is heard of our
war budget s only, I think, because they
are c,alled war budget s. Averag e men
are quite likely to think that money
spent on war equipm ent is wasted unless
we have war. In times of peace we
shall always heal' criticis m of every expenditu re in the name of war. In times
of war, we shall hear no compla int of
any effort or expend iture in the name
of peace.
It may easily be pointed out that average thinkin g is loose thinkin g. No

doubt, but it is what we have to deal
with and we cannot change the nature
of it. But we can change the name of
[, thing to express its real nature. When
we do that we shall have a departm ent
for peace, doing effectively and enthusi asticall y what it now does more or less
furtive ly and more or less ineffec tively;
we shall call the policies of that department peace policies, we shall have peace
budget s and peace approp riation s and
we shall have the united and enthusi astic suppor t of a public which does its
thinkin g, involun tarily and because of
the spirit of the times, in terms of peace
and not of war. By the change of a
word, we shall have adjuste d our institutions to the thinkin g of the people and
of the times, instead of continu ing
foolishly and futilely to breast the current of advanc ing though t.
PATRIO TISM, OLD AND NEW

Patriot ism once express ed itself in enthusias m for war, but war was then the
chief busines s of the state. Practic ally
every man was a soldier. To suppor t
the state could mean nothing most of
the time unless it meant the suppor t
of war.
But the times have changed. Men
have change d. The enthusi asm of the
modern man is for peace. The work of
nations today is hampe red, not helped,
by war. Averag e men are doing things
\vhich deman d peace for their accomplishm ent.
The express ion of patriot ism has
change d, necessa rily. The man who
loves his countr y today express es his
patriot ism in uphold ing the hands of
those who are workin g to avert war.
He has a wider patriot ism also, which
expresses itself in world-n eighbo rliness
-in a passion for justice rather than
for strife.
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THE NEED FOR THE EDUCATION OF WOMEN
IN THE NEAR EAST
BY GENEVIEVE COY

W

HEN an American woman reads
in the books of Baha 'Ullah that
both boys and girls should receive an
education, she is likely to say to herself,
"Of course! We have always believed
that. " When appeals come to us to contribute to schools for girls in the East,
we think, "Yes, that is very good. I
should like to help a little with that."
But not until we have actually seen with
our own eyes the condition of women
in the East do most of us appreciate
how great is the need for such schools.
When a Western woman has lived for
only a few weeks in the Orient she
comes to a vivid realization of how fortunate it is for her, as a woman, that
she was born in the Occident.
Suppose yourself to be an Eastern
woman: what will your life be like?
As a child you practically never play
with boys. Your brothers hav0 boyfriends; you have girl-friends; but the
two groups never mix. You probably
do not go to school, but if you do, there
are never any boys there. And yet, with
this ignorance of boys and men, you
realize as you grow older that you must
marry. There is no other occupation
for you to enter; all the positions as
clerks, teachers, doctors, etc., are filled
by men. The life of an unmarried
woman in the East is perhaps 11 little
worse than that of the married one.
You know that your parents will choose
a husband for YOU; he may be twice as
old as you are; he may be ugly, repulsive, crueL But you will have no

choice in the matter. Unless your father
and mother are unusually kind and progressive, you will be given to the man
who pays the most money to your
parents. Love and companionship in
marriage, as understood in the West, are
not even thought of in connection with
your' betrothal. On the wedding-day,
after the ceremony, your husband entertains- his men-friends; you have a party
for the ladies. Not until after that will
you meet your husband. Then imagine
what he may be? Will he be kind, or
cruel? Will he smile on you, or frown '?
How many other wives will he bring
home to share the house with you?
After marriage, how will you spend
your time? You must attend to the
household; later you must care for the
children. You may be interested in
pretty dresses, in an occasional ladies'
party. You will not read many books
and magazines because you have had so
little education. You will have few interests in common with your husband.
You may never go for walks, or for
bicycle rides, or for a &wim in the sea.
All these are impossible because you
must wear a veil everywhere. Perhaps
you go for an occasional carriage-ride,
but, even though it be along a country
road, you must have a constant sidelong
glance looking for men, and should one
of those wily creatures appear, down
must go your veiL
A few stories about Eastern women
may serve to make these conditions
more vivid. In a certain city a young
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gi.rl who had been brought up by an
uncle was married to a very old man.
As was natural, she had no love for him,
and she soon lost her heart to a young
man whom she met secretly. Her husband learned of her love for the young
man, and one day killed his wife, her
uncle and himself. He killed his wife
because of her love for the young man;
himself, to escape punishment for the
murder of his wife; the uncle, because
he "should have brought the girl up
better, so that she would not fall in
love.' , A young Mohammedan girl became a widow, and later fell in love
with a Christian. Her father had the
young man killed, whereupon the mother
of the Christian had the young widow
brought into court and accused of the
murder. It was only the intervention
of influential friends that saved the
girl from prosecution for a crime. that
had caused her the utmost horror and
misery. A young girl was married by
force to a relative whom she disliked
very much. She was very unhappy and
soon became ill. A child was born, but
it died because of the weakness of the
mother. For this girl there is no future
but ill-health, misery and unhappiness.
Such stories as the above may occasionally be told of young women in
America, but in many parts of the East
they are the rule rather than the exception.
Imagine the effects on the moral and
spiritual life of a country in which such
an attitude toward women prevails.
There is no encouragement for the dev~lopment of the finer, higher qualities
in women. Man, lacking the utmost of
aspiration that woman can give, fails to
attain his own highest development. The
early years of the children's lives are
half wasted, because the mother is little more than a child herself. The
whole social structure suffers from the
lack of the intelligent service of half of
the popUlation. In this connection
A bdul Baha says: "Women have equal
rights with men upon e:'1'th; in re-

ligion and in society they are a very
important element. As long as women
are prevented from attaining to their
highest possibilities, so long will men
be unable to achieve the greatness
which might be theirs."
The remedy for these evils lies in the
education of the women of the East.
Westerners can never understand the
situation fully enough so that they may
prescribe treatment. But when the
girls and women of the Orient begin
to share the educational advantages
which are free to millions of children
in America, they will be able to develop
solutions for their own problems.
There are few schools for girls in
the East and all of these are, by Eastern standards of money values, very
expensive. To send a six or seVen year
old girl to a good school in Haiia, Palestine, costs $150.00 a year for tuition.
By the time the child is twelve years
old it is necessary to send her to some
distant school for' the higher courses.
A year in a school in Beyrout or Cairo
costs at least five hundred dollars. I
am told that to send a girl of Palestine
or Syria to school for twelve years costs
about four thousand dollars. Even in
America only a small percentage of parents can afford to spend that sum in
order that the child may graduate from
high school. Of the Bahai parents of
Haifa very few can afford such an expenditure and the same is doubtless true
of all towns and cities of the East.
But even suppose that parents can
afford to send a girl to the best schools
the country provides, will the result be
a satisfactory education ~ The Bahai
friends of the Orient answer this question in the negative. They appreciate
the education and training given by
these schools, but they regret that the
teaching in them is sectarian and limited, rather than universal and inclusive.
They desire for their children an education which is free from all suggestion
of racial prejudice. In the schools of
the future they would teach not the re-
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ligious ideals and history of anyone struction should be given in languages,
faith, but the fundamental truths of all literature, science, history, art, music,
the great religions of the world. An etc., which will prepare the girl to be
understanding and appreciation of the a companion to her husband and a
principles of the abolition of preju- teacher of her children. At the same
dice, of economic justice and of universal time these studies will arouse her interpeace must become so deeply rooted in est in social situations and problems;
the child that no experie!!!!e can shake they will also provide her with different
her allegiance.' Her whole nature should kinds of recreation for her leisure hours ;
be interpenetrated with the ideal of the (4) the whole life of the school should
oneness of mankind and all that that tend toward a truly spiritual education,
implies. The lack of such a training in toward the ideals and habits of honor,
spiritual principles is especially unfor- kindness, love, service, reverence, etc.
tunate at the adolescent period, an age To these may be added such direct inat which it is absolutely necessary here struction in spiritual matters, religious
in the East to send the girls to schools history, etc., as may seem wise.
at a distance. In the schools of the
Of the four types of education sugLnited States some of the universal gested only the third is well provided
ideals taught by Baha 'IDlah and Abdul for in most of the present schools for
Baha are being gradually introduced girls. Jenabe Fazel tells a story of a
into the program of studies. It may be girl who had had only this type of trainthat in the future all these principles ing. She married, but she took no
will be taught in the public schools and thought or care for the physical wellprivate schools devoted to such a pro- being and comfort of her husband. All
gram may never be needed. But in the day long she read books and magazines.
Orient for many years to come the One day, in some disgust, her husband
teaching of these ideas and attitudes said to her, "Do you think that literawill be found only in the private school, ture will clothe me, and mathematics
endowed by men and women who be- feed me?"
lieve that the oneness of mankind" is
It is to the future Bahai schoors that
a living reality.
we must look for a well-balanced mateIn conclusion let me suggest briefly rial and spiritual education for East:'Iome of the elements which education .ern girls. In the founding of such
for Eastern girls should contain: (1) ,schools it is the privilege of Western
Girls should be trained to be intelligent girls and women to assist. Through
about their own health; this should in- such help the Eastern women will be
clude the introduction of games, sports, aided in obeying the im;tructions of
etc.; (2) the only "professional" life Abdul Baha when he says, "Woman
for Oriental girls will for a long time must endeavor to attain greater perfecto come be that of wife and mother. tions, to be man's equal in every respect,
'l'hey should be thoroughly educated in to make progress in all things in which
the elements of home economics-the she had been backward so that man will
uses and preparation of foods, the mak- be compelled to acknowledge her equality
ing and buying of clothing, the care vf capacity and attainment."
and training of children, etc.; (3) in-
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THE WISDOM OF THE APOSTLES
From a Tablet of Abdnl Baha

"IN

order to spread and teach the
cause of God two of the Apostles
went to the city of Antioch. No sooner
had they arrived than they started to
exhort and give counsel to the people.
As the inhabitants of the city were
totally uninformed of the divine principles they started to censure and arraign them, which finally ended in their
persecution and torture and imprisonment. The details. of these sad events
did not reach the Disciples and thus the
way of association and communication
was entirely barred.
"But when Peter heard about it he
started for that country without delay.
Having entered the city he commenced
in the begining to associate and fraternize with the people until, little by little, he became the loving companion and
comrade of the nobles and ministers. In
a short space of time he became well
known for his piety, godliness, virtue,
explanations, knowledge, perfections
and excellences of the world of humanity.. Finally he became acquainted with
the king of that country and consorted
with him with joy and fragrance. When
Peter saw that the king was l~elying
upon him with the utmost confidence,
trust and assurance,-one night apropos
of some question, he brought in th.e name
of the Apostles. The king told him that
some time ago two such ignorant and
illiterate souls had entered his city and,
having begun to deliver seditious
speeches, he had ordered his officers to
arrest them and put them under chains
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and fetters. His holiness Peter expressed a passing wish to meet them.
The king commanded his attendants to
bring them in to the audience chamber.
According to the requirements of the
plac.e and time _Peter appeared not to
recognize them and then asked:
" 'Who are you? Where do you come
from l'
"They answered: '"Ve are the servants of his holiness the Spirit of GOC!
( Christ), and we come from Jerusalem.'
"Then he asked about his holiness, the
Spirit: 'Who is he 1'
, 'They said: 'He is the Promised One
of the Bible and the Desired One of all
the servants.'
"Afterward, in the spirit of the antagonist, he asked them the universal
and p.articular questions and at every
step contended with them. Often the
very nature of the question gave them a
clue as to how to answer.
"In short, one by one, he put the
doubts and scruples of the people in the
form of questions and they gave convincing answerS. Now and then he
would accept a number of their explan:ations, and anon, he would wave aside a
set of others bringing forth counter propositions so that the audience might not
find out that he also was one of them.
In brief, several nights were spent in
these interrogations and answers, no.v
in refutation, again in acceptance, then
in discussion and anon in controversial
contention until all those who w~re present became fully in:l'ormed o:l' the :l'un-

dam ental principles of God and all their
uncertaInties were dispelicd. Then, on
the last evening he dramatically announced that truly all that (they had)
heard conformed with reality; and
everyone agreed with him. Then, and
not until then everyone realized that
this third person was the friend of the
first two souls. For this reason it is revealed in the blessed verse: ',Ve have
glorified them by the appearanc~ of a
third person.'
"This story illustrates the meaning of
,yisdom. Therefore the teacher must
speak according to the acceptable standard of the place and the time so that his
words may affect the hearts and the people may understand his address. Teaching the Cause of God in this lllanner will
produce fruits. VVe must not remain
stationary and silent. If the thousandyoiced nightingale does not break into
musical trills and rapturous melodies it
is like a mute sparrow. If the thrush of
1he rose garden of significances does not
sing tuneful lays and sweet airs it is the
speeC'hless, wingless jaybird. If the dove

of the garden of mysteries does not coo
it is the raven of the wretched ash heap.
If the peacock of the Paradise of immortality does not display its multicolored plumage it is the black raven of the
desolate ruin of mortality.
Consequently, if ye are of the birds of the
gardens of sanctity flutter ye your wings
and soar heavenward. If ye are of the
nightingales of the Rizwan of the Lord
of Lords then sing and warble His
glorification. If ye are of the lovers of
the countenance of the Almighty then
raise your voices and demonstrate your
sincerity. If ye are of the wooers of the
face of the Beloved then cry and weep
disconsolately, so that you may throw
an earthquake into the pillars of the
world, burn the hearts of mankind with
the burning fire of God's conflagration,
intoxicate and exhilarate all the lovers
and yearning ones with the wine of
glory and attain to the ultimate hope of
the favored ones and the highest aspiration of the sincere ones.
(Recorded and translated by J\Tirz(l
Ahmad Sohl'ab.)

VISION

Are you then one to whom I dare relate
The great white dreams that beat upon my sight l
Have you been lifted high above the night
With its dim stars, to the fair shining gate
Of dawn; beheld the sombre face of Fate
In its eternal beauty; and been free
From the world's long heart-ache and its misery
Of fear, despair, of weariness, and hate?
You answer not, and all unheeding go
Along the highway. I may never know
If you have ridden on the wings of lightBut as you pass, your face is very bright,
As if, in the clear mirrors of your eyes
,Vere caught some straying gleams of paradise.
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lOS, THE SHEPHERD BOY
S01ne Parables Concen~ing the Laws of the Spiritual Life.

IOShis was
a shepherd boy who tended
flocks in the valleys and on the
sloping hills of Persia. He was poor and
simple and knew no life but the care of
his sheep, but one love he had and one
great longing-it was to behold the face
of his King. He had never seen this One
of whose greatness and goodness he heard
wonderful tales, and he felt that he
would live content and die happy if he
could but once behold his face.
One day los heard that the King
with his retinue would pass on the highroad not far from his pasture. Shaken
with the intensity of his love he left
everything and stationed himself on the
road. At last the Royal Procession appeared, haut boys on horseback, soldiers
and buglers glittering and gorgeous in
the sunshine.
los' eyes gazed past all this to the
royal equipage slowly approaching, with
flushed face and throbbing heart he
watched for the face he had waited and
longed for all his life.
Seeing that the procession was stopped
in its progress the King enquired the
cause and was informed that a poor
shepherd boy stood in the way and
begged to see him. The King commanded that the boy be brought, and los
trembling with joy came to the side of
the carriage, and gazed long and steadfastly on the face he adored. The King
amazed at this ardent look said "Who
art thou ~" "los, the shepherd boy, my
King," he replied. "What dost thou
seek from me ~" " Oh my King, " he said,
" All my life I have longed for thee. The
utmost desire of my heart has been to

behold thy face. Now I am happy and
content, I can return to my humble life
forever blest since I have beheld thee."
The King was gTeatly touched and
looking long and earnestly at the boy
passed on his way.
But the memory of los haunted himsuch love he had not known. All those
who surrounded him lived by his favors
and bounty, but here was one who sought
nothing, asked nothing-who could live
and die on the memory of his face.

lI.
The King's yearning for los grew so
strong that at last he sent for the shepherd boy and had him brought. to the
palace. los came with eager joy and
presented himself trembling and radiant,
before the royal presence. Then the
King was greatly pleased with los and
made him the guardian of his treasure
and reposed in him a high trust.
But those who had lived by the King's
ravor were filled with jealousy and tried
to find some fault in los so that they
might destroy him in the eyes of the
King. They watched day and nigr.t aud
soon they found a flaw. In the silence
of the night when all were sleeping they
saw los creep stealthily forth, wind his
way through the palace and enter a small
room far up under the roof. "Ah," they
said, "He is robbing the treasury and
storing away the treasure in a secret
place. " Then they hastened with the
news to the King. That night he watched
with them and saw los steal away to his
secret hiding place. The King followed,
threw open the door and entered the
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room. It was bare and empty, but on
the wall hung the shepherd's coat los
had worn and his crook with which he
tended his flock. "What is the meaning
of this, los," he exclaimed, "That thou
dost creep to this room silently in the
dead of night, and thus arouse suspicion
when 1 have so trusted thee?" "Oh, my
King," replied los, "When first 1 beheld thee 1 was a poor ignorant shepherd boy,' but thou hast raised me to this
lofty state through thy pure bounty and
generosity, therefore, 1 never wish to
forget from what 1 came, but to remain
ever humble and grateful to thee. Thus
1 come each night to reflect on what 1
was and what Thou has made me through
Thy bounty, generosity and favor.

IlL
One day while the King was riding
with his courtiers and favorites he opened a wallet in his sadde, and cast handfuls of precious jewels in the road. His
friends stopped, dismounted and gathered the gifts scattered by his loving
hand. los alone remained at his side
with his eyes fastened on the beloved
face, never glancing away. Then the
courtiers murmured saying, "See los,
he despises the gifts of the King and will
not trouble himself to attain them."
The King looked at him and smiling
said, "How is this, los, dost thou despise
my gifts?"
"Never have I desired anything from
thee, but to behold thy .face, this has
been and ever shall be sufficient for this
servant."
IV.
In Persia they have a great variety of
delieious melons and it is the custom in
this season to hold feasts and serve this
abundant fruit to the guests. When the
season came and the melons were ripe
the King held a feast and invited many
people. Ios was absent engaged on some
service, but presently the guests saw that
there was one melon left uncut. Then
they murmured among themselves saying, "You will see that this melon, which
is no doubt very sweet and delicious is

reserved for the Beloved of the King,"
and sOOn the King sent for los, and cutting the melon gave him a piece saying
"Thou, too, must partake of my feast. 1
have kept this melon for Thee." The
King also took a piece, but when he
tasted it he exclaimed "This melon is as
bitter as gall, how couldst thou eat it,
Ios ~" But the boy replied, "All my life
I have received sweet from thy hand,
now if thou dost give me bitter shall I
refuse it? For bitter is sweet from the
hands of my King."

V.
That which the King valued in all his
domains was the Royal Gardens, which
were vast and very beautiful with trees
and flowers, lakes and fountains, and
where every living thing was safe and
protected, for it was forbidden therein
to kill. And Ios so lived in the King's
heart, was so loved and trusted that he
made him the guardian and custodian of
this Garden of Life and Beauty, which
was the highest honor in his Kingdom.
Then Ios faithfully guarded his trust.
One day as Ios was walking in the
beautiful Gardens, the King's son, who
had been jealous of him crept stealthily
up behind him and swiftly shot an arrow
from his bow and fled. I t pierced the
breast of a swan and the red blood
flowed down the pure white breast into
the water, and the swan swayed and
drooped and died.
Ios stood aghast with grief and horror, gazing at the swan then at the bow
lying in the path at his feet. As he
stooped to pick it up a gardener approached and accused Ios of killing the
swan. 'I'hen the man hastened to the
Royal Presence and told what Ios had
done. The King summoned him and
said "What hast thou done?" los
bowed his head in silence. "Speak," the
King commanded, "Who has slain the
swan?" But Ios would not speak. The
King's heart was breaking and he exclaimed, "Thy silence condemns thee. If
thou dost not speak and justify thyself
I shall banish thee forever from my
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face. ' , los lifted his eyes and looked
long on the King's face, then meekly
bowed his head and went out from his
presence and ·went alone into exile.
Time passed and the Prince's conscience gave him no rest. He saw how
his Father grieved for los, and at last
he heard that los was dying of a broken
heart in his lonely hut far away. Smitten with nemorse he threw himself at his
Father's feet and confessed to having
killed the swan. 'rhe King in great grief
sprang up and cried out, "Take me to
los." And when he came in haste to

the hut he found him dying. He rushed
to him, clasped him in his arms, kissed
his brow, his lips, while his tears rained
on his face. "Oh, los, my servant, my
Beloved, thou must not leave me; 1 love
thee, thou hast sacrificed thy life for
my son." And los, lying in his arms,
gazing upon his face exclaimed: "1 die
in Paradise upon Thy Breast, my
King!"
(These stories of 10s were told by
Abdul Baha to Lua Getzinger and are
here transcribed from memory by May
Maxwell.)

THE BAHAI CAUSE AND THE CHINESE PEOPLE

student connected with
A CHINESE
the Peace Conference in Washington, D. C., last February attended a
Bahai meeting and asked questions with
intense interest. At the close of the session he said: "This is the best religion
Another
of which 1 have heard."
Chinese student, whose family are leadCl'S in the new China, read the Bahai
literature with great enthusiasm. "This
is just what the new China needs," he
said.
" Confucius taught duties to
princes. But how are we to teach the
ethics of Confucius to the people in a
Republic where there are no prin"ces 1
Today we need a universal ethics in
China, something modern and something
to unite the religions."
, '"When 1 was a little boy, " continued
this student, "my dear old grandmother
in China used to take me on her knee
and say, 'Some day, in the golden age,
the good and wise Confucius will come
back to earth.' 1 do believe if my grandmother were living now she would say,
'Abdul Baha is Confucius come back to
parth!' "
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This S.lme Chinese student read Abdul
Baha's "Paris Talks" with enthusiasm.
He read them in the morning and their
radiant sentences filled his heart with
the joy of loving-kindness. But about
four in the afternoon, after a hard day's
study, he became irritable, ready, he
said, to strike anyone who disagreed
with him. Then he would sit down and
read again the "Paris Talks."
They
filled his heart with such love that he
could be kind and gentle to his associates
until he went to bed at ten in the evening.
A Chinese students' club in one of
our great universities listened not long'
ago to a Bahai address and asked eager
questions. Some of them had been
caught by the materialism and agnosticism of current western thought but most
of them were eager for a modern religion. They were especially attracted
to the Bahai teaching of the oneness of
the races, the need of a universal language, the fundamental truth in all religions, and to the picture of the universal Temple to be built at Wilmette,
north of Chicago, with its nine gardens,

uine doors open to all sects and religions. ' 'How wonderful," they said,
"to find a religion which teaches that
all the world-religions are fundamentally true and divine!"
'rhe Chinese are just waiting for the
universal light of the Bahai Glad Tidings. "China, China, China-ward the
Cause of Baha 'Ullah must march,"
says Abdul Baha. "Where is that holy,
sanctified Bahai to become the teacher
of China! China has most great capability. The Chinese people are most
simple-hearted and truth-seeking. The
Bahai teacher of the Chinese people
must first be imbued with their spirit,
know their sacred literature, study their
national customs and speak to them
from their own standpoint and their
Own terminologies. He must entertain
no thought of his own but ever think
of their spiritual welfare. In China one
ran teach many souls and train and educate such divine personages that each
one of them may become the bright candle of the world of humanity. Truly, I
say, the Chinese are free from any deceit and hypocrisies and are prompted
with ideal motives. Had I been feeling
well I would have taken a journey to
China myself!"
One day on Mount Carmel Ab duI
Baha told of his plans to go to China in
the days of his imprisonment and exile,
of how he longed to travel to all nations
in the service of the Kingdom. But for
forty years he was a prisoner. He prefaces his story with these words about
how Baha 'Ullah loved to describe the
glory of teaching:
, 'W~henever during his lifetime the
Blessed Perfection (Baha 'Ullah) desired to signalize anyone with his special
favor he encouraged him to go forth and
teach the Cause of God. When he spoke
to one of the pilgrims or wrote to a faroff Bahai concerning the promotion of
the Cause, inciting the former and the
latter to arise and deliver the message
of the Kingdom everyone felt instinctively that these souls were elected, the
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dlO~ell ones and that the glances of
mercifulness had encircled tllem. 1t is
noteworthy to remark that most of the
general epistles of Baha 'Ullah, embracing comprehensive teachings and l)rinciples are revealed in the names of the
teachers of the Cause. A number of rare,
spiritual souls having consecrated themselves to the promulgation of the gladtidings of the Kingdom were pecuiiarly
favored by him. Whenever their names
were mentioned in his presence his
countenance became all wreathed in
smiles. This was the most notable proof
and clear evidence of the favor and bestowal of the Blessed Perfection. "\Vhen
he happened to discourse on' teaching
and teachers he waxed most eloquent,
his words inspired the hoarts, his face
became radiant with the anticipated joy
of a humanity instructed in the laws of
God and the application of the laws of
nature, and his unquestioned, divine
authority filled the listeners with such
fiery enthusiasm for the promotion of
the Cause that they were ready to give
up their lives to execute his command.
He used to say that the teachers were
the Israfels of God who, with the sound
of their trumpets blow the spirit of life
into the dead bodies of mankind.
"One day, in the course of his talk,
he praised so much the lives and services
of the teachers of the Cause and expressed such high appreciation of their
unselfish lives that, although I was a
prisoner,I said to myself: 'O! That I
might be confirmed in this 1.' Then I
thought I might go to Kashgar, one of
the provinces of Ohina and a place not
visited up to that time by any Bahai
teacher. I was going to travel alone and
with no baggage-only a handbag containing a number of tablets and books
and papers and pens. I secured even
my passport; the old Mofti stood as my
guarantor. When the crafty Motosarraf,
Ibrahim Pasha, heard about this he sent
his secretary to me with the message:
'I have heard that your Excellency contemplates taking a long journey. I will

not be so disrespectful or discourteous
as to thwart your plan or in any way
hinder your departure but, as I am the
Governor of this province, I am responsible to the central government for
everything that happens here. Therefore, it will be but my official duty to
send a cable concerning your departure
as soon as you set your feet on the
steamer.' I was familiar with the fortuitous ways of oriental expression. So
I saw that this was a polite way of saying: 'vVe will not let you go!' Hence

I deferred my departure to a more opportune time."
"Ohina is the country of the future.
I hope the right kind of teacher will be
inspired to go to that vast empire to lay
the foundation of the Kingdom of God,
to promote the principles of divine, civilization, to unfurl the banner of the
Oause of' Baha 'Ullah and to invite the
people to the banquet of the Lord!"
(Words of Abdul Baha recorded and
translated by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.)

THE MO RN OF UNITY
From the 1'11ords of Abdul B,aha.

,'0 YE friends of God!

The morn of
guidance is radiant and the hearts
of the people of faithfulness are like
unto a garden. The divine breeze is
blowing, the Spirit of God is manifest,
the faded hearts are quickened and rejuvenated.
T'urn your faces
toward the rose garden of God for,
verily, the fragrances of the Holy Spirit
are passing by. Gaze ye toward the
Kingdom of Abha for his Ancient Bestowal is descending. Look ye up toward the Supreme Horizon for the Sun
of Hope is dawning. This bestowal is
one of the most particular gifts of this
great cycle for from its beginning to its
end it is the dawning place of the penetration of the lights of the Ancient
Beauty. Therefore appreciate ye the
value of these times and let not the opportunity slip by from your hands, for
the zephyr of the morn of unity is blowing and the rays of the Sun of Reality
are shining from all horizons of the universe with universal force. This century is the beginning of all future generations. The standards of guidance
shall wave over all countries, yet in this
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period the power of confirmation is most
perfect and well nigh inexhaustible and
the lights of unity al:e irradiating from
the hearts of men. To take one step in
this day is equal to one hundred thousand steps in the future and to iuh!lle
one breath in this age is compared to one
hundred thousand breaths in the future,
for this is the beginning of the age of
gr~ce, the time of the downpour of the
rain and the season of the heavenly
spring. "
(To a friend in Tokyo:) "0 thou
herald of the Kingdom of God! Thy
letter was received. A thousand times
bravo! for thy high magnanimity and
exalted aim! Trusting in God, and
while turning thy face toward the Kingdom of Abha, unfurl thou the Divine
Flag in Tokyo and cry at the top of thy
voice: '0 ye people! The Sun of Reality hath appeared and flooded all the
regions with its glorious lights. It has
upraised the standard of the oneness of
the world of humanity and summoned
all mankind to the refulgent truth. The
cloud of mercy is pouring, the zephyr of
Providence is wafting and the world of

humanity is being stirred and moved.
The Divine Spirit is conferring eternal
life; the heavenly lights are illumining
the hearts; the table of the Sustenance
of the Kingdom is spread and is adorned
with all kinds of foods and victuals!'
" '0 ye concourse of men! Awake!
Become
Awake!
Become mindful!
mindful! Open ye the seeing eyes; unstop the hearing ears! Hark! Hark!
'rhe soft notes of heavenly music are
streaming down, ravishing the ears of
the people of spiritual discernment. Ere
long this transcendent light will wholly
enlighten the East and the West.' In
short, with a resounding voice, with a
miraculous power ana with the magnetism of the love of God teach them the
Cause of God and rest thou assured that
the Holy Spirit shall confirm thee."
"The germinating and growing trees
join the babbling brooks and the sighing
pine!'! in the singing of their anthems.
:i\'Iay you also resuscitate the dead souls
with the wafting of the breeze of divine
grace. Praise be to God that the bounty
and bestowal of the Blessed Perfection
are with us; his confirmation, his !3pirituality, his advice, his exhortations are
with us.

, 'He has given us an irresistible
power which all the nations of the world
cannot withstand. May you ever be
under the protection of God. May the
Almighty Father assist and protect you.
I shall never forget you. I shall ever
remember you. You will always be in
my thoughts. I hope you will not forget me. I trust that the ideal bonds,
the spiritual communication may ever
These
become stronger and firmer.
celestial ties are eternal. Whenever I
supplicate and entreat toward the Kingdom .of Abha I shall beg for you confirmation and assistance, that the door
of all good may be opened before your
faces so that each one of you may become a sign of guidance and a flag of
peace.
"The portraits which are drawn on
the canvas of the world have become
very antiquated. Now you must become
inspired to paint new life-like portraits
in the frame of the universe with the
delicate brush of the spirit."
(Recorded and translated by nIirza
Ahmad Sohrab.)

BAHAINOTES

T

HERE comes to us bright news of
:Miss Agnes Alexander who some
years ago carried the Bahai teachings to
Hawaii where her mother and father had
served for many years as Christian missionaries. At the beginning of the Great
"VaI' Miss Alexander went to Japan
with the news of the new application of
the Gospel of Christ to the international
problems of today,-the Bahai Glad Tidings. Through the help of God she is
Reeking to lay in a world of war a
foundation stone of the palace of uniyersal peace. She does not know the

language of Japan. But she knows the
laguage of the Kingdom. Her success has
been wonderful. She has gathered together a group of the young idealists of
Japan and has told them the heavenly
teachings of the new day. They have
started a magazine called "The Star of
the East" and they are aglow with the
joy of being pioneers in bringing to the
East the cause of universal brotherhood
and the most great peace.
Miss Alexander writes that the present
editor of "The Star of the East" is an
ardent Esperantist. For thirty years he
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has been seeking and studying religions.
Last October, through Esperanto, the beloved language which opens all doors in
the Far Orient. he heard the Bahai Message. It was the very essence of the
thoughts that he had been thinking and
was the full answer to all his questions.
Recently, through the means of Esperanto the Bahai Message has reached
the island of Formosa. The editor of an
Esperanto paper is making it known to
his people. On May twenty-third Bahai
articles appeared in three leading Japanese dailies. More and more articles
are appearing in different parts of Japan
upon the Bahai principles of universal
education, the oneness of mankind and
the fundamental oneness ef religions.
Just before his ascension Abdul Baha
wrote to the new friends in Korea. to
whom Miss Alexander had told the Glad
Tidings of pnity these stirring words:
"Your heartfelt sincere greetings have
reached Abdul Baha's ears and your
message gave great spiritual happiness.
"Praise be to God! That celestial light
guided and led you to the Sun of Reality, bestowed everlasting life and granted
heavenly illumination. Ye are like seedlings which have been planted by the
hand of Bestowal in His spiritual rosegarden. It is my hope that through the
warmth of the Sun of Reality, the pouring down of the showers of mercy and
the wafting of the breezes of bestowal
ye may progress day by day so that
each one may become a blessed tree full
of leaves and flowers and may cast your
shade over great multitudes.
, 'The graces of the Kingdom of Abha
are the rays of the Sun of Reality. It
illumines the earth and heavens, makes
the star a shining moon, tUrns the speck
into a huge mountain, bestows strength
upon the weak, gives everlasting healing
to the sick, grants heavenly treasures to
the poor, confirms the oppressed ones to
(win) everlasting glory and turns the
people of darkness into the people of
light.

"0 heavenly friends! The doors of
heaven have been opened, the lights of
God have. shone forth and the heavenly
call has been raised. Summon ye all
humanity to listen to this heavenly call
and invite them to the celestial world so
that they may find a new spirit and attain to a new life. In all conditions my
heart and spirit are with you."
Shoghi Effendi, since Abdul Baha's
departure the Guardian of the Bahai
Cause, wrote to these friends in Japan
a beautiful letter in which he says:
"As attendant and secretary" of AbduI Baha "for well nigh two years after
the termination of the Great War I recall so vividly the radiant joy, that transfigured his face whenever I opened before him your supplications as well as
those of Miss Agnes Alexander. What
promises he gave us all regarding the
future of the Cause in that land at the
close of almost every supplication I read
to him! Let me state, straightway, the
most emphatic, the most inspiring of
them alL These are his very 'words, that
still keep ringing in my ears: 'Japan will
turn ablaze! Japan is endowed with a
most remarkable capacity for the spread
of the Cause of God! Japan, with (another country whose name he stated ... )
will take the lead in the spiritual reawakening of peoples and nations that
the world shall soon witness!' On another occasion,-how vividly I recall it!
-as he reclined on his chair, with eyes
closed with bodily fatigue, he waved his
hand and uttered vigorously and cheerfully these words in the presence of his
friends: 'Here we are seated calm, quiet
and inactive, but the hand of the Unseen
is ever active and triumphant in lands
even as distant as Japan!' "

The Bahai friends of England have
organized their spiritual assembly that
they may deepen their unity and more
rapidly spread the heavenly teachings.
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The first Bahai assembly, Mr. August
Rudd writes, was recently organized in
Sweden.
Glowing letters tell of the activity of
the Bahai teachers in Germany, of their
radiance, their joy, their love and of the
new centers organized for the study of
the principles of world unity.
Jenabe Fazel, of p'ersia has arrived
with his family in Haifa, Palestine. He
writes that he is telling the friends who
gather from all parts of the world on
.:'Ilount Carmel of the Bahai Temple and
of how the whole world wants it. He
writes that the friends in Haifa will soon
"end contributions for the Temple in Chicago.

BAHAI IDEALS OF EDUCATION.
Jenabe Fazel Speaks in a Western
College.

D

URING his celebrated American
tour, Jenab~ Fazel spoke one rainy
night in a western college on Bahai educational ideals. The classroom, despite
the rain was well filled with students
and teachers.
Schools, he said, must be filled with
light and joy, lIke Paradise, so that the
children may run to them in the morning and be loath to leave them in the
evening. Such was the teaching of Baha
'Ullah seventy years ago in Persia. But
the children must also go through hard
exercise and training so as to be able
to meet any emergency in later life.
Each child, boy and girl, must learn a
l)rofession or trade as well as literary
and academic subjects. Baha 'IDlah also
said, over half a centllry ago, that we
must through child psychology find the
aptitude of every child so that the children may study that for which they are
fitted and not waste time in that for
which they are not fitted.

The great education in the schools,
however, should be the moral training.
vI! e should, Baha 'IDlah declared, have
a universal gathering of the wisest men
and women in the world to select the
choicest teachings of all the worldprophets, put these selected teachings together and teach them to the children
of all the nations. This would train them
in universal brotherhood and all the
noblest virtues of humanity.
When the lecture was ended and the
discussion began a very progressive professor of sociology said: ' , I can see
ethical genius in Zoroaster, Confucius,
the New Testament. But what is there
worth teaching our modern children in
the Old Testament or the Koran?"
Jenabe Fazel, with radiant enthusiasm
began repeating spiritual verses of most
glorious content from the Old Testament
Prophets and from the Koran. The professor of sociology listened with great
interest and then exclaimed: "That is
not religion. That is only good sociology!"
Some members of the audience called
the Bahai ideals of education the quintessence of real, spiritual religion, others
thought it only good sociology and the
most perfect of universal social ethics,
but all greeted it with equal joy.

A NEW BOOK
volume called The
A BEAUTIFUL
Promulgation of Universal Peace
has just come from the press. It is the
first volume of the American addresses
of Abdul Baha, that glorious book for
which his friends have been waiting. It
has been prepared with the greatest care
by Mr. Howard J\1acNutt, the English
translation polished and made more
exact in order to reflect more purely
the light of the beauty of Abdul Baha's
matchless p'ersian style, and has been
beautifully printed through the loving
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care of Mr. Albert Windust and Mr.
Arthur Agnew. Mr. MacNutt has also
written an eloquent, comprehensive introduction which ends with a picture of
the covenant, the ancient, the new, the
eternal covenant which is "the penetrating power of the pure religion of God"
in every age. At Abdul Baha's request
this introduction is published also in
Persimi, a manifest union of the East
and the Vv~ est.
This volume of addresses is a wonderful introduction to the Bahai teachings.
It gives the universal principles of the
new covenant, marvelous pictures of the
influence of Moses, of the divine Ohrist,
of the great world prophets, with stirring accounts of the life of the Bab
and Baha 'lTIlah as they appeared in
Persia with the light of the new day of
God, the day of the Most Great Peace.
There are beautiful little talks to
groups of friends on pure and sanctified
living, on the radiant pathway of
spiritual rebirth and teaching. They
are so vivid the Master seems almost to
rise a living, loving presence from the
shining pages. As we read we realize
that his words "are the breaths of the
Holy Spirit which create men anew."
"p'raise be to God," he said, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. MacNutt, "the
light of unity and love is shining in
these faces. These spiritual susceptibilities are the real fruits of heaven.
His holiness the Bab, his holines Baha
'Ullah over sixty years ago proclaimed
the glad tidings of Universal Peace. The
Bab was martyred in the cause of God.
His holiness Baha 'lTIlah suffered forty
years as a prisoner and exile in order
that the king'dom of love might be estabiished in the East and West. He has
made it possible for us to meet here
in love and unity. Because he suffered
imprisonment we are free to proclaim
the oneness of the world of humanity
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for which he stood so long and faithfully. He was chained in dungeons, he
was without food, his companions were
thieves and criminals, he was subjected
to every kind of abuse and infliction,
but throughout it all he never ceased to
proclaim the reality of the Word of God
and the oneness of humanity. We have
been brought together here by the power
of his vVord-you from America, I from
Persia,-all in love and unity of spirit.
Was this possible in former centuries?
If it is possible now after fifty years of
sacrifice and teaching, what shall we
expect in the wonderful centuries coming~

"Therefore let your faces be more
radiant with hope and heavenly determination to serve the cause of God, to
spread the pure fragrances of the divine
rose-garden of unity, to awaken spiritual
susceptibilities in the hearts of mankind,
to kindle anew the spirit of humanity
with divine fires and to reflect the glory
of heaven to this gloomy world of materialism. When you possess these
divine susceptibilities you will be able
to awaken and develop them in others.
vVe cannot give of our wealth to the
poor unless we possess it. How can the
poor give to the pood How can the
soul that is deprived of the heavenly
bounties develop capacity to receive
those bounties in other souls ~
"Array yourselves in the perfection
of divine virtues. I hope you may be
quickened and vivified by the breaths of
the Holy Spirit. Then shall you indeed
become the angels of heaven whom
Ohrist promised would appear in this
day to gather the harvest of divine
planting. This is my hope. This is
my prayer for you."

The Promulg;ation of Universal Peace.
Bahai Publishing Society, Ohicago,
$2.50.
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NOVEMBER, 1922

THE SCIENCE OF THE SPIRIT
Abdul Baha's Wonderful Proof of God's Existence
Th1,<, tablet, one of Abdul Baha's last, was addressed to Auguste Henri Forel,
ZU~'ich,

Switzerland, during the autumn of 1921

o his honor, the esteemed and disT tinguished
Professor, Dr. Forel.
Upon him be the Glory of God, the
Most Glorious.
He is God!
thou revered personage, lover of
Truth!
'rhy letter da:ted July 28th, 1921 has
been received. Its contents were most
pleasing and indicated that, praise be to
God, thou art still young and searching
after Truth, that thy power of thought
is strong and the discoveries of thy mind,
manifest.
By materialists, whose belief with regard to Divinity has been explained is
not meant philosophers in general but,
rather, that group of materialists of
narrow vision who worship that which is
sensed, who depend only upon the five
senses and whose criterion of knowledge
is limited to what can be perceived by
the senses. All that can be sensed is to
them real, while whatsoever cannot be
sensed is either unreal or doubtful. They
even regard the existence of Deity as
wholly doubtful. It is as thou hast
written, not philosophers in general but
narrow-minded materialists that are referred to.
As to divine philosophers, such as
Socrates, Plato and Aristotle they are
indeed worthy of esteem and of the high-

°

est praise for they have rendered eminent services to the world of humanity.
In like manner we esteem the materialistic, scientific, moderate philosophers
who have rendered service. We regard
kilowledge and wisdom as the foundation of the progress of the world of
humanity and praise those philosophers
who are endowed with broad vision.
Read carefully the San Francisco University Journal that the truth may
become apparent.
Concerning mental faculties they are
essential properties of the spirit even as
the ray is an essential property of the
sun. The rays of the sun are renewed
but the sun itself remains ever the same
and unchanged. Consider how the human intellect develops and weakens and
perhaps entirely disappears, whereas the
spirit remains in one and the same condition. The manifestation of mind depends upon the soundness of the body. A
sound body has a sound mind. But the
spirit does not depend upon the body. It
is through the power of the spirit that
the mind comprehends, imagines and
works, whereas the spirit itself is a free
power. The mind comprehends the intangible by the aid of the tangible; but
the spirit has limitless manifestations.
The mind is circumscribed; the spirit is
unlimited. It is through the senses such
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DR. AUGUSTE FOREL

cJJ~~

Dr. Auguste Forel of Zurich, Switzerland, one of the distinguished scientific
men of Europe, was born in 1848. His special field is entomology and psychology.
For many years he held the chair of psychiatry at Zurich. Among his scientific works
are: Ants and Some Other Insects, an inquiry into the psychic powers of these
animals; Hygiene of Nerves and Mind in Health and Disease; Hypnotism: or, Suggestion
and Psychotherapy.
Amelia Von Ende, writing on "Literary Zurich" in The Bookman, November, 1913,
states that "During the last two decades of the nineteenth century Zurich was much
frequented by the young men and women who
attempted a 'revaluation' of all
values. Some were tal!:ing courses at the university, where men like Dr. Auguste Forel
opened to them vistas into unknown regions of the humanl soul, or suggested a new
reading of life. . . . To his influence Carl and Gerhart Hauptmann owe their
remarkable understanding of suffering humanity. His writings against alcOholism profoundly impressed the younger generation."
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as sight, hearing, taste, smell and touch
that the mind comprehends; whereas the
spirit is independent. The spirit, as thou
observest, whether it be in sleeping or
waking is operating and active .. Perhaps
it may, in a dream, solve an intricate
problem which has been unsolvable during wakefulness. When the senses cease
to function the mind fails to understand;
and mind is totally absent in the embryonic stage and in infancy; whereas the
spirit is always in the utmost power. In
short, there are many proofs which show
that despite the loss gf reason the power
of the spirit still exists.
The spirit however possesses various
grades and stations.
As to the mineral spirit: it is an indubitable fact that minerals are endowed
with spirit and life according to the requirements of the mineral world. This
unknown secret has also become known
to the materialists who now maintain
that all beings are endowed with life,even as He saith in the Koran: " All
things are living."
In the vegetable world also there is
the power of growth and that power of
growth is tile spirit. In the animal
world there is the power of sensation.
But in the human world there is an allencircling power. In all the preceding
kingdoms the power of reason is absent;
but the spirit manifests and reveals itself. The power of sensation does not
comprehend the spirit, but the power of
the mind proves the existence thereof.
In like manner the mind proves the
existence of an unseen Reality which
surrounds all beings and in each of the
kingdoms is made manifest and apparent. But Its essence is beyond the grasp
of the mind. Thus, the mineral world
understands neither the reality nor the
perfections of the vegetable world; the
vegetable world does not understand the
reality of the animal world; nor can the
animal world comprehend the human
reality which discovers and embraces all
things.
The animal is the captive of nature
and cannot deviate from the laws thereof.
In man, however, there is a power
of discovery which grasps and breaks
through the laws of nature. For instance,
all minerals, plants and animals arC' ca.p-

tives of nature. The sun itself with all
its greatness is captive to nature to such
an extent that it has no will of its own
and cannot deviate a hair's breadth from
the laws thereof. In like manner, all
other beings whether of the mineral, the
vegetable or the animal world,-not one
can deviate from the laws of nature nay,
rather, all are the slaves thereof. Man,
however, though his body is a captive of
nature yet his spirit and mind are free
and rule over nature.
Consider: according to the law of
nature man lives and moves upon the
earth. But his spirit and mind break
this natural law; he becomes a bird and
soars in the air, sails swiftly upon the
sea and, as a fish, dives to the bottom
and there makes discoveries. This is a
great defeat inflicted upon the laws of
nature.
So is it with the power of electricity:
this unruly, violent force that cleaves
mountains is imprisoned by man within
a bulb. This is rending asunder the
laws of nature. Likewise the hidden
mysteries of nature which according to
natural laws must remain concealed man
discovers and brings from the invisible
to the visible plane. This also is breaking the laws of nature. Man also discovers the inherent properties of things
which are nature's mysteries. And he
unfolds past events which have been lost
to the world of nature. Furthermore,
he foresees through the power of induction future happenings which are aceording to the laws of nature as yet unknown.
JVloreover, communication and communion are by the laws of nature limited to
short distances, but man, through that
inner power which discovers the realities of all things communicates from
East to West. This also is tearing
asunder the laws of nature. Likewise,
according to the laws· of nature the
shadow vanishes, but man fixes it upon
a plate. This also is rending asunder
natural laws.
Consider carefully: all the sciences,
arts, crafts, inventions and discoveries
were once the mysteries of nature and
according to natural laws should remain
hidden but man through the power of
discovery breaks the laws of nature and
brings thpse hidden mysteries from thf'
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invisible to the visible plane.
This
also is rending asunder the laws of
nature.
In short, that inner power in man
which is invisible wrests the sword from
out the hand of nature and strikes it
upon its head. All other beings, even
those which are the greatest are deprived
of these perfections. Man has the power
of will and understanding; but nature is
deprived thereof. Nature is coerced;
man is free. Nature does not understand; man comprehends. Nature is
unaware of past events; man is made
aware. Nature is ignorant of future
happenings; man through his discerning
power is informed. Nature has no consciousness of itself; man knows all
things.
Should anyone, then, declare that man
is but a part of the world of nature and
that, since he embodies all these perfections which are a manifestation of the
world of nature therefore nature is the
founder of these perfections and not deprived of them, answering, we would
say: the part depends upon the whole.
The part cannot possess perfections of
which the whole is deprived. By nature
is meant those inherent properties and
necessary relations which emanate from
the realities of things: These realities
of beings though utterly diverse are still
most closely connected. For these diverse
realities an all-unifying potency is
needed which shall link them one with
the other. For instance, the organs,
members, parts and elements of man are
quite diverse but the all-unifying power,
which might be called the human spirit
connects them all with one another.
Thus mutual aid and cooperation are
obtained and the organs function regularly and under uniform laws which
are the cause of the everlastingness of
creation. The human body however is
utterly unconscious of that all-unifying
power yet it functions regularly and
according to its will.
Concerning philosophers they are of
two kinds, some of them like Socrates,
the wise, who was a believer in the oneness of God and the immortality of the
soul after death. Because his opinion
was contrary to that of the uneducated
and narrow-minded people they poi-

soned that divine sage.
All di,ine
philosophers and men of wisdom and
understanding upon considering these
endless beings have observed that in
this great and infinite universe all
things end in the mineral kingdom, that
the outcome of the mineral kingdom is
the animal kingdom, and the outcome
of the animal kingdom the world of
man, that the consummation of this
limitless universe with all its grandeur
an.d glory is man, himself, who in
thIS world of being toils and suffers
for a time with diverse ills and pains,
and ultimately disintegrates leaving no
trace and no fruit after him. If this
were so there is no doubt but that this
infinite universe with all its perfections
would end in sham and delusion, with
no result, no fruit, no permanence and
no effect. It would be utterly without
meaning. Therefore, they (the divine
philosophers) were convinced that such
is not the case, that this great workshop with all its power, its bewildering
magnificence and endless perfections cannot come eventually to naught. 'rherefore it is beyond; question that still
another life exists and just as the vegetable kingdom is unaware of the human
kingdom so we, too, know not of the
great life hereafter which follows this
life of man. However, our non-comprehension of that life is no proof of its
non-existence. The mineral world for
mstance, IS utterly unaware of the' human world and cannot comprehend it
but that lack of comprehension is no
proof of non-existence. Numerous and
conclusive proofs exist to show that this
infinite world cannot end with this
human life.
Concerning the reality of Divinity: it
is an Essence, the Single, the Independent; that is, it is the Real Essence and
to comprehend it is impossible, for
whatsoever can be conceived by man is
a limited reality and not unlimited; is
circumscribed, not all-encircling; can be
comprehended by man and is controlled
by him. Likewise it is certain that all
human conceptions are of recent origin
not pre-existent, have a mental existence:
not an actual one. Moreover the difference of degree as far as time is concerned is an . obstacle to comprehension.
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How then can the Ancient be understood by that which is of late origin ~
As previously mentioned, difference of
degree in the contingent plane is an
obstacle to comprehension. Minerals,
plants and animals are unendowed with
the mental faculties of man which discover the realities of all things. But
man comprehends all degrees. Every
superior degree comprehends that which
is inferior and discovers its reality, but
the inferior is unaware of that which is
superior and cannot understand it.
Thus man cannot grasp the Essence of
Divinity but, through the laws of reason, observation, logic, intuition and unfoldment of consciousness he becomes a
believer in the Exalted Divinity and
discovers the divine bounties. He becomes certain that though the Divine
Essence is unseen and the existence of
Divinity is intangible yet conclusive
divine proofs establish the existence of
that Unseen Reality. However, the
Divine Essence as it is in itself is beyond all description. For instance, the
nature' of ether is unknown but its existence is certain through the effect it
produces: heat, light and electricity are
its waves. By these waves the existence
of ether is proved.
When we consider the Divine Bounties we are assured of the existence of
Deity. For instance, we observe that
the existence of beings is conditioned
upon the composition of single elements
and non-existence upon the decomposition of these elements for decomposition
causes the disintegration of the single
elements. Thus, as we observe, the elements become composite and with every
composition a being is formed. These
beings are infinite, that is, the effect is
infinite. Therefore, how can the cause
be finite ~
Now composition is limited to three
kinds only-there is no fourth varietyaccidental, necessary and voluntary.
The composition of the various single
elements of beings cannot be accidental
for there can be no effect without a
cause. Composition cannot be compulsory for if the composition is an essential property of the constituent parts the
essential property of a thing cannot be
separated from it, such as light which
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is the revealer of things, heat which
causes the elements to expand and the
solar ray which is the essential property
of the sun. Thus under such conditions the decomposition of any composition is impossible for the essential properties of a thing cannot be separated
from it. The third (type of) compo.sition remains, and it is voluntary (composition), that is, an unseen force
described as the Ancient Power causes
these elements to come together, every
composition giving rise to a distinct
being.
As to the attributes and perfections
such as will, knowledge, power and other
ancient qualities which we ascribe to
that Divine Realty these are the signs
which reflect the existence of Being Oll
the visible plane and not the absolute
perfections of the Divine Essence which
cannot be comprehended. For instance,
when we consider the created beings, observe infinite perfections and see created
things in the utmost regularity and perfection, we infer that the Ancient Power
upon Whom depends the existence of
these beings cannot be ignorant. So we
say, It is All-Knowing. It is certain that
It is not impotent. It must then be AllPowerful. It is not poor. It must be
All-Possessing. It was never nonexisting. It must be Ever-Existing.
Our purpose is to show that in naming
these attributes and perfections for that
Universal Reality we are merely denying
imperfections rather than affirming perfections which the human mind can conceive. Hence we say His attributes are
unknowable.
In a word, that Universal Reality with
all Its qualities and attributes which we
have enumerated is holy and exalted
above all minds and all understanding.
As we reflect, however, with comprehensive minds upon this infinite universe
we observe that motion without a mover
and an effect without a cause are impossible; that every being has come into
existence through many influences and
is continually acted upon. These influences also are subservient to the action
of still other influences. For instance,
plants grow and flourish through the
outpouring of the clouds of April, while
the cloud itself is formed through vari-

ous other agencies, and these agencies
in their turn are acted upon by still
other forces. For example, plants and
animals grow and develop under the
influence of what the philosophers of
our day designate as oxygen and hydrogen and through the effect of these two
elements, and these in turn are formed
by still other influences. The same can
be said of other phenomena whether
they affect other things or are affected
by them. Such a process of causation
goes on; but to maintain that this process
continues thus indefinitely is manifestly
absurd. The producers of effects and
the effects must of necessity lead eventually to Him Who is the Ever-Living, the
All-Powerful, Who is Self-Dependent
and the Ultimate Cause. This Universal
Reality cannot be perceived by the
senses nor can It be seen. So must it
be of necessity, for It is All-Encompassing, not circumscribed; and such attributes (as have been mentioned) qualify
the effect and not the Cause.
As we reflect we observe that man is
like unto a tiny microbe contained within
a fruit. This fruit has developed out of
the blossom, the blossom has grown out
of the tree, the tree is sustained by the
sap and the sap formed from earth and
water. How then can this tiny microbe
comprehend the nature of the Gardener,
conceive of the Gardener and comprehend his being ~ It is manifestly impossible. Should that microbe understand
and reflect it would realize that this
garden, this tree, this blossom, this fruit
could in no wise have come into existence in such order and perfection by
themselves. In like manner the wise and
reflecting soul will know of a certainty
that this infinite universe with all its
grandeur and perfect order could not
have come into existence by itself.
I..Jikewise, in the world of being there
exist unseen forces, such as the force of
ether previously mentioned which cannot be perceived by the senses nor can
it be seen, yet from the effect which it
produces that is from its waves and
vibrations light, heat and electricity
appear and are made evident. So is it
with the power of growth, of feeling, of
understanding, of thought, of memory,
of imagination and of discernment. All

these inner faculties are invisible and
cannot be perceived by the senses yet
they are all manifest through the effects
which they produce.
Now as to the Infinite Power which
knows no limitations: limitation itself
proves the existence of the limitless for
the limited is known through the unlimited just as weakness proves the existence of power, ignorance the existence
of knowledge, poverty the existence of
wealth. Without wealth there would be
no poverty; without knowledge, no
ignorance; without light, no darkness.
Darkness itself is a proof of the existence
of light for darkness is the absence of
light.
Now concerning nature, it is but the
essential properties and necessary relations inherent in the realities of things.
Though these infinite realities are
diverse in their character yet they are
in utmost harmony and are closely connected one with the other. As you
broaden your vision and the matter is
observed carefully it will become clear
that every reality is but an essential
requisite of other realities. Thus, to
harmonize and connect these diverse
and infinite realities an All-Unifying
Power is necessary that every part of
the parts of created beings may perfectly
discharge its own function. Consider for
instance, in man the whole body must be
seen in a part thereof. Note how these
diverse parts and members of the human
body are closely connected and harmoniously united with each other. Every
part is the essential requisite of all the
other parts and has a function of its
own. It is the mind, that all-unifying
organ which so unites all the component
parts with each .other that each discharges its specific function in perfect
order and thereby cooperation and
reaction are made possible. All parts
function under certain laws which are
essential to existence. Should that allunifying force which directs all these.
parts become disabled in any way there
is no doubt but that the constituent
parts and members would cease to
function properly. Though that all~
unifying potency in the temple of man
may not be sensed or seen and the reality
thereof be unknown yet by its effects it
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manifests itself with the greatest power.
Thus it has been proved and made evident that these infinite beings in this
wondrous universe will perform their
functions properly only when directed
and controlled by that Universal Reality.
Thus, order is established in the world.
li-'or example, inter-action, mutual aid
ahd cooperation among the constituent
parts of the human body are evident
and indisputable. Yet this does not suffice; nay, rather, an All-Unifying means
is needed which will direct and .control
the parts so that these through interaction and cooperation may discharge
with perfect order their necessary and
respective functions.
Thou art well aware, praise be to God,
that among all beings whether large or
small interaction and cooperation are
evident and established. Among great
bodies however such as the sun interaction is evident; whereas in the case of
small bodies though interaction be
unknown yet the part is an indication
of the whole. All these interactions
therefore are connected with that AllEncircling Power which is their pivot,
their center, their source and their
motive power.
For instance, as we have said, cooperation and mutual aid among the parts
of the human body are clearly established and these parts and members
render service to all other parts. For
example, the hand, the foot, the eye, the
car, the mind, the imagination help all
the parts and members but all these
interactions are linked together by an
unseen all-encircling power which causes
th':lse interactions to be effected with perfeet regUlarity. This is the inner faculty of man, the inner power of man
wh:eh consists of the spirit and the mind
both of which are invisible.
In like manner consider in the maehine and work-shops the interaction
existing among all the parts and sections
and how they are connected one with
the other. However, all these relations
and interactions are connected with a
central power which is the motive force,
the pivot, the source of these interactions. This central power is Bither the
power of steam or the skill of the
master-mind.

It has therefore been proved and
made evident that interaction, cooperation and inter-relation among beings are
under the direction and will of a motive
power which is the origin, the motive
force and the pivot of all interactions
among the contingent beings.
Likewise, every arrangement and composition which is not perfect in its order
we designate as accidental; and that
which is orderly, regular, perfect in its
relations, every part of which is in its
proper place and is the essential
requisite of the other parts-this we call
a composition formed through will and
knowledge.
There is no doubt but that these infinite beings and the coming together of
these single elements arranged in their
infinite forms must have proceeded from
a Reality which could not be without
will or understanding. This is clear and
proven to the mind and no one can deny
it. This, however, does not mean that
we have comprehended the Universal
Reality or the attributes thereof.
Neither the Essence nor anyone of the
attributes have we understood.
We maintain, however, that these infinite beings, these necessary relations
and this complete and perfect arrangement must of necessity have proceeded
from a Source that is not bereft of will
and understanding. And this infinite
composition cast into infinite forms must
have been caused by an All-Encircling
Wisdom. This no one can dispute save
he who is obstinate, stubborn and a
denier of clear and unmistakable evidence and who is of those to whom the
blessed verse refers, "They are deaf,
they are dumb, they are blind and shall
return no more."
Now concerning the question whether
the faculties of the mind and the human
spirit are one and the same: the mental
qualities, such as the power of imagination, of thought, of understanding, powers which are the essential requisites of
the reality of man are the inherent properties of the spirit as the solar ray is the
inherent property of the sun. The temple of man is like unto a mirror; his
spirit is like the sun and his mental
faculties are even as the rays which
.emanate from the sun. Perhaps the ray
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may be cut off from the mirror and be
separated from it; but it cannot be
separated from the sun.
In short, the point is this, that the
world of man is supernatural by comparison with the vegetable world though
in reality it is not supernatural. Relative to the plant the reality of man, his
power of hearing and sight are all supernatural and it is impossible for the plant
to comprehend that reality and the
nature of the power of man's mind.
In like manner, for mankind to comprehend the Divine Essence and the
nature of the great hereafter is in no
wise possible. However, the bounties of
the Merciful Reality are vouchsafed unto
all beings and man must ponder deeply
upon the Divine Bestowals, such as the
spirit, rather than upon the Divine
Essence Itself. This is the limit of
human understanding. As has been previously mentioned these attributes and
perfections of the Divine Essence which
we have enumerated we have derived
fr?m the observation of beings and their
eXIstence, and not because we have comprehended the essence and perfections
of God. When we say the Divine
Essence understands and is free we do
not mean that we have discovered the
Divine Purpose but rather that we have
Knowledge of It through the Divine
Grace revealed and manifested in the
realities of things.
Concerning ou.r social principles,
namely the teachmgs of His Holiness
~aha 'Ullah spread fifty years ago-they
mclude all other teachings. It is clear
and evident that without these teachings progress and prosperity for the
world of humanity are unattainable imposs~ble .and inconceivable. Every ~om
mumty m the world finds in these divine
tea~hin.gs the realization of its highest
aSpll"tLtlOns. These teachings are even as
that tree which bears the best fruit of all
trees. For instance, philosopheFs find in
these hea.venly te8:chings the most perfect solutIOn of thClr social problems and
at the same time a true and noble
eXJ?ositio~ of matters which pertain to
phIlosophIcal questions. In like manner
me~ . of fait~ behold the reality of
relIgIOn mamfestly revealed in these
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heavenly teachings which clearly and
conclusively proves them to be the true
and real remedy for the ills and infirmities of the body politic of the world of
humanity. Should these sublime teachings be spread abroad mankind would
be fre.ed from all peril, all chronic ills
and SIckness. In like manner are the
Bahai economic principles the embodiment of the highest aspirations of all
lab or el'S and the aim of the economists.
Briefly, for all communities there is
a share and a portion from the teachings of Baha'Ullah. When these teachings are proclaimed in churches in
mosques and in the places of worship of
other peoples, among the followers of
Buddha, Confucius, and in various societies or even among materialists all
bear wi~ness that these teachings confer
a new lIfe upon mankind and constitute
the immediate remedy for all the ills of
social life. No one can find fault with
any of these teachings nay, rather, when
once OI!-e hears them one will be rejoiced
and WIll acknowledge their importance
and exclaim, "Verily this is the truth
and there is naught beside the truth but
manifest error!"
In conclusion these few words are
wdtten and to everyone they will be a
clear and conclusive evidence, of the
tr~lth.
Ponder then in thy heart: the
W:lll ?f ~very ~overeign prevails during
hl.S lIfetlme, lIkewise the power of the
WIll of every philosopher influences a
few of his students during his lifetime.
~ut th~ power of the Holy Spirit which
IS mamfest and radiant in the realities
of the Prophets makes the power of their
will so effective that it endures for thousan?-s of ye~rs, throughout a great
natIOn, establIshes a new creation and
transforms humanity from an old into a
new world. Consider what a power this
., I t ~s
. an extraordinary power, an
IS.
all-suffiClent proof of the validity of the
Prophets and conclusive e;vidence of the
power of inspiration.
Upon thee be the Glory of the Most
Glorious.

(Signed)

ABDuL BAHA ABBAs.

Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi.

A PIONEER AT THE GOLDEN GATE

the goal of universal, all-inclusive truth
toward which God had been gradually
guiding her searching heart she pondered the matter for some weeks and
finally resolved, if possible, to journey
to New York where another teacher
could be found. There were obstacles in
the way, but the doors opened and on
the nineteenth of September Mrs. Goodall and her daughter started across the
continent. In New York she found
Anton Haddad, a Syrian Bahai, who
gave her the fuller teachings for which
she was seeking.

fruits shall ye know them,"
B ysaidtheirJesus,
referring to the great
prophets who should come after him.
The fruits of a great spiritual Educator
are his heroic deeds, his selfless life, his
divine love, his dynamic words. They
are also the pure, serene and radiant
lives of his disciples.
Mrs. Helen S. Goodall was a pioneer;
in America, in seeing and making known
that new revelation of the oneness of
God, the oneness of mankind and
the fundamental oneness of religion
which Baha'Dllah and Abdul Baha have
brought from th~ City of Light into our
world of war and confusion. She first
heard of the Bahai Rev'elation in the
summer of 1898 when the message was
brought'to Caiifornia by Mrs. Lua Getsinger who taught a small group at the
home of. Mrs. Hearst. Miss Helen Hillyer, a friend of Mrs. Goodall's daughter,
spoke of the new teaching, and at once
an intense interest was awakened.
Mrs. Goodall was born in Maine, and
travelled to California in 1864 where
she soon became a teacher in the public
schools of San Francisco, and in that
city was married, in'1868, to Mr. Edwin
Goodall. She was deeply religious, progressive, and free from prejudice, and,
as the various new schools of thought
were brought to her attention she investigated each fresh presentation of truth
with an open mind.
As Mrs. Getsinger was about to leave
for Acca in the Holy Land with Mrs.
Hearst and the first party of American
pilgrims, that summer in the year 1898,
Mrs. Goodall had no opportunity to
attend her class, but, having the strong
impression that this revelation she so
longed to hear was destined to be for her

Shortly afterward a letter was received by Miss Hillyer from Mrs. Hearst
requesting her to come at once to Cairo.
She very graciously insisted that Mrs.
Goodall's daughter Ella should accompany her; therefore a cablegram was
despatched to Acca asking for permission. In the meantime Mrs. Goodall was
slowly recovering from an illness but by
the time the cabled permission came she
was well enough to return home to California leaving the two young women to
begin their never-to-be-forgotten pilgrimage.
Arriving' in Oakland in February,
1899, MI's. Goodall began to speak of the
Glad Tidings to a few interested friends.
A tiny nucleus was formed and the
foundation laid for the Oakland Assembly which gradually drew to itself members from San Francisco and the other
districts around the Bay.
In those early days there were no
teachers in the far west, no Bahai books
available. The writings of Baha'Dllah
and Abdul Baha had not been published
and most of them were still untranslated. 'rhe friends were dependent upon
an occasional tablet for their teachings.
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The receipt of a tablet or a stray copy
sent from the east was enough to warrant a meeting. Perhaps the confimation of that first little group was due in
part to the fact that, having so little
spiritual food it had to be "read,
marked, and inwardly digested" and
lived upon for weeks. Another source of
the confirmation of the Holy Spirit to
that early group was Mrs. Goodall's conviction even at that very early date
that the responsibility rested upon the
pioneer followers to keep the teachings
absolutely pure. Gently but firmly she
refused to permit any dilution or interpretation of the Word. Inquirers were
requested simply to listen until the reading was finished, then they were free to
ask questions, for information, but not
for the sake of argument. This so
became the custom of the simple meetings that it was amusing sometimes to
see the concern of the believers if an
unwary beginner chanced to ask a question that seemed somewhat out of place.
In this quiet way was the message
spread, the home being always open to
visiting teachers or returning pilgrims,
and in 1907, Mrs. Goodall was made
supremely happy by permission to make
the long-desired visit to the Most Great
Prison, to stand in the beloved Presence
and to kneel and worship at the sacred
shrine.
Sailing for Europe Mrs. Goodall and
Mrs. Cooper left Paris for Alexandria
on December 19th, arrived at Acca in
due course and were able to spend a
fortnight in that White Spot in the
peace and happiness that passeth all understanding, withdrawn from the world
that "knoweth not."
Leaving the Prison City on the 19th
of January, 1908, they returned home
shortly afterward and again took up the
Bahai work. Five months later came
the news of the success of the Young
Turks' Party and the freedom of Abdul
Baha.
During the absence of Mrs. Goodall
and her daughter, Mrs. Emogene Hoagg
had moved to Oakland and so assumed
the care of the meetings making her
residence temporary headquarters; but
Upon Mrs. Goodall's return they were

resumed at the old home. Although
after the death of her husband in 1909
Mrs. Goodall and her family removed to
San Francisco to live, still the beautiful
Oakland home, that "nest of the birds
of heaven" as Abdul Baha called it, was
kept always open for the weekly meetings as well as the important feasts and
anniversaries, she and her daughter
crossing the Bay regularly in order to
attend. This arrangement continued up
to the year 1918 when the residence
passed out of Mrs. Goodall's hands.
Various teachers came to Oakland
and San Francisco, heralds of the supreme Glad Tidings, Mrs. Lua Getsingel', Mrs. Hoagg, Mr. Thornton Chase,
Mrs. Isabel Brittingham and others.
The Bahai groups grew and flourished
like gardens under the rain of the Holy
Spirit and the shining rays of the Sun
of Truth. The San Francisco Assembly
was organized in the spring of 1!:.l10.
Concerning this new step Abdul Baha
wrote a tablet containing the following
message:

"0 ye faithful friends! This Assembly was organized at the right time. It
is my hope that it become a magnet of
confirmation. If it remain firm and
steadfast this Assembly will become so
illumined that it will "be a full, refulgent moon in the horizon of everlasting
glory. "
One of the momentous milestones in
the progress of the Bahai Cause in
America was the first Mashreq 'UI Azkar
Convention in Chicago in 1908. It was
called to establish an organization for
building the Bahai Temple. It became
the center of unity for the Bahais of
America, with its executive Board of
nine members. Mrs. Goodall was a
member of that Board for a number of
years.
The supreme bestowal to the friends
of the Pacific Coast came in October,
] 912, when the West was blest by the
presence of the beloved Master himself.
This was indeed a heavenly event but
was entirely unexpected. In fact Mrs.
Goodall and her daughter had hurried
to Washington .to meet Abdul Baha
upon his arrival in America. Accompanied by Miss Ella Bailey they went
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also to Chicago where they were joined
by Mrs. Getsinger, Mrs. Ralston, Mr.
John Bosch and Dr. D'Evelyn, who was
delegate to the Convention that year,
and all enjoyed the privilege of attending the momentous Bahai Convention
and all the great public meetings addressed by Abdul Baha during this, his
first visit to Chicago. They were also
fortunate enough to be quartered in the
same hotel and thus were enabled to secure many quiet moments of his precious
time as well as to hear the daily talks
given to the little groups constantly
gathering in the parlor of the hotel. It
was during one of these quiet hours that
Abdul Baha sent for Mrs. Goodall, her
daughter, Mrs. Cooper, and Miss Bailey.
Earlier in the day they had put flowers
in his room for which he now thanked
them as he greeted them with his
heavenly smile, saying: ' 'You are more
to me that the flowers for you are my
living flowers. These flowers have only
color, but you have life. It makes me
very happy to see you. When the hearts
are pure it makes me very happy. This
is what we came for-that the hearts
might be made pure. I care not for
ease, I care not for comfort. When I
see pure hearts, then nothing else
matters. "
Another day he said: "Mrs. Goodall's value is not known now; it will be
known in the future. She has no other
thought than to serve the Cause. God
has certain treasuries hidden in the
world which he reveals when the time
comes. She is like one of these treasuries. "
Filled with humility and thankfulness, most of the California party returned home. About a month later
Mrs. Goodall and Mrs. Cooper were surprised to receive a telegram from the
Master summoning them to New York
as, planning soon to depart for the
Orient he desired to see them before he
left. They hastened across the continent
once more, taking with them Miss Harriet Wise, and arrived in N ew York
early in July.
Again they had the happiness of associating with the beloved Master and
listening to his heavenly voice in both

public addresses and pri.vate talks. The
Bahais at home having by now given up
all hope of seeing Abdul Baha in the
west were weeping and lamenting and
sending a stream of letters of entreaty
expressing their unbearable disappointment, These touched his heart, and
after the return of Mrs. Goodall to California a change came in the plans and a
little later the glad news was received
that he would, after all, visit the western
coast of the United States. Realizing
the gTeat physical diffieultyof such a
journey for him and the actual sacrifice
he was making to assuage their grief the
western friends appreciated his visit
most deeply and all who possibly could
gathered at San Francisco to partake of
the bounty of his beloved presence and
bask in the warm sunlight of his bound-.
less love.
He was accompanied by four of his
Persian followers, also little Fugeta, and
all were the guests of Mrs. Goodall, who
took a furnished house for them during
the month. Whenever there were meetings across the Bay the party was entertained in the Oakland home which thus
became doubly endeared to all the
friends. Never will they forget the
Feast of October 16th when the Master
was so joyously happy and when, in the
midst of it, remembering his lonely
friends in the Holy Land, he went
quietly upstairs to write a letter to the
"angel of Mount Carmel," Haji JVIirza
Haidar Ali.
The Master spent two days in Los
Angeles in order to visit the grave of
Mr. Thornton Chase. He was accompanied by the returning friends who had
come to greet him in San Francisco and
one or two of the San Francisco believers who also were permitted. Mrs.
Goodall drove Abdul Baha to the train
with no idea of joining the party, but at
the last moment he insisted that she
should go with them and so she did
most happily, but without even a comb
or brush in the way of preparation.
During the visit to California Abdul
Baha showed Mrs. Goodall extraordinary kindness, requesting her to come
every morning as early as possible and
to remain all day in his home. Over and
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over he commended her pioneering
efforts and addressed her as the spiritual
mother of the Assembly, saying: "I
leave my sheep in your care."
Upon
his return to New York, speaking of the
firmness of the Oalifornia friends, he
said to one of the old Bahais there:
"I have planted a garden in Oalifornia
and it must not be disturbed."
On one occasion someone referred to
California as the Golden State and this
period as the Golden Age. Abdul Baha
smilingly responded: ' , Oalifornia is
the Diamond State and this is not the
Golden Age but the Diamond Age. "
During the next few years Mrs. Goodall travelled extensively on the Pacific
Coast speaking to the new assemblies of
the Oovenant.
Then came the first International
Bahai Oongress, held at the Panama
Exposition in the spring of 1915.
Mrs. Goodall and her daughter travelled across the continent to meet the
speakers and arrange the sessions. As
Dr. D 'Evelyn says, there were "many
long conferences," "with Mrs. Goodall
as the directing voice. Never a moment
of doubt or of shadow disturbed her."
Serene and gentle, but firm and certain,
" 'That is good; that is fine; we will
leave the guidance to Abdul Baha,' was
ever the last word for all the complex
problems that arose."
One of her beautiful characteristics
was an abiding and radiant serenity.
She was, as one has said who knew her
daily life for years, "like an exquisite
lily of the valley, her favorite flower, or a
rare and delicate alabaster lamp through
which the light of the illumined soul
shone with a soft glow that never
waned, steady and clear unto the end."
In 1920 came the crowning glory of
her long years of service, the permission
to make once more the holy pilgrimage
to Mount Oarmel, to stand again in the
beloved Presence and to kneel and worship at the sacred shrines. Although
very frail; the blessed anticipation so
sustained her that the long journey was
accomplished almost as by miracle.
Accompanied by her daughter, Mrs.
Kathryn Frankland and Mrs. Georgia
Ralston she reached the goal of her

heart's desire on October 21, 1920, and
was privileged to remain for thirty days
submerged in that ocean of light.
V olumes could be written about that
visit, particularly in the light of later
events, but suffice it to say that during
that blessed month Mrs. Goodall was
perfectly well and radiantly happy, as
is evidenced by the smiling photograph
taken in Abdul Baha's garden. One
day Abdul Baha said to the pilgrims a
few very impressive words: "Never
forget these days. Never forget these
days. The more you remember them the
more spiritual you will become."
One of Mrs. Goodall's chief characteristics was her alert readiness to respond
to any instruction or suggestion from
Abdul Baha. When he summoned her
to New York she caught the first train
possible and was commended for her
prompt arrival. When the tablet to
Mrs. True was received confirming the
beginning of the Temple work in Ohicago in 1903, Mrs. Goodall was quick to
grasp its grea"!; significance, and immediately brought it before the Aflsembly,
urging contributions to be sent at once
as an encouragement to the courageous
little band in Ohicago who were uildertaking the tremendous financial responsibility as an act of pure faith. Due to
her efforts the first contribution from the
friends of the Occident was received
from the Oakland Assembly. Again, in
1916, when the five glorious Teaching
Tablets, revealed for the United States
and Oanada were received in this country she instantly visualized their epochmaking importance. Although away
from home with her family she lost not
a moment but began the copying- and
spreading of these vitalizing words,
writing letters to the Assemblies urging
them to arise to .this clarion call and
sending telegrams as well to the Star of
the West urging immediate publication
of the tablets and pledging her ardent
support of the campaign for the worldwide teaching so magnificently outlined
by Abdul Baha.
Her acceptance of the news of the
Ascension of Abdul Baha was with outward tranquility, but inwardly with
such a deep sense of loss that it did not
surprise her family and friends to see
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later the gradual slipping away from
the ties of this earth knowing it had
always been her humble hope that she
might leave this world whenever that
great event should come to pass. And so
she soared like a freed bird to the Kingdom of Light, to live and serve forever
in the glory of the presence of her
Master.
As a fitting close to this brief historical narrative we quote a few words
addressed to her by Abdul Baha one
morning during the last heavenly sojourn at Haifa. He entered the Pilgrim
House bringing the radiant sunshine

with him. After the customary greetings he said: "Mrs. Goodall has recovered her health. She was very weak;
she has become strong again. One does
not notice weakness in her now. But it
is my hope that she will have spiritual
strength. That is the real strength.
Physical strength will ultimately end in
weakness, but spiritual strength will not
be followed by any kind of weakness.
Praise be to God that you have attained
this spiritual strength. Your season is
always the springtime. Your day is
always bright. There is no darkness; it
cannot be followed by darkness. You
will be always in the light!"

THE PLAIN OF ACCA

Haifa Palestine, July, 1922.
afternoon of Thursday, July
O N6ththeFugeta
and I went to Acca, or
rather to Bahje. Esfendiar drove us,
and the young man who looks after the
electric lights, I think his name is Hussein, went with us because the next day
was his day for charging the batteries
at Bahje. We left the Pilgrim House
at about five o'clock. That is certainly
the ideal time of day to make the drive
from Haifa to Bahje. The trip was
beautiful-the sea was so blue, the air
so fresh and cool. \Ve talked as we
went, sometimes in English, and occasionally Fugeta had a bit of conversation in Persian with the others. Some of
that I could understand, and some I
could not. At about six-thirty the sun
sank, and a mass of great, billowy
clouds covered the place where the sun
had been. In the east the moon was
already quite high, very large and
bright.
In Acca we drove through the market,
to buy some watermelons, and then out
through a break in the city walls.
There we could see the different walls
very well. First there is a heavy wall,

then a very deep moat, forty or fifty
feet wide, I should guess; another heavy
wall, a second moat; a third wall and
another big ~itch. .he big ditches or
moats are qUIte dry now, but in ancient
times they were filled with water as a
protection. As one comes out on to the
plain of Acca one can see in the distance the hill from which Napoleon tried
to conquer the fortress.
In the twilight the drive from Acca
to :Sahje is very lovely, everything is so
qUIet and peaceful. There are faint
sounds of men and animals softened by
the distance, a truly pastoral scene.
The Roman aqueduct along the road is
very interesting. It does not go back to
the time of the Romans, but has been
built since the time when Baha 'Ullah
first came to Acca. The picturesque old
towers are not merely ornamental, as I
~a~ suppos~d, but are for the purpose of
lIftmg the water, and then dropping it
with force so that it will go along again
for a distance without losing all its
momentum. There seems to be a very
plentiful supply of water, and the people all along the course of the acqueduct
use it, and there is plenty of it for use
in Acca.
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It must have been seven-thirty or
eight o'clock when we reached Bahje.
The friends there were not expecting us,
but they gave us a most cordial welcome.
We found there the very pleasant keeper
of the Tomb, Abdul Kasim, his young
helper, and an Arab policeman. We people from Hai.fa made a group of seven
people, and a very good time we had. I
cannot find words to describe how fine a
man Abdul Kasim seems to me. He is
so pleasant in manner, so sincere, so
cheerful, so devoted to his work there.
When I thanked him for things that he
did for me he insisted that I must not
thank him, for he was the servant of
Baha'Dllah,and therefore my servant.
When I told him how lovely the garden
about the Tomb was, he said, ' , Yes, it is
the garden of Baha'Dllah, and therefore
it must be beautiful!" I shall always
remember him as one of the loveliest
Bahais I have ever met. I think that
Abbas Gholi at the Tomb on Mount Carmel is just as splendid and attractive
and lovable, but I cannot speak Bnglish
with him, and so I cannot get so well
acquainted with him. Abdul Kasim
speaks quite a bit of English.
After we had rested a little while,
Fugeta and I went into the Tomb. It
was dark by that time, and the lights in
the Tomb were lighted. The thing which
seemed to me most beautiful about the
lighting was that the lights were so
placed that they shone out from under a
fern in the center of the little inner garden. The light came out soft and green
through the fronds of fern. The lights
were not all on when we first went in,
and I liked it better with the softer
light, We stayed tllere in prayer for
perhaps half an hour. There are so
many people, so many caUses to pl'ay for,
as well as for oneself, that time goes
very, very quickly! Afterward, Hussein turned on all the lights so that I
might see them. They turn .into a blaze
of light, and made me think of Abdul
Baha's comment, when he was in America, that Baha'DUah always loved light;
that they might be economical about
everything else, but that he always told
them to have much light about him.
Fugeta also drew my attention to the
vase that the American Bahais had sent

in memory of the Master's visit to
America. The vase was made by Tiffany, and it is very beautiful. It is of
bronze, with insets of jewels and cloisone
work. The latter is of a most exquisite
blue, shading off into yellow, as it curves
up the slender neck of the vase. It is a
very, very lovely thing, as is worthy of
such a place.
When we returned to the house supper was not quite ready, and I sat out
on the little porch, and talked to Esfendial', in a wild mixture of English and
Persian. However, I learned several
new Persian words, and he learned their
Bnglish equivalents. I like Esfendiar
very much. He is full of fun, devoted
to the Master. He certainly gives himself absolutely in service, now to the
family of the Master. He is usually busy
from early morning till night, driving
the Family or the friends to near and
distant places. Fugeta said that taking
the two of us t.o Bahje, and then to Acca
the next morning was quite a vacation
for him.
We had a delicious supper, and were
very happy at it. We had three lots of
food-which we shared together-what
Fugeta and 1: had brought from Haifa,
what the policeman had prepared, and
what Abdul Kasim and his companion
had cooked. We had little pats of
chopped meat, stewed okra, meat
browned in the pan, with tomatoes on
top, olives, "mast" (something like
Dutch cheese), watermelon, bread, and
a ' , sweet, ' , made of sugar and the
ground seeds of some plant. The
Arab policeman seemed a very pleasant,
friendly fellow. The men say that he
is the nicest of the policemen who have
been stationed there at the Tomb.
After supper Fugeta and I went for
a walk, down through the great pine
trees, and beyond. The night was absolutely perfect. The moon was almost full,
and shed a soft, clear light down on the
fields and orchards. Everything showed
clearly, and the view of the Tomb
through the trees was beautiful. It was
the most calm and .quiet of any evening
scene I have ever had the joy of seeing.
Ocasionally some bird would call from a
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near-by tree. In the distance a shepherd was playing on a pipe, and its notes
came to us softly and sweetly. It was so
exquisite that it seemed a pity to go in
and leave it, for the mere purpose of
going to sleep.
I had a nice big room, with three windows, below which there was a wide
divan. Before I went off to sleep I sat
a little while in the window looking at
the soft radiance of the moonlight, and
listening to the sweetness of the shepherd's pipes.
I slept so well that I did not waken
until five-thirty, which is late as people
count rising-hours here! After breakfast Fugeta and I went into the Tomb '
for a little while. It is very beautiful
there in the cool of the morning. Immediately after that Esfendiar had the carriage ready for us to go to Acca. There
he drove us directly to the house which
I had visited before, in which Baha'Ullah had lived for fourteen yearsnine of them in one room. It has a beautiful view of the sea and of Haifa in the
distance. We met several friends there,
and talked to them a few minutes, but
did not stay long. Everywhere in Acca
the friends were the personification of
hospitality, asking us to stay to lunch,
and if we would not do that, to at least
come in long enough to have some tea.
From there we walked about the town,
first going to see the old Bahai Pilgrim
House. To reach that one climbs a long
flight of steps, and comes out on a wide
balcony built about four sides of a large
square court-yard. The place is a sort
of apartment house! Opening onto the
balcony are various "houses," perhaps
six or seven on a side. It was one of
these that used to be the Pilgrim House.
Then many of the other apartments were
occupied by Bahai families. The Master used to go to the Pilgrim House in
the morning, and all the friends from
the different houses would come and
gather about him there. It is a wonderfully interesting old place. Up till
quite recently there have been Bahai
families there on the court, but now they
have all moved away. After we left the
balcony we went down onto the wharf,
from which we could see the outer wall
of the Pilgrim House which has a small

balcony on that side overlooking the sea.
We then went through the bazaars.
They were most interesting, especially
one very old one, under a series of high
arches. III one shop we met a very old
Bahai, who had been Baha 'Ullah 's cook,
in the time when the friends were in the
barracks. I think that he and the
Greatest Holy Leaf are almost the only
survivors of that group. He was as cordial as all the friends are, and said that
he would be very unhappy if we did not
come and sit down in the shop a while,
and he would make us some tea. I was
very glad to see that old man!
From the bazaars we went to the old
house within the prison walls, where the
Master used to live, the one with the
garden in the center, with the tall datepalm, and the long flight of steps leading up to the Master's room. There are
houses on three sides of it, ana. a high
wall on the fourth side. The garden in
the center is very well kept, and a Bahai
friend of Acca who had joined us said
that the garden had been just like that
when the Master was there. And there
was the tall date-palm that I had seen in
the pictures. There are two long flights
of steps, in opposite corners of the courtyard. In the corner directly opposite
that is another flight of steps, and at the
top of that is the door that led directly
into the Master 'q moms. It is now over-grown with a great bougonvillea vine
which shadows it completely. Apparently that entrance is not now used at
all, and the vine is much in need of
trimming. We went part way up the
stairs, but the door was locked and so we
had to content ourselves with looking at
the outside of it. The rooms in that corner face the sea. We left the court
through a gate in a heavy fortress wall.
Outside is another wall, beyond that a.
narrow opening, then another wall, and
then the sea.. The friend who was with
us pointed out the place under some
trees where the Master used to pitch his
tent, and receive visitors. It is all just
as Mr. Chase described it in "In
Galilee. "
It was not far from that house until
we came to the barracks. This time we
entered it from a new entrance that has
been made recently. We crossed over
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one of the great moats, and after getting
permission to enter, were let in through
a door that opens into the court-yard,
quite near the tower ill which Baha'
Ullah was imprisoned. The scene in the
court-yard was a great change from
what we had seen two years ago. All of
it except the end at which we entered
was cut off by a barb-wire fence, and
beyond that was a garden. The great
reservoir in the center had been whitewashed, and was as white as new snow!
Everywhere was cleanliness and order.
About the reservoir were planted a circle of eucalyptus trees which were
higher than a man. And in the corners
were flower gardens in a very flourishing condition. It was a tremendous contrast to what it must have been when the
pilgrims and exiles first entered in the
sixties. There were a number of soldiers
about, resting or looking after the garden. We were not permitted to go
inside the wire fence, so we did not see
again the rooms at that end of the barracks. The rooms that Baha 'Ullah and
the family occupied are in good condition, clean, and apparently not used by
the soldiers. The friend who was with
us told us what each one of the rooms
was used for, the one the Master had,
the one that was used for a kitchen, the
one where they used to gather on feastdays, etc.
When we entered the carriage we
drove directly to the Rizwan. It was
good to come in sight of the water-wheel
on the end of the island and to see again
those narrow, quiet streams of water
that cut the Rizwan off from the mainland. In the Rizwan we went directly
to the lovely spot under the mulberry
trees. How I love that place! I should
have liked to stay there for several
hours, meditating and dreaming, in that
place which is so far out of the world.
At the lower end of the garden we
came to the little house in which Baha'
Ullah had lived while in the garden. We
went up a flight of steps to the room
Baha 'Ullah had used, and entered there.
-It is kept in excellent order, with a
number of pieces of furniture Baha'

Ullah had used. There was the chair he
had used, with a wooden chest built
about it. Then there was a great table
with inlaid-wood top. The top lifted up
like the lid of a grand piano and inside
were dozens of little pigeon-holes in
which he used to keep tablets, manuscripts, etc. In it also were a pile of
lovely peacock feathers. The young
gardener from Bahje was with us, and I
was utterlv astonished when he took out
one of th~m and gave it to me. I love
peaco~k feathers for their beauty of
color, and to have one from the garden
of the Rizwan was a most beautiful gift.
There were also two or three other
pieces of furniture that Baha 'Ullah had
used. After leaving there we went back
to the mulberry trees, and I had a few
minutes quietly there. It is the most
exquisite place!
Rizwania Khanum told me once about
the days there in the garden during the
time of Baha'lJ11ah. During the days
of the feast of Rizwan the immediate
family were there with him all the time.
But each day he would invite nine of the
friends from Acca to spend the day with
him. They would come early in the
morning, have lunch with him, and not
go home till evening. Then on the next
day another nine would come and stay.
Imagine how the friends must have
looked forward to their day in that garden!
Rizwania Khanum said that
Baha'Ullah was very fond of all beauty,
colors, odors, etc. Also that he was very
kind to the children. One day he found
a number of the little girls playing
together, and he asked them what they
would like to have. They apparently
did not express any wish, but he guessed
at what they might like. So he sent a
man away and when he came back he
brought for each girl a slender gold
bracelet, as a gift from Baha 'Ullah.
Just as we were leaving the Rizwan
the gardener brought me a great bunch
of flowers which he had picked for me,
dahlias, phlox and several kinds of
which I did not know the name.
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SOME QUESTIONS ASKED-LET US CONSIDER THEM
By Dr. Frederick W. D'Evelyn

HERE is a spiri: iT: this age.
T are
reacting to Its mfluence.

Me!l
ThIS
reaction is shaping questions, moulding
comments and formulating surmises.
Our best sympathies are awakened.
The Times Literary Supplement (London) recently stated, "There will be
changes in the Christian religion;' ,
"What form, no one can say." We advance the claim that Bahai elucidation
reveals the dawn of a New Cycle comprehensively enough to include all premanifested truth and light, thereby
establishing a spiritual consummation.
Amplify this claim and we find it covers
the "change" and the "form" inquired
of by the Times Literary Supplement.
This article further advances two
questions of most commendable conception. The first, one of faith:_ "What
think ye of Christ?"
The student of
the Bahai teaching would ask to have
the question read, ""What know ye of
Christ. ' , 'rhe measure is found in
knowing, not in thinking. (We shall
return to this later.)
The second question is: "How is the
fullness of life to be lived in the narrow
way: how is a sincere acceptance of
Christianity to be reconciled with a free
and generous view of civilization?"
This is a great question and when the
Times Literary Supplement adds as a
context, "Neither of these problems will
be solved in a generation or a century"
we halt, but are neither fearful nor dismayed for the solution is with us today.
Our author says, "we need God" and, if
Christians-a "Christ." This later he
magnificently interprets "as a spiritual
and. universal Christ who includes but
transcends the Jesus Df the Gospels."

We are passing "he junction, and
are now nearmg a common highway.
The Times Litemry Supplement uses
"N ames, " conventiol eLl and orthodox,
and, we almost suspect, unwittingly,
with their accepted valuation. The
Bahai is instructed to t;onsider freedom
from "Names"-long since sundered
from their birthplace and baptism-as
blessed. Dogma helps us in no wise with
our responses. Having conci'eted error
its subsequent "teachmgs" are confusion.
In the world of Divinity, identity and
quality are one. " Christ" is a station,
an attribute, not a surname. The
" Word" is inseparable from the ic1entity and quality of Divinity. Word and
God are one. No duality, perfect unity.
The station of the Christ is the station of
the 'N ord. The station of the Word is
the station of God. The Christ station
and the God station are perfect unity,
inseparable. The Christ (station) thus
dwells in but transcends the mere personality of each and all the Mjght~'
Human Temples through which God
( the Word) has spoken. No section of
the world of humanity has any monopoly
of Divine rights. "The Essence of My
Light is Universal."
This station in its comprehensiveness
and oneness permits the "knowing' ,
(the knowledge) of Christ, eliminating
the doubting of "mere thinking."
The Times Literary Supplement claims
Christianity is not and can not be the
same thing as civilization, for "just as
it has a supernatural creed, so it has a
supernatural life. " This estimate is
surely a mere ecclesiastical reflex, a
product of limitation.
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Reverentially we would express the
conviction that nothing would be more
un-Godlike than to impose a "supernatural" life and creed upon man, corn,
pel him to sojourn "upon earth," to do
His will, recognize His presence and yet
deprive man of all possibilities of compliance, thus reducing his existence to a
mere phase of probation, unreality and
detachment. We admit full sympathy
with the viewpoint of the Times Literary
SappZement a sympathy which is still
more heightened when the writer asks
for a "Christianity" which knows that
one who gives himself wholly to music
or astronomy is as fully a Christian as
one who gives himself wholly to the
service of the altar or to work amongst
the poor. We shall not dissect the claim
nor cross-examine its ideal. We prefer
rather simply to quote from Bahai utterance confident that in so doing we shall
afford an evaluation and answer and at
the same time confirm our sympathy
already expressed.
" The Word (Essence) of God is the
spirit of Reality. All things owe their
existence to it. Its light when cast upon
the mirrors of the wise gives expression
to wisdom; reflected from the minds of
artists it produces manifestations of
new and beautiful arts; when it shines
through the minds of students it reveals
knowledge and unfolds mysteries."
Therein is no limitation. "Reality"
(Word) is universal; also inexhaustible.
Apart from this" Christianity and Civlization" and all the composite conventionality associated therewith become
mere terminologies possessing no creative
innateness.
The Times Literary Supplement modestly asserts, "his paper is to raise questions rather than answer them." Joining
him in the station of the journey-goalward-the service of endeavor heralds
comfort and assurance to us; we desire
his best activities in things that mean
so much. His" questions" translated in
the" Spirit of Reality" indicate a turning towards the Light (Center), with a
desire and attraction that will ere long
solve for him how the "fullness of life
is to be lived" in acceptance of knowledge which hath appeared.

In this category of viewpoints we
can find "the spirit of this Age" urging
Glenn Frank, Editor of The Cent1try
Magazine, "to certain prophecies" which
for us are. simply reflexes complimentary
of the Reality we have already referred
to. Mr. Frank claims the advent of a
spiritual renaissance of Western Civilization, not so much from a plan to set
the world right as from a passion to see
the world right. We have no desire to
comment upon this further than to
realize a very honest effort to introducE'
and establish a viewpoint which, however evident to himself, he is doubtfuland to us it seems justly so-if it will be
equally so to his readers. He is timorous
lest he may be judged as "predicting a
mysticism that would sweep the world."
This he in nowise hm:alds. He concedes
"the confusion of titles" when he says,
"it is difficult to avoid this impression,
however, if one uses the word "spiritual" for mankind has ever insisted upon
a clean-cut distinction between the spiritual and the secular. From us Mr.
Frank wins consensus of judgment when
he adds "a distinction that is in my
reasoning altogether false."
Later, the way to our travel er seems
mist-encumbered. We admit ourselves
into his group of "certain minds" who
find it difficult to grasp the "notion"
that a vast spiritual movement can
spring from the secular activities of
science, industry and politics. The
premises claimed in our earlier statements would simply reverse this order
of estimates. We .are almost persuaded
that Mr. Frank himself would assess our
claim as a readjustment rather than a
contradiction for he later concluded that
"spiritual redemption must be brought
to the morally impossible condition into
which our western civilization has
drifted. "
Mr. Frank's estimates as to the probable leadership of the "coming 'renaissance" are fascinating and arresting.
Space prohibits detailed analysis. Further, tendering the explanation we do
for the "spirit of this Age" the "leadership" is an already solved relation.
The pronounced desire for the welfare
of humanity quickens the" issue" taken
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by Mr. Frank and exalts his service into
one of valued effort and direction.
It is undoubted that the" Secrets of
Greatness" are being sincerely, faithfully and persistently sought for and to
all thus seeking it is worth while to
remember that onr outward self, our

inward self, must be consecrated in the
service and sacrifice and, finally, it is
necessary for the soul to prove the message and reach a station of belief
through its own power of judgment.
This is indeed a high and noble birthright.

CAPACITY AND SPIRITUAL REVELATION

HOVl often the eye falls unconsciously
upon some word or printed page
and a lasting impression is gained which
is destined to grow stronger and stronger
as the years go by! Some time ago
the writer picked up a magazine which
seemed to have been published by some
religious organization and was of the
type of those usually distributed broadcast with the hope of carrying conviction
to some searching soul. One of the pages
bore an illustration of a granite sarcophagus. Huge blocks of granite formed
the foundation, greater slabs the base
and above these there rose the receptaele
which contained the remains of the
deceased, a case of granite cemented
together and bound 'round with great
iron bands, but-this was the story
which the printing underneath the illustration related;
"The deceased whose tomb is here represented passed from this life an agnostic, denying God and scoffing at the idea
of life hereafter. He boasted that he
would construct a tomb which should
prove impervious in the 'day of resurrection,' from which his body might not
issue to the SUmmons of the 'Last
Trump.' How wise; and yet how unenlightened!
"Into a crevice of those granite slabs
some slight breeze, or perhaps some bird
of flight had dropped a little seed. Sun
and rain had cast their magic spell upon
this seed and it had sprouted carrying
little by little a pressure which had

caused the crevice to widen and widen
until at the time of the photograph the
iron bands were broken, the granite
tomb separated and out of its midst
there had grown a tree so lovely and
symmetrical that it seemed to say by the
very beauty of its presence, 'What hath
God wrought ~' "
For those who have found the Bahai
Revelation it is difficult to picture the
time when there was any uncertainty as
to life after death or to believe that there
ever was a time when we were so far
:from reconciling science with religion
that we could have believed in the resurrection o:f the physical body in the same
form which it had borne when it was the
temple of the soul! And yet the world
has remained in darkness regarding this
great subject and humanity is still struggling with it, save those who have been
born into a knowledge of what the spiritual resurrection really means through
the breaking of the seals by Baha 'Ullah
and the clear and lucid explanations of
Abdul Baha. All this puts one in mind
of the talk given by Abdul Baha about
"Capacity and Readiness." He said:
"Wherever in the night a lamp is
lighted people naturally are attracted to
that light and gather around it. When
the1'e is a gathering in 'the evening in
any place it is indicative of the fact that
a light has there been lighted.
"There are lamps the light of which
is limited. There are lamps which
illumine the horizons. The lamp of the
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guidance of God wherever lighted has
illumined the horizons. Praise be to
God! In this country the lamp of the
guidance of God has been lighted and
day by day its light is becoming more
and more resplendent and this splendor
is becoming more and more widespread.
Now this is not known but later its
traces will become evident.
"Consider how in the days of His
Holiness Christ the light of guidance
lighted twelve hearts. Twelve hearts
were illumined by that lig'ht; and how
limited it seemed! But how spacious it
became, for it illumined the world!
"You are not a great body of people
but, because the lamp of guidance has
been light~d in your hearts the effects
will be wonderful in years to come. It
is evident and manifest that the world
will be illumined. Therefore you must
thank God that, praise be to God!
through His favol' and grace the lamp
of the most great guidance has been
ignited in your hearts and He has summoned you to His kingdom. He has
caused the call of the Supreme Concourse to reach your ears. The doors of
heaven have been opened unto you. The
Sun of Reality has shone upon you. The
cloud of Mercy is pouring down and the
breezes of Providence have blown toward
you.
"Although the bestowal is great an.d
the grace is glorious, yet, capacity and
readiness are requisite. Without capacity and readiness the divine bestowals
will not become manifest and evident.
No matter how much the cloud may
rain, the sun may shine, the breezes blow
the land of sterility will give forth no
verdure. The ground which is pure and
free from thorns and thistles receives
and produces through the rain of the

cloud of Mercy. No matter how much
the sun shines it will have no effect upon
the black rock. But in a pure and
polished mirror its light becomes resplendent. Therefore we must obtain
capacity in order that the signs of the
mercy of the Lord may become revealed.
vVe must endeavor to make the soil of
the hearts free from these useless weeds
and sanctified from the thorns of useless
thoughts in order that the cloud or
Mercy may bestow its power upon it.
" The doors of God are open, but there
is need of readiness.
, 'The ocean of Providence is surging,
hut we must be able to swim.
"The bestowals of God are descending from the heaven of Grace, but
capacity is necessary.
"The fountain of Providence is gushing forth, but we must have thirst.
"Unless there be thirst the salubrious
water will not assuage.
"Unless a soul is hungry the delicious
foods of God will not appeal.
"Unless the eyes are perceptive the
light of the sun will not be witnessed.
"Unless the nostrils are pure the fragrance of the Rose Garden will not be
inhaled.
"Unless the heart be longing the
favors of the Lord will not become
evident.
" Therefore we must endeavor day and
night to purify the hearts from dross, to
sanctify the souls from every fetter and
to become free from the discords of
humanity. Then the divine bestowals in
their fullness and glory will become
evident. If we do not strive and
become sanctified from the defects and
evil qualities of human nature we will
not partake of the bestowals of God."
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SIGNS OF THE TIMES

1896, found the so-called scholars impervious and unwilling to hear or discuss. Now there is not only an active
spirit of inquiry, but a determination to
use any method to get at truth. There
is a social passion as well as an intellectual hunger in this awakening. It
makes possible almost anything from the
point of view of·a cause which knows
its purpose and goal and is sure of its
message. "

interest to those surveying
O Fthegreat
world for the signs of the coming of the New Age of brotherhood and
peace and equal opportunity is the
account of his recent impression of
China given by Dr. John R. Mott, general secretary of the international corn·
mittee of the Y. M. C. A. Under the
heading, "New Thought Rules China,"
The Japan Times and Mail of September 13, 1922, writes:
"It was Dr. Mott's fifth journey in
the Far East, not counting the one
which took him as a member of the Root
commission twice across Siberia. He
regards this last as the most timely and
in possibilities the most fruitful.
The spirit of new thought, Dr. Mott
points out, is surging in the brains of
professors and students in China
There is a welter of conflicting ideas and
ideals occupying them, a spirit of in
quiry, a desire to revalue everything.
'fhere is no tradition or social sanction
pr practise, past or present, which is
too sacred or binding for them to question or discard if they cannot prove its
personal or social efficiency. In intensity
and possibilities there has been nothing
comparable to this movement, in Dr
Mott's opinion, since the Renaissance in
Europe, which is transcended by the
other in the number of people involved
and in the variety of interests touched
and exhibited. In the wav of mental
awakening, hunger, courage" and serious
purpose it is, he says, the most interesting and quickening development he has
ever observed.
Dr. Mott, in his visit to China in

THE CHINESE RENAISSANOE

By

is known as the mysterious
CHINA
country of the earth. She has been
respected for her superiority of civilization and length of existence. B ut during the last four years a great change
has taken place in the life of the Chinese
people, in their appearance and their
spirit, which has made her known as
Young China throughout the world.
Young Ohina seeks improvement
through prompt adoption of western
thought, through reconstruction of individual and social life and the enlightenment and revaluation of old China. The
western nations have passed through an
age of trial and error and have encountered various difficulties. China, the
~tudent, far from adopting western civilization, has decided not to commit the
mistakes made by others but to profit by
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their experiences. New methods and
ideals are introduced and foreign books
are translated in large numbers but with
critical examination. These are not only
better presented ,and translated than
cv er before but a wiser selection.is now
being made.

a future war. But in order to do this
effectively the best method is to spread
abroad the spirit and teachings of Abdul
Baha.

We are attempting to reconstruct our
individual and social life through democratic education, one phase of which
is the publishing of articles. Every
normal school, college and university
as well as most public organizations
have established free schools supported
wholly by students. The schools are
free for all and supply students with
textbooks, pens, ink, etc. The chief purpose is to afford a sufficient opportunity
for educating the masses and to give at
least the elementary knowledge needed
in daily life. The Pai Hua, or plain language has been purposely invented to
put knowledge at the disposal of the
masses making it a democratic property
within the reach of all. Newspapers
have increased both in number and circulation and no less than two hundred
periodicals specializing on different subjects have come into existence. As a
result of these efforts Chinese life has
individually and socially greatly advanced.

The Spirit of the Hour

THE CRY FOR PEACE

Although western methods are much
appreciated China's own attainments are
not neglected but are more highly valued
than ever before. We have accumulated
a splendid treasury which, however, is
not in ol'der but is like a lot of pearls
scattered over a spacious field. These
pearls can have no significance until
they are gathered and strung together.
Chinese scholars, therefore, are now
endeavoring to readjust and enlighten
through scientific methods our Chinese
civilization so it may become as splendid
and useful as is that of the West. The
scholars seek to combine these two civilizations into one as a chemist adds one
element to another in order to bring into
existence a new creation.
Since the Great War has come to an
end every man seems to realize the
demoniacal nature of fighting. The
voice of peace is now heard on all sides.
Men are doing their utmost to prevent

"It is becoming clear," writes Sir
Philip Gibbs in the Chicago Daily News,
"that nothing can save Europe from
very great catastrophe.
except
a complete change of international relationship based not on acts of the old
statesmen but upon the uprising and
spiritual regeneration of the younger
generation.
. Without some mir.aculous change in human nature and
international policy it. is inevitable."

Great peace demonstrations are being
held in many cities of Europe.

V eterans of the late war from many
nations held a peace conference in New
Orleans, October 19th and 20th. Our
World, in speaking of this meeting, says:
"Forty centuries have elaborated the
saga of warriors and valiant deeds and
the glory of arms. . .
However,
never before have the men who fought
encircled the globe with a determined
organization for peace."

The Friends, or Quakers, a great peace
denomination of Christendom are sending out to Christians in all lands an
appeal" for a warless world." Christianity," they write, "seems to us to face
a grave crisis and a divine duty. In
this aftermath of history's most terrible
war, we see two paths 'before us. One
leads inevitably to another war by
renewed preparedness of the most efficient military, economic, educational and
religious means of waging it. The other
begins with a complete rejection of war,
and of all preparations for it, for any
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A new weekly called W odd Peace,
published in Calcutta, India, has in a
recent issue an article entitled "How
World Peace Will Come." The article
contains the following quotation:
"The longing of Christians for the
second coming of Christ, of the followers of Lord Buddha for the appearance
of Lord Maitreya, of the Mahomedans
Next March the fifth Pan-American for the coming of Imam Mehedi, and o±
Congress will be held at Santiago, Chile. the Hindus for the return of Sre8
Reduction of armaments, an American Krishna in the person of Lord Kalki to
League of Nations and measures for spiritualize them, to transform them, to
combating the use of alcoholic beverages purify them and to make a heaven of
earth is more pronounced than ever
will be discussed.
before. People are eager to believe for
the joy of believing. This belief is
growing and spreading. People in their
"The League of Nations cannot bring helplessness are looking up to heaven for
the millenium. It is powerless to solve, a Savior. This expectation of the comor even deal with, some of the most men- ing of a World Teacher embodies in it
acing problems that confront us. But the highest hope and the noblest aspirahere is a cooperative, world movement, tion of humanity. It is a sure indicathe first of its kind in history. "-Ray- tion of the great spiritual height to
mond B. Fosdick.
which man has risen. And, indeed, this
growing belief and longing, this hope and
expectation are a sure indication that
He, Whom a vast number is looking for,
makes His appearance very soon. The
HOPEFUL SIGNS
angels of Heaven are in every land
working for the coming of the Kingdom
of God. They are taking immense pains
l\'[ONG the hopeful signs of the ap- for preparing the ground. They are
proach of world peace, writes Dr. getting ready for the final consummaFosdick in the Atlantic Monthly is the tion. A vast number of associations and
"habit of conference" which the series public bodies have sprung into existof international peace conferences is ence, each working in some department
developing. He tells us that conference or other of the vast work that lies ahead
and consultation are actually helping to but all toward the same goal of Universmooth out some of the world's difficul- sal Brotherhood. We might here menties. The League has sponsored confer- tion a few out of many. The first place
ences on such questions as passports, of honor must be given to that body of
communication and transit,. typhus men and women, the followers of the
epidemic, suppression of international Great Rishis Baha 'Ullah and Abdul
opium traffic, feeding of Russian refu- Baha who are working indefatigably
gees, return of prisoners of war. "In to spread the ideas of Universal Religion
brief, " he says, "the world has been and Universal Brotherhood. Then, there
slowly developing the tradition of con· are the Millenial Dawners in America.
ference.
No one could claim who are spreading, on the strength of
that the lesson is perfectly learned. Biblical prophesies, the :rpessage of God's
. . . It marks a new train of thought, Kingdom on earth being established in
a new method of approach, a new habit. the very near future. Within the fold
Who knows but that this habit of Christianity, there are the Seventh
of conference.
will gradually sup- Day A ventists, who are spreading a vast
plant the old order of misunderstanding amount of literature bearing on the
and conflict."
question of World Peace. Then, there

purpose and against any people; it
demands definite organization for peace.
The most pressing reform of
our time is to abolish war and to establish exclusively peaceful means of settling disputes and promoting cooperation among the nations."

A
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are the Free Religious Movement who
have covered Europe and America, the
New Thought Movement, the Theosophical Society, The Order of the Star in
the East who have covered the whole
world, The League of Religions Movement in England, The World Conscience
Society in Italy, the International Peace
Union in Switzerland, the BroederschapFederatie, a federation of fifty Brotherhoods in Holland, the Union des Associations Internationales, an Association
of nearly five hundred international
organizations in Belgium, the League of
Peace and Freedom, the National Peace
Council in England, the League for the
Equality of Races in Japan-all these
are working, directly or indirectly, for
thc establishment of Human Brotherhood."
"The supreme question before the
human race today is whether we have
spiritual assets enough to counterbalance the ever growing physical
forces which science is placing at our
disposal. Surely that is a question that
constitutes a challenge to us all. . . .
There are many of us who fervently
believe that the spirit of Christianity
contains the key to the solution of this
great crisis, if only that spirit can be
practically applied. How this is to be
done in comprehensive fashion, however, my generation cannot tell you, and
wc hang our heads in shame at our own
faliure. "-Raymond B. Fosdick.
"All the created phenomena are subject to the law of change and transmutation. Youth is followed by old age, a
tender plant becomes an old, decrepit
tree, dynasties are born, wax strong,
reach to the zenith of glory and then
totter to the ground. Likewise every
one of the world-religions has been the
cause of progress and advancement in
its own time, but now they have become
like old, very old trees. They do not
yield any more luscious fruits. Some

people persist in the unscientific belief
that these very old trees will again
become young, push forth leaves, blossoms and fruits. This is impossible.
This age needs a young, vigorous plant
with world-wide growing capacity."
"We do not oppose the religion of
anyone. We act in accordance with the
Gospel. But we must also act in accordance with the teachings of Baha'
Ullah. They are-the oneness of the
world of humanity, independent investigation of truth, abandonment of prejudice, universal peace, etc. You must
act in accordance with these teachings."
"In the coming of Christ the Divine
teachings werc given in accordance with
the infancy of the human race. The
teachings of Baha 'Ullah have the same
basic principles, but are according to
the stage of the maturity of the world
and the requirements of this illumined
age.' '-Abdul Baha.

The Bahais are working for a "universal" society of nations in which every
country of the world shall be represented. That is divine justice. Only
upon the foundation of justice to every
race, people and religion can the edifice
of universal peace be builded. In this
edifice there will be many pillars: universal suffrage, a solution of the economic problem, universal justice in the
form of government, a universal language, universal education, the conformity of science and religion. "The foundation of this palace," writes .Abdul
Baha, "is to summon the people to the
call of the Kingdom of God; its galleries
are the principles of Baha 'Ullah and its
decorations the writings of the world of
humanity; its radiant lamps are the
lights of the divine Kigdom. Therefore,
strive as much as thou canst to quicken
the dead souls, to guide the erring ones,
to cause to drink those who are thirsty
and invite those who are hungry to sit
around the heavenly table and partake
of the Divine food."
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BAHAI NOTES

MESSAGES FROM THE HOLY
LAND

army needs oneness of comE VERY
mand. In every war victory de-

pends upon unity. If each private or
each captain gave orders and followed
LL those who love the Bahai teachhis own individual opinion or conscience
ing and its history feel in their
there would be no victory. Every great hearts an especial love and devotion to
and successful business is organized like Abdul Baha's sister, Bahaeyeh Khanum,
an army. Effectiveness depends upon whose life of heroic sacrifice and spirunity of guidance. Boards and staffs itual beauty is one of our world's pricemeet in consultation. Then all fol- less treasures. Therefore we greeted
low the commander-in-chief to triumph. with joy the news that Shoghi Effendi
Such is the law of all practical action.
had appointed her to be Head of the
So it is in the business of the world. Cause during his absence from the Holy
The same truth applies to the business of Land. Two of her recent letters, one to
the Kingdom. Unity of direction is the the East, one to the West, contain the
secret of victory.
Only by a divine following messages:
organization, centering in units made
To Hadji Baba, a Persian Bahai: "To
pure, wise and effective by spiritual the servant of the sacred Threshold of
guidance and the power of the Holy the Blessed Beauty and the faithful
Spirit can the army of light conquer friend of His Holiness Abdul Baha:
the hosts of darkness. Unless the cohorts Your letter full of heartfelt attractions
of the army of unity march together and conscientious reflections, which you
they can never establish peace upon had written to his holiness Shoghi
earth and the divine civilization.
Effendi, was perused.
"As he has gone on a trip to various
Therefore Baha 'Ullah made Abdul
Baha the Center of his convenant of countries I am writing the answer. Tounity. And Abdul Bahain his last will day confirmations surround the holy
and testament named his grandson, steadfast souls in the Cause of the
Shoghi Effendi as Guardian and Center Blessed Beauty who have divine firmness
of the Cause after his (Abdul Baha's) in the Covenant and are faithful to His
departure. Abdul Baha also instructed Holiness Abdul Baha. Praise be to the
his friends to elect local, national, uni- holy, immortal and eternal Name that
versal spiritual assem blies to preserve you and all the spiritual friends attained
unity in action. Shoghi Effendi, that to this gift and this bounty and are
pure, brilliant and distinguished branch steadfast in the Covenant of God and
of the tree of unity he appointed as head are looking toward the appointed Center
of the universal spiritual assembly. of the Cause, the Chosen Branch. What
Thus organized will the Bahai Cause greater favor can be thought of than
Ichieve oneness in divine direction.
thi.s! "

A
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To the friends in Y onkers, New York:
"Very dear loved ones of Abdul Baha:
The letter you have written was received
with the utmost joy for it was to us not
only a mesage of love and unity but a
message of humble devotion and servitude at the divine Threshold. It was
not only the cause of comfort to our
broken hearts but also a divine balm to
our souls and we are sure that the spirit
which that letter bore is the one which
reigns in the heart of each single member
of that united assembly.
, 'You have written that your number
is small; but it is decidely true that it
is not numbers that count, it is, rather,
the sincerity and devotion of the hearts.
It is the heart that subduing, within
itself, all earthly cares shines forth
resplendent in the realm of love and
selflessness, attracting to itself the souls
of the weary and depressed, soothing
their wounds with the balm of this Message. This new Revelation has in reality
been the water of life unto the thirsty,
a sea of knowledge unto the searcher, a
message of condolence to the weary and
a new spirit and lifelto the whole world.
And now it remains that we, the humble
servants of our Lord should be confirmed,
through our own effort and through His
bounty to diffuse this light everywhere
and to carry this Glad Tidings to every
cottage and princely home.
"We ask God to make each one of that
assembly a herald of love wherever he
may go and that he may be accepted as
a humble servant of His Lord."

THE CONVENTION IN INDIA

From The Daily Gazette
Kamchi, India
"Followers of the Bahai movement
which has for its basic thought the oneness of· all religions, will meet in Karachi
in December when the third All-India
Bahai Convention will be held. From
Karachi is published the Bahai News a
vital little sheet, edited and published
by Mr. M. R. Shirazi, Professor of Persian at the D. J. Sind College. This soul-

ful· young contemporary of ours has a
circulation running into nearly five figures and a world-wide circle of readers."
The Bahai News has the following
illuminating paragraph :-" Perhaps no
Province in India, and no country in the
world has received the Message so late
as Sind and yet Sind might not merely
lead the whole of India in its enthusiasm
for the Bahai principles, we make bold
to say, Sindhis may sooner or later carry
the message all over the world. Already
the Seven Yalleys has been beautifully
translated in Sindhi by Mirza Kalichbeg,
and its first edition has almost been exhausted. The Traveller's Narrative is
ready in manuscript awaiting printing,
and Mr. Abbasi, a Sindi Bahai is working hard to translate other works and
get them corrected by Mirza Kalichbeg.
Professor Shirazi talking of the coming
convention hopes it may pave the way
for a world-federation and parliament
of religions, and will announce to the
world the need of a universal language,
:l.nd a universal court of arbitration."

THE MOUNT CARMEL OF THE
FUTURE

A P1'ophesy Given by Abdul Baha at
the Tomb of the Bab, Sttnday,
January 4, 1920
" In this gathering, " said Abdul
Baha, "all the friends are assembled together in the utmost freedom, happiness
and majesty. Nothing could be better
than this. The day will come when this
mountain will be resplendent with light,
-lights from top to bottom. On one
side of it there will be a hotel, a universal hotel. Its door will be open to all
the people of the world. Whoever comes
will be a guest. On the other side of the
mountain there will be a university in
which all the higher sciences will be
taught. On another part of it there will
be a Mashreq 'ul, Azkar. On another
part of it there will be a home for the
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incurables. In still another part there
will be a home for the poor. In still
another part there will be a home for
orphans. All these will be administered
with love. I foresee that this harbor
(Haifa) will be full of vessels. And
from here to the Blessed Shrine (Bahje)
there will be wide avenues, on both sides
of which there will be trees and gardens.
On the surrounding land at Bahje similar institutions to those at :Mount Carmel will be established. And from all
these places the songs of praise and exaltation will be raised to the Supreme
Concourse. "

Regarding the Bahai Temple to be
built on :Mount Carmel Ab duI Baha
wrote to :Mr. Charles Mason Remey of
Washington, D. C., in a tablet dated
October 7, 1921: "Some time ago I
wrote thee a letter the content of which
Was that, praise be to God, thou hast become confirmed in drawing a plan for
the pilgrim h.ouse in Haifa. I t is my
hope that this pilgrim house may be
built tinder your supervision. Also in
the future a Mashreq 'ul Azkar will be
established on Mount Carmel. Thou wilt
be its architect and founder. I give thee
this glad tidings."

OUR STAR OF THE WEST

The Star of the West is a wonderful
record of the making of Bahai history,
a treasure house of Bahai documents.
It is a herald to teach the Cause, to
unfold its principles and attract the
multitudes who are hungering for the
pure, universal, life-renewing teachings
which Baha 'Ullah and Abdul Baha are
presenting to the world. As Abdul
Baha has said: "Strive most strenuously that such Tablets, articles and
news be published in its columns that
they may become the cause of the attraction of the hearts of the seekers and conducive to the happiness of the hearts of
the friends."
Shoghi Effendi has outlined his plan
for the Sta1' of the West, how he wishes
it to become more and more universal so
as to interest all those who are working
for universal brotherhood, religion and
peace; for we are all one who are seeking to build the universal city on earth.
To bring to consummation the glori-

ous destiny which Abdul Baha and
Shoghi Effendi have planned for the
Star of the West we need the cooperation of all the friends. We need scholarly, interesting articles, beautiful pictures and vital, universal news from all
parts of the world. We need increased
funds, for printing is expensive. We
need a greatly increased SUbscription
list to enable us to fulfill Shoghi Effendi's ideal for the Star of the West,
that it may become a great spiritual
teacher bringing the universal Glad
Tidings to thousands of people. There·
fore we ask the cooperation and assistance of every friend of Abdul
Baha. To take extra subscriptions and
additional single copies and give
them to seekers is a great way of
service. To subscribe for a friend is a
splendid way to assist and to send to that
friend's door each month this herald of
the heavenly teachings. As a help to
this increased circulation ,ve are making
special subscription offers.

OUR NEW SUBSCRIPTION OFFERS
Five months subscription to a new subscriber, $1.00. Two subscriptions to one address, $G.OO.Ten sUbscriptions to one address, $22.00 (in
America). Two subscriptions, one to come each month, one to be sent in a
bound volume at the end of the year, $5.50 for the two subscriptions, bound
volume in cloth; $5.75 for the two subscriptions, bound volume in leather;
postage for bound volume additional. Single copies 25 cents each, or ten
copies to one address, $2.00.

A BAHAI LIBRARY
The bound volumes of the Star of the West are a treasure house which
every student of Bahai literature seeks to acquire. They contain within
their pages glorious addresses and Tablets of Abdul Baha, priceless records
of Bahai history, wonderful descriptions of the daily life of Abdul Baha
and his spiritual influence in transforming human character and the
dynamic, life-giving words which lift each longing human soul toward its
divine destiny. One realizes the wealth of heavenly teachings and Bahai
records in the back numbers of the Star of the West only when one sees
them bound together.
The supply of Vol. I is now exhausted. Vol. II, which tells of Abdul
Baha's addresses in Europe, ig now becoming rare and, with V 01. III will
soon be exhausted. Vol. III and Vol. IV contain the records of the Master's
visit to America and his second visit to Europe. V 01. V and V 01. VI
contain Bahai news during the Great War. V 01. VII and Vol. VIII are
radiant with the wonderful compilations on "The Divine Art of Living"
and" The New Covenant." These compilations go to the very heart of
the spiritual life, its divine psychology, its joy, its glory, its power to
transform the world. Vol. IX, VOl. X and V 01. XI are filled with Abdul
Baha's Tablets after the war and beautiful accounts of visits with him in
the Holy Land. V 01. XII contains the immortal narration of the last days
and Ascension of Abdul Baha. Beautifully bound in three-fourths leather
these volumes may be had for $3.50 each; if two volumes are bound
together, for $6.00. There still remains a limited number of the special
This
volume containing the chapters on "The Divine Art of Living."
volume may be had for $2.50, postage additional. Bahai News S61'vice,
P. O. Box 283, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.
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ECONOMIC HAPPINESS FOR THE HUMAN RACE
The following, hitherto unpu.blished, address of Abd~d Baha was given in
Montreal, Canada in 1912. It reveals the prophetic quality of his solidion of
the question of economic right and justice. "Earth," he said, {( can be made a
paradise. " We add to this address a short compilation of his words on economics and on its spiritual foundation.
I

seems as though all creatures can
I Texist
singly and alone. For example, a tree can exist solitary and alone
on a given prairie or in a valley or on
the mountainside. An animal upon a
mountain or a bird soaring in the air
might live a solitary life. They are
not in need of cooperation or solidarity. Such animated beings enjoy the
greatest comfort and happiness in
their respective solitary lives.
On the contrary, man cannot live
singly and alone. He is in need of
continuous cooperation and mutual
help. For example, a man living alone
in the wilderness will eventually
starve. He can never, singly and alone,
provide himself with all the necessities
of existence. Therefore, he is in need
of cooperation and reciprocity.
The mystery of this phenomenon,
the cause thereof is this, that mankind
has been created from one single origin, has branched off from one family.
Thus in reality all mankind represents
one family. God has not created any
difference. He has created all as one
that thus this family might live in
perfect happiness and well-being.

Regarding reciprocity and ., ( : '
tion: each member of the body politic
should live in the utmost comfort and
welfare because each individual member
of humanity is a member of the body
politic and if one member of the members be in distress or be afflicted with
some disease all the other meinbers must
necessarily suffer.
For example, a
member of the human organism is the
eye. If the eye should be affected that
affliction would affect the whole nervous
system. Hence, if a member of the
body politic becomes afflicted, in reality, from the standpoint of sympathetic
connection, all will share that affliction
since this (one afflicted) is a member of
the group of members, a part of the
whole. Is it possible for one member or
part to be in distress and the other
members to be at ease ~ It is impossible!
Hence God has desired that in the body
politic of humanity each one shall enjoy perfect welfare and comfort.
Although the 10dy politic is one family yet because of lack of harmonious
relations some members are comfortable
and some in direst misery, some members are satisfied and some are hungry,
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some members are clothed in most costly
garments and some families are in need
of food and shelter. Why? Because
this family lacks the necessary reciprocity and symmetry. This household is
not well arranged. This household is
not living under a perfect law. All the
laws which are legislated do not ensure
happiness. They do not provide comfort. Therefore a law must be given
to this family by means of which all
the members of this family will enjoy
equal well-being and happiness.
Is it possible for one member of a
family to be subjected to the utmost
misery and to abject poverty and for
the rest of the family to be comfortable 1
It is impossible unless those members of
the family be senseless, atrophied inhospitable, unkind. Then they w'ould
say, "Though these members do belong
to our family-let them alone. Let us
look after ourselves. Let them die. So
long as I am comfortable, I am honored,
I am happy-this my brother-let him
die. If he be in misery let him remain
in misery, so long as I am comfortable.
If he is hungry let him remain so; I
am satisfied. If he is without clothes,
so long as I am clothed, let him remain
as he is. If he .is' shelterless, homeless,
so long as I have a home, let him remain
in the wilderness."
Such utter indifference in the human
family is due to lack of control, to lack
of a working law, to lack of kindness
in its midst. If kindness had been
shown to the members of this family
surely all the members thereof would
have enjoyed comfort and happiness.
His Holiness Baha 'Ullah has given instructions regarding everyone of the
questions confronting humanity. He
has given teachings and instructions
with regard to everyone of the problems
with which man struggles. Among them
are (the teachings) concerning the question of economics that all the members
of the body politic may enjoy through
the working out of this solution the
greatest happiness, welfare and comfort
without any harm or injury attacking
the general order of things. Thereby
no difference or dissension will occur.
No sedition or contention will i:ake place.
The solution is this:

First and foremost is the principle
that to all the members of the body
politic shall be given the greatest
achievements of the world of humanity.
Each one shall have the utmost welfare
and well-being. To solve this problem
we must begin with the farmer; there
will we lay a foundation for system and
order because the peasant class and the
agricultural class exceed other classes in
the importance of their service. In every
village there must be established a general storehouse which will have a number of revenues.
The first revenue will be that of the
tenths or tithes.
The second revenue (will be derived)
from the animals.
The third revenue, from the minerals,
that is to say, every mine prospected
or discovered, a third thereof will go to
this vast storehouse.
The fourth is this: whosoever dies
without leaving any heirs all his heritage will go to the general storehouse.
Fifth, if any treasures shall be found
on the land they should be devoted to
this storehouse.
All these revenues will be assembled
in this storehouse.
As to the first, the tenths or tithes: we
will consider a farmer, one of the peasants. We will look into his income. We
will find out, for instance, what is
his annual revenue and also what are
his expenditures. Now, if his income
be equal to his expenditures, from such
a farmer nothing whatever will be taken.
That is, he will not be subjected to taxation of any sort, needing as he does all
his income. Another farmer may have
expenses running up to one thousand
dollars we will say, and his income is two
thousand dollars. From such an one a
tenth will be required, because he has a
surplus. But if his income be ten
thousand dollars and his expenses one
thousand dollars or his income twenty
thousand dollars, he will have to pay as
taxes, one-fourth. If his income be one
hundred thousand dollars and his expenses five thousand, one-third will he
have to pay because he has still a surplus, since his expenses are five thousand
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and his income one hundred thousand.
If he pays, say, thirty-five thousand dollars, in addition to the expenditure of
five thousand he still has sixty thousand
left. But if his expenses be ten thousand
and his income two hundred thousand
then he must give an even half because
ninety thousand will be in that case the
sum remaining. Such a scale as this will
determine allotment of taxes. All the
income from such revenues will go to
this general storehouse.
Then there must be considered such
emergencies as follows: a certain farmer
whose expenses run up to ten thousand
dollars and whose income is only five
thousand, he will receive necessary ex-·
penses from this storehouse. Five thousand dollars will be alloted to him so he
will not be in need.
Then the orphans will be looked after
all of whose expenses will be taken care
of. The cripples in the village-all their
expenses will be looked after. The poor
in the village-their necessary expenses
will be defrayed. And other members
who for valid reasons are incapacitated
-the blind, the old, the deaf-their comfort must be looked after. In the village
no one will remain in need or in want.
All will live in the utmost comfort and
welfare. Yet no scism will assail the
general order of the body politic.
Hence the expenses or expenditures of
the general storehouse are now made
clear and its activities made manifest.
The income of this general storehouse has
been shown. Certain trustees will be
elected by the people in a given village
to look after these transactions. The
farmers will be taken care of and if after
all these expenses are defrayed any surplus is found in the storehouse it must
be transferred to the National Treasury.
This system is all thus ordered so that
in the village the very poor will be comfortable, the orphans will live happily
and well; in a word, no one will be left
destitute. All the individual members
of the body politic will thus live comfortably and well.
For larger cities, naturally, there will
be a system on a larger scale. Were I
to go into that solution the details thereof would be very lengthy.
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The result of this (system) will be
that each individual member of the body
politic will live most comfortably and
happily under obligation to no one.
Nevertheless, there will be preservation
of degrees because in the world of humanity there must needs be degrees. The
body politic may well be likened to an
army. In this army there must be a general, there must be a sergeant, there must
be a marshal, there must be the infantry;
but all must enjoy the greatest comfort
and welfare.
God is not partial and is no respecter
of persons. He has made provision for
all. The harvest comes forth for everyone. The rain showers upon everybody
and the heat of the sun is destined to
warm everyone. The verdure of the
earth is for everyone. Therefore there
should be for all humanity the utmost
happiness, the utmost comfort, the
utmost well-being.
But if conditions are such that some
are happy and comfortable and some
in misery; some are accumulating exhorbitant wealth and others are in dire
want-under such a system it is impossible for man to be happy and impossible
for him to win the good pleasure of God.
God is kind to all. The good pleasure
of God consists in the welfare of all the
individual members of mankind.
A Persian king was one night in his
palace, living in the greatest luxury and
comfort. Through excessive joy and
gladness he addressed a certain man,
saying: ' 'Of all my life this is the
happiest moment. Praise be to God,
from every point prosperity appears
and fortune smiles 1 My treasury is full
and the army is well taken care of. My
palaces are many; my land unlimited;
my family is well off; my honor and
sovereignty are great. What more could
I want 1"
The poor man at the gate of his palace
spoke out, saying: " 0 kind king!
Assuming that you are from every point
of view so happy, free from every worry
and sadness- do you not worry for us?
You say that on your own account you
have no worries-but do you never
worry about the poor in your land ~ Is
it becoming or meet that you should

--- ---
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be so well off and we in such dire want
and need ~ In view of our needs and
trouble s how can you rest in your palace,
how can you even say that you are free
from worries and sorrows ~ As a ruler
you must not be so egoistic as to think
of yourse lf alone but you must think of
those who are your sUbjects. When we
are comfortable then you will be comfOl-table; when we are in misery how can
you, as a king, be in happin ess ~"
The purpor t is this that we are all inhabitin g one globe of earth. In reality
we are one family and each one of us is
a member of this family. We must all
be in the greates t happin ess and comfort, under a just rule and regulat ion
which is according to the good pleasu re
of God, thus causing us to be happy, for
this life is fleeting.
If man were to care for himself only

he would he nothin~' but an animal for
only the animals a~'e thus egoistic. If
yon bring a thousa nd sheep to a well
to kill nine hundre d and ninety- nine
the one remain ing sheep would go on
grazing, not thinkin g of the others and
worryi ng not at all about the lost, never
botheri ng that its own kind had passed
away, or had perishe d or been killed.
To look after one's self only is therefore an animal propen sity. It is the
animal propen sity to live solitary and
alone. It is the animal procliv ity to
look after one's own comfort. But man
was created to be a man-t o be fair,
to be just, to be merciful, to' be kind to
all his species, never to be willing that
he himself be well off while others are
in misery and distres s-this is an attribute of the animal and not of man.
Nay, rather, man should be willing to
accept hardsh ips for himself in order
that others may enjoy wealth ; he should
enjoy trouble for himsel f that others
may enjoy happin ess and well-b~in~.
This is the attribu te of man. ThIS IS
becoming of man. Otherwise man is not
man-h e is less than the animal.
'fhe man who thinks only of himself
and is thoughtless of others is undoub tedly inferio r to the animal because the
animal is not possessed of the reason-

ing faculty. The animal is excused; but
in man there is reason, the faculty of
justice, the faculty of mercifulness.
Possessing all these faculties he must
not leave them unused. He who is so
hard-h earted as to think only of his own
comfort, such an one will not be called
man.
Man is he who forgets his own interests for the sake of others. His own
comfort he forfeits for the well-being of
all. Nay, rather, his own life must he
be willing to forfeit for the life of mankind. Such a man is the honor of the
world of human ity. Such a man is the
glory of the world of mankin d. Such
a man is the one who wins eternal bliss.
Such a man is near to the thresho ld
of God. Such a ·man is the very manifestati on of eternal happiness. Otherwise, men are like animals, exhibit ing
the same proclivities and propen sities as
the world of animals. What .distinction
is there~ What prerogatives, what perfections ~ None whatev er 1 Animals are
better even-t hinkin g only of themselves
and neglige nt of the needs of others.
Consider how the greates t men in the
world- wheth er among prophe ts or philosoph ers--al l have forfeite d their own
comfort, have sacrificed their own pleas~
ure for the well-being of human ity. They
have sacrificed their own lives for the
body politic. They have sacrificed their
own wealth for that of the genera l welfare. They have forfeite d their own
honor for the honor of mankin d. Therefore it becomes eviden t that this is the
highest attainm ent for the world of humanity .
We ask God to endow human souls
with justice so that they may be fair,
and may strive to provid e for the com·
fort of all, that each member of hu·
manity may pass his life in the utmost
comfort and welfare. Then this materi al
world will become the very paradis e of
the Kingdom, this elemental earth will
be in a heavenly state and all the serv.
ants of God will live in the utmost joy,
happin ess and gladness. We must all
strive and concen trate all our though ts
in order that such happin ess may ac·
crue to the world of human ity.

THE SOLUTION OF THE EOONOMIC PROBLEM
11.

COMPILATION

The question of socialization is very
important. It will not be solved by
strikes for wages. All the governments
of the world must be united and organize an assembly the members of which
should be elected from the parliament;:;
and the nobles of the nations. These
must plan with utmost wisdom and
power so that neither the capitalists suffer from enormous losses nor the laborel'S become needy. In the utmost moderation they should make the law; then
announce to the public that the rights of
the working people are to be strongly
preserved. Also the rights of the capitalists are to be protected. When such
a general plan is adopted by the will of
both sides, should a strike occur, all the
governments of the world collectively
should resist it. Otherwise, the lab or
problem will lead to much destruction,
especially in Europe. Terrible things
will take place.
For instance, the owners of properties, mines and factories should share
their incomes with their employ.ees and
give a fairly certain percentage of their
products to their workingmen in order
that the employees may receive, beside
their wages, some of the general income
of the factory so that the employee may
strive with his soul in the work.
No more trusts will remain in the future. The question of the trusts will be
wiped away entirely. Also, every factory that has ten thousand shares will
give two thousand shares of these ten
thousand to its employees and will write
the shares in their names, so that they
may have them, and the rest will belong
to the capitalists. Then at the end of
the month or year whatever they may
earn after the expenses and wages are
paid, according to the number of shares,
should be divided among both. In reality, so far great injustice has befallen
the common people. Laws must be made
because it is impossible for the laborers
to be satisfied with the present system.
They will strike every month and every
year. Finally, the capitalists will lose.
In ancient times a strike occurred among
the Turkish soldiers. They said to the
government: 'Our wages are very small
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and they should be increased. ' The
government was forced to give them
their demands. Shortly alterwards they
struck again. Finally all the incomes
went to the pockets of the soldiers to
the extent that they killed the king, saying: 'Why didst thou not increase the
income so that we might have received
more~'

It is impossible for a country to live
properly without laws. To solve this
problem rigorous laws must be made, so
that all the governments of tIle world
will be the protectors thereof.
(From a talk given in Ameriea in
1912 at the home of a government official. )

In the Bolshevistic principles equality is effected through force. The lasses who are opposed to the people d _'ank
and to the wealthy class desire t partake of their advantages.
But in the Divine Teachings equality is brought about through a ready
willingness to share. It is commanded
as regards wealth that the rich amonr>'
the people, and the aristocrats should:
by their own free will and for the sake
of their own happiness, concern themselves with and care for the poor. Thi.s
equality is the result of the lofty charaderistics and noble attributes of mankind.
(From a Tablet to OIly Schwarz,
Stuttgart, Germany. Mount Oarmel,
Feb. 1920.)
But where thousands are considering these questions, we have more essential questions. The secret of the solution of the whole economic question
is divine in nature and is concerned with
the world of the heart and spirit. In
the Bahai teaching this is most completely explained. . . . .
The disease which afflicts the body
politic is lack of love and absence of altruism. In the heart of men no real love
is found, and the condition is such that
unless their susceptibilities are quickened by some power there can be no
healing, no agreement among mankind.
Love and unity is the need of the body

"-------------"-----"-------"" ---"--
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politic today. Without these there can
be no progress or prosperity attained.
Therefore the friends of God must cleave
to that power which will create this love
and unity in the hearts of the sons of
men. Science cannot cure the illness of
the body politic. Science cannot create

unity and fellowship in human hearts.
Neither can patriotism nor racial prejudice effect a cure. It can be accomplished only through the divine bounties
and the spiritual bestowals which have
descended from God in this day for that
purpose.

FROM "THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA"
By

PAUL CARUS

"If we liberate our hearts from petty
selfishness, wish no ill to others, and
become clear as a crystal diamond re:flecting the light of truth, what a radiant picture will appear in us mirroring
things as they are, without the admixture of burning desires, without the distortion of erroneous illusion, without
the agitation of sinful unrest."
"Blessed is he who has become an
embodiment of truth and loving-kindness. He conquers although he may be
wounded; he is glorious and happy,
although he may suffer; he is strong,
although he may break down under the
burden of his work; he is immortal,
although he may die. The essence of his
being is immortality."
"The truth is noble and sweet; the
truth can deliver you from evil. There
is no saviour in the world except the
truth. "
THE COMMUNICATION OF BLISS

One of the Parables
"Annabhara, the slave of Sumana,
having just cut the grass on the
meadow, saw a shramana (ascetic) with
his bowl begging for food. And throwing down his bundle of grass he ran
into the house and returned with the
rice that had been provided for his own
food.
"The shramana ate the rice and gladdened him with words of religious comfort.
"The daughter of Sumana, having
observed the scene from a window, called
out: 'Good! Annabhara, good! Very
good!'

"Sumana, hearing these words, inquired what she meant, and on being
informed about Annabhara's devotion
and the words of comfort he had received from the shramana, went. to his
slave and offered him money to divide
the bliss of his offering.
" 'My Lord,' said Annabhara, 'let me
first ask the venerable man.' And approaching the shramana, he said: 'My
master has asked me to share with him
the bliss of the offering I made you of
my allowance of rice. Is it right that I
should divide it with him ~'
"The shramana replied in a parable.
He said: 'In a village of one hundred
houses a single light was burning. Then
a neighbor came with his lamp and lit
it; and in this same way the light was
communicated from house to house and
the brightness in the village was increased. Thus the light of religion may
be diffused withoutl. stinting him who
communicates it. Let the bliss of thy
offering also be diffused. Divide it. '
"Annabhara returned to his master's
house and said to him: 'I present you,
my Lord, with a share of the bliss of
my offering. Deign to accept it.'
"Sumana accepted it and offered his
slave a sum of money, but Annabhara
replied: 'Not so, my Lord; if I accept
your money it would appear as if I sold
you my share. Bliss cannot be sold;
please accept it as a gift.'
, 'The master replied: 'Brother Annabhara, from this day forth thou shalt
be free. Live with me as my friend and
accept this present as a token of my
respect.' "-"The Gospel of Buddha":
Open Court Publishing Co., Chicago.

THE ASCENSION OF ABDUL BAHA

twenty-eighth of November,
O Nonetheyear
ago, Abdul Baha ascended to the City of Light. The press and
magazines all over the world have written of his life and world-wide spiritual
influence. Mr. F~ederic Dean gIves, in
, 'The Independent and the Weekly Review, " of December 24, 1921 a personal
reminiscence of his meeting with Abdul
Haha in New York City in 1912:
"Abdul Baha, whose death was chronided in the press the other day, was
more than a personality-he was an inspiration; an idealist, whose self-devotion breathed new life into dying' creeds.
His gospel appealed with equal force to
Christians, Moslems and Jews; to Buddhists and Hindus, Shintoists and Parsis. His idealism was to many a manifestation of the very source of life,
light and love. He came at a time when
the soul's craving for hope and faith
was-seemingly-unappeased by any
one of the many organized and acknowledged religions.
"I first met the teacher in an uptown church. I had been sent by my
paper to report the sermon. The speaker's likeness to my own father was so
startling that, immediately after the
service, I entered the anteroom and told
him of the remarkable resemblance.
Very quietly he answered: 'I am your
father and you are my son. Come and
dine with me.' Another engagement
prevented, but I asked if I might take
breakfast with him the following morning. 'Come,' he said. I went. And after
that first meeting followed others. We
walked in his garden, and, as we walked,
we talked. I told him of his peculiar at-

traction to me on account of my own
outlook on life; that I was a Buddhist
-a Buddhist-Christian. 'So am I,' replied the teacher. 'I am also a Confucian-Christian and a Brahmin-Christian;
a Jewish and a Mohammedan-Christian.
I am a brother to all who love truthtruth in whatsoever garb they choose to
clothe it.' ,
Major W. Tudor-Pole of London,
England, who with General Allenby entered Haifa in August, 1918 prepared a
beautiful memorandum of the expressions of love and appreciation which
government officials and the press gave
to Abdul Baha after his ascension. "As
I write," says Major Tudor-Pole, in conclusion, "certain memories come back
to me with a strange insistence.
"I remember standing beside the Master in the pulpit of the City Temple,
London, watching' over five thousand
people breathlessly absorbed in listening
to Abdul Baha's living spiritual words,
and in watching his every smile and
movement.
"I remember walking with him
through the woods at Clifton, 1911,
when he spoke of the coming of a spiritual renaissance within the Christian
Churches; or, wandering along the
banks of the Seine at sunset, 1913, when
the Master spoke of the Great Vl ar that
was to come, and of the Most Great
Peace that would ultimately follow it.
"I have sat beside him at Ramleh,
Alexandria, Egypt, beneath the palms,
and while he spoke of the essential unity
of all mankind. There were Christians,
Jews, Moslems, Parsis, Hindus and
Freethinkers sitting around him on
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that occasion, one and all united with
the same faith and aspiration.
, 'I remember walking alone with the
Master on Mount Carmel's slopes, sharing his frugal meals in his Haifa house,
listening to his melodious chanting within the Garden Tomb, living as one of the
family within Baha 'Ullah's house at
Acca.
"There is no death. The Master lives
on in our midst, and the great spiritual
work of human redemption goes forward
unceasingly.
"Despite the apparent world tribulations of the present hour, the dawn of
a new Day approaches, and it is the
privilege of every man and woman alive
today to work serenely and faithfully
for the coming of world peace and true
human brotherhood."
It is very fitting that in commemoration of the Ascem;ion of Abdul Baha
'One year ago we quote some of the immortal sentences from the last will and
testament of the Master as they were
'chosen by Shoghi Effendi, the Guardian
'Of the Cause and Lady Bloomfield in
their little book, "The Passing of Abdul
Baha. ' , We quote also the connecting
sentences from this wonderful booklet
and, at the close, extracts from two of
Abdul Baha's last Tablets.

, '0 ye beloved of the Lord! In this
sacred Dispensation, conflict and contention are in no wise permitted. Every
aggressor deprives himself of God's
grace. It is incumbent upon everyone to
show the utmost love, rectitude of conduct, straightforwardness and sincere
kindlin.ess unto all the peoples and kindreds of the world, be they friends or
strangers. So intense must be the spirit
'Of love and lovingkindness that the
stranger may find himself a friend, the
enemy a true brother, no difference
whatsoever existing between them.
, 'For universality is of God and all
limitations are earthly.
"Thus man must strive that this reality may manifest virtues and perfections, the light whereof may shine upon

everyone. The light of the sun shineth
upon all the world and the merciful
showers of Divine Providence fall upon
all peoples. The vivifying breeze reviveth every living creature, and all beings
endued with life obtain their share and
portion at His heavenly board. In like
manner the affections and lovingkindness of the servants of the One True
God must be bountifully and universally
extended to all mankind. Regarding
this, restrictions and limitations are in
no wise permitted.
, 'Wherefore, 0 my loving friends!
Consort with all the peoples, kindreds
and religions of the world with the utmost truthfulness, uprightness, faithfulness, kindliness, good-will and friendliness; that all the world of being may be
filled with the holy ecstacy of the grace
of Baha; that ignorance, enmity, hate
and rancour may vanish from the world
and the darkness of estrangement amidst
the peoples and kindreds of the world
may give way to the light of Unity.
Should other peoples and nations be
unfaithful to you, show your fidelity
unto them; should they be unjust towards you, show justice towards them;
should they keep aloof from you, attract
them to yourselves; should they show
their enmity, be friendly towards them;
should they poison your lives, sweeten
their souls; should they inflict a wound
upon you. be a salve to their sores. Such
are the attributes of the sincere! Such
are the attributes of the truthful!
, '0 ye beloved of the Lord! Strive
with all your hearts to shield the Cause
of God from the onslaught of the insincere. for such souls as these cause the
straight to become crooked and all bem'volent efforts to produce contrary results.' ,
Regarding the afflictions and trials
that have befallen him in this world
and his desire for martyrdom, Abdul
Baha reveals the following:
"0 God, my God! Thou seest this
wronged servant of thine, held fast in
the talons of ferocious lions, .of ravening wolves, bloodthirsty beasts. Graciously assist me, through my love for
Thee. that I may drink deep of the
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Chalice that brimmeth over with faithfulness to Thee and is filled with Thy
bountiful Grace; so that, fallen upon
the dust, I may sink prostrate and senseless whilst my vesture is dyed crimson
with my blood_ This is my wish, my
heart's desire, my hope, my pride, my
glory_ Grant, 0 Lord, my God and my
Refuge, that in my last hour, my end
may even as musk shed its fragrance of
glory! I call Thee to witness that no
day passeth but that I quaff my fill
from this cup, so grievous are the
misdeeds wrought by them that have
broken the Covenant, kindled discord,
showed their malice, stirred up sedition
in the land and dishonoured Thee
amidst Thy servants. Lord, shield
Thou from these Covenant-breakers
the mighty stronghold of Thy Faith
and protect Thy secret Sanctuary from
the onslaught of the ungodly.
"Thou art in truth, the Mighty, the
Powerful, the Gracious, the Strong.
"Lord! Thou seest all things weeping me, and my kindred rejoicing in my
woes. By Thy glory, 0 my God! Even
amongst my enemies, some have lamented my troubles and my distress, and
of the envious ones a number have shed
tears because of my cares, my exile and
my afflictions. They did this because they
found naught in me but affection and
care, and witnessed naught but kindliness and mercy_ As they saw me swept
into the flood of tribulation and adversity, and exposed even as a target to the
arrows of fate, their hearts were moved
with compassion, tears came to their
eyes and they testified, declaring: 'The
Lord is our witness; naught have we
seen in him but faithfulness, generosity
and extreme compassion.' The Covenant-breakers, foreboders of evil, waxed
fiercer in their rancour, rejoiced as I
fell victim to the most grievous ordeal,
bestirred themselves against me, and
made merry over the heart-rending happenings around me.
"Lord! My cup of woe runneth over,
and from all sides blows are fiercely
raging upon me. The darts of affliction
have compassed me round and the arrows of distress have rained upon me.
Thus tribulation overwhelmed me, and
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my strength, because of the onslaught of
the foeman, became weakness \~Tithin me,
whilst I stood alone and forsaken in the
midst of my woes. Lord, have mercy
upon me, lift me up unto Thyself and
make me to drink from the chalice of
martyrdom, for the wide world with all
its vastness can no longer contain me.
Thou art verily the Merciful, the Compassionate, the Gracious, the All-Bountiful.' ,
He prays for the protection of his
friends:
, '0 Lord, my God! Assist Thy loved
ones to be firm in Thy Faith, to walk in
Thy ways, to be steadfast i:ti Thy Cause.
Give them Thy grace to withstand the
onslaught of self and passion, to follow
the light of Divine Guidance. Thou art
the Powerful, the Gracious, the SelfSubsisting, the Bestower, the Compassionate, the Almighty, the All-Bountiful. "
For his enemies this is his prayer:
, 'I call upon Thee, 0 Lord, my God!
with my tongue and with all my heart,
not to requite them for their cruelty and
their wrong deeds, their craft and their
mischief, for they are foolish and ignoble, and know not what they do. They
discern not good from evil, neither do
they distinguish right from wrong, nor
justice from injustice. They follow their
own desires and walk in the footsteps of
the most imperfect and foolish amongst
them. 0 my Lord! have mercy upon
them, shield them from all afflictions in
these troubled times, and grant that all
trials and hardships may be the lot of
this, Thy. servant, that has fallen into
this darksome pit. Single me out for
every woe and make me a sacrifice for
all Thy loved ones! 0 Lord, Most High!
May my soul, my life, my being, my
spirit, my all be offered up for them!
o God, my God! Lowly, suppliant and
fallen upon my face, I beseech Thee,
with all the ardour of my invocation to
pardon whomsoever hath hurt me, to
forgive him that hath conspired against
me and offended me and to wash away
the misdeeds' of them that have wronght
injustice upon me. Vouchsafe un to them
Thy goodly gifts; give them joy, relieve
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them from sorrow, grant them peace
and prosperity; give them Thy bliss and
pour upon them Thy bounty. Thou art
the Powerful, the Gracious, the Help in
peril, the Self-Subsisting."
Touching the importance of teaching
the Cause of God these are his words:
"0 ye that stand fast in the Covenant: When the hour cometh that this
wronged and broken-winged bird will
have taken its flight unto the Celestial
Concourse, when it will have hastened to
the Realm of the Unseen and its mortal
frame will have been either lost or hidden 'neath the dust it is incumbent
upon the Afnan that are steadfast in
the Covenant of God and have branched
from the Tree of Holiness, the Hands
(pillars) of the Cause of God, (the glory
of the Dord rest upon them) and all the
friends and loved ones, one and all to
bestir themselves and arise with heart
and soul with one accord to diffuse the
sweet savours of God, to teach His
Cause and to promote His Faith. It behoveth them not to rest for a moment,
neither to seek repose. They must disperse themselves in every land, pass by
every clime and travel throughout all
regions. Bestirred, without rest, and
steadfast to the end they must raise in
every land the triumphant cry, 'Ya
Baha EI-Abba, (0 Thou the Glory of
Glories,) must achieve renown in the
world wherever they go, must burn
brightly even as a torch in every meeting and must kindle the flame of divine
love in every assembly; that the Light
of Truth may rise resplendent in the
midmost heart of the world, that
throughout the East and throughout the
West a vast concourse may gather under
the shadow of the Word of God, that
the sweet savours of holiness may be
diffused, that faces may radiantly shine,
that hearts may be filled with the Divine Spirit and souls may heavenly life
attain. "
"The disciples of Christ forgot themselves and all earthly things, forsook all
their cares and belongings, purged themselves of self and passion and, with absolute detachment, scattered far and
wide, calling the peoples of the world to

the Divine Guidance, till at last they
made the world another world, illumined the surface of the earth, and even
to their last hour proved self-sacrificing
in the pathway of that Beloved One of
God. Finally in various lands they suffered glorious martyrdom. Let them
that are men of action follow in their
footsteps.
"Whosoever and whatsoever meeting
becometh a hindrance to the diffusion of
the Light of Faith, let the loved ones
give them counsel and say: 'Of all the
gifts of God the greatest is the gift of
teaching. It draweth unto us the grace
of God and is our first obligation. Of
such a gift why do we deprive uurselves ~ Nay, our lives, our goods, our
comfort, our rest, we offer them all in
sacrifice for the Abha Beauty, and teach
the Cause of God.' Caution and prudence, however, must be observed even
as recorded in the Book. The veil must
in no wise be suddenly rent asunder."
In one of his last Tablets Abdul Baha
wrote: "Regard not the person of Abdul
Baha, for he will eventually take his
leave of you all; nay, fix your gaze upon
the Word of God. Should it rise and be
exalted rejoice, be glad and thankful
even though Abdul Baha be under a
drawn sword, be imprisoned or be cast
into bonds: for that which is of transcendent importance is the Holy Temple
of the Cause of God and not the mortal
frame of Abdul Baha. The loved ones
of God must arise with such steadfastness that should hundreds of souls, even
as Abdul Baha himself, be made a target
for the darts of woe, nothing whatsoever
shall affect or lessen their firm resolve,
their intention, their ardour, their enkindlement, their- service to the Cause
of God. . . . This, 0 ye beloved of
the Ijord is my counsel and m~v exhortation unto you. Well is it with him
whom the Lord aideth to do even as bidden in this pure and sanctified Tablet."
His very last Taplet, graciously revealed for his loved ones in Stuttgart,
conveys his reflections upon this transient world, and his counsels to his loved
ones that dwell therein:
"0 ye beloved of the Lord! In this
mortal world, nothing whatsoever endur-

IN ANATOI,IA
eth. The peoples of the earth dwell
therein and spend a number of days uselessly, ultimately descending beneath the
dust, repairing to the home of eternal
silence leaving behind them no achievement, no blessing, no result, no fruit.
All the days of their life are thus
brought to naught: whereas the children
of the Kingdom sow seeds in the fertile
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soil of Truth that will eventually spring
up and bring forth many a harvest and
shall forever bestow upon mankind its
increase and bountiful grace. They shall
obtain eternal life, attain unto the imperishable bounty and shine even as
radiant stars in the firmament of the
Divine Kingdom. The Glory of Glories
rest upon you."

IN ANATOLIA
By Helen T alboy

Dr. and Mrs. James H. Talboy kindled by the spirit of service j01trneyed
to the Near East to help in the j"elief of a suffering population. Mrs. Talboy,
a journalist, lawym", social wOj"ke1" and lover of mankind, gives in the following narration her impression of the people of Asia Minor. It will help everyone who in the spirit of the independent investigation of reality seeks to
dispel the clouds of prejudice and discover how we "are all the leaves of one
t1"ee and drops of one sea."
I am seated in a Pullman
A senI write
route from New York City to

Chicago and I shall make the journey in
less than a day. Presently I shall go
in to a perfectly served, appetizing
dinner and when I am tired to-night I
will have the porter make up a comfortable, if narrow, bed and in the morning
I will be at my destination. Meanwhile
the porter has adjusted a small table
before me and with my "vest-pocket
typewriter" I am as well-equipped for
writing as I would be in my own home.
A year ago I made a journey of four
hundred miles-less than one-half the

length of this present journey-in
Anatolia, going from Samsoun on the
Black Sea to Kaisereyeh at the foot of
lofty Mt. Argaeus. I made that journey
also in the best conveyance obtainablea yarleh or carriage with springs. Two
sturdy mountain horses took us over the
rough mountain roads at the rate of
thirty to thirty-five miles a day and we
were thirteen days upon the journey.
We stopped at night at the native hahns
or hotels and we carried, of necessity,
our beds and bedding, our food and
dishes. Roused very early each morning, while the men folded and packed
the cots and bedding and stowed them
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in the yarlehs for the day's travel the
women of the party were busy about
breakfast. Usually we were able to get
a "mongol"-a sheet iron stove with
charcoal fire-and could make coffee and
boil eggs, but because the Government
had requisitioned all the donkeys for
army transport sometimes no charcoal
was obtainable, not even enough for a
samovar, and then we were obliged to
start without the bit of warmth that
made the day begin gaily. If one of us
had a thought of complaint that thought
died before the sobering reflection that
what to us was discomfort, because
transient, meant a winter of horror to
the helpless villagers. Here I am surrounded by well-dressed, comfortable
fellow-passengers, indifferent to me and
to each other, an indifference bred by
custom. There at every village almost
the entire population gathered about the
strangers, frankly curious, always asking if we were Americans and then almost always inquiring if there were a
Doctor amongst us. They would escort
the Doctor to some mud hut where he
would find, perhaps, a woman dying of
sarcoma, or 'perhaps a case of advanced
tuberculosis-almost surely someone in
extremis.

As I contrast the two journeys today
I am struck again with the thought that
has been so persistent ever since our
sojourn in Anatolia, the thought that
these striking differences are after all
superficial, with the knowledge that the
thing we found strangest in Anatolia
was not the strangeness at all but the
sameness. The external differences are
very evident and very great, the internal likeness not less evident, not less
great. We had been led to expect
strange people-we found people like
ourselves. We had expected to find
aliens-we found brothers, fundamentally like ourselves, and everywhere we
met with friendliness and kindliness. In
the differences of attitude, bred by
environment, all the superiority does not
lie with the Westerner. Though Western civilization has much to offer the
Orient in the way of scientific and material knowledge and achievement, my
life in the Interior of Anatolia taught
me that we can learn as much from the
people of that land as we can teach them.
They have a quid pro quo to give us
for all we can offer them. This is less
an opinion than a perception. I shall
not attempt to support it by argument,
but rather, in the space at my command,

IN ANATOLIA
by incidents, incidents chosen from
crowding memories, not because they: are
exceptional but because they are typIcal.
One morning very e,arly, before our
six o'clock breakfast, the Doctor and I
were taking our usual early morning
walk. We paused at the head of a wondrous gulch facing the sunrise and as
we sat there we were joined by an old
Turkish peasant. He squatted near the
Doctor and opened a conversation and
though the Doctor had little Turkish
and the peasant knew no other tongue
they managed to understand each other
sufficiently for friendly interco-nrse.
And as, seated somewhat apart, I
watched the two I wished that I had my
camera that I might have a study in
contrasts. And my camera would have
recorded very striking differences-the
American Doctor, big, blond, immaculate in white duck trousers, white canvas shoes, blue serge coat and panama
hat-the Turkish peasant, lean and
brown and very wrinkled, in baggy
trousers barefooted and wearing a fez
around 'which was wound a strip of
dirty, vari-colored rag, for he was not
an effendi who was entitled to wear the
white of the scholar nor had he the distinction of the green-he was only an
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obscure peasant. Yet these surface differences are probably all that the camera would have caught. It would have:
needed a painter who was also an artist
to record what else I saw-the essential likeness back of tho superficial differences.
Two men, brothers, were
communicating to each other their consciousness that they were brothers.
Neither of them thought of brotherhood
in the abstract. They did not theorize
about it. They were brothers, that was
all. As we walked back to the Personnel House for breakfast I saw high
over a terraced wall a veiled woman
tending her precious two or three red
geraniums. To her they were rare, exotic flowers. I waved to her and called
"choke guzel chickekler" (very beautiful flowers) and went my way unthinking. Soon we heard the sound of running feet and turned to see a boy, beaming but almost too breathless to deliver
his message, bearing the red geraniums:
and the salaams of the veiled woman.
Traveling from Kaisereyeh to Sivas
one hot summer day we stopped at the:
door of a country hahn for water for
our Ford and while Mustapha, our Turkish chauffeur, brought the water two,
Turkish men who were evidently trav-
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eling on horseback came out to greet us
and question us in the friendliest fashion. After a little talk one of them
went to the horses and from the saddle
bags took three round loaves of bread
which he brought and gave to us. A
little thing that may seem to the American reader, but to one who has lived or
traveled in the interior of Asia Minor
during the past few vears, when bread
is so difficult for anyone to obtain, it
was not only an act of gracious hospitality, as it was meant to be but a
hospitality that involved real s~crifice.
One might meet a similar courtesy in
traveling in America, but it would be
very rare, and still rarer if it involved
the very real sacrifice which was present
in that wayside offering of precious
bread in a barren land.
OJ?-e ~ay a la~ge sheet of note paper
bearIng In beautIful script an invitation
to the Americans to' attend prayer service for their "martyrs" was brought to
the Personnel House at Kaisereyeh. The
prayer service was for women only so
on the afternoon appointed three of the
American women went at the appointed
hour to the house designated for the
service. There we were received by the
hostess and conducted to seats facing
the small draped table, at which later
the reader would officiate. Ranged about
the r.oom were perhaps thirty or forty
TurkIsh matrons and from their bearing
it was plainly to be seen that the service was a solemn one for them. Prestmtly there came a tall woman with a
beautiful, serene face who took her place
at the draped table and laid her Quran
thereon. For perhaps an half hour she
read, or rather intoned in a low rich
chanting voice, passages from the ;acred
book. I knew too little Turkish to be
:able to follow very closely the passages
she read, but I was told afterward that
they were in the nature of praise for
the faithful dead and consolation for the
living mourners. Several of the women
present had lost husband, son or broth€r in the war which was even then being waged between Turk and Greek.
Following the reading a girl 01 perhaps
ten or twelve years old, dressed in white
recited with great fervor and dramati~
effect a patriotic poem. She carried a

flag in her hand and motioned toward
it dramatically from time to time during
~he recital.
Without any understandIng' of the language the tenor of the
recital would have been clearly evident,
as was the fervor of the child dramatist
and of the group of listening women.
The scene was not different in essentials
from scenes enacted in our own land on
countless occasions during the World
War, differing not in essentials from
scenes enacted in any land in time of
national stress.
. At Angora we had the good fortune
to be able to visit the Turkish Parliament, the Great Assembly of Anatolia
as it is officially designated. It was just
after the Greeks had retreated along
the Sakaria River from within about
~ighteen kilometers of the Turkish capItal, Angora, back to the railroad at
Affium-Kira-hissar. The Turkish General was presenting his report of that
battle to his masters, the Great Assembly. It was a most dramatic scene
and as ~he narrative neared its glowing
peroratIOn I felt that I was dreamingsurely this was not Turkey nor a Turkish GeneraJ speaking-surely not! This
wa~ some patriot in one of the great
natIOns of the world 1 Listen 1 "We are
not fighting a civilized nation. We are
fighting barbarians. They are the aggressors-they have invaded our homeland and have ruthlessly laid waste the
countryside, burning villages and corn
and mistreating women and children."
At this a low, angry growl from the
listening deputies. "Our soldiers are
facin~ a foe many times greater than
they In number, but their love for their
homeland and their faith in Allah have
steeled their arms." Surely this is not
the "~nspeakable Turk"-the listening
deputIes, the orator, seem like human
beings, actuated by the same motives
experiencing the same emotions that
men everywhere experience in such circumstances ! Their foes are aggressors
and barbarians-they are pure and noble patriots. The same thought, almost
t~e same ;-vords, echo in every LegislatIve Hall In the world when the nation
is at war.
And with incident after incident that
crowds to my memory of the fervor of
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patriotism and of sacrifice which animated the Turkish people during these
days of war are coupled almost as many
incidents showing their utter wearines£
of war, of their longing for peace. At
Samsoun we were shown a tiny baby
that had been left a foundling at the
hospital door. None knew whence it
came nor of what race, but the nurses
took it in and cared for it and now it
was thriving as mightily as if it were
surrounded by an adoring family. The
Turkish doctor had named it and had
chosen for the name a Turkish word
which beans" Peace!"
We were calling one day on a "gentlewoman of the old schooL" She and
her husband had fled from the heat of
Kaisereyeh to the hills at Talas and we
found her in a room on the upper floor
of a little garden house. The windows
looked out over a wide, walled garden
that must have once been beautiful, but
was untended, as most gardens in Anatolia are, now. Our hostess sent the
toothless, grinning Armenian servant to
fetch ns some roses, who, when she returned, lingered in the doorway frankly
enjoying the call and the conversation.
Our hostess gravely bade me "welcome
to our country" and the conversation
ranged from the ever-recurrent theme of
the midsummer- heat throug'h talk concerning the manners and dress of some
of the younger women, who were "too
a la Franca." "We did not so in my
youth!" sighed our hostess. Thus in
America we elders speak of the younger
generation. Thus everywhere at all
times have the elders sighed over the
wayward ways of youth_ But very soon
all pretense of interest in lighter topics
was abandoned, and our hostess was
speaking of the war, of the suffering and
weariness of the Turkish people, of their
longing for peace. "Why must it be?"
she asked. Then, pointing to the rug at
my feet she continued; "In your 1anguage how do you name that~" "In
our language we say 'rug' or 'carpet,' "
I answered. "And in ours," she rejoined, "we say 'kelim,' but we both
mean the same thing. So, in our language we say 'Allah,' in yours you say
'God,' yet we -IJoth mean the same Per-

son. He is the Father of us all and He
never meant us to fight."
We were eight months in the interior
of Anatolia and nowhere did I ever meet
or see traces of the "terrible Turk" of
tradition. I never had any first-hand
knowledge of massacres or atrocities. I
met and saw groups of deporteesGreeks who were sent back from cities
and villages near the battle lines. I saw
among them poverty, fatigue, diseasethose things which are inseparable from
wandering through that primitive land.
I was told by many that their women
were not sent back, that they accompanied their men of their own choice.
With their men gone they would probably find life very difficult, as indeed all
races and classes were :finding life difficult in that land where continuous war
had brought industrial ruin and abject
poverty. I do not mean to deny that
the Turks have been guilty of barbarities. I testify only to what I saw and
heard and knew at first hand. I found
the Turks very human and wherever I
came in contact with them I found them
as tolerant and "civilized" as most nations in time of war.
Sometimes when I bear this testimony,
as I must do, I am assured that I "have
been gulled by the wily Turk." I am
told that the courtesy and friendliness
which I met everywhere were a mask,
that underneath that mask is . fanatical hatred and terrible ferocity." One
wonders at a conspiracy so widespread,
at acting so perfect, and at why it
should be aimed at snch obscure persons.
But I do not base my opinion of the
Turkish people upon their courtesy or
their friendliness. I base it upon more
convincing evidence, upon the evidence
of their own individual personalities.
Day after day the Turkish women came
to call upon the American women at
Kaisereyeh-partly courtesy perhaps,
largely curiosity probably-but it
brought me into intimate social contact
for hours at a time with scores of typical
Turkish women of the merchant and official classes and at the Doctor's clinics
I saw hundreds of the peasant class.
Nowhere in the world have I seen a
higher general level of nobility and serenity of countenance. Faces cannot lie.
I
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When a woman has reached mature
years the life she has lived, the thoughts
she has cherished, have left an indelible
and unmistakable stamp upon her countenance.
In the background of my consciousness persists the thought: "Yet there
were Armenian massacres and deportations. No matter what the exaggerations the residual truth is bad, bad, bad.
And recently, even under the Nationalists, of whom we hoped so much, there
has been Smyrna." Who, then, is to
blame~

I am haunted by a phrase imperfectly

remembered, and unfortunately I cannot verify it as I write-is it from St.
Augustine ~ Something about those who
have unbridled desires being smitten
"with certain penal blindnesses." In
all nations when those who control the
nation's policies have "unbridled desires"-lust for power, for territory, for
national aggrandisement, for wealth, for
revenge-are they not always "smitten
with certain penal blindnesses ~" They
cannot see, then, that" though they say
Allah and others say 'God' they both
mean the same Person." They forget,
then, that "He is the Father of us all
and He never meant us to fight."

TWO SHINING LIGHTS OF ISFAHAN
By Jenabe Fazel Mazandarani
The following narration is written in the radiant picture language of the
Orient by the distinguished Persian historian and philosopher, J enabe Fazel.
The Persian original appears in the Persian section of this issue under the
title: A Description of the Two Luminous Lights of The Most Glorious Kingdom, Their Honors, The King of the Martyrs and The Beloved of The Martyn
HESE two celebrated martyrs were
T pure
descendants of Mohammed in
body and soul. They were two fragrant
roses, of beautiful color, from his rose
garden and were named after his two
grandsons, Hassan and Hussein. Their
home was in the city of Isfahan, one of
the great cities of Persia. They were
distinguished from all others in excellence, popularity and wealth and were
two shining stars in the heaven of the
Cause of His Holiness Baha 'Ullah.
During the years 1844 and 1845 when
dawned the morning of Reality the
horizon of their race was illumined with
divine lights and was honored and Iavored with the garment of guidance.

In 1846 His Holiness the Bab, because
of the uprising of the learned men, was
banished by order of the government
from his native town, Shiraz to Isfahan.
Then those who were thirsty for the water of knowledge and were seeking after
the truths of religion in that city, Isfahan, attained to their wish through
meeting His Holiness the Bab and were
satisfied.
One night Mirza Ibrahim, the noble
father of Hassan and Hussein, invited
the Bab to his house. Thus that place
became illumined with the light of his
presence and on that night showers from
the clouds of grace and bounty poured
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down incessantly and the heavenly banquet descended without interruption.
From that time the light of guidance
illumined the court of the consciousness
of that entire family and they were re·
nowned for their devotion to this Cause
and became graceful and fruit-bearing
trees in the divine rose garden.
His Holiness Baha 'Ullah was after
this banished from Persia by the order
of the government. The blessed party
arrived in Bagdad in 1852 and that city
was thus for eleven years the dawning
point of the light of guidance, the center of the diffusion of truth and the
dwelling place of the followers of pure
religion and wisdom. During this time
it was the privilege of these two brothers to travel from Isfahan to Bagdad.
They attained to the meeting and nearness of the Holy Presence (of Baha'Ullah) and quaffed for a time from the
sweet-flowing, salubrious river of the
divine fountain-head. They became intoxicated with the life-giving wine of the
love of God, achieved that which they
wished and their utmost' hopes were
realized. They implored the source
of favor and bounty that they might attain to the heights of glory and wealth,
and this prayer was answered.
When they returned to Isfahan they
had become like two falcons with powerful wings soaring to the apex of material and spiritual success. They were
as new creations and a wonderful spirit
appeared in these holy temples. The
light in their faces announced the glad
tidings of the bounties and bestowals of
God. Their hearts reflected the divine
light. Their countenances were radiant
and luminous, their characters were like
a rose garden, their words gentle and
their utterances were full of the precious
gems of knowledge and spiritual susceptibilities. They were rich in the
wealth of God and independent of all
else save Him. In addition to this they
attracted attention because of their material wealth. Their resources were
plenteous from the business in which
they were engaged and great was their
reputation. The range of their business
was extensive, they were in continual
business relations with other cities and
the important affairs of their city were
. _ - ....

_ _..- - - - - - -
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entrusted to them. They associated with
the leaders, the learned, the influential
and wealthy merchants, with the high
officials and were sought out by the
needy and dependent. They were a
refuge to the poor, a shelter for the
orphans and widows, a protection for
the failing ones, an ample treasury for
the needy, a physician's remedy for
every sick one and a help to every hungry traveler. They never refused those
who asked of them and were the hope
of the hopeless. The door of their generosity was always open to everyone.
For this reason, during the famine of
Isfahan these two brothers gave away
their wealth and furnished provision for
the starving, caring for and saving them
from death.
In those days the antagonism of the
people to the Bahais was very great.
The scholars of Islam called them infidels and sentenced them to death and
the government at that time, willingly
or unwillingly executed them. Every
day news reached the ears of the people
of the various methods used in confiscating the property of the Bahais and in
murdering and imprisoning them, In
this persecution Isfahan led all the
cities, a wealthy and powerful Mohammedan Mulla there through his infiuence
and authority causing the murder of a
great number of Bahais. One by one
he attacked these innocent people, with
his claws and teeth tearing and biting
the harmless sheep and shedding their
blood. For this reason he was named
Zi 'b, The Wolf, and his son who succeeded him was called The Son of The
Wolf.
Baha 'Ullah wrote for the
awakening and guidance of this person
a long and detailed epistle which is now
circulated throughout the world. It is
called The Book of the Sheikh and The
Epistle of the Son of The Wolf.
The government of Isfahan was at
that time in the hands of a cruel and
unjust prince who destroyed many lives,
confiscated property and seemed to derive special pleasure from the shedding
of the blood of the innocent and oppressed. If the injustice and cruelty of
this governor were told the narration
thereof would fill a large volume .
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.At such a time as this these two brothers, Hassan and Hussein, opened their
home to all the Bahais, fully performing
their duties, fearing no one, nay, rather,
they were the standard bearers of this
blessed Cause in that city and the protectors of the oppressed. Whenever an
attack was made by the enemies on any
of the innocent they used every possible means to save that one. Their house
was looked upon as the center for the
Bahais who traveled back and forth and
for· general meetings. They feared not
the hatred of the Mullas nor their public
attacks and were so intoxicated with the
wine of love and faith that they completely forgot themselves. They seemed
not to live on this earth but to be soaring in another, an infinite realm.
When His Holiness Baha 'Ullah was in
Bagdad, these two brothers, longing for
martyrdom, sent a petition to him asking that their blood might be shed for
the succor of the tree of the Cause of
God and that they might ascend to the
Kingdom. Indeed, in heart and spirit
they had already arrived at their goal
and had attained to true martyrdom,
which is severance from one's own desire
and annihilation in the will of God.
Such was the state of affairs until,
in 1878, the great tragedy concerning
these two brothers, which is here described, took place.
In the city of Isfahan there lived a
wealthy Mohammedan leader. So numerous were his followers and so great
was his influence that even the governor,
strong and independent though he was,
had to defer to him. Baha 'Ullah called
this person The Raksha, that is, snake
of beautiful spots with moles full of
poison. Raksha owed the two brothers
more than twenty thousand dollars and
his property was in their control. In
this year of 1878 they asked him to settle his account. .And then a satanic
scheme occurred to him. He determined to do away with them by accus·
ing them of being Bahais. Thus could
he escape the paying of his debts and
he might, perhaps, even plunder their
great possessions. He disclosed, confidentially, this wicked plan to Sheikh
Zi 'b, The Wolf, who responded with the

utmost hatred and blood-thirstiness and
promised his assistance. Together they
resolved to carry out their terrible plan
and accordingly called upon the governor and, complaining, said:
, 'These brothers, because of their high
positions and many virtues, are gradually drawing the people into the cause
of Baha 'Ullah and are destroying the
religion of Islam. Therefore it is your
duty to bestir yourself that we may exterminate them."
The prince at first was delighted, but
later he asked to be excused, saying:
, 'No one has ever seen them commit any
unseemly deed, nay, rather they a;e
adorned with qualities and deeds which
are pleasing to God and His creatures.
For what crime could they be punished ?"
They replied, "There can be no greater crime than to leave the religion of
Islam and take shelter under the shadow
of a new religion."
The princ8 then said, "They are of
the descendants of Mohammed and we
will be responsible to God."
They answered, ' , We are willing to
accept the responsibility as we will be
the true murderers. "
Then Raksha, The Snake, he who was
so impatient and so anxious to have
them killed, placed his hands upon his
own neck thus signifying that the responsibility would fall upon him.
The prince said, "These two brothers
are actively engaged in business in many
cities and it is certain that if such a
tragedy were to happen many merchants
would suffer loss, their voices would be
raised in protest and the Shah might
perhaps start an investigation."
They replied, "\Ve assume entire responsibility and will give you a written
statement to the effect that we are prepared to answer any question which may
be asked by the Shah or by the merchants."
They then gave him a statement in
their own handwriting and promised
him a large portion of the great fortune
whieh they would appropriate.
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The prince at last agreed to their
plan and decided to act accordingly. He
advised them, however, to keep the matter secret for the time being, and not to
let anyone know about it.
·When the Mohammedan Christmas,
the anniversary of the birthday of the
prophet Mohammed, came round it was
customary for the people to call upon
the governor and the scholars. This
year, a large number, of varying rank,
including a group of the governor's supporters, gathered at that time at the
meeting-place of Raksha, The Snake.
All their plans were prepared in su~h
fashion that the two brothers upon theIr
arrival would be arrested.
The two younger brothers of the
King of the Martyrs went to the meeting. When they were seated and had
commenced drinking their tea Raksha
began to rebuke them severely, saying,
"You are Bahais, infidels, unclean and
are leading the Moslems astray." Then
he gave orders that the teacups be
knocked from their hands and the tea
spilled. At this the butlers dragged the
brothers to the prince, heaping upon
them meanwhile the greatest humiliations.
Not knowing where the eldest and
most eminent brother, the King of the
Martyrs, might be, Raksha stal:ted a
search for him. He was at that tlme at
the honie of a famous Mulla of the city.
This Mulla had the deepest love for him
and held in high respect his ideals, his
character and his knowledge. The King
of the Martyrs on his arrival at the
Mulla's home said to him: "Through
the intrigues of Raksha and ju~t because of his desire for my posseSSIOns a
terrible tragedy will occur today. He
has made full preparations for my
martyrdom. "
The Mulla was a near relative of the
prince and because of this fact was confident that his home could render protection. Warm-heartedly he said, "I
will tell the prince of the intrigues of
Raksha and I will never allow any trouble to occur."
By this time Raksha had located the
King of the Martyrs and his men, nois i-
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ly seeking him, had arrived at the
Mulla's home. The Mulla instructed
his representative to dismiss the men,
whereupon they returned to Raksha and
informd him of the situation. The
Mulla's messenger meanwhile acquainted the prince with what had occurred
and insisted that he listen to the advice
of the Mulla. Whereupon the prince at
once sent his foremost and strongest
deputy with more than a hundred heedless ones with strict orders for the arrest of the King of the Martyrs. The
deputy gave the Mulla a letter which
warned him against protecting the King
of the Martyrs and said that dissension
among the influential Mullas would lead
to terrible results.
When these violent and cruel officers
stormed the house the Mulla at last fully
realized the state of affairs. Compelled
to go to the King of the Martyrs, with
the utmost anguish and vehemence he
explained the situation, whereupon the
King of the Martyrs without grief or
agitation but, rather, with supreme joy
hastened out of his shelter and to the
altar of love. The officers surrounded
him as though he were a criminal and.
dragged him to the governor. While he
was being dragged along in that sad and
sorrowful state the crowds filled the
streets and with their teeth gripped the
fino-er of astonishment and amazement.
So~e of the people were weeping but
the King of the Martyrs was as happy
and thankful as though he were about
to attend a concert or a delightful muHical entertainment.
When the city hall was reached he
presented the governor's agent with his
watch and some of his handsome clothing and, apologizing, said, "I am at
present unable to give you more than
this."
As he stepped into the presence of the
prince he saw his brother. Suddenly the
prince with insolent :"ords commence.d
to chide and insult h11n because of hIS
religious belief. But the King of t?e
Martyrs with supreme courtesy saId,
"Your Excellency, if you but knew
what I know you would never utter with
your tongue such unbecoming statements and falsehoods."
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The prince became very angry at this
and with a walking-stick he struck the
King of the Martyrs, severely wounding
him on head, face and body, insisting
the while that he deny and curse the
Cause. But the King of the Martyrs
held his silence. The Mulla who loved
him so much was present and he perceived that his friend's mouth was very
dry. He ordered water to be brought,
and with the utmost courtesy and gentleness the King of the Martyrs wet his
lips. The prince was exceedingly surprised and said to the Mulla, "Strange
it is that even under such circumstances
as these he shows a refinement and
courtesy which are his essential characteristics. ' ,
In brief, seeing the strength of the
edifice of their faith and the firmness of
their stand in their religion the prince
in a fury ordered that those two brothers be dragged away by their chains
and put in prison and that his plundering servants should strip them of their
clothes.
Raksha on his part sent a company of
his men to their home. They attacked
the women and the little children who
were there weeping from fear and· distress. They imprisoned them all in one
place and for .a long time made them
to suffer from hunger and thirst. They
plundered and confiscated all the money,
jewelry and furniture which were in
the house. In like manner they went to
their store and took everything they
could find. The prince also sent a man
to the prison to search the pockets of
the two brothers and bring him all their
checks, notes and receipts. He took all
their investments and everythiug that
was deposited in the banks. On that
same day he also claimed all their servants, who were many in number.
Now while the two brothers were in
prison many telegrams were sent by
merchants from different cities to the
prince informing him that this disturbance was causing great material losses
and was a severe blow to business. The
news also came that the Shah, even, had
dispatched a telegram ordering that the
brothers be sent to Teheran. But
greediness for wealth and fear of Sheikh

Zi 'b, The W 6lf, and Raksha, The Snake,
finally induced him to put the two brothers to death and let the responsibility
fall upon The Wolf and The Snake and
falsely to declare that the Shah's telegram was not received until after they
had been killed.
'fhe prince all thIS time persistently
urged these two great souls to deny the
Cause of God, declaring that to say,
even, "" We are not Bahais" would be
sufficient to save their lives. But each
time those two miracles of steadfastness
cried out loudly, "Ya Baha EI-Abha!"
(0 Thou Glory of the Most Glorious!)
" Our utmost desire is this, that our lives
may be a sacrifice in the path of the
love of that Manifestation of Reality and
in the spreading of His divine teachings."
At last the prince offered to spare
their lives if thirteen thousand dollars
were paid to him and he gave permission for the youngest brother, Mirza Ismail, to go and bring the money. But
the Sheikh, The Wolf, and Raksha, The
Snake, who were anxious to have them
killed, on the eighth day of their imprisonment called a meeting and
brought together a large number of
Mullas and judges. All demanded and
insisted that the prince should pronounce the death sentence and declared
that they would assume every responsibility, in this world and in the world
to come. Whereupon the prince said,
"Then you are the murderers," and he
instructed the executioner to carry out
all the wishes of those two oppressors,
at which they ordered the executioner
to kill the two brothers immediately.
The executioner with drawn sword
appeared in the prison at a moment
when the King of the Martyrs was talking to and admonishing his younger
brother thus:
, '0 brother, the original intention of
these persecutors was to kill me only.
Just say, 'My brother is a Bahai, not I.'
Then your life will be spared. After I
am killed take care of the family and
bring up the wronged little ones."
The Beloved of the Martyrs replied,
"0 brother, The Beloved One will give
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the best of protection to those whom we
will leave behind and faithfulness requires that you and I be together in all
the worlds of God."
The executioner was one of those who
for many years had enjoyed the hospitality and generosity of the two brothers. He begged of them, saying, "Just
say a word denying your religion. Then
your lives will -be saved and I shall not
commit so terrible a crime."
The King of the Martyrs answered,
"Y ou are under orders and it is your
duty to execute them."
So th~t blood-thirsty oppressor took
them to the field of the martyrdom of
hope and tightly bandaged their eyes.
During a period of about an hour each
of them hoped that he might be martyred first and might step out of this
world before the other.
The Sheikh, The W 01£, and Raksha,
The Snake, meanwhile were strolling
upon an elevation, talking to each other
exultantly while waiting, watching with
cruel hearts that pitiful scene. They
signaled the executioner to finish his
work; so, as the two brothers embraced
one another, calling on the Greatest
Name, "Ya Baha EI-Abha!" and offered thanks to God he cut off their
heads and stained their blessed bodies
with blood and dust. He then tied their
feet with a rope and threw the bodies in
a public square that the crowds might
see them. After this the bodies were
taken to a hollow piece of ground under
a great wall which had been wrecked
in order to conceal the bodies and place
them beyond reach.
But in the middle of the dark night
the youngest brother, Mirza Ismail, with
several of the servants rescued the
bodies from under the stones and wreckage and carrying them outside the city
washed them at the river's brink,
wrapped them in winding sheets and
then, summoning grave diggers, and unknown to anyone, asked them to dig two
graves in the cemetery. But the grave
diggers were afraid, lest The Wolf and
The Snake might hear of it. So the
two bodies were buried there, in that
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place, and the men returned to their
homes in a panic of fear.
Persecutors and disregard el'S of truth
that they were, those people, especially
Sheikh Zi 'b, The Wolf, imagined that
by the killing of these two great souls
the Oause of God would be wiped out
and that with the uprooting of these
two fruit-bearing trees from the divine
rose garden there would remain nor
trace nor sign of the Eternal Rose Garden. After this tragedy they ordered detectives to watch for and to kill any Bahais who might come into the city and
to inform them if any Bahai meetings
were held. They searched, and in vain,
to find the graves of the two martyrs
in order that they might destroy the
bodies.
The patience and fortitude of these
great martyrs while enduring calamities
and while losing their possessions and
their families in the path of His Holiness the Ohosen One and their joyful
and willing acceptance of ordeals is the
greatest proof of the power, influence,
greatness and truth of this Oause. Moreover, the mighty influence of this great
Oause upon the spiritual training of
mankind became clear and evident manifested as it was in these martyrs
through their greatness, their important
positions, both material and spiritual,
and through their cultivation and their
severance. In like manner the wickedness of the leaders of the people, their
tyranny and selfishness became apparent to everyone. Indeed, this great
calamity affected not only the Bahais
but many of the fanatical people
mourned them and l)aid tribute to
them, chanting poems, of which this is
one of the verses: "Heaven, perhaps,
had none other arrow than this in its
quiver !"
Soon after these happenings relations
were broken between Raksha and the
prince. Raksha fled, and hid himself.
After a while, on that place on his neck
which he had indicated when he stood
before the prince and said, "I am willing to have the responsibility of killing
the two brothers fall on my neck, " there
appeared an abscess, which became so
infected and unpleasant that his own
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family even avoided him and drove him
away from the house to a garden out of
the city where finally he died.
Sheikh Zi 'b, The Wolf, and The Son
of The Wolf suffered humiliation and
degradation and became as fruitless and
useless trees.
As to the prince, he was driven away
by the Shah and was hated by him. He
fell into the depths of abasement and
finally, expelled by the Persian government, was forced to live an exile from
his country. He returned, once, to Persia, in order to live in his native land
according to his own desires on the
enormous wealth which he had accumulated. But the people prevented this
by throwing him in prison and punishing him very severely. In this connection a story may be related:
During the unjust administration of
this prince there lived in Isfahan an
oppressed Bahai. He was a target for
the whip of the Mullas, accused by them
of infidelity, and his property was plundered and confiscated. Fearf1l1 for his
life he concealed himself in places where
he could not be found. Once he appealed to the prince, reminding him of
the sighs and cries of the oppressed, the
broken-hearted and the helpless. He
also tried to remind him of his responsibility to God. The prince replied with
the greatest arrogance and contempt,
saying, "Go to Abdul Baha and accuse
me and let him do with me whatever
he can." An insult such as this hurt
this broken-hearted Bahai more than
anything else. Later on, when the
prince was indicted, despised, imprisoned and expelled and was in utter humiliation that Bahai traveled from his
distant native town to the prison, met
the prince, made himself known to him
and reminded him, saying, "Some years
ago I spoke to you of my sufferings due
to cruelty and oppression and of how ail
my possessions had been confiscated and
I had no place of safety and rest and
how I must needs, through fear of my

enemies conceal myself every moment.
You said to me, 'Go to Abdul Baha and
accuse me.' Though orally I did not
accuse you in his presence yet the justice of God requires punishment and
reward. For this reason His Holiness
Baha'Ullah said, 'The tent of the order
of the world is supported and upheld by
two pillars, punishment and reward.'
Therefore, whatever has happened is inevitable and ordained."
In a word, those powerful enemies under such conditions passed away from
this world and their light became extinguished. But their honors, The King
of the Martyrs anu The Beloved of the
Martyrs, have ignited a light which will
shine forever. All the days of their
life unto the day of martyrdom the
nostrils of the spiritual ones were ever
perfumed by their fragrance. During
their lifetime they were very prominent,
just and happy and were loved by all.
Because they held their souls in their
hands, sacrificed them in the path of the
True Friend and took their stand near
to the great mercy in the Abha, Most
Glorious Kingdom numerous tablets
were revealed from the pen of Baha'Ullah concerning their exalted station
and the grief of the Supreme Concourse
for their ordeals. Such jewels of divine
subtleties and infinite favors were revealed that they will remain throughout
the everlastingness of the world and the
Kingdom. The spiritual titles, The King
of the Martyrs and The Beloved of the
Martyrs, were granted them, and now,
by these merciful names they are well
known in the East and the West.
Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi
and Emily Vail.
Note: An evidence of the great love
of His Holiness Abdul Baha for these
holy martyrs is the fact that he was the
essence of kindness to the bereaved families and cared for the son of the King
of the Martyrs, Mirza J alal, in his own
home. Later he gave Mirza J alal his
daughter, Rouha Khanum, in marriage.

ESPERANTO AND TRAVEL
By G.

J.

Ramstedt, Finnish Minister to Tokyo

use of Esperanto
M ywasfirstinpractical
1895. Two Esperantists,
Mr. Zinovyev, from Kiev, and Dr.
Zakrevski, from Poltava, wrote to me
with regard to traveling' in Finland with
as little expense as possible. I was then
a young student and owned a bicycle.
I suggested to them that they come to
Helsingfors, see the town, and then together we might travel on bicycles,
which could be hired at a very low rate.
The two Russian Esperantists arrived, with a third companion, an Esthonian, a school teacher. For over a
week, during the pleasantest time of the
summer in the north, we four toured the
southwestern part of Finland. It was
most interesting to me to see what in
my country was of most interest to foreigners. The life of the farmers, the
roads, the houses, etc., were, as I discovered, very different in our two countries. I taught my companions about
things in Finland, but at the same time
learned from them concerning the ideas,
the civilization and the manners of the
country from which they came. We
used Esperanto only and I must say it
was the best language because it was
neutral. I was not at all ashamed of
my poor skill in the Esperanto language. If we had us'ed, instead, Russian or German or any other language
the whole situation and the cordial feelings would have been broken. As it
was we were all equal with equal possibilities and we enjoyed ourselves not
only in sight-seeing but also in seeing
that above nationality and difference in
civilization is the humanity of international friendship. Since that time I have
had a firm conviction of the value of

Esperanto, the language which makes
differences of tongue and nationality
give place to international learning.
Many tourists make yearly visits to
Finland, the land of the thousand lakes
and the thousand islands. But a Gilrman, an Englishman, a Swede or any
other one who tries to find people who
talk his language has indeed the feeling
that he is a stranger in a strange country. For money he can secure a guide,
but this guide, even in the best uf cases,
will keep himself for psychological reasons at a distance from the stranger
and will give his answers without devotion or interest. There is the danger,
for the guide, that he might talk too
much, and make errors, which might be
published later in some book about his
country thus making him appear ridiculous. But using a language which is
equally foreign and equally easy to all
nations puts host and guest upon an
equal footing and soon creates a tie
which develops quickly into real friendship.
The question is asked: "Is Esperanto
easy to understand ~ " On my way to
Japan in December, 1919, I traveled
in the express train from Paris to
Marseilles with an Italian as companion.
He spoke in Italian and I answered in
Esperanto. He was astonished to find
that he could understand me and asked
me what kind of Italian I talked. It was
the first time he had met anyone using
Esperanto. We had a long discussion,
asking many question, and we quickly
forgot the passing of time. The Italian
said he would learn Esperanto and was
more than satisfied with the unexpected
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acquaintance and experience which he
had had.
In every country there are hundreds
and thousands of young people who
dream of going abroad and seeing interesting things in far-away countries. But
most of them do not have the opportunity to go for traveling is expensive
and besides this expense there is something else to be considered, namely, the
foreign language. It requires many
years of study to acquire a foreign
language; but with Esperanto one can
now travel in any country. There are
very few countries where Esperantists
and Esperanto clubs are not to be found.
These Esperantists are everywhere.
They live in Japan, or Finland, or
Turkey, or South America and are most
happy to meet you because they have
dreamed of seeing for themselves your
country and your countrymen. They are
more than guides whom a foreign visitor
acquires for money. To the Esperantist
the "foreign Esperantist" is a personal
friend whom he can receive in his own
country and home. This means an acquaintance upon a basis of purely human interests, of learning more about
the world through personal intercourse
rather than by books, and without
thought of profiteering. It is an excellent international education on both
sides.
I am glad to be able. to state that the
authorities in Finland, my homeland,
have done much for the spreading of
Esperanto. The State railways give the
Esperanto Association of Finland the
right to advertise gratis in all waiting
rooms of the Finnish railway stations.
The advertisement placard gives the address of the Esperanto office in Helsingfors, the capital of Finland, also the
address of the district delegate and of
the nearest Esperanto guide. Such
Esperanto placards are likewise to be
seen in the post offices of Finland. The
Esperantists in Finland offer thus their
services gratis to every Esperantist who
arrives in Finland and every Esperantist
visitor is a welcome guest. Furthermore,
the Esperantist Congress held in Hels-

ing'fors, August eighth to sixteenth of
this year, received from the government
the most ample support, the President
of the Republic being the High Protector of the Congress, the Cabinet giving
fifty thousand marks, the city of Helsingfors ten thousand marks and the railways great reductions, namely, fifty per
cent in the ticket price.
Here I must mention the services of
Esperanto to me, in Japan. Arriving
there in 1920 I was most cordially met
by the Esperantists of Tokyo, and not
only in Tokyo but in every part of
Japan had I this same experience, for
later, visiting Osaka, Kyoto, Kanazawa,
Sendai and other places everywhere I
found the same feeling of friendship
and the same eagerness to help and
guide a "foreign" Esperantist so closely connected with the "neutral" language, called Esperanto.
Every traveler to foreign countries
should think of this-the value of
Esperanto. With comparatively little
trouble he can learn it and he will then
realize the value of the idea which has
created this artificial but best way of
international approach. Knowing Esperanto he can travel to any country, be
well received and heartily greeted in
every place where Esperanto is known
and, losing nothing of his own nationality and without fear of ridicule because
of a poor knowledge of the native languages of the great countries he can
carry himself as a living specimen of
his own nation. The common interest is
the same in all nations-the will to undertsand each other and to learn from
each other.
I do not hesitate to say ·that the time
for such "neutral" and really international will to approach each. other is
now nearer than is supposed and that
Esperanto is the language for this purpose.
Note: This article, translated into
Japanese, appeared in the August number of "Kaizo", the leading Japanese
magazine of Tokyo.

THE SPIRIT OF THIS CENTURY
With Quotations and Prophecies

,

DR. COUE AND
SPIRITUAL HEALING
in many circles a most popT ODAY
ular topic is the work of the French

physician, Dr. Emile Cow§, who is teaching a method of induced auto-suggestion
for the healing of physical and mental
disorders. Dr. Coue repeats to his patients certain affirmations of health, of
physical and moral betterment and encourages them to make the affirmations
for themselves. Thousands of people
we are told are daily reciting his general formula: "Day by day, in every
way, I am getting better and better."
The success of the affirmation depends,
he says, upon whether the mind and
particularly the unconscious mind believes it. If we can induce an active
fl}ith wonderful results will follow. The
mind, he teaches, is in its most receptive state just before we go to sleep and
just after we awake. Dr. Coue gives his
services freely, for the love of serving
a distressed humanity, and remarkable
cures it is said are effected, especially,
we may believe, in functional diseases,
those of nervous origin.
Dr. Coue. does not as a rule go into
the realm of religion. He teaches his
patients to rely simply upon the hidden
powers of the conscious and unconscious
mind.
If faith in one's self can effect such

striking cures how much more wonderful would be the results if one trusted
in "the ocean" of the "healing power"
of the Lord of all the worlds! Our sub-

conscious mind is but a drop; His Being
is an ocean: our conscious and unconscious self is a ray; whereas He is the
Sun. If our spirit is strengthened when
it trusts itself-when it relies upon the
powerful and infinite Creator and His
Manifestation it may win the faith
which moves mountains. Therefore the
great spiritual educators have always
made affirmations which turn the spirit
to God and His Manifestation and open
the door of the soul to the bounties of
the Infinite. "The Lord is my Shepherd; I shall not want." "The Lord is
the strength of my life." "I can do all
things through Christ that strengtheneth
me. " "It is no longer I that live, but
Christ that liveth in me."
Some of the Bahai prayers are sublime affirmations, some are petitions in
the spirit of radiant faith. When re·
peated with conscious realization, with
joy and spiritual fragrance they
"awaken the heart, soul and spirit from
the sleep of negligence with the trumpet
of knowledge." "The darkness of error,
doubt and uncertainty will be dispelled
and the lights of knowledge and assurance will encompass all the pillars of
existence. " "The healer of all thy
troubles is remembrance of Me."
Abdul Baha gives us the following
beautiful prayer of affirmation:
God, refresh and gladden my
spirit. Purify my heart. Illumine my
powers. I lay all my affairs in Thy
hand. Thou are my guide and my ref·
uge. I will not be sorrowful and grieved
any more. I will be a happy and j oyml
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being. 0 God, I will not worry any
more. I will not let trouble harass me
any longer. I will not dwell on the
unpleasant things of life. 0 God! Thou
art kinder to me than myself. I dedicate myself to Thee, 0 Lord!"
These prayers of the Bab are aglow
with spiritual dynamic:
, 'Is there any remover of difficulties
but God ~ Say! Praise be to God! He is
God! All are His servants and all are
standing by Eis command."
, 'In the name of God, the Victor of
the Most Victorious, proclaim: God will
help all those who arise to serve Him.
No one is able to deprive Him of His
majesty, His Dominion, His sovereignty
for in the heaven and· the earth and in
all the realms of God He is the Victorious and the Conqueror."
" Say! God sufficeth all things above
all things and nothing in the heavens
or in the earth but God sufficeth. Verily,
He is in Himself the Knower, the Sustainer, the Omnipotent."

Treat disease first of all through diet,
and refrain from medicine. If you can
find what you need for healing in a single herb do not use a compound medicine. Leave off medicine when the health
is good, and use it in case of necessity.
If two diametrically opposite foods
are put on the table do not mix them.
Be content with one of them. Take first
the liquid food before partaking of solid
food. The taking of food before that
which you have already eaten is digested
is dangerous.

When you have eaten walk a little
that the food may settle.
That which is difficult to masticate is
forbidden by the wise. Thus the Supreme Pen commands you.
A light meal in the morning is as a
light to the body.
Avoid all harmful habits: they cause
unhappiness in the world.
Search for the causes of disease. This
saying is the conclusion of this utterance.

BAHAI PROPHECIES

PHYSICAL HEALING
Some rnles for health, from a Tablet
revealed by Baha 'Ullah.

o God! The Supreme Knower! The
Ancient Tongue speaks that which will
satisfy the wise in the absence of doctors.
o People, do not eat except when you
are hungry. Do not drink after you
have retired to sleep.
Exercise is good when the stomach is
empty; it strengthens the muscles.
When the stomach is full it is very
harmful.
Do not neglect medical treatment,
when it is necessary, but leave it off
when the body is in good condition.
Do not take nourishment except when
(the process of) digestion is completed.
Do not swallow until you have thoroughly masticated your food.

With the fall of the Sultan of Turkey
we realize anew the prophetic power of
Baha 'Ullah, and we read again the Tablets which he wrote to the kings inviting
them to establish "international peace
and the oneness of the human world."
God has willed that in this age universal peace must reign, and nothing can
withstand the will of God.
Fifty years ago Baha 'Ullah prophesied the World War, the fall of the
kings and the social upheavals which
would shake the world. "The events
that have transpired," wrote Abdul
Baha in 1919, "were all recorded fifty
years ago in the epistles of Baha 'Ullah,
epistles which have been printed, published and spread all over the world."
In California, in 1912 Abdul Baha announced that, ' 'We are on the eve of the
battle of Armageddon referred to in the

BAHAI PROPHECIES
sixteenth chapter of Revelation. The
time is two years hence when only a
spark will set aflame the whole of Europe." These things have come to pass.
We now look with joyful anticipation
to their prophecies of the future, to that
Day of God which they tell us will appear, after these storms are over. Abdul
Baha said: ""\Vhatsoever is latent in the
innermost of this holy cycle shall gradually appear and be made manifest,for
now is but the beginning of its growth
and the day spring of the revelation of
its signs. Ere the close of this century
and of this age it shall be made clear
and evident how wondrous was that
springtide and how heavenly was that
. gift." "Universal peace will be established. The oneness of the world of
humanity will be established. The teachings of God will be promulgated, one
language will be adopted and spread,
misunderstandings will pl.SS away, and
it will be very good."
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Abdul Baha wrote to a Kurdish
friend: "A century will have elapsed
from the dawn of the Sun of Truth;
then will the teachings of God be firmly
established upon the earth and the Divine Light will flood the world from the
east even unto the west. Then, on this
day, will the faithful rejoice."
Some thirty years ago Dr. Benjamin
Jowett, the revered lI-Iaster of Balliol,
Oxford, England, and celebrated translator of Plato. said to one of his fellow
professors at Oxford, a Greek scholar at
St. Andrew's and translator of the
Greek tragedies, that he (Dr. Jowett)
was deeply interested in the Bahai
Movement. This is the greatest light,
said Dr. J owett, that has come into the
world since Jesus Christ. Never let it
out of your sight. It is too great and
too near for this generation to comprehend. The future alone can reveal its
import.

A CHRISTMAS SUGGESTION
To those who are now preparing for Christmas we suggest that a year's
subscription to the Stal' of the West or a bound volume of our Bahai magazine
would be a beautiful present to send to a friend. A year's subscription sent as
a Christmas gift will mean that each month this Bahai herald will bring to a
friend its glad tidings of peace and good-will, its news of world movements and
their spiritual meanings, its articles from all lands and religions, its selections
from the heavenly teachings-those life-imparting rays of the Sun of Truth
which will build a divine civilization and" create men anew." To subscribe to
the Star of the West is also a real Christmas present to the Cause of God for, in
order to accomplish the glorious service which Abdul Baha and Shoghi Effendi
wish it to achieve in spreading the Glad Tidings the Stm' of the West needs
this year a thousand new subscribers.
Therefore we call attention to our special Christmas offers.
We win be glad to mail to the friend for whom you subscribe, a card, sent
at Christmastime, bearing the news that you have sent a five-months' or a year's
or a two-years' SUbscription with your Christmas greetings.

OUR NEW SUBSCRIPTION OFFERS
Five months subscription to a new subscriber, $1.00. Two subscriptions to
one address, $5.00. Ten subscriptions to one address, $22.00 (in America). Two
subscriptions, one to come each month, one to be sent in a bound volume at the
end of the year, $5.50 for the two subscriptions, bound volume in cloth; $5.75
for the two subscriptions, bound volume in l~ather; postage for bound volume
additional. Single copies 25 cents each, or ten copies to one address, $2.00.
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BAHAI TEMPLE
A universal house of worship now being built at Wilmette, just
north of Chicago, by those in all lands who are working for universal
religion and peace. This Temple will be open to all religions, sects
and peoples and is dedicated to the Oneness of God and the oneness
of mankind, the union of science and religion, to universal education
and the fundamental oneness of religions.
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A TEMPLE OF UNIVERSAL RELIGION

HE foundations for the first Bahai of the East darker than night. At such a
Temple in the Western World were time the Dawn of Guidance, His Highness
started at Wilmette, on March 21, 1921, the Supreme, the Bab, appeared, His Holithe first day of spring. To the Bahais this ness Baha 'Ullah, like a sun shone forth,
is svmbolic of the spiritual springtime and this darkness was converted into
now" breaking over the world, "the spring- light. And these lights are nothing but
the teachings of Baha 'Ullah."
time of the oneness of marikind."
Baha means the effulgence of the sun
Because his teachings were too far
as it first shines over the horizon. A ahead of his time Baha 'Ullah was with
Bahai is one who follows and spreads the his family exiled from city to city and at
light of the Sun of Truth in this new day last, in 1868, was imprisoned in the desof unity. "To be a Bahai simply means olate barracks of Acca in the Holy Land.
to love all the world; to love humanity Abdul Baha was there a prisoner for
and try to serve it; to work for universal forty years. But from that prison city
peace and universal brotherhood." These in Palestine Baha 'Ullah and Abdul. Bawere the words of Abdul Baha as he en- ha, despite the winds of persecution,
tered New York Citv on his celebrated spread the light of their teachings
visit to the United St"ates in 1912.
through all the world. Because of their
Abdul Baha was born in Teheran, P~r universality and divine dynamic these
sia, May 23, 1844. His father, Baha teachings are now uniting members of
'Ullah a nobleman of Teheran, was the all races and religions. They hold before
great ;evealer of the universal principles us the glorious hope of a unified humaniwhich with their glad tidings of oneness ty.
and peace are now spreading to all reTodav the center of the Bahai Cause
ligions and peoples.
"The darkness of ignorance," said Ab- and the" Guardian of its unity is Shoghi
duI Baha to a friend from the West, "had Effendi, the grandson of Abdul Baha.
made gloomy the horizon of the East.
In the universal religion of the future,
Religious prejudices from one side, the Abdul Baha tells us, there will be built
darkness of racial fanaticism from another, in all lands universal houses of worship
political prejudices from another side, self- open to all sects and religions. These
attachment and personal interests and temples will embody the principles of
motives-all these had made the horizons the new day of world unity.
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BAHAI PRINCIPLES
THE LIGHT OF THE NEW DAY

teachings of Baha 'Ullah are
T HE
the breaths of the Holy Spirit that
create men anew." "They are the light
of this age and the spirit of this century."
"Praise be to God that the Sun of
Realitv has shone forth with the utmost
brilliancy from the eastern horizon. The
regions of the world are flooded with Its
lig~ht. There are many rays to this Sun.
"The first ray is heavenly teachings.
"The second ray is the oneness of the
world of humanity.
"The third ray is the establishment of
universal peace.
"The fourth ray is the investigation of
reality.
"The fifth ray is the promulgation of
universal fellowship.
"The sixth ray is the inculcation of
divine love through the power of religion.
"The seventh ray is the conformity of
religion with science and reason.
"The eighth ray is the abandonment of
religious, racial, patriotic and politicalprejudices.
"The ninth ray is the universal spread
of education.
"The tenth ray is the organization of
the arbitral court of justice, or parliament
of man before the members of which all
the international and intergovernmental
problems are arbitrated.
"The eleventh ray is the equality of the
sexes-the giving of the same educational
facilities to women as to men so that they
may become adorned with all the virtues
of humanity.
"The twelfth ray is the solution of all
the economic problems of the world so
that each individual member of humanity
may enjoy the utmost comfort and wellbeing.
"The thirteenth ray is the spread of
an allxiliary language.
"J ust as the rays of the phenomenal
sun are infinite likewise the rays of the
Sun of Reality are infinite. This summary contains only a few of its rays.
"The spreading of these rays will deliver the world of humanity from the
darkness of ignorance, strangeness and
narrowness and will guide it to the center

of all these ravs. Then the foundation
of warfare and· strife, animosity and hatred will be destroyed from amongst the
people and the misunderstandings existing between the religions will be dispelled. The foundation of the religions
of God is one and that is the oneness of
the world of humanity."-Quoted from
an article written by Abdul Baha for The
Asiatic Quarterly, April, 1913.

DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW
TEMPLE

T

HE model of the Temple was recently on exhibition at the Kivorkian Galleries in New York and the Art
Institute in Chicago, where it attracted
great attention because of its exquisite
and unique architectural beauty. As a
well-known sculptor said: 'At first you
think it is Oriental. But no, it is something quite new.' Some architects speak
of it as the most original idea in architecture for centuries. It blends the great
classic forms of the past into a new synthesis, as the Bahai teachings bring the
essential spiritual and social principles of
the different religions into a new simplicity and oneness. The tracery on the dome
weaves the symbols of the world religions
into one blended pattern of a new beauty.
There you will find the Greek cross, and
the Roman cross, the Crescent, the Jewish triangles, the five-pointed stars of the
liqlited unities of the past, the nine-pointed star of the universal unity of the
future.
"The Temple with its nine doors will
be set in the centre of a circular garden
symbolizing the all-inclusive circle of
God's unity. Nine pathways will lead to
the nine doors, and each one coming down
the pathway of his own sect or religion
or trend of thought will leave at the door
the dogmas that separate and, under the
dome of God's oneness, all will become
one. There they will worship morning
and evening, using those teachings. of
love and unity which all divine religions
hold in common. Around the central
dome there will be nine chapels. In
these chapels will be found the sacred
scriptures of the world's great religions.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE TEMPLE
The Temple will be always open to every
one to come, study, and worship. At
night it will be brilliantly lighted and the
light will shine forth through the tracery
of the dome, a beacon of peace and unity
rising high above Lake Michigan. The
central auditorium will be 161 feet in
height and diameter. Choirs of children
in the galleries will chant the prayers and
lead the songs in the services of worship.
"Around the central house of worship
there will be built various educational
and philanthropic institutions. These institutions are the expression of that universal love to all races and religions which
is the spirit of the new age. Altogether
these institutions will form what Abdul
Baha calls the 'Mashreq'ul Azkar' or 'The
Dawning Point of Praises,'-praises to
God in loving service to mankind.
'When,' he writes, 'these institutions, college, hospital, hospice and establishments
for the incurables, unive~sity for the study
of higher sciences and advanced educational courses, and various philanthropic
buildings are built, the doors will be open
to all the nations and all religions. There
will be drawn absolutely no line of demarkation. The charities will be dispensed irrespective of color and race.
The gates will be flung wide to mankind;
prejudice toward none, love for all. The
centraL building will be devoted to the
purposes of prayer and worship. Thus
for the first time religion will become
harmonized with science and science will
be the handmaid of religion, both showering their material and spiritual gifts on
all humanity.'''
(Quoted from The Christian Register,
Boston, Mass.)
THE STRUCTURE OF THE BAHAI
TEMPLE

From an address given before the Wilmette Chapter of the American Association of Engineers, November 2, I922 by
Major Henry f. Burt, the Engineer of
the Temple.
HE Temple in Wilmette will be a
beautifuf building. It will be rich in
decoration consistently carried out. Its
color will be nearly white, which is appropriate for a structure of this monu-
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mental character. The Temple is being
built from plans made by Mr. Louis
Bourgeois, an architect of many years'
experience and great artistic ability. The
design was selected in a competition
among a number of architects, held in
New York Citv in 1919. All of the competitors were ~f the Bahai faith, and thus
had the inspiration and enthusiasm of
their religious belief to aid them in their
efforts. In presenting his design Mr.
Bourgeois submitted a model of the building which he had molded and carved
largely with his own hands-a most painstaking and tedious work. This model was
sent to Chicago and exhibited at the Art
Institute in May 1921. As soon as a
suitable place is available at the Temple
it will be reassembled there. This model
was so carefully made that it was closely
~ollowed in making full size detail drawmg.
The location of the building is in the
southeast section of i,Vilmette. On the
east and northeast is Sheridan Road, with
an unobstructed outlook upon Lake
Michigan. Northeasterly the view is
across the Wilmette Harbor and the Lake
Front Park of Wilmette. To the west
and northwest the property is bounded
by the Drainage Channel and across the
channel is the park area which was recently contributed to the Wilmette Park
Board. By these surroundings the Temple is protected against the encroachment
of other buildings on all sides save the
south and as this will probably be residence property permanently, there will
not be any serious interference. In all
other directions no buildings are likely
to be erected within a distance of one
thousand feet. For the most part the
ground is about twenty-five feet above
the lake level. There will be a terraced
approach to form the base of the Temple.
From this terrace steps will lead up to the
main floor, nine feet higher.
The portion of the structure which is
now er!Closed is the basement. The top
of the present construction is the first
floor level. The top of the terrace will
be at the top of the outside wall and the
sloping surface from this wall inward is
the base for the steps that will encircle
the superstructure.
The superstructure, for convenience of
description, can be divided into three sec-
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tions. The first section extends from the
main floor to the first gallery, the second
section from the first gallery to the second
gallery and the third section from the
second gallery to the top of the dome.
At each of the balcony levels there are
large windows, partially screened by
tracery, which would give ample light in
day time and which will stand out in
great brilliance when the structure is
lighted at night.
The extreme height of the structure
from the first floor to the pinnacle of the
dome is 161 feet.
The height of the first gallery above
the main floor is 36 feet and the distance
from the first gallery to the second gallery
is 45 feet.
The distance from the second gallery to
the base of the dome is 19 feet.
The height of the dome proper, leaving
out of account the projecting ribs, is 49
feet.
The minarets guarding the first story
of the structure rise to a height of 45 feet
above the first floor.
The extreme diameter of the basement
is 202 keto
The diameter at the top of the steps is
152 feet.
The central portion of the building is
a single space extending from the main
floor up to the inner shell of the dome.
Around this are nine rooms extending to
the outer wall of the first section. One
of these rooms or spaces is assigned to
stairway. The others are for use as enclosed rooms. In the basement the central portion is a single room with a domed
ceiling having a height of approximately
25 feet from the floor to the crown. Outside of this central area, the space can be
divided according to the uses to be made
of it and this has not been quite fully
developed.
In general, however, the
space under the steps will be used for
the installation of the mechanical apparatus such as the electrical switch board
room, the heating coils and fans for the
heating and ventilation system, for
plumbing and temporarily for heating
plant. The remainder of the space under
the steps will be suitable for storage. It
is the intention of the architect to preserve in this space all of the models which
are required for molding the exterior of

the building. The remainder of the basement space will be sub-divided for such
uses as may be required.
There are a number of interesting
structural features in connection with
this building. The designer, in attacking
a structure of this kind, usually begins at
the top and works downward. The
crowning feature of the building is, of
course, the dome. The masonry of this
dome is to be perforated for the purpose
of admitting light from the outside during the daytime and for the purpose of
throwing out light at night. The masonry is, therefore, only a screen or tracery
and not a roof. The area of the perforations is about thirty percent of the area
of the surface. While this masonry could
be made self-supporting, it was not considered expedient to do so, so it is supported by a steel framework. This framework consists of a series of ribs, spaced
about nine feet apart at the base and
coming together at the top with a suitable bracing between the ribs.
This metal skeleton then forms the
base for the masonry screen above it.
The roof will be made of glass inside of
and entirely free from the masonry dome.
This will be a difficult piece of work to
construct on account of its shape. It will
have to be a wire glass set in metal
frames. Some of the frames need to be
hinged so that they can be opened for
ventilation and for cleaning, more particularly for the latter purpose. Lower
down comes the inner dome or ceiling.
This has an independent steel framework
made of arched ribs with the bracing between, similar to the framework of the
outer dome. This will support the inner
envelope of glass. This inner glass may
be in the form of mosaics or ornament.
The weight of the dome is supported at
nine points. At each of these point3 is
a group of four columns extending from
the base of the dome down to the
foundations.
Following the structure downward,
these columns gradually accumulate the
weight of the dome and the floors until
in the lowest section they carry a very
considerable ;.mrden amounting to about
one and one half million pounds at each
of the nine points.

THE TEMPLE OF UNIVERSAL RELIGION
In order to have a big central space in
the basement, 72 feet in diameter, the
ceiling and floor above had to be supported without the use of interior columns.
To provide this support it was decided
to use a reinforced concrete dome. As
the dome is perfectly regular in its outline and uniformly loaded, it was not
particularly difficult to design nor was it
extremely difficult to construct alth08gh
the construction offered some difficulties.
The shell of the dome is 12 inches thick.
It is reinforced with two lavers of steel
rods, one near the top and one near the
bottom. Each of these layers is made up
of rods in radial positiOll and others in
circumferential position. For its final
support, this dome rests on the concrete
encasements of the steel columns.
In general the framework of the structure is of reinforced concrete except the
supports of the dome, which are structural steel. The structural steel consists
principally of the nine groups of iour
columns each which extend from the
basement level to the springing line of
the dome and the structural steei dome
framing. There are some odd memi..ers
of structural steel it: the first story and,
of course, there is structural steel bracing
between the columns. The framing of
the first story outside of the dome section
is of reinforced concrete as is all of the
first floor framing and all of the columns
other than the main columns just
described.
The foundation problem is a somewhat
intricate one. There are heavy loads at
the nine points which support the main
dome. At the other points the loads are
comparatively light, carrying as they do
only one :floor and a r60f together with
walls. As a matter of sentiment as well
as a matter of safety, it was desired to
have the dome supported from bedrock.
On this basis the foundations for the
dome consist of nine piers extending to
rock at a depth of 120 feet below the
ground level.
_
The contract for the basement se:::lion,
including the pile foundations, was let in
August, 1921, to be completed about
January first, 1922. The basement section has just been completed. and, as
winter is again at hand, no effort will be
made to go ahead with the superstructure
until spring.
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THE UNIVERSAL APPEAL OF THE
TEMPLE

F

ROIVI all parts of the world, Persia,
India, Egypt, Japan, France, England, Germany, Australia, from Haifa and
Acca and Addasieh in Palestine, and
from many other countries contributions
are coming in to build the Bahai Temple
in Chicago which will rise a magnificent
testimony to universal religion and brotherhood. In similar fashion the Bahais of
the world united to build the universal
Temple in Eskabad, Russia. Women of
Persia sold their jewelry to complete the
last payment and furnish the gilding for
its shining dome. Onc of the relatives
of the Bab gave his whole fortune to
build this Mashreq'UI Azkar at Eskabad.
A widow of Persia, earning fifty cents a
day and on this sum supporting her
children and herself gave half of her earnings to help build the divine edifice at
Eskabad. As Abdul Baha has said:
"The Temple of Eskabad is unique in
that it is the first Temple of the kind that
had been erected. Nlany such temples
will be constructed in the future but this
one will ever enjoy this unique privilege
and preference. When its accessories are
completed and its full machinery starts
running, when the melody of vocal and
instrumental music arises and fills the
air with its joyous strains, when the prayers and supplications made at dawn and
at sunrise ascend to the throne of the
Almighty-then will the effect of the
Mashreq'Ul Azkar be made evident and
manifest.
"The Temple that will be erected in the
United States will be an important and
magnificent one; its influence and effect
upon the Cause will be tremendous, and
the impetus it will give to the Movement.
irresistible. "
In a Tablet to the Delegates of the
First National Bahai Convention, held
in Chicago March 21, 1909 Abdul Baha
wrote: "Now is the commencement of
organization, hence every affair concerning the Kingdom of God is of paramount
importance. Among the most important
affairs is the founding of the Masreq'Ul
Azkar.
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"When the Mashreq'UI Azkar was
founded in Eskabad its clamor affected
all the cities of the Orient and caused
souls to awaken (to the call). Most of
the souls who investigated and heard the
explanation were attracted TO the Kingdom of God. . . .
"This organization of the Mashreq'UI
Azkar will be a pattern for the coming
centuries and will hold the station of the
mother and thus later in other cities many
Mashreq'UI Azkars will be its offspring."
In other Tablets Abdul Baha wrote:
"The Mashreq'Ul Azkar in Chicago is of

the greatest importance. This is a Bahai
Temple, a supreme house of worship, a
place of spiritual gathering and of the
manifestation of Divine Mysteries. The
·friends of God must endeavor with all
their hearts and souls that this structure
may be raised and completed."
"I hope that the friends will give the
utmost importance to the Mashreq'UI Azkar. . . . . The American friends are
greatly endeared. Therefore I desire that
they may be confirmed in great achievements and become factors in the establishment of the Kingdom of God."

THE TEMPLE BEAUTIFUL

By

Albert Durrant Watson

o Love Immortal, beautiful

and olden,
Our eyes thy walls of splendour soon shall see,
For we will build a temple grand and golden
With silent hammers of eternity.

Come let us build a city, 0 my brothers,
The loveliest and holiest dream of time,
The joy and inspiration of all others,
Unique for J..,eauty in an age sublime.

Its porphyry foundations shall be builded,
Its gat~s of ivory, its crystal dome;
With golden sunlight all its towers gilded
Shall cheer the pilgrim with the thought of home.

Come, 0 my friends, the noise of war is dying,
Its clouds are melting to a peerless blue,
And everywhere are voices gaily crying:
Come brothers, let us make God's dream come true!

Come, let us help with deeds of love and pity
The toil-worn children in a world forlorn;
o brothers, let us build the golden city;
Come, let us rear the temple of the morn!
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HAIFA 730 AM
LCO BELIEVERS IN A],:ERICA CARE ALUNT
BOSTON
THE ONWARD MARCH OF THE CAUSE HATH NOT BEEN NOR CAN IT EVER
BE STAYED

I PRAY THE ALLMIGHTY THAT MY EFFORTS NOW REFRESHED

AND RENEWED MAY WITH YOUR UNDIMINISHED SUPPORT LEAD IT TO
GLORIOUS VICTORY
SHOGHI

Facsimile of a message just received from Shoghi Effendi, the first since his
return to Haifa.

THE VICTORY OF FAITH
By Horace Holley
who live in the depths of a
T HOSE
small, narrow valley, and make no
effort to climb the lofty mountains by
which they are beset-such people never
behold the landscape stretching beyond
the hills; they know not what the mountains may conceal.
But he who makes the mighty effort,
leaving behind him the narrow valley of
human selfishness and ease; he who has
the supreme courage and strength to gain
the summit, for him the invisible becomes
visible; for him the infinite divine horizons are unfolded, and that which was
hidden behind the mountains is revealed.
One of those recurrent visions that
come again and again, whenever selfishness and greed and fear are truly overcome-that landscape which ever greets

with its beauty the soul who reaches the
highest hill-is the vision of a united humanity, a single faith, one worship, one
law, one God. To this every traveler in
the world q,f spirit has testified, and their
testimony ever agrees. We find this
vision singing in the words of Isaiah;
Augustine, in his great work "The City
of God" .rediscovered it; its perception
haunted the great souls in the Middle
Ages; today once more the people of
magnanimity like Emerson have testified
eloquently that the same spiritual landscape still exists. You may search the
records of the vision of every people,
East and West, North and South-wherever the soul becomes articulate, its
speech is the praise of that which it beholds before it, beyond the hills.
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To these witnesses, that vision is reality, and the world's division, suffering and
pain is an unreality they have forever
left behind. By and for and in that reality they have lived and died.
But their witness is incredible to the
people in the darkness of the valley. In
the valley, the description of the landscape beyond the hills seems no more
than an empty dream, a denial of the
plainest facts confronting one on every
hand. Here, reality is the struggle for
existence, the survival of those who are
"fit", a constant and painful effort to
gather fruit from trees on which the sun
too seldom shines. That such a fruitful
landscape lies on the other side of death,
many in the valley will agree; but that it
lies on the other side of sacrifice here and
now, this they repudiate, this they vehemently deny. And their repudiation and
their denial are sanctified by those to
whom they are accustomed to turn for
authority in matters that pertain to the
life of the soul.
That faith has had no visible victory
in any era of recorded time, is all too
evident; that the vision of human brotherhood never s"eemed so dim, so unreal,
so legendary as in this troubled age, is
no less apparent.
.
Nevertheless, it is well to recall that
some hundreds of years ago Leonardo da
Vinci drew plans for the construction of
a machine that would fly. In his day,
even the thought of aviation was inconceivable. The failure of his efforts appeared to his neighbors like the judgment
of an offended Providence against one
who had attempted to contravene the
divine law.
But now' that aviation has become a
commonplace occurrence in t.his age of
scientific progress, what are we to say
of da Vinci?
In the world of thought, da Vinci
achieved aviation-in the world of
thought he stood abreast of the people
of today. It was in the world of material
fact, and in this world only, that da Vinci
failed. He failed onlv because certain
material conditions had not yet been fulfilled. He had no suitable motive power,
no suitable structural elements such as
we now have. But the principle of flight
was certainly his-and time itself pas
worked to vindicate his aspiration.

Therefore we see that there: are two
worlds-the world of vision al)d the world
of outward fact. Vision ever precedes
fact-vision creates fact. For the world
of vision is the world of causes; the world
of outward fact is the world of effects.
That which exists in the world of vision
must eventually come to existence also in
the world of fact. The world of fact cannot resist the world of vision, any more
than the earth can resist the growth of
the seed" that are sown. For the earth
is composed of the very substance of
vegetation-and in like manner, the
world of effects is composed of the substance of vision. Where the earth is too
scanty for vegetation-where the earth
resists the growth of the seed, there the
stunted vegetation rots and goes back to
the earth; and when this has happened
season after season, the earth is fertilized
by the very vegetation it seemed to resist.
So humanity, denying the spiritual world,
resisting the growth and development of
the life of spirit, is gradually spiritualized
by the in Iluences it destroys, or rather
seems to destroy.
Thus if we consider once more the recurrent vision of human brotherhood,
righteousness and unified faith: since
this reality has ever existed in the world
of perception, the world of causes, it must
also come to existence in the world of
outer fact. For the separation of these
two worlds is not the eternal separation
of life and death, or good and evil, or
light and darkness; rather their separation is that of cause and effect. It is a
separation which lies in time, and lying
in time, is also joined by time. As the
tree is the effect of the seed, but the tree
and the seed are separated by time, yet
connected in time; so also human brotherhood is the effect of the soul, the fruit
of the soul, and the long agony of the
soul's sacrifice is not only the measure of
the duration of time but also the measure
of time's meaning.
For there must needs be concurrent
conditions for the realization of brotherhood, just as there had to be concurrent
conditions for the realization of mechanical flight. Just as the thought of flight
remained perfect, unchanging in the
world of causes until certain conditions
had been established in the material
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world, so the vision of peace on earth has
existed perfect and unchanging, a landscape beyond the hills of sacrifice and
endeavor, until little by little those outer
conditions might be established of which
peace and righteousness are the consummation, the purpose, the motive, the fruit.
Never has the man of faith denied the
reality of human brotherhood, but in all
ages his concern has been to further the
inner and outer preparations for its eventual victory.
Let us not be deceived by the apparent
predominance of hatred, suspicion and
the desire for material conquest in this
age.
Nine years ago a child might have traveled from Berlin to Paris in a few hours,
without danger, without annoyance. A
year later, in 1914, more than a million
men attempted to make that journey, and
not one man arrived. Why was this?
Not one man arrived because they came
on conquest, and coming on conquest
they raised up forces of opposition that
proved mightier than they.
This is a new condition in the world of
humanity. Hitherto, no power has existed strong enough to resist empire except the mysterious power of time. Rome
was overthrown, overthrown at last, but
Rome was overthrown so slowly that people did not perceive the seeds of Rome's
downfall were sown by the first legions
Rome sent forth to conquer the world.
Hence arose, in all past ages, the apparent
justification of conquest and the apparent
unreality of love: that the effects of ambition and greed were so separated from
their causes that the people could not
realize that cause and effect are actually
one.
But todav. cause and effect are no
longer myst~riously separated by time,
or place, or personality. The material
unity of all races and all countries, and
their complete interdependence upon one
and the same economic organization, has
created a condition wherein spiritual motive and material consequence are as inseparable as the heart and the mind of
the same man.
There is an old saying about "those
who fish in troubled waters" which we
can complete by adding the words "must
stand on dry land". That is, to profit by
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others' domination one must stand beyond the consequences of their domination. Today no immunity exists or is
possible for any individual or group. For
men are no longer associated together as
self-sustaining groups, but each community has become an essential wheel or
lever in the one world machine-an essential organ or limb in the one body of
humanity.
In the light of this new condition let
us perceive the sequences in which vision,
as cause, becomes reality, as effect.
The origin of love, in evolving humanity, is sympathy, and sympathy is the
sharing of the same danger, or suffering,
or pain. So long as humanity stood
divided from itself, in separate races and
religions, so long was sympathy confined
in its action to the sep~rate community,
and the result of sympathy, love, expressed itself as loyalty to the one nation
and the one creed. Therefore love ever
resisted and overthrew its own desire,
since loyalty to the one nation and the
one creed involved opposition to other nations and other creeds. Today, just as
injury to one part of a body is injury
to all parts, so injury to any portion of
humanity has its effects upon all other
portions. The very universality of suffering in this age has overthrown the
foundations of limited loyalty, and the
mutl!al danger we face through warfare
or. economic disaster is the pledge of a
common sympathy as inevitable as the
rising of tomorrow's sun.
If we seek for confirmation of this in
one another's spiritual limitations, however, we may seek in vain. For just as
an imperfect mirror exaggerates every
image, so in out imperfection of thought
and love do we tend to confirm each other
in our selfishness rather than in our aspiration for the common good. Without
some source wherein each may find his
own perfection steadfastly set forth, we
shall continue as it were in the narrow
and endless valley of self, increasing the
crisis of modern existence until another
and greater war engulf us all.
Abdul Baha's spiritual influence alone
can overcome the bitterness of suspicion
and the habit of hate.
Abdul Baha has brought back in its
fulness the ancient, the timeless vision of
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brotherhood, righteousness, peace and
love. Abdul Baha has given this vision
an expression in word and deed which
transcends every limitation of race, of
class, of nation and of creed. No community can claim Abdul Baha for their
own spiritual leader, and make his inspiration the justification of separateness,
as men have done with every spiritual
leader of the past. In the divisions of
humanity he has arisen as the true center and point of unity, a mirror reflecting
the light of one love and one teaching to
every horizon. As each community, seeking relief from its own restrictions and
its sufferings, turns to Abdul Baha for
guidance, it finds all other communities
illumined in the same compassionate love.
\Vhen a reporter of the New York
Globe visted Abdul Baha at Haifa a few
years ago in the course of an investigation of the Zionist movement in Palestine,
Abdul Baha gave her this message: "Tell
my followers that they have no enemies
to fear, no foes to hate. Man's only
enemy is himself".
It means nothing how many or how
few Abdul Baha's followers may be at
this moment here or in other parts of
the world. That message was the expression of the reality emerging from the
present era of confusion, of trouble, of
unrest, of universal change. To receive
that message from the lips of Abdul Baha
at the time it was uttered is to be forewarned and forearmed; but the message
is unescapable, soon or late, by reason
of the actual conditions of the world. AbduI Baha recorded the spiritual evolution
that went on behind and within the material evolution of this age. He witnessed
for us the victory of faith.

As one considers the strife that is taking place everywhere today, one recalls
the ancient story of Atman the king.
One day Atman summoned his four
sons to his presence and said:
"My sons, because you expect to share
this mighty kingdom after my departure,
you are making no effort to develop in
yourselves any capacity or any worthiness. As you are my sons I love you,
but I also have a duty to my people.
Therefore go forth, each of you, into the

world, and to him who best proves his
worthiness I shall leave the kingdom."
So the four sons went forth, one to the
East, one to the West, one to the South,
one to the North. And as each had inherited of the father's capacity, so each
made a mighty effort to develop worthiness, and each rose to leadership in the
country where he lived.
Then having become a leader in his
country, each of the four sons remembered his father's promise, and set forth
to return to Atman's capital and claim
the right of inheritance. So each set
forth on the way, bringing with him a
mighty following of soldiers and servants
that Atman his father might realize how
worthy he had become.
Now arriving on the great plain before
the gates of the city, each brother beheld
the army of the other also arriving, the
army of the East with the banner of the
dragon, the army of the West with the
banner of the eagle, the army of the
North with the banner of the bear, and
the army of the South with the banner of
the palm. But seeing these other banners, each brother thought that hostile
armies had gathered to destroy the kingdom of his father Atman, and to defend
his father each brother led his army
against the other armies on the plain.
By reason of their courage, the four
brothers fought at the head of their
armies, where the banner was upheld, and
in the course of a few hours all the banners were thrown down and the four
leaders wounded.
Then the armies, the banners thrown
down and the ranks hopelessly intermingled, ceased to fight, and around the
four brothers as they lay wounded a circle of mourning soldiers stood in silence.
Then the oldest brother, feeling his
heart's blood ebb away, raised his voice
in a mighty cry of grief and lamentation:
"0 Atman, my father! 0 my father,
Atman the king! Bitter enemies surround thy city, and they shall lay it waste
and slay thee in the midst. Gladly have
I given life for thee, 0 my father-alas,
that the enemies were too strong and I
have died in vain."
So lamented the eldest brother. And
when the other brothers heard him lamenting their father Atman, the king,

IN PALESTINE DURING THE GREAT WAR
then they lamented also, and more bitterly even than he, for now they knew that
it was no enemy they had fought, but
their own brothers they had so blindly
attacked and so unwittingly harmed.
Even so the strife in which we are all
engaged, even now-strife political, strife
economic, strife social, strife religious.
This is not an ordinary strife; like the
battle of the four brothers, it is the universal combat which precedes mutual
recognition and prepares for the Most
Great Peace in the hearts of men. For
there is no recognition possible between
the strangeness of our customs and the
intensity of our desires, but recognition
is in and through the common fatherhood
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of God, reconciliation is in and through
obedience to the one universal Will.
Let us not be dismayed by this frantic
confusion of strife. It is the final and
complete expression of divine love, compelling humanity to destroy the foundations of its own injustice and greed. Were
there to be no such universally disastrous
consequences of age-long injustice, the
divine compassion would be entirely absent from the arena of human affairs.
This period of universally disastrous consequences is that which they have ever
warned humanity, the witnesses of God
from age to age. All the spiritual witnesses return in this age of fulfillment.
They speak in the voice of Abdul Baha,

FROM THE DIARY OF MIRZA AHMAD SOHRAB
Written in Palestine During the Great War

III
the evening, when the believers were
in his benign presence, Abdul
I Nsitting
Baha said: "All the people are sacrificing their lives for the sake of the- worthless (valueless) earth. They are not
adorers of God, but worshippers of the
ground. Were they giving up their lives
in the path of God the results would be
everlasting. But now what benefits do
they receive? If one soul is martyred
for the sake of Truth eternally will he
shine from the horizon of ,glory. Yet, duringthelast six months probably more than
one million living, breathing youths have
been left on the battlefields, dead, and soon
their names will be forgotten! In a few
years who will care to know about them
as individuals? The historians of each
country will no doubt compile the history
of the salient events of this tremendous
struggle, for the benefit of the reading
public, but the public as a mass is indifferent, heedless and forgetful. Only the
noble minds of a few will grasp the general meaning of these world-shaking events.

Our hope is that the differences will be
settled soon and friendly relations based
upon sound and permanent foundations
will be established."
An old man passed by. The Master
called him and asked after his health.
Then he put into the palm of his hand an
English pound, and prayed for him thus:
"May thy body be at peace, thy mind be
at peace, thy thoughts be at peace, thy
soul be at peace and thy spirit be at
peace."
When he left, the Master said: "The
name of this old man is Rustam Effendi.
He has served me in many ways. He has
now become very poor. I was looking
for an opportunity to help him and this
was the proper time."
While he was talking a carriage stopped
in the middle of the street and the stout
occupant jumped down and came toward
us. He greeted the Master; then, after
a few words, he returned to his carriage.
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The Master said: "This man is Asaad
Bey. When we were in Acca years ago
he came to me one day and said, 'Master,
I am the most miserable man! I am
seeking good fortune but it eludes me at
every turn. I long to be prosperous, but
ill luck pursues me. If I touch gold it
turns into copper. If I hold a green leaf
in my hand it becomes sear and yellow.
I have lost all my possessions and with
them all my faith. Please pray for me
that God may help me.' I gave him some
money and, that night, I supplicated at
the Holy Threshold of the Blessed Perfection that he might receive assistance.
The next day he was offered a government position with a good salary. Then
negligence overtook him, and he became
so proud that he would not even speak
to me. When, later, a Kurdish Motosarref came to Acca he intrigued against us,
carried false reports and was even so arrogant as to wish me to offer him a bribe
as the price of silence! I did not say anything to him. Later he repented his
deeds."
When we entered the hotel and while
we were drinking our coffee the Master
spoke about severance from and attachment to the things of this world.
"The realization of these two opposite
attitudes in a single individual is very
rare. In the Bahai Cause it is taught
that we must devote the utmost attention
to the pursuit of our worldly affairs but
at the same time be severed from all else
save God. How can the mind and heart
be entirely free, and detached from every
pursuit, yet occupied with the solution
of material problems? This is a most
subtle, psychological question. To be in
the water and not to get wet; to go
through the fire and not to be burnedthese are opposite, irreconcilable conditions. Still, in the spiritual world these
two antipodes must meet and the two
qualities of severance and attachment
must be harmoniously combined."
On our return home there was quite a
large meeting of the believers and Abdul
Baha said: "I went out to return the
morning call of the German officer. While
I was there the Gaemmagam entered the
room. According to what they said hun-

dreds of thousands of people have been
killed during the past few months. What
cruel minds there are! What demoniacal
hearts are found!
What diabolical
thoughts are portrayed! What devilish
engines are at work! What black souls
are discovered! What satanic schemes
are unearthed! What dark imaginations
are brooding over infernal plans! All
their demoniacal policies work for the destruction of the conqueror and the conquered. The countries of both sides are
laid waste. The people of the opposing
nations are butchered. The homes of the
governments are ruined and civilization
on both sides is annihilated."

It was still raining when we rode away
and picked up Mirza Mohsen at the other
end of the town. There was a heavy sea
rolling and the clean sandy beach was
constantly being washed by the huge
waves. The sight was sublime. Many
Arabs, both men and women were walking along, bare-foot, and carrying on their
backs heavy loads. There was one especially interesting, an Amazonian-looking
woman who carried a bed on her head, a
large mat rolled up and tied to her shoulders and a child in her arms. The Master was amused to see this because the
woman was entirely unmindful of her
load and trudged along perfectly happy
and unconcerned.
The Master said: "There are certain
forms of work which are beyond human
endurance and others which are within
it; and these differ greatly according to
the early 'environment and training of
each individual. For example, Mirza
:NIohsen here, could not walk bare-footed,
as these Arabs do, on such a rainy day as
this. He would catch cold and be in bed
for a month. But the Arabs go through
it day after day and grow healthier and
stronger. The struggling, winning, successful man is he who accustoms himself
to the accomplishment of those things
which are considered to be beyond human endurance. Only a soul thus great
can stand the tests of life and come out
of the crucible pure and unspotted. (But)
if one cannot rise to this height he can
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at least school himself to perform the
tasks which are within the range of his
endurance. If a man cannot qualify in
one of these two classes he becomes a
social burden."

on his part permission was granted, and
I was glad of the chance to take part in
an outdoor entertainment.
"Aga Raheem took me with him and
soon we were out in the country. He led
me through green valleys and beautiful
pastures till we reached the foot of a
This morning the Master sat for some lofty mountain. Here we had to walk
hours in the delightful warm sunshine. through a narrow defile and then by a
Many stopped and talked with him. He zig-zag road and with much difficulty
inspired everyone to be firm and calm in slowly to ascend to the summit. When
these trying days. His cheerful voice we arrived at the top I was surprised to
went straight to the hearts and caused find myself on a vast, verdant, table-land
sad faces to smile and laugh-even while which was no other than the pasture-land
the warship was slowly passing before us. of our cattle. I still feel the exhilarating
At noon Sheikh Saleh took dinner with breeze which greeted my cheeks on that
us. He says he will not leave Acca until clear day!
he can take the Master with him to Abou
"Exclusive of horses and cows there
Senan.
were about four thousand head of sheep
In the afternoon we were all summoned and goats belonging to us, while a few
into the presence of Abdul Baha. Mean- thousand more were the property of other
while the Commissioner of Police was owners. But all were grazing peacefully
ushered into the room also. In the course on this broad plateau. It was a most
of the conversation Abdul Baha said: charming, ideal, pastoral scene and, from
"The citizens of a country are like the afar, I could see many shepherds and
various members and organs of the body. shepherdesses. We rode on a few minSo long as the brain and the nervous sys- utes longer and then, under a spacious
tem are coordinate in their functions there bower I was welcomed by some eighty or
will be no jar in the constitution. But more shepherds who were clamoring to
when they fall out of harmony great salute me. They were all dressed in their
disturbances become manifest. In like best clothes for this was a gala day. To
manner, when the government represents me it was a noble and attractive sight.
ideals of progress and justice the people
"On that morning about fifteen sheep
will advance and progress in their activi- had been killed and prepared in the coolties. Ideal cooperation will bind together flowing spring near by; then the shepthe hearts and strike at the root of pov- herds had stuck them on long iron rods to
erty for preventable poverty is a source be roasted. Huge, spectacular campfires
of all misery and evil. The rulers must were burning and while the sheep were
be filled with mercy and solicitude for the roasting the shepherds sang folk songs
condition of the unfortunates."
and danced their charming peasant
dances. When noon came they all sat on
the green grass and feasted, with extraBecause this is Christmas eve I can- ordinary appetites, upon the well-seasnot entertain you better than to relate oned, toothsome meat. . . . . . .
to you some of the charming stories which
"When evening drew nigh and the
~eli from the lips of the Master this even- hour of our leave-taking approached all
mg:
the shepherds gathered around us and
"When I was in Nlazandaran I was a in their farewell speeches hinted that they
wee bit of a child and enjoyed all the fun expected me to give them some gifts as
and play belonging to that age. In our is customary with the landlords in these
town we had a man by the name of Aga parts. I asked Aga Raheem what it was
Raheem who was the overseer of our all about and told him that as I was such
shepherds. One day he came to our a little child they should not expect me
house and asked my mother to let him to make gifts and, moreover, I had
take me to a country barbecue to be giv- brought nothing with me. Aga Raheem
en by the shepherds. After some urging replied: 'This will not do. You are the
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master of all these shepherds and I do
not like to think what they will say if
you leave this place without giving them
something.'
"I was indeed in a dilemma but after
thinking a moment the idea came to me
to give each shepherd a few sheep from
our own flocks. I communicated the idea
to the overseer who was rather pleased

with it; and it was announced in a solemn
tone, and immediately acted upon. When
at last we reached home, and my act of
generosity was related to the Blessed Perfection, he laughed very much over it and
said: 'We must appoint a guardian to
protect Aga-master-from his own liberality; else, some day, he may give himself away'."

THE RELIGION OF THE SOLDIER-SIKHS
By Kate Kempner
HE following article is a summary of
a little book of great interest to
students of comparative religions: The
Religion of the Sikhs, by Dorothy Field,
in The Wisdom of the East Series; E. P.
Dutton and Company, New York.
Few of us probably know more than
the name, Sikh, which we associate with
a warlike, stalwart race of Northern India. Yet the religion of the Sikhs is one
of the most interesting existing now in
India. lt is of particular interest because
it attempted as long as five centuries ago
to unite Islam and Hinduism. While failing in this attempt, it succeeded in binding together, like J udaism of old, a whole
race into a nation by reason of their faith.
The founder of the religion, N anak,
was born in 1469. His parents were strict
Hindus, but the boy met early with the
religious teachers and reformers of his
day and, learning Persian, became acquainted with the Mohammedan doctrine.
When nine years old, he was to be initiated into his caste by a Brahman priest
but, protesting against the formality, he
composed the following hymn:
"Make mercy thy cotton, contentment
thy thread, continence its knot, truth
its twist.
That would make a janen (sacred thread)
for the soul; if thou hast it, 0 Brahman, then put it on me.
lt will not break, nor become soiled, nor
be burned nor lost.
Blessed the man who goeth with such a
thread on his neck."

T

Later, Nanak lived the life of a religious teacher-Guru-wandering from
place to place and chanting his teachings
to the accompaniment of an instrument.
He made many converts among the Brahmans, protesting against formalism
whether Mohammedan or Hindu. He
taught the existence of an all-powerful
and loving Creator, who must be approached with sincerity and simplicity.
He discouraged ascetic practices, was
himself married, taught that true religion
was in the heart, whatever might be the
walk in life. Before his death, in 1538,
he appointed his successor, whom he had
previously subjected to severe tests. Later
this office became hereditary.
Nine Gurus followed N anak and spread
the doctrines which were preached not in
Sanscrit, as the Hindu scriptures, but in
the language of the people. When the
Sikhs (disciples) became more powerful
persecution began. The fifth Guru was
martyred; the sixth took up arms. Having always valued fine physique and
healthiness, both of mind and body, the
ensuing historic development served to
strengthen these qualities. Another Guru
was murdered by a Moghul ruler and
from that time on the bitterest enmity
existed between Sikhs and Mohammedans. The last Guru died in 1708, and
the religious teachings as well as the laws
for daily life having by this time been
sufficiently and definitely stated in their
holy books, there was no need for a new
Guru. In their refuge among the hills .
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of Northern India the Sikhs kept alive
the flame of religious zeal and maintained
themselves as a separate nation. They
marched against the English in the Sikhwars of 1845 and 1847; later became intensely loyal to their English masters,
saved the Empire in 1857 and have always stood by them since.
Sikhism lays its greatest stress upon
the unity and omnipotenc;e of God. The
way of salvation is by finding the right
Guru (Teacher). Simplicity of life, meditation, good works and association with
holy men are the means.
The following excerpts from hymns
will illustrate the Sikh teachings:
"There is but one God whose name is
true, the Creator, the Powerful, devoid
of fear and enmity, immortal, unborn,
self-existent; by the favour of the Guru.
Repeat His name. The True One ,vas
in the beginning; the True One V/ail in
the primal age. The True One is now
also-the True One also shall be. . . . .
Sing and hear and put His love into your
hearts. Thus shall your sorrows be removed, and you shall be absorbed in Him
who is the abode of happiness.
"Under the Guru's instruction God's
word is heard; under the Guru's instruc-
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tion is knowledge acquired; under the
Guru's instruction man learns that God
is everywhere contained ..... If I knew
Him should I not describe Him?
"He cannot be described by words.
My Guru hath explained one thing to
meThat there is but one Bestower on all
living beings; may I not forget Him.
If I please Him, that is my place of pill!;rimage to Bakim;
If I please Him not, what ablutions shall
I make?
What can all the created beings I behold
obtain without previous good acts?
Precious stones, jewels and gems shall be
treasured up in thy heart, if thou
hearkenest to even one word of the
Guru.
By hearing the Name, truth, contentment
and divine knowledge are obtained.
Hearing the Name is equal to bathing at
the sixty-eight places of pilgrimage.
By hearing and reading it man obtaineth
honor.
By hearing the Name the mind is composed and fixed on God.
Nanak, the saints are ever happy.
By hearing the Name sorrow and sin are
no more."

By Kabir
Sing the praises of God from whom the supreme reward is obtained.
What is devotion, what penance and austerities, what fasting and ablutions,
Unless thou know est the way to love and serve God?
Be not glad at the sight of p~osperity and grieve not at the sight of adversity;
As is prosperity, so is adversity; what God proposeth shall be accomplished.
Saith Kabir, through the saints I now know in my heart
That the worshipper in ,vhose heart God dwelleth, performeth the best worship.

By Sheikh Farid
Humility is the word, forbearance the virtue, civility the priceless spell:
Make these three thy dress, 0 sister, and the Spouse
Shall come into thy power.
There are few saints,
Who, though wise, are simple,
Though strong, are weak,
And, though having not, divide what they have.
Utter not one disagreeable word, since the J'rue Lord is in all men.
Distress no one's heart; every heart is a priceless jewel.
All men's hearts are jewels; to distress them is by no means good;
If thou desirest the Beloved, distress no one's heart.

THE SPIRIT OF THE CENTURY
MOSLEMS AND CHRISTIANS AT
THE GATE OF EUROPE
OR thirteen centuries two great divisions of the human race, two vast
armies, the children of the one God,
Christians and Moslems, have struggled
for the control of Europe, Africa and
Asia. The Moslems have conquered most
of Africa and a large part of Asia; the
Christians have held the better part of
Europe and part of Asia. Mohammedanism is today the most rapidly growing religion in the world. In the last
hundred years it has won fifty million
converts in Africa and many millions in
India and China. Today Moslems and
Christians continue the struggle for the
mastery of the world.
But neither religion can now convert
the other to its creeds. The experience of
recent centuries has proved such conversion to be impossible. The only solution
of the centuries of conflict is for Christians and I\10slems to understand, appreciate and love each other and to unite
in one universal brotherhood as the children of the One Universal God.
When he spoke in the Central Congregational Church in 1912 in New York
City Abdul Baha said: "All Islam considers the Koran the Word of God. In
this Koran are explicit texts which are
not traditional. The Koran, the Mohammedan bible, contains explicit texts that
His Holiness Christ was the Word of God,
that he was the Spirit of God, that Jesus
Christ came into the world through the
resuscitation of the Holy Spirit, that his
birth was through the Holy Spirit and
that Her Grace Mary was holy and sanctified."
"Marvelous to relate when His Holiness Mohammed proclaimed his work and
mission, his first objection to his own people was this: 'Why have you not be-
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lieved on Jesus Christ? Why have you
not accepted the Gospel? Why have you
not believed in Moses?' "
A new appreciation of Islam is appearing in our western world. Hendrik Van
Loon, and H. G. Wells, in their delightful and popular histories describe the
splendor of Mohammedan civilization and
Europe's debt to Saracen science, culture
and learning. They realize the glory of
the fruits of the tree of Islam, but seem to
forget that, as Jesus said, we know the
tree by its fruits. A bad. tree cannot bear
good fruits. The tree of Islam was Mohammed's life and teachings; the fruits
the Moslem saints and heroes, the Saracen civilization which was for five or six
centuries the brightest in the world. Such
fruits prove the tree to be of divine plantmg.
Professor T. W. Arnold of London
Vniversity in his remarkable book The
Preaching of Islam has pointed th~ way
to a real understanding of Mohammed
and the Moslem saints and heroes. Carlyle over fifty years ago opened the door
to a true appreciation of Mohammed in
his HeTOes and Hero Worship. Sir Edwin Arnold, in 1882, in his introduction
to his beautiful poems, Pearls of Faith
or Islam's Rosary, wrote: "The soul of
Islam is its declaration of the unity of
God: its heart is the inculcation of an absolute resignation to His will. Not more
sublime, therefore, in religious history appears the figure of Paul the tent-maker
proclaiming the 'Unknown God' at Ath~
ens, than that of the camel-driver Muhammad, son of Abdallah and Aminah,
abolishing all the idols of the Arabian
Pantheon, except their chief-Allah Ta'Alah, 'God the Most High,'-and under
that ancient and well-received appellation
establishing the oneness of the origin, government and life of the universe. Thereby that marvelous and gifted Teacher
created a vast empire of new belief and
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new civilization, and prepared a sixth part
of humanity for the developments and
reconciliations which later times will
bring. For Islam must be conciliated:
it can not be thrust scornfully aside or be
rooted out. It shares the task of the
education of the world with its sister religions, and it will contribute its eventual
portion to 'that far-off divine event toward which the whole creation moves.' "
The new magazine, Asia, contains delightful stories revealing the charm and
beauty of the lives of true Moslems.
":Mohammed, Her Conquerer," published
in a recent issue of this magazine is both
an exquisite story of a Moslem mother
and the spirit of the true Christian manifested in the teachers of Constantinople
who helped her. In the December issue
of .1sia are exquisite pictures of Mohammedan mosques' and minarets as expressions of an enduring beauty. Under one
of these wonderful pictures are the words:
"God is great! God is great! God is
great! God is great! Five times a day,
from thousands of minarets, thousands of
'muezzins' call the Moslem world to
prayer. Five times a day the call echoes
through the East, from Africa to far-off
China, and millions of persons, different
in race and language, but bound together
in the great unity called 'Islam', prostrate themselves before the one God. 'I
bear witness that there is no god but
God.' The voice of the muezzin, following an ancient and beautiful melody, rises
and falls in minor cadences. 'I bear witness that Mahomet is the prophet of God.
Come to prayer!' "
Each religion has its saints and its sinners, its devils and its angels. By the
side of the divine Christ there walked
Peter the beloved apostle, and Judas, the
satan. A Christian mission<try tells of
how some Mohammedan soldiers came
to the town where he was living and in a
frenzy of religious fanaticism massacred
Christian men and women. But immediately, a Mohammedan man in that village took into his garden eight hundred
of the little children left orphans and
homeless by the massacre and cared for
them like a true disciple of the Christ. A
Mohammedan woman, in India had her
two hands cut off through a cruel miscarriage of justice. While she was being
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tortured this woman prayed for her executioner that God would forgive him for
he knew not what he was doing.
Baha 'Ullah and Abdul Baha, as they
lead the members of the different religions
up the vales of seclusion and prejudice
to the mountain top of brotherhood have
opened a glorious new era of understanding between Christians and Moslems. The
Bahai-Moslems of Persia love the Christ
and read the Christians' Bible with the
joy of a newly discovered glory. The
Bahai-Christians are able now to appreciate the sublimity of Mohammed's
thought and influence. As Abdul Baha
has said: "All teaching of the prophets
is one; of one faith; of one divine light
shining over the ·world. Now, all people
should under the banner of the oneness
of humanity turn away from prejudice,
become friends and believers in all the
prophets. As Christians believe in Moses
so Jews should believe in Jesus. As Mohammedans believe in Christ and Moses
so Christians should believe in Mohammed. Thus, all disputes would disappear,
all would be united."
THE UNIVERSAL WORSHIP OF
THE FUTURE
all ages since man became a man and
I Nrealized
the responsibility laid upon
him through the endowment of a soul
services of worship have been the fountainhead of spiritual renewal. When religion is in flower and the outpourings of
the Holy Spirit are in springtime splendor, public and private worship "maketh
all things new." The early Christian
meetings were divine festivals of gladness. At their suppers the invisible Lord
was their guest and his light was radiant
in their hearts. These spiritual meetings
and the continual prayers of the early
Christians gave them the power to unite
diverse peoples and races and to breathe
a new life into the old Roman civilization.
Today all over the world services of
worship are losing their spiritual vitality.
A thoughtful article by Dr. Francis E.
Clark in the Yale Review accuses the
American people of going to church for
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sermon worship. This, he thinks, partly
explains the falling-off in church attendance since the minister does not exist
who can preach a brilliant sermon every
Sunday and do all the other things that
are expected of him. The emphasis in
church going should be put, he says, upon
the idea of worship rather than upon the
drawing power of the sermon. "Without
at least a touch of mysticism worship is
a cold and barren thing."
In the Bahai assemblies now found in
all lands worship has regained its springtime freshness and splendor. As Abdul
Baha said, the Bahais on Mount Carmel
would like to spend day and night in the
divine joy of prayer for to them "prayer
is conversation with God." In the Bahai
temples of the future, of which the great
edifice now being built at Chicago is the
first in America, all religions and peoples
will unite together in praising and supplicating to the One Universal God, the One
Father of all nations that dwell upon the
earth. In these meetings the heavenly
books will be read and the glorious prayers of Baha'Ullah and Abdul Baha will
be chanted. It will be simply with the
desire to worship and praise God that all
nations and races will enter the Universal
House of Worship; and thus worshipping
in an all-inclusive unity will their services
attract an especial downpouring of the
Holy Spirit for as Abdul Baha has said,
"everything universal is divine."
SPIRITUAL MEETINGS
Words of A bdul B aha

Regarding arrangements for the Bahai
Sunday meeting for the purpose of worship, this is very suitable that first, prayer
should be chanted and supplication made
until all gather; then communion should
be made. After praying, sacred readings
with melodious voices should be read by
all together.
Thou hast written concerning the
spiritual meeting. The spiritual meeting
must be in the utmost state of ecstasy
and tumult. The supplications must be
perused, the Tablets and Verses be read,
eloquent speeches be delivered, divine
proofs be explained, the audience be en-

couraged to enter into the Kingdom of
God, news received from different parts
be read and in the end they may read
all together, a supplication.
The founding of these spiritual meetings is purely for the purpose of teaching;
but, as the Mashreq'UI Azkar is not yet
founded, therefore in the spiritual meetings verses are chanted, supplications and
communes offered and discourses delivered. However, when the Mashreq'UI
Azkar is organized the spiritual meetings
will be devoted especially to teaching, and
the place of worship will become focalized
in the Mashreq'UI Azkar.
This Cause is proclaimed through eloquent, sincere addresses. We must unloose the tongue, spread the fragrances of
God, diffuse the words of God. We must
present to the public the proofs and evidences of this Cause with a tongue of fire
so that souls may be exhilarated, minds
become full of tumult and acclamation.
With words of love and illumination we
must set hearts aglow with the fire of the
love of God, enkindle minds with the power of the Kingdom. We must explain the
teachin~s orally so that hearts may become lIke pure fountains, the invisible
inspirations may descend, the bounties of
the Holy Spirit may be revealed, the rays
of the Sun of Reality may shine; the
breezes of the Paradise of Abha may
waft and the glad tidings of the Kingdom
of Abha may be announced.
FROM THE BOOK OF AKDAS
The Voice of God is speaking through the
Pen of Baha'Ullah

Harken unto that which the Sadrat
(Guidance) reveals unto you from the
verses of God. Verily, they are the
balance of the guidance of God, the Lord
of this world and the world to come. By
them the souls soar to the daysprings of
inspiration and the hearts of the advancers are illumined. His utterances are
the ordinances of God which are incumbent upon you as these are the precepts
of God whereunto ye are commanded in
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the Tablet. Conform to them with fragrance and spirituality for this will profit
you much, were ye of those who know.
Read the verses of God every morning
and evening. He who.does not read does
not know the Covenant of God and His
Testament. He who turns away from
them in this day verily is of those who
have turned away from God since the
eternity of eternities. Fear God, 0 ye
servants.
Be not deluded by meaningless, rep~ated readings and by actions day and
mght. Should ye read but one verse with
fragrance and spirituality it will avail you
more than to read with slothfulness all
the books of God, the Protector the
Self-Existent.
'
Read the verses of God in such wise
that ye may not be overtaken by apathy
a~d gloom .. Enc,umber not the spirit
wIth that whIch WIll depress it but (favor
it) with that which will cheer it and
enable it to soar upon the wings of the
verses to the dayspring of Evidences.
This is more acceptable to God, were ye
of those who comprehend.
Teach your children that which hath
been caused to descend from the heaven
of Might and Greatness that they may
read with the sweetest tone the Tablets
of the Merciful, in the rooms which are
built in the Mashreq'Ul Azkar.
Verily, he who is overcome by the attraction of the love of My Name the
Merciful, will assuredly read the v'erse~
of God in such wise as to charm the
h~arts of t~ose .who are asleep.
Happmess awaIts hIm who, in the Name
whereby every high and haughty mountain is swept away drinks the pure wine
of life from the utterances of his Lord
the Merciful.
'
Blessed is he who goes in the early
morning to the Mashreq'Ul Azkar and
mentions his God, remembers His grace
and asks for forgiveness.
'
Upon entering the House he must sit
down silently and listen to the Text of
God, the Mighty, the Extolled.
A Mashreq'UI Azkar is a house built
in a city or village for the purpose of
commemoration. Thus hath it been
named before the Throne, were ye of
those who know.
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EXILED FROM BAGDAD

A Story from the Words of
Abdul Baha
the Blessed Perfection (BaW HEN
ha'Ullah) was exiled from Bagdad
the large number of believers who "vent
with him divided the work of the party
among them. For example, Darveesh
Sedk Ali and Haji Ebrahim acted as
equerries, Ostad Mohammed Ali looked
after the baggage, Mirza Mohammed Goli
supervised the pitching of the tents and
I was, if we may here use a military
term, a commissary officer and had to
supply the party, including horses, etc.,
with food and the daily necessities. Often, by day or by night we covered a
distance of from twenty-five to thirty
miles. No sooner would we reach a
caravanserai than from sheer fatigue
everyone would lie down and go to sleep:
utter exhaustion having overtaken everybody they would be unable even to move.
But Mirza Mahmoud and Aga Reza
rested not for a moment. After our arrival they would immediately become
engaged in cooking for this party of
nearly seventy-two people-and this after their arduous work of guiding all
day or all night the horses which carried
the palanquin of the Blessed Perfection.
When the meal was cooked and made
ready all those who had slept would
wake, eat and go to sleep again. These
two men would then wash .all the dishes
and pack them up. By this time they
would be so tired that they could have
slept on even a hard boulder.
During the journey when they became
utterly weary they would sleep while
walking. Now and again I would see
one of them take a bound and leap from
one point to another. It would then become apparent that he was asleep and
had dreamed that he had reached a wide
creek-hence the jump.
In a word, from Bagdad to Samsoun
they served with rare faithfulness. Indeed no human being had the fortitude
to bear cheerfully all this heavy lab or.
But, because they were kindled (by the
spirit of God) they performed all these
services with greatest happiness. I remember how, in the early morning, when
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we wanted to start for another caravanseria, we often saw these two men fast
asleep. We would go and shake them
and they would wake with much difficulty. While walking they always chanted communes and supplications.
In those days a famine raged all along
the road. \Vhen we reached a station
Mirza J afar and I would ride from one
village to another, from one Arab or
Kurdish tent to another trying to get
food, straw, barley, etc., for men and
animals. Many a time we were out till
midnight.
One day we happened to call on a
Turk who was harvesting. Seeing his
large pile of straw we thought we had
come to the end of our search. I approached the Turk politely, and said,
",",Ve are your guests and one of the conditions of (religious) Faith is to honor
the newly arrived guests. I have heard
that you are a very liberal people, very
generous, and that whenever you entertain a guest you kill and cook for him a
whole sheep. Now, vve desire such and
such a thing, and are ready to pay any
price that you demand. We hope this is
sufficiently reasonable."
He thought for a moment, and then
said, "Open your sack."
Mirza J afar opened it and he put into
it a few handfuls of straw.
I was amused, and said, "Oh, my

friend! What can we do with this straw?
We have thirty-six animals and we want
feed for everyone of them!"
In brief, everywhere we encountered
many difficulties, until we arrived in Karpout. Here, we saw that our animals had
become lean, and walked with great difficulty. But we could not get straw and
barley for them.
At Karpout the Acting GovernorGeneral came to call on us-and with him
brought ten car-loads of rice, ten sacks
of barley, ten sheep, several baskets of
rice, several bags of sugar, many pounds
of butter, etc. These were sent as gifts
by the Governor-General, Ezzat Pasha,
to the Blessed Perfection.
After our experiences, and knowing
how difficult it was to get anything from
the farmers along the way-'-when I
looked at these things I knew that they
were sent from God, and they were gladly accepted.
At that time Aga Hossein Ashjee was
the assistant cook. He worked day and
night and had no time to sleep.
We stayed at Karpout one week and
had a good rest. For two days and nights
I did nothing but sleep.
The Governor-General, Ezzat Pasha,
called on the Blessed Perfection. He was
a very good man and showed much love
and service.-Recorded by Mirza Ahmad
Sohrab.

BAHAI NEWS AND NOTES
ROM all parts of the world there
come reports of the majestic onward
march of the Cause of the most great
peace. Great interest and growth are
manifest in Bagdad, Constantinople, in
Egypt, in Australia; there are growth and
activity in India, Persia and Japan. In
Germany there is growing a deep spiritual
hunger, and great Bahai meetings are
held. Mr. Herrigel recently spoke in Berlin and many other cities to very appreciative audiences. Everywhere the people
are eagerly listening to the Bahai Glad
Tidings. During the last year a young

F

Bahai from India, Kaushal Kishor Bhargava, came to Esslingen. In a few months
he gained sufficient knowledge of the German language to enable him to give addresses in German upon the Bahai principles and their life-giving message. He
held meetings in Bremen, Hamburg, Berlin, Leipzig, Karlsruhe, Stuttgart, Goppingen and Esslingen. Everywhere he found
open hearts and minds, and it often happened that at one or two o'clock in the
morning the friends were unwilling to go
home from the meetings, such was the
interest created.

BAHAI CONGRESSES
BAHAI CONGRESS IN STUTTGART
HE Bahai Congress this year had an
international aspect for not only
from the near and far parts of Germany
and the neighboring states, but trom almost all the continents representatives.
had come to the great Stuttgart meeting.
Thus the whole Congress gained greater
momentum as well as more vitality and
variety. Yet such harmony, such amity
and such friendship, such communion in
the spirit of love and unity! The true
Bahai spirit, the spirit of Baha'Ullah and
Abdul Baha reigned visibly over the Congress, as had been the wish of all the
visitors. It seemed as if heaven itself rejoiced that in these confused and excited
times a little group of people of different
countries, nationalities, creeds and religions was sitting together in harmony and
was actually embodying the great principle of the Bahai teachings-of unity.

T

With the opening of the Bahai Congress on Saturday afternoon the sun
which had been for weeks almost completely hidden shone radiantly down from
the skies and Sunday was bright and clear
as only few days have been this year.
Those were really beautiful days, sunshine without and within. Joy and happiness beamed from all faces. The
troubles and worries of our everyday life
vanished, at least for hours. The material world which drags us down and
weighs upon us was forgotten. One was
living, so to say, in another world, in the
world as it is to be, when right and justice, love and peace, in the meaning of
the Bahai teaching will reign and when
men will remember that they are children
of one Father, leaves of one tree, drops
of one sea.
That there is an increasing interest in
the Bahai Movement was shown by the
good attendance at the public meeting
when the big hall of the Burgermusernn
was completely filled. Mrs. Alice Schwarz
spoke upon the origin and development
of the Bahai Movement and its principles and Mr. Wilhelm Herrigel on the
importance and necessity of the Bahai
teachings. The warm applause which
was given to these impressive and convincing addresses by the attentively lis-
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tening audience shows that the importance
aI).d necessity of the realization of the
Bahai principles is recognized in the
world. There is something inspiring and
stimulating in large meetings. We are
brought together with all kinds of people,
exchange thoughts and rejoice when we
find a kindred spirit. We are touched by
many a good word that we listen to in
conversation and addresses; we think
about it: the spoken idea perhaps calls
forth many others within us and thus
enriches our inner life. At such times one
recognizes what great happiness it is to
be brought into contact with good people,
what true harmony of soul means and
into how firm a tie it can quickly bind
together people who had not met before.
May each one of us in his own circle
be active in the path of our great Master,
Abdul Baha, in daily striving after his
example in the spirit of the all uniting
loye. Then our life will not lack God's
blessing and the next Congress will show
that we have again taken a step forward
in the great Cause.-Translated from
Sonne der Wahrheit by Kate Kempner.
J

Miss Alma Knobloch, vvho has served
many years as a pioneer in heralding
in German cities the Bahai gospel of unity
writes of the recent convention:
The second German Bahai Convention
held at Stuttgart, September 16-18, 1922,
was from all accounts a very heavenly
gathering. Fraulein Doring in her letter
says: "It was as though the heaven of
happiness had opened and this world had
disappeared."
Both the Orient and Occident were
represented at this memorable Convention held for the purpose of consultation
for the promotion of the Cause in Germany, according to the wishes of His
Holiness Abdul Baha, and for the purpose of electing the first National Spiritual Board, as requested by Shoghi Effendi.
Letters received give glowing accounts
of the confirmation that descended, the
great spiritual blessings received, inspiring the friends with new zeal and enthusiasm. The Assembly has increased
greatly in number therefrom. All the
friends were unanimous in acclaiming it
a gathering never to be forgotten and all

Delegates and Friends at Western States' Teaching Convention
San Francisco, November'24 and 25, 1922.

BAHAI CONGRESSES
carried home with them the fragrances
of the Abha Kingdom.
Vienna, Austria, was represented by
Mr. Franz Pallinger who, always having
been a searcher for truth, received the
Bahai teachings at Stuttgart. Since his
return to Vienna he has been untiring in
his efforts to promote the Cause of God
and now there are several centers in that
city.
Shortly before his ascension Abdul
Baha wrote to Mr. Pallinger the following beautiful Tablet:
To Mr. Franz Pallinger-upon him be
the light of God, the Most Luminous.
Care of Lady Bloomfield-upon her be
the Glory of God, the Most Glorious.
He is Godl
o thou who art thirstv for the water of
Heavenly Life! .
Thy letter has been received. Its contents imparted great joy because they
were expressive of firmness and steadfastness.
I feel great kindness toward thee and
supplicate eternal endearment and everlasting life for thee so that thou mayest
in those regions raise the call of the
Kingdom, delivering the people from the
obscurities of the world of nature through
the light of guidance, that thou mayest,
like the Egyptian messenger, become the
bearer of the garment of the heavenly
Joseph, giving light to the eyes of the
J acobs and perfuming nostrils with the
fragrances of the mantle of the J oseph
of the Kingdom.
Give the divine Glad Tidings to the
friends in Vienna, so that they may attain
to eternal blessings, obtain new life and
acquire limitless rapture and joy.
These regions are greatly in need of
the heavenly Glad Tidings because all
have, through the severity of the calamities of the war, become disappointed,
withered, faded and almost dead. So
they are in need of the breath of life.
This breath of life is simply the heavenly
Glad Tidings. Nothing can relieve them
from this sorrow, grief, depression, dis~ppointment except the divine Glad Tidmgs.
(Signed) Abdul Baha Abbas.
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BAHAI CONGRESS
WESTERN STATES REGION
Teaching Convention of the
T HEWestern
States was held in San
Francisco during three beautiful days the
last of November. The spiritual downpour from the most glorious Kingdom
filled all the hearts of the friends with a
new radiance and love and longing to
carry to all cities and villages the most
wonderful message which is the healer
of all our troubles. In the evenings there
was held a Bahai Congress. The program
reads:
THE BAHAI MOVEMENT

A universal movement having for its purpose the bestowal of economic, social
and spiritual unity upon the
world of humanity
Public Meetings
Friday Evening, - - November 24th
Saturday Evening - - November 25th
Eight o'clock
Addresses

Friday Evening, November 24th
Chairman, Mrs. Ella Goodall Cooper
The Near East
Its Problems And Their Solution
By Mrs. Stuart Whitney French
The Bahai Movement-Its Universal
Appeal
By 1\1irza Ahmad Sohrab
The Trinity Of Success
By Mrs. Louise R. Waite, Los Angeles
Saturday Evening, November 25th
Chairman, Mr. Leroy C. Ioas
The Conformity Of Science And Religion
Its Complete Expression In The Universal House Of Worship
By Mr. George Orr Latimer, Portland
The Oneness Of The World Of H umanit)
By Mrs. Laura Luther, Seattle
The Mysterious Forces Of Civilizatior
By Dr. Frederick W. D'Evelyn,
San Francisco
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ON MOUNT CARMEL

FROM DR. AUGUSTE FOREL
MOST kindly letter has come to us
from Dr. Auguste Forel of Switzerland, concerning the November issue of
the Star of the West which contained an
English translation of his wonderful Tablet from Abdul Baha. Dr. Forel sent to
us an announcement of his Bahai meetings, and his statement of Bahai principles used therefor, from which we have
taken the following excerpts:
All humanity is to be considered as
one; all prej udice against other people,
other nations, other races must be abandoned.
All religions must unite in the faith of
a supenor oneness which represents
Divinity.
A strong federation of all the people,
with an international tribunal will ensure
permanent universal peace.
Beside the various national languages,
an international language, universally
taught will be introduced.
Every human being has equal rights
to the mental and physical advantages
which are necessary to its existence.
It is everyone's duty to search after
truth. Between true religion and true
science no contradiction can exist.
Man and woman have the same rights,
everywhere. Every kind of servitude or
:mbjection is severely prohibited.
It is the duty of every human being
to work. For invalids and people without means of subsistence the State will
legally provide.
The precepts of Bahais, their morals,
constitute the unifying and universal
religion of all humanity. Abdul Baha
(Abbas Effendi) at Haifa in Palestine,
son of Baha'Ullah (Hussein Ali-Nouri)
constituted the center of the new, divine
federation. He had been charged by his
father to explain everywhere the Bahai
principles. Shoghi Rabbani, grandson of
Abdul Baha, succeeds him now at Haifa
in the same mission.

A

"The Garden of God"
ISS Genevieve L. Coy, after a wonderful visit in the Holy Land, in
Constantinople and among the Bahai
groups along the way, and notwithstanding the many rigors of the journey arrived the last of September in Teheran
to begin her work of service there. She
writes of the marvelous kindness of the
friends in the many cities and of the
wonderful bond between the Orient and
Occident which has been established by
the Bahai teachings. Describing her visit
in Haifa, Miss Coy writes:
Pilgrim House, Haifa., Palestine.
June I, I922
Palestine in the beginning of summer is
a very different country from Palestine
in late August. Green fields, many flocks
of black goats, many herds of black and
white cattle, herdsmen in tattered garments, flash past one as the train goes
northward. Trees with long green leaves,
along some small brook-white melons
ripening in the fields-the blue, blue sea
breaking in whitest foam on the yellow
sand! And then the curve of Mount
Carmel, Acca white in a misty distance,
and the Tomb of the Bab on tile mountainside. It all seems a dream from
which I must awaken soon-to be here
again in this blessed land! The air is
fragrant with many flowers, the breeze
is cool and sweet-God's peace breathes
about one.
At the station many people lined the
track. Suddenly I saw a hand waved
and Mirza Lotfullah was at the car-window. It was so good to see him! Outside the train another young Bahai, who
clerks at the station, joined us for a
moment, then went back to his work.
We found a carriage-and again I was
carried up the steep streets to the beloved
Pilgrim House.
To come back to the Pilgrim House is
to come back home. Its dear peace and
quiet fill one's heart. I love its highceilinged rooms-the faint fragrance that
greets one-the cleanliness-the tiled
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floors, the beautiful rugs. As I sit here
writing I can see the top of the Master's
house, above the wall. The two gateways are covered with a riot of bouganvi Ilea, masses of dark-red blossoms, hundreds of them, almost hide the green
leaves. If I stand at the window I can
look up to the Tomb and the Mosafer
Khaneh, halfway up the mountainside.
June 2, I922.
Mirza Lotfullah and I left the Pilgrim
House at six o'clock, and climbed up the
Mountain of the Lord, to the Tomb. The
morning was beautifully fresh and clear.
The sun was high in the heavens when
we reached the Tomb-but the garden
looked delightfully fresh and green and
cool.
The care-taker of the Tomb, Abbas
Gholi, came and opened the door into
the Tomb of the Bab, and then into the
room that is the lVlaster's. We left our
shoes at the door, and entered first the
Tomb of the Bab. To be again in
that place, at that threshold in prayerwhat words can tell what it means to
Gne's heart and spirit? It is so perfectly
natural and easy to pray there. One's
prayer knows no weariness. One realizes
God so near, that one needs make no
effort to find Him. "Love divine, all love
excelling" becomes the supreme reality.
Prayer for all the friends in America, all
the Bahais, prayer with all the devotion
of my spirit for the dear ladies of the
Master's household and for Shoghi Effendi, that the divine love may bring them
perfect comfort and spirtual joy!
And then we went into that room which
I had never before entered-the Master's
shrine. In physical furnishings it is like
that of the Bab. The outer room is
slightly larger, I think, and the outer
door is not directly in line with the inner
door. Lovely rugs are on the fioor,
copies of one or two Tablets are on the
walls. I stood at the outer doorway a
long time, trying to realize the meaning
of the place to which I had come. Then
I knelt at the inner threshold a moment
-afterwards a little away from it. Mirza Lotfullah placed on the threshold the
jasmine flowers that he had brought in
from the garden. We prayed silently for
cl. long time.
The Master's spirit dwells
there in peace and love. What one feels,

-------------- - - - - - - - - -
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or how, I do not know. It is the triumph
of life. I suppose for those who were
here at the Ivlaster's funeral, who saw
his body laid in that room, there must be
associations of great sadness and loneliness with that spot-but for those who
come to Haifa to find his love and his
service in the lives of the friends, for
those the Tomb of the Master is a place
of joy. One knows as never before the
victory of life that never ceases, but only
changes its form. Words cannot suggest
it. It is one of the gifts of God that He
sends to those who long for union with
the Beloved One.
When we left the Tomb, Abbas Gholi
asked us to come to his house for tea.
He took us up to the top of the house
to the little room that was built especially
for Abdul Baha. It has windows north,
south, and west and a door to the east;
from each there is a wonderful view.
To the north, the bay and Acca; to the
east, the valley of "Achor"; to the south,
the slopes of Mount Carmel, where the
girls' school is to be built; to the west,
the Tomb. Here, in this little room the
Master used to stay; often at night the
friends would hear him walking about
on the house-top, chanting. Here he used
to receive the notables of the town and
country. In the room is the bed the
~1aster used to use, and also the chair,
in which he used to sit out in front of
the Tomb, when meetings were held
there. Above the bed are now hung
many pictures of the Master, alone, and
with groups of friends. Abbas Gholi
talked to us for quite a long time about
the Master and the days he had spent
there near the Tomb. He told about the
building of that upper room. The Master had said that he would like a room
there near the Tomb. He asked Abbas
Gholi if he could not build him one, and
the care-taker of the Tomb said, yes,
where would the Master like to have it.
The Master suggested that he would like
to have it on the top of the house. Abbas
Gholi said that the walls of the house
were not strong enough to have another
story built on top of them. Then the
Master said that he would like to have
it built in the garden, or above the Tomb.
Abbas Gholi said that much excavation
would be required for that. Finally the
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Master said, "Never mind; do not trouble ter from the Beloved to us." "No mat,
about it." Not long after that one of ter," said the dear Master , "how blotted
appears
letter
that
soiled
the friends had built for the Master a blurred , torn or
upon
little room on top of the stable, at the to be, nevertheless, you must look
to
Master 's house. Then the ]'vlaster said it with the eye of reality and say
d,
Belove
my
from
letter
a
is
build
this
f,
not
you
yoursel
to Abbas Gholi, "Could
must
a house like that on the roof?", and he therefo re, becaus e it is from Him, I
said "Oh, yes." The Master said, "But love it with that divine love and overBeI though t that you told me you could look all its defects -inasm uch as the
and
love
our
be
must
It
it."
wrote
house!"
loved
not build a room on top of your
gives
So Abbas Gholi said, "But a small room devotion to God, the Beloved, that
all
like that would have thin walls, and that us a sin covering eye and welcomes
ly
Heaven
One
the
of
n
childre
smiled
the
as
Master
The
could easily be built."
and said, "Very good !", and so the room Father .
was built.
Abbas Gholi has a most radiant smile!
THE MESSA GE FROM
As he talked of the Master he smiled all
SHOG HI EFFEN DI
the time! He made me feel the joy of
g
speakin
was
he
when
even
,
the Master
This is the morning of the fourth day
Persian , and I did not know what he in the glorious unfolding of the Bahai
said. He spoke quite slowly, and I could Cause. Our brother s in Bagdad have
occasionally unders tand a word that gave brough t this out most beautif ully in the
me the trend of his though t. He said Persian section of this issue. With the
that the Master said that he had seen Bab, in Persia, there dawned the first
many wonder ful views in his travels in mornin g of the new day of unity. When
Europe and America, but that none of he was martyr ed night fell upon the
them were as beautif ul as the view from Cause. Then Baha 'Ullah arose and the
his little room on top of Abbas Gholi's sun dawned in full glory. When he dehouse!
parted from this world there fell upon
his followers the night of sorrow and
separat ion. Again the sun dawned, in
THE EYE OF REAL ITY
Abdul Baha, and a wonder ful new day
By Cor.inne True
blazed forth. With Abdul Baha's passmore upon the sorOne of the beautif ul lessons given by ing night fell once
friends. But the
his
of
hearts
rowing
leave
to
about
were
Abdul Baha when we
fourth day has
the
of
g
mornin
radiant
his prison hom~ in Acca, Syria, 1907,
sun of unity
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in
broken
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spent
after six heaven ly days
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sacred spot-f rom the outside a Prison, and
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,
Effendi
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but inside a Paradi se:-to leave
to
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he
absence
'
of Abdul Baha and go back to the world ter a six months
Bahai
the
all
sends
and
Land
Holy
the
diffiand its people seemed very, very
following beauticult, once having partake n of its heaven - friends in America the
e:
messag
ful
ly atmosp here and quaffed from the wine
"The onward march of the Cause hath
of true brother hood. Abdul Baha saw
been nor can it ever be stayed. I
not
from the tears which simply would flow
the Almigh ty that my efforts now
pray
task
the
that
eyes
our
in rivulets from
ed and renewed may with your
refresh
was hard for us, so he told us that when
nished suppor t lead it to glorious
undimi
look
must
"we
world
the
we went back to
upon every human being we saw as a let- victory ."
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THE STAR OF THE NEW YEAR

T

HE Star of the West is a magazine of the new year, the new cycle, the new
age. "A year is the expression of a cycle (of the sun); but now is the beginning of a cycle of Reality--a new cycle, a new age, a new century, a new time,
a new year." Our Star of the West will reflect the light of the new cycle with
articles from all lands and religions revealing the unity of mankind, bringing to
light "the historical, religious, racial knowledge which will be of utmost value to
Bahai teachers" and all those who are working for universal brotherhood and
universal religion all over the world. Our Bahai magazine will apply-through the
words of Baha'Ullah and Abdul Baha which transmit the very water of life and
create "a new eye, a new ear, a new heart and a new mind"-the divine teachings
to the world problems of the hour. Our endeavor will be to grow month by
month nearer to the ideal which Abdul Baha described for his Star of the West.
"Endeavor ye," he wrote, "to publish such valuable, interesting and instructive
articles as to give joy and fragrance to the friends in all parts of the world." "The
publication of the Star of the West is conducive to the happiness and beatitude of
the friends for it is a clear mirror in which the pictures of the events and happenings in the Cause and the news of the progress of the Kingdom throughout
the world are reflected and can be observed. Praise flows from the tongue of
every growing and firm believer after reading it, for he becomes informed of
events and thoughts. Unquestionably this publication will serve the vvorId of
humanity. If it is continued, its arena will become broadened and it will attain
to such a station as to bring about the unity of the East and the VI est."
One of the best ways to spread the Cause of God is to take extra subscriptions
to this herald of the new age and to give them to those who are longing for the
universal light, who are looking for the Kingdom of God. The Star of the West
will give a progressive introduction to the divine teachings. Subscriptions are now
coming in rapidly. The recent Teaching Convention in San Francisco voted to
double or treble in the next year the subscriptions in the Western States, for the
Star of the West is a teacher of the glad tidings. We want to have at least a
thousand new subscribers that we may realize the glorious plan which Abdul
Baha and Shoghi Effendi have laid before us. Each copy of the Star of the West
will go forth a herald of the most great peace.

OUR NEW SUBSCRIPTION OFFERS
Five months' subscription to a new subscriber, $1.00. Two subscriptions to
one address, $5.00. Ten subscriptions to one address, $22.00 (in America). Two
subscriptions, one to come each month, one to be sent in a bound volume at. the
end of the year, $5.50 for the two subscriptions, bound volume in cloth; $5.75
for the two subscriptions, bound volume in leather; postage for bound volume
additional. Single copies 25 cents each, or ten copies to one address, $2.00.

SPECIAL ISSUES OF THE STAR OF THE WEST
The Life of Baha'Ullah
Vo!.
The Ascension of Abdul Baha
Vol.
The Spirit of Abdul Baha
Vol.
The Real Meaning of Christ's Return
Vo!.
Abdul Baha's Wonderful Proof of God's ExistenceTablet to Pro£. Fore!
Vol.

8, No. 11
12, No. 17
13, No. 6 and 7
13, No. 6
13, No.

8
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A Series of Compilations of Abdul Baha's Words on:
Prayer-Its .spiritual Laws
Faith, Severance, Sacrifice
Tests and Spiritual Discipline
Physical and Spiritual Healing
The Meaning of the Covenant
"Vhat is New in the Bahai Teachings
The Secret of Happiness
Evolution in Religion
The Solution of the Economic Problem

Vol. 8, No. 4
Vol. 8, No. 6
Vol. 8, No. 19
Vol. 8, No. 18
Vol. 8, No. 16 and 17
Vol. 8, No. 5
Vol. 13, No. 5
Vol. 13, No. 5
Vol. 8, No. 15 and
Vol. 13, No. 8
"The world is waiting, as some one puts it," writes Glenn Frank,
Editor of The Century ,Magazine, "for the religious leader who can
talk economics so that men will feel in the presence of God." That
leader is Abdul Baha.
Single copies, 25 cents-Bahai News Service, P. O. Box 283, Chicago, Illinois.

INTRODUCTIONS TO THE BAHAI TEACHINGS
PAMPHLETS
Number Nine .................................................... $ .03
The Call of God. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.03
Universal Peace-The Wonderful Letter and Tablet from Abdul Baha
to the Central Organization for a Durable Peace,
The Hague ......................................
.10
The Bahai Movement-Its Spiritual Dynamic.........................
.10
The Mashreq'UI Azkar (Bahai Temple) .............................
.05
The Bahai Temple-Its Architecture ................................
.15
Selections from the Hidden Words ............................ $1.00 per 100
BOOKS
Arranged in Such Order as to Make A Progressive Study of the
Universal Teachings.
1. Paris Talks of Abdul Baha-The Universal Principles ................ $1.00
The Divine Philosophy of Abdul Baha............................. .75
The Promulgation of Universal Peace-Abdul Baha's Addresses in
American Churches, Clubs, Universities and elsewhere ........... 2.50
2. The Bahai Revelation-From the Bible point of view, by Thornton Chase .75
The Bahai Movement-A General Sketch, by Charles Mason Remey. .. .50
Bahai, the Spirit of the Age, Brentanos, by Horace Holley. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.50
3. Some Answered Questions, by Abdul Baha. Compiled by Laura Clifford
Barney. The great masterpiece on the philosophy of univeFsal
religion ................................................... 2.00
4. The Hidden Words-The glorious little masterpiece of Baha'Ullah on
the radiant pathway of pure and sanctified living. . ...... In paper .25
Hidden Words and Seven Valleys ............................. In leather 1.50
5. The Book of Ighan (Certainty)-The sublime work of Baha'Ullah on
the meaning of the Bible, the Koran, the nature and succession of
the Divine Manifestations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.50
6. Baha~ Proofs, by Mirza Abul Fazl--How to recognize a world-prophet
In any age ................................................ 1.50
Postage additional
Bahai Publishing Society, Room 450, 508 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois
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THE CALL TO UNIVERSAL PEACE
HE following prophe tic words on the Reality is one; it
does not accept multioneness of mankin d, the oneness of plicity. Theref ore we conclude that the
religion, the most great peace, are taken founda tions of the religions of God are
from the records of two address es by one. Yet, alas, a thousa nd differences
Abdul Baha in Montre al, Canada , as pub- have been creepin g in which have nothlished Septem ber 2 and 6, 1912, in The ing to do with these founda tions. As
M ontreal Gazette and The Montre al these differences vary, therefo re we have
Daily Star. The opening words were gIven strife among the childre n of men; conat the Church of the Messia h (Unitar ian) tention and warfare are rampan t and
at the Sunday mornin g service, the sec- bloodsh ed and strife reign everyw here.
ond address at a large Thursd ay even- All the bloodsh ed and strife of the past
ing gatheri ng of some twelve hundre d have been induced either through religpeople in St. James Method ist Church . ious or racial prejudices or political or
To these selections we have added a glori- patrioti c bias. These prejudi ces are greatous call to univers al peace from the er in the Orient than in the Occident.
words of Abd,ll Baha in Mirza Ahmad
"The religions and nations of the Orient
Sohrab 's Diary.
"vere in constan t warfare with one anothe r
when Baha 'Ullah appear ed and proI
claimed
that all prophe ts are the servant s
"God the Almigh ty has created all humanity from earth, from the same ele- of God, all religions but the shadow of the
ment. All men are descend ed from the Almigh ty. All lands are under the same
same race and live upon the same globe. Shephe rd. If one lamb is separat ed from
As membe rs of human itv He created the flock all must strive to bring it back.
them alike in all their susc~ptibilities. He Baha'U llah proclaimed that religion must
left no differences whatev er. He provides be the means of love and fellowship. If
for all, He trains all, He protect s all, He religion is the cause of hatred it has no
meanin g; it is not religion, but is irreis kind to all.
ligion for it produces opposit e results from
"All the prophe ts of God have been those purpos ed by
true religion. If reinspire d with the message of love and ligion becomes the
cause of strife then
unitv to the sons of men. All the books irreligion is better.
A remedy must bring
of God have been revealed for the sake health. If this remedy
causes sickness
of fellowship and union. All the prophe ts then it is better to
have no remedy whatof God have been the servant s of reality. ever.

T
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II
"Baha' Ullah has taught that religion
.
science
and
reason
must be in accord with
SOME PRINC IPLES FOR
If religion does not agree with science
and reason it is superst ition. God has
UNIVE RSAL PEACE
granted us reason so that ,ve may com~
adore
prehen d the realities of things al'd
by Abdul Baha
them. If religion is contrar y to reason F~'I)1n the Addres s given
Church,
ist
Method
lames
St.
It
and science then confidence (in religion)
I2 .
I9
5,
ber
Septem
not
does
religion
is impossible. Where
create faith and confidence we cannot call
feel a deep sense of joy in being
it religion; it is superst ition. All religious
sci~
and
reason
with
agree
must
s
system
present at such a revered assembly.
ence so that the heart may obtain faith Praise be to God, that I see before me the
and assurance. The religion of God is earnest counten ances of searche rs for
one, and for all. His Holiness Abraha m reality, an evidence that the people long
summo ned the people to reality. His to become acquain ted with the eternal
Holiness Moham med proclaimed reality. verities. God created man and endowed
His Holiness Chrisd ounded reality. Like~ him with reason with which to reach valwise, all the prophe ts were servant s of id conclusions; therefo re, man must in all
reality.
pursuit s investig ate reality.
"Befor e Gocl there is no Germa ny, no
"I am greatly pleased with the people
Englan d, no France , no Turkey . All these of America, because they seek to know
people, before God, are equal. God did the reality of everyth ing. Their reasonnot make these divisions. There is no ing power is ever actively engaged and
racial .prejudice among animals. There I find them indepen dent investig ators."
is no difference betwee n an eastern and a
Abdul Baha outline d under six head~
western sheep, or dove. Europe is one
of the teachings of
contine nt; it is not divided. Bul we have ing~ the main points
lIah:
Baha'U
the
-From
created imagin ary lines."
1. "It is incumb ent upon all human ity
Montre al Gazette.
only
to make an indepe ndent investig ation of
":Man has set up imagin ary lines,
A
strife.
of
causes
truth; lack of investigation is the cause
become
these
to have
river is made a bounda ry, one side called of the creeping in of error and subseFrance and the other Germa ny. The river quent dissensions.
was in reality created for both. What a
2. "The oneness of all human ity. All
superst ition!' An imagin ary line to be~ mankin d forms one great family ~nd all
come a cause of bloodsh ed !
are immers ed in the ocean of God's eter"All this enmity and discord are the naJ mercy. So long as God is kind to al1
fruit of ignoran ce and a lack of mutual why should we be unkind , why should we
underst anding . Become ye instruc ted, so not love all? Can we formul ate a policy
that all this may be banishe d, so that all superio r to the divine policy? No, we
mankin d may become united. "
must emulat e God, and if a soul is sick
a
speak
to
a
Americ
to
come
have
"I
give him a remedy . If one is ignoran t
message of peace and good-will to you. educate him, and if one has imperfections
You are a noble nation with a just gov- strive to make these disappe ar.
ernmen t. I beg of God that this just
3. "Religi on must be the mainsp ring of
and fair land may assist in working for love in every commu nity. No true rethe peace of the world. Let the people of ligion can cause strife. If enmity arises
this young and noble nation assist in the out of religion surely that religion's nongreat movem ent for the peace and ;mity existence is better than its existence.
of the world. Let the people light a
4. "Religion must agree with science
lamp that will illumine the whole uni- and reason; if it does not it is merely
verse. Let us put love in the hearts of superstition. Reason ing ever leads us to
all the childre n of men. Let all mankin d the verities of things.
labor for this, that the favor of God may
5. "It is necessa ry that all prejudi ces
descend upon the Orient and Occident."
ar. Religious, racial, sectarian,
disappe
-From The Montre al Daily Star.

"I

THE PEACE WORKERS OF THE WORLD
patnotlc and political prejudices are all
destroyers of the foundations of God and
a denial of divine truth; for God's prophets were sent for the sole purpose of
creating unity and love upon earth. All
mankind has descended from Adam; all
humanity is essentially one family and
before God there is no distinction of race.
The earth has by man been divided up
with imaginary (lines) and such divisions
have been the cause of incessant strife
and the shedding of innocent blood. The
time has now arrived when all such differences should be laid aside.
6. "The world of humanity is ever in
need of the emanations of the Holy Spirit.
If man did not receive them he would be
only an animal."
"The time has come for us all to work
for international peace. No catastrophe
can be greater than war, and in preparation for it man is taxed beyond the limit
of endurance. Europe is today nothing
but a storehouse of explosives, it is ever
on the edge of war, and a spark only is
needed to ignite a blaze that will wreck
that continent.
"The time has come for the establishment of a fair arbitral court of justice for
the settlement of all international disputes, and the nations must make use of
such a court, and obey its just decrees."
-From The Montreal Daily Star.

III
THE PEACE WORKERS OF THE
WORLD

"A MERICA
is the home of the
ideals of peace," said Abdul Baha apropos of a peace meeting held in
the early days of the great war. "Its people are peace loving and its democratic
leaders are the sowers of the seeds of
peace. I hope that a chain of similar
meetings will be organized throughout
the States wherein eloquent speakers will
expose the iniquities of war and tell of
the beauty of peace so that the world may
resound with their call to peace. This is
indeed most important.
"On the other hand, the legislators, farsighted peace advocates, the practical
statesmen of America must from now on
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frame a code of laws and regulations to
be used as the foundation for the future
Universal Parliament of Man. The initial step is most difficult and arduous and
only a free, disinterested, large-minded,
humanity-loving nation like the Americans can perform such signal services.
The American people have had sound
judicial training and the fundamental
principles of their political institutions are
based on equality of opportunity for all
mankind. Their national and state system of government has been, always, a
good and beneficial example for the framers of the constitution of the international
court of arbitration. In short, America
must be the principle factor in establishing lasting peace among the nations of
the world. The spreading of peace ideals
must be carried on unceasingly-thus the
ground may be made ready and the hearts
prepared. The promotion of the principles of peace and the exposition of the
evils of war will ultimately lead to an
astonishing awakening on the part of the
people. Let us hope that there will be a
speedy ending of all this barbarity, this
brutal destruction and new vandalism and
that love may take the place of enmity."
One day, when he was in Ramleh,
Egypt, after viewing a procession of fourteen French warships Abdul Baha said,
"as though talking to all the peace workers and peace lovers of the world": "The
law of peace has come to stay. Vle are
living in the radiant age of peace. 'vVe are
daily advancing in the path of peace.
The army of peace is being recruited from
among all nations and people. Let the
peace makers know that the unconquerable power of God is behind them. No
government and no nation can withstand
'them. With this power alone they will
be able to conquer all opposition and remove all stumbling blocks. From now
on less and less will be the magic spell
of war, greater and greater will be the
infl uence of peace.
"The day is coming when the dove of
peace will reign over all the continents,
the laws of peace will rule all nations and
the resources of war will be expended upon that which will be conducive to
the spiritualizing of mankind. Let all
the peace workers gather together
their scattered forces and combine
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OUR TRIP TO HAIFA

their material and moral resources.
They must look forward and not
backward, up and not down. They
are the real benefactors of humanity, the
burning torches of bright hope. Just as
the heaven is above the earth so their
ideals must soar above the ideals of this
age. Unfalteringly they must inspire the
hearts with peace and harmony. With
perfect faith and assurance they must
toil and labor and know of a certainty
that the goal is ahead. They will reach
it if they work steadily and firmly. The

Lord of Hosts is reinforcing them. The
Sun of Peace is up in the horizon and its
rays are penetrating through the clouds
of prejudice and ignorance. These warships will be changed into merchant
steamers binding the nations and countries more closely together. The cry of
peace is being heard from every throat
and the sweet, resonant melody of peace
will drown all the screeching noises of
war.
"Blessed are those who are enlisted in
the ranks of peace!"

OUR TRIP TO HAlF A IN THE SUMMER OF 1922
By Stanwood Cobb

As

many friends have considered it to the Continent, from six to eleven days,
hazardous to undertake a trip to according to the boat; across the ContiPalestine and the Near East in the sum- nent to Trieste, one to two days; Trieste
mer, it may be of interest to give our ex- to Alexandria (by express boats of the
periences. Of course we should have Lloyd Tristine which has weekly sailings,
preferred the winter for such a journey, or by express boats of the Servitzime
but like many others we were free only Italiano which has bi-weekly sailings),
in the summer months and we deter- three to four days; by rail from Alexanmined to take advantage of ourl oppor- dria to Haifa, one and a half days. Minitunity in spite of climatic disadvantages. mum time from New York to Haifa,
twelve days. Minimum expense, about
First a word as to route. We found it six hundred dollars round trip. Boat fares
impossible to get any definite information are rapidly coming down and next sumin this country concerning routes, sail- mer the same trip probably would cost
ings, and prices, through to Haifa; and less than five hundred dollars.
even in London information was difficult
As to summer climate in the Near East,
to get and inaccurate. Therefore we will I will say that we were agreeably surhere share our information, acquired prised to find how comfortable travel was
through difficult experience.
under such conditions. We were not in
There are lines that sail directly from the least made uncomfortable by the heat
New York to the Near East; but they are nor did we suffer any unhealthful effects
Greek lines, with small boats and infre- from it, except in Haifa itself which has
quent sailings, and this route is not to my a bad summer climate. One should never
mind advisable.
move hurriedly in the Near East, nor exThe quickest way to reach Haifa (also ,pose oneself to the sun any more than is
the most agreeable and as inexpensive as absolutely necessary. One should avoid
any) is as follows:-by boat to England native water and some uncooked foods
or the Continent; by rail across the Con- such as salads. One should conserve
tinent to Trieste; by boat to Alexandria; one's energy. By following these rules
by rail from Alexandria to Haifa. The one may travel in safety and comfort in
time consumed is as follows: N ew York Egypt and Palestine in mid-summer. In

OUR TRIP TO HAlF A
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A Street in Haifa-The House Baha'Ullah Occupied for a Time

fact, our train ride from Egypt to Haifa
and return was most cool and comfortable, much more so than many a train in
America in the summer season.
A trip to the Near East, apart from
the glorious privilege of visiting Haifa, is
most fascinating. Life is so different in
the Orient, and the Orientals have many
truths to teach us. Their simplicity of
life, their calm and placid demeanor under almost all circumstances, their nearness to God, are qualities which the
Western world must also acquire if it is
to maintain its sanity and health.
These qualities are of course to be
found in the highest degree in the Oriental Bahais, who radiate peace and joy and
love. It is always an inspiration to meet
the Oriental friends; and they seem to
feel an equal joy in meeting us. This joy
that comes from the mingling and sympathetic union of the East and of the
West is one of the great blessings that
God has reserved for this marvelous
century. It has never been attained before. It is like two destined lovers who
have grown up in utter ignorance of each
other, yet all the time acquiring those
complementary qualities which are to
make their coming union rich and happy.

On the other hand, the time has come
when the un friend Iv relation which from
time immemorial h~s existed between the
East and the 'Vest must cease. Ever
since the conquests of Alexander the
Great the 'Vestern world has sought to
dominate the East by force, cruelly exploiting it and waxing fat and luxurious
from the industry and labor of the Asiatics. This is the century of justice between all men and all races; and a spirit
is rising in the East which will eventually
change this 'Vestern dominance. We
were aware of this spirit in Egypt and
Palestine and Svria. Persia is alive 'with
it. From friends who have visited India
we get the same story. And events in
Asia lVIinor are but precursors of the embarrassment of Europe if it persists in
trying to dominate Asia.
This spirit, which disquiets most Occidentals and which has given rise to much
alarmist literature, serves only as an inspiration to Bahais who see in it the
signs of the dawning of a new day.
Likewise events in Europe show a condition desperate to the ordinary observation. So great are the hatreds now existing between the different races of Europe that it would seem as if nothing but

._--------
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another great war could be the outcome.
One person said to }VIrs. Cobb, "We hate
the whole world!" She asked, "Do you
hate Americans?" "Yes!" was his answer, more honest than tactful.
A Roumanian lady, for some years a
resident of this country, whom we met in
the compartment of the train from Vienna
to Paris, then on her way back to America after a rather unsatisfactory visit to
her native town, told us most graphically
of the hatreds between the neighboring
little countries of the Balkan peninsula.
So much do the Hungarians dislike the
Roumanians, and vice-versa, that either
race when traveling in the other country
finds it wise to disguise its nationality. If
this be so, how great must be the hatred
between Greeks and Bulgarians, and especially, between Greeks and Turks!
The despair in the conquered countries is terrible. A well dressed lady,
widow of an Austrian officer, spoke to us
bitterly of the desolate life now confronting her. Not only were living conditions
almost unendurable, but in the present
chaotic economic state of central Europe
for which no relief is in sight, what future could she look forward to for her
boy of fourteen? For what profession
should she train him? The outlook was
equally dismal for all the customary professions.

vlsltmg on several occasions the Holy
Family, a favor not hitherto granted to
male pilgrims to Haifa. They told us intimate details of the life and passing of
Abdul Baha;-how he refused every comfort which his family tried to secure for
his last days, how upon his death he had
hardly one change of clothing. Anything
above this amount of clothing he had always given away. Thus his life stands
out as a beacon light, pointing to others
the way of service.
We made many visits and prayers at
the tombs of Abdul Baha and of the Bab.
From the beautiful garden surrounding
the tombs we looked down the mountain
side to the sea, already perceiving in our
imagination the glorious parkway which
sh-all one dav rise from the Mediterranean to the Holy Tombs. Even now the
authorities of Haifa are planning to construct such a boulevard, thus fulfilling the
prophecy of Abdul Baha.

The information conveyed to us by a
Jewish girl, a Zionist from Jerusalem
whom we met on the train and talked
with at some length, gave us an inspiring
vision of what Haifa will attain to in the
not far distant future, if the Jewish plans
for the development of Palestine are carried out. Haifa they intend to make the
chief port of the eastern Mediterranean
To me this seems the greatest tragedy surpassing Beirut and rivaling Alexof all, that no hope for improvement and andria and Constantinople. Haifa is situamelioration lies in the rising generation. ated much more advantageously for
For their children, parents see nothing trade with the vast hinterland of Mesopotamia than is Beirut or any other city
but the darkest outlook.
of Syria or Palestine. It has splendid posI would not thus dwell upon the gloom sibilities as a harbor. The plan is to
in Europe, were it not to Bahai vision a make a vast sea-wall and construct great
sign of the fulfillment of the prelude to the docks at which the largest of ships can
coming of the Kingdom; and a most unload.
clear demonstration that nothing but the
power of the love of God can save the
Not only will Haifa flourish but all
world. For as Buddha said, "Verily, not Palestine, under the impetus given by
by hatred does hatred cease, but only by Jewish energy and capital. An irrigation
love does hatred cease." And Abdul project is already under way which will
Baha has told us so many times that only embrace practically all of Palestine and
the power of the Holy Spirit working in make it blossom like the rose. Under the
the hearts of men can bring about peace protection of Great Britain Jewish capital
and restore prosperity to the world.
will more and more flow to Palestine, and
As for our nine days in Haifa, they within this generation it will undoubtedly
were days naturally full of spiritual in·- become one of the garden spots of the
spiration. I was especially privileged in world. Thus is prophecy fulfilled.

A VISIT TO THE BAHJE
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The Plain of Acca. The Bahje, a group of buildings which include
s the last
home and the shrine of Baha'U Ilah, is seen in the distanc e.

I will mentio n two experiences while
at Haifa, experiences of the inner spiritua l
life which I shall never forget. One of
these experiences came from the extraor dinary privilege I had, while visiting the
Bahje or tomb of Baha'U llah, of sitting in
the armcha ir in the chambe r of Baha'Ullah, where Abdul Baha so often sat
looking ont over the plains of Acca to
the sea. For just a minute I sat in this
chair, and for just that minute I was abstracted. from all worldly sensati on and
lifted to the plane of the Kingdom. Such
a heaven ly peace flowed about me as I
had never experienced before, not even
when in Abdul Baha's presence. It was
a feeling not only of peace but of exaltation, as being above the distract ions and
anxieties and danger s of this world.
Clearly I was on another plane of being,
though physica lly upon this earth. It
was such a wonder ful experience that I
silently beckon ed my wife, who was sitting on the couch, to exchange places
with me. While in the armcha ir, she felt
this same uplift and suprem e happiness.
On the couch we both had, on the other

hand, merely the feeling of spiritua l peace
such as belongs to this earth plane at its
best. Truly we had for that suprem e moment rested with heaven ly souls upon the
fields of God. No wonder that martyr s
sing as they approa ch the momen t of
their release from the cage of life!
The other experience that I referred to
was that of beholdi ng for the first time
the photog raph of Baha'U llah. As I
gazed upon his counten ance, so massive
and so full of majesty and power, I felt
that adorati on and devotio n which led
men to become his humble followers ·while
he vvas a prisone r in a penal colony, and
which inspire d these ardent followers to
spread his gospel through out the worId ,"with a thousan d longings sacrificing
themse1ves to the Eternal Belove d."
It was not a feeling of persona l devotion vvhich swept over me. It was rather
an awe and worship of the majesty of the
law which Baha'U llah personified. As I
looked into that Face I perceived the import and power of that Messag e which
he brough t for the healing of the nations.
I realized that his laws were divine laws,
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as were those of Moses, only far greater
and destined to be the foundation of a
divine civilization. Before the awful majesty of such a law, as incarnated in
Baha'Ullah, one could but prostrate oneself, body and soul; and feel that the
greatest privilege this life afforded was
to work to help bring this civilization to
pass.
Such was the power of Baha'Ullah,
conveyed even through a photograph.
And when his sacred shoes were put into
my hands I heard as it were the footsteps
of them echoing around the world, the
footsteps of One from the mountain-top
bearing good news. I had prayed at the
tomb of Abdul Baha to have a clearer
realization of the station of Baha'Ullah.
My prayer had been graciously answered.
The day will come when every jot and
tittle of this Law will be worshipped by
mankind, not only because of its divine
origin, but because it will have been the
means of bringing to this world the happiest and most perfect civilization it has
ever known.

The Tomb or Shrine of Baha'Ullah.

THE KNIGHTING OF ABDUL BAHA

T

HE following beautiful description
of this event was written by Dr.
Zia M. Bagdadi who was at that time in
Haifa:
"Among the kings and governments
of the world who have become convinced that Abdul Baha was the wellwisher and the lover of mankind are
King George and his government. The
King sent a medal to Abdul Baha with
the title, "Sir", thus making him a member of his household. On the 27th of
April, 1920, the Governor and high officials of Haifa, Palestine presented in a
beautiful garden a most wonderful celebration for the knighting of Abdul Baha.
Bahai pilgrims from Persia, America and
all parts of the world were present.
Mohammedan, Christian, Jewish leaders,
clergymen, notables and local officials
from Haifa, Acca and other towns attended. A tent was pitched in the center of the garden. English troops stood
on both sides, from the gate of the garden
to the center where Abdul Baha was
seated. The military music added won-

derful melody to the rustling leaves of
the beautiful trees. The breezes of the
spring on that sunny afternoon imparted
a remarkable vigor to the physical body
just as the presence of Abdul Baha
strengthened the souls. The Governor
stood behind Abdul Baha and, after a
short speech, interpreted by Mr. Wadie
Bistani, presented the medal. Then AbduI Baha, rising from his seat, gave a
brief talk and a prayer for the British
government."
"THE PASSING OF ABDUL BAHA"

A

BDUL Baha brought to our age a
truth so manifest and a love so
universal that people of all religions and
races gave to them spontaneous recognition and welcome. It is like the welcome we give to the sunlight in the
morning so clearly is that sunlight the
light of the world.
This is beautifully described in the
booklet The Passing of Abdul Baha. This

A LETTER FROM SHOGHI EFFENDI
booklet was prepared by Lady Bloomfield
and Shoghi Effendi, the beloved Guardian
of the Bahai Cause, and has just been
reprinted by the friends in England and
Stuttgart. It tells of the last days of
Abdul Baha on earth, how, little by little,
he warned his loved ones of his approaching departure, how he left the world suddenly, on November 28, 1921, in perfect
peace. The little volume contains press
accounts of Abdul Baha's departure, ex-
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tracts from addresses given at his funeral
and the thrilling appreciation of his wonderful life and influence.
The little volume contains extracts
from Abdul Baha's last Will and Testament and ends with wonderful prophecies
of the divine civilization of the future and
the most great peace which is, in this
century, to ~appear upon earth.
The Passing of Abdul Baha, Bahai
Publishing Society, Chicago.

A LETTER TO THE AMERICAN FRIENDS FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI

To

the loved ones of Abdu'l-Baha throughout the continent of America,
Dear fellow-workers in the Holy Vineyard of Baha!
Now that my long hours of rest and meditation are happily at an end I turn
my face with renewed hope and vigour to that vast continent the soil of which is
pregnant with those seeds that our beloved Master has so tenderly and so profusely scattered in the past. Prolonged though this period has been, yet I have
strongly felt ever since the New Day has dawned upon me that such a needed
retirement, despite the temporary dislocations it might entail, would far outweigh
in its results any immediate service I could have humbly tendered at the Threshold
of Baha'Ullah.
I am now confident that the energies of my beloved brethren and sisters
across the seas, far from being damped by my sudden disappearance from the
field of service, will henceforth be fully maintained, nay redoubled in their mtensity, that we may all together carry triumphantly to the uttermost corners of the
world the glorious Standard of Baha.
Bereft of all news whatsoever during my hours of restful seclusion, I now feel
the more the thrill of the various tidings, few but indeed promising, that have
been awaiting my return to the Holy Land. The work of the noble Edifice that
the mighty hands of the All-Wise Master has reared in this world can suffer no
delay, nor can its foundations be made to totter, whatever the apparent obstacles
its enemies in their impotent wrath and despair may throw in its way. We need
not wait too long, for already from various quarters there comes the news that
the awful promises of Abdu'l-Baha regarding the Covenant-breakers have been
strikingly fulfilled.
But it behooves us not to dwell for a moment on these doomed and darkened
efforts for the shining light of the Master's unfailing guidance is beckoning us to
more constructive service, to nobler and worthier achievements.
We have, not a long time ago, with tearful eyes commemorated the world over
the passing hour of our beloved Master. Would to God it has marked in our lives
which we all have consecrated to his service a fresh, solemn and unswerving resolution of devotion and fidelity to his Cause.
Your brother and co-worker,
(Signed)
Shoghi.
Haifa, Palestine,
December 16th, 1922.
------------------

AN EPISTLE OF BAHA'ULLAH

thou Mohammed! Rejoice in thy
Say: Verily, the beauty of God hath
soul because of that which hath been sent forth from the veil of light
descended upon thee-a book, holy and Exalted is God, the King of Kings!
priceless within which is that which severSay: Verily, the veil of mystery hath
eth thee from the kingdom of heaven and been torn asunder and the Youth hath
earth and leadeth thee to the threshold appeared from the dawning point of His
of manifest glory.
Name, the Merciful, the Compassionate.
Say: Glory be unto Thee! 0 God! My This is He who hath not been compreGod! Thou seest my weakness, my help- hended by the knowledge of anyone nor
lessness, my distress and my poverty. by the wisdom of those who have atTherefore send Thou to me from the fra- tained. He speaketh now from the vault
grances of Thy holiness that which, of heaven summoning all in the heavens
though it be no larger than an ant, will, and earth; announcing to all the glad
if it breathes upon (those that are) first tidings of the rose garden of God and calland last, transform them into kings of ing them to a holy and praiseworthy
Thy luminous beauty and honor them station.
with the light of Thy manifest counteSay: Whosoever doth not purify his
nance.
heart from the veils of imitations will
o my God! I am he who hath held never be in the presence of this shining
firmly to Thy strong support in Thy flaw- and exalted countenance.
less and wonderful Word and hath
o Mohammed! Soar thou in this atgrasped the hem of Thy bounty in Thy mosphere with the wings of severance
Name, the Supreme, the Exalted, the Om- and fear no one. Trust in God, thy Lord,
niscient. Therefore, 0 my God! as Thou the Bountiful, the Mighty, the Omniphast honored me with Thy meeting and otent. Turn not to anyone, even if harm
hast acquainted me with the Manifesta- should befall thee from all living beings.
tion of Thy Self deprive me not of the Summon the people to God and to that
river of paradise which Thou hast caused which hath been revealed in the Book of
to flow by the right side of Thy exalted Bayan and be thou not of those who fear.
Throne and withold me not, 0 my God!
Say: 0 people! Fear God! Obey the
from attaining to Thy inaccessible grace laws of God with bodv and soul and be
and Thv ancient favor which descendeth not of the heedless l~st negligence take
:from th·e clouds of Thy exalted mercy.
you away from the point of nearness.
Say: 0 people! In the name of God
Say: Glory be unto Thee, 0 God! My
the True One! The First Point (the God! I ask Thee by Thy Name by
Bab) hath appeared in this Word, were which Thou dost wipe out disobedience
ye of those who know. The fire of one- with forgiveness and changest punishment
ness hath become apparent in this high into mercy and dost usher the guilty into
tree which overshadoweth all living be- the tent of Thy glorious pardon: permit
ings.
me not to be alone, for less than an inSay: Verily, the Holy Spirit hath ap- stant, even. Sever not the rope of Thy
peared in a new garment.
favor. Debar me not from His meeting
Say: Verily, the rod (of Moses) in this in the day wherein the eyes are dazzled,
white and luminous hand is uttering the minds of the wise are perplexed and
the feet of the well informed slip.
praises.

O
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o my God! Thou art He who hath
ever been the King and the Creator of
the universe, the Ruler and the Maker
of living beings. Thou art He whose
mercy surpasseth all things and whose
favor is greater than all that is in heaven
and earth. Verily, Thou art the Omnipotent, the Mighty, the Supreme, the Beloved, the Wise. Therefore, 0 my God!
I am sheltered by Thy dominion and
power and protected by Thy grace and
favor. Deprive me not of Thy mercy
and favor and keep me not from the rose
garden of Thy love and mentioning.
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Verily, Thou art the Omnipotent, the Beloved, and to Thy servants Thou art the
Clement!
(Signed) 152 (Baha) Seal (Hussein Ali)
Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi.
Note: A photograph of the original
of this Tablet appears in the Persian section, on page 317 of this issue. It 1S
signed by numbers which represent the
name "Baha", a code form used in the
days of persecution, and by the seal of
Baha'Ullah (Hussein Ali).

SEVEN CITIES IN THE SPIRITUAL JOURNEY TO GOD
Compiled from an Address by Jenabe F azel
AHA'ULLAH wrote two books each
of which he called The Seven Valleys. They were revealed at the request of
an Islamic philosopher, one of the Sufis.
This man was attracted to the Cause
when Baha'Ullah was living at Somereh.
He asked Baha'Ullah many questions and
many epistles were revealed in reply to
these questions. The Persian Seven Valleys has been translated into English. It
is the untranslated Arabic one which I
will explain to you.
The title of this book is The Seven
Cities. It describes the spiritual journey
of those who wish to approach God. It
begins in this way:
"0 thou traveler in the path of justice!
o ye who are gazing toward the beauty
of God ! Your letter has been received.
I carefully read your questions and heard
the melodies which emanated from the
tabernacle of your heart. The clouds of
the will of God are rising that the rain
of wisdom may shower upon you and
wash away that which you have received
from others." That is to say, you will
be purified from previous ideas and inclinations and prejudices; your attitude will
be changed and you will be led to the
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oneness of the mind of God and guided
to the holy law of God in order that you
may drink from this eternal river and
your soul may become tranquil, your
thirst may be quenched, your heart be
made ready and you may become one of
those who are lighted by the illumination
of God.
I. INVESTIGATION

If the traveler wishes to accomplish this
journey and attain to the mysteries of
God and pass through all these stages of
God he must first of all enter into the
City of Investigation. When he enters
this city of Search or Investigation he
must sever himself from everything but
God. He must become selfless and lose
his will in the will of God, must pass
over everything which is in earth and
heaven. There must be in his heart no
hatred of anyone neither especial attachment to anyone. That is to oay, he must
love all humanity impartially, not having
special love for special people since this
love or hatred might prevent him from
attaining to reality.
Another thing which is incumbent upon the traveler is that he should purify
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himself from pride, selfishness and ambition. He must never show any sign of
selfishness; he must not be proud of his
education, his property or position. When
he has characterized himself with these
attributes he will then arrive at the City
of the Investigation of God. All that he
asks God will there make manifest and
will show to him His many paths. God
will make His illumined path clear to
him for He says: "Those who are endeavoring to find us and are searching after Us according to the aforementioned
conditions, it will be Our intention to
make Ourself known to them."
The traveler who starts out upon this
journey will see many changes along the
way. The wonders of God and the mysteries of creation will become manifest to
him and he will be informed concerning
the path of God and the path of guidance.
This is the first city, the City of Search
and Investigation, and the requirement
for this city is perfect severance-severance from all save God.
H. LOVE

If we become purified from love and
hatred then we can enter into the City of
Love.
In this place the divine zephyrs of
God will waft upon the traveler; his heart
will become filled with the love of God to
such an extent that he will completely
torget his personal self and will know
nothing save God. He will entirely forget himself and his own personality.
Sometimes he is grieving because of separation and is burning and blazing with the
fire of supplication. Sometimes he is
joyous and happy. Sometimes he is grieving; sometimes discouraged and restless;
sometimes perplexed and agitated. He is
anxiously awaiting his especial command
from God-waiting with all his heart and
soul-that he may sacrifice his soul and
body in the path of God. If we greatly
persecute him he will take it with utmost
joy and happiness. He will live in such
a state that he will kiss the hands of his
executioners, and is ever ready to sacrifice his life and property in the path of
God. If he be thrown headlong into the
fire he will be cold; if drowned in the

Ocean he will be dry. This is the station
of the love of God. These are the attributes of the one who has attained to the
City of Search and has entered into the
City of Love.
Question: "Will not the traveler have
a definite object, in the Manifestation of
God as the object of his love?"
Answer: Some persons pass rapidly
through these seven valleys. He who
searches for Truth, who longs to know
right from wrong, seeks to find God's
Manifestation for he realizes his inability
to understand God's Essence. He knows
there can be no salvation without the
Manifestation of God. He wishes to find
the mystery of Manifestation, to grasp the
Center of Lights. Then he becomes a
lover of Truth.

IH.

UNITY

The third city is the City of Divine
Oneness. \\Then man's heart becomes
filled with love then he sees oneness; he
does not see differences. He sees that all
things and all objects are looking toward
one center. He sees unity among- mankind. He sees unity among the lVlanifestations of God. He sees unity and amity
among the friends of God and he sees one
underlying principle of unity in the teachings of God. He sees nothing but union
in union; he does not see differences. He
gazes upon everything in existencG with
respect and homage because he considers
all as existing in God, as signs of Divinity.
He sees the rays of the Manifestation of
God enveloping all the world of existence.
He is never haughty toward anyone. He
never magnifies himself. At every instant
he feels himself living by the power of the
Almighty God. He does not wish for
himself what he does not wish for others.
He does not say to others what he does
not wish said to himself. This is the
station of oneness. Such persons are sailing in the ark of guidance. The rays of
the beauty of God are manifest in their
faces and we can inhale the fragrances of
God from their words. These are the
characteristics of those who have attained
to this city.

THE SPIRITUAL JOURNEY TO GOD
IV.

AMAZEMENT

After the third valley, the valley of
Oneness, there comes the valley of
Amazement and Surprise. When man
reaches this stage he is filled with wonder
at the world of God. He is submerged
in the world of God, is unconscious of
himself. This is the state of amazement.
There were in Acca a large number of
people who were amazed because of the
beauty of the Beloved (which Baha'Ullah
revealed to them.) They would get up
three hours before dawn and would walk
around the house of Baha'Ullah many
times. Then, when the time for the meeting arrived, Baha'Ullah would call them
in and talk with them. They were like
lovers who were lost in the beauty of
God the Beloved. They were amazed.
There are people now who have attained
to this station.
V. SELFLESSNESS

After this stage there comes the City
of Selflessness. In this city man dies in
the will of God. That is, his selfish personality dies away. He forgets himself,
forgets his body and soul and swims in
the ocean of selflessness. He becomes unconscious of himself, of his personal existence. His Holiness Baha'Ullah states
that the mysteries of this city of selflessness are myriad for this is the city of the
evanescence of the lover in the Beloved.
\Vhen we reach the city of selflessness
then the beautv of the Beloved becomes
manifest to us.' Unless we are selfless we
cannot see that reality. If self is forgotten then reality will take the place of
self.
VI. IMMORTALITY

After this city or valley comes the City
of Immortality, where the traveler forgets his will. He wishes only what God
wishes. The attributes of God will clearly appear within him. His life will become a divine life.
VII.

THE UNSEEN

After the station of Immortality comes
the station of the Unseen, or of Invisi-
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bility. His Holiness Baha'Ullah says that
this invisible city is an unfathomable
and limitless ocean. This is the world of
the Divine Attributes. The Sun of the
Unseen dawns from this Dawning-Place
of Invisibility. Baha'Ullah says that this
is a vast city and very few have entered
this city; and no one knows anything
about this city of the Unseen save the
Manifestations of God and God Himself.
SUMMARY

Everyone enters into the valley of
Search and Investigation, because if we
do not arise for the investigation of God
we will never reach God, will know nothing of His attributes. If we do not arise
for the search of Divinity we will know
nothing about Divinity; unless we are
thirsty we will not appreciate water. The
more we desire to know Truth the sooner
we will arrive at reality. Those who are
thirstiest will most appreciate water.
One can easily tell the denizens of each
city. One can easily tell that such a man
is in the first city; another man has entered the city of love; another is passing
into the city of oneness, and one can easily
see that some people are confounded and
amazed.
Some even travel through the city of
Amazement and enter the city of Selflessness. Those people have annihilated
their will in the will of the Glory of God.
They are martyrs; they are living, and
walking about, but they are really martyrs. This is what is called the City of
Selflessness, and this can easily be recognized and discerned. Some have traversed this station and have reached the
station of immortality.
Baha'Ullah says that the traveler will
have a test in each city. If he does not
pass that test he must go back to the first
stage. It is difficult to overcome these
tests which are in our way, yet, in order
to progress we must conquer our selfishness and pride. All these cities are very
difficult; but the first is the most difficult
-to become characterized with the first
conditions. The condition for the first
city is severance, that is, severance from
everything except the love of God.

THE SPIRIT OF THE CENTURY
INTER-RACIAL AMITY

Spirit of the New Age Enters the South.
Constructive Efforts and Marked
Progress.
By Louis G. Gregory
BRIGHT volume of human progress
is being written by white and black
people of the South, who are working side
by side, on a dignified plane, for amity
and accord between the races. The facts
concerning these activities are not generally known in other sections, but should
be. For it is indeed heartening to know
that in Dixie Land, elements that love
God and humanity have evolved a plan
of inter-racial action which works without friction. It is significant that men
and women of both races are applying, as
far as possible, the ideals of the Sermon
on the Mount to the problems of race
adjustment.
Easy it is in this day of turmoil to let
dark news absorb the point of view. The
world is distressed by notes of discord,
which register moral decay, neglected
education, ignorance flourishing like a
green bay tree, sordid wealth fattening on
helplessness, shocking scenes of mob violence, the intensity of race and class
hatred.
But there is also a bright, sunny side
to life in every section. This is the real
side of life and will always bear watching.
The fact that there has always been an
element in the South friendly to the
colored race is very clear. The words and
deeds of such eminent men as George
Washington, Robert E. Lee, Thomas Jefferson, Bishop Haygood, Henry W.
Grady, Bishop Quintard and Col. Dargan
form a record of helpfulness and good
will inspiring to any people. Perhaps the
spirit of the old, chivalrous Southerner is
well typified by Wade Hampton, Confederate General, Governor, and Senator
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from South Carolina. He proved his loyalty to his many friends, black and white,
as long as he remained in power. At the
moment of his passing to the great beyond these noble words were on his lips:
"God bless my people all, white and
black !"
There is now a new element of leadership in the South, spiritually the heirs at
law and successors. of the old, with a large
program and an influence far-reaching.
The recent movement toward cooperation, understanding and good will found
its initiative in the brain and heart of Dr.
J ames H. Dillard, former president of
Tulaine University at New Orleans and
for many years superintendent of the
Jeans educational fund. It was he who
called a conference of state universities
of the South with the view to harmonious
relations between the races. Because of
public sentiment at the time, caution dictated a secret session. These educators
met, frankly and fully considered their
duties and responsibilities to their black
brothers and outlined definite plans of
action. The movement, with such a small
beginning, has become bold, and has
spr"ead to all parts of the South. Not only
have the various states their inter-racial
committees, but the work has been established in many counties as well. Eight
hundred of these counties, according to
the last report, have been organized.
Through these arms of service the two
races meet and act for the protection and
progress of their communities. A university commission has also been organized at an annual outlay of twenty-five
thousand dollars.
Sociological study
classes have been formed in the various
universities, with a special view to considering the race problems sympathetically and constructively. Young white
men are taught to avoid the reaction and
danger of race hatred and told of their
plain duty to help their fellow-beings even
though of another color.
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Sometimes conferences are arranged
between the students of white and colared institutions, situated in the same
community. The writer, during a brief
stay in Columbia, South Carolina, heard
pleasant echoes of such a gathering. It
was directed and presided over by Prof.
Morse of the University of South Carolina and assembled the students of that
historic landmark and those of Benedict
College and Allen University, two colored
schools. Signs of progress and good will
were apparent and discussion related to
the removal of friction. An incident related was the speech of a colored student
which one of the whites thought too
radical. The latter exhorted the former
to patience.
"It is certain," he said "that conditions
are improving. We feel friendlier toward
your race than our fathers felt and no
doubt our children will feel friendlier than
we."
The colored organizer of the inter-racial
work for South Carolina is J. T. Hodges,
a man of keen intelligence and pious life.
He organized all the counties of that state
save one.
The task of bringing the best elements
of the two races of the South into working
agreement covers a wide range of construction. Among the aims are the following:
Justice in the administration of law.
Prevention of lynching under all Clrcumstances.
Improvement in sanitary living.
Better schools, lights, pavements, and
sewerage.
Economic justice.
Discouragement of vice.
Improvement in traveling facilities on
street cars and railroads.
Better recreational facilities, such as
parks and play grounds.
Advancement of moral standards.
The elevation of practical religion.
Among the agencies cooperating are
nearly all the educational forces, including
the University Commission, the Southern
SociolQgical Society, the Young Men's
Christian Association, Ministers' unions,
Governors' Councils, and women's clubs.
The great soldiers enlisted in thes(l
ranks know that everything that is desirable cannot be done at once. They not
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only encourage action but also counsel
patience and moderation in dealing with
difficult problems. What they are able to
do thus far is not only great gain but the
augury of a bright future. The effort to
educate college students a"way from prejudices and hatred will be extended to the
high schools as soon as warranted by
means.
In all these essays of strength and purpose insight reveals the Hand of Divine
Bounty, the emanation which more and
more links the living elements of humanity into a world-wide fellowship. The
Bahai Spirit has revealed its Light to
many hearts still unaware of its Name.
These servants of humanity are good
points of contact for traveling teachers
entering that vast section.
The following dignified statement was
recently made by eighteen white women
of the South, who are lending their powerful assistance to inter-racial cooperation:
"We are conscious of a world condition
of restlessness in which race friction plays
a conspicuous part. We cannot ignore the
fact that this presents a problem in which
the South is so acutely involved that we
are conscious that the eyes of the world
are upon us, questioning our course. We
cannot shirk the responsibility of taking
up the challenge, grasping the opportunity presented, seeking a solution to this
problem and demonstrating it on our
southern soil.
"We believe that unrest existing between two different races dwelling side by
side under the same economic system and
the same government can be lessened, and
eventually dispelled by a course of justice
and fair play. When one race exceeds the
other in numbers, in possessions and in
opportunity, there is but one solution. As
a Christian people we hold the elements
of that solution. It lies in the cultivation
of an attitude of fairness, of good will and
a conscious determination to establish an
understanding sympathy.
"We believe that every human being
should be treated not as a means to another's ends, but as a person whose
aspirations toward self-realization must
be recognized; that we must cherish racial
integrity and racial self-respect, as well as
such mutual respect as will lead each to
higher moral levels, to mutual trust and
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mutual helpfulness. We believe that in
t'his process certain values must be
developed and maintained.
"No family and no race rises higher
than its womanhood. Hence, the intelligence of women must be cultivated and
the purity and dignity of womanhood
must be protected by the maintenance of
a single standard of morals for both races.
"The right of childhood to health and
safety, to the training of body and mind
in right habits and the soul in right purposes, is unchallenged. The childhood of
every race must be safeguarded, for 'races
move forward on the feet of little children.'
"As a foundation for social security for
all races the family ideal must be made
possible by economic justice, by religious
sanction, by legal safeguards and a single
standard of morals.
"We believe that violence has no place
where people lend their support in every
possible way to the agencies constituted
by the people for the apprehension, trial
and punishment of offenders against society. We resent the assertion that
criminality can be controlled by lawless
outbreaks, and woman's honor protected
by savage acts of revenge.
"We believe it our highest duty to pursue these methods toward harmonious
racial adjustment.
"We believe that bitterness, resentment
and strife will yield to mutual trust only
as we steadfastly cultivate in both races
these attitudes and this faith in our common humanity.
"To these ends we pledge ourselves."
WORLD PEACE THROUGH THE
DISCOVERY OF ONE GOD

From an address by President Fayette
A. McKenzie of Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee. Published in the Fisk
University News.
day brings a new voice to deE VERY
clare that the only hope for the
world lies in a return to religion. But
there can be no saving return so long as
religion means a rebinding to the old national and racial gods. .

The true God refuses to be a national
God, a racial God, or a continental God.
He is the God of the universe, or no God
at all.
He who holds that his group, his race,
or his nation is essentially different from
others, and that he must hold to different
ideals and practice different methods from
others who worship the same God; he
who takes such a position worships a local
or a race God and does not believe in the
One God. He is essentially a polytheist,
not a monotheist. So long as this is true
the Fatherhood of God and the unity of
mankind are a beautiful dream, not a
working reality.
God the Father of all mankind is not
the God of the Caucasian, nor the God of
the Hindu, nor the God of the African.
He is not the God of the East nor the God
of the West; not the God of the North
nor the God of the South.
From the beginning until now God has
been denied his sovereign throne by the
tribes and the races and the nations that
have refused to have a world God.
There is only one God in all the universe to know. God is the one supreme
goodness, the same everywhere yesterday,
today, and forever. And just as God is
always the same, so men are everywhere
potentially alike. There is only one virtue among men, one integrity, one standard of measurement for thought and act
and life. On a single tree, no two leaves
are exactly alike, but the thousands of
leaves are still essentially alike. Their
common origin and their common life is
evidenced in their common and unmistakable pattern.
All of this may be summed up in a single sentence. The Fatherhood of God,
the Unity of Mankind, and the Universality of Truth are all three true or no one
of the three is true. Unless the standards
of truth and conduct are evervwhere the
same, there is no final and ·substantial
unity among men. God and truth are
one. Until men accept one God and one
Truth, mankind can never be a unity, or
be for any length of time at peace. He
who denies the unity of men or the universal character and obligation of truth
denies the existence of One God.

THE ORIGIN OF RACE-COLOR
But remember, races essentially different cannot worship the same God. Races
that worship the same God cannot remain essentially different.
No man may see God without obedience to His commands. None may long
see without imitating His yirtues. None
may liye in His presence without growing
into His likeness. Let no man suggest for
you any standard less than the b est, any
brotherhood which excludes any race,
any perfection less than the perfection of
the God of the Universe...... .
The sons of God must be like the
Father, if they are to be like each other
and to create that Brotherhood of Man
which is to usher in the reign of the Kingdom of Peace throughout this broad earth
of ours. A universal God and a universal
truth will bring the unity of all mankind.
The solution of the problem of world
unity and of world peace is the discovery
of the One God by all the world.

TH£ ORIGIN OF RACE-COLOR
A Tablet from Abdul Baha

To

Mr. Thomas Maxwell, Chicago,
Ill. Upon him be greetings and
praise.
o thou who art stnvmg for the welfare of the world of humanity! The contents of thy letter were in accordance
with the facts. Indeed, the world of humanity is like one kindred and one family.
Because of the climatic differences of the
zones, through the passing of ages, colors
have become different. In the torrid zone,
on account of the intensity of the effect
of the sun throughout the ages the black
race appeared. In the frigid zone, on account of the severitv of the cold and the
ineffectiveness of the heat of the sun
throughout the ages the white race appeared. In the temperate zone, the yellow, brown and red races came into existence. But in reality mankind is one
race. Because it is of one race unquestionably there must be unity and harmony and no separation or discord.
God be praised! The animal, notwithstanding that it is a captive of nature
and nature completely dominates it, does
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not attach importance to color. For instance, thou dost behold that the black
white, yellow, blue and other colored pig~
eons are in utmost harmony with one another. They never give importance to
color. Likewise sheep and the beasts are
in utmost love and unity. But man is
peculiar in that he has made color the
means of strife. Between the white and
the black there is the utmost estrangement and discord. When we enter a rose
garden we behold how beautiful is the
display of variegated flowers. The difference of color is the adornment of the
rose garden. vVere it of one color it
would not have such splendor. The
adornment of the rose garden is this, that
it contains roses of variegated calor.
Thus it becomes evident that difference
of calor is the adornment of the world of
humanitv. Therefore it must not be the
cause of discord.
I hope that you with your soul may
strive and become a cause of establishing harmony and love between the black
and the white.
Upon thee be greetings and praise!
(Signed) Abdul Baha Abbas,
Translated by Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi,
August 14, 1922, Chicago, Ill.

"I

SIGNS OF THE TIMES

T is not difficult to discern even
now the broad lines on which the
new era in Europe is in process of formation. The unity of the civilized human
peoples, which was formerly known as
the unity of Christianity, is now replaced
by internationalism in science, in political economy, and in law. This is to be
the basis of the future edifice put together by those who cooperate in peace
rather than kill in war. There is no
longer any possibility on the European
Continent of the conquest or assimilation
of one people by another. The interdependence of European countries is so
complete that any break in it would bring
on general disaster. So the question of
'victors' and of 'vanquished' is secondary
and really has nothing to d0 with the
new situation. It is All Europe which is
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ruined, and it is All Europe which, if to
be restored, must be restored all of a
piece. The chief element of the day after
to-morrow in the political calendar will
be All Europe as One. There can be no
doubt on this point. Unhappily, however,
no European nation seems yet to have
realized the fact. Imperialism and nationalism seem stronger than ever. There is
no use in expecting any decisive remedy
from the League of Nations and other
similar trusteeships. As long as the minds
of men refuse to be adapted to the new
order of things, no reform from without
can make any changes in the essential
conditions of European affairs."-By a
contributor to the Revue de Geneve,
quoted in the Literary Digest.

Fridtjof Nansen has received the Nobel Peace prize this year. In his speech
of acceptance at Christiania he said
among other things, "What humanity
needs now is self-sacrificing active altruism which is able not only to give, but also to give up .... And when I look around
me for the means to bring about this end
I confess that I see no hope of saving the
situation anywhere except in the League
of Nations. It alone gives us reason to
hope. Should it fail in its great task,
then I should feel that the last hope was
extinguished indeed. But I do not be··
lieve it will fail. I believe that it can be
reinforced by the united strength of all,
that we can more and more strengthen
the real spirit of international solidarity
in it, that we can make it more and more
what it is intended to be: the parliament
and organ of the united staLes 0.£ humanity."
This statement is very significant be-·
cause of its stress upon "the united
strength of all," "the united states of
11l:manity." To succeed in establishing
universal peace the Society of ~ations
must be universal, including all nations
with just representation to all. The politics of men are partial, limited; the policies of God are universal.
There is an insertion in the Naval Appropriation Bill of a paragraph requiring
President Harding to enter into negotia-

tions with Great Britain, France, Italy
and Japan for the purpose of the further
limitation of naval armaments and particularlv of submarines and the House
approved it by a large majority.
Mrs. Wintfred Mason Huck, the only
woman elected to Congress in the November elections, publicly advocates an
amendment to the Constitution making
a declaration of war impossible without
a direct vote of the people.

"If a capitalist is forced to give up a
portion of his income and possessions
there will be no love in his heart, no permanent benefit in his action. But if it
be given in the spirit of God, everything
will be accomplished . . . . . If the capitalist should voluntarily add to the sc~le
of wages love is evident and the greatest
good results."
These words of Abdul Baha's are well
illustrated in the career of George Cadbury, famous chocolate manufacturer,
who recently died in Birmingham. The
Survey says of him, "His example, studied at first hand by hundreds of American as well as English managers of industry, was the most convincing prool that
the highest efficiency was to be obtained
by sympathetic cooperation with a loyal
and contented factory personnel."
Mrs. Cadbury gave a large part of the
inheritance she received at her husband's
death to the workers in the factory, expressing the idea that, as the money had
been gained through the workers it did
not belong to her but to them.

In "The New Age and the New Writers," Archibald MacLeish (Yale Review,
January) develops the idea that this is an
age of increase of knowledge rather than
of comprehension. "Philosophies have
been taken up with the problem of how to
know more rather than with the problem
of existing knowledge. No man, no
church, no academy, has suggested a possible explanation of these besieging and
ever renewed marvels and wonders of
discovery . . . . We have only knowledge
and no understanding whatever." The

THE SACRED VALLEY OF PROMISE
poetry of such an age must be unsatisfactory. "What is there to represent in poetry in a world of which there is no comprehension, no understanding, only a dizzv confusion of facts and forms? How
shall you express an age, the meaning of
which is hidden and sealed, of which the
face is cloudy, blown and various?"
These expressions remind one of the description of this age given by Baha'Ullah,
"
. the learned were bewildered and
the wise men "vere confounded." But
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the recognition that the light of comprehension is dim is encouraging. Mr. MacLeish believes, and we find this note
struck again and again in contemporary
criticism, that the dimness is the dimness
of dawn .... "We know that in the dusk
gigantic shadows move and misty stars
swing over and a wind goes by. And
there are those who say that when the
day is full again it will be seen the high
gods moved among us unawares."

Mabel H. Paine.

THE SACRED VALLEY OF PROMISE
By Victoria Bedikian
NTO the sacred valley of promise the vassals of fulfillment have entered in
glorious array. The Heralds of God's mysteries have descended to earth with
the fragrant vials of infinite ideals. With the hand of faith thou canst grasp them,
o brother in service!
The rivers of Exquisite Nearness are flowing over the heart of man and the
fire of God's judgment is singeing the wings of unbelief and imagination.
The spreading tree of Unity is planted within the pavilion of man by the hand
of all-powerful God. Ere long its Branch will overshadow the earth as the petals
of roses in their wafting-perfume penetrate the springtime air.
Through the power of God's Word faded souls lift up the head toward white
beams of bounty and lifeless bodies, cast into the tomb of heedlessness, quaff anew
the crystal fountain's brimming cup of cheer.
The doors of favor are now ajar, the hearts of the chosen ones are palpitating
with the vibrating melody of the spirit of severance and the meeting with the
Beloved One.
lVleditate, 0 friend, upon the beauty of the Beloved, perchance we fly together
through the realms of infinite service into the abode of the darling of our hearts.
Truth is the tree of knowledge, planted within the heart of man through the
Word of God, and the fruits thereof are eternal life and heavenly ideals.
The white table of oneness has descended from the supreme Kingdom, 0 yearning one. The tables of love are served by the vassals of pity, the angels of sacrifice usher in the maidens of deeds who are servants of unity at the banquet of
oneness.
Behold the portals of divine favor opened before thy face and the doors of
generosity lifted high into the heavens. The horizon of meeting is advancing with
might and power and the dawning place of wisdom is shedding knowledge everywhere.
Reflect, 0 friend, upon the mysteries of things! And listen to the summoning
of the True One! The sweeping wings of light are borne upon the breath of love
and the springtime of the heart is hidden in His power.
The key of fulfillment has opened 'wide the doors of secrecy and every human
action stands revealed in this most searching hour of judgment.

I

THE GROWTH OF THE BAHAI CAUSE IN THE EAST
From a News Letter by Jenabe F azel
F late we have received good news
of the spread of the Cause in Eskabad, Russia. This brought us great rejoicing and happiness. In large gatherings, of from two to three thousand
people, Bahai teachers have been invited
to deliver the message and explain the
principles. The listeners have been deep·
ly attracted and have acknowledged the
greatness and potency of this peerless
Cause. Many peoples and religions have
been drawn by the power of love acknowledging that in this age true religion and
the Cause of God must be in accord with
reason and science-and the only movement which today answers this need is
the Bahai Cause.
A large number of Russians, Tartars;
and other tribes have become so enkindled with the fire of faith in this Cause
that they have declared their belief before large gatherings and through theil
action many other souls have been guided
to the shore of the sea of Oneness. Already they have arisen to lay the foundation of a new Mashreq'Ul Azkar, building a new school, organizing new lecture
halls, a Bahai museum, a Bahai theater,
etc. They are more and more eager to
learn the truth and every day large groups
enter the Mashreq'Ul Azkar and converse with the friends. A number of wonderful teachers have been sent to all parts
of Russia. The Bahai newspaper, The
Sun of the Orient is scattering the rays of
guidance in the midst of heaven illumining the horizon of the minds of the Russian people, enlightening their hearts and
leading them to the fountainhead of
knowledge. These new Bahais are so
filled with joy and happiness that they
are like flowers of the garden anu stars
rising in the heaven of truth. Their station is very high in the estimation of the
Beloved. Every day new souls are being
drawn to the Cause.

O

The activities of the Cause in Cauespecially Baku are progressing
WIth utmost regularity and beauty. In
their meetings all kinds of religious beliefs, tribes, nationalities and tongues appear. Bahai teachers are ever ready to
explain to them the ideals and aims of
this Cause. The Russian people have become informed of the high station and
greatness of the Bahai Cause and the
number of inquirers is so numerous that
day and night Bahai gatherings are held,
the friends of God teaching and guiding
souls.
Undoubtedly you are reading in the
newspapers the political news of Turkey
and Const.antinople. However, from a
spiritual point of view the Cause is being
heralded in most marvelous manner. The
Turkish newspapers have written articles
on this Cause. The Bahai Movement
has become the focal center of a heated
This
discussion among the editors.
stormy controversy started when a celebrated Turkish newspaperman started
in his magazine a series of articles on
the Cause which were illustrated with
photographs of Abdul Baha and the Bahais of America. At the same time in
another magazine similar articles were
written, yet neither of the editors is Bahai, nay, rather, they do not have a high
opinion of any of the religions of the
past. Nevertheless in their articles they
praise this Cause and call the religion of
His Holiness Baha'Ullah "The Religion
of the Nations" and the only means for
the unity and affiliation of the children of
men.
In Persia the believers of God in every
province are in utmost firmness, steadfastness and self-sacrifice. The fire of
persecution has been ignited again as in
former days, but the friends of God suffer everything with patience and forbearance. Probably you have heard some of
c~sia,
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the sad and grievous news which has recently come from Sangsar.
Sangsar is a village ten miles from Simnan, situated on the way to Khorasan,
in the east of Persia. The inhabitants of
this village are farmers, peasants and
shepherds. Like many villages in Persia
they are remote from the centers of civilization and enlightenment, are prisoners
of ignorance, submerged in the ocean of
Ulliteracy and captive to primitive habits.
In order to illustrate the primitiveness of
these people let me relate to you a story
about them:
During his reign, Nadir Shah, who is
looked upon as the Napoleon of the East,
wished to become informed regarding the
many languages and dialects of Persia.
To gain statistics concerning this important matter he dispatched a linguist who
was to go to different parts of Persia, stay
for some time in each province, study
.;:arefully the dialect of the people and
'-lring back a comprehensive report.
After some years of travel and stuCly
the man returned and gave his report regarding the dialects of each region. But
when he came to the province of Sangsar
he filled an empty gourd with pebbles
and shook it very hard. A confused
jumble of noises arose jarring the ears.
The king asked the reason for this
strange behavior and was told that this
was the language of the people of Sangsar and that no one could learn it. This
is simply to show you how far down these
people are in the scale of civilization. One
must go and see them with his own eyes
to become convinced of their density and
Ignorance.
At such a place as this a large number
accepted the Bahai Cause, embracing
with purity of heart the blessed teachings.
Shortly after their acceptance of this
truth there appeared in their behavior
and in their inner life a mighty change,
Their faces became illumined, their manners were transformed, their ideas and
opinions enlightened. They were filled
with exalted ambition and spiritual endeavor. Like brilliant lamps and shining stars they gleamed in the dark and
gloomy night. Like a fountain of life
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they gushed forth from out the desert of
ignorance. They were as a company of
nightingales surrounded by ravens or a
flock of sheep encircled by wolves or
gazelles in the midst of leopards and hyenas with sharp claws.
These blessed Bahais living as they
among those ignorant people began
establishing institutions such as a Mashreq'Ul Azkar, a lecture hall, schools for
the education of boys and girls, etc. These
institutions were organized in utmost order and perfection and a number of
teachers were brought from outside to
conduct the classes; all of which was the
cause of wonder and astonishment to the
enlightened people of the surrounding
country. It is related that a young, educated Persian of the new regime who regretted exceedingly the decadence and
backwardness of Persia, in passing by the
town of Sangsar and witnessing the wonderful school was astonished at the penetrative word and creative effect of the
teaching of His Holiness Baha'Ullah and
cried out, "Verily, this is the truth 1"
w~re

This person was the writer of a Persian
Almanac and he .... saw the fine school
in such a poor and wretched community,
which to him seemed very extraordinary.
He inquired as to who was the founder of
the school and was told that it belonged
to the Bahais who had founded it in accordance with the instructions of His
Highness Baha'Ullah who taught his disciples that education is the greatest religious duty of this age. This man was so
rejoiced that he immediately acknowledged the inH uence of this true religion
and its penetrative effect upon civilization.
The Bahai community in Sangsar is
quite large and is looked upon throughout
Persia as an important center. Of late,
because the school building was not large
enough to accommodate all the students
the Bahais secured donations among
themselves and with greatest sacrifice
raised a fund to build a new school. This
second edifice was of utmost beauty and
included much modern equipment. The
Bahais were so enthusiastic that many of
them worked as masons and laborers in

-----"-------"
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its construction giving up their hours of
Imagine how these peasants
rest.
worked in the fields, tended flocks, or engaged in other branches of agriculture in
order to raise the money to advance the
cause of education! This is indeed worthy
of highest praise 1
Now, instead of their example becoming contagious and others taking advantage of this sacrifice for general progress
and enlightenment the fire of envy and
hatred was enkindled and the banner of
oppression was unfurled against the Bahais, creating tumult and commotion.
One cablegram after another was sent to
the Governor asking the authorities to
exterminate the Bahais. The enemies of
the Cause at the Capital cooperated with
those at home and compelled the government to issue an order that the school
building of the Bahais be razed to the
ground and their community scattered.
When this order was received the
rabble gathered and, assisted by the gendarmes, surrounded the Bahais and engaged in their destruction. Although the
Bahais were fully capable of defending
themselves yet, inasmuch as a fundamental principle of this blessed Cause is
pyace, love and non-resistance, Baha' Ullah commanding his followers that, "It is
better to be killed than to kill", and inasmuch as obedience to the law of the
government is one of the greatest duties
of Bahais, those believers stood firm, tried
to advise and exhort the people of rebellion, beseeching them not to harm the
women and children, quoting to them
verses from the sacred books-but to no
avail. These exhortations had no effect.
In short, that school building which was
the embodiment of the exalted hopes of
the Bahais was sprinkled with gasoline
and burned, the flames and smoke rising
to the clouds and causing great sorrow to
the hearts of men, women and children.

The enemies gathered the believers in
one place, did not give them any bread or
water, and pillaged all their property.
Finally they were obliged to go into the
country and plains, homeless wanderers
with no place to lay their heads. Anumber of the friends took refuge in the government telegraph house, but the populace
surrounded the building and forced the
authorities to expel the oppressed friends
and as they left the building they were
beaten with stones and rocks to such an
extent that their bodies were covered with
wounds.
They were forced to escape from the
town into caves in' the surrounding country, the people of oppression in Sangsar
uniting with those of other villages and
with the help of corrupt authorities committing this terrible crime, heaping the fire
of persecution upon the Bahais whose
work had changed that town into a paradise. They stood in the first rank among
people of progress .and their memory will
be preserved for all future ages. Posterity
will not forget their non-resistance, spirituality and high-mindedness nor will it
forget the oppression, tyranny and injustice of the people of darkness.
During the last eight years the activities
of the Bahais in Persia have been based
upon this same foundation of truth and
sincerity, yet they have become familiar
with these trials and ordeals, acquainted
with prison, exile and persecution. Like
waves these sufferings have descended
upon them uninterruptedly.
Were there some influential men or
humanitarian institutions who could find
a way by which in the future these heartrending events might not occur and these
cruel acts be forbidden undoubtedly this
would be looked upon as a great service
to the world and an incentive to freedom
of conscience and to human progress.

BAHAI NEWS AND NOTES
BUILD ING THE BAHA I TEMP LE
THE UNIVE RSAL WAY
The Bahai Temple near Chicago will
be universal in its services, open to all
sects, religions and nations ; universal in
its architecture, blending as it does all the
classic forms of the past, and universal in
its principles. It is also universal in the
world-wide horizon represe nted by its
contributions. These contrib utions are
coming in from Persia, India, Egypt, J apan, Austral ia and South America, from
cities of Europe and America, from members of all the world's great religions.
Just recently very generous contributions
have come from many lovers of universal
religion in Haifa and Acca, Palestine, and
in Beirut, Mersin , Damas cus, Syria. The
following letter from Beirut, Syria, dated
Decem ber 10, 1922, was received by Mr.
William H. Randal l, 35 Congress Street,
Boston, Mass., Treasu rer of the Bahai
Temple Unity:
"It is with the feeling of a great privilege and an extreme joy that I send you
the contrib ution of the friends in Beirut,
Damas cus and 11ersin. Although we
earnest ly wish to have been able to contribute more to the construction of such
a sublime temple of love and human
brother hood, yet we are forced by circumstances to suffice with this small sum (150
Syrian pounds .) The contrib utor has in
every case given his share with the utmost willingness and satisfaction, deeming it an honor to partake in the raising
up of such an edifice, with his share no
matter how insignificant it may be. I am
sending you enclosed the sum togethe r
with the names of the contrib utors and
the cities in which they live.
"Hopin g that, in spite of the many internatio nal troubles that seem to make the
idea of human brother hood almost impossible, this great temple will soon be

built, gatheri ng under its roof peoples of
all kinds and races as fellow brother s and
being Cl. real proof of the practicability of
the teachings of Baha'U llah, I remain
your brother in His love."
(Signed) Hussei n Ikbal.
A letter from a friend in Englan d contains this beautif ul story:
"The other evening Dr. Lotfull ah told
us a story at the meeting about a Persian
at Haifa 'who promised first two pounds,
then sent for the Bahai who had charge
of the subscriptions for the Mashre q'UI
Azkar and said he felt he ought to give
more; so would make it five pounds. The
next day he sent for him again and said
someth ing told him he must give more;
so he would give nine pounds. This man
was employed by the railroad and was in
danger of losing his job as they were discharging men every day, in spite of which
he obeyed the inner voice telling him to
give nine pounds. The next day his chief
sent for him. The Bahai went expecting
to hear he was discharged, instead of
which, to his great surpris e he was told
his salary had been raised two pounds a
week."
A LETT ER FROM TEHE RAN
To the Friends in America.

To

the revered members of the holy
Centra l Spiritu al Assembly. Upon
them be the Glory of the Most Glorious!
After a long time of waiting and longing finally all the friends of Tehera n
found endless happiness and joy in meeting the faithful maidse rvant of God, Dr.
Coy. Upon her be the Glory of God!
And they gave praise a thousan d times at
the most holy Thresh old that continually
sends Its bounties and favors, from generositv to His creatures, for the communication between the East and the West and
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the harmony among the nations. He
grants to the spirituality of the Orient a
great splendor in the Occident and
spreads the civilization of the West over
the East in order that the Orient and
Occident may embrace one another and
the world of humanity may obtain profit
from all the divine bounties and favors
and great prosperity may be established
and the Divine Glad Tidings may be
spread.
We thank most cordially our revered
American friends who prepared everything for the journey of this radiant and
revered lady to the East for the education of the girls, and we hope that the
confirmations of His Holiness Abdul Baha, from his most glorious Kingdom will
induce the friends of the East to service
and sacrifice for the friends of the West
in order that his Holy Spirit may be content and happy through this cooperation
and assistance, his blessed will may be revealed and determine quickly the salvation of the people of the world. All the
members, teachers and pupils of the Tarbiat school send their unceasing thanks
and great joy to the dear American
friends for the arrival of this raJiant and
revered lady who has come to take the
place of Miss Kappe"S who ascended to
the Abha Kingdom, upon her be the
Glory of God!
Her holiness the Greatest Holy Leaf,
mav our souls be sacrificed for her! in a
holy tablet has especially introduced and
recommended this revered lady to such
a degree that all the friends are desirous
and longing to serve her. We hope that
the important services and steps which
Miss Kappes took in the way of the promulgation of knowledge and the moral
education of the Bahai girls of Teheran
may be matured and completed in the
time of this honored lady, and the girls'
Tarbiat School may, according to the desire of the friends, reach the high point
of honor and improvement so that well
educated, learned and spiritual girls who
will serve brilliantly the movement for
freedom and the progress of the Bahai
women of the East may be graduated
therefrom.
In conclusion we beg most cordially
and heartily the powerful confirmation of

His Holiness Abdul Baha, may our souls
be sacrificed for his holv Shrine! for all
the dear American friends.
The Spiritual Assembly's Secretary,
Ali Akbar Rouhani.
Translated by Foad Rouhani, Oct. 1922.
FROM BAHAEYEH KHANUM
Haifa, Palestine,
July 11, 1922.
To the revered members of the holy
Spiritual Assembly in Teheran. May God
ever confirm and strengthen them, and
upon them be the Glory of God!
His Holiness Abdul Baha, may oUI
souls be sacrifices for his holy and radiant
Tomb! after the ascension of Miss Kappes to the Abha Kingdom, gave instructions that one of the maidservants of
God in America be selected and sent to
Teheran to take her place. Therefore
they have selected and sent this faithful,
radiant and attracted maidservant of God,
Miss Coy. For nearly one month she
was in Haifa, associated with these longing and sorrowful maidservants of God,
and she attained to visiting the holy
Tombs and Thresholds. Now she is
about to depart, under the protection and
care of God and, please God, she will
reach Teheran safely. Certainly, all the
friends of God should be delighted and
joyful and will act according to their duty
in regard to Tarbiat School. Of course
every kind of recommendation and affection may be ordered by the Spiritual Assembly for the reception of this generous
and kind teacher who, severed from all
save God and striving to attain to His
will has left all her rdatives and kindred
and has traveled from the West to the
East. Of course every sort of care and
ottention will be shown her in order that
she may be engaged with a gladdened
and joyous soul and spirit in the education and training of the girls in the Tarbiat School, so that the means of ease
and comfort may be prepared on every
side, and this grieved heart may become
glad and upon you be the Glory of God
and His praise.
(Signed) Bahaeyeh.
Translated by Foad Rouhani, Teheran,
Persia, Oct. 6, 1922.

SHOG HI EFFEN DI AT HAIFA
SHOG HI EFFEN DI
IN THE HOLY LAND
Just before his ascension Abdul Baha
said to a friend in Haifa that his work
was finished but that there was one in
Europe -referr ing to Shoghi Effendi who
was then at Oxford Univer sity in England-w ho would astonish the world.
Shoghi Effendi, after a six months ' absence, returne d to Haifa on Friday afternoon, Decem ber 15th, in radiant health
and happiness and resumed "the reins of
the office" of Guardi an of the Bahai
Cause, committed to him in the Will and
Testam ent of Abdul Baha.
In all countries the hearts of the friends
of Abdul Baha are filled with rejoicing
over this good news of the return to Palestine of the primal branch of the tree of
unity for it means a new day, a new era
in the Bahai Cause.
A TABL ET OF ABDU L BAHA
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great power and stronge st might. His
face glisteneth a glistening whereb y the
horizons are illumined. Therefo re, forget
not this account as long as thou art living, forasmuch as there are signs for it
in the passing centuries and ages. Upon
you be greeting and praise. (Signed) AbduI Baha Abbas .-From The Tablets of
Abdul Baha, Volume 11, page 484.

THE CONII NG OF JENAB E F AZEL
Jenabe Faze! Mazan darani of Persia is
now on his way to America. A cablegram recently received from Shoghi Effendi gives us this good news.
On his tour of America two years ago,
schools, churches, labor groups, chambers
of commerce and all kinds of progressive
clubs and societies opened their doors to
this brilliant, spiritua l philosopher, this
"ideal sage" of the East, as Abdul Baha
called him.

One of the early Tablets sent to Americ a

He comes to the United States this time
with his wife and child for a visit and
o maidservant of God! Verily, thae speaking tour of a number of
Infant is born and exists and there will welcome him with greates years. We
t joy and we
appear from His Cause a wonder which know that he will bring
the light of the
thou wilt hear in future. Thou shalt see Clad Tidings of unity and univers
al peace
him with the most perfect form, most ~o larger audiences even
than on his last
great gift, most complete perfection, most Journey.

OUR BAHA I MAG AZIN E

A NEW PLAN FOR RENEW ALS
a world of war, strife and materia lism the teachings of Baha'U
llah and
I NTO
Abdul Baha are shining, bringing the light of unity, joy, peace
and spiritua l

freedom. The Sta1' of the West, our B ahai Magazi ne presents month
by month
these teachings which are the very spirit of the age. Our friends
are using the.
Star of the West as a means of spreadi ng in the world these great
truths of unity
and spiritua l rebirth which will set all men free.
Each one will wish to give away current copies as a herald of the
Glad Tidings and also to keep them as a priceless library. Therefo re we
have made a
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special plan by which eil.ch one can take one or more subscriptions, one or more to
give away and one to come as a bound volume at the end of the year as arranged
in our new subscription offers. The current volume, bound in three fourths leather,
will be ready March 10th. To renew subscriptions promptly is also a wonderful
way to help our very busy business manager and her assistant, Mrs. Elizabeth
Herlitz, who are giving all their time, freely, to our Star of the West that it may
circulate more widely and may fulfil the bright destiny which Abdul Baha and
Shoghi Effendi have ordained for this happy-starred messenger of world-unity.
We have also planned a new method of securing, on time payments, the library
of heavenly teachings, the bound volumes of the Star of the West. This new plan
for securing this wonderful library is described on the back cover of this issue.

OUR NEW SUBSCRIPTION OFFERS
Five months' subscription to a new subscriber, $1.00. Two subscriptions to
one address, $5.00. Ten subscriptions to one address, $22.00 (in America). Two
subscriptions, one to come each month, one to be sent in a bound volume at the
end of the year, $5.50 for the two subscriptions, bound volume in cloth; $5.75
for the two subscriptions, bound volume in leather; postage for bound volume
additional. Single copies 25 cents each, or ten copies to one address, $2.00.
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A PRAYER OF ABDUL BAHA
Translated by Shoghi Effendi
In The Name of God, the Most High
~rfSiI::::.a"""'~0;5AUDED and glorified art Thou, Lord

God Omnip otent! Thou before Whose
Wisdom the wise falleth short and
falleth, before Whose knowle dge the
learned confesseth his ignorance, before Whose might the strong waxeth
weak, before Whose wealth the rich
testifie th to his poverty , before Whose
light the enlight ened is lost in darkne ss, toward the
Shrine of Whose knowle dge turneth the essence of all
unders tanding and the Sanctu ary of Whose Presenc e
circle the souls of all mankin d.
How then can I sing and tell of Thine Essence, which
the wisdom of the wise and the learnin g of the learned
have failed to compre hend, inasmu ch as no man can sing
that which he unders tandeth not, nor recoun t that unto
which he cannot attain, whilst Thou hast been from everlasting the Inaccessible, the Unsear chable. Powerl ess
though I be to rise to the Heaven s of Thy Glory and
soar in the Realms of Thy Knowledge, I can but recoun t
Thy tokens that tell of Thy Glorious Handiw ork.
By Thy Glory! 0 beloved of all hearts, Thou that
alone canst still the pangs of yearnin g for Thee! Though
all the dwellers of Heaven and earth unite to glorify the
least of Thy Signs, wherei n .and whereb y Thou hast revealed Thysel f, yet would they fail, how much more to
praise Thy Holy Word, the creator of all Thy Tokens .
All praise and glory be to Thee, Thou of whom all
things have testified that Thou art One and there is none
other God but Thee, who hast been from everlas ting
exalted above all peer or likeness and to everlas ting shalt
remain the same. All Kings are but Thy servant s and
all beings, visible and invisible, as naught before Thee.
There is none other God but Thee, the Graciou s, the
Powerf ul, the Most High.

Th e Bahai Ma gaz ine

STAR OF TH E WEST
MARC H, 1923

BAH AI ORG ANI ZAT ION
I ts Basis in the Revea led Word
RGAN IZATI ON in the Bahai Movement rests upon the sure founda tion of the Word of God.
In this day when many liberal minded
people rebel against the restrain t to which
they sincere ly think organiz ation subject s
them- it is well to present some of the
vital needs for organiz ation vvhich the
Bahai Teachi ngs make evident .
Baha'u llah touches the heights of
Truth when he says:
"Amon g the people are those who glory
in a desire for liberty. Know that the
animal is the symbol of liberty and the
manife station thereof ; hence it behoov eth man to put himself under laws which
will protect him against the ignoran ce of
himself, and the injury of the deceitful.
Liberty is confined to compli ance with
the Comma ndmen ts of God. If ye adopt
that which He hath reveale d for you from
the Heaven of Inspira tion, ye ,vill find
yoursel ves in perfect and pure freedom ".
"God has impose d on every town the
erection of a House of Justice where men
are to assemb le accordi ng to the numbe r
of Baha (if they surpass that numbe r it
matters little). They should figure to
themse lves that they are in God's Presence and see what is invisible. They
should be divine agents in the casual
world, the represe ntative s of God for

O
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those vvho are on earth, and defend for
love of God the interest s of His servant s
as they would defend their own."
Abdul Baha in Some Answer ed Ouestions (page 74) says:
~
"When the laws of the Most Holy Book
are enforce d, content ions and dispute s
will find a final sentenc e of absolut e justice before a general tribuna l of the nations and kingdo ms, and the difficulties
that appear will be solved. The five continents of the world will form one, the
numero us nations will become one, the
surface of the earth will become one land
and mankin d will be a single commu nity."
Other quotati ons from the writings of
Abdul Baha follow:
"Absol ute equalit y among st men: this
would be impossible. There is needed
some organiz ation which will bring about
an order in this disorde r. Absolu te
equalit y is a mere dream and imprac ticable. If absolut e equalit y existed the
whole order of the world would be destroyed . In mankin d there is always a
difference in degree
There must
be degrees in the organiz ation."
"The Univer sal Princip les which are
the founda tion of the Religio n of God are
laid down; but the making of specific
laws which are the sub-div isions and
ramific ations is apporti oned to the House
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of Justice. The wisdom of this is that
this world never moves for a long period
in one form. The House of Justice will
make laws applicable to the exigencies
and requirements of the time. Its members will not form institutions according
to their own judgment and thought. The
Most Great House of Justice enacts laws
and statutes by the power of inspiration
and the confirmation of the Holy Spirit
and is under the protection of God."
"About fifty years ago in the Book of
Akdas, Baha'Ullah commanded the people to establish the universal peace, and
summoned all the nations to the Divine
Banquet of International Arbitration, so
that the questions of boundaries, of national honor and property and of vital interests between nations might be decided
by an Arbitral Court of Justice; and that
no·nation dare to refuse to abide by their
decisions. If any quarrel arise between
two nations, it must be adjudicated by
this International Court and be arbitrated and decided upon like the judgment
rendered by the judge between two
individuals. If at any time any nation
dares to break such a treaty, all the other
nations must arise to put down this
rebellion."
"Again consider organization and decomposition, existence and non-existence.
Every being is composed of many different constituents; the existence of everything is the expression of organization.
That is to say, when by divine genesis,
organization of certain elements occurs,
a being is produced .. All existent beings
are after this fashion. But when a defect
appears in that compound, and decomposition sets in, the parts separate and that
being disintegrates and becomes non-existent. Thus annihilation of things is an
expression of their decomposition and
disintegration. The affinity and organization of the elements make possible the
existence."-Star of the West, Vol. 6,
page 68.
"Many an assembly will be organized
whose members will be representatives of
different nations, tribes and peoples
This is through the effect of the Word of
God. If all the pmvers of the world
should convene they could not organize
an Assembly like unto these assemblies."
-Star of the West, Vol. 6, page 71.

"The Universal Court of Arbitration
is the only body that will resolve all the
disagreements and contentions that arise
between the nations of the world. Extraordinary exertion must be put forward
by the civilized governments to organize
such an influential international organization, before which all their quarrels may
be arbitrated. What better plan can be
conceived by man? What harm is there
in this?"-Star of the West, Vol. 5, page
165.
"All the Governments of the world
must be united and organize an Assembly."--Star of the West, Vol. 7 page 82.
"0 ye heavenly ones! Organize ye
spiritual assemblies. Lay ye the foundation of union and accord in the world.
Destroy ye the fabric of strife and war
from the face of the earth. Construct the
temple of oneness, harmony and agreement. Enkindle ye the light of the realm
of the oneness of humanity. Open ye
your eyes! Gaze and behold ye the other
world. The kingdom of peace, salvation,
uprightness and reconciliation is founded
in the invisible world, and it will by degrees become manifest and apparent
through the Power of the Word of God."
-Star of the West, Vol 5, page 129.
"I want you to be organized like a flock
of the doves of heaven, whose attitude
and conduct toward each other is a symbol of- that unity which will take place
among human beings, when human beings shall become willing to accept the
guidance of the Holy Spirit."-Star of the
West, Vol. 3, No. 4, page 29.
"One of the great teachings of Baha'
lfllah relates to international peace. He
founded and taught this principle fifty
years ago in the Orient. He proclaimed
universal peace among the nations. He
summoned the people to establish Ulllversal peace among various religions. He
organized peace among many races, communities and sects. At that time he wrote
epistles to all the rulers and kings of the
world and summoned them to cooperate
with him in spreading these principles,
saying that humanity would not attain
composure and rest save through universal peace. And he practiced the
principle in Persia."-Star of the West,
Vol. 6, page 81.

BAHA I ORGA NIZAT ION
In a Tablet address ed to the delegates
to the first Bahai Temple Unity Conven tion in 1909 Abdul Baha wrote:
"Now is the comme ncemen t of organization; hence every affair concern ing the
Kingdo m of God is of paramo unt importance. Among the most import ant affairs
is the foundin g of the Mashre q'UI-A zkar,
althoug h weak minds may not grasp its
importa nce, nay perchan ce they imagin e
this to be a temple like other temples .
They say to themse lves-ev ery nation
has a hundre d thousan d giganti c temples ,
what result have they yielded that now
this one Mashre q'UI-A zkar (is said) to
cause the manife station of signs and prove
a source of Lights? But they are ignorant of the fact that the foundin g of this
Mashre q'UI-A zkar is to be in the inception of the organiz ation of the Kingdo m."
The Guardi an of the Cause, Shoghi Effendi, reaffirms the need of organiz ation
in his luminous epistle to the Americ an
friends, March 5, 1922, and quotes the
following from the writing s of Abdul
Baha:

"It is incumb ent upon everyo ne not
to take any step withou t consult ing the
Spiritu al Assembly, and they must assuredly obey with heart and soul its bidding
and be submis sive unto it that things
may be properl y ordered and well arranged. Otherw ise every person will act
indepen dently and after his own judgment, will follow his own desire and do
harm to the Cause. "
"In this day Assemblies .of Consul tation are of the greates t importa nce and
a vital necessity. Obedience unto them
is essentia l and obligat ory. The membe rs
thereof must take counsel togethe r in
such wise that no occasion for ill feeling
or discord mav arise. This can be attained when ~very membe r express eth
with absolut e freedom his own opinion
and setteth forth his argume nt. Should
anyon e oppose, he must on no accoun t
feel hurt, for not until matters are fully
discussed can the right way be revealed.
The shining spark of Truth cometh forth
only after the clash of differing opinions.
If after discussion a decision be carried
unanim ously, well and good. But if, the
Lord forbid, difference of opinion should
arise, a majorit y of voices must prevail ."
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The founda tion of organiz ation in the
Divine Cause is powerf ully laid in the
above extract s from the Holy and Creative ,"Vords, and many others that may be
,-·ted. Deeply impressive is not only the
frequen t recurre nce of the term organiz ation, but also the greatne ss and scope
of what Divine Wisdom now plans and
confirms. Organi zation becomes a vital
elemen t in the new creatio n. As the
Revela tion of Baha'U llah brings to light
everyth ing needed for the elevatio n and
progress of human ity-the power of organizat ion, through the Might that organizes, will reach maturi ty and perfection.
It is known that some misapp rehensi on
exists as to the need of organiz ation in
the Cause. This has g-rown out of a
widely circula ted statem(;"'nt, attribu ted to
Abdul Baha, that the Bahai Cause could
never be organized. The true stateme nt
was, as correct ed by Abdul Baha, that the
Bahai Cause can never be rigidly organized; it can never be confined to an
organiz ation. The context of the statement tells why, namely : "It is the Spirit
of the Age, the essence of all the highest
ideals of the century ."
At Haifa, Syria, in 1920, the following
Question was asked Abdul Baha bv some
Americ an pilgrim s:
.
"It is misleading, is it not, to say that
the Bahai Ca use cannot be organiz ed?"
Abdul Baha replied : "How is it possible that there should be no organization?
Even in a househ old if there is not organization there will be hopeless confusion.
Then what about the world? What is
meant is that organiz ation is not rigid I
In ancient times it was rigid. In the
Torah all the political affairs were rigidly
fixed, but in this Cause they were not.
In this Cause there is political freedo mi.e., in each time the House of Justice is
free to decide in accorda nce ,vith what is
deemed expedient. This is a brief explanati on of the matter. "
As the spirit of oneness is in all the
Divine Utteran ces, the perceiv ing mind
can readily discern the harmon y of this
stateme nt with the many other Words
of the Manife station and the Center of
the Covena nt, creatin g organiz ation.
It must be evident that the mysteri ous
dynam ic of the Bahai Cause, its holy
ideals, its suprem e wisdom, its transce nd-
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BAHAI ORGANIZATION
Organization, too, will in the divine
purpose preserve the Divine Teachings.
If those. who arise to serve, however sincere, construe the meaning. of the Holy
vVords according to their own limitations,
they may gather around themselves a following, and in this way a multitude of
sects will divide the bodv of the Cause.
According to the Revelation of this day,
the words of the teacher need only be taken if they agree with what is revealed on
the part of God and is recorded in Tablets. The teacher may at any time be
questioned as to his authority. Should
differences arise, they can readily be corrected through the degrees of organization
that the divine plan unfolds. The matter of the physical preservation of the
Books and Tablets, their correct translation into tongues other than those in
which they are revealed, their spread
among the regions of the earth,-are matters too weighty to be entrusted to individual direction. How soon would priceless treasures be scattered, lose their punty through alterations, and be lost to
future generations! Here again organization proves its great value.
Organization has grown among the
friends in America over a period of years.
This has occurred in the natural order of
evolution. In the early days of the Cause
in America the few Teachings that were
then available would be read by a group
of believers, and if a stranger appeared
the Message would be historically given.
As members increased, the efforts to reach
people of different environments grew,
and meetings in public places, publications, etc., were natural steps. With
further progress came the organization of
Committees to direct local Assembly
work. Also there came, with the plan to
erect a Mashreq'OI-Azkar (Universal
House of Worship), the annual Convention. Its volume of business, small at
first, increased from year to year. The
service of the Convention, as a teaching
body, as a temple-builder, as a means of
unity, life and harmony among the various Assemblies, has been blessed and
glorious! Yet its increasing responsibilities have entailed division of labor; and
various Committees have been formed to
carry forward the work. Within the past
year, under the instructions of the Guardian of the Cause, Assemblies throughout
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America have elected from among themselves Spiritual Assemblies, with full control of local affairs. The National Spiritual Assembly w-ith its Mashreq'UI-Azkar,
Teaching, Publications, Reviewing and
Educational Committees., has been entrusted with full service in all Bahai affairs pertaining to America.
Bahai organization in the Orient, by
all authoritative accounts, has reached a
higher standard than has yet been possible in the Occident. There, greater
numbers and longer experience are seen;
while fiery trials and intense persecutions
from without have increased the power
and penetration of the inward love that
unifies. The happiness, peace and prosperity of the friends upon every plane are
inseparably linked together. Sweet is the
assurance that such a condition, in time,
will be found throughout the world. Our
Oriental brothers are ever mindful of
the Most Great Guidance and the common weal. They successfully conduct, in
a highly organized way, not only the affairs of the Cause, but cooperative
enterprises of a private nature. Their
organizations are so wise and mature as
to prove a strong defense against the deceitful and corrupt on the one hand, as
well as just administration and loving
stimulus to the activities of the friends on
the other. The storehouses of the Spiritual Assemblies kept the friends supplied
with food during the recent hardship and
distress caused by war, so that not one
Bahai perished for lack of food. This occurred at a time when thousands of people were starving. Such a blessing from
organization is its own eulogy.
In Persia the friends have not only a
Teaching Committee, but clubs 6f teachers. These are organized for the purpose
of sharing experiences, avoiding duplication of effort, discussing plans for the
work and acquiring greater wisdom and
clearer guidance in delivering the Message.
It should be clear that organization, in
the Bahai sense, is ever spiritual. Baha
is the revelation of the Abha Light in this
world for the guidance of the people. To
this end God has revealed Himself in His
Greatest Manifestation, illumined the
earth with His Brightness in the Orb of
His Covenant, and today exercises His
tender, compassionate Guardianship over
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all the creatures. Thus in the Bahai
Cause organization has come into being
through the direction and cooperation of
the friends in both spiritual and material
affairs. After vainly, through thousands
of years, striving to attain peace through
material organization of spiritual affairs,
man now attains supreme happiness
through the spiritual organization of material affairs. Certainly no harm can result to anyone from this.
The pillar of Bahai organization is justice; its glory is service; its bright jewel
is humility; its banner is trustworthiness;
its light is Guidance; its armour is prayer;
its treasury is Divine Love; its exalted
purpose is unity. Its members should be
free from prejudices against all men. They
should be Godlike in their firmness, steadfastness and universality. They should
obey the Center of life and power and
count themselves nothing in His Path.
They should be able to discover their own
faults, confess them before God and be
able to see the virtues of other people.
They should not choose themselves for
positions of honor, but be chosen by others. Under the Instructions of Abdul
Baha, a greater body should be first appointed, from which a smaller body will
be elected. In this simple, quiet way, ex-

citement of elections is avoided and harmony advanced.
The future of Bahai organization is
bright and glorious. The Mashreq'UlAzkar, around which many institutions
will center,-such as the school for orphans, the hospital, the hospice, the abode
for the aged and infirm and the college ot
applied sciences, will in its very nature as
well as administration, require very efficient organization.
The Universal House of Justice, headed by the revered Guardian of the Cause,
the various National Spiritual Assemblies
and the Spiritual Assemblies to be found
in all Cities, the International Arbitral
Court and the federation of the world,
each and all bespeak the divine evolution
of organization to an efficiency undreamed of, with the noblest and most exalted
purpose.
The world spiritually organized in the
Light of Bahai Principles will be the reflection of the Supreme Concourse.
(Signed) Louis G. Gregory, Agnes S.
Parsons, Mariam Haney:-who constitute the Committee appointed by The
National Spiritual Assembly in January,
1923, to prepare this document on Bahai
Organization.

LETTERS FROM SHOGHI EFFENDI
TO THE FRIENDS IN ENGLAND

To

my beloved brethren and sisters throughout Great Britain, care of the
Members of the Bahai Council.
Dearest Friends:I have during the last few days been waItmg eagerly for the first written
messages of my Western friends, sent to me since they learned of my return to
the Holy Land. How great was the joy when dear Miss Rosenberg's letter-the
very first that reached me from the West-was handed to me this evening, bearing
the joyful news of the safety, unity, and the happiness of my British friends across
the seas! I read it and re-read it with particular pleasure, and felt a thrill of delight at the welcome news of the harmonious and efficient functioning of your
Spiritual Assembly.
I very sincerely hope that now that I have fully re-entered upon my task, I
may be enabled to oHer my humble share of assistance and advice in the all-important work now before you. I fervently pray to God that the field of your activities
may go on expanding, that your zeal and eHorts may never diminish, and that new
souls, active, able and sincere may soon join with you in bearing aloft the glorious
standard of the Cause in that land.

A LETTER'TO THE FRIENDS IN GREAT BRITAIN
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Ere long, an able and experienced teacher recently arrived from Persia will
visit your shores, and wiII, I trust, by his thorough knowledge of the Cause, his
wide experience, his fluency, his ardor, and his devotion, reanimate every drooping
spirit, and inspire the active worker to make fresh and determined efforts for the
deepening as well as the spreading of the IVlovement, in those regions. His forthcoming book, which he has laboriously written on the history of the Movement
and which has been partly revised by the Pen of our Beloved Master, is beyond
any doubt the most graphic, the most reliable and comprehensive of its kind in
Bahai literature. I am sure he will considerably enrich the store of your knowledge
of the various phases and stages of the Bahai Movement. Our beloved Dr. Esslemont will, I trust, be particularly pleased to meet him, as he is eminently qualified
to offer invaluable help in connection with various aspects of his (Dr. Esslemont's)
book. I am enclosing various suggestions of Mr. Dreyfus-Barney, and of Mr. Roy
Wilhelm, made by them at my request, during their last sojourn in the Holy Land.
I submit them to Dr. Esslemont's consideration as well as to that of the Spiritual
Assembly.
I very deeply regret my inability to give the attention I desire to this admirable work of his, but will assuredly do all in my power to aid him in the final stages
of his work. I am certain, however, that the book as it now stands gives the finest
and most effective presentation of the various aspects of the Cause to the minds
of the Oriental as well as that of the \Vesterner. May it arouse a genuine and widespread interest in the Cause throughout the world 1
I am now starting correspondence with every Bahai local center throughout
the East and will not fail to instruct and urge the believers everywhere to send
directly to their respective spiritual, local Assemblies the joyful tidings of the progress of the Cause, in the form of regular detailed reports, to the various Assemblies
of their spiritual brethren and sisters in the \Vest. England, I am confident, will
regularly and consistently receive directly and indirectly through the Star of the
West and the B ahai News of India a large share of such tidings from Persia, Caucasus, Turkestan, India, Turkey and Mesopotamia, North Africa and Egypt. It
would be most gratifying and encouraging to all earnest workers for the Cause of
Baha'Ullah if every now and then a report on the spiritual activities of the friends
in Great Britain, as well as articles on spiritual matters could be submitted for
publication to the above-mentioned periodicals. It would, I feel very strongly, react
and very favorably on the Cause in England, and would serve to draw closer the
ties that bind all spiritual centers together at the present time.
I would be pleased and grateful if the members of the Spiritual Assembly
wOllld at any time inform me of their needs, wants and desires, their plans and
activities, that I may through my prayers and brotherly assistance contribute, however meagerly, to the success of their glorious mission in this world.
To my extreme regret, I feel unable in view of my manifold and pressing
duties, and owing to the extraordinary extension of the movement in recent times,
to correspond with the friends individually and express to them in writing what
I always feel in the depths of my heart of brotherly affection and abiding gratitude
for their love and sympathy for me. I shall, however, await with eager expectation their individual letters and assure them of my readiness and wish to be of any
service to them in their work for the Cause.
Remembering everyone of you in these hallowed surroundings and fervently
praying at the three sacred Thresholds that the blessings of the Lord may rest
upon your individual and collective efforts,
I am as ever your devoted brother,
(Signed)
Shoghi.
Haifa, Palestine,
December 23, 1922.
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TO CHICAGO THE CITY OF THE MASHREQ'UL-AZKAR

To

the beloved of the Lord and the handmaids of the
Merciful in Chicago, Ill., U. S. A.
Care of the members of the Spiritual Assembly.

Beloved brethren and sisters in the Cause of God:
May I assure you in this short message of mine of my sincere admiration for
andfi'rm attachment to those old and tried believers who have been engaged ever
since the earliest days of the Cause in that land in the noble pursuit of spreading
far and wide the Universal Teachings of Baha'Ullah.
Your city so far-famed for its intimate association with the history of the rise
of the Mashreq'UI-Azkar will, I trust. witness in the not distant future while this
majestic Structure is being raised a swift regeneration in the spiritual lives of its
inhabitants, that it may become truly the throbbing centre of Bahai activities
throughout the land.
We all look forward with eager hearts to the time when this noble Edifice,
with all its various accessories completed, will become the focal centre of spiritual,
humanitarian and intellectual achievements to which the friends of that city, the
pioneers of such a glorious work, will have a distinct share to contribute.
May my prayers together with yours hasten the advent of such a crowning
period in the history of the Cause in that land!
Your brother and co-worker,
(Signed)
Shoghi.
Haifa, Palestine,
December 29th, 1922.

T

TO THE FRIENDS IN CLEVELAND
HE beloved of the Lord and the handmaids of the Merciful in
Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.
Care of the members of the Spiritual Assembly.

My beloved friends:
I trust now that I have returned refreshed and strengthened from my needed
retirement, I shall very soon hear from you such news as shall encourage and
strengthen me in my labours for His Holy Cause.
I look forward with eager anticipation to the welcome news of increased unity
among the loved ones of God, of renewed ardour in their ceaseless service to the
Cause and of crowning achievements in their field of service throughout that
country.
True, in this day the Light of the Covenant is hidden from mortal eyes, yet
the unfading Splendour of His Spirit, freed from earthy limitations, shines more
brilliantly than ever before and is sure to guide our steps if we but seek His Guidance and walk steadfastly in His Way.
May the radiance of His Inspiration illumine our hearts and the hope of
Eternal Reunion be our stay and solace in these days of bereavement and service
to His Cause.
Supplicating the Divine Favours on your behalf,
I am your brother in His Service,
(Signed)
Shoghi.
Haifa, Palestine,
January 5, 1923.

PRAYERS REVEALED BY BAHA'ULLAH
Translated by Shoghi Effendi, and sent to
The National Spiritual Assembly, February, I923

God, my God! I have turned in
repentance unto Thee, and verily
Thou art the Pardoner, the Compassionate.
o God, my God! I have returned to
Thee, and verily Thou art the Ever-Forgiving, the Gracious.
o God, my God! I have clung to the
Cord of Thy Bounty, and with Thee is
the storehouse of all that is in Heaven
and earth.
o God, my God! I have hastened toward Thee, and verily Thou art the Forgiver, the Lord of Grace abounding.
o God, my God! I thirst for the Celestial Wine of Thy Grace, and verily Thou
art the Giver, the Bountiful, the Gracious,
the Almighty.
o God, my God! I testify that Thou
hast revealed Thy Cause, fulfilled Thy
Promise and (sent down from the Heaven
of Thy Grace that which hath drawn unto Thee the hearts of Thy favoured ones.
Well is it with him that hath held fast unto Thy Firm Cord and clung to the hem
of Thy resplendent Robe!
I ask Thee, 0 Lord of all being and
King of the seen and unseen, by Thy
Power, Thy Majesty. and Thy Sovereignty, to grant that my name may be recorded by Thy Pen of Glory among Thy devoted ones, them whom the scrolls of the
sinful hindered not from turning to the
Light of Thy Countenance, 0 prayerhearing, prayer-answering God l
Make firm our steps, 0 Lord! in Thy
Path and strengthen Thou our hearts in
Thy obedience. Turn our faces toward
the Beauty of Thy Oneness and gladden
our bosoms with the Signs of Thy Divine
Unity. Adorn our bodies with the Robe
of Thy Bounty and remove from our eyes

O

the veil of sinfulness and give us the
Chalice of Thy Grace; that the essence
of all beings may sing Thy praise before
the vision of Thy Grandeur. Reveal then
Thyself, 0 Lord! by Thy merciful Utterance and the mystery of Thy Divine Being, that the holy ecstasy of prayer may
fill our souls-a prayer that shall rise
above words and letters and transcend the
murmur of syllables and sounds-that all
things may be merged into nothingness
before the revelation of Thy Splendour.
Lord! These are servants that have remained fast and firm in Thy Cm-enant
and Thy Testament, that have held fast
unto the Cord of constancy in Thy Cause
and clung unto the hem of the Robe of
Thy Grandeur. Assist them, 0 Lord! vvith
Thy Grace, confirm with Thy Power and
strengthen their loins in obedience to
Thee.
Thou art the Pardoner, the Gracious.
Thou art the All-Remembering, the
All-Praised.
This, Thy servant, 0 Lord, my God,
my Nlaster and my Desire, seeketh slumber within the precincts of Thy Nlercy and
fain would rest 'neath the Canopy of Thy
Grace, trusting in Thy Care and in Thy
Protection. By Thine eye that sleepeth
not, 0 Lord, I beseech Thee, to shield my
sight from all but Thee and make it clear
to behold Thy wonders and gaze upon the
dayspring of Thy Revelation. Thou art
in truth He, in the face of Whose tokens
d Omnipotence, the essence of power
~otL wane; there is none other God but
Thee, the Almighty, the All-Conquering,
the Unconditioned.
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o my Lord, my Adored One and my
Desire!
Lowly and suppliant, I implore Thee to
shield me from the evil of the ungodly
and to withhold me not from the shade
of the Sacred Tree, nor from the Voice of
Thy Pen of Glory. I testify that the Day
is Thy Day and the Cause is Thy Cause.
I beg of Thee by Thy Straight Path and
Thy wondrous :Message, graciously to aid
me to glorify Thy Cause amidst Thy servants. Thou art powerful to do as Thou
willest, there is none other God but Thee,
the Protector, the Self-Subsisting.

o God, my God!

Thou beholdest Thy
servants in the abyss of perdition and error; where is Thy Light of Divine Guidance, 0 Thou the Desire of the world!
Thou knowest their helplessness and their
feebleness; where is Thy Power, 0 Thou
in Whose grasp lay the power of Heaven
and earth!
I ask Thee, 0 Lord my God by the
splendour of the Light of Thy lovingkindness and the billows of the Ocean of Thy
Knowledge and Wisdom and by Thy
Word wherewith Thou hast swayed the
peoples of Thy Dominion, to grant that I
may be one of them that have observed
Thy bidding ~n Thy Book. And do Thou
ordain for me that which Thou hast ordained for Thy trusted ones, them that

have quaffed the Wine of Divine Inspiration from the Chalice of Thy Bounty and
hastened to do Thy Pleasure and observe
Thy Covenant and Testament. Thou art
powerful to do as Thou wilIest, there is
none other God but Thee, the All-Knowing, the All-Wise.
Ordain for me by Thy Bounty, 0 Lord!
that which shall prosper me in this world
and hereafter and shall draw me nigh unto Thee, 0 Thou Who art the Lord of all
men, there is none other God but Thee,
the One, the Mighty, the Glorified.
Lord! Pitiful are we, grant us Thy Favour; poor, bes-tow upon us a share from
the Ocean of Thy Wealth; needy, do
Thou satisfy us; abased, give us Thy
Glorv. The fowls of the air and the
beasts of the field receive their meat each
day from Thee and all beings partake of
Thy Care and Lovingkindness.
Deprive not this feeble one from Thy
wondrous Grace and vouchsafe by Thy
Might unto this helpless soul Thy Bounty.
Give us our daily bread and grant Thy
increase in the necessities of life; that we
may be dependent on none other but
Thee, may commune wholly with Thee,
may walk in Thy Ways and declare Thy
Mysteries.
Thou art Almighty and Loving and the
Provider of all mankind.

A PRAYER REVEALED BY ABDUL BAHA
Remove not, 0 Lord! the festal board
that hath been spread in Thy Name and
extinguish not the burning Flame that
hath been enkindled by Thy unquenchable Fire. Withhold not from flowing
that Living Water of Thine that murmureth with the melody of Thy Glory and
Thy Remembrance and deprive not Thy
servants from the fragrance of Thy sweet
Savours breathing forth the perfume of
Thy Love.

Lord! Turn the distressing cares of Thy
holy ones into ease, their hardship into
comfort, their abasement into glory, their
sorrow into blissful joy, 0 Thou that
hold est in Thy grasp the reins of all mankind!
Thou art verily the One, the Single, the
Mighty, the All-Knowing, the All-Wise.
A Prayer by Abdul Baha, translated by
Shoghi Effendi.

ONE OF GOD'S HEROES
ENABE Ayadi, Ebn Abhar, belonged
to a noble family in Zinjan, Persia.
He was appointed by Baha'Ullah as one
of the "Four Hands of the Cause," in the
days of persecution in the middle of the
last century, and he "was the recipient of
love and honor from al1." His life was
full of service. Seven times imprisoned
by the enemies of the Cause, "he was absolutely fearless," writes one of the friends
from Persia, "and when persecution arose,
as in the martyrdom of Y ezd he individually would carry petitions to the Cabinet
Ministers and persons in authority. One
vivid recollection is of seeing him speeding across the public square on such an
errand. Another recollection is that of
seeing him, when totally blind, sitting up
in his bed on the foot of which squatting
in Oriental fashion was an aged Seyid who
had come from far away seeking Ebn
Abhar to teach him the Bahai truths. This

man was a stranger to Teheran; he had
heard of the Bahai school called Tarbiat;
he searched the city until he found the
school and then was directed to the house
of Abhar.

J

"During the last months of Ebn Abhar's life, in spite of his suffering he was
busy teaching and counseling the friends.
When relating fragments of his experiences he seemed inspired, always referring to his successive imprisonments and
heavy chains with smiles and laughter."
He passed into the unseen world in February, 1919.
Ebn Abhar dictated the following autobiographical sketch to his nephew, Fakr
ed Din. It was translated by his nephew,
Zia ed Din Monadi, and Amat ol-a'Alla
and was transcribed for the Star of the
Til est, in Teheran, Persia, September,
1922.

THE STORY OF EBN ABHAR
command came for me to leave Abhar and go to Zinjan to teach the
Ezelis. My uncle, Abdul Azeem, and
two other very prominent men, Mirza
Abdul Baghi and Hadji Mullah Rhamatollah went with me. We rented a house
to live in a.nd during the day visited the
M ullahs, the Governor, and well-known,
educated people. Many proofs were
given to convince the Ezelis. At night,
while the others slept I would go to the
house of a believer. When the meeting
was over a servant would cautiously open
the door and I would return home. During four months of strenuous work all
but two of the Ezelis became well informed and many intelligent and honorable
people turned their faces toward the
Cause. The fire of the love of God flamed
in the hearts of the friends and all received boundless favors from the Kingdom of Abha.

A

Upon returning to Abhar we learned
that through the flaming of the Word the
friends had been attracted to the Cause
in an extraordinary degree; however, as
a precaution, no one had dared to gather
together the attracted ones. This was
done and they became very happy.
Shortly after this the enemies began to
cry out: "0 religion! 0 faith! The Holy
Laws are passing away!" and they persuaded Prince Rokneh ed Dowleh, brother of Nassr ed Din Shah, who had been
my friend, to arrest, imprison and put in
chains some of the believers.
It is written in the Koran, "Verily the
devils incite one another." Mirza Abol
Taleb, son of Mirza Abol Gasem, who
during the early days of the Cause instigated the first persecution and bloodshed
in Zinj an now began writing to my cousin,
~lirza Abol Fatoo, entitled Imam Jamai,
who was one of my bitterest enemies.
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These two ridiculed me before the Governor, seeking to ruin me. They stated, in
a letter, that Ebn Abhar had been the
cause of much disturbance and trouble
among the people in Zinjan. This letter
was spread among the fanatical Mullahs.
The Governor was a friend of mine, and
he treated the letter of Abol Fatoo lightly, saying: "It was written through jealousy and a misunderstanding. I have
neither seen nor heard anything from Ebn
Abhar which is hostile to religion." This
caused an uprising among the people
who, suspicious of the Governor, were
ready to murder some of the believers.
The Governor now became very much
disturbed and ordered that the Tablets
be brought from the houses of the believers: if among them there was found anything written by Ebn Abhar the people
would be allowed to appeal to the Shah
for his death sentence.
I had written manv letters to two confirmed believers, Ass~yid Ismail and Aga
Rassoul. These were found. The Governor, because of his fear, repented his
friendship (with Abhar) and secured
from the Shah a sentence of martyrdom.
Mirza Jalii Khan, chief of the gunners,
with ten soldiers was commanded to take
me to Zinjan.
Suddenly, at evening-time, several soldiers appeared at the door and demanded
an interview. My brother, Mirza Abol
Atoof, said: "It is now late. You had
better wait until morning." Then I came
from an inner room and my nephew, Fakr
ed Din, called the officers. About fifty
soldiers had surrounded the house. Some
students who were there studying with
Mirza Abol Atoof were put out of the
house by the soldiers; whereupon they
spread the news through the bazaars and
soon the crowds came rushing from all
sides to see what was happening. The
soldiers in order to scatter the crowd began firing and the noise of gunshots filled
the air. As soon as the crowd was scattered J enabe Khan produced from his
pocket a letter addressed to Ebn Abhar
who was commanded thus:
"Your Excellency! For the purpose
of investigating certain matters your presence is necessary in this city. Mirza Jalii
Khan, with ten soldiers has been commanded to bring you. With Mirza Abdul
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Azeem and Kerbelaiy Mehdi Milani you
must start for Zinjan, that the matter may
be investigated in your very presence.
Kindly see to it that you do not fail to
start; otherwise the affair may become
serious."
After reading the letter I handed it to
my brother, whereupon Mirza J aIil Khan
said to him: "You had better go into
the house. We have nothing to do with
you." But when two of the soldiers produced a large chain and prepared to put
it upon me my brother could not endure
it but tried to prevent them. Then the
soldiers pushed him out of the room, saying: "You have no right to interfere."
?vIy brother returned, gave the soldiers
fifty tomans and obtained their promise
not to chain me that night. I now went
into the inner apartment, and they placed
a guard at the door, allowing only one
servant to pass in and out. In order to
show their importance and to intimidate
the family they made threats and frequently fired off their guns.
I take God to witness that during that
night our house was like a house of
mourning. Nothing was heard but sighs
and cries and most of the relatives, men
and women, were excited, and crying all
night for they were given no information
as to the condition of the prisoners.
The fourth hour after sunset my cousin,
Hadji Mirza Hadiet, brother of Imam
Jomai took Mirza JaliI Khan into a private room and told him that it would be
to his earthly and spiritual advantage to
torture this servant.
Mirza JaliI Khan, understanding my
cousin's hatred and jealousy said to me:
""Vhy are these cousins so opposed to
you, seeking to destroy you?"
I answered: "The uncles of His Holiness Mohammed were against him, and
his cousins sought to martyr his descendants. The citizens of Galilee were opposed to Christ. In Moses' time his relatives arose and drove him out. The family of Abraham caused his expulsion. And
was not Joseph cast into the pit? By
whom?-his wicked brethren." Thus,
through scriptural citations I finally led
Mirza JaliI Khan to the Rizwan of the
knowledge of the Manifestation and, until
midnight, told him and three others about
the Great Cause.

- - - - ----------------------------------
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In the morning Imam J omai sum- those who have obeyed His prophet'."
moned Mirza J aliI Khan and made cal~
My family wished to send a sum of
umnious accusations against me and money to the Governor to obtain my reagainst the Revealer of the Cause. He lease but he had evidently come under
then tried to persuade him to torture the influence of Imam Jomai for he sent
(me) Abhar.
a strict order to Imam J omai and J aliI
"Tell him that you will bind his shoul- Khan that he (J aliI Khan). must set out
ders, chain him, put his feet in stocks at once with the prisoner of the governand ride him on a bare-backed mule. ment. What a terrible scene followed!
Undoubtedly, to escape such ignominy he
It was the fourth day of Moharram,
will pay you a large sum of money. After the month of beating. Shops were closed
obtaining the money then act to the very and groups of men had equipped themlimit of your power in order to secure selves to torment the believers. The solyour heavenly recompense, for these diers joined in-some having taken
transgressors lead the people astray and bribes; others being followers of Imam
the more scornfully they are treated the J omai; and others joining through fanatmore the people will fear to follow them. icism. The women, hiding in the inner
Then, how great will be your station in apartment were crying loudly. A rabble
the sight of the Great Father Mohammed of worthless people had gathered about
in the day of resurrection! Proceed at the gate, and friends, also, had secretly
once to Zinj an, and make this matter drawn near. In the evening Imam J omai
seem very important before the Gover- with his two brothers, Mirza Hadiet and
nor. As soon as he arrives there let the Aga Fatollah, brought a company of solGovernor purify the province of Kamsare diers and instructed them to mount the
from his ignoble presence-(let him be prisoner in the most ignominious fashion
killed.")
or they would be reported to the GoverWhen Mirza J aliI Khan compared the nor and would themselves be humiliated.
words of Ebn Abhar with those of Imam They gave notice that if anyone rented
Jomai he said: "Aga, there is an im- him (the prisoner) a good horse the animense difference between your statements mal would be seized and that man and his
and his. Ebn Abhar admonished us until family would be treated as scorpions.
midnight. He gave us the story of the Mirza J aliI and the ten others did not
prophets in detail exhorting us to live in dare to start with him. A lean pony was
peace with all the people of God. He led brought. Some of the onlookers were
us to the straight path of love, virtue, scornful; some were laughing; others
holiness and the Oneness of the peerless amazed; and a few were weeping. Many
God. He showed no sadness because of were cursing and reviling, while the sound
the calamities which had befallen him. of crying from the women and children
Alas for me! that I must bring about the in the inner room rent the heart. The
murder of such a prisoner!"
oppressed believers had taken refuge in
He then arose, saying: "If God wills, a corner and dared not utter a word.
the enemy himself will cause good to Imam J omai, surrounded by Mullahs,
theological students, merchants and
triumph."
With smiling face he came and report- princes was writing an accusation in an
ed to me the whole interview, adding, "I inner room. He ordered this oppressed
thought all Bahais were the enemies of one to enter, which he did with the chain
God and of His prophet and I intended about his neck and one foot in a stock.
to torture and kill you. But since last Immediately Imam J omai said, with a
night, and especially, today, I have bitter smile: "Curse you, for an infidel!"
I answered him with a proverb: "First
changed my mind and am anxious to
gain a thorough knowledge of your pur- prove the earth and then draw the map
pose. I am resolved to do nothing which of it."
may cause me to be ashamed in the presUpon hearing this quotation Imam
ence of God and of His prophet."
Jomai said, angrily: "Remove this dog
Ebn Abhar answered: "Verily, the from the room. He accounts himself a
Koran says: 'Those who obey God are prophet and reveals verses for us."
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J aliI Khan seized the chain and dragg- pony, started off. Everyo
ed me from the room while Imam Jomai ing, but Abhar, turning ne was weepto them all, besaid: "Did you hear what he claimed?" lievers and non-bel
ievers said: "I bid
One answer ed: "He wanted to make farewell to you and ask you to forgive my
us Babis." And they all began to curse. failings and to beg for pardon for me at
My mother had turned her face toward the Thresh old of Oneness for it is most
the point (of prayer) repeating this pray- probab le that I will not return from this
er, which had been revealed for her in a journey ." One of his (Abhar 's) uncles,
Tablet : "Praise be upon Thee, 0 Thou, a bitter enemy, cried out: "Go to hell so
the Beloved, the Knower, and thanks be that you can not come back, 0 you, the
unto Thee, 0 Thou, the Aim of the brande d one among your kindred. I trust
that you will be hanged !"
world !"
About two thousan d people of all classHer sisters, Taj Nassah and Hossne y
es
formed our escort. Imam J omai orJan, and her daught ers, Fatima and Oma
Habibe h, sent a sum of money petitioning dered the guards to take the most public
that the soldiers would permit me to visit route-w hich ran throug h the bazaars and
my relatives, and her son Abol Gasem, passed by his house. Here his relatives
stood on the roofs to ridicule, hurl abugave surety with his life.
sive language and throw stones The prisAt first they refused, but when the sum oner asked the guards to
stop the pony so
was increased they brough t me bound the crowd might satisfy
their curiosity.
hand and foot with chains into the inner Then he cried aloud:
"0 ye people [
apartm ent. This sight caused the "vomen This day upon which I am
to cry so loudly that the men who were in the charge of being a Babi arreste d upon
the inner apartm ent burst into tears. Mohar ram. You remem is the fourth of
ber that it was
When Imam J omai heard this he said, upon this same day that
in ancient times
angrily : "Did you not hear how he de- thev behead ed the descend
spised us and exalted his own station? ha~med and waved their ents of Moheads on spears
Let him go at once so that we may be before the other captives, crying:
'You
quit of his scorn."
are heathe n; you have left the religion of
All this time not a trace of emotion your fathers and have abando ned the
was to be seen in my mother 's face. She laws of God.' 'Know, verily, that God
did not once look toward me nor did .she will curse the nation that martyr ed
cease to repeat the holy words. The them.' ''
.
friends led me to her that she might see
During this speech the people wept and
my face. She said: "0 my dear ! You wailed
and continued so to do until we
know how precious you are to me; but
reached Mosall ah, one mile out of the
the most glorified One is the Blessed Per- city.
fection. I dedicate you to be a sacrifice that Mirza J aliI Khan was so overcome
he dismou nted from his horse and
in his Cause. Go! Be steadfa st! Sacri- ordered
fice yoursel f in the Cause of God and stocks two of the guards to break the
fear no one. The Koran says: 'Do they himself and release my feet. Then he,
, spoke to the people:
think that those who are killed in the path
"0 ye inhabit ants of Abhar! You may
of God are dead? Nay, they are alive in
the presence of their Lord and are sup- rest assured that the cause of this man is
ping with Him.'' ' She did not glance my just. He is being oppressed as was my
way nor did she embrace me in farewell forefath er, Imam Hossein. Do not debut continu ed to thank God and to pray. sert this family. Compa re the family of
Imam J omai with the family of Yazid.
The relatives and the others cried out: They tried
to turn me against this family
"0 you cruel one! God does not accept but,
thank God, I was not deceived and
your prayers . How hard-he arted you are have
not mistrea ted his honor."
to consen t to the death of such a son!"
We tarried until sunset, the believers
My brother then came and took me out gradua lly
becoming more tranqui l, sayof the room, handin g me over to the sol- ing:
"He will have no more trouble
diers who put my other foot into the along
the
stock and, mounti ng me on the miserable his chains.way except for the heaviness of
" And this was really the case
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who
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J
of Mirza
some of the believers connected with the own dead children.
I smilingly asked: "Why do you
court that they might discuss the best
method of present ing the matter to the weep? Be happy that you are suffering
government. They now took off the for the sake of God. You are bound and
chains which were about the neck of fettered for the spreadi ng of His Cause.
Soon your native citizens, your relatives
Abhar.
Two hours later, in the midst of an and your grandc hildren will boast beearnest discussion, there came a loud and cause of your very existence and in the
peremp tory knocking at the door-e vi- sight of men you will reach to the heights
dently a messenger from the govern ment; of dignity ."
whereu pon Mirza J alil Khan and the othThey answer ed: "We are not weeping
ers hastily concealed themselves. Two for ourselves. We are accustomed to
deputies and twenty farrash es entered and chains and stocks. Our weeping is for
angrily demand ed Mirza J alil Khan and your dear and precious life. Until now
the prisoner, Abhar. It was appare nt you have been cherished in ease, and held
that the seven guards had turned in evi- in the highest respect and honor. How
dence.
can you exist in such a dark and malodo rThe government's messengers with the ous hole?"
utmost roughness and disrespect chained
I answered from the Koran: "I am
the prisone r and dragge d him to the gov- submissive to His comma nd, patient unernmen t office. Here the head servant der the calamities of God and there is no
was walking about in the hall, so intoxi- one to be worshi pped save Him."
cated that he could scarcely speak. He
"Consi der how every prophe t was a
came up to me and asked, furiously: target for the enemies of his time, and no
"Wher e have you sent J aliI Khan? "
one of them failed to drink the poisoncup,
This oppress ed one answer ed very
drainin g it as though it were the sweet
slowlv: "I accompanied him to his own elixir of Paradis e. In the fire of Nimrod
hous~ and after that I have no inform aAbraha m reached to a high station. In
tion about him."
like manne r Jesus Christ took up his
The head servan t called the warden of abode in the heaven of Nearne ss. Mothe prison and said, sarcastically: "Treat hamme d and his holy descendents tore
him well, because he is the very essence the veil of superst ition from the eyes of
of the Babis and has conver ted the ser- their followers and went, straigh t and
vants of the govern ment."
swift as an arrow, to their high station ."
The warden took my abba (cloak) and
These explanations which were in realemptie d my pockets of a small sum of
utteran ces from the invisible so afity
n
dungeo
a
into
me
money. Then he put
and farrash es that they
called in Zinjan "Dash borgh" -"ston e fected the guards
me. Like the others,
trouble
to
ceased
and
tower," a hole dug in the ground
listened to the teachand
me
closed over with a stone as large as a they forgot
ings.
at
millstone which could not be moved

AN EARLY TABLET TO PERSIA
In order to learn how the farrashes
were treating me the warden sent in a
new farrash. This one also in that dark
cell became captive to the Mount of God.
He stood like a statue, listening eagerly.
The warden, wondering why no sound
reached him from the dungeon came,
stealthily, near, and stood by the opening
listening for the cruel treatment of the
prisoners. Hearing nothing he rushed in
angrily and found that all the prisoners
had gathered around this prisoner and
were listening to the words of life. He
had a heavy club of almond wood in his
hand and with it started beating the head
jailer striking him and his assistants so
severely that the club broke in two. Then,
with the remaining piece, he came toward
me and began striking me, saying, "0 you
devil! Can you not keep silent even here?
Do you want to lead astray the prison
force ?"
After many blows he called for a very
heavy chain, in addition to the ordinary
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one already worn. He handed this collar
to me ordering me to put it around my
neck. This poor oppressed one had been
so badly beaten that his senses were benumbed and instead of placing the collar
around his neck he tried to draw it over
his head, like a cap. The intoxicated
warden seeing this burst out laughing, and
his anger passed away. He ordered the
other prisoners to be confined in a separate cell lest all should become Bahais. I
was then chained to the other believers
and my feet were put into the same stock.
I now began to chant from memory the
whole of the following Tablet, called the
Tablet of Praise:
"He is the Glory of the Most Glorious!
"His praise is purified above the knowledge of all beings. It is exalted above
the comprehension of the creatures. These
things are reserved for the King, the
Precious, the Peerless, He who is forever
purified above the remembrance of all
others."

AN EARLY TABLET TO PERSIA
Translated by Shoghi Effendi
He Is The All-Glorious
THOU that art aglow with the Fire that burneth in the Sacred Tree!
At this morning hour, when the Light that shineth from the Abha Kingdom is shedding its splendour upon the regions of the world and the sweet savours
of the Lord wafted from the Realms of Holiness are diffusing their fragrance
amongst the holy ones on earth, this yearning one is so stirred with the sweet
remembrance of the loved ones of God and so aflame with the desire of their meeting that he finds no way to still his longings or to calm his restless soul.
A Voice is calling him from the Realm on High: "0 servant of the sacred
Threshold of Baha! Bestir thyself and, with thy pen in thine hand, make mention of that loving friend of thine that seeketh restlessly the Way of his Beloved
and who is so enamoured with Thee that a single drop from the Ocean of Thy lovingkindness is to him the Water of Everlasting Life."
By thy life, so precious to me, I swear that I can contain myself no more and
this pen of mine can write no further nor can I guide and restrain any more my
writing. Ponder this in thy heart and peruse this letter by the power of thine heart
and spirit.
o friend! I know not what to say and write to thee. Behold! The Voice
of God so resounds from the Kingdom of Baha that the ear is wellnigh overpowered with its sound, and the Universe is so shaken by the ringing call of Baha that
it may soon disrupt and burst asunder!
I can write no more.
Abdu'l-Baha Abbas.
(Signed)
Translation of one of the earliest Tablets of our Beloved revealed for one of the
early pioneers of the Cause in Persia.
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THE SPIRIT OF THE CENTURY
war debt in such a way as to make it a
blessing, when it can be paid, to the next
generat ion or generat ions, instead of a
crushin g burden to the tax-pay ing generation of the present ." Would not this be
a great step in carryin g out Baha'U llah's
teachin g of univers al educati on, the promotion of the unity of mankin d and the
abolition of war.
Bertha C. Hyde.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES
HAT the busine3s world is awake to
the fact that this world is one home
is shown by the formati on, nearly three
years ago of an Interna tional Chamb er
of Comme rce. "Econo mic facts ... are
teachin g that the world is one commu nity," is a stateme nt made in an article
about this organiz ation in Our World.

T

THE PROB LEM OF
UNEM PLOY MENT

We read with interes t of a new organization whose object is to promot e world
friends hip. This is the Interna tional Federation of Univer sity \Vomen. We quote
from an article in Our World by the president of this organiz ation. "The Federa tion is a society formed of associations of
educate d and though tful people in various
countri es banded togethe r in a determ ined
effort to substit ute mutual knowledge,
sympat hy and confidence for the ignorance, jealous y and suspicion that have
hithert o charact erized interna tional relations."

ORMA N Angell begins a review, in
the Liberal Daily Herald , of J. A.
Hobson 's latest book, The Econom ics of
Unemp loymen t, with the following imaginary quotati on from a Martia n accoun t
of Europe and Americ a in 1922:
"They had learned to make things in
abunda nce, and then perishe d for want
of th}ngs of which they had too many.
Peop,e went in rags becaus e there was too
much wool and cotton and too many spinners and tailor .. to make it into clothes.
They suffered, these underfe d and underclothed and inadequ ately housed people,
from what they humoro usly called 'overproduc tion' of things of which they were
in crying need. And they were perpetually resortin g to tricks to reduce produc tion, or escape its dangers , by protect ionist tariffs, restrict ions by trusts and trades
UnIons.
"Hobso n's theory is that too small a
proportIOn of what the worker produc es
goes into immed iate consum ption, and
too large a propor tion into profits, reinvested in machin ery for making more
things which cannot be consum ed .... It
is the margin of the large incomes that
are perpetu ally reinves ted and thereby
cause an overpro duction of articles that
the worker s, who form the mass of consumers , are unable to obtain .... He proposes two general remedi es: first, raising

N

Dr. John H. Finley, editor of the New
York Times, has propose d that the internationa l debt arising from the world war
be conver ted into a perpetu al trust fund
for the educati on of the childre n of the
world. Dr. Finley points out that the
childre n born during and shortly before
the war are the greates t sufferers from
the war. He says, "We should havL! a
world plan for giving the childre n an elementar y chance to enj oy the freeing of
the soul, which is, with the unity of mankind, the ideal state .... Ten million children a year taught the best that has been
deliver ed unto men or invente d by mankind, and led, in that tuition, toward the
conscious unity of the race, toward planetary consciousness! Has a more stirring
opportu nity been offered to any people
than is ours, in the refundi ng of this great
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SIGNS OF THE TIMES
the consum ing power of the commu nity
so that the effective demand for goods
may keep pace with every inc,rease of production that arises from improv ements in
art and industr y; second, a wiser distribution of the produc ts of indust ry."From The Living Age, Jan. 20, 1923.
"Ve are remind ed of the saying of Baha
'Ullah: "The best of people are they
who gain by work and spend for themselves and their kindred in the love of
God, the Lord of the creatur es." Abdul
Baha also express ed as a moral law this
principle which Mr. Hobson 's book shows
to be an economic law. One "teachi ng
of Baha'U llah concerns the equalit y of
human kind; the readjus tment of or equalization of the economic standar d of the
time, of the livelihood of mankin d. For
the poor are in abject distress, in the
greates t need, and in the greates t misfortune ; and that is not right, that sorp.e
individ uals should be enthron ed in luxury,
in the greates t wealth, more than necessary, and some in the lowest degree of
want. This is not worthy of the world of
human ity."
God speed the time when we shall all
&ee that the moral and the economic law
are one and that both have been fullv
reveale d in the teachings of Baha'U llah
and Abdul Baha.
"It will not be possible in the future, "
said Abdul Baha, "for men to amass great
fortune s by the labor of others. The rich
will willingly divide. They will come to
this gradua lly, natural ly, by their own
volition. It will never be accomplished
by war and bloodshed. The ruling power
or govern ment cannot treat the rich unjustly. To force them to divide their
wealth .would be unjust. In the future,
proportIOnately, about three quarter s of
the profits will go to the workm en and
one quarter to the owner. This conditi on
will prevail in about one century . It will
certain ly come to pass." -From Ten Days
in the Light of Acca, page 5.*
*Note: For a fuller explana tion of the
Bahai economic plan see Star of the West
for Decem ber, 1922, and the chapter on
"Strike s" in Some Answer f'd Questions
publish ed also as a separat e leaflet by th~
Bahai Publish ing Society, Chicago.
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"The critical questio n facing Europe an
civilization is: How can we mainta in in
comfor t a dense popula tion, crowde d in
the narrow limits of our cold and sterile
Northe rn contine nt, and assure it liberty
and leisure to enj oy the higher blessings
of life?
"The anSVier is throug h the progress of
ethics ~i.lld technics. Ethics can be mastered by the Europe an throug h educati on.
. . . Techni cal progress, by multipl ying
produc tion and substitu ting machin e labor for muscle lab or, can provide the
Europe an with leisure and resources for
cultiva ting and develop ing his higher
cultura l interest s.
"Ethics solves the social questio n from
within; technics solves it from withou t ...
"The ethical ideal is to make Europe a
commu nity of saints; the technic al ideal
is to make Europe a commu nity of the
rich ....
"Ethics and technics are sisters. Ethics
rules the natural forces within us. Technics rules the natural forces withou t us.
Both seek to subjuga te nature by spirit."
-From "Ethics and Techni cs" by Richard Kalergi in The Living Age, Jan. 20,
1923.

THE COMI NG SPIRIT UAL
RENA ISSAN CE

A

LL over the world there is ringing
the cry for a spiritua l renaissance.
\Ve he~r it from statesm en, journal ists,
economIsts, and scholars. Unless a new
light, a new spiritua l force, they tell us,
enters our civilization we cannot survive.
"All organiz ations," writes Roger Babson, the well-known statistic ian, are facing "the same problem ; viz., they are trying to change the activities of men and
women withou t changin g their hearts or,
speakin g statisti cally-t heir desires. This
is why we have an uphill fight and always
will until the desires of people change....
""Vhat does perman entlv change the
desires of men and women? On Iv one
thing- namel y religion. This has always
been true through out the ages and is true
today."
Hamilt on Fyfe, the new editor of the
London Herald, Englan d's Labor daily
believes that nothing can avert disaste ;
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AMER ICA'S GREA T SERVI CE

W

HEN Abdul Baha was in America
he said that Americil will advanc e
greatly . "It will lead other nations spiritually, for its illumin ation is far-reac hing
. . . but the greatne ss of every country
depend s upon its hearing and becomi ng
obedien t to the call of God."
"Praise be to God, the Americ an governmen t ... is not founde d upon warlike
doctrin es. Hence it becomes this democracy to uphold interna tional peace and
spread it throug hout the world . . . .
"His Holines s, Baha'U llah, fifty years
ago spread broadc ast his great movem ent,
proclai med the benefits of interna tional
peace. This took place at a time when
the though t was not in the minds of men
nor the word upon the tongues of the
people. At such a time he summo ned
people from all parts of the Orient. He
address ed letters to the sovereig-ns of
Europe , setting forth the results to~accrue
from the establis hment of univers al
peace. He invited all to particip ate in a
world's arbitra l court of justice to be composed of represe ntative s from every governmen t of the world the delegat es thereto to be chosen and ratified by the governmen ts. Theret o would be referred
dispute s betwee n nations for settlem ent.
In case any govern ment or nation should
prove rebellious concern ing any decision
of the court the other nations should
coalesce to force it into obedie nce."From a message of Abdul Baha publish ed
in the San Francisco Chronicle, Octobe r
4, 1912.
"Now this Americ an nation is a revered
nation and present s great and deserve d
worthin ess. I hope this fair govern ment
will stand for peace so that warfare may
not reign in the world, that the banner of
peace may be unfurle d, and all nations
may be united togethe r which is the
greates t attainm ent of the world of humanity . It is equipp ed to accomp lish
that which will surely adorn the pages of
history , to become the envy of the world,
and to be blest in the east and the west
becaus e of its democ racy."- From address by Abdul Baha given in Clevela nd,
Ohio, May 6, 1912.
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THE COVE NANT OF PEACE

From two Tablets of Abdul Baha to German Friends , quoted in the Diary
Letters of Shoghi Effendi ,
October 7 and 8, 1919.
"The underly ing founda tion upon
which the Kingdo m rests is love and this
must be securel y establis hed among the
friends and must be widely spread so that
it mav become the cause of the establis hment' of the oneness of mankin d. This
love must be so intensified among the
friends as to make of them true servant s
of one anothe r expend ing their wealth and
sacrificing their lives for one anothe r and
consec rating their being to the existence
of other souls. Then ve shall observe
how people ,viII flock a~d gather under
the shade of the pavilio n of the oneness
of mankin d."
"Praise be to God! Thou hast given
up thy materia l comfor t, ... hast traveled to Lubeck and hast institut ed an assembly . From the bountie s of God I
hope that assemb ly may become a heavenly gatheri ng, may promul gate the oneness of mankin d so that the various peoples and differen t races may all associa te
with utmost harmon y under the shade of
the pavilion of the oneness of mankin d,
the hostile peoples of Europe may be
fused into one, the contine nt of Europe
may become one home, this horribl e war
may lead to utmost union, harmon y and
love among the differen t commu nities of
Europe , the monum ent of estrang ement
may quake and the standar d of affection
and unity be unfurle d."
"You must rest assured ," said Abdul
Baha to the Secreta ry of the New York
Peace Society, concern ing the work of its
membe rs, "and let there be no trace of
doubt in your souls that God is your assister and helper. The Heaven ly confirmation s will descend upon you more and
more. God will protect you and will give
you new strengt h continu ally. Your
",'orld-motives will conque r the world of
men; all obstacl es will disappe ar before
your advanc e; no earthly power can resist the onrush ing power of peace. For
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this power is assisted by the power of
God and that which is divinel y assisted
must prevail . Consid er how the Cause of
Christ was confirmed. How many resisted it! What mounta ins of obstacl es
were raised against it! What hostile forces
sought to destroy its founda tions! Yet
the kings and empero rs of the world could
not resist its spread and establis hment.
No power of earth can withsta nd the on-

flow of the spirit of truth. If earthly
kings and kingdo ms come in its way it
will conque r, and they will be overthr own,
always : for your cause is truth itself, and
truth is omnipo tent. If all nations arise
to oppose they will be vanqui shed, and
you will be victorious. You are a servan t
of God, not a servan t of this world. A
servant of God is he who gives some
benefit to the world of man."

BAHAI NEWS AND NOTES
THE BAHA I CONV ENTIO N IN
INDIA
From Conven tion Announ cement and
Prog1"am
ANNOU NCEMEN T

HE Bahai Conven tion aims at placing before the world just those
broad intrinsi c basic principles of religions which may work for univers al reconciliat ion of races and creeds. It does
not oppose any commu nity or people. Its
hope is to establis h univers al peace, universal languag e and univers al brother hood. Its object is human ity's future
progres s on the lines of interna tionalis m
rather than nationa lism.

T

PROGRA M OF THE EVENIN G SESSION S
THE 3RD ALL-IND IA BAHAI CONVEN TION
PUBLIC LECTUR ES

27th, 28th, 29th De.cember, I922
At Khalik dina Hall, Bunder Road ..
Karach i
W edneJday, 27th, at 5-30 P. M.
President: Monsie ur Paul Richard .
(1) Preside ntial address on: Fundamental Unity of Religions.
(2) Bahai Movem ent, by Pro£. Sardar
Pritam singh, M. A.
(3) The Spirit of Holy Zoroas ter, by
Dr. P. S. G. Dubash , D. Sc.
(4) My Two Years' Stay in Europe ,
by Dr. K. K. Bharga va, M. Sc.,
Ph. D., F. C. S.
Thursd ay, 28th, at 5-30 P. M.
President: Jamshe d N. R. Mehta, Esq.
(1) Preside ntial address on: Movements workin g for univers al
unity.

(2) Reconc iliation of Races and Religions, by Dr. K. K. Bharga va.
(3) The Great Need of the Age.
(1) V. G. Pradha n, Esq., M. A.,

L. T.

(2) Capt. J. Stevens on.
(4) Univer sal Educat ion.
(1) Miss Shirin M. Irani.
(2) Prof. S. B. Butani , M. A.,
B. Sc.
(5) Univer sal Langua ge.
(1) Dr. P. S. G. Dubash , D. Sc.
(2) H. Prasad , Esq., B. Sc.
Friday, 29th, at 5-30 P. M.
Preside nt: Dr. G. T. Wrench , M. D.
(1) Equali ty of Men and Women .
(1) Miss Shirin Cursetj ee.
(2) Mrs. V. G. Pradha n.
(3) Adrian L. Duarte , Esq.,
M.A.
(2) Pilgrim s on the Path, by Sohrab ,
K. H. Katrak , Esq.
(3) Solutio n of Econom ic problem s, by
Prof. Sardar Pritam singh, M. A.
(4) When Nation s are one.
(1) Swami Vairag chandr i, M.A.
(2) M. R. Shirazi, Esq. B. A.
Profess or M. A. Shirazi of Karach i,
Preside nt of the Execut ive Commi ttee of
this Conven tion writes of the great interest aroused in various parts of India
by the Conven tion. Ten thousa nd letters of invitati on were sent to promin ent
thinker s, savants , leaders , and to various
societies in India, to which the respons e
was very encoura ging. Profess or Shirazi
writes that the Conven tion has awakened such interes t that "we cannot cope

NEWS FROM BAGD AD
with the demand s from the newspa pers
and other bodies for Bahai articles and
lecture s."
The friends in India are working out
plans to give the glorious Bahai solution
of the world's problem to the multitu des
in India who are hunger ing for the message of unity and peace. Seyid Abbas
Ally Butt of Rangoo n in a letter to the
Star of the West, writes: "The present
Turkis h war and the end of their year
1340 A. H. which was the year of the
Comin g of the Promis ed One according
to the compu tation of their Ulemas has
created a stir among the Moham medan s
and they crowd in numbe rs in our Assembly Hall and lively discussions an:
held every week. We trust the spirit of
Baha'U llah is moving upon the {ace of
the waters and ere long there will be light
and no darkne ss."
Profess or M. A. Shirazi, of Karach i,
Editor of the Bahai News, which brings
to us each month most welcome news
from India sends us word that Abdul
Baha a week before his ascension asked
him to come to America, and that Shoghi
Effendi has repeate d the same request .
Profess or Shirazi has oeen delayed in
underta king this journey because of the
invitati on which he had sent out to the
All India Conven tion to meet in his city,
Karach i. Now that the Conven tion has
been accomplished, he plans, he writes,
"to leave for the Holy Land some day in
March and then to come to America for
a few months ."
It will be a great joy to the friends in
Americ a to meet this gifted Bahai scholar
and author who is well-known all over
India and to hear from him of the onward march of the Cause of God in the
East.

A LETT ER FROM BAGD AD
To The Star of the West
AGDA D, the capital of Irak, Mesopotami a, and now under the occupation of the British Govern ment has a
popula tion of nearly two hundre d thousand souls, of different religions, chief of
which are the Moslem -Sunni tes and
Sheites, Jewish, Christi an and Sabeite,
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named in order according to their numerical following. Amid them all there
live many scores of Bahais ,'V-hose only
aim and purpos e is the welfare of the
whole world of human ity. To spread this
great Cause there come from time to
time teachers from Persia.
The Spiritu al Assemb ly of Bagdad
meets regular ly once a week, led by Haji
Gahmo od Ghassa bchi, the firm friend
who has already spent hundre ds of thousands <?f rupees upon the repairin g of
the Baltoll ah, the house in which His
Holiness Baha'U llah lived during his residence in Bagdad , and who purposes so
to give, as the need arises. This weekly
meeting is held on Sunday nights in the
house of Dr. Nourol lah, a Persian friend.
On Thursd ay nights, also, a public meeting is held at which scores of Bahais
gather to listen to the chantin g of the
holy Tablets and to receive the news
which has arrived from Haifa.
As regards commu nicatio n with the
Holy Land the Bagdad friends have been
more favored than many other countries
for there is a regular air mail service between Haifa and Bagdad by means of
which letters mailed one day will reach
Haifa in two days, and scarcel y a fortnight passes but we receive an answer .
The Bagdad friends rejoiced to hear
the news of the unity of the Americ an
friends and all togethe r offer their best
Abha greetings to all the Americ an
friends.
(Signed) Hedaya tullah L. L., Secreta ry
of the Spiritu al Assemb ly of Bagdad .
JENAB E AVAR EH IN ENGL AND
ENAB E Avareh of Persia, the eminen t
scholar and teacher , of whom Shoghi
Effendi speaks in his letter to the friends
in Great Britain which is published in this
issue, has now arrived in Englan d. Dr.
Lotfull ah Hakim of Persia, who has spent
many years in Englan d and Haifa, met
him at Marseilles and accompanied him
to London .
J enabe A vareh was called last summe r
from Persia to Haifa, by Shoghi Effendi,
and now will spend some time in Englan d
assisting in the spread of the glad tidings
in that great land.

J
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THE COMI NG ANNU AL CONV ENTIO N

THE ANNU AL CONV ENTIO N
IN AMER ICA
MOST significant Conven tion III
the history of the Bahai Cause in
Americ a will be held this spring, in Chicago, at the Audito rium Hotel, beginni ng
April 28th. The Feast of the Rizwan will
occur Saturd ay evening, April 28th; the
public sessions of the Congre ss will be
held on the following Sunday afterno on
and on Monda y, Tuesda y and Wedne sday evenings. The Conven tion sessions,
held in the mornin gs and afterno ons, will
be attende d by delegates and friends from
Assemblies all over Americ a and, we
hope, by many friends from across the
seas.
The Mashre q'Ul-A zkar Commi ttee is
plannin g to hold, if possible, some of the
sessions of the Conven tion in the great
founda tion room of the Mashre q'UlAzkar at Wilmet te, Illinois. There, already, the spiritua l atmosp here of the
Kingdo m is radiant ly manife st, a foretaste of the coming glory, when all sects
and religions and peoples shall come together in unity and peace and worship
in this great univers al Temple .
The day of spiritua l organiz ation, revealed by Baha'U llah and Abdul Baha in

A

many Tablets , is now gloriously ushered
into world-w ide activity by the Guardi an
and Center of the Bahai Cause, Shoghi
Effendi in whom, today, the spirit of
Abdul Baha is shining in splendo r and
who, Abdul Baha tells us in his last Will
and Testam ent is under the unerrin g
guidanc e of God.
The coming Conven tion will rejoice to
meet under the banner and guidanc e of
our beloved Guardi an who will lead the
Cause of Unity "to glorious victory ".
We anticip ate as a crowni ng event of
the Congre ss and Conven tion the presence of Jenabe F azel, the disting uished
Bahai philoso pher and scholar of Persia
who comes direct from the Holy Land
and from the presence of Shoghi Effendi.
A cablegr am from the Guardi an of the
Cause reads as follows: "Haifa . Alunt
Boston. Fazel and family arriving New
York Februa ry ninetee n Adriati c. Shogh1.·"
Jenabe F azel comes to America this
time with his wife and son, Hoshan g,
for a visit of a numbe r of years. His
many, many friends in Americ a are waiting eagerly to hear again his eloquen t
message and meet once more this apostle
of the univers al love of Abdul Baha.
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HE IS THE COMPASSIONATE, THE
ALL-BOUNTIFUL
GOD, my God !Thou se est me, Thou
knowest me; Thou art my Haven and
My Refuge. None have I sought nor
any will I seek save Thee; no path have I
trodden nor any will I tread but the path of
Thy Love. In the darksome night of despair
my eye turneth expectant and full of hope to
the Morn of Thy boundless Favour and at the
hour of dawn my drooping soul is refreshed
and strengthened in remembrance of Thy
Beauty and Perfection. He whom the grace
of Thy mercy aideth, though he be but a drop,
shall become the boundless ocean and the
merest atom which the outpouring of Thy
loving kindness assisteth shall shine even as
the radiant star.

O

Shelter under Thy protection, 0 Thou Spirit
of Purity, Thou Who art the All-Bountiful
Provider, this enthralled, enkindled servant of
Thine. Aid him in this world of being to
remain steadfast and firm in Thy Love and
grant that this broken-winged bird may attain
a refuge and shelter in Thy Divine Nest, that
abideth upon the Celestial Tree.
A prayer revealed by Abdul Baha. Recently translated by Shoghi Effendi.
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BAHAI EDUCATION
By

STANWOOD COBB

Professor Stanwood Cobb, educator, and attthor of a number of books
upon religion, mysticism and the Near East, taught for a number of )learS
in Robert College, Constantinople, and in other institutions. He is now
the head of a remarkably progres~i've school at Chevy Chase, M a1"~yland.
ally since the substantiation of scientific
truth is one of the principles of the Bahai
religion. It is true that scholasticism has
been a detriment to education; but the
cramping spirit of scholasticism is a
symptom of decadence rather than of
reality in religion. For instance, Islam,
now in its age of scholasticism, was at
its beginning a powerful ally of the scientific investigation of truth; and its great
universities of Cairo and Cordova became
the inspiration and model of higher education in Europe. True religion is an
expansive, not a restrictive force; it is
the essence of creation, not the spirit of
limitation. But the organization which
grows up in the name of any religion
reaches at last a stage of crystallization,
then of paralysis. The oppressive influence of the church at such an epoch,
though exerted in the name of religion,
is not due to real religion, but as Abdul
Baha says, to the very opposite of religion.

VER Y great civilization has brought
with it a new type of education,
expressing the needs and ideals of the
age. And as religion is one of the chief
factors of civilization, every new religion has caused a profound change in the
aims and practices of education. In fact,
in the early centuries of any religious dispensation, while faith and zeal are strong,
education has been not only influenced but
controlled by religion. Such was the case
in the early centuries of the Christian era,
continuing even to the Renaissance.
Such was the case in the inception of
Islam, and has remained so to the present day. Even a new movement within
an established religion~such as the rise
of Protestantism, or of powerful sects
such as the Methodists or Quakers~ex
erts its modifying influence upon all ecluntion brought within its sphere.
Therefore it is apparant even to the
casual observer that the Bahai faith,
\\Then it should become established as a
world-religion bringing with it a new
world-civilization, could not fail to powerfully affect the ideals and processes
of education.
N or need such a partnership between
education and religion be feared, especi-

E

THE

founders of the Bahai religion,
Baha'Ullah and Abdul Baha, have established definite principles to guide the
educators of the future. So that if we
study carefully these principles, in C0111-
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parison also with the general teachings sable means of raising man from brutish
of the Cause, we can form a very clear servitude. Unskilled labor will barely
picture of what education will be like provide the funds for sustenance.
Who that reads this article would wish
among the Bahais of the future.
In the first place, it will be universal. for his own children the destiny of beBaha'Ullah has said that it is the duty longing to the vast ranks of the unskilled?
of every parent to educ;;lte his children. Then why should he wish it for other
If he cannot do this then the state will people's children? There are those who
take charge of the matter. Americans selfishly fear that the consequence of
may say, "Such is now the case in this the education and training of the masses
country." But they are mistaken. In will be to deprive the upper classes of
this country there are millions of illiter- their age-long exploitation of unskilled
ates, a large part of them of old Ameri- labor at low wages. They fear for their
can stock. And as for Europe and Asia, own comforts. But these fears are
we are aware of the crying need for edu- groundless. As mankind becomes more
cation in that part of the world. The need intelligent and the supply of low-paid
is no less great in South America, where unskilled labor diminishes, new ways
the dominant white race is literate, but will be found of doing the same work
entirely negligent and antipathetic to the in a more intelligent manner. As, for
education of the subject races, Indians example, the modern method of coaling
a ship as compared with the Oriental
and negroes.
\iVhen it is conceived that this law method; or the abolition of stoking in
of Baha'Ullah concerns itself with the oil-burning steamships; or the project of
whole world, and with every race, nay extracting heat from coal mines by conwith every individual, it will be seen how verting the coal into gas and piping it
profoundly the complete execution of from the mines.
this law will affect mankind. Illiteracy
For every diminution in the quantity
and ignorance wi1i be entirely obliterated, of unskilled labor there will be, not a
and all of mankind, by receiving the priv- loss, but a proportionate gain for humanilege and aid of education, will for the ity. And as for the workingman himfirst time in the history of our planet self, who would compare the working
be thereby placed on a plane of equal conditions of crude labor with those of
opportunity for success in life-endeavors. skilled labor; or the living conditions
For the right education is the open door of the two as determined by their
to the expression and utilization of one's wages?
native abilities. And while but a privIn one field of production, that of
ileged portion of the world are placed agriculture-by far the most important
in this favorable position of advance- field of effort of the human race-it is
ment, the submerged nine-tenths are even apparent what gains are made, not only
before they are born condemned to be for the producer but also for the conthe toiling slaves of the few. This is sumer, by applying intelligence and skill
not justice. And upon the pillars of jus- to labor. In every other field of effort
tice, not of injustice, is the new edifice the gain will be as great. And in the new
dispensation the Adamic curse, "Thou
of civilization to be raised.
shalt live by the sweat of thy brow," will
ECONDLY, education will be more be changed to, "He shall feed all His
practical. Baha'Ullah said, "Let creatures."
In the Bahai scheme of education the
everyone be taught a trade or profession." Culture is a gift that makes life cultural will not be neglected; but it
more beautiful and intelligent, but skill will parallel the practical, and not hold
at a trade or profession is the indispen- precedence over it.

S
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HIRDLY, much that has been
deemed important in education will
be dropped. Baha'Ullah said, "Teach
those things that pertain to human welfare, and not those things that begin in
words and end in words." This is a
glorious but severe criterion. The race
must live. It must live comfortably. All
men must enjoy comfort.
Education can no longer serve the
intellectual predilections of the few. It
can no longer present itself as the willing
Pegasus for any journey which the curious mind would make into the realms
of thought. No! education, like human
1abor, must serve useful ends. It must
teach those things that pertain to human
welfare. So may the race progress more
quickly to its destined perfection.
As for those things that begin in words
and end in words, they must be discarded. Future educators will apply the
criterion. We can only hazard here the
guess that much of philosophy will go;
much of required mathematics; much of
dialectic, of grammar, and of the study
of dead languages. The study of modern languages will become unnecessary
when, as Baha'Ullah directed, the world
shall choose a universal auxiliary language.
This pruning of the old tree of knowledge, now full of dead branches, will
vivify the stock and cause it to produce
new and beautiful fruits for the benefit
of mankind.
And as for our school children-those
of us who have tried the experiment of
"teaching those things that pertain to
human welfare" know how eagerly pupils
of all ages devote themselves to the studv
of subjects pertaining to the progress ~f
the race. There will be no malingering
in our schools when education is made
vital and adapts its information to the
growing needs and desires of the child.
0 1!RTHLY, education will be made
F
a JOYous process. Abdul Baha has
said that schools must be happy places,
and that children must not be overburdened with study. Six hours a day, he
----_._------
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said, of combined study and recitation
is enough. To go beyond that is needlessly to tire the child-mind. And too
much study before maturity, Abdul Baha
says, blunts the intelligence and does
irreparable harm to the developing brain.
Education will be adapted to the individuality of the child, and not try to
form each child into a common pattern.
In this way children will be happy in
their education, and the human race will
benefit by the development of all the
gifts that are born into it. At present
there is much suppression of native genius, both by our social and by our educational systems. The future world will
seek out talent wherever found, train it,
and give it opportunity.
Bahais, perhaps more than other people, see the hope of the world as lying
in the children. Easier by far it is for
a child born into the Kingdom to become
a perfect citizen of it, than for an adult
who has been, so to speak, only naturalized into it. And to perceiving eyes it
would seem that marvelous children are
being born into the world-more spiritual,
more gifted, than the world has hitherto
known. Before such children we adults
are reverent, respecting higher powers
though in those of inferior age.
Therefore the Bahai teacher will be
humble, sweet, companionable, and above
all loving. NoJ opinionated, austere,
bigoted or jealous of mental powers superior to his own. He will be supremely
happy with children, for to him teaching
will always be a voyage of discoverythe discovery of hidden talents, of dormant powers, of budding gifts, and of
germinating flowers of the spirit.
He will be a gardener training his
plants, cultivating choice seedlings,
gently caring for all; but speechless before the beauty of the blossoms which
his care evokes, worshipping that beauty
as an apparition of the Divine Splendour behind and through the human
veils.
The full power of development latent
in the soul we have but little realized.
Not only is the human race capable of
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an enormously greater progress than it
has yet reached, but also every child is
capable of keener perception, of deeper
ratiocination, of greater initiative and
creativeness, and of earlier maturity of
character.
ABDUL Baha once mentioned a plan he
had had for founding a model school
at Haifa. "I have carried in my mind
for some time an educational system, but
so far there have been no means for its
realization. If that system were once
beaten into workable shape, in two years'
time the children would have studied
four languages. At the age of ten they
would study sciences; and at the age of
twelve they would be graduated. I
wanted to establish such a trial school
of eighty-one pupils, all six years of age,
the children to be brought from Persia
and Eshkabad, the teachers to be engaged
and transported from America. But a
number of unforeseen difficulties have
prevented me."
"At the age of ten they would study
sciences." This is a scientific age. The
eagerness with which children drink in
the truths of science is indicative of what
may be accomplished along this line.
The present year I began general science
with the sixth g.rade of my school, using
a high-school text book but accommodating it by means of my own explanations to the knowledge and capacity of
these eleven and twelve year old children.
It is their favorite subject. They beg
to have it oftener.
At the time of the violent earthquakes
and tidal waves in Chili, early in November, we made a study of earthquakes.
One day we made an excursion to
Georgetown University where Father
Tondorf, one of the greatest seismological experts in the world, was so kind
as to show us his seismographs; and explain to us how, by means of the records these instruments make, he could
calculate with remarkable precision the
location of earthquakes thousands of
miles away. When we got back to the
school we discussed again the causes

r1.

and locations of earthquakes, and the
value to mankind of careful observation
and recording of these disturbances.
Here was a subject which, in the
words of Baha'Ullah "pertained to
human welfare"; and the eagerness, receptivity, and comprehension of the children were remarkable. In vivid contrast
to this spirit of earnest endeavor was the
behaviour of the crowd of high-school
boys who got on the same car with us
coming home from our trip to the university. They were tossing their bundles
of books to each other, throwing them
about as playthings or as hated objects.
"Which subject do you like least?" I
asked of the boy next to me. "Oh, I hate
'em all," he cheerfully remarked. By the
titles of their books, "Algebra," "Latin,'"
"Rhetoric," etc., I should say that their
curriculum consisted largely of subjects
that began in words, and ended in words.
What a supreme and lordly indifference
to their studies was manifested by these
school boys!
This indifference is the educational
tragedy of the day. Bahai education will
not be so characterized. With the right
curriculum, inspiring teachers, and the
proper concept of their duty to themselves, their parents, and to the world,
the Bahai children of the future will develop marvelously and will at adolescence
surpass in seriousness and maturity of
powers the average college freshman of
today.
It is a pity that circumstances did not
permit Abdul Baha to demonstrate by
means of a model school what true
Bahai education should be. But from his
own words and from those of Baha'Ullah,
Bahai educators will construct a more
ideal system of child training than that
now prevalent.

T ASTL Y,

Bahai education will concern
not only with the moral but
with the spiritual development of the
child. And this influence will make itself felt even through the university. At
present our educational system is quite
Godless. Owing to the nature of our
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government and the presence in our body
politic of groups of opposing religions,
public education has renounced all authority over the spiritual life of the
child.
This is a condition which if allowed
to continue would lead to the spiritual
bankruptcy of the race. Already we are
near that point. Young parents of the
present day, themselves trained in an irreligious educational system, have nothing of religion to give their children;
and they send the children again to public schools where the teachers are for~
bidden to teach religion. Once a week,
for an hour, the spiritual needs of the
child are cared for by the Sunday-school
teacher. One hundred and sixty-seven
hours a week devoted to secular thought,
attention, training, activity, and sleepand one hour a week devoted to the spiritual part of the child! Can earnest people view this ratio with indifference?
Character training is attempted in our
schools. But character must be based
on a spiritual foundation. Abdul Baha
has shown how lacking in the necessary
motives for right conduct are those who
do not believe in the soul, in God, or in
the future life. It is ridiculous to attempt character training apart from the
fundamental truths of religion.
What is the solution? In a democracy
of mixed and hostile religions, only a
new harmonizing and universal religion
can heal the breach and make spiritual
training a welcome part of public education.
In the Bahai world of the future the
mind, the soul, and the spirit will be
trained together. And the higher up one
goes in education, the more spiritual will
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one become, and not the more irreligious
-as is so often the case today.
N closing I cannot do better than to
IBaha
cite the wonderful words of Ab dui
in regard to the kind of education
which our colleges and universities
should give. If this ideal, held up by
Abdul Baha for the inspiration of future
educators, ever becomes realized, there
will be little need of prisons and reformatories in a world so educated.
"The Universities and Colleges of the
world must hold fast to three cardinal
principles. First, whole-hearted service to
the cause of education, the unfolding
of the mysteries of nature, the extension
of the boundaries of pure science, the
elimination of the causes of ignorance
and social evils, a standard universal system of instruction, and the diffusion of
the lights of knowledge and reality.
"Second, service to the cause of the
students, inspiring them with the sublimest ideals of ethical refinement, teaching them altruism, inculcating in their
lives the beauty of holiness and the excellency of virtues and animating them
with the excellences and perfections of
the religion of God.
"Third, service to the oneness of the
world of humanity; so that each student
may consciously realize that he is a
brother to all mankind, irrrespective of
religion or race. The thoaghts of universal peace must be instilled in the
hearts of all scholars. The mothers in
the homes, the teachers in the school, the
professors in the colleges, the presidents
in the universities must teach these ideals
to the young from the cradle to the
years of manhood."

STUDIES IN IMMORTALITY
PART
THE

RELATION

OF

1

MIND,

AHA'ULLAH and Abdul Baha
have in this Latter Day of world
progress broken the seals and unstopped
the vials of knowledge for us on subjects which have long puzzled an increasing number of eager-minded investigators of spiritual truth, viz: is
man of the world of nature or is he
a citizen of the Kingdom of Light or
does he dwell in both realms? What is
the nature of his spirit and its immortality-its life in the unseen Kingdom?
The following compilation from the
words of Baha'Ullah and Abdul Baha
is concerned with a question which lies
on the borderland of psychology and
philosophy-the relation of body, soul,
mind, spirit. It will be followed by a
compilation to be published next month
on the new revelation of immortal life.
"As to thy question regarding the
soul," wrote Baha'Ullah from his prison
in Acca, to Ra'is, then minister of the
Sultan of Turkey, "know that people
have written many and varied articles
regarding it and have had many different opinions concerning it. (They
speak of) a heavenly soul, a mighty
soul, a divine soul, a godly soul, a holy
soul, a tranquil soul, a contented soul,
and to all these, special definitions and
explanations are given by each party.
"As to the soul (spirit) which is purposed, verily, it is sent forth by the
Word of God and it is that which when
kindled by the fire of the love of its
Lord will not be quenched by the waters
of the rain nor by the seas of the world.
It is indeed kindled by that fire which
is burning in the human Lote-Tree, uttering, 'Verily, there is no God but Me,'
and he who hears its voice is one of
those who are successful.
"Upon leaving the body God will send
it forth according to the best form and
will cause it to enter into a high heaven.

SOUL,

SPIRIT

Verily, thy Lord is powerful over all
things.
"Know, also, that the life of man is
from the Spirit and to turn is indeed
from the soul. Reflect upon that which
we explained unto thee in order that
thou mayest know the Soul of God who
came from the dawning place of grace
with manifest authority.
"Know, also, that the soul hath two
wings. If it flieth in the air of the love
and will of God it will be attributed to
the Merciful; but if it flieth in the atmosphere of desire it will be attributed
to satan-may God protect 1.1.s and you
against it, 0 assembly of lmowers! And
if it is kindled by the fire of the love of
God it will be a tranquil and pleasing
soul; but if it be kindled by desire it
is a passionate soul. Thus have we
given unto thee full details that thou
mayest be of those who reflect.
"0 Supreme Pen, mention to him who
hath turned to his Lord, El Abha, that
which will make him independent of the
world. Say, that spirit, mind, soul, hearing and sight are one, but differ through
differing causes. In the case of man,
for instance, ye see that by which man
understands, moves, speaks, hears and
sees: all of these are through the power
of his God in him, but they each one are
different, according to the difference of
their cause. Verily, this is indeed the
truth.
"For example, if all these faculties are
turned to that which causes hearing,
then hearing and its results become
manifest, and if they are turned to that
which causes sight another activity and
another result will appear; if turned
to the brain, head, etc., the manifestations of mind and soul will appear.
Think of this that thou mayest reach the
desired goal and find thyself independent
of that which is mentioned on the part
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of the people and be of those who are
assured. Verily, thy Lord is powerful in that which He wisheth."-From
the Tablet to Ra'is.
"The soul," said Abdul Baha, "is a
link betweeN body and spirit. It receives
bounties and virtues from the spirit and
gives them to the body just as the outer
senses carry that which they receive
from the outer world to the inner senses,
in order that (these impressions) may
be deposited in the memory and, through
his various powers, may be utilized by
man."
"There is a human and a divine spirit,
the latter arising through knowledge of
and belief in God. The human spirit
is superior to the body and struggles
with it for control of the soul: when
it succeeds the soul becomes heavenly;
when the body obtains control the soul
becomes degraded."
"Spirit is the highest and supreme
development of the soul. Soul is the
material or outer self, the mind. Mind
is the action of the soul's powers. The
body is the physical covering or medium
in which mind acts and functions. At
death everything but spirit is destroyed
and becomes extinct."
"Moral life consists in the government of oneself. Immortality is the government of a human soul by the divine

will."
"As to,
whom thou hast
mentioned, it behooveth him to seek
only the divine bounties and those subjects which lead to a real knowledge
of the Invisible, through the mediation
of the Holy Spirit. Then he will see
through his innate perception the reality
of the triune powers in man, for, verily,
the sign of these triune powers which
exist in mankind is spirit, mind and
soul. Spirit is the power of life; mind
is the power \vhich apprehendeth the
reality of things, and soul is the intermediary between the Supreme Concourse and the lower concourse. It (the
soul) hath two phases-the higher
aspireth to the kingdom of EI-Baha and
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the lights of the mind shine forth from
that horizon upon its higher sphere. The
other side inclineth to the lower concourse of the material world, and its
lowest phase is enveloped in the darkness of ignorance. But when light is
poured upon this phase and if the soul
is capable of receiving it, then 'truth
hath come and falsehood vanisheth, for
falsehood is of short duration.' Otherwise, darkness will surround it from all
directions and it will be deprived of association with the Supreme Concourse
and will remain in the lowest depths."Ta.blets of Abdul Baha, Vol. 3, p. 6II.
THE TWO POWERS OF MAN

"Spirit is universal. Man is created
spirit in a potential degree. Growth is
from a mental into a spiritual station,
somewhat like the development from soldier to commander. God, himself, cannot
compel the soul to become spiritual; the
exercise of a free human will is necessary. We can point the way and furnish the example.-Ten Days in the Light
of Acca, pp. 3-4.
"I desire each one of you to become
so great that each may guide a country.
The friends must now endeavor to attain to such a station as to teach the
people of America, Divine qualities are
unlimited. For this reason you must
not be satisfied with one quality but
must try to gain all. Each of you must
improve himself that he may attain to
nothing short of the best. When one
stops (advancing) he descends. A bird
when it is flying, soars; but as soon as
it stops flying it falls. While man is
directed upward he develops. As soon
as he stops he descends. Therefore I
wish the beloved of God always to ascend and to develop.
"There exist in man two powers. One
power uplifts him-this is divine attraction which causes man's elevation.
In all the grades of existence he will
develop through this power which belongs to the spirit. The other power
causes man to descend; this is the
animal nature. The first attracts man to
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the Kingdom; the second brings him
down to the created world. Now we
must consider which of these will gain
in strength. If the heavenly power wins,
man will become heavenly, enlightened,
merciful. But if the worldly power wins
he will be dark, satanic and like the
animal. Therefore he must advance
continually. As long as the heavenly
power is dominant man will ascend."Abdul Baha: Diary of Miss Juliet
Thompson.
DEGREES OF EXISTENCE

"There are two kinds of life. There
is that existence which is palpable to our
touch but does not grow or possess sensation-the minerai kingdom.
Then
there is the higher stage of existence,
plant life, which grows but cannot feel.
Above this is the animal kingdom which
is palpable to touch and has the power
of growth and feeling but cannot attain
to the station of man which is the highest of all. That which is lower cannot
perceive the higher. The mineral cannot understand or feel the plant; plants
cannot understand or perceive the
animals; and animals cannot comprehend man.
"N ow these degrees all belong to one
kingdom, are all composed of matter.
As it is impossible for these different
kingdoms belonging to the same world
to understand one another so is it impossible for man to understand the
things of the future life. For as the difference between these grades or conditions so is the difference between man
and the spiritual kingdom. It is impossible for man to perceive or understand it because he has no power with
which to perceive it. As a child in the
matrix of its mother cannot understand
the world outside so is the human conception on this earth. We can form no
conception or idea of the heavenly Kingdom because we have no sense with
which to perceive it.
"As it is not yet apparent while the
child is in the matrix of its mother what
its condition will be-whether or not it

will have all the gifts of God, whether
or not it will be perfect in all its members, whether it will be blind or deaf or
dumb, but afterwards, when it enters the
world it becomes clearly apparent if it
be defective or not-so is it with the
soul in its present state. Its perfections
or its defects are not understood until
it enters the heavenly Kingdom. Then
they are clearly seen and then the soul
understands whether or not it is lacking in the gifts of God.
"All the time, too, that the child is
in the matrix of its mother it receives
all its life and nourishment from (a
source) outside of itself. If it were
cut off from that life it would die. So
it is with the soul here. If it is cut
off from its spiritual food it dies.
"As a child in the matrix does not yet
know the use of its members-what its
eyes are for, its nose, ears or tongueso also is it with the soul on earth. It
cannot understand here the uses and
powers of its spiritual gifts. But as
soon as it enters the eternal Kingdom
these will become apparent."-Abdul
Baha: Prayers, instructions, etc., p. 46.
THE NEW BIRTH

"The sacred books of all nations speak
of the possibility of the new birth of
man. What does this mean?
"A child in the matrix of its mother
is in utter darkness. When it is born
into the world it comes into the light.
While in the matrix it cannot understand the uses of its faculties; but when
it comes into the phenomenal world
then the uses of hearing, speech, sight,
etc., are understood. So when we leave
here and go into the Kingdom of the
Unseen we will know the uses of the
bounties of God given to us in this
world. Here we are prepared, and given
faculties which are for use in that world.
The new birth is realized in this world
when we become characterized with the
characteristics of God, when His name
and attributes become our name and
attributes."-A bdul B aha: Notes takr.n
at Acca about 1900.

THE RELATION OF SOUL, MIND, SPIRIT

"Spirit in the human world is the
discoverer of the realities of existence.
All the inventions, all the sciences, all
the hidden mysteries are brought to light
through the activity of this spirit on the
plane of life. While living in the Orient
it organizes affairs in the Occident;
while living on the earth it discovers the
heavenly constellations. These examples
ought to show you that the spirit of life
is omnipotent, especially when it establishes communication with God and becomes the recipient of the eternal light;
then it transforms itself into a ray of the
effulgence of the sun of reality."
"By the power of the Holy Spirit
working through his soul man is able to
perceive the divine reality of things. All
great works of art and science are witness to this power of the Spirit.
"The same Spirit gives eternal life.
Those, alone, who are baptized by the
Divine Spirit will be enabled to bring all
peoples into the bond of unity. It is by
the power of the Spirit that the Eastern
world of spiritual thought can intermingle with the Western realm of action, so that the world of matter may
become divine."
"Bodily matters are not important.
The physical suffering of Christ passed
away, but his spirit was everlasting.
These bodily sufferings come and pass
away, but the spirit is eternal. The body
is not important. The spirit is important. The shell is not so important, but
the pearl inside the shell is of great importance. The glass or chimney is not
so important, but the light itself is very
important. There is no importance in
outer words, but the importance is in the
significances. This cup is of no importance, but the water herein is important. There is no importance in the
house, but there is in the one who lives
in it. Likewise, the physical body is not
so important, but the spiritual body is of
great importance.
"Human-kind have come to the world
in innumerable numbers, and passed
.away; their physical bodies and that
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which belonged to them passed away
with them. Their health and disease
both passed away. Their rest and hardship both vanished. Their wealth and
poverty ended. Their honor and misery
terminated. But the reality of man is
immortal. The spirit of man is everlasting. It is the spirit to which importance is to be attached. The difference
(between spirit and body) is this, that
one will enter the realm of enlightenment whereas the other will fall into the
world of darkness." - From Notes of
Mrs. 1. D. Brittingham, Acca, October,
1909.
"Be it known that to know the reality
or essence of the soul of man is impossible, for in order to know a thing one
must comprehend it, and since a thing
cannot comprehend itself to know oneself in substance or essence is impossible.
This much can be stated, that
the reality of man is a pure and unknown
essence constituting a depository emanating from the light of the Ancient Entity,
God. This essence or soul of man because of its innate purity and its connection with the unseen Ancient Entity
is old as regards time but new as regards individuality. This connection is
similar to that of the rays to the sunthe effect to the primal cause.
"Since the pure essence, whose indentity is unknown, possesses the virtues of
the worlds of matter and of the Kingdom it has two sides: first, the material
and physical; second, the mental and
spiritual, which are attributes not found
as qualities of matter. It is the same
reality which is given different names,
according to the different conditions
wherein it is manifested. Because of its
relation to matter and the phenomenal
world when it governs the physical functions of the body it is called the human
soul; when it manifests itself as the
thinker, the comprehender, it is called
the mind. And when it soars into the
atmosphere of God and travels in the
spiritual world it becomes designated as
spirit.

----------- ---------
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"There are two sides to man. One is
divine, the other worldly; one is luminous, the other dark; one is angelic, the
other diabolic. Man is like the animals
in all sensuous conditions for all animal
characteristics exist in him. Divine and
satanic qualities are both contained in
man-knowledge and ignorance, guidance and error, truth and falsehood, generosity and avarice, valor and timidity,
inclination toward God and tendency toward satan, chastity and purity, con·uption and wickedness, economy and avidity, good and evil are all contained in
man.
"If the angelic side becomes more
powerful and the Divine Power and
Brightness surround man then the second birth takes place and eternal life is
attained at this point."-From an ad-

dress by Abdul Baha, published in The
International Psychic Gazette, July,
1914.
Note: The foregoing quotations are
taken from a compilation on Immortality by Mrs. Mary M. Rabb. Some of the
very illuminating references given on soul,
mind, spint are as follows: Dairy Lessons, pp. 8 and 36; Ten Days in the
Light of Acea, p. 3 and 4; Prayers,
Tablets, Instructions and Miscellany, p.
47-48; Table Talks with Abdttl Baha,
p. 6; Star of the West, Vol. 7, p. 189;
Star of the West, Vul. 4, p. 37. We suggest also: Some Answered Questions,
pp. 163, 243; Divine Philosophy, ch. Ill;
Jenabe Fazel's Addresses in Seattle, Series I, p. 51.

HOW THE MESSAGE CAME TO NAJAF
By

JENABI FAZEL

An Autobiographical Story
RAVELING in the Orient is fraught
with many difficulties and inconveniences which you do not encounter in the
West. We have no convenient methods
of transportation. Some of the Eastern
countries lack railroads. Consequently
one must travel on camels, mules and
other animals. One of the journeys which
I undertook, in order to spread the fragrances of the rose garden of love and
amity, was a trip to Najaf and Karbala,
two of the most important religious centers in the Mohammedan world. The
city of Najaf is near Bagdad in Mesopotamia. Though small, yet, as it is the
chief community of the Sheites, it has extraordinary importance for the Mohammedan world. It is built in the middle
of a sandy desert around which is
nothing but wilderness-no trees, no foliage, no green or verdant pastures, nothing but wilderness. Far off on the horizon one will find, coming down the side
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of a hill, a small stream which has
branched off from the Euphrates. Najaf
contains the shrine, with its gilded dome.
of one of the first Imams of Islam. It
holds also the religious seminary of the
Islamic world all of whose students carry
on their theological studies in that center.
Therefore the heads and leaders of the
Sheite school live in that small yet important center.
In 1909 a very detailed and wonderful
Tablet was sent by Abdul Baha to Persia.
In this Tablet Abdul Baha commands me
to go to Arabia and convey the message
of this Cause to the Divines of the Mohammedan world.
Upon receiving the Tablet and command I started on this eventful trip.
that I entered I raised the call of the
From Teheran to Najaf, in every city
Kingdom. Meetings were held and the
people were summoned to this Cause.
On the way I stopped a few days in the
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city of Kashan where there are manv
Bahais. They insisted that I stay with
them longer, but, as I told them, Abdul
Baha had commanded me to go immediately to the city of Najaf: so they were
satisfied. I wrote a letter to the Spiritual
Assembly in Teheran laying the matter
before them. The Spiritual Assembly
wrote back: "Inasmuch as you have received a direct command from Abdul
Baha to go and fulfill this mission, it is
best that you start as soon as possible."
Traveling in the Orient is slow and it
was a long time before I reached my
destination. As a result (of this delay)
the news of the purport of my journey
to Najaf reached the Ulamas long before
my arrival. They had been telegraphed
that-such a person is on his way to
teach to you this important Cause.
The mind of a Westerner cannot comprehend the animosity displayed by the
people of the Orient for this brilliant
Cause. The leaders of the Islamic religion, from the time of the appearance of
of the Bab in 1844, have gathered their
forces together to eradicate the tree of
this Cause. Therefore, before I arrived,
they laid their plans so that as soon as
I entered the city they might take me,
throw me into prison, and do with me as
they pleased. They even stationed a
number of spies along the way in order
that every stage of my journey might
be reported to them. About a hundred
miles out of Najaf, 10 and behold, an unknown person appeared on the scene, expressing the wannest desire to accompany me and assist me on my way; later
it was discovered that he was one of the
spies.
After meeting many important persons
and speaking in many cities and at many
meetings I arrived in the city of Naja£.
As I intended to remain there for some
time in order to associate in friendlv
fashion with these leaders of religio~
I went about, for three days, hunting a
house and other necessities for living.
During these three days I met many of
my former students, in the University
of the Sheites, and they recognized m~,
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and came to see me; and so the number
of my friends day by day increased. I
spoke with each one of them about the
message of the Cause.
The third day, upon leaving my dwelling house I went to the large assembly
hall of the thinkers and scholars. No
sooner did I enter the hall than I saw
how filled with anger were their faces.
They looked at me as a wolf would look
upon a sheep. A few of them told me
that a large number of the Ulamas were
anxious to meet, me at my own home,
therefore it would be better for me to
meet them there, and that I should return home, for they were on their way.
"We were not informed," they said "of
the arrival of your honor, else we would
have called upon you sooner. It was
your duty to have informed us."
When I reached the gate of my house
I found these Ulamas, whose number
continued to increase. I took them into
my reception room and began to talk to
them of the spiritual principles of the
Cause. I was completely ignorant. of
their plans to persecute me, nay, they had
deeper plans-plans to attack the Cause.
It was at the time when the governments
of Persia and Turkey after much struggling had obtained their freedom, and
had established constitutional forms of
government. One of the fundamental
tenets of a constitution is religious freedom.
The Turkish government had
nominally granted this; consequently the
Ulamas could not persecute me in the
name of religion. The Sheite and the
Sunnite Universities convened meetings
and invented certain plans by which they
might persecute me, not in the name of
religion but in the name of politics. We
were entirely misinformed as to their
activities.
When I finished my talk with these
men one of them rose, saying: "We have
come, on behalf of the Ulamas, to investigate, and to find out what you have."
Then they began searching my few possessions.
I said: "I have not many things; but
here they are. Come and look at them."
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We had nothing whatever save Bahai
books and literature. They seized a number of Bahai books written by Baha'UIlah, also other spiritual literature belonging to this Cause, with many Tablets and
letters; with these they left the house
and went to their leaders. Thinking that
we might perhaps escape they left a
number of their men to act as guards
about the house.
Half an hour later a large crowd camc
rushing to the house; with them was a
representative of the government of
Persia, the Consul. It was an unruly
mob and in their faces one could see the
signs of hatred and animosity, while
from their lips there issued all manner
of unseemly words. The Persian representative did not let them go beyond
the world of words; as soon as they hegan to attack me and do me harm he
interfered; So they took me and all my
baggage and carried me to the house of
the Persian representative. The rest of
our property was pillaged by these people, and from the house of the Persian
representative I was taken to prison and
fetters were put upon my feet. In that
narrow and gloomy cell I began to commune with and pray to the Glory of
Glories. I had for companion another
Bahai. I was not alone. We said, AbduI Baha has ordered us to come here
and teach the Ulamas of the Islamic
world, but now that we have been thrown
into prison and are in all this difficulty
how can we accomplish our purpose?
We did not take into account the fact
that this very imprisonment would bring
the name of the Cause to the attention
of thousands and thousands of people.
This had occurred by morning for, 10,
but a few hours had passed before we beheld a seething mob attacking the prison.
They rushed into our cell, unlocked the
fetters from my feet and carried me, almost on their shoulders, to the great hall
of the leaders of Islam.
Upon entering this hall I saw that the
elite of the Islamic theological world were
present. Abdul Baha had mentioned the
names of some of them, and they and all

the rest were seated around this hall.
The Tablets and books which had been
seized in the morning were distributed
among this large group of theologians
and everyone of them, it seemed to me,
had a few sheets in his hands.
A volley of questions was now fired
at me; and a volley of answers was returned. You probably all know that His
Holiness Baha'Ullah lived for twelve
years in Bagdad. The city of Najaf is
very near to Bagdad and the people of
that province are familiar with the grandeur and majesty of Baha'Ullah whose
wisdom no one can deny. That fact which
seems as anathema to the theologians and
clergy of the Mohammedan world is that
Baha'Ullah has changed the laws of Islam. First, the Mohammedan clergy believe in the uncleanness of all religions
and nations other than their own. Baha'Ullah addresses all humanity, saying:
"Ye are all the leaves of one tree and the
fruits of one branch." In my answer to
them I made it quite clear that the universality of' the religion of God was not
something very unusual; they would find
the same principle in their own Koranand I began quoting verses from their
own bible. The session lasted four hours.
When they became weary they sent me
back to my cell, placed the irons about.
my feet, and everything became quiet.
They arranged a still larger meeting
for the next day and when they were all
ready with their questions they came for
me again, to take off the fetters and present me to their august body. For seven
days these wondrous meetings continued
and every day an inquiring, interested
and curious crowd assembled and listened to the proofs concerning the message of the Kingdom. Many of them accepted the Cause. Others derided and
repudiated it. During those seven days
the only time that my feet were free to
move about was when we had these
meetings.
Among the Mohammedans there are
many extraordinary tales about the Bahais one of which is that they are so
powerful that when in jail even they
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grow wings with which whenever they
choose they fly out of the jail and enjoy
the fresh and bracing outside air. As a
matter of fact, the Bahais, often imprisoned, would through their wonderful
liyes convert their jailer, and he would
give them liberty to leave the jail whenever they wished.
This time the jailer did not listen to
the call of the Kingdom and every dav
increased the size of the fetters fearin~
that I might fly out of the prison. The
seventh day I saw through an opening
a number of people cutting wood in the
court. They were talking about me, but
I could not understand all they said.
When they came to the jail and took
me out I realized that they had decided
to put wooden stocks upon my hands
and send me out of the town. They had
cut out two stocks making a hole for the
two hands preparatory to putting my
hands into the stocks and carrying me
away. The mayor of the city declared
a holiday so that everyone could come out
and see us in our gala array-and we
were made very happy by this for we
heard from the lips of the people the
words and teachings of Baha'Ullah
which they had memorized during the
last few days while passing the literature
from hand to hand.
They exiled us from Najaf to Bagdad,
the Turkish guards accompanying us.
Between Najaf and Bagdad there is a
city called Karbala. When we arrived
there the guards, in order to rest and refresh themselves, put me in prison. In
the prison I found a number of important Arabian prisoners, and as their
hearts were kind and tender I began to
speak with them. Immediately they accepted the Cause. They were so affected
by what had occurred during the past
few days that upon hearing the story
they commenced to weep. In prison I
wrote a letter to the Governor of Kar··
bala, urging him to grant me permission
to see him. This Governor was a very
liberal minded man and when we had the
opportunity to talk with him about the
Cause he felt the spirit and was trans-
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formed. He told me that although he
was powerless to do anything for me in
Karbala he would endeavor to obtain my
freedom in Bagdad. He told me that aithough the Mohammedan clergy could
not persecute him on account of religion
yet they had charged him with certain
political schemes, saying that he upheld
Sultan Abdul Hamid, the former despotic ruler of Turkey.
It took us four days to cover the distance from Karbala to Bagdad and during that time I rode upon a donkey with my
hands in the stocks. It was summertime
and the heat was well nigh unbearable.
The donkey became so tired that often
he would walk no longer, then, becoming
unruly, he would throw me off. My
hands were fettered and I knew not how
to manage. The unfriendly muleteer
whenever I fell from the donkey would
come and kick me, saying: "0, you ignorant man, why do you not get up and
ride your donkey?" As a matter of fact
this happened sixteen or seventeen times
-that I fell from the donkey and they
had to come and put me again upon its
back. The confirmation and assistance
of the Center of the Covenant were so
great that whenever we reached a town
and rested for a day or night we were
strengthened to teach one or two souls.
For three days I was in Bagdad. In that
jail I was permitted to reach many souls.
Later on, the enemies planned to take
us from there to Persia where there were
many wild tribes, ready to attack and
kill us on the instant. The Ulamas of
Najaf had already written to the chiefs
of these tribes that inasmuch as they
were unable to kill "this man" under the
law upon his arrival at the frontier of
Persia they must at once attack and kill
him. But they were utterly ignorant of
the power of the Covenant. The Consul
who was commissioned to take me to the
frontier of Persia had the love of this
Cause in his heart, and the Turkish governor did not fetter my hands at the time
of my departure from the city. No one
knew how or why this was forgotten
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for it is a very important custom practiced upon all prisoners.
When we reached the frontier the
guards turned us over to the Persian
authorities who, with their men, instead
of delivering us into the hands of the
wild tribes, treated us with such loving
kindness that we were amazed. As we
continued our journey many lawless
tribes and fanatical individuals lay in
wait all along the way, ready to kill us
-but they could not because these men
were with us. Suddenly we came upon
a large body of well armed Kurds. They
came up to the carriage driver and asked:
"Do you know of two Bahais who were
captured in Karbala and Najaf and are
being brought back to Persia?"
The carriage driver, who had now become attached to me and to my companion, answered: "No, I have not heard of
them. Why do you want to know about
these two men?"
"We want to capture them and, according to the message from the authorities, do away with them," replied the
Kurds.
They had even gone so far as to publish circulars which they spread throughout the city.
Through all these difficulties God protected us, until we reached the city of
Teheran. - The government authorities
in that city in order to quell the uprising
decided that the best way to manage the

affair would be to keep the two men in
custody for some time, until the excitement had vanished.
I remained in Teheran for a month
associating with no one; then I started
on my journey to the Holy Land to visit
Abdul Baha. When I reached the presence of the Master he related all the details of this journey of mine, so that I
marvelled, for it was as though he had
been there and witnessed every detail of
those things which had happened on this
journey. The plans, the strategy, the
scheming of those Dlamas and the events
which took place Abdul Baha described.
He said: "My purpose in sending you to
that Dlamic center was to spread the
Cause and scatter the literature of the
teachings and the books of this Movement. The result is now achieved and
a great number of men and women are
informed of this Movement."
Later on a number of these Dlamas
who had become Bahais came to visit
Abclul Baha, and now they are engaged
in that very city in spreading the message.
These people thought that they were
able to extinguish the lamp of God, but
God, through His own invisible and
mighty power scattered the rays of the
sun of reality to the four corners of the
earth.
This is but one of the incidents of my
travels.

FROM SHOGHI EFFENDI
.A Letter to the "Star

if the

West"

To the Editors and Manager of the STAR OF THE WEST:
Mr. Albert Vail
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi
Miss Edna True
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab
Care of the members of the National Spiritual Assembly.

Dear Co-workers in the Holy Vineyard:
I have read with deep interest the recent numbers of the STAR OF THE WEST,
and note with intense delight and gratitude the rapid advance it has made toward
the fulfillment of that noble aim which the Master has clearly set before it. I have
had its contents carefully translated and circulated among the resident friends in the
Holy Land and the surrounding regions, and they, one and all, feel gratified and
hopeful of the pre-eminent role it is destined to play in future.
I have requested every Spiritual Assembly throughout Persia, Turkestan,
Caucasus, India, Egypt, Iraq, Turkey, Syria and Palestine to contribute periodically carefully written articles to your M agazine, and submit regularly for publication a special report on their spiritual activities and the progress of the Cause in
their own province. I trust that thereby you may be enabled to revive and enrich the
Persian Section, and add considerably to the size and importance of the STAR as a
whole.
True, the rays it now sheds are as yet faint and insignificant, yet our hopes
and reliance are in the Master's Words, that by your ceaseless efforts, reinforced in
time by the assistance of friends and Assemblies the world over, this STAR OF THE
WEST shall grow to become so powerful a propounder of the Holy Writ of God and
may so mirror forth the beauty of the Abha Revelation as to become itself the DayStar of the world.
Broad in its outlook, forceful in its appeal, universal and comprehensive in the
range of its articles, wise and tactful in its selection of materials for publication, at
once elevated and simple in its style, correct and reliable in the translations it publishes, the interpretations it makes, the information it gives-in a word, illuminating
and convincing in all its aspects-such is the standard of excellence which every
reader of the STAR and every contributor to its columns wishes it to attain.
May it achieve its glorious purpose!
Your brother and co-worker,
(Signed) SHOGHI.
Haifa, Palestine,
February 3rd, 1923.
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THE WONDROUS LIGHT OF THE CAUSE
S elections from Abdul Baha's "soul-stirring Words to his loved ones
in Persia, revealed some twenty-five years ago, and during the darkest
days of his incarceration in the prison-city of Akka." Selected and
translated by Shoghi Effendi and sent by him to the National Spiritual
Assembl}' of Ame1'ica, March, 1923.
TRUE servant of God!
The cycle in which thou hast
been called to life is truly the cycle of the
Ancient Beauty, and the age, the age of
the Most Great Name. Hallowed and sanctified be the Lord that hath graciously
favoured these poor servants of His to
gaze upon such wondrous Light! Ours
then to render Him thanks, in the daytime and in the night season, for His
manifold blessings; to be self-sacrificing
in the path of Baha'u'llah (may my life
be offered up as a sacrifice at His threshold!) ; to strive for the spread of His
Word; to endeavor to manifest His
Signs, raise His Edifice, set forth His
Proof, recount His Praise, and be lowly
and humble, suppliant and submissive before Him; haply His Grace may aid us
to prove our gratitude for His bestowals.
Wherefore, unloose thy tongue to deliver the Divine Message and diffuse His
fragrance.
(Signed) Abdu'l-Baha Abbas.

well-wisher of thy country and thy government. His grace shall assist thee at
all times, His blessings shall be bestowed
upon thee, and thy heart's desire shall
be realized.
By the Ancient Beauty! (may my life
be a sacrifice for His loved ones!) Were
the friends to realize what a glorious
sovereignty the Lord hath destined for
them in His Kingdom, surely they would
be filled with ecstasy, would behold themselves crowned with immortal glory and
carried way with transports of delight.
Ere long it shall be made manifest how
brilliantly the Light of His bountiful
Care and Mercy hath shone upon His
loved ones, and what a turbulent ocean
hath been stirred in their hearts. Then
will they clamor and exclaim: Happy
are we; let all the world rejoice!
(Signed) Abdu'l-Baha Abbas.

O

o

friend!
. ... A celestial fire hath been kindled
in the very heart of mankind, and burns
brightly in the Sacred Tree. Ere long
its glowing flame shall set ablaze the souls
of men and its light illumine the regions
of the world.
The signs of God have appeared, the
mysteries of the Kingdom are revealed,
and the secret of all that hath been
recorded in the Holy Writ been made
manifest. Wherefore doubt and hesitate ? ...
N DW that that Ravisher of hearts has
spurred on His charger into the arena
of Truth, and all that hath been hidden
is revealed, why be still and silent, heedless and forgetful? The Divine Candle
hath thrown its beams upon the world,
whilst the heedless, veiled and afflicted,
languish, moth-like, in their darkness of

o

sincere servant of the True One!
I hear thou art grieved and distressed
at the happenings of the world and the
vicissitudes of fortune. Wherefore this
fear and sorrow? The true lovers of the
Abha Beauty, and they that have quaffed
the Cup of the Covenant fear no calamity, nor feel depressed in the hour of
trial. They regard the fire of adversity
as their garden of delight, and the depth
of the sea, the expanse of heaven.
Thou who art 'neath the shelter of God,
and under the shadow of the Tree of
His Covenant, why sorrow and repine?
Rest thou assured and feel confident.
Observe the written commandments of
thy Lord with joy and peace, with earnestness and sincerity; and be thou the
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error. Now is the hour to be stirred
even as the surging billows of the sea,
and seek to attain the heights of the stars
.... for time is fleeting, and the Divine
Messenger will tarry no longer. Let us
make haste, and let our lamps be burning.
(Signed) Abdu'l-Baha Abbas.

o :\,e the 'valiant servants and handmaids
of the All-Glorious!
Ages, cycles, nay thousands of generations must pass before the Sun of Truth
may mount its zenith and shine again
in its full splendour. Now that, praise be
to God, ye have been called to life and
gathered together in this Age, the Age
of the Desired One, the ever-praised
Beauty, the Day-Star of the Kingdom,
the Most Great Luminary of the Realm
on High, (may my life be offered up as
a sacrifice unto His servants!) how
thankful ye must be! How faithfully and
fervently should we praise and glorify
His Name, inasmuch as He hath graciously aided us to receive this, His most
great Blessing! Ten thousand lives he
offered for this glory and triumph; ten
thousand souls be a sacrifice for such
infinite care and this great victory! The
holy ones of old, whenever they imagined
the wondrous vision of the Age of Baha'u'llah they felt as thunder-struck, and
yearned for but a fleeting moment
of that glorious Hour. Praised be the
Lord, we have attained thereunto and
been immersed in His Ocean of Glory!
(Signed) Abdu'l- Baha Abbas.
o

servant of Baha!
Be self-sacrificing il) the Path of God,
and wing thy !light unto the heavens of
the Love of the Abha Beauty ... Shouldst
thou deem this difficult, remember that
thine motive and guiding power is naught
but the Divine Magnet. By its aid thou
shalt be enabled to traverse, swiftly and
easily, the immensity of Space, and enter
the realm of Eternity.
Glory be upon the people of Baha!
(Signed) Abdu'l-Baha Abbas.

------
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o

thou endued with the Spirit of Life!
The Call of God hath proved the very
life of the universe, and the animating
spirit of mankind. Behold! how it hath
vivified the heart of man, and stirred
the conscience of the world! Ere long
its signs shall be made manifest, and the
fast asleep shall be awakened.
The Glory of God rest upon thee!
(Signed) Abdu'l-Baha Abbas.

o thOlt enamoured of the beauty of
Truth!
Mortal charm shall fade away, roses
shall give way to thorns, and beauty and
youth shall live their day and be no
more. But that which eternally endureth is the Beauty of the True One, for
its splendour p~risheth not and its glory
lasteth forever; its charm is all-powerful
and its attraction infinite. Vlell is it
then with that countenance that reflects
the splendour of the Light of the Beloved One! The Lord be praised, thou
hast been illumined with this Light, hast
acquired the Pearl of true Knowledge,
and hast spoken the Word of Truth.
(Signed) Abdu'l-Baha Abbas.
o servant of the

One True God!
The Lord be praised, the loved ones
of God are found in every land, and arc,
one and all, 'neath the shadow of the
Tree of Life and under the protection
of His good providence. His care and
loving kindness surge even as the eternal
billows of the sea, and His blessings are
continually showered from His etern;=tl
Kingdom.
Ours should be the prayer that His blessings may be vouchsafed in still greater
abundance, and ours to hold fast to such
means as shall insure a fuller outpouring of His Grace and a greater measure
of His Divine Assistance.
One of the greatest of these means is the
spirit of true fellowship and loving communion amongst the friends. Remember
the saying: "Of all pilgrimages the greatest is to relieve the sorrow-laden heart."
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Convey to .... and to all the loved ones
of the Lord my Abha greeting.
Upon you all rest the glory of Baha.
(Signed) Abdu'l-Baha Abbas.
Glory be to thee, 0, my Lord, God
Omnipotent!
Behold my hand placed 'neath the
sword of Thy holy Will, and my neck
that awaiteth to be a captive of the chains
of Thy Good-Pleasure. Here is my heart
that yearneth to become a target to the
darts of Thy Decree, my feet that long
to be bound in the fetters of Thy Might
and Power, mine eye that watcheth to
behold the wonders of Thy Grace and
Mercy.
For whatsoever proceedeth from Thee
is verily the desire of them that long for
Thy Presence, and the aim and purpose
of Thy favoured ones. By Thy Glory,

o

beloved One! to lay down my life for
the Manifestation of Thy Self and to
offer up my spirit for the Daysprings of
Thy wondrous Beauty is indeed to sacrifice my spirit to Thy Spirit, my self to
Thy Self, my beauty to Thy Beauty and
offer up my all in the path of Thy Saints
and Thy Holy ones. And though the
body be distressed at Thy Calamity and
the fulfillment of Thy Decree, yet the
soul rejoiceth to drink from the stream
of Thy Beauty, and attain the shores of
everlasting life.
Can the lover turn away from the face
of his beloved, and the seeker flee from
the presence of his heart's desire? Nay,
this can never be! Verily our faith is in
Thee, and our trust in Thy Mercy.
The Spirit of God rest upon his devoted servants.
Prayer revealed by Baha'u'llah.

BAHAI NEWS AND NOTES
ROM Persia, that ancient home of
spiritual light and of immortal poets
and sages, the glorious light of the New
Day is now shining in splendor. As
Plato and Socrates turned of old for inspiration and instruction to Zoroaster,
the Wise, so today the seeker of truth
finds the food, spiritual and universal,
for which he is hungering, in the teachings and life of Baha'Ullah and Abdul
Baha.
That we of the West may more fully
understand these teachings Shoghi Effendi has recently sent to us two great
teachers of Persia-Jenabi Avareh, who
is now in England, and J enabi Fazel,
who landed February the twentieth in
New York.
Regarding the lectures of Jenabi
A vareh in London we have received a
letter from Mirza Ziaoullah Asgarzade,
formerly of Eshkabad, Russia. Mirza
Ziaoullah Asgarzade, now living in London, was married last summer to an English girl, Miss Winifred Pegrim. Their
marriage was one of those beautiful

F

Bahai weddings where members of many
religions and nations gather to celebrate
the union of the East and the West
through the mighty power of the teachings of Baha'Ullah.

To the Editor of the "Star of the West":
We have much good news here in London. The chief event of life is the presence of Jenabi Avareh, the Persian
teacher who was sent here by Beloved
Shoghi Effendi. Jenabi Avareh speaks
three or four times a week at our meetings in Lindsley Hall, at Mrs. George's,
Miss Rosenberg's, Miss Herrick's, and
Mrs. Gamble's, and is also giving a
series of four lectures, one a week, at
Lindsley Hall, upon the history of Kuratul-Ayn.
The Spiritual Assembly of
London has appointed two or three persons to take down his lectures and, I
believe, Mrs. Coles is going to send them
to you for publication in your magazine.
His lectures are a great success, as well
as his talks at the meetings, and we all
expect excellent results from them. Dr.

JENABI A VAREH IN ENGLAND

Lotfullah translates for Jenabi Avareh as
he does not speak English. Everywhere
it is announced that if anyone wants to
receive explanations of the Bahai religion, or religious questions, Jenabi
Avareh is alway~ most willing to give
these explanations at my home where he
is living during his stay here. And often
people come to see hii11 and talk to him.
On Sunday, February the eleventh, we
shall have a large meeting at Miss I-Ier-

rick's.
If we have any more news in the near
future I shall be pleased to write you.
I should be much obliged if you found
it possible to publish my letter in your
magazine, and thus permit me through
the medium of the STAR OF THE ·VlEST
to share our London news with the rest
of the friends.
With Bahai love to you and all Bahai
friends, I remain,
Yours sincerely in the Cause,
(Signed) Z. Asgarzade.

F JENABI Avareh in England Mrs.
Claudia S. Coles writes: "He is
tall and slender, with a great dignity, and
fineness of courtesy, and the utter abnegation of self makes one realize the
spiritual happiness within his heart. He
seems radiant acquiescence, and his patience and gentleness and knowledge,
his faith and assurance teach us lessons
far beyond his spoken words; the words
seem but the wires along which a neW
consciousness of spirit flashes to all, and
his love of the Cause grips the heart and
makes one realize the state of the
Martyrs who broke the Dawn. The
polish of his eloquence is but the grace
of his devotion; in himself have the
words taken effect. His benignity is an
unconscious radiation from a complete
absorption in the giving of the spirit of
Abdul Baha, and he seems to have attained to that state of being a 'clear reed
through which the spirit speaks.' When
he enters a room the room grows restful, and all listen in happiness."

O
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N a recent letter to the Bahai friends
in Great Britain Shoghi Effendi
writes: "The thought, so often comforting and sustaining, that in the counsel.,
of my British co-workers in that land I
shall find spontaneous and undiminished
support, as well as wise and experienced
assistance, is surely one of those forces
which will hearten me in the midst of my
future labors for the Cause.
That in everyone of you our departed
Master reposed his future and truest
hopes for an able and convincing presentation of the Cause to the outside
world is abundantly revealed in His
spoken and written words to you, as well
as in His general references to the spirit
of sincerity, of tenacity and devotion
that animates His friends in that land.
The fierce tests that have raged over
that island in the past; the calm and determination with which they have been
so bravely faced and surmounted; the
seeds of loving fellowship that the beloved in person have more than once
scattered in its soil; the rise, as its result, of a few but indeed capable, reliable, devoted and experienced followers
and admirers of the Cause; the splendid
and in many instances unique opportunities that are yours-these indeed are
cherished thoughts for a land that illumines its past and should cheer its
future.
I need hardly tell you how grateful
and gratified I felt when I heard the
news of the actual formation of a National Council whose main object is to
guide, co-ordinate and harmonize the
various activities of the friends and when
I learned of its satisfactory composition,
its harmonious procedure and the splendid work it is achieving.
My earnest prayer is that the blessing
of the Almighty may rest upon all its
deliberations, that it may be divinely
guided, inspired in its work, may
smoothly, speedily and definitely (remove) all differences that may arise,
may promote the all-important work of
Teaching, may widen the sphere of its
correspondence and exchange of views

I

A GROUP OF THE ENGLISH FRIENDS AT A UNITY MEETING AT MISS HERRICK'S IN CLAPHAM.
JUST BEHIND THE CHILDREN, IS JENABI AVAREH

IN THE CENTER OF THE GROUP,

NEWS FROM ESHKABAD
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"The next Conference was held,
through the suggestion of the Government, in the Hall, at the Mashreq'UI
Azkar, and there were more than a
thousand chairs and benches all of which
were occupied, and many people were
standing. The meeting was wonderful,
and Agha Seyid Mehdi Gulpayagani,
through the interpretation of Dr. Abbas,
opened the meeting and answered fourteen points which were raised against religion. Those opposing each talked for
about half and hour. Two of them are
very learned, and well known for their
knowledge; they were eloquent and
fluent. At the end Dr. Abbas answered
part of their questions, and then Agha
Seyid Mehdi cleared all their doubts.
The Bahais must indeed be thankful to
the Government for having so much
helped the freedom of belief and religion.
FROM ESHKABAD, RuSSIA
"The Friday night meetings, organized
OME thirty-five years ago Baha- through the efforts of Agha Zizullah As'Ullah wrote to Persia from his pris- .gar Zadeh, have grown in importance.
on home in Palestine suggesting that On winter nights there was an audience
some of the Bahai friends go to live in of between seventy and eighty persons,
Eshkabad, Russia, just over the Persian but after the month of January the numborder. Therefore a little company of ber of people attending the meetings
Persians migrated to Eshkabad, then but grew to more than three hundred. The
a village. Since that time the Bahai attendance was regular and prompt. The
colony has grown and expanded and has audience listened attentively to the words
built, with a wonderful spirit of sacrifice, of Agha Seyid Mehdi and at times pretheir beautiful Temple of Unity, the sented various questions, and received
Mashreq'UI Azkar, with its garden, its satisfactory answers.
Lately, finding
schools, its home for orphans, its hospice every question answered the people have
for travelers-a visible manifestation of become bashful and do not ask questhe new day of universal love and tions; therefore it has been arranged that
brotherhood.
friends well versed in the teachings ask
From letters of Agha Mirza Husein questions-and indirectly the newcomers
Alioff of Eshkabad, to Mirza Asgarzade find out the Bahai truths.
of London we take the following inter"During the Rizwan Feast a notice
esting news:
was sent out that lectures would be given
"If I rightly remember you were pres- upon the Movement and the conformity
ent at the time when the Official Con- of its principles with present conditions
ference was held and Agha Seyid Mehdi of society. One of these lectures was
and Agha Mohammed Sabst refuted the given by Agha Seyid Mehdi who spoke
arguments against religion, proving the upon the good tree beareth good fruit,
existence of God. Over two thousand and, the mustard seed which is so small
persons were present. The fame of the and yet produceth great things. The
Bahai Movement was spread among the lecture was very impressive. Many MosJews, Christians and Moslems.
lems are attending the meetings, and

with the distant parts of the Bahai world,
may secure, through its publications, a
dignified and proper presentation of the
Cause to the enlightened public, and may
in every other respect prove itself capable of distinct and worthy achievements.
With abiding affection and renewed
vigor I shall now await the joyful tidings
of the progress of the Cause and the extension of your activities and will spare
no effort in sharing with the faithful,
here and in other lands, the welcome
news of the progressive march of the
Cause, and the unceasing labors of
our British friends for the Cause of
Baha'u'llah.
Your prother,
(Signed) Shoghi.
Haifa, Palestine,
December 16, 1922.
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A WORD FROM HAIFA

equal interest is shown by the Russians and Armenians, young and old.
Wherever you may go you will find that
the topic of the day is the Cause of God.
"As to various expenses in Eshkabad:
the friends in Eshkabad, may God help
them, are always ready to contribute all
that they can. In spite of the exhorbitant prices tea is being served in all
the meetings. A founte of sugar costs
two and a half million rubles.
"A special meeting has been arranged
on Tuesdays for the benefit of the Moslems. The Turkish and Persian languages
are spoken in these meetings. There is
a meeting twice a week for the beneAnother
fit of Moslem beginners.
meeting is held, for the Tartars. There
are a number of firm believers among
the Tartars. They are very learned, and
fluent speakers.
"The different institutions-for the
reading rooms, for the poor, the schools,
the Mashreq'UI Azkar, for taking care
of the sick, for the safeguard of the invalid, the Committee of Service, the
Young Men's Union, the Teaching Committees, etc., are all in full swing. The
Bahai Theater is functioning most of the
nights.
"All the Bahais are ready to serve the
Cause and are waiting for the instructions of the Distinguished Branch,
Shoghi Effendi."
A WORD FROM HAIFA

About the "Star of the West"
, , BECAUSE of the explicit orders of
Shoghi Effendi that all subscribe to the STAR OF THE WEST, to the

Bahai Magazines which are spreaders of
the banners and scatterers of the pearls
of love and unity among the people of
Baha, nay all the people, the Spiritual
Assembly of Haifa have arisen to follow
out this good order and have wished to
surpass the other Assemblies. Therefore all the members have become subscribers and notwithstanding financial
difficulties, in the utmost joy and fragrance and because subscribing everywhere must be through the Spiritual Assembly of that city we want all the issues
sent to the Spiritual Assembly of
Haifa. After they arrive they will be
distributed to those in the book."-From
a letter to the Spiritual Assembly of Chicago from the Spiritual Assembly of
Haifa, written by its Secretary, Mirza
N ur-el-DinZain.

In a letter to the National Spiritual
Assembly of America, dated January,
1923, Shoghi Effendi writes, concerning
the STAR OF THE WEST:
"May I also mention in passing the
fact that since my return to the Holy
Land I have directed and emphatically
urged in my letters the friends in Persia,
Turkestan, Caucasus, Great Britain, India, Egypt, and Syria to subscribe
through their respective Assemblies to
the STAR OF THE WEST, report regularly to that paper and through their own
assemblies the news of their activity and
contribute every now and then carefully
written articles approved and sanctioned
by the same Assemblies."

THE ANNUAL CONVENTION
The Annual Convention of the Bahai Assemblies of America will be held at
the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, April 28-May 2. The Feast of Rizwan, the opening hanquet, will come April 28th, at 6 p. m. The Congress sessions will be April
29-May 2: the Convention sessions April 30-May 2.

THE CAUSE IN NEW ZEALAND
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THE FIRST BAHAI FEAST IN NEW ZEALAND

R. AND Mrs .. Dunn of San Francisco, California, have for more
than a year been traveling from city to
city in Australia, heralding the Bahai
Glad Tidings in that broad land. A few
months ago they went to New Zealand,
where they found Miss Margaret Stevenson, who became a believer in the Bahai
Message some nine years ago. For these
past nine years Miss Stevenson has been
quietly telling the message to her friends
and, as she writes, had "hoped and hoped
that some real Bahai might come to New
Zealand." The second day after their
arrival Mrs. Blundell, who was greatly
interested in the Teachings, called a
gathering at her home where a number
of people had the opportunity to meet
Mr. and Mrs. Dunn.
Soon Mr. Dunn was asked to speak
to the Higher Thought Center. He said
that to speak to those thoughtful people
of the heavenly Teachings was like striking a match; they flamed up at once. At
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this first meeting almost everyone came
fOI-ward and asked for literature; and
soon after many came to Mr. and Mrs.
Dunn for more detailed knowledge.
After this Mr. Dunn spoke many times
before the Higher Thought Center. Then
a class was formed to study more deeply
the Bahai Teachings.
The night preceding Mr. Dunn's departure the first Bahai feast ever held in
New Zealand was given at the home of
Miss Stevenson. The day before, Mr.
and Mrs. Dunn had received a cablegram from Shoghi Effendi which said:
"Friends in Holy Land waiting lovingly
for news of friends in Australia." So at
this first feast in New Zealand those
present sent to Shoghi Effendi a cablegram with the good news that the Cause
had been started in that far-away land.
They also sent to Mrs. Corinne True a
contribution to help to build the great
Bahai Temple in Chicago.

JENABI FAZEL COMES TO AMERICA
THE CABLEGRAM OF INVITATION

Sent by the National Spiritual Assembly
Baheyyeh Khanoum,

Sept. 26, 1922.

clo Abdul Baha Family,
Haifa, Syria.
Kindly convey invitation National Assembly to Jenabi Fazel visit America with
his family with all expenses assured.
(Signed) Mills, Lunt, Randall.
Sent Sept. 30.
THE LETTER FROM SHOGHI EFFENDI

Brought to America by Ienabi Fazel
HE beloved of the Lord and the handmaids of the Merciful throughout the
United States and Canada.
Beloved Brethren and Sisters in 'Abdu'l-Baha :
Our dear friend, Jinab-i-Fadil-i Mazindarani, accompanied by his family, has
gladly and gratefully responded to the kind invitation of the American friends to
v~sit them once more and extend his helping hand to the many friends who are so
hithfully labouring throughout that continent for the Cause of Baha'u'llah.
Deeply apprecitative of the sentiments of warm and abiding affection which his
co-workers of that land have abundantly shown him in the past, fired with the zeal
of service which the passing of our Beloved has kindled in every heart and hopeful
of the immediate future of the Cause in those regions, he is proceeding to America
with the sole purpose of promoting far and wide and with greater efficiency and
vigour the all-important work of Teaching.
As to the extent of his sojourn, the details of his travel, his plans for visiting
the various spiritual centers and all other matters relating to his visit, I have left
them all to his own discretion, that he may, after consultation with the various
Spiritual Assemblies do as he deems best and most serviceable to the interests of
the Cause in that land.
That all the friends may realize more fully the urgent and supreme necessity
of Teaching the Cause in these days, that they may arise to inaugurate a more
strenuous, systematized and extensive campaign of service-these are the high aims
he has set before himself and which he intends, with the unfailing help and wholehearted support of every believer in America, to achieve in the immediate future.
May his second visit to your shores mark, in its character and results, a new
and memorable era in the history of the Cause in that great country!
Your brother and co-worker,
Haifa, Palestine,
(Signed) SHOGH!.
January 16th, 1923.

T

On February twentieth, J enabi Fazel with his wife and son arrived in New
York City. At the request of the STAR OF THE WEST, Mr. Horace Holley, Secre-·
tary of the Spiritual Assembly of New York City, and Miss Juliet Thompson have
sent us deeply interesting accounts of some of the meetings which the distinguished
visitor addressed in New York.
26

JENABI FAZEL IN NEW YORK

WHAT JENABI FAZEL BRINGS TO
AMERICA
By HORACE HOLLEY
N a talk given to the Bahais of the
New York Metropolitan District at
St. Mark's Hall, Friday evening, February 23, Jenabi Fazel said that he had
come to assist the American friends to
cooperate with Shoghi Effendi in carrying out the plan drawn up by Abdul B~ha
in his last Tablets and Testament. It is
Jenabi Faze1';; hope to visit every Bahai
Assembly and in fact every large city of
the country during this trip. He stated
that the Houses of Justice will be built
on the foundations of the present Spiritual Assemblies, and as the Houses of
Justice are to be strong, therefore the
foundations must be deeply laid and
made perfectly firm.
He also said that it is Shoghi Effendi's wish for all the believers, as far
as possible, to subscribe to all three Bahai publications-the STAR OF TI-IE
WEST (Bahai Magazine); the SUN OF
THE EAST (Eshkabad, Russia), and BAHAI NEWS, India. On this he laid much
weight.
In all his talks to the Assembly and
gatherings of the friends, J enabi Fazel
emphasizes very strongly also the power
of self-sacrifice and martyrdom in the
progress of the Cause since the first.

I

MIRRORS OF THE MASTER
Addresses of ] enabi Fa£:el and
special interview.

a

By JULIET THOMPSON
New York City
March 6, I923
HE power of God's confirmation, in
its fullness, is very mysterious. Abdui Baha said once to us in Akka: "The
magnetism for the Word of God is sincerity of intention, and until you are
entirely emptied of yourselves you will
never be sincere enough." Jenabi Fazel
is one entirely emptied of himself and
filled with the love of God, and therefore
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whose words have a penetrative power,
because the "trace of the "Vord of God"
is in them. When he speaks the word
"forgiveness" the attribute of forgiveness
grows in your heart; when he speaks the
viord "faith" you step into the world of
faith; his own holiness and wisdom
illumine the word "love." By his positive
representation of the attributes of the
Kingdom, of the greatness of the life of
the Kingdom, we see clearly where we
have fallen short, where we have been
childishly unseeing, where the self has
gotten in the way of the larger handling
of things. W esee how easy it is for love
-love and faith-to conquer all-to
solve simply every complicated problem.
\Vhen I went to him yesterday to ask
him for news for the STAR OF THE WE~T
-news of Shoghi Effendi and Haifa-he
said:
"His Holiness Shoghi Effendi has
commanded all over the world that wherever there were nine Bahais there should
be a spiritual assembly and that the memhers of every House of Spirituality
should be elected on the condition that
they possess all the attributes mentioned
by Baha'Ullah. These Houses of Spirituality must be in direct communication
with one another, must benefit by one
another-in other words, must cooperate with and assist one another. They
must be like the active power and the
active members of the same body. All
are joined to the Heart which is in
Haifa.
"One of the teachings of His Holiness
Baha'Ullah is the Law of Consultation.
The people of Baha, in order to promulgate the Cause should help and aid one
another in all their affairs.
"His Holiness Baha'Ullah in his epi'itles and books, states that 'the tent of
the order of the world is upheld by two
pillars-reward and punishment,' and
the Heaven of the Command of God is
illumined by two stars-benevolence and
consultation.
"In the epistles and tablets of Baha'Ullah and Abdul Baha the foundation of
consultation is laid down-that all the
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individual Bahais may be joined and
connected together like members of the
same body, so that no event could separate them, or cause dissension among
them.
"His Holiness Abdul Baha, in refer-ence to consultation, states: 'The electricity of reality is produced by the friction of two opposite ideas'. When people
consult together the friction of reality
always is produced. Therefore the
Bahais, by the blending of thoughts, consultation and cooperation, should rise for
the propagation of the Cause and diffw!e
its fragrances to the hearts and minds cif
the people.
"Of the great construction of the
Cause planned by His Holiness Abdt11
Baha, Shoghi Effendi is laying the foundation. And that construction is the
building of consultation, union and cooperation among the Bahais so that the
Bahais of the East and West may become like unto members of the same
body, uniting their powers. Unitedlv
should they arise for the promulgatio~
of the Cause, so that the banner of the
oneness of mankind may be unfurled
from the horizon of the world, that the
children of the world may manifestly see
this standard, and gather under its
shadow."
J enabi Fazel said further:
"I am greatly pleased with the immense activities of the Bahais in this city.
They are engaged incessantly and untiringly in the promulgation of this great
Cause. From every corner of New York
City the call of the Kingdom is raised.
Day and night those who have dedicated
their lives are engaged in unft1rling the
banner of the Oneness of Mankind."
ENABI FAZEL'S first appearance in
New York was at St. Mark's in the
Bouwerie, where friends from Boston
and Canada joined the New York friends
in welcoming him.
The following night he honored my
house by meeting a group of the teachers
here, answering their questions. He
spoke of His Holiness Shoghi Effendi in
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a way that enkindled in every heart a
longing to make the pilgrimage to the
Sacred Spot, where, as J enabi Fazel
made it so clear, the Divine Center of
the Covenant, from his Abha Kingdom,
is reflecting himself in the mirror of
Shoghi Effendi. Shoghi Effendi, Jenabi
Fazel told us, is the perfect mirror of
Abdul Baha. In him we see again our
beloved Master. In face, in gesture, even
in quality of mind, Shoghi Effendi gives
back amazingly the reflection, the likeness, of Abdul Baha.
Friday evening he addressed Mr. Bert
Randall's group at St. Mark's, where he
explained the Hidden Word, "Unreal
friends love one another for their personal interests, but the Real Friend loveth and hath loved you for the sake of
yourselves," and where he -also gave a
talk the substance of which he repeated
to me for the STAR OF THE WEST. Its
subject was "The Salvation of Man
From Egotism."
"Self and ego," he said, "were like a
cage, a prison. A man may be outwardly prosperous, but if he does not save
himself from egotism, he is degraded
and debased; while outside of the prison
of self he is free, though (bodily) he
might be in the greatest prison. Salvation from self is only possible through
the Manifestations of God, through love
for Him, faith in Him, service in His
path. The lives of the followers and
adherents of the Manifestations of God
are the greatest proof for the validity of
this statement. The disciples of His
Holiness Christ and the adherents of
his cause forgot themselves in such wise
that they sacrificed themselves for the
world of humanity. There are no other
means for salvation from self except
through faith, love and service. Those
who become ascetics, weakening their
bodies in order to reach the ideal state,
will never attain to their object, for
weakness of body is conducive merely to
weakness of spirit; because a sound soul
is only in a sound body. Therefore, we
must have strong bodies and strong souls

MIRRORS OF THE MASTER

that we may rise for the service of mankind."
J enabi Fazel speaks sublimely on forgiveness, with a power in his simple
words so amazing that whatever of the
poison of resentment remains in our
hearts is somehow immediately washed
away. No matter what we suffer from
others we must at once forgive, he says,
leaving the outcome of everything in the
hands of God. We may gently admonish, speaking frankly, but always
with love and forgiveness in our hearts.
The Bahai martyrs softened the hearts
of many of their persecutors, by the love
they displayed to these enemies, under
the very sword, even giving away their
possessions to their murderers. One of
these martyrs said to the man appointed
to kill him: "M y clothes and the money
in my pockets are yours." The man
could hardly go on with the execution;
but the Bahai said: "Finish your work.
You cannot help it."
Whenever J enabi Fazel speaks he
gives us great examples of deeds, of
heroic living, either from the lives of the
Manifestations of God, or from their
sincere followers, detached and lofty
spirits who, lifted entirely above the influences of this world, manifest naught
save greatness of spirit, the greatness of
the unconquerable love of God. On this
positive aspect of life he dwells, till all
that is less becomes revealed in the true
measure of its littleness and unworthiness.
Of Jenabi Fazel Abdul Baha has written, "there is considerable difference between him and others."

T

ON IGHT J enabi Fazel spoke of the
ascension of the holy reality of AbduI Baha to the Abha Kingdom and of
his increasing power throughout the
world, resulting from his freedom from
his body. He told us wonderful stories
of the quickening of the work in Russia,
of the stirring of a new life in Turkey,
Egypt, among all nations. And he ended
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by saying that we are as many mirrors
and the unseen Master is a Sun in the
midst of mirrors. He told us the following beautiful tale:
In a meeting in Baku he had observed
a man so humble that he marveled at
such a degree of humility, and wondered
how he had attained it. Later he was
told the story.
The man had been born a Mohammedan, and had been a highwayman and
a murderer. But one day he asked himself-"If indeed there is a God, how
shall I fare for the way I have lived?"
At last he sought out a mullah and
begged to be shown how to win the forgiveness of God. The mullah said:
"I will tell you. Go, and find a Bahai
and kill him, and you will be forgiven
all your sins."
This made the man very happy, for,
he said, "This is the easiest way for me
to win forgiveness."
So he found a Bahai, who was a baker,
and one day went into his bakery and
began to heap insults on him, to provoke
the Bahai, in order to have some pretext to kill him. But the more he insulted the Bahai the kinder the Bahai
became. After a while the Bahai asked
him to be seated and brought him food,
then told him of the coming of the
Blessed Perfection, and the man was
obliged to give up for that time killing
the Bahai, saying to himself, "I must try
again, when he is not so kind."
However, when he returned the second time the Bahai was still kinder, and
on the third occasion showed a spirit so
divine that his would-be-murderer, already two-thirds a Bahai, became entirely
converted. On each visit, J enabi Faze]
said, a third of him became converted.
V/holely converted at last, he said to
the Bahai, "Now I want to go and kill
that mullah."
But the Eahai answered: "Rather,
you must go and guide him, for among
Bahais there is no spirit of revengethere is only peace and love."
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HE IS GOD
LORD, my God, my Well-Beloved! These are
servants of Thine that have heard Thy Voice,
given ear to Thy Word and hearkened to Thy
Call. They have believed in Thee, witnessed Thy
Wonders, acknowledged Thy Proof and testified to
Thine evidence. They have walked in Thy Ways, followed Thy Guidance, discovered Thy Mysteries, comprehended the secrets of Thy Book, the verses of Thy
Scrolls and the tidings of Thy Epistles and Tablets.
They have clung to the hem of Thy Garment and held
fast unto the Robe of Thy Light and Grandeur. Their
footsteps have been strengthened in Thy Covenant
and their hearts made firm in Thy Testament. Lord ~
Do Thou kindle in their hearts the flame of Thy Divine
Attraction and grant that the Bird of Love and Understanding may sing within their hearts. Grant that they
may be even as potent signs, resplendent standards,
and perfect as Thy Word. Exalt by them Thy Cause,
unfurl Thy Banners and publish far and wide Thy
Wonders. Make by them Thy Word triumphant and
strengthen the loins of Thy loved ones. Unloose their
tongues to laud Thy Name and inspire them to do Thy
Holy Will and Pleasure. Illumine their faces in Thy
Kingdom of Holiness and perfect their joy by aiding
them to arise for the triumph of Thy Cause. Lord!
Feeble are we, strengthen us to diffuse the fragrances
of Thy Holiness; poor, enrich us from the treasures of
Thy Divine Unity; naked, clothe us with the Robe of
Thy Bounty; sinful, forgive us our sins by Thy Grace,
Thy Favour and Thy Pardon. Thou art verily the
Aider, the Helper, the Gracious, the Mighty, the Powerful. The glory of glories rest upon them that are
fast and firm.

O

.

A Prayer of Abdul Baha. Recently translated by Shoghi
Effendi.
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Abdul Baha, at the right, and his younger brother, the "Pure Branch," at the
left, from a photograph taken during their exile in Adrianople, I863-I868. The
"Pure Branch" ascended into the heavenly world in I870 in the Most Great Prison
at Akka.
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STUDIES IN IMMORTALITY
PART II

New Revelations of the Unseen World

T

HERE are human sciences and
divine sciences. There is human
knovdedge acquired through a chain of
many minds laboriously building up sets
of facts, and there is divine knowledge
given to humanity at intervals by a
great mind which sees with the Inner
Sight.
Seventy years on earth, and then
cot1l1tless millions of years in the unseen
Kingdom-such is the relation of mortal
life to life eterna1. One hundred years,
even, on earth, is to the life beyond the
Gateway as a tick of the clock to an
eternal day. For all humanity, therefore.
the absorbing question must be: \Vhat is
the nature of the life in that endless
etemity!
Who are the authorities on this subj ect of life beyond death? The materialists who deny all that cannot be seen
and touched? The traditionalists who
accept nothing new? The philosophers
who adhere to human reason alone as impregnable in all its deductions-deductions which change from century to centnry, even during the lifetime of the
philosopher himself?
The materialistic scientist, the scientific philosopher follows certain immutable laws and works along them for his
logical sequences.
The searcher for
divine trnth, equally scientific. asks what

is that law of the divine universe by
which we may recognize our great, trustworthy authority?
;'Blessed are the pure in heart," said
Jesus, "for they shall see God."
And
those who can see God can see His immortal Kingdom. But where is the heart
which is absolutely pure?
There are many degrees of existence.
As the plant cannot understand the animal, as the animal is powerless to comprehend the glory of the human intellect,
so man is t1l1able to comprehend spiritual
veri ties until he is spiritually reborn. "Except one be born from above," said Jesus
to Nicodcmus, "he cannot see the Kingdom of Goe1." "Nicodemus had an
earthly mind and only understood earthly
things. Heavenly things are alone understood by heavenly minds." ;,:\.s to the
worlds whereunto Christ referred-unto
whom be great glory-( the many mansions)." writes Abdul Baha. "they are
spiritual, divine, heavenly. single, unlocated; neither the imperfect mind can
comprehend them nor the sinning soul
can know them. But verily the vision
of the people of the Kingdom of El-Baha
perceives them and the intellects of the
people of the Supreme Concourse apprehend them."
In a word, the masters of divine science
are those who have divine character.
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Knmving themselves, they know their
God, because He abides within them. The
most pure, perfect and divine of men are
the great world prophets. It is through
contact with their teachings and their
spirits, as Abdul Baha has so wonderfully
explained in the article on education in
this present issue, that human beings are
spiritually reborn. In fact, the degrees
of existence are: first, the mineral; second, the plant; third, the animal; fourth,
the rational soul; fifth, the spiritually reborn, and sixth the Divine Prophets.
These Divine Prophets are so pure and
perfect that we call them the primal mirrors, the Manifestations of God. When
they tell us of the many mansions of the
Father's house they speak of what they
have seen and heard. Their utterances
are revelations of eternal veri ties. "I
have yet many thing to say unto you,"
said Jesus, "but ye cannot bear them now.
Howbeit when he, the Spirit of Truth is
come, he shall guide you into all the
Truth."
Our age of doubt is divinely blessed in
having in its midst such masters, who
reveal the fuller truth about immortal
life. Baha'Ullah and Abdul Baha have
given the most complete descriptions of
life in the unseen worlds of God recorded
in spiritual literature.
SOME QUESTIONS ANSWERED

By Abd1t1 Baha
Qll·estio~z: What will become of the
soul of man after death?
Abdul Baha: The body goes under the
earth. Thence it came and thither it goes.
Everything that you see returns to its
own place. As the human body came
from dust, to dust it returns. But the
human spirit comes from God and to
Him it returns.-Star of the J..Vest, Vo!.
7, No. 9, p. 77.
It is apparent that the soul has its individuality, even as the body has its own.
But if the body undergoes a change, the
spirit need not be touched. When you
break a glass on which the sun shines,
the glass is broken, but the sun still
shines. If a cage containing a bird is

destroyed, the bird is unharmed. If a
lamp is broken, the flame can still burn.
The same thing applies to the spirit of
man.-Paris Talks.
The spirits of the sons of the Kingdom, after the disintegration of this body
ascend to the world of eternal existence;
but should you ask the place, know thou
that that world of existence is the world
of unity, but the grades are different. For
instance, the mineral existence has a
grade, but the mineral being has no
knowledge of the vegetable kingdom. It
(the mineral existence) has no information of a higher realm, nay, rather, according to appearances it may deny the
higher grade. Likewise, vegetable life
has no knowledge of the animal kingdom.
I t is entirely heedless and unconscious of
that kingdom, because the grade of the
animal is higher than that of the vegeThe vegetable, owing to its
table.
limited environment, IS veiled from
knowledge of the animal kingdom
and may deny it, although the animal, the vegetable and the mineral live
in the world of existence. Likewise the
animal cannot comprehend man's faculties of intelligence which generalize concerning the universal and discover the
mysteries of being, so that while living
in the East he organizes and founds institutions in the West, and he reveals
hidden things.' Though he abides in
Europe he discovers America; though he
dwells upon the earth he unravels the
realities of the solar system. The animal
is entirely unconscious of, nay, rather, is
a denier of this intelligent force which
penetrates into the unknown and comprehends the general as well as the particular
ideas of this illimitable universe.
Likewise the people of the world lack
knowledge of the world of the Kingdom,
nay, rather, they deny it. Do we not
hear from their lips words such as these:
"Where is the Kingdom? Where is the
Lord of the Kingdom?" But these souls
are like unto the mineral and vegetable
who know nothing of the animal and
human kingdoms. They neither see nor
search. However, the mineral, the vege-

SOME QUESTIONS ANSWERED

table and the animal all live in this world
of existence.
The divine trials are in this world, not
in the world of the Kingdom.
The human reality in the other world
has no physical likeness, nay, rather, it
has the likeness of the Kingdom, which
consists of the harmonious elements of
the realm of the spiritual kingdom.
The center of the Sun of Truth and
of the supreme world is the Divine Kingdom. Those souls who are purified and
sanctified, after the disintegration of this
elemental tabernacle hasten to the Divine
Realm, and that realm is in this universe,
but the people of this world have no
knowledge of it, just as the mineral and
vegetable kingdoms have no knowledge
of the animal and human kingdomsFrom a Tablet to Mr. and Mrs. Ostburg,
Boston, 111ass.
Question: Do the dead pass entirely
away from the earth, losing all consciousness of and interest in the people and
affairs of the world?
Abdul Baha: No, the dead retain both
interest in and remembrance of those
they love.-From Mrs. Aline Deville's
notes, talun at Al?ka, October, I906.
Ql.testion: What is the connection of
the spirit with the body?
Abd1l1 Baha: It has the same connection as the sun has with the mirror.
Death is the name for the dissolution of
this connection.-From 111irza Mahm01td's Diary, July, I912.
Abdul Baha: Concerning the question
of death, know that the spirit is abstt"acted and sanctified from all things;
for entrance and departure, ascent and
descent, union and separation are the
properties of material beings and not of
the spirit.
Consequently, the human
spirit does not enter into the physical
body, nay, rather, it has some "attachment" (to it). This "attachment" is
like that of the mirror and the sun. The
sun neither enters into nor does it go
out of the surface of the mirror, nor
does it absolutely identify itself with it,
but it (the sun) has some attachment to
the mirror and reflects itself therein.
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However, when this attachment is broken
the mirror is deprived of illumination,
beauty and effulgence.-From Tablet to
Madame D'Astre of Paris, dated May 21,
19 08 .

Qu.estion: What is meant by the Mirror
for Divine Reflection?
Abdul Baha: "Mirror" is the whole
body, the brain in particular. Body has
many elements in its composition and
these are continually changed during
one's lifetime. At dissolution each element is received back to its original
source. The physical body of man is
like that of the animal, the only difference being on the level of consciousness.
It follows therefore that only consciousness or mind is left after death. Electricity is known by its attributes 1\10
effects. The power of consciousm".; is
also thus recognized. After deatL the
condition is one which cannot be clearly
explained in words. It is one of comprehension, understanding which involves all
other things-feeling, etc.
In beings there are degrees; all are
not in the same station. Observe the
various characters to be seen and compared, say, among ten children who have
received identically the same treatment,
training and food. Three degrees will be
found, which might be classed as, rapid
development, less rapid, and almost stagnant.
Question: Is there any predominant
quality which man should develop in
order to obtain especial excellence or
power after death?
Abdul Baha: No, man should develop
all his qualities for each quality has its
own use and function.
Question: Is individuality retained by
the various individual consciousnesses?
Abdul Baha: Complete individuality
belongs only to the station of the Prophet. Those who follow him are under
the "shadow" of his station. After death
man does not develop through conscious
effort, but through the power of Divine
Bounty or unfoldment. All good works,
loving memories, prayers and help from
lesser beings assist the soul to push for-
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ward after death.-Questions asked at
Ramleh, May, I9II.
Abd1l1 Baha: You will retain your individuality and will not be swallowed up
in one vast Spll"lt. Concerning the condition of the human soul after its ascension from the material world: the essence of the human soul is clarified from
material substances and purified from the
embodiment of physical things. It is exc1nsively luminous; it has no body; it is
a dazzling pencil of light; it is a celestial
orb of brightness.
Those souls who are not vivified and
attracted hy the Holy Spirit are accounted among the dead, because their
sonls are deprived of the Breath of the
Holy Spirit; and these, after physical
death, are in a certain condition. having
feeling and discernment in their environment; but in com~parison with the pure
souls who have been vivified by the Holy
Spirit they are as dead, and deprived of
life.-From an early Tablet, to Mr. E. C.
H elbry, Tacoma, vVashillgton.
Thou hast asked concerning the spirits
of men. They are not at all annihilated.
They are immortal. But the spirits of
heavenly souls will find eternal life, that
is, they will attain to the highest and
most great stations of perfection. But
the spirits of the heedless souls although
they are immortal yet they are in a world
of imperfection, concealment and ignorance. This is a concise answer. Contemplate, and meditate upon it in order
that thou mayest comprehend the reality
of the mysteries in detail. For instance,
no matter how much the mineral has existence and life yet, in comparison with
man, it is entirely non-existent and deprived of life. When man is transformed.
translated, from life to death, his comparative station will be that of the mineral existence. In such wise, the mineral
life typifies the death of man. This is a
brief answer.
We cannot realize in this world the
bounty of God nor can we appreciate His
love. But in the next world we can do so.

THE GLORY OF IMMORTAL LIFE

Front the TVords of Baha' UlIah
But concerning that which you have
asked about the spirit and its everlastingness after its ascension: know that it wilJ
ascend at the time of its departure until it
enters the presence of God in a form
which thronghout all centuries and times
and throughout all circumstances and
events of the world will remain unchanged but \\-ill be everlasting as the perpetuity of the Kingdom of God. His
sovereignty, His power and His might.
and from it will appear the traces of God,
His qualities, providences and favors.
The pen cannot move at the mentioning of this station as it is in its supremeness and exaltation. The Hand of Divine
Bounty will cause the spirit to enter into
a station which cannot be comprehended
by expression nor be explained by all the
creatures of existence. Blessing be upon
the spirit who departed from the body
pnrified from the doubts and superstitions
of the nations. Verily it moves in the atmosphere of God's pleasure and enters
into the Supreme Paradise. All the angels
of the Supreme Paradise attend and snrround it; and it will have fellowship
with all the prophets of God and His
saints and will speak with them and tell
them what happened to it in the Canse of
God, the Lord of the universe. If anyone could realize what hath been assigned
in the Kingdom of God, the Lord of the
throne and the dust, he would immediately yearn with a great longing for that
immovable, exalted, holy and most glorious station.
o Abdul Wahab, now listen in the Persian language!
As you asked about the immortality of
the spirit, this 'Vronged One beareth
witness to its eternality; and as to your
question about its form-it cannot be described, and is not needful to be expressed; but only some things need to be
known and messengers come only to
guide the creatures to the straight path
of God and in order that people may be
trained. Then at the time of their ascen-
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sioll, with perfect holiness and separation
and having been cut from the things of
this world, they will repair to the Supreme
Station. By the Self of God, the rays
of those spirits are the cause of the development of the people and the station
of the nations! These are the leaves of
existence and the greatest cause of the
appearance of divinity and the works of
the universe. By them the clouds will
shower and the plants of earth spring up.
Not one thing of all existing things is
withol1t cause, reason and beginning. The
greatest cause is that the spirits were
and are forever above us unequal. And
the difference between this (earthly)
kingdom and the other is as the difference between the embryonic world and
this world. After its ascension the
spirit will enter into the presence of God
in a form suited for eternity and for the
Kingclom.
ETERNAL REUNION

From Tablets of Abdul Baha

o thou spiritual friend! This world is
a prison for heavenly souls and this
earthly world is but a cage, and not a
nest, unto divine birds. A prisoner who
is awake and conscious will certainly seek
for freedom, and a mindful bird will certainly wish for deliverance from the cage.
-P· I09·
Do not grieve on account of the death
of thy son, neither sigh nor lament. That
nightingale soared up to the divine rose
garden; that drop returned to the most
great ocean of truth; that foreigner
hastened to his native abode and that
one who was ill found salvation and life
eternal.-p. 99.
Be not grieved at the death of thy dear
daughter. That divine bird flew away
to the rose garden of the Merciful
and that plant of humanity hastened to
the garden of the Kingdom of El Abha.
That drop returned to the Most Great
Sea and that ray betook herself to the
Most Great Orb. Be happy and thankful, because thou wilt see her face shining in the Divine Kingdom and wilt find
--"-
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her as a lamp amid an assembly in the
spiritual heaven.-p. 179.
Be not sorrovvful on account of the
departure of thy good son. He hath indeed departed from this narrow and
gloomy world, which is darkened by unlimited sorrow, unto the Kingdom which
is spacious, illumined, joyous and beautiful. God delivered him from this dark
well and promoted him to the Supreme
Height. He gave him wings whereby he
soared to the heaven of happiness. Verily
this is the great mercy, from Him who is
Precious and Forgiving.-p. SI.
Mrs ....... hastened from this mortal
world to the divine world and soared
from this temporal realm to the expanse
of the Kingdom. She abandoned the
earthly cage and flew toward the bower
of the upper world; so that, like unto
a nightingale of significances she may
in that divine rose garden engage in
praising, glorifying and sanctifying the
True One with the most marvelous
melody. Consequently, do ye not sigh in
grief because of her decease and be not
dejected on account of her ascension.
To the people of adoration death is an
ark of deliverance and to pure souls flight
from this world of dust is the means of
attaining to the kingdom of spheres. By
"spheres" is not meant this infinite space,
nay, rather, is meant the divine world
and the invisible realm.-p. 443.

o my dear daughter!
Indeed
the separation from thy dear husband is
very hard and difficult for thee. But he
ohtained the privilege of beholding the
beauty of the Almighty. We, and you
will also soar to that world, and you will
find his shining face visible in the
heavenly realm and in the world of the
Kingdom, and you will find eternal union
with him.
Be thou assured that he has not been
lost; he is in existence, that is, in the
pure world. And know thou for certain
that thou hast not lost him, for thou shalt
find him in the end.
Have therefore patience and endurance
and be thou firm and at rest, and seek
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God's mercy and benevolence in his behalf. I, too, ,viII pray and beg for him
everlasting glory. Be patient, so that
thou mayest find great reward and see
thy respected husband in the Divine
Kingdom in the end, and find peace of
soul and rest of heart.-From a Tablet
of Abd1l1 Balza to a friend in Clevelalld.
Ohio.

o thou beloved maidservant of God!
Although the loss of a son is indeed
heart-breaking and beyond the limit of
human endurance, yet the heedful and
observing person is assured that the son
has not been lost but, instead, has stepped
from this world into another, and he will
find him in the Divine realms. That
meeting shall be eternal; whereas in this
world separation is inevitable and this in
its turn entails its consuming fire.
Praise be unto God, thou hast faith,
art turning thy face toward the everlasting Kingdom and believing in the
existence of the heavenly worlds. Therefore be thou not disconsolate; do not
languish; do not sigh; and refrain from
wailing and bemoaning for agitation and
mourning deeply affect his soul in the
divine realm. That beloved child addresses thee from the hidden world. thus:
o thou kind mother! Thank Divine
Providence that I have been freed from
the narrow and gloomy cage and, like
unto the birds of the meadow, have
soared to the divine world, a world spacious, illumined and ever gay and jubilant.
Therefore lament not, 0 mother, and be
not grieved. I am not of the lost ones
~d~~n~b~nerte~~~~~dd~

stroyed. I have shaken off the mortal
form and have raised the banner in this
spiritual world. Following this separation is everlasting association. Thou shalt
find me in the heaven of the Lord, immersed in an ocean of light.-Tablet
translated by Shoghi Effendi, January
IS, I9I8.

o thou whose soul is tranquilized by
the grace of God and by the Greatest
Gift! Verily I inform thee of that by

which thy breast will be dilated witll joy,
thy heart will rejoice and thy soul will
be delighted in every time and moment.
And it is this, that verily thy honorec1
w:fe, who journeyed unto God and
hastened unto the Blessed Spot, her
heart ignited with the fire of the love of
God and her sight and gaze extended toward the Kingdom of El Abha, \\'as firm
in the Testament, and was overtaken by
death in the land of Beirut, is now attracted to "The Living One \\'ho shall
never die."
Verily, she surrendered her life while
she was in a condition wherein she was
encompassed with the glad tidings of thy
Lord from all directions and her nostrils
were perfumed with the fragrances of
holiness from the Supreme Concourse.
Her soul soared up to the summit of
sanctity, under the shelter of the mercy
of thy Lord, the Mighty, where the concourse of the chosen ones are assembled
around it in the Lofty Paradise, and the
angels of mercy are blessing it and are
speaking its praise while their faces are
smiling becanse of her ascension to
heaven.
By the life of God, wert thou informed
of her prosperity and of the bounty with
which she is surrounded and of the
favors of thy Lord. which were her greatest desire, thou wouldst smile with joy.
thy breast v,'ould be dilated and thou
wouldst thank God for that which He
hath poured upon her; that He hath
adorned her with the embroidery of sanctity and purity in His Kingdom, the El
Abha; and that He hath crowned her
with the diadem of the Greatest Gift in
the Supreme Concourse.-Frol1n an carT}1
Tablet to Mr. Pcrcells of Chicago.
PREPARATION FOR TIlE IMMORTAL DEGREES

o servants! If in these visible days and
in this present world conditions contrary
to your wish appear from the Realm of
Decree be ye not depressed for happy
and divine days shall come and spiritual
wor1cls of holiness shall be manifest. In
all those days and worlds for you a portion is ordained, a sustenance is deter-
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he ascends from this world to that immortal world he shall find ready for him
all that is needful in that life ete1'11al.From TV ords of Abdul Baha.
The more difficulties one sees in the
worlcl the more perfect one becomes.
The more you plough and dig the ground
the more fertile it becomes. The more
you cut the branches of a tree the higher
and stronger it grows. The more you
put the gold in the fire the purer it becomes. The more you sharpen the steel
by grinding the better it cuts. Therefore, the more sorrows one sees the more
perfect one becomes. That is whv, in
all times, the Prophets of God hav~ had
tribulations and difficulties to withstand.
In the beginning of his life man was in The more often the captain of a ship is
the matrix of the world. There he ob- in the tempest and difficult sailing the
taified capacity and preparation for this greater his lmmvledge becomes. Thereworld. The forces and powers neces- fore I am happy that you have had great
sary for this world he obtained there. tribulations and difficulties. For this I
In this world he needed eyes; he received am very happy-that you have had many
them potentially in the other world. He sorrows. Strange it is that I love you
needed ears; therefore he obtained them and still I am happy that you have sorin the world of the matrix. Thus was rows.-F1'o17i a Tablet of Abdlt! Baha,
he prepared for this world. ·When he about 1910.
Convey my spiritual greetings to the
came to this world he found that all the
and say
necessary forces were ready; all his maidservant of God.
needs for material sustenance were pro- unto her: "Verily for each one of the
Manifestations of the previous cycles
vided.
Likewise, in this world he must also there was a certain station in existence,
prepare himself and become ready for and a particular degree in the creation
the life hereafter. That which he needs of man. But the Manifestation of the
in tIle ,yorld of the Kingdom he must ob- Greatest Name-may my spirit be a sacritain here. Jlist as man prepared himself fice for His beloved ones-was an exfor existence in this world by acquiring pression of maturity and perfection in
the necessary forces in the world of the the essence of humanity and the world
matrix so is it necessary that all the of existence; just as the sun is the center
forces needful in the Kingdom be ac- of light, the source of heat and the point
of illumination, comprising all the perquired in this world.
After he is transferred from this fections which were manifested to the
world to the other world what is man in world from the shining stars. Endeavor,
need of for the life of the Kingdom? In so that thou mayest obtain an abundant
that world there is need of radiance; portion and a great share from the Manitherefore radiance must be acquired in fest Light.
"Verily I say unto thee, if thou arrivest
this world. In that world there is need
of spirituality; he must acquire spiritual- at that station thou shalt behold all the
ity in this world. In that world faith holy people humble and submissive at
and assurance, the knowledge of God and that station. Make haste in life before
the love of God are essential; these he death, spring before autumn, healing
must acquire in this world so that after before sickness. Thus may est thou be-

mined and a food is established. Ye
shall certainly attain to all these, should
ye exchange the garment of mortality for
the garment of immortality and enter the
station of the paradise of Abha which
is the everlasting abode of glorious.
sacred souls. All things are a proof of
your existence, if ye emerge from the
gloomy dust of non-existence. Be not
grieved at the hardships of these numbered days and be not dej ected if your
outward bodies are destroyed in the Path
of the Beloved One; for every destruction is followed by a construction and a
paradise of rest is concealed in every
hardship.-Words of Baha'Ullah.
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come a spiritual physician, healing
all manner of diseases by the breaths of
the Holy Spirit in this glorious century

and manifest age."-*From a Tablet of
Abdul Baha, I902, to Mrs. I. D. Brittingham.

TWO KINDS OF EDUCATION
B:/

ABDUL

HE id:alistic youth of toda~ long ~or
educatlOn as for the fountam of hving water. They make countless sacrifices, work day and night to win an education, travel half-way around the world
thattheymayenter a modern scientific and
technical university. China, Japan, India,
Turkey, Egypt, Persia, in fact almost
every country of the world is sending its
brightest youth to the great universities
and technical colleges of Europe and
America. The true leaders in all countries today are realizing that education
is the only solution for our social and
international problems.
But what kind of an education shall
it be? A brilliant technical education,
alone, may be used for the destruction of
all civilization. Education is what makes
modern warfare so terrible. Present clay
generals and engineers, chemists and airmen are so finely trained in modern
science and its technical application that
they can destroy human beings with an
efficiency undreamed of in all past ages.
Evidently something is lacking in western education. Abdul Baha strikes the
keynote for the future in the following
address upon the essential necessity of
education. He 'answers the question
which the whole world is asking. This
address was given by him in the Unitarian Church at Dublin, New Hampshire, Sunday, August 11, 1912. It was
taken down in Persian and given by
Abdul Baha to Dr. Bagdadi who, with
two friends, has rendered it into English
for this issue of the STAR OF THE WEST.

T

BAHA

HAT the world of nature is imperfect and needs education is to the
wise beyond question. Consider, man
uneducated is in utmost barbarism and
distress; through education man becomes
a man. Left to himself he will be as
other animals. Look at the civilized
countries. There man is educated, acquires ideals, becomes civilized, wise and
perfect. But in savage countries, such
as Central Africa, man, because he receives no education, remains in the state
of barbarism. The difference between
America and Central Africa is this that in
the United States there is education and
in Africa there is no education. The people of Africa have remained in their
natural state; but among the inhabitants
of this country (America) education has
great effect and is firmly established.
Education straightens a crooked
branch. Education makes the jungle into
a rose garden. Education causes the
fruitless tree to become fruitful, changes
the thorn patch into a cultivated field,
makes devastated countries to flourish.
Through education the savage become
civilized. Through education the ignorant become wise, the imperfect are made
perfect. Education informs man of the
world of the Kingdom, makes him aware
of God. Education endows man with
spiritual susceptibilities, enables him to
discover the mysteries of nature, makes
him aware of the realities of the Kingdom. In short, it is clear to all that the

T

* These selections are taken from compilations made
by Mrs. Brittingham and Mrs. Mary M. Rabb.
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"'orId of nature is imperfect, and through
education will attain perfection.
But for education man would have remained as other animals, nay, lower
than animals for some deeds proceed
from man which do not occur among
the animals. For instance, the animal to
satisfy his hunger may devour one animal. But man, devoid of education, and
ferocious, kills in a day a hundred thousand people. Consider how those ferocious souls who have come into the world
are lower even than wolves, are beneath
the carniverous animals. It is evident
that if man is not educated he is lower
than an animal.
There are two kinds of education:
divine and material. The philosophers
who have arisen are material teachers,
have given the people material training
and have been the cause of the progress
of the world of nature. But the holy
Manifestations of God are divine educators. The philosophers have educated
the world of bodies; the divine, holy
lVT anifestations have trained souls. His
Holiness Christ-unto him be glory!"was a spiritual educator, the educator of
the Kingdom, the Divine Educator. He
educated souls, trained the human reason to see the veri ties of the spirit. But
the philosophers have served material
civilization, educating from the material
standpoint.
Man, in reality, is in need of both material and divine education. If, however,
he does not receive heavenly instruction,
if he receives material education only he
will be as other animals, for animals discover the bodily veri ties, the facts of
nature, the realities which can be sensed.
But Goel has created in man a power
which may perceive mental veri ties and
which may discover the realities of the
Kingdom. That power becomes aware
of divine bounties, is the cause of eternal
life, bestows ideal perfections. That
power distinguishes man from the animal because the animal knows but the
nether world while man discovers the
ve!'ities of Heaven.

4.3

Man though he progress materially is
in need of the breaths of the Holy Spirit,
of divine education, of the outpourings
of the Kingdom. Not until man receives
this bounty can he become perfect. Therefore the holy, divine Manifestations
have appeared in every cycle and dispensation so that they may give the
human souls this divine education, may
banish the imperfections of the human
world and make manifest ideal perfections. The world of nature is like a jungle. His Holiness the Christ was the
divine gardener. He made this jungle to
be a rose garden, these fruitless trees
fruitful. These lands which according
to the laws of nature should bring forth
weeds and tares he filled with roses and
tulips. This Divine Farmer sowed the
earth with seeds; the worthless grass he
threw away. The thorn bushes which
according to the law of nature should
grow he rooted out, and through divine
education the thorny place became a rose
garden. Had it remained in its original
state it would have been either a jungle or
a bramble patch.
The point is this, that man, however
much he may progress materially, however much he may acquire of material
perfection belongs, still, to the animal
world and is in need of the breaths of the
Holy Spirit, of divine education. If man
partakes of the breaths of the lHoly
Spirit then the divine reality appears in
the human world in utmost perfection
and man becomes as the image and likeness of God. He that was earthly becomes heavenly; he that was of the
nether world lives now in the divine
world; he who ,vas materi'alistic becomes
spiritual; he who was dark is illumined.
And this is only possible through the
breaths of the Holy Spirit.
The holy, divine Manifestations give a
new spirit and a new mind to man, are
the cause of great progress; they ill1.lmine the world. However, a short while
after (their appearance) the darkness
and gloom of materialism, of nature,
again prevail. The heavenly illumination
(the light of the Manifestation) passes
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away and natural susceptibilities become
dominant. It is as though a farmer comes
and cultivates land which was full of
tares and weeds, and the land brings
forth abundant harvest. Then, when left
to itself the land once more becomes a
thorn patch and a place of weeds.
One time, in Persia, there was a
blessed fanning land, and through the
power of the holy Manifestations that
jungle became a rose garden. The darkness of ignorance vanished and heavenly
illumination appeared. But soon again
the East became entirely dark; no light
at all remained; no trace of the divine
bounty, nor spiritual education. At such
a time as this His Holiness Baha'Ullah
appeared; at a time when the Eastern
nations were in utmost strife and conflict,
when the leaders of religions were drinking one another's blood, when sects were
battling with each other, intense hatred
was rife among the people and no trace
of love or heavenly illumination remained. At such a time His Holiness
Baha'Ullah appeared from the horizon of
the East. He taught: the oneness of
mankind.
., universal peace.
., that reason and religion must conform.
., that men and women are
equal.
The people of the East
were very ignorant. Baha'Ullah announced that all people must acquire
knowledge, that all children whether in
the cities or in the villages must go to
school, that it is the duty of all to teach
and educate the children. Should the
father and mother be unable to educate
the children and have not the means
therefor, then society must take care of
them and educate them so that not one
single soul remains in ignorance. Baha'Ullah taught that in all schools and colleges sciences, both divine and material,
should be taught, in order that the students may discover material realities and
the realities of the Kingdom, for material
sciences are as the body and divine
sciences are as the spirit. The body must
live by the spirit. If the spirit does not
exist the body then is dead. Though the
body be in utmost beauty, yet, if de-

prived of the outpourings of the spirit it
will be fruitless and of benefit to no one,
nay, rather, its non-existence were better
than its existence.
. His Holiness
Christ says in the Gospel, the one who is
born of the flesh is flesh and the one who
is born of the spirit is spirit. The interpretation of this verse is this, that physical things are like the body but the
breaths of the Holy Spirit are the spirit
(in the body). The body must live by
the spirit, and therefore His Holiness
Christ spoke of the second birth.
What is the second birth? It is this:
Man while in the matrix world is deprived of bounties. When ushered into
this world from that of the matrix he
finds himself the possessor of eyes, ears,
physical powers, of intelligence. Although
God gave all these bounties to man, in the
matrix world they were not yet apparent.
Only when born into this world did these
divine bounties become manifest. Man
then found that eyes had been given to
him, that he was possessed of ears, and
that powers which could discover all
created things had been granted him.
He saw the sun, and beheld the moon;
he glanced at the sea, and witnessed the
plains. A rose garden he saw, green and
verdant. Of all these things he was unaware in the matrix world; of them he
had no know ledge.
In like manner must man be born out
of this world of nature that he may
enter into the world of the Kingdom.
Unless he be born from this world he
cannot attain to spiritual susceptibilities
nor can he discover the mysteries of the
Kingdom nor behold the realm of God.
When in the matrix world man could receive no tidings of this world. In that
world he was, rather, a denier of this
world for had anyone said to him that
there was a world other than that of the
matrix, a world most vast and spacious,
where a sun was shining everywhere, and
a moon, where a rose garden grew in
utmost beauty-had this been said to him
he would have denied such news, saying:
there is no world save this (the matrix)
world. But when he is born he sees that
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this world is a different world. It is an
infinite world, where stars are shining
in the heaven and rivers are flowing toward the sea, where rose gardens are
adornments and orchards are as embroidery.
Again, the human world is like the
animal world. What does it (the animal
world) know of the world of the Kingdom! °What does it know of God, of
spirituality, of divine bounties! When he
is born from the world of nature then
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will man see the world of the Kingdom,
then will he behold the lights of the Sun
of Reality and will comprehend the manifestations of divine bounty. He will then
be submeOrged in the sea of the lights of
mercy and will understand the secrets of
second birth.
The holy, divine Manifestations of God
have come for this purpose, that man may
be informed of the Kingdom of the Lord
of Hosts, that he may know divine realities and may attain to the second birth.

BAHAI ASSEMBLIES
By

HORAcE HOLLEY

HEN evening twilight falls upon
the world, and shadows cast from
the western mountains fill the home, then
the servant goes from room to room,
lighting the lamps, in order that darkness may not oppress the people of the
household.
And, in the same way, when the evening of civilization approaches; when the
light of custom and tradition dies; when
the mind stumbles, the heart fails and the
sonl is enshrouded with sudden fear;
when the works of shadow and darkness
are done-by wars, by strife, by confusion; and the prescience of universal
ruin flies like a bat of iII omen over the
uplifted heads and staring eyes; then
the Divine Servant passes silently from
room to room of the household of the
world, lighting the lamps of hearts with
the flame of spirit, whose illumination,
for those who are severed from all save
spirit, is as the rising of the True Dawn
after the overcoming of that besetting
inner twilight which the world miscalls
truth, misterms reality, misconceives as
life.
But when the lamps of the hearts are
lighted, then silently, then mysteriously,
even as the Divine Servant came, so He
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departs; and in that departing we know
Him by the glory of the illumination
whose rays have penetrated the heart;
or we know Him not at all.
This is the first solemnity of the hush
of that hour when it is realized that
Abdul Baha, the Divine Servant, having
lighted the lamps throughout the household of the East and West, departs unto
that Source of Light whence He came.
The shining of the lamps of hearts
lighted by the hand of the Divine Servant is the mystery whose outward manifestation stands visible in the life of the
world as Bahai Assemblies, lamps that
shone unseen in the last flickering
moments of that false illumination of the
material age; lamps that shine the more
brightly as material daylight ebbs from
the life of men.
For the believers, this is the mystery to
be considered, the task to be realized, the
worthiness to be attained: that from
their unity and by their unity the fulfillment of the coming of the Divine Servant may be established in the foundations
of the' New Age throughout the world.
The unity of the believers one with another is 'as the rays of light from the
lamp. If unity does not exist-unity in
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the depths of spirit-then the lamp burns
only to itself; for the world it would be
as though the lamp had not been lighted,
and as though the Divine Servant had
not come.
For the lamp burns not to itself, but
to the world, through the manifold rays
which the believers are: each believer Cl
ray, all the believers the visible shining of
the lamp. The lamp shines not through
one ray, but through the infinity of rays;
not upon one obj ect, but upon all objects;
not for one horizon, but unto all the
horizons. Through the personal unlikeness
of the believers, the glory of the lamp is
manifested. No believer can be spared,
lest the lamp be shorn of its rays.
Therefore, in a Bahai Assembly, all
the aspects of personal unlikeness exist.
The believers are not of one kind, not
of one sort, not of one character, not of
one training, not of one capacity; which
unlikeness is essential to the full shining
of the lamp. But the believers are alike
in this, that each is a ray of light shining
forth from the lamp, whereby the lamp
illumines one particular obj ect, one
special horizon, revealing itself to that
horizon through that one ray which the
believer, by reason of his faithfulness, his
devotion, his selflessness, has become. The
lamp shines through all its rays, and no
ray is more important than any other ray
shining from the lamp.
Each of the believers has two aspects
and two stations. He has the aspect and
station of his personality, which is the
aspect and station of difference; and he
has the aspect and station of the ray,
which is the aspect and station of oneness. The oneness of the believers is
the lamp lighted by the hand of the
Divine Servant; the difference of the believers is the work of the world of nature
and of mankind, in whose activity we
evolve and by whose influence we are
conditioned.
In the life of mankind there have been
many lamps, each lamp shining unto one
room, one community, one horizon; and
the rays of these lamps could not overcome the darkne:::s beyond the one room

where the lamp shone. Now there is but
one lamp, the Sun of Truth, whose shining is for all the rooms of the household
of humanity, all the horizons of experience, all the obj ects of thought and activity.
Therefore, that the oneness of the Sun
of Truth may be manifested, it has become necessary in this New Age that
the rays shall have no confinement; that
all the distinctions shall be burned away;
that reality shalI be perceived by one light
and known of one spirit. Wherefore, in
every Bahai Assembly, all the conditions
of humanity-all the separateness, all the
differences, all the degrees, all the capacities, all the kinds, all the influences
built up during the evolution that has
gone before-must needs, by the providential law of this New Age, be made one
gathering, manifesting the oneness of the
Sun of Truth even despite the testimony
and evidence of all the differences of personality which emanate from the influence of the world.
This is the mystery of a Bahai Assembly: not that its members readily agree,
but that they can overcome their differences; not that they are one in personality, in instinctive sympathy, in ambition, in desire, in training, in influence,
but that they can penetrate to the foundation of oneness revealed by the glory of
the Sun.
Every Bahai Assembly is the world in
miniature, containing the differences anc1
personal problems of the world, even intensified to the utmost degree. This is
Ollr glory, our privilege, our attainment,
our distinction; not our weakness, not
our shame. No other power save the
power of the Sun of Truth coulc! have
revealed the oneness in so much difference. It is the spirit of this oneness
overcoming our manifold differences, that
makes a Bahai Assembly a divine foundation, a healing for the world, an inspiration for those who turn from darkness
and seek light. Elsewhere differences
are organized, but here is unity; elsewhere darkness is worshipped, but here
the light shines; elsewhere activity is the
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pursuit of shadows and reflections, but
here activity has one end and aim: that
each of the believers may attain to selflessness, and become a ray emanating
from the Sun of Truth.
May the friends of the Divine Servant continually assist one another to arise
from the station of personality to the station of selflessness which is the station of
the ray. May we become infinitely considerate one of another, having cast out
pride, ambition, thought and desire, which
are veils of the personal self. May we
be ever conscious that the unity of each
Bahai Assembly in itself, and the unity
of all the Bahai Assemblies one with another, are the preliminary condition -to
that world unity for which the Divine
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became Servant in this age. May we be
ever conscious that the ray is nothing in
itself, but is an emanation from the Sun;
that the Sun manifests its power through
the ray, and the Sun is all in all.
Then, as the personalities diminish, and
the world weakens its secret hold upon
the hearts, the Sun will assert its predominant power, having rays unto all the
horizons. Then even the consciousness
of yielding up self will flee as the ultimate shadow before the Dawn, and the
meeting of this selflessness; the community of this faithfulness, will penetrate
humanity with a new spirit and a new
life.
Now is the work of becoming selfless;
but the work of the Sun is at hand.

HE IS THE GRACIOUS, THE ALL-BOUNTIFUL

o God, m)' God! Thy Call hath attracted me and the Voice of Thy Pen of
Glory awakened me. The stream of Thy Holy Utterance hath enraptured me and
the W-ine of Thy Inspiration entranced me. Thou seest me, 0 Lord! detached
from all things but Thee, clinging to the Cord of Thy Bounty and craving the
wonders of Thy Grace. I ask Thee, by the eternal Billows of Thy Lovingkindness
and the shining Lights of Thy tender Care and Favour, to grant that which shall
draw me nigh unto Thee and make me rich in Thy \i\Tealth. My tongue, my pen,
my whole being testify to Thy Power, Thy Might, Thy Grace and Thy Bounty,
that Thou art Goel and there is none otber God but Thee, the Powerful, the
Mighty.
I bear witness, at this moment, 0 my God! to my helplessness and Thy Sovereignty, my fe€bleness and Thy Power. I know not that which profiteth me or
harms me; Thou art verily the All-Knowing, the All-Wise. Do thou decree for
me, 0 Lord, my God, and my Master, that which will make me feel content with
Thy eternal Decree and will prosper me in every world of Thine. Thou art in
truth the Gracious, the Bountiful.
Lord! Turn me not away from the Ocean of Thy Wealth and the Heaven
of Thy Mercy, and ordain for me the good of this world and hereafter. Verily
Thou art the Lord of the Mercy-seat, enthroned in the highest; there is none
other God but Thee the One, the All-Knowing, the All-Wise.
A Prayer by Abdul Baha. Translated by Shoghi Effendi.

LETTERS FROM SHOGHI EFFENDI
The beloved of the Lord and the handmaids of the Merciful in Asbury Park, N. l.; Augusta,
Ga.; Eeverly-Salem, Mass.; Eisbee, Ariz.; EuiJ'alo, N. Y.; Eliot, Maine; Cambridge Springs,
Penn.; Fernandina, Fla.; Fruitport, Mich.; Grand Rapids, Mich.; Geyserville, Cal.; Grand
Haven, lv1iek.; Haverhill, Mass.; Ithaca, N. Y.; lohnstown, N. Y.; Miami, Fla.; Milwaukee,
vVt·s.; New Haven, Conn.; Omaha, Neb.; Okanagan, Wash.; Peona, Ill.; San Diego, Cal.;
Santa Earbara, Cal.; Santa Pauia, Cal.; Santa Rosa, Cal.; Springfield, Ill.; St. lohn, N. E.;
St. Louis, Mo.; St. Paul, Minn.; Trellton, N. l.; ~Vorcester, Mass.
Care of the members of the National Spiritual Assembly.

Dearest Fellow-warkersin the Vineyard af God:
Though your number in each of these cities be small and limited, yet by virtue
of that Celestial Potency bequeathed to everyone of you by our departed Master,
you are assured that ere long your small company shall expand and wield such
power and influence as no earthly power can ever hope for or attain. Who can
doubt that he is ever watching from his Station on High over his scattered folrl
and is guiding and strengthening his faithful lovers who toil and labour for the
fulfillment of his Word and the realization of his Purpose for mankind?
As we observe the sad conditions of the world and the complexity of the problems that are besetting humanity, we may at times lose heart and grow forgetf1l1
of the promised dawn of the New Day, so repeatedly and emphatically foretold in
the Sacred Writings. But we need only refer to some of the earliest writings of
our beloved Master to regain that confidence which the vicissitudes of the world,
however distressing, can never shake. Are not these words wherein he assures us of
the onward march of the Cause-a march which no one can resist and which is
sure to lead humanity to its glorious destiny?"Now in the world of being, the Hand of Divine Power hath firmly laid the
foundations of this all-highest bounty and this wondrous gift. Whatsoever is latent
in the innermost of this Holy Cycle shall gradually appear and be made manifest, for
now is but the beginning of its growth and the day-spring of the revelation of its
signs. Ere the close of this century and of this age it shall be made clear and evident how wondrous was that springtide and how heavenly was that gift!"
And as the outlook grows darker and despondency overtakes the hearts, it is
incumbent upon us to arise with greater confidence than ever before, endeavoring
to clear the mists of hate and prejudice that have dimmed the vision of mankind
and, relying upon these assuring words of his, point out to a weary world the Way
of True Salvation.
I very eagerly await the news of the progress of the Movement in your cities
and shall be grateful -and delighted to hear that you have reinforced your numbers,
extended your activities, established a centre and founded a Spiritual Assembly that
shall direct and co-ordinate your efforts for the promotion of the Cause.
Awaiting your joyful news and be.,eeching the blessings of the Almighty upon your efforts,
I am your brother and co-worker,

(Signed)
Haifa, Palestine
January 8th, 1923.
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The Beloved of the Lord and the handmaids of the Merciful in San Francisco,
Calif., U. S. A.
Beloved Friends:
The various tidings that have directly and indirectly reached the Holy Land
regarding the combined efforts which the friends of the Western States have recently exerted for the promotion of the Cause in those regions, and in which the
friends in that city have shared in no small degree, have filled our hearts with a
joy that no words can express.
It is indeed gratif~·ing to learn how your flourishing city, so rich and splendid in its material gifts, so similar in its atmosphere and peaceful surroundings
to the Holy Land, and potentially endowed with such spiritual capacity, is now
taking a leading part in lending a fresh impetus to the onward march of the
Movement in regions which, though distant and remote, are yet so near and dear
to the Master's heart.
May your patient efforts be crowned with signal success and may the Light
of this Divine Revelation so illumine your city as to justify the high hopes
which our Beloved had confidently reposed in everyone of you.
We all remember you very tenderly during our visits to the Three Holy
Shrines and beseech every time with renewed ardour the blessings of the Almighty upon your labours.
Your friend and co-worker.
(Signed) SHOGHI.
December 30, 1922.
To the Beloved of the Lord and the handmaids of the 111 erciful in Philadelphia,
Pa., U. S. A.
Care of the Members of the Spiritual Assembly.
My Loving Friends:
Whenever I recall the tender affection with which the beloved Master referred to you in His spoken as well as in His written words I feel that the day
may not be distant when the friends of that city will as the standard-bearers of
the Cause herald to their fellow-countrymen and to the world at large the gladtidings of this glorious Revelation.
Assured and strengthened by the memories of the many blessings that have
been yours in the past, it is now assuredly the time to arise with one accord for
the fulfillment of our sacred obligations, the pre-requisites of the speedy realization of such brilliant success in the Cause.
vVith hearts united, with minds purified and with a determination never to
waver or surrender, let us step into the arena of service and armed with the
sword of utterance and teaching combat effectively the ills and sicknesses of this
distracted world.
'We need not feel depressed or overwhelmed with the magnitude of the task
for the mighty combatants whom the hands of the Master have raised in every
part of the globe shall come to our aid and the Hosts of the Unseen shall reinforce our numbers till the Spirit of Love and Peace even as foretold in the Holy
Writ of Baha'u'llah will have filled the world.
I pray constantly on your behalf that your vision may never be dimmed and
your courage may never falter in His Path.
I am as ever your co-worker,
December 30th, 1922.
(Signed) SHOGHI.

THE BAHAI DISPENSATION
By

ELIZABETH HERRICK

have, thtough the inspiration of the
same spirit, been one with Him, each
doing the work of preparation essential
to the summing up of all aspiration in
the glad work of this Latter Day, when
all are now called by the same Lord, the
Lord of all these hosts, to recognize
Him, and leaving all things contrary to
Him to "follow that which tends to
harmony." For the fundamental teaching of the Founders of all religions, is
one. Therefore, no one is called upon
to rej ect his own religion, but to recognize the same Spirit in all, that all mav
become one in heart and mind in this
new day, looking to the same point of
guidance.
Without Divine Guidance the rich
values which await mankind cannot come
for is there not, as St. Paul pointed out,
a spiritual, as well as a natural law?
And has it not therefore been promised
in the name of God, that if mankind will
believe in Him and cooperate with It.
seeking first His kingdom before all else
"The windows of heaven will open and
shower upon him blessings beyond all
that he can think or speak?"
Therefore Bahai;; rejoice in the glad
tidings which Baha'Ullah brings to the
world today, and invite all the world to
rejoice with them, studying the laws
which he declares as necessary to the
happiness and protection of all nations,
and to the fulness of life, which Jesus
promised in "abundance," to all men.
The universal divine laws have been
stated in Bahai writings many times, and
will be reiterated throughout the world
until they are established in the hearts
of mankind beyond all forgetfulness, and
their portent evident before all eyes.
Therefore, until they are known to all,
repetition and remembrance is our "daily
bread" in the spiritual world even as the
wheaten bread is in the material world.
All the world therefore is invited in the

HE history of the coming of the
Kingdom of God on earth is the story
of God's love for mankind. Rejection
of it is the greatest of all tragedies, and
the root cause of the trials of men and
nations.
Today they need Divine Guidance
more than ever, and know not where to
find that which meets all the needs of
the world. True, they are beginning to
turn again to that which in past days was
rejected, and this is good; but if they
understand it, they will not repeat the
tragedy of rejecting the Divine Message
in our own day. The voice is One
Voice bringing the eternal message, in
each era, and in the utterance of the same
spirit, courting that which is divine in
man. Knowledge of this is the keynote to the revelation of Baha'Ullah.
That perception makes unity possible between men and religions and nations.
Therefore it is of supreme importance
that there should be understanding on this
point; because it will put an end to religious, political, racial and industrial
warfare. Only lack of understanding
makes such tragedy possible, for the beginning and ending of all prophetic
aspiration is to promote unity and harmony amongst mankind. This has been
God's aim and purpose throughout the
ages. It is the Heavenly Father's work,
to which Jesus referred when he said:
"My father worketh until now, and I
work." Yes, and even again, "until
now." For is not the spirit of the Father
Himself evident in the revelation of
Baha'Ullah which has called all the
sovereigns of the earth and all men and
nations, in the name of God, to the divine banquet of universal peace? How
could the Father's heart be content with
less than universal peace?
Peace
for the different followers of different
religions, since the founders of each

T
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name of Baha'Ullah to cooperate in establishing the bountiful laws of righteousness which the Holy Spirit has promulgated through him. No one call
study them without becoming aware that
.the divine spirit is at work and all can
work with It, to bring about the time
when warfare will be at an end and all
men ancl nations will live together in
harmony, as brothers in the Father's
heavenly Kingdom.
That is what Jesus yearned for; and
it has been the travail of the Father's
Spirit. "I am the Vine, and My Father
is the H usbandman," said Jesus. He
finished his appointed work. Today, he
whom Jesus promised, has come, telling
us those "other things," which he could
not tell us then because the world was
not readv for them. Now it is so readv
that it i~ longing to hear them. Let 1.;s
therefore pray and labour to convey the
glad tidings understandingly, that there
may be no more persecutions through
misunderstanding.
Looking back through history, we see
there was much work for the Spirit to
do after Tesus left the earthly abode. So
also is th~re much work for the disciples
of Baha'Ullah. And we are gratef111
for the Center of his Covenant among
the nations, which he has appointed in
accordance with divine prophecy. For
we are through the living example and
precept of Abdul Baha, protected from
the errors and misunderstandings to
which Christianity was liable in its earlv
days, and which have grown to such a
degree that even leaders and teachers
of religion are troubled to find so little
resemblance in it to the living spirit and
example of Jesus. It is above all things
necessary therefore, in this important
Day of God which is the outcome of
previous revelation that we should abide
in the Spirit and pray for divine grace
to live in accordance with it. That we
should live and work and pray harmoniously, in Spirit and in Truth; each individual before all else looking to the
guidance of the Spirit-and turning not
aside for any other guidance. For the
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Spirit is 'the life of us all. Without It,
there is no life, no love, no harmony or
heavenly joy. It is incumbent on us all,
now, to manifest these evidences of
reality before the world, as the very early
disciples did endeavor to do. We are
grateful for all the records of our faith,
but learning the lessons of the past it
would seem well to remember that it is
the Spirit which "maketh alive."
Therefore we gird our loins, rejoicing
in the power of the Spirit through which
many new sciences and arts and wonderful means of travel and unification
have been developed, which, without
spiritual power, could never have become manifest. It is our charge, and
privilege and responsibility, now thev
are developed through the divine "Will
for a special purpose, to do our part
in establishing those principles of universal righteousness which, although well
known to Bahais, are not yet known to
the world, lest this increase of human
power should be used for destroying the
happiness of mankind instead of promoting it.
So we announce to the world contin11ously those universal principles which
Baha'Ullah has declared to be the will
of God for this day, that all men and nations may move consciously together
uncler the protection of the Divine
Bounty toward the haven of peace and
rest which is God's design for them and
indeed their own heart's desire. They
are:
1. The Oneness of Mankind.
2. Independent Investigation of
Truth.
3. The Oneness of the Foundation
of all Religions.
4. Religion must be the cause of
Unity.
5. Religion must be in accord with
Science and Reason.
6. Equality between men and women.
7. Prejudices of all kinds must be
forgotten.
8, Universal Peace.
9. Universal Education.
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10. Solution of the Economic Problem.
11. An International Auxiliary Language.
12. An International Tribunal.
Bahais want all the world to see tilE'
light of the Sun of Truth which illumines the path to the most great
peace; so we hold up the light, knowing that the "spirit which God has
placed within" all men will enable
them to see it.
Then they will
help us to make known the guidance which is so peculiarly necessary to the salvation of men and
nations.
Without this larger allembracing a 1m individual salvation
is insecure.
Unity is the order of this new day.
All that does not bear its test will be
cast aside, and the reason so many in

church and state are now anxious to
attain unity is that they well know
that the world of humanity will no
longer accept anything short of reality.
It is tired of trusting the blind leaders
of the blind who ever prescribe their
own conflicting remedies. But when
the True Remedy comes to them they
will see its all-inc1usiveness, and be
satisfied.
Unity can never be achieved on the
narrowing basis of the minds of men.
For some repudiate one religion, and
some another, and others seeing this,
repudiate religion altogether. It is God's
Messenger who brings us the True Remedy in its completeness today. Without
it unity cannot be achieved, for it is
necessarily the outcome of the aspirations
of ?ast ages and the purport of ages to
come.

HE IS THE MIGHTY, THE PARDONER, THE
COMPASSIONATE
o God, my God! Thou beholdest Thy servants in the abyss of perdition
and error; where is Thy Light of Divine Guidance, 0 Thou the Desire of the
world? Thou knowest their helplessness and their feebleness; where is Thy
Power, 0 Thou in whose grasp lay the powers of Heaven and earth?
I ask Thee, 0 Lord! my God! by the splendour of the Lights of Thy lovingkindness and the Billows of the Ocean of Thy Knowledge and Wisdom and by
Thy Word wherewith Thou hast swayed the peoples of Thy Dominion, to grant
that I may be one of them that have observed Thy bidding in Thy Book. And
do Thou ordain for me that which Thou hast ordained for Thy trusted ones, them
that have quaffed the Wine of Divine Inspiration from the chalice of Thy Bounty and hastened to do Thy Pleasure and observe Thy Covenant and Testament.
Powerful art Thou to do as Thou wilIest; there is none other God but Thee, the
All-Knowing, the All-Wise.
Decree for me, by Thy Bounty, 0 Lord! that which shall prosper me in this
world and hereafter and shall draw me nigh unto Thee, 0 Thou who art the
Lord of all men; there is none other God but Thee, the One, the Mighty, the
Glorified.
A Prayer by Abdul Baha. Translated by Shoghi Effendi.

THE SPIRIT OF THE CENTURY

, 'W

HERE the League Keeps
Peace" is the title of an article
in the March Our ~v orld in which we are
told of some of the accomplished work
of the League of Nations during its three
years of activity. A war-threatening dispute between Sweden and Finland over
the Aaland Islands has been settled and
the two countries are in friendly relations. A much harder question, the Upper
Silesian dispute between Germany and
Poland, has also been successfully settled,
a frontier line on an economic basis established, and industry is reported as
thriving on both sides of this line. In
commenting editorially on the work of
the League of Nations, fhe editor of the
same magazine sums up the things the
League has accomplished in keeping
peace, fighting the opium traffic and the
white slave traffic, preventing epidemics,
returning war prisoners, establishing a
World Court and then says, "But these
concrete, detailed achievements of the
League, immensely valuable as they have
been, are only by-products. Its main purpose and its great work has been the development of a 'planetary consciousness.' Just as the first great work of
our Congress was to teach Americans~
in Hamilton's phrase~to 'think continentally' so the Secretariat of the
League.
the frequent meetings of
the Council.
. are training men from
all countries to think of the world as a
unit; to look beyond their frontiers, to
!'tudy and begin to understand the problems of others."
The Bahai individual not only rejoices
with others over such news of any progre ss toward world harmony and unity, but
also sees therein the first steps in the fulfillment of the words of Abdul Baha:
"The Light of the Unity of Mankind is
beginning to illumine the world, and soon

the banner of Divine Harmony and the
solidarity of nations will be flying high
in the heavens. Yea, the breezes of the
Holy Spirit will inspire the whole world.
o peoples and nations! Arise and work
and be happy! And gather together under
the tent of the Unity of Mankind!"
N the Century Charles Merz tells us
what he has learned at first hand
from travel and observation about the
Youth Movement in Germany.
He
finds this a general movement all over
Germany, not confined in one single organization but manifesting itself in many
different societies of young people of
from fifteen to twenty years of age. Some
of these organizations are political in purpose, some for finding happiness in
nature, some religious and others for
vanous purposes. Mr. Merz suggests
that in al! cases the fundamental idea
is the same: "They made a mess of it.
Let's see what youth can do." In summing up his article he says: "vVhat is
this quickening of youth's interest in a
dozen different latitudes of life if not
'the morning hours' of some sort of
renaissance ?"
And so we find the thinking people who
are most sensitive to the pulse of the
times sensing, some in one way and some
in another, the dawn of what the Bahais
know to be The Day of God.
B. C. H.

I

T

HE National Geographic NI agazine
gives a strong plea for a universal
auxiliary language, in an article by
A. L. Guerard, entitled "The BatttleLine of Languages in Western Europe."
In America the language problem does
not exist to any great extent, as only
three languages prevail on the Western
Continent~English, Spanish and Port-
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uguese. But in Europe there is a new
language every few miles. "Western
Europe-by which we mean the whole
of Europe minus Russia-is considerably smaller in area than the Uniten.
States and it rejoices in the possession of
some forty' languages. Not only are
there many languages each confined to
a small area, but populations of different
speech jostle one another in the same territory.
. Frequently the dominant
population belongs to one linguistic
group, the common people to another."
The European problem is very different
from the American, for America is truly
a melting pot. "Assimilation is proceeding so fast that in most cases the second
generation does not know the language
of its forbears." But in Europe even if
the linguistic map could be brought into
harmony with the political map there
would still be some twenty nations with
twenty languages. And yet even this process of simplification has been made almost impossible by the provision of the
treaties of 1919-1920, by which ethnic
groups separated from the main body of
their people were guaranteed the free use
of their language in school, church, and
local administration.
"Such is the situation in Europe; some
forty languages having secured, or striving for recognition." The subjugation of
all states and languages by one state and
language does not seem a practicable
solution of the problem. The proper
solution would at present seem to be the
adoption of a neutral auxiliary language
for international relations.

"A universal language," writes Mr.
Tong Shik Fan, student in the Canton
Teacher's College, China, "has been set
as a course of study in our colleges, beginning this last autumn. Indeed, many
magazines, newspapers and educators
have enco.uraged the teaching of Esperanto in Chinese schools. It presents a
good medium for the spreading of the
new Spirit of this Age to China, for the
universal language may be to the new

Spirit of this Age as is the wire to the
telegraph or the ether to the wireless."
In Japan Esperanto is rapidly spreading. There are groups of Esperantists in
nearly all the higher schools of learning
in Tokyo. A leading magazine of Tokyo
publishes articles every month on the
subj ect.
At a meeting held in Tokyo this winter, to celebrate the anniversary of the
birthday of Dr. Zamenhof, the inventor
of Esperanto, Japan, Finland, the United
States, Russia, Great Britain were all
represented. The magazine, T he Far
East, writes: "No one attending the meeting could have failed to. be impressed by
the lack of reserve, the spontaneous
friendliness which characterizes these
gatherings. This may be attributed primarily to a common ideal and also to
the equality resulting from a non-national language which confers no onesided advantage."
An interesting experiment in language
stuely has just been conducted at Wellesley College. Three hundred girls studied
Esperanto and Danish, in the classroom
only, the books being locked up between
classes. At the end of six weeks an examination in both languages was given
and a partial grading of students who attended all the classes showed that Esperanto was mastered more rapidly than
Danish. More ground was gone over in
the Esperanto lessons which made the
examination in Esperanto the harder.
These linguistic experiments are being
continued the second semester.

ruin of ancient civilization
I Nby Thethe great
Italian historian, Guglielmo Ferrero, the author shows that
in the third century of the Christian
era, the then most brilliant and magnificent Greco-Latin civilization of the
West, which it had taken centuries to
build, suddenly collapsed and within the
space of fifty years became "nothing
more than an immense ruin." How can
one explain such a change? What, then,
had happened during those fifty years?

THE ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLE OF AUTHORITY

The author comes to the conclusion that
the one principal cause which brought
this ancient civilization to a sudden and
!rteparable collapse was the loss of the
principle or authority. "For the principle of authority is the keystone to all
civiliz;ation." But the author goes on to
He says:
develop his main thesis.
"Europe finds itself, in this twentieth
century, in the same situation in which,
in the third century, the Roman Empire
was placed: that is, without any recognized principle of government. The
great struggle between the monarchical
system of government, which means
Kingship by Divine Right, and the democratic system, which means government
by the Skill of the Peaple-which began
in 1789-seems to have ended in the
destmction of both systems. The respect, the admiration, the almost religious
faith, which in times past have been accarded to the principle of manarchy, that
is kingship by divine right, are dead. The
disaster which killed them was terrible.
But is the opposite principle-the system
of democracy, the principle of the sovereignty of the people-which ought to
have benefited by the downfall of king~hip by divine right, in a positian to reThe
place it? It is doubtful.
World War has produced many ruins, but
the others are trifling in comparisan with
the destruction of all principle af authority.
The principle of authority
is the key to all civilizatian; when the
palitical system becomes disintegrated
and falls into anarchy, civilization in its
turn is rapidly broken up."
Over against this cry far the revival
of the principle of autharity these words
af Baha'Ullah are very striking: "Verily
He hath come fram the Heaven of the
Unseen, and with Him the Standard of
'He doeth whatsoever He willeth,' and
the hosts af Power and Authority. As
to all else save Him, it is incumbent upon
them to cling unto that which He hath
commanded of laws and ordinances; if
one departs from them, even to the extent
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of a hair's breadth, all his deeds will ~o
for naught.
No one has a right
to depart from the ordinances of God and
His precepts, and whosoever departs
therefrom is verily of the transgressors,
in the Book of God, the Lordaf the
Great Throne.
It is incumbent
upan all to. hald to His right Path."
PRACTICAL applicatian of Bahai
teaching comes to us from the
Manchester Guardian. A child can be
taught by the behavior of the grovvn people around him that a stranger is a persan to be welcomed, not to be regarded
with distrust and suspicion because he
does not happen to be an acquaintance
of the family.
Eliminate distrust of the outsider, and it soon fallows
that the cammand to "lave one another"
ceases to seem an impassible ideal, and
becomes an eminently practical piece af
advice to act justly and charitably to.
those whom we do. not knaw, or whom,
temperamentally, we find it difficult to
like.
In the final paragraph of Paris Talks
Abdul Baha urges this same teaching and
also shows us where to find the pawer
which will enable us to apply it. He
says, "V/hen a man turns his face to Goel
he finds sunshine everywhere. All men
are his brothers. Let not canventianality
:cause you to seem calel and unsympathetic when you meet strange peaple
from other countries. Do not laak at
them as though you suspected them of
being evil-doers, thieves and boors."
M. H. P.

A

"The Bible and the Gospels are most
honored in the estimation of all Bahais.
One of the spiritual utterances af His
Holiness Christ in his Sermon on the
Mount is preferable to me to all the
writings of the philosophers. It is the
religious duty of every Bahai to read and
camprehend the meanings of the Old and
New Testament."-Abdul Baha.

BAHAI NEWS AND NOTES
INCE the early days of the great
war Miss Agnes Alexander, whose
grandparents were pioneer missionaries
in the Hawaiian Islands, has been heralding the springtime of universal religion
in the gardenland of Japan. She went to
Japan with Baha'Ullah's new statement
of the spirit of the Eternal Christ.
Through Esperanto, Japanese and English she is presenting the Bahai solution
for the problems of today. She is meeting with splendid response, especially
from the young people and the students
of Japan, Korea and China. In their
hearts the glory of a new world is shining. Because her heart is pure she can
reflect to them the light of the morning
of world unity.
On his return to Palestine, December
15, 1922, Shoghi Effendi, the Guardian
of the Bahai Cause, sent to the Bahais in
Japan, in care of Miss Alexander this
cablegram: "Refreshed and reassured I
now stretch to you across the distant seas
my hand of brotherly cooperation in the
Cause of Baha." Two days later he
wrote to the friends in Japan the following beautiful letter:

S

Dear Friends, the Chosen Ones of Abdlll
Baha in that Far Eastern land!
Having brought to an end tTlJ long
hours or retirement and meditation, one
of my first thoughts upon my return to
these hallowed surroundings has been to
inquire after the well-being and spiritual
happiness of my far-away fellow-workers
who toil and labor in those remote regions
of the earth for the blessed Cause of
Baha'Ullah. How great was my joy
when I learned that you were well, safe
and happy, content and determined, untiring in your labors and hopeful of the
future!
That my sudden withdrawal from the
field of active service would leave you
undeterred in your activities, would never
damp your tender hopes nor shake your

resolution to stand firmly for the Cause,
I never doubted as I knew well the
indelible marks of loyalty and steadfastness which the words of our beloved
Master have wrought in your lives. I
am equally certain that now when we
join hands again in carrying the Cause of
God a stage yet further, your assistance,
whole-hearted as ever before, will give it
a fresh impetus that will lead to the establishment of throbbing centers of
spiritual activities in those outlying
regions of the world.
Japan, a land so richly endowed. so
alert and progressive, so quick in its grasp
of the realities of life, is now the recipient
of a Divine Bestowal, greater, richer and
more enduring than any material gift
she has ever enjoyed in modern times.
What blissful thought to remember that
you are the Chosen Ones that shall establish the Kingdom of God in that land;
that you are the pioneers of a work that
will endure and supersede all the other
achievements, however meritorious and
brilliant, of your fellow countrymen for
Japan!
I pray that your vision of the vast
opportunities that are yours may never
be dimmed; that your efforts to realize
that vision may never slacken and tha"(
the gracious aiel of Baha'Ullah may never
be withheld from you all through your
sacred mission in this worlel.
And now in conclusion, let us not forget those ringing words of the Beloved,
uttered with such force and emphasis:
"The Fire of the Love of God shall assuredly set Japan afire!" and let us arise,
now at this moment, with increased and
renewed confidence in His sayings, that
we may assure and hasten the advent of
so glorious an era in the history of that
ancient land.
VVith my best wishes to everyone of
you,
I am your brother and fellow worker,
(Signed) Shoghi.
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NEWS FROM ENGLAND AND INDIA

From Mr. E. T. Hall of J1l al1chester
E HAVE just finished a most remarkable ten days in this city. The
lovable and revered teacher, Jenabi
A vareh, with Dr. Lotfullah, has spent ten
days here in Manchester. They visited
the Bahai families in each part of the
city, held many meetings, addressed large
audiences in schools, on two Sundays,
and delivered the message of Abdul Baha
in two beautiful churches, before large
congregations. Much literature has been
distributed and much more is still being
asked for.
A remarkable interview took place in
the great Linotype Works, where two
thousand people are employed.
The
management showed Jenabi Avareh, Dr.
Lotfullah, Mrs. Asgarzade and others
over the establishment, and then invited
us all to tea in the managers' dining
room. All this was most pleasantly done
and made us very happy. The directors
and two managers were with us and over
the tea Jenabi Avareh kept up a wonderful spiritual conversation upon the
principles of the Bahai Movement, referring also to employers and employes
and the needs of the time and justice
-and they were in perfect agreement,
both managers and the Bahai teachers.
It seemed as if the pure heart of the vast
works was pulsating beautifully in that
little well-lit room.
On the Sundays it was a joy to hear
J enabi A vareh, throug-h Dr. Lotfullah,
call for peace and reconciliation, as they
stood in the lovely churches.
It is a wonderful thing to hear Jenabi
Avareh's addresses. He often begins
with a series of very interesting logical
deductions, or with a very beautiful story
-his stories, whether humorous or serious are great I-and then, by a few swift
and most eloquent sayings, shows the reason for it all; and the listeners are astonished at the clearness of the truth he has
given to them. He is master of every
point; and he answers questions to everybody's complete satisfaction. It seems to
me that he is an incomparable teacher.

W
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T ETTERS from India are bringing
U bright pictures of the appeal and
influence of the Third All-India Convention. Mr. N. R. Vakil, 0.£ Surat, India,
writes: "Our Convention this year was
very successful. Representatives came
from various parts of India and Burmah,
and many from Bombay. Monsieur Paul
Richard, the French writer, presided one
evening. He made a very beautiful
speech. At the other sessions the citizens
of Karachi presided. The evening sessions were attended by from four to five
hundred each evening. We felt the presence of our beloved Master in our midst.
The lectures were published in the daily
papers of Karachi and the Associated
Press sent telegrams to different parts of
India. The reports were also published
in the daily papers of Bombay. An Executive Committee of nine friends was
appointed for the ensuing year."
Our Bahai magazine of India, the
B ahai News gives a very comprehensive
account of the Convention in its January
and February issue with reprints from
the newspaper accounts of the variolls
sessions. In the New Times we find a
full account 0'£ Monsieur Paul Richard's
address on the unity of all nations, in
which is this beautiful figure: "There is
between this land and the Bahai movement a link of deep affinity. They are
both points of unity, in which races and
religions meet and mingle.
SindSindhu, means ocean-the vast oneness
in which all rivers mingle their waters.
They come from different horizons, from
different peaks, but however distant their
source they have all the same goal. They
merge themselves all in the same unique
ocean.
"It is the same with religions. They
also come from different peaks, the white
peak of divine inspiration and revelation, and at their source they are pure;
but when they reach the plains they become polluted and for long they develop
their courses ignoring one another. Yet,
diverging, they run all toward the same
oneness-the ocean of their unity."
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WORLD FELLOWSHIP GARDENS

RS. Victona Bedikian, lover of little children, is with her many
other activities for the service of God's
little ones in all lands editing two new
publications. One is TVorld Fellowship,
"a universal Bahai news letter of consultation on service for orphans and education of destitute and helpless children;" the other is The Children's HOllr.
Both are edited at 31 Valley Road,
Montclair, New Jersey. Mrs. Bedikian's
high purpose is to establish what she
calls "Children's Gardens," classes for
the spiritual, practical, universal education of children in many countries.
TV arId Fellowship is filled with beautiful
letters from these many "Gardens" in
manv lands. The Children's Hour is a
seri~s of leaflets, with selections from
the words of Abdul Baha and Baha
'Ullah presented in the form of questions and answers, heavenly little stories,
beautiful extracts that can be easily
memorized; all arranged so as to capture the hearts and the minds of the
children. There is one leaflet for each
week "'They can be used by mother,
teacher, friend, in home and happy gathering," writes Mrs. Bedikian. "During
the children's hour each child can hold
a leaflet of its own and share the readings it contains each week Four. little
leaflets are sent out each month, 111 ordered number, to the various Assemblies
for distribution. The leaflets can be appropriately read in every meeting of the
friends. All those who are not children
can be children at heart. Are we not
all the children of the One who wrote
and spoke for us?
"This is the mission of the children's
hour.
This is the message of its hidden power,
The Word of God."
Mrs. Bedikian is seeking the help of
Bahais in all lands to unite the diverse
children of the world, and she is pouring out an especial share of love upon
the poor and the homeless. She wishes
to educate the children in arts and crafts
as well as in universal love and the
knowledge of the kingdom of unity.

M

These children, the "Gardens" in many
lands, exchange toys and books, greetings and letters, and thus develop the
glorious consciousness that they are all
onc great family.
From j,Vashington, D. C.
E ARE having meetings almost
every evening and the days are
filled with many private talks and interviews. During the meetings, large and
small, one gathers many significant
teachings from Jenabi Faze!' On one
occasion he said, in brief:
'vVe all remember perfectly the beautiful teachings of Abdul Baha, which he
alwavs clothed in the garment of eloquent words; and there is still r~nging
in our ears the melody of the vOIce of
the beloved Master.
One of Abdul Baha's teachings-expounded in his public addresses, in his
private instructions, in his supplications,
as though this were the very height of
his desire-a teaching given by Abdul
Baha by pen and by lip as the remecly
for the many diseases of this age, and
\\'hich is now reflected in the minds and
the hearts of many thinkers, is that thi~
is the age when the misunderstanding:;
between the East and the West must be
removed. They, the East and the West,
must come together and know each other,
must shake each other's hands like two
brothers, embrace each other like long
separated lovers and must cooperate like
the two hands of the body of humanity.
The East is the sunrise of spiritual
thought and the West must partake of
this bounty. The West is the risingplace of s~ience and invention and the
East must share in this material benefit.
In brief, the East and West must unite
that a new age and a beautiful life may be
born.
'vVe always remember these words;
thev are impressed upon our hearts; we
read them again and again in our meetings. \Ve are very sure that the Divine ·Will which has brought this teaching for this age will through His unlimited power make it practicable for the
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JENABI FAZEL IN WASHINGTON, D. C.

world. The friends in the East and the
West throughout the worId are always,
by day and by night, trying with their
whole hearts to promote this teaching.
Our greatest Divine Gift, however, is
the beloved Guardian of the Cause,
Shoghi Effendi, whom our Master has
appointed as a lamp of guidance before
our \vay. In this heavenly being ,ve see
before our eyes the beautiful picture of
the union of East and West-a \Vesterner radiant through the iIlumination of
the sunrise of inspiration; an Easterner
richly robed in the thought and science of
the "Vest. Therefore both East and \Vest.
wiII feel themselves near to him and each
will believe this fruitful tree has sprung
from his own soil. This is the greatest
proof of that teaching of our Master
and of the fact that this is the age of
the practical application of that teaching.
Because it is the will of God in this
Greatest Age that this teaching of the
union 0 f the East and the \Vest be put
into practice, therefore God has made
ready the visible and invisible means for
its accomplishment. Material means
such as steamships, railway trains and
aeroplanes, moving swiftly on sea and
land, these are but trying to put into
practice the will of Gael. And the electricity of telegraph and telephone, and
the wireless, tell us that this is the ag~
of cooperation between East and West.
God made all these material means for
strengthening this bond. Therefore our
hope is that in this New Year we may
manifest a new activity for the service
of this divine teaching and that we may
put forth an extraordinary effort amI become real servants of this Divine \Vill.
Let us call aloud to our Eastern friends
telling them that this divine power, which
eighty years ago laid in the hearts of
thousands and thousands of the people
of both continents the foundation of the
union of East and West, makes us able
to stretch out our hands across the miles
and place on their heads the rose garland
of love and unity.
We all, in both East and West, must
fully realize that this is the age of the
maturity of this teaching and the time
--_ .. -
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for arising to this service. \Ve must
speak, \ve must write, we must never
rest, in order to accomplish this great
purpose.
Louise D. Boyle
HE most important event in the annals of the Bahai Movement in
America is the convening of the delegates and friends during the blessed
Rizwan days. This annual Convention
and Congress will be held this year in
Chicago, at the Auditorium Hotel, April
28-May 2.
Regarding these Conventions Abdul
Baha said: "These gatherings 'would
be to the spiritual body of the world
what the inrush of the spirit is to the
physical body of man, quickening it to
its utmost parts and infusing a ne\v life
and power."
This Convention shall acquire a great
importance in the future, Abdul Baha
said. "Its basis is the oneness of the
world of humanity, universal peace, love
and harmony among all men, equality in
rights among all people, benevolent deeds
and the shining forth of the Light of
Truth; undoubtedly it shall increase in
power."
The revered Primal Branch, Shoghi
Effendi, writes that "this noble edifice
(the Mashreq'Uul-Azkar) when raised
and completed will prove to be the most
powerful factor in the promulgation of
the Cause in America." For the first
time in history the Bahai friends of
America will be privileged to enter the
walls of a structure being built for Mankind, irrespective of race or religion.
"Its doors will be open before the faces
of all nations, religions and sects. vVhosoever enters therein is welcomed.
Baha'Ullah is the Universal Shepherd."

T

Contributions are coming in from all
parts of the world to build the Universal
Temple at vVilmette, just north of Chicago. Recently a check, splendid in its
generosity, was rpceived from Teheran,
Persia. Contributions are coming from
Karachi, Bombay and other cities in India; fr0111 Japan, the Philippine Islands;

-------_._--
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THE CONVENTION IN CHICAGO

from Egypt, Constantinople, Syria, Palestine; from New Zealand, the Hawaiian
Islands and Alaska, as well as from the
cities of America and Europe. Some of
the contributions have come from groups
who, as soon as they heard the Bahai
Message, wished to express their joy in
its glorious revelation, through a contribution to its first universal house of
worship in the Western world.
Jenabi Fazel, with his wife and son,
is expected to arrive in Chicago April
24th for the sessions of the Convention.
The Feast of Rizwan will be held April
28th, at 6 p. m.
Prof. M. R. Shirazi, Editor of the
Bahai News of Karachi, India, left
Haifa, March 26 for a visit to America.

A

Suggestion for Study Classes

URTHER "Studies in Immortality",
in the writings of Abdul Baha
with their revelations of the unseen
worlds will be found in the references
here given, which make wonderful material for individual reading and for
reports in study classes. Each member
of a class, for instance, can look up one
or more of the references and bring to
the class verbal or written reports on
the pages studied.
Some Answered Qltestions: pp. 259266; Divine Philosophy: pp. 91, 93, 98;
S even Valleys: pp. 41-44; Star of the
West: Vo!. 7, No. 8, pp. 69, ff; Vo!. 11,
p. 315; Vo!. 5, No. 19, p. 291; Paris
Talks: pp. 57-59, pp. 77, ff, p. 166, pp.
80-86.

F

THE TRUE SPIRITUAL TEACHER
Compiled from the Words of Abdul Baha

, 'IT

is a wonderful, priceless boon to
be a vessel carrying food from
God. It cannot be bought with gold."
"The first condition of a religious
teacher is to believe in God; the second
to turn his face toward God; the third
to be severed from aught else save God.
Such teachers will constitute illumined
lamps of guidance, the stars of the
heaven of mercy, trees of the orchard of
Abha, flowers of the garden of mystery
and torches of the path of salvation."
"The intention of the teacher must
be pure, his heart independent, his spirit
attracted, his thoughts at peace, his resolution firm, his magnanimity exalted, and
in the love of God a shining torch.
Shol1ld he become as such his sanctified
breath will affect even the rock; otherwise there will be no result whatever.
As long as a soul is not perfected how
can he efface the defects of others? U nless he is detached from aught else save
God how can he teach severance to
others?"

"Teaching the cause of God is not
only through the tongue; it is through
deeds, a good disposition, happiness of
nature, kindness, sympathy, good fellowship, trustworthiness, holiness, virtue,
purity of ideals and, lastly, speech."
"The greatest bestowal of God is love.
That is the origin of all the bestowal.~
of God. Until love takes possession of
the heart no other great or divine bounty
can be revealed in it."
"The most advisable thing, therefore,
is to . . . discuss 'Pure and Sanctified Living,' 'Universal Brotherhood,'
and the 'Philosophy of Universal Religion.' As to the promulgation of Truth,
verily, it is divine and heavenly character,
action in accordance with the Divine and
Merciful instructions, and the propagation among men of lordly behests and
exhortations."
"The world is wrong just because
people talk too much and do not carry

THE TRUE SPIRITUAL TEACHER

out their ideals. If action took the
place of words the world would change
very soon. A man who does good and
does not talk about it is perfect."
"Normal spiritual joy has a healin~
effect upon the body. I can conceive of
no greater joy than teaching the Caus!"
of God. When an individual forgets
himself entirely, is sincerely self-sacrificing, loses himself in the sea of the love
of the Blessed Perfection, fulfills the
conditions of servitude, and has won the
good-pleasure of the Lord of Hosts his
joy \vill then be unceasing and his happiness a flowing stream of crystal water.
A Bahai who serves others is like unto ~
candle which burns and sheds light upon
all those who circle around it. The
highest attainable station of the candle is
to burn and brighten the dark room, and
the loftiest pinnacle of our progress and
perfection is to be confirmed in service
to the Holy Threshold. This is indeed
the most exalted position. But what do
I mean by servitude to the Holy Threshold? I mean this, that with radiant
faces, detached hearts, cheerful spirits,
sanctified souls, illumined minds and unyielding determination we may arise and
teach the Cause of Baha'Ullah. It is
well to bear in mind in all our waking
hours that he did not educate us for
corporeal joy, material comfort nor tht'
physical benefits of this mortal world.
He accepted all persecutions and hardships; and chose us for the illumination
of the vvorld of humanity, for the moral
and religious education of the races, for
the spiritual awakening of the people."
"The believers must teach the Cause
not only in words but must adorn themselves with the ornaments of deeds in
order that all mankind may bear testimony to this, that their aims are universal, their actions disinterested, their pur-
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poses inspiring and all-embracing, so
that they may witness in their behavior
and manner the holiness, purity, sincerity
and loving kindness of the prophets of
God
Tell them to read carefully the Persian and Arabic 'Hidden
Words' and to live and behave according
to their contents. If a person lives for
one day according to those divine exhortations and teachings he will be assisted
to move the visible and the invisible
world."
"Teach the Cause of God through
your deeds and actions. This is God's
real benediction and blessing. Live in
such a way that when people observ<:,
your manners, morals and conduct they
may exclaim, 'These are not men and
women, but angels of the Lord.' Be ye
kind to all mankind. Let mercy be the
motive power in your dealings with
people. Do not look at their shortcomings. Win the hearts through love and
charity; set them aglow· 'with the fire of
the love of God. The joy of a soul is
indescribable, if the fragrances of spirituality waft from the garden of his being.
This divine happiness is not followed by
any sorrow nor is this heavenly spring
ended by the sultry days of summer."Abdul Baha: recorded b'y Mirza Ahmad
50hrab during the great war.

"Praise be to God! y'Our hearts are
overflowing with the love of God and
you have no great attachment to this
world. The thing which is necessary
now for you is discourse. It is my hope
that you will obtain
eloquent,
expressive and excellent discourse."
"Rest assured in the fact that the
breaths of the Holy Spirit will aid you
provided no doubts obtain in your heart."
-Abdul Baha: from diary of Juliet
Thompson.

PERSIAN SECTION
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To the beloved of the Lord and the handmaids of the
Merciful, the accredited delegates to the Annual
Baha'i Convention of America, Chicago, Ill.

Dearly beloved brethren and sisters in'Abdu'I-:Baha':
On this auspicious occasion, when the elected representatives of the Baha'i Community throughout the
continent of America, gathered for the first time within
the Foundation Hall of the stately edifice of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, are assembled to take counsel together
regarding those vital issues that confront the Cause of
Baha'u'llah in that land, may I, as one of your humble
fellow-workers in the Field of Service offer you from the
very depths of my heart my brotherly love and sincere
greetings, and assure you of my fervent prayers for the
success of your deliberations and the attainment of your
heart's desire.
You stand at this challenging Hour in the history of
the Cause at the threshold of a new Era; the functions
you are called upon to discharge are fraught with immense possibilities; the responsibilities you shoulder are
grave and momentous; and the eyes of many peoples are
turned, at. this hour, towards you, expectant to behold
the dawning of a Day that shall witness the fulfillment of
His Divine Promise.
Forgetful of the past and its vicissitudes, conscious of
the need for renewed and combined effort, freed from
all earthly limitations and motives, with every lingering
trace of ill-feeling forever banished from our hearts,
fresh united and determined, let us join in deep and
silent communion with the ever-watchful Spirit of our
beloved 'Abdu'l-Baha', and with humility and earnestness
supplicate the guidance that will enable us to fulfill the
task which is now committed to our charge. May this
year's Convention, by the range of its activities, by the
character of its proceedings, by its faithful adherence to
the Divine Instructions of our loving Master, and above
all by its radiant spirit of enthusiasm and true fellowship,
prove itself as one of the greatest landmarks in the history of the Cause in America.
May the all-pervading Spirit of Baha'u'Uah so permeate
the souls of its members, as to cause it to mirror forth
the glories and the splendours of the Celestial Concourse.
Haifa, Palestine,
Your devoted brother,
April 8th, 1923.
(Signed) Shoghi.
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AHA'I conventions may be likened
to days. The light of each day is
the phenomenal sun, as we are reminded
in the Book of Assurance. Even so, the
spirit and power of every convention are
as rays from the Eternal Sun of Reality
now manifest. Yet as each day in its order, temperature, reflection of light and
march of events has its own story to tell,
so each convention, through the onward
progress of the Cause, the measurable
changes of personnel, the ever-growing
insight and world consciousness of the
friends, the new occasions which bring
new responsibilities and wider opportunities for service, unfolds a new history
of divine interest. When sincere hearts
meet for service, who can tell what Guidance and consultation will suggest? Who
indeed can say what a convention may
bring forth? Only the One who knows
all things.

B

FEAST OF EL RIDUAN

HE fifteenth annual convention of
the American Baha'is adds its unique
story to the history of the Cause. The
Feast of El Riduan, which marked its
beginning, was brilliant and inspiring.
Covers were laid in the banquet hall of
the Auditorium Hotel in Chicago on the

T

evening of April 28th for more than
two hundred and fifty delegates and visiting friends. The voice of Mr. Vail was
heard in humble supplication to the Giver
of Bounty. At the end of the dinner,
Mr. Albert R. Win dust, who was chairman, read many beautiful selections from
the Creative Words which revealed the
good news that the cycle of light has
come. He then briefly traced the history
of the Mighty Persons who have arisen
in the Day of God to give life and light
to all men: these are, in order, the radiant Morn of Guidance and First Point of
Revelation, the Bab; the Holy Manifestation of the Beauty of AbM, who shone
forth as a world-illuminating Sun,
Baha'u'llah; the Greatest Branch, the
Mystery of God, the Servant of God, the
Light of the Love of God, 'Abdu'l-Baba;
and the Primal Branch and Guardian of
the Cause, Shoghi Effendi. These wonderful personalities have brought a message of peace, happine~s and security for
all mankind, expanding the ideals that
are limited into universal love.
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi of Chicago was the
initial speaker, giving a graphic description of the declaration of Baha'u'llah,
now joyfully celebrated by the feast. He
said:
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The government and clergy of Persia,
not satisfied with the martyrdom of the
Bab and twenty thousand people, were
even more afraid of Baha'u'llah, and banished him to Baghdad. Thence he was accompanied by a number of friends. These
were of two kinds. Some were sincere
in their attraction to the Cause; some
had, first, the hope of. material gain and
then, perhaps, spiritual gain. It was very
difficult to bring these two elements into
harmony, yet Baha'u'llah trained these
people into the acceptance of the oneness
of the Light of religion. Suddenly a
command came to Baghdad from the Sul-tan for Baha'u'llah to be exiled to Constantinople. This journey was difficult,
perilous and heartbreaking. Baha'u'llah
knew that because of this the hearts of
the friends were sad, and the foes rejoiced. But behold! on the evening of
that memorable day, April twenty-first,
1863, these conditions were reversed, for
the declaration by Baha'u'llah of his station brought rejoicing to the friends and
vexation to the enemies. The scene of
this declaration was one of impressive
beauty. Baha'u'llih crossed a river and
entered a garden of four gates with a
path leading from each to the center of
the garden. These paths were bordered
with evergreens and cypress and poplar
trees; eight rows in all there were and
they stood like so many soldiers. Baha'u'l1ah walked down one of these paths
to the place where the four paths met in
the cent er of the garden. The waters
rippled and sparkled, the nightingales
sang, gentle breezes wafted the perfume
of the roses and bright sunshine made
glad the day. Amid such surroundings
Baha'u'llah declared himself. This was
a new era. Humanity was immersed in
the sea of Divine Mercy. All present
including the governor were affectedfriends rej oicing and foes confused and
weeping. Thus was this great feast inaugurated-a sign of true brotherhood
and universal peace.
Miss Maud Whitlock, accompanied by
Miss Sylvia Marburder, sang three
beautiful songs.

RS. STUART W. FRENCH, of
M
Pasadena, was next in the order of
speakers. She transmitted a message of
greeting from Mrs. Louise R. Waite with
printed copies of her new Temple Song
for distribution.
Two years ago tonight for the first
time, said Mrs. French, I met 'Abdu'lBaha. I seem still to be living in that
spiritual atmosphere in the full light of
the Master. The Light of the Face walks
before me.
She spoke of the Baha'i Cause in
southern California. The Southwest, she
said, has lighted a torch which it puts
into the hands of various spiritual assemblies. It is a brilliant white light. It
reveals a path of obedience, training and
Guidance. We are with you! Our torches
are lighted! Although contrary winds
blow, yet the faithful shine with the light
of God!
Prof. M. R. Shirazi of Sind College,
Karachi, India, first president of the allIndia convention of Baha'is, was introduced by a letter from Shoghi Effendi,
expressing the hope that this friend
would stimulate the teaching campaign in
this country. The speaker among other
things said:
Let me greet you in the name of
Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'l-Baha and Shoghi
Effendi, also many of the Baha'is in India and Egypt. The spirit of 'Abdu'lBaha is with us tonight.
The day of trying to unify humanity
in a limited way is past. Neither family,
tribal nor national unity has brought
peace. The last stage of unity was begun
sixty years ago. That same light must
illumine all peoples. That same power
must make all nations one. All mankind
must love each other as brothers. When
this height is attained there will be no
more wars.
The professor described the Baha'i convention of India, which was like the
Feast of Baha'u'llah. All men were invited. Many societies and advanced
thinkers attended. Henceforth, he said.
we must address ourselves to the hundreds of thousands who are waiting to
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receive the new day. Sect and schism
must be removed. Unity and oneness are
needed, without sect and division. We
cannot organize the Spirit: but we can
organize the workers in the cause.
Baha'is are those who give their lives,
accepting prison or chains in the path of
God. Service and sacrifice are needed
now. Leave the rest to God. The past
was too much occupied with individual
salvation. Now we must consider the
good of all.
In this present scene there is a wonderful pict1:1re for each and all in the
unity of so many diverse elements. A
little candle lighted in each heart can
brighten the whole world. The ignorant
past forbade us to sit, eat and talk together. But now is the joy of union.
This is a message from the East. May
you all be happy in this joyous springtime!
OLLOWING the chanting of a
prayer in Persian by Mrs. Zeenat
Bagdadi, the chairman introduced
Jimlb-i-Fadil-i Mazindarani as an ambassador from the Center of the Cause and
a messenger among the assemblies, asking all minds and hearts to be open to his
message.
Jinab-i-Fadil, interpreted by Mirza
Ahmad Sohrab, then spoke:
This is a radiant ana divine gathering,
a bouquet of the rose-garden of AbM. I
would like to talk to each one of you.
The Holy Spirit of AbM is waving ~ver
this gathering. The rays of the Sun
of Wisdom and Knowledge are shining
in the hearts of these friends. The Feast
of Riduan means rejoicing. Baha'is all
over the world are having such gatherings, celebrating this feast with joy and
happiness. How divine are these days!
How epoch-making!
How spiritual!
They commemorate the day when His
Holiness Baha:u'llah first shed his rays
into the hearts. Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha planted the tree of the Divine Cause
under the greatest difficulties and tribulations. Now has come the time for you
to irrigate it. This heavenly Sun did not
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shine save for the illumination of all religions and nations. The spiritual breeze
is wafting so that the clouds of ignorance
and intolerance may be dispersed and all
mankind become one family. The Baha'i
Movement does not strive to unify
through intellectual and political power,
but through Divine Power. Its foundation is divine. Baha'u'llah did not use
physical coercion or violence, but
achieved his great aims through the love
of God.
In Akka there lived a man who so
hated 'Abdu'l-Baha that he would turn
his back when he met him, fearing lest
he lose his hatred. One day they met in
such a narrow street that the enemy was
forced to meet 'Abdu'l-Baha face to face.
'Abdu'I-BaM tapped the man upon the
shoulder and said, "Wait a few moments,
until I speak. However great may be
your hatred for me it can never be as
strong as is my love for you." The man
was startled, awakened, and made to feel
the unconquerable power of love. Baha'u'Ilah and 'Abdu'l-Baha through this
power have been able to transform thousands who are messengers of the Kingdom of God in this day.
A woman went to 'Abdu'l-Baha, received his teachings and blessings, and
asked for a special work. 'Abdu'l-Baha
said, "Spread the law of love. Live in
accord with love, reciprocity and cooperation."
She answered, "I want something special. All Baba'is are asked to do this."
'Abdu'l Baha answered, "Very well.
Come tomorrow morning, when you are
about to leave, and I will give you the
special work."
She was very happy all that day and
night, in anticipation.
The next day 'Abdu'l-Baha said to her,
"I am going to give you my son that you
may educate him physically, mentally
and spiritually."
She was surprised, and was made
happy at this. But her surprise gave way
to wonder when she reflected that
'Abdu'l-Baba had no son. What could
he mean?
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- ---
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grounds. After the taking of a photograph, the friends assembled in the foundation-hall, where seats were provided,
and held a brief spiritual meeting.
Following the reading of a prayer
Jinab-i-Fadi! addressed the gathering
with loving words which intensified in all
hearts the heat of the heavenly Fire:
This is the time of spiritual happiness
and of great rejoicing, for the dream of
the ages is fulfilled in this gathering of
friends of different races, religions amI
sects. All are gathered under the unicalored tent of Baha'u'llah. In this divine assembly the faces are radiant with
the love of Baha'u'llah. It is a sign of
the day to come when all mankind will
worship the same God under the Tabernacle of His love. Yet consider what a
great responsibility is yours! You are
the delegates not only of the United
States and Canada, but of the whole
world! The only way that spiritual progress, prosperity and happiness are obtained among the Baha'is is to turn to the
MASHRIQU'L-ADHKAR MEETING
Center of the Covenant and to seek at
his Threshold the power that is unconTemple Foundation, Wilmette
querable. What a divine privilege is
HE next morning, Sunday, was yours, you who stood here many years
lighted by a bright, genial sunshine ago. when 'Abdu'l-Baha was present, and
which continued throughout the days of laid with his own hand the foundation
the convention. The friends, like a flock stone of this universal edifice! How great
of variegated doves, winged their flight was this privilege! No doubt whatever
with great harmony and attraction to the can there be that the people who build
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar grounds, in the vil- this heavenly edifice are cohfirmed by the
lage of Wilmette, on the Lake shore ..,The Almighty. For 'Abdu'l-Baha blessed it
progress of the building was noted with with his own hands. Let us therefore
satisfaction. The solid foundation, ample forget all else, cleanse our hearts, and
proportions and signs of future greatness turn to the Kingdom of God. May the
and beauty gave many a thrill to eager Sun of Reality illumine them and may
hearts. Within and without the founda- these hearts be as clear mirrors reflecting
tion and upon its roof which will be the that Divine Luminary.
o Lord, we have come together from
floor of the main auditorium many joyous faces were seen, as the friends in- many different directions to declare Thy
spected the details, exchanged hearty Message and Kingdom. Our one desire
greetings, shared spiritual confidences is to diffuse the fragrances of the roseand showed signs of eternal happiness. garden of Thy love. 0 Divine Educator,
Almost in a direct line, looking from the purify our hearts from every restrictive
center of the building to the Holy City idea and make these hearts the temple of
of Akka, is the marked spot whereon Thy thoughts. Fill our minds with new
rested the stone laid by 'Abdu'l-Baha the purposes, hopes and visions so that, in
day that Exalted One dedicated the the coming year, we may render mighty

'Abdu'l-Baha asked, "Do you know
this son of mine ?"
Then he told her: In her city there
had lived a man, her worst enemy. He
had died leaving a son, with no one to
take care of him: this was now her task.
When she heard this she was overwhelmed. She was spiritually reborn.
She wept and said, "My Master, I now
know what the Baha'i Cause means."
We hope and pray that in this convention there may be a Pentacostal experience. With the sword of divine wisdom may we conquer the hearts! With
the light of knowledge illumine the world,
and work for human welfare, happiness
and solidarity, ending warfare and strife.
The glorious Feast of Riduan ended
with the reading of a cablegram from
Shoghi Effendi:
Haifa, April 23, I923.
"Bagdadi.-Wishing Chicago local assembly and convention all success."
(Signed)
SHOGHI.
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services the memory of which will run
through the years, ages and cycles.
Pro£. Shirazi then spoke as follows:
Friends, I was born a Mohammedan
and for forty generations my ancestors
have made the pilgrimage to Mecca. I
hav,e not myself made that pilgrimage,
but now I am here to kiss the stones of
this universal temple. This is the building of the Temple of God. The Reality
of the foundation .of this temple was laid
over seventy-five years ago. At that time
there was martyr after martyr, as man
after man and king after king tried to uproot the Bahi'i Cause. But now its foundation is firmly laid in every land. In
every country the work goes on. Its progress is assured. We are submitting to
the Builder, working in absolute unity
and accord.
The song of Benediction closed the
meeting at the grounds, after which the
friends partook of a luncheon together,
the material side of the spiritual feast.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON

Congress Session
HE afternoon of Sunday brought a
large gathering to the first public
meeting of the Congress- for the Promulgation of Universal Peace. The special
topic was the New Spiritual Consciousness.
The meeting was opened with beautifulmusic. Mr. Mountfort Mills of New
York, the chairman, read from the words
of Bahi'u'llih:
"Consort with all the people with love
and fragrance. F eIlowship is the cause
of unity and unity is the source of order
in the world. Blessed are those who are
kind and who serve with love."
He said: The Bahi'i Congress is for
the promulgation of universal peace, a
work in which many souls are engaged
today, as many societies strive for peace
among the nations. With the Bahi'is,
however, the word universal has a different and far broader significance than is
covered by international relations. It
means adjustment of all relations of life,
sympathetic cooperation in all lines of
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endeavor. It is infinitely wide. It answers the appeal of special values, but
from this unit works out to every relationship. It is useful, and within the
realm of peace, under the sway of truth.
Many devoted souls are working for this
end. Knowing this, why the invitation
to come here? It is because here are declared the principles and message of
Bahit'u'llih which are the direct path to
peace. Such conjunctive principles as the
abandonment of prejudices, the establishment of an international tribunal, the
unification of religions are a few of the
coordinate ideals which guide those who
heard his Voice and arise to aid him.
Those who heed this caU are no longer
isolated but are now members of a
world-wide body now in operation. To
this cooperation you are now invited.
You can thus add a unit to the mighty
stream which is already universal and
world -wide.
ROF. M. R. SHIRAZI on this occasion made two brief addresses in
P
which he pled for the destruction of
the idol of hate. The worship of this idol
was due to the differences emphasized
in, first, religions; second, nationalities;
third, tongues. He decried the operation
of the false spirituality which spreads the
diseases of pride and hatred, and welcomed the new, with its life and freedom.
He contrasted that liberty vvhich brought
chaos through a riotous lack of control
with the true freedom which comes fro111
obedience to heavenly laws. He related
an experience which he had with some
religions teachers of the old order in
India who showed their prejudices
against him and expressed fear of being
contaminated by his touch. They asked
him to take away with him their cup
which he had used for drinking, as they
would have no further use for it since it
had been used by one not of their faith.
He explained to them that souls who are
reaIIy spiritual understand humility; that
health as well as disease is contagious;
that if it was true that they had great
spiritual strength they should use it to
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elevate those whom they considered beneath them.

M R.

WILLIAM H. RANDALL of
Boston was the next speaker.
Mr. Randall said that before spiritual
consciousness is aroused man grows only
on the plane of matter, from barn to barn
as in the parable of the rich man. This
man was as dead because he had no
knowledge of things spiritual. But a spiritual awakening has come, for it is now
the morning of the Day of God. It is
but vain to look at the dying day with
its pomp of material power and its ambitions and greed. Now there are early
risers everywhere who are welcoming the
dawn of a new day bringing spiritual
vision to all mankind.
The Bab, Baha'u'ltah and 'Abdu'l-Baha
came to bring a new spiritual consciousness. The great teachings of Baha'u'llah
are that all humanity is one; differences
in color and race do not remove the common origin of humanity. Certainly this
truth is self-evident if we believe in one
God, instead of many gods. Therefore
there must be a common platform of
worship for each and all, with one understanding. Thus each can make progress as all make it. In every race and
nation are to be found the seeds of brotherhood. These teachings are the spiritual
chart of the mariner, guiding him into the
haven of the most great peace.
As humanity is one so should the life
of the nations be one. Let us protect
the weak and give justice to the poor.
The peace of the world is the true salvation of humanity. In the years to come
we shall have the true league of nations.
Meantime we must keep our program
free and open so that the whole realm
()f humanity may be brought together.
INAB-I-FADIL said:
In olden days understanding of
J
spiritual consciousness centered around
the thought that true holiness was the
exclusive property of certain holy men.
It did not seek human welfare. In reality,
such was not spiritual consciousness; it

was, rather, material and natural consciotlsness. Such a state of mind makes
man self-centered; he would rather take
than give. Material and spiritual consciousness are like two opposite poles.
Material consciousness is an emanation
from the laboratory of nature. It implies the survival of the fittest. Hatred,
animosity, bloodshed and all division in
the world of nature spring from material
consciousness. Spiritual consciousness is
the opposite of this darkness and gloom;
it shines in the heart like the sun scattering its rays: but it cannot be born
through intellectual or scientific accomplishment. Let us suppose that by some
magic power all religious, racial and national prejUdices are swept away. Yet,
if after this purging material consciousness prevails it will create other diseases,
such as greed, covetousness, unfriendliness and other qualities which separate
and divide. Baba'is strive not only to establish principles of peace but also to find
the spring out of which they flow. How
can we reform the world unless we have
the spiritual consciousness ourselves?
How can we teach knowledge if we ottrselves are ignorant? As long as man is
self-centered and ambitious he is like a
lamp without light. Let us all go back to
the fountain head. Let us find the reservoir of spiritual consciousness, which removes all hatred and misunderstanding.
'Abdu'l-Baha, once, when giving a talk on
universal peace likened the conference in
Europe that was discussing the subject of
peace to a conference of wine-sellers who
favor prohibition yet after their conference keep their saloons wide open. The
very leaders who clamored for peace
were the first to declare war. Universal
peace must be in the hearts. The right
kind of hearts are created through spiritual power. Even if we believe not in
the divine station of the Prophets we
must admit them to be the wisest of men.
They know how to deliver men from
superstition. Through the divine power,
alone, that created them did they succeed
in establishing their cause. Baba'is who
are making the greatest effort succeed
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through spiritual power, dispelling the
darkness of varied prejudices through the
light of spiritual consciousness. Let us
take a goodly portion of this food.
The chairman closed the meeting by
reading extracts from the words of 'Abdu'l-Baha:
"0 ye beloved of the Lord, in this dispensation conflict and strife are in nowise
permitted.
Every aggressor deprives
himself of God's Grace. It is incumbent
upon everyone to show the utmost love,
rectitude of conduct, straightforwardness
and sincere kindness to all the people and
kindreds of the world, be they friends or
strangers. So intense must be the spirit
of love and loving kindness that the
stranger may find himself a friend, the
enemy a true brother, no difference at
all existing between them. For universality is of God and all limitations are
earthly."
CHILDREN'S MEETING

N SUNDAY evening Mrs. Grace
Foster, the beloved teacher, gathO
ered together the children and they gave
an entertainment which taught many a
beautiful lesson to the grown-ups as well
as the juniors. The program consisted
of a chant, songs, quotations and recitations of the Creative Words. Among
the subjects were Words of Wisdom, the
Sun of Truth, Love, the Golden City, the
Heart of Man, etc. Mr. Alfred E. Lunt,
who presided, spoke briefly at the close
and highly praised this work of Mrs.
Foster. He exhorted the elders to be
mindful of the training of the children
and themselves strive to emulate their
purity.
Jinab-i-Fadil, with a happy face and
a heart full of love, spoke to the children:
I am very happy to be with the children of the Kingdom of AbM, so beautiful are they, and full of life. In reality
we are all children. We always look
back to our childhood. His Holiness
'Abdu'l-BaM repeatedly spoke of the
education of children and how parents
should continually put into their minds
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ideas of peace and righteousness. He
was an ardent lover of children and took
with him wherever he went a photograph
of children. He likened them to young
bushes in a garden of roses. If the young
trees are cared for they grow straight;
if neglected, they become crooked. If a
person is allowed to grow up aslant or
crooked like a young tree, no human
power can make it straight: only the
power of the Holy Spirit can change such
a person. In the Orient the meetings
of the Baha'i children are a source of inspiration and happiness to the adults.
Their gatherings are of intense interest
to everyone for they have a charm
of love, simplicity and happiness not to
be found elsewhere.
'Abelu'I-BaM tells us that from the
very beginning children must be taught
lessons of spirituality anel morality. He
tells us that we must teach the children,
in their childhood, only those things
which will strengthen their childhood
in simplicity of life. The children memorize the wonderful lessons, compilations
and recitations with the utmost love and
e1evotion.
There was a family in Persia where
the husband, but not the wife, was a
BaM'i. Their little daughter went with
her father to the meetings and sat night
after night, all attention. Her father
asked me if I would like tD know the
result. I answered yes. He told me
that the little girl was repeating, like a
phonograph, to her mother, all that I
said. Later the father reported to me
that his wife had become a Baha'i, taught
by her little daughter.
One day I saw a little girl going to
school.
"You, so little, going to school?" I
inquired.
"Have you not heard," she answered,
"that it is necessary to study science,
literature and arts?"
Then she quoted wonderfully the
words of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha.
I asked her. "What is a Baha'i?
She answered: HA Baha'i is a collec-
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tive center of all the qualities and perfections of the world of humanity."
These remarks caused me to wonder
at the power of a movement which made
this little girl a dynamo of knowledge.
Let us also rei11ember the words of Christ
about the children. This is a glorious
age, when all these heavenly aims and
principles will be fulfilled. How great
will be the station of these little children
in the Abha Kingdom, so mighty and
uni versal. Let us teach the childrenbut let us, first, teach ourselves so that
the future ages will be full of light, of
new hope and new accomplishment.
Dr. Bagdadi distributed among the
children gifts from Mrs. Victoria Bedikian and from children in Germany and
Japan. He told several humorous stories
to illustrate to the children how they
could sacrifice for the Temple. Other
speakers were Miss Ella Robarts, editor
of the Magazine of the Children of the
Kingdom, who told of the work of the
children with the Temple cards in raising funds; Mrs. Grace Ober, who told
of the loving ways of 'Abdu'l-Baha with
the children; and Prof. Shiiazi, who addressed the children with great affection,
saying : You are everything to us. We
must respect and love you. You are the
ornaments of your fathers and mothers
and the gems of the Bahi'i world.
Mr. Lunt, as chairman, referred very
feelingly to the work of Mrs. Bedikian,
and read the words of 'Abdu'l-Bahi,
with the promise of divine confirmations
to those who teach.
THE SfIRIT OF THE CONVENTION

First Day
INAB-I-FADIL opened the convention sessions by chanting the verses
of God. Mr. Mountfort Mills, calling
the convention to order for business,
said: The message is brought to us that
childhood is past and we must now stand
erect, by ourselves but not for ourselves.
We are to step along, shoulder to shoulder, side by side, with all the other Baha'i
bodies throughout the world. Whatever
is done here affects the Bahi'i Cause
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throughout the world. Hence there is a
particular burden in our efforts.
Jinib-i-Fadil spoke: At this first session are many important matters, teaching, the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, publications,
etc. These great services cannot be rendered merely by intellectual processes.
The life of Baha'u'llih must inspire and
thrill each delegate, that each one may
attain to the ocean of the new life. We
must work for the good of the Cause
throughout the world. How can you
establish it unless moved by this spiritual
power? The potency of the spirit can
be generated in us only by the love of
God and by turning our faces to God.
The convention was temporarily organized, electing Alfred E. Lunt temporary president and Louis G. Gregory
temporary secretary. Messrs. Remey
and Oglesby and Mrs. Morten were
named as a committee on credentials.
From Carmel, the Mountain of God,
came the following cablegram with its
ringing appeal from the Commander to
his soldiers, for service:
"Haifa, April 21, 1923.
"Delegates and Friends at Convention,
Care. A. Lunt, Boston.
"That this year's convention may
through the outpourings of His Grace
weld all hearts together, infuse the souls
with a fresh and deeper consciousness of
the spirit of the Cause and inaugurate
an un exampled campaign of teaching is
indeed my ardent prayer. Let this be
Riduan's message: Unite! Deepen!
Arise !"
(Signed) SHOGlII.
The chairman made an eloquent plea
for the fusing of our spirits through the
love of God, like the disciples of Christ
on the mountain of old as described by
Abdu'l-Baha, so that all purposes might
be one.
A cablegram from Mrs. Claudia Stuart
Coles, England, read:
"Riduan greetings to convention. Loving prayers for divine outpourings."
A telegram from Dr. Albert Durrant
Watson, Toronto, Canada, read:
"Loving greetings to friends nOw in
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session. Pray that river of Divine Love
and Light may flow to the friends. Justice and fragrance from Riduan fill earth
with universal peace."
The chairman read to the convention
the letter of Shoghi Effendi, directing the
reorganization of spiritual assemblies
throughout America and the apportionment of delegates in the convention on a
new basis, giving emphasis, among many
things, to teaching, which i~ given the
first rank, the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, publications, their supervision, the National
Spiritual Assembly and its evolution and
the Baha'i fund. The high call to service, the divine order, harmony, and enthusiasm of this letter riveted the attention of the delegates and laid the foundation for their deliberations during the
next three days.
Mrs. Corinne True, the financial secretary, reported contributions to the
Baha'i Temple from thirty-four countries and acknowledged the great assistance rendered her by Miss Kokab MacCutcheon, who installed a new, loose leaf
system of bookkeeping, which enables the
financial secretary to know at once what
each assembly has done for the Temple.
The report of Mr. Randall, the treasurer, followed, in which his system of
bookkeeping, through a public accountant, was explained.
HE report of the Committee on
credentials was re c e i v'e d and
adopted.
The convention then entered upon its
permanent organization, retaining by
election, its temporary officers. All business done by the temporary organization
was, on motion adopted, made a part of
the permanent organization.
Mrs. Mariam Haney, reporting for the
National Teaching Committee, recommended a greatly enlarged program. The
plan outlined for Jinab-i-Fadil is that
he should visit all the principal cities of
America and Canada.
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MONDAY EVENING

COl1gress Session

HE general subject of the congress
on this occasion was the Oneness
of Mankind. Mrs. Ella G. Cooper of
San Francisco, was chairman. She read
from the Creative Words and made a
brief address upon the great theme of
the evening, giving emphasis to the unity
of mankind. Baha'u'llah has compared
the different peoples and races of the
world to the flowers in a garden. Like
the natural flowers the human flmvers
should grow and develop side by side,
each reflecting the wonders of God's
creation and the beauty of the sunshine
and at all times striving for hannony
in diversity. That the Baha'is were trying to Iiv; this principle was illustrated,
she said, by the races, nationalities and
tongues represented on the program of
this evening, from all of which would
come notes of oneness and unity.
Louis Gregory was the first speaker
to respond to her happy words of introduction, saying, in part:
The oneness of humanity is one of the
1110st glorious rays from the Sun of
Trnth, bringing life and light to all men.
Its brightness removes the gloom, chaos
and ignorance of a warring world. Its
proof is easy; its practice difficult. Oneness can be upheld by arguments based
upon experiment, reasoning, science and
tradition. But above all it has the dignity of Divine Revelation.
All men who pause to study will find
among themselves more points of unity
than of discord. The elements that now
enter into our physical temples have had
their coursings through the lower kingdoms, to which they return. During the
cycles and eons they have journeyed
through millions of human bodies other
than our own. From the standpoint of
kindred, too, all people are related. One
who takes the trouble to count his ancestors will find that even during a few
centuries these aggregate millions, to say
naught of affinities and collateral kin.
Reflection makes clear the wisdom of
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him who declared the oneness of blood
in the creation of all nations. There is
likewise a community of thoughts and
ideals, reflected by the realities of all
men. A learned man thinks more than
one who is undeveloped; but the canons
of logic and the processes of correct reasoning are for each and all the same.
But however strong arguments may be
they create no lasting tie without spiritual
power. Human oneness is never through
physical violence or even mental power.
Only those who advance toward God can
grasp its true meaning. Unity with God
means oneness with man! Understanding the Divine Purpose sheds light upon
man's reality and forges the bond of unity
with all his fellow beings. The spiritual
Reality brings universal love, linking together all races, nations and religions.
The majestic might of Baha'u'llah now
bestows this heavenly Bounty. It brightness shines from the Orb of the Covenant. Its Guardianship, tender and wise,
protects all men.
INAB-I-FADIL

followed:

How

J easy it is to mention the principle of
oneness, yet how difficult to fulfill its
gigantic task! From time immemorial
this ideal has been felt that all the children of men should be one. The poets of
the past have sung this song and many
gems in literature and philosophy contain
the dream of oneness. The great poet of
Persia, Sadi, wrote a very comprehensive poeIT\ on this subject. The children
of men are indeed one body for originally
they were created from the same substance. When one member feels pain
and suffering all the other members suffer. Spiritual ideals of oneness have descended to us as a heritage and there is
no doubt that the day will come when
hate is forgotten and love is enthroned.
The great creational law of the Almighty
is the greatest proof that humanity is
one. Man is created physically, mentally,
spiritually according to the same general
pattern. In the world of creation God
has placed no difference. The same
breezes blow upon all. The same rain

falls on the just and the unjust. The same
good gifts are shared by all the people of
the world. There are certain natural differences between the kingdoms of existence, but all these differences only add
to the charm and beauty of nature. How
charming and delightful to see diversity
amongst the beings! Differences in the
natural world are only stepping stones of
progress and happiness.
On the other hand, some differences
are not natural. They are the creatures
of superstition. How unfortunate it is
that racial prejudices have affected the
realm of humanity! Religious prejudices
are the children of hatred and fanaticism. Religion in reality is the cause of
love. Differences growing out of religion
are man made. They are swords placed
in our hands by the demon of hate, so
that we may kill our own children. Is
there any doubt that the founders of religion came to establish love and unity
among the sons of men? Yet the followers of religions today think that these
Prophets were generals, issuing orders of
discord and destruction. Look at the animal world. Amid domestic animals of
the same kind no prejudices are found.
But man, who thinks himself the friend
and child of God, shows prejudices that
put the animal to shame. Bring together
a number of cows from different countries and they would not harm each other.
They would graze together in the same
pasture and raise no objection to each
other. But how often does the inhumanity of man in this enlightened century
make man unhappy! Such conduct is due
to greed, selfishness and ambition.
Once 'Abdu'l-Baha, to illustrate this
point, told the story of a fat mullah who
was praying in a mosque in one of the
Oriental cities. A man who saw him and
who had some money promised a nearby
beggar a pound if he would slap the neck
of the mullah. The beggar took the
pound and gave the mullah a slap on the
neck, then offered excuses, claiming mistaken identity. The mullah accepted the
excuse and returned to prayer. The
man gave the beggar another pound and
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the beggar gave the mullah another slap, sects. 0 friends! In this Day the Door
again excusing himself. Another pound of Heaven is opened by the key of the
resulted in still another slap. The mullah Godly Name, the Ocean of Generosity is
became very angry, declined to accept manifested and is rolling before your
any more excuses, and demanded of the faces, and the Sun of Providence is shinbeggar why he thus pursued him with ing and gleaming; do not be exclusive,
insults. The beggar replied, " Just as nor destroy your most precious time
long as you have that fat neck and that through the speech of this or that perman has money, so long will I mete out son. Gird up the loins of endeavor and
do your best in training the people of
to you this chastisement!"
Even so, as long as we have greed, the world. Do not imagine that the cause
hatred, superstitions and imaginations in of God is a cause of opposition, hatred
our hearts we shall have wars and be far and wrath. The Tongue of Greatness
removed from the millennium. We are hath said that which is revealed from the
in need of a supernatural power to Heaven of Will in this Supreme Manifeschange the hearts of men. That power tation is to unite the people with love and
was given by Bahi'u'llih, the founder friendship toward all. The people of
of the Bahi'i Movement. Since the ap- Bahi who have drunk of the pure Wine
pearance of this divine Cause in Persia of Reality must associate with all the
many years ago its influence has spread world with a perfect spirit of joy and
far and wide banishing hatred and strife fragrance and remind them of that which
from humanity. It creates a spiritual is for the benefit of all. This is the comunity in the hearts of men. In order mandment of the Wronged One to his
that this unity might spread through the saints and sincere ones.
world twenty thousand people gave up
"0 people of the earth! Make not the
their lives joyfully. This divine revela- religion of God a cause for variance
tion is so powerful that it has united among you. Verily, of a truth it was reOrientals and Occidentals to such extent vealed for the purpose of unifying the
that they are willing to give up their whole world. Blessed is he who loves
lives for one another. This is the century the world simply for the sake of the face
of light through the spiritual Bounty. of his Generous Lord. We did not come
The drawing together of races and re- except for the purpose of uniting whom~
ligions is realized. The flag of universal soever is upon the earth and bringing
peace will be raised from the apex of the them into perfect harmony and agreeworld. The oneness of the world will ment."
reveal mankind as the stars of one
Mr. Black of Pittsburgh, with a heart
heaven, the leaves of one tree and the overflowing with thankfulness for the
voices in one melody of Celestial music.
Bounty of today praised Miss Martha
Root
for her great services in the Cause.
THE SPIRIT OF THE CONVENTION
Major Henry J. Burt, the structural
Second Day
engineer of the Temple, reported the
HORUS: "Nearer My God to total amount expended to date in conThee!" Prayer of Visitation, read struction as follows:
by the President. Mrs. Parsons read
from a Tablet of Bahi'u'llih :
Survey of Meridian Line ........... $
150.00
to rock .............. 76,350.00
"It has been our aim to uplift men Foundations
McCarty contract for basement
through exalted words unto the Supreme
structure ....................... 108,500.00
623.60
Horizon and prepare them to hearken Installing water pipe...... ...... ...
electrical connecti-ons and
unto that which conduces to the sanctify- Installing
261.60
temporary lighting............ . . .
ing and purifying of the people of the Waterproofing a portion of concrete
550.00
work ...........................
world from the strife and discord result-·
ing from differences in religions and
Total .......................... .$186,435.20
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Mr. Bourgeois favored as the next improvements on the Mashriqu'l-Adhkir
basement, 1. A floor, 2. Prismatic lights,
3. A tunnel.
Mr. Alfred Anderson, who has during
the past year rendered such valuable
service as the guardsman and care-taker
of the structure, spoke brief but telling
words: I have been engaged in construction work all my life and am convinced
that you have the strongest building that
can be built by the hand of man. There
is a stream of visitors ever coming. The
me~sage has been given to thousands.
The sooner the Temple is completed the
sooner the message will be widely spread.
Even the basement thus far completed
.does a great service.
Mrs. Brooker of Akron, gave an account of the teaching work in that city,
and how successfully it has been carried
on.
Mirza Ahmad Sohrab, in a talk with
the friends gave a picturesque description of what he thought the new National
Assembly, soon to be elected, should be.
It should be like a rose, exhaling perfume; like a star, shedding lustre, like a
rain-laden cloud, with life-giving moisture; like a nightingale, sweetly singing;
like a well in the oasis of the desert, refreshing the thirsty; like a shady tree,
protecting man and beast; like pearls and
diamonds, decorating the necks of all
humanity; like a search-light, illuminating the dark places and pointing the goal.
The committee on publications, reporting through Mr. Randall, gave encouraging signs of progress in the expansion
of the work. The cooperation of all the
assemblies was asked in the distribution
and sale of books on hand so that new
ones may be published.
Miss Edna True gave a report for the
STAR OF THE WEST, the official Baha'i
Magazine, which, during the past year
has been under the direction of the National Spiritual A5Sembly. She spoke of
the increase of subscriptions, the enthusiastic devotion of the friends in serving
the STAR OF THE WEST, in securing subscriptions and caring for renewals. She

also spoke of the increasing sale of the
bound volumes. Shoghi Effendi has made
this magazine "our" STAR OF THE WEST
and has asked that Assemblies all over
the world contribute well-chosen, wellwritten articles and news items. Many
Assemblies are securing and sending in
subscriptions as a regular Assembly
activity.
There was also a report of the policy
of the STAR OF THE WEST to present each
month the Heavenly Principles in all the
glory of their universality, to reflect the
signs of the times, to give the news of
the majestic onward march of the Cause
of God in all countries and to bring continually to the friends ever fresh inspiration from the fountain of divine utterance.
The convention, after mature deliberation, elected the following as the National Spiritual Assembly for the ensuing
year: WiUiam B. Randall, Alfred E.
Lunt, Rorace Holley, Roy C. Wilhelm,
Louis G. Gregory, Mrs. Corinne True,
Mrs. Ella G. Cooper, Mrs. Agnes S. Parsons, Charles Mason Remey. This body
later organized with the following officers: Mr. Randall, president and treasurer; Mr. Lunt, secretary; Mrs. Parsons,
vice-president; Mrs. True, financial secretary.
TUESDAY EVENING

Congress Session
HE general subject of this meeting,
which taxed the seating capacity of
the hall as did all the public meetings, was
the Oneness of Religion. Mrs. N ellie S.
French of Pasadena presiding, said:
I never conduct a Baha'i meeting without wishing that the Baha'i Cause could
be presented from every angle, thus answering every question. If understanding of the fulfillment of prophecies is
sought, here it is found. If it is literature
that is enjoyed, nowhere else is there to
be found such a precious treasure trove
of the choicest gems. If education is demanded, here is the ideal training for
both men and women. The Baha'i Cause
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answers the modern requirements of the
economic problem with justice and wisdom. All questions are answered by the
message of Baha'u'llah. If religion really
means returning to God, if its true significance is sympathetic touch with the Infinite, certainly life, service and growth
will come to those who serve this Cause.
All are invited to read the Baha'i literature where you will find a fuller presentation and be greatly rewarded in your
search.
Mr. Albert Vail spoke of the universal
house of worship, the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar. One of the greatest signs of universality is universality of appeal. Emerson said that only twelve people in a
generation can understand Plato: this
is put forward as a sign of his greatness.
But would not Plato be greater if more
people could understand him? The Baha'i
Educators adapt their teachings to all
types of people.
Many are now asking for a sign of
universality and love. But the army of
the Lord, divided into sects, cannot answer this call. The forces of God must
be united if they would turn the darkness into light. Since Christianity is now
divided into over a hundred sects, and
the other religions are likewise divided, a
fusing, unifying power is needed among
all. The Temple at Wilmette is the first
universal house of worship to be built
in America. It stands on the North
Shore, in a remarkable location. It was
recently stated by an architect that if the
capital of the United States should be
removed to Chicago the best site for the
location of its principal building, the
capitol, would be that of the Baha'i Temple at Wilmette.
The nine paths leading to the Baha'i
Temple are a symbol of the nine great
religions, now active. There are nine
doors by which one may enter the temple
of love. There the voices of praise will
ascend to the Ideal King. In prayer and
silence one can commune in early morning with the God of all religions.
Around this central Temple various
philanthropic and educational institutions
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expressing in concrete form the oneness
of mank-ind, harmony between science
and religion, will be erected. Science
is one of the reflections of God's Truth.
In these institutions it will be combined
with religion. Here divine love will express itself in practical service to all men.
Here a hospice will entertain visitors
and a univers<ll hospital will treat both
material and spiritual ills.
The beauty of this temple makes a
universal appeal. Instructions are given
in the writings of Baha'u'llah, that such
temples be built in utmost beauty. But
supreme over all is the Power of the
Holy Spirit. This is the motive Power
for the divine enthusiasm and the sacrifices necessary to put these ideals into
practice. A visitor to the Temple recently said: "Although I am an atheist,
yet as I read of the purposes of this
Temple, I wish to worship within it."
Miss Alpha Bratton sang a solo, "Prepare to Meet Thy God." She was very
happily received and repeatedly called
upon for enchores.
INAB-I-FADIL: We have had during the last few days many divine
meetings and many spiritual gatherings.
Day after day and night after night our
ears have been attuned to the melodies
and the dreams of the coming of this
new age--a Temple where all the religions of the world may worship, the
oneness of the world of humanity, a
universal auxiliary language, a day when
universal brotherhood is enthroned in
the hearts.
When a person hears these principles
he is delighted; but then he will often
say, "Utopian ! Very beautiful, but impossible! Do you not see the world surrounded by darkness." Sceptics think
such a plan wholly impractical.
But there is nothing on the face of the
earth which is impossible for man to accomplish. Many are the diseases attacking the body politic; but they will all
vanish under the treatment of a skillful
physician. See the advancement of use-
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Annual Convention, April 28th-May 3rd, I923. Delegates and friends
Wilmette, Illinois, Sunday morning, April 28th. This roof will be the floor oJ
In the background are Wilmette, Sheridan Road and Lake Michigan. The vieu
ful science, and how this has happened
in the face of things seemingly impossible! Who a short time ago could have
imagined the wonders of electricity or
the evolution of the air-ship? Our children and grandchildren will see and enj oy
much that we now fail to realize.
Our aims are very high, our hearts are
full of hope, our steps are firm, our
resolution is unshakable; and we will
work and we will lab or and we will make
the supreme effort and all our hopes will
be fulfilled. Does it matter if we do not
see the realization of our dreams? Future
generations, our grandchildren will see it.
An old man was once seen planting a
tree, the story goes. He was asked why
did he thus, as he could not live to enjoy
the shade and fruit of these trees. He
replied that his ancestors had provided
for him and now he must in turn provide for posterity.
Then Jinab-i-Fadil showed through a
brilliant analysis the underlying unity of
all the world religions. They all teach

according to the needs and capacities of
the students of their day the existence of
God, the immortality of the soul, the
Golden Rule, the same great principles
of ethics, morality and unity. In highly
figurative and symbolic form they portray
the genesis, the creation of the world.
When we study and behold the unity in
religions the work of uniting them seems
much easier. Jin<ib-i-HLdil then illustrated from his Own experience the marvelous power of the Baha'i Teachings to
unite diverse religions. He told of how
he had seen Jewish Baha:is, Mohammedan Baha:is, Christian Baha'is all meeting
together' in the utmost love and unity.
When mankind partakes of universal religion unity will be established in the
hearts.
AJOR HENRY J. BURT, the
structural engineer of the Temple,
made an address, illustrated with lantern
slides, of the Mashriqu'I-AdhHr, saying
in part:

M
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~ the roof of the foundation-hall of the Temple, the Mashriqu'l-Adhkm') at
he main auditoriHm over which will rise the glorious dome of the Temple.
f the beautiful blue Lake fills the whole eastern horizon.

The things which make a building enthusiasm of their religious belief to aid
beautiful are its general proportions, its them in th"eir efforts. In presenting his
color, its details of ornamentation, its design to the committee, Mr. Bourgeois
appropriateness to its purpose and its submitted a model of the building which
setting.
. The Temple in Wil- he had modeled and carved largely with
mette is to be a beautiful building. It his own hands, a most painstaking and
will have such proportions as to make it tedious work. This model was sent to
appear of natural form rather than ex- Chicago and exhibited at the Art Instiaggerated in form. It will be rich in tute in May, 1921, where it attracted
decoration consistently carried out, yet much attention. As soon as a suitable
without a lot of useless refinement of place is available at the Temple it will be
details in places where they do not con- reassembled there. This model was so
tribute to the general appearance of the carefully made that it was closely followbuilding. Its color will be nearly white, ed in making full-size detail drawing.
which is appropriate to a building of such
a monumental character.
HE convention, as a medium of expression and a bond of unity beThe Temple is being built from plans
made by Mr. Louis Bourgeois, an archi- tween the assemblies and the National
tect of many years' experience and great Spiritual Assembly shone throughout
artistic ability. His design was selected with many gems of reality. Earnest
in a competition among a number of speech voiced the sincerity of hearts
architects, held in New York in 1920. All vibrant with divine love and always
of the competitors were of the Baha'i clearer and clearer it became that the
faith, and thus had the inspiration and Cause moves majestically forward to a
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new stage of joint efforts, coordination
and greater service to all the people of
the world. As the hands of service
strengthen may the power of love in-

crease and with it the joy of those who
know the value of the time!
"Happy are those who are winning a
place in the Kingdom!"

HE IS THE ALMIGHTY, THE PARDONER, THE ALL-MERCIFUL.

o God, my God! Thou seest these wayward servants of Thine lost in the
wilderness of error; where is Thy Light of Divine Guidance, 0 Thou the Desire
of the world! Thou knowest their frailty and their feebleness; vouchsafe Thy
Power, 0 Thou that holdest in Thy grasp all that is in heaven and on earth!
I ask of Thee, 0 Lord, my God, by the splendours of the Light of Thy
Lovingkindness, by the billows of the Ocean of Thy Knowledge and Wisdom,
and by Thy Word wherewith Thou swayed the peoples of Thy Dominion, to
cause me to become of them that have been graciously aided to observe that
which Thou hast commanded them in Thy Book. And do Thou ordain for me
that which Thou didst ordain for Thy trusted ones, them that have quaffed t11e
celestial Wine of Divine Inspiration from the chalice of Thy Bounty, them that
have hastened to follow Thy Desire, and have guarded Thy Covenant and Thy
Testament.
Powerful art Thou to do as Thou wilIest; there is none other God but thee,
the All-Knowing, the All-Wise.
Grant me, by Thy Favour, 0 my Lord, that which shall profit me in this
world and hereafter, and draw me nigh unto Thee, 0 Lord of all mankind!
There is none other God but Thee, the One, the Gracious, the All-Praised.
Prayer re'l/ealed by BaM'u'llfth. Translated by Shoghi Effendi.
o Lord, my Lord!
This is the day which Thy Sacred Tongue and Thy Pen of Glory both have
sanctified, and made it a day of heavenl blessings, of divine benediction and
favour. Thou hast honoured it with Thy bestowals, endued it with Thy Grace,
and invested it with Thy Glory, and caused it to be a day of joy and gladness
unto them that have turned to the Light of Thy Divine Revelation; that the
hearts may thereby be gladdened, that the radiance of happiness may illumine
the lives of them that remember the manifestation of Thy Glory upon Thy
Sacred Mount.
Hallow it, 0 Lord, with Thy grace, arid make it a day of joy and blessedness
for Thy loved ones, that have stood fast and firm in Thy Covenant, Thy friends
that have sung Thy Praise, and especially for this servant of Thine that hath
turned his face to Thy Holy Kingdom, supplicated the glory of Thy might and
power, circled Thy throne of grandeur arid fell prostrate at Thy threshold of
Divine Mercy.
Thou art the Gracious, the Bountiful, the All-Merciful.
A prayer revealed by 'Abdu'l-BaM in memory of the Day of Nawruz.
Translated b3' Shoghi Effendi.
These two prayers and the "Soul Stirring Words of 'Abdu'l-Baha" on
page 87, were received by the National Spiritual Assembly during the Convention.

THE EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE
By

FRANcEs FALEs

NE of the most important gather- The child seeing clearly this Universal
ings of the Convention was the con- Law will be no longer a rebel but will
ference for the discussion of new become self-restrained through choice
methods in education. Shoghi Effendi and reason, and will enter into the true
has emphasized many times during the relation of friendship and understanding
past year that this is the time for teach- with his parents.
Mrs. Bolles of Montreal, Canada, told
ing, that teaching is important above all
of
the success of the "Fellowship of
else. And in the mirrors of the hearts
Youth,"
established in Montreal to draw
has come the response. We must begin
together
the young people of every rewith the children. They are the children
ligion
and
creed. In the meetings of this
of the New Race. We must search dillisociety
their
attention can be directed
gently for the most perfect means of
to
the
great
world
problems of the day
educating them in accordance with the
and
the
Universal
Principles
which are
guidance of the great Educator,
the
,remedy
for
them.
Baha'u'llah.
Miss Ella Robarts gave a report on
Therefore the delegates and friends
the
work of the Maga.r:ine of the Chilmet on Saturday morning, April twentydrenof
the Kingdom, which received its
eighth for a conference on education.
name
from
'Abdu'l-Baha. She told of
Mrs. Ober, as chairman, called for reits
beginning,
its rapid growth, its
ports upon the work being done in the
articles
written
by the children, of its
Assemblies among the children.
service
in
guiding
the children in the
Mrs. Stuart W. French of Pasadena,
pathway
of
the
Kingdom.
California, told of the work which has
Many of the friends spoke inspiringly
been carried on in her home. She told
of
the work with the children in their
of a prize which was. offered to a group
Assemblies,
and from each came the
of young people, from nine to twenty
thought
that,
deposited in the children of
years of age, for the best composition
today
are
new
and mightier powers than
written upon one of the fundamental
the
world
has
ever
known, and that it is
principles of the Baha'i Cause. The
our
greatest
trust
to
guard their unf{)ldpapers submitted were so remarkable
ment
and
direct
them
to the realization
that four judges had to be called in from
of
the
Kingdom
of
God
on earth.
outside, in order to decide which was
Mrs.
Gertrude
Stevens
Ayers of Chibest. The children showed a breadth of
cago, of the Progressive Education Asthought and depth of insight which association, told of her own realization of
tonished everyone, showing that, as anthe New Child of this day, and of her
other speaker pointed out, "a new child turning from the old form of education
is being born for the New Age."
into the new. The deep reverence of
Mrs. Roward Struven of Worcester, this speaker for childhood filled all
Massachusetts, spoke of how, in this hearts, and seemed to wash away much
New Day the lives of both parents and of the old, and to clarify the vision of
children must be founded upon the Word that perfect education for every child
of God, of how they must stand, to- which is the keynote of the Baha'i Cause.
Then followed addresses by Jinab-igether, in obedience to the Law of God.
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Fadil and Prof. Shirazi, who each
brought words of joy and inspiration.
Mr. Ober, in closing this conference,
told of his teaching journey with Mr.
H<.,ris to India and how the Master said

to them, in Haifa, that whenever problemsor questions arose, "Turn your
hearts to God. You will be helped. Even
if you do not say one word, great results
will foHow."

THE GREAT SERVICE TO THE KINGDOM
From the General Epistle
of Shoghi Effendi
The beloved of the Lord, and the hand- of Fidelity which burns, and shall burn
maids of the Merciful throughout Amer- unceasingly, in the breasts of His loved
ica, Great Britain, Germany, France, ones! Great shall be their reward, and
Switzerland, Italy, Japan and Australasia. blissful the hour, when after a toilsome
Fellow-workers in the Vineyard of God: life of service, they are gathered to the
Over a year has elapsed since that ca- glory of Baha, and partake in their Belamitous Hour when the glorious Person loved's Presence, of the joy of eternal
of 'Abdu'l-Baha was veiled from mortal Reunion.
But great achievements still await us
eyes and His Spirit ascended the Kingdom of Glory; and I feel that the time is in this world, and we feel confident that,
now ripe to take those fresh and momen- by His grace and never-failing guidance,
tous decisions which will enable us to we shall now and ever prove ourselves
fulfill, speedily and faithfully, the last worthy to fulfilI His great Purpose for
mankind. And who can fail to realize
wishes of our departed Master.
The year has been to the outside world the sore need of bleeding humanity, in
a year of fear and suffering, of disillu- its present state of uncertainty and peril,
sion and turmoil. To us, however, the for the regenerating Spirit of God, manibereaved followers of a gracious and lov- fested this Day so powerfully in this Diing Master, it has been, despite the pass- vine Dispensation? Four years of unpreing cares which His sudden departure cedented warfare and world cataclysms,
must necessarily entail, a period of hope, followed by another four years of bitter
of wholesome activity, marked through- disappointment and SUffering, have
out with a spirit of undiminished confi- stirred deeply the conscience of mankind,
dence in His power and of fidelity to His and opened the eyes of an unbelieving
world to the Power of the Spirit that
Cause.
From the East and from the West, alone can cure its sickness, heal its
from the North and from the South, the wounds, and establish the long-promised
unnumbered servants of Baha'u'llah, dis- reign of undisturbed prosperity and
dainful of the evil machinations of the peace.
enemies of His Cause, the breakers of
Now surely, if ever, is the time for us,
His behests, have rallied to His Standard, the chosen ones of Baha'u'llah and the
and risen with one accord to carry on bearers of His Message to the world, to
the great Work He has entrusted to their endeavour, by day and by night, to
charge. All-hail to that undying Spirit deepen, first and foremost, the Spirit of

FROM GENERAL LETTER OF SHOGHI EFFENDI

His Cause in our own individual lives,
and then labour, and labour incessantly
to exemplify in all our dealings with our
fellow-men that noble Spirit of which His
beloved Son Abdu'l-Baha, has been all
the days of His life a true and unique
exponent. The sayings of our beloved
Master have been noised abroad, His
name has filled all regions, and the eyes
of mankind are now turned expectant towards His disciples who bear His name
and profess His teachings; Shall we not
by our daily life vindicate the high claims
of His teachings, and prove by our services the influence of His undying Spirit?
This surely is our highest privilege, and
our most sacred duty.
Let us, with a pure heart, with humility and earnestness, turn afresh to His
counsels and exhortations, and seek from
that Source of Celestial Potency all the
guidance, the Spirit, the power which we
shall need for the fulfiilment of our mission in this life.
Behold, the Station to which 'Abdu'lBaha is now calling }lis loved ones from
the Realm of Glory:
"It behooveth the loved ones of God
to be enamoured of one another and to
sacrifice themselves for their fellowworkers in the Cause. They should
yearn towards one another even as the
sore athirst yearneth for the Water of
Life, and the lover burneth to meet his
heart's desire."
Such is the sublime, the glorious position He wishes us, and all the peoples
and kind reds on earth to attain in this
world; how much more to achieve unity
and common understanding among ourselves, and then arise to herald with one
voice the coming of the Kingdom and the
salvation of mankind.
With 'unity of purpose firmly established in our minds, with every trace of
personal animosity banished from our
hearts, and with the spirit of wholehearted and sustained fellowship kindled
in our souls, can we hope to deliver effectively the Meilsage of Baha'u'llah, and
execute faithfully the various provisions
of our Beloved's Will and Testament.
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Steadfast in our faith, firm in our
union, abounding in our hope, fervent
in our spirit, and selfless in our labours,
let us arise and with prayerful hearts
make another and supreme effort to fulfill these last words of our Beloved, His
most cherished desire:
"0 ye that stand fast in the Covenant!
When the hour co-meth that this wronged
and broken winged bird will have taken
its flight unto the Celestial Concourse,
when it will have hastened to the Realm
of the Unseen, and its mortal frame will
have either been lost or hidden neath the
dust, it is incumbent upon the Afnan that
are steadfast in the Covenant of God and
have branched from the Tree of Holiness, the Hands of the Cause of God,
(the glory of the Lord rest upon them),
and all the friends and loved ones, one
and all, to bestir themselves and arise
with heart and soul and in one accord to
diffuse the sweet savours of God, to teach
His Cause and to promote His Faith. It
behoveth them not to rest for a moment,
neither to seek repose. They must disperse themselves in every land, pass by
every clime, and travel throughout all
regions. Bestirred, without rest, and
steadfast to the end, they must raise in
every land the triumphal cry of Ya Baha
il-Abha!, must achieve renown in the
world wherever they go, must burn
brightly even as a candle in every meeting, and must kindle the flame of Divine
Love in every assembly; that the Light
of Truth may arise resplendent in the
midmost heart of the world, that throughout the East and thrQughout the West a
vast concourse may gather under the
shadow of the Word of God, that the
sweet savours of Holiness may be diffused, that faces may shine radiantly,
hearts be filled with the Divine Spirit
and souls be made heavenly. In these
days the most important of all things is
the guidance of the nations and the peoples of the world. Teaching the Cause
is of utmost importance, for it is the heaa
corner-stone of the foundation itself.
This wronged servant has spent his days
and nights in promoting the Cause. and
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urging the peoples to service. He rested
not a moment, till the fame of the Cause
of God was noised abroad in the world,
and the celestial Strains from the Abha
Kingdom roused the East and the West.
The beloved of God must also follow the
same example. This is the secret of faithfulness, this is the requirement of servitude to the Threshold of Baha."
We need but glance at the Words of
Baha'u'llah and the Epistles of 'Abdu'lBaM to realize the great privilege of
teaching the Cause, its vital necessity, its
supreme urgency, and its wide-reaching
effects. These are the very words of
'Abdu'l-Baha :
"In these days, the Holy Ones of the
Realm of Glory, dwelling in the all-highest Paradise, yearn to return unto this
world, and be of some service to the
Cause of Baha'u'llah and prove their
servitude to the Threshold of the Abha
Beauty."
What a wondrous vision these words
unfold to our eyes! How great our
privilege to labour in this Day in the
Divine Vineyard! Is it not incumbent
upon us to arise and teach His Cause
with such an ardour which no worldly
adversity can quell, nor any measure of
success can satiate? .

*

*

*

But let us be on our guard-so the
Master continually reminds us from His
Station on high-lest too much concern
in that which is secondary in importance,
and too long a preoccupation with the
details of our affairs and activities, make

us neglectful of the most essential, the
most urgent of all our obligations,
namely to bury our cares and teach the
Cause, delivering far and wide this Message of Salvation to a sorely-stricken
world.
To His valiant combatants on earth,
who at times may feel disheartened, our
ever-victorious Commander, 'Abclu'lBaha, gives the following assurance:
"0 ye servants of the Sacred Threshold! The triumphant Hosts of the Celestial Concourse, arrayed and marshaled
in the Realms above, stand ready and
expectant to assist and assure victory to
that valiant horseman who with confidence spurs on his charger into the arena
of service. Well is' it with that fearless
warrior, who armed with the power of
true Knowledge, hastens unto the field,
disperses the armies of ignorance, and
s'catters the hosts of error, who holds
aloft the Standard of Divine Guidance,
and sounds the Clarion of Victory. By
the righteousness of the Lord! He hath
achieved a glorious triumph and obtained
"
the true victory.
With such inspiring words as these,
are we to remain any longer unmoved
and inactive? His trumpet-call resounds
on every side, and summons us to service; are we to tarry and hesitate? His
Voice is calling aloud from every land;
let us march on, unfettered and unafraid,
and fulfill our glorious Destiny.
(Signed) SHOGHI.
From the General Letter, dated, March
12, 1923.

SOUL STIRRING WORDS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
Tablets Recently Translated by Shoghi Effendi

o ye handmaid~' of the Lord!
In this, the century of the Lord, the
Almighty, the Day-Star of the Realms
above, the Light of Truth shineth from
its zenith in full splendour and its rays
are shed upon all regions. For this is the
age of the Ancient Beauty, the day of
the revelation of the might and power
of the Most Great Name (may my life
be offered up as a sacrifice unto His
loved ones).
In the ages to come, though the Cause
of God may rise and grow a hundredfold, and the shadow of the Sadratu'lMuntaha encompass all mankind, yet
this present century shall stand unrivalled in that it hath witnessed the
break of that Morn and the rise of that
Sun. This century is verily the source
of His Light, and the Dayspring of His
Revelation. Future ages and generations sha11 behold the diffusion of its
radiance, and the manifestation of its
signs.
Wherefore exert yourselves, haply ye
may obtain your full share and portion
of His bestowals.
The glory of glories rest upon you.

o ye homeless and wanderers in the
Path 01 God!
Prosperity, contentment, and freedom,
however much desired and conducive to
the gladness of the human heart, can in
no wise compare with the trials of homelessness and adversity in the pathway
of God; for such exile and banishment
are blessed by the Divine Favour, and
are surely followed by the Mercy of
Providence. The joy of tranquillity in
one's home, and the sweetness of freedom from all cares shall pass away,
whilst the blessing of homelessness shall
endure forever, and its far-reaching results shall be made manifest.

Abraham's migration from his native
land caused the bountiful gifts of the
All-Glorious to be made manifest, and
the setting of Canaan's brightest star
unfolded to the eyes the radiance of
]oseph.
The flight of Moses, the
Prophet of Sinai, revealed the Flame of
the Lord's burning Fire, and the rise of
] esus breathed the breaths of the Holy
Spirit into the world. The departure of
Muhammed, the Beloved of God, from
the city of his birth was the cause of the
exaltation of God's Holy Word, and the
banishment of the Sacred Beauty led to
the diffusion of the Light of His Divine
Revelation throughout all regions.
Take ye good heed, 0 people of insight!

o ye beloved of the Lord!
His truste'd ones!

0 ye

Know ye verily that the denizens of
the Realm on High, the dwellers in
the habitations of Glory, laud and glorify the company of the faithful on earth,
who raise their voice with one accord
and sing the praise of the Lord and
magnify His holy Name. Exalted be
the Lord, my God, the All-Glorious! I
swear by the Beauty of His Face, by
the Light of His Countenance, by the
Dayspring of Glory: were earthly gatherings to walk in the ways of the company of the Immortals on High, they
wottId surely mirror forth, in all their
beauty, the splendours of the Celestial
Concourse, and unfold the mysteries of
the Abha Kingdom. The greater their
purity, the greater their reflected splendour.
Wherefore, let us arise, let us bestir
ourselves, let us rally round the Standard
of the One True God, and gather together under the shadow of the Lord's
Sacred Tree, the Tree that hath voiced
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the Call of God and uttered the Word
of Truth. This is indeed, in the eyes
of the Lord, your God, the Gracious,
a supreme and glorious triumph.
Should the Spirit of true Love permeate the assemblies of men on earth,

they, verily, will grow to become a string
of heavenly pearls, a guiding constellation that sheddeth its glory and radiance
over all mankind.
The Glory of God, the Ever-Living,
the Self-Subsisting, rest upon you.
.

THE SPIRIT OF THE CENTURY
HE Ten Most Important Books in

T the World is the title of an article
by H. G. Wells in the American Maga-

zine, "most important" meaning the most
influential in shaping the thought and life
of mankind. Mr. Wells names first, four
great bibles of the world-The Old Testament, The New Testament, the books
of Confucius, The Koran. He then considers the sacred writing of Brahmanism
and Buddhism. Then he mentions the
great philosophic writings of Plato and
Aristotle. To these he adds four works
that have stimulated the remarkable advancement of scientific thought in the
modern world.
In a second article in the American
Magazine Mr. Wells writes that the two
books which everyone should read are
Plato's Republic and the Gospels. The
Gospels show us that "any public policy
that does not aim at the union of mankind
in the Kingdom of Heaven under the
Fatherhood of God is ultimately foolery
and a way to death."
In the first of these two articles Mr.
Wells speaks of the momentous influence
of the Koran in establishing brotherhood
and awakening the Arab peoples to the
splendor of Saracen civilization. He
writes: The Koran "has been a creative
and cohesive power in the world second
only to the Bible.
. the book most
preventive of idolatry and such like corruption that the world has ever seen. It
has kept Islam together in sturdy felIow-

ship under Allah, a fellowship transcending race, color, and language.
This blaze of the Arab mentality that followed the Arab conquests was no doubt
directly due to the stimulus of the Aristotelian literature that the Moslem found
still read and treasured in Persia. But
the conquests that put the Arabs into a
position that made their development of
chemistry, arithmetic, astronomy, architecture, decorative art, and speculative
philosophy possible were achieved only
through the unifying and inspiring drive
of the new teachings in the Koran."
Today, increasing thousands in all the
great world religions are recognizing that
the most important literature of the modern world is the writings of Baha'u'llah
and 'Abdu'l-Baha. In Shoghi Effendi's
superb translations of these writings we
have revealed to us a new world of inspiration, of literary beauty, of that
divine power to refashion and unite human souls which is alone possessed by the
great bibles of the world. They present
in the language of today that universal
foundation, that divine teaching which is
the essence of all sacred scripture, reinforced by a holy spirit that has already
united the most diverse of peoples into a
spiritual brotherhood which goes round
the world.
"These are stirring days for newspaper readers with the gift of imagina-
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tion," writes one of our American
weeklies, for, in a single week, we see
Russia naming "the modern world's first
woman ambassador," and "the military
hero of TUEkey preaches emancipation
for Moslem women."

be but the old faith in another form, will
give us new standards of conduct, new
ethics, a new religion."-"The Future of
Europe," by Mignel De Unamuno, in the
Living Age.

Judge Florence E. Allen, who has
taken her place on the Supreme Court of
the state of Ohio is the first woman in
the world's history to sit on the bench of
a State Supreme Court.

In these days, when internal commotions are shaking the very foundations of
men's beliefs, and the flames of distress
are purging humanity from its ills and
maladies, it behooves us, the loved ones
of God, to stand steadfastly amid this
world-tumult, and with the Divine
Teachings exemplified in our lives, restore gradually peace, assurance and
tranquility to the distracted world. For
unless the saving Power of the Word of
God comes to their aid, peoples and sects,
classes and governments, entangled in
the mesh of their own undoing, shall fall
a prey to one another's greed and passion,
and in the end deplorably perish.
But this is not to be, for we are assured
that the Divine Will has ordained that
from this raging turmoil shall emerge a
world purer and better illumined with
the Light of the Divine Revelation, and
guided by the principles of the Most
Great Peace!
Ours, then, is the duty and privilege to
labor with heart and soul for the re-birth
of mankind, and hasten the advent of the
Pl'omised Day-Letter of Shoghi Effend,i
to the friends of M ontclair, New] ersey.

"The great unorganized masses of
humanity I have found sincerely desirous
of peace in every country, but in all
countries preparations for another great
world war are going forward; if we can
awaken the religious feelings of mankind
we can avoid this war,. if not, the outlook
is dark."-Fred B. Smith, Lecturer for
the Y. M. C. A.
\Ve see everywhere today in Europe,
pessimism and despair. Our present despondency is somewhat akin to the belief
in the approaching end of the world that
prevailed in the early days of ChristianIt grows with the waning
ity.
of hope in the future terrestial paradise.
The pessimism which weighs
upon Europe today will probably give
birth to a new and fruitful religious
vision, a new faith. For all faith is born
of despair; and this new faith, which will

BAHA'I NEWS
The Spiritual Assembly,
Haifa, Palestine,
March, 1923.
8R the first time, from this holy
Mountain, after the ascension of OUr
beloved Master, 'Abdu'l-Baha, quickened
by the happy return of the Guardian of
the Cause, Shoghi Effendi, and inspired
by his unceasing efforts to bring greater
cooperation and interrelation between the
Baha'icenters the world over, we, the
members of the newly constituted Spirit-

F

ual Assembly of Haifa, have the great
pleasure of extending a warm hand to
our brothers and sisters across the seas
who are working hard in order to carry
out the unique principles of this Divine
Dispensation. The more we hear the
good news of the progress of the Cause
the more do we realize the fulfillment of
the words of the Master when with a
radiant smile he spoke of the vast field of
service which lies before the sincere and
loyal friends of God.
----------
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You can very well imagine our state
after the disappearance of the physical
body of our beloved Master from this
world; the shock was so great that with·
out the Divine Assistance of the Holy
Spirit we could never have had the power
to bear the weight thereof. But through
the Grace of God, once again, the still
small voice called out from the AbM
Kingdom and vividly pictured before oUr
mind the holy words of Baha'u'llah:
"0 Son of Spirit
"The Holy Spirit heralds comfort to
thee. Why dost thou grieve? The spirit
of Command confirms thee in the Cause.
Why hidest thou? The light of the face
walks before thee, why strayest thou?"
The holy spirit of 'Abdu'I·Baha has
been heralding comfort to the Baba'i
world since November, 1921; we have
been receiving good news about the
Cause from all climes and countries and
we consider it our sacred duty to share
with you these glad-tidings.
A general constitutional meeting of the
Baha'is at Haifa was held in December,
1922, and the Haifa Spiritual Assembly
was elected. Since election, regular meetings, three times a week, have been held
and steps are being taken to come in
touch with Baha'i Spiritual Assemblies
the world over.
The Baba'i Young Men's Union Assembly, established when the Guardian
of the Cause was away from the Holy
Land, has the regular Nineteen-day feast.
Besides these meetings we have the regu-·
lar spiritual meetings in the evenings
where we have the privilege of hearing
our beloved Shoghi Effendi talk about the
advancement of the Cause in different
parts of the world.
Spiritual' Assemblies are established in
p·ractically every town in Syria, Palestine,
and Egypt, where the number of the
friends is considerable. Two of our
brothers, originally Kurds, but versed in
Moslem law, are planning to go to Kurdistan and Algeria, respectively, in order
to spread the Message of Peace to the
people in those countries.
The true friends of 'Abdu'l-Baba at

'Ishqabad, Russian Turkistan, write us
that they are energetically busy with the
spread of the Heavenly Teachings and
are regularly communicating the results
of their achievements to as many Baha.'i
centers as they are able to communicate
with. The following is an extract from
their circular letter dated January, 1923:
"In the third circular letter received
from Karah Bagh, Azarbaijan Republic,
we read that in one town there were four
Baha'is who lost no time in acquainting
the people with the dynamic principles
of the Cause. They succeeded in guiding
a considerable number of souls to the
straight path. This aroused the hatred
and the fanaticism of the religious leaders
and the ignorant masses. About three
hundred and seventeen persons were condemned as irreligious and astray, notwithstanding the fact that not all of these
were Baha'is. Those amongst the group
who were not Baha'is .were rather
amazed at the blind fanaticism of the
people and publicly declared that under
the obtaining circumstances they considered themselves Baha'is and that they
were ready, heart and soul, to abide by
the consequences. This is an evidence
that unity and steadfastness is power.
"In Vladikavkaz, near Bakti, the press
is taking a keen interest in the Cause.
Some criticise, some speak in a commendable tone, and this atmosphere has
created a wide field for service.
"At Isfahan, one of the ancient capitals
of Persia, there are now twenty-eight
meetings held per week."
Haifa, March 21,1923.
T is rightfully befitting that in this
bright and beautiful spring, N awruz,
morning, the new day for new resolutions, the right time to gird up the loins
in the hope to render greater services to
the Cause of God which, by its very nature of universality, is finding its way into
every heart and soul, we, the humble
servants of 'Abdu'l-Baha, should, as
members of one body, think of you and
herewith transmit our sincere and hearty
greetings.

I

JINAB-I-A V AREH IN ENGLAND

Through the shining light of this
blessed Day we are ushered into the
month of light and glory; it was on a day
like this that "The Spirit of God moved
upon the face of the waters." "And God
said, Let there be light: and there was
light." In this same connection may we
not recall the words of the Buddha when
he said, "I am now on my way to the
city of Benares, to beat the drum of
Ambrosia (to set up the light of the doctrine of Nirvana) in the darkness of the
world." History tells us that many important events have come to pass in this
day; spring has found expression in its
fullest sense. Shahru'l-Baha, therefore,
has a special message to everyone of us,
viz.: blessing divine, aspiration sublime,
holiness entire and abundance ad libitum
Since writing you last, dear brothers
and sisters, we have had the pleasure of
receiving further news from different
Spiritual Assemblies. A spiritual echo is
being heard from the distant country of
Algeria where no geographical description could adequately give the real latitude of the fanaticism and ignorance that
is obtaining in that region. To those not
conversant with the miraculous power of
the Cause this reawakenment in the border lines of the Sahara Desert may truly
appear incredible. We refer to the letter
just received from Tunisia in which mention is made of the fact that many souls
have turned their faces to the true Light
and have established a spiritual assembly
in that town. The friends are ablaze
with the fire of Divine Love and, rapt
with this newly found precious gem, they
are employing every means within their
command in order to spread the Message
wider and further.
Our hearts beat faster with joy as we
start to tell you about another spiritual
call which is being heard from the border line of the Syrian Desert. Aleppo,
the city of ancient history, is witnessing
the establishment of a Bahil'i Assembly.
The sincere friends in that city are having regular meetings qnd have started
regular correspondence with other Baha:i

-------------- - - - -
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centers. We are in receipt of their first
letter written in Turkish.
Fortunate and blessed we are: through
the bounty of this Dispensation we are
able to realize that we are really an inseparable part of the great whole; in the
very midst of unity we enjoy the interesting points of diversity. At one moment we read about the activities of the
friends in Asia, at another in Africa;
now we hear from the friends in America
and then we have the pleasure of hearing
from the friends in Europe.
The fourth circular letter from Tihran
is at hand. The longing to see the ,vhole
world one home suffered thousands of
souls to drink the cup of martyrdom in
this city, the capital of the Persian Empire. But all the power could not check
the spread of these ideals and novV we
learn that in every part of that city
spiritual meetings are being held and
every cast seed is yielding a hundredfold.
The friends all over Persia are fully
active in the discharge of their sacred
duty of teaching. A unanimous vote of
thanks and hearty appreciation is expressed by all the assemblies to the Baha'i
brothers and sisters in Europe and America who have lovingly taken necessary
steps with the express object to safeguard
the interests of their brothers and sisters
in Persia. This sympathy of the friends
in the West has given a new impetus to
them all; may we not hope that at no distant future the promises of the Master
regarding the land of the Sun and the
Lion will be realized, and how becoming
it will be if all the western assemblies
should take note of this; they should
bear in mind and try to see how best they
could help the land which has been
blessed by His Holiness Baha'u'llah and
the Master, 'Abdu'l-Baha.
Mirza Bou-ch Bushrui, Secretary.
RIGHTON, ENGLAND.-On February twenty-fourth and twentyfifth Dr. Lotfullah Hakim and Jinab-iAvareh were the g'uests of Mrs. Elizabeth R. Knight at her home, 9 Montpelier Crescent, Brighton, where they met
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many friends and inquirers at an after- Dr. Lotfullah and he spoke as with ane
noon reception. On February twenty- spirit, one tongue; they indeed seemed
fifth the lecture hall of the Theosophical to have entered our midst from that
Society at 17 Norfolk Terrace, Brighton, "Kingdom eternal, ancient, immortal, and
was placed at their disposal and Jinab-i- without end," "performing in themselves
Avareh and his able interpreter, Dr. Lot- that which has been intrusted to them."
fullah Hakim, were introduced to a large They were lit by a fire so life giving that
audience by Dr. W. Gornold, F.R.A.S., one can but think the Master himself
who said that Jinab-i-Avareh was on a was encircling them, and ourselves, with
mission from Persia to voice "The Mes- his spirit and beauty.
It is ,good indeed to feel the oneness of
sage of Bahaism" and that few audiences
were better prepared to receive that Mes- humanity and know that in America
sage than members of a society whose there are people who will share our gladfirst object was to found a universal ness and joy; the nearness of our
brotherhood without distinction of sex, brothers and sisters all over the world
race, caste, color or creed, and he was must at times fill our hearts and minds
quite sure that none would give the with sweet amazement and the Great
speakers a more hearty welcome. Jinab-i- Link of Shoghi Effendi at the head of all,
Avareh spoke in a clear musical voice of causing the sap of life to flow in every
great charm, Dr. Lotfullah interpreting, branch and leaflet, however small, causes
and it was quite certain from the hearty deep rejoicing to some of us who feel inapplause that followed that they had finitesimally little and ineffective, yet
fully succeeded in conveying their mes- having the Divine Assurance that even
sage. Both the messenger of Baha and our bit is necessary for the Great Work
his versatile translator made many new of the Ages. Only to say "I am a Bahai"
friends in London's seaside resort, and uplifts the soul and makes one hope for
whether it was the charm of the sim- the Assembly to become a constellation
plicity of wisdom portrayed by the vis- of stars so bright that it may be a guiditors from Persia, or the grandeur of the ance to other wayfarers and pilgrims
wisdom of simplicity revealed in their seeking the great white path of Baha.
teachings, they can count upon an unThe 10 days' visit, and later two more
qualified welcome whenever an oppartu- days, of our teachers, were an outpouring
nity occurs for another visit to Brighton. of divine grace; everywhere great interElizabeth R. Knight.
est developed, all who heard and saw
Jinab-i-Avareh and Dr. Lotfullah S.
Hakim became filled with love and adManchester, Engla,nd.
miration, the Doctor translated so beauApril I2th, I923.
tifully the incomparable talks and adTo the STAR OF THE WEST:
"Verily, God is pawerful in all things." dresses.
We close with deep love to. you allI am glad to be able to tell you that
the Manchester Baha'is an; very happy aur faces are ever turned towards the
in having become an organized Assembly. Dawn of the Manifestation. He will
The visit of Jinab-i-Avareh and Dr. Lat- make us firm in the Covenant. Praise be
fullah in March has filled our hearts with to the light shining from the horizon of
tender love and gratitude and has been glory and grandeur.
I will close, dear brothers and sisters,
the means of guiding us into. a more perfect and spiritual harmony even than be- with Bahai love and greetings to all the
fore. The wisdom, logic, patience and friends, from the friends of the Cause in
understanding of the poet and histarian Manchester.
I remain yours sincerely,
as well as Bahai teacher, inspired a radiLucy Sugar.
ant unity and love unique in its intensity.

NEW BOOKS

visit has just
come to an end, writes Dr. EssleJmontINAB-I-AVAREH'S
from England, and Dr. Lotfullah
Hakim has gone with him to Marseilles,
to see him safe on board the steamer
for Egypt. He is going now to Cairo
to make arrangements for the publication of his book, which Shoghi Effendi
says will be the most comprehensive and
reliable history of the Movement yet
published. It is in Persian, but before
long, T hope, we shall have an English
translation of it. You have already
heard of the wonderful inspiring, quickening, ,genial and harmonizing influence
which Jinab-i-A vareh brought with him,
and of his talks, so rich in wisdom.,
knowledge, tact and humour. During
his visit to this country, two new Spiritual Assemblies were formed, at Manchester, on March twenty-fourth, and
at Bournemouth, on April eleventh ....
The time of Jinab-i-Avareh's visit has
been marked by an important forward
step in the organization of the Movement in this country as well as by a
marked increase of interest and enthusiasm among believers and students of the
Cause.
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book, therefore, 1S the fruit of much
consultation and co-operation, as is fitting in an exposition of a Movement in
which consultation and co-operation play
so vi tal a part.
Shoghi Effendi wrote to the author:
"Your book, I am sure, is the finest
presentation that has so far been given
of the Cause, and I am confident that
it will arouse immense interest."
(London: George Allen and Unwin,
Limited).
Copies of this book may be secured
by addressing Dr. J. E. Esslemont, Fairford, Cults, By Aberdeen, Scotland.
A new and comprehensive compilation
of the words of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha upon the principles of education
may be had from Miss Roushan Wilkinson, Room 811, 35 Congress Street, Boston, Mass. (40 cents a copy).

The STAR OF THE WEST is now being
mailed from the publishers, about the
twenty-fifth of each month. If any copies
go astray please write at once to Baha'i
News Service, P. O. Box 283, Chicago,
Ill. The date of subscription expiration
is noted on each envelope so that the
friends can send in renewals without the
AHA 'u' LLAH AND THE NEW ERA, need of a letter from our very busy staff.
by Dr. J. E. Esslemont, is now on In this way all can help our STAR OF THE
the press. This volume is a comprehen- WEST.
sive presentation of the history and
Volume 13, bound in half-leather, is
teachings of the Baha'i Movement, stated now ready, for $3.50 a volume, postage
in the terms of Western, scientific extra. It contains a splendid collection
thought, and written in a simple, force- of universal articles, Baha'i documents,
ful English style by a scholar of wide biographical sketches, stories of visits to
learning. 'Abdu'l-Baha had the whole the Holy Land, glorious letters and transof the manuscript translated into Persian lations .from the pen of Shoghi Effendi.
and found time amid his busy life to
The Baha'i News Service will also be
correct about three and a half chapters glad to have volumes bound, in halfof it before his Ascension. Shoghi Ef- leather, for the friends, for $1.25 a volfendi rea,d through the whole of the man- ume, postage extra. We have now aruscript and suggested several improve- ranged so that the friends can send their
ments and Jinab-i-A vareh as well as copies directly to the binder, Mr. Robert
other friends was consulted about many Stewart 511 North Peoria Street, Chipoints and gave material assistance. The cago, Ill.
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HE time has arrived for the world of
humanity to hoist the standard of the
oneness of the human world, so that solidarity and unity may bind together all the
nations of the world, so that dogmatic formulas and superstitutions may end, so that the
essential reality underlying. all the religions
founded by the Prophets may be revealed.
That reality is one.
It is the love of God, the progress of the
world, the oneness of humanity.
That reality is the bond which can unite
all the human race.
That reality is the attainment of the benefits of the most great peace, the discarding
of warfare.
That reality is progressiveness, the undertaking of the colossal tasks in life, the oneness of public opinion.
Therefore strive, 0 ye people! and put
forth your efforts, that this reality may overcome the lesser forces in life, that this king
of reality may alone rule all humanity.
Thus may the world of mankind be
reformed. Thus may a new springtime be
ushered in and a fresh spirit may resuscitate
mankind.
The individuals of humanity, like refreshed
plants, will put forth leaves and blossoms
and fruit, so that the face of the earth will
become the long promised and delectable
paradise, so that the great bestowal, the
supreme virtues of man will glisten over the
face of the earth. Then shall the world of
existence have attained maturity.
This is my message.
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Miss Martha L. Root (in front at left), Mrs. Ida A. Finch (just behind
her) and Miss Agnes Alexander and Japanese friends, at the home of Mrs.
Takeshita, Tokyo, Japan.
For a number of years Miss Alexander and Mrs. Finch have been
announcing in Japan the Baha'i principles ot the oneness of mankind. Miss
Martha Root joined them last April, and gave a series of lectures in Tokyo.
Miss Root, a journalist by profession, met 'Abdu'l-Baha in Pittsburgh in 1912,
and in 1914 she started on a journey around the world "to see for herself," as
she said, how the Baha'i Teachings were really uniting into one great spiritual
brotherhood the diverse races and religions. What she found actually accomplished was wonderful beyond all her imagining. She decided to dedicate her
life and her abilities to making known these great Teachings. She has traveled
extensively in North and South America; now she is traveling in Asia, the
home of religions, telling everywhere the good news that in the sight of God
all religions and races are one, that the Sun of Truth is shining again, from a
new horizon, with a world-uniting message, its rays bringing a new physical
and spiritual civilization, new arts, sciences and inventions, a new spiritual
humanity, for this Sun of Truth is the Light of Reality Which has arisen with
healing on its beams that "this handful of dust, the world," may be in unity.
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WORDS OF WISDOM
Translated by Shoghi Effendi

In The Name of God, The Exalted, The Most High
HE source of all good is trust in God, submission unto
His Command, and contentment with His holy Will and
Pleasure.
The essence of wisdom is the fear of God, the dread of His
scourge and punishment, and the apprehension of His Justice
and Decree.
The essence of religion is to testify unto that which the Lord
hath revealed, and follow that which He hath ordained in His
mighty Book.
The source of all glory is acceptance of whatsoever the Lord
hath bestowed, and contentment with that which God hath ordained.
The essence of Love is for man to turn his heart to the
Beloved One, and sever himself from all else but Him, and desire
naught save that which is the desire of his Lord.
True remembrance is to make mention of the Lord, the AllPraised, and forget aught else beside Him.
True reliance is for the servant to pursue his profession
and calling in this world, to hold fast unto the Lord, to seek
naught but His grace, inasmuch as in His Hands is the destiny
of all His servants.
The essence of detachment is for man to turn his face
towards the courts of the Lord, to enter His Presence, behold
His Countenance, and stand as witness before Him.
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The essence of understanding is to testify to one's poverty,
and submit to the Will of the Lord, the Sovereign, the Gracious,
the All-Powerful.
The source of courage and power is the promotion of the
Word of God. and steadfastness in His Love.
The essence of charity is for the servant to recount the blessings of His Lord, and to render thanks unto Him at all times
and in all conditions.
The essence of wealth is love for Me; whoso loveth Me is the
possessor of all things, and he that loveth Me not is indeed of the
poor and needy. This is that which the Finger of Glory and
Splendour hath revealed ..... .
The essence of faith is fewness of words and abundance of
deeds; he whose words exceed his deeds, know verily his death
is better than his life ..... .
The source of all evil is for man to turn away from his Lord
and set his heart on things ungodly.
The most burning fire is to question the signs of God, to
dispute idly that which He hath revealed, to deny Him and carry
one's self proudly before Him.
The source of all learning is the knowledge of God, exalted
be His Glory, and this cannot be attained save through the knowledge of His Divine Manifestation.
The essence of abasement is to pass out from under the
shadow of the Merciful, and seek the shelter of the Evil One.
The source of error is to disbelieve in the One True God,
rely upon aught else but Him, and flee from His Decree.
True loss is for him whose days have been spent in utter
ignorance of his self.
The essence of all that We have revealed for thee is Justice,
is for man to free himself from idle fancy and imitation, discern
with the eye of oneness His glorious handiwork, and look into all
things with a searching eye.
Thus have We instructed thee, manifested unto thee Words
of Wisdom, that thou mayest be thankful unto the Lord, Thy
God, and glory therein amidst all peoples.
Words of Baha'u'Uah.

THE PROOF OF GOD'S EXISTENCE
The Divine Philosophy of 'Abdu'l-Bahd
CIENCE has discovered a new Both science and religion are from the
Ulllverse. Its great stars, most of one Sun of Reality. When truly under~
which are suns, aC'cording to new stood, together they flood the world with
measurements are often found to be light upon light.
In his great Tablet to the distinguished
millions of miles in diameter, separated
from us and from e3Jch other by bewil- scientific scholar of Switzerland Prodering stretches' of light years of a vast- fessor Auguste Henri Forel, 'Abdu'lness whi:ch baffles all attempts at com- Baha wi,th triumphant scientific, spiritual
prehension. Our little earth, with all its logic proves the existence of God and
teeming life, is but a speck in this splen- the reality of the spirit.
The National
did immensity. Modern science reveals Spiritual Assembly of America has rea universe ordered by laws so invariable ceived within the last few weeks a transthat astronomers can prophesy an eclipse lation of this Tablet made by Shoghi
generations before it appears on the field Effendi. The STAR OF THE WEST feels
of v,ision. The atom, according to the that it is greatly privileged in having the
new physics, is itself a little solar system opportunity to publish this translation by
and reveals in miniature the order of the Shoghi Effendi, so simple and compregreat cosmos.
hensive in its style, so profound and
To many the very immensity and or- searching in its insight, for through
derliness, the mechanistic perfection of earnest study of this masterful translathe physical universe make the thought tion of the great Tablet the student can
of God unnecessary. Thus, while science grow more and more into an understandis revealing new universes and through ing of the magnificent philosophy of
the practical appl~cation of the discov- 'Abdu'l-Baha and the scientific proofs of
eries of physics, chemistry, biology and God's existence.
preventive medicine is bringing in a
THE TABLET TO DR. FOREL
new, material civilization the 11).ost resplendent which the world has seen, it
Translated by Shoghi Effendi
is at the same time undermining for
m'any the foundations of religious faith His honour the esteemed and distinand the historic sanctions for the good guished professor, Dr. Forel, the glory
of God, the All-Glorious rest upon him.
life.
He is God.
The conflict between science and religion is 'carried forward, in pulpit, in
0 revered personage, lover of truth!
press, in university hall. What is to- be Thy letter dated July 28th, 1921, hath
done?
been received. The contents thereof
The Baha'i Teachings present to our were most pleas1ing and indicated that,
modern world the great harmonizing, praised be the Lord, thou art as yet
synthesizing, uniting force, sdentific and young, and searchest after truth, that
spiritual, for whilch we have been wait- thy power of thought is strong and the
ing. 'Abdu'l-Baha proves the whole vast discoveries of thy mind manifest.
Numerous copies of the epistle I had
universe which science has discovered to
be a new revelation of the ex,istence and written to Dr. Fisher are spread far
activity of God, the Ever-Living, the and wide and everyone knoweth that it
Omnipotent Mind, the Pure Creator. hath been revealed in the year 1910.
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Apart from this, numerous epistles have
been written before the war upon the
same theme, and reference too, hath
been made to these questions in the
Journal of the San Francisoo University,
the date whereof ,is known beyond any
doubt. In like manner have the philosophers of broad vision praised highly the
discourse eloquently delivered in the
aJbove named University. A ,copy of that
paper is thus encLosed and forwarded.
Thy works are no doubt of great benefit,
and if published, send us a copy of each.
By materialists, whose belief with regard to Divinity hath been explained, is
not meant philosophers in general, but
rather that group of materialists of narrow vision that worship that which is
sensed, that depend upon the five senses
only, and whose 'criterion of knowledge
is limited to that which can be perceived
by the senses. All that can be sensed is
to them real, whilst whatever falleth not
under the PQwer of the senses is either
unreal or doubtful. The existence of
the Deity they regard as wholly doubtful.
It is as thou hast written, not philosophers in general but narrow-minded
materialists that are meant. At to deistic
philosQpihers, such as Socrates, Plato
and Aristotle, they are indeed worthy of
esteem and of the highest praise, for
they have rendered distinguished services to mankind. In like manner we regard the materialistic, accomplished,
moderate philosophers, that have been of
service (to mankind).
We regard knowledge and wisdom as
the foundation of the progress of mankind, and extol philosophers that are endowed with broad vision. Peruse carefully the San Francisco University JQurnal that the truth may be revealed to
thee.
N ow concern~ng mental faculties, they
are in truth of the inherent properties
of the soul, even as the radiation of light
is the essential property of the sun. The
rays of the sun are renewed but the sun
itself is ever the same and unchanged.

Consider how the human intellect develops and weakens, and may at times
come to naught, whereas the soul
changeth not. For the mind to manifest
itself, the human body must be whole;
and a sQund mind cannot be but in a
sound IXldy, whereas the soul dependeth
not upon the body. It is through ~he
power of the soul that the mind comprehendeth, imagineth and exerteth its infiuenGe, whilst the soul is a power that
is free. The mind comprehendeth the
abstract by the aid of the concrete, but
the soul hath limirtless manifestations of
its Qwn. The mind is cir,cumscribed, the
soul limitless. It is by the aid of such
senses as those of sight, hearing, taste,
smell and touch, that the mind comprehendeth, whereas, the soul is free from
all agencies. The soul as thou observeth,
whether it be in sleep or waking, is in
motion and ever active. Possibly it may,
whilst in a dream, unravel an intricate
problem, incapable of solution in the
waking state. The mind, moreover, understandeth not whilst the senses have
ceased to function, and in the embryonic
stage and in early infancy the reasoning
power is totally absent, whereas the soul
is ever endowed with full strength. In
short, the proofs are many that go to
show that despite the loss of reason, the
power of the soul would still continue to
ex;ist. The spirit however possesseth
various grades and stations.
As to the existence of spirit in the
mineral: it is indubitable that minerals
are endowed with a spirit and life according to the requirements of that
stage. This unknown secret, too, hath
become known unto the materialists who
now maintain that all be~ngs are endowed with life, even as He saith in the
Qur'an, "All things are living."
In the vegetable world too, there is
the power of growtho and that power of
growth is the spirit. In the animal world
there is the sense of feeling, but in the
human world there is an all-embracing
power. In all the preceding stages the
power of reason is absent, but the soul
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eX'isteth and revealeth itself. The sense
of feeling understandeth not the soul,
whereas the reasoning power of the mind
proveth the existence thereof.
In like manner the mind proveth the
existence of an unseen Reality that embraceth all beings, and that existeth and
revealeth itself in all stages, the essence
whereaf is beyand the grasp af the mind.
Thus the mineral world understandeth
neither- the nature nor the perfectians of
the vegetable warld; the vegetable world
understandeth nat the nature of the animal world, neither the animal warld the
nature af the reality af man that discovereth and embraceth all things.
The animal is the captive of nature
and cannot transgress the rules and laws
thereof. In man hawever there is a
discavering power that transcendeth the
warld af nature and cantl'alleth and interfereth with the laws thereof. Far instance, all minerals, plants and animals
are captives af nature. The sun itself
with all its majesty is sa subservient to
nature that it hath nO' will of its own
and cannot deviate a hair's breadth from
the laws thereaf. In like manner all
o.ther beings, whether af the mineral, the
vegetable' ar the animal world, cannot
deviate from the laws of nature, nay, all
are the slaves thereof. Man, however,
though in bady the captive af nature is
yet free in his mind and saul, and hath
the mastery aver nature.
Cansider: accarding to' the law af nature man liveth, moveth and hath his
being on earth, yet his soul and mind
interfere with the laws thereof, and,
even as the bird he flieth in the air,
saileth speedily upon the seas and as the
fish saundeth the deep and dis'covereth
the things therein. Verily this is a
grievous defeat inflicted upon the laws
af nature.
So is the pawer of electrical energy:
this unruly vialent farce that cleaveth
mountains is yet imprisaned by man
within a globe! This is manifestly interfering with the laws of nature. Likewise man discovereth those hidden se-
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crets of nature that in 'conformity with
the laws thereof must remain cancealed,
and transfereth them from the invisible
plane to the visible. This, too, is interfering with the law of nature. tn
the same manner he discavereth the inherent properties of things that a,re the
secrets af nature. Also he bringeth to'
light the past events that have been last
to memary, and foreseeth by his power
of inductian future happeriings that are
as yet unknown. Furthermore, communicatian and discovery are limited by
the laws af nature to' shart distances,
whereas man through that inner power
af his that discovereth the reality of all
things, connecteth the East "rith the
West. This, toO' is interfering with the
laws of nature. Similarly, according to'
the law of nature all shadows are fleeting, whereas man fixeth them upon the
plate, and this, tao, is interference with
a law of nature. Pander and reflect: all
sciences, arts, crafts, inventians and discaveries, have been ance the secrets of
nature and in canfarmity with the laws
thereof must remain hidden; yet man
through his discavering pawer interfereth with the laws of nature and transfereth these hidden secrets from the invisible to the visible plane. This again
is interfering with the laws af nature.
In fine, that inner faculty in man, unseen of the eye, wresteth the sward from
the hands of nature, and giveth it a
grievaus blow. All other beings, hawever great, are bereft of such perfections. Man hath the powers af will and
understanding, but nature hath them nat.
Nature is constrained, man is free. Nature is bereft of understanding, man understandeth. Nature is unaware of past
events, but man is aware af them. Nature farecasteth nat the future; nIan by
his discerning power seeth that which is
to came. Nature hath ilo cansciousness
af itself, man knaweth abaut all things.
Should anyane suppase that man is
but a part af the warld of nature, and
he being end awed with these perfections,
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these .being but manifestations of the
world of nature, and thus nature is the
originator of these perfections and is not
deprived therefrom, to him we make reply and say :~the part dependeth upon
the whole; the part cannot possess perfections whereof the whole is deprived.
By nature is meant those inherent
properties and necessary relations derived from the realities of things. And
these realities of things, though in the utmost diversity, are yet intimately connected one with the other. For these
diverse realities an all-unifying agency is
needed that shall link them all one to
the other. For instance, the various organs and members, the parts and elements, that 'constitute the body of man,
though at variance, are yet all connected
one with the other by that all-unifying
agency known as the human soul, that
causeth them to function in perfect harmony and with absolute regularity, thus
making the continuation of life popsible.
The human body, however, is utterly
unconscious of that all-unifying agency,
and yet acteth with r~gularity and dischargeth its functions ,according to its
will.
Now concerning philosophers, they
are of two schools. Thus Socrates the
wise believed in the unity of God and
the existence of the soul after death; as
his opinion was contrary to that of the
narrow-minded people of his time, that
divine sage was poisoned by them. All
divine philosophers and men of wisdom
and understanding, when observing these
endless beings, have considered that in
this great and infinite universe all things
end in the mineral kingdom, that the
outcome of the mineral kingdom is
the vegetable kingdom, the outcome
of the vegetable kingdom is the animal kingdom and the outcome of the animal kingdom the world of man. The
consummation of this limitless universe
with all its grandeur and glory hath been
man himself, who in this world of being
toileth and suffereth for a time, with
diverse ills and pains, and ultimately dis-

integrates, leaving no trace and no fruit
after him. Were it so, there is no doubt
that this infinite universe with all its
perfections has ended in sham and delusion with no result, no fruit, no permanence and no effect. It would be utterly without meaning. They (the philosophers) were thus convinced that such
is not the case, that this Great Wmkshop
with all its power, its bewildering magnificence and endless perfections, cannot
eventually come to naught. That still
another life should exist is thus certain,
and, just as the vegetable kindom is unaware of the world of man, so we, too,
know not of the Great Life hereafter
thatfolloweth the life of man here below. Our non-comprehension of that
life, however, is no proof of its non-existence. The mineral world, for instance, is utterly unaware of the world
of man and cannot comprehend it, but
the ignorance of a thing is no proof of
its non-existence. Numerous and conclusive proofs exist that go to show that.
this infinite world cannot end with this
human life.
Now concerning the essence of Divinity: in truth it is on lio account determined by anything apart from its own
nature, and can in nowise be comprehended. For whatsoever can be conceived by man is a reality that hath limitations and is not unlimited; it is circumscribed not all-embracing. It can be
comprehended by man, and is controlled
by him. Similarly it is certain that all
human conceptions are contingent, not
absolute; that they have a mental existence, not a material one. Moreover,
differentiation of stages in the contingent world is an obstacle to understanding. How then can the contingent conceive the Reality of the absolute? As
previously mentioned, differentiation of
stages in the contingent plane is an obstacle to understanding.
Minerals,
plants and animals are bereft of the mental bcuIties of man that discover the
realities of all things, but man himself
comprehendeth an the stages beneath
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him.
Every superior stage comprehendeth that which is inferior and discovereth the reality thereof, but the inferior one is unaware of that which is
superior and cannot comprehend it.
Thus man cannot grasp the Essence of
Divinity, but can by his reasoning power, by observation, by his intuitive facnlties and the revealing power of his faith,
believe in God, discover the bounties of
His, Grace. He becometh certain that
though the Divine Essence is unseen of
the eye, and the existence of the Deity
is intangible, yet conclusive (spiritual)
proofs assert the existence of that unseen Reality. The Divine Essence as
it is in itself is however beyond all description. For instance, the nature of
ether is unknown, but that it existeth
is certain by the effects it produceth,
heat, light and electricity being the
waves thereof. By these waves the existence of ether is thus proven. And as
we consider the outpourings of Divine
Grace we are assured of the existence
of God. For instance, we observe that
the existence of beings is conditioned
upon the coming together of various elements and their non-existence upon the
decomposition of their constituent elements. For decomposition causes the
dissociation of the various elements.
Thus, as we observe the coming together
of elements giveth rise to the existence
of beings, and knowing that beings are
infinite, they being the effect, how can
the Cause be finite?
Now, formation is of three kinds and
of three kinds only: accidental, necessary, and voluntary. The coming together of the various constituent elements of beings cannot be accidental, for
unto every effect there must be a cause.
It cannot be compulsory, for then the
f'ormation must be an inherent property
of the constituent parts and the inherent
property of a thing can in nowise be
dissociated from it, such as light that
is the revealer of things, heat that causeth the expansion of elements arid the
(solar) rays which are the essential
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property of the sun. Thus under such
circumstances the decomposition of any
formation is impossible, for the inherent
properties of a thing cannot be separated from it. The third formation remaineth and that is the voluntary one,
that is, an unseen force described as the
Ancient Power, causeth these elements
to come together, every formation giving
rise to a distinct being.
As to the attributes and perfections
such as will, knowledge, power and other
ancient attributes that we ascribe to that
Divine Reality, these are the signs that
reflect the existence of beings in the
visible plane and not the absolute perfections of the Divine Essence that cannot be comprehended. For instance, as
we consider created things we observe
infinite perfections, and the created
things being in the utmost regularity and
perfection we infer that the Ancient
Power on whom dependeth the existence
of these beings, cannot be ignorant; thus
we say He is All-Knowing. It is certain
that it is not impotent, it must be the
AIl-Powerful; it is not poor, it must be
All-Possessing; it is not non-existent, it
must be Ever-Living. The purpose is to
show that these attributes and perfections that we recount for that Universal
Reality are only in order to deny imperfecti-ons, rather than to assert the perfections that the human mind can conceive. Thus we say His attributes are
unknowable.
In fine, that universal Reality with all
its qualities and attributes that we recount is holy and exalted above all minds
and understandings. As we, however,
reflect with broad minds upon this infinite universe, we observe that motion
without a motive force, and an effect
without a cause are both impossible;
that every being hath come to exist under numerous influences and continually
undergoeth reaction. These influences
too are fmmed under the action of still
other influences. For instance, plants
grow and flourish through the outpourings of vernal showers, whilst the cloud
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itself IS formed under various other bratians, light, heat, electricity appear
agencies and these agencies in their and are made evident. In like manner
turn are reacted upon by still other is the power of growth, of feeling, of
agencies. For example, plants and ani- understanding, of thought, 'Of memary,
mals grow and develop under the in- of imaginatian and of discernment; all
fluence of what the philosophers of our these inner faculties are unseen 'Of the
day designate as hydrogen and oxygen eye and cannat be sensed, yet all are
and are reacted upon by the effects of evident by the effects they produce.
these two elements; and these in turn
Now as to the (infinite) Power that
are formed under still other influences. knoweth no limitations; limitation itself
The same can be said of other beings proveth the existence 'Of the unlimited,
whether they affect other things or be for the limited is known through the
affected. Such process of causation goes unlimited, just as weakness itself provon, and to maintain that this process eth the existence of wealth. With aut
gaes on indefinitely is manifestly ab- wealth there would be no paverty, withsurd. Thus such a chain of causation 'Out knowledge no ignorance, without
must of necessity lead eventually to Him light na darkness. Darkness itself is a
wha is the Ever-Living, the All-Power- proof of the existence 'Of light for darkful, who is Self-Dependent and the Ul- ness is the absence of light.
timate Cause. This Universal Reality
Now concerning nature, it is but the
cannat be sensed, it cannot be seen. It
essential praperties and the necessary remust be sa 'Of necessity, for it is Alllatians inherent in the realities of things.
Embracing, not circumscribed, and such
And thaugh these infinite realities are
attributes qualify the effect and not the
diverse in their character yet they are in
cause.
the utmost harmony and closely conAnd as we reflect, we 'Observe that nected together. As one's vision is
man is like unto a tiny organism con- broadened and the matter observed caretained within a fruit; this fruit hath fully, it will be made certain that every
developed out of the blassom, the blos- reality is but· an essential requisite of
som hath grawn out of the tree, the other realities. Thus ta connect and hartree is sustained by the sap, and the sap monize these diverse and infinite realifarmed aut of earth and water. Haw .ties an All-unifying Power is necessary,
then can this tiny organism comprehend that every part of existent being may in
the nature of the garden, canceive of perfect 'Order discharge its own function.
the gardener and comprehend his being? Consider the body. 'Of man, and let the
That is manifestly impassible. Should part (i. e. the human bady) be an indithat 'Organism understand and reflect, it cation of the whole. Cansider how these
would observe that this garden, this tree, diverse parts and members of the huthis blossam, this fruit wauld have in no- man body are closely connected and harwise have came to exist by themselves moniously united one with the other.
in such order and perfection. Similarly Every part is the essential requisite of
the wise and reflecting soul will knaw all other parts and has a function by itof a certainty that this infinite universe self. It is the mind that is the all-unifywith all its grandeur and (perfect) order ing agency that so uniteth all the comcould not have come to exist by itself. ponent parts one with the other that each
Similarly in the world of being there dischargeth its specific functian in perexist forces unseen of the eye such as fect order, and thereby cooperation and
the force of ether previously mentianed, reaction are made possible. All parts
that cannot be sensed, that cannot be function under certain laws that are esseen. However from the effects it pro- sential to existence. Should that allduceth, that is fram its waves and vi- unifying agency that directeth all these
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parts be harmed in any way there is no
doubt that the constituent parts and
members will cease functioning properly; and though that all-unifying
agency in the temple of man be not
sensed or seen and the reality thereof be
unknown, yet by its effects it manifesteth itself with the greatest power.
Thus it hath been proven and made
evident that these infinite beings in this
wondrous universe will discharge their
functions properly only when directed
and controlled by that Universal Reality,
so that order may be established in the
world. For example, interaction and cooperation between the constituent parts
of the human body are evident and indisputable, yet this does not suffice; an
all-unifying agency is necessary that shall
direct and control the component parts,
so that these through interaction and cooperation may discharge in perfect order
their necessary and respective functions.
You are well aware, praised be the
Lord, that both interaction and cooperation are evident and proven amongst all
beings, whether large or small. In the
case of large bodies interaction is as
manifest as the sun, whilst in the case
of small bodies, though interaction be
unknown, yet the part is an indication
of the whole. All these interactions
therefore are connected with that a11embracing power which is their pivot,
their center, their source and their motive power.
For instance, as we have- observed, cooperation among the constituent parts of
the human body is clearly established,
and these parts and members render
services unto all the component parts of
the body. For instance, the hand, the
foot, the eye, the ear, the mind, the
imagination all help the various parts
and members of the human body, but
all these interactions are linked by an unseert, all-embracing power, that causeth
these interactions to be produced with
perfect regularity. This is the inner
faculty of man, that is his spirit and his
mind, both of which are invisible.
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In like manner consider machinery
and workshops and the interaction existing among the various component parts
and sections, and how connected they
are one with the other. All these relations and interactions, however, are connected with a central power which is
their motive force, their pivot and their
source. This central power is either the
power of steam or the skill of the mast6r~mind.

It hath therefore been made evident
and proved that interacction, cooperation and inter-relation amongst beings
are under the direction and will of a motive Power which is the origin, the motive force and the pivot of all interactions in the universe.
Likewise every arrangement and formation that is not perfect in its order
we designate as accidental, and that
which is orderly, regular, perfect in its
relations and every part of which is
in its proper place and is the essential requisite of the other constituent
parts, this we call a composltlOn
formed through will and knowledge.
There is no doubt that these infinite
beings and the association of these diverse elements arranged in countless
forms must have proceeded from a
Reality that could in no wise be bereft of
will or understanding. This is clear and
proven to the mind and no one can deny
it. It is not meant, however, that that
Universal Reality or the attributes thereof have been comprehended. Neither its
Essence nor its true attributes hath anyone comprehended. We maintain, however, that these infinite beings, these
necessary relations, this perfect arrangement must of necessity have proceeded
from a source that is not bereft of will
and understanding, and this infinite composition cast into infinite forms must
have been caused by an all-embracing
Wisdom. This none can dispute save
he that is obstinate and stubborn, and
denieth the clear and unmistakable evidence, and becometh the object of the
blessed Verse: "(They are) deaf, (they
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are) dumb, (they are) blind and shall
return no more."
Now regarding the question whether
the faculties of the mind and the human
soul are one and the same. These faculties are but the inherent properties of
the soul, such as the power of imagination, of thought, of understanding;
powers that are the essential requisites
of the reality of man, even as the solar
ray is the inherent property of the sun.
The temple of man is like unto a mirror,
his soul is as the sun, and his mental faculties even as the rays that emanate from
that source of light. The ray may cease
to fall upon the mirror, but it can in no
wise be dissociated from the sun.
In short, the point is this that the
world of man is supernatural in its relation to the vegetable kingdom, though in
reality it is not so. Relatively to the
plant, the reality of man, his power of
hearing and sight, are all supernatural,
and for the plant to comprehend that
reality and the nature of the powers of
man's mind is impossible. In like manner for man to comprehend the Divine
Essence and the nature of the great
Hereafter is in no wise possible. The
merciful outpourings of that Divine Essence, however, are vouchsafed unto all
beings and it is incumbent upon man to
ponder in his heart upon the effusions of
the Divine Grace, the soul (of man)
being counted as one (sign of it), rather
than upon the Divine Essence itself.
This is the utmost limit for human understanding. As it hath previously been
mentioried, these attributes and perfections that we recount of the Divine Essence, these we have derived from the
existence and observation of beings, and
it is not that we have comprehended the
Essence and perfection of God. When
we say that the Divine Essence understandeth and is free, we do not mean
that we have discovered the Divine Will
and Purpose, but rather that we have
acquired knowledge of them through the
Divine Grace revealed and manifested in
the realities of things.

Now concerning our social principles,
namely the teachings of His Holiness
Baha'u'lhih spread far and wide fifty
years ago, they verily comprehend all
other teachings. It is clear and evident
that without these teachings progress
and advancement for mankind are in no
wise possible. Every community in the
world findeth in these Divine Teachings
the realization of its highest aspirations.
These teachings are even as ,the tree that
beareth the best fruits of all trees.
Philosophers, for instance, find in these
heavenly teachings the most perfect solution of their social problems, and similarly a true and noble exposition of matters that pertain to philosophical questions. In like manner men of faith
behold the reality of religion manifestly
revealed in these heavenly teachings, and
clearly and conclusively prove them to
be the real and true remedy for the ills
and infirmities of all mankind. Should
these sublime teachings be diffused,
mankind shall be freed from all perils,
from all chronic ills and sicknesses. In
like manner are the Eaha!i economic
principles the embodiment of the highest
aspirations of all wage-earning classes
and of economists of various schools.
In short, all sections and parties have
their aspirations realized in the teachings of Baha'u'll;ih. As these teachings
are declared in churches, in mosques and
in other places of worship, whether those
of the followers of Buddha or of Confucius, in political circles or amongst
materialists, all shall bear witness that
these teachings bestow a fresh life upon
mankind and constitute the immediate
remedy for all the ills of social life.
N one can find fault with any of these
teachings, nay rather, once declared they
will all be acclaimed, and all will confess
their vital necessity, exclaiming, "Verily
this is the truth and naught is there beside the truth but manifest error."
In conclusion, these few words are
written, and unto everyone they will be
a clear and conclusive evidence of the
truth. Ponder them in thine heart. The
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will of every Sovereign prevaileth during his reign, the will of every philosopher findeth expression in a handful of
disciples during his life-time, but the
Power of the Holy Spirit shineth radiantly in the realities of the Messengers
of God, and strengtheneth their will in
such wise as to influence a great nation
for thousands of years and to regenerate
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the human soul and reV1ve mankind.
Consider how great is this power! It
is an extraordinary Power, an all-sufficient proof of the truth of the mission
of the Prophets of God, and a conclusive
evidence of the Power of Divine Inspiration.
The Glory of Glories rest upon thee.
(Signed) 'Abdu'l-Baha.

THE ETERNAL WITNESS
Compiled by Homee Holley

"T

HIS teaching of union has been
lost in the world through long
lapse of time, 0 consumer of the foe.
"This same immemorial teaching of
union I have declared to thee today; for
thou art my beloved, my companion;
and this secret doctrine is the most excellent treasure.
"Though I am the Unborn. the Soul
that passes not away; though I am the
Lord of beings, yet as Lord over my
Nature I become manifest, through the
magical power of the Soul.
"For whenever there is a withering of
the Law, 0 son of Bharata, and an uprising of lawlessness on all sides, then
I manifest Myself.
"For the salvation of the righteous,
and the destruction of such as do evil;
for the firm establishing of the Law I
come to birth in age after age."
-Krishna.
"Why should I preserve this body of
flesh, when the body of the excellent law
will endure?
"I am not the first Buddha who came
upon the earth, nor shall I be the last.
In due time another Buddha will arise
in the world, a Holy One, a supremely
enlightened One, endowed with wisdom
in conduct, knowing the universe, an incomparable leader of men, a Master of
angels and mortals. He will reveal to
you the same truths which I have taught
you. He will preach his religion, glorious in its origin, glorious at its climax,

glorious at its goal, in the spirit and in
the letter. He will proclaim a religious
life, wholly perfect and pure, such as
I now proclaim. His disciples will number many thousands, while mine number many hundreds."-Guatama Buddha.
"There isa Creative Principle which
is itself uncreated; there is a Principle
of Change which is itself unchanging.
The Uncreated is able to create life;
the Unchanging is able to effect change.
That which is produced cannot but continue producing; that which is evolved
cannot but continue evolving. Hence
there is constant production and constant evolution.
"The Unchanging goes to and fro,
and its range is illimitable. We may
surmise that it stands Alone, and that
its Ways are inexhaustible."-Lao Tzu.
"When through Me the sky arose
from the substance of the ruby, without columns, on the spiritual support of
far-encompassed light; when through
Me the earth arose, which bore the material life, and there is no maintainer of
the worldly creation but it; when by Me
the sun and moon and stars are conducted in the firmament of luminous
bodies;
. each one of them, when
created by Me, was herein more difficult
than causing the resurrection, for it is
an assistance to Me in the resurrection
that they exist, but when they were
formed it was not forming the future
out of the past."-Zoroaster.
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"The wilderness and the solitary place
shall be glad for them; and the desert
shall rejoice and blossom as the rose. It
shall blossom abundantly and rejoice
even with joy and singing; the glory of
Lebanon shall be given unto it; the glory
(Baha) of Carmel and Sharon. They
shall see the excellency of the Lord and
the glory (Baha) of our God. "-Isaiah.
"Think not that I came to destroy the
law or the prophets: I came not to destroy, but to fulfill.
"In my Father's house are many mansions; if it were not so, I would have
told you; for I go to prepare a place
for you. And if I go and pr<!pare a
place for you, I come again, and will
receive you unto myself; that where I
am, there ye may be also.
"The words I say unto you I speak
not from myself: but the Father abiding
in me doeth his works.
"And I will pray the Father, and he
shall give you another Comforter, that
he may be with you forever, even the
Spirit of truth."
"But of that day or that hour knoweth
no one, not even the angels in heaven,
neither the Son, but the Father."
-Christ.
"Messengers have already come unto
you before me, with plain proofs and
with the miracle which ye mention; why,
therefore, have ye slain them, if ye speak
truth? . . . . I am the first Adam,
N oah, Moses and Jesus.
"Think then not indeed that God fails
in His promise to His apostles; verily,
God is mighty, the Lord of vengeance;
on the day when the earth shall be
changed for another earth, and the
heavens also; and all shall go forth unto God, the One, the Supreme.
"God is the light of heaven and earth:
the similitude of His light is a niche in
a wall, wherein a lamp is placed, and
the lamp enclosed in a case of glass;
the glass appears as if it were a
glistening star. It is lighted with the oil
of a blessed tree, an olive neither of the
East, nor of the West; it wanteth little
but that the oil thereof would give light,

although no fire toucheth it. This is
light added unto light. God will direct
unto His light whom He pleaseth."Mohammed.
"It is impossible for Him to be known
by aught save Himself, or identified by
the expression of His creatures. Verily,
I am the first Servant who believed in
Him and in His revelation, and who
partook of the first fruits of the paradise of His knowledge
In the
year nine ye shall attain unto all good."
-El Bab.
"The time of former things is past and
a new time has become manifest, and
all things are made new by the desire
of God. But only a new eye can perceive and a new mind can comprehend
this station. The Beginning and the End
bore allusion to one blessed Word, and
that hath come and is made manifest.
That Word is the Soul of the divine
books and epistles, which hath been and
will be forevermore.
"In this Day the new heaven hath
appeared and the earth is renewed.
\Vere ye to behold with pure eyes, ye
will see the New Terusalem.; and were
ye to turn with attentive ears, ye will
hear the voice of God.
"Are ye hidden from Myself because
of My Name? What maketh ye to
doubt? Ye have called for your Lord
the self-dependent night and day, and
when He hath come from the heaven
of pre-existence in the greatest glory, ye
have not approached Him, and were of
the heedless.
"He who inviteth the people in My
Name, he is of Me, and from him will
appear that which will be beyond the
power of all that is in the earth. Then
follow the path of the Lord, and follow
not the heedless. Blessed is the sleeping one who will awaken by these powers
and will stand up among the dead, directing himself in the path of the Lord;
verily, he is of the essence of the creatures before the True One; and verily,
he is of those who have attained,"B aha' u'll6h.
"Each religion teaches that a media-
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tor is necessary between man and the
Creator-one who receives the full light
of the divine splendor and radiates it
over the human world, as the earth's
atmosphere receives and diffuses the
warmth of the rays of the sun. This
mediator between God and humanity has
different designations, though he always
brings the same spiritual commands. In
one era he is called Abraham, in another
time Moses, again he is called Buddha,
another time Jesus, and yet another time
Mohammed. They have all turned to
the divine reality for their strength.
Those who followed Moses accepted
him as the mediator; those who followed Zoroaster accepted him as their
mediator; but all the Israelites deny
Zoroaster, and the Zoroastrians deny
Moses. They fail to see in both the one
reality. Had the Zoroastrians comprehended the reality of Zoroaster, they
would have understood Moses and
Jesus. Alas! the majority of men attach themselves to the name of the
mediator and lose sight of the real purport.
"Therefore did Raha'u'llah cry, '0
God, deliver us from the sea of names!'
"Man must turn to the light and not
think that the form of the lamp is the
essential, for the lamp may be changed;
but he who longs for light welcomes it
from whatever lamp it shines. If the
Jews had really understood Moses, they
would have accepted the Christ; but
they were occupied with the name, not
the truth, and when that name was
changed, they denied the reality.
"It is the same with the Christians to-
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day. What a pity that they are worshipping a title. They see only the garment. If one recognizes a king by his
garments, one would not know him were
he to assume a different garb.
"Who is the Christ? When one sees
the Christ qualities shining from another
lamp, one must recognize that light. \lv' e
may say that this flower is exquisite; we
must not say that it is the only beautiful one. Its perfections are of the divine bounty, a bounty that is universal
and unlimited in its manifestations. The
marvelous bounties of God are continuous. Sbould the outpouring of light be
suspended, we would be in darkness.
But how could it be withheld? If the
divine graces are sU$pended, then di"vinity itself would be interrupted. Even
men ask for continuity.
"We have eyes, and we desire eternal
sight. Blindness is an imperfection.
We have ears; deafness is a deficiency,
As long as we consider these as imperfections in the human world, will they
not be even greater defects when we
consider the divine world? The bounty
of God is without beginning and without end.
"We must adore the Sun of Reality,
no matter f.rom what horizon it may appear, rather than worship the horizon;
for if we concentrate our attention upon one horizon, the Sun may arise from
quite another point, and we consequently
be· deprived of the Sun's bestowals.
These benefactions are the bounty and
guidance of God, the favor of God.
This is spiritual progress."-'Abdu'lBaha.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE KITABU'L-AQDAS
THE MOST HOLY BOOK
Translated by Shoghi Effendi
The Lord hath ordained that
in every city a House of Justice be established, wherein shall gather counsellors to the number of Baha and should
it exceed this number, it shall not matter. It behoveth them to be the trusted
ones of the Merciful amongst men and
to regard themselves as the guardians
appointed of God for all that dwell on
earth. It is incumbent upon them to
take counsel together and have regard
for their own interests and choose that
which is meet and seemly. Thus hath
the Lord your God, the Gracious, the
Pardoner commanded you. Beware lest
ye put away that which is clearly revealed in His Tablet. Fear God 0 ye
that perceive!
. . .. 0 ye servants of the Merciful
One! Arise to serve the Cause of God,
in such wise that cares and sorrows
caused by them that have disbelieved in
the Dayspring of the Signs of God may
not afflict you. At the time when the
Promise was fulfilled and the Promised
One made manifest, differences have appeared amongst the kindred of the earth
and each people hath followed its own
fancy and idle imaginings.
o ye that dwell on earth!
Should the Day-Star of My Beauty disappear from this world and the Heavens
of my Tabernacle be veiled from mortal
eyes, feel not perturbed, nay arise for
the triumph of My Cause and the exaltation of My Word amidst mankind.
Verily, we are with you at all times and
graciously aid you to attain unto victory, and we are the Mighty, the Powerful. Whoso hath known Me, will so
arise to serve Me that the hosts of earth
and Heaven shall hinder him not from
achieving his end. Fast asleep are the
peoples of the world and were they to
shake off their slumber, they would

surely haste forth with their hearts unto God, the All-Knowing, the All-Wise.
They would put away all that is, though
it be all the treasures of this mortal
world, that the Lord their God may
graciously remember them through but
a word from Him. Thus revealeth unto you He that knoweth the Unknown in
His Tablet which the world hath not beheld and none hath known save Him,
the Help and guard of all mankind.
Lament not in your hours of
trial, neither rejoice therein; seek ye the
Middle Way which is the remembrance
of Me in your afflictions and reflections
over that which may befall you in
future. Thus infonneth you, He Who
is the Omniscient, He \7l1ho is Aware.
Unto every father hath been
enjoined the instruction of his son and
daughter in the art of reading and writing and in all that hath been laid down
in the Holy Tablet. He that putteth
away that which is commanded unto
him, the Trustees are then to take from
him that which is required for their instruction, if he be wealthy, and if not
the matter devolveth upon the House of
Justice. Verily, have \Ve made it a
shelter for the poor and needy. He that
bringeth up his son or the son of another, it is as though he hath brought
up a son of Mine; upon him rest My
Glory, My loving kindness, My Mercy,
that have compassed the world.
0 ye Men of Justice! Be ye
in the realm of God shepherds unto His
sheep and guard them from the ravening wolves that have appeared in disguise, even as ye would guard your own
sons. Thus exhorteth you the Counsel101', the Faithful.
Say, 0 people! When the
hour cometh that My Kingdom of Revelation is passed away, and the billows of
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the Ocean of My Utterance are stilled,
let no agitation possess you, for verily
there is a Divine \Visdom in My Manifestation and still another Divine Wisdom in My Disappearance and none
knoweth them but God, the One, the
All-Knowing. Verily we behold you
from Our Realm of effulgent Glory and
shaIl graciously aid whomsoever ariseth
for the triumph of Our Cause, with the
Hosts of the Celestial Concourse and a
company of Our chosen angels.
Are ye aware from what
Realm the Lord, your God, the AIlGlorious calleth you and have ye the pen
whereby your God, the Lord of all Attributes, commandeth you? Nay, by My
Life had ye known it, ye would have
surely forsaken the world and turned
with your hearts to the Courts of the
Beloved One and would have been so
moved by the spirit of His Word that
the Realm on High would be stirred and
shaken, how much more this world below.
Take heed lest the changes
and chances of this world of self and
passion divide you, nay be even as fingers of one hand, the members of one
body. Thus counselIeth you the Pen
of Divine Revelation, were ye of them
that believe. Behold the Mercy of God
and His Bounties; He verily commandeth you. to do that which profiteth
you and He is the Self-Dependent above
all the world. Your evil doings harm
us not, neither are We profited by your
goodly deeds. We caIl you for His sake
and thereunto bear witness they that
know and perceive.
. . .. The Lord hath granted leave
to whomsoever desireth it that he be instructed in the divers tongues of the
world that he may deliver the Message
of the Cause of God throughout the
East and throughout the West, that he
make mention of Him amidst the kindreds and peoples of the world in suclf
wise that hearts may revive and the
mouldering bone be quickened.
Adorn your heads with the
garlands of trustworthiness and fidelity,
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your hearts with the attire of the Fear
of God, your tongues with absolute
truthfulness, your bodies with the vesture of courtesy. These are in truth
seemly adornings unto the temple of
man, if he be of them that reflect. Cling
o ye people of Baha, to the cord of
servitude unto God, the True One for
thereby your stations shaIl be made
manifest, your names written and preserved, your ranks raised and your
memory exalted in the Preserved Tablet. Beware lest the dweIlers on earth
hinder from this glorious and exalted
station. Thus have We exhorted you
in most of our Epistles and now in this,
our Holy Tablet, above which hath
beamed the Day-Star of the Laws of
the Lord, your -God, the Powerful, the
AIl-Wise. When the ocean of My
Presence hath ebbed and the book of
origin is ended, turn ye zmto him whom
the Lord hath purposed, who hath
branched from this ancient stock.
Consider the peoples of the
world and the littleness of their mind!
They ask for that which is harmful unto them and forsake the thing that
profiteth them. They verily are of them
that have gone astray. We see some
men desiring liberty and taking pride
therein; they verily are wrapt in grievous ignorance. Liberty endeth in strife
and sedition, the flame whereof cannot be extinguished. Thus decIareth
unto you the Recounter, the AIl-knowing. Know ye in truth that the example
and symbol of liberty is the brute and
it behoveth man to be under laws and
regulations that shaIl guard him from his
own ignorance and the harm of the mischief makers. Verily, liberty causeth
man to transgress the bounds of courtesy
and dignity and maketh of him one of
them that are of Iow degree. Regard all
creatures as sheep that are in need of
a shepherd who will guard and watch
over them; this is verily the truth, the
undoubted truth. We approve of liberty
on some occasions and disapprove of
it on others and We verily are Omniscient, AIl-Knowing. Say, to have lib-
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erty is to observe My commandments,
if ye be of them that perceive. Should
men follow that which We have revealed unto them from the Heavens of
Divine Revelation, they would of a certainty attain unto absolute freedom.
Well is it with him that hath known the
Purpose of God in that which hath been
revealed from the Heavens of His Holy
Will that transcendeth all mankind. Say,
the liberty that profiteth you is naught
but servitude to God, the True One, and
whoso hath tasted the sweetness thereof, he surely will barter it not for the
dominion of heaven and earth.
Consort with all religions
with amity and concord, that they may
inhale from you the sweet fragrance of
God. Beware lest amidst men the flame
of foolish ignorance overpower you. All
things proceed from God and unto Him
they return. He is the source of all
things and in Him all things are ended.
Happy are ye, 0 ye the
learned ones in Baha. By the Lord! Ye

are the billows of the Most Mighty
Ocean, the stars of the firmament of
Glory, the standards of triumph waving
betwixt earth and heaven. Ye are the
manifestations of steadfastness amidst
men and the daysprings of Divine Utterance to all that dwell on earth. Well
is it with him that turneth unto you and
woe betide the froward. This day, it
behoveth whomso hath quaffed the
Mystic Wine of Everlasting Life from
the Hands of the Loving kindness of
the Lord his God, the Merciful, to pulsate even as the throbbing artery in the
body of mankind, that through him may
be quickened the world and every
crumbling bone.
o ye people of Creation!
·When the time hath come for the Dove
of Holiness to wing its flight from the
Bower of Celestial Praise and soar unto the Unseen pinnacle of Glory, refer
all that ye comprehend not in the holy
writ to him that hath branched from
this ancient stock.

THE SPIRIT OF THE CENTURY
The Coming U niversaJ Society of Nations
HE League of Nations continues to
be the center of world discussion.
T
Shall the United States enter the
League? Can the League bring peace?
The past isolation of America, in the
new world of economic interdependence
has proved impossible; the isolation of
any great nation is now imaginary. Mr.
Hughes, Secretary of State, recently declared, at the Kent Centennial Celebration of Columbia University, New York
City, that just as the tranquility of the
United States had depended upon its
courts, so the tranquility of the nations
will be attained only through a permanent world court of justice. The consciousness is rising among all peoples,
like a mighty stream, that we must reorganize the world for international
peace, with an international court of

justice, a universal limitation of armaments.
Seventy-five years ago, from his
prison room, at Akka, in the Holy Land,
Baha'u'Wi.h foretold the universal war
that was coming, the social upheavals
which would follow in its desolating
wake, of how all nations would at last
realize the absolute necessity of establishing a universal peace. "0 Assembly
of Kings!" he wrote in his Tablet to
Queen Victoria, in 1868, "Verily we
see you increasing your expenditures
every year and placing the burden
thereof on your subjects; this is naught
but manifest injustice. Fear the sighs
of the oppressed and his tears and do
not burden your subjects above that
which they can bear, neither ruin them
to build up your palaces. Choose for
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them that which ye choose for yourselves . . . .
"0 Assembly of Rulers! Improve the
accordance among you; then you will
need neither many soldiers nor their accoutrements, but to a certain degree
whereby ye will protect your empires
and countries.
Be united, 0 Assembly of Kings, for by this the winds
of disagreement existing among you will
subside and your subjects and those
around you will be at rest, were ye of
those who know.
"Ha certain one amongst you should
rise against the other, arise all of you
and oppOqe him, for this is naught but
manifest justice."
Baha'u'llah outlined 1ll detail the
charter for a universal society of nations and the international and spiritual
principles upon which the temple of the
most great peace should be founded.
And in his Tablet to the "Central Organization for a Durable Peace, The
Hague," written at the close of the Great
War, 'Abdu'l-Baha outlines some of the
important elements which unite to form
the remedy for this modern disease of
universal war. With the genius of the
universal mind, Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha have diagnosed the world disease
in its completeness and united into a
new synthesis the many remedies needed
for its healing, have outlined the luminous paths which lead to the city of
God, the city of the most great peace.
First, the independent investigation of
truth, of the real causes of war. Those
who walk this path quickly abandon
prejudice, of race, religion and Umited
patriotism and enter the highway of the
essential oneness of mankind, its races
and peoples. This leads to the universal
society of nations. Upon the eternal
rock of God's justice will there be
founded a universal parliament of man.
Only a universal society or nations will
establish universal peace. "The Supreme Tribunal which His Holiness
Baha'u'llah has described," wrote 'Abdu'l-Baha in his Tablet to "The Central
Organization for a Durable Peace, The
- -------- - - - -
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Hague," "will fulfill this sacred task
with the utmost might and power. And
his plan is this: that the national assemblies of each country and nation-that
is to say parliaments-should elect two
or three persons who are the choicest
men of that nation, and are well informed concerning international laws
and the relations between governments
and aware of the essential needs of the
world of humanity in this day. The
number of these representatives should
be in proportion to the number of inhabitants of that country. The election
of these souls who are chosen by the
national assembly, that is, the parliament, must be confirmed by the upper
house, the congress and the cabinet and
also by the president or monarch, so
these persons may be the elected ones
of all the nation and the government.
From among these people the members
of the Supreme Tribunal will be elected,
and all mankind will thus have a share
therein, for everyone of these delegates -is fully representative of his nation."*
A first step of the universal society
of all nations will be to choose a universal language, which will be taught,
in addition to the mother tongue, in all
the schools of the world. It will become
one of the most great means of removing the difficulties which arise from the
strife of tongues. Another safeguard
to universal peace will be universal
woman's suffrage. In the new society
of nations the people of each country
should vote before they go to war. The
armies should also vote. The women's
vote, if such an issue should arise,
would sway the national sentiment, for
women will not lightly choose to send
the sons whom they have reared with
infinite care to the battlefield.
However, if with these precautions
any nation should desire to rebel against
the findings of the Supreme Tribunal
and the united public opinion of th€
*This Tablet to the Hague ($.10), and the "Corn.
pilation" ($1.50), form a splendid introduction to the
Bah;i'i Teachings on Universal Peace. Bahlt'i Pub.
Society.
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world, the members of the universal
society of nations should bring the
offending member to terms, first by
refusing to ship to it any ammunitions;
secondly, by refusing to lend it any
money; thirdly, by a universal boycott.
If these means are still inadequate, the
universal society of nations should use
its combined armies and the international police to bring the nation to
terms.
The supreme foundation of the city
of the most great peace will, however,
be unity of conscience among all
people, a deep consciousness that they
are all one family, one brotherhood. To
strengthen this consciousness, 'Abdu'lBaha suggests that there should be universal education of the children of all
nations, under a uniform educational
curriculum. This curriculum would
inc1ude the technical, scientific branches
of material education, and it will continually train the children to realize the
perils of war and the glory of peace.
"You must sow the seeds of peace in
the plastic minds of the children," said
'Abdu'l-Baha. "Teach them the victories of peace. Surround them with
the lessons of peace. Envelop them
with the atmosphere of peace and
inspire their hearts with the glorious
achievements of peace. Let their food
be peace, their vesture peace, their contemplation peace, their highest aspiration peace and the impelling purpose
of their lives peace." The new education in the oneness of mankind will·
need to utilize every means to establish
in the hearts of the children the consciousness of universal brotherhood.
'Abdu'l-Baha also presents a solution
of the economic problem by which
poverty can be practically eliminated
and economIC strife resolved into
cooperation and partnership, without
violence, without changing the existing
economic structure.
But the supreme power which
changes the hearts of men and U11ltes
them into one brotherhood is religion.
"Only through the power of the Holy

Spirit," said 'Abdu'l-Baha, "will the
cause of universal peace be established
in the world. There must needs be a
divine, executive power to bring the
self-seeking governments to the terms
of universal brotherhood and conciliation. Nothing else will do it."
"N ot until the cause of universal
peace becomes a personal religious conviction," said 'Abdu'l-Baha to some
friends at Haifa, in June of 1919, "will
it prove to be permanent. Diplomacy is
impotent; the all-powerful Word of
God must establish it and make it a
living, potent and lasting factor in' the
world. Hearts must be purified and no
trace of revenge, enmity and rancour
must linger in any heart-until peace
shall prove to be permanent."
SIGNS OF THE TIMES

The only international body remaining intact after 1914 was the International Institute of Agri culture, sponsored by the King of Italy through the
influence of David Lubin, a Jewish
department store owner from Sacramento. David Lubin had a profound
social passion and great courage. He
was reared by an intensely pious
mother in the conviction that from
birth he had been marked out for the
"service of the Lord."
The Minister of Education in Japan
has ordered that all passages in J apanese school books teaching hatred of
other nationalities be eliminated.
Graham Wallas, the distinguished
publicist, says that biology is passing
from the conception of "biological
necessity" to that of "world cooperation founded on conscious purpose
instead of blind struggle."
Senator Borah's campaign for the
outlawry of war is making progress.
The New York World comments on it
as follows: "If such a declaration
could ever be got from the nations of
the world-and, of course, the difficulty is to get it when nations understand what it implies-the legal and
moral advantages of the military party
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in all countries would be destroyed.
Today they are strictly orthodox under
the law of nations. The peacemakers
are the heretics. Senator Bot'ah's plan
would completely reverse this position.
Under it the law would be on the side
of the pacifist, and with it all the patriotic, moral and emotional support that
comes from being on the side which
is upholding the law."
"The Unity of Labor," III a recent
number of the Manchester Guardian, is
a clear, thoughtful article. The writer
thinks that never since the first Working Men's International Association
was founded sixty years ago has the
world of labor been more deeply
divided than it is today. "So long as
the deep division lasts between Communists.
and Socialists
international labor is not to be counted
as a serious force for the preservation
of peace." He concludes that it is not
reasonable to expect unity among the
workers of the world. "Manual workers
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are not more capable ot unity than
brain workers, artists, churchmen, footballers, or politicians." Both Commul1lsm and Socialism "as means of
cementing the ties of human brotherhood are found a
lamentable
failure."
'Abdu'l-Baha. says: "It is self-evident
that unity of the human world and the
Most Great Peace cannot be accomIt
plished through material means.
cannot be established through political
power
It cannot be founded
through racial or patriotic power, for
these are human powers, selfish and
weak.
Therefore it is established that the promotion of the oneness
of the kingdom of humanity, which is
the essence of the teachings of the holy
Manifestations of God, is impossible
except through the power spiritual and
the breaths of the Holy Spirit. Other
powers are too weak and are incapable
of accomplishing this."
lVI. H. P.

A PORTRAIT OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
By

NELLIE

OME three years ago a friend who
has long been identified with the
Cause as one of its loyal and most
active servants, when sojourning in
P:asadena, California, for the winter
season, discovered the presence here of
the artist, Mr. F. Carl Smith, and immediately took steps to ascertain the
whereabouts of the portrait which he
was known to have painted in Washington at the time of the visit of
'Abdu'l-Baha to this country.
Mr. Smith was found, and then
began a series of pilgrimages to his
studio by the friends from the nearby
Baha.'i Assemblies.
We went frequently and those who had been blessed
with the privilege of seeing 'Abdu'lBaha while he was traveling in America
would sit before the wonderful por-
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trait, enthralled by the marvelous eyes
and the majestic brow which Mr. Smith
seemed to have caught so realistically.
Each time the friends gathered in the
studio the longing increased to possess
the portrait and to place it where it
might be an everlasting gift to posterity.
A short while after the passing of
'Abdu'l-Baha it finally came into the
possession of Mrs. Thomas H. Collins,
a Christmas gift presented by her husband.
Since that time the portrait has
remained in Pasadena, occasioning much
admiration and many inquiries as to
who the wonderful personage might be.
lt has interested many in the Cause and
has been a source of confirmation to
those who have sat and gazed on those
features of majesty and dignity and
- - _ . _ - _ . _ - ---
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have recognized the glorious selflessness expressed in those beautiful lineaments.
Before quoting Mr. Smith's story of
how he painted the portrait let us meet
the artist in his studio as one would
see him any day of the week, and
experience the friendly,
hospitable
spirit which pervades the place, as
much through the personal charm of
the artist's wife - who is herself a
painter of mineatures of great delicacy
and beauty, which have their place
among the work of the famous painters
of that type-as through the cordial
hospitality of the host himself. Mr.
Smith is one of those souls who seem
to have passed over the guile of the
world untouched, and whose brush
reflects in his landscape work the
joyous spiritual springtime with which
he has become imbued. He calls to
mind the words of Baha'u'lhih, where
he speaks thus:
"The Sun of Truth is the Word of
God, upon which depends the training
of the people of the country of thought.
It is the Spirit of Reality and the Water
of Life. All things owe their existence
to It. Its manifestation is ever according to the capacity and coloring of the
mirror through which it may reflect. For
example: Its Light, when cast on the
mirrors of the wise, gives expression'
to wisdom; when reflected from the
minds of artists it produces manifestations of new and beautiful arts; when
it shines through the minds of students
it reveals knowledge and unfolds mysteries. . . ."
In the case of Mr. Smith the Sun
of Truth has reflected through his mind
to give to his canvasses an atmosphere
at once brilliant and peaceful, full of
the radiance and joy of the realm of
the spirit. One thinks of the words
of 'Abdu'l-Baha regarding the resemblance of California to the Holy Land,
and one feels that Mr. Smith has caught
the ideal similarity 111 his smiling
landscapes.
One would not attempt to judge of

the portrait of 'Abdu'l-Baha, knowing,
.as ~ all do, that to each soul he
carried the message which that soul
most sought and needed. The writer
has read many descriptions of 'Abdu'lBaha's personal appearance, with each
one of which she concurs heartily;
and yet there was in the presence of
the Master for each individual something else, something indefinable, something unique, something which words
fail to express! It is again the Word
of God reflecting to different mirrors
through the perfect one! Who could
catch it completely? Who is qualified?
MR. SMITH'S OWN STORY

"It has always remained a mystery to
me how it came to pass that it was
my special privilege to see and meet
for the first time, in my own home, that
universally known, that great spiritual
soul, 'Abdu'l-Baha.
"I had heard a great deal about
Baha'u'Ilah and his son, 'Abdu'l-Baha,
through friends years ago in Paris, and
afterwards in Washington, D. C. Mr.
Charles Mason Remey, who had made
a pilgrimage to Akka, Syria, on his
return had spoken of 'the Master's
wonderful teachings and especially of
the great light which shown in his eyes
and upon which one could not gaze
without feeling a sensation as of almost
dazzling luminosity.'
"It was my good fortune to take the
Mediterranean cruise in 1911, which
included a visit to the Holy Land.
While at Haifa, Syria, I thought of
'Abdu'l-Baha and wondered just where
he might be, for Akka, the City of the
Crusaders, lay some nine miles to the
north of Haifa along the coast, 'by the
way of the sea,' and could be plainly
seen in the distance. As we remaine.d
only one day in Haifa it was not possible to take the caravan trip to Akka
(the Achor of the Bible), so I spent
the day in climbing Mount Carmel and
making a sketch of it from the coast.
"Haifa became the home of the
Master shortly after that time, and
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since the war that part of the country
is now included in Palestine.
"About a year later 'Abdu'l-Baha
came to America, and while he was in
Washington, D. c., he made his headquarters at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Parsons, where he was a guest for
some weeks. The home of Mr. and
Mrs. Parsons was about two blocks
from my studio. 1 was intensely eager
to see 'Abdu'l-Baha and J asked his
interpreter if it were possible to paint
a portrait of him, but he replied that
there would not be time.
"On the morning of April 12th,
shortly after his arrival in Washington,
I received word that 'Abdu'l-Baha and
his interpreters would stop at my
studio, but only for a few minutes. I
immediately prepared a canvas and
had everything in readiness in case
there might be prospects of a pose.
However, just to see him was more
than I had hoped or expected!
"All my nervous excitement passed
away on seeing the Master, and my
first impression was one of peace and
good will, for he was like one of the
family, so gentle and mild, and he
showed such a' kindly spirit. His first
words were:
"'It is so good to come into your
home l' He was interested in all he
saw, and we immediately went into the
studio where I had a chair placed for
him in the proper light and asked if
he would be seated. Then the Master
said:
" 'Now this is as it should be. Here
am 1 a Persian, and you an American.
As a rule one nation despises another
not of his own nationality; and here
We are friends at first sight! That is
as it should be-the world one brotherhood, loving one another!'
"1 immediately began to sketch him
as he was interested in what 1 was
doing. Then 1 showed him a sketch
of Mount Carmel, and he exclaimed:
"'My beloved Mount Carmel! That
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was the view 1 had of it for many years
in Akka!'
"By this time we had all forgotten
our hurry and the pose lasted most of
the morning. I seemed inspired while
at work and 1 was amazed at the
results, for 1 never had to touch the
features again after that pose.
"During the morning 'Abdu'l-Baha
spoke of his teachings and some of his
words were interpreted. He said he
believed in equality between men and
women and in the oneness of mankind
and of religion.
"After that morning I saw a great
deal of the Master, for 1 went frequently to the various churches where
he spoke. Also there were many gatherings at Mr. and Mrs. Parsons' home.
I saw him later also, after his return
to Washington from his western tour.
"N ever shall 1 forget that experience
and I am so happy to have had that
wonderful privilege."
Thus did 'Abdu'l BaM, the Servant
of God, the Center of the Covenant
of God, quietly pass, almost unheraIded in our midst, calling to men to
follow the great spiritual light which
he was bearing aloft, to forget all racial,
national and religious prejudices, to
recognize One God and one human
family-that the Kingdom of God "on
earth as it is in heaven" might be
realized, according to the teachings of
our Lord Jesus Christ; the kingdom
which lies in the hearts of men, causing
them to soar in the atmosphere of
Reality whither the prophets and Messengers of God have always summoned
them and to which 'Abdu'l-Baha was
drawing them again, after they had
strayed like unto lost sheep from the
fold.
"Know verily, the Reality of Christ
never dies." He is with us always.
Though the lamp is laid away, the light
remains, ever increasing in its brilliance
as we are able to perceive and approach
it more and more.
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twice a week. The regular meetings
Haifa, Palestine,
of men and women are in full swing
April 9, 1923.
IME and again we have had the and the Cause is spreading more rapprivilege of hearing the beloved idly. Religious convictions cannot be
Master, 'Abdu'l-Baha, talk about the overcome with fire and sword.
A long letter is at hand from the
devoted disciples of His Holiness
Baha'u'llah who, in the near future, native town of Qurratu'l-Ayn. The
would arise with all their might and friends in Qazvin are full of love and
strength, with the sincere hope that energy and their number is so large
they might serve a Cause toward which that arrangements have been made for
the spiritually starving souls are hasten- holding meetings in different places at
ing. The more we hear the good news the same time.
The fifth circular letter from Tihran
of the friends the nearer we draw to
the realization of the words of the gives an account from Persia. Although
the country is not quite settled, from
Blessed Beauty:
"0 Son of Glory! Be swift In the many points of view, yet the friends
way of holiness, and enter into the in every city, town and hamlet are
heavens of My intimacy. Cleanse the directing their energies, more than
heart with the burnish of Spirit and before, to educating the people, that
make thyself ready to hear the call of they may realize that their only way
to salvation is to come into the Straight
the Most High."
We have received another interesting Path. Steps are being taken for the
letter from 'Ishqabad. The believers better education of women, who now
there, inspired by the Mashriqu'l- participate in voting for the members
Adhkar, are ready to sacrifice life and of the Spiritual Assemblies. The improperty for the carrying out of their portance of this can only be realized
mISSIOn. The four young men who, by those who are cognizant of the conafter the ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baha dition of women in the Eastern coungladly undertook the responsibility of tries.
The letter from the Paris Assembly
journeying to Persia for the spread of
the Cause, are now back, victorious. . was a source of infinite joy to us all.
During their one year of travel they We truly hope that, through the activivisited Khurasan, Mazindaran, Gilan ties of friends in that great capital, the
and Tihran. Other teachers have been time will soon come when the Divine
sent to Khiva, extreme parts of Tur- Civilization will become established.
There come to us interesting accounts
kistan and Caucasus. There is great
of
the activity of Jinab-i-Fadil in the
need for teachers who can speak RusUnited States of America and of Jinabsian or Turkish.
The deep sympathy shown by the i-Avarih in England. May they ever
friends in the Occident when their be strengthened by the Divine Confirbrothers and sisters in Sangsar were in mations.
The believers in the Holy Land are
trouble has brought about, in an incredibly short time, a change in conditions. constantly thinking of you, dear brothIn a letter from one of the Baha'i ladies ers and sisters. They remember you
in Sangsar to Dr. Moody in Tihran, in their meetings in the presence of the
we read that after the sad occurrence beloved Shoghi Effendi and they pray
of last year things have resumed a per-· for you when visiting the Holy Shrines.
a
fectly normal course. The Spiritual Jin3!b-i-Mirza Mahmu'd-i-Furughi,
Assembly is re-established and meets veteran teacher who, filled with the love
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of 'Abdu'l-Baha, has traveled far and
wide and more than once has been
exposed to martyrdom ( only a few
yeai's ago he was fired at in Mashhad
and bullets were extracted from his
shoulder), has just arrived from Persia.
Old in body, and young in heart, he
has visited many towns and cities during the past year and now he is getting
younger still by his having the privilege
of being with the Guardian of the
Cause, beloved Shoghi Effendi.
(Signed) MIRZA BAD! BUSHRUI.
Haifa, April 28, 1923.
HE universal spirit of the Cause
has. so strongly bound us together
that we are eagerly looking for the
least occasion whereby we may come
closer to the friends and, through the
grace of the Lord, the Nineteen-Day
Feast is one of the means leading to
the realization of this heartfelt desire.
In extending our hearty Ridvan greetings to you, dear brothers and sisters,
may we not share again with you the
glad tidings that are streaming in from
all directions.
In our humble attempt to comply
with the wish and instructions of the
Guardian of the Cause, beloved Shoghi
Effendi, an election meeting was held
in Haifa on the 21st of April, 1923, and
the members of the Haifa Spiritual
Assembly were elected. The afternoon
of the same day was spent in prayer
and meditation in the Holy Shrines of
the Bab and the Master on Mount
Carmel. The day following, all the
friends of Haifa and Akka visited the
Holy Tomb of Baha'u'l1ah at Bahji.
Today we are having the Nineteen-Day
Feast and tomorrow, the ninth day of
Ridvan, we hope to visit again the Holy
Tomb where we shall pray for the
brothers and sisters the world over.
The third circular letter from Cazvin
brings with it the usual note of true
love and devotion to the service of the
Cause. This letter is illustrated with
the photograph of the Guardian of the
Cause, a sign that as he is leading their
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thoughts and actions they are bound to
succeed in their efforts.
The circular letter from 'Ishquabad
is full of encouraging news; the friends
have a free hand in their activities and
the different committees are normally
functioning.
We have received many interesting
The
letters from different centers.
letter from the Chicago Spiritual
Assembly brought us real joy; the letter
from Kenosha made us happy; the
letter from the London Assembly was
a source of inspiration and we are
anxiously waiting for more good news.
Interesting news from the Principality of Luxemburg gives us a further
realization of the fact that the promises of the beloved Master are being
fulfilled and that the true disciples
about whom he often spoke are coming
into the field with full vigor and vivacity.
Mrs. Gregory, filled with the
spirit of love and unity, has traveled
to Luxemburg and has had the chance
to come in touch with many souls who
have been deeply interested in the
Cause, and the seeds that she is casting
now are sure to sprout in the near
future.
Before closing, you might be interested to know that the Haifa Spiritual
Assembly has been considering the
question of forming a Baba'i library in
Haifa. This idea if brought to realization will be of great interest to the
friends the world over and the time
will come when this library will be
unique from every standpoint. It has
been decided, therefore, to give wide
publicity to this project with the hope
that any of the friends who may wish
to contribute books of any kind to this
library may act upon their desire by
addressing the Spiritual Assembly, Persian Colony, Haifa, Palestine. In every
case an official acknowledgment will be
sent to donors.
Many of the friends have been hearing about the Girls' School on Mount
Carmel. An engineer and architect was
asked to study the school site with a
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view to giving an estimate as to how
much money is required to start building. While these points were under
consideration 'it was found best to purchase a house of about five rooms
together with a piece of land attached
to it, in order to have the nucleus for
the Baha'i Girls' School.
Baha'i Spirit1tal Assembly
of Haifa,
(Signed) MIRZA BAD! BUSHRUI,
Secretary.
The friends the world over will be
glad to send contributions to this
splendid enterprise for carrying into
action 'Abdu'l-Baha's teachings concerning the new education of girls. A
considerable sum of money is needed
to complete the payments on the land
and house and purchase the needed
equipment.-Editor.
A LETTER FROM SHOGHI EFFENDI

o the beloved of the Lord and
the handmaids of the Merciful,
T
throughout the City of New York, U.
S. A. Care of the members of the
Spiritual Assembly.
Dear and faithful friends of 'Abau'lBaha!
The welcome letter which the members of your Spiritual Assembly have
sent me is indeed a fresh and remarkable testimony of your wise, patient
and persistent efforts to promote the
Cause of God and deepen its foundations in the heart of that great city.
All throughout the various vicissitudes which the Movement has encountered during this past year of bereavement and uncertainty, the faithful
lovers of the Master in N ew York
have, by their wisdom in teaching, the
range and character of their activities,
their perseverance in their labors and
their unity in service, proved themselves worthy of the blessings which
our beloved 'Abdu'l-Baha showered
upon them during his repeated visits to
their city. It is my earnest hope and
prayer that now at this decisive hour

of the Cause of God the friends may
with clear vision and redoubled energy
endeavor to deepen still further the
essential truths of the Cause in their
own lives, and then extend the sphere
of their activity, endeavoring at all
times to infuse the regenerating Spirit
of Baha'u'llah into the divers communities, creeds and classes that are represented in that most cosmopolitan city
of the American continent.
From the leaflets, the circular letter
and the pamphlet enclosed in the letter
of your Spiritual Assembly, I can see
clearly how well you have undertaken
the task of acquainting the intellectual
and religious circles of your city with
the Divine Teachings, how admirably
you have co-ordinated your efforts for
service and how beautifully you have
immortalized the m.emory of the Beloved's sojourn in your midst.
As I have already intimated in my
first letter to the National Spiritual
Assembly, I shall be most pleased to
receive from every Baha'i cent er
throughout America regular and comprehensive reports on the position of
the Cause and the activity of the
friends. These I shall gladly transmit
to the friends throughout the East, who
in their present hour of restlessness
and turmoil will, I am sure, be cheered
to hear of the steady and peaceful
growth of the Cause in your land. I
have already shared the news you have
conveyed to me with the resident
friends in the Holy Land, and shall
soon, by the aid of the Spiritual Assembly of Haifa, send them to the believers
throughout the East.
Our departed Master, whose Call
first awakened that city, who later visited it and with his own hands watered
its soil, and who to his last hour
bestowed his tenderest care upon it, is
now, as ever before, watching 'from his
Station on High the progress of the
work which he has entrusted to you,
his beloved children, ready to bless,
guide and strengthen you in your
efforts to achieve success for his Cause.
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Awaiting your joyful news, and
wishing you from all my heart the
highest success in all your endeavors,
I am your devoted brother,
(Signed) SHOGHI.
H aifa, Palestine,
February 3, 1923.

The Spiritual Assembly of New York
City published last winter· a little book
called 'Abdu'l-BaM in New York. It
is a collection of extracts from 'Abdu'lBaha's addresses in New York in 1912
and from his Tablets to the friends in
that city and opens with a beautiful
foreword written by Rev. John Herman
Randall of the Community Church of
N ew York City. It is this book to
which Shoghi Effendi refers in his letter
to the New York friends.

REEN ACRE for over thirty
years has been holding its universal summer conferences by the Piscataqua River, in Maine. Mr. William
H. Randali, the chairman Qf the Green
Acre trustees, writes of the coming
season: "We expect to have a very
active and brilliant season this year, as
the conference program has been carefully considered and I think well balanced with religion, philosophy, music,
science and art.
"We shall have a real symposium of
reli.gious talks including a Rabbi, a
Chmese to speak on Confucius, an
Indian to speak on the religions of
India, a good Moslem talk and Canon
Troop is to speak on Christianity.
"Green Acre has been very much
beautified since last summer, as the
underbrush has been cut away, the trees
pr~ned, the cottages by the Inn stained,
pamted and screened, the Teahouse has
been put in beautiful condition for
social afternoon teas and early evening
meals. Mrs. Randall has arranged to
set out some eight hundred pots of
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flowering plants in different parts of
Green Acre, so that Green Acre ought
to appear in lovely color and fragrance
this season.
"Jinab-i-Fadil will be with us for
many weeks. This will give opportunities for the friends to attend his morning talks upon the teachings of the
Bahi'i Cause."

IBRARIES throughout the Ivorld

are placing on their shelves the
L
books secured from the Bahi'i Library
Committee. Librarians are discovering
a growing interest in the Bahi'i literature. For several years the Bahi'i
Library Committee, first, under the
Executive Board of the Temple Unity,
and now the National Spiritual Assembly, has been presenting approved books
on the Baha'i Teachings to those libraries which applied for them.
All applications should come from
the Librarian of the Library. With
each book mailed to a Library two
library cards are sent which are issued
by the Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.
Any friends who would like to donate
books to this committee are requested
to send them to the Secretary of the
Committee, Miss Elizabeth Hopper,
1105 Park Road, N. W., Washington,
D. C. Such donations will bring to
many libraries and many readers that
literature wh.ich is the great hope of
the world today. Libraries may secure
books by addressing The Secretary,
Baha'i Library Committee, Post Office
Box 1319, Washington, D. C. In some
libraries the books are in such demand
that many copies of each volume are
needed.
A five months' subscripti'on ($1.00)
to the STAR OF THE WEST sent to a
friend is a splendid way to share with
those who are looking for the New Day,
the good news of the Baha'i Message.

HOW TO STUDY THE BAHA'I TEACHINGS
HE writings of Baha'u'llah and
'Abdu'l-Baha furnish the most perfect text books for modern courses of
study in social and spiritual sciences
that we can imagine. They are luminously simple in presentation, yet they
enable the students of this radiant
century to "sound the inmost depths of
the Ocean of Divine Unity." They
solve all our ethical, social and philosophical problems. At the same tim'e
they quicken the mind, energize the
will, purify the heart, aid the student
to quaff ("the mystic wine of the Knowledge of God" and to "drink deep from
the stream of Everlasting Life." They
present a wonderful means of uniting
the scientific and the spiritual life. If
the student of the social sciences and
of philosophy will make an intensive
study of Baha'u'Ilah's Tablets and of
'Abdu'l-Baha's American addresses on
The Promulgation of Universal Peace,
of The Mysterious Forces of Civilization, of Some Answered Questionswhat new worlds of knowledge and
service would open before his mind!
The Book of 19han is a perfect
authority on the philosophy of universal
religion. It answers all o~r questions.
As 'Abdu'l-Baha wrote concerning this
book:
"0 thou who art athirst for the
Water of Life! This manifest book is
the fountainhead of the \Vater of Life
Eternal. Drink so much as thou art
able from the fountain of the Living
\Vater!"
"0 thou who art seeking after Knowledge! Immerse thyself in the ocean of
the explanation of the Beauty of the
Merciful, so that thou mayest gather
the pearls."

T

Jinab-i-Fadil suggests a splendid plan
for study classes to master thoroughly
the glorious new teachings. At each
session the members will take special
topics, e. g., the Oneness of Mankind,
Universal Peace, the Unity of Science
and Religion, the Return, Spiritual
Rebirth, the Divine Elixir, the Resurrection, the Divine Station of Christ,
the Oneness of Religions. Each member of the class will study in one or
more books the teachings on the particular topic to be considered and bring
to the class a written or oral report,
one person studying the passages in
Some Answered Questions, another in
The Book of Ighan, another those in
Paris Talks, another in special Tablets,
another in The Promulgation of Universal Peace, or some of the issues of
the STAR OF THE WEST.
For instance, one of the great questions of philosophy is the proof of
God's existence. All the members of
the class will study the great Tablet
to Dr. Forel. Then one member will
present the proofs in chapter 2 of Some
Answered Questions, another that on
pp. 73-76, chapter II, of Divine Philosophy (first ~dition), STAR OF THE
WEST, vol. 6, pp. 21-24. One or more
members will report on how far God
is knowable, how far unknowable,
studying the passages on this subject
in The Book of Ighan, Some Answered
Questions, The American Addresses, or
Paris Talks. The next session of the
class the different members will, perhaps, report on how God is known
through His Manifestations, each one
reporting from a different book, address
or Tablet. The BaMi teachings on this
great subject.

The beautiful little books of prayers recently translated by Shoghi Effendi
can be obtained from the Bahi'i Publishing Society, Room 450, 508 South
Dearborn St., Chicago. (10 cents a copy.)
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HE spirit of the age demands the establishment
of universal peace. No power on earth can
stand before it. God has purposed that peace
must reign in this age, and it will come to pass. Let
the advocates of peace work with greater zeal and
courage for the Lord of Hosts is their supporter.
In this radiant century and merciful age the ears
are open, hearts awakened, eyes seeing, consciences
stirred.
The age of estrangement has passed. The century
of friendship has arrived. The dark hours have disappeared and the Orb of Unity has dawned. Now is
the time to be illumined with the rays of the sun
of the solidarity of the human race. This is the hour
of self-sacrifice for the good of humanity.

T

* * *

Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! The Sun of Universal
Love hath dawned.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! The banquet of friendship and divine association is spread.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! The banner of the
Kingdom of God is unfurled.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! The heavenly spring
hath appeared.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! The cloud of Spiritual
Grace is pouring down.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! The trees of the
orchard of humanity are verdant and a'bloom.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! The Herald of the
Kingdom hath become manifest.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! The prophecies of the
Holy Books have become fulfilled.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! The age of human
brotherhood is dawning upon mankind.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings! The century of light and
universal peace hath come.
From words of 'Abdu'/-Bah6.
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Avenue in H aifa, Palestine, leading to M aunt Carmel. The Shrine of the
Bab and of 'Abdu'l-Baha is seen halfway up the mountainside. This picture
makes clear how the steps shown on page 148 will be in line with the avenue.
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HOUG HTS of univers al peace are foes are destroy ed! What
has the God
not new in the world. Outstan ding of love and mercy to do
with all this?
thinker s and philoso phers of the past The god of hate is
withou t ruth. Overhave mentio ned it with hope. Seers have night he transfo rms
men into fiends.
visualized it. Bards have sung. Even People who under normal
conditions are
statesm en of high rank have at times so gentle and kind that
they avoid harmlooked beyond the field of nationa lism ing an ant, when
war is on not only
into the broade r field of inter-na tional- breathe out cruelty and
slaught er against
ism, with human welfare in mind. But it their fellow beings,
but do not hesitate
has remain ed for the Prophe ts of God, to desecra te the very
sanctua ry of God.
with the voice of authori ty, to promise Not the least of war's
ills is the arrogan ce
this happy day of the realizat ion of uni- of the victor and the
hatred of the vanversal peace.
quished. These spiritua l distemp ers may
As the world advanc es and people be- endure for ages.
come more though tful, dissatis faction
It must be conceded, however, that
with war as the solvent of human prob- some good may come
throug h warfare .
1ems grows apace. The abitram ent of But alas! How little
is this when comarms places right and wrong upon the pared with the great
good of settling the
same level. It stirs up the worst passion s issues betwee n nations
upon the durable
of human nature. It banishes judgme nt. basis of justice, peace
and arbitrat ion!
It imbrut es the finer instinct s of man. It The good that is by
compar ison a modiis the sum of all calamities. War cripples cum seems mainly
to arise in spite of
commerce, impedes agricul ture, lays rather than becaus e of,
the terrific slaughwaste cities, inakes desolate homes, per- ter of humani ty. Peace
is life. War is
verts science, suspend s education, con- death. Peace is heaven
. War is hell. Pride,
sumes wealth, vandalizes art, dethron es ignorance, jealous y,
suspicion, fear and
reason, degrade s manhoo d, violates wom- their ilk unite their
hideous faces in the
anhood , deifies violence, abases morals, orgy of bloodshed.
How long shall these
dispirit s religion, blasphe mes God. In guilefu l imps deceive
the intelligence of
wartim e people worshi p the god of hate, mankin d?
howeve r sacred the name by which they
In the past, number less cases can be
invoke him. To this idol they supplic ate cited of the futility
of war to right
for confusi on upon foes! To this crea- wrongs or to improv
e conditions. The
ture of passion they return thanks when thirty years' war in
Germa ny betwee n
131
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Catholics and Lutherans was so terrible religion which their Prophet, Muhammed
that during this long period of suffering taught them they had attained a civilizathe population of that country was re- tion far superior to the people of Europe,
duced from thirty million to five million whose religion had then lapsed into idolasouls. As fully five-sixths of the popula- try and their civilization into barbarism.
tion was destroyed during this carnage, But the recent hatreds of the Cross and
it is interesting to note the result. At Crescent for each other are the heritage
the end of this bit.ter struggle both sides of those bitter memories.
The world has stood aghast at the teradhered to their respective faiths. The
Catholics continued to be Catholics and rific losses of the world war. Huge natthe Protestants remained Protestants. ural resources were destroyed. A vast·
The war changed no one's religion. But area was reduced to ruins and shambles.
how frightful was the cost of this bitter Countless families were reduced to homehatred which remained to vex long after lessness, beggary and starvation, about
to destruction so many people!
$358,000,000,000.00 in wealth and treasThe war of a hundred years between ure was consumed, and approximately
England and France was equally fruit- 30,000,000 lives were prematurely cut off.
less of results. The English king was After four years Europe is still on the
ambitious to rule France. Under English verge of collapse and the whole world
law his succession to the throne was justi- still feels the effects of war. One of
fied. According to French law his right the delusive claims made for the war was
was barred. For a time he succeeded in that it would destroy militarism. With
imposing both himself and his dynasty more men now under arms in Europe
upon France, only to invite the continual than at the outbreak of the great war
force of opposition. The end of a cen- nine years ago, with the powers scrapping
tury of fighting saw the king of England only a few of their armaments, with the
confined to his own land and the king of preparation of poisonous gases and great
France established upon his throne. For fleets of destructive aeroplanes, this aim
through the heroism of a woman, J oan is far from being realized. But perhaps
of Arc, although French law debarred a we have now dwelt long enough with
woman from reigning in France, the shadows to prove that force and violence
French dynasty was restored and the accomplish no lasting results. Can the
foreign invaders expelled. Void was the realm of humanity survive another war?
effort for those who started it.
Let us turn to the armies of peace.
The wars between the West and East, Day by day these shining ranks increase
known as the Crusades, covered more in numbers and power. Theirs is the
than two centuries. Their object, on the assurance that in the end, victory will
part of the Christians, was the delivery adorn their banners. Among the great
of Jerusalem from the hands of the forces mobilized in this cause is that of
Muhammedans, who were regarded as popular education. The training of the
heathen and infidels. Seven efforts were masses to think for themselves and the
made to conquer and hold Palestine, diffusion of knowledge will become more
netting a total failure. But the terrible and more a deterrent to warfare. If the
acts of the invaders reflected the savagery few people who bring on a war were the
of the dark ages, to which they belonged. only ones to do the fighting, all wars would
Had these ignorant people, who called be of short duration. It is necessary for
themselves Christians, paused to investi- the people to discern the motives of those
gate the Muslim faith, they would have who would stir up their passions and exdiscovered that the people of Islam had ploit their prejudices for personal and
not only the greatest love and reverence selfish ends. The limelight of knowlfor Christ, but in the practice of the edge will expose these sordid interests,
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which would impovt rish the many to from the persecu
tion of benighted and
enrich the few. The killing of a human ignoran t foes. After
years of exalted
being is at any time a most serious of- service, her life was
victorio usly sacrifense among civilized people. But the ficed for the truth she
espoused. Men
killing of millions, perhap s to avenge of many nations today
are thrilled as
the deaths of a few, seems not only a they read of her wonder ful
life and chargreat calamit y but amazin g folly. The acter. Today her traces
are visible in
righteousness of peace, the crimina lity eVery reform looking toward
the eleva'of war, will more and more challenge tion of women, interna
tional peace and
the intelligence of the world. Especia lly the harmon y of life. She
is easily one
is this appeal to the rising generat ion, of the foremo st charact ers
of all time.
the childre n in schools, the student s in
Anothe r shining exampl e of the brilthe universities. Dispassionate thinkin g
liant advoca te of peace is Justice Florenc e
and common sense are needed to preven t
Alien, of the Suprem e Court of Ohio.
a return of the horrors of the past.
One passing throug h Ohio will find the
Anothe r sign of univers al peace is the women and the wise men all
behind her
growin g freedom ' and influence of wom- with their suppor t and very
proud of
en. It is to the eternal glory of that sex her. No doubt she is destine
d for even
that rarely in human history have they greater honors than those to
which merit
lent their powers to the killing of their has already called her.
Not only is she
fellow beings. Their benign influence, a great jurist, but she shows
the powers
through fine intuitio ns and tender hearts, of an interna tional statesm an
of the highis cast on the side of life and constru ction, est rank. Nor is the woman
ly sweetness
peace and healilng. Happil y there is lacking withal. Her argume
nts for internow a growin g tendenc y on the part of nationa l peace are so noted
for sound
the govern ments of the world to give to iogic, array of facts, choice
diction,
women represe ntation in their councils. power of analysis, nobility
of purpos e
These helpers are produc ing from their and moral enthusi asm as
to be rarely
ranks many brillian t advocates of peace. equalled in the arena of
discussion. After
Their logic is so incisive, their eloquence this remark able young woman
has
so appealing, their vision so large, that spoken, the impression of her
hearers is
men listen to them with attentio n and that naught remain s to
be said. It is
admira tion. From among many of these inconceivable that an
advocate of war
peace advocates two are mentioned, rep- can answer her argume
nts. These are
resenting, respectively, the East and the signs that the ranks of women
, increas West.
ing in potency , are marchi ng toward
About the middle of the last century peace. When they once highly resolve,
Kurrat u 'I-Ayn arose in Persia. Throug h who can impede their progres s?
the Bab and her trainin g as his disciple,
A third division of the army of peace
she perceiv ed that a new day of ,ideal is the workin g people
of the nations.
brother hood and peace had dawned for The farmer s in the rural
district s and
all humani ty. Her powers included p~r the industr ial worker s in cities
have dissonal charm, great natural gifts culti- covered a common interest
. This bond
vated by study and a hea'rt purified by of unity is being extend
ed so as to indivine love. These she dedicat ed to the clude the laborer s and farmer
s of all
evangel of Truth. She stood for the countries. These coopera
tive societies
freedom of women and for the harmon y are a powerf ul influence
for peace among
of the world. Her inspire d eloquence the nations of the earth.
It is astonis hattracte d many to the standar d of peace. ing how these cooperative
societies have
She travele d from city to city, sufferin g grown both at home and
abroad. Throug h
with serene composure every difficulty coopera tion they are buildin
g their own
(
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mills, factories, banks, etc., hoping, as
one of their leaders recently said, "To
build a new world in which service and
not greed is the mainspring of human
action and in which gain without labor
shall no longer exist." As the losses
of warfare are borne chiefly by the
workers and those who suffer upon gory
fields are likewise drawn from these
classes, they naturally begin to think
soberly of peace. Perhaps their thoughts
will inspire even those who in the past
have exploited them, to be less eager for
the gain which means spiritual loss. It
is certain that their influence will be
felt.
UT how can universal peace, 111 a
rational, effective and stable way,
be realized? How can the nations keep
peace? How can the continents be peaceful? How can the races enter a durable
bond of peace? For there must be laws
as well as sentiments to mainta'in peace.
This is truly the greatest thought of today. It appeals to all noble natures.
And now comes the publicist and humanitarian, Edward W. Bok, offering a prize
of $100,000 for the best essay, unfolding
the most practical basis for this nation to
enter into a union of durable peace with
the other nations of the earth. This is
indeed one of the hopeful signs of the
times.
The wise men of the world, its statesnlen and philanthropists, may well at this
time study the luminous text of
Baha'u'llah and the brilliant Tablets of
'Abdu'l-Baha, for therein they will find
all their questions answered and the
heavenly manna of peace offered, now
as of old, "without money and without
price."
First of all, there must be an improvement in the character and attainments of
men selected for high positions. Ignorance of leaders has ever been a barsinister to human advancement. In public life among all the nations, there is the
greatest demand fm'leaders who are just,
noble, self-sacrificing, free from preju-
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dices, learned in the sciences and arts,
informed about both national and international affairs and having minds that
expand with universal intelligence. Such
pure servants will not only work for
peace,. but will adopt the means provided
in the Sacred Writings for the realization
thereof. The great international Tribunal
which is to be the permanent foundation
of peace must be a fortress of justice.
It must be more than a loose agreement
among some of the nations, so that it
may not when a crisis comes, as the
Hague Tribunal, ingloriously fail. It
must include the representatives of all
nations and be supported by all peoples.
The nations, unitedly and of one accord,
must resign to it so much of their powers
as will give to it executary authority,
enabling it to enforce its decrees. The
majestic might of all the rulers must
uphold it. Baha'u'llith calls the kings to
unity. 'Abdu'l~ Baha, in his wonderful
volume, "Mysterious Forces of Civilization," reveals the following plan:
"Yea, the true civilization will raise its
banner in the center of the world, when
some noble kings of high ambitions, the
bright suns of the world of humanitarian
enthusiasm, shall, for ·the good and happiness of the whole human race, step
forth with firm resolution and keen,
powerful minds and hold a conference
upon universal peace; when, keeping
fast hold of the means of enforcing their
views, they shall establish a union of the
states of the world, arid conclude a definite treaty and strict alliance between
them on conditions not to be evaded.
When the whole human race has been
consulted through their chosen representatives and invited to confirm this
treaty, which, verily, would be accounted
sacred by all the peoples of the earth,
it would be the duty of the united powers
of the world to see that this great treaty
be strengthened and caused to endure.
"In such a universal treaty the limits
of the borders and boundaries of every
state should be fixed, and the customs
and laws of every government; all the
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agreem ents and the affairs of state and
the arrange ments between the various
govern ments should be propou nded and
settled in due form; the size of the armaments for each govern ment should likewise be definitely agreed upon; because,
if, in the case of any state there were to
be an increas e in the prepara tion for
war, it would be a cause of alarm to the
other states. At any rate the basis of
this powerf ul alliance should be so fixed
that if one of the states afterw ard broke
any of the articles of it, the rest of the
nations of the world would rise up and
destroy it. Yea, the whole human race
would band its forces· togethe r to extermina te that govern ment.
"If so great a remedy should be applied to .the sick body of the world, it
would certain ly be the means of definitely
and perman ently healing its illness by the
inculca tion of universal moderation. Reflect that, under such conditi ons of life,
no govern ment or kingdom would need
to prepare and accumu late war materia ls,
or would need to pay heed to the invention of new materia ls for the vexatio n
and hurt of mankind. On the contrar y,
they would require but a few soldiers as
a means of assurin g the safety of the
state, punish ing the wicked and rebellious
and preven ting the growth of civil sedition. Not more than these few would
be needed."
It is for the lovers of peace to conside r
its inner as well as outer aspects. The
univers al treaty, the arbitral House of
Justice and the federation of the world,
howeve r well organized, can never endure
withou t the confirmation of the spiritua l
power. Withou t this mystic power, man
wiII speedily retiJrn to the depths of ig-
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norance, vibratin g upon the animal plane.
The animal plane is ever dark and selfish··
and heedless of the common weal. But
the Holy Spirit rectifies human nature.
It changes the satanic works of men into
angelic deeds. It convert s self-seeking
into self-sacrifice. It transfo rms narrow ness into universality. It creates the
oneness of humallity. It expand s national love into world patrioti sm.
Those who follow in the ,footsteps of
the lowly N azarene, of whom there are
still, happily, a few in the world, readily
think and act human brother hood,
whethe r the point of ,contact be the native
or the alien, the mighty or the weak, the
learned or the ignoran t. The creativ e
Breathi ngs of Christ, in the early centuries of the Christi an era, established
unity among various races and nations,
through the power of his Word. His
prayer for the descent of the Father 's
Kingdo m is now happily realized. The
followers of Baha'u 'llah through out the
world today are potenti ally the world's
federation. Throug h, the power of the
creativ e Word, as revealed by him, they
have abando ned racial, religious and national bias. Their ideals are pure, their
sympathies are broad, their hearts are
universal. Traine d by the lives and precepts of Baha'u 'llah and 'Abdtt'l -Baha,
the ·universal educato rs, they in turn
strive to guide the people of the worlel.
Because their hearts are at peace and
their spirits rejoice, they are the cause
of peace and joy to others. On every
continent, amongs t all races, in every religion, these people are found. They
seek to serve. They believe in one God
and one humani ty. Under the banner
of Divine Love they point all mankin d
to the great, abiding and perfect peace.

THE CALL TO THE ONENESS OF MANKIND
From an Address by .finab-i-Avarih in London
N 1911-1913 His Holiness 'Abdu'l-

I Baha, who was the exponent of the
teachings of his father, Baha'u'llah,
traveled extensively in Europe and
America. In churches and audiencehalls, in America, especially, he gave
long, important addresses. These addresses, were translated into many languages and were spread broadcast. Those
who saw him at that time can remember
how impressive was his personality; and
it may be that that sweet voice which
spoke of the oneness of the world of
humanity can be heard by the ears of the
friends even today.
Because His Holiness 'Abdu'l-Baha
worked in reality for the service of the
world of humanity, therefore his teachings had a marked effect in each part of
the world, and he left in the hearts of
his loved ones, those who were affected by
his teachings, a peculiar love and affection.
'Abdu'l-Baha worked very hard for
the oneness of the world of humanity.
For forty years he was imprisoned in
the barracks and fortress of Acre, Palestine, where the climate was the worst
that could be imagined. After that, he
traveled across the sea, to America and
Eur'ope. For three years he traveled.
He gave to the world the principles of
Baha'u'llah.
Now it is as though 'Abdu'l-Baha
speaks to us, saying, "In 1911, in 1912
and 1913 I invited you all to universal
peace and to the oneness of the world
of humanity. In America, repeatedly
I said, ere long the world war will appear, nay rather, my words and writings
as published in papers and books exist
today, in which I said, Europe has become an arsenal. This war will break
forth from one spark. The well wishers
of the world must work for universal

peace; they must establish a court of
universal international arbitration. They
must lay aside superstitions and limitations, so that no religious, racial superstitions, or political or patriotic prejudices exist. The great ones of the earth
should look upon mankind with a single
eye, so that the world may become at
peace, and may rest at ease."
The spirit of 'Abdu'l-Baha is calling
from the worlds of the Kingdom, "0 ye
people of the world! has there not been
enough of these wars and strifes, this
restlessness and enmity? Surely there
has been enough. How long must the
innocent ones be killed in battle? How
long must mothers lament their children?
And how long must fathers cry and lament? Is not this bloodthirsty earth yet
satisfied with the blood of the youth of
the world? Must this bloodshed, and
these sanguinary conditions still go on?
Will the world continue at war?
"God has created the world for all
people. 0 children of humanity! be kind
to one another. Do not see any strangeness in one another. Consider this word
which His Holiness Baha'u'llah spoke
sixty years ago: '0 people of the world!
Ye are all the leaves of one tree, the
fruit of one branch, the drops of one
sea.' "
Perhaps, still, that melodious voice of
'Abdu'l-Baha is sounding in the ears of
those that search for the truth and who
say the time for superstition has passed
away, the time of illumination has come,
the whole of mankind must be servants
of humanity (servants of one another.)
'Abdu'l-Baha used to say that the
members of all nations and religions were
from God, that all religions have come
for the training of mankind, all have
come for the unity of hearts and for
the showing forth of affection, one
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toward another, and, because the truth keep these precious pearls; therefore it
of all religions is one, all the prophets broke and threw them forth.
praised God, all the religions worshipped
Although :the ex~:e to Baghdad, to
one God, the prophets are from one Constantinople, to Adrianople and to
Reality.
Acre was an act of great oppression, yet
We must hold to reality, and set aside there was great good in it, for the teachings of those souls were more widely
the superstitions which have crept in.
'Abdu'l-Baha used to say we should spread in the world. This is why, renot have prejudice, saying, "I am a peatedly, both Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lChristian, I am a Jew, etc., I am of the Baha said they were happy and glad beWest and this one is of the East, or, I cause of their imprisonment and exile.
We said that Persia was too small to
am an American and that one an European. Nay rather, we should say that hold these precious jewels, yet we must
we are all children of Adam and sisters remember the high attainments of that
and brothers of each other." How much land, for the learned ones of the world
'Abdu'l-Baha wished that there might be know that that land has brought forth
unity between the coloured and white great men, philosophers, poets and leadraces, between the East and the West. ers, nay more, in ancient times Persia
He repeatedly said, do the white doves had seers like Mahabad and Zoroaster.
and the black doves fight each other? And in this century, although the civilizaDo the Western sheep and the Eastern tion and progress of that country have
sheep contend with each other? No, God declined, she can now be proud of these
forbid, they are rather in utmost love jewels, the Bab, Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'land friendship with one another, be- Baha, and Persia can say, "0 people of
cause they are of the gentle creatures. the world! God still is with me; truth
Fighting, quarreling and strangeness are has not turned its face away from me!
"It is my horizon, shining brilliantly,
found among the ferocious creatures.
How can man, who is the best of created which gives forth light to all the world."
beings, become involved in such a state!
HE husband of my sister's daughter
Is it not good economics that the
had been martyred, one of eightymoney spent in wars and destruction be
expended instead in promoting and de- four persons who were martyred together,
veloping human welfare and in improv- in Yezd, in 1903. The young man was
ing the conditions of life? Is it not good twenty-five years old. His mother had
economics -that we should gather to- only this one boy. She gathered up and
gether our strength and might to bring brought all her money to the executioners
forth those treasures which are hid in and begged them to take it and not to
the earth, and then use them for the kill her boy. They took the money from
her, then shot the boy before her eyes.
betterment of humanity?
About a month afterward a Tablet ivas
But the teachings of 'Abdu'l-Bah;i are
many. The whole of Persia was too r.evealed by 'Abdu'l-Baha, without anysmall to contain such a precious jewel one's having written to tell him of what
as 'Abdu'l-Baha. When a pearl is in a had happened. The Tablet came through
shell gradually it grows and grows until me to the wife of the young man:
"0 {thou persecuted handntaiden of
the shell cannot contain the pearl. Then
the shell breaks and throws out the pearl God!
"Although rich women maybe brought
because the shell has not the capacity to
hold it. In the same way, Baha'u'llah up in utmost ease and comfort and luxand 'Abdu'l-Baha, were the two precious ury, yet at last that comfort and ease
pearls of whom Persia formed the shell, will be buried in the dust, in the narrow
but that shell was small and could not grave, in a dark place.
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"The ease of the day will pass away,
and the happiness of the evening be spent.
But in reality and in truth the handmaidens who have entered the Divine Path,
though they receive persecution, trouble
and martyrdom, and see their loved ones
persecuted, and drowned in their blood,
their end will be everlasting glory and
their home eternal.
"Then be thou not sad that thou hast
sacrificed thy husband in the path of
the beloved of the Lord, that illumined
youth whom thou didst see immersed in
blood, and in the dust. That was not

death, it was life. It was not annihilation, it was existence itself. It was not
calamity, it was divine grace. Then
praise thou God that thou hast reached
such a station and that thou hast come
to such a position. Ere long the world
and whatsoever is therein will pass away;
but the traces of the martyrs in the path
of God will remain forever. This world
will become a paradise, this world will
be seen as heavenly, and the station of
these souls will become apparent and
known.
"Upon thee be greeting and praise."

THE WONDERFUL LIFE OF KURRATU'L-AYN
By

]INAB-r-FADIL

"The appearance of such a woman as
Kurrattt'l-Ayn is in any country and any
age a, rare phenomenon, but in such a
country as Persia, it is a prodigy-nay,
almost a miracle. Alike in virtue of her
marvelous beaut}l, her rare intellectual
gifts, her fervid eloquence, her fearless
devotion and her glorious martyrdom,
she ~tands forth incomparable and immortal amidst her countrywomen. Had
the Babi religion no other claim to grea,tness, this were sufficient-that it produced a heroine like Kurratu'l-Ayn."Prof. E. G. Browne, of Cambridge Universit}" England.
NE of the great principles of the

Baha:i Cause is the progress of
O
woman and equality between men and
women. When we speak of equality
between men and women many people
think that this idea is not new. But it
was new at the beginning of this Cause
and came from it. It was so new and so
important that it was one of the greatest signs of the progress of this age. No
one had ever conceived of this idea of
equality; nothing definite concerning it
was written in any religious book of any
age, and some people have even thought
that the opposite was taught.

Many women of the early period of the
Cause in the Eastern countries rose like
flames of fire, like the stars of God.
Even in the Occident accounts were written of one of them, Kurratu'l-Ayn. Her
history is very long and interesting. Her
sublime faith, her lofty thought, her ardent work and service were truly a
great miracle. She was indeed a woman
whose equal is seldom found in the history of mankind. Her name, Kurratu'lAyn, means "Consolation of the Eyes."
This title was hers because in knowledge,
in sagacity, in radiance of soul and spirit,
she was unique among the women of her
country. She was a great and illumined
soul who shone at the beginning of the
Baha'i movement, eighty years ago.
Kurratu'l-Ayn's father and uncle were
members of the clergy of Persia, and
were conspicuous for their dogmatic beliefs. Her greatuncle, especially, was a
bitter enemy of the Cause. She and her
sister were trained, in their home, by
their father and uncles, according to the
education of that time, scientific, literary
and religious. But Kurratu'l-Ayn hungered for greater knowledge; she was
never satisfied with the education which
her father and uncles could give her and
she finally left her native city to study
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in a theological institution which was a
center of religious education.
Women at that time .-were not supposed to leave their homes to further
their education, nor were they supposed
to go to other cities in search of the
knowledge of God. But Kurratu'l-Ayn
was graduated from the seminary, and
received a diploma. This was contrary
to the custom-to give a woman a diploma in theology-and up to that time
men only had received them. But Kurratu'l-Ayn's attainments were so extraordinary that they were obliged to give
her a diploma.
She then returned home, and married
the son of her uncle. Difficulties now
arose, for she was very brilliant, very
illumined, and her husband was a reactionary leader. She was much esteemed,
and at whatever gathering she appeared
she spoke upon profound religious subjects. She was' a gifted poet and wrote
in both Persian and Arabic poetry of a
very high order. She had two sons and
one daughter.
The Baha'i Movement had not as yet
arisen, but the minds and the hearts of
the people were awakening and becoming
ready for this Cause. Kurratu'l-Ayn was
still so eager for spiritual knowledge that
she left her home and family to study a
second time at the religious center. She
spent much time in meditation and supplication, and received inspiration from
God. From her deep study she understood that God was about to manifest
Himself again, and she was very anxious
to meet and speak with the Manifestation. Continually she talked .of this,
teaching the people and telling them that
He would arise. There were several
other great and illumined souls who, also,
knew that the Light of God was about
to appear. They tried to find the Manifestation, seeking diligently from city to
city for the Light of God. Kurratu'l-Ayn
was, herself, not permitted to travel, but
she asked them to notify her when they
found the Divine One. After som8 time
spent in traveling at last, in the year
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1844, they found His Holiness the Bau.
They recognized his station and understood that he was the morning star in
the early dawn of this great Day. Filled
with this knowledge they wrote to Kurratu'l-Ayn.
One night Kurratu'l-Ayn had a vision.
A beautiful being, with illumined face,
and wearing a green turban, stood between earth and heaven, praying in new
words, with a new meaning, a prayer
she had never hea.rd before. When she
awoke she remembered the prayer he had
chanted and wrote it down. She was
waiting for news of this heavenly being
when those other great souls met the
Bab and wrote to her of him. They
sent her sel::,eral lines from the early
writings of the Bab; these lines were
exactly the same as those which she had
heard in .her dream. She became aflame
with interest, and sought eagerly for
further news of His Holiness the Bab.
One of those e;uly disciples of the
Bab was sent by him to the city where
Kurratu'l-Ayn lived and studied in order
to work with her. The Bab soon wrote
an epistle to the head of the faculty at
the theological, center, revealing te> him
the Glad Tidings. This epistle was given
to this disciple and to Kurratu'l-Ayn. In
it the Bab said: "If you have spiritual
insight you will know that this is the
Word of God. If you can distinguish
the Word of God from human thought,
you will know that this is the truth. If,
with the knowledge yOlt possess, you are
not sure, after studying together you
must pray and God will send a sign to
make clear the truth."
They went to the head of the theological institution and gave him the message;
and the news of the Cause spread in that
city. Some of ':he people believed. But
many of the mullahs did not, and arose
in opposition.
One day Kurratu'l-Ayn, while talking
of the Cause at the home of a woman
believer, knew intuitively, all at once,
that difficulties had arisen, and she said,
"I must go home." Soon after she had
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left enemies surrounded the house and driver left Kurratu'l-Ayn and her C0111took the believer prisoner, thinking her panions in the desert, taking the horses
to be Kurratu'l-Ayn. They inflicted in- with him that there might be no means
juries upon her, but she was happy to of escape. Kurratu'l-Ayn wrote an elobear them. As they carried her through quent letter which one of the men of the
the city, surrounded by enemies, a man, party; carried back to the city. The heart
who knew her, told the captors that she of the Governor was touched when he
was not Kurratu'l-Ayn, whereupon they read this letter and he sent a horse and
set her free. After this Kurratu~l-Ayn donkeys to carry them on. Thus Kurwent to these enemies and said, "I am ratu'l-Ayn overcame all manner of difKurratu'l-Ayn. What do you wish?" ficulties.
They took her and banished her with
When she returned to her native city
she was opposed by all her relatives, and
her friends to Baghdad.
In Baghdad she was placed, under Gov- was made practically a prisoner in her
ernment guard, in the house of a leading own home. Every day and night these
mufti.* The Governor of the city de- relatives met to question her, but they
clared, "I cannot understand this matter could not confound her, she was so much
for I do not know enough about this better informed than they. Her uncle
religion. We will call a meeting of the said, "If you told us you were a Manimullahs and question her."
festation we would believe it because you
When this Was done, Kurratu'l-Ayn, have such great knowledge; but when you
being a woman, could not come into the tell us that a young man without educapresence of the mullahs, but must remain tion is the Manifestation we cannot bebehind a curtain. From that place she lieve it." She told them that earthly
gave the message with great power. Many knowledge is but a drop from the unpeople were present and they asked many limited ocean of the revelation of God.
questions, to all of which she gave
While these events were taking place
answers which were in accordance with the Bab was a prisoner on the top of a
religious and scientific knowledge. Those high mountain, in the extreme end of
who listened were completely satisfied western Persia. He was surrounded by
ans! many believed her, realizing that she Persian guards and cut off from all Gomhad profound spiritual insight. A Jew, munication with his followers. Although
who was present, became a 'believer be- his jailers were very vigilant and tried
cause of her explanations. He recog- in every way to prevent his disciples
nized in her words the knowledge of from seeing him, yet the friends of tht'
God. The mufti of the city also 'became Bab came to the castle where he was
greatly attracted to the teachings.
imprisoned from every direction, trave1The Governor of Baghdad finally ing from the north, south, east and
exiled her with the fri,ends who came west, and by many ingenious ways met
with her. But wherever they went they him, received his blessing and returned
gave the message and awakened the home.
people. They would enter a city, go to
There were many apostles of the Bab
a large house, and invite everyone to
who were highly trained in deep spiritual
come and listen to them. Then, in a
knowledge. They were busy heralding
few days, the enemies would band toin every way the new day and the coming
gether and wreck the house in order to
of the new truth.
break up the meetings. The Governor
While Kurratu'l-Ayn was a prisoner
would t11en command Kurratu'l-Ayn to
in
her own home, a disciple of the Bab
leave the city. On one occasion, when
appeared
in the city of Qazvin, and
they had been driven quite a distance
from the city-there were no trains---t-he started a class for the study of these
spiritual teachings, giving the New Mes*OftlciaI.
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sage. Through the patience and fortitude of Kurratu'l-Ayn in teaching the
Cause, and the spreading of the Message
by this follower of the Bab, many people
became believers, and the fire of opposition was kindled among the Muhammedan clergy. The greatuncle of Kurratu'lAyn seized this moment to rise in the
mosque and speak agaim;t the Bab, thus
still further augmenting the opposition.
These vehement speeches so inflamed the
animosity against the believers that they
were scoffed at and derided everywhere.
On one occasion a fanatical mob took
one of the teachers at),d a few others to
the gate of the house of this greatuncle
of Kurratu'l-Ayn, bastinadoed them, and
there left them. Another believer was
beaten almost to death, and then carried
to the house of the Governor. When
his brother went to ask for the release
of the tortured one the Governor
answered by placing a foot of each in
the stocks, and beating them mercilessly.
One may imagine how Kurratu'l-Ayn,
in her home, felt when she heard of these.
deeds. Although her relatives tried in
every ~ay to prevent her from leaving
the house yet she managed to meet the
friends, in a home where the pilgrims
gathered who had visited the Bab. They
met together with greatest unity and joy,
encouraged each other, and gained wisdom and strength.
Two great difficulties now. arose for
Kurratu'l-Ayn, one within the Cause, one
without. Through her intuitive wisdom
she realized that the day had come when
the old dispensation should end and
though. she had had no direct instruction
from the Bab, she herself bega'n to inaugurate changes and to spread them
abroad. It was in the earliest days of the
Cause and the time had not yet come
for the Bab to announce these innovations, for the hearts of the people were
not ready.
One of the pillars of superstition was
the veiling of Muhammedan women and
their non-association with men. Kurratu'l-Ayn, with supreme cour~ge, laid
.
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aside her veil, and came out heroically
to mingle with men.. There were many
of the friends who were strong and sincere, but,. having heard or read nothing
on this matter (of the veil) from the
Bab they were shocked and astonished
and they blamed Kurratu'l-Ayn, calling
her a heretic. Then it occurred to them
to ask the Bab what he thought about
the matter. They forthwith sent him,
by a special messenger, long epistles
against Kurratu'l-Ayn. On the way the
messenger met a prominent believer and
told him of this difficulty in the movement. The great man said, "I believe
that Kurratu'l-Ayn is right, although I
have no authority for saying so."
When the Bab received these documents he wrote a wonderful epistle,
praising the extraordinary qualities of
Kurratu'l-Ayn and calling her "The Pure
One." When this glorious epistle arrived
all the doubts of the friends disappeared
and an understanding of the greatness
of Kurratu'l-Ayn grew in the minds of
those who had judged her.
The other difficulty was this: the greatuncle of Kurratu'l-Ayn, he who was so
opposed to the Cause, had the habit of
reviling in the public meetings, the Bab
and the forerunner of the Bab, Sheikh
Ahmad. At one of these meetings a disciple of Sheikh Ahmad, who loved him
very much, was in the audience and he
became very much excited when Sheikh
Ahmad was attacked. So one morning,
when the uncle was praying· in the
mosque, this disciple killed him. Although the murderer was not a follower
0'£ the Cause, but of Sheikh Ahmad, yet,
because this sheikh had foretold the coming of the Bab, the whole city arose,
blaming the friends of the Bab. The
mob attacked and pillaged the homes of
the believers, imprisoning them and putting chains al'ol1nd their necks; and it
was decided that Kurratu'l-Ayn must be
placed in still closer confinement.
The father of Kurratu'l Ayn at first
held the mob at bay before his house,
and tried to save her. But he was soon
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overcome and they rushed in, took her
with two other women, and carried her
before the Governor of the town. The
Governor questioned them minutely
about the murder and Kurratu'l-Ayn with
the greatest eloquence explained that the
Babis had had nothing to do with it.
The Governor, however, was not appeased, and he had hot irons brought
to brand the women who were with Kurratu'l-Ayn to compel them to tell a different story. Kurratu'l-Ayn turned her
face toward heaven and began to pray.
The court was filled with curious spectators, all watching eagerly this terrible
deed.
Just as the burning iron touched the
hand of one of the women there arose a
commotion at the back of the court, the
people crying out that the murderer had
been found. He had heard what was
being done to the women, and his conscience caused him to confess. So he
asked to be taken to the 'Governor. This
confession was such an unheard-of occurrence that the people were incredulous,
but he said, "If you do not believe me,
I will dig up the dagger that you may
see it." He showed them where to, find
the dagger, and they were convinced.
The persecutions of Kurratu'l-Ayn
continued, and a number of the friends
were taken, with the murderer who had
'confessed, to Tihr{m, the capital of Persia. They were all kept prisoners for
several months, and then the command
came to execute several of them. The
relatives and family of Kurratu'l-Ayn so
hated her that they tried in every way
to injure her and her followers. The
Governor at last set her free, but ordered
her to stay in her own home and not to
go out. This she did for a long time, always closely guarded. Fearful lest her
food be poisoned some of the friends, in
the guise of servants, took special dishes
to her. She lived, thus, in close confinement, until released by Baha'u'llah.
Baha'u'llah, in Tihran, sent a letter to
Qazvin to Kurratu'l-Ayn, by special messengers who brought a horse and left it

outside the city wall. The messengers
entered the city at sunset and were taken
secretly to Kurratu'l-Ayn in the middle
of the night. She escaped from her
house and the city with them, mounted
the horse which was waiting for her and,
traveling day and night, reached Tihran.
With greatest joy she stood in the presence of Baha'u'llah.
Of the two men who accompanied her
in her flight from Qazvin one was a
believer and the other was not.
Baha'u'llah entrusted, to this second
escort a large sum of money; this he was
to carry in his saddle bag. The money
was in gold and silver and the man
reasoned with himself that it would be
safer to put the silver pieces on top;
then if robbers attacked him they would
take the silver and leave the gold. When
they reached their journey's end Kurratu'l-Ayn expressed great appreciation
of his services and, without looking at
the money, took nine handfuls £rom the
bag and gave them to the man. She
picked up the silver pieces as they were
on top, and he was disappointed. Surmising this Kurratu'l-Ayn said to him,
"You will prosper greatly in the future.
This money is but for the expenses of
the journey. God will bless yotJ.."
In the absence of this man the enemies
of the Cause stirred up the people against
the believers and, knowing this man to
be friendly to them they searched for
him. However, upon his return, the
search was discontinued, in almost' miraculous fashion. The man then realized
the truth of what Kurratu'l-Ayn had
told him. Later he became very rich.
During these days there were many
meetings of great spiritual importance,
the friends sitting at the feet of Bah<'t'u'llah ancllearning new truths. One day,
at one or these meetings a very learned
man was present. He discoursed upon
philosophy, giving proofs and evidenoes
Kurratu'l-Ayn
regarding the Cause.
listened for a while, then arose, and cried
out, "This is the day of deeds. If thou
art a man show forth deeds!"
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Again, there was a great meeting,
where many of the friends were gathered,
(The Conference at Badasht). Up to
that time wornen had taken no part in
such a meeting; the veil was still worn,
and prejudice was strong. In the middle
of the meeting Knrratu'l-Ayn entered,
suddenly, without her veil. The believers
were utterly astonished, and much excited, and the meeting was thrown into
confusion. Then Baha'u'llah, who was
present, told one of the friends to chant
the chapter from the Qur'an about the
Resurrection: "The old conditions have
passed away and the new conditions have
been set up. The old ideas have vanished
and the new principles have appeared."
After this Conference Kurratu'l-Ayn
start,ed upon a long journey, teaching
from city to city. She was continually
followed by spies who sought a pretext
to accuse her. Finally she was arrested,
carried back to Tihran, and imprisoned
in the top of a house, in a room which
could only be reached by climbing a ladder. Here she was kept for nearly four
years. It so happened that this house
was the home of the Mayor of Tihran.
His family became interested in Kurratu'l-Ayn and often invited her to come
down stairs and take part in their entertainments.
One of these occasions was the wedding
of the son of the Mayor, and Kurratu'lAyn was invited to be a guest. Now
a wedding day is a time of merry making and not a religious festival; so there
was music and dancing. But when Kurratu'l-Ayn appeared, with maje.stic carriage and spiritual face, the assembled
company looked upon her with awe and
asked her to speak to them. She talked
eloquently upon the Cause and its teachings of justice.
Shortly before her life was ended Kurratu'l-Ayn was ordeted to appear before
the Shah of Persia, an awe-inspiring
despot. He had heard many tales of her,
of her wonderful personality and mag-
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netic powers which could win the hearts
of her enemies even. So he wished to
see her.
When she arrived at the audience room
the Shah was there surrounded with all
the pomp of his high position. In she
walked, carrying herself straight as an
atrow, and began to speak to the Shah
of the great spiritual principles of the
Cause. He became so interested because
of her beauty, eloquence and depth of
knowledge that his mother feared lest he
be converted; so she called the guards to
remove Kurratu'l-Ayn.
In the year 1852 orders were given by
the Shah that all the believers be killed,
and the life of Kurratu'l-Ayn was demanded. On the day appointed, the first
man assigned the task of martyring her
refused to perpetrate the deed. A second
man was then sent. He was intoxicated
and strangled her with a handkerchief;
then he threw her body into a well and
covered it with stones.
So she gave up her life, and her spirit
ascended to the Kingdom. Though her
body returned to the dust, yet her light is
ever shining; she is living always. Her
name and her services are eternal.
A large volume might be written of
the life of this peerless woman. In the
history of the world there are few like
her. Educated and beautiful, a gifted
poet, she was still willing to sacrifice all,
even her life, for the sake of truth, that
through the spreading of truth the world
of humanity might become enlightened.
.When Kurratu'l-Ayn was in prison
the jailers refused to give her paper and
ink. But so eager was she to write to
her sister that she used a straw from the
broom for a pen and the juice of green
vegetables as ii1k. She wrote thrilling
poems, sublime ideas, eloquent verses on
the bits of paper which were wrapped
around her food and sent them to her
friends. These poems are today chanted
throughout the East. Her verses are full
of the fire of divine love.

THE SPIRIT OF THE CENTURY
ECENT.LY a joint ·statement was
issued by some of the most prominent scientific men, college presidents,
religious teachers, editors and men of
affairs in the United States declaring the
conformity of science and religion. It
reads as follows:
"We, the undersigned, deeply regret
that in recent controversies there has
been a tendency to present science and
religion as irreconcilable and antagonistic domains of thoilght, for in fact they
meet distinct human needs, and in the
rounding out of human life they supplement rather than displace or oppose each
other.
"The purpose of science is to develop,
without prejudice or preconception of any
kind, a knowledge of the facts, the laws,
and the processes of nature. The even
more important task of religion, on the
other hand, is to develop the consciences,
the ideaIs, and the aspirations of mankind. Each of these two activities represents a deep and vital function of the
soul of man, and both are necessary for
the life, the progress, and the happiness
of the human race.
"It is a sublime conception of God
wl1ich is furnished by science, arid one
wholly consonant with the highest ideals
of religion, when it represents Him as
revealing Himself through boundless
ages in the development of the earth as
an abode for man and in the age-long
inbreathing of life into its constituent
matter, culminating in man with his
spiritual nature and all his God-like
powers."-From Th.e Science NewsLetter: Through the courtesy of Science
Service, Washington, D. C.
We see this number steadily growing,
of thoughtful men and women who realize the truth which 'Abdu'l-Baha has
stated with such clearness and spiritual
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power that science and religion are both
revelations of the deep mysteries of the
universe and that in the divine civilization of the future they will unite for the
upbuilding of the City of God.
The World Conference on Education
held in San Francisco, June 28-July 6,
1923, was called under the auspices of
the National Education Association of
the United States, "to promote friendship, justice and goodwill among the
nations of the earth," and, "throughout
the world, in all schools, to emphasize
the essential unity of mankind upon the
evils of war and upon the absolute necessity of universal peace."
Representatives of sixty-two nations
were present at this conference. Their
endeavor is to interest the 5,OOO,CXlO
teachers, instructors. of the 200,000,000
children of the world, in a worldwide
campaign for international understanding
through the medium of the schools.
One of the sessions was held in union
with the National Education Association
of the United States. May eighteenth
was chosen as "World Goodwill Day."
At the Universal Education Section of
this Conference, devoted to the education of women, Mrs. Stuart W. French
of Pasadena, California, told of Kurratu'l-Ayn, the heroic pioneer for the
education of women and of the Baha'i
ideal for the emancipation of women
and for universal peace.
The Federal Council of the Churches
of Christ in America are holding in various large cities, conferences of progressive thinkers to discuss the following
questions: What elements in the present
economic situation are in accordance with
the Spirit and Teachings of Jesus and
what are opposed? What elements in
the present international situation are in
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accordance with the Spirit and Teachings
of Jesus and what are opposed?
Such a conference among the local
workers of Cleveland occupied Saturday
and Sunday, some weeks ago. The
scene was the sequestered environs of
Lake Erie College, thirty miles away,
"far from the madding crowd." This
place was chosen so that a gathering for
so noble a purpose might have time for
deep reflection, undisturbed by the distractions and noises of a great city. It
brought together social and cooperative
. workers, men and women, clergymen, Y.
M. C. A. secretaries, college professors,
lawyers, judges, teachers, etc. There
Catholic and Protestant, Jew and Gentile,
colored and white, radicals and conservatives, Easterner and Westerner, men of
ideals and men of action, discovered a
common purpose in their united thought
to rid the world of the present distressing
conditions. So earnest and sincere were
these souls, who have without doubt discovered the effulgence of the Great Light
that has arisen in the East, that one could
imagine 'Abdu'l Baha addressing them,
gently and wisely guiding them to the
"Holy and Radiant Outlook":
"0 noble friends, seekers after Reality,
advancers unto God! You are loosed
from your ancient superstitions, destroying the foundation o{ human solidarity."
Although these dear friends were SO
sincere in purpose, so noble in their wish
to rid the world 0;£ jts ruinous conditions
of discord, the few friends of 'Abdu'l
Baha who were present could readily see
that, through their many creeds, they
were veiled from the pure Teachings of
Jesus and without the specific and definite
program of Baha'u'lIah and 'Abdu'l Baha
for the solution of the economic and
peace probJems, they were quite vague as
to a workable plan. It was against the
rules of the conference for anyone to
label his own religion. Yet to each and
all it was permitted to take part in the
d,iscussions and to express any ideas and
thoughts that might help. Under the circumstances, the Bahai ideals could be
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given publicly, and privately, to individuals whose expressions marked them as
outstanding in their weariness with the
old order and readiness for the new.
SIGNS OF THE TIMES

G

OD is greater 0an sects, or creeds,
. . . . or fancIes; and some day,
when men have better understanding, all
these creeds and church divisions will
vanish, and there will be but one great,
universal religion, and it will be
one of happiness and joy.-From "Pep/'
by Col. Wm. C. Hunter.

There is no doubt that if the world of
the Occident should abandon dogmas of
the past, turn away from empty imitations and superstitions, investigate the
reality of the divine religions, holding
fast to the example of His Holiness
Jesus Christ, acting in accordance with
the teachings of God and become united
with the Orient, eternal happiness and
felicity would be attained.-'Abdu'l-Baha,
from an address given at The Church of
the Ascension, New York, June 2, I9I2.
The International Women's Suffrage
Alliance at its congress held in Rome in
May, admitted thirteen new countries,
inclu,ding India, Egypt, Japan, Palestine,
Ireland, Rumania and Newfoundland.
This brings tlle number of countries represented at the Alliance to forty-three.
Both in the Orient and in South America
the women's movement is gaining strength
very rapidly.
THE REAL PlI.EVENTIVE OF CRIME

N article by Charles L. Chute, in
.
The American Review of Reviews,
contains these interesting w{)rds: "The
apparent increase in spectacular crime
today is due to· several things. First,
after effects of the war: unemployment,
unsettled conditions, general lawlessness,
familiarity with weapons. This result

A
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has followe d every great war. Other
factors in the situatio n today are: the
availab ility of the high-po wered automobile ; the unrestr ained publici ty given
to success ful crime throug h the moving
picture s and especially the newspa pers.
But more import ant than any of these is
the growin g inadequ acy and incong ruity
of the old system of law and treatme nt
to meet modern conditi ons."
In a Tablet to Mr. Arthur S. Agnew ,
of Chicag o (1907) , 'Abdu'l -Baha outlines in a few lumino us sentences the way
in which the coming spiritua l civiliza.tion
will become the real preven tive of crime:
"As to the difference betwee n the
natural civilization which is, in the
present day, in force, and the divine
civilization which shall be,. . .. materia l
civilization preven ts and safegua rds
people from commi tting evil deeds
throug h the force of the laws of retaliation and correct ion. Thus you see how
prohibi tory laws and rules of correc~ion
are constan tly being framed , yet no law
effective for the preven tion of crime is
to be found, and in all the cities of Europe and Americ a spaciou s prison buildings have been founde d and establis hed
for correct ing and punishi ng criminals.
"But the divine civilization will so
train mankin d that no soul will commit
crimes, except a few individ uals,w hich
excepti on is of no importa nce whatso ever.
Conseq uently, there is much difference
betwee n preven ting people from evil
actions and crimes throug h correct ion
and retaliation, or throug h violent punishment, and so training them, enlight ening
them and spiritua lizing them that they
will shun crime and evil deeds withou t
any fear of punishm ent, preven tion or
Nay, they will conside r
retaliat ion.
crime itself as the greates t punish ment
and mightie st retribut ion, will be attracte d
to the virtues of the human world and
devoted ly spend their lives in that which
is conduc ive to the enlight enment of mankind ;u;td to spreadi ng qualities acceptable at. the thresho ld of the Almigh ty.
"Conse quently , conside r 'what a differ-

ence and distinct ion is there betwee n
materia l civilization and divine civilization. Natura l civilization preven ts men
from doing harm and wrong throug h
force and punish ment and thus withho lds
them from commi tting crimes. But divine
civilization so trains men that human individuals ayoid sin withou t having any
fear of punishm ent, and the very sin
itself becomes unto them as the severes t
punishm ent. And they will engage with
utmost zeal and fervor in acquiri ng
human virtues , gaining that by which
mankin d will be uplifted and that which
will enlight en the human world."
THE PROBLEM OF

LAW

ENFORCEMENT

HIRTE EN hundre d years ago, in
the Arabia n Desert among a group
of savage people so degrad ed that they
buried alive their daught ers, there arose
a prophe t of God, named Muham med.
One of the laws which he transm itted
from the heaven of the Divine Will was
that of abstine nce -from alcoholic liquors.
For over a thousan d years the milliom
of his true followe rs have refrain ed from
the drinkin g of wine. One of our American univers ity preside nts, in a tour around
the world some years ago, remark ed
upon the striking absence of drunke nness
in all the M uhamm edan cities which he
visited.
Thirtee n hundre d years later the voters
of the United States passed a prohibi tion
law and, to make it adaman tine and everlasting, incorpo rated it in the Consti tution itself. Yet all the authori ties of this,
one of the stronge st nations of the world,
are unable really to enforce this law.
The only authori ty that can truly establish a law'is the conscience of a people.
The outer authori ties cannot watch all
the multitu des every momen t. The secret,
hidden infract ions of a law they can never
preven t. But if the conscience of a
people recognizes an ordinan ce as the
will of God, they will obey it. For God
is Almigh ty, Ever-P resent. He sees the
inmost heart. By His divine justice He
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punishes. and reward s not only deeds but
though ts and motives. Once the love and
the fear of' Gad arise in the hearts of a
people and they behold a law as the will
of their Eterna l Beloved, they will obey
it. Even the flarries at the stake cannot
preven t that obedience..
This is the record
;tU human history ,
that the Great Prophe ts.·trari smit this love
for God and His commiti~ments. They
are the mouth- pieces of God, the Manifestatio ns of God. "The law 0.£ God is
a collective center which i.lnitesv ar'iolls
peoples, nativities, tongue's and.opirtiQns·.
All find shelter in its protecJ ion'and become attracte d to it. For exampl e; His
Holine ss' Moses and the M'Osaic Law.
were the unifyin g center for the'sca ttered
sheep of Israel. He united these walider ing flocks, brough t them under the control of the divine law,ed ucated them,
unified them, caused them to agree, and
lifted them to a superla tive degree of
development. At a time when they were
debased, they became glorifie d; ignoran t,
they were made knowin g; in the bonds
of captivity, they were given freedom .
In short they were unified. Day by day
they advanc ed, until they attaine d to the
highest degree of progres s witness ed in
that age. It is therefo re proved that the
Manife station of God and the law of
God accomplish unity. . . . .
"Consi der the time of His Holine ss
Christ. How many differen t peoples,
races and govern ments there were, how
many varying religions and denomi nations. But when His Holine ss Christ
appear ed the Messia nic reality proved
to be the collective center which brough t
togethe r and united them beneath the
same taberna cle of amity. . , . Therefore it is proved that the Manife station s
of God, the great mouth-pieces of God
are the collective centers of God." 'Abdu'I -BaM.
Today this voice of Divine Author ity,
for multitu des of Christi ans and Jews,

of
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is silent. New conditi ons of society,
new sciences, a new industr ial order have
obscure d the shining comma ndment s of
Moses and the Christ. Many Muham medans, Hindus , Buddhi sts, Chinese, are
finding the same difficulty in obeying and
following their sacred scriptu res.
The time has now arrived when from
every corner of the world comes the cry
for a new outpou ring of the Spirit of
Truth, to lead us into all truth. We need
a new spiritua l and scientific explana tion
of sacred scriptu res and syn'lbols, a new
voice that speaks with authori ty, a new
application; of the divine law to present
world conditi ons .. Science is new, worldcommu nicatio n is new, crime has a .new
power, war has become a new and worl'denvelop ing terror. Theref ore we must
have a new rev~lation of the Eternal
Truth, powerf ul enough to solve these
problem s" of die potenti ally marve1011s
age.in whiCh we al'e living. We need a
teachin g which wriT gather togethe r the
broken rays of new sciences, new wof.Jd
movem ents and longings into the pdre
white light from which they came.
In the writing s and life of Baha'u 'IIah
and 'Abdu'l -Baha we find in world illuminating splendo r the new manife station of
the Ancien t Glory of God. These great
teacher s explain in scientific terms the
bibles of old, their prophecies, their
miracle s and their comma ndment s. They
make the sacred scriptu res of al! religions
one continu ous revelation, and reveal the
real process of creation , over its millions
of years. They manife st again that Holy
Spirit which produc es a new creation .
They transm it God's voice so clearly that
a multitu de from all relIgions and races
are laying down their prejudi ces, their
fears, their points of separat ion that the
law of univers al love and the oneness of
mankin d may be established among the
nations . Baha'u 'llah and 'Abdu'I -Baha
have become the center of the new world
of brother hood and peace.

---_.
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MOUN T CARM EL, THE VINEY ARD OF GOD

'Abdu'l Cutting the new steps up the side of M aunt Carmel to the Shrine of Shrine
the
of
top
the
on
light
electric
The
e.
Palestin
BaM and of the Bab, Haifa,
charts. These
can be seen far out at sea. It is marked on the new mar'iners'
pictures wer.e taken in May, I923.

MOU NT CARMEL, THE VINE YAR D OF GOD
air here at Mount Carme1,"
, 'THE
said 'Abdu'l -Baha, "is fragran t

and the earth is sweet." "Syria is a
most wonde rful country. It is a world
in mImature. The trees of the hot climates, datepalm, orange, mandar ine,
etc., are found in Syria. Tiberia s is
known for its hot weather, but Mount
Lebano n is a cool summe r resort."
"In reality the air of Mount Carme1
is most energizing. I have breathe d the
air of many country places and have
seen much natural scenery, but the air
of this mounta in is most wholesome,
vitalizing, and its scenery is very en-

trancing. Purity of air, sublimity of
panora ma and beauty of landscape are
united on Mount Carmel present ing to
the eye a noble and inspiring spectacle
of nature ; its panora ma of sea and land
is very unique, its sun is all-glorious, its
moon all-bea utiful and its stars are allsparkli ng."
"Many Israelit ish prophe ts either lived
here or passed a portion of their lives
or sojourn ed for a while or spent the
last days of their existence on this
mounta in." "This is the Holy Land, the
land which gave birth to the prophe ts
-Abra ham, Isaac, ]oseph , David, Solo-

A TABLE T REGAR DING MOUN T CARM EL

man, Moses, Isaiah, Zechar iah and, last
of all, Christ. Elijah lived on Mount
Carmel. You must love this land very
much because all these holy happen ings
have taken place here. His Holine ss
Christ came to this holy mounta in many
times. The atmosp here is permea ted
with wonder ful spiritu ality." -From the
unp1lblished Diary of Mirza Ahmad
Sohrab, 1914.
A TABLET REVEAL ED BY THE PEN OF
BAHA'U 'LLAH

·N the Name of Him throug h Whom
the fragran ces of the Mercif ul are
diffused in the world of creatio n!
Gloriou s is the blessed Day the like
of which cannot be found in past ages
and cycles. Glorious is this Day in
which the counten ance of the Ancien t
Beauty hath turned toward his station.
Theref ore all the people of the Suprem e
Concou rse and, behind them, the hearts
of all things declare d:
o Carmel! Rejoice! for the face
of God hath advanc ed toward thee.
Verily He is the Posses sor of the Kingdom of Names , and the Breake r of
heaven s!
Then the spirit of gladnes s overtoo k
Carmel and it cried out in a lofty voice:
May my soul b~ a sacrifice for Thy
advanc ement, a sacrifice to Thy bestowal
and a ransom to Thy attentio n. Verily
Thy separat ion hath killed me, 0 Thou
Dawnin g-Place of Life, and Thy remoteness hath burned me. Glorified art
Thou" for Thou hast heard the call, hast
honore d me with Thy feet, hast resuscitated me with the fragran ces of Thy
verses and the voice of Thy pen which
Thou hast made a trumpe t \a11 amongs t
Thy servant s. Then, when thy incontestable cause was reveale d Thou didst
breathe in it. Theref ore the Most. Great
Resurr ection appeare d, and the hidden
myster ies which were deposit ed in the
treasur ies of the Possess or of Things
were disclosed.
\\Then its voice reached to this
Suprem e Station we declare d:
o Carmel ! -Praise thou thy Lord, for

I
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verily thou wert burnin g with the fire
of separat ion. Theref ore the sea of
union waved before thy face, whereby
thine eyes and the eyes of creatio n were
brighte ned and the lips of the visible
and the invisible world were wreath ed
in smiles. Blessed art thou, for on this
Day God hath made thee the throne
of His temple, the dawnin g-place of His
verses and the orient of His proofs.
Blessed is the servant who circles around
thee, mentio ns thy appeara nce and manifestati on and obtains that which the
bounty of God, thy Lord, hath bestow ed
upon thee. Hold thou in thy hand the
goblet of immort ality, in the name of
thy Lord, El AbM, and offer to Him
thanksg iving,. for He hath change d thy
sorrow into joy and thy grief into most
great gladness. This is naught but mercy
on His part. Verily, He loves the spot
wherein His throne is established, distinguis hed by His presenc e, honore d by
His meetin g and from which place His
voice is raised and His lament ations
heard.
o Carmel ! Give the glad tidings to
Zion and say: Verily the Hidden hath
come with such domini on as to conque r
the world and with such light as to illumine the earth and all that is therein .
Beware lest thou remain est station ary
in thy place. Hasten ! Again hasten!
and circle the City of God, which hath
descen ded from heaven, the Tabern acle
of God which was the object of worship and adorati on by the people of
righteo usness and upright ness and the
angels of the Most High. Verily I love
to impart the glad tidings of this Manifestatio n to every city of the cities of
the world and every country of its
countri es, a gladness by which the heart
of the Mounta in of Tor was attracte d
and the Tree cried out: The world and
the kingdo m belongeth to God, the King
of Lords!
.Verily this is the Day concern ing
which prophe cies were given to land ~nd
sea and predict ions were reveale d in
former times regardi ng the appeara nce
of the bestowals of God which Were
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concealed and hidden from the minds,
and eyes. Ere long the ships of God
will advanc e toward thee and the people
of Baha who are mentio ned in the Book
of Names will appear in thy midst.
Glorified is the Lord of mankin d,
throug h whose mentio n the atoms are
attracte d toward each other. Verily,
the Tongue of Majest y spoke that which
was hidden in His knowledge and concealed in the Treasu ry of His power.
Verily He is Mighty and Omnip otent
over all that is upon earth and in heaven
throug h His Name, the Powerf ul, the
Exalted and the Almighty.
THE FUTURE OF THE CAUSE

called uI?on
HE Govern or .of
"the
Master thIS mornm g. Havmg
T
heard of the success of the Cause in
Acr~

America, he wonder ed how it was possible to unite Muslims, Christi ans, Jews
and Zoroas trians. 'Abdu'l -Baha said:
"Thing s will come to pass in a wonderful way after my departu re. God
has brough t about this, that He should
be on earth and, at the same time, not
be (on earth), in order that the beloved
ones may not relax their work.
"There wiUbe a little time of quiet,
after my departu re. Then there will
be a great (spiritu al) blaze. Especially
will this happen if the divine friends
remain firm and steadfa st in the Covenant, if they are not trouble d or disturbed.
"The Blessed Beauty has crowne d his
he'lievers, and especially those who were
in the Great Prison, with an everlas ting
diadem of sovereignty. In the days of

Jesus, the Son of Mary, those who were
under the shelter of Jesus could not
realize under what shelter they were
abiding. But after His Holine ss Jesus
ascended they served Him faithfu llymay my life be asacr:if ice to them! In
the days of His Holine ss Jesus they did
not accomplish anything.
"And now no one can reali'ze what
a crown is laid upon the heads of the
believers, especially those who were
associated with the Blessed Beauty in
the Great Prison. They underw ent
great trouble s; for days they did not
rest. Theref ore we must in appreci ation of this grace and virtue arise and
serve the Cause of God. A similar
crown should be placed upon our heads.
We were poor, he made us rich. We
were looked down upon, we became
respected. We were ignoran t, we became learned . ,We were blind, we found
sight. We were deaf, we now can hear.
There has been no bounty which he has
not shown to us. As a sign of gratitude for these gifts and blessings we
must be firm and steadfa st in the Cause
of God.
"All this place will be filled with
schools, hospitals, asylums, orphan ages
and pilgrim houses. The kings of the
earth will go forth from the Suprem e
Shrine at Haifa to the Blessed Shrine
at Acre. In the .future Haifa and Acre
will be united. There will be villas,
suburb s and gardens.· Here will be the
eternal pilgrimage for the world ."From the Diary of lVIirza Badi Bushru i,
dated: Shrine of Bahd'u'll6h, Bahji,
Acre, April 16, 1916.

IN THE NAME OF GOD!

o
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I pray God that by thee He may graciously enable His servant
s to sound
the inmost depths of the Ocean of Divine Unity, that through thy
remem brance
He may aid them to drink deep from the stream of Everlas
ting Life, that
through thine utteran ce He may cause them to quaff the mystic
wine of the
knowleclge of God, that He may assis,t thee to triump h by the
Hosts of understandin g and wisdom in such wise that by thee He may gloriou
sly conque r the
citadels of worlds and of hearts! There is none other God but He,
the Gracious,
the Beloved!
o thou that art the apple of mine eye! My Glory rest upon thee. Mine
ocean of lovingkindness, the Day-St ar of my Grace, the heavens
of my mercy be
with thee.
We pray unto God that He may illumine all mankin d with the
light of thy knowledge and wisdom ; that He may ordain for thee
that which may
gladden thy heart and solace thine eyes!
Mighty and Powerf ul is He over all things!
Glory, mercy and praise rest upon thee, and upon whoms oever
cirdeth
around Thee!
Tablet written by Bah6:u'1l6h to 'Abdu'l-Balui. Translated by Shoghi
Effendi .

A view of the beautif ul village of Wilmet te, Illinois, looking north
from the
roof of the founda tion hall of the Bah6'i Temple. Sherida n Road
is
seen
in the
foreground, Lake Michigan to the right.
Meetin gs are now being held in the Temple foundation hall,
on Sunday
afterno ons and Friday evenings. Lectur es are given upon the
oneness of God,
the oneness of mankin d, the oneness of religions, the conform ity
of religion 'With
science and reason, univers al education, ztniversal peace, the power
of pure and
sanctified living.
r{)ver the foundation structu re of the Temple will be built the
magnif icent
auditorium with its dome I6I feet high. In the exquisite tracery
of the Temple
will be blended the great religious symbol s of the 'world, and its
nine do01"s will
be oPen to all sects, religions and peoples.
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FROM AUSTRALIA

secl1tion for the sake of God the deeper
will grow the roots of the tree of faith
and love. Such has been the case with
the friends of 'Ishqabad. In their last
letter we read that a noted teacher, from
Caucasus, is visiting their assemblies.
The arrival of two new pilgrims from
the Holv Land, Mirza 'Ali-Akbar-i-Milani anci Haji Ahmad 'Alioff, has. given
a: new impetus to all the friends in 'Ishqabad. Several medings are being ~eld
each clay. Physical forces cannot UTIpede spiritual growth. This is their firm
conviction.
We are in receipt of the last issue of
the Su·n of Truth from Germany. The
contents were translated into Persian and
read in our meetings with great interest.
We pray for the German brothers and
sisters that they may be assisted and that
thr01l"h the power of faith they may be
able ~o overcome all difficulties. May
their noble efforts result in the leading
of the people to the true path of salvation. ( Signed)
Mtrza Badi Bushrui, Secretary.

N April Mrs. Clara Dunn, who has
been speaking on the Most Great
IGlad
Tidings in New Zealand, sailed
for Australia,- so many are there in that
great land who are eager to be assisted
in the study of the Baha:i teachings.
The response to the Baha'i Teachings
in New Zealand has been wonderful.
Mr. Dunn who on his journeys has
been speaking continually writes that
the confirmations have been perpetual
and that it is a delight to serve even in
a small way, so remarkable is the
response to the Baha'i principles and
the abundant love of God manifest in
the Baha'i writings. "The· wonderful
bounty and gift to the Cause in dear
Shoghi Effendi," continues Mr. Dunn,
"are amazing, I think, to all of us. It
is a most glorious day in which we
live-a day that will not be followed
by a night. Again, the Greatest Holy
Leaf seems more to us than ever
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before. 'The leaves shall be for the
healing of the nations.'''
Recently Shoghi Effendi wrote to the
friends in Australia and New Zealand
the following letter:
"My dearest co-workers in that distant
land:
"How great was my joy to learn that
in that far-away continent, remote from
the turmoil and restlessness of a weary
world, the Voice of God has been
raised and proclaimed and has attracted
such a promising number of ardent
and faithful lovers of Baha'u'llah!
"I offer you my heartfelt love and
sympathy and the assurance of my
unfailing assistance in the great work
of service to mankind which is now so
gloriously unfolding itself to your eyes.
"I have shared fully your news with
those loving pilgrims and resident
friends in the Holy Land whom I meet
regularly in what was in the past the
audience-chamber of the Master and
who thirst after the tidings of the
progress of the Cause in every land.
They, and myself with them, will pray
most fervently for everyone of you
that the seeds of faith and loving fellowship that you are casting. in the soil
of hearts may germinate and swell the
ever increasing numbers of the valiant
hosts of Baha and enable them to
attain glorious victory.
"I shall await with eager expectation
the welcome news of the extension of
your activities, the widenin?, of ;:0;-tr
correspondence with the varIOUS splrJtual centres throughout the world, the
plans you contemplate for the spreading
of the Movement and the means you
will utilize fot their speedy execution.
On my part I shall never neglect to
send you such news as will urge you
to press forward your great work for
the Cause and hearten you in your
labours of love and devotion at His
Sacred Threshold.
"Your brother in His Service,
(Signed) SHOGHl."
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LETTERS FROM LONDON AND BURMA

London, Englalld.
AM very happy to inform you that
good news is coming from all parts
of the world. Everywhere they have
elected the new Spiritual Assemblies.
Since Jinab-i-A varih' s visit to England
our spiritual power is much stronger and
our faith is deeper. Everyone tries to
justify the hopes of our teacher, and
works heartily for the Cause.
In 'Ishqabad they are strong and faithful, and the Cause is progressing there
a$ always. In the Baha'i Boys' and
Girls' Schools, which give a fine education to the children, similar to an European college, there have been held some
very suc~essful examinations. A new
class has been opened in the Girls'
School.
The conditions of life in 'Ishqabad are
very difficult; many of our friends have
not the means for sufficient food, even,
and live half starving. But the faith
and spirit are so strong that they scorn
the difficulties and fight bravely for their
living.
Our young Baha'i students of Moscow participated in the meeting of the
followers of Tolstoi, and spoke upon
our Religion. They were offered a roou1
in the Museum of Tolstoi for Ba11a:i
meetings and gatherings. They are expecting the arrival of Seyid Mehdi
Goulpaigani who is a relative of Mirza
Abul Fazl. Seyid Mehdi Goulpaigani
has participated during recent years in
all Bah:'t'i meetings and gatherings in
Turkestan and is known to the Baha'i
world as one of the leading philosophers
and speakers. He will be accompanied
to Moscow. by a student who will translate for him.
Yours sincerely in the Cause,
(Signed)
Z. ASGARZADEI-I.

I

Rangoon, India.
EAR Brothers 111 the Covenant:
Our brother, Seyid Jinab-i-Ali when
returning recently to Burma from London, paid a visit to the beloved Guardian
of th~ Cause. Shoghi Effendi gave him
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instructions as to how to reorganize the
assemblies according to his plans for the
furtherance of the Cause. Immediately
upon his arrival Seyid Jinab-i-Ali called
a meeting of the friends and propounded
to them the instructions and wishes of
the revered Guardian. A meeting was
called on April twenty-eighth and office
bearers and members of the new assembly were elected.
A new life was breathed into the
hearts of the friends and everyone arose
to offer sacrifices at the altar of service
and to put forth fresh efforts to gladden
the heart of Shoghi Effendi. Plans were
made to inaugnrate a teaching campaign
for the whole of BUrma, to start a
Baha'i magazine in English, Burmese
and Persian and to found a National
Spiritual Council composed of the Spiritual Assemblies of Burma.
We have girded Ollr loins of service
with a strong rope of determination and
we hope to march apace with all the
other friends upon the same plain of
service and who are aiming at the same
goal of renunciation.
We have recently received news from
~he four quarters of the world, and
especially from the Central Spiritual Assembly at Haifa, that the Cause is advancing daily by leaps and bounds. This
is a great stimulus to us and makes us
firmer on our path of service and sacrifice. We greatly hope that these kind
communications will ever continue to
come and bring us the 'good news of our
brothers of the one great family gathered into one tabernacle by Baha'u'llah,
nurtured by 'Abdu'l-Baha, and placed by
him under the guidance of Shoghi Effendi.
Our brother, Seyid 'Jinab-i-Ali, has
iust received a cablegram from Shoghi
Effendi conveying Ridvan greetings and
exhorting us to quicken our steps in the
field of service. These words thriUed
our hearts and new resolutions were
formed in every breast to attain purification bv suiting our deeds to the glorious
Teachings. In short, the light of happiness which appeared on every face upon
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hearing this cablegram is beyond description.
Mrs. Stannard of Cairo is with us.
After visiting Rangoon and Mandalay
she has gone to Maymyo to escape from
the tropical heat of the plains and to
rest for a while before starting upon an
extensive teaching campaign in India,
including Burma.. We wish every success to our dear sister and are ever ready
with our lives to assist her in her great
task.
Our aged teacher, Jinab-i-Seyid Mustq.pha, has lately been to Deedenaw. He
reports a marked progress in the Cause
of God in that place. The assembly
there is very strong. Jinab-i-Seyid Mustapha, has lately been to Deedenaw. He
spiritual atmosphere of that place and of
the religious zeal of the friends there,
whose only aim is to serve the human
kingdom.
The' assembly at Mandalay has been
labouring hard for the awakening of the
Burmese nation. The divine religion of
the glorious Buddha has become a mere
bundle of customs and conventionalities
in· the hands of the people and the reality of religion is buried deep under the
ruins of a once great religion. The
friends of Mandalay have indeed a very
great task before them and they are doin 0" their best to disperse the clo~lds 0 f
ig~orance. They have a Burmese B.aha'i
Publishing Society and have pubhshed
much literature in the Burmese language.
We expect great results from this sister
assembly and shall watch with pro~ound
interest its activities on the plam of
service.
Vie all send to you our sincere love
and greetings and assure you that we
,vill send every Baha'i month a report of
what we have done, and what we propose to do in the future, and we hope
that you also will send us, news so that
we mav walk hand in hand,ns one body,
in the -field of service and attain to that
for which we were created.
(Signed) Baha'i' Spiritual Assembly
by S. J. Ali, Mahaliff, Abbas Aly Butt .

.
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HE beloved of the Lord and the
handmaids of the Merciful in Washington, D. c., U. S. A. Care of the
members of the Spiritual Assembly.
Dearest Friends:
I welcome gladly and heartily this first
opportunity of expressing to you in writing what I have always felt in the depths
of my heart of my confident hopes for
your whole-hearted assistance in the
great task that is before me.
I know too well of the spirit of ardent
devotion and steadfast love that animates yon in your labors for the Cause,
and it is primarily upon this that I confidently rely in facing the great responsibilities of the future.
The world is sadlv stricken and in a
state of continuous t~rmoil and signs of
weariness and despondency are apparent
everywhere. But we, fired with the
hope of the Abha Kingdom and ever
mindful of the llnfailing promises of the
dawn of a new and better day, must
weather every storm and endeavor to
impart to every earnest seeker that firm
faith and inner peace which the world
cannot give.
It is our vital and most urgent duty
to assure at whatever cost the safety
and the unity of the Cause of God, and
with harmony and concord firmly established amongst us, to arise with confidence and courage for the enlightenment of the world and the salvation of
mankind.
'With my best wishes and earnest
prayers for yonrsuccess in these noble
endeavors,
I am your brother and co-worker,
(Signed) SHOGHL

T

The Belo'ved Children of Abdu'I-BahG
(Pasadena, Califoynia)

Marjorie McGee, Harry . McGee,
Whilhelm M adsen, Anne Vollmer, RicharcI AIderson, William Alderson, Winston Alderson, Hope Willis BaiIy. Care
of Mrs. CoIlins.

_---------------------------_._--
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My dearly beloved brethren and sisters in ' Abdu'l-Baha :
Your sweet messages of love and
greeting transmitted through the kindness of our beloved Baha'i sister, Mrs.
Collins, have deeply touched my heart
and have strengthened my hope and confidence in the great service which the
Baha'i youth will render in future to the
Cause of Baha'u'Ilah.
I have read your individual letters
with the deepest interest and enclose for
you all in this short answer of mine
flowers planted in the close vicinity of
the Holy Shrine and placed upon" the
Sacred Thresholds of the Bab and 'Abdu'l-Baha. And as I placed them on
those hallowed spots I remembered
you most tenderly, and prayed on your
behalf, beseeching the Almighty to guide
and protect you in your earnest endeavours to learn and to teach th(' Cause of
God.
I very strongly urge you to devote
your time to a very serious and profound study of the history of the
Cause and of the various Writings of
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha. The study
of the Cause and its Teachings and the
daily endeavour to exempiify its Spirit
in our dealings with our fellow men are
the most essential obligations of all
Bah£t'is, whether young or old, who
aspire to see this Divine Message spread
throughout the world.
As to a name for your Club, "Baha'i
Fellowship" seems to be the best reminder of the spirit that must animate
continually its members in their work
of service to mankind. I cherish the
hope that you will all show forth in all
your activities the spirit of true Baha'i
fellowship, and grow to become efficient
workers in His Divine Vineyard.
Wishing you success from all my
heart,
I am your devoted brother,
(Signed) SHOGHI.
Haifa} Palestine. March 18} 1923.

The beloved of the Lord and the handmaids of the Merciful in Brooklyn}
N. Y.} U. S. A.
Care of the members of the Spiritual
Assembly
Dear brethren and sisters m 'Abdu'lBaha:
In these days of world unrest, of
political upheavals, of social disruption
and spiritual ferment, the one Power
that can bind effectively together the
scattered and conflicting elements of human society and breathe into them the
vivifying and eternal Spirit of Life is
indeed the power of the Call of Ya
Baha'il-Abha!
We, of this noble Faith, the chosen
ones of God, who carry with us this
wholesome Medicine for the ills and
sicknesses of this world, must now bestir ourselves to further activity and relentless efforts in the great and urgent
mission entrusted to us by Baha'u'IUih,
that we may minister freely and effectively to the needs of mankind.
Our primary duty is to create by our
words and deeds, our conduct and example, the atmosphere in which the seeds
of the words of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha, cast so profusely during well-nigh
eighty years, may germinate and- give
forth those fruits that alone can assure
peace and prosperity to this distracted
world.
Clear in our vision, broad in our. outlook, tireless in our energies and steadfast in our hopes, let us promote one and
all this great work of Reconciliation of
which the world stands in such great
need at present.
May the Light of His Divine Guidance illumine our path and lead us to
our glorious destiny.
Your brother,
(Signed) Shoghi.
New subscription rates for the Baha-i
Magazines of the world are given on the
inside of the back CQver.
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THE SEARCH FOR TRUTH
By

LOUIS G. GREGORY

Job said: "I know that my Redeemer
HE search for truth has caused the
forward march of mankind in all liveth !" Such an exalted height of
ages of the world. The will to know is knowledge is not impossible for any
one of the most powerful mainsprings man. For the very purpose of man's
of action and the greatest incentive to existence is to know his Creator. The
progress. Freedom and happiness, both powers by which he may know God are
for the individual and collective man, hidden within his own being. Attracdepend upon the knowledge of truth. tion to the beauty of truth reveals man's
Greater joy there cannot be than that of inward powers. The genial flame of
discovery. But this attainment is im- truth sets in motion new vibrations, unpossible for man unless he becomes an folds the true virtues of religion and the
independent seeker. He should, for this laws of science, apprehends the mysteries
noble purpose, put aside empty forms of God and His endless creations. Great
and servile imitations. And while rever- and wonderful are the reaches of mind.
ence for ancestors is praiseworthy, the Deep and subtle are the mysteries of the
independent investigator must weigh heart. When the inner sight is clear
his conclllsions in the balance of sound through powers that are heart-dwelling,
logic. HOWever long established the the mind is brightened and man is thereview-points of others, he must strive to by elevated to his true station of glory
know for himseif. While this station is and splendour above the world of matpossible for all men, its attainment re- ter. If he does not discover these latent
quires courage. For no discoverer of powers the purpose of life is lost. If he
truth can hope to escape the sneers and does not use these forces, by what sign
jeers of prejudice and ignorance. But can he prove himself man? The hand,
although the path is difficult, it is yet the eye, and other powers of the physical
glorious. Through the degrees of mar- temple have their manifest functions and
tyrdom the soul of man is freed from improve their skill by service. Should
its earthly cage and makes extraordinary not those greater powers, which attest
advancement. The bold and untram- the emanations of Divinity in man, adorn
melled search for truth is the light of his career and crown his destiny? The
genius in all times. The power of truth aspiration of man soars Heavenward as
removes the stagnant pools and dead he strives to awaken these powers.
seas of outworn usages. It refreshes the Spiritual unity is the reality of man and
soul of man with living streams that the presence of Divine Bounty.
flow from the Bosom of God.
The beginning of truth-seeking, which
161
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may lead through Divine Favor to the
Greatest Light, is very simple. First of
all, let us have faith; and as a sign of
faith let us humbly ask the Giver of
Bounty for light and knowledge. If one
thereupon subjects whatever is presented
him to a reasonable inquiry, he may be
astonished at his own growth. If the
mind is free from bias or hate, the horizon will widen and faith will become
confidence. ~ven as when, as hungry
children, we go to our parents for food,
fully confident that they will answer our
needs, even more firm should be our assurance that the Light of God will not
mislead us.
The Baha'i teachings, which focalize
reality, reveal the unity of truth, however diversified its aspects. The oneness
of God reveals the oneness of truth. The
singleness of truth reflects the singleness of God. All things in creation are
related through their common emanation
from Divinity. Because reality is indivisible, it can never be plural. The Divine Light which is the essence of truth,
is the universal Glory of God, now manifest. "It is the Baha of Abha which covers
the earth as the waters cover the deep."
When this fact becomes generally known,
how conducive will it be to the unity
of religions, the end of strife and the
establishment of eternal peace! When
hearts are aflame with the sacred fire of
truth, thoughts will coincide in the reo.
flection of One Reality and constructive
service will heal the world. And since
this wondrous light and knowledge are
impossible save through the Manifestation of God, the ascent of man depends
only upon his detachment· from all else
and his attraction in greater and greater
degree to that manifest Splendour. Marvellous poise! Infinite joy! Universal
Harmony!
How sad and depressing is the bedlam caused by the opposite! Not long
ago, before a noted gathering, a theologian was heard to state very dogmatically the basis of his own faith and that
which in his opinion made it superior to

all others. But it so happened that the
dogma he selected as the holy of holies
and sine qua -non of salvation was no
other than a blind superstition, sans
scientific, rational, spiritual or even common sense basis. He was even mistaken
in the assumption that his own faith
was the only one that relied upon the
said superstition. For inquiry makes it
appear that the ancient Egyptians, thousands of years before Christ, as well as
. millions of non-Christian religionists in
the world today, have adhered to the
same unprovable belief. Thus in one
breath this good man showed himself an
alien to science as also to the comparative study of religions. The statement
of this dogma is omitted here although
it is one which many people unthinkingly and blindly support. The purpose is
educational rather than controversial, to
stimulate investigation and discovery
rather than to shock those who lie dormant. A religious leader may, in his
own way, lord it over the masses for a
long time. But if he has no universal
vision of truth where is his capacity to
serve mankind in their progress toward
unity and freedom? The attitude. of bigotry, narrowness and pride time out of
mind has divided the realm of humanity
into a multitude of warring sects, belying the spirit of true religion and execrating those whom they should love.
Hopeless is the task of establishing unity
on the basis of dogma ahd superstition.
Yet the veils are being removed; for all
the opposition of mice and men cannot
prevent the sun from rising!
Truth is the light of God in the world;
and God is love. Truth is the descent
of Heaven to man; and Heaven is man's
home. Truth is the manna upon which
God feeds His children; and all souls are
hungry. Truth is the outpot).ring of
God's Holy Spirit in the morning of the
resurrection; and this is the morning
of that great Day of God! All the Holy
Manifestations of God, throughout cycles and ages, have trained humanity in
truth. Their pure and perfect lives were

THE FULL CIRCLE OF TRUTH

standards of truth. Their sacrificial examples applied the truth. These perfect
mirrors of divinity reflected the truth.
For this noble purpose Jesus Christ and
the other Divine Messengers of the past,
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha in this
day, came to earth in human temples,
suffered affliction, pain and martyrdom.
Assuredly their purpose was not to exalt
themselves. Else why should such intelligent beings descend from a realm of
pure delight to dwell in the world of
dust? Or whence their indifference to
the praise of men? Their true purpose
was to free humanity from the thralldom
of nature; to remove the barriers caused
by blind imitations, spiritless forms,
savage dogmas and ignorant prejudices.
Kindly they wrought, lovingly they
taught, that hatred and warfal'e might
be displaced and truth enthroned. Their
oneness of love is outpoured upon all.
Their far reaching Guardianship protects all. Can man afford to be heedless
to this ca1l? The reign of ignorance and
the sovereignty of calamity have ever
been for man convertible terms. The
still small voice, stronger than the clash
of -armaments, counsels peace. Will the
children of men hear the Voice of God?
The devotee of truth avoids contention. The follower of light seeks its
blessing for others. Disciples of truth
are signs of guidance. One vivified by
the spirit of truth may become the means
of imparting life to his companions, for
he has turned with reverence to the Sun
of Truth, the Creative Word, which
brightens and cheers all the worlds.
Whoever perceives this wondrous Light
will not be misled by a torch or candle,
or the wi1l-o' -the-wisp of formalism.
Yet one who is divinely favored will not
only seek light and guidance for his
kind, but be merciful even to the animals. Insight reveals the relationship
of the part to the whole. Guidance
brings humility.
Once upon a time, the story runs, six
blind men of Hindustan went to see an
elephant. As all were blind, their impressions were dependent upon the sense
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of touch. One, touching the elephant's
head, said he was like a ball; another,
touching his leg, thought him like a tree;
another touched his trunk and declared
him like a snake; another his tail, lik·
ened him to a rope; another his ear,
spoke of him as a fan; another his side,
insisted that the elephant was like a
wall. They then quarrelled over their
various opinions, each adhering to his
own with the greatest rancor and obstinacy. They abused and denounced
each other and even fought. Each partly right, but all generally wrong, the
educational effect of listening to each
other's points of view was entirely lost.
So it ever is with bigotry and pride.
Happy is he, in this day of hostile
creeds and clashing dogmas, who can see
the elephant in full proportion. It symbolizes in this day the Sun of reality 'and
truth. Yet how difficult is this, because
men are so much attached to the idols
of their own fa11cy! The divine hand
ever beckons us to the pathway of light.
There seems a touch of humor, as well
as pathos in the divine injunction to the
truth-seeker:
"Leave them to amuse themselves with
their vain discourse!"
Man should ever mount higher and
higher in seeking reality. He should
never let the mind and heart be limited
by the imaginations of men. The vision
that is universal is a true emanation from
the Divinity of the Word. The same
God gives good gifts to all hts children.,
The same vital truth is declared in all
religions. The hidden m: stery of truth,
Divine Love, is the cause cif all life. The
inner law is changeless; the outer law
is varied by the Giver of Bounty from
cycle to cycle to relieve human nee-ds.
Because men are so forgetful, the Merciful Providence in this cycle of truth and
knowledge decrees the renewal of the
spirit. What favor can be greater than
this? It is the appearance of this Lordly
Splendour which rend the veils of superstition and error and reveals the light
of assurance and knowledge.
The great and luminous Apostle Paul
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foresaw rhe greatness of this day when
he wrote:
"When that which is perfect has come,
that which is in part shall be done away."
Though men adhere, for limited reasons,
io that which is limited, such attachmems
must ultimately give way; for the darkness is powerless to defeat the light.
As mists disappear before the rising sun,
so must error and limitations depart as
the Sun of Truth mounts higher and
higher, approaching its full power and
glory. The light and heat of this genial
Sun will bring to full growth the minds
and hearts of men. There is no nir,ht
but ignorance! There is no light but
truth!
This blessed assurance IS given by
Baha'u'llah:
"Every soul who sincerely accepts the
Word of God hath verily passed through
the path and succeeded in approaching
the paradise -of God's pleasure, and hath
assembled with those who are near to
God, the chosen ones."

'Abdu'l-Baha thus reveals to us the
beauty of truth and the ultimate goal of
man's attainment:
"What is truth? Truth is the word of
God, which gives life to humanity. It
restores sight to. the blind and hearing
to the deaf; it makes eloquent those
who are dumb, and living beings out of
dead beings; it illumines the world of
heart and soul; it reduces into nothingness the iniquities of the neglectful and
erring ones. Beauty,perfection, brilliancy and spirituality in this existence
come from or through the word of God.
For all it is the supreme goal, the greatest desire, the cause of life, light, instruction. The road to attain to this Truth
is the love of God. When the light of
the love of God is burning in the mirror
of the heart, that flame shows the way
and guides to the Kingdom of the Word
of God.
"As to what causes the growth of the
love of God, know that it is to turn one's
self toward God."

PRAYER---THE LADDER TO HEAVEN
From the Words of Bah6'u'llah and 'Abdu'I-Bah6, with an introduction by Jin6bi-F6dil
HE Haly Spirit is the ,ower which
is in the Manifestations of God.
When man is freed from his natural conditians he draws near to the Holy Spirit.
In the early dawn at Haifa, in the Holy
Shrines on Mount Carme1, one finds sauls
intoxicated with the lave of Gad, at this
time of prayer and meditation. Through
meditatian the spirit is delivered from the
cage af the human nature; real communication is established and divine gifts are
granted. The attitude becomes haly, and
we long to serve.
It has been asked: "Should the heart
be emptied, to. let Gad speak?" The
Baha'is havetnany beautiful prayers and
supplications in which the spirit af
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha dwell and
when we are using these -supplications
and thinking of their meaning our spirit
expands.

T

C~rist lived for a long time in the caves
of ~ l1e mountain and it is said that Satan
came to test His Holiness Christ, but had
no. effect upon him. What was Satan and
what was the test? Satan was materialistic thought. Satan tried to test the
Christ because he was leaving behind human thoughts and was turning to the
spiritual Kingdam. Christ had a human
body, but his body had no effect upon his
spirit. It is written, "The spirit, indeed,
is willing, but the flesh is weak."
Before his declaration, Baha'u'llah
lived alone in a cave far two years, in a
high mountain in a very dangerous country called Kurdistan. - When the simple
shepherds of that region heard him praying in the early morning they felt such a
spiritual power that they gathered around
the cave to listen.
My meaning is this, that when prayer

MEDITATION AND PRAYER

or supplication is nsmg from the heart
and is uttered by the tongue, especially if
the words are divine words, it attracts
divine qualities, like a magnet.
OD is Universal Consciousness, unlimited, infinite, unknowab1e, incomprehensible to our finite minds. The
Infinite cannot be included in the finite,
but is reflected from every atom in the
universe. Each kingdom reflects God according to its .degree of receptivity,
whether mineral, vegetable, animal or
human; but. the heart of man is the greatest reflector of all. If you split an atom
in the heart of it you will find a sun.
"Dost thou think thy body a small thing,
while within thee is enfolded the universe?" said Baha'u'llah.
Science has proved that God is not a
man in the sky, for there is no place which
can be located as Heaven. An ant with
long horns tipped with olfactory nerves
would think that God was a very large
ant, with long horns just as man thinks
God is a great, perfect man. We have
so pictured God as a large man with eyes
and ears, who could speak and, perhaps,
eat. As there is no physical Heaven,
therefore there is no place for such a God
to live in. Science has released us from
this superstition.
But the universe is full of the spirit,
the attributes of God, and the heart is a
mighty magnet. True prayer· is thinking
of, reaching out to God, lifting up our
hearts, freeing them from self and material things; and after we have freed the
heart it acts as a magnet to attract these
qualities, these attributes. It becomes
attuned to these vibrations, as a wireless
receiver becomes attuned to certain wave
lengths in the air. The prayers of
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha help to put
the heart in tune.-From two talks recently given by linab-i-Fadil.

G
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N all the worlds of existence there
is nothing more important than
prayer. Prayer confers spirituality upon
the heart."* "Spirituality is the greatest
* All quotations are from the words of 'Abdu'lBaha unless otherwise indicated.
- - . _ - - - _..- - - -
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of God's gifts and life everlasting. It
means turning to God." "Turn your faces
away from the contemplation of your
own finite selves and fix your eyes upon
the Everlasting Radiance; then will your
souls receive in full measure the divine
powers of the Spirit and the blessings of
the Infinite Bounty.
"Keep yourselves entirely clear of the
world's condition of gloom and show
forth the characteristics and qualities of
divine souls that ye may consider to what
extent the radiance of the Divine Sun is
shining and brilliant and how the signs of
favor are shining forth from the invisible world of Unity."
MORNING THOUGHTS

"Everyone upon awaking in the morning awakes with a thought. The commercial man awakes with the thought of
commerce; the inventor awakes with the
thought of his inventions; the banker
with the thought of money. But you,
when you awake, must at once think of
God and begin the day with an earnest
desire to attain to the will of God and His
good pleasure."
"Man must be freed from every material tie and must seek the path of the
Kingdom. He must not look bacbvard,
he must look forward; not downward,
but heavenward."
"The meditative faculty is akin to the
mirror; if you put it before earthly obj ects it will reflect them. Therefore if
the spirit of man is contemplating earthly subjects he will be informed of these.
"But if you turn the mirror of your
spirit heavenward the heavenly constellations and the rays of the Sun of Reality
will be reflected in your heart and the virtues of the Kingdom will be acquired."
"We should not be occupied with our
failings and weaknesses, but concern ourselves ~;ith the will of God so that it may
flow through us, thereby healing these
human infirmities."
"Neglect not praying and communing
in the gloomy midnights and at morn 'and
eve, and offer glory unto· thy Lord, the
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Supreme. Know that nothing will benefit thee in this life save:
"Supplication and invocation unto God,
"Service in His vineyard, and
"With a heart full of love to be in constant servitude unto Him._"
"Draw nigh unto God and persevere
in communion with thy Lord so that the
fire of God's love may glow more luminously in the heart, its heat may grow
stronger and give- warmth to that region
and its sound reach the Supreme Concourse."*
Abul Fazl, the Baha'i saint and
philosopher, one of the most brilliant
scholars of his age, prayed, we are told,
seven times every day. Great souls keep
strong by reading and prayer. When
he went into exile, Baha'u'll;lh gave him
the following prayer to be repeated
whenever he was in need: "0 my God!
I beg of Thee by the King of Names
and Maker of heaven and earth, by the
rustling of the leaves of the Tree of
Life, and by the Utterances through
which the realities of things are drawn
unto us, to grant me-"
THE JOY OF PRAYER

"There is nothing sweeter in the world
of existence than prayer."
"Prayer and supplication are two
wings whereby man soars toward the
heavenly mansion of the True One.
However, verbal r.epetition of prayer rJoes
not suffice. One must live in a continual attitude of prayer. When man is
spiritually free his mind becomes the
altar and his heart the sanctuary of
prayer. Then the meaning of the verse,
'We will lift up from before his eyes the
veil' will become fulfilled in him."
"It is most difficult to stand unshaken
during the days of trials. When we were
living in Baghdad conditions at one time
were such that the friends of God were
always in danger of losing their lives. Not
a night passed during which they were
sure that they would be alive in the morn*See the coml'ilation of 'Abdu'I-Baha's words on
of the West" Vol. 8, No. 4.
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ing and not a morning did they arise with
any certainty that they would see another night. Yet they lived in the highest
state of faithfulness, firmness, spirituality
and attraction. Aga Reza and seven
others lived in one small room. They
rested, ate and slept in this one room.
Every night they had spiritual meetings,
chanting prayers and poems till long past
midnight. Often tneir food consisted of
a few dates. These Baha'is were peddlers
in tht; bazaars. Some of them sold noth-ing all day. When in the evening they
returned home they all pooled the few
piastres which they had made and with
that small sum bought their dinner. Some
days they made only twenty pares. With
this they bought dates and of them made
their meal. However, they were the
richest men on the face of the earth.
They lived ina state of holiness, sanctity,
attraction and devotion.
"There was a man, Pedar Jan. I cannot praise him enough. He was the embodiment of spirituality. He used to
carry under his arm while walking in the
bazaars a dozen pairs of stockings, hoping
to sell them. But, forgetting his surroundings, he would slowly chant the
communes (prayers). Then someone
would come up softly, behind him, and
take the stockings from under his arm.
If a customer wanted a pair of stockings
Pedar J an would look under his armbut there would be nothing there. So he
thought he would carry the stockings on
the palms of his hands. Again he would
become absorbed, reading the supplica-·
tions, and again the stockings would be
stolen without his knowledge."-W orrds
of 'Abdu'l-Balui recorded by Mirza Ahmad Sohrab.
HOW PRAYER BECOMES REAL

In all centuries those who have learned
the spiritual laws prepare for prayer by
reading or repeating sentences through
which a saint or prophet has reflected the
effulgence of the Holy Spirit. The great
Manifestations of God reveal prayers
which are ablaze with divine love, which
melt the heart, and usher one into the
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court of the Eternal Presence. The
heavenly books are like a city, writes
Baha'u'llah. "What shall we mention
of the signs, tokens, appearances and
splendours ordained in that city by the
command of the King of Names and Attributes. It quenches thirst without water and increases the heat of the love of
God without fire .... It bestows wealth
without go I d and grants imm'ortality
without death .... This city is renewed
and adorned every thousand years, more
or less. Therefore, 0 my friend, we must
make an effort to attain to that city."
The more one reads with "longing, fervor, with love, rapture, attraction and
devotion" the sooner does "the Ideal
Herald" "dawn like the true morn from
the Divine City with spiritual glad tidings and awaken the heart, soul and spirit
from the sleep of negligence with the
trumpet of knowledge." "Tliose who
earnestly endeavor in the path of God
after severance from all else will become
so attraCted to that city that they will not
abandon it for an instant."
THE PRAYER THAT IS ANSWERED

"There are many subjects which are
difficult for man to solve, but during
prayer and supplication they are revealed." "Muhammed said, 'Prayer is
a ladder by which everyone can ascend
to heaven' ; if one's heart is cut from the
world his prayers are the means of the
ascension."
"If our ruling desire binds us to God
we shall receive what is God-like. 'I link
myself to God and not to dust.' If one
prays to be whole (perfect), on 'God's
part the answer is eternally complete. We
must fulfil the conditions to expect God
to fulfil His promises'. To pray is to lift
the soul into union with the Eternal
Goodness. Wholeness is the natural re·
sult of abiding in God."
PRAYER AND SERVICE

In the supreme adjustment one turns
the glory received from prayer into the
channel of daily business and service to
the Kingdom. "Go," said 'Abdu'l-Bahi
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to a student coming to America, "with
the intention. and aim of teaching the
Cause of God and spreading the fragrances of God. Then thy study and
worldly affairs will both prosper."
"0 God! 0 God! Cause me to drink
from the cup of Thy bestowal. Illumine
my face with the light of guidance. Make
me firm in faithfulness and steadfastness
in Thine Ancient Covenant. Suffer me
to become one of Thy sincere servants.
Open before my face the doors of prosperity. Prepare for me the means of
livelihood. Give me my bread through
channels over which I have no control,
Thy heavenly treasures. Grant me the
power to turn my face toward Thy
merciful Countenance, to be faithful to
Thy Cause.
"0 Thou Clement and Compassionate
One! Verily, Thou art gracious to those
who are firm and steadfast in Thy strong
and impregnable Covenant. Praise be to
God, the Lord of the worlds !"
"The Essence of Oneness is sanctified
above the servitude of the world of mankind and independent of the devotion of
all else. One should, therefore, engage
in serving His servants, which act is
identical with serving Him. Then will
the essential unity, harmony and oneness
become manifest and unveil their beauty.'"
WHEN WORK BECOMES WORSHIP

In the coming spiritual renaissance, the
glorious Day of God which is now dawning, work, study and scientific research
when performed in a spirit of unselfish
service will be accounted as worship.
Such is the new Baha'i teaching. It all
depends upon the motive, the pure intention. "We should do little things as well
as great things for the love of God,"
said 'Abdu'l-Baha. "Service in the love
of mankind is unity with God. He who
serves has already entered the Kingdom
and is seated at the right hand of his
Lord." "His Holiness B'aha'u'llah has
even said that occupation and labor are
devotion, All humanity must obtain a
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livelihood by the sweat of the brow and
bodily exertion, at the same time seeking to lift the burden of others, striving
to be a source of comfort to souls and
to facilitate their means of living. This
in itself is devotion to God. Baha'u'llah
has thereby encouraged action and stimulated service. But the energies of the
heart must not be attached to these
things; the soul must not be completely
occupied with them. Though the mind
is busy the heart must be attracted toward the kingdom of God in order that
the virtues of humanity may be attained
from every direction and source."
"A profession, a trade, farming, these
are worshipping God. A farmer who
cultivates his land with the utmost ap-

plication is like a worshipper who with
deepest reverence and humility prays to
God in a temple. When the laborer works
honestly and sincerely it is as though he
were praying." "Every soul who occupies himself in an art or trade," wrote
Baha'u'llah, "this will be accounted an
act of worship before God."
Prayer in the peace of solitude or worship in the spiritual meeting will prepare
for the prayer without ceasing in home
or shop, school or office.
"Mayest thou ever be in a prayerful
attitude," said 'Abdu'17Baha to a friend
who was seeking the radiant pathway of
the spiritual life. "In all the worlds of
ex:stence there is nothing more important
than prayer."

DIVINE CONTENTMENT
This Tablet to Mr. and Mrs. Rabb of San Francisco was found by Shoghi
Effendi among the papers of 'Abdu'l-Bahft after 'Abdu'l-BaM's ascension. It
was unsigned, also no date was attached.
He is God!

O

YE faithful ones of the Holy Threshold!
Your letter, which was expressive of your supplications to the Holy
Threshold was received. Thanks be to God, that you have remained
firm in spite of all the trying temptations.
This material world of ours is a world of contrasts. It has in itself abundance and destitution, joy and sorrow, youth and old age. It is all the time changing and one l)as to undergo these different stages. Hence it behooves every faithful person to be patient and to be grateful for that which he receives.
It is fitting for those in the Kingdom to be satisfied with their fate and
look only toward the increase of the heavenly spark in their hearts for this,
alone, will give them rest and consolation. And you, too, should endeavor to
increase that spiritual flame, known as the love of God, for through its increase
you will enter into a new world of love and contentment.
I beseech the Lord to help you to overcome these hard conditions and to
bestow upon you abundance of gifts from His bounties.
I think of you always and pray for you. Be comforted, and trust in the
mercy of the Merciful One, for it is said, "He who is not contented with what
he receives, let him seek a God other than Me."
Therefore we have to be contented and devote our time to the worship and
the praise of our God.
Upon you be my greetings.
Translated Af ay 19, 1922, by Mirza Assadi, a Persian student attending the
California State University, Berkeley, California.

A NOTE ON MORALITY
By

HORACE HOLLEY

IKE a boat laid up alongside a dreadfully acute. For this extraordinary
rapid stream, our impulse contin- thing does happen to ordinary peopleually feels the tug of a current flowing to feel one's self ebb slowly but compast, a current in whose urgent flow it pletely away. The social current does
seems natural for impulse to be cast, a stop unexpectedly from flowing past the
current in which impulse continually boat of our impulse; and when this hapd.oes cast itself. Refreshed and renewed pens, the boat lies deep enough in mud,
by journeys down this current, journeys unable toO follow. This extraordinary
long or short, impulse lies again just sense of losing the sense of ordinary
outside its urge, like a boat drawn to the things actually occurs more than once
bank. But the stream never ceases to in everyone's experience. It happens
flow by, its invitation never relaxes its to us all, but it is an experience we do
instinctive appeal.
not communicate to others. The failure
In the current of custom, popular of personal impulse to move on the curmanners, social convention and use, our rent of reality seems to each one a
personal impulses find their most lasting unique, individual failure. It is a uli.iand most urgent expression. Traced to versal experience, but it is never contheir source, few impulses are personal sidered universally. We regard it as an
at all. Few, leap cleanly from the man experience special and particular to ourhimself, his own expression; most im- selves. It is not a pleasant experience.
But the result is that we continue to
pulses are drawn forth from the man
by outside forces-they express the en- take the power supplied to impulse from
vir.onment immediately about him; for the attractions environmental to impulse,
the man, they are impressions so urgent as a power resident in impulse itself.
as to require response. Society is the We invariably hasten our thoughts over
continuaI; strong current tugging at the this painful lapse of self, and dwell
boat of our lives. In impulSe released rather upon the occasions when impulse
we feel a personal vitality and purpose, s'eemed most successfully to seize its own
an enlargement of personal conscious- in the outer world. The fact remains,
ness; but the release of impulse down however, that personal impulse is rather
the social current brings only a refler,.ted passively effective, like a boat, than acself into being. With the dissolve of the tively effective, like a stream. The
determining conditions, the vitality and stream takes the boat so completely withpurpose also dissolve. They disappear in its own movement that the movement
like images fr.om a mirror when the seems from the boat itself. The boat's
room is emptied of its things. The own lack of motivity only emerges as a
realization of this comes seldom enough, perceptible fact when the stream turns
for almost invariably new images im- away out of reach.
mediately replace the old. The ordinary
At such times, if we face the experson's habitual self, his reflected self, perience squarely enough, impulse actseems real enough year on year and life ually weakens and fails like a boat out
on life. For seldom is the room actually of water. The social ne'eds dry up first,
emptied of its things before the mirror but the personal needs fade out soon
of mind. When, in sickness or catas- after them. Eating and drinking, aptrophe, the mirror finds nothing before parently personal beyond the range of
it to reflect, its own emptiness becomes social influence, become faint and tepid
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functions as soon as imitation is completely removed. Life settles down into
a state of passive torpor-we continue
to be, but our being is not our selfour "natural self"-at all. The lover
who expects to find his mistress at the
rendezvous, and awaits her in vain, feels
all his vitality ebb away. The mother
who loses a child undergoes this experience. The miser is a mere nothing
without his wealth. These extreme cases
are extreme simply because in each
one the social environment has concentrated into a single influence. To
remove that influence, in these cases, is
to remove the entire experienceable
world.
But if we face that experience earnestly enough another fact grows apparent. As the tide of social influence runs
out, leaving personal impulse high and
dry, another tide seems to flow in. The
boat of personal impulse seems to rise
upon the current of another stream. This
other stream seems to flow within the
man himself. It seems to flow less
urgently, and before the boat has ridden
fairly upon it the unusual condition of
things usually changes. The accustomed
world swings back, bringing the sense of
relief as from a crisis more difficult
even than the sense of failure as of a
boat in mud.
For some, however, the world swings
back too late. It flows in with the old
currents of influence after the new current has become a fact. The boat has
gone a new journey, through landscapes
more desirable, on a stronger tide. The
"self" that ebbed away has been recovered, a new "self" the man would not
willingly yield.
This hidden inner current, so unreal
to the world, is the reality of religion.
It is the reality which ordinarily, in
comparison- with the ease of impulse
down the currents of convention, seems
an upstream effort, tedious and vain. Of
what use to struggle against a current
so strong that one's greatest effort only
holds one ever in the same spot? It is evident enough, at any rate, that the two

currents flow in opposite directions. The
downstream of the world is the upstream
of the soul. But the spiritual current
has its own downstream. It has its own
forceful currents which, under the right
conditions, carry the boat of impulse not
less easily along. It has the same power
of communicating its own force to the
boat so imperceptibly that the boat's
movement seems from the boat itself and
not from the stream. But "duty," as
opposed to desire; the lonely effort
of attainment as opposed to the
genial grace of ImItation, do not
become aware of this fact.
One
only becames aware of it when, somehow, the stream of spiritual experience
takes complete possession of the soul.
Then it is convention which seems upstream. Then the sense of struggle, the
sense of futility, attaches itself to the
world; and to join the common activity,
urged to it merely by imitation, becomes
repugnal1,t and impossible. The soul's
own life, of attainment, becomes naiural, inevitable, successive acts of selfexpression whereby personal impulse is
gratified as never before.
The clear, definite statement seems
hypothesis more than experience merely
because, in almost everyone of us, the
boat of impulse lies much farther out in
the stream of convention than in the
stream of faith. The direction of the
forces exerting upon impulse for imitation seem to determine the "upstream"
an? the "downstream" of experience because they press against a greater area
of our being. For those few in all generations whose lives have lain more in
faith than in convention, religion has
been downstream and the world upstream.
Nothing is so important to realize in
this matter of morality. It is the truth
at the heart of experience; it is the basis
of reality in life; and misconceptions in
this region work havoc for the whole
of experience at all times. The universal belief that the religious life is a
life upstream has dwarfed religion to
insignificance in our social development.
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We have employed as the working hy··
pothesis of religion throughout our civilization the impression that personal impulse is gratified and justified through
convention, but negated and made futile through religion. This impression
derives from the experience .of minds
still adrift on the conventional stre:l.m-their sense of struggle, as against a
mighty, unresting tide, is actually a
struggle not against the .spirit~tal requirement but against the social habit.
They have never swung fairly out on
the other current.
If we establish our moral truth upon
the experience of those who have attained, we vivify it as by the transfusion
of living blood to a desperate body. For
the struggle against the stream of convention-when one struggles full in the
stream itself-is really a futile effort.
But this is precisely what religion
amounts to in most lives: an occasional
struggle against a stream dimly perceived to be leading one's life to emPtiness and desolation. The first step
toward spiritual reality consists in leaving the stream of imitation itself. It is
least effective when taken against the
stream; most effective when taken away
from the stream. For outside the currents of social imitation other currents,
even more rapid, await. As one swings
the boat of impulse into the current of
faith, a greater power than impulse or
will perfects the act. The difficulties of
religion are not difficulties inherent to
spiritual development-·-they are inherent
in leaving the stream of social convention. Spiritual development brings its
own downstream, whence the joy of
self-gratification amply returns.
The psychologist usually builds consciousness upon two factors, habit and
imitation. But these two factors are really one. Habit is the imitation of oneself.
The dominant factor, then, is imitation.
Imitation like momentum, tends to carry experience along a straight line. So
borne, experience confirms itself at every
point. The inability to realize that the
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strongest habit is but imitation of self
many times repeated, proves that we
drift unconsciously into a being limited
on all sides save the direction of its
own definite movement. As momentum
gathers weight, the influence exerted to
swing experience from the straight line
grows continually more ineffective. Thus
most of us fail to perceive that the essential nature of experience is dual
rather than single. As a matter of fact,
consciousness has a double pull, a pull
now in one direction, ahd a pull later on
in the opposite direction. Habit merges
these two definite forces into one, thus
destroying the particular contribution
each brings. Habit does not only destroy the value of the spiritual impulse
in life-it even destroys the value of
the worldly or social impulse.
\Vere each impulse to be given its own
terms of influence, life would not be
an experience laid out straight aiong,
like a narrow artificial road; it would
be a continual ascent, as one ascends a
winding staircase in a tower. To follow:
out each impulse cleanly and courageously in its turn, is to spend the force
of each so that the other force can
exert itself effectively. The religious
"habit" is quite as impoverishing to experience as the social "habit." In those
whose lives respond to needs more vital
than habits, the impulse of activity carries them on until that impulse is spent,
when the impulse to meditation naturally arises. The normal life-the life that
is normal to the inner standard and not
merely to the standard of the majority
of people-ascends from activity to
meditation, but then ascends likewise
from meditation to activity. It goes from
one phase to the other ever around and
upward, from stage to stage of the tower.
The phase of meditation enriches the activity just experienced-gathers it up and
gives it meaning and value--but also
prepares new forces for activity to draw
upon. Likewise, the active phase enriches the meditation just experiencedenriches it by bringing its purposes and
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its meanings into effect. It is as though
meditation created the vision of a pic~
ture, and activity laid the vision upon
canvas. The two phases are absolutely
reciprocal. On the other hand, it is as
though such activity emptied the mind
and heart of their pressing fulness, preparing the way for another and greater
vision. To be normal, then, a life would
continually ascend the tower, pausing a
little at each landing to look from the
window-lQoking out now on one side,
now on the other-but ever urged upward, and from the higher landing obtaining a wider and clearer outlook. This
is the normal experience, the experience
which our own lives attempt to create
for us-a rich, eager experience, ever
renewed and ever deepened, fed on the
bread of physical toil al'ld gladdened by
the wine of mystery in revelation. For
the tower has many stages. Meditation
and faith return again and again, subtler and larger, clearer eyed. And activity returns again, ever more refined,
ever more truly expressing the creative
urgency of the soul. No man can exhaust the wonders of the tower of experience. It rises high above the city of
commonplace. It rises to the heavens.
It is not a tower built up stone by stone
from the earth; it is a tower let down
from the throne of God.
One further remarks of morality,
therefore, that the essence of experience
is movement and change, while the one
obviously immoral thing is standing still.
The extreme of immorality is to stand
still at any stage of the tower-whether
the stage be that of activity or meditation. It is quite as terrible to spend a
lifetime at being "religious" as at unrestingly laying up gold. It is more immoral, for the example is more disastrous to others. The most depressing
spectacle in the world is not the worldly
who wi11not ascend above their material
wealth-it is the supposedly spiritual
folk who will not ascend beyond their
stagnant "unworldliness."
In a true civilization, labor and re-

ligion are the two pillars of existence.
They are the two piUars that stand so
close they become one. Your really religious man merges labor and meditation
inseparably one in the other. They are
the indrawn and the outdrawn breaths
that keep the blood pure. Both would
be taken for granted, and the relation of
each to the other would be taken for
granted. Pure blood compels the reciprocal indrawing and outdrawing of
breath. Where labor is not a form of
worship, and where religion is not the
inspiration and control of lab or, the
blood of life is impure. Life is not life,
but sickness.
Yet health is the normal condition of
li fe, while sickness is the abnormal. In
every life the instinct to pass from activity to meditation, from meditation to
activity, exists and exerts itself.
It exerts itself forever throughout
life, but becomes the knocking of
a child's hand against a barred door.
Habit denies this vital instinct its full
expression. As habit increases-habit
which is nothing mOl'e than self-imitation-the instinct urges in vain. The
instinct continues year after year, though
the knocking sounds fainter and fainter.
We build the wall thicker and higher
with time, until finally the sound no
longer reaches through.
Were we conscious of movement upward in the tower on the part of the
lives around us, we ourselves would
instincti vely ascend. Our all-powerful
sense of imitation would respond to
truth as completely as it now responds
to ignorance. No element in mind or
heart would have to change to make us
worthy of the true civilization. All the
elements necessary to enjoy that civilization, to maintain and develop that civilization, are present in men. The difference between war and peace, between
poverty and free self-expression, does
not imply an impossible or even improbable making over of human nature. It
implies rather the response of human
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nature to its own hidden truth. Were
there a soul who had m01,lnted the tower
to its very top, who had gone through
every intervening experience, making
each phase his own, then from the top
signalled to us standing dejected below
-signalled as with a mighty trumpet
blown from the forgotten depths of our
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own souls, should we not gaze upward?
Should we not see before us the easy
ascent of the Way? Should we not hear
the trumpet, hear it-and believe?
The true civilization-its existence, its
nearness, its inevitableness-sounds like
a clear trumpet in the life and words
of 'Abdu'I-BaM.

THE GLORY OF DEEDS
By

]INAB-I-FADIL

HE following narration tells of the
glorious martyrdom of three Baha'i
T
heroes, one a child of twelve, another a
youth of seventeen, the third a celebrated
poet.
When we view martyrdom from the
physical point of view we see only "the
destruction of life." But when we behold it from the spiritual point of ·view it
becomes the most perfect manifestation
of love and faith the heart can conceive
for here the lover of God, the lover of
mankind gives his all that the Kingdom
of peace may appear in the world. "Deeds
speak louder than words." They make
words real. "True words," said Baha'u'llah, "are verified by action. One without
the other will not satisfy the thirsty or
open the doors of perception before the
blind."
Martyrdom makes the spirit of utter
dedication to the service of God so real
that it ignites in other hearts a like flame
of divine devotion. The martyrdom of
Christ on the cross conquered and
changed the hearts of untold millions.
True martyrdom is the greatest spiritual
educator in the world of existence.
An American business man tells of how
he was traveling in Persia. He saw a
Baha'i brought forth to execution. He
was tied with his chest to a cannon's
mouth. A great crowd assembled. The
Baha'i turned to his executioner: "Grant
me one request before I enter the heavenly world," he said. "What is it?" asked
the executioner. "Turn me around that

the crowd may see how happy I am to
die in the pathway of God," replied the
man.
The executioner turned him around.
and blew his body from the cannon's
mouth.
"I saw that," said the American busi~
ness man, "with my own eyes. When I
want a religion I am going to be a Baha'i
for there is a religion that has power
in it." -Editor.
HERE were thousands of martyrs
T
to this Cause many of whom shine
with a brilliance like the sun, dispelling
the darkness of night. Among those of
great renown was Badi, the messenger
who carried the epistle of Baha'u'llah to
the Shah of Persia. During the reign
of this Shah thousands of believers were
martyred. This was because enemies of
the Cause impressed upon his mind the
idea that this great Cause purposed to
overthrow the government of Persia and
to establish another form of government;
therefore the Shah feared lest the believers were plotting against him. As
soon as he heard that a person was connected, even remotely with the Cause
an order was sent to do away with him.
In 1852 he issued an edict that every
believer within his domain should be put
to the sword, sparing no one. Accordingly, in every city of Persia many believers
were thrown into prison and martyred,
the greatest of these persecutions taking
place in Tihran.
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Now, a few years after his incarceration in the fortress city of Acre, Baha:u'llah revealed a long and detailed epistle
for this Shah of Persia. Those who have
studied it realize that this epistle is a
heavenly book containing scientific and
spiritual teachings. Bah<'t'u'llah purposed to send this Tablet by a messenger
who would give it into the Shah's own
hands for it was a well-known fact that
the courtiers around him did their utmost
to keep the words of Bah<'t'u'llah from his
ears, saying that these words had such
a power that, should the Shah listen to
them, his heart would be changed. Therefore Baha'u'llah planned to send this
Tablet by a messenger who would carry
it to the Shah himself.
When Bahi'u'llah revealed the Tablet
he wrote upon it certain conditions. First,
before the bearer accepted the commission he must realize that in accomplishing it he would be killed with severest
torture and that he must show utmost
steadfastness and assurance. Secondly
when on his way to Persia, and in Persia,
he must associate with no believers for
after the king had apprehended him his
deputies would undoubtedly try to find
out the names of the believers with whom
he was associated in order to seize and
kill them also. This was the wisdom of
the command of Baha'u'llih. He must
from the very beginning of his journey
meet no believers so that he could declare
truthfully that he knew no one of them.
The third condition was that he should
deliver the epistle with his own hand into
the hands of the Shah.
Now Badi was a youth of seventeen,
and at that time was in Acre and in the
presence of Baha'u'llah. Before his arrival in Acre, His Holiness Bah<'t'u'llah
told his followers there that the messen.ger who was to carry this Tablet to the
Shah would ere long arrive.
One day, when some friends were
gathered together His Holiness Baha'u'llah took the Tablet and holding it in his
hand, said: "Who is the one who will
carry this to the Shah of Persia?"

Badi, like a flame of fire, sprang from
his seat and bowing down before Baha'u'llah said: "I will carry this Tablet."
Baha'u'llah asked the question a second
time; and the youth repeated his supplication.
Baha'u'llah called the third time, and
the third time Badi petitioned that he
might carry the Tablet.
So Bahi'u'llah gave him the wonderful Tablet, and Badi took it, and started
on his great mission.
Badi went to Mount Cannel from the
presence of Baha'u'llah, where he engaged in supplication and prayer as
though in preparation to meet God. There
were with him two other believers.
He dressed in a long white garment
and would stand in an attitude of humility, facing Acre. He seemed like a
thirsty man searching for cool and refreshing water. Bahi'u'llah sent from
his presence in the care of one of the believers two small packages to be delivered to Badi, who arose, accepted them
in his hands, kissed them reverently and
thanked God with great exaltation. The
two friends felt that these packages must
contain some special command for the
service of the Cause, and they asked if
it would be possible for Badi to let them
read their contents. But he replied: "I
have no time," and immediately set out
on his journey to Persia.
He did not tarry at all nor rest upon
the way but with patience and utmost
perseverance followed the instructions of
Bahi'u'llih. One of the old believers,
now living, met the young man on the
journey and wondered concernin~ his
great abstraction. This man said that
every now and then Badi would steal
away. "Once I followed him," he said,
"to find out what he was doing. Then I
saw that he prostrated himself upon the
ground, facing Acre, and prayed with utmost reverence. After I heard the story
of his martyrdom I realized that he was
offering prayers of thanksgiving."
When Badi arrived at the gate of
Tihran, the capital of Persia, the Shah
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was out of the city on a hunting trip.
So Badi mounted a hill on this plain outside the city and stood there in his white
garment with the Tablet of Baha'u'llah
in his hand. For three days and three
nights he stood motionless upon the hill
The Shah, scanning the country with his
field glasses, looked at him many times
and at last, filled with curiosity, sent some
of his men to bring the youth to him that
he might learn of his errand. The messengers inquired of Badi what he wanted
and Badi replied that he had a very important letter for the Shah of Persia and
he wished to be allowed to deliver it with
his own hand. They tried their utmost to
get the Tablet from him but Badi would
not give it up. So they returned to the
Shah who ordered that Badi be brought
to him. Thus Badi at last attained his utmost desire-and delivered the Tablet
into the very hands of the Shah.
The Shah realized at once that it was
from Baha'u'lIah. He became very much
enraged and, with his attendants, insisted
that Badi reveal the names of the believers with whom he was associated. The
courtiers began to beat and injure him,
and Badi gave thanks to God, exclaiming: "At last I have attained to the station of martyrdom which Baha'u'llah
prophesied upon this Tablet."
He ordered the officers to take the
young man away. So they took him, and
branded him with hot irons. Badi, to the
utter amazement of those who tortured
him cried out, in wonderful joy: "You
have branded but one side. Would you
not like to brand the other also that 1
may have this fire of suffering all through
my body!" They were so astonished that
they reported the matter to the Shah,
saying: "Here is no human being. No
matter how much we brand him he does
not tell the name of any believer but
shows still greater happiness." The Shah
replied: "Take his photograph and bring
it to me." So while they burned Badi
with hot irons they took his photograph.
This photograph exists today, among us.
Then the Shah commanded that he be
put to death immediately and that no one
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be shown his photograph lest that one become a believer. Thus the prophecy of
Baha'u'lIah, written upon the Tablet, was
fulfilled.
Later on the Shah read the epistle of
Baha'u'llah, and a wonderful change took
place 111 him. Ht, understood then that
the great purpose of this Cause is to
establish .universal peace, universal brotherhood and universal reconciliation,
that this Cause has appeared in order that
all mankind may be united in spiritual
oneness and brotherhood. Therefore he
never again, personally, interfered with
the believers nor himself persecuted
them.
His Holiness Baha'u'lhih in this great
Tablet addresses the Shah thus: "Will
you invite the mullahs and learned men
to meet together and allow me to come
also? I will present myself and the mullahs may ask of me any sign which "voulel
make tbem realize the station of this
Cause. If these signs· are manifested
from me, well and good; if not, then you
may do with me what you wish."
The Shah sent the Tablet to the mullahs of Tihran, asking what they would
do.
They made no answer to the Tablet of
Baha'u'llah, which proved to the Shah
that these enemies were unjust and prejudiced.
Badi was but one of the many martyrs
in this Cause who showed their love for
it with fortitude and steadfastness.
NOTHER martyrdom unique to this
Revelation is that of Varga, the
poet, and his twelve year old son.
Varga asked of Baha'u'llah the meaning of a verse in the Book of Aqdas
which refers to the appointment of
'Abdu'l-Baha as the Center of the Covenant: "When the ocean of My Presence
hath ebbed and the Book of Origin is
ended, turn ye unto him whom the Lord
hath purposed, who hath branched from
this Ancient Stock." Baha'u'Jlah replied
that the meaning of this verse is 'Abdu'lBaha. Therefore from that time Varga
with all his heart loved the Master.
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VARGA AND HIS SON, RUOLLAH

Varga constantly supplicated Baha'u'llah that he might attain to the station
of martyrdom, and finally his petition
was granted. As this promise, however,
was not fulfilled during the lifetime of
Baha'u'llah, after Baha'u'llah's departure
from this world Varga made his request
to 'Ab du' 1-Baha.
Varga was a well known teacher, an
illumined speaker and a peerless poet.
His poems speak of the love of God and
are of such high spiritual quality that
they lift the reader to wonderful heights.
In several of them he prophesies his own
martyrdom.
His son, Ruollah, was a youthful
genius, a speaker and a teacher of great
power and persuasiveness. At the age
of twelve years he wrote beautiful poems.
He was a brilliant child. Because he was
so young and so full of joy and enthusiasm when he went to see Baha'u'llah he
(Baha'u'llah) would sometimes joke with
him and ask him questions. Now and
then he would call him "the teacher."
One day Baha'u'll;ih said to him: "You
have a great gift for teaching. Now suppose that Promised One of the Muhammedans should appear, the One who, according to tradition is like an eagle, and
will guide the people to the Kingdom. If
this One appears what will you do?"
"Through the confirmation of Baha.'u'llah," replied the boy, "I will teach
him and make him a believer."
V arga with his young SOn started on a
campaign of teaching, in Persia. They
arrived at a city whose Governor was a
very cruel and merciless man. The people quickly brought to this Governor re··
ports that Varga was a brilliant teacher
and that he carried with him much
wealth. This wealth consisted of fifty
volumes of the writings of Baha'u'llah
and was indeed very precious. In addition to the spiritual value of these books
they had, truly, material value, for they
were written on the best of paper and
were embellished and bound.
The Governor sent his officer and had
Varga and his son taken prisoners. When

they examined his possessions the Governor saw that Varga had no wealth,
only a few volumes. Varga, who longed
to give him the message of the Kingdom,
now began to teach him, and begged the
Governor to invite the Ulamas and the
scholars of the city that he might speak
with them. He would, he said, prove to
them the validity of this Cause from the
text of all the heavenly scriptures and
writings. The Governor granted his request and the learned men assembled.
Then Varga and his twelve year old son
spoke to them. The boy was so eloquent
and persuasive that the Governor and
many of the people became greatly attracted. The Shah now sent a telegram
that these two believers be sent immediately to the capital.
In Tihran they were held captive, in
a large mansion. Here some of the believers visited them secretly. At that
time Varga wrote a letter to the believers
of Tihran in which he said that, in keeping with the promise of Baha'u'llah and
'Abdu'l-Baha, it would seem as though
the time was drawing near when he
should attain to the station of martyrdom, yet, judging from the kindness and
respect with which the Shah and the
Prime Minister treated him and the fact
that they had put him in such a mansion,
he could see no evidence of the approach
of martyrdom. Evidently this delay was
due to his inability to attain to that high
station.
After a while the chief courtier, a very
cruel man, carried a report to the Shah
which resulted in an order to put Varga
and his son in prison. From this prison
Varga wrote a letter to the Shah requesting him to invite all the learned men to a
meeting and to permit him, also, to attend
this gathering. The Shah sent this
chief cOlu-tier, who had given evidence
against him, to Varga to inquire how he
wished the meeting arranged. When the
courtier entered the prison room and
heard from Varga's own lips his request
for this meeting he became very angry,
and said: "Do you think to spread the
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teachings of Baha'u'llah throughout the
world ?"
While these things wer.e happening to
Varga the fiftieth anniversary of the reign
of the Shah occurred. The Shah wished
to make a great celebration of this event;
so he planned feasts and parades and
demonstrations. In order to do honor
to his anniversary the Shah, himself,
paid a visit to one of the holy Shrines
outside the capital. There a revolutionist
just arrived in Persia, hid himself. From
this hiding place he shot and killed the
Shah.
Upon hearing the news of the Shah's
death the chief courtier went to the prison
of Varga and his son and began to upbraid them. Then he drew his sword
and cut Varga to pieces before the eyes
of his young son.
To the boy he said: "You have now
seen how your father has been killed.
Recant your beliefs and I will give you
the highest position in the kingdom." The
boy replied: "I have no other hope save·
martyrdom. My father has trained me all
these years that I may reach to this great
station." Then the boy, also, was murdered.
The tree of the Cause of Baha'u'llah
was watered with the blood of these clivine souls. Under this tree all the children of men will find rest and peace.

THE HEAVENLY ARTISTS
HEN 'Abdu'l-Baha was in London, in 1913, among his many
callers was an actress who spoke to him
of the theater and her work. "We also
have a theater," said 'Abdu'l-Baha. The
actress immediately became all interest
and enthusiasm. "Yes, where is it?" she
said. "1 should love to see it. Can 1
play in it?"
"Our theater," 'Abdu'l-Baha answered,
smiling, "is built in a country where
there is eternal springtime. The streets
of that city are as clean as the surface
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of a mirror. The lights of that playhouse are the rays of the Sun of Reality, the actors of our drama are the Holy
Manifestations of God, the audience is
composed of pure and sanctified souls.
They play their parts with the most
delicate art. They deliver their words
with power and potency. The stage of
our theater is the arena upon which is
played the sublimest tragedy, the most
terrible drama, the most thrilling and
heart-moving events of life.
"Come and join our company. You
have acted all your life upon the material stage. Now come and act on this
celestial stage. Your fellow actors will
assist you, will coach you in your part
and, step by step, you will become a star
shining in the galaxy of those heavenly
inspired dramatists."
A musician visited 'Abdu'l-Baha in
London and asked for spiritual confirmation in the study of music.
"There are two kinds of music," said
'Abdu'l-Baha, "divine and earthly music.
Divine music exhilarates the spirit, while
earthly music has an effect upon the
body. Divine music belongs to the Kingdom of God, earthly music is of the
mundane world. I hope you will be
confirmed to study both kinds of music
so that you may be able to sing the
anthems of heaven and the songs of this
world."
To a portrait painter of N ew York
City, who was in Acre, Palestine, with
a party of visitors, 'Abdu'l-Baba said,
picturing in glowing words the work of
the heavenly artist: "As to your art, it is
one of the teachings of Baba'u'llah that
art is identical with an act of worship,
and you must go on with your art and improve in it; and through this very Cause
you will be able to make great progress
in your art, for you will be helped from
above. Say, '1 have two arts, one physical, the other spiritual. The physical one
is that 1 draw the images of men; my
spiritual art is that 1 draw the images of
the angels, and 1 hope that at last I shall
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be able to draw pictures of the perfections of God. My physical art will at
last end, but my spiritual art is everlasting. My physical art can be done by
many, but my spiritual art is not the
work of everyone.'
"Can you paint upon the page of the
world the ideal pictures of the Celestial
Concourse? The pictures which are in
the ideal world are eternal. I wish you
to become such an artist. Man can paint

those ideal pictures upon the tablet of
existence with the brush of deeds.

* * *

"The holy, divine Manifestations are
all heavenly artists. Upon the canvas
of creation, with the brush of their deeds
and lives they paint immortal pictures
which cannot be found in any art museum of Europe or America.· But you
find the masterpieces of these spiritual
artists in the hearts."

THE SPIRIT OF THE CENTURY
PRESIDENT HARDING AND
WORLD PEACE

~ ~T

ODA Y the most great service to
the Kingdom of God," wrote
'Abdu'l-Baha to Mr. Andrew Carnegie,
"is the promotion of the principle of the
unification of mankind and the establishment of universal peace."
"Every
century holds· the solution of one predominant problem," he said on another
occasion. "In the past. century the most
important question that occ.upied the
minds of men was the establishment of
political freedom and this aim was more
or less broadcast. But in this luminous
century the greatest bestowal is universal
peace."
In future ages the statesmen of our
day will doubtless be remembered in the
degree that they served in the establishment of universal peace. And the greatest statesmen will be those who call the
first universal conference which successfully organizes mankind for the Most
Great Peace.
One oJ the achievements of President
Harding's administration was the con··
ference for the limitation of armaments
and the preservation of peace about the
Pacific Ocean. In his last journey, westward, in which he wore out his strength
by his many speeches, President Harding's central plea seemed to be for America's participation' in the Court of International Justice. In his address, made
public by his secretary, in San Francisco,

two days before his death, he sums up the
achievements of his administration, and
says:
"Peace ought to be the supreme blessing to all mankind. Armed warfare is
abhorrent to the ideal civilization. N ations ought no more need resort to force
in the settlement of their disputes or differences than do men in this enlightened
day. Out of this conviction, out of my
belief in a penitent world, craving for the
agencies of peace, out of the inevitable
Presidential contact with the World
War's havoc and devastation and the
measureless sorrow, which attended and
has followed, I would be insensible to
duty and violate all the sentiments of my
heart and all my convictions if I failed
to urge American support of the Permanent Court of International Justice:
"I do not know that such a Court will
be unfailing in the avoidance of war, but
I know it is a step. in the right direction
and will prove an advance toward international peace for which the reflective
conscience of mankind is calling."
The need of an International Court of
Arbitral Justice Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha have in their teachings been presenting to the world for some seventy
years. They show that it must be the
center of an all-inclusive society of nations. To be successful the Society of
Nations must be universal, including
every country of the world, a palace of
peace built upon the divine foundation of
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the oneness of mankind. The whole human race must support it and enforce its
decrees.*
May the work of President Wilson and
President Harding speed the coming of
that glorious day when the United States,
one of the strongest nations in the world
and famous for its idealism, shall call
the representatives of the whole worlr:l
together in a conference which shall
realize the vision of prophets and sages,
when nation shall no longer lift up sword
against nation, neither learn war an\,
more, when God's justice shall arbitrate
among many peoples, and through the
light of the New Jerusalem of Bis Universal Law they shall enter upon the long
awaited thousand years of peace.
HE world has made more progress
in scientific knowledge and its practical application, since 1844, than in all
previous recorded history. This advance
in science, one phase of which is material
communication, is fast making our world
one City. The time has come when the
inhabitants of this great City must live
in unity and realize that "God made of
one all the nations of men."
Everything which brings accord among
the different nations is preparing the way
for this unity. The appeal for a -universal language by means of which an
peoples can understand each other is now
arising from a new quarter, the Radio
Wodd. Over the radio, wireless messages will soon flash to us from all parts
of the world. Through the radio it i"
now possible for us to listen to the voices
of those who are thousands of miles
away.
But suppose a very important communication comes in Greek or Chinese,
in Persian, Arabic or Russian! What
are we then to do? We must of necessity have a universal language, one which

T

"The Bah,,'i program for universal p_eace
may be found in the July and August, 1923,
issues of the STAR OF THE WEST; in the "Corn·
pilation" on the Most Great Peace, and in "Ab.
du'l-Baha:s Tablet to the Central Organization
for a Durable Peace, The Hague," Baha:i Publishing Society, Chicago.
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can easily be acquired in Occident and
Orient. This will become a real means
of world unity and peace.
HE population of the country is moving to the cities at an astonishing
rate, according to a recent study of the
fourteenth census of the United States.
From 1910 to 1920, one-third of the
counties of the United States lost in
population. If this exodus from the
country continues the vast city popUlation will soon be in need of bread.
Fifty years ago Baha'u'llah outlined
the vital necessity of developing agriculture. He wrote, in his "Tablet of the
World," five of the great requirements
in the administration -af the modern
world:
"First . . . . promote the Most Great
Peace, in order that the world may be
freed from onerous expenditures. This
matter is obligatory and indispensable;
for warfare and conflict are the foundation of trouble and distress.
Second: Languages must be reduced
to one, and that one language must be
taught in all the schools of the world.
Third: All must adhere to the means
which is conducive to love and unity.
Fourth: Men and women must place
a part of what they earn by trade, agriculture or other business, . . . . . to be
spent in the education and instruction of
the children. . . . . . .
Fifth: Complete regard should be had
to the matter of agriculture. Although
this matter is mentioned in the fifth, yet
in reality it is endowed with the first
station."

T

N his Life of Christ which is today so
_ popular, Giovanni Papini says that
the return of Christ, "according to the
predictions in the Gospels, cannot be far
distant. Once again, in these years, nations have risen against nations, the earth
has quaked, destroying many lives, and
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pesti1ences, famines and seditions have
desolated nations; For more than a century the words of Christ have been translated and preached in all1anguages." The
two great signs that he is at our doors
are these: "The Gospel of the Kingdom
shall be preached to all nations and the
Gentiles shall no longer tread down J erusa1em. These two conditions are fulfilled in our own time." Yet "no one
thinks of the Divine Thief who will come
suddenly in the night, no one waits for
the Real Master, who will return unexpectedly, no one looks at the sky to see
if the lightning is flashing from the east."
Among other signs are these: that the
faith of many has waxed cold, the Jews
are r.eturning to Palestine, and we have
seen the universal war, the great Armageddon which was to precede the thousand years of peace.

1..,

HE cause of the emancipation of
women is making rapid strides in
Turkey. Mustapha Kemal Pasha favors
this movement and recently pointed out
that Turkey could perfect itself only if
Turkish women are educated and share
in the activities of national life. Dr.
Bessim Omar, President of the Turkish
University, is an ardent feminist. He has
helped in bringing to pass the matriculation of women students in the university
and has especially encouraged this work
in the medical department. The Turkish
Minister of Education is a woman,
Halide Hanum. Thus one of the Muslim
countries· is bringing to pass the words
of Baha'u'llah: "Divine justice demands
that men and women should have equal
rights; there is no difference between
them; neither sex is superior to the other
in the sight of God."

'ABDU'L-BAHA AND SHOGHI EFFENDI
From a Recent Talk by linab-i-Fadil
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HEN I was in Haifa I felt that
'Abdu'l-Baha was planning to take
a very long journey. We did not, however, grasp its significance. We thought
that it was to be a physical journey. We
did not realize that it was to be to the
Kingdom of Abha.
One day, in the Pilgrim House, it was
said that the physical appearance of
'Abdu'l-Baha showed signs of weariness.
Some of us thought that this was due to
the small amount of food which' Abdu'lBaha ate. He always divided the food
among the guests, a symbol of the way
in which he distributed spiritual sustenance. He took almost nothing, himself,
but a glass of milk or the yolk of an egg.
A group of friends were selected and
their spokesman, a very old and spiritual
Baha'i, went to 'Abdu'l-Baha. Overcome with emotion at the question which
he was about to present, he could not
speak a word. 'Abdu'l-Baha took him
by the hand, and encouraged him. The
old man said: "The believers feel that

there are two reasons for' Abdu'l-Baha' s
weariness. First, he does not eat enough.
Secondly, he works too hard." Then
'Abdu'l-Baha, very humbly, told him that
he WaS mistaken. "Do you think," he
said, "that this material food has any
effect upon my body? This food has no
effect. Only good news from the belieVJers, the glad tidings which comes
from all parts of the world of the advancement of the Cause, of the unity of
the believers, this, only, improves my
health. As to the second point-I am
going to take a long journey and at that
time my spirit will rest."
Later, we understood what the Master
had meant. These talks showed that
'Abdu'l-Baha had finished his work, was
preparing for the great journey to the
Kingdom.
NOTHER day 'Abdu'l-Baha said
that the Baha'is look to the light,
many others look to the glass in which
the light is shining. The Baha'is appre-
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hend the inner reality of man and the
light of God which is living in the Being
of the Manifestations of God; others
look to the outward appearance or the
garment of names. The religionists who
denied the Manifestations in the past
clung to the garment, the glass, Baha'is
turn to the reality of the light.
At the time when the Bab was being
driven by his enemies from place to place
there lived ina certain city a believer who
had never seen him. He had heard that
the Bab wore a green turban, as did all
the descendants of M uhammed. This believer went to see the Bab, and he looked
for the green turban. It so happened
that just before his arrival the Bab had
taken off his green turban, putting on
instead, a Persian cap. So the man did
not recognize him. The Bab joked,
saying: "I have heard that you have become a believer in the new movement.
What has caused this change?"
The man answered: "The proof of
Muhammed was his eloquent Arabic
book. I have heard that this young man
brought through revelation several eloquent Arabic and Persian epistles which
have the spirit of the word of Muhammed."
The Bab said: "Whoevlir thus reveals,
you believe?"
He then began writing verses, like a
crystal river. The man, overwhelmed,
cried out that such an one must be a
Manifestation. "But why does not he
wear a green turban ?"
So 'Abdu'l-Baha showed us that we
should judge not by the garment, but by
the heart beneath.
When but a youth Baha'u'IIah, dressed
at that time, as a government official and
not in the turban and flowing robes of
the scholar, entered the classroom of a
celebrated theologian. Many students
were there. The teacher, who was deeply
versed in religious philosophy, suggested,
for discussion, some very difficult topics.
Immediately the class entered into controversy, many voices being raised; and
the teacher was not satisfied with the
discussion.
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Baha'u'llah then asked permlSSlOn to
speak. He soon solved the difficult problems. All had heard that he had never
attended a school; yet no SDoner did he
begin to speak than they realized that he
was an ocean of thought whose waves
washed the shores of every minp- in that
audience. The teacher said: "Behold!
you have aII studied! But here is one
who has never studied, who gives luminous answers."
When Shoghi Effendi returned to
Haifa many did not realize that, though
dressed differently, though young, yet he
was the perfect mirror reflecting 'Abdu'lBaha. I was so fortunate as to be 111
Haifa when Shoghi Effendi arrived. It
was as though he brought an ocean of
hope, activity and longing to serve and
to sacrifice. No sooner did he arrive
than he began to write to all parts of the
Baha'i world. One who met him saw in
him the same wilI, the same love, the
same tenderness, the same overpowering
desire to serve that he saw in 'Abdu'lBaha.
In some of his last talks in Haifa,
'Abdu'l-Baha said: "After my departure
there will be a short time of quiet in the
Baha'i Cause. Then the flame of love
and activity will leap forth and there wiII
follow a great period of work, and proclamation of the Cause, of going out to
aII the highways and byways _of the
world." This is coming to pass. First,
a great shock, a feeling of loss. Now,
since the return of Shoghi Effendi, and
his correspondence with aII parts of the
world, there is a great resuscitation. The
advices and exhortations in the last \Vill
and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Baha that none
must rest, but must teach-these are being realized in the visible world.
This is the first year of the mission of
Shoghi Effendi. To show him our great
attraction in the Cause we must manifest
great activity. It behoveth us that in
this year we engage in extraordinary
service and walk steadfastly toward the
city of universal peace and the oneness
of hearts and minds.

-------------------------

BAHA'! NEWS AND NOTES
Haifa, Palestine, June 8, 1923.
HE establishment of Spiritual Assemblies in an centers, where true
and sincere friends are, recalls to our
minds how the beloved Master when in
our midst, time and again, with the usual
gentle motion of his hand, freely and
abundantly gave to us the noble principIes of life and often drew to our attention the fact thOlt the time was not
far distant when a much greater cooperation between the different centers would
be established through the Spiritual Assemblies. And now we realize that
wherever a group is gathered in his name
a spiritual rosebud opens up, announcing
the inauguration of a new center in the
Baha'i world. These may be likened to
radio stations and, as they are strengthened by the confirmations of the Blessed
Beauty they must become attuned to the
oncoming waves of divine assistance
which constantly pour in from the Abh<'t
Kingdom.
The first letter from the Burma Spiritual Assembly and the glowing account
therein of the activities of the friends
is another indication of the fact that the
Cause of God is being guided through
invisible powers, and blessing is his who
finds his way to give a helping hand at
the opportune time.
The letter from Bombay states that
the headquarters of the Bahli'i News
Magazine of India is being transferred
to Rawalpindi, and the new Persian
teacher, Haji Mirza Hasan Nildt, will
assist in editing the Persian section of the
magazine.
We have interesting accounts concerning the activities of the friends in Tihran.
A program has been drawn up for the
year and a central fund covering a larger· field than before has been established.
The different committees formed with
the sanction of the Spiritual Assembly
are performing their duties with diligence and vigour. The Teaching Com-
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mittee, whose main purpose is to organize
regular meetings, to bring souls nearer·
10 the Truth is very active. A special
committee looks after the arrangements
for the Nineteen-Day Feasts and,
through their efforts, sixty-two meetings
were held last year. The Committee of
Education has up to the present time
sent nineteen teachers to different parts
of Persia and has spent about one hundred and nineteen Tumans for that
purpose. The Social Service Committees
attend to relief work and the Women's
Teaching Committee looks after the
women members of the Baha:i Community of Tihran.
A letter from the Spiritual Assembly
of Cairo states that the spirit of the
Cause is bringing fundamental changes
in the life of the people. The Muslim
women in cooperation with other Egyp ..
tians are working for the freedom of
women; they have conferences and discussions on the subject. This has brought
them very much nearer to the Cause and
many of them are interested in the
Movement.
In the Tablets of His Holiness Baha'
u'llah and in those of the beloved Master,
'Abdu'l-Baha, many references are found
regarding the province of Khurasan,
Persia. In these Tablets we are told
that devoted servants of the Cause
will come from that vast province.
We are now approaching the realization of these words. The letter from
the Spiritual Assembly speaks very
highly of the spiritual atmosphere
in every town, village and hamlet in
Khurasan.
There are many meetings held each week; general meetings, for giving the Message, meetings
for the religious instruction of the children, and special meetings when the need
arises. In one city the friends have,
within a period of six months brought
thirty-two important notables to the
Cause.
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The Spiritu al Assembly of Khusf is
a shining star and has united the friends
wonder fully. The Baha'i paper, Khurshidi-i-Khavar, in 'Ishqab ad is encountering great difficulties due to the unstable conditions, and is tempor arily
suspended. It is hoped it will soon shine
like the Star of the West.
From Baghda d, the ancient capital of
the Muslim faith, and onetime place of
exile of His Holine ss Baha'u 'llah, there
comes the news of the format ion of a
Spiritu al Assembly. Baghda d is becoming import ant, as many friends will
pass throug h it on their way from
Persia to the Holy Land.
We have just received letters from
the Spiritu al Assemblies of Damas cus,
Beirut, Aleppo and Alexan dretta, all
express ing the fact that the believers
are doing their best to carry out the
principles of the Master .
We are' also in receipt of the letter
from the Nation al Spiritu al Assembly
of Americ a, dated May, 1923. It was
transla ted into Persian , read in our assembly meeting here and its contents
commu nicated to the friends in the
Orient. It gave us a new joy and spirit.
We earnest ly hope to receive such encourag ing news from all the western
Assemblies.
Two kind letters have come from the
friends at Kenosha. Their letters reach
us regular ly and we thank them for
all that they are doing for the advanc ement of the cause of peace and progress.
On the annive rsary of the departu re
of the Blessed Beauty , the twenty -ninth
day of May, all the friends of Haifa
and Acre passed the night at the Holy
Tomb in prayer and meditation, earnestly, praying for the success: of the
friends who are heartily spreadi ng the
Cause in all parts of the world.
With best wishes that your activities
may be crowne d with success,
(Signe d) Mirza: Badi' Bushru 'i,
Secreta ry.
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N San Francis co, April, 1915, the
first Interna tional Baha'i Congress of
Americ a was held, in Festiva l Hall of
the Panam a-Pacif ic Interna tional Exposition. The permis sion to meet in this
H~ll of the magnificent Panam a-Pacif ic
Exposi tion was granted the Baha'is by
the ,Direct or of the Exposi tion, Mr.
John A. Britton .
Mr. Britton passed, suddenly, into the
unseen world in July of this year. He
was "a nationa l figure, renown ed and beloved by all who knew him, revered by
the twenty-five hundre d employes of his
compan y." He was a friend of the
Baha'i Cause and acted as Honora ry
Preside nt of the West Coast Teachi ng
Confer ence and Congress which was
held in San Francis co, last November.
The following tribute was present ed
on the occasion of his funeral, in behalf
of the San Francis co Baha'i Assembly,
by Dr. Freder ick W. D'Evel yn, President of the Interna tional Baha'j Congress of 1915.
IN MEMO RIAkl
JOHN A. BRITT ON
Ceremonies at the Official Reception
given to the
lnternational Bah6.'i Congress
April 24, 1915
Directo r John A. Britton , P. P. 1. E.,
said:
"It may be accepte d as a truism that
lhose who are buildin g founda tions for
the betterm ent of the human race, which
are dealing with the social and economic
problems that confron t the people of the
world today, are doing quite: as much
for the perpetu ation of the betterm ent
of mankin d as do those who build the
monum ents of steel, of granite and of
marble.
'
"To you who represe nt the great
good-will, the peace, which the Master
of the world, whoeve r -he may be to
all of us, has placed upon us as a part
of true education, . . . and who have
that solemn duty in hand, seriously, full-

I
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mindedly, reverentially, intellig ently,we of the Exposi tion family extend welcome to you to our family, co-workers,
as your title deeds acclaim ,-for the good
of the world and the happin ess of the
nations ."
This message, spoken from the soul
of John Britton was forwar ded, interpreted into their several languag es and
dialects, to the peoples of the world- Christi an, Arab, Jew, Parsee, Brahm in,
to China, Japan, Africa and the Isles
of the seas, irrespe ctive of colour, creed
or caste, and by them receive d with
great rejoicin g and ever since revered
as a benediction.
On behalf of these peoples, with love,
honour and venerat ion, in memor iam
of their well-wisher, John A. Britton ,
this tribute is affectio nately tendere d.
Freder ick W. D'Evel yn, Preside nt,
Interna tional Baha'i Congress.
San Francis co, Califor nia,
July 2, 1923.
WO years ago an English woman , a
lecture r on the message of love and
brother hood, heard Jinab-i -Fadil speak
in her city, Vancou ver, British Columbia,
and became deeply interes ted in the
Baha'i Teachi ngs because of their universal charact er and the wonder ful consciousness of univers al brother hood,
which Jinab-i -Fadil brough t to the people.
Recent ly she gave a series of lecture s
in one of the Hawaii an Islands , where
the Baha'i Cause had not yet. appeare d.
She formed a class, to whom Mrs. S. A.
Baldwi n and Mrs. and Miss Crame r soon
told the Baba'i Message.
The result has been that a new group
is formed upon this island to study the
divinely dynami c words of Baha'u 'llah
and 'Abdu'l -Baba. Thus are the seeds
of the Kingdo m carried from city to city.

T

OR a numbe r of months Miss Martha
Root has been in Peking studyin g the
life of the great and ancient civilization
of China and prepari ng for her lecture s
and journey s in behalf of the message of

F

world-u nity. She gave some twenty lectures in Japan. Recenf ly she received a
letter from Mirza Bahadu r in Haifa, the
secreta ry of Shoghi Effendi , from which
we take the following sentenc es: "Your
letter of April the fourth written to our
dear Shoghi Effend i from 'Kcaga Maru'
has been received with great joy. He
was exceedingly glad to read your letter
and all its interest ing tidings which indicate that you are . . . . like a swiftflying bird going to all countri es and
singing the charmi ng melodies of the
Abha Kingdo m.
"Your letter was transla ted into Persian so that it may be read in the meetin g
of the friends here and also be inserte d
in the monthl y circula r of the Haifa
Spiritu al Assembly and mailed to different assemblies of the friends in the
Orient.
"Shogh i Effend i supplicates heaven ly
blessing and divine confirmations for YOlI,
that wherev er you go the Hosts of the
Abha Kingdo m may accomp any you.
"He approv es of the plan of your
journey to China, Japan, Austra lia and
South Africa and assures you of its
great results. "

A Letter from Shoghi Effend i
HE beloved of the Lord and thl-'
handm aids of the Mercif ul in Japan:
Susm Awaiha ra, E. Tanaka mura, Y. S.
La, K. C. Ling, N. Yawata , H. C. Waung',
M. Hataya , E. Noguch i, F. Takaha shi,
Ida Finch, K. Sawada , K. Ono, Tokuji ro
Torii, Agnes Alexan der, Yoshio Ishigur o.
Deares t brether n and sisters in Baha'u 'llah!
The most welcome letter of our dearly
beloved Baha'i sister, Miss Agnes Alexander, imparti ng the glad news elf the
progres s of her glorious services in
Japan has rej oiced my heart, and has
served to strengt hen my hope and confidence in the future glories of that far
eastern land.
The Ladies of the Holy Househ old
are highly gratified and comfor ted io
learn of your untirin g labours in His

T

A LETTE R FROM SHOGH I EFFEN DI

Vineya rd, 6f the success that has attended your efforts, of the perseve rance
and ardour with which you conduc t your
.teaching work in those distant regions of
the earth. 'Abdu'l -Baha is with you always, and your success is assured .
May the visit of our beloved sister,
Miss Martha Root, to your shores stimulate widesp read interes t in the Cause
through out Japan, China and the Pacific
Islands , and consolidate the founda tion
of the Edifice of the Cause in those fareastern regions. I shall ever pray at the
Three Thresh olds that the seeds now
scattere d may bear abunda nt fruit and
the promis e of our Master be speedily
fulfilled.
I shall remem ber in my prayers Mr.
and Mrs.. Samue l Baldwi n and their
childre n, as well as Mrs. Crame r and
Miss Cramer , and wish them from all
my heart signal success in their noble
endeav ours to promot e far and wide the
Heaven ly Teachin gs.
It is my earnest hope that the friends
in Japan will from now on write me
frequen t and detailed letters, setting
forth the accoun t of their various spiritual activiti es, and giving me the plan for
their future service s to the caus>: of
Baha'u 'llah.
Our devoted brother , Mr. Fugita, is
well and happy in the Holy Land, and
togethe r with the Ladies of the Household and myself is engage d in the service of the various pilgrim s that vi,it in
these days this sacred Spot. He is
faithfu lly and actively carryin g on the
work which he had started so wholehearted ly during the Master 's last years
on earth.
I trust that the letters address ed to
you by the newly constit uted Spiritu al
Assemb ly in Haifa have contrib uted
their share in, inform ing you more fully
of the onward and irresist ible march of
the movem ent through out the world.
Awaiti ng your joyful letters,
I am your brother and fellow worker ,
(signed ) Shoghi
Haifa, Palestin e, May 16th, 1923.

REEN -ACRE has been very fortunate this summe r in the presenc e
of the "Ideal Sage," Jinab-i -Fadil, who
has conduc ted two meeting s every day
and has spoken on Sunday mornin gs at
the Eirenio n, the "House of Peace,"
where many of the confere nces are held.
Jinab-i -Fadil has lecture d upon Zoroas ter
and the early civilization of Persia, upon
the .civilization of Arabia and other subjects, and in the mornin g meeting s has
given detailed accoun ts of Baha'i history ,
speakin g upon the Bab, Baha'u 'llah,
'Abdu'l -Baha and Shoghi Effend i. On
July twenty -sixth, in Boston , a son was
born to Jinab-i and Madam e Fadil. His
name will be Farang , which means "Reason." Their older son, Housha ng, is
named for one of the very ancient
prophe ts of Persia.

G

HE Sun of Truth, publish ed by the
Baha'is of German y in Stuttga rt, has
now added an English section to each
issue. At present this section is giving
delight ful accoun ts of 'Abdu'l -Baha's
visit to Stuttga rt in 1913.
TheBa ha'i News of India is now being
edited by Prof. Pritam Singh, M. A.,
Murree Road, Rawalp indi (Panja b),
India. The June issue which has just
reached us contains. stirring words from
Shoghi Effend i, accounts of address es by
Dr. Kausha l Kishor e, Mirza Niku and
Mirza Azizull ah Bahadu r, who was in
India on his way from Persia to Haifa.
It has also interes ting items of news,
and a wonder ful Tablet of Baha'u 'llah.
The STAR OF THE WEST will be glad to
take subscri ptions for the Baha'i magazines of the world, as outline d on the
inside page of the back cover.

T

Are you using the STAR OF THE WEST
in spreadi ng the Glad Tiding s? Special
five months ' subscri ptions ($1.00) are
designed to bring this messen ger of world
unity to those who are watchin g for the
divine solution of our problem s.
Each issue present s an introdu ction
to the Baha'i teachin gs, from the point
of view of the indepen dent investi gator
of truth .

__.._ - - - - _ . _ - - - -.._-_ ..-
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GREEN ACRE

The Fellowship House (above) and the Inn (below), at Green Acre, Eliot,
Maine. The Green Acre conferences were started by Miss Sarah Farmer, just
after the Parliament of Reliqions at the World's Fair in Chicaqo, in I893. Miss
Farmer lalter became a BaM'i, visiting Acre in 1900. 'Abdu'l-BahCt spoke at
Green Acre a number of ti1'nes when he was in America, ,in 19 12 .
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THE LIFE OF THE BAB
By

JINAB- I-FADIL

ORDE RING on the Persian Gulf,
in souther n Persia, there is a very
B
beautif ul province,

that language and though t it very extraordi nary that one withou t learnin g
called Farce. This could write such perfect Arabic.
province is quite large and, centu.ries beAfter he went into business his family
fore Christ, was the seat of Persia' s noticed what seemed to
them certain unkings 'and rulers; it was also the home usual traits in the young
man; he would
of the ancient Parsees . It is celebrated depart at midday, retire
to a secluded
in Persian literatu re as a veritable spot and meditate, chant
and read praythrone of learning. Here, nearly seven ers, spending hours
in deep spiritua l
hundre d years ago, the great poets communion. Observ ing
this the Bab's
Hafiz and Sadi lived and died, and here family endeav ored to
awaken in him a
they wrote their verses. Their tombs greater interes t in acquiri
ng wealth and
or shrines are visited every year by fame, but they soon
found that these
many people.
things did not interes t him.
In Shiraz, the capital of Farce, there
In the Bab physical beauty was joined
lived a family, of the mercha nt class, to that of the spirit.
His hair was black
who for many generations had been and his dark brown
eyes shone like
noted for their piety, moralit y and gen-s tars. His feature s
were symmetrical
erosity. Into this family there was born, and his face most lo.mino
us. His carin Shiraz, Octobe r 20, 1819, a child, the riage was majestic, yet
simple and humBab. The Bab's father, a merchant, ble. The purity of
his charac ter was
died when the boy was quite young, and such that even his enemie
s could find
the eldest of his three uncles who was no Jault with him.
It would be hard
also a mercha nt, took care of him and to imagine a life more
spotless, more debrough t him up. The Bab's educati on voted to love for humani
ty. He reflectwas entirely elemen tary; and soon he ed the light of the spirit
and radiate d to
went into business, becoming his uncle's those around him such
wonder ful spiritpartner .
ual life that his superio rity was generAs a child he gave signs of remark - ally recognized, and he
was shown utable . precocity and, while still very most honor and respect
. When he enyoung, wrote beautif ul essays in Persian tered a room he was
given the seat 6£
and Arabic. Those who read them were honor and others, involun
tarily, waited
astonished at his knowledge for they for him to speak first.
He was full of
were aware how meager had been his happiness, content ment
and resigna tion;
education. The Arabic scholars were so it seemed as if the
Spirit of God were
especially interes ted in his writing s III shining from that young
body.
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A few years before his 'declaration,
in 1844, he left his uncle's office and
journeyed to Karbala, Mesopotamia, the
center of the Shi'ite Muhammedan
world. The tomb of Hossein, the martyred grandson of M uhammed is in
Karbala, and every year thousands of
people made a pilgrimage to this shrine,
where long prayers were read. When
the Bib repeated his own prayers before the assemblage the people turned
from the usual prayers and gave all
their attention to him. The Muhammedans had, in Arabic and Persian,
many prayers which seemed to them
beautiful beyond description. Therefore
they were prepared to reco'gnize! the
sublime beauty and the inspiration of
the Bib's prayers. He remained in
Karbala several months and many people were drawn to him because of his
inspired utterance and the holiness of
his life.
At the age of twenty-three the Bib
married a young girl, a relative of his
family. A little son was born to them
who lived but a few months.
And
shortly after, the Bib was apprehended
and thrown into prison.
The religious outlook of the Muhammedan world had become very dark; the
people had lost their spiritual vision and
held to dogma as spiritual truth. About
this time God inspired the hearts of a
number of men to look deeper into their
religion and study its true meaning.
This school of men in their teachings
made frequent mention of a Star of
Guidance which was about to dawn. In
1843 they set out on a journey to the
distant parts of Persia to try and discover this Master of the New Age. Before starting they gathered together in
a mosque and for forty days fasted that
they might be prepared for the ~oment
ous journey. They had been taught that
there were nineteen proofs by which
they might recognize the Great Master,
the coming One, one of which was his
spiritual power which, even if he spoke
not a' word, would draw the people to

him. This power they were' to find in
the person of a handsome youth. They
made a compact that he who discovered the Truth should at once communicate it to the others. Then they started
off, in different directions.
Mulla Hossein, a very celebrated and
learned man was one of this group. He
remembered having met at Karbala a
singularly spiritual youth, who came
from Shiriz, and he decided to journey
to Shiriz and try to find him. Arriving
in that city he made inquiries which led
him to the young man's home. To his
great joy the door was opened by the
Bib, himself, who welcomed him as a
guest and bade him enter. Then the
Bib told him how, when about to leave
home early that morning for his office,
there had come to him the foreknowledge that great and glorious ne~s was
about to be made known. He knew that
the coming of this guest was a part of
the good news. So, here in the rose
garden of the Bib's home, was laid the
foundation of the Great Cause.
The Bib inquired of 'MulIa Hossein
by what sign would he recognize the
Great Star. And Mulla Hossein gave
the nineteen proofs.
.
.Suddenly the Bib said: "Do you see
these signs in me?"
Mulla Hossein was made almost
breathless by the question. However,
after a moment's consideration he said:
"Yes, I see all the signs but one in you.
That one sign is this: the Great One
should have extraordinary knowledge.
This important sign of wisdom and
knowledge I do not see in you." He
said this, thinking that great knowledge
must be acquired m colleges and universities.
The Bib talked of other matters, tea
was served, and the hours passed.
Later, while conversing upon very
spiritual subjects, the Bib again said:
"Do you see these signs in me?"
Mulla Hossein did not make immediate reply but led the conversation into
channels which it seemed to him must
make apparent this knowledge.

THE FIRST DISCIP LE

The Bib then left the room, and
MulIa Hossei n, seeing some books upon
the table, took one up and began reading. He was astonished to find that
both the ideas and phraseology were entirely new and unfolde d the divine mysteries. He read page after page and
when the Bab returne d inquire d the
name of the author of the book.
The Bab replied : "A young man."
MulIa Hossei n exclaim ed: "Read some
of these words yourse lf!
Who has
written them?"
The Bab said : "You see. You see."
Then he placed the book beside him,
and began to speak eloquently, in a
higher language. The words flowed
from him like a river. MulIa Hossei n
listened spellbound, for these were the
erudite phrases of the book. He became so intoxic ated with divine joy that
he was like a man beside himsel f; so the
Bab again spoke in his ordinar y manner, and gave him tea. MulIa Hossei n
threw himself at the feet of the Bab
and cried: "I must go and proclaim the
truth!" But the Bab said: "No, this
is not the time."
When M ulla Hossein, the first disciple, was completely conver ted he
longed to bring his associates to the Bab
but the Bab told him that,· for the present, he must just tell them that the Star
of Hope had arisen, but not of his
whereabouts.
MulIa Hossei n returne d to his friends
who found him so transfo rmed that they
besought him to tell them if he had
found the Truth. So, one by one, he
took them to the Bab, and the first class,
numbe ring seventeen, was formed. Kurratu'l-A yn also became one of these disciples. With the Bab himself they were
called the Ninetee n Letters of the Living.
The Bab called himself "Bab" because he was the "gate" of the New
Age. The first disciple was given the
namf' "Bab el Bab", for through him the
people came to know the truth. Anothe r
spiritua l person among the eighteen
"Letter s" who recognized the Bab from
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afar and instant ly believed in him, was
Quddu s. When the eighteen Letters of
the Living were complete the Bib became the Point of Knowledge around
which they gathere d; eighteen apostles
and one Point, making the first circle,
the first unity.
The Bib gave his disciples certain
wonde rful epistles bidding them travel
throug hout Persia and, especially, to
Karbal a that they might teach the religious leaders of the Muham medan world.
These early apostles were. fearless and
full of enthusiasm. vVhenever they entered a city they at once gathere d the
people about them and proclaimed aloud
the good tidings of the New Day and
the coming of a new spiritua l dispensation. As their student s were of the
Muham medan world they referre d to
the Qur'an and its prophecies concerning this day and the coming of the Point
of Knowledge, explaining that they
were fulfilled in the Bib.
In the Qur'an it is said that no one
could give to the world a book to compare with the Qur'an . And from the time
of Muham med until the year 1260 of
the Hegira this was true. Then the
Bib, throug h divine power, wrote with
the same brillian t and profou nd knowledge. In order to prove this power to
the people he called to them in his
epistles, saying that he would answer
abstrus e questions withou t recourse to
any book. So he was asked many difficult questions. And he wrote the
answer s with the rapidity of lightning,
each page a masterpiece in thought, in
style and beauty of penmanship. Again
and again it was proved that his writ
ings were not of the intellect, but were
pure inspiration.
The Bib now went to the holy city,
Mecca, the center of Islam, to which
thousan ds of people journey every year.
The journey was made by sea, and one
day a terrible storm arose. It seemed
as though the ship would sink any moment and the passengers were in a state
of great excitement, when some of them
noticed the Bib, sitting quietly, apart
J
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of the
A Mosque in Shiraz where the Bab announced the appearance
Great Manife station

BEFOR E THE COUN CIL
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from the others, in deep med.itation. He taken into custody
. Their beards were
seemed so undistu rbed by the impend ing burned , holes were
pierced in their
peril that they exclaim ed: "Do you not noses, they were
bastinadoed, and made
realize that we shall all be drowne d?" to ride throug h
the city seated backBut, with perfect serenity, he continu ed wards on donkeys.
They accepted this
his meditations, and soon the storm treatme nt with such
resigna tion that the
passed and the sea became calm.
people began to open their eyes. They
Among the passeng ers on this ship were banished from
that city, and went
was a man of spiritua l insight. He to other places to
teach the Cause.
recognized the quality of the courag e
By this time word had come, from
and serenit y in the Bab and later be- Bushir e on the Persian
Gulf, that the
came one of the Letters of the Living. Bab was returni ng from
his pilgrimage
While the Bab was at Mecca the to Mecca. The Govern
or then sent
three disciples who first accepte d him guards to bring him
back to Shiraz.
started out from Shiraz and began fear- When he arrived
in the city the state
lessly proclai ming the message. Mulla authori ties and the
clergy met in a great
Sadig, an eminen t and very popula r conclave and fiung
at him number less
Muham medan, head of a mosque and questions. These he
answer ed with
with a following of hundre ds of people, such wisdom that his
friends were all
was one of their converts. It was the confirmed in the teachin
gs and his enecustom to proclaim, four times a day, mies could find no
fault with him.
from the turret of the mosque : "God is Nevert heless it was
decided that he
great and M uhamm ed is His Prophe t!" must abide in the home
of his relatives,
Mulla Sadig told the mohazin to call out that no one could visit him,
and that his
also that a great Gate of Knowle dge had teachin gs must not be spread
among the
appeare d. He, himself, mounte d his people.
pulpit and read from the writing s of the
But the idols of imagin ation were now
Bab profou nd interpr etation s of the broken. The people were
ready to inQur'an . This sufficed to arouse in op- vestigate, and many eminen
t men, seekposition some of the people of the com- ing inform ation, made their
way to the
munity ; others recogn izedith e mercy Bab.
and justice of this message to establish
Then a terrible epidemic appear ed in
the Kingdo m of God. . The mulIahs of Shiraz, hundre ds of
people were strickthe city became so disturb ed at these en, and fear and conster nation
fell upon
happen ings that they appealed to the all. The Governor, when
his son fell ill,
Govern or, as fanatic al as they, who felt that this had come
upon them begathere d the people togethe r in a large cause of their persecu tion
of the Bab.
hall and demand ed the presenc e of So he went to the Bab
and fervently
Mulla Sadig.
besoug ht him to help his son. When
When Mulla Sadig entered the audi- the son was healed the Govern
or was so
ence hall his presenc e bespoke such overjoy ed that he permitt
ed the Bab to
majest y that the people were impelled leave the city that he might
bring happito rise and show him deference. The ness to others.
Govern or inquire d concern ing the new
Quietly the Bab left Shiraz and travteachings. M ulla Sadig replied : "You eled to the city
of Isfahan , in the center
are asleep ! You must rouse yourselves of Persia. The
rumor of his coming
and listen to this call for the One whom having reached those
regions the people
you are awaitin g has appeare d, to ful- ran out to meet him,
and the Governor,
filI the prophecies. This is his Book Manou cher Khan,
a deeply religious
and he, himself, is at Mecca !"
man, welcomed him, and became a beBut this great message was rejecte d, liever. The radiant ,
spiritua l happiness
and the three disciples of the Bab were of the Bab, the
glowing beauty of the
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love of God which he manifested, drew
hundreds of people to him. The doors
were thrown open, that all might enter,
might meet the Bab; listen to his words
and be quickened. Among those who
visited him during these first days of
his stay in Isfahan were many important personag~s, whose presence inspired the people with confidence. Then
some of the clergy, seeing the Bib's
large following, feared for their own
popularity. The Governor told them
that, since this was a theological matter, a meeting would be called, and all
their questions could be put to the Bab.
Reports were taken of, this meeting.
These reports exist now, and the questions asked were most childish. The
Bab in replying threw such wonderful
new light upon these questions that they
were utterly unable to comprehend his
words.
The Governor was much disturbed.
Although he favored the B;ib, yet he
could not risk his position. So he said,
to the mullahs: "1 will exile him for
your sake." He ordered a cavalcade to
accompany the Bab on his departure,
and instructed the guards to bring him
back. So the cavalcade left the city
through one gate, and brought the Bab
back through another. He stayed with
the Governor for forty days, and many
people visited him and received the message. He wrote many volumes upon his
teachings during this period of his stay
in Isfahan. The Governor became so
enkindled that he wished to take radical steps to spread the Cause. But the
Bab said: "This is a day of faith and
persuasion. Force cannot ~ccomplish
your purpose. We must teach the people through self-sacrifice and non-resistance." He also told the Governor that
his (the Gover"nor's) days were numbered, and that ere long he would enter
the Kingdom of God. On the fortieth
day of the Bab's concealment in the
palace of the Governor the Governor
passed away.
The ne.w Governor was neither just
nor good. Finding the Bab in the palace

he told the popUlace. They raised a
great hue and cry and demanded that he
be banished from Isfahan. Therefore,
by special permission of the Shah, the
Bab was sent to Tihran.
While these events were taking place
the eighteeen Letters of the Living were
traveling north, south, east and west
proclaiming the teachings with such
spiritual fervor that their number had increased to a host of believers. It was like
a great conflagration. When the Bib's
teaching had spread throughout Persia
the Shah wished to know of its message. On his staff there was a mulla
in whom he had great confidence. This
mulla he sent to Shiraz to visit the Bab
that he might ascertain the nature of
his teachings :md report to the Shah.
This mulla became one of the Bab's
greatest apostles and finally gave his life
for the Cause.
The Bab wished to meet the Shah,
personally, also the Grand Vizier and
the Cabinet. He hoped that they might
be persuaded to give heed to the revelation; then the people of Persia might
also become enlightened and enter into
a new, spiritual life. Theref-ore, when
he arrived, in his journey to Tihran, at
a village nine miles distant from the
capital, he sent a letter to the Shah. But
the Grand Vizier prevented the Shah
from meeting the Bab.· He influenced
the Shah to write him that it was impossible to grant an interview" giving as
excuse that the frontier was being attacked by an enemy. The Shah then
had the Bab taken to northern Persia,
there to await a change in conditions,
saying he would send for him later. On
this journey from Tihran the Bab's
bodyguard, rough, uncouth tribesmen,
became so transformed through his
spiritual power that before the journey's
end they were ardent followers, ready
to do anything whatsoever that he desired.
In banishing the Bib, at this time,
from place to place, the guards made it
a custom to stop outside the towns and
villages that no one might know of his

THE SIEGE OF MAZIN DARAN

presence. But despite this precau tion
the news of his approa ch would spread
and when they drew near the towns the
people would meet him and, often, bribe
the guards for permission to talk with
him and receive his spiritua l instruc tions. Thus this plan of banishm ent
which, it was believed, would exterm inate the teachings, proved a failure, for
all those who came in touch with the
Bib were irresistibly drawn to him.
Even the Governor of this provinc e was
attracte d, and allowed the people free
access to his presence.
Then the enemies of the movement
again became active and influenced the
Shah to command that the Bib be sent
to a very remote castle, near the extreme norther n bounda ry of Persia. The
Governor, here, was an exceedingly
harsh man, and he kept the Bib's presence absolutely secret. His followers
travele d and searched, in every direction, but no one could discover where
he was hidden.
In this castle the Bib's imprisonment
was extrem ely severe. He was allowed
no light, and completely isolated from
the outside world. Howev er, he now
had the time to write many divine teachings, which gradua lly spread throug hout
Persia. During these days a fire was
lighted in the hearts of his folIowers,
which flamed forth and enkindled others
and many awoke from the deep sleep
of centuries and started out to travel
and teach. Then the enemies became
more active than ever and determ ined
utterly to extingu ish the Cause. The
followers of the Bib were obliged at
times to band togethe r and defend themselves, bodily, behind trenches, in order
to resist the violent attacks made upon
them, in different parts of the country.
A new Shah, seventeen years of age,
now reigned and the country ;passed
throug h a period of confusion. More
than ever were efforts made to extinguish the flame of the movement, because of a prevail ing idea that, in this
way, peace could be established in the
land.
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The siege of Mizind arin, which occurred about this time, has no parallel
in religious history. About four hundre d
of the followers of the Bib wereg athered togethe r in a jungle. Here they
were surroun ded by several thousan d
guards, armed with guns and cannon,
and reinfor ced by a populace numbe ring many, many thousands. In the center of the jungle there was an ancient
shrine and here the believers entrenc hed
themselves, and a siege began which lasted for nine months. During the last
three months of the siege the little party
were almost starving. They ate their
horses, and then boiled the leather of the
harness , and ate grass and herbs to sustain life. Yet they spent the time in
prayer and spiritual communion, and the
forces of the govern ment were utterly
unable to overcome them.
Then the general decided upon other
tactics. He sent to the besieged the
Book of the Qur'an upon which he had
written a covenant or agreement to the
effect that if they would come out, and
go their way, their lives would be
spared. Believing in the sincerity of
this docum ent they filed out into the
open. They were asked to lay down
their arms, and when this was done a
feast was spread before them. While
partaki ng of this feast the soldiers
charged upon them and massac red them
all, to a man.
Two other events, of a like nature,
occurre d in souther n and central Persia.
The movement seemed threate ned
with complete destruc tion. Althou gh
the followers of the Bib made heroic
defense, the govern ment authori ties
slaught ered them right and left. Yet,
strange to say, their numbe rs steadily
increased, and the longing for truth
flamed brighte r and brighter.
At last, in desperation, the Shah and
his prime ministe r determ ined to do
away with the Bib himself . Word was
sent to the Govern or of Tabriz to bring
him out from his prison. An import ant
meeting was then held at which many
dignitaries were present. The Bib was
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THE TEACH INGS OF THE BAB

men, women and children, nineteen in
all, were capture d. They were stoned
and thrown into prison. This, it was
thought, would completely eradica te the
movement.

* * *
Althou gh the six years of the Bab
ministr y were spent, largely, in prison
and in exile, and he was constan tly surrounde d by guards and enemies, he was
at all times peacefu l and happy, always
radiatin g heavenly joy. He was so surrounde d by enemies that his friends and
followers had the greates t difficulty in
obtaining a meetin g with him, and yet,
thousan ds and thousan ds of the people
of Persia, of high and of low degree,
partook of his teachings, became their
embodiment, and spread them to all
parts of the country.
During this long persecu tion the Bab
found time not only to dictate many
teachings but, with his own pen, to write
volumes of 'exquisite calligraphy. In
Persia, to this day, beautif ul penman ship is regarde d as an art. Those who
are fortuna te enough to possess some of
the delicate writings of the Bab consider
them a most valuable heritage. Many
of the Bab's writing s were, unfortu nately, destroyed. Often, when his followers were being persecu ted and driven
from their homes they buried in the
ground , before fleeing, his writing s
which they prized so highly. Return ing
at some later time they would find that
moistu re had almost effaced them.
THE TEACH INGS OF THE BAB

The teaching of the Bab to which his
persecu tors objecte d most was that man
should be aelivered from superst ition
and dogma. Living in Persia, it was
necessary to consider the M uhamm edan
world; therefo re a large part of his
teachin g referre d to questions asked
him regardi ng the Qur'an . He called to
the people of Islam to consider the inner
and import ant meanin g therein. He
taught that he himself was but the
"gate" or door to the "City of Revela-
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tion", that divine City which would be
revealed. He taught that a Great Personage, then living, but hidden behind
the veils, would come to them and teach
them a divine revelation and would
usher in the new era of universal brotherhood. He often addresses this invisible Being in his writings, saying: "0,
my Master ! 0, my Lord! I have accepted every persecution in order to
prepare the people for Thy coming so
that when Thou shoulds t unveil Thyself they might he ready to meet Thee!"
A great question of the Muham medan
religious world was that of the "return ",
the belief being that when the new Gate
of Knowledge appear ed many holy souls
would return and be present with him
in flesh and blood. This question was
given utmost importance, and it is for
this reason that the Bab said the qualities and attribut es of these holy souls
had appeared, through his apostles.
Anothe r question which the Islamic
world address ed to the Bab was that of
the "Resur rection ", which was understood, literally, as it is by the Christians who have the same teaching. The
Bab explained that the resurre ction is
the coming of the Manife station of God,
when religion is renewed. He said that
his own coming was the Lesser Resurrection ; but the Great Manife station , of
whom he so frequen tly spoke, would
usher in the Great Resurr ection. God
sitting upon the throne, he explained;
meant that the body of the Manife station would be the throne of the Holy
Spirit. Paradis e, meant the recognition
of the Lord in the Manife station and
living in accordance with His teachings.
Hell was selfishness, fanatic ism and
doubt. He said that resurre ction, therefore, did not mean the resurre ction of
flesh and blood from the tomb, but a
spiritua l resurre ction, an awakening of
inner potentialities and spiritua l faculties, brough t abput by the recognition of
the Manife station of God.
The Bab divided the revelation of the
Manife station s of God into five parts.
The first part deals with those writing s
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THE GREAT SPIRITUAL RESURRECTION

The writings of the Bab may be simiwhich explain the mystery of divinity.
The second part includes the prayers, larly divided. First, his explanations of
commune:>, supplications revealed by the divinity, so subtle, so transcendental, so
prophets and addressed to God. These, divine in quality that a mind and soul
when recited, draw man unto the spirit especially equipped are required, to unof divine harmony and a higher state of derstand them. Second, the prayers
spirituality. The third part is concerned which are filled with ecstasy and rapwith the interpretations of the heavenly ,ture. Third, answers to questions rebooks, explaining the symbolism and garding interpretations of the Islamic
hidden meanings from which man has writings, as the teachings of the Bab
been veiled for past centuries. The proph- have largely to do with the Muhamets and Manifestations from time im- medan world. Fourth, treatises on
memorial have spoken in metaphor and scientific and philosophical questions.
symbol and their meaning it has not al- Fifth, the verses of the Bab stating that
ways been easy for people to under- when the Great Manifestation appeal'S
~tand.
But the Great Teachers them- He will cancel or repeal as many of
selves have been able to throw a flood these teachings as are not fitted to the
of light upon the esoteric teachings of exigencies of the time.
the former Great Teachers; they alone
The Bab declared that he had brought
can fully grasp and explain the signifi- in but the Lesser Resurrection because
cance of the sacred words. The fourth his message was circumscribed, limited
--applies to the metaphysical, scientific to the Islamic people and to one part of
and theological questions asked by the the world. But there would arise a new
scholars and thinkers of the age. The consciousness, a universal resurrection,
fifth part is the essence of the Teach- and this new spiritual consciousness
ings.
would sweep over the entire world.

LIFE'S MIRACLE
By

BEATRICE OWENS ASHTON

There is a flower of flowers,
Its sun and rain are wisdom, love and faith.
It dwells within the center of man's soul
Where all is cool and green-at peace; and then
It spills its fragrance on every wind of circumstance:
Blow "ill," blow "good"-a ceaseless
Flow of perfume-bearing light.
True happiness is born of love-and so
This flower, exhaling love, permeates all things
With melting, fragrant love and changes them
That "ill" becomes the "good" and all is well:
Man's will not lost, but blended into His.
Full-blown it grows, indeed it knows no bud,
This flower is Radiance.

THE NEED OF THE BAHA'I MOVEMENT
IN EUROPE
By

STANWOOD COBB

Territet, Switzerland,
August, I923.
s one travels through the different
countries of Europe one is deeply
impressed with the tragic and desperate
situation with which the whole civilization of that continent is threatened. The
hardships under which so many races are
suffering, and the dangers of much worse
events in the coming years, are due not
to physical or necessary causes, but purely to a state of mind. It is the double
quality of fear and hate which is spreading the gigantic shadow of oncoming
ruin over all of continental Europe.
This state of mind, which would seem
the easiest thing in the world to change,
is in reality the hardest. It is easier for
humanity to tunnel mountains, bridge
oceans and conquer the air than to change
this psychology of disunion into a psychology of union and fraternity. The sad
truth must be told, that the war has
failed as yet to turn· the hearts· and
thoughts of the great races of Europe into ways of peace. One nation only,
Austria, has learned a lesson and has
renounced war thoroughly from heart
and soul.
In Europe I am reminded of the advice
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, not to .give our interest
too much to earthly politics, but to the
politics of the Kingdom of God. One sees
here clearly the futility of earthly politics. The most statesmanly brain, the
most astute intelligence, brooding over
European politics ad infinitum, could find
no earthly way out of the dilemma. There
are no sides one can take. There is no one
nation that by a sincere effort toward
justice is leading the way to peace and
stability in Europe. All are wrong. All
are sharing in a guilt which if continued
can only be paid for with more blood.
So one wearies of reading the newspapers of the different countries, of discussing with different n<:ttionals the
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present situation, with any hope of arriving at a human solution or of being able
to take sides with right against wrong.
All is wrong here, in the play of politics;
and the right is only to be found in the
application of Baha'u'llah's laws to the
crying needs of a war-intoxicated and
bewildered humanity.
Here and there, of course; are individuals who have the heart toward peace;
here and there are organizations which
are working splendidly for harmony
rather than disharmony between nations.
But the general tide and current of
thought in continental Europe is no longer toward internationalism, but toward a
nationalism, supported by war.
Hence to those sincere and eager souls
who in such a situation despair bitterly
of the future, the Baha'i' Message comes
welcomed and receptively. They have
no argument against it, because desiring
peace and prosperity for their country
and for the whole world, they can see no
way of attaining their desires unless by
such spiritual means as the Cause offers.
How clear and evident now is the word
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, that no human effort or
organization can bring about the ideal
conditions for humanity! Those movements here toward fraternity, toward international brotherhood and peace, which
sprang up with sincere intention and
flourished with a vivid hope in the years
immediately subsequent to the war, are
now languishing. They have no power
or life. The miasmic overgrowths of
hate and fear are overshadowing them,
choking them out. It 'is very plain to
any intelligent person that these now
feeble calls to peace cannot become effective. Not but what such organizations
are good and praiseworthy. All such
present secular efforts toward brotherhood, though on the plane of action ineffective, are preparing people to take
part later on in establishing the Kingdom
203
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of God. Baha'is's should give their sympathy and help to all such movementsbut their heart and central energy to the
holy Cause of God.
It is strange how this terrible and
heart-moving spectacle of a war-mad
Europe strengthens one's faith in the
Baha'i Movement. The reason as well
as the heart becomes convinced that only
this Cause can prevail against such
hatreds and animosities. The Cause begins to stand out like the cloud that led
by day and the pillar of fire that led by
night the people of God through the
wilderness. In America we cannot as yet

see the grand station of the Cause, because the life of the people is going on
prosperously and happily without it.
Pray God it may not need such disasters
in America to open our eyes to the need
and the reality of the Cause of God.
More consoling and uplifting can be
my next letter, in which I shall tell of the
holy sweet souls we have met, brothers
and sisters in the Cause shedding their
little rays of light in darkened countries;
and of sincere, earnest souls t6 whom
we gave the Message. These are things to
make one glad. This is the politics of the
Kingdom.

CAN RELIGION AND SCIENCE AGREE?
By

LOUIS G. GREGORY

AN religion and science agree? An
affirmative answer to this question,
generally understood and accepted, will
bring peace to numberless people and
set at rest a matter that has caused centuries of controversy. Our hope is not
the repose of inaction, but the realization of that peace which blends into harmony all forces in human development.
The question itself is in view of the fa,ct
that for long ages past and for the most
part at present, there has been and is
conflict oetween the devotees of science
on the one hand and of religion on the
other. This strife is not found in reality. It has brought only evil results and
can never be justified.· For both religion
and science are light; but strife grows
out of darkness.
Religion clearly apprehended, sanctions every truth discovered and conveyed to us by scientific research. In an
age which unfolds so many wonders of
science, great light and cheer corr;te
through the teachings of 'Abdu'l-Baha
that, "Religion must be reasonable; in
so br as it contradicts the known and
proved facts of science it ceases to be
religion and becomes superstition."
It is wonderful to have the mind
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brightened by scientific knowledge. It
is marvelous to have the heart purified
by the fire of divine love. Both gifts are
sacred and essential to human well being. But until their unity is widely
realized, discord will rend the best
elements of the world.
Harmony between religion and science
does not imply that pure religion must
agree with every scientific theory. There
are many such theories which are not
sustained by adequate proofs, but rest
only upon the imagination of men. Such
theories, like the dogmas of religion,
often change. The ancient Greeks, although not without fame for learning,
once believed that the sun was a ball of
fire drawn by horses which daily crossed
the sky. Tradition had it that old Sol
once lost control of his team and as
a result went too near a man's field,
burning his wheat. Later the Ptolomaic system of astromony, with its
cycles and epicycles, held sway over the
scientific world. Contemporary scientists are practically unanimous in their
acceptance of the belief that the entire
human race is evolved from common
animal ancestry. But these· and other
theories are all confined in the realm of
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conjecture and speculation. Scientists
carinot justly revile those who refuse
to accept what is not proved. On the
other hand, religion should not oppose
the well established truths of science,
such as the law of motion, the law of
cause and effect, the rotundity -of the
earth, the conservation of energy, the
indestructibility of matter, the -law of
gravitation, the conic sedions which
form the orbits of heavenly bodies, the
great antiquity of this world and of the
universe, etc., etc.
H is evident that man, with all his
acquired power and knowledge, creates
nothing. His inventions are riot creations,
but discoveries of the secrets of nature.
These secrets or laws are classified and
arranged and to that brarich of knowledge the term science is applied. The
creation of religion is also beyond the
p_ower of man. That variety of religion
which man evolves from his own minor
or lower consciousness is but a sorry
imitation. It abounds in useless forms,
ceremonies and creeds. It leads fo a
labyrinth of doubt and gloom. It bewilders the judgment but fails to comfort the head. But when religion and
science are both genuine, they have
their common origin in the divine
Logos, or Creative Word, which, according to the Baha'f teachings, is the
first emanation from the unknown and
unknowable Essence of Divinity. It is
this supreme Power, bestowing light and
knowledge, and periodically revealed to
mankind through the perfect man, such
as Moses, Jesus and Baha'u'Uah, which
calls into being sciences, arts, virtues
and religion. Every grade and element
of existence, according to its capacity,
reflects the light of the divine ManIfestation. The Spirit of the Word gives
life to man and the universe. -Great,
indeed, is the mystery of theW ord !
Beyond the Word the aspiration of man
cannot soar. The hope, the illtimination, the heaven of man are in the Word.
The Word itself implies its mysterious
and Mighty Speaker.
Th!) successive civilizations" of the
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world have all grown out of the various
revelations of religion which have come
to mankind through the transcendent
Mi"ght and Favor of God. Pure religion
ever gives its sanction to true science,
for in spirit they are one. The Baha'i
Revelation accentuates spiritual graces
and also brings the greatest stimulus and
encouragement to scientific studies.
Spiritual faith is not weakened, but confirmed by reason. Every power in man
should pay homage to his Creator. When
the body, mind and heart all consciously
reflect the divine Light and accept its
Guidance man becomes happily free
from other dependence. When religion,
however, becomes corrupted by the ambitions of men it is no longer the paradise of truth, but becomes the wilderness
of error. For the superstitions and imitations which pretend to be religion always make war upon science. And a
superficial understanding of science may
make one arrogant toward religion. But
the great scientists of the ages always
discover in their laboratories those signs
and wonders which make them humble.
They bow with reverence before these
signs, knowing full well that such phenomena did not create themselves. Great
scieritists of the past, such as Pythagoras, Hippocrates, Plato, Aristotle and
Pliny, were confirmed in their belief in
God through the discoveries of science
and philosophy. The greatest lights of
science and philosophy in modern times
are reverent in their attitude toward
true religion. Professor Huxley speaks
of "true science and true religion as
twin sisters", and declares that "the separation of one from the other is likely to
prove the death of both." Herbert Spencer, while admitting for the scientist a
pride before the traditions and authorities" of men, - yet bears witness to humility "before the impenetrable veil
which hides the Absolute."
He further declares:
"Only the sincere man of sCience,
one who through lower truth
seeks the highest, -can truly" know how
utterly beyond not only human knowl-
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edge, but human conception, is the Universal Power of which Nature, and Life,
and Thought are manifestations."
Within a few years a report was circulated by the press that the American
wizard, Thomas A. Edison, was a skeptic, a story which was promptly and
vigorously denied by Mr. Edison. Yet
it may be understood how all these
eminent men would be classified as agnostics and skeptics by those who mistake ceremonies for the reality of faith.
These men of genuis have too large,
clear and penetrating a vision to be misled by the idols of human thoughts. But
when they discover reality, in either religion or science, they are made happy. No
doubt they would all react favorably to
the sentiment expressed by the Victorian
poet Tennyson, whose conception of
peace and progress in both religion and
science so clearly reflected the Light of
Baha'u'Uith:
"There lives more faith in honest doubt,
Believe me, than in half the creeds."

The Holy Scriptures of all religions
reveal the Word of God. The universe
at large and all that is therein unfold
the works of God through his Word.
All that God gives is light; man brings
darkness by veils that cover his own
heart and mind. Evil is only the misuse
of good. How many of the world's
greatest scientists are today 'classified
as enemies of religion because they cannot honestly subscribe to those tenets of
error which mask as religion and which
sometimes are commercialized and are
sold for a consideration! And how many
religionists, even sometimes the honest in
heart, are so veiled by ignorance as to
revile science, a blessing to t1!e world
from their own Creator! The creation
of God is ever bright and harmonious
with the melodies of love and unity; but
those who fail to use their own highest
possibilities of study will never soar beyond the abyss of darkness and rancor.
It has come to pass, even in this day
of popular education, that several prominent clergymen have denied the rotun- - -
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dity of the earth, no doubt led by the
misreading of their own Bible. One declared that although the philosophers
teach that the earth is round, yet the
Holy Bible speaks of the four corners
of the earth and it is obvious that anything that has four corners cannot be
round. So he passed that back to the
philosophers, who, he believed, were
quite vanquished in argument.
A theologian was once explaining to
a rural conclave the creation of man.
"God," he declared, "created man out
of wet clay, and then set him up against
the palings to dry.
"Well in that case," asked inquisitive
Deacon Brown, "who set up those palings ?"
"Now Brother Brown," replied the
parson, "if you are going to ask such
questions as that you will destroy the
whole system of theology!"
Despite the veneration which many
people have for their own notions, it
becomes more and more apparent that
theology may be upset without harm to
either religion or science.
The clear cause of the conflict between religion and science is the failure
of each spiritual generation, or dispensation, to understand its own Holy Book.
Truth, divinely revealed, wears two
dresses. One is the simple statement,
"Precept upon precept, line upon line,
here a little, there a little." This all
men can grasp, though unfortunately
few apply. The second dress is the
symbols and parables found in all the
sacred writings. These, the hard shells
say, must be interpreted and believed literally, or else man is an apostate and
infidel whose soul is lost. Even though
such literal interpretation sets at naught
science and reason, betrays spiritual
blindness, and is at variance with all the
laws of God's universe, this school of
dogma will expel and persecute those
who dissent from their own narrow and
limited views. The failure of orthodoxy
to understand its symbols led to the crucifixion of Jesus, and the same enmity,
born of ignorance consumes the souls
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of men whenever a Divine Messenger
appears in the world.
"0 Jerusalem! Jerusalem! Thou that
kill est the Prophets and stonest them
that are sent unto thee!" This was the
pathetic lamentation of long ago.
Today Baha'u'llah says:
"I beckon thee to life; but thou preferrest death!"
It is both sad and strange that darkness is preferred to light. But the eternal hope is now that great Light which
harmonizes religion and science, and the
Promise is that all creation will eventually see its splendor. It is the Light of
God which makes religion reasonable
and clearly reveals its harmony with
science. The Supreme Authority establishes this for all time. Now we know
that those sacred writings, revealed by
the Prophets of God, which on their face
appear to contradict science were never
meant by their inspired authors to be
taken literally. Their meanings are
veiled by symbol. Therefore, each statement, if not understood, should be
weighed in the balance of science,
reason, and spiritual insight. If it agrees
with the truths of science, it should be
accepted without question. If it contradicts thp- proved facts of science,
which are also of God, it is symbolic and
not to be taken literally. Prayer, a
reverent attitude toward the Word, a
study of the Baha'i Revelation, will unfold its inner significance, which is truly
a divine favor. It is not the divine purpose that sincere seekers should be veiled
in this day, but rather that all should discover the Great Light of Reality. The
true Educators, who are the Holy Manifestations, would awaken in man's consciousness the unity of truth. Man's
light, joy, and reverence will increase
with this great blessing.
A child reads the fables of Aesop and
thinks that the animals actually conversed. But a mature person, perusing
the same fables, enjoys their entertaining
humor, but with clear discernment sees
the purpose in the moral. In much the
same way, the Messengers of God in the
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past, sometimes in the present, have conveyed great spiritual laws in the form of
symbol. As these lumino.us Points so
often appeared in the mystic East, they
have used those figures of speech and
vehicles of expression which were understood by their disciples, revealing
light and knowledge according to the advancement of their followers. There,
speech abounds in symbols. Even a little
light upon those symbols which appear
in the Holy Books will bring clearer
understanding to those who read. In
the light of the Baha'i teachings it is
made clear that water is a symbol of
knowledge; fire, Divine Love; tree, a
Holy Maniiestation; birds, human
thoughts; animals, nations and peoples;
dragons, religious orders or dynasties;
clouds, changes of ordinances, alterations opposed of men; hell, deprivation,
or ignorance; heaven, knowledge, the
Divine Will, exaltation, etc.; Sun, a
Holy Manifestation; Moon, successor,
or first believer; stars, the clergy, or
religious doctors, etc. These are very
few of many symbols that appear with
meanings that sometimes vary.
As
we read them, they bring new insight
in reading the first eleven chapters of
Genesis, which are all in symbol, as well
as many other parts of the Bible and
of other revelations. Wonderful significances are found in such stories as
the Garden of Eden, Cain and Abel, the
plagues of Egypt, Satan, J onah and
the whale, the dead and their graves,
the resurrection, the temptation in the
wilderness, the rivers of Paradise, etc.
Parables unfold the stages of man's
progress, from the material to the spiritual, and his condition of utter helplessness and misery when deprived of
Divine Favor.. But these significances
are veiled from those who insist upon
literal interpretation and are at war with
science.
The origin of science and the inspiration to man's acquirement ar-e in the
Word. Whatever of reality man discovers today is his reaction to that
marve10us Spirit which Baha'u'llah
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brings to the world. One familiar with
the theory of the electron, now popular among the scientists, may well be
thrilled in reading in the Seven Valleys
of Baha'u'llah this wonderful statement:
"Whatever mote thou splittest thou
wilt find therein a sun!"
After gazing into the starry heavens,
and then upon a piece of radium, it
is no less thrilling to read the following passage from the Surat'ul Hyk'l:
"Should we desire to show forth from
an atom, s.uns without beginning and
without end, We are indeed able and
We can make them all appear in a moment by My Command. Should We
wish to produce from a drop of water
the seas of the heaven and earth and
from a letter the science of what was
and is, We are indeed able-verily it is
an easy matter."
How marvelous, how overwhelming,
is divine knowledge! Man is awestruck by the Power of the Word!
Should he not be a witness to the ceaseless flow of creation which ever meets
his astonished vision? He is ever a child
if he reads the Book of Life without
striving to perceive its meaning. The
soul is enriched by· both material and divine sciences. 'Abdu'l-Baha ever beckons
us to knowledge! May no false pride or
vainglory rob us of the divine gift!
May reverence that is meet increase our
capacity to know! For whatever the
progress of man, the True One remains,
exalted in His greatness and Glory,

tributes to the chorus from many countries and climes. Among the learned in
America who· have praised the Baha'i
Cause may be included statesmen, ambassadors, jurists, scientists, educators,
theologians, welfare workers and philanthropists. Should not the weight of
such authorities move the thoughtful to
investigate?
The certainty that religion and science
agree, as clarified in the Baha'i teachings, brings a refining, cleansing, healing
chord among the disciples of truth. Religion and science united, makes religion
scientific and science spiritual. Since
religion and science are now wed, the
fruits of that marriage will bless,
brighten and civilize man. The oneness
of religion and science reveals the Divine Unity and the unity of men. It
unfolds to our ken the mysteries of creation and the secrets of both worlds. It
establishes the connection and correspondence of all phenomena and suffuses the universe with light. The progressive in spirit, those who seek the
symmetry of education and want ideal
advancement, may well turn to the example of' Shoghi Effendi. That brilliant
youth, to whom a world looks for guidance, acquired the sciences with diligent
application. His grasp of religion is as
luminous as the sun.

"A sea upon which no one can sail!"

E are rejoiced to receive word that
the name of Miss Agnes Alexander, our Baha'i pioneer in Japan, is in
the list of those who were saved in the
great Tokyo earthquake. May all the
beloved friends be protected and safe.
Within and behind the laws of nature,
by the watching '0f whose operations the
scientists may explain this cataclysmic
disaster, is the Omnipotent and Loving
Creator, Who transforms apparent calamity into light and mercy. May this
great disaster bring a closer accord between Japan and the United States as
they send their good-will to each other
over the "Ocean of Peace."

Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Bahi't because
of their Revelation and interpretation of
heavenly laws, making religion both rational and spiritual, have attracted to
their standard some of the world's
most powerful minds. Leo Tolstoi,
the hope of R u s s i a, drew his
ins p i rat ion
fro m
light and
Baha'u'llah. Arminius Vambery, the
profound Orientalist, hailed with delight
his meeting with 'Abdu'l-Baha. Prof.
Cheyne of Oxford University and Prof.
Browne of Cambridge have added their

• • •
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COMMUNICATION AND DIVINE INSPIRATION
HE physical world reflects the spir- tory, this communication of spiritual
itual, the flowers of earth, the flow- thought and life from person to person.
ers of heaven, the laws of matter, the It is the essence of all successful teachlaws of the spirit. As Plato and Sweden- ing. What was that strange something
borg and other divine philosophers have which Moses communicated to the chilso often said, by the law of correspond- dren of Israel? When he stood on the
ence we see in things below a reflection hill and but raised his arms the Israelites
felt their minds and hearts charged with
of those on high.
Engineers are today investigating with an invincible energy. Jesus communithe greatest eagerness the physical laws cated to his disciples something much
of the transmission of the electrical greater than physical words. He transwaves which produce the miracle of the mitted the love, the purity, the divine
radio: what interferes with their perfect flame of devotion to the Kingdom which
transmlsslOn, what obstacles prevent was burning in the crystal of his divine
their conveying a message in its original spirit. 'Abdu'l-Baha tells of how Mount
purity, how can they perfect the receiv- Carmel seems almost to speak with one,
ing instruments, how protect the hearers as though a wave of unseen life swept
to whom they are sending beautiful mu- from the mountain into our spirits. How
sic, for instance, from the jarring notes much more does the living presence of
of the uninitiated transmitters and their the great prophet radiate life into our
poor instruments which vibrate discord- being! A visitor was one time sitting by
the wall inside the garden of the Pilgrim
antly over the ether.
The radio of the earth is an exquisite House at Haifa. All at once he felt a
symbol of the radio of the spirit. Bril- gr.eat current of spiritual life touch and
liant scientific minds of our day are in- envelope him. He rose in wonder, and
vestigating with equal earnestness the beheld 'Abdu'l-Baha passing on the
laws of spiritual communication. Prom- other side of the wall. Even the walk
inent writers and men of scienc~ are de- of the great spiritual Master, Baha'u'llah
voting their time to perfecting researches said, sends spiritual energy through the
in the spiritual radio and making it world. It is this broadcasting of the
known to a world which is hungering for waves of their spirit which makes their
spiritual knowledge.
written words so life-imparting. In the
In this investigation, however, we meet following quotations 'Abdu'l-Baha dewith difficulties. We find that there arise scribes this great spiritual law:
in people's minds countless ideas which
"This material world has an outer apthey believe to be real communications pearance. It has also a hidden aspect.
but in reality are merely the ripples of These created things are linked one with
the sea of imagination. They rise to the the other into one system which leads to
surface as do the mistaken ideas which the unseen, and ends at last in spiritual
appear in the minds of thinkers_ in all realities. I hope that these spiritual links
ages. Like the old scientific con~eption will every day become stronger and this
of the flatness of the earth they are pure mind-communication which is termed
imagination. A large part of the so- inspiration, will continue. When this is
called communications of our day are realized there is no cause for disturbance
simply the motions of the sea of illusion. over bodily separation. This station is
But the fact of real spiritual commun- beyond the circle of words and above all
ication is none the less as indubitable as description." (Abdu'l-BaM: From
the shining of the sun. It is perhaps the Diary of Mirza Mahmoud,April28,I9I2.
central motive power in all human his"Often people speak together without

T
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the mediary of the tongue. There are
two methods of intercourse-one through
the outward tongue, the other through
the ideal, the inner tongue. When the
.spirit is detached, when the heart is in a
subjective state, then the ideal tongue
can speak. But as long as the spirit is
preoccupied and the heart is objective in
.its activities it is impossible to attain to
that station. Consider: is there not an
ideal union between the lover and the beloved? Often with the glance of an eye,
or a handshake a whole world of thought
is conveyed, without the uttering of a
word. It is possible to attain to such a
state, if we are set aglow with the fire of
the love of God, if we are attached to
Him, if we are as a burning torch, if we
rise above material phenomena and objects."-'Abdu'l-Balui: Diary of Mirza
Ahmad Sohrab, Dece1nber 20, I9I2.
"When man's soul is rarified and
cleansed spiritual links are set up and
from these bonds heartfelt sensations are
produced. The human heart resembles a
mirror. When this is purified hearts are
attuned and reflect one another and thus
spiritual emotions spring up. This is
like unto the world of dreams, when man
is detached from tangible matter and experiences spiritual activities.
What
amazing laws operate and what remarkable discoveries are made and it may even
be that detailed communications are
registered."-From Tablet to a Chicago
friend.
"Know verily that 'Abdu'l-Baha has
spiritual speech, heavenly conversations
and revelations of the heart. Verily I
address, through the Bounty of EI-Baha,
in spirit and vision, (those) who address
me, and this is known to those from
whose eyes God has lifted the gloomy
cover."-From Tablet to Mrs. Nash, Los
Angeles.
"Verily, the spirit knows the spirit, the
spirit addresses the spirit, and the spirit
associates with the spirit."-From Tablet
to Mrs. Frankland, Tropico, California.
"Verily, I speak unto thee through the
tongue of my spirit, from the spiritual
direction, and explain for thee the

mysteries of the Kingdom and the meanings of the sacred, heavenly books. " .
"Verily, I love thee with my heart, my
spirit and my mind and associate with
thee in spirit (and converse with thee)
with my inmost tongue. I love for thee to
arise to that for which I have arisen,
in servitude to the Sublime and Holy
Threshold, turning unto God, hoping for
martyrdom, so that thou mayest attain to
the gift, the lights of which glisten in the
eternal horizon."-From Tablet to Mr.
I. F. Brittingham, New York City.
COMMUNICATION FROM THE
HEAVENLY WORLD

Nor does this communication cease
when the spirit of the Great Master
ascends into the unseen world. Nay,
rather, then communication is easier, because he has laid aside the barriers of the
body. It is difficult to find, in its influence on European history, a more momentous event than the conversion of
Paul, the cause of which was a spiritnal
communication received in the form of a
vision as he journeyed to Damascus. In
his heart was hatred, a determination to
uproot, to exterminate if possible the
whole community of the early Christians
when suddenly he saw, with inner vision,
the spirit of the Christ shining upon
him, like the sun, and a voice bade him
become an apostle of the new religion.
That spiritual communication transformed his life and through him changed
the whole course of human history.
Similar communications, in later years
guided Paul at crucial moments. The
Bible is full of accounts of how angels
flash to the children of men heavenly
guidance. These angels are either the
purified souls of those who have ascended into the Kingdom, or they are the
rays of the Holy Spirit, in either case a
shining symbol of communication from
on high. As 'Abdu'l-Baha says: "Evil
spirits are deprived of eternal life. How
then can they exercise any influence?
But as eternal life is ordained for holy
spirits therefore their influence exists in
all the divine worlds." And Baha'u'llah

COMMUNICATION AND DIVINE INSPIRATION

tells us that the rays of these holy souls
determine the stations of the nations.
They are broadcasting spiritual waves
to all corners of the earth and many an
artist and thinker who believes himself
the creator of great and original ideas
has but caught on the. receiving instrument of his mind and heart the waves
from the world of the Kingdom.
'Abdu'l-Baha wrote to Miss Sarah
Farmer: "0 thou prepared lamp! Be
thou enkindled with the fire of the love
of God as much as thou canst and illumine those countries so that thou mayest
find eternal life and shine upon all ages
and cycles."
HOW TO BE SURE THAT COMMUNICATIONS
ARE REAL

How can we know when the message
which comes to us is true' and when it is
merely imagination and illusion? First
we must so perfect and purify our instrument, our mind and soul that they may
register none but the communications
from on high. Sometimes these come in
waking moments. Often they shine
upon us in our dreams when the outer
mind is quiet and the body is at rest. As
'Abdu'l-Baha says: "It is well known
that a very profound relation exists between the spirit of man and the reality
in the world of existence, for it often
happens that what we see in a dream
comes to pass in waking hours. This
shows that between the spirit of man and
the outer phenomenal world there is spiritual communion. Furthermore the spirit
of man has the power of discovering
things. When this power is recognized
these problems become easy. But the
most interesting fact of all is this, that
even the materialists, while they deny
spiritual power are engaged in making
discoveries and are thus immersed in
spiritual power and claim to know coming events."-'Abdu'l-Baha: From Mirza
Mahmoud's Diary, June 10, 1912.
"There are three kinds of visions or
dreams. First, those that arise from
over-excited nerves, or disordered stomach, and are of no use whatever. Second,
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when God sends a revelation to a soul
that is not entirely pure from the world:
to such an one He sends visions in symbols and signs, and these experiences
need an interpreter. The third kind is
when a soul who is severed from the
world receives a revelation from God. In
this station everything is clear and pure
and peeds no explanation."-'Abdu'lBaha: From notes of Miss Pearson, taken
at Acre, February ,26, 1899.
The true communication is often quite
contrary to our personal will. Paul's vision on the road to Damascus meant that
he must renounce his will completely, to
build the Kingdom of the Christ. We
know all real spiritual communications
by their fruits. True messages from the
heavenly world make our lives: more
pure, more loving, more dedicated to the
service of the Kingdom. As 'Abdu'lBaha says of these spiritual letters: "My
correspondence with thee is uninterrupted, for in my Spirit I supplicate and entreat toward the Kingdom of Abha in thy
behalf. The essence of correspondence
is this, that it may be imprinted upon the
tablet of the heart. (This correspondence) is sent to thee without intermission
by the faithful messenger of the Spirit.
Consequently look thou and study thyself. Whenever thou beholdest that the
soul has glad tidings, the heart is rejoiced, the eye and the insight are illumined, the ears opened, the tongue fluent
in uttering the truth of His Highness the
Merciful One, and the spirit is soaring
heavenward with joy know of a certainty that the tablet hath reached thee."From T,ablet to Miss Ambrose, Washington' D. C.
But the supreme test of the truth of
our visions, ideas and communications is
to compare them with the divine messages of the great prophets. With them
communication with the worlds of God
becomes so perfect, so infallibly certain
that we call it inspiration or revelation.
They are the pure hearts which see God,
which reflect the Sun of Reality in Its
completeness. At best our messages are
but broken rays, colored by the glass of
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our imperfect lives. Only the absolutely
selfless and pure can receive messages
which are invariably certain and true.
Therefore, through all history God has
sent a shining succession of these pure
mirrors to reflect and communicate the
very truth of God in language fitted to
their time and age. The great prophets
merge their human will in· absolute
obedience to the will of God. Therefore
in them the voice of God can speak
crystal clear.
The visions of Isaiah, Ezekiel, the
revelations which came to Amos, Hosea,
J ereniiah, St. John on Patmos are recorded in the Bible. From cover to cover
the Bible tells one story of divine communication which we know as inspiratiQn.

In our day it has burst upon the world
with undimmed brilliance through the
Bab, BaM'u'llah and 'Abdu'I-BaM, and
nOw in Shoghi Effendi. Jinab-i-Fadil
speaks of how the great prophet manifests such amazing knowledge, "foresees
events thousands of years before they
come to pass. They are like sensitive
photographic plates on which are reproduced the images of the Kingdom. His
Holiness the Bab was the herald of
Baha'u'llah. He said, 'Today I am the
center of knowledge. Whosoever desires to ask me any question, no matter
on what subject, I will write or speak
about it immediately, without reflection.'
He said not only that he would answer,
but he said that he would answer without
reflection. His inspiration was just like
the water springing out of the fountain,
uninterruptedly. 'Whatever I write,' he
said, 'with my hand, it is not my hand
that writes; it is the power of God that
moves the hand.' He wrote with greatest rapidity, on scientific and philosophicalsubjects. !foften happened that
the Ulamas of Persia gathered in a .great
meeting and presented to him abstruse
questions. Instantly, the Bab would
take his pen and write in answer, explanations that were most clear and perfect."
BaM'u'llah says in his Tablet to the

Shah of Persia: "0 King! Verily I
was as anyone amongst mankind,
slumbering upon my couch. The gales
of the All-Glorious passed by me, and
taught me the knowledge of what hath
been. This thing is not from me but
from One who is Mighty and All-knowing. And He bade me proclaim betwixt
the earth and the heaven, and for this
hath there befallen me that whereat the
eyes of those who know overflow with
tears. I have not studied those sciences
which men possess, nor have I entered
the colleges; inquire of the city wherein
I was, that thou mayest be assured that
I am not of those who speak falsely.
"This is a leaf which the breezes of
the will of thy Lord, the Mighty, the Extolled, have stirred. Can it be still when
the rushing winds blow?"*
The same inspiration flowed through
the pen and the voice of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
Jinab-i~ F adil tells of how "one of the
philosophers of Persia came· to Acre,
Palestine. He asked certain proofs of
'Abdu'l-Baha. 'Abdu'l-Baha replied, I
am ready to answer any question that
you ask. I will dictate to you provided
that you are able to follow my thought,
without stopping. The man replied,
very well, that is easy. Then he asked
a scientific question. The explanation
flowed from the tongue of 'Abdu'l-Baha
like a waving sea. When the philosopher had written one page he begged to
be excused. 'Abdu'l-Baha said that he
would dictate more slowly. So the man
wrote the second page. But he found
it impossible to follow the dictation. He
was so filled with. wonder and astonishment that he immediately became an
ardent follower of the Cause and began
to teach others."
,Abd u'l-Baha in his last Will and
Testament shows us that after his ascension Shoghi Effendi, the glorious
youth, is the dayspring of divine guidance. He is under "the unerring guidance of God."
Thus we have,in the midst of the world
*See the whole of this marvelous quotation in
Bah6'i Scriptures, pages 70 ff, or in Ba/ui'i Revelption
under the selections from the words of Baha'u'lIah:

THE DA YSPRING OF DIVINE GUIDANCE

a standard of divine revelation. By this
heavenly standard can we compare our
ideas, speculations, dreams and visions.
The Great Prophet speaks the pure
teachings, the pure truth of God. He
thus becomes a divine center of certainty
and of unity, for by uniting upon his
teaching, which is the teaching of God,
the many peoples and nations may become one.
Furthermore, he communicates not
only ideas, but the dynamic power to put
them into action. He transmits to those
who read his words much more than the
words, much more than ideas-the divine energy which purifies the spirit, consecrates the life, sets the heart aflame
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with the fire of love. He communicates
his divine energy to all those who with
pure and responsive hearts read his
His
words or repeat his prayers.
words are the water of life which makes
all things new, God's bestowal for establishing on earth and in the minds of
men, unity and peace. Out of the water
of his divine knowledge, flowing through
the New Jerusalem of his teachings, rises
the tree of life, the beloved community
of his disciples in all lands and religions,
whose leaves (deeds and spirit) are for
the healing and uniting of the nations.
"Blessed are they that have a right to
come to the tree of life and enter by the
Gates into the City."

BAHA'I NEWS AND NOTES
The BaM'i Spiritual Assembly,
H aifa, Palestine.
June and July, 19 2 3.
E heartily rejoice because we are
actually realizing that the friends
of God wherever they may be found are
united as members of one body and consequently the joy of one member is the
joy of all and the sorrow of one is the
sorrow of all.
The news of the financial difficulty of
the friends in Germany due to the critical situation now obtaining has made all
friends who have heard about it
anxious. The friends in Haifa took immediate steps and collected a sum which
was forwarded to Germany. We hear
that other Baha'i centers have taken
similar measures. We raise our voices
in prayer to the Almighty that through
the spirit of our beloved Master wh~ so
loved the world that he suffered practically all his life that peace might appear
in the hearts of men, these gloomy
clouds of ill-will may be dispersed and

W

the light of the Sun of Truth may shine
in full glory.
In one of our nineteen-day letters you
read that Jinab-i-Mirza Mahmud-iFurughi, filled with the spirit of service,
left the Holy Land, on his way to Persia.
The first center which he visited was
Alexandretta in Syria. He was requested by the friends to tarry there a
fortnight. His host showed him great
hospitality and did all that he could to
make the visit a complete success. One
of the local papers announced his arrival
and as a result all the leading notables
of the town, includi~g the mayor and the
French Governor, called on him; and
upon all occasions he spoke of the
grandeur of the Cause. He was also invited to tea on board the French battleship, Lorraine, anchoring in Alexandretta at the time, which had brought
the new High Commissioner to Syria.
The letter from Bandar Abbas, Persian Gulf, brings us encouraging news
of the activities of the friends there.
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They have requested the Haifa Spiritual
Assembly to supply them with the addresses of the friends in the Occident so
that they may start communicating with
them.
The letter from Cairo states that the
newly formed Assembly at Kummus
Saayidah has requested the services of
three of the Cairo friends who could
visit their center in turn and spread the
Cause amongst the many thirsty souls.
They have opened a Baha'i school,
called the Abbasia Charity School, and
hope to gradually extend their field of
activities, and this school at Kom-elSaaid, Egypt, 'will in turn become a university. They have also established a
Pilgrim's House. They have spread the
Cause in fourteen towns in Beni-Suef
District, Egypt.
The letter from 'Ishqabad brings us
further news of the progress of the
Cause in Russian Turkestan. In Moscow the friends have been fully active in
acquainting the people with the vital
principles of the Cause. An extract from
the Moscow letter is as follows: "With
regard to the progress of the Cause in
this city: a few days ago a big gathering
of about three hundred persons, followers of Tolstoi, came together. Agha
Habibuilah and Agha Yasim addressed
them, the former relating the history of
the Baha'i Movement, and the latter, the
teachings and principles. After the addresses were finished the audience asked
questions for an hour and a half and
they all were interested in the Cause."
Another letter from Bushire, Persian
Gulf, is a cause of gn~at joy to us. Some
four months ago a friend went from another city to that port. As a result of
his sincerity, strength of faith and sacrificial efforts a goodly number of people
became conscious of the greatness of the
Cause which they have embraced with
heart and soul. Consequently they have
established in this port their Spiritual
Assembly. They are now very active in
illumining other souls. They have also
started a Baha'i Fund. One of the

friends has dedicated his own house to
the Cause. He has also supplied the
necessary furniture, together with fortytwo volumes of Baha'i books. This place
is at present the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar of
the friends at Bushire. It is lovingly
suggested that the friends pray for this
friend whose devotion is the nucleus of
all these activities in this port, that he
may, day by day, be more successful in
his services.
One of the provincial Spiritual Assemblies of Persia has established its
fund on a solid basis. They have
financed the treasury of their provincial
Spiritual Assembly according to the following table:
C OIntributions.

A. Daily contributions by merchants and
shopkeepers: Yz % of their transacting capacity in business.
a. 74 % of the total purchases.
b. 74 % of the total sales.
B. Monthly contributions by wage and
salary earning people, including
doctors, 5 percent of wag~s, salaries and fees.

e.

Yearly contributions by land owners
and farmers: 2% of all the gross
products their farms and lands
produce.

Expenditures.

A. One-third of all contributions has
been allotted to the Teaching Committee.
B. One-third of alI contributions has
been allotted to the education ot
girls and boys.

e.

One-third of all contributions has
been allotted to the relief of the
needy who are unable to work and
earn their living.

The friends in the Holy Land in the
spirit of the Master's will, to do alI that
they can to take care of the Guardian
of the Cause, urgently requested him to
depart from Haifa until the end of the
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summer, when malaria abates. Afte
great persuasion he accepted this request
and left Haifa for Europe on Wednesday, the twentieth of June, at eight
o'clock a. m. We are glad to hear that
his health has improved very much and
he is finding physical rest in order to be
able to strengthen the spiritual health of
the friends the world over.
The letter from Kenosha, dated June
fifth, 1923, and full of glad tidings was
read in our meetings with great pleasure.
The gratIfying news that they have
taken full possession of Central Hall,
168 Main Street, third floor, for Baha'i
meetings made us really happy.
The letter from the Paris Assembly
was expressive of the fact that gradually
the invisible power of God is bringing
a change in the spirit of the people and
SOon we shall realize that the supreme
divine Power transcends all human limitations.
The letter from the National Spiritual
Assembly, England, dated July the
ninth, is just received. We are glad to
hear that they are doing their best in
disseminating Baha'i publications and
that Miss Herrick's book will be published immediately.
We are pleased, indeed, that through
the efforts of friends in England new
souls are becoming members of the
Movement of Peace and Love. Tlie
many duties to be discharged by friends
point to the fact that every bit of energy
is to be spent in bringing new souls to
the Cause and preparing them for the
great responsibility of giving education
to the world at large.
We have just received another interesting letter from Tashkand, Russian
Turkestan, saying that many Russians
have joined the Movement. The Baha'ls
.in public conferences have given irrefutable arguments that only true. religion
can bring real peace and joy to the
troubled world today.
May we close now with our best
wishes to you, dear brothers and sisters.
We ever remember you in the Holy
Shrines.
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THE MONTH OF THE COVENANT
HIS is that which hath descended from the Realm of
Glory, uttered by the Tongue of Power and Might, and
revealed unto the messengers of old, the quintessence
whereof We have taken and arrayed in the garment of
brevity, as a token of grace unto the righteous that they may
stand faithful unto the Covenant of the Lord, that they
may fulfill in their lives His Trust, and may in the Realm of
the Spirit obtain for themselves the priceless gem of Divine
Virtue.
From the new translation of the Hidden Words of
Baha'u'llah by Shoghi Effendi.
Chant (or recite) the verses of God every morning and
evening. The one who neglects this has not been faithful
to the Covenant of God and His agreement .... To chant
but one verse with joy and gladness is better for you than
reading all the Revelation of the Omnipotent God with carelessness .... Refresh (the soul) that thus it may soar on the
wings of Revelation to tile Dawning-Place of proofs. This
brings you nearer to God, were ye of those who understand.
-From the Book of Aqdas.
Through the protection and help of the Blessed Pedection
-may my life be a sacrifice to his beloved ones !-you must
conduct and deport yourselves in such a manner that you
may stand out among other souls distinguished by a brilliancy
like unto the sun. If anyone of you enters a city he must
become the center of attraction be~use of the sincerity,
faithfulness, love, honesty, fidelity, truthfulness and lovingkindness of his disposition toward all the inhabitants of the
world, that the people of the city may all cry out: "This
person is unquestionably a Baha'i, for his manners, his behavior, his conduct, his morals, his nature and his disposition are of the attributes of the Baha'is." Until you do attain
to this station, you have not fulfilled the Covenant and the
Testament of God.-From a Tablet of 'Abdu'I-BaM.
Today the pulsating power in the arteries of the body
of the world is the spirit of the Covenant-the spirit which
is the cause of life. Whosoever is vivified with this spirit,
the freshness and beauty of life become manifest in him, he
is baptized with the Holy Spirit, he is born again, is freed
from oppression and tyranny, from heedlessness and harshness which deaden the spirit, and attains to everlasting life.
Praise thou God that thou art firm in the Covenant and the
Testament and art turning thy face to the Luminary of the
world, His Highness BaM'u'Hah.-From a Tablet of JAbdu J[BaM.

T
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The BaM'i Temple-Aashriqu'l-Adhkar-at Ishqabad, in southern Russia. This
Temple of universal religion stands in the center of nine beautiful gardens and
is approached by nine a·venues. In each garden is a magnificent fountain, symbolic of the 'looter of life manifest through each of the great world prophets.
Around the Temple, as its a.ccessories, are schools, a hospice, a hospital, an
orphanage
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THE NEW COVENANT
HE symbol of the Covenant runs
like a shining cord of unity through
T
the religions of the world. The Old
Testament means the Old Covenant.
The New Testament is the New Covenant. And all through the Bible is to
be found the promise of a still newer
Covenant to be made in the Latter Day,
the fulness of time, when God shall
write His law in the hearts of His
children, and they shall know Him
from the least unto the greatest; and
there shall be one fold and one Shepherd, a thousand years of peace. "The
holy ones of old whenever they imagined the wondrous vision" of this day
of days were "as thunderstruck and
yearned for but a fleeting moment of
that glorious hour."
The Covenant is a divine agreement
between God and His children. He
has a wonderful plan for man's life
upon earth, for his destiny as a transformer of the world. "0 my servant!
Thou art like a sword of rarest temper
and lustre, enclosed in a dark sheath, by
reason of which its quality remains concealed from the craftsmen. Then come
forth from the sheath of self and desire, that thy lustre may gleam forth
resplendent and manifest to all the
world." "0 my friend! Thou art the
day-star of the Heavens of Holiness,
let not the defilement of the world
eclipse thy splendour. Rend asunder

the veil of negligence that, without veil
or covering, thou mayest emerge resplendent and array all beings with the
robe of life."* But to attain to this
station ordained for him from the creation of the world, man must obey
God's laws, which are the articles of
God's Covenant, revealed by Him
through His chosen messengers. The
covenant with Abraham gave the glad
tidings that through his seed should all
the nations of the world be blessed. The
covenant with Moses, uttered from the
Sinai of Light, opened the door to the
Promised Land. Its first articles were
the Ten Commandments. The sovereignty of David, the splendor of Solomon,
the flowering of Israel into a strong
nation reveal the power which comes
through obedience to the Covenant. The
degradation of the Babylonian captivity,
the ruin of Jerusalem were the result
of disobedience. When the early Christians followed the covenant given by
Christ in the Sermon on the Mount they
became the light of the world. They
united the divergent races and religions
of the old Roman Empire into a brotherhood so wonderful that three hundred
years after Jesus' crucifixion a man
traveling from Persia to England would
be greeted by the Christians, all along
the way, as though he were a member
of their own family.
~Hidden Words, quoted from Baha'u'llah and the
New Era, p. 82.
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CENTERS OF UNITY

The collective center which unites
"various peoples, tongues, nativities and
opinions" is the Manifestation of God,
the Great Mouthpiece of God. Said
'Abdu'l-Baba, in the Church of the Ascension, in New York City: "The collective cent er has ever appeared from
the Orient. His Holiness Abraham
was a collective center and he appeared
in the East. His Holiness Moses was
a collective center and he appeared in
the East. His Holiness Christ was a
colIective center and he appeared in the
East. His Holiness Muhammad was a
collective center appearing among the
nomadic tribes of the Arabian peninsula.
Today His Holiness Baba'u'llah is the
collective center of unity for all humanity and he has come from the East."
These collective centers have established the only real and powerful interracial, international unity that has
ever been known upon this earth. They
are God's greatest bounty to mankind.
ELEMENTS IN THE COVEN ANT

The covenant of God in each
prophetic dispensation consists of two
parts: the teachings and the Divine
Teacher; the revelation and the Prophet
who reveals it. "Is it possible that
one may believe in a book without believing in the teacher of that book? Is
it possible to accept the sun and to reject its rays? He who rejects the rays
is, no doubt, a rejecter of the sun, too.
Further, many say, 'we have no need of
prophets. We can have direct connection with God.' Thev do not know
that divine prophets a~e the rays of the
Sun of Reality and a means of educating the realities of men. Therefore he
who rejects the bounty of the Sun of
Reality and thinks himself not in need
of it is like unto him who says that he
is not in need of God and rejects both
God and reality in face of the fact that
all creation is receiving incessant bounty from God and is dependent upon
Him as the body is dependent upon the

soul."-'Abdu'I-BaM: from the Diary
of Mirza Mahmoud, November, 1912.
Again, the teachings are like the rays
of the sun: the revealer of the covenant
is the sun itself. And the sun is more
than all its rays, for it is the divine center that radiates the rays to all corners
of the universe. So is it with the Great
Prophets, the Manifestations of the Sun
of Truth. They are the pure centers
through whom God speaks, and pours
His Holy Spirit like a river of light.
They are both the heavenly teachings
and the power of God. As' Abdu'lBaha said of Jesus: "Jesus was a Manifestation of God. Everything of him
pertained to God. To know him was to
know God. To have him was to have
God. To obey him was to obey God.
He was the source of all divine virtues.
He was a vision of all divine qualities.
In this vision the light of the Sun of
Reality was reflected to the world.
Through this mirror the Energy of God
was transmitted to the world.
The
whole disc of the Sun of Reality was
reflected in him."
Because this "Primal Mirror" thus
transmits the rays of the Sun of Truth
and brings them directly to bear upon
the lives and thoughts of men his appearance upon earth is like the glory
of a divine springtime. He focuses upon
the world the radiance of a new truth,
the warm rays of a new love, the showers of God's mercy, the all-renewing
breezes of the Holy Spirit. From out
his teachings there flowers the summer
season of a new civilization.
After the most glorious summer,
however, there alwavs follow the autumn and the winte~. This has been
true of the teachings of even the greatest Manifestations. Their covenant is,
after a while, forgotten, its light hidden
beneath the clouds of dogma and superstition.
When this occurs the Sun
has always dawned again, from a new
horizon, to fulfiIl the promise given by
the previous Manifestation, that God
would send a Successor, a new Mani-
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festation, who would bring in a. new
"springtime of His Holiness The Eternal One."
The succession of these Manifestations of God is the central law of the
religious .development of the world. It
is the supreme teaching of the Covenant. Therefore, "when the old world
is sterile and the ages are effete" we
must search for the new collective center of God's new Covenant, and listen
to his words, for when we have found
him we have found God's new will for
the new time. This is the law of the
spiritual history of the race, that every
Great Prophet has taken a covenant
with his followers that they should follow and obey his successor, the one
whom God has willed to come after
him. This covenant tells men that they
must be watchful for the next Manifestation, for he may come like a thief
in the night. Moses took a covenant
with his followers that they should find
and obey the fuller covenant to be revealed in the Christ. Christ took a
covenant that all should watch for the
Son of Man, The Parac1ete, The Spirit
of Truth. Buddhists have for twentyfive hundred years waited for the fuller
covenant to be revealed by Maitreya;
Zoroastrians for the three great figures
to appear in Persia who would bring
the forces of light to everlasting victory.
Muslims await the coming of Ghaim,
the Mahdi, the Messiah. The Hebrews
remember the words of Malachai:
"Behold I send my messenger, and he
shall prepare the way before me; and
the Lord, whom ye seek, will suddenly
come to his temple; and the messenger
of the Covenant, whom ye desire, behold, he cometh, saith the Lord of
Hosts."
THE NEW COVENANT IN BAHA'u'LLAH

The Baha'i Teachings present to a
despairing world the glad tidings that
these promises of old have been fulfilled in a new and universal way, wonderful beyond all our imaginings.
.~----.-.~

..- - -
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The true prophets, said Jesus, referring to the glorious ones who should
come after him; ye shall know by their
fruits. The following are some of the
fruits of the life and the teachings of
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha which
prove their divine mission:
The reconciliation of science and religion so as to satisfy the minds and the
hearts of men.
The statement of the Eternal Truth
in the language of today so as to solve
the problems of present-day society:
"He diagnoses the illness and prescribes
the remedy. Every day has its own
secret." "The teachings of Baha'u'llah,"
wrote 'Abdu'I-Baha, shortly before his
ascension, "are the light of this age and
the spirit of this century. The first one
is the investigation of truth; the second
the oneness of mankind; third, universal peace; fourth, the conformity of
religion with science; fifth, the abandonment of racial, denominational,
worldly and political prejudices-prejudices which destroy the foundation of
mankind; sixth, right and justice;
seventh, the betterment of morals;
eighth, equality of both sexes; ninth,
the diffusion of knowledge and education; tenth, economic questions, etc."
Teachings stated in so universal a
form as to appeal to all races, religions
and types of minds, from the least unto
the greatest.
Teachings reinforced by the divine
Holy Spirit which creates men anew:
The teachings of Baha'u'llah transform,
like a divine elixir, the baser metals of
human nature into the shining gold of
love, sacrifice. illumination. They open
the eyes of the spiritually blind, un stop
the ears of the deaf and make the simple, the humble, even the children eloquent apostles. "Through them flows
the river of Divine Knowledge and
bursts the fire of the consummate wisdom of the Eterna1."
Creative words that burn away from
human hearts the prejudices, hatreds,
superstitions that divide religions and
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races; Baha'u'lhih and 'Abdu'l-Baha
have already united a great multitude,
drawn from all kindreds, all peoples and
religions into the most universal spiritual brotherhood which the world has
ever known. "Consider the power of
the Covenant," said 'Abdu'l-Baha to a
group of visitors in Acre in 1909. "Before the coming of Baha'u'llah it was
absolutely impossible for a Zoroastrian
to be united with a Jew, a Seyyid (descendant of Muhammad), and a Mulla;
and for these to be united with a Christian was impossible. But the power of
(his) covenant has so gathered them
together that they seem like one spirit.
Although the bodies are many, the
spirit is one."
The lives and deeds of Bahi'u'llah
and 'Abdu'l-Bahi are so perfect as to be
themselves the teaching that they proclaim. The Word was made flesh and
all who had eyes to see beheld its glory.
Professor T. K. Cheney of Oxford University, higher critic and Bible scholar,
tells of his doubts and perplexities; and
then of how there came to his study
one day, 'Abdu'l-Baha, who made all
things new. Whereupon he studied the
life of Baha'u'llih with all the rigor of
the higher and historical critic, and
could find no sin in him. He was, indeed, wrote Professor Cheney, what his
followers loved to call him, the Blessed
Perfection.
Bahi'u'llih established the tree of his
Cause in the midst of the most terrible storms of persecution and opposition
from a host of enemies. Forty years he
was an exile and a prisoner. But he
withstood all his enemies like a mountain, until his light shone forth triumphant and ilIumined the world.
"And some of his signs are the unfoldment of prophecies and glad tidings,
the appearance of proofs and references
-the expectations of the pure and devout-and they are of those who attain.
"And some of his signs are his steadfastness before the great nations and
powerful governments, even before a

host of enemies, who shed blood and
strive to wreck the divine edifice in
every time and place. Verily, therein is
a thought for those who reflect upon
the signs of God.
"And some of his signs are the wonders of his explanations, the eloquence
of his utterances, the rapidity of revealing his words, verses, addresses, communes, interpretations of the symbols
and illustrations of the parables. By
thy life, the Cause is evident and clear
to those who see with the eyes of justice !"-From a Tablet of 'Abdu'l-BaM.
'Abdu'l-Bahi in the following word~,
spoken to some visitors at Haifa in the
winter of 1920, sums up a few of the
proofs of the mission of Baha'u'llah;
"Among the proofs are the teachings
of the Blessed Beauty (Bahi'u'llah),
teachings such as have not been given
since the beginning of the world. These
teachings are for all mankind and in
them is to be found the highest degree
of counsel-advise in the utmost eloquence and beauty of expression, morals
in the highest degree of perfection,
politics in the highest degree of perfection, laws of the utmost firmness, public
management most perfectly regulated.
Whatever the world of humanity needs
is found here. All the religions of the
world see the 11tmost perfection of man
in these teachings. . . . The teachings
and exhortations which His Holiness
Christ gave the Christians can be found
in Baha'u'llah's teachings. Politics are
in the Qur'an; the Muslims can find
political science of the most perfect
order in the teachings of Baha'u'llah.
Such fundamental things as are useful,
such as equality and freedom-these
can be found in the laws of Baha'u'llah.
. . . The teachings of Baha'u'llah are
all-inclusive. Other teachings are like
branches; but the teachings of Bahi'u'llih are like the trunk of a tree which
sends out all the branches.
"These are from a person who never
entered a school, who had never known
a teacher, who had never associated with

WHAT IS THE BAHA'f COVENANT?

people of learning and who had from
his early life been in utmost tribulation.
Such teachings are most illuminating.
Such teachings are divine. What greater proofs than these!
"The Cause of the Blessed Beauty in
every possible way is clearly proved.
The proof is not of one kind only, but
of all kinds. One is at a loss to know
which proof to begin with. For example, in Europe, in the great assemblies, talks were given. I spoke to eminent people. I remember that one day
I met a Member of Parliament. He
asked me: 'What is the proof of His
Holiness Bah:'t'u'l1ah? I want it in a
concise and useful form.' I said: 'The
concise and sufficient proof is that Baha'u'llah in such a prison as Acre, and
when under chains, raised his banner.
In Tihran he was in prison and under
chains. In Acre he was in prison.
Under these circumstances he raised his
banner.' When I mentioned this proof
he became very silent. I said: 'There is
nothing recorded comparable to this.
What power is this, that from the beginning of the world until today such a
thing has not happened!'''
When, through an independent investigation of truth, we find the divine
physiCian, the captain who can guide us
safely through the storms into the
promised kingdom of peace, then we entrust our lives to his guidance-his
guidance and his teachings.
WHAT

IS

THE

BAHA'I

COVENANT?

The Baha'i covenant is an agreement
which God takes with those who recognize His latest Manifestation that they
will live according to the teachings
which He reveals through His Chosen
Ones. As 'Abdu'l-Baha says: "According to the irrefutable text He has taken
from us a firm covenant that we may
live and act according to the divine exhortations, commands and lordly teachings." "If a person lives for one day
according to those divine exhortations
and teachings (that is, as revealed in the
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Hidden Words,) he will be assisted to
move the visible and invisible world."
These teachings, "descended from the
Realm of Glory, uttered by the Tongue
of Power and Might and revealed to
the Messengers of old," shine from the
pages of Bah:'t'u'l1ah and 'Abdu'l-Bah:'t
like a world-illuminating sun, dispelling
the darkness of nature and ushering in
the day of the oneness of mankind, the
oneness of religions, universal peace.
But the center of them all, the most
great characteristic of this new revelation from God, is the Center of the
Covenant. In every cycle the Center of
the Covenant is, first, the Great Prophet who reveals the covenant to his
age. The divine, universal Manifestations of God live their teachings so perfectly that they are not only its center,
they are the Covenant. Their pure
teachings and pure deeds flow like a
fountain ever new, from the Ocean of
the Ever-Living.
But when the Great Prophet ascends
from this world how is the unity which
he establishes upon earth to be maintained? As long as the followers of
Moses, of Muhammad and the Christ
had a center of unity they were the
spiritual transformers of the world. But
when self-seeking leaders began to interpret their revelations, each one creating "a party round about himself," sects
and divisions arose and the army of
light lost its power. Without unity of
command the soldiers of God can never
scatter the forces of darkness. Therefore the Center of the Covenant is the
essence of the Covenant.
"The Baha'is," says 'Abdu'l-Baha,
"are ordered to establish the oneness of
mankind. If they cannot unite around
one point how will they be able to bring
about the unity of mankind?" Baha'u'113.h, in order that God's glorious purpose, of uniting in the Latter Day the
divergent peoples and religions into one
fold might be fulfilled, bade his disciples, in his last will and testament and
in many epistles, to turn after his pass-
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ing to the one whom God had purposed,
the one branched from the Pre-Existent
Stock-'Abdu'l-Baha. "The purpose of
the Blessed Beauty in entering into this
covenant and testament was to gather
all the existing beings around one point
so that the thoughtless souls who in
every cycle and generation have been
the cause of dissension may not undermine the Cause."t
"There were dissensions after the departure of Christ because there had been
no center appointed."* "In former cycles
no distinct covenant was made in writing by the Supreme Pen and no distinct
personage was appointed to be the
standard differentiating falsehood from
truth."**
"And inasmuch as in the past there
have been caused great differences and
divergences, and denominations have
been created, every man with a new idea
attributing it to God, therefore He desired that among Baha'is no difference
should occur. Wherefore with His pen
He wrote the Book of His Covenant,
addressing all Baha'is and all His relations, saying: 'Verily, I have appointed a person who is the Center of My
Covenant. All must obey him; all must
turn to him; he is the expounder of My
Book and he is informed of My purposes. All must turn to him. Whatsoever he says is true, for verily, he
knoweth the texts of My Book. Other
than he, none knoweth the Book.' And
this He said because among the Baha'is
there is not to take place any difference;
all are to be unified and agreed."***
For thirty years 'Abdu'l-Baha, the
Center of the Covenant, through the inspiration of God, united members of all
religions and peoples into a spiritual
oneness which encircles the world. He
lived so gloriously the teachings of the
tBaM'i Scriptures, p. 547.
to Mrs. ReIen S. GoodaIl and others,
New York City, 1912.
**'Abdu'l-Baha, Star of the West, Vo!. 12, p. 227.
*"Bah6'f Scriptures, p. 282. Read the wonderful
words of the Covenant, pp. 279-283, also The Star
of the West, Vo!. 3, No. 15, p. 7.

*, Abdu'\·Baha

Covenant that he was, himself, the
Covenant of God's oneness.
In order that the disciples of Baha
might maintain their perfect unity and
through that unity become the spiritual
transformers of the world, 'Abdu'l-Baha
also wrote a last will and testament,
naming in clear, indubitable words the
collective center whom God had chosen
after his ascension. He entered into a
covenant with all his followers that they
should follow and obey this Center. This
Center of Baha'i unity named by
'Abdu'l-Baha, this dayspring of guidance, this chosen one of God, this
Guardian of the Cause is the glorious
and inspired youth, Shoghi Effendi.
When the Universal Spiritual Assembly shall be elected, from all the Baha'is
of the world, Shoghi Effendi will be its
life-long head. They will apply the
divine teachings to the new problems,
the new world conditions.
Thus can the lovers of the light in
the Day of God attain unity of action
through unity of guidance; thus will
they avoid the sectarian divisions of
past ages, by turning to the one cent er
which God has appointed. To love and
follow that Cent er is to attain perfect
freedom, for freedom is not found in
following all the new ideas that chance
to arise in the individual's mind, ideas
that often separate and divide, cause
war and dissension. True freedom is
attained by every individual's obeying
in perfect joy the will, the law of God
as revealed in His Chosen Ones. "Say,
to have liberty is to observe My Commandments, if ye be of them that perceive. Should men follow that which
We have revealed unto them from the
Heavens of Divine Revelation they
would of a certainty attain unto absolute freedom. . . . Say, the liberty
that profiteth you, is naught but servitude to God, the True One, and who so
hath tasted the sweetness thereof, he
~urely will barter it not for the dominion
of heaven and earth."*
"Quoted from The Book of Aqdas.

THE TESTAMENT OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
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FROM THE LAST WILL AND 'The child is the secret essence of its
sire,' that is, should he not inherit of
TESTAMENT OF 'ABDU'Lthe spiritual within him (the GuardBA HA
ian), and his glorious lineage not be
~ ~

0

my loving friends! After the
passing away of this wronged
one, it is incumbent upon the Branches
and Twigs of the Sacred Lote-Tree
(i. e., the relatives of the Bab and BaM
'u'l1ah), the Hands of the Cause of
God and the loved ones of the AbM
Beauty, to turn unto Shoghi Effendithe youthful Branch, branched from
the Two Hallowed and Sacred LoteTrees (Bab and Baha'u'llah) and the
fruit grown from the union of the two
offshoots of the Tree of Holiness, as He
is the Sign of God, the Chosen Branch,
the Guardian of the Cause of God, he
unto whom all the Branches, the Twigs,
the Hands of the Cause of God and His
loved ones must turn. He is the expounder of the Words of God, and after
him will succeed the first-born of his
lineal descendants ..... .
"The sacred and youthful Branch,
the Guardian of the Cause of God, as
well as the Universal Assembly
(Baytu'l-'Adl) to be universally elected
and established, are both under the care
and protection of the Abha Beauty, under the shelter and unerring guidance
of His Holiness the Exalted One. May
my life be offeed up for them both!
Whatsoever they decide is of God .....
"0 ye beloved of the Lord! It is incumbent upon the Guardian of the
Cause of God to appoint in his own lifetime him that shall become his successor, that differences may not arise after
his passing. He that is appointed must
manifest in himself detachment from all
worldly things, must be the essence of
purity, must show in himself the fear
of God, knowledge, wisdom and learning. Thus, should the first-born of the
Guardian of the Cause of God not manifest in himself the truth of the words,

matched with a goodly character, then
must the Guardian of the Cause choose
another Branch to succeed him.
"The Hands of the Cause of God
must elect from their own number nine
persons that shall at all times be occupied in the important services of the
work of the Guardian of the Cause of
God. The election of these nine must
be carried, either unanimously or by a
majority, from the company of the
Hands of the Cause of God, ·and these,
whether unanimously or by a majority
vote, must give their assent to the choice
of the one whom the Guardian of the
Cause hath chosen as his successor. This
assent must be given in such wise that
the assenting and dissenting voices may
not be distinguished (i. e., by secret ballot)."
"And now, concerning the Assembly
(Baytu'l-'Adl) which God hath ordained as the source of all good and
freed from all error, it must be elected
by universal suffrage, that is, by the believers. Its members must be manifestations of the fear of God, and daysprings of knowledge and understanding, must be steadfast in God's Faith,
and the well-wishers of all ty,ankind. By
this assembly is meant the Universal
Assembly: that is, in each country a
secondary Assembly must be instituted,
and these secondary assemblies must
elect the members of the Universal one.
"Unto this body ali things must be referred. It enacteth all ordinances and
regulations that are not to be found in
the explicit Holy Text. By this body
all the difficult problems are to be resolved, and the Guardian of the Cause
is its sacred head and the distinguished
member, for life, of that body. Should
he not attend in person its deliberations,
he must appoint one to represent him."
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"This is the foundation of the faith
of the people of BaM, may my life be
offered up for them! His Holiness the
Exalted One, the Rib, is the Manifestation of the Unity and Oneness of God
and the forerunner of the Ancient
Beauty; the AbM Beauty, may my life
be a sacrifice for his steadfast friends!
is the Supreme Manifestation of God
and the Dayspring of His Most Divine
Essence. All others are servants unto
Him and do His bidding. Unto the
Most Holy Book everyone must turn
and all that is not expressly recorded

therein must be referred to the Universal Spiritual Assembly. That which
this body, whether unanimously or by a
majority doth carry, that is verily the
truth and the purpose of God Himself.
Whoso doth deviate therefrom is verily
of them that love discord, hath shown
forth malice and turned away from the
Lord of the Covenant."*
*These selections from the Last Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Baha. are taken from Dr. Esslemont's
new book, Baha'u'llah and The New Era, George
Alien & Unwin, Ltd., London, and from The Passing
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, Bahai Pub. Society, Chicago. One
should read the last chapter of Dr. Esslemont's book
for fuller selections from this great document.

THE MYSTERY OF GOD
By

HORACE HOLLEY

Into what painted picture have I stepped
Mirror to radiance of more joyous stars,
So vainly, vainly beat
Spent echoes at my feetTired world that fought too 'many frantic wars,
World where Jesus wept.
A dream of sudden sleep-or I have slept
Blind lives away behind imagined bars
And broke what cannot break
The heart to this awake,
Tired world that fought too many frantic wars,
World where Jesus wept.
Here Memory kindles, long from memory swept,
And Love consumes his human mask of scars.
The thunder of his Word
From heaven to heaven is heard!
Tired world that fought too many frantic wars,
World where Jesus wept.
I came, I saw, I am. Serenely kept
Unmarred among the multitude that marsGlory of God I-be known
Thy Presence to Thy own
Tired world that fought too many frantic wars,
World where Jesus wept.

ARABIAN CIVILIZATION
By

]INAB-I-FADIL

HE. Arabian peninsula is a vast

T desert inhabited from time immemorial by Bedouin tribes, and Arabs,
who, with their camels and horses
roamed over the great stretches of that
land and on it pitched their tents. Until
the coming of Muhammad, six centuries
after Christ, these people developed no
distinct civilization. The Bedouin tribes
of Arabia were, however, before the
time of Muhammad possessed of certain excellent qualities, such as generosity, faithfulness, loyalty and hospitality. Because of the dry, hot climate of
the desert their mode of life was extremely simple, and they wore but little
clothing. They were a physically powerful race, many of them able to outrun even their own horses. Like these
famous steeds they were fiery and quicktempered. Yet they pdssessed qualities
upon which a sturdy nation could be
built.
The Arabs are Semitic in origin, descended from Shem. As the many
tribes were separated from each other
their language resolved itself into a
number of dialects. Each tribe lived independently, under the leadership of a
chief-a sheikh or amir. But as a nation
they were always influenced, 01' governed
by the Romans, the Greeks or the
Persians.
Previous to Muhammad their religion
was Sabaeanism, which is star worshiping. Each tribe had a star, signifying
a deity, and Arabia abounded in small
temples dedicated to the gods of the
stars. Of these many temples the most
important was at Mecca, "Head of
Towns", where all the religious gropings and crude ideals of the Arabs were
assembled, and then disseminated. This
chief Arabian city of Mecca contained
hundreds of idols, one of which was
very ancient, and thousands of pilgrims
from all parts of Arabia came to Mecca

to worship in wild, barbaric fashion,
their rites including the sacrifice of their
own children.
The chief, and daily occupation of
these people was- tribal warfare and internal feuds. To make war was regarded as evidence of courage; and each
tribe had its particular method of carrying on warfare with other tribes.
Century after century they fought. This
kept them weak as a nation; therefore
any foreign power could gain control
over them because of their disorganized
state. They had, also, many blameworthy practices, such as polygamy and
drinking. They considered the birth of
a daughter such a disgrace that they
often buried a girl baby alive rather than
let her grow up to mortify the family.
The advent of a son they hailed with
delight for here was one who could
perpetuate the traditions of the family.
This, in brief, is a picture of the life
of the Arabs at about six hundred A. D.
-nomadic, quarrelsome bands of people,
courageous and generous, yet possessed
of many unadmirable qualities. In one
section, only, a district called Yeman,
was there really any civilization. Here,
many eminent kings and rulers had
reigned, developing a certain kind of
culture. One of these rulers was the
Queen of Sheba, referred to in the Old
Testament.
The only literature developed by the
Arabs was poetry. They loved and
honored a poet and regarded him as inspired. Once a year, at Mecca, a great
festival was held, when the tribes from
all parts of Arabia gathered, to exchange their merchandise. Here the
poets came also, and read their compositions to the people. A group of judges
selected the best poem which was then
hung upon the wall of the sacred temple
there to stay until the following year,
when it would either be removed to give
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place to a better poem, or pennitted to deep conviction that he had a message
remain for many years, because it had to deliver to his people. He confided
this to his wife, a very remarkable
no rival.
When Christ arose, even his divine woman, spiritual, and with executive
light did not penetrate to these ancient ability which enabled her to carry on
temples of idolatry. A few of the Ara- large business enterprises. She believed
bians accepted him, believing in a strange in him and encouraged him in his conversion of the trinity, and worshiping viction that he had received a great
the Heavenly Father, Christ and the message and must deliver it.
The story was told, in the symbolic
Mother of Christ. There were also
among the tribes several descendants of language of that time that, while in the
Jacob who professed a belief in the Old cave near Mecca, Muhammad had a viTestament, but this belief in God, which sion in which he saw a beautiful being
came either through Christian theology descend from heaven, who commanded
or Mosaic creeds, was not strong enough him to recite certain words, God's first
to illumine this ancient idol-worshiping revelation to him. This heavenly being
nation.
was called Gabrie1, or, the Holy Spirit,
Previous to Muhammad the Arabs had and his messages to Muhammad founded
no written language, but with his advent the religion of Islam.
Muhammad's inspired writings begin
a new chapter opened in their history, an
era of philosophy, science and ethics, thus: "Read, in the name of your Lord,
for he ushered in a world-wide civiliza- who is He that creates! He created
tion.
man from the embryo. Read ! Your
M uhammad belonged to the family of Lord is the most generous; it is He who
Koreish, whose members were the cus- guides the pen. He taught the human
todians of the key of the temple of Mec- mind all it did not know." They end
ca, the greatest honor which the Ara- with the words: "Today I have combians possessed. His ancestors were able pleted your religion and made it Islam
men; his uncle, Abtt Tilib, was counted (peace.)" The revelations of Muhamone of the wdsest and most honored mad, adapted to the needs of the time,
poets of the land. Muhammad's parents descended from on high during a period
died when he was a small child. He was of twenty-three years. They were writbrought up by an uncle, according to ten upon anything he could find, often
the simple life of his country, and re- the bones of sheep, and were finally colceived no education whatever. As a lected into the Qur'an, which was
young man, occupied with his uncle's the first religious text-book of the
business, he showed a character so sin- Islamic world, and the first book written
cere and straightforward that the people in the Arabic language.
The Qur'an planted in the minds of
respected and loved him. He was called
Muhammad the Faithful, Muhammad the Arabian people the seeds of the bethe Truthful. Then, at the age of forty, lief in One Invisible, Eternal God, which
he started upon his great career as a re- flowered into a spiritual and moral civilligious teacher, and invited the people ization. It established among them the
to the Oneness of God.
principle of divine reward and punishWe have a clear, historical account of ment and gave the moral teachings of
how M uhammad came to the realization justice, love, faithfulness, purity, etc.
of his relation to God, and his mission. Barbaric practices were abolished and a
Forty days he spent, in a cave near Mec- new, spiritual consciousness was develca, meditating, fasting and praying. At oped. This in a short time became the
the end of that time he came forth, with mighty tree of a spiritual and scientific
words of inspiration on his lips and a civilization which spread its branches

THE MISSION OF MUHAMMAD

from the East to the West. And the
Qur'an was the prototype for thousands
of ethical, mystical and spiritual books.
Of unity Muhammad said: "0 People
of the Sacred Book! Come in and unite
in one common center. Believe in the
One God and worship no one beside
Him." He also said: "The believers of
any religion, whether they be Sabaean,
Jew, Christian or Zoroastrian, if they
believe in God and are doing good they
should have no fear or unhappiness." Of
forgiveness he said: "The believers are
they who forgive in the face of calumny.
If the ignorant curse them they will reply, 'Peace be unto you.'''
The Arabs were submerged in a sea
of idolatry, having as many ,gods as they
could find of stars and planets in the
heavens, therefore a very complicated
polytheism pr e v a i led. Muhammad's
great service to his people was his declaration of the Oneness of God, the Singleness of the Deity, Who is the Creator
of even the highest beings, and far beyond the limited minds of men. The
divine power in this teaching destroyed
the belief in many deities-the chief
cause of dispute among the Arabs.
Realizing the greatness of this new
truth, they naturally desired to spread it
among their fellowmen. The keepers of
the various temples, who represented the
privileged class and the vested interests
of Arabia could not permit the old ideas
to be overthrown unchallenged; therefore there was much opposition to Muhammad and his followers. Yet, Muhammad's whole life had been so blameless and pure that the people respected
and loved him and believed him to be
truthful. Therefore, when he claimed
to have received a revelation from God
they believed him to be sincere, especially
since his teachings were so clearly fitted
to the needs of the times. The eloquence
and poetry of his inspired words were
so compelling that all the poets of Arabia
took them for their model.
The Qur'an is a book of epigrams,
the teachings of Muhammad given in a
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poetic and epigrammatic style suited to
the minds and thought of the Arabian
people. Muhammad told his disciples
to travel among the Arabian tribes,
teaching the singleness of God, and to
work unceasingly, until all the idols were
broken down, and the worship of the
One God was established. During the
twenty-three years that he himself taught
Arabia was rent with great wars, instigated by the chiefs of the different tribes
in their effort to annihilate the religion
of Islam. Finally, through divine power,
all the enemies of the faith were defeated, and, before Muhammad's death
the Oneness of God was well established.
In the Qur'an Muhammad gave the
history of the lives of Isaac, J acob,
Moses, the Israelitish prophets, and
Christ, explaining their spiritual power
and their teachings. Previous to this
the Arabian people had not believed in
any of them, but Muhammad, through
his teachings, brought them to believe in
all of the prophets of Israel and in
Christ, thus rendering a great service to
Arabia. Referring to the prophets of
Israel, and others, Muhammad said that
God had sent for every people a guardian,
who spoke their tongue. A chapter of
the Qur'an is devoted to a history of
Mary, the mother of Jesus. He called
Christ the Word of God, and the Spirit
of God. Therefore, the Muhammadan
world today, because of the teaching of
M uhammad, believes in the prophetic
station of these great spiritual teachers.
The teaching of the principle of the
Oneness of God united the Arabian
tribes, put an end to their feuds and
brought them to agree upon ideals for
common progress.
Muhammad was not only a religious
teacher, he was a statesman and a king.
His book contains many rules for moral
and spiritual training, and also many
regulations for the conduct of the practical affairs of the Islamic world. He
abolished the custom of burying daughters alive and also many other vices. The
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life of Arabia was transformed and the
Arabs became a new people, noble and
high-minded, guided by a new force and
ruled by a new motive. After twentythree years of incessant labor Muhammad passed from this world, leaving behind him eighty thousand staunch,
zealous foUowers and an Arabian nation,
united under the banner of Islam.
Before the end of the first century after
Muhammad his religion had been carried by his apostles to Asia and to parts
of Africa and Europe. Just as the Old
Testament became the foundation for
the Jewish civilization, so the Qur'an became the foundation for the civilization
of Islam. The second century after Muhammad was marked by great works on
philosophy and science. Brilliant minds
appeared, not only among the Arabs, but
throughout the Islamic world. With the
spread of the religion of Islam into many
lands the Arabic tongue spread also and
came to be regarded as a sacred language. What had been practically a
dead language now became one of the
most scholarly and, in the first century
after Muhammad, many text-books, dictionaries, etc., were written in Arabic.
Muhammad taught his disciples to
study the sciences. One of his epigrams
is: "Study science, even if you must
travel to China." China was, in those
days, a very long way off. Again he
said: "A man must study, from the
cradle to the grave." This teaching filled
the Arabian scholars with a longing for
knowledge and in the middle of the second century a great Academy of Science
was founded in the city of Baghdad,
which was then the seat of the Arabian
government. The Caliphs of Baghdad
were patrons of science and letters and
they brought from all parts of the world
Jewish, Christian and Persian scholars,
who formed a school of translators.
From among the philosophers of Greece
nineteen were chosen, whose works were
translated into Arabic, and the writings
of learned Hindus and Persians were
also translated and taught in the Arabic
universities.

In a short while Baghdad, Basreh,
Bokhara, Alexandria, Cairo, Morocco
and Spain became celebrated centers of
learning. Brilliant authors, in all departments of science appeared, and hundreds of schools and libraries arose. Observatories for astronomical research
were founded, and students traveled to
every part of the world in search of
particular text-books, and all kinds of
knowledge. The Islamic rulers sent out
especially trained scholars that they
might travel and bring back information, and in some libraries there were
more than a hundred thousand books.
Universities were established in Baghdad
and Andalusia, and to their doors came
many students .from all over the world,
especially for the study of medicine and
chemistry.
From the sixth to the ninth centuries,
when the Islamic world was actively
studying science, expanding and spreading, Europe was submerged in the darkness of ignorance. A period of complete
stagnation prevailed, all over Europe,
until that country awoke from the sleep
of the Dark Ages and put forth an effort
to acquire knowledge. Having no
scientific text-books of their own many
Europeans went to the Islamic schools
in Andalusia, studied Arabic for many
years, and then translated into Latin
such works as those of A vicenna, Razi,
Tusi, Averroes, Albucasis, al-GhazzaIi,
Avenpace, Jabir and others. By this
means several educational institutions
were established in Europe. Andalusia
and Cord ova, seats of Arabic learning,
became so famous that a great religious
leader, who later became Pope, enrolled
himself, in the year 999, as a student.
Afterwards he spread through southern
Europe the knowledge gained in Islamic
universities. Many professors from universities in England and France became
students of universities in Arabia, and
Arabic words became a part of European
languages.
One of the Popes of Rome, Clement
XI, arranged for a party to travel to the
East in order to secure scientific data.
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as at that time there were in the East
hundreds of important text-books upon
every progressive, scientific subject. He
sent a great scholar who secured many
books on philosophy, history and metaphysics. Three shiploads of books were
gathered in Egypt. But on the way to
Italy two of the ships went down. When
the remaining vessel arrived it was
hailed with joy by the scholars of Rome
and the books placed in the libraries. The
German people also went to the East in
search of knowledge. A globe of the
earth, made of precious metal and inscribed with ancient Arabic letters is to
be found today in one of the museums
of Germany.
Because of these facts we must appreciate the scientific knowledge and the
culture of Arabia, which became the
foundation for the civilization of today.
If it were not for that civilization of
Arabia we would not have our civilization of today. A great spiritual light
arose, in the religion of Islam, and spread
from East to West, and illumined for a
long time the entire world. In this
century of knowledge and truth it is important to understand the station of that
mighty civilization and to appreciate the
greatness of its founder.
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PANACEA FOR WORLD
PEACE
By Rajaram Vinayak Gogate, M. A.
Mr. Gogate is a scholar from Indl~a
who has done conspicuous work in the
education of the poor in his country.
During the World Conference on Education, held in San Francisco last summer, he was very prominent, and was
elected in the International Education
Association as Secretary for Asia.

A

s a result of the deliberations at the

World Conference on Education,
held this summer in the City of San
Francisco, the World Federation of Education Associations was established. An
executive committee of ten officers was
elected to carry on the work of this
Federation. The work will consist in
disseminating educational information all
over the world. The idea is to create
through education proper understanding
and good will among peoples of different nations.
Several means for bringing about understanding between peoples of different
countries have been tried. Political delegations, international peace conferences,
and all possible endeavors established
through the influence of political powers
and diplomats have been tried. Still,
however, the wholesome understanding
among nations has remained a matter of
dreams.
Attempts to deal with grown-up peoples whose ideas, prejudices and convictions are as a rule already formed,
make it difficult to come to any mutual
understanding on the basis of the give
and take policy. Hence these attempts
have proved failures. Each diplomatic
representative, being primarily actuated
with the political and economic interests
of his own nation, tries to outwit other
confreres. Selfish and narrow nationalistic interests have always been kept in
the foreground and the wider consideration of humanity at large has been lost
sight of. The Great War with all its
sickening horrors has opened the eyes of
" - - - - ------"-----------
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all humanity, and l~aders of thought in
all countries have now busied themselves
with devising plans which will appeal to
humanity at large, and not be in the interest of those in power, alone.
It is now found to be necessary to
use education as the only effective means
for securing world peace. The prospective citizens of different nations are to
be so brought up and so trained in
schools as to acquire a sane understanding of the peoples of other countries,
and not to learn to look upon them with
unfounded prejudices and SusplClOn.
Lack of sufficient information, and currency of false news through the newspapers, text books and public lectures
have generated all imaginable prejudices,
racial, political, religious and social. If
the educators of the world feel the
necessity of sanctifying their work and
if . they realize the sacredness of their
profession, then there is great hope that
the future citizens of the world whom
these educators turn out, will be less
susceptible to war and more inclined to
understand one another's viewpoint.
It is unwise to keep on watering the
leaves and neglecting the root. A careful diagnosis of the root reveals to the
farmer the degenerating elements and
influences that have found their way
into the system of the tree. Having
once understood these secrets, it becomes
very easy to go about eradicating the
evils and introducing in their stead elements that will foster a healthy and unhampered growth.
For such considerations as these it is
essential to examine the human problems and find out the degenerating and
disuniting influences that have dominated
the settlement of human issues. Diagnosis of this type has led the prominent
educators of our time to abandon all
hope in the ability of the political diplomats to bring about wholesome understanding among peoples of the world.
They are convinced that if real peace is
ever to be established it will have to
come through the proper bringing up of
the children of the different nations.

Children are the potential citizens and
the hope of the future. The eradication
of evil influences, unfounded prejudices
and inhuman suspicions from the minds
of these potential citizens of the world.
if properly effected, will help to solve our
problem of peace, human understanding
and national good-will.
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IFTEEN distinguished leaders of
F
British thought have united in an
appeal for American cooperation in
European affairs. Their appeal states
that they stand "for an international order, not based on a fortuitous harmony
of separate national interests. or upon
a balance of power but upon a: conscious
regular agreement between the peoples
of the world to preserve the common order of the world, and to cooperate in
other ways for the achievement of objects which lie beyond the limits of merely national endeavor. That is not the cancelment or abridgement of national patriotism, but its fulfillment. Just as an
individual realizes his highest purposes
in concert with his fellows, so a nation
needs for its national perfection a society of nations."
They recognize that Europe's attitude
is in many respects unworthy, lamenting
her poverty, asking for remission of
war-debts and at the same time "finding
fresh means to furnish armaments upon
a more lavish scale than before the war."
But they plead that just because Europe
is thus afflicted she needs spiritual and
moral help and that the "United States is
able to perform a great service of healing for the world, because of the position
of detachment and security which she
holds."
Of the part which America may play
in bringing about universal peace 'Abdu'lBaha said: "Other peoples of the world
have to contend with international difficulties. . . . Therefore it is difficult for
them to step into this field to uphold in-
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ternational peace, because they are contending" warlike, victory-loving people.
They cannot be instrumental in promoting international peace.
"But America, thank God, is at peace
with all the world and is worthy of raising the flag of brotherhood and international peace. When the summons to international peace is raised by America all
the rest of the world will cry, 'Yes, we
accept.' "
The American delegates to a recent
meeting -of Fidas, an international association of war veterans, were pledged to
seek support for a resolution demanding
an international conference to reduce
aerial armament. The Inter-allied Veterans, Federation at its New Orleans
meeting last October advocated universal
disarmament and the settlement of international disputes through a world court.
We are reminded of 'Abdu'l-Baha's
words: "Fifty years ago whosoever
talked about universal peace was not only
ridiculed but called a visionary and
Utopian. Now, praise be to God, it has
assumed such importance that everyone
acknowledges that this question of universal peace is the light and spirit of this
age. But they state that the pathway to
this much desired goal is obstructed by a
number of not clearly defined stumbling
blocks which, however, can be removed
by intelligently and persistently educating
public opinion."
It is encouraging to find a body of military men assisting in this matter of educating public opinion.
"We must," writes Fridtjof Nansen, the well-known explorer, winner of
the N obel Prize, "form a brotherhood
chain round the world .... Never before
has suffering, misled humanity been waiting more anxiously for the Prince of
Peace. Everyone of us may become a
worker in his phalanx on his triumphal
march over the earth to raise the new
race, to bring about lQve to your neighbor and honest will to have peace."Our World.
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A great triumph of the scientific, inventive mind which the Sun of Truth has
made manifest in our age is the successful transmission during a five days' trial
period of mail by airplane, from New
York to San Francisco. Beacon lights
laid on the plains of the middle west
illumined the path of the airplanes in
their flight through the night. Some of
these lights were 325,000,000 candle
power, and shed their light for fifty miles.
Some of the airplanes had a capacity of
1,125 pounds of mail. The relay of airplanes made the flight from New York
to San Francisco in a little over twentysix hours. The distance was 2,686 miles.
This reminds us of the prophecy made
by 'Adu'l-Baha when he was crossing the
Atlantic Ocean on the Celtic, December
7, 1912. He said: "In the future people
will cross the Atlantic in airships. Steamers will only carry freight."

, 'D 0

we need a new religion?" is
the title of a stimulating article
in the September Cent~wy Magazine. The
supreme need of our day, the author tells
us, is a social religion, a religion with a
clear social technique and program. In
the Christianity of the past we have a
wonderful method of personal salvation
but "no way of getting things done socially which are necessary to be done to
produce a new society." "What the
world and church both need is a new
revelation .... A new prophet of the social order." That such a new revelation
is coming, the author finds clearly
prophesied in the words of Christ. It is
to be found in the great expectation of
his return to complete his message. When
he comes again, it has been the age-long
Christian belief, human society will very
quickly be changed into the Kingdom of
God.
When the new prophet comes, we
would add, his message and his spirit
will be the return of the Eternal Christ,
speaking the language of our day, solving the world problems of our time,'
establishing universal peace.
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GOLDEN

RULE

IN

BUSINESS

HE experiment in the application of
the Sermon on the Mount to the
clothing industry which has been made
by Mr. Arthur N ash of Cincinnati, Ohio,
is vividly described in a pamphlet calle?
"An Industrial Miracle and How It
Happened."* Mr. Nash, realizing that
"the Golden Rule is the Divine Law governing human relationships, accepted by
all religions and proclaimed by all prophets and teachers of every cree~," d:cided to apply it in his relations wIth ~11S
employees and their joint relation with
their customers. Their business is making clothing to order.
Mr. Nash told his employees that he
was going to treat them according to
the Golden Rule and that he would expect them to treat him in the same way.
They talked over the plan he proposed
and all agreed to try it. After five years
of "experimenting" the result is called a
"miracle."
There has been an amazing growth in
the business of the factory, despite all the
vicissitudes in the clothing industry.
There have been no strikes, and a remarkable spirit of goodwill has arisen
among the employees. During the great
depression in the clothing industry in the
autumn of 1920 when "the clothing industries of the country were said to be
running at less than twenty-five per cent
production and that practically all of the
great woolen mills of the country were
closed down" these workers who were
trying to practice the Golden Rule offered
to withdraw for four weeks and give their
places to the needy workers who had no
jobs. Some of the highly paid of the
Golden Rule workmen have even made
the request that their bonuses be divided
among the less well paid of their fellow
workers.
Mr. Nash has shared with his employees his profits and allowed them to
secure stock in the company. Today
one-third of the stock is in their hands.
The workmen have, incidently, made
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some very valuable suggestions for
greater efficiency in the factory.
This experiment has brought such a
spirit of harmony and brotherhood that
we begin to realize what will happen
when the Sun of Truth is known in fullorbed splendor.

AT GENEVA
By Stanwood Cobb
Mrs. Cobb and I spent a week full of
inspiration and spiritual good cheer. at
Geneva, on the occasion of the ope11lng
of the fourth annual session of the
League of Nations. In spite of all criticisms made of the league, it impressed
us as a sincere and striking expression
of the world's desire for peace and order
between nations.
The opening address of Count I~hii
breathed the spirit of brotherhood, pomting the way to greater achievement f~r
the future. Lord Cecil also gave a publIc
speech on Saturday evening preceeding
the opening of the session, summing up
the past work of the League, and expressing the desire for what it should n?w
accomplish. This speech was most S111cere and earnest. I think all who were
present were touched by it.
lt was also an inspiration to see the
League at work. Members from fi~ty
two nations met in harmony, to consIder
questions of universal import. lt is true,
the old war spirit was injected into the
midst of things by the Greek-Italian difficulty, but if there had been no League,
to whom could Greece have appealed?
When the universal society of nations
includes all the peoples of the world,
organized with its international court of
arbitral justice, glorious results will be
accomplished. "Gradually racial prejudices will be dispelled. There will come
a day when the German will say to the
Frenchman, 'I am a Frenchman'; and
the Frenchman will say, 'I am a German.'
If the governments should like to wage
war the people will not agree to it. . . .
If anyone is in any place he will say,
'This is my home'."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

WITH THE BAHA'IS IN GERMANY
By

O

STANWOOD

N June 30th we crossed the German border on our way from Amsterdam to Hamburg. It had been years
since either of us had seen Germany.
We now entered it with the greatest
interest and joy. We almost seemed to
feel a different atmosphere when we
crossed the border. Certainly then and
in our further travels in Germany we
felt the spirit of a great people, industrious, clean, simple, home-loving, and
possessed of a vast potentiality for effort and achievement.
Through tardiness in the arrival of a
letter from Herr Herrigel with addresses
of Baha'is in Hamburg, we failed to
meet any of the Baha'is there, but went
on instead to Berlin where we spent severa1 days with the friends.
On the first afternoon of our arrival
we started out to find Frau Plessner,
whose address we had received from
Herr Herrigel. We found at last the
street, and as we turned into a court I
took out the postcard from Herr Herrigel to assure myself of the house number. Just as I was consulting the card
a lady coming with her husband toward
us cried out, to our amazement, "Allahu-Abha!" How did she know we were
Baha'is? The cause of what seemed so
miraculous was simple, but beautiful.
The postcard from Herr Herrigel which
r was reading contained on its reverse
side the picture of 'Abdu'l-Baha! And
it was Frau Plessner who had thus met
us. If she had passed by without recognizing us we should have had a trip of
disappointment. How kindly, and humorously, it seemed to us, 'Abdu'l-Baha
had led us into her very arms!
Another good fortune was that of unwittingly arriving on the very day of the
weekly meeting. So we came again that
evening to Frau Plessner's house and
had the joy of meeting the fifteen or
sixteen people gathered there, largely
through the exertions and teaching of
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Frau Plessner. The Berlin assembly
having been established only a short time
ago most of the members are young
Baha'is and need the care and teaching
of their spi.ritual mother, Frau Plessner,
who has energy and zeal and faith
enough to convert the whole of Berlin
if it were but receptive.
After the meeting, while we were taking tea and chatting, it was learned that
I had visited 'Abdu'l-Baha at Acre and
at Haifa. Eagerness was manifested to
hear of these visits, and as I talked to
them of 'Abdu'l-Baha, of his life there,
his words, and of impressions of him, I
as well as they had a spiritual experience. For during this talk there happened what had not happened in the
course of the regular meeting in which
I had already participated-the spirit of
El Abha seemed to descend upon us, and
to move us even to tears. Such is the
power, and will be increasingly through
the ages, of the life of 'Abdu'l-Baha ;
for greater than the teachings even is
the life.
From Berlin we went to Stuttgart by
way of Weimar where we stopped off to
see the home of Goethe. This visit to
Weimar, and to the house where that
great thinker lived and created for so
many years was intellectually one of the
most stimulating pilgrimages we had
ever made. The spirit of Goethe seemed
to possess the house and to stir in ottr
minds and souls for days and even weeks
thereafter - a spirit wise, indomitable,
creative.
Yet I felt as I pondered over his life
and read his sayings, that neither he nor
any other human being could now fill
the place in the mind of the world that
he filled for upwards of a century. Great
as were his thoughts and reflections, influencing the thought-life of the world,
they were after all but human and finite
searchings for the truth. And in this
day we have a Greater Light to go by.
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I thought of the words of Bahi'u'llah:
"When the Sun appears, then the lights
of the wayfaring are extinguished."
We arrived in Stuttgart also unknowingly on the very day of the weekly
meeting. While in Stuttgart we were
made very happy at the pension of I'rau
Lohse, a Baha'i, whose daughter is now
in Washington. In the same hotlse were
some Persian young men, two of them
Baha'is, who were studying in Stuttgart.
Also there was in town at that time a
charming young Bahi'i from 'Ishqabad
who is studying medicine at the UniVf'rsity of Tubingen nearby.
The meeting was attend.ed by about
a hundred people. Herr Herrigel gave
a beautiful talk. When at the end he
asked me to speak to the friends in German, I was glad that I had studied that
beautiful language, and could make myself understood, even though poorly. I
gave them the warm and beautiful greetings of the American, and particularly
the Washington friends, and received
from them the same greetings to take
back.
Herr Herrigel made one remark in the
course of his talk which is not only
striking truth, but which should be of
the greatest comfort to these people in
the midst of their constant mental and
physical suffering, namely, that since it
was the destiny of all countries to learn
the way to God through suffering, the
Germans might feel they were fortunate
in taking the. lead in this direction.
It is true, what he said. We who
know that the knowledge of God is to
cover the earth with its beneficence,
know also that most people, and most
countries, must be brought to that knowledge through suffering. Especially is
this true where wrong states of mind
exist, such as pride, aggressiveness, irreligious intellectualism; or where emotions of hate or lust for conquest hold;
or a sensualism that drugs itself with
food and alcohol to a condition of entire
unreceptivity to spiritual truths. "Blessed
are the souls who are already awake,

sensitive, fine, perceptive of truth, for
they shall be ushered into the Kingdom
with joy, not with sorrow!"
From Stuttgart we took a trip to
Freudenstadt in the Black Forest. There
we called upon the sweet Baha'i family
of Herr Vetteler, his wife, and three
lovely children. The little girl of five
tells her mother that during her sleep
she has visited heaven. It was an inspiration to see this family so full of
Bahi'i love and faith and joy in the
midst of a suffering Germany.
Herr Herrigel has recently made a
very successful teaching trip to the north
of Germany, and in my next letter I
will describe this trip, and give a list of
places in Germany where there are
Bahi'i assemblies or individual Bahi'is.

THE TOKYO EARTHQUAKE
From a Letter by Mrs. Ida A. Finch
En Route to Seattle,
Sepember 24, I9 2 3
OU may not have heard directly
about Miss Agnes Alexander and
myself. We were together when the
great catastrophe came to beautiful
Japan, talking together when, without
the slightest warning the house began
to shake most violently. Miss Alexander
escaped to the street, but it seemed impossible for me, so after it was over I
joined her in the street, unharmed. We
read the prayer of protection and remained on the street most of the afternoon for the quaking and shaking continued at intervals all day and for many
days after. The house, as well as all
other houses, was damaged and must be
repaired that it may be an adequate
shelter. I jumped into the little front
garden and while repeating the Greatest
Name saw the earth open around me
and the house-front falling toward me.
But I felt perfectly secure in His love.
The newspaper reports have not exaggerated. Quite a million people, in
Tokyo alone, are homeless, while we
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So far as we know, no believer in
were preserved to serve Him better.
'Abdu'l-Baha was injured. However, no
There can be no other reason.
I had determined to return, before the one escaped the damages due to the
catastrophe, and had been down in the severe shake. No street-cars are runcity consulting a shipping company about ning; there is no way of getting about
it; had intended to call upon a little except by riksha.
I left China and Miss Martha Root
Scotch lady who ran a little restaurant,
to give the message of 'Abdu'l-Baha; on August 19th, and arrived in Tokyo
but for some reason continued going in time for the quake. The work in
home. Half an hour after, those dis- China was most inspiring. Miss Root
tricts were entirely demolished; had I and this servant are perfectly agreed as
remained, this letter would not be writ- to that wonderful country and its spiritten. There was some force, stronger ually receptive people.We love them,
than my reason, which guided me home. heart and soul. Really my stay in China
The readjustment will require time. '. was full of wonders; the going, the work,
All the people were stunned and incapac- the returning were accomplished seemitated. We had the damaged house ingly without the slightest effort on my
cleared up as best we could; slept in part. God's guidance, His bounty and
our clothes for days because of possible mercy are beyond my capacity fully to
grasp.
fires and continued earthquakes.

o thou

servant of the Sacred Threshold!

The stability of every throne and the security of the seat of every sovereign
are dependent upon the grace of God and are based upon the power of Divine
assistance. All the Chiefs and Rulers of the West, Emperors and Kings, that
they may establish firmly their rule and dominion over their peoples, proclaim and hold fast unto this saying of Peter, the Apostle: "In truth, all authority is of God," that is to say every sovereignty is established and exercised
in accordance with the Divine Purpose. By this means, they assure the sanctity of their throne and proclaim the sacredness of their sovereignty.
And now, consider and reflect! How often are rulers and governments
praised and extolled in the Holy Writ of Baha'u'llah and how frequently allegiance and loyalty to Kings and Monarchs are enjoined upon everyone! Ponder
in your hearts and realize what the result will be in future!
Gracious God! They that are in authority are as yet unaware of this
most great bounty bestowed upon them and know not wha; a rich blessing the
Lord hath vouchsafed unto the rulers and governors of the world.
At this hour, in the uttermost parts of the earth, even in the continent of
America, peoples are praying on behalf of the Chief and Ruler of Persia and
praise and glorify his name. Ere long, ye shall see how the government of
Baha'u'llah's native land will have become the most advanced country in all
the regions of the world.
This indeed is supreme bounty and a warning unto every beholder!
(Signed) ,Abdu'l-Baha 'Abbas.
Translated by Shoghi Effendi.
------------------------------------
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The letter further states that the
Haifa, Palestine, Alf.,g. I, I923.
monthly
Baha'l paper, El-BaM, pubROM Mashhad we hear that Mirza
Urdu (Hindu), commenced
lished
in
Husayn Nushabadi, a noted teacher
publication
in June, 1923.
of the Cause, who has been touring the
In
the
letter
from the Spiritual AsProvince of Khorasan, is now back at
at Port-Said we are informed
sembly
Mashhad. We are pleased to hear that
one of the sincere friends of Durakhsh, that the friends there are extending their
Khorasan, Persia, has dedicated a whole field of activity, and are in communicabuilding, together with the required fur- tion with many Baha'i centers.
Further news reaches us of the untirniture, to the service of the Cause. This
ing
services of the beloved friends in
is now being used as Mashriqu'l-Adhkar
Through the efforts of Mirza
Hamadan.
and Pilgrim House. Another friend, at
Khan Tabrizi who, after
Muhammad
Zeergh, a village near Bushruyeh, has
visiting
many
centers left for Baku,
consecrated his property, together with
many souls have been won to the Cause.
all the water rights connected with it, to
the Cause and has requested the Tihran The prospects of the Hamadan Baha'i
The Boys'
Spiritual Assembly to take charge of schools are very bright.
School,
established
about
sixteen
years
the revenues and to spend the same for
ago,
has
seven
grammar
grade
classes
the best interests of the Movement.
The friends in Hisar have opened two and two intermediate ones. There are
schools, one for boys and one for girls, two hundred and forty pupils and the
and it is hoped that other villages will school is run by a Principal and nine
follow their example. Nothing but the other teachers. Up to date, one hundred
power of the Cause could bring such fun- and six students have received Governdamental changes in the life of people ment Certificates from the Ministry of
who are entirely secluded from the rays Education. This year there are nineteen
of modern civilization due to the fact candidates.
The Girls' School, established about
that there are no effective means of comten
years ago, has six classes and one
munication with important centers.
hundred
and forty pupils. It is run by
We are in receipt of the first letter
a
Principal
and six teachers. Last year
from the Baha'i Spiritual Assembly at
twenty-three
students received their GovCalcutta, India, from which we take the
ernment
Certificates
from the Ministry
following short extract:
"Nowadays two things are most im- of Education. It is interesting to note
portant and necessary for the promotion that this is the only girls' school in Haof the Cause and the diffusion of the madan which has been given Governfragrances of the Garden of Abha. The ment Certificates.
first is the publication of a newspaper,
The two Bahci'i libraries, Ta'yid and
and the second is the establishment of Ummid, are flourishing daily. The fora school. Praise be to God, through the mer has a thousand volumes, of various
enthusiastic spirit and endeavor of Mr. kinds of books.
Nunavvar Husayn, a school has been
One of the sincere friends in Mashstarted, for the education of the children had asked permission to visit the Holy
of the Baha'is and non-Baha'is. This Land. The beloved Guardian of the
school will provide, as far as funds are Cause replied that this should be postavailable, for the support and free edu- poned until some other time. The dear
cation of poor and helpless children, friend, having set aside five hundred
Tumans for the expenses of the journey
without distinction of race or creed."
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and being unwilling to spend it in any
way other than for the Cause, decided
to put the said sum to the best uses in
the interest of the Cause. He accordingly gave three hundred Tumans to the
Mashhad Spiritual Assembly for charitable purposes, one hundred Tumans to
the Pilgrim House at Mashhad and one
hundred Tumans to the Holy Land.
How pleased we are to receive the
photograph of the sincere friends in
Australia. As we gazed upon those
brilliant face's we remembered the words
of our beloved master, 'Abdu'l-Baha,
who, when in our midst, made us understand that the time is not far off when
we shall see the true disciples of Baha'
u'IIah traveling far and wide in order
to bring good-will and spiritual rest to
the hearts of men. The beautiful spiritual letter from Australia, dated the
29th of June, was a real source of joy
to us all. It was translated and read in
our meetings and the contents will be
shared with the friends in the Orient.
The spirit of the Master surely opens
the way and His love will enable the
sincere friends to conquer hearts and
souls. When next we visit the Holy
Shrines we shall earnestly pray in behalf of you all that you may be strengthened the more in your noble efforts.
(Signed) Mirza Badi' Bushru'i,
Secretary.
Notwithstanding severe trials and persecutions, which have lasted for several years, present conditions in Resht,
Persia, are about normal and the Cause
is going forward with utmost power, the
people becoming more and more responsive. The Baba'is of Tihran and of
most of the large cities of Persia are
ablaze with love and attraction to the
heavenly Kingdom. Correspondence between the Spiritual Assemblies is an encouragement to all the Baha'is in their
service to the Kingdom.-From a letter
from the Spiritual Assembly of Resht,
Persia.
._.._-----._---._ ....
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FADIL and his family, following their departure from Green
JAcre,INAB-I
were for some weeks the guests
of the Boston Baha'i Assembly. They
occupied an apartment on Commonwealth avenue, in one of the most interesting sections of Boston. The Assembly meetings, for the most part, were
held in their apartment and during the
afternoons visitors and inquirers were
received. Miss Ella Robarts, in behalf
of the Assembly, served with true Baha'i
devotion, administering to the ideal comfort of the great teacher, his family, and
all the friends.
On one occasion Jinab-i Fadil told of
his report to 'Abdu'l-Baha about his former teaching tour of America. He said
that the news which made 'Abdu'l-Baha
happiest and brought to his face the most
radiant smiles was about the Amity
Convention held in Washington in 1921.
One of his most illuminating talks
was at the nineteen day unity meeting.
His subject was, Love, Unity, and the
Holy Spirit. He showed clearly how it
was impossible to have unity without
love and how love was impossible without the Holy Spirit. He then explained
how attraction to God and severance
from worldly things would bring to man
the Divine Bounty; but showed that
seekers should be careful not to confound severance with asceticism.
Toward the end of September J1nab-i
Fadil, at the invitation of the Springfield, Mass., and New Haven, Conn., Assemblies, spent a few days in each of
those cities, rendering a glorious service
of teaching. The progress of the Persian
teacher in English is very pleasing to his
tutors and many friends. He makes
himself clearly understood and easily
holds the attention of his audiences.
Among the visitors in Boston during
the past month has been Dr. J. F. King
of Chicago, a Hindu Baha'i who, with
a group of his fellow students of the
"ame nativity, received the message directly from 'Abdu'l-Baha in Chicago in
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1912. Dr. King, who rejoices in his
emancipation from the sectarian prejudices imposed by the caste system of his
native land, speaks of the Baha'i religion
in terms of high appreciation. He visited
several cities during his vacation trip.
Mr. E. Shirazi, of Cairo, Egypt, a
grandson of that sturdy Baha'i, Mirza
Hassan Khorassani, also mingled with
the Boston friends for a brief interval,
during which he helped Jinab-i-Fadil
with the work of translation. Mr. Shirazi is now a student in Philadelphia.
The public meetings of the Boston Assembly, which are well advertised, are
held in Chauncey Hall. Group meetings
for the spread of the teachings are held
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. M. C.
Oglesby in SomervilIe, of Miss Harriet
Williams in Boston, and of Mrs. Evelyn
K. Moore in Cambridge.
Louis G. Gregory.
Jinab-i-Fadil went to Montreal on
October 12th as the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Schophlocker. He will spend a few
weeks teaching in Montreal after which
he will journey westward, reaching Chicago about the middle of November.
Chicago will then be his headquarters
for some time while he speaks upon the
Baha'i Glad Tidings in the cities of the
middle west.

The Spiritual Assembly,
Bombay, India.
August, I923.
E ARE .glad to tell you that
through the divine power we
have established a school for the
Baha'is in which we teach Persian,
Arabic and English. Many of the nonBaha'i Parsees attend, for the study of
Persian. We have a free Library, with
all kinds of books, and it is a joy to see
Baha'is and non-Baha'is sitting there together talking of the Cause with utmost
love and affection.
Public meetings are often held, in a
large hall, when lectures are given upon
the Baha'i Movement. People of all
castes and races are invited, and large
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audiences attend. Many good people, of
all castes, are attracted to the Teachings.
After the lecture is over they go to the
lecturer and the friends for more information and many of them find their
questions answered and are entirely satisfied.
Mr. H. M. H. NikU, a teacher from
Persia,_ has been teaching the Cause in
Bombay for about six months. He has
left for eastern India from whence he
will proceed to the Holy Land.
A letter full of love and inspiration
has been received from the friends in
Calcutta. They have started a magazine,
called El-Baha, and are publishing the
teachings of His Holiness Baha'u'Ilah
and the words of His Holiness 'Abdu'lBaha in Urdu, the international language
of India. It is an attractive magazine,
and the friends here have subscribed to
it and are freely distributing it among
the people.
The Nineteen-Day Feast is held regularly and sometimes the outsider comes
to listen to the talks and take his share
of the spiritual food.
We have a letter from the friends in
Meshad which gives the good news that
they are teaching and spreadi,ng the
Cause throughout their town. They
have sent teachers through Persia, and
they ask us to give their sincere Baha'i
love and greetings to all the believers.
ROM Jaipur City, India, comes a
beautiful letter written by Dr.
F
Kaushal Kishore, who is foreign secretary for the new National Spiritual
Assembly of India, and who is to be a
special correspondent of the Star of the
West. He writes that the next All-India
Convention will be held during the
Christmas season, in Calcutta, and on
behalf of the National Spiritual Assembly he cordially invites the friends to
come down to India and attend the Convention.
HE Kenosha, Wisconsin, Assembly
T
writes in their letter to Assemblies
throughout the world: "Beloved Brothers and Sisters : We extend to you our
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sincere love and greetings. Regarding
the result of the nineteen-day letters
which we send out, we will say that if
all of you only knew the joy, happiness
and spiritual inspiration that flow in to
us continually from all parts of the world
and the bond of unity that correspondence has brought among us, all the
Assemblies would, immediately,'also arise
to regular correspondence with all
Assemblies, thereby fulfilling 'Abdu'lBahi's exhortations for communication
among all the believers, both nationally
and internationally. 'Abdu'l-Bahi will
then greatly rejoice and the solidarity of
the various Assemblies be assured."

Hamburg, Germany,
August 23, I9 2 3·
N Hamburg, up to the present time
there has been only a small light which
has radiated the glory of His Beauty,
and for a long time this could only shine
among a few. But now for almost a
year it has sent out its rays, and greets
the hearts by its appearance. Since then
we feel how His assistance is always
working with increasing power and His
Spirit is refreshing the hearts.
Until two months ago there were just
separate little groups, meeting regularly
in their homes. But now we have a general meeting for all, once a week, on
Mondays. There is much to do, for now
is the time! The hearts of men are open,
because they must endure much privation and many trials. We rejoice that
He has granted us the favor of being
able to scatter the seeds in all hearts.
May it indeed bear much fruit in order
that love may show the way which will
lead them out of trouble.
Although our circle is small, yet the
friends are very active in spreading His
Teachings. It is a great joy to us when
letters or, better still, friends, from other
cities come to us. We heartily beg therefore that when any of you come to
Europe and to Germany you will not
forget our little group. It gives us much
strength and will make it easier for us
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to overcome the difficulties which every
new day brings. Especially in such a
large city as Hamburg there are many
difficulties, because the friends must
ride a long way to meetings and carfare is very expensive with our present
resources. It is possible that the cars
will soon cease running because there is
no money to keep them going. Also the
expenses for a hall and advertising and
postage are so great that we cannot any
longer hold public meetings in a large
hall, and the teachers find it difficult, on
account of the high fares, to go about
with the Message. Then too, all the
friends, through the difficulties of supplying their daily needs, must spend most
of their time in earning means of living
and so can give but little time to spreading the Heavenly Teachings.
But all this does not rob us of courage
and we are full of joy that in our city the
Cause has begun to grow after being so
long without apparent result. The greater the difficulties, so much more brightly
shine His light and His word, which indeed teach us that we must endure great
tribulations. It is our one great longing
that we may be able to sacrifice our lives
in order that mankind may come to the
Light. He will certainly give us strength
to remain firm and strong, when others
become weak, so that for Him we may
lead them and make them full of illumination.
(Signed) Dr. H ermann Grossman.
INCE the first of July meetings have

S been held every Sunday afternoon,
at 3 :30, in the foundation-hall of the

BaM'i Temple at Wilmette, just north
of Chicago. The gloriuus Temple of
religiuus unity which is to be built ::tbove
this foundation-hall, and the universal
principles for which the Temple stands
have awakened immense interest. A large
group, investigating the Bahi'i teachings
for the first time, has appeared at every
meeting. A constant stream of visitors
is coming to the Temple every day in
the week. Some of them say that they
do not believe in any religion; but as
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soon as they study the Baha'i ideals
which will be symbolized so resplendently in this great Temple, they go away
feeling that religion is sqmething quite
new and wonderful when interpreted as
the teaching of the oneness of God, the
oneness of mankind, universal brotherhood, the underlying unity in all existing
faiths.
A heating plant will be installed about
the first of November so that services
can be held in the Temple foundationhall through the winter. Mr. Louis
Bourgeois is building a beautiful studio

on the Temple land between Sheridan
Road and Lake Michigan, where he can
work on the fuller drawings of the
Temple.
Lady Blomfield is making ready a
great joy and blessing for the Baha'i
world in a history of the Cause. Many
of the accounts and incidents of the life
of 'Abdu'l-Baha in this book Lady Blomfield secured from· the members of the
family of 'Abdu'l-Baha. The book has
recei~ed from Shoghi Effencli his final
revision.

SOME NEW BOOKS
NE expression of the new life
sweeping through the Baha'i world
from the invisible Kingdom since the
Master's ascension is the number and
the brilliant quality of books published
in the last few months. At the annual
convention in Chicago last May the little
book of prayers and Tablets of Baha'u
'11ah and 'Abdu'l-Baha, recently translated by the beloved Guardian of the
Cause, Shoghi Effendi, was distributed.
The more we read and commit these
prayers to memory the more do they
sing in our inmost spirit a new and
heavenly melody.
When we were sitting in the presence
of 'Abdu'l-Baha one evening in Haifa in
the autumn of 1919, he spoke of the
need of a great Baha'i translator, like
Fitzgerald, whose masterful translation
made famous the poems of the Persian
poet, 'Umar Khayyam.
We now have in Shoghi Effendi this
peerless translator, for he translates both
as a finished English scholar and the
chosen "expounder of the Words of
God."
Prayers of 'Abdu'l-Baha, Prayer of
Baha'u'1l6h, Translated by Shoghi Effendi; Baha'i Publishing Society, Chicago, $.10.

O

AHA'U'LLAH AND THE NEW
B
ERA, by Dr. J. E. Esslemont, is
the brilliant introduction to the Baha'i
Cause for which the English speaking
world has been waiting. It is so complete in its presentation, so condensed, so
profound, so original and organized in
thought, so simple in style, yet scientific
in its analysis that one reads its pages
in pure joy. It has searching chapters
upon the history of the Cause, upon religio)1s unity, prayer, spiritual healing.
true civilization, the way to peace, religion and science, prophecies fulfilled,
Baha'i prophecies for the future. The
book has been carefully revised by
'Abdu'l-Baha and Shoghi Effendi. Shoghi Effendi wrote to Dr. Esslemont of
this book : "Your book, I am sure, is the
finest presentation that has so far been
given of the Cause and I am confident
that it will arouse immense interest."
Baha'u'U6h and the New Era may be
had directly from Dr. J. E. Esslemont,
F airford, Cults, By Aberdeen, Scotland,
for 8s. 6cl., net; or from the Baha'i
Publishing Society, Chicago, or from
the American Assemblies, for $3 a copy,
postage additional. Published by George
AIlen and Unwin, Limited: London.

NEW BOOKS

, 'BAHA'I SCRIPTURES" is the
title of a compilation of the
writings of Bahi't'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha, just published by Brentano. It
was prepared by Mr. Horace Holley. It
is the most comprehensive collection of
Bahi't'i writings yet assembled in one
volume of English translations. The
volume contains nearly six hundred
closely printed pages.
The selections "have been arranged in
a very careful order so that the reader
sees the Revelation unfolding before his
very eyes (as it were) from Chapter
One which leads up to the mission of
the Bab, to Chapter Nine which closes
with 'Abdu'l-Baha's wonderful words on
the fulfillment of his purpose and life
here on earth."
Some of the sublime Tablets of Bahi't'
u'llah, to the Kings and Rulers, the Tablet of Wisdom, of Joseph, of the Manifestation, and many others, are here
published in English for the first time;
also many hitherto unpublished words
of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
The book contains marve10us words
of 'Abdu'l-Baha concerning the Covenant. It ends with life-imparting selections from his Last Will and Testament.
BaM'i Scriptures may be had from
the Baha'i Publishing Society, Chicago,
for a special price of $3.50 a volume,
postage additional. Assemblies may order lots of ten or twenty-five from Mr.
Roy Wilhelm, 104 Wall Street, New
York.
NITY TRIUMPHANT is just
from the press in London. Its
author, Miss Elizabeth Herrick, presents
in ringing words, with a wealth of brilliant quotations from Baha'u'Ilah and
'Abdu'l-Baha, "The Call of the Kingdom, An Introduction to the Baha'i
Teachings and a Testimony of Faith in
the Revelation of Baha'u'llah." She relates the new teachings most effectively
to Bible prophecies and illumines with
the new light many Bible verses. The
book is aglow with the enthusiasm of
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one who has discovered the greatest
Glad Tidings in the world. It makes us
long to proclaim the Good News from
every housetop. Withal the book is
beautifully printed.
London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., 7/6 net. Copies may also be
ordered from Miss Elizabeth Herrick,
21, West Side, Clapham Common, London, S.W.4.

MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF
CHINA
A new book by E. T. Chalmers;
Werner, London; George G. Harrap and
Company, Ltd., I922.
HIS volume, of four hundred and
fifty-three pages, with thirty-two
T
colored illustrations, is valuable not only
for the beauty of hidden treasures which
it unfolds to Western minds, but for
the better understanding which it offers
of the people from whom these myths
and legends sprang.
The author, formerly in His British
Majesty's Consular Servi!.":e at Foochow,
and later a member of the Chinese
Government Historiographical Bureau,
Peking, states in the preface: "Owing
to the fact that so little work has been
done in Chinese mythology by Western
writers I found it better in dealing with
this subject to go directly to the original
Chinese texts." He also states that, as
far as is known, his is the only monograph on Chinese mythology in any nonChinese language.
A knowledge of Chinese sociology being "a prerequisite to the understanding
of their ideas and sentiments," the writer
devotes the first fifty-nine pages of his
book to a summary of the subject. He
then deals with the philosophical side,
before setting "forth in English dress
these myths which may be r:egarded as
the accredited representatives of Chinese
mythology." He tells us that in spite of
research and conjecture the origin of the
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Chinese people still remains undetermined. Under the heading, Laws, we
find that the Chinese people evolved a
series of excellent legal codes which
have been highly praised by competent
judges. The great exemplar of these
codes was a statesman in the service of
the first ruler of the Wei State, in the
fourth century.
Ecclesiastical matters have been neglected during the Republican regime,
and a large number of temples converted into schools. Since the change,
in 1905, in the educational system, the
author sees "rapidly growing up a force
that is regenerating the Chinese people,
and will make itself felt throughout the
whole world. It is this keen and shrewd
appreciation of the learned, and this lust
for knowledge which, barring the tragedy
of foreign domination, will make China,
in the truest and best sense of the word,
a great nation."
The queue, and foot binding-the former a badge of servitude inflicted by
the Manchus and the latter in force
since 934 A. D.-are now discountenanced, the writer tells us, the queue
having been legally abolished when the
Chinese rid themselves of the Manchu
yoke in 1912.
Funeral rites, although "less rigid and
ceremonious since the institution of the
Republic, have retained their essential
character down to the present day." A
Chinese classic says, "Ceremonies are
the greatest of all things by which men
live," and, the author writes, "It is in
the matter of ceremonial observances that
the East and West have misunderstood
each other perhaps more. than in all
others. Where rules of etiquette are not
only different, but are diametrically opposed, there is every O'pportunity for
misunderstanding, if nO't estrangement."
For forty centuries the Chinese have
paid close attention to the cultivation of
the soil and their vegetable culture has
reached a high state of perfection, the
author tells us. "They have made great
canals, bridges, aqueducts, and the
longest wall there has ever been on the

face of the earth." And finally, "They
have produced one of the greatest and
most remarkable accumulations of literature the world has ever seen, and the
finest porcelain-some magnificent painting, though hardly any sculpture and
little architecture that wiIl live."
The three religions of China-Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism-the
writer states "were even regarded as
forming one whole, or at least, though
different, as having one and the same
object;" the translation of the Chinese
words being, "The three are one," or,
"The three unite to form one," and,
"When they reach the extreme the three
are seen to be one."
About one-fifth of the vO'lume is devoted to the myths of China-myths of
the stars, of thunder, lightning, wind,
and rain-myths of the waters, fire,
epidemics, medicine, exorcism, etc.
The beautiful legend of Kuan Yin,
the Goddess O'f Mercy, the Guardian
Angel, is related. "As Mary is the guiding spirit of Rome, so is Kuan Yin of
the Buddhist faith." It is said of her:
"The men love her, the children adore
her, and the women chant her prayers.
Wl;atever the temple may be, there is
nearly always a chapel for Kuan Yin
within its precincts; she lives in many
homes, and in many, many hearts she
sits enshrined." The legend describes
how, through sincerity of purpose and
the resisting of all earthly tests set before
her, she attained perfection.
The legends of the eight immortals
of the Taoist religion, one of the most
popular subjects of Chinese representation, are told. "In them we see 'the embodiment of the ideas of perfect but
imaginary happiness which possess the
minds of the Chinese people.' Three of
them were historical personages; the
others are mentioned only in fables and
romances. They represent all kinds of
people." It is interesting to note that
twO' of the immortals were women.
In his conclusion of this most valuable volume, which gives a new insight
into the life and thought of the Chinese
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people, the author writes: "But for the
Chinese philosophers we should in all
probability have had more Chinese
myths, but philosophy is unifying, and
without it we might have had a break-up
of China and perhaps no myths at all,
or none especially belonging to China
as a whole and separate independent nation ;" and also, "It is not a small thing
to have conquered myth with philosophy,
especially at a time when the Western
world was still steeped in the grossest
superstitions. Therefore we may be
thankful that the Chinese were and are
a peace-loving, sober, agricultural, industrial, non-military, non-priest-ridden, literary, and philosophical people, and that
we have instead of great myths a great
people."-"But if the real test of greatness is purity and justice, then Chinese
myth must be placed among the greatest
of all ... , and it is invariably just and
pure."
Agnes B. Alexander.

WORLD FELLOWSHIP
HE World Fellowship boys and girls
in many parts of the world now call
T
their own particular group by the name
of some Garden-as for instance, the
"Garden of Peace," the "Garden of Loving Service," the "Garden of Happiness,"
and many, many other beautiful Gardens.
One of the Friends writes: "The sweet
fragrances from the Gardens are wafted
by divine breezes to all parts of the world.
Let us ever be grateful to Baha'u'llah
for his bounty."
Besides making many attractive and
useful things, through arts and crafts
work, to be sold for the Temple fund,
the World Fellowship boys and girls
make and collect things for orphans and
for the poor, sending them to the "Home
Stations," which are now organized in
almost every country where World Fellowship abounds. These Home Stations,
according to the "World F el1owship"
periodical, are cooperative, active, inspirational centers "for the furtherance
of the cause of unity and the elimination
--------------------
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of misery. May these magnets multiply
until indeed One Home is realized
through the application of the love of
God through His Manifestations."
The following are some extracts from
a few of the inspiring letters received
from the World Fellowship groups,
through the "Children's World-Wide
Correspondence Unity," a service of
World Fellowship, 31 Valley Road,
M ontclair, N. J.
From the Friends in India: "Beloved
Friends: The World Fellowship has
chosen this (the village of Daidanaw
Kalazoo, the home of the first Indian
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar) for our station in
India because all pertaining to it is
worthy of the highest recognition and
the assistance of all the Baha'is of the
world. Let us remember these brave
little villages in our daily prayers. Here
is a place where can be found the true
Baha'i spirit. . . . . . A small bamboo
"Studio" is under construction as a temporary educational and industrial center
and meeting-place for the growing youth.
Handlooms will be introduced, carpentry
and mechanical arts will flourish.
"Our school must be free, and it will
draw many girls and boys from neighboring villages.
"I am very glad that already six Home
Stations are established. God will turn
them into six hundred very soon. I am
very glad to learn that you have established a Home Station in Haifa. You
are blessed by the Greatest Holy Leaf,
and God will confirm you in your sincere
and noble efforts .... I hope, through the
prayers of the friends of God, the Indian
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar will be a reality in the
near future. It may take some time but
God is Great! And through His blessings much can be done within a short
time."
From the Garden of Love, Bombay,
India: "Love and embraces to all the
spiritual children of Abha. Tell them
about their loving sisters and brothers in
India."
From the Garden of Peace, Springfield, Ill.: "I am a little boy of the Gar-
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den of Peace. We have good meetings
every week. We are quite a crowd, and
we expect to have more in the future.
Peace is what we need the world over!
" ... I do not know you personally, but I
love you with all my heart. I hope that
some day we may all meet face to face,
but I know we have already met heart
to heart, for our teacher has told us that
you love everybody. I hope that you
received the package irom our Garden
of Peace for the poor sufferers, and we
will send another soon."
The "Helper" of the Garden of Light,
Kenosha, Wis., writes: "Our first activity for the Garden was in accordance
with the desire of one of the Baha'i
Juniors, that the children save up and
donate baskets to the poor. This makes
a fine beginning and, as time goes on, we
know that other children of various races
and religions will join us. They will
learn good morals, useful arts and crafts,
etc."
From the Cherry Garden, Tokyo,
Japan: "I pray God that here in the
Cherry. Garden will be sown seeds of
various hues-from different lands-to
make it most beautiful and divine. The
divine breezes will be wafted unto the
peoples of the East and the West from
this Garden!"
From the Garden of Prayer, Indianapolis, Ind.: "This is surely a wonderful
name for us. Prayer is so sweet and
uplifting. Abdu'l-Baha says: 'There
is nothing sweeter in the world of humanity than prayer. Man must live in
a state of prayerfulness. The most
blessed condition is the condition of
prayer and supplication. Prayer is conversation with God.' . . May nothing retard the growth of the tender seeds in
our Garden of Prayer."
The World Fellowship Girls of Mandalay, Burma, write: "We are sending
you 'Scenes of Mandalay,' along with
little dolls, which we hope the children
will like .... We receive letters from
Kenosha, Haifa and Bombay, and they
contain glad tidings which fill our hearts
with joy and thankfulness. The Baha'i

Centers all over the world are unselfishly
exerting themselves to spread the Cause.
How wonderful it is to hear that the
wild tribes of Africa are beginning to
accept the glad tidings! This news gladdens us as well as encourages us, because if even those wild tribes can come
to know the True God, there is every
hope that the people around about may
do the same some day. In the meantime
we must be steadfast in our faith, and be
as 'lighted lamps.' In the twelfth verse
of the Hidden Words, it is written: '0
Son of Existence! My lamp thou art
and My Light is in thee. Therefore be
illumined by it and seek no one but Me,
for I have created thee rich, and upon
thee have I showered abundant grace.'
"Our long vacation is nearly over and
we shall go back to college. We will
write to you from there. With our love
and greetings to all our World Fellowship
sisters,
"Mya and Hla."

Voice records of 'Abdu'l-Baha.'s message of Glad Tidings, spoken while he
was in America, in 1912, are being distributed through the Assemblies, and orders may be placed with that one in each
Assembly who is elected to take charge
of publications. The price of the record
is one dollar.

Copies of the wonderful portrait
painted by Miss Juliet Thompson of
'Abdu'l-Baha when he was in America
may nOw be had from Hagelstein Bros.,
100 Fifth Avenue, New York City, in
black, or brown, at $3 for the larger
size, $1.50 for the smaller. If copies are
ordered by Assemblies in lots of ten or
more there will be a twenty per cent discount. 'Abdu'l-Baha himself carried the
original painting from America to Haifa.
where it now remains.

HOW TO STUDY THE BAHA'I TEACHINGS
E have been asked to outline
suggestions for classes to study
in systematic· and comprehensive fashion the Baha'i teachings. These courses
may also serve as a guide for individual
study and help to equip us for the most
glorious work in all the world, the establishment of the Kingdom of God.
The spiritual teacher needs to be well
prepared, not only by purity of motive
and radiance of heart but by a thorough
knowledge of the divinely revealed writings. With knowledge and the assistance of the Holy Spirit each one can
become a vivifier of the world.

W

THE MONTH OF THE COVENANT

November 12, 1817-The birthday of
Baha'u'Ilah, the great Revealer of the
Covenant.
November 26-A day hitherto celebrated by many Baha'is as the anniversary of the appointment of the Center
of the Covenant, 'Abdu'l-Baha.
November 28, 1921-The Ascension
of 'Abdu'l-Baha into the Supreme Kingdom.
With the help of the wonderful compllation prepared by Mrs. Mary M.
Rabb we have outlined a course of readings on the Covenant. Members of the
Baha'i groups might study, each, a part
of the references given and bring to the
meeting oral or written reports of the
essence of the pages they have studied.
It will make a most inspiring series of
meetings for, as'Abdu'l-Baha says, "In
this day divine confirmations and assistance are the support and helper of
those who are firm in the Covenant and
more especially of those who proclaim
the Covenant and Testament." "All
the believers in all meetings and gatherings must mention the Covenant and
,raise the song of the Covenant." The
following books and references will
serve for four or more meetings:
1. Covenants, Ancient and Modern:
Hidden Words, p. 51; Daily Lessons
(Mrs. Goodall and Mrs. Cooper), p. 99;
Genesis, 9:9-13; 12:3; 17:1-7; 17:18255
------_
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20; 26 :2-5; 28: 13-25; Exodus, 34:
27-28; Deuteronomy, 29: 2-29; J eremiah, 31 :31-36; Romans, 11 :25-27;
Ezekiel, 37 :26; 34 :25; Isaiah, 9 :7f;
54:10; Revelation, 21 and 22: Micah,
4:1-3; John, 5: 24-25; 14:30; 19:16;
16:7-14; Matthew, 23:39; 26:29; Acts,
3: 20-25; Some Answered Questions,
p. 46; Ten Days in the Light of Acre,
pp. 61-62; Gospel of Buddha~ Open
Court Pub. Company, p. 217. The Book
of Ighan, passim; Some Answered
Questions, the opening chapters; Bah6'i
Revelation, Thornton Chase.
2. The New Covenant. When a
W orId Teacher Comes How Shall We
Know Him?
Baha'u'll6h and the New Era, by Dr.
J. E. Esslemont, chapters 1-4; 13-15;
SOme Answered Questions, part 1;
Ighan, pp. 137-185; BaM'i Proofs, pp.
117-267; The Brilliant Proof.
3. The Covenant and Its Dayspring
of Guidance. The Divine Gift of Infallible Inspiration.
Star of the West, Oct. 1923, pp. 209213; Some Answered Questions, part
3; BaM'u?flflh and the New Era, p. 113;
BaM'i Scriptures, pp. 69 ff; 192 ff;
paragraph 329; pp. 236 ff; Tablet of
Ishrflq6t (Tablets of BaM'u'1l6h).
4. The Centers of Unity and the
New Chapter in the Book of the Covenant.
A. The Center of the Covenant:
Star of the West; No. 14 (N ovember
23), of every volume, from volume 3 to
12 inclusive, and special compilation on
the Covenant, in Vo!. 8, pp. 205 ff;
Bahfl'i Scriptures, paragraphs 527, 529,
540, 547, 549, 550, 579; Light of the
WorId, pp. 137 ff.
B. Shoghi Effendi and the Universal Spiritual Assembly.
Bah6'u'll6h and the New Era, last
chapter; The Passing of 'Abdu'l-BaM;
Some Answered Questions, pp. 198 ff;
Bah6'i Scriptures, paragraphs 767, 768,
60, 904, 63, 84, 86, 113, 118; Light of
theWo,,-ld, 73; Tablets of BaM'u'1l6h,
p. 53, etc; pp. 28-29.

NEW FEATURES
In the Baha'i Magazine

STAR OF THE WEST
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

Articles presenting month by month the universal Baha'i principles
for the new world order.
Articles and editorials on current events and their spiritual significance for the coming Kingdom of God. Signs of the times which
already reflect the dawn of this Kingdom of Peace.
Travel articles by Baha'is and others which bring the world conditions and the new hope right to our doors.
New historical accounts of the rise of the Baha'i Cause. Splendid
biographies by Jinab-i-Fadil, Jinab-i-Avarih and others. The wonderful life of the Bab, by Jinab-i-Fadil, appeared in the o'ctober
issue; the story of the life of Qurratu'l-' Ayn, in August.
Articles on the heavenly pathway of pure and sanctified living, and
on subjects such as, the new revelations of immortality, in the May
issue, communication and divine inspiration (October issue), the real
reincarnation and return, progress after death, etc., in coming numbers.
News of the spread of the Baha'i teachings in all parts of the world.
New translations of the words of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha by
the inspired pen of Shoghi Effendi.

AN OPPORTUNITY TO HELP
THE STAR OF THE WEST
A. Send in well written, scholarly articles approved by your local Assembly.
B. The Star of the West needs many more subscribers, to spread the
Glad Tidings which are shining from its pages. It needs them to
increase its size and publish still more of the wonderful material
which is coming in from all parts of the world. To serve the STAR OF
THE WEST is really to serve the Kingdom of God, for its work is the
work of the Kingdom. May we not all together help it attain its
glorious destiny?
How we can help:
1. Let every subscriber get a subscriber.
2. Subscribe for a friend.
A subscription to the STAR OF THE WEST will make a beautiful
Christmas present. It will be a real herald of peace on earth,
good will to men.
3. Give away single copies. Each issue is a teacher of the Cause
of God, a herald of the best good news in all the world.
4. Secure while they last the bound volumes. They are a priceless
treasure-house of the divine teachings. Tell others about these
volumes, and the new, easy time method of securing them. To
buy these volumes will both help the STAR OF THE WEST and
bring endless inspiration to whomsoever reads them.
The Persian section is omitted this month because we had nine pages of Persian last
month. Our gifted editor, Jinab-i-F:ldil has also prepared a splendid section of nine pages
for next month. It is our hope that soon we will be able to enlarge our STAR OF THE WEST
so that we can present nine pages of Persian every month. Thus our magazine can become
more and more a link between the Orient and the Occident.

WORDS AND PRAYERS OF BAHA'U'LLAH
ET your morning be better tha. n your evening and your
day an improvement on the morning. M,an's honor lies
in service and perfection, not in ornamentation, wealth and
possessions.-Quoted from "Lessons in Religion."

L

o God, my God! Thy Grace hath emboldened me, and Thy
Justice filled me with terror. Happy is that man whom Thou
hast endued with Thy Grace and woe to him that receiveth
Thy Justice.
Lord! I have fled from Thy Justice, and have sought Thy
Grace, have turned from Thy Wrath and implofC'!:d Thy Pardon. I beseech Thee, by Thy Power, Thy Sovereignty, Thy
Glory and Thy Favour to illumine mankind with the Light of
Thy Knowledge, that all things may show Thy Handiwork,
may unfold the mysteries of Thy Power, and may reveal the
Light of Thy Knowledge.
Thou art the One that hath caused all things to be made
manifest and hath shone upon them with the Light of Thy
Care and Thy Providence.
Thou art the All-Bountiful, the Gracious.
Translated by Shoghi Effendi
A pure heart create within me, 0 My Lord.
A tranquil soul renew within me, 0 my Hope.
Throu~h the spirit of command make me firm in Thy Cause,
o my Beloved.
By the light of grandeur show unto me Thy Path, 0 my
Desire.
By the might of loftiness cause me to ascend unto the heaven
of Thy Sanctity, 0 my Beginning.
Through the breezes of immortality cause me to rejoice, 0
my End.
By the melodies of eternity tranquilize me, 0 my Companion.
By the riches of Thy Pre-Existent Countenance deliver me
from aught else save Thee, 0 my Lord.
And by the Manifestation of Thy Everlasting Identity
rejoice me,
o Thou Who art more apparent than my appearance,
o Thou Who art more hidden than my inmost heart.
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JABDUJL-BAHA
Frontispiece of "Unity Triumphant." Reproduced through the
courtesy of the author, Miss Elizabeth H errick
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Through Pride Will Man Be Reduced to the Lowest Rank
By

A

STANWOOD

PECULIAR inspiration comes
to one from perusing the word
of God in a foreign language.
That first vivid impression, veiled by
long familiarity with the text as it exists
in English, has been restored to me in
all its freshness upon reading the Hidden
Words in German.
One verse has especially impressed me,
both from its meaning and from some of
the experiences of my travels. "Wegen
der sterblichen Herrs.chaft weniger Tage
habt ihr Meine unsterbliche Herrschaft
verworfen, euch selbst in rote und gelbe
Gewander gekleidet und damit geprahlt.
Ich erklare bei Meiner Schonheit, dass
Ich euch alle unter das gleichgefarbte
Ze1t des Staubes bringen und die Farben
von allen entfemen werde, nul' nicht von
den en, welche Meine Farbe, rein von
alien andem, erwahlten." "For a fleeting
sovereignty of a few days have you abandoned My imperishable dominion and
arrayed yourselves in mortal hues and
pride yourselves therein. I declare by
M y beauty, that I will bring you all under the uni-colored canopy of dust and
takeaway the color from all, except
from those who have chosen My color,
pure from all others."
Baha'u'llah has said that it is better
to read one Hidden Word than hundreds
of pages of any other literature. Therefore, let us meditate somewhat on the

COBB

significance of this mighty utterance. Let
us consider some of the examples of
fallen glory.
In passing through Holland on our
way to Germany, our train went close
by Doom, where William II languishes
in exile. Our thoughts were much upon
him. 'When we reached Berlin we faund
his farmer palace turned into a museum.
I sha11 never torget the impression received upon traversing these carridars
and rooms and gorgeous hal1s, so recently consecrated to the glory of the
Hohenzo11em House. There had been a
time when every gateway and approach
was sternly guarded; when at the buglecalls announcing the farth-riding of His
Majesty, the sidewalk crowds and traffic
of the street had drawn aside in breathless, almost religious silence to' make way
for the through-passing of this martal
glory. And naw the common crowd invaded the erstwhile halls af imperial
grandeur. Yes, penetrated even to' that
holy of halies, the golden throne raom,
access to which had been esteemed sa
high!
I was reminded of the so-similar fate
af the tyrant Abdul Hamid's palace at
Yildiz, in the immediate periad subsequent to his forced abdicatian in the
Revolution of 1908. Here, taa, the common crowds had penetrated, eager and
curious, to see the interior of that sac-
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rosanct, guarded as few palaces have ever the Oorcoran Gallery at Washington is a
been. As I went through it at that time statue of him as in his dying days, lookI was struck by the carelessness of the ing out over life with still his great will
guards, and the flippancy of the amused and invinc~ble spirit, learning perhaps
crowd thrtonging these secret and treas- certain lessons O'f the spirit.
In his "Memories of the War Time
ured rooms-a natural reaction against
1806-1813," Friedrich von Mueller,
their former terror of the Sultan.
It was during the last days of Abdul Chancellor of Weimar, which we visited
Hamid that 'hbdu'l-Bah3.' s life was so while passing through Germany, tells us
seriously threatened. Then in a few of his interview with Napoleon, in which
days we saw the captive of injustice set he sought pardon and safety for his
free to make his glorious and victorious master, Carl August, Duke of Weimar.
journey through Europe and America; Napoleon was very angry with the duke
while the former Sultan, whose rule had for having fought against him on the
been for thirty years the most absolute side of Prussia; angry, also, because the
in the world, was t'O languish out his duke did not now immediately abandon
allegiance to his over-lord, the King of
life in a sad and miserable captivity.
In the museum at Leipzig we were Prussia. To secure this audience the
held spellbound by Lehnbach's portrait duke's chancellor had followed Napoleon
of Bismal'ck. Those wonderful eyes of humbly and beseechingly hom Weimar
the great diplomat and statesman glowed to Erfurt, from Erfurt to Raumburg,
from the canvas with a cold blue flame. from Raumburg to Wittenberg, from
They were eyes before which no man Wittenberg to Potsdam. At last Napocould stand in opposition; eyes revealing leon granted the long-sought-for interthe great mind, the invincible will, the view~ It is a dramatic scene, as degigantic magnetism of the man who scribed by Mueller. (I translate from
moulded Europe to his desire. Yet that the German.)
mind and will and magnetism had to
"Finally came the longed-for moment.
yield before the determination of the I was called into tl]e imperial cabinet,
imperial y'Oung master to rule alone. And in the midst 'Of which, in rather a defiant
not 'Only did Bi.sman;:k's life end in dis- attitude, stood Napoleon in his green
missal and exile from the court whose Chasseur-uniform, his hat under his arm
glory he h3Jd created, but we see now . . . . The Emperor broke out into the
the utter failure and collapse of all the bitterest reproaches over the conduct of
structure he built up by "blood and iron." the Duke, my Master. . , . . 'You see,'
Only there remains the good that he con- he said, 'what I did with the Duke of
ceived and executed-the unity of the Brauns'chweig. I will drive these wolves
great German people formerly divided in the employ of Italy back to those they
into kingdoms and duchies and free came from. Like this hat,' here he threw
cities at constant fratricidal war. So it angrily to the ground, 'will I overthrow
God uses man to forward that which is and humiliate them. And I have a great
good; and that which man does of evil desire to do so with your prince.'
" 'By Heaven, if one has not at least
is qu~ckly frustrated.
In the same gallery was a wonderfui a hundred thousand men and a goodly
picture of that other great conqueror and count of cannon, one had better not unsuperman, Napoleon. How he stormed dertake war with me. These Prussians
over Europe, terrifying whole popula- had as much and more, but what help
tions, making and unmaking kings, and was that to them? I have scattered them
moulding states to suit his will; yet he like spray in the wind, I have crushed
lived to see his c'Onquests come to naught, them down, and they will not lift their
a helpless prisoner on a lonely isle. In heads again.'''

GREAT IMPERIALISTS OF HISTORY

What a picture of despotic power!
The great conqueror asserting his might
and prowess; the faithful servant pleading for the throne of his master, who
had done no ill but to fulfill his duty to
the King of Prussia. After much storming, Napoleon softened and promised to
keep the' duke upon his throne. "But,"
and here he spoke again in fiery mood,
"let your duke well understand, that he
owes his land and his political existence
only and solely to the high respect, the
deep friendship which I have for his
wife, the duchess and for her worthy
sister."
Of no man is there recorded such an
impression of over-mastering power as
of this world conqueror. Women hung
their heads and blushed as he walked
past them. His bravest, roughest generals became tame and awe-inspired in
his presence. For a time he held Europe
in the hollow of his hand, and there
seemed no deliverance.
But Goethe's mother, writing to
Weimar in this period of storm and stress
from Mainz, which had fallen into the
possession of Napoleon, says, "Yet God
still lives, and everything can turn out
better than many now believe. A single
moment can change everything."
And so it turned out. Napoleon's
power went to ruin more quickly even
than it had been built up.
One more eX)ample of fallen glory
comes to mind-the greatest example in
history of a terrifying, conquering empire smashed suddenly to pieces! When
Sennacherib, the great Assyrian king,
was on his way to conquer Egypt, he
stopped at a walled city of an insignificant little kingdom and called upon it to
surrender. It was a city and a kingdom
hardly worthy of his conquest, and worthy of his attention only because it lay
in his line of mal'ch and communications,
and its existence as a stronghold had become to the Assyrians a danger.
It was the general opinion that the
city should be immediately surrendered.
The councilors so advised, the people so
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clamored, and the king was so minded.
For woe to that city which resisted
Assyria and then was conquered. Death,
destruction, tortures unspeakable for the
leading defenders-this was the policy
of frightfulness that had made the word
"Assyrians" a name to terrify even
babes with, and had lowered the courage
and resista,nce of those whom Assyria
would conquer.
One man alone stood out against the
decision to surrrender. It was Isaiah,
the man of God. To the thundering,
earth-shaking armies of Sennacherib he
had nothing to oppose but the invisible
power and protection of J ehovah. He
alone had no fear. By his fiery and inspired words he amused new courage in
the people, the councilors, the king. He
pJ10mised them safety. He assured them
of the invisible protection.
And in one night a plague coming
from the marshes of Egypt so smote the
Assyrian army, killing a hundred and
eighty-five thousand, that "Sennacherib,
king of Assyria, departed," to use the
simple and quaintly expressive language
of the Bible, "and went and returned,
and dwelt at Ninevah."
The Assyrian empire vanished as
magically as it had arisen. 'Within less
than a hundred years after Sennacherib
so threatened the destruction of Jerusalem, Ninevah, 1:he capital of Assyria, fell
before the combined armies of the Chaldeans and Medes and Persians. The
terrible scourge of the East was at last
laid low. "Its fall was forever. "\i\Then
two centuries later Xertephon and his ten
thousand Greeks marched past the place,
the Assyrian nation was but a vague
tradition, and Ninevah, its great city, was
a vast heap of rubbish as it is today.
Even the Assyrian speech ha<d passed
away."*
Read in Nahum, Chapter 3, the rejoicing of Israel at the downfall of this
wicked and terrific city. This passage
gives a vivid picture of the fallen greatness of AssYl'ia, one of the most power~Breasted-Ancient Times.
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ful militaristic empires known to history,
which for all its superb war-strength
ended in dust.

but to perfect. What a wonderful ex·
ample of this was afforded us in the life
of 'Abdu'l-Baha. He did not give comHe offered opportunities for
mands.
* * *
ROM these noteworthy examples service. Never did one feel His will inwhich history offers, and from many fringing upon one's personal freedom. It
other examples of near and far times, was offered us only as a guidance, as a
one may see how prone to fall is mortal gift of love. If we did not accept, it
gLory. Over-weening pride is destined was our loss, and his grief.
to destruction. However great man's
Nor did he ever seek to dazzle stranwill, he cannot battle against God.
gers by the greatness of his station, by
So profoundly were the ancient Greeks any manifestation of His power. Those
impressed with this vulnerability of who had capacity to see, were permitted
earthly princes, that they dreaded a too at times to see him as power. But his
great success; dreaded, above all, the power was gently and mercifully veiled
pride that is wont to come with success. from others.
For they feared the jealousy (If the
So God works. He could in a mogods, and believed the only safeguard ment convince all men of His supremacy.
lay in propitiatory sacrifices. We know But he chooses not to do so. They must
today that the only sacrifices God wants convince themselves. They must disfrom men of success and high position cover Him. If they do riot choose to do
are gratitude, humility, and service; and so, they are permitted to conceive of and
that the only safety in such altitudes is worship themselves as power, until the
guidance.
time comes for a striking lesson.
If we reflect we can very easily see
Even then God works not in anger,
why unlimited pvwer of will cannot be but as the Great Educator, leading us on
granted to mortals. What would be- by rewards and punishments to a knowlcome of the universe if men of such edge of His Truths. Those who employ
gigantic wills as Bismarck or Napoleon their abilities to the utmost are given
should go on attaining more and more power. That is their reward. But if
of power, here and in the next ex- they do not ascribe that power to God,
istence?
they are eventually humiliated. That is
Wo~ld not the wlhole universe betheir punishment.
come an anarchy, a war between demonic
Every human will must be turned to
wills? We have seen what havoc such God, and revolve about His will. I am
conflicts make of the fair earth we live so convinced of this, not only from the
upon. Shall the heavens themselves be- teachings of God's word, and from the
come but the theatre of war? For self· deductions of reason, but also. from
ish, egoistic wills can never attain to
observations based on life and from
unity and harmony among themselves.
history, that wherever I see a human
Each seeks to predominate, but no one
will
set itself up to rule and reign in a
is powerful enough to eternally hold rule.
pride
that is forgetful of God, I know
Our very conception of the universe
a
crash
is imminent. It is true of inis against this. The word, itself, by derdividuals,
it is true of nations, it is true
ivation, means unity, organization, a
of
our
whole
planet.
revolving of solar systems according to
In
this
day
and generation, although
one plan. And whose will shall prevail
we
are
una:ware
of it, we are all living
throughout the universe, save His?
. But God's will is not, like man's will, perilously near this eminence of pride.
a domination, but a will of love and The whole Occident has become so ·conguidance. It does not seek to crush, fident of its powers over nature through
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scientific knowledge, so puffed with
pride over its achievements, that it has
forgotten God. I hesitate to think 0.£
the lessons that maybe in store for our
planet.
If we, as Bah:'t'is, cannot turn other
men to the consciousness of God, we
can at least increase that consciousness
in ourselves, until we realize God as
"the One Power which animates and
dominates all things."
It is not without reason that Bah:'t'u'llah has given us the daily prayer: "I
testify that Thou hast made us to know
Thee and to adore Thee. I testify that
at this moment I am powerless and Thou
art powerful, I am weak and Thou art
mighty, I am poor and Thou art rich."
If we can say that and feel that daily,
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we are safe under the shadow of His
protection. Otherwise we are in danger
of vanity and egoistic pride; for there
is no temptation to which man, even
spiritual man, is more subject than that
of ascribing power and glory to himself
instead of to God.
Not only our own safety, 'hut the safety
of the Bah:'t'i Cause, lies in this humility
and evanescence. For where there is
self-will and pride, there is emulation,
envy, recrimination, disharmony, and
eventually a loss of all spiritual power
from the individual and from the group.
There is only one road to advancement
in the Kingdom. "Verily man is uplifted
to the heaven of glory and power through
Meekness; again, through Pride, is he
degraded to the lowest station."

THE SPIRITUAL PHYSICIAN

o thou who art

attracted to God, may God uphold thee!
I implore God, the Ever-Living, the Everlasting, to assist thee to spread the
spirit of life under all circumstances and conditions, to cheer thy breast by the
eternal secret and the hidden mystery, as mentioned in the Bible, the Gospel and
Psalms, that thou mayest arise to spread the Most Great Glad Tidings in those
regions, to express thyself with an effective power which penetrates into the
realities of all things, that thy face may brilliantly shine among the beloved, that
the utterances falling from thy tongue in the great public meetings may be like the
flowing and running waters, and that the Holy Spirit may confirm thee in the
most great assemblies-if thy face be sincerely turned to God, thy heart pure, and
thou sacrificest to thy Lord thy spirit, thy personality, thy soul and thy heart, so
that nothing is left of thee, neither thought, mention, voice, or even a whisper,
save the word Ya-Bah:'t'u'l-Abh:'t! Set aside all desires, leave worldly matters,
devote thyself to God, be filled with the Spirit, guide the people t'o safety and bring
to them the holy fragrances which emanate from the Kingdom of El-Abha.
By the life of Bah:'t, he who is filled with the love of Bah:'t, and forgets all
things, the Holy Spirit will be heard from his lips and the Spirit of Life will
fill his heart, the Lights of the Sign will shine forth from his face, words will
issue from his mouth in strands of pearls, at~d all sickness and disease will be
healed by the laying on of the hands.
EI-Bah:'t is upon thee!
,Abdu'l-Baha 'Abbas.
(Signed)
Tablet to Mr. Charles Greenleaf.

- - _ .. _ - -...

THE ASCENSION OF THE MASTER
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years have passed since 'Abdu'lBaha, the beloved Master, departed
from his earthly tabernacle and ascended
into the Celestial Concourse. For seventy years he was to our world a visible
center of the light of unity. In the
years of almost universal war he unceasingly held aloft the banner of the
most great peace and called the nations
to universal brotherhood and love. And
then, he seemed to depart from us just
when our sorely afflicted humanity needed, most, his mighty presence and the
constant ministrations of the Divine
Physician.
But the last two years have shown us
that in reality he has never left us, that
he is nearer than ever before and from
the heavenly world the radiance of his
spirit is bringing life to all the world.
Jinab-i-Fadil tells of how the friends
in 'Ishqabad,Russia, invited 'Abdu'l-Baha
to visit their city, how' Abdu'l-Baha accepted the invitation and then, before the
journey was accomplished, departed from
this world. Straightway a wonderful,
dynamic, spiritual outpouring appeared
in 'Ishqahad. Many people began to investigate the Cause, the Mashriqu'lAdhkar was filled to the doors and so
eager was the interest in the heavenly
teachings that the believers hardly had
time for rest or sleep but were constantly
teaching. And there appeared among
the friends such a oeautiful spirit of
faithfulness, affection and severance that
it seemed as though they were living m
the other world. Then they realized that
the Master had visited them in spirit and
in truth and his promise to them was
fulfilled.
All over the Baha'i world, and especially in the East, there has been the
same glorious outpouring of the water of
life, and the fire of the Holy Spirit and
greater and stronger grows the realization that he being lifted up draweth all
men unto him.

THE PASSING of the MASTER
From "Letters from Palestine"*
By B. Pullen-Burry

" I WANT
to tell you of a very interesting visit I paid when at Haifa to
the Persian Colony established there," to
the family of 'Abdu'l BaM. "The
(Baha'i) religion appeals to Jews as well
as to Muslims, Christians and seekers of
spir,itual inspiration of all religions or
schools of thought. There is a town in
Persia with a population of 5,000 Jews
and 4,000 of them are followers of
Baha''u'llah. . . ,
"In the year 1844, a young Persian
merchant known as the Bab (Gate), proclaimed the coming of a great worldteacher and set to work to prepare Persia
for his coming.
Sceptical Muslims
scoffed at him, persecuted him, and in
1850 he was martyred for his faith.
From Persia in 1853 arose Baha'u'llah.
. . . Baha'u'llah taught great principles
for the guidance of the world and
preached a lofty spiritual religion. Until
that date there was no intercommunication available to unite the world. Certainly in Asia nations and races were
divided by insurmountable natural barriers. Here, however, in the midst of a
M uhammadan land, we find a Leader
calling the world to Universal Peace,
directing men to the Investigation of
Truth, proclaiming the Equality of Man
and Woman, the Need of Universal Education and Language, asserting the Oneness of Religion and Humanity, of Religion and Science, striving to eliminate
social, political and religious prejudice,
and at that date declaring the necessity
of a Universal Tribunal to arbitrate
international differences. . . ,
"With all this spirituality and lofty
teaching and outlook, one who knew
'Abdu'l-Baha in the closing years of his
life records how the prophet of Carmel
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took the liveliest interest in world affairs. and the Governar of Phoenicia. After
It will be remembered that shortly before them, the Consul and the natables of the
his death King George had conferred land, then fallowed the vast multitudes
the honour of knighthood on the great wha believed in him and reverenced him.
Teacher. When General Allenby swept The processian walking very slawly taok
up the coast fr'Om Egypt, he went for about two hours to reach the mausaleum
counsel ·first ,to 'Abdu'l-Bam. When which had been prepared for these wonZionists arrived in Palestine they saught derful Persian refarmers.
"The remains of the Bab wh'O heralded
the venerable seer's advice. . . .
"He taught the equality of man and Baha'u'llah had already been laid ta rest
w'Oman, saying, 'The world of humanity in the center 'Of a set of three raams,
has two wings, man and woman; if 'One pasteriar to thase destined for 'Abdu'lwing is weak, then the bird cannat fly.' Baha, which I'Oak out on the Great Sea
He has been described as a majestic, over the tawn 'Of Haifa."
venerable figure, clad in the flowing ab3.,
his headcrawned with a turban white as
THE SHRINE OF THE
his head and hair, his piercing deep-set
MASTER
eyes 'shook the heart,' his smile 'paured
From
diary
notes of Charles Mason
its sweetness over all.' . . .
Remey
upon
his
visit to H aifa in M arch,
"His funeral was such the like 'Of
22 .
I9
which Palestine had never seen befare,
ARLY in the morning following my
was the general verdict. A deep feeling
arrival in Haifa I went up the
of veneration, respect and love for the
deceased and sympathy f'Or the mourning mountain alane to visit the Holy Tomb
relatives he left behind him brought ta- 'Of the Master and that of the Bib. I
gether great crawds, different in religion, faund Mirza Abbas Gholi within the
race and language. His tomb lies half- shrine placing handfuls of freshly cut
way up the slapes of Carmel and the flawers UP'On the thresholds of the inner
wonderful pracessian, abaut ten thau- chambers.
The arrangement 'Of the three back
sand in number, who wended their way
to it, was compased of all the natabilities chambers of the Tamb, which constitute
in Palestine-Jews, Christians, Muslims, the tomb proper of the Bab, are the same
Druses, Egyptians, Greeks, Turks, as formerly, but the three front chambers
Kurds, and a hast 'Of American and facing the north, instead 'Of being used
Eurapean friends, Syrian men, women for various purposes, as farmerly, now
and children, all follawed their Belaved farm the tomb of the Master.
Curtis Kelsey, who went to Haifa from
One. It was headed by a guard of
hanour cansisting of the City Constabu- America in 'Order to install electric light
lary Force, fallowed by Boy Scauts of plants at the Holy Tombs and in the
the Muslim and Christian communities Baha'i Colany, has made an artistic arhalding aloft their banners, then came rangement in his wiring of the Tombs
a company of Muslim choristers chanting upon Mount Carmel and one quite in
verses from the Qur'an. The chiefs of harmony with the style and character
the Muslim cammunity, headed by the 'Of the buildings.
The black iron
Mufti, with a number of Christian lamps hang as f'Ormerly, suspended from
priests, Latin, Greek and Anglican, pre- the high, vaulted ceiling, but he has receded the caffin barne on the shoulders versed the shades, thus giving the effect
'Of th'Ose he laved. Immediately behind of an indirect lighting system. The
it came the members of his family, next venetian iron candelabra, in the inner
ta them walked the British High Com- shrine of the Bab, which the Master permissi'Oner, the Gavernor 'Of Jerusalem mitted me to make and place there same
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y~ars ago, is still hanging as before, with
its nine tall candles, save that in the
central sanctuary lamp, where formerly
there hung a glass oil container with a
floating wick, there is now an electric
bulb. A very powerful electric light is
placed on the exterior of the tomb, directly above the main doorway to the north.
This is lighted every evening and it forms
a focal point on the mountainside and is
visible for many miles out at sea.
Several times, in the night, after the
household had quieted, Lotfullah Hakim
and I climbed up the mountain to the
Tomb of the Master, for a few moments
of prayer before the door of the Shrine
which at that late hour was invariably
locked though lights from within might
have led one to imagine the building to
be open. As is customary in the Orient,
burial .shrines of importance are kept
iIIumined by night. The Baha'i sacred
Shrines are never left in darkness.
I wish that I might adequately describe
the spiritual experience of those nocturnal pilgrimages. The beauty of the spot
is beyond description in words. In the
clear, scintillating moonlight of the
Orient the eye can see for many miles.
. From this Holy Tomb, Mount Hermon,
with its cap of snow, seventy or eighty
miles distant, was distinctly visible in
the clear moonlight. About the Tomb
are fragrant trees, shrubs and flowers.
On still nights, when there was little
wind, the air wouLd often be heavy with
the fragrance of orange blossoms as we
knelt on the doorsill pouring out our
hearts in prayer and supplication. . . .

* * *

One evening during the visit, Shoghi
Effendi brought with him to the Pilgrim
House the original text of the blessed
Testament of the Master. We stood
about the table as he reverently laid the
package thereon, carefully unfolding the
envelope from a silk handkerchief in
which it was wrapped. As he took the
three Tablets from the cover we saw that
each was in the handwriting of the
Master-written, as Shoghi Effendi

calIed our attention to witness-without
hesitation or correction and signed by
the Master in several places. We stood
with bated breath in the presence of this
document of documents in which is contained the wondrous plan for the spiritual organization of the Cause of God
and our guidance for a thousand or
thousands of years.
The substance of the Testament was,
of course, most unexpected. No one
could have anticipated its wonderful
ordinances. But as one studies it and
imbihes its thought he sees at once that
no other plan could have been made for
guarding and preserving the Cause save
the one which the Master has given in
his Will. Never have I read anything
which gave me the joy and the inspiration that this holy document produced
in my heart. It filled my heart with the
assurance that the Cause was safely
guarded. It gives us a fixed direction
toward which to turn and a permanent
center about which we all are to revolve
so long as we are in this world.

APOSTLES OF THE MASTER
From Two Letters by the Wife of
,Abdu'I-BaM.
AY my soul be a sacrifice to the
steadfast in the Cause of God!
The first glad tidings, the first happiness and joy is the return of the Distinguished Branch to the Holy Land and
the Holy Shrines. This has gladdened
the hearts of all the Baha'is.
The second, 0 spiritual sisters, and
handmaids of the Merciful, is that, praise
be to God! after the setting of the Light
of the World and the ascent of the Beloved of the World continuous glad tidings and good news have come to the
Holy Shrines of the faithfulness of the
friends in holding meetings for teaching,
in serving the world of humanity, with
unity, love, charity and kindness to the
people of Baha. This brightens the tearstained eyes and heals the broken,
wounded hearts. In truth it should be
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so. For in the Blessed Will most of the
exhortations are to this effect: "Do not
seek repose for a moment. Do not rest
for an instant. Go forth to all parts
of the world. Be dispersed into every
village and town. Be not satisfied until
you have given the Message in all the
regions of the world." We must look to
the disciples of His Holiness Christ and
see what they did after the crucifixion
of their Lord. Mary Magdalene was
only a woman from Magdala, yet her
star shines in the heaven of Christianity.
And Her Holiness the Pure, Qurratu'lAyn, may my soul be a sacrifice to her!
although the days of her sacrifice were
not very ,many, yet she became a brilliant
star in the heaven of the Cause of God.
Among the friends all over the world her
name has beCDme a symbol of sacrifice.
In former days there were many steadfast men who sacrificed their pure lives
on the field of martyrdom. But such
deeds were unheard-of among women.
Now, praise be to God! His Holiness
,Albdu'l-Baha has elevated the station of
woman and has proclaimed that in this
cycle man and woman are like the two
wings of the bird. Neither is superior
to the other. Girls must be educated
as well if not better than boys. And His
Holiness Baha'u'llah has said that in this
age there will appear women who will
be the glory of men. There is no doubt
that the promises of the Prophets of
God will be fulfilled. And in a short
while everything that Baha'u'llah said
will come to pass.
As Jinab-i-Avarih has told us, at the
present time in Tihran about fifty women,
with hearts aflame, and brilliant, prepared to lecture and give explanations,
are equipped for all kinds of service.
This news has indeed gladdened our
hearts. He has named the dear sisters
and has asked that this one should write
and let them know that this bereft mortal
has made mention of them in the Holy
Shrines.
o beloved sisters! praise be to God,
that the field of service is vast and the
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hungry souls are many. The seekers
and the thirsty ones are waiting, and
these women are ready! But alas, that
some of the people of Persia are bloodthirsty and unjust! . . .
It is reported that two handmaids of
the Merciful, one the daughter of the
deceased Vazir Mokarram of Ishfahan
and the other the granddaughter of N 001'
Ibn N ayyerin, also of Ishfahan, have
started out to spread the Cause in their
surrounding country. This news has
made us very happy. The description
of the meetings in Qazvin, and in the
different cities of America also gave us
great happiness. It indeed indicates that
the hope, the wish of all the friends is
the spreading of the Cause of God. We
beseech the True One that He will keep
them under His protection, and we hope
that they may attain to that service which
is worthy of His Threshold.
Alas, that now the Light of God has
hidden itself and the peerless face has
disappeared from among us and the sun
of knowledge and forgiveness has set
and the cause of joy and the foundation
of happiness has chosen absence! . . .
We hope that in this year the blessings
of God and His heavenly bestowals will
decree for the Baha'fs results which will
exceed all expectations. We seek mercy
for His servants.
The maidservant to the threshold I)f
God,
(Signed) Monireh.

THE GLORIOUS WORK OF EDUCATION

To the Friends of God. To them be
Glory!
It is plain and evident to everyone
that the foundation of all life is education. Were it not for the gift of education no one would have been created,
nor would there be any (human) life.
In this great cycle and chosen century
the Blessed Beauty (Baha'u'llah) may
my life be a sacrifice to him! has made
education important above all other
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questions, giving it the highest place
among God's blessings. In many instances, in different places, in the holy
Tablets and the divine Verses he has
written and commanded every man and
woman, every king, and every wellwisher of the nations to carry on this
work, which is the highest and most
honora:ble of all services before God.
In the day of His Holiness 'Abdu'lBaha, the question of education has again
been given first place. He has praised
the promoters of this great work, for
education has become a great necessity.
He has declared and explained God's displeasure with those who heed not this
great command.
The writings of
'Abdu'l-Baha are full of this subject. He
especially advises the training of girls
and women-()f the girls of today who
are the mothers of tomorrow. It is manifest that the first tutor of the child is
the mother. If the mother is not endowed with heavenly morals and is not
possessed of merciful qualities, and
knowledge, she is indeed not fit for her
work as educator. And if she is not
prepared to undertake the education of
the children this is a sin. It is clear,
therefore, that the education of girls is
most important.
Therefore, every merciful friend and
handmaid of God, in every city and town,
should do as much as possible to obey
this great command, even if in their respective cities this work is already established.
Because this servant from early childhood has hoped for some means for the
education of Baha'i girls, I one day
when in the presence of the Master, besought him that, if it were his wish, we
might found here a small school for
Baha'i children, where they could, from
the beginning, acquire Baha'i morals, and
learn the history of the Cause. Pointing
toward Mount Carmel, he said: "This
long mountain will be covered with
schools, hospitals and Pilgrim Houses.
All that has been foretold will come to

pass." I said that I had in mind1:he
little piece of land which Haji Mi'rza
Hassan had given. 'Abdu'l-Baha replied:
"There is a piece of land opposite the
Holy Shrine. 'Abbas Gholi, the owner, at
the Feast of Ridvan offered it as a gift,
and it was accepted. We must purchase
all the adjoining land. That is a good
location for a school. It has beautiful
scenery and pure air, and is near the
Holy Shrines."
At that time the faithful leaf, Miss
Sanderson, was at Haifa. She asked
permlSSIOn to share in this work.
'Abdu'l-Baha granted this request. And
the revered Mr. Remey drew the plan
for the school and presented it for the
approval of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
We now have a large piece of land,
and the fifteen hundred pounds which
belonged to this one have been given to
this work. About a thousand pounds
have come, from all parts of the world.
But the success of this undertaking depends entirely upon the assistance of the
faithful friends. We hope that in the
day of the Distinguished Branch, with
the help of the Holy Leaves and through
the exertions of the beloved brothers
and sisters, this work will be accomplished.
But this work must be carried out in
accordance with the plans and arrangements of Shoghi Effendi, which are, that
anyone who wishes to send a contribution to the school will do so in the name
of the Holy Leaves, the daughters of
'Abdu'l-Baha. And the receipt, signed
by these four, Ziah Khanum, Rooha
Khanum, Tooba Khanum and Monevar
Khanum, will be forwarded to the donor.
The money contributed will be placed in
the Bank of Haifa in the name of the
aforementioned ladies until a sufficient
sum has been collected.
Every great undertaking has had a
small beginning; therefore, we must now
also be satisfied with a small beginning.
(Signed) Monireh.

HERALDS OF THE NEW DAY
Adapted from addresses given in London by Jinab-i-Avarih, whose great
history of the Baha'i Cause is now being published in Persian in Cairo, Egypt
HEN Qurratu'l-'Ayn was a child
there was in. Persia a very celebrated mulla, Shaykh Ahmad Ahsai. So
great a scholar was he that throughout
all the M uhammadan world he had no
peer. Shaykh Ahmad Ahsai was the
first divine to attack certain established
beliefs prevalent among the Muslims,
one of which was that Muhammad in his
living, physical body departed from this
earth and ascended into heaven, a belief
similar to that held by many Christians
with regard to the Christ. There were
other Muhammadans who in their heart~
disbelieved this teaching, but Shaykh
Ahmad was the first who had the courage
to publicly declare against it.
Another Muhammadan doctrine was
that of the resurrection of the body.
Shaykh Ahmad taught his students that
the physical body cannot go to heaven,
that it will not rise but will disintegrate;
while the spirit will be taken up and will
dwell in the presence of God. He explained that it was the spirit of Muhammad, not his body, which ascended.
Again, the Shaykh taught that God
always sends teachers to His people, to
lead them to His Kingdom, and that
this divine bounty had not ceased.
The M uhammadans believed that there
was one-who had been hidden for a
thousand years-who would appear
Shaykh
suddenly, a great teacher.
Ahmad said that the Promised One
would not come that way; he would Le
manifest shortly but would be born in
the natural way. This teaching of the
Shaykh was of utmost importance to the
Muslims, because for a thousand years
they had been looking for this person
who they believed had been in hiding for
that period. And now the Shaykh said
he would be born, and would appear very
shortly.
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Although strictly forbidden by the
mullas, these teachings found many adherents, until thousands of people became followers of Shaykh Ahmad. They
were popularly known as "Shaykhi,"
and by many of the mullas. were called
atheists.
At last the teachings of Shaykh Ahmad
were carried to Qazvin, the home of
Qurratu'l-' Ayn and her relatives. Her
father and her eldest uncle, both of
whom were mullas, opposed the Shaykh.
But her two younger uncles believed him
and secretly became his followers. Qurratu'l-' Ayn's father and uncle had many
discussions about the Shaykh, calling
him, in private, "Kafir," which means,
"Turned away from God and not of the
Muhammadan religion." Qurratu'l-'Ayn.
then between thirteen and fourteen years
of age, listened to these conversations.
and said, "The Shaykh is right and my
father and uncle are wrong." She secured the books and writings of the
Shaykh and read them constantly. Whereupon her father and uncle said to her,
"Read our books. Read our writings
\Ve know better than he."
Shaykh Ahmad Ahsai went from Karbala to Khorassan and thence to Tihran
where he met Shah Fathe Ali who so
hanored him that he offered to share
with him his throne. But the Shaykh
refused, and left for Karba1a, on his
journey passing through Qazvin.
After the death of Shaykh Ahmad
Ahsai, his disciple Siyyid Kazim, carried
forward his teachings, constantly telling
his disciples and students that soon, within a few years, the Promised One would
appear. Through the assistance of her
younger uncle, who believed in Shaykh
Ahmad and Siyyid Kazim, Qurratu'l'Ayn and able to correspond with Siyyid
Kazim and secure his writings. She
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watched eagerly for the Promised One,
and often told her younger uncle thdt
unless the new order appeared and the
Muhammadan religion was changed the
condition of women in the East would
become much worse. She would say,
"Will a day come when new laws and
revelations will be revealed, and shall I
be one of the first to follow those teachings and give my life for my sisters?"
Her longing for the coming of the
great Teacher and the new era became
so strong that at last she besought her
uncle, her father and her husband for
permission to make a pilgrimage to Karbala. She knew that there she would
be able to meet Siyyid Kazim. Through
the efforts of her younger uncle this permission was at last granted and she set
out upon her wonderful journey, accompanied by this uncle. What were
her sorrow and disappointment to hear,
three days before her arrival in Karbala,
the news of the death of Siyyid Kazim!
However, she soon remembered that the
Siyyid had left glad tidings of the One
to come, and who would come quickly,
and her heart was again filled with happiness. She journeyed on to Karbala and
there visited the family of the Siyyid,
who gave her access to many of the
Siyyid's unpublished writings, some of
which were not even finished. As she
read she exclaimed, "Behold, how much
the Shaykh and the Siyyid have left us.
They have left us a sea of writings."
There was no one to take the place of
Siyyid Kazim and teach his students.
So Qurratu'l-' Ayn came forward and announced that she would take this place,
would teach his followers just what the
Siyyid had taught and impart to them his
knowledge.
This caused much discussion among
the Siyyid's followers. Then thirty-two
of the students said, "We will go and
hear her once or twice. If we are satisfied we will advise the others to come,
and she will teach them."
It was extremely dangerous and difficult for Qurratu'l-'Ayn to teach men and

for them to come to hear her for in those
days-and even at the present time in
many places-women were kept veiled
and in utmost seclusion. But Qurratu'l,Ayn overcame all difficulties, had a curtain arranged in the room, and behind
this sat and taught those thirty-two
students who came to hear her. They
soon recognized her as the one who could
best teach them and saw that she was
greater than all the divines in Karbala.
For more than a year she taught these
students, and all the time she wept and
prayed that when the Promised One
came she might recognize him. And she
urged the people to watch for him and
obey Him who was shortly to come into
the world.
When Mulla Husayn-i-Bushru'i visited
the Bab, and became convinced that he
was the Promised One, he told the news
to Mulla ' Ali Bastami, who likewise became a follower of the Ba:b, the second
disciple. M ulla ' Ali Bastami then went
to Karbala, and there announced the
great tidings that the New Light had
arisen. When Qurratu'l-'Ayn heard this
news she summoned him to her presence
and asked, "What proofs have you, and
where is he?" Mulla' Ali gave her some
of the writings and prayers of the Bab.
She took them, and straightway became
a believer. The following day when her
pupils came for their lesson she announced the glad tidings that the long-expected time was at hand, saying, "All
the promises given by the Shaykh and
the Siyyid have come to pass. The
Promised One is on earth today!"
AND A LITTLE CHILD SHALL LEAD THEM
An Incident from the Early Life of the
B6b
E now wish to know if Qurratu'l,Ayn had seen or met or had had
any direct communication with the Bab
previous to his public appearance and,
if not, how she became acquainted with
him.
She had heard that there was a young
man in Shiraz, twenty-five years of age,
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who from childhood had lived a perfect
life and shown wonderful signs of wisdom and inspiration. But she had never
seen him or had access to his writings,
and she did not know that the one of
whom Shaykh Ahmad and Siyyid Kazim
spoke was this same youth. All that she
knew concerning the Bcib had been told
her by Hciji Siyyid Javad, one of the
greatest mullcis* ( divines) in Kaf1bala.
When Hciji Siyyid Javad went to
Shiraz the Bcib, at that time called Siyyid
'Ali Muhammad, was between seven and
eight years of age. Hciji Siyyid Javad
states:
One night I was invited to the house
of the uncle of this little boy, and I
perceived some beautiful traits in the
little child's character which aroused my
interest. This uncle, Hciji Siyyid 'Ali,
had charge of the little child, as his
father had died. I spent the night in
the house of Hciji Siyyid 'Ali and, in the
early morning I heard a tiny, sweet little
voice in the next room, which I found to
be a prayer room. It was a little child's
voiceinprayer-such prayers, such a voice,
such devotion that I became absolutely
enraptured and I, who was a great divine
and was known to be very learned became quite humble upon hearing those
beautiful words, so that I wanted to open
the door and go out and see who that
little child was. I waited patiently until
dawn, when Hciji Siyyid 'Ali came and
met me. And then that little child came,
and I saw that he was the little child between seven and eight years of ageand he it was who had been chanting in
the prayer room. As soon as I gazed
upon the child I saw such illumination,
and on his face an expression so beautiful, that I felt I could not find throughout the whole human race one like him.
Before I could ask Hciji Siyyid 'Ali who
he was, Hciji Siyyid 'Ali said, "This IS
my sister's child."
When we were having breakfast I
asked a few simple questions of the little
*Mulla: A Muhammadan priest.
has made the pilgrimage to Mecca.
descendent of Muhammad.

Haji: One who
Siyyid: A direct
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boy, and he answered me in a deep and
grave way, such as one would expect
from a very learned person. The child
then said, "I am going to school," and
left.
I asked where that child went to school
and the uncle answered, "He goes to
Shaykh Abed to school."
I was so much drawn to the child that
I could not stay where I was but got up
and followed him to the house of Shaykh
Abed.
Shaykh Abed, who was a teacher for
the young, was surprised to see me, ,,0
great a scholar, so well~known and so
famous that the Governor came out and
welcomed me into the town, coming to
his house unheralded. I at once undelstood the wonderment in the face of the
Shaykh and said to him:
"I have not 'come to see you. I followed this little child," pointing to him.
Then I asked the Shaykh:
"What do you think of this boy?"
As soon as I said this the Shaykh
showed great emotion, saying:
"What are you asking me? This child
seems to me to be ready to proclaim, to
give out a message to the world. What
can I say about this child!"
He said, further : "You see that this
child comes to my school as a pupil, but
in reality he is my teacher and I am his
pupil. During classtime he says so many
wonderful things and goes into so many
deep and important questions that I have
never heard anything like it in all my
life. When the children go out to play
one sees him sitting there, reading most
important writings. If the children come
and insist that he go and play with them
he goes and engages them in a way which
they do not understand; then he slips
away and returns to his work."
The admiration of this Shaykh for the
child so increased my own admiration
and wonder that I returned to the house
of Hciji Siyyid 'Ali and told him what
Shaykh Abed had said to me. The uncle
answered: "I hear so much about this
boy. Yet, if I told anything people would
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only say, 'he likes to speak well of his
This, indeed, is proof!
All these wonderful incidents about
nephew.'
Haji Siyyid Javad urged the uncle to the Bib were related to Qurratu'l-' Ayn
tell him more about the little boy. So at by Haji Siyyid Javad, and thus she came
last the uncle consented and told him of a to know him.
When eighteen years old the Bib made
wonderful dream which the child had
had, when five years old. He dreamed a pilgrimage to Karbala, where he met
that a pair of scales hung down from Hiji Siyyid Kazim of Rasht who also
heaven. In one side of the scales was recognized signs of the greatness and
one of the prophets; in the other side, illumination in this youth. These things
which was empty, this little child was and what she had read in the books of
placed by an invisible hand. Then this old made Qurratu'l-' Ayn confident that
side weighed down the other, and the the light was to come from Shiraz.
prophet seemed to be going up and the Therefore when she heard that the youth,
Siyyid 'Ali Muhammad, in Shiriz, hat!
little boy coming dowl1.
"Then, again," the uncle said, "we went proclaimed his mission she instantly beone day to a public bath. The child lieved in him, and when she read some
slept when there. Suddenly he awoke of his writings these confirmed still more
deeply her belief.
and said, 'I dreamed that the roof of the
When she heard this news and became
bath next door fell down and killed seven
a follower of the Bib her whole attitude,
ladies.' We were surprised, but when
condition and point of view were comwe came out of the bath we discovered pletely changed. She now spoke with
that this had actually happened."
such power and insight that those who
If we were to recount in detail the had seen and heard her before were
proofs ·of the truth of the Bab it would astonished, and exclaimed, "This is not
take a long time. Suffice it to say that the woman we knew before!" She was
after the Bib proclaimed his mission this so aflame that at any gathering of men
uncle and this teacher believed in him, or women where she spoke she won the
and the uncle was, finally, martyred in entire attention and the very heart and
his footsteps.
soul of the audience.t

WHAT IS NEW IN THE BAHA'I TEACHINGS
OME of the new teachings of
Bahi'u'llih, specialized for the needs
S
of this radiant century, are the independent investigation of truth, the oneness of mankind, universal peace, a universal court of arbitral justice, equality
of men and women, universal education,
the unity of science and religion, ,the underlying oneness of all existing faiths,
that work done in the spirit of service is
worship, etc. * 'Abdu'l-Bahi outlines
some of these teachings in the brilliant
Tablet quoted on the inside cover of this

magazine, when he likens these principles
to the rays of the sun. "The spreading
of these rays," he says, "will deliver the
world of humanity from the darkness
of ignorance and strangeness and lead it
to the center of all these rays." That
center is the Sun of Reality from which
they have all proceeded. That Sun of
Truth has been reflected in dazzling, penetrating power in the mirror 'Of the heart
and mind of the great Manifestation of
our age, Baha'u'llih. The divine Manifestation in every age is the center of

*These new ~eachings are enumerated in ' Abdu'l·
BaM.'s addresses in Divine PhiloSOfhy, p. 51 (1st
edition); in the Sta,. of the West, VD. 8, p. 31.

tFor the fuller life of Qurratu'I·'Ayn see Star of
the West for August, and for the manifestation of
the Bab, Star of the West for October, 1923.
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the power which can put the ideals of
the age into practice. He transmits the
Holy Spirit which creates men anew so
that they can live and spread God's teachings. Whenever he appears on earth he
is always the gloriously new element in
the solution of the world's problems.
And strangely enough, the thinkers of
the age often do not reckon with this
method by which God solves their prohlems. "The greatest divine bounty,"
says 'Abdu'l-Baha, "is the appearance of
the Manifestation of God. How can we
ever limit and circumscribe this bestowal!
In reality it is the greatest of spiritual
gifts." "Although the stars are scintillating, yet the sun is superior to them in
luminosity. Likewise, these holy, divine
Manifestations are and must always be
distinguished above all other beings in
every attribute of glory and perfection
that it may be proven that the Manifestation is the true teacher, that he is the
real trainer, that he is the sun of truth.
For, it is not possible for us to
train anyone human individual and,
after training him, to believe that he is
the holy, divine Manifestation! The holy,
divine Manifestation must be endowed
with divine knowledge, and not one instructed in school-learning. He must be
the educator and not the educated."t
"A young boy educated in Oxford wilI
not become the universal educator of
mankind. One who is in need of the
knowledge of the professors of a university will not become the Manifestation
of God. Christ was not taught by any
man, yet he was a universal educator.
Baha'u'llah did not study, but his knowledge was immeasurable. He became the
instructor of the world of humanity.
Even his enemies testify to this fact.":j:
"In a word, the holy Manifestation of
God must be in every great aspect distinguished above all else in order that
he may be able to train the body politic,
in order that he may have power to
tFrom an address given by 'Abdu'I-Baha to the
Theosophists in New York, Dec. 4, 1912.
tFrom diary letter of Mi'rza Ahmad Sohrab, Oct.
11, 1913.
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eradicate darkness, to cause the advancement of the world of humanity from
one plane to a higher one, may be able
through the penetrative power of his
word to promote and spread broadcast
universal peace among men, bring about
unity of men and religions through divine power, harmonize all sects and religions and convert all nations and races
into one nativity and one fatherland."§
"The virtues and perfections of the
world of humanity are infinite, but degrees exist. The outward form may
change, but the inherent qualities persist. The lower degree cannot attain
to the higher degree. For example,
however much the mineral may advance
its progress is limited to the mineral
world. It is possible for the black carbon
to become the brilliant diamond, but it
cannot attain to the vegetable kingdom
nor obtain the virtue of growth. Likewise, however much the tree may advance it can never reach to the degree
of the animal nor is it able to acquire
the power of hearing and sight. Its
phases of progress are circumscribed,
within the circle of the vegetable kingdom. Where formerly it was fruitless,
it has now become fruitful. Or, where
formerly it produced small and bitter
fruit it now yields large and perfect
fruit.
"Consequently, however much the
creatures may make progress they will
not be able to attain to the station of
the Holy Manifestations.
Although
Peter and Paul made infinite progress,
yet they did not reach to the station of
His Holiness Christ. He was the essence
of essences, and they belonged to the
world of change and mutation."~
"Yea, all are from God-but one
man is so exalted that others bow down
before him and he is adored by them,
like Christ, and Moses who called people
to the oneness of divinity and who became the cause of the education of a
§From an address given by 'Abdu'I-Baha to the
Theosophists in New York, Dec. 4, 1912.
~From

Tablet to Mrs. E. G. Cooper, 1916.
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nation-while another is so degraded
that he adores clay, and worships insects
and serpents. Are these two one and the
same? No, certainly not! Nay, divine
Manifestations are a separate creation.
"All are equal in birth, but lo"ok how
much they differ in intelligence. One
is the wisest of the wisest and a founder
of the laws of happiness and prosperity;
while the other is the most ignorant of
the ignorant, and a destroyer of the edifice of peace and honor.
"This shows that Prophets have a
station of their own. Many crossed the
desert sands of Sinai but it was Moses
who heard the voice of God, because
divine Manifestations have a spiritual
power peculiar to themselves. Mighty
nations swayed the world at the time of
the appearance of divine Manifestations,
but they were all degraded and obliterated. But behold! what a banner did
Christ, a single person, having no helper
or assistant, unfurl!
"All are from God, but all have different stations. Both man and animals are
from God-but what a difference is there
between them !"II
Question: "Did Jesus first realize his
mission when the Spirit descended upon
him in the form of a dove?"
'Abdu'l-Baba : "The Holy Spirit was
always with Christ."
Question: "Did he know of it?"
'Abdu'l-Baba: "It was hidden from
others, but manifest to him. The story
about the dove is simply a metaphor.
No dove came down. Amongst the
people, John the Baptist felt that the
Holy Spirit was in Christ. The Holy
Spirit was always with Christ. He knew
about his mission from early childhood."
Question: "Did the Bab, Baba'u'llah
and 'Abdu'l-Baha also know of their
mission from early childhood?"
'Abdu'l-Baha : "Yes."
Question: "In a book I read that at
the age of twenty-four the Bab realized
his mission."
lI'Abdu'I-Baha:
Oct. 30, 1912.

From diary of Mi'rza Mahmoud,

'Abdu'l-Baba: "From childhood it
was apparent to him, like the sun. The
people felt his greatness although they
did not know about his future."**
* * *
Thus, whenever "the ever widening
circle of man's knowledge meets the
spiritual world the Manifestation of God
is sent to mirror forth His splendor."
The enumeration of the universal principles gives only a few of the rays of the
world-illuminating sun.tt No one can
know all the revelation until he has fully
known and reflected in his life and deeds
the center and source of it all, God's new
Manifestation.
"The source of all learning is the
knowledge of God, exalted is His Glory!
and this cannot be attained save through
the knowledge of His Divine Manifestations."

SIGNS OF THE TIMES
HE Daily Herald, the London Labor
organ, declares that the first act of
T
a Labor Government should be to appoint a Minister for Peace. His motto
should be Si vis pacem, para pacem, and
his duty should be to prepare for peace
more assiduously and more intelligently
than war ministers have prepared for
war. Among the methods suggested
would be to provide, in cooperation with
the educational authorities, suitable international histories for school youths,
to spread throughout the masses a real
and sympathetic understanding of other
peoples, and to organize pilgrimages of
peace to visit other lands. He would use
the press, the platform and the international news service to encourage international cooperation and to preach the
folly of" war. He would see that foreign
visitors were suitably received, and would
dispatch missions to every country to
cultivate the friendship of foreign
peoples.-·-From the Living Age.
"'From notes sent to America by Mr. Fugeta.
ttSee 'Abdu'l-Baha's Tablet on the first inside
cover of thi& issue.
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The spirit of justice and friendliness
seems to have prevailed once more. This
time in the case of Albania. The League
of Nations has accepted her as a member
and protected her from dismemberment
by the surrounding hostile and greedy
nations. Albania is still a free nation.From Our World.

Our World points out a weakness of
the League of Nations, whioh has been
brought out in dealing with the ItalianGreek dilemma and difficulties that grew
out of it. It is composed of "regular
fellows," who are not inclined to sacrifice political careers to an ideal. No
magic formula ha's been discovered for
turning the delegates into supermen.
We think that nothing but the Holy
Spirit can supply this magic formula.
'Abdu'l-Baha said, "Yea, the Breezes of
the Holy Spirit will inspire the whole
,wor1d. 0, peoples and nations! arise
and work and be happy! And gather
together under the tent of the unity of
mankind !"
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of God realizes that they are all the
leaves of one tree, flowers in one garden,
drops in one ocean, and sons and diwghters of one Father, whose name is Love."
Stronger and stronger, in millions of
hearts, is rising a realization of the need
of a World Court, to save the war-bewildered nations. More than a hundred
thousand Christian churches in the
United States have just observed a
World Court Week, in an endeavor to
promote the acceptance of the plan of
the late President Harding. Women's
Clubs of America are seeking to interest
the women of the world in a concerted
campaign for a real and lasting peace.
'Abdu'l-Baha has proclaimed, for many
years, that the women of the world may
become its greatest peacemakers.
The world court to succeed must be
built on the sublime foundation of the
oneness of mankind. It must include
every nation. Its laws must be God's
universal justice. Today everything universal is divine and is reinforced by all
the powers of the divine universe.

One hundred and twenty-five Frenchmen trave1ed with Marc Sangnier into
There is no wonder when a soul adGermany to meet scores of distinguished
vances
to God, 'but (there is) when he
Germans at the Freiburg conferencethe Third International Democratic Con- remains firm in the Straight Path, ingress. The discussion of the Franco- creases, constantly, the fire of the love
German relations was frank and yet-a of God, bears trials and difficulties, and
spirit of friendliness was maintained withstands every great storm. For on a
throughout. The fact that the French calm day every man unfurls the sails
and German delegates did not arrive at of the ship, and sails upon the sea withan understanding is disappointing, but out any fear of drowning, though he be
the conference marks a long step in ad- of the most weak. But the sailor is he
vance of the idea of revenge and hostility who sets out and sails on the ocean even
which has gripped the man in the street when it is stormy, the winds howling
in both countries.-From The World To- and the waves raging. Thus, there is no
wonder in confessing the appearance of
morrow.
'Abdu'l-Baha said one time at a meet- the Kingdom of God, but true wonder
ing in which many races were repre- . consists in good deeds, obedience to the
sented : "Let this gathering be a fore- commands and teachings of the True
shadowing of what will, in very truth, Lord and firmness in this path even when
take place in the world, when every child the storm is at its height.-' Abdu'l-Baha.
A cablegram from Shoghi Effendi was received on November 15th bY]
Mr. Alfred E. Lunt in Boston. It reads: "Love and greetings from the
[ Holy Land. Shoghi!'
...

_--_._--

BAHA'I NEWS
London, England.
October I9, I923.
CCORDING to the letters received
from some, friends in Switzerland,
the beloved Guardian of the Cause,
Shoghi Effendi, is in perfect health, and
we expect that at the end of this month
or early in November he will be back in
the Holy Land to resume the care of our
Cause and to lead us to success and the
victorious unity of all mankind under the
flag of Faith and Love.
Ruhi Effendi Afnan and Ruh-Anguiz
Khanum have arrived in London. Ruhi
Effendi has already joined the University
to complete his education. Their arrival
here was a great joy to all the Bah:'t'J
friends and we are unboundedly happy
and proud to have them as the honorable
members of OUl" 0Ommunity.
Our dear friend, Dr. Lotfullah, left us
for Tihran, Persia, via Haifa and Baghdad. Dr. Lotfullah was one of the nearest Baha'is to our Great Master, and he
came here after the passing of 'Abdu'lBaha. Dr. Lotfullah is one of our most
faithful friends and a real Bah:'t'i. He
was loved by everybody here and his departure is a great loss to our community
and our Spiritual Assembly.
Dr. Esslemont has written a very fine
book on the Baha'i Cause, called,
Baha'u'llah and the New Era. It is considered to be the best, most complete account of the Cause in English. The
whole of the manuscript was sent to the
Master and was translated into Persian
for him. ' Abdu'l-Baha took the greatest
interest in this book and made many
suggestions for its improvement. He
personally revised the first three chapters before his ascension. Shoghi Effendi, the beloved Guardian, also read
it and gave it his warm approval. Many
of the friends here, as well as Jinab-iAvarih, gave him help in preparing it.
It is now printed and published, and we
hope it will prove most valuable III
spreading a knowledge of the Cause.

A

Miss Herrick has also written and
published a book on the Bah:'t'i Cause,
containing many valuable talks by
'Abdu'l-Bah:'t and most interesting information. The title of the book is Unity
Triumphant.
The Spiritual Assembly of London
has also, with the gracious permission
of Shoghi Effendi, printed a new edition
of the Hidden Words, translated by
himself, for the use of the friends here.
It also contains many Baha'i prayers, at
the end of the book. It has been printed
for us by the friends in Stuttgart as a
means of helping the friends there
through the payment for this work.
We have a library for the use of the
friends, containing more than one hundred volumes of Baha'i books, and also
the monthly numbers of the STAR OF THE
WEST as they appear. Mrs. George is
the librarian. The friends are a"ble to
borrow these books for study in their
own homes.
Our dear friehd, Mrs. Thorrrburgh
Cropper, has been away from London
for several months. We are most glad
to hear that she is returning shortly and
will be settled in London. She is one
of the most influential Bah:'t'i friends
and was the first one to join the Cause
in this country. Her presence in the
meetings always inspires everybody.
Lady Blomfield is now in Switzerland,
where she has established a Baha'i center
and meetings in Geneva. She speaks
at various societies and meetings in
favor of our beloved Cause. Lady
Blomfield, as is well known, accompanied
Shoghi Effendi to Haifa after the passing
of the Master, and lived there for several months. She has prepared a book
giving a most interesting account of
some of the early events of the Cause,
as related to her by the Greatest Holy
Leaf and the ladies of the household.
It is hoped that it will be printed before
long. The news of her successful work
1U Switzerland fills our hearts with joy
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and we are sure that everybody will be
glad to hear of it.
The circular letters are coming from
Palestine, Persia, Turkistan, Caucasus,
India, America, Africa and Syria and
bring us great joy. We read them in
our meetings and thank every Baha'i
community for sending us these reports
of the fulfillment of their duty.
The circular letter of Tashkent brings
us great joy. The work of the Baha'i
friends there surprises everybody here,
because such a small community as theirs
has attained such great success, has
opened schools and a library, and has
proved to be one of the most active
centers.
The Baha'i friends of England greet
all the Baha'i friends in the world, and
wish them every success in their work
for the help of mankind and for Eternal
Love.
London Baha'i Spiritual Assembly.
(Signed) Ethel J. Rosenberg,
Secretary.
INAB-I-FADIL, with his family, arrived in Chicago on the afternoon of
November eleventh, in time for the beautiful Feast given at the Temple m
commemoration of the birthday of
Baha'u'llah. Jinab-i-Fadil has been in
Montreal and Toronto, Canada, for the
past month, where he addressed college
students, clubs and eager groups of the
seekers of the Light. He spoke at the
Feast in the Temple of that great day,
November 12, 1817, when the WorldTeacher appeared on earth. A wonderful spiritual atmosphere filled the Temple.
It made us all realize haw in the future
this universal House of Worship will
attract the multitudes to its doors.
Jinab-i-Fadil will spend a month or
more in Chicago, speaking many times
to schools, clubs, forums and churches.
Sunday afternoon, November 18th, he
spake at the Baha'i Temple, to a splendid
audience, on Palestine, the geographical
and spiritual center of the world. Dr.
Zia M. Bagdadi interpreted.

J

-

---- -----------------
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Shoghi Effendi's Translation of the
Hidden Words-Lessons in Religion
NE of the greatest events in the
recent history of the Baha'i Cause
is the appearance 'Of Shoghi Effendi's
English translatian of the Hidden Words,
which will naw become, more and more,
one of the most beloved baoks in the
world, because it gives in brief, luminous,
penetrating sentences the essence of the
spiritual life. Dr. Esslemont tells in his
splendid baok, BaM'u'll6h and the New
Era. of how, as Baha'u'llah went walking
along the Tigris River these Hidden
Words flashed into his mind. Then he
would return hame, a great light and
j ay shining in his countenance, and
wauld cammit these priceless sentences
into writing. Scholars tell us of the
matchless, divine melody and beauty of
the Hidden Words in the 'Original Persian. 'Abdu'l-Baha 'Often spoke of the
need of having them adequately translated.
And naw the belaved Guardian 'Of the
Cause through the inspiratian 'Of the
Haly Spirit has rendered them into the
most beautiful English, producing one
of the great translations of the world.
As we commit them to memory their
beauty pervades our mind and spirit like
a divine elixir, with a heart-transfarming radiance, and thraugh our spirit flows
that living water "that murmureth with
the melady of Thy glory and Thy remembrance."
Therefare, it is the greatest glad tidings to hear that the English friends have
published these Hidden Words.

O

EssaNS IN RELIGION, a textbook for
the spiritual education of Baha'i
L
children, has just been published by the
Tudor Press in Baston. The authar is
Muhammad 'Ali Alkany, one of the renowned teachers 'Of 'Ishqabad. It is
translated inta English by Miss Edith
Roahie Sandersan of Paris, with an intraduction by Mr. Horace Halley. The
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English translation was submitted to
'Abdu'l-Bahi shortly before his ascension, and he said: "Print this book. It
will be very useful."
When we read its luminous pages we
realize the meaning of the Master's
words. The fifty-one lessons are presented with a directness, a simplicity, a
moral and spiritual intensity, a conviction
which ring like a clear bell. The spiritual education of children is the hope of
the world. The chief aim of this little
book is to teach the children so. to live
that they will illumine and unite the
nations. "For God's army has ever been
go Dd, pure deeds," "as belief witho.ut
deeds is not acceptable." The book opens
with .the question: What is the purpose
of our creation? Answer: To know
and to reflect the spirit of God. To
know God is to acknowledge His Manifestations and to obey the laws which
they reveal from the heaven of the
Divine Will. "The Holy Utterances are
conducive to. eternal life and the cause
Df illumination for humanity." "We
know a religious person as one who o.beys
the co.mmands and laws of God."
The lessDns present one by one the
divine teachings of the Manifestation of
today. All the friends will wish to read
this book and to have the children they
know and love master its contents. The
proceeds from the sale of the little volume will go to the building of the school
for girls on Mount Carmel, which is so
beautifully described by the wife of
'Abdu'l-Bahi in her article in this issue,
called "Apostles of the Master."
Lessons in Religion-Bahi'i Publishing
Society, 508 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago. $1.00, po.stage additional.

P

records are now being
made of "The Benediction," compo.Sed by Mrs. Louise R. Waite. One
side of the record will hold a piano renditiDn, by Mrs. Waite, of "The Benediction," with violin obbligato. For the other
side, Madame Linne sings the words.
Mrs. Waite's playing is so arranged that
HONOGRAPH

the friends can use her reco.rd to accompany them in singing.
'Abdu'l-Baha wrote concerning "The
Benediction" :
"To the Spiritual Assembly of Bahi'is
of Chicago,
"The song and anthem that Louise R.
Waite raised in the Assembly Df the
Unity of Bahi'is reached to the ears of
the people of the Kingdom. It bestowed
joy and fragrance upon the spiritual
ones.
"I ask God that this song may be sung
eternally -and this melody and anthem
becDme everlasting.
"Upon you be Bahi'u'l-Abhi.
"( Signed) 'Abdu'l-Bahi 'Abbas."
These records may be had from Mrs.
Waite, 1534 Stanley Avenue, Hollywood,
California; $1.00, postage additional. For
Assemblies to order in lots would reduce
the cost of postage. Half of the proceeds
from the sale of these records will be
given to the fund for the rapid building
of the great Temple at Wilmette.

PREPARATION FOR SPIRITUAL TEACHING
The other day, in Chicago, Jinah-iFadil outlined the characteristics of the
spiritual teacher: (1) A real and firm
faith; (2) a thorough knowledge of the
Bahi'i teachings; (3) the giving of the
Message with wisdom; (4) supplication
and prayer so that the mind and the heart
may be purified and the Message may
have effect in the hearts of the people;
(5) severance from aught else save God.
Then he spoke of the methods of studying the Baha'i teachings employed in
Persia; how children, from seven years
of age, are trained to deliver the divine
Message with knowledge and wisdom. In
the classes for the younger and older
students, the teacher of the teachers will
assign a topic for each session of the
class. Different members will then 10Dk
up references from various Baha'i boo.ks
and write a paper on the topic assigned,
presenting it in their own language.
These papers will be read at the next
meeting of the class, and a composite
article of the topic under discussion will
be prepared from the various articles.

HOW TO STUDY THE BAHA'f TEACHINGS

Suggested References for Four Meetings
to Study the Great Teachings Concerning The Manifestations:
1. God's Essence Is Incomprehensible.
The Manifestations Reveal Him.
Some Answered Questions, pp. 167-172;
Ighan, pp. 68-73; Bahti'i Proofs, 1st and
2nd Introductions on the Divine Unity
and Its Manifestations; Exodus, 33 :1823; Timothy, 6 :16; Exodus, Chapters 2
and 3; St. Luke,1 :70; 1St. John, 10:
1-18; 10 :24-30; 5 :18-37; 1 :18; 14 :6-11;
8 :42; 5 :25-26; 12 :44-50; 8 :53-58; Tablets of 'Abdu'I-BaM, p. 204; Star of the
West, Vo!. 2, No. 6-7, p. 12; Va!. 3, No.
10. p: 31; 'Abdu'I-BaM in London, pp. 811; Lessons in Religion, pp. 9-20.

2. The Unique Inspiration, Knowledge
and Perfection of the Divine Manifestations.
Some Answered Questions, Chapters, 38,
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39,40,44,45; Ighan, pp. 125-129; Bah6'u'1l6h and the New Era, Chapters 1,2,3,
4, 15; BaM'i Scriptures, pp. 236-248;
283-285; 255-258.

3. The World-Transforming Influence of
the Divine Manifestations.
Some Answered Questions, Chapter 42, pp.
8~42; Mysterious Forces of Civilization;
'Abdu'l-Baha's Addresses, passim; Compilation on Peace, pp. 114-123.; 138-147.

4. Spiritual Rebirth: How the Manifestation is a "Channel of Divine Bestowal Amongst Mankind."
Seven V alle:,ls; Lessons in Religion, pp. 2144; BaM'tt'llah and the New Era, Chapters 5 and 6; Some Answered Questions,
pp. 8-13; Ighan, pp. 112; 137-142; 146149; BaM'i Scriptures, pp. 367-371; 434442; 494-504; 'Abdu'I-BaM' s Tablets,
passim; Star of the West, Vo!. 7, 69-76,
189-191; Va!. 8, pp. 55-68; 83-104.

SOME CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS
Where can we find a more perfect Christmas gift than a subscription
to the STAR OF THE WEST! It will bring to our friends every month the
new message of peace on earth, good will to all nations and religions.
It will rejoice their hearts with the best glad tidings known on earth
today.
We will gladly send a special Christmas card to your friend announcing the gift of a subs'cription.
The STAR OF THE WEST is presenting articles of universal appeal,
on the signs of the times and their spiritual interpretation, studies in
comparative religions, great chapters in Baha'i history, words on pure
and sanctified living and its glorious results.
Another beautiful Christmas gift is a set of the priceless bound
volumes of the STAR OF THE WEST. To order a subscription, a bound
volume, or set of bound volumes is also a Christmas gift to the Kingdom
of God for it helps this Star of the Kingdom to spread its light more
widely and more brilIiantly.
Volume 8, or volumes 7 and 8, bound into one book, with the title,
"The Divine Art of Living," makes a beautiful Christmas gift, and an
excellent introduction to the teachings, from the spiritual point of view.
(See the announcement on the back cover.) Volume 13 is offered, during
the Christmas sea:son, at the special rate of $3.00, bound in half-leather.
Special 5-months' subscriptions to new subscribers, $1.00; a yearly
subscription, and a bound volume to come at the end of the year, $5.75.
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HIDDEN WORDS
A few selections from the new tra:nslation by Shoghi Effendi

o SON OF SPIRIT!
My first counsel is this :-Possess a pure, kindly and radiant heart,
that thine may be a sovereignty, heavenly, ancient, imperishable and everlasting.

o SON OF SPIRIT!
Of all things Justice is the best beloved in My Sight; turn not away
therefrom if thou desirest Me, and neglect it not that I may confide My
Trust to thee. By its aid thou shalt see with thine own eyes and not with
the eyes of others, and shalt know by thy own understanding and not
by the understanding of thy neighbour. Ponder this in thy heart; how
it behoveth thee to be. In truth Justice is My 'gift to thee and the sign
of My lovingkindness unto thee. Set it then before thine eyes.

o SON OF MAN!
Veiled in My immemorial Being and in the ancient eterriity of My
Self, I felt My Love for thee; hence, I created thee, have graven on thee
the Image of My Likeness and revealed to thy sight the beauty of My
Countenance.

o SON OF MAN!
If thou lovest Me, turn away from thyself; and if thou seekest My
Pleasure, regard not thy own; that thou mayest utterly die in Me and I
eternally live in thee.

o SON OF EARTH!
Wouldst thou have Me, seek none else but Me; and wouldst thou
gaze upon My Beauty, close thine eyes to the world and all that is therein,
for My Will and the will of another than Me, even as fire and water,
cannot abide in one heart.

o BEFRIENDED STRANGER!
The candle of thine heart is lit with the hand of My Power; quench
it not with the adverse winds of self and passion. The healer of all thy
ills is thy remembrance of Me, forget it not. Make My Love thy allprecious treasure and cherish it even as thine own sight and life.

o SON OF DUST!
Blind thine eyes, that thou mayest behold My Beauty; stop thine ears,
that thou mayest hearken unto the sweet accents of My Voice; empty
thyself from all learning, that thou may est partake of My Knowledge;
and sanctify thyself from riches, that thou mayest obtain a lasting share
from the Ocean of My Eternal Wealth. Blind thine eyes, that is, to all
save My Beauty; stop thine ears to all save My Call; empty thyself from
all learning save the knowledge of Me; that with a clear vision, a pure
heart and an attentive ear thou mayest enter the Court of My Holiness.
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SON OF MAN!

Sorrow not save at thy remoteness from Vs, and rejoice not save
thy nearness and thy returning unto Vs.

o SON OF MAN!
Breathe not the sins of others so long as thou art a sinner. Shouldst
thou do otherwise, accursed art thou, and to this I testify.

o SON OF BEING!
Attribute not to any soul that which thou desirest not for thyself,
and say not that which thou doest not. This is My Command unto thee,
do thou observe it.

o My SON!
The companionship of the ungodly increaseth sorrow, whilst fellowship with the righteous cleaneth the rust fr?m off the heart. He that
seeketh to commune with God let him betake himself to the companionship of His loved ones; and he that desireth to hearken unto the Word
of God, let him give ear to the words of His chosen ones.

o SON

OF My HAND-MAID!

W ouldst thou seek the Grace of the Holy Spirit, enter then into
fellowship with the righteous, for he hath quaffed the Cup of Eternal
Life at the hands of the immortal Cup-Bearer and doth quicken and
illumine, even as doth the true morn, the hearts of the dead.

o HEEDLESS ONES!
Think not the secrets of hearts are hidden, nay, know ye of a certainty that in clear characters they are engraved and stand manifest in
the Holy Presence.

o SON

OF WORLDLINESS I
Pleasant is the realm of being, wert thou to attain thereunto; glorious
is the realm of Eternity, shouldst thou pass beyond this mortal world;
sweet is the holy ecstasy, if thou quaffest the mystic Chalice from the
Hands of the celestial Youth. Shouldst thou attain this station thou
shalt be free from death and perdition, from toil and sin.

o SON OF My HAND-MAID!
Guidance hath ever been in words, and now it is given by deeds.
That is everyone must show forth deeds that are pure and holy, for in
words all partake, whereas such deeds as these are special to Our loved
ones. Strive then with heart and soul to distinguish yourselves
by your deeds. In this wise We counsel you in this holy and resplendent
Tablet.

o SON OF MAN!
Rejoice in the gladness of thine heart that thou mayest be worthy to
gaze upon Me and mirror forth My Beauty.
Hidden Words revealed by Bah6'u'1l6h.
From a little book just published by the friends in London.
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THE LIFE OF BAHA'U'LLAH
By

JINAB-I-FADIL

HE pravince 'Of Mazindaran, in
narthern Persia, has played a
T
distinguished part in the history 'Of that

ing his genealagy which gaes back mare
than 1300 years, ta the kings of ancient
Persia. These ancestors were people 'Of
country. Reaching to the Caspian Sea, illumined mind, of great wealth and disit is covered, in its northern portion, by tinction.
So pre-eminent were they
a great forest of primeval trees where among the people that they were remany nightingales sing their sweetest garded as a superior order of beings.
melodies, and thousands of varieties of They passessed immense estates and
fragrant flowers bloom in prafusian. In many cattle, and built far themselves a
the sauth are high mountains, upon whase great palace an the side 'Of the mountain
peaks the snow never melts.
This where the magnificent view took in valley
mauntainous district, naw the summer and river. In this palace they entertained
resort 'Of the citizens of Tihra.n, was in in princely fashion their summer guests.
Baha'u'llah's father was Prime Minancient times a place 'Of retirement far
the "herbod," the mystics and haly pea- ister to the Shah. He was laoked upon
pIe. Here they went far meditatian and by his contemporaries as a genius; his
prayer.
beautiful handwriting is ta this day
There are many legends regarding the used as a madel in caligraphy and the
province. It was said that here there samples 'Of it which still remain are
wauld graw a celestial tree, with branches highly prizea by cannaisseurs. He also
reaching ta heaven. The fruit 'Of this had bitter enemies, due ta his fearless
tree wauld be far the life 'Of the natians. speaking 'Of the truth, and his high pasiMany peaple traveled ta this regian hap- tian. During the winter he lived in his
ing to find the wanderful tree. Another palace in Tihran. But in the summer he
legend was that the king 'Of war and retired to his cauntry estate at Nur.
hatred had been imprisaned in 'One 'Of
In 1817, in the palace in Tihran, Baha'these high mauntains. These staries u'llah was born. Althaugh there were
were, 'Of course, parables, describing in 'Other children in the family, the parents
symbalic language the caming of the had a unique lave far this little boy, feelUniversal Manifestatian 'Of God, whase ing even in his infancy the radiance 'Of
teachings would encompass the earth his remarkable pawer. Over the entrance
to his house Baha'u'llah's father inscribed
and bring peace to all mankind.
In Nur, one of the districts of Mazin- a verse which shows an intuition of his
daran, dwelt the ancestors of Baha'u'- son's future. This inscription may still
l1ah. A manuscript has been found, giv- be read:
291
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THE LIFE OF BAHA'U'LLAH

"When thou enterest the sacred abode
of the Beloved
"Say, 'I am at Thy command.'
"This is the home of Love. Enter with
reverence.
"This is holy ground. Remove thy
shoes when thou enterest here."
Baha'u'lhih, when a child, had a dream
in which he saw himself in a vast desert
and around his head was flying every
species of bird. Passing over the desert
he came to the ocean. He swam in the
ocean and all the fishes came to him and
swam around his head. He related this
dream to his father who told it to a celebrated Interpreter of dreams. This Interpreter said that the birds and fishes
meant the thinkers of the world and that
this boy would after a while become so
great that all the thoughtful ones of the
earth would follow him.
The perfection of character and the
radiant spirit of the little child drew to
him not only his father and mother, but
prominent persons began to prophesy
concerning his future. He was so beloved by the people that his father's
enemies, even, withheld their attacks, because of this little boy.
When he reached maturity it was supposed that he would, because of his
father's high position, enter the government service. But Baha'u'llah's purposes
were of a different nature.
A very prominent theologian of Persia,
a distant relative of Baha'u'llah, had a
dream. He found himself in a deep
valley, beside a beautiful palace. He
wished to enter the palace but was told
by the people that he must not do so for
"The Promised One was within in conference, alone, with Baha'u'llah."
The theologian related this dream to
many people, and all wondered ooncerning the spiritual station of Baha'u'llah.
The theologian said, "Perhaps he has so
high a station because he is my relative."
Some thoughtful people replied, "But
you, yourself, did not have permission
to enter."
This theologian had about a thousand
- - - - .. - - - - - - _ . _ - - - -

students who met with him in class in
order to discuss difficult problems of
theology. One day, when their discussion was at its height, Baha'u'llah entered
the room. After listening for a while
he began to speak, and for nearly an hour
they listened, wonder-struck, to the torrent of explanation which poured from
his lips. The students were astounded,
and the teacher marveled, saying, "We
have all studied the books-but here is
one who without having studied imparts
to us something greater than we have
ever heard."
Baha'u'llah was by this time regarded
by many as a superman, and everyone in
the province felt that they must follow
his counsel. Then, in 1838, his father
died, leaving a vast estate of lands and
cattle. Even before his father's death
Baha'u'llah gave large sums of money to
aid the poor.
When Baha'u'llah was twenty-seven
years old, and living in his home in
Tihran, the Bab declared himself. The
people came to Baha'u'llah regarding the
matter, and he told them, "What the Bab
says is true." He also advised his family
to study the Bab's writings.
We have no evidence that the Bab and
Baha'u'llah ever met, yet we know that
their spiritual communication was continual. There is a story, which is probably true, that when the Bab was under
guard, on the outskirts of Tihran, Baha'u'llah visited him, and the people observed how, contrary to his usual custom,
the Bab paid extraordinary honor to
Baha'u'llah, thus showing his recognition
of his great spiritual station.
In the early morning of the Cause,
when Baha'u'llah's own station was as
yet unknown, he powerfully assisted the
movement, with utmost effort and sacrifice, comforting the persecuted followers
of the Bab and giving large sums of
money to assist the spreading of the new
teachings. With irresistible logic and
perfect wisdom he taught the new principles. He had never in his life been to
school, yet he wrote with a style of

THE DAWNING OF THE GREAT LIGHT

transcendent beauty, and spoke as one
inspired. To the listening people his
words seemed like the waves of a vast
tumultuous ocean.
The wonderful abilities of Baha'u'llah,
however, aroused the ,opposition of bitter
enemies who made every effort to halt
the spread of the movement. In 1847 he
was imprisoned for a number of days
becaus.e of his efforts in behalf of some
prominent followers of the Bab who had
been arrested. Shortly after his release
a great conference of the believers of
the Bab was held at Badasht. There,
many distinguished disciples came together to discuss ways and means for
spreading the Cause. During this time
they lived in tents which they pitched on
the plain outside the town. Baha'u'llah
attended this conference and through his
great wisdom unity of thought was
achieved among all the different minds.
It was into the midst of this imposing
conference that Qurratu'l-' Ayn appeared
with face unveiled, and declared that a
New Day had dawned, the day of the
emancipation of women, of the resurrection of souls, when men and women
would rise from the graves of ignorance
and limited beliefs and would see the
Sun of God's Bounty which had appeared
from the invisible horizon. Previous to
this c,onference she had written to the
Bab that she realized how he, in his
wisdom, was giving his new teachings,
little by little, according to the capacity
of the people, but would he give her
permission to teach still more; and if
she was rejected she would gladly sacrifice herself to spread God's new Light.
During the great siege of Mazindaran,
which occurred after the conference at
Badasht, Baha'u'llah, taking with him
eleven believers, went to the authorities
and pled for the besieged. But in answer,
he with his eleven companions was arrested and a great mob, gathered from the
surrounding district and armed with all
manner of weapons tried to kill them.
For safe keeping the guards at last hid
them in a mosque and the Governor himself interfered to save Baha'u'llah and
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his companions. Some Muhammadan
mullas who had been confounded by
Baha'u'll<'vh in a discussion of scientific
subjects now came forward and incited
the people to attack the mosque and inflict
injury upon Baha'u'l1ah. The mob became so violent that the guards found it
impossible to check them so they made
a hole in the wall and through it slipped
Baha'u'llah .and his companions out of
the mosque and to safe hiding in a well
protected house unknown to the people.
Later he and the others were set free and
they returned to Tihran.
After the martyrdom of the Bab,
Baha'u'llah trave1ed to Baghdad and
Karbala where he inspired many, many
people through his example and his great
illumination. After a year's absence he
returned to Tihran where a veritable
reign of terror had started against the
Bab's followers. The Prime Minister
sent a request to him, at his summer
residence just outside Tihran, to depart
quickly and save himself. But Baha'u'11ah refused to do this and remained
where he was. Soon, a mob went to his
palace, brought him out and compelled
him, with hands manacled and bare feet
to run for miles, amidst the jeers of the
people. He was put in an underground
dungeon with a number of believers, his
neck, feet and hands in heavy chains and
these chains fastened to the floor. Here
he was kept for four months. Each day
a believer was taken out to be killed by
the people in the public square. But the
presence of Baha'u'l1ah was so glorious
that those steadfast souls crowded with
him in the dungeon were supremely
happy and joyous. He would chant,
"God is our Sustainer," "Sufficient unto
us is God." And the rayless cell would
be transformed into the light of heaven.
In their renunciation and spiritual joy
they sang and danced even under the
swords of their executioners.
Unable to find any pretext for executing Baha'u'llah, and because he was of
the nobility, the Persian government decided at last to exile him and in this way
extinguish the new movement. He was
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ordered to leave Tihran immediately, for
Baghdad. He was not allowed time to
obtain money or to secure even necessary
clothing for himself and his family, but
all were mounted on horses and started
upon the journey. It was mid-winter
and heavy snow storms and bitter cold
were the companions of the band of
exiles as, surrounded by guards, they
hurried along over the perilous mountain
roads. After the most tragic sufferings
they arrived in Baghdad, in 1853.
From Baghdad the light of Truth
shone forth brighter than ever and Baha'u'llah taught his universal principles.
The "lesser resurrection" was ended and
the "universal resurrection" appeared.
There were many believers of the Bab
who kept the faith but, because of the
terrible persecutions, were in hiding.
These, many of them, when they heard
that BaM'u'Ilah was living in Mesopotamia, in comparative freedom, started
out for Baghdad and joined him there.
Humanity is ever prone to oppose its
spiritual leaders. And now, many followers of the Bab who had arisen with great
courage to accept his teachings, which
were far in advance of those preached
by the Persian religious leaders of that
time, were unable to understand the wonderful and progressive teachings of
Baha'u'llah. They felt that he was abrogating the precepts of the Bab. Therefore much discussion arose. Another
cause ·of disturbance at that time was the
appearance of a malady ever present in
the world-love of leadership. This
crept in among these early disciples causing many of the Bab's followers to believe themselves important. Baha'u'llah
had not yet declared himself the Manifestation and they had no excuse for
attacking him; yet they realized that one
had come among them whose power
their love of leadership might find a
serious obstacle. On the other hand
there were many who possessed true insight; these, as soon as they heard
Baha'u'llah speak recognized him as their

*

*See article on the Bab, in the Star of the West
for October, 1923.

new leader and acknowledged him.
Finally, after being in Baghdad for about
a year, Baha'u'llah decided to withdmw
for a while that the believers might decide whom they wished to follow. So,
quietly one night he slipped away and
not even his family knew where he had
gone nor the hour of his departure. In
the morning, when his absence was discovered, a wide search was made, in every
direction, and to every place where he
was wont to go. But no trace nor sign
of him could anywhere be found.
For two long years no word came from
Baha'u'llah, and those followers of the
Bab who were sincere and faithful came
fully to realize what a great and glorious
light had been withdrawn. They were
confused and at loss; they were like sheep
without a shepherd, like lamps whose
light had been extinguished. They now
saw clearly that only Baha'u'llah was
their bulwark and sustainer, their source
of light and wisdom.
When he left his home in Baghdad,
Baha'u'llah journeyed to Kurdistan and
into the mountain wildernesses of that
country, to a place called Suleymaniyye.
Here he lived, in a cave, dressed in the
garb of a religious hermit. Those wild
mountains were full of highwaymen and
desperadoes and he who traveled in that
region took his life in his hands. But as
these people came to know Baha'u'llah a
great love and respect for him filled their
hearts. They did not know who he was,
only, they said, that he was the embodiment of divine attributes.
Baha'u'llah had a most melodious
voice, and in the night, in his cave in the
mountains, he would chant in Persian
the most exquisite poems and prayers.
Then the people near his cave would
awake, and rise, and congregate at the
mouth of the cave to listen to the wonderful singing. Later, these prayers
were collected and printed in a volume
in remembrance of those sacred hours.
This volume is now in the possession of
the believers.
One day, in the hills of Suleymaniyye,
Baha'u'llah came upon a little boy, weep-

IN THE MOUNTAINS OF KURDISTAN

ing bitterly. Tenderly he picked up the
child and, holding him in his arms, inquired as to his trouble. The little boy
replied that his teacher had written a line
on his slate and told him to copy it
exactly. When he could not do this as
well as the other pupils the teacher had
beaten him. "Therefore," said the child,
"I am unhappy." Eaha'u'llah lovingly
consoled him and said that he would
teach him to write. He took the slate
from the boy's hand and wrote upon it,
in most beautiful handwriting, a thought
oompelling epigram, then told the child
to carry this to his teacher. The teacher
upon reading the profound epigram,
written in such beautiful handwriting
was much surprised and inquired where
the one who so wrote could be found.
Thus the learned men of that region
came to know of Baha'u'llah's presence
among them.
Soon the fame of his knowledge and
wisdom spread throughout Knrdistan and
the thoughtful ones, regarding him as a
saint, came to him with their problems
in spiritual and mystical subjects. Finally the news that a very holy man was
living in the mountains in Kurdistan
reached the ears of Baha'u'llah's family,
who immediately said that this could be
none other than Baha'u'llah and they
must set out to find him.
There was a physician, a member of
the Persian Consulate, who frequently
visited the family of Baha'u'llah and felt
much sympathy for them because of their
great sorrow at his absence. One day
this physician came with a story of a
merchant who had traveled to Hamadan
to sell some bales of goods. On the
homeward journey he was attacked by a
band of Bedouin robbers who, unable to
find his money, cut his throat, carried
him back into the mountains, there threw
him down and, covering his body with
stones left him. A shepherd coming that
way a little later, saw drops of blood on
the ground and following their trail found
the poor merchant, whose heart was still
feebly beating. A physician was quickly
brought. The merchant was unable to
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speak, but before he died he wrote upon
a bit of paper that there was money
secreted in his clothing, which he was
carrying to "a renowned saint who lived
in the mountains," and he begged that the
money be taken to this saint, to be devoted to his cause.
These stories convinced the believers
in Baghdad that it was Baha'u'llah who
was living in the cave in the mountains
of Knrdistan. One who was very faithful, said, "I will go and find Baha'u'llah
and will beg him to return. If he does
not wish to do so, I will remain with
him." His companions replied that the
journey was most dangerous for the
country was full of robbers. But he
said, "I will go."
After encountering many difficulties
he finally reached the cave. He proffered to Baha'u'llah many letters supplicating and entreating him to return to
Baghdad. At last Baha'u'llah consented
and started forth with this companion.
His return to Baghdad brought a wonderful impetus to the Cause. His very
appearance, so majestic and compelling
drew to him people from all walks of life,
for one need but look into his face to
see that he was not as others. Soon a
comtant stream of visitors was pouring
into his house; the rough Kurds from the
mountains, in sheepskin clothing, coming
in search of their Master who had so
recently been among them; leaders of
thought, Jewish, Muslim, Christian, seeking an audience; the various consuls and
other dignitaries stationed at Baghdad,
who stood silent in his presence, waiting
for his words of wisdom. There were
also numbers of pilgrims who came to
visit the holy shrines established in the
cities near Baghdad. Many of these
earnest men came to see Baha'u'llah to
investigate his teachings: returning to
their homes they carried the new message.
With Baha'u'llah present among them
a new spirit shone from the hearts of
the believers. He taught them that the
way to spread the Cause was for each
believer to become a divine lamp of
guidance among all the people. The more
""------------
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they were harmed by the enemies of the
Cause, he told them, the mQre must they
show forth love and kindness. Then
other believers, from all parts of the
country, left their homes and relatives
and came to Baghdad to be with Baha'u'll:ih, who trained them in these noble
characteristics, changing iron into gold,
until many were drawn to the movement
through the spiritual lives of these early
fQllowers.
Then the enemies of the Cause again
bestirred themselves. The story is told
of a religious leader who was greatly
drawn to Baba'u'llah. Learning that the
enemies were plotting against him he decided to warn Baha'u'llah. So he went
early one morning to his home, with this
intention. He found Baba'u'llah beside
the River Dajlah, walking up and down
the beautiful bank which he loved, pouring forth his revelation. The visitor,
greatly surprised that Baha'u'llah was so
undisturbed by his impending danger,
waited until he returned to his house,
and then told him .of his danger. Baba'u'llah reassured him, saying, "God IS
working through invisible means."

In spite of all the persecutions the believers did not become downcast or discouraged. They had supreme CQnfidence
in Baha'u'll:ih. They were so aglow with
the spirit .of sacrifice and devotion to the
Cause of God that if their material possessions were taken away from them it
made no difference to them, fQr they were
living in the paradise of nearness to
Baha'u'llah.
During these days in Baghdad many
books and Tablets were revealed through
the pen of Baba'u'llah. The Ighan was
written during this periQd, also the H idden Words, Seven Valleys, Jewels of
Mysteries in the Highest Journey, a great
Tablet called the Tablet of Jacob, and
many other luminous epistles. Baha'u'llah wrote and spoke in brilliant epigrams
so inspiring to mind and spirit that they
were repeated everywhere. Philosophers
and poets longed to meet him, and his
teachings spread far and wide throughout the Eastern countries. Therefore
Baghdad during these years was a great
center of divine light.
(To be continued)
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TABLET OF BAHA'U'LLAH

He is the Counsellor, the TrustW'orthy.
ONSIDER the world as a human
being. This being was created
perfect and healthy, but due toO variQus
causes became ill; and its illness was
never removed because it was in the
hands of unwise physicians. If in any
age one of its members was healed, by
a wise physician, its other parts continued ill, with various afflictions. And
now it has been given into the hands
of those who are fostered by the wine
of self-conceit. If of these people, a
few try, somewhat, to heal it their purpose is to profit thereby, either through
fame, or official position. Such people
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as these have not been and will not be
able to remQve these illnesses, save to
a slight degree. And the great remedy,
which is the cause of its health--<that
is, the unity of all the people of the
earth into one cause and religion and
form of worship-impossible save
through one, wise, perfect, confirmed
Physician whQ, from the Eternal World
turns his face to this earth and comes
toO earth for the organization of the world
and the uniting of its people-whenever
such light has appeared from the Horizon of the Divine Will and such a Wise
Physician become manifest frQm the
Dayspring of Celestial Wisdom, these
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various physicians have become like
clouds to veil his radiance.
Therefore, the people of the earth still
continue in their dissensions-and the
sickness of the world has not passed
away and has not been healed. These
physicians were not able to accomplish
this great work; neither did they permit
the Divine Physician, but became beclouding veils to conceal him.
Consider, in these days the Eternal
Beauty and the Greatest Name has
swept away these veils, and sa·crificed
himself for the illumination of the world
and the unity and salvation of its people.
Yet all arose to injure him-until at
last he was imprisoned in the prison
which is the most desolate of cities, and
they closed the doors of entrance and
departure. They see the Friend as the
stranger and the Beloved as an enemy
and regard the peacemaker as the mISchief-maker.
o people of wealth and power! Behold how you become a veil, and have
withheld the world and its people from
the effulgence of the light of the Sun
of Justice and infinite Bounties and how
you see the greatest tranquillity as hardship,. and the greatest gift as calamity!
At least listen to the kindly counsels
of the Divine Beauty for the organization of the world and the tranquillity
of its inhabitants. Every year you are
adding to your expenditures, putting this
on the shoulders of the people; this is
fur,thest removed from equity and justice, and comes only from the winds of
selfishness which are blowing and moving. To stop this is impossible save
through a strong, unshakable peace,
which is the greatest cause of the firmness of the principles (which are) the
foundation of the people and the nation.
Although the perfect peace and unity
they ·did not receive, the world must be
repaired through this (lesser) peace so
that its sickness may diminish somewhat. Peace among the rulers was and
will be the cause of tranquillity to the
inhabitants and people of the country.
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Through this means they will not need
armies and armaments, except in sufficient number to protect their cities and
countries; and having established this
(peace) the expenses wilI be less and
the inhabitants will be tranquil and they
themselves (the rulers) will be at rest.
If after this peace (is established) one
king should rise against the others it
will be necessary for the others, all together, to restrain him.
It is astonishing that up to the present
time they have not attained thereto. Although the pomp of kingship and the
hugeness of armies are obstacles to some
in accepting this peace-the cause of
tranquillity for all-these were and will
be pure superstitions, for the majesty
of man and his honor are only through
those things which are worthy of him,
The
not through outer accessories.
people of perception look at the commander as one commanded; count the
rich, poor and the powerful, weak; see
that their dominion, authority, their
wealth their power are dependent upon
the people. Therefore, these things will
not make the station of man higher, to
the people of perception.
The essence of man is hidden in his
individuality which must appear through
the polish of education. This is man's
glory, and all else which depends upon
outer things, is not a part of man, himself.
Therefore, they will not look at external smallness or largeness, dignity or
honor; and they must attain to the most
great peace.
The rulers are manifestations of divine
power. It is regrettable that those esteemed souls impose this burden. If in
reality they will put the reins of affairs
in the hands of trustworthy, faithful and
intelligent persons they will find themselves free and at rest. How happy is
that ruler who arises to assist God and
proclaim His Cause and to ilIumine the
world with the light of justice. It is
necessary that all the people of the earth
shall love him.
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This is that which proceedeth from
the pen of the King of Eternity. We ask
God that He will graciously aid all the
nations with that which will be for their

benefit and make them to understand.
what is good for them III this world
and the world to come.
He is Powerful in all things!

THE ONENESS OF THE HUMAN WORLD
By

LOUIS G. GREGORY

HE signs of God are numberless in in the lowest forms of matter, such as
the world today. As light upon the the earth, there is life. Hence we know
horizon of hearts, as rays from the Sun that even here there is organization.
of Reality, are the teachings of holiness Science tells us that in the realm of
and peace. Among the great principles matter there are beings so infinitesimal
of unity, from its emphasis and recur- that a myriad of them united would esrence in the Baha'i teachings the most cape the scrutiny of the eye. Yet in
brilliant and powerful is that which de- each there is organization which to us
clares the oneness of humanity. This attests the divine power. In the highest,
divine truth is power to the hand that is spiritual realm, the light of oneness is
puny and weak. To the heart frozen by supreme. Should we not expect to find
convention it is genial warmth. To the the Kingdom of Heaven, as befits its
tongue that is mute it is the voice of the lofty state, more perfectly organized than
angels. The mind cannot resist its logic the kingdoms of earth? The unity of
and the soul is subdued by its spiritual mankind does not contemplate the crumbpower. Happy therefore is he who per- ling of all organization, but rather the
ceives its significance. Justice adorns his removal of all friction among all its
character. His vision is strengthened elements and parts, thereby increasing
and enlarged. He perceives things that its effectiveness and power. The uniting
are real. All nations are one. All lands power appears in all the kingdoms, but
are one earth. All races are the great the higher the ascent the greater is its
human family. All voices belong to the rule manifest. The title of nobility in
mighty chorus of praise.
the divine worlds is service.
Essential unity, sign of the divine creaThe world of man is free to accept or
tion, does not destroy essential differences reject what divine wisdom reveals. Eviin the world. Distinctions due to ap- dences of life and hope on the one hand
pearance, habitat, grades and kingdoms. and of collapse and chaos on the other
capacities and powers that vary, all have express man's acceptance or denial of
their bearing in the organization of the the principle of God. The calamities
world. Yet such differences should not and heart-aches of which man complains
remove that which is basic and funda- are for him a driving force toward his
mental. The eternal bond of love is the Maker. The breaking down of all plans
universal connection. Yes, wherever or- of relief gradually eliminates all aid save
ganization, itself an expression of love, the Greatest Name. This power alone
exists, diversified talents must also be can free man from himself and those
idols of hate, fear, error, and superstition
found.
The lowest forms of matter are called which claim his homage.
It is obviously absurd for people to
by the scientist, inorganic. To him they
are lifeless because destitute of organs. Irate because of differences of weight and
But 'Abdu'l-Baha assures us that even stature. Is it less so because some are
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French, others German; some white,
others black; some Europeans, others
Asiatics? Rich in imagery, poetic and
beautiful in expression are those teachings which unfold the harmony in v~'ried
perfection of all the grades and kingdoms of creation. 'Abdu'l-Baha seemed
never happier than when, with his divine
eloquence, he unf.olded the law of human
solidarity, which he indicated must follow
the analogy of the other kingdoms created
by God. He reminds us of the rubies
and sapphires, diamonds and pearls, that
compose a diadem; of the many waves
of one sea; of the different colored
lambs that together skip and play; of the
blue and white doves that find fellowship;
of the many trees of one orchard; of the
varigated flowers of one garden; of the
harmonious notes of one orchestra; of
the rainbow with its etherial and varied
splendor, sign of the Covenant of God
with all his children. Baha'u'IIah speaks
of mankind as the "leaves of one tree
and the fruits of one branch."
These great Luminaries, who in their
Oneness are the Tree and Branch of
Divinity, have left no doubt as to their
will for the unity of the world. Man
may ever find, in the rose garden of
Abba, that variety which gives joy to
life harmonized by the eternal and divine
Oneness which is life itself. When the
light of unity is unveiled in the inner
consciousness, man may find new meanings in the endless forms of creation
which yield their secrets for his training.
The flora of many regions; the changes
of season wherein earth unfolds its
treasures; valleys and mountains; rivers
and shining lakes; the many shades in
the turning of the autumn leaves; the
sun, now shining with majestic splendor,
anon tinging the -cumulous clouds with
red; the moon, many in its phases, yet
one in its changeless looking to the earth;
the stars differing in size, yet each and
all contributing to the brilliancy of the
heavens; rain and sparkling dews; plains
and plateaux; oases and fertile fields;
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deserts of ice and deserts of burning
sand suggest a panorama of beauty that
is endless with the signs of the Heavenly
Artist, Who is One. All the kingdoms,
according to varying capacities, reflect
and praise the True One. But while the
lower kingdoms show forth many charms,
the perfections of the human realm are
richer and more beautiful. On an occasion of state, in the city of Washington,
the heau of the nation, through the aid
of an electrical device which amplified
the voice, addressed about one hundred
thousand people. In this vast throng,
with faces turned expectantly in one
direction, one could see far greater
beauty in diversity than in all the lower
kingdoms of creation. For man, who
contains in his being endless possibilities
of growth, is nature's sum, plus the virtues of the higher realm. The marvel of
this great gathering was that each figure
marked a distinct individuality and was
the temple of a deathless entity, the
human spirit.
Smaller in numbers, yet far weightier
in significance, were the gatherings which
surrounded 'Abdu'l-Baha in the East and
West, inspired by his words of wisdom
and receiving life pulses from his healing
sympathy. These happy friends, in meeting 'Abdu'l-Baha, contacted with the
world of oneness. The joy of faces indicated that the hearts were shown their
reality. New visions of happiness came
to all as sentiments ard powers were
directed toward world fellowship. As
the divine Educator called forth their
virtues, many for the first time responded
to the best within them. The creative
power of unity, which builds divine civilization, flowed to the hearts. Alike and
yet different, distinct yet harmonious,
united yet free, many yet one, the friends
of 'Abdu'l-Baha throughout the world,
stand through the glory of sacrifice upon
the plane of oneness, transformed by the
power of the new day.
Baha'u'Ilah and' Abdu'l-Baba have removed the veils of separation and es-
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trangement from all races and nations. are so limited and common schools so
All are urged to acquire culture and all meager, many people of even lowly life
are invited to the table of heavenly teach- as measured by worldly standards, who
ings. The belief, born of superstition, discuss and espouse ideals which woula
that any race or nation is incapable of honor the sages and seers of earth. These
acquiring knowledge is forever dispelled. people have been trained by Baha'u'llah
The strong are saved from pride and the and his successors to think in terms of
weak from aggression. All are given the humanity and to work and pray for
right to true strength through the Might universal welfare. They know and act
of God. "The beloved of God are those upon those laws which must govern a
in whom the Word of God taketh effect:" united world. Their lives are simple.
For those who prize spiritual values this Their hearts are pure. Their faces shine
is enough. Yet it may be interesting to with divine joy. Yet happier still are
note how the scientific lore of this age the mighty and strong whose human stareflects the light of the Messengers of tions do not debar the light divine. The
God: Sir Arthur Keith, of great renown education of Baha'u'llah successfully
among anthropologists, declares that the trains all degrees and ranks. Its spirit
One can
terms high and low do not apply to races, penetrates all gatherings.
but only to civilizations. Jean Finot of scarcely attend any gathering of progresthe French school, proves the absurdity sive thinkers nowadays without hearing
of race prejudice with the exactness of a Baha'i ideals expressed.
demonstration in Euclid. Pro£. Munroe
It is related that a European king,
of Japan, in one of his admirable lectures, who was sending a body of his troops to
shows how the different civilizations have a colony, thus addressed them: "As you
been successively developed by peoples go among my subjects across the sea,
of all colors, rejecting the theory that there is one thought I wish to impress
there is inherent inferiority on the part upon you. It is that they are our
of any race, past or present.
brothers. If we have any advantage over
It has been proved in many cases that those people, it is not because of how
children whose ancestors have been sav- we look, but because of what we know.
ages for many generations, if put in And when they know what we know,
school and given an opportunity, can ac- it is possible that they may do more with
quire the highest culture. But still woe- it than we have done. So go among them
ful is the loss, if divine ideals are lacking. and teach them. And remember that if
The great war illustrates what people you insult them because of their color,
trained by the best of human methods, you insult me. I know that you intend
may yet do to each other. The first dis- to do what is right. But this thought
covery of man is his own body and its cannot be too strongly impressed upon
needs. The next is his relationship to you."
his family. Then little by little he beIt is clear that all races and nations
,cOmes interested in the community, the have much to give to the collective connation and perhaps the race in its more sciousness which brings world civilizalimited sense. It is pitiable for the world tion. It may be given to some to do more
that for the most, development seems than others, but no wise man will wish
arrested here. But now, for those who to impede the progress of any. Those
are willing, the divine bounty widens the who are kind will wish to aid the advancehorizons of unity to include the world. ment of all. Because human horizons
This attainment is a priceless jewel for are limited and personal touches are perman.
haps even more so, men are seldom acA traveler in Persia tells of meeting in curate judges of the capacities and
that country, where means of locomotion powers of their fellow beings. Men
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usually allow themselves to be governed
by impressions and appearances, while
the insight of the Absolute Judge penetrates the reality of man. Many years
ago one of the great teachers most impressively called our attention to the unerring way in which' Abdu'l-BaM looked
upon the hearts. The Prophets of God,
without exception, have appraised humanity according to spiritual values and
standards. They have with one voice
commanded unity and have set the example of favoring all people who advance
toward God. Such is the badge of distinction in the world of reality.
Down the ages, in all countries and
climes, virtues appear which attest a divine power in man. Even among the
most primitive peoples this light appears.
Even among the so-called savages of the
world one may sometimes find a fidelity,
a hospitality, a responsiveness to love
which put to shame by comparison many
of the most advanced. As the poet says:
"I believe that in all ages
Every human heart is human;
That in even savage bosoms,
There are yearnings, 1ongings ,
strivings,
For the good they comprehend not."
There are flashes of reality in the
ancient Sabaean religion, which in the
time of Homer had lapsed into idol worship. In the Iliad, Agamemnon, the king
of men, addressing the wrathful Achilles,
says:
"If thou hast great strength some god
bestowed it upon thee." Or, as PDpe
translates: "Know vain man, thy valor
is from God!" Thankfulness to the True
One augments the power of unity.
Man increases his wealth of divine
blessings by sharing them with others.
Dispersion, avoidance, hatred, dissipate
the forces of life upon every plane. III
will toward others prevents refreshing
sleep, impairs digestion, dwarfs the mind,
cankers the soul, disturbs the family,
alienates friends, increases foes, and re-
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moves one far from God. Hatred between races and nations is now so farreaching and calamitous as to threaten
the existence of all flesh. Greatly to be
pitied is he who hates. Those who know
would avoid it as they would a pestilent
disease. Its subjective harm may be far
greater than any injury it may bring to
others. But it is certain that love removes hate, and mighty is the power that
confirms human service under divine
Guidance.
'Abdu'l-BaM defines "the reality of
humanity" as,
"That universal unity, which is the
oneness of the kingdom of the human
race, the basic harmony of the world, and
the appearance of the bounty of the
Almighty."
The principle accepted, one may view
with gladness what it portends in the
readjustment to a higher plane, of all
human ties. Another attitude perhaps,
may be that of elation at sacrifices made,
souls awakened, victories won by the
sword of the spirit. But the glory of
the day is the task that remains. The
unification of souls, at home and abroad,
is the aim of service to the Beauty of
AbM. Stupendous and splendid is the
effort, which God confirms, of forging a
chain of love which links all humanity.
When this end is achieved pceans of joy
will ascend from earth to heaven and the
Supreme Paradise will acclaim the bliss
of a united world.
It is idle to wish that a nation be exempt
from strife and trouble when the rich live in
such luxury that the poor suffer from cold
and hunger.
When one seeks the welfare of the people
he must make equitable the profits accruing
to power and he must root out the evils which
it fosters.
If unkind words do not enter the ears, if
they do not come out of the mouth, if the
heart does not cherish thoughts of evil toward
others, there is nothing to be feared from
wrong-doers. -,sayings of Mo-ti - a littleknown philosopher who lived about 400 B. c.,
China.-From The World Tomorrow.
Within the four seas all are brethren.-Confucius.

THE SPIRIT OF THE CENTURY

As

the spectroscope breaks the light
of the sun and stars into colors of
the rainbow so do the prisms of the minds
of our age break the light of the daystar of the new cycle into varied and
fragmentary programs for a better world.
The cry for world peace, for a world
court, universal limitation of armaments,
universal suffrage, a universal language,
the scientific treatment of crime, the
longing for economic right and justice,
the endeavor to harmonize science and
religion are some of the different bars,
the different rays of the Sun of Truth
which has arisen for the uniting of the
world.
NE of the expressions of this spirit
of the age is found in the enthusiasm with which a few years ago
some of the youth of western Europe
sought to spread the teachings of economic justice, and their present discovery
that the real solution is a spiritual one.
Rev. Harry Taylor, a liberal minister,
tells us of his experience in the British
Labor Party. "It was," he writes, "in
the shadow of the 1. L. P. that I was
born and brought up. My father was
one of its early workers and speakers and
very quickly made me a convert. I grew
up to youth and early manhood filled
with a burning zeal for the movement
and spent most of my time either in the
1. L. P. rooms or at the meetings. There
were thousands like me who made this
party their religion and would have died
under its banner. It was a message of
love and justice, of liberty and peace, of
culture and simplicity, of the beauty of
life. Its hope was something bigger than
the mere solution of the wage question,
something higher than an increase in the
material necessities of life. It was something more than a mere system of scien-
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tific government, something more than an
economic theory, something more even
than political liberty, though it embraced
all these.
"The 1. L. P. had an economic theory,
of course, but it advocated the putting it
into practice only because on that basis
could the people attain that full and complete life that is the right of all. We
spoke in every market-place and at street
corners in the summertime and in halls
and theaters during the winter. It was
our endeavor to show the people a little
of the life that was possible under sane
and equitable conditions.
"Week after week and year after year
we opposed the evils of the factory system because we saw that it was turning
our fair land into a collection of cinder
heaps and hovels. We tried to show the
people that life at its fullest and its best
is something better than working in
a hideous factory or workshop and sleeping in a little brick box with a slate roof.
We told our audiences on the streets that
they seldom saw the beauty and fairness
of their own country, they saw only brick
walls, chimneys, smoke, and cinder heaps.
Again and again we told them that work
was a means and not an end in itself.
We said that all men had a right to as
much leisure, as full and sweet and
noble a life as the world can give.
"But today," Mr. Taylor concludes,
"the old hope is dim and doubt and gloom
have crept in."
What is needed is a new faith, a new
sense of spiritual realities. As a labor
leader in New England has said, the need
of the labor movement today is the consciousness of God. Otherwise it falls
into a mere struggle for wages. Nay,
more, it is not even able to maintain the
unity needed to achieve the material
ends.
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THE REAL MEANING OF CHRIST'S RETURN

The Only Solution of World Problems
NE of the interesting signs of the
times is the conversion of the well
known suffrage worker of England, Miss
Cristabel Pankhurst, to an evangelist of
the "Second Coming." In her first enthusiasm for woman's suffrage, she says,
"I had lived in an atmosphere of illusion,
thinking that once certain obstacles were
removed, especially the disenfranchisement of women, it would be full steam
ahead for the ideal and social international order." But recent events have convinced her that neither the women nor
the men, the workingmen nor the politicians are able to bring in the new international order. "When I really faced
the facts," she says, "I saw that the war
was not a war to end war."* "We men
and women have not the goodness needed,
nor the lovingkindness, nor the wisdom,
nor the power, to regenerate the world.
We (women) are wholly unable,
just as the men are unable, even to form,
much less to put into effect, the policy
that will regenerate the world." "It is the
task, not of humanity, but of Divinity,
infinite in wisdom, power and love."*
Then she discovered the Bible prophecies concerning Christ's leturn at the
"end of the age," and that "the establishment of the Kingdom awaits his return." "'Ah! that is the solution!' My
heart stirred to it. My practical political
eye saw that this Divine Program is absolutely the only one that can solve the
international, social, political and moral
problems of the world."* "A few years
ago," she says, "there was excuse for the
critical having doubts of Bible prophecies.
But recent events are fitting into the mold
of prophecy so marvelously as to remove all gmunds for doubt." There are
the wars and rumors of wars, at least the
beginnings of the great Armagedon, the
return of the Jews to the Holy Land, the
faith Df many waxing cold, the fulfillment of the prophecy foretold in II
Timothy, Chapter 3, that "in the last days
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*"Behold He Cometh," The Book Stall, New York.
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grievous times shall come, for men shall
be lovers of self, lovers of money, boastful, haughty, disobedient to parents,
. . . . lovers of pleasure rather than
lovers of God."
In hei' addresses she mentions many
such prophecies and is so convinced that
the coming of Christ is right at hand that
before a great audience in Chicago, recently, she said, "I will return and s'peak
to you in the spring, if He tarrieth."
There is no more remarkable sign of
the times than the vast multitudes in the
Christian churches who are watching for
the imminent return of the Christ. It is
true that they take the Bible prophecies
literally, expect him to descend in a
material cloud from heaven, with power
and great glory, not realizing that they
interpret but in part, prophesy in part,
and that when the perfect interpretation
is come that which is in part shall be
done away.
The first great discovery is that he
cometh. The second discovery is how he
cometh. And this has been given to. us
in the crystal-clear interpretations of
Baha'u'lIah and 'Abdu'l-Baha. Science
and religion are one truth, they tell us.
When he comes he does not contradict
the known laws of science. He comes
as a thief in the night. He comes as the
Son of Man. "Unto us a child is born
and unto us a son is given and his name
shall be called wonderful, counsellor, . . .
Prince of Peace." If he should appear
from the sky in a material cloud only a
few people could see him. But if he
appears in his spiritual reality, like the
lightning shining from the east to the
west, even the cloud of his body will not
prevent the multitudes from beholding
the light of his teachings and his worldtransforming Holy Spirit. Only when
he appears as a spiritual reality can every
spiritual eye see him. Meeting him in
the air is to be interpreted spiritually; our
spirits rising to meet him in the heaven
of his presence. His angels are his
teachers, visible and invisible, who sum-
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mon his elect from the four corners of
the earth. The resurrection of all those
who recognize him and are baptized by
his Holy Spirit is the rising from the
grave of prejudice and self into the Kingdom of universal peace and love. And
he appears after the sun of the heavens
of the old religious order is darkened and
the stars of the old ordinances and leaderships have fallen to earth. But when
he comes he is the same sun of divine
manifestation rising from the horizon of
a new body, a new city, a new name.
The expectation of Christ's return is
part of a world-wide anticipation. Each
religion awaits the return of its beloved
Prophet. There is a little mosque, we
are told, in the Holy Land, where a priest
presides, keeping ready the shoes that the
Messiah is to wear when he comes to
Jerusalem. The Zoroastrians are sure
that the great Messiah will be born in
central Persia; the Jews that he will appear on Mount Zion, when "the valley
of Achor" will be "a door of hope" and
"Carmel and Sharon, they shall see the
glory of God." Muhammadan tradition
teIls about visiting the One in Acre; the
Confucianists say that he will appear in
the West; Buddhists pray for the coming of the Beloved Maitreya. Though
they may name him by different names,
all await the Promised One who will
unite the many religions until there shall
be one f.old, one Shepherd.

The Divine Remedy
'ABDU'L-BAHA has outlined in
many addresses and Tablets the
divine remedies of Baha'u'll;ih for the
international, social, spiritual illnesses of
the world. Some of these remedies are:
The independent investigation of truth.
The promotion of the oneness of mankind.
The establishment of an international
court of arbitral justice as the center of
a universal society of all the nations of
the world.
The abandonment of prejudice-racial,
political, religious.

The conformity of science and religion.
A universal scientific and spiritual cUr-riculum.
World-wide education for universal
peace.
The readjustment of the relations of
the economic and social structure so that
every individual member of the world ot
humanity may enjoy the utmost welfare
and prosperity.*
The teaching that the internal, spiritual
idea is the same in all religions, that a
unique general plan underlies the foundation of the past faiths, that priestcraft
has circumscribed the religion of God,
that religion must now put on the robe
of the universal precepts of God.
The esta:blishment of universal houses
of worship open to all sects and religion"
and dedicated to the oneness of God and
the service of all mankind.
The demonstration of divinity and inspiration.
The explanation of the continuity of
prophetic revelation.
The baptism of souls with the water of
life eternal, the fire of the love of God
and the outpouring of the Eternal Spirit.
The dawn of the Sun of Reality from
the horizon of Persia.
When, on his celebrated tour of America and Europe in 1912, 'Abdu'I-Baha pictured with prophetic words the divine
civilization and earthly paradise which
the Sun of Truth now dawning in the
East will make manifest, his face became
luminous with a wonderful light. In that
day, he said, there will be no sick people
without care, no poor people without food, no old people without a comfortable home, no children without education. Universal peace will be established,
and the oneness of mankind.
"An hundred good tidings," wrote
'Abdu'I-Baha to a friend in Salt Lake
City,"that the doors of the Kingdom
have been opened and the Call of the
Lord of the Kingdom upraised. The
*The Baha'i economic program is stated in detail ill the pamphlet called "Strikes"-a chapter
from Some Answered Q~testions-and in the STAR
OF THE WEST, Vo!. 7, pp. 77ff, pp. 133ff; Vo!. 8.
pp. 3ff; Vo!. 13. pp. 227ff; Light of th~ World.
pp. 46ff.
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Light of Oneness has shone forth. The
darkness of superstitions and imitations
is being dispelled. The standard of the
oneness of the world of humanity is upheld. It is the baptism of the Holy
Spirit. It is the new birth. It is eternal
life. It is absolute love, perfect unity
and accord among all mankind."

Education Through Radio

T

HREE of the greatest factors in
forming and influencing public
opinion, says the radio director for the
General Electric Company, are the printing press, the moving picture and the
radio. "Never in the history of the
world has any invention been so eagerly,
so rapidly and so universally adopted as
the radio." It is reported that five milion people listened on the radio to Mr.
Lloyd George when he gave his farewell
speech in New York at the close of his
American tour. And people all over the
United States and Canada listened to
President Coolidge's initial message to
Congress.
What possibilities such an invention is
presenting to the spiritual teachers of
the world! In future days the eloquent
speaker who is aglow with the light and
the spirit of God may, in a single address, transmit to a third of a continent
the divine message.
HE fact is that Europe now, five years
T
after the armistice, is in a worse condition,
if anything, than it was in 1918 at the end of
the war, and the only possibility of reconstruction lies in international cooperation.Fridtjof N ansen.
I think there is fellowship of learning, a
bond between all of us who try to furnish the
house of the mind and add a little stature to
the spirit. I think that learning is so far
beyond barrier of race or country that on
its coherent march Eastern civilization depends. . . .
The evidence of suffering and need among
scholars and students in Germany and other
parts of Central and Eastern Europe (but
especially now in Germany) overwhelms all
disbelief; the peril to learning is extreme.John Galsworthy.
---_._--------
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SHIPS THAT PASS IN THE
NIGHT
By

STANWOOD COBB

NE of the delights of European

O travel is the opportunity it gives of
meeting people of different races and

nationalities and exchanging views with
them. The way in which the coaches
of European trains are divided into
transverse compartments seating six or
eight people, facilitates sociability. If
the journey is of any length one soon
gets into conversation with one's neighbors, especially if one knows French, the
universal auxiliary language of Europe.
Many pleasant exchanges of opinion and
experience take place at this time, when
conversation is a boon to while away
otherwise tedious hours. And one can
obtain from these sociabilities en route a
clear idea and a sincere expression of
the native culture and thought, for these
casual acquaintances on trains, as on
boats, become surprisingly sincere and
outspoken.
To BahiL'is these meetings are of special value because they give an opportunity for spreading the Message.
There are four different types of
thought and reaction which one meets
with in telling of the Baha'i Cause. First
are those people who are quite satisfied
with life as it is. Such people today
exist in Europe in only a few countries
where conditions of living are still
pleasant. Second, are those who lament
existing conditions, but are hopeless of
any change in human nature of such
kind as -to effect the desired change in
hum.an relationships. Third, are those
who desire a change and are working for
it along some line which appeals to them
as adequate. Fourth, are those who despair of life as it is, see no way out of
the difficulties, and consequently grasp
eagerly at the teachings of the Cause,
finding there a ray of hope.
The first class is, as already mentioned,
not common in Europe in this epoch of
misery and threatening downfall of
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civilization. The second class I should
say predominates.
These must be
awakened to a faith in divine power and
to a realization that human nature,
through the sublimation of religion, can
be changed. The third class is not at
present susceptible to the Cause, though
perhaps sympathetic and appreciative.
Some of this class are working along
spiritual lines similar to our own, and
not only they but their work is in reality
part of the Kingdom. Another group
of this class is working along anti-religious lines. That is, they not only have
no faith in the power of religion to
change human nature and to effect a
more perfect organization of mankind,
but they are actually opposed to religion,
believing it an instrument of the upper
classes for the suppression of the working class. This group composes a very
large number of those who are today
working most earnestly to change human
conditions for the better. It is a pity
that the sins of the church have in the
past furnished some grounds for this
hostility to it, because there is a great
deal of nobility, idealism, and spirit of
self-sacrifice in this group of workers,
qualities which if permeated and guided
by the Holy Spirit could accomplish great
good for the human race; but which if
spent in strife and race-warfare will
serve, as 'Abdu'l-Baha has said, only to
usher the human race into greater misery
and hardships. The last class is increasing rapidly in those countries in Europe
which are in suffering and want, and
their hearts are fertile ground for seeds
of Wisdom and of Truth. They need
only proper gardening to bring forth the
flowers and fruit of the Kingdom.
One meets all these classes of people
in the course of travel. For instance,
in riding from Hamburg to Berlin, we
met a man of the second class. He was
a man of the very highest intelligence,
and as I observed, extremely sensitive
and sympathetic toward the sufferings
of others. He had been a naval officer
during the war. He had thought much

on life, and was a brilliant conversationalist. Since he knew English well,
we could talk all the more readily with
him. He had with him his wife, a Norwegian, two adorable children and a maid.
They did not know English. He confided
to us his chagrin that his wife was bringing up the children according to the old
conventions. Here was a soul innately
gentle, and loving, of high ideals, seeking the welfare of humanity, but alas,
by the faulty means of further death
and destruction. He was of course
impervious to the Cause, for he was a
complete enthusiast in his own belief.
On the train from Berlin to Weimar,
we got into conversation with the .conductor, who seemed a gentle and simple
soul. He had been in the war. He did
not want more war. His face lit up
when we told him of the Cause. Anything that could prevent war seemed to
him praiseworthy. He took with great
pleasure the little booklet (number nine)
we gave him, and said goodbye sweetly
as he left the train at the end of his run.
An amazing incident took place on the
train from Bad Gastein to Innsbruck.
We were in a small compartment with
only one other occupant, a lady from
Vienna. Her conversation showing her
to be against war and distressed at the
continued militancy of Europe, I asked
her if she had ever heard of the Baba'i
movement. "Why, yes!" was her answer.
"Two American ladies on this very train
were telling me about it. They.got off an
hour ago at Bischofshofen. They could
not speak German much, but they were
so eager that they made me understand.
They took my address and are going to
send me literature."
What an impression it must have made
on the Viennese lady to meet two Baha'i
parties in succession. She might suppose
that half America was Baha'i. I saw
vividly in my mind's eye the day when
Baha'is will really be as numerous in
America as it might seem to the stranger
from her two encounters.
In Persia, where the Cause has made
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such headway, it is the common saying
that if four people happen to gather together one of them is sure to be a Baha'i.
Some years ago the then Persian consul
to Cairo, who was a Baha'i, told me that
in Tihran he happened one day to be in
a group of four people, one of whom
undertook to combat this current saying,
"How ridiculous," he said, "is the
thought that four people cannot gather
together without one of them being a
Baha'i! Here we are together, and none
of us are Baha'is!" He, himself, was
not a Baha'i, but the other three men,
unknown to him, were all Baba'is. God
speed the day when such a saying will
become true in America.
This Viennese lady was deeply touched
with what we told her. She read booklet
number nine with avidity, and said when
she finished it, "I believe everything in
it." We have her address, which we
also sent to Herr Herrigel, and we trust
she will continue in contact with the
friends and with the Cause. Her interest
and zeal were as much an inspiration
to us as our message was to her.
The Austrians seem especially susceptible to the Cause. They are a kindly,
sweet-tempered people, grateful for help
given them in their national distress, and
ready to take up humanitarian ideals,
longing, particularly, for something to restore hope to life.
Another friend we met again with
pleasure was Monsieur D - - - from
Budapest-a scholar and thinker, official
translator in seven languages, a Pole by
birth, citizen of the world by virtue of
his natural intelligence and breadth of
mind, he had found himself in complete
accord with the Baha'i teaching; and he
is eager to start an assembly in Budapest
upon his return there in September. His
wife, a sweet Viennese lady, we found
amiable and friendly, as indeed are all
Viennese. Monsieur D - - - urged us
to visit Budapest in September and help
him to start an assembly. If we cannot
do so we trust someone else will be able
to help.
-

------------

-.--------
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HESE are some of the "ships we
passed in the night." There were
others to whom we cannot give space
here. Then, there are the Baha'i friends
whom it is such a joy to meet. I am
writing this at Hotel des Alpes, Mont
Pelerin, where Lady Blomfield is also
staying. Each afternoon she reads to
us from the book she is writing, episode~
in the lives of. the Bab, of Baha'u'llah,
of Abdu'l-Baba, and of those noble souls,
particularly the women, associated with
them in the Cause of God. These episodes, which she has gathered from
Abdu'l-Baba and from his family, she
has recorded with such vividness that
as she reads them to us we seem to
live in the days of the Bab, to glory and
to suffer with him and his martyred
friends.
Through Lady Blomfield we met also
A. Hussein Ispahani, who is completing
his studies at Lausanne,-an earnest,
radiant Baha'i, of the kind to make one
see a brilliant future for Persia. He
believes that in twenty or thirty years
his country will be preponderatingly
Baha'i. ';\That a glorious prospect, not
only for him, but for us all to look forward to. For when Persia becomes
Baha'i, it will shed the blessings of the
Divine Civilization not only on its own
citizens, hut upon the world.

T

Shoghi Effendi's New Translation of
The Hidden Words
HOGHI EFFENDI'S superb translation of the Hidden Words and the
"W ords of Wisdom" revealed by Baha'u'llah, together with a collection of the
prayers of Baba'u'llah, has just been published by the Baha.'i Assembly of London,
as a little book of devotion. The translations from the inspired pen of Shoghi
Effendi give us what we have been longing for, the exquisite reality of the celestial verses of Baba'u'llah. The new
translation, as we read it again and again,
with spiritual understanding, sings itself
into our heart, and we realize that it is
in truth the melody of the voice of God.

S

THE INDIAN STYLE OF ARCHITECTURE
By

CHARLES MASON REMEY

HE so-called Indian style of architecture, as differentiated from the
T
Hindu style, which lives side by side

under the varying conditions in the different countries of the Islamic world.
As the Romanesque grew out from
with it, is peculiar to the Muhammadan the Roman classic style, and as the
civilization in India; whereas, the Hindu Gothic developed from the Romanesque,
style, developed in the temples of Brah- both under the impetus given to archimanism, was a style the beginnings of tecture by the Christian religion, so the
which were hoary with age and antiquity Arabian style was an outgrowth from
before the bir,th of the Islamic era.
the Byzantine under the influence of
Like the early inaugurators of various Islam. This was the first distinct style
other styles of architecture the first of Muslim architecture. Its most beauMuslims were not people of culture. tiful examples are found in Cairo-a
They had no architecture of their own. unique style, quite distinct and different
Their first places of worship were the from the Byzantine, yet traceable to it
temples of the former religions, as exem- through various stages of evolution
plified for example by the Kaaba at which resulted from the forward push
Mecca, which was an ancient shrine in of a growing civilization bringing tothe day of Muhammad the Prophet, and gether and uniting certain ethnic eleof Santa Sophia at Constantinople, the ments under a regime where both art
largest and the best known of a number and building were made possible and inof Byzantine churches. As the Kaaba spired by a fervent religious zeal.
became a M uslim shrine with the
Other parts of the Islamic world deIslamizing of Arabia, so Santa Sophia veloped variations from the Arab style,
became a Muhammadan place of wor- but all very closely related to it as the
ship when the Muslims conquered Con- parent style as, for example, the Moorish
stantinople. Not only did the Islamic style in Spain and the Muslim styles in
conquest of the Byzantine Empire exert Persia and in India, the latter generally
a great stimulus upon the civilization of known as the Indian style.
Europe through the sending forth of the
The Indian style of architecture
classic culture so long segregated and reached its greatest period of developheld from the peoples of Western Europe, ment during the Muslim tenure in India
but the culture of Byzantium had a very under the Mogul Dynasty, extending
vital effect upon the Muslim conquerors from 1526 to 1707 A. D. This marks a
themselves-that of inspiring them to ap- very splendid age of Oriental culture
preciate the virtues of this civilization, when elements of the civilization of
which was prior to theirs.
Persia were brought by virile conquerors
Pel'haps the most striking phase in the from the north and planted amid new
influence of this early Christian civil i- conditions, racial and economic, during
zation upon the Islamic art is found in a time of comparative peace and prosthe architecture of the mosques. Here perity. Under this influence and inspithe Byzantine Churches through being ration of high and, for that age, progresappropriated by the Muslims and used sive ideals, there arose a state of culture
as places for worship became, as it were, previously unattained in India and not
the point of departure for the develop- surpassed there by the people of subsement of the new and beautiful style of quent times.
Muslim architecture in the various forms
The finest and most extensive examand varieties into which they evolved pIes of the architecture of the Muslim
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period in India are found in and about
Delhi, which was the capital of the Moguls, and in the city of Agra and its
vicinity. The world famous Taj-Mahal,
near Agra, built by the Emperor, Shah
J ehan, during the middle of the Seventeenth Century, as the mausoleum of his
favorite wife, is without doubt the best
known and most admired building of
that epoch.
The Taj-Mahal combines elements of
beauty of composItIon and setting.
Built within and without of the purest
white Jaipur marble, inlaid with jasper,
lapis lazuli and other semi-precious
stones and placed in the midst of a most
beautiful garden luxuriant with richly
colored flowers and foliage intersected
by fountains and water ways, with its
inviting exterior portals and loggias, with
its impressive and mystical interior, it
imposes upon the visitor a feeling of
awe mingled with joy and delight, of
massive strength of structure and purity
of ideal that is quite beyond the power
of words to describe.
In the Taj-Mahal one finds a combination of both a spiritual and a natural
beauty, a symposium of the beauty of
the spirit of religion combined with a
beauty which appeals to all that is human
in man in his love of beauty in nature.
Thus, the craving of the heart for beauty,
hoth of a spiritual and a human nature,
is satisfied and the soul of the visitant
iinds exquisite satisfaction and joy. Enthusiastic travelers well describe the TajMahal as one of the most beautiful
temples in the world.
E learn from The Survey about an inW
ternational school correspondence which
has grown up among the children in the
Junior Red Cross. We quote from a letter
written by an Albanian boy to American children:
"Dear American friends: Today N oloc Logoceci received five letters from your school,
and he gave me yours to answer. He is my
schoolmate and good friend. He is a Catholic,
and I am a Muhammadan, but we never quarrel about religion. I think that if religion is
in our heart, and is shown by our work, the
name doesn't matter, don't you think so?
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The Beloved of the Lord and the handmaids of the Merciful throughout
America,
Care of the members of the American
N ational Spiritual Assembly.
Fellow-labourers in the Divine Vineyard:
Upon my return, after a forced and
prolonged absence, to. the Holy Land, it
is my first and most ardent wish to renew and strengthen those ties of
brotherly love and fellowship that bind
our hearts together in our common servitude to His sacred Thresho.ld.
The two. years that have elapsed since
the passing of our beloved Master have
been for. the Cause, as well as for mankind, years of deep anxiety and strain.
The momentous changes that are taking
place in the history of both have proved
so swift and far-reaching as to arouse in
certain hearts a strange misgiving as to
their stability and future.
On one hand the remarkable revelations of the Beloved's "Vill and Testament, so amazing in all its aspects, so
emphatic in its injunctions, have challenged and perplexed the keenest minds,
whilst the ever-increasing confusion of
the Wo.rld, threatened as never before
with disruptive forces, fierce rivalries,
fresh commotions and grave disorders,
has well-nigh overwhelmed the heart
and damped the zeal of even the most
enthusiastic believer in the destiny of
mankind.
And yet, how often we seem to forget the clear and repeated warnings of
our beloved Master, who, in particular
during the concluding years of his mission on earth, laid stress on the "severe
mental tests" that would inevitably sweep
over his loved ones of the Vvest-tests
that would purge, purify and prepare
them for their noble mission in life.
And as to the world's evil plight, we
need but recall the writings and sayings
of Baha'u'llah, who, more than fifty years
ago, declared in terms prophetic the
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prime cause of the ills and sufferings of
mankind, and set forth their true and
divine remedy. "Should the Lamp of
Religion be hidden," He declared, "chaos
and confusion will ensue." How admirably fitting and applicable are these words
to the present state of mankind!
Ours then is the duty and privilege to
labour, by day and by night, amidst the
storm and stress of these troublous days,
that we may quicken the zeal of our
fellow-men, rekindle their hopes, stimulate their interest, open their eyes to the
true Faith of God and enlist their active support in the carrying out of our
common task for the peace and regeneration of the world.
Let us take heart and be thankful to
our beloved 'Abdu'l-Baha, as we remember his manifold blessings and unfailing
care and protection, ever since the hour
of his departure from our midst. The
flames of sedition, so maliciously kindled
in the past by those who have dared
to flout his will, are gone out for ever,
and the fondest hopes of these evil plotters are now abandoned, doomed never
to revive. He has indeed redeemed his
promise!
It seemed not a long time ago that
their agitation, so violently renewed immediately after the passing of our Beloved, would for a time confuse the
Divine Message of Baha'u'llah, obscure
His Covenant, retard the progress of His
Cause, and shatter its unity; and yet how
well we see them all today, not through
our efforts, but by their own folly, and
above all, by the int'ervention of the
hidden hand of God, reduced to the vilest
and most humiliating position.
And now, with the Cause purified and
inwardly victorious, its principles vindicated, its enemies silenced and sunk in
unspeakable misery, may we not, henceforth, direct all our efforts to collective
action and constructive achievements,
and, in utter disregard of the flickerings
of their fast-fading light, arise to carry
out those urgent measures that will secure the outward and complete triumph
of the Cause,
---------- - - -

I, for my part, as I look back to the
unfortunate circumstances of ill-health
and physical exhaustion that have attended the opening years of my career
of service to the Cause, feel hardly gratified, and would be truly despondent but
for the sustaining memory and inspiring
example of the diligent and ceaseless efforts which my fellow-workers the world
over have displayed during these two
trying years in the service of the Cause.
I cherish the hope that, from now on,
the Beloved may bestow upon me all the
strength and vigour that will enable me
to 'pursue over a long and unbl'oken
period of strenuous labour the supreme
task of achieving, in collaboration with
the friends in every land, the speedy
triumph of the Cause of Bah;'l'u'llah.
This is the prayer I earnestly request all
my fellow-brethren and sisters in the
Faith to offer on my behalf.
Let us pray to God that in these days
of world-encircling gloom, when the dark
forces of nature, of hate, rebellion, anarchy and reaction are threatening the
very stability of human society, when
the most precious fruits of civilization
are undergoing severe and unparalled
tests, we may all realize, more profoundly
than ever, that though but a mere handful amidst the seething masses of the
world, we are in this day the chosen
instruments of God's grace, that our mission is most urgent and vital to the fate
of humanity, and, fortified by these sentiments, arise to achieve God's holy Purpose for mankind.
Your brother in His service,
(Signed) Shoghi.
Haifa, Palestine, November 14, 1923.
Received in Boston, Dec. 4th. This
letter was also sent to the Friends in
Great Britain and Ireland.
A cablegram from Mr. N. R. Vakil,
president of the National Spiritual Assembly of India and Burma, tells us that
the All-India convention which was to
have been held in Calcutta at Christmas
time has been postponed until the Ridvan season,
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The view of the long road from Haifa, tiP M aunt Carmel, to the Shrine of
the B6b and of the M aster. Taken from the top of the Shrine and showing the
new approach which has recently bee:n opened.
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Miss Alexander
in Japan and Korea
ITH radiant faith, Miss Agnes
Alexander, the pioneer Baha'i
teacher in Japan, has gone through the
days of the great Tokyo earthquake,
helping to care for the homeless children,
and cheering the hearts of the friends.
She writes of how, for four days "after
the great quake and fire masses of humanity passed along the broad roadway
near (her) home, coming, coming, coming from the burning district below,
where they had been driven out by the
fire."
When she went through the
streets she "was dazed. It was too overwhelming to be comprehended. Along
the roadway there was scarcely anything
to be found to eat. Everything had suddenly come to a standstill. But with

W

tremendous energy the government took
hold and food was brought in from the
outer provinces. From the moment of
the earthquake, everything stopped;
there was no running water and the fires
could not be put out; the trains and
tramways, the gas, electric lights and
telephones all ceased operating. On the
fourth day, with the help of a kind student friend I found my way to what had
been the American Embassy; but only a
few pillars remained. The only center
remal11l11g at Tokyo was the New Imperial Hotel. That seemed the only place
to get news from the foreigners, and
there the different Embassies had their
quarters. But all was confusion; everything was changed in a moment. On
the tenth of September Mrs. Finch left
Tokyo to be taken by the United States
Government on the steamer to Seattle.
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After she had left, the first news reached
me of my sister who at the time of the
earthquake was climbing Mount Fugi.
Someone had seen her there. That was
all I knew until the eighteenth, when
news of her came through the American
Embassy in Kobe, where she had be~n
taken.. There, through Mrs. Finch, she
learned of my safety, but could not obtain permission to join me."
Miss Alexander writes of how beautifully some of the Japanese Baha:i
friends were protected. Miss Murakami
escaped with two young friends, dodged
the fire here and there, until in the evening she left her home in the suburbs.
Mr. Tanaka, with his little boy of nine
years, had started out to travel and spread
the Baha'i teachings, but was caught on
the way by the earthquake. On his return home he found his house in ashes.
But his bank book had been preserved.
So his money was saved. Our Baha'i
brother, Mr. Torrii, was attending an
Esperanto Congress in Okayama when
the earthquake occurred. He tells or
how many times the Baha'i teachings
were referred to at that Congress.
The Japanese Baha'i friends have decided to make their center at present in
Kobe, where Mr. Misawa has offered his
store as a center. Miss Alexander writes
of the beautiful services of the Buddhist
priest whom' Abdu'l-Baha loved.
Miss Alexander felt that she should
travel for a time, speaking on the Glad
Tidings of world unity in Korea and
China, so she disposed of her little home
in Tokyo and sailed to the "land of the
Morning Calm." "It is a day and night's
train journey from Tokyo to Shimonoseki," she writes to the STAR OF THE
WEST, "where one takes a steamer across
the channel lying between Japan and
the Korean peninsula. After the night
passed on a steamer, the morning dawn
brings the traveler to a new country, and
Fusan, the southern port of Korea, is
reached. Another day's train journey
full of interest, and the trave1er arrives
at Seoul with its surrounding hills.

"The contour of the land, the
mountains, the climate; the houses
and the dress and ways of the
people of Chosen, as it is called in
the Orient, are quite unlike those of
other countries. The people all wear
white linen garm~nts. The men dress in
flopping robes over full, baggy trousers
tied at the ankles; the women in plaited
skirts with tight short-waisted bodices,
hair parted in the middle and roIled in a
snug coil on the nape of the neck, and
the children, with here and there bodices,
skirts or trousers of bright scarlet or blue
make a quaint and fascinating scene,
carrying one back to the Bible times.
The people are gentle in their manners
and seem not to be commercial."
On her first visit to Korea some two
years ago, one of the Korean friends
who had heard of the Baha'i teachings
when living in Japan, "not only helped tQ
open the way for his people to hear the
Good Tidings, but acted as interpreter
and guide. Nine young men sent their
names and a few words expressed in
their native Korean language to 'Abdu'lBaha. The translation of their words is:
'The message of Truth which shines all
around the universe.-Found a fountain
in the mountain.-The same origin from
the first.-Just now I found the brilliant
light of Baha'i.-Newest voice of Truth.
-The universal supreme mountain of
Truth.-Long life to the Baha'i, the fair
and impartial.
"Among the friends was a young man,
a Christian, who, on returning from his
studies in the West, in 1921, visited Palestine and met' Abdu'l-Baha at Tiberius.
After inquiring from him about his future work, 'Abdu'l-Baha counse1ed him
to teach only from the words of Christ
as recorded in the Gospels. 'The Master,
,Abdu'l-Baha, has given to me the very
timely message for this generation,' was
the statement of this young man.
"Three weeks before his ascension.
'Abdu'l-Baha poured out his love and
compassion upon these new friends of
Korea to whom he addressed a Tablet
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beginning, 'Your heartfelt sincere greetings have reached 'Abdu'l-Baha's ears
and your message gave great spiritual
happiness,' and concluding, 'In all conditions my heart and spirit are with
you.' "
Gn her second journey, this autumn,
Miss Alexander spoke to the students in
a Buddhist college, and met various
friends at her hotel, made arrangements
for the translation of the little book,
"Number Nine," into the Korean language, and established a Baha'i center
where the Korean people can learn more
of the divine solution of all our world
problems, which has been presented in
the glorious Tablets of Baha'u'llah and
'Abdu'l-Baha.

The Baha'i Cause in Northern Egypt
RGM Egypt comes glowing news of
the spread of the Bah;'t'i Cause.
Mohed Mustapha, secretary of the Port
Said Assembly, tells of the heroic spit it
of the new believers in a town in upper
Egypt, in facing persecution. "Their
letter," he writes, "gives glad tidings,
which brought happiness and joy to our
hearts. It is but a little while since those
holy souls accepted the Message. Although they are new believers, they have
kept steadfast and firm and received their
persecution with great joy. The fragr~nces of God have awakened a great
love in their pure hearts so that a few
weeks after their acceptance of the Cause
they established a Spiritual Assembly and
a school and started forth to teach the
Glad Tidings in the neighboring villages
and towns. The opposition which came
upon them brought really no harm but
resulted in the spread of the Cause among
many people."
From Alexandria has come the first
circular letter of the Spiritual Assembly,
from which we take these words:
"The world today is submerged in

F
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materialism. Nowadays no one heeds religion or gives it any thought or care.
Fanaticism, which is the great eVIl of the
Orient has a strong hold. A great wall
of difference, hatred and animosity is
raised among the different creeds, and
it can only be removed through the
mighty Bah;'t'i spirit.
"Gur good brother, Dr. Lotfullah
Hakim, of London, arrived here a fortnight ago, and we were very glad to
receive him at our regular Sunday meeting, and also in one of our monthly sessions of the Spiritual Assembly. He
gladdened our hearts with the good news
of the London Baha'i Assembly and their
splendid activities in the Cause.
"Last week we were honored by the
presence of the great Baha'i teacher,
Shaykh Mohi-El Din, and his companion,
Mr. Mohamed Wahbi, who have just
arrived from Tunis, a country in the
northwestern corner of Africa. Mr.
Mohamed vVahbi, one of the first to accept the message, is filled with the spirit
and ablaze with the fire of love. Both
came to our regular Sunday meeting and
gave us a glowing talk on the good work
they have done. The honorable teacher
opened the meeting by chanting a Tablet
in his melodious voice, and then told us
of his successful journey and how
greatly he was confirmed by Bah;'t'u'llah
in spreading throughout Tunis the good
news. Mr. Mohamed Wahbi gave us
a brief talk, which moved our hearts and
brought the tears to our eyes. He told us
how he accepted the Cause, at once, upon
meeting, accidentally, Shaykh Mohi-El
Din and ho.W he accompanied him from
town to to.wn and from ho.use to house
throughout Tunis. It was through them
that the people of Tunis first heard of
the Glad Tidings, and many were attracted to. the Kingdom. Through the
efforts of Mohamed Wahbi Effendi a
Spiritual Bah;'t'i Assembly was established in Tunis."

-----------------------------------
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The Ideal Sage in Chicago
N November and December Jinab-iFadil gave a series of brilliant adIdresses
on divine philosophy in Chicago,
Wilmette, Kenosha, Racine, Milwaukee,
to clubs, New Thought Societies, churches, schools and groups of eager investigators of the light of the New Covenant.
He gave through one of the great broadcasting stations of Chicago an address on
World Fellowship which friends in various regions heard over the radio.
His addresses at the Baha'i Temple at
Wilmette, in the foundation hall, have
brought a beautiful vision of a united
world to many who were hungering for
the great revelation of God's new path
to religious unity. His many addresses
at the Baha'i Headquarters in Chicago,
153 North Michigan Boulevard, have
opened a new vista into the glory and
power of the spiritual life and the essential necessity of the confirmations of the
Holy Spirit through the Manifestations
of God if we are to live the lives of
peacemakers in a world of war and dissolution. Part of the time Dr. Bagdadi
was translator and then again Jinab-iFadil would transmit in simple, glowing
English the radiance of the Master's
spirit. On December 13th he left with
his family for a visit to Cleveland.

HE light of the Manifestations of
the Eternal World has ever risen
T
from the East and shone over to the
West. One of the ways to express our
thankfulness for this light is to give to
the countries of the East the scientific
education of the West.
Miss Genevieve Coy, a brilliantly
trained scientific educator, who recently
took her Doctor's Degree from Columbia
University, has for the past year and a
half been helping to develop the Tarbiat
School in Tihran. She has been increasing the number of grades, introducing
new studies and new methods and rendering distinguished services in the blending
of scientific and spiritual education. The
rapid growth and expansion of the Tarbiat School have made their present
quarters completely inadequate, and Dr.
Moody and the Tihran friends are seeking to build a new school structure as a
memorial to Miss Lillian Kappes for her
self-sacrificing services, over a period of
many years, to the Tarbiat School. A
beautiful appreciation of the bounty of
the Baha'i Cause to us in the West would
be to help generously in the building of
this new Tarbiat School. Contributions
may be sent to Mrs. Louise D. Boyle,
2119 Connecticut Avenue, Washington,
D.e.

ALMOST every day there come to us letters of appreciation of the
STAR OF THE WEST and its universal articles, news, signs of the
times, great chapters in Baha'i history, life-giving words on the radiant
path of spiritual living, and many are expressing a desire to help our
magazine to spread the Glad Tidings of the Day of God. Therefore, we
suggest a few ways to help:

ft

Contribute well-written, universal articles, and news.
Let every subscriber get a subscriber.
Give away single copies.
Send in the names of possible subscribers.
Secure bound volumes.
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R. ESSLEMONT, our gifted author

and teacher, is now devoting all of
his time to the service of the Baha'i
Cause. He has recently conducted a very
successful series of meetings in Bournemouth, London and Manchester. In
Manchester he spoke to most interested
groups of people, giving one day a dinner-hour lecture to about one hundred
and fifty workingmen at a factory, where
the men were "immensely pleased with
Dr. Esslemont's sketch of the Baha'i
movement and Baha'u'llah's call to world
unity and peace. They agreed that masters and men must work together and
not pull in opposite directions." In various cities Dr. Esslemonthas met the
Esperantists. In an address to some two
hundred and fifty people at the Theosophical Society in Manchester he spoke
upon religious unity. As one of the
newspapers said, in reporting his address:
"He did not agree with the idea that because men had fought in the past they
must necessarily fight in the future. Hu-
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man nature is a living thing, and must
change. Scripture speaks about an era
of peace, of goodwill, of happiness for
all. We have only to examine all religious hooks to find that this is the theme
of the sayings of all prophets and seers.
Looking around the world today we see
changes far greater than in any other
period in history, and those connected
with science and art are of tremendous
importance. In every department of human life also we see great changes, and
a progress which twenty years ago would
have been thought quite impossible."
Dr. Esslemont's brilliant introduction
to the Baha'i teachings, Bahft'u'llfth and
the New Era, has been reviewed at
length and in very appreciative terms by
a number of the leading English and
Scotch papers and weeklies. Copies of
this book have gone into eighteen different countries and translations are now
being prepared for publication in both
French and German.

Start the New Year Right
the friends could send their renewals for subscriptions as soon as
Iof Four
the subscription expires this would save hours of labor on the part
devoted workers, a large amount of postage, and would provide
the money needed to pay the bills for our printing which have to be met
every month, on time. Often four or fiv:e letters and bills need to be
sent to one person. Each one may say, "It does not matter if I delay."
But think what happens when many delay! In our desire to follow the
Baha'i spirit of sending the STAR OF THE WEST even when the subscription money does not come in we incur a loss which most magazines
would not consider .
. But if anyone is temporarily unable to pay we will be glad to
continue their subscription for a time, if they will just send us word.
If the friends will watch the date of expiration, which is now indicated on their mailing envelope, and send in their· renewals immediately
it will be a real service to the workers of the STAR OF THE WEST who are
giving freely and joyously services which in the commercial world would
amount to thousands cif dollars.
Will not the friends begin the new year by sending in their unpaid
subscriptions as .soon as this issue arrives? Thus we can all work together for our STAR OF THE WEST.
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WORDS OF BAHA'U'LLAH
In the Name of the Lord of Utterance, the Mighty

o

YE PEOPLE OF INSIGHT AND DISCERNMENT!
The first Call of the Beloved is this: 0 mystic Nightingale! Abide
not but in the Rose-Garden of the Spirit; 0 Messenger of the Solomon
of Love! Seek thou no shelter except in the Sheba of the W elI-Beloved;
and 0 immortal Phoenix!
DwelI not save on the Mount of Faithfulness. Therein is thy habitation, if on the wings of thy soul thou
soarest to the Realm of the rnfinite.
o SON OF SPIRIT!
The bird seeketh its nest; the nightingale the charm of the rose;
whilst those birds, the hearts of men, content with mortal dust, have
strayed from their eternal Nest, and with eyes turned towards the mire
of negligence are bereft of the splendour of the Divine Presence. Alas!
how strange and pitiful; for a mere cupful, they have turned away from
the billowing Ocean of the Realms above, and remained far from the
Heaven of Glory.
o FRIEND!
In the garden of thy heart plant not but the Rose of Love, and from
the Nightingale of desire and yearning loosen not thy hold. Treasure the
companionship of the righteous, and withdraw thyself from fellowship
with the ungodly.
o SON OF JUSTICE!
Whither can a lover go but to the land of his beloved? and what
seeker findeth rest away from his heart's desire? To the true lover, reunion is life, and separation is death. His breast is void of patience and
his heart hath no peace. A myriad lives he would forsake to hasten
to the retreat of his beloved.
o SON OF DUST!
Verily I say unto thee: of alI men the most negligent is he that disputeth idly and seeketh to advance himself over his brother, Say, 0
brethren! Let deeds, not words, be your adorning.
o SON OF EARTH!
Know, verily, the heart wherein the least remnant of envy yet
lingers, shall never attain My everlasting Dominion, nor inhale the sweet
savours of Sanctity breathing from My Holy Kingdom.
From the Persian Hidden TVords, translated by Shoghi Effendi.
Separation from the things of the world is a sun. If it shines forth
from the horizon of the heaven of any soul, then the fire of selfishness
and evil desire wiII be extinguished; thus informeth you the Possessor
of the whole universe, if ye were of the knowing. Verily the one whose
self-dedication op,ens his sight to the light of understanding -will be cut
wholly frol11 the contingent world and all that is therein: to this beareth
witness thy Lord, the Merciful, in this beloved and exalted station.
Blessed is the one who is ilIumined by the Light of self-dedication.
Verily he is one of the people of the Red Ark in the Presence of the
Lord of the Greatest Throne.
Blessed is the city ,from the horizon of which shines forth the sun
of self-dedication, and the land that is ilIumined by its light.
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A TABLET OF BAHA'U'LLAH
TRANSLATED

He Is The Lord, Exalted Be He.

A

BY

SI-IOGHI

EFEENDI

His Is The Glory, And His Is The Power.

LL praise be to God, the Adored One, Lord of the seen and unseen,
Who from the primal Point caused books and epistles, unnumbered, to
be revealed, Whose most exalted "Vord called into being all creation from
first to last, and Who, consonant with His transcendent wisdom, hath sent, in
every age and cycle, His Messenger to revive with the living waters of Divine
Utterance His faint and withering creatures. He, in truth, is the expounder,
the true interpreter; inasmuch as man falleth short and faileth to comprehend
that which hath flowed from the Pen of Glory and been revealed in His. most
holy Book. Verily, man needeth at all times a reminder, a guide, an instructor,
a tea-ch er. Thus hath God sent forth His Ambassadors, His Prophets and His
chosen ones, that these may acquaint the peoples of the world with His purpose
in the revealing of His Word and the mission of His Messengers, that all may
be made aware of the divine trust committed to their charge.
Man is the most potent of talismans; and naught but want of true education
hath deprived him of that which is latent within him. \Vith one word He created
him, with another guided his steps to the path of true learning, and with still
another guarded and preserved his standing and station.
The Great Being saith: Cons,ider man even as a mine that holdeth stones of
precious beauty; education alone revealeth its value and bestoweth its benefit
upon mankind.
Were man to study with deep insight God's holy Words and ponder them in
hi.s heart, he will surely realize that their one aim it to so unite the vvorld that
the divers peoples on earth may be regarded even as one soul, that the seal of
"Unto God is all dominion" may be stamped upon the tablet of every heart and
that the splendours of lovingkindness, of grace and mercy may be shed upon all
mankind.
The Lord, exalted be He! hath desired naught for Himself. The allegiance
of mankind profiteth Him not, neither doth its disobedience cause Him to suffer.
At every moment doth the Bird of the Realm of Utterance voice the call: "All
things have I desired for thee, and thee for thy own self." Should the worldlywise-men of the day suffer the peoples of the world to inhale the perfume of
love and unity, then will men of understanding comprehend the meaning of true
liberty and attain unto complete tranquillity and comfort.
Would to God that His Grace and Bounty may be vouchsafed unto the
peoples of the world; may He guide the kindreds of the earth and direct their
323
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steps to the path of His good pleasnre. Behoid! Years have passed and neither
the world nor they that dwell therein have yet obtained their peace and quiet.
At one time they fall victims to the agony of war, at another they are afflicted
with unforeseen trials. Woes and tribulations have encompassed the world, and
yet, no one doth perceive the cause! And if the Divine Counsellor should utter
a word, they regard Him a stirrer of strife and reject His counsel. Man is
bewildered; what could he advise and say?
The Great Being saith: 0 friends! The Tabernacle of Oneness hath been
raised in the world; cast not on one another the glance of estrangement. Of one
tree are all ye the fruit, and of one bough the leaves.
The Great Being saith: The canopy of stability and order in the world
is upheld by the twin pillars of reward and punishment..
. 0 ye rulers of
the world! What legion of warriors mightier than the legion of Justice and
Wisdom? . . . Well is it with that sovereign that goeth forth with the standard
of wisdom unfolded before him and the guard of justice marching in his
rear. .
Behold the Bird of Justice, this day, sorely tried in the talons of oppression
and cruelty. Pray ye to God, haply He may deprive not the peoples of the world
from the ocean of divine understanding. Were they but to take heed, they
would fully realize that whatsover floweth from the Pen of \i\Tisdom is even
as the sun that illumines the world. Therein lie the peace, the safety, the true
interest of mankind.
Otherwise fresh calamities shall befall the world and mischief and discord
be kindled every day. God grant that the peoples of the world may be graciously
aided to protect with the lamps of wisdom the light of His loving counsels: I fain
would hope that each and everyone may be adorned with the ornament of true
wisdom-the firm foundation of the edifice of mankind.
Blessed are they that arise to serve mankind. Let not man glory in this
that he loves his country, let him rather glory in this that he loves his kind.
The world is indeed but one home, and the peoples thereon its dwellers.
The Great Being saith: 0 ye children of men! The true faith of Goel
and His religion are for the proteotion, the unity, the harmony, the peace and
the love of all mankind; make them not the cause of strife and discord, of hate
and enmity. This, verily, is the straight path and the firm foundation. Whatsoever is raised on this foundation the happenings of the world will shake it not,
neither will time cause it to crumble. We cherish the hope that the sages and
rulers of the world will, with one accord, arise for the betterment of mankind,
and, after deliberations, full and mature, bestow the remedy of their wise
ministry upon this diseased and broken world.
The Great Being saith: The firmament of Divine \Visdom shineth with the
twin orbs of consultation and mercy. Take counsel together in all things, inasmuch as consultation is the guiding light that giveth enlightenment and leadeth
unto the Way. In the beginning of all things let the end be borne in mind. Let
children be instructed in all arts and sciences that conduce to the benefit of
mankind, to the progress and the exaltation of the station of man, that thereby
sedition and mischief may be banished from the world, that all, by the endeavour
of the chiefs of state and the leaders of men, may repose in the lap of security
and peace. .
I t is incumbent upon the leaders 0 E the world to follow moderation in all
things, and whatsoever passeth beyond this hmit is sure to be void of all effect.
Consider, liberty, civilization and the like, though acclaimed by men of learning,
will if ·carried to extremes prove conducive to the utmost harm.

THE DAWNING OF THE GREAT LIGHT
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The Great Being saith: The Tongue of Wisdom proclaims: He that hath
Me not is bereft of all things. Turn ye away from all that is on earth, and seek
none else but Me. I am the Sun of vVisdom and the Ocean of Knowledge.
I cheer the faint, and revive the dead. I am the guiding Light that iIlumines
the Way. I am the royal Falcon of the arms of the Almighty. I unfold the
drooping wings of every broken bird and start it on its flight..
. -Words
of Ba/W'u'll6h: from the Tablet known as the 'Lawh-i-Maqsad,' and revealed
in the prison cit)! of Acre about I882 A. D., recently sent hy Shoghi Effe11di to
America.

THE LIFE OF BAHA'U'LLAH
By

]INAB-I-FADIL
PART

HE enemies of Baha'u'll;ih, wishing
. to exile him from Baghdad, met in
consultation. They asked a pmminent
divine, a very good and sincere man,
with many followers, to meet with them.
This divine was not a follower of Baha'u'llah, but when he heard the plan of
the enemies he refused to have anything
to do with it, saying that they had never
investigated the matter, and therefore
could not know the truth; then he left
the meeting. The others finally decided
to send one of their number to talk with
Baha'u'll;ih. This man, also, was good
and sincere and when he met Baha' ~
u'llah he beheld in wonder the radiance
of his spirit. He asked what he should
say to those who had sent him. Baha'u'IIah replied, "You must tell them all
that you have seen and felt." The emissary said, "They do not doubt your
greatness and knowledge. \i\lhat they
really want is a miracle." Baha'u'llah
answered, "You have read in all the
sacred books that miracles do not appear through the wish of the people, but
by the will of God. If God followed
the will of the people the order of the
world would be destroyed, for the people are many and each one holds in his
mind a wish different from the others.
However, you may tell your friends that
they may consult together and choose
one miracle; if I perform this miracle,
th~n they must all believe."

T

II

The emissary, re]Olcmg, returned to
his colleagues. While they were considering Baha'u'llah's message one said,
"If Baha'u'llah, through his unseen
power should perform this miracle, then
would we accept him, and become believel's?" To this question they answered,
No. So the matter of the miracle was
dropped.
At last the enemies of the Cause secured from the government authorities
an order banishing Baha'u'llah from
Baghdad. It first read that he shcullci
go, alone. But later this was changed,
permitting his family and a few followers to accompany him. The band of
exiles left Baghdad and paused, first, in
a beautiful garden outside the city.
Here they sojourned for twelve days. A
tent was pitched for Baha'u'llah, and
around it the tents for the others. These
·days in the garden are called "The days
of Ridv3.n" and they are of supreme importance, for it was then that Baha'u'llah
declared, to a few followers, his great
mission and began to build the palace of
peace and unity for the world. He revealed many wonderful verses which
sing the melodies of the New Day of
God.
When the twelve days were over, the
party, mounted on horses and donkeys
and guarded by Turkish soldiers, set out
again. The believers who could not accompany them were utterly broken-
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hearted. It was as though Baha'u'llah
was a king starting upon a glorious
journey. O:ltwardly, an exile-but in
his spirit a great light was shining.
The desert of Asia Minor over which
they had to travel in order to reach Constantinople is full of jagged mountains
-a most inhospitable land whose vast
reaches of wilderness are the hiding
place of robbers and wild animals.
Through the burning heat of this desert
wilderness, in the hottest season of the
year, Baha'u'll<ih and his party trave1ed
for months. Only once along the way
did they pause. The reason for this delay, a rest for the exiles of nine days,
was this: they came upon a merchant
who had been attacked by a band of robbers and his load of -goods stolen. He
appealed to the Turkish soldiers accompanying Baha'u'llah to help him; but
they refused.
Then he approached
Baha'u'll<ih and besought him to intercede in his behalf. Baha'u'llah called
the soldiers to him and told them to assist to their utmost this unfortunate
man. So the guards were obliged to
leave the party of exiles and to scour
the country until they found the robbers,
rescued the stolen goods and returned
them to the merchant: When this was
done Baha'u'llah was ready to continue
the journey.
After four months of travel through
the desert the party reached the seaport
town of Samsoun, where they went on
board a ship and sailed along the Black
Sea to the Bosphorus, finally arriving in
Constantinople. Here they were met by
government officials and the whole party
quartered in one small house. Four
months they stayed in Constantinople,
and from this cosmopolitan center, the
highway between Asia and Europe, the
fame of Baha'u'llah spread like wildfire.
Many prominent men visited him here,
and left his presence marve1ing at the
wisdom of his answers to their questions.
Seeing the power of his influence and
how the Cause was spreading, the enemies in their jealousy decided to drive

him from Constantinople. He was urged
by several prominent men to write a
letter to the Sultan of Turkey stating
his case. But Baha'u'llah declined to do
this, saying that he preferred to leave
his affairs in the hands of God.
The enemies growing more and more
afraid of his influence secured an order
for his exile from Contantinople to
Adrianople, in the extreme corner of
European Turkey and a nine days' journey by carriage from Constantinople.
Here Baha'u'Ilah and his party lived as
exiles for five years, under the surveillance of the Turkish gO\i'ernment. In
Adrianople he wrote two wonderful
Tablets, called the Tablet of Command
and the Tablet of The City of Unity. In
these Tablets he gives instructions for a
united humanity and proclaims to the
world his divine mission as the Manifestation of God and the Center around
which all the names revolve and the fulfillment of the prophecies of the Scriptures. He also, at this time,wrote many
other glorious epistles, each one a flame
of light to inspire and illumine the believers. He wrote two Tablets, one in
Persian and the other in Arabic, and
called them both "The Tablet of
Ahmad." In the Arabic Tablet of Ahmad Baha'u'llah says: "Whosoever is
sorrowful and disillusioned and disappointed let him read this Tablet ~ then
joy and happiness will enter into his
heart."
It was now very difficult for Baha'u'l1ah to communicate with his followers
in other regions, due to the strict surveillance of the enemies. However, several
of the believers managed to travel back
and forth, bringing letters to Baha'u'llah
and taking back his Tablets of instruction and encouragement. Inspired by
his example and self-sacrifice the
friends went forth to carry to the ends
of the earth the message that the Promised One had come and the Day of
Resurrection had dawned, the day of
reconciliation and international unity.
After five years in Adrianople his influence had become so great and his fol-

FROM ADRIANOPLE TO THE MOST GREAT PRISON

lowers so numerous that the enemies of
the Cause determined to banish him
again, this time alone, and to some very
remote place, sending his family and the
other members of his party to a different city.
When this heart-breaking
news was brought to them the little
party was panic stricken. They had forsaken everv worldIy possession and comfort in order to be near to Baha'u'llah
and now they declared that they could
not endure existence away from him.
Then officials stationed at Adrianople,
and representing various European governments, came to Baha'u'llah and
offered him their assistance, that he
might go to one of the European countries and live in peace the remainder of
his life or that a protest might be made
against' his persecutors. But Baha'u'llah
replied, "No. Reliance is in God, and
not in any human power."
His family and the little band of devoted followers were finally allowed to
remain with him, and all were exiled together to Gallipoli. Here they were met
by an order countermanding the last one
and commanding that he be separated
from his party.
Baha'u'Illah now manifested his spiritual authority. He wrote a mighty
epistle, called the Tablet of Ra'is. Although this Tablet was written to the
one who, according to earthly sovereignty had power of life and death over
him, yet a person unacquainted with the
facts would suppose it to be written by
a King to his most submissive subject ..In
this Tablet Baha'u'lHth speaks WIth
power divine and rejects the command
of separation from his family and followerS. He also prophesies concerning
the bloodshed which would occur in
Adrianople.
The order commanding the separation of the party was rescinded and a
steamship made ready to carry them all
to Alexandria. Arriving there (in 1868),
after a five days' journey, they re-embarked in a ship bound for Haifa, Palestine. Three more days at sea brought
them to Haifa where, after one night's
.
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rest, they were put into small boats ~nd
taken to Acre, a distance of about mne
miles.
The city of Acre is surrounded by
high walls whose iron gates were closed
at night. The streets were never
cleaned. There was no water for drinking save that filtered from the sea. These
unsanitary conditions, added to a very
bad climate, bred a disease from wh!ch
many died. In fact, there was a saymg
that if a bird flew over Acre it would
die. The barracks, where Baha'u'llah
and his party were imprisoned, was the
most unwholesome place in Acre. The
dungeon-like rooms were rayless ~nd
damp, without windows, and s~armmg
with vermin. The soldiers behmd the
iron gates who were given custody of
the prisoners were the roughest of characters, and had government or~ers to
shoot at sight anyone of the pnsoners
who attempted to leave the prison. For
some time after they were put into this
prison they were given neither bread nor
water, and the men, women and children
were in a most pitiable condition. Vlhen
they were finally given some bread it
was such that they could hardly eat it.
And the water allowed them made them
all ill, sonie of the party dying from
drinking it. The enemies of the Cause
were sure that the exiles would all die
within a few months, knowing that human beings cannot long survive such
conditions. And one may imagine what
this meant for Baha'u'llah and his family, who were of the nobility of Persia
and had lived in great luxury. But
their invincible faith and the confirmations of the Holy Spirit sustained them,
and all through those dark and grievous
months their hearts were filled with
heavenly joy.
After some time the restrictions were
somewhat abated and two of the friends
were permitted to go out, once a day, to
the bazaars to purchase supplies. They
went accompanied by soldiers who had
orders to keep strict watch upon them
and if they attempted to speak one word
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The Courtyard of the Prison Barracks at Acre
other than those needed to make their
purchases to shoot them instantly.
Before Baha'u'llah arrived in Acre a
wonderful thing happened. One of his
followers decided to go there and open
a shop. He had been in Acre for some
time, and had had no news of his Master's fate, for the place to which Baha'u'llah was exiled was kept secret by the
Turkish government. Then one day he
encountered the two believers buying
their supplies. They recognized each
other in silent joy and happiness.
Through this believer communication
with the outside world was established.
The physician who attended Baha'u'llah
and his party when they all became ill
through drinking the terrible water of
Acre soon loved them very much, and
he asked to "be allowed to serve them.
So, when he left the barracks he would
carry with him Bahi'u'llith's epistles and
Tablets, to send them to his followers,
and would receive their answers.
When the believers learned where Baha'u'lIah was incarcerated many started
out, on foot, across the mountains and
the desert, in search of their Great
Teacher. After journeying many months

they would arrive outside Acre. As access to Baha'u'llah was impossible they
would stand outside the city wall near
the sea until Baha'u'llah came to the
window of his prison room. After looking at him for a few moments they
would turn about, their hearts singing
with joy that they had seen their Beloved and been recognized by him.
During this imprisonment in the barracks Bahi1.t'llih revealed many wonderful books and Tablets which brought to
the far-away friends supreme happiness.
At the end of the second year of their
imprisonment a tragic event occurred.
One of Baha'u'llah's sons, called the
Purest Branch, a young man seventeen
years of age, endowed with a character
of superlative spiritual beauty, was one
day walking on the roof of the prison.
He served Baha'u'llah as his secretary
and wrote down, at his dictation, his
Tablets. As he walked up and down on
the roof of the barracks chanting a beautiful prayer he made a misstep over the
edge of the roof and fell to the floor
below. He was picked up so badly injured that his life quickly ebbed away.
Before he died Baha'u'llah asked him if

PROPHECIES OF ACRE
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Baha'u'llah was sent by his enem1es
he had any request to make. He replied,
"My only supplication is that this suffer- to Acre, Palestine, against his will, an
ing of mine and my death may be a sac- exile and a prisoner. But, through this
rifice to the friends of God, through very act of the enemies in banishing him
which the prison doors may be opened to the Holy Land many wonderful and
and a greater freedom of access may be divine prophecies, of the Israelitish
prophets and Muhammad were fulfilled;
given to Baha'u'llah."
When this request was made known and many people, Christians, Jews and
to the officials their hearts were touched, Muslims, came to see and to follow the
and because of it and because, little by new faith.
little, during those two years, they and
There is a prophecy in the Old Testathe townspeople had begun to realize ment which says that in the Latter Day
somewhat of the beauty of the lives of God will make the valley of Achor
these exiles, their love and their unself- a door of hope to all nations.*
ishness, the prison doors were opened This prophecy could have no physical
and they were allowed to secure a small significance, for the small town of Acre,
house in the town. Baha'u'llah was not with its high walls and iron gate and its
permitted to leave the house, but the liv- unfortunate inhabitants could never, of
ing conditions were better than those in itself, become a door of hope for the
the barracks. Seven long years he spent, people of all the earth. Therefore the
within the four walls of that house, nor prophecy must be interpreted spiritually,
did he in all that time look upon a blade and means that from this dark spot will
of grass or rushing water or hear the arise a spiritual light which will shine
singing of the birds which he had loved into the hearts of men, everywhere.
in his native land. During these years
Acre is very damp and the place is in'Abdu'l-Baha was a link between Baha- fested with fleas. There is in the Qur'an
'u'llah and the outside world. He went a strange verse, which says, "Blessed is
among the people, with the utmost kind- the man who is bitten by the fleas of
ness, telling them stories, imparting to Acre." Another verse states, "Happy is
them knowledge and wisdom. The re- he who eats the onions of Acre," referligious leaders and the government offi- ring undoubtedly, to the unpleasant
cials learned to love 'Abdu'l-Baha. So odors of the place. Outside Acre there
now and then he would take one of these is a well of stagnant, tepid water to
prominent men to Baha'u'llah, whose which one descends by means of several
mighty presence was so majestic, whose steps. This well is called "ain o'lbagar"
words were so luminous that many be- and M uhammad prophesied concerning
came believers and offered to render any it, saying how happy would be the man
who tasted the water of "ain o'lbagar."
service their positions permitted.
It is impossible that these prophecies
Finally, after nine years' close impris- should have a literal fulfillment; thereonment, through the efforts of these in- fore it is clear that the greatness· of Acre
fluential men Baha'u'llah was granted will be spiritual.
permission to walk in the streets of Acre.
From Acre the spiritual teachings of
Later he was allowed to leave the city Baha'u'llah spread through the world.
and have a beautiful garden, called the The enemies did their utmost to crush
Garden of Ridvan, about two and a half the light, but it became more and more
miles outside of Acre. And finally he brilliant. The friends arose everywhere
went to live in a house called the palace to teach, and distribute the Tablets of
of Bahji, also outside of Acre. Here he Baha'u'llah. In many parts of Persia
lived until 1892, when he ascended into they were martyred, but this only united
the spiritual world.
"Hosea 2:15.
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the hearts of the friends more firmly.
The movement spread to India and grew
apace in Turkey and Russia and certain
parts of Europe.
In the wonderful Tablets and holy
books which Bah;'l'u'llah revealed in
Acre one feels that the author is standing upon the highest mountain of the
earth, looking down upon humanity with
eyes of compassion and universal love,
bidding all to climb the mountain and
become characterized with the attributes
of the sons of God. With one mighty
blow Bah;'l'u'llah destroyed the separat-

ing walls of tradition and dogma and invited all religions and races to realize
that they are brothers and sisters and
so to live as to attain the pinnacle of
prosperity and success. In his writings
we find the perfection of all divine
religions, a new interpretation of the
heavenly books which breaks the seals
and establishes unity among the believers in all the world religions. He ushers
in the age of the establishment of the
Kingdom of GOod on earth, of divine justice, equality and peace among all the
children of God.

THE LIFE BEYOND
By

STANWOOD COBB

T the end of every religious epoch,
just when the spirit of religion is
being born anew through the agency of
a Manifestation of God, humanity finds
itself in a lamentable condition of scepticism and disbelief. Not only does it
deny God, but what is more extraordinary, it denies itself. That is to say, it
denies the eternal existence of its own
soul, thus putting itself on a level with
the beasts and voluntarily abnegating its
high estate as children of the Most High
God and heirs to a spiritual kingdom.
The superb faith in the future life
brought to the world by Christ which so
inspired his early followers as to destroy
entirely the fear of death, has almost
entirely departed from the world of
Christendom, yea, even from the hearts
of those who call upon his name.
Not only does the materialistic science
of today deny the continued existence of
the soul; but those who still adhere to
the teachings of Christ hold only a tenuous faith in it. The current phraseology
of the day in regard to death is similar
to that in the pagan days when Homer
sang and lamented the fate of those deprived of this bright earth life. Yes, in
the Occident death today is universally

A

viewed as a misfortune, a deprivation, a
substitution for existence of non-existence, or at best of a tenebrous existence
which is a poor exchange for the glories
of our earth life iIlumined and warmed
as it is by the rays of a visible sun.
It is just because humanity is prone to
lose the vision, prone to reverse the order of things and put the finite before
the infinite, the mortal before the immortal, the material before the spiritual,
that it becomes necessary for God to
send a Messenger to renew the vision
and bring again to humanity the interpretation of this life as a fragment only
of complete individual existence.
For the most part, the message of
these Spiritual Teachers is one of joy
and of great promise. But there is another aspect to their teaching, a necessary corollary to a future life of joy for
the spiritually minded. If there are to
be rewards for the spiritual, there are
also to be punishments, or let us say deprivations, for the un spiritual.
This dual teaching of reward and punishment after death has been one of the
most important factors ~"i the spreading
of the great world religions. In the
teachings of Buddha, of Christ, of Mu-
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hammad, as well as in the teachings of
the apostles of these Manifestations, the
doctrine of a judgment day, of a time
when one's deeds would determine one's
subsequent state of existence was greatly
emphasized and became an inspiring
though stern incentive to the acceptance
of the said religion and to the living of
a spiritual life.
The vivid symbols and allegories used
to warn an ignorant, concrete-minded
humanity such as existed in the time of
Christ and of Muhammad, such as exists
still in large numbers, have been rightly
interpreted by modern intelligence as
standing for spiritual rather than material rewards and punishments.
HIS interpretation of eschatology
has not prevailed so long but what
many Christians still living can look
back to the day when the first proponents
and expounders of universal salvation,
or Universalists as they are called, were
considered as anathema by the literal
minded.
My grandfather, Rev. Sylvanus Cobb,
was among those who first ventured to
interpret away the hell fire and brimstone which had perfumed the nostrils
of the devout. He attacked especially
the sort of revival sermons delivered by
one celebrated contemporaneous divine,
who was wont to draw such vivid fire
and brimstone portrayals of the judgment day that wOmen screamed and
fainted.
That mankind is prone to the concrete
is evidenced by the luminous portrayals
of the punishment of evil doers in the
next life which adorn not only the walls
of many a Christian church and monastery, but also the walls of Buddhist
temples in the East. I have myself seen
in the monasteries of Greece and of Bulgaria depictions of the tortures of the
damned which show a belief as regards
God only possible to men in whom the
spirit of revenge predominates, to the
exclusion of all mercy.

T
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The Universalists were right in seeing
such punishments as incompatible with
the Divine Mercy, and in interpreting
the teachings of Christ as referring not
to material things but to the inner, spiritual evolution of the soul; and to a
system of intrinsic rather than extrinsic
rewards and punishments. Also they
were right in calling the attention of
theologians to the fact that the Greek
word "aeon" which had been wrongly
translated as "eternity" meant rather an
"age" or "epoch," thus overthrowing the
theory of eternal punishment and substituting for it the theory, much more comforting, of universal salvation.
This doctrine of universal salvation,
opening up vistas of eternal progress, opportunities of gaining the spiritual qualities even after the soul has passed
through that mystic corridor of Death
into a land the nature and laws and
customs of which no man fully knoweth
-this comforting doctrine has by now
permeated the religious thought of advanced thinkers in every sect or denomination. And that is well.
But as usual the reaction to one extreme has led to the opposite extreme.
Those who still, in this age of agnosticism, keep the faith of an eternal life,
hold too careless a thought in regard to
it. It is assumed that everything will be
all right there; that God is merciful and
kind and wishes everyone to be happy;
that somehow death initiates one into
the spiritual life of immortality and the
blessed state of the saints.
This careless and false assumption is
destroying the very essence of the teachings of the Christ, and of every great
Founder of Religion. To interpret the
system of rewards and punishments of
the religious books as symbolical is well.
But by some kind of legerdemain to
whisk away every degree of reward and
punishment is to controvert the teachings
not only of the Holy Books but of nature and existence as well. In the universe that we see and know around us
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nothing comes unearned. Effort is the
price to be paid for every good thing.
And the result of non-effort is sorrow
and pain.
And this, too, is compatible with, nay,
part of, the mercy of God. For the
thing of chief importance to man, as to
the stages of life below the human, is
effort. Nothing earned without effortthis is the universal motto, this is the
law on which the universe is run.
Applying this law to the doctrine of a
future life, one comes face to face with
this astounding truth, that immortality
has to be earned! It is not a quality inherent in this earth life, nor a gift lightly
laid at the feet of all who die. How
simple and cheerfully unthinking, to assume that the mere event of death can
change an unspiritual person into a
spiritual one, or usher devotees of the
sense-world into an experience available
only to those who have during this earth
life developed their spiritual susceptibilities!
To maintain this untruth is to deny
those stern and mighty laws upon which
the universe is built-the law of gravitation, the law of cause and effect, the law
of evolution.
Baha'u'Wl.h, though in the main bringing to mankind a message of joy, announced also those sterner truths which
the world has shrunk from facing.
"Sanctify yourselves, 0 people of the
earth, that perchance ye may attain to
the station which God hath ordained for
you. . . . Travelers in the path of faith
must sanctify and purify themselves
from all material things . . . so that
they may become recipients of the invisible and infinite bounties.
Otherwise man shall never reach the bourne
of immortality."
Again, interpreting the meaning of the
judgment day as taught by former
prophets: "The paradise and fire in the
apparent life were and will ever be the
acceptance and the rejection; and after
the ascension of the spirit, there are paradises which have no equal, and also fire

which has no likeness, which are the
fruit of the deeds of the advancer and
opposer."
It is impossible to consider this life
apart from the future life. It is all one
great whole. The thought of what is to
come after death is not only a great comfort in times of earthly stress and suffering, but is also a powerful influence
toward right conduct in this life.
'Abdu'l-Baha has said that without
this vision of the next life there cannot
be enough incentive to ethical action
here. The rewards and punishments
which are assigned here for our actions
are as nothing to the more important results of our earthly deeds which come to
us in the hereafter.
That is why every Manifestation emphasizes the life hereafter in connection
with the teaching of how this life should
be lived.
And just what are the rewards of a
spiritual life here? Always, the universal laws are just, logical, beneficent.'
And the result hereafter of developing
a spiritual nature here is just what one
might suppose it to be, the power and
ability of enjoying spiritual things.
But here is the impressive fact. The
n·ext world is a world of spirit, not of
matter; and spiritual things are the only
things one can enjoy there. No other
SOI/trce of happiness exists.
The terrible deprivation in the hereafter of those who have not developed
the spiritual life here must by this beCOme apparent. There is no immediate
possibility of happiness for them in the
heaven-world. Because they have not
developed the powers to use and appreciate the things of the heaven-world,
they are born into it, as 'Abdu'l-Bahi
says, deaf, dumb and blind.
True, they have a sort of existence
there, but as the existence in this world
of a stone compared to that of a human
being. 'Abdu'l-Bahi used another figure, even more appalling, in saying of an
immensely wealthy man held as great in
the eyes of this world, that in the next
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world he would be rolled up like a scroll
and put away.
Is there any salvation possible, then,
for those who die sinners and are ushered into the next world in a state of
evil? There is a possibility of progress,
but not by self-effort; only through the
grace of God and the prayers arid efforts of the saints. That is because the
activities of the beyond-world are not as
here. Heaven is not a place for the exercise of self-will, for self-development.
This world is the stage of existence designed for us for self-improving, for
struggle against the obstacles which evil
sets in our path. The purpose of this
earth life is through it and by means of
it to become spiritual.
Oh, if mortals would only realize the
importance of this truth, they would
drop everything and seek the Kingdom.
Christ has compared it to a hidden treasure, 01' to a pearl of great price, for
which the man aware of values would
sell all he had of other wealth.
That is why all the prophets emphasize the importance, the necessity of salvation here and now. Ta be born once
is to be but an earth-being. We must be
born again to become inhabitants of the
Kingdom, spiritual beings, children of
God.
And again I say let us not deceive ourselves. Death does not initiate us into
these glories. The man who is born
again, of the spirit, perceives the realities and attains the joys of the spirit
here and now, and forever after. And
the man who dies, not in the spirit,
faces an existence the tragedy, the suffering of which melts the hearts of angels and causes God Himself, in His
great pity, to descend to earth, as it were,
in the persons of His Manifestations, to
warn humanity of these stern laws, these
laws stern yet beneficent.
"Salvation" is the message of these
Great Ones. And the means of "salvation" also they give us, by their word,
their lives, by the immense, incalculable
influence of their divine enlightenment
and spiritual power.
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Love, prayer, aspiration toward God;
and toward man love and good deeds.
This is the way to salvation.
Shall we say that man is to become
good in order to enjoy the after-life?
Or shall we say that becoming good, the
rewards of heaven are his?
It matters not which way we look at
it. It is all one. And the one essence
of it all is Love. Love is the fulfillment
of the law, and love is heaven.
So it is plain that the immortal life is
a spiritual condition. Not securable by
the physical process of dying. Not a
mere sequence to this earth-life. But a
condition, above time and place, a station
to which we may attain while still in the
flesh.
And having attained, while here, im"
mortal life, we go on from joy to joy,
from miracle to miracle of God's love,
travelers in the heavenly world fully
equipped for the strange, marvelous
journeys there.
And not having attained immortality
while here, we enter the other world
crippled, halting, still-born, helpless, deprived of the ineffable glories-yea, deprived of every source of happiness.
O it is well while living here to
think of the hereafter. It is well
to practice the spiritual life. It is well
to be severed from the world. Then
shall life, even this life, become more
glorious the nearer one approaches the
limits of the earth-journey.
And for those whose spiritual senses
are developed, who wait equipped for
the far journey, the departure shall not
be tragic. Death shall lose its sting. Of
those who die spiritual, it is true that
ere the heart stops beating the soul is
welcomed into paradise; and the body
makes no opposition to the going, lays
no claim upon its master, holds not back
as holds the body of the sense man his
soul back in ghastly struggle. So the
good die peacefully. And in the future
ages yet more peacefully, rapt in heavenly essences and perfumes, lulled by AbM
chants.
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THE ANGEL IN THE GARRISON
By

HORAcE HOLLEY

HE attempt of modern science to
establish a psychology as definite
and as authentic as biology is like the
fish's efforts to leap a waterfall's upstream. Long ago had our racial consciousness slipped over the brink of
spiritual power into the shallows below.
Our self-knowledge has come to be determined by that inferior level where
power may sometimes, indeed, flow in as
from above, but where power is neither
to be created nor maintained. Perhaps
it would be more accurate to assert that
psychology has ceased even attempting
to re-ascend the stream: officially, at
least, it is more like the second generation of fish that, spawned beneath the
falls, feels only a vague instinct of the
height which gives its own waters renewal. In modern psychology as taught
in the schools there may be much logos,
but there is no psyche. The mind's camera has been exposed in a darkened
room.
For the essence of this matter is that
the psyche is not spiritual fact observable, but a spiritual power to observe all
fact. It is not a series of mysterious observations which can be organized into
authentic knowledge, it is a mysterious
but authentic gift to know. It is not an
image of things within which mayor
may not be real; it is an inner eye which
mayor may not be possessed. True
genius, scientific as well as religious, has
always been aware of this fact.
The method of this "psychology" was
borrowed, of course, from natural science. Natural science is organized
knowledge, definite fact; authenticated
observation. Its field of observation is
nature; its power of observation is'intellect. Now intellect transcends the phenomena of nature as the physical eye
transcends the objects upon which it
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turns its vision. The intellect may, indeed, misapprehend the significance of
phenomena in particular instances, as in
particular instances the eye may erroneously determine perspective, but from
the very nature of things the most unintelligent mind cannot fall to a level of
consciousness lower than the phenomenon itself. Its relative advantage remains secure in the same way that the
relative advantage between vision and
visioned remains secure to the eye.- Here
there can be no question of the knower
slipping downstream with respect to the
thing known. Man is fast anchored upstream to the rest of nature as the animal is anchored upstream to the plant,
or the plant to the mineral. _ The problem of natural science, therefore, was
never the problem of establishing its OWn
power to know, but merely to establish
authentic knowledge of things knowable
from the beginning. The mind has
grown more accurate through training,
but the mind was trained, not created,
by its dealings with natural phenomena.
Mind created science, science did not
create mind. But because our age has
been influenced, with respect to consciousness, by the authority of the natural sciences more than from any other
source, we have come unquestioningly to
accept the dictum of science concerning
the proper method of investigating consciousness itself.
But the essential superiority of the
know er to the known which obtains between rational intelligence and natural
phenomena by no means determines the
relation of knower to known as between
rational consciousness and the essential
nature of man. The most that any psychologist can claim for his own consciousness is that it exists, but its existence, obviously, is conditioned by its po334
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sition relative to the entire stream. The
psychologist's self-consciousness may appear to him complete and aware of no
higher existences, but this very completeness may conceivably correspond to
a mere stagnant pool shut off from the
main current. For even the most dogmatic psychologist cannot avoid the differentiation between minds, the differentiation manifested perceptibly between
Shakespeare and his readers, for example, or between Christ and his followers.
But the materialistic psychologist explains all such differentiation without altering the essential character of his own
consciousness in the least-without even,
apparently, realizing any need for altering it. He explains genius, whether religious or artistic, by establishing its
factors in terms of heredity, environment or physiological status. Genius appears to him either a greater accumulation of elements present in every mind,
or their mere superior arrangement, or,
on the contrary, their disarrangement
into abnormal states. In other words,
he translates the phenomena of consciousness into a medium lower than
consciousness itself. He breaks consciousness up into elements similar in
degree to the elements which are the raw
material, the objective, of natural science. Since the psychologist cannot remove the manifestation of genius-its
religion or its poetry-he solicits every
possible circumstance of heredity, environment and physiology to sustain his
Own inherent, unalterable conscious perspective, thereby, for the unwary, obscuring the very fact at issue: that genius is not the power of impression but
the power of expression. Genius renders. from the inside out, while the psychologist can only register from the outside in. He consequently emphasizes
heredity, environment and physiological
status because these are all three alike
external, material conditions. supremely
significant to minds whQse power of impression surpasses their power of expression, though they are supremely insignificant to minds conscious of possessing
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an independent creative force. This is
not to assert that heredity, environment
and physiological factors do not condition expression, for they do; but their
influence is limited to conditioning the
form, the extent and sometimes the direction which expression assumes: not
one of them singly, nor all combined, can
explain the force by which they are
shaken into significant patterns of character and art. Heredity may be as the
oil of the lamp, environment may be as
the colored globe, and physiological
status as the wick, but genius is the
flame. To establish the formula of genius in terms of neurotic ·instability is to
betray unmistakably at last the spiritual
prostitution to which science has fallen
in these latter days. Its triumph is the
triumph of logic merely, which convinces
only those who start from the same
premise; an ominous triumph in this
case, since the authority of science has
been able to transform much of the
world's reverence for valuable spiritual
gifts into indifference or sympathetic
contempt as for the victim of some mysterious mental ill.
Though responsibility for accepting a
material psychology may be forgiven the
general, it is more difficult to overlook
the responsibility of the scientist himself.
He should have recalled the early history of his own subject, the days of Galileo and Kepler, when reason itself, as
the power of establishing authentic laws
of matter, was upstream to the priest's
consciousness; when the priest, consequently, began his attacK against reason
by denying its validity and ended by condemning it as a dangerous perversion of
human nature. In those days the scientist had to defend himself against a consciousness intellectually so much lower
that its attack must have seemed as unreasonable to him as would be the attack
of so many trees. But today the psychologist himself, since he cannot create
art must obviously be downstream to the
artist, just as, since he cannot create devoted faith and self-sacrifice among multitudesof people over centuries of time,
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he must be even farther downstream
with respect to the founders of religion.
Had the modern materialist, however,
realized the case of his own predecessor,
he might have felt himself into the profound truth so far denied his reason;
that while language is universal, experience is confined to those inhabiting the
same spiritual domain. Religious conviction today, in a world of rational
materialism, occupies the same position
relative to the scientist as the scientist,
in those days of dominant theology, occupied relative to the priest. The position is that of a Macbeth against whom
advances the nightmare of Birnum wood.
Into a world rationalized as regards
ideal if not action, religion has unexpectedly returned, renewing in men the
strange lost sense of the soul. Slipping
easily through the meshes of biological
"truth," and become a force in consciousness itself, this spiritual renaissance cannot be denied-like an angel in
the garrison it can only be recognized
and obeyed. By individuals, religious
experience can be cherished for its own
sake in the very teeth of reason; but one
may be certain that in this pragmatic age
religion may not establish social forms
until science has come to terms with its
every claim. The task of testing religion, of course, was never rightly the
province of biology, and only appeared
so while religion was considered in the
perspective of history. In the personal
perspedive, which its return compels, the
task falls once more to psychology.· But
the psychology born of natural science,
as shown, rests upon an absolutely false
premise. Its premise does not contain
that easily vulnerable falsehood which
can be disclosed in terms of the correspondence of phenomena; its premise is
the more impregnable falsehood consisting in the fact that the psychologist himself is essentialJy incapable of fulfilling
his function. It is not his method which
fails, but his experience. He develops
his mental film capably enough. The
trouble is that the film is blank.

II

To

indict the psychology, therefore,
is to indict the psychologist himself.
But to indict the psychologist is also to
render verdict against the society accepting a premise whose error it never
required an elaborate laboratory or special instruction to expose, but only the
determination of the individual heart to
safeguard its own fairest hope. Society
accepted a material psychology because
its strongest determination fell. in the
material world. Spiritual affirmation
there has been, even under the reign of
the gods of coal and iron, but affirmation
which cast back to the days when science could reasonably be ignored. Increasingly now there is spiritual experience among those who would not ignore
science evoo if they could, but these
minds still hesitate to press their claims
against an authority traditionally opposed to that claim, and one whose
method and positive achievement they
rightly admire.
The scientific mind came to be considered the true type of supreme intelligence as the result of three distinct inf1uences: the triumph of science over
theology in the question of facts; the
positive achievement of science in its
own field; and last but not least, the rise
of universal education. The rapid spread
of literacy, and the growing need of education as part of one's equipment for
labor, served to identify science with the
new effectiveness and advantages of education itself. Knowledge came to imply
book knowledge, and the reader of books
attributed his own new sense of increased power, naturally enough, to the
sources from which it was chiefly supplied. The triumph of natural science
as ideal standard of truth was made
complete by the basis it seemed to render
all men for a conviction of intellectual
self-sufficiency. But universal education
was made possible only by enthroning
the lowest of all intellectual faculties,
memory. Memory alone will give the
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student passession enaugh af his texts to
meet an institutional standard, because
institutianal standards necessarily make
educatian a matter af receptivity; and
the mastery af anly a few baoks under
this system creates in the student's mind
the canvictian that he cauld, if he sa
desired, succeed to' the heritage af all
human wisdam. All human wisdam suppasedly being reduci1:ile to' three feet af
wood-pulp and leather. It wauld be
merely a questian of adding mare rungs
to' the ladder already begun. This feeling an the part af students has created a
tendency an the part of their masters to
re-write all aId warks for which a new
need was felt-especially history and
philasaphy-and tare-write them in
terms of the madern standard. In the
pracess af translating history and philasophy intO' the language af economic
values, much unsaund material undoubtedly was cut away; but the translatars
cut away alsO' even mare material which
had permanent significance as witnessing
the faith af men in their own spiritual
destiny. Faults of an unscientific material were attributed to' the maker's mind;
an easy superiority of fact was cansidered an equally easy superiarity of intelligence. Thus another influence was
added to' the ecanamic pressure already
aperating toward apportunism, and coaperating with it prevented the' average
person from perceiving the gap intervening between the receptive mind, whase
faculty is memary, and the creative mind,
whose faculty is insight. The heritage
to all h.uman wisdam, the praud baast af
democracy in education, is a heritage af
external fact merely. To the true heritage af wisdam, the quality attaching to'
minds independently af their material,
there have appeared few heirs; far
minds so trained, so penetrated from the
beginning with the need to' gO' on, ever
an, thraugh field after field af fact, seldom have apportunity to realize that
there SOOn cames a point where the langest ladder will nat serve, but wings are
required. Never suspecting his own in-
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adequate psychic instrument, the madern layman daes nat suspect the inadequacy af the scientist's intelligence for
the task of psycholagy. The scientist,
indeed, has anly succeeded to the Parthian victary af the priest-that victary
whase tragedy cansists in the fact that,
having been taa easily wan, it leads the
victar to averestimate his own powers.
Far these rea sans, then, the nineteenth
century was content to' huddle upan ane
small island in the sea af human cansciausness. It not anly cut itself off
from the larger area af ancient experience, but even vaunted its awn ability to'
dO' sa as the symbal of truest intellectual
freedam. But that small island has been
revealed in all its abject desala,tion by
the War. TwO' waves of exper{ence,
rolling fram apposite directions, have
averwhelmed it farever: the soldier's
cansecratian to' a spiritual power not received from withaut but welling up in
his own being, and the civilian's realizatian that sacial stability, even far prasperity an its lawest terms, requires a
directive farce nat resident in the scientific ideal. The scientific ideal has served
not life but death, thereby revealing itself less as the criminal to' be punished
than as the servant to' be put under contral. Its autharity to establish a final
standard af' truth has, at any rate, been
discredited; the prablem naw is rather
to organize a new conviction than to' reinterpret an aId daubt.

III

As

a matter af fact, at the very mament when the. cleavage appears
between consciausness and natural phenomena, the real contribution science has
made the race in the way af thaught naw
first becomes ~vident. Turning once
more, in the light of personal aspiration,
to direct cantact with spiritual convictian in its original saurces, we are struck
by the fact that this conviction, from
lack of precise and mutual knowledge,
possessed an iriadequate instrument of
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thought by which to express itself' to
other minds. The soul of the older, pre- .
scientific race expressed itself as a kind
of poetry, by allusion and image; expression whose content is therefore necessarily limited to those sharing the key.
Real enough to the possessor, religion became dark and shadowy in the process of
transfer from one to another mind.
Viewed from the perspective of inexperience, its concepts are as actors whose
backs are turned to the audience, losing
the plot in the mazes of half-heard echo.
The man of religion spoke a language
apart, a lover's language, certain that his
every wingoo word would find a nest in
the heart of him moved by the same
passion; unable to image that passion
completely to the cold. In other words,
religion was given the race in the form
of implicit knowledge, a knowledge continually betrayed when translated into
the medium of customary speech. But
science, creating an external universe
mutually perceptible and firmly grasped,
has made knowledge explicit. Steeped
in the habits of explicit thought, the
modern mind differs from the ancient
mind not so much in thinking different
thoughts as in thinking the same thoughts
in a different way. Science has placed
the transfer of experience upon a new,
socialized basis. The actor now faces
his audience, revealing the whole plot.
One mind can give its all to another
mind through their mutual possession of
Jhe same external universe. Slowly but
surely knowledge has been turned inside
out. This fact, the necessity of science,
. is also the opportunity of religion. For
the first time. may we perceive another's
sO)1l as positjve light in the world of
communicable thought, not merely as
negative. shadow. For the first time is
the mystery of being captured from
knowledge, where. it perishes, and given
the know er, where it lives, on. FElr the
first time also can religion be socialized
,above and· beytlfltt ritual and form on the
plane of explicit instruction. "And the

development of mind as self-consciousness from thought implicit to thought
explicit actually turns both ways, enabling us to perceive· at last that religion
and science required one another from
the beginning-that the relation of one
to the other, in fact, is nothing more or
less than the relation of soul and body
in the social organization.

(T 0 be continued)

THE SCIENTIFIC RELIGION
By

KATE KEMPNER

ROFESSOR AUGUSTE FOREL,
P the
famous French psychiatrist, outlines in a pamphlet, H omme et Fourmi,
(Lausanne 1923) a so-called programme
humain practicable-a practicable program for mankind which in some form or
other must be adopted, if humanity is to
survive the destructive forces of civilization-"'ar, alcoholism, etc. Among
other pomts Professor Forel states the
necessity of a universal international
auxilIary language, as well as that of a
universal religion, which he calls the
scientific, synthetic, supernational religion
of the Baha'is for the commonwealth of
the world - without dogma, without
clergy. He says that in 1920 he learned
of the existence of Baha'ism, founded
almost seventy years before, in the
Orient, which gives itself to the service
of mankind, to which Christian, Buddhist, Muhammadan, Brahman, Jew· or
Monist can belong, which leaves aside
all discussion of the metaphysical nature
of God, the Devil, paradise, hell,' etc.
When Professor. Forel found the Baha'i
Movement, he who previously had been
opposed to the existing religions, because
he saw nothing but creeds and sects, obscuring the reality of religion, became a
follower of Baba'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baba.
,He founded a Bahci'i group in ZuriCh,
. Switzerland, and . professes that according to .his opinion Baha'ism is the religion of· tile future.
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HAT all America shall think and
The Baha'i Peace Plan
talk of peace plans is the avowed
purpose of Mr. Edward Bok in offering 'ABDU'L-BAHA'S plan for universal peace begins with certain
a prize for the best plan by which the
divine
principles. Its central note is uniUnited States may participate in the esversality:
"Every universal cause is ditablishment of universal peace. 22,165
vine
and
every
particular one is temporal.
plans were submitted to Mr. Bok's Jury
The
principles
of the divine Manifestaof Award, many representing large
tions
of
God
were,
therefore, all-universal
groups, colleges and universities, for inEvery imperfect soul
and
all-inclusive.
stance, which submitted a single plan.
is
self-conceited
and
thinks of his own
And there were some 250,000 inquiries
good.
But
as
his
thoughts
expand a litsent to the committee. Now there is an
tle
he
will
begin
to
think
of
the welfare
endeavor to secure a referendum by
and
comfort
of
his
family.
If
his ideas
which the American people may express
be the
still
more
widen
his
concern
will
their opinions concerning the plan to
of
his
fellow
citizens;
and
if
felicity
which the prize was awarded.
still
they
widen
he
will
be
thinking
of
The plan which won the prize is an
endeavor to state a program for the par- the glory of his land and of his race.
ticipation of the United States in a world But when ideas and views reach the utorganization for peace to which the most degree of expansion and attain the
American people may at present agree. stage of perfection then will he be interThe elements of this plan, number 1469, ested in the exaltation of humankind.
He will be tIlen the well-wisher of all
are:
1. That the United States enter the men and the seeker of the weal and
Permanent Court of International J us- prosperity of all lands. This is indicative of perfection."*
tice already established.
To overcome the antagonistic forces
2. That it cooperate with the League
of
nature, its narrowness, its prejudices,
of Nations in its commissions, its assemits
selfishness, its instinct of the survival
blies, its counsels, its International Labar Organizations, without full member- of the fittest, its accumulated traditions
of war, the successful peace plan must
ship at .present.
In this cooperation the :United States be. based upon the adamantine law of the
should be open to all self-governing na- universe-the universal justice of God.
cially, that only conferences, moral sanc- Only that peace plan which has God betions and public opinion be used to en- hind it can hope to be triumphant.
force the decisions of the World Court.
One of the best elements in the plan is
This, then, in part and in outline is
the article that the world organization the divine peace plan revealed by Baha.'should be open toal! self-governing na- u' -Hah over fifty years ago, and presented
tions. "Anything less than a world con- by 'Abdu'l-Baha in the last twenty years
ference, especially when Great Powers to all parts of the world.
are excluded must incur, in proportion
1. A11 must investigate the truth with
to the exclusions, the suspicion of being an independent mind, with the eye of
an alliance rather than a family of na* All the quotations in this peace plan are from the
tions."
words of 'Abdu'I-Bahii.
339
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justice, if they are to find God's new
path to universal peace.
2. The foundation of the palace of
peace is the consciousness of the oneness of mankind. All are God's children. He is kind to all. He loves all.
He nourishes all. "Every century has
its ideal which in accordance with that
century is confirmed. In this illumined
era that which is confirmed is the oneness of the world of humanity. Every
soul who serves this oneness will undoubtedly be assisted." "Therefore we
must promulgate divine teachings," "proclaim the oneness of the world of humanity," "that ignorant, religious, racial,
political and even patriotic prejudices
may vanish and the earth become one
home and all people be unified."
3. To establish universal peace all
the nations will need to hold a universal
conference and establish a Parliament of
Man, a supreme tribunal which shall represent every nation of the world, its people and its government. Its representatives in this universal conference should
be "two or three persons who are the
choicest men of that nation, and are well
informed concerning international laws
and the relations between governments
and aware of the essential needs of the
world of humanity in this day. The
number of these representatives should
be in proportion to the number of the inhabitants of that country." These representatives should choose the members
of the International Court of Arbitral
Justice. The organization of this World
Society of nations and its supreme tribunal should be written into a universal
treaty, in which "the limits of the borders and boundaries of each state should
be fixed and the customs and laws of
each government," and its special, national interests preserved.
4. In this treaty "the size of the
armaments for each government should
likewise be agreed upon." "By a general agreement all the governments of
the world should disarm simultaneously.
It will not do if one lays down its arms
and the other refuses to do so." "Once

the Parliament of Man is established
and its constituent parts organized, the
governments of the world having entered into a covenant of eternal friendship will have no need of keeping large
standing armies and navies. A few battalions to preserve internal order, and
an international police to keep the highways of the sea clear are all that will
be necessary. Then these huge sums
will be diverted to other more useful
channels, pauperism will disappear,
knowledge will increase, the victories of
peace will be sung by poets and bards,
knowledge will improve the conditions
and mankind will be rocked in the cradle
of felicity and bliss."
5. All the nations having chosen the
Supreme Tribunal, all mankind should
enforce its decisions. "First, the financiers and bankers must desist from lending money to any government contemplating the waging of an unjust war
upon an innocent nation. Second, the
presidents and managers of the railroads
and steamship companies must refrain
from transporting war ammunition, infernal engines, guns, cannons and
powder from one country into another.
Third, the soldiers must petition,
through their representatives, the ministers of war, the politicians, the congressmen and the generals to put forth
in clear,· intelligible language the reasons and the causes which have brought
them to the brink of such a national
calamity. The soldiers must demand
this as one of their prerogatives .. 'Demonstrate to us,' they mu?t say, 'that this
is a just war, and we will then enter
into the battlefield; otherwise we will
not take one step.' "
As a last measure, all the nations will
use their limited armies and their international police to bring the offending
nation to submit to the decisions of the
Supreme Tribunal.
6. To render successful the army of
peace and to make it triumphant the
society of nations will need to enlist
every force that makes for the unifica:
tion of mankind:

THE BAHN! PEACE PLAN

( a.) A universal language, to be
chosen by the world conference and
taught in all the schools of all nations
in addition to the mother tongue.
(b.) Universal, full participation of
the women in the suffrage and the political counsels of the nations. "If, in
the future, women like unto men are
given the franchise assuredly they will
prevent the occurrence of war.'"
(c.) The establishment of a just economic order to be established by the
united assemblies of the governme~ts of
the world, "so that neither the capitalists suffer from enormous losses nor the
laborers become needy.
\iVhen
such a general plan is adopted by the
men of both sides should a strike occur
all the governments of the world should
collectively resist it."
(d.) Universal education for peace.
"The education of all the children of all
the religions, under a universal standard
of instruotion and a common curriculum." "The duty of educated men
is to teach in the universities
and schools ideas concerning universal
peace so that the student may be so
molded that in after years he may help
to carry to fruition this most useful and
human issue of mankind."
7. The supreme 'force for unity and
peace is religion. But to be successful
religion must be stated in accordance
with modern thought, united with modern science. True religion and true
science will then flood the world with
light upon light. Fundamentally there
is only one truth, one reality, one religion-the Oneness of God, the oneness
of mankind, the power of the Holy
Spirit.
8. Divine civilization through the
spiritual conquest of nature is the goal
af the radiant century b~fore us. Material civilization is the lamp; divine civilization is the light.
"Thou observest that at present the
East and the West are enveloped in the
darkness of the world of nature. Almost
everybody is pursuing material interests.
They are like unto other animals that
- - - . _ - -... _ - - - - - - -
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are drowned in the world of nature. The
cow is an absolute materialist and is
completely enslaved by nature. She has
no knowledge of the warld of humanity
and has no trace of spiritual power. She
is drowned in the warld of nature. She
is, according to the phaseology of the
civilized ones, a great naturalist, because
she comprehends nothing but perceptible
objects and counts them as a determined
fact. She has not perceived the fragrance of spiritual feelings, human discoveries and intellectual sciences. She
is a pure materialist.
~'In short, today the life of the world
of humanity is the teachings of His
Holiness Baba'u'llah, provided they are
practiced, so that they may raise the
pavilion of the oneness of the world of
humanity, uproot the antiquated ard decadent prejudices and emancipate (all)
from the blind imitations of the people
of superstition, or, accordirig to the saying of Christ, bring the second birth,
and the birth from the spirit be realized."
"The teachings of His Holiness
Baha'u'llah like unto the rays of the sun
illumine the East as well as the West,
vivify the dead and unite the variaus
religions. They prove the oneness of
God, for they gather all cammunities of
the world under the pavilion of ,the oneness of the world of mankind.
"Consider how stirred the world is
and in what a commation are the people
of the world. Heavenly power is needed
to do away with this stir and agitation.
Otherwise this great cause will not be
realized through human power. Human
power, na matter how strong it may be,
illumines like unto an ignited lamp a
limited space and trains a small number
of souls.
"It is the sun which illumines all
regions, and it is the Heavenly Power
which gathers arounel a single spot all
the sects and cammU11ltles.
Strive,
therefore, that thou mayest serve this
remarkable Power anel attain unto profitable and far-reaching results."*
'From a tablet to a Japanese friend.
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Save the Children
NE of the great servants of humanity today is the "Save the
Children Fund," established by Miss
E. Eglantyne J ebb toward the end
of the Great War, with its central
office in London. It is "an international
effort to preserve child life wherever it
is menaced by economic conditions of
hardship and disaster" without political
or sectarian bias. Its purpose is to save
from starvation the homeless children
at central, eastern and southern Europe
and the Near East. It has saved multitudes from starvation, Christians, Muslims and Jews, and started thousands on
the path of self-support. Today it is the
only hope of many children, fatherless
and motherless, who wait day after day
in the bitter cold to receive their daily
ration.
'Abdu'l-Baha wrote a number of Tablets concerning the splendid service of
this society. "During the last summer
of his visible life on earth" he wrote as
many as five Tablets praising the service
of the founder of this Fund, Miss J ebb.
Again, he wrote, in June, 1920, to a
worker: "0 thou who art attracted to
the Kingdom of God! The letter written at Easter has been received. Its
contents gave (me) the greatest joy,
that, praise be unto God, such an Association has been formed (for the relief
of destitute children and orphans) in
which almost every nation and every religion is represented.
"My hope is that, through the especial grace of God, this Association
(Save the Children Fund) will be confirmed ( assisted and strengthened by
Divine Power), that it may day by day
progress both spiritually and materially;
that it may at last enter into the
Heavenly Pavilion of Unity; that it may
embark in the ship of real, Eternal Life;
that it may be protected from every
danger, and that the Oneness of Humanity may, through the work of this

O

Society, raise its banner at the zenith of
the world.
"Convey my greetings and love to
those two sisters, and tell them that,
though they are enduring much pain and
difficulty, they have, praise be unto God,
become (accor,ding to His will) helpers
of the helpless and affectionate mothers
unto the orphans.
"This their service is in the Kingdom
of God accepted at the Threshold of the
Most High.
"Would that many, many other souls
would also arise in this service!"
The new President of the "Save the
Children Fund," His Grace the Duke
of Atholl, recently sent out this appeal:
"I am writing to you personally in
order to appeal to you with all' the force
at my command, on behalf of the thousands of imperiled small childrenmostly refugees-of the Near East, and
elsewhere.
"In order to bring more closely to
your notice the true facts of the present
crisis, I am enclosing a leaflet embodying some few particulars from the many
reports of actual eye-witnesses. The
conditions are truly appalling, and as
President of the Fund, I find it impossible to exaggerate the great need for
the most immediate help from every
possible source.
"The late Lord Weaidale, who performed such splendid and disinterested
work in the office which I now have the
honour to hold was one of those leaders
in true International Philanthropy who
took a firm stand regardless Qf all sideissues. His dictum was:
"So long as there is a child whose
suffering we can alleviate, that child,
irrespective of Nationality or Creed, has
a claim upon us which, in the name of
common humanity, we cannot ignore."
"The 'Save the Children Fund' is d~
ing a meritorious work of rescue, under
conditions of danger and difficulty, and
much hampered by shortage of supplies,
in no fewer than fifteen different areas.
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Indeed, it is impossible to convey, in one
letter, a tithe of the urgent and vital
tasks which need immediate support.
Every contribution will be put to the
utmost possible use. I do sincerely hope
and trust that you will help us in this
hour of the children's need.
"Any contribution you can send to the
Headquarters of the Fund, 42 Langham
Street, London W. I., will be very gratefully acknowledged. Yours very truly,
(Signed) ATHOLL."
"Whole communities of poor, foresaken, wretched little children are perishing for need of help. One shilling
will feed a starving child for a whole
week." Five dollars will feed twenty
children for a week.
To Lady Blomfield, one of the active
workers in this great service, 'Abdu'lBah:i wrote, a few months before his
ascension into the unseen world:
"To contribute toward the cause of
these pitiful children, and to protect and
care for them is the highest expression
of altruism and worship, and is wellpleasing to the Most High, The Almighty, the Divine Provider. For these
little ones have no protecting father ~md
mother, no kind nurse, no home, no
clothing, no food, no comfort and no
place of rest.
"In all these things they call for our
kindness, they merit our help, they are
deserving of mercy and of our utmost
pity.
"The eyes of all who love Justice are
filled with tears, and every understanding heart burneth with pity!
"Oh ye peoples of the world, show
compassion!
"Oh ye Concourse of the Wise, hold
out your hands to help!
"Oh ye N obles, show lovingkindness!
Be bountiful!
"Oh ye Wealthy of the earth, shower
contributions!
"Oh ye -Men, strong and brave of
heart, manifest your benevolence!"
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Hollywood and the Spirit of the Age
By NELLIE S. FRENCH
OME time ago a priz~ of one thousand dollars was offered in Los
Angeles for the best idea to be represented in moving pictures. The contest
was arranged by Mr. Cecil De Mille
and was open to the general public. No
sort of scenario was required, but only
an idea upon which Mr. De Mille would
build a play. When the time for the
judgment of the contest occurred it was
found that many individuals had-offered
the same suggestion and that suggestion
was that the Ten Commandments be
presented in moving picture form.
With true generosity, Mr. De Mille,
in awarding the prize, gave to each contestant who had offered the idea of the
Ten Commandments the full sum of one
thousand dollars.
For months now the studios have been
occupied with the filming of the Commandments, directed by Mr. De Mille,
and every possible attention to detail of
scenery, costume and liistory has been
closely studied. As a result the great
picture will soon be shown and undoubtedly a great spiritual effect will be produced.
To those who have failed to recognize in the moving picture industry
wonderful educational medium the
thought of the Ten Commandments
coming out of Hollywood will seem like
an anachronism, but here, too, as in all
things these days, it is necessary to keep
an open mind and realize that God is
working through every agency to
awaken and educate His straying children.
The writer of this article is identified
with an institution in Hollywood known
as the Assistance League. This League
is composed of splendid philanthropic
women who, by securing for the motion
picture companies the use of private
residences in which to take pictures, are
able -to dedicate their earnings to the
organized Children's Charities of South-
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ern California, thereby adding thousands
of dollars toward the welfare and comfort of children in hospitals, as well as
other philanthropic institutions.
The following words of Mr. Cecil De
Mil1e regarding the need of a World
Religion will shed a great light upon the
high ideals of some of the men in the
moving picture industry, and prove how
great a medium for educating the people these men have conceived the pictures made with serious intent to be.
Mr. De Mille says, in the Los Angeles
Times:
"The Ten Commandments are the
laws of life, as inexorable as the laws
of nature~the same yesterday, today
and for all future time. They are as
clearly defined as the laws of chemistry
or mathematics.

"Confucius, Muhammad and Christ
all taught the same rules of life and with
the same idea in mind-the preservation
of the human race and the pursuit of
happiness.
"Buddhism teaches that ignorance is
the root of all evil. And this is very
true. In a practical religion we must do
away with all ignorant, blind forms and
dQgmatism, sect and cult.
"Man's physical essential needs are
the same the world over. So are his religious lIeeds, and therefore one universal religion, embodying all the basic
laws of life, is all that the world needs
today and is anxiously waiting for.
"The religion of the hour is the religion which can stand the acid test of
all conditions and circumstances, of all
peoples and all time."

BAHA'I WORLD NEWS
The Spiritual Assembly,
village on the thirteenth of August,
H aifa, Palestine. 1923, to hold a religious meeting. On
October-November, 1923. the sixteenth of August Muhammadans
E heartily thank the different and Buddhists in that village heard the
Assemblies for the beautiful let- Message. We were invited to speak by
ters that they shower upon us. The the elders and resident preachers of nine
Rangoon circular letter reads, in brief, mosques in the villages, and the other
as follows: "Jin;ib-i-Khlifa Muhammed religious meetings and preachings were
Yunus, an old and tried Baha'i teacher, suspended."
went to Shwebo, a town of importance
We are in receipt of the Faran circuin upper Burma, and taught a number lar letter, number 128, in which we read
of souls the Baha'i Faith. He reports that the friends there are in perfect peace,
that the ground is ready, but the work- and occupied with the spreading of the
ers are few. Mrs. Stannard delivered, divine teachings. A national fund has
at the Brahmo Somaj Hall of Rangoon, been started and measures are being
to a deeply interested audience, two very taken for the widening of the field of
impressive lectures, unfolding the his- service. The Mashhad circular letter,
tory of the Cause and its teachings, and number 650, brings with it the usual note
aroused great interest among the audi- of joy. The friends there are busily
ence. The chairman of the meeting at engaged with the forming of new comits conclusion observed that when he mittees, to give a greater impetus to the
heard these beautiful teachings he felt activities of their Spiritual Assembly.
The fifth circular letter from Qazvin
as though he had been carried back to
brings the photbgraphs of the King of
the time of His Holiness Zoroaster."
An extract from the Mandalay letter the Martyrs and the Beloved of the Marreads: "Teachers were sent to KyigOl1 tyrs, the two shining stars of the Cause.
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who willingly endured martyrdom, in on the Baha'i teachings. She hopes
Isfahan, in the days of His Holiness that we shall soon hear of the rapid
These two souls were spread of the Cause, when universities
Baha'u'llah.
prominent merchants in Isfahan and and colleges become more informed of
every assurance was given them that, if the Cause of God.
Jinab-i-Mi'rza Mahmud-i-Furughi,
they gave the slightest sign of recanting,
their lives would be spared. They after spending a few months at Conbravely held aloft the principles of the stantinople is now at Baku, imparting a
Cause, and drank the cup of martyrdom. * new life to the Balm friends. Several
The Qazvin Assembly is correspond- meetings are held daily, and he gives all
ing with forty-five centers. The Baha'i his time to teaching. Material condiwomen of this town have their own pub- tions in 'Ishqabad are much improved;
lic meetings and are busy preparing a this gives a fresh impetus to the friends
national fund with the purpose of who are now able to serve the Cause
widening their field of activity in the more than before.
The letter from the Spiritual Assemspreading of the Cause. The letter conbly
in London gave us real joy and hapcludes with the happy note that heavenly
piness.
It was translated into Persian
assistance is their daily ration, and that
and
read
in our meetings and the good
they wish to share their joy with other
news transmitted to the friends in other
centers.
countries. We offer special prayers on
The letter from Bandar 'Abbas states
their behalf at the Holy Shrines. Our
that the friends have purchased a place
brother, Dr. Lotfullah, is with us, and
for a Mashriqu'l-Adhkir. The meetings
he has kindly given us most interesting
of the Spiritual Assembly are now held talks concerning the friends in London,
there.
Manchester and other parts of England.
It is with deepest sympathy for the We would like to keep him here, but he
people who suffered in the terrible has to go to Tihran, where he hopes to
catastrophy in Japan, and with grati- serve the friends.
tude and thanksgiving to the Almighty
(Signed) Mi'rza Badi Bushrui,
God for the safety of our dear sisters
Secretary.
and brothers that we raise our voices in
prayer at the Divine Threshold, sinR. AND MRS. DUNN are greatly
cerely trusting that these gloomy clouds
confirmed in presenting to the
of affliction may pass away and that the people of Australia the heavenly teachLight of Baha may so encompass the ings of world unity, and groups of
world of humanity that these physical friends have joined them as evangelists
happenings may not affect them. In of the Glad. Tidings in Australia and
this connection we make mention of our neighboring islands.
Mrs. Dunn tells of a recent visit to
dear sister, Miss Agnes Alexander, who
an
island in the Pacific Ocean which
is doing everything in her power to
was
settled by British seamen who marshow the people in that land that the
ried
daughters of the people of Tahaiti.
only way to salvation is through obediShe
was impressed by the lovingkindence to Divine Law.
We have an interesting letter from ness of some of the people in this garden
our sister, Miss Martha Root. She gives spot in the Pacific Ocean and their quick
a beautiful account of her work in the response to the spiritual beauty of the
East. She has been invited by univer- Baha'i teachings. This island is seven
sities and colleges to deliver addresses miles long and five and a half miles wide
and is covered with orange, lemon and
*The story of these heroic lives is given in the
other
fruit trees and beautiful pines.
- Star of the West, Vo!. 13, pp. 242ff.
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One very philanthropic woman, living· by little their number increased, and they
on the island, has purchased land to began,proclaiming the life-giving call of
build a home for homeless children, and the Kingdom. Gradually many spiritual
she says that she will be most happy to souls and teachers came from 'Ishqabad
cooperate with Mrs. Bedikian's world and Persia. Now, the Assembly is greatly increased in numbers, and they have
fellowship for children of all nations.
started all kinds of activities. They
have
a public Baha'i library, called VahROM Hamadan, Persia, there comes
dat,
that
is, Oneness. The library is sitto the STAR OF THE WEST a letter
uated in an important and central part of
filled with the news of the activities of
the town, and contains many Baha'i
the devoted friends in that city. Several
books, historical volumes, and a great
meetings are held every week and several
1lumber of Muhammadan and Russian
weekly entertainments. The girls' and publications, .scientific, spiritual and ethiboys' schools are most successful. One cal. Here can also be found many newshundred and thirty girls met every week papers, from various places, also the
for six weeks for ethical lessons. They Master's talks which are translated into
recently held some beautiful exercises, Russian. The library is open from eight
to which two hundred and fifty of the 0' clock in the morning until seven in the
maidservants of God were invited. The evening. This library has many branches
Baha'i girls passed their examinations in other cities.
so successfully that everyone was reSchools have been established where
joic~. The exercises ended with stir- Baha'i boys and girls are educated, and
ring songs.
are taught Persian and Russian. These
The Baha'i women of Hamadan have schools accept students from all sects and
founded a college of practical arts for religions, without distinction of race or
the women, to which many Baha'i color.
women come every day, to learn sewing,
Many large public meetings have been
embroidery, etc. The friends of Hama- organized, where both the Europeans
dan have sent teachers to various cities and the Orientals have been present, and
and they have brought many souls to detailed talks and addresses have been
the pure and everlasting fountain of given explaining the Baha'i teachings.
God. So successful has been the Baha'i Not long ago a discussion meeting was
Cause in quickening and uniting the armnged, with the permission of the
hearts, in stimulating the minds and Government. It was advertised by noorganizing practical activities for the tices in the streets and bazaars. About
education of the people in the East that two thousand people were present, drawn
the friends of Hamadan open their let- from different religions and denominater with the words: "Praise be to God, tions. Well-known speakers were on the
the terrestrial world, through the bounty platform. Each spoke in turn. Some of the
of His supreme Abha beauty, has be- professors spoke on the Baha'i teachings,
come the envy of the Kingdom, and the the beauty of the historical facts of the
effects of the word of God have been movement; and some spoke against remade manifest."
ligion. At the end, Aga Ali Akbar
Kamaloff spoke in detail upon the Baha'i
TIRRING news IS' coming from Movement and the value of the teachings
Tashkand, Southern Russia. Twen- of the Cause to all the different sects of
ty years ago there were no Baha'is' in the worLd. The talk was very useful and
the dty. Then, two or three Baha'is resulted well in the spreading of the
went there, to earn their living. Little Cause.
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A PROPHECY AND A TABLET

A PROPHECY

, 'T agitation
HE world is in turmoil and its
waxeth day by day.
Its face is turned toward waywardness
and irreligion. So grievous shall be its
plight that to disclose it now would not
be meet and seemly. Many a day shall
pass 'ere it is relieved from its sore
travail. And in the fulness of time there
shall appeal', all of a sudden, that which
will cast terror into the very heart of
mankind; then and only then shaH the
divine Standard be unfurled, and the
Nightingale of Holiness warble its
melody upon the Tree of Life..
"
-From a Tablet of Baha'u'1l6h, revealed
about I878 A. D.; translated by Sho.lJlii
Effendi, and sent by him to America.

Baha'i Magazines
WO new Baha'i magazines have
been started in India, each one
published in three languages. Al-BaM,
which published its first number some
months ago in Calcutta, has sections in
English, Persian and one of the native
languages of India; its subscription rate
is $1.00. The Dawn, the new monthly
journal of Burma, began publication the
first of last September; its editor is the
revered Seyd Mustafa Roumie; ,it has
sections in English, Burmese and Persian; its first numbers contain a paper
on the Baha'i Cause written by Shoghi
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Effendi .and given by him at Oxford,
extracts from the Last Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Baha, and a short historical survey of the rise of the Baha'i
Cause in Burma. Shoghi Effendi writes
to the Burmese friends: "I am looking
forward very eagerly to the publication
of the projected Burmese Journal, which
shall reflect the activities of my Burmese
brethren and sisters, and which I am
sure will greatly encourage and gratify
the servants of Baha'u'lIah throughout
the East and the West. I shall follow
its development with great interest, and
assure you of my desire of rendering
every help I can to make it in time one
of the foremost Baha'i Journals in the
world." The subscription price of this
magazine is $2.00.
Sonne der Wahrheit, the Baha'i magazine of Germany, is encountering great
difficulties because of the fluctuations of
the currency. Recent issues contain delightful accounts, in English, of 'Abdu'lBaha's visit and words in Stuttgart. The
subscription rate of this magazine is
$2.00.
The Bah6'i News of India, printed in
English and Persian, is presenting month
by month articles and news of great interest. Subscription rate, $2.00.
The STAR OF THE WEST will be glad
to receive subscriptions for any of these
magazines, with a special club rate
announced on the inside of the back
cover.

He is the All Glorious.
Though th.e Beauty of the Most Great Name, the Light of Eternal Splendour
(may my soul be offered up as a sacrifice unto His loved ones) be hid from
mortal eyes, yet the assisting power of His Grace, without all doubt, continueth
for evermore and His Divine Aid is vouchsafed to all eternity.
Turn then thy face unto the Unseen Kingdom, that thou m.ayest behold the
confirming Spirit of Baha and hearken to the Voice that calleth thee from the
heavens of Omnipotence, the realm of eternal Glory.
Ere long, thou shalt see with thine own eyes, how the Celestial Potency of
His Grace, even as the spirit of Life, shall pulsate through the body of all
mankind.
(Signed) 'Abdu'l-Baha Abbas.
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Extract! From Tablets ~f' Abdu' l-Baha
to Mrs. Isabe!la D. Brittingham
THOU who art spreading the fragrances of God! Verily, thy letter
was received and I was informed of thy chanting the Verses of
God in the spiritual assemblies, of thy excellent speech and eloquent address in the illumined gatherings. I ask God to confirm thee by the
Breaths of the Holy Spirit, so that explanations may flow from thy tongue
like unto the flowing of the river and the meetings may be shaken by thy
stating the proofs of the appearance of the Kingdom of God and the
diffusion of the fragrances of God in this wonderful, glorious and excellent century.

O

o handmaiden of God! Verily, God has confirmed thee in spreading
the fragrances of God in those climes. Be a pillar of fire and a cloud of
light and a blessed tree in the vineyard of God, the Precious, the Forgiving.
As to trials (tests in the path of God), verily, they are necessary.
Hast thou not heard and read how there appeared trials from God in the
day of Jesus, and thereafter, and how the whirlwind of tests became
severe? Even the glorious Peter was not rescued from the flame of trials,
and wavered. Then he repented and mourned the mourning of a bereaved
one and his lamentations reached unto the Celestial Concourse. Is it, then,
possible to be saved from the trials of God? No, verily. There is a great
wisdom therein, of which no one is aware save the wise and knowing.
Were it not for tests genuine gold could not be distinguished from the
Were it not for tests the courageous could not be known
from the coward. Were it not for tests the people of faithfulness could
not be known from those of selfishness. Were it not for tests the intellects
and faculties of the scholars in the great colleges would not be developed.
Were it not for tests the sparkling gems could not be known from worthless pebbles. Were it not for tests the fisherman could not be distinguished
from Annanias and Caiaphas who were amid glory (worldly dignity).
Were it not for tests the face of Mary, the Magdalene, would not glisten
with the light of firmness and certainty unto all horizons. These are some
of the mysteries of tests which we have unfolded unto thee that thou
mayest become cognizant of the mysteries of God in every cycle. Verily, I
pray God to illumine the faces as pure gold in the fire of tests.
count~rfeit.

As the servants and the handmaidens of the Merciful stand firmly
and persevere, the good seed will soon grow in the field and bear the fruit
of blessing. Then will spirituality and fragrance prevail and joy and rejoicing come from the Heavenly Sphere, sorrows and toil shall be forgotten and eternal peace and rest appear.
Regarding the two wings of the soul, these mean wings of ascent.
One is the wing of knowledge, the other of faith, for these are the means
of the ascent of the human soul to the lofty station of divine perfection.
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MRS. ISABELLA D. BRITTINGHAM
February 21, 1852-January 28, 1924
Mrs. habella D. Brittingham was one of the first Baha.'ts in America.
She attended, in 1898, the first class which presented, in New York City, "The
dawning light of the divine Revelation." And soon, like the pioneers who had
just heard the Glad Tidings in Chicago, she was carrying "its sacred torch far
and wide throughout the continent of America." For twenty-five years she
was one of the foremost teachers of the Covenant of Peace.
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THE LIGHT OF THE CITY OF GOD
TRANSL ATIONS OF SHOGH I EFFEND I

,Abdu'l-Baha's significant Tablet, revealed during the last years of His life on
earth, January 28, I920.

ings is racial, national, religious, and
political prejudice, and the root of all this
prejudi ce lies in outwor n and deepseated traditions, be they religious, racial,
YE lovers of truth! 0 ye servants national, or political. So long
as these
of mankin d!
traditions remain, the founda tion of the
As the sweet fragran ce of your human edifice is insecur
e, and mankin d
though ts and high intentions has itself is exposed to continu
ous peril.
breathe d upon me, I feel that my soul
Now in this radiant age, when the
is irresistibly prompt ed to communicate essence of all beings has
been made ill8.niwith you.
fest, and the hidden secret of all created
Ponder in your heart how grievolls things been revealed, when
the mornis the turmoil in which the world is ing light of truth
has broken and
plunge d; how the nations on earth are turned the darkness of
the world into
besmeared with human blood, nay, their light, is it meet and seemly
that such a
very soil is turned into clotted gore. The frightfu l carnage which
brings irretrie vflame of war has caused so wild a con- able ruin upon the world
should be made
flagration that the world in its early days, possible? By God! that
cannot be.
in its middle ages, or in modern times has
Christ summoned all the peoples of the
never witnessed its like. The millstones world to reconciliation
and peace. He
of war have ground and crushed many a commanded Peter to
return his sword
human head, nay, even more severe has unto its scabbard. Such
was His wish
been the lot of these victims. Flouris h- and counsel, and yet they
that bear His
ing countries. have been made desolate, name have unsheathed
the sword! How
cities have been laid level with the great the difference betwee
n their deeds
ground, and smiling villages have been and the explicit text of
the Gospel!
turned into ruin. Father s have lost their
Sixty years ago Baha'u'llah, even as
sons, and sons turned fatherless. Mother s the sun, shined in the
firmament of Perhave shed tears of blood in mourni ng for sia, and proclaimed that
the world is
their youths, little children have been wrapt in darkness and
this darkness is
made orphans, and women left wander ers fraugh t with disastrous
results, and will
and homeless. In a word, humanity, in lead.to fearful str~fe.
In his prison-city
all its phases, has been debased. Loud is of Acre, He apostrophized
in unmistakthe cry and wailing of orphans, and bitter able terms the Emper or
of Germany, dethe lamentations of mothers which are claring that a terrible
war shaH take
echoed by the skies.
place, and Berlin will break forth in
The prime cause for all these happen- lamentation and wailing.
In like manner ,
355
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TEACH INGS FOR THE PREVE NTION OF WAR

similar teachings
whilst the wronge d prisoner of the Sul- on, with many other
by His pen.
d
reveale
been
have
that
tan of Turkey in the citadel of Acre, He
made evident
been
has
it
,
present
At
that
him
clearly and emphatically wrote
les are
princip
these
that
st
manife
and
grave
to
prey
fall
Constantinople will
emthe
and
world,
the
disorder, in such wise that the women and the very life of
now,
And
spirit.
true
its
of
childre n will raise their moaning cry. In bodiment
servants of mankin d
brief, He address ed epistles to all the ye, who are the
ves, heart and soul,
yoursel
exert
should
chief rulers and sovereigns of the world,
the darkness of
from
world
the
free
to
.
fulfilled
and all that He foretold has been
prejudi ce, that it
From His pen of glory flowed teachings materia lism and human
the light of the
for the preven tion of war, and these may be illumined with
City of God.
have been scatter ed far and wide.
Praise be to Him, ye are acquainted
after
search
His first teachin g is the
with the various schools, institutions and
truth. Blind imitation, He declared,
les of the world; today nothing
princip
killeth the spirit of man, wherea s the inthese divine teachings can assure
of
short
vestigation of truth frees the world from
tranqui llity to mankind. But
and
peace
the darkness of prejudi ce.
for these teachings this darkness shall
His second teachin g is the oneness of never vanish, these chronic diseases shall
mankind. All men are but one fold, and never be healed ; nay, they shall grow
God, the loving Shephe rd. He bestoweth fiercer from day to day. The Balkans
upon them His most great mercy and will remain restless and its condition will
considers them all as one. "Thou shalt be aggravated. The vanquished will not
find no difference among st the creatur es keep still, but will seize every means to
of God." They are all His servant s and kindle anew the flame of war. Moder n
all seek His bounty.
universal movements will do their utmost
His third teachin g is that religion is to carry out their purpos e and intentions.
the most mighty stronghold. It should The Movem ent of the Left will acquire
be conducive to unity, rather than be the great importance, and its influence will
cause of enmity and hate. Should it spread.
lead to enmity and hate better not to have
Where fore, endeavor, that with an ilit at all. For religion is even as medicine, lumined heart, a heavenly spirit and a
which if it should aggrav ate the disease, divine strengt h, and aided by His grace,
its abando nment would be preferr ed.
ye may bestow God's bountif ul gift upon
Likewise, religious, racial, national, the world -the gift of comfor t and tranand political prejudice, all are subversive quillity for all mankind.
of the foundation of human society, all
lead to bloodshed, all heap ruin upon
The first message of 'Abdu'l -Baha to
mankind. So long as these remain, the his friends throughout the world.
dread of war will continue. The sole
HE Is THE ALL-GL ORIOUS
remedy is universal peace. And this is
HE world's great Light, once reachieved only by the establishment of a
splendent upop. all mankind, has set
all
of
suprem e Tribun al, representative
everlastingly from the AbM
shine
l
to
nationa
All
.
govern ments and peoples
Kingdo m of fadeless glory,
His
n,
Horizo
rebe
should
s
problem
and interna tional
loved ones
ferred to this Tribun al, and whatso ever sheddin g splendour upon His
into their
ng
breathi
and
be the decision that should be enforced. from on high
eternal
of
breath
the
souls
and
Were a govern ment or people to dissent, hearts
life.
the world as a whole should rise against
Ponder in your hearts that which He
it.
foretold in His Tablet of the "Dihath
equalthe
is
gs
And among His teachin
hath been spread
ity in rights of men and women, and so vine Vision " that
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through out the world.
Therei n He the world! Should the radiance of My
saith: "There upon she wailed and ex- beauty be veiled, and the
temple of My
claimed 'May the world and all that is body be hidden, feel not
perturb ed, nay,
therein be a ransom for Thy woes. 0 arise and bestir yoursel
ves, that My
Sovereign of heaven and earth! Where - Cause may triump h, and
My Word be
fore hast Thou left Thysel f in the hands heard by all mankin d."
of the dwellers of this prison-city of
Acre? Hasten Thou to other realms, to
PHOE NIX of that immort al flame
Thy retreats above, unknown as yet to
kindled in the sacred Tree!
the mortal glance of the children of the
Baha'u 'llah (may my life, my soul, my
world.' We smiled and spake not. Respirit be offered up as a sacrifice unto
flect upon these most exalted words, and
His lowly servant s) hath, during His
comprehend the purpos e of this hidden
last days on earth, given the most emand sacred myster y."
phatic promise that, throug h the outo ye beloved of the Lord! Beware, pourings of the
grace of God and the
beware lest ye hesitate and waver. Let aid and assistance vouchs
afed from His
not fear fall upon you, neither be Kingdo m on high, souls will
arise and
troubled nor dismayed. Take ye good holy beings appear who, as
stars, would
heed lest this calamitous day slacken the adorn the firmament of divine
Guidan ce;
flames of your ardour, and quench your illumin e the dayspring of
lovingkindness
tender hopes. Today is the day for and bounty ; manife st the
signs of the
steadfa stness and constancy. Blessed are unity of God; shine with
the light of
they that stand firm and immovable as sanctity and purity; receive
their full
the rock and brave the storm and stress measur e of divine inspira
tion; raise high
of this tempestuous hour. They, verily, the sacred torch of faith; stand
firm as
shall be the recipients of God's grace, the rock and immovable as the
mounta in;
verily, shaIl receive His divine assistance, and gmw to become lumina
ries in the
and shall be the truly victorious. They heavens of His Revelation, mighty
chanshall shine amidst mankind with a radi- nels of His grace, means
for the bestowal
ance which the dwellers of the Pavilion of God's bountif ul care,
heralds calling
of Glory laud and magnify. To them is forth the name of the one
true God, and
proclaimed this celestial call, revealed in establishers of the world's
supreme
His most holy Book: "0 My people! Be foundation.
not perplexed should the star of My
These shall labour ceaselessly, by day
presence disappear, and the ocean of My
and by night, shall heed neither trials nor
utteran ce be stilled. In My presence
woe, shall suffer not respite in their efamong you there was the wisdom of God,
forts, shall seek no repose, shall disreand in My absence from you there is yet
gard all ease and comfort, and, detached
another , inscrutable to all but the One,
and unsullied, shall consecrate every
the All-Knowing. Verily, We behold
fleeting momen t of their life to the diffuyou from Our realm of effulgent glory,
sion of the divine fragran ce and the exand will graciously aid whomsoever
altation of God's holy Word. Their faces
striveth for the triump h of Our Cause
will radiate heaven ly gladness, and their
with the hosts of the celestial Concourse
hearts be filled with joy. Their souls
and a company of Our chosen angels."
will be inspired, and their foundation
The Sun of Truth, that most great stand secure. They
shall scatter in the
Light, has set upon the horizon of the world, and travel through
out all regions.
world to rise with deathless splendo ur They shall raise
their voice· in every
over the Realm of the Limitless. In His assembly, and
adorn and revive every
most holy Book He caIIeth the firm and gatheri ng. They
shall speak in every
steadfa st of His friends : "0 peoples of tongue, and interpr
et every hidden mean-
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ing. They shall reveal the mysteries of
the Kingdom, and manifest unto every
one the signs of God. They shall burn
brightly even as a candle in the heart of
every assembly, and beam forth as a star
upon every horizon. The gentle breeze
wafted from the garden of their hearts
shall perfume and revive the souls of
men, and the revelations of their minds,
even as showers, reinvigorate the peoples
and nations of the world.
I am waiting, eagerly waiting for these
holy ones to appear; and yet, how long
will they delay their coming? My prayer
and ardent supplication, at eventide and
at dawn, is that these shining stars may
soon shed their radiance upon the world,
that their sacred countenances may be
unveiled to mortal eyes, that the hosts of
divine assistance may achieve their victory, and the billows of grace, rising from
His oceans above, may flow upon all mankind. Pray ye also and supplicate unto
Him that through the bountiful aid of
the Ancient Beauty these souls may be
unveiled to the eyes of the world.
The glory of God rest upon thee, and
upon him whose face is ilIumined with
that everlasting light that shineth from
His Kingdom of Glory.
One of'Abdu'l-Baha' s earliest Tablets.

* * *

The beloved of the Lord throughout
America, Upon them rest the glory of
God, the All-Glorious.
YE beloved of God! 0 ye children
of His Kingdom!
Verily, verily, the new heaven and the
new earth are come. The holy City, new
Jerusalem, hath come down from on high
in the form of a maid of heaven, veiled,
beauteous, and unique and prepared for
reunion with her lovers on earth. The
angelic company of the Celestial Concourse has joined in a call that hath rung
throughout the universe, all loudly and
mightily acclaiming: "Hail, 0 City of
God! Abide Thou, and make Thy habitation with the pure, virtuous and holy
servants of Thine; for they are Thy people and Thou art their Lord."
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He hath wiped away their tears,
kindled their light, rej oiced their hearts
and enraptured their souls. Death shall
no more overtake them neither shall sorrow, crying and tribulation afflict them.
The Lord, God Omnipotent hath been
enthroned in His Kingdom and hath made
all things new. This is the truth and
what truth greater than the Revelation
of St. John the divine? He is Alpha and
Omega. He is the One that will give
unto him that is athirst of the fountain
of the water of life and bestow upon the
sick the remedy of true salvation. He
whom such grace aideth is verily he that
receiveth the most glorious heritage from
the prophets of God and His holy ones.
The Lord will be his God, and he His
dearly-beloved son.
Rejoice, then, 0 ye beloved of the
Lord and His chosen ones, ar;td ye the
children of God and His people, raise
your voice and laud and magnify the
Lord, the Most High; for His light hath
beamed forth, His signs have appeared
and the billows of His rising ocean have
scattered on every shore many a precious
pearl.
(signed) 'Abdu'l-Bahi 'Abbas.
One of the very first general messages
of our beloved 'Abdu'l-Baha to His
friends in America, dated 5th of Safer
1314 A. H. (1896 A. D.)

o
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* *

thou handmaid of the Lord!
Thou hast, in the end of thy letter,
prayed the Lord thy God to deliver me
from the hand of the enemy and shield
me from his harm. 0 handmaid of God!
Shouldst thou wish to pray for 'Abdu'lBaha turn thou, lowly and suppliant, to
God's Kingdom on high and implore Him
and say: "0 God, my God! Add Thou
to the tribulation which 'Abdu'l-Bahci
sustaineth for Thy sake, refill his cup of
woes and sufferings, and rain upon him
showers of tests and trials. Adorn his
temple with chains and fetters, make him
to fall a captive for Thy love, cause his
blood to be shed in Thy Name, and bestow upon him the great gift of cruci-
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fixion in Thy path; till, drunk with the
joy and desire of self-sacrifice, he may
wing his flight unto the Abode of Mercy,
under the shadow of Thy most glorious
Kingdom."
Such should be thy ardent prayer for
'Abdu'l-Baha for this is his hig]J.est aim,
his most cherished desire, and the wondrous favour he seeketh continually by
day and by night.
Upon thee be greeting and praise.
(signed) 'Abdu'l-Bahc't 'Abbas.
o living flame of heavenly love!
Thine heart hath been so fired with the
love of God that from ten thousand
leagues afar its warmth and radianC"e may
be felt and seen. The fire lit by mortal
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hand imparts light and warmth to but a
little space, whereas that sacred flame
which the hand of God hath kindled,
though burning in the East, will set
aflame the West, and give warmth to
both the North and the South; nay, it
shall rise from this world to glow with
the hottest flame in the realms on high,
flooding with light the Kingdom of
eternal glory.
Happy art tholt, to have obtained so
heavenly a gift; blessed art thou to be
favoured with His divine bestowals.
The glory of God rest upon thee and
upon them that hold fast unto His Will
and holy Covenant.
Words of 'Abdu'l-Bahti.

THE STORY OF .THE PRINCESS
Adapted from Lectures Given by Jinab-i-Avarih in England
HAMSI-JEHAN KHANUM, whose
name means "Sun of the World,"
was a granddaughter of Shah Fath Ali
and a relative of the then Shah. She was
interested in religion and had made a pilgrimage to Mecca. Because of this pilgrimage she was called Haji Khc'tnum.
She heard that Qurratu'l-' Ayn wrote
beautiful poems, and as she herself occasionally wrote poetry she longed to see
the poems of Qurratu'l-' Ayn.
One day she and her maids went out,
under pretense of taking a walk. They
came to the garden of the Kalantar* and.
entering it Haji Khc'tnum gradually approached the house in whose top story
Qurratu'l-' Ayn was imprisoned. The
Princess later wrote a book of poetryit is in her own handwriting and in my
possession-in which she describes her
experience. When she reached the building she turned to God and said, "0 God,
if this Cause is true, make Qurratu'l-'Ayn
come forward and let me see her."
"As soon as I had thus prayed," she
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*The Mayor, or Governor. See Life of Qurratu'l·
'Ayn, Star' of the West, Vol. 14, No. 5, pp. 138-143.

writes, "the window of the top story
suddenly opened and Qurratu'l-'Ayn, like
a brilliant sun, looked out and called to
me, 'What dost thou want, 0 Princess?'
"I was so astonished that I stared at
her, solemnly, and then began to cry. She
smiled and laughed at me and when I saw
this I was deeply affected. It seemed to
me strange that I, a Princess and quite
free, should be walking into this garden
and crying, while she, a prisoner in that
little room, was laughing.
"I said to her, '0 Lady, I would like
to know why you are imprisoned?'
"She replied, 'Because I have spoken
the truth. Why did the descendants of
Muhammad fall into captivity? Because
they, also, spoke the truth.'
"I asked her, 'Where is the truth?'
"She said, 'The center of truth appeared in the world and they killed him.'
"I asked her, 'Is it the one they killed
in Tabriz?'
"'Yes,' she answered. 'He was our
Promised One, your Promised One and
mine, and they martyred him.'
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"Then I asked, 'Who were those people who were in the Fortress of Tabarsi?'
"She said, 'They, also, were his disciples.' "
The Princess now writes, "At this
point in our conversation the guards suddenly heard me and came rushing into
the garden; but before I was aware of
their approach Qurratu'l-' Ayn called to
me, '0 Princess, go, lest you fall into
trouble!' and she shut the window and
withdrew. Then the servants of the
Kalantar came up to me and said, 'What
are you doing here, Lady?'
"Vexed with them, I replied, 'I came
here for a walk.'
"Although they knew what was my
object yet, out of respect, they merely
replied, 'Very well. Now that you have
finished your walk, kindly leave the
place.'
"For several days after this I wept
and cried, and I longed to see once more
this lady, the prisoner, until at last God
heard my prayer and again I saw
Qurratu'l-' Ayn, at the wedding of the
son of the Kalantar."
While Qurratu'l-'Ayn was a prisoner
in the house of the Kalantar one of his
sons married a young girl. The night of
the wedding, when all the Princesses and
the ladies of the Royal Household were
assembled in the Kalantar's home, one of
these royal ladies said, "It would be interesting to see that Baha'i lady who is a
prisoner here." All the ladies joined in
her wish, and asked for Qurratu'l-' Ayn.
Finally they sent a message to the Kalantar beseeching him and saying that it
would be a real joy, and a wedding
present if he would let them see the
prisoner.
They sent for Qurratu'l-'Ayn and
brought her from her prison room to the
wedding feast. One of the Princesses
described her thus: "When I saw her
my heart was filled with happiness.
When Qurratu'l-' Ayn entered the room,
she was so beautiful and so dignified,
and when she spoke it was with such
power that we in the room gradually

turned to her and came and listened to
her, and forgot all about the wedding."
She spoke with great enthusiasm-and
now she related her sorrows, in stories,
and the ladies began to weep, and again
she told them stories that made them
laugh, and as she walked up and down
the room she chanted her poems in so
wonderful a way that everyone was
astonished. No one of the ladies wished
to hear or to see any more of the wedding festivities; nay rather, they listened
to her almost the entire evening. And as
a result of that night's experience many
of those ladies, of whom the Princess,
Haji Khanum, was one, became firm followers of the Cause.
From this night all the ladies of the
Kalantar's household were greatly attached to Qurratu'l-' Ayn. They asked
the Kalantar's permission to have her
live in the house with them, rather than
in the little room in the garden. So she
was brought to the house and was closely
associated with the ladies there. One of
the maids in the house of the Kalantar
tells that Qurratu'l-' Ayn, the prisoner,
radiated such love, greatness, power and
majesty to everyone there that all, both
ladies and maids, became so devoted to
her that they would have given their
lives for her.
OME years later, the Princess, Haji
Khanum, heard that one of the sons
of Mi'rza Buzurg, Minister of Persia
and the father of BaM'u'llah, had become the leader of the Babi Movement
but she did not know which of th~
sons this was. She questioned a friend
who, misinformed herself, told her that
Mi'rza Yahya Azal was the one.
For ten years the Princess waited, constantly expecting this son of Mi'rza
Buzurg to take the place of the Bab and
very eager to see him. At last she
started forth on a pilgrimage to Karbala
and on the way arrived in Baghdad.
Here she made inquiries for Mi'rza
Yahya Azal and was shown his home.
She sent a friend with an invitation to
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him, saying, "I wish to talk with you for
about an hour."
When Mi'rza Yahya heard the name
of the Princess he was frightened and
said, "This Lady is of the Royal Family
and will cause us trouble. Do not inform her and do not lei her come here
to me."
When this was repeated to the Princess she was astonished, and said, "If
this man is the right one, the true one,
then how is it that he does not know of
my longing and my love for the Cause?"
Again she sent a message to him, saying, "If you are afraid that I will betray
you then send some one to burn the tip
of my tongue or to cut my tongue so
that I will not be able to speak. I want
only to see you for a little while as you
are from God."
This answer made Mi'rza Yahya still
more afraid, and he said, "Do not let her
come here at all."
The Princess became angry at this
answer and she decided to return to
Persia and to re-convert to their old beliefs those whom she had taught.
Suddenly, one of the servants of Baha'··
u'llah came to her, and said, "Do not be
depressed and sad. The light, the truth
is somewhere else. The one whom you
seek is the brother of Azal, and he has
sent me here to invite you to come and
see him tomorrow."
The Princess now became very happy,
and she spent the whole night in prayer,
weeping and waiting for the day. She
reasoned with herself, saying, "Suppose,
tomorrow, I go, and am not able to ask
the questions which distress me! I had
better write them down."
So she wrote all her questions on a
piece of paper which she put under her
pillow, in order to be ready to ask them
the next day.
Early in the morning the servant of
Baha'u'llah caml': to her, and said,
"Baha'u'llah invites you to come, and to
bring your questions with you."
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She was amazed, and she thought,
"Who has told Baha'u'llah that I have
questions !"
Constantly she said to herself, "This
one is the true one, and not Azal."
In an entirely new frame of mind., she
went to the home of Baha'u'llah, taking
her questions with her. When she arrived Baha'u'llah was walking up and
down inside the house. The moment she
saw him, the Blessed One, she fell upon
her knees.
Baha'u'llah came forward and raised
her up, encouraging her, and saying, "Do
not be troubled; all is well." Then she
wept for joy, and unhesitatingly she accepted his Reality, saying, even, "Thou
art God."
Re answered, "No, God forbid. God
is far beyond being in a body."
She said, "If you are not God then
who told you that I am depressed and
that I was going back to Persia and that
r have questions to ask."
Re said, "Nay, I am not God, but God
told me of these things."
Before she looked at her questions, he
began to answer those very questions
which she had written down.
This story was recorded by the Princess herself, in her qwn hand-writing, and
the book is in my possession.
After a time, she left, but Baha'u'llah
promised her that she should see him
again. She hoped to meet Baha'u'llah in
Adrianople, but was unable to do so. At
last, after ten years, she saw him in Acre.
She sold all her property in order to secure the money for the journey, and
married a man quite outside her own
social station, that she might be able to
go to Acre to see Baha'u'IlMi.
In the East, if a Princess marries a
merchant it is considered an extraordinary thing, for she forfeits her rank.
But this Princess was so devoted to the
Cause that she married Raji Sodiq
Kashani, a Baha'i, and out of her own
funds she paid their tra veling expenses
to A-::re.

THE ANGEL IN THE GARRISON
By

HORACE HOLLEY
PART

F the real problem at issue were the

I difference in degree which exists between the consciousness of the material
psychologist, or the believer in material
psychology, and the man who has undergone spiritual experience, the argument
would stick fast on the shoals of practical
impossibility. But this is not the problem
at issue. However it may appear, spiritual experience is not a personal, untransferable gift, like talent or temperament.
The chief point to be examined is less
that the "spiritual" mind differs from the
"material" mind in degree than that,
wherever on the stream of reality the
latter happens to be located, it faces the
other way. The material mind faces
downstream. This is the source of their
disagreement, that the scientific attitude
has its back to the religious attitude. The
scientific attitude is concerned with a
reality not only downstream to spiritual
attainment, but downstream to its own
being. Its point of view upon the human
drama is the point of view of the lower
natural order. The properties of its spectacles it attributes to its eye.
For the basis of science is the conviction that conscious states derive as effects
from physiological conditions. This conviction is one capable of proof. The
proof itself is unquestionably sound to
those establishing it. The proof consists
of fact as well as theory, of demonstration as well as hypothesis. The proof
cannot rationally be denied, but actually,
however, it can be overstepped. For
physiological conditions, while they do
determine states of consciousness, and do
so in human conduct as rigorously as the
procedure of mathematics, are causal
only for the minds facing downstream.
The law holds, but it is not the only law.
For minds facing upstream-even from
the bottom of the stream itself-another
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law, apparently contradictory, operates.
For the consciousness which has learned
to seek its reality upstream, in the' spiritual order, that which was cause becomes
effect, and that which was effect becomes
cause. Consciousness dilates, aware of
itself as knower rather than mere repository of knowledge, as steadfast love
rather than capricious lover; regards its
previous state as death compared to life,
as seed comt\ared with flower; and stepping as it were from the moonlight of
reflected being into the sunlight ·of being
direct and essential, perceives the tyranny
of nature replaced by the intimate regard
of one all-sustaining Friend .. This is the
difference, then, between the two attitudes we call spirituaL and material: that
the spiritualized mind faces the sun of
life, the materialized mind its own projected shadow.
Much confusion exists as the result
of the terms "inner" life and "outer"
life, which serve less to distinguish the
upstream from the downstream of consciousness than to oppose inactivity to
activity of conduct. The mind turned
upon itself for nourishment too frequently asks for bread and receives a
stone. The mind's sustenance is actually
not what it contains, in the way of acquired ideas 01' even personal talents,
but what it receives, in the way that a
spring receives fresh water 01' a flower
receives light. The well-stored mind,
especially the mind with a talent, undoubtedly has, in comparison, a semblance of independent "inner" life, but
this independence is by comparison
merely, as by comparison the camel is
able to go without food. The real life
of man is not thought but recognition
of God, The first step toward real life
is not to acquire more ideas, but to
effect a different attitude. In other
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words, the first step is to. turn consciousness about from a downstream perception to a perception upstream. This involves the mind as the mirror of reality,
not as the storehouse of impressions.
Memory and imagination are not concerned; what is concerned is insight, the
dove sent forth from the ark of consciousness to find a point of dry land.
Here lies the preliminary difficulty
which diverts many modern minds from
spiritual attainment to psychic development-that in and by itself the intelligence is not a boat which can readily
be turned about, but rather like the
breath by which the mirror is Dbscured.
The capacity of minds to take on new
ideas and discard old ones is not like
the ship's free_dom of movement about
the sea, but the passenger's freedom
about the ship. It does not avoid the
consequences of wreck, if toward wreck
the vessel is directed. All the customary faculties, memory, will, reason,
which in the material mind are concerned
with the lesser interest, and exist in
terms of the lesser interest, must be detached. from that object and made to
functiDn for a different end.
That
change in the character of consciousness which transmutes material into
spiritual being depends upon an awarenessof self not as passenger in the ship,
but as the ship itself.
Spiritual development, consequently, is
a matter of humility, that humility
which follows the loss of the sense of
independence self-contained. The true
nature of humility is not hateful selfabasement, but the perception of an object of devotion which creates a joy so
profound that self is forgot. An example of real humility is the youth pnssessing elements of greatness in art. At
this stage, the mind is downstream to
attainment, but pointed upstream to attainment in others because this attitude
serves the instinctive best interests of
the awakening mind. It receives impressions from the masterpieces of art in
the only way that impressions retain their
dynamic quality, by giving them entrance
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into the mind as from above, in terms
of the same qualities by virtue of which
the masterpieces were originally created.
It reverences that aspect of other minds
which it reverences in itself. Genius is
far nearer the attitude of humility than
is mediocrity. It is the capacity for
humility which sets one upon the way
of power.
That capacity is never
a matter of the physical will, whose instinct is to dominate, but of the spiritual
will, whose nature is to be inspired. In
the spiritual world, the virtues arrange
themselves in a scale the reverse of the
physical virtues. Possession and domination follow last; the foremost are
obedience and response.
But obedience and response bring
strength only to the mind which has
found levels of being· higher than its
own. To respond toO new impulses
within self, originated by self, merely
substitutes one incapacity for another.
Darkness can not drive itself away, it
flees only from light. Efforts to achieve
religion through a mere understanding
of new ideas may change the image in
the mirror; it will not remDve the blur.
One confronts the fact here that religion
has nearly everywhere been reduced to
the lower terms of knowledge or oonduct,
so that society closes round the inquiring
mind a darkness like its own. All things
of all lives can be explained in terms of
material intelligence, for every experience entering the material intelligence,
either at first or second hand, takes on
the shadow of the closed room. The
problem as to whether spiritual reality
actually exists is not like the question
as to whether a certain picture hangs in
a locked room, which depends upon the
picture, but the question is 'Yhether the
picture contains the quality of beauty,
which depends also upon the inquiring
eye.

T

HE book of Job is the eternal drama
of the search for God, for spiritual
reality, on the part of a cDnsciousness
surrDunded by materialism. The name
of religion is constantly employed, and

--------
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the authority of religion freely acknowledged, but the miracle of the spiritual
life cannot be performed. Job himself
was one with his environment until cast
outside its resources by extremity of misfortune and pain. Even when feeling
himself outside, he turns again and again
to it for consolation. Job's friends typify
the various ideas held about the spiritual
life by complacently darkened minds.
One and all, these are but material attitudes disguised under the terminology
of faith. One and all, they represent
mind in its relation to the downstream of
experience-their content is derived from
the usages of society, and all they actually know of the eagle is the empty net.
The God of Job;s· friends is nature
adapted to the social organism. But the
walls of Job's mind have been broken
through as by the weight of a falling
tree. He has learned the limit of darkness for the first time through the power
of light. Little by little his being adapts
itself to the direct rays of the sun, until
his intelligence formulates the astonishment of the sprouted seed. He stands
outside himself as the sprout stands outside the seed; all his senses respond to
their vital power of expansion through
a new cycle of growth. From being
one who had derived all his happiness
from possession, he becomes one who
brings to possession a greater joy. From
being dependent on things, he learns to
render the material world to his new
vision as means to an end. He learns
that spiritual reality is not the mirage of
social prosperity, but social prosperity is
its mirage. He learns that the way to
God is not that narrow, crowded gate
which typifies social competition, but the
freedom of every sail to receive the wind
once the sail has been unfurled. The
path of the spirit brings many agonies,
but these have to do with unfurling the
sails; never do they mean that the wind
has fallen to a dead calm.
In his endeavor to reach upstream to
that self we make remote under the
cloudy title "soul," Job left behind every

element of thought and emotion, every
faculty and attribute, and breasted the
current only by becoming one selfless
detachment from desire. His consciousness passed as it were through the narrow door of death, where the back carries no burden and the hands no gift.
His lost lands and his lost loves merely
obj ectify his loss of the habitual factors
of self; his physical agony in the same
way represents supreme mental confusion, the quivering patches of shadow
and light. But on the further side of
that door, when the process came to fulfillment, to JOb was rendered back his
memory and will, his desires and thoughts
and emotions, his recognitions and relationships-all the Po.ssessions of self by
which being is maintained. But their
moment of annihilation in "death" had
severed their attachment to the physical
centers of life; and their return was as
the agencies of spirit. Immort<;tlity ascended into his life as sap to the bud in
spring. Without physical death, he entered heaven from the earth of his own
nature. The heaven he entered was not
merely that easier environment which
allows "so.ul" to exist as summer allows
existence to the butterfly; it was itself
established through the power of his own
new perception. Soul does not come by
wishing for heaven-heaven comes with
the attainment of soul. All the emphasis
religion brings to bear on life, in material societies, is vain and sterile by reason
of our submission to the mere continuity
of time. We remain on the surface of
self as the fly upon water. We recognize the supreme transformations oJ
death, but we attribute them to the physical death shared by the serpent and the
weed. We develop the strength of giants
for the downstream of things, but for
their upstream reality we remain as
children in the womb. The defensive
armor we have cast from our bodies we
still retain for our minds. We avoid the
Armageddon of self by keeping within
that darkened cave where the sun of
truth enters not.

WHEN A SOUL MEETS THE MASTER
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There are three stages in spiritual de- rectly in the field of politics, which everyvelopment; the first is that in which oon- body understands and most people consciousness is like the passengers in a sider supremely important, while 'Abdu'lship, borne they know not where; in the Baha's influence operates directly upon
second stage, consciousness becomes as the unseen world of the soul, which alas
it were the ship itself; but in the third few people give the first or in fact any
stage it seems like the very sea. To the vital place in the scheme of life. 'Abdu'lship, storms are ominous, fatal-to the Baha was and is invisible to all save
sea they are passages of its eternal music, those who are truly humble: to them
evidences of its greatness, renew el'S of he is more visible than the sun. In the
its power. From this condition the soul steadfastness of this supreme conviction
looks out upon the world neither as the friends of 'Abdu'l-Baha may gaze
conqueror nor slave, but as an actor in serenely out upon the epic happenings of
the drama of God.
the day, beholding Job relived in the
The reason that a spiritual leader like struggles and agonies of humanity itself;
Gandhi seems to be recognized by the pain multiplied everywhere as never beworld more readily than is the spiritual fore, until through darkness as of anniServant, 'Abdu'l-Baha, comes from the hilation, men become aware of the sound
fact that Gandhi's influence operates di- of the Voice of God.

WHEN A SOUL MEETS THE MASTER
By

FRED MORTENsEN

youth my environment was n.ot
the best and being arouml boys of
IhardNofmycharacter
I guess I determined to
be as tough as any, which I very easily
did, though inwardly I always had a
feeling to be above it all. Still r always
felt that I should do in Rome as the
Romans do. So I violated any law I saw
fit, man's or God's. Strange as it seems
to me at times, it was through coming
into contact with these laws that I received the opportunity to be guided into
this most wonderful Revelation.
M y dear mother had done everything
in her power to make me a good boy.
I have but the deepest love for her and
my heart has often been sad when thinking how she must have worried for my
safety as well as for my future wellbeing. Through it all and in a most
wonderful way, with a god-like patience,
she hoped and prayed that her boy would
find the road which leadeth to righteousness and happiness. But environment
proved a great barrier to her aspirations
and every day in every way I became
tougher and tougher. Fighting was a

real pleasure, as welcome as a meal, and
breaking a grocer's vvindow to steal his
fruit or what-not was, as I thought, a
great joke.
It happened that one night the "gang"
was strolling along, just doing nothing
in particular (looking for trouble I
guess), when one of the gang said, "Oh
look at the swell bunch of bananas."
"Gee, I wisht I had some," another said.
"Do you?" said 1. About this time I
heard a dog barking inside the store,
and looking in, I saw a large bulldog.
That seemed to aggravate me and, to
show my contempt for the watch-dog, I
guess, I broke the window, took the
bananas, passed them around and we
merrily strolled up the street and I
suppose would have sung the song, "Yes,
we have bananas," if it had been out at
that time.
Making the Jews feel that they were
back in Russia was lots of fun. I can't
begin to tell you how we enjoyed persecuting them, stealing their wine, breaking their windows, in fact doing everything but setting fire to their homes. I
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plainly remember that it cost me sixteen
dollars to pay for broken windows, to
keep out of jail.
The great evil that did so much to
make us hard, was the saloon with its
attendant evils. My! how tough I have
seen 'fine young fellows become under the
influence of liquor. I could tell you
many things of a lawless nature, but I
write of these few to ,show what the
power of Baha'u'llah can do in this day.
I was a fugitive for four years, having
walked out of jail while awaiting trial.
Then-a young fellow was being arrested and I, of course, tried to take him
away from the policeman. \Vhile this
was going on a couple of detectives
happened along and in my haste to get
away from them I leaped over a thirtyfive foot wall, breaking my leg, to escape the bulIets whizzing around aboutand wound up in the "garden at the feet
of the Beloved" as Baha'u'llah has so
beautifully written it in the Seven
Valleys.
At this time I was defended by our
departed, but iIlustrious Baha'i brother,
Albert Hall, to whom I owe many thanks
and my everlasting good will for helping to free me from the prison of men
and of self. It was he who brought me
from out the dark prison house; it was
he who told me, hour after hour, about
the great love of 'Abdu'l-Baha for all his
children and that he was here to help us
show that love for our fellowmen. Honestly, I often wondered then what Mr.
Hall meant when he talked so much
about love, God's love, Baha'u'llah's
love, 'Abdu'l-Baha' s love, love for the
Covenant, love for us, from us to God,
to His Prophets, etc. I was bewildered.
Still, I returned, to become more bewildered, so I thought; and I wondered
why. It was, as I now know, the power
of the Holy Spirit drawing one, who
wished to be drawn.
Thus the Word of God gave me a
new birth, made me a living soul, a revivified spirit. r am positive that nothing else upon earth could have changed

my character as mine has been changed.
I am indeed a new being, changed by the
power of the Holy Spirit as manifested
through the breaths of God's Chosen
Ones in this day. I have been resurrected and made alive in the Kingdom of
El Abha.
Again through the attraction of the
Holy Spirit I was urged, so it seemed to
me, to go to see 'Abdu'l-Baha. He was
at Green Acre, Maine, at this time, and
when I heard the rumor that he might
go back to his home (Palestine) and
not come west, I immediately determined
to go and see him. I wasn't going to
miss meeting 'Abdu'l-Baha after waiting
so long to see him.
So I left home, going to Cleveland,
where I attended a convention of
printers for a few days. But I became
so restless I could not stay for adjournment. How often I have thought about
that trip of mine from Cleveland to
Green Acre! The night before leaving
Cleveland I had a dream that I was
'Abdu'l-Baha's guest, that I sat at a long
table, and many others were there, too,
and of how he walked up and down telling stories, emphasizing with his hand.
This, later, was fulfilled and he looked
just as I saw him in Cleveland.
As my finances were low I of necessity
must hobo mv way to Green Acre. The
Nickel Plate Raiiway was my choice, for
conveyance to Buffalo, New York. From
Buffalo I again rode the rods to Boston,
a long ride from around midnight until
nine next morning. The Boston and
Maine Railway was the last link between
'Abdu'l-Baha and the outside world so
it seemed to me, and when I crawled off
from the top of one of its passenger
trains at Portsmouth, New Hampshire,
I was exceedingly happy. A boat ride, a
street car ride,' and there I was, at the
gate of Paradise. My heart beating
double time, I stepped onto the soil of
that to-he-famous center, tired, dirty, and
wondering, but happy.
I had a letter of introduction from Mr.
Hall to Mr. Lunt, and in searching for

WHEN A SOUL MEETS THE MASTER

him I met Mrs. Edward Kinney, who,
dear soul, was kmd enough to offer me a
bed. She awakened me next morning
about six o'clock, saying I'd have to
hurry if I wished to see 'Abdu'l-Baha.
Arriving at the hotel I found quite a
number of people there, on the same mission, to see 'Abdu'l-Baha. Being one of
the last arrivals, I was looking aronnd, to
make myself comfortable, when. someone
exclaimed, "Here he comes" now." Ahmad Sohrab did the introducing and interpreting. When Ahmad introduced me
to him, to my astonishment he looked at
me and only said, "Ugh! Ugh!" not offering to shake hands with me. Coming
as I had, a-nd feeling as I did, 1 was very
much embarrassed. After greeting several others and when about to go to his
room, he suddenly turned to me and said
in a gruff voice (at least I thought so),
"Sit down," and pointed to a chait:which I didn't care to do, as elderly ladies
were standing. But what was I to do!
I meekly obeyed, feeling rebellious over
what had happened. Such a welcome,
after making that difficult trip! My mind
sure was in a whirl.
The first man to receive an interview
with 'Abdu'l-Baba was a doctor; he had
written a book on love. It seemed but a
minute until Ahmadcame down and said,
"'Abdu'l-Baha wishes to see Mr. Mortensen." Why, I nearly wilted. 1 wasn't
ready. I hadn'I expected to be called
until the very last thing. I had to go,
and it was with a strange feeling in my
heart and wondering, wondering what
would happen next. He welcomed me
with a smile and a warm hand-clasp, telling me to be seated, he sitting before me.
His first words were, "Welcome! W elcome! You are very welcome,"-then,
"Are you happy?"-which was repeated
three time'S. I thought, why do you ask
me that so many times? Of course I am
happy; didn't I tell you so the first time?
Then, "Where did you come from?"
Answer: "From Minneapolis."
Question: -"Do you know Mr. Hall?"
Answer : "Yes. He told me about the
Cause."
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Question: "Did you have a pleasant
journey?"
Of all the questions I wished to avoid
thi3 was the one! 1 dropped my gaze to
the floor-and again he put the question.
I lifted my eyes to his and his were as
two black, sparkling jewels, which
seemed to look into my very depths. I
knew he knew and I must tell, and as I
answered 1 wondered what Ahroad
thought-if I was a little unbalanced.
I answered: "1 did not come as people generally do, who come to see you."
Question: "How did you come ?'!
Answer: "Riding under and on top
of the raitway trains."
Question: "Explain how."
Now as I looked into the eyes of
'Abdu'l-Baba I saw they had changed
and a wondrous light seemed to pour out.
It was the light of love and I felt relieved and very much happier. I explained to him how I rode on the trains,
after -which he kissed both my cheeks,
gave me much fruit, and kissed the dirty
hat 1 wore, which had become soiled on
my trip to see him.
When he was ready to leave Green
Acre I stood nearby to say goodbye, and
to my astonishment he ordered me to get
into the automobile with him. After a
week with him at MaIden, Massachusetts,
I left for home with never-to-be forgotten memories of. a wonderful event-the
meeting of God's Covenant, The Branch
of that Pre-Existent Root; that wonderful Moon that shall shine as the Sun, as
the light of seven days and to whom all
shall bow and praise His Holy Name.
A few weeks later I again had that
wonderful privilege to be near the Covenant for a few moments.
These events are engraved upon the
tablet of my heart and I love every moment of them. The words of Babau'll'ah are my food, my drink and my life.
I have no other aim than to be of service
in his pathway and to be obedient to his
Covenant.
This is the Power of his Spirit, his
love and his mercy to me.

----------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

THE SPIRIT OF THE CENTURY
The Future of the Indian Race

white race, which suffers from exaggerated egotism, to realize that but a few
centuries ago other races had as high a
civilization as our own, and in some
cases, a higher one; that most of the arts
of life which make us comfortable today
came to us through the Arabs; and that
China, in the estimation of such great
philosophers and thinkers as Bertrand
Russell and John Dewey, has attained a
culture of universal happiness surpassing
our own hectic and uneven culture.

HE article, "Mexican Renaissance,"
by Ernest Gruening, in the February number of the Century, will prove of
great interest to Baha'is. This article
treats not only of the rapid spread of
education and culture among the native
populations of Mexico, but presents also
a new and most favorable view of the
capacity of the whole American Indian
race, and a vision of the civilization
which these people may yet evolve.
'Abdu'l-Baha on several occasions
This article underrates, I think, the
spoke most favorably of the potentiality cruelty of the Aztec civilization. Cruel
of the Indian race, and of what it may, as the Spaniards were, the race they conyes and will, achieve if it turns to Baha'- quered was still more cruel and relentu'llah and accepts and lives his message less. The author is of the opinion that
for the unity and progress of mankind.
in time the Aztec race would have
Already one can see signs, if we are evolved Dut of its cruelty. But how? It
to believe Mr. Gruening, of a great is but the pure teachings of Christ, and
renaissance of Indian culture under the the endeavor, however poor and feeble,
present favorable government of Mexico. of Western civilization to put into pracHere is- a race that has been submerged tice his precepts of sympathy and mercy
and oppressed for four centuries-a and to emulate his life of loving service
highly evolved race which extends from which have raised the white race to its
the Rio Grande to Argentine, not to high place in the world culture.
mention the less evolved branches of the
The Aztecs were conquered and oprace to the north and south of these pressed, their very civilization taken
lines.
away and the Spanish civilization forced
"The civilization which the Spanish upon them. Does it not seem that the
found in Mexico," the article goes on to hand of God is in this? During these
say, "had organized governments, built four centuries of suffering and oppresgreat stone cities, created art that ranks sion they have paid the penance for their
with the foremost work of all times, had sins and have received in spite of themachieved accuracy in measuring the selves some of the essences of Chrismovements of the celestial bodies be- tianity. Now they are ready to evolve
yond that of European astronomers of into a new and splendid civilization,
the time. The essential superiority of drawing its roots from the past but
the invaders lay in their possession of blossoming under the light and warmth
fire-arms. Their only really notable con- of the New Day.
tributions to civilizations they overthrew
Mr. Gruening is inspired by the rapid
were the use of iron, and of pack and progress they have already made under
draft animals. For the rest, their impo- the sympathetic and favoring regime of
sitions were but substitutions."
the "Mexican Renaissance," he calls itSuch a view as this is encouraging. It and he has visions of it reaching southshows a true humility and a disposition ward and awakening a new culture
to give due credit to other races than our among the millions of Indians of South
own. It is a wholesome thing for the America.
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"Above all else Mexico realizes that
her great need is education, and under
the energetic direction of Vasconcelos a
splendid beginning of a gigantic task has
been made. The story of what Mexico
has done in the last two years in education is a study by itself and a most stimulating one.
"In Mexico City today, under BestMangard there are 50,000 school children daily producing works of art which
defy credence. In color, in composition,
in rhythm, in harmony of life and tone,
they display a genius which more graphically than any other single fact reveals
the entire story-the story of Mexico,
the racial epic of the tapping of the wellsprings of buried time."
We have seen Japan reborn, creating
a civilization which is on a par with the
best. We anticipate a great awakening
and development of the Chinese race into
a culture fit to cope with twentieth-century problems. All of Asia, in fact, is
stirring.
And now, here at our own door, a race
which we thought had lived its history,
a race without a language, without apparently a culture, is rising to a renaissance; is striving to create something of
value for the world civilization; to play
its part in the New World Symphony.
Baha'is can see further than others, perhaps, the wonderful possibilities of this
Indian renaissance, for they know the
future holds marvelous things in store
for every race.
Stanwood Cobb.
A Universal Language
N the Wellesley Alumnae Quarterly

I Professor Ruckmick, professor of
psychology, writes an illuminating article
upon the growing consciousness of the
need of a universal auxiliary language.
This need is felt by some of the "highest
scientific and industrial bodies in the
world, especially by the International Research Counoil," and by Chambers of
Commerce for international communication of scientific ideas and the conduct
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of international business. It is significant that today Esperanto "is being
taught in secondary schools of 320 towns
of 17 different countries, and in evening
schools of about 1,200 towns."
Fifty years ago Baha'u'llah in his
Book of Aqdas, the heavenly charter for
the future civilization, wrote: "0 ye
representatives of the Parliament of N ations! Choose one tongue from among
the languages, so that the inhabitants of
the earth may converse therein; likewise
communicate it to writing. Verily, God
manifests to you that which is beneficial
and He is independent of all of you.
Verily, He is the Bounteous, the Knower,
the Giver. This one language is the
cause of unity, if you could realize it,
the greatest means of concord and civilization, if you comprehend it."
Education for Peace

A

NOTHER prize, of $25,000, has
been offered in America for the
best world-wide program of education to
further the peace of the world. This
contest is open to the people of all countries. The donor was inspired to make
this offer by the world conference on
education which met last July in San
Francisco. He believes that truth is universal, that education is the greatest
power in the world today, and if we
could teach in: all the schools of all countries the universal truth which is C0111mon to all nations it would be a supreme
factor in establishing world peace.
If the five million teachers of the two
hundred and fiity million children of the
world were to unite in teaching that truth
which transcends limited patriotisms and
religious prejudices they could in a generation establish universal peace. How
true it is that if they should cease glorifying war in the textbooks of history
and should teach instead the truth of the
oneness of mankind they could write
upon the white pages of the children's
minds those divine principles which when
applied will outlaw war completely.
---------------------
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THE COVENANT OF UNITY

"The spirit of this illumined era is the
body of the teachings of His Holiness
Baha'u'lh'th. For these lay the foundation of the Qneness of the world of humanity and promulgate universal brotherhood. They are founded upon the unity
of science and religion and upon the investigation of truth. They uphold the
principle that religion must be the cause
of amity, union and harmony among
men. They establish the equality of
both sexes and propound economic principles, i. e., the welfare of every individual. They diffuse universal education
that every soul may as much as possible
have a share of knowledge and abrogate
and nullify religious, racial, political
and economic prejudices. These teachings which are disseminated throughout
the Epistles and Tablets are the cause
of the illumiltation and the life of the
world of humanity. Whoever promulgates them will, verily, be assisted by the
Kingdom of God."
"We pray and beseech at the divine
Kingdom and beg for the world of humanity rest and composure. For universal peace will not be brought about
through human power and will not shine
in full splendor unless this weighty and
important matter be realized through the
Word of God and made to shine forth
through the influence of the "Kingdom of
God."
"Every lamp will finally be extinguished except the lamp of the Kingdom
which day unto day grows brighter.
Every call will in the end become weak
except the call to the Kingdom of God
which day unto day grows louder. Every
road will in the end become crooked except the road of the Kingdom which day
unto day becomes straighter. Unquestionably the heavenly melody cannot be
measured by the melody of earth and the
artificial lamps cannot be compared to
the heavenly Sun. Therefore one must
strive for whatsoever is eternal and everlasting. in order day by day to become
more iflumined, day by day to grow
stronger and day by day to find new
life." *

The Preservation of Divine Guidance
HEN the divine Manifestation of
God leaves the world how will the
purity of his teachings and the unity of
his Cause be preserved?
Because this question has not been explicitly answered in any of the religions
of the past, there have arisen innumerable sects," due to misinterpretations of
the teachings and to the ambitions of
self-seeking leaders.
rn the supreme plan which Baha'u'Ilah has revealed for the establishment
of religious unity in this Latter Day, the
divine word promises that God will in
the future raise up a glorious succession
of "temples of unity" who will preserve
the purity of his teachings and the unity
of His Cause. These "temples of unity"
will be descended from the temple of the
Manifestation, "to speak in the Kingdom
of creation of their Lord, The Supreme,
The All-Glorious, and be of those who
obtain light by the light of their Lord.
. Verily we have ordained this
Temple (the body of the Manifestation)
the beginning of the existenf:e of the
new creation, that each one may become
convinced that I am indeed able to do
what I wish, by merely saying, 'Be,' and
it is. By the shadow of each letter of
the letters of this Temple, vVe will send
forth people whose number is not known
to any save God, the Protector, the SelfExistent; and from it (the Temple)
God shall create certain people who will
not be veiled by the illusions of those
who acted wrongfully against God, and
they will drink, at all times, the pure
water of life: Verily are not they of
those who are successful?
in
their faces the brightness of the Merciful is manifested, and from their hearts
the mention of My Hidden and Mighty
Name is heard.
Goel hath preferred them to all creation, but indeed
the people do not know. They move
around the Command of God just as the
shadow moveth around the sun

W

"These quotations ate from Tablets of 'Abdu'I-Baha
written after the Great War.

THE GUARDIANS OF THE COVENANT

by the movement of these people all
things will move, and by their quiescence
all things will rest.
through
them the earth was stationed, and the
clouds gave out rain, and the table of
Knowledge descended from the Heaven
of Bounty-were ye of those who understand. These people are the keepers of
the Command of God on earth, protecting its beauty against the dust of surmise
and suspicion.";'
In past history, also, we have had a
succession of guardians of the Covenant.
For instance, Abraham revealed the Covenant of his day; his descendants, Isaac,
J acob and the gracious J o:3eph guarded
the covenant. The Hebrew prophets,
Elijah, Amos, Isaiah and the rest came
in succession, 'with the voice of authority, to guard the commands of God.
God said to Jeremiah that through him
(Jeremiah) was determined the station
of the nations. Through J ereiniah He
poured the life of the world. He made
Jeremiah the spiritual heart of humanity.:j: Yet his countrymen put Jeremiah
in prison and did not recognize his divine
station for nearly a hundred years,---until
his prophecies of the return from the
Babylonian captivity to Jerusalem were
fulfilled.§ So it is through religious history; the people do not recognize their
Guardian, they do not know where the
divine voice is speaking, and so they
crucify the Prophet whom God sends to
save them.
In this radiant day of unity God is
sending His Guardians in the family of
His Manifestations, in lineal descent,
that all may know them and be blessed
and protected by them. In this day, as
Isaiah prophesied, "Thy teachers" shall
not "be hidden any more but thine eyes
shall see thy teachers."ft 'Abdu'l-Baha
took a covenant with his disciples in his
last Will and Testament that all shall
follow and obey the guidance of God as
.. tFrom Suratu'I·Haykal, pp. 13, 14; Baha'i Scrip·
tures, p. 212.
*Jeremiah 1 :7ff. Also Abul Fazl, Star of West, Vol
10, p. 115.
§See the celebrated prophecy of the return after
70 years, Jer. 25:10, 11; 29:10.
Us. 30 :20. See also Is. 30 :26; 60 :20.
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it speaks through the Guardians of his
Cause, and the Universal Spiritual Assembly of which they shall be the lifelong head, for both are "under the unerring guidance of His Holiness the Exalted One."
So a new firmness in the Covenant becomes manifest since the ascension of the
Master. Those who love and follow the
dayspring of Divine Guidance as it
speaks through the pure and selfless
spirit and pen of the Guardian of the
Cause revealed by 'Abdu'l-Bahci-they
are of those who are successful.
The Temple of the Most Great Peace
HEN religions are united then
will real unity and peace appear in
the world.
The Baha'i Temple of
America, open to all sects and peoples
and religions, and now being built by the
shore of Lake Michigan, is a glorious
symbol of the oneness of the religions of
God and the oneness of mankind. It
stands at the northern gate of Chicago,
one of the largest cities of the world,
and often a hundred thousand people
pass its site in a single day.
To complete, quickly, "this sublime
Edifice raised in its majestic splendour
in the very heart of the continent" will
be, as Shoghi Effendi has recently written, a visible evidence of the vitality and
victorious power of the Baha'i teachings,
which are now spreading in all parts of
the world. "This finest and most concrete embodiment of the lofty oonceptions
of Baha'u'llah" will herald to this great
continent the perfection and the universal
appeal of the Baha'i Revelation.

W

Dr. Esslemont's brilliant presentation
of the Baha'i Teachings, Bahd'u'Udh and
the New Era, has been most widely and
favorably reviewed by the daily and
weekly press of Great Britain and India.
The many extensive and appreciative re·
views of this splendid book reveal the
readiness of our day for the Divine
Teachings.
---~
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BAHA'I WORLD NEWS
The Spiritual Assembly,
It is through this power that many illit1I aifa, Palestine,
erate friends in Persia are able to overcome the arguments of any religious
November 24-December 13, 1923.
leader.
HE indelible marks which the event
of the departure of the beloved MasFrom Baku comes the word that they
ter have deeply imprinted upon our have now seven Baha'i teachers, Mrs.
hearts stand notably prominent during Thabet included, who are busy .day and
the month of November of each year. night. The letter concludes with the
The kind Father realizing how closely good news that the prospects of the
we were attached to that wonderful per- Cause in Caucasus are very bright.
The 3rd circular letter from Hamadan
sonality graciously blessed us with a
Trust, the beloved Guardian of the brings us further good news about the
Cause, who is ever ready to encourage energetic activities of the friends there.
us in the fulfillment of onr multifarious The Hamadan Spiritual Assembly has
duties.
taken steps whereby every member of
A new spirit has been infused into our the community is enabled to know all
activities, due to the return of beloved that comes to pass, be it in that city or
Shoghi Effendi to the Holy Land, _on in other parts of the world. Beside the
Tuesday morning, two days after the general, circular letters which are sent
Armistice Day. Praise be to God, he is out to different cities, a more detailed
feeling vigorous and full of life. No pen letter is circulated in the city and the
can adequately describe how happy and various villages of Hamadan; this keeps
full of joy we are to have him again in the friends informed of all that occurs
our midst.
in the Baha'i world. This is tenned the
In the 14th circular letter from Tihran internal letter and oopies may be had by
the National Spiritual Assembly express other assemblies on demand. The letter
their extreme joy over the good news of goes on to say that the diffel·ent committhe health of the Guardian of the Cause tees are fully occupied with the spreadand gladly alillounce that the different ing -of the Message. New assemblies
spiritual assemblies in all parts of Persia have been formed in Kurdistan as a reare fully alive to the best interests of the suIt of the journeys of one of the friends
Divine Cause. A special circular letter a few months ago, and many new souls
regarding the economic conditions in have drunk of the cup of faith and asGermany and the suffering of the friends surance.
there has been sent to all the different
The handmaids of God in Hamadan
provinces in Persia with the hope that have succeeded in establishing a Womspiritual or material help may be forth- en's Industry Institute where sewing and
coming. The news of the progress of lace work are taught.
the Cause in Australia has wonderfully
A sound mind requires a sound body.
encouraged the teaching in Persia, as it With this principle in view the young
shows the heavenly influence of the Di- men have started a physical training club
vine Teachings throughout the world. for the purpose of developing constituThe more we experience the more do we tions worthy to be called temples from
realize the significance of the words of which the best Baha'i qualities may be
His Holiness Baba'u'llah and the Mas- reflected.
ter. These are treasures which, if rightly
The circular from Kashan, number
understood, will give the firm believer a 244, states that the Spiritual Assembly
key for the solution of any problem there has received circular letters from
which may arise in social organization. twenty centers in different parts of the
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The Baha'i Feast given to Miss Agnes Alexander, Sept. 9, 1921, in Seoul, Korea.
Miss Alexander is the illumined pioneer who first brought the Glad Tidings to Korea.

world. The following is a short extract
therefrom: "As is customary, there are
five regular committee meetings weekly
and all are fulfilling their functions, fully
and successfully. Sunday meetings are
held for the benefit of men, women, boys
and girls. The School for Girls and the

School for Boys are progressing. A
group of young men in Aran, a village
near Kashan, has recently come into the
Cause and through their efforts a place
has been bought to be used as a Baha'i
center in that village. A teacher from
Tihran is carrying on a teaching cam-

Buddh!st College Students who attended .the Baha'i address given by Miss Agnes
Alexander III Seoul, Korea, Oct. 18, 1923, dur ing her second visit to Korea.
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paign in Kashan and its vicinity and
regular nl'eetings are held daily.
.our sister, Miss Agnes Alexander, in
her letter of October 4th, gives a short
account of the great catastrophe in Japan.
She writes: "The cal,amity was so great
it is difficult to imagine. In one place in
Tokyo 32,000 persons were suffocated.
They had sought protecti'0n in an open
place but the terrible fire surrounded
them and they were all suffocated together. The homeless people of Tokyo,
alone, numbered nearly 2,000,000. Twothirds of the city was burned by the
flames caused by the earthquake, but
praise be to God, His servants were protected."
The wonderful account of the activities of the Seattle Baha'i Assembly was
a source of joy to the beloved Guardian
of the Cause, the members of the Family
and to all the friends in the Holy Land.
It is being translated into Persian for
communication to the Baha'i Assemblies
in the Orient. These reports of the
Baha'i Assemblies show that whosoever
arises to serve the Cause, invisible hosts
wiIl strengthen him along the path 0 f
service. How pleased we are to know
that there is scarcely anyone in the Assembly without something special to do,
each one feeling some responsibility and
that he or she is necessary to the good of
the Assembly.
Our last Nineteen Day Feast had a
charm of its own as it was the first one
after the return of Shoghi Effendi t'0
Haifa. As a sign of gratitude for this
blessing the host proposed that more contributions be sent to our brothers and
sisters in Germany. As a result of this
pmposal the sum of about forty Egyptian pounds was contributed and will be
forwarded to the friends in Germany.
One of the friends, Ali Effendi of
Jaffa, invited all the friends of Haifa
and Acre to a reception on Mount Carmel. In the meeting he. humbly stepped
forward and addressed beloved Shoghi
Effendi and stated that he believed that
all such general gatherings sh'0uld yield
some material result and that as he had

heard that the Guardian of the Cause
wishes that some contributions be sent
to the suffering ones in Japan he contributed ten Egyptian pounds. Other friends
present took part in the subscription as
well as members of the Family. A sum
of f<orty-five Egyptian pounds was contributed and will be sent to Japan forthwith.
The circular letter from the Qazvin
Spiritual Assembly, dated October 29th,
states that the Corresponding Committee
has just entered upon the second year
of its activity and this their letter is the
first of the serieS to be circulated during
the coming year. The letter further
states that the Spiritual Assembly is in
communication with forty-eight centers
and rejoices at the news they are receiving of the progress of the Cause in various parts of the world.
From 'Ishqabid we learn that there
are so many people ,interested in the
Cause that there are too few teachers to
meet the situation. The prospects of the
Cause in Russian Turkistan as well as
in all parts of Caucasus are promising
and as far as possible teachers are being
sent to many cities where people are interested.
The Mashhad Spiritual Assembly is
highly pleased to receive Baha'i news
from centers in different parts of the
world. They are in communication with
ninety-five centers.
After the arrival of our brother, Partavi-Zadih, at Baku, a Baha'i Young
Men's Teaching Association was formed
and he is very busy teaching these y'0ung
men that they may become useful servants of the Cause. The crying need for
more teachers may we hope be somewhat
answered by the formation of this spiritual association. May the~ Spirit of
'Abdu'l-Baha bleSS them.
We have just received a beautiful letter from the Baha'i Spiritual Assembly
at Ra fsinj an, Persia. It bespeaks the
true devotion and fervor of these dear
souls and how much they are attached to
the Cause, having no aim bl1t its growth
and development.

THE BAHA'I CAUSE IN EGYPT
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The circular letter from Kashan brings will surely be strengthened by the Lord.
us the news that the friends in that town It gives us great pleasure to learn that
are all in good health and look forward the Pasadena friends are united, and this
to the day when Persian affairs will im- very unity will draw people nearer to
prove and a wide field prepared for the the Cause.
The second issue of the monthly Bahi'i
American friends to come to this land
that thus the union of the East and the Journal of Burma is at hand. The appearance of this magazine gives us joy
West may be outwardly realized.
It is interesting to note that in most of and we feel sure that "The Dawn" will
the circular letters which we receive spe- lead many souls to the Sun of the Divine
cial thanks are rendered to the Kenosha Manifestation, as it is supported by able
Spiritual Assembly for their readiness to writers and sincere souls. Friends everyinform other centers of their activities. where should render every assistance
Kenosha is known in certain parts of possible in order that it may be estabPersia where Paris and London are un- lished upon a scIid foundation,
known. This is due to the pure love and
(Signed) Mi'rzi Badi Bushrui, Sec'y,
sincerity of the firm and steadfast beAle:randria, Egypt.
lievers of the Beloved.
It gives Us great pleasure to learn that
N ovember-Januar'j'.
the Cause is advancing in Germany, AusDISTINGUISHED BaM'i teacher
tria and Sweden. In compliance with
and philosopher, the honora:ble
the sacred Will of the Master 'Abdu'l- Mi'rzi A. H. Awara, arrived in Cairo a
Bahi, those who find themselves in pos- few months ago and is quite busy pubsession of the gem of Divine Guidance lishing his book, a history of the Cause
must arise, Paul-like, traveling far and from 1818, and richly ilIustrated. It is
wide, that the receptive souls may have undoubtedly an excellent treatise and
their share. The world is ready to re- will be of great benefit to us all. \711e
ceive the Message; blessed' are those who have sent him an invitation to come for
are instrumental in bringing about this a few days to our Assembly and he has
communication.
very kindly promised to come to this
The letter from the Bahi'i Spiritual city as soon as the printing of his book
Assembly in London, dated November is accomplisheu.
25th, brought us unbounded joy as it
We have the pleasure to tell you that
was full of glad tidings and good news a new Bahi'i center has recently been
of the progress of the Cause in the established in a village in Southern
United Kingdom. We thank GDd for Egypt. Through the teaching of two or
the success of our brother, Dr. Essle- three Bahi'is many of the dwellers in the
mont, in his noble effort to bring people little huts and mud rabins of the Fellanearer to the truth and we shall always heen (peasants) of that district acpray at the Divine Threshold that he may cepted the Glad Tidings and their numbe victorious in all his activities.
bers increased "v'onderfully from day to
The letter from the Pasadena Assembly day. In consequence, a Spiritual Asreminded us of the words bf the Master sembly was organized, and also a Bahi'i
when he was in California, that in this school establislled for girls and boys,
day teaching the Cause will attract together with a Bahi'i Library. In their
invisible assistance and therefore this is last letter to our. Assembly they' write
the time for giving forth the Divine that they are planning to issue a monthly
Word. We plainly see from this letter BaM'i publication in Arabic. What
that the Pasadena Assembly, though small they have accomplished is astonishing
in numbers are preparing themselves to indeed.
bring the words of the Master to realiTheir story is most interesting. At
zation. The BaM'i Fellowship group first they were opposed by some ad-
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versaries, who attempted to put an end
to their work, and even the local sheriff,
with his group of guardsmen, tried to
extinguish the movement. The opposers
also tried to imprison the new believers
and to close down the school. The
friends never wavered, but kept working
and met all the persecution with hearts
dilated with love and hope. The sheriff
and his men were amazed, for the
friends met their harsh treatment with
calm and smiling spirits. Seeing this,
the sheriff withdrew all his objections
and left them free to carry on their
work. Then many of the villagers began
to inquire concerning the Cause. May
God assist them and bless their souls.
There are now about five new Baha'i
Assemblies in Egypt, recently esta:blished. All are well organized and are
doing good work.
We hope that during this coming year
our efforts may be doubled so that the
banner of Ya-Baba'u'l-Abba may be unfurled in every home.
We have received many letters from
different Assemblies, both in the East
and the West, in Arabic, Persian and
English and we have been most glad to
communicate with them all.
It has been a great joy to us to read
their messages, which fill us with enthusiasm.
(Signed) Abdul Rahman Rushdy.
In Memoriam
RS. ISABELLA D. BRITTINGHAM, the beloved teacher of many
souls, passed away quiet1y the night of
January 28, 1924, at the home of Mrs.
Mary Revell, in Philadelphia. Her
father was an Episcopalian minister. Her
great-grandfather, Mr. John Morton,
signed the Declaration ·of Independence.
To Mrs. Brittingham came a greater
bounty for she was one of the first in
America to recognize and proclaim the
great new Light of Divine Guidance
which has arisen in the East to bring
freedom and peace to humanity. She
was a pioneer in teaching the Glad Tidings in California and other parts of
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America. In 1886 she was married to
Mr. James D. Brittingham. She was
always a great student of the Bible and
through ~he Baba'i interpretation it became to her a new book of celestial
beauty and divine authority. She wrote
in the earlier days of her teaching a
presentation of the wondrous present day
fulfillment of Bible prophecies of which
'Abdu'l-Baha wrote: "Blessed art thou
that thou hast compiled in the name of
thy Lord, the Clement, a treatise comprising evident proofs regarding the appearance of the Kingdom of God in this
sublime age." Among her last services
to the Cause of unity were her addresses
broadcasted from Philadelphia over the
radio.
In 'Abdu'l-Baba's last Tablet to her he
wrote that all the persons whom she
taught were firm in the Covenant, for
"her purpose in teaching a soul was to
make that soul firm in the Covenant."
Of Mrs. Brittinghani's wondrous, last
journey, to the City of the Eternal
Covenant, Miss J essie Revell writes:
"Her life was devoted to selfless service,
up to the very end, and in addition to
her vast local field of activity in teaching
she had many spiritual children in all
parts whom she taught by continued correspondence. On the night of her departure she dictated eleven letters to me
for Baba'i friends. All day up to the
time of her flight she was most happy
and spoke of how beautiful it would be
to go home, but said she would be
happy with whatever was 'Abdu'l-Baha's
wish for her. Those who have known
Mrs. Brittingham also know her wonderful smile. But the night she went
home her smile was one that did not
belong to this earth."
'Abdu'l-Baba said to her friends, Mrs.
Goodall and Mrs. Cooper of San Francisco, in 1908: "-Give Mrs. Brittingham
my best love and greetings and tell her
that her services which she renders to
this Cause are always before my eyes.
They are written in the Book of the
Kingdom, in the Heavenly Books, and
will never be forgotten; and befote long
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they will be written in the pages of the
world in glorified writing, which shall
be read by all people."
Three Kinds of Martyrdom
ARTYRDOM has many explanations of which the first is to stand
bravely and meet death unflinchingly in
the path of God, as those wonderful
souls have recently done in Persia, without wavering for an instant in constancy
nor for a single moment denying their
faith.
The second is to little by little detach
one's heart entirely from this world, laying aside, deliberately, all vanities, worldly seductions, and devoting oneself to the
vineyard of God in whatever capacity
he is fitted to serve, letting every action,
word and deed become a telling monument, a fitting praise and an everlasting
glory for His Holy Name.
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The third consists of doing the hardest
and most difficult things with such willingness and self-sacrifice that all behold
it as your pleasure. To seek and accept
poverty with the same smile that you
seek and receive fortune. To make the
sad and sorrowful your associates, instead of frequenting the society of the
careless and gay. To dress in such a
simple, plain. manner that your appearance becomes a comfort to the poor and
an example to the rich. To yield to the
decree of God and to be rejoiced at the
most violent calamities, even when the
suffering is beyond endurance. And he
who can fulfilI these last conditions becomes a martyr indeed. Then your good
deeds will be your jewels and your purity
of spirit will be your riches.-From a
letter by Monevar Khanum, the daughter
of 'Abdu'I-BaM, to a friend in Paris.

HOW TO STUDY THE BAHA'I TEACHINGS
The True Modernist and Fundamentalist
HERE is today, in all the world religions, a conflict between the fundamentalists and the modernists. The fundamentalist clings to the word of God, in
the sacred scriptures, as the one source
of divine authority. The modernist rejoices in the discoveries of modern
science and modern thought.
The Baha'i presents the word of reconciliation. He says that fundamentally
both sides are right. The fundamentalists
are right when they declare that the word
of God is the only solution for the moral,
social and international problems which
threaten to undermine civilization; only
the voice, the guidance of God can save
our world from the impending disaster;
only the voice of God and the divine law
can guide our individual lives in their
mental, moral and spiritual decisions.
Where there is no vision of the divine
will, of the infallible word of God, the
people perish. The law of Moses, of
Muhammad, of the Spirit, Christ has
sustained and preserved and cherished all

T

that is best in the civilization of the
Western half of the world, as the word
of Buddha and Confucius and the other
prophets has sustained the East.
But the Baha'i teaching recognizes the
truth in both science and religion and
shows that reconciliation lies in the
spiritual interpretation of the scriptures
-of many of the miracles, of the story
of creation, of the prophecies of a new
heaven and a new earth: these have a
spiritual meaning. The new heaven is
the new religious teaching; a new sun
shining, new stars gleaming, a new
bounty descending. The new earth is a
new humanity brought to birth by the
sunlight of the new heaven, guided by
the stars of its shining ordinances. The
New Jerusalem is the new teaching, the
new laws of God, revealed in the Latter
Day for the guidance and uniting of the
nations. The great mistake is to interpret
the Holy Scriptures too literally. They
are in large part divinely beautiful poetry.
And so is it with the great fundamentalist
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teaching concerning the coming of the
Promised One.
The following references will bring
out, in a series of studies, the Baha'i reconciliation of these two contemporary
movements, especially as they are seen
today in Christianity and Judaism.
1. The Glory of Modern Science: How it is
Laying the Foundation of the' City of God.
(a) The Divine Origin of True Science:
Addresses of 'Abdu'I'Baha at Columbia University and Leland Stanford Promulgation of
Universal Peace, pp. 26-30; STAR OF THE
WEST, Vo!. 3, No. 3, p. 16; No. 8, p. 8; No.
12, p. 10.
(b) The Coming Union of Science and Religion: Baba'u'llah and the New Era,pp 170182; Paris Talks, Part 1I; Baha'f Scriptures,
Par. 424ff.
2. Scientific Interpretation of Miracles.
(a) The Danger of a too Material Interpretation of Science and Scripture: STAR OF
THE WEST, Vo!. 14, No. 4, p. 100ff; Vo!. 4.
p. 105; Some Answered Questions, ch. 1, 2,
16, 17, 21.
(b) The Scientific and Spiritual Interpretation of Bible Miracles: Baba'u'lIah and the
New Era, ch. 7; Some Ans. Ques., ch. 22-24.
3. The True Fundamentalist Clings to the
Word of God in all Sacred Scriptures: Bana'u'llah and the New Era, ch. 9.
(a) The Meaning of the Word of God: St.

John, ch. 1; Baha'i Revelation, opening pages,
pp. '77-83; Divine Philosophy, ch. 5; Promulgation, etc., see Index, under, Word of God;
Ighan, pp. 140-142; Some Ans. Ques., ch. 3639; Baha'i Scriptures, p. 209££, 240ff.
(b) How It Solves all Our Problems:
Baha'f Rev., pp. 8-15, 135-181; Baha'f Scrip.
p. 436ff.
(c) How It is a Collective Center to Unite
the Nations and Religions: Unveiling of Divine Plan, pp. 49ff; STAR OF THE WEST, Vo!.
3, No. 10; p. 24££; Promulgation etc., pp. 157161.
4. True Modernists and Fundamentalists
both look for aNew Revelation of the Word
of God Applied to the Conditions of Today.
Promulgation, etc., 'pp. 138-144; STAR, Vo!. 13,
p. 99ff.
Ca) The True Meaning of the Coming of
the Promised One: Some Ans. Ques., chs.
10-13, 26, 33; Baha'u'llah and the New Era,
ch. 13; Ighan, ch. 1 ; Unity Triumphant; Books
on Prophecy by Mrs. Brittingham, Mr.
Dealy, and others ;-:BaM'i Scrip., ch. 1, p. 247.
Cb) The Millennium of Peace: How It Will
be Established: Baha'i Rev., pp. 16-46; Baha'u'llah and the New,:;Era, ch. 10, 14; Some
Ans. Ques., ch. 9,' 14; Compilation on Peace,
pp. 114££.
Cc) The Divine Fundamentals of the Radiant Century Before Us-A Study of the
Basic Universal Principles: First inside cover
of this issue: Paris, Talks, Part 11; BaMiScrip., pp. 273-283;' STAR, Vo!. 4, pp. 4-6,
pp. 253-258; Vo!. 13; passim; Peace Tablet to
The Hague, STAR, Vo!. 11, p. 123££, p. 288ff.
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UTTERANCES OF BAHA'U'LLAH!
Justice is loved above all. In these days the face of
Justice hath become clouded with dust; calamities and efflictions have prevailed, covenants have been violated, and
promises broken. The people have become ignorant, unable
to distinguish between that which ·will open their eyes and
that which blindeth them; that which leadeth them astray
and that which guic1eth them into the Right Path.
If in these visible days and present world, matters
appear from the Realm of Decree contrary to your vvishes,
be ye not depressed; for Happy and Divine Days sh3:1l C0111e
and Spiritual vVorId of Holiness shall become manifest,
were ye to exchange the Garment of Mortality for the
Garment of Immortality and enter the Station of the Paradise of Abha!
o people, avail yourselves of the Day of God, verily to
meet Him is indeed better unto you than that upon which
the sun riseth.
The beginning of vVisdom is to acknowledge that which
God hath made manifest because through it order hath been
firmly established for the preservation of the world. Each
one of the Revealed Vvords is a Strong Fortress for the
world. Verily thy Lord maketh to appear in every century
that which He desireth, as a "\iVisdom on His part. W-e have
ordained unto every land a destiny; unto every hour a fate;
unto every Utterance a time; unto every Circumstance a
vVord! We have committed to the charge of every land the
Sun of Knowledge, so that when the time cometh from it
will beam a Cornmand on the Part of God, the All-Knowing.
The Light of men is Justice. Adorn the Temple of
Dominion with the Embroidered Garment of Justice an(l
Virtue, and its Head with the Diadem of the Celebration of
your Lord, the Creator of Heaven and Earth.
Assist with the Hands of Justice the broken-hearted,
and crush the great oppressors with the scourge of the
Command of your Lord, the Powerful, the \i\1ise.

'Abdu'/-Bah6IeO'lling the H aiel Ansonia, New Y O1'k City, during his visit to America,
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HU11AN CRITERIONS AND THE DIVINE
CRITERION
An Address by 'Abdu'l-Bahit Delivel'ed at Hotel Ansonia, Broadway and 73rd St.,
New York; April 17th, 1912. From Notes by Howard IHacNutt

URING my visit to London and
Paris last veal' I had many talks
D
with the materi~listic philosoph~rs of

basis of human knowing. There is still
another, a fourth, criterion upheld by
religionists and metaphysicians who say
that the source and channel of all human penetration into the unknown is
through inspiration. Briefly then, these
four criterions, according to the declarations of men, are: First-Sense Perception; Second-Reason; Third-Traditions; Fourth-Inspiration.
In Europe I told the philosophers and
scientists of materialism that the criterion of the senses is not reliable. For
instance, consider a mirror and the
images reflected in it. These images
have no actual corporeal existence. Yet
if you had never seen a mirror you
would firmly insist and believe that they
were real. The eye sees a mirage upon
the desert as a lake of water but there
is no reality in It. As we stand upon
the deck of a steamer the shore appears
to be moving, yet we know the land is
stationary and we are moving. The
earth was believed to be fixed and the
sun revolving about it, but although this
appears to be so, the reverse is now
known to be true. A whirling torch
makes a circle of fire appear before the
eye, yet we realize there is but one point
of light. \Ve behold a shadow moving
upon the ground, but it has no material

Europe. The basis of all their conclusions is that the acquisition of knowledge of phenomena is according to a
fixed, invariable law-a law mathematically exact in its operation through the
senses. For instance, the eye sees a
chair; therefore there is no doubt of the
chair's existence. The eye looks up into
the heavens and beholds the sun; I see
flowers upon this table; I smell their
fragrance; I hear sounds outside, ete.
This, they say, is a fixed mathematical
law of perception and deduction, the
operation of which a·dmits of no doubt
whatever; for in as much as the universe
is subject to our sensing, the proof is
self-evident that Ollr knowledge of it
must be gained through the avenues of
the senses. That is to say, the materialists announce that the criterion or
standard of human knowledge is sense
perception. Among the Greeks and Romans the criterion of knowledgro was
reason; that whatever is provable and
acceptable by reason must necessarily be
admitted as true. A third standard or
criterion is the opinion held by theologians that traditions or prophetic statement and interpretations constitute the
3
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existence, no substance. In deserts the
atmospheric effects are particularly productive of illusions which deceive the
eye. Once I saw a mirage in which a
whole caravan appeared traveling upward into the sky. In the far north
other deceptive phenomena appear and
baffle human vision. Sometimes three or
four suns called by scientists "mock
suns" will be shining at the same time,
whereas we know the great solar orb is
one and that it remains fixed and single.
In brief, the senses are continually deceived and we are unable to separate
that which is reality from that which is
not.
As to the second criterion-reasonthis likewise is unreliable and not to be
depended upon. This human world is
an ocean of varying opinions. If reason
is the perfect standard and criterion of
knowledge, why are opinions at variance
and why do philosophers disagree so
completely with each other? This is a
clear proof that human reason is not to
be relied upon as an infallible criterion.
For instance, great discoveries and announcements of former centuries are
continually upset and discarded by the
wise men of today. Mathematicians,
astronomers, chemical scientists continually disprove and reject the conclusions
of the ancients; nothing is fixed, nothing final; everything continually changing because human reason is progressing
along new roads of investigation and arriving at new conclusions every day. In
the future much that is announced and
accepted as true now will be rejected
and disproved. And so it will continue
ad infinitum.
When we consider the third criterion
-traditions-upheld by theologians as
the avenue and standard of knowledge,
we find this source equally unreliable
and unworthy of dependence. For religious traditions are the report and record of understanding and interpretation
of the Book. By what means has this
understanding, this interpretation been
reached? By the analysis of human rea-

son. \Vhen we read the Book of God
the faculty of comprehension by which
we form conclusions is reason. Reason
is mind. If we are not endowed with
perfect reason, how can we comprehend
the meanings of the \i\Tord of God?
Therefore human reason, as already
pointed out, is by its very nature finite
and faulty in conclusions. It cannot surround the Reality Itself, the Infinite
Word. Inasmuch as the source of traditions and interpretations is human reason, and human reaSOn is faulty, how
can we depend upon its findings for real
knowledge?
The fourth criterion I have named is
inspiration through which it is claimed
the reality of knowledge is attainable.
What is inspiration? It is the influx of
the human heart. But what are satanic
promptings which afflict mankind?
They are the influx of the heart also.
How shall we differentiate between
them? The question arises, how shall
we know whether we are following inspiration from God or satanic promptings of the human soul? Briefly, the
point is that in the human material
worlcl of phenomena these four are the
only existing criterions or avenues of
knowledge, and all of them are faulty
and unreliable. What then remains?
How shall we attain the reality of knowledge? By the breaths and promptings of
the Holy Spirit which is light and knowledge Itself. Through it the human mind
is quickened and fortified into true conclusions and perfect knowledge. This is
conclusive argument showing that all
available human criterions are erroneous
and defective, but the divine standard of
knowledge is infallible. Therefore man
is not justified in saying "I know because I perceive through my senses" ; or
"I know because it is proved through my
faculty of reason"; or "I know because
it is according to tradition and interpretation of the holy book" ; or "I know because I am inspired." All human standard of judgment is faulty, finite.

CONSTANTINOPLE DAYS
FIRST IMPRESSIONS

BY'

STANWOOD COBB

RAVEL to the Orient has always
held a charm for Occidentals. The
mere thought of it has a romance, an
excitement. There a.re several reasons
for this. One is that the Orient is at the
farthest quarter of the globe from us
and necessitates a journey of such length
and cost as not yet to be frequently undertaken. A second reason is that such
a journey is beset with difficulties and
remoteness which remove it from the
realm of the common place. But over
and above these reasons there is an indescribable attraction, a lure, which may
be' due to the fact that the Orient is so
different in its scenes, its dress, its customs; or that it is so ancient, bathed in
the mysterious atmosphere of hoary
ages; or that its mode of thought and
of life is so diverse from our own as to
bestow an elusive quality, an appeal of
the unknown and unknowable.
For these and other reasons my heart
was filled with joy when in the spring
of 1907 I received a three-year appointment at Robert College, Constantinople,
carrying with it a liberal provision for
travel there and back. I cannot recall
a period of my life more filled and
buoyed up witjJ the joys of anticipation,
with dreams of romantic days awaiting
me, than these two months preceding my
departure for that city of ancient charm,
Constantinople.
I had gone to N ew York to receive
my appointment from the trustees of
Robert College, and at the kind request
of Mr. Howard MacNutt, I spent several days at his hospitable home in
Brooklyn. Every morning when I woke
up I heard above the light "toot, toot" of
tugs and ferries, the more distant "boom,
boom" of sea-going vessels. This sound
made captivating music to my ears. My

windows became magic casements opening on the sea-path that was to lead to
Constantinople. Adventure, rich in charm
and romance, lay before me.
M y sailing, which took place from
Boston, proved the first step into this
world of heightened living. It was as
full as the heart could desire of that
celebration which love and friendship
can bestow. Not only did the numerous members of my own family bid me
farewell with blessings and with love
such as spring only from parental ties;
but college chums and many friends had
come excitedly to see me off; and best
of all, a little group of Boston Bahais
brought a loving benediction to my departure for the Orient.
I remember especially the kindness of
Miss Maria Wilson in coming to see me
off, in spite of her physical disabilities;
and the loving farewell of Sarah J.
Farmer, that glorious soul of whom my
memories are like episodes in a higher
world, so intuitional, so spiritually pure,
so inspiring was she. But a short year
ago, she had said, looking into my eyes
as she held my hand in greeting on the
platform of the Peace Tent at Greenacre, whither I had drifted (no, not
drifted really), to hear a talk on art by
a now-forgotten sculptor, "Have you
heard of the Persian Revelation? I
know by your eyes you will be interested
in it. Go to that lady in gray (Mrs.
Lucas) and she will tell you about it."
Strange power to read a human soul!
She was right. For within a half hour
of the moment I thus heard from her
lips for the first time a mention of this
movement which she said she knew I
would be interested in, sitting with Mrs.
Lucas on the summer sward in the shade
of an apple tree, drinking in, faster than

T
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On the train "vas an oIel instructor of
words could conveyor the mere intellect register, the essence of this Bahai Robert College, Stephens, On his way
Message and the station of Abdul Baha, back from the summer vacation. Of
I became then and there a Bahai because course destiny placed us in the same
I accepted immediately both the Bahai compartment ,vhere the casual conversaMessage and the Center of the Cove- tion of fellow travelers soon brought to
us the knowledge of our mutual desnant.
Now she was seeing me off for tination.
I can remember as distinctly as if
Europe-one of her boys, as she called
me. Daisies she brought for my cabin, it were yesterday the thrill which I felt
and into my hands she put a parcel at sight of my first Turk, the officer who
which upon being opened afterwards dis- came on the train at the border to look
closed a rare gift, consisting of a beauti- at our passports.
"\Vhy, he is not a murderous looking
ful chain of prayer beads, strung by herself; a little bag, also made by her, which fellow at all," was my naive retTlark to·
contained some pine-needles from the Stephens.
Lysekloster Pine under whose ample
He laughed. "The Turks ~xe as a rule
shade so many famous men had spoken very kind," he said.
to Greenacre audiences; and a steamer
This was the first step in my experiletter with some message for each day ence of finding fact different from ficof the trip, among them that prayer tion. I shall have more to say later
which she loved so much and which had about the Turk. Suffice to state at this
helped, I am sure, to mould her own point that I became a lover of the Turksaintly life. "Bestow upon me a thought ish race, honorable, brave, kindly and
which may change the ·world into a rose chivalrous, though capable, I regret to
garden, and confer upon me a heart add, of many deeds of barbarism. And
which like a glass may be illumined with I have since then never ceased to dethe light of Thy love." Could any gift fend the Turk in speech and in wntmg
have been more precious, more expres- from the attacks of those who do not
sive of Sarah J. Fanner? It is still one know him as he is.
of my treasured possessions.
Does it not bear out the teachings of
At last the warning of departure sends Baha'u'llah, to associate with all races in
friends scurrying ashore, the gang plank order to overcome the prejUdice due to
is pulled in, and a constantly widening ignorance, that Americans and English,
space of water separates me from Amer- without exception, vvho chance to live
ica, the land of the free, whose shores among the Turks come not only to adI am not to touch upon again until three mire them but actually to love them?
years, full of interest, of experience, of
\Vith the barrier of distance between
development, have passed on their magic us, we can sit at home here enscounced
way.
in traditional prejudice and hatred, ami
Satisfying my love of travel by a swift believe the Turks to be the essence of
a,nd extensive tour of England and everything wicked and vile. And the
northern Europe, I found myself early Turkish people, ignorant and unable to
in September leaving ·Vienna on the read, relying for their information upOriental express for Constantinople. on word of mouth, either are totally
From now on the architecture, the cos- ignorant of our existence or else despise
tumes, the people, became more and us Ghaours (infidels) as idolators bemore exotic, leading by gradual transi- cauSe we worship the Trinity, three
tion to the strange scenes of Turkish Gods, instead of the One Pure God.
life which make Constantinople so difBut communion 01 the two peoples
leads to mutual friendship and admiraferent from any Occidental city.
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Looking Out Across the Bosphoyus

tion. The prejudices due to ignorance their hearts a little then to the Turk and
and tradition vanish. Thus does the expressed appreciation of the new viewmodern steamship and railroad train, by point they had received.
Which takes me back to the days when
annihilating distance, cause the peoples
of the world to flow together, bringing I myself was getting those new and
daily nearer the brotherhood of man.
strange impressions which have so
I cannot forbear at this point to men- broadened, so influenced my life. Our
tion the chagrin with which a mission- train drew slowly into Stamboul, the
ary society in Washington recently heard Turkish quarter of Constantinople.
from me, at their own invitation, in re- Thanking fortune that I had an experigard to the praiseworthy qualities of the enced friend to help me through the terTurk. At each new virtue of the Turk rors of custom examination (it was in
I sketched, and proved irrefutably by the oLd days of Abdul Hamid's tyranny
stories, incidents, and veritable details, when even Americans had had the mistheir gloom deepened, their indignation hap to know four prison walls for a few
waxed stronger. At last I thought of a hours or days), I escaped safely at last
way in which to close my talk so as to from said examination, followed my porter through the howling mob of empty
leave them happy and harmonious.
"Since the Turks are here," I said, handed and competing porters to the
"and we have got to live on the same street outside, across the famous Galata
globe with them, should we not be glad bridge, upon which one can count in a
to know that they really are not a bad few moments a dozen nationalities passpeople ?"
ing, and reached in a few m.oments the
Yes, they agreed to that. Such a way little steamer which plies the shores of
of looking at the situation greatly re- the Bosphorus and which is the chief
lieved them and the lecture ended hap- means of communication between Robert
pily for all. These good women, so College and the city.
Now began my initiation into the curiearnest and so sincerely desirous of the
welfare of all humanity, really opened ous sights and customs of this foreign
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clime. It had happened upon the month
of Ramazan, the only time in the year
when the Turks go out to seek evening
entertainment. Through my open window I could hear until late into the night
the rhythm of drums from a Turkish village across the Bosphorus--a noise
which softened into music from that distance.
It was a music I can never forget, for
it had an indescribable charm. The
Turks use two small drums tuned to the
interval of a third-and these soft notes,
"tum tum-tum tum-tum tum" -throbbing across the Bosphorus stirred something primitive in me. It is a music
which belongs to the night and the moonshine-undoubtedly the oldest music of
the race.
Those first days were filled with new
impressions. There were students of
many nationalities to become acquainted
with, and members of the faculty also
of these different races. There were
sights and scenes of Constantinople and
of the little villages that lined the Bosphorus. There was the glorious view of
never-ending delight to be had from the
terrace of the college.
Beauty forms a part of the life of
every Oriental, and the love of beauty is
among these races a native, inborn quality. I have seen Turkish workmen sit
immovable for long periods of time before a beautiful view; and the response
of the Turkish cultured classes to the
appeal of nature is still more sensitive.
American youths who come raw and
uncultured from the youngest and most
practical of nations were wont at first
to deride this custom of lingering over
lovely views; but they could not resist
for long the subtle charm of the Oriental scenery. The beauty of nature about
them and that Oriental atmosphere
which intoxicates like a hidden perfume,
in time awakened in them a new spirit
of quiescence, a capacity to enjoy values
other than the prosaic and practical.
How can I describe the magic hours I
spent upon the college terrace strolling

up and down with pleasurable companions, looking out across the Bosphorus
to the neighboring shores of ancient
Asia; or looking down toward Constantinople, the city of dreams.
Often on a spring evening, after the
students were safely supervised to bed
and the big dormitory which had resounded all day long to the clamor of
many feet lay now in restful silence,
some of the instructors would steal out
upon the terrace whence the moonlight
could be seen as golden sheen upon the
waters; whence also came to our nostrils the heavy perfume of locusts and
Judas trees in bloom and to our ears the
golden plaintive notes of nightingales.
Tears lie near the surface at the exalted sense of beauty uplifting the heart.
Is it any wonder that the Orientals
live near to God? And that the sense
of things spiritual pervades their daily
life? There are lovely scenes in western
lands, but he has who not seen the East
has not known beauty. This is not because the physical details of scenery differ greatly there, but because there is an
atmosphere in the East which words faii
me to describe, but which I can sense
even now in recollection. It is as if the
souls of the countless millions who have
from the beginning of civilized time inhabited these shores, loved them, meditated here over life, over beauty, over
God-it is as if these souls have left
something intangible-but as distinctly
structural as the shells left by the coralbuilders-the shells, may we say, of their
ancient thoughts. And these thoughts,
not dead, of those humans long dead,
create a subtle influence which pervades
one, bringing a quiet joy, a happy acquiscence, a willingness to stop the moving wheels and just exist, or better to
express it, just to sense existence.
But how can I communicate to those
who have not felt it this indescribable
and rapt experience, which is brought to
one even by the physical beauty of landscape in the Orient, and how much more
overpoweringly by the combination of

"THE DAY OF GOD"

natural beauty with an environment
powerfully impregnated with spiritual
vibrations!
If the mere beauty of the Bosphorus
could hold me spell-bound, what felicitude awaited me at Acre, that Door of
Hope; at Haifa; and on Mount Carmel
-spots where a superb natural beauty
was tenfold enhanced by an atmosphere
surcharged with those powerful vibrations created by Baha'u'Hah, by the Bab,
and by the then living presence of 'AbdU'I, Baha?
But this is a story worthy to be told
another time. Suffice it to say, here,
'that it is evident to me why pilgrims
will, as 'Abdu'l-Baha has foretold, stream
across the lands and oceans to that holy
spot and bless it with their grateful benedictions. It is a different life there a
breath of fragrance from another wOl~1cl,
an atmosphere in which one moves exalted, intoxicated, initiated into the inner significances of things!
I love to think how travel will soon
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be expedited and brought within the
reach of every purse by the further development of aerial navigation and by
the inevitable and not far-removed discovery of that hidden power Baha'u'llah
told about.
The whole world of science is throbbing with nearness of its discovery. It
is needed, for other sources of power
are waning and in their scarcity causing
a mad scramble that embroils nations.
And when that power finally discloses
itself to man, it will be what the world
has not yet had, a free power-~that is, a
power easily derived from elements or
combinations that exist in plenty.
So that in those coming days power
will cost us next to nothing, and the machinery for its use will be so simple and
so durable that every man will own an
airship. And the larger touring airships
will be so ridiculously cheap in price of
transportation that travel will be universal. Some of us now living will see this
day.

"THE DAY OF GOD"
Supplication Revealed by Baha'u'llah
Praise be to Thee, 0 God of Names and Creator of Heaven! Praise be to
Thee, for Thou hast made known unto Thy servants Thy Day, wherein the River
of Life streamed forth from the finger of Thy Generosity, and the Fountain of
Revelation and Unity became manifest by Thy Manifestation, to all who are in
Thy earth and heaven.

o God! This is a Day, the Light of which Thou hast sanctified above the
sun and its effulgence. I testify that this Day is illumined by the Light of Thy
Face and by the effulgence of the dawning Lights of Thy Manifestation.
o Thou, my God, and the Beloved of my heart! With the name of this
Day Thou has adorned Thy Tablet, which is known only to Thee. Thou hast
called it "The Day of God." Nothing is to be seen therein but Thy Supreme
Self, and naught is to be remembered save Thy sweetest Name. Wherefore,
when He appeared, the foundations of nations trembled, the learned were bewildered and the wise men were confounded, save those who came near unto
Thee, took from the hand of Favor the pure wine of Thy Inspiration, and drank
in Thy Name, saying: "Praise be unto Thee, 0 Desire of the nations! Praise
be to Thee, 0 Beloved of the hearts of the yearning!,'

THE

ABANDON~1ENT
By

T

LOUIS

HE word prej udice describes attihIdes of mind and conduct that are
disastrous in their bearing UPon human
happiness. Prejudices extinguish the
light of truth and impose limitations of
many kinds upon body, mind, and spirit.
Its subjective victims dwell in a world
of fancy and superstition. Its object
must yield to cruel and needless restraints not of their own making. vVho
can estimate the millions deprived of
knowledge by the veils of prejudice, or
the millions more who are maddened to
crime by its manifold injustice? Its sire
is pride and its mother is ignorance. The
offspring of such parentage is well qualified for mischief. The extreme radicalism which today sweeps over a large part
of the world is one of the signs of reaction to the prejudices of centuries.
One of its subtlest dangers is that the
mind swayed by prejudice is rarely aware
of its condition. The prejudiced person
is perhaps the last to perceive it. It so
enlarges the self-consciousness as to exaggerate out of all proportion to reality
the value of one's own. Even as the
obstinate one is only firm from his own
viewpoint, so the biased mind is only
just as seen by itself. The word conveys an impression that is so mentally
degraded that who will admit its dominion over himself? Yet among the
peoples and nations of the earth today
not one is immune from its blighting effects. To each the prejudices of the
others are not only obvious, but unwarranted and absurd. To each its own
prejudices, so pronounced by others, are
due to superior powers of discrimination,
better acquaintance with local conditions,
or perhaps the inflexible law of natural
selection.
To dwell upon the many forms assumed by prejudices, either personal or
en masse, would require many a volume.

G.

OF PREJUDICES

GREGORY

Fortunately it has its comic as well as
tragic side. So the investigator with a
sense of humor will find entertainment,
as well as pain. For example, it came
to pass in the City of vVashington, that
the vVorId's Federation of Christian
Clergymen met to abolish prejudices.
These noble representatives of many nations had many fine meetings, discussed
many intricate problems, and flashes of
reality from many brilliant men illumined
their concourse. But the solution of
many problems, both local and distant,
seemed to baffle their skill, although
fraught with the utmost sincerity. One
day a noted Jew, Hon. Simon \lVolf, appeared at their meeting, bearing the
greetings of the Confederated Jewish
Societies of America. Most earnestly
and eloquently he pleaded vvith them, to
use their Christian influence to stop the
persecutions of the Jews. A Jew, he
said, was passing along the street of a
European city, one of the denizens of
which, out of pure deviltry, shied a rock
at his head. The Jew saw the missile
rapidly approaching, and like unto the
Artful Dodger, bowed his head to avoid
the blow. The rock missed his head, but
speeding on its unobstructed way, broke
the window of a merchant and damaged
his stock. Thereupon the enraged merchant brought a suit at law, against the
Jew! And the learned magistrate before whom the case was tried awarded
damages against the Jew; because, he
said, had not the Jew avoided the rock,
the merchant's window would not have
been broken and his goods damaged!
Considering the want, shame, and
misery, the outgrowth of cross purposes
and separation among human elements,
any relief from the savagery of prejudices
should be eagerly sought by all humanitarians. As prejudices are found
everywhere, no remedies can really cure
10
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unless universal in their application to
human needs. What power today is farreaching and strong enough to remove
hatered of classes, the foes of party, the
systems of caste, economic jealousies,
race prejudices, linguistic misunderstandings, the superficial barriers of col or, sectarian bickerings, religious fanaticism,
and the almost uniform hatred which
even intelligent people have for those
who are supposedly ignorant. One may
journey around the world and discern
signs of unrest due to the protest against
ancient systems built upon the traditions and prejudices of the past. All
nations will be blessed with the removal
of these dark clouds. With the brightness of hope we may read ancient
prophecies, which point to the removal
of these dark veils and clouds in the day
in which we are living. Where human
reforms have failed, we may now turn
with full confidence to the Divine physician to prescribe a remedy.
'Abdu'l-Baha, with his luminous intelligence and universal spiritual insight
has mentioned four ways in which prejudices may be destroyed. These are:
1. Travel.
2. Commerce.
3. Education
4. Religion.
Travel is not without its dangers and
difficulties; but it is good to know that
it has its delights and uses in the destruction of prejudices. It brings people
into contact with other environments
and thereby opens a world of new
thoughts and ideals. It enables distant
peoples to get acquainted and removes
antagonisms against other peoples and
lands. Stay-at-homes in small coumunities, remote from lines of traffic, often
show strong tendencies toward bigotry
and prejudice. Of course this is not always true. On the other hand, places
that have many visitors, such as the
great metropolitan cities, state and national capitals, summer and winter resorts, are usually broader in their understanding of human needs and freer from
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prejudices than places less favored. If
one has never seen another community,
it is an easy assumption that the world
should be regulated by the customs of
ones's own. But those who travel may
discover realities that enrich their own
abodes and bring light and happiness to
others.
The increasing means of transportation nowadays facilitate travel and help
the abandoment of prejudices. A clever
student of human nature has recently
ventured the opinion that bad Mr. Ford,
with his cheap automobile, appeared
twenty years earlier, that perhaps the
great war in Europe might have been
averted. The people of many lands are
now getting better acquainted through
this easy method of transportation, ani
incidental to this are making the discovery that their prejudices have no real
foundation.
But apropos of the small community,
a Northern visitor was one day calling
upon an aged couple who lived in a tiny
village in one of the Southern states.
An inquiry of the good woman, about
her health and happiness, elicited the response that she was most miserable since
her daughter, who had married recently,
had moved to another land.
"It almost makes me mad," she declared, "to think that my daughter, who
always lived with mc, is now so far
away!"
"How far away is she?"
The kindly visitor inquired.
"I don't know how far it is (" Hi, she
inquired of her husband, "How far is
it ?"
Hiram, after a thoughtful pause answered:
"W ell,-I reckon, in a straight line,
it is about three miles !"
A distance of three miles, in a community of foot paths and ox wagons,
may be well worth the reckoning from
the standpoint of travel. But in one
of telephones, autos, radios, aeroplanes,
and other forms of rapid transit, it would
(Continued on page 18)
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IMPRESSIONS OF HAIFA
By

ALAIN LOCKE

W

HETHER Bahai or non-Bahai,
Haifa makes pilgrims of all who
visit her. The place itself makes mystics of us a11,-for it shuts out the world
of materiality with its own characteristic atmosphere and one instantly feels
one's self in a simple and restful cloistral
calm. But it is not the characteristic
calm of the monastic cloister,-it is not
so much a shutting out of the world as
an opening up of new vistas,--I cannot
describe it except to say that its influence
lacks the mustiness of ascetis111, and
blends the joy and naturalness of a nature-cult with the ethical seriousness and
purpose of a spiritual religion.
Every thing seems to share the custody of the message-the place itself is a
physical revelation. I shall never forget
my first view of it from the terraces of
the shrine. Mount Carmel, already casting shadows, was like a dark green curtain behind us and opposite was a
gorgeous crescent of hills so glowing with
color,-gold, sapphire, amethyst as the
sunset colors changed,-and in between
the mottled emerald of the sea, and the
gray-toned house-roofs of Haifa. Almost immediately opposite, and picking
up the sun's reflection like polished
metal were the ramparts of Acre, transformed for a few moments from its
shabby decay into a citadel of light and
beauty. Most shrines concentrate We
view upon themselves,-this one turns itself into a panorama of inspiring loveliness. It is a fine symbol for a faith that
wishes to reconcile the supernatural with
the natural, beauty and joy with morality.
It is an ideal place for the reconciliation
of things that have been artificially and
wrongfully put asunder.
The shrine chambers of the Bab and
Abdul Baha are both impressive, but 111

a unique and almost modern way: richly
carpeted, but with austerely undecorated
walls and ceilings, and Hooded with light,
the ante- chambers are simply the means
of taking away the melancholy and gruesomeness of death and substituting for
them the thought of memory, responsi-.
bility and reverence. Through the curtained doorways, the tomb chambers bril·liantly lighted create an illusion which
defeats even the realization that one is
in the presence of a sepulchre. Here
without mysticism and supernaturalness,
there is dramatically evoked that lesson
of the Easter visitation of the tomb, the
fl11e meaning of which Christianity has
in such large measure forgotten,-"He
is not here, He is risen." That is to say,
one is strangely convinced that the death
of the greatest teachers is the release
of their spirit in the world, and the responsible legacy of their example be-queathed to posterity. Moral ideas find
their immortality through the death of
their founders.
It was a privilege to see and experience these things. But it was still 1110re
of a privilege to stand there with the
Guardian of the Cause, and to feel that,
accessible and inspiring as it was to all
who can come and will come, there was
available there for him a constant source
of inspiration and vision from which to
draw in the accomplishment of his
heavy burdens and responsibilities. That
thought of c0111111union with ideas and
ideals without the mediation of symbols
seemed to me the 1110St reassuring and
novel feature. For after all the only
enlightened symbol of a religious or
moral principle is the figure of a personality endowed to perfection with its
qualities and necessary attributes. Earnestly renewing this inheritance seemed
13
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the constant concern of this gifted personality, and the quiet but insistent lesson of his temperament.
Refreshingly human after this intense
experience, was the relaxation of our
walk and talk in the gardens. Here the
evidences of love, devotion and service
were as concrete and as practical and as
human as inside the shrines they had been
mystical and abstract and super-human.
Shoghi Effendi is a ma::;ter of detail as
well as of principle, of executive foresight as well as of projective vision. But I
have never heard details so redeemed of
their natural triviality as when talking
to him of the plans for the beautifying
and laying out of the terraces and
gardens. They were important because
they all were meant to dramatize the
emotion of the place and quicken the
soul even through the senses. It was
night in the quick twilight of the east
before we had finished the details of inspecting the gardens, and then by the
lantern light, the faithful gardener
showed us to the austere retreat of the
great Expounder of the teaching. It
taught me with what purely simple and
meager elements a master workman
works. It is after all in himself that he
finds his message and it is himself that
he gives with it to the world.
The household is an industrious beehive of the great work: splendid division of labor but with all-prevading unity
of heart. N ever have I seen the necessary subordinations of organized service

so full of a sense of dignity and essential
equality as here. I thought that in the
spirit of such devoted cooperation and
cheerful self-subordination there was the
potential solution of those great problems of class and caste which to-day so
affect society. Labor is dignified through
the consciousness of its place and worth
to the social scheme, and no Bahai
worker, however humble, seems unconscious of the dignity and meaning of the
whole plan.
Then there was the visit to the Bahji,
the garden spot of the faith itself and to
Acre, now a triumphant prison-shell that
to me gave quite the impression one gets
from the burst cocoon of the butterfly.
Vivid as the realization of cruelty and
hardships might be, there was always the
triumphant realization here that opposite
on the heights of Carmel was enshrined
the victory that had survived and conquered and now was irrepressible. The
Bahji was truly oriental, as characteristically so as Mt. Carmel had been cosmopolitan. Here was the eastern vision,
full of its mysticism, its poetry, its naive
spirituality. N at only was sombreness
lacking, but even seriousness seemed
converted into poetry. Surely the cure
for the ills of western materialism is
here, waiting some more psychological
moment for its spread,-for its destined
mission of uniting in a common mood
western and oriental minds.
There is a new light in the world:
there must needs come a new day.

IN MEMORY OF SHAYKI-I BADRI'D-DIN*

My

object in placing this brief
account before the eyes of my beloved friends who, the world over, ever
yearn after things real and spiritual, is
to tell them of one of the master-works
of the Great Master, 'Abdu'l-Baha,-a
·'[Sent by Soheil with the request that it be published in the "Star."]

masterpiece as yet unknown to the general public, the life of Shaykh Badri'ddin. I am conscious of my own inability
to treat this subject. I am but a humble
disciple of the Master: how can I, then,
mention Him and His works in a fitting
manner? Nevertheless, turning my expectant eyes toward His world-encom-

IN :MEMORY OF SHAYKH BADRI'D-DIN

passing grace, and having as my aid and
assistance, the encouragement of our beloved Shoghi Effendi, bequeathed to us
by the Master as the Guatdian of the
Cause, I will endeavour to write a brief
tribute to the deplored Shaykh.
\Ve may justly describe the late
Badri'd-din as one of the hest graduates
of the university of 'Abdu'1-Bal1a. He
was born at Gaza, Palestine, in 1877, of
a family famous for its purity and piety.
His father's name was Murad, and for
this reaSon Badri'd-din came later to be
surnamed Murad Ughhi-that, the SOl1
of the Desired One.
Viewed in the light of equity and justice, the Shaykh's life presents many instructive lessons. He was a living Hmrtyr in the Cause of Baha'u'll<'th, and a
brilliant star reflecting the life-giving
Light of the Center of the Covenant.
His biography may, in truth, be regarded
as a chapter in the great history of the
Cause of God. To write of his life in
detail would,. I confess, be a task far
beyond my power and capacity. A few
suggestions, some reminiscences: that is
all I can at present ,vrite.
Bardi'd-din, the son of Tvl ur ad, was
assuredly one of those who were most
profoundly and most deeply grie£stricken at the time of the Ascension of
'Abdu'l-Baha. After tbat heart-breaking event, a radical change was effected
both in his appearance and in his CODduct. His face was aglow with the fire
of divine love; spiritual light emanated
from him incessantly. Friend and foe,
humble and ha.ughty, an \vere witnesses
to the miraculous change. \Ve gazed on
him in amazement, wonder-struck. In
public, as well as in private, he continually exclaimed, "0 G~orv of the AllGlo;'lous! 0 Servant of B~ha! 0 Shoghi of El Abha! May my soul and my
body be a sacrifice to Ye \"
'vVe all perceived that he was nearing
the end of his physical life, yet he began
to deliver the Divine Messag'e with a su-
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perhuman power and courage. His audience stood spellbound, captivated by
his elogt1ence, and attracted to the
Cause.
He grew ill; signs of his approaching
release from the physical body became
evident. He was petting and cal'essing
his children; dictating his last ivill to his
wife, his companion through many
years; bestowing his last sweet glances
upon everyone, Upon everything. He
seemed perfectly conscious of the approaching inevitable separation, and so
he lavished the last marks of his affection on everyone.
Such was his condition when I hastened to Hums to visit him at his home
and to give him medical advice and care.
There I had the honor of serving him
for some days. I had the happiness of
drinking from his spiritual chalice. I
saw his spirit soaring into the celestial
realms in ecstascy and love \ To my
heart's satisfaction, I was uplifted by his
inspiring presence.
Then he decided to move to Beyrouth.
Severed from everything save God, purified from all worldly desires and cares,
leaving even his wife and little ones far
away in Hums, he came to this city.
Nothing did he bring with hi111, neither
money nor property. In fact, during his
whole life he had never felt the desire to
acquire worldly riches. Indeed, he never
had bis share of them.
Thus in the city of Beyrouth he passed
avvay, while Baha'is and non Baba'is
gathered about his bedside. All the firm
friends of God were silent and heartstricken, meditating on the beauty of the
life of this servant of 'Abdu'l-Baha. The
anniversary of the Ascension of Baha'u'llah being at hand, the soul of this,
His faithful follower, took its flight to
the eternal Kingdom, on the morning of
May 31, 1923 CAzamat 14, 80). Thus
the SOl1 of Muracl, the Desired One, attained to union with his Beloved.
('Written lJY Dr. Sulayman Ral"at (SOil of Raghib),
of C0115tantinopic, at Beyrouth. Syria, an(l translated
from the Tllrkish by YIajdi'cl·clm ·Akkitsh.)

THE UNIVERSAL SOLVENT
By

D

HORACE HOLLEY

URING the war, the interrelation

of governments and nations was
the problem engaging every thoughtful
and discerning man. Since the war, the
interrelation of groups, classes and interests within the nation has become the
most pressing problem. In essence both
problems are one; the solution of either
problem is the solution of both.

* * *

If we consider the nature of the various groups, classes and interests that
make up the modern nation--economic,
political, social and religious-v\re find
one element common to them all, however different they are in purpose or appearance; hovvever antagonistic they
may be in operation and influence.
This common element is the fact that
the foundation of every group consists
in homogeneousness of interest. A group
is composed of people consciously or unconsciously selected from the sl1rrounding mass of humanity. In the case of a
Brotherhood or Order, this selectiveness
is obvious-emphasized by the rite of
initiation. But whether obvious or not
whether conscious or unconscious, th~
effect of initiation can be felt in the nature of any and every particular group.
That is, the strength, stability and permanence of a group depends Upon the
degree that the group is selective-to the
degree that the group is composed of
people animated by the same particular
desire, purpose, principle or experience.
For example, the povver of "Labor" derives from the fact that a multitude of
men and women face the same problem,
and by that problem are fused into a
homogeneous group.

* * *

Moreover, it is the difference between
groups that supply them with their
sources of power. "Labor" feeds upon

the opposition of "Capital," but "Capital" likewise feeds upon the opposition
of "Labor." Classes, creeds, brotherhoods and other organized or unorganized interests develop and exist by reason of the same principle.
If we analyze this situation further,
and realize the true forces which operate
to bring about this selectivity, this homogeneousness and this consequent opposition, we perceive that the source of
power animating any and every particular group is selfishness. The selfishness
of one group may be relatively greater
or relatively less than the ::elfishness of
another group, but the difference is of
-degree and not of kind. That is, the
one underlying cause of the division of
society into separate groups is the instinct of self-preservation. Men ally
themselves most closely and enduringly
with the men most like themselves. In
the case of artists or physicians, the likeness is one of training, character and
temperament; in the case of creeds, the
likeness is one of tradition; in the case
of industrial groups the likeness is one
of problem and ambition.

* * *

And the conditions of life are such
that once committed to the purposes and
methods of any group, a man tends to
merge himself more and more in the life
of that group. Consequently, he draws
farther and farther away from the purposes and methods, the experience and
the influence, of the groups to which his
group is antagonistic or even indifferent.
The result is that humanity is composed of a series of exclusive groups,
between which a community of interest,
understanding and mutual effort grows
more and more di[ncult. As the nations
and governments, under certain conditions, lose the power of contact and en16
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ter into open conflict, so the parties and
groups within the nation, under certain
conditions, likewise oppose each other
openly or secretly, with such weapons as
the nature of the conflict brings to hand.
Consciously or unconsciously, every
mind and heart is developed and disciplined by group competition, to such
an extent that all ideas and ideals of loyalty are colored by the fact of conflict
and the hope of "victory." The open
and secret divergence of interest between
the various groups in every country is
at the present moment overthrowing the
edifice of mankind. International war
is but the supreme expression of the instinct of competition by which, as by a
disease, all people are to a certain extent
affected.

* * *

In the world today, the one community
which stands apart from this organized
disorganization is the Bahai community.
The foundation of the Bahai Cause is
not exclusive but inclusive. The purpose of the Bahai Cause is not self-interest but reconciliation. The method
of the Bahai Cause is not separateness
but unity. The membership of the Bahai Cause is not homogeneous but heterogenous-embracing individuals from every group, class, interest, nation and religion in the world.
That which is the power of other
groups, their driving force-the open or
secret opposition that exists between
them and other groups--is in the Bahai
community entirely lacking. If one
judges the Bahai Cause by the common
standard, one will never understand it,
never grasp the foundation upon which
it rests, never realize the mystery of its
significance in the present and future development of mankind.
When you enter a Bahai Assembly,
consciously or unconsciously looking for
homogeneousness, selectivity, you find in
stead that which appears weakness and
insignificance. For while every other
group gratifies personality in one or another aspect-ambition, tradition, train-

ing, character, temperament, privilegethe Bahai Cause, on the contrary, resists
and denies these personal claims. You
find people accepted who are accepted
by no other group to which you have
ever belonged. You find no standard of
selectivity in operation, to strain out all
who hold to different views, different
philosophies, different traditions, than
your own. Such a condition is oppressive to selfishness in all its forms. Without the stimulus of secret or open selfgratification, few people can interest
themselves in any movement or cause.

* * *

A BaMi Assembly, in fact, is the
world in microcosm. It includes types
of character, aspects of temperament, influences of training and degrees of social and racial differences never hitherto
brought together in all recorded history,
and irreconcilable by any material or
intellectual power. For the essential differences between the hearts o£ men are
not outward-that one is German, the
other French; that one is Christian, the
other .T ew-but inward, derived from
personal ambition in one or other of its
infinite forms and founded on self-gratification in one or other o£ its infinite
degrees.
That which has brought these divergent beings together in unity and fellowship of Abdu'l Baha.
Abdu'l Baha has been, and is, the common center whither from all the horizons, at first slowly but now swiftly,
these dissimilar people converge. Turning to Abdu'l Baha, they have met and
mingled in one common Cause; seeking
Abdu'l Baha, they have found the oneness of mankind.

* * *

This experience is indescribable to
those who have not undergone it in one
or another form, or have not yet felt
even its need.
Yet as the days swiftly pass, and the
world's emergency comes to the breaking point with incredible speed, the fair
ri1inded man or woman cannot escape
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the realization that unity and reconciliation are the supreme needs of the age.
Without them, no group, no party, no
interest, no association, no religion and
no race can ever achieve even its own
purpose, but all alike will go down in
the same disaster of confusion and of
strife.
Therefore, to the extent that each can
rise above self-interest, whether individual or group, the effort should be to
investigate this power of unity and this
spirit of reconciliation so manifest in the
life and teachings of Abdu'l Baha.
What does it mean to become a member of the 'Bahai Cause?
In a limited way, the answer to this
question can be found in the result of
the association of the sepa.rate American
States in and through the Federal Government. No State lost its identity, no
State sacrificed its true interest as the
result of that association; rather was the
gain for each and all the States immeasurable. Similarly, no true individual or
group interest is sacrificed by association
with other individuals or groups in and
through the teachings of Abdu'l Baha.
Abdu'l Baha is the all-embracing spirit
of unity in which both the individual
and the group find his or their true
alignment to the universal reality. Abdu'l Baha raises no barrier of doctine,
tradition, privilege, wealth, nationality or
class to exclude any individual or portion of humanity. He makes no qualification of membership save acceptance of
the fact that the greater includes the

less, that humanity is the expression of
all its parts in harmony and not the predominance of anyone part over another.
As the limbs, organs and senses of the
human body are interdependent, and
perfect health consists in the harmony
of all in and through the one life spirit;
so the races and groups of humanity are
in fact interdependent, and the well being of one group derives from the well
being of all. Abdu'l Baha inspires the
mind and heart with a new and perfect
realization that humanity is an organic
composition or creaton; and that each
group, like a limb, organ or sense of the
human body, is vital to the life of the
whole, while at the same time deriving
its energy from the common store. Outwardly, Abdu'l Baha reconciles the various classes, races and religions; inwardly, he reconciles also the different types
and degrees of evolution which separate
the hearts and divide the minds. The
power of the Bahai Cause is the weakness of mankind.

"There is a power in this Cattse, a
1nysterious power, far, far, far away
from the ken of men and angels. That
invisible power is the cause of all these
outward activities. It moves the hearts.
It rends the mountains. It ad111jnisters
the complicated affairs of the Cause. It
inspires the friends. It dashes into a
thousand pieces all the forces of opposition. It creates new spiritual worlds.
This is a 1nystery of the Kingdom of
Abha." Abdu'l Baha.

THE ABANDONMENT OF PREJUDICES
(Continued from page 11)
hardly be considered foreign territory,
to say the least! The world becomes
relatively smaller and better known as
people move about it. With the evolution of the airship and the prospect of
wings, who knows but that 'ere long,
man will be able to "take the wings of
the morning and fly to the uttermost

parts of the earth," finding the Divine
Nearness in closer contact with his fellow beings.
The commercial progress of nations
during the past century is also among the
bright omens of the new day. People of
many nations are now so well used to
foreign imposts that when they are sus-
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pended by warfare many difficulties and
embarrassments arise. Incidental to the
exchange of goods, nations take on each
others customs and thoughts and profit
by the exchange. The hermit nations
have now all removed the barriers of
trade exclusion. The vVest receives the
goods of the East and to an extent
hitherto unforseen studies those ancient
civilizations with their wise sages and
spiritual values. And the nations of the
East are learning to value both the wares
and the modern scientific methods of the
West.
Great international expositions, periodically held, are the fruitage of international comity as well as trade. They
flourish in times of peace and express
both outwardly and inwardly the noblest
ideals of mankind. It is amazing what
knowledge they convey. They are impressive, though short-lived monuments
to the abandonment of prejudices. The
lessons they so powerfully teach are not
easily effaced from the human mind.
'Abdu'l-Baha, in one of the earliest addresses made in America, eloquently set
forth the future of the commercial ties
that would eventually bind East and
West together and how this would be
mutually helpful to both America and
Persia. He expressed the hope that the
virgin soil of Persia would be cultivated
through American enterprise and that
both nations would gain infinite blessings through unity. Cooperation between these nations will in time be developed to the highest degree and divine
civilization will brighten their harmonious efforts. Oneness of faith, devotion, attainment, is the ultimate goal.
Education as a force in the elimination of prejudices is mighty and effective. Whatever broadens the horizons of
men's minds makes them more mindful
of the possibilities of their kind. The
new education teaches the youth, from
the ground up, to have respect for their
fellow beings, and to value and appreciate their good qualities. The scientifically trained mind is notably free from
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prejudices. The training and cultural
processes which have developed one
group will have essentially the same effect upon others, if applied. Education
will bring the happiest results to even
the 1110st primitive and deprived peoples.
The Baha'i plan of education is a uniform curriculum for all the children of
the world. vVhen the blessings of education, now shared by comparatively few,
are extended to all, a mighty transformation in human efficiency and power may
be expected. Also, the teaching of universal ideals, from the beginning of 'life,
will go far in the improvement of all
human relations, now disturbed by inherited prejudices and fanciful notions.
Then the genius of every world element
will blossom and bear fruit. Contributions to the fine, liberal, and industrial
arts will enrich the commonwealth of
the world. In such an age, there are
already signs of what even the supposed
backward peoples may produce. Even
as the waters of a stream, when damned,
gather force, so racial and national ele-ments long denied opportunities for acl·vancement, may, under conditions more
favorable, astonish the world by the
prodigality of their gifts. The real civilization, brightened by universal culture
and free from greed and selfishness imposed by prejudice and superstition,
will be the C0111mon heritage of humanity. Thus the growth of popular
education in all lands is one of the
brightest signs of progress in the new
cycle of light. The peace and welfare
of the world are inseparably linked
thereto.
Bnt withal, the mightiest force at
work to destroy prejudices is the progress of religion. At snch a mention the
man who is worldly wise, the casual
student of history, and even the philosopher, may look skeptical. For religion,
as the term is often 11l1derstood seems
to aggravate rather than to 'remove
prejudices. Are there not many religions today, each containing numerous
sects viewing each other askance? And
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have not many of the most devastating
and terrible wars been fought in the
name of religion? But just here it becomes necessary to look below the surface and sound the depths. For it must
be admitted that the letter of religion,
expressed only in narrow creeds, vapid
dogmas, and lifeless organizations, does
not feed the world's famine or remove
the sadness of aching hearts. Yet the
:spirit of true religion brings balm to the
sick and life to the dead. It softens the
asperities of caste, removes the pride of
place, exalts human service, teaches the
sweet lessons of humility, and unifies
the sons and daughters of men in the
joys and virtues of Paradise.
"0 eyes that are weary and hearts that
are sore,"
Turn ye from the bleakness of earth
to the fire of divine love! From the
frailities of the creatures to the strength
of the Creator! This is that Might that
never fails!
Again it came to pass, that "The archAngel Michael struggled with Satan for
the body of :Moses." A terific struggle
it was throughout sacred historical records. For the "body of Moses" symbolizes the Jevvs, and there is life in that
great body as it turns to God. Michael
and His ange1es are victorious. Have
you considered in a similar way how the
body of the Christ, trampel1ed in the
eari}, days under the heels of Roman
despotism, after a time wrested that selfsame scepter from the hands of tyranny?
This day brings to man a supreme
bounty from worlds unseen. The Manifestation, Baha'u'llah, has simplified and
purified religion. All are emanations
irom the Divine Presence. All creeds
.are dissolved into one. UT he creed of
God is love anduniotl." The vVord that

creates unity has spoken. All prejudices
are removed. All discord vanishes. All
wounds are healed.
But whatever the assurance, let it not
be thought that Satan yields so much
without a struggle! Today he struggles
for the body of Baha'u'llah, as of yore
for the letters that make up the body of
the \lIlord. The Center of the Covenant
in his day, with his gladsome, spiritual
life, with his radiant, majestic, and
kindly nature, was the defense against
differences, the Center of light. Now
are provided for this purpose the Guardian of the Cause and the Universal
Spiritual Assembly. Under Guidance
and Divinely confirmed, they will never
be shaken.
The lessons of the divine Educator,
given with all gentleness and sweetness.
convince the mind and illumine the heart.
They convey to one's own being the
dangers that arise from discord. Prejudices are of the earth and unfit the heart
as the dwelling place of the Lord of
Light. He confers upon man the power
of self-analysis, so that he may ever
struggle for the ccnquest of self. At His
bidding, the people of light in this
day struggle not only to free \.hemselves,
but the universal heart of humanity from
the rUst of prejudices and the fires of
hate. W-hatever the difficulties of the
moment, one can ever see steady gains
over a period of years, as the larger
consciousness, which is divine, reveals itself to human hearts. No one can defeat the "\IVi11 of God. None can prevent the tide of destiny. From the exalted Heights of Sanctity, the Spirit of
Abha, addressing the spirit of man says:
'0 Son of Man: The temple of being
is My Tabernacle. Cleanse it of all
things, that therein I may abide and
thereol1 be enthroned."

SUPPLICATION OF 'ABDU'L-BAJ-IA

o ye

the sincere loved ones of the Abha Beauty!

In these days the Cause of God, the world over,
is fast growing in power and, day by day, is spreading further and further to the utmost bounds of the
earth. Its enemies, therefore, from all the kindreds
and peoples of the world, are growing aggressive,
malevolent, envious and bitterly hostile. It is incumbent upon the loved ones of God to exercise the
greatest care and prudence in all things, whether
great or small, to take counsel together and unitedly
resist the onslaught of the stirrers of strife and
the movers of mischief. They must endeavor to
consort in a friendly spirit with everyone, must
follow moderation in their conduct, must have respect and consideration one for another and show
loving kindness and tender regard to all the peoples
of the world. They must be patient and long-suffering, that they may grow to become the divine magnets of the Abha Kingdom and acquire the dynamic
power of the Hosts of the Realm on High.
The fleeting hours of man's life on earth are
swiftly passing by and the little that still remains
shall come to an end, but that which endureth and
lasteth for evermore is the fruit that man reapeth
from his servitude at the Divine Threshold. Behold
the truth of this saying, how abundant and glorious
are the proofs thereof in the world of being!
The glory of glories rest upon the people of Baha !
(Signed)
Recentl:y translated by Shoghi Effendi.

'Abc1u'l-Baha Abbas.
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York City, ci'lwing His visit 10 America in 1912.

ANNOUNCEMENT
de~p

reg-ret to Baha'is :he world over that the S~l'AR
OF
III the greater necessIty for the work of teachIllg,
lost its beloved and able editor, Albert R. VaiL He resig-ned from the
STAR OF THE vV EST with the publishing- of the March issue, which completed Volume Fourteen, and is to devote his full time to teaching-, in
accordance with the wishes of Shog-hi Effendi.
a matter of
I T is THE
WEST has,

Three months have passed in the effort to establish for the magazine
a new board of editors able to give their time and effort to fulfill the
need left by the resignation of Mr. Vai!. That these attempts have not
been hitherto successful is due to unforeseen and unavoidable circumstances. 1-:1umble apology is due the subscribers of the STAR OF nIrC
WEST for the consequent delay in the appearance of the May, June and
July numbers.
In July the following- Staff was appointed by the National Spiritual
Assembly:
Editor-Stanwoocl Cobb.
Associate Editor-Mariam Haney.
Persian Editor-Jinab-i-Fadil.
Business Manager-Edna True.
Every effort is now being made to expedite the publishing of the
delayed numbers of the" STAR OF THE VVEST." The June, July and
August numbers will appear at intervals of about two weeks; and it is
hoped with the September number to commence again the regular pub··
lication, which will be hereafter on the nineteenth of each month.
The new editors approach their task with the hu[nble and prayerful
endeavor to hold the STAR OF THE WEST up to the high standards set
by its devoted editors of the past. To do this requires the effort of the
whole Baha'i world. Articles are desired from every race and country,
in order that the Baha'i Magazine shall mirror forth universal realities
and the world activities of the Baha'i Cause. Cooperation alone can enable the STAR OF THE WEST to fulfill the promises of 'Abdu'l-Baha and to
attain to the high standard which Shoghi Effendi desires.
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In Cornmemoration
of

The Declaration of the Bab

EIGHTIETH ANNIVERSARY
184 4
192 4

I

T was in the year 1844, towards the middle of the 19th century, "a
century of revolution in Government, revolution in the material con-

ditions and circumstances of life, and revolution in knowledge and in
mental outlook" that still another revolution in religious ideas and conceptions was introduced in the city of Shiraz by a young scion of the
house of the Prophet Islam, 'Ali Muhammad by name, who appeared
heralding the advent of "Him who shall usher in a new and golden age"
and, with religion as his lever, effect peacefully and steadily the regeneration of mankind.
He had spent the mam part of his life prior to the declaration of
his mission, in religious pursuits, in prayer, and in contemplation.

His

extreme piety and virtue, his liberal ideas, the charm of his manner, the
beauty of his person, the sweetness of his disposition, and the eloquence of his words kindled a spirit of devotion in the hearts of his
entourage; and when on May 23, 1844, he laid claim to be the Bab
meaning- 'gate,' the 'forerunner' of Him who should purify the perverted
religions and sects of his time from fanaticism, and establish the promised era of peace, and of freedom, it was felt by those whose conduct was
the very negation of such ideals that the death-knell of their supremacy
was being sounded.

Extracts from "The Baha'i Movelnent" by Shoghi Effendi.
[For a detailed account of the life of the Bab, the reader is referred
to the several treatises upon the Baha'i Movement.]
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STAR OF THE WEST
VOL. IS

MAY, I924

N INVESTIGATION by the
Presbyterian Advance reveals the
encouraging' fact. that our college youth
is more concerned with vital religion
than have been the students of past
generations. College Presidents believe
their young people to be more earnestly religious even than their parents. "For instance," says Dr. Wishart
of \Vooster College, "college men
and women are more ready today to
apply the principles of Christianity
internationally than any other class of
people.'" Hugh Moran, Pastor at Comell
University, writes that the great majority
of the students are church members.
"And in moral character and readiness
to give their lives in service," he adds,
"I find the students of this generation decidedly superior to those of twenty years
ago when I was in college."
Many other colleges testify to the large
extent of church membership among
their students, and to the general desire
for getting at the realities or religion in
this day of shifting dogmas. According
to the President of Lafayette College,
moreover, "All earnest Christian students
feel the need of some great spirihtal
genius to restate our faith in language of
today and to give ~ts that 'unity of organi:::ed lmozC"ledge and belief which the human spirit so insistently craves."
These are significant words.
The
greatest need of today is for a spiritual
leadership so potent as to restate the
g-reat spiritual truths in modern terms,
not only for Christianity, but for all the
world. The youth of Islam, of Hindu-
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ism, of Confucianism, as well as of
Christendom, are seeking to understand
their respective religions in the light of
modern science. The great power of the
Baha'i teaching is, that while it calls to
the hearts of men to unite in a world
brotherhood based upon religion, it interprets religion in such a way as to ap
peal to the most critical intelligence. Religion and science must be in accord,
said 'Abdu'l Baha', because they both
express the truth about the universe,
and there is only one truth.
HIS IS WOMAN'S DAY. She is
entering every profession with success, and is proving herself most capable
in public affairs. There is indeed no distinction in the native ability of the two
sexes. If any, woman today has a greater
capacity for painstaking and faithful
work than man, becatlse man, through
and by means of his ages of over-lordship, so to speak, has become a bit too
easy going, while woman has been forced
by her past destiny to a finer and more
patient expression 'of will, endurance
and activity.
In Washingtol1 during the last year
of the V/ar two women, wives of army
officers, took over an Officers' Club that
was no longer being llsed and conducted
it as a public cafeteria. They were interested to see if they could furnish
well-cooked food served in an artistic
and quiet environment. Their success
was so g-reat that they have thrown their
whole energy into the enterprise, gathering around them other women, some of
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them young college graduates, as partners
in a business which is after all a specialty
of woman's, that of providing food.
Today this cafeteria is the most popular eating place in \i\f ashington. It provides the best of food deliciously cooked,
in quarters of the utmost charm and
beauty. Flowers decorate the place in
profusion. The furnishings are exquisite
-and of a cheerful tone. The servants
remove the dishes so quietly that one
is hardly aware of their continuous service in keeping the tables clear. Throughout, an atmosphere of high courtesy
prevails.
One of the ladies in charge answered
proudly in response to the question of a
visiting friend from Europe as to whether any men were connected with the
organization, "No, and we wouldn't
have any. They are too commercial."
Her criticism is probably justified.
Women do perhaps give more sympathetic service in business than do men.
But it is interesting in this case to
realize that the result of holding to the
highest ideals has been a great commercial success. It would seem to be true,
as Henry Ford says, that the way to
success lies in doing a needed work well
and honestly for the love of the work,
not of the dollar, and the dollar will take
care of itself. And it may be that women
will bring to the business world, and
indeed to every form of organization,
ideals of service and of helpfulness
greater than the world has experienced
under the dispensation of man. What is
most of all needed is that men and women
shall work together, inspiring each other
to high and serviceable achievement.
"When humanity Hies with both wings,
it will soar high."
R. FRANCIS G. PEABODY, of
the Harvard Divinity School, gives
a striking message of spiritual religious
unity in an article published in the Yale
Review. Whereas doctrinal Christianity
and the authority of the Church tend
to separate religionists, he says the inner
consciousness of the living God brings
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all into the unity of the one fellowship
of religious experience. In theological
and ecclesiastical history one finds differences and separations, but the testimony
of the saint and seers, the experience
of the holy souls, the convincing evidence
of the life of God in the soul of man,
these all work for unity. "Such a fellowship discovers strange and surprising
affinities. Lives which seem hopelessly
separated by the divisions of the organized Church find themselves speaking the
same language and walking the same
path. No ecclesiastical barrier interrupts
this spiritiuial intimacy."
He might have gone a step further,
and shown the similarity of all the
great world religions, as regards their
real essence. If one reads the mystics
of the different races and religions of
the world, one finds them all celebrating
the single glorious theme of the love of
God. If true religion is to love God
and man, and if there is only one God,
the love for Him must be the same, in
whatever heart or under whatever
colored skin it burns. The proof of this
is, that those who have experienced this
love, no matter of what outward faith,
all sing in the same language of spiritual
ecstacy. One may read the Christian
Tauler or "Theologica Germanica," the
Persian Jelal-u-Din or Jami, or the
Hindu Kabir or Rama Krishua, and receive the same and identical inspiration.
As 'Abdu'l-Baha has said, in their
essences all religions agree; it is in their
outer manifestations of form, the work
of man's intellect and ego, that they
disagree. "The Baha'i Message is a call
to religious unity and not an invitation
to a new religion, not a new path to immortality, God forbid! It is the ancient
path cleared of the debris of imaginations and superstitions of men, of the
debris of strife and misunderstanding
and is again made a clear path to the
sincere seeker, that he may enter therein
in assurance, and find that the Word of
God is one Word, though the Speaker"
were many."
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How simple and inevitable is this call
to drop the form, and agree on the essentials. This is a caJl, not to Christendom only, but to the whole world. And
those who have accepted it know with
what joyous surprise they find themselves
brothers to men of other races and religions. A young Mohammedan studying for the priesthood met us in Con-stantinople a few months after becoming
a Baha'i. "Just think, my friend," he
cried, grasping our hand with more than
the love of a brother, "If I had had to
shake hands with you six months ago,
I should have spat upon the ground, for
I should have thought myself contaminated. And now you are my brother!"
Such joy in his heart to be free from
the man-made barriers of ecclesiasticism! May the whole world receive the
joy of that freedom!
HE MESSAGE OF THE PRINCE
OF PEACE, after nearly twenty
centuries of fighting on the part of the
world nations claiming to adhere to His
teachings, is at last reaching the hearts
and consciences of Christian peoples.
One of the most powerful sects of
Christianity in America in its recent general conference passed resolutions most
vigorously opposing war, which run in
part as follows:
"War is not inevitable. It is the supreme enemy of mankind. Its futility is
beyond question. Its continuance is the
suicide of civilization. We are determined to outlaw the whole war system.
Governments which ignore the Christian
conscience of men in time of peace, cannot justly claim the lives of men in time
of war. The glorification of war must
end.
Through its educational program, our church must mold the present
youth of all nations into a peace loving
genera tion."
At the same time another powerful
denomination assembled at Grand Rapids,
Mich., adopted an equally strong declaration against war: "We see in war's
cruelties, made more terrible by modern
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invention, not only a menace to civilization, but also a de£-inite challenge to
the followers of the Prince of Peace.We claim that those who are asked to
fight and bear the burdens imposed by
war should be consulted when possible
before this sacrifice is required of them.
Therefore we ask for a referendum on
war, except in case of invasion."
Still another religious conference in
Philadelphia sends out these vigorous
words : "We believe that the whole
system of determining right by violence
and destruction, rather than by friendly
conference and negotiation, is fundamentally wrong, inefficient, and unchristian_ vVe call upon Christian people of
whatever sect or creed to join in renouncl11g for the future all paj-ticipation
in war."
So while the world's science is creating
deathrays and other new machines of
wholesale destruction, the conscience of
man is declaring for universal peace. It
has taken two thousand years 0 f hrutality and anguish, since the Messiah
gave forth his message of love, for humanity to come to the point where ,it
really wishes iJeace. Now that the right
desil:e is awakening in the world, even
though the giant War give one more
death struggle, his end is at hand.

, 'THE
of the
the estabhshment
Spiri~

age cle~11ancls
of ul11versal
peace. No power on earth can stand
before it. God has purposed that peace
must reign in this age, and it will come
to pass. Let the advocates of peace
work with greater zeal and courage for
the Lord of Hosts is their supporter.
In this radiant century and merciful
age the ears are open, hearts awakened,
eyes seeing, consciences stirred.
The age of estrangement has passed.
The century of friendship has arrived.
The dark hours have disappeared and
the Orb of Unity has dawned. Now is
the time to be illumined with the rays
of the sun of the solidarity of the human
race." 'Abdu'l-Baha.
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EDUCATING FOR PEACE
BY STANWOOD COBB
"WARS and destruction spread
rapidly. Peace and constructive enterprises require time for consummation. Years of education, gradual
development of better understanding, the
slow substitution of sympathy for suspicion, the eradication of selfishness and
lust for power,-all these and more must
be brought into the hearts and minds of
the peoples of the world before we can
have enduring peace. The schools are
the great mills through which we must
grind the grist of peace and where those
qualities ot human character which will
bring about the tv-ay ot righteousness,
justice and reason can best be developed."
These strong words of our Commissioner of Education point to the way the
world must travel if it is to attain to
the blessing of peace. War is primarily
an idea, a motive. Its eradication must
be begun in the world of ideas. To expunge the idea of war from the mind
is difficult. But the Child-mind is open,
impressionable, ready for any doctrine
of good or evil. If now the conscience
of the human race is turned against the
resort of force in international disputes,
it must include, among those race ideas
which by means of education it hands
over to the growing generation, the new
and glorious doctrine of peace.
Travelers in Europe are impressed
with the international hatred still rampant
there. There never was a greater illusion than the idea that "a war can end
war." No war ever ended war, and
no war ever will, except by annihilating
the human race. Fresh in the cruel tracks
of war spring up the red flowers of
hatred, envy, revenge. And so one day,
when respite has brought strength, the
war begins again. Thus the cycle of
war and hatred, hatred and war, goes on.

Ages ago Buddha enunciated this
great truth: "Not by hatred does hatred
cease. Only by love does hatred cease."
The history of the human race since
then has not disproved this statement!
How can the obstacles to peace be
overcome? The desire for revenge is
innate,-one of those animal qualities
which must be refined out of the race
if it is to survive.
It is of little value to preach peace if
we cannot begin to practice peace in our
daily lives. Somehow it must overcome
the spirit of hatred and revenge, substituting other qualities and other methods of securing justice. And we must
begin with our children, training them
to practice love in their relations with
each other; or at least to have recourse
to justice rather than to fisticuffs.
A system of self-government in our
schools, properly instituted and carried
out, is the first step, it seems to me, in
the direction of inculcating the doctrine
and practice of peace. Let each school
be a miniature league of nations in which
arbitration, or the judicial decisions of
a school court, takes the place of force.
Children, like adults, resort to force in
order to secure justice. But if justice
can be secured without force, so much
the better. Battles may thus be avoided.
But in schools which are autocracies,
children hesitate to appeal for justice to
the power above. The feeling of studentsolidarity makes the reporting of offenses
to the authorities seem a breach of loyalty. Thus in a school of the old type,
the children prefer to settle their own
difficulties by a system of private venIn self-governed schools the
detta.
situation is, however, radically different.
Where the students maintain their own
order and discipline there is no breach
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of loyalty in reporting offenses to the
governing council. 2V[ utua1 responsibility
is a civic duty. In our democracy we
become our brother's keeper.
\Ve have in our school a "law and
order committee" whose duty it is to
report all ofienses against the laws of the
school seen by them, or reported to them
by others. At the 'weekly meeting this
report is gone over by the whole body
of students as a court' of jurisdiction. ~
One of the most noteworthy and beneficent results of our self-governing system is that it minimizes the tendency
to resort to force. In other "vords,
fighting among the children is very rare
for the simple reason that the spirit of
fighting is, in the main, supplanted by
the spirit of justice.
It is not enough, however, for a school
to adopt a system which substitutes cooperative justice for private revenge.
That is about one-half of the great task
of overcoming war. The other hal£ of
the task is much more difficult,-that of
raising the consciousness of the group
to the plane of love and brotherhood
and forgiveness. Here, as in the great
world, we are going against the native
animal instincts. This is a spiritual
rather than an intellectual problem.
Many organizations are working for
the spread of international ideals in our
schools and colleges. The Institute of
International Relations is assisting in
the system of exchange students from
foreign countries and in the exchange of
professors between this and other countries. It has raised funds for fellowships
to enable destitute Russian students to
continue their studies here. It has arranged student tours to foreign countries,
notably Italy, France and England. It
has consistently urged the introduction
into the college curriculU111 of courses
in international relations. Its most impOl-tant work for the cause of interenationalism is the organizing of International Relations Clubs in colleges all over
the country.
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The American School Citizenship
League conducts the world contest for
the Seabury prizes for essays on themes
of world peace open to students oi secondary and of normal schools. Such
subjects have been-"A W-orlcl International Association to promote International Goodwill" and "The Achievements of Civilization and How to Organize Them for \i\T orld Comity." Many
teachers in the United States have introduced tile contest as a part of the regular
school work. It is recommended that
all schools adopt this plan.
The ::.rational Council for the Reduction of Armaments, VVashington, D. c.,
has lately sent Gut a questionnaire to
the colleges of this conntry, to find out
how far they are offering courses designed to develop in their students an
intelligent interest in international relations and a spirit sympathetic to world
organization and "vorId peace. Replies
received from about one-third of the colleges indi.cate their recognition of the
necessity of doing something to devdop
better international understanding. Nlany
colleges have introduced courses or
special lectures designed to accomplish
this result. Four methods have been
adopted.
l. New courses, in many instances
under the name of International Relations, are given.
2. Courses in history, geography and
political science are being modified to
include material on international relations.
3. Special lectures by resident professors or by visiting foreigners or other
speakers are provided.
4. International Relations Clubs are
being organized.
The University of Wisconsin has announced a new correspondence-studycourse in Ameri can diplomacy. to meet
the awakened interest in our foreign
relations since the late war.
At the University of Nevada, a course
is given on the Institutions of International Life, covering such topics as "The
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Historic Development of the \l\l odd
N eighborhood of States"; "International
J llstice" ; "The International Mind";
"Systems of Education for \Vorld Federal Citizenship"; "The Need of a Universal Language"; "Empire, Nationality,
Federal Internationalitv." This course
is an excellent approa~h to the subject
of universal peace.
A unique course is that given in Ohio
State University on "Prejudice," in
which, after discussing different types
of prejudice and their causes, the students are directed to:
1. V/rite a paragraph explaining your
antipathy for that group against which
you have the most violent prejudice,
giving full rein to your bias.
2. Re-write your paragraph, eliminating all charges which you could not
prove.
3. K ow write as strong a de£ense of
the group as you can.
4. State to what extent Y011r antipathy is based on reason, and to what
extent on prejudice and explain the origin of the prejudice as far as possible.
5. State definitely what you intend
to do to free yourself from your prejudice.
Efforts toward internationalism on the
part of institutions training teachers is
especially praiseworthy.
The George
Peabody College for Teachers writes, in
answer to the questionnaire: "\Ve have
probably had courses in international relations longer than any institution in
America. Our feeling is that the teachers of America need to be gotten out
of their proyinciality and become acquainted with the affairs of other nations."
Illinois S tat e Normal Cniversity
writes: "You will find here a strong
trend for the reduction of all activities
that made for war sentiment."
Out of 200 answers received to this
questionnaire, only 27 were definitely
negative; 120 replies showed either definite courses, s t u den t organizations,
rounel table discussion, or special lectures.

N or is this movement toward education
for world peace confined to the colleges.
A proposal has already been made in
secondary school circles for an international conference of heads of such
schools and for the interchange of professors amongst them.
In England, under the leadership of
the Secretary of Education, who recently
made the statement that "the peace of
the vvodd is in the hands of the teachers
of the world"-the schools of every
grade are introducing into their courses
of geography and history special material
on international relations.
The 1;niversity of London has developed a course
of extension lectures along this line.
Special international courses have been
estabEshed at \Voodbrooke, the summer
term of which is known is the Unity
History School.
On the continent a People's College
has been opened in Denmark of a defi·nitely international character. The Vv' oman's International League for Peace and
Freedom is holding summer schools in
Italy, Germany and America.
Japanese educators have urged the
formation of associations for international education in every country. Themselves taking the lead, they have formed
such an association in Japan which is
ready to cooperate with any kindred
association in other countries. Furthermore, a Chapter on the Leag)1e of N a1ions and \Vorld Peace is being introduced into one of the obligatory history
text-books of that country. It is very
encouraging to know that the Government COlUl'nittee for Investigating Textbooks has had such members as Mr.
Sawayanagi, President of the International Education Society, and Baron
Sakatami, President of the Japan Peace
Society and vice-president of the League
of Nations Association.
As the world, hO'wever, looks more
to America than to any other country
to lead the way to universal peace, so
we have in our schools a greater opportunity to educate for peace than has any
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other country. We have no hereditary
enemies; live at peace with all the world;
covet no other nation's land, and we have
within our nationality members of all
races and nations, a rich unity in diversity, which gives us sympathy for and
understading of the other great world
races.
Thus it is evident that we have an unsurpassed opportunity to uphold the banners of brotherhood, and to win that
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proud position among nations spoken
of by Abdu'l Baha o£ being both the
messenger and persuader to the world
of universal peace. May our only rivalry
with other nations be in good deeds, in
progress, in leadership toward that glorious civilization which awaits the spirituralized. race. All this Abdu'l Baha
promised America if we would but hear
the call, and obey.

[Editor's Note :-When 'Abdu'l-Baha came to this
country in 1912, he found many organiaztions actively
working for peace. Several of his lectures were given
under such auspices. Among his utterances on the
opportunity open to America, because of the progressive character, to take the lead in establishing universal peace, the following words are significant]:
"\;Vhen I came to America, I found
this to be an exceedingly progressive
country, the people in a state of readiness, the government a just one, and
equality established to an extraordinary
degree. Now inasmuch as the standard
of International Peace must be hoisted,
I hope that it may be hoisted upon this
continent. Raise it aloft, for you are
deserving above all other nations. In
other countries there are many who are
waiting for this summons, anxiously anticipating this call from some nation
bidding all to the 'Most Great Peace,' for
the people are distressed because of the
exceSSIve and irreparable damage of
\i\Tar.

"Praise be to Goel! all the people who
have accepted the teachings of Baha'u'Hah are peace lovers and are ready to
sacI-ifice their lives and forfeit their
fortunes for it. Now let this standard
be hoisted in the West and many shall
respond to the call. Just as America
has become renowned because of her
discoveries, inventions and skill; famous
for the equity of her government and
and colossal unc1ertakings,-may she also
become noted for the 'Most Great Peace.'
Let this be her undertaking, and let it
spread from her to other countries. And
I pray for all of you that you may render
this service to the world of humanity."
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A HELIGION OF EDUCATION
BY LOUISE W AITE
I.IE Bahai religion is one of educa"Vi11 Levington Comfort has touched
bon in its broadest sense. There upon the relation of education to religion
are two things which cannot exist side from a high viewpoint in the following
by side-true religion and ignorance, or words taken from his book, "Child and
irreligion and education. You may have Country" : "Education is thus religion,
the forms of education, such as schools, but not the man-made idea of religion;
text books and courses of instruction it has nothing to do with dogmas and
among a people who have no sense of creeds, cults and isms, with affirmations
the divine significances of life, but these or observances; it has to do with estabdo not constitute education; they are but lishing conscious connection with the
some of the means by which it is accom- Source of Power and bringing the
energy down to performance of conplished.
'Abdu'l-Baha has said, "Although a structive work in matter. Religion isn't
man may progress in science and phil- a feeling of piety or devoutness; it is
osophy, if he does not partake of the action. Spirituality is intellect inspired.
Spirit he is incomplete." True it is that I would teach the young mind to find its
education does not always make for cul- own voice, his own part and message; it
is there above him. True training is the
ture, 110r creeds for spil:ituality.
refinement,
the preparing of a surface
The word education means "to educe,"
fine
enough
to receive his part. That is
to bring forth, to grow, to evolve; and
the
inspiration
and the outbreath, makthe true teacher, whether of spiritual or
ing
a
model
in
mattel- or the thing rescientific truths, is the one who can
ceived.
All
training
that does not eduawaken the potentialities of the heart
cate
the
child
to
look
within the unseen
and mind, and stimulate growtb fr0111
for
his
power
not
only
holds, but dravYs
within out, not from without in.
him
to
the
common
herd."
The Baha'i conception of education
The test of education is not the abilis essentially religious in its objects and
methods; religious because its basic prin- ity to answer strange and often useless
ciple is that every life bears infinite pos- questions, to perform brain exercises, to
sibilities, and upon every soul rests the have spent years in this or that bed of
solemn obligation to make the most of "culture," of special forcing; these are
his own life, in order to have the better but means to an end, and that end is to
be able, because of knowledge and trainlife to give the world.
A true Bah;i'i does not measure educa- ing" to make life in its grander, larger
tion by information imparted, nor an terms, to climb its ascending pathway,
educated man by the variety of his and to make one's strength the strength
memory stores, nor by the order with of all.
Education is not a substitute for re"vhich he has catalogued them. He
counts him educated who has developed ligion; it is simply the spirit of true
his own resources, trained his powers, religion expressing itself in one way
harmonized his life into oneness with all, which is the answer to the spirit of this
and who sees life as personal, continuous great day of "Knowledge and Light."
growth, and an ever increasing oppor- The Supreme Voice is calling out to man
that he was made to grow, to have more
tunity for SERVICE.
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life, to come to the fullness of that life,
and to give the world an efficient and
worthy citizenship.
In true education metaphysics plays a
great part. Metaphysical understanding
helps one to see more clearly, to understand the eternal laws of God and emphasize the economy and necessity of
spiritual things. It gives the framework
of the spiritual life, the understanding,
but this in itself is not enough; we must
look to religion for the soul of this form.
We read that St. Paul sat at the feet
of Gamaliel and recited from memory
the choicest texts of the Mishna and
Gemara, until he was so well informed
in Rabbinical law and tradition that he
was "graduated a Pharisee." But {his
did not complete his education. By
force of circumstances he took a "postgraduate course" in the University of
Spirit and in the fine arts of Service to
his brother man. This he learned by
being tossed from pillar to post, and by
imprisonment. Who shall say that this
was not worth far more to him, and consequently to the world, than all the
know ledge he had gained from being a
pupil of the renowned Gamaliel's school?
It was the same Paul, the scholar, who
wrote to Timothy a year or so later than
the date of his Philippian letter, that
"goodness with contentment is great
gain." And, after all, of what real practical value to one's self is education if
in the very best sense it does not make
one more contented and helpful?
Contrast the unhappy Saul of Tarsus,
the intellectual persecutor, with the godly and contented Paul, the revealer of
that gem in literature whose rays will
penetrate the ages to come, as it has the
ages past, with spiritual beauty and upliftment-the thirteenth chapter of First
Corinthians-wherein he has proclaimed
the eternal truth of the correlation of
education and religion.
"Though I
speak with the tongue of men and of
angels, and though I have the gift of
prophecy, and understand all mysteries
and all knowledge, and have not LOVE,
I am nothing."
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When in prison, he reconciled himself
to what he would not have chosen, and
making the most of his imprisonment,
wrote optimistic letters to others. It is
impossible to close the doors of usefulness against such a man. Paul stated
that he had "learned to be content," and
we are told that "Paul had a finished
education." Not until spiritual unfoldment, as well as intellectual, go hand in
hand, will man be truly educated. Intellect is the fountain; the water of life
springs from the heart; it is not dependent upon the intellect for expression, but
the intellect is a useless form without
the water of the Spirit.
Baha'u'Ilah has set forth the idealism
of life, and it is beginning to flow like
pure strong blood through the arti:riE'5
of the world today, teaching Wdn that
the finest thought of all is the enriching,
the training, the perfecting and den'loping of his own soul, to know what life
really means, and to find the way to make
it richer and fairer, more purposeful and
worth while to the world.
It has been said, "Education is the
answer of the soul that has heard the
demands of God." It is the fruit of that
faith which believes in something grander
and more satisfying than daily bread,
something higher than the imperative
demands of the physical body, the faith
that looks out and holds to the vision of
hope for the ultimate realization, that believes that it is better to lose the whole
worlcl than to fail in finding and saving
the true self.
No matter what a man may profess in
religion, unless he is making life one long
educational course, with the motive of
lofty idealism, with the hope of .finding
the fullness of life, for the sake of giving forth that measure to others, his religion has nothing of the infinite or
divine about it, be it church, school or
press.
In defining the word Religion, 'Abc1u'l
Baha has said, "By the word Religion I
do not mean the present dogmatic and
theological imitations which are in the
hands of the people. By Religion I mean
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the world of morality. After the moral
aspect of humanity becomes readjusted,
then the greatest unity will be realized;
but without this moral adjustment it is
impossible to establish harmony and
concord. vVhen the morality of the
world of humanity is beautified and
adorned with praiseworthy virtues, there
will be an end to war." Again he said,
"True Religion is to characterize one's
self with the characteristics of God,
which are Love, Virtue, Knowledge,
Justice, Mercy, Truth."
'IiVhen in our school curriculum is included character building and knowledge
of metaphysical and spiritual laws, the
true education of the child will begin,
and not until then. The cold letter killeth; it is the spirt which giveth life.
Let us also look forward to that day
when the opportunity for education along
all lines will be like the air we breathe,
free for all according to one's capacity
to absorb; when there will be no "educated classes," no "superior classes," for
every man will feel that he isst:tperior
to taking and enjoying a thing from
which others are barred by fortune and
ill birth. As long as others are kept in
prison, we too are in bonds.
A set form of education, like a set
form of religious service, irons out all
the individuality of a soul. From a
Baha'i viewpoint, a school should not be

a preparation; a school should be life
unfoldment.
Greater than all the marvelous inventions of the age is this new religious educational message. N one of these can
compare in value to that which gives love
for brutality, trust for fear, hope for
despair, the natural for the artificial,
true character for animalism. We cannot make the plant blossom, but we can
place it in the sunshine and supply its
needs for growth, and nature does the
rest. So it is with the teaching; one can
but comply with the requirements of
growth in the individual, and God does
the rest.
We need spirituality and a training of
the mind that will cause it to react always in a definite way, for Love is not
an emotion but an eternal Divine Principle. Truly it has been said, "Teach me
kindly interest in my fellows, imbue my
character with this, and you have given
me a foundation that will stand."
That which stirs and awakens the
spiritual within man, lifts him out of
ignorance and ignoble sloth, holds before
him the view ·of the ascending spirit,
clarions to lofty deeds, calls to life in
him a faith in his own divine possibilities, speaks to the deep places of his
heart, makes him believe in that which
is better than he knows-this is the
mouthpiece of religion and the tie that
binds education and religion into one.

'ABDU'L-BAHA
(Love Is the Clue)

BY STANWOOD COBB

o Heart of Love, we turn to thee
To guide us over life's strange, trackless sea.
The thinker thinks his intellect the goal
But we know better, you and I, my soul;
Love is the clue, and Love the guiding, too;
Without it none may pass life's mystic portals through.
And so to that great Splenc10r of Desire far away,
Love be my company, and Love my stay.
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EDUCATION MUST INCLUDE THE SPIRITUAL IDEALS
OF WORLD PEACE AND BROTHERHOOD
A COMPILATION FROM THE WORDS OF 'ABDU'L BAHA

"THE
cially

d~tty

of

ed~tcated

men, espepresidents of the
nation, is this: To teach in the ~tni
versifies and schools ideas concerning
universal peace, so that the student may
be so molded that in after years he may
help carry to fruition the most usef~tl
and human issue of mankind."
~tniversity

"THE
schools should be free from
all religious and racial prejudices,
for these often prevent good results from
being obtained. All schools and colleges should have these three foundations.
First-They should be sincere in the
service of training the souls. They
should discover the mysteries of nature
and extend the circle of art, commerce,
etc., so that ignorance and the lack of
knowledge will pass away and the lights
of science and knowledge shine forth
from the horizon of the soul and heart.
In all schools and universities, a general
rule for training should be made.
Seconcl-Training in morality is necessary, so that the pupils' good conduct
may remain unchanged and so that they
may progress in a most befItting manner, become possessed of lofty ideas,
lovers of the world of hurnanity, and so
that they will hold fast to the spiritual
perfections and to that which does not
displease God.
Third-Service to the world of humanity should be obligatory. Every
student should know, with perfect certainty, that he is the brother of the people of all religions and nations and that
he should be without religious, racial,
national, patriotic or political bias, so
that he may find the thoughts of uni-

versal peace and the love of humankind
firmly established in his heart. He
should know himself as a servant of
human society of all the countries in the
world. He should see God as the heavenly father and all the servants as his
children, counting all of the nations,
parties and sects as one family. The
mothers in the homes, the teachers in the
schools, the professors in the ll11iversities, and the leaders in the lofty
gatherings, must cause these thoughts to
be penetrative and effective, as the
spirit, circulating in the veins and nerves
of the children and pupils, so that the
world of humanity may be delivered
from the calamities of fanaticism, war,
battle, hate and obstinacy, and so that
the nether world may become the paradise of heaven."

"I

N this age every face must turn to
God! so that spiritual enlightenment
will go hand in hand with material education. Material education alone cannot
make the world happy. Spiritual civilization must assist the material. The
material civilization is like the lamp, but
the spiritual civilization is like the light
in the lamp. The lamp without the light
is a useless thing."

"THE
IDEALS of Peace must be
nurtured and spread among the
inhabitants of the world! They must be
instructed in the school of Peace and the
evils of war,-The advocates of Peace
must strive day and night, so that the individuals of every country may become
peace-loving, public opinion may gain a
strong and permanent footing, and day
by day the army of International Peace
be increased."
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"BAHA-U'LLAH teaches that the
world of humanity is in need
the breath of the Holy Spirit, for in spiritual quickening and enlightenment true
oneness is attained with God and man.
The "Most Great Peace" cannot be assured through racial force and effort; it
cannot be established by patriotic devotion and sacrifice; for nations differ widely and local patriotism has limitations.
Furthermore, it is evident that political
power and diplomatic ability are not
conducive to universal agreement, for
the interests of governments are varied
and selfish; nor will international harmony and reconciliation be an outcome
of human opinions concentrated upon it,
for opinions are faulty and intrinsically
diverse. Universal Peace is an impossibility thro'Uigh human and material
agencies; it must be through spiritual
power. There is need of a universal
impelling force which will establish the
oneness of humanity and destroy the
foundations of war and strife. No other
than the divine power can do this; therefore it will be accomplished through the
breath of the Holy Spirit.
No matter how far the material world
advances it cannot establish the happiness of 1nankind. Only when material
and spiritual civilization are linked and
coordinated will happiness be assured.
Then material civilization will not contribute its energies to the forces of evil
in destroying the oneness of humanity,
for in material civilization good and evil
advance together and maintain the same
pace. For example, consider the material progress of man in the last decade.
Schools and colleges, hospitals, philanthropic institutions, scientific academies
and temples of philosophy have been
founded, but hand In hand wi th these

evidences of development, the invention
and production of means and weapons
for human destruction have correspondingly increased.
In early days the
weapon of war was the sword; now it
Among the
is the magazine rifle.
ancients men fought with javelins and
daggers; now they employ shells and
bombs. Dreadnoughts are built, torpedoes invented and every few days a
new ammunition is forthcoming.
All this is the outcome of material
civilization; therefore although material
advancement furthers good purposes in
life, at the same time it serves evil ends.
The divine civilization is good because
it cultivates morals. Consider what the
prophets of God have contributed to
human morality. His Holiness, Jesus
Christ, summoned all to the "Most Great
Peace" through the acquisitions of pure
morals. If the moral precepts and foundations of divine civilization become
united with the material advancement of
man, there is no doubt that the happiness of the human world will be attained
and from every direction the glad tidings
of peace upon earth will be announced.
Then humankind will achieve extraordinary progress, the sphere of human intelligence will be immeasurably enlarged,
wonderful inventions will appear and
the spirit of God will reveal itself; all
men will consort in joy and fragrance,
and life eternal will be conferred upon
the children of the kingdom. Then will
the power of the divine make itself effective and the breath of the Holy Spirit
penetrate the essence of all things.
Therefore the material and the divine or
merciful civilizations must progress together until the highest aspirations and
desires of humanity shall become realized."
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ESPERANTO STUDY OFFICIAL FOR CHINA
[Editor's Nole-Bah~I-'u'1!~lh insisted on a
N official spoken and written lanuniversal language as one 0 f the necessary
guage for China, the land where a means to universal peace and brotberhood. The
national form of speech does not exist, reasons for this are made clear in the followmay be an accomplished fact in the near ing utterance of 'Abdu'l-Baha:]
future.
" TODAY the greatest need of the
Esperanto, the international language,
worlcl of humanity is discontinu,'Vil1 be made a compulsory study by the ance of the existing misunderstandings
Chinese Government as soon as enough among nations. This can be accomplished
teachers capable of teaching it are avail- through the unity of language. Unless
able. Eventually, government offir:ia1s the unity of language is realized, the
expect to establish Esperanto as the 'Most Great Peace' and the oneness of
official language of China.
the human world cannot be effectively
A movement is also under way in organized and established; because the
Japan with the object of adopting Esper- function of language is to portray the
anto as the popular written language of mysteries and secrets of human hearts.
that country becau8e of the cumbersome The heart is like a box and language is
system of Japanese script.
the key. 'vVe can open the box only by
Dr. Wellington Koo, former Chinese using the key, and observe the gems it
Ambassador to the United States, in an contains. Therefore the question of an
interview recently, said: "I am in favor auxiliary international tongue has the
of the maximum development and L1se utmost importance.
Through this means, international edu·
of Esperanto, both in my country, where
our people are so unhappy, divided by cation and training become possible; the
the multitude of dialects, and in other evidence and history of the past can be
nations of the world, for two reasons: acquired. The spread of the known
"First, because it can be so easily facts of the human world depends upon
12nguage. The explanation of divine
learned by those of the east and west.
teachings can only be through this
"Second, its logical structure makes
medium. As long as diversity of tongues
possible such a wide variety of thought
and lack of cOl11prehen~ion of other lanexpression with a minimum taxation
guages continue, these glorious aims canof the memory."
not be realized. Therefore the very first
The first al1-Esperanto university in service to the world of man is to estabthe world was opened in Peking in Sep- lish this auxiliary international means of
tember of last year. Students, number- communication.
It will become the
ing 170 from all sections of China, and cause of the tranquillity of the human
several fro111 Japan and Siberia, were commonwealth. Through it, sciences and
enrolled to take the courses, all of which arts will be spread among the nations
are conducted in Esperanto.
and it will prove to be the means of the
Normal schools throughout China are progress and development of all races.
already teaching the international lan- \Ve must endeavor with all our powers
guage, with the view of training their to establish this international auxiliary
pupils to qualify as teachers.
language throughout the world. It is
The dialects, of which there are at my hope that it may be perfected through
least eight so different as to be mutually the bounties of Goel and that intelliigent
unintel1igib1e, show the great need of a men may be selected from the various
nationa11anguage for the Chinese. Peopl~ countries of the wor1c1 to organize an
of one community are often unable to international congress whose chief aim
converse with those of another com- will be the promotion of this universal
munity, even though a few miles apart. medium of speech."

A
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A TRIP TO INDO-CHINA ON A CARGO BOAT
BY MARTHA L. ROOT
T IS a pleasant, three or four-day

I journey along the China Sea from
Hongkong down to Saigno, Indo-China.

Would you like to take it with me on a
mental cargo boat in fifteen minutes'
reading? Instead of the big French
liner, we will go on the "Lorestan," a
little cargo boat of some 1400 tons.
You, gracious readers, and myself are
the only passengers on this immaculately
clean, cool-looking, spick and span, white
and blue boat, touched with trimmings
of vivid red like the splash of rich color
in an eastern bird's wings. We are to
have our meals with the officers on the
western "veranda" of this "cargoyacht." Kings, poets, or you, could not
choose a more glorious view.
The lure of the East is perhaps nowhere more enchanting than at sea. The
sunrises and sunsets offer new glimpses
in color that may be just a hint of what
the glories will be in the next Kingdom
of Light,-this Kingdom where we cannot go and then return, until Sir Oliver
Lodge, Mr. Edison, or other scientists
chart the unkown route!
Of course the raison d' etre of the
"Lorestan's" going is not just to carry
us. She takes sharks' fins, birds' nests
for soup, and lots of other good things
that the hundreds of thousands of
Chinese out in Indo-China wish brought
over to them. What it carries back
comes later in this sea tale.
After four days of real rest, reading,
and happy conversations, a French pilot
comes abroad the "Lorestan" at Cape St.
J ames, the mouth of the Saigon River.
He has charted this tortuous, exoticbanked, semi-dangerous-under-a calmexterior river. So he takes the helm and
steers her the 45 miles up to Saigon.
Do you know anything about lndoChina? It's a place the tourists are just

beginning to discover has some new
thrills. All its charms are enhanced by
a dream and light and by an atmosphere
of infinite purity and softness. If you
are interested in ruins greater and more
enigmatic than those of the Pyramids in
Egypt, or Babylonian antiquities, or
works of Ancient Greece, Indo-China is
the place to find them. Up in Cambodia,
you can visit the ruins of Angkor, the
most artistic and majestic known in the
world. The French say there are a
whole set of Khmer monuments covering
regions which extend to the very Siamese
frontier. Founded in the tenth century
of our era, Angkor was the capital of
the ancient Kingdom of Cambodia or
Khmer. A tradition, which still lingers
in the country, relates that this kingdom
had as tributaries more than 120 kings
with an army of fifteen million soldiers,
and that the Treasury Buildings covered
an area of several leagues! Nowhere
can an architectural conception be found
to match the ruins at Angkor.
"Since the revelation of the buried
cities of Assyria," the learned English
archeologist Fergusson wrote in 1867,
"the discovery of the ruined cities of
Cambodia is the most important fact for
the history of Eastern art." These
extraordinary ruins profusely covered
with prodigious ornamentation, representing scenes of Brahmanic mythology,
and in the conception of which the decorator's fancy has been joined to the
builder's science, present a view of incomparable grandeur. The most gorgeous vegetation, mixing with the most
sumptuous architecture, gives to the
temples a truly admirable finishing touch.
Hemi Mouhot, a French naturalist
entrusted with a mission to Indo-China,
wrote: "Y ou admire and you remain
respectfully silent; where can you find
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Angkor-Vat, a general view, third StOl'Y in Angkor, Kingdo111 of Cambodia or
Khmer, in Indo-China. The third tiel' of galleries rests on an enormous square
basement, each face of it being 82 yards long. Twelve monumental staircases
lead to these galleries. At each corner rises a towel'. From the grmmd u.p la
the top of these towers all has been drawn, engraved and pounced by '111Gsien·
words, indeed, to praise a work of architecture perhaps unequalled all over the
globe ?" In a fifteen mile radius the
country is covered with almost equally
fme remains. There are in the West, the
gigantic basin of Barai, the temple of
Barai-Meboum; in the North the PrakKhan whose wall is almost one kilo meter
on each side; in the East, Ek-Dey with
its twelve courts and its nine towers;
Ta-Prohm with its battlementecl wall
and twenty-eight towers; the pyramidlike building of Me-Boum, formed of
four courses above one another and sup_·
porting towers, and many others. You
can certainly marvel at the genius of men
long since disappeared-you can marvel
at this labor of centuries and the work
of time.
Cochin-China, with its capital at Sai-

gon, IS owned by the French. IncloChina, which includes Cochin-China,
Annam, Laos, Cambodia and the territory of Kwang Ch an wan (leased by
France from China), are under French
protectorate. Perhaps no colonists in thc
world have built so many splendid roads
as have the French in Indo-China.
Motoring is a joy. The roads, the railroads, and the boats make it possible to
take all kinds of unusual excursions
through unhackneyed, so far little "touristed" sections. Camping trips are becoming very popular. Little trips can
also be taken on elephant back, horseback, or in a sampan, which is a miniature houseboat provided with mats, a
roof, and a galley. Or one may go in Cl
rickshaw-a two-wheeled cart drawn by
a native, or go in a sedan chair.
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A visit to Saigon in May is as hot as
India at its hottest. One's first impression through the intense fanfare of heat
is that Saigon is a wonderfully brilliant
park filled with houses. The trees are
immense and beautiful; the canopied
avenues are nature's Gothic at its best.
Here and there are the gorgeous redflowered century-old trees that may have
been brought as seedlings from Burma.
The people in Saigon are: French,
five thousand; Anamites, eighty thousand; Chinese, twelve thousand; a very
few British and Americans; some
Malays, Siamese, Cambodians, Philipinos, Indians, Arabs, Africans and
other Asiatics.
Touching Saigon is
Cholon, a Chinese city, with a population
of two hundred thousand. Giandinh, an
Annamite city close by, has a population
of fifty thousand. So the three cities,
which are practically one city, have a
population of nearly four hundred thou··
sand.
Surely if any place needs a universal,
auxiliary language, Indo-China doe.s.
The grown-ups among the French, for
the most part, do not seem to learn
Chinese or Annamite.
The Chinese
often cannot speak Annamite and the
Annamite man is not enough of a
linguist to bother to learn their tongues.
English is very little spoken. French is
being taught in all the schools of the
provinces.
The trip to Saigon was made to tell
the people about the universal Principles
of Baha'u'llah, World Educator of Acca,
Palestine, whose mission was to bring
world peace.-He was the son of the
Prime Minister of Persia. One of His
principles is the promotion of a universal, auxiliary language. The Frenchman
hopes it will be French. French has
fifty-five thousand root words and is
difficult to learn. The Englishman may
say it will be English, but English has
sixty-five thousand root words and is
also difficult. Besides, so much business
may come to the country whose language
is chosen that it might defeat the very
end of world peace. Esperanto, which

is very little known in Indo-China, has
two thousand root words and is very
easy to acquire. The point is not WHAT
bnguage, but for the rulers of the world
to appoint a committee to consider a
language that shall be made the universal, auxiliary tongue.
Arriving in Saigon, the first visits
vvere to the newspaper offices. The
Bahai Cause for world peace was explained and booklets left. One of the
happiest friendships was in one of the
newspaper offices. Madame Boeuf, a
charming young woman, is the only
woman editor in Indo-China. She edits
an English section in "L'Information de
l'Extreme Orient." She is a graduate
of the Universite de Montpelier. She
was friendly to the Baha'i Principles and
said: "I am very, very pleased to know
you. I will study the Baha'i doctrine and
spread it among my friends. I will do
my best to get the Bahai article you bring
me from the French viewpoint into the
Annamite newspapers." She used three
excellent, long articles about the Baha'i
Movement, with cut of 'Abdu'l-Baha;
an article about the Baha'i Temple in
Chicago with cut, and under the big caption "A Very Interesting Lecture About
Universal Peace." She gave the lecture that the magazine writer had delivered in a college with some six
hundred and fifty students, French, Annamite and Chinese.
Some excerpts from her newspaper
articles are: "The Baha'i movement is
the biggest movement in the world today
for universal peace; it is the Sen:non on
the Mount universalized. It is the spirit
of this age and contains the highest
ideals of this century. The founders of
the Baha'i Movement were the Bab,
Baha'u'llah and' Abdu'l-BaM. Since the
passing of 'Abdu'l-Baha Shoghi Effendi
is the guardian of the Cause.
"Some of the new teachings of
Baha'u'llah for the needs of this radiant
century are the independent investigation of truth; the oneness of mankind,
universal peace, universal education, a
universal auxiliary language, the har-
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mony of science and religion, the unc1er~
lying oneness of a1l religious faiths, that
work done in the spirit of service is
worship, and many other",. These teachings of Baha'u'llah are training the world
spiritually to a new era of divine consciousness. The ,,\Torld of humanity is
going through a process of transformation. A ne"v race is being developed.
The thoughts of human brotherhood are
permeating the depths of hearts and a
new spirit of universal consciousness is
being developed. The Baha'] Movement,
although only about eighty years old, is
becoming well known in every country."
The day the lecture was given one
excerpt quoted by this newspaper ·was:
"'liVe all, the Eastern and \Vestern nations, must work with all our brains and
all our hearts to cement unity among
nations. Then rnost wonderful power
will come and the happiness of humanit-y
be assured.
"To be really educated is something
more than cramming the memory with
facts about arithmetic, grammar, geography, important as these are. The well
educated boys and girls are the ones
taught from earliest childhood to love
God and dedicate their lives to Him, to
regard service to humanity as the highest
aim in life, to develop their powers to
the best advantage for the general good
of all.
"\i\lhen the girl is educated equally
with the boy. the coming generations will
see great public advancement in matters
of health, peace, and regard for human
life.
Another French paper under the heading, "Film du jour. Le Bahaisme,"
pI-inted an account whicb also carried
the message well.
The Chinese and Annamite newspapers followed with some comprehensive
articles about the Baha'i Principles.
No foreigner in Saigon gives a public
lecture without permission from the
Governor. After a call upon the Governor and presentation of credentials-also a copy of the lecture written out
specially to show him-the Governor
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him.self telephoned the President of the
largest school, giving his approval of a
lecture. The students represented all
the different religions, and there ·was a
true spiritLlal bond between students and
speaker, for all were the friends 0 f Godl
One book was placed in the city
library. Calls were Jater made on nineteen schools, societies, or individuals in
tbe short stay oE live days. Man does
nothing, but Gael in His Bounty, can
bring; trom a few pure seeds taken in
love to Saigon, a spiritual harvest like
unto the fal11011~ rice of Indo-China,
which is exported by the millions of tons.
SpirituaJ argosies often conie ham
faithiul, small beginnings. 111'. and
Mrs. Hippolyte Drey ius- Bamey, distinguished Bahais of Paris, vv-ho have
been in Indo-China and to Hongkong,
will send books in Fren ch on these Bah,l,'i
Principles. Because it is the Truth, it
will make an instant appeaL
Returning to the "Lorestan," the lure
of love will make you sad to leave these
many friends of Indo~China. You have
struck such a chord of harmony between
yourself, and these friends, French, Annamite and Chinese, that spiritually you
are all vibrating in unison.
The vibrations echo over the ship.
V/hat is this, the Captain is saying? As
the cargo boat is loaded so full, he thinks
\ilie may all go clown into watery graves
and the Chinese still wish to stow on
mme! he exclaims:
"You see this
Bahai business has got into our veins.
VVe can't force them off, we are brotherly!" and the calm Chinese succeed in
getting on each last bag, which fortunately is charcoal and not very heavy.
"Did you make any converts in Saigon?" the Captain asked.
"I didn't go to make converts. I went
to tell them," I replied. "But really you
are a convert, Captain, for you are living
everyone of these Principles and telling
them to your men. No matter by what
name you officers can yourselves, you are
all Bahais; you live the Principles."
You readers can stroll over the ship
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with me and see what has come out of
Indo-China. You find huge logs of teakwood that in Hongkong will be made
into beautiful, carved furniture. There
are thousands of tons of rice, also some
paddy, pepper, maize, hides, fish, copra,
beans. The Amahs in China will use the
charcoal in their flatirons.
Under the awning on the lower deck,
with straw mats strewn over the teakwood logs, sit a hundred or more deck
passengers. They bring their food and
their wash-basins and "camp out."
Happy? Yes, they are contented and
jolly. Some of them are already reading the Bahi'i booklets and later the Captain says that the Compradore may interpret and a Baha'i lecture can be given.
Who says this is not a peace ship!
Everybody is happy, even the winds of
Heaven blow down as a gift a refreshing breeze as the "Lorestan" moves out
into the sea.
The officers are so genial and they are
looking into the Bahi'i Principles. And
you too, 0 readers, in your trip on this
"Lorestan," are you not interested? If

you do not take these workable, peace
principles to humanity, who then will
take them? The promoters of Christianity, Confucianism, Buddhism, Mohammedanism, Zoroastrianism and the other
great spiritual movements were faithful
human beings who, when they saw the
Truth, took it to others. World peace
is coming spiritually just like that.
If Christ could have lived and traveled, if Baha'u'llah could have been free
to visit all countries, if 'Abdu'l-Baha
could have come to China and to lndoChina, how great would have been the
results! Man, in his ignorance and blind
prejudices, prevented them. Now the
only way the Most Great Peace can come
is for Their faithful disciples-and
disciples of all the other world teachers
-to take these universal Bahi'i Principles for world peace and carry them
to every land.
"0 Lord of all beings! Illumine the
hearts with Thy joyful glad tidings diffused from Thy all-glorious Station!
Make firm their steps in Thy Most
Great Covenant!"

A UNIVERSAL MESSAGE
FROM SHOGHI EFFENDI, GUARDIAN OF THE BAHA'I CAUSE
HO can fail to realize the sore
need of bleeding humanity, in its
present state of uncertainty and peril for
the regenerating Spirit of GOD manifested this Day so powerfully in this
Divine Dispensation? Four years of unprecedented warfare and world cataclysms, followed by another four years
of bitter disappointment and suffering,
have stirred deeply the conscience of
mankind, and opened the eyes of an unbelieving world to the Power of the spirit
that alone can cure its sicknesses, heal its
wounds and establish the long-promised
relgn of undisturbed prosperity and
peace.

W

Humanity, torn with dissension and
burning with hate, is crying at this hour
for a fuller measure of that love which is
born of GOD, that love which in the
last resort will prove the one solvent of
its incalculable difficulties and problems.
Is it not incumbent upon us, whose hearts
are aglow with love for Him, to make
still greater effort to manifest that love
in all its purity and power in our dealings
with our fellowmen? May our love for
our beloved Master, so ardent, so disinterested in all its aspects, find its true
expression in love for our fellowbrethren and sisters in the Faith as well
as for all mankind.
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PROGRESSIVE CHINA
HILE the students of far Eastern
affairs look with some apprehension on the day when the full power of
modern scientific civilization leaps into
being in China, with its immense population evolved, through stern cerituries
of struggle for existence, to an unparalleled degree of vigor and hardiness,
Baha'is are working there to bring about
a splendid brotherhood between China
and America, the two great outposts, respectively, of the Oriental and Occidental civilizations.
It is significant that if, as in the past,
civilization moves over westward, it
must on advancing beyond the western
coasts of this country cross the Pacific
and reach to China as it already has
reached to Japan. Thus it would seem
that China has a great and glorious
future.
This is the thought of observant traveIers who have come to love and admire
that many-virtued race. And such is the
prophecy of 'Abdu'l-Baha, who bespeaks
for China a destiny most great. "China,"
he says, "is the country of the future.
China-ward the Cause of Baha'u'llah
must march.
China has most great
capability. The Chinese people are most
simple-hearted and truth-seeking.
In
China one can teach many souls and
train and educate such divine personages, each one of whom lTlay become the
bright candle of the world of hUlll.anity.
Truly, I say they are free from any deceit and hypocrisies and are prompted
with ideal motives. I hope the right
kind of a teacher will be inspired to go
to that vast Empire to lay the foundation of the Kingdom of God, to promote the principles of Divine Civilization, to unfurl the banner of the Cause
of Baha'u'llah, and to invite the people
to the Banquet of the Lord."
Such a teacher has fortunately been
found in Miss Martha Root, whose
journalistic experience, spiritual charm,
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and ability as a speaker, have opened to
her many cloors in the Celestial Empire.
It is surprising" how this little American
won1.an, singly and alone, fearlessly
travels into the heart of China geographically, and likewise touches the
hearts of the beloved Chi.nese friends.
Her articles on the I:lah{\'i Cause have
been published in nearly every important
newspaper in that country, and for the
most part, editors are ever ready to fully
and correctly report her Addresses. She
has lectured in many of the prominent
Colleges of tbe Country. For some time
she was in the more important Cities like
Peking, Shanghai, I-long Kong and Canton, but for the past several months she
has been visiting in Hangchow, Nanking,
Hankow, Wuchang, Changsha and other
places. It has been her privilege to meet
many of the prominent educators and
officials of Cbina, the real thinkers of
that wonderful country; and not just in
a hurried formal way, but she has visited
them in their homes and had long conferences and discussions on those vital
questions centering around the hoped-for
solution of problems which are more or
less affecting all peoples.
The Hongkong Telegraph, which is a
newspaper printed in the English language for the benefit of the large American quarter in the city, speaks very
earnestly and favorably of Miss Root's
work in an edi.torial, as follows :
"At a time when there is so much
antagonism among the nations of the
world, the principles of the Baha'i movement, as expou,ncled by Miss Root the
other day, make interesting reading, and
apart from mere interest is the beauty of
thought which dominates the entire
theme of this new attempt to realize the
brotherhood of man. We are presented
with a Movement which cloes not seek to
win converts to a new religion, but to
form a link that shall bind the followers
of all creeds in one universal belief, the
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peaceful destiny of mankind. Perhaps
Baha'ism is a substitute for that combination of all the best in each religion
which philosophers have dreamed of;
for goodwill toward others is the fundamental principle of all the greatest
creeds.
"In its advocacy of world peace the
Baha'i movement strives to bring about
through the hearts of the people what
Governments are daily being proved incapable of accomplishing. When we observe the world as it is today and as it
promises to be tomorrow, we cannot feel
hopeful of the great success of the
apostles of this creed of fraternity, but
we can all the more readily admire the
effort to sow the good seed; and however much might fall on stony ground,
some is sure to find fertile soil in which
to take root."
The South China Morning Post, also
printed in English for the American
quarter, gives the following interesting
account of a lecture by Miss Root at the
Hong Kong University:
"Miss Martha L. Root, a newspaper
and magazine writer of the United
States, who is spending two weeks in
Hong Kong, after speaking and writing
in nineteen of the leading cities of China,
gave an address on Wednesday before
the students of Hong Kong University.
Her subject was, 'Universal Peace and
How the Students Can Help Bring It.'
During the lecture she spoke of the
Baha'i Cause and what it is doing to
further worlc1 peace. She graphically
outlined the history and teachings of this
Baha'i movement, founded in the latter
part of the nineteenth century by the
three great Persian teachers, the Bab,
Baha'u'lbih and 'Abdu'l-Baha. 'Abdu'lBaha was knighted by the British Government for this work toward universal
peace.
"She said that this is undoubtedly onc
of the most remarkable religious and
social movements of which history bears
any record. It seems destined to play
a great part in bringing about unity of

religions and the establishment of peace
throughout the world. The cause of
Baha'u'llah, Miss Root said, was the
same as the cause of Christ. It was the
same temple and the same foundation.
In the coming of Christ the divine teachings were given in accordance with the
infancy of the human race. The teachings of Baha'u'llah had the same basic
principles, but were according to the degree of maturity of the world today and
the requirements of this illumined age.
"The speaker gave as some of the
basic principles the unification of the
world of humanity, the welding together
of the world's different religions, the reconciliation of religion and science, the
establishment of universal peace, of
international arbitration, of an International House of Justice, of an international auxiliary language, the emancipation of women, universal education,
the abolition not only of chattel slavery
but of industrial slavery, the organization of humanity as a single whole, with
due regard to the rights and liberties of
each individual. These were problems
of gigantic magnitude and stupendous
difficulty in relation to which Christians,
Mohammedans and adherents of other
faiths had held and still hold the most
diverse and often violently-opposed
VIews, but Baha'u'llah had revealed
clearly defined principles, the general
adoption of which would obviously make
the world a paradise.
"The state of the world today, Miss
Root said, surely afforded ample evidence that, with rare exceptions, people
of all religions need to be re-awakened
to the real meaning of their religion; and
that re-awakening was an important
part of the work of Baha'u'llah. He
came to make Confucianists better Confucianists, Christians better Christians.
to make Moslems, real Moslems, to make
all men true to the spifit that inspired
their prophets. He also fulfilled the
promise made by these prophets of a
more glorious Manifestation which was
to appear in the fullness of time to
crown and consummate their labors. He
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gives a universal teaching which afforded a finn foundation on which a new and
better civilization could be built, a teaching adapted to the needs of the world
in the new era which was now commencmg.

"One of the questions asked by Rabindranath Tagore, the first day of his arrival in Hong Kong, the speaker said, was
'How is the Baha'i Cause progressing?'
Baha'u'llah's son, 'Abdu'l-Baha, always
wished to come to China. He said if
these principles for world peace could
be explained to a few of the thinkers of
China, they themselves would take them
to their people. He stated that the Chinese had a great capacity and China would
be the country of the future. 'When
Religion,' 'Abdu'l Baha said, 'shorn of
its
superstitions
and
unintelligent
dogmas, shows its conformity with
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science, then there will be a great unifying, cleansing force in the world, which
will sweep before it all wars, disagreements, discords and struggles, and then
will mankind be united in the power of
the love of God.'
"Some of the earnest young Chinese,
Miss Root said, were writing to Shoghi
Effendi, grandson of "Abc1u'l-Baha and
guardian of the Baha'i work, asking
him to come to China and lecture in universities and normal schools on the universal principles of Baha'u'llah."
In writing of her work she says, "I
know of no country in the world where
the people are so ready and where the
opportunities are so vast. It is a favor
and bounty from God to have the privilege to do anything for China. I do not
think one of you will ever come here
who will not love the Chinese."

THE WORLD OF THE SOUL
BY JINAB-I-F ADIL
F WE search and investigate and on the physical body. On the other hand,
travel through the world of the if the soul is in the grip of fear; if it is
human soul we find it a boundless, meas- weak or in a state of melancholy, the
ureless and fathomless reality, a reality body will immediately respond to those
which is unique, an ocean which is un- vibrations. Fear and imagination have
fathomable and a world which is infinite. a great effect upon the body of man.
Ancient thinkers said there are two For example, if a person is swin1111ing
worlds: one is the world of human soul and permits fear to take possession of
and the other the world of nature; both his soul, he will immediately lose confiare two unlimited books of God full of dence and also control of his movements.
knowledge and wisdom and signs of the If he is walking upon the ridge of a
power of God. They described the mountain or the top of a high building
philosopher as one whose inner world and fear enters in, he will tremble and
was a HliHor on which was reflected all fall. A ropewalker illustrates this printhe images of the outer world; the phi- ciple very aptly. Through the reasoning
losopher became the prototype of all the faculty such perfect control is maintained that he walks upon the rope with
discovered truth of life.
When we ponder carefully over the perfect poise.
Also, the effect of the inner man upon
soul of man we realize that the effects
of the soul conditions are manifest in all the outer is not limited to the man himthe motions and activities of the exter- self, but has a general effect upon others.
nal man. For example, if the soul is I f, for instance, some one begins to yawn
functioning in a vibrant, spiritual, op- from fatigue in a group, others will soon
timistic and happy environment its eHect follow his example, or if he is full of
will be instantaneous and 1110st powerful vivacity and happiness he will electrify
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others around him. These few illustrations point the clear fact that the world
of the soul has independent existence;
its effect is creative; it reverberates with
the vibrations of joy and sorrow, pain
and pleasure, friendship and estrangement.
Inasmuch as the soul has this inventive and creative power in the kingdom
of imagination, how much more universal "vill be its scope if it is strengthened and buttressed by the spiritual
forces of God. Thus if the soul of man
is reinforced by the divine powers and
energies, not only his o"vn body will become a perfect example of health and
radiation and joy, but he will radiate like
the sun those rays of happiness to all
vvho ·come in touch with him.
The Manifestations of God, the
prophets of divinity, are those spiritual
educators who have initiated a system
of spiritual training based upon this law.
The benefit hl11Y,anity will draw from
this system will be commensurate with
its application in the daily life.
One branch of this system of spiritual
education deals with the inculcation of
ethics in the lives of men. For example,
in the soul of man there are certain tendencies or qualities: one is fear, another
courage, another rashness. K ow extremes in any direction mean disease and
the :vIanifestations of God come to teach
us that fear is evil, recklessness is un"vvise and that courage is the golden
mean. Also we have a trinity of other
tendencies; squanderi.ng as one pole and
avarice the other.
One may be so
avaricious that, as the Persian poets express it-the palm of his hand is as dry
as the surface of Sahara. The spendthrift wastes money, while generosity
again is the golden mean. Also justice
is the golden mean between tyranny and
a lackadaisical acceptance of humiliation
or adversity. Contentment and chastity
are two other characteristics which have
their extremes.
These five qualities are the five golden
rules of ethics. These five pathways

lead to a happy, contented life as revealed in the sacred books and taught by
the Manifestations of God. If we simply
read them, kiss the sacred books as a
sign of respect, place them on the shelf
and forget them, this will do us no good
at all. Theories and "vords may have an
effect upon the lives of men, but
Baha'u'llah tells us that in the last
analysis deeds are the criterion of right
and wrong. One may write a most inspiring book or give many lectures on
these five qualities without any effect
whatever, but if he arises and by his
deeds manifests the quality of generosity, for example, by dispensing a portion of his fortune for the alleviation of
suffering humanity, his action will have
a great effect. The :vIanifestation of
God points to us the road and tells us
this is the pathway. If ,ye walk in it we
shall reach a certain destination, but the
walking must be done by ourselves; nobody will help us.
This fact is illustrated by the example
of a man giving a banquet and preparing
all kinds of dishes and when invited to
eat, the guest replies: "It is too much
trouble-eat it for me." Vie know the
condition of such a man. Those who
have not heard about this system of
spiritual education are not so much responsible for carrying it out in their
lives, but those who affiliate with it and
go under its banner are those among
the rest of the world who should characterize themselves with its qualities and
embody its principles in their lives.
During the last seventy years Baha'u'l13.h and' Abdu'l-Baha, through their lives
and teachings, have trained and educated their followers to be ever watchful
-not of others but themselves.
Now this moral training of the soul is
one of the branches of spiritual education and we can never characterize ourselves v.rith these golden qualities unless
we begin at home with the self within
us and try to control that self in order
that we may be able to convey the same
knowledge of triumph 311d victory to
others.
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ANNUALBAHA1CONVENTION
(Brief Report)

BY LOUIS G. GREGORY
HE sixteenth annual Baha'i convention has passed into history. Like
those preceding, it had its unique features and adds its part to the development of the Cause of Baha'u'llah in the
western world.
One feature was a
change of setting, giving a new point of
contact with western hfe. The place of
the convention was Worcester, Mass.,
one of the largest and most important
of New Eng"land cities.
The convention was called to order
by \lVilliam H. Randall, president of
the National Spiritual Assembly, who
made what may be called a keynote address. He expressed high admiration of
the Worcester friends, whose cordial
welcome had cheered every heart. He
deplored the darkness of the world,
which left to itself, could only perish.
The Baba'is have found tbe remedy;
but if they do not use it, God will raise
up other servants to do His Will. The
love that is effective must be translated
into deeds. The negative condition of
the world can only be transformed by
the spiritual lightening of the Cause.
The souls will find freedom and growth
only by the baptism of knowledge divine
and of the Holy Spirit.
The principal business of the convention was the election of the new National
Spiritual Assembly. The balloting resulted in the election of the following
friends, in order: S. Schophlocker,
Mountfort Mills, Mrs. Frecl Morton,
Horace Holley, Mrs. A. S. Parsons, Roy
C. Wilhelm, Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf,
Mrs. May Maxwell and Alfred E. Lunt.
Upon consideration and further consultation, it was deemed wise to elect nine
others, as a so-called reservoir from
which helpers might be drawn to fill va-
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cancies at meetings of the National
Spiritual Assembly,· which must now, in
view of the expansion of business, bt
frequent. The nine thus chosen by vote
of the convention follow: Mrs. A. E.
Collins, VI. H. Randall, Mrs. Edith
Ingliss, C. M. Remey, Mrs. Mariam
Haney, Mrs. Louise Boyle, A. R. Vai1,
Howard Strl1ven and L. G. Gregory.

'1"

HE public meetings ~or teaching
opened on Sunclay evemng. Mountfort Mills of New York presided
and made an address on the "Dynamics
of the Cause." He dealt in part with
the history of the Cause, describing the
wonderful lives of the Bab, Baha'u'llah
and 'Abdl1'l-Baha, their heroic sacrifices
and the principles of light for which they
stood.
Dr. John Herman Randall, of New
York, in whole pulpit 'Abclu'l-Baha
spoke during His western tow', delivered
a most eloquent address on "The Spirit
of the New Era." It was immensely
pleasing to the large audience, which included many inquirers. Dr. Randall reviewed his early association with Bah{l'i
friends, who attending his church and
listening to his sermons, told him that
he was a Bah~l'i. He did not know that
he was, but this spirit he had inlbibed
while a student at the University of Chicago. During these days he attended the
World's Parliament of Religions where
he heard many broad and inspiring utterances. He heard the report sent by
Dr. J essup from Palestine, which gave
a description of Baha'u'll:ih and quoted
his wonderful words 011 "The Most Great
Peace." Later he met' Abcll1'l-Bah:i, who
graciously accepted his invitation to
speak from his pulpit. He was greatly
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drawn to Him and admired the simplicity, purity, breadth, and beauty of
His spirit, in which he saw nothing less
than the spirit of the great Avators who
sometimes come to earth. Under this
wonderful inspiration he had continued
to preach love, universal brotherhood, the
abandonment of prejudices and freedom from narrowness and dogmas.
He welcomed the new spirit in the
culture of today through which a new
chapter is being written in the unfolding story of human life. The old chapter is ended, but the new has immediately
begun. The idea of nationalism was supreme during the dark ages and individuals were regarded as only the means
of increasing production and amassing
wealth. That old spirit survives among
some elements today, but it must inevitably give way in the advancing tide of
unity, democracy and freedom. The
world is in reality one great neighborhood with people in divers parts to a
large extent sharing each others ideas
and sentiments. Universalism in ldeas
and sentiments is destined to grow. He
referred to radio as one of the means
by which various peoples, races and
nations are being united in the neighborhood of the world.

T

HE subj ect of the Monday evening
session was "Independent In vestigation of Reality." Louis Gregory said:
Appearing upon the walls of the Congressional Library at Washington are
many inspiring mottoes, the flashes of
genius of men of many lands. One of
the most inspiring is that which reads:
"Ignorance is the curse of God; knowledge the wings by which we fly to
Heaven." The purpose of man's life is
to acquire knowledge. He should acquire
that which ennobles and elevates his
existence, and equally avoid that which
ensnares and degrades. The diffusion of
knowledge is great through many agencies today. But that which is vital to
man is what unfolds his relationship
to God and to his fellow beings. Great
Teachers of the past, the Prophets of

God, have elevated man from idol worship to a true knowledge of the Divine.
The Mighty Teacher of today, the Divine
Manifestation, has appeared to teach the
human race its essential unity, thereby
freeing it from the idols of caste, creed
and nativity, and exalting it to the understanding of one God and one Truth. This
is the enlightenment, happiness and glory
of man."
LBERT VAIL of Chicago delivered
the principal address to the large
audience. The founders of the great
world religions, he said, had little to tell
us of dogma and ritual. Their teachings
were sublimely ethical and spiritual and
are fundamentally the same. But their
great teachings of brotherhood, love and
justice, need renewal, and restatement
from age to age. They need to be applied to the new world conditions of the
new time and stated in accord with the
science of today. For true religion and
true science agree. If religious teachings are contrary to science' Abdu'l- Bahi
says that we should reject them. Mr.
Vail then quoted from many of the holy
books of the Great Prophets of the
world, showing their essential unity of
spirit, their: accord with true science
when stripped of dogma and superstitions. He then showed how Bahi-ul'llih,
the great light of this wonderful age, has
removed the veils of superstitions and
revealed the oneness and purity of the
Truth which shall set all men free.

A

RS. AMELIA A. COLLINS of
Pasadena, Calif., presided at the
closing session of the congress.
Jinab-i-Fadil, the first speaker, referred to the seven great religions
of the world and declared that
for them all there were two great
foundations.
These are the invisible
power of God and the immortality of the
soul. Adherents of the different religions opposed each other because of their
lack of understanding of the basic foundation of all of them. He deplored the
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superstitions and imaginations which had
entered religion, creating discord and
hatred among its adherents. Among
these superstitutions was the belief in a
literal hell, where people are burned with
fire. The real burning is the fire of
remorse. The belief that some are to be
committed eternally to hell, damned forever, with no hope of salvation, is the
creation of leaders who have used religion for self aggrandizement and personal ends. In this way speculative
creeds and narrow dogmas have been
substituted for truth. By such means the
Sun of Truth has been hid under many
veils and clouds. Hearts have been
made cold and minds limited and calculating. Hands have become grasping and
feet paralyzed. All the prophets of God
have taught peace and love; but the peo··
pIe do not understand them. The ad~
dress of Jinab-i- Fadil abounded in illustrations, many of them humorous,
showing the embarrassments and difficulties that have arisen among people
through their misunderstandings of religion and their failure to investigate the
reality. In one case, in an Oriental city,
he found that three days in every week
were kept "holy" and spent in idleness by
adherents of three different religions, out
of allegiance to their own and respect for
other faiths. He told them that in as
much as there are seven religions in the
world, if all their adherents were found
in their city, they would doubtless have
found it incumbent upon them to keep
the entire week "holy" and be lazy all
the time, so as not to offend. How much
better would it have been for all the
religions to units upon one day to be observed by all!
The light of this day is universal religion. The religion of the future will
consist of fundamental ideals, the constructive principles, the moral truths of
all the sacred Books. This is the aim
of the Baha'i Movement. It sets aside
creeds, un furls the banner of essential
ideals, and establishes unity in religion
for all mankind.
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ILLIAM H. RANDALL, in opening his address, referred to the
report of an interview with Robert D.
Towne, who said: "Religion is handicapped by lack of good news. There are
no more firm assurances such as the one
given to Peter and Andrew-'Follow
Me and I will make you fishers of men.' "
It n1.ust be evident to those who have followed these meetings that the good news
for which the world has been waiting has
appeared in the coming of Baha'u'llah
and' Abdu'l-Baha. That again the Holy
Spirit has appeared upon the earth and
has touched with its fargrance the heart
of the world. This Spirit, named in the
Baha'i Movement the Glory of God,
brings again the power, as in the case
of the disciples of old, so to transform
the lives of people that they may become
in truth "fishers of men." The Baha'i
Spirit is like the leaven of which Christ
spoke. It silently works in the souls of
men and brings to them the transforming influence of spiritual growth and
the inception of a world of unity. It
is not theory or philosophy. It is lovemaking, universal, world love-making,
the power to reveal harmony to a distracted mankind and to penetrate the
veils of prejudice and to establish the
foundation of national, social, religious
and economic concord.
The Baha'i message heralds this new
spiritual consciousness, the spirit of the
new age that floods the world with ideals
of unity. Its motion attracts people of
every race and nation, every religion and
creed, as the one solution of social reconstruction and world unity. Within
this movement science finds its freedom
to advance, religion finds the love-power
to unite, and society finds a world program of family life in the oneness of
God and the oneness of humanity.
These are but impressions, imperfect
in their expression, feeble and shadowy
as reflections of truth. Yet may they not
convey the hope that this convention was
the beginning of a great awakening
throughout the western world?
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"0 Thou kind Lordl Thou hast created all
humanity from the same original
parents, Thou has destined that all shall belong
to the same household, and in Thy Holy
Presence they are all Thy servants, and all
mankind are sheltered beneath Thy tabernacle.

All have gathered at Thy table of

bounty, all are radiant through the light of
Thy Providence. 0 Godl Thou art kind to
all, Thou hast provided for all. 0 Thou kind
Lordl unite all, let all the religions agree,
make all the nations one, so that all may see
one another as one kind, the denizens of the
same fatherland. May they all associate with
one another with perfect amity and unity.

o

Godl hoist the banner of the oneness of

humankind.

0 Godl establish the Most

Great Peace."
'Abdu'l-B ah;.
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Robert College of Constantl:naple with view across the Baspharus to Asia For m,are than fift}' years the college has done
renwrkable w01'k in leavenl:'ng the Orient w'ith the art and science of the TVestern world (See "ConstMltinaple Days," page 70)
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HE \VORLD is full of wonderfully
progressive movements. In every
direction the mind of man, responding
to the stimuli of necessity and of desire
for bettered conditions, is creating new
solutions to old evils. One by one the
outer enemies of man are being conquered and subdued. One by one the
guardians of his inner citadel of self are
being better disciplined and marshaled,
Myriads of clubs, assocIatwns, ne,v
sects, are taking birth and growing to
vigor in the fruitful soil of modern
tolerance, spirit of research, and ardent
world desire for an ideal civilization.
\Vhat part does the Baha'i Movement
play in this rivalry of beneficent institutions? Is it but one of the many
claimants for attention? Or can it be
seen as an all-inclusive movement which
contains not only the complete and ideal
pattern for the coming world civilization,
but also a dynamic power capable of
putting into effect the remedies which it
projects? And if the Baha'i Cause is so
uni versal, so all-embracing, and so perfect in winning, as it never fails to do,
the sympathy of all open-minded men
and women to whom its great teachings
are presented, why does it 110t at this
time gain adherents by the thousands?
These are questions which are bound
to arise in the mind and heart of every
person looking newly into the Bah~l'i
Movement, and seeking to adjust themselves and their past beliefs or cherished
causes to its all-embracing appeal. N 0where to our knowledge have these two
59
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important questions been better answered
than in the article in this number by
Ru'hi Afn'an, grandson of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
-"The Relation of the Bah£:i Cause to
Modern Progressive Movements."
An excellent illustration of the tendency of secular movements of reform and progress to include 111
their program oddities or 111.1 urious
teachings as well as beneficial ones, is
the reform work which Robert Owen
started in connection with the working
hours and conditions of labor at the beginning of the industrial age in England.
Owen, who had become successful as a
manufacturer and capitalist early in the
19th century, was a great humanitarian.
He reduced the hours of labor at New
Lanark . his mill-town, sent the children to
school, enforced sanitation, provided pay
during unenlployment, and generally
blazed the trail of what is nov,,' described
as "welfare work" in factories. And he
demonstrated that this was sound political
philosophy, says Frank Pocimore in his
life of O,ven, On account of this humanitarian work Owen became famous
and obtai.ned the friendship of many of
the greatest men and women of his time,
including Queen Victoria.
But this
great work of his for humanity was
marred by constant and obstinate attacks
upon the institution of the Church, of
marriage, and 0 f private ownership of
property. Consequently his life work
contained 11111ch wrong aim and failure
mixed with benefaction.
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It is inevitable that measures conceived
and undertaken by human individuals or
groups of individuals should contain
error mixed with good. For the finest
human nature is essentially fallible.
Therefore it is clear that the millenium
must be brought about in another way.
Only the Divine guidance can suffice to
establish a civilization so perf.ect that
while containing everything of good for
the future needs of man, it shall contain
no germ of evil to breed disease in later
ages.

E WHO WOULD KNOW the
Soul of India and feel the struggle
going on there between the old traditions
and the new economic forces at work,
will find in the experiences of Dhan
Gopal M ukerj i, as told in current numbers of the Atlantic Monthly, a remarkably frank revelation. Occidentals who
assume that their industrial and scientific
achievements are looked upon with respect and admiration by Orientals win
find here another viewpoint.
Murkerji returns to India from many
years of study at American universities,
and finds his friends in revolt against
the vVestern assumption of superiority.
Even in the material civilization, they
say, "Until the eighteenth century the
East and West were abreast of each
other.-Till the eighteenth century they
( the West) were our debtors. Then
they stole a march on us-when they
superseded man and animal power by
steam and electricity. During all these
precious thousands of years civilization
was the gift of the East to the West.
Only a hundred out of thousands of
years is European. I grant you that the
nineteenth century is theirs.-But give
us time. Let us have the equivalent of
those hundred years, with all their material facilities, and I can wager that our
Asiastic genius and concentration will in
the end give them a better science than
their own. We shall beat them in their
own game. Bose Sah, Dulta, Ghose,
Ray, Shima, N oguchi, are illustrious
names in science already."

H

The aversion to \iVestern industrialism
creeping into India which this brilliant
writer seems to find among his friends is
similarly reported by Lord Ronaldshay
in his new book: "India, A Birdseye
View." "Western industrialism is, indeed, regarded by a not inappreciable
section of educated public opinion not
only with indifference but with deeprooted aversion. And the modern factory is as uncongenial to the Indian
workman as is the industrial system to
the educated Indian idealist."
Thus it would seem that the Eastern
and Western cultures are at war in India, and that the onward progress of
civilization is not an influence in itself
capable of uniting the New and Old
worlds, as antipodal in viewpoint as in
terrestrial situation.
The bitterness
which tinges much of the thought of
the Orient about the Occident is a
sign that the hitherto triumphant march
of Western scientific progress has produced in the Occidental consciousness
an arrogance which invites rebuff.
How clearly do these things show us
the need of some unifying power greater
than material civilization can offer, if
the East and West are to be reconciled!
That power must be supermundane, the
power of a Divine civilization. The
hearts of men must be touched, their
souls joined in a common consciousness
and ideal.
nLANS have been formed and a large
sum of money is being raised, to
found at J ohns Hopkins University a
School of International Relations in
honor of Walter Hines Page. Many
colleges and universities, as told in the
May number of the "Star of the West,"
have already introduced courses in internationallaw with the purpose of helping to develop in the growing generation
the international mind. This same splendid movement is going on in other C0U11tries.
The other day we met in Washington
a brilliant young Japanese who has been
devoting some years of serious study and
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research at the Library of Congress to
the subject of international relations.
He will soon return to Japan and take
a valuable part in the statesmanship of
that country. Thus all over the world intelligen t men, the leaders in their respective countries, are studying how to
avoid quarrels, not how to start them;
how to plead before the bar of justice
for their rights, not how successfully to
marshal soldiers and cannon. The art
of military strategy is giving place to the
profession of international law. And
the general mind of man is developing
to that degree of social conscience which
entails a willingness to adjudicate matters of disputes between nations, just as
we now adjudicate disputes between
individuals.

o THE IDEALIST adjudication
may seem the final goal. But there is
T
no terminal to progress. As we advance
the horizon also advances. Whereas
private revenge has gradually been renounced for legal protection, the most
enlightened souls of today renounce even
the protection of the courts, forming
the general practice of never suing-atlaw. What disputes they cannot settle
in an amicable way as individuals, they
leave for time and God to adj udicate.
Seeking never themselves to be unjust
or aggressive, they invite the loving, the
yielding, rather than the spiteful, obdurate side of man in all their social, business, and civic relations. In other words,
they live peacefully, happily, and successfully by means of the Golden Rule.
Sonie business houses even have set for
themselves this ideal as a pure business
policy.
And so between nations, when we have
substituted legal justice for war, the next
step will be to substitute love for legal
justice. Few of those who today are
studying international law have seen further than the ideal of each nation obtaining what it wants, desir<~s, and esteems
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its right, by means of law rather than by
means of force. But the day will come
when nationals will hold to the ideals
of loving service to other nationals,
esteeming not what they themselves desire, but what every other country needs.
It is in this respect that the Cause of
Christ, and of Baha'u'ILlh, far surpass
the highest idealism of the present. For
these Teachers of humanity set as goals
the exalted peaks of inter-racial, international love and brotherhood.
As 'Abdu'l-Baha points out, that organization between nations which is
based on worldly relationships, even of
the most ethical kind, is not stable.
"They are selfish, restricted, and fruitful
causes of enmity and hatred among mankind. The spiritual brotherhood which
is enkindled and established through the
breaths of the I-Ioly Spirit unites nations,
transforms mankind into one great family, and removes the cause of warfare
and strife. It promulgates the spirit of
international agreement and insures Uni-·
versal Peace."
"The disease which afflicts the body
politic is lack of love and absence of altruism," said 'Abclu'l-Baha. "In the
hearts of men no real love is found, and
the condition is such that unless their
susceptibilities are awakened by some
power so that unity, love and accord develop within them, there can be no healing, no relief among mankind."
"As to the world's evil plight, we
need but recall the Writings and Sayings
of Bahclh'u'llah, who, more than fifty
years ago, declared in terms of prophetic
the prime cause of the ills and sufferings
of mankincl, and set forth their true and
divine Remedy. 'Should the Lamp of
Religion be hidden.' He declares, 'chaos
and confusion will ensue.' How admirably fitting and applicable are these
Worcls to the present state of mankind!"
Shoghi Effendi.
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THE RELATION OF THE BAHA'I CAUSE TO MODERN
PROGRESSIVE MOVEMENTS
BY RU'Hr AFN' AN
NE of the problems that, confront
a student of the Baha'i Cause is
the position it occupies among the other
modern progressive movements, "Why
is it," he asks, "that we see so many societies, more or less contemporary with the
Cause, which uphold similar views and
aims? It cannot be a case of conscious
plagiarism, for in most cases the leaders
of these societies were absolutely ignorant of the Baha'i Movement, its founders and principles, Can it be then that
the Cause is merely eclectic, a movement that has achieved nothing more
than to gather up ideas originated by
others and to adopt them as its own ?"
To answer this difficult, yet legitimate
question, we have to remember that the
principal teaching of the Cause is that its
founders were divinely inspired. It is
not a man-made MovemenL It is "the
Cause of God." Man's affairs have
fallen into such a tangled condition, his
problems have become so complex and
difficult, his motives so selfish and his
aims so material, that no real solution is
possible without a fundamental and complete reform.
God, therefore, having the good of
His people at heart, undertook this
gigantic task, and dealt with it in two
ways. On the one hand, He sent His
Prophet with a perfect code of laws to
teach some chosen disciples, raise them
to whole-hearted devotion and obedience, and make them active leaven to permeate the world with the Holy Spirit.
On the other hand, reaching beyond this
small circle of disciples, He inspired receptive souls, in all quarters of the globe
and among all races and religions, to
further the work by rending the veil of
prejudice and opening the eyes to the
need of Divine help and fundamental
reform.

O

The Divine Power is behind all progressive movements. Baha'u'llah's teachings would have remained a utopia,
never to be realized, if His spirit, that
is God's hand, had not stirred some
souls to establish new movements and
work, although in apparent independence, yet for similar aims. These souls
are the enlightened teachers who have
been showing the world that material
prosperity should not be the aim of life;
that through appropriate taxation and
education the rich can help the betterment of the social and economic conditions of the poor; that war should cease;
that nationalism should give way to a
higher and nobler policy of internationalism; that a League of Nations should
be established to settle international disputes; that an international language
should be created to become a universal
medium of communication and eliminate
misunderstandings.
In a word, these progressive movements which have sprung" up during the
nineteenth century have been instruments used by God to make the world
more receptive to His Cause. They have
been like the plowing and harrowing by
which the farmer prepares the ground
for his crop, And we can measure the
extent of this preparation if we take the
pains to find out how much nearer now
are the popular views to the Teachings
of the Cause, than they were at the beginning of the last century.
Since
Baha'u'llah first proclaimed His principles, the world has, through the work
of these progressive teachers and the
various societies they have founded, advanced so much towards the Baha'i
teachings that we would not be in the
least astonished, if from now on people
would join the Cause in whole groups
rather than as isolated individuals. As
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some one aptly said, "if the Bahit'is do
not make the world Bahit'i, it will,
through its natural development, become
so."
This view may give rise to another
question, namely, "if these movements
aim at the same thing, could we not join
them rather than the Cause, and through
them bring about the Millennium?"
Though many points may be advanced
in answer to such a suggestion we need
mention here only a few.
First, these movements have taken up
only one or two of the principles and
focused attention upon them. They
therefore could not do more than partially improve the social condition of the
world. Moreover, in many of these
movements we fincl that the teachings
are either presented in a less perfect
form than in the Cause, or are incorporated with other less desirable doctrines.
Bahci'i Teachings are inclusive. If
we study the principles laid clown by
Bahit'u'llith, we will see they are interdependent and have to be taken up all together in order to achieve the desired
result. His ideal League of Nations, for
example, cannot be realized unless the
Unity of Mankind be proclaimed; unless
the spirit of narrow nationalism be
abolished; unless the economic problems
be solved and class hatred cease to breed
internecine war; unless inter-religious
disputes be forgotten; unless man become more religious and the idea of the
League be planted in his heart.
Two alternatives are, therefore, left
to us. Either to accept the Cause and
thereby uphold all these teachings in
their purest and most practicable form,
or to unite all the other progressive
movements under one banner, reform
their principles, and marshal them for
the great Armageddon.
The latter
alternative is impracticable, not only because of the jealousy and want of harmony between these various movements,
but also because it lacks two important
factors. In the first place there is a
want of that dynamic power, that outpouring of the spirit, which is so con-
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spictlotls in the Bahit'i Movement. This
executive Power is the only thing that
can save a high principle from remaining
a mere theory, an ideal never to be realized.
In the second place the Cause has
a brilliant history behind it, the history
of Divine Founders and noble and valiant martyrs. No one can deny the effect
past achievement has in determining the
development of a nation. It forms a
source of ideals and examples on which
future generations can draw. What
Cause shows a more brilliant history and
greater heroes to inspire its followers and
rouse them to glorious effort?
Why has not the Baha'i Cause spread
more quickly? "If the Cause occupies
such a high and sure position," it may be
said, "why has it not spread as quickly
as the other, less important, movements ?" Before answering this qnestion
we may remind ourselves that the rapidity with which a movement spreads is no
sure m,easure of its i'lnporlance. History
shows us quite definitely that the movements which spread most rapidly were
not generally the ones to last longest.
Christianity, on the other hand, which
after twenty centuries still retains its
millions of votaries, had to take far
slower steps and await a century or two
before attracting much attention from
the world.
Moreover, how conld we expect the
people to understand and appreciate in a
short period of time such a number of
teachings and accept so high a claim as
the Baha'i Movement puts forward?
Other movements in 1110st cases uphold
only one or two principles, the comprehension of which is far easier. One
short leaflet is enough to convince one
that the League of Nations, though far
from being perfect, is a step towards the
ideal. On the other hand, months and
perhaps years of continuous study and
meditation may be needed to awaken a
soul to the i7nportance and greatness of
the Bahri'i Cause. This is not dtle to an~1
inherent defect in the teachings but to th~
magnihlde of the issues involved.
Those of the .Bahit'is who have had
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some experience in teaching the Cause
and advocating its principles will agree,
that though many become great admirers
of the movement, comparatively few are
willing fully to identify themselves with
it. In the majority of cases the reason
is that the people have come to be suspicious of any movement that has a religious element in it. They have seen so
much lack of sincerity in certain professedly religious people that they are apt
to generalize and attribute this characteristic to all. It is for the Baha'is,
therefore, to live up to the life their
leaders have so perfectly exemplified for
them, and by actual deeds prove to these
people that this generalization is unwarranted and that they must set aside this
suspicion and render to the Cause its due
honor and support.
In conclusion I may quote 'Abdu'lBaha who said: "The spirit of the Cause
is pulsating in the arteries of mankind."
It is the spirit of the Cause that has
aroused responsive souls to throw aside
their antiquated beliefs, found new
schools of thought, give their lives for
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progressive aims and serve noble Causes.
But should their adherents continue to
follow these leaders once the greater and
more comprehensive movement is proclaimed? Should they be satisfied with
small and limited things when the nobler
and greater Cause commands their allegiance?
UMAN TASTES differ; thoughts,
- . nativities, races and tongues are
various. The need of a COLLECTIVE
CENTER, by which these differences
may be counterbalanced and the people
of the world be unified, is obvious. Consider how nothing but a spiritual power
can bring about this unification-for
material conditions and mental aspects
are so widely different that agreement
and unity are impossible through outer
means. But it is possible for all to become unified through One Spirit just as
all may receive Light from one Sun.
Today His Holiness Baha'u'llah is the
COLLECTIVE CENTER of Unity for
all humanity.-'Abdu'l-Baha.

l-I

PROGRESS ONLY THROUGH SPIRITUAL POWER
1

A COMPILATION FROM THE WORDS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
" TODAY certain questions of the
utmost importance are facing
humanity. These questions are peculiar
to this radiant century. In past centuries there was not even mention of
these subjects. Inasmuch as this is the
century of illumination, the century of
the advancement of humanity, the century of the Divine bestowals,-therefore
these important questions are presented
for the consideration of public opinion,
and in all the countries of the world disCUSSlOn is taking place with regard to
them."
"WHEN the Holy Divine Manifestations or Prophets appear
in the world, a cycle of radiance, an age
of mercy dawns. Everything is renewed.

Minds, hearts and all human forces are
reformed, perfections are quickened;
sciences, discoveries and investigations
are stimulated afresh and everything appertaining to the virtues of the human
world is re-vitalized. Consider this present century of radiance and compare it
with past centuries. What a vast difference exists between them! How minds
have developed! How perceptions have
deepened! How discoveries have increased! What great projects have been
accomplished! How many realities have
become manifest! How many mysteries
of creation have been probed and penetrated! V\That is the cause of this? It
is through the efficacy of the Spiritual
Springtime in which we are living. . . .
This is the Springtime of Baha'u'llah.
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The verdure and foliage of spiritual
growth are appearing in great abundance
in the garden of human hearts."

"'fHE
\VORLD of humanity mav be
likened to the individual man hlmself; it has its illness and ailments. A
patient must be diagnosed by a skiIlful
physician. The Prophets of GOD are
the Real Physicians. In whatever age or
time they appear they prescribe 10r human conditions. They know the sicknesses; they discover tbe hidden sources
of disease and indicate the necessary
remedy.
"In' this present age the world of
humanity is afflicted with severe sicknesses and grave disorders which
threaten death. Therefore His Holiness
Baha'u'lhih has appeared. He is the
Real Physician bringing divine remedy
and healing to the world of man. . . .
Therefore we must accept and partake
of this healing Remedy in order that
complete recovery may be assured."
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standard for human action.
Mere
theory is fruitless. Of what use is a
book upon 'Medicine' if it is nevel- taken
from the library shelf? vVhen practical
activity has been manifested, the Teachings of GOD have borne fruit."

"IT

IS IMPOSSIBLE that 'economic contentment' be realized by
the people of the world save through the
transfonTling Power of Faith. For Faith
is the solver of every problem. Therefore you must strive to strengthen the
foundation of the Religion of GOD.
Through the Power of the Religion of
GOD every difficulty will be disentangled.
The Power of the Religion of GOD will
humble the kings and set at naught the
crooked motives of those who are in
supreme authority. Then endeavor ye
that the Power of True Religion which
breathes the Spirit of Li£e into the dead
body of the world of humanity may be
promulgated. This is the antidote for
the poisoned body of the world and a
quick-healing remedy for the rancorous
disease of man.
The secrets of the whole
BOOKS of His Holiness
Baha'u'llah number more than one economic condition are Divine in nature,
hundred. Each one is an evident proof; and are concerned with the world of
each one is sufficient for mankind; each the heart and spirit. In the Baha'i
one from foundation to apex proclairns Teaching this is most completely exthe essential Unity of GOD, abolition of plained, and witl10ut consideration o£
war, and the Divine Standard of Peace. the Baha'i Teachings it is impossible to
Each one also inculcates divine lTlOrality, realize a better state.
The
the manifestation of lordly graces; in Baha'is will bring about the better state,
every \VORD a Book of meanings.. For but not through corruption and sedition.
the WORD of GOD is Collective \\'is- It will 110t be warfare but perfect welYou must strive as much
dom, absolute Knowledge and certain fare.
as possible to create love in the hearts,
Truth." . . .
"The Tablets of Baha'u'llah are many; in order that they may become shining
the precepts and teachings they contain and radiant. vVhen that love shines in
are universal, covering every subject. He the hearts.
it will permeate other
has revealed scientific explanations rang- hearts; and when the Love of GOD is
ing throughout all the realms of human established, everything else ,vill be realinquiry, astronomy, biology, medicine, ized.
This is the foundation.
Be
etc. He wrote lengthy Tablets upon thoughtful of it ~ Think of becoming the
civilization, sociology and government. cause of the attraction of souls. ManiEvery subject is considered. They are fest true economics to the people. Show
matchless in beauty and profundity. . . . what love is, what kindness is, what
His Teachings are universal and the severance is, what giving is!
"

"THE
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SCIENCE AND RELIGION
BY ALBERT DURRANT W ATSON
N AMERICA, the cinema and radio,
and to a lesser degree the stage and
the press, are more and more adjusting
their standards to the greatest common
level; for in these days, nothing can hope
to be popular or successful if it be unacceptable to those with none but the
lowest standard of taste. In other words,
art is compelled to cater to the mob
mind.
Meanwhile, in Germany, we are told,
works on philosophy and the foundations of civilization are selling in more
editions than we in America can achieve
with our most popular fiction. In some
cases these works of the philosophers
are spiritual to a high degree. Let us
not suppose, then, that because we are
rich and Germany is poor, we are significant while she is contemptible. We must
not assume that the Central Powers
have learned no lessons from their experience of the last ten years. Our chief
concern should be as to whether we
have learned all the implications of these
years.
While we may not find in our democratic and industrial West the intelligence of a mature civilization, the chief
point of importance is the fact that the
West is intelligent and it is democratic.
Herein is its chief contribution to the
progress of civilization. All the ancient
empires from Egypt to Rome failed because of their anti-social regime. The
success of Greece in art, and of Rome in
law, was limited because of failure in
democratic ideals.
During Athens'
most glorious period, she had only 30,000
free citizens but 120,000 bond slaves.
Her aristocracy enslaved her people. Our
task in this new age is to give to civilization both an art-impulse equal to
that of ancient Greece, and at the same
time an economic freedom which will
give opportunity to all the people, not
only to a privileged class as in the
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Athens of Pericles.
The American civilization needs also
to realize that there can be no satisfactory progress for the West while it
seeks its ultimate goal in science, commerce and industry. These all are but
instruments which the spirit uses and
with which America is finding paths to
physical well-being. To this material
perfection of life she will later add a
spiritual life such as the East already
has developed-has developed to a finespun metaphysical subtlety. The West
will contribute the wholesome background, the East will supply the spiritual
vision, and both will supplement their
present life with what it most needs to
give a rounded whole, a wholesome
completeness. The East is negative in
scientific and industrial achievement,
the West in spiritual vision. Neither
can rise to that triumphant progress of
the soul for which it is destined till it
has mastered the supplementary field so
long neglected.
Human achievement must be a spiritual progress in a field where all the
physical forces are bent to the enlightened will and consciousness. We in the
West must realize that natural science is
by no means as important as spiritual
V1SlOn. The East must awaken to the
realization that their attenuated spiritual
perception needs a matrix before it can
function acceptably on a physical plane.
And that matrix is natural science.
All final significances are spiritual.
The earlier religious Teachers stressed
the importance of the unseen. There
may have been implications of natural
science in their words, or at least hints
that important developments in that
field would come later, but these would
not likely be reported by persons to
whom they had little or no meaning.
Tesus said: "Greater works than these
,~hall ye do." The superlative Mani-
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festation of our age has revealed the importance of science and the necessity
that religion and science should be in
accord.
If the religious evolution of our race
in the past was a spiritual one without
the social and democratic development
which that spiritual revelation implied, it
is finding in the West an application in
democracy and social service on a large
scale. These western developments have
not yet been co-ordinated with the vision
of the East, and the result is confusion
and war. These destructive forces will
continue till both East and West, but
especially the vVest, realizes the necessity for such a co-ordination. This
necessity was revealed very clearly in
the teachings of Bahci'u'llah, and was
implied in the teachings of the earlier
Prophets.
To the Bahc'i'i Movement this is as
important at the present time as any
other consideration. Every soul should
realize how important it is to have a
scientific scholarship consecrated to religious uses and to the democratic spirit.
It may be that the scientific implications
of our human career are all terrestrial in
their application, nevertheless, we are
living here and must adjust our lives to
a harmony with earth conditions. Otherwise we shall be the unwilling partners
forever in a war-producing civilization,
though we have the spirit and the vision
but lack the courage to give expression
in our democracy to the dream of God's
great Prophets, and to the vision and
hope in our own hearts. The Kingdom
of Heaven of which Jesus spoke, the
Eternal Light of Baha'u'llc'ih, the Nirvana
of Gautama, may be in our own spirits;
but till we have completed the concept
and put it into life on earth, we cannot
claim to have emerged fro111 the phase of
Babylon.
It is the immediate opportunity and
the sublime task of this age, and of the
West in particular, to take the gifts of
spiritual Light and Love, and exploit
them in a world of physical forces. It is
ours to give effect to the knowledge of
material science, co-ordinating our

knowledge for tbe progress and peace of
the world, with all the vision of spiritllal
essences that the East has so long enj oyed. We are called by our vision to
lives of consecrated service. We are to
let love-service take the place of bondservice, so that the Kingdom of Light
may be illustrated in our institutions as
it was illustrated in the lives of the holy
-the wholesome-of all ages.
This process of co-ordination is already
in motion. The state itself has inaugurated the vVorkmen's Compensation Act
and the Mother's Pension Act, and many
other reforms are beginning to give
spiritual meaning to our democracy.
Fraternal Societies were among the very
first agencies to inject love-energies into
our common life. The churches are
waking to the necessity for social service, and soon the whole fabric of modern life in the West will have achieved
a beautiful expression of the love-life.
\i\Then this is accomplished and the glorious philosophy of the great Prophets illuminates the minds and hearts of the
people, they shall realize the truth 0 f the
divine declaration:
"The fortress of My Love is within
thee, 0 son of clear understanding.
Know this, and thou shalt find Me there.
Enter and be secure."
Meanwhile let us remember the further
admoni tiol1 :
"All My words of power and providence, all that My Spirit has revealed
of Mercy and Beauty, was uttered in
the measure of thy capacity and within
the limits of thy perception, and not in
the fullness of My station and reality."
Let us labor and pray that the West
may be more philosophically spiritual
and the East more practically scientific,
so that by a universal co-ordination of
the natural with the spiritual, of science
with religion, the whole world may be at
peace with itself and with God.

I'" I TtoISendevident
.that the
has come
wal and estabhsh peace.
tim~

This is an exigency and requirement of
the present century."
'Abdu/l-Baha.
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THE AWAKENING OF A PROFESSOR
(Anonymous)

T

HE Professor sat in his office at the
University, gazing with unseeing eyes
out across the broad expanse of the
lonely wooded campus. The daylight
hours were fast waning and the faint
hush of the twilight had begun to fall
over the scene. With the day's work
drawing to a close, a feeling of sadness
and loneliness came over him as he
wondered which of many engagements
should be kept that evening. But the
day's work had been taxing and he was
tired. Why not go home and rest?
Home! And then with a start he realized that he no longer had a home. The
angel of death had come into that home
several months before and had removed
the wife and mother. And now the children were being lovingly cared for, a
thousand miles away, and there was no
longer any hOHle to go to at the close
of the day's work.
But, the Professor thought, this is Friday evening, and the gentle minister has
asked me to attend some queer religious
meeting which is held weekly at the
church. Why pot go and look into this
new Movement?
Shortly after eight o'clock that evening the Professor quietly made his way
into the rear of the vestry of the church.
The gentle minister sat in front of an
attentive group of people, and his vibrant well modulated tones were pouring
forth in an unbroken stream of simple
eloquence the story of a life in far away
Arabia. Yes, on the shores of the Mediterranean Sea, in the very country where
the Christ had taught nearly two thousand years ago, there now lived another
great spiritual teacher who was illuminating the world with a universal message of uniting all races through the
power of understanding, co-operation,
and love. Again the Heavenly Sun had
arisen in the East, and was shedding its

glorious radiance of spiritual peace and
truth throughout the world.
The gentle minister went on, as if
inspired, to relate the marve10us Godlike power of this teacher; how he went
about ministering to the poor and sick,
raising the fallen, leading the blind, and
bestowing on every hand the material
or spiritual food most needed.
The little group listened with breathless interest and the Professor felt his
critical sense depart. Gradually a feeling of calm and peace came over him,
and he felt a touch of happiness for the
first time in many months.
"It is very good of you to come this
evening," some one seemed to be saying,
and the Professor started up to find that
the meeting had ended and the gentle
minister was smiling at him with outstretched hand. After a pleasant chat
the Professor wended his homeward
way, still pondering over the story of
this remarkable spiritual light that had
so suddenly appeared in Palestine.
Could it be possible that this was the
Second Coming? Until late that night
the Professor sat in his room and read
a little book entitled "Hidden vVords,"
which the gentle minister had given him
as he was leaving the church.
The following morning the Professor awoke with his heart filled with a
deep sense of peace. The world had
seemed to become like a new world; the
sun was shining so brightly, the birds
were singing so gaily, and everyone
greeted him with a word of cheer. Perhaps, after all, he was not alone and
forsaken! There might, after all, be
truth in those stirring words which he
had read in the little book and which
continued to nm through his thoughts:
"The cause of all benefit is to mal11fest the blessings of God and to be
thankful under all conditions."
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As the Professor walked down the
shaded street to his office, the thought
came to him, like a Hash of light, that
he was not alone. The power of the Holy
Spirit was in the world; in fact was
manifested at that very time in a marvel-·
lous Being who was treading in the path
of the Christ and again outpouring the
Divine Bestowals to a starving and grief
stricken world. And so what rig-ht had
he, a teacher of men, to be sad and
lonely when the bounties of God were
on every band? Surely his duty was to
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forget the self and be the cause of C0111fort and promotion of humanity, as the
"little black book" stated.
That morning the eight o'clock class
passed like a dream, the Professor
seemed to be so filled with joy and
power. As the students filed out of the
room at the close of the pel'iod, he overheard one student say to another, "Say
Bill, what's got into the Professor? Anyone would think that someone had left
him a million dollars."

THE VALLEY OF SEARCH
BY PHILIP MARANGELLA

o Thou Center of The Covenant of God!
\Vorn are the paths which weary feet have trod
In quest of Truth. They filled the gilded halls
Of mental dreams, where soft the footstep falls
Lest dreamers wake; they climbed the rugged mount
Of mist enshrouded hopes, and found not Fount
Of Living Water; they probed the earth's abyss
For long- hid mysteries.
o
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Servant of The Glorious One of God!
The weary feet of seekers, now unshod,
Arrive at last athwart Thy Luminous Door.
One glimpse, and lie they prone upon the Hom-The splendor of Baha their souls pierced deepSoon will they wake from their baptismal sleep
And rise to sing- Thy praise o'er all the earth.
Thus will they find the Vale of Love's rebirth
Throug-h Thee, 0 Love-Song- of the Ag-e!
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CONSTANTINOPLE DAYS
(Robert College)
BY STANWOOD COBB
OBERT COLLEGE is a unique
institution. It has the distinction
of having been founded with no purpose
of proselyting, of turning the natives of
Turkey away from their own particular
religions. In the words of the donor,
Mr. Robert, its aim was to impart the
best of modern education and to train to
Christian character. I know of no other
college founded in the Orient with such
a broad, humanitarian platform.
Mr. Robert, a New York business
man who longed to give good education
to the youths of Turkey, was fortunate
in finding a man as broad-minded as
himself, and as humanitarian, to be the
organizer and first president-Cyrus
Ham1in-whose autobiography, "My
Life and Times," recounts a most interesting and vital life. As a boy Ham1in
was impressed with that verse in Proverbs, to the effect that he who works
honestly and industriously shall stand
before kings. And so it happened to
him, that his life of high sel'vice brought
him before many world-rulers.
Hamlin's forty years of presidency
were succeeded by a term of similar
length on the part of a man his equal in
spiritual stature, Dr. George Washburn,
who played an important part in the
political affairs of the Near East as
well as conducting successfully his splendid work as leader and trainer of youth.
Under the administration of Dr. Ca1eb
Gates, who is now in charge, the college
has grown remarkably, adding a fine engineering school and several other buildings to its plant.
Throughout its history, Robert College has held to a remarkable degree the
confidence of all the nationalities in the
N ear East. Its spirit of fair play, its
broad. humanitarian purpose, and the
great disinterested service which it ren-
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del's, have endeared it to its many graduates and won for it a wide respect and
admiration.
Its success along undenominational
lines has been so marked that the other
two leading American colleges of Turkey, Constantinople College for Girls,
and Beirut University, have severed
connection with their respective mission
boards and now support themselves by
endowment. These three colleges are
united for fiscal and administrative purposes under a central board in New
York.
The disinterested service which these
colleges have rendered the Near East
has done more than anything else to establish love and confidence toward
America in that part of the world. As
one of the native professors of Robert
College told me, they see no country so
proving its good will by kindly deeds as
does America. May we always deserve
this confidence and love from Oriental
races.
Such was the institution to which fortune had led me, and I found myself
immediately at home in its kindly and
broad atmosphere, in which a sincere
serviceableness rather than narrow dogmatism prevailed.
The American teachers all had been
selected from the viewpoint of character
as well as of intelligence and culture. A
finer set of men it has never been my
lot to work with-earnest, kindly, of
good character, inspired with ideals of
service yet free from cant and overpiousness. Equally fine were the teachers of other races, German, French,
Greek, Armenian, Bulgarian, and Turkish.
And let me state here, in order to offset the many unfavorable reports current about the Turks, that the man who
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was then at the bead of the department
of Turkish, Fib-et Bey, and the man
who at his death succeeded him, Hussein Bey, both stand out in my memory
as characters unusually lofty and noble.
Let us look always at the best a race
produces, not at the worst.
Fikret Bey's father had been so
charitable and kind that the constant
flocking of the poor to his door incited
the susp1CIOns of the tyrant Abdul
Hamid, who exiled him to Acre. Could
this persecuted man have seen behind the
veil of circumstance, he would have
realized, as perhaps he came to do, that
this calamity was in reality the greatest
blessing; since Destiny, as was the case
with Majnun, brought him by accident
face to face with the Beloved. As governor of Acre it was his privilege to
know Baha'u'lLih intimately. And while
he did not, perhaps, accept Him in His
station of Prophethood, he did admire,
love and esteem Him, and showed Him
every kindness possible. This I heard
from Fikret Bey's own lips, and he
showed me a wooden pen-box which
Baha'u'llah had, as I remember, carved
with His own hands and given Fib-et's
father.
Fib-et Bey was a man as noble as
his father. When the new Turkey rose
free from the tyranny of Abdul Hamid
in 1908, he threw himself eagerly into
the political and educational life of his
beloved country. But alas, in the new
struggle for power which arose, he together with many other Turkish idealists
saw the selfish, designing type of man
reach to control; and feeling himself
powerless to aid, withdrew from all association and retired again to the chair
of Turkish at Robert College which he
held until his death.
Hussein Bey, who succeeded him, a
former pupil, friend and protege of his,
has also felt with the keenest disappointment and sorrow this powerlessness
to work for the good of Turkey while
evil men were in control. Hussein Bey
and I became the most intimate of
friends, and I was thus privileged to
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see Turkey through the eyes of one of
its most ardent and sincere patriots.
For over fifteen years Turkey's patriots have thus been helpless to accomplish their ideals. But under the leadership of Kemal splendid things are being planned and accomplished for. the
New Turkey.
The progress which Turkey now is
making is in the form not so much of
internationalism as of intense nationalism. Last Spring a Washington friend,
knowing my love for Turkey, brought
to my home a Young Turk who hacl
receivecl his college education in this
country and had married an American
girl. He was on his way with her to
the New Turkey, to throw his fortunes
in with it. Like most Turks I found
him virile, keen, intelligent, reasonable
in argument yet firm in his convictions.
We had a long and sympathetic conversation on affairs in Turkey, in the
course of which I spoke to him of the
Baha'i Movement. He knew of it, he
respected it, but he felt that Turkey
must work out its own problems through
its own strength before it would be ready
for such a brotherhood of nations.
But when that phase is lived through,
and each nation of the Orient is expressing to its own satisfaction a healthy
and intelligently progressive nationalism,
if the Occident will then proffer service
in the spirit of true brotherhood a
harmony of the East and West such as
the world has never known will be established.
But where am I ? We have left
Robert College far behind in a magic
flight over Asia. Let us return again
to the college on the Bosphorus, and
standing on its lovely terrace look across
the blue ribbon of water which separates us from Asia by but half a mile.
vVhat fascination for a Boston youth
whose first two decades had hardly seen
him fifty miles from home, to stand on
that historic site, walled in by the turrets built by Mohammed the Conqueror
when he captured Constantinople in 1453,
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and look across to Asia, the land of
mystery!
To look across, yes, and to row across,
and in a half hour be upon that ancient
shore and walk those ancient hills where
footsteps linger still of Turk and Greek
and Roman, of Persian, and Phoenician,
of Syrian, Scythian, and other races of
a dimmer past!
One cannot, knowing history, gaze unconcerned at such a view. The habit of
dreanlY retrospection, of steeping one's
self in the atmosphere of these foreign
scenes, grows upon one. I can see now
the violet hills of Bithynia, the glorious
sheeny waters of the Bosphorus, the
quaint terraced groups of Turkish houses
sinking so softly into the landscape, and
the gardens with their rows of cypress
trees symbolical of immortality. This
was the fulfillment of my dream! Constantinople at last, and the mystic
Orient!
Yet these things-walks, views, visits
to Constantinople, observations of Turkish life-formed but the background
of a busy year spent in educating and
training the youths of many nationalities
under my care. Many new problems presented themselves to the youthful teacher
from America, for Oriental boys are not
like Occidental ones. In some ways they
prove easier to handle, in some ways
more difficult.
One great lesson soon impressed itself
upon me, a truth which Kipling set forth
in these words, "You can lead the East,
but you cannot drive it."
These Oriental youths, I found, responded best to kindness, to sympathy
and interest in their needs and life.
Firmness, of course, was necessary in
dealing with them; but abruptness was
unwise. More even than with OCC1dentals, love proved the great solvent.
For Orientals have sensitive, high-tuned
souls, and in dealing with them the
brusque vigor of Americans must be
modified to a gentler quality.
Yet in spite of the great, almost antipodal difference in temperament, Americans more perhaps than other nationalities quickly win the friendship of Orien-

tals. This is because we are blessed, I
think, with an innate quality of compatibility and sympathy which enables
us quickly to enter into the heart of a
people. The American teachers, as a
whole, won and held the esteem and affection of their pupils.
A second truth which impressed itself
upon me was that there is no real difference in the minds of men, no matter
of what race.
For here, teaching
Greeks, Bulgarians, Armenians, Turks,
I found a fundamental sameness, an
equal ability to receive the education
offered. In one class a Bulgarian might
be the most brilliant pupil, in another a
Greek, in still another a Turk.
I am convinced that when the world
takes up a universal language and a
universal education, we shall soon perceive the fallacy of the idea of mental
differences in l'aces, of inferiorities and
superiorities. The sons of Adam are of
one kind, and their progress and accomplishment is in proportion to their opportunity, their environment, their education.

MAN THE INTERPRETER

T

HERE is no marvel in the material
universe so awe-compelling as the
power of man to choose, and to hold,
through struggle, hardship, bitter blow
from outside and inner misgiving, to an
ideal of right conduct, constrained not
by outer force, but by inner will.
The size of one world or of the universe or anything merely quantitative is
no determining factor in man's abasement or his pride. His pride is that he
has the power of choice, obeys a spiritual law, can rise to the dignity of sacrifice, the least act of which is of more
significance than the whole material universe. His task is to interpret life in
the light of his highest possibility, his
sternest duty, his most searching faith~
to live up to the best he can hope or
conjecture.-The North American Review.
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THE DIVINE SERVANT-THE LIFE OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
BY JINAB-I-FADIL
HE life of ' Abdu'l-Baha is very significant among the lives of the past
heavenly educators. If we study the history of the former manifestations of
God we realize that the first portion of
their lives has been free from anxiety
and persecution, while the life of ' Abdu'l-BaM from the day of his birth has
been one of vicissitude, trial and painful
ordeals.
Moreover, the enemies and foes of
,Abdu'l-Bah{, never ceased to plan and
scheme to persecute and bring about his
exile and banishment, and to annihilate
his Revelation. And these people had
more general power than the enemies of
the former prophets.
One of the Divine Allegorical incidents was that 'Abclu'l-Baha was born
in Teheran the same night upon which
the Bab proclaimed his m1SSlOn in
Shiraz-that is, May 23rd, 1844. Baha'u'llah gave the lJame of his father to
,Abclu'l-Baha. This name was Abbas
but he always called him Master-AGA
-even when he was a little child.
The first few years of the life of ' Abdu' 1- Baha were spent amid the most tragic and dramatic events of the life of
Baha'u'llah. He was the centre of the
movement, every tragic event revolved
around him and his home was the
rendezvous of all the Bah;i'is. All the
news and all that transpired in the Cause
was broug'ht to him.
His home was weH known as the headquarters of the Movement and often
groups of rowdies would throw stones
and try to hurt the inmates. When' Abdu'l-Baha was a little child groups of
urchins would surround him and try to
stone him. Even at the early age of
eight or nine years 'Abdu'l-Baha had already witnessed the plotting of the enemies and had seen the friends martyred
and guillotined. Up to this age he had
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seen many headstones of heroes and
heroines who had gone to their death
with radiant acquiescence.
Most of the tune Baha'u'l1ah was absent from home lraveling in the interest
of the Cause, and visiting the friends in
prison. His property was confiscated
and both day and night his household
was in danger, so there was no opportunity for ' Abdu'l-Baha to go to school
and learn the things which other children have to learn.
Nevertheless such deep and abiding
attachment, such tender regard, solicitude and affection existed and was evidenced between' Abdu'l-Baba and Baha'u'l1ah that even in those early days some
members felt deeply that ' Abc1u'l-Baha
would eventually unfold, develop and
explain the teachings of BaM'u'llah.
While Baha'u'ilah was going about or
in prison, at a tender age ' Abclu'l-Baha
was the object of regard and reverence
of his family; all looked up to him as
the head of the family in spite of his
youth.
At the age of nine the great exile began. The government banished Baha'u'llah with his family in 1852 to the city
of Baghdad. During a long cold part of
the journey 'Ahdu'l-Baha was so thinly
clad, his toes were frozen twice and the
effect was felt by him all the days of his
life. Often when he was tired out during the hours of day or night his feet
would itch and ache.
During the twelve years of Baha'u'll;ih
in Baghdad and Sulemaneyh of Kurdistan and the cave of the Mount of Sargalou where he went into retirement for
the purpose of uninterrupted communion with God, ' Abclu'l-Baha was the
cause of happiness to his family as well
as its hope.
In that period of time when ' Abdu'lBaha was between the age of nine and
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twenty he associated with many theologians, mystical and philosophical
groups. He opened the treasures of his
innate knowledge among them, he entered into those deep subjects and elucidated them in such a clear manner that
they marveled at his unlimited fund of
information and asked him from what
source he had received it. He answered
them in these symbolical words: "I received them from my Father." Therefore, they titled him-"Eminent Wise
Youth."
The physical general appearance of
'Abdu'l-Baha was very pleasing. His
face and form were beautifully proportioned and he was considered a very
handsome youth. He radiated a heavenly spiritual power and carried himself
with kingly dignity. As he walked along
the streets people admired his carriage
and physique, he had such strength and
power in his bearing. One of the qualities of the character of 'Abdu'l-Baha
even when he was a youth was his great
spiritual fortitude. He had innate poise
and balance which no vicissitude could
destroy; no one had ever seen him angry
and he was never moved or swerved by
any outside influence. His physical endurance
astonished
everyone.
He
seemed like a great ocean without a ripple on its surface.
Ano:ther characteristic of 'Abdu'lBaha worthy of emulation was his extreme generosity. In this loving kindness he gave freely of everything he
had. It is related that in the home of
Baha'u'llah there was a beautiful rug
upon which he used to sit. One day a
poor Arab brought a load of wood to
the house. He saw the rug and was
very much attracted by its beauty. He
handled it caressingly and exclaimed:
"Oh, how wonderful it must be to have
such a splendid rug to sit upon!" 'Abdu'l-Baha heard him and said: "If you
like the rug, take it." The man would
not believe it was really a gift but for
fear he would lose it he put it over his
shoulder and began to run, looking back

every few minutes to see if anyone was
coming to take it away from him. 'Abdu'l-Baha said, "Go on, no one is going
to take it away from you." 'Abdu'lBaha had a wonderful sense of humor.
When he was but a child he was taken
to the mountains to see his father's
sheep. There were thousands of them;
the shepherds gave him a feast. At the
end of the day the chief shepherd came
to 'Abdu'l-Baha and told him he must
make a present to the shepherds. 'Abdu'l-Baha said, "I have nothing"-the
man said, "But you must give something"-So 'Abdu'l-Baha said, "What
about the sheep ?"-and he gave them all
the sheep. When Baha'u'llah heard this
he laughed and said, "We will have to
protect 'Abdu'l-Baha from himselfsome day he will give himself away."
Another characteristic of 'Abdu'lBaha was his sociability, courtesy and
politeness shown to all degrees of society. He associated with the highest
officials, and with people of all ranks, giving them his divine knowledge and thereby raising them to a higher level of comprehension. Likewise he went among
the most lowly in the same attitude.
In the East people spend years and
years of their time trying to perfect
themselves in penmanship. It is considered an art of the highest order and a
man will spend twenty to fifty years
teaching people this calling. 'Abdu'lBaha's penmanship was so beautiful and
so perfectly in accordance with all the
sacred writings of the East that samples
of his work were used to copy from. His
knowledge of the Arabian and Persian
writing was so great that it seemed a
miracle to the people though he never
studied in his life.
His range of vision was miraculous,
and when talking to Arabs they felt the
utmost reverence for him. With philosophers and learned men he carried on
conversation which astonished them.
Without previous study on any of these
subjects he could understand and converse and raise the thought for them to
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a much higher level than they themselves
were able to reach.
When Baha'u'lHih was sent forth to
his second exile with his family and fol-·
lowers for four months and had to travel
through the most inhospitable desert and
villages in Mesopotamia, ' Abdu'l-Baha
was constantly protecting and helping
him.
During the exile of Baha:u'llah and
his family for four months in Constantinople and five years in Adrianople, the
spiritual attraction of 'AbdL1'l-Baha in
his association with many important people was manifested more and more, and
won them to him in such a manner that
they tried to remove the difficulty of
Baha'u'llah and help him. For example,
the Turkish Governor of Adrianople became so intensely interested that he spent
days and nights listening to his conversations. When the order came for the
next exile he was unable to give it in
person as he was too much affected by
sorrow at parting and was obliged to
send the summons by letter.
When Bahci'u'llah and a group of his
followers were exiled to Acre and were
imprisoned in the barracks, as a result
of the terrible climate of the city and
the loss of nourishing food, the very unhealthy water and abominable conditions
of the prison, they were all sick, and
some of his followers were relieved by
death. Through these dire conditions
'Abdu'l-Baha was untouched by disease
and continually ministered to the needs
of the afflicted ones, giving them necessary remedies and cooking their food
with his own hands. Thus through his
protecting ministrations they all recovered.
After these two years of the terrible
imprisonment of Baha'u'llah in which
no one of his followers was permitted
to enter that city to visit him, and the
nine years following when Baha'u'llah
was confined to one little house in Acre,
through the instrurnentality of 'Abdu'lBaha and his association with eminent
people Baha'u'llah was finally, at the
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end of eleven long years of imprisonment and hardship, permitted to leave
the dreadful city of Acca and go to a
large comfortable house called Kasr-Bahaji which had beautiful gardens that
were brought into existence by the efforts of 'Abdu'I-Baha. In this beautiful
place Baha'u'llah spent the rest of his
days, but 'Abdu'l-Baha remained in Acre
with his family meeting everyone, attending to the solution of problems,
interviewing statesmen, governors, lawyers, etc., in regard to different cases.
To him all people came for the solution
of their difficulties.
'Abdu'l-Bahci protected the Cause
from all objections and opposition. Thus
Baha'u'llah was left free and unhampered to prepare his message for the
world and his followers were now able
to visit hi111. One day of each week of
his extremely busy life 'Abdu'l-Baha
went to visit Bahc1'u'llah at Bahaji. On
these occasions he always walked, thereby showing his attitude of humility towards his father. But after Baha'u'llah
told him that he must ride, he obeyed
him. He would leave the city of Acre
riding, but as soon as Kasr came into
view he would dismount and walk. On
the other hand, upon the recognized days
of 'Abdu'l-Baha's visits to Kasr, Baha'u'llah would watch for his coming
from a second story window, and as
soon as he saw him approaching he
would call to his household saying, "The
Master is coming, go and meet him!"
No sooner would father and son meet
than one would witness the utmost humility of the son and utmost love and
devotion of the father, making the most
dramatic picture conceivable. At these
times no one was permitted to enter during their conversation, not even the family. No one could understand this mystery between son and father. It makes
one recall the words of the Bible where
it is declared, "The Father is in the Son
and the Son is in the Father." There
has never been in the world a relation~
ship so sweet and per feci, with so much
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trust and confidence on both sides. In
every way 'Abdu'l-Baha was the prototype of Baha'u'llah. They were the
same height, their voices were alike, and
their manner of discerning.
These were enough to make clear that
the glory of God was shining in him,
and would continue to shine in him after the ascension of his father. Yet Baha'u'llah wrote in almost all of his writings, clearly as well as symbolically, of
his station. In the "Tablet of Beirut"
he calls him the "Mystery of God."
Particularly, in the most Holy Book he
said emphatically that the people must
turn their faces towards 'Abdu'l-Baha
who was the Branch of the everlasting
tree. He also declared that' Abdu'l-Baha
held the keys which would open the
Holy Tablets and Holy Books. Finally
he proclaimed the station of the Center
of the Covenant, 'Abdu'l-Baha, in the
Tablet of the Covenant, which he sealed
and gave 'Abdu'l-Baha. In nine days
after the ascension of Baha'u'llah, in
1892, the seal was broken by ,Abdu'lBaha amid the group of Baha'i friends
and it was read by them.
Thus 'Abdu'l-Baha ascended the
throne of the Covenant of Baha'u'llah
and the glory of his father began to
shine through him, to guide, like a shepherd the children of men to the oneness
of God and the brotherhood of man.
Verily, it seemed that Baha'u'Ilah had
not departed but his sovereignty was
still living in the garment of servitude.
The pen of 'Abdu'l-Baha began to move
for all the world, spreading the breath
of life in the utmost humility and kindness as did the pen of Baha'u'llah in the
form of lordship and command.
Now at this time 'Abdu'l-Baha, with
his great executive power, began to establish the Cause of God in the hearts
of humanity. He sent more teachers
and workers to different parts of the
globe, and a new life was manifested
among the friends. Thousands of epistles, perfect jewels of wisdom and
knowledge concerning the affairs of life

and about religion and divine philosophy,
were revealed by him to the world.
All these activities increased the envy
of the enemies of the Cause. They had
thought that at the passing of Baha:u'llah everything would come to an end.
Now, however, witnessing the renewed
power and strength in 'Abdu'l-Baha
they increased in activity and numbers,
and a new group whose jealousy had
lain dormant in Baha'u'llah's lifetime
now arose against' Abdu'l-Baha. Those
who merely met him visiting the prisons,
entertaining the governor, officials and
other guests, and who saw the increasing numher of pilgrims from different
countries, would hardly suspect that enemies of the Cause existed; for though
their persecution continued day after
day for years. 'Abdu'l-Baha tried to lead
his enemies and those envious of him
with the utmost kindness into the path
ot unity and service. But their envy
was too great, and they paid no heed to
his advice, opposing him more and more,
till at last 'Abdu'l-Baha left Acra and
his family and went alone to Tiberius
and to Elijah's cave in Mount Cannel,
there to supplicate and commune with
God.
Humanity always rejects its educators,
choosing to follow personal desires, even
distorting religious teaching into an excuse for disobedience, and those who
are regarded as foremost in religious
matters are dominated by their pride to
deny a Saviour. Nearness to God and
His Manifestation is a spiritual union,
not a physical relationship. A spiritual
soul, however remotely situated from a
Manifestation, can nevertheless be more
closely attached to that Manifestation
than anyone related only by ties of blood.
The foremost followers of a religious
teaching are like mirrors before a sun,
but as their light is reflected and not
self-created, should they turn from the
sun their light will cease to shine. Thus,
Baha'u'llah said, a spiritual educator is a
divine balance, and the people of the
world are weighed by him.
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The efforts of 'Abdu'l-Baha's enemies round a father. He would move from
were known only to those few who were one to another, speaking kindly advice
and comfort and putting· money into
intimately close to him.
In spite of the fact that 'Abdu'l-Baha their hands. He was especially kind to
·refrained for the time being from teach- widows and their children.
ing the Cause of Baha'u'llah on account
It was indeed a miracle that a prisof official prejudice against it, the peo- oner, persecuted and faced with opposiple through his counsel and guidance tion from so many powerful authorities,
began to recognize his great station.
could thus gain such influence OVer all
,Abdu'l-Baha worked with such ease, kinds of people with spiritual weapons
assurance and poise that he gave confi- only. As long as 'Abdu'l-Bahtt lived the
dence to all who visited him. The doors people felt perfect confidence in the fuof his house were never closed; they re- ture, no matter what happened. They
mained open from sunrise to sunset. All felt he was a divine father to Wh01~1
manner of people came to him to adj ust they could go at all times, a master to
their problems. Men and women poured whom they could turn at any moment.
constantly in and out of the house, for He continually ministered to their suf'Abdu'l-Baha was always ready to up- ferings, often choosing to go 011 his erlift and counsel the downtrodden.
rands of love at night.
Different religious leaders and governBut all the time his enemies had been
ment officials came to him to present watching their opportunity to vent their
their questions. Even the Arab Bedou- jealousy. They secretly sent many false
ins and their sheiks had the greatest de- reports to the Government in Constantivotion and respect for him, journeying· nople, and circulated forged letters purgreat distances to see him. They re- porting to have been issued by ,Abdu'lgarded him as a holy patriarch and re- Baha. Each time the governor or other
ceived from him gifts, both spiritual and officials of the prison city were changed,
material. Such was his influence that they would bribe them to unite with
his simple word was willingly obeyed by them in their opposition to ' Abdu'l-Baha.
them when often governmental authority But although disheartened by these continuous intrigues, 'Abclu'l-Bah:i's power
failed.
The fame of 'Abdu'l-Baha's generosity rose supreme above such hatred and won
and love became such a protection that over those officials whom his enemies had
frequently visitors traveling through the persuaded to oppose him.
During this time of persecution, surdesert to him were not only free from
Bedouin attacks, but were also accorded rounded by spies and enemies, 'Abdu'JBah:i accomplished the difficult task of
safe conduct.
having
the remains of the Bab brought
His simplicity of life forbade his personal use of the costly gifts pressed from Persia to Haifa. He had conupon him by his friends in many coun- structed the shrine on Mount Carmel
tries, and he preferred to pass on these which was to be the resting place of the
the body of the Bab. This edifice was
offerings to people in need.
A wonderful sight at Acre was to be made the subject of a new attack. vVith
seen every Friday morning before the the cooperation of a few of the prison
house of ' Abdu'l-Baha.
From early officials ' Abclu'l-Baha's opponents sent
morning the square would be crowded false information to the Government that
with the poor, the aged, and cripples, he was building a fortress on Mount Carmen, women and children.
' Abc1u'l- mel and bad so much influence with
Baha would come out with some of his surrounding and foreign powers that the
friends, and the people would crowd Turkish Government would not be able
round him, yet reverently, like children to withstand his power. This false re-
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port caused the Sultan such alarm that
he ordered 'Abdu'l-Baha to be either
drowned or exiled to the heart of the
African desert.
His friends, anxious for his safety,
begged him to leave Acre; but saying
that it was his duty to stay, he sent them
away to different places in Egypt, and
disregarding all threats, remained with
certain members of his family in Acre.
When the Governmental Investigation
Committee arrived in Acre the enemies
of 'Abdu'l-Baha associated with them to
induce them to make a false report. Accordingly, without visiting 'Abdu'l-Baha
or finding out his version, information was sent that the rumors were true.
While these plots were progressing and
the atmosphere was tingling with suspicion, everyone was amazed to see that
'Abdu'l-Baha was planting trees and
building a house as though nothing
would happen.
When the judge sent for 'Abdu'l-Baha
to present himself in court the sorrow of
the friends was unbearable. They feared
he might be taken away immediately and
they would never see him again. But
'Abdu'l-Baha reassured them, saying
that his greatest joy and happiness would

be to be hanged there in Haifa. Baha'u'l1ah had a wonderful felt cap or
headdress which was called a crown and
this had been treasured by 'Abdu'l-Baha
after the ascension of the Blessed Perfection. Several times the friends had
suggested that' Abdu'l-Baha should wear
this but he always replied, "There would
be but one occasion to wear it-if I were
to be crucified." At this time he asked
the family to have the headdress ready.
When 'Abdu'l-Baha entered the court
he found the charges and false testimony
prearranged.
After admonishing his
accusers for persecuting the Cause of
Truth as had always been done in former ages he said, "If you desire to condemn me, I am ready and willing to sacrifice my life and will sign any indictment you prepare, for it will bring me
great happiness to be martyred as were
the promulgators of Truth before me."
Just at this darkest hour, when events
were most ominous for 'Abdu'l-Baha
and the Cause, the whole situation
changed with a miraculous suddenness.
The revolution of 1908, by the Young
Turk Party, brought entire freedom to
him who had been the world's Greatest
Prisoner.

(To be contimted)

THIS VERY HOUR
BY ALBERT DURRANT W ATSON
If all the kind deeds never done
Should blossom into flower
The earth would be a paradise
This very hour

And if the dear words never said
Found utterance today
The winter in a million hearts
Would turn to May
If all our good intentions were
Pushed on to gracious deed
[ think their power would promptly end
The age of greed.
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GREEN ACRE-A SUMMER PARADISE
BY GEORGE ORR LATIMER
N 1893 the World's Parliament of
Religions at Chicago laid the foundation for a new and broader understanding of religion as the basic incentive to the various civilizations of the
world. For perhaps the first time in
this western hemisphere, the fundamental
points of contact of all the great religions were recognized in this memorable
congress. The inspiration of this event
so imbued Miss Sarah J. Farmer, daughter of Moses G. Farmer, the inventor,
with the desire to further break down
the barriers of religious prejudice and
racial antagonism that she determined
to found a center which would permanently carry on the ideals of freedom and
tolerance in religion.
During the following summer this
noble ambition was realized. Under the
direction of Miss Farmer, the first conferences for the investigation of reality
were established in the little town of
Eliot, Maine, her birthplace. The center of activities, located just four miles
from Portsmouth, N ev'! Hampshire, on
the sloping banks of the Piscataqua
River was named Green Acre. This
spot, once the old council grounds of the
Penacook Indians where tribal differences were settled by the peace-pipe,
later became a center for the soulsearching thought of the transcendental
school of Emerson and Thoreau. Then
on July 3rd, 1894, a little group of devoted souls, under Miss Farmer's inspiration gathered together to sing "The
Battle Hymn of the Republic," and with
heads uncovered, hoisted the Stars and
Stripes to the top of the flag-pole, followed by a white flag inscribed with the
legend "Peace."
Thus Green Acre,
destined by God and nature to be a center of love, liberty and peace, heralded
its mission to the world.
The first year brought such men as
Ec1ward Everett Hale, Ralph Waldo

I

Trine, Lewis G. James and Vivekananda
to the conferences. Since then a steady
stream of writers, artists, philosophers,
scientists, musicians and religious leaders from all parts of the world have
come to give their messages for the betterment of humanity. The chief objects
of the Green Acre conferences have
been the furtherance of universal peace,
brotherhood, tolerance, sympathy to all
mankind, mutual assistance and co-operation, social service and the study of the
fundamental principles of all the religions and their comparative co-ordination.
Over a period of thirty years, men
and women have come to Green Acre
each summer to assist in the establishment of these ideals. A survey of the
long list of speakers reveals such names
as William Lloyd Garrison, Edwin
Markham, the poet, George D. Hen'on,
T. Yanaguchi, Edward S. Morse, J ulia
Osgood, William Norman Guthrie,
Rabbi J oseph Silverman, W. D. Howells,
dean of American Literature, Annie
Besant, head of the Theosophical
Society, J. I-I. Hyslop, the great psychologist, Booker T. Washington of Tuskegee, J acob Riis, Alfred Martin, leader
of the Ethical Culture Society of New
York, the quaker Eclward Rawson, William A. Key of London, Dharmapala the
Buddhist, and the great historian and
oriental scholar Mirza Abc1ul FazI.
For three years J oseph J efferson, the
eminent actor, delighted groups under
the famous Lysekloster pines with his
readings and studies of the drama. Gera1cline Farrar, long before she became
a star on the operatic stage, charmed
hundreds with her golden voice. Close
by the Inn an olel apple tree still stands
under whose branches John Grecnleaf
Whittier built a rustic bench for the
gathering of his circle of friends.
So the list runs on and on, of souls
touched by the spirit of the new age.
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One year seventeen different faiths
were represented. Then came the year
1900, called Sabbatical year, which
found Miss Farmer journeying to the
Holy Land to visit 'Abdu'l-Baha, the
world's Greatest Prisoner, as he was
then known because he had spent forty
years of imprisonment on account of his
universal teachings and prophetic utterances. Here Miss Farmer received new
courage and inspiration for her work,
and returned to develop and enlarge the
scope of Green Acre.
The year 1912 marked another step
in the growth and inspiration of Green
Acre; for 'Abdu'l-Baha, liberated from
physical confinement, came to the United
States, and repaid Miss Farmer's visit
by going to Green Acre with his message of unity, peace and justice. No
one can forget the meeting on the beautiful lofty hill near Green Acre, Mount
Salvat, dedicated by 'Abdu'l-Baha to be
the center of a great university and a
universal temple of worship. The imprint of his ('Abdu'l-Baha's) spirit has
been the urge to keep Green Acre alive
through its trials and financial difficulties.
Three years ago Green Acre, after
twenty-seven years of service, was
physically run-down. The many buildings were in need of repair, cultivation
was needed in the fields, new resources
had been untouched. Again inspiration
came from the Holy Land, and today
after three years of effort one finds
Green Acre with a healthy and beautiful physical body wherein the mind and
spirit dwells in the utmost health and
happiness.
The Inn, its cottages, and other buildings have been repainted. The dead
undergrowth along the banks of the
river have been cleared, so that an unhampered vision of the glorious sunsets is obtainable. Flower beds are found
everywhere. The famous pine woods
have been cleared so that one may enjoy
walking through its groves. The Fel-

lowship House, a gift of Mrs. Helen
Ellis Cole for the entertainment of the
speakers and guests, is more beautiful
than ever this season.
This year several new cottages and
studios have appeared and the visitor
will find a warm welcome in places
known as the "Home Harmonious."
The lecture program consists of such
delightful speakers as Jinab-i-Fadil,
Professor of Law and Logic of the
University of Teheran, Persia; Dr. John
Herman Randall of the Community
Church of New York City; Taracknath
Das, one of the foremost Indian scholars in the United States; Stanwood Cobb;
Professor Harrington, who for many
years has deeply interested Green Acre
audiences with his illustrated lectures
on modern science; Professor Carter
Troop, President of the New York Lecture Association, well-remembered for
his charming literary reviews; and Professor G. A. Shook of Wheaton College, who will conduct a series of courses
throughout the summer on astronomy,
chemistry and mobile color.
There is no Chautauqua in America
that offers such opportunties for mental,
spiritual, and physical enjoyment as
those to be found at Green Acre. The
doors are open to all humanity. The
interest and assistance of its members
and guests provides the motive power for
continued progress and success. Here
is to be found love, peace, tranquillity of
soul, co-operation, and an unhampered
pathway to greater spiritual knowledge
and a broader outlook on life. Prejudices are forgotten as the spirit of service takes possession of the heart. "In
the light of greater lives we see the
vision of our own."
The Green Acre Fellowship has entered
its 31st season. It invites every wellwisher of humanity to share its opportunities, privileges, facilities and the
charm of its natural setting. Its doors
are open to all.
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IMPRESSIONS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
BY SHAHNAZ WAITE
HEN I first saw 'Abdu'l-Baha I
was alone and I came face to face
with him all unexpectedly. He stood not
over four feet from me. It was in the
upper court of his prison home in Acre,
with the blue sky overhead and the sunlight shining clown brightly upon him, the
hour being but a little past "high-noon."
I might have thought him a member of
his family, but every atom of my being,
my heart and soul cried out-"This is
He." The face of my dreams of him
stood before me with that heavenly smile
of welcome. The Light of Infinite Love
was radiating from his countenance.
Majestic, and yet sublimely tender, he
was looking right into my eyes. I gave
a start as if I had suddenly been
plunged into an ocean of Light, then
stood transfixed. It seemed as if I had
come upon him unawares and saw the
Glory of the Lord shining forth around
him; and I know I must have felt as did
Mary Magdalene when Christ revealed
Himself to her in her vision after the
crucifixion-"The Risen Lord." He was
dressed all in white. His hair fell in
soft waves about his shoulders and his
head was cl'owned with a white turban
bound around with a white cloth. His
step was firm and kingly. I walked toward him and as I stood and looked up
into those marvellous eyes, I knew that
every thoug-ht, every act of my life was
known to him. Yet knowing this, I
could fearlessly, unwaveringly meet his
gaze, realizing- all my sins and weaknesses, yet knowing he understood me
as I could never understand myself and
that he was indeed Infinite Love Incarnate. Later he came to greet us in
Dr. Moody's room and I was fully confirmed-this was truly' Abdu'l-Baha, but
a very different one I felt from the one
I had first seen. As he firmly grasped
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my hand with that welcoming pressure
that comes deep from the heart, a handshake that warms you through and
through, I saw the divinely human man,
the personification of my highest ideals
of an earthly father.
In height, 'Abdu'l-Bahcl was in reality
but medium, yet he held himself so
superbly, with such commanding dignity,
and carried his head so high, and with
such an air of majesty, that he ever
gave the impression of great height. His
voice was wonderful, full and vibrant;
each word was uttered with marked distinctness and with that tonal quality,
which leaves a faint echo, as it were, or
wave vibration such as comes from a
beautifully toned bell. All through the
day it rang- out, first in one place, then
another; for with astonishing rapidity
'Abdu'l-Baha seemed to be everywherenow in the garden, now in the room
close beside the entrance, now in a
guest's room,-or you could hear him
calling some one in the "family section"
of the "prison home." Always when I
heard his voice, I felt its vibrations most
deeply. Like his face, his voice expressed every emotion, from tones that
are stern and emphatic to those as tender
and loving as a cooing dove's.
His eyes defied description. I only
know that to Ine they seemed gray with
a circle of white around the iris, which
at times became luminous. Sometimes
in the light I caught a shade of blue, and
again by lamplight they seemed brown;
ever changing were they and wonderful.
Like his face and his voice, they too
expressed every emotion felt by him.
I was deeply impressed by His naturalness, his lack 0 f conventionality and
set form, and his refreshing simplicity.
Divinely simple and simply Divine was
he.
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BAHA'I NEWS NOTES
PARTY of three-Miss Leonora
Holsapple, her sister, and Miss
Maud Mickle, sailed from New York
early in December last bound for Para,
the northernmost port of Brazil. It is
the second teaching tour of Miss Leonora Holsapple in that country to further the solidarity of mankind and
strengthen anew the bonds of brotherhood and love. It is interesting to note
that they found the ship's officers attracted to the Universal Religion of Baha'u'llah.
In writing of her experiences, Miss
Holsapple makes a very charn-ling story
of her talks with her fellow passengers
em'oute to South American ports. The
diversity of nationalities made the association far more interesting to the
Baha'i teacher. For instance, there was
an attractive young married couple enroute to Iquitos, Peru, the husband a
Swiss and engaged in the lumber business; the wife a Massachusetts girl,
graduate of Columbia College and a
teacher of "Home Economics" before
her marriage. Another young married
couple enrGute to Sao Luiz, Mr. R., a
Syrian-his wife a Porto Rican. Then
there was a young Brazilian returning
to his country after several years in the
United States in college and in business.
Another young man from the United
States, a "Soil Specialist" on his way to
join the American Commission studying
the rubber situation along the Amazon.
Stil! another passenger was an English
woman who had spent most of her life
in the Barbados and had married a Peruvian. There was also a Peruvian gentleman with his two daughters bound for
Para. Miss Holsapple is an ardent linguist, and with Esperanto, Portuguese
and some Spanish, she was able to teach
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all the way to South America. All were
deeply interested in the Baha'i Message
and Principles, and eagerly sought literature.
Arriving in Para, Miss Holsapple was
delighted to meet friends with whom she
had associated on her former visit, and
later she gave several public addresses.
In the City of Manaos three lectures
were g-iven in Portuguese, and the subj ects "The Eternal Covenant of God,"
"The Divine Civilization," and "The
Station of Woman," attracted a large attendance and throughout the talks a deep
interest was manifested. "The Star of
Happiness is in every heart," she writes,
"and the people of South America are
ready and waiting for the real Remedy
which will remove the clouds so that all
will be willing to join hands and go forward speedily on the Path of Universal
Peace."
She tells the story of a family living
in that town who are real Baha'i's, their
home, a home of loving service not only
to the members of the family but to the
entire community. The poor constantly
go to this home for money, food, and
clothing. In his leisure hours Snr. G.
studies homeopathy and he keeps a large
supply of homeopathic remedies which
he gives to the poor. Likewise he often
goes to their homes and prays for them
when they are ill, and has effected some
cures. The family set a certain day
once a month for distributing beans and
flour to the poor. "Seventy or more
came the day we were there," writes
Miss Holsapple, "a touching sight: children, men, and so many old women with
worn, wasted frames, some of them
leprous. It reminded one of the scenes
so many times described when the Master in Acre distributed food and clothing to the poor."
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Miss Holsapple records many other
interesting experiences in Manaos,
stressing the distinctive courtesy and
kindness of all the people and the very
important assistance rendered in the
spread of Baha'i teachings.
Incidentally many outings were arranged especially for their pleasure, attractive and interesting' to the stranger
within their gates from the viewpoint
of scenery and native customs particularly. The following' little incident will
give a glimpse of the unexpected! "On
one of our outings, we happened upon
rather a unique "festa" in a grove on the
banks of the Amazon. There were thirty
or more men and women, young and
old, all dancing in their bare feet on the
bare ground to music furnished by an
orchestra particularly unique. Two or
three men were shaking tin cans of
dried corn, closed so that the sound produced was somewhat like that of a rattle,
while others played guitars and flutes,
and rendered an occasional song."
Several other surprises were in store
for them also, for instance, the invitations to teas and dinners arranged by
and through the courtesy of Mrs. McC.
whom they had never met before and
who had never heard of them. This
charming woman makes a point of entertaining all American and English people
who visit the City. She was hungry for
spiritual food, and joyously received the
Message presented to her.
Other cities visited were, Sao Luis,
Maranhao, Ceara, Recife, Maceio, Santos, Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Victoria,
and last and perhaps the most wonderful of all, the City of Bahia, Brazil,
which 'Abdu'l-Baha had said long ago
should especially be visited. "As this City
was christened with the name BAHIA
there is no doubt that it has been
through the inspiration of the Holy
Spirit." Our friends are now living in
this City and have established a Center
where there are regular weekly meetings.
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The Theosophical groups, Spiritualists, and Esperanto Societies throughout
the cities visited always warmly welcomed the Baha'i teachers; also the
newspapers co-operated in a very remarkable way, fully and freely publishing all talks and articles.
'Abdu'l-Baha stated in one of his
illuminating' tablets:
"In the course of years, the North,
Central and South American Republics
will be drawn nearer and nearer together. . . . . . They will find their national and international interests so identical and akin, that they will forget all
their petty jealousies and apprehensions
and work together for the advancement
and prosperity of all America." 'Abdu'lBaha also commenc1ed very highly the
Pan-American Union in Washington
whose representatives from all the
American Republics come together with
the utmost friendship "and discuss with
each other those problems which are
conducive to the progress o£ all."
"Regarding the teaching of the 111habitants of those countries, the believers (Baha'is) n1ust strengthen the tie
o£ friendship. . . . . the intentions must
be purified, the effort ennobled and exalted, so that ye may establish affinity
between the hearts of the world of humanity. This glorious aim will not become realized save through the promotion of Divine Teachings which are the
foundations of the holy religions."

"LET THIS century be the sun of
previo1.ls centuries, the effulgence
o£ which shall last forever, so that in
the time to come they shall glorify the
twentieth century, saying that the
twentieth century was the century of
life, the twentieth century was the century of international peace, the twentieth
century was the century of divine bestowals and the twentieth century has
left traces which shall last forever."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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SECTION

A PRAYER FOR AMERICA
BY 'ABDU'L-BAHA

O

GOD!

Let this American Dem-

ocracy become glorious in spiritual degrees even as it has aspired

to the material degrees, and render this
just. Government victorious.
Confirm this revered nation to hoist
the standard of the Oneness of Humanity; to promulgate the Most Great Peace
-to becon1e thereby the most. glorious
and praiseworthy among all the nations
of t.he world.

o

GOD!

This American nation is

worthy of Thy Favors and is deserving
of Thy Mercy.
Make it. dear, near to Thee, t.hrough
Thy Bounty and Bestowall
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The broad spacious ] ohri bazaar, a typical street in ] aipur, India's model city
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HAT THIS i~ preeminently the
day of co-operatlOl1, the newspapers
of the time are constantly giving evidence. Within the last few years cooperative marketing associations have
increased greatly among agriculturists,
who elsewise see much of the fruit of
their toil go to the middleman. The success of the California Fruit Growers'
Association has proved that in such cooperative marketing lies the solution of
the business end of farming. Today
numerous co-operative dairy associations
are both raising the financial return to
the farmer and lowering the price to
the consumer. The Tobacco Growers'
Association has made great headway
in the Piedmont region. And now a
plan to create a great co-operative grain
marketing corporation, to be owned and
controlled exclusively by farmers, is
making favorable progress. This will
constitute the greatest grain marketing
organization in the world. It is planned
to extend this system in case the idea
.proves successful, so that the entire
grain product of the United States may
be brought into one co-operative mar-keting plan.
It is especially pleasing to learn of
this progress in the financial side of agriculture, that great basic industry of
the world which Baha'u'llah placed at
the top of all professions and occupations. Co-operation is the spirit of the
age, and through its complete establishment in every domain of life will come
great profit and blessings to the future
world.

T
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No. 4

As

A FAMOUS ECONOl\I[IST recently remarked, the greatest
struggle going on in the world today is
the struggle for security. This is the
motive underlying national, class, and
individual competition and strugg-Ie. No
system which the world has yet tried has
given permanent security in anyone of
these three categories. Life has been
and still remains a struggle for survival,
the selfishness of which becomes the
more apparent as the struggle becomes
more intense. If, on the other hand,
security could be realized as a sure and
lasting blessing, the struggle of life
would lose ite ego-centric quality and
man could venture and afford to disregard himself.

As

WAS POINTED out 111 a previous number of this magazme,
the failure of present-day humanitarian
movements is due to the fact that no
one needed reform can be assured until
all reforms are assured. The strength
of the Baha'i Movement lies, for one
thing, in the fact that it is effective all
along the line, and that it is working to
bring about a better condition of humanity not at one point only, but at all
points. Thus there is an ideal provision
in the teachings of Baha.'u'llah for
bringing security to the individual, the
class and the nation, by means of a
co-operation which is made an integral
part of communal and political as well
as of international systems.
Thus every man will be assured of
work, of a living wage, and of ample
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provision in case of incapacity. Those
who, like most contemporaneous statesmen, are doubtful of the feasibility of
such a system, we would refer in detail
to the economic teachings of the Baha'i
Cause. Universal peace and brotherhood can come only concomitantly with
personal and national security.
HAT IS THE CAUSE of so
much crime today? Among all
the factors that appear, the lack of religion may be considered the most
potent. A second generation is now
growing· up largely without the wholesome, restraining influence of a 'religion. The present adult generation, although the first to take this neutral and
indifferent attitude toward religion,
grew up, however, in religious homes
and acquired the ethics if not the dogmas of their God-fearing parents. But
the children of these, now themselves
approaching adulthood, being twice removed from piety and the fear of God,
have little to guide their actions save
their own inclinations and the demands
of the social group. What is convenient, what is practical, what is esteemed as the most successful behavior
is the standard, rather than those lofty,
impersonal, infinite standards given us
the Prophets of God.
Many parents of today, having no religious convictions themselves, do not
know what to teach their children. The
idea that ethics divorced from religion
can be a sufficient guide to right action is
a fallacy, the significance of which will
be more and more felt as men and
women the more alienate their lives from
religion.
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HE IDEALS that guide too much
of the conduct of today are naively
T
evidenced in a current advertisement of
a well known maker of automobiles.
N ear an attractive touring car, a family consisting of father, mother, and
boy are depicted looking over a touring
map and enjoying in anticipation the
pleasures of the OD en road. There is

no harm in such enjoyment. But the
appalling fact of the picture is that the
faces of all three-man, woman, and
child-are totally lacking in spirituality,
and the face of the man is grossly materialistic. They are only human animals, on pleasure bent. And worst of
all, it is quite evident that the artist is
depicting what he considers an ideal
cosy little family. So surrounded is the
artist with this mundane, materialistic
type of face, and so mundane is his
own view-point, that he has no other
ideal of humanity.
VIVID CONTRAST between the
.
present and the past generation
is shown unwittingly in the rotogravure
section of a recent Sunday newspaper.
Side by side are published the photographs of a distinguished politician and
his father. The older man has a face of
great spiritual dignity and beauty. It
is apparent that religious motives have
entered very largely into his actions.
On the other hand, the face of the son
is utterly devoid of religion-it is a map
of conflicting emotions, prominent
among which are personal ambition and
a certain hard shrewdness, characteristic of so many successful men today,
the hardness of ability and power untempered by the humility and sweetness
of religion.

A

HIS IS THE SEASON when the
T
business man loves "to loaf and invite the soul." Man, left to himself,
is a natural tramp, tent-dweller, and
loafer. It is woman who stimulates and
galvanizes him into those activities which
are necessary in order to make a beautiful and well-kept home. There is no
question that woman is more active than
man, more capable of applying herself
assiduously to the daily round of duties,
more conscientious about those responsibilities that fair and cultured living entail.
As woman in the capacity of homemaker has proved her ability in the past,
she will demonstrate a similar ability as
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city-builder, and nationbuilder, now that she has not only the
vote but the privilege of being elected
to office by that vote. She will bring to
bear upon public matters the same virtues and abilities which she has shown in
domestic affairs. And the world will be
the gainer there from ; and no one will
be the loser. Man need not fear that
anything essentially his will be taken
from him. As matters adjust themselves after woman's first flush of victory, she will be the first to see that
man, too, has essential virtues and abilities which dovetail with her own, making a perfect whole.
LL THE REASON back of deep
conviction, all the VISIOn that
produces faith, all the beauty of the
earth and sky, must be gathered into
thought-fonl1s and clothed in language.
Life many-sided and rich, meditation
full and deep, spiritual emotions which
create words that sing, must combine to
make the printed page adequate to that
super-worldly glory which it would describe. The scholar, the artist, the mystic, must contribute of their gifts in all
the fullness of human genius engendered
and kindled into action by the spirit.
It is the function of this magazine to
mirror forth the essence and majesty of
truth.
Could words prove adequate,
could souls that use these words but
find the gift of inspiration and of
tongues, then might the Baha'i Magazine prove, as one day it must, a missionary unexcelled, a pleader before the
jury of the soul that wins its case by
irresistible eloquence and power of convincement.

A

"UNION and harmony are the cause
of the order of the world and the life
of nations."-Bah6/~t'llah.

"IF MEN could only learn the lesson
of mutual tolerance, understanding and
brotherly love, the unity of the world
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would soon be an established fact."3Abdu'l-BaM.
"IF TREMENDOUS PROGRESS
in a short time be desired by a people in
any social reform, any undertaking £or
the good of humanity, they must lay
hold of the Spiritual Potency. Then will
their advancement appear phenomenal,
their success magical. This spiritual
potency will enable the worker to keep
before the eye of the mind the picture of
the divine civilization-that kingdom for
the coming of which we have been praying for nigh two thousand years."-'Abdu'l-BaM.
[The following is said to be the prayer of a great
mystic of long ago. It shows how clown the ages
there has been the longing for the Oneness of hllmanity actually lived.]

"If there be in Thy Eternity before
Thee, some one Body, or kingdom of
Thy children,-not a division, not a
tribe, not a party, but one that includes
all, one that by principles and sympathies
in common with all, offers sacrifices of
thanksgiving for all and comnlunicates
blessings to all, then I pray, if it seem
good in Thy sight, that I may be associated with that body.
"Or, if there be a people made up of
the innocent and the redeemed of all
planets, systems and their heavens, who
being neither shut up in the limit of
self-love, nor in the individuality of any
one heaven, but who, heartily loving the
whole outborn variety of Thy Love and
Fullness, desire to include the utmost
diversity of genius and character i.n
their unity,-then I desire and pray, in
submission to Thy Holy ';Vill, that I
may be qualified for admission amongst
that central, all-related, all-embracing
people.
"Or, if it be rather for Thy Glory,
and for the good of all, that I be kept
watching daily at the gates, and waiting
at the posts of the doors of the least and
outermost mansion of Thy Eternal
House, then my only prayer is, Father.
Thy will be my heaven,"
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FINDING A BASIS FOR WORLD UNITY
BY CORALIE FRANKLIN COOK

T

HE hospitable gates of the great
Campus stood open. Further on,
within the main building, a group of
young women, alert, attentive, attractive, cordially greeted us at the registration desk.
In the spacious parlors, the wife of
the president of the College, the Dean
of women, and others were receiving delegates. Tasteful draperies, some
rare pieces of old mahogany, and a mellow sunshine filtering through the stately
windows contributed to an inviting
scene. There was no attempt at formality. Introductions were made, or
your little tag revealing your name and
home town was "read" by the one who
"ran," and all sorts of pleasant acquaintances and even lasting friendships began to grow.
"Sit where you please" the Daily Bulletin said of the dining-room, and so it
transpired that many of us never sat
twice at the same table nor with the
same group. At breakfast your vis-a-vis
is a girl, so youthful in appearance and
up-to-the-Iatest-moment in dress, that
until you hear her talk and note the
seriousness of her conversation you
wonder if she is not out of place. At
lunch there sits at your side, a nervous,
energetic Professor who has made himself authority respecting all the pros and
cons of his particular subject. Under
his polite but keen interrogations, before realizing whither you are drifting
you have furnished a complete biographical sketch of yourself, and unless
you become consciously careful, you
may be beguiled even further, until you
find yourself mapping out your own pet
theory as to the way the universe should
run. At dinner, you find yourself restfully near a beautiful woman with an
abundance of white hair, crowning a

face neither young nor old, but full of
an indefinable something that draws you
to her in unmistakable sisterhood, and.
you both talk of the things that have
brought you here. Together you leave
the table and the room still talking, and
out along flower bordered walks you
continue to talk. Surely there is, after
all, such a thing as human brotherhood
-sisterhood! Here you are of two separate and distinct races, but you are
finding so much in common ! You are
thinking the same thoughts about Education, about Americanization, Foreign
Relationships and other things of pith
and moment. This mutual understanding is all so new, so illuminating! ·While
under the spell of this rare companionship it is well that you approach the
beautiful Chapel wherein you enter to
sit, hushed and happy, during the Organ Recital which has been so thoughtfully arranged for this vesper hour as
a part of the daily program.
I am minded to go back to the time
when we assembled for our first meeting. Fittingly and graciously we were
welcomed to the fine old College, to its
extensive Campus, with its wonders of
shade trees and glories of flowers and
shrubs. Its traditions and its hospitality, all, we were invited to enjoy.
And then, there followed a reference to
the nature of the gathering. With
quickened breath we listened. Yes, it
was evident that the speaker knew that
the hour was pregnant, mayhap perilous.
Here in the year 1924 of the Christian
era a group of men and women met
together to confer upon a basis for
W orId Co-operation and the solution of
various problems relating thereto might
easily be miSl.lndestood. An institution
opening its doors to such a gathering
might lose friends, might even make
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enemies-What then? Ah! the speal?er
lmows! It is clear to him as to those
who are listening that when a thing IS
divinely appointed one might "as well
attempt to clam up the waters of the
Nile with bulrushes" as to stay its 131'0'gress. The "Institute" was under way!
We had met without a progTam
and, in a manner strikingly unique and
wholly new to the most of us, we were
to make one as we went along.
Of the personality of this group of
one hundred and seventy or more persons, volumes might be written. Those
who were chosen as group leaders and
who were responsible that the program
should not fail, who stood for the Institute with its big ideas and the mighty
task of "putting it over," were a radiant
group, never-to-be-forgotten for their
faith, their courage, their wisdom" and
their charity.
It was one of these who started us
on our program. A slight creature she
was, almost nothing as to flesh, but, oh,
the white flame of her Spirit as she
stood there with her frank blue eyes
challenging attention and flung out the
query, "Why did you come here?"
Laughing answers, serious answers,
rose from all sides, and somehow in a
very little while she had discovered her
Topics.
Race Relationships in the
United States (including the Japanese
Situation), the Viorld Court, Helps to
W orId Co-operation-these are eno1.1gh
for a beginning.
We are divided into discussion groups
and assigned to our several class rooms
to meet at 9-10 :30 a. m. next day, followed by a coming together of all from
11-12 with a presentation of the "Findings" of the various groups.
Would you believe that often those
"Findings" proved almost identical'?
This is all the more remarkable when
you bear in mind how they were reached.
Seventeen or more different nationalities approached these problems with
perhaps as many different new points.
A brown-faced, smooth hairecl woman
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£rom Madras, India, is the constant
companion of a member of the Board
of Foreign Missions. The representative of Georgia 'W. C. T. U, rubs elbows
with a Massachusetts woman who comes
from theW orId League against Alcoholics. A delegate fro111, the National
Council of Catholic women sits beside
one from the National Y. W. C. A. of
China. Colored people are represented
by a College president and wife as weJJ
as by several other interesting women.
One is prepared to find among them
a well-known "Y" worker, whose keen
bright eyes, set in a calm, sweet face, are
in keeping with her reputation for faithful service, poise and sincerity. Something more of surprise is manifested
when another of these dark-skinned
Americans is introduced, and it becomes
known that she is literary editor of a
magazine. She [s given undivided attention as she tells o£ her membership
in the Second Pan-African Congress, of
its relationship to the great continent of
Africa and to the world.
No less attention was given to the
young Chinese delegate when it came
her turn to express, through a sympathetic interpreter, the attitude of the
Chinese people u])on the great world
problems.
A well known white woman from
Georgia, a living example of what it
means to 07JerCO'l'ne, spoke feelingly of
inter-racial co-operation between white
and colored people in the South. With
amazing candol' she described her own
new "birth of freedom" when she had
come to see the necessity of this cooperation, and had, with many misgivings "blazed the trail," that has since
been followed in many portions of the
Southland with a success the significance of which stretches far beyond any
sectional borders. Her story was Sau1
of Tarsus in woman's guise with a different background.
It is not surprising, that, in the midst
of all this a Dean of women from perhaps the foremost institution for colOl-eel
people in the country should have had
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her chance to plead for an "open door"
of opportunity for the youth of her
group. Dispassionately but convincingly
she told of handicap and injustice and
plead for the true Democracy. The
generous applause which followed the
brief talk bespoke the distance it had
reached. This, we thought, is indeed an
Institute where "Deep calleth unto
Deep."
At every session golden words fell,
often unexpectedly from the lips of
some delegate who during a group conference put or answered some question.
A missionary whose life has been
spent in China spoke with emphasis of
the fineness of that people and declared
his conviction that in natural endowment they have no superiors. What he
had found true of them it is easy to
conceive might be the fact respecting
other non- Nordic races.
Biologists, Sociologists, Anthropologists and Historians gave expert opinions upon knotty problems. Tact, courtesy and friendliness proved no bar to
the utmost frankness.
Over and again, while the Golden
Rule was quoted as a guide for bringing
about justice and peace among the N ations of the earth, it was plainly shown
that differences in religious beliefs,
racial tendencies and traditions, to say
nothing of political policies, demand special study, breadth in judgment, and
magnanimity in understanding.
One dear-eyed and convincing speaker
seemed to voice the sentiment of many
when she said, "I am ashamed to admit
that there was a time when I entertained

both racial and religious prejudices.
Travel and daily association with people
of many lands opened my eyes, and now
I am as thoroughly convinced of the
oneness of humanity as I was once established in the thought or belief that
differences mean inferiority or superiority as they present themselves. It is
want of knowledge of one another that
makes cur misunderstandings."
Practical ideas respecting the establishing of world harmony were by no
means lacking. Disarmament was only
one of many essentials considered. A
universal language; a general making
over of school histories everywhere; a
far-flung gospel of "peace and goodwill" which can claim for itself scientific
as well as moral background, were a
few of the things championed in this
unique gathering.
Four wonder days, such as I have so
imperfectly outlined glimpses of, and
my stay was cut short; but the Institute continued through the week to Its
successful close.
I recall those four days with an increasing sense of their value, with a
deepening of the consciousness that the
lessons which have been handed down
through the ages, of the fatherhood of
God and the brotherhood of man, must
prevail; and that I as an individual may
not turn aside from, nor escape my personal responsibility in establishing these
truths.
I think it can not be possible for
anyone who sat at this feast ever to be
tempted to feed upon the husks of
hatred or prejudice or greed.
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REALITY IS ONE
CA COMPILATION FROM THE TEACHINGS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA.)

, 'IT

IS OUR DUTY to put forth
our greatest efforts and summon
all our energies in order that the bonds
of unity and accord may be established
among' mankind . . . . . The world of
humanity has never enjoyed the blessing of Universal Peace. Year by year
the implements of warfare have been
increased and perfected . . . . . If this
warfare and strife be for the sake of
religion, it is evident that it violates the
spirit and basis of all religion. All
the Divine Manifestations have proclaimed the Oneness of God and the
unity of mankind. They have taught
that men should love and mutually help
each other in order that they mig'ht progress. Now if this conception of religion be true, its essential principle is
the oneness of humanity. The fundamental truth of the Manifestations is
peace. This underlies All Religion, All
Justice. The divine purpose is that men
should live in unity, concord and agreement, and should love one another.
Consider the virtues of the human world
and realize that the oneness of humanity
is the primary foundation of them all.
Read the Gospel and the othe1' holy
books. You will find their f'ltndamentals
are one and the same. Therefore unity
is the essential truth of religion and
when so understood embraces all the
virtues of the human world. Therefore
we must endeavor to promulgate and
practice the religion of God which has
been founded by all the prophets. And
the Religion of Goel is absolute love
and unity."
, 'RELIGIONS are many, but the
Reality of Religion is One.
The days are many but the sun is one.
The fountains are many but the fon11-

lain-head is one. The branches al'e
many but the tree is one.
"The foundation of the divine religions is reality; were there no reality
there would be no religions. His Holi,ness Abraham heralded the reality. His
Holiness Moses promulgated the reality.
His Holiness Christ established the
reality. His Holiness Mohammed was
the messenger of the reality. His Holiness the Bab was the door of the reality.
His Holiness Baha'u'llahwas the splendol' of the reality. The reality is One;
it does not admit multiplicity or division.
The Reality is as the sun which shines
forth from the different dawning--points;
it is as the light which has illuminated
many lanterns.
"Baha'u'llah promulgated the fundamental oneness of religion. He taught
that reality is one ancl not multiple, that
it underlies all divine precepts and that
the foundations of the religions are
therefore the same. Certain forms and
imitations have gradually arisen. As
these val-y, they cause differences among
religionists. If we set aside these imitations and seek the fundanlental reality
underlying our beliefs, we reach a basis
of agreement hecause it is one and not
multiple."

"THE

FIOLY MANIFESTATIONS who have been the
sources or founders of the various religious systems were united and agreed
in pnrpose and teaching. His Holiness,
Abraham, Moses, Zoroaster, Buddha,
Jesus, Mohammed, the Bab and Baha'u'llah are one in spirit and reality. Moreover each prophet fulfillecl the promise
of the one who came before him and
likewise each announced the one who
would follow, Consider how His I-Ioli-
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ness Abraham foretold the coming of
Moses and Moses embodied the Abrahamic statement. His Holiness Moses
prophesied the Messianic cycle and His
Holiness Christ fulfilled the law of
Moses. It is evident therefore that the
holy Manifestations who founded the religious systems are united and agreed;
there is no differentiation possible in
their mission and teachings; all are reflectors of reality and all are promulgators of the religion of God . . . . .
Therefore the foundations of the religious systems are one because all proceed from the indivisible Reality; but
the followers of these systems have disagreed; discord, strife and warfare have
arisen among them, for they have forsaken the foundation and held to that
which is but imitation and semblance.
Inasmuch as imitations differ, enmity
and dissension have resulted . . . . .
If the holy books were rightly understood none of this discord and distress
would have existed, but love and fellowship would have prevailed instead
. . . . The essential purpose of the
religion of God is to establish unity
among mankind. The divine manifestations were founders of the means of
fellowship and love. They did not come
to create discord, strife and hatred in
the world. The religion of God is the
cause of love. . . . .
"The word of Truth, no matter which
tongue utters it, must be sanctioned.
Absolute verities, no matter in what
book they may be recorded, must be acquired. If you harbor prejudice, that
prejudice will be the cause of deprivation, the cause of ignorance, the cause
of not knowing. The strife which exists among religious systems, the strife
which exists among nations, the strife
which exists among nativities, the warfare separating nations and countries
arises from nothing else but misttnderstanding . . . . This is verily the century when these imitations must be forsaken; in which these superstitions must

pass away and God alone must be
adored. The Sun of Reality is shining,
giving forth its greatest heat. We must
look at the Reality of the Prophet; we
must look at the Teachings of the Prophet in order that we may agree . . . .
"The elect of humanity are those who
live together in love and unity. They
are preferable before God because the
divine attributes are already manifest in
them. The Supreme Love and Unity is
witnessed in the Divine Manifestations.
Among them unity is indissoluble,
changeless, eternal and everlasting. Each
one is expressive and representative of
all .
In all degrees of existence
each one praises and sanctifies the others. Each of them holds to the solidarity of mankind and promotes the unity
of human hearts."

"I FityINVESTIGATION
OF Realbecomes universal, all the
divergent nations will ratify an the Divine Prophets and all will confirm all
the holy books. No strife or rancor will
remain and all of us will become united.
Then will we associate together in the
utmost love. We will become as fathers
and sons, as brothers and sisters living
together in the utmost unity, love and
happiness, for this century is the Century of Light. It is 110t like former
centuries. Former centuries were
epochs of oppression. Now human intellects have developed and human intelligence has increased. . . . This is not
a time when we shall wage war and be
hostile toward each other. We are living at a time when we should enjoy the
utmost friendship. . . . Now in this
radiant century let us try to carry out
the good pleasure of God . . . perchance this terrestrial world may become as a mirror celestial upon which
we may behold the imprint of the traces
of Divinity, and the fundamental qualities of a new creation may be reflected
fro111 the reality of love shining in human hearts."
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
BY ALFRED W. MARTIN
HEN THE twenty-first century
shall count over the political jewels
bequeathed to it by the twentieth I think
it will rank among the richest and rarest
that golden utterance of W oodrow Wilson when defining the obj ect of the
great war:
"The ultimate object of the war is
the creation of a comradeship of j~tstice
which shall include all nations, even
those with whom, we are now at Wa1'."
Just what form that coming comradeship of justice will take is perhaps
the most mooted of all questions at the
present time. When one reflects on the
number and variety of racial stocks to
be dealt with; when one thinks of the
political unrest that will seethe in Europe for the next decade or more; when
one reflects upon the just and permanent allotment of the lands that lie east
of the Adriatic; when one reflects upon
the problems bound L1p with Ireland,
with India, with Egypt; when one thinks
of the ultimate status of Baghdad, Dan1aSCLlS, J erusalem-problen1s vast and
complex, requiring for their solution a
deal of historical knowledge as well as
fairmindedness; when one ponders llPon
these mighty issues one shudders at the
pompousness of him who would pretend to propound a plan and prograrn
of that coming comradeship of justice.
The truth is that we have not arrived
at any consensus of public opinion as
to what internationalism should be.
There is not yet an ideal of international
relations upon which the thought and
conscience of civilized man is agreed.
And if we have no ideal of what is right
how can we hope to do right?
What is an ideal? Simply a mental
picture of something which it is supremely desirable to have or to be. For all

W

practical purposes that definition of an
ideal will answer, "a mental picture of
something it is desirable to have." As
such, an ideal is the most practical of
all realities. It is a power behind action
that has to be reckoned with, even by
the frank est materialist. And how shall
an ideal of international relationships be
attained? How shall we arrive at this
desired mental picture of what it is supremely desirable that internationalism
should be?
Perhaps we shall be helped if we
glance at the mental picture that obtained in Europe just about the time that
the American Republic was being' born.
That mental picture is known by the
name of Cosl110politism. It stood for a
relationship among all the peoples of
the earth in which all national distinctions whatsoever were obliterated in a
blaz,e of universal brotherhood. This
ideal, this cosmopolitism, found literary
expression in England in the writing's
of two great authors who belonged to
the close of the eighteenth century. One
of these was Oliver Goldsmith, and I
.find on readIng "The Traveler," these
words: "I 1'nnst own I should prefer
the title of the ancient philosopher, 'A
Citizen of the World,' to that of an Englishman, a Frenchman, a European, or
to any other appellation whatsoever."
And when we turn to Joseph Addison's
Spectator we find, among other things,
this interesting' and significant sentence:
"N ature seems io have taken a particular care to disseminate her blessings
among the different regions of the world
with an idea to this mutual intercourse
and traffic among mankind." "I am infinitely delighted," says Addisol1, "in
mixing with these general ministers of
commerce as they are distinguished by
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their different talks and different languages. Sometimes I am jostled among
a body of Armenians, sometimes I am
lost in a crowd of Jews, and sometimes
I am one of a group of Dutchmen; I
am a Dane, a Swede, a Frenchman. At
different times I rather fancy myself
like the old philosopher who, upon being asked from what country he was,
replied he was a citizen of the world."
The Germany of Lessing and Herder
-that Germany which died when Prussianism was born-that Germany was a
cosmopolitan Germany. Lessing took
the ground that it was a mark of heroic
weakness for one to stand for national
patnotlsm. And Herder, who never
dreamed what was to happen in 1914,
warned his countrymen against the repetition of what happened to Greece,
Rome, Palestine as a result of national
pride. The French equivalent for these
cosmopolitan sentiments was reflected
in the writings of Rousseau. Also in
those of Diderot and D'Alembert, the
great French encyclopedists. Then came
the American Declaration of Independence, reflecting these cosmopolitan sentiments in its affirmation of equality and
freedom. And Thomas Paine, the first
man to use the term "United States,"
said, "The world is my country" and
declined to be identified with anyone
nation.
Toward the middle of the nineteenth
century a reaction took place, resulting
in a perfervid passion on the part of
each of the great nations for the perpetuation, cultivation and expression
of its particular national type; the great
nations vying each other with their
own type to dominate. During the last
fifty years this nationalism has spread
to an astonishing degree, and it is well
to realize the effects of this spirit of
nationalism during this half-century of
development. It explains a number of
striking phenomena that came to light
during the war. For instance, the socialists had taken the position that there
could never be another War because,

they argued, if the workingmen of all the
world stand together and refuse to fight
of course there can't be another war.
What happened? The French socialist
discovered that he was closer to the
French capitalist than to the Belgian socialist or the German socialist or the
English socialist. In other words, he discovered that there was something dearer
to his heart than even socialism-amI
that was nationalism. So, in Germany
there started the cry-"N ationalism over
everything !"-even over socialism, and
from Germany it spread to France and
from there to Belgium and from Belgium it crossed the channel to England.
Scientists took the position before the
war that science had a unifying influence, but they, too, found that there
was something dearer to them than even
science-nationalism. This explains the
wonderful literary output on the part of
all the warring nations, each contending
that the nationalism which his people
represents is the ideal type and that it
ought to be foisted upon all the rest
of the world because this is the supremely good and permanent type.
The same spirit of nationalism explains these celebrated hybrid phrases
·of "Pan-German," "Pan-Anglo," "PanGallic" and, finally, "Pan-American,"
under the auspices of lVIr. Theodore
Rooseve1t, the greatest exponent of the
"pann idea we ever had.
What is the cure for this narrow,
chauvanistic nationalism as we find it
among the great nations of the earth, including our own? Some answer; "The
cure is in a return to the cosmopolitism
of the eighteenth century." Others symbolize the fusing of all nationalities by
melting all their flags in an iron pot and
drawing out The Flag of Humanity.
But not by any such return to cosmopolitanism is true internationalism to be
reached. Surely the life of every nation is precious, and just exactly as the
individuality of every person must be
preserved if we are to have an ideal social state, so, also, that which is fine
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and distinctive in each national type must
be preserved if we are to have a true
internationalism.
It is a sorry mistake to speak of
America as a melting pot. It is as fallacious as it has been popular. Rather
should each of the distinctive national
types among us preserve its own heritage. Each is to have its own particular
thread, with its own color, woven into
the fabric of an American type now in
process of creation.
Two great spiritual factors, rather,
must work out a true internationalism.
The first of these is the cultivation of
humility among all the strong nations
of the earth. Let us consider this first
great spiritual factor in relation to ourselves. My thought is that through
moral instruction in the high schools of
the United States we can reproduce the
humility of the great Father of this Republic. He never boasted about his
country. He never bragged of it or
made extravagant claims for it. I-le was
a man of few words and his inaugurals
are models of brevity and reserve. And
still that great personality of George
Washington is the dominating inspiration of our country·.
Be it ours to emulate the humility of
George VVashington. Let our light so
shine before men that they shall see our
good works and so glorify the democracy that shall yet be for all.
The second spiritual factor that enters into the ideal of internationalism
is the adoption of a new mental picture
of what it is supremely desirable that a
nation should be; namely, "A member
of an international society," an organ of
an organism, a part of a whole, each
contri.buting its own particular gifts
toward enhancing the life of all the rest
and receiving in return the manifold
contributions of all the others toward
the enriching of its own life.
(All address delivered in 'Washington, D. C.)
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"G:)d has given to us eyes, so that we
may look upon each other with the eyes
of the love ot God. He has granted us
hearts, so that ,ve may become attached
to each other and not to show enmity
and ran cor. Consider how God has been
good to man! He has given him understanding, intelligence and sentiment,
so that he may exert these divine faculties in the path or love and not in the
way of harm.
~'Abclu'l- Bahit.

ORIENTATION
May Maxwel)

o thou

divine Bird
From gardens of light ~
Thy heart-piercing song
Hath shattered the night,
Dispelling the gloom
And Hooding the air!
The ·world hath 110t seen
But felt thou wert there.

o

thou divine Rose
From gardens of love!
Thy form of substance,
Thy breath from abov~,
Exhales to the world
A perfl11Tle so rare,
That tho' still 1111seen
vVe kno'vv thou art there.

o

tholl divine Star
From the realms on high ~
Thy radiant beams
Fill earth, air, and sky!
Bereaved of the Sun
The worid unaware
Now turns to Its Glory
And sees-Thon art there!
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WHAT CONSTITUTES .A PRINCE
A heretofore unpublished account of a visit to the Maharaja of Jhalawar,
written by Lua Moore Getsinger after her year
of travel and teaching in India.
His Holiness 'Abdu'l-Baha
InessTwhoWAS
first mentioned to me His Highthe Maharaja Rana of Jhalawar
and, as I was travelling in India, I
thought a visit to his State might afford
me some new experiences as well as opportunities to meet with India's most
enlightened class. Consequently I wrote
to him stating the source of my information concerning him and expressed
a desire to meet him should it please
him to grant my request. My letter
brought a courteous reply to the effect
that I would be received with pleasure
and further stated that His Highness
had had the pleasure of meeting' Abdu'lBaha while travelling in England.
Therefore I left Bombay and traveled
to Shri Chhatrapur, arriving about seven
o'clock at night in April, 1914. The ride
from Baroda had been wearisome on
account of the dust and heat coupled
with the miles and miles of level, uninteresting plains, parched barren and
brown.
I was travelling with a Parsee girl
companion, who was familiar with several of the many languages spoken by
the people of India, and I found her
company invaluable, for otherwise I
could not have made myself understood.
We were thankful to reach the little
railroad station at last, which terminated
our journey, and to find a very fine
modern automobile awaiting us. Our
baggage secured, we were soon ensconced inside and flying swiftly along
the remarkably smooth hard country
roads. There was a new moon, giving
just enough light to make the shadows
weird and ghostly as we sped along
through little stretches of leafless trees
and underbrush! The stars were shining in myriads and the evening air be-

came cool and balmy. Now and then
tall graceful palms loomed ttp. Across
the plains we could hear the cry of
foxes, jackals, and the baying of hounds.
The distance :from the station to Jhalrapatan is some sixteen or eighteen
miles, and knowing this I had settled
back to thoroughly give myself up to
the quiet enjoyment of all the mysteries
of the night, when my little companion
in a voice full of consternation broke
out with-"Oh Khanum, where are we
going? We have been riding ever so
long without seeing a house even! Do
you think these men are carrying us off
to some place from which we will never
be able to return?" Mahrie had never
travelled, and I suppose the quiet moonlight, the mysterious shadows and whispers of the night, all made their impression upon her, too, but her impression
was vastly different from mine! I had
some little trouble owing to my hoarseness and the hum of the machine to
make her understand that everything
was all right and to assure her that we
were not being carried off to the wilds!
I do not believe she was quite satisfied,
however, until the lights of Jhalarapatan appeared in the distance, and she
was evidently relieved when we were
safely deposited in a very comfortable
bungalow-one of the Guest Houses of
His Highness.
Upon my arrival one of the servants
handed me a Jetter which proved to be
an invitation from His Highness to dine
with him that evening. It was already
past the time, but as the carriage was
waiting to convey me to the Kothi, the
house occupied by the Maharaja, I felt
I should go, and hastily arranging my
toilet, departed. The private secretary
was standing on the veranda to welcome
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and conduct me to the dining r00111
where I was presented to His Highness
and seated at once without further ado
or introduction to his other guests. I
was seated next to His Highness, with
an army officer at my left who began
talking to me as though he had always
known me. I was happy to feel the entire absence of conventionality, and to
find myself like one of a happy group
of friends.
I soon discovered the secret of this to
be the remarkable personality of His
Highness himself. He was a man of
perhaps thirty-five or eight years of age
possessing a temperament difficult to
describe, inasmuch as he was at once
both very dignified and extremely simple. His face was calm and placid, and
at the same time very mobile, and expressive of a tender sympathy which
might well adorn the countenance of a
good pure woman, yet also of such
forceful courage and unswerving will
as might become the character of an
ideal man. His bearing was both majestic and genial, and at all times and
on all occasions he was most courteously kind to everybody, even his servants, whose loyal obedience to him vIas
remarkable.
Lavish hospitality was dispensed on
every hand. The guests were provided
with such viands as could not fail to
satisfy the most epicurean.
The Maharaja was a man of discern-ment, wide travel, and erudition. In all
India it would be difficult, I think, to
fi.nd a Prince more practically utopian,
or more sincerely concerned about the
advancement and education of the people over whom he ruled. His State was
by no means the largest one in India,
but according to its possibilities it was
certainly one of the most progressive.
By the charm of his altogether pleasing
personality and the force of patient example, he was slowly but surely overcoming the age old and time worn prejudices and superstitions of his people, replacing them with tolerance, liberality,
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and broadmindedness along ideal lines
of moral, ethical, and scientific educa-·
tion.
He devoted time and money to the
building of schools and libraries, and es-·
tablished co-education in his State.
When he became the Chief of Jhalawar
some years ago, there were four schools
only; now there are fifty or more with
applications for still others. He was
wisely turning most of his attention to
the youths, both male and female, fully
awakened to the fact that the future
good of his province lay hidden in their
hands, and more especially in the hands
of the mothers of the coming genrations. He erected a beautiful school for
girls in Jhalrapatan which I understood
was to be perfectly equipped that they
might be taught all practical things of
life, as well as to become familiar with
science and literature.
On the second day of my visit His
Highness asked me if I would like to
visit the different places in his State
near his abode, and upon my signifying a
desire to do so he appointed one of his
officers to accompany me the followingmorning. When the carriage arrived as
I was ready I did not wait for my guide,
thinking he might meet us outside. We
had driven perhaps five miles and were
looking over the ruins of an old temple
built perhaps twelve or fifteen centuries
ago, when a very intelligent looking and
extremely well-mannered
gentleman
came up quite out of breath saying,
"Pardon me, but I was 110t late in keeping my appointment. I was at your
place and service exactly at the hour set
by His Highness, and I have followed
you on my wheel. I hope my services
may be acceptable to you." This was
my first meeting with Mr. Ratalal Antani, Magistrate of Jhalawar. When I
saw his card I felt sorry that one whose
calling rendered time so very valuable
should have been sent to conduct me
through bazars, temples, schools, etc.
Upon expressing something of this sort,
he very quietly, though not without a
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certain note of pride, replied, "My highest duty, as well as my greatest pleasure,
is to obey the slightest wish of His
Highness, our Maharaja!" The pleasure was evident in his smiling face, and
the duty, one felt instinctively, to be a
task of love.
His four following mornings were
devoted to showing my companion and
myself about. We visited the hospital,
a new building, where we were most
One interesting
cordially welcomed.
case here was that of a woman whose
husband in a rage had cut off her nose
and upper lip. But the hospital staff
had made a new nose and lip for her
from the skin of the forehead and sides
of her face.
From there we visited the jail where
the warden personally conducted us
through the entire institution. And a
more ideal jail could not be found. 1
was impressed immediately with its spaciousness and cleanliness. Sunshine and
fresh air permeated every nook and corner. The cells were all of good size,
with high ceilings, and immaculately
clean. As we were passing among the
rug makers, one man spinning cotton
suddenly fell upon his knees before Mr.
Antani, the Magistrate who had sentenced him, begging him to do something that he might remain in the prison
as his time had expired, saying, "1 am
being taught useful things. 1 like my
work and desire that 1 be retained here,
as 1 have nothing and no place to go,
when released. Let me stay to work
and learn!"
1 was then told that His Highness
was endeavoring to institute a system of
education and practical labour among
the prisoners so that upon the expiration
of their terms they may go out morally
benefited and possessed 0 f some trade
or craft wherewith they can earn a livelihood and become useful citizens. His
Highness regards crime as a form of
disease, and is therefore introducing
methods which will transform punishment into progress, adversity into acl-

vancement, and meanness into manliness.
Another interesting incident in connection with the jail must here be cited.
One evening three or four days previous
to my departure His Highness turned
to me suddenly and said, "1 am visiting
the jail tomorrow morning early. 1
have some questions to put to a prisoner.
Would you care to accompany me, or
is one visit sufficient?" 1 accepted the
invitation with eagerness and the following morning His Highness appeared
at the door of the Guest House "in his
private carriage attended by two footmen and two mounted guards. As the
jail was not far from the house we occupied, we were soon inside its huge
iron gate, being welcomed by the astonished warden who had no intimation
that His Highness was to pay a visit
thus early in the morning. We were
walking toward the priboners when 1
noticed that the Maharaja was entirely
unarmed, even his walking stick having
been left with a footman at the entrance,
and unattended save by myself. The
warden was following a little distance
behind us, while the keepers who had
assembled in the courtyard remained in
line like soldiers at attention, but unarmed, so far as 1 could see.
His Highness walked among the prisoners and talked with them as a kind
father might talk to wayward children,
listening with kindness and patience to
their complaints which were few, and
speaking encouraging words which
brought the light of hope into their
faces. With one prisoner he spoke at
length. The man was weeping and evidently most contrite. As 1 could not
understand the language in which they
were speaking, His Highness explained
that the prisoner before us had been the
leader in a plot to injure and dethrone
him. "1 feel sorry for him," he continued, "for his grievance was against
me personally and his crime was committed entirely through ignorance. The
Administration compels me to keep him
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here, otherwise"-but here he turned
quickly away, not however, before I
caught the expression of compassionate
regret which had overspread his C011ntenance.
Next we went to the Printing and
Book-binding Department. On top of
one of the presses was an old man sixtyfive or eight years old whose face was
seamed and bore marks of suffering.
At a word from His Highness, he came
down and knelt at his feet. The ma"
chinery was making so much noise that
his voice could scarcely be heard, thus
His Highness ordered him ont into the
courtvard. There in the friendly shade
of O1~e of the buildings he began talking to the man, who had again fallen
upon his knees and whom he commanded to arise! All of the prisoners
wear about their necks a stout cord
from which is suspending a card bearing the name, crime and sentence. This
man's sin was dacoity (robbery) and
his sentence twenty-four years, sixteen
of which had elapsed.
Re stood before us then, an old man
with clasped hands, quivering lips,
drawn features, and frightened eyesbroken in heart and spirit, a picture of
human suffering' and hopeless despair,
and the following dramatic dialogue
took place:
H·is Highness-How was it that you
found your way in here? \Vhat was
the nature of your crime?
Pr'isoner-Dacoity, by Liege, that I
must say I was tempted to commit in
the year 1899-that famine year of dire
calamity when hunger and thirst drove
people to the verge of fearlessly committing serious crimes and thereby
gaining their livelihood. 'lour Rig'h-·
ness will therefore see there exists cer ..
tain assuaging circumstances 111 my
guilt.
His Highness-At any rate dacoity is
a serious offence, which I believe by this
time you have well reali7:ed. 'V/hat do
you think of your crime now? Do you
feel that you did something for which
you are sincerely sorry?
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Prisoner- I feel most penitent, my
Liege, and I am most ashamed of my
guilt.
His Highness-vVhat do YOll want
now?
Prisoller- Liberty, my Lord, nothing
more.
His Highness-Can you promise me
that you will no more associate YOllrself with any crimes?
Prisoner-I assure Yom· Highness
most solemnly that I will not.
His Highness-Then you are free!
At the words "You are free" the poor
man stood for a moment as though
stunned; then through the gloom of
that twisted pitiful face a light began
to dawn. It ,'V'as the light of hope rekindled in a heart so long despondent
that a fe\v seconds were required ere it
leaped into flame and transformed his
entire being. With a great heart-bursting sob once more he threw himself in
the dust before his Prince and the continuation of his sobs was the only sound
'which broke the tense silence that had
fallen over us. N ever shall I forget the
scene 1 The Maharaja seerned suddenly
like a great tree whose goodly thickleaved branches V.lere swaying in the
heavenly breeze of divine compassion
casting cool shadows of protection over
all of us. (Curiously enough, I felt a
great kinship with the man upon the
ground and a cry welled up in my heart
that the "Prince of Princes" might one
clay say to me, "YOll are free! Free
from the prison of self.")
"Arise! Arise!" said His Highness to
the man. "Go and have your chains removed!"
An were so astounded that 110 one
moved until the \Varden wanderingly
asked, "Are his chains to be 1'ernovedr·'
"Yes," he replied, "that is what we
are waiting" for!"
Then a man came and cut ott the iron
bands which encased his ankles and his
chains fell to the ground! Again my
heart cried out to the "King of Kings';
that the chains of desire and selfishness
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might likewise be stricken from me that
I might walk free from fetters, as he
now walked back to His Highness, smiling in gratitude! He told the man to
gather his belongings and come to the
Palace, after which we departed!
I was told that evening that the man
had been received by His Highness and
given new clothes, food, money, reinstated in his caste and assigned so[ne
labour on a small fann near his native
place. Surely man most resembles God,
when he bestows generosity and exercises mercy. I asked His Highness if
it were not a source of great happiness
to be able to do such deeds. "Yes," he
replied very simply, "and I hope I may
never exercise my power for harm to
any body." Would that all people to
whom power is given would think likewise. \Ve should have a different kind
of a world to live in very shortly!
One very pleasant morning was spent
in visiting the High School,which I
found very well equipped in every way
to facilitate the understanding and advancement of the pupils, among whom
were some very bright and intelligent
minds. Every pupil was given the same
opportunity, whether he was of high
class or Iow. This was clue also to His
Highness who regards, and was endeavoring to reward, capacity more than
caste.
Later we met with the faculty in the
Head Master's office, where we sat
around his table and discussed religion
from various standpoints for an hour
or more in the most friendly manner
imaginable. Among them was a Jain,
a Brahman, a Theist, a Mohammedan,
and an Agnostic. I found an of these
gentlemen not only very intelligent but
extremely broad-minded and liberal.
And when we think that half a century
ago such a meeting would have been
impossible, we are justified in feeling
that the veil of racial prejudices and religious differences is slowly but surely
vanishing! And we can but feel en-

caUl' aged in our belief that one great
Universal Religion will soon unite all
humanity, so that the Fatherhood of God
and the brotherhood of man will be an
evident reality and no longer a mere
vision of dreamers and poets.
This little impromptu gathering, and
its import, was talked of in the to-INn;
and that evening the minister and uncle
of His Highness Maharaja, Balbhadra
Singh, called to see us. It was near
the dinner hour so we could speak only
a short time, but it was long enough for
me to recognize in him a sincere spiritual soul, as well as a man of learning.
He called again the following morning
with several other gentlemen and we discussed at length "Spiritual Teachers
and Teachings," vvhich terminated with
a request that I should meet in his home
that afternoon other citizens of Jha1rapatan and speak to them on the subject of "God's Messenger to the "\iVorld,"
which included a historical sketch of the
Rise and Progress of the Baha'i Movement. Between seventy-five and one
hundred people were present, and altogether it was a very pleasant occasion
marked by genuine hospitality and kind
appreciation.
At last came the time or our farewell
dinner. The table was beautifully decorated in green and white, the shaded
candles casting a glow of warm pink
over all. After partaking of a sumptuous repast we repaired to the salon
where an entertainment including Indian dances, songs, and music had been
provided.
After this entertaimnent a servant appeared bearing a silver tray upon which
was a bottle of exquisitely delicate perfume. Then began a most beautiful ceremony of leave-taking. His Highness
took the perfume and put a few drops
on the outstretched palm of each guest,
after which each head was bowed that
he might garland our necks with his
decoration and amulet of heartfelt good
wishes, "to speed each parting guest."
And this was his silent "Goodbye."
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THE GOLDEN RULE
"

ALL things therefore whatsoever
would that men should do
unto you, even so do ye unto them; for
this is the law of the prophets."

.f"\.. ye

THE GOLDEN RULE may be well
said to have existed always and to be
a part of all religions. It is practically
certain that no land which had at any
time laid claim to a more or less true
form of civilization has omitted some
phrasing of this basic ethical teaching
from its moral or civil philosophy.
In the oldest book in the world, the
instructions of Ptah Hotep in EGYPT
five thousand five hundred years ago,
3,550 years before Christ, is found this
instruction: "If thou be among people
make for thyself love the beginning and
end of the heart." Sixteen hundred
years before the birth of Jesus, there
ran an EGYPTIAN "vale" to the dead:
"He sought for others the good he desired for himself. Let him pass on."
Again before Christ-3,400 yearswhen the HINDU Kingdom,s were being
established along the Ganges, it was
written: "The true rule o£ business is
to guard and do by the thing's of others
as they do by their own."
Twenty-five hundred years ago, 600
years before Christ and 150 before
Plato, Laotze wrote in CHIN A: "Requite injury with kindness." "To the
not good I would be good in order to
make them good." Confucius advised:
"What you would not wish done to
yourself, do not unto others."
The books and scrolls of the HEBRAIC law taught this truth. In a
time-stained parchment believed to have
been first inscribed some 2,500 years
ago, is to be read: "Whatsoever you
do not wish your neighbor to do to you,
do not that to him." And to strengthen this, the teachers of 600 B.c. added

immediately: "This is the whole Law.
The rest is mere exposition of it." And
in the Law of Moses it is written: "Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."
The GREEKS in 1070 B.c. came yet
nearer the wording of Jesus with: "Do
not that to thy neighbor which thee
would take ill from him."
At the first BUDDHISTIC Council
held at Rajagriha in 477 B.c. the scribes
almost duplicated the advice of Egypt's
priests, writing: "One should seek for
others the happiness one desires for
oneself."
When Alexander of Macedonmarched
into PERSIA in 334 B.c., he found
there before him the most usual of all
these closely paralleled formulae: "Do
as you would be done by" -ran the Zoroastrian precept.
A century and a half before Christ
the Law of ROME once more repeated
the theme: "The law imprinted on the
hearts of all men is to love the members
of society as themselves."
And CHRIST HIMSELF declared
that the Golden Rule "is the law and
the prophets."
Again Mohammed gave yet another
expression to it, for the KORAN instructs: "Let none of you treat his
brother in a way he himself would dislike to be treated."
Finally in this day is added still another instruction in the Revelation of
BAHA'U'LLAH-"O Son of Man!
W ert thou to observe Mercy thou
wouldst not regard thine own interest,
hut the interest of mankind. Wert thou
to observe Justice, choose tho11 for
others what tho11 choosest for thyself."
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THE LIFE OF 'ABDU'L-BAH.A
( continued)

BY JINAB-I-FADIL
HEN the successful efforts of
. the young reformers of Turkey
abolished the unjust prisons of a despotic monarch, 'Abdu'l-Baha went forth
from the dark stronghold of Acca into
the light and freedom of Haifa and
Mount Carmel. Here for eleven months,
after the stifling atmosphere of Acca
which had seriously affected his health,
he breathed the pure air of the Mountain of God and passed his time in
spreading the divine teachings. He was
like a bird which had become free from
the cage; and one day, without informing anyone, he took ship and arrived at
Port Said in Egypt, which was his first
journey of freedom after the long years
of exile and imprisonment.
'Abdu'l-Baha possessed a great love
for the beauty of nature, which is a mirror of the beauty of God, and he was
extremely happy in the pure atmosphere
of Egypt with its tropical trees and
flowers. This was indeed a period of
rejoicing when eager BaM'is from different nations, of every race and color,
gathered 'round him with love and unity,
hearing his deep teaching and happy
with his happiness.
Although at the beginning of his stay
in Egypt through false traditions the
religious prejudice of the people was
aroused against 'Abdu'l-Baha and some
of the newspapers printed incendiary
articles against the Cause, before very
iong many theological groups, editors,
and other prominent people, in their
visits to him, became satisfied from the
river of his knowledge and wisdom.
They were attracted by the great power
of his love; and realizing the necessity
of the Baha'i teachings in this miraculous age, opened their lips in praise and
thanks to him.
During the morning hours at this time

W

the news-venders would bring the papers
containing incendiary articles to the
place where many Baha'i visitors were
residing, and some of the friends desired
to make reply to them. On one occasion the friends brought the papers to
'Abdu'l-Baha, expressing this wish. But
he said-"These are the heralds of the
Kingdom. God is using them to inform
the people of our arrival. Let them
write anything they like. They will
come to investigate, realize the truth and
themselves make answer." And after
a few days this came to pass.
During those eleven months the name
of the Baha'i Cause and the greatness
of 'Abdu'l-Baha became more and more
apparent and many souls were satisfied
through drinking the pure teachings of
Baha:u'llah. Although his journey to
Egypt caused many of the Persian believers to beseech him to visit Persia
since many thousands of them had been
unable to meet him while at Acca, the
religious prejudice of that land prevented him. His soj ourn in Egypt also
made his occidental friends eager to
have him in their free country where
his teachings might be heard without
restraint. As their visits to Acca had
been accomplished through many difficulties his friends of Europe and America wrote 'Abd u'l-Baha many imploring
letters urging his presence in their
midst and these urgent appeals finally
brought about the journey of this majestic spiritual teacher to the land of
freedom in the west.
The year 1911 marked the journey
of 'Abdu'l-Baha to the western world.
After spending some months in Europe
he returned to Egypt. The following
year, in 1912, his longest and last journey began. He spread his wings and
soared to the United States and Canada
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and later to England, Germany, Hun"
gary, and France.
During this year of travel some of
the friends of 'Abdu'l-Baha were
anxious for him to take passage on the
steamship "Titanic," but he declined
and afterward his wisdom became apparent when this great vessel sank in
the depths of the sea.
His western journey consumed almost two years during which time he
spoke in many different churches, synagogues, universities and various societies, spreading the teachings of this
Cause,-the principles of the oneness of
the world of humanity and the organization of the world under the banner of
universal justice and love. He declared
that the world of hUmanity is entering
a new cycle and the spirit of Baha'u'lIah
is its spirit and its light. His effective
call was reflected in many magazines
and newspapers of Europe and Amer··
ica and resounded in the ears of the
whole world, especially throughout the
west. The scholars and thinkers who
visited him were attracted to his unique
personality and many of them said they
had been longing to meet and know
such a being-a mirror of the teach··
ings of all the prophets, picturing the
real life of the spirit.
Undoubtedly the journey of 'Abdu'l··
Baha to the West was in reality a j ourney to all the world, a unique historical
journey, and we shall see in due time
that the thought of the entire world
was transformed. 'Abdu'l-Baha planted
in the atmosphere the seed of spiritual
understanding and of reconciliation
among the races and nations, the result
of which will accomplish the unity of
the world. In the Baha'i world this
journey created an irresistible motion
which will increase age after age.
Also in his journey to Europe and
America the purpose of 'Abdu'l-Baha
was to warn the people of the coming
of the world war and he explained the
prophecies of Baha'u'llah revealed forty
years before referring thereto. In his
various lectures he declared that a great
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war was impending and the rulers of
the nations, the men of power and authority, were under great responsibility.
He called them to extinguish the fire
of this on-rushing conflagration through
the means of an International Court of
World Parliament.
Although many
could not believe at that time the
seriousness of his warning he assured
them of the imminent danger. After
his return to the East from this journey
he said in many large groups--"We
crossed oceans and seas and knocked at
the door of Europe and America warning
them of the great calamity, but they
were in such deep slumber they could
not be awakened."
In 1913 he returned to Egypt and to
Haifa where many oriental Baha'is of
different religions and nations who were
most eager to visit him welcomed him
and gathered in his presence like
moths around the candle 0 f love. Afterward, when the great war beg·an ancl
the door to Palestine was closed, when
famine and difficulty arose, the heads
of many families being killed ancl
others cast into political prisons among
the Jews, Mohammedans and Christians-in these tragic conditions the home
of 'Abdu'l-Baha became the door of
hope for all the afflicted people. He
protected them and helped them like
a kind father and the people were filled
with hope and happiness because he was
living in their midst.
Although after his return from the
West to Palestine some of the j ealons
objectors opened a new door of opposi~
tion and sought 1.0 cause some of the
Turkish generals to oppose 'Abdu'lBaha, the general situation had become
different; and especially after the war
the tree of the freedom of religious
thought, which is one of the great principles of Baha'u'llah, had spread its
shadow in that land. The opposition
was without effect and the light of
'Abdu'l-Baha was reflected without veils
to all the world.
When Baha'u'llah departed this life
in 1892 the Cause had not he en spread
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in the west but from the time Baha-u-llah
left this <world to the year 1908 when
the Constitution was declared in Turkey 'Abdu'l-Baha passed through the
most dramatic period of his life, due to
th opposition of his enemies, and during this same time, through his divine
power, he promulgated the Cause in
Europe and America. The boundaries
of the movement were extended, the
number of the believers was increased
and the influence of the Cause was felt
more and more. Thinkers in every
country began to investigate the movement so that during those sixteen yeal-s
the history of the Cause is replete with
many dramatic events.
The vision, revelation and might of
'Abdu'l-Baha were so divine that long
before the Cal1se was established in
western countries he had issued a request to the friends in Persia to teach
children English, and amidst all the
trials and vicissitudes of Acca and Haifa
he established a school wherein the
younger Baha'i generation might have
contact with occidental education, knowing well that the time would COme when
they would have to act as interpreters or
teachers in promUlgating the Cause.
The last years of the life of 'Abdu'lBaha were passed in Haifa where, like
a perfect gardener, he protected and
trained the garden of the Baha'i Cause,
until the 28th of November, 1922, when
he ascended from the sunset of his home
to the highest world. This was indeed
the midnight of grief and sorrow for his
family and the Baha'is of Haifa and
Acca as well as the surrounding region.
No one was able to sleep; the grief of
even the little children was uncontrolable. The sounds of weeping and lamentation resounded around the great home
of 'Abdu'l-Baha and many other homes
throughout the whole night until morning.
"Vhen the news of this grievous calamity reached the ontside world through
cable the body of the BaM'i Cause in all
the globe was shaken and its blood congealed. It was realized that not only

the great Trainer of souls had passed, but
the kind Father of all the world. The
'>'Vonder of this most great bereavement
"vas tl~e fact that so many ontside the
Cause joined with the Baha'is in their
sorrow. The following day when the
<blessed remains were conveyed to the
top of :i'dount Carmel to be entombed in
the resting-place of the Bab, which
J Abdu'l-Baha had prepared
for himself
also, from the Governor of Palestine and
other dignitaries, leaders of various religions, poets and distinguished men to
the poorest widow and orphan of Haifa
-all joined in lamentation for the loss
of this heavenly bounty. The entire
popUlation of the city joined in the long
procession wending its way up the slope
of Mount Carmel.
'Abdu'l-Baha was seventy-seven years
old at the time of his ascension and during his varied life of exile and imprisonment had known unthinkable suffering
and hardship. Through despotic power,
through the prejUdice and jealous)' of
religious ignorance he had contended
with unimaginable opposition from
every side, both to himself and his
teaching. In reality the power of the
Spirit protected his body so that all his
years were passed in the promotion and
administration of this Cause. K ot for
one moment was his thought free from
his great purpose and not a single moment of his life was lost. Such a great
work of brain could not be sustained
except by such a powerful spirit. Let
us clearly realize this point; if the immense volume of his personal and general Tablets, which were spread throughout the East and the \Vest, were divided
among the hours of his life we should
see how great was his capacity. The
work accomplished was of far greater
magnitude than his years signify. The
spiritual duties which he had performed
and his sacrifices for the sake of his
teachings were beyond imagination. In
the last hours of his life he was like one
having fully accomplished his task and
about to take a journey.
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Therefore almost suddenly, with but
slight illness, he ascended from this
world to the world of immortality. He
called himself" 'Abdu'l-Baha" and in his
life he was 'Abdtt'l-Bah6 because all his
thought and speech was of Baha'u'll<'th in
explaining and spreading his blessed
teaching. One could see in him only
the embodiment of the Baha'i Teaching.
In reality, it was a divine necessity that
Baha'u'llah should have such a Servant
and that this great being should sacrifice himself for such a Glorious Light,
to be an example for all the world.
'Abdu'l-Baha accomplished his spiritual work and spread completely the
teaching of Baha'u'lh'th, even his objectors and jealous adversaries gradually
coming to accept and obey him, through
the following great powers :First, the power of his flen, whose
comprehensive and effective eloquence
and sweetness were sllch that no one
could resist. Each one of the friends
to whom a tablet was addressed realized
that it was written to him alone and
was like a book of counsel for his espe··
cial life.
Second, the power of di'llinalion by
which 'Abdu'l-Baha knew each soul
better than the soul knew himself. Also
in reading letters he possessed this
power, and he said "My heavenly
Father gave to me a power by which
I may know from the written word the
spirit of every souL"
Third, the power of love and /01',giveness which was so great in 'Abdu'lBaha that when his enemies saw the
practical evidences of his love they
thought he could not know their opposition. It was often declared that he
loved his enemies more than his friends
and on one occasion when one of the
friends was telling him about someone
whom he was helping very much who
was his enemy even to the extent of
seeking his life, 'Abdu'l-Baha. said--·"I
know him very well but he is sincere.
I love a sincere man even my enemy.
His opposition is from ignorance and
after a while he will realize and repent.,'"
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On another occasion he said to one of
his visitors--"You come to Haifa where
the atmosphere is pure. This is the
fountainhead of the river and the water
is pure. Here there is nothing but love
and purity. God created me for love
to all his children without exception,
even my enemies."
Fourth, his generosity which was so
great as to suggest an absence of the
sense of worldly value. The precious
gifts brought him from different parts
of the world for his own personal use
would later be found in the possession
of others. Everyone received from the
hand of 'Abclu'l-·Baha some gift, while
at the same time his family lived in the
utmost simplicity.
Fifth, his /earlessness. At a time
when he was most strongly opposed by
government and populace he would walk
and speak among the people with such
power as though an army were stationed behind him. His confidence in
his spiritual connection with God, his
severence and spirit of sacrifice were
above the power of imagination.
Sixth, his 'Wisdom and administrative
capacity which suggested always the
ability to administer the affairs of the
whole world. lIe gave to each soul
high or low, rich or poor, in the east or
in the west, whatever was in accordance with the spiritual necessity. His
power was manifested to each soul accm-cling to the degree of capacity.
Seventh, his spiri!1ltal knowledge
through which 'Abdu'l-Baha possessed
the power to open all the sacred books
.and the teachings of Baha'u'llah.
Eighth, his power of e."Cplanation and
teaching the Cause in such a logical,
scientific and reasonable way as to reflect
completely the spirit of this age.
Ninth, the invisible confirmation
which was with him every moment of
his life like the Shaclow of God behind
him. If every detail of his life could be
seen with the telescope of deep intelligence it would reveal what a great, invisible Power ancl Will assisted him
constantly.
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WHY I AM A BAHA'i
BY SHAHNAZ W AITE
OU HAVE asked me, dear friend,
-Why I am a Bahi'i First of
all because the Bahi'i Revelation is the
greatest circle of Unity ever drawn
that included all other circles; its keynote is-INCLUSION.
Had anyone brought to me this message of real love and unity and had I
studied deeply into its basic principles
and precepts, its ideals and direct aims,
and not known the source from whence
they came, I should have said-"This
is the Voice of God-The new book of
laws for this new era in which we are
living; it is the very essence of Light,
of Wisdom and of Truth, therefore I
will strive to follow it."
Had an individual spent years in spiritual research, looked into every movement upon earth today, and extracted
the very best, the light of truth from
each, casting aside all that was in any
sense dogmatic, sectarian, or self-seeking; had he read all the Sacred Books of
the ages and of the different races and
found the golden thread of reality running through each; had he impartially
acquainted himself with the fundamental
principles of every society, secret or
otherwise; had he studied deeply the
social problems of the day and the organizations founded upon them, their
demands and their needs; also the ideals
and aims of every humanitarian association, enlightened himself regarding
all educational institutes, either in the
fundamentals, or in music, art, drama
and all that makes for the beauty of
wholeness; all sciences and crafts; the
solution of the economic question; the
problem of the divine equality of men
and women; the establishment of universal peace and the brotherhood of
man-had he taken all this knowledge
and inculcated it into one great Univer-
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sal Movement, all inclusive, he still
would have caught only a faint ray of
the universal light which God has
shed upon the world today, through His
Light-Bearer, Bahi'u'llah.
It is a Movement that makes for the
perfection of man along all planes of
existence. It teaches that his triune being must be equally developed, for each
is dependent upon the other. Every
law pertaining to the physical, mental,
and spiritual realms must be obeyed, and
man's triune nature unfold as a lotus,
which has its roots in the ground (the
physical), its stems in the water (the
mental), and its leaves and blossoms in
the air (symbol of the spiritual); and
only can this bloom, this lotus of the
soul arrive at perfection through the
perfect condition of the planes beneath
it.
I find a perfect balance between the
spiritual and material, and that in reality they are one, only in different degrees, or rates of vibration, just as water
is water whether it be a solid rock of
ice or invisible vapor.
In it also are all mystical truths;
all symbolism; all Sacred Sciences, as
well as mundane ones; all metaphysical
and occult laws, brought forth in a clear
and practical way.
I find that man is indeed the "captain
of his own soul" and that he himself
is "heaven or hell," according to his
own state of consciousness. That all
the meditations and prayers in the world
without deeds and service are of nO
avail. Meditation is but one wing, service to humanity the other; the intaking
and outgiving breath of the soul.
The Baha'i Teaching gives me absolute freedom of thought and action, and
divine respect for other's viewpoints. It
leaves me free to study whatsoever I
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will, for Baha'u'llah has said-"Whatso-ever lessens ignorance and increases
knowledge-is, was, and ever shall be
acceptable to God." And Abdu'l-Baha
has said-"I desire that you become
students on the Pathway of REALITY."
And I know that Reality lies back of
every existent thing, if I but look for it.
It may be covered from my sight, but it
is there when my vision becomes clear
enoug-h to see it.
I am a Baha'i because it leaves me
unlabeled, in the sense that I belorig to
no one organization or cult in the old
way of thinking, but the good in all
belongs to me. Because I have learned
not only to understand my own Bible,
but to see the Oneness of Truth in all;
to know what is literal, what allegorical,
and what is purely spiritual; and to
understand the symbolism in each.
The Baha'i Movement teaches the ancient wisdom in a modern and simple
way. Baba'u'llah has said-"This is
that which descended from the Source
of Majesty through the Tongue of
Power and Strength upon the Prophets
of the past. We have taken its essence
and clothed it with the g-arment of brevity, as a favor to the beloved, that they
may fulfill the Covenant of God, that
they may perform in themselves that
which He has entrusted to them, and
attain the victory by virtue of devotion
in the land of the Spirit."
From the teachings of 'Abdn'I-Baha I
have learned the real meaning of "spirituality;" that it is not a matter of selfdevelopment by exterior means. It is
not a formula that may be bought and
paid for in cash. It is not obtained
through physical, mental or psychical
exercises; through fasting, incantations,
affirmations, charms or through dieting,
though all may have their place. It lies
within, and becomes manifested in the
outer realm through loving- service, selflessness, love, justice, mercy, truth,
honesty and all the active virtues of
the souI.
'Abdu'l-Baha has said, when asked
how one could attain to the spiritual
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life in this world, "Characterize your-self with the characteristics of God,
then you will know the spiritual life."
And again-"The only way to approach
God is to characterize yourself with
the attributes of Divinity-this is the
Path of intimate approach."
I have learned that spirituality is like
a seed; if the seed has the germ of
life in it, then the earth, the sun and
the rain will help to develop it But
the power of growth lies in the divine
spark of Reality in the heart of the seed.
I f it lacks this spark, all the rain and
sunshine in existence cannot change its
dead condition.
So it is with the heart of man--unless
the Spark of R.eality is actively ali've
and responsive to the ottter influences;
unless it manifests in active Love to all
humanity, and desires to serve all alike,
to uplift and bless-unless this be true,
then all the methods of spiritual development of all the schools and cults existant can never spiritualize that nature.
Though one fast and pray; become a
hermit and celibate, meditate, concentrate and affirm--still will the seed of
the soul, wherein lies the dynamic force
which changes the whole nature of man
and lifts him into the higher vibration
of the spiritual realm, lie dormant.
Only through love and service does it
spring forth into manifestation. Then
prayer and meditation and communion
with God gives added power and spirituality. This love and service must be
real to have the spiritualizing- effect so
laboriously worked for by many.
"He who loses his life shall find it"-not he who seeks to develop latent
powers, for the mere purpose of selfrealization.
The Baha'i Revelation teaches that
there is more power in a simple loving
self-sacrificing deed to develop "spirituality" than in a year of that kind of
meditation with the thought centered
ever on self and the development thereof.
And last, and greatest of all--this
Movement proves its divine source and
power in that it is unifying- all races,
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religions, classes and nations, into one
harmonious whole, bearing a banner
whereon is written-"Unity is the Divine
Bounty for this luminous century."
It is establishing the Kingdom of
Love on earth as it is in heaven.
'Abdu'l- Baha has said-"The Baha'i
Message is a call to religious unity and
not an invitation to a new religion; not
a new path to immortality. It is the
Ancient Path cleared of the debris of
imagination and superstitions of men;
of the debris of strife and misunderstanding and is again made a clear Path
to the sincere seeker, that he may enter
therein with assurance and find that the
WORD of God is ONE-though the
speakers are many."

The Baha'i Revelation is not a religion in the old acceptation of the word.
It is devoid of all dogmatic form and
creed, and deals with man's relationship
to his divine source and his own true,
higher self.
Baha'u'llah has said-"He who knows
himself, verily, he hath known his
Lord."
If it be true-and we know it isthat "By their fruits ye shall know
them"-then by the fruits of the power
of the Words of God revealed through
Baha'u'llah "to unite the hearts of His
children and reveal to them His great
Purpose,"- I recognize the divinity of
the tree from which they spring, and
that is why I am striving to be a Baha'i.

AMERICA, THOU LAND I LOVE
America, thou land I love!
o land of mighty mould!
Humanity still waits for thee
Thy promise to unfold.
In time to come will millions fill
The spaces empty now,
On thy broad continent will ply
The shuttle, and the plough
Win delve to win the shining wealth
That sleeps beneath thy soil,
And boundless plenty will reward
The universal toil.
But, Oh dear land, forget not thou
To feed a purer flame,
To dedicate thy giant strength
To man's sublimer aim.
Here let the war of selfish greeds
The strife of classes cease,
And mutual amity unite
Thy vast constituencies.
That thus true freedom may anse,
The mind, the soul, be free;
A nobler, grander race of men
May dwell from sea to sea.
Feli:c Adler.
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IN SOUTH AFRICA
LOWING ACCOUNTS have been
received abaut Baha'i activities
centering' around the spread of the Canse
in Sauth Africa.
Miss Fanny Knablach has been In
Cape Tawn far same manths, accasianal1y making visits to' nearby tawns. She
renewed acquaintances made an her first
taur in that. cauntry, and persanally has
met and taught many whO' became vitally
interested in the study af the Message
which is to' bring humanity intO' a
spiritual unity. Parlar talks fallawed,
and later a hall was rented far regular
public meetings. "The warld is ane
hame" to' a Baha'i-the human family
ane family-and in far aff Africa canditians are for the mast part the same
as elsewhere with the thinking peaple af
the time. The New Day brings its new
endeavars to' all with capacity, and many,
Miss Knab1ach finds, are reflecting to' a
mare 0'1' less degree the Light af this
Age, all uncansciall sly to' themselves as
to' its Saurce. When people with such
manifest readiness hear the Great Truths
brought to' the warld by Bahi'u'lIah, they
are refreshed and averjayed, and cantinue their search far Reality, becaming
canvinced that Reality is One.
Same af Miss Knablach's subjects at
public meetings were: "The New Era"
_re Can
Human Nature Change ?""Haw Shall We Knaw a Manifestatian ?"-"The Day af Gad"-"Uni··
versal Peace"-and ather tim.ely tapics.
From all the reports received, we gather
that the peap1e everywhere in Sauth
Africa are mare interested in Peace perhaps than any ather subject. As' Abdu'lBaha has sa aften said, in ane way 0'1'
anather, "Why nat try Peace!"
.
The fallawing is quated fram a Cape
Tawn newspaper: "A little lady fram

G

vVashingtan, an enthusiastic disciple ar
teacher af the Baha'i Cause, is an a
pratracted visit to' aur tawn. She is nat
an emissary fram any missian, but has
came an her awn accaunt to' spend all
she has in time, maney and zeal in
'spreading the Glad-tidings.' Last night
she addressed a crawded meeting. Miss
I<nablack said that the Baha.'i Revelatian was the spirit af this age; it was
the essence af all the higher ideals af
this century . . . The crawded gathering
testified to' the general interest in the
speaker's subject."
Miss Knablach is naw in the Transvaal. She will remain in Sauth Africa
indefinitely, visiting all the principal
cities. Later she will be jained by Miss
Martha Raat.
It is interesting to note' Abdu'l··Baha' s
instructians to' NEss Knablach while she
was in S. Africa on her first taur, which
sa explicitly explain the Baha'i attitude.
" . . . Thau shauldst say, I am a
Baha'i and am a friend to' all religians
and natians. I consider all to' be af ane
race and caunt them as my relatives. I
have divine lave and nat racial and sectarian lave. According to' the explicit
written cammand of Baha'1.l'llah, I dO' nat
pronounce a ward pertaining to' palitics,
because we are far bidden to' interfere in
pa1itica1 affairs. VVe are cancerned with
affairs which are heavenly. We are
servants untO' the wadd af mara1ity. We
cansider that religiaus, racial, palitical
and natianal prejudices are destructive
to' the warld af humanity. We believe
that the whale af the surface af the
earth canstitutes ane hame and all mankind farm ane family. With all we
assaciate in the utmast sincerity and
kindness. "
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"WHAT PROFIT is there in agreeing that universal friendship is good,
and talking of the solidarity of the
human race as a grand ideal? Unless
these thoughts are translated into the
world of action, they are useless.
"The wrong in the world continues
to exist just because people talk only
of their ideals, and do not strive to put
them into practice. If actions took
the place of words, the world's misery
would very soon be changed into comfort.
"A man who does great good, and
talks not of it, is on the way to perfection.
"The man who has accomplished a
small good and magnifies it in his
speech is worth very little. . . . . .
"The children of God do the works
without boasting, obeying His laws."
,Abdu'l-Bah,1.
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'ABDU'L-BAHA
From Photograph Taken in Portsmouth, N. H.
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RAVE DANGER confronts the
whole human race, says the veteran
scholar of Oriental affairs, Sir Valentine
Chirol, at the WilIiamstown Institute of
Politics, unless some way can be found
to a peaceful readjustment of relations
between the Occident and Orient. Never
before, he says, has the white man
stressed the color bar as he does today
as the rampart of his racial superiority.
N ever before has the Orient denied his
claim to racial superiority so emphatically
as it does today. Thus it would seem
that the struggle between races reaches
its bitterest point where the races are
most dissimilar.
These writers and lecturers who, like
Sir Valentine, sound this note of warning
in regard to the situation in Asia have
no remedy to present. There is only one
possible remedy that occurs to the discriminating mind. It is the remedy suggested centuries ago by an Asiatic and
reaffirmed a generation ago by another
Asiatic. It is the remedy of love.
Baha'u'llah in promulgating His great
principle of abolition of racial prejudice and the unity of all mankind is but
amplifying and fulfilling the message of
love which Christ put forth.
Thus while some students of Eastern
affairs are sounding a sharp note of
warning, Baha'i teachers are spreading
throughout the world the only teachings
which can ultimately bridge the gulf between the East and West-teachings
which are even now actually bridging
the gulf so far as individuals are concerned, for thousands of Orientals and
Occidentals, of every clime, race, and
creed, are finding a bond of love in the
Cause of Baha'u'llah and daily proving
that sympathy can take the place of
123
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prejudice, and that unity can supplant
discord.
I-IE SOMBRE and tragic death of
Major Imbrie has resulted in a widespread understanding of the Baha'i
Movement, to which the mob that killed
him suspected him of belonging. Associated Press items and special articles in
many metropolitan newspapers have heralded far and wide the part that the
Baha'i Movement is taking in the progress of modern Persia and have given
fair and adequate descriptions of the
principles for which it stands. Else-where in this number is printed a description of this Movement by Peffer,
one of the most authentic and illumined
writers on Eastern affairs, in a special
article published by the New York
Times.
Good can come out of evil, and God
finds ways of converting even death into
a benefit to the world at large. Thus the
most unusual event of an American
killed abroad as the result of religious
prejudice has been the means of broadcasting the principles and teachings of
that Cause in whose name he gave his
life. And everywhere the reports about
the Baha'i Movement are most sympathetic.

T
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TO THE unfortunate relations
that have arisen between Persia
and America over the Imbrie affair, there
is no question of an amicable settlement
of the affair. Persia itself repudiates
the act. And those in this country who
know Persia and understand what is going on there, have all the deeper sympathy for the progressive Persians who
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are themselves often the unfortunate
victims of fanaticism and tradiona1ism.
The better class of Persians, who are
striving for progress, are deeply humiliated at this unfortunate event at a time
when the most cordial relations existed
between Persia and America. It is to
this country that Persia has twice turned
for help to administer its finances and
put them on a sound basis. This friendship and rapprochement between these
two countries at the antipodes one to the
other is destined to not only continue
unbroken but even to grow stronger fro111
year to year, ,Abdu'l-Baha predicted.
HE SIDEREAL SKY of August is
most brilliant. As one looks up at
the midnight heaven strewn as it were
with golden dust, one is reminded that
the Greeks were the first to take a scientific rather than a fortune-telling attitude
toward the stars. With this gifted race
began the scientific observation and classification of those intricate patterns that
cover the heavens; indeed, the Hellenes
were the first to resolve this complex
maze into forms and patterns, and to give
a name to every constellation. And these
names survive today, immortally outliving the quaint and picturesque mythology
from which they were drawn.
With the Greek 1-ace, among other
glories, abides the great glory of having
given science to the world-not one
science, but all science. Theirs were the
first minds to face undaunted the mysteries of the outer existence and attempt
to resolve them into terms of intellectual
comprehension. Their courage, their intelligence and insight, their irresistible
logic raised man from a slave-consciousness of being prey to incomprehensible
magic forces, up to the proud position of
earth's master. Modern science, founded
by them, blossomed out into the later
civilization of Arabic Islam with its
great universities and cultures; and
reaching Europe at the fall of Constantinople created the Renaissance, that birthplace of all modern thought. So as we
gaze up at the indescribable beauty of
the star-lit heavens, let us pay our re-
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spects to those ancient Greek thinkers,
the greatest among whom drank the hemlock cup that we might be free from
superstition.
HE ASTRONOMICAL SCIENCE
of today has penetrated to the very
essence of the stars and can report their
chemical and physical constitutions,
measure their distance and even their
heat. Yet it cannot answer the one
question which is most important,-are
the stars or their connected planets inhabited and if so by what kind of beings?
Science can but hazard the conclusion
that since star-stuff is essentially the
same as stm-stuff and earth-stuff, the
star-suns that stud our sky may reasonably be considered as passing through an
evolution similar to that of our own
solar system and to be the seat of life
in various stages of existence. 'Abdu'lBaha, indeed, has made the definite
statement that there are, throughout the
universe, vastly other centers of habitation than our own. But what is the
nature of these inhabitants of other solar
bodies? And unto what patterns are
their civilizations wrought? Here is
room for fancy, for imagination, for
scientific reasoning based on analogy. In
our present state of mental powers no
further means to answer these questions
can be found. But there is a wholesome
lesson in humility, at the thought that
better ways of living may have been arrived at over there; finer and more intelligent civilizations, such as this earthly
race has dreamed of as the Golden Age
in retrospect, and in prospect as the
millennium.

T

LL DISEASE is one and is due to
the loss of protective particles in
the blood, is the latest theory of the
medical profession as propounded in a
new work, "The Nature of Disease," by
J. E. R. McDonagh, F. R. S. C. Consequently the one treatment recommended
for all disease is to restore those chemical substances necessary to the blood in
order to enable it to do its normally efficient work Is not this discovery by
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science remarkably similar to the statement of 'Abdu'l-Bahi about disease, that
it is due to the disturbance of the chemical equilibrium of the body, and that in
the future the cure for all disease would
be found in a diet calculated to restore
the lacking chemicals?
It is comforting to be assured by
science that there is but one cure necessary. This seems to presage the final extermination of disease itself. For if
science can but discover what upsets the
chemical equilibrium of the blood, one

'A and
BDU'L-BAHA in his various tablets
instructions has given us a clear
understanding of the subject of healing.
There are two causes for sickness, He tells
us, "one is material, the other spiritual; if
the sickness is of the body, a material remedy
is needed, if of the soul, a spiritual remedy."
But all healing is from God 110 matter what
the outer and visible means used. Physicians have been proving in actual practice
the efficacy of the following principle of
healing given by 'Abdu'I-Baha:
"All creatures are dependent upon God,
however great may seem their knowledge,
power and independence.
"Behold the mighty kings upon earth, for
they have all the power in the world that man
can give them, and yet when Death calls they
must obey, even as the peasants at their
gates. . . . .
"The science of medicine is still in a condition of infancy; it has not reached maturity;
but when it has reached this point, cures will
be performed by things which are not repulsive
to the smell and taste of man; that is to say
by aliments, fruits and vegetables which are
agreeable to the taste and have an agreeable
For the provoking cause of diseasesmell.
that is to say, the cause of the entrance of
disease into the human body-is either a
physical one or is the effect of excitement of
the nerves.
"But the principal canses of disease are
physical; for the human body is composed of
numerous elements, but in the measure of an
especial equilibrium. As long as this equilibrium is maintained, man is preserved from
disease; bnt if this essential balance, which is
the pivot of the constitution, is disturbed, the
consti tution is disordered, and disease will
supervene.
"For instance, there is a decrease in one
of the constituent ingredients of the body of
man, and in another there is an increase; so
the proportion of the equilibrium is disturbed,
and disease occurs. For example, one ingredient must be one thousand grammes in
weight, and another five grammes, in order
that the equilibrium be maintained. The part
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can stop disease at its very sources. It
would seem that the unfavoring emo~
tions, working upon the body through the
ductless and other glands, are the cause
of much of this chemical disturbance of
the blood. ' Abdu'l-Bahi has said that
tuberculosis was due to sadness. As the
human race learns to control its emotions, or rather, to surcharge the bodily
and spiritual self with the one central
emotion of love for God and man, disease will vanish as fevers vanish where
swamps are drained.

which is one thousand grammes diminishes to
seven hundred grammes, and that which is five
grammes augments until the measure of the
equilibrium is disturbed; then disease occurs.
When by remedies and treatments the eqnilibrium is re-established, the disease is banished. So, if the saccharine constitnent increases, the health is impaired; and when the
doctor forbids sweet and starchy foods, the
saccharine constituent diminishes, the equilibrium is re-established, and the disease is
driven off. Now the readjustment of these
constituents of the human body is obtained
by two means: either by medicines or by aliments; and when the constitution has recovered its equilibrium, disease is banished. All
the elements that are combined in man, exist
also in vegetables; therefore if one of the
constituents which compose the body of man
diminishes, and he partakes of foods in which
there is much of that diminished constituent,
then the equilibrium will be established, and
a cure will be obtained. So long as the aim
is the readjustlnent of the constituents of the
body, it can be effected either by medicine or
by food.
The majority of the diseases which overtake
man also overtake the animal; but the animal
is not cured by drugs. In the mountains, as
in the wilderness, the animal's physician is
the power of taste and smell. The sick animal smells the plants that grow in the wilderness, he eats those that are sweet and fragrant
to his smell and taste, and is cured. The
cause of his healing is this. When the saccharine ingredient has become diminished in
his constitution, he begins to long for sweet
things; therefore he eats an herb with a sweet
taste, for nature urges and guides him; its
smell and taste please him, and he eats it. The
saccharine ingredient in his nature will be
increased, and health will be restored.
"It is therefore evident that it is possible
to cure by foods, aliments and fruits; but as
today the science of medicine is imperfect,
this fact is not yet fully grasped. When the
science of medicine reaches perfection, treatment will be given by foods, aliments, fragrant fruits and vegetables, and by various
waters,hot and cold in temperature,"
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THE METHOD OF THE LEAVEN
BY J. E. ESSLEMONT
The author of this article is one of the best known exponents of the Baha'i
M ovement. His recent book "Bahan'llah and the New Era" is considered the
most comprehensive oulline of the Baha'i Teachings.
N SPEAKING of His favorite subject-the coming of the KingdomJesus once compared that Kingdom to a
handful of leaven which a woman took
and hid in three measures of meal until
the whole was leavened. We now know
that the essential constituent of leaven is
the yeast-cell-a tiny living organism
which has three powers common to every
species of animal and plant, the powers
of growth, of reproduction. and of transforming the medium in which it lives.
The tiny yeast-cell grows until it reaches
maturity, then it proceeds to form on its
surface buds which are by-and-by
thrown off. These buds mature in their
turn and soon produce another crop of
buds and so the process goes on. In this
way, when the yeast is of a vigorous
strain and conditions of temperature,
etc., are favorable, multiplication of the
cells is exceedingly rapid. In a very
short time the single cell becomes two,
in an equally short time the. two become
four. In the same time again the four
become eight, then the eight become
sixteen, so with each generation the increase in the number of cells becomes
more and more rapid. While this growth
and multiplication are going on, the
dough in which the leaven has been
placed is being transformed. At first it
was heavy and stodgy. Under the influence of the leaven it becomes light,
spongy and fit for the purpose which
the woman has in view.
When Christ started His Mission He
was alone. He had a new Life such as
no one in the world but Himself possessed. He was like a single cell of
yeast, and humanity was like the lifeless
lump of dough. But He did not remain
alone. Although He had no children
according to the flesh He had spiritual
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children. By the time of His crucifixion
at least eleven men and a few women had
come to share this new life. They were
the first buds from the yeast cell. Soon
they grew and became strong in the faith
and in their turn became the parents of
new believers. Just as the yeast takes
the substance of the lifeless dough and
transforms it into living cells, so did they
take ignorant, prejudiced, worldly-minded men and women and transform them
into saints, through this wonderful Godgiven Life that was in them. And just
as the yeast changes the properties, not
only of that portion of the meal which
it assimilates and endows with its own
life, but also of the whole lump of dough
in which it is working, so these early
Christians had a transforming effect, not
only on those who became "born again"
through their influence, but on the whole
of the society in which they lived.
There are many ways of transforming
or reforming human society-by political
agitation, by legislation, by military or
ecclesiastical domination-but the method on which Christ chiefly relied was this
quiet, unostentatious, vital method of the
leaven.
A few months ago I had some correspondence, in Esperanto, with a German
physician. I told him about the Baha'i
Principles, including that of the abolition
of all prejudices-religious, racial, national, etc. He replied that he had one
prejudice that he could not abandonthe prejudice that France was inhabited
by a nation of madmen or fools. He
proceeded to write at length about the
enormities committed by the French in
the Ruhr and elsewhere, waxing particularly bitter about the conduct of black
soldiers employed by the French, and
ended by declaring his firm conviction
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that there would be no peace for Europe
until the French nation was "crushed like
a poisonous insect." He assured me that
this conviction was shared by a large
number of his fellow countrymen.
I have no reason to doubt the truth of
this last statement and there seems
equally little reason to doubt that a large
number of French people hold just the
corresponding but opposite view, namely,
that there will be no peace for Europe
until Germany is crushed into impotence.
For centuries France and Germany have
been bad neighbors, indulging in mutual
recrimination, threatening and attacking
each other, snatching territory from one
another, each trying to attain security by
achieving a position of dominance over
the other. What has been the result?
Since the great war the feelings of fear,
hatred, and jealousy between these two
powers have become probably more intense and disturbing than ever.
Surely there is a better way of settling
international difficulties than this of trying to crush each other. Why not try
the method of the leaven? In Germany
there are individuals, not a few, who
have risen above these national prejudices, who do not hate any man because
he happens to be born on the other side
of a national frontier, who believe that
all mankind are the children of One
Heavenly Father, that consequently all
men are brothers, the whole human race
one family and the whole earth one
home; who sincerely desire that all nations of the world should treat each
other with justi.ce and good will, in the
spirit of mutual aid instead of mutual
enmity, settling their differences either
by friendly discussion and agreement or
failing that, by reference to an impartial
international tribunal. In France also
there are individuals who hold such
views. In many countries of the world
there are such. Suppose that in the
whole world there are a million such
people. That does not seem an extravagant assumption-only one in every 1,600
of the world's population. Suppose further that each of these gets one other
in the course of a year to share his views
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and adopt his attitude and that this process continues. What will be the result?
At the end of one year there will be two
millions, at the end of two years four
millions, at the end of successive years,
8, 16 and 32 millions. Suppose we deduct 7 millions to allow for deaths or
lapses and put the number at the end of
five years as 25 millions. Then continue
the calculation. For the next five years
the numbers converted to the new way
of thinking will amount to SO, 100, 200,
400 and 800 millions. One year more,
eleven in all, and the figure reaches 1,600
millions-the total population of the
world! The old way of attempting to
dominate by brute force has been tried
for many centuries. Is it not time to try
this method of the leaven with fresh
hope and determination? It has been
tried in a partial way already, with
strikingly successful results, but the
times were not ripe for its application on
the grand scale to the whole of hurhan
society. Now for the first time in history all the nations and races are being
linked up into one community. The old
barriers which kept different sections of
the human race apart are disappearing
and a great teacher can have practically
the whole world for an audience. Formerly the dough of humanity was in
separate lumps, now these lumps have
been thrown into one and the yeast introduced at one spot can rapidly spread
throughout the whole.
Here is the
opportunity for a new experiment in
leavening such as the world has never
seen, but for this experiment the old
leavens will not suffice.
When leaven is kept working in the
same sort of meal, week after week, week
after week, its vigor gets spent and it
no longer works as satisfactorily as at
first. Then the wise housewife gets some
good new leaven of a fresh strain, which
works with new vigor. So it is in the
history of religions. When a great
prophet of God appears and founds a
new religious movement, for a time His
teachings act with great power, and effect radical transformations in the character and life of both individuals and
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nations.
Ignorant men become great
apostles, proud persecutors become
humble truth-seekers, enemies become
friends, miracles are accomplished. But
as the centuries go on the age of miracles
seems to pass. Religion becomes for the
most part formal, conventional, a matter
of blind imitation, powerless to change
men's hearts and give them newness of
life. Sectarianism creeps in and the
life of the spirit becomes feeble and
paralyzed.
Then is the time when a new leaven
is needed and a new prophet is sent
whose teachings work with fresh and
mighty potency. When Bahc'i.'u'llah appeared "in the fullness of time" He was
like Christ, alone in the world, endowed
with a wonderful new life, unique among
men. But soon this life spread to others
and already it is shared by vast numbers
of individuals and is leavening the whole
lump of humanity.
There are said to be two or three millions of Bahc'i.'is in the world today. Suppose there were a million and each of
these got one other in the course of a
year to become a Baha'i also, then, according to the calculation we worked out
before, in about eleven years the whole
population of the world would be Bahc'i.'i.
Were only one-hundredth part of that
million to be real devoted Bahc'i.'is, if the
same rate of increase obtained, the process would only take six or seven years
longer and in less than twenty years the
world would be converted!
Here then is what our beloved master 'Abdu'l-Baha hopes of us-that we
adopt this method of the leaven. First
of all we must get this new life ourselves
and let it thoroughly transform and renew our own natures, then let us do
what we can to pass it on to others,
striving to get at least one other each
year to become a true Baha'i.
There is an important difference between the dough of humanity and the
dough which the housewife uses to make

her bread. The latter has no intelligence
or choice in the matter of its leavening.
The housewife keeps it unleavened as
long as she sees fit, then she uses whatever kind of yeast she chooses to leaven
it and the dough has to submit with entire passivity to the process. But the
individuals who constitute the dough of
humanity have intelligence and the
power of choice. There are many kinds
of leaven in the world. Some, like the
leaven of the Pharisees against which
Christ warned His disciples, are poisonous in their effects. Others that once
were good and potent have become inert
and are unsuited to the changed conditions under which we now live. We can
study the character and efficacy of these
various leavens and yield ourselves to
their action or protect ourselves from
their influence at will. Let us choose
the good fresh potent leaven that God
has sent into the world through Baha'u'11ah and give ourselves wholly to its lifegiving influence. Thus and only thus can
we play our part aright in this glorious
task of transforming and revivifying
humanity. Daily reading of the scriptures, meditation and prayer, and hourly
living in obedience to the Teaching and
to the Inner Light which enables us to
appreciate their truth, to understand and
apply them, that is the way in which to
apply the method of the Leaven.
While 'Abdu'l-Baha was in London in
1911, he spoke from the City Temple
pulpit to the evening congregation at the
special desire of the Pastor, the Rev. R.
.T. Campbell.
Before 'Abdu'l-Baha left the church,
he wrote in the old Bible used by generations of preachers, the following
words in his own handwriting:
"This book is the Holy Book of God,
of celestial inspiration. It is the Bible
of Salvation, the noble Gospel. It is the
mystery of the Kingdom and its light.
It is the Divine Bounty, the sign of the
guidance of God."
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MUSIC
ITS MATERIAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE

" W E HAVE made MUSIC as a the Love of God, the motive which conladder whereby the spirit of man trols the universe, the motive around
may ascend to the Supreme Horizon." which the universe is constructed, the
great Principle of Love."
-BaM'u'llah.
In the final analysis of all things, physTruly it is said, "Music washes away
from the soul the dust of every-day ically, mentally and spiritually, we are
life." Let me hear the music and songs brought face to face with the great
of a nation and I will tell you the na- truth that Life is Love, and Love is
ture and characteristics of its people. Life, and its audible Voice is MUSIC.
Andrew Fletcher once said, "Give me
the making of the songs of a nation and
USIC is one of the important arts.
I care not who makes its laws." An- ..I..
It has a great effect upon the huother has written, "Music is allied to man spirit. Musical melodies are a certhe highest sentiments of man's moral tain something which prove to be accidennature-love of God, love of country, tal upon etheric vibrations, for voice is
love of home and love of friends. Woe nothing but the expression of vibrations
to that nation in which these sentiments which, reaching the tympanum, affect
are allowed to decay."
the nerves of hearing. Musical melodies
Ever' Abdu'l-BaM is calling us to love are therefore those peculiar effects proand unity, to divine harmony, which is duced by, or from, vibration. However,
the true Song of Life. Let me quote they have the keenest effect upon the
from Mr. McNutt's talk on this subject: spirit. In sooth, although music is a
"Throughout all of 'Abdu'l-Baha's words material affair, yet its tremendous effect
there was shining one fixed eternal prin- is spiritual and its greatest attachment
ciple. As a great composer constructs is to the realm of spirit. If a person
a composition in a certain key-the key desires to deliver a discourse, it will
of F for instance-commencing his prove more effectual after musical melsymphony in this key, then enlarging odies. The ancient Greeks, as well as
and opening his phrases and developing Persian philosophers, were in the habit
his subject into other keys, but always of delivering their discourses in the folcoming back to the primal key and fin- lowing manner: first playing a few
ishing his melody in it, showing the con- musical melodies and when their audisistency, the roundness and wholeness ence attained a certain receptivity thereof his conception, so 'Abdu'l-Baha re- by they would leave their instruments at
vealed to us the Spiritual Symphony once and begin their discourse. Among
of true Religion, setting forth all his the most renowned musicians of Persia
teachings in the eternal living key of was one named Barbod who, whenever
Love; enlarging and developing His a great question had been pleaded for
theme into different subj ects, disclosing at the court of the King and the minisexquisite blendings, but always coming try had failed to persuade the King,
back to the primal theme, back to the they would at once refer the matter to
great Spiritual Motive of the Symphony, Barbod, whereupon he would go with
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his instrument to the court and play the
)1 THE NOTES of Mrs. Marv L
most appropriate and touching music,
Lucas, a soprano soloist, taken \~hile
the end being at once attained, because on her visit to the Holy Land, she rethe King was immediately affected by cords her instructions from' Abdu'l-Baha
the touching musical melodies, certain in her book, "A Brief Account of ]\,!I v
feelings of generosity would swell up in Visit to Acca," from which the following
his heart and he would give way. You is quoted:
"There was an utter absence of anv
may try this: If you have a great desire and wish to attain your end, try to desire or effort to impress one with 'Abdo so on a large audience after a great du'l-Baha's greatness, which is majestic
solo has been rendered, but it must be in its simplicity. vVhen we consider that
on an audience on which music is effec- he has never been enrolled in any school,
tive, for there are some people who are has always been an exile and a prisoner,
like stones, and music cannot affect has had no access to books, that in spite
of all this, his knowledge is unbounded,
stones.
truly
we must marvel! An illustration
Music is an important means to the
of
this
is found in His answer to the
education and dev~lopment of humanity,
musical
question I put to Him. I have
but the only true way is through the
Teachings of God. Music is like this all my life been interested in music.
glass which is perfectly pure and pol- have studied in America and Europe:
ished. It is precisely like this pure chal- and when I asked the Master some speice before us, and the Teachings of God, cial questions in regard to this subject,
the utterances of God are like the water. I was amazed in one sense at His famil\iVhen the glass or chalice is absolutely iarity with it.
"He has never heard any music such
pure and clear and the ·water is perfectas
we are accustomed to, having been a
ly fresh and limpid, then it \vill confer
prisoner
all his life, and yet his knowlLife; wherefore the Teachings of God,
edge
far
exceeds that of people \;vho
whether they be in the form of anthems
have
had
great
advantages. This fact
or communes or prayers, when they are
melodiously sung, are most impressive. not only applies to music, but to an
It was for this reason that His Holi- things.
"This was my question: 'I used to
ness David sang the psaln1s in the Holy
be
very critical of people; would judge
of Holies at Jerusalem with sweet melthem;
if they did not meet with my apodies. In thi~ Cause the art of music is
of paramount ilnportance. Baha'u'IIah, proval I would dislike them, but when I
when He first came to the barracks heard beautiful music all ti1ese feelings
(Acca) , repeated this statement "If were forgotten, and the most intense
among the immediate foIlo·wers there had love for these people, for animals, for
been those who could have played some the whole world. filled mv heart and
'
musical instrument, i. e., flute or harp, being.'
"I
asked
for
an
explanation
of this,
or could have sung, it would have
and
I
give
you
the
ans·wer.
The
Master
charmed everyone." In short, musical
spoke
one
whole
luncheon
and
dinner
melody forms an important role in the
associations, or outvvard and inward char- consecutively on this point, and has
acteristics, or qualities of man, for it is given us but a crumb of His great wisthe inspirer or motive power of both the dom:
"Voice is the vibration of air and is
material and spiritual susceptibilities.
Vvhat a motive power it is in all feelings like the waves of the sea. The voice is
of love! \i\Then man is attached to the produced through the instrumentality of
Love of God, music has a great effect the lips with the tongue, etc. These
upon him.-'Abdu'l-Baha in Tablet to cause a wave in the air, and this wave
Edward B. Kinney.)
reaches the nerve of the, <;>ar, ·which is,
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thereby affected. All pure things are
pleasing and acceptable, therefore a
pure voice is most acceptable and
causes great enjoyment. It is natural
for the heart and spirit to take pleasure
in all things that show forth symmetry,
harm.ony and perfection. For instance,
a beautiful house, a well designed garden, a symmetrical line, a graceful motion, a well written book, a pleasing garment-in fact, all thillgs that have in
themselves grace and beauty are pleasing to heart and spirit. Therefore it is
certain that a true voice causes deepest
pleasure. \Vhat is music? It is a combination of harmonious sounds. \i\lhat
is poetry? It is a symmetrical collection of words, therefore they are pleasing through harmony and rhythm.
Poetry is far more effective and complete than prose. It stirs more deeply.
A fine voice, vV'hen joined to beautiful
music, causes great effect. All these
have in themselves an organization and
are constructed on natural laws, therefore they correspond to the order of
existence like something which fits into
a mold. A sweet voice fits into the
mold of nature. \i\Then it is so, this affects the nerves and they affect the
heart and spirit. In the world of existence all material things have a connection with Spiritual Realities. Thus the
voice connects itself with the spirit and
it can be uplifted by this means. All
forms and symbols, when understood,
gladden the heart.
"Melodies, though material, are C011nected with the Spiritual, therefore they
produce a great effect. A certain kind
of melody makes the spirit happy; another makes it sad; another excites it to
action. All these emotions can be
caused by the voice and music, for
through the nerves it moves and stirs
the spirit. "Whatever is in the heart of
man, music moves and awakens. If the
heart full of good feelings and a pure
voice are joined together, a great effect
is produced. For instance, if there be
love in the heart, through melody it will
increase until its intensity can scarcely
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be borne, but if evil thoughts are in the
heart, such as hatred, it will increase
and multiply. Some feelings occur accidentally and some have a foundation.
Some people are naturally kind, hut they
may be accidentally upset by a wave of
ange1', but when they hear music the
true nature will reassert itself. Music
therefore really awakens the real nature, the individual essence, but the
principal effect is caused by the \Vord,
and when words are united to beautiful
melodies the 1110st exquisite harmony is
produced."
HIS \VOKDERFUL AGE bas rent
asunder the veils o£ superstition and
has condemned the prejudices of the people of the East. Among some of the nations of the Orient music and harmony
was not approved, but the Manifested
Light (Baha'u'llah) in this glorious age
has revealed in Holy Tablets that singing and music are the spiritual food of
the hearts and souls. In this great dispensation music is One of the arts that
is highly approved and is considered to
be the cause of the exaltation of sad
and despondent hearts.
"Music is most important. Music is
the heart's own language. Its vibrations uplift the spirit; it is very beautiful and a gTeat art-"
'Abdu'l- Baha then looked away off out
of the window, His face became illumined, and He said softly in English,
"Music!
Music 1 As i£ the words
brought forth divine melodies to His
ears, as if He were listening to the
'Choir Invisible.' "-( C O1npiled by Shahnaz vVctite.)

T

"Let us listen to a symphony which
will confer life on man; then we can ob-tain universal results; then we shall receive a new spirit; then we shall become illumined. Let us investigate a
song which is above all songs, one which
will develop the spirit and produce harmony and exhilaration, unfolding the inner potentialities of life." 'Abdu'l-Baha.
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IMPRESSIONS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
BY HOOPER HARRIS
OU write me that many of the
friends are anxious to know my
impressions of Acca and of 'Abdu'lBaha. How shall I write so as not to
feed the fires of superstition on the one
hand, or fail to do justice to the greatness of the subject on the other? There
are times when we find the symbols we
call words entirely inadequate and when
we know that, in spite of all effort to
avoid it, we shall be misinterpreted and
misunderstood. There are some who, if
we allow the heart to express itself freely, will accuse us of emotionalism and
over-credulity; and there are others who,
if we restrain the heart and write of
facts as facts, setting them forth in their
physical aspect only, will accuse us of
lack of spiritual comprehension. However, acknowledging responsibility to
God alone, I shall endeavor to convey
to all interested something of the impressions I received on my visit to 'Abdu'l-Baha at Acca.
I would to God that all the people of
the world could have seen and known
'Abdu'l-Baha as I saw and knew him!
Then, indeed, would war, strife and confEct cease, the fires of hell and hatred
cease to bum, and peace and good-will
reign on earth.
But if we write of 'Abdu'l-Baha as a
personality, as a man, we must describe
him as the simplest and most humble and
most natural man in all the world. He
indulged in no poses, made no pretensions, asserted no superiority, claimed no
special privileges, and in no way whatever sought to impress one with his
dignity and importance. He ate with
you, walked with you, talked with you,
asked about your health, discussed the
simplest matters with you and answered
your most trivial questions. In every
sense of the word, he was natural; and
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in every sense of the word, simple. The
physical eye observed no halo, saw no
sign of supematural power, detected
nothing in fact that might not be noticed
in any really good, and naturally dignified
man. In a word 'Abdu'l-Baha appeared
to us so simple and so natural that we
wondered what it was that some were
able to see in him, who have set in
circulation stories which have appealed
powerfully to the imaginations of many
and which may easily in time pass
into records of signs, wonders and
miracles. We found it difficult at first
to realize that this simple, dignified,
kindly and lovable man was the center
of a spiritual power, of a knowledge and
inspiration which was re-creating the
world, and was the object of a love and
devotion which no man in the history of
the world except Baha'u'llah, his father,
ever received in his life time.
And this love and devotion was not
confined to his followers, but was seen
in those who knew nothing of the religion
of which he was the center. We saw
high Turkish officials, Turkish women
of high rank, and people of all classes
and conditions come to consult him on
their most important matters, to seek
consolation and advice from him in
their domestic troubles, and to ask for his
prayers. Twice a week we saw the poor
gathered around him to receive gifts at
his hands, their only benefactor, their
only real protector, in this prison city of
squalor and wretchedness; we plainly
saw, even with the physical eye, that
there was something in this simple, unpretentious man which caused all around
him to lean upon him in all things, and
to regard him with an unusual love and
devotion. What was it in this man that
conquered all who came in contact with
him? This man to whom all about him
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went in their troubles, but who, himself,
if he had any troubles, never mentioned
them, except to rejoice over them as victories? This man who was so universal
that from him we never heard the word
"I?"
As I write these words tears fill my
eyt:.s and run down my cheeks. I whose
heart has often seemed to me like a
stone; a man hard-headed and combative
by nature; accustomed to indulging in
plain speech, and, in argument, to giving
and receiving blows; one who has never
been regarded as sentimental or emotional; I, as I recall my impressions of
this man, am obliged to confess that my
heart melts like wax, that the tears blind
my eyes, and that all desire for controversy and argument, except as God may
will, has been taken out of me. What,
I repeat, was the strange power of this
man, so simple, so natural, so unassuming; who asked for himself no special
consideration or reverence whatever, but
who continually pointed us to the things
of the Spirit and to God?
To tell this so as to make myself understood is beyond any power which God
has given to me, or to any man. There
are some things which the heart can
comprehend, but the tongue cannot utter.
In a tablet to me, 'Abdu'l-Bahi once
wrote, "Turn with thy heart to the heart
of 'Abdu'l-Bahi and the hidden mystery
will be revealed to thee." I have obeyed
this command, and the mystery has been
revealed to me-but I cannot express it
in words-not even he can do that. The
mystery, however, is no mystery at all
to those who met 'Abdu'l-Bahi heart to
heart. Only through the Spirit can the
reality and power of this Man be apprehended. One is reminded of the Words
of Jesus: "No man cometh unto me except the Father draw him."
In spite of all I have said, however, I
will try and give you an outer description
of 'Abdu'l-Bahi. He lived a life of imprisonment, of constant anxieties and of
hardship, and when I saw him he looked
his age, but no sign of physical weakness
was apparent. On the contrary, he impressed you as being full of strength and
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energy, an example of splendid manhood.
His hair and beard were grey, and the
thoughtful lines on his face and forehead were in keeping with his years. His
beard was not very long nor full, but of
silky, fine quality. His hair, which was
the same color as the beard, he wore
about level with the shoulders. His nose
was large, slightly aquiline and finely
moulded. His mouth was large and firm,
but without in the slightest degree being
hard, indicating a combination of firm-·
ness and kindness. His forehead was
high, broad, and full, giving the impression of great intellectual power.
The wonderful thing about the Master's physical personality was his eyes.
At this writing I must confess my inability to tell what it was about them that
made them so remarkable. Whether
they were black or blue or grey, or a
combination of colors, I cannot say. In
fact they seemed to change even as I
looked at them and into them, as I did
more than once. Of this, however, I am
quite certain,--that I cannot think of
'Abdu'l-Bahi nor pray without seeing
those indescribable eyes.
But one tires of physicalities. The important matter is to try to realize the
fragrances of the Spirit that were wafted
from that White Spot CAcca) and from
that pure heart. Truly, there was that
at Acca which was not to be seen with
the physical eye, heard with the physical
ear, or understood with the intellect,-a
something which the heart felt and the
soul alone apprehended and which cannot be reduced to the physical symbols
we call words.
\iVhen 'Abdu'l-Bahi spoke a something
was set in vibration over and above the
physical words, a something which was
spirit and life and which bestowed spirit
and life ; and it would seem that the outer
words were merely a means of contact
or a physical medium of connection between the soul and this Spirit and Life
which was imparted to the soul. That
which the soul received from the words
was far more than the mere outer form
of the words would seem to warrant.
For instance, I asked 'Abdu'l-Bahi for
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the answer to a question which had
troubled me for a year or more. He answered me in a few words without apparently any particular effort at explanation,-yet his simple statement conveyed
to me immediately an understanding of
the whole matter that perfectly satisfied.
Perhaps the same words spoken by another would have made no impression,
for they were in the form of a simple
statement without proof. Uttered by
him, however, they seemed to change the
whole current of my thought, create a
new consciousness in me, and supply me
with the power of comprehension; so
that a matter which had puzzled me for
more than a year was cleared up in an
instant. I trust this will convey to you
my meaning,-that the real power at
Acca was the power of love and knowledge, purely spiritual in its manifestation,
a matter of the heart and of the soul, and
had no connection whatever with physical miracles and phenomena.
To realize who 'Abdu'l-Baha was, to
understand his relations to Baha'u'llah
and to Christ, to comprehend that he
needed no other glorification, commendation or exaltation than that he was
'Abdu'l-Baha, to know why it was that
he commanded that no other name or
title should be given to him, and that by
no explanation or interpretation could
the station of 'Abdu'l-Baha be made any
more glorious than it was,-one must be
able with the spiritual eye to see the
things of the Spirit.
If we are to be content, as he was
content, with his simple designation as
the Servant of Baha, and have no desire
to refer to him by any other title,-like
him we must realize that we are nothing
and that God is all, must eliminate the
ego, surrender the self and allow God
to do His work in us, instead of imagining that we have any power to accomplish it within ourselves.
To be able to apprehend the station of
'Abdu'l-Baha is to apprehend, at least in
part, the great truth of renunciation, of
absolute surrender tf' God. Surrender
to God! How easy to say, but how

difficult to really understand and do! It
means to be conscious of our nothingness, and to open our souls and let the
fragrances of the Spirit blow through
them, to feel that God in us is doing
our seeing, our willing, our thinking, and
relieving us of the responsibility. It is
to understand that He is the great burden-bearer, on Whose shoulders is the
government of all things. Here is a
vicarious atonement worth having,-a
vicarious atonement which brings rest
and peace and real salvation.
Who are we and what can we accomplish? It is true that the station of man
is very high, but it is high because of
his capacity to receive from God. The
breeze of the Spirit blows by the rocks
and by the trees and by the animals, but
they are unconscious of it. Man, however, has the power not only to become
conscious of it but to be the instrument
of it in the enlightenment of mankind
and the vivification of the world. And
this is a matter of simple faith. When
we realize that we are nothing and know
nothing, and stand humbly before God,
we shall be clothed upon by the Spirit.
Jesus said: "Consider the lilies, how
they grow; they toil not, neither do they
spin and yet I say unto you that Solomon
in all His Glory was not arrayed like one
of these." With all our toiling and spinning and fretting, the best that we can do
is to clothe ourselves with mere garments
of fig leaves, with mere symbols to hide
our ignorance. But those who have
found the secret of turning to God in
perfect self-surrender and sure faith receive a spiritual garment inexpressibly
beautiful. The secret of real spiritual
power is the renunciation of the self and
dependence upon God.
This spirit of renunciation and of absolute submission and surrender to God
is the Spirit in which one was bathed at
Acca. The lesson of complete relianr
upon God for all guidance and for all
knowledge is the great lesson we received
there, for when we submit to God we
realize His Love in us and it radiates
from us. The Master has said that when
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we "receive the confirmation of the Holy
Spirit we need no other teacher." But
we cannot get that confirmation until we
learn to rely on the Spirit wholly.
I trust that we all may learn this great
lesson, and cutting ourselves from all
outer personalities, lean entirely upon the
Inner Reality of which the Prophets are
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the authoritative and confirmed outer
Manifestation. To be free from personality, we must be free from our own
personality. Once we have attained this
freedom, other personalities will cease to
trouble us. Escaping our own personality, we must find refuge in the Love of
God.

"The mission of the Prophets is no other than the advancement
of the education of the world of humanity. The Prophets are the
real teachers or educators. The Prophets are the Universal Instructors.
"The Greatest proof of a Manifestation is the Manifestation
Himself.'vVe do not have to prove the existence of the sun. The
sun is independent of proof. He who has sight can see the sun
and prove it for himself. It is not necessary to seek for other
proof. For instance it is a fixed fact that nothing could grow
upon the earth without the light of the sun. It is easily proved
that without the sun's heat and light no animal life could exist.
The sun's light is indispensable; its heat essential. This is the sun's
greatest proof. . . . The great Prophets did not enter school to
be taught of men, yet so many things did they manifest that at last
we must admit that the world is not able to destroy the wisdom of
the Prophets or grow without them. . . . There must be a Standard .
. . . . The . Light of God will shine, must shine . . . . Although the
Christ was not a great and honored man; although He was of
such poor and humble condition that He was born in a manger,
yet He changed the whole world by His Power and Divinity. vVhat
proof could be greater than this? How can anyone deny His
proof! In the same way Baha'u'llah came from Persia which is
not an important nation of the world. He did not go to school and
yet so much knowledge was manifest in Him that we must confess that it is impossible to deny His wisdom and His divinity. . .
The Manfestations of God are sent when most needed."
'Abdu'l-Baha
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BOOKER T. WASHINGTON AND TUSKEGEE
BY LOUIS G. GREGORY
WAS TWICE my grateful privilege, during the lifetime of Booker
IT. T"Washington,
to visit Tuskegee Institute, Alabama, in connection with the
teaching work of the Baha'i Movement.
In response to a cordial invitation from
the great educator I found myself landing one day from the train on the institute's grounds, where we were met by
a lieutenant from the school regiment
and a detail of student cadets. The welcome in the shadows of the evening was
hearty and impressive. We were escorted to comfortable rooms in Huntington
Hall, refreshments were set before us,
and our guide advised us that a meeting
was planned for that evening in which
it would be possible to see the entire
student body and to hear addresses from
two of the graduates. There we went.
The boys and girls, all uniformed, filled
the chapel. Plantation melodies were
sweetly sung and the two speakers, with
a simplicity that held attention, told of
the success of their work in spreading
the spirit and ideals of Tuskegee in their
respective communities.
The next morning at five we were
awakened by the noise of drums summoning the students to arise, eat their
breakfast, and start the day's work. Our
own breakfast was scheduled for two
hours later, after which a lieutenant
guide took our party sight-seeing. And
there was something to see! As schools
go Tuskegee Institute is very large; it
is also a city beautiful. At the time
mentioned there were a hundred and
twelve buildings, many of them large and
imposing, all erected by student labor.
Among the more interesting of these are
the Boys' Trades and the Girls' Trades
buildings, wherein a great variety of industries are taught, the Carnegie Library
and Museum, the great dining hall, the
hospital, dormitories and chapel, the ad-

ministration building, and the small
building which forms an observation
station and houses the scientific collection of Prof. George W. Carver.
This learned professor manufactures
many varieties of foods and other useful
things from the peanut and potato. The
ingenious Gulliver tells of a professor
who spent his life trying to extract sunbeams from cucumbers. This is in striking contrast to the work at Tuskegee,
where only practical ideals are considered. Thoughts are wed to things.
The aim of education, as pointedly
stated by the principal, is the training of
head, hand, and heart. To this end,
things feasible are attempted. All work
is correlated. All thoughts have an object. The student in arithmetic must
know how to measure the walls of the
room in which he studies for paper and
plastering and the floor for matting, etc.
The class in grammar analyze the sentences and parse the words in the annual
report of the school's secretary, incidentally discovering their own relationship to
the whole. The geography student discovers oceans, rivers, bays, straits, continents, islands, etc., after a rain, in the
pools and waters without.
After a morning of sight-seeing we
found ourselves in front of the main
buildings. Masses of students were all
drawn up in regimental order. Accompanied by the institute band they
marched to the dining hall for luncheon,
passing in review before the principal
whose vigilant eye was ever focussed
upon the details of the work. Now he
rides on horse-back over the great farm
and now he inspects the departments of
industry or of the academy, checking up
on anything remiss. How like a general
of peace, directing his army!
The afternoon was filled with more
sight-seeing and after an excellent sup-
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per we went to the chapel to hear the
rhetoricals. A student was delivering a
peculiar kind of oration, for in his hands
he held a pair of trousers which he had
made in the tailor-shop. His speech in
simple English described the process in
detail from the crude material to the
finished product. A girl arose and told
of raising beets. She held samples in
her hand and gave an interesting report
of the latest ideas in gardening to this
end. A boy spoke of the duties of the
officer of the day in the regiment, which
place he held; the guarding of the
buildings and the care of the walks and
grounds were among these duties. A
girl stenographer to the secretary discoursed about her work, illustrating its
gravity by reading, amidst the laughter
of her fellow students, a list of delinquents to whom she had addressed
notices that day. Thus stock and poultry
raising, and every other form of 1abor
to be found in that vast plant, would
have its turn for verbal expression and
demonstration. And in this way training in elocution was cleverly united to
industry. Talks about things done are
generally more interesting than theories.
The next morning the director of the
Bible Training School invited me to address the students on the Baha'i Movement. Their reaction to Baha'i ideals
and principles was most enthusiastic.
Indeed, the Baha'i ideals appeared to
harmonize wonderfully well with life at
Tuskegee. That school comm1111ity is indeed a bright spot in the vvorld's civilization. All elements, from the least to the
greatest, impress the visitor as being
extremely polite, gracious and obliging.
Each one seems concerned about the happiness and welfare of the community.
Each is willing to serve anyone who
comes down the pike, whether white or
black, known or unknown, native or
foreign, friend or stranger. One of the
stories told is that of a man who plotted
with certain envious and evil people to
journey there to murder the principal.
Having come for this purpose, while
awaiting an opportunity, he fell sick and
helpless. He was treated so kindly by
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the institute people that he confessed and
abandoned his wicked plot.
The people of Tuskegee Institute are
all busy. No room for drones is found
in that community. To them the world
is a work-shop and in effect they seem
to know that work is worship. This great
service plant with its two hundred teachers, fifteen hundred students, its millions
of endowment, its transformation of a
county, its original system of pedagogy,
its liberal and progressive ideals, its
foundation being laid and its superstructure being erected by one who began life
as a slave on a Southern plantation, furnishes one of the most romantic chapters
in the world's history.
Booker Washington walked acrGSs two
states, sleeping enroute under the wooden
pavement of a side-walk in Richmond,
for the chance to enter Hampton Institute and work for an education. He
overcame a thousand difficulties. He
rose and fell and rose again! "He made
by force his merits known" and passed
from this world in the prime and vigor
of manhood, but not until he had completed an enduring monument. After
his passing, his friends throughout the
nation rallied to the support of his work
and under the leadership of his successor increased the endowment so as to
place it upon a secure foundation. His
tomb and monument are both on the institute's grounds.
A second visit to Tuskegee was made
about two years later. It lasted only a
day but in it were given two Baha'i talks,
one at the model school, and the other
to the boys of the three highest classes,
whose schedules had to be rearranged
for this meeting. I never have found
anywhere a heartier and more enthusiastic response to the Baha'i message and
teachings.
A chrysanthemum show was the sightseeing feature of this visit. It was all
very beautiful. These specimens of the
science of horticulture were many in
number and surprising as to development and growth.
The teacher in charge of the boys told
me one of his interesting experiences
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with the principal. During the early
days there in the work, Mr. Washington
one night sent for him, told him of the
misdeeds of certain of the boys and asked
what he thought should be done about
them. He was greatly surprised to
know that such things should have occurred and not less so that the principal
should know about them and he, directly
in charge of the work, should be uninformed. His reply was very emphatic,
that boys who acted in such a way were
unworthy and should be sent home to
their parents. They were unworthy of
the school. But the principal, darting a
quick glance at him, said in reply:
"Stevenson, the easiest thing in the
world is to get rid of somebody: but
what I wanted you to think of is how
to help somebody."
And thus this teacher, powerfully impressed by his great principal with the
true aim of education, evolved a plan of
discipline by which he has been for years
able both to serve and save the boys.
The secret of the greatness of Booker
Washington was easily discovered in
meeting him first hand, in proximity to
his life's work, or even now may be seen
in reading his books. The influence of
such men as Roosevelt, Taft, Huntington, Rockefeller, Carnegie, Ogden, Pea-

body, Low, Rosenwald, Frederick Douglass, Paul Lawrence Dunbar, connected
with his school one way or another,
shows how he was regarded by men of
thought and action.
Everywhere he
travelled, North and South, people filled
his audience rooms and supported his
ideas. Among his elements of greatness
was the fact that he always had a program of construction. He never failed
to express gratitude for any aid extended
his cause, even the slightest from the
most obscure individual being no exception. He believed in concord among all
races and faiths although himself nominally a member of the Baptist church.
His speeches contained no sadness, but
abounded in entertaining humor, stories
with a point, stalwart optimism. To express it in a word, through his genius
he had discovered the spirit of the age
and upon this foundation were built his
wonderful successes.
It is obvious that Tuskegee Institute
is built upon the Baha'i ideals of cooperation, service, mutuality, unselfishness, and consideration for others. Its
president welcomed light from every
horizon. That is why his work stands.
The only stable achievements of this day
are those made in the light of Divine
Knowledge.

Rarer than gold of sun,
Lustre of moonlight blue,
Perfume of daintiest rose,
Ray of diamond dew,
Spirit of God stream down
And let me shine in You
Take from my face its frown;
My failing lamp renew.
H. N. WilsOll
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KEEPERHOOD
BY DR. FREDERICK W. D'EVELYN
HE EXPERIENCES of the past
few years have wrought havoc
amongst our conventionalities, and of
these, perchance, our phraseology affords many marked examples. Few today ask the question, "Is man his
brother's keeper ?"
This has become
tenderly modified to the surmise-"Can
man become his brother's keeper?"
The answer to this admits of affirmation.
The present condition of the world
at large is admittedly one not of "Keeperhood" but of detachment, prejudice
and unrest. In this estimate, we do not
accept the condition as one of helpless,
debased and hopeless discontent. Nay,
rather let us interpret its significance as
an awakening, militant, potent and creative; one of the delayed "mysterious
ways" that are leading up to the fulfillment of those promises, specifically associated with our ultimate destiny. This
world is on the arc of ascent, and will
attain to its loftiest predicted and predestined heights, and the ethics, the
mechanism, and the conduct of this
great awakening is the dominant issue
of the day.
Have we in mind the kind of man we
require for this ideal and practice of
"Keeperhood ?"
If so, is it within
human capacity to reach to that station,
or attain to that reality? Successful
"Keeperhood" must needs be based upon
a universal attribute. The efforts to secure such a qualification have produced
many varied movements, some national,
some regional; some communal or fraternal, each of which has lived and
manetlvered within its respective arena.
But a "Keeperhood" that finds oneness
as a reality, or "unity" as its fruitage,
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is still non-existent.
It has been claimed that Napoleon's
downfall was caused by his inability to

realize that there was such a thing as
a national conscience. If in Napoleon's
day a national conscience was deemed of
such potency, what kind of conscience
would be needed today in a world of
close contact and unavoidable inter-relationship?
An early statesman of this country
urged the people to think "continentally;" later a statesman of another C011l1try urged his people to learn to mind
"imperially." IVIany varied forms of
statesmanship have come into being in
the intervening years. The need of the
present is a statesmanship that would
urge upon the people of the world to
think inter-racially, with the entity man
admitted as the basic standard of service. Such statesmanship would become
successful, being universal in its measure, and divine, as distinct from simply
human which is the inevitable valuation
of all measures that are narrowed by
limitation.
With those who might desire community practice rather than world-wide
effort, we are readily sympathetic. However, the experience of community life
actually demonstrates the ready adaptability of the ideal to the wider field~
the universal. In the community each
must contribute to the common welfare a measure of personal surrender.
He cannot do as he likes. His fellows
limit his actions. He is penalized if
he "walks upon the grass;" if the consensus of community opinion has decreed the grass shall be protected. The
community interdependence necessitates
a mutual relation, in short a "Keeperhood" which compels the individual to
recognize its presence, necessity and
equity. This is an affair of daily experience, and as such demands no further emphasis or elucidation.
It is claimed by some that the world
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is still marching to the dying music of
great traditions, and there is no captain
of civilization at the head of our ranks.
But a new cycle is at hand. The century is the twentieth. There is a rising
sun. Bear patiently! Amidst the dark
shadows, we perceive a brighter dawning, and venture to answer our opening
question, "Can man be his brother's
Keeper?" in the affirmative.
The solution of all human problems,
be they social, political, racial, ethical or
economic, are based upon this affirmation. This acclaim finds its spirit in the
words of 'Abdu'l-Baha ~"the nobility
and glory of man consists in the fact
that amidst the beings, he is the dawning-place of righteo1;lsness. Can any
greater blessing be imagined ,by man
than the consciousness that by Divine
assistance the means of comfort, peace
and prosperity of the human race are
in his hands? How noble and excellent
is man if he attains to that state for
which he waS created."
Further we are admonished that the
Reality of man is the throne of the Divine manifestation. This is the assessment, the Bah:i'i valuation of the world
of humanity, of every human being, independent of race, caste, nationality,
creed or color. This is at the same time
a declaration of the faith that is ours,
and a message of assurance.
To admit man as the "dawning-place
of righteousness" the doer of rightness,
is to truly exalt him to an ownership
from which he has long been ejected,
to his manifest loss and deprivation.
Man today is a product of this dispossession. To reverse all this, concede original rightness as distinct from original
wrongness, becomes a process of restoration that obtains for the world of humanity a rational relation to its Creator,
and a mutual beneficence with his fellow-man. Such a concession carries
with it a station of "Keeperhood," of
oneness, of unity as the fruit age of a
common bestowal. A kinship that is
mighty, powerful and supreme.
The "Reality" of man is the "pos-

session" inevitable between God and
man; the Creator and the created; the
Maker and the thing made. Its "possession" is the brand-mark common to
an mankind. It is the birthright of
humanity. That it should become the
Throne of Divinity, is the eternal sequence to an "Action" which is perfect
and a "command" that has effect. In
this there is no uncertainity. Hence
the affairs of man should be founded
upon his Reality; not upon his Equality.
"Reality" is the bounty of God. Equality is the counterfeit of man. Today in
the twentieth century our activities are
basically counterfeit. Our ways, our
morals, are accommodated thereto.
There is no world acceptance of the
"Reality" of man as a dynamic element
of oneness. It is left out of an our
problems. "Keeperhood" thus deprived
of the spirit becomes a mere surmise
of the imagination, a veritable delusion.
What is the way out of this disastrous
confusion? To recognize a cause is the
first essential step towards a remedy.
There has been great material and
scientific advancement, due to a divinely
creative influence of unique potency. In
the field of spiritual existence, wherein
the "Soul" and "Spirit" of man are the
entities, we maintain a complimentary
progress would have been made had n0t
time-long traditions and prejudices-racial, religious, and patriotic-obscured
from vision and from understanding
the policies of God, manifested to the
world of humanity for its guidance, and
for the establishment of a divine civilization.
All must agree upon the fundamental
principle of "Keeperhood" as the bas~c
principle of the oneness of the Kingclom
of humanity. vVe must learn to recognize on behalf of our fellow man an
unbroken line of continuity, an unbroken inter-relation between God and
the world of humanity. This continuity
is announced as the "Voice and Will of
God." Its proclamation and evidence is
sent forth in the "Temple of Man."
This "Temple" is the Manifestation,
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the demonstrator of the pre-affirmed,
unbroken continuity, and is essential as a
basis upon which "Keeperhood" may
find its foundation. The present confusion of the world's affairs, be those
affairs social, political, racial or economic; be they in sphere of influence,
individual, national or universal; is due
to the non-recognition of this message
from God. In the Baha'i Revelation,
in the teachings of Baha'u'lIah, we find
the guidance for the cycle of today;
the pronouncement of the principles by
which a social, economic, racial and
spiritual unity can be attained.
In those areas where the application
of these teachings has been established,
a full and complete "Keeper hood" has
been confirmed. The elements of that
up-building have been the most varied
in race, creed, sect or color. Age-long
traditions and prejudices have been set
aside, obliterated, and forgotten.
A
spiritual unity has grown up based upon
the common birthright.
The station of the Manifestation, be
the manifestor a Moses, a Jesus, a 1\110hammed, finds its unity and oneness in
constant and innate relation to the A11Source, the one God, whose commission
of endowment placed therein "the Essence of Light."
We commend with full sincerity of
conviction and humility of suggestion to
all humanitarian activities, that they
can find a marvelously potent orientation for their missions, and challenging
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possibilities for fruit age, by conceding
to "Keeperhood" a foundation based
upon a spiritual station, a reality that
finds a deeper oneness than all differences and a unity underlying all diversities.
Why continue to impose fatal limitations to God's purposes, in futile experimentation? If viewed aright in the
permitted illumination, "Keeperhood"
is not such a mysterious problem. There
is no power outside and beyond the
heart of man that can prevent its attainment.
Thus recognized the process is simple
though the method be revolutionary.
Man must have restored to him without
let or hindrance, his spiritual birthright. This is his, separate him no
longer from it. All existence must be
in conformity with Divine Law. The
bounties of God are not monopolized.
The favors of God are not localized.
They are as universal as they are individual.
This is the message of the Baha'i
Revelation. This is the knowledge that
changeth the earth of men's hearts, and
maketh them even as the Keeper's of
Men. This is the knowledge which is
praiseworthy, not the limited learnings
produced by veiled and obscure imaginations, which men often borrow from
each other. Be of those who know, and
"Keeperhood" will become the confirmation of the birthright of the Spirit in
the oneness of the world of Humanity.
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BAHA'I NEWS NOTES
HREE LETTERS from the Spiritual Assembly at Haifa, through
Mirza Badi Bushrui, Secretary, have
been somewhat delayed in reaching the
friends, and now necessarily must be
briefed.
Most important is the information
concerning the spread of the Cause in
Persia, new Assemblies having been
started in several important cities. Intercommunication between the Assemblies is a vital constructive service very
much appreciated and always helps the
friends to live in a world of joy and
happiness.
The first circular letter from Yezd is
full of enthusiasm about the deep interest
in the Cause by the people generally, and
reminds us that many sincere souls j oyfully drank the cup of martyrdom in
that city, notably in 1903, accounts of
which have been variously written. "As
it has always been the case," Mirza
Bushrui writes, "sword and persecution
had the opposite effect and the Tree of
the Cause sent down its roots deeper and
yet deeper into the hearts of the people
as indicated now by the activities of the
friends."
In Kashan the Girl's School had its
commencement, and many graduates
successfully completed the prescribed
courses showing excellent progress.
Mirza Ali Akbar, who was for a time
with 'Abdu'I-BaM in this country and
who will be lovingly remembered by
many, is constantly teaching the Message
of the Cause, sometimes suffering persecution and banishment to other cities.
The news from Anzali, a Persian port
on the Caspian Sea, contains an item of
great interest which we quote: "One of
the friends, perceiving that the Beloved
Guardian of the Cause expressed the
wish that the foundation of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar be laid at Anzali, joyfully
stepped forward and offered his house
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together with all the furniture therein to
be used as the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, and
the property has been lega1ly registered
as such through the Baha'i spiritual Assembly. A Baha'i library has been established and meetings are held weekly."
Bujnurd, Persia, has established a
Spiritual Assembly after years of striving.
All obstacles were overcome
through the power of the Holy Spirit.
From Bandar Abbas, on the Persian
Gulf, comes the good news of increased
activities and the joy of new souls finding their way to the Path of Truth.
The friends in Isfahan have purchased
a site for a Mashriqu'l-Adhkar. One of
the friends offered an additional acre of
gound, and now in the near future it is
hoped a Temple will be built on this site.
"Another proof of the fact that sword
and persecution cannot by any means
uproot religious convictions," Mirza
Bushrui writes, "is the wonderful activity of the friends at Sangsar, Persia.
The opposition and persecution of last
year has doubly strengthened the foundation of the Cause in that town."
The friends at Abadih have expressed
great appreciation of a1l circular letters
from Baha'i Centers. Two travelling
teachers who visited this Center attracted the people greatly and interested
many in the Baha'i Message.
From Karachi, India, this encouraging
note: "Our number is daily increasing
and we have no opponents either within
or without the tent of our unity. Every
man in this town has heard the glad-tidings and loves them that work to bring
near the ideal of human unity."
In Rasht, Persia, the Cause is progressing in a most remarkable way. New activities are continually started, and while
there has been considerable opposition,
through it the friends have become more
quickened, and they have been protected
through invisible forces. The Woman's
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Public Speaking Committee gave a pub·
lic entertainment where the wonderful
progress the women are making was
most manifest.
Some persecutions have occurred in
and near Abadih, but through the efforts
of the nearby Spiritual Assemblies all
is now quiet.
The friends in Mashhad, Persia, as
well as elsewhere, have been persecuted,
but through it all they have had miractllous protection and no lives were sacrificed.
From Poona, India, comes the thrilling
news that a woman has been elected to
serve on the first Spiritual Assembly,and the words of the Master are being
fulfilled clay by day.
The 4th All-India and Burma Baha'i
Convention was confirmed by the Divine
Power. The unity of thought and concentration of mind was directed toward
the one idea of proclaiming the Baha'i
Teachings.
The newly elected Assembly at Bombay, India, is making great progress with
th~ir work of advancing the Cause. One
of the Indian friends who spent some
time in Syria and the Holy Land has
been touring India and has had wonderful success. \\lith his learning, sincerity and loving spirit, he has appealed to
everyone, and a particularly interesting
contact was with the Qadian Community
in Punjab, the members of which are
noted for their modern ideas and very
liberal education. Some have already become Baha'is.
From Ishqabacl, Russia, we have the
story of tl1e acceptance of the Bah<'i'i
Teachings by a Russian of the Mujik
(rich merchant) class, who in turn
brought five of his relatives into the
Cause, and now all of them are touring
the nearby villages proclaiming the
Truth. Tl11ts the leaven works.
Kerman, Persia, with a mixed population of Moslems, Zoroastrians, Jews and
Indians, is becoming a real center of activity. The eloquence and learning of
the Baha'i teacher sent there has drawn
manv souls to the Cause. One of the
Bahi'is was imprisoned for his faith, but
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after his release, the friends became more
enthusiastic.
Reports from Qazvin and Kermil11shah
contain very encouraging information
about the spread of the Cause, the latter
city is on the high road between Baghdad
and Teheran and is daily g-rowing in importance.
The ne'ws of the good health of our
Beloved Guardian as given by Mirza
Bushrui in the following excerpt from
his letter, will bring the greatest joy to
every heart:
"~Vith a heart humbly beseeching and
a feeling of intense yearning to find him
soon in our midst, we have the joy to
announce that the health of Shoghi
Effendi is good. The unanimous response of the different centel"S to his
holy appeal to become true exponents of
the high principles of the Cause will,
indeed, attract him back to the Holy
Land. This is 0111" daily prayer at the
Holy Shrines every time we bow down
humbly in hope that everyone of us
might become as the Lord hath wished
us to be.
"In the spirit of the injunctions of the
~1aster may we not, theref01"e, unite to
act in such wise as to fill the very atmosphere in which we are with so much
love and spirituality, the radiation of
which will surely attract Shoghi Effendi
to Mount Carmel, and then may we come
face to face with the Beloved Master,
'Abdu'l-Baha, humbly cognizant of the
fact that we are doing our best to abide
by His "VilL"
At the annual meeting of the Green
Acre Fellowship the snggestion was
made by Dr. Colm that a convention be
held at Green Acre next season. This
idea so appealed to the members of the
Green Acre Fellowship and to the Trustees, that plans have already been formed
for this convention, 'which will be held
next season dl11"ing the second week of
J ul),. On the following page are given
the splendid suggestions of Dr. Cohn for
a greater Green Acre.
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A GREATER GREEN ACRE
BY MICHAEL A. COHN, M. D.
"I was delighted to hear of the progressive activities of tha.t dearly beloved spot,
Green Acre, upon which the M aster has bestowed His tender care and loving
kindness, and of which We are aU hopeful that it may become, whilst the work
of the M ashriqu'l-Adhluir is in progress, the focal center of the devotional, h~tmanitarian, social and spiritual activities of the Cause."
Shoghi Effendi.
HIS is my second summer at Green
T
Acre. Last year my wife and I traveled in Germany, Switzerland and Italy,
visiting some of the most gorgeous spots
of the European continent.
It may seem surprising but is nevertheless a fact, that all through our fascinating journey we caught ourselves saying
to each other: "Don't you wish you were
back in Green Acre ?" You see we had
spent the previous summer at Green
Acre, and it certainly was the most beautiful summer we ever had.
Now we are happy to be here again.
We feel perfectly at home in this quiet
and serenely peaceful atmosphere full of
inspiration and human fellowship.
We can see vast improvements both
in the physical, as well as the spiritual
Green Acre, as compared with two years
ago. Certainly the entrance to the Green
Acre grounds has been made a thing of
beauty; also the Inn, and especially the
cottages adjoining the Inn, have been
greatly improved.
The trustees of the Green Acre Fellowship certainly deserve credit for their
splendid efficiency and devotion to our
Great Cause.
But all this is not enough. Green
Acre is so marvelously situated, and has
such an amazingly interesting history behind it, that plans on a higher scale and
far wider in scope should be considered
at this annual gathering. Therefore the
following suggestions are submitted for
consideration:
First-Along the line of physical improvement. I am glad that you decided
upon certain improvements, but instead

of making temporary alterations, why not
build the entire extension next spring,
adding the necessary rooms and bath
rooms which are in great demand? I
am in full agreement with those who are
planning next year to put up substantial
tents on the grounds facing beautiful
Piscataqua river, to accommodate a
great number of our friends who enjoy
tent life.
The entrance to the Fellowship House
very much needs our horticulturist's attention to harmonize with the perfectly
beautiful Fellowship House and most
artistically tasteful furnishings.
As to the Arts and Crafts: I am sure
you believe with me in the necessity of
the expansion of activities in Green Acre.
We all believe in service. Why not give
us all-young and old-a chance to express ourselves in diverse ways, manually, intellectually, artistically and spiritually? What is life but expression?
I understand there are plans to start
classes in chemistry and physics. Very
good. This work might later on develop into extensive laboratories for
research and experimentation. Shops for
making beautiful, simple and durable
furniture and wrought-iron work, would,
I am sure, prove a success. Many of our
friends all over the country will be happy
to get some souvenir made in Green
Acre. We will thus create beautiful
things, learn a craft, and perhaps make
it pay sufficiently to be able to extend
and expand still further from year to
year. I also like the idea of a small
theatre very much. We should also do
illuminating, printing, engraving, illus-
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trating and book-binding in Green Acre.
There is a crying need for real artistic
production in this country. It is surprising how much one can do under the guidance of a master hand.
Let us train the eye and the ear, the
hand and the heart, the mind and the
soul, and make life grander, larger, fuller; let us unite the crafts and the arts
and the sciences with the great Light of
the Spirit.
Only thus can we grow and create.
Perhaps later on we may have a great
studio where painting and sculpture may
be taught. We also need a library and
a small art gallery; a social room for
adults and a playroom for children.
Make Green Acre a center of attraction for lecturers, authors, actors, teachers, musicians and artists where they
may spend their summer vacations with
benefit to themselves and all of us. That
will make it attractive for a great number of people who are interested in intellectual and spiritual advancement.
Of course, the pivotal question is,
where to get the funds necessary to realize all these grandiose plans.
Let me assure you, friends, that all you
need to start with are zeal and courage,
"Where there is a will there is a way."
Give the world your message and you will
be surprised to see how wonderful a response will come, once you make the seri-ous effort to do things. We are all idealists here, are we not? Let us hitch our
wagon to a star and do things in a big
way.
A Green Acre Congress. I suggest
that we call a great congress in Green
Acre for the summer of 1925, inviting all
the Bahc'i,'is of this country and Canada
to meet with us on this beautiful and
consecrated ground. Let us hold an international and interracial parliament of
man for the promulgation of universal
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fellowship and the inculcation of divine
love in the human heart.
I believe that at. no time in history was
there greater opportunity to effectively
present to the world our ideas and
ideals than there is now. The world is
undergoing a stupendous reaction as a
result of the war and the so-called Peace
Treaty. Humanity seems satiated with
hate and strife, and is reacting with a
feeling of spiritual revulsion to war and
revenge. The nations are beginning to
see the wretched failure of competition
and struggle among individuals, nations,
classes and races.
Now, therefore, is the time to give our
message of love and brotherhood to the
world.
In this country and at the present moment it devolves upon the Green Acre
Fellowship to vitally contribute to the
accomplishment of this ideal condition.
I feel sure it will be a labor of love for
all of us.
This congress of 1925 if carried forward in unity, harmony and love will
stand out as a Beacon Light in the annals of American Baha'ism in general
and of Green Acre in particular. In the
years to come an expanded Green Acre
should become the Acca of America, that
is, a great spiritual center where Baha'is
and their friends will gather as devout
pilgrims from all over the continent to
commune and hope and rejoice in this
gloriously beautiful haven of rest, recreation and spiritualization.
The modern world is permeated with
sordid materialism as never before. Let
us serve as the Prometheus bringing the
fire of the soul to our people. From
Green Acre should come the manifestation of the new life, the life of the ideal
man and woman, the life of the true
spirit of love and truth and freedom and
justice.
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WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS

No

GREAT civilization has ever
outlasted the demise of its religious faith. If the moral bases of our
culture are in imminent danger, the
danger can be averted only by a new
crusade on behalf of social righteousness
and personal integrity, animated by a religious view of life, for which the human
spirit transcends nature through kinship
with absolute Spirit. (Professor Leighton in his book, "Religion and the Mind
of Today.")
HE GOD of the Bible is pre-eminent1y a God for man's use here on
earth. If there is one thing vividly discerned, even in the dimness of the prehistoric, it is this.
According to the
Scripthres, He is our paramount daily
asset. He is the one factor on which we
can count that never fails, once we have
learnt how to count on Him. He assumes our cares; He stills our anxieties;
He furthers our plans; He prospers our
work; He heals our sickness; He gives
us in abundance everything we need.
This is not figurative; it is literal. If
it seems contradicted by common experience, it is because in common experience people have not learned how to utilize His generosity.
"The secret of the Lord is among
them that fear Him, and He will show
them His Covenant."
They who discover that secret, and
learn to understand that Covenant will
find it as I have said. The Universal
Father is not only a help to those who
trust in Him; He is behind their efforts,
and takes on Himself their responsibilities. He is an Almighty Resource, an
Infinite Peace of Mind.
If the Bible is true, the mighty works
which were done of old must be possible today. If they are possible they
must be possible according to law, and if
there is such a law it must be our part
to discover it. It is this discovery, this
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rediscovery which, it seems to me, the
modern Christian world is making
through the knowledge of God as Dynamic Energy and Practical Working
Force.
To me it seems to stand to reason, that
the Ideal of God must change with
change in time, progress, and mental
condition. This does not mean that God
changes, but only that our conception
of Him must. It is not possible for us
today to have of Him the same Ideal as
that of the first Christian century, or of
the last Christian century, or of the Middle Ages, or of the prehistoric ages.
We can only have our own.
God as the Universal Father is a God
with whom every human being can be
satisfied. He meets all needs; He appeases alllongings. In proportion as this
God is our God, discards will melt into
harmony, wars will cease, nations will be
seen as co-operative rather than as competitive, differences between churches
will grow futile, while the individual will
come to demonstrate that Love so much
talked of and so little shown by evidence.
That Christians have much to do before
they can reach this Ideal must be obvious to anyone. That is to say, we are
still in a state of only partial development. In comparison with those who
were seeking God two and three thousand years ago, we have made not a little
progress. In comparison with those who
will still be seeking Him two and three
thousand years hence, we are far behind.
(Basil King in Harper's Magazine.)

Is

WAR PERPETUAL, inevitable
and instinctive? Is it a school of
moral elevation and nobility, as Treitschke and other militarist writers of Germany used to describe it? Or is it simply one of the phases through which humanity must pass in its rise from lowel
to higher things?
On this fundamental issue, which
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divides the world today as yesterday, I
take a definite stand. I believe all war
is, and must remain, savagery. It is not
a school of morals, but one of demoralization which must end with the growing
intelligence and humanity of mankind;
and I believe that in some generations
from now it will be as dead as the stake
and the duel.
Unless all the false glory of war be
wrenched away from the minds of people, the lure of war will still remain in
their imaginations and in their hearts.
What we want above all other things
in this tortured world of today is that all
the intelligent human minds should set
themselves to work to tear off the hideous and lying mask from the face of war
and expose the dirty, bestial and futile
thing war is. And it is the men of letters of the world who can best do that.
(T. P. O'Connor, in T. P.'s &
Cas sell' s Weeldy.)

W

HATEVER may be the origin of
material improvements brought
about by science it is more and more
looked upon as an amazing power that
never retreats, and whose conquests are
final. . . . .
But we must not forget that science
and morality are far from progressing
on an equal footing.
Science can contribute to the welfare
of humanity as well as to the relief of its

N the Persian section are published
three pictures connected with the
IShrine
of the Bab and of 'Abdu'l-Baha
on Mt. Carmel. These pictures show respectively the newly built approach to the
Shrine; the garden of the shrine with a
view of Haifa and of the harbor below;
and the view from directly in front of
the shrine looking down through the Germany colony to the harbor.
In the near future a series of terraces
with fountains will lead from the Ger-
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miseries, but it is also capable of working
for criminal ends.
The deep idea of natural law slowly
implants itself in minds which only saw
at first in science the possibility of increasing our power over things.
The progress of science, teaching us
to make better use of natural energies
and discovering new ones, will widely
contribute to the solution of social problems, the greatest problem of our time.
(Emile Picard, in the Revue des Deux
Mondes.)
HE Baha'i, a religious sect which
was founded in Persia eighty years
ago, has subsequently spread all over
the world. Baha'ism is an ethical and
spiritual code rather than a new religion. Its adherents are not compelled
to leave their own faiths. It recognizes
the Jewish prophets, Jesus and Mo11ammed, and preaches a return to their doctrines without the later addition and
modifications of theologians. The followers of Baba'ism therefore include
Mohammedans, Christians and Jews;
but, as it started in Persia, it probably
has drawn most heavily from Mohammedanism.
The Baha'i sect
preaches equality of women, education
for all, a universal language for the
whole world and peace through international tribunals. (N athanie1 Peffer, in
the New York Times.)
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man colony directly to the shrine.
Mt. Carme1, 'Abdu'l-Baha has said, will
some day be covered with hospices and
institutions of learning. A great future
was also prOlTlised for Haifa. Already
authorities in Palestine are planning extensive docking and harbor facilities
with a view to making Haifa the leading
port of the Eastern Mediterranean, as,
indeed, its strategic situation warrants.
Haifa is undoubtedly destined to become
a great world center,
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must love all humanity as the
children of God. Even if they
kill us we must die with love for them.
It is not possible for us to love everyone
with a personal love, but we must love
all humanity alike.
"There are many stages or kinds of love.
In the beginning God through His Love
created man. Man is the highest product
of His Love and the purpose of Man's
existence is to reflect this Love of God in
his soul. But man in his egotism and love
of self turns away from his Creator and
thereby prevents the accomplishment of
his divine plan. The Manifestations appear to show man the way to God through
Love. By them, man is brought to the
condition of severance from his egotism
and being absorbed into the Ocean of Love
Divine.
"There is a profound, a divine wisdom
in Love. The Light of God shines in the
eyes when the heart is pure. The home
of Religion is the Heart."
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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LITERARY
PHENOMENON
without parallel in the course of
history is due to the widely-diffused, high
average of reading comprehension on
the part of the population of this country.
There have in history been instances of
higher average intelligence in small centers of population, such as Athens and
Florence, but never such intelligence diffused through a population of immense
mass. It is this wide diffusion of intelligence that enables the more successful
weekly and monthly magazines to obtain
circulations of from one to two millions.
Computing the readers as averaging five
for each magazine sold, a magazine with
a circulation of two millions wins an audience of ten million people for its articles. Discounting somewhat a possible
over-optimism in these figures, it still
leaves audiences of a size such as writers
in the past have not one tithe attained to.
Syndicated articles in newspapers of
wide circulation reach perhaps a still
larger number of readers. The immense
influence of onr popular writers thus becomes a matter of deep concern to the
body public, as to whether this influence
is exerted for good or for bad.
As in life itself, it would seem that the
good and bad are mingled together on a
news-stand. Fortunately, however, there
is a natural segregation of vice. For the
evil influences are all concentrated in
certain magazines the reputation of
which everybody knows. While on the
other hand the great part of the newsstand magazines, those piles of printed
thought, are wholesom~ in tone and bene-
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iicial. By means of them those writers
who have helpful messages are enabled
to spread them simultaneously to audiences of millions from the North to the
South, from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
UCH GOOD is being accomplished
by what may be called the j,~plitt
syndicate writers, whose short and
breezy exuberations adorn the pages of
our newspapers. A daily poem, a sermonette, a bit of helpful philosophy
grasped from the welter of life, a vital
editorial that rings out like a grand oration-to think that these daily messages
are cheering and uplifting millions is in
itself a bit of gladness to those who love
their fellow men. It is also evidence of
the longing" of the great heart of humanity for the serious helpful handclasp,
for the spiritual encouragement in times
of depression or distress. The letters
that come from all parts of the country
to these syndicate writers, testimonials
of heartfelt gratitude, are most touching.
God, said Lincoln, must love the common
people, He made so many of them. It is
true also of these writers for the people
that they have a great love and sympathy
for the common man, their brother.
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CO-OPERATIVE METHODS are
to be studied intensively by a new
international organization for that purpose, if the fifteen leading organizations
interested in collective buying and se11ing carry out their present plans. Nu111erous colleges and universities have expressed a willingness to join in the in-
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vestigations and to furnish a home for
the proposed international institute. Government officials will lend their aid and
bankers are watching the movement with
keen attention.
There is a general impression abroad
in the world that too large a proportion
of the ultimate price of commodities goes
to the middleman and jobber, who are
neither producers nor final distributors.
In agriculture especially too much of
profit goes to the financiers who manage
the marketing of the products. The cooperative movement is therefore of extreme interest for two reasons, first, that
it promises greater justice to both producer and consumer; and secondly, because co-operation is the spirit of the
century and a form of human activity
which, as all Baha'is know, is destined
to create marvelous new values for the
human race.
REEN A eRE is coming into its
own. Shoghi Effendi's noteworthy
statement, "We are all hopeful that it
may become, whilst the work of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar is in progress, the
focal center of the devotional, humanitarian, social and spiritual activities of
the Cause," is having a marvelously inspiring effect upon the Green Acre consciousness. At the annual meeting held
in August the idea was announced and
enthusiastically received that Green
Acre is in reality Baha,'i and that its
success lies in the closeness of its adherence to the sources of such aid and
confirmation. One of the most significant results of this new spiritual stimulus
was the decision to hold at Green Acre
next summer a week's convention of
Baha'is and others interested in a universal platform. This convention will
undoubtedly have most important results
in bringing to the Baha'is of America a
greater realization of the spiritual power
and atmosphere of Green Acre, as well
as in bringing to Green Acre a greater
interest and devotion on the part of all
who love to see its universal principles
more widely established.

G
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HE INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY is the latest dream of
educators and workers for world peace.
The President of the World Federation
of Educational Associations, Dr. Augustus Thomas, has been investigating for
the Federation the feasibility of establishing a World University. Offers were
received from Barcelona, from The
Hague, and from San Diego, Calif. The
proposal was to establish a four-year
course, half of which should be spent in
foreign travel.
In Brussels there is already in existence a remarkable clearing house for international intellectual co-operation-the
Union des Associations Internationales,
with a membership of over two hundred
international assoClatlOns of various
kinds (science, health, law, economics, literature, education, trade) a bibliography
of some twelve million cards, and a library of more than one hundred thousand volumes upon international matters.
It has also an international archives department, an international museum, an
international summer school, and plans
for an international encyclopedia. This
Union is now planning for the establishment of an international university
to form a center for higher international
education. It proposes to complete the
intellectual education of a certain number of students by instructing them in
the principal aspects of all leading problems, and in this way, in the course of a
few years, to create among these men,
who will be called upon in their respective countries to exercise influence in
public affairs, in politics and in education, an "elite" consisting of several thousand individuals qualified to co-operate
in the establishment of an international
entente and in the work of the League of
Nations.
In a more distant quarter of the world
in India, Rabindranath Tagore has recently expanded his school for boys into
an international university, the aim of
which is to spl"ead through the East the
knowledge and understanding of its own
various cultures, and then to bring about
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an interchange between the East and the
West which may result in the greater
unity of mankind.
And it is known, of course, to all who
have followed the history of Green Acre,
not only that Sarah J. Farmer set aside
a magnificent site on the hill named
Monsalvat for an international university
which she had conceived, but also that
'Abdu'l-Baha in visiting Green Acre
went to this site and assured those who
were present there with him that such a
university would assuredly crown Monsalvat, nay, that this international university was actually in existence in the
world of reality.
Of all such international institutions,
the university pre-eminent. that which
will undoubtedly become the center of
the whole world's education, is the one
to be established on Mount Carmel. In
days to come the greatest scholarship of
the world will flock to this holy spot;
and to obtain one's education, or even a
part of one's education there, will be esteemed the greatest prize of the intellectual life.

A

GREAT DEMAND is being made
for instruction in religion in the
public system of education. In Minnesota this has resulted in a course in
religion worked out by the Minnesota
Council of Religious Education to which
the public schools of Minneapolis will
devote three half-hour periods each
week. Pupils are to be excused to attend
these classes during school hours, and the
work is to be under the direct supervision
of an interdenominational committee of
ministers. This is a step in the right direction. In the common lack of any
religious instruction in the home, the
hour given weekly to this subject in the
Sunday Schools is far from sufficient. If
true religion permeated more the daily
life, there would be less crime, suicide
and insanity; and there would be more
righteousness, love and happiness in the
life of the family, the city and the nation.
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, 'THE HEART OF MAN is a garden. The real garden is in order,
well planted, watered and cultivated. This
is not so with the jungle. The jungle gives
no evidence of cultivation. Where there
is no gardener, disorder prevails. Wild
growth produces nothing. Human education is of great importance. It is especially necessary to educate the children.
They are the young tender trees of
God's planting. But the supreme education is Divine Teaching. Through it
the most ignorant become wise and the
lowest are elevated to the loftiest heights.
This transformation in man is made by
the Manifestations of God. Through
them the wicked become righteous, the
weak firm, the barren fruitful. One day's
education under the inspiration of the
Holy Spirit is better than ten years' material training in the universities of the
world. Baha'u'llah has said that two
steps are necessary for human development: Material and Divine Education.
. .. Education makes of man a man. Religion is Divine Education. There are
two pathways which have been pointed
out by the FIeavenly Educators. The first
is Divine Guidance and reliance upon the
Manifestations of God. The other is the
road of materialism and reliance upon
the senses. These roads lead in opposite
directions . . . . Divine Education is the
sum total of all development. It is the
safeguard of humanity.
"In this age every face must turn to
God, so that spiritual enlightenment will
go hand in hand with material education.
Material education alone cannot make
the world happy. Spiritual civilization
lTlUSt assist the material civilization.
, 'l'U-IE powers of mind are the bounties of Goel given to man to lead
him toward spiritual happiness.-' Abd~t'l
Baha
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A TRULY SUCCESSFUL LIFE
BY ORROL L. HARPER

O

UR MODERN WRITER, H. G.
Wells, sums up success as follows:
"The only true measure of success is the
ratio between what we might have been
and what we might have done on the one
hand, and the thing we have done and
the thing we have made of ourselves on
the other."
According to Wells, complete success
depends on perfect productivity. Every
thing was created for a purpose. The
purpose of an apple tree is to produce
apples. The purpose of a vegetable garden is to produce vegetables. The purpose of man is to produce an individual
expression of human life.
Each human being feels that he is a
little different from anyone else. Instinctively he clings to that tiny stifled
kernel of individuality which he vaguely
apprehends somewhere within him. That
individual kernel is the particular aspect
of life that animates each of us. It is
the special capital which you and I have
to invest in the business of life.
In the business world the most perfect
investment of capital is the one that will
yield the greatest amount of content, happiness and financial return to the greatest number of those individuals who are
directly or indirectly connected with the
investment-whose lives are directly or
indirectly influenced by the fluctuations
in the productivity of that particular investment, of that particular capital.
And so it is with our capital of life.
Our life is a success in proportion as its
investment brings happiness, not only to
ourselves, but to other members of the
human race that contact us directly or
indirectly.
Everyone is seeking happiness, but the
acquirement of that happiness depends
on how perfectly we fulfilI the purpose
of our creation.
'vVe were created to manifest the po-

tential possibilities of our nature. "Each
soul has a degree of perfection to which
it can attain."
The Divine Source of all perfection,
like a Great Sun, is seeking expression
through His creation. "Life radiates
throughout all creation according to the
degree of receptivity."
Each individual member of society is
like a mirror, which attracts and reflects
the rays of the Supreme Sun in proportion to its capacity, its power of receptivity. Our mirror is our physical identity; and as there are no two phenomena
exactly alike in creation, the radiation of
life intelligence from each human existence is different. You and I are distinct
and different from anyone else in the
world, and we are different from each
other.
It is only when all individuals reflect
in completeness the best and highest intelligence that is in them that the human
race ,vill attain its zenith of perfection.
Not until then will the purpose of creation be attained.
You and I have a special individual
contribution that the whole race needs.
All the people in the world need what
we have to give them, and we need what
all other men have to give us. 'vVe are
all members of the human race. Do you
realize that you and I suffer by the degeneracy or lack of development of any
part of the race?
Man is most truly a social being. In
the social mass which surrounds him on
every side, he must exist, he must find
his highest possible development, he
must find his happiness. In this human
mass, by way of this mass, because of
this mass, he must live, he must produce, in order that he may raise the consciousness of the whole mass.
A complete production, a perfected
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race consciousness is the purpose of creation. The world of thought. the world
of things, and the world of created beings
await each human contribution. The
latent powers of all humanity must find
expression if the race consciousness is to
reach its highest level.
How is this individual and universal
unfo1dment of life to take place?
Man is faced by two obvious extremes
-the unknown and the known, the abstract and the concrete, the Infinite and
the finite, the Ancient Essence and its
activity in the world of nature. These
two extremes must be drawn together if
our life experience is to produce a complete circle of enduring significance.
Man, each individual man, is a
cent er around which this circle of eternal existence may be drawn. Complete man has found his individual center and described his circle.
Incomplete man is, as it were, standing
in the midst of existence. On one side
of him is the Unseen Reality of eternal
significance, the world of spirit, the
Source of Life. On the other side is the
world of matter with its phenomena of
particulars.
Man stands at the point where material life ends and spiritual life begins.
Man is at the apex of material creation.
Physically he is the product of the evolving elements. lIe contains within himself the perfections of all the kingdoms
below him-the mineral, vegetable and
animal. Spiritually he has the possibility
of individualizing some of the perfections of his Creator. 'Abdu'l-Baha has
said that the world was made for man,
and man was made for God.
The success of man depends on learning to keep his balance in life. By turning to the direction of the Eternal Essence he receives all inspiration; and by
turning back to the material side he can
find a place to put that inspiration into
active use.
"We manufacture ourselves-and the
shape we assume is after the pattern af-
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forded by the fortuitous impacts of the
world. We conform, we strike a mean
with other men and the material world.
Too often we become artificial entities,
standardized parts, a cog in a machine
that goes 'flipping around and around
with the rest 0 f the clockwork.' The infinite depths of selfhood are dutifully
glazed over, hidden from the world, so
that even to himself a man becomes a
shallow and obvious thing-his motives
to be calculated like motions of a linotype machine." Too often do we relegate that better and infinite self to a vast
distance while we whittle down our soul
to make a pawn of ourselves. Our equilibrium is gone, and we are lost in the
whirl of material things.
Take the man who loses himself in the
mere material aspects of a business life.
He revolves pitiably and perpetually in
his vicious orbit-doing more business
that he may make more money, making
more money that he may do more business; striving to lift himself by his own
bootstraps, to manufacture by his persistent ardor that "worth of life" which inexorably evades him until he fmally dies,
disgruntled, in the harness, or adopts the
inadequate subterfuge of a "hobby or
suicide." He has set himself to the task
of molding material things; and they
have l110lded him.
Just as much danger of lost opportunity lies in going too far on the other
side, in the direction of the Unknown
Spiritual Essence.
Three distinct types of so-called spiritual men live in a precarious condition
if real success be their aim.
1. The man who spends his whole life
denying the existence of matter is in
danger of becoming a rank giant of materialism. One cannot deny a thing he
does not recognize. Denial is recognition. If you reaJly want to remember
a thing, just try to forget it.
2. A man who constantly affirms the
existence in himself of a perfect Divinity
may produce two destructive results:
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His reiteration 0 f the "I am perfect" idea is likely to augment an already enlarged ego.
The effort to keep his mind concentrated on an unseen, abstract
Reality will cause the man to become
lost in the wilderness of his own imagination.
3. The praying mystic who never
mingles with the masses cannot make a
success of his life, for ideas are of value
only as they are put into action.
Everything in the world can speak to
us of God-for each is His creation.
Every created thing manifests some of
the perfections of its Creator. Just as in
a painting we recognize some of the
qualities of the artist who painted it, so
in every created object can we discover
some attribute of the Creator.
From a study of the micro-cosm or
little world we gain knowledge of the
macro-cosm or greater world. "Do not
think thy body a small thing-,for within
thee are deposited the mysteries of the
universe." From a study of the known
we can gain knowledge of the unknown
--for the seen is a reflection of the unseen.
Our ideals must find concrete expression if we are to discover the true worth
of life. Our work, our daily life supply
the time and p1ace for putting our inspiration into active use. The secret of
success is to hold the balance between
the two extremes.
If we are to make a complete success
of life we must acquire such powers of
insight, of memory, of equilibrium that
we can plunge wholeheartedly into the
turmoil of the workaday world and at
the same time retain the desire and the
power to return to the Fountain of Life
for renewed inspiration.
The truly successful man makes each
task the most important thing of the moment. He glorifies labor-for he is putting into that work his vision of the Infinite. He holds his balance, as it were,
in the center of the significance of things.
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The man who has made a success of
his life has brought into active expression the innate perfections of his individuality. He has accomplished an organic union of all experience. He has
attained a constructive existence. He has
united in his life the ideal and the practical, and has contributed his best gifts
to the race.
\Vhy does Abraham Lincoln live in
our memory? Because he made a success of his life. He individualized the
perfections of his nature to such an extent that the mere mention of his name
makes us think of justice, freedom, tolerance. Lincoln accomplished an organic
union of all experience. He Was inspired with ideals and he found a way
to make his ideals of concrete benefit to
the human race. In his emancipation of
the calmed race is one of the world's
most striking examples of an ideal, ardently conceived, and later carried into
action. Through his own effort, Lincoln
described an eternal circle of enduring
significance and made of his life a success.
A few years ago I had occasion to visit
a mammoth copper works and watched
copper pass through its numerous and
varied stages of cleansing and refinement before it was ready to be melted
and molded.
Indelibly stamped on my memory is
a scene in the furnace room of that
copper mill. The object of peculiar attraction was what appeared to be a huge
fire dipper, about a yard in diameter, attached to a long metal arm that held it in
midair.
As I looked with wondering gaze a
giant furnace opened its door and revealed a solid bed of fire at white heat.
Almost immediately the mysterious fire
dipper began to move toward the furnace
--propelled by some device that held its
long metal arm.
The cup entered the furnace and turning on its side dipped deep into the flaming bed and brought up a full measure
of liquid fire.
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Slowly the great hot cup of liquid
was drawn out of the furnace and with
uncanny exactness swung a half circle
and stopped above a row of metal
moulds.
An invisible power turned the handle
of the dipper and copper-fire was poured
into moulds to cool.
The picture stirred hidden thoughts
within me. Out of the pregnant atmosphere there sprang an idea. Before me
was a perfect symbol of a human soul
that had attained to eternal individuality.
Immediately I wanted to know what
the dipper was made of that would
allow it to hold its shape while it carried molten copper. The guide informed me that it was made of steel,
a metal that had a higher melting point
than copper. The wonder of the idea
increased. I imagined how the steel
dipper must have looked before it began
its work of carrying- Inalten copper. It
was cold and black like steel; but as it
dipped and carried and poured it gradually took on the qualities of fire. Its
own qualities of steel were gradually replaced by qualities of the fire. Its coldness became heat; and its darkness took
on the luminous ra.diance of the fire.
The only thing it retained was its shape
and its strength. If it had not retained
its individual form it could not have been
of use in conveying molten copper to the
moulds. If it had melted in the fire as
the copper did it would have been one
with the fire; but it could not have been
used as an instrument for service.
Let us think of the fire as a symbol
of the Holy Spirit, Infinite Love, Knowledge and Wisdom.
The cold, steel dipper represents the
natural man, the incomplete, untrained
man, dominated perhaps by hate, prejudice or selfishness, the man whose spiritual susceptibilities lie dormant, the man
who is in danger of being lost in the
mad whirl of material things.
The red-hot dipper of fire suggests
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the awakened, regenerate man in whom
ignorance has been replaced by knowledge and science, the man in whom
understanding and wisdom have taken
the place of prejudice, a man in whom
hate and selfish desire have been consumed by the fire of love for the universal good. The red-hot dipper symbolizes an eternal individuality that is of
use to its Maker.
A man has stood at the balance point
of life. He has dipped deep and often
into the Unknown Essence of Truth and
Inspiration; he has then turned to the
side of earthly experience and put that
dipper full of knowledge or inspiration
into practical moulds. Always he holds
his balance.
This process of alternation between
the ideal and the practical develops in the
man great resiliency and powers of equilibrium. He holds his balance always.
As the tipping, balancing and moulding
process continued, the coldness and darkness of the steel cup of the natural man
was gradually replaced by the heat and
radiance of the fire of a Supreme Reality
-until the stage of evanescent service
was consciously reached-until at the ardent desire of the tenant of the human
house, the Divine Owner of that house
entered his own domain.
Propelled by the unseen force of Universal Law, and animated by the qualities of an All-Perfect Essence, the man
finds his highest use in letting the Supreme Intelligence use him. A natural
man, livillg a natural life, in a natural
world has become dominated, saturated
with the inspiration of ideals that animate
him.
In the happy accomplishment of his
work man thus finds his highest form
of worship; and in the perpetuation of
his kind he contributes his individual
characteristics to promote the progress
of the human race.
We all want happiness, but we can
only find it through the happiness of all
mankind. Instinctively we desire a per-
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manent existence of individual significance. We can only find it by making our
life of service to the race. By selfless
service to the llniversal good, all work
will become a joy.
Do you crave success? Then be yourself-your ideal self. Stamp the world
of thought, the world of things, and the
world of created beings with the best
and highest intelligence that is within
you!
Find the center! Hold your balance!
Work! Be happy! Put all your love
and energy into a complete production
for the race.
Man is truly successful in proportion
as he voluntarily yields himself to a complete expression of the particular aspect
of Divinity that is seeking individualization through him.
Such a man proves the statement that
"He who would find his life shall lose it,
and he who loses his life shall find it."
But someone asks, "How can I find my
center? What is my special work? How
can I know when I am fulfilling my destiny?"
The answer is so simple, and yet for
some so difficult to fulfill. Live one day
at a time. Know that each day will bring
forth just what you are fitted to meet
at that time. Know that each task, each
problem, no matter how simple or how
complicated, is your special duty, your
special opportunity, your special work
for that day.
Everything that comes to us is an opportunity for growth. The Divine Urge
within us is ever seeking to make us more
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perfect instruments for Its use. No matter what the work is that each day brings
forth, it is the special work for us that
day.
If we can do that work, meet that
problem, even accept that bit of suffering with the best, happiest and most perfect part of our nature, for the love of
service for the universal good, we have
not only made a success of our day,
but we have created in ourselves the
capacity for greater service. 'Abdu'l-Baha
says that the reward for service is a
greater capacity to serve.
"Radiant acquiescence" is the key that
will free one from the prison of self and
Radiant acquiescence
its limitations.
makes us strong, increases our capacity
for doing.
The mim1te we have greater capacity,
more work will automatically be sent to
us. If we go out to search for our special
work we will never find it. But if we
meet the tasks of each day in the highest
and most perfect manner possible for us
at that time, we are preparing ourselves
for our special work. And when we are
ready for it, for our special work, it will
come to us.
It is coming to us every day. It is
seeking us. Our capacity is a magnet
that attracts it.
Live each day as we would live if we
knew it was our last day on earth. Make
each task as a form of worship and gradually our outer life will become illumined
by the Creative Fire that animates tlSand our individual destiny will find fulfillment.
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THE HONOR OF MAN
EXPLAINED BY 'ABDU'L-BAHA
HE DOORS OF HIS GRACE are
open to us, wide, wide open, but
we must try; we must be attentive towards God; we must be occupied with
the service of the world of humanity;
we must be more alert and mindful; we
must appreciate the bestowals of God,
and we must conform to this ever.
You observe how darkness is overspread in the world, mankind being submerged in the sea of materialism and
occupied with the world. They entertain
no thought save that of the possession
of this earth, -having no desire save
this fleeting mortal world. Man's utmost
desire seems to be to obtain for himself a
livelihood, comfort of mortal type and to
be content with simply the physical enjoyments which constitute the happiness
of the world of the animals, and not the
happiness of the human world.

T

HE HONOR OF MAN is dependent upon another type; the happiness
T
of man is of another kind; the benediction of man is of another type; the
joy of man is through the gladtidings of
God. The honor of man is through the
attainment of the knowledge of God, the
happiness of man is through the love of
God, and man's greatness is dependent
upon his servitude to God. The utmost development of man is in being
ushered into the Kingdom; and the result
of human existence is the quintessence
of eternal existence. If man becomes
bereft of these Divine bestowals, and if
his joy and happiness be confined to the
material kind, then what distinction or
difference is there between the animal
and man, for the animal happiness is
greater in magnitude, as its means of
livelihood are more feasible! Man must
strive in order to acquire natural live-

lihood; and in order that he may be comfortable; but man's need is in the acquisition of the Bounties of God. If, from
the Bounties of God, spiritual susceptibilities, and spiritual glad tidings, man becomes bereft, his life in this world has
not yielded any worthy fruitage; but,
together with the physical life, he should
be possessed of the spiritual life; together with the physical comforts he
should enjoy spiritual comfort; with the
bodily pleasures he should enjoy Divine
pleasures; then man may be worthy of
the title man. . . .

"yEfruits."
SHALL KNOW them by their
What are the fruits of
the human world? They are the fruits
of man. If man be bereft of those fruits,
he is precisely like a tree fruitless; and
the man whose effort is lofty, who has
self-reliance, will not be content with suffering his life to be entirely animal in
type. I-le will seek to be one of the
Kingdom, he will long to be in heaven,
though he might be walking on earth;
though his outward visage be earthly in
form, he will endeavor to have his real
innate visage that of heaven. Until this
station be attained by man, his life will
be utterly devoid of results. The span
of life will pass away in eating, drinking
and sleeping, and then this life will be
left with no results, no fruits, no traces,
no illumination, no potency, no spiritual-ity, no life everlasting, and no arrival at
the plane of the utmost attainments of
the human world!

W

HAT MUST BE the result of a
human life? It is evident that the
goal is not to eat, sleep, dress and repose
on the couch of negligence. No, it is to
find one's way to reality and understand
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the divine signs; to receive wisdom from
the Lord of Lords and to move steadily
forward like a great sea ... Every soul is
known by his conduct, manners, words
and deeds. Therefore, we must strive
with life and heart that day by day, our
deeds may be better, our conduct more
beautiful and our forbearance greater.
That is, to cultivate love for all the
world, to attain beatific character. . .
Man becomes pure through the power
of strength, through the power of intelligence and understanding. He becomes
simple through the great power of
reason. He becomes sincere through the
power of intelligence not through the
power of weakness. When man attains
to the great state of perfection his heart
becomes pure, his spirit becomes enlightened, his soul becomes tender and
receives these qualities through great
strength. This is the difference between
the perfect man and the child. Both
have the great, simple underlying qualities. But the child through the power
o£ weakness and the man through the
power of strength.
HE CAUSE OF GOD is like unto
a college. . . The college is founded
for the sake of the acquirement of
sciences, arts and literature. If the
sciences are not therein and the scholars
are not educated, the object of the college is not achieved. The students must
show the results of their study in their
deportment and deeds; otherwise they
have wasted their lives. Now the friends
must so live and conduct themselves as
to bring greater glory and results to the
religion of God. To them the Cause of
God must be a dynamic force transforming the lives of men.
What is the sum total and upshot of
farming, ploughing, sowing the seeds
and irrigating? Is there any other
thought behind all these labors save the
gathering of crops? If the sheaves are
only green and verdant but having no
grains of wheat or barley the result is not
achieved. The aim has been not the lux-
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uriant verdancy of the field but the rich.
ness of the harvest. I hope all will do
their utmost to crown their lives with
abundant harvest.
HE HUMAN REALITY stands
between two grades, between the
world of the animal and the world of
Divinity. Were the animal in man to
become predominant, man would become
even lower than the brute. Were the
heavenly powers in man to become predominant, man would become the most
superior being in the world of existence.
It is possible to so adjust one's self
to the practice of nobility that its atmosphere surrounds and colors all our
acts. When these acts are habitually
and conscientiously adjusted to noble
standards with no thought of the words
that might herald them then nobility becomes the accent of life. At such a degree of evolution one scarcely needs to
try to be good any longer; all our deeds
are the distinctive expression of nobility.
The test of the truth (of God) lies in
the influence the conception has on our
lives. If it makes us kind and loving in
our relationship with our fellowman, we
know it is a true one. In other words
it must produce in our hearts a love of
God which must be transmuted into love
for man.

T

IS CLEAR that the honor and exalImoreTtation
of man must be something
than n1.aterial riches; material comforts are only a branch, but the root of
the exaltation of man is the good attributes and virtues which are the adornments of his reality. These are the divine appearances, the heavenly bounties,
the sublime emotions, the love and
knowledge of God; universal wisdom, intellectual perception, scientific discoveries, justice, equity, truthfulness benevolence natural courage and innate fortitude; the respect for rights and the keeping of agreements and covenants rectitude in all circumstances; serving the
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truth under all conditions the sacrifice
of one's life for the good of all
people; kindness and esteem for all nations ; obedience to the teachings of God;
service in the divine Kingdom; the guidance of the people and the education of
the nations and races. This is the prosperity of the human world! This is the
exaltation of man in the world! This is
eternal life and heavenly honor !
These virtues do not appear from the
reality of man except through the power
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of God and the divine teachings, for they
need supernatural power for their manifestation. It may be that in the world
of nature a trace of these perfections
may appear; but they are not established
and lasting; they are like the rays of the
sun upon the wall.
As the compassionate God has placed
such a wonderful crown upon the head
of man, man should strive that its brilliant jewels may become visible in the
world.

THE CUP-BEARER
Written [iVhen 'Abd'bt'l-Baha Was In the United States
Within our gates has come,
A Messeng·er Divine;
The Cup-Bearer of Oneness,
Bringing Immortal Wine.
Drink this Wine Celestial,
Oh! Thirsty ones of earth;
'Tis soul refreshing nectar,
To give us all new-birth.
It fills our hearts with love,
Eternal, pure, sublime;
Transforming all creation,
Into a FIeaven born clime.
It glows within our souls,
Like sun at noon of day;
Purifying and cleansing,
Taking all sin away.
Oh, Nectar from on High,
Poured forth on all the worlcl;
One drop is worth a ransomOne drop a priceless pearl.
All hail! 'Abdu'l-Baha!
Oh! Messenger Divine;
May all the nations praise Thee,
For this Immortal Wine.
Margaret Dwncan Green
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MAN AND THE ANT
BY STANWOOD COBB
Dr. Forel is the world's great authority on ants. His collection now lodged
in the m~tseum of Geneva. is the largest in exastence. He has added three hundred
to the known species. In addition, he has in former days been a, psychologist of
note, a great temperance worker and a distinguished humanitarian. His connection with the Baha'i CMtSe is rel1llarkable. At the age of seventy, discovering that
BOJhCt'u'Uah had years ago emmciated principles such as his own soul had e'volv'ed
and longed to see put in practice, he felt it but logical to call himself a Baha'i and
follower of that great Prophet. 'Abd1>t'l-BahCt, a few years before His passing,
wrote a long Tablet to him in answer to his inquiries in rega,rd to the nature of
ezistence, which was published in The Baha'i Magazine-the Star of the West.
This Tablet, satisfying the venerable scientist's metaphysical inquiries, made him
a still more devoted Baha/i.
HIS IS NOT a fable, but a little
pilgrimage to the home of Dr.
Auguste Forel, who admires the life of
ants more than he admires the life of
men. In his latest book, "Man and the
Ant" he asks in all seriousness-"What
can we do to become more like the ants
while still remaining human beings?"
Man, he finds, has not yet reached the
stage of true social development. "By
hereditary disposition man is a natural
egoist,-individualistic, passionate, rapacious, dominating, vindictive and jealous, eager to exploit his fellow beings,
to tyrannize and oppress them in order
the better to enjoy life himself.-But,"
he goes on to say, "the social instinct of
the ant, little by little accumulated in his
hereditary memory and coordinated by
it, is much more sapient than that of the
'homo sapiens' of Linneus."
It was this lover of the insect the life
of which represents the most successful
social organization on this planet,-it
was Dr. Auguste Forel, specialist in psychiatry, life-long ardent worker for
temperance, and the world's greatest
authority on ants, whom we were privileged to visit.
"I have just received your card," he
wrote, "and I pray you to come and dine
informally with us at noon Monday
next. Our house is called 'The Ant's
N est' and is fifteen minutes from the

T

station of Yvorne. I will come to meet
you if you will telephone the exact time
of your arrival."
So Monday morning found US,-my
wife, Lady B., and myself, starting on
our pilgrimage to greatness. Through
the windows of the train shone kaleidoscopically the splendors of the Lake
Geneva littoral, Vevey, Montreux, Territet that scenic gem, the Castle of ChilIon, Villeneuve, and at last Yvorne,
charming village at the entrance of the
Rhone valley on the Simplon route and
the goal of our journey.
Upon our descent, there peered at us,
through blue glasses, eyes the keenness
and intelligence of which were later revealed to us in the privacy of the home;
and there advanced to greet us a man
old in years, crippled physically by a partial paralysis, but with a mind and heart
of eternal youth.
On the twenty minutes walk to his
home he talked to us eagerly of his work
for temperance, emphasizing chiefly his
efforts to raise the Good Templars above
the dogmatism of nationality and religion, so that they could concentrate
fully on the one important problem of
temperance for which purpose they were
organized.
"Why," he had said to a bigoted
Protestant clergyman who was at odds
with a Catholic priest in one of the
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Austrian chapters of the Good Templars, "Why spend your time arguing
about the next world when you should
be working to perfect this ?"
By such sturdy common sense, by his
insistence upon universality, he finally
won his point and achieved the neutrality, as regards politics or religion, of
the Good Templars in Austria, Bulgaria,
Hungary and Switzerland,-countries
in which religious differences had long
been a source of controversy and dif·
ficulty in the work for temperance.
Dr. Forel, it will be remembered, was
one of the first to demonstrate the evil
effects not only of drunkenness, but also
of that habitual moderate drinking
which produces upon the body the effect called "alcoholism." Strong as are
the arguments for prohibition furnished
by the disasters, individually and socially, of drunkenness, they do not
weigh with the average mind as heavily
as the facts which have come out as a
result of the psychological tests into the
state of chronic though mild "alcoholism." It was the proof furnished by Forel
and others, that even mild habitual consumption of alcohol produces temporary
paralysis and chronic degeneracy of the
nervous tissue, diminishing greatly the
quantity and quality of the work done
in such a state, that brought into the
temperance movement in America the
rank and file of manufacturers and busi·
ness men. The financial and moral support given the prohibition movement by
these men of affairs was one of the
chief causes of the successful passing of
the Nineteenth Amendment.
"America is ahead of Europe," said
Dr. ForeI. He is still working inde··
fatigably for prohibition in Europe,
where whole populations are alcohol··
ized. On purchasing his own estate at
Yvorne he had the vines pulled up, and
turned the vineyard into a fruit and
vegetable garden. He himself neither
drinks nor smokes, and his diet is of the
simplest. He has worked ardently for
temperance since 1885.
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He told us wi1:h deep disgust of how
in a recent trip to Brussels, in searching
for lodging, he happened into a house
where four drunkards surrounded one
poor woman with their noise and ribaldry. To him these things seem disgusting and abnormal, and cause him to
point to the life of the ant as more admirable than our own.
II

While talking we pass through the
simple village of Yvorne and reach the
"Ant's Nest" where Madame Forel
greets us with simple and unaffected
cordiality. While we wait for dinner
Dr. Fore! tells us of his studies in hypnotism and the cures he has effected by
use of it. On the wall he shows us an
oil painting clone by a grateful patient
of his, who after a fall from his horse
had been unable to paint until healed
hypnotically by Dr. ForeI. Often he has
used hypnotism 1:0 cure inebriety.
Finding I was interested in the subj ect and could read German, he gave
me before leaving a copy of his book
"Der Hypnotismus, oder die Suggestion
und die Psychotherapie," not yet translated into English or French.
Dr.
Forel, by the way, writes with equal
facility in German or French, the greater part of his writings being in the latter
language.
Madame Forel now announced dinner,
and we were shown to our places around
a long table where were gathered in addition a daughter, a daughter-in-law, a
guest, and seven grandchildren spending
here their summer holidays. Truly did
the house deserve its name!
But all went smoothly, as in a true
ant society. The children were quiet
and happy, the adults enjoying simultaneously a good dinner and an inspiring conversation, while Madame Forel,
unHurried, dispensed food and hospitality.
After dinner came the longed for
visit to Dr. Fore!'s study, which was of
the kind that every writer and scholar
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longs for,-large, lined with book-shelves
overflowing into two rooms. Space' in
which to think, space in which to gather
materials for study.
On different
shelves were collected pamphlets and
books bearing upon the subjects he was
most interested in. In addition to his
specialty, the ant, he has made a deep
study of the chief problems of humanity.
War and Peace, Prohibition and other
humanitarian subjects have absorbed his
attention and attracted his pen.
Then we are shown his own publications, most important of which are his
"Fourmis de la Suisse" and "Le Monde
Social des Fourmis." In addition to his
bound books were two shelves full of
articles and pamphlets written by him.
There were also translations of his
works into Russian, Dutch, Italian and
other languages.
With trembling hands he took down
and showed us the most precious volume of his library, "Recherches sur les
Moeurs des Fourmis Indigenes" by
Pierre Hubert, Geneva, 1810; a book
which his grandmother, noting his already deep interest in ants, had presented to him at the age of eleven, and
which had inspired him to make the
study of ants his life work.
In answer to my question as to how
early he had begun to study the ant, he
told me that this passion was manifest
from the age of seven. At the age of
eleven, indeed, he made a discovery in
regard to slavery among ants which not
even Hubert nor other writers on the
ants had noted. During his school life
he spent every Saturday afternoon and
every Sunday in observation of these
fascinating insects. In addition to this
he utilized every opportunity he could
while walking the two miles to and from
school each day.
He also remarked that while his theories had changed with the years, the
actual observations and facts noted as
published in his first book on the ant
at the age of twenty-four, "Fourmis de
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la Suisse," have stood the test of fifty
years of maturer research and are included practically unchanged in the
latest edition of his work. This, he
thought, was a striking example of the
superiority of fact, as derived from
direct observation, over theoretical speculations.
I thought as I heard from his own
lips of the early display of his great life
specialty, how important it is not to belittle or restrain the hobbies of childhood; how these hobbies may and very
likely will prove of greater import than
the studies inflicted upon the child by
the maturer judgment of a teacher or of
an educational system.
Evidently Dr. Forel has the same
opinion, for in his book "Man and the
Ant" in which he compares the social
life of each and draws lessons from the
life of the insect to benefit the life of
man, he says, "The universities must be
decentralized as well as the scholastic
authorities of all ranks, in order to liberate the pupils from the yoke of bureaucracy and from the terror of examinations. The pupils should be organized as
in the "New Schools"-(schools of the
freer type in Europe corresponding to
the "Progressive Schools" in America)
-and there should be the least possible
obligatory instruction."
After a most interesting tour of his
library, in which among other things
we noted the pictures of Goethe, Haeckel,
and Darwin, favorites of Forel (though
he told me he found Haeckel much too
dogmatic, contrasting unfavorabiy with
the modesty of Darwin) ,-he insisted
upon our sitting down in a trio around
him while he bestowed upon us the
greatest possible pleasure,-that of hearing him expound to us his chef d'
oeuvre, "Le Monde Social des Fourmis."
Holding the five volumes one after
another on his lap and turning the
pages with his left hand on account of
the paralysis of his right hand, he gave
us for upwards of an hour a lecture on
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the life of the ant illustrated by the
pictures in his book.
How wonderful is the mind of genius,
never aging.
This great thinker,
crippled in body and brain though not
in mind, expounded to us the habits and
life of his beloved insect with the joy
and enthusiasm of youth, and with a
mental clarity which defied all infirm·
ities.

In
"See," he said, "I will show you
something very interesting. The ant
has a social stO'lnach."
What that meant we were soon to
see by aid of an illustration showing
the ant as having two stomachs, the
anterior one being the social stomach,
the posterior one only being devoted to
individual uses! Over fifty years ag·o,
Forel told us, he had demonstrated the
uses of this social stomach. Segregating several ants and causing them to
fast for two days, he had then allowed
one kept separated from his mates to
partake of a liquid food dyed blue by
means of cobalt so as to aid observation.
A marvelous thing was noticed. With
a self-abnegation that only the ant is
capable of, this little creature did not
absorb the food but kept it stored in
his social stomach. As soon as he was
allowed to go to his mates he regurgitated
this food and fed them with it, not until
then permitting a small amount to enter
his own stomach for personal nourishment.
The opening from the social to the
individual stomach is controlled by four
valves which seem to operate by will.
But this will, as has been shown, is 110t
one of egoistic greed, but of social selfsacrifice. In general, Forel told us, nineteen-twentieths of the food eaten is devoted to social uses, and only one-twentieth to personal uses.
Can one refrain from admiring such
abnegation of self; or from drawing
from it an application to OUr human
needs? Fore1 does both. His interest
in the ant is iIlumined by a vision of
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what humanity might be, were it organized on this social basis.
Many other wonderful things Forel
explained to us,-things which are perhaps commonly known but which took
on new life from his zeal: the keeping
of slaves; the devotion of ant nurses;
ant-battles; assassin ants who steal into
nests and kill the ant-larvae; and other
fascinating details of ant life.
One subj ect explained by him is
worthy of full elaboration here. When
ants are attacked they secrete and eject
a sticky substance which gums up the
antennae of their foes. Since ants not
only smell and touch through their antennae, but use them largely instead of
their eyes for guidance, an enemy with
befouled antennae is as helpless as a wireless station similarly injured. But what
most interestecl Forel in this affair was
the marvellous chemical power of the
cell which manufactures on sudden demand this gummy substance.
He
showed us a picture of such a cell magnified five hundred times. There being
no heart in the ant, each cell has control
of its own supply of blood. Upon notice
of danger, this particular cell draws
from the blood at its command the
chemicals necessary for the manufacture of the gum.
Fore1's observations in the world of
nature furnish him with the material for
his philosophy, which is strongly monistic. In the intelligence, skill, and selfsufficiency of this little ant-cell, which
magnified five hundred times is not as
large as a cent, Forel sees a world of
significance. In the microcosm he sees
the macrocosm. He is not only a naturalist of the highest order, but a great
humanitarian and philosopher.
He condemns mankind for being far
too egocentric. Though wonderfully advanced in the arts of civilization, man
has failed to develop a social instinct
sufficient to organize the world he lives
in. He has still the savage instincts of the
jungle, and his inherited anti-social individualism threatens now to destroy
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the very civilization which his intelligence and creative imagination have
built up.
Fore1, for the last decade, has been
working out an ideal program for
humanity based upon the social life of
the ant. He has elaborated a very feasible method of international union which
would inhibit aggressive nationality and
abolish war. His program also includes
ideas which if put in practice would
bring to pass a world culture based on
the enlightened application of science
to social problems, on justice and unselfishness.
It is a splendid civilization which
Forel has envisioned. "The world organization of the nations is inevitable,"
he said. "There is bound to be a world
state, a universal language, and a universal religion. The Bahai movement
for the oneness of mankind is, in my
estimation, the greatest movement today working for universal peace and
brotherhood."
At this moment the bell rang announcing tea, and we descended to the diningroom to partake of that farewell hospitality before starting for the train. Dr. Forel
was tired, but as his wife assured us,
not harmed by his mental and physical
exertions of the day. These last moments with him were the sweetest and
most intimate of all.
"I regret," he said, "that I cannot do
more now for humanity.
As you
see, I cannot lecture, nor work much."

, 'U

NITY OF RELIGION AND
SCIENCE is one of the principles of Baha'u'llah. We may think of
Science as one wing and religion as the
other; a bird needs two wings for flight,
one alone would be useless. There is no
contradiction between True Religion and
Science.
We are familiar with the phrases
"Light and Darkness," "Religion and
Science." But the Religion which does
not walk hand in hand with Science is
itseH in the Darkness of Superstition
and Ignorance. If Religion were in har-·
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It is to be noted that Dr. Fore1 has little
use for the life of thought only. His
observations of the ants, and his O\'.'n
good heart make him value above all
things action for the common good.
To comfort him I said, "But by thinking and acting in the past, you can act
now without acting. It is like money accumulated in the bank, which earns interest. So your past life of thought and
achievement goes on producing its influence, though you are crippled as regards activity."
He was pleased with this idea, but
said, "One must not exaggerate personality."
How absolutely modest he is! There
is no shadow of a thought of personal
greatness, of fame, in his consciousness.
Only a love of work, of truth; and a
burning desire to further a happier organization of humanity, along the lines
of social service exemplified by the ant.
It is for this vision of a socialized
humanity that I love Forel; of a glorious
civilization where each serves each and
work is for the benefit of all, not for
self only. This is the dominant thought
and motive of his life.
Fore1, humanitarian, thinker, I salute
you in spirit as I saluted you when I
left your house, humbly and lovingly.
And I catch in return your smile, wise
and kindly, and your great word of farewell"I regret that I cannot work more for
the cause of humanity."

mony with Science, and they walked together, much of the hatred and bitterness now bringing misery to the human
race would be at an end.
Truth is One. When Religion, shorn
of its superstitions, traditions, and unintelligent dogmas, shows its conformity
with science, then there will be a great
unifying, cleansing force In the world,
which will sweep before it all wars, disagreements, discords and struggles-and
then will mankind be united in the Power
of the Love of God:' 'Abd1il-Baha.
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THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS AND THE UNITED STATES
BY HOOPER HARRIS
"And it shall come to pass in the last days that the mountain of the Lord's house shall be established in the top of the
mountains, and shall be exalted above the hills; and all nations shall flow unto it."
Isaiah 2 :2.

s

there any spiritual significance
in the somewhat strange phenomenon
that the United States persists in remaining aloof from the League of Nations,
in spite of the fact that W oodrow \/Vilsoll
was the father of it?
All of the prominent political leaders
of the nation recognize that the question of the League of Nations is one
which must be approached with the utmost caution. In fact, in their recent
conventions, both of the great political
parties found a way to rid themselves of
the responsibility of dealing with this
monentous question directly, one of
them by substituting for the League of
Nations a something that it vaguely
denominates "A \/V orId Court," and the
other suggesting that the question be
disposed of by a referendum to the
people.
Those who are still old-fashioned
enough to believe in divine Providence
and that the Almighty uses nations to
achieve His purposes and who are
familiar with the t€achings of 'Abdu'lBaha on the subject of universal peace,
are not at all surprised at the attitude
taken by the politicians, but, on the contrary, are pleased to see them take this
attitude, since the question of World
Peace is distinctly a religious one, as
indicated by the quotation from Isaiah
above, and too big, and too sacred to be
made a political issue by contending
political factions.
In his Tablet, or letter, to the Hague,
'Abdu'l-Baha wrote: "Although the
League of Nations has been broug'ht into

I

existence, yet it is incapable of establishing Universal Peace; but The Supreme Tribunal which His Holiness
Baha'u'llah has described 'will fulfill
this sacred task." . . . and again,
"Universal Peace is a matter of great
importance, but 'Unity 0/ conscience is
essential, so that the foundation of this
matter may become secure."
It seems strange indeed that the name
of God is never mentioned in the discussion of this great question. Yet that
the Great Peace, or "The Most Great
Peace," as Baha'u'llah calls it, would
come, is the central thought in everyone
of the great religions of the world, and
there is no teaching on which they are
all so perfectly agreed as that of the
coming of the "Millennium" or the
"Reign of Happy Time" or the "Perfecting Period" or the "Day of God" or
the coming of Him who would rule
"The Sea-girt Earth without a rod and
without a sword."
The effort to establish Universal Peace
and to bring in the long hoped for Era of
vVorld Amity and Concord cannot possibly succeed until God is recognized as a
party to the agreement. To make it possible it is necessary that there should
first be unity ot world conscience to afford what the lawyers term "a sufficient
sanction." No Nation would venture to
defy the united conscience of mankind.
Therefore 'Abdu'l-Baha in his Tablet to
the Hague says that to the principle of
Universal Peace there must be added
the independent investigation of reality;
that is to say, the right and duty of every
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soul to investigate reality for itself; the
oneness of the human race; the recognition of the truth that religion should
be the cause of fellowship and love; a
universal language; the unity, or equality of men and women: the most appealing solution of the industrial problem by
means of profit-sharing (a principle
that the great industrial concerns,
many of them, are more and more recognizing) ; the rehabilitation of religion as
"a mighty bulwark;" the freedom of
mankind from captivity to nature,
through an "ideal power;" the combining of the material and divine civilizations; and the promotion of justice and
right.
D ntil the world's conscience is unified
with respect to these apparently elementary principles, for no one will deny them
and yet few seem willing to abide by
them, the establishment or Dnviersal
Peace is very difficult, if not impossible,
and certainly requires something more
than a mere diplomatic arrangement to
bring it about.
The establishment of The Most Great
Peace is God's affair, not man's, for,
says Baha'u'llah: "Religious hatred and
rancour is a world consuming fire and
the quenching thereof most arduous, unless the hand of divine might render assistance."
When we add also racial and national prejudices, the task becomes almost
hopeless. However, those who have faith
in the promise of God through all His
Divine Manifestations and who have seen
evidences of the truth voiced by Cowper, that God moves in a mysterious
way His wonders to perform, feel sure
that the hand of Divine Might has given
and still is giving powerful, if unseen, as'sistance in accomplishing the Desire of
the Nations and establishing the Mountain of the Lord's House in the top of
the mountains, which is none other than
the Supreme Tribunal decreed by Baha'u'llah.
Of course we are not prescient enough
to be able to say just when or how this
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great country is to fulfill the mission it
has already undertaken, but we feel sure
that it was not for nothing that' Abdu'lBaha prayed for the American flag, and
begged that this great country which was
free from the ancient hatreds and prejudices of the old world would lead the
other nations of the world in the effort
to establish lasting peace. While in this
country he repeatedly emphasized this
hope, to create in us the belief and to
stimulate the desire to accomplish this,
for he already knew the great part we
were to play.
When Mrs. William H. Hoar was in
Acca in 1900, she asked 'Abdu'l-Baha
the interpretation of the second verse
of the second chapter of Isaiah concerning' the Mountain of the Lord's House,
and the following is his reply in part,
as taken from her notes:
"Since the time of the appearance of
man this land has prospered and in the
future it will be the 'Land of Desire.'
Building up Zion also means the improved condition of the country itself.
Before the coming of the Manifestation,
Syria was in a very bad condition but
by the blessing of God it is blessed
(Isaiah 2 :2). Within twenty years war
will cease-peace will begin in 1917.
"(This truth is to come to the President of the United States and it will
spread to the other heads of nations
through our country.)"
The last paragraph, the one within the
parentheses, Mrs. Hoar omitted from the
typewritten copies of the notes which she
distributed because the statement was so
startling that she thought the interpreter, Mrs. Lua Getsinger, might have misunderstood. When this country went into the great war in 1917 she understood
something of what 'Abdu'l-Baha had
meant, but it was not until the war was
over that she confided to the writer what
she had done and showed him her originalnotes with the paragraph in question
designated by a cross mark before and
after it. If we take this statement in connection with the statement made to sev-
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eral people both in Europe and the
United States, that one spark from the
Balkan War would explode the powder
magazines of Europe and bring on the
great war and that it would occur in
1914, we can readily understand that
'Abdu'l-Bahi was conscious in a world
beyond the knowledge of mankind, and
that he knew even then the part the
United States was to play. But the great
spiritual teachers never bind the consciences of men by laying down programs
in definite terms. They love to speak
in parables and to give hints, leaving the
working out of the program to the power
of the Spirit.
In the notes, 'Abdu'l-Baha is quoted as
saying: "Within twenty years war will
cease-peace will begin in 1917."
There is a vast difference between
peace and "the beginning of peace." On
one occasion Christ said to his Disciples,
"Do not be afraid of the world, I have
conquered the world." He did not say

, ,M

AY THIS American Democracy be the first nation to establish the foundation of international
agreement. May it be the first nation to
proclaim the universality of mankind.
May it be the first to upraise the standard of the 'Most Great Peace,' and
through this nation of democracy may
these philanthropic intentions and institutions be spread broadcast throughout
the world. Truly this is a great and
revered nation.
The intentions
of its people are most praiseworthy.
They are indeed worthy of being the first
people to build the tabernacle of the
great peace and proclaim the oneness of
the world of humanity.
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that he would conquer it, but that he had
conquered it, and yet he was on his way
to his own crucifixion, and those whom
he was addressing were 011 the sure road
to martyrdom, for everyone of them was
killed. In spite of that, however, Christ
knew that He had conquered it, and He
saw millions upon millions of people and
the proudest and greatest nations of the
earth acknowledging Him as their King,
and following, however poorly, His
teachings as their religion. In the spiritual sense, when the seed is planted in
the ground of will the thing is already ac··
complished; and when, in what seems to
be the fulfillment of a Divine plan, the
United States, through its President,
called upon the heads of the other nations
of the world to join it in the establishment of World Peace, a seed was planted
in the conscience of mankind that will
surely bear fruit; and though we may
not be able to see it, the Victory of
Peace has already been achieved.

"THE
PURPOSE OF PEACE is to
destroy antagonism by finding- a
point of agreement. We cannot induce
men to lay down their arms by fighting
with them.
"Baha'u'llah's Teachings are the health
of the world. They represent the spirit
of this age, the light of this age, the wellbeing of this age, the soul of this cycle.
The world will be at rest when they are
put into practice, for they are Reality.
"These Precepts were proclaimed by
Bahi'u'llah more than fifty years ago.
He was the first to create them as moral
laws. Alone and unaided He spread
them. Writing to the sovereigns of the
world He SU11lmoned them to Universal
Peace, proclaiming that the hour for
'Abdtt'l-Baha.
unity had struck."
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ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
BY C. A. WRAGG
NE OF THE MOST hopeful signs
of the reconstruction of the world
O
on the principles of true civilization ap-

This beautiful curve, this mystical form
appears everywhere, in the shells brought
from the sea, in the construction of the
peared in the 94th. Annual Meeting of spider's web-appearing mysteriously as
the British Associatiion for the Advance- the female of the species laboriously
ment of Science recently held in Toronto, forms the section of her home with mathCanada. It might be said that the key- ematical correctness-in flowers, in the
note struck by the most responsible spiral nebulae; and always, to him, sugspeakers was the necessity for the con- gesting an instinct so unerring, a law
structive use of the discoveries made by so universal that he was convinced, by
the masters of mathematics in the in- its repetition in such widely different
terest of the physical well-being of hu- expressions, of the existence of a great
manity and of international good will Universal Designer Whom he dared not
name, but before Whom he must stand
and unity.
Although nominally a meeting of in silence and in awe.
A true vision of the Creator's intenBritish scientists, the international spirit
was evidenced by the fact that there were tion in endowing man with the intellecpresent French aeronautical experts, tual capacity for scientific methods of
Swedish meteorologists, Hindu physi- gaining control of nature was revealed
cists, a Polish count (whose paper on by the President of the Association in
The Science and Art of Human Engin- the Presidential Address on the estabeering is worthy of a special article in lishment of universal health through
the Star), and a number of mathemati- science, in which he closed with these
cians and specialists in several branches words:
"Science, indeed, knows no boundaries
of science from the United States.
Much of course was said about the of nations, language, or creeds. It is
value of science and its power to pro- truly international. We are all children
mote the well-being of mankind through- of one Father. The advance of knowlout the world. A paper was devoted to edge in the causation and prevention of
the subject of "Modern Developments disease is not for the benefit of anyone
in Science Teaching," in which up-to- country, but for all-for the lonely Afdate methods and experiments were de- rican native, deserted by his tribe, dying
scribed, and a comparison made of in the jungle of sleeping sickness, or the
Indian or Chinese coolie dying miserably
science teaching in varous countries.
Professor D'Arcy W. Thompson, in of beri-beri, just as much as for the
one of the most inspiring public lectnres citizens of our own towns. We have
that the writer has ever heard, entitled come out into the light. Man has come
"The Shell of the N autilus," traced for into his heritage and seems now to posthe enraptured listeners the beauties of sess some particle of the universal creanatural forms prevalent in nature back tive force in virtue of which he can
to their common basis in the logarithmic wrest from Nature the secrets so jealspiral. The title of the lecture proved ously guarded by her, and bend them
to be a inere "shell" on which the speak- to his own desire."
er built a word picture of the majesty
How significant are such utterances
and inner meaning of the phrase "God of a growing awareness of the Principle
geometrizes," that it would be impossible that Science and True Religion must
to convey without a verbatim report. go hand in hand!
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UNITY THROUGH LOVE
HOWARD MAC NUTT
N CAIRO, among the glorified men
and servants of God, among the
Bahci'is we met there, was one, a Sheikh,
who had come from the desert country
south of the. Soudan; a Mohammedan
by birth and training; a very beautiful
soul, a glorious man to look upon; the
very incarnation of all the desert men
who have ever lived. The voice of Mohammed was singing in him as he
chanted his Koran. He had memorized
the Koran, a book about as large as our
New Testament, and was able to recite
at will any part of it; a Mohammedan
by training, now a Bahai, a beautiful
man in spirit, a very high man.
One day I asked him this question:
"What, according to your idea, is the
central and essential principle of the
Baha'i Teaching?" He looked at me
with his deep desert eyes and said: "This
is a very wise question!" Then he
answered: "To me the central principle
of the Baha'i Teaching is that God is
speaking in this Day through the mouth
of His appointed Messenger, purifying
the souls of men from superstitions and
ignorances." . . .
This was the Sheikh's answer to my
question; a very great answer, great because it is simple. It takes a high and
lofty soul to voice a great truth in a simple way. And this was a simple answer
because it was great, for the Truth o.f
God, the Religion of God is always simple and never complex. This was an
answer directly to the point of the question. I would have crossed the ocean
to receive this answer from Shiekh J-Iassan as to the essence of our Teaching.
Now if he had asked me this question,
I would have answered him in this way:
"The essencial principle of the Baha'i
Teaching is the unification of the reli-,

I

gious systems of the world." And these
two answers are one, because the method
by which the religious systems of the
world can be unified, and the only way
it will ever be accomplished, is to purify
the minds and hearts of men .from superstitions and ignorances which now becloud them and cause them to differ.
It is on account of superstitions and ignorance that we have all this divergence
and variance, this division into different
religious systems.
Therefore unification is only to be attained by purification from superstitions
and ignorance of God, for when men
come to see God aright they will come
to see Him alike . . . .
All the religious systems, Brahman,
Buddhist, Mohammedan, Christian, Zoroastrian, Jewish, await the coming of a
Manifestation who will accomplish this
Unity and bring about the Brotherhood
of Man. There would be no Use for
Him to appear if He did not accomplish
it. If a Manifestation appeared to thp.
Mohammedans alone, He would only intensify present conditions and not correct
them. If He appeared only to the Christians, He would be repudiated by the
other six systems and would not fulfill
His promised mission of unification. He
must appear to all as the Divine Messenger who is to establish unity; otherwise He is not the promised one to any.
This great promise, I say, is a fixed
principle in all the religions, that a Divine Man shall appear, the Manifestation of the Word in the flesh shall come
and accomplish the unity of man with
God and man through the unification
of knowledge.
How does Bahith'u'llcih do this, prac-tic ally ? How does He effect this wonderful miracle? How has He been able
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in these "latter days" to number with
Him as His followers, millions of men
and women from all the religious systems of the world? Has such a miracle
as this been witnessed in the history of
the centuries? How is it that in some
fifty years or more, the Baha'is are distributed throughout all the countries of
the world and represent the earnest,
thoughtful, truth-seeking element of all
the religious systems? Is this of man,
or of God, this miracle of Unity?
It is easy to see how Baha'u'llah accomplished this blessed result. First, by
appearing as the essence, fulfillment and
outcome of all the Religions, He embodies and completes their prophecies.
Then having appeared to them as the
Promised One, He reveals Teachings
which purify them from superstitions
and ignorances~Teachings which solve
the vexed spiritual, philosophical and scientific difficulties in each. He answers
their questions of interpretation with a
Divine illumination and unlocks mysteries of symbolism which have confused
and perplexed minds and souls for centuries. And so it comes to pass that the
divergencies existing within each system
of religious belief are healed, and still
more blessed is the result that harmony
and reconciliation of each system with
the other systems is brought about. This
is indeed unification, the true unification
through knowledge. And this is of God
not of man; opening the seals of all the
Heavenly Books, opening the souls of
the Religions by the breath of the Holy
Spirit. This is the miracle of His Manifestation.
But still further. After Baha'u'llah,
the Manifestation of God has appeared
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to all the Religions in such a way that no
one who knows his own religion or his
own Prophet can deny or oppose; after
He has breathed upon them the Spirit of
Unity through knowledge, we find His
Word setting up the true Kingdom of
BaM'i belief, setting up the true Willdom of God "within us" as Christ promised, by a central Baha'i requirement, by
the essential BaM'i Teaching of Unity
through Love. That is to say, although
we may be unified in belief in Him as
the Promised One, and unified in the
knowledge He reveals, yet we are still
below the standard of true Baha'is unless we are unified in Love for each other.
This is the Unity that 'Abdu'I-BaM was
ever pleading for, continuing the benediction of Jesus Christ, "A New Commandment I give unto you, that ye love
one another, even as I have loved you;"
continuing Mohammed's vision of the
Kingdom, "Ye shall sit upon thrones,
facing each other; your salaam shall be
Peace; all grudges shall be taken out
of your hearts; ye shall love each other
freely."
So the Command of God to the Baha'is
is that we must live together in love, harmony and agreement, not only as a race,
nation or community, but as a great human family, as humanity, as children
of the same God. Unless we do this we
are not the true people or true followers
of the Light, for we cannot receive Him
as the promised Manifestation of God
and disobey this His central teaching.
There is no other principle in the Religion of God than Unity through Love,
for God Himself is Unity and Love . . .
(From an address by Mr. MaC1V'utt delivered h1
lVew Y o1'k after his 1"ctwrn f,-011't a pilgrimage to tht1
Holy Land.)
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BAHA'I NEWS NOTES
Miss Agnes Alexander has been on a
teaching tour in the Hawaiian Islands,
and has been divinely confirmed in her
he has visited in the last few months, noble efforts to spread the Baha'i Teachand everyone appreciates his wise and ings for world unity. She is really
experienced assistance. Since the Con- tllTilled ,vith ·what is being accomplished
vention in April, he has been in VV ash- in the Islands, especially in the schools
ington for a closing season there; then where all have equal chance for educain Philadelphia for a few days; later in tion. She has addressed people of variBrooklyn, New York and vicinity for ous races and beliefs, and the field is
several weeks. From there he and his ripe w"ith eager souls who have awaited
family traveled to \~lorcester, Mass., the coming of a severed teacher. In
where he renewed acquaintances. and churches, Y. \\T. C. A. gatherings, in
filled the engagements made on his pre- High Schools and Buddhist Temples, she
vious visit. After which he spent sev- has given the Message of PEACE, and
eral weeks in Dublin, N. H., where he her talks have been widely published in
met many prominent people, and with both English and Japanese. All state
his iIlumined talks and explanations, "\Ve have never known anyone more
interested his hearers in the Light deeply spiritual." \Vith such attainment
-so essential and dynamic-it is no wonof the New Day. The last two weeks
der that she is winning all hearts. A
in August were spent at Green Acre
Japanese, Souno Inouye, who was eduwhere again there was opportunity to
cated in this country and who served in
enlighten those who were searching for
France during the war, has an article in
Truth. His talk on the "E.volution of "The Honolulu Advertiser" which gives
the Knowledge of God" was one of the a fine estimate of the work accomplished.
most instructive he has ever given. It He ·writes:
was a clear explanation of the prepar"That even this staid district is keeping
ation and education necessary to the unpace with the changing world-not only
derstanding and acceptance of the Divine
in material things but also in the higher
and Authoritative \Vord of all the Proconcern of the spirit-is happily eviphets. Likewise his talk 011 "Immortaldenced by the wide interest aroused hereity" which is so comprehensive now with
about over the Baha:i Revelation. . . .
his improved English presentation, is a
Its Utopian doctrines are novv captivating
spiritual gem which clears the vision,
both the haole ("wl1ite) residents and the
and which makes the life everlasting
younger Orientals.
the local exvery real-proving so conclusively that
pounder, Miss Alexander, is a widely
"this grand and glorious creation, man,
travelled lady, possessed of radiant elodoes not terminate in mortality." The
quence and much charm. She addressed
several morning classes which he con- audiences at the high school, the Christducted were the rneans of bringing ian church and the Buddhist templedeeper and deeper truths to the con- which certainly testifies to the amiable
sciousness of those who availed them- and all-embracing character of her messelves of the opportunity to travel further sage.
on the path of Truth. Sometime during
"Forty years ago the only religion
the month of October Jinab'i-Fadil and preached here was a dogmatic brand of
his family w1l1leave for the Pacific Coast Christianity suitable to the native minds
of the day. Later on, Buddhism and
Cities for an extended visit.

IKAB'I-FADIL has been most active
in his very effective service as
Jteacher
and speaker in the several Cities
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rational Christianity arrived; and now
comes this highly sophisticated Baha'ism.
All this proves that Kona is truly progressive, even in her spiritual yearning.
"Among its up-to-date features the
Baha'i religion advocates the spreading
of a universal auxiliary language, Esperanto. If such a lingo really prevailed
throughout the world, this territory, the
dwelling place of assorted races, would
have been spared among many other annoyances, the infinite bother of posting at
the public places proclamations and notices
composed in six or seven varying languages. Also, that official nightmare, the
language school, might never have
sprung.
Assuredly an international
speech, when widely adopted, would do
more to slay petty prejudices and erase
provincial ideas than all the religions and
languages ha ve accomplished hitherto
among the erring tribes of mankind.
"The founder's original Teaching
champions a religion purely based on
science and reason-minus all miracles
and superstition; it declares an equality
between men and women; it offers a
tempting solution of the economic problems; and noblest of all, it preaches the
eradication of all national and racial
prejudices.
Miss Alexander is
proceeding on her well-arranged program
of speaking at all the principal settlements of Kona. May this desirable
Movement for charitable and liberal
thinking, so auspiciously started here,
abide and flourish to the lasting benefit
of this land."
N MONDAY, AUGUST 4TH,
n1any Canadian writers were gathered at Muskoka Assembly, Lake Rosseau, Ont., for the celebration of Canadian Literary week. On this occasion,
Dr. Albert Durrant Watson of Toronto
addressed the Assembly on "The Larger
Christianity as Reflected by the Modern
Persian Mystics," the speaker taking
this opportunity to impress upon the
large group of progressive scholars as-
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sembled, the significance of those principles of unity and universality which
are the central sanction of the Baha'i
renaissance.
After giving a brief account of the
history of the Baha'i Movement, the
speaker impressed the necessity for the
abolition of all prejudice of race, religion,
and nationality, in order to unite the
peoples of the world in a new era of love
and light and peace. The addres:, was
heard with enthusiasm, many inquiries
for information and literature being one
of the immediate fruits. The Assembly
is a permanent institution and further
progress is expected here.
T AHITIAN BAHA'I goes home:
"and they accompanied him to
the ship." This they did in the days of
Paul, in the days of brotherhood. It was,
therefore, with courtesy and commendable good spirits that a group of San
Francisco Baha'is accompanied Ariane
Drollet to the ship upon which she was
embarking for her far-off home, Papeete.
Ariane had spent well nigh two years in
the cheerful home of Mr. and Mrs. John
D. Bosch at Geyserville, Calif. During
that time she had inquired deeply, studied
faithfully, and thus came to treasure in
her soul many of the great meanings of
the Baha'i Teachings. A ready soil, that
under the Master's guidance will bear
rich fruit age amidst the islands of the
seas in days yet to come. Sometime ago
Ariane's father visited the San Francisco
Assembly, and full well do the friends
there remember the Baha'i meeting at
which he prayed most reverently in the
soft-toned Tahitian tongue the prayer "0
God! 0 God! Unite the hearts of Thy
servants !" And probably this was the
first time in all history that such a service was rendered. As the friends listened
there seemed to awaken within them a
veritable "soul-reflex" outborn of that
oneness that had even then conceded the
common claim, "Verily, Thou art their
Helper and their Lord."
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WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
E SHOULD PRAY out the bad
and pray in the good; dismiss
from our mind the trouble which seems
imminent and restate emphatically the
great promises of God; forgive the sinner and accept forgiveness for the

W

" RETURN TO THE WEST! Thy
time for peace has not come.
Thou wilt commit some errors yet. Only
be pure in spirit-vanity is the worst
impurity-and through thy errors thou
wilt learn.
"He paused, closing his eyes. When
S111 • • • •
he opened them again, they were clear
ARVELOUS RESULTS will and keen. He said to me,-'
"India needs love. The W'est has
..l
come if one will turn in thought
to God and Heaven, deny the existence given her criticism these many years,
in Heaven of the wrong thing felt or therefore give the West love, till she
thought, and then realize that in God and learn to love this land of the Sages. I
Heaven the opposite condition prevails. am quite clear in what I am saying, love
One must dismiss from his mind com- her; and she will fulfil] her destiny. The
pletely the thought that the wrong thing West still believes that knowledge will
felt or seen is permanent, and then fol- give her God; we think that God can be
low instantly with the realization that found by Bliss a.lone. A decade of
the opposite condition exists here and intense loving will enable her to accomplish a century of God-realization.
now.
"But Holy One, I cried, I am most
"LET US consider how we can turn
the strength derived in the quiet hour pained and bewildered. What of coninto the daily routine of the world of version? Shall I go West as a missionaction. For the test of every life is, ary of Brahman? . . . .
"Thou of thyself canst convert no
after all, how do the hours of contemmy son, he replied . . . . thou
one,
plation harmonize with the hours of acmayst
not convert, but speak thou of
tion? . . . .
"We should be living in the Kingdom God to anyone who has time to
of God a little more vitally all day . . . waste . . . .
"People should not be converted .from
"The moment one awakes to the fact
one
religion to another, but from all rethat one lives in God's world here and
ligions
into the Eternal Religion . . .
now, one begins to see in every event that
"Desire
then to convert the human into
comes a part of the beautiful symmetrithe divine, the temporal into the timecal plan of God . . . .
"Gradnally this practising the presence less, to convert all men not to one reof God, or living in the Kingdom of ligion, but to the essence of all religions!
Heaven, will become a habit . . . .
"The following week, I set out on
"Take in all of God that you can, and another pilgrimage to the New World.
practise frequently the deep breathing . . . . And on the western horizon I
of the soul. In other words, one can saw dimly, but ever growing more and
enter the Kingdom only by prayer and more clear before me, the beloved Face
meditation." (Glenn Clarl~, in The At- of my Brother." (Dhan Gopal Mu/?erji,
in The Atlantic Monthly.)
lantic Monthly.)
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F T ER THIS UNIVERSAL
WAR the people have obtained extraordinary capacity to
hearken to the divine teachings, for
the wisdom of this war is this: That
it may become proven to all that
the fire of war is world-consuming,
whereas the rays of peace are worldenlightening. One is death, the
other is life; one is extinction, the
other is immortality; one is the most
great calamity, the other is the most
great bounty; one is darkness, the
other is light; one is eternal humiliation, and the other is everlasting
glory; one is the destroyer of the
foundation of man, the other is the
founder of the prosperity of the
human race."
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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Group of scientists, among them Dr. David Starr Jordan o.f "Stanford" (third from lelt) attending the
Food Conservation Conference in H onohilu. (See article, page 206.)
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HE CIRCLING of the earth by the
American air-men is an epoch making event. The world's progress has
been swift since Co1umbus first essayed
the unknown waters of the Atlantic, and
Magellan gave his life to the first bold
circling of the earth. Undoubtedly airtravel will improve as much as ocean
travel has; and the prolonged struggles
and dangers of the intrepid "round-theworld" fliers will prove but a preliminary
step toward the perfecting of air-flight
to a degree now inconceivable.
The results of such improved airtravel will be of great social and political
importance, a great factor in the evolution of the human race along every line,
just as the discoveries of the fifteenth
and sixteenth century and the later invention of steamships and rai1roads have
lifted men out of a dense insular ignorance and racial and religious prejudice
into a knowledge and appreciation of
each other sufficiently great to make
possible the World Message of Baha'u'l1ah for a universal civilization. So the
complete perfection of the airship, with
the discovery of new and cheaper sources
of power, will be the cause of such tremendous movement of peoples over the
surface of the earth as to make impossible the maintenance of national or
racial barriers, either of a material or
spiritual kind. Thus the very elements
are conspmng to abolish racial prejudices and establish oneness; and we hail
the remarkable achievement of Lieutenant Smith and his associates as a very
important step toward the coming unity
of mankind.

No. 7

I

T IS SMALL wonder that the children of this day and generation are
motor-active rather than book-minded.
Parents should not be discouraged because their children do not read the
classics as diligently as did children of
the past generation. Much of classic
literature was written to enable people
to while away idle time. Today, what
with automobiles, radio, and increased
activities along all lines of scientific
progress, there is very little idle time.
Consequently much of our so-called
classic literature is obsolete. Let us not
lament its passing. We must not blame
our children for preferring magazines
on invention and scientific progress to
the DeCoverly Papers or Bracebridge
Hall. Their choice is a wise one.
And these children, who refuse to
bury themselves in Dickens' novels, as
did their forbears, can drive automobiles
magnificently from their early teens, and
know the whole mechanism of power
machinery and radio far better than do
their elders. It is an age of transition.
A new race is being evolved, with new
gifts and predilections.
We adults
should not be disturbed because the
youth of today have not the same interests as we had a generation ago, before
the existence of electric cars, automobiles, wireless, moving pictures, and
aeroplanes.

O

NE OF THE great triumphs of
modern chemistry is the recent
discovery by Dr. E. C. C. Ba1ey, University of Liverpool, of a process for
making sugar artificially, similar to the
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way in which the green leaves of plants
have been yielding it for countless ages.
Dr. Baley based his process on the use
of ultra violet rays to produce on carbon
dioxide and water the same reaction
which the sunshine is constantly producing on those chemical compounds as
existing in the leaves of plants. An
enormous amount of energy is required
to make by this means the artificial production of sugar.
This discovery is but an added instance of man's remarkable conquest of
nature, of the power of human intelligence over inert matter. But it also
gives us cause to reflect upon the
miracles of chemical transformation
going on daily under our very eyes within the leaves of plants and trees-the
great miracle of the transformation of
inorganic chemicals into a living tissue
which is available as food for the animal
kingdom. Were it not for the vegetable
world the animal world, including man,
could not survive. The cause of this
plant alchemy is sunshine.
From this
magic source of all life upon our planet
comes the energy that is constantly
building up plant fibre from inorganic
substances. No wonder that the Sun is
taken as a spiritual symbol, for as the
physical luminary is the ultimate source
of all life and physical progress upon
this planet, so the Spiritual Sun, the
Manifestation of God, is the Source of
all our spiritual life and progress.
"CHEMISTS PREDICT more
deadly war." One does not
have to be a member of the American
Chemical Society in order to share in
this apprehension.
Terrors dwarfing
those of the recent world conflict will
be imposed by wars of the future, and
there will be no refuge from death and
torture, declared Dr. BaeKeIand, the
president of the society, at its recent convention in Ithaca. \;Vhen the art of warfare reaches such a climax that there will
be no safety for non-combatants, not even
for legislators, war will cease by mutual
consent. Baha'u'llah, half a century be-
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fore the deadly application of chemistry
to warfare, foretold this outcome. He
predicted the annihilation of whole
cities by new and wholesale means of
destruction. And while he declared that
war must eventually cease from the very
exhaustion and war-weariness of mankind, he urged its renunciation through
the means of love and the spiritual
power of world unity.
The enlightened president of the
American Chemical Society, realizing
the horror of the world refusing to
cease from war until a whole or partial
extinction of the human race forces this
outcome, urges the remedy of a more
efficacious r~ligion as a means of removing war-lust from the hearts of men.
"The remedy of these horrors," he says,
"lies not in stopping the use of chemistry
in warfare-The greater remed:,/ seem,s
to lie in more of a plain, generous, week~
day religion rather than a S~tnday religion of words."

I-I

ALF A CENTURY ago Baha'u'l-

lah gave forth to the world as one
of the necessities for the bringing about
of a universal civilization and brotherhood of man, the establishment of an
auxiliary universal language in which all
races and nationalities would find a common means of communication. At that
time little thought was given to such a
need. But in this day of wide travel and
intercommunication there has arisen a
very active interest in the question of a
universal language. The final impulse
to such a movement will be the development of international broadcasting, the
use of which will be extremely limited
unless some universal language be chosen
by international agreement, as Baha'u'l1<ih urged, and taught henceforth side by
side with the mother tongue in all the
schools of the world.
, 'INTERNATIONAL BR 0 A DCASTING, which will link up
the furthermost corners of the earth, is
closer at hand than the public imagines,"
states the vice-president of the Radio
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Corporation of America, And he adds,
"To me the real thrill lies in the great
humanitarian aspects of radio and its
significance not only as a national but
as an international factor." The newly
invented method of relaying, or rebroadcasting, will indeed make it possible for
a central station to send forth its message to the whole world, The day of
isolation, of provincialism, is swiftly
passing. The world, being thus knit together by material means, cannot remain
long under diverse and competitive cultures and religions. It is not only imperative that world unity be established,
but it is inevitable. All who are contributing, in whatever way, to this beneficent and predestined end are working
hand in hand with destiny and receive
the aid of the divine forces. There is
no greater goal to strive for, no greater
cause to serve in this day and generation
than that of world 1111ity and brotherhood.

F

ROM the near East and Persia
comes more welcome news. "Americans know little of the tremendous
changes that have come over the Moslem
world in the near East," says Dr. Paul
Munroe of the International Institute of
Teacher's College, New York, who has
lately returned from a five months' visit
in that region. "An intellectual upheaval is at its height there, giving promise of future economic development.
This movement has found expression in
a desire for education, a development of
literature, and a dissemination of information bv means of the establishment of
l1ewspap~rs.' ,
Speaking of Persia he says, "After two
years Persia has balanced her budget and
is beginning to payoff her indebtedness.
Much of this is due to the fact that
Americans are supervising the country's
finances. It was a work begun by \V.
Morgan Shuster. Order has come out
of chaos, and American prestige is high
as a result."
'Abdu'l-Baha has spoken dearly of the
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coming wonderful rapprochement between Persia and America. Apart from
spiritual reasons for such a unity there
is a strong cause for friendship in the
rather similar temperament and mentality of these two races. Both Americans
and Persians profit by a dry and vigorOllS
climate, producing mental and
physical energy.
The Persians in their playfulness and
love of fun, the result of an exuberant
climate, as in their ability to think in a
clear-cut and practical way come nearer
to the American type than does any other
race in Asia, almost one might say in
Europe. Once trade and industrial relations become well established between
the t\vo countries great progress may be
anticipated for Persia, and a rapidly
grovving friendship and mutual esteem
between these two countries. Let it be
remembered that Persia was the first
country in history to make a religion of
work and worship combined. Clearing
of forests, draining of swamps, and
other deeds for the advancement of
civilization were placed by the Zend
Avesta as a form of service not only to
man but to God. It is fitting that the
Baha'i Movement, which glorifies work
done in the spirit of service to the exalted
value of prayer, should originate in
Persia and fructify in our own land,
where activity is the very life-blood of
the people.

'WE

MUST not begin with words
and end with words. \Ve
must act and teacb mankind with the
irresistible force of example. vVe must
be willing to give up our own ideas and
opinions when the public ,veal is concerned. \Ve must serve the vvorlel of humanity in a befitting llnnner. VVe l1iUst
be self-sacrificing. vVe must clothe ourselves with the garment of joy and happiness. One drop of deed is better than an
ocean of words, and one ounce of action
is more valuable than a ton of eloquent
speeches." - ' Abdu:' l-B aha.
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A BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF THE WORLD IN THE
YEAR 2000
ORROL L. HARPER
GOING to ask you to put on
with me the wings of imagination
IandAM
flyover the world in about the year
2000. Let us leave behind all our pet
beliefs and prejudices, all our disagreements and troubles, and soar into
the atmosphere of the future.
About us on every side we see all"ships traveling in . regular coursessome carrying freight and some human
passengers.
We look for dreadnaughts and warships but none are to be seen. Instead
an international police patrols the waters
and preserves order among the merchant-marine that ply the ocean from
coast to coast.
On land the trees are the first to catch
our eye. They look different from the
shade trees we are accustomed to seeing, for they are all heavily laden. None
but fruit or nut-bearing trees are to be
found.
The fields are verdant and delightfully productive. Large areas of wellkept farms radiate from and surround
numerous small settlements.
Each settlement is marked by two outstanding structures. One of these buildings is plainly a wonderful public
school, expressing in complete detail the
dreams of the early century educators.
The other structure, bearing the name
"House of Justice," especially piques
our curiosity.
We are told that this "House of Justice" is in reality a central store-house,
established for the benefit of every member of the community.
There comes vaguely to our minds the
memory of North Dakota farmers who
long ago tried some sort of community
plan. But this "House of Justice" we

are informed is a success as a community benefactor, being supported by the
community, which in turn supports it.
The store-house has seven definite
revenues and seven definite expenditures:

Revenues
1. Income tax.
2. Inheritance tax.
3. Tax on animals.
4. All things discovered whose owners cannot be found.
S. One-third of all treasures found in
the earth (such as oil wells, buried CIties, etc.).
6. One-third of the output of all
m1l1es.
7. Voluntary contributions.
Expenditures
1. General running expenses of the
institution; salaries, administration of
public safety, including a hygiene department.
2. Taxes to the general government.
3. Taxes to the state government.
4. Support of orphans.
S. Support of cripples and incurables.
6. Support of educational institutions.
7. Supplying deficiencies in the incomes of the poor.
The mention of "income tax" causes
us to groan in memory; but the words
"supplying deficiencies in the incomes of
the poor" makes us wonder if by chance
we have strayed within the "pearly
gates," and we look about for St. Peter.
But no such royal judge is in sightonly people, men and women, busy, busy,
busy-and most mysteriously happy.
We simply must know about this tax
system. It cannot be the one we have
known or the people could not be so joyful. So we inquire from a venerable
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man who seems to take pleasure in being
of service to others.
"The plan for the income tax," wc
are told, "is world wide. It has becn
established and is regulated by an International I-louse of Justice, made up of
representatives from the National House
of Justice of each nation on earth. Its
aim is to prevent either congestion or
lack of capital in any part of the bodypolitic. It supplies the needs of the
working man and at the same time pro-·
tects the rights of the wealthy man."
We look at each other and shake our
heads. "Impossible!" we think.
But the venerable gentleman goes on
to explain. "The world is a great federation of peoples, each member of which
realizes that his happiness, his individual
well-being depends entirely on the happiness and well-being of all other members of the human race."
How such a spirit of altruism, how
such an illumined self-interest can be a
universal reality is beyond our comprehension. But we keep still and listen.
"This first revenue that is paid into
the commtmity fund," our informant
goes on to say, "is based on a man's net
income. If a farmer's expenses equal
his necessary expenditures he is not
taxed at all. If his income be $500.00
and his expenses $500.00 he is not required to pay anything into the community fund. If, however, his expenses
be $500.00 and his income $1,000.00 he
is taxed one-tenth of his net income, or
$50.00-leaving a net saving of $450.00.
"If his expenses be $1,000.00 and his
income $20,000.00 he will pay into the
fund one-fourth of the net profit.
"Again, if his income be $100,000.00
and his expenses $5,000.00, he will pay
one-third of his net profits as taxes into
the common fund. Say he pays $3,500.00
in addition to the expenditure of $5,000.00 he still has left $60,000."
Again, if a man's expenses are $10,000.00 and his income $200,000.00, his
income tax will be an even one-half of
his net profits, which will still leave him
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$105,000.00, while his income tax will
amount to $95,000.00."
This is too mllch for our self-centered
minds to accept in silence, and one of
us exclaims impatiently, "But that is
not fair. That man had brains enoug"h
to earn $200,000.00. Why should he not
keep what he has fairly earned? Does
intelligence count for nothing!"
An expression of wonder looks out at
us from the eyes of the wise old man,
as he gently replies, "Yes, intelligence
counts for everything in the year 2000.
It is the intelligent men who are supporting', controlling, educating and illuminating the world of today. They
are the pillars upon which this universal
civilization stands.
"The intelligent man of today finds
his greatest happiness in serving' the
world of humanity. He realizes the oneness and interdependence of mankind.
He looks On all races-the red, the black,
the white, the brown, the yellow-as so
many flowers in the garden of creation.
It is joy to that intelligent man to have
a hand in developing the beauty and perfection latent within each human Rower;
for he realizes that just as a dwarfed,
withered, or stunted flower will detract
from the beauty of a Rower garden, so
will an uneducated, untrained, repressed,
or sick man be a blight on the garden of
human intelligence. Therefore the thinking men of the day are trying in every
possible way to increase human intelligence.
"The intelligent man of today sees the
nations of the worlcl as the members of
one large family-the human family.
And that family is a happy group, united
in love and co-operation, in educational
system and languag'e, in economic adjustment and religion."
The last is too much for us. Suddenly our suppressed emotions break all
bonds, and a veritable uproar of questions and exclamations burst forth.
"Religion! Did you say? United in
religion?" an incredulous voice exclaims.
And as the wise man gravely nods his
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head, our Catholic friends smile complacently-for of course the whole world
has become Catholic.
The Protestant friends look a little
less certain, for there is a possibility that
some other Protestant denomination than
the right one may be the one in control.
A follower of Buddha smiles sweetly
-for, of course, it must be the gentle
spirit of Buddha that has united the
people in love.
The followers of Moses have not the
slightest doubt that the "faith of our
fathers" has at last covered the earth.
While a Mohammedan brother claps
his hands in glee at the prospect of a
life-time of picnics in the open without
the danger of having his food polluted
by finding the shadow of a Christian
falling across his lunch. Of course the
whole world has become Mohammedan.
But when the various creeds and cults
mention their names as contestants for
the honor of this united religion, the aged
man shakes his head and patiently explains, "No religion that still imparts
spiritual life and inspiration to any part
of the human race has been or ever will
be destroyed.
"All religions teach the law of love
and co-operation. The followers of all
religions believe in One Supreme Creator who radiates His Love and Bounty
to all the creational world.
"All religionists believe in an intermediary between that Unknown and Unknowable Essence of the Creator and His
creation. They believe in a wonderful
being, a super-man, who has attracted
by His Perfection the Supreme Rays of
Intelligence and reflected them to all contingent beings.
"In times past some called that perfect mirror Moses, some Jesus, some
Buddha, some Mohammed, etc. In the
early part of the century each religionist believed his particular religion to be
the only true pathway to God; and arose
in contention and strife over the difference in names of their founders.
"But in this, the year 2000, no such in-

harmony exists. Religion is recognized
as a source of inspiration and uplift;
religion is the cause of unity. The different religions that have existed in the
past and those that will exist in the future are seen as so many days or periods
on which the Supreme Sun has shone;
while the Founders of each religion are
the Points on the horizon where the Sun
has risen each morning.
"The Rising Point of the Sun for one
Day is called Moses; the Rising Point of
the Sun for another day is called Jesus,
another Point, Buddha, another Zoroaster, another Mohammed.
"The names of each day are different,
the name of each rising place is different, but it is ever the same Sun that
illumines the world, whether it be the
sun of Monday or Tuesday, whether it
rises from a northern or southern point
on the horizon. I t is ever the same
sun."
Here we must interrupt again saying,
"But after all this explanation, we still
cannot reconcile the teachings of Moses
and Mohammed, for instance, with the
teachings of Jesus. Moses made a law
that if a man committed a theft his hand
would be cut off, while Jesus prayed for
the thief that hung beside him on the
cross. Jesus never married, while Mohammed allowed his followers to have
four wives. Do you call this agreement,
harmony, unity between the founders of
religion ?"
The wise old man only smiles and replies calmly, "Oh, but you do not understand. Each religion is divided into
two parts: First, the true, fW1damental,
spiritual part that teaches love, love for
God and love for God's creation, that
teaches the fatherhood of God and the
brotherhood of man; while the second
part of each religion has to do with the
material laws that were necessary for
the time in which the Prophet lived.
"For example-at the time of Moses
the law of an eye for an eye and a tooth
for a tooth was necessary-for the lawless peoples whom Moses taught had to
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be ruled by fear. Again, Mohammed
limited his followers to four wives.
That seems terrible to your early century minds to think that someone, who is
claimed by millions of people to be a
prophet of God, should countenance
polygamy. But I realize," the venerable
teacher continues, "that it is because you
do not know the condition of the people
to whom Mohammed gave his teachings.
They were the savage tribes of the
Arabian peninsula-so wild and unrestrained that each man was accustomed
to taking as many wives as he wished.
All a man had to do to call a woman his
wife was to go out into the street and
throw a cloak over her shoulders. To
such an untrained and irresponsible
people as this Mohammed gave first his
teachings of love for the one God and
His creation; and second his material
laws. One of the material laws limited
those wild and savage tribes to four
wives, provided, Mohammec1 added, that
they could be treated equally, an edict
which he probably intended as a subtle
step toward monogamy and a tremendous
advance over the condition that had
existed before.
"And so you see that it was lack of
differentiation between the unchangeable, spiritual teachings and the everchanging material laws of these founders
of religion that caused so much dissention in the early part of the century.
"In this the year 2000 people understand the fundamental harmony underlying all religions, all creation in fact.Here I see a man who is disgusted with
all this talk about religion." And our
instructor turned with a smile to our
friend the scientist.
"I perceive that you have not yet discovered, what we of the twenty-first
century know, that true religion and
true science are not antagonistic. Our
definition of religion is man's love for
God as expressed in his attitude toward
mankind; while we know that science
makes rational and systematic 01.1.1'
search for truth.
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"The scientific man of today sees all
phenomena involved in all phenomena.
He sees the atom as a miniature 1-111iverse, governed by the same universal
laws that control the largest bodies in
creation.
"The scientist of this year 2000 is not
antagonistic to the religion of the day,
because religion has cast off its manmade creeds and dogmas that in times
past kept its followers bound by traclition and bigotry. The religionist of today sees as many roads to perfection as
there are human beings-for science has
proved that no two phenomena are
exactly alike.
"All men, scientists and religionists
alike, search independently [or truth,
and accept nothing that does not appeal
to their reason."
PAUSE ensues.
The venerable
gentleman seems lost in thought.
I personally feel overwhelmed by such
an ideal concept. I have nothing to say.
But it is not so with our friend Mr.
Edt:catoL The idea of a universal education appeals to him. He asks for an
explanation, and our venerable friend
seems especially pleased to comply with
the request.
"The International Court of Justice
has established an educational system
that is universal throughout the world.
It has also formed laws that make it
compulsory for every boy and girl to not
only have the same fundamental education but to be trained in some trade, art,
or profession. That is why you see all
these people so happy in their work.
Each one is trained in the work he or
she is most fitted to succeed at. In this
age one of the highest forms of worship
is work done in the spirit of love and
service. In the year 2000 we witness
the glorification of lab or.
"The educational system also includes
instruction in an international language.
Long ago the International Court of
Justice empowered a committee of
linguists, highly versed in all known

A
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languages, to form a synthetic language
that could be taught in all the schools of
the world, so that the child along with
his home tongue could learn this international language. There were attempts
made to form an international language
in your day. Esperanto was perhaps the
most notable example. During your
travels you will notice that a child from
Italy can converse freely with a child
from Germany, France, America, China
-in fact with children of all nations.
Since the use of this language has become universal, misunderstanding between races and nations due to difference in language has been entirely wiped
out.
At this point I interrupted, "One of
the expenditures of your community
fund is itemized as 'supplying deficiencies
in the incomes of the poor.' I want to
hear about that."
"Oh yes," our kind friend acquiesces,
"we did not get to that. Suppose an
emergency were to arise. A farmer's
income due to failure of crop or some
unforseen circumstance is $500, while
his expenses are $1,000. The farmer
lacks $500 to have enough to pay his
debts. In such a case the local House
of Justice will pay to him the sum of
$500 from the common fund, so he will
not be in need.
"The poor, who have not sufficient
earning capacity to properly clothe,
house, and feed themselves, have their
necessary expenses defrayed by the general fund.
"Orphans without means, who are
being educated by the community, have
all their expenses paid by the House of
Justice.
"And other members of the community, who for valid reasons are incapacitated, the blind, the old, the deaf,
their comfort will be looked after. In
the village no one remains in want."
"But what about the cities, state, nation?" is asked.
"In the cities the same plan is carried
out only on a larger scale."
"Let us go and see the cities for our-

selves," someone exclaims.
"But I am not ready to leave our generous informant yet," I object. "I may
want to ask more questions."
"I will go with you, then you can see
and listen at the same time," replies the
gracious gentleman. Of course this is
delightful, so we again begin our travels.
As we visit one city after another, I
am impressed with the fact that there
are no congested districts of foreigners
such as I have been accustomed to see.
Our guide informs us that in this the
year 2000 there are no foreigners.
"There are immigrants to be sure; but
the International Court of Arbitration
has worked out a system that takes care
of the immigrant in all countries, and
makes him an asset to the community.
"Any person entering a country is
examined for his innate capabilities and
is placed in a location and a work that
he is fitted to succeed at.
"Every man that has agricultural tendencies is encouraged in farming. It is
a recognized fact that well regulated and
productive farms act as a fundamental
basis for a nation's prosperity."
We visit the penitentiaries and find
them more like schools and hospitals
than places for severe correction or
harsh retaliation. "Criminals have been
discovered to be either ignorant, sick, or
mentally deficient," we are informed.
"Their number has been reduced to a
minimum since education and the healing art have advanced so marvelously."
The factories, mines and all large
establishments, where numerous employees are needed, are wonderful places
to visit. Each employee acts as if this
business were his own business. His
interest and joy in work are phenomenal.
As I express my thoughts aloud our
guide responds, "Yoll are right. Each
employee has a personal interest in the
business. Besides his salary he owns a
certain number of shares, that pay him
dividends monthly or annually on the net
profits of the concern."
"History shows that as far back as
1915 certain employers began sharing
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the profits of their business with their
employees. Today the system is an
established thing. It has entirely wiped
out strikes for wages, that were so
troublesome years ago."
Here Mr. Educator interrupts and
changes the subject, "Ever since we
visited those wonderful schools, I have
wanted a question answered. I am
amazed at the large number of instruc~
tors that your educational system sup~
ports-all stamped as men and women of
superior intelligence. It has been my
experience that where a man or woman
remained faithful in the field of teach~
ing, he or she was more or less a martyr
to the cause of education. All the instructors I have known have been under~
paid."
"Yes, that condition existed for many
years," our informant replies. "But
ever since the International House of
Justice established the inheritance tax as
a regular revenue for each local storehouse, teachers have received adequate
compensation.
"All inheritance estates are divided
into seven divisions: Children, husband
and wife, fathers, mothers, brothers,
If anyone dies with~
sisters, teachers.
out heirs the House of Justice is given
the inheritance to use for the good of
the community. In case there are heirs,
one-third of the estate is paid into the
community fund and the other twothirds is divided among the heirs.
"You will notice that leachers consti~
tute one of the heirs. And so it is pos~
sible, by means of this continuous sup~
port from all inheritance estates, to get
the most efficient and best qualified men
and women in the world to devote their
time and intelligence to the service of
educating the people of the earth.
"The schools themselves, you will re~
member, are built and supported by the
community fund.
"Thus you see how interwoven are the
educational and economic systems of this
the year 2000. The acquirement of de~
sirable educators and ideal schools depends on economic prosperity; while
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economic prosperity in turn depends on
the activity of educators and their
vehicles the schools in training the mind
of man and thus developing his intelligence.
"So we can truly say that intelligence
is the axis around which this universal
civilization revolves.
"It is intelligence that makes man
realize his oneness with other members
of the human race.
"It is intelligence that makes him see
the essential harmony that exists between
true science and true religion.
"It is intelligence that allows man to
recognize the fundamental unity in all
religions.
"It is intelligence that enables man to
recognize the gift of work.
"It is intelligence that prompts an em~
ployer to share his profits with his
employees.
"It is intelligence that teaches man the
necessity of normalizing rather than
equalizing or monopolizing the distribution of capital.
"It is intelligence that makes compulsory a universal system of education
and training for both boys and girls.
"It is intelligence that has united the
world in a federation of nations.
"It is intelligence that has caused the
International House of Justice to limit
the boundaries of all nations; to change
the dreadnaughts and warships into a
great merchant marine; and to form an
international policy to protect the rights
of all countries; to limit the standing
armies of nations to a few battalions for
preserving internal order.
"It was intelligence that caused the
International Court to establish this
twenty~first century economic system,
that connects local community with state,
state with nation, and that binds the
nations together in a great federation of
nations.
"It is intelligence that causes these
wheels within wheels to revolve safely
and continuously.
"This year 2000 has become distinguished for its spirit of cooperation and
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brotherly love-through the agency of
intelligence. Intelligence is the secret
of all progress; and all intelligence
comes from One Supreme Source. It is
the Supreme Creative Intelligence that
supplies each ray of individual intelligence.

"It was the Supreme Intelligence animating the temple of man that caused
that Great Sacrifice, Baha'u'llah, in the
middle of the nineteenth century to sow
the seeds that have developed into this
'heaven on earth' that we call a uni versal
civilization."

THE ONENESS OF GOD AND
ONENESS OF RELIGION
ACCORDING TO BAHA'U'LLAH
there has never been but one religion in the world, and there can be
but one. There is one God, as Muslim,
Christian, Jew and Zoroastrian all declare, and the worship, love and service
of the one God is religion. The founders of all the great religious communities have taught the same religion, but
each has taught it in accordance with
the requirements of the times in which,
and the capacity of the people to whom,
he came. Each has played his part in
the education and upliftment of humanity, but in no case has a final revelation
been given. The truth is infinite, and no
revelation in limited human language, intelligible to limited human minds, can be
complete, exhaustive or final. The aim of
each prophetic revelation is to prepare
men's hearts and minds for higher revelations to follow. Reverence for all the
Prophets is the basis of true religion and
the chief means of bringing about the
unity of mankind. Baha'u'llah says in
His last Will and Testament: "0 people
of the World! The religion of God is
for the sake of love and union; make it
not the cause of enmity and conflict
. . . . The hope is cherished that the
people of Baha shall ever turn to the
Blessed Word: Lo! ALL ARE OF
GOD! the All-Glorious Word that, like
unto water, quencheth the fire of hatred
and rancour which doth smoulder in
hearts and breasts. By this simple Word
shall the diverse sects of the world attain
unto the light of real union." The ex-

n

ternals of religion must change from
time to time, like those of the bud, the
blossom and the fruit, but through all
these outward changes the one Life is
pressing to fuller and riper expression.

T

HE GLORIOUS TASK, to
which the founders of the
Baha'i Movement have set themselves,
is the same task to which Christ and all
the Holy Prophets of old set themselves
-the regeneration of mankind and the
creations of 'new heavens and a new
earth,' only a later phase of the task.
The task is God's and between those
whom He has chosen to direct the work
at different stages, there is no enmity or
rivalry. One ploughs, another sows, another waters, another reaps, but there is
one Lord who 'giveth the increase.' It
is not by the work of the ploughman
alone, nor by that of the sower alone,
but by that of all together that the harvest is finally attained. As 'Abdu'l-Baha
says: 'It is not necessary to lower Abraham to raise Jesus. It is not necessary
to lower Jesus to proclaim Baha'u'llah.
We must welcome the Truth of God
wherever we behold it. The essence of
the question is that all these great Messengers came to raise the Divine Standard of Perfections. All of them shine
as orbs in the same heaven of the Divine
Will. All of them give Light to the
world.' " (J. E. Esslemont, in "Bah6'%'1l6h and His Message.")
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MAN YEARNS FOR BROTHERHOOD
E. T. HALL
"I will shake all nations and the desire of all nations shall
come." Haggi 2 :7.
"Then shall appear the sign of the son of man in heaven; and
then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, and they shall see the
son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great
glory." Matthew 24 :30.

T

HE GREAT DESIRE which arose
from the depth of the heart of
humanity prior to the French revolution,
finding expression in the words "Liberty, Equality and Fraternity," was
caused by the Teachings of the prophets
of the Lord-that men must be just and
brotherly. The teachings of the Lord
had at last taken strong root in the
hearts of men, and, while they looked
upon themselves as atheists and reasoning beings independent of all churches,
they were, nevertheless, inspired by the
brotherliness of Christ.
Oppressed, kept in ignorance and
poverty by the inhuman Feudal System,
the people throughout Europe were in
great darkness-as in a prison. They
realized that they were living in darkness, yet felt that could they but smash
the door and break open the shutters
which Feudalism had fastened around
them, they would find light and liberty,
together with joy, in universal fellowship.
With a terrible effort, born of despair,
the people of France emancipated themselves, and their cry of "Liberty, Equality' and Fraternity" was echoed in every
European country and re-echoed in the
Occident and in the Orient. The flames
of their passionate zeal scorched the
very thrones of tyranny, for their
armies, led by a gigantic though deluded
intellect, spread the conflagration of war
into every part of Europe. The movements of Napoleon appeared as tongues
of fire darting hither and thither from
the smoking furnace of France, and the

earth was filled with consternation and
violence whilst Feudalism was being destroyed and new hopes were being born.
It was as though humanity was suffering from a terrible volcanic eruption
whilst its heaven was wholly obscured
by the dense clouds of war.
Amongst the various aspects of this
seemingly terrible calamity, one especially may be noticed. The Word of
God, which is faithful and true, had
assured the people that if they would
seek, they would find; if they would ask,
they would receive; if they knocked, the
door would be opened. In their own
way and according to the times, they had
sought emancipation; they had asked for
light; they had knocked for the door of
fellowship to be opened. Now, Feudalism was everywhere in the throes of
dissolution, and France was calling for
the brotherhood of man.
What stood in the way? The world
was vast; great seas separated the nations; mighty mountain-chains divided
the countries. But after the great revolution, important inventions were made.
The world became covered with networks of railways and telegraphs;
mountains were pierced; oceans were
traversed by swift steamships. Space
and time were rapidly being reduced.
Whilst this new order was maturing, the
peoples of all nations were voicing them-selves in increasingly popular governments; slavery was being abolished;
knowledge was increasing; education
moving apace; power-driven machinery
was multiplying the output of manufac-
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tured articles. Emancipation was in the
very atmosphere and the world of humanity was reaching a higher stage, a
greater vision, a world-wide outlook.
Narrow bounds were disappearing; universality was coming. The Gospel of
the Kingdom was being preached in all
the world for a witness unto all nations.
One thing was lacking to bring about
the brotherhood of man, so much desired
by all people. Deluded, they had wandered far from the Right Way to obtain
brotherhood. Led by clever but deluded
leaders, they deemed it possible to knit
the nations into unity by the application
of force, i. e.-by compulsion. But
brotherhood and tyranny cannot live
together. The most powerful nations
vied with one another for the supremacy
of their nationality in all the world.
Each felt that it was ordained to lead
the destinies of the combined peoples of
the world. Fraternity disappeared as
jealousies increased. Armaments were
increased with feverish haste; the most
terrible competition the earth had ever
witnessed went on apace, until a spark
exploded the accumulated magazines
and the manhood, womanhood, wealth
and optimism of the bulk of humanity
were floundering in the horrible mess of
the world war. Again the heaven of
humanity was blotted out by the aweinspiring black clouds of human animosity. The nature of the French Revolution was to destroy Feudalism; the
nature of the world war was to destroy
Nationalism. Henceforward a WorldParliament was an imperative necessity
for the well-being and peace of humanity.
Meanwhile, had not the people's governors been so indifferent to the Word
of God, they might have perceived that
the frantic knocking of the people of
France upon the door of Hope, for the
blessing of fraternity, had been answered. The door was opened in the
East. One had appeared to plainly show
the people the Right Way to universal
brotherhood. The "Open Door" was the

appearance of the Bab; the "Right Way"
was the appearance of the Servant of
God, 'Abdu'l-Baha; and the Word of
God in Baha.'u'lah gave the necessary
assurance.
"N ot by might, nor by
power, but by my spirit, saith the Lord
of Hosts." (Zechariah 4 :6) The Revelation of Baha'u'llah declared that by
divine love in the human heart the way
was open to the Ideal-the Zion of the
soul-universal brotherhood. He gave
'Abdu'l-Baha for the promised "Sign"the symbol of God's Love in the world,
the Rainbow Path of the Right Way to
Unity, Peace and Reconciliation.
If the historical dates of the outbreak
of the French Revolution (1789) and of
the end of the world war-and the end
of Turkish misrule in the Holy Land(1918) be taken as significant, we find
that the central nineteen years are from
1844 to 1863, and it was in these respective years that the Declaration of
the Bab and the birth of 'Abdu'l-Baha
and the Declaration of Baha'u'llah, took
place. Thus were the blessed words of
Christ fulfilled: "Then shall appear the
sign of the Son of man in heaven: and
then shall all the tribes of the earth
mourn, and they shall see the Son of
man coming in the clouds of heaven with
power and great glory." Napoleon, the
man of impatience, violence and war,
failed entirely to establish fraternity, because his method was utterly opposed
to Christ's method; but the Servant of
God, 'Abdu'l-Baha, through Divine Love,
patiently, meekly and peacefully, established fraternity firmly in the world,
fulfilling the prophecies.
Standing under the heavy black clouds
of war, that still obscure heaven; meditating upon the sombre clouds which
obscured heaven in the days of the great
Revolution, we easily grasp the meaning
of the Sign of the Son of Man-the
Rainbow of the Covenant of Peace-in
the clouds of heaven. The One whose
life manifested that Covenant came with
power and great glory.
"Blessing be upon whomsoever
is of those who are assured."
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IDEAL BROTHERHOOD

,

DEFINED BY 'ABDU'L-BAHA

T

HE FATHERHOOD of God, His
loving kindness and beneficence are
apparent to all. In His mercy He provides fully and amply for His creatures.
All created things are visible manifestations of his Fatherhood, mercy and
heavenly bestowals. Human brotherhood is likewise as clear and evident as
the sun, for all are servants of one God,
belong to one humankind, inhabit the
same globe, are sheltered beneath the
overshadowing dome of heaven and submerged in the sea of divine mercy.
Human brotherhood and dependence
exist because mutual helpfulness and cooperation are the two necessary principles underlying human welfare. This
is the physical relationship of mankind.
There is another brotherhood, the
spiritual, which is higher, holier and superior to all others. It is heavenly; it
emanates from the breaths of the Holy
Spirit and the effulgence of merciful
attributes, it is founded upon spiritual
susceptibilities.
This brotherhood is
established by the Manifestations of the
Holy One.
THERE IS PERFECT brotherhood
underlying humanity. .. The bond of
fraternity exists in humanity because all
are intelligent beings created in the
realm of evolutionary growth . . .
There is brotherhood natal in mankind
because all are elements of one human
society subject to the necessity of agreement and cooperation...
This is
physical fellowship which insures material happiness in the human world. The
stronger it becomes, the more will mankind advance and the circle of materiality be enlarged.
The real brotherhood is spiritual, for

physical brotherhood is subject to separation. The wars of the outer world of
existence separate humankind, but in the
eternal world of spiritual brotherhood
separation is unknown.
Material or
physical association is based upon earthly
interests, but divine fellowship owes its
existence to the breaths of the Holy
Spirit. Spiritual brotherhood may be
likened to the light, while the souls of
humankind are as lanterns.
MA TERIAL Brotherhood does not
prevent nor remove warfare; it does not
dispel differences among mankind. But
spiritual alliance destroys the very foundation of war, effaces differences entirely, promulgates the oneness of
humanity, revivifies mankind, causes
hearts to turn to the Kingdom of God.
Through this divine brotherhood, the material world will become resplendent with the lights of divinity, the
mirror of materiality will acquire its
lights from heaven, and justice will be
established in the world so that no trace
of darkness, hatred and enmity shall be
visible.
We must appreciate
these things, and strive in order that the
utmost desire of the Prophets may now
be realized and all the glad-tidings be
fulfilled.
BROTHERHOOD and sisterhood
that is founded on a universal love is
In the world of God
precious.
it will become more clear and precious.
It is not like the material kind which
is soon forgotten and, perhaps, changed
to hatred before this life is over.
Man must learn the lesson of kindness from God Himself. Just as God
is kind to all humanity, man must also
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be kind to his fellow creatures. If
he be kind and loving towards all his
fellowmen, towards all creation, then indeed is he worthy of being pronounced
the image and likeness of God.
KINDNESS IS of various kinds, and
Brotherhood is different in sorts. At
one time brotherhood is of the family
type.
the second kind of fraternity
is that which is manifest in patriotism;
the third kind of fraternity is
that which characterizes racial unity, the
oneness of the race. The fourth kind of
brotherhood is that of species or kindthe love of humankind. Although this is
unlimited, it is still subject to change.
Hence even from this the looked-for result does not appear. And what is the
looked-for result?
Loving kindness
amongst mankind and a firm, unshakable
brotherhood; a brotherhood of that type
"",·hich includes all the significances. K ow
it has become evident and manifest that
through the family, or through the instrumentalitv of the oneness of kind, or
oneness of ~·ace, or oneness of nativity,
this looked-for or longed-for object is not
attained, because all of these are subject
to change.
thus we can conclude
that unlimited brotherhood of any of
these kinds does not suffice.
Therefore the Lord of mankind has
caused His Holy Divine Manifestations
to come hither. He has caused His
books to be revealed in order to establish spiritual brotherhood and through
the power of the Holy Spirit perfect
fraternity to be realized amongst mankind. And when through the Povver of
the Holy Spirit fraternity and amity are
realized amongst men, this brotherhood
and love being spiritual in character, this
kindness being heavenly, these bonds
divine, a unity appears which is indissoluble, inseparable, unchangeable and
never subject to transformation. It is
ever the same and will remain the same.
Hence it becomes evident that
thf' cause of real brotherhood, the cause
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of cordial co-operation and reciprocity
and the cause of real kindness is no other
than the breaths or the Holy Spirit.
\Vithout that it is impossible. You can
realize some degree of fraternity through
other motives, but this is a limited brotherhood and subject to change. \\Then
Brotherhood is founded upon the Holy
Spirit, it is eternal, changeless and unlimited.
THE
SPIRITUAL
BROTHERHOOD which is enkindled and established through the breaths of the Holy
Spirit unites nations and removes the
cause of warfare and strife. It transforms mankind into one great family and
establishes the foundations of the oneness of humanity. Until all nations and
peoples become united by the bonds of
the Holy Spirit in this real fraternity, until national and international
prejudices are effaced in the reality of
this spiritual brotherhood, true progress, prosperity and lasting happiness
will not be attained by man. This is the
century of new and universal nationhood.
This is the century of motion, divine
stimulus and accomplishment; the century or human solidarity, the century of
Universal Peace and the realitv of the
divine kingdom.
If the holy books were rightly understood none of this discord and distress
would have existed, but love and fellowship would have prevailed instead. The
essential purpose of the religion of God
is to establish unity among mankind. The
Divine Manifestations were Founders of
the means of fellowship and love.
Nothing in the world can be
imagined or rendered easy without union
and agreement; and the true divine religion is the most perfect cause of
friendship and union in the world.
Blessed is he who practices loving
kindness and co-operation, for he will be
encircled with celestial benedictions.
Blessed is he who proclaims the doctrine of spiritual brotherhood, for he
shall be the chiJd of light
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THE QUESTING SOUL
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER

T

HE SUDDEN widening from time

to time of the dull limitations of
consciousness seems to be a common
human experience. Even stolid and inarticulate people are lifted occasionally
into a freer realm where they become enfranchised with a glorious sense of detachment, lightness, and wonder. A great
love, a great sorrow, a great joy, a great
sacrifice enables us to break through the
restrictions of ordinary life and enter,
if only briefly, those spacious confines
of spirit that the soul calls home. The
primary desire of the soul is apparently release from struggle and this
poignant homesickness is the basis of all
religion: a divine nostalgia that transports the most commonplace of us now
and then to a city eternal in the heavens
where all the anxious and unremitting
details of life seem trivial or grotesque,
and our whole human mechanism of
fear and care appears a clumsy mode of
sham.
The power to enrich the consciousness
and lift the life into a new dimension is
the peculiar quality of the prophets of
God. They draw for us new perspectives making the remote, alluring, wondrous, shimmering, flying glories of life
the real and attainable things, and removing to a distant and hazy horizon
those turbulent and fragile desires that
so obsess and preoccupy men who are
unfamiliar with their heavenly designs.
They are to man that thing indispensable
to his existence-a friend. JeSllS, the
Buddha, Mohammed are from their
graves today better friends to their followers than any living person. They
exercise a spell and an authority over
them that time itself cannot dissolve. A
hundred Congresses and a thousand V 01steads could not accomplish what the

one authoritative commancJ of Mohammed, to abstain from drink, has produced amongst millions of people for
hundreds of years.
This new and vigorous functioning of
the liberated heart, as it comes under the
inHuence and guidance of God's Manifestation, leads to that abundant life in
comparison to which the fierce, struggling, febrile life of the worIcl is merely
a form of death. "Leave the dead to
bury their dead," is spoken of those who,
in the feverish haste and noise and vulgarity of the common life, untroubled by
a vision, concerned only with a nervous
'pressing on toward greater bulk and
grosser contacts, with a cynical arroggance of disbelief in anything that does
not occupy space or stimulate the senses,
are as impervious to the light of reality as if they lay six feet under ground.
To raise man from the dead is indeed a
miracle but it is one that has been performed innumerable times, when the irresistible Saviour takes man by the hancJ
and lifts him into the eternal life of his
reality.
The almost appalling velocity of one's
ascent as one throws overboard all the
ballast of self-seeking, suspicion, superciliousness, ambition, intrigue, condescension, fault-finding, impatience, oppression, malice and fear, has for those who
seek the abundant life none of the danger that such a course might have for
the human aeronaut: for the light, fine
atmosphere to which they are soaring is
not alien to the soul, but its natural
habitat.
Suffocating humanity can only be revived from the noxious atmosphere of
greed, selfishnes and discord to which
earthly standards and strivings subject
it, by the gale of God's call through his
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messenger, to throw wide the portals of
heart and mind to the purifying air of
the spirit.
The recrudescence of Epicureanism in
every century tells the frank story of the
soul's desire to find its fulfillment in
earthly confines; it cries out for peace
and ease in this world and only after
mordant disillusionment does it learn
that the path to peace is that via dolorosa
of ardor and heroism that leads to the
utter abnegation of self and brings the
only emancipation that the soul can ever
know, complete obedience and submission to the will of God.
Peace to the ordinary mind connotes
rest. What presents a more scathing
commentary on the oppression and heartlessness of the past than the way in
which the common soul of the Overworked world was longing for rest; the
most popular hymns were those that
looked forward to a Sunday-School-picnic-May-festival heaven, and death was
a "long rest"; no effort, no progress, no
accomplishment-the soul caught forever in a paralysis of absolutism that
bespoke an eternal stagnation.
But to the prophets of God peace is
the release of incalculable energy, the
galvanizing of ceaseless activities; peace
is the final reconciliation of the soul with
that Power against which its ancient and
primordial struggle has ever been waged,
that Power that annihilates it in order to
give it life. We see this drama enacted
in all the details of existence every day,
a spectacle so familiar that it has ceased
to be arresting. "Unless a grain of
wheat fall into the earth and die it shall
in no wise bring forth." The only course
that can bring peace is sacrifice, the only
course that can bring sacrifice is faith,
the only course that can bring faith is
love, and the only love that is great
enough to inspire faith and sacrifice and
bring the soul to the "peace that passeth
understanding" is the intoxicating love of
the Manifestation of God.
The paradox, as an intellectual concept, is not difficult to grasp, but as a

matter of spiritual realization it comes
very hard. To re-educate the soul to
the profound understanding that only by
relinquishing a thing do we truly possess
it; that only by dying to self do we really
live; that only by losing do we ultimately
find, this courageous task is a superhuman program. And still there can be
no release for the soul except in this simple and mighty conception that the path
to peace is the path to self-forgetfulness. The private pretensions of the ego
cause all the contention, misery and suffering of unfulfilled desire.
The real giving up of the self, constituting the only release from struggle
that the soul can ever know, is not possible until men firmly grasp the essential
paradox that to think of the self, its
preferments, its inordinate ambitions,
and crude vanities, brings no happiness;
to forget the self and be caught up in
the unlimited joy of a great ideal, the ineffable adoration of a divine Guide and
Seer, brings a security and radiance that
no self-seeking, no fulfillment of personal ambition could ever know.
The attempt to coerce oneself into
this attitude by mere act of will produces
the repressed and sterile attitude of the
Stoic. Only those "stern masters of tenderness," of whom in the divine successsion Abdu'l-Baha is the latest, can inform
the wilful soul of its untried and limitless capacities for sacrifice and through
sacrifice for joy and peace. There is no
permanent joy and no permanent peace
until the whole personality has been
eagerly surrendered to the unremitting
service of the Servant of God.
This transition from master to servant,
from brute to man, from struggle to
peace is not remote and wistful; it is
immediate and demonstrable. This mystical experience of passing through the
power of God's love, from a self-centered to a selfless existence is sufficiently
common to have caught the attention of
the great psychologists who offer us a
scientific explanation of conversion. In
this transmutation each questing soul is
a Copernicus discovering anew the truth
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of a theocentric rather than an egocentric universe.
But never in the history of conversion
has this transition been made or this
journey accomplished without the new
rapturuous, incommunicable recognition
of the God of Love-the only God who
can never be dispossessed. This compassionate, merciful, long-suffering God
is revealed to man from age to age by a
Messenger, whose authentic sign and intangible credential is the boundless
patience of His love for us.
There is no substitute for this figure
in history, nor in the untainted elements
of life itself. Until the soul find this figure of the Master it must remain in that

state of anxiety or inanition that is its
death.
Out in Arizona there is a stream called
the Santa Cruz River. Although its
banks form a diminutive canyon in
places, not a trace of water can be found
between them for months at a time; and
then suddenly the torrential rains descend and the banks are all too narrow
to contain the flood as it impetuously
flings itself into the sea. Our arid natures
parch in the desert of self-seeking and
personal desire until, thirsting for relief
and turning to the Master, our puny,
little beings are utterly swept away in
the floods and water-spouts of God's
love.

LOVE
JESSIE E. REVELL
Love is
For the
Love is
For the
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the only solvent
nations, races, creeds;
the only remedy
individual's needs.

Love, the LOVE OF GOD, unselfish
W ill be born from all the pain;
To this world bereft of loving
Healing evermore shall reign.
Love, the one unchanging law
On earth or in the Kingdom wide;
Here we comprehend it dimly
There a thousand times intensified.
Love, wonderful as we know it here;
Greater Love in that Endless Day,
Shining brilliantly in the Home Light;
All else but Love will fade away.
Love alone, new song of Heaven
Tuning harps of souls forlorn
Into one great Anthem Holy,
Into perfect soundless song.
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TOMORROW
ROSA V. WINTERBURN
HE WORLD is full of its own complainings. Men see apparent failures, real dangers, and an appalling, horrifying dread that the bases of civilization are crumbling.
We who have
glimpsed the new light realize that while
all these things are dangerously true that
they are also a logical outcome of conditions. A stream can rise no higher than
its source, although a superior power
may lift its waters to a higher level.
Progress, civilization itself, can advance
no farther and no higher than the character of man, for man has been permitted
to be the maker of his own civilization.
Consequently, the formation of character
becomes the most urgent necessity of
the day.
The vivifying impulse of a man's character is his spirit. If his spirit be dead
or unawakened, there is for him no reality of life. Mere mental processes and
material successes are fallacious and
often very temporary, crumbling with
their own weight or from adverse pressure. Out of the spirit of man comes
the guiding permanent influence that
shapes not only his own life but also
that of all humanity, of civilization.
Now the human spirit is the receiver, as
it were, of vibrations from the Divine
spirit; and if the receiver, or human
spirit, is a void, if it is imperfectly developed, if it is stunted, if it is permeated
with evil, then there is no instrument or
power in man to receive and be trained
by messages from the Divine. That is,
the superior power that can lift the character of man above the level of its own
limitations finds no instrument in man
himself through which to function.
Every man should give frequent and
consistent help to shaping and developing this spirit in man so that it may receive more and more clearly the mes-

T

sages of God. He should strive to help
not only himself, but also others. Especially should most careful attention be
given young people. No part of life is
more delicately adjusted, none is more
easily bungled or stultified, than is man's
spirit, out of which, remember, grows
his character and eventually all civilization. The greatest safeguard which the
present generation can give the future
for its safety and holiness is to train its
youth. Train, not neglect or deride or
punish or imprison, although unfortu··
nately the two compulsory measures may
become necessary; but train the children
and young people into a truer comprehension of our relation to the Divine
power and will, into a knowledge of our
dependence upon that Will, and, especially, into a realization of the immense
powers and possibilities opening to mankind if he accepts and cooperates with
that boundless Power.
The first generation after our Civil
War could not give the negro any reality
of freedom; we are yet far from the
ideal. Moses could not free the souls of
the first generation of Hebrews from the
real Egyptian blackness and bondage; he
had to hold them in the desert forty
years, until the second and even the third
generation were enlightened and aroused
to the reality of the Divine mission entrusted to them. The Baha'is must follow the example of Moses. Unfortunately, perhaps, we can not take our young
people out into a desert, separating them
from the contaminating influences of a
corrupt and dying era. It seems that in
this great day it is God's pleasure that
His message of life shall be accessible to
all peoples and races. In the day of
Moses and his chosen people the greater
part of the world was still too undeveloped to look at so vivid a light, and so
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had to wait for that light to be transmitted through slow, diluting centuries
while the minds and spirits of these
"outer" peoples grew.
Today, however, all the nations of the
world have developed sufficiently to have
leaders of thought and progress. All
are today called by God. Consequently,
the teachings of today must be given to
alL That means to start the children on
the road. Give the teachings first, to all;
secondly, to those who are attracted out
of this great mass; thirdly, to those who
turn definitely towards the new Light
and become in turn its joyous followers
and expounders. To the first class the
teachings must be of general morality,
pure living, realization and recognition
of a Supreme Power. This instruction
should be given in every home; state
education must be brought to the point
of requiring it in every schoolroom; so
that the universal character may be influenced even unconsciously towards
right living. That is, the call is sounded
to alL
To the second class there must be given
clearer instruction of the power of God
and of the remarkable progress the
human spirit can attain to if it submits
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itself to this guidance. That is, the attracted will be pulled away from subordination to the mass consciousness and
will be turned consciously into the paths
of Divine guidance.
The third class must pass on through
that gate where each must go alone. Each
must, as he enters maturity, work out
by himself and by God's help his capacity for leadership. As a child he will
receive the same instructions given all
the others; but the mind, heart, and
spirit of the teacher or leader within him
will guide him farther on.
We must work with our children and
young people. If there is a Baba'i assembly in the land which is composed
only of adults, especially elderly adults, it
should bestir itself immediately to find
children and young people who may be
guided and trained. Every home with
children in it must teach them spiritual
righteousness and power. Every teacher
in a schoolroom must guide instruction
so as to bring in moral and spiritual
truths. Every inclivdiual Baha'i must
win, enlighten, and instruct spiritually
some younger souL God willing, we
shall help usher the world into the Day
of God.

EL BAB (GATE OF GOD)
IN COMMEMORATION OF THE BIRTH OF THE BAB, OCTOBER 20, 1819

Gate of God, through whose bright portal, streaming,
The Light of Truth went flooding o'er the world;
In Thy Soul the Divine Truth was gleaming
Whose rays proclaimed the New Day was unfurled!
Gate of God, through Thine, our eyes are seeing
The Beauty of God's Glorious Promised One
vVho came; and lo! the grandeur of His Being
Shone with the Splendor of a Mighty Sun!
Gate of God, our hearts through Thine are knowing
The Love which thrills creation into life,
Yet vain is praise to Thee Whose Orb was glowing
Serene amidst the chaos of man's strife.
PHILIP MARANGELLA.
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THE SPIRIT OF HAWAII AND ITS FOOD CONSERVATION CONFERENCE
AGNES ALEXANDER
, , THE VARIETY of races and the ideal meeting place. "Aloha," meaning
differences existing bet wee n love, the only word of greeting of the
countries will become the cause of the Hawaiian people, is symbolic of the
embellishment, decoration and elegance islands, for the "new found brothers
of the world of humanity."-'Abdu'l- from all races gather here in unity."
The spirit of the Food Conservation
Baha.
Conference
was expressed in the openIn Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii,
ing
speech
of
Governor Farrington, the
from August 1 to 15, there was held the
first Pan-Pacific Food Conservation president of the Pan-Pacific Union, who
Conference. From countries bordering said in part:
on the Pacific ocean, whose populations
"The widespread interest, the hearty
number more than half the human race, response to the call for this conference
distinguished delegates came to this and the splendid type of leadership repParadise of the Pacific to meet and con- resented from all parts of the Pacific
bespeak in a striking manner the steadily
fer together.
A beautiful flag pageant, staged in the growing neighborly sentiment prevailing
grounds of the old royal palace, prefaced among the races and the nations of what
the opening of the conference. Through is now generally known as the Pacific
an avenue of palm trees, boys and girls area.
in groups representing America's states
"It therefore occurs to me," he said,
and the many lands which border on the "that 'to live and help others to live' exPacific ocean, marched up the stairs of presses the dominant thought of this
the old palace, now the executive build- conference, and is indeed the guiding
ing, where the governor of Hawaii and purpose of the institutions and the racial
delegates to the conference were as- and national divisions, of which the delesembled. First came a group of eight gates are representatives.
Hawaiian girls decked with flower
"It was appropriate that the first food
wreaths, the emblems of the islands of conservation conference of modern
the group. China, Japan and Korea times," the governor continued, "should
were represented by Hawaiian born be held in the Pacific with the oldest
children of these countries dressed in civilizations and the greatest massing of
their national costumes. Mexico, Aus- population on the one side and the greattralia, New Zealand and other Pacific est undeveloped areas with resources of
countries were also represented. It was untold value and a development of
a pageant of race friendliness.
science never equaled in history on the
This conference was the fifth of the other.
Pan-Pacific conferences which have
"Hawaii," the governor said, "is the
been held in Honolulu. The other con- natural meeting place, the crossroads of
ferences were Scientific, Educational, travel routes of the people of the Pacific.
the Press, and Commercial. Because of The native friendliness of the original
Hawaii's distance from the center of inhabitants of these islands, since their
world politics it has been chosen as an earliest contacts with civilizations of the
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Occident and the Orient, has been a distinguishing characteristic that has exercised an abiding influence on every
phase of human activity in this area.
Travelers coming from the East and
frmn the West have found here sincere
friendship. These visitors and residents,
in the main, have responded in kind.
Contention and duplicity have been displaced by cooperation, intelligent study,
frank exchange of opinion and thus a
basis of mutual understanding has
usually been found, new friendships
established and real progress recorded.
"Here each race and nationality finds
friends and sympathetic recognition,"
the governor said, "Racial equality is
traditional. Here science finds an open
door, not of tolerance but of appreciation.
Here industry, education and
commerce are on friendly terms."
The chairman of the Conference, Dr.
L. O. Howard, chief of the Bureau of
Entomology, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,
of Washington, D. C, in his opening remarks stressed the international aspects
of the study of the food problem. "The
evolution of internationalism is an interesting and very important study which
will engage the attention of some of the
best minds in the world more and n10re
as time goes on," he said. "The interdependence of people and races of people is showing itself in new ways every
year. The world is not yet over-populated. In a strictly biological sense it
will never be over-populated by the human species or any other species. The
old principle of 'the balance of nature'
is sure to prevail."
Dr. M. S. Barnett of Sydney, New
South Wales, chairman of the Sugar
Industry section, advocated the use of
Esperanto as the official tongue and language among sugar cane workers.
"Esperanto is not a fad," he said. "It
was adopted and used by delegates
speaking 45 different languages at the
recent International Commercial Congress at Geneva, Switzerland. It is easy
to learn and is readily understood by
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anyone who has had a foundation of
Latin.
The conference adopted a resolution
that it is the opinion of the sugar men
that Esperanto might well be the language to be used by international conferences of scientific men.
The chairman of the International
Law section, Dr. R. Masujima of Tokyo,
the first president of the International
Bar Association, concluded his paper on
the association in these words: "May
the International Bar Association gather
into itself the energies of all the lawyers
of the world, just as the mighty Pacific
ocean receives all tidal currents into itself to ebb and flow along all its shores,
there to cleanse the mind and heart of
all to whom they come and then to rush
on to other oceans of the globe, thus to
illustrate that mankind is all one and
that its interests never differ but harmonize, when the calm tides of uniform
justice run along right courses toward
their own appointed havens."
Sir J oseph Carruthers, representing
the government of New South Wales,
said he was appreciating during his stay
in Hawaii that the world is a university
and that its greatest lesson is to learn
to be kind to another nation and to make
the world better for all peoples to live in.
In a spirit of friendly cooperation
and good will the conference closed with
a banquet attended by more than 150
delegates and friends representing 16
lands. Governor Farrington, who presided, set the keynote of the evening saying that all the countries of the Pacific
are one big family and that it was just
a family gathering. The big family was
the ideal of the Pan-Pacific Union and
was one of the secrets of its success.
Dr. David Starr Jordon, president
emeritus of Stanford University, made
a plea for international peace and for
widespread higher education as a means
for obtaining international peace.
Dr. Kokiang Yih, the Chinese Consul
at San Francisco, said he hoped that
peace, plenty and progress might not be
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limited to the Territory but spread to all
the nations of the Pacific.
Dr. David G. Stead, of New South
Wales, vice-president of the Australian
League of Nations Union, compared
Mr. Alexander Hume Ford, the Director
of the Pan-Pacific Union, to a gardener
who sent to all parts of the Pacific for
the seeds of human thought. The seeds
have been planted, Dr. Stead said, have
been fertilized by human understanding,
fellowship and love, and now the plants
have grown and the persons who brought
the seeds are returning to their countries with fruits and cuttings in order
to grow new plants of international love.
The last speaker, Alexander Hume
Ford, through whose energies the PanPacific Union was born, said in part:
"N 0 conference ever called by the PanPacific Union has been so successful and
so representative as this one. Every
section-I may say every country of the
Pacific-has sent its delegates. The 150
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men of many races, who have conducted
the first Pan-Pacific Food Conservation
Conference, have become warm, personal
friends; they have worked as a unit, as,
I am told, no men of any such conference have ever worked before. You
have demonstrated that a Pan-Pacific
League of Nations is not only possibleit is inevitable. You have been in at the
birth of the Pan-Pacific Research Institute. You have accepted responsibility
as members of a great Pan-Pacific Scientific Council to guide us aright. And for
the Pan-Pacific Union I assure you we
will try to follow your advice."
That the coming era is bound to be
a period of wiser understanding and
greater felicity between all the resourceful peoples, whose shores reach the Pacific, is the opinion of Prof. Adams of
the University of Hawaii. The best
citizens, he feels, are those whose minds
have been broadened by distinctive cultures of different races.

F YOU TAKE bars of iron and tie them together, no matter how closely,
they will not become one. But when a metallurgist comes on the scene,
he takes the ten bars, melts them in the furnace and casts them in one mould;
only through this fiery furnace will their atoms commingle with each other, become united and inseparable.
"This is the work thcvt Baha'u'llah has done and is doing. He has not tied
together the iron bars-the religions of the world-with the rope of indulgent
tolerance or ordinary amenities of human necessities, which are liable to break at
any time, but with the fire of the Love of God. He has melted them first and
then casting them in one mould of spiritual brotherhood He has rendered the
most marvelous service to the world of humanity. Baha'u'llah is the Divine
Metallurgist, and those who have deep insight and look around the world witness
Abdu'l-Baha.
daily the workings of the principle of fusion."
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WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
F, AFTER ALL the appalling eviIcannot
dence in history that military force
give security we, today, repeat
the folly of our ancestors, then the security we give of the day is only a
betrayal of the nation that we lull to
sleep under it . .. If the future is to
justify our confidence and happiness, it
will be owing solely to the deliberations,
the negotiations, the work and the agreement of the League of Nations . . .
Now what contribution can we make?
Where does the League stand in its pursuit of peace and of the essential conditions under which arms can be reduced?
I think the first problem is the League
itself, and its composition. This League,
if it has authority to give security, must
be a comprehensive League.
This
League will remain inefficient unless it
has not only got the threatened nations
in, but the threatening, or so-called
threatening, nations in. Both sides must
be there. One of the essentials is that
all nations must be in it; .. I am in
favor of arbitration-I see nothing else
for the world. .. We are evolutionists. (Prime Minister MacDonald of
Great Britain.)
ONE THING sure is that all men are
drawn together in these days by rapid
transportation and cml1munication, by
the steamship, railroad trunk line, the
telegraph and the radio, and those who
are at all aware of the fact must see
that national political barriers, some time
or other, must break down . . .
Such institutions as the Olympic
games are looked at with favor by the
lover of his kind. They have their part
to play as well as international chalTlbers
of commerce, and international competitions in the arts. The new internationalism which cannot be accomplished
at once politically by direct attack may
be accomplished by a flank movement.
(Dr. Frank Crane, Current Opinion.)

CONDITIONS as they are do not
preclude war, but it is inconceivable that
civilized peoples will deliberately take
the downward path. There is such a
thing as the fundamental instinct of society for self-preservation.- (G. Ellis
Porter in Philadelphia Public Ledger.)
IN THE RECENT death of John J.
Eagan of Atlanta, America has lost a
citizen who incarnated that spirit of
service which can break down both race
and class misunderstandings. A generous profit-sharing plan was inaugurated
by Mr. Eagan in the American Cast Iron
Pipe Company, of which he was President. This provided that after a fair
living wage had been paid to workers and
a six per cent dividend to stockholders,
the remaining profits should be divided
between management and employees.
Mr. Eagan believed that the workers
should have a real share in the direction
of policies at every point. "N ot servants, but friends" became his ideal.
Two representatives of labor, chosen by
the workers themselves, served as directors of the corporation with every power
that was vested in the representatives of
capital.
But not only to his employees was Mr. Eagan a friend. His
calored neighbors found in him a synlpathizer and ally. In Atlanta he took
the lead in developing a plan of co-operation between the white and negro
churches that furnished the foundation
of the inter-racial movement to give the
negroes better educational facilities and
opportunities for self-development. Over
against the current cynicism as to the
possibility of bridging the gulf between
races, as between classes, stands the
work of John J. Egan, testifying that
the problem can be solved by the Use of
the principle contained in the old command: "Love thy neighbor as thyself."
- ( Collier's.)
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TRAVELING AND TEACHING IN ALASKA
MARIAM HANEY
LASKA IS A VAST country, as the
teachers and speakers have in
truth discovered as they travel in the
usual and "unusual ways" of that land,
viewing majestic scenes almost unsurpassed in beauty and grandeur, and
meeting conditions interesting, unlooked
for and thrilling.
As far as Baha'i activities are concerned in that corner of the world, we
find that a city, or perhaps two or three,
were visited by individuals mostly bent
on commercial pursuits, but who in a
quiet way proclaimed the doctrine of
world unity and spiritual brotherhood to
those who crossed their path and who
seemed interested to learn of those
truths which have come to the world
to create an enlightened humanity.
Then in 1916, we hear of Mrs. Susan
Rice who spent an entire summer vacation in Alaska. The account of her trip
all alone up the Yukon to Dawson was
filled with deeply spiritual hours, especially at one little town on the way, where
she gave the Baha'i Message to every
one in the town. The fruit of her seedsowing foreshadowed what might be
expected in the future in the way of a
vital interest from the people in that
land, for she left real friends and many
attracted to the Cause at Fairbanks,
White Horse and Dawson, and indirectly
through her the Message was carried to
Wiseman, the most northerly point, inhabited at that time.
Later Miss Margaret Green received
an appointment in an important library
in Alaska, and as much as possible she
shared with others her knowledge of the
Message which is joy-bringing, and
which includes that marve10us program
for PEACE which shall be enduring
through the application and living of the
Baha'i Principles.

A

Still later we find the history of the
Cause in Alaska records the work of
Mrs. Emogene Hoagg and Miss Marion
Jack, who together spent over a year
traveling from city to city, presenting the
Baha'i Message publicly in many large
and important gatherings as Mrs. Hoagg
is a most impressive speaker before the
public, and both teach with clarity and
conviction. They served with distinction and great success, for the element of
sacrifice entered largely into their work.
Through the confirming power of the
Holy Spirit illumined groups were left
in several Centers.
Now at this time we hear of the onward march of events, the advancement
of the Cause and a service of wider
scope, for hundreds are now being taught
through the public lectures of Mrs. O.
R. Gregory, a University of California
graduate, a dynamic speaker, and an enthusiastic BaM'i. She is a whirlwind of
both physical and mental energy, and
spiritually confirmed, she has become a
power for good. Her own lamp being
lighted, she can become the torch-bearer
to others.
One of the most unusual experiences
of any Baha'i teacher, perhaps, was her
trip with her husband by dog team into
McKinley National Park, the farthest
north of all the National parks, where
they camped in midwinter, the first time
in the history of the park that this has
been done. Returning to the entrance,
they found the superintendent of the
park had cleared out a log cabin for a
gathering. Here Mrs. Gregory gave a
lecture on the Baha'i Cause to a rather
large and interesting group who seemed
overjoyed with the story of the possibilities of a united human family. All welcomed most heartily the teacher and
Message and eagerly sought literature.
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The accompanying picture gives an idea
of the unusual setting for this program
staged in a log cabin.
Lecturing before the public is not Mrs.
Gregory's only activity, [or she has likewise been exceedingly busy with her pen.
She has had printed in the "Anchorage
Daily Alaskan" a series of articles which
continued for sometime and which were
most attractively presented under the
title "The Solution of the World's Problems from a Universal Standpoint."
Each day she added to her story some
phase of the Teachings which would
carry her readers further on the journey
toward the desired goal. For instance
she started the series with "The Cycles
of Time"; then followed in succession
"The Need of an Educator," "The Elements of Universal Religion," "The
Messenger," "The Promised One," and
so on-an intelligent and brilliant course
of reading in the important history and
facts relative to the Cause and its ap-
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plication to present day problems. These
articles attracted wide attention, and
brought the Cause of God into many
corners where a teacher could not travel
m person.
One feels assured, as they hear of
Mrs. Gregory's spiritual successes in
Alaska, that when she was married to an
Alaskan dentist not long ago, perhaps
the guilding hand of the Master led her
thither to particularly become a herald of
His Cause where she could best serve
and where the field was so ready for the
Baha'i teacher. Dr. Gregory was first
attracted to her as she publicly proclaimed the Baha'i Message with its
dynamic doctrine of spiritual brotherhood and world unity to an audience of
over five hundred. He accepted the
Baha'i Message, and likewise "accepted"
Mrs. Gregory, and now these two have
become one in establishing the Cause on
the most firm foundation which is the
eternal Word of God.
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A PRAYER
REVEALED BY BAHA'U'LLAH

LORY be unto Thee, 0 God, for
Thy Manifestation of Love to
mankind! 0 Thou, who art our Life
and Light, guide Thy servants to
Thy way, and make them rich in
Thee and free from all save Thee.

G
o

God! teach them Thy oneness,
and give unto thelTI a realization of
Thy unity, that they may see no one
save Thee. Thou art the Merciful
and the Giver of Bounty!

o God! create in the hearts of Thy
beloved the fire of Thy love, that it
may burn away the thought of everything save Thee. Reveal unto them,
o God, Thy exalted eternity, that
Thou hast ever been and will always
be, and that there is no God save
Thee. Verily, in Thee will they find
comfort and strength!
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AIrs. Lua AID ore Getsl:nger, an Amer'ican woman, 'Zvho had an audience "luith the
Shah of Persia. See page 230.
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HE WORLD HONORS its great
men usually after their death. And
of certain men it may be said that their
leadership and effect upon mankind be-·
comes more potent after they have
ceased to dwell upon this earth. Especially is this true 0 f the prophets and
the founders of religion. The teachings
of these spiritual leaders of humanity
are increasingly treasured with the passage of years, until the time of their
complete potency arrives and these teachings are made the foundation not only of
the religion but for the civilization of a
people, of a continent, or of the world.
The cumulative power of these
divinely inspired teachers of humanity
is due to the fact that more and more
the wisdom and eternal rightness of their
teachings come to be perceived; and the
submission of large numbers of mankind
to their leadership is not so much an act
of sacrificing rights which belong to the
individual as it is a deeply appreciated
opportunity to align one's self, on the
side of right and progress, with those
divine forces which alone are capable of
perfecting the individual and the world.
Such has proved the case with Baha'11'l1ah, founder of the Bah<i'i movement,
the one hundred and seventh anniversary
of whose birth was celebrated the twelfth
of this month by hundreds of thousands
of Baha'is the world over. There is
hardly a country or race amongst which
are not to be found loyal followers of
this Seer, who from the midst of a
prison-martyrdom of forty years, sent
forth nevertheless to all parts of the world
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precepts and principles for a world civilization which were so loftly as to win
the allegiance of the greatest scholars
and thinkers as well as of the humblest
and least educated of men.
And within the span of but thirty-two
years after the death of Bah<i'u'llah, the
world religion which he founded has
reached such proportions and significance
as to be included in the program of the
"Conference of Living Religions within
the British Empire" held in September at
London. Seldom in history has a religion advanced so rapidly within the
lifetime and immediately after the death
of its founder.
IVILIZATION rests always upon
certain sanctions, either of human
and eclectic origin, or during the more
religious epochs, of a believed superhuman and divine origin. In an age
which denies the existence of God, or
of any power superior to man, the pattern of the life of humanity is woven according to man's desires, ratiocination,
and inventiveness. If the universe is
really without a Divine Guidance, man
must be the helmsman and steer to the
best of his ability. In the prevalent scepticism of today, which either doubts or
denies the existence of God, the passions
of man have displayed themselves so
luridly, that those who began by doubting God end by doubting even humanity
itself. Can human ratiocination and inventiveness find a way to correct and
guide into beneficent channels human desire-nature? The leading non-spiritual
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thinkers and diagnosticians of today have
become pessimistic as regards the above
possibility. And rightly so. For a civilization built upon human sanctions and
powers must at best be humanly fallible,
and imperfect to the extreme. Hitherto
all dangers to civilization due to man's
imperfections could be somewhat counteracted by the power of man's intelligence. But today the danger arises that
man's passion, even under -what control
man's intelligence can bring to bear,
may wipe out mankind from off the face
of the earth, a planetary form of suicide
dreadful to contemplate. The appalling
limitations and dangers of man-made
civilization become apparent, now that
the art of modern chemistry has rendered almost limitless man's power of
destruction. Hence the pessimism which
prevails in many circles.
But pessimism is always the consequence of a long period of scepticism and
eclecticism, and always for the same reason,-namely, that mankind, when abandoning sanctions of conduct deduced
from religion, plunges into such evils
that a decadence ensues, from which
only the power of renewed or new religion can uplift. It was so in the days
of the decadent Roman Eln'pire. And
it is so today, that from the evils of passion, passion of war, passion of sex,
passion of gold-into which the contemporaneous world has fallen, no power
can avail save the power of religion.
Either the world, Rulerless and without Divine Guidance, is approaching its
twilight and extinction; or else, being in
such need of Divine Guidance as to become extinct without it, the Divine Guidance will be forthcoming and civilization saved, provided mankind turn to
God and accept the guidance of the Messengers He sends.
Hence the only optimists today, are
those who believe in God and in His
power to save humanity; and who believe in man's capability of being saved,
through his innate power of aspiration
and search for God.
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AHA'U'LLAH brought to the world
the pattern of a divinely perfect
civilization, to be ""Tought out by man
under divine guidance and assistance.
His program for a world state and for
the brotherhood of man, containing solutions for all the great problems which
are now vexing humanity, is available to
all. The strength of the Movement
which he founded rests not so much on
the illimitable breadth and reasonableness of this program, as upon the faith
held by his adherents that this program
is divinely inspired, that it represents the
vVorld of Reality, that it is the Architypal ultimate perfection designed for
mankind before this world was created.
Those who work, aspire, sacrifice themselves for the sake of this august, this
super-potent Program, feel themselves
working not for transitory reformation,
but for something measureless, immutable, eternal. And by so much as a man
of intelligence and of heart will work
more zealously for great than for petty
ends, by so much have the followers of
Baha'u'llah, of many races and in many
countries. given gladly of their time,
their energy, their possessions, and even
of their lives, to further the teachings of
one the divine validity of whose message
they had come to believe. A movement
which in these modern times of spiritual
indifference can count twenty thousand
martyrdoms in one generation, is a movement the power and spread of which
bear watching.

B

T HAlF A, three years ago on the
twenty-eighth of November, there
A
passed away one whose death the whole
wodd mourned, 'Abdu'l-Baha, son of
Bah<'i'u'llah, under whose spiritual guidance subsequent to the decease of its
founder the Baha'i movement made great
advances. He had led a life, the gentleness, the loving esrviceableness, the wisdom, and spiritual purity of which not
only won followers by thousands to the
Cause for which he stood, but also
brought him the highest respect and love
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of al lthe natives of I-Iaifa and the adjacent territory. I-lis funeral services, in
which Christians, Jews, and Mohammedans joined in heartfelt unity of encomiums, was a memorable testimony to the
power of the spirit toward love and unity
and brotherhood. If Baha'u'llah was the
august law-giver, so pregnant with the
spiritual creative forces that, it is said,
one could not look him in the face,'Abdu'l-Baha was the great exemplar of
love and service. It is as such that his
life and personality commended itself to
his immediate following, and to the
whole world.
Since the abstractions of the law must
be lived concretely by human beings, the
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desire for the spiritual life of love and
justice and obedience to God's law must
be implanted in those who accept and
try to follow the teachings of a Manifestation of God. 'Abdu'l-Baha., the living symbol of the Divine Law, both
showed how to live the life of a Baha'i
and imparted to others the will and capacity to live that life. A cloud by day
and a pillar of fire by night, he ever
guided the followers of the Baha'i movement toward the promised land. And
since that promised land is the brotherhood of man, his life was of service not
only to Baha'is, but to the whole world,
which at his death paid honor to his
high spiritual station.

THE ESSENCE OF INSTRUCTIONS
An Excerpt From the Recent Letter of Shogh·i Effendi,
Gttardian of the B aluii Cause

Humanity, through suffering and turmoil, is swiftly moving on towards its destiny; if we be loiterers, if
we fail to play our part, surely others will be called
upon to take up our task as ministers to the crying
needs of this afflicted world.
Not by the force of numbers, not by the mere
exposition of a set of new and noble principles, not by
an organized campaign of teaching-no matter how
world wide and elaborate in its character-not even
by the staunchness of our faith or the exaltation of
our enthusiasm, can we ultimately hope to vindicate in
the eyes of a critical and sceptical age the supreme
claim of the ABHA Revelation. One thing, and only one
thing, will unfailingly and alone secure the undoubted
triumph of this sacred Cause, namely, the extent to
which our own inner life and private character mirror
forth in their manifold aspects the splendor of those
eternal principles proclaimed by Baha'u'llah.
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THE STORY OF BAHA'U'LLAH'S LIFE
EXCERPTS FROM WRITINGS OF ' ABDU'L-BAHA

"The Cause of Bah6/~t'll6h is the same as the Cause of Christ. It is the same
Temple and the same Foundation. Both of these are the Spiritual Springs and the
seasons of the soul-refreshing awakening and the cause of the renovation of the
Life of Inankind. The spring of this year is the same as the spring of last year.
The origin and end is the same. The sun of today is the sun of yesterday. In the
coming of Christ the Divine Teachings were given in accordance with the infancy
.f the human race. The Teachings of Bahft'u'll6h have the same basic principles,
bttt are according to the stage of the maturity of the world and the requirements
of this illumined age."
AHA'U'LLAH was born in Teheran, the capital of Persia, on the
B
12th of November, 1817. He belonged to
the royal family of Persia. From his
earliest childhood he became disti.nguished among his relatives and friends.
They remarked: "This child has extraordinary power of intellect wisdom and
innate knowledge." He was superior to
his age and class. All were astonished.
Some remarked: "Such a precocious
child will not survive."
Up to the age of maturity Baha'u'lIah
had not consented to enter any school;
he was not willing to be taught by any
teacher, This fact is well known among
all Persians of Teheran. Nevertheless
he solved the difficult problems of all who
presented them to him. In whatever
meetings, scientific gatherings, or meetings for theological discussions-wherever he was present-he always solved
the abstruse problems presented to him.
IN THE THIRD YEAR after the
Bab (the Forerunner of Baha'u'llah) had
declared his mission, Baha'u'llah, being
accused by fanatical Mullahs of believ-·
ing in the new doctrine, was arrested in
Teheran and thrown into prison.
in an underground dungeon, where the
light of day was never seen. A heavy
chain was placed about his neck, by
which he was chained to five others; these
fetters were locked together by strong,
very heavy bolts and screws. His clothes
were torn to pieces.
During

this time, none of his friends were able
to get access to him. After a time the
Government liberated him and exiled
him and his family to Baghdad, where he
remained for eleven years. During the
first years of the stay in Baghdad, Baha'u'llah suddenly departed to Sarkalu in
the mountains alone. Nobody knew just
where he was. Two years he passed in
this place. Some of the time in the mountains, some of the time in grottoes, and
some of the time in the City of Sarkalu.
Although solitary and alone, nobody
knowing him, yet all through Kurdestan
he became well known. It was said,
"This unknown person is a most remarkable person, is exceedingly learned, is
possessed of a tremendous power, and
has a colossal force." All Kurdestan was
magnetized by his love. But Baha'u'llah
was passing his time in poverty and even
his robes and clothes were those of the
poor; his food was that of the indigent.
The signs of severance were manifest
upon him as the sun at midday.
Baha'u'l1;'ih bore all evils and torments
with the greatest courage and fortitude.
Often when he arose in the morning, he
knew 110t whether he would live until the
SUn should set. Meanwhile, each day,
the priests came and questioned him on
religion and metaphysics.
Although Baha'u'llah was of royal
lineage, and not of the scholastic or
learned, yet his marvelous discourses
astonished the wise and learned and they
who were pure in heart saw in him the
fulfiIImeni: of their hopes.
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Baha'u'llah well prepared the people
for the coming of the great event,
namely, his declaration, which took place
in the Garden of the Rizwan, outside the
City of Baghdad. During twelve clays he
made his mission known to his disciples,
and inasmuch as this great event occurred in the Garden of the Rizwan, the
greatest of Baha'i feasts is called after
that garden in commemorating the twelve
days. (This was in 1863, though he had
in 1853 announced himself to a few.)
AT LENGTH the Turkish Governor
exiled him to Constantinople, whence he
was sent to Adrianople. Here he stayed
for five years. Eventually he was sent
to the far off prison fortress of St. Jean
D' Acre, where he was imprisoned in the
military portion of the fortress and kept
under the strictest surveillance.
But the banishment of Baha'u'llah, in··
stead of resulting in the extermination
of the Cause in the country, proved just
the contrary; the Cause was spread more
rapidly; the fame became more widely
circulated; the Teachings of Baha'u'llah
became more widely promulgated in
Persia. Through the Power of God he
was able to hoist his banner. If at first
it was a lamp, it became a flame. If it
was a star, it became a mighty snn . . . .
HE ADDRESSED THE KINGS
from the prison, each individually, summoning all to the oneness of humanity,
and the most great peace, arraigning
some, and predicting what would hap-·
pen in their kingdoms, and these predictions have come to pass!
. This
he accomplished within a prison which
was beyond human endurance, and that
which he wrote or declared came to pass.
It became evident and manifest, no one
could hinder it. Some have not yet come
to pass; they will occur later.
IN SPITE OF ALL difficulties Bah:'i'n'llah was ever in an exalted state; his
face shone continually. He had the presence of a king. One cannot imagine any
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one with more majesty. One never
thought of him as a pri50oner---on the
contrary, one would have said that he
was enjoying the greatest triumph, for
he drew his strength from divine powers,
which always triumph. Minds were
exalted on beholding him, and Baha'u'-·
11ah never hid himself. He spoke courageously before all.
"He is i.ncomparable," declared the
people, "but he is setting himself against
Islam. Such an one is an honor to
humanity," they said, "but a detriment
to our religion; therefore we must de··
clare ourselves against him."
In his lifetime he was restless foractivity. He did not pass one night restfully in his bed. He bore all his ordeals
and' catastrophes in order that in the
world of humanity a heavenly radiance
might become apparent; in order that in
the world of humanity the most great
peace might become a reality; in order
that certain souls might become manifest
as the very angels of heaven; in order
that heaven's morals might become apparent among men; in order that humanity, or individuals of humanity, might
become educated; in order that the precious, priceless qualities of God in the
human temple might be developed to the
fullest capacity; in order that man might
be the likeness of God, even as it has
been stated in the Bible.
THE GREATEST proof of Bah:'i'u'11ah consists in the fact that he was
always manifest and evident under all
conditions and circumstances. He was
never concealed nor was he disguised fol'
one clay. In Persia, in Baghdad, in Constantinople, in Adrianople, and in the
most great prison (Acca), Baha'u'llah
ever withstood the persecutions of the
enemies and kept his own ground in the
face of all the world. He never attempted
to protect or shield himself for one second. Be fore all nations and all religions
he proclaimed his Cause and declared his
Teachings. The foes were resisting the
spread of the Cause with the greatest
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hostility and his blessed breast was the
target for a hundred thousand arrows.
It is well nigh beyond belief that
notwithstanding all these dangers Baha'u'l1ah was protected.
INDEED, GOD'S ways are I'nost mysterious and unsearchable. What outward relation exists between Shiraz, Teheran, Baghdad, Constantinople, Adrianople, Acca and Haifa ? Yet God worked
patiently step by step through these various cities according to his own definite
et-ernal plan, so that the prophecies and
predictions as foretold by the Prophets
might be fulfilled. The golden thread of
promise runs through the Bible, and it
was so destined that God in his own
good time would cause its appearance.
Not even a single word will be left meaningless or unfulfilled.
FROM THE BEGINNING of the
Cause or more definitely from the time
that Baha'u'llah was exiled from Teheran all the events in this Movement, although their outward appearances for
the time being were fraught with pain
and sorrow, yet they were based upon the
consummate wisdom of God.
On the eve of the departure from Persia the believers were in tears. It is
evident that after those dreadful persecutions, sufferings, trials and martyrdoms it was most difficult for them to
bear this last blow. They thought the
V oice would be hushed, the Truth would
die, the Light would become extinct and
the Truth defeated.
However, the
spiritual wisdom of such an event became
Eleven years
apparent afterwards.
sojourn in Baghdad widened immensely
the circle of influence of the Cause and
carried its flame to the four corners of
the earth. Having received the firman
of exile from Baghdad to Constantinople, when the friends heard this dire
news they were deeply grieved. Through
the intensity of anguish they were weeping uncontrollably, The wisdom of this
event became likewise manifest later.
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WHEN THE TWO despotic governments decided to exile us from Adrianople to Acca there was such a manifestation of sorrow and anxiety that neither
word nor pen can describe it adequately.
The floodgate of unutterable grief was
set loose. Thus you observe the ship of
this Cause has weathered fearful storms,
the like of which it is impossible for you
to imagine. Now it has become apparent
how these events constitute the unparallelled victories of the Cause, although at
the time of their happening many people
thought they were crushing defeats.
ALL THE TIME of the sojourn of
Baha'u'llah in this mortal world, he was
enduring the most painful afflictions.
. . . His main purpose in bearing this
heavy burden and all these troubles which
gave forth their waves like an ocean, in
accepting chains and fetters and showing forth the greatest forbearance, was
for the sake of harmony, concord and
union among all the people of the world
and for the establishment of the signs
of the real unity among all nations, until
the essential Unity (of God) might appear in the end in the existing realities.
BAHA'U'LLAH DEP AR TED to the
everlasting world and ascended to the
Supreme Horizon, May 28, 1892.
HIS HOLINESS, BAHA'U'LLAH,
is the Collective Center of unity for all
mankind. He founded the oneness of
humanity in Persia. . . . From this
foundation shines forth the radiance of
spirituality which is unity, the love of
God, the knowledge of God, praiseworthy morals and the virtues of the
human world. Baha'u'llah renewed these
principles, just as the coming of Spring
refreshes the earth and confers new life
upon all phenomenal beings. His Holiness Baha'u'llah came to renew the life
of the world with this new and divine
springtime.
Baha'u'llah declared the "Most Great
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Peace" and international arbitration. He
voiced these principles in numerous
epistles. He wrote to all the kings and
rulers, encouraging, advising and admonishing them in regard to the establishment of peace; making it evident by conclusive proofs that the happiness and
glory of humanity can only be assured
through disarmament and arbitration.
Oneness of the world of humanitv insures the glorification of man. Int~rna
tional peace is the assurance of the welfare of all l1tlmankind. There are no
greater motives and purposes in the
human soul.
HIS HOLINESS, BAHA'U'LLAH,
said that if one intelligent member be
selected fro111 each of the varying religious systems, and these representatives
come together seeking to investigate the
reality of religion, they would establish
an inten-eligious body before >,,"hich all
disputes and differences 0 f belief could
be presented for consideration and settlement. Such questions could then be
weighed and viewed from the standpoint
of reality and all imitations be discarded.
By this method and procedure all sects,
denominations and systems would become one. Do not question the practicability of this and be not astonished. It
has been accomplished and effected in
Persia. . . . Fifty years ago no one
would touch the Christian bible in PerSIa.
Baha'u'llah came and asked
"VVhy?" They said, "It is not the \\lord
of God." He said, "You must read it
with understanding o£ its meanings, not
as those who merely recite its words."
Now Baha'ls all over the East read the
bible and understand its spiritual teaching. BahtL'u'llah spread the Cause of
Christ and opened the book of the Christians and Jews. He removed the barriers of "Names." He proved that all
the divine prophets taught the same reality and that to deny one is to deny the
others, for all are in perfect oneness with
God.
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IN THE ORIENT the vanous peoples and nations were in a state of antagonism and strife, manifesting the
utn10st enmity and hatred toward one
another. Darkness encompassed the
world of mankind. At such a time as
this, Baha'u'llah appeared. He removed
all the imitations and prejudices which
had caused separation and misunderstanding, and laid tbe foundation of the
one religion of God. V/hen this was accomplished, Mohammedans, Christians,
Jews, Zoroastrians, Buddhists, all were
united in actual fellowship and love. The
souls who followed Baha'u'l1ah fmm
every nation have become as one family,
living in agreement and accord, "Tilling
to sacrifice life for each other. The
Mohammedan will give his life for the
Christian, the Christian for the Jew, and
all of them for the Zoroastrian. They
live together in love, fellowship and
unity. They have attained to the condition of rebirth in the spirit of God. They
have become revivified and regenel'ated
through the breaths of the Holy Spirit.
. . . The people of the nations who have
accepted Him as the standard of Divine
Guidance enjoy a condition of actual fellowship and love. If you should attend
a meeting in the East you could not dis··
tinguish between Christian and ~ussul
man; you would not know which was
Jew, Zoroastrian or Buddhist, so com··
pletely have they become haternized and
their religious differences been leveled.
They associate in the utmost love and
spiritual fragrance as if they belonged to
one family, as if they were one people.

THE TABLETS of Bahi'u'Hah are
mally. The precepts and teachings they
contain are universal, covering every
subject. He has revealed scientific explanations ranging throughout all the
realms of human inquiry and investigation; astronomy, biology, medical science,
etc. In the Kitab-el-Ighan (Book of Assurance) he has given expositions of the
meanings of the Gospel and other
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heavenly books.
He wrote lengthy
Tablets upon civilization, sociology and
government. Every subject is considered. His Tablets are matchless in beauty
and profundity. Even his enemies acknowledge the greatness of Bah;i'u'llah,
saying he was the miracle of humanity.
This was their confession although they
did not believe in him. He was eulogized by Christians, Jews, Zoroastrians
and Mohammedans who denied his
claim. They frequently said, "He is
matchless, unique." A Christian poet
in the Orient wrote, "Do not believe him
a Manifestation of God, yet his miracles
are as great as the sun." . . . The testimony of his enemies witnessed that he
was the "miracle of mankind," that he
"walked in a special pathway of knowledge" and was "peerless in personality."
His Teachings are universal and the
standard for human action. They are
not merely theoretical and intended to
remain in books. They are the principles
of action. Results follow action. Mere
theory is fruitless. Of what use is a book
upon medicine if it is never taken from
the library shelf? When practical activity has been manifested, the Teachings
of God have borne fruit.
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His Holiness, Baha'u'llah, has proclaimed and provided the way by which
hostility and dissension may be removed
from the human world. He has left no
ground or possibility for strife and disagreement. . . . He exhorts men to free
their minds from the superstitions of the
past and to seek independently for truth,
putting aside all dogmas.
SEARCH UNTIRINGLY for Truth
and reiterate the Teachings which harmonize with the crying needs of the
hour. This will be the cause of the progress of man, the illumination of the
Orient and the Occident. The important
thing is to spread the Teachings of Baha'u'lIcih in our own century. Whoever
listens to these Teachings properly expounded will say, "Here is the Truththat which will render life a greater
thing !"
BAHA'U'LLAH'S Teachings are the
health of the world. They l'epresent the
spirit of this age, the light of this age,
the well-being of this age, the soul of this
cycle. The world will be at rest when
they are put into practice, for they are
REALITY

THE MASTER TONE
(Authorship Unknown)

NE Sunday morning in the far-off
town of Basel, I sat in my window
listening to the melody of the bells. All
the bells were chiming, and one mellow,
deep-toned tolling-bell, swinging alone
in its tall bell-tower, gave the master
tone to the clamoring strife of sound.
How their jangling voices wrangled
in the air, striving for the right of way!
Yet, in spite of it all, through the midst
of it all, undisturbed by multitudinous
discards, even bringing them all into
concord, came unfailingly to the ear the

O

steady swing and sway of that calm,
mellow boom, which seemed to soothe
the ruffled air, and from its own abundance lend grace and meaning to all that
aerial disquietude, which else it had not
had.
Such is one master soul, As the
mingling resonance of the one powerful
bell resolved the conflict of sound into
harmony, so one strong voice which
rings with truth and holiness will overcome the discordant voices of sin, and
attune them all to the divine harmony.
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FAITH-A PROFESSION
GEORGE ORR LATIMER
ORITZ BONN, chief German Lee--.
M
turer at the Rou.nd Table discus-sion of the Institute of Politics at Wil-·

nebular hypothesis or the theory of rela-·
tivity; a faith that offers a complete substitution for the decadent religious faith.
liams College this year, has recently There is the faith in a certain political
made the statement that "war, at least in party to solve the social and economic
continental Europe, has had one far problems of the nation; there is the rereaching result: it has killed faith. Its liance in a physician's skill to cure the
teachings are contrary to the Christian ailments and afflictions of the body; the
religion.
when whole nations trust in the ship's captain to navigate
are imbued with the belief that their in- the waters safely in all kinds of weather;
terests are the only thing that matters, there is the sense of security for one's
when they are willing to spend their lives life and property by the due process of
and the lives of their enemies by the law; there is the confidence in the namillion for their national ideals, their God tional banking system, upon which are
becomes a mere tribal God."
based the delicate and complicated
This perhaps expresses the popular methods of local and international credits
conception of the meaning of faith, -in fact all manner of faiths which vary
namely a personal attitude by which in form and degree from the trust in the
divine revelation is subjectly appropriated city's fire department and the proper
according to the individual's conception sanitation methods of the milk-man to
of God's purpose and design. Then fol- the devout muezzin who never fails to
lows a specialized doctrine, a chosen peo- call the faithful to prayer, so that wakple, a particular church, a superior nation ing or sleeping our every moment is the
created through an appeal to the limited expression of some form of faith.
personal emotions, highly colored by
If faith has died in Europe, it has likeracial prejudice and lack of common wise been severely shaken in America.
sense-this is the faith complex of today, Recently Dr. Richard C. Cabot, author
something that neither originates from of "What Men Live By" and at present
logical processes, nor from immediate holding the chair of Social Ethics at
inner experiences. To this kind of pro-· Harvard, has pointed out that the web of
fessiol1 of faith Abraham Lincoln found espionage woven during the late war has
no time to concern himself with, stating become a cancerous growth in the life of
tersely: "I found difficulty in giving my our every day hL1man relations. The spy
assent, without mental reservation, to the system at best he says is "something oclong, complicated statements of Chris- casional, an exception to be banished as
tian doctrine which characterize their soon as the crisis is over." However,
articles of belief and confession of the system is one based on deceit, treach-·
faith."
ery and the betrayal of confidence~and
What then of other kinds of faith; is it has not been banished. The recent
the fate of the western world limited by disclosures in the Department of Justice
a dying religious belief? Surely there and the Veterans Bureau at Washington
are other faiths, whether in a state of have disclosed the painful facts of the
decay or not, that form a vital part of spy system at its worst and have almost
the life of the world. For instance there undermined one's faith in party politics.
is scientific faith, such as the belief in the The idea "to get something on someone"
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has enhanced this uncivilized system. is "first of all conscious knowledge, and
Secret societies that attempt to take law second the practice of good deeds." It is
and order into their own hands stilI confidence, as 'Abdu'l-Baha points out:
further aggravate the condition and rela- "The greatest divine bounty is a confitionship of mankind. This vast spy sys- dent heart." It is assurance of a new
tem has reached into the legal, social and heaven and a new earth for man. It is
educational worlds, and much more seri- the vision fulfil1ed of that famous Italian
ously in the industrial world where em- patriot, idealist and apostle of the new
ployers hire workmen to betray their democratic evangel, Joseph Mazzini,
comrades and in retaliation labor unions when he declares:
"The first real
employ spies against their employers. earnest religious faith that shall arise
Betrayal and bribery do not bespeak upon the ruins of the old worn-out
confidence, rather do they breed distrust creeds will transform the whole of our
and a warping of the moral fabric. News actual social organization, because every
agencies search the world to discover ma- strong and earnest faith tends to apply
terial for future reference regarding itself to every branch of human activity;
one's private life in case that individual because in every epoch of its existence
should at some time enter the arena of the earth has ever tended to conform
social or political service. The cinema itself to the heaven in which it then beworld portrays, with its questionable edu- lieved-in form and degree varying accational value, the weaknesses of modern cording to the diversity of the times-of
family life, thus undermining the sacred- the words of the Dominical Christian
ness of the home. Even the extreme prayer: "Thy Kingdom come on earth
Fundamentalist has girded himself with as it is in heaven."
armor to "fight for the faith," little
The new faith must withstand the hurrealizing that faith is not something to be ricanes of skepticism, revolution, race
fought for, but is in itself a conquering riots, international wars and religious
enmities. The quickening power of the
power.
o ye of little faith, where is that self- Baha'i spirit has already accomplished
trust that Emerson calls the essence of the awakening of a new assnrance in
heroism? "Our fears do make us trai- everyone with whom it contacts. It
tors:' ShaH we too die for want of produces severance from selfish mofaith and assurance, metamorphosed by tives; it supplies a complete attraction to
spiritual attributes. It accepts the plan
the fear complex? The bad.? politic is
of God for man's practical and spiritsick on account of lack of altruism. The
ual welfare as both workable and
want of a common faith is the life-de- livable. It acknowledges the voice withstroying ill of humanity at the present in but translates that voice into contime. Everywhere, in the old ,>vorId and scious action for the betterment of all
in the new, man has become a worship- humanity. It sees the vision of the
per of the idol SELF-INTEREST. heavenly kingdom established on earth
Everyone is striving for self advance- as it should be today. It is the motive
ment at the expense of his fellowman. power of a new and radiant century.
Faith is blind and dying.
"This is the standard," proclaims
What then is the faith of the future? 'Abdu'l-Baha, "as ye have faith so shall
It is not a mere confession. It is a pro- your powers and blessings be. Faith is
fession and a practice. To the Baha'i. it the cornerstone of all Life's activities."
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WHAT IS FAITH?
ANSWERED BY 'ABDU'L-BAHA
HAT IS REAL Faith? Faith
outwardly means to believe the
Message a Manifestation brings to the
world and accept the fulfillment in Him
of that which the Prophets have announced. But in reality faith embodies
three degrees; To confess with the
tongue; to believe in the heart; to give
evidence in our actions. These three
things are essential in true F ai/h. The
important requirement is the love of
God 1n the heart. For instance we say
a lamp gives light. In reality the oil
which burns produces the illumination,
but the lamp and the chimney are necessary before the light can express itself.
The love of God is the light. The tongue
is the chimney or the medium by which
that love finds expression. It also protects the Light. Likewise the members
of the body reflect the inner Light by
their actions. So the tongue confesses
in speech and the parts of the body confess in their actions the Love of God
within the soul of a true believer. Thus
it was that Peter confessed Christ by his
tongue and by his actions. When the
tongue and actions reflect the Love of
God, the real qualities of man are revealed. Christ said, "You will know
them by their fruits" that is, by their
deeds. If a believer shows forth divine
qualities, we know the true Faith is in
his heart. If we do not find evidence
of these qualities; if he is selfi.sh or

W

wicked, he has not the true kind of Faith.
Many claim to possess the true Faith,
but it is rare, and when it exists it can-not be destroyed.
FAITH is not so much what we believe as what we carry out. Man must
prove whatsoever he speaketh by deeds
and actions. If he claims faith he must
live and do according to the Teachings.
ALTHOUGH a person of good deeds
is acceptable at the Threshold of the
Almighty, yet it is first "to know" and
then "to do." Although a blind man
produceth a 1110st wonderful and exquisite art, yet he is deprived of seeing
it. Consider how most animals labor for
man, draw loads and facilitate travel;
yet, as they are ignorant, they receive
no reward for this labor and toil. The
cloud rainedl, roses and hyacinths grow;
the plain and meadow, the garden and
trees become green and blossom; yet
they do not realize the results and outcome of all these. The lamp is lighted,
but as it hath not a conscious knowledge
of itself, none hath become glad because
of it. Moreover, a soul of excellent
deeds and good manners will undoubted-ly advance from whatever horizon he
beholdeth the lights radiating. Herein
lies the difference; by faith is meant,
first, conscious knowledge; and second,
good deeds.
FAITH is the magnet which draws the
confirmation of the Merciful One.
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IN BEHALF OF THE OPPRESSED
MARIAM HANEY
ECENT events in Persia, particularly the killing of Major Robert
R
Imbrie, the American Vice-Consul at
Tihran, brought vividly to memory the
stories of the many martyrdoms of the
Persian Baha'is in the distant past, and
those more particularly of our own time.
We refer especially to the fearful and
indescribable slaying of several hundred
devoted and loyal servants of God, followers of the Baha'i Faith, who were
killed in Yezd and other cities in Persia
in the year 1903.
One dwells long and often on the fact
that religious history seems to repeat itself, for we find that the foundation of
almost every religion of Divine origin
was cemented with the blood of its
martyrs, and in this Day the martyrdams have largely exceeded in number
and severity those of any past age.
To review, even briefly, the history
of these events, would mean to write
much more than would properly come
within the scope of this short account.
All friends, however, are very familiar
with the early history of the Baha'i
Cause, and know that at its inception
over twenty thousand blessed souls became a sacrifice at the hands of those
who thought to thus quench entirely the
Light of the Cause. The story of this
period covers pages of history, and with
the slowly awakening world conscience,
there will come a full realization of the
greatness of this universal movement
for which so many thousands have sacrificed their liveso
Never shall we forget the sorrow
which overwhelmed us-the Baha'i
group in America particularly-when in
the year 1903 the stories reached us of

how our brothers and sisters in Faith in
Persia were being cut to pieces by the
fanatical mobs instigated by the fanatical Muhammaden clergy. These blessed
Persian brothers and sisters accepted
martyrdom willingly in the Path of God.
They manifested such devotion to the
Cause, such firmness in faith, such loyalty, such superhuman patience and endurance (showing forth only love for
and kindness to their persecutors) that
one can find no record in history where
such sublime heroism and devotion were
surpassed.
The result of such persecutions, such
crimes-shedding the blood of human
beings in an attempt to retard the progress of the Cause·-only increased the
ardor of the Baha'ls throughout the
whole world, and the great Spiritual
Light of the Cause shone ever more and
more brightly,
The recent serious troubles, not only
in Tihran, but also in other cities in
Persia where the Baha'is have been
more or less persecuted, brings also vividly to mind the picture of an American woman, Mrs. Lua Moore Getsinger,
and her dramatic and tragic appeal to a
former Shah of Persia when he was in
Paris in 1902. Mrs. Getsinger was
well known in America, for she was the
first woman Baha'i teacher in this
country, and to her belongs the distinction of being the spiritual guide of
many of the old and staunch believers.
She traveled extensively as a Baha'i
teacher and made several pilgrimages to
Aqa. Her irresistible charm, her remarkable gifts as a teacher, her forceful character and unique personality
with the great and added charm of the
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spirit, this together with the fruit of
her confirmed and distinguished services, placed her in the class of the
world's greatest Baha'i teachers. She
passed away in Cairo, Egypt, several
years ago, but her spiritual children not
only in this country, but around the
world, know that she is ever LIVING.
The writer of this account accompanied
Mrs. Getsinger to Paris, and was with
her during those weeks preceding her
presentation to the Shah. The close association makes it possible to recall now
her intense longing to intercede in behalf of those sincere and faithful servants of God so persecuted in far-off
Persia, how her prayers ascended daily
and even hourly to the Court of the
Divine King th~t the heart of the Shah
might be softened and that he might
listen to her appeal, how she faithfully
labored to formulate her petition in
such a way as to touch the heart of the
former Ruler of Persia. Truly here is
a picture worth preserving for future
generations, for arnong the world's great
women there are none who should come
nearer receiving' honor and distinction
than those who in truth share the suffering and sorrows of their fellow human
beings, and who offer the sacrifice of
their own life that others may live.
Two petitions reached His Majesty,
the Shah, one presented in person by
Mrs. Getsinger on behalf of the Baha'is
in Paris, at the E1ysee Palace Hotel
where the Shah and his entourage were
staying in September, 1902. She was
accompanied by M. Hippolyte Dreyfus,
a French Baha.'i.
The scene In the Elysee Palace Hotel
when Mrs. Getsinger presented her petition was graphically described in a letter to her friends. It was not an easy
matter to personally render this service.
His Royal Highness the Grand Vizier,
promised that everything would be done
to grant her petition, and added, "Be
at ease and know that His Majesty loves
and protects all of his subjects." But
Mrs. Getsinger was not to be put off in
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this way, she insisted that she wished to
hear these words from the Shah's own
lips. Thus it was that in the grand
reception hall of the Elysee Palace lIotel
where the entire suite of one hundred
and fifty Persians were awaiting His
Majesty, this one American woman, the
only 'woman in this large group of men,
stepped forward and handed to His
Majesty the petition she had faithfully
written. His Majesty then and there
promised that all should be done that
had been reqnested, and that was within
his power, and bade Mrs. Getsinger be
at ease. After this scene he left the
hotel with the Grand Vizier, stepped
into his waiting carriage and drove
away with the petition in his hand.
The following is a copy of that part
of her petition which deals specifically
with the subject of the persecutiol1s:
"We humbly supplicate His Majesty,
the Shah, to extend his gracious protec··
tio11 over our brothers in the faith of
Baha'u'llah, and save their lives fro111
the hands of those whose object it is (or
thus it seems to us) to contribute only
to that which brings discord and inharmony among the people of the Nations,
instead of that which conduces to the
unity and happiness of all mankind.
When we hear, as we have recently,
that om brothers in faith, loyal subjects
of His l\/[ajesty, the Shah, have suffered
martyrdom in the path of Baha.'u'llah,
whose exalted words, unequa1ed doctrines and evident wisdom have caused
us not only to accept and realize that
His Holiness, Ml1hal11l11ad, "vas a true
Prophet of God, and that His Holy
Book, the Koran, is the undisputed word
of God (for such is the excellency of the
knowl'edge of Baha'u'llah that after
1,300 years of persecution of the Christians by the followers of Muhammad,
those same Christians now accept, honor
and glorify His name), but also have
filled OLlr hearts with a love the like of
which we have never before experienced
for the land which gave ]3ah;i'u'Ilah
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His birth, and over which now ruleth
the "King of Kings" His Majesty, the
Shah of Persia.
In the exalted teachings of Baha'u'llah
we have found the remedy for our sick
hearts, also the healing for the nations,
inasmuch as He has taught us in the
unity and singleness of God, to realize
that all nations are as one nation, and
all the people of the world are His
children-therefore, our brothers, sisters
and friends.
Thus, Your Highness, when we hear
in this enlightened century that the
Mullas, who claim they are teaching the
Truth revealed through the Prophet of
God, Muhammad-are spilling the innocent blood ot their own countrymen
whose only offense is that they have
turned toward Baha'u'llah whose high
and holy words have caused the people
all over the world to recognize and accept Him as the Manifestation of Godour souls tremble, our minds are agitated
and our hearts burn and break 1 For
that precious "Sun of Truth" arose in
your midst, and thus we naturally turn
our eyes toward your country as the
Supreme Horizon from which the Light
has shined which shall illuminate and enlighten the whole world; and now that
we find its brilliant path again stained
with the blood of those who but worship
its Beauty, we have but one recourse,
the mercy and justice of His Majesty,
the Shah.
And of y-ou-oh Your Highness, his
Grand Vizier, it has been said that "you
are the most intelligent man in all
Persia," and as such I beg you for one
moment but contemplate the teachings
of Baha'll'llah, who has emphatically
and irrefutably commanded the Baha'is
in Persia and every other country, to
bear allegiance and prove loyal to their
governments and governmental laws, declaring such allegiance and loyalty to
be the corner stone of His Holy Laws
and mighty legislation-the like of
which has never been produced by any
one of the Prophets of God in the past
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days and ages-then answer me if the
protection of those who embrace such
doctrines is liable to benefit or not the
country wherein they are protected?
And if the whole wor1cl at large is likely
to gain or lose by the diffusion of such
teachings?
Let us look carefully at the commands
of Bal1a'u'I1ah and 'Abdu'l-Baha, who
have arisen and offered themselves as a
sacrifice in the way of removing discords and bloodshed from among nations
and unifying the people of the worldthat we make not a record for future
history like that made in the past. So
at the present time as long as the M ullas
have the power to stretch out the hands
of oppression toward your people, it deprives you of the opportunity to emancipate them, and give them freedom of
thought that they may manifest to you
their greatest loyalty and devotion, because it soon becomes impossible for any
people to live in harmony and loyalty
except they are commanded by their
religion to bear allegiance to the head of
their government; thus in this instance
the protection of the people who are followers of Baha'u'llah becomes the protection of your government as well, inasmuch as every Baha'i will die sooner
than disobey one of His holy commands.
Thus we humbly supplicate that His
Majesty, the Shah, extend his protection over these people who according to
the dictates of their faith in God are his
most loyal subjects and faithful friends.
The second petition by Mrs. Getsinger,
personnally,
was
presented
through the usual official channels, and
a copy of it follows:
"Oh Great King!"
Having been graciously granted an
audience with your Imperial Majesty
while the City of Paris was enlightened
by your presence, we do not approach
you as strangers, but rather as those
whose hearts have been filled with secure
hopes, having implicitly trusted in the
promises of your Majesty to extend your
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kind protection over our brothers and
co-religionists in Persia, and upon your
Majesty's assurance that all would be
done within your "power and duty" to
grant our petition!
Thus, oh King of Persia! knowing
that your power is mighty, we once more
beg your gracious attention!
We, as well as the whole civilized
world, have been shocked over the news
of the recent martyrdoms of the Baha'is
in Yezd, Isphahan and other places in
Persia; and believing it far from what
you consider your "duty" to allow such
cruelty, persecution and blooc1shed- in
the Name 0 f the One God (and there is
but One), we entreat you to arise in you r
supreme might and justice, and abolish
such atrocious murder and fanaticism
from out your country, that the pages
of its future history be not blotted by so
black a stain, and that all the people of
the world may commend your Majesty
for righteousness of action, instead of
pointing at you and your government
the fingers of censure ami scorn!
Oh Great King 1 Know you, that,
through the holy and heavenly teachings
of Baha'u'llah the Baha'is ail over the
world are looking toward Persia with
loving hearts and willing hands to assist her Ruler. your Imperial Majesty,
with their prayers, their devotion, their
love and allegiance-because from that
"Land of the Sun" arose the :Most
Mighty Sun of Truth, the "Sun of
Reality" Whose penetrating rays have
dispelled the dark night of spiritual ig'norance and unbelief. causing the dawn
of a new Day, a new Era, a new Dis-pensation to enlighten the faces, brighten
the eyes, dilate the breasts and rejoice
the hearts of the denizens of the entire
universe. And be assured that this
Light will never be extinguished, even
should you permit the blood of the
Baha'is to run in rivers throughout your
land, for it is evident that the blood of
the Persian Baha'is is but the oil which
has fed and will feed the fiame in the
Lamp of the Cause of Baha'u'llih .....
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For over half a century 110W your
Rulers, statesmen and Mullas have
been trying to quench this Light by deluging It with the innocent blood of the
beloved of God! And what result have
you?
Instead of quenching It, they have
caused It to burn so brightly that not
only Persia, but every country in the
world, is more or less enlig-htened by Its
incomparable radiance!
If the Divines and Mul1as would but
glance over the history of their own
religion so nobly founded and established by Muhammacl, they would soon
see that the shedding of blood is not a
means of annulling, but rather the cause
of promUlgating every religious movement which has appeared on the part of
God since time began! For in such instances, blood becomes the cement, adhering together the hearts upon which
the Canse of God is founded and His
Mighty Edifice is raised! Should all of
the people of the worlel conspire together, could they prevent or even deter
for one hOllr the material sun from rising and diffusing its rays? No, by the
Truth of God. Then how much more
difficult and impossible is it to stop the
shining forth of the Spiritnal Sun when
Gael the Almighty ordains It to appear
upon the horizon of humanity?
The Mullas of Persia are supposed
by the people of the world to be men
of intelligence and learning; but when
we see them killing their own countrymen, thinking thereby to arrest the Will
and Cause of God, even the children of
the peasants in France denounce them,
not only as being ignorant men, but uncivilized and barbarous! For. what else
can be said when they suddenly cause a
Baha'i to be seized, dragged through the
streets to the market place, and there,
with a meat axe, chop off his flesh; then
bleeding. fainting-but never denying
His Lord-cause him to stand and walk
before his tormentors?
His little son, eleven years old, is also
attacked by his school fellows, and upon
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refusing to curse Baha'u'llah, is stabbed
to death with small pen knives in the
presence of his teacher, who refuses him
protection!
His maternal uncle is also killed;
after which the bodies of the father, son
and uncle are bound together and dragged through the streets!
The poor wife, and mother of that
noble boy (whose faith and constancy is
an unparalleled example for the whole
earth!) ~desiring only to weep for her
dead, throws herself upon their mangled
corpses, and in consequence is beaten
into insensibility, by the inhuman beasts
into whose horrid claws these poor victims had fallen!
Oh Great King! Can such deeds,
which cause all hearts to burn and
break, be the result of intelligence on
the part of your Clergy? And is it
justice 011 the part of your Majesty to
allQw such heinous crimes to go unpunished?
Your Maj esty is informed that Baha'u'llah has commanded all of His followers to be submissive, and never by
word or deed, be the means of disturbance or trouble; thus they stand like
sheep before the slaughter, ,vithout offering the least resistance-in faithful
compliance to His Holy cam mands,
thereby proving their loyalty to their
king, as well as standing' like rocks for
their faith in God!
Oh your Majesty! Do you not perceive that in allowing such sincere and
steadfast people to be killed, you are
depriving yourself of your most faithful
and loyal subjects, leaving your Imperial Majesty surrounded by those
whose thirst for blood may one day demand your own?
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We humbly beg God to enable you to
arise for the protection of those who
truly love and obey their King!
God ever strengthens those who
stand for right and justice, thus your
Imperial Majesty needs no other Helper,
though our love, devotion and prayers
are with and for you 1"
For several years following the pre-·
sentation of these petitions, there was a
remarkable cessation or persecutions.
Gradually as the birth of the new cycle
is fully explained and understood, as the
new ideals fill the hearts of humanity
and are translated into the world of action, the darkness of all "superstitious
fancies will be annihilated," for mistakes and trials and difficulties appear
through "limited interpretations." However, as 'Abdu'l-Baha has said in his
wonderful writings: "The Cause continued to grow; no restriction or opposition could arrest its progress ... , Up
to the time when Baha'u'Ilah was exiled
to Baghdad, every means conceivable
was used to annilhilate His teachings;
but for one man killed, a hundred came
forward; for one family destroyed, a
hundred have arisen, and in this proportion are the friends of justice increasing In Persia and throughout the world.
"Baha'u'llah proclaimed the cause of
human brotherhood. In the midst of
calamities He waved aloft the standard
of universal peace; from captivity He
summoned the kings of the earth to the
cause of unity and world-wide love. The
more they tried to stifle the proclamation the more it resounded throughout
the world. Today it has reached from
the East to the West. Baha'u'llah was
banished, but Hi s dominion prevailed
and spread."
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ADDRESS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA AT ORIENT-OCCIDENT UNITY'
CONFERENCE., WASHING'rON, D. C.
ONIGI"iT I am most happy in pre··
T
senting myself before an audience
such, as this. I am an Oriental and have
come into the West to meet the people
of the Occident. Praise be to God! Upon
the faces of those assembled here I perceive the light of God. This I consider
an evidence of the possibility of L1l1iting the East and the West; of esl:ablishing a perfect bond between Persia
and America-one of the objects of I:his
conference. For the Persians there is
no Government better fitted to c·ontribnte to the development of their l1atnral
resources and the helping of their national needs in a reciprocal allia11ce than
the United States of America; and for
the Americans there could be no better
industrial outlet and market than the
virgin commercial soil of Persia. The
mineral wealth of Persia is still latent
and untouched. It is my hope that the
great American democracy may be instrumental in developing these hidden
resources and that a banc! of perfect
amity and unity may be established be·,
tween the American republic and the
Government of Persia. May this bond,
whether material or spiritual, be well
cemented. May the material civilization
of America find complete efficacy and
establishment in Persia, and the spiritual civilization of Persia find acceptance
and response in America.
Some of the creatures of existence
can live solitary and alone. A tree, for
instance, may live without assistance
and co-operation of other trees, :Some
animals are isolated and lead a separate
existence away from their kind. But
this is impossible for man. In his life
and being co-operation and association
are essential. Through association and

meeting we find happiness and develop·
ment, individual and collecil ve.
For instance, when there is intercourse and co-operation between two
villages the advancement of each will be
assured. Likewise if inter-communication is established between i:wo cities
both will benefit and progress. And if
a reciprocal basis of agreement be
reached between two countries their individual and mutual interests will find
great development. Therefore, in the
unity of this radiant assemblage I behold the link between Orient and Occi·,
dent. Such unity is the means and instrument of co-operation between the
various countries of the East and West.
It is evident then that th,~ outcomes
from this basis of agreement and accord are numberless and unlimited.
Surely there will be great harvests of
results forthcoming for Persia and
America. In Persia advanced material
civilization will be established and the
cIoors thrown open wide to American
commerce.
Above and beyond an this, a great
love and fountain of affection shall bind
and blend these two remote peoples; for
His Floliness Baha'u'llah has proclaimed
to the world the solidarity of nations
and the oneness of humanity. Addressing an mankind he said, "Ye are all
leaves oJ one tree a.nd the drops of one
sea." The world of humanity has been
expressed by hi.m as a unit--as one
family. It is therefore hoped that the
American and :Persian nations may be
conjoined and tmited in reciprocal love.
May they become one race endowed
with the same susceptibilities. May
these bOllcls of amity and accord be
firmly established.
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His Holiness Baha'u'llah passed forty the divine threshold that a great love
years of his life in prison and exile in may take possession of the hearts of
order that he might upraise the banner men and unite the nations of the world.
of the oneness of the world of men. For We will pray that the ensign of interthis he bore all these ordeals and diffi- national peace may be uplifted and that
culties. He was under the dominion of the oneness of the world of humanity
'Abdu'l-Hamid.
I, too, was in the may be realized and accomplished. All
prison of ' Abdu'l-Hamid until the Com- this is made possible and practicable
mittee of Union and Progress hoisted the through your efforts. IVlay this Ameristandard of liberty and my fetters were can democracy be the first nation to esremoved. They exhibited great kindness tablish the foundation of international
and love toward me. I was made free agreement. May it be the first nation to
and thereby enabled to come to this proclaim the universality of mankind.
country. Were it not for the action of May it be the first to upraise the standthis Committee I should not be with you ard of the "Most Great Peace," and
here tonight. Therefore you must all through this nation of democracy may
ask assistance and confirmation in be- these philanthropic intentions and instihalf of this Committee through which tutions be spread broadcast throughout
the world. Truly this is a great and
the liberty of Turkey was proclaimed.
revered nation. Here liberty has reached
Briefly; I have traveled this long dis- its highest degree. The intentions of its
tance, crossed the Atlantic Ocean to this people are most praiseworthy. They are
western continent in the desire and hope indeed worthy of being the first people
that the strongest bond of unity may be to build the tabernacle of the great
established between America and Persia. peace and proclaim the oneness of the
I know this to be your wish and purpose world of humanity. I will supplicate
also, and am sure of your co-operation. God for assistance and confirmation in
vVe shall therefore offer supplication in your behalf.

E th1l1g by dlvlslOn wlll dlsappear, be annihilated. The appearance of
Prophets is for the sake of unity and harmony. The manifestation of Christ

VE.RYTHI~C! .will b~ ob~ainecl by UI~ity and harmony, and the very greatest
WIll

was for the sake of unity, and the manifestation of Baha'u'llah was for the same
sake, and 'Abclu'l-Baha himself has had many trials and troubles for the same
sake-to cause the people to unite. There lnust be established the unification
of mankind . . . .
Whatever you see from strangers, if they oppose you and injure you, you
have to bear it and be patient. As much as they injure you and hate you, you
have to show kindness to them. You have to treat them as friends. It must
be so. If they give you poison, you have to give them honey; if they wound you,
you have to plaster their wounds. So I hope that love may be established in
'Abdu'l-Baha.
this world, that all hatred and rancor may pass away.
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BROADCASTING THE TRUTH
HE newspapers and magazines of
T
this country have been powerful
instruments in placing the radio among
those business enterprises of the past
few years which have advanced and
prospered beyond expectation of even
the most sanguine and optimistic. They
have given pages and pages of space,
amounting now to volumes of free advertising, to one of the greatest scientific discoveries of our time. The Power
of the Press and the part it plays in the
world's work and advancement is here
demonstrated once again.
Baha'u'llah said in His time: "The
pages of swiftly appearing newspapers
are indeed the mirror of the world; they
display the doings and actions of the
different nations. They both illustrate
them and cause them to be heard. N ewspapers are as a mirror which is endowed
with hearing, sight and speech. They
are a wonderful phenomenon and a
great matter." And 'Abdu'l-Baha in
His writings said: "Those newspapers
which strive to speak only that which is
truth, which hold the mirror up to truth,
are like the sun, they light the world
everywhere with truth and their work is
imperishable. "
The data and figures presented fr0111
time to time regarding the radio business supplies a fascinating story and one
which sounds like a fairy tale. The
New York Evening Post stated not
long since that: "In three years a brand
new industry has grown, an industry
estimated at $350,000,000 in total sales
for this year. There are between four
and five million receiving sets in this
country-a radio audience of twenty
millions. It is 'Prince and Pauper' in
genuine earnest. At the Radio World's

Fair there were sets made in cigar boxes
and sets costing $1,500. They get the
same programs. The ether wave knows
no social distinctions."
"A radio audience of twenty millions"
is an especially interesting item. It
again brings to the attention for very
serious consideration the possibilities of
advancing a valuable educational program.
The Baha'i Message for a regenerated humanity-very m11ch in brief of
course-was broadcasted from the Miami Station, thc largest on the Eastern
Coast, by Mr. Howard MacNutt, who
was the first one permitted to thus speak
the name of Baha'u'llah to that vast unseen audience, some of whom realized,
as developed later, that they were
"listening" to the Message which requires the actual living of Brotherhood.
It is also most interesting to note the
way in which the late renowned and
much beloved Baha'i teacher, Mrs. 1. D.
Brittingham, presented the J\!J:essage of
Truth by radio at the Broadcasting Station of Lit Bros. in Philadelphia. Miss
J essie Revell of that City has loaned,
for the benefit of THE STAR OF THE
WEST readers, a copy of her various
talks, and in doing so, stated that it must
be understood that Mrs. Brittingham
was not permitted to mention openly the
Baha'i Cause, nevertheless her talks
were in truth such splendid Baha'i talks
--without the name-that they were rec-ognized as such by many, and Mrs. Brittingham received letters from people
miles away, strangers to her, stating that
she must be a Baha'i, as they recognized
the Baha'i Teachings in her talks. The
first in her series of five talks follows.
Others will be published in future num~
bers of the STAR. (M. H.)
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THE ONENESS OF HUMANITY
A RADIO TALK BY ISABELLA D. BRITTINGHAM
Originally we were one family; the
human family! What has occurred to
destroy this oneness and to divide us
into human groups? Is it not prejudice?
Let us reason together. The pigment
of the skin; the shape of the head; the
variations of feature, of hair, of average stature-have identified one human
group as differing from another group.
Yet we are all identified as one human family by general structure, by the
highly convoluted organ of the brain,
by the same arterial system existing in
every human being. We possess the
same nervous systems; the cerebro
spinal and the sympathetic. The human
family is the only kingdom upon this
earth that understands laughter. Mental
comprehension is not limited to one tribe
or nation, but is innate in all.
In spite of these things human types
have drawn sharp lines ag'ainst other
human types, each declaring its own superiority. Thus humanity has gradually
become submerged In the sea of prejudice. Nothing but a dynamic power can
lift the human family out of this deep
sea, from which has arisen hostility,
hatred, and consequent separation. The
body of the world is sick. It is in need
of deliverance. All the divine messengers of God have proclaimed the oneness of the world of humanity. And
each and everyone of these great messengers of God has been born of and
arisen from the dark skinned race. Go
to Egypt; stand before the Great
Sphinx and study its symbology! Behold its features! I am of Anglo-Saxon
descent. But in that great Egyptian
structure one will find no Anglo-Saxon
features! If we take up the ancient study
of each racial group upon earth, not
from our biased histories-but each one
from its own history-we will be overwhelmed by the knowledge thus obtained of the beauty of human oneness,

That oneness born from God shall
ultimately appear universally. vVe shall
begin to forget to say: "You are a
Buddhist:" "A Parsee:" "A Jew:" "A
Christian:" "A Moslem!" No longer
shall we need to inquire as to race or
nationality! The Divine Civilization, upraising the educational and spiritual
outlook, will forget race or nationality!
This world-citizenship is a divine future
fact. Through it strife, hatred, warfare
will be destroyed. Such a brotherhood
and sisterhood born out of the present
world troubles wiII be the restoration so
longed for. A universal language and
heightened ideals of life through new
divine consciousness liberating the human family from a material to a spiritual plane will bring "a new attitude
toward divinity which will be reflected
through life."
One has grandly said : "Humanity
resides in the character."
Through
weariness resulting from the unsatisfying problems of the world, and the
knowledge born of these problems that
"release comes by making of the will a
door through which the confirmations of
the spirit come,"-will be established
that new ideal of character which Will
make of the world one home.
This is the pure, radiant, fundamental station of the Dawn of this New Era
upon the world. The Golden Age of
Justice! "Since we are all created from
the same substance we must be as one
soul, walking with the same feet, eating
with one mouth and living in one land,
that we may manifest with our being
and by our deeds and actions, the signs
of unity and the spirit of oneness."
Thus, and thus alone, can this humanity
become the New Humanity and draw
near to the Holy Beauty or" the Love of
God and the establishment of His Kingdom in the hearts.
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THREE GLIMPSES OF THE LIGHT
I

THE SEARCH OF THE KING
MARION CARPENTER

T

HERE is a leg-end of a king- who
regretted the vast amount of human
knowledge in the world which he had
never acquired. The more he thought:
on his loss, the enormous number of
books in the world, and his inability to
read them a11, the more he bemoaned his
ignorance. Finally he called the wisest
men of his kingdom together and sai.d:
"You must perform a g-reat service for
me. Make an ensemble of all the books
in the world and reduce their contents
to one book, that I may read it before I
die, and acquire all the know ledge of the
world."
The wise men loaded camels with an
the books of the world and went out on
the desert where they labored for a year
and a day to reduce the knowledg-e of all
the books of the world to one book.
Then they returned to the king. The
king looked at the one volume which was
very large.
"Y ou must perform a
greater service for me," said the king-.
"You must labor now and reduce all the
knowledge of the world contained in
this book to one sentence.'"
The wise men Iabored again in the
desert for a year and a clay, a nd finally
returned to the king with all worldly
knowledge reduced to one sentence. Yet
the king was not satisfied. "Go again,"
he said, "and do the greatest service for
me. Reduce this sentence to one word
containing all human knowledg-e."
And the wise men went away and re-turned after a year and a day with all
the knowledge of men reduced to one
word. The word which the king read
filled him with dismay; it was the word
"PERHAPS."

Though all hurnan knowledge IS contained in the word "perhaps," we need
not despair as did the king in this legend,
for there is still the divine knowledge,
sure, exact, authoritative.
If man's
knowledge is uncertain, then we must
rely on the trustworthy Word of God
as expressed by the Manifestations of
Divinity, the Prophets of God. They
come at crucial periods to reveal Infinite
Knowledge. Thus there has been as
Abraham, Moses, Buddha,. Confucius,
Zoroaster, Christ, Muhammad,and in
our time the modern Prophet, Baha'u'l1ah. These have all been sent for the
g'uidance and instruction of humanity.
~ Baha'u'l1<'ih, while in exile in Baghdad,
revealed two marvelous books of verses
called "The Hidden Words." In the introduction to these he says: "This is
that which hath descended from the
Realm of Glory, uttered by the Tongue
of Power and IVIight and revealed unto
the Messengers of old, the quintessence
whereof we have taken and arrayed in
the garment of brevity, as a token of
grace unto the righteous that they may
stand faithful unto the Covenant of the
Lord, that they may fulfill in their lives
His Trust, and may in the Realm of the
Spirit obtain for themselves the price-·
less gem of Divine Virtue." That is,
Baha'u'll<l.h has distilled the essence of all
relig-ion. Or, we might say that he has
removed the concealing husks fr0111 the
religions of old and reveaJed the pure
kernel.
Those who read the writings of Baha'u'llah often say, "How like my own religion." And this is the same whether
the one who reads Baha'n'llah's tablets
is Christian, l\I[uhammadan, Zoroastrian,
or Jew; proof is itself that Biha'u'Uah
has made religion universal. He has reduced all the Holy Books to one word,
and this word is God or Love, All religions teach of God.
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Many people speak of the Baha'i
Movement as a new religion, but
'Abdu'l-BaM, the Center of the Covenant of Baha'u'llah, has said, "This is
not a new religion. God forbid! It is
the ancient path cleared of the debris of
superstition and imagination."
The Baha'i Revelation is not so much
a new religion as religion renewed, purified of the incrustations of human
thought, and equipped with principles
adapted to the needs, not only of the
time in which we live, but of the next
thousand or two thousand years before
another
Divine
Messenger comes.
Briefly, it is an all-inclusive spiritual
teaching which people of all religions
and races accept as the expression of
their highest ideals.
Professor Seward of Stanford University and a Baha'i student were chatting in his office one afternoon on the
bigness of the Baha'i Religion. An unsuspecting student entered. Professor
Seward turned to him and said, "Why,
you can be a Baha'i, too, Mr. - - - - ;
e~!eryone can be a Baha'i."
It is the most democratic religion possible, for it aims, not to force all people
within the narrow confines of a sect, but
to spread out its tent to shelter all humanity. It has but one word: LOVE.

II

INSTEAD! !-"HIGH HONOUR"
BY FREDERICK W. D'EVELYN

"THEY

carried him to the top."Sunday morning, November 26,
1922, during Memorial services held in
remembrance of 'Abdu'l-Baha, a friend
retold those rare and radiant reminiscences of the closing hours of 'Abdu'lBaha's earthly pilgrimage :-the chamber of death; the reverence of the
mourners; the great journey up the
Mountain when-"they carried him to
the top." Then she paused for a time,
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as if challenged by the significance of
her utterance-"This," she added, "was
indeed in that land, most high honor,
most especial distinction; for the cemetry of dead men is on the plain, on the
sea-stretch, but-they carried 'Abdu'lB ahd to the top."
Linked herewith is an incident and a
"sign." In an open letter to the British
Weekly, London, August, 1909, the
famous author and Eastern student,
Hall Caine, commenting upon Egypt,
Palestine, Soudan, stated: "If a man
were to arise today claiming a divine
mission, however indefinite,-the Government (British) would have no choice
but to put him down, even as the Roman
government was compelled to put down
the N azarene, 2,000 years ago." The
basis of his strange affirmation was "the
political situation; the national demands."
We took issue (through the London
Press) with Hall Caine, pointing out
that there was, even at the time he
wrote, "a Mighty Human Temple," in
the person of 'Abdu'l-Baha, whose station and commission (though never so
claimed by 'Abdu'l-BaM himself) were
exactly those which Hall Caine had in
consideration when he advanced his
claim and defined the interference, officially unavoidable.
Years have passed since then, not
lean years, but heavy with great issues;
vexed with subtle political situations.
Contrariwise to the inevitable of the
learned romanticist, history will record,
"the man with a divine message," was
not "put clown," nay, rather was revered
and exalted, even in his earth station.
At his funeral, the High Commissioner
of the alleged minatory government was
officially the chief mourner. While his
co-religionists; his "people" of My
Providence: the apportioned ones of
his family; men of varied creeds and
climes not his followers, by deed magnified his Service-"they carried him to
th.e top."
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Truly, the secrets of greatness; the
exceeding great rewards-are still--with God's MEN.
In these days, wherein people imagine
vain things and leaders counsel strange
"necessities," is it not glorious that Goel
is marching on, His way revealed to
those who have apprehended His Mes-·
sengers on hte Day of the Manifestation
of the Promised One?

IH

THE RADIANT SON
WILLARD P. HATCH

HEN one meditates upon the
purpose of life, and its character,
it is found to be a journey.
If in the traveling-HFrom Goel we
come, and to God we return," one is
enabled to bestow blessings upon one's
fellow-man.: is aided to attain knowledge of Goel, and love of Goel; and
helped to adorn one's self with the decorated robe of noble and spiritual vir··
tues,-then, indeed, has his passage
been a luminous one.
And "this knowledge and love is only
[0 be obtained from the Holy and Divine Manifestations."
In and to the Glory of his Father,
His Holiness Baha'u'llah, did His I-Ioliness 'Abdu'l-Baha come and go.
His life exemplified in each detail
what it meant to be created in a Godlike image. This radiant Son took the
Divine Plan of his Mig'hty Father "for
the healing of the nations," and applied
it to the best possible advantage.
This work demanded a complete fulfillment in himself of a supreme fullness
of life. He was the counsellor and comfort of his family-the heart and brain
of his community-the fount of wisdom
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to the friends of God throughout the
world. For hll111anity's well being he
lived.
His Holiness' Abdu'l-Baha painted on
the hearts of king and peasant new revelations of what God intended human
life to be.
This was done in carrying forward,
step by step, the glorious charter left by
His Holiness Baha'u'llah.
This charter intends nothing less than
the material and spiritual unfoldment of
snch a glorious destiny for the whole
human race as has not yet entered the
mind of man.
One perceives by capacity. As capac-·
ity increases perception grows.
Humanity is not used to such love,
such wisdom, as the plan and lives of
His Holiness Baha'n'llah and His Holiness 'Abdu'l-Baha tmfolcl. Like a soul
that has always been beaten down, it
does 110t know what to make of such
selfless, compassionate interest.
It is
first astonished. Then it basks in the
soothing· influence, while its wounds are
healing. Then it awakens and offers its
humble services to further such noble
ends.
And after the awakening the greater
the contrast in the old crudenesses and
cruelties of living, the greater the desire to serve in the new order established by this potent sovereig'n, Love of
God! "He loves most who is forgiven
1110St."

SO completely, so tlntiringly, His
Holiness 'Abdl1'l-Baha labored until at
last the end came. The great sonl was
set free. It had labored the labor of
ten thousand.
The earth was darkened, and heaven
was illuminecl with a beauteous light.
His Holiness 'Abdu'l-Baha had gone to
join his Beloved Father. But the crealion and the Bounty of God never ends.
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WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
HE NEW YORK TIMES calls}he
T
new plan for world peace 'An
American plan offered to America, and
a great practical measure." "It is incredible," says the Times, "that we
should longer hold back from entering
the League of Nations." Step by step
the League of Nations in its meeting at
Geneva is moving toward the abolition
of war.
There has been much
loose talk about "outlawing war." The
League is trying to translate the phrase
into a reality.
"The League's plan of economic reconstruction of Austria and Hungary is
its greatest achievement to date," said
Sir William Good, financial adviser of
the Hungarian Government. "Most of
its work hitherto has been ;.n the realm
of theory. Here is something practical
which commands the attention of men
of affairs. It has unquestionably placed
the League in a far more favorable position than before." The full importance of the accomplishment of the
League in this work of reconstruction
cannot be grasped unless the full consequences of this achievement are understood.
. The actual economic
undertakings in Austria and l-Iungary
under the control and support of the
League of Nations are carrying forward
in a silent way the fulfillment of the
dream of world peace.
The Committee of the League of Nations on Intellectual Co-operation has
adopted the suggestion of Dr. Hagbert
W right, Librarian of the London
Library, to publish annually a list of the
six hundred best books of the previous
twelve months, to be selected by representatives of those countries affiliated
with the League. The London Daily
Telegraph endorses the plan because it
will "hall-mark every book that appears

upon it, besides being of material benefit to publishers and authors."(World Wide.)
"IT WAS A GREAT BLOW to us
when the United States refused to become a party to these hopes. I have no
intention of judging the actions of good
and true friends, much less to complain
of them. I merely deplore them. The
arguments used against the League are
perhaps valid in view of traditions
which have their merit and usefulness.
But it was on another plane-on a
higher plane-that we wished to place
ourselves. We hoped little by little to
lead the world to undertake a great task
of recreation. We thought we were to
see the fulfiillment of the most beautiful words of the Evangelist. Was not
this our plain and pressing duty-rising
above all conventions of the past-towards those whose glowing youth is today beaten to the earth? It "vas a revolution, the most idealistic, the most
noble, that could be attempted-the revolution for peace.
"But great works require faith. Only
faith can create. To create is to believe. Though we are ready to defer
to the cntlclsms of our American
friends, we nevertheless beg them to sit
down with us at the peace table. It is
good to succor orphans, it is a finer
thing to leave them their fathers. More,
far more, than any political duty is the
moral duty which calls us to join forces.
"The League of Nations will be reformed. But it is necessary to reform
it from within, not attack it from without. I look forward to the day when
the democratic people of America. will
say to the democrats of France: 'We
are here l' "-(M. Herriot to America
in an article in "Foreign Affairs,"
N. Y.)
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I AM AFRAID of no man
I have had all the honors that I want.
I haven't much money, but I have all I
want. Therefore, I am in a position to
tell the truth to my countrymen. And
I propose to devote the rest of my life
and all of my energy in attempting to
create an overwhelming popular sentiment for the only institution which can
prevent war, the League of N ations.Former Associate Justice John H.
Clarke of the United States Supreme
Court in his recent address on "The Interest of America in 'W orId Peace" at
the Boston City Club.
REPRESENT ATIVE F. H. LaGuardia, who served as Major in the air
forces during the war
said in
a speech yesterday that he has become a
pacifist since the armistice. He told a
large gathering of members of the Young
Folks League that "there is no question
big enough to warrant sending to
slaughter human beings." America's
mission in the world, he said, is not to
have the largest building or to build the
greatest battleship. Its missio11 is to be
a "happy land" for "happy people." He
asserted he had permission te call himself a pacifist because of his war record.
-New York Times.
PAN -PACIFIC Meeting. Miss Agnes
Alexander, of Honolulu, spoke of the
value of Esperanto as a means of bringing nations together. She spent seven
years in Japan and there found much interest in the proposed language. Friendships among nations would be advanced
if people forgot racial prejudices and
could eliminate "prejudice against prejudice" she said. She hoped that from
Hawaii would be generated the spirit of
accomplished world peace . . . .
I-Ion. George Fowlds, former Minister of Education of New Zealand, said
the great need of the world today is
friendship, and friendship must rest on
mutual understanding."-The Honolulu
Advertiser.
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TALKING OF scientific research,
Charles Moureu of the Academy of
Science, writes in the Revue des Deux
Mondes: "The object of science is to
discover truth, nothing more; science in
itself is neither good nor bad. It is, as
all forces, what we make it; it is like the
tongue which, already in old JEsop's
time, passed for the best and the worst
of things. Ever since man discovered
metal, he held a new great power which
he used for better food, better clothes,
better dwellings, but which he also used
to kill his fellowmen more easily and
more surely. Powder, known to the
Chinese for 2,000 years, serves to fire
guns, but it also helps the cutting of
canals and the piercing of mountains.
Indeed, material progress is but one of
the elements of civilization, and the predominant agent of civilization must be
morality. Without morality, science, in
indefinitely mUltiplying human power,
will become a mortal danger to the
world."-World Wide.
WHAT WOULD happen if all the
chemists and natural scientists in the
world-who are bound by a common interest into a powerful fraternity-·-c1ecided not to lend their talents to the
development of chemical warfare?
Simply that the terrors of the "next
war" would melt into dreams of militant romantics. They would be servinga greater master than their own nations; they would be serving humanity.
But will they?-The Ottawa Citizen.
IT IS RECORDED of Olive Schreiner in the new "Life," written by her
husband, that she read the Sermon on
the Mount at the age of six with great
amazement, and rushing to her mother
cried, "Look what I've fOllnd!
It's
what I've known all along. Now we can
live like that." It was c1iftlcult to check
her excitement, but we are told that she
was silenced eventually, and that all her
life she could not get over the fact that
"people did not 'Want to live like that."
- W orId Wide.
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"JESUS was a Manifestation
of GOD. Everything of
Him pertained to GOD. To know
Him was to know GOD. To love
Him was to love GOD. To obey
Him was to obey GOD. He was
the Source of all Divine qualities.
In this Mirror the Light of the
Sun of Reality was reflected to
the world. Through this Mirror
the Energy of GOD was transmitted to the world. The whole
disk of the Sun of Reality was reflected in Him."
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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Floral elnblem of red roses at }I.Il ajor Imbrie's funeral,
sent by the National Spiritual Assembly
in the name of the Baha'is of
Pe'l'sia and America.

T

HE FUNERAL services for Major Imbrie, American Vice-Consul at
Tihran, who was murdered there on July 17th last at the hands of a mob,
were held in Washington on September 29th. Official representations of both the
American and Persian Governments were present. The President and Mrs.
Coolidge with the Presidential Military Suite, and the Secretary of State with
other officials of his department, representing this country. Mr. Bagher M.
Kazini, Charge d' Affairs of the Persian Legation, represented Persia. A delegation of friends from the lA! ashington Assembly represented the Bahii'is, and
thus paid their hon01" to Major Imbrie's memory.
From the time that the funeral cortege left Tihran until the remains of the
Vice-Consul were laid to rest in the National cemetery at Arlington, Virginia,
the utmost tribute and respect were tendered by both the officials and the people
of the two nations. On the long overland route from Tihran to the Sea in all
the towns and villages, official homage was made, and from Bllshire on the Persian Gulf to Washington, the body was conveyed by a l\1an-of-War, the U. S. S.
Trenton.
The Bah;i'is mourn this tragedy, and their heartfelt sympathy goes out to
Mrs. Imbrie in her affliction.
CH:\RLES MASON" REMEY.
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HE BIRTH of Christ, being one of throughout Christendom, either directly
the most significant events in the in the name of Christ, or administered
history of this planet, is rightly cele- by the state as an evolution from pribrated as the most joyous holiday of the vate and religious practices of charity,
year. For that one day, throughout are the best proofs that the worlcl has
Christendom, the quality of joyous gen- advanced under the dispensation of
erosity and thoughtfulness for others is Christ.
emphasized and expressed to such an
extent that one might wish the ChristHE MESSIAH came not only to
mas spirit to last the year round.
bring a new spirit of love to earth,
Inasmuch as the Christmas spirit is but also to lay down a program and a
in reality the Christ spirit which is goal for man to strive toward. That
slowly permeating humanity, express::d program, broad and simple in its outin essence, the time will undoubtedly lines, is for the more perfect organizacome in the course of human progress tion 0 f humanity; and the goal Christ
when every day in the year will be as announced is nothing less than that of
joyous and generous in spirit as Christ- a completely spiritualized world in
i'llhich the angelic qualities so predommas day is now.
inate as to make this ultimate worlclOV'! MUCH mankind has become politic deserving of the name "Kingimproved through the teachings dom of Heaven" on earth.
If this worlcl is to be such a replica
and power of Christ, it would be hard
to say, because we do not fully know of the heavenly kingdom, it can become
our own hearts today, and we can only so only by man being aware of the
But one heaven world, its qualities, potentiality,
estimate the pagan heart.
thing we do know, that deeds of mercy and influence.' Man must look up. The
have increased tremendously throt1gh stimulus and motive-power for spiritual
the influence of Christ upon the world. progress is to be found in aspiration.
In the world of Mediterranean cul- Let us realize that the Ideal exists. That
ture previous to Christ, it was consid- somewhere, if not here, it prevails not
ered unwise to aid men whose lives as a theory but as a mode of being. Its
were endangered by the elements, lest feasibility depends only npon the spirthe anger of the gods who demanded itual capacity and station of those who
these unfortunates as victims be turned would practice it.
also against those who endeavorec1 a
ONTEMPORANEOUS
rescue. This same demonistic philosTHOUGHT has so far departed
ophy still holds sway over hundreds of
millions of non-Christians in the world from the realization of loftier and more
today where kindness, even where it spiritual realms as to blindly seek its
exists, is a quality much tempered by salvation within its own closed circle.
This can never be. Humanity's salvacaution.
The institutions of mercy which exist tion must result from spiritual aiel CO\11-
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ing from Superior Sources-aid bestowed only in answer to that definite
aspiration which is called prayer.
The world has almost lost the art of
prayer, because it has lost its faith in a
Super-world. The teachings of Christ
are only half conceived and practiced if
this heaven world is to be disregarded.
It is a clear, emphatic issue, the need of
transfiguration, of sublimation, of salvation through God's aid meeting man's
need, of a close working relationship
between this world and the Superworld.
Today the faith in a heaven is so
dead, that most of those who pass out of
this life are often hailed with miserrimes, as if they had in abandoning this
earth become destitute of all things, even
of existence. Of anyone who dies before decreptitude has made life miserable, it is said, "Poor - - - ! " Why
poor? Is this the only world, or the best
world? Is the future existence worse
than this?
This current attitude toward death is
a betrayal of Christianity itself, which
swept like a conflagration over the
pagan world because of its superb faith
in and teaching of a glorified after-life
for those whose deeds were kind. If
we lose that faith we lose one of the
chief dynamics of our religion.
Even where Christianity still keeps a
belief in the after-life, in a heaven for
heavenly souls, it makes too little use
of the idea of communion with that
Super-world and of aid from the heavenly Concourse. Is not this Christmas
season a good time to renew our faith in
the angels, who chant to listening ears,
"Peace on earth, good will to'vvards all?"

Baha-ism does not supersede Christianity, but completes and fulfins its meaning."
In other words, the purpose of the
Baha'i Movement is none other than to
help establish the Kingdom of God on
earth. The principles which Bahi'u'llih
enunciated for the more perfect organization of humanity are simply an amplification of the general principles laid
down by Christ. It is the same truth,
the same inspiration to better living, to
better character. It is a teaching so
perfect in all its details that its logic is
irrefutable.

HAT IS THE BAHA'I ATTITUDE toward Christianity? The
anS'Ner is best given in the words of
,Abdu'l-Ba11<'i. himself, who, when the
Edinburgh Conference of \Vorld Missions cabled him the query, "Does
Bahi-ism supersede Christianity?" dispatched the immediate reply, "No,

ANY \iVHO FOLLO\V CHRIST
with implicit faith in His teachings, are of the belief that He will return again, as promised, to lead mankind on to further heights of spirituality, and to initiate upon the earth that
perfect stage of civilization which He
called the Kingdom of God. The events

W

HRIST PROCLAIMED the mes-

C sage of world peace and brotherhood, yet in a recent compilation of
one hundred best narrative poems arranged for school children, fully half
celebrate the glory of "var. There is
indeed a strong appeal to youth, and indeed to all ages, in the heroism of battle, especially as it was manifested in
days when personal prowess counted
for much. The poets of the past have
celebrated "war because it was the field
of greatest endeavor. But that day is
passing.
The heroic deeds of explorers and of
scientists who risk their life in the
search of discoveries to aid humanity,
the glamor of invention, the battles for
right engaged in by statesmen and administrators, the magnificent conquest
over physical limitations on the part of
men and women who rise above poverty
or ill-health to great achievement :these today are better themes for childhood than the dread tale of man inflicting death 011 man.
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of the past generation are of a kind to
indicate that perhaps the Millenium IS
close at hand.
But how to recognize a Manifestation
of God, were He to appear? Those who
lived nearest to Christ knew Him least.
It requires a selflessness and a spirit11al
insight of the rarest quality to recognize, in a being walking the earth as
men walk it, a Prophet, a Messenger of
God. On the other hand. over cr<,<I111··
ity has often led to following false
Christs.
To earnest souls in Budapest seeking
from 'Abdu'l-Baha, in the course of his
visit there in 1913, a criterion by which
to judge the coming of the Master, he
elaborated the following standard of
measurement:
"That Great Master will be the Edl1cator of the world of humanity. I-lis
Teachings must be universal and confer illumination upon humankind.
"His knowledge must be innate and
spontaneous and not acql1ired.
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"He must answer the questions of all
the sages, solve all the difficult problems of humanity, and be able to withstand all the persecutions and sufferings heaped upon Him.
"He must be a joy-bringer and the
l-Ierald of the Kingdom of Happiness.
"His Knowledge must be infinite and
His wisdom all-comprehensive.
"The Penetration of His Word and
the potency of influence must be so great
as to humble even His worst enemies.
"Sorrows and tribulations must not
vex Him. His courage and conviction
must be Godlike.
Day unto day He
must become firmer and more zealous.
"He must be the Establisher of universal civilization, the Unifier of religions, the Standard-bearer of universal peace and the Embodiment of all
the highest and noblest virtues of the
vvorld of humanity.
"Whenever you find these conditions
realized in a human temple, turn to Him
for guidance and illumination."

CHRISTMAS

o Christ!-Thou Everliving Son of God,
Who came to earth to show mankind the VvayThe Truth, the Life, the Power of Love Divine.
That Love which is the Light of Christmas Day.
Who came to bring· "good "vill and peace to men,"
Whose "yoke was easy and whose burden Light"Who healed the sick; who tenderly forgave,
And to the helpless blind, restored their sight.
Be Thou reborn within our Consciousness,
And daily grow in power, we humbly pray;
And may that Star which shone o'er Bethlehem,
Shine on our path and guide us on Ollr way.
May we arise to service in Thy Name,
And prove our love for Thee, in deeds of love;
Strive ever to establish peace on earth,
That peace which comes alone from heaven above.
Thus shall we know the spirit's deepest TRUTH,
The inner meaning- of this happy Christmastide.:
o Christ !-Thou Everliving S011 of GodCome to our hearts and evermore abicle.
-Shahnaz Waite.
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THE BRILLIANT STAR-CHRIST
FROM AN ADDRESS BY 'ABDU'L-BAHA IN NEW YORK

T

HE DIVINE prophets came to
establish the unity of the Kingdom
in human hearts. All of them proclaimed the glad tidings of the divine
bestowals to the world of mankind. All
brought the same message of divine
love to the world. His Holiness Jesus
Christ gave his life upon the cross for
the unity of mankind. Those who believed in him likewise sacrificed life,
honor, possessions, family, everything,
that this human world might be released
from the hell of discord, enmity and
strife. His foundation was the oneness
of humanity. Only a few were attracted to him. They were not the
kings and rulers of his time.
They
were not rich and important people.
Some of them were catchers of fishes.
Most of them were ignorant men not
trained in the knowledge of this world.
One of the greatest of them, Peter,
could not remember the days of the
week. All of them were men of the
least consequence in the eyes of the
world. But their hearts were pure and
attracted by the fires of the divine spirit
manifested in Christ. With this small
army Christ conquered the world of the
east and the west. Kings and nations
rose against him. Philosophers and the
greatest men of learning assailed and
blasphemed his cause. All were defeated and overcome; their tongues
silenced; their lamps extinguished; their
hatred quenched; no trace of them now
remains.
They have become as nonexistent while his kingdom is triumphant and eternal.
The brilliant star of his cause has
ascended to the zenith while night has
enveloped and eclipsed his enemies. His
name beloved and adored by a few disciples now commands the reverence of
kings and nations of the world. His
power is eternal; his sovereignty will
continue forever while those who op-

posed him are sleeping in the dust, their
very names unknown, forgotten. The
little army of disciples has become a
mighty cohort of millions. The Heavenly Host, the Supreme Concourse are
his legions, the Word of God is his
sword, the power of God is his victory.
His Holiness Jesus Christ knew this
would come to pass and was content to
suffer. His abasement was his glorification; his crown of thorns a heavenly
diadem. When they pressed it upon his
blessed head and spat in his beautiful
face they laid the foundation of his
everlasting kingdom. He still reigns
while they and their names have become
lost and unknown. He is eternal and
glorious; they are non-existent. They
sought to destroy him but they destroyed themselves and increased the
intensity of his flame by the winds of
their opposition.
Through his death and teachings we
have entered into his kingdom. His essential teaching was the unity of mankind and attainment of supreme human
virtues through love. He came to establish the king-dom of peace and everlasting life. Can you find in his words
any justification for discord and enmity? The purpose of his life and
glory of his death was to set mankind
free from the sin of strife, war and
bloodshed.
The great nations of the
world boast that their laws and civilization are based upon the religion of
Christ. Why then do they make war
upon each other? The Kingdom of
Christ cannot be upheld by destroying
and disobeying it. The banners of his
armies cannot lead the forces of satan.
Consider the sad picture of Italy carrying war into Tripoli! If you should
announce that Italy was a barbarous nation and not Christian, this would be
vehemently denied. But would Christ
sanction what they are doing in Trip-
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oli? Is this destruction of human life
obedience to his laws and teachings?
Where does he command it? Where
does he consent to it? He was killed
by his enemies; he did not kill. He
even loved and prayed for those who
hung him upon the cross.
Therefore
these wars and cruelties, this bloodshed
and sorrow are anti-Christ, not Christ.
These are the forces of death and satan,
not the hosts of the Supreme Concourse
of heaven.
No less bitter is the conHict between
sects and denominations. Christ was a
divine center of unity and love. Whenever discord prevails instead of unity,
wherever hatred and antagonism take
the place of love and spiritual fellowship, anti-Christ reigns instead of
Christ. Who is right in these controversies and hatreds between the sects?
Did Christ command them to love or to
He loved even his
hate each other?
enemies and prayed in the hour of his
crucifixion for those who killed him.
Therefore to be a Christian is not merely to bear the name of Christ and say
"I belong to a Christian government."
To be a real Christian is to be a servant
in his cause and kingdom, to go forth
t1l1der his banner of peace and love toward all mankind, to be self-sacrificing
and obedient, to become quickened by
the breaths of the Holy Spirit, to be
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mirrors reHecting the radiance of the
divinity of Christ, to be fruitful trees in
the garden of his planting, to refresh
the world by the water of life of his
teachings; in all thing's to be like him
and filled with the spirit of his love.
Therefore let your faces be more
radiant with hope and heavenly determination to serve the cause of God, to
spread the pure fragrances of the divine
rose-garden 0 f unity, to awaken spiritual susceptibilities in the hearts of mankind, to kindle anew the spirit of humanity with divine fires and to reflect
the glory of heaven to this gloomy
world of materialism. 'When you possess these divine susceptibilities you will
be able to awaken and develop them in
others. 'vY e cannot give of our wealth
to the poor unless we possess it. How
can the poor give to the poor? How
can the soul that is deprived of the
heavenly bounties develop capacity to
receive those bounties in other souls?
Array yourselves in the perfection of
divine virtues. I hope you may be
quickened and vivified by the breaths of
the Holy Spirit. Then shall ye indeed
become the angels of heaven whom
Christ promised would appear in this
Day to gather the harvest of divine
planting. This is my hope. This is my
prayer for you.

"1 turn my face with renewed hope and vigor to that vast continent the
soil of which is pregnant with those seeds that our Beloved Master has so tenderly and so profusely scattered in the past ........ .
"Our primary duty is to create by our words and deeds our conduct and
example, the atmosphere in which the seeds of the Words of Baha'u'lla and
'Abdu'l-Baha, cast so profusely during well-nigh eighty years, may germinate
and give forth those fruits that alone can assure peace and prosperity to this
distracted world.
"Clear in onr vision, broad in our outlook, tireless in our energies and steadfast in our hopes, let us promote on\' and all this great work of reconciliation in
which the world stands in such great need at present.
"May the Light of His Divine Guidance illll111ine our path and lead us to
our glorious destiny."
Shogi Effendi
(From letters to A111e?'ican friends)
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THE DIVINE PERFECTIONS OF JESUS CHRIST
FROM THE TEACHINGS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
HRIST'S BIRTHDAY is a glorious day. . . . It is necessary
that these anniversary celebrations be
observed, else man in his negligence
would forget all about his Creator; but
we should seek to penetrate the dark
veils of custom and imitation of ancestors, perhance we may discover the
reality of the meaning. The advent of
Christ on this earth was a blessed day,
for it was the day on which the Sun of
Reality dawned; the day on which all
beings were revivified. In the world's
calendar, it was the beginning of a
Heavenly Spring. Today the mention
of Christ is on a thousand tongues, but
when He was on earth, He was not
thought much of, notwithstanding they
were awaiting His coming with great
impatience. They thought that they
would be His intimate friends. When
He came they knew Him not; they persectHed Him and finally killed Him.
(Unity Triumphant, P. 111)
·When His Holiness Christ appeared
in this world it was like the vernal
bounty; the outpouring descended; the
effulgences of the Merciful encircled all
things; the human world found new
life. Even the physical world partook
of it. The divine perfections were upraised; souls were trained in the school
of heaven so that all grades of human
existence received life and light (Promulgation of U. P.-P. 8).
CHRIST APPEARED in Palestine
and was held in contempt because He
was from Nazareth. Only twelve believed in Him; one deserted Him. There
were other believers but they were not
strong.
They were troubled with
doubts and afterward fell away.
Christ said that nothing could ascend
into heaven except that which came
down from heaven. He also said, "I
came from heaven and will return to
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heaven,"-and "The Son of Man is in
heaven." He said this while still upon
the earth and notwithstanding the fact
that he had been born from Mary.
There is no doubt Christ came from
heaven and always was in heaven, but
when he spoke he did not mean the literal sky.
What then is meant by
heaven? Science proves that there is no
heaven or sky, but all is limitless space
and one universe.
In this limitless
space the heavenly spheres revolve and
have their orbits. But the "heaven" of
Christ is that invisible world which is
beyond the sight and comprehension of
mere man. It is the spiritual condition.
Therefore the "heaven" of Christ is the
will of God. The Sun of that heaven
will never set. In it the moon and stars
are always shining. It is the limitless
Kingdom of God. It is sanctified from
all place. Christ is always there. (Ten
Days in the Light of Aqa, P. 26).
HOW MANY men and women
awaited the manifestation of the Messiah after Moses? Yet when His
Beauty shone forth and His face appeared, they (the people) did not recognize Him, but continued to follow the
superstitions of the Pharisees, who used
to say: "Where is the authority of the
Messiah? Where is the throne of
David, the Glorious? Where is his iron
rod? iNhere are his innumerable hosts?
Where are his attacking armies? Where
are the angels of heaven? Where do
we see justice of government existing
among people and even among beasts
and insects?
Where is his great
majesty? Where is his power which
shaketh heaven and earth?" . . . But
those who had listening ears and clear
insight, listened not to such misleading
speeches, but realized the Messiah as
the rising Sun with His effulgent face,
and that the radiance of His ilIumina-
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tion was diffused over the whole world.
They regarded even the ass on which
He (Christ) was mounted as a splendid
throne, and also the thorns which were
upon His head as a brilliant diadem!
Verily, direct thou thine own self toward His King-dom, that thou mayst
perceive that His traces and authority
continue forever and will never cease!
Remember the poverty of Jesus, the
persecution of the Jews to His Glorious
Person and the scorn of Him. _Verily,
that poverty is the glory of the beginning and the ending. It is Cl light which
hath illumined the heavens and the
earth. (Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha, Vol.

1, P. 177, 230).
THOSE WFIO LOOKED at the material body of Christ and saw I-Em enduring all the hardships and trials, 111arveled that He was the Ivlessiah because
He was in this lowly condition. As
they were considering His physical being, they failed to see the Light shining
within it. But those who looked to the
spiritual and the real existence of the
spirit in Christ, they firmly believed in
him. We must not look at the lantern,
but at the light-the candle inside the
Lantern. (Bahc'i'! Scriptures, 959).
The world must come to know the
Word in Christ. How He was mocked,
scorned and laughed at, yet His mission
was to uplift the very world which refused I-Em. Realization of this will
bring tears to the eyes of those who
deny Him; cause them to grow silent
and thoughtful. Christ is always Christ.
(Ten Days in the Light of Aqa, P. 13).
YOU SEE A BIBLE in almost every
house that you enter. See what Christ
has accomplished.
Witness what one
soul who was crncifiecl has accomplished.
When He was living upon the earth
He was alone, ridiculed and rejected by
His own people. Almost everybody
cursed and ridiculed I-Iim. His own
relatives left Him; even His disciples
almost abandoned Him; they placed
upon I-Es head a crown of thorns and
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paraded Him over the streets, and
finally they crucified Him. He was
alone! alone! but the traces of His work
and the signs of His message have filled
the world. Man must be just. After
these statements no one can deny the
greatness of Christ.
Consider the essential teachings of
His Holiness, JeSLlS Christ, you will see
they are lights. Nobody can question
them. They are the very source of life.
They are the cause of happiness for the
human race, but subsequently imitations
appeared, which imitations becloud the
Sun of Reality. That has nothing to
(lo with the reality of Christ. (Wisdom
Talks of 'Abdu'l-Bahc'i, P. 15).
TO BRING SPIRITS within the
bonds of serenity is a most arduous undertaking. This is not the work of
everybody. It necessitates a divine and
holy potency, the potency of Inspiration, the power of the Holy Spirit. For
example, His l-Ioliness Christ was capable of leading spirits into that abode of
serenity. I-le was capable of guiding
hearts into that haven of rest. From
the day of His Manifestation to the
present time, He has been res Llscitating
hearts and quickening spirits. He has
exercised that vivifying influence in the
realm of hearts and spirits, therefore
His resuscitation is everlasting. (Baha'i
Scriptures, 697).
Likewise with the superlative power
and the efficacious VV orcl of God He
(Christ) gathered together most of the
nations of the East and the West. This
was accomplished at a time when those
nations were in the utmost of contention and strife. He ushered all of them
into the overshadowing tent of the oneness of humanity. He so educated them
that they united and agreed . . . and
the heavenly civilization was the result.
Now, this efficacy of the Word, and
this heavenly power, which are extraordinary, prove conclusively the
validity of His Holiness Christ. Consider how this heavenly sovereignty is
yet permanent and lasting. Verily, this
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is conclusive proof and manifest
dence (Baha'i Scriptures 730).

eVI-

HIS HOLINESS CHRIST renewed
and again revealed the commands of
the one God and precepts of human
action
Why was Jesus the
Word? In the universe of creation, all
phenomenal beings are as letters. Letters in themselves are meaningless, and
express nothing of thought or ideal;
as for instance, "a," "b," etc. Likewise
all phenomenal beings are without independent meaning. Bnt a word is
composed of letters and has independent
Therefore as
sense and meaning.
Christ conveyed the perfect meaning of
divine reality and embodied independent
significance He was the VV orc!. He was
as the station of reality compared to
the station of metaphor. There is no
intrinsic meaning in the leaves of a
book, but the thought they convey leads
you to reflect upon the reality. The
reality of Jesus was the perfect meaning, the Christhood in him which in the
holy books is symbolized as the Word.
"The Word was with God." The
Christhood means not the body of
Jesus, but the perfection of divine virtues manifest in him. Therefore it is
written "He is God." This does not
imply separation from God; even as it
is not possible to separate the rays of
the sun from the sun. The reality of
Christ was the embodiment of divine
virtues and attributes of God. For in
divinity there is no duality. All adjectives, nouns and pronouns in that court
of sanctity are one; there is neither
multiplicity nor division (Pro. of U. P.

-Po 148, 149).
YOU MUST FOLLOW the example
and footprints of Jesus Christ. Read
the gospels. His Holiness Jesus Christ
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was mercy itself; was love itself. He
even prayed in behalf of His executioners-for those who crucified Him,
saying "Father forgive them; for they
know not what they do." If they knew
what they were doing, they would not
have done it. Consider how kind Jesus
Christ was, that even upon the cross
He prayed for His oppressors. vVe
must follow His example. vVe must
emulate the prophets of Goel. vVe must
follow Jesus Christ (Pro. of U. P.P. 39).
THE CHURCH BELLS are pealing
in memory of His Holiness Jesus Christ,
although more than nineteen hundred
years have passed since He lived upon
the earth. This is through the power
of the spirit. No material power could
do this
the memory and glory
of Christ continue after nineteen hundred years have passed. For His name
is eternal and His glory everlasting.
How great the difference between the
glory of Christ and the glory of an
earthly conqueror!
Christ was
a conqueror of human hearts. None of
the prophets of God were famous men,
but they were unique in spiritual power.
Love is the eternal sovereignty. Love
is the divine power. By it all the kings
of earth are overthrown and conquered
(Pro. of U. P.-P. 205).
Look at the Gospel of the Lord Christ
and see how glorious it is ! Yet even
today men fail to understand its priceless beanty, and misinterpret its words
of wisdom.
The grand aim of
the religion of Christ was to draw the
hearts of all men nearer to God's effulgent Truth (Paris Talks-P. 20, 38).
Christ is an Expression of the Divine
Reality, the Single Essence and Heavenly Entity, which hath no beginning
or ending (London Talks, P. 89).
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IDEALS AND HAPPINESS
ORROL L. HARPER
LL the world is seeking happiness,
and many are finding it. What is
the secret of acquiring happiness? The
method sounds very simple, but in reality it is the most difficult task a human
being has to accomplish. If we wish to
be happy we must strive to live up to the
highest ideals within us. We will be
happy to the extent that we express our
highest ideals in action.
But you say, "What will make one
person happy will make another unhappy." Quite true! Human beings are
in different stages of evolution.
Every individuality is distinguished
from every other individuality by the
ideals of that inner self. Every personality, or outer self, is distinguished
from every other personality by the expression or lack of expression of the innate talents of the individuality, or inner
man. If the personality expresses the
individuality, happiness is found. If a
human being puts his innate talents and
ideals into activity he is happy, because
he is fulfilling the law of life~which is
progress.
The reality of man is his thought.
There are just two kinds of thoughts~
constructive thoughts and destructive
thoughts. Constructive thoughts build
for eternal happiness.
Destructive
thoughts tear down and obliterate all the
innate ideals and perfections of man.
Through the elements that make up
his body, man has inherited the qualities
that characterize the animal kingdom.
Ferocity and blood-thirstiness, selfishness
and greed, anger and hate, envy and
malice, jealousy, deceit, sensualism, ignorance~all these are virtues in the animal kingdom~because the animal has no
higher form of intelligence. It must fight
and sometimes kill to obtain a livelihood.
But the virtues of the animal kingdom
are the defects of the human kingdom.
Man has an innate intelligence of which
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the animal is bereft. It is the intellect,
the understanding.
By the use of his i'l'rLagination, thought,
comprehension and memory man is able
to free himself from the dictates of nature and acquire the human virtues and
perfections. For example, injustice is
a quality of the animal intelligence.
Through the use of his imagination,
thought, comprehension and memory
man is able to establish justice in the
place of injustice.
Abraham Lincoln at the age of twcntytwo saw for the first time a slave market.
A beautiful mulatto girl was being auctioned off. Her good points were being
dwelt upon by the auctioneer, just as he
would call out the attractions of a horse
that he might be holding for the highest
bidder. Lincoln saw a human being
treated like an animal. He imagined
how he would feel if he were placed in
the same position. He thought of the
numbers of human beings that were being sold as slaves like so much chattel.
Suddenly the comprehension flashed over
him of what it meant for a human sister,
a "temple of the living God," to be so
humiliated. As the complete thought
took possession of him, he turned to the
boys who were with him and said, "If
I ever get a chance I'll hit that thing,
slavery, and I'll hit it hard!" Like a redhot iron the idea burned itself on his
memor}' centers. A third of a century
later that memory impression expressed
itself in action. Lincoln "hit" slavery
and he "hit it hard." Justice took the
place of injustice through the activity
of the intelligence of man.
If man becomes lost in the animosity,
treachery, and sensualism of the animal
kingdom he is in torment. If he uses
his imagination, thought, comprehension
and memory to augment and intensify
t he animal attributes he will become a
perfected animal, but not a human be-
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l11g. He then lives destructive thoughts.
If man is to find happiness, he must
realize the purpose of his creation and
exercise his imagination, thought, comprehension and memory for the purpose
of acquiring constructive thoughts that
will express themselves in human virtues.
The human perfections are just the
opposite of the animal perfections. For
example, love is one of the human perfections. But you say, "There is love in
the anin1al kingdom." The "herd instinct" is a form of love; the "mating
instinct" is a form of love; the "protective instinct" of the mother for her
young is a form of love in the animal
kingdom.
Quite true! There is even love in
the mineral kingdom. The power of
cohesion that draws the elements together to form a mineral substance is the
lowest expression of love.
Man expresses all these forms of love
-for in man are found all the perfections of the kingdoms below him. "Do
not think thy body a small thing, for in
thee are deposited the mysteries of the
universe." (Baha'u'llah.)
The power of cohesion and the law
of "like seeks like and finds affinity with
its own kind" draws together the elements that form the body. The degree
of evolution of each element determines
the selective affinity.
The "mob instinct" is a continuation
of the "herd instinct." The "mating instinct" of the human kingdom is expressed in many ways, depending on the
evolution and therefore the state of consciousness that the human being is manifesting. If a man is using his imagination, thought, comprehension and memory to augment his animal propensities,
the "mating instinct" is expressed by lust
and sensual passion, often accompanied
by cruelty and injustice,
Just in proportion as man uses his
imagination, thought, comprehension and
memory to express true human love does
the "mating instinct" manifest refinement, purity, gentleness, kindness, faith-
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fulness, trustworthiness, truthfulness,
contentment, harmony, joy, unselfishness
and sacrifice.
There cannot be too much love! The
only difficulty is to have enough love so
that its expression will be constructive
rather than destructive. It should be
strong enough to blow away the chaff of
idle fancy and desire, and leave nothing
but purity of thought, purity of desire
and purity of action. "To be pllre is to
be selfless." (' Abdu'l-Baha.)
Human love is of two kinds-personal
and universal. It is impossible to love
everyone personally, but we can have
universal love for every human being as
soon as we realize that each one has
been created for a special destiny, and
that the bounties of the Creator are deposited in him. As soon as we comprehend that we are all children of One
Divine Father, we shall begin to search
for the Beauty of God in the face of
every human being. This is universal
love.
Personal love is constructive to the extent that we express our highest ideals
in action. VVithout action, good thoughts
and beautiful sentiments have very little
effect. "Deeds reveal the station of the
man," regardless of what his words may
be. (' Abdu'l-Baha.)
When man has evolved far enough,
he begins to understand the purpose of
his creation. "All the world was made
for man, and man was made for God."
(' Abdu'l-Baha.) The station of the perfect man is the highest degree to be attained in this world. The purpose of all
evolution throughout nature is to create
the perfect human temple!
Each single primordial element that
makes up the body of the perfect man
has gone through all evolution. It has
experienced life in every form of creation. It has acquired refinement and
perfection in the mineral, vegetable, animal and human kingdoms. The law of
"like seeks like and finds affinity with
its own kind" has drawn elements of an
equal degree of evolution together. A
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complete balance and combination of perfected elements is effected. This harmonious union of perfected elements
demands a full expression of life. Thus
we see the law of supply and demand in
ideal fu1fillment.
The diamond is the highest evolution
of the mineral kingdom. It contains the
essence of all mineral perfections. The
flawless diamond, perfectly cut, attracts
and automatically reflects all the beauties
of the sunlight. The perfect diamond
has no col or of itself. But by that very
lack of color, by being purified from individual color, it has become an instrument for reflecting all the COIOl'S, all the
beauties of the sunlight. The diamond
is the most enduring of all mineral formations.
A perfect human body is the diamond
of the human kingdom. Every normally
balanced atom of that body helps to compose a perfect whole, that automatically
attracts and reflects all the rays of life
that the Creator radiates to His creation.
From the perfect human being emanates
a complete expression of life.
Thus the purpose of creation is fulfilled. The highest creational form, the
human, has acquired absolute purity.
Through the perfect human being a
complete expression of life finds existence. That being is "made in the image
and likeness of God."
The perfect man is the completed
product of evolution. He is the flawless
diamond that attracts, reflects, and thus
individualizes all the perfections of Divinity. Absolute evanescence and complete sacrifice of self have made him a
perfect instrument of the Creator. "He
who loses his life shall find it."
Do you wish to be happy? Then get
into the stream of life. Make a sincere
effort to express in your thoughts, words
and deeds your highest concepts of life.
Anyone who lives his ideals, no mat·
ter how embryonic those ideals may be,
is doing his bit to fulfill the plan of
creation. He is helping to form the per-
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fect man.
His life is constructive,
worth-while. Every indestructible element of his body is gaining knowledge
and refinement by experiencing that constructive existence.
Remember that
every sincere effort toward an expression of our ideals builds for eternal happmess.
Eternal life, or spiritual re-birth is
found through the evolution of the perfect man. The \iVill of the Creator demands that His Perfections become individualized. Only the Perfect Man can
individualize all of the Divine Perfections. He is the Collective Center from
which radiates all of the ideal qualities.
If you are happy, you have ideals and
are sincerely trying to express them.
You are living a constructive life. The
law of "supply and demand" is being fulfilled in you.
If you are unhappy, you have ideals,
but you are failing to live them. Your
life expresses destnlction, tearing-down,
loss. You have "supply" in the form of
ideals, but the "demand" or will is
lacking.
Will is the greatest single gift of God
to man. Through his will "man works
out his own salvation." He chooses between construction and destruction, between eternal life and death, between
happiness and unhappiness. If you wish
to be happy put your ideals into action.
'Abdu'l-Baha says, "It is possible to
so adjust oneself to the practice of nobility that its atmosphere surrounds and
colors all our acts. When these acts
are habitually and conscientiously adj usted to noble standards, nobility becomes the accent of life. At such a
stage of evolution one scarcely needs to
try to be good any longer; all our deeds
are the distinctive expression of nobility."
Do you wish to know whether a certain thought, a certain act will make you
happy? Then find the answer to just
one question, "Is it constructive?" Any
thought, word, or act that is constructive
will bring happiness.
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A CONVENTION FOR AMITY
LOUIS G. GREGORY
"The fourth in a series of interracial congresses arranged under
the auspices of the Balui'i M ovelnent. The first 'Was held in I92I at
Washington, D. c., the second at Springfield, Mass., and the third in
New York Cit)!. The purpose being to awalcen the people of America
to the need of a clearer understanding of interracial proble1ns, and a
deeper realiz-ation of their spiritual solution as set forth in the teachings
of the 'World's greatest Prophets and Teachers."

CONVENTION for amity between
the white and colored people in
America, under the auspices of the
Baha'i Movement, was held in Philadelphia October 22 and 23, 1924. It
was attended by large numbers of people and was very successful in its object
to spread the spirit of unity and accord.
The pulpit, the press and various welfare organizations among colored and
white were well represented in two fine
audiences in the large auditorium of
the Witherspoon Building. The numbers were further swelled by those who
came from nearby cities, such as New
York, Baltimore and Washington. The
inspiring addresses of the speakers were
followed with close attention, and the
music of noted artists added greatly to
the evident happiness, all of which was
due to the outpouring of divine favor.
Horace Holley of New York, presiding at the opening session, said in part:
"The world, long separated by organizations of defense, must now organize for unity and peace. This
spiritual conception transcends the ordinary duties of citizenship. In this
country there are representatives of all
mankind. This brings capacity here to
know the universal law of harmony and
peace. If in this country there is hate,
fear, force and violence, these feelings
will be transmitted to the ends of the
earth. Likewise, love, unity and assurance will also be transmitted. It would
seem as if, in the great symphony of
humanity, America is the symbol of the
executive power. Let us therefore
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capitalize our resources of harmony and
peace. Let us gain the spiritual inspiration of different races in this voluntary effort toward unity and peace."
Miss Agnes L. Tierney, of the Society
of Friends, pointed out that there are
four great aristocracies which serve as
barriers to the unity of humanity: The
aristocracy of force, or the military
element, which must set aside a number
of its people to serve that end; the
aristocracy of power, closely allied to
the former and composed of those commanding a vantage ground to exploit
their fellow beings; the aristocracy of
wealth, or those who possess more and
therefore have opportunities denied
those less fortunate; and the aristocracy
of learning and knowledge, which in
the past withdrew into cloisters to enjoy
that which should be the heritage of
all.
But there are now signs of a fifth
aristocracy, that of trust, peace and
brotherhood; it is composed of those
who love. She related how the beautiful poem of Leigh Hunt, Abou Ben
Adhem, had impressed her girlhood,
and had moved her to wish to aid
humanity. She proposed that in place
of the first four aristocracies the last
should be substituted and to it the resources and treasures of all humanity
should be given. She discussed the
causes of warfare, such as the spirit of
militarism, commercial jealousies and
racial antagonisms and stressed the
need of a regenerated humanity.
Thence would be born the super-resist-
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ance of love and patience. These are
the most wonderful things in the world.
It will be to the everlasting glory of
America to bring all her people together
in love and understanding. From this
will come a new race with freedom as
its goal and the light of science in its
eyes.
1\1 r. Leslie Pinckney Hil1, principal of
the State Normal School at Cheyney,
referred to the poetry and music of the
colored race in terms of high appreciation. He said:
"There have been three periods of
idealism among that group of American
citizens known as Negroes:
"The long dark period from the beginning of their existence on this continent up to the Emancipation Proclamation. It was complex and difiicult,
yet very productive. The Negro had
spiritual experiences, too. There is no
let or hindrance to the inner spirit of
man. His mind was never in chains.
He sang the songs of the Spirit during
this period. He asked about God and
ascended the Eternal I-Ells. He sang·:
" 'N obocly knows the trouble I see,
Yet Glory Hallelujah!'
"The words of his preachers were
stammering. His meetings were in
swamps whither be went through clouds
and rains, yet the exhortations were to
things of the Spirit. It was the note
of faith.
"The second period was from Emancipation to the Great World vVar. It
was another development of idealism.
The Negro did have tongue and hand,
but was trying to find their use. There
were great hearts in the other race
working for him.
"The third period was that of paradoxes. We all went off to the war with
high ideals and chivalrous spirits. A
black army went to strike one blow to
widen the boundaries of freedom. The
paradox was that while we fought in
the name of democracy, the war seemed
to set it back a thousand years! It is
now apparent that there is no such
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thing as winning democracy by war!
The multiplication of organizations and
instrumentalities of force and violence
are signs of what the war stirred up.
Yet through it all it becomes clearer
to all that no man can deny his neighbor a brother's treatment and be himself
ideal. Through all, human nature is
now everywhere responding to the
stimuli of brotherhood. There are now
multitudes of whites who want to work
with the Negro. They are tourists,
uncertain of the way, but want to find
it. On the other hand, there are many
among the colorecl people who know
that it is not right to hate the white
people, or to try to get along without
! hem. Co-operation, understanding and
sympathy are necessary. We have no
monopoly of trials. Like all the other
peoples of the world we are having our
problems. But, standing upon the high
ground of faith and co-operation, we
shall be victorious."
Albert R. Vail was the last speaker
of the first session: "About nineteen
hundred years ago a member of an
obscure race appeared at Athens, a city
proucl of its art ancl culture. Paul proclaimed, 'I come to proclaim to you an
unknown God who createcl all men.'
Yet the Athenians, because enslaved,
failed to grasp his message. The
slavery that kept them from seeing the
City of Paul was prejudice. So it is
that darkness for a time conceals the
light. Yet as Lowell in his Commemoration oele so beautifully says:
" 'Tnlth forever on the scaffold,
Wrong forever on the throne;
Yet that scaffold sways the future,
And behind the dim, unknown,
Standeth Goel within the silence,
Keeping watch above His own.'
"The oneness of humanity is now
upon the scaffold. But ere long it will
be enthroned. Baha'u'llah says, 'Justice
is loved above all.' In the human world
today, who dares to be just? Such an
,one l11ust accept the proofs of hum.an
(Continued on page 272)
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Delegates and friends attending the Conference of Living Religi

THE CONFERENCE OF LIVING RELIGIONS
WITHIN THE BRITISH EMPIRE
To the Editors of the Star of the West:
Though undoubtedly arrangements
have been made whereby the Star of
the West shall receive an official report,
duly authorized by the National Spiritual Assembly of England, concerning
that great and significant "Conference
of Living Religions Within the British
Empire" which was held during the last
two weeks of September in London,
still, as an enthusiastic observer, I venture to send you a few impressions
trusting that they may be of some value
to the readers of the "Star" who have
followed the work of the Conference
through press reports.
This Conference, as has already appeared in print, was held under the
auspices of the School of Oriental
Studies of the University of London
and the Sociological Society, and was

designed to be held at Wembly in connection with the Exhibition; but for
some reason the plan was changed and
all the sessions were held in London in
the upper west gallery of the Imperial
Institute. This change proved wise in
the extreme, for to have made the
journey to Wembly each day for two
weeks, with the crowds, the uncertain
weather and the distance, would have
placed the Conference beyond the range
of possibility for many who were eager
to attend.
From the moment when Colonel Sir
Francis Y ounghusband took the platform and pronounced the opening address a rare spirit of friendliness and
interest
characterized each session,
placing the individuals in the audience
en rapport not only with each other,
but with the committee and the speak-
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gzven by Lady Blomfield.

ers, and as the Conference wore on
toward the end the audience became as
a large family, freed from all formality
and reserve, and lending the most
cordial support and attention to the
speakers.
I t was a rare experience to feel so
much at home in England, and to us
Baha'is it was indeed as though 'Abdu'lBaha were host and each one of these
jewellers had brought his jewel to lay
upon the table, to sue for commendation, while perhaps he inwardly hoped
that his might be the "pearl of great
price" which would finally enlist the
sympathy and allegiance of the world;
for though no statement was made to
that effect, and perhaps the members
of the committee in charge did not
themselves realize it, it was nevertheless
evident that the ideal of a Universal
Religion was very much in the atmosphere and was voiced several times. I
remember being especially impressed

with the paper on "Zoroastrianism" and
that the chairman, in summing up after
its conclusion, stated that this religion
held a great claim toward becoming a
"world religion." And I recalled, too,
with intense pride and satisfaction that
large numbers of the followers of
that beautiful faith in Persia have now
become Baha'i.
The paper on the Brahmo Somaj,
that interesting modern movement in
India which attempts to blend Hinduism, Islam and Christianity, was exquisite in its presentation and charmingly read by the son of the founder
of the movement, and but for the fact
that it does not recognize the divine
inspiration which has given rise to all
the great religions of the world, but
esteems them merely as philosophies, it
might have attained a higher rank than
it otherwise could.
I t is 110t my province to attempt a
resume of this Conference, but I must
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here add a word regarding the presentation of our beloved Bah:i'i Cause
while I assure you of the beauty and
dignity, the grace of expression, the
sweetness, the nobility, the ·wisdom
which characterized Ollr two papers,
al1d the unrnistakable spirit which pervaded the place during OLlr session.
There was a silence at once reverent
and profound, and tbe hearts of the
friends present beat high with gladness
while they yearned so deeply for the
illumination of those listeners as ..,vell
as for all mankind. K othing can check
the progress of the Cause of Goel, yet
humanity is so slow to see, so slow to
accept! vVhat blessing and IJOt111ty will
be the lot of those whose work sha1l
be known in the future centuries for
its real value!
In an eloquent and scholarly address
delivered in the Church of the Free
Religious J'vlovement on Sunday, September 28, Dr. vValter vValsh, the
pastor, said: "The thing- that presses
now is for the religious leaders of mankind to create a Symphony or Sisterhood of Religions. It cans for an early
and far more representative Confer-

ence of Religions to consider the one
vital question of the Peace of the
VV orId. I can think of no one better
qualified to convene such a \A/orId
Conference of Religious Representatives than is the head of the Baha'i
Movement-Shoghi Effendi."
He further says: "I hope I shall not
die before seeing the completion of that
great 'Mashriq'ul-Adhkar,' the Dawning Place of the Mention of God-on
the shore of Lake Michigan-designed
to be a vast and hospitable gatherplace
for all the religions of the world; a
l"esplendent symbol of the Unity of lVlan
in the Oneness of God.
"
\-'\Then the full l"eport of the Conference reaches you, with many sidelights
also thrown on the various hopeful circumstances which have arisen during
and since the Conference, it will become evident to all that a new era has
c1avvnecl in the Cause and that slowly
and s11fely the great Foundation 15
being laid.
\Vith Baha'i greetings, your coworker in the Cause of God,
Nellie S. French.

LIVING RELIGIONS AND THE BAHA'I MOVEMENT
Excerpts From Sermon of Dr. "\Valter Walsh in Steinway Hall, London,
September 28, 1924
"Those who followed the Conference
through its various expositions, became
conscious of a thought growing more and
more into a conviction,-the staggering
thought and conviction, namely, that,
spite of all surface differences, the living
Religions are characterised by a fundamental unity. vVhere one may have expected conflict we find concord; where
he anticipated antagonism we have found
reconciliation; and where he looked for
contraries we have discovered unities.
Throughout these wonderful days, indeed, we have been receiving an object-

lesson in the noble science of Comparative Religion. The old presumptions
have been shrivelling up before our eyes.
The note of our age is Reconciliation;
and the grand symphony af the Universal has received new expression from
the lips of the various exponents of the
common faith. It is through the unity
of the spirit exemplified in this Conference that the peace of the world will be
finally secl1red.
"Of all the notes in the General Evangel, none has sounded sweeter and clearer
than that uttered by Bah:'t'u'll:'th and his
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successor' Abdu'l-Baha, whose gracious,
healing message some of us were privileged to hear from his own lips some
years ago. The Baha'i Movement occupies a foremost place among those
new orientations which make for t1l1iver-sal harmony and peace. It emphasises
the unity of the spirit of man, the unity
of the religions in their essential characteristics and principles, and it prophesies
and prepares the way for the final unity
of the races.
"Following the lead of the Con £crence
it is clear that the trend of every form
of religion in the world today is towards
three great Unities-the Unity of Goel,
the Unity of Man, and the Unity (or
Comm-unity) of Interests. I further assume that the spirit of religion-like the
atmosphere around our bodies-seeks to
induce the Peace of God in the heart,
and the Peace of th~ "World between
nations.
"It is a wonderful thing that, in the
very life-time of some here present, the
great movement set in motion in Persia
by the Bab, sanctified by his own blood
and the blood of twenty thousand followers-extended and fortified by Baha'u'llah through 40 years of captivityand proclaimed to the Western world
by the golden tongue of 'Abdu'l-Baha-the Chrysostom of the Movementshould be universally acclaimed as expressing the chief Hope of the \IVorId.
All forms of religion are essentially the
same, it teaches-all prophets and teachers of truth are true-all men are
brothers-women are equals with menequal education-equal opportunity-this
pure Universalism, this exemplification
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o [ clear thinking and noble living, and,
I may add, holy dying, is not indeec1 confined to the Baha'i Movement ;-it is proclaimed and followed by some I have
already mentioned, and by others, including the Free Religious Movementbut it has been so expressly set forth by
the sanctified sagacity of Baha'u'U{lh,
proclaimed by the silver eloquences of
'Abdu'l-Baha, and watered by the blood
of twice ten thousand martyrs-that the
Bah{l'i may by all generous minds be reg-arded as first among many brethren.
"Here is a highly devotional form of
religion, offering full encouragement to
the spiritual and aspirational side of human nature, but at the same time giving
dis-couragement to its superstitious tendencies; a religion disclaiming supernatural sanctions, non-miraculous, ethical,
pacifist, hl1111anist, universalist, yet withal
profoundly spiritual ;-to such a religion
the blundering blood-stained world may
hopefully look for guidance and inspiration.
"This pure Universalism, this great
HU'l1'wnist religion, is fast outrunning
both church and synagogue, both mosque
and temple, and will speedily cover the
earth with the glow of a brighter day
Verily, there is neither Jew nor
Greek, Russian, French, German, Indian,
African, nor Turk, but ,11 are one in
Humanity and Humanity's God. On the
altar of this glorious Universalis11l let
us sacrifice our patriotic pride, our racial
antagonisms, our religious antipathies,
our theological prepossessions, our
church limitations! To this blessed Gospel of Reconciliation let us dedicate our
lives !"
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THE WOODS OF BLAVINCOURT
BY E. '1'. HALL
PLEASANT woods of BlavincourtUnhurt, untouched, by devastating hail
As that which stormed and mercilessly
tore
The helpless trees in Ancre's wretched
vale-

O

Your beech trees clothed the
stretched slopes above
The red-roofed homes all lost in
world hush;
A haunt of magpie, nightingale
doveA mass of fern-like undergrowth
bush.

faroldand
and

Who, in his heart, could link such glorious woods
With dreadful war? There found the
heart release
From human strife and oft-times
troubled moods;
There, in their midst, found beauty
linked with peace.
The bush was cleared; we cut down
countless trees
Through all the year, until the Autumnal soul
Of woodland-nature waned, as on the
breeze
The distant guns mocked far-off thunder's roll.
In sylvan depths there stood a peerless
beech.
Both great and high, with regal shelt'ring- head,
That quickened thoughts of Him whose
heralds teach,
With wondrous g-race, the glorious
things He said.

o

Blessed Name! Could silence be
maintained
While life was thrilled by that celestial
theme?
The heart spilled o'er the music it contained
And all the woods partook of Love Supreme!

o

foresters! Awhile yom hearts rejoiced,
As seemed to joy the sunshine quiv'ring
then;
Ye heard of One whose mighty message
voiced,
From Cannel's height, the Word of God
to men.

o

do ye still those kindly words recall?
At evening-time when lingering by your
door
In homely peace, does just one memory
fall
On that near Name which 'fragranced
Syria's shore?

'Abdu'l-Baha! How sweet thy gentle
name!
How like a banner o'er a host unfurled!
Though thou, thyself, art like a living
flame
Upon the altar of tHis temple-world.
It happened once, when lovely sunshine
lit
The leafy trees with wondrous tints of
green,
That, axe in hand, one paused awhile
to sit
In raptmed contemplation of the scene.

A pathway had been cut from place to
place
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"Awhl:1e to sit in raptured contemplation!'
Throughout the bush where logs lay
newly sawn;
There spread in front a pleasant open
space,

\Vith trees around, like some neglected
lawn.

How like Thy themes of Love, 0 Holy
One!
The soul itself is filled with keen delight
As when the door of Eden is undone.

Soft zephyrs bore a fragrance through
the airSo mild and sweet that one arose to find
Its origin; And having searched, la,
there,
Around a tree a honeysuckle twined!

One Sabbath day, beyond the forest
bounds
A band led on the Service, then restored;
Tt played "How Sweet the Name of
Jesus Sounds"As miles away a murcl'rous barrage
roared!

Like breaths of heaven, though heaven
be out of sight,

No use to laugh-no use to weep, just
then;
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The wolfish mood had got man's sonl
for prey,
And all the strength of all the peaceful
men
Was far too weak in that revengeful
day.
Ln later months when sunlight fitful
shone
On autumn tints 0 f gently rustling
treesWhile leaves feU loose on village pool
and stone
And drops of rain were scattered by the
breeze
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Wilt Thou, Blest Spirit, Merciful and
Kind
Make this poor heart a pure and prlce~
less shrine
Of Thy Blest v'lord? And this poor
mind,
Sweet as the woods and full of Light
Divine?

o

Give me power to sing Thy Holy
SongAs sing's a bire! w'it111n a peaceful grove,
l\Il elodiously, with voice both pure and
strong
Ancl full of love-O lel me truly love!

Some dismal thoughts would come-it
well might be:
For those in peril, with their ills must
copeYet! Arched against the clouds 'twas
good to see
The brilliant bow that crowned the
woods with hope!

Tholl knowest that, unworthy though I
be
'fa ask that from TllY treasury may
pour
Thy blessed gifts-this prayer ascends
to Thee:
Bless Thou the men that toiled 1n
Bhvinconrt!

o

And grant, where-e'er we be, or what
our moodsNow all are gone from hut and barn
and tent,
Tbat ming-led with Ollr memories of the
woods
Thy Name may be, like honeysuckle'S
scent!

God! The thoughts
hourThe bow was lovely in
sky!
Thy Mercy spanned the
with power!
The heart rejoiced and
was nigh.

rt'vived that
the jet-black
temple-world
trusted peace
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(Continued from page 263)
oneness. The knowledge of science
supports this truth. The physiologist
knows that our bodies contain the same
elements. The psychologist knows the
oneness of thought processes in formal
logic. The astronomer sees worlds beyond worlds and stars immeasurable,
yet the spectroscope proves that the
same elements compose these worlds.
From the astronomer comes the message that the universe is one. Cannot
this little grain of sand which we call
the earth be one? The geographer
answers that the world is one. Among
peoples, races and nations, some have
one advantage and some another, but
there are always compensations and the
sum total goes to prove that the world
is one home. Modernists tell us that
all men are from the animal world and
fundamentalists say they are from
Adam; but both are in agreement as
to the common origin of man. All are
from God. The same mind is within
us and all are astonishingly alike.
Great fundamental habits are alike.
Color depends upon where we live,
whether white, brown, yellow, red or
black.
Recent educational statistics
show that the colored people in New
York surpass the whites of five Southern states, all of which goes to show
that human beings make progress where
schools are best, regardless of color.
Yet as to the means of attaining unity
there must be something deeper than
color.
"Eighty years ago there appeared
amidst the darkness and superstitions
of Persia the light of a new day. The
Bab appeared as the Herald. He was
followed by the Manifestation, Bahi'u'll<'th, who raised the cry of one
humanity, giving the message with such
power that Christian, Jew, Parsee, colored and white are one. This is the
great light of truth and reality revealed
in this great day. When one teaches
truth all the powers of the universe
support him. By this unseen Power

'Abdu'l-Baha drew to himself people of
various races and colors and confirmed
their unity with spiritual might. He
did this in a center of fanaticism and
bigotry the like of which cannot be
found on earth. This unity can be established only by the Divine Educator.
The significance of Baha'u'llah is therefore the bringing together of all peoples
into a bond of unity and affection and
the establishment of universal peace."
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi of Chicago, presiding at the second session, gave a
graphic portrayal of the danger to
America from racial strife, and brought
the spirit of the Orient and the sufferings of the great martyrs in the path
of truth to the congress. At the very
beginning he exhorted all, whether
from one section or another, white or.
black, or of one religion or another,
to dwell together in unity.
Dr. Alain LeRoy Locke of Howard
University, speaking on "Negro Art
and Culture," said: "The life of the
people of Africa has been until quite
recently strange and misunderstood. It
is quite a study as to how, through
these difficulties, one may guide minds
and hearts to an understanding of
them. Let us first consider the question of morals. Our ideas of humanity
are largely governed by impressions of
the small fraction we see. But it takes
many a type to round out humanity.
Cultural and spiritual democracy are
impossible unless all humanity comes
under its scope. Spiritual perception is
necessary to understand the merits of
others. For that which makes a man
a barbarian, as we understand him, is
the difference between him and ourselves. This difference measures the
degree of our understanding. This is
not his failing, but ours. The African's
brand of civilization required a great
deal more to be exerted than in our
competitive civilization. These things
must be considered in estimating their
attainment. Neither curiosity nor prej-
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uclice in regarding it will lead us to our
larger selves. China, as we all know,
has a wonderful civilization which has
subsisted for centuries. But these points
of value will not count for much with
those who appraise civilization in terms
of material power. Africa, to be understood, must knock at the door of the
scientific mind and that of the heart seeking real culture. We must not look for
material things. There are other treasures. Take for example languages. AccOl-ding to experts, these are richest and
most valuable, amazing with their elaborate systems of expre;:;sion. Likewise
their artistic development has been
praised by experts and should be
praised by intelligent laymen. There
are also nuggets of wisdom from West
Africa, where European thought has
never penetrated, flowers of their own
life. Take the sayings: 'Untruth yields
flowers, but no fruit.' 'Better a Pagan
with love in his heart than a M us sulman without it.' To the eye of understanding they embrace all humanity_
When the merits of different races are
understood they will bring a kinship
of humanity. We shall not then consider superficial differences, nor deny
basic unity. We stand in our own
shadows if we deny culture to others
because their culture differs from our
own. In religion we are interested only
intellectually and render only lip-service
if we do not regard the stranger as our
brother."
Judge John M. Patterson of Philadelphia commended the efforts of those
who had organized this convention for
the purpose of establishing friendship
between the races. "For, as the previous
speaker so eloquently said at the end,
we follow in theory, but in practice fall
short. Man is an egotist. Each family
thinks itself the best family, each neighbOl-hood the best neighborhood, each
city the best city, each country the best
country, each race the best race, etc.
This is all based upon egotism. There
was a time when walls were built about
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communities and there was the further
separation of a drawbridge and a ditch.
Within were friends and without were
foes, no matter what the character of
friendliness. But, as our understandings enlarge, there is only one Creator
and all are His children. Those who
came to this country in the old days
brought the prejudices of the old countries along with them_ Among all the
sects who settled here, the Quakers and
the New England Baptists were the
only ones who never persecuted others
on account of difference of religious
belief. The speaker expressed reverence for Christ, whose teachings were
against prejudices; but declared that
fifteen hundred years of warfare, fought
in the name of tolerance, were really
intolerance.
One hundred and fifty
years ago tolerance was attempted by a
government when the American, democracy tried it. All men were declared
free and equal. Yet they did not apply
this principle to the colored people.
But Lincoln came later and not only
declared all men free, but as far as possible set them free. The Constitution
of the United States also in theory
makes all men free. Yet in actnal,
everyday praclice, you and I know that
freedom does not prevail. The different racial, religious and secret orders
fighting each other negatives the spirit
of the law. It is an old human idea
that one people are better than another.
And the law is often violated in the
court of justice itself with juries of
different races. Bnt this congress upholds a standard. Let ns take into life
the things we learn here. My mother
tanght me to have no prejudices. During my boyhood I played with a Jewish
boy and a colored boy. One night my
mother persuaded their mothers to let
them stay at our home, and the three
of us, the Jewish boy, the colored boy
and I, all slept together in one bed.
Real democracy is carrying into practice the things we teach. God put the
other fellow on earth as well as Otlr-
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selves. Let your charity never fail!
Help the children and the elders,
whether of one race or nationality or
another. Love does not knovv calor or
creed. ~We can carry out the spirit of
this meeting whether we call ourselves
Christians or Bah;'t'is." In conclusion,
the Judg-e told the story of a young
colOl-ed man, Lanrence J ones, who, although he had clone m11ch to serve
humanity in the South, was gTievously
oppressed and narrowly escaped death.
Rescued by some noble and broad white
people, he was later on asked about
these difficulties and how he felt. He
replied that he was too busy to hate.
DL Bagdadi, the chairman, here made
a very earnest and eloquent appeal to
the great audience to lay aside all
prejudices_ He reported that 'Abclu'lBaha had warned that elireful happenings would befall America if the
American people diel not quench the
fires of racial hatred and establish unity
and harmony in this land.
Louis G. Gregory, speaking on the
subject of "Inter-Racial Amity/' said
in part: "The only real and permanent
basis of amity and accord betvveen races
and nations is the la"v of God. The
Divine principles declared in the Holy
Rooks constitute the spiritual bond, the
practical application of religion to the
needs of the world. 'Religion,' as defined by 'Abdu'l-Bahi, 'is love in action
It is those necessary bonds which bind
the world of humanity together.'
"The mind and heart of mankind,
under spiritual guidance, will become so
enlarged as to include all men. All
races now begin to see the rift of dawn

and all are struggling upvvard in the
better way. To see and praise the good
in our fellow beings draws forth that
good into more effective action and
servlce. To praise the good in friends
makes firmer the bond of friendship.
To praise the good in foes transforms
enmities into friendships. It is ever
possible to find some good, ~whether in
friends or foes, and the more the good
is praised, the more the good responds.
The more the good in our neighbors
responds to our appreciation, the more
they will see and value whatever good
tbere is in ourselves_ More specifically,
it is for the colored race to acknowledge ever the greatness of the white
man's civilization and the benefits which
have flowed therefrom through contact.
Thus the white race, on its part, will
more readily appraise the merits and
progress of the colareel race and be
moved to open greater doors of opportunity and to remove the unreasonable
barriers of prejudice. The two races,
(hus drawn together in mutual appreciation and good will, as befits c11ilelren
of the One Father, all elements of discord will vanish. \Vhatever increases
unity and harmony in this day is a light
hom God."
Hooper Harris of New York closed
this important and memorable Convention with very interesting and helpful
remarks. He expressed the hope that
all nations and races would dwell together in friendship and each and all
attain ideal growth and development of
their innate powers. Quoting the Bab,
he said: . 'There is in everything a
Paradise; that Paradise is its own perfections."
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A SYMPHONY OF LIFE
ALBERT DURRANT W ATSON
OVE BROODED over the years till
his voice was heard like the sound
of bells pealing across the desert. As I
journeyed, I looked eagerly through the
shadows that I might see Love's face
emerging from the darkness.
When it appeared it was like the face
of God. All the way I was intent with
open ear to hear the sweet anthem of
deep-toned bells surging like a symphony
out of the silence.
And I heard these, and they stirred
me with wonder and worship, but I heard
also the jargon of the creeds. Then I
perceived that they who were busy with
such matters heard not the deeper voices,
being too busy with things to care for
the Heart of things, too pleased with
their own opinions to hear the songs of
the angels.
Now Faith and Hope joined me in the
way and showed me the path over the
drifting sands.
And another walked at my side who
seemed to be wise, so I asked him;
"Whereunto doth this desert path lead?"
"It leadeth," said he, "to the land of
clear vision and self-realization. The
sands are the veils that hide the face of
the Real. All that is, is within thee.
God's promise is within thine own heart.
The face of Love, the forms of Hope
and Faith, the voices of Nature and the
subtler appeal of personality are but
thine own images seen in a glass. That
which is at the heart of things is thine
own life. Thou needest nothing outside
thyself. Let the voices within respond
to the call of life, and thou shalt have joy
and comradeship, and the thrill of it all
shall be as the fire that leaps to beauty
in the heart of a jewel."
When I heard these things I knew that
he who spake to me was Wisdom. Being
mindful of his words, I turned my
thoughts inward wondering what further
light would break. Then I heard a voice

L

within me saying: "To him whose heart
is as the heart of a little child the earth
is fuil of heaven, silence is music, and
beauty is the soul of the shadows. Listen further and thou shalt hear the voice
of the ancient years."
I did so and 10, the years came back
with silent feet and whispered, and I
heard each generation telling the next
of a world of light within the shadows,
of a sphere of music more intimate than
the senses. And the voices of the years
rang clear through my soul, albeit the
noises of time were thundering across the
world. Then I knew that the voice of
Love and the voice of Wisdom are the
same. All one, the music of the silence,
the whisper of eternity, the voice of God
and the symphony of life.
r was able to see through the shadows
and semblances, the masks and wrappages of life, for clear vision had come
and self-realization. And now I see
that the purpose of life is not the
achievement of a destiny, nor is it the
doing of things that we may rest when
they are done, but life is altogether for
life's sake-the realization of Eternal
Love.
All true life is an arrival and there is
no end. Death is not a terminal, but
only a door to a new house of life.
Every moral crisis is a judgment day,
and the present is eternity.
We are alive that we may live. Love
is no longer an arrest of Love's appeal,
but the entrance to a larger vision, a
deeper intensity, a fuller expression of
life. Faith is not a belief in a God who
lives only in a world to which we are
going. It is a fire kindled on the altar of
life-a fire of which creeds are but the
ashes.
I now expect no reward for another's
sacrifice, or escape from myself, except
by slaying the inferior that the nobler
may appear.
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THE SOURCE of all learning is the knowledge of God, exalted be His Glory; and
this cannot be attained save through the
knowledge of His Divine Manifestation.
Schools must first train the children in the
principles of religion, so that the promise and
the warning, recorded in the Books of God,
may prevent them from the things forbidden
and adorn them with the mantle of the commandments: but this in such measure as may
not injure the children by resulting in ignorant fanaticism and bigotry.
The Sun of Truth is the Word of God, upon
which depends the training of the people of
the country of thought. It is the Spirit of
Reality and the Water of Life. All things
owe their existence to it. Its manifestation
is ever according to the capacity and coloring
of the mirror through which it may reflect.
For example: its light, when cast on the mirrors of the wise, gives expression to wisdom;
when reflected from the minds of artists, it
produces manifestations of new and beautiful
arts; when it shines through the minds of
students it reveals knowledge and unfolds
mysteries.
BAHA'U'LLAH
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Group of Esperanto students, Tokyo, Japan.

N!iss Agnes Alexander ~n the center.
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DUCATION is one of the most
important subjects attracting popular attention at this moment. We
,,[re beginning to realize that education
is not the mere passing on of knowledge, but that it may be made the
means of initiating a new and better
civilization. In fact, education is a
momentous factor in human progress,
and to it we must look for the attainment of world unity and brotherhood,
of that harmony between all races and
classes which must be attained if mankind is to find ultimate happiness upon
this globe.
A great responsibility,
therefore, rests upon both parent and
teacher, with whom the training of the
child must consist not so much in
molding this representative of the
growing generation in accordance with
old patterns, as in stimulating, inspiring and freeing the child soul for the
exercise of its own spiritual powers.
A NEW RACE is being formed on
this globe, a race more tender, more
illumined, more spiritual; and it is
arriving through that mysterious portal
of birth to the beyond of which we
have no clue. Whence comes the newborn? Of what stamp is its passport?
Vlhence its powers? We know not.
Are there any parents so foolish, so
egotistic, as to think their child's
powers are derived solely from themselves? An inventor once testified to
us that he laid no claim to his inventions; they seemed to come to him by
inspiration, as a gift from the blue.
Thus does the artist view his new-born
creation of beauty. And the father,
the mother of true insight, know that
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the new life which has come into their
midst bears to the world gifts beyond
their power to create.
Thus the world improves, not only
by improved training, but by a new
creation, as it were, at each generation.
To many it appears that a wider divergence than usual exists between the
adult and the child world of today.
N ever before have such marvelous
children appeared upon the arena of
existence.
Their gifts are superb,
their self-sufficiency amazing. They
are, by the very essence of their own
being, above the petty faults which
have so perturbed and vitiated human
culture.
How can we treat such children?
Certainly we cannot impose upon them
the dogmas, the blind forms of the past.
Yet what have we better to give them?
Our duty toward such souls is to refrain from repression, from even too
much direction. They will find their
way, as bees to the home nest, to the
idea and ideals of the New Kingdom
which they represent. It takes a very
high type of teacher to acknowledge at
the very beginning that the child he is
training is a greater soul than he. Yet
such humility must exist, if these new
and gifted souls are not to be warped
and hampered in their earthly development. This means that the true educator in this day and generation must
be deeply spiritual, possessed of vast
insight into the human soul, and especially into the child soul, in order that
he may be a true agent of the Divine
in that which is sO precious in God's
sight, the training of the young child.
283
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'ABDU'L-BAHA has said that too
much studying in early years is harmful
to children, and injures the quality of
their minds. Thus the very thing aimed
at in education, mental development,
may be imperfectly attained because of
overtraining at a period when the childbrain needs delicate nurturing rather
than a forcing process. It is through
joy, 'Abdu'l-Baha affirms, that the intelligence of the child is best awakened
and developed.
The education of the
future Baha'i world, directed upon such
lines, will be far different from the clrudgery, strain, and continual drill-work
which characterize present systems.
Here and there a Baha'i child, brought
up under freer and happier conditions
than at present prevail, shows what
marvelous results can be obtained from
letting the soul blossorn out in its own
natural way. The whole human race
will be happier, more spontaneous and
artistic, more intuitive and penetrating
in mental qualities, when this new education is universally applied.
IN ONE SENSE of the word, we
are all in need of education. In "Answered Questions" of 'Abdu'l-Baha it is
shown clearly and conclusively that the
world advances through the teachings of
its divinely inspired prophets, who are,
it may truly be said, the teachers of
humanity. All the ideals of right behavior, of duty to man and to God; all
the methods by which man may reach
out for and obtain divine aid for the
perfectioning of his character, are given
humanity by those great souls who
themselves obtain these truths from
heights beyond the horizons of human
consciousness. There is no more dangerous fallacy than that now current, as
a result of evolutionary theories, to the
effect that humanity contains within itself the power to advance and progress
to higher and higher civilizations. The
capacity to advance, man has; but not
the power to advance unaided, any
more than children have the power to

train themselves into a perfect intelIt is
lectual and moral development.
the divine forces, focused upon humanity through the instrumentality of the
Divine Teachers, the Manifestations of
God mirroring His perfections, that are
constantly moving us forward on a
stream of progress the momentum of
which is not from us but from God.
Thus all mortals are being trained
daily in the school of life, in which our
progress depends in reality upon our
capacity and om willingness to absorb
the Divine Teachings and to carry them
out in deed and action. Our faculty is
composed of the Divinely inspired Men
of God of all the ages; our texts are
those books containing the Holy W orcls ;
our examination hall is the arena of life
itself; and our grade and final diploma
are revealed to us only after passing
through the portals of Death into the
august Presence of Him who knows the
attainments of each soul. Vve do not
enough meditate or practice on this, how
we may so live as to earn the ultimate
golden words, "Well done, good and
faith ful servant."
THE GREATEST STEP ever taken
for the welfare of childhood was the endorsement on September 26, 1924, of
the Declaration of Geneva by the Fifth
Assembly of the League of N ation5.
This remarkable declaration of the
rights of the child was first formulated
by the "Save the Children Fund," and
has already been subscribed to in many
countries.
It states the following inalienable rights of the child:
"The Child must be given the means
requisite for its normal development,
both materially and spiritually;
"The Child that is hungry must be
fed; the child that is sick must be
helped; the child that is backward must
be helped; the delinquent child must be
reclaimed; and the orphan and the waif
must be sheltered and succored;
"The Child must be the first to receive relief in times of distress;
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"The Child must be put in a position
to earn a livelihood and must be protecter! against every form of exploitation;
"The Child must be brought up in the
consciousness that its talents must be devoted to the service of its fellow men."
By approving the Declaration of Geneva the Assembly has made it the charter of child welfare of the League of
Nations.
It is a matter of pride to us all, that
it was from a Baha'i source, though not
named as such, that this Declaration of
Rights emanated. Truly the power of
God is back of every ideal and act which
is for the benefit of man, and horn the
humblest beginnings arise momentous
movements of human welfare.
Education has the opportunity and the
deep responsibility of lifting the growing generation out of the war consciousness into a new consciousness of world
union and world peace.
When 'Abdu'l-Baha was in this country
in 1912, he adclressed many Peace Societies, constantly reiterating the crying
need of the time to be international
peace. In his address to the N ew York
Peace Society, he said: "Over sixty
years ago His Holiness Baha'u'llah was
in Persia. He was imprisoned and subj ected to severe persecutions. Finally
he was exiled from Persia to Mesopotamia; from Baghdad he was sent to
Constantinople and Adrianople and from
thence to the prison of Aqa in Syria.
Through all these ordeals he strove day
and night to proclainl the oneness of
humanity and promulgate the message
of Universal Peace. From the prison
of Aqa he addressed the kings and rulers
of the earth in lengthy letters summoning them to international agreement and
explicitly stating that the standard of
the "Most Great Peace" would surely
be upraised in the world. This has come
to pass. The powers of earth cannot
withstand the privileges and bestowals
which God has ordained for this great
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and glorious century. It is a need and
exigency of the time. Man can withstand anything except that which is
divinely intended and indicatecl for the
age and its requirements. Now, praise
be to God! in all countries of the world
Jovers of peace are to be found and
these principles are being spread among
mankind, especially in this country
and souls are continually arising as defenders of the oneness of humanity,
endeavoring to assist and establish international peace. There is no doubt that
this wonderful democracy wilJ be able
to realize it and the banner of international agreement will be unfurled here
to spread onward and outward among
all the nations of the world."
The promise of 'Abdu'l-Bahit that
America would do much to spreacl the
ideal of world peace, is gradually being
fulfilled, for many wonderful activities
in this country in behalf of peace give
ample evidence. One of the most striking of these activities was the appointment by the vVorld Federation of Education Associations, 0 f a committee on a
world federation to promote world peace.
"The story of the coming into the
arena," says the Journal of Education,
"of Raphael l-Ierman of Los Angeles,
with his offer of a $25,000 prize for the
best plan of education for peace, reads
like a story of the miracles of scripture."
Leaders of education and human progress awoke to the magnitude of the subj ect of peace, and the wonderful prizewinning plan of David Starr Jordan resulted therefrol11. From this plan the
vVorld Federation of Education Associations can evol ve specific programs
for the various stages of school work
in all countries.
Dr. Jordan's statements in regard to
the causes ancl possible cure of war
are so remarkably trenchant, from
a Baha'i viewpoint, and so true as
matched with the teachings of Baha'u'11ah and of 'Abdul-Bahi, that space will
be given for their publication in our
February issue.
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THE SPIRITUAL FOUNDATION OF EDUCATION
AS TAUGHT BY 'ABDU'L-BAHA
N THIS AGE everv face must turn

I to God, so that spmtual enlightenment will go hand in hand with material education. Material education alone
cannot make the world happy. (Star
of the 'vVest, Vol. 4, p. 68.)
W-hen we cast a glance at all creational
beings, we find that the three forms of
life are in need of an education. FOl"
example, in studying the mineral and
the vegetable kingdoms, we find that the
gardener has a function there in educating the trees. A tree under the training of a gardener daily progresses and
grows. It presents an extraordinary
growth. If it be wild and fruitless, b~r
the process of grafting it will become
fruitful. If it be small it can be made
a big tree, and it can be a beautiful and
fresh and verdant tree. But a tree which
is bereft of the training of the gardener
daily retrogresses and becomes absolutely
deprived of its fruitage. It will become
a tree of the jungle. Its fruit shall be
exceedingly bad. It may become entirely bereft of fruitage. Likewise, when
we observe the animal kingdom,-the
animals which have come under training in their world, daily progress and
advance. Nay, rather, they will become
beautiful as animals. They may even
develop in their intelligence. For example, take the Arabian horse. How intelligent it has become! How well educated and trained it has become! How
polite even this horse has become! This
is no other than the result of education.
But as to the human world, it is a selfevident fact that it is more in need of
an education than the other existing beings. Consider the inhabitants of Africa
and the inhabitants of America; what a
vast difference is observable! How the
people have become civilized here; and

there they are still in the utmost state of
savagery. 'vVhat is the cause of that
savagery and the reason for this civilization? It is an evident thing that education is responsible therefor. Education
has given the inhabitants of America this
civilization, but lack of education has
rendered the Africans still savage. Consider how effective, therefore, is education in the human kingdom. It renders the ignorant wise; the man who is
a tyrant a merciful one; the blind seeing; the deaf attentive. The imbecile
even intelligent. How vast is this difference! Ho,v colossal is the difference between the man who has been educated and the man who has not beer..
educated. This is the effect when the
teacher is only an ordinary material one,
like all other human teachers. .
0

THE PROPHETS OF GOD a130
state that education is most effective,
that it does give man sublimity; it does
confer on man civilization; it does improve the morals of society; but they
further state that in creation there is
some difference. For example, take ten
given children of the same age, of the
same progeny, in the same school, one
curriculum, one teaching, the same food,
the same water, the same environment
or air, in all respects having interest ill
common and equal; but we find out ere
long that two of these appear exceedingly intelligent; some are in the
medium, and some at the bottom of the
school. One may become a professor
emeritus; one will 110t even prove an
apt scholar, whereas the education has
been the same,-one teacher,-the same
school,-the same lessons. From all
standpoints, there has been an equality,
but some advance extraordinarily, some
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occupy the middle school, some only the
lowest degrees; hence, it becomes evident that in existence, in the very existence of man, mankind is not equal. In
capacity they differ; in their intellectual
capability they differ. They aTe different, but every member of the human race
is capable of becoming educated. Tl1<")'
must be educated.
No matter how much the shell is
polished, it can never become the radiant pearl. The black stone will not become the world illumining gem. The
calocynth and the thorny cactus can
never by training and development become the blessed tree. That is to say,
training doth not train the human substance, but it produceth a marve10us e£-·
fect. By this effective power all that is
registered, in latency, of virtues and ca·
pacities in the human reality will be revealed. It is for this reason thai, in
this new cycle, education and training
are recorded in the Book of God as obligatory and not voluntary. (Baha.'i
Scrip. V. 935.)
EDUCATION IS essential and all
standards o£ training and teaching
throughout the world of mankind should
be brought into conformity and agreement; a universal curriculum should be
established and the basis of ethics be the
same. (Pro. of U. P., p. 177.)
All the children must be educated, so
that there will not remain one single
individual without an education. In
cases of inability on the part of the par·
ents, through sickness, death, etc., the
state must educate the child. In addition to this widespread education, each
child must be taught a profession or
trade, so that each individual member of
the body politic will be enabled to earn
his own living and at the same time serve
the community. Work done in the spirit
of service is worship. From this universal system of education misunderstandings will be expelled from amongst
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the children of men. (Bah:,!'i Scriptures, V. 574.)
No individual should be denied or deprived of intellectual training, a1thougb
each should receive according to capacity. None must be left in the grades of
ignorance, for ignorance is a defect in
the human world. All mankind must be
given a knowledge of science and philosophy; that is, as much as may be deemed
necessary. All cannot be scientists and
pbilosophers, but each should be educated according' to his needs and deserts. (Pro. of U. P., pp. 104, 105.)
THE HOLY MANIFESTATIONS
of God, the divine prophets are the 11 rst
teachers of the human race. They are
universal educators and the fundament;:i.l
principles they have laic! down are the
causes and factors of the advancemem
of nations. Forms and imitations which
creep in afterward are not conducive to
that progress. On the contrary these
are destroyers of human foundations established by the heavenly educators.
(Pro. of U. P., p. 82.)
TRAIN THESE CHILDREN with
divine exhortations. From their childhood instill in their hearts the love or
God, so that they may manifest in their
lives the fear of God and have confidence in the bestowals of God. Teach
them to free themselves from human
imperfections and to acquire the divine
perfections latent in the heart of man.
The life of man is useful if he attains
the perfections of man. If he becomes
the center of the imperfections of rhe
world of humanity, death is better than
life, amI non-existence better than existence. Therefore, make ye an effort in
order that these children may be rightly
trained and educated and that each one
of them may attain perfection in the
world of humanity. (Pro. U. P., p. 51.)
My hope for you is that your parents may educate you spiritually, giving
you the utmost ethical training. May
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your education be most perfect, so that
each one of you may be imbued with all
the virtues of the human world. May
you advance in all the degrees, be they
material degrees or spiritual degrees.
May you all become learned, acquire
sciences and arts, acquire the arts and
crafts; may you be useful members of
human society, may you be conducive 1.0
the progress of human civilization; may
you be a cause of the manifestation of
the divine bestowals, may each one of
you be a shining star, radiating the
iight of the oneness of humanity towards
the East and ,Vest; may you be conducive to the unity of mankind; may YOll
be conducive to the love of the whole.
May the reality deposited in the human
entity become apparent through your efforts. (Wisdom Talks, Chicago, p. 18.)
THE ART OF MUSIC is divine and
effective. It is the food of the spirit
and the souL The spirit of man is exhilarated through the notes and charms
of music. Especially, it has a wonder-·
ful sway and effect over the hearts of
children. For their souls are pure-as
their hearts are very pure the music
will display in their hearts great effect.
Music will become the cause of the expression of the latent talents endowed
in their hearts. You must exert you~--·
selves so that you may teach the children the art of music; so that they may
sing with greatest effect. It is incumbent upon each child to know something
of the art of music. For unless he is acquainted with the art of mnsic, he cannot enjoy the art of singing and melody.
Likewise, it is necessary that the schools
teach the art of music to the pupils, :30
that they may enjoy life more thoroughly. So that their souls and hearts
may become vivified and exhilarated.
(Star of the West, Vol. 3, No. 3, p. 19.)
THE ACTIVITIES which are trying to establish solidarity between the
nations and infuse the spirit of universal-
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ism in the hearts of the children of men
are like unto divine rays from the Sun
of Reality, and the brightest ray is the
coming of the universal language. Its
achievement is the greatest virtue of the
age, for such an instrument will remove
misunderstandings from among the peoples of the earth and will cement their
hearts together. This medium will enable each individual member of the
human family to be informed of the
scientific accomplishments of all his fellawmen.
The basis of knowledge and the excellencies of endeavor in this world are
to teach and to be taught. To acquire
sciences and to teach them in turn depends upon language and when the international auxiliary language becomes
universal, it is easily conceivable that the
acquirement of knowledge and instruction will likewise become universal. ...
"Writing on this subject over fifty
years ago, His Holiness Baha'u'll<ih,
said that complete union between the
various sections of the world would he
an unrealized dream as long as an 111ternational language was not estal!lished. . . .
Praise be to God, that Dr. Zamenhof has constructed the Esperanto language. It has all the potential qualities of universal adoption. . . . . There
fore, everyone of us must study this lar'.-guage and make every effort to spread
it, so that each day it may receive a
wider recognition, be accepted by all nations and governments of the world and
become a part of the curriculum in all
the public schools. . . . . In the future
two languages will be taught in the
schools, one the native tongue, the other
the international auxiliary language.
(Star of the West, Vo!. 4, No. 2, p. 36.)
CHILDREN MUST receive an excellent education, because they are the
young twigs of the tree of humanity and
during the years of their growth they
imbibe what they hear and see. They
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must have a share of God's love, then
they will become spiritualized. (Sun of
Truth, Oct., 1924, p. 123.)
If a child is left to its o';Yn natural
proclivities, without education, it will
embody all human defects. Education
makes of man a man. Religion is Divine Education. There are two path··
ways which have been pointed out by
the Heavenly Educators. The first is
Divine Guidance and reliance upon the
Manifestation of God. The other is the
road of materialism and reliance upon
the senses. These roads lead in opposite
directions. . . . Divine education is the
sum total of all development. It is the
safeguard of 11l1manity. The world of
nature is a world of defects and incompleteness. The world of the Kingdom is
reached by the highway of Religion and
is the Heaven of all divine virtues.
(Star of the \Vest, Vol. 4, No. 6. p.
105.)
The people o£ the world are like
unto school children, and the Davvning
Places of Light and Centers of Divine
Revelation are wonderful, glorious, incomparable Teachers in the school of
reality.
They instruct these children with
heavenly teachings aneT nourish them in
the bosom of divine assistance, so as to
enable them to progress in all the degrees of Efe, to become the objects of
God's grace and centers of merciful
Bounty, combining all human ped ections. Through their boly admonitions
humanity develops in every way outwardly and inwardly, consciously and
unconsciously, physically and spiritually,
till this perishable world becomes like a
rmrmr reflecting the heavenly world.
(Lessons in Religion, p. 62.)
IF GRADUATES of scientific institutions achieve a deed, it is prompted
by interested motives, such as attainment to fame and renown or some other
material and personal interest. But the
beloved of Goel have no desire or 111-
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tention save that of the good pleasure
of the Lord, the Divine vVill--that only
do they seek The love of God is the
agency which encourages them 111
achieving philanthropic deeds, directs
them to acq1.1ire good morals, forces
them to good acts, confirms them in
withstanding insurmountable difncuIties,
and makes them prefer the welfare oE
others to their own. But in Europe jnst
as sagacious men Vlrere graduated from
the universities, likewise vicious a.nd
malicious men were forthcoming therefro111. The dynamite or bomb, torpec1o
and other instruments of torture are all
results of such education.
But the Kingdom of Goel is absolutely
good. It quenches all this fire; it effaces
these guns and cannons; it transforms
swords into olive boughs; 1t change~
wars and hattles into love and accore1. . . .
The inhabitants of Europe and America have progressed in material sciences
and arts. but in Spiritual Sciences and
the Arts o£ the Kingdom, they have 11ot,
as yet, established a noteworthy edifice,
consequently they are in need of instrnction.
1Vlorality is the basis of the happiness of the world of humanity. Merciful attributes are the best adornment.3
for men. Science holds the next position to morality. Science is conducive
to the happiness of the ·world of humanity next in degree to morality. If Cl
nation be well qualified with education
and yet dispossessed of good morals, it
will not attain happiness. If that same
nation be dispossessed of education, but
possessed of moral training, it will be
capable of accomplishing philanthropic
deeds. V\Then morality and science go
hand in hand, then will it be light UpOll
light. (Heavenly Feast, pp. 21-25.)
WHILE LOOKING from the window
(toward the Mediterranean), 'Abdu'lBaha sai cl: We hear the murmur of the
sea always continuing. It never ceases.
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Were it to cease, the world would be
dead, stagnant, lifeless. But the waves
of the mind of man are far greater than
those of the sea; they also are ceaseless.
They never stop for one instant. This
movement is good. If these waves of
the mind are few, the man is dull and
quiet. What pearls and jewels are contained in the depths of the sea! But
the pearls and jewels hidden in the mind
of man are the knowledge, virtues, capabilities, etc. These pearls can grow and
increase in lustre forever, but the pearls
of the sea remain always the same.
These waves from our minds go forth
and create movement and thought in
other minds. From one strong thought
of love what great results may be produced! (STAR OF THE WEST, Val. 7, No.
11, p. 107.)
IF ONE ENTERING the Kingdom
of God possesses learning and science
it is well, but the essential thing, or the
thing of greatest importance, is to enter
into the Kingdom of God and to be characterized by the divine attributes, and to
have the intention of doing good to the
world, and to be perfectly kind to each
member of the human family, and serve
in promoting Universal Peace. Science
and learning are good, but they are the
branches, not the root. (Rose Garden
of Acca, p. 11.)
The teaching of a merely material
teacher is limited. The philosophers
claimed to be the educators of mankind,
but if we refer to history, we find that
the greatest philosophers were at most
enabled to educate themselves. If they
educated others, it was within a limited circle; but they failed to give a general education. The Divine Power, how-
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ever, the Power of the Holy Spirit conferred this general education.
Bah<i'u'll<ih has said two steps are necessary for human development: Material and Divine Education. (STAR OF
THE WEST, VoI. 4, pp. 86 and 105.)
IT IS ASTONISHING! It is a most
amazing thing I-that God has created
all humanity for the knowledge of Himself, for the love of Himself, for the virtues of the human world, for the life
eternal, for perfect spirituality, for
heavenly illumination has He created
man ;-nevertheless, man is utterly negligent of all this! He is seeking the
knowledge of everything except the
Knowledge of God. He seeks, for example, to know the lowest stratum of
the earth. Day and night he strives to
know what he can find ten metres below the surface; what he can discover
within the stone; what he can learn
archceologically through the dust! He
puts forth arduous labors to penetrate a
mystery of terrestrial mysteries; but he
is not at all thoughtful of knowing the
mysteries of the Kingdom, traversing the
fields of the Kingdom, becoming aware
of the verities of the Kingdom, discovering the secrets of God, arriving at
the knowledge of God, witnessing the
Lights of Reality and becoming informed of the verities of the Kingdom.
He is not at all thoughtful of these,
How much he is attracted to the mysteries of matter, and how utterly unaware he is of the mysteries of Divinity! N ay, he is even utterly careless
of the mysteries of Divinity. How
stupid this is! how ignorant this is!
how conducive to degradation this is!
(STAR OF THE WEST, Vol. 3, No.
11, p. 11.)
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EDUCATION IN THE NEW AGE
LOUISE D. BOYLE

, 'T

HERE IS a breath of spring
in the education world to-day"-a budding forth of new energy and new
ideals, a quickening of all life related to
the school. This new springtime is not
co.nfined to one country or one continent, but is manifest in every part of
the world and clearly corresponds to
that universal renewal of spiritual values
which is recognized everywhere as the
up springing life of a new age.
This springtime expresses itself in
many ways; for example, through an in··
creased demand for education in general; through a growing realization of
the dependence of true democracy upon
right principles in education; and
through a new consciousness of the need
to set free in the child those inner creative forces which must sustain and en··
rich the life of man.
In the effort to rneet these basic needs
many new theories and systems of instruction have been introduced and
many new schools have sprung up in
various countries demonstrating the new
ideas. After what might be termed a
period of experimentation, progressive
methods have gradually impressed the
systems of public instruction all over the
world, so that we may truly say the entire education field has been stirred by
new influences of profound significance,
which may go far in the future toward
solving many of our deepest social problems.
Evidence of a greatly increased llemand for education in our own country
may be found in the movement, fostereu
in large measure by the women of
America, to introduce a Department of
Education as a branch of our federal
government, its chief to become a member of the President's cabinet. Twenty··
one national organizations are aligned

in support of the so-called Education
Bill now being debated in the halls of
Congress. One hundred million dollars are desired to be appropriated annually for purposes of education, and
it is believed the p<).ssage of such a
measure will especially assist the important problem of more liberal education
in the rural school districts of our
country.
The American Association of University \1\1 omen, representing the organized group of college graduates, have
recently decided to devote from five 1.0
ten years' intensive study to the problems of elementary education and the
pre-school child-an indication of clear
vision on the part of this group of
trained women in applying their ener-·
gies to the study of man in his earliest
formative period.
Realizing the importance of education in creating a new world order,
the National Education Association of
America, in the summer of 1923, calleel
a \1\1 orld Conference on Education at
San Francisco. Deleg'ates from over
forty countries were present and after
a week's deliberation aW orld Federation of Education was organized. International conferences will be held every
two years and a regional conference during alternate years in Europe, Asia or
America. Such broadly organized work
cannot fail to stabilize the progress of
all education activity and promote umversal standards of educat.ion.
It is a significant fact that this new
springtime may be traced in part to the
influence of earnest workers outside the
traditional realm of education-to those
pioneers in the field of "positive science"
whose labors gave to anthropology, or
the study of man, its distinctly modern
tendency leading toward the school,
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which they came to regard as "a laboratory of life."
The work of ::-V10rel and Lombroso
in criminal anthropology and of DeGiovanni in medical anthropology,
brought clearly to light the prevailing
defects of the human race, and the overwhelming problem of their amelioration, while the inspired labors of Guiseppi Sergi carried anthropology direct into the field of pedagogy in search
of preventive measures as a real basis
of reform. Many schools of scientific
pedagogy were established in Italy under the influence or Sergi, and Ior more
than thirty years he labored ardently to
spread the doctrine of a new civilization
based on education.
\71/ e owe to the intuitive genius of
Sergi the declaration of a principle in
the new science-pedagogic anthropology-more advanced than any which
had been foreshadowed. He took the
ground that a study of abnormal types
is a task of absolutely secondary importance. "\i\That is imperative for us to
know," he declared, "is nonna1 humanity, if we are to guide it intelligently
toward that biological and moral perfection upon which the progress of
humanity depends."
Sergi contended that the child must
be studied as an individual in the process of li'1}il~g, in order that he might reveal himself to us in all his potential
characteristics. He affirmed it as our
duty to understand the individual if we
would avoid fatal errors and arise to
new and higher standards of judgment
founded upon the real exigencies of life.
He said "In the social life of to-day
an urgent need has arisen-the renovation of our methods of education and
instruction; and whoever em-oUs himself
under this standard is fighting for the
regeneration of man."
The influence of Sergi and the expansion of his ideas may be traced in
many of our modern educational the·ories. Dr. Maria Montessori was his
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devoted pupil and through his influence a chair was created for her in the
University of Rome, 'where she lectured
for four years, relating anthropology to
pedagogy_ This important work, as
\,yell as her subsequent well-known contribution to modern education, may
justly be regarded as the extension ot
the labors of this group of scientists in
Southern Europe, of whom she was the
younger contemporary.
In applying Sergi's
principle of
"studying the individual," the fi1-st requisite was found to be a new environment for child-life,-an environment of
far greater freedom than the traditional
schooL The effort to provide opportunity for spontaneous activity and permit children to react, without domina-·
tion, to educative stimuli, brought forth
a phenomenal result, for it was found
that children thus liberated educate
themselves. \iVe have witnessed, therefore, the development of auto-education
in a revolutionized school, and in releasing the child's soul from the bondage which has hitherto prevented it from
developing freely, pedagogy has been
lifted to an entirely new level.
Education to-day is pregnant "vith a
new psychology. It touches a new
chord in man-a chord always latent in
the heart, but avvaiting the required
stimulus to be quickened into consciousness. Hithertoo education has operated
from without, seeking to impose tradi-'
tional conceptions upon the tender organism of the young child, but the
"breezes of spring" have brought a ne"v
emphasis of truth; our labors are now
directed within and the individual spirit
of the child is recognized as the real
mainspring of his life.
A vast amount of mistaken doctrine
concerning the minds and conduct of
children has prevailed among all classes.
vVe have mistaken the characteristics of
childhood and in our ignorance have
misread the inherent dignity of mall.
Until to-day, we have sought to domi-
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nate the child, as it were, through force,
by the imposition of external laws, instead of making an interior conquest, in
order to direct him as a human SOlll.
We have lived with children without
truly understanding them; but if we can
succeed in banishing the artificiality
with which we have surrounded them
and the violence with which we have
unwisely thought to discipline them,
they will reveal themselves to us in all
the truth and purity of child nature.
It has been well said that in the abso··
lute gentleness and sweetness of the child
we may read the infancy of that humanity which remains oppressed by every
form of yoke and every injustice; while
in the child's intense love of knowledge,
which surpasses every other love, we
may read the truth that humanity carries deeply within itself the power and
the passion which urges the minds of
men to successive triumphs of thought,
and to those spiritual victories which
shall ultimately remove every injustice
and every form of slavery.
In the new education the child not
only develops himself, but he reveals to
us the psychological and spiritual laws
of his inner life-a kingdom of mystery
and unexpected power. A science, new
111 itself, might be built around the revelations of the liberated child spirit,revelations of an importance far transcending the limits of the school; and
we may find new meaning for the ancient words, "A little child shall lead
them."
Education may now be recognized as
a field wherein the higher faculties are
developed and cultivated. As the foundation for all culture presupposes opportunity for quiet, ordered development
through work, so it has been found that
even the very young child follows this
same path of concentration in thought
and constancy in work in an environment which liberates his inner life. Free
activity for self-development leads directly to concentration, that signiEcant
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principle which corresponds to the central power in the universe.
Children who are allowed to exercise
themselves freely in work organized for
them, proceed naturally from the concrete to the abstract, and the imaginative or creative. As all living things
exist through the law of attraction to a
center, so the mind when permitted to
organize itself without obstacles in an
atmosphere of spiritual freedom concentrates, and brings forth the fruits of
the spirit.
In the liberalized school we find a
happy adjustment of individual and
group activity replacing the old order of
class routine. The school becomes a
small social unit, promoting self-expres··
sion, self-discipline, and lTlUtual helpfulness. The spirit of competition is
succeeded by co-operation and real comradeship. Children are no longer actuated by the will of the teacher driving
them 011. And "herein lies the germ of
a great social reforrn, for the one who
is engaged in governing himself has his
feet set in a way of peace, sought in
vain in a world where man's chief interest is in the domination of one another."
"For too long has the order of the day
been 'clominate.' The new world needs
a new ideal and that ideal shall be 'to
serve.'"
"It is the belief of the advocates of
this new philosophy that out of these
communities of children, 'where there is
a genuinely co-operative scheme of liv111g, where the unique natural resources of personality are conserved
and developed, will emerge a more
lovely society, composed of highly differentiated individuals in harmonious
relationships, each contributing his creative powers to the life of the whole
Thev bestow freedom but to secure a
mor~ abiding bondage-the intelligent
and generous association of men and
women. And in this vision lies the glad
hope of a democracy that is yet to be."
In the new education the function of
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the teacher becomes elevated to the nobility of a mission. He is the reverent
observer of unfolding life, the true guide
for the child's independent reality. He
brings to his task a new consecration,
which is the fusion of the scientific spirit
and that of the real lover of humanity.
Likewise a new relationship arises between teacher and pupil in the new
schools-"a connection between souls,
not provoked but born"-begetting ideal
obedience.
Education in the new age prepares
the child for the new civilization of our
day-a civilization based upon a new
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Search for Truth. The child has proven
his eagerness to grasp Truth and as
the body draws to itself those elements
which satisfy its hunger and transforms
them in the processes of assimilation,
so the child, nourishing himself with
Truth drawn from living realities, organizes within himself constructive and
creative powers. "Creation has ever
been the keynote of true living."
Dare we not hope that the New Education thus regenerated from its foundation upon a basis of spiritual values
may go far toward solving the great
problem of human redemption?

THE STUDENTS OF JAPAN
AGNES ALEXANDER
F the 76,000,000 people in Japan,
more than one-half are followers
O
of Buddism and 245,000 Christian. The
Japanese accept Buddism, Shintoism,
their national religion, and Confucianism (which they regard as only a moral
teaching), all at the same time. Aside
from these religions atheism is growing.
A strong characteristic of the J apanese people is their tolerance for things
foreign and new. They are openminded and ready to listen to every new
message. The intellectual life is valued
more highly with them than in the
West, and the writer and the philosopher
are regarded as leaders of the people.
During recent years many of the world's
greatest artists have visited their country and received the highest appreciation. Kreislel", the violinist, wrote after
a series of concerts in Japan, that there
"one hears no rudeness, traces no discourtesy, finds no irritation, feels no
sense of hostile coolness, and yet one
does not seem oppressed by an unnatural degree of politeness."
From such a background of social
culture, which has been shaped and
formed for centuries, the students of

Japan are coming forth. Ninety-eight
per cent of both the boys and girls are
enrolled in the schools. The future of a
country is to be found in its students.
The students of today will be the leaders of tomorrow. The students of Japan
have a passion for learning. Their
horizon today includes the ends of the
earth. Their hearts are in tune with
humanity's yearning for a warless world
and 90 per cent of them stand for peace.
They are out of sympathy with the conventionalities and methods of life which
have dominated the world and led it to
the present disaster. Religiously they
are not turning back to the past. Multitudes of them have broken with the old
creeds and cults, which to them are as
dry cisterns, or fountains without water.
They stand ready to march out into a
new religious destiny. Many are groping their way toward new spiritual
ideals, new light, new life, and are seeking after truth. For these reasons to
the students of Japan the Teachings of
Baha'u'llah especially appeal.
One of the great principles proposed
by BaM'u'lIah for the promulgation of
universal peace is an international aux-
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iliary language. With great ardor the
Japanese students have promoted Esperanto, which is the beginning of such
a language. Although Esperanto is not
yet recognized as part of the government school curriculum in Japan, still
there is hardly a higher grade school
which does not have among its students
those who speak and help to spread it.
The spirit of these Esperantists is for
better understanding among the nations,
and acquaintance with other peoples and
races.
Bahii'u'lliih proclaimed the equality of
men and women. The Japanese young
woman is breaking away from the old
conservative opinion where duty, and
not feeling, was the standard of her life,
and loyalty and sacrifice were her ideals;
the modest gentle woman who bore unjust hardship without complaint. Today the sentiment of the modern young
woman, in the words of Mrs. Sugimoto
is, "useless sacrifice leads to only a sigh,
but self-respect leads to freedom and
hope." She feels she still can keep reverence for her fathers and for the faith
which was the highest and holiest thing
they knew, with her new evolving consciousness.
This new young woman is strug'gling
in an age of chaotic thought. She has
not yet fully developed her own power
of independent investigation and is
strongly influenced by current thought
and public opinion. She wishes to engage in a broader life than the household duties afford. The modern writers
of Japan, as well as foreign writers, have
greatly influenced her thought. She is
not inclined to marriage with the military, while a generation ago it was the
reverse. Her sentiment today is for
peace.
More than ten years ago the Baha'i
Message was first given in Japan. During this time the leading newspapers of
Tokyo, Osaka, Kobe, Kyoto, etc., published many and favorable articles in regard to the Teachings. In the last years
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of his earthly life,'Abdu'I-Baha sent
nineteen Tablets (letters) to Japanese
friends in Japan, seventeen of which
were addressed to students, seven of
whom were school girls.
These girls
are the only women of the Far East who
received Tablets from 'Abdu'l-Baha.
To one of the students of Japan
'Abdl1'I-Baha wrote: "The teachings of
His Holiness Baha'u'llah, like unto the
rays of the sun, illumine the East as
well as the vVest, vivify the dead and
unite the various religions. They prove
the Oneness of God, for they gather all
communities of the world under the
pavilion of the oneness of the world of
mankind.
Consider how stirred the
world is and in what a commotion are
the people of the world.
Heavenly
Power is needed to do away with this
stir and ag'itation, otherwise this gTeat
Cause will not be realized through
human power. Human power, no matter how strong it may be, illumines like
unto an ignited lamp a limited space and
trains a small number of souls. It is the
sun which illumines all regions, and ir
is the Heavenly Power which gathers
around a single spot all the sects and
communities. Strive, therefore, that
thou mayest serve this remarkable
Power and attain unto profitable and
far-reaching results."
The youth of Japan stand in a situation which, if rightly managed, entails
bright hopes for the future.
"Effort must be exerted that the East
and West may be reconciled, that the
darkness of bigotry may vanish, that the
unity of mankind may be made manifest
and that East and West, like unto two
longing souls, may embrace each other
in the utmost of love, for all are the
sheep of God and God is the Real Shepherd and is kind to everyone." These
words were addressed by 'Abdu'l-Baha
to the writer when he told her to return
to Japan and spread the Teachings of
BaM'u'llah.
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SCIENCE IN THE CHILD'S CURRICULUM
GENEVIEVE COY
NE DAY A TEACHER in the
Girls' Tarbiat School in Tihran said
to me, "The girls in the chemistry and
physics classes read about different
things in their courses, but they cannot
really understand them, because they
cannot imagine what they are like. \"1 e
need scales, test-tubes, lenses, chemicals,
and so on, in order to have the lessons
really mean something to the pupils."
At about the same time another teacher
asked for large charts for use in physiology, and others for the course in
botany. It happened that an American
friend of the school had sent us some
money to use in buying useful extra
material and equipment for the school.
After careful consultation, the teachers
decided that one of the best uses they
could make of that fund was to buy
equipment that would make the courses
in science more vital. \Ve could not
afford to purchase a microscope, but it
was posible to occasionally borrow one.
A group of high school girls with their
young teacher would gather about the
microscope to study the structure of a
drop of blood. A drop from this girl's
finger, then a drop from a second, wou1cl
be placed under the lens. Thus the girl's
learned the facts about the structure of
the blood; they learned how to use the
materials and tools of science; they
learned to test what they read in books
by practical experimentation.
In Europe and America the teaching
of science is a development of the last
fifty years. In 1850, any school in England advertising a course in science in
its curriculum was violently ridiculed
and branded as the most dangerous of
educational heretics. H uxley and his
associate scientists fought long and COUl'ageously in order to place courses in
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science in British secondary schools.
Gradually, the purely linguistic course
of study gave way to the new movement
to include simple materials of the physical and biological sciences. In this
country the last few years have seen
more and more of the school day given
to the study of hygiene, nature study
and general science in the elementary
school, and to work in special courses in
pure and applied sciences in the high
school and college. In our most modern elementary schools the word science
may not appear on the school program,
but the scientific material is included under such headings as "English," "Industrial Arts," and "Social Science."
If questioned as to the reasons for including so much scientific material in
present curricula, the modern educator
will divide his answers into two mai11
groups. Science must be taught, first,
because it is essential that children of
to-day, in order to live intelligently,
must know the contents, the elementary
facts of the sciences; seconcl, the
methods of science are of such universal
usefulness that the child who can understand and use them has one of the
most valuable of tools with which to
work at the problems of life.
The educational expert who gives such
an answer uses the word science in a
definite, limited sense, rather than in any
of the loose ways that have crept into
our common speech. Science implies
observable facts about materials and
forces. These materials and forces may
be placed under special conditions, and
their behavior may be recorded. The
same process of observation may be repeated and the behavior verified, time
after time. The method of science includes isolation of the element or force
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to be observed, the control of conditions,
recording of behavior, and verification
of results. Science, as thus defined, includes, among others, the study of
physics, chemistry, biology, astronomy,
experimental psychology and education,
and the scarcely developed study of experimental sociology. The field of scielh'e
is constantly widening, since the scien-tific method of study is being applied
to more and more branches of knowl-edge. At present we may exclude from
the circle of the sciences such fields as
phrenology, palmistry, the pseudopsychology of the highly-colored popular magazine, spiritualism, and some of
the new methods of "spiritual healing."
These may later become bona fide members of the scientific family, but their
present unwillingness to even attempt
adequate verification of their conclusions
places them outside our present discussion. The term "applied science" should
be rigorously used to mean the practical
application of a true science, and not
the questionable "facts" of the pseudoSClences.
We may now raise the question as to
whether the reasons [ur including
courses in science in the general educational curriculum of this country apply
to the ideal education we might plan
for Baha'i children. Let llS suppose that
both home and school have given the
Baha'i child not only ideals, but habits,
of high spiritual character. The boy
or girl who has hacl this training is
learning to be kind, loving, generou~,
truthful and reverent. What will Cl
thorough education in science add ~_o,
or subtract from, this training in Baha'i
conduct?
There are at least three good reasons
for learning the facts of scientific discovery.
( 1 ) We are better able to use the
many objects resulting from the practical application of scientific facts, if we
unclerstand their sources; i. e., we become intelligent consume1'S. If I knovv
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something of the chemistry of foods, I
can choose, combine and cook foods
more -wisely. Thus, I can keep in better health, and I am that much more
useful in the social group. If I know
the different ways in. which diseases are
spread, I can help others, as well as
myself, to avoid infection. If I understand the processes by which fabrics arc
made, I can spend my money for cloth-ing more effectively. If I know how a
gasoline engine works, I expend less in
garage bills. So we might list dozens
of ways in which a knowledge of science
makes us more intelligent users of the
whole material civilization in which we
live. Baha'u'lhlh has said, "The best of
men are they that earn their livelihood
by a profession and expend on themselves and on their kindred for the Love
of God, the Lord of all the worlds." In
our modern world of scientific civilization, those who expend the results of
their labor most wisely arc those who
understand the applied sciences by which
merchandise has been produced.
(2) Since so many of the occupations of today are based on the facts of
physics, chemistry, etc., it is obvious
that the worker vvill be most intelligent
who understands the background of his
trade or profession. Many industries
now attempt to teach their humbler employees something of the whole process
of production, in order that their individual "jobs" may acquire fuller significance in the workers' eyes. For the man
who directs the vyork of Cl whole section
of a factory, it is clear that some scientific knowledge is much more necessary
than for the individual workman; while
the very life of an establishment em-ploying thousands of men may be centered in the hands of the scientist in the
laboratories of the great plant. From
the university professor who searches
out the abstruse facts of pure science in
a secluded laboratory, to the workman
who applies a scientific fact in his use of
a single machine in a clanging shop, we
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find men and women serving the world
in a multitude of ways made possible by
the facts and methods of science. It is
evident that a large number of Baha'i
young people will enter occupations in
which a knowledge of scientific facts
will be of great value to them. They
should begin to acquire this information as soon as they enter school. 'Abdu'lBaha makes this very clear and definite
when he says, "Many elementary
sciences should be made clear to them
in the nursery; they shodld learn them
in play, in amusement. Most ideas must
be taught them through speech, not by
book learning. One child should question the other concerning these things,
and the other child should give the answer. In this way they will make great
progress."
(3) The two foregoing reasons for
teaching scientific facts are of a very
practical nature; a third is as important, but has less narrowly utilitari.an
value. The study of science satisfies
the child's clesire to think, to know.
Modern educational psychology speaks
of the child's "instinct for mental activity." He hates a mental vacuum. He
wants new mental food constantly. How
many of the children we know are like
the little girl of whom Kipling writes:
"She keeps ten million serving men,
who get no rest at all,
. one million Hows, two million Wheres, and
seven million Whys!" This wish to find
out the reason for things is easily directed toward the study of science. As
a result, the boy or girl begins to realize
the magnitude and complexity, the ordered wonder and beauty of the world in
which he lives. He only vaguely comprehends the journey from the minute
universe of a myriad atoms revolving
within a diamond, up to the transcendent order of the solar systems. But
that faint understanding gradually develops, and gives him his first sense of
perspective. He is becoming a citizen of
the great universe.
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Let us turn now to the reasons for
teaching the methods of scientific experiment and discovery. What are some of
the attitudes and ideals of the true
scientist which we would like to have
active in the lives of Baha'i children?
The true scientist is free from prejudice.
If he sets up a hypothesis to guide his
study, be is as ready to entertain data
against it, as for it. He follows the
facts to their logical conclusions, regardless of his own wishes or prepossessions.
Is not this the attitude Baha'u'llah i~
advocating when he writes, "Of all
things Justice is the best beloved in My
Sight.
By its aid thou shalt
see with thine own eyes and not with
the eyes of others." The writings of
'Abdu'l-Baha are filled with admonitions against prejudice. In this particular, is not the great scientist a true
Baha'i?
The man or woman who wishes to
succeed in the study of science must see
how his own bit of work is related to
the great field of scientific research.
vVhile he realizes the value of his own
endeavor, he knows that it is but one
drop in the great ocean of Truth. He
comes to a vivid realization that "no
man liveth to himself and no man dieth
to himself." This willingness to lose
himself in service to an ideal of truth
is one that we most desire for Baha'i
children.
The foregoing has a further implication that should be specifically noted.
The true scientist is impersonal in his
attitude. He learns to live above envy,
jealousy and hatred. He finds that time
spent in "hurt feelings" is not only
wasteful but positively harmful. A
student at Columbia University once
said, "I think Professor So-and-So is the
most unselfish man I have ever seen. He
seems not to care whether he gets the
credit for this work or not. All he insists on is that the work shall be done!"
This attitude of unselfishly working
toward an ideal is one that all Baha'i
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young people will need to cultivate. In
the great Kingdom of the future there
can be no place for self-·seeking, pride
and conceit.
The real scientist is always ready to
learn from others. He is constantly on
the alert for suggestions, and he is ever
ready to acknowledge his indebtedness.
He is not dogmatic in his assertion of
facts, for he knows that scientific laws
that have seemed proved beyond all
doubt are sometimes set aside by morc
careful and exact work.
Most important of all, perhaps, the
true scientist tests all his conclusions by
the pragmatic appeal, "Does it work ?"
If it does not, he knows that there is an
error somewhere, and he goes about trying to discover it. Is not this a most
desirable Bahi'i attitude? Can we wisely
say, "this niUS! be done this way; it is
the only right way." 'Abdu'l-Baha has
clearly stated that for different times,
and conditions, different methods of
teaching according to capacity are essential. Is it not, then, necessary that we
acquire the scientific attitude of flexible
experimentation?
It may be suggested that not all men
who call themselves scientists live up to
the high aim here outlined. This is, of
course, true, but it is not an adequate
argument against the value of teaching
the methods of science. Our Bah;'i,'i
teachers must be utterly imbued with
the best of the scientific spirit. And
this, through the force of example, will
gradually fill the minds of the childrel1.
It is true that these attitudes and ic1eals
may be taught by other means than lessons in science. Indeed, they need to
be taught through many channels. But
the method of the laboratory is one of
the most concrete, and it gives us thousands of valuable facts, as well as valuable ways of working.
As Baha'is we recog-nize a threefold
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division of man's life,-physical, mental
and spiritual. We have an obligation
to keep in good health; we have another
obligation, to use our minds as intelligently as possible; we have a third, to
live lovingly as children of God, and
brothers of our fellowmen. The third
obligation can be better fulfilled when
we do not neglect the other two. The
study of science, properly considered, is
one of the surest ways of helping us TO
fulfil] 01.11' "moral obligation" to be
strong and will and intelligent. Thus
we may become perfected instruments
to be used in spiritual service.
'Abdu'l-Bahi has summarized three
cardinal principles that should guide
instruction in colleges and universities,
and the same general ideals may also be
tmstworthy guides in planning our
courses for children in the elementary
school and high school. The universities and colleges of the world must hold
fast to the following:
"First: '\i\1hole-hearted service to the
cause of education, the unfolding of the
mysteries of nature, the extension of
the boundaries of pure science, the elimination of the causes of ignorance and
social evils, a standard universal system
of instruction, and the diffusion of the
lights of knowledge and reality.
"Second: Service to the cause of
morality, raising the moral tone of the
students, inspiring them with the sublimest ideals of ethical re [1nement, teaching them altrui S111.
"Third: Service to the world of humanity; so that each stt1Clent may cQnsciously realize that he is a brother to
all mankind, irrespective of race or re-ligion. The thoughts of universal peace
must be instilled into the minds of all
the scholars, in order that they may become the armies of peace, the real serv-ants of the body politic-the world .... "
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IDEAL EDUCATION
A RADIO TALK BY ISABELLA D. BRITTINGHAM
WRITER has stated that there
forces are to-day ruling the world:
GREED, IDEALS and EDUCATION.
The force of Greed involves war,
dynasties, commercialism.
True Idealism is not an imagination,
but a concept of something better than
the world has known. For the sake of
convincing humanity of an ideal, great
souls-prophets and sages-have given
up earthly fame and honor. Humanity,
generally, in the first stage, has opposed
such ideals; a little later has tolerated
them, and finally accepted them, for true
ideals are always born into a world in
its time of need. We might go fur··
ther into this vast domain, but we will
speak to-day of the third force, Education.
Education is also an ideal to be attained' but something of this ideal has,
even from the age of the cave man, ex ..
isted in the human world. Always there
must be the capacity, then the trainer
and the training; but in this age the
ideal of education has made a great
stride forward, and nothing less than
universal education will satisfy the human race.
If it be declared that this already
exists in America, statistics refute it. In
this country, there are millions of illiterates, a number being of old American
stock. In South America, where the
white race is literate, there is great lack
among the other races. As for Europe,
Asia, Africa, the need for education is
too evident to admit of argument.
To-day the term "nation," as one of
our internationally known literary men
has well said, is in need of a new interpretation. For humanity is realizing
that the world must become one home.
One of the greatest foundation planks
by which this can be made practicable is
Universal Education.

A

When ignorance is destroyed and a
plan of equal opportunity is made for
all-which is the right of every member of the human family-then the "pillars of justice will be raised" and the
real world civilization will become stably
founded.
The education of the future must be
more practical than at present. Culture
and skill must meet in oneness. Unskilled labor must become a thing of the
past. Every soul must put into practice
the study of an art, trade or profession
which will contribute to human welfare.
Thus the methods of acquiring education must differ from the present.
Cramming will ultimately become obsolete, and intelligent conceptions of training and developing the intellect will replace this. Instead of blunting the mind
by draining the physical and nervous
powers, the child must be entirely trained
along the lines of special, individual
talents. Thus, much now considered essential will be relegated to the past.
Also the education of the future will
involve the moral and spiritual life of
the child. New sciences and new arts
likewise rapidly developing will become
a great factor in the future universal
education.
Also in this advancing age the daughter must be given the most complete education in existence, for she is the potential mother of the race.
\iVhen every race has equal educational opportunity, then labor will assume a newly adjusted attitude in the
concepts of the human family. Character training, forming an integral part of
the new education, will destroy prejudice, and the golden daybreak of true
brotherhood and universal peace will be
ushered in upon a storm-tossed world.
The first gray dawn is breaking. Let
us arise to hasten the day.
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THE BAHA'i REVELATION-THE FULFILLMENT
ROSA V. WINTERBURN

T

HE CENTURY just passed has
witnessed many changes in the
world. N ever was there more rapid,
more solid, progress than during the
nineteenth century; and notwithstanding
the world war, the forward movement
still continues. In this material and intellectual advance, it could not be expected that the spiritual life ot man
would take no part. It, too, has changed
marvelously, more marvelously, in fact,
than any other phase of life. The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were
eras of such rank heresies and apostasies that Christianity became a by-word
and reproach among men, and God was
laughed at as nonexistent. The sad
wreck of Christian activities, the prevalence of atheism, agnosticism, cynical
infidelities, man-made philosophies, and
a disregard for moral laws that resulted in a rapid growth of crime,these were inheritances for the ninetee nth century. Slowly, conditions
changed, and reaction set in, although
so slowly that at times human minds
could see only retrogression. Atheism
and infidelity began to weaken before a
belief in some kind of a First Cause, a
Primal Being, a God, a Something that
could and would elevate mankind, if
mankind would permit it.
The last half century has witnessed a
surprising increase in restlessness in
spiritual fields; a search, here, there, and
everywhere, for truth. Men and women
said that there must be truth somewhere,
divine truth, and they believed they could
find it. So the search was made, from
the nearest fields of science to the farthest realms of Hindoo philosophies. The
greatest scientist was often the humblest
seeker. Perhaps, in deference to longestablished customs, he hesitated to say

that he was in search of God, of the
Divine, of the All-Powerful; he was
more likely to designate the end he
sought by some otber name, more in aecm-dance witb scientific nomenclature;
but that the search was and is most
rigorous is shown conclusively in such
works as Haeckel's The Problem, of the
Universe (Die Weltr~i.tsel). This book
is an excellent illustration 0 [ some of
the recent scientific investigations, and
of the pathetic groping after Truth.
This spiritual change may also be
recognized in the awakening against
public and private corruption that is
sweeping over our own land and many
others. N otwithstanding- distressing appearances, the world is no worse to-day
than it has been before; but its corruptions are more striking", because this
spiritual awakening throws into strong
contrast the prevailing moral delinquencies and the desirable and admirable life
of which human beings are capable.
This spiritual awakening has just begun;
it is often still unconscious of itself;
many are only stirring in their sleep 'Jr
apathy; but the days are upon us when
every earnest man will be awake and
intent upon correcting the now existing
evils. Such a correction can come only
through a moral and a spi ritual regeneration.
In addition to this intangible, somewhat indefinable awakening, that same
nineteenth century saw also a tangible,
definite congregating of spiritual interests and powers, as when in the chaotic
whirling of a creation a center appears
that later is to become a world. This
congregating of spiritual powers, this
center that appeared, took the form of a
revelation, known to-day as the Bahai
religion, which is in fact not a new
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religion at all, but more properly, a re·· by the Bab-"He whom God had manifested."
newal of all religion.
The Bah<'i.'is of today look upon the
This new spiritual manifestation took
form in the lives and works of three Bab as the announcer of the impending
great Persians. The first is known as spiritual change. He is to the Bah<'i.'i
the Bab, a Persian word meaning the Religion what Saint John the Baptist
gate. In a modest, unassuming way, was to the Christian dispensation-its
but with dignity and as with authority, forerunner. The teachings of the Bab,
the Bab told his compatriots that the era incorporated in the Beyan, or Revelaof Muhammadan misrule under which tion, have either been superseded by
they were suffering was soon to end. later Baha'i teachings, or they have been
The days foretold by Muhammad in the included in them. The greater number
Koran when justice, equality, and love of his followers accepted his successor
should really be lived and practiced and soon became known as Baha'is.
The new religious era really beg'an
upon the earth were about to dawn. He
said that these days were to come with the leadership of the Bab's succesthrough the spirit of God, who was to sor, Baha'u'l1ah. He was a man from
speak to the world again through a the first ranks of Persia, social, political,
human form; as the Jews believed and financial. He had nothing to gain
He had spoken through Moses, as materially by identification with the perthe Christians believed He had spoken secuted Babis. Driven with them out of
through Christ, and as the Muham- Persia, he and his family went into an
madans believed He had spoken through exile that, lasting longer than his life,
Muhammad. It was the same God who fell also upon his family and followers.
had always cared for man. It was :t Exile was not the only punishment for
manifestation of the same divine Spirit supporting the belief that a new religious
that had already spoken to the world era was dawning for downtrodden Permany times. The person of the Speaker sia. Confiscation of property belonging
might change, but the Source was al·· to the Baba'is reduced the faithful to the
ways God. Thus the Bab taught that a bitter sufferings of extreme poverty;
new Manifestation was soon to appear cruel and filthy imprisonments led to
from God. He had many followers, physical distress; all the miseries that
many eager believers, who watched and could be heaped upon the adherents of
longed for the coming of this new the new belief by an infuriated clergy
teacher whom the Bab always called acting through a subservient government
"He whom God will manifest." As the were meted out to the sect, known for a
believers of the Bab came to be num· time as either Babis or Baha'is.
bered by hundreds, then by thousands,
A series of exiles and imprisonments
the M uhammadan clergy were alarmed. finally brought the family of Baha'u'llah
They saw danger to their own belief in and a small company of devoted followthe rapidly spreading idea that the time ers to Aqa, Syria, the old Saint Jean
had come for the confirmation of the d' Acre of the Crusaders. Baha'u'llah
prophecies of Muhammad. They tried himself lived until 1892. As Christ had
to check the growth of this idea by all said to the people of His time that He
manner of persecutions. Failing signally was the Son of God, so Baha'u'llah proin this, they influenced the Persian gov- claimed himself the Manifestation of
ernment to execute the Bab. The inter- God to this day and age. There was
ruption to the spread of the belief was this great difference between the two
hardly momentary; a new and greater teachers. Christ shows by His teachings
leader came forward, the one predicted that He considered that He had come In
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fulfilIment of some of the promises given thrown their powerful inHuence against
to the Jews; Bahi'u'llah indicates in His the barbarities practiced, and of having
words that He considers that He has come brought them temporarily to an end.
in fulfillment of the prophecies of the
The numbers of adherents constantly
sacred books of all the divine religions. grew apace. At first, they were natAs Christ had taught His disciples, so urally in tbe Orient, where they are still
Baha'u'llab. taught His. The final years most numerous; but even before the
of His life were spent in putting into death of Baha'u'llah, Europe had taken
shape His teachings so that they might extensive and scholarly cognizance of
be acceptable to all the world, and in the new religion, and a learned professor
freeing the doctrines of the Baha'i re- had been sent horn Cambridge by Queen
ligion from the narrower interpretations Victoria to investigate its claims. Tothat had characterized the works of the day there are believers in many of the
Bab. The Bab had spoken to Muham- cO~l11tries o£ Europe; in the United
l11.adans, primarily to those in Persia; States, they are found in constantly in·
BaM'u'llah spoke to the world. In spite creasing numbers and centers, from the
of the persecutions and imprisonments Atlantic to the Pacific; there is a small
of the leader of the Baha'is, the spread but very earnest group in the Sandwich
of the religion was not short of mar· Islands; there are thousands upon thOllvelous. Even before the death of Ba- sands in India, China, and the countries
ha'u'llah believers were being numbered around Persia; there are several groups
bv millions. An had become attached in Northern and Southern Africa.
t; the belief through its purity and its South America, Japan, and the islands
universality; through its simplicity amI of the seas have risen at the call. The
directness, when compared to the in- world has been encircled by the belief.
numerable sects and schisms of Muham- Surely, the universality of the teachings
madanism and Christianity; and through of Bah;'t'u'llah is being attested to by
its promise that at last man had arrived their acceptance by such diversified
at a mental and spiritual development races, classes, and religions. One of the
when knowledge might be opened to him most remarkable phases of this new beas never before. There could be no lief is the quietness with which it has
material gain in accepting the new teach- been spread, and in a little more than a
ings, for many of those "vho practiced half century, it has passed around the
its gentle doctrines of universal love and world, and has won, purely and unostenservice to others, and recognized Baha~· tatiously, its millions of believers.
'u'llah as their leader, were horribly perBaM'tt'Hah established His religion,
secuted. Some 1~'ere reduced to beggary, and His spirit passed calmly and peace
others v{ere driven into exile, others were fully away. To His SOl1, 'Abdu'l-Baha,
tortured bv the most cruel devices known was bequeathed the duty of explaining
to human" ingenuity, still others were
that religion to the believers who were
forced into excruciating deaths. In Pereagerly asking' to know it better; a secsia to become known as a Baha'i meant
to be pointed out for death or persecu- ond duty Jeft this son vvas to establish
tion. It was absolute conviction of the unity and brotherly love among the adtruth of the teachings that led men and herents of that religion in all parts of
women to their acceptance. Twenty the world. That son, 'Abdu'I-Bah8.,
thousand had died in the cause before calmly pUl"sued his work of love, directthe persecutions were interrupted. Then ing it for years from the grim old prison
help came through foreign interference. city, Aqa, where thirty-six years of his
The ministries of England and Russia life were spent in exile and imprisonin Persia have the h01101" of having ment. Later, when released by the rev-
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olution in Turkey, 'Abdu'l-Baha trave1ed
and taught in Europe and America.
Briefly, what is this religion? First,
it is a reiteration of the commands of
God to man. Second, it is an opening to
man of a new era of understanding,
power and accomplishment. If, as Baha'u'llah claimed for it, it is the fulfillment and the continuation of all the divine religions of the world, it can not
be at variance with the truth in any of
them; nor is it. But it must be remembered that these religions as they exist
today have been altered and shaped by
the minds and prejudices of men. The
gist of the divine teaching is always at
the core, but often so overlaid with manmade creeds, dogmas, and philosophies,
that the center of truth is very hard to
find, How easy, for instance, would be
the union of all Christian churches if
only the expressed words of Christ were
taken as a basis of organization; how
readily all men could be brought together if simple faith, love and justice
were the means of union! Sects are not
made on the teachings of God, but on
men's interpretations of those teachings.
Fundamentally, all religions speak a part
of the same great, eternal truth, but
there is in all of them a heavy overgrowth of human interpretations. TIl(~
Baha'is believe that it was to clear away
these excrescences that Baha'u'llah came
into the world. It was not to displace
any divine religion nor any divine word.
There can be no contradictions in the
words of God, for His truths are eternal.
Consequently, if all the great religions
came from God, and if, at bottom, they
still preserve His teachings, there can be
no great differences between a new
religion sent by God and the old ones
that also came fro111 Him. More truths
may be given out, but the great principles must be the same.
Man, however, changes.
Centurie.:l
bring their development for him. The
simple primitive men of the days of
Adam or Noah could not have understood the spiritual teachings of Christ;
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they had to be dealt with in a more
material way. Even in the time of
Christ that Teacher had to say to His
disciples: "I have many things to tell
you, but you can not bear them now."
Why not? Was He speaking simply to
the fishermen who had elected to follo\v
Him, or ""vere His words really to all
mankind of that age, meaning that the
world of that day had not yet advanced
far enough intellectually and spiritually
to hear all He might have told them?
Today, Baha'u'llah tells us that man is
more ready, and that the wisdom of the
ages can be imparted to him as never
before. Hence, there is a new teacher
for t,he world. He has come to give us
more, not to take away nor to belittle
what any preceding great teacher has
given to man. A child passes from one
grade to another in his school life, but
he does not leave at the door of an ad-vanced grade what he learned in the
preceding- grades. The same is true in
the development of man. Teacher after
teacher comes from Goel to raise the
standard of civilization, and after each
dispensation the race is left better fitted
to receive the teachings of the next
Great Master.
That a new manifestation should come
from God is no more remarkable than
that previous ones have come. That so
far all years have had springtimes confirms llS in expecting coming years to
rejoice in periods of rejuvenation. As
the material earth needs reviving and
refreshing by the recurrence of springtime, so the spiritual world needs reinvigorating by a spiritual springtime.
Does it not bring peace and assurance to
feel that, through His manifestations of
power, Gael renews at times the spiritual
sense of man? Is there not a remarkable indication that a spiritual springtime is waiting on the sons of men in
the fact of the widespread spiritual
awakening throughout the world, and in
the renewed interest with which men In
all lands are turning to the study of the
divine, the eternal, the all-powerful?
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UNIVERSAL RELIGION
J. v. BREITWIESER, A. M., PH.D.
Editor's Note: The follow>ing article frorn the j)en of Dr. Breit··
wieser, Department of Ed'V!cation, University of California, is a
brief abstracl of an addl'ess given by him, to a group of religious
workers who were interested in evaluating rel·igion as a whole.
The a'uthor states that he then hnew little of the object-i·ues (md
tenets of the Bah6'i teachin,l]s, mul lhat many of the ,ideas are in
stlch close agreement with the Bah6',f, teachings that he decided
to send this brief article for j'ubiicatiol1, as it shO'lP)s how through
independent thinl;;ing 71wny are coming to the smne conclusions, and
that there must be truth in SHch universal agreemenl.

W

ITH THE DAWN of the power
of reflective thinking there arose
the quest for an adequate concept of
God. Primitive men groped about in
tbeir environment in an effort to arrange
their experiences into an orderly sys·
tem. They sought to establish laws for
cause and effect. M any situations arose
that baffled the mental powers of the
first thinkers, even as they arise to-day.
Usually the theories that received no answer were concerning the catastrophic
phenomena of nature. A demon or powerful enemy was held responsible. Man
exaggerated himseH and developed an
anthropomorphic God 01' gods.
These early gods were evil as well as
good. In fact, in many places where
men were keenly conscious of their maladjustments, the demons and evil spirits
were more numerous and needed more
attention than the spirits of benevolence. Man lived in fear and sought to
appease his powerful enemies. The sacrifices, tortures, incantations were the
expressions of feeling toward forces of
mystery and power.
Man grew stronger in his power to abstract principles from his experience.
He gained a confidence in his ability to
utilize his experiences in the past to
bring about a greater happiness in his
present. Priests or teachers arose who
put into the form of proverbs and ritual
those things which tend to preserve the
life and happiness of tile tribe. The
N ear East, at that time the hub of the

universe, became the cradle of religions.
They spreacl their rays of spiritual in ..
sig'ht in every direction. These rays of
religion in the form of crystallized
human experience were then reflected
back or absorbed with varying' results,
just as the sunlight is qualified by the
media through which it passes or the
sur faces from which it is reflected.
Thus the small group of followers of
Jesus near Jerusa1el11 who founded
Christianity, found in Paul an interpreter who appealed to the religious leaders of Europe and founded a Christianity that rapidly moved westward. Other
leaders, also Christian, carried the doctrines northward ancl eastward.
The Roman Catholic Cllurch as an institution became powerful in Europe,
but borrowed much of its form from the
religion of Egyptian origin. Then there
arose Protestantism, another form of
Christianity, spreading along with
Catholicism, going westward by means
of its missionary activities. Now, the
leaders of this great religion are meeting
the East in Asia.
M uhammadanisl11 and the Koran
moved southward and eastward and have
been competing' with still other religions.
As popu1ations grew and people came
in contact with each other they carried
their religious ideals in the form of tribal
approvals, sWI identifying their religi ..
ous experiences with their old tribal
gods, who were so adequate, while they
lived sequestered lives without many
contacts.
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Common to all religions, is the idealization of goodness. Goodness novv
must be judged in terms of wider experiences than ever before. J ehovah, the
tribal God of the Jews, has his counterpart in every religion. All of the essential qualities of the One God must be
recognized in all the unified deities.
We must now look for the great Purpose and value of religion rather than
the form or mere institution of religion.
Humanity must seek God rather than
a church.
Now that the religions have encircled
the world, they are meeting again to integrate, synthesize, unify all of the
world's experiences for the sake of writing a new Bible, one that will never be
considered finally finished until the
human family ceases.
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Tribalism has been displaced by nationalism. Nationalism is growing into
internationalism. Internationalism must
grow into universalism. Religion must
a waken a feeling attitude of reverence,
devotion and spiritualism in relation to a
divinity that personifies the universal
longing of the Soul of all mankind, a
Brotherhood of Man, a gospel of love as
large as the universe.
Vve are now ready for the great social
creed with its Universal God.
There is so much in common in all of
the religions. I am my brother's keeper,
and this brother may be in the remotest
part of the earth. If I err, I cause sorrow to all, forever. Let us, then, pray
with understanding, and with a sense
of our great moral responsibilities that
are as far reaching as all social contacts

WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
INSTEIN, perhaps the greatest
scientist of today, has offered an
interesting and rather startling theory of
education for children.
He believes that all education should
be practical, specific and definite and
never theoretical and that the chief instrument in teaching- should be the
movIes. These should be used to show
children, mostly through slow motion
pictmes, the crowded streets of foreign
cities, birds flying, flowers growing, and
so on.
This, he says, will interest them and
they will retain in their minds more
things that form the fundamentals of
education. At present, he says, no matter how well a child may learn a certain
subj ect because he is compelled to do so,
he will, if it is very distasteful to him,
forget it soon afterward. Therefore not
only has time and effort been wasted by
the teacher, but the child's energy has
been misused.
Examinations, says Einstein, should

E

be abolished and school hours reduced.
The present system of education, he
thinks, attaches entirely too much importance to memory of a parrot-like
nature and this is fostered by exam!11ations.- (Washington News.)
ONE OF THE most interesting universities of the United States is the University of Hawaii, situated at Honolulu,
which graduated its first class in 1921.
The University of Hawaii is
cosmopolitan, and is composed of an unusual number of racial strains.
Dr. Leebrick, describing the student
body, says:
"The students of the various races
work and play together. They conduct
their student activities by self-government. There is absolute social, political
and athletic equality, as far as university activities are concerned, and there
is no evidence of group action, based
upon race."-(Washington Times.)
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THE LONDON TIMES gives much
space to the meetings of the Church
Congress, which was held at Oxford at
the beginning of October, and voices the
opinion that "it is necessary for a living
Church to restate its conception of the
truth in terms correspondent to men's
changing needs."
The great
verities of Christianity remained unchanged and unchangeable. But men's
apprehension of them alters, while their
power to bring what they hold to be true
into relation to the problems of life must
be dependent on their readiness to interpret their faith in view of conditions
which are always changing. . . . And
since everyone agrees that the new age
which has already begun must make its
own demands on the Church, though it
may be impossible to anticipate the particular problems it may bring, it must
be realized that what has satisfied men
in the past cannot be expected to be
equally effective in the future.
Mr. Neill said that what youth asked
of the Church could be summed up in
the two words sympathy and reality.
Youth asked first to be understood and
to be loved. Youth had no particular
complaint against the leaders of the
Church, but to win their loyalty those
leaders must come, not sheltered behind
the glory of ancient names, but to stand
or fall on their own merits and to be
accepted as what they were in themYouth is very critical
selves.
and in its eyes no amount of churchgoing can atone for glaring inconsistencies of conduct.
The Rev. T. VV. Pym, head of Cambridge House, Camber well, S. E., in a
paper on "What the Church Offers to
Youth," said . . . It was to be hoped
that the Church of tomorrow would offer a religious education that would connect more closely doctrine with daily
life.
The Bishop of Oxford, in closing the
discussion, said that in our own generation he would say that the claim for
freedom for liberty on the part of the
younger generation was quite obvious,
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and it has been asserted in a very clear
and obvious form. But what filled him
with such hopefulness about the younger
generation in the times to come was that
he thought the younger generation did
appreciate the fact that liberty and freedom were not worth having unless it
meant that they raised the standard that
they were going to live and work by.(World Wide.)
COMBATIVENESS, hate and suspicion are never the conditions of progress. They are conditions of regress, of
slipping back and standing still.
All improvement takes place by consent, by men seeing eye to eye, believing in common and getting together in
good faith and loyalty for a given end.
All advancement toward peace and
the fruits of peace is made by an increase of good will and by a decrease of
bad will and suspicion.
The war was caused, as all wars are
caused, by an outbreak of hate, and it
can be cured only by the antidote for
hate, which is social good will, the spirit
of good fellowship between nations,
classes and individuals.- (Washington
Herald.)
AN EMINENT CHINESE physician
recently made a suggestion which was
something· like this: In Peking there
are too many societies, all with different
officers and membership lists; also membership fees. Why not form one large,
all-embracing organization and have the
various society activities included under
department heads? . . . all, however,
being necessary and desirable parts of
the one parent organization, which
would be international in character,
broad in purpose, and useful in extent:
and scope.
The main advantage
of such an organization would be in the
bringing closer together persons of various nations, in their association for
.-- (J ohn Gilbert
mutual benefit.
Reid in Advocate of Peace, December,
1924. )
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GOD! bless this nation. Confirm
this government. Reveal Thy glory
unto this people and confer upon
them life eternal. 0 GOD! illumine the
faces, render the hearts radiant, exhilarate
the breasts, crown the heads with the diadem of Thy Providence, cause them to soar
in Thy pure atmosphere so they may reach
the highest pinnacles of Thy splendor.
Assist them in order that this world may
ever find the light and effulgence of Thy
Presence. 0 GOD! shelter this congregation and admonish this nation. Render
them progressive in all degrees. May they
become leaders in the world of humanity.
May they be Thy examples among humankind. May they be manifestations of Thy
grace. May they be filled with the inspiration of Thy WORD. Thou art the Powerful! Thou art the Mighty! Thou art the
Giver and Thou art the Omniscient!

O

The jNGyer of 'Abdu'l-Balui at the close of his !alh
at P1Y1J1,Onlh CONgregational Clml'ch, Chica,ljo, Ill.
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ll!£iss Effie Baker, a Melbourne Bahd'i,
'who traveled through Australia and New
Zealand with Miss Root

Miss Amy Stevenson, of Auckland, N e'llJ
Zealand, and M~r. and Mrs. Hyde Dunn,
BahG'i teachers. (See page 334)
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HE HAPPIEST PEOPLE in the
T world are those who love their
work. For other things-possessions,
friends, family-are part of the flux of
life; but work we have always with us.
This unescapable attachment of man to
his work in a kind universe is not meant
to be a curse. In work we find ourselves; we develop qualities of character
that become stable and rock-founded;
we contribute our share toward the improvement of the world we live in.
There cross our path now and then
men who radiate joy in and through
their work. These men may be, often
are, in the humblest walks of life. Such
a one, in our town, is the Italian who
keeps a small fruit and grocery store.
Cheerful from morning to night, he
seems to derive a sincere pleasure from
serving his customers. FIe is never
anxious, over-hurried or irritable. He
is not mercenary. His business is his
expression, not his master. In the practice of his vocation he finds also those
values which others seek outside of
work-a smile, a word of greeting, a
friendly chat-all the essentials in fact
which go to make up the social pleasures. "The best of men," said Baha'u'l1ah, "are they that earn their livelihood by a profession and expend on
themselves and on their kindred, for the
love of God, the Lord of all the worlds."
Our humble friend is one of the
world's aristocrats, judged by this criterion.
, 'THOU DESIREST GOLD, and
I desire thy purification from it.
Thou hast recognized the wealth of thy
'X

Hidden ,Vards, Bahii'u'lliih.

No.

if

soul therein, and I have recognized thy
wealth as being thy sanctity therefrom."* Work in the spirit of service,
Baha'u'llah tells us, is equi valent to
prayer. But to work which becomes a
means and an expression of the passion
for gold, such praise and glory are not
ascribed. It is there that we see work
in its worst aspect-as a corroding care,
and a cruel task master, a tyrant that
smothers the soul.
A few years ago we had the pleasure
of chatting with the proprietor of a new
restaurant in our City. He was achieving marked success because of the excellency of his cuisine. He had the wisdom, by the way, to make his chef his
cooperator by giving him a share in the
profits. He was Spanish, and had been
a waiter in his own country. Here he
was rejoicing in opportunities for success and advancemen t such as only the
New vVorld affords. There was withal
an earnest and simple quality about him.
The other day we ate in his restaurant
for the first time in two years. In this
interval of time, a period of financial
success and of prestige for him, our
friend had undergone a marked degeneration of character. He appeared nervous, strained, too anxious for patronage
-a slave to his work. In analyzing the
situation one could see that the man
had fallen a victim of his very success.
He had become mercenary. That is,
monetary values had usurped with
him the place which ideas and sentiments of service should hold. Of what
a large and tragic class he is a type,
with whom victory in the market place
has become in reality a defeat. They
have recognized their wealth to consist
315
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in gold, whereas in reality their wealth
consists in their sanctity from it.
ERVICE, not acquisition, is to be
the key-note of the future business
world. Certain leaders in industry are
conveying even now this message as a
truth upon which to build success.
Henry Ford, in his biography, is quoted
as saying that work should not be done
with wealth in view; but if one's work
was well and honestly done, meeting a
real need of humanity, the financial reward would take care of itself. "Seek
ye first the kingclom of heaven, and all
these things shall be added unto you."
The millennium is close at hand when
the world of business, which used to
conceive profits in terms of exploitation,
now conceives it in terms of service.
A college classmate of ours, who has
had a spectacular rise from a poor boyhood to the head of one of the greatest
organizations of trade in this country,
sent recently this message to the boys
at the college. "Tell them," he said, "that
the keynote of business today is service.
It is a mistake to aim at wealth except
by this means."
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vision in every line of work are coming
to see or to presage the improvements
that will inevitably come, establishing
the Kingdom of God on earth.

INCE BAHA'U'LLAH gave forth
his message of world brotherhood,
and of the destined union of the East
and of the West, many forces have been
at work to bring this to pass. Today
the intelligent leaders of opinion in both
the Orient and Occident are reciprocally
appreciative of the other's civilization,
and are working cordially to bring to
pass a rapprochement between these two
halves of humanity, so long separated
by their diversity of culture as well as
by physical barriers. Now that the
physical barriers are being swept away
by man's inventiveness, it is becoming
apparent that the two cultures, so opposite in many ways, must ultimately flow
together to produce a new world culture combining the best qualities of each.
A remarkably clear and unprejudiced
statement of the outstanding qualities of
the Oriental and Occidental cultures and
the need of their coalescing, is made by
an Oriental teaching in the Occident,
Professor C. H. Chu, of the University
HAT WILL BE the effects of of Wisconsin, in an article "When the
universal education when fully Twain Shall Meet" appearing in the curcarried out? Dr. Henry W. Holmes of rent number of "The Orient." Shall
Harvard University, in a recent address the twain never meet? "I myself," he
before the Association for the Advance- says, "do not believe they will be eterment of Science, predicted that univer- nally separated, because even though
sal education would eventually abolish they be different, they need not nechunger and poverty from the world. I-le essarily be antagonistic. They are, I
also predicted that it would never bring think, supplementary to each other . . .
about actual equality between all indi- The East can and will surely give to the
viduals. There will always be differ- West a new life. She will teach him to
ences in degree. But labor will' be raised love leisure, ideals and peace. The East
to a higher level. This educator's vision needs the West to help her bear the burof the future organization of society is den of human affairs. The East needs
in line with the teaching of 'Abdu'l- the bugle call to action. The West needs
Baha who states, "All mankind possesses a temple bell to rest. . . . It is only
intelligence and capacities, but the intelli- through such a marriage that each can
gence, the capacity, and the worthiness find a happier life and a better road
of men differ."
toward a true and lasting civilization."
The divine forces moving toward a new
It is no exaggeration to state, in this
world order are so strong that men of connection, that the Baha'i Movement

W
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is the only movement able to bring to
pass this much needed union of the East
and \Vest. For only a religious influence
and motive can move the East; and only
the power of spiritual love and forbearance can actually unite two groups
so disparate in traditions, customs and
outlook upon life, as are the Orientals
and the Occiclentals: and the Baha'i
Movement, with its program for universal religion based upon the flowing
together of the great world faiths rather
than upon the subjugation by one of all
the others, is not only destined to unite,
but actually is uniting, the East and the
West in unparalleled brotherhood.
The writings of 'Abdu'l-Bah{l are replete with instructions concerning the
union of the East and the vVest, and the
following brief quotation is particularly
111 spiring :
"The East and the vVest must unite to
give to each other what is lacking. This
Union will bring about a true civilization,
where the spiritual is expressed and carried out in the material. Receiving thus
the one from the other, the greatest harmony will prevail, all people will be
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united, a state of great perfection will be
attained, there will be a firm cementing,
and this worlel will become a shining
mirror for the reflection of the attributes
of God.
"vVe all, the Eastern with the vVestern
nations, 111ust strive day and night with
heart and soul to achieve this high Ideal,
to cement the unity between all the natio11s of the earth. Every heart will then
be refreshed, all eyes will be opened, the
1110st wonderful power will be given, the
happiness of humanity will be assured.
. . . The devoted energetic work of
the united peoples, Occidentals and
Orientals, will succeed in establishing
this result, for the force of the Holy
Spirit will aid them.
"We pray that God will unite the East
and the vVest in order that these two
civilizations may be exchanged and mutually enjoyed. I am sure it will come
to pass for this is the radiant century.
This is an age for the outpouring of
divine mercy upon the exigency of tbis
new century-the unity of the East and
the T¥ est. It will surely be accomplished."

IN A KINDER WORLD!
Humanity can rise on wings of its desire
To cleave pure skies, or set a world on fire.
Shall progress lead to lurid Titans' flight
And a burned planet plunged in endless night?

o

spirit bold and genius-led of man,
Create a world of brotherhood that can
Like pyramid on broad foundation placed
Hold deathlessly its glory unabasec1.

There is no stableness in the old way
Of greed and war. For every empire's might
There rises other to disprove its sway.
The great Gift waits us when we cease to fight!
Revenge, mistrust, hatred, and lust of blood
Have had their day. Even amidst them good
Has blossomed like pale roses here and there.
Oh! in a kinder world, what scent would fill the air!
Slanwood Cobb
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RELIGION AND OUR MODERN SOCIAL PROBLEMS
RUHI AFNAN

, '",

~

THEN THE SUN of wisdom

VV

dawned from the horizon of
government, it revealed these exalted
"vords: The people of wealth and men
of honour and power must show profound reverence to religion. Religion is
a clear light and a strong fortress for
the protection and security of the people
of the world. For the fear of God leads
the people to do that which is just and
prevents them from that which is evil.
If the lamp of religion remain concealed
agitation and anarchy would prevail, and
the orb of justice and equity and the sun
of peace and tranquility would be withheld from giving light. Every man of
discernment will bear witness to the
truth of what has been mentioned."
(Baha'u'llah.)
During the last century religion gradually lost ground before the progressing
material civilization and "Neakened its
hold upon the life and action of man.
Through the many centuries of ignorance and priestly domination its fundamental principles and underlying spirit
were neglected and only the external
rituals and practices emphasized. As
science progressed, and as man's critical
power developed, religion, due to this
misrepresentation at the hands of its
superficial adherents, failed to stand the
attacks and vindicate its old, yet deserving poslt1on. The era of irreligion and
agnosticism was thereby ushered in, and
the cause of religion as a whole was
v\Teakened.
At present, however, we can detect
certain signs of religious revival and the
beginning of a definite reaction toward
religion. Science has come to the conclusion that the material body of man
cannot function without the help and
assistance of some invisible power, which
we may call spirit or soul. It has learned
that from such infinitesimally small
premises provided by science we cannot
deduce a conclusion. So infinitely great,

as what God is. Man's intellect and experience are too limited to deal with such
a problem and attain such a truth. It
suffices us to know that His Spirit permeates all things, that He is the Cause
of Life and the Creator of man. The
heads of the different religions on the
other hand are opening their eyes to the
truth of science and beginning to interpret religion in its true and spirtual significance. Thus religion and science are
gradually unravelling each other's truth
and uniting in the pursuit of their common aim.
Standing, therefore, on the threshold
of a new era, an era of religious revival
and spiritual reavvakening, it is interesting to understand what religion is,
what position it is able to occupy in
shaping the life of the individual, and
what reforms it can inaugurate in society
with its many fields of activity.
In the light of the teachings of
Baha'u'llah we can define religion as
"the attitude of man towards God reflected in his attitude towards his fellow
men." Religion, therefore, comprises
two indispensable and equally important
elements; first an attitude towards God
and then an attitude towards our fellow
men.
According to this definition, neither
the hermit who leaves man in his woes,
and seeks solitude to save his own soul,
is religious, nor the deeply ethical and
altruistic man who spends his life and
energy to help the poor but fails to render to God His due. Both of them devote themselves to only one of the two
phases and neglect the other. The hermit is oblivious of the fact that man was
created as a member of society and
therefore has duties tmvards it, also that
the example the prophets have set before
us is to sacrifice our life for others and
not selfishly spend our time in the salvation of our own soul,
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The so-called modern ethical man, 011
the other hand, trying to avoid the absurd attitude that the hermit of the middle ages held, emphasized the second element, namely of serving our fellowmen,
but went so far with it that he became
blind to the importance of Divine inspiration, and went to an extreme equally
absurd as the one maintained by the
hermit.
The true and real attitude is the one
set forth by 'Abdu'l-Baha. According
to him a religious man should pray to
God, get encouragement and inspiration
and then use his efforts for serving the
world and bettering its pitiable condition. A Baha'i should attach equal importance to prayer and meditation as to
social work and humanitarian services.
To appreciate the influence of religion
in molcling the character of man we
ought to compare it to two other institutions, namely law and education. (I
mean by education material education
as taught in most of our colleges). If
man be left to his own instincts with
absolute freedom and unrestrained activity, he will be apt to treat his fellows
far worse than a wolf would treat its
own kind. It is the combined influence
of law, education, and religion, that has
limited individual freedom in the interests of public welfare, trained our instincts and natural tendencies, and set
before us a noble course to pursue in
life. There has been, however, a tendency to deny the influence that religion
claims in restricting man's behaviour
and directing his steps towards the betterment of the community. "Education
and law/' they say, "can easily achieve
the desired aim, there is no need for
religion. Show man, through education,
where his personal good resides, teach
him the rules that the community has
enacted to govern the conduct of its
members, punish him according to law
if he disobeys those rules and then the
desired aim is attained. There is no
more work left for religion to perform."
Law if left alone is undoubtedly an
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inadequate measure to keep rnan from
evil. It is as imperfect as all the other
man-made things are. It has a tendency
to be negative in nature and say more
what we should forbear rather than
what we should do. Law regulates the
outward acts of man but does not change
his heart and motives. It does not force
him to do what is good but only punishes
him if he breaks its rules.
Education complements the work of
law, but only to a certain extent. There
are many conscientious people who commit evil OLlt of ignorance. A great number of our miseries undoubtedly arise
from lack of knowledge. But virtt1e is
not the result of mere knowledge. If
man were the servant of his brain, if
his actions were controlled onl y by his
intellect then the solution would be easy.
We have only to show him where virtue
lies and he will seek it. The real motive
power in man is his heart, it is our
ideals and emotions that control our
actions. It was not reason that led so
many of our young men to war. It was
emotion. If they had used only their
intellect and reasoned out the consequences of their undertaking, they would
have surely left the field of battle and
sought their homes. As it is religion
alone that can direct our emotions, create for us noble ideals, change our
hearts, make us seek the good of the
world rather than our own, and influence
our private as well as our public life, as
religion is positive in nature and makes
us try and find some way of doing what
is good, it has to be considered as a
factor in directing human behaviour.
Just as in the life of the individual,
so in society, religion could have great
influence if only duly emphasized and
wisely directed. The world is at present
divided and sub-divided by innumerable
social, economic, and political barriers.
Social classes are at war, political parties are at war and nations are at war.
The world will remain in this chaotic
state so long as a unifying force, a po-tent social bond is not created to unite
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these warring groups. Religion, and
only religion, can perform this difficult
task; because it appeals to the heart of
the people and unites them.
History shows clearly what true religion has achieved along this line. The
Arab nation, during the sixth and seventh centuries after Christ, was made
up of groups of barbarous warring
tribes. Their life and their glory was
in war. Islam, which was then a pure
and powerful religion, changed the heart
of this backward people, gave them new
ideals united theni under the same banner, and marshalled them towards a
spiritual and material conquest of the
world.
In a few decades this hitherto uncivilized nation became the master of
the near and middle east and founded
one of the greatest civilizations recorded
in the annals of history. During the
dark middle ages of Europe the seats of
learning were the capitals of Islam. To
these schools the scientists flocked in
quest of knowledge. No unbiased
student can read the history of Islam
and not marvel at the achievement of
true religion. We are not at present
worse than those savage Arabs of the
sixth and seventh centuries. If true religion could unite them, then why should
it not have the same influence upon us?
If a true religion should teach that
"Glory is not his who loves his country,
but glory is his who loves his kind," if it
were made a part of our religious belief
that the good of the whole world should
be sought, then no one would commit
aggression against his fellow men. If
the sovereigns should declare war, no
one of their people would be found to
follow them, peace would reign and
guns and warships rust from lack of
use.
At present most if not all the economic difficulties that threaten our internal peace are due to the distrust that exists between capital and labour. The
very existence of the labour unions is to
oppose capital by showing a united
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front. Strikes and lock-outs which are
detrimental to both parties and are at
present two of the greatest barriers to
economic revival, have as their object
to force the opposite party to agree to
their terms. Make it a part of the
religion of the capitalist to help the poor,
tell the labourer that work done in the
spirit of service is considered by God as
prayer, and most of the economic difficulties that exist at present will vanish.
There is no need for abolishing private
ownership, changing the very foundation
of our civilization, demolishing all our
institutions, in order to better the condition of the poorer class, if less violent
methods are able to lead to the same
result. Baha'u'llah says, "0 children of
dust! Tell the rich of the midnight
sighing of the poor, lest haply negligence
may lead them into the path of destruction, and deprive them of their share of
the Tree of Wealth, benevolence and
bounty are attributes of mine, well is it
with him that adorneth himself with my
virtues."
In another verse of the Hidden
Words He says: "0 ye rich ones on
earth! The poor in your midst are my
Trust. Guard ye my Trust, and busy
not yourself with your ease." Obedience
to this command would undoubtedly
change the heart of the rich man and
make it the aim of his life to share his
wealth with the poor among the people
and to further any legislation that betters their condition. He would not wait
until the state takes a portion of his
goods by force, he would gladly and
willingly give them. This may seem to
many utopian and impossible. It doubtless appears to be so in our present material civilization where the motto is:
"Help yourself !"
But as religion
progresses and as higher ideals are set
before man, these things will become
common-place and usual activities of
daily life.
The idealists and utopians of the
world have failed to realize their hope~
mainly because enchanted with their own
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VISIOns they neglected to provide a
practicable method for the execution of
those plans. Baha'u'llah, however, while
emphasizing the importance of religion
and the position it can occupy in creating an ideal for man, has revealed a
workable and practicable programme,
which if followed will solve the outstanding problems of the age. His policy was
to marshal all the forces, religious and
material, for one aim, namely the establishment of the King'clom of Goel upon
the earth.
It is most astonishing that our present
scientists who devote their lives and
energy to the study of the most microscopic organism, its structure ancl habits,
so as to find out its harmful effect on the
body of man, likewise those who discover the laws of nature and harness
them all to serve humanity and further
its well-being, should have neglected
religion, the greatest civilizing force, the
main-spring of our laws and customs, the
source of our ideals and inspirations.
To study the effect of this force, to
utilize it in furthering our civilization is
the duty of every man and woman who
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has the good of the world at heart. Re··
JIgion has been the principle force, the
guiding' light that led man from his 1110st
primitive stage of existence through all
the centuries of his development, why
should it now cease functioning? Now
that the world needs most a unifying
factor, a potent power for good.
The past century of agnosticism,
though it has created a general apathy
towards religion, was fraught with impOl'tant consequences. Before that time
most of the people were fettereel ~vith
supersbtIOns. Religion to them, was in
many cases, a series of outward practices,
to be observed at different times and
places. If they were to become Baha'is
they would bring most, if not all, of
those cherished, but outgrown ideas with
them. The Cause would become a con"
glomeration of religious beliefs, rather
than religion purified. It would become
a dumping place of all sorts of ideas.
This spirit of agnosticism has demolished
those antiquated institutions and left the
hearts free to be influenced only by the
teachings of Bah;i'u'llah and the spirit 0 f
, Abclu'l-Baba."

MAN M'L~ST know Goel, He must
comprehend the oneness of Divinity. He
must come to know and to acknowledge
the precepts of Gael, and he 111USt come
to the poi11t of knowing for a certainty
that the ethical development of humanity is de pendent upon Religion. (Star of
the West, Vol. 6, :':\To. 1, p. 4).

-'Abdu'l· BaM
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RELIGION THE BASIS FOR AN ENDURING
CIVILIZATION
,
FROM THE TABLETS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
HE DIVINE RELIGIONS were
founded for no other purpose than
T
the unification of humanity and the paAt all
cification of mankind . "
times and in all ages religion has been a
factor in cementing the hearts of men
together and in uniting various and
divergent creeds . . . (\Visdom Talks,
p.20).
ALL THE DIVINE Manifestations
have proclaimed the oneness of God and
the unity of mankind. They have taught
that men should love and mutually help
each other in order that they might
progress. Now if this conception of religion be tnle, its essential principle is
the oneness of humanity. The fundamental truth of the lVlanifestations is
peace. This underlies all religion, all
justice. The divine purpose is that men
should live in unity, concord and agreement and should love one another. Consider the virtues of the human world and
realize that the oneness of humanity is
the primary foundation of them all. Read
the gospel and the holy books. You
will find their fundamentals are one and
the same. Therefore unity is the essential truth of religion and when so
understood embraces all the virtues of
the human world.. . . And the religion of God is absolute love and unity.
(Pro. of U. P., p. 29.)
A~D AMONG the teachings of Baha'u'll:ih is that religion is a mighty bulwark. If the edifice of religion shakes
and totters, commotion and chaos will
ensue and the order of things will be
utterly upset, for in the world of mankind there are two safeguards that protect man from wrong doing. One is the

law which punishes the criminal; but the
law prevents only the manifest crime and
not the concealed sin; whereas the ideal
safeguard, namely, the religion of God,
prevents both the manifest and the concealed crime, trains man, educates
morals, compels the adoption of virtues
and is the all-inclusive power which
guarantees the felicity of the world of
mankind. But by religion is meant that
which is ascertained by investigation
and not that which is based on mere
imitation, the foundation of Divine Religions and not human imitations. (The
Hague Tablet, p. 10.)
IT IS EVIDENT that the fundamentals of religion are intended to unify
and bind together; their purpose is universal, everlasting peace. . , .
Inasmuch as the essential reality of
tIle relig'ions is one and their seeming
variance and plurality is adherence to
forms and imitations which have arisen,
it is evident that these causes of difference and divergence must be abandoned
in order that the underlying reality may
unite mankind in its enlightenulent and
l1pbuilding. All who hold fast to the one
reality will be in agreement and unity.
Then shall the religions summon people
to the oneness of the world of humanity
and to universal justice; then will they
proclaim equality of rights and exhort
men to virtue and to faith in the loving
mercy of God. The underlying foundation of the religions is one; there is no
intrinsic difference between them. Therefore if the essential and fundamental
ordinances of the religions be observed,
peace and unity will davvn and all the differences 0 f sects and denomInations will
disappear. (Pro. U. P., p. 95.)
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EACH OF The Divine Religions embodies two kinds of ordinances. The first
are those which concern spiritual susceptibilities, the development of moral
principles and the quickening of the conscience of man. These are essential or
fundamental, one and the same in all religions, changeless and eternal, reality
not subject to transformation. . . .
The second kind of ordinances in the
divine religions are those which relate
to the material affairs of humankind.
These are the material or accidental laws
which are subject to change in each day
of manifestation, according to exigencies
of the time, conditions and differing
capacities of humanity. (Pro. of U. P.,
p. 102.)
THE ESTABLISHING of the divine
religions is for peace, not for war and
the shedding of blood. Inasmuch as all
are founded upon one reality which is
love and unity, the wars and dissensions
which have characterized the history of
religion have been due to imitations and
superstitions which arise afterward. Religion is reality and reality is one. The
fundamentals of the religion of God are
therefore one in reality. There is neither
difference nor change in the fundamentals. Variance is caused by blind
imitations, prejudices and adherence to
forms which appear later, and inasmuch
as these differ, discord and strife result.
If the religions of the world would forsake these causes of difficulty and seek
the fundamentals, all would agree, and
strife and dissension would pass away;
for religion and reality are one and not
multiple. . . . Religions are many but
the reality of religion is one.
Divine religion is not a cause for discorcl and disagreement. . . . Religion
is meant to be the quickening life of the
body-politic. (Pro. of U. P., p. 113.)
RELIGION IS IN harmony with
science. The fundamental principles of
the prophets are scientific, but the forms
and imitations which have appeared are
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opposed to science. If religion clues not
agree with science it is superstition and
ignorance; for God has endowed man
with reason in order that he may perceive reality. The foundations of religion are reasonable. God has created
us with intelligence to perceive them. If
they are opposed to science and reason,
how could they be believed and followed?
(Pro. of U. P., p. 124.)
UNLESS THE MORAL character of
a nation is educated, as well as its brain
and its talents, civilization has no sure
basis. As Religion inculcates morality,
it is therefore the truest philosophy, and
on it is built the only lasting civilization.
. . . Because Man has stopped his
ears to the Voice of Truth, and shut his
eyes to the Sacred Light, neglecting the
Law of God-for this reason has the
darkness of war and tumult, unrest and
misery, desolated the earth. (Paris talks,
pp. 19, 21.)
I WANT TO make you understand
that material progress and spiritual
progress are two very different things,
and that only if material progress goes
hand in hand with spirituality, can any
real progress come about and the Most
Great Peace reign in the world. If men
followed the Holy Counsels and the
Teachings of the Prophets, if Divine
Light shone in all hearts and men were
really religious, we should soon see peace
on earth and the Kingdom of God among
men. The Laws of God may be likened
unto the soul, and material progress unto
the body. If the body was not animated
by the soul, it would cease to exist.
(Paris Talks, p. 104.)
RELIGION IS the outer expression
of the Divine Reality. Therefore it
must be living, vitalized, moving· and
progressive. If it be without motion and
non-progressive it is without the divine
life; it is dead. The divine institutes are
continuously active and evolutionary;
therefore the revelation of them must be
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progressive and continuous. All things
are subject to re-formation. This is a
century of life and renewal. " . .
The Divine Prophets have revealed
and founded religion. They have laid
down certain laws and heavenly principles for the guidance of mankind. They
have taught and promulgated the knowledge of Goel, established praiseworthy
ethical ideals and inculcated the highest
standards of virtues in the human world.
Gradually these heavenly teachings and
foundations of reality have been beclouded by human interpretations and
dogmatic imitations of ancestral beliefs.
The essential realities which the prophets
labored so hard to establish in human
hearts and minds while undergoing
ordeals and suffering tortures of persecution, have now well nigh vanished.
Some of these heavenly messengers have
been killed, some imprisoned; all of them
despised and rejected while proclaiming
the reality of divinity. Soon after their
departure from this world, the essential
truth of their teachings was lost sight of
and dogmatic imitations adhered to.
Inasmuch as human interpretations
and blind imitations differ widely, religious strife and disagreement have
arisen among mankind, the light of true
religion has been extinguished and the
unity of the world of humanity destroyed. The Prophets of God voiced the
spirit of unity and agreement. They
have been the founders of divine reality.
Therefore if the nations of the world
forsake imitations and investigate the
reality underlying the revealed Word of
God, they will agree and become reconciled. . . . In other words the fund a mental reality of the divine religions
must be renewed, reformed, revoiced to
mankind. . . . The Prophets of God
have founded the laws of divine civilization. They have been the root and
fundamental source of all knowledge.
(Pro. U. P., pp. 138-140.)
THE PURPOSE of religion is the
acquisition of praiseworthy virtues, bet-
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terment of morals, spiritual development
of mankind, the real life and divine
bestowals. All the prophets have been
the promoters of these principles; none
of them has been the promoter of corruption, vice or evil. They have summoned mankind to all good. They have
united people in the love of God, invited
them to the religions of the unity of
mankind and exhorted them to amity and
agreement. . . . The counterfeit or
imitation of true religion has adulterated
human belief and the foundations have
been lost sight of. . . . We must look
at the reality of the prophets and their
teachings in order that we may agree.
(Pro. U. P., P 146.)
FROM THE time of the creation of
Adam to this day there have been two
pathways in the world of humanity; one
the natural or materialistic, the other the
religious or spiritual. The pathway of
nature is the pathway of the animal
realm. The animal acts in accordance
with the requirements of nature, follows
its own instincts and desires. Whatever
its impulses and proclivities may be it
has the liberty to gratify them; yet it is
a captive of nature. It cannot deviate in
the least degree from the road nature has
established. It is utterly minus spiritual
susceptibilities, ignorant of divine religion and without knowledge of th~
kingdom of God.
One of the strangest things witnessed
is that the materialists of today are
proud of their natural instincts and bondage. They state that nothing is entitled
to belief and acceptance except that
which is sensible or tangible. By their
own statements they are captives of
nature, unconscious of the spiritual
world, uninformed of the divine kingdom
and unaware of heavenly bestowals.
The second pathway is that of religion,
the road of the divine kingdom. It involves the acquisition of praiseworthy
attributes, heavenly illumination and
righteous actions in the world of humanity. This pathway is conducive to
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the progress and uplift of the world. It
is the source of human enlightenment,
training and ethical improvement; the
mag'net which attracts the love of God
because of the knowledge of God it
bestows. This is the road of the holy
manifestations of Goel for they are i;l
reality the foundation of the divine religion of oneness. There is no change
or transformation in this pathway. It
is the cause of human betterment, the
acquisition of heavenly virtues and the
illumination of mankind.
Alas! that humanity is completely submerged in imitations and unrealities not'withstanding the truth of divine religion
has ever remained the same. (PrD. of
U. P., pp. 171-174.)
THE FIRST BESTOvVAL of God in
the world of humanity is religion, because religion consists in Divine teachings to men; and 1110st assuredly Divine
teachings are preferable to all other
sources of instruction.
Religion confers upon man the life
everlasting. Religion is a service to the
world of morality.
Religion guides
humanity to the eternal happiness. Religion is the cause of everlasting honor
in the world of man.
Religion has ever helped humanity to
progress. 1£ a Divine Religion should
be productive of discord among society,
it is a destroyer and not Divine; for religion means unity and binding together.
By religion we mean those necessary
bonds which unify the world oE humanity. This has ever been the essence
of religion, for this object have all the
JI,fanifestations come to the world. Alas!
that the leaders of religion afterwards
have abandoned this solid f01.1ndation and
have fabricated a set of blind dogmas
and rituals which are at complete variance with the foundation of Divine Religion. (Bahii'i Scriptures.)
RELIGION is the cause of fellowship,
not strangeness; the motive of ideal com-
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mUllion and not ill feeli.ng; the foundation 0 f the solidarity of the human race.
. . . A hundred thousand times, alas!
that ignorant prejudice, unnatural differences and antagonistic and inimical
principles are yet displayed by the nations of the world toward one another,
thus causing the retardation 0 [ general
progress.
This retrogression comeS
from the fact that the principles of
divine civilization are completely abandoned and the teachings of the prophets
of God are forgotten.
Firstly, religion must become the
means of love and amity.
,Secondly, it must proclaim the oneness
of the world of humanity. (Star, Vol. 8,
p. 15.)
vVHY IS MAN so hard of heart? It
is because he does not :yet know Gael.
If he had knowledge of God, he could
not act in direct opposition to His laws;
if he were spiritually minded, such a line
of conduct 'would be impossible to him.
If only the laws and precepts of the
Prophets of God had been believed,
understood and followed, wars ""vouId no
longer darken the face of the earth.
. . . All down the ages, the Prophets
of God have been sent into the 1-vorId to
serve the Catlse of Truth. . . . So at
last, when Daha n'Ila.h arose in Persia,
this was his most ardent desire, to re··
kindle the waning light 0 t Truth in all
lands. All the holy ones of God have
tried with heart and 501.11 to spread the
Light of Love and Unity throughout the
\'[orld, so that the darkness of materiality
might disappear and the Light of Spirituality might shine forth among the
children of men. . . .
All the Ivlanifestations 0 f God came
with the same purpose, and they have all
songht to lead men into the paths of
virtue. Yet ,ve, their servants, still dispute among ourselves! \Vhy is it thus?
vVhy elowe not love one another and live
in unity?
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It is because we have shut our eyes to
the underlying principle of all religions,
that God is one, that He is the Father of
us all, that we are all immersed in the
ocean of His Mercy, and sheltered and
protected by His loving care. . . .
The day is coming when all the religions of the world will unite, for in
principle they are one already. There is
no need for division, seeing that it is only
the outward forms that separate them.
. . . (Paris Talks, pp. 113, 119.)

IT IS EVIDENT that a power is
needed to carry out and execute what is
known and admitted to be the remedy
for human conditions; namely, the unification of mankind. Furthermore, it is
evident that this cannot be realized
through material process and means.
The accomplishment of this unification
cannot be through racial power, for
races are different and diverse in tendencies. It cannot be through a patriotic
power, for nationalities are unlike. Nor
can it be effected through political power
since the policies of governments and
nations are various. That is to say, any
effort toward unification through these
material means would benefit one and
inj me another, because of unequal and
individual interests. Some may believe
this great remedy can be found in dogmatic insistence upon imitations and interpretations. No! this would be without
foundation and result. Therefore it is
evident that no means but an ideal
means, a Spiritual Power, Divine Bestowals and the breaths of the Holy
Spirit will heal this world sickness of
war, dissension and discord. Nothing
else is possible, nothing can be conceived
of. But through spiritual means and the
Divine Power it is possible and feasible.
Consider history. What has brought
unity to nations, morality to peoples
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and benefits to mankind? If we reflect
upon it we will find that establishing the
Divine Religions has been the greatest
means toward accomplishing the oneness
of humanity. The Foundation of Divine
Reality in religion has done this; not
imitations. Imitations are opposed to
each other and have ever been the cause
of strife, enmity, jealousy and war. The
Divine Religions are collective centers in
which diverse standpoints may meet,
agree and unify. They accomplish oneness of nativities, races and policies. . .
All other efforts of men and nations remain as mere mention in history-without accomplishment. (Star of the West,
Vol. 4, No. 3, p. 57).
THE PEOPLE of religions find, in
the Teachings of His Holiness Baha'u'llah, the establishment of Universal
Religion-a religion that perfectly conforms with present conditions, which in
reality effects the immediate cure of the
incurable disease, which relieves every
pain, and bestows the infallible antidote
for every deadly poison. For if we wish
to arrange and organize the world of
mankind in accordance with the present
religious imitations and thereby to establish the felicity of the world of mankind, it is impossible and impracticablefor example, the enforcement of the laws
of the Old Testament (TaUl-at) and also
of the other religions in accordance with
present imitations. But the e'ssential
basis of all the Divine Religions which
pertains to the virtues of the world of
mankind and is the foundation of the
welfare of the world of man, is found in
the Teachings of His Holiness Baha'u'lIah
in the most perfect presentation ...
Today nothing but the Power of the
Word of God which encompasses the
realities of things can bring the thoughts,
the minds, the hearts and the spirits
under the shade of One Tree. (Hague
Tablet, p. 7 and 10).
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EAST AND WEST
MARJORY PALMER

H ow

SI--IALL WE of the West
_
meet the East, unite, and between
us produce something greater than either
alone could conceive and project into
being? What are the points of contact?
The tourist comes encased in predjudice
carrying with him his habits of thought
and act as a part of his luggage, and no
stretching or extensioll of physical horizon can increase a mental area bounded
by a fixed standard of living and think-ing. To observe, to study is not enlarging if the object of interest remains
outside us, alien to our consciousness.
So the tourist returns carrying many little tales of a strange world.
\Ve expect more of the intelligent
traveller who gives himself time and
makes opportunity for patient observation of manners, customs and religious
observances. He writes an exhaustive
account of his travels, but though these
travel books may interest us they leave
us cold, for they give no understanding
of the motivating and shaping forces
that produce the phenomena so interestingly described.
It is like studying musical instruments
without hearing them played upon. However faithfully we describe the lovely
shape of a "'tar," count its strings,
trace its development from the primitive
lyre and compare it with its relatives
in the family of stringed instruments, we
convey nothing that quickens 01" stimulates; the most minute analysis will not
reproduce one faintest note of the music
for which it was created. We cannot
know an alien people until they cease to
be alien.
\lVe cannot understand a
stranger, however intimate the contact,
and we remain strangers unless there
be a meeting of hearts, not in the sense
of affectionate response, but as Ghazzali
uses the word" ... 1:hr: heart, that spirit-

ual part of man which is the seat of the
knowledge of God."
Now outside those who journey "£01'
to admire and for to see, for to observe
this world so wide," ,vhat efforts are
being made today to bring East and
,Vest together in understanding? The
Western statesmen who concerns himself with conditions in the East is influenced and limited by the ambitions
of his country and the polity of his
party. The meliorist, usually an American, believing that the world can be
improved by practical means, thinks to
alter conditions by exchanging the primitive forked plough for a 'traction engine, but a tractor is of little use to a
man who considers himself captive in
a web of destiny. Humanitarians would
establish clinics and dispensaries, introduce methods of modern hygiene and
work to better the sad lot of the Oriental
woman, but these reforms are of little
benefit to the inarticulate victims of a
static acceptance of things-as-they-are.
To treat the immediate cause of ills and
distress is as stupid as that mecliceval
practice of annointing the sword to heal
the \vound. Palliative measures only
postpone the cure.
The educator who would train and
feed the minds of Oriental children
comes, usually, to impose his knowledge
rather than to adapt his teaching to the
needs of the student. If the teacher is
not receptive, willing to learn as much
as he teaches he remains a pedagogue,
and the world is likely to die of pedagogy. And this principle applies, too, to
the scientist and archceologist who is
willing to accept only those facts which
form links in the chain of research that
binds him.
The cleric Of religions coming ont of
the \IVes!: is; for the most part, COJ]1-
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pletely satisfied with the residuum of the harness the forces of nature and make
teachings of Jesus that remains to us. them serve his needs and desires. The
Safely encased in his belief like the egg last and snpreme phase into 'which we
within the shell, he presents a smooth, are now entering is based upon man's
bland exterior which protects him from adjustment to divine forces which will
any infiltration of new ideas.
work through him to produce a new
The scholar and orientalist strike order, powers undreamed of and a happy
nearer to the core of understanding in release from the indocile senses and their
opening up to us the great literature of domina tion.
the East, for there poetry is the yoice of
The vision of the brotherhood of man
the people rather than the language of is developing in every country, but the
an intellectual aristocracy as it is in enthusiast making sincere and lively efEurope and America. But unfortunately fort to quicken the race to a social conthe scholar is rarely himself a poet, so sciollsness of human interdependence
that much beauty is lost in translation, and brotherhood is often misled by the
and the wealth of symbolism and imag- rosy reflection of his own ardour. Enery of the oriental poet is foreign and thusiasm is stimulating and contagconfusing to the western mind.
iOllS, but this stimulus is short-lived if
A common knowledge of a language is there is not recognition and acceptance
helpfnl, but to exchange ideas and opin- of the creative source of ardour, Mejions does not necessarily promote true noun, distracted with love for Laila say·s,
understanding. To exchange opinions is "They blame me and my madness, yet if
like changing from one boat to another they should bring my madness together
in the mid-ocean of consciousness. vVe with that which created it their blame
may be happy and sure of our opinion, it would turn to wonder."
Every significant action and the groupmay be solid under our feet as a stout
ship; but beneath the ship lies the moy- ing of acts which makes the pattern of
ing sea of truth itself, a sea vast and our days is the result of some dominant
powerful which In an instant may engulf force working through consciollsness; to
observe the act without becoming aware
us and our opinions.
Universities and schools throughout of the motive power is futile. VVe look
Europe and America have opened their through a 'window into a room filled with
doors to students from the East and this dancers, the window is closed, we do not
hear the music to which they dance and
i~ good if these young men and women
will choose and adopt what is best of our their antics are to us grotesque and
culture and customs. But a new uni- ludicrous. If this is true in regard to
versal civilization cannot be built by a the secular lives of strangers it is more
happy or fortuitous selection of that profoundly true in the matter of their
which is good and practical In existing religious observances which often seem
forms any more than a universal religion to us fantastic and artificial. If we can
can be produced by a syncretic or syn- climb to the hidden spring that feeds the
thetic assembling of various religious spiritual life of a group or an individual,
teachings and principles. All must meet then we can become united at the source
at the source and together build the su- and from that height can see the ocean
into whi.ch all streams ultimately empty.
preme civilization.
Very familiar-the sonorous assurance
Civilization can be roughly divided
into three phases. The first was founded that there is no royal road to knowledge,
on the successful adaptation of man to but there is a spiritual short-cut to unhis natural environment. In the second, derstanding, instantaneol1s and complete.
brought to a climax in this lastcel1tury, Poet and ploughboy may come together,
not 011 the basis of their immediate need.
'Ne find man grown skillful enough to
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and interest, ·for to the poet the first significance of the ploughed field lies in the
rhythmic furrows etched by the slowmoving plough, waves of rich cool soil
tossed by the plough, he sees the earth
as the fecund mother of beauty. The
ploughboy, intent upon his task, is conscious of the tilled field only as a means
to sustain life; the soil is his enemy to
be conquered afresh with each successive
season. But ploughman and poet can
meet in the consciousness of the supreme
source of the earth's bounty and beauty.
How to meet-in the mass-these broth··
ers of East and West? Admitting the
occasional miracle of a personal un··
derstanding and sympathy, rare even between blood-brothers; how to create a
larger understanding? How to unite in
service to humanity when in addition to
diverse habits, points of view and tra&·
tions there exist as well profound differences of character and totally different
responses and reactions to spiritual
stimuli?
In the Oriental a religious quickening
intensifies his innate tendency to devo··
tion, contemplation and submission to the
will of God. He is capable in a high degree of the contemplative ecstasy of the
mystic. Carried to excess this results
in inaction. Mystic derives from the
word which means closing of the eyes
and the man who lives in a tranced outwardly condition is like the stream which
never reaches the sect but pours its waters into a still inland pool, unknown,
unvisited.
The Occiclenta 1 responds to spiritual
stimulus in terms of action, he must
speak his enthusiasm, express his ardour,
busy himself with a thousand details
which he believes to be bricks in the
building of a new structure. This car··
ried to extreme results in pre-occupation
with external and objective affairs and
he is apt to mistake activity for accomplishment and to be misled by the pleas-
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ant warmth of his efforts to a sense of
spiritual well-being.
Now it is clear that there can be no
exchange of qualities and characteristics
between East and ';\Test, but there can be
in this clay a sublimation of natural ten··
clencies and a development of new attributes which include innate tendencies
in a sublimated form. The restless en··
ergy of the vVest may lead to that true
vigour of activity which is the immediate translation of belief into deedso
Impetuosity may give way to that courage of faith that is sometimes more
potent than the nicety of wisdom. The
caution, prudence, patience and wisdom
of the East may produce the larger wisdom of being more than one knows, not
refraining from action because of incomplete knowledge, realizing that knowl o
edge is the horizon line of consciousness,
receding as we advance.
And above all there must be, in the
East and in the vVest, a united effort to
penetrate to that underlying plane of
universal consciousness which supports
our differences. For this penetration a
spiritual understanding and power not
hitherto existing in the world is necessary.Without some new factor in its
spiritual life humanity may well feel that
this penetration is beyond the limits of
possibility. This new factor is founel
in the teachings of the Baha'i Revelation
and in the lives of the Bab, Baha'u'llah
and Abdu'l-Baha. The history of the
Movement amply demonstrates the presence of such a force in the world to··
clay, and the example of the lives of the
Manifestations will enable all men to find
beatitucle and peace in action, serenity
in effort, true mysticism in terms of social service and faith in active demon··
stration of the power of the spirit. A
true union, a perfect fruition of the po··
tential qualities of the East and the
West.
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THE PEACE MOVEMENT IN JAPAN
BY TASUKA HARADA
Dr. Tasllka H arada, after graduation from Doshisha University, Kyoto) attended Yale, from which he received the degree of B. D. He also received honorm'Y degrees from Amherst, D. D., and Edinburgh, LL. D. In Japan he engaged in Christian work and for tWflve years was president of Doshisha University. He resigned his position there in order to comc to Hawaii and take HP work
in connection with the Oriental department of the University of Halvaii. His
book, ''The Faith of J apan/' contains lectures given in America. He was a lect~trer at Lowell I nstit14te, Boston, M ass., in I9I9 and repeated h'is lectuTes at H arvard, Yale and other Universities.

ODERN Japan began in 1868
with the reign of Emperor Meiji.
During twenty centuries of Japanese
history there are only three instances of
war with foreign nations. The first was
the invasion of Korea in the reign of
Empress Jingo in the third century A.
D. The second was the invasion of
Japan by Mongols in the thirteenth century, when Japan had to fight in defense
3nd stlccessfuIIy destroyed the invading
army. The third was the invasion of
Korea by I-lideyoshi in the sixteenth
century. After these wars Japan had a
period of peace both externally and internally for nearly three centuries.
After the opening of Japan to foreign intercourse in the Meiji era, she
has been engaged in three foreign wars.
The first was the China-Japanese war
in 1894-95; the second, the Russo-Jap::me~;e war in 1904-5; and the third, the
World war in 1914-18. The first of
these wars was fought, as I believe, in
the defense of safety, and ] apan took
part in the World war because of her
alliance with Great Britain, and her
work was to protect the transportation
of the soldiers from Australia and India
to the scene of war.
There are certain facts we must admit. First, that since the opening of
Japan to foreign nations, she has been
compelled to prepare herself against the
aggressive exploitations of the European nations. She learned of the navy
from Great Britain, and the army from
France and later Germany. Secondly)
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because of Japan's close approach with
Germany and admiration of German exactness and efficiency, the German spirit
of imperialism had considerable influence among the intelligent class of
people before the great war, but this
condition underwent a radical change
after the defeat of Germany. N evertheless, in spite of all these facts, the
real leaders of modern Japan have been
not of the military class but civilians.
Marshal Yamagata and General Katsura are the exceptions. On the other
hand, Prince Ita, the framer of the new
constitution; Marquis Okuma, the
founder of \Veseda University; Matsugat a, the reformer of the financial system of Japan; and Inouye, and Mutstl,
prominent diplomats, are among those
who have led Japan in peaceful development.
After the Meiji era, the first peace
work which Japan interested herself In
was that of the Red Cross. Seven years
after the organization of the new government she took the first step to join
the International Red Cross Union, and
after many years the Japanese unit has
grown to be one of the most prosperous
organizations of its kind in the world.
According to the late statistics, the
members number 2,064,200, and the
property amounts to 46,444,000 yen. It
supports seventeen hospitals in various
parts of the country and many thousands of nurses are ready to serve both
in times of war and peace.
I will mention some of the more im~
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p01-tant peace organizations that are
now active in Japan_ First, the J apane se Peace Society, of which Baron
Sakatani is the president, and the membership of which includes foreign residents of Japan as well as Japanese.
Second, the Woman's Peace Association
of Japan. This is a new association,
but is quite active under the leadership
of the president, Mrs. H. Inouye.
Third, another woman's organization,
the W. C. T. u., which is also doing
good work for international peace.
Fourth, The Church Alliance for W orId
Peace. In this organization the Christian churches of all denominations are
united. Fifth, the America-Japan Society. Viscount Kaneko, a classmate of
Theodore Roosevelt at Harvard, is the
president, and the society is working for
the development of good will between
America and Japan. Sixth, The Asso-ciation Concordia, an association aim-ing to find the common ground in social
and religious development of various
nations, and in that way to advance
good will among all nations. Seventh,
The League of Nations Association.
Prince Tokugawa and Viscount Shibusawa are the leading spirits in this association and are trying to keep up the
interest of the nation in the League of
Nations. Last but not least is the
American-Japan Relations Committee.
It was organized by Viscount Shibusawa and other friends of America
nearly ten years ago. It has been active
in advancing friendship between America and Japan in co-operation with committees of the same name in N ew York,
San Francisco, and Honolulu.
One of the remarkable signs of the
times in Japan is the attitude of the
students and young people in general
for peace_ When Mr. Y. Osaki, a
prominent political leader, made a campaign for the reduction of armament at
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the time of the 'vVashington Conference,
he received almost unanimoLls support
from the student class wherever he delivered his address. It is true that we
have compulsory military training, but
there is now strong opposition against
such training.
The new cabinet in Japan is reported
to be seriously considering ::t radical reduction of the standing army, to dispose of four legions out of twenty
legions in all Japan. On September 12,
when America was observing the socalled mobilization clay, in Japan the
J apanese Union of Educational Associations carried a nation-wide campaign
for the propagation of the abolition of
war. This does not mean that there is
no jingo press, or reactionary element
in Japan, but there is a strong movement for peace and influential leaders
who are working for it. They need the
assistance and co-operation of the lovers
of peace in other countries.
Dr. Sydney Gulick in his book, "Significant Movements in Japan," writes:
"Since the Washington Conference the
number of laborers in Japan employed
in the Government dockyards has been
decreased by twenty-five thousand, but
gradually, out of consideration for the
needs of the workers and because of the
general industrial situation.
At the
same time the naval forces have been
reduced by fifteen thousand men and the
army by some fifty thousand men and
twelve thousand officers.
The combined military and naval budget for
1923 is less than that for 1922 by fiftyeight million dollars, while the national
budget for primary education has been
increased by fifteen million dollars."
There are many angles through which
a nation should be studied and judged.
There are all sorts of peopie in Japan
as well as in any other country.-(Talk
given to a TVoman's Clttb in Honolulu.)
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THE ASSOCIATION CONCORDIA
OF JAPAN
UHI AFNAN has so beautifully
R
explained in his article in the June
number of the STAR
THE
how
OF

WEST

God, "on the one hand sent His
Prophets with a perfect code of laws to
teach some chosen disciples," and, "on
the other hand, reaching beyond this
small circle of disciples, He inspired receptive souls in all quarters of the globe
and among all races and religions to further the work."
In the Far East three receptive souls
were inspired with this spirit. In the
spring of 1912 they met together in
Tokyo, Japan, to form the nucleus of an
association aiming to find the common
ground on which all nations could harmonize. These men were the late Pro£.
Naruse, the founder of the first
Woman's College in Japan; Viscount
Shibusawa. a banker and financier who
has follow~d the teachings of Confucius
for his moral standard in life; and Pro£.
Anesaki, Professor of Comparative Religion in the Imperial University, Tokyo.
For the sake of finding this common
ground on which all nations could agree,
Prof. Naruse undertook a journey
around the world, meeting prominent
men in the different countries and receiving their expressions of good will,
which were later published.
In the Diary kept by ,Abdu'l-Baha's
secretary while in London in 1912 is the
following : "A distinguished Japanese,
the President of the Woman's University in Tokyo, who had been in the
United States for many months, came to
'Abdu'l-Baha. and showed him an article
on the 'Concordia Movement' in Japan,
which appeared in the Oriental Review
of November, 1912. 'Abdul'-Baha spoke
to him about principles of the Baha'i
Cause and how we are in need of Divine Power to put these principles into
practice. 'J ust as the sun is the source
of all lights in the solar system, so today
Baha'u'llah is the Center of Unity of the
human race and of the peace of the
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world.' 'Abelu'l-Baha wrote a beautiful
prayer in his autograph book and earnestly pleaded with him to go back to
Japan and spread these lofty ideals."
The prayer is: "Oh God, the darkness of struggle, competition and war
among various religions, nations and
races has covered the horizon of Reality
and hidden the Heaven of Truth. The
world needs the Light of Guidance;
therefore, 0 Goel, bless us with Thy
Grace, so that the Sun of Reality may illumine the East and the West."- (A. A.)

NEW ERA IN THE PACIFIC
AGNES ALEXANDER

OUR HUNDRED and eleven years
ago, Balboa discovered the Pacific
Ocean. This largest of the great oceans,
which covers two-fifths of the surface
of our world, was then an almost insurmountable barrier separating the lands
and people which border its shores.
In the new age in which we now live,
a great transformation has taken place.
The barrier Balboa encountered in 1513
has become a highway of travel and
commerce. Connected with cable and
wireless, its lands are united by almost
instantaneous communication. In this
new way, through the Pacific, East and
West are coming together, and it is possible for it to become the greatest means
for friendship.
The focus of the mingling of East and
West is at the crossroads of the Pacific,
the Territory of Hawaii, where a wonderful spirit of brotherhood is found,
which had its beginning a century ago.
In 1817, Obookiah, a Hawaiian boy, was
found weeping on the steps of Yale
College. He had made his way to the
United States on a whaling vessel in
company with three other Hawaiian
boys, and they had entered among the
first 19 pupils in a foreign school at
Cornwall, Connecticut. The boy was
weeping because he wanted someone to
go to his people and tell them of Jesus
Christ. This little incident was destined
to change the life of a people. Three
years later, a company of young, con-
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secrated couples set sail from Boston in
a whaling vessel, for the then little known
islands of the Pacific. This was before
the day of railroads, steamships, or telegraphs, and the only way to the Pacific
was a six months' voyage around Cape
Horn, attended with many hardships, in
vessels not fitted for passenger service.
The first band of Christian missionaries to the Hawaiian Islands landed at
Kailua, Hawaii, April, 1820. To an Ul1trodden vineyard they had corne and
found the way already prepared. The
old system of tabus (forbidden things),
which affected the rights of the C0111mon
people, and more especially the women,
had been abolished, and the group ot
eight islands were united under Kamehameha I, a warrior king. The Hawaiian people, by nature loving and kind,
welcomed their new teachers and thus
began the transforming of the islands.
By the year 1860 they had a constitutional government and public schools.
The friendly spirit of the m1SS1Onaries and the loving nature of the Hawaiian people produced an unusual
intercourse of social equality. Grafted
upon this foundation of friendliness, the
orientals came. First came the Chinese
who intermarried with the Hawaiians,
then the Japanese and their ambition,
the Filipinos, and others. All the
races developed and mingled in peace
and harmony, and today, under the
United States, in the American schools,
the children of all races mingle together
with equal opportunities of education.
These island spots are fast becoming
a strategic point for broadcasting goodwill to all the world. Because of their
background it is their duty, their spirit
to carry forward this spirit of equality
and mutual love and trust which was
planted through the sacrificing missionaries. Situated at the center of the
Pacific Ocean, they are peculiarly fitted
to be an experiment station for trying
out internationalism and making people
love each other. As a tourist center
they are constantly educating people
through meeting with the oriental popu-
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latiol1. It has been pointed out tbat
young Chinese and Japanese, trained in
this atmosphere of good-will and freedom, can go back to be leaders of their
race, while from the W-est, young people
of America destined for service in the
Far East, can come for training.
Balboa Day, September 17, was lllaugurated in Honolulu, in 1915, on the
four hundredth anniversary of the discovery by Balboa. A man who had a
vision of the union of the countries
around the Pacific, commenced in this
way what has grown to be the Pan-Pacific Union, embracing all the Pacific
lands. It is the occasion :for the leaders
in the great communities from Pacific
lands to gather and tell each other what
they are doing to make the city of their
adoption a better place to live in because
they have come to make it their home.
This year it was observed throughout the
Pacific lands. In Honolulu, under the
auspices o:f the Pan-Pacific Union, it
was the occasion for a dinner where
East and West met together in a wonderful spirit of brotherhood. Speakers
representing China, Japan, Korea, Philippine Islands, Australia, Canada, Hawaii, and the United States, gave their
messages of good-will, and a Japanese
sang songs composed by three nationalities of Europe.
"As we live in the midst of the pre-·
paredness for war," said one speaker,
"let us prepare for peace, let us learn to
understand one another, let us learn the
psychology of good-will." And it was
predicted that the time is coming when
in the cabinet of the United States there
will be a Secretary of Peace.
Like a band of crusaders to spread
good-will among the nations of the
world, the people from all parts of the
Pacific are coming together. "A new
era of divine consciousness is upon us.
The thoughts of human brotherhood
are permeating all regions. New ideals
are stirring the depths of hearts and
a new spirit of universal consciousness
is being profoundly felt by all men."
(,Abcltt'l-Bah;i.)
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HOW THE BAHA'I MESSAGE CAME TO AUSTRALIA
AND NEW ZEALAND
MARTHA ROOT
USTRALIA means "Land of the
Dawning." It is the newest continent to come into the ken of civilized
man, yet it shows in its rock formations,
its animals, and its trees that it is indeed
the oldest. Certainly it is one of the
loveliest and most fascinating, This mystically beautiful land has risen up from
three great oceans; it is proudly guarded
by the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian. 0
reader under the Stars and Stripes! do
you know that if you except the lakes
of your own land area, then Australia
is larger than your native land?
A visit to Australia is full of charm.
Everything is different. The gum
trees, the wattles flinging a yellow glory
over the country, emit an elusively rare
perfume. Wild flowers and birds are
unlike any others in the world. There
are certain animals, too, that have not
learned to walk upright like man, yet
do not go on all fours as beasts. The
great kangaroos go hopping noiselessly
about.
This story is not to be just about the
scenery, the gnarled knotted trunks
eucalyptian, or the wattle gold a-trembling, or the "laughing jackass" birds
called kookaburras. This simple tale is
about a "Father" and a "Mother" who
came to Australia and brought SOMETHING which is going to fulfill a spiritual prophecy and make Australia in
very truth the "Land of the Dawning."
There were a man and his wife from
San Francisco, two Baha'is, with beautiful grey hair and sweet young faces
so filled with Light and Love that any
stranger would say to himself, "What
makes them so happy?"
In 1919, 'Abdu'l Bahii, Center of the
Covenant of the Baha'i Cause, had sent
Tablets (letters) to America outlining
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a great plan for a spiritual Divine Civilization for the whole world. A copy of
these Tablets had been sent to these two
Baha'is in California.
As they read
them and humbly prayed "Labeick!
Labeick !
Lord, here I am!
Lord,
here I am!" the deep urge came to them
to carry the Glad Tidings of the Baha'i
Cause to Australia and New Zealand.
No commercialism trails over the
pages of Baha'i history.
These two
worked and economized and finally
landed in Australia with barely fifteen
dollers.
Father was taken ill, but
Mother went out to earn for those first
few weeks,
Then Father gained
strength and went out and found a position. "He who ariseth to serve the
Cause of God verily the doors of might
and power shall be thrown open before
his face!" but it is often true one has to
ARISE in faith first.
For four years these two pioneer
teachers, Mr. and Mrs. Hyde Dunn by
name, traveled through Australia, earning their living, and both telling the dear
Australian friends about the Baha'i
Cause for world peace. The writer, a
Baha'i, has just come along and for
four months has traveled in this new
continent to assist in the work. What
has she found? Baha'i centers in every
large city where Mr. and Mrs. Dunn
have lived. A little group of BaM'i pilgrims-the first ever to go from Australia or New Zealand-are sailing in
two months to visit Haifa and Aqa,
Palestine, to study the Baha:i movement at its source. New believers are
selling their homes and planning to go
forth, disciples of this New Day, to
carry these glorious Glad Tidings all
over the world, taking it first to their
own beloved home-land.
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Another enth usiastic group said: Do
come out and see what a wonderful site
we have chosen for our Universal
House of Peace when we shall buy
ground and build it in the years ahead!
Mr. and Mrs. Dunn had been in another city only seven weeks. They gave
a Baha'i Feast, the first ever held in
South Australia. Truly it was astonishing. One hundred and thirty-five interested friends were present. The decOl'atio11s would have been considered remarkable in New York or in London,
and the people had arranged it all. Most
important of all, the Breaths of the Holy
Spirit swept over the hearts.
What is the secret of this rapid progress of the Baha'i Cause in Australia?
The reasons which impressed the writer
are these:
The Baha'i Cause is the Truth and the
world is reaching out eagerly to know
it, to live it and to promote it; and sec·on dIy, Mr. and Mrs. DUl1n "live the
life." With them it is mostly deeds and
lastly words. The splendid, dynamic
sons and daughters in the different cities
told the writer what these teachers do;
the new souls measure sacrifice, trustworthiness and other ideals by these two
Bah{t'i lives. The writer has never seen
two Baha'i souls give more, trust more,
pray more.
Mr. Dunn said: "Never mention us in
wnt111g about Australia. I wish T
CO U LD do something for Australia t"
Mrs. Dunn said: "1 have failed t" and
she wept. It is in sweet humbleness like
this that the spiritual gardens of Baha'i
souls have come into their first exquisite
bloom in this fair land of the Southern
Cross.
Every day do they pray for Shoghi
Effendi, the precious Guardian of the
Cause. They felt perhaps he would
come to Australia to rest in those, his
dark days-they watched for him in the
streets and when the boats arrived. Perhaps Shoghi Effendi's spirit did come,
and finding faithfulness and progress,
he was rejoiced!
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Perhaps others who read how two
souls, not young, not well, without funds
except to pay for a steamship ticket,
could arise and carry the fragrance of
the Baha'i Cause to a young continent
-perhaps they too will prayer fully adventure forth! May they also find
health, stlccess and salvation!
This story has an aftermath. Mr.
and Mrs. Dunn went over to New Zealand on their vacation. Their real visit
was to tell the people about the Baha'i
Cause. They started out down the principal street of the city wondering how
to begin.
BrieRy--through prayer and
guidance they fonnd friends who had
heard of the Baha'i Cause in the "Christian Commonwealth" of England 111
1911 and a lecture was arranged.
Another lovely woman, Margaret, in
that city had also heard of the Baha'i
Movement from a "Christian Commonwealth" mailed to her by a sister studying in London; the sister had hearcl
'Abdu'l-Baha in Westminster. Margaret
believed and had been a Baha'i in her
heart for nine years. Many people came
to the lecture. That was only two years
ago. Now when the writer visited New
Zealand she found it jtlSt as awake as
Australia and the friends there arranged
Baha'i lectures two and three a day.
They were such spritnal, such efficient
Baha'is!
Aqa and London will be
proud of these new brothers and sisters
from both these lands and will see some
of them too, for they are going to take
a Baha'i teaching trip.
Cosmic causes are not spread in a decade or a generation. This little story
does not mean at all that Australia and
New Zealand h,tve become Baha'i countries. It does mean that some very fine
Australians and New Zealanders are
confirmed Baha'is.
'Abdu'l-Baha said: "This Cause has
become world-wide. In a short space
of time it has penetrated throughout all
regions for it has a magnetic power
which attracts all intelligent men and
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women towards its center. If a person
becomes informed of the reality of this
Cause he will believe in it, for these
teachings are the spirit of this age.
"The Baha:i Movement imparts life.
It is the cause of love and amity
amongst mankind.
It establishes communication between vanous nations
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and religions.
It removes all antagonisms.
And when this cause is fully
spread, warfare will be a thing of the
past, universal peace will be realized,
the oneness of the world of humanity
will be manifested, and religion and
science will work hand in hand. Then
this world will become one family."

EDUCATION FOR PEACE
XCERPTS from the $25,000 Prize
Plan of Education for Peace by
Dr. David Starr Jordan:

E

AS THE HISTORY of the future
shall be written in the schools of today,
it is vital that the teacher lay in the
minds of children the foundation of a
sane and wholesome background from
which to develop international amity and
intelligent abhorrence of war.
"The plan of education for peace
foreshadowed in the organization of the
World Federation of Educational Associations, established at San Francisco
in 1923, looks courageously toward the
ultimate abolition of international war
as a legitimate sequence of disagreements between nations or between individuals of different countries. Its
central purpose is the mobilization of
teachers in all lands, most immediately
in America, in order that their combined
influence and that of their pupils may be
thrown solidly on the side of peace.
"The welfare of our country does not
demand abasement or injury of any
other. It is well 'to love the cities where
we were born and the little hills that
bear these cities up.' It is evil to distrust and hate the people of other cities
or other lands, or to endeavor by personal or official means to do them needless injury.
"Special Arrangements for Training
Youth in World Amity.-Children may
be brought to sympathize with life in

other lands through the promotion of
correspondence between the youth of
nation and nation. With students of
more advanced age, international scholarships, exchange professorships, university departments of international relations, are active agencies for better
understanding. Essays, orations, forum
discussions of one sort or another serve
a useful purpose, and other features of
like character will be devised from time
to time.
One particularly effective method of
inducing thoughtful study of international problems by the youth of the
world would be that of a series of competitive orations, its geographical extent
being limited only by practical considerations of utility and expense. A plan to
this end may be outlined as follows:Students under twenty-one years of
age, or of some specified grade of educational advancement, would be encouraged to prepare competitive essays or
orations of a definite length on some
chosen topic or topics relating to international peace. Judges in every case
should take account, perhaps equally, of
composition and delivery on the one
hand, and of mastery of the subject on
the other. The winner from each school
would then meet and compete with winners from similar schools comprised
within a fixed geographical area; and so
on, with progression from smaller to
larger groups, up to a final nation-wide
or even international contest.
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"The importance of such a contest
lies in the education of the coming generation, and incidentally that of their
parents and friends. Similar studies,
taken seriously, would give the young
people of the nation or of the world a
background of knowledge and mutual
understanding which might be of inestimable value in any future crisis of civilization.
"Pledging the United States to the
Service of Peace.-To this end I would
suggest that a committee of American
teachers should consider the propriety of
using our collective influence in favor
of an official 'Council of Peace' or
'Bureau of Conciliation' within the Department of State.
"War, as we know it, is not 'ingrained
in human nature.' It is an acquired vice,
a product of lust for power. Human
nature changes very slowly, but the point
of view may alter very suddenly when
people are ripe for it. Education prepares for just such a new vision, and
sudden changes in point of view have
repeatedly taken place, every great
collective wrong having been vanquished
when enough men began to realize its
true character.
"To such final end of war the teacher
should contribute, directly in his relation
to the young, indirectly in his relation
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as a ,scholar and a patriot to the adult
generation. For the world still faces a
perilous emergency. The coming generation, even though better trained, is
not yet here, and the men and women of
today on whom we rely for the saving
of civilization are the same people who
allowed militarists and diplomatists to
plunge them into war. The conclition is
critical; it admits of no delay. Every
teacher should therefore do his part
towards that mental and moral disarmament which must precede and accompany military disarmament. The present
generation, however, confused and exhausted, will determine the immediate
future.
"It is hopefully true, however, that no
single generation can finally wreck or
even fulally save civilization, because in
the long history of man we have built up
an enduring organization for the C0111mOll welfare. Yet no good result comes
about of itself, only through the long
concerted effort of good men and
women.
"The Permanent Court of International J ustice.-The relations of the
Court of Arbitration at the Hague, and
those of the Permanent Court of International Justice, now functioning, should
be understood by the teachers of the
world."

"N 0 earthly power can resist the on rushing power of peace, for this power
is assisted by the Power of God, and that which is divinely assisted must prevail.
"The thoughts of universal peace must be instilled in the minds of all the
scholars, in order that they may become the armies of peace, the real servants
of the body politic of the worlel. . . . Mankinclmust learn the lesson of peace;
they must be instructed in the school of 10ve."--'Abdu'I-Bah6.
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WHAT IS A PROPHET?
To the Editors of the STAR OF THE
WEST:
Following a discourse which I recently gave under the auspices of the
Baha'i Assembly of Pasadena, in which
I related the circumstances of a conversation which I had in London during
the session of the "Conference of Living
Religions," several of the Baha'i friends
requested me to send this narrative to
you in order that it might come before
the readers of the STAR OF THE WEST as
an interesting evidence of the Baha'i attitude toward the Founders of all the
great religious systems of the world.
The narrative follows:
One afternoon during the sessions of
the Conference I stood before the table
on which were displayed the Baha'i publications when I noticed a very fine looking Muhammadan from India who was
glancing over some of the Words of
Baha'u'llah. He smiled brightly as, on
lifting his eyes, he discovered that I was
looking at him, and so I made bold to
inquire if he was familiar with the
Baha'i writings. He replied that he was,
but that he was an adherent of the
Ahmadiyyah Movement.
I said that I had not known anything
about this movement until I had heard
it expounded by the speaker the day be-·
fore. The man then turned to me and
asked:
"How do you regard Baha'u'llah as a
man ?" I hesitated for a moment, seeking the wisest way to reply, and then I
said: "In the same way in which we
regard all the Manifestations of God as
they have appeared 111 the world
throughout the ages."
"Yes, I know," said my friend fr0111
India, "but I mean, how do you regard
him aside from the man of inspiration
which spoke through him in his writings ? You see the Koran is the Inspired VVord which came to the world
through Muhammad, but there is a difference between the 'Inspired Word' and
the man himself. Now how do you re-

gard Baha'u'llah as a man?"
I replied: "The Manifestations of
God are perfect in all their stations.
They are the highest manifestation of
spirit in each degree, and though our
human limitations prevent us from fully
appl"eciating this fact, it is nevertheless
true, and their divine Infallibility is established."
My friend then asked: "Could you
as a Baha'i worship in a Muhammaclan
shrine ?"
I replied: "Yes, most devoutly."
"Well," said he, "could I, as a lvluhammadan, worship in a Baha'i shrine?"
"Of course," said 1. "That is the
beauty and miracle of the Revelation of
Bah:'i'u'llah, that he has established the
validity of the Prophets of God beyond
question. That is why the Bahit'i religion is called the 'Religion of Reconciliation.' "
"No, you are wrong," he insisted.
"The Prophet is one thing, the man is
another, we differentiate between these
two functions."
"But," I said, "is not this a very dangerous attitude? How are you able to
judge where the man leaves off and the
Prophet begins?"
"The Written Word," he replied, "is
the evidence of prophethood, but beyond
that Muhammad was as any other man."
"Then," said I, "if that is the way
you regard M uhammad, I am more of a
Muhammadan than you are, for I recog-nize and accept him as a Manifestation
of God, and as such he was infallible."
I smiled as I turned to leave and each
time after that that I caught the eye of
this man in the audience he seemed to
regard me wonderingly and perhaps he
is even yet puzzling over the Baha'i understanding of the divine revelators.
This seemed such an interesting outcome of the friendly association created
by the Conference, that I send it to YOLl,
hoping it may throw light upon this
question to other questioning minds.
MRS. STUART W. FRENCH.
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IS NEW YEAR-that is to say, the
I Trounding
of the cycle of the year. A
year is the expression of a cycle (of the
sun). But now is the beginning of a cycle
of Reality, aNew Cycle, aNew Age, aNew
Century, a New Time, and a New Year.
Therefore, it is very blessed.
THE RISING OF THE SUN at the equinox is the symbol of life, and likewise it is
the symbol of the Divine Manifestations of
God, for the rising of the Sun of Truth in
the Heaven of Divine Bounty established
the signal of Life for the world. The human reality begins to live, our thoughts
are transformed and our intelligence is
quickened. The Sun of Truth bestows
eternal life just as the solar sun is the
cause of terrestrial life.
THIS PERIOD of time is the Promised
Age . . . . Soon the whole world, as in
springtime, will change its garb ... The
New Year hath appeared and the spiritual
springtime is at hand.
,ABDU'L-BAHA
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Nliss )Jifcwtha Root, tm'['eling BalliJ'l: teacher and 'ik'I·itey.

(See j'Jage 373.)
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HE NEW YEAR for Baha'is
begins on the twenty-first of March,
T
the first day of spring. How much more
fitting' and joyous a season in which to
exchange New Year's greetings, than ill
that bleak and forbidding day of midwinter, the first of January, when cold
and darkness are at the height of their
power! With Baha'is, the joy of the
New Year is linked up with all the joys
of spring, when nature stirs again into
creative life, and the battle between
night and day, cold and warmth, gives
absolute assurance of victory for the
forces of light.
There is, in the warm appreciation
and joyous celebration of the New Year
and the arrival of spring, on the part of
Baha'is, a feeling of the deep symbolism
therein involved. For the springtime
means in spiritual terms the revival or
religion, which, like nature, is subject
to seasons of birth, growth, fruition, and
decline. TIns fundarnenta1 truth about
religion, so clearly demonstrated on
many occasions by 'Abdu'l-Baha_, must
be understood if spiritual faith and optimism are to be maintained in periods
of religious decline. For in times like
the present, when the power of religion
appears very mllch on the decline, the
spiritually minded can keep their faith
only by realizing that religions, which
are only the outward manifestations of
spiritual truth, must rise and fall like
all other institutions; albeit the spiritual
essence never dies, but becomes the
germinal power for new religions rising
from the foundations of the old, and
ever surpassing them.

I925
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THOSE WHO HAVE the spiritual
vision, knowing this truth, and perceiving that the religions of today--for re-ligious difference is not limited to
Christendom-are very much on the
wane, are assured by the law of cycles
of change, that now is the time for the
birth of a new religion, more glorious
than any in the past.
It is the faith of the Baha'is that this
religion has already come in the teachings of Baha'u'llah which are the
foundation for a universal religion and
a universal brotherhood of man in which
war, racial prejudice, and selfish competition shall be replaced by a new civilization based upon love, co-operation,
and service. And this is the inner meaning of the New Year to Baha'is, that
mankind stands at the dawn of aNew
Age. The brave faith of the Millenniani8ts, held so persisently in the face of
continual failures of predictions that the
end of the world is at hand, is true to
this extent: that the end of the age of
man as expressing the animal qualities
is at hand-that and all that goes with it
shall pass; while the age of man as expressing the spiritual qualities is about
to begin, nay, has in reality already begun. And strangely enough the year
1844, declared by the }\1illerites to be
the time of the end, was the very year
in which the Baha'i Cause was born.
WHAT IS THE BAHA'I CAUSE?
What are Baha'is working for? Nothing less than the perfecting of the
world's civilization, along the lines laid
down by Baha'u'llah. This is a vastly
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greater program than one of mere individual perfection. It is inspiring. It
impels to service and to sacrifice. For
where one might be negligent about his
own welfare, who can be utterly callous
concerning the welfare and happiness of
the countless millions of humanity yet
to come in the world's future? If the
Baha'i Cause can but conclusively prove
to the present generation its ability and
power to bring to pass an ideal condition
of humanity, it will win converts by hundreds and thousands. And it will succeed in proving this, for every year sees
further and further confirmation of its
claim of being the divinely appointed
way to human perfection. This proof
is furnished, not by argument, but by
the increase shown in the lives of its
adherents in all quarters of the globe toward unity, love, and perfection of character and of living. The proof of a religion, Baha'u'llah said, is not in miracles performed by its founder, but in
the miracles of spiritual perfection seen
in the lives of its followers. In an epoch
in which religion is waning, that movement which manifests the greatest spiritual power will ultimately win the hearts
of all men. For mankind cannot live by
bread alone. Without true religion we
thirst, until the Spirit bestows the water
of life; languish until the Word of God
becomes flesh, both teaching and manifesting the Truth.

of those who, accepting Baha'u'lh'ih as a
divinely inspired man, accept also His
potent word for a world state, a world
brotherhood, a world religion and a vast
world civilization based on the law of
love and of co-operation. Is any work
or calling grander than this? All else
is fractional. The greatest world genius
searching for ways to help advance humanity, can apprehend through his own
power of intellect but a portion of the
truth that is needed for the salvation of
the world. But Baha'u'llah has given
forth those great principles which suffice
fully to direct humanity on its new path
of spiritual freedom and power, leading
to the perfect civilization destined for it.
Those who have the Baha'i vision, therefore, are working not for themselves
only, or for their kin and kind, but for
the whole world; and what is even more
important, are working efficiently, because divinely guided. That is why' Abdu'l-Baha has said, "that a moment in
these days is more excellent than past
centuries and ages . . . this century is
the most important of all. He who pronounces one word of truth now, that
word will continue to wave and vibrate
without end and will never be annihilated."
"Verily, the gift of guidance during
this great century and this age of lights,
is greater than reigning over the earth
and all that is therein."

PAUL OF TARSUS realized with
prophetic vision the greatness of the
calling of those who lived in and for
Christ-knew that from that humble beginning of early Christians, would go
forth an influence that would remake
the then known world. And it is none
the less so today-that those who devote
themselves heart and soul to the teachings and cause of Baha'u'llah are fulfilling a calling greater than that of even
statesmen. For even the greatest thinkers and actors on the stage of politics
today are working in the dark, so to
speak, compared with even the humblest

THE OLD FORMS are everywhere
being broken up, to make way for a new
world civilization. The rites laid down
in the Li King, which have guided the
lives of the Chinese for over three thousand years, prescribing everything for
everybody, are reported to be losing
their hold upon young China. The problem confronting the educators of China
now is, how to preserve the valuable
traits of seriousness, strong sense of
duty, love of order and propriety, and
respect for elders and authority, which
have been developed by the practice of

Li.
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If these very desirable qualities are
disappearing in China as a result of the
restlessness and radicalism of the growing generation, that ancient country may
have at least the consolation of knowing
that it is not an isolated sufferer in this
respect. For a similar complaint is being voiced in every country in the world.
Does it not all distinctly point to the
passing of the old laws, and the unwit-·
ting preparation for a new culture which
shall be world wide? How, if the destructive and binding national, racial and
religious forms did not lose their holding power, could a universal civilization
ever come to pass?
One need not fear that society will
lose all form and organization. The
restlessness, the anarchy, the anarchy
which seems everywhere to prevail in
the overthrow of old customs, are not to
be permanent conditions. They are
merely symptoms of a change. Humanity cannot exist without forms, it cannot
exist without those old fashioned virtues
the value of which millenniums of civilization have evidenced. All that is good
and worth while in ancient morals will
be restored and enhanced in the new
age. But they will be restored, as they
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were created, by means of religion.
Nothing short of spiritual power will
suffice.
What religion is to per for111 this great
and lofty function of estabIishi ng the
laws for a new world-wide civilization?
There is only one existing religion that
from its very inception is universal;
possessed of all the laws necessary for
building up a world civilization; and capable of winning the allegiance of all
races and all creeds, not by means of
conquest and absorption, not by comparison and detraction, but by the realization of the oneness of all religions,
when evolved to their destined perfection.
The Bahci'i religion appears to each 0 f
the great world religions as the fulfillment of its prophecies and the fruition
of its hopes. Thus the diverse world
religions will ultimately merge into this
one great central religion, Baha'i, realizing in it their own perfection and glorious expansion.
When this day arrives, new and more
delicate forms of culture will arise-a
new world society with all the old virtues and many loftier ones to which humanity is but now evolving.

"THE WORLD of humanity shall become the manifestation of the lights
of divinity, and the bestowals of God shall surround all. From the standpoint
of both material and spiritual civilization extraordinary progress and development will be witnessed. In this present cycle there 'lmll be an e7}ohttion in
civilization unparalleled in the history of the 7CJorld. The world of hL1manity has
heretofore been in the stage of infancy; now it is approaching maturity. Just as
the individual human organism having attained the period of maturity reaches
its fullest degree of physical strength and ripened intellectual faculties . . .
likewise the world of humanity in this cycle of its completeness and consummation will realize an immeasureable upward progress; and that power of accomplishment whereof each individual human reality is the depository of God-that
outworking universal spirit--like the intellectual faculty, will reveal itself 111
infinite degrees of perfection." (Pro. of U. P., p. 35.)
'Abdu'l-Baha
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WHEN SPRINGTIME COMES
,

HOW 'ABDU'L-BAHA EXPLAINS THE MEANING
OON IT WILL be the time of
Spring. Already the signs of the
flowers may be seen upon the mountains
and in the valleys. When spring comes
there is a divine wisdom in its appearance. God has a special object in renewing the earth with its bounty. For
the dead earth is again made to blossom
so that the life of plants and flowers
may continue and be reproduced. The
trees put forth their leaves and are able
to bear all kinds of delicious fruits. All
the birds and animals, everything with
soul-life is rejoiced and rejuvenated in
the coming of Spring. If this does not
come to pass, it is not Spring; it may be
autumn. But it is possible that Spring
may come and yet a tree rooted in bad
ground will be deprived of its vivifying
powers. Or a fruitless tree may not
bear, although the warm sun and vernal
shower are descending upon it. So
likewise an evil soul may derive no benefit, produce no fruit from the coming
of a Manifestation of God. The divine
springtime which brings forth spiritual
flowers in other souls fails to beautify
the soul that is eviL In general, however, just as everything is vivified, refreshed and renewed by the bounty of
the literal spring, so every soul receives
some degree of illumination and growth
from the Manifestation when he comes.
He is the Divine Spring which comes after the long winter of death and inaction.
The wisdom of God is seen in his coming. He adorns the soul of man with
new life, divine attributes and higher
spiritual qualities. By this the soul is
enlightened, illumined. That which is
dark, gloomy and forbidding becomes
light, hopeful and productive of new
growth. So in the Divine springtime, the
blind receive sight, the deaf are made to
hear, the dumb speak, the timid become
courageous and the heedless awaken to

S

new realizations. In short, they have
become the image of that which God
planned them to be and vvhich the heavenly books promised shall be the true
station of man. This is the power, purpose and virtue of the Heavenly Springtime. (Ten Days in the Light of Aqa,
p. 57.)
PRAISE BE TO GOD! The springtime of God is at hand. This century
is verily the spring season. The world
of mind and kingdom of soul have become fresh and verdant by its bestowals.
It has resuscitated the whole realm of
existence. On one hand the lights of
reality are shining; on the other the
clouds of divine mercy ate pouring
down the fullness of heavenly bounty.
Wonderful material progress is evident
and great spiritual discoveries are being made. Truly this can be called the
miracle of centuries, for it is replete with
manifestations of the miraculous. The
time has come when all mankind shall
be united, when all races shall be loyal
to one fatherland, all religions become
one religion and racial and religious bias
pass away. It is a day in which the
oneness of mankind shall uplift its
standard, and international peace like
the true morning flood the world with
its light. (Pro. of U. P., p. 148.)
THANK YE GOD that ye have come
into the plane of existence in this racliant century wherein the bestowals of
God are appearing from all directions,
when the doors of the kingdom have
been opened unto you, the caU of God
is being raised and the virtues of the
human world are in the process of 11nfoldment. The day has come when all
darkness is to be dispelled and the Sun
of Truth shall shine forth radiantly.
This time of the world may be likened
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to the equinoctial in the annual cycle.
For verily this is the spring season of
God. In the holy books a promise is
given that the springtime of God shall
make itself manifest, J erusale111, the
Holy City, shall descend from heaven,
Zion shall leap forth and dance and the
Holy Land be submerged in the ocean
of divine effulgence.
At the time o£ the vernal equinox in
the material world a wonderful vibrant
energy and new life-quickening is observed everywhere in the vegetable kingdom; the animal and human kingdoms
are resuscitated and move forward with
a new impulse. The whole world is born
anew, resurrected. Gentle zephyrs are
set in motion, wafting and fragrant;
flowers bloom, the trees are in blossom,
the air temperate and delightful; how
pleasant and beautiful become the mountains, fields and meadows. Likewise the
spiritual bounty and springtime of God
quicken the world of humanity with a
new animl1s and vivification. All the
virtt1es which have been deposited and
potential in human hearts are being revealed from that Reality as flowers and
blossoms from divine g·arclens. It is a
day of joy, a time of happiness, a period
of spiritual growth. (Pro. of U. P., p.
35.)
EVERY SPRING has an autumn
and every autumn has its spring. The
coming of a Manifestation of God is the
season of spiritual spring. For instance,
the appearance of His Holiness Christ
was a divine springtime. .., The Sun of
Reality dawned, the cloud of mercy
poured down its rain, the breezes of
providence moved, the world became a
new world, mankind reflected an extraordinary radiance, souls were educated,
minds were developed, intelligences became acute and the human world attained a new freshness of life like unto
the advent of spring. Then gradually
that spring' was followed by the autumn
of death and decay. . . . The people
became negligent and oblivious. Minds
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weakened until conditions reached such
a ccisis that material science rose in the
ascendant. . . . The nations were enmeshed in superstition and blind imitation. Discord and disagreement arose,
culminating' in strife, war and bloodshed. Hearts were torn asunder in violence. Various denominations appeared,
eli verse sects and creeds arose anel the
whole world was plunged into darkness.
At such a time as this Ilis Holiness
Bahi'u'llih dawned from the horizon of
Persia. He reformed and renewed the
fundamentals and realities 0 [ the Christ's
teachings. He endured the greatest difficulties and underwent lhe severest orcleals.
Praise be to God! that the teachings
of God are revoicecl, the light of reality
has dawnecl again, the effulgence is increasing' daily and the radiance is shining more gloriously in the zenith. (Pro.
of U. P., p. 52.)
THE DIVINE RELIGIONS are like
the progression of the seasons of the
year. vVhen the earth becomes dead and
desolate and because of frost and cold
no trace of vanished spring remains,
the springtime dawns again and clothes
everything with a new garment of life.
The meadows become fresh and green,
the trees are adorned with verdure and
fruits appear upon them. Then the winter comes again and all. the traces of
spring disappear. This is the continuous cycle of the seasons-spring, winter, then the return of spring; but
though the calendar changes and the
years move forward.. each springtime
that comes is the return of the springtime that has gone; this spring is the
renewal of the former spring. Springtime is springtime no matter when or
how often 1t comes. The divine prophets
are as the coming of spring', each renewing and quickening the teachings of
the prophet -who came before hirn. Just
as all seasons of spring are essentially
one as to newness of life, vernal showers and beauty, so the essence of the
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mission and accomplishment of all the
prophets is one and the same. Now the
people of religion have lost sight of the
essential reality of the spiritual springtime. (Pro. of U. P., p. 122.)
Today his Holiness, Baha'u'llah, is the
collective center of unity for all mankind and the splendor of his light has
likewise dawned from the east. He
founded the oneness of humanity in
Persia. He established harmony and
agreement among the various peoples of
religious beliefs, denominations, sects
and cults by freeing them from the fetters of past imitations and superstitions;
leading them to the very foundation of
the divine religions. From this foundation shines forth the radiance of spiritu-
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ality which is unity, the love of God,
praiseworthy morals and the virtues of
the human world. Baha'u'llah renewed
these principles just as the coming of
spring refreshes the earth and confers
new life upon all phenomenal beings.
For the freshness of the former springtime had waned, the vivification had
ceased, the life-giving breezes were
no longer wafting their fragrances, winter and the season of darkness had come.
His Holiness Baha'u'l1ah came to renew
the life of the world with this new and
divine springtime. . . . The spiritual
springtime has come. Infinite bounties
and graces have appeared. What bestowal is greater than this? (Pro. of
U. P., p. 159.)

A NEW YEAR MESSAGE
SHAHNAZ WAITE

"OLDBehold!
things have passed away:
I make all things new."
Each Prophet, or Manifestation of
God, when he comes to the world founds
a new dispensation, a new time for his
followers. Thus we have had the Mosaic time; the Christian time; the Muhammadan time, etc. Today those who
believe in and follow Baha'u'llah are establishing the BaM'i. time. It institutes
a new method of reckoning by dividing
into periods, of nineteen months each
year, and each month consisting of nineteen days. This division leaves four intercalary days at the end of each year,
which are to be devoted to works of love
and charity. The New Year begins on
the twenty-first of March in accord with
the teachings of our Reve1ator.
There is a great and glorious truth
underlying the appointing of March the
21st, the time of the Vernal Equinox, as
the time of New Year rejoicing. The
former, "New Year's Day," January 1st,
dedicated by the Romans to the two-

faced warrior-god, Janus, and celebrated
by the ancient Greeks and modern
Christians, comes in the dead of winter,
in the period of cold and death. The
Baha'i New Year comes at the very beginning of spring, symbolizing the
Springtime of the soul. It stands for
newness of life physically and spiritually,
and thus we have all the beantiful ideals
of Easter and of the N ew Year bound
together in one grand whole. It is the
time when the heart of man cries out
exultantly; "O! give thanks unto the
Lord, for He is good. Sing unto Him
a new song, for He causeth the desert
to blossom as the rose, and the valley He
covers with greenness; out of night he
bringeth day, and out of death the Life
Everlasting."
On this our glad New Year, a new
Light shines upon the mountains, for
Life and the Resurrection are proclaimed
fOl-evermore. The bars of winter are
broken asunder and the iron bands of
death are riven. The lilies lift their
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holy white grails filled with the sunshine
of God's Love, for hath He not manifested His Love in every flower and in
the uprising of all green things?
"In the beauty of the lilies Christ was
born across the sea,
V/ith a glory in His bosom, which
transfigures you and me."
They are the sweet, small interpreters of
large certainties. Though winter cuts
them down, with every spring they
come again, writing their testimony on
the new page of the book of revelation,
wherein we read that life is an eternal
Genesis.
Thus we can understand why Baha:u'lh'th, the Father of Wisdom and Love,
appointed this blessed season for the
N ew Year beginning. The Spring festival is as old as the hope of man, call
it by whatsoever name we will. Be it
the Passover of the Jews; the Easter of
the Christians; the Megalesian festival
of the Romans, held in honor of the
Magna Mater, or "Great Mother"lasting six days in early April; the
Spring festival of the early Saxons, in
which they worshipped the goddess of
Spring and called her Eostre; their feast
day being named the "Sunday of Joy";
or in this time the Baha'i feast of
Nawrtlz, the "New Day"; in each and all
we hear the one great keynote in the
song of Spring, with its renewal of all
nature in beauty and rejoicing: "Behold!
I make all things new!" Oh! blessed
symbol of a most joyous spiritual Truth.
Therefore the BaM'is should rej oice
and sing praises unto God, for they
know that His universe, and all therein,
shapes itself, not unto death and destruction, but to a yet more glorious development of Life, and that it endureth,
"from everlasting to everlasting," and
each N ew Year shall be brighter and
brighter "unto the perfect day." The
Father of Glory hath come and hath established God's Kihgdom "upon earth
as it is in Heaven," a Kingdom which
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shall embrace all nations.
The winter of souls has passed. The
Spring and a glad New Year has come
and the first fruits of "them that slept"
hath arisen. Darkness hath fled from the
earth and the Sun of Truth illumines
the heavens by day from horizon to horizon; the Moon of aNew Covenant
which is as the Light of the Sun maketh
bright the night. Oh! Lift up your
hearts and be joyful all ye nations of
the earth.
Welcome, 0 Spring! With royal cheer
We celebrate thy glad New Year.
May it be filled with new delight,
'With greater knowledge, faith more
bright.
New health and strength, a firmer will
All other hearts with joy to fill;
Forgetting self from day to day,
To follow in the "Perfect Way."
New
New
New
New

sympathy with other's creeds,
tenderness for other's needs,
prayers for all who live on earth,
aspirations and new birth.

New laws for men-that strife shall
cease,
For He hath come who bringeth Peace;
That all shall serve in bonds of love,
All worshipping One God above.

* * * * * *

New efforts to go forth and bring,
The weary ones unto the King-;
That He in Power upon His Throne,
In Love may claim them for His OWll.
He calleth to the world Behold!
All things are N ew-passecl is the old!
Passed is the winter's icy breath,
Life's Spring is here with fragrant
breath;
New
New
New
New

leaves and buds, new upturned sod,
understanding of our God;
Love which casteth 0l1t all fear,
Peace, new Joy, a Glad New Year.
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THE THREE GREAT LIGHTS
FRED MORTENSEN

" I Nheaven
the beginning God created the
and the earth and darkness
was upon the face of the deep." As
darkness was round about the heaven
and earth God in His infinite wisdom
said, "Let there be light. And God saw
that it was good. So God made two
lights, the greater and lesser; the greater
light to rule the day and the lesser light
the night. He made the stars also."
These lights as we know are celestial
bodies which give light not through
their own will, but by the command of
God, He also said that the lights shall
be for signs and for seasons and for
days and for years; and that the lights
are to "divide day from night."
The creation of the sun and its satellites are thusly recorded, and the theologians have taught us these thousands
of years the literalness of this six-day
creation to convey, I expect, the marvelous power of God. Can this be the
purpose of thus recording the creation
of the sun and its satellites, or are there
inner significances veiled behind the
story of the beginning of our planet?
Perchance there may be a mystery of
spiritual purport contained within these
words of the creation.
In our firmament through the will of
God we have three great lights. The
sun, ruler of the day; the moon, ruler
of the night; and the morning star, the
announcer that the sun is about to arise.
The earth has its different seasons all
due to its position in relation to its reIt is
ceiving the rays of the sun.
through the bounty of the sun that the
icy blasts of winter are dispelled and the
dead frozen earth is revivified. Springtime is ushered in, and then summer
time with the bounty of the sun shining
upon us in its fulness to bring the grain,
fruits, etc., into their maturity; then the
fall when the green trees wither and

flowers and herbs fade away, followed
again by the winter season, All the seasons are due to the bounty or lack of
bounty of the sun. Likewise the darkness of night Bees from before the sun's
rays and we "behold men not as trees
or as through a glass darkly, but face to
face." Thus again through the bounty
of the sun, we have day, The sun is
life-giving and the life-sustaining orb
of our heaven, The lesser orb, the
moon, is a dependent body receiving its
light from the sun and in turn reflecting it to this earth, The moon, however, may have some independent attraction-the rise and fall of the tides,
for instance, But the principal duty of
the moon is to reflect the light of the
sun, after the sun has set and the darkness of night is about to come upon us.
We know, too, that the light of the sun
is reflected by the moon, as a quarter,
a half, and in its fulness. But the sun
gives forth its light with a fulness always, its rays ever descending with its
bounties.
Thus we have in brief the material
significance of the three lights of our
phenomenal heaven, bringing home to
us our physical dependency upon these
orbs. It is through the action of the
rays of the sun upon the earth that we
have oil, coal, rain, trees, food, and
even our health, wealth, growth, happiness and life. All are due to the sun.
It is through this knowledge that the
worshipping of the sun had its origin.
These bounties to us are not because of
the will of the sun, but because of the
will of God,
The creation of these orbs has been
through the bounty of God for the purpose of sustaining our material existence. That is importanL But it is infinitely more important that God should
have created Orbs through whose boun-
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ty we would receive a spiritual Light,
the rays of which would have healing in
its wings for all the ailments of humanity, the rays which would melt the icy
hearts of the unjust, canse the boundary
lines of all nations to vanish, and fuse
all nations and races into one large family, annihilate all superstitions fancies,
heal the blind, the deaf and tbe durr~b,
raise the dead and give to us life evel:lasting.
Just as we have a phenomenal heaven
with the sun and its satellites, so has
God created spiritual heavens with a
Sun (of Truth), a Moon (of Guidance)
and stars (saints) "which Lights shall
be for signs and seasons and for days
and years."
Let us consider: in the heaven of the
religion of J udaism the morning-star,
the Precursor, shone forth from the
heaven of the will of God, calling to the
attention of the Jews in Egypt that the
Sun (Moses) was about to arise, that a
spiritual springtime was about to be
ushered in. So the Sun arose at the
command of God, and through the power of the rays of that Command, the
hardened (frozen) hearts of the Egyptians were melted and the chains of suppression about the Jews were loo sed.
The seeds sown (by Moses' contemporaries) in the fertile ground of the
hearts grew and blossomed forth into
beautiful plants through the bounty of
that radiant Sun, so that the world marveled at their beauty. Consider the
Jewish nation at the time of Solomon.
It was the envy of the world. The wise
men of Greece and Rome traveled thither
to sit at the feet of the Jews to learn
from whence came their knowledge and
wisdom, of which they had become so
renowned. Without a doubt it was
through the power of the rays of that
spiritual Sun (Moses) "who freed them
and led them from the land of darkness
into the land of light.
Meditate on the conditions of the
Jews before the Sun (of Truth) shed
His Rays (teachings. etc.) upon them
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and reflect how they progressed afterwards. There is not any comparison.
They were as dead in the land of Egypt
(indeed the dead would be preferred to
God than their condition) but He made
them alive. They were slaves and He
freed them; they were weak, He made
them powerful; they were ignorant, He
made them wise; they were blind, deaf
and dumb and He healed them; they
were without hope and He made them
the hope of the world. So the power of
the rays of that Spiritual Sun are as
clear as the power of the rays of the
sun in our phenomenal heaven in midday. After the setting' of this Sun, the
Moon (J os111.la) arose and reflected
(carried on the work) the Light of the
Sun. After the light of the Moon was
darkened, then the Stars (saints) guided the Jews onward, step by step.
Therefore, in the heaven of the religion
of J udaism, there were three Lights:
the morning star (Precursor), the Sun
(the Word of God) and the Moon (the
reflector of the Light of the Sun) also
the smaller stars (saints, etc.) who
guided the faithful during the wintry
night.
As the earth has its seasons of spring,
summer, :Eall and winter, so the spiritual world also passes throl1gh its seasons
of Cl spiritual springtime, when the rays
of the Sun quickens the spirits of men,
and the good qualities and divine perfections grow up in the fertile ground
of the hearts. The summer time, when
all things reach perfection, and praiseworthy deeds and the Love of God is
evidenced on all sides. Autumn, when
divine characteristics begin to change
and virtues are lorgotten and the sweetness of spiritual happiness and attractions are chang"ec1 to earthly attraction.
Then comes the season of winter, when
the spirits of men become dead, the
soil of the hearts is frozen and the minds
of men give forth only thoughts of
hatred, enmity, prej udice and baseness;
and the animal traits run riot. When
the world of intelligence and thoug"ht
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has reached this state, it is as if death
and non-existence surround it.
V/hen the season of winter has had
its effect, a new Springtime returns.
The Sun shines forth and the spirits attain a new life. All the signs and gifts
of the past Spring reappear with perhaps even greater splendor in this new
springtime.
What was the condition of the Jews
at the beginning of the spiritual springtime of the Christian cycle when the
Sun (of Jesus) shone forth from the
I-leaven of the Will of God? It was
practically the counterpart of their life
in Egypt. At a time like this that brilliant Morning Star (John the Baptist)
arose and cried out, "0, people! repent
ye, for the kingdom is at hand! Awake
for a new day is here! Arise from your
beds of negligence and prepare yourself
to receive the Light of the Sun into
your hearts."
Then that Most Brilliant Orb arose,
and with great power changed the night
of separation into a day of unity for
millions of souls. "I am the Light of
the world, he that followeth me shall not
walk in darkness, but shall have the
Light of Life," saith Jesus. We well
know the truth of this statement today
and the power of His rays (teachings),
for do not the most advanced and powerful nations do homage to His Holy
Name? In the heaven of the Christian
religion, three great Lights have shone
forth: the Morning Star (John the Baptist) the Sun of Truth (Jesus Christ)
and the Moon (Peter) also the stars;
the other disciples and saints being
points of guidance during the dark night
which again came upon the spiritual
horizon of humanity.
Six hundred years after the Sun (of
Jesus) set the Sun of Muhammad arose
in the deserts of Arabia. With great
power he gathered together those wild
nomadic tribes who were more ferocious
than wolves into a powerful and mighty
people who carried the lights of civilization aloft under His Banner for ages.
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In the heaven of the religion of the Muhammadans He is the Sun and as It has
set the people are again wandering in
darkness and the coldness of wintry
blasts has frozen their hearts and numbed
their minds. Their condition again is
like unto before,-only prejudices, superstition and hatred showing forth
from their temples.
In fact, Spiritual winter time is evident everywhere. The morals and
thoughts of all nations and peoples are
contrary to the Divine decrees. The
Love of God has vanished and the love
of self is supreme. For the most part
no thought of helping or sacrificing for
another, but thoughts only of benefiting
self at the expense of others. Suspicion
is everywhere, and the people of every
nation are ever watchful lest they be
overcome. Fear! Fear! 0 what mockery our faith in God has become!
But glory be unto the Highest, for
He has proclaimed that the "knowledge
of Him shall cover the earth as the
waters cover the sea." And "That the
light of the Moon shall be as the Light
of the Sun, and the Light of the Sun
shall be sevenfold, in the day that the
Lord bindeth up the breach of His people and healeth the stroke of their wound.
"For behold, the darkness (spriitual
blindness) shall cover the earth, and
gross darkness the people, but the Lord
shall arise upon thee and His Glory
shall be seen," for God is a Sun, and He
is the Light, and in Him there is no
darkness at all.
It is about thirty-five hundred years
since the advent of Moses, and all this
time the Jews have been praying, beseed1ing God to send their Messiah unto
them. It is nearly two thousand years
since the Sun of Jesus arose in the
heaven of Christianity, and we, too,
have been praying and watching for the
return of that Sun. The Sun of Muhammad appeared on the horizon thirteen hundred and fifty years ago and
they, too, are ever praying night and
day for the return of their Sun of
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Truth. So it is with all peoples of every
religion, each praying and each expecting the reappearance of their Sun of
Truth.
Religious history teaches us that the
Spiritual Sun appears on the horizon of
the world of humanity everyone thousand years more or less, according to the
need of the times, and in the interim the
minor prophets and sages carry on the
work of their Masters.
Come, let us reason together: Isn't
it about time for a new Spiritual Sun to
appear in the heaven of the Will of God,
to illumine the hearts of men and inspire them to new divine activities? Can
this be the day of fulfillment of the
Word of God? Can this be the day
when the "Lord shall be King over all
the earth and the day that there shall be
one Lord and His Name One?"
For He has proclaimed that in the
"Day of his preparation the chariots
(automobiles) shall rage in the streets,
they shall j ostIe (collide) one against
another in the broad ways; shall seem
like torches (head-lights), they shall run
like the lightnings." This is a clear
prophecy of the automobile and is the
day when "I will give them a new heart
and I will put a new spirit within them,
that they may walk in my statutes and
keep mine ordinances and do them, and
they shall be my people and I will be
their God." And in this day Ezekiel
saw the "cherubim (airplanes) lift up
their wings and mount up from the
earth in my sight, the wheels also were
beside them, for the spirit of the living
creatures (man) was in them, and
everyone (all nations and races) stood
at the door of the east gate of the Lord's
House, and the Glory of God was over
them."
The auto and airplane show the progress of knowledge from a material point
of view, and they also point to an inner
significance: that spiritual knowledge
shall run like the lightnings and flyover
plains and mountains as the birds of the
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an-. Think of the wonderful phenomena, the printing presses and their
auxiliaries! God has not intended that
they shall. be for commercial purposes
only, nay, they shall some day be the
mirrors, reflecting the light (teachings)
of the S1111. God has allowed the light
of His knowledge (inventions) to penetrate into the recesses of our minds
more fully than ever before. Likewise
the radio, telegraph, cables, wireless
have been given unto us to help Him
"cover the earth with His knowledge,
to establish His statutes and ordinances,
and to give us a new heart and a new
spirit. For beholdl I make all things
new."
For the first time since the day of
Adam, the possibility of the fulfillment
of God's promises is now here. I-Iear,
o people, and ponder over this heavenly message!
This is the Day of the Father when
He "col11eth with ten thousand of His
saints." This is that great and glorious
day that all prophets and sages dreamed
of and sang about. In this day the SU11
of Truth is again shining and the greatest and 1110st glorious light is now manifest to illuminate the hearts of men. In
the heaven of the Will of God, He is
shining with the intensity of seven Suns
and His Rays (teachings) are the healing of the nations. The promulgation
of these Rays is for the welfare of humanity, they will destroy the darkness
of ignorance, animosity, and hatred, superstitions will disappear and the differences of religions will be annulled.
Come let us awaken from our sleep
of negligence, arise from our beels of
idleness, for it is not meet that we
should be asleep, but let us open our
eyes and cultivate the soil of our hearts
so that beautiful flowers (deeds) may
spring up verdantly therein, through
the power of the rays of this Sun.
o people! Do you remember the les-son in the Day of Jesus, how He was
rej ected, reviled, spat upon and finally
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crucified? Do not let history repeat ideals having passed away. "And there
itself unto you, but be of those who re- was no more sea." That is, no more the
member. Be of those who are awake causes separating mankind, such as vain the day of resurrection, so that you rious religious beliefs causing peoples to
may sing His praises and glorify God be submerged in a sea of names,-as I
for evermore.
am a Christian, I am a Jew. But the
The Morning Star of this new heaven heat of the Sun of Baha'u'llah will dry
appeared on the horizon of Persia eighty up all those seas of differences and man
years ago, clearly, brilliantly, and with will stand firmly upon the earth and he
the utmost eloquence, and in spite of the shall "see not as through a glass darkly,
storm clouds (opposition) that had gath- but face to face."
ered around Him, testified that the Sun
The Rays of this Sun are today dewas about to arise. Just as John the scending upon us from the "horizon of
Baptist called upon the people to re- the Mount" (Carmel), and the regions
pent for their iniquities, suffered and of the world are being flooded with Its
died, so did this wonderful being, whose Light. Just as the rays of the phenomname is "The Bab," proclaim, "0 peo- enal sun are infinite, so are the rays of
pIe! Prepare yourselves to receive the the Sun of Truth infinite. These are a
Lord for the day of resurrection is few of the Rays from the Sun of
nigh," and, "He whom God shall mani- Reality:
fest is about to come forth from the
The Oneness of Mankind, Establishabode of nearness with power and great ment of Universal Peace, Independent
glory." The Bab, like his predecessor Investigation of Truth, A Universal
Tohn the Baptist, suffered and died at Auxiliary Language and other well
the hands of a fanatical people.
known Baha'i Principles.
Then the Sun of the Bab's prophecy
The Moon of this heaven that "shall
(Baha'u'lhih) arose with the brilliancy shine as the Sun" was' Abdu'l- Bah~, the
and the heat of seven Suns. "The heav- eldest son of Baha'u'llih. He reflected
ens (religions) shall pass away with a the Light of his Father with a power
great noise (amidst argumentative op- like unto the Sun. He was "the man
position) and the elements (the previous that shall build the temple of the Lord
and supposed fundamental principles) and the Messenger of the Covenant
shall melt (be overcome) with fervent whom ye delight in, behold he shall
heat, (i. e., the love of God), the earth come, saith the Lord of Hosts."
also (i. e., as is known with its hatreds,
wars, etc.), and the works (man's no"0 ye discerning ones of the people!
tions, ideas and institutions which peoVerily the Words which have descended
ple have substituted for God's) that are
from the heaven of the Will of God are
therein shall be burned up."
the source of unity and harmony for the
"And I saw a new heaven and a new
earth, for the first heaven and the first world. Close your eyes to racial differearth were passed away." That is, the ences and welcome all with the light of
rays (teachings) of this Sun will cause oneness. Be the cause of comfort and
to blossom forth in the world of human- promotion of humanity. This handful
ity a new feeling, a divine brotherhood, of dust, the world, is one home. Let it
the love and Fatherhood of God, of be in unity. Forsake pride, it is the
peace. Therefore, a new earth will cause of discord." In these words did
come into being, the old thoughts and Bahi'll'llah instruct the people.
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WHEN BEAUTY STREAMS
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER
1 HE wistful yearning of mankind summons to perfection that provokes in
for a perfection beyond his ordi- us such aching aspirations from time to
nary capacity is attested by the pain that time. We may pursue a dreamless
often accompanies beauty. In the aes- routine for months, and suddenly, with
thetic experience there is a lavish out- a merciless affront to our self-satisfac-·
rushing of the soul's fine gift of re- tions, the sublime and effortless coming
sponse to and recognition of something of spring, the "far plaint of viols"
from which it cannot derive any possi- through chaste moonlight, the reminisble personal benefit. There is no mate- cent breath of some long-forgotten odor,
rial advantage to a living being from the starry eyes of an attentive child, will
the colors of a sunset, from the first startle and stab us to a heart-sick yearnmild fragrances of moist March earth, ing for Cl completion that the mind can
from the superb sinuosity of a mighty never know. For a space we are transriver, any more than there is any utili- ported to an exaltation that will brook
tarian benefit in the pigments of Raphael no interference fro111 personal plans or
paintings, the tumultuous energy of selfish desires; here we must become
Michael Angelo's statues, the leaping, merged in a width of comprehensi.on
soaring loveliness of the l~ouen cathe-· that annuls every narrow wish; or else
dral, or tbe poignant probing of the we must return unassuaged to the little
opening bars of Chopin's Impromptu in partitions of lifeless things and heart1" sharp major, with its tender question- less contacts. The unquenchable thirst
of the soul for these fountains of crysing of all life's deepest meanings.
The very nature of the recognition of talline refreshment marks our kinship to
beauty requires a complete withdrawal the infinite, and mirrors our inmost patfrom self, for the first definition of any- tern to the likeness of God.
thing beautiful is its freedom from the
In every experience of beauty there
utilitarian. We can imagine something is a degree of pain. The panting soul,
of the bewildering tempestuous ecstacy too soon exhausted with a rapture of
that swept through the first soul, who joy and wonder that it is not yet robust
discovered that, though putting some enough to bear, returns after a brief
ornamentation on his crude earthen ves- supernal sojourn on the brink of persel did not in any sense increase its use- fection, bringing with it only the shinfulness, or enlarge its content, it did re- ing memory of an almost unendurable
lease in him new levels of response, new splendor, that shrivels the world and all
powers of expression, a new hope, a new its strivings to a bare kernel, and makes
sensibility, a new vision. The addition the vauntings of ambition and vanity
of this element of decoration to his uten- the mere echo of a hollow sound.
Beauty belongs to those who appresil could not feed his body, but it performed the more eternal task of nour-· ciate her. 'fhere is no vested ownership in her intemperate austentles.
ishing his soul.
It is beauty upon which the spirit Those sentiments that were "graven in
feeds, for spirit is limitless and its nutri- the marbles of the Parthenon and broidment can never come frorn those sordid ered with the birds upon tbe fan of
restrictions that please the impertinent Hokusai. at the foot of Fuji-yama,"
selfishness of man. This is the haunting know no era, 110 clime, no nationality.
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In the divine democracy of beauty those
who respond to her appeal enjoy an
equal and an unlimited freedom from
the tyranny of sordidness and from the
enslavement to things. She extends to
the King and to the hireling a suffrage
equal to their own capacities, sometimes
whimsically hiding herself from the one
and revealing herself to the other with
an audacious carelessness that subverts
our human arrogance. Frederick the
Great grasped this fact when to the astonishment and secret resentment of the
high nobility present at a state function
he seated Voltaire on his right and dogmatically announced that genius ranks
with royalty.
Before we can bear the unveiled sight
of Beauty's self we must be stripped of
all those offenses against joy and peace
and love and truth that are our common
expression. Beauty caresses with special fervor certain obvious favorites,
while others see her magical turrets
from afar, glowing perhaps in the sudden sunlight of some alluring day before spring in which there is a first stirring of faint calls and promises. Some
dwell in her ante-chamber, responding
to the rites and ceremonies of her cult
as if they were the high priests of her
austere and virginal usage; still others
are her welcome familiars, dwelling in
incessant and unsullied contact with her,
attuned to the harmony, the splendor,
the resonance that would destroy the unaccustomed neophyte. Seemingly the
divine function of Beauty is to teach us
the law of love. Many who involuntarily abandon themselves to the alluring madness of external beauty, are
blind to the real beauty of an inner light
and lure. The invisible beauty of finely
adjusted relations, of the harmonious
rythm of sympathy, forbearance, helpfulness and loyalty are sometimes hidden from the impressionable ear and
from the adventurous eye. This latter
is a mere worship of the outer vestment
of Beauty, and a callous neglect of the
piercing potency of her soul. Surely in
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onr approach to her hallowed fame we
can frame no more appropriate prayer
than that of Socrates:"Beloved Pan, and all ye gods who
haunt this place! Give me beauty in
the inward parts, and may the outward
and the inward man agree."
Some know the beauty of delirious
sound; some the beauty of undulating
contours, suave or bold; of melting,
compensating forms; some the irresistible beauty of a universe of calor (to
these all the wealth of the world is negligible in comparison to the pale gilt of
the first narcissus or to the pearly iridescence of a misty morning) ; some are
intoxicated by the searching joy of
words wherein the very voice of God
speaks to the spirit, and bids it partake
of eternal and unceasing bounties; and
scarce a soul but is impregnated by the
mystery of mnsic. But the final banquet-table of Beauty is spread for the
great Lovers of the world.
It is the business of the arts, of education, of religion to efface the crude,
ugly things of life and tc replace them
with loveliness. For what does it profit
us if the physical earth become a paradise of sights and sounds, of fragrances
and harmonies, so long as human relations remain ugly, warped and maimed?
Of what value is Beauty if we deface
our friendships, defile om' appreciations
by snspicion and ridicule, blot our contacts with prejudice and bigotry, andugliest of all outrages-mutilate our
richest dreams?
This is the final flower of Beauty, the
ultimate attainment to her holy of
holies; to see the wonder at the heart of
man; to credit all the shy unformulated
gropings of his soul toward brighter
peaks of vision; to sense the timorous
pensive pull of his longing for nobler
things; never to underestimate his regal
capacities for effacement and sacrifice,
nor the incalculable redemptions that
can be wrought in him through love.
In our day Rodin has shown us
cleansing perfections of outline: the
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subtle satisfactions of Whistler have enlarged our experience of color; the restless urge of modernity speaks to us in
the beautiful troubled music of Pucini.
How trivial these achievements in comparison to the great work of the prophets. 'Abdu'l-Baha points out the final
step in the aesthetic experience. Its primary requirement we have seen as selflessness, a complete oblivion to personal
advantage. The expression to which he
calls us is the sheer embodiment of
Beauty: "a moth loves the light though
his wings are burnt; thongh his wings
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are singed he throws himself against the
flame. I-le does not love the light because it has conferred some benefit upon
him; he hovers around it, though he
sacrifice himself. Without this abandonment, this ecstacy, love is imperfect.
The lover of God loves Him for Himself not for his own sake."
This disembodied glory then that we
call Love is the final flower of Beauty,
for in its attainment we have reached to
an expression of her inner essence :-a
complete j ay and delight in which there
is no fragment of self.

MIGHT
A RADIO TALK BY ISABELLA D. BRITTINGHAM
HAT is Might? In what does it
consist? In force, power, ability?
Let us weigh it out and find its greatest
basis.
Everything pertaining to Might, must,
in the final analysis, become internationally based. The loom by which the
aborigine, the cave man, the nomad
wove was very primitive. So far as the
human creation then knew, it was satis··
factory.
But as Dr. Crane tells us, "The road
to ruin is to refuse to grow." And so,
lap after lap of a long journey-not
merely of a few thousand years, but of
hundreds of thousands of years-has
witnessed the development of the world
race-the human family.
At this time we face three phases of
Might.
One is that of force; the force arising
from inequalities of existence, and consequently inequalities of happiness. We
are apt to look backward and with interest upon what we term past civilizations and their products. Now and then
from excavation and discovery we bring
forth hidden proofs that such civilizations to a degree at periods must have
existed. For instance, it is quite true

W

that the secret of making malleable glass,
known at some early period of the
world's history, has never been rediscovered.
We do not yet possess the alchemic
knowledge of turning baser metals into
gold, such as it has been claimed was
existent in past ages.
Yet all of these scientific matters will
be rediscovered for we are living in an
age UNIVERSALLY advanced-and
advancing. And this is OUR hour. Did
it ever occur to you that the title, "the
ancients," well belongs to the human
race of today?
So we face Might in three great
phases. One as stated is: the might of
force. When one human being kills
another and it is so proven, that second
one is also killed as a "matter of justice."
Yet thousands of men in a group face
another group of thousands, and the
great perfection of instruments of war
causes thousands to be destroyed in a
moment. The plains are covered with
mangled bodies, and are drenched with
blood, and the anguish and torttlre of
half destroyed human beings fill the air.
And yet, so warped is our vision that
each side of those armies calls it the
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battle for right! And ever increase the
inventions for wholesale destruction! Is
this not an anomaly?
As a woman born a Christain and
having quite an extensive clerical connection, I am able to state with a mind
unprejudiced, my shame and grief that
in these great days it has been and is
the Christian nations which have discovered and brought to their deadliest
perfection the means for slaughter of
humanity. Had we not better turn to
the Commands of God and follow peace
with all men?
This rule of force is a brute rule. The
animal world is innocent in its use of
this brute force, for it has no consciousness of God; therefore it has no power
of choice of obedience to I-Em. Consequently it cannot disobey Him. Thus,
for the animal kingdom, there is no int~rruption of divine protection. And so,
if animals destroy each other, God does
not withdraw that protection!
We find after long ages that humanity
is ripening into better ideals than those
of the animalistic plane. Humanity has
been given an intellect. The animal is a
captive of nature. Humanity is making
nature its captive through powerful discoveries. It does not create these things,
but discovers them by means of its intellect, bringing them out of the Storage
House of the Invisible and applying
them as a supply to fill human demand.
That a new force is quickening the
world, no human thinker denies. How
much more expansive is our capacity,
how much more vast is our field of adventure!
Different explanations are offered
concerning this force.
This rapidly
evolving intellectual
conception IS
mightier than the conception of the
sword and carnage plane of existence.
The nations of the world are entering
ths arena of law instead of war. Having
traversed the world of animal force, and
finding its domain of the senses a pitiful
mirage, the human family realizes that
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such an existence can never pl0duce,
but degrade; never construct, but destray; it sees the light of at least a higher
form of Might.
The world is full of the proofs of
that intellect; science bringing forth its
treasures, philosophies gaining a wider
scope, and so on ad infinitum. Most
mindful articles appear in good magazines and newspapers, pointing to a
stronger state of existence; an existence
dominated by law, not war. This is a
mighty stride forward.
But it is not enough. VVorld oneness,
true fidelity to every member of the
human family, will never be established
through the intellectual law. I will
state why: Certain members 'of the
human family, actuated by the intellectual urge, and possessing a field of influence, even of vast might, making their
specialty of output literary, or philosophical, or partisan, can never bring to
pass the fullness of Might. And there
are many such in the fore ranks of the
intellectual battle field.
The third form of Might, and the only
one which will ever accomplish the
"divine event" so long foretold, is the
Divine Breath from Deity, filling each of
our lives. The Power of God is descending upon this little world as never before. It is a domain and kingdom invisible. It is the most mighty of the
conquering forces. It alone will accomplish that for which all are hungering. The skeptic and cynic will Eve to
outlive skepticism and cynicism. This
spiritual illumination is the crown of the
intellect. One has stated that, "Man is
not called man until he be imbued with
the attributes of the Merciful. He is not
man because of wealth and adornment,
learning and refinement. Blessed is he
who is free from the names, seeking the
shore of the sea of Purity, and loving the
melody of the dove of Virtue." And
aga1l1: "Deeds reveal the station of the
man."
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HOW I BECAME A BAHA'I
HELEN F. GRAND
-)-- NE morning many years ago, I was
(
sitting upon the deck of a steamer
en route to Egypt. The day was beautiful, the sea calm, the air soft, the sun
not brilliant as one so often finds it in
the East, but just shedding a soft light
between the clouds as they drifted
across the sky. I remember most distinctly the feeling of quiet stillness in
my consciousness, which I did not want
to disturb by the exchange of thought
with others.
There was a feeling of
nearness to something, I knew not what.
It was lunch hour, and the passengers
had all left the deck for the dining
saloon; still I remained in my steamer
chair, thinking of many things. The
deck steward came along and spoke to
me, inquiring if I were not going to
lunch. "Yes," I said, "I suppose I had
better go." In a short while I was chatting with a lady who sat at my table.
She told me she was going to visit a
great personage in the East who had
been a prisoner for forty years. "But
why forty years?" I thought. She told
me the story of this great person, of all
he and his father had suffered. I remember saying, "What a very remarkable story; do many people know this
great person?" "Oh, yes," she said, "a
great many people know 'Abclu'l-Baha."
The next morning we arrived at Alexandria. Before we landed a note was
sent to my cabin, saying, "Good-bye; try
to love my teacher. I feel some day you
will be one with us. Faithfully in I-lis
service, Lua l\!Ioore Getsinger. January
25, 1910."
I never saw Mrs. Getsinger again.
Enclosed with the note was a photograph of 'Abdu'l-Baha. Well I reme11l-'
bel' looking at the face, and thinking
what a strange story it was. Soon we

were busy preparing to land; then came
sightseeing and merrymaking.
We
traveled six months and in all that time
I met no one who had ever heard of
'Abdu'I-Baha, or the story of his life.
Many 1110nths passed and one day I
opened my writing book and came
across the note and the photograph. It
was carelessly tossed aside with other
papers. I was not in the least interested, thinking it only a little episode in
our travels. A short time afterwards I
received aNew York paper announcing
the marriage of my greatest friend. The
notice said that Mr. and Mrs. - - were married in the presence of 'Abdu'iBaha, the great prophet from the East,
who was visiting America. It gave a
sketch of his life and the principles of
his teaching. At once I went to my
desk to look for the letter. The moment
I opened it and looked at the photograph I realized that this was 'Abdu'lBaha, the great person of whom Mrs.
Getsinger had tried to tell me, and about
whom I could not L1nderstand at the
time.
To make my story short I shall just
say that my lifelong friend and her husband were soon found and they became
my teachers. So "I became a Baha'i."
Last winter, 1924, Mrs. Claudia
Coles, of London, England, and I arranged that we should visit Haifa and
the Holy Land, I to sail from N ew York
and Mrs. Coles to sail a week later from
England. We met at Haifa, March
14th, enjoying every word each had to
tell of our long journey across the sea.
I shall never forget our first walk
through the Master's garden, where He
had spent so many hours making it beautiful with every flower one could imagine, m'bored walks, growing with ex-
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quisite white and yellow roses, trees
bearing golden fruit. The beauty of it
all is beyond the power of a pen. The
garden is steeped with memories of
'Abdu'l-Baha and one feels His continued Presence, making it truly a Holy
Garden, where prayers, night and day,
have been offered to God for the
"Brotherhood of the 'vVorld" and the
unity of the nations. We had no desire
for sightseeing. Our one desire was to
get into harmony with the surroundings, "Festina Lente" absolutely, mentally and physically. Every evening
during our visit we walked upon Mount
Carmel to the Tomb of 'Abdu'l-Baba
and spent an hour or more in the twilight; the great silence and peace was
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deeply wonderful. The air was always
heavy with the scent of flowers growing
in profusion in the gardens of the Tomb.
Of 'Abdu'l-Baha's beloved family and
their great kindness to us no words
could possibly begin to express, and to
their wonderitl1 charm of personality
and the unsurpassed beauty of their
daily lives no word of mine could do
justice. The memory of these beloved
souls sinks deeper and deeper into my
heart as the time passes.
In silence we stood upon the deck of
the great ship the afternoon we sailed
away from Haifa, Soon the twilight
came, then the darkness, then the realization we were leaving "The Holy
Land."

"God leaves not His children comfortless, but when the darkness of winter
overshadows them, then again He sends
His Messengers, the Prophets, with a renewal of the Blessed Spring. The Sun
of Truth appears again on the horizon of
the world shining into the eyes of those
who sleep, awaking them to behold the
glory of a New Dawn, Then again will
the tree of humanity blossom and bring
forth the fruit of righteousness for the
healing of the nations, Because man has
stopped his ears to the Voice of Truth,
and shut his eyes to the Sacred Light,
neglecting the Law of God, for this
reason has the darkness of war and
tumult, unrest and misery, desolated the
earth." (Paris Talks p. 20.)

,Abdu'l-Bah6.
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ESPERANTO AND THE BAHA'I TEACHINGS
JAMES F. MORTON, ,TR.
HE need of an international lan-

T guage has long been felt among the
forward-looking men and women of all

lands. Both ideal and utilitarian considerations urgently demand the establishment of such a language at the earliest possible moment. The practical
handicaps in connection with all international intercourse and especially in all
international congTesses and similar
gatherings, arising from lack of a common tongue, are becoming more manifest each year. The growth of the in-ternational spirit makes more glaring
the lack of an efficient vehicle through
which it may function.
It is obvious that national languages,
no matter how widespread, will not
serve the turn. The objection to them
lies deeper than their complex structure, their abundant irregularities, their
numerous idioms. Each of them embodies centuries of the ~cparate history
and experience of a race, with the past
and present phases of racial psychology
that have developed. Into each natural
language the spirit of a people has been
wrought. Its wonderful power of expressing the thoughts, sentiment and
ideals that particularly distinguish its
own group, is precisely the impassible
barrier against its adequacy to meet the
needs of other groups. A national bias
is so deeply lodged in it as to be irremovable by any simplification or other
scheme of adaptation. Hence it can
never be made neutral, in such a way
that all people shall feel equally at home
in it. Moreover, the adoption of such a
language, instead of allaying the causes
of misunderstanding and ill will, would
in some measure intensify them, since
it would arouse the strongest jealousies
and suspicions on the part of the greater
nations whose tongues heed been passed
over for the favored one.

The international use, then, of any
national language must in the nature of
the case be a very limited one. It cannot be assumed that even the foremost
men of all nations are skilled linguists,
even when they are placed in a position
where ability to comprehend one another
perfectly would be of the utmost il11-portance to themselves and to the world.
No man can tell how serious has been
the consequence of the lack of a common language in a single case. vVhen
the foremost representatives of the
United States, Great Britain, France,
Italy and Japan met at Versailles, to develop principles by which the peace of
the world should be established and the
course of all future history determined,
it was found that there was not one
language which all of them could understand; and the precision of the ideas expressed and discussed suffered accordingly, with serious effects from which it
is probable that the world is today suffering and must suffer for a long time
to come.
It is obvious that no international language can take the place of a natural
language for the special purposes of
everyday use within a national group.
The respective affections, with accompanying obligations, belonging to family,
neighborhood, town or city, state and
nation, representing an ever-widening
circle of interests and duties, are all to
be correlated, and in no sense conflict
with one another. In the same way,
none of these, in a properly ordered
world, can ever conflict with the still
wider circle of love and duty toward
mankind as a whole. The natural languages have grown in accordance with
fixed principles planted in the human
mind and disposition, and exactly fit the
local and national needs of complete expression. Each one of them, even the
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least widely used, ought to be perpetuated, and its history and literature preserved as a permanent part of the cultural treasure of the human race, The
adoption of an international language
will not have the slightest tendency to
weaken or destroy anyone of them. Its
function will be to promote effective intercommunication a m 0 n g men and
women of different lands. To do so, it
must ignore the separate characteristics
of particular races, and possess simply
the universal human qualities, which will
be recognized by all as held in common
by them and their fellows of every land.
For several hundred years, there have
been some in every generation who have
not been blind to the need of such a
medium. First to voice this need in
clear accents was the great Bohemian
pioneer of sound educational principles,
known and honored by the whole world
under the name of Comenius. Attempts to put the conception into practice, however, were long unsuccessfuL
Something like 150 abortive experiments
preceded the invention of Esperanto,
only one of which, Volapiik, seemed for
a short time, in spite of its glaring
faults, destined to find acceptance on account of the increasing realization of the
crying need. The main trouble with all
these undertakings was apparently their
concentration upon utilitarian aims, and
their indifference to the larger ideals of
the unity of mankind. Hence the best
of them inevitably turned out to be mechanical and lifeless. Thel e was no
spiritual instinct in the minds of their
creators; and no soul could appear in
the languages themselves.
In the mean time, in the middle of the
nineteenth century, the divine message
of Baha'u'llah suddenly brought a sublime radiance to dispel the clouds of ignorance and prejudice by which the
minds of men had been darkened. The
bigoted mullas of Persia were aghast at
the audacity of one who spoke with the
consciousness of divinely bestowed authority, and who dared to substitute for

their partial vision of theological doctrine the "strange innovation" (actually
referred to by one of them in some such
term) of the Brotherhood of Man. A
new age was opened; and the influence
of the God-sent messenger permeated
receptive souls everywhere, even among
those who lived and died without hearing the name of the divine teacher.
Among the clear instructions of Baha'ullah, put forth with the same urgency
as any other of his teachings, was that
of the selection or creation of an international language for the promotion of
unity among mankind. This was no
thought of a mere utilitaJlan project,
but a direct command for the service of
God by the creation of an instrument for
bringing the thoughts of his children
into closer harmony. Over and over
again in the sacred Tablets, this is insisted on as a duty, "so that the whole
world," as declared in the Tablet of
Ishraqat, "may thereby be considered as
one native land and one part."
The ultimate choice of such a universally accepted international language,
which is to be taught "to the children in
the schools of the world," must be made
by agreement among the nations of the
world, either through their present.
rulers, or, if they fail to uo so, by the
House of Justice, when, in the divine
providence, the duties of universal administration shall be placed upon its
shoulders. In the mean time, however,
there is an obvious step to be taken, if
in any way possible, in the creation and
voluntary use by all who recognize the
principle of one international language,
to be thoroughly tested in every way;
that when the time comes for final official choice and universal instruction in
the chosen tongue, those who are to decide shall have abundant experience to
guide them, whether they are to ratify
the language already in wide use, to accept it with modifications or to decide
upon a different one.
In the creation of Esperanto, this C011dition has been fully met. Dr. Zamen-
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hof, lts author, grew up from boyhood
with an inborn love of mankind and
longing to bring about a reconciliation
among its conflicting elements. His Efework was inspired, not like the efforts
of his unsuccessful predecessors, by a
mere desire to facilitate commercial, scientific or diplomatic activities, or to pro-·
mote the comfort and pleasure of travelers, desirable and valuable as these and
other uses of an international language
certainly are, but primarily to destroy
the causes o.f misunderstanding and hate
among his fe110wmen by furnishing
them with a means of coming to a better
understanding. The light that reached
him, and found him ready to follow its
guidance, was, though he knew it not
with his intellectLlal realization, the divine radiance. As a result, his work remains, bringing forth constant fruits for
good. It would take many pages to enter into detail regarding Esperanto and
its accomplishments. Suffice it to say
here that its followers are found in
every land, and constitute a cross-section of every branch of human society.
It is being used for myriads of purposes
by an ever-increasing' number of adherents. It breathes in itself a spirit of
international fellowship; and the feeling
of comradeship among Esperantists
everywhere is almost inLredible in its
intensity.
That the mission of Esperanto is in
harmony with the divine teachings, is
manifest by a multitude of proofs. Chief
of all is the repeated expression by
'Abdu'l-Baha of his approval of the Esperanto cause and his earnest wish that
all followers of the Baha'i truth shall
adhere to it. In his message to Esperantists in 1912, he wrote: "All through
America I have encouraged the Baha'is
to study Esperanto; and to the extent of
my ability I will strive in its spread and
promotion." Again, in 1913, He said in
Paris: "Now, praise be to God that Dr.
Zamenhof has invented the Esperanto
language. It has all the potential qual-
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ities of becoming the international.
means 0 f comm unication, All of us
must be grateful and thankful. to him for
this noble effort; for in this way he has
served his fellow-men well. He has invented a language which will bestow the
greatest benefits on all people. \l\1ith
untiring effort and self~sacrifice on the
part of its devotees it will become 11111versa!' Therefore everyone of us must
study this language, and spread it as far
as possible, so that day by day it may
receive a wider recognition, be accepted
Dy all nations and governments of tht
worlel, and become a part of the curriculum in all the public schools. I hope
that the language of all the future international conferences and congresses will
become Esperanto, so that all people
may acquire only two languages-one
their OWI1 tongue and the other the international auxiliary language. Then
perfect union will be established be-·
tween all the people of the world."
The foregoing- are not isolated ex-·
pressions by the great Teacher, but are
typical of repeated utterances, which indicate how deeply his heart was concerned 011 the subject. In a Tablet addressed to the writer of these lines in
1920, it is written: "As to thy attendance at the Esperanto Conference . . .
it is very advisable. Thou shol1ldst show
utmost efficiency thereat, in order to
spread the divine teachings, one of which
is the oneness of language."
Incumbent as it is on all intelligent
well-wishers of their kind to lend tileir
aiel to the furtherance of this vital factor in promoting consciol1sness of unity
among the peoples, there is a special
burden laid among the followers of the
Baha'j Teachings, for whom the repeatedly expressed wish of 'Abdtt'l-Baha
should mark the path of a duty not to
be shirked under any conceivable pretext. He, no one of whose words was
ever lightly or indifferently uttered, declares: "Ever}) one of tts 1111£st study
this language, and spread it as far as
possible." The blessing for faithf1l1-
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ness rests not in mere acquiescence, but
in strict and active obedience. The
Esperantists, who are toiling night and
day in a cause thus carrying into action
the precepts of Baha'u'llah, and in
which' Abdu'l-Baha has specifically commanded the professed followers of the
Revelation of this age to participate,
are looking intently at the actions of
those who name themselves Baha'is, and
are wondering why so few among them
have responded to this injunction of the
Master.
Universal obedience to this divinely
given command will mean the instill a-

tion of a deeper spiritual consciousness
into the Esperanto movement, and the
intensive spread, by this great vehicle,
of the divine Teachings throughout the
most progressive groups of lovers of
their kind in every land on earth. It
will also hasten the speedy execution of
this one of the original principles enunciated at the very beginning of the
great Revelation; and when the world
has once adopted and put into action a
single one of the precepts of the Manifestation of the age, the way for acceptance of the companion truths will
have been made far more easy.

"THIS IS A CENTURY of illumination, surpassing all others in its many
discoveries, its great inventions, and its vast and varied undertakings. But the
greatest achievement of the age in conferring profit and pleasure on mankind is
the creation of an auxiliary lang'uage for all. Oneness of language creates oneness of heart. Oneness of language engenders peace and harmony. It sweeps
away all misunderstandings among peoples. It establishes harmony among the
children of men. It gives to the human intellect a broader conception, a more
commanding point of view.
Today the greatest need of humanity is to understand and to be understood.
With the help of the International Language, every individual member of a
community can learn of world happenings and become in tonch with the ethical
and scientific discoveries of the age. The auxiliary international language gives
to us the key-the key of keys-which unlocks the secrets of th~ past, By its
aid every nation henceforth will be able easily and without difficulty to work
out its own scientific discoveries.
The greatest thing in the world is to be able to make yourself understood
by your friends and to understand them, and that there is no greater handicap
in the world than not to be able to communicate your thoughts to others. But
with an auxiliary language all these difficulties disappear.
Now, praise be to God, that language has been created-Esperanto. This
is one of the special gifts of this luminous century, one of the most remarkable
achievements of this great age.
His Holiness BAI-IA'o'LLAI-I many years ago wrote a book called "The Most
Holy Book," one of the fundamental principles of which is the necessity of
creating an International Language, and He explains the great good and advantage that will result from its use.
Now let us thank the Lord because the Esperanto language has been
created. We have commandecl all the Baha'is in the Orient to studv this language very carefully, and ere long it will spread all over the East. :( pray YOll,
Esperantists and non-Esperantists, to work with zeal for the spread of this
language, for it will hasten the coming of that day, that millennial day, foretold
by prophets and seers, that day when, it is said, the wolf and the lamb shall
drink from the same fountain, the lion and the deer shall feed in the same pasture. The meaning of this holy word is that hostile races, warring nations,
differing religions, shall become united in the spirit of love.
r repeat, the most important thing in the world is the realization of an
auxiliary international language."-(Star of W., Vot 4, p. 34.)
'Abdu'l-Baha
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THE LARGER VISION
HOW THREE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS SEE THE NEEDS
THE FOUNDATION OF ALL RELIGIONS
IS ONE
HOWARD CARPENTER

Nformer ages people believed exclusively in the particular prophet to
Iwhom
they adhered. They accepted the
teachings of this one prophet and refused to see any truth in those of other
prophets. In fact they believed that followers of other prophets were infidels
and were condemned bv God to suffer
punishment for their b~lief. There are
a great many Christians at the present
time who think other prophets are false.
This belief in other prophets has been
ca~sed by the superstitions and dogmas
whIch people have insisted on connecting with their religion. The people
have interpreted literallv the word of
their prophets and super;titions have resulted. For example: many Christians
believe in a hell of actual fi;e and brimstone. Concerning the second cominoof Christ, of which He spoke as
lows: "I will come again in the clouds
as I go," they believe He will come
floating down to earth on a vaporous
mass. Since the description given by
other prophets of a heaven and a hell or
of the method of manifesting themselves
do not coincide with Christ's, they believe those prophets false.
But now the books of the various
prophets have been translated into an
the great languages and by the study of
comparative religions it is found that
the foundation of all religions is one.
The obscurity which has surrounded religions in the past has been removed and
by investigating, one will find that the
teachings of all religions are identical
and all the Holy Books contain the
Truth.
One of the basic doctrines of every
religion is the existence of a Divinity, a
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Creator, a supreme Force which reigns
over the members of humanitv. This
Divinity is known by different names:
God, Jehovah in the time of Moses, AI-lah to the lVI uhammaclans. The Truth
behind the name is not realized and people fight over the ?lame of the Prophet.
Some of the greatest wars in history
have been "holy wars," caused by this
difference in nomenclature, in which followers of opposing faiths sought to kill
each other in order to serve their God.
All religions agree in another principle; the immortality of the soul-an
existence after death. The possibility
of reward or punishment after death led
to a division of divinity into a God of
Good and a God of Evil, and to the two
regions where immortal life would be
spent. The details may differ, but the
ideal is the same.
In every Holy Book the historical descriptions are very similar. For exampIe: each one contains a storv of a supernatural beginning of the ,,';orld much
the same as that contained in the Book
of Genesis.
The moral teachings of the various
religions are the same. The Golden Rule
has been a part of all religions. An
Egyptian law, 3,500 years before Christ.
was: "If thou be among people mak~
for thyself love the beginning and end
of the heart." ·When the Hindu kingdoms were being established, it was
written: "The true rule of business is
to guard and do by the things of others
as they do by their own." Confucius
said: "\\That you would 110t wish done
to yourself, do not unto others." The
Hebraic, Greek, Buddhistic, Zoroastrian,
and Roman laws, all before Christ, contained teachings the same as the Golden
Rule which Christ declared "is the law
and the prophets."
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Since all the religions of the world
contain the Truth why is there dissension and hatred between the followers?
Every prophet has been a manifestation
of God and has brought a divine message. The human race is constantly advancing, both spiritually and mentally.
\Vhen a manifestation of God comes to
this earth he brings a message that will
satisfy the needs of the people at that
time and for some time to come. But
after a thousand or two thousand years
the message of that prophet is no longer
sufficient for human needs. It is then
that God sends another prophet who
proclaims a message for that period in
human advancement. In school ""vork
the teacher gives a lesson. VVhen the
students have learned that lesson cloes
the teacher let them stop there? No.
Another lesson is given to them and
they continue to advance. So it is with
the prophets. These divine manifestations "which are outwardlv different
have been brought into the v~'or1d in accord with the exigencies of the time and
the need of the people."
Today the political, economic, and
moral conditions of the world show that
a manifestation is needed. A few years
ago the greatest war in history was
fought and war still seems imminent. In
spite of strict enforcernent of laws and
heavy punishments, crime is on the increase. The world is advancing materially, but spiritually it is declining. The
world is like a bird. One wing is spiritual progress and the other wing is
material progress. If the spiritual wing
is weakened the bird cannot flv in a
straight course. In recent Te;rs the
-world has made tremendous material
progress, but has been retarded spiritually. The religions of the past are not
sufficient for the needs of the present
day. The world has outgrown the teachings of the old prophets. The message
of IVroses was not sufficient two thousand years ago, and another manifestation of God came to earth in the form
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of Christ. And the message of Christ,
delivered twenty centuries ago, is not
sufficient for our spiritual needs today.
The answer is obvious; either the manifestation of Goel for this time has already come, or is to come soon. It is
for Us to search until vve find the Truth
and then we shaH knovv the "owner of
the vineyard" when He has come.

II
ABANDON~lENT

OF PREJUDICE

BARBARA PROBASCO

'Abdu'l-Baha once said: "Beware of
prejudice; Light is good in whatsoever
lamp it is burning. A rose is beautiful
in whatsoever garden it may bloom. A
star has the same radiance whether it
shines from the east or from the west."
To me it seems that the l'Oot of all the
difficulties in the -world is prejudice: a
root which gives growth to a weed 'which
flourishes to destroy all that which is
good around it. If a gardner finds a
weed in his garden, he pulls it up carefully so that not one trace of it remains.
And if we find the weed of prejUdice in
our minds stamping out our better
thoughts, we must pull it up so that we
rnay give freedom to those higher
thoughts, To say this is easy; to actually do it is hard. Indeed, when ,ve
think of the task that confronts us, of
an the thousand and one prejudices we
have, big and little, every size under the
sun, we are sometin"les struck with dismay. But, after all, if we look at each
one squarely, it takes no great time to
realize that not one exists that does not
rest on a false oasis, on an error of
judgment.
Let us take, for example, the four
prejudices which the Baha'i Teachings
name as the greatest of all. They are
Political, National, Racial and Religious
Prejudices.
Political prejudice is petty in its very
nature. Each citizen desires that which
is best for the country at large. The
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harboring, then, of petty political prejudices-such as voting a party ticket
time after time, never considering the
other candidates, never considering more
than one side of a political question-·can surely make for this conclitiolL It is
the ability to look at both sides Ol a question, to grasp the other person's view,
that makes a citizen give real service to
his country.
To abandon National Prejudice is a
slightly larger task. It is hard sometimes to hear the words "national prejudice" used as synonym for "patriotism." Each country treasures certain
lofty ideals which it would most certainly be wrong to tear down. The true
patriotism, love and reverence for these
ideals is in no way to be destroyed. But
false patriotism, the building up of walls
aronnd one's country's boundaries, by
shutting one's mind to the good existing
in other nations, hinders the realization
of unity. A citizen of California may
love California, but above California is
the United States and above the United
States is the world! Baha'u'lLih said:
"Let not a man glory in this that he
loves his country; let him rather glory
in this that he loves his kind."
Harder to overcome than national
prejudice is race prejudice. The external differences of certain people sometimes blinds others to the fact that human being"s are the same throughout the
worlcl. As 'Abdu'l-Baha says, ""\iVhite
doves and purple doves exist, but both
kinds are doves," and they do not fight
each other. It is unfortvnate that people are classified according to color,
when, after all, it is each individual's
intrinsic qualities that make him or her
worthy. And when we learn to value
people for what they are and not Eor the
color of their skin, race prejUdice disappears.
And then we come to religious prejudice, that which holds people apart more
than anyone thing. How many are
there who speak, as a character in
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"Kim," with a tone that lumps ninetenths of all the world in the one term
"heathen." People condemn unlmowingly all those who worship under another name. Sect hates sect, adherents
of the great religions are ranged in conflict with one another. But when we
realize the truth of the unity of Religion,
religious prejudice fades away.
This phase of the Baha'i Teachings
is the one which appeals most strongly
to me. Its broadness, its liberality, its
justice, its Truth drew me irresistibly
to this movement which holds as one of
its basic principles the necessity for the
Aba.ndonment of Prejudice. F or until
we do this that unity so vital tor the
world can never be real.ized. Not by
merely saying that it is right, it is good
to forsake prejudices, but by actually
doing it, can the desired result be
achieved. In a talk in London, 'Abdu'lBahcl said, "Do not only SAY that
Unity, Love, Brotherhood are good;
you must work for their realization."
Take hold of the weed with both hands,
not giving it a feeble tug, but with a
mighty jerk root it out who1ly and entirely.

III
THE UNITY OF SCIENCE AND
RELIGIION
MARION CARPENTER

Is not the world beginning to discover that the obstacles in the path to universal peace can be overcome by the
divine teachings of Baha'u'llah? The
age-long fighting between religion and
science is an obstacle to world harmony
which is fading away with an increasing
knowledge of the teachings of Bahii.'u'llah. The materialist and the spiritualist,
at sword's points throughout history,
are today fighting as never before to
win a decisive battle; Fundamentalist
and Modernist grapple to destroy each
other. To those who have hearcl the
messag-e of Bahii.'u'l1ah this conflict, any
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conflict, is as unnecessary as it is wrong.
Baha'is have perfect peace of mind on
religious and scientific S11 bj ects. The
principle on which they base their faith
is briefly just this: true religion and
real science are in absolute agreement.
Religion which denies what science has
proved is superstition and bigotry, and,
on the other hand, science which does
not accept the revealed Word of God is
utter materialism-a body without a
soul. Not religion or science, but religion and science, the combination of
faith and reason, is the teaching of Baha'u'llah to the world today.
God has given man two coordinate
ways of arriving at knowledge about the
universe: the one (science) is interested
in the discovery and explanation of fact,
and the other (religion) in appreciation
and revelation. Thus they complement
each other in making up universal truth.
Just as the two wings of a bird move together and both are necessary to flight,
so humanity needs both the wing of faith
and the wing of reason working in
unison, or it cannot soar in the bright
sky of the higher life.
The Middle Ages, choked as they
were by theology, blind belief, and superstition, represent a period when reason
was completely out of fashion; to think
was heresy. Today the world has gone
to the other extreme and faces a materialistic condition no less awful. The
scientist Hyslop says, "The religious
mind has been too intent in the past on
combating science. If it had realized
that scientific method is its best friend
it might have held the materialistic tendencies of this age in check." Religion
and science must save each other. Just
as medievalism was saved by science, so
the twentieth century will be saved by
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religion. We are discovering through
the terrible lessons of earthquakes, wars,
and pestilences that we can run this world
but miserably alone; that God is still
necessary to the universe He has created.
A watch may run independently of the
manufacturer for a time, but if it is
dropped and a spring broken it must go
back to its maker. The great scientists
of all time have believed in God and religion. It is only the scientific neophyte
who is apt to be a sceptic. What Bacon
said of philosophy, that when a man
studies a little philosophy he is apt to
become an atheist, but let him delve into
the depths and he becomes a confirmed
deist, is equally true of scientific study.
Even Darwin did not attempt to explain
his theories without a First Cause.
Biologists, astronomers, chemists do not
explain their hypotheses without God.
Anyone who looks curiously at the world
of nature, with its laws and forces working in perfect coordination, must believe
in, and appreciate, religion.
Science and religion must go together;
they must grow together. The world will
go far on the path to universal peace
when it attains the perfect poise, the
equilibrium between faith and reason,
which Baha'u'llah has brought. Then
we can "believe with assurance and act
with conviction." It is upon the coming
into play of this great new Bahai principle that the integrity of the world of
enlightenment and the progress of man
depend.
As 'Abdll'l-Baha has said,
"When religion, shorn of its superstltions, traditions and un intelligent dogmas, shows its conformity with science,
there will be a great unifying force in
the world which will sweep before it all
wars, disagreements, discords and struv.gles."
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MARTHA ROOT IN ,AUSTRALIA AND OTHER
COUNTRIES
E HAVE received a large bundle
of clippings from newspapers
published in different Cities in Australia, all giving interesting and favorable accounts of the lecture tour of Miss
Martha Root, the American Baha'i
teacher.
Who is Miss Root? Friends in all
parts of the world are well acquainted
with this "Lecture-Journalist" either
through her writings or through personal
contacts, but for those who have not
had this pleasure, we may state that
Miss Root is a magazine and newspaper
writer who became an ardent follower of
the Baha'l Faith some years ago. It was
evident from the beginning that she had
remarkable spiritual capacity, that she
was free from prejudice, that she was
searching for Truth; therefore it was not
at all difficult for her, already possessing
a universal consciousness, to understand
that "the world is one home." Her intelligent and illumined grasp of the
principles of the Cause of Baha'u'lbih,
soon classified her as a teacher with a
vision and she longed to spread the seeds
of Truth far and wide.
There are no "paid teachers" in the
Baha'i Cause-that is, in the generally
accepted meaning of this term--however,
this did not deter Miss Root from planning an extended tour. She set herself
the task of encircling the globe to expound the Baha'i Teachings in every
country in the whole world. Has she
independent means ? Yes, for she is independent of all save God She has a
small income of her own, insufficient,
however, to finance so large an undertaking as a tour of the world, but as she
travels from city to city she adds to this
income through her gifted pen which
moves swiftly over pages of "copy" for
newspapers in different parts of the
world.

W

To what extent has she been successful in translating the vision into a living
of the life planned for herself?
First of all she started at home and
toured America and the "open door"
was the rule every where. She was on
the program of all kinds of Club organizations, Societies, schools, colleges and
Forums enroute to the Pacific coast.
Her interesting trip of nine months
through South America was an outstanding and notable event in Baha'l circles,
and a story which has been retold with
ever increasing interest. Then there was
a hurried trip to India with visits en route
at many important Cities. Later on we
find she had a signally successful and
happy year in China, where she learned
to have a real love and admiration for
the Chinese and their civilization. We
recall her enthusiastic reports from that
land, and how she always stressed the
kindness of the Chinese, their peace-loving qualities, their brilliant and penetrating intellects, their patience and sel£control and that they have absolutely no
egotism. In one of her stories about
China, she says:
"They have in China what they call a
Day of Humiliation. They say, 'if our
country is not what it should be, if the
military caste is over-riding it, we do not
blame the militarists or the bandits. We
blame ourselves, and we ourselves will
change China and restore our country
through education.'
"One of the most profoundly interesting things in the world," continued Miss
Root, "is the Chinese renaissance, the
student movement which is changing the
face of China. Essentially it is a renaissance of learning, for it begins with
the professors and the universities, and
it is restoring all that was best in old
China. There are classics in Chinese as
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great as Shakespeare, but they have never
been translated into English, for we have
no Chinese scholars great enough. Some
day the Chinese themselves will translate
them into Esperanto, and China will
make a wonderful contribution to the
world's treasures.
"China today is testing all things. Religion it looks at in the light of science,
and religion and science must agree."
Miss Root has also spent some time in
Japan and some of the Islands of the
Pacific. Recently she has completed a
four months' speaking and writing trip
through Australia and New Zealand.
She touched first at Thursday Island, the
extreme north, and went to the extreme
south, Hobart and Launceston in Tasmania. She spent a month in Perth, the
"front door" to Australia, then recrossed
the continent via the trans-Australian
railway, and gave more than sixty lectures in Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney,
Miss Effie Baker, Miss Katherine McLaughlin and Miss Gretta Lamprill, all
Baha'is, joined Miss Root at times and
traveled with her through different parts
of Australia.
Miss Root was broadcasted from
every large station in the different Cities
of both Australia and New Zealand.
Lectures on the universal Principles of
the Bahi'i Cause and Esperanto as a
universal auxiliary language were broadcasted from Melbourne. Ships in the
Indian ocean, three thousands miles
away, returned a wireless of congratulation. A woman in Queensland, one
thousand miles distant, telegraphed that
every Principle was heard distinctly and
believed in. It was a telegram of thanks.
In Sydney the broadcasting went out
five thousand miles to sixty thousand
listeners-in. Hobart newspapermen and
Esperantists heard it distinctly.
A clipping from "The Saturday Journal" in Adelaide, on Nov. 8, 1924, carries the headlines:
"Miss Root on the Wireless"-and
then follows this interesting account:
"Seated in my dining room at Malvern

on Thursday night I heard on the wireless, as clearly as if the lady were next
to me, Miss M artha L. Root, the American journalist and traveller, speaking
from 5 Don N., 1\1[1'. E. J. Hume's broadcasting station, Parkside. We were trying to pick up music at the time, and this
fine, carrying voice, of charming accent,
broke in surprisingly. So engaging were
the tone and style of the visitor that
there was no resisting hearing her to the
very end.
" 'It is as easy to have universal peace
as war,' were the first words which
came through. 'We must teach universal
peace in all the public schools.' Then
Miss Root proceeded to advocate the
formation of a world-wide committee of
the best linguists, because there could
never be universal peace without some
kind of universal language. Miss Root
pointed out that the English language
contained 65,000 root words, French,
55,000; and Esperanto only 2,000. Esperanto was so simple that a child could
learn it, and she told of the great progress this auxiliary language had made in
35 years.
"With the universal language, explained Miss Root, they could then work for
universal education so that, with similar
courses of study in the universities of
the world, and in the primary schools,
an interchange of students would be
easy. This campaign for universal peace
was shown to involve many changesco-equal education of men and women,
the abolition of religious and political
prejudice, an international, instead of a
merely national outlook, the independent
investigation of truth, and so forth."
Lectures were given by Miss Root
two, three, and, a few times, five times a
day. These were before Rotary Clubs,
Women's Clubs, Women's Service
Guilds,
English
Speaking Unions,
Churches, New Thought Centers, Theosophical Societies, Spiritualists, Esperantist Societies, Universities and
Teacher's Training Colleges. She was
joint speaker with Mr. WaIter Nash,
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national secretary of the New Zealand were guests of hono1' at the English
Labor Party at a large meeting in the Speaking Union Musicale. Lady BradStrand Theater at which she proclaimed don and Mrs. Lawton, wife of the Amer-the Principles of the Baha'i Cause and ican Consul, acted as hostesses. Miss
closed her talk with the words "The Root gave a short address 011 universal
world is rising as one to work for the peace, which she says is impossible without a universal auxiliary language and
principles of international peace."
Another time she spoke before five universal education. She spoke of the
thousand Socialists in the domain or pub- Asiatic Society in China which correlic park in Sydney on the Baha'i Prin- sponds to the English Speaking- Union,
ciples for a divine civilization. It was a and says the Bah{l'i Societies go still
further because they are Universal, they
clear, bright Sunday afternoon and she
unite all into one world brotherhood."
stood on an auto truck, the vista beyond
Miss Root has now arrived in South
the sea of faces being Sydney harbor,
Africa where she will join Miss Fanny
which is so justly famous as being the Knobloch, the Baha'i teacher who has
1110st beautiful harbor in the world.
been in that country for several months,
From among the numerous clippings, and who has written on many occasions
the "Sydney Morning Hearld" of Octo- that the people in that land are more inber 11th, states that "Sir Keith Smith terested in Universal Peace than any
(the first aviator to sail from London other subject.
All friends eagerly
to Australia) and Lady Smith and Miss await the joyous news from those who
Martha Root, American Journalist, accomplish a new service daily. (M. H.)

TEACHING IN BRAZIL
If American Bah{t'is wish to study at
first hand a natural experiment in the
Oneness of I-hlmanity they can scarcely
do better than visit Brazil and stay
awhile at Bahia, the city in South
America which 'Abdl.l'l-Baha named by
name, and where Miss Leonora S.
Holsapple is now steadfastly teaching,
ably supported by Miss Maude M.
Miclde.
N either in theory nor in practice does
Brazil recognize a color line, and in
Bahia, owing to what may be designated
"accidental" blending, a rainbow profusion of tints exists, ranging from a
Scandinavian fairness of complexion to
a Central African duskiness. As a result, there is extraordinary evidence that
all races originally sprang from the same
stock, as there are types to be found
which, if isolated, could not be distinguished from pure Chinese, Hindus,

Egyptians, etc., although, so far as can
be traced, no actual blood of such peoples
runs in their veins.
Amongst this multitude of some 300,000 souls Miss Hosapple works unsparingly in true Baha'i spirit, toiling
many hours per day to gain the wherewitbal to enable her to spend 1110St of
the remaining hours in service, whilst
Miss Mickle, in a brave mood of mutual
help, builds up the mission's material
edifice.
In this natural forcing--ground of the
essential unity of mankind the garden of
the Oneness of GOD is by no means
well-tended, the weeds of superstition
and prejudice being particularly choking.
As is customary, the poor who, as
Baha'u'llah said, are our trust, though
free from prejudice, are steeped in superstition, but, praise be to God! they
are peculiarly susceptible to the won-
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drously soothing influence of the Baha'i
teachings.
The writer and his wife, who are of
English nationality, were strangely and
speedily attracted to the two Baha'i
maid-servants through their example and
deeds, and have now the privilege of
assisting in the most typical of their
activities which is a fortnightly Sunday
meeting of enlightenment held at the
house of an interested Brazilian in one
of the very old districts of this ancient
town.
To this humble dwelling on meetingday gather poor souls of all hues, overflowing through lack of space into an
adjacent poultry-run and banana-patch.
A fresh breeze rustles the cocoanut
palms, relieving an otherwise oppressive
heat, there is sincere greeting and handshaking all round, followed by a peculiar
silence during which the Spirit moves
one almost to suffocation. Miss Holsapple then offers up a tender Baha'i
prayer in the language of the country,
gives an uplifting address which is
listened to with rapt interest, utters a
closing supplication, and after a few
moments' further silence question time
arrives during which one is ever and more
astonished at the keen insight underlying
the listeners' rough exterior. Literature
in Portuguese is handed round gratis
and received with eagerness, a particularly acceptable number being 'Abdu'lBaha"s Paris Talks which Miss Holsapple translated some time ago in Santos.
A further important translation which
is just about finished and which it is
hoped to have printed shortly for free
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distribution is Dr. Esslemont's book
"Baha'u'Uah and the New Era." What
hours of effort have been put into this
translation work only the Master knows.
Other regular meetings, held in the
Bahai maid-servants' private residence,
take place every Wednesday evening in
Portuguese and every Sunday evening
in English, when those congregate who
have the welfare of the Cause at heart.
Delightful BaMi feasts occurred in
November to celebrate Baha'u'llah's
birthday and the Day of the Covenant,
for which invitations were sent out to
all known to be in any way interested
i1'. the movement and which elicited a
large and active response.
The chief need of the Baha'is here
owing to their comparative isolati.on, is
prayerful communion on their behalf by
home friends, especially as the mail service appears to be very defective and
written communications are often much
delayed in transit.
The writer would like to say ill conclusion, that prior to residing in Brazil,
his wife and he lived for three years
in Egypt where they had the advantage
of pleasant business transactions with
Mr. Ahmed Yazdi of Port Said. When
the Baha'i Cause first attracted them in
Brazil certain persecutions which the
Port Said Baha'is underwent were remembered and Mr. Yazdi's unfailing
courtesy under an circumstances came to
mind bringing with it a delightful thrill
when the power behind his manner was
realized. Thus, though Mr. Yazdi had
never spoken a word about the Bahi'i
Cause, did his living of the life work
wonders.
H. H. Rycroft.

Editor's Note.-The Persian section of The Baha'i Magazine has been
temporarily discontinued through the suggestion of Shoghi Effendi, Guardian
of the Baha'i cause.

"E VERY AGE requires a central impetus
or movement. In this age, the boundaries of terrestrial things have extended;
minds have taken on a broader range of vision; realities have been unfolded and the
secrets of being have been brought into the
realm of visibility."
"AS THIS IS the cycle of sciences, there
must needs be new teachings, a new revelation
is required and a new life wanted. The minds
and hearts refute the veracity of ancient opinions. New ideas are called for and new principles are urgently demanded which may fill
the requirements of this age, be as the spirit
of this century and as the life of this period."
"IT IS IMPOSSIBLE to realize the grandeur and spiritual significance of these peerless days! God is establishing in the hearts
of men His Kingdom of peace and good-will.
Blessed are those who have taken part in this
glorious work."
'ABDU'L-BAHA
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HAT AILS the world today? and a return. For there is no reality to
On every side we hear com- existence apart from God. There are
plaints of declining morals, of un- only husks. And the centripetal forces
righteous pleasure seeking, of the failure in man's destiny are more powerful
of marriage and of the home. And the than the centrifugal. "vVert thou to
gift of happiness, so madly sought at seek another than me, surely thou shalt
any price, is rarely found and held as a fail shouldst thou search the universe
permanent illumination of life, if one fDrever more."
can judge by the faces one sees on
I~ THE DARKEST and most sinful
crowded streets, in hotels, in public
meetings. In the midst of a greater periods in history-when religion seemed
material comfort than humanity has ever to have lost all control over man's
known, what do we lack? The answer actions-have occurred the birth of new
is plain. vVhat is missing is the knowl- religions destined powerfuIly to purge
edge and the love of God. Morals nDt humanity of sin, and to raise it Godward
founded upDn religion have no power to a height before unknown. It has
tD resist the storms of life. Such ahyays been so. It will always be.
There is only one alternative. Manethical systems are but houses built upon
the sands. And of what avail is knowl- kind having the gift of free-will, may
edge, if it does nDt lead to God? obdurately persist in separateness from
Baha'uIlah has said, "The root of all God to the extent of utterly destroying
knowledge is the knowledge of God." itself. Since there can be no existence
His mission ,vas to restore to llUmanity apart from God, that finite existence
this knowledge of God, tiIl "it shaIl cover which ,,"ould violate too dangerously its
the earth as the waters cover the sea." divine nature is dODmed to destruction.
TIaha'ull<'ih's teachings are revealed Truth Hence the solemn warning, on the part
for the perfection of humanity. Because of all the Prophets of God, of a judgthrough him they emanate frDm the ment day \\'hich, if necessary, by fire and
hail. destruction and death, wiII purge
SDurce of all Truth, they cannDt fail.
the earth of the unrighteous and restore
A REACTION to the increasing God- the destined balance. Cataclysms of
lessness of this age and generation is one kind or another have always put an
inevitable. Man is essentially spiritual, end to degenerate ages. Repentance and
that is, tending Godward.. This ten- return to God is the cry· of all the
dency may be inhibited for a time, and prophets, who give their lives in the
often has been inhibited in the history effort to save humanity from the sad
of humanity, by the force of man's ego- results of its own sins and to lead it by
ism. which is centrifugal; substitutes for means of love, nDt suffering, back to
the worship of God the wDrship of Self, God.
It is for such a purpose that
and plays the prodigal in a riot of libido.
But as is eternally the case of the Baha'u'llah exchanged wealth for POyProdigal, there is always a repentance ert}', the station of a nobleman for that
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of an exile and prisoner. If divine loye
can save a world, that la ye, poured forth
for forty years from the prison of Aqa,
constitutes a sufficient remedy. It is the
effort, ahd the faith, of Bahil.'is, that
spiritual perfection should be manifested
by mankind, and divine civilization take
the place of satanic conduct. Thus in
the midst of an unspiritual age, the
Bab:i'i Cause is working definitely for
the redemption of the world.
THE HOLY LAND is holy not only
because of the memories and reverence
given to it, but it is in actuality possessed of a more spiritual atmosphere
than other places. So many spiritual
lives have centered there! Have they
left behind them as a permanent blessing to the "genus loci" their vibrations
of peace and love and lofty inspirationthat breath of other-worldliness which
like a mystic ozone brings to visitors a
spiritual stimulus and health?
It must be so. For we are beginning
to realize that habitations acquire the
atmosphere of their possessors-that
rooms are full of the vibrations of those
\vho live and think in them. This atmosphere, in the case of the ordinary
personality, does not for long outlast the
living presence. But the powerful impregnations of the :Manifestations of
God are not under the law of transition
and death. They are immortal, as the
\Vords of these Manifestations are immortal.
ON THE SLOPE of Nlount Carmel,
already holy from the days of the
Mosaic and" 'Christian dispensations, repose today the remains of the Bab and
_of 'Abdu'l-Baha. Below, at a stone's
throw, is the house in "which 'Abdu'lBaha spent the last years of his life.
Five miles up the coast, is the tomb of
Bah:i'u'llah and the prison-city, Aqa,
from which for a period of forty years
the Baha'i Canse was given to the world
notwithstanding the greatest obstacles.
This region is assuredly a holy spot.

It will receive the eternal reverence of
men, as a shrine at which they will rejoice to kneel and renew their spiritual
inspiration. The frontispiece in this
number shows the completion of the terraced descent from the tombs of 'Abdu'lBaha and the Bab, leading down Mount
Carmel through the German colony
(fonnded at Haifa to await the coming
of the Lord) straight to the beautiful
sea.
Glowing prophecies have been made
for Haifa and Mount Carroel by 'Abdu'lBaha. These prophecies are already beginning to be fulfilled. The day will
come when Haifa will be one of the
great cities of the world. At present
travel to it is difficult and expensive.
But travel in the future will be inexpensive and swift, when the conquest of
the air is fully achieved. Then there
will be a pilgrimage to that holy spot
such as the world has never known before. The prophetic eye, looking at this
road down Mount Carmel, modest now
in its proportions, can see it magnificently decorated architecturally, and with
landscape gardening, and thronged night
and day with seekers of the spirit.
A GREAT ACHIEVEMENT is the
recently issued compilation by the
National Baba'i Spiritual Assembly of
the "Letters of Shoghi Effendi." The
purpose of this compilation (published
in beautiful pamphlet form at the price
of twenty-five cents) as expressed by
the National Assembly is "that every
Baha'i worker may have constant access
to those general communications from
the Guardian of the Cause which convey
the everliving spirit of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
direct the worldwide progress of the
Bahit'i Movement, protect it from dangers both without and within, encourage
and instruct its members, and unify aJl
sincere efforts to broadcast the sacred
teachings of Baha'u'llah."
Undoubtediy, the success of the Cause
today, as well as the spiritual welfare
of individual Baba'is, will be in propor-
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tion to the closeness of contact between
the Baha'i'worId and its beloved Guardian. The publication of his letters,
thereby affording a means for all Baha'is
to form, and to daily renew, a spiritual
connection with Shoghi Effendi and a
correct understanding of his guidance,
we consider to be one of the most important acts· which our ever-devoted
National Spiritual Assembly has up to
this time accomplished. This pamphlet
will be pregnant of results for the benefit
of the Cause. The National Assembly
having done their duty in issuing it,
Bahii'is the countrv over will find the
constant perusal of ' these letters the very
best means at present available for inspiration and aid in doing their duty toward the Cause of God.
"Ve need constantly the kind of encouragement and spiritual refreshment
which these and similar words of Shoghi
Effendi offer us:
"Let us pray to God that, in these
days of world-encircling gloom, when
the dark forces of nature, of hate, rebellion, anarchy and reaction are threatening the very stability of human society,
when the most precious fruits of civilization are undergoing severe and un-
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paralleled tests, we may all realize, more
profoundly than ever . . . that our mission is most urgent and vital to the fate
of humanity, and, fortified by these sentiments, arise to achieve God's holy purpose
for mankind."
"Are "-e to be carried away by the
flood of hollow and conflicting ideas, or
are we to stand, unsubdued and unblemished, upon the everlasting rock of
God's divine instructions? Shall we not
equip ourselves with a clear and full
understanding of their purpose and implications for the age we live in, and
with an unconquerable resolve arise to
utilize them intelligently and with scrupulous fidelity, for the enlightenment
and the promotion of the good of all
mankind)
"Humanity, torn with dissension and
burning \\·ith hate, is crying at this hour
for a fuller measure of that love which
is born of God, that love which in the
last resort will prove the one solvent of
its incalculable difficulties and problems.
Is it not incumbent upon lis, whose
hearts are aglow with love for Him, to
make still greater effort to manifest that
lqve in all its purity and" power III our
dealings with our fellow-men?"

"IN THE FUTURE the distance between Ar1a and Haifa will be built up,
and the two cities will join and clasp hands, becoming the two terminal sections of
one mighty metropolis. As I look now over this scene, I see so clearly that it will
become one of the first emporiums of the world. This great semi-circular bay will
be transformed into the finest harbor, wherein the ships of all nations will seek
shelter and refuge. The great vessels of all peoples will come to this port, bringing
on their decks thousands and thousands of men and women irom every part of the
globe. The mountain and the plain will be dotted with the most modern buildings
and palaces. Industries will be established and various institutions of philanthropic
nature will be founded. The flowers of civilization and culture from all nations
will be brought here to blend their fragrances together and blaze the way for the
brotherhood of man. \Vonderful gardens, orchards, groves and parks will be laid
out on all sides. At night the great city will be lighted by electricity. The entire
harbor from Aqa to Haifa will be one path of illumination. Powerful searchlights
will be placed on both sides of Mount Carmel to guide the steamers. Mount Carmel
itself, from top to bottom, will be submerged in a sea of lights. A person standing
on the summit of Mount Carmel, and the passengers of the steamers coming to it,
will look upon the most sublime and majestic spectacle of the whole world."
'Abdu'l-Bahii.
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BAHA'U'LLAH-THE FOUNDER OF THE NEW
CIVILIZATION
BY RUHI AFNAN
T A TIME when the spirit of ma- vasses were bridged over and all the difterialism was spreading all over ferences removed, unity and universal
Europe, when internal revolutions, dip- peace would not prove enduring, nor
lomatic intrigues, political strife and even attainable.
To bring back man to God and at the
economic rivalries were darkening the
horizon of an agitated and suffering same time to enable him to appreciate
world, Bahi'u'lIih, from the prison city the advantages which science provides,
of Aqii, addressed a number of Epistles He declared that true religion and
to the monarchs and rulers of the world science cannot possibly be antagonistic
to whom He declared His teachings and For both, in their essence, are truths,
and between truths there can be no conprinciples.
To the Bahi'is these teachings stand flict. Moreover, to reconcile the reliout as the only remedy for the divers ills - gions, he "laid it down, as a guiding prinof the present age and the only solution ciple, that the purpose of Religion is to
provide a social bond, to create a new
of its manifold problems. ,
Bahi'u'Ilih saw the world like the sur- force in man's life, to infuse in him the
face of a glacier hopelessly divided by love of his neighbor. If, therefore, a
innumerable fissures and dark and deep religion, which He likened to a medicine,
crevasses. The development of modern should aggravate the disease, it is far
science had opened the eyes of men to better to be without it.
In adjusting international difficulties
the bigotry and prejudice that existed in
religion and had so alienated them -from he did not adyocate political methods.
it, that even its pure and fundamental He knew that war is only the result of
truths seemed, to their minds, to be a state of mind, a spirit of blind and nardarkened. The gulf existing between row nationalism inherent in man's heart.
man and God was widening and agnostic- He, therefore, dealt his first blow by deism was the fashion of the day.
claring that "Glory is not his who loves
- The spirit of nationalism, embittered his country, but glory is his who loves
by fierce economic and political rivalries, his kind." All men are the sheep of one
had so widened the chasm separating the fold and God the Di vine and loving
nations that nothing less than a great shepherd. I,\'hy, therefore, slay each
other?
world war could be foreseen.
As one of the SOllrces of misunder"Within the individual nations also,
new lines of cleavage, accentuated the standing is multiplicity of languages, He
divisions and differences of men, and called upon the members of the Internaclass hatred and economic unrest were tional House of Justice either to create
spreading fast over the European con- a new auxiliary language or to choose one
"of those already existing and to have it
tinent.
Bahi'u'llih conceived the glorious taught in all the schools of the world,
vision of the Oneness of Mankind and so that ideas might be more easily difset before him the task of healing, by aid fused and the risk of grave misunder(If His fundamental principles, every standing lessened. He then laid down
sore that afflicted the body of humanity. the broad lines that should direct the forHe knew well that unless all the cre- mation of the International House of
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Justice, a supreme and all inclusive body
whose members shall be fully accredited
representatives of all the peoples of the
world. They shall assemble, and after
mature deliberation, arbitrate on all
questions, social, political and economic,
that may lead to war.
In order to eliminate the root cause
of all forms of class hatred he proclaimed "Do ye know why we have
created you from one clay? That no one
should exalt himself over the other.
Ponder in your heart, how ye were
created. It behooveth you, since we have
created you all from the same substance
to be even as one soul, in such wise that
ye may walk with the same feet, eat with
the same mouth and dwell in the same
land; that from your inmost being, by
your deeds and actions, the signs of oneness and the essence of detachment may
be made manifest. This is my counsel
unto you, 0 ye concourse of Light!
Heed ·ye this counsel, that ye may obtain the Fruit of Holiness from the Tree
of "Vondrous Glory."
Thus by taking away all the causes
of differences Baha'u'lIa:h sought to establish the Oneness of Mankind and to
abolish definitely international and class
war.
Up to the present religion has· been
static in nature. At the time of its appearance it satisfies the needs of humanity, solves its problems and improves its
condition, but being rigid in its laws,
fails to keep pace with civilization and
slowly falls behind, loses its influence and
becomes a drag on development. Baha'u'llah, however, has laid down some
basic principles that can be applied to all
stages of human progress and then empowered the International House of Justice which is a purely democratic institution to amend these laws and mould
them to the needs of the time. He says,
"Inasmuch as for each time and day a
particular law and order is expedient,
power is given to the ministers of the
House of Justice, so that they may execute that which they deem advisable at
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the time." So according to the Baha'i
ideal, religion wil! become a progressive
and dynamic institution and remain a
source of inspiration and progress.
During the last two or three decades
various progressive movements have appeared with rather similar aims, proclaiming very much the same principles.
Yet hardly has anyone of them, to my
knowledge given such a comprehensive
and perfect programme of reform. They
have each, as a rule, confined themselves
to only a number of the vast and varied
problems of the age, oblivious of the
fact that, so long as one single sore remains neglected, germs may find their
way in and endanger the life of humanity. For, how could universal peace be
ensured when religious and racial differences breed hatred or even when the
multiplicity of languages hamper mutual
understanding.
The service rendered by these various
progressive movements is undeniably
great and their efforts are highly valued
by all Baha'is who on this occasion would
like to place on record their sincere and
profound appreciation.
In addition to the constant and appalling persecntion the Baha'is have sutfered at the hands of the fanatical elements in Persia; they have. been the
target of some misleading criticism from
various \uiters of the "Vest. Unable to
deny the beauty and potency of the
teachings of Baha'u'llah, these critics
have not ceased to declare that such lofty
principles were only inspiring ideals and
not practical reforms attainable by mankind. These progressive movements have
fortunately opened the eyes of the world
not only to the practicability but also to
the absolute and urgent need iJf ourpresent civilization for the League of
Nations. They have taught the world
that a narrow nationalism was the curse
of the present age and the recent past
ancl that the sooner we accustom ourselves to think super-nationally, the more
easy it will become to manage our intricate international affairs.
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Those cntlcs imagined that the reli- threat of being closed, the Bahi'is have
gions of the world could never be recon- not been able to pursue this course to its
ciled, but the modern developments of desired extent. Only three years ago
the science of comparative religion, one of the schools which had been estabwhich has come into prominence only in lished after immeasurable sacrifices and
the last three decades, together with con- difficulties, was burned down by the mob
ferences similar and leading up to this and its poor students severely beaten and
present one, will, before long, prove to dispersed.
the world that the fundamental principles
I need not dwell upon the degrading
underlying all the religions are one, that position of women in such a state as
tlleir only points of difference are the Persia. Not only are they debarred from
minor questions that relate to rites, cere- the smallest measure of freedom and
monies and external practices which education, but are in many cases conmust be necessarily modified with the sidered nothing more than a mere apchanges in human wants and environ- pendage, an indispensable, but utterly
ments. The world has already begun to servile member of the household. vVherrealize that controversies over such sec- ever a Bahi'\ community can provide
ondary points only serve to alienate schools for its boys it also institutes one
those sincere souls to whom the heart of for its girls. .In fact Bahi'u'll<ih clearly
religion is all important and who by states that as the girls will. be the mothnature would be willing rather to hold ers of the future generations, they must
out the hand of fellowship to all reli- receive preferential treatment in educagions who worship at the Altar of the tion. In electing the members of the
One Living God, than to wrangle over Spiritual Assemblies which are the cenforms that seem to their minds of only ter of Baha'\ activities, the women are
secondary valu.e.
given a position absolutely equal to that
I have tried to give a ·picture of the of the men. There remains only· one
high aim that Bahi'u'llih has set before more step to take and that is to discard
Him, and now I pray your attention, the veil. This has not yet been done,
for a few moments more, to a brief because we believe that in a backward
description of the far-reaching changes and immature country such as Persia,
it has brought about in the life of its the education of both boys and girls
followers.
should make much greater progress
In the East, especial!y in the land 0 f before the adoption of so drastic and
its birth, Persia, where it admittedly daring a reform. The Baha'i women
stands, amid the chaos and corruption of have, however, organized societies of
its heedless inhabitants, as the beacon- their own to educate .themselves and
light of progress and reform, its achieve- further their cause. Before long, we all
ments have been great. There, under an hope, even the veil will be set aside and
unceasing storm of per~ecution, abuse the women accorded a position in Persia
and calumny, the Movement has not only equal to their sisters even in some of the
wrought a fundamental revolution in the most progressive states of Europe.
life of the individuals but has also inIn the vVest, where enlightened ·and
augurated various reforms of which I capable governments are continuously
shall mention only two.
enacting laws that provide for the maWherever the number of the Bahi'is terial well-being of its citizens, this field
is sufficiently great, and they can afford of Bahi'i activity has not been so great.
the means, a school has been established Its influence has been mainly to create
to provide the necessary primary educa- the spirit of international brotherhood
tion for girls as well as for boys. As and wipe out religious, social and ecoeven these schools are under the constant nomic prejudices. Those who have had
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the chance of atte~ding a Baha'i meeting,
either in the East or in the West, can
appreciate the important and far reaching
influence of the Movement along that
line. People of different, and at times
conflicting views assemble and enjoy
mutual love and harmony. Even the
most illiterate of the Baha'is are free
from prejudice. To them Christian or
Jew, Muhammadan or Zoroastrian, Eastern or vVestern, all stand on equal footing and are considered as brothers in the
love of the One God.
Moreover, when I see that it is only
since the appearance of Baha'u'llah and
the declaration of His principles that
many movements have been established
with the hope of spreading principles
similar to His, when I see that it is since
then that the conception of a League of
Nations and International brotherhood
has come down from the field of mere
idealism into common politics; that a
movement for a Universal language has
been created; that women have been obtaining a better social and political position; and the cause of universal and free
education advanced-I cannot but endorse 'Abdu'l-Baha's saying that "the
spirit of the Cause is pulsating in the arteries of mankind," that we are undergoing that social and intellectual revival
that appeared at the advent of every
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Prophet and prepared the world for accepting His Teachings.
In conclusion, it will be generally
agreed that it would be far from God's
infinite mercy to give His helpless creatures the freedom to tread on dangerous
ground and whilst knowing the solution
of their problems to stand aside heedless
of their suffering and deaf to their constant prayers. It is in accordance with
His divine attributes to give them guidance when need arises, to send them a
Messenger with the necessary laws and
commandments to put them on the right
path of safety. And now that the social
unrest is becoming a real menace to
civilization itself, when world problems
in their acuteness and multiplicity are
baffling the minds of men, we, a small,
yet determined, band, fired by the unquenchable enthusiasm of the promise of
a new day, firmly believe, that the sea of
divine compassion has surged, that the
Lord has sent His Messenger with the
necessary solution of those intricate
problems. The Baha'is on their part have
tried their utmost, have sacrificed their
well-being, their property, their all to
diffuse this spirit far and wide. Is the
world willing to answer their call, or at
least deem it worthy of attention?
(Address at the Conference of Livillg
Religiol1s Within the British Empire.)

THE BAHA'IS must be the servants of uni,'ersal peace, the workers for the
cause of the oneness of the world of humanity, the spreaders of heavenly love
amongst the children of men, the promulgators of the principles of the progress of
mankind, the dispellers of the clouds of religious, national, patriotic and political
prejudices, and the upholders of the inviolable rights of equality between men and
women. They must correspond religious ideals with the deductions of science and
reason, and discard all such theories which cannot stand the test of intellect and
empirical knowledge.
Strive that religion may be cleansed from ignorant prejudices. Strive that
bias may be removed. Strive that warfare and strife may become non-existent.
Strive that love and good fellowship may replace intolerance and the narrowness
of dogmatism. Strive to scatter the seeds of kindness in the hearts.
"
'Abdu'I-BaM.
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THE MANIFESTATIONS OF GOD
THEIR STATION 'EXPLAINED BY 'ABDU'L-BAHA
HE REALITY of the Divinity is

T hidden from all comprehension, and
conceaIed from the minds of all men. . . .
How can man, the created, understand the
reality of the pure Essence of the
Creator? This plane is unapproachable
by the understanding, no explanation is
sufficient of its comprehension, and there
is no power to indicate it.
. Minds
are powerless to comprehend God .
every statement and elucidation is defective, all praise and all description are Ullworthy, every conception is vain, and
every meditation is futile. But for this
Essence of the essences, this Truth of
truths, this IVlystery of mysteries, there
are reflections . . . . The dawning-place of
these splendors, the place of these reflections, and the appearance of these manifestations, are the Holy Dawning-Places,
the Universal Realities, and the Divine
Beings, who are the true mirrors of the
sanctified Essence of God. All the perfeCticHls, the botirities, thesplendors "'hich
come 'from God, are visible and evident
in the Reality of the Holy Manifestations, like the sun which is resplendent
in a clear polished mirror with all its perfections and bounties.
Therefore all that the human reality knows,
discovers and understands of the names,
the attributes, and the perfections of
God, refer to these Holy Manifestations.
(Answered Questions, p. 168, 169.)
THE INDIVIDUAL Realities of the
Divine Manifestations have no separation from the Bounty of God and the
Lordly Splendor. In the same way the
orb of the sun has no separation from
the light. . . . The Divine Manifestations are so man}' different mirrors, because they have a special individuality,
but that which is reflected in the mirrors
is One Sun.

The Prophets of God, the universal
Manifestations, are like skilled physicians, and the contingent world is like the
body of man: the divine laws are the
remedy and treatment. Consequently the
doctor must be aware of and know all
the members and parts, as well as the
constitution and state of the patient, so
that he can prescribe a medicine which
will be beneficial.
Religion, then, is the necessary connection which emanates from the reality of
things; and as the universal Manifestations of God are aware of the mysteries
of beings, therefore they understand this
essential connection, and by this 'knowledge establish the Law of God. (Answered Questions, 178-181.)
THE HOLY MANIFESTATIONS
of God are the Centers of the light of
Reality, of the source of mysteries, and
of the bounties of love. They are
resplendent in thewotld of hearts - and
thoughts, and shower eternal graces upon
the world of spirits; they give spiritual
life, and are shining with the light of
realities and meanings. The enlightenment of the world of thought comes from
these Centers of Light and sources of
mysteries. \\'ithout the bounty of the
splendor and the instructions of these
Holy Beings, the world of souls and
thoughts would be opaque darkness.
\Vithout the irrefutable teachings of
those Sources of mysteries, the human
world would become the pasture of animal appetites and qualities, the existence
of everything would be unreal, and there
would be no true life. That is why it is
said in the Gospel: "In the beginning
was the \Vord," meaning that it became
(Answered Questhe cause of life.
tions, p. 185.)
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THE GREATEST PROOF of a
Manifestation is the Manifestation
himself. \Ve .do not have to prove the
existence of the sun. The sun is independent of proof. He who has sight can
see the sun and prove it for himself. It
is not necessary to seek for other proof.
For instance, it is a fixed fact that nothing could grow upon the earth without
the light of the sun. It is easily proved
that without the sun's heat and light no
animal life could exist. The sun's light
is indispensable; its heat essential. This
is the sun's greatest proof. Look at the
Christ. He was a youth of Israel, not a
great and honored man, but born from a'
poor family .. He was so poor that he
was born in a manger; yet he changed the
conditions of the whole world. \Vhat
proof could be greater than this that He _
was from God?
Baha'u'llah
came from Persia, which is not a prominent nation. The great Prophets did not
enter school to be taught of men, yet so
many things did they manifest that at
last we must admit that the world is not
able to destroy the wisdom of the
Prophets or grow without them. (Ten
Days in the Light of Aqa, p. 32.)
ANOTHER GREAT proof of a
Manifestation is His Power to develop
souls.
Miracles are but secondary
proofs. Our first and important duty is
to ascertain if the real physician has come
to heal the spiritual sickness of the world;
to learn if the commander of the hosts of
righteousness has appeared; to prove the
appearance of a true Manifestation of
God. If in crossing the ocean everyone
on board the ship should assume the
authority of captain, where would be the
safety of the ship and its passengers? It
would be impossible to reach the destination if everybody was captain.
Then
after we have found the captain of the
ship of Truth, it is our duty to obey
Him, submit to His wisdom and be
guided by Him into Eternal life. (Ten
Days in the Light of Aqa, p. 35.)
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ALL DIVINE Manifestations give up
all personal conditions, considerations and
grades in the Cause 0 f God to such an
extent that there is nothing judged of
their personality; that is, they sacrifice
their personality entirely in the world;
their life is only the life of God, their
thought is the thought of God and their
grades are those chosen by God. They
have nothing. They sacrifice everything
in the way of God. They suffer every
sort of affliction and calamity in the
world-that is, the afflictions and calamities in addition to those suffered spiritually-in order to show that the spiritual
equals the material in consecration and
sacrifice. They sacrifice spiritually in the
way of God, and so they sacrifice all apparent and outward conditions in order
to show the perfection and completeness
of the truth of their manifestation.
This is the station of simple radiance
which shines forth and makes them
separate from all worldly things, and this
leads them to such a condition that while
they are walking on the earth, they are
moving in the supreme horizon. They
have cut themselves off entirely from
worldly conditions.
they close
their eyes to their material ease and to all
else, and hasten with all joy and fragrance to martyrdom in the Cause of
God. (Baha'i Scriptures, page 497.)
EACH MANIFESTATION is the
heart of the world and the proficient
Physician of every patient. The world
of humanity is sick, but that- skillful
Physician hath the healing remedy and
He bestoweth Divine teachings, exhortations and advices which are the remedy
of every ailment and the dressing for
every wound.
Therefore, in
this age of lights, specific teachings have
become universal, in order that the outpouring of the Merciful One environ both
the East and the 'Nest, the oneness of
the kingdom of humanity become manifest and the luminosity of truth enlighten
the world of consciousness. The descent
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of the New Jerusalem is the heavenly
religion which secures the prosperity of
the human world and is the effulgence of
the illumination of the realm of God.
(Baha'i Scriptures, page 436.)
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God's graces and bounties are
without limit, and the coming of the
Manifestations of God are not circumscribed by time.
(Baha'i Scriptures,
page 402.)

CONSIDER TO what an extent the
IT IS NOT possible for us to train
of God makes itself manifest. anyone individual, and after training him
Among the signs of His love which ap- to believe that he is the holy, divine Manipear in the world are the Dawning- festation. The holy divine Manifestation
points of His Manifestations. 'What an must be endowed with divine knowledge
infinite degree of love is reflected by the and not be one instructed in 'school learndivine Manifestations -toward mankind! ing. He must be the Educator and not
His Divine Manifestations have the educated. The holy Manifestations
offered their lives through love for us. . of God must be perfect and not imperfect.
Consider then what the love of God They must be great and not weak and immeans.
potent . . . In a word, the holy ManiHe sent forth the Holy Manifesta- festation of God must be in every great
tions, inspired their hearts with the con- aspect distinguished above all else in orte-'ct of the heavenly books and instituted der that he may be able to train the human
divine religions, in order that these sancti- body politic, in order that he may have
fie4 personages, these revealed books, power to eliminate the darkness, cause the
these religions of God might become the advancing of the world of humanity from
means of unity and accord, love and good one plane to a higher one, be able through
fellowship in the human world. (Baha'i the penetrative power of his word to proScriptures, 616, 685.)
mote and spread broadcast the Universal
Peace among men, bring about the unifiTHE GREATEST BOUNTIES of cation of men and religions through a
God in this phenomenal world are His divine power, harm011ize all sects and
Manifestations.
This is the greatest branches and convert all nativities and
- postulate. These Manifestations are the regions into orie nativity and fatherland.
Suns of Reality. For it is through the
(Baha'i Scriptures, p. 607.)
lfanifestation that the reality becomes
known and established for man. History
ARE THE Manifestations sinless?
proves to us that apart from the influence
of the Manifestations, man sinks back Yes, there must be a standard of perfecinto his animal condition, using even his tion for human example.
The fields and flowers of the Spiritual
intellectual power to subserve an animal
purpose. Therefore there is no cessation Realm are pointed out to us by the Maniwhatsoever in the future for the appear- festations who wall< amid their glories.
ance of the Manifestations of God, be- It remains for the soul of man to follow
cause God is infinite and His purpose them in these paths of eternal life,
cannot be limited in any way. If we through the exercise of its own human
ever dare to limit and circumscribe will. The Manifestations of God are sent
The true
Gtld's purpose v-rithin any bounds, then when most needed.
of necessity we have dared to set limita- believer is the one who follows the Mani±ions to the omnipotence of God. The festation of God in all things. (Ten
created has dared to define his Creator! Days in the Light of Aqa.)
l~e
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THE SAVIORS.OF MAN
DR. J. E. ESSLEMONT
LL THINGS manifest the bounty of God with greater or
less clearness, as all material objects exposed to the sun
reflect its light in greater or less degree. A heap of soot reflects a
little, a stone reflects more, a piece of chalk more still, b'ut in none
of these reflections can we trace the form and color of the glorious
orb. A perfect mirror, however, reflects the sun's very form and
calor, so that looking into it is like looking at the sun itself. So it
is with the way in which things speak to us of God. The stone
can tell us something of the Divine attributes, the flower can tell
us more, the animal with its marvelous senses, instincts and power
of movement, more still. In the lowest of our fellowmen we can
,trace wonderful faculties which tell of a wonderful Creator. In
the poet, the saint, the genius, \ve find a higher revelation still, but
the great prophets and founders of religions are the perfect mirrors by which the love and wisdom of God are reflected to the rest
of mankind.
Other men's mirrors are dulled by the stains
and the dust of selfishness and prejudice, but these are pure
al1d without blemish-wholly devoted to the Will of God.
Thus they become the greatest educators of mankind.
The Divine teachings and the power of the Holy Spirit
proceeding through them have been and are the cause of the
progress of humanity, for God helps men through other men.
Each man who is higher in the ascent of life is the means of helping those who are lower, and those who are the highest of all are
the helpers of all mankind. It is as if all men were connected
together by elastic cords. If a man rises a little above the general
level of his fellows, the cords tighten. His former companions
tend to draw him back, but with an equal force he draws them
upwards. The higher he gets, the more he feels the weight of the
whole world pulling him back, and the more dependent he is on
the divine support, which reaches him through the few who are
still above him. Highest of all are the great Prophets and Saviors,
the Divine "Manifestations"-those perfect men who were each, in
their day, without peer or companion, and bore the burden of the
whole world, supported by God alone. "The burden of our sins
was upon Him" was true of each of them. Each was the "Way,
the Truth and the Life" to His followers. Each was the channel of
God's bounty to every heart that would receive it. Each had his
part to play in the great divine plan for the upliftment of humanity.
("Baha'u'lIah and the New Era.")
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EDUCATION AND INTERNATIONAL
UNDERSTANDING
DR. MARY E. WOOLLEY
(Editor's Note: Dr. vVool/ey is President of Mount Holyoke
Col/ege, one of the most beloved vVomen's Colleges in America. The
following is her noteworthy address giz1en at the "Conference on the
Cause and Cure of vVar" called by eight National Women's Organizatiolls, ana held·in vVashingtoll, D. C., January, I925.J
NTERNATIONAL understanding is
dependent upon education. And eduIcation
has endless possibilities, not only
through school and college, but in church
and home, in organizations, educational,
social and religious, on the platform and
perhaps most widely of all, through magazine and newspaper.
The power of education to change the
thought and ideal of a people needs no
argument.
M y first thought
with regard to education and international
understanding is concerned with what
may be called the mechanism of education, certain definite things to be done,
programs to be adopted, machinery to be
set into motion. Already more has been
accomplished in this direction than is generallyrecognized by the "layman." For
children to young people of pre-college
age, the outstanding organization is the
American School Citizenship League under the leadership of Mrs. Fannie Fern
Andrews, organized "To develop an
American citizenship which will promote
a responsible W orId Democracy and a
real Co-operation among the Nations."
This organization and other educational
agencies with a similar aim are following practical programs which may be applied to any school. For example, graded
courses on citizenship and patriotism,
based on the law of kindness and helpfulness toward all, showing that "with
its historical background and unique mixture of peoples, the United States is
peculiarly fitted to take a leading part in
the struggle for liberty and justice-that
the most human needs and hopes and

problems are common to us all, and that
humanity is above all nations."
The teaching of history and geography,
"the great citizenhip subjects," as they
have been called, is one of the most important factors in education for international understanding.
The emphasis
upon great personalities, heroes and
patriots; upon the significance of national
and racial movements and the "influence
of geographic forces upon economic
growth and prosperity"; the study of
other civilizations and cultures and their
contribution to the life of today--this
teaching of history in place of the hare
recital of conquests and reigns, makes
the dry bones live. Better still, it
leads not to racial and national antagonisms, but to~ international understanding and sympathy.
Prize Essay contests in the schools may
not contribute greatly to the solving of
problems in world relationships, but the
value to the students in original constructive thinking on international questions can
hardly be overestimated. And who can
predict what may be the result of the
starting of these currents of thought in
the lifetime of the next generation when
the children of today are the men and
women of tomorrow? A similar comment might be made with regard to the
debates and orations in which subjects
pertaining to international relations are
increasingly popular.
The agencies for education in international understanding have been increased in other ways. In our colleges,
International Relations Clubs, have been
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established, sponsored by the Institute of
International Education, which has furnished some of the best speakers from
other countries as well as from our own.
No one factor, possibly, in the whole
scheme of education for international understanding, has been more effective than
these men and women, who out of their
wide experience in national and international affairs, have brought illumination
and inspiration to the thinking students
of America.
There are many educational agencies
besides the school and the college. Some
of them are represented on your program
and will speak for themselves, but I think
I shall be pardoned if I touch upon the
educational work for internationalism
done by the Young Women's Christian
Association and the American Association
of University \Vomcn. The Christian
association today is preaching intenlational understanding in the most effective
way by practicing it in the Far East as
well as in the \Vestern \VorId. Along
educational lines at home, no courses of
study are more effective than those which
are giving to girls of all sorts and conditions a new view of what it means to
belong to the world family.
Caroline Spurgeon, the retiring president of the International Federation of
University \Vomen, of which the American Association is a member, in her address at Christiania last summer, spoke
of Dr. Nansen as exemplifying "that international understanding and friendly
helpfulness which is our primary aim."
Already the Federation has in effective
working such educational agencies as international fellowships and has organized a committee to work with the committee on Intellectual Co-operation of the
League of Nations.
Undergraduate scholarships and graduate fellowships for foreign students
offered by OUT colleges and universities
have multiplied a hundred fold and more
during and since the vVar and are giving
to education the best of opportunities for
a better international understanding.
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\Ye have been emphasizing the machinery of education--<:ourses and subjects
and methods-but after all, they are but
a means to an end. The end for which
we are striving is a new spirit, the
friendly spirit, the spirit of insight and
sympathy and co-operation and good will,
the spirit of understanding. The state of
mind with regard to international relationships has been fundamentally wrong.
Take, for example, the growth of nationality, especially characteristic of the nineteenth century. As Benjamin Kidd says
in "The Science of Power," "'vVe se.e
nearly every function of nationality
amongst \Vestern people diverted just as
in the pagan world, to some expression of
exclusiwness, with the ultimate fact of
war in the background.
Every
living nation idealizes itself. Throughout
the \Vest idealization almost invariably
has taken the form of idealization in contrast to, or in opposition to, some other
people or nation."
The principle underlying this conception of nationality has been variously expressive, as, for instance, the theory of
"the individual efficient in the fight for his
own interests." This conception is borrowed from Danviliism; but forgetting
that "the htiman evolution which is proceeding in civilization is a social not an
individual integration," that is, an evolution in which "the individual is subordinated to the universal." The goal is the
substitution in international relations of
the Christian ethic for the pagan ethic.
By the reasoning of the scientist, we come
to the teaching of Jesus. "Thou shalt
love thy neighbor as thyself."
International relations have been like
the house built upon the sand, the sand of
misunderstanding, shifting, treacherous,
and when the rain descended and the
floods came and the winds blew and smote
upon that house, it fell and great was the
fall thereof. The international relations
of the future must be built upon the rock,
the rock of friendly understanding and
good will and fall not, because founded
upon the rock.
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PEAC~A

RESULT-NOT A CAUSE
GRACE OBER

"pEACE begins in the individual
heart, it reaches to the individual
home, thence to the community, to the
state, the country, and to the world."
""Vhen you hear a thought of war supplant it with a stronger thought of peace."
"Let the Advocates of Peace, work
with greater zeal and courage for the
Lord of Hosts is their Supporter."
(' Abdu'l-Baha. )
Today tlte outer world is resounding almost from pole to pole
"<C'ith the clarion call of Peace. The
public is being educated with the
:statements of Peace. Many are the
organizations, groups, and· assemblages bending their sincerest efforts
toward the goal of Peace, and much
is being written and said regarding
their accomplishments.
The purpose of this article is to
mention another avenue in the service of Peace of which little has been
said. It is to this encouraging field
of e1tdeavor that we ask our readers
to turn for a few thoughtftd moments. We will consider the facts
under the follo7.vi1tg sub-titleTHE SEEDS AND ROOTS OF PEACE

Mothers, Fathers and Teachei's in
every land who have come in vital touch
with the Remedy for the present worldsickness, as revealed through His Holiness Baha'u'llah, and "The Servant of
God," 'Abdu'l-Baha, are day by day faithfully planting in the fresh soil of the
hearts of their children the "seeds" of
Oneness and Peace, based upon the pure
Teachings of these Universal Educators.
'Abdu'I-Baha has said-"A new race is
being developed," and Baha'u'llah has
proclaimed "Let the people of certainty
know that a new garden has appeared in
the open court of holiness." This is evi-

dent in viewing the Baha'i children
throughout the world. It is also apparent
that God has endowed, and is endowing
the child mind of today with a new
capacity, an added penetration and desire
to reach the reality of every matter.
These children and young people are
truly as "Flowers" in the garden of love
and oneness. They are a new race, for
they are not surrounded by the handicaps
of the traditional limitations of the past,
and their growing knowledge is being
firmly rooted in the fundamental laws of
God. They know not barriers of race,
color or nationality and are being reared
in the atmosphere of friendliness toward all.
Year by year they are advancing like
a great army of Light, preparing to overcome the forces of ignorance.
The conversation they hear in their
homes resounds with notes of construction, of love for all humanity, and their
contacts are vital contacts with those of
other races and other climes.
The following incident, ,vhich took
place in one of our New England suburbs,
is a living evidence of the fruit that has
already appeared in this new garden of
certainty.
A Baha'i familv lives in a section in
which there are ~o other colored residents. They own their home, and the
Father, Mother, and little daughter (at
the time, eight years of age) have become
the joy of the neighborhood through their
selfless lives of service to all.
One summer day the little daughter,
playing on the front veranda with her
little neighbor of the white race, was
rudely addressed by some passing school
boys. In a tone of derision and scorn
one boy called out, "Oh! you little 'nigger'!" Instantly with a beautiful expression upon her upturned face she replied,
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"No, I am not a 'nigger: I am a Baha'i. human progress that is now being caused
You don't h'TIOW what that means now, by the Spring Rays of The Light of
but you will, and when you do you won't Truth from the Divine Luminary as It
reaches the pure hearts.
call anybody names."
The two mothers were inside the front
When the children of today have beroom, the white mother being taught by come the men arid women of tomorrow
the colored mother the glorious Baha'i how different will be their plannings for
Message, and as this incident closed she the world's progress in comparison with
turned to her teacher and said, "I need today. To .them war will be an outno further proof, this Message is from grown garment, an evidence of the dark
God for nothing but the power of the night of civilization, and "Peace" will be
Love of God could have enabled that the basis of economic freedom. Justice
child to give such an answer."
will be extended to all. There will be
From the seeds and roots of such the upbuilding of a greater (spiritual)
"Planting" it is apparent that in a few civilization in which the vast resources of
years' time an abundant "harvest" shall the world-which heretofore have been
spent in destruction-will be turned into
appear!
If one walks through the fields of channels for the advancement of the
nature in the late winter season the eye human race. Not a particular racial
beholds the old brown stubble of the pre- gronp, the white or yellow race, the brown
vious cycle :overing the land; the stalks or Nordic race, but the entire human
and dried leaves tell of a period that is family.
past. But if a few weeks later the travel er
passes that way again the new spring has
Toward such a day-a not far distant
appeared and with it has brought the new day-are thousands, yea possibly millions
life-the fresh green plants. It might be of lives bending their consecrated efforts
difficult to find a trace of that unyielding in the cultivation of this New Tree of
stnbble which before was almost the only Life under whose shade the nations will
thing visible.
gather in perfect joy, friendliness and
The scene has changed as if by some Peace.
magic touch; so silently has it come about
and so gradually that it would be difficult
It is of such children who are being
to say jnst when it began and how much nurtured in this Garden that 'Abdu'lwas accomplished day nnto day. The re- Baha has said, "These children are
lationship of the phenomenal sun to the neither Oriental nor Occidental, neither
earth at that season we all know was the European nor African, but they are of
the Kingdom; their native home is
wonder-working "Canse."
It takes bnt little imagination to carry Heaven and their resort is the Kingdom
the parallel into the changing scene of of Abha (Glory)."

"Can you paint upon the page of the world the ideal pictures of the Supreme
Concourse? The pictures which are in the ideal world are eternal. I desire you
to become such an artist. Man can paint those ideal pictures upon the tablet of
existence with the brush of deeds.
"The holy divine Manifestations are all heavenly artists. Upon the canvas
of creation, with the brush of their deeds and lives and actions, they paint immortal pictures which cannot be found in any art museum of Europe or America.
But you find the masterpieces of these spiritual artists in the hearts."

'Abdu'/-Baha to an Artist.
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MEMBERS ONE OF ANOTHER
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER
, 'FOR Christ had an elemental
bodv and a celestial form. The
elemental body was crucified, but the
heavenly form is living and eternal, and
the cause of everlasting life; the first was
the human nature and the second is the
divine nature . . . why was the last supper distinguished f ram the others? It is
evident that the heavenly bread did not
signify this material bread, but rather the
divine nourishment of the spiritual body
of Christ . . . which signified ;-1 have
given you my bounties and perfections
and when you have received this bounty
yOlt have gained eternal life."--'Abdu'lBaha in "Some Answered Questions,"
pp. 113-114.
"The Cause of Christ was like a lifeless body, and when after three days the
disciples became assured and steadfast
and began to serve the Cause of Christ
and resolved to spread the divine teachings putting his counsels into practice
and arising to serve him, the Reality of
Christ became resplendent and his bounty
appeared; his religion fOllnd life, his
teachings and his admonitions became
evident and visible."-Ibid, pp. 120-121.
The human heart cannot thrive without friendliness. A man's value depends
upon his capacity for relationship; upon
his power to contribute something to his
fellowman, that will enhance the joys and
curtail the sordidness of the world. This
otherliness is a fundamental of human
society, and is based on one of the primary biologic laws, whose pattern is
woven into the very fabric of life. There
are two inseparable and contending forces
bound together in the minutest follicle of
being; the one a predatory ruthless force
whose object is to seize from the environment those things that can benefit only
itself; this is the law of self-preservation
and the mighty urge that forces its ceaseless activity is hunger; the other is a
binding cohesive power, whose object is

the nurture, the protection, the welfare
of something other than itself, the preservation of the species; and the irresistible libido that insures the continuation
of this divine impulse is love. All civilization is based upon this impulse, if by
civilization we mean the growth and
development of those polities and institutions that are founded on the incorruptible principles of Justice, Reason and
Good-will. History has been an unprotesting witness to the rise and fall of
countless societies; rising because in the
mutual meeting of many minds there is a
consensus that something finer and more
permanent can be gained by the laying
aside of the mere individual will, and the
coming together under a common will or
law, from which all may benefit; fallil1g
because sooner or later the thing that
originated in mutuality and interdependence, is administered for individual benefit.
Greed, ambition, tyranny, those
things that represent drawing from the
environment are substituted for fraternity, suceor and altruism.
The appearance of the first relation in
life is so remote that it makes history
seem like the half hour before this morning's dawn; but in it was the preparation
for all religion, all art, all education; it
was the relation between mother and
offspring. Before a relation could be
established at all self-forgetfulness was
involved; for wherever self is the motivating factor the soul stands quite gaunt
and bleak, lacking the pull that draws it
to a common center. In this first relation
we see the self utterly unmindful of its
own welfare, of its own life, willing to
sacrifice itself completely for the sake of
something other than itself. And this
capacity to forget the self and to think
of another was the factor upon which the
Spirit of God evidently seized when it
breathed itself into the human heart and
bade mankind lift his face forever from
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the exploitation of life to the veneration
of it.
Scattered through the writings of
'Abdu'l-Bahi are many references to the
correspondence between the inner and the
outer life; the heavenly and the earthly
condition. It is evident from his teaching that this earth is indeed the "Outward
and visible sign of an inward and spiritual
grace," the manifest symbol of a peregrine reality. The mind seems to be like
that quaint Chinese Sage "Suspended between earth and heaven because he was
subject to neither"; for evidently it is
not constituted to bring us news of any
other order than the ephemeral and composed world of three dimensions. It
spends most of its time running errands
for and pandering to the needs of the
body and still it cannot penetrate the universe whence the body takes its commands
and fulfills its functions.
These are carried on by the cells, each
an independent entity, endowed with its
own speci~l intelligence; to the cell the
atomic and molecular worlc1 appears with
the same clarity that the minds finds in
the physical universe; for the cell disintegrates the molecule and wisely administers its parts to those organs where they
are needed. Exoterically we see only the
complete personality; the cells remain invisible and indirectly apprehensible. They
haye taken on the character of a perfect
relation, having given up their wills
utterly to the service of the higher mind.
But this is merely the reflection of a
spiritual condition except that by a curious paradox, having been unable to see
the cells in the physical body, we see only
the cells in the spiritual body. That great
Christ body to which Saint Paul referred
is evidently the sublime personality of this
world, and we fragmentary, detached
little beings are cells in its magnificent
structure. But as the mind cannot possibly invade those regions peculiar to the
cellular intelligence, so it cannot penetrate
the confines of the spirit. This reveals
itself only to those qualities of heart that
represent the functioning of the divine
body. The sensitive endowment of faith
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views the invisible world of love triumphant over hatred and malice, of joy
transcending sorrow and depression, of
courage out-flanking hardships and terrors, of unity drawing into the elusive
shein of an intangible cohesion all the
blind groping detached particles of life.
Faith sees the hosts of God on the march
to the rescue 0 f the soul's eternal battlements from the cruel hordes of ignorance,
superstition, folly and oppression. Faith
sees the banners of light streaming in the
sunrise of a New Day, and knows that
only as mankind enlists under those banners to fight the malignant, insidious
forces of evil in the world can human life
eyer attain to the station of redemption.
Faith reconnoitres the ultimate orbit of
the soul with the same assurance with
which the cells of the lungs load their
unceasing cargoes of oxygen into the
blood stream. Both of these powers are
closed to the rational mind.
In the Bahi'i teaching the true resurrection after the ascension of the Manifestation of God is functioning in accord~
ance with his wiII and with his dictates
by those who recognize his Reality. The
whole corps of humanity is in truth the
vehicle of his personality and only as we
become naturalized into his attributes and
follow his hallowed guidance can his
Diyine Being express itself in the world.
Unless to-day we become corpuscles in
the flow of 'Abdu'I-Baha's will, his life
is not a· thrilling, dynamic, contagious,
re\·olutionary, beautiful power on earth,
but a poignant, cherished, wistful, unforgetable illusion.
Such can never be the case for, to
paraphrase the words of El Bab, before
the Ancient and everlasting Beauty of
God is manifested from age to age the
po\\'er to consummate His decrees is
liberated, and the executive urge of his
word so searches and penetrates mankind
that God raises up from the very stones
of our hard human hearts a bright multitude to do His bidding.
Just as the cells of the body connect
us with the atomic world, and the rational
faculty through the brain with the physi-
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cal world, so the heart connects us with
the realms of faith, where alone the everlasting battle for the soul of man can be
won. And it is only the great invisible
personality of the Divine Beloved, functioning through the heart of each of us
individual cells, that can give humanity
the confidence, the courage, the vision,
the self-abandonment to march shoulder
to shoulder beside those unseen battalions
who are storming the outposts of corruption and evil and liberating in the freer,
nobler achievements of the soul the actual
life of the Savior. This life is none other
than the life of love, of friendliness, of
good-will, of the placing of others before
the self, of unity; which originated in the
primitive animal condition :-that strange
shadowy surge of veiled yearning, to find
something upon which it could expend its
tenderness and care.
In our stupendous adventure here, since
the first little atom of being flung out its
challenge to materialism and marshalled
its puny defiant strength against the relentless organization of the whole physical
universe, the law of attraction, the law
of cohesion, the law of love is the only
thing that has ever made any permanent
contribution to existence; for these characterize the life of that Mighty Being
whose followers we are; and failing of
thenl we atrophy in his Divine Body and
thwart our earthly purpose.
There is a tendency in modern philosophy that reflects the religious teachings
of all time; Vitalism posits a half-wild,
half-saved universe that can only attain
an ultimate redemption through the ceaseless effort and the intensified spiritual
habit of human beings. Turn for a brief
survey to the sacred writings of the world
and hear the great Manifestations of God
pleading with man to "Turn from his
manifold wickedness and liye"; "Now is
the time, now is the acceptable time";
"He who seeketh his life shall lose it";
"Hatred ceases not by hating; hatred
ceases by loving"; "a hater may do great
harm to a hater but not so much harm
as he does to his own self." "The principle of faith is to lessen words and to

increase deeds." It seems apparent that
if the human experiment is to succeed it
must succeed solely through the efforts
of human beings; the heavenly hosts are
not going to descend and work out our
problems for us; we are promised their
assistance only as we strive for ourselves;
human conditions cannot be changed except through human agencies; the old evil
things of this world can only be obliterated by men and women; the new shining
order of peace and good-will can only be
established as we incorporate it into our
souls and reflect it in our deeds. The
present crucial call for stout courage, for
unfaltering obedience to the command of
a sublime leader, for a perfervid dedication to our effulgent ideal must arouse
those who have these startling bugles in
their breast. The whole future of a farflung incalculably splendid emprise hangs
upon our frail endeavors. We cannot
escape life; we have to master it, and it
is only as we hold ourselves sternly to
the mandates of Baha'u'llah that we can
draw from His Mighty Spirit the grace
and strength to batter down the grim
distracting barriers between men, and to
flood the great plains of life with the
glory of unselfishness, love and beauty.
In this New Era Baha'u'llah makes us
directly responsible for the establishment
of his CGmmands and teachings in the
world . . . .
Courage-loye and courage-these are
the great spiritual requirements of the
present time; . . . and only those who
stand firm, who do not shrink from life
and her harsh impacts are worthy to
function in the body of the Master.
Our solemn, terrifying and magnificent
responsibility should weigh upon us and
inspire us in every thought and contact.
We human beings are to-day the sole
agents of God's will in the world. The
love of 'Abdu'l-Baha can only be expressed when we function adequately as
component parts of his life; that oneness
of sentiment to which Baha'u'llah SUlDmons us can only be achieved as we realize that we are all cells of one Divine
Body.
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THE NEW FEELING OF BROTHERHOOD
MARY HANFORD FORD

, 'T

HE WESTERN world is prone
to be objective, and humanity
has become thoroughly intellectualized in
recent years. It believes easily that one
can rriake laws, formulate principles, and
construct a religion containing so few
offensive features that everyone will
finally accept it. Such thinkers forget
that the essence of religion is to be in
love with God. There is no religion possible without the element of ecstasy, and
no ecstasy possible without love.
"Under this ecstasy the persecuted
Quakers died, the early Christians gave
their lives, the Baha'is have been suffering martyrdom for the last seventy-five
years in Persia, the Muhamrnadans and
Jews have sacrificed for their faith, the
Protestants have joyfully burned under
Catholic perseclltion, and the Catholics
under that of Protestants. All were in
love with God and therefore they spent
their last breath joyfully and possibly experienced no pain in their physical torments. J oan of Arc did not know when
the flames greedily licked up her body,
because she -was consumed by the throes
of a great love, which rendered her unconscious of material sensation.
"This increase of capacity for love appears in the world always with the advent of the Messenger of God, who is
not only a divine teacher but a channel
through whom pours an added flood of
the Holy Spirit to all mankind. When
he arises all religions are refreshed but
at the same time begin to lose their sectarianism. As they are more positive in
love they become less positive in dogmatic
theology. Thus in the time of Buddha
and later, the Hindu people were so inflamed with love that the barriers of caste
disappeared.
"The early Christians became so aware
of God that they could no longer worship
the statue of the Emperor. The Baha'is

of modern Persia, from the declaration
of the Bab in 1844, believed in the oneness of mankind, the oneness of all religion, and were naturally slain and
tortured by a priesthood which declared
there is only one real prophet of God,
MlIhammad, and only one true religion,
that which is founded on his teaching.
"The Baha'i cause has spread from
Persia into all the countries of the world,
in spite of the dire persecutions to which
it was subjected, until at present its centers are found in all cities and larger
communities, with its teaching of international peace and brotherhood.
"All religions are in fact one, because
all spring from the divine teachers,
who have appeared at different periods
through various races of the Orient,
giving mankind the same basic truth.
Sift Zoroastrianism, Hinduism, Judaism,
Christianity and the great Baha'i cause
and you find in all a reiteration of identical and impregnable statements in regard
to God, immortality and the conduct of
life. But you discover in the Baha'i
teaching an amplification and clearness
which was not possible in the earlier day
and which renders all mystical and practical allusion more definite.
"IVe learn to look upon the Prophet
not as a man apart, clothed in sackcloth
and born only for martyrdom, but as the
early -Christians looked upon Christ, as
the radiant one whose presence in the
world brings such light that a new civilization must follow his advent; - This was
demonstrated in the case of Christ, in
that of Muhammad, notably in Lao Tse,
who gave his law to Confucius, in that
of lUoses, who led his people out of darkness.
"So the Baha'is believe that again such
a Messenger has appeared, and the world
is being irradiated by his light.
"
(N. Y. Sun, Feb. 14, 1925.)
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THREE EXPERIENCES
A SHIP WITHOUT A RUDDER
V. EDITH WHITTON

y SOUL, longing for God's Truth,
was day by day becoming more
faint and lifeless in the quest, almost
ovendle1med by the tidal wave of self
and misnnderstanding, plunged into the
deep seaof melancholy, and trying in vain
to fathool out of this condition the Reality of God, that would not suffer a sparrow to un without His knowledge. Yet
"dar1.""'llC5S was upon the face of the deep,"
and I was as a ship without a rudder
upon tbe high sea. All hopes were fast
fading. Great fear seized me and almost
bereft me of reason. Like Jonah of old
from the: belly of hell I cried unto God
for guidance and protection through this
most terrible of storms. For weeks and
months I felt I must surely perish, when
the span.: of faith again asserted itself
and I btgan to realize I was truly God's
child, fult He was my only protection
and would save me. From that moment
the Light of God began to dawn upon
me, and the storm clouds began to disappear through increased faith.
- It \va;; after these hours and weeks of
pteparationon the part of God ("My
calamity is my providence, in appearance
it is fire and vengeance, in reality it is
light and mercy."), that He sent His
angel to my door with His glorious n1essage vf salvation to all mankind, and gave
me the true and deep meaning of the
miracles of the Christ when He calmed
the troubled sea. This angel said to me,
"Haye JOu not heard of the Great Messenger (If 'God, upon whose Name we
mllst {:all today for our redemption? Do
you not know you are living in a day in
which all the prophets and learned of the
past .ages have longed to see?"
This 1'isit I shall never forget, for she
was tryiug to arouse me from the deep
sleep of the soul; and like a growing
physical child, as soon as she left me, I
would as it were, turn over and lapse into
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a deep sleep again, almost entirely forgetting all she had said. Then another
day, perhaps, walking down the highway
in a pouring rain, I would spy the approach of my angel, very wet and tired,
yet moved by the spirit in the interest of
my soul and the dormant soul of mankind. Again she would say, "Awaken
child, the sun has arisen! It is a new
day." And finally, after great sacrifice,
prayer and anxiety on her part, I began
to realize that this angel was bringing
glad tidings to a weary, waiting soul; I
was hearing that which caused the stimulation of soul, mind, and spirit as did
the wine at the wedding feast of. Canaan
of Galilee.
I hope only in this life to be able to
pass this glorious Baha'; message on and
on until the whole world can rejoice in
the Lord of I-lasts and His message as
the healing of the nations.

Il
A HINT OF ITS GLORY
MABEL H. PAINE

NL Y after many days of seeing
.
'Abdu'l-Baha was the real Light of
His countenance lifted upon one pilgrim.
That vision of Reality! How the mind
searches the whole domain of human experience to find words or symbols which
will convey even a hint of its Glory! An
answer, it might then in part be described,
to the poet's lines,

O

"Strong Son of God, immortal Love,
vVhom we that have not seen Thy face
By faith ancl faith alone embrace. . . ."
But to have seen that face! A face on
an old fresco in Florence painted by
Giotto caught and reflected a little of that
same look of immortal, childlike love.
Now it was plain what the true spiritpainter of divine subjects sought to portray, and how they must have despaired,
yet been eternally grateful for just the
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glimpse they could get and give. Now,
too, the words of 'Abdu'l-Baha to an
early pilgrim were plain: "My love is
intuitive." Immortal love, and therefore
immortal youth! Now it was plain what
Christ meant when He said, that we must
receive the kingdom of God as little children, if we would enter therein. For in
that uniorgetable, revealing look, was the
look of the child, a dewy freshness, yet
all Divine, transfigured, lifted to another
realm.
The truth of this passage from one of
'Abdu'I-Baha's Tablets shone out: "0
my friend I The affection of my heart
unto thee can not be expressed through
any interpretation, and I can hardly write
it or acknowledge it. Turn with thy
breast unto the heart of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
and then this concealed fact will be disclosed, and the hidden mystery be unveiled unto thee" (Tablets, Vol. I, p.
163).
And this quailty he wished for us. It
was plain now the meaning of the passage
in another Tablet in which he prayed that
the recipient might be dowered with a
"great illimitable freshness.'.'.
And then, crowning joy, after struggling to find an expression approaching
adequacy and wOlldeting whether the
';"ision might, perhaps, be too personal to .
be true, to come across the prophetic
words in the one hundred and tenth
Psalm, "Thou hast the dew of thy youth."
Now there is stronger faith in the
vision and a growing perception that this
Divine quality, like the Divine verses,
contains all other Divine qualities, as well
as itself. Just as 'Abdu'l-Baha has said
that, if one obeys one of the verses of
Baha'u'llith, one obeys them all.

III
THE KINGDOM OF HEARTS
MABEL R. VWARY

HE Kingdom of God is a kingdom
of the hearts. It is the kingdom of
love and happiness, the kingdom of divine
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attraction. \Vhoever says he loves God
and loves not his fellow beings is not
speaking the truth. All love is divine and
comes from God. There can never be
too much love, lack of it causes all the
misery and suffering in the world of
existence. 'Abdu'I-Baha has said that the
hearts are appointed for God. Only pure
hearts can reflect the Divine Love. The
purer the hearts, the greater the power
to reflect the universal love.
God loves all His creatures. Human
love varies in degrees. Only the Perfect
One can shower the Light on all in like
degree. The creatures being imperfect
themseh'es, see the imperfections in
others, and measure out their love accordingly. They lo\'e most those jn whom
they see the least imperfection! In this
way they express their ideals, they show
their longing for God, the Perfect.
'Abdu'I-Baha says that we cannot love
all people alike .. There are spontaneous
loves and friendships which come through
no will of our own, they require no effort
on our part. These are the strongest links
in the chain of unity. They are, indeed,
fr0111 God, and are the most perfect expressions of God's love possible in the
human world. They are real, they are
eternal, . for they· are part of the Divine
Unity. vVithout these sparks of the
divine fire, no fire of the Love of God
can be kindled, no divine conflagration
is possible, because Gael lives and moves
only in the hearts of men.
"-hen one is suffering or in distress,
what is more beautiful than to have one
you love speak the word of comfort and
healing. It is a confirmation of the presence of God. This is the kingdom of
heayen which is to be established in the
hearts of men. It is eternal, it is indestructible. One attains to this vision
through love of the Manifestation of God.
The human soul is ever reaching out for
a solution of the Divine Mysteries. These
mysteries, the Holy Manifestations unfold to humanity.
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FOR MEDITATION
THE SHINING LADDER OF THE WORDS OF GOD
HOWARD C. IVES
0'vV MANY are the problems con- beautiful symmetry the otherwise seemstantly demanding solution! How ing complexities of life.
It is the great bounty and divine gift
often the complexities of life crowd upon
us with an insistence which will not be of this age that a heavenly Light has
denied! To those who attempt to solve been diffused to illumine the hearts of
these problems, or to unravel these com- men and to bring understanding, and
plexities, relying only upon their own with understanding peace. To bring perexperience and their own wisdom there spective to the battlefield, and with percome periods of despair which often spective, assurance of ultimate victory;
to bring a knowledge of the ocean's
overwhelm.
But the denizens of the world of Re- depths while being tossed upon its surality, who, in moments of bright vision face, and with that knowledge a divine
have glimpsed the picture of the glorious tranquility even while the te"mpest is
'Whole, can never again be completely raging.
deceived by the illusion of circumstance,
The Words of God which follow have
and when the world presses too closely been found especially helpful in lifting
upon them they withdraw to the "Moun- the troubled soul to the heights of untain of the Lovers," they drink of the derstanding love, and usher the wander"Cup of Abstraction" and know "all ing traveler into the "Valley of Peace."
"Is there any Remover of difficulties
voices to be from the King."
Say, Praise be to God, He
This age has brought us many precious save God?
gifts in the outer and inner world, but is God! All are His servants, and all
none more poignantly sweet; none more are standing by His Command."
thrillingly uplifting; none more richly
El Brib.
besto,"ing than this shining ladder 0 f the
"0 my God! Thy Name is my healvVord of God upon which the perplexed
and bewildered travel er may ascend, ing: Thy Remembrance is my remedy:
round lJy round, out of the depths of Thy Love is my companion: Thy Mercy
discouragement and sorrow unto the is my need and my aid in the world,
sublime heights of certainty and assur- and in the Day of Judgment! Verily,
ance-the "Apex of the Merciful"- Thou art the Knower, the vVise."
where he is able to "rest with a spirit
'Abdu'I-BaM.
of severance."
"'vVhen man is spiritually free his
"The candle of thy mind is lighted by
mind becomes the altar and his heart the the Hand of M)' Power; extinguish it
sanctuary of prayer. Then the meaning - not with the contrary winds of desires
of the verse, 'He will lift up from be- and passions. The Healer of all thy
fore his eyes the veil', become fulfilled troubles is remembrance of NI e .. forget
in man." The function of the divine it not. Make My Love thy capital, and
revelations, the Word of God in every cherish it as the spirit of thine eye.
age, is to free man from the bondage of
Break the cage, and, like unto the
the self; to lift up from before the eyes bird of love, soar in the atmosphere of
of man the veil of earthly illusion which holiness. Leave the self, and rest with
continually blinds him to Reality and to heavenly souls upon the sacred plain' of
provide a perspective into which fit with God.
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Content not thyself with the repose of
a single day and lose not the everlasting
rest. Exchange not the immortal Garden
of eternal joy for the earthly furnace
of mortality. Ascend from the dungeon
to the beautiful plains of Life, and arise
from the cage of the world to the alluring Garden of the Placeless."

Bahci'u'Ucih.
"0 servants! If in these visible days
and present world, matters appear fro:n
the Realm of Decree contrary to your
wish, be not depressed: for happy and
divine days shall come, and spiritual
worlds of Holiness sha1l become manifest. In all these Days and vVorlds for
you a portion is ordained, a sustenance
is determined and a food is established!
Ye shall certainly attain to all these were
ye to exchange the garment of mortality
for the Garment of Immortality, and enter the station of the Paradise of Abha,
wh:ch is the everlasting Abode of glorious, sacred souls! Be not grieved at the
hardships of these numbered days, and
be not dejected if your outward bodies
are destroyed in the Path of the Beloved
One: For every destruction is followed
by a construction, and a Paradise of
Rest is concealed in every hardship."
Ba!td'jl'1I6h.

"In the Name of God, the Victor of
the Most Victorious, proclaim: .. God
will assist all those who arise to serve
Him.' No one is able to deprive Him
of His Majesty. His Dominion, His
Sovereignty. For in the Heayens and
in the earth, and in all the Realms of
Goel, He is the Victorious, and the Conqueror."
El Bcib.
"The greatest bestowal in the world
oi existence is a tranquil heart, and it
is impossible for man to obtain a tranquil heart save thru the good pleasme of the Lord. That is, man may so
adorn the temple of his being with lofty
attributes and philanthropic deeds as to
be pleasing at the Threshold of the Almighty. This is the only Path and
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there is no other Path. My point is
this: Let aU your thoughts, your ideals,
your aims and purposes revolve day and
night around one common object-that
is to live in accord with the good
pleasure of the Lord. Then all the doors
of felicity will be opened before your
faces, ·you will become successful in all
your undertakings, and you will be confirmed in all your accomplishments. The
basic principle is the good pleasure of
tIle Lord: and the good pleasure of God
is obtained thru a tranquil heart, and
the tranquillity or the heart is only gained by living in accord with the Divine
Teachings and Exhortations:
\Vhen a
person attains to this station he is contented and peaceful. Then he will become prosperous in all affairs and enter
into paradise. This station is joy succeeded by jo)', confidence after confidence and Paradise after Paradise. Having reached to this exalted station man
Eves in Paradise while upon this earth,
is in Paradise when he leaves this world.
His heart is in Paradise, his spirit is in
Paradise and he is encircled by Paradise."

"If ·thou goest away with this ttnchanging condition of INVARIABILITY OF INNER STATE, thou shalt see
the doors of confirmation open before
thy face, thy life wj\l be a crown of
hea venl), roses and thot! shalt find thyself in the highest state of triumph.
Strive day and night to attain to this exalted station."
"The afflictions vihich come to hurr.anity sometimes tend to center the
consciousness Upon the limitations. This
is a veritable prison. Release comes bJ!
making of the 'will a door tIme which the
confirmations of the spirit come. The
confirmations of the spirit are all those
powers and gifts with which some are
born and which men sometimes call
genius, but for which others have to
strive with infinite pains. They come
to that man or woman who accepts his
life with r'adiant acquiesence."
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"Turn your faces away from the contemplation of your own finite selves
and fix your eyes upon the everlasting
radiance, then will your souls receive in
full measure the divine powers of the
Holy Spirit and the blessing of the infinite bounty.
'Abdu'I-BaM.
"A pure heart create within me, 0 my
Lord! A tranquil soul renew within
me, 0 my Hope! Through the spirit of
command make me firm in Thy Cause,
o my Beloved! By the light of guidance show unto me Thy Path, 0 my
Desire! By the might of loftiness cause
me to ascend to the heaven of Thy Sanctity, 0 my Beginning!
Through the worlds of immortality
cause me to reioice, 0 my Lord! By the
melodies of eternity tranquilize me, 0

my Companion! By the' riches of Thy
Pre-existent Countenance deliver me
from all else save Thee, 0 my Lord!
And by the interpretation of Thy Everlasting Identity rejoice me, 0 Thou
vVho art more apparent than my own
appearance, 0 Thou \Vho art hidden in
my inmost heart!"
B aM' tt' 116h.
"This turning the face towards God is
the healing of the body, the mind and
the soul. vVhen this advancement towards God has become complete one is
able to overcome passion and desire; become protected from sin and transgression, and be delivered from heedlessness. It will bestow Eternal Life and
grant the imperishable Gift."
'Abdu'I-BaM.

"THE HOLY Divine Manifestations are unique and peerless. They
are the archetypes of celestial and
spiritual virtues in their own age
and cycle. They stand on the summit of the Mount of Vision and they
foreshadow the perfections of evolving humanity."
"THE CENTERS of Divine perfections are the Manifestations of
God as seen in His prophets. III
whichever country, or at whatever
time they come, they are the cent er
of the divine perfections; and as the
sun in the material heavens develops
the material beings, so do these
spiritual suns develop the world of
souls."
'Abdu'l-Bahii..
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AT THE GRAVE OF THORNTON CHASE
WILLARD P. HATCH

A

,S is well known, September 30th is

the date that the first Americall
Bahii'i, the illumined Thomton Chase,
was set free from the troubles and vicissitudes of the life of the material world.
That is the day set aside by His Holiness 'Abdu'l-Bahii as visiting day to the
tomb.
A number of the friends also regularly gather at the grave on Octol,cr
19th, as on this date the Belove(l
'Abdu'l-Bahii, with about twenty-five of
the friends, made His memOl'able visi,
there in !he year 1912.
At a recent service, first one triend.
then a secDnd, then a group appeared.
They carried and read excerpts from
the wonderful "text book" written by'
Mr. Chase, "The Baha'i Revelation.;'
A letter was also read from his widO\y,
Eleanor Chase, which contained data or
interest regarding dates in the life of
1I1r. Chase, and last and most importani
the mighty words of 'Abdu'l-Bahii. an([
the last letter of the Guardian of the
Bahii.'i Cause, Shoghi Effendi.
It was brought out that, whereas the
Blessed Baha'i Cause was first men(toned in this country at the \Vorkl"s
Fair in Chicago iri 1893, no one became
a believer at that ttrne. Mr. Chase stater!
plainly that the first day he ever heard
of the Cause was June 5, 1894. He has
also so written it in a historv of the
Cause in America which he began before he passed away, a eopy of which
can be found as printed, in the files of
the STAR OF THE WEST. This date is important, inasmuch as His Holiness
'Abdu'l- Baha has confirmed Mr. Chase
in the assurance that he was the fi~st
American Baha'!, ancl He alone kne\\"
who was a Baha'i better than the incl'viduals themselves.
The meettl1g at the grave was fined

with tLe spirit. It was a jOyOllS meeting, made so by the perfect aSSUrance of
311 in t!le immortalitv of the soul and
in the happiness of ilr. Chase in being
in tl:e gloriotL, kingclom of God, after
haytng accomplished so much for the
Cause oi God on earth.

rl'i!!ard P. Halch at the grave of
Tlwrlllon Chase
Tile p1"ayer of '_\bdn'I-TIah{l for J\,I1'.
Chase 3S rez,c\ carried no note of other
than g!ad ticlings that this holy soul had
acl!te\'cc1 a 1i fc of usefulness; a life that
har;. like a l1\atl\r~cl orchard tree, borne
fn~it of mllch sJllrctl1al import to SllCcccrliwc: ~"l1erations. Like unto Peter
in tile' ITnk Lll1rl ill the time of His
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Holiness . Christ, so was the life of
Thornton Chase to. America, and in add ition, 1\fr. Chase left written records,
in the form of letters, which if collected
will form many volumes more than those
already printed.
It was brought out that Mr. Chase
had foretold the year of his passing,
making the clear statement that it was
his last year on earth. Speaking of the
troubles of this life he is reported to
have said that they were like mosquitoes
-annoying at the time but swept away
by the Power· of the Spirit.
Previous to the friends coming together, visitors to the cemetery at Inglewood, Los Angeles, paused before the
beautifuI tombstone, so luminous. from
the attention given it by His Holiness
'Abdu'I-BaM, and read the inscription.
"This is the illumined resting place of
the holy soul Thornton Chase, who is
shining in the horizon of eternal life ever
like a star. 'Abdu'I-Baha." \A/hen they
came to the name of 'Abdu'l-Baha below the inscription, they manifested un-

usual interest, and their questions led
to their receiving the truth of the Oneness of Mankind and the fatherhood of
God, for which Mr. Chase had given his
heart and life.
The meeting was closed by the friends
reciting the prayer selected by Shoghi
Effendi, and humbly supplicating that
all, everywhere, might attain that purification of inner character so necessary
for the Cause today.
1\fr. Chase's widow states that Mr.
Chase was born in Springfield, Mass.,
February 22, 1847. He passed away
September. 30, 1912. A beautiful sentence in her letter points out that the
ushering in of Peace must come with
the Love of God in each individual
heart. It reminds one of the vVORDS
of His Holiness 'Abdu'l-Bahi to the effect that different affairs and matters of
the intellect could be endlessly discussed.
but that which is important is the Love
of God and the Knowledge of God.
This knowledge and this love are impossible save through His Manifestation.

ASSURANCE
\ Vhen we become immortal, thou and I,
Beyond the blighting tomb of place and time.
\Vhen we are born into a calmer clime
Beneath a radiant, acquiescing sky,
\Vhen all the gropings of a how and why
Resolve into a certainty sublime,
\ Yhen fruits of faith which never reached their prime
Matnre into the apple of His Eye,
Then Gael will \valk with us and we with Him,
j\ncl God will talk with us and we shall hear
His Voice, no longer whispering and dim,
Dut resonant, majestic, full and clear,
And we shall see, no longer far and grim,
His lovely Face, benevolent ancl near.
-H. H. Rycroft,
Bahia, Brazil.
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THE SALVAGING OF A SOUL
HENRIETTA C. WAGNER
On October 16th, 1924, the prison
doors of Walla ·Walla, State of Washington, opened to release a young man
who, while a prisoner there, heard the
Bahi'i Message and became a believer.
A short biographical sketch may be of
interest. On the prison records he was
known as J oseph - - - , but this is not
his real name.
He was born in Tunis, in Northern
Africa, of Italian parentage from the
island of Sicily. When a mere infant his
parents emigrated to the United States,
settling in New York City. There his
mother died and the father re-married.
The step-mother not wanting the children, they were placed in an orphans'
home, where they were mistreated, uncared for and misunderstood. When a
little older, J oseph ran off and went to
sea and the greater part of his life has
been spent on the ocean. He has traveled to all parts of the world on ships
and been the companion of rough seamen. ·What his offense was, we do not
know-, and it does not matter. The important thing is that he has found the
way out of the "prison of self" and is
on the highway to right living and service to his brothers in darkness:
Miss Martha Root (Bahi'i teacher),
on her \\"ay to China a year and a half
ago, went out of her way to go to Walla
·Walla to see Joseph. He was so overcome with emotion at her kindness that
he could scarcely talk to her.
She
wrote that he had a look in his eyes
which told of great suffering, and the
a wakening which comes of it; she
recognized his sincerity and his capacity.
In this connection, there comes to our
mind a story told of Jinab'i-Fadil by one
of the New York friends. A large meeting had been arranged for him in that
grea t city, and the friends were over-

j oyed at the opportunity to present the
Truth to such a large number of people.
But Jinab'i seemed not to be so elated
after the meeting was over. He said
there was one person who understood
and was spiritually awake. With spiritual insight, his eye had caught that one
soul. On another occasion Jinab'i was
asked to go to a prison to talk to some
of the inmates, gunmen and desperados.
Our great teacher was deeply impressed
at the result of that meeting. He said
everyone of those men would "see
God."
"Ve sometimes wonder why it is that
a soul must sink to the depths of misery
and suffering, even wrong doing, before
it can rise to the heights and become
conscious of its own helplessness and
unworthiness. As 'Abdu'l-Bahi said, God
knows our weakness before we fall into
the tests, but man with an ego would
think he was a god unless it were otherwise proved to him through the tests.
A letter from Joseph, written from
Portland after his release, told of walking the streets in search of work, ~he
poor shoes given him at the prison blistering his feet. He was reminded that Miss
Root told him to look up Mr. and Mrs.
Latimer on his release, and they would
assist him. He dec.ided to write to them,
but he said, "I hope those people will
not offer me money, for I will not accept it. All I want is work and a chance
to make good."
The next letter told the joyful news
that he had found Mr. and Mrs. Latimer
and thru their kindness and that of Mr.
Nash, he had secured a good position
and was already at work. He says,
"Last Friday I went to my first Bahi'i
meeting. It was wonderful. All the
friends were very kind to me and they
all were so happy, all of them· smiling
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and talking like a big family. It did not
take me long to feel at home."
'Ahdu'I-Bahi, in a Tablet to Mr. Agnew, said that in the future crime would
almost entirely cease to exist in the world.
Children will be given an education which
will he spiritual in character as well as
intellectual, in other words, the heart
will be educated as well as the head,
and children will be made to know and
feel that crime itself is the worst punishment one could inflict upon himself.
As a compensation for his misfortune,
J oseph was once reminded that thru his
suffering and the depths to which he had
sunk, he would know the sorrow and
suffering of others and be able to help
them.
One cannot but feel that, in this day,
thru the suffering of those holy souls
in that "Greatest Prison," the Eye of

God is turned upon prisons, and they
will give up their prisoners as the sea
gives up its dead.
vVhen such a glorious day comes, as
Dr. Orrol L. Harper says in her recent
illuminating article in the Star of the
vVest for October on "A Bird's Eye
View of the World in the Year 2000,"
"Criminals will be discovered to be
either ignorant, sick or mentally deficient," and the penitentiaries, instead of
being places for "severe correction and
harsh retaliation," will be "more like
schools a'nd hospitals."
"In that day there shall be upon the
bells of the horses, HOLINESS UNTO
THE LORD, and the pots in the Lord's
house shall be like bowls before the
altar. .'. . And there shall be no more
the Canaanite in the honse of the Lord
of hosts."

WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
T IS impossible, I repeat, to end war

I except by the strictest application of
the Golden Rule. A document decreeing
peace is not worth the paper it is written
on if it is not backed by the conscience
and will of the people. . . . vVe must be
trained to be peaceful and peace-loving. . . . It does no good to talk peace,
to write peace, to preach peace. We must
be peace personified. . .. The people
must be taught to wish peace. It must
become their desire to practice the Golden
Rule. Business men must not do business at arm's length with one another.
Husbands and wives must live amiably
in their homes if their children are to
grow to manhood and womanhood in a
spirit of peace.
"Ve must carry peace and good will
into the world if the end of war is to be
in the parliament of mankind. We must
abandon our petty prejudices-social,
racial, religious and class, if we are to

have a world of peace. Will it come? I
hope so. I am willing to tryout any
experiment designed to speed its coming."
-(Thos. R Marshall, former vicepresident of the United States, "Evening
Star," vYashington, D. C)
A DECIDED antimilitaristic sentiment is sweeping my country. It is
fostered by the rapidly growing labor
movement, the tenant farmers' union and
the college students.
"A short time ago the commissioner of
education tried to introduce military
cadets in the colleges. The students did
not want' them. They organized such an
imposing resistance that when they went
to call on the commissioner of education,
he jumped through a window to avoid
meeting them.
"If you have not been in Japan
recently you would hardly recognize it,
sentiment has changed so."-(Toyohiko
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Kagawa, Foreign Missions Convention,
Washington, D. C. Post.)
THE NEW YORK Board of Education has arranged with the League of
Nations Non-Partisan Association for
ten lectures in the city schools on the
League of Nations and the 'World Court.
The speakers have been furnished by
the League of Nations Non-Partisan
Association, through Ambrose Cort,
Principal of Public School 73, who is
a Chairman of the School Committee of
the Greater New York Branch of the
League of Nations Non-Partisan Association.-(N. Y. Times.)
WHAT IS religion? We art apt to
regard it as a label, which describes whole
continents. Europe is Christian; China
is Confucian; and so on. But China is
no more Confucian than is Europe
Christian.
All you can say of the
Chinese is that some of them, here and
there, live up to the precepts of their
great teacher. And exactly the same may
be said of the European. Not one in ten
pdsom in Europe goes to Church. Not
one in a hundred is a student of the Bible.
Religion 1Ilust be judged 110t by those who
«'car the label bllt by those who have
consecrated the lifc."-(P. vVhitweJI vVilson in Y. M. C. A. "Association Men"
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Although not myself a finished Esperantist I have been able to make a more exact and careful business report in Esperanto than in my native English. Every
word in Esperanto has an exact meaning
and it is not subject to idiomatic variations so common and so annoying in all
national mediums of expression.-(Rufus
W. Powell.)

THERE IS today a persistent demand·
for competent religious training.
This demand is coming both from the old
and the young. If the body and soul are
not nurtured and developed apace with
the mind, there can be no balance. vVithout balance, ideals are formed on an uncertain basis.
The leaders of tomorrow must have trained minds, but
these minds should not be developed at
the expense of a moral sense.
\Vithin the next six months there will
be opened at Ann Arbor, Mich., the seat
of the University of Michigan, Ha scientific school of religion," of a character
completely nonsectarian.
The
school will welcome to its courses members of all faiths.
"Another evidence of a religious
renaissance is the il1 sisJent and increasing
demand for religious tolerance and cooperation."-(The Outlook.)

for March.)
IN HIS LAST BOOK Bryce has said
that, fine and strong as it is, there are
other civilizations worthy to survive as
well as that to which we English speaking
people are so much indebted and in order
to do our best to help keep the world
from another debacle it would seem wise
for us to avoid the struggle that \volild
ensue if any serious attempt were made to
impose English on any other people or
peoples who have the same local and national self-respect that we have. As a
result of a recent questionnaire in France
and England put before scientists and engineers about 85 per cent of those reporting were in fa vor of Esperanto.

THE PRACTICE of inter-racial justice has not only a spiritual significance,
but is followed by an extraordinary train
of virtues. Honesty, frankness, understanding, cooperation, friendship, brotherhood, world organization, free-trade, a
warless world, some such Utopia as we
were 1';'011t to call the Kingdom of Heaven
on Earth, wait upon the application of
inter-racial justice.
To me the
great spiritual factor about inter-racial
justice is this, that you cannot even begin
to have justice without love. The great
enemy of justice is hate or its close relation, scorn. "To thine own self be true,"
unless in some way self is conceived as
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connected up with the great divine spirit
with its infinite love and understanding
of others, which really makes us all one,
will not bring the answer, "Thou canst not
then be false to any man."-(E. Hollingsworth vVood in "Opportunity.")

"MAY WE not hope and believe that
our revolutions, our discards, our armed
revolutions, are behind us and that we
have now come to the point where great
questions of policy, important problems
of procedure, can be settled in the form
of argument and debate and submitted to
the judgment of an intelligent and patriotic electorate for decision?
"Have we not come to the point where
we can enthrone reason and put force in
the background as a police to see to it that
orderly processes are not interfered with
and are, when made known, carried out?"
-(President Nicholas Mllrray Butler of
Cotumbia University in an address at the
Bankers Club.-N. Y. Times.)
"V/HAT RELIGIO~ needs is a
freshening up.
"It needs reviving.
"It needs reinvigoration from the
fountain head.
"Two thousand years ago there was a
great impulse from Galilee. Now men
need a new impulse. You start a locomotive off with its furnace full of coal and
it will go a considerable distance with a
full head of steam. But if you don't
replenish the fue!, the engine will slow
down and finally stop.
"It's the same way with religions. vVe
are today seeing the slowing down process. The thing that divides men is
creeds."-(Sir Arthur Conan Doyle in
Washington News.}
"IF IT DEPEKDED on the Japanese,
I would have no criminal calendar. As a
whole, they are the most law-abiding people I have ever come in contact with."-

(Judge J. W. Thompson, Kona, Hawaiian Islands.)
IT HAD BEEN my privilege on the
previous day to meet a . large group of
French Educational authorities at a
luncheon at the Club de la Renaissance
Francaise. They were all deeply impressed by the offer of the Associated
Colleges of the United States to promote
closer international cooperation.
Dr. Heari Louis Bergson, the French
philosopher, was unable to attend this
luncheon, hence my visit to his home.
The plan discussed in detail with Dr.
Bergson was based on the assumption that
the function of our colleges is nor only
to turn out learned scholars, but broadminded citi2ens. vVurld-viewing education would naturally help to produce a
true perspective, and active touch with
foreigners should remove many prejudices. In brief, international study and
travel were proposed to become a formal
college extension with scholastic credits
arranged for work done abroad.
"This is one of the most important
educational movements of recent years,"
said Dr. Bergson; "it is full of hope of
great developments. By bringing students
and professors in large numbers to other
countries, good-will through personal acquaintance will result and the basis of a
lasting world-peace win be established by
face-to-face and heart-ta-heart contact. It
is a wonderful movement for the American people to father. By the way," he
continued, "after my last visit to the
United States, I made a statement that
caused considerable comment-namely,
that the people of the United States are
idealistic and that they care less for
money than other people. True, they like
to make mouey, but they are not interested in keeping it. They care for it only
as a means, not as an end; they proceed
at once to spend it, to distribute it, to apply it to some practical use."-( lvlarclls
M. Marks i!l The American Review of
Reviews.)

E IS A true Baha'i who strives by
day and by night to progress and
advance along the path of human
endeavor, whose most cherished desire is
so to live and act as to enrich and illuminate the world, whose source of inspiration
is the essence of divine virtue, whose aim
in life is so to conduct himself as to be the
cai.1se of infinite progress. Only when he
attains unto such perfect gifts <;an it be
said of him that he is a true Baha'l. For
in this holy· dispensation-the' crowning
glory of bygone ages and cycles-true
faith is no mere acknowledgment of the
Unity of God, but rather the living of a life
that will manifest all the perfections and
. virtues implied in such belief.
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POWER OF ACHIEVEMENT is
not always conditioned upon or proportionate to length of. years. Inspired
youths have written much of the world's
most beautiful poetry, composed many
of its loveliest songs, carved .out empires, and. founded vast religious movements. In fact, there is a natural connection between youth· and creativeness.
This is the period of pure idealism, of
ardent rebellion against· wrongs, of divinely inspired urge toward reform
which reckons. not of consequences.
Such was the state .of 'Ali Muhammad
when in 1844, at the age of twenty-five,
he set bravely out to reform Islam. The
conditions of the church as he had seen
it around him in Shiraz were unbearable.
Making a pilgrimage to Mecca, the holy
city of Persian Muhammadanism, in the
hope of there finding the true faith, he returned as Luther did from Rome, bitterly
disappointed, and resolved to inaugurate
a cleansing movement in the priest-ridden
religion of his native land. The danger
of a reform movement in a theocracy
like Persia, where both religious and political power were concentrated in the
hands of the clergy, 'Ali Muhammad did
not consider. That these clergy would'
bring about his own death, that they
would· cause within a· generation the
greatest number of martyrdoms that any
religion has known in the early years of
itshistory--':"these . dangers, inevita:bly
concomitant to the flaming zeal with
which he denounced the evils of the
church as it existed around him, entered
in no way into his calculations. Inspired
youth does not calculate,· it acts. And
'Ali Muhammad acted to such good ef-
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feet that presently all official Persia
trembled before his spiritual power.
'tHE LIFE OF 'AIi Muhammad, the
Bab, is told elsewhere in this issue; and
the story of how the movement for better religion, for true spirituality, for a
more perfect humanity, inaugurated by
the Rib, has, through· the teachings of
Baha'u'llah and the ministrations of
'Abdu'l-Baha, grown i11to a vast world
religion which is uniting all races and all
creeds, can be found in any history of
the Baha'i Movement.· But we wish
here to pay reverence, in this month of
May, the twenty-third day of which is
the anniversary of the Bab's declaration
at Shiraz, Persia" to that flaming youth
whose spiritual power was so dazzling
that the greatest, most gifted, and most
learned divines of Persia could not withstand him in open debate; who was so
dedicated heart and soul to his holy mis'sion that he won the humble and steadfast allegiance of some of the 'leading
scholars and theologians of Persia, men
themselves of mighty powers which
when dedicated to the Cause of the Rib
brought manifold accession to his ranks
of followers. No story in history is mor~
fraught with the thrill of great and noble
adventure than that of the life of the
Bab, from the day in which he first gave
forth that· challenge to spurious religion,
which will ring out down. the world's
ages, to the d~y when his martyred body
was smuggled across Persia and miraculously brought through a thousanddangers to its present repository upon Mount
Carmel, where at last it rests in peace.
And such a peace! Those who have had
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the privilege of visiting the Tomb of the
Bib on gentle slopes of the Mountain of
God, can testify to a power which still operates, seventy-four years after the martyred body gave up its spirit to God.
THERE ARE THOSE who question
as to why a great world movement, a
universal religion destined to found a
divine civilization upon earth, should
arise in Persia. Why should it not have
been an outgrowth of the Christian religion, and have arisen in one of the
great civilized countries of the world?
The answer is twofold., First, that all
religions have arisen in the East, which
appears to 'be" the germinal ground of
the Spirit. And secondly, that no movement originating in the West would become universal, for the reason that the
East would never lend itself to an Occidental religious movement. In all the
years that Occidental Christianity has
labored to missionize Islam, the results
have been so slight that it is claimed more
Christians in the last hundred years have
become Muhammadans, than there have
been Muhammadans who have become
Christians.
Orientals as a rule are not sufficiently
broad-minded or ratiocinative to accept
a movement which did not rise in their
m1dst. Americans, on the other hand,
are better able to see and welcome light
from whatever point it comes. It is to
the glory of our western race that we
know well how to evaluate things, from
material inventions to ideas and religions.
Americans do not ask, "Where did this
come from?" But "What can it accomplish ?" We aim at efficiency and are
open-minded enough to welcome any instrument that will accomplish the desired result. If a universal language
comes from Poland, we have no antagonism to it for that reason. If a universal
religion comes to us from the East, that
ancient home of religions, we do not reject it on that account.
Furthermore, this country has in the
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last generation made a wide departure
from theological dogmas that bind the
spirit, toward that freedom which seeks
the spirit of truth apart from form.
Therefore intelligent, and broad-minded
Americans are able to examine the
Bahi'i Cause dispassionately, and approve or disapprove according as they
see good resulting from it and forthcoming benefits apparent.
In fact, conversion to all religions, and
to all reforming movements within religion, has ever been through the influence of the character and lives of its
exponents rather than" through the force
of doctrines. When the first five converts made by Buddha after his illumination turned forth to begin their sacred
mission, people asked, "What makes
your faces shine so?" There is the true
sign of an authentic religion. A shining
face expressing a shining heart" will win
converts anywhere. Shining things attract all, Ifrom animals, savages, and
babes, to adult men and women. And
when that shining thing is of the spirit,
its power to attract is mightily contagious
and is self-perpetuating. That is why
a religion spreads out in geometric ratio.
Every convert becomes a missionary, a
converter.
THE MANY FACES without light
that one sees upon the streets, in hotel
corridors, in public gatherings, are sufficient argument that the western world
is in desperate need of something that
will make hearts sing and faces shine.
It is a period of transition. Old religions
are dropping away. But man cannot
live without religion; he cannot subsist
on material means, but only by the Word
of God. Nothing is more pathetic than
the materialistic, vice-sullied lives of
those who by departing from a too severe, too antiquated form of religion,
have gone to the extreme of discarding
all religious concepts, all spiritual truth,
all thought or knowledge of a soul, of a
Divine Being, of an immortal life, and
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of those things that make for an eternal
righteousness.
Into such a decrepit world come a host
of new spiritual movements claiming to
have the solution to earth's ills and to be
able to point the way to truth and to a
perfected humanity. How is one to
choose? It is said, "Prove all things.
Hold fast to that which is good." This
is the proving-time. In the friendly
competition between these new spiritual
movements, that movement is destined
ultimately to succeed which has the
greatest potency over the lives of its followers. Humanity is searching for perfection. It will discard half-truths., and
in the fullness of God's time, attain to
Truth.
I

TRUE BEAUTY is a spiritual essence, the mirroring, on this earthly
plane, of the realities as they exist in a
diviner world. Every great work of art
is the result of inspiration, of the breathing-in of an atmosphere of higher potency, enabling the artists to create forms
more glorious than those that surround
us here. These forms of beauty created
by the artist, as a result of inspiration,
have in turn the power to inspire others,
a vibration that distinguishes them from
all else the work of man upon this earthplane. Not all who are called artistswhether of words, of lines and colars,
or of sounds-achieve this beauty. And
even those who have this highest power
are una:ble to lift all their work to the
level of the true creation.
Thus it happens that much which
passes for art is not art at all, but only
attempts at art. And since the essence
of art is spiritual rather than material,
in a material age little great art is created; and the general public being unperceptive of beauty and deprived of a
true criterion of art, is easily satisfied
with spurious things.
A tenth, perhaps only a hundredth of
what passes for art, is really art. But
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that little is of a perfection so superb
as to lift one into another world-a
world of paradisal forms. Those exquisite beauties that have somehow fluttered into our world like butterflies born
on unknown currents, are hints of the
gifts which art will bring the world when
humanity becomes more spiritual.
THAT A GREAT ART will be the
outcome of the coming Baha'i civilization is inevitable. Every civilization
created by a great religion in the past
has flowered into forms of beauty.
Sculpture, painting, architecture, music,
drama, poetry, have been the natural expression of greatly inspired epochs. Religion should not be conceived of as a
mere insistence upon duty, a heightened
ethics. If true religion is a revelation of
goodness to the world, it brings with it
also a revelation 'of beauty. The heart
that sings in and with the love of God
must of necessity create. The inspiration is powerful. The result is great
art. The revealed truth of Baha'u'llah
will not only inaugurate a more perfect
civilization upon this globe; it will also
give rise to art forms surpassing in
beauty the utmost that the world has
known. In music especially there will
bea heightened power of creation, a vibrating power that will reveal to.the soul
of man the ineffa:ble beauties of the
spiritual kingdom.
The magic carrying power of the radio
and its immense distributing power, will
ultimately act as powerful stimulus both
to beauty of composition and to beauty
of performance. Instrumental music,
which is now but in its infancy, wiII pass
through an undreamed of evolution.
Harmonious sound, said to be the language of the angels, will become a desired part of the daily life of man, and
will freshen his inner and outer being.
Religion is not a part of life removed
from the world. It is life itself, in all
its glowing fulness.
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THE BAB: THE FORERUNNER OF BAHA'U'LLAH
DR. J. E. ESSLEMONT

lY.l

IRZA 'ALl MUHAMMAD, who
. took the title of Bab (i. e., Gate)
had much the same relation to Baha'u'llah as John the Baptist had to Christ.
As a young man of twenty-four, in his
native land of Persia, he announced his
mission and began to teach and train a
band of disciples, heralding the dawn of
a new era and proclaiming the approaching advent of one greater than himself,
whom he referred to as "him whom God
shall manifest."
At that time (1844) Persia was in a
The
state of deplorable decadence.
dominarit religious party was the Shi'ah
sect of Muhammadans, who were noted
for their intolerance and bigotry, and
regarded Jews, Christians, Zoroastrains
and even Muhammadans of other sects
as people of error, considering it a merit
tc' insult and revile them. If a M uhammad an took money from a Jew or a
Christian he had to wash it befor~ he
could put it in his pocket. If one of
these infidels stepped on his carpet, the
carpet was defiled. On the other hand,
the Jews cursed and execrated both
M uhamma,dans and Christians; the
Christians, in their turn, considered
M uhammad as a false prophet and looked
upon all non-Christians as outside the
true faith; while the Zoroastrains lived
in communities apart, regarding their
fellow-countrymen of other faiths as
polluted and unfit to associate with!
Among the M uhammadans women
were secluded in harems and had to be
closely veiled if they appeared in public
places. Western science and art were
proscribed as unclean. The administration of justice was corrupt and inefficient.
Bribery and dishonesty pervaded all
ranks. Pillage and robbery were of
common occurrence. Roads were bad
and unsafe for travel. Education and
sanitation were shockingly neglected.

Yet, nothwithstanding all this, the life
of the Spirit was not extinct in Persia.
Amid the prevailing wordliness and
superstition could still Ibe found some
saintly souls who longed for the establishment of God's Kingdom and were
eagerly awaiting the coming of a promised Messenger of God, and confident
that the time of his advent was at hand.
Prominent among these were two great
teachers, Shaykh Ahmad and his successor Sayyid Kazim, men noted for
their purity of life, piety and profound
learning, who constantly urged their followers to watch and pray for the coming
of this promised One and announced to
their more intimate disciples the signs
by which he would be recognized. He
would be, they said, a young man, richly
dowered with the gifts of the Spirit, but
outwardly meek and humble. His Kingdom would not be of this world .. Like
the holy prophets of old he would be
oppressed and persecuted by the great
ones of earth, and his followers tormented and slain.
The bulk of the Shi'ahs were also expecting the Mihdi (Mahdi) whose coming Muhammad had foretold, but their
expectations were of a very different
nature. They believed that he would
come as a proud conqueror with an irresistible army, would make the Muhammadans triumphant and put his foot on
the necks of the infidels, raise the dead
from their graves, perform all manner of
prodigies, and establish an earthly
sovereignty unprecedented in power and
splendor.
,
When the Bib appeared and modestly
yet fearlessly announced his mission, the
disciples of Shaykh Ahmad and Sayyid
Kazim for the most part eagerly accepted his claim, recognizing in him the
signs they had been taught to look for.
His youth and beauty, the blameless
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purity of his life, his piety, sincerity and
nobility of aim, the evident inspiration
of his utterances and writings, his profound knowledge and understanding of
the scriptures, his boldness in denouncing wrong and eloquence in upholding
truth, his steadfastness in confronting
opposition and serenity amid all manner
of hardships, his utter selflessness and
complete devotion to God and to the service of "him whom God shall manifest,"
all marked him out as the one for whom
they were seeking, and they scattered
into all parts of Persia and many of the
surrounding countries proclaiming the
glad tidings of his advent.
The Shi'ah leaders, however, bitterly
opposed him.
He was imprisoned,
scouraged, haled befol e tribunals,
dragged, from one place of confinement
to another, and at last, after some six.
years of indignities and ill-treatment,
was publicly shot in the barrack square
of. Tabriz, on the 9th of July, 1850.
His teachings, however, and the tireless
labors of his devoted followers, aroused
great commotion throughout Persia and
the Muhammadan world. His adherents
grew and multiplied despite the fierce opposition of their enemies. Even the martyrdom of their beloved Master but
fanned the flame of their enthusiasm.
Their houses were pillaged and destroyed, their wives and children carried off. Many were beheaded, hanged,
blown from the mouths of cannon,
burned or chopped to pieces, but for
every one who was martyred many
joined the Cause.
Among the first and foremost of the
Bab's supporters was Mirza Husayn 'Ali,
better known by the title of Baha'u'llah
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(i. e., Glory of God). He was tW().
years older than the Bab, having been
born in Tihran, the capital of Persia,
on November 12th, 1817. His family
was one of the noblest and wealthiest
in Persia, and his own unfailing goodness and generosity had earned for him
the title of "Father of the poor," but
this did not prevent his being thrown
into prison and bastinadoed when he
espoused the Cause of the Bab. . . .
Baha'u'llah declared to some of his followers the glad tidings that he was the
one whose coming had been foretold by
the Bab, the one whom God had chosen
to inaugurate a new era in the world-,
an era in which the various religions,
races, nations and classes would become
reconciled and united, in which the
Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood
of man would be universally acknowledged, and all mankind become as one
family and the whole earth one home.

. . . The more we study the lives and
teachings of the Bab and Baha'u'llah and
the progress of the Movement they
foundE!d, the niore impossible does it
seem to find any explanation of their
greatness, except the one put forward by
themselves, namely, Divine Inspiration.
They were reared in an atmosphere of
fanaticism and bigotry. They had no
contact with Western culture; no politicalor financial power to back thell1.
The great ones of earth ignored or opposed them. They were shut up in
prisons, and the publication of their
books banned. They had no help but
that, of God, yet already their triumph
is manifest and magnificent.
(From
I'Baha'u'llah and His Message.")

BAHA'U'LLAH has not claimed Himself to be greater than Christ. He gave
the following explanation: That the Manifestations of God are the Rising-Points
of one and the same Sun,-that is, the Sun of Reality is ONE, but it is shining
upon several mirrors.
Baha'u'llah has not abolished the Teachings of Christ. He gave a fresh
impulse to them and renewed them; explained and interpreted them; expanded and
fulfilled them.
' Abdu'l-Baha.
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MAY 23rd THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE
DECLARATION OF THE BAB
'ABDU'L-BAHA SPEAKS ON THIS IMPORTANT EVENT
HIS IS MAY 23RD, the anniversary
. of the message and declaration of
His Holiness the Bab. It is a blessed
day and the dawn of manifestation, for
the appearance of the Bab was the early
light of the true mom whereas the
manifestation of . . Baha'u'll;ih was the
shining forth of the sun. Therefore it
is a blessed day, the inception of the
heavenly bounty, the beginning of the!
divine effulgence. On this day in 1844
His Holiness the Bab ,was sent forth
heralding and proclaiming the Kingdom
of God, announcing the glad tidings of
the coming of His Holiness Baha'u'llah
and withstanding the opposition of the
whole Persian nation. Some of the
Persians followed him. For this they
suffered the most grevious difficulties and
severe ordeals. They withstood the
tests with wonderful power and sublime
heroism. Thousands were cast into
prison, punished, persecuted and martyred. Their homes were pillaged and
destroyt;d, their possessions confiscated.
They sacrificed their lives most willingly and remained unshaken in their faith
to the very end. Those wonderful souls
are the lamps of God, the stars of sanctity shining gloriously from the eternal
horizon of the Will of God.
His Holiness the Bab was subjected to
bitter persecution in Shiraz where he
first proclaimed his mission and message.
A period of famine afflicted that region
and the Bab journeyed to Isfahan.
There the learned men rose against him
in great hostility. He was arrested and
sent to Tabriz. From thence he was
transferred to Maku and finally imprisoned in the strong castle of Chihrik. Afterward he was martyred in Tabriz.
This is merely an outline of the history of His Holiness the Bab. He with-

T

stood all persecutions and bore every suffering and ordeal with unflinching
strength. The more his enemies endeavored to extinguish that flame the
brighter it became. Day by day his cause
spread and strengthened. During the
time when he was among the people he
was constantly heralding the coming of
Baha'u'llah. In all his books and Tablets he mentioned Baha'u'llah and announced the glad tidings of his manifestations, prophesying that he would reveal
himself in the ninth year. He said that
in the ninth year "you will attain to all
happiness;" in the ninth year "you will
be blessed with the meeting of the promised one of whom I have spoken." He
mentioned . . . Baha'u'llah by the title
"Him whom God should make manifest." In brief, that blessed soul offered
his very life in the pathway of Baha'u'l·
1ah even as it" is recorded in historical
writings and records. . . . .
Consider how His Holiness the Bab
endured difficulties and tribulations; how
he gave his life in the Cause of God,
how he was attracted to the love of
Baha'u'llah; and how he announced the
glad tidings of his manifestation. We
must follow his heavenly example; we
must be self-sacrificing and aglow with
the fire of the love of God. We must
partake of the bounty and grace of the
Lord, for His Holiness the B3!b has admonished us to arise in service to die
Cause of God. . . . Therefore this day
May 23rd is the anniversary of a blessed
event.
His Holiness the Bab was the Door
of the Reality . . . Baha'u'llah declared
the Bab's mission to be true and promulgated his teachings. . . . Between
Baha'u'llah and the Bab there was communication privately. (Pro. of U. P.).
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His Holiness the Bah gave the glad
tidings concerning the appearance of the
Manifestation of God, and His Holiness,
Baha'u'llah, was the Promised One of all
the nations and religions. The Bab was
the Morning Star heralding the glorious
dawn of the Sun of Reality. . . . His
Holiness the Bab was the Morn of Guidance..
. The Blessed Perfection
(Baha'u'llih) and the Bab are unique
and peerless in this dispensation. . . .
(Baha'i Scrip. p. 284).
THE BAB and BAHA'U'LLAH had
no professors. . . . The sun emanates
from itself and does not draw its light
from other sources. The divine teachers have the innate light; they have
knowledge and understanding of all
things in the universe; the rest of the
world receives its light from them and
through them the arts and sciences are
revived in each age. . . .
How can those who depend on mortals
be divine messengers? How can a lamp
which has to be lighted be eternal? The
divine teacher does not come to acquire
knowledge, for this tree of life is a fruit
tree by birth and not through grafting.
Behold the Sacred Tree which spreads
its shade over the whole world. This is
the mission of Baha'u'llah, for under this
Tree all questions are solved!
I congratulate you on this sacred day,
the anniversary of the declaration of the
Bab-the day when for the first time
on this earth Baha'u'Wih's name was
mentioned, and in the world the dawn
appeared on the horizon. (Div. Philos.
p. 53).
.
ACCORDING TO the text of the
religion of God and the irrefutable command, May 23rd is the day of the Declaration of His Highness the Supreme
(the Bab-may my life be a sacrifice to
Him)! Consequently they must celebrate and adorn that blessed day in the
name of the Declaration of that Orb of
regions; make rejoicing and happiness,
and impart the glad tidings of heavenly
beatitude to each other. For that holy

essence was the Herald of the Most
Great Name. . . . This blessed day must
become knovvn as the Day of the Declaration of His Highness the Supreme (the
Bab) and the heginning of the effulgence
of the Sun of Reality. You must on
this account be engaged in rejoicing happiness and gladness. (Tablets Vo!. 3,
p 575.).

.

AS FOR THE BAB. . . . _.at a
youthful age, that is to say, when he
had reached the twenty-fifth year of his
blessed life, he stood forth to proclaim
his cause. It was universally admitted
by the Shiites that he had never studied
in any school, and had not acquired
knowle.dge from any teacher; all the people of Shiraz bear witness to this. Nevertheless, he suddenly appeared before the
people, endowed with the most complete
erudition. Although he was but a merchant, he confounded all the Ulama
(doctors of the religion of Islam). All
alone, in a way which is beyond imagination, he upheld the Cause against the
Persians, who are renowned for their
religious fanaticism. This illustrious soul
arose with such power that he shook the
supports of the religion, of the morals,
the conditions, the habits, and the customs of Persia, and instituted new rules,
new laws, and a new religion. Though
the great personages of the State, nearly
all the clergy, and the public men, arose
to destroy and annihilate him, he alone
withstood them, and moved the whole of
Persia.
Many Ulama and public men, as well
as other people, joyfully sacrificed their
lives in his Cause, and hastened to the
plain of martyrdom.
The government, the nation, the doctors of divinity, and the great personages, desired to extinguish his light, but
they could not do so. At last his moon
arose, his star shone forth, his foundations became firmly established, and his
dawning-place became brilliant. He imparted divine education to an unenlightened multitude and produced marvelous
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results on the thoughts, morals, customs,
and conditions of the Persians. He announced the glad tidings of the manifestation of the Sun of Baha to his followers, and prepared them to believe.
The appearance of such wonderful
signs and great results, the effects produced upon the minds of the people, and
upon the prevailing ideas; the establishment of the foundations of progress, and
the organization of the principles of success and prosperity by a young merchant,
constitute the greatest proof that he was
a Perfect Educator. (Ans. Ques. p.30.)
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THE BAHA'fS believe that the incarnation of the Word of God, meaning
the changing of the nature of Divinity
into humanity and the transformation of
the Infinite into the finite, can never be.
But they believe that the Bab and
Baha'ti'llah are Manifestations of a U niversal Order in the world of humanity.
It is clear that the Eternal can never be
transient, neither the transient Eternal.
Transformation of nature is impossible.
Perfect Man, the Manifestation, is like
a clear mirror in which the Sun of Reality is apparent and evident, reflected ill
its endless bounties.

SACRAMENT
Unto my Quiet House there came a
Guest;He said no word, and yet I knew Him
there,
For 0, so lightly on my brow and hair
His tender fingers did a moment rest,
While through my heart such ecstasy
was prest
I rose transformed,-an angel unaware,
And all my Quiet House was passing
fair
With holy sacraments His hand had
blest.
Yet though the splendor fade and fall
from me
As strange earth-shadovys over me are
thrown,
The Vision lingers in my memory
To light my face with Beauty of His
own;Beloved Light I-that needs must filter
through
For all the world to sce,-in paler hue.

JANET BOLTON
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THE RADIANT SACRIFICES OF A PROPHET
HOOPER HARRIS
HE BAB, the forerunner of Baha'u'llah, was known as Mirza 'Ali
Muhammad in his youth. He was of
the "pure lineage," that is to say a
descendant of the prophet lVluhammad.
He was born in October, 1819, in the
city of Shiraz, in Persia. His father
died when the child was but a few years
old and the Bab was brought up by his
maternal uncle, Mirza Seyd Ali, a cloth
merchant. Upon reaching maturity he
engaged himself in the business of cloth
selling, and was pursuing this occupation at the time he received the revelation of the New Dispensation.
This event occurred on the 23r,d of
May, 1844. Mirza Ali Muhammad being then 25 years of age.

T

UP TO THE time of this alinouncement there had been nothing of particular
note in his life, and nothing remarkable
had been seen in him, except that he
had a gravity of demeanor most unusual
in so young a man, a remarkable purity
of life, a thoughtful and contemplative
temperament and a sweetness of disposition which attracted to him the hearts
of all with whom he was associated:
The education which men ordinarily account as learning was unknown to him.
He had followed his business of cloth
selling, as any ordinary merchant.
Some six months before his announcement, he had retired into seclusion, no
one knows where, and during that time
he became conscious of the mission for
which God had chosen him. From now
on his career was to be a stormy one:
and, as he himself said, "the days of
his gladness" had been t~e days before
his announcement. Nothing but the malignant hatred of implacable enemies,
torture, persecution and death were now

before him. This he well knew and
accepted the conditions with a joy and
courage which during the succeeding
SIX years never for a moment deserted
him.
IN SPITE OF the lack in Persia
of modern means of intercommunication,
news is rapidly spread and in an almost
incredibly short space of time he gained
adherents and followers in all parts of
the country and was himself surrounded
by a considerable number of eager and
faithful disciples. Among those who
accepted him as the Announcer of aNew
Order of Things, were men of all classes,
for noble and peasant, rich and poor,
learned and ignorant were alike ,drawn
within the circle of his wonderful influence. He had that remarkable power
which, to use tl1e language which Renan
applied to Jesus, made him a "charmer
of hearts."
Nothwithstanding the sweetness and
gentleness of his character, he did not
hesitate to boldly and fearlessly proclaim the Truth which had been born in
him and attacked superstition and ignorance in their very strongholds. Like the
ancient Hebrew Prophet Elijah who
challenged the priests of Baal to a contest before the king he invited the whole
assembly of the Ulama (priests) to an
argument before the Shah to determine
whether he or they were right.
Although the Bab was still practically
a boy and had had no advantages of
scholarship, the mullahs were entirely
unable and therefore umvilling to meet
him, knowing only too well the power
of his argument from former experience. They therefore adopted the usual
course of the ignorant and the inteIIectually helpless. They made sundry un-
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true accusations and set afloat a number
of false r'llmours, charging the Bc'i:b with
being a socialist, an anarchist, a heretic,
and whatever else occurred to their
imaginations. Poisoning the mind of
the Shah and in collusion with various
officials, they commenced a persecution
Wl1ich has since become famous in history, because of its atrocity. It became
a fashion and a craze to hunt up and
kill the Babis.
A period now commenced of malignant persecution and slaughter on the
one hand and of patient endurance on
the other.
IN SEPTEMBER, 1845, the B;ib was
bastinadoed and imprisoned. His disciples had now spread throughout Persia
so that despite his imprisonment his
cause continued to -grow. Meanwhile the
chief constable to whose charge he had
been committed, won by the charm of
his personality, had become his friend
and supporter, and secretly released him
from prison.
In the Spring of 1846 with two of his
disciples he went to Is£ahan, where he
found a powerful friend and adherent
in the Governor, Manucher Khan. At
this time the Governor, who offered to
preside at the meeting, issued an invitation to the assembly of the Ulama to
discuss religion with the Bab publicly.
It is said that during the year that he
spent at Isfahan under lVlanucher Khan's
protection, that Governor, whose power
was second only to that of the Shah
himself, offered to him the support of
an army and represented to him that
with this aid his cause could easily
be made victorious, This offer the Bab
positively declined, saying that God had
sent him to teach the people to love
each ,other and not fight.
Manucher Khan died and Gurgin
Khan, his successor, who was a bitter
enemy of Babism, sent the Bib a prisoner to Tihran. When he arrived there
the Shah desired to see him, but the
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Prime Minister fearing the influence
that his personality might have over tbe
king, by various representations made to
the king, prevented the meeting and had
the Bab sent to the prison fortress of
Maku, the Governor of which vns a
creature of his own. An escort of N usseyri Cavalry was selected to accompany the Bab from Tihran to Maku because they were not Muhammadans;
kne~v nothing of the Kod.n and the traditions and were therefore considered
more nearly proof against their prisoner's charms. N othwithstanding these
precautions some of the escort became
Babis before their destination was
reached.
IN SPITE OF his imprisonment some
of his follo,vers found occasional mean;;
of communicating with him and his
cause continued to spread. At Maku,
the Bab was haled before a group of his
enemies for a mock trial of his principles.
A series of absurd questions were asked
him, no" chance given him to reply, and
then a garbled report was given out to
the public. One is reminded of Jesus
before the Sanhedrin. To prevent any
communication betvleen him and his followers, the Bab was placed in still closer
confinement
at the citv of Chirik. Here
.
they could reach him only by means ef
brief messages placed in articles of food.
It was during these times of imprisonment when his disciples were without his
leadership and when communication ,vit;l
him was all but impossible, t11at tht
battles at Sheykh Tabarsi and Zanjan,
so famous in Bahai history, took place.
But "lhat the soldiers of the Shall
could not accomplish, starvation uid.
Upon their enemies' swearing ou lhe
Quran that if they would surrender they
should have life and 'liberty, they la.id
clown their arms. Food was set befGrc
them, and while they were peacefulIy eating, they were set upon and massacred.
As the siege of Zanjan was a repeti~
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tion of Sheyhk Tabarsi, the details need
not be related.
The dergyand the Government now
really alarmed at the growing power of
the Bahai cause and the indomitable
courage of its followers, decided upon
the death of the Bab. Ignoring the fact
that he had always taught that his Revelation was in no way final, but that another and a greater was to come after
him, they vainly imagined that his death
would stamp out the movement. They
tried first to frighten him into recanta'tion by threat of torture. Failing utterly
in this, they then mocked at his pretensions, saying that when the Mahdi
they were expecting' came, he would
subdue the infidels and establish the universal empire of Islam. The Bab made
this memorable reply:"Through just such vain superstitions
did all the former peoples reject and
slay the prophets sent unto them. Did
not the Jews profess to be expecting
their promised Messiah when Jesus the
Son of Mary appeared in their midst?
And did not they reject and slay him
who was indeed their Messiah, because
they falsely imagined that the Messiah
must come as a great conqueror and
king to re-establish the faith of Moses
and give it currency throughout the
world? The M uhammadans are acting
now as the Jews acted then, because
they cling to their own vain supe'rstitions, refusing to see that the kingdom
and victory spoken of are spiritual and
not material."
ON THE 9TH OF JULY, 1850,
without even the semblance of a trial,
the Rib was condemned and martyred.
This murder was enacted in the great
Square by the citadel in Tabriz known
as "The Square of the Lord of the Age !"
The Bab,with his young disciple Aka
M uhammad Ali were suspended by
ropes from staples driven into one of
the walls, in such manner that the head
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of the disciple was on his master's
breast.
The firing party was arranged in three
files, and as it took up its position the
young disciple was heard to say,
"Master, art thou satisfied with me?"
and the Bab replied in Arabic, "Verily
M uhammad Ali is with us in Paradise!"
vVhen the smoke of the volleys cleared
away, the Ba:b had disappeared. The
lifeless body of his disciple, however,
was found at the foot of the wall riddled
with bullets. To the superstitious the
Bab's disappearance was a miracle, and
indescribable excitement followed, during which the fate of Islam and of the
Kajir dynasty, hung trembling in the
balance.
However, the Bab (whose bonds had
been cut by the bullets while he himself
was untouched) was found seated in a
guard house close by, to which he had
retired during the confusion of the moment. To convince the people that he
was really human, an officer slashed him
with a sword; and when the red blood
was seen to flovy they allowed the soldiers
to retake him and complete their work.
To do this, however, the' officials were
compelled to send for another firing
party, as the first one could not overcome their superstitious fear and flatly
refused to obey their officers. Thus
ended the brief, but glorious career of
the Bab.
All his writings show that ,during his
various imprisonments his sole anxiety
was for the manner of the reception
which would be accorded "Him whom
God should manifest" when he appeared.
In them he repeatedly entreats the people not to behave towards that "Great
One" as they had behaved towards him
and exhorts them to incline to belief
rather than doubt, telling them that when
He appeared His very personality, together with His wonderful knowledge
and inspiration would be his sufficient
proofs.
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LOVE
A RADIO TALK BY ISABELLA D. BRITTINGHAM
HE word "Love" recalls" to every
• individual something in life, past or
present. The average definitions given
the term Love would be human love and
the Love of God. But there are many
stages of Love. The elementary or material stage is that which· is the cause of
the existence of all phenomena, and its
absence therein is the cause of its disThis
integration and non-existence.
power of cohesion expressed in the mineral kingdom is the result of attraction
through affinity expressed therein. In the
next higher phase, the vegetable kingdom, we find an increased power of attraction in the cellular admixture which
produces through growth the body of a
plant. This is the result of added natural attraction.
In the animal kingdom we find "the
attractive power binding the simple elements as in the mineral, plus the fuller
cellular admixture as in the vegetable,
plus the phenomena of feeling or susceptibility." "In this kingdom we find
also the beginning of fellowship.
"In man, we find the power of attraction among the elements which compose
his material body, plus the vegetable or
growing power, plus the attraction of
the sensibilities of the animal kingdom,
plus the attractions of the heart."
Obviously the sovereign of the natural
world is love. In the human kingdom it
has established the household and from
that the community. For cooperation is
the self evident foundation, since one
must materially serve another; each by
a trade, a profession, a business.
The elementary thought has been:
"What shall I do for myself?" Then:
"What shall we do for our household?"
Then: "What shall we do for the progress of our coun.try?" These are all
good and ideal according to the stages
in which they have been proclaimed.
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And with that evolution which comes
alone through Love, humanity cries:
""VVhat shall we do for the comfort of
our race?"
To quote from a great source:
"Among the human race, the bonds of;
and means for, love are numerous, for
man cannot live without it, nay rather,
human life is dependent upon friendship
and affection. Both the material and
intrinsic development of man are conditional upon amity and love and the greatest honor and pieasure in the human
world is love; but the ways and means
are ·different. Sometimes the cause of
love is simply relationship and kinship;
and sometimes it is a racial bond, patriotism, political affairs, etc. But through
all these various bonds and means it is
impossible to obtain a real and pure love;
it is rather superficial and temporary.
Such love may easily be changed into
enmity and rancor, for it is affected by
the slightest manifestation of hostility;
whereas a true and ideal love is faith
and assurance."
Handed down through many centuries
from among numberless jewels, we have
the following most heavenly statement,
uttered through one of God's spiritual
charmels:
"GOD was a Hidden Treasure. He
desired to be known. Therefore He created creation in order that He might be
known."
We find that there are five kinds of
love: "First: The love of His own perfections which caused God to· create,
that His beauty might be made manifest
and appreciated: Second: The love
between sanctified souls for the attributes
of the divine which they see reflected in
~:me another. Third: God's love to man
individually that is gained according to
the measure in which a man turns to
GOD. Fourth: Man's love for GOD,
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the Creator. This is the cause of his
life, progress and happiness. Fifth: The
love of self, which if directed to the ego
will deprive man of all true. development; but if the love of self is a realization that one is a creature of GOD and
must therefore attain to the station appointed for him, this love will be an uplifting one."
The fifth station is our danger station,
for in the material world man's ego
brings about all of his ordeals through
the manner in which he meets these orGeals. It is a subtle station, and an
equally subtle fact.
The Love of GOD being eternal and
the love for GOD being the first principle of real heart growth, that Love
"makes man pure and holy," delivering
him from the personal to the universal;
from the ephemeral and selfish stages to
those of the divine and selfless. It is
the essence of the Golden Rule which
has been in each age enunciated by the
great teachers of the highest law of guidance for the human race. . . . . . . . . .
The Love of GOD reigning in the
human heart is the highest power. It is
the only one foundation which' will bring
universal' peace and rest in a disordered
and confused world. "It is the lodestone
of hearts" and the language of the universe. It is greater than peace for peace
is founded upon the Love of GOD.
Every nation must lay down its human
standard before this one standard of
universal brotherhood. And, worn out,
all will at last do this.
I will close by quoting the most incomparable definition of .Love ever given
to us as a human household:
"Love is the mystery of Divine Revelation:
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Love is the effulgent manifestation;
Love is the spiritual fulfillment;
Love is the light of the Kingdom;
Love is the breath of the Holy Spirit
inspired into the human spirit;
Love is the cause of the Manifestation
of the Truth (God) in the phenomenal
world;
Love is the necessary tie proceeding
from the realities of things through divine creation;
Love is the means of the most great
happiness in both the material and spiritual worlds;
Love is a light of guidance in the dark
night;
Love is the bond between the Creator
and the creature in the inner world;
Love is the catise of development to
every enlightened man;
. Love is the greatest law in this vast
universe of GOD;
Love is the one law which causes and
controls order among the existing atoms;
Love is the universal magnetic power
between the planets and the stars shining
in the lofty firament;
Love is the cause of unfoldment, to a
searching mind, of the secrets deposited
in the universe by the Infinite;
Love is the spirit of life in the bountiful body of the world;
Love is the cause of the civilization of
nations in this mortal world;
Love is the highest honor to every
righteous nation.
If the hearts of the people become
void of the ,divine grace-the love of
GOD-they wander in the desert of ignorance, descend to the depths of ruin
and fall to the abyss of despair where
there is no refuge. They are like 111sects living on the lowest plane."

"Baha'u'llah heralds the hour of unity which has dawned on all mankind.
All are the children of one Father; all the inheritors of that future peace on earth.
He admonishes men to banish prejudices. Religious, patriotic, racial prejudices
must disappear, for they are the destroyers of human society."
,Abdu'l-Bahfl.
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THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE
BAHA'I CAUSE
HORACE HOLLEY
FTER eighty years of existence, of life did not exist; arts, crafts, pro.. the particular genius inspiring the fessions, education, creed and custom
Baha'i Cause, dearly expressed by its all combined to sanctify the excelfounder and universally accepted by all lence of what had been; available
its adherents, is the ideal of ~tnity con- only to this pure spirit was the innate
sciously binding the hearts of men.
influence of his unswerving faith, inBoth as a spiritual doctrine and as a domitable courage, singleness of purpose,
living movement rooted in well-nigh in- willingness to sacrifice ease, comfort,
credible sacrifice and heroism, the Baha'i honour and life itself upon the path, and
Cause can best be presented in the light a mind able to impress other minds with
of the gradual working out of that ideal. the integrity of new principles and ideals.
But for the message of Baha'u'llah
The origin of the Cause itself coincided in point of time with the beginnings due preparation, in fact, had already
of what all thoughtful people discern to been made.
be a new era in the development of manBetween May 23rd, 1844, and July
kind. Here in the West, the new era 9th, 1850, occurred that' remarkable
manifested itself most visibly through the series of events known to history as the
abrupt industrial revolution produced by "Episode of the Rib." Within the brief
the influence of scientific discovery; in compass of six years a single youth had
the East, less visibly, the same ferment succeeded in shattering the age-long
and universal spirit of change also had inertia of the country and animating
its effects in the realm of feeling and thousands of people with an intense, a11encompassing expectation of an imminthought.
It was in that country of the· Orient ent fulfillment of their profoundest
least touched by western influence-that religious belief. The teaching had been
country, Persia, least known to the peo- quietly spread even before the appearple of the West and least significant to ance of the Bab that the time had come
them politically, economically or morally for a new spiritual leader-one who
-that country most firmly bound to its should restore the foundations of faith
own separate tradition and to all appear- and open the gates to an expression
ances most incapable ·of throwing off the of universal truth. A survey of the
fetters of the dead past-that Baha'u'l- . religious experience of other peoples
lah, founder of the Baha'i Cause, arose would reveal the working of the 'same
with a message instinct with the enthusi- influence here and there both in the
East and the West at that time.
asm of a new day.
It was the presence of this quiet yet
History, that greatest of romancers,
surely never played a drama of human powerful undercurrent of hope that gave
destiny upon a stage so completely in the Bab his commanding position among
contrast with the players or with the the people, for his teaching expressed
theme! All the machinery of daily life their own inmost thought and gave vital
in Persia at that time was devised to substance to their secret dreams. The
resist change; external assistance or ac- martyrdom of the Bab in 18$0, consecidental reinforcement for the purpose quently, was but the extinguishing of a
of Baha'u'llah there was none; the idea torch which had already communicated
of progress even in the economic aspects its flame far and wide. To extinguish
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the flame itself proved impossible, though
the annals of the world's religions contain no records of deliberate persecution
more cruelly imposed, nor suffered
voluntarily by so many believers. The
figl.J.re most generally accepted of Babi
and Baha'i martyrs is in excess of twenty
thousand souls. Such was the price paid.
for faith in the promise of the Babsuch the spiritual heritage the Bab in
passing handed on to him whom he had
heralded, Baha'u'llah!
To take up this spiritual heritage-to
arouse this vivid expectation in thousands of faithful hearts and to inspire
them with permanent principles~to establish a mould of doctrine and new
custom for this fluid fire-was, for'
Baha'u'llah, the ,descent from a position
of highest material comfort and authority to the lowest degree of poverty, imprisonment, suffering and exile. All that
wordly men cherish and long for, Baha'u'll;ih freely sacrificed in order that his
vision of God might be fulfilled and perpetuated in the conscious unity of men.
The teachings which Baha'u'llah gave
his followers were, in large measure,
written teachings-letters or "tablets"
sent to individuals and groups in response to questions they were unable to
address to him in person by reason of
his exile; messages sent by Baha'u'llah
from prison to the European and Oriental rulers; or works of devotion, meditation and spiritual interpretation, as well
as bf scientific and sociological character,
dictated to secretaries among those who
shared his prison life.
The essential distinction between
religion and philosophy is perfectly illustrated by the effects which the words
of Baha'u'llah had' upon his followers.
Not as mere images to be admired by the
mind's eye, but as seeds to be planted
in the earth of the heart-seeds to be
watered with sacrifice and adoration until
they produced the flower and the fruit
of a new life-such were and are the
utterances of Baha'u'llah to those who
follow him. From all ranks and statiQns
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they came, all types and temperaments,
all degrees of training and experience,
bringing with them the innate differences
of a whole humanity, but moved by a
common recognition of one organic,
central faith. To produce and maintain
unity among these thousands of followers, without offering them hope of material gain or earthly honour and wellbeing, was in itself a superhuman accomplishment.
Baha'u'llah's teaching reflected no acquired learning-it was an immediate
experience in the soul of one who turned
wholly and directly to God. "Oneness,
in its true significance," he has said,
"means that God alone should be realized
as the one power which animates and
dominates all things, which are but manifestations of its energy."
From this fundamental· concept-or
rather realization-the teachings of Baha'u'l1ah flow forth with single, harmonious essence, like waters from the same
spnng.
To Baha'u'llah, those various standards of truth which sway human society;
one standard in religion, another standard in science, a third standard in politics, a fourth standard in industry-this
conflict of standards is the source of all
the world's ills, the spiritual ignorance
which all the prophets came to remove.
To Baha'u'llah, religion is not one of
life's several aspects, but the predominant spirit which expresses itself through
all aspects, producing, in its purity, harmony among the diverse elements of
will, imagination, feeling and thought.
First in order of experience, the realization of God; then the realization of self;
last of all, the realizatiop of one's relation to his fellow-men and the world.
. The true meaning of all history, to
B'aha'u'llah, reveals the nearness of men
to the realization of God or their remoteness therefrom; he teaches that all
the founders of religion are successive,
co-related expressions of the will of God
-identical as to purpose and function,
separate and diverse only in that each
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founder adapted the one divine teaching
to the particular needs of his time. The
glory of this age, according to Baha'u'llah, is its capacity to understand the oneness of all religions; and his inextinguishable vision of united humanity vitalizes a method of unity based upon
that understanding.
This point is essential to any consideration of the Baha'i Cause. Let us
turn to Bahi'u'llah's own words: "God,
singly and alone, abideth in His place
which is holy above space and time, mention and utterance, sign, description and
definition, height and depth. God hath
been and is everlastingly hidden in His
own essence and will be eternally concealed in His identity from the sight of
eyes. Nay, there hath not been nor will
be any connection or relation between
the created beings and His Word.
"Therefore God hath caused brilliant
Essences of sanctity to appear from the
holy worlds of the spirit, in human
bodies, walking among mankind, in accordance with His abundant mercy.
"These Mirrors of sanctity fully reflect that Sun of existence and Essence
of desire. Their knowledge expresses
His knowledge, their dominion His dominion, their beauty His beauty, their
power His power, and their manifestation His manifestation.
"Whosoever is favored by these shining and glorious Lights and hath attained
to these luminous, radiant Suns of truth
during every manifestation, hath attained
the realization of God, and entered the
city of eternal life.
"Those who earnestly endeavor in the
way of God, after severance from all
else, will become so attached to that city
that they will not abandon it for an instant. This city is the revelation of
God, renewed everyone thousand years,
more or less."
It is a fair estimate of the teaching of
Bahi'u'llah, I believe, to consider it as
being made up almost equally of an interpretation of that which is fundamental and true to all religions alike, and of
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encouragement and exhortation to respond, with spirit, mind and soul, to the
new and greater religious possibilities of
this age. "Know that in every age and
dispensation all divine ordinances are
changed, according' to the requirements
of this time, except the law of Love
which, like unto a fountain, flows always and is never overtaken by change."
But it is not the experience of one
soul alone which esta·Mishes a religion;
rather is it the sharing of that experience
with others under conditions which raise
the others to the level of the experience,
transmuting them while maintaining the
source undefiled. The supreme test of
every religion is its power of spiritual
continuity after the passing of the
founder himself.
Baha'u'llah departed from this world
in 1892, leaving among his papers a will
or testament appointing his eldest son,
'Abdu'l-Baha, the executive head of his
Cause and the interpreter of his teach1l1gs. 'Whether or: not the Baha'i movement deserves the name "living religion"
today is solely dependent upon the administration of 'Abdu'l-Baha during the
thirty years that intervened between the
·death of Baha'u'llah and his own ascension in 1921.
By 1892 the Cause had spread to India, to Egypt, to Turkestan, to Palestine.
Even a sympathetic observer might readily have considered it inherently limited
in its appeal to the Oriental character
and tradition. But forces were already
at work which eventually extended the
boundary of the Cause to include adherents in Europe and America as well.
A returned missionary, for example,
speaking at the Congress of Religions
held at the World's Fair in Chicago, during 1893, made the statement that there
had just passed away in Aqa one whose
spirit was so broad and universal that his
teachings might well be studied as a
means of restoring true religious faith.
A number of people from America
shortly afterwards visited Aqa in order
to investigate the teachings, with the re-
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sult that in 'Abdu'l-Baha they found a
living manifestation of the spirit of universality they were seeking. The return
of this group of students to America
was, however, not the first point of contact between the Baha'i Cause and the
West. Previous to this event, Edward
G. Browne, Orientalist of Cambridge
University, had already made his memorable journey to Persia and Aqa, described in the introduction of his translation of "A Traveller's N arrative" writ~
ten to illustrate the Episode of the Bab;
still other European scholar's who had
studied the Cause being Baron Rosen, of
Russia, and Comte de Gobineau, of France.
It was directly to the. influence of
,Abdu'l-Baha, nevertheless, that the
Cause of Baha'u'llah owes its acceptance
by thousands of people in the West.
,Abdu'l-Baha himself was their first and
most valid proof that through Baha'u'llah a new spiritual force had been revealed to this age; and it has been
through the words and writings of ' Abdu'l-Baha that the essential principles of
the Cause received their direct application to problems peculiar to VVestern
civilization.
Careful comparison of the writings of
'Abdu'l-Baha with those of Baha'u'llah
shows not the slightest divergence of essential principle. One is the Religion;
the other the application of the Religion
to a new and broader field of life. One is
as a sun; the other as the circumferential
rays of its light. The statement may be
made without reservation that no previous religious teaching ever dealt with the
innumerable problems of daily existence
with such a degree of purity as ' Abdu'lBaha maintained for the message of
Baha'u'llah.
What unique claim, one may well ask,
has this message upon our attention?
What element does it bring not already
contained in the older religious systems
of the world? How can this new Cause
contribute to a solution of those world
problems under which humanity staggers
today?
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"Guidance," said Baha'u'llah, "hath
ever been by words, but now it is by
deeds."
True to this counsel, 'Abdu'l-Baha first
applied to his own life those ordinances
and principles he received from the
teachings of Baha'u'lah. VVhat 'Abdu'lBaha gave to the world in words he had
previously given as established facts.
Before he announced to any Western audience the principle that the foundation
of all religions is one, ' Abdu'l-Baha
had already created a bond of sympathy
and understanding between members of
all religions. Before he spoke of the essential harmony of religion and science
he had himself explored the world of
spirit and, with inward gaze, found the
expression of love imprinted in nature
and in man.
Between 1911 and 1913 'Abdu'l-Baha,
but recently released from two score
years' constant imprisonment, journeyed
through Europe and America, delivering
his father's message to audiences representing the VVestern industrial civilization in' every aspect and phase. The
principles deveToped by ,Abdu'l-Baha under such conditions may fairly be con_sidered his characteristic solution of the
problems of the age.
Let us attempt a brief summary of
these principles, bearing in mind, however, the essential fact that, shorn of the
spirit of love with which they were uttered, and lacking the will to unity to
which their appeal was made, they must
remain inoperative until further suffering
has purified the hearts of men.
Foremost among 'Abdu'l-Baha's principles is that of the independent investigation of truth.
Another of 'Abdu'l-Baha's principles
is that of the oneness of mankind.
Another principle expressed by 'Abdu'l-Baha is that the fozmdation of all
religion is one.
A fourth principle which' Abdu'l-Baha
enunciated was that religion must be in
accord with science and reason.
'Abdu'l-Baha has also expr~ssed as an
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organic, universal principle the equality,
of man and woman; emphasizing again
and again the fact that the solution of
our spiritual as well as social problems
is dependent on the attainment of this
equality.
Another principle laid down by ,Abdu'l-Baha is that of the solution of the
economic problem. The solution of the
economic problem 'Abdu'-Baha has de-.
clared to be a distinctive characteristic
of religion in its universal aspect; for no
human power or alliance of powers hitherto has been able to work out a solution.
Another principle strongly emphasized
by 'Abdu'l-Baha is the establishment of
an international auxiliary lang~wge.
But the principle by which 'Abdu'lBaha is most widely known, and for
which he has been most extensively
quoted, is that of universal peace, The
assurance that this is the century of universal peace, the age of the elimination
of warfare, the day of the most mighty
surging of the spiritual waves and the
full illumination of the sun of righteousness-this assurance is 'Abdu'l-Baha's
steadfast covenant with those who follow him.
The arch which these social principles
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, like pillars, are intended
to support-the structure which fulflls
their" purpose and directs their use-is
the principle of an international tribunal.
Thus, in bri~f, has the successor and
interpreter of Baha'u'llah. established a
vital contact for his followers with the
fundamental needs of the time-a contact
which carries religion into the very heart
of life, yet without impairing its essential sanctity and holiness. To produce
a world civilization reflecting the oneness of God in the harmony of mankind
-a civilization which is not merely the
exploitation of nature but rather a fit':
ting environment for the soul-'such was
the ideal of 'Abdu'l-Baha, and the purpose inspiring his difficult and arduous
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journeys of teaching throughout the
vVest. The social aspects of the Baha'i
teaching are supremely important at the
present day.
Just as a lighted lamp is to be measured, not. by its physical size, but rather
by the area covered by its rays, so a living religion should be estimated, not in
terms of numbers nor of property, but
by the area of human experience it is
able to ilIume through its innate force
of truth. VVere we to follow, sympathetically and understandingly, those
beams of conscious' love that shine so
brightly through the Teachings of Baha'u'llah, never again could we bring our··
selves to use the term "religions" but
rather should we behold successive outpourings of one same Divine Love, undivided and indivisible-infinitely humble,
the very spirit of meekness, outwardly
soon overthrown, yet returning again and
again through the 3;ges, the teacher, the
consoler, the reconciler of all mankind.
None can claim that he is a follower of
Baha'u'llah until, in spirit, he is a follower of every messenger who has
brightened earth with the glad tidings of
the victory of God. None can claim that
he is a follower of Baha'u'llah who conceives any portion or aspect of life as
non-religious, non-contributive to the
eternal ascent of the soul. N one can
claim that he is a follower of Baha'u'llah whilst secret intolerance separates
him from any fellowman. Above all,
none can claim that he is a follower of
Baha'u'llah whose heart remains barren,
fearful or indifferent in this present age
-the day which is witness to the overthrow of the foundations of materialism,
and the kindling of human hearts with
the spirit of universal knowledge and
love. (Address written by Mr. Holley
and delivered by Mr. 111 Mtntfort Mills at
the C01tference of Li'ving Religions within the B'ritish Empire, held in London a
few months since.)
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THE POET-HISTORIAN, NABIL
SOHEIL AFNAN
IT IS ONLY to a few that the work at
the poet-historian N a~il and the story
of his eventful life are familiar, yet his
unique services to the Cause of Baha'u'llah have put the whole Baha'i
world under a deep debt of gratitude and
given him a peculiar claim on our interest.
Nabil, whose original name was Yar
Muhammad, was born in the district of
Zarand on the 18th of Safar, 1247 A.
H. (i. e. 30th July, 1831 A. D.). His
forefathers had been nomadic Arabs
occupying the Northeastern part of
Persia and one of his great-grandfathers enjoyed the leadership of the
whole tribe. Of a family of six children
he was the second son, and his early
childhood was spent with an uncle, as his
father was an invalid and confined to
his room. At the age of nine he was
sent to a small school where he learned
to read the Quran, and his pious father
wept for joy to see his son so interested
in that work. He had, however, to be
content with the mere reading of it, for
if he dared to ask his teacher about the
meaning of a word or phrase he was told
that it was beyond his powers to comprehend such things!
When the boy had grown a little older,
the father and uncle thought it best to
find him some work;· but in order to
satisfy his desire for study they decided
to send him to school during the autumn
and winter seasons, while in spring and
summer he should. go to the country as
a shepherd. It was about this time, at
the age 0'£ twelve as he tells us, that he
began to write verse, and he was greatly
encouraged when he read one of his
poems to the chief of a neighbouring
village and won the great man's cordial
approval! As with many more famous
men before him, the verdant highlands
of Persia and the bright colours that
shine in its clear atmosphere seem to

have instilled in him the Persian's imperishable love of poetry; and the experiences of his shepherd life may well have
filled his mind with a sense of awe in the
presence of God's mighty handiwork.
It was when visiting a small town in
which one of his uncles lived that he
heard one day in a little mosque two men
by his side mentioning the name of the
.Bab and the claim that He .had put forth.
The conversation arrested his attention
and led him to enquiry and investigation.
His search was difficult at first owing to
the caution and secrecy which was the
only protection of the early followers
of the Bab against the enemies who surrounded them on every side and persecuted them remorselessly; but, nothing
daunted, the boy went from one follower
to another and travelled from town to
town until he found what he sought. It
did not take him long to enlist himself
among those chosen few, most of whom
fell victims to their savage enemies and
gave their lives as martyrs in the path
of their Beloved.
Years passed by, however, before he
was taken to Tihran to see Baha'u'llah
who at that time had opened his home
to the followers of the Bab and was the
main source of inspiration to the persecuted enthusiasts of the Babi faith.
There for the first time he met both
Baha'u'lh'ih, and 'Abdu'l-Baha who was
at that time a child of six. Many were
the happy recollections of those days
which our poet-historian used to recalL
Many years afterwards, in Baghdad,
he again had the joy of meeting Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha, but this time was
very different from the previous one. In
the interval he had suffered four months'
imprisonment in his own native place, had
traveled extensively throughout Persia
and had stayed for a considerable time in
Kazimayn patiently awaiting the appear-
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ance of Him whom the Bab had foretold.
He tells us the story of how one day in
his own little room in Kazimayn he was
seized with a deep feeling of despair, and
thought in his heart that after the ghastly
martyrdom of the Bib it was hardly fitting for him to remain any longer in the
world. Shutting himself in his room for
three days he spent the time in reading
and re-reading to himself a tablet which
Baha'u'llah had revealed to him, and composed a few lines of poetry addressed to
God, in which he declared that his heart
was consumed with longing to meet Him
and having no other present to bring he
had resolved to cast his own head at the
feet of his Beloved. Having written this
verse he started reading the prayer of
Baha'u'llah for the last time, intending
thereafter to cut his throat. Hardly had
he finished the prayer when the door
which had been locked and which many
during these three days had tried in vain
to open was flung wide with one vigorous
push and one of his most intimate friends
stepped into the room. Finding N abil in
a desperate state of mind he at once took
him to his home and took good care of
him. A few days afterwards, however,
our hero felt a strange feeling of greatness in himself and started to write in the
style and form of tablets and called the
people around him to come and follow his
leadership. But some of his friends treated him very wisely and at last induced him
to go to Baghdad to meet Baha'u'llah
there. He at once started on the journey
and on reaching Baghdad went straight to
the home of Baha'u'llah. There he met
Him for the. second time, but this time
to fall at His feet and accept Him as his
long-sought lord and master.
For many years thereafter N abil lived
in Baghdad and met Bahi'u'llah very
often, but again he returned to Persia
to teach the new faith to his countrymen.
Later his travels carried him as far as
Egypt where in Alexandria he was cast
into prison by the Persian Consul. One
day, seemingly by the merest accident,
he learned that the ship in which Baha.-
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'u'llah was being banished to Aqa was
even then in the port of the City. He
repaired to the roof of his prison and
with eager eyes but heavy heart watched
the boat sail on its way.
Soon afterwards he was released and
permitted to proceed to Anatolia. From
that place he left for Cyprus, from Cyprus to Beirut, and thence to Aqa. He
was forbidden to remain there, however,
lest the enemies of Baha'u'llah should
cause a disturbance, and without having
seen his Beloved he left for Jerusalem.
.He soon returned to Aqa, but, being
prevented from entering the town, went
and stood opposite the fortress in which
Baha'u'll<lh was imprisoned. Baha'u'llah
appeared at a window and beckoned to
him, and for the space of about half an
hour, he tells us, from his distant station
outside the third moat, he gazed with
tear-dimmed eyes on his beloved Master.
It was in Aqa, for the most part, that
N abil spent the rest of his life, and by
,the wish of Baha.'u'llah he undertook
the writing of an extensive historical
narrative of the Baha'i Cause.
A few words on Nabil's works may
not be out of place. He was a very
prolific writer and his poetry might fill
many volumes, but not all of it was of a
very high grade. A few of his lyrics are
extremely touching and beautiful, while
some of his longer poems on the history
of the Cause have no great literary merit.
His main contribution to the Baha'i literature, however, from which the following
gems have been taken, is an extensive
work dealing with the whole period from
the days prior to the appearance of the
Bab until the last days of Baha.'u'llah. It
can hardly be called a history, as the
lack of any systematic arrangement or
classification of his materials would not
justify such a name, but undoubtedly it
is a valuable mine of historical materials,
and as such is probably unsurpassed by
any other work on the same subject and
dealing with the sam~ period. The fact
that among his principal authorities
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were some of the closest associates of
Baha'u'llah, notably Mirza Musa, gives
to his book a unique, value and establishes it as an invaluable work of reference to the student of Baha'i history.
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son be quick and keen in his powers of
perception and discernment the moment
a . godly person enters his house he will
perceive that the air becomes fragrant
and the taste of his food and drink beI
comes delicious, pleasant and exhilaratA few gems from Baha'u'l1ah which ing, while on the contrary if an ungodly
K abil recorded from memory follow:
person enters, the air becomes oppresThe time is past when with the two sive and the victuals 10s~ their flavour.
words of admittance (i. e., "There is no "We seek refuge in God from the evil
God but God and M uhammad is His of the ungodly."
prophet") a man should be considered a
Again he says: Beware that ye hold
believer in the Divine Unity and be not fellowship with the wicked, and
counted as one of the faithful. The again: Treasure the friendship of the
time has come when Baha'u'llah, seated' righteous, but withdraw both hand and
on the Throne of Glory, addresses all the heart from association with the unworld, saying:
godly.
. When Baha'u'llah opened the door
Know this, 0 thou who seekest thy De- of gladness and joyful tidings before
loved,
the face of the people of the world, He
uttered
this Most Great vVord :
\i\Those heart doth yearn His Presence
To gather jewels have I come to this
to attain,
That till in thee His Attributes appear, world. If one speck of a jewel lie hid
in a stone and that stone be beyond the
In exile and astray thou must remain.
seven seas, until I have found and seBaha'u'llah gave utterance to this all- cured that jewel, my hand shall not stay
from its search.
sufficing, blessed Word:
Had the people of Islam but observed
In like manner He says: For the
two words of the Lord of Omniscience, bringing forth of jewels from the mine
all would have attained to the Supreme of humanity, the True One, may His
Guidance and have reached the court of Majesty be glorified! hath in every age
acceptance and the joy of re-union, and sent a faithful Messenger. Today the
would not have been afflicted by all these command of God and His decree is
spiritual diseases and selfish designs. that the multitude of paths and diverThen would they not have martyred the sity of ways should not be made a cause
Solace of the eyes of the prophets (i. e., and a source of enmity and hatred.
the Bab) . . . nor arisen against that These plain and firm Paths have all been
Promised One. But in the day of his manifested 'from one Source and have
Manifestation they made the temple of issued from one place of origin, and
that luminous Orb the target of their these differences were in accordance
bullets. "0 our Lord, i udge thou be- with the requirements of diverse times
tween us and our people with righteous- and ages. 0 people of unity! Gird up
ness, and verily Thou art the best of the loins of effort, haply the world may
judges !"
be freed from religious rancour and
And those two blessed words are hate!
these: 0 ye who are believers, fear
God and be of the sincere, and be not
Prayer of N abil : "0 my GOD!
of those who have hardened their hearts Amid my want and poverty I tell of Thy
against the remembrance of God.
hidden treasures. Withhold not Thy
And further in the same connection Grace, and aid me to bring forth deeds
the Lord of mankind says that if a per- that shall be worthy of Thy Day!"
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CHRIST COMES TO DES MOINES
STANWOOD COBB
HE separation of school, church, the eight high schools and junior high
and state has been one of the appar- schools, followed by personal interviews
ently necessary outgrowths of our dem- conducted by a trained staff of interocracy, in that men and women have thus viewers all day long. The entire situabeen left free to think and worship as they tion was altered in some institutionsplease, this has been a wholesome devel- sins were confessed, restitution was
opment; but in so far as the results have made, lives were adjusted.
appeared, religion has gradually been re"Fifteen civic clubs opened their meetmoved as an influence from the life of ings to receive the message. The Chamthe state, of the school, of the world of ber of Commerce, Rotary, Kiwanis, Liaffairs, this movement of separation ons, Cosmopolitan, Caravan, and all of
marks a retrogression rather than an ad- the other principal civic and service clubs
vance in human culture. For if religion held meetings. Tlte state legislature admeans anything, it means an interpene- journed and held a combined meeting of
trative influence that affects every act of the senate and house to hear a presentaman, whether in private or public ca- tion of a direct religious message bearpacity. And while we would not wish a ing upon present political conditions, the
narrow dogmatism, a required theology, child labor amendment and the world
to be put upon us by legislative fiat, we situation. . . . .
do wish that American culture be char"The cooperation of the entire city
acterized in fact, as in theory, by Chris- was remarkable. The colleges cleared
their decks for the challenge of a full
tian ethics.
A remarkable movement, never before gospel. Unlimited time was given to
attempted by any city, has arisen in Des speakers to present their message for an
Moines, Iowa-an attempt to apply hour each day, with optional forums,
Christ's gospel to the whole of life. As free discussions and personal interviews
reported by Sherwood Eddy in "The arranged for scores of students. All the
high schools in the city cooperated.
Christian Century:"
"For an entire week a score of speak- Meetings were held in every high school,
ers presented the message-personal and where the students were faced with a
social-to the whole life of the city. The most direct Christian message, but withweek began with a great mass meeting in out proselytism or anything to which any
the Coliseum, addressed by John R. one could reasonably have objected.
Mott, with more than seven thousand in Some principals called their entire staff
attendance. During the week following, together to lay upon them the responmass meetings were held nightly in six sibility of following up the meetings and
parts of the City in the largest audi- placing character-building first in their
torium of each district. For the· last program of activities.
"Daily Dr. Graham conducted a noon
three nights hundreds were turned away
who could not gain admission. From meeting in the Capitol theatre, which
twenty to thirty thousand people were was offered free by the Jewish protouched daily, or one in five of the en- prietor. The attendance at the theatre
tire population. Meetings were held meeting rose from eight hundred to fif-.
daily, or thrice during the week, in the . teen hundred as Dr. Graham spoke on
five colleges and universities and in all Jesus Christ, God, prayer, and Jesus in
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human relations.
entire city to face these questions and
"The application of Christian teaching the greater question as to how this city
was made to personal life, to the home, should be brought to God. These thirty
to the school, to the college, to business, laymen widened their circle and enlisted
to conditions in industry, to race and twelve hundred workers to prepare and
human relationships, to war and peace, conduct this city-wide experiment.
to clean politics, and to all branches of Christianity was to be placed in a test
tube, and tried out in the life of a city
civic and social life. . . . . .
"The whole movement sprang from the for one week. . . . .
"Mr. Carl C. Proper, a magazine pubchurches, was backed by the churches,
and into the main stream of the church lisher and chairman of the laymen's
life it will return with .its quickening committee, says, 'This movement is the
and life-giving power. Yet from start beginning of a great crusade, with its
to finish it was a laymen's movement. It ultimate goal the winning of Americans
grew originally from the vision of three to a life which Jesus characterized as a
The
men who met once each week to study 'fellowship of brotherly men.'
the teachings of Jesus applied to modern strength and genius of this movement
social and civic conditions. Believing lies in the fact that while it began in a
that the city should be challenged with small way it has now broadened out so
the social gospel, they brougli.t four re- that it can be applied to an entire comligious leaders to the city last year to munity.' ..
address Sunday afternoon mass meet"On the closing Sunday afternoon
ings. Over two thousand persons at- thirty-eight hundred persons, picked
tended each of these meetings, where an leaders representing all the hundred
uncompromising social message was pro- churches from all parts of the city, men
claimed, applying the gospel to industry" and women, white and colared, gathered
race and war, klan and anti-klan, per- in the University, Church of Christ and
sonal and social sins. After hearing associated themselves in a permanent
these four messages, the leaders of the movement. Commissions were appointCity called for more, and a week of ~d, not to bring in idle resolutions, but
meetings to present a whole gospel was to study and report back to the entire
arranged. Thirty of Des Moines promi- body, to shape'the policy of the city in
nent citizens went into a camp at the its Christian service and social life."
foot of the hills fifty miles away to conThese commissions will deal with such
sider 'what would happen if we set out problems as-prayer and its hidden
seriously to live the full Christian life' power; the stewar·dship of property and
and 'what would happen if we followed . the support of Christian ancl philan"in his steps." Gathered about the camp- thropic enterprises of the city; human
fire in the evening, these men brought and industrial relations; race relations;
their business life and their human rela- international relations; evangelism.
tions, their personal, family and civic
Mr. Eddy closes his report with the
responsibilities, under the searchlight of statement: "A Christian movement has
the Christian gospel. How could Chris- started in Des Moines. The meetings
tianity be applied to the competitive sys- were not the end, but the opening of a
tem, to industrial conditions, to the re- great onward march of the City. A
lations of capital and lab or, to race whole city has been challenged with the
prejUdice and segregation, to a world of whole gospel applied to the whole of life.
strife· and war, to wealth and poverty, 1£ one city can do this, why not others?"
to the church and the unchurched
This is indeed a remarkable movemasses? They determined to call the ment, and one in the right direction; for
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it must be realized that Christ's mission
was not so much to establish ac10ctrine
as to create a new life, a spiritualized
humanity expressing itself in daily living
of a kind very ·different from that which
the world had known. Humanity as a
whole has not yet begun to live that
life. vVhen it does begin to do so, the
Kingdom of God will have been established on this earth;
The Baha'i Cause has for its purpose
this very thing, to establish Christ's
spritual principles in the daily life, and
to help bring to earth the Kingdom of
Heaven. On all the problems of the
daily life-to be studied into by the commissions mentioned above, Baha'u'l1ah
has enunciated marvelously clear teachings which go to the root of each matter
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and offer a perfect, because spiritual,
solution.
Thus Baha'is are equipped with a definite body of teaching adapted to the
souItion of all the present ills of humanity-a foundation, so to speak, for
the New Jerusalem. Where, in a few
instances, whole communities have become Baha'i, we see the accomplishment
of that which the city of Des Moines is
striving to bring about-the application
of God's laws to the daily life in all its
phases, and the fundamental unity of the
social, educational, commercial, political
and religious life of the community, not
in a way that binds, but in such a way
as to sublimate all secular activity to the
station of spiritual guidance and expresSIOn.

TRUTH IS THE oneness of the kingdom of humanity.
Truth is love among the children of men. Truth is the
proclamation of Justice. Truth is Divine guidance. Truth
is the illumination of the realm of man. All the Prophets
'of God have been Heralds of Truth. All have been united
and agreed on this principle. Every Prophet predicted
the coming of a successor and every successor acknowledged the Truth of the predecessor. Moses prophesied
the coming of Christ. Christ acknowledged Moses. His
Highness, Christ, foretold the appearance of Muhammad
and Mulhammad accepted the Christ and Moses. When
all these Divine Prophets were united with each other why
should we disagree? vVe are the followers of those holy
souls. In the same manner that the Prophets loved each
other, we should follow their example, for we are all the
servants of God and the bounties of the Almighty are
e~circ1il1g everyone."
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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AQ.A. AND THE HOLY TOMB IN 1905
JOSEPHINE COWLES DE LAGNEL
Editor's Note: The following hitherto Hnpublished description of a n'ight'
of prayer spent in the Tomb of Bahd'u:UfLh is of special interest, because it dates
back to the very early days of communication between America and the prison
city of Aqa. In i905 ' Abdn'l-Baha was still held a prisoner in Aqa by the Tttrl;;ish
Government. The period from that date to I908 'l£.!'aS one of grave hardship and
danger for the ((World's Greatest Prisonar," as he was called, for it was a period
of especial persecution by Turkish authorities. But the prayers of those who
loved him ~vere at last answ'ered; and at the very dar!?est honr, when removal to
the death-dungeons of Tunis was imminent, the prison doors suddenly S'lmmg
outward, and' Abdu'l-Baha was free.

o me,

while at Aqa in the Spring of
1905, each day, hour and moment
were fraught with deep and impressive
experiences; each incident, if drawn apart
and studied separately, affords reflection
for both mind and heart.
The event which stands out preeminently was the Anniversary of the
Departure of Baha'u'Uah on the 28th
of May.
After a sojourn with those beloved
people of nearly seven weeks, and my
visit was about completed, it seemed like
leaving Paradise, and I thought that my
heart would break. To leave an atmosphere of love, which like the fragrance
of rare exotics, permeated every thought,
and where every service rendered was
divine, was almost beyond the power of
human will. How glad I was therefore
when ' Abdu'l-Baha told me that I was
to remain until after the "Night of Departure" and receive its blessing.
On that evening all of the Baha'is repaired to the Holy Tomb (which is about
two miles outside of the City)-there to
spend the night. Here we met all the
,members of the Holy Household and
the believers.
The Tomb is connected with the main
building ("the Beh j e") by a kind of
chapel or enclosed garden, at the en,trance of which you remove your shoes
and advance to the Holy Threshold to
kneel and pray.
The rooms were brilliantly illuminated

T

with lamps and candelabra, and thickly
carpeted with rugs, all of which are love
offerings of many pilgrims from all over
the world.
The Tomb proper was covered with a
most beautiful Persian shawl, and
thickly strewn with flowers. The night
was wondrously beautiful. The full
moon was shining with such magnificence
that it was almost as light as. day.
Through the open window we could see
the blue Mediterranean in the distance,
and the air was heavy with the fragrance
of jasmine and roses. The only audible
sound was the wail of a solitary night
bird, which seemed like the cry of some
lone wanderer whose lamp had become
extinguished and who was calling for
help. Within the chapel the aisles were
filled with kneeling women, and one was
chanting prayers. The sky, the air, the
sea, and even the flowers with which the
room was profusely decorated,-were in
perfect concord. The solemn chanting
and those prostrate forins was a scene to
be forever remembered. There we remained until midnight. Then we retired
to the room on the left of the chapel,
and the men in like manner filled the
places so recently occupied by us. In
that gathering were venerable men, who
had suffered years of imprisonment, and
whose shining faces beamed with holy
light; young men were there, too, whose
every look spoke of the deep veneration
and love with which they dedicated theil
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lives to the Holy Cause; even the little
grandchildren were there, whose gentle
and subdued manner spoke of holy reverence. One of the venerable believers
chanted the Holy Utterances and Prayers, and for three hours they remained
in solemn devotion.
During that time there was a singularly phenomenal occurrence. While
from the open window we could distinguish the sea and sky in the distance
which were beautifully calm and clearnot a cloud to be seen-yet where we
were there was quite a heavy thunder
storm. The lightning flashed and the
reverberations of the thunder through
the heavens seemed as if GOD were
speaking. The bowed forms of the worshippers and the solemn chanting made
one feel as if they stood upon the boundary of 'an invisible world-"One not
ma:de with hands, but eternal in the
heavens."
At three o'clock the men retired, the
women entered the. chapel, and· prayers
again were chanted. Three of us went
into the "Holy of Holies"-the Sacred
Tomb and there prostrated ourselves in
prayer.
I have often wondered if the believers
in other lands could imagine the burden
of our supplications that night? While
no one spoke, I afterwards learned that
the release of our beloved Master was
the burden of all hearts poured out at
the Holy Threshold of the Exalted and
Divine Father.
In the early dawn we passed out and
walked in the fields. The full moon was
still above the horizon. The blue of the
distant sea, the paling of the stars, the
pure sky without a single cloud, the purple line of the low mountains in the east
and the plain of Aqa which has been the
scene of some of the earth's greatest conflicts-vvere all before us. As we wan-
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dered in the early dawn, there was a calm
such as would follow a night of deep excitement, and a feeling of expectancy as if
we were waiting for something. It
would take a mightier pen than mine to
describe the wonderful emotions which
took possession of us, and I could only
think of the holy women of nineteen
hundred years ago watching at the Tomb
of our crucified Savior, Jesus Christ!
As the dawn advanced the birds began
to chant their morning matins, and as
the sun burst forth upon our expectant
vision in all of its splendor and poured
a flood of golden light over the world,
I could but exclaim: "The Lord is risen;
yes, He is risen indeed !,',
o my beloved friends! How powerless are my words to make you see and
feel what I experienced on' that memorable night! It was like standing in some
holy sanctuary on the borders of a world
beyond where one had entered into the
cred Place of the Most High and Communed with the Angels. A few hours of
such recollection will suffice for a life
time. It is an experience never to be
forgotten. It seemed as if we could
never leave such an influence.
But where this night was ' Abdu'lBa:ha, the Center of the Covenant, the
Lover, the Friend of all the world? He
was not with us. A prisoner, his Holy
Feet had not pressed the earth outside
of the City gates for four long years.
In a little room at the top of the house
He dwelt, from whence He could see
the Holy Tomb, he kept his lonely
vigil. No, not alone, for who can tell
what Heavenly Angels were there ministering unto him, and like the Prophets
of old, he may have talked with GOD.
When we saw him the next day, his
face was resplendent with Divine Glory
and the Voice of the Holy Spirit rang
clear in his every utterance!
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NOT UNTIL THE dynamic love we cherish for Him is
sufficiently reflected in its power and purity in all our dealings with our fellowmen, however remotely connected and
humble in origin, can we hope to exalt in the eyes of a selfseeking world the genuineness of the all-conquering love of
God.

Not until we live ourselves the life of a true Baha'i

can we hope to demonstrate the creative and transforming
potency of the Faith we profess.

Nothing but the abun-

dance of our actions, nothing but the purity of our lives and
the integrity of our characters, can in the last resort establish our claim that the Baha'i spirit is in ihis day the sole
agency that can translate a long-cherished ideal into an
enduring achievement.
'With this vision clearly set before us, and fortified by
the knowledge of the gracious aid of Baha'u'llah and the
repeated assurances of 'Abdu'l-Baha, let us strive to live the
life and then arise with one

~1eart,

one mind, one voice, to

reinforce our numbers and achieve our end.
Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Baha'i Cause.
(In his letter to American friends, Nov. 24, 1924.)
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WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS

"I

F WE COULD dedicate ourselves
. to a cause of understanding each
other better, and strengthening the ties of
our friendship to assure peace in the
Pacific region, America and Japan would
not co-operate in vain in the worthy cause
of assuring peace and justice in the Pacific region and indeed among nations of
the world." (Tsuneo Matsudaira, Japan's
new ambassador to Washington, in an
address before the Japanese Society of
America in San Francisco.)

"THE IRRESISTIBLE force of N ature is closely linking the East to America. .
The policies, ideals and
measures of America therefore have a
deeper significance for Japan than those
of all other nations· on the globe combined. . . . Japan's ambition is to contribute to the great social heritage of
mankind and through her unique gift to
enrich the accumulated civilization of humanity. This can be attained only by the
realization of the one hope in the J apanese mind-that is, the amalgamation
of the civilizations of the East and the
West. Japan knows that she is in a position best fitted for that task, and also that
for the attainment of that glorious work
the peace of the Pacific must be maintained, and she has a firm determination
to keep that peace with her greatest neighbor, America. Japan has shown her determination recently by sending to America one of the most distinguished sons of
the empire, Mr. Tsuneo Matsudaira, who
by his natural ability as well as family
tradition stands for the best of the nation.
America will realize through him and his
charming wife that Japan is intent on
keeping a permanent peace with the great
republic across the Pacific." (Yusuke
Tsurumi in The Satttrday Evening Post.)
"THE WALTER HINES PAGE
School of International Relations, besides
being a memorial to the former Ambassador to Great Britain, is defined by the

J o1111 S Hopkins committee purporting it
as something new in education, in that it
will afford an opportunity 'for first-class
minds working on world problems.'
"The school also, according to announcement, is to be an institution without parallel in the country. It will conduct research work into the underlying
facts and conditions of international life,
including international law, trade, economic relations, racial psychology and all
the technique of international intercourse
and diplomatic customs." (Wash. Post.)
"HONOLULU IS a place where many
races meet and from time to time interracial gatherings are held in Central
Union Church. The text, or inscription
in the church chancel-"Love Never Faileth" must be prophetic and harmony in- .
spiring as it looks down, upon occasion,
over congregations with folk of Hawaiian,
Portuguese, Filipino, Korean, Chinese,
Japanese and American birth or ancestry." (Dr. Albert W. Palmer in "The
Friend," Honolulu.)
THE PAN PACIFIC UNION does
tryout some of the social experiments
quietly. For some months it has been
having in the rooms of the Pan-Pacifi~
Club a series of unique Friday interracial
luncheons. On the first Friday of the
month a dozen of the younger Japanese
and an equal number of the young American business men are brought together;
on the next Friday twelve of the younger
American and twelve young Japanese
women are brought together; twelve each
of the older Japanese and American men
and women lunch together on other Fridays. Lately American-Chinese groups
have been formed, and now the plan is
that half a dozen tables be set for 24 each
on Saturdays and all of the groups meet
at the same time. The tables are always
square, six on a side, so that each has a
clear vision of everyone at the table, all
flowers must be laid on the table and no
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decorations that obstruct the view are permitted. Each table has its own speakers,
who do not rise to address the group. The
place cards are so arranged that no two
people of anyone nationality sit next to
each other.
The most distinguished men and women
in Hawaii of the several racial groups attend these lunches and the most intimate
questions are discussed freely. In addition to this the Pan-Pacific good relations
clubs of the several races have their dinner meets every week. In every way the
union is drawing the social leaders into
closer acquaintance and co-operative effort
for community welfare, in preparation for
the conference of conferences in 1929.
(The Honolulu Advertiser.)

tiOl1S, was favored by the savants as the
most desirable. It is a language which,
like any living language, can grow.
To establish the widespread study of
the auxiliary-language, normal classes authorized by governments and preferably
sponsored by the League of Nations
should prepare to teach the secondary
schools of the world. Thus all business
clerks, . bankers, librarians, commercial
agents, journalists, world travelers, and
delegates to international congresses
would in one school generation acquire
facility, and would be the persons who
would control the avenues of influence
which govern policies and legislati9n.
. .. -(Lucia Ames Meade in Journal of
Education. )

"HAW All HAS PEACE in the midst
of her cosmopolitan life because she has
had the grace and the statesmanship to
exercise interracial goodwill." (Dr. L. L.
Wirt in "The Friend," Honolulu.)

I HAVE NEVER seen any description
of Heaven which was even tolerable. To
me the conception of Heaven as a place of
refuge from pain and drudgery is unthinkable. Joy in work is my ideal of existence, here or hereafter. The new religion to come will recognize that there is
nothing ultimate within its knowledge. It
will seek an open field, constantly shifting, and will not pretend any final recommendation of any so rt.-Charles W.
Eliot, nonagenarian President-emeritus
of Harvard and grand old man of New
England. (Current Opinion.)

"THE WAR IS only an episode, communication marks an epoch," said Professor G. F. Nicolai in his "Biology of
War," written during theW orId War in
what is probably the most important book
on war ever written.
Communication began when man, "the
symbol-making animal," as Aristotle
called him, developed language and made
a sound a universal. After unknown ages,
came hieroglyphics, then the alphabet, and
finally "Gutenberg made thought cosmopolite. l ' Today the telephone and radio
are annihilating space and time, and the
American Radio Relay League is considering an international language as becoming almost a necessity for their business.
It is as tremendous in its possibilities as the railroad or radio have been.
The reviving interest in the matter is
shown by the increase of Esperanto journals from twenty or thirty at the close of
the \i\TorId War to about seventy now.
A fter eighteen sittings at the College de
France, Esperanto, with certain modifica-

"CHINA ADMITS quite frankly that
she needs something from the West. The
"Vest still knows so little of the real
China that it has not yet realized that
China has much of value to offer to our
breathless civilization."-("Foreign Affairs." )
"LIVES THERE a man with master
mind who could unravel the tangled web
of religious theories, leaving us the golden
cord of truth? Such a task is beyond the
power of finite man. We must wander
on in this bog of uncertainty unless there
is a divine torch of truth to guide us."(Signs of the Times Magazine.)
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GREE'N ACRE AND THEBAHA'I CONVENTION
OME places seem destined to be
spiritual centers. Such is Green
Acre, blest by nature, by the spiritual
efforts of many great souls, and by the
living presence of 'Abdu'l-Baha. Situated
on the banks of the famous tidal Pis cataqua, "river of light," this beautiful
spot was consecrated to Peace as far back
as history records, having been used by
the Indians as a sanctuary between warring tribes and as a place for councils of
conciliation. And who knows what may
have been its spiritual history in the prehistoric past!
These fair fields overlooking at eventide one of the most glowing and gorgeous
sunsets the world affords, were consecrated a generation ago to high spiritual
purposes by that lofty-souled woman,
Sarah J. Farmer.
It has been said that it takes great
audiences to make great orators. Green
Acre has from the first produced
such audiences, whose supporting and
creative attitude, responsive at every turn
to the speaker's intention, has inspired
lectures that were alive and soul-moving,
and left with the speakers a blessing as
ample as that which they bestowed.
This favored spot, made into a spiritual
clearing-house, an open platform from
which any worthy and forward-looking
movement could be presented, was destined by the grace of God to make connection early in this century with the
Baha'i movement, then in its infancy in
this country.
Truly it seemed that this ground had
from the very beginning been made holy
for the due arrival of the world's Greatest Truth. At Green Acre the teachings
of Baha'u'llah-that perfect plan for a
world brotherhood based on human affection, on mutual understanding, on cooperation in and for the love of Godfound' a natural and receptive platform.
And the participation of Baha'is in Green
Acre affairs grew to ,such a point that
when in 1913 Miss Farmer on account of

S

failing health was no longer able to carry
on her work, the Bahais took over the
management and the financial support of
Green Acre, which they have maintained
as a universal platform for the presentation of humanitarian movements, of the
arts, and of the spiritual life.
In the summer of 1912 'Abdu'l-Baha
blest Green Acre with his presence.
Those holy feet, walking those fields and
hills, those words of power issuing from
lips which never moved save for some
spiritual purpose, left we know not what
dynamic influence of purging, of consecrating, of enabling.
VVorking unseen but perceived by those
who have perception this sacred influence
has at last brought Green Acre to the
point where it must stand forth as wholly
God's. This thought, enunciated at the
annual business meeting last summer by
one who was not herself a Baha!, spread
rapidly and harmoniously among all present, resulting in a proposal, also by one
not a Baha'i, that there be held at Green
Acre this coming summer a great Baha'i
Congress. The proposal was unanimously
adopted by the meeting. Then it was
that the trustees offered Green Acre as
a site for the annual Baha'i Convention;
Montreal generously abnegated her privilege in this direction; and Shoghi Effendi
heartily confirmed the matter.
Could there be any more fitting place
this year for the Baha'i Convention than
at Green Acre? Here is a spot already
formed for spiritual devotion and meditation, impregnated with a holy atmosphere
which reminds one of that quiet, soulcompelling spirit pervading Palestine~ . It
is easy to think high thoughts here where
worldly things all drop away. As at
Haifa, so here, time is held still and the
world no longer revolves. The power of
God's love holds the soul spell-bound.
Shoghi Effendi has high expectations
of this Convention. It is our part to
fulfill them!

I

F LOVE AND AGREEME:0'T are manifest
in a single family, that family will advance,

become illumined and spiritual; but if enmity and hatred exist within it destruction and
dispersion are inevitable. This is likewise true
of a city. If those who dwell "ithin it manifest
a spirit of accord and fellowship it will progress steadily and human conditions become
brighter, whereas through ellmity and strife it
will be degraded and its inhabitants scattered.
In the same way the people of a nation develop
and advance to"ard civilization and enlightenment through love and accord, and are disintegrated by war and strife. Finally, this is
true of humanity itself in the aggregate. When
love is realized and the ideal spiritual bonds
unite the hearts of men, the whole human mee
'W'ill be t<pLifted, the world will continually grow
more spiritual and radiant and the happiness
and tranquillity of mankind be immeasurably
increased. \Yarfare and strife will be uprooted,
disagreement and dissension pass away and
UniverEal Peace unite the nations and peoples
of the world.
'Abdu 'l-B aM.
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nI'_ alld Jfrs. J\. . .ll. FOlljdur pi nOli/bay. ·"'h,, ,,'ere married
Feb. 2. IJ!25. J/n-. FOil id,,}, ·,,'lIS .IlL,s Shiriu .l/. /ralli. She Irolds II
lUliqll~' position _il'::'- the firs! I:usfcrn (l'OJJlil!! to [iC able to speak ill

public ill tile F.asl.
Slw<Jlli F.{f ..'Hdi. C;uurdiifJJ /If tilL' Bu/u,'j [UU,'1', in a
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letter

J

said of llt'r: .- '-"The riOIl(('r ·(lll;r/~' ul/t!t'rfu!o:l'U by our dcar friend~
,Slziriu . .for tlie Clillincij'tuirJil of her Jndi~w s':slcrs, is hi(,ddy praise'tl'orthy, tilEd ll'ill ill lj/lll' yield ahundalJl fruit,"
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A ,;<'TORLD STATE based on broad came of the undeveloped condition of
principles of brotherhood, cooperation, humanity in His day, no definite details
and equity, is the aim of the Baha'i Move- for the organization of society could be
ment. The great world problems, such as given. Even the question of slavery was
those of the inherent struggle between left in abeyance, to such an extent that
nations, between classes, and uetween earnest Christians but two generations
sexes, are met by solutions as striking as ago could find in the Bible a justification
they are simple. In fact, there are no for the institution of slavery, provided
human needs of the present day which that slaves were humanely treated.
13aha'u'l1{th has not provided for in his
The Christian apostles concentrated on
illumined message. Of all these needs certain spiritual principles which would
the most imperative, perhaps, is the suffice to guide humanity under all condieconomic one, since it is the underlying tions and under any form of organizacause of most of the unrest and turbu- tion. They taught their followers how to
lence which fills the world today. In- "render unto Cesar the things that are
deed, it is a theory held by one school C:esar's," and yet maintain the straight
of thinkers that economic causes underlie and narrow path of justice, love, and
all wars, and that an empty stomach, or charity along which the sons of God must
the dread of one, is the only ill that man travel if they are to attain the Eternal
will risk his life to remedy. vVhether City.
this be so or not, it is at any rate true
Thus, "'hile the Christian church has
that if the primary economic needs of - blossomed out into many merciful instiman, of whatever race or class, are satis- ttttions 6r brotherhood and charity, its
factorily provided for, harmony and chief effon has been devoted to the spiritpeace within the nation and throughout ual development of the individual. _ To
the world, will be the more speedily forth- such an extent has the church as such,
coming.
refrained irom participation in the outer
problems of humanity that to this very
A SPIRITUAL MESSAGE, there- day wartare, either between nations or
fore, in this age of practical and scientific between classes, has found the church
tendencies, is of little avail does it not divided in its allegiance, and giving its
include or imply within its teachings a attention rather to binding up the wounds
solution to the economic ills. Has not of those who fall than to any attempt at
the time .arrind for a more definite, adjudication in the name of Christ.
detailed message, laying the fOllllChTHE BAHA'l MOVEMENT, while
tions for the future organization of human society,-that more perfect organi- preserving all the spiritual principles laid
zation which dreamers have called Utopia, down bv Christ. establishes a definite
and which Christ called the Kingdom of program' of org;nization without which
God? It is no reflection upon the great- the world could hardly be brought to its
ness of Christ's message, upon the divin- destined goal of brotherhood and peace.
it,· of its authorship, to suggest that be- Baha'u'll:ih's program for the abolition of
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war and the establishment of universal
peace has been frequently dealt with in
the pages of the Baha.'i Magazine; this
number is devoted in large part to his
program for economic justice and prosperity. How to abolish poverty and
industrial slavery, how to inspire the
workman with a willing and energetic cooperation with the capitalist in the manufacturing of the world's wealth of goods,
are problems fully treated in this Movement which has as its goal the establishment of the Kingdom of God on earth.
The offered solutions to these problems
will be found described in several articles
in this issue. No subject could be more
important in this day and generation.
IT MAY BE URGED that the world
does not need or seek in a religion a too
definite treatment of those matters which
have been called secular. That this idea
of the mutual exclusion of religion and
the daily life, one from the other, is
fallacious, the desperate straits into which
the religious world has fallen will bear
witness. There is in reality no secular
life as distinct from the spiritual life. As
long as such an opposition exists, just so
long will the coming of the Kingdom be
postponed. Every act of the daily life
must be inspired and directed by the spirit
before that prerequisite of the Kingdom
is established,-that the will of God
should be done on earth, as it is in heaven.
For without divine guidance humanity
is at sea, tossed about on diverse waves
of human theory. One solution and another is offered, and none agreed upon.
The world is in the condition of an army
without a Captain, of a ship without a
Helmsman. The time has come when all
must go one way, the right way, the
Divine way.
The great glory, to Bahii.'is, of the
Movement to which they adhere, is that it
directs their way into the promised land;
that it establishes for them, individually
and collectively, principles and lines of
conduct which will ultimately cause every
difficulty and ill of humanity to disappear.
Collective action and thought, in this age
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of individualism and disparity, stands not
in approval. But it will eventually come
into its own. Men, like tired children,
will turn from their restless searching
and experimentation to the Teacher who
holds for them all truth.
PROPHECY is being remarkably fulfilled in the return of the Jew to the Holy
Land, and the swift development which
that country, tragically abandoned for
centuries to the reign of barbarism, is
undergoing at the hands of the repatriated
exiles. It is not empty-handed that they
return, but richly laden with the wealth,
the arts, the science and culture of the
Occident.
It is a strange design of Destiny, that
this race of Orientals, for such they are,
should have been so interspersed throughout the world as to have acquired the
benefits of its leading cultures. Not only
are they now able to carry back these
benefits to Palestine, but they are also
able, by liaison with the wealth and skill
and knowledge of their own groups in
Occidental nations, and particularly in
America, to achieve for Palestine a physical development such as only modern capitalistic enterprise and scientific industrial
skill can facilitate.
THE NEW UNIVERSITY on Mt.
Scopus, Jerusalem, will be one of the
main channels through which 'Western
science and progress will not only flow
into Palestine, but, let us hope. will percolate into other sections of the Near East.
I ts founders have for it this broad humanitarian aim. Herbert Sidebotham assures us that "under the influence of. this
new culture center Jerusalem will become
the clearing-house of modern ideas in the
East, the center of a new oriental culture
in intimate touch with the West, and an
inspiration and an example to all the
countries round."
What with modern scientific direction
thus locally available, and the financial
means that the Zionists of England and
America stand ready to pour into Palestine, the words of Isaiah wi!! literally be
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fulfilled, that the desert shall blossom
like the rose. For Palestine has a rich
soil, a climate as favorable as Southern
California, and an abundance of water
near at hand for irrigation purposes. AlI
that this soil needs is water and scientific
agriculture and horticulture to become one
of the green gardens of the earth.
As one follows the shore of the Mediterranean in that beautiful and romantic
automobile ride from Haifa to Beyreuth,
one cannot but be impressed by the remarkable contrast between the forlorn,
arid, and uncultivated aspect of the
Palestine region as contrasted with the
orange groves and well-cultivated fields
which mark the entrance into Syria.
There is no other cause distinguishing
wilderness of the Holy Land from the
rich horticulture of its northern neighbor
tlian the application to the land, on the
one hand, of science and capital, and on
the other hand, the absence of such application. There is every indication that
within a generation the Zionists will make
of Palestine a country as fair and fructiferous as.is Southern California.

(yes, he deserves the latter name), H. G.
vVells, who has for years been presenting
in the form of novels his dreams and
visions for a better humanity. He has in
his successive pages presented, unknown
to himself, many of the great principles of
Baha'u'llah for human welfare-the
abolition of racial prejudice and war, the
remedies for industrial slavery, the establishment of justice and brotherhood as
between men of good will. In his latest
work, "Sargon, King of Kings," he
dreams again, in the person of his hero,
of "healing the swarming world's disorders."
It is to be hoped with all his wonderful·
vision of a perfected humanity Mr. Wells
will likewise want to explore the spiritual realms. vVith the light of religion,
his expositions would be greater. Could
he but realize God as Baha'is have been
taught to realize Him, and understand the
nature of Divine Teachers and their influence upon humanity as explained by
'Abdu'l-Baha in "Answered Questions,"
he would perhaps find religion not so unreasonable or illogical as he now seems to
find it. For he is a great. and deeply
ENGLAND, a land where freedom earnest soul, of the stature of an ardent
and j ustice have so long been established apostle, did he but attain to such a vision
principles, is making earnest contributions as that of a confrere, Sir Oliver Lodge,
to the theory and science of collective wel- . who in his latter years has reached. a
fare. The Bilha'i Magazine wishes here golden serenity of thought uniting truth
to give recognition to the sincere service as science knows it with the truth the
of that great writer and philosopher spirit knows.

"The Holy i\hnifestations of God are the centers of the Light of Reality, of
the source of mysteries, and of the bounties of love. They are resplendent in the
world of hearts and thoughts, and shower eternal graces upon the world of spirits;
they give spiritual life, and are shining with the light of realities and meanings.
The enlightenment of the world of thought comes from these centersof light and
sources of mysteries. Without the bounty of the splendor and the instructions of
these Holy Beings, the world of souls and thoughts would be opaque darkness.
vVithout the irrefutable teachings of those Sources of mysteries, the human world
would become the pasture of animal appetites and qualities, the existence of everyAt the time of
thing would be unreal, and there would be no true life.
the appearance of each Manifestation of God, extraordinary progress has occurred
in the world of minds, thoughts, and spirits."-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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A NEW SOCIAL CONTRACT
GEORGE ORR LATIMER

"MAN

was born free, and everywhere he is in chains," announced Jean-Jacques Rousseau at the
commencement of "The Social Contract," written over one hundred and
fifty years ago. Today man is still enchained. The shackles of industrial slavery remain unbroken. In the -words of
Professor George D. Herron: ".i\1ankind
is caught today between two equally fatal
reactions-that of an international Tory
capitalism on the one side, and that of an
international materialistic bolshevism on
the other. These, alike super-tyranneous,
alike destructive of essential socialism or
industrial democracy, are also alike full of
death for society and the soul. On the
triumph of either of these waits the spiritual end of our present humanity."
The false peace that followed the world
war produced a deluge of industrial
strikes, national upheavals and international financial crises. Indeed, as that
noble writer, Victor Hugo, has termed the
sixteenth century the age of painting, the
seventeenth the age of "belle-Iettres," the
eighteenth the age of philosophy, he might
well have proclaimed the forepart of the
twentieth century the -age of revolutions.
The recent history of the European
debacles, bloodless and otherwise, in Russia, England, Germany, France, Spain,
Italy, China and the present renewed disturbances in the Balkan States bear more
than mute testimony to this fact. In the
Orient the struggle goes on for racial
democracy and greater religious freedom.
In our own country the farmer still works
under unfair financial conditions, while
the grain speculator gambles a fortune on
his wheat on the stock market. Sweatshops still exist and the federal child labor
law is defeated. Unemployment continues. Strikes remain the chief means of
settling disputes between capital and labor. Unrest is everywhere.
Labor Unionism, which was founded

to protect the rights of the workingman,
has become a self-centered and self-seeking power, and appears to many an economic menace. On the other hand, there
are those who would abolish capitalism.*
But the new social order will not be
attained by any class solution of the
economic problems of production, distribution or control. The interest of one
man, one class, one institution, cannot be
dealt with apart from the interests of all
mankind, for, as Professor Herron
further points out: "Mankind mllst henceforth act together as one economic body,
one spiritual entity, one planetary family
and household, else mankind will perish
from the earth."
This is the basic principle of the New
Social Contract as outlined by 'Abdu'lBaha, namely, the Oneness of the World
of Humanity. It is indeed evident that
peace, industrial or political, cannot be
accomplished through material means
alone. Racial differences and patriotic
prejudices prevent the realization of unity
and agreement; political interests are
divergent; in industry self -interest is predominant. Therefore, the promotion of
the oneness of the kingdom of humanity,
which is the essence of all spiritual teachings, becomes an application of the
Golden Rule in the dealings between nations, races, religions and individuals.
Herbert Spencer made it clear that by no
political alchemy was it possible to get
golden conduct out of leaden instincts.
• A former labor leader in the 'Northwest now makes
the following interesting defense of Capitalism:
"Capitalism is the only economic system with which
a representative, republican form of government cau
safeguard each individual's rights and enforce his
duties, permitting him to attain the measure of his
full growth. There is nothing inherent in capitalism
tha( den\anus of a man that he be irreligious. unmoral. or mediocre. On the contrary. its discipHne
builds strong characters. makes fOf trained intellects
and minds and hurries man's spiritual development
. . . . . Capitalism needs no apologists. The
welfa.re and the continued progress of mankind demands, however, that it be defended-frankly and
openly, under its own name, that it may come to be
lenown for what it is-a proven and workable economic
system for every day and for every man who will
obey its laws. A people cannot thrive half socialistic
and half capitalistic."
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Edwin 1IIarkham keenly analyzed the situation when he said: "I believe the industrial question is a religious question. I
believe that everything that has to do with
the welfare of man in politics, in industry,
is a religious question. Everything shows
our relation to one another, and our relation to the Father of Life. \Ye have
committed the Golden Rule to memory,
now let us commit it to life." John J.
\Valsh, commISSIOner of the United
States" Department of Labor, gives
further expression to this thought by saying: "Take your troubles to your Lord.
. \Ve must get back to God's teachings and must have brotherly lov"e in our
hearts to make the world's great undertakings go forward." Roger \V. Babson,
the well-known statistician, adds his testimony that "if statistics have taught us any
one thing in the past twenty years, it is
that the spiritual factor is the greatest factor in the growth of communities
and nations. It is we!1 enough to talk
about land, labor and capital. They all
have their uses and functions, but of
themselves they are helpless in bringing
about prosperity. Land, labor and capital existed long before there was even
civilization. 1IIany great nations, such as
Babylon, Persia, Egypt, Greece, Rome
and even Spain, have possessed land, labor and capital in abundance, but fell for
lack of this far more important qualitythe spiritual factor." Completing the testimony of the scientist, the poet-philosopher, the worker and financial statistician, 'Abdu'l-Baha, the spiritual physician, gives his diagnosis: "The disease
which afflicts the body politic is lack of
love and absence of altruism. In the
hearts of men no real love is found, and
the condition is such that unless their susceptibilities are quickened by some power,
so that unity and accord may develop
within them, there can be no healing, no
agreement among mankind. Loz'e and
unity are the needs of the body politic
today."
Therefore, two important factors are
necessary for the alleviation of the present-day world's ailments, a new sytsem of
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rules and laws and a new consciousness to
govern human actions. The latter is the
more important, for at bottom the secrets
of the entire economic question are concerned with the world of the heart and
the spirit, and the first step to avert the
social revolution is the substitution of
spiritual evolution, the fraternity of universal brotherhood and the fellowship of
good-will.
A revaluation of labor in human
thought is most important. In the past
much odium has been attached to manual
labor, the trades and the soil. In the body
politic there is a difference in the degree
of capacity of each individual. Perfect
equality does not exist. The Bahtt'i plan
recognizes the fact that the community is
in need of a mayor, judge, merchant,
farmer, banker, tradesman, worker, etc.,
to complete its existence and demands that
each occupation be respected and wholeheartedly engaged in by each one. The
standard is equal opportunity in place of
an equality of poverty and suffering.
\Vork is exalted, for "it is incumbent on
everyone to engage in some one occupation, such as arts, crafts, trades and the
like. This, the occupation, is identical
with the worship of God. "Waste no time
in idleness and indolence, but occupy yourselves with that which will profit yourselves and others beside yourself. The
most despised of men before God is he
who sits and begs. Every soul who is
occupied in an art or trade, this will be
accounted an act of worship before God."
The body politic, recognizing this principle, will then find its soul.
vVealth, its acquisition and distribution,
is a theme dealt with by all economic
thinkers and writers. The evil lies in the
monopoly and" cOlitrol by a limited few,
while the masses are exploited and are
barely able to acquire the necessities of
life. A new relationship is required between capital and labor, for, as Abraham
Lincoln clearly pointed out: "Labor is
prior to and independent of capital.
Capital is only the fruit of labor and could
never ha\'e existed if labor had not first
existed. Labor is superior to capital and
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deserves much the highest consideration."
However, the acquisition of wealth is
not a crime provided it is not obtained
at the expense and deprivation of another.
Mr. Ernest J. P. Benn, the English representative of the Industrial League and
Council, states that "profits are a commission on economy." 'Abdu'l-Baha says:
"Economy is the foundation of human
prosperity. The spendthrift is always in
t\ouble. Prodigality on the part of any
person is an unpardonable sin. The
fewer the habits the better the man. It is
a divine virtue to be satisfied with very
few things. Contentment is the antidote
for the cur~ .of all the social diseases.
\Ve must live an independent
life and never live on others, like a parasitic plant. Every person, whether literary or manual, must have a profession
and live a clean, manly, honest life, an
example of purity to be imitated by others. Contentment is the master key to all
succ.esses."
Thus he concludes that
"riches earned by personal effort, with
divine assistance, in various trades, agriculture and the arts, and rightly administered, are justly deserving of praise
(for) if a wise and discerning man acquires them, they become a ready means
of benefit to the state."
In order to provide for the distribution
of the large monopolies of wealth, the
Bili'i plan offers a method of distribution of estates through inheritance. Seven
divisions are provided for: Children,
husband or wife, fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, and teachers. If a person
dies without heirs, his estate goes to the
House of Justice for the good of the
commonwealth. If one dies without
any heirs excepting children, two-thirds
goes to them and one-third to the House
of Justice, and similar equitable arrangements are provided for in the case of the
various heirs. A House of Partnership
is provided for to act as trustee for children until they become of age. However,
there is no attempt to make this a compulsory law that will affect the perfect
freedom of man in disposing of his prop-

erty, such as the "rule of the dead hand"
in England. The application of this law,
together with all other Baha'i principles,
is based on the predication that "the laws
of God are not impositions of will, or of
power, or of pleasure, but the resolutions
of truth, reason and justice." However,
the carrying out of such a plan of distribution would bring· about great changes
in the large fortunes in a few generations.
The year 1865 sounded the death-knell
for chattel slavery. Today the call is for
industrial emancipation. Industrial slavery must go. Strikes as a system of protection and aggression will go and arbitration will be substituted, for every array
of labor against capital produces hatred
and retaliation, culminating in class warfare. If the spirit of certain present-day
revolutionary movements gains control
everything will become chaotic. The
world of humanity will come to a stand·
still. Hunger and deprivation will be
everywhere and absolutism in government
will return. Fortunately' the spirit of
conciliation is in the air. An arbitration
week has been declared. Voluntary sacrifice on the part of capital is evident. In
the Baha'i spirit "there are no extortionate, mercenary and unjust practices, no
rebellious demands, no revolutionary uprisings against existing governments." In
the future it will be impossible to amass
great fortunes. The rich, through their
own volition, will divide willingly with the
poor. Reason will transplant force. Instead of mankind being exploited to make
wealth, money will be used to develop the
character of men and women.
NIr. Arthur Nash, president of the
Nash Company of Cincinnati, perhaps
the largest garment manufacturing plant
in the world, makes some very interesting comments on the question of wages.
He states that "we are not living the
Golden Rule when we make a slave of a
man, even for an agreed price," and continues, "when industrial economists tell
us that the fundamental thing is to regulate hours, wages and production on a
basis that will enable us to meet compe-
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tition they are building on a foundation
of sand" A number of years ago, long
before 'Abdu'l-Baha had contacted with
western material civilization, he po in ted
out that the capitalist must realize that he
is not the master, but the manager, of
man's labor for the benefit of man, not
the master. All industry must be reorganized on a profit-sharing basis, a vast
partnership of all connected with the industry. "The owners of properties, mines
and factories should share their incomes
with their employees and give a fair and
definite percentage of their profits to _the
workingmen in order that the employees
may receive, besides their wages, some of
the general income of the factory, so that
the employee may strive with soul in the
work." F or example: "Every factory·
that has ten thousand shares will give two
thousand shares of these ten thousand to
its employees and will write the shares
in their names, so that they may have
them, and the rest will belong to the
capitalists. Then at the end of the month
or year, whatever the profit may be after
the expenses and wages are paid, should
be divided among both, according to the
number of shares."
The A. Nash Company adopted a plan
of profit-sharing in 1920 by theunanimous vote of the workers. According to
this plan -the profits were to be divided
among them on the basis of salaries
earned, twice a year. The principle upon
which Mr. Nash had established his company was that "The golden rule is the
divine law governing human relationships,
accepted by all religions and proclaimed
by all prophets and teachers of every
creed. It is the only infallible, workable,
industrial and economic law in the universe today." The golden rule was already in the hearts of the workers when
the profit-sharing plan was suggested, and
a few days later the skilled workers of the
institution, those who drew a weekly wage
of over sixty dollars, sent a signed petition to the president stating that as the
lion's share of the profits would go to a
small group of the highest paid workers,
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they wished the profits to be distributed
on the basis of time worked instead of on
the basis of wages drawn. This meant
that the poorest paid would receive the
same dividend as the highest, truly an
epoch-making event in modern industrial
relationships. Another interesting event
in the history of this company and its
practice 0 f the golden rule happened in
NoYen)ber of 1920, when the unemployment in the clothing and textile industries
was at its height and were running at less
than twenty-five per cent production. The
workers adopted unanimously the following resolution:
RESOLVED: That the A. Nash
Company shall make a special effort
to procure business enough to employ
all clothing workers in Cincinnati who
are in danger of suffering because of
non-employment. And if such business can be secured that employment
be furnished all needing work, regardless of creed, nationality, union
or non-union affiliation. And if in
carrying out this resolution it is
found necessary to reduce the price
of garments so that wages must be
reduced, we recommend that the first
reduction affect Ol1ly those making
over five dollars per day. It is further
RESOLVED AND RECOMJl.IENDED: That if the Company
finds it impossible to procure sufficient volume of business to furnish
employment, as per previous resolution, and if suffering becomes acute,
that the employees of the A. N ash
Company voluntarily take a vacation
of four weeks during the month of
January or February, as the best
judgment of the management may
dictate, and that the needy clothing
workers out of employment be employed during those four weeks in
their places, so as to prevent severe
suffering.
It is needless to add that there are no
such things as strikes in this establishment
and that the customers receive the same
treatment as the workers. This institu-
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tion has a sOHl. The workers are represented in the business councils and determine costs, hours of work, etc., so that
now they are on a five-day week scale in
order that the many mothers who are employed in the factory may have Saturday
with their children. Profanity has practically been eliminated through the brotherhood iniluence. One final illustration
will show the extent of the character of
this company. In 1922 the cashier of the
company was held tip on his return from
the bank and robbed of the payroll,
amounting to $8,056.00. The robber was
later apprehended and sentenced to
twenty-five years in the penitentiary.
"Vhen the condition of the sick wi fe ::md
four children of this man was brought to
the attention of the workers, they called
a meeting, the result of which was reported in the Cincinnati Post of September 9, 1922, as follows:
"The Golden Rule is all right, says
everybody. Btlt how are you going
to use it on the man who does you
dirt? No, it can't be done, says
nearly everybody. One must have an
eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth. But this is the stDry of a man
whose firm is supporting the family
of the bandit who robbed it of an
$8,000 payroll. He put the bandit's
wife on the payroll at a-wage of $20
-a week-and requires no work of
her. He has made only one condition: That she keep the children
together and send them to church
and school. to the end that they may
grow up to be worthy men and
women, who, by honorable living,
will make recompense to society for
the sins of their father."
Here is a practical, demonstrable _example of the new -social order and its
method of application. It proves that the
secrets of the whole economic system are
divine in nature, concerns oi the heaJ't
and spirit of man. Science has been unable to cllre the illness of the body politic,
for it does not create amity and fellowship in human hearts. Patriotism and

racial prejudice have not produced a remedy. Class distinctions have aggravated
the condition. Laws and regulations have
bettered but not cured the ailments. However, the spirit of the Baha-'l plan permeates the world with hope, but not through
corruption or sedition or force. The
standard is :
"Not 'll.·arfare, but perfect welfare."
Agriculture is the basic industry 0 f the
world. The farmer is the first active
agent in the body politic. The prosperity
of all other business depends upon the
laboT and success of the farmer. Therefore, his economic problem must be solved
and for this purpose the institution of the
Store-house is created by the Bahi'i plan.
In the language of religion it is called the
House of Finance. The solution begins
in the village, or center of a farming district, where a board of control is chosen
from the wise members of the local community. This store-house is to have seven
chief revenues:
1. Tithes. lVIoney is obtained at a low
rate of interest from the bank and loaned
to the farmer. Any farmer in need of
implements is su?pEed from the storehouse, and when his crop is haryested it
is the first income of the store-house. If
the farmer, owing to poor weather and
poor crops, is unable to earn sufficient to
meet his needs. then the deficit is supplied
by the store-house. If he is successful
then he turns over a certain percentage of
his crops. For instance, if his income
amounts to two thousand kilos of grain
and only one thousand are needed to meet
his expenses, then one-tenth is given to the
store-house. If the ratio is ten thousand
to two thOL:sand for expenses, then twotenths are required, and 50 on-the
greater the income, the greater is the ratio
of taxation.
2. Taxes Oil animals. The same rule
applie:s as wit11 farm produce. In lieu of
money the percentage may be given in
animals or farm products.
3. Wealth left witliout inheritors.
4. Revenues from mines. One-third
or one-fourth the income is required, according to the nature of the mine.
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5. Hidden Treasure. In case a person
finds treasure buried in the earth, one-half
is turned over to the store-house.
6. Lost Treasure. In case the owner
cannot be found, one-half is required
from the finder.
7. Vollmtary Contributiolls. Of their
own free-will, the people will give and
contribute willingly.
The seven main expenditures are as
follows;
1. Tithes to the general government.
One-tenth is given to the public treasury
for the administration expenses, salaries,
the administration of public safety, etc.
2. The Poor. The deficiencies of
needy, owing to sickness, fire, crop failure, etc., are supplied from the storehouse, but not the idle and indolent ones.
Charity has a new meaning.
3. The Infirm. Cripples and incurabIes.
4. Support of Orphanages.
5. Education. This is most essential
in the Baha.'i plan. Woman must have
equal opportunity to acquire all the benefits of the highest education, for she becomes the first teacher 0 f the next generation.
6. IlIstitutions for the deaf and blind.
7. Public Health.
The tie that binds the store-house to
the House of Justice is the surplus at the
end of the year, which may be turned
over to the House of Justice. When such
a system is established, each individual
member of the body-politic will live in the
utmost comfort and happiness,and the
degrees will be preserved. Co-operation
and consultation replace compulsion and
dissension. There is a place in society
for each individual, the banker, judge,
merchant, craftsman and farmer, and
with the adoption of the store-house and
village community, comes the realization
that the country is the home of the soul.
The new social contract under the
Baha.'i program is completed with the establishment of the House of Justice. In
the political realm two things are necessary: the Legislative Power and the Ex-
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ecutive Power. The House of Justice is
the great legislative body. All the civic
affairs and the legislation of material laws
for the increasing needs of enlightened
humanity belong to the House of Justice.
It is not only a body for the legislatiun of
laws, but likewise a board of arbitration
for the settlement of disputes arising
between peoples.
The requisites for membership include
an accurate knowledge of the Divine
commandments; a knowledge of the
sciences and arts necessary to civilization;
a knowledge of the most important fundamental matters and of the rules of loosing
and binding of domestic affairs and foreign relations; and the members must be
God-fearing, high-minded and followers
of the law.
There are three stages of the House of
Justice, local, national and international.
The local ones are established, not in each
village, but one in each large community,
such as one for each county in England
or one for each state in our own country.
The people elect a large committee, and
this committee appoints or elects the
members of the local House. Once each
year representatives of each local House
convene at some. designated. place and
elect directly the members of the national
House of Tustice, either from their own
members ;r from others. The national
House directs the affairs of the country.
Then the members of the various Houses
of Justice, for example, from Washington, Paris, London, Rome and so on, will
convene in some prearranged international
city, and there elect in the same manner
the international House of Justice. The
international House of Justice is somewhat like the League of Nations, with one
main difference, the League is not representative of all the nations of the world,
while the House of Justice will be. It will
also have the necessary power and authority to maintain its integrity, enforce its
laws and insure to the world permanent
peace.
Justice becomes then the chief concern
of every government, of every institution,
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of every citizen. It is the light of
progre.ss and must be held sacred from
the highest to the lowest. Man has the
free-will to choose between justice and injustice. A workingman who commits an
injustice is blameworthy even as a tyrant.
The sovereign, the minister 0 f state, the
spiritual leader, the merchant, the artisan,
all must live by the rule--"do unto others
what you would have them do unto you."
This is the essence of the new social compact with mankind, it is the divine decree.
Each individua.l, irrespective of race,
color, creed, caste or position, must
respect the rights of all men, and, above
all, consider the rights of others before
their own. The greatest happiness lies
in the happiness oi others. If the Golden
Rule becomes the. standard of living,
specific laws will not be necessary.
'Abdu'l-Baha can well be termed the
Social Prophet of the twentieth century.
He spent the greater part of a lifetime in
prison that his teachings for the welfare
of mankind might live. He set a living
example of practical idealism. He con-

nected waning and limited human ability
to the power of the Holy Spirit, the one
power that can disperse hatred, rancor,
war and poverty and cement the rapidly
crumbling pillars of society into a new
unity of concord. His ultimate plea for
the salvation of the body politic is:
"The supreme concern of any government must be the establishment of equal
justice and equal opportunity amongst the
people. Justice is the light of the nation,
the lamp burning amongst the people.
Justice is the sun through the light 0 f
which progress is secured and peace obtained.
Through justice commerce
thrives, industries are developed, morals
refined. honesty is established, international comity fostered and education popularized. That nation is honored and
respected above all others which practices
strict justice and mercy in all its dealings
with the outside world. By justice a
nation is exalted, attaining to the pinnacle
of eternal glory. The path. of justice is
the golden path of universal salvation."

ree~U'LLAH ,,' '0"" p"oc'pl~

of guidance and teaching for economic
readjustment. Regulations were revealed
by Him which insure the welfare of the
commonwealth. . . . This readjustment
of the social economic is of the greatest
importance inasmuch as it insures the
stability of the world of humanity; and
. until it is effected, happiness and prosperity are impossible.-' Abdu 'J-Baha.
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IN THE WORLD of nature the greatest dominant note is the struggle for existence-the result
of which is the survival of the fittest. The law of
the survival of the 'fittest is the origin of all difficulties. It is the cause of war and strife, hatred
and animosity between human beings. In the world
of nature there is tyranny, egoism, aggression, overbearance, usurpation of the rights of others and
other blameworthy attributes which are the defects
of, the animal world. Therefore, so long as the'
requirements of the natural world play paramount
part among the children of men, success and prosperity are impossible. For the success and prosperity of the human world depend upon the qualities
and virtues with which the reality of humanity is
adorned; while the exigencies of the natural world
work against the realization of this object.
The nobility and glory of man consist in the fact
that, amidst the beings, he is the dawning place of
righteousness. Can any greater blessing be imagined by man than the consciousness that by Divine
assistance the means of comfort, peace and prosperity of the human race are in his hands 1 How noble
and excellent is man if he only attain to this state
for which he was designed. And how mean and contemptible if he close his eyes to the public weal, and
spend his precious capacities on personal and selfish ends. The greatest happiness lies in the happiness of others. He who urges the matchless steed,
of endeavor on the race-course of justice and civilization alone is capable of eomprehending the
wonderful signs of the natural and spiritual world.
'Abdu'l-Balla.
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THE DIVINE PHASE OF ECONOMICS
FROM THE TEACHINGS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
N THE ESTIMATION of historians system of astronomy, numberless other
this radiant century is equivalent to systems and theories of scientific and
one hundred centuries of the past. If philosophical explanation are discarded,
comparisons be made with the sum total known to be false and worthless. Ethical
of all former human achievements it will precedents and principles cannot be apbe found that the discoveries, scientific plied to the needs of the modern world.
advancement and material civilization of Thoughts and theories of past ages are
this present century have equaled, yea far fruitless now. Thrones and governexceeded the progress and outcome of one ments are crumbling and falling. All
hundred former centuries. The production conditions and requisites of the past unof books and compilations of literature fitted and inadeqCtate for the present
alone bear witness that the output of the time, are undergoing radical reform. It
human mind in this century has been is evident therefore that counterfeit and
greater and more enlightening than all spurious religious teaching, antiquated
the past centuries together. It is evident forms of belief and ancestral imitations
therefore that this century is of para- which are at variance with the foundamount importance. Reflect upon the tion of divine reality must also pass away
miracles of accomplishment which have and be reformed. They must be abanalready characterized it, the discoveries doned and new conditions be recognized.
ill every realm of human research, inven- The morals of humanity must undergo
tions, scientific knowledge, ethical re- change. New remedy and solution for
forms and regulations established for the human problems must be adopted. Huwelfare of humanity, mysteries of nature man intellects themselves must change
explored, invisible forces brought into and be subject to the universal reformavisibility and subjection, a veritable won- tion. Just as the thoughts and hypotheses
der-world of new phenomena and condi- of past ages are fruitless today, likewise
tions heretofore unknown to man now . dogmas and codes of human· invention
open to his uses and further in vestiga- are obsolete and barren of product in retion. The east and west can communi- ligion.
Therefore it is our
cate instantly. A human being can soar duty in this radiant century to investiin the skies or speed in submarine depths. gate the essentials of divine religion, seek
The power of steam has linked the con- the realities underlying the oneness of
tinents. Trains cross the deserts and the world of humanity and discover the
pierce the barriers of mountains; ships source of fellowship and agreement
find unerring pathways upon the track- which will unite mankind in the heavenly
less oceans. Day by day discoveries are bond of love. (Pro. of U. P., p. 135.)
increasing. ·What a wonderful century
this is ! It is an age of universal reCONSIDER: what is this material
formation. Laws and statutes of govern- civilization of the day giving forth? Has
ments, civil and federal, are in process of it not produced the instruments of warchange and transformation. Sciences fare and destruction?
Instruand arts are being moulded anew. ments and means of human destruction
Thoughts are metamorphosed.
The have enormously multiplied in this era of
foundations of human society are chang- material civilization. But if material
ing and strengthening. Today sciences civilization shall become organized in
of the past are useless. The ptolemaic conj unction with divine civilization, if
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the man of moral integrity and intelIectual acumen shaII unite for human betterment and uplift with the man of spiritual capacity, the happiness and progress
of the human race wiI! be assured. . . .
It is the province of man to confer life
not death. It behooves him to be the cause
of human welfare, but inasmuch as he
glories in the savagery of animalism, it is
an evidence that divine civilization has not
been established in human society. Material civilization has advanced unmistakably but because it is not associated with
divine civilization, evil and wickedness
abound . . . . The cause is the absence of
di<'illc ch'iii:::atioJl. (Pro. of U P. p. 93.)
THE FOURTH principle or teaching
of Bahi'u'llih concerns the equality of
humankind; the readjustment of or equalization of the economic standards of the
time, to the livelihood of humankind. For
the poor are in abject distress, in the
greatest need, and in the greatest misfortune; and that is not right, that some
individual should be enthroned in luxury,
in the greatest wealth, more than necessary, and some in the lowest degree of
want. This is not worthy of the world
of hurnanity.
There is need for an equalization so
that all may have an apportionment in the
comforts of life. For example, the
wealthy man, whose table is adorned with
all kinds of delicacies, must aIlow the poor
to have at least his necessities. It is not
right that one should have all the delicacies and all foods on his table when
another is in want of the necessities of
life. The rich must be merciful to the
poor, and out of their own wiIling hearts
should they uplift them, they should not
be forced. There must be a readjustment
and legislation which shaIl equalize conditions until humanity may have composure and rest with the utmost ease.
(Star of the West, Vo!. 3-6, p. 3.)
AMONG THE results of the manifestation of spiritual forces will be that
the human world will take on a new social
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form; the justice of God will become
maniiest. . . . For the poor there wiIl
be a great bestowal and for the rich
eternal happiness. For although just now
the rich enjoy the greatest luxury and all
comiort, yet they are deprived of
eternal happiness, for eternal happiness is
contingent upon giving, and the poor are
in a state of abject poverty. Through the
manifestation of God's great equity, the
poor of the world wiIl he rewarded fully,
and there shaIl be a readjustment in human affairs, so that in the future there
wiIl not be the abnormaIly rich nor the
abject poor. The rich wiIl enjoy comfort
as well as the poor, for in the future,
owing to certain restrictions, the rich will
not accumulate so much as to be beyond
management, and the poor will not retain
this state of absolute want and misery.
The rich will enjoy his palace, and the
poor will have his comfortable cottage.
The purpose is this: that divine justice
will be manifest and all human kind wiIl
find comfort. I do not mean that all
will be equal, for inequality in degree is
a property of nature. There wiIl of necessity be rich people and those who will
be in want of their Iivlihood, but there
will be an equalization and readjustment.
There ,,·ill be -in the future no very rich
people, nor extremely poor people. There
will be an equilibrium, and a condition
will be established which wiIl make both
the rich and the poor comfortable. This
shall be an eternal and blessed outcome
of this glorious century which in the future will become realized. The purpose is
this: that all the promises of the prophets,
all the glad-tidings given in the Holy
Books will be fulfilled. Await ye for that
manifestation! (Star of the West, Vo!.
3-9, p. 7.)
DIFFERENCE OF capacity in human
individuals is fundamental. It is impossible for all to be alike, all to be equal,
all to be wise. Baha'u'llih has revealed
principles and laws which will accomplish the adjustment of varying human
capacities. He has said that whatsoever
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is possible of accomplishment in human
government will be effected through these
principles. When the laws he has instituted are carried out, there will be no
millionaires possible in the community
and likewise no extremely poor. This
will be effected and regulated by adjusting the different degrees of human capacity. The fundamental basis of the
community is agriculture, tillage of the
soil. All must be producers. Each person in the community whose income is
equal to his individual producing capacity
shall be exempt from taxation. But if his
income is greater than his needs he must
pay a tax until an adjustment is effected.
That is to say, a man's capacity for production and his needs will be equalized
and reconciled through taxation. If his
production exceeds he will pay no tax; if
his necessities exceed his production he
shall receive an amount sufficient to equalize or adjust. Therefore taxation will be
proportionate to capacity and production,
and there will be no poor in the community. (Pro. of U. P., p.212.)
WHAT could be better before God
than thinking of the poor? For the poor
are beloved by our heavenly father. When
His Holiness Christ came upon the earth
those- who believed in him and followed
him were the poor and lowly, showing
the poor were near to God. When a rich
man believes and follows the manifestation of God it is a proof that his wealth
is not an obstacle and does not prevent
him from attaining the pathway of salvation. After he has been tested and tried
it will be seen whether his possessions
are a hindrance irt his religious life. But
the poor are especially beloved of God.
Their lives are full of difficulties, their
trials continual, their hopes are in God
alone. Therefore you must assist the poor
as much as possible, even by sacrifice of
yourself. No deed of man is greater before
God than helping the poor. Spiritual
conditions are not dependent upon the
possession of worldly treasures or the
absence of them. When physically desti-

tute, spiritual thoughts are more likely.
Poverty is stimulus toward God. Each
one of you must have great consideration
for the poor and render them assistance.
Organize in an effort to help them and
prevent increase 0 f poverty. The greatest
means for prevention is that whereby the
laws of the community will be so framed
and enacted that it will not be possible
for a few to be millionaires and many
destitute. One of Baha'u'llah's teachings
is the adjustment of means of livelihood in
human society. Under this adjustment
there can be no extremes in human conditions as regards wealth and sustenance.
For the community needs financier, farmer, merchant and laborer just as an army
must be composed of commander, officers
and privates. All cannot be commanders;
all cannot be officers or privates. Each in
his station in the social fabric must be
competent; each in his function according
to ability; but justness of opportunity for
all. (Pro. of U. P., p. 211.)
THE SOLUTION of this problem
(the question of capital and labor) is one
of the fundamental principles of His
Holiness Baha'u'll<ih. But it must be
solved with justice and not with force.
If this problem is not solved lovingly it
will result in war. Perfect communism
and equality are an impossibility because
they would upset the affairs and the order
of the world. But there is a fair method
which will not leave the poor in such
need, nor the rich in such wealth. The
poor and the rich, according to their degrees, can live happily, with ease and
tranquillity. . . .
The rich should be merciful to the poor,
but with their free-will, 110t with force.
Should it be with force it would be useless. It should be according to law and
not by violence, so that through a general
law everyone might know his duty. . . .
The question of socialization is very
important. It will not be solved by
strikes for wages. All the goverrunents
of the world must be united and organize
an assembly, the members of which
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should be elected from the parliaments
and the nobles of the nations. These
must plan, with utmost wisdom and
power, so that neither the capitalists
suffer from enormous losses, nor the
laborers become needy. In the utmost
moderation they should make the law;
then announce to the public that the rights
of the working people are to be strongly
preserved. Also the right of the capitalists are to be protected. vVhen st)ch.
a general plan is adopted by the will of
both sides, should a strike occur, all the
governments of the world collectively
should resist it. . . .
It is impossible for a country to live
easily without laws. To solve this problem strong laws must be made, so that
all the governments of the world be protectors thereof.
The essence of this matter is that
strikes are conducive to destruction, but
laws are the cause of life. Laws must be
framed. Demands should be according
to the laws, and not with strikes, force
and harshness. . . Happiness and force
are impossible. What is meant by happiness? It means that the people should
live according to the most perfect virtues
of the world ofhumatiity, and the power
of . the divine' kingdom. (Star of .the
West, Vo!. 7-9, p. 82.)
AND AMONG the teachings of
Bahi'u'lhih is voluntary sharing of one's
property with others among mankind.
This voluntary sharing is greater than
equality and consists in this: that man
should not prefer himself to others, but
rather should sacrifice his life and property for others. But this should not be
introduced by coercion so that it becomes
a law and man is compelled to follow it.
Nay, rather, man should voluntarily and
of his own choice sacrifice his property
and life for others, and spend willingly
for the poor just as is done in Persia
among the Baha'is.
And among the teachings of His Holiness Baba'u'Uih is justice and right. Un-
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til these are realized on the plane of
existence, all things shall be in disorder
and remain imperfect. . . . (The Hague
Tablet.)
YOU HAVE QUESTIONED me
about strikes. This question is and will
be for a long time the subject of great
difficulties. Strikes are due to two causes.
One is the extreme sharpness and rapacity
of the capitalists and manufacturers; the
other, the excesses, the avidity and illwill of the workmen and artisans. It is
therefore necessary to remedy these two
causes.
But the principal cause of these difficulties lies in the laws of the present
civilization; for they lead to a small
number of individuals accumulating incomparable fortunes, beyond their needs,
whilst the greater number remains destitute, stripped and in the greatest misery.
This is contrary to justice, to humanity,
to equity; it is the height of iniquity,
the opposite to what causes divine satisfaction. (From Chapter on "Strikes" in
Answered Ques.)
ECONOMICS must commence with
the farmer and thence reach out and embrace the other classes, inasmuch as the
number of farmers is greater than that
of other groups. Therefore it is becoming that the economic problem be solved
for the farmer first, for the farmer is the
first active agent in the body politic. .. . .
The body politic is like an army. An
army needs a commander-in-chief, colonel, captain, lieutenant, and private: It
is impossible for all to enjoy the same
rank; preservation of degrees is necessary, but each member of that army must
live in the utmost comfort. and ease.
Likewise a City is in need of a mayor,
judge, merchant, banker, artisan, and
farmers.
Undoubtedly these degrees
should be preserved, otherwise the public
order would be disturbed.
The government of a country should
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make laws which conform to the divine
law. (Bahit'i Scrip., v. 831.)
TO THE ORPHANS be ye kind
fathers, and to the unfortunate a refuge
and shelter. To the poor be a treasure of
wealth, and to the sick a remedy and
healing. Be a helper of every oppressed
one, the protector of every destitute one,
be ye ever mindful to serve any soul of
mankind. Attach no importance to selfseeking, rej ection, arrogance, oppression
and enmity. Heed them not. Deal in the
contrary way. Be kind in truth, not only
in appearance and outwardly. (Hague
Tablet, p. 12.)
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BAHA'fS consider it more jJlessed
and a greater privilege to bestow than to
gain and receive. They believe that bestowing good upon one another is the
greatest means of help to both. . . .
(Baba'i Scrip., v. 813.)
THE SECRETS of the whole economic question are divine in nature,
and are concerned with the world of
the heart and spirit. In the Bahit'i
Teachings this is most completely
explained, and without the consideration of the Baha'i Teachings it is impossible to bring about a better state.
(Bahit'i Scrip., v. 812.)

THE PROPHETS have not come to cause discord
and enmity. For God has wished all good for His
servants, and he who wishes the servants of God evil
is against God; he has not obeyed the will and emulated
the example of God; he has followed satanic leadings
and footprints. The attributes of God are love and
mercy; the attribute of satan is hate. Therefore, he
who is merciful and kind to his fellowmen is manifesting the divine attribute, and he who is hating and
hostile toward a fellow creature is satanic. God is
absolute love, even as his holiness Jesus Christ has
declared, and satan is utter hatred. Wherever love
is witnessed, know there is a manifestation of God's
mercy; whenever you meet hatred and enmity, know
that these are the evidences and attributes of satan.
The prophets have appeared in this world .with the
mission that human souls may become the expressions
of the Merciful, that they may be educated and developed, attain to love and amity and establish peace
and agreement.
'Abdu'I-BaM.
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THE BAFFLING MODERN PROBLEMS
DR. J. E. ESSLE:M:ONT
ACH PROPHET deals with the world as he finds it. His
advent is like that of a physician who prescribes for the
illness from which his patient is suffering-not for the illness that
he may have years later. \Vhen Moses appeared he could not give
the teaching which Christ gave centuries later. The world was
not ready for that, and had first to be prepared by more elementary
lessons. \Vhen Christ appeared he could not deal in detail with
questions such as world-government, a universal league of nations,
a world-language, world-organization of ihdustry, etc. These
questions had not arisen in his day. People in Palestine had no
idea that America, Australia or Japan existed. To talk of such
things would have been premature. But today these questions
are of urgent importance, and because we are failing to solve them
aright we have such horrors as the great war and the tangled mass
of national and international difficulties with which our politicians
and social reformers, our governments and congresses, our religious and educational'leaders are struggling, often at cross purposes and with no agreed policy.
In view of these .considerations, can we still maintain that
Christianity has no need of a new prophet? If some one appears
claiming to bring a message of Divine Guidance, showing how the
baffling modern problems of both social and individual life can
best be solved, surely we ought to welcome the news and set to
work eagerly and earnestly to find out whether the claim is true
or false. If true, it is of the utmost importance. If false, the
sooner it is exposed the better.

E

l

THE :MORE we study the lives and teachings of the Bab
and Baha'u'll<ih and the progress of the lVlovement they founded,
the more impossible does it seem to find any explanation of their
greatness, except the one put forward by themselves, namely,
Divine Inspiration. They were reared in an atmosphere of
fanaticism and bigotry. They had only the most elementary education. They had n6 contact with 'Western culture; no political or
financial power to back them. The great ones of earth ignored or
opposed them. They were shut up in prisons, and the publication
of their books banned. They had no help. but that of God, yet
already their triumph is manifest and magnificent. ("Baha'u'llah

~~I;' M",,<,,")
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PROGRESS
A RADIO TALK BY ISABELLA D. BRITTINGHAM
.

WRITER has stated that "a care- upon that which will be productive of
ful study of the race will disclose worlcl peace. Such a progress must be
the fact that human progress has con- cooperative in character, protecting the
sisted of a series of tidal impulses, each interests upon every plane of every
followed by a period of stagnation, and, human being, to bring individual peace
usually, of decay."
That "a closer to all. Involved in this new ideal there
scrutiny will prove each successive ad- must always be the employer and the
vance in civilization to have been the employed; always the educator and the
ultimate effect of the establishment of one educated; always the activities of
a new religion or a widespread revival of life must exist. Also, in the present
one already weakened." That this new ideals, there must be equality of educatidal impulse of today "is leading human- tion; there must be scientifically estabity into and through the next stage of lished an international auxiliary language
progress toward a God-like civilization." to be acquired by every person; there
And, that, "today the heart of the human must be included in the new education
race is awakening to its need for a the highest intellectual, moral and spiritworld-wide peace and unity, founded ual developments; there must be estabupon a social order whose keynote is lished the equality between men and
absolute justice from all to all; this need women; there must be liberation from
of the age only to be satisfied by that every form of prejudice-racial, nawhich will appeal and apply to the good tional, religious; there must be the recogmen and women of all nations, races and nition of science as "the hand maid of
religion"; there must be established an
religions.".
vVe read, we hear these words. They international court of arbitration, far
draw a keen response from every think- above politics, in which every existing
ing human being, whether scientist, ma- nation great and small shall have its just
tefiaJist or religionist! The world is participation, a' council of the nations
hungering for a more exalted conception which will make war against war.
of life, put into deeds. A new civilizaThis world is but the spiritual kind ertion is forming out of the present chaos . garten in the life of the race, and we
-and, indeed, because of it! The must make good our world work just
world-wide vortex of troubles, through this nobly, if we are to be lifted out of
the lack of the true, fundamental under- the present gloom in which we are substanding of progress, is the cause of the merged.
great urge of humankind to search for
True and permanent progress cannot
a permanent cure; for some remedy for be made through force. This has for
the sickness of the present age. From ages been tried in vain. Not revolution,
all quarters of the globe we hear of this
but evolution, must be the slogan of this
search through formations of groups of
age. Intellectual law will never fully
investigators and of thoughtful people.
The essential foundation of such groups, establish present world ideals of progtrends ceaselessly toward the interna- ress, for mental concepts are limited
tional, the universal solution. Some largely to material civilization, and canform of world democracy is the goal of not eradicate the complex disturbances
these various and varied communities of between nations and peoples.
There must be a Spiritual Wave to
thought. The new age is to be based
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assuage the thirst of the hearts of
humanity, sensitizing all to the higher
Divine Law. This will create the ultimate foundation which, instead of dividing, will lift the denizens of this world
to the standard of that reality which will
forever discard all that separates! For
separateness belongs to impermanent
phases of material civilization, while the
effulgence of and from God, shining in
the hearts, burns away every barrier in
that universal, divine establishment
which will make of this world another
world and convey enduring happiness to
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all of humankind. It must be the institution of the Kingdom of God upon
earth, that Kingdom means unselfish
love! This is true "Religion" for religion is one. It cannot be made a plurality. It is not capable of being divided!
One has said, "Fellowship is the cause
of unity, and unity is the source of order
in the world. Blessed are those who are
kind and serve with love."
Nothing less will bring about the Most
Great Peace. Nothing less is the sane
solution. This is the only path to
Progress.

THE TOWER OF BABEL
F. L. FLIGHT

Is

there a child whose mind has not
been impressed by the story in Genesis
of the Tower of Babe!? 'When we read
of the children of Noah arrogantly building for themselves a Tower whose spirit
should reach to Heaven, and when we
read of the wrath of God confusing their
speech and nullifying all their impious
efforts, were we not impressed with the
justice, almost the obviousness, of the
punishment meted out to the sons of
Noah?
\Vhether or not the story is a myth
or a fable does not matter in the slightest; the fact remains that it is a parable
applicable to all the activities of mankind
since history, as we know it, began. History is a long and pitiful record of Man's
doing what he could; tme Progress would
be an inspiring record of Man's doing
what he should.
The great stretch of country between
the Nile and the Indus is considered to
be the cradle of the human race, or at
least of that portion of the human race
which spread westward and today dominates the world and its activities. And
this same stretch of country is to-day a
land of ruin, desert and decay, yielding

little more than the record of Kingdoms,
Empires and Principalities gone forever,
of Pomp and Power evaporated into thin
air, and of Personages and lIiIonuments
returned to the dust from whence thev
came. Birth, growth and decay fro~
these records would seem as inevitable in
the affairs of nations and empires as we
know it to be in the matter 6£ bur human
tenement, the body.
In what way are we wiser than our remote ancestors? 'What have we done, or
what are we doing, to profit by the innumerable examples left to us by those
who lived and erred during countless generations before us? Have we not Towers
of Babel of our own contriving? Are
we not treading the same old circular path
of futility and destruction?
vVe talk glibly of progress and bettered conditions with one breath, and
bemoan the existing state of sociological
unrest with the next. We stilI have with
us War, Revolution and Industrial Problems; the uttermost bounds of history
show us exactly these same factors in the
oft-repeated process of disintegration, resulting in oblivion. Our security is no
more demonstrable than that of the Baby-
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lonians in their pride and power, because as blasted it from 1914 to 1918, the obwe still are faced with the problems viousness of the need of a change of heart
which left Babylon nothing but a name, would be still more apparent (perhaps
and we still pin our faith to the same shib- convincingly so) to the haggard survivors.
boleths.
'What stands between man and his
The modern workman who enjoys the change of heart are his Towers of Babe!.
facilities of electric lighting, the tele- They lead him not to Heaven, but, exphone, a bathroom of his own, and ease actly as in the days of antiquity, keep
of transportation (perhaps in the shape him further from it. But, also as in the
of a personally-owned motor car of mod- days of antiquity, man is proud of his
est proportions) lives in a state of physical Towers of Babel and bends his best efcomfort beyond the wildest imaginings forts in their construction, although in
of the greatest potentates of antiquity. these present times his belief in their effiBut, hand in hand with comfort or cacy is becoming shaken. He is gradually
physical ease has gone a multiplicity of becoming aware that he must either utilize
what we have been content to call prob- his towers for a better purpose or see
lems, and history teaches us that these them go tumbling into ruins by Hate and
same problems are not to be solved by Discord.
violence.
The aim and glorious purpose of the
In this present age, when in the matter Baha'i Cause is the unity of man. Nothof ease of communication the whole civ- ing less worthy is discernible in the teachilized world is as much an entity as were ings or possible as the result of adherthe Grecian States, mankind is beginning . ence to them, and if the question be asked,
to realize that unity is not so much a "\Vhat are our Towers of Babel?" the
philosophic ideal as a vital necessity if answer is "Anything and everything that
the species is to continue. And no thinker obstructs the fulfillment of anyone of the
can avoid the conclusion that inevitably great principles on which this pure and
and infallibly there must come about a divine cause of Universal Brotherhood
change of heart. There is little specula- is based."
tion about this; it is all very much more
Man will, as heretofore, lose his Towobvious now than it was a short twelve ers of Ba.bel ; but in the light of this great
years ago, and should the world again be Message he can decide, while there is yet
visited by such an unutterable calamity time, when and how.

"In this century of illumination, hearts are inclined toward agreement and
fellowship, and minds are thoughtful upon the question of the unification of mankind. There is an emanation of the universal consciousness today which clearly
indicates the dawn of a great unity.
\Vhat incalculable benefits and blessings would descend upon the great human family if unity and brotherhood were
established t"
'Abdu'l-Bahi.
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CAPE TOWN-THE TAVERN OF "THE SEAS
MARTHA L. ROOT
"A LAND of wild spaces. of blue
mountains which are purple in the dawn
and rose red when the swift southern eve, ning is falling, a land of promise and of
rich fulfilment; a land of clear skies, of
flower-strewn stretches, of forest, of
open veld, green vineyards, and rich
orchards of grim grey, rocks, too, of
wild wincls."'-(Dorothea Fairbriclge.)
Cape Town on the Peninsula of the
Cape of Good Hope in South Africa is
called The Tavern of the Seas. Travelers from the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian
Oceans foregather here. The sea voyage
to South Africa is the fair weather
voyage of the World. Situated five
weeks by boat from New York and
seventeen days from London, its silent
mountains, called Table Mountain and
Lion's Head and the Twelve Apostles,
lift up a majestic welcome. The Kopjes,
the spacious veldt in the distance, the
wonderful sunsets and clear silent nights,
the glorious morning. sunshine and the
intense' white heat of the noon-day all
allure the world travelei in search of
health and pleasure.
The historic associations of this Cape
Peninsula may be insignificant compared
to Rome, the mountains small beside the
Alps, the society less distinguished than
that of Egypt in winter, the functions
less brilliant than on the Riviera. But
Rome has not the climate, Switzerland
the Southern luxuriance, Egypt the
mountains, or the Riviera the romantic
past of this Cape Peninsula. The scenery, climate, social and historic attractions of Cape Town taken singly may
be surpassed, but taken together they
form a charm which is unlike anything
in any other city in the world. There is
also nothing like it elsewhere in South
Africa, nothing so vividly beautiful in
itself or so unimpaired by climate.

Cape Town, this Mother City, is famous for its flower markets. The natives
roam over the mountains and gather the
wonderful wild flowers, bringing them
each morning to the curbs in Adderley
Street. It is said that In an area smaller
than the Isle of vVight there are two
hundred more species of flowers than in
the whole of England. The variety and
the vivid beauty of the orchids and
heaths make one wish never to miss the
walk past the flower stalls.
Cape Town is noted for its drives too.
The principal of these is along the circular mountain road, skirting the sea,
from Cape Town to the Cape of Good
Hope, a distance of one hundred and
ten miles for the round trip. In the
course of this ride one travels along the
edge of the Atlantic, and then along the
edge of the Indian Ocean, in surroundings more unique and impressive, probably, than will be found any,vhere else
in a similar area.· Indeed, many travelers
acquainted with the world show-places
have declared this is the finest of all
marine drives.
Do you remember your history of
Cape Town? Do you recall that when
the "Grand Trade" of the World went
round the Cape of Good Hope, before
the Suez and Panama Canals were constructed, Table Mountain was the principal sign-post on this, earth's greatest
highway? At its foot in Table Bay, the
voyagers, after three months at sea,
went ashore with delight. \Vhatever
their nationality, or the extent of their
travels, few writing from the Cape in
those days omitted to record their admiration for the beauty of the flora, the
charm of the mountain setting, the climate, and the attractiveness of life here,
Cape Town was then the world's hal£\,,'a y house, a remote outpost of civiliza-
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Addedy Street, the Principal Street ill Ca!,e T,y,c'n
tion and hospitality. To-day it is one
of the world's fairest cItIes. In pl"Ofile
Cape To,m is not unlike Naples.
As the Sonth African Railway and
Harbours' authorities emphasize properly to appreciate South Africa-what
it stands for and rr:ay develop into-one
should know something of Africa as a
whole. Africa was the last continent to
be explored, but the first to figure in
history. Xine-tenths of it has no authenti~ record, and until modern times
was little affected by civilizing influences.
But the tenthpart, the Korthern fringe
of the Continent,-what other portion of
the world has so diverse and so wonderful a past! Thes was the Africa of
Hannibal, all-conquering in its day; the
monumental Af~ica of the Pharaohs.
socially and architecturally spectacular
beyond anything before or since; the
Africa of the Ptolemies, boasting a ruk

almost modern in its enlightenment; the
literary brilliant Africa of Augustine;
the Africa of A.nthony and Cleopatra,
steeped in romance.
But ever: in that Northern area, the
ancient grandeur is gone, solitude and
decay have taken its place. The very
languages ire \yhich its history is recorded, the illustrious c,\i1ization~ of old, are
dead. Carthage. "To ,,-hien three hundred cities p2id I:omage," has been wiped
from the race of tbe Earth. Thehes,
the hundrec!-gated, is fallen.
Alexandria, that seat of ancient learning and
luxury,-bow different its world status
to-day! The Africans of old-orators,
legislators. solrEers-w]co, OthelIo-like,
gave lustre to the 506:':t}" Df even Greece
and Rome, have gone to their rest and
left no Sllccessors, In the march of
civilization Africa somehow lost step,
aad from the nn iel\ to the rear.
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Cape TO'l('JI trom tlu: Pier, SII07.c'iJlg Table JfollJliaill (/l/dLioi/'s Head

Though known through the ages, Africa
is to-clav reallv less' known than the
more m~dern discoveries, North America and Australia.
Even in Asia, successive tides of invasion have left their mark on the
manners, habits, laws, beliefs and complexions of the people. In Africa, invasion, whether Phoenician or Greek,
Roman or Persian, established regimes
splendid in their day, but they did not
last. Instead 0 i setting their stamp on
Africa. slowly but surely it set its stamp
upon them. They were absorbed, they
have left no clearly- recognizable descendants. their works lie buried in ruin. and
Africa i, again much as originally it was,
a Continent with problems and possibilities still almost virgin,
Though the second in size and in possibilities, perhaps the largest 0 i the
Continents, Africa has contributed much

to\\'ards the edification· but . little to the
support or mankind. Thoughfruitable
\\'ith large areas under the best of climates, it has on tbe whole proved impen'ious to colonization. This will not
a!\,'ays be so. Already more than onehali of the gold of the world comes from
South A.irica.
The population of South Africa is
nine million natiYes and one and onehalf million ",hites, The English and
the Dutch have their problems \vith each
other. The "coloured" (by that term
they mean mixed blood) and the native
each presents a problem. Prej udices
between the white races and between the
white and blacks and between the white
and the Drientals, prej udices also in religions, in pDlitics, in economic questions
are in the noon-day of their strength.
The writer, when talking to one of
the \I'omen editors of the Cape Town
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papers, said: "What is your solution
for all these big problems of your South
Africa ?" She replied: "I don't know
unless maybe it is this Baha'i world religion with its basic principles you are
lecturing so much about. I don't think
anything else will ever solve them."
That is it! The Teaching of Bahi'u'll<ih, VlorId Educator, IS the only power
that will make South Africa the Garden
of God, a reflection of that Kingdom of
Heaven which the people for two thousand years have been praying might come
upon the Earth. The true reason why this
beautiful continent of South Africa, once
in the advance guard of civilization, is
now at the rear is because her people
have not had a Divine Messenger since
the days of Enoch. She needs the dynamic impulse of a great WorId Teacher
in this day-and Baha'u'llah has come
with his Universal J\'Iessage to the whole
world.
South Africa has had this soil prepared
for some pure spiritual seeds .. 'Abdu'l·
Baha, son of Baha'u'll<ih, saw Mr. F. of
Cape Town when the two were in New
York. Mr. F. is famous in his study of
color.
'Abdu'l-Baha corroborated his
colour principles and told him new laws
of colour.
'Abdu'l-Baha also asked him regarding
the life and conditions of the people of
South Africa. He told him that when
the two great races-the English and the
Dutch-threw aside their hatreds and
prejudices, ahd began to live in peace,
love and amity, and worked in full cooperation, then would a great development take place.
A sweet spirited Baha'i in Cape Town
is Mrs. H., who was formerly Miss B.
She saw 'Abdu'I'Baha several years ago
in a vision and glimpsed His Teaching
Then when she heard
cosmically.
'Abdu'l-Baha was in London she sent him
flowers (Chincherinchees from this far
away Cape Town). He received them in
perfect condition and sent her a bouquet
of His Spirit: "Convey to her my spiritual greeting. Announce to her my loving kindness. I will pray for her that

God may surround her with His Confirmations and Assistance and the means
of happiness and well-being be prepared
for her."
Mr. and Mrs. C. heard of the Message
from an American and started Baha'i
meetings.
Sir Frederick S., former mayor of
Cape Town, helped the meetings in every
way during the writer's visit.
The first Baha'i Teacher to come to
South Africa has been Miss Fanny Knobloch of Washington, D. C. Moffatt,
David Livingstone, Cecil Rhodes made
great contributions to this fair land of
South Africa, but Fanny Knobloch is
doing a work equally important. Had all
these pioneers stayed quietly at home in
ease in their own countries, would not
South Africa have been indeed the
"Darkest Africa," notwithstai1ding her
brilliant physical atmosphere and her
vitalizing breezes!
Miss Knobloch came in 1920 and for
one year gave the Baha'i Message up and
down South Africa. Then after two
years she came back, in 1923, to settle
here for li fe. She has that same spiritual
ideal and faith which in those far remote
ages sent Abraham from his fathers; he
went forth! So has she. Spiritual movements are great, .perhaps not in appearance or in inception, but great ill the possibilities initiated. Miss Knobloch's life
will not be measured by what she begins
and actually accomplishes in South
Africa-beautiful as that already isbut her career, and in truth all humanity's career, must be tested by what that
life has made possible for the future to
achieve.
'Abdu'l-Baha's vision for South Africa is like that of the eagle soaring far
above the mists and clouds of this fair
land. He, like the earlier Moses, is leading his people to the brink of this New
Promised Land. Now from the loftiest
pinnacle of another Nebo, He is telling
the people: "To the North, to the North,
there is your Promised Land!"
The people of South Africa are catching these Yast yisions of the Daha'i Canse.
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THE POINT OF CONTACT
DR. ORROL L. HARPER
EAD and shoulders above all efforts
to establish world-peace is the
power of the Baha'i Movement. For over
seventy years the idea of Universal Peace
has emanated from the Baha'i Movement.
"Baha'i" means "light." The Baha'i
Movement brings to light and iIlumines
the ideals of the world. It is like a great
searchlight that towers from the middle
of the ocean and sweeping the shores
from coast to coast reveals the identity,
the usefulness, the beauty of all the -numerous streams that contribute their different waters to the ocean of progress.
The contact and unity between all parts
of creation comes to life under the lovesearching eyes of the Baha'i Movement.
The Baha'i viewpoint discovers the
"beauty in diversity." It becomes aware
of the fundamental harmony that underlies all creation. It recognizes all efforts
for progress as worthwhile and necessary.
A sincere student of the Baha'i Teachings
searches for the Beauty of God in the
face of every human being. He sees the
world as an exquisite flower garden,each race,~the red, the brown, the yellow,
the white,. the black; each nationality,the French, the English, the German, the
Italian, etc.-as being representative of
the different species of flowers in the
garden of life. While the individual
members of the human race stand for the
single flowers of each specie.
The Baha'i Movement sees all the people in the world as brothers and sisters,
the children of One Divine Creator, who
is seeking to express, through His Creation, the Perfections of a Supreme Intelligence. The Baha'i Movement destroys
only to make room for expansion. Its
only warfare is on ignorance, prejudice
and difference.
It may be interesting to consider the
Baha'i Movement from an analytical
standpoint, and find out how it produces

H

its results-for you know it does produce
results.
People of different races, various nations, antagonistic religious faiths, people
who have been at sword's point before
they understood the Baha'i Teachings,
later become the best of friends. The
very strength and variety of diversity
seems to enhance the beauty of union,
seems to make the mutual understanding
established more permanent and full of
nleaning.

For example, during his forty years'
imprisonment in the penal colony of Aqa,
Palestine, 'Abdu'l-Baha, the Center of
this '\Yorld-'\Vide Movement for Universal Peace, received visits from people
from all over the world. Jews and
Christians, ?lIuhammadans and Buddhists,
Parsees and Hindus, Zoroastrians and
Confuscianists sat side by side at his
table, in perfect harmony and agreement.
"'hen we consider the radical antagonism that has existed between these reIigionists for centuries we wonder how
such a thing is possible.
Ray C. - Wilheltn of New York City
has told of his experience when visiting
the Temple at Jerusalem about the year
1900. The church is divided into sections
for the different religionists to come to
worship. The day J'vfr. vVelhelm was
there a sect of 1Iuhammadans and a
group of Jews were attending church.
The floor was slippery with blood as a
result of their meeting. Mr. vVilhelm was
informed that these religionists always
used to go to church armed, and that
actual combat usually resulted.
Another story that Mr. 'N elhelm tells
is of seeing a i\Iuhammadan picnic. As
he drew near he saw one of the picnickers
draw a piece of fish from the inside of his
filthy blouse and begin to eat it. At just
about that moment Mr. Wilhelm passed
between the picnickers and the 51111. His
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shadow fell upon some of the food. Immediately great excitement ensued, the
food was hurriedly thrown away as unclean-because the shadow of a Christian
had polluted it.
It was in the very land of such antagonistic fanaticism as this that Baha'u'llah,
the founder of the Baha'i Movement, and
'Abdu'I-Baha, His son and Servant, effected the miraculous union of divergent
human elements that I have described.
Persians, Indians and Turks mingled with
Englishmen, Frenchmen and Germans;
Chinese, Africans and Americans sat side
by side at his table.
This world movement for peace is so
universal, so all-inclusive, that every race,
every religion, every human individual,
can find in it a remedy for differences.
The secret of this accomplishment is
very simple and very wonderful. It can
be expressed by one magic word, "contact." A true Baha'i seeks the subtle
"point of contact" with every race, with
every nationality, with every religion,
with every individual. He recognizes no
divisions, he refuses to discuss differences. If a man has ten good qualities
and one bad one, a Baha'i student thinks
and talks of the ten good qualities and
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forgets the one bad one. And if a man
has ten bad qualities and only one good
one, a true Baha'i strives to bring into
greater activity that one perfect quality.
Ignorance, prejudice and difference lose
their identity in the atmosphere of the
Baha'i teachings.
If a Baha'i Student discusses religion
with a Protestant, a Catholic, a Jew, a
Muhammadan, a Buddhist, a Zoarastrian,
with any religionist in fact, he talks of
four main points:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The fatherhood of God.
The brotherhood of man.
Love.
Service to humanity.

All religions teach the law of love, all
religionists believe in One Supreme
Creator, and all religions teach the Golden
Rule of service.
A student of the Baha'i Movement
searches for points of contact, and using
CONSTRUCTIVE CONTACT as a
base, he builds on this foundation a structure of friendship, cooperation, harmony
and mutual understanding that is slowly
but surely establishing the Kingdom of
God on earth, and peace in the hearts of
men.

GREEN ACRE AND ITS NEED
"If one looks for praiseworthy results and wishes to produce

eternal effects, let him make an exceeding effort that Green Acre
may become an Assemblage of the Word of God, and gathering
place for the spiritual ones of the heayenly world." . .. "Every

a

year a number. of the beloved ones and maic1-selTants of the Merciful must go to Green Acre and raise the c1iyille call there. The
more who go, tl1e better!"
'Abd1t'l-Bahri.
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KUNJANGUN-THE VILLAGE OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
INEZ COOK
N the heart of the jungle, some forty
or fifty miles from Rangoon, lies a
little Burmese village-Kunja:-tgun, Of
so little importance is it to natives and
Europeans alike that no one seems to
have heard of it, and yet one feels confident to say that thi; small corner oi
Burma hold; SO dynamic a force that before long it must make itself felt at a
great distance,
This dynamo of spirit is created by
eight hundred Ihh£t'ls living ancl working
as a unit-a thing thrilling to the heart

I

through submitting himself entirety to
the Master and reflecting His love to
these peop le,
I t is worth while to repeat the story
as it was heard, 0 f how the first step was
taken, for it shows that if the desire be
strong enough to serve the Cause-in no
matter how small a degree-we can make
no estimate of its ultimate goal.
One day in the streets of Rangoon a
man from the jungle was seen running
breathlessly along, looking utterly desperate and at the point of exhaustion, A

n;wbi Mustafa, the selfless sc)",xr, ,l'i1O brought the Light to
Kllny'anglln.; the American 'I'isifors, ;U}'s, Ha[jgcrty, Mrs, Cook
and daughters; Gild a gro1lp of viilapcrs
and imagination, Picture this, if you can,
in a country 50 steeped in the religiolls
superstitions of the past, and whose people in this quarter still remain SO primitive, that it would appear almost futile to
even carry the great BahtL'i I1iessage of
this age to them. To see this is to behold
a miracle-for has not 'Abdu'l-Baha
called it His village?
Seventeen years ago the. first seed was
planted by Jinabi Syed Mustafa Rotlmie,
that selfless servant of 'Abrlu'l-Baha, who
has seen tbis wonderful work grow

Bah£t'j happened to be passing at this
moment and was attentive at once to this
poor man's condition, Asking if he
might help, and to hear something of the
cause of his distress, he was told that the
l11<1n was in search of a legal adviser and
had come in a great hurry to the cityonly to find himself at an utter 105s,
The jungle-man had been accused of a
criminal of'fense by his sister-in-law, in a
passion of jealollSj', and shortly afterward
convicted by the magistrate, who had received a bribe of two hundred rupees
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from the sister-in-law. The Baha'i said
that he would lead the man to one who
would advise him (Syed Mustafa) and
help in any way possible.
On hearing the story Syed Mustafa
said that he knew this magistrate and they
would return together at once to the
jungle. By chance on the river-boat they
met the magistrate, who was indebted to
Syed Mustafa for past favors, and when
asked why he had convicted this man he
said: "But the courts are at your disposal, do with them as you will." Syed
Mustafa assured him that only justice
was desired and that he himself would
plead this man's case at another trial.
This was done and the accused one freed.
After that several families of Kunjangun came to the city at various times, and
were always entertained by Syed Mustafa. For two years he was at this service, never during this time mentioning the
Cause. Finally they asked why he took
so much trouble for them, saying that
they had never met anyone like this hefore. Then he told them that he was a
Baha'i, and they asked to be taught, so
that they might become as' he was.
There were ten to be taught at firstand these ten instructed others, and so on.
Syed lVIustafa visited them regularly and
helped with all their affairs. A school
was started, then a l\lashriqu'I-Adhkar,
and later ground was given them for
community cultivation-the proceeds to
be used for the Cause. There are sixtyfive acres in all and last year the rice sold
for this netted almost one hundred pounds
sterling.
We had a great desire to see this Baha'i
village and decided to make the trip, in
spite of all the discouragement we received from the English residents of
Rangoon. They told us of aIr the hardships of the trip, which must be made in
one day, and assured us that we probably
would not return from the jungle alive
and they knew nothing of the Baha'is and
thought we were a lot of quite mad Americans bent on sight-seeing.
Syed Mustafa sent a man to Kunjangun a day ahead of us bearing food, cook-

ing utensils, etc., as these friends are unprepared for visitors or to do our sort of
cooking.
vVe were up before daybreak and on
the river by sunrise. The life of the East
begins early, so already the little ferry
was crowded with natives taking the river
journey.
They made a picturesque
group-squatting amongst their gaily colored robes that rival the sunrise in crimson and blues.
In our tiny, first-class compartment
there were already two men, a Burman
and an American missionary who had
been in the East twenty-one years. Syed
Mustafa lost no time in giving them the
Baha'i Message, and we wondered how
he had contained himself for two years
wli.en getting to know and understand the
people of Kunjangun!
Mr. Jones, the missionary, was to meet
a co-worker at our stop, Twante, and then
proceed to another village by the same
boat. But we think 'Abdu'I-Baha had
this trip in hand, and other things had
been planned for this day.
vVhen we landed, the second missionary (Mr. Spear) rushed on board and
told Mr. Jones that plans had charged
and they were both to go to Kunjangun.
We had met Mr. Spear in one of the
shops a few days before, and when he
sa w us in this out-of-the-way place his
amazement was ridiculous. "\"'h'at," he
said, "are you American ladies doing in
this jungle place-it is too curious!"
\'\'e asked them to follow in their car
and have luncheon with us and see our
eight hundred Baha'is-a stiIJ more unexpected sight.
\Ve were met in a Ford car by two of
the friends and driven to the villagetwenty-six miles away. What a marvelous sight to see an our Baha'i sisters and
brothers awaiting us, dressed in holiday
attire of most colorful materials. Lined
up on both sides of the road as we approached, their joyous welcome of
"Allah-o-Abha" rang forth. Such shining faceS and eager curiosity combined
would be difficlllt to picture.
There were four in our party, and be-
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fore this the only \\'estern Balui'; they
had ever seen was Mrs. Schopflocher.
Everyone seemed anxious to be of some
service to us, the only one for the moment
being to reach for our wraps and parasols. They led us to the school-house (of
course, this was a holiday for the one
hundred and fourteen children who attend), and grouped themselves about us
on the floor-the men and old Baha'is
taking precedence in front and the women
and children in the rear. Then they sang
Baha'i hymns to welcome us-taught
them in Persian by Syed Mustafa. The
rafters sang with the pure joy afloat;
and where the ChOl'llS was caught tip by
all the men one wuld almost see the volume of sound floating through the open
doors, on through the sun-baked air to the
nearby houses-just as one sees heat vibrations. Or was it just the tumult of
my heart, and the mist in my eyes, that
made the air seem vibrant?
.Mr. lanes and his friend arrived in
time for luncheon and seemed astonished
to find things just as we had pictured
them. They could not believe until they
saw it themselves that this work had been
accomplished right in their territorywhere years of effort had brought them
so little reward by comparison. The)' appeared to be as interested in taking snapshots of the group as we did, but for what
purpose they did not sa)'. However, they
left with promises to come again and give
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talks to our friends, which will be most
useful, as the Baha'is are diligently studying the Bible.
After luncheon we were shown the village proper-which boasts a court, jail
and hospital. Most astonishing of all in
this progressive community, they have
now a jitney sen'ice of Ford cars between
Kunjangun and Twante, twenty-six miles
dis~ant.
One cannot imagine what this
must mean to the villagers, who have had
heretofore bullock carts as their only
means of transportation.
Then we made our farewells and left,
with regret, for'the long trip home. It
had been made possible to remain this
long only by the generous loan of a private steam launch bv one of the Baha'is
of Rangoon, as the I~st ferry left Twante
long before our arrival there.
Mingled with our joy of this day was
an undercurrent of sadness which came as
we talked to Syed Mustafa on the homeward trip. To quote his words as nearly
as possible will give the best idea: "I am
an old man now and who will carry on my
work? Any day I may be called and who
will educate these beautiful children? It
breaks my heart to come and see them
and to be able to do so little-we need
teachers and money to help· them now.
\Vhen you leave don't forget my people
of Kunjangun."
And who, having seen Kunjangun,
could iorget it!
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WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"AT THIS PERIOD in the world's
RBITRATION is becoming the advanced practice of this age. Besides history can any mother~an any woman
saving time and money, it preserves con- . realizing her potential motherhood-look
tractural relations. And, what is better, out on the world without being possessed
it maintains the friendly spirit by aiming by an overwhelming sense of pity and
to reach the point of absolute justice for yearning to gather up all the suffering,
the weak as well as for the strong. There sorrowful, bereaved war-worn peoples of
are now eight organizations in the United the earth in the arms of an enveloping
motherhood to soothe away all their fears
States for the promotion of arbitration.
The Arbitration Society of America is of one another and of an unknown future,
a national organization which devotes its even as the childish fears and griefs of
whole time to this cause. Its officers and our little ones in the nursery are quieted
members comprise many of the leading into peace and confidence?
men of the country-bankers, merchants,
"And that is just what we have to do,
transportation officials, judges, lawyers, dear sisters of all lands.
etc., who give liberally of their time and
"How can we of the I. C. 'N. give
energy for the promotion of this high
effect to the longing which possesses us
principle.
to mother the world into peace and con*
fidence?
It is believed that the Green Coffee
"'Ne are debarred by om constitution
Trade is the first, or among the first, to
generally adopt this wise means for the from interfering with controversial quessettlement of trade differences. Contracts tions of a political and religious natnre
based upon arbitration have been in effect affecting the relatioIls between two or
since 1857, and there is even ground for more countries.
belief that they were in use prior to 1850.
"And in that prohibition lies our truest
The recent passage of the Federal Ar- strength, for it forces us to go back to
bitration Law, signed by President Cool- the root of things-and to realize that
idge February 12th, to become effective our special powers as women, as mothJanuary 1st, 1926, may prove to be of ers, teachers, heads of households, lies in
inestimable benefit, as it is the first law the foonation of that public opinion in
applicable alike to interstate and interfavor of mutual aid and international conational contracts.
If, therefore, arbitration, a friendly operation based on fuller knowledge and
means of adjudication, can be so success- intercourse between the nations and their
fully employed by a single trade it could component parts. It is in our power to
be extended to all trades. Not only is this seek this knowledge and intercourse ourtrue of commercial affairs in this country, selves, to promote it amongst the chilbut with time it could be extended to all dren, amongst the students, between the
countries, even to international relations, homes, and we have a great instrument
so that gradually misunderstandings could for fostering all this intercourse and
be replaced by a friendly sense of fair- good-will in our international and naness which eventually would bring about, tional councils and the societies of which
both commercially and politically, under- they are composed." (Lady Aberdeen
standing, friendsihp and world coopera- in ber address at the Quinquennial Contion. -CR. C. vVilhelm in The Spice vention, International Council of \Vomen, Washington, D. C.)
Mill for May.)

A

* *

THROUGH the bounty and
favor of God think nothing difficult or impossible.

God is so

bountiful that He brings fire
out from the stone; inflamma~
ble matter jets out from the interior of the earth; out of the
black dust of the soil He
produces beautiful flowers;
from the bottom of the ocean
He . brings pearls and corals.
When the Light of His favor is
shed ,upon us the darkness is
fled.

'Abdu'l-Baha

Group of

AlIstraiial! Fric;,,/s
al Hailer

",'ifiz Friends
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IN THIS AGE of vast scientific progress it is folly for men of religion to
contradict the truths of science. The
Bahi'i Movement stands definitely for
the unity of science and religion. 'Abdu'l-Bahi has said: "If religion denies
the truths of science, then it is no religion." For there can be only one truth
about the universe.
On the other hand, it must not be taken
that science is infallible. The lay mind
has been so dazzled with the discoveries
of science during the last century, and
their practical application to daily life,
as to give to the scientist a faith as naive
and unquestioning as that of others for
religion.
The fact that science can perform apparent miracles in practice is no proof
of its theoretical authenticity. The ancients down to the Middle Ages measUFed perfectly the movements 6f the
planets by practice which was correct,
but by a theory which was, as we now
see, absolutely and absurdedly wrong.
So it may appear, in future years, that
much of the theory of science today is
wrong, based on a false foundation. The
belief in the independence of matter and
the denial of the spirit as a force in the
individual or of the Great Spirit which
we name God as a force in the cosmos,
is the great error which invalidates much
of the present day scientists' findings.
This materialistic trend of science,
though yielding in certain directions, is
still far too prevalent to allow science to
agree with the authentic and universal
truths of religion.

a

HENCE WE SEE going on in one
of the states of our union, a trial that
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would be ludicrous were it not so deeply
expressive of the divided soul of man,
that seeks in all earnestness to render
true allegiance, on the one hand to truth
as the scientific mind sees it, on the other
hand to truth as the man of religion sees
it.
For there is an apprehension that
science is sweeping away the foundations
of religion. It is not merely this or .that
theory of science which certain powerful
denominations of Christianity are combating, but the whole dangerous tendency
of science to, in the words of a great
scientist and positivist of the last century "usher God across the boundaries
of the universe" and set up a world of
thought in which matter and its hidden
potencies reigns supreme.
Here lies the inner force of the religious ran cor toward thetlleory of evolution. To the -naive religious faith it
seems a sacrilege to ascribe the perfection of organic matter, including the animal and human ,vorId, to material forces
and causes, rather than to the creative
power of God. Biologists tell us that
men have been as monkeys. Also we are
told that at one time the cuttle-fish was
such a predominant and gifted type upon
this planet that, but for some changing
cause we know not of, it might today
hold the ruling place. That evolution
might have produced upon this planet as
its final form a cuttle-fish, rather than
the thinking biped called man, is a
thought that may well appear blasphemOllS to the man of religion whose Bible
tells him that man was made in God's
image. This is why such men combat
with all their force the idea that man
is only an evolved monkey.
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In this combat of science and religion unable to explain, and he does not hesithe religious sectarian is wrong, first in tate to state so.
taking too literally his spiritual teaching,
Is it not just at these two points, so
and secondly, in assuming that any power important in the theory of evolution, that
Dl' glory is taken from God in seeing His
God appears as the Hidden Cause? Cercreation as evolving rather than appear- tainly some subtle force is propelling life
ing by fiat. On the other hand, scientists forms toward a greater perfection. If
err greatly, in their present materialistic we admit this force to be the in-forming
trend, first in assuming that matter has power of the Spirit, and if we admit that
within itself the power to evolve unaided this Creative Spirit has definite goals toby the Spirit, and secondly, in assuming ward which it has through eons past
that such evolution is accidental as re- been propelling the evolution of living
forms-then we arrive at a very definite
gards its goals.
Certain factors in the process of evo- reconciliation between science and religion. The indignity of monkeys being
I~tion, which were too uncriticalJy accepted by the first proponents of this crowned as men disappears. God is seen
new theory of matter, are now giving as the Creator, and evolution as His tool.
great bewilderment to scientists. PerThere is a third point in which the
haps it is in explanation of these mys- current evolutionary theory is in error,
teries that the idea of an in-forming and that is, in assuming that the present
Spirjt is needed, and the God whom species of animals, induding man, have
Compte thought he had ushered across evolved from other species. Because
the boundaries of the universe has re- man has, so far as we can tell from the
mained in said universe all the time, in evidence of science, evolve cl from lower
spite of the theorizing of positivists. forms, it does not follow that monkeys
Here are the two mysteries before which have become men. Apparently man has
must halt the really thinking biologist gone through even a jelly-fish stage, but
of today: First, what causes those ex- it does not follow therefrom that jellytreme variations from the type, leading fish have become men. The truth as
apparently to a new variety or species, given in the Baha'i teaching is that each
to which DeVries gave the name "salta- living species has been developed within
tion"-which means Ha jump?" Bur- the limits of its own form and toward
bank, the plant wizard, who has studied its own definite goal according to the
plant life in this direction perhaps more plan of God thrClughout the ages. Man
deeply than any other living man, cer·· has never been a monkev. He has never
tainly with greater success in creating or been a jelly-fish. Man" has always been
helping to create new forms, has said man, created spiritually in the image of
that it seems to him as if a new variety God, and destined to evolve a form
of plant came into existence because it which should be worthy of expresswanted to; that there seemed to him to ing this image. It does not appear,
be some inner urge toward progress in a as one walks the streets and views the
new direction. That is how he would ac- average human form and physiognomy,
connt, say, for the apparent miracle of that man has yet reached the ultimate
the red tulip yielding a seed that would goal of his even physical evolution. But
produce a bluish fio,ver-one of the the truth which religion reveals, and
striking examples of saltation.
which some biologists are themselves
The second mystery is the inexplicaLle coming to acknowledge, is that man, far
fact that this new and striking variation from descending or ascending from
called saitation, perpetuates itself instead monkeys, has been advancing always to
of reverting in time to the stock type. higher perfection within the lines of his
These two things the mcdern biologist is own predestined species.
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vVhen in a class of young children the
geological evidence was presented that the
horse was in ancient times no larger than
the present pig, and had three toes instead
of a solid hoof, a girl of devout religious
training earnestly inquired-"But how
can that be, when the Bible says that God
made every animal perfect?" "Is the
evidence of geology then to be disbelieved?" she was asked. She, together
with every other member of the class,
felt that the findings of geology could
not thus be denied. The girl thought
deeply for a moment and then gave this
enlightened answer to her own question,
"Perhaps," she said, "God had the perfect
idea of the horse, and it has been evolving toward that idea." This answer incleed reconciles the truths of biology with
spiritual truth. And this approximately
is the Baha'i teaching concerning evolution. 'Abdu'l-Bahii. says in regard to the
evolution of man:
. As man in the womb of the
mother' passes from form to form, upon
shape to shape, changes and develops,
and is still the humau species from
the beginning of the embryonic period
-in the same way man, from the beginning of his existence in the matris
of the world, is also a distinct species;
that is, ~nan,and has gradually evolved
from one form to another. Therefore
this change of appearance, this evolution
of members, this
development and
growth, even though we admit the reality
of growth and progress, does not prevent
the species from being original. Man
from the beginning was in this perfect
form and composition, and possessed
capacity and aptitude for. aCCjuiring material and spiritual perfections, and was
the manifestation of these words, 'He
will make man in Our image and likeness,' "

Does not the fact that religion today is
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able sincerely to oppose the discoveries
of science indicate the need of a religious
teaching which shall unite in perfect harmony scientilic and spiritual truth by giving to the scientist a more spiritual interpretation of the universe, and to the
man of religion more adequate appreciation of the value and meaning of science
as one of the two wings by which humanitv flies. As 'Abclu'I-Baha said: "It
canna"t fly with one wing alone. If it
tries to fly with the wing of religion
alone it will land in the slough of superstition, and if it tries to fly with the
\\'ing of science alone it will end in the
dreary bog of materialism."
After all, the most important aspecl
of evolution is not its revelation regarding the past history of mankind, but
its promise for the future. \Ne stand
today but at the dawn of man's real
evolution. "I have seized the lives of all
the creatures and have started a new
Thus Baha'u'llah reveals
creation."
God's intention for man. Spiritual man
is yet to be evolved. A new race,
spiritualized in all its aspects, is to appear ultimately upon this planet, as different from present-day man, doubtless,
as man is now different from the
monkey. - This is the glorious thing
about evolution. It is here that the -man
of religion can take up the evolutionary
theory and lit it to the prophecies of
Isaiah, the teachings of Christ and the
utterances of all those who are working
for the coming of the Kingdom of God
on earth. For the Kingdom will come
only through the evolving of a different
type of man. And the evolution of man
to\Yard this spiritual goal will not be accidental, nor mere self-unfoldment. It
can come about only through God's aid
and through the earnest effort of man
himself, in all faith and aspiration, to
progress morally and spiritually.
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SEARCH AFTER TRUTH
use the faculties with which God
W EhasMUST
endowed us and search after truth fearlessly and with unbiased minds. We must not accept
traditional dogmas that are contrary to reason, nor
pretend to believe doctrines which we cannot understand. To do so is superstition and not true
religion. Baha'u'lliih enjoins justice on all his followers and defines it as "the freedom of man from
superstition and blind imitation, so that he may
discern the manifestations of God with the eye of
oneness and consider all things with keen sight."
(Words of Wisdom.) 'Abdu'l-Baha compares faith
and reason to the two wings of the bird of humanity:
"It cannot fly with one wing alone. If it tries to fly
with the wing of religion alone it will land in the
slough of superstition, and if it tries to fly with the
wing of science alone it will end in the dreary bog
of materialism."
IN RELIGION, as in science, truth reveals her
mysteries only to the humble and reverent seeker,
who is ready to lay aside every prejudice and13uperstition-to sell all that he has, in order that he may
buy the" one pearl of great price." To understand
the Baha'l Movement in its full significance, we
must undertake its study in the spirit of sincere
and selfless devotion to truth, persevering in the
path of search and relying on divine guidance. In
the writings of its Founders we shall find the
master-key to the mysteries of this great spiritual
awakening, and the ultimate criterion of its value.
DR,

J.

E. ESSLE1\IONT
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TRUTH-AND ITS COUNTERFEIT ASPECT
ALFRED E. LUNT
MONG the schools of philosophy,
some of them very ancient,-it is
not necessary to define or separate them
by name,-we find fully recognized, certain of the principles taught by Baha'u'lIah, This recognition, however, in almost
every case, is mainly an intellectual or
rational one. It is similar to the action
of the sun's light upon the vegetable
world, without the life-giving elements of
the heat of that orb. Assuming such a
condition i. e., the vegetable world illumined by sunlight but with the atmosphere at mere average temperatures, lacking the enkindlement of that radiant
warmth witnessed in the spring and summer seasons, the plant life will, as we
know, proceed but sparsely, and in most
instances, the fruit 0 f the plant never
appears, or, if at all, then in a stunted
and distorted form. vVe are speaking
here of the life of the temperate zone,
which in its aspects most closely resembles
the spiritual balance in the world of
revelation and unfoldment.
These philosophies are, in the main,
rational systems and analyses of human
problems, the relation of man to man and
to the universe. The most highly adyanced of these affirm the doctrine of
human brotherhood, the unity of creatioa,
the call to selflessness and detachment,
and the moral and ethical requirements.
It is exceedingly difficult, however, if not
quite impossible, to find in the pages of
history any' unmistakable instances of
pure sacrifice, any outstanding renunciations -clearly traceable to a belief in the
teachings of a particular philosopher or
arising from a sacrificial devotion to him.
The pages of religious history, however,
record such instances in sufficient numbers reasonably to prove, beyond mere
coincidence, the existence in revealed religion of a vital element lacking in the
purely rational and ethical systems.

A

Is this mysterious element which flows
through and is inseparable from the revealed vVord of the Diyine Manifestations of God an essential from the p01nt
of view of human progress and happiness? In other words, can the human
race work out its divine destiny through
the inspiration of the philosophical and
ethical systems only, or is something
else necessary 1 The Baha'i position is
that this mysterious element, innate and
dynamically active within the vVord of
God, that which transforms and changes,
is the magical potency in the life of man
tbat enables him to produce his real fruit.
The pllrpose of human creation is lost
unless the fruit of the human tree reveals
itself in the social order in all its beautv,
coloring and exquisite delicacy. This
wonderful elixir profoundly affects the
progress of civilization. It is the Love
of Gad.
In the physical example first given, the
plant is seen as dwarfed and sterile. Is
there anyone today so bold, and so unmindful of the universal moving-picture
of human life no,y being unfolded- in current events, as to refuse to admit that
humanity as a whole, North, South, East
and \Vest symbolizes the stunted, barren
state attributed to the plant which grows
deprived of that intense degree of solar
heat necessary for its mature development
and fruitage?
The voice of agreement with this question-would, if capable of being propounded in a world-wide sense, be so
deafening as to obliterate quite the few
who might conceivably answer "No."
The Ayes have it oyerwhelmingly.
If, then, the analogy is true,-and we
of course accept in the light both of
spiritual law and also of modern scientific
proofs, that there is an unerring correspondence between all the planes of
exister;ce, including, therefore, the vege-
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table and the human kingdoms,-it should
be a matter of supreme interest to all
men to know, and what is more, to firmly
grasp, that missing element, so potent, so
necessary to true happiness, so divinely
and humanly precious.
Food scientists have traced this vitalizing principle into the food we eat (which,
by the way, is mainly vegetable in its
origin), and insist that without the vitamines being present in our daily nutrition,
we become increasingly susceptible to
serious disease. It will certainly be ultimately found that these very vitamines,
so mysterious and really possessing the
power of life and death by their presence
or absence, have their origin in the solar
rays penetrating in perfect balance into
the heart and life of edible plants.
It is said in one of the Sacred Books
of the East-"All things we have 'assembled and distributed in a predetermined measure." This is the balance, the
equilibrium both in the natural and spiritual worlds, which potentially contains that
happiness for the existent life foreordained for it by the Merciful One.
To the vegetable life this balance, as
we have seen, is the perfect distribution
of the admixture of solar heat and light.
\Ve are more concerned, however, with
humanity, which holds in its grasp the
keys to heaven and hell. The picture of
dwarfed, impotent humanity is not an inspiring one-and if we, as members of
the race, and co-sharers in its miseries
and exaltations are aware of this, how
much more keenly felt is our state in the
consciousness of God!
It is His Love that we lack. It is His
Love which pours into the lowly plant
through the sun's intermediation in the
form of heat and makes the wheat grasses
and the corn ear store up their wealth of
nutrition for man. The difference lies
in this, that the tender plant welcomes
and eagerly absorbs its full quota of solar
bounty-while we have for ages rejected
the full glory and perfect expres.ion of
that Love. This is only another way of
saying that the divine love, which is in-

tended to glorify and redeem man, has
never ceased to reach out to the human
heart, only to find the door closed, the
curtains drawn, and the veils of superstition like a dusty screen, like a shroud
of death hung over the only gate through
which that tide of Love may flow.
The plant life is instinctive. It is under
the authoritative sway of natural law.
It must obey, and through this submission
it develops so ideally that His Holiness
Christ said of one of its most beautiful
flowers: "Solomon in all his glory was
not arrayed like one of these."
While the lily responds to the life giving bestowals of the sun; while the lark
"pours forth his full strains of unpremeditated art" as he circles in the highest
air levels; humanity with the power of
rational analysis, the full right of choice,
including that of slavish and superstitious
adherence to ancestral beliefs and to blind
leadership, remains unaware of the Divine
Love and presents but a dim, hazy reflection of man's true station, as seen with
divine eyes. He has fed too long upon
the rank grasses of a purely material intellectualism. He has rejected the spiritual vitamines essential to his health and
well-being.
How can this be? Does a sane man
cast aside obvious benefits, and the means
of true happiness? The vivid word picture of the spiritual philosopher, Plato,
gives a searching answer when he likens
humanity to persons confined within a
dark cave, into which only the reflections
of the real, outer life, beyond the cave's
mouth, penetrate. These shadows, distorted, unreal,-the only visu.al evidences
of life these prisoners can see, come to
mean to them the reality 0 f existence.
Although but a sorry counterfeit of the
bright world without, these captives know
nothing more real. Men, beasts, flowers,
passing by outside or reflected upon the
wall of the caye, appear in fantastic
shapes and images.
The prisoners are gazing upon an imitation, a counterfeit, ardently believing it
to be genuine. So, we conceive, the atti-
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tu de of humanity, as a whole, to be today.
But should this article end here, it
might well be said-"assuming all this to
be true, whence comes the divine elixir to
man, where is the touchstone by which he
can distinguish unerringly the true from
the counterfeit, and how can he receive
the Love of God that transforms, conferring upon him the spiritual life he so
sorely needs ?"
It is clear that man must look to a
source different in degree and in station
than that which animates and stimulates
the life of the vegetable world. The sun,
great orb of mystery, and the fountain of
life to the tree and plant, is, nevertheless,
itself held unyieldingly within the grasp
of natural law. Humanity, alone endowed with capacity to ImO\~ the Creator
of suns, stars and universes, must
through its very freedom reach out to an
unlimited, untrammelled power, intelligent, near, and divinely loving.. It is certain that the Ancient of Days has provided such a means and opened the channels of such a bounty. That spirit "whose
goings forth have been from of old, from
everlasting," (Micah 5 :2), even the Divine Messenger, the Manifestation of
God, the 'vVord of God, has never failed
to appear in the time of humanity's direst
need. Such a time is the present.
Our major premise, therefore, is-that
in the appearance of the great founders
of religion, the authentic Prophets of
God, establishers of the Abrahamic cycle,
the Mosaic era, the cycle of His Holiness
Christ, the appearance of Muhammad, of
Buddha, of Zoroaster and other divine
Messengers, whose lives and teachings
have inspired man to the noblest degree
of sacrifice, brotherly love and purity of
life, there has been witnessed the dawning of that Spiritual Sun, of which the
phenomenal sun is but a corresponding
physical symbol-upon the unseeing eyes
of men-possessed of the infinite wealth
of that Divine Love which heals and fructifies the hearts. Through these focal centers of Oneness flows the healing of the
Nations, the potentiality of converting hu-
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manity into its true image and likeness,
of demonstrating the falsity of the counterfeit, banishing superstitions and instilling into human nature that mysterious
elixir of divinity that transforms imagination into knowledge. Through this
power of the Holy Spirit, which is pure
bounty, the true growth of civilization is
fostered. The evidences of religious history are inescapable.
As we (humanity) drink this cup of
life, the atrophied, diseased tissues (of
the spiritual man) revive, stir, and reach
out to the eternal world. The starved
processes of malnutrition, engendered
through ages of hatred and discord, (disease), racial and religious prejudice, ignorance and superstitions and idolatries,
throw off these death dealing germs, and,
as by tnagic, the whole organism takes 011
a new life, the fruits of the divine love
and knowledge appear, and the realm of
earth is seen to be the Kingdom itsel f.
Bahil.'u'lhih, in the "Book of Assurance," unfolds this mystery with that
peerless clarity and unexampled eloquence
which distinguishes His utterances. (See
P. 28 Bahit'i Scripture) He says:
"In whatever age and cycle die Suns 0 f
Truth and Mirrors of Oneness appear to
the \,isible woild from divine tents of the
invisible, they manifest themselves with
mighty power and triumphant dominion
for the development of the contingent beings and for the outpouring of bounty
upon existent things. For these preserved
jewels and hidden and unseen Treasuries
are the sources for the appearance of'God doeth whatever He willeth and God
ordereth whatever He desireth.'
"It is evident to the possessors of
knowledge and illumined minds that the
unseen Divinity and Essence of Oneness
hath been holy beyond emanation and appearance, ascent and descent, ingress and
egress; is exalted above the praise of
every praiser and the comprehension of
every comprehender. He hath been and
is everlastingly hidden in His own essence
and will be eternally concealed froin eyes
and sights in His own identity. 'The
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sight comprehendeth Him not, but He .lah speaks a universal voice, delivering to
comprehendeth the sight; He is the gra- humanity a pregnant truth, a key which
unlocks the chamber of wisdom and discious, the wise.' " (Koran, Sura. 6.)
"No relation, connection, separation, sipates, like the sun, the mists of speculaunion, nearness, remoteness, position, or tion and theory which have intervened
reference is possible between Him and like thick veils before the spiritual eye
the contingent things, inasmuch as all in of man. If the station thus universally
the heavens and earth have become exist- ascribed to all the Prophets, by Baha'u'lent by the word of His command and lah, had been mentioned by Him only
have stepped forth from utter and abso- with reference to a particular religion, all
lute non-existence and nothingness into the followers of that religion would at
the court of the existent and visible, once cry out-aIt is true." But no excepthrough His desire which is the \ViIl it- tions can be made. The divine enlightenment has not been restricted to a portion
self."
Therefore, all the Prophets, of humanity only. And herein is food
Sllccessors, divines, sages and wise men for thought. The counterfeit, or imitaconfess their lack of attainment to the tion of this divine truth consists in the
knowledge of that Essence of Essences insistence by the adherents of a particular
and admit their inability to know and religion to a traditional belief in the
reach that Truth of Truths."
falsity of every other religion. This is
Here is, superficially speaking, a safe the source of religious prejudices, and the
haven for every agnostic, who says to awful barrier that stands lowering at the
himself-"God is, then, unknowable; I do ·threshold of universal peace and worldnot know anything concerning His rela- wide human happiness. This black barionship to me or to anything." But what rier is swept aside only by a recognition
will such a one say to that which follows? of the oneness of all the Manifestations
For Baha'u'llah, then, says-"As the of God, and the oneness of humanity.
doors of knowing the Essence of Eternity Human brotherhood knows nothing of
were closed before the face of all the con- racial and religious barriers. The wittingent things, therefore He causes bril- nesses of the past, the historical evidences
liant Essences of Sanctity to appear from of the unfoldment of religious cycles, the
the holy worlds of the Spirit,-inmighty testimony bfthe Prophets themselves cry
human temples, among the creatures, in out against this counterfeit ·ilIusionaccordance with the abundant mercy of- which has deprived humankind so long
'His mercy hath encompassed all things,' of its brithright.
The Divine Love cannot enter a human
. -and-'My mercy hath extended to all
things'-; -in order that they may ex- consciousness tainted with this limitation
press that Eternal Essence and pre-exist- and with sectarian prejudice.
ent Entity."
This is an age when the truth of the
"These Mirrors of Sanctityand Dawn- matter is disclosed. An examination of
ing-places of Divinity fully express that the sacred Books of the world, a study
Sun of Existence and Essence of Desire. of the rapidly changing consciousness of
For instance, their knowledge expresses mankind toward the problem of interdeHis knowledge, their power His power, pendence, and analysis of the principles
their dominion His dominion, their beauty and teachings of Baha'u'llah, prove that
His beauty, and their Manifestation His the sway of superstition is tottering. The
Mani festation. They are the treasuries of realization of this truth is not reached,
supreme knowledge, stores of eternal in this illumined time by force, fear or
wisdom, revealers of infinite bounty, seli-interest. The method is simplicity
dawning-places of that Sun of Eternity." itself. An open mind, a setting aside of
In the above quoted words of Baha'u'l- tradition and ancient formulas, even tem-
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porarily,-long enough to observe with a
clear eye and an untrammelled mind and
heart the reality of the matter. In this
state of freedom, there is re\'eaJed the
reality of that great utterance "AI[ are
from God and to Him they return."
For once we accept the truth that the
Prophets are one in source and in purpose, the solidarity of humanity is proved
and the Holy Books are seen to be but
one message, suited in each age to the
capacity of the people of that day.
"Religions are many, but Religion is
one." The lesser must yield to the
greater. Reality cannot be divided into
many parts, each warring with the other.
\Vhen we find war and discord in and
among religions, we may know that the
counterfeit has ousted the shining Reality. By this test, measure the religions
of the world today and choose that which
upholds this eternal principle, and at the
same time preserves the foundation and
integrity of every great religion.
May we conclude, then, by saying that
through this recognition, applying this
touchstone of Reality and Oneness, as
against Plurality and Division, the great
bestowals of Divine Love are permitted
to reach the human heart. For the Iifegiving solvent of that Love emanates
from and is focalized in the Manifestation of God in His age. Such an age is
now dawning. Mankind will shake off
the inertia of the ages; the garden of
(human) life will no longer appear as
stunted and distorted but the destined
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fruits of reality are about to appear upon
the maturing human tree. As it is said
that in that Day the "earth shall be filled
with the Knowledge of God, as the waters
cover the sea," it is seen that these fruits
are the divine deeds that are inseparable
from that Knowledge and that Love.
Can anyone doubt that a clearer understanding of these fundamental concepts
by humanity as a whole, will contribute
a large increase in human happiness?
The Baba'J movement appealing as it
does to the noblest, as well as the soundest elements in human nature, affords an
absorbing study to all who are universally
minded. It affirms and ratifies the ancient
foundation of revealed religion, but, in
doing this, holds steadfastly to the true
balance between religion and science as
the two indispensable wings of truth. It
speaks in terms of the present time, with
its hand on the pulse of the race, man,
prescribing those remedies adapted to the
diseases that afflict the whole organism,
and not any limited part thereof. All the
children of men are the objects of its
solicitude. Its face is set against those
ancient enemies of human happiness,
prej udice and superstition. It demonstrates the continuity and se'luence of
divine revelation in human history, and
is fortified by the original· foundation of
every great Divine Messenger.
This Movement, whose heart is Divine
Love and human uplift, makes its appeal
to the awakened ear and heart of all
peoples.

"TRUTH IS THE oneness of the kingdom of humanity. Truth is love
among the children of men. Truth is the proclamation of Justice. Truth is Divine guidance. Truth is the illumination of the realm of man. All the Prophets
of God have been Heralds of Truth. All have been united and agreed on this
principle. Every Prophet predicted the coming of a successor and every successor acknowledged the Truth of the predecessor. Moses prophesied the coming
of Christ. Christ acknowledged Moses. His Highness, Christ, foretold the appearance of Muhammad and Muhammad accepted the Christ and Moses. When
all these Divine Prophets were united with each other why should we disagree?
vVe are the followers of those holy souls. In the same manner that the Prophets
loved each other, we should follow their example, for we are all the servants of
GaG. and the bounties of the Almighty are· encircling everyone."
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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"SEEK, AND YE SHALL FIND"
SEEKING AND SEARCHING COMMANDED BY 'ABDU'L-BAHA
IF A MAN would succeed in his' the body of humanity, so does Truth
search after Truth, he must, in the first give life to their souls. Truth is a sun
place, shut his eyes to all traditional that rises from different points on the
superstitions of the past.
"Ve horizon.
:Man must cut himself free from all
must abandon the prejudices of tradition, if we would succeed in finding the prej lldice, and from the result of his
own imagination, so that he may be able
Truth at the core of all religions.
It is therefore clear that in order to to search for Truth unhindered. Truth
make any progress in the search after is one in all religions, and by means of
Truth, we must relinquish superstition. it the unity of the world can be realized.
All the peoples have a fundamental
If all seekers would follow this principle
they would obtain a clear vision of the belief in common. Being one, Truth
cannot be divided, and the differences
Truth.
If five people meet together to seek that appear to exist among the nations
for Truth they must begin by cutting only result from their .attachment to
themselves free from all their own spe- prejudice. If only men would search
cial conditions, and renouncing all pre- out Truth, they would find themselves
conceived ideas. In order to find Truth united.
\Ve may think of science as one wing
we must give up our prejudices, our own
small trivial notions; an open, receptive and religion as the other; a bird needs
mind is essential. If our chalice is full two wings for flight, one alone would be
of self, there is no room in it for the useless. Any religion that contradicts
'Vater of Life. The fact that we science, or that is opposed to it, is only
imagine ourselves to be right, and every- ignor_ance-for ignorance is the opposite
body else wrong, is the greatest of all of knowledge. Religion which consists
obstacles in the path towards unity, and oniy of rites and ceremonies of prej udice
unity is necessary if we would reach is not the Truth.-(Paris Talks, 125,
Truth, for Truth is One. Therefore it ·129.)
-is imperative that we should renounce
our own particular prejudices and superA MAN may have attained to a high
stitions if we earnestly desire to seek the degree of material progress, but withTruth. Unless we make a distinction in out the Light of Truth, his soul is
our minds between dogma, superstition stunted and starved. Another man may
and prejudice on the one hand, and have no material gifts, may be at the
Truth on the other, we cannot succeed. bottom of the social ladder, but having
'Vhen we are in earnest in our search for received the ",rarmth of the Sun of
anything, we look for it everywhere. Truth, his soul is great, and his spiritual
This principle we must carry out in our understanding is enlightened.-(Paris_
search for Truth.-(Paris Talks, 134, Talks, p. 19.)
135.)
REALITY OR TRUTH is one, yet
TRUTH may be likened to the sun. there are many religious beliefs, deThe sun is the luminous body that dis- nominations, creeds and differing opinperses all shadows; in the same way does ions in the world today. \Vhy should
Truth scatter . the shadows of our these differences exist? Because they
imagination. As the Slln gives life to do not investigate and examine the fun-
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dam ental unity which is one and unchangeable. If they seek the reality itself they will agree and be united; for
reality is indivisible and not multiple.
It is evident therefore that there is nothing of greater importance to mankind
than the investigation of truth.
Every religion which is not in accordance with established science is superstition. Religion must be reasonable. If
it does not square with reason, it is
superstition and without foundation. It
is like a mirage which deceives man by
leading him to think it is a body of
water. God has endowed man with reason that he may perceive what is true.(Pro. of U. P., p. 59, 60.)
IT IS incumbent upon all mankind to
investigate Truth. If such investigation
be made, all should agree and be united,
for Truth or reality is not multiple; it is
not divisible. The different religions
have one Truth underlying them; therefore their reality is one.
Each of the divine religions embodies
two kinds of ordinances. The first are
those which concern spiritual susceptibilities, the development of moral principles and the quickening of the conscience of man. These are essential ~ or
fundamental, one and the same in all religions, changeless and eternal, reality
not subject to transformation. His Holiness Abraham heralded this reality, His
Holiness Moses promulgated it and His
Holiness Jesus Christ established it in
the world of mankind. All the divine
prophets and messengers were the instruments and channels of this same
eternal, essential truth.
The second kind of ordinances ~ in the
divine religions are those which relate
to the material affairs of humankind.
These are the material or accidental laws
which are subject to change in each day
of manifestation, according to exigencies
of the time, conditions and differing
capacities of humanity. For instance, in
the day of Moses ten commandments in
regard to murder were revealed by him.
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These commandments were in accordance with the requirements of that day
and time. Other laws embodying drastic punishments were enacted by Moses;
an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth.
The penalty for theft was amputation of
the hand. These laws and penalties
\\'ere applicable to the degree of the
Israelitish people of that period who
dwelt in the wilderness and desert under
conditions where severity was necessary
and justifiable. But in the time of Jesus
Christ this kind of law was not expedient, therefore His Holiness abrogated
and superseded the commands of Moses.
In brief; everyone of the divine religions contains essential ordinances
which are not subject to change, and material ordinances which are abrogated
according to the exigencies Of time. But
the people of the world have forsaken
the divine teachings and followed forms
and imitations of the Truth. Inasmuch
as these human interpretations and superstitions differ, dissensions and bigotry
have arisen and strife and warfare have
prevailed. By investigating the truth or
foundation of reali~y underlying their
own and other beliefs, all would be
united and agreed, for this reality is
one; it is not multiple and not divisible'.
-(Pro. of U. P., p. 101.)
MAN MUST be a lover of the light
no matter from what day-spring it may
appear. He must be a lover of the rose
no matter in what soil it may be growing. He must be a seeker of the Truth
no matter from what source it come.
Attachment to the lantern is not loving
the light. Attachment to the~ earth is
not befitting, but enjoyment ~ of the rose
\\~hich develops from the soil is worthy.
Devotion to the tree is profitless, but
partaking of the fruit is beneficial. Luscious fruits, no matter upon what tree
they grow or where they may be found,
must be enjoyed. The word of Truth,
no matter which tongue utters it, must
be sanctioned. Absolute venUes, no
matter in what book they be recorded,
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must be accepted. If we harbor prejudice it will be the cause of deprivation
and ignorance. The strife between religions, nations and races arises from
misunderstanding. If we investigate the
religions to discover the principles underlying their foundations we will find
they agree, for the fundamental reality
of them is one and not multiple. By
this means the religionists of the world
will reach their point of unity and reconciliation. They will ascertain the Truth
that the purpose of religion is the acquisition of praiseworthy virtues, betterment of morals, spiritual development of
mankind, the real life and divine bestowals. All the prophets have been the
promoters of these principles; none of
them has been the promoter of corruption, vice or evil. They have summoned
mankind to all good. They have united
people in the love of God, invited them
to the religions of the unity of mankind
and exhorted them to amity and agreement.-(Pro. of U. P., p. 146.)
TRUE RELIGION is the source of
love and agreement amongst men, the
cause of the development of praiseworthy qualities; but the people are
holding to the counterfeit and imitation,
negligent of the reality which unifies;
so they are bereft and deprived-of the
radiance of religion.-(Prof. of U. P.,
p. 174.)
I

'11 : li!

THE FIRST principle Baha'u'llah
urged was the independent investigation
of Truth. "Each individual," he said,
"is following the faith of his ancestors
who themselves are lost in the maze of
tradition. Reality is steeped in dogmas
and doctrines. If each investigate for
himself, he will find that Reality is one;
does -not admit of multiplicity; is not
divisible. All will find the same foundation and all will be at peace.
In reality the Light of Truth has heretofore been seen through variegated
glasses, but now we hope that the splendors of Divinity shall be seen through

the translucent mirrors of pure hearts
and spirits. That Light of Truth is the
divine teaching, heavenly instructions,
merciful principles and spiritual civilization.- (Star of the West, Vo!. 4, p. 5, 7.)
IF THE REALITY of man is not
confirmed by the divine power, there is
no dOUbt whatsoever but that it will stop
along the path of human progress and
after its stop there will be a fal!.
On the other hand, the divine reality
is unlimited and immeasurable and can
never stop or deteriorate, therefore the
holy souls who are confirmed with this
divine power are likewise endowed with
eternal motion, their progress becomes
unlimited. Day unto day their lives are
strengthened, the circle of their comprehension becomes wider, the sphere of
their intellects becomes more effectual
and their spiritual powers are increased.
-("Divine Philosophy," p. 95.)
INASMUCH as this century is a century of the Revelation of Reality, praise
be to God! the thoughts of men are
directed to the welfare of humanity.
The mirage of imitations is daily passing away and the Ocean of Truth is
daily surging more tumultuously. All
the. nations now_ existing have had a
Divine foundation originally, and that
foundation is the Truth or Reality. That
Reality was meant to be conducive to the
unity and accord of mankind, but subsequently that Light of Reality gradually
was beclouded. The darkness of superstitions and imitations came and took its
place. The world of humanity became
fettered, as it were, in that darkness.
-(Star of the West, Vo!. 3, No. 3, p.
10.)
EVERY ONE is giving an account of
his religion and statements of his religion, the history of his religion. BUT
THERE IS NO INVESTIGATION
OF THE REALITIES. There must
needs be an investigation of the Realities,
for only through the REALITY will re-
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suIts be obtained; because thoughts are
various, and imitations are so various.
Therefore, we must investigate REALITY, discovering what Reality is. Then
all will be united and agreed. You must
investigate the sun, not the qualities of
the sun. If you investigate the sun you
will find that the sun will always be perfect, but attention to the qualities of
the sun may cause differences and argument. The sun mtist be investigated.
That is the REALITY.-(From an address at Green Acre.)
YOU ASKED, "What is the Truth?"
Truth is the WORD of GOD, which
gives life to humanity; it restores sight
to the blind and hearing to the deaf; it
makes eloquent those who are dumb, and
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living beings out of dead beings; it
illuminates the world of the heart and
soul; it reduces into nothingness the iniquities of the neglectful and erring ones.
Beauty, perfection, brilliancy and spirituality of this existence come from or
through the WORD of GOD. For all it
is the supreme goal, the greatest desire,
the cause of life, light, instruction. The
road to attain this Truth is the Love of
GOD. When the light of the Love of
GOD is burning in the mirror of the
heart, that flame shows the "Way, and
guides to the Kingdom of the WORD
of GOD.
As to that which causes the growth
of the Love of GOD,-know that it is
to turn one's self towards GOD.-(B.
S., p. 494.)

"THE WORD OF GOD is the storehouse of all good, all power
and all wisdom. The illiterate fishermen and savage Arabs through it
were enabled to solve such problems as were puzzles to eminent sages
from the beginning of time. It a"\\akellS within us that brilliant
intuition which makes us independent of all tuition, and endows us
with an all-embracing power of spiritual nnderstancling. Many a soul
after fruitless struggles in the ark of philosophy was drowned in the
sea of conflicting theories of cause and effect, while those on board
the craft of simplicity reached the shore of the Universal Cause, aided
by favorable winds blowing from the point of divine knowledge. When
man is associated with that transcendent po"\\el' emanating from the
W orc1 of God, the tree of his being becomes so well rooted in the soil
of assurance that it laughs at the hurricanes of skepticism violently
attempting its destruction. For this association of the part with the
Whole endows him with the Whole, and this union of the particular
with the Universal makes him all in alL"
'Abdu'l-Bah:i
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THE HOLY GRAIL OF THE AGES
D.S.COLE
HERE is, perhaps, no more interesting subject than that of Truth.
has ever been one of controversy.
Truth has been the Holy Grail of ages
past and continues to be the ultimate·
goal of every seeking individual, and
every individual is seeking Truth in
some of its aspects, voluntarily or involuntarily. The seeking may be a clumsy
groping, an unvoiced yearning, a pointed
endeavor or an un formulated desire,
functioning always as a driving force, in
degrees depending upon the a warene"
of the individual.
As various as are its aspects, so are
fhe ways of approach-religion, science,
philosophy, art-and yet if Truth be
Truth it has an essential unity, in the
end, and all paths slmuld lead to the
fundamentals of Truth in their purity
and simplicity. Nothing can be more
simple than unity, and if Truth possesses
an essential unity, which must be so if
Truth be Truth, theu Truth in its finality
must be very simple despite the volumes
written to substantiate its complexity.
Rather have these discussions assumed
complexity because of the limitations of
thought and the byways into which
minds are prone to wander.
A glimmer of light, in the darkness,
is hailed as a beacon and, when kept
steadily in view to the exclusion of all
else, may assume such proportions as to
limit the vision of the seeker to this one
point of light.
The source of Truth is one and, as the
source of all light is the sun, there must
be many rays and many points of rising
on the horizon. The sun is visible from
innumerable angles and locations, and
yet there is but one sun, one source of
light.
Religious thought has been blasted
into many divisions, each possibly grasping certain elements of Twth and cling-
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ing to them with a tenacity which defies all mutual recognition.
Scientific men array themselves on
opposite sides of some question with bitter antagonism, basing their differences
on various aspects. or phases of a single
unity, Truth, when by mutual recognition and appreciation each might avail
himself of the other's ray of knowledge
and thus command the illumination of
two rays instead of pitifully clinging to
a single ray which he has been able to
find.
And so throughout the universe of
thought and being, differences exist and
rays of light are mistaken for the source
of all light itself, which is a most unscientific procedure to countenance in
an age of scientific investigation.
The many paths of approach result
from the many types of mind. But the
greatest satisfaction is to be reached
when the realization is achieved that the
various paths lead to a common center,
the essential unity and Divinity of
Twth. The many sects and schools 'of
religious and philosophical thought are
but signs of the times and bear witness
to a great searching movement, a great
yearning for more knowledge of Truth
than humanity has so far been able to
grasp.
"Know the Truth and the Truth shall
make you free." 'What is this freedom
promised and desired? Is it a freedom
from or a freedom in the relationships existing? Do we want to be free from
things we deem restrictions, or do we
want to have a blessed freedom in them?
Many attempts have been made to define Truth, but when a thing is colored
by the light in which it is seen, the
definition cannot be formulated in a
clear, untoned light necessary to a universal application and acceptance, for
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Truth is no less universal for its essential unity.
Thos. Case has said that Truth is
"Agreement of our judgments with the
objects of our knowledge."
Human knowledge and judgmeut are
necessarily finite and prone to error and,
if Truth has essential oneness, it must
be infinite in its unity. How, then, can
human jUdgment and knowledge "be an
adequate measure? Had human capacity
been able to grasp Truth in its entirety,
or even a portion of it, then the conclusions of all the thinkers of all ages
\I"ould have been the same and lead to
one common conclusion. Human minds
grasp only rays here and there, but there
is a comforting assurance that these rays
emanate from one infinite source.
That agreement has not resulted is
clearly evidenced by existing confusion
in all the phases of life and thought. It
has been thus all down the ages.
Another attempt at a definition says
Truth is "conformity to fact or reality,
exact accordance with that which is, or
has been or will be."
Here is introduced a conception of
the eternity of Truth and its relation to
Reality, which is but another expression
for the essential unity or oneness of"
Truth.
"The character of Truth is its capability of enduring the test of universal experience, of coming unchanged out of
every possible form of fair discussion,"
says Herschel. The test of universal experience is a severe one, and yet our
great fundamental Truths have withstood this test through all time.
"Truth is rectitude." But who is to
j lldge of rectitude?
Truth embodies fidelity, constancy,
stead fastness, faithfulness, sincerity,
genuineness, veracity, conformity, verity, and verisimilitude, and, as Eryant
suggests:
"Truth crushed to earth shall rise
again,
The eternal years of God are hers."
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But 'Abdu'l-Baha, from His infinite
wisdom, says"Truth in its essence cannot be put
into words."
"When one knows something to be true
there is a comforting sense in the assurance that the knowledge is possessed,
that the fact is established beyond doubt,
that there can be no question or alteration. To a great extent, the realization
of Truth is involuntary, intuitional or
subconscious. It is felt. This does not
obviate the thoughts of others from being appropriated as one's own, voiced
and stoutly defended as true, when deep
down at the core of being there may
lurk a suspicion that the matter is only
a partial truth. When Truth is fully
realized the feeling or realization is Unmistakable, none need tell us of it, no
proofs are demanded, the faith of knowledge is ours, and with it the sweet assurance of knowing Truth, or some aspect
of it in its simplicity and purity. Such
is a soul-filling and satisfying experience.
In the maze of modern thoughts and
ideas, how is anyone" to know where
even to look for Truth? Many rays are
visible, and if we bask in the light and
warmth of a single ray there is danger
of not being able to enjoy others. A
trave!er sees only the scenery along his
own particular trail, and yet the beauty
of the universe consists in the delight
of all the paths as one, leading to a common center.
In order for knowledge to become
cognizant it must be presented in a form
which can be perceived by some of our
human faculties. Usually, it must be
spoken or written, fo'r instances of reception of knowledge by any other means
are rare.
If knowledge is spoken there must be
a speaker, if written there must ue an
author, and the quality, characteristics,
power and penetration of the spoken or
written word are inseparably bound up
with the enunciator.
The first step in the acquirement of a
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knowledge of truth must be the sincere
desire to know, to acquire for one's self,
first hand, by an independent investigation. In order to do this the mind and
heart must be freed from all limitations
imposed by preconceived ideas, prejudice
of any nature whatsoever, "tales of the
past," superstition and animosity. One
must approach the search humbly and
with an open and untrammeled mind.
Some aspects of Truth will be clearly
discernible in their fundamental simplicity and will be easy of perception
and realization. The path through the
labyrinth will be clearly defined and
marked unmistakably. The realizations
will come to beings in all degrees of development, for Truth is not "strained."
Truth is universal and its appreciation
can be felt by beings of whatever degree, capacity or station. The Sun of
Truth sends its rays of light and warmth
to all, everywhere.
How can we keep on the clearly defined path in our search for Truth? This
is one of the greatest difficulties, because
there are so many lanes and turnings.
The ennunciator of Truth "should be
the educator of the world of humanity."
"His teachings should be universal
and confer illumination upon mankind,"
-not on a favored few here or there, or
toa special class at some specific time in
history.
"His knowledge should be innate and
spontaneous, and not acquired." If acquired from others of humanity, how
can its veracity be proven"?
"He should answer the questions of
all sages, solve the difficult problems of
humanity, and be able to withstand all
the persecutions and sufferings heaped
upon him." Great Teachers, uttering
new and mighty Truths, have ever been
persecuted and their words made the
target of abuse until their penetrative
power has silenced all opposition. It is
no new Truth which they utter, for
Truth is old and eternal, rather it is
new in that it is unknown to those
addressed.
"He should be a joy bringer and the

herald of the Kingdom of Happiness."
Happiness, the desire of every human
heart, yearned for, striven for, and
fought for since the earth was young,
must result from a recognition of Truth,
but such happiness cannot be confined
within the limiting proportions usually
ascribed to it by materialistic desires.
"His knowledge should be infinite and
his wisdom all comprehensive." None
must be able to confound him. If none
can confound then His utterances must
be essentially and necessarily true!
"The penetration of His word and the
potency of His influence should be so
great as to humble even His worst
enemies." What an acid test is this!
"Sorrows and tribulations must not
vex Him. His courage and conviction
must be Godlike. Day unto day he must
become firmer and more zealous." Is this
not inspiration personified?
"He should be the establisher of universal civilization, the unifier of religions, the standard bearer of universal
peace, and the embodiment of all the
highest and noblest virtues of the world
of humanity." What more can be said?
Can the words of one able to accomplish
these things be subject to doubt?
Then 'Abdu'l-Baha says:
"Whenever you find these conditions
. realized in a human temple, to Him look
for guidance and illumination."
What honest seeker would not be overjoyed to sit at the feet of such a one
and learn of Truth?
Could such a One utter any but Truth,
and if the tests enumerated be applied,
and the result be dear, how can the fundamental Truth of His utterances be
denied?
"The source of all knowledge is the
knowledge iJf God, exalted be His glory,
and this cannot be attained save through
the knowledge of His divine Manifestations." God's Manifestations are sent
to manifest Truth to us, in a form which
our limited faculties can perceive, om
minds understand, and our beings
realize.
Our traveling instructions along th,
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pathway of investigation are clear and
simple. We must seek the Truth through
the Manifestations of God, and we are
given in the foregoing the nine tests by
which we may recognize the Manifestation.
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We must-"Beware of prejudice;
light is good in whatsoever lamp it is
burning. A rose is beautiful in whatsoever garden it may bloom. A star has
the same radiance whether it shines from
the east or the west."

THE WAYS TO GOD

have asked the question: "What is the
meaning of the. statement in the Holy Words
that the 'ways to God are as many as the breaths
of His servants ~ , And if this be true-Why should
we summon mankind to Baha 'u 'Hah as a point of
unity and attainment 1"
In this utterance are hidden deepest truths and
divine significances. Then know that the Manifestation of the Word of God is God. Through Him
alone is the way of attainment to the image and
likeness of God, and, according to the terminologies
of the Heavenly Books, "meeting" Him is meeting
with God,-the supreme purpose of human creation.
But let us keep afar from the abyss of error which
threatens when we proclaim that in this blessed
utterance the Manifest Word has declared the
liberty and right of each individual soul to discover
and plan for itself a way of attainment. Nay,
tather,the meaning intended is that the heavenly
path is revealed in the Manifest One, the Word, but
each soul is environed by eonditions and limitations
peculiar to itself, which assist it in its progression
toward Him when it follows that Perfect Way or
Path of Guidance and turns away from all else.
vVe may choose or refuse the Way; we cannot make
it ourselves. Now inasmuch as the conditions and
responsibilities surrounding each soul are different
from those surrounding every other soul, tHe Perfect
One hath declared that the ways of attainment unto
Him are as many and varied as the' 'breaths of the
servants." "He Whom God maketh manifest" is
the Way of our attainment to Divinity, and is likewise the Way through which Divinity reaches us.
-Excerpt from a Letter of Mr. Howard
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A CONFERENCE FOR WORLD UNITY AT
SAN FRANCISCO, MARCH 20-22, 1925
PROF. J. V. BREITWIESER
IVILIZATION el11erg~d from its
cradle somewhere in, Asia and
started on its march following the sun
around the world, It gathered its arts,
religions, ·wars, and languages as it journeyed into Northern Africa and Southern Europe, It built cities, organized
states and went on in its cycles of failure and success, . Northern Europe and
the British Isles soon became the abode
of a culture. The final episode of this
encircling movement was the colonization of the American continents. Now
the great western outpost of this moving
civilization is at the Golden Gate of California. Across the Pacific we again
meet some of the oldest organized social
groups. The elder brothers, Mongol,
Malay and Aryan Sr., along with their
numerous friends and relatives, are
somewhat disturbed at the remarkable
activity, egotism and blustering of the
young runaway Aryan Nordic Jr., yet
they are willing to listen to his story of
adventure. They have heard rumors to
the effect that he has been very quarrelsome with his cousin Slav. He seems to
be somewhat erratic like an adolescent
youth. At times he is highly idealistic,
sometimes cruel, often selfish, yet at
times showing signs of great generosity.
The great meeting place of the civilizations of the world is on the shores of
the Pacific. This thought has been in
the minds of the social students who
have been observing the meeting of the
Orient and the Occident. Early in April
the idea of making San Francisco the
center for a conference that should be
organized for the purpose of promoting
a better inter-racial, inter-religious and
international understanding and cooperation was conceived. Through the untiring efforts and irresistible enthusiasm
of Mrs. Charles Miner Cooper these
ideas began to crystallize into a very
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definite plan. A brief survey revealed
the fact that many prominent workers
in the field of international relations
could be found in this region and that
there was a wealth of material that
should be made available to the public.
Mrs. Cooper, in her spirit of service,
generously contributed time and money
to bring this conference into existence.
She invited an interested group to meet
with her, and out of this meeting a committee on arrangements was organized,
consisting of the following members;
Dr. Rudolph 1. Coffee, chairman; Professor Kenneth Saunders, Professor J.
V. Breitwieser, Mrs. Kathryn Frankland, Mrs. Charles Miner Cooper and
tlr. Leroy C. Ioas, secretary.
As the result of the work of the committee, a "Conference for vVorldUnity"
was organized and an interesting program was given before large and enthusiastic audiences.
The first address, by Professor Kenneth Saunders, dealt with India's contribution to vVorld Peace. Professor
Saunders has been an intense student of
the influence of Oriental thought and
philosophy on the civilization of the
worIel, and in a very scholarly manner
presented the ideals of peace, contentment and non-resistance as they are
taught by the Hindoo writers and
philosophers.
Dr. Ng Po on Chew, the genial editor
of Sai Yat Po, pointed out that the old
China had been a peaceful nation "that
was wont to sit in isolation musing;
'Far from the madding crowd's
ignoble strife,
Her sober wishes never learned to
stray.
Along the cool sequestered vale of life,
She kept the even tenor of her way.'
But a new China is coming, a new China
is in the making, a new China with new
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life, new spirit and new blood. A new
China with new ambition, with new inspiration and with new aspiration; a new
China with new ideas, new ideals, and
new conception of world relalions; a new
China awakened to the consciousness of
her potential power of her four hundred
fifty million living souls; a new China
jealous of her rights, smarting under the
consciousness of wrong inflicted upon her
by the powers in the past."
He pointed out that if China is to be
made the pawn of European greed and
aggression, she may become the fertile
ground in which to sow the seeds of war.
"On the other hand, if the nations of
the world will change their policy in their
treatment of China, and adopt justice
and equity in place of might and greed,
the result will be peace and amity and
good will among the nations for ages to
conle."

Some of the gi fts western civilization
has brought to China are standing armies
and national debts, unknown to Chinese
people before 1842.
The audience was thrilled at its good
fortune in seeing and hearing the honorary chairman of the meeting, Dr. David
Starr Jordan, who presented in person
the Essentials of his Peace Plan. In the
words of the resolution adopted by the
Senate and Assembly of the State of
California, Dr. Jordan's contributions to
world unity can be described as follows:
"\>Vhereas, Through the generosity of
]\11'. Raphael Herman, a prize of $25,000.00 was offered, under the auspices 0 f
the \Vorld Federation of Education Associations, for the best plan to accomplish
this purpose; and
"\Vhereas, From over 6,000 plans submitted the prize was a warded to a Californian, Dr. David Starr Jordan, Chancellor Emeritus of Stanford University;
and
"\>Vhereas, The citizens of Sanla Clara
County, the home of Dr. Jordan, have
arranged to give him a public reception
on Tuesday, April 14, at San Jose, in
recognition of his constmctive services in
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the cause of world peace; therefore, be it
"Rc.wh'cd, By the Senate of the State
of Califronia, the Assembly concurring,
that we extend felicitations to Dr. Jordan
all this significant occasion.
"We join in honoring Dr. Jordan-the
Man-the California Citizen-the 'World
Citizen.
"As a man he has come to be universally recognized as possessiug those
qualities of heart and mind that we regard
as the ideal 0 f American character.
"As a citizen of California his years of
labor in his own chosen profession and
in the ad\'ancement of the state's welfare,
have placed the young men and women of
Cali fornia, and the entire state, under
obligation that can never be fully voiced.
"As a world citizen, his broad vision
and his humanitarian impulse have induced him to devote years of study to this
greatest of international problems-the
riddance of this mighty scourge of war,
and the eventual achievement of international amity and good-will."
On the second evening of the meeting
Dr. Aurelia Henry Reinhardt, President
of :Mills College, pointed out how most
of the differences of mankind are due to
ignorance and misunderstanding. She
urged a broader, deeper stildy cif humanity for. the sake of a ·broader and more
permanent happiness.
Dr. \V. J. J. Byers, who represented
the negro race in the conference, spoke
of the nllmerous attitudes and situations
in society which have caused hardship
and misery to his people. He proclaimed
a faith in the capacity of the negro race
to carn its share of the burdens of humanity: and the willingness of the negro
people to render their share of service.
The closing address, by the Honorable
Clinton N, Howard, was a plea for the
realization of the peaceful elements ill
Christ's teaching. He pointed out how
warlike elements had been injecteCl. into
many of our songs, sermons and rituals.
He called for the introduction of peaceful
elements.
The climax of the meetings was prob-
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Torao l{awasaki, Japanese COl/sui at
Sa!! Francisco

ably reached in the addresses of the Honora"ble Torao Kawasaki and Jinab-i-Fadil
on the third evening, the former speaking
on Japan's Contribution to World Peace
and the latter on the Conquest of Prejudice.
- The address by :the able representative
of the Japal1ese people -made such a p,'6found impression on the audience that the
speaker has been kept busy repeating the
address to many clul)s in the San Francisco Bay region. He presented the stand
of Jap~1.l1 in all of the conferences for
world peace. He assured the audience
that his country is ready to cooperate with
all 0 f the other great nations in coming to
all understanding by peaceful methods in
the settling of all disputed questions. He
pointed out that Japan had already gone

through her text books and reorganized
them so as to teach their children the ways
oE peace. He deplored the work of jingoists allCI false prophets who would develop hatred and strife.
Then came the scholarly and gentle
Jinab-i-Fadil, so well qualified to unify
the ideas presented in all the addresses.
His deep sympathy with and knowledge
of all humanity was soon recognized by
all who were present. In simple, clear
language he pointed the way to real
peace, to final unity. This address was a
fitting unification of the thoughts that had
been gathered together in the conference
for world unity. The address as a whole
appears on page ... of this number of the
Bah;i'i 11agazine.
The closing address of the conference
was given by Dr. Rudolph 1. Coffee, who
traced the ideas and ideals of peace
througl1 prophecies of Old Testament
times, the writings of the philosophers
and the social consciousness of the present time. He subsequently expressed the
hope that conferences of this kind may be
held every year and that an organization
will be maintained looking forward to
definite objectives and plans for the next
meeting.
Musical numbers added -to the beauty
of the program and the pleasure of -the
auditors. They were all artistically rendered and enthusiastically received.
\Vhen the era of peace on earth shall
have become a reality; when the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man
shall have become the creed of humanity;
when the harsh reverberations of the din
of war shall have died in the past,-this
Conference for \Vadd Unity will be numbered as one of the incidents, as a part
of the contributions that macle a inore t1t1i.-ersal happineos possible.

"This is t!le century of motion, divine stimulus. and accomplishment; the
century of human solidarity and altruistic service; the century of universal peace
amI the reality of the divine kingdom."
'Abdll'l-Baha.
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S. SHOWS WORLD FUSION IS POSSIBLE

FR01f THE ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT COOLIDGE AT THE
NORSE-AMERICAN CELEBRATION, MINNESOTA
STATE FAIR GROU~DS

"IF FRATERNITY and cooperation," he said, "are possible
on the scale of this continent among people so widely diverse, why
not on the scale of the world? I feel it is possible of realization. I
am convinced that our national story might somewhat help to guide
mankind toward such a goaL"
The President told his audience that in the midst of "loyalties
that are all beyond possibility of question" it was "difficult. to
choose among the many national and racial groups that have sought
out America for their home and their country."
""Ve are thankful for all of them, and yet more thankful
that the experiment of their common citizenship has been so magnificently justified in its results," he said. "If one were seeking
proof of a basic brotherhood among all races of men, if one were
to challenge the riddle of Babel in support of aspirations for a
unity capable of assuring peace to the nations, in such an inquiry
I suppose no better testimony could be taken than the experience
of this country.
"Out of the confusion of tongues, the conflict of traditions,
the variations of historical setting, the vast differences in talent~
and tastes, there has been evolved a spiritual union accompanied
by a range of capacity and genius which marks this nation for a
preeminent destiny. The American people have commanded the
respect of the world.
"It is not S0 many years since visitors Jrbm other' quart.ers of
the world were wont to contemplate our concourse of races, origins
and interests, and shake their heads ominously. They feared that
from such a melting pot of diverse elements we could never draw
the tested, tempered metal that is the only subsfance for national
character. Even among ourselves were many who listened with
serious concern to such forebodings. They were not quite sure
whether we had created a nation with the soul of a nation. They
wondered if perhaps we had merely brought together a large
number of people in a large place.
"Had these misgivings been justified when the hour of trial
came, it would have meant disaster to us and to the world. But
instead of crumbling into a chaos of discordant elements, America
proved its truly national unity. It demonstrated conclusively that
there is a spiritual quality shared by all races and conditions of
men which is their universal heritage and common nature. Powerful enough to hold this people to a high ideal in time of supreme
trial, why may we not hope that the same influence will at length
reach men and women wherever they are found on earth?"
(Washington, D. C, Post.)
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CONQUEST OF PREJUDICE
JINAB-I-FADIL
HE idea of world unity was the churches and temples, and asking God
greatest desire of all the prophets sincerely to bring harmony and peace
and spiritual world teachers. 'vVhether among the people. But they are liot able
they came from Palestine, or manifested to establish their idea in the world. There
in India, or China, or Arabia, or Persia, was, and is, something practically wrong
or elsewhere, their great purpose was to in the world, and it is, as I believe, a
establish peace and unity and harmony wrong education.
among the people of the world. They
The people of the world in different
dreamed and prophesied about it often in nations are preparing themselves for the
their writings and sacred books. Jesus next war, for another great conflict.
Christ always taught love and unity and They are training the children and giving
peace.
But, unfortunately, after all them the idea of loving their own nation
those great prophets, those great teachers and worshipping it as they worship God,
and educators, and all those different teaching them to love their own race as
sacred books, when we look at the present they are supposed to love God, and maksituation of the world and read the minds . ing them love their own ancestral beliefs
and hearts of the children of men, we and hate other thoughts' of the world.
find the world much the same as it was Prejudice, misunderstanding and limitathousands of years ago, still groping for tions are passing from the minds of parthe most part in darkness and unhappi- ents to the minds of their own children.
ness.
Peace cannot be established until we
The material and industrial civilization establish it in the hearts of the people.
grows very much and has reached almost That is the real peace and unity referred
to the age of its matmity, and miraculous to. I have not any confidence in a superfidiscoveries and inventions are appearing cial or political peace which may be estabday by day. The nations of the world lished through different governments or
have become close together almost as leaders of the world. I believe peace
neighbors, and thus this globe becomes must" be "established through the people
like a small home for the children of men. themselves. And peace must be estabYet at the same time, when we consider lished iu the hearts of our children.
Unfortunately, the education of the
real civilization, which is to give a happy
life to the people of the world, we realize world is opposed to this purpose, and esthat this has not yet been achieved.
pecially since the war, when conditions
In ancient times there were wars and are worse than before. Since the great
fighting between Babylonians, Egyptians, war all the nations of the world, even the
Greeks, Persians and Romans, each kill- small nations, have tried to make theming the other and destroying the prop- selves strong and make the next generaerty of the country. But in this age tion have a strong feeling for their own
there are many different new nations do- race and nation, for they believe this is
ing the same thing, only the names of the their only protection. This has been the
nations have changed, and the weapons root of fighting and separation in past
and instruments of destruction have be- ages, and it is still ruling the world too
powerfully. This cannot be changed excome more powerful.
In this age there are "many groups of cept through a new kind of training and
people among the different nations whose education for our children.
hearts are full of hope and the desire for
In my own experience I have tried to
peace and unity. They are going to their change the minds of those who have
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grown up with this limited education and
have tried to give them a universal vision
and understanding of humanity, but unfortunately I was not able to change their
minds and was not fully successful, for
this limited kind of education has become etsablished like an impassable
mountain which cannot be mo\'ed or
changed. However, in the pure minds of
children it is easy to establish a new
kind of education, and this is the only
way for the future peace and unity of
the world.
"Ve read in the Old Testament that
God said he created man in his own
image. "Vhat is the image of God? Universal love and mercifulness. Bnt you
cannot find it among the grown-up people
of the world. "Vhen a little baby is born
into the world he is created in the image
of God. If someone should ask the little
baby, "What is your nationality?" if he
were able to answer he would say: "I do
not know anything about nationality. I
came from the invisible world and I consider just one nation, that is the world of
existence. I must wait for my father and
my mother and my teachers to make me
belong to a limited nation." If some one
should ask him, "What is your race?" he
would say: "I know only the human
race. I do_not know more. I must wait
for my parents and my teachers to make
me a member of some special group."
Also, if someone should ask him about his
reli"ion or what tradition he follows, he
wo~ld ;ay; "I know nothing about different traditons, and my religion is purity
of heart and simplicity. I must wait for
my parents and my teachers to tell me
what creeds and traditions they will make
me believe."
Every little baby in created in the
image of God, but the parents and teachers of the world are changing that image,
and that universality, purity and simplicity of heart, and are giving the child a
wrong and limited education.
The races-creationally, intellectually
and spiritually-are all the same and
equaL There is not any difference in the
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creation of God at alL All have the same
power and ability to develop. The children of all the nations have not anv innate prejudice or hatred of one an~ther
in the name of any race, nation or religion. vVhat, then, has caused difference
and separation? \V rong education.
\Ve have in the literature of the East
many stories of the life of the prophets,
especially Jesus Christ, which are not
found in your" Christian Bible, In one of
these it is said that once one of the
apostles of Christ saw him running from
one place to another without being pursued, and the apostle asked him, ""Vhy
are you running?"

Jestls

said,

ar

anl

running away from foolish people." The
apostle said, "My Lord, you are the son
of God, you have the power 'of the Holy
Spirit, you gave life to the dead and
cured all kinds of sickness; why are you
running from foolish people?" Jesns answered, "Yes, it is true that I did alUhose
things, but I could not cure foolishness,"
This foolishness is the separation of
humanity and fighting in the name of
different races, nations and religions. In
reality there are not any different nations
at alL This globe is one little home, and
these different frontiers are not ~ geographical and God-made, but were made
by man in the dark ages. People are
fighting in the name of different nations,
and this is superstition and imagination,
for there are not different races, There
is one human race living in different parts
of this globe, each situated under its natural environment. There are not different
religions at all. There are different
creeds and interpretations of the human
mind. The essential teachings of all those
religions are the same and eqnaL All of
them originated for the spiritual development of man and for creating love among
mankind, not hatred and separation, So
when there is not any difference in the
nation or race or religion, why are the
people separated in the name of different
groups and fighting one another? This
is foolishness, and Jestls Christ said he
could not cure it. I t is living even until
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this time. Only through a new and true
education for our children can we estahlish peace and world nnity.
If we should have this universal education among all the nations of the world in
different schools and universities, to make
our children realize that the world is one
home and humanity is one race, and all
the religions are one, and all the manifestations of God were divine educators
and inspired by one God, and make them
love all the nations as their nation, all
the races as their own race, all the religions as their own ancestral religion, this
will lay down the foundation of peace
for the future. If we should establish
this education in the world in this century, in the next century there would not
be any more war, and the world of humanity would live in unity of spirit and
real peace.
A large group of people who received
the spiritual awakening through the manifestation of the glory of God during the
middle of the past century, and having
the realization of the foundations of
world unity for the future, have tried lo
establish this education in the world, especially in the Orient. In these new
schools of universal education they have
gathered the children of various religions, races and nationalities, and new
text books are in use containing bealltiful
and prophetic words 0 f peace and love
and harmony from the teachings of Jesus
Christ, Isaiah, Moses and other Isrealitish
prophets, Zoroaster, Confucius, Buddha
and other Indian prophets, and other
great spiritual teachers and educators
from the various countries of the world.
Thus, when these children are graduated
from such schools, having a universal
vision about the world of humanity and
the unity of all the religions, and being
familiar with the sacred literature of all
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races, if someone should ask them, "vVhat
is your race?" they will answer, "JYly race
is the human race," and if some one
should ask them, "vVhat is your nationality?" they will say, "I am a world citizen," and if some one should ask them,
"vVhat is your religion?" they will say,
"My religion is all the religions-that is,
to love God and all humanity."
The idea is that the material civilization
and the spiritual civilization must grow
hand in hand. The material and industrial civilization, without the universal
spiritual civilization, is the cause of war
and will make the world of humanity
dark as a hell, and will cause the greatest
war in the future which will divide the
world of humanity into two pieces. The
material civilization, without the spiritual
civilization, is like a dead body, which
may be very beautiful, but it has 110 spirit.
This spiritual civilization is the life of the
world.
Now this is the foundation of future
peace and world unity. vVe have to establish it ourselves, not wait for someone
or some group to come from here or
there to establish it for us. I.£ we want
to establish real peace, if we want to establish a true unity of the world, we have
to take part in this activity, and through
this the dream of all the past prophets
will come true, and the prophecies of all
the great manifestations wiII be fulfilled,
and the time will come when the wolf and
the lamb will dwell together, when different nations will live together as in
different rooms of one home, and different races and different religions will be
united and co-operate like different members of one family and different organs
of one body, and the world will be a real
paradise, peaceful and happy. (Address
given at the Conferellce for ~Vorld Unity
in San Francisco, ]yJarch 20-22, 1925.)
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WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"THE WORLD needs a program of
education that will establish a widespread
understanding too great and too sound
to be broken down by national or imperial coveotusness.
The desire for
peace must grow from within; enough
individuals must recognize fact in place
of propaganda.
"The demand for universal peace is
age-old, but never before has the necessity
for it been so evident, so convincing to all,
as now, for it seems as if it must inevitably be universal peace or universal war.
"So closely Interlocked today are the
interests of nations, of peoples, that when
two engage in a life and death struggle
the fate of all is endangered.
"Commercially, financially, racially and
socially the whole surface of the globe
is so closely and firmly bound together
with interlacing threads that there is almost certain to be world peace or world
war.
"In times before communication by
land and water and wire and air was so
rapid, so easy and so widespread two nations in one part of the world might fight
and the rest of the world look on as disinterested spectators. But not now.
"There must be, there is, some way
attainable whereby the sanction, the influence of our great nation, can be given
to a method for peaceful settlement of
national differences without derogation
from our own dignity, honor and independence; but before that can be done
there will have to be eliminated from the
councils either the presence or the voices
of clamorous pretenders whose only contribution is to stand and declare continuously their own patrotism and decry the
motives of everyone who suggests, offers
for consideration something constructive.
"There is no longer an excuse for any
attitude toward this subject but one of
careful, thoughtful, prayerful consideration of every phase, every view, every

effect upon our own country of every
measure proposed." (Attorney-General
John G. Sargent, in his address at Pittsburgh, April 29th.)
"NEVER MORE than at this moment
has our country needed the saving idealism of religion to raise the citizen and his
citizenship to a plane of high living." I
think of those great words of the Old
Testament psalmist: "Except the Lord
build the house, their labor is but lost
that build it. Except the Lord keep the
city, the watchman waketh but in vain."
You of the Synagogue and we of the
Church testify alike to this, that there
can be no holy patriotism without religion. We may build up the material
fabric of our civilization; we may grow
rich and powerful; we may amass many
things; but we cannot lay the foundations
of noble living unless men are taught to
build their lives on God. We want the
conception of duty which religion gives.
\Ve want those clean, high imperatives
and truths which men learn best In the
light of the thought of God, and we want
that courage in all fine endeavors which
only the sense of the infinite comradeship
can give. As religious men, therefore, we
believe that our citizenship is a holy
trust." (Dr'-W. RusseIl Bowie of Grace
Church, New York, in The Jewish Tribune.)
"ENGLAND is looking to the United
States to show the way, and if Ainerica
will not approve the League of Nations, it
should give the world something in the
League's place." . . .
"The United States is a nation of
destiny, endowed with privileges and
responsibilities to spur it on, not only for
the salYation of its own people, but for
all civilization." (Rev. VV. R. Inge, St.
Paul's Cathedral, London, in his sermon
ill New York recently."
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"C01vIl\ION EFFORTS on behalf of
children and home life are the real ties
that bind nations together, declared the
secretary, who pointed out that the influence of the home was the most potent
force in modern civilization.
\Vomen, he asserted, could do much to
promote the onward march of the world
by securing for its childhood _strength
of body, strength of character, and by
training of mind and religious insincts of
the child.
"The greatest danger in the world today is that spiritual advancement may lag
behind material improvements, for scientific discoveries come so fast that there is
no time to adjust conditions to 'them, because new wonders are upon the world,
and that the only safeguard is to build up
the moral and spiritual forces of the
world." (Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover in his address at International Council of Women. -Washington,
D. C, Post.)
THERE IS SOMETHING wrong
with our children, and all America that
knows anything about children knows it.
And America is beginning to acknowledge and face this fact. . . . \Ve are
leaving morals, ethics, religion-whichever you choose to call it-,-out of the education of our children in America. . . .
I am not speaking as a member of a
church. I don't suppose anyone would
even call me religious. Yet I believe that
true morals and ethics are based on religion and on a belief in God. . . . The
God of morals and ethics isn't in our
educational system and He isn't in enough
of our homes. Too many of our children do not even meet Him anywhere.
Recognition of God is everyhere
in our civil and governmental institutions.
Most of our lodges demand a belief in
God; our legislators open their sessions
with prayer. \Ve have chaplains in the
army and in our prisons. Our INest
Point cadets go to chapel. "In God vVe
Trust" is stamped in our coins. Recogni-

tion of God is seen everywhere in America-except in our educational system.
It was left out of that, I believe, by
mistake.
"vVhat's wrong with our children?" is
America's great question.
The answer is: "They do not have
soul training. They do not even have intellectual training in morals and ethics."
If they do not receive such training in
the public schools, if our pedagogues cannot discover a curriculum for soul exercise or spiritual development for our
school system that will not offend but will
satisfy all creeds, then our children must
get it somewhere else.
Perhaps you ask: "\Vhy not in the
homes?"
Because already- a generation of children that missed such instruction has
grown to be the parents of today.
If we want religious, moral, or ethical
homes in America, we must start a new
type of American home, and we must begin with the children of today; we must
put moral or ethical instruction or actual
soul training into our educational system
somewhere. (William G. ~hepherd in
Collier's. )
ALL NATIONS of the world were
called upon to outlaw war ih resolutions
adopted at the closing session of the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World
convention at Houston, Tex., May 14.
"\Var is the foe of trade," the resolutions said, "the destroyer of property
created by labor, and is the common
enemy of mankind. Therefore, it should
be outlawed."
(\Vashington, D. C,
Post.)
"AN EXHIBIT of material has been
gathered together with a view to interesting leaders of young people in summer
camps and conferences to develop through
their recreational and educational programs a keener appreciation of international relationship." (League of Nations H eraid.)
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IN QUEST OF TRUTH-A DRAMA
DR. ADELBERT MUHLSCHLEGE
Translated from thr! German by Charlotte Fossr:IlIlan

Original production gh'clt at third Bahrfi COILgress in Stuttgart~ GermGJlJ'with musical background of 1110tifs from Parsifal.

The Cast of Characters: Disciple of sounds! But pray tell me just what must
Baha; Seeker; Christian; 11an of Action; I do if I want to experience this supreme
Artist; Scientist; Mother; Maiden; happiness of which you speak?
Awakening Soul.
Disciple of Ballll: \Ve repeat: Look
Disciple of Balui: Heavenly Father, within, search yourself. Shut the world
Thou are the creator of all things and all completely out of the realm of your
life springs from Thee. Noble didst thougths; empty yourself of all preconThou create man in order that Thy king- ceived ideas of God and so, like an empty
dom might appear on earth; but, alas, vessel, present yourself before His holy
how low he has fallen! Yet thy sustain- throne, entreating, beseeching, supplicating grace never forsakes 'those who in a ing Him to reveal Himself to you. Prespure and selfless spirit call upon Thee for ently a heavenly stillness, a feeling of
peace, begins to steal over you and to fill
assistance.
Hidden ill Thy Ancient Entity and in yom entire being until finally, when
Thy Eternal Being Thou didst cause man you have become completely submerged
to come into existence because of Thy in this spirit, you will hear a voice speaklove for the creature. 0 God, suffer us ing to you fr0111 within the inner depths.
to attain unto our destined station. Make This is the voice of God, the will of God
our eyes seeing and our ears hearing, so that speaks to you and through you.
that we may realize we are living in that
Seeker: It is for this very goal that I
new Day of which Thou hast said: Man have been striving and I feel, somehow,
shall be qukkened into life eternal.
yes, I firmly believe that some day I am
Seeker: For years it has been" my going to reach it. However, there is still
most ardent desire to find truth, my most another question that. I want to ask you.
passionate longing to meet the True One; What is the object of all this talk about
but whenever I thought the object of my the ,Vord of God if, as you say, the only
quest within reach it would elude me. way of obtaining knowledge is by looking
Many a path have I trod, many a rough within one's own self and through prayer?
road have I traveled, but never did I find 'vVh)" all the many books, churches and
Him, neither do I seem to be able to find the prophets?
myself in this vast scheme of things.
Disciple of Balza: There is but one
Disciple of BaM: My dear brother, truth and the word is a ray of this truth.
pray tell me, why do you seek God only Countless rays stream forth from the
on the outside? Look within yourself sun and their dawning place is the human
and there you will find Him standing, heart in its purity.
powerful, mighty and supreme. Even if
In Gael's garden flowers of variolls
you should travel throllgh the whole uni- . colors grow, but it is the same sun that
verse you would find yourself getting shines upon all of them and causes them
nowhere. No man, no book, can teach to unfold. Again, the truth may be comyou as much about God as can your own pared la the vast ocean, which holds many
inner consciousness. It is only when we drops, yet e\"ery drop is a part of the
turn our sight within that we begin to same ocean-a part of the same truth.
make spiritual progress,
Christian: Only one has come from
Seeker:
How wonderful all this God the Father to take away our sins,
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suffered on the cross as the lamb of God,
as millions are proclaiming to-day.
·Whatever you have that may be new
I shall be glad to hear about, but I shall
never forsake Jesus, my Savior.
Disciple of Ba11a: He will appear to
you all the more glorious after you have
come to see him in the light of the new
day. Whenever the world sinks into
spiritual darkness God causes a new day
to dawn. The sun of this new day sends
forth the same rays as the former sun.
It has the same life-giving properties, the
same effulgence. Its dawning place may
differ, but its essence is the same, though
it may appear under a new name its fragrance is the same. Then why do you
hesitate any longer when the morning
breezes are calling you? Drink freely of
this new life-giving \vater, which has
been offered you and then pass the cup on
to others, who, like yourself, are in search
of the truth.
Scientist: ·What you are saying has
undoubtedly a basis in fact and in no wise
contradicts science; however, permit me
to say this: reason and emotion are fundamentally different. Over and against
positive knowledge we place faith. Let
:us keep them separate. Religion and
science belong to two distinct realms.
History teaches us that their paths diverge.
Disciple of Bahft: What history teaches
depends entirely upon the construction
placed upon it by the individual. Not
everyone views it in the same light.
'Vithin the human mind, when it is directed towards the spirit, are all possibilities. ·Within ourselves are registered the
past, present and future. Just as the moon
reflects the sun, so the human mind turned
towards God mirrors forth His light. He
whose heart has not yet been touched by
this light is like unto a chilly moonlight
night. He fails to distinguish the various
beautiful colors, fails to breathe the fragrance of God's creation. He sees only
orarth, water and ice and no colors except
those of white, black and gray. God
created man to rule in His name. He

gave him reason to distinguish himself
from the animal. But reason must always be the servant of the spirit and
never its master. In this way man becomes an ilIumined soul and mysteries of
this world begin to unfold themselves before his vision.
Scientist: I see a new force a1 work,
continually creating new conceptions. It
puts life and warmth into cold and benumbed bodies.
Man of Action: Lengthy discussions
are a waste of time; they lead nowhere.
·What is wanted is deeds. Justice, says
He, is loved above all, and he who does
not practice it is rejected. In everything
we undertake we should strive to hear the
heavenly voice and follow its guidance.
Do the duties at hand faithfully and conscientiously. Only righteous deeds, free
from selfish motives, can change this
world into a delectable garden. The command for this age is: Pray and act.
Disciple of BaM: This is the gist of
the new teaching: What the spirit has
revealed to us we must strive to give
forth. In other words, we must live the
life. To prove ourselves worthy administrators in His kingdom means triumph
oyer all earthy obstacles.
Artist: Here is where the artist's
training comes -in. He sees how this new
spirit is ever directing him into paths and
channels new; how nature manifests her
forces through every living creature.
Flashes of light which at times come to
all of us, nature's secret admonitions
vaguely felt in sacred, silent moments, begin to take on new meanings. That which
the soul is longing to express, is struggling
to attain, this is what the new teachings
mean to the artist, as viewed in the light
of the knowledge of the new Day.
As the light of the powerful electric
lamp has come to replace the dim candle,
so the light of the spirit has likewise been
intensified a thousand fold.
0, my brothers and sisters, let us realize what a great feast has been prepared
for us. The Father is bidding us enter
His kingdom.
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M other: Our most priceless possessions are the little ones, our children.
What a bounty it is to live in this great
and holy age; to be partakers of His
spirit and of His words; to find new life
through them and to be privileged in turn
to pass this blessing on to a new generation. The body of the mother, although
it belongs to the realm of matter, is impregnated with the new spirit and so
forms a connecting link between heaven
and earth in this new Day.
Ma.iden: Spring has come again. New
life is stirring everywhere. Mother Earth
is radiantly clad in her verdant garments.
At every turn the spirit of youth meets
us, but its beauties are as nothing compared with the glory of the Divine springtime which has come to the world, come
to the hearts of men to quicken and revivi fy their spirits; to implant the seeds of
new and beautiful fruits in the human
heart. Thou hast said it shall be, and it is.
The world is being cast into a smelter,
and whatever is left after the flames have
consumed the dross will be utilized in
the upbuilding of the new. A new generation is arising and its possibilities cannot be measured by the flights of human
imagination. 0, heavenly Father, water
this new tree of life, so that the young
sapling may grow into a: mighty oak.
A1vakening Soul: I see times have
changed. . A new civilization is spreading
over the earth. The old order of things,
where human will and brute force
wrought destruction, is passing away. A
new breeze is blowing, a new spirit pervading the earth. It calls to man's higher
nature and seeks to lift his life into the
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realm of the spirit. Although I realize
that I myself am behind the times, that
I belong to the old regime, and cannot
fully grasp the significance of the new,
yet I am irresistibly attracted by its wonderful spirit, and what I see being manifested among you I am convinced shall
some day become world wide.
\Vould that everyone might receive this
light and so polish the mirror of his heart
as to reflect its splendor and help dispel
the gloom and darkness into which the
world has been plunged.
Prayer:
Lord, our God on High!
Thou seest us praising Thy Holy Nam.e
and dedicating our lives to Thy service.
Help us, 0 God, in our endeavor to make
ourselves worthy of Thy love.
\Ye are poor, 0 Creator, and possess
nothing aside from Thee. Therefore, 0
Merciful Father, cause Thy bounty to
descend upon us. yVe are dead; quicken
us into life eternal through the rays of
Thy heavenly sun.
vVe are weak and helpless and unable
to accomplish anything without Thy assistance. vVe beg of Thee, therefore,
to help us and to make our hearts places
of purity and light, fitting abodes for Thy
Holy Spirit.
Grant that we may come to know Thy
voice and not to be led astray by our own
imaginings.
May joyous sounds like unto a resurrection song spring up from our midst
and go forth like widening waves till the
whole earth shall have been reached by
the glad-tidings proclaiming that a new
Day has dawned and that the divine
civilization is being established.

°
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A NOTABLE FELLOWSHIP DINNER

T

HE Fellowship dinner which was
held on April 9 in Hollywood, under
the capable management of a number of
the Baha'i friends of the three neighboring Assemblies of Los Angeles, Glendale
and Pasadena, gave ample evidence of the
fact that no more favorable opportunity
for the promotion of friendly intercourse
and sympathetic understanding can be
found than a gathering of this kind,
where the participants of every shade of
thought are brought to break bread together.
Though not announced as a special
Bahit'i activity, the dinner was designed
to be in the nature of a welcome to the
distinguished Baha'i teacher, Jinab-iFadi1, whose arrival it heralded, and who
was the center of an interesting group
of speakers from many walks of life.
Some two hundred and fifty people
participated in the dinner, after which the
toastmaster, M. Hippolyte DreyfusBarney, of Paris, arose to welcome the
gllests and to introduce the topic for the
symposillm which followed. In a most
gracious and eloquent way he spoke of
"Constructive Ideals for vVorld Unity"
and invited a free expression of opinion
from those who had been asked to say a
few \Vords along this line.
It was indeed a rare privilege to listen
to the ideas advanced, and a glance over
the audience showed among the eager
listeners representatives of many races
and persuasions. Among the figures
which stood out pre-eminently was that of
a splendid looking young American Indian, dressed in his superb Indian costume, in preparation for the performance
of the prologue of one of Hollywood's
moving picture attractions, in which he
was to take part.
At the speakers' table sat, beside the
toastmaster and Jinab-i-Fadil, Mme.
Laura Dreyfus-Barney, member of the
Peace Committee of the International
Council of vVomen and a delegate from
France; Rev. G. Bromley Oxnam of the

Church or All Nations; Rev. Bradford
Leavitt, a host or 'Abdu'l-Baha during
the sojourn in San Francisco in 1912;
Rabbi Ernest Trattner of Temple Emmanu-El; Rey. Carl Henry of the Universalist Church of Pasadena; Pro£.
Stanford E. Bell, formerly of the Universities of Colorado and Indiana; Re\,.
W. H. Miller of the A. M. E. Church
of Los Angeles; Miss Marjorie McGee
of the Bahii'i Junior Fellowship of Pasadena; while last, and least only in size,
was that wonderful little boy of fixe,
EichardHedrick, now so well known to
the public through his screen appearances,
and more especially for his beautiful little
spiritual discourses, with which he frequently appeals to th listeners of radio
land.
Many clubs and educational institutions
were represented, several philanthropic
organizations, exponents of Advanced
Thought, members of the vVodd Brotherhood J\foYement, the Japanese Consul,
Mr. K. vVakasugi, and Dr. Feodor Kolin,
a brilliant and talented young Russian
composer and pianist, of whom a word
must be said here in compliment for his
arrangement of. a most unique and interesting musical program. Preceding the
musical numbers, Dr. Kolin, in a short
introductory address, referred to music as
the infallible means of creating sympathy,
the uniyersal language which speaks to
the hearts of all alike. His program was
composed of selections demonstrating the
music of many countries, and was rendered by artists of rare ability and perception, who fully demonstrated the truth
of his words.
This Fellowship dinner was indeed a
notable event, significant of the spirit of
the age and fragrant with the message of
peace and mutual understanding. May it
lead to many other such gatherings, until
the Light of this Great Day of God shines
from its zeni tll in full perfection.
Nellie S. French.

THERE MUST be amongst the believers of God the greatest amount of love.
The friends of God must be willing to sacrifice their lives for each other; their love
must attain such heights of idealism and
self-abnegation. If such a state becomes
realized, then this Cause has given its resuIts; but if it does not attain to this summit of renunciation, then the Cause has
not produced any fruit. The fruit of this
Tree is Love.
The aim of the appearance of all the
Prophets-the Manifestations of the holy,
divine verities, the revelations of the holy
Scriptures has been for the creation of love
in the hearts of men.
His Holiness, Baha'u'lliih, underwent
all vicissitudes and trials in order that
hearts might be cemented together. You
must love each other very much.
The believers of God must become distinguished from all the rest of the world
through their deeds. One of these deeds
is love. By observing them, men must be
astonished and wonder at this love existing amongst the believers of God, exclaiming rapturously, "What attraction! What
affection! How they are united together!
How they have become the ex.pression of
one spirit and the emanation of one heart!"
'Abdu'l-Baha
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A group of delegates and frii?!1ds attending the Seventeenth Annual Convention and COl1gress of the BaM'is of the United States
mid Canada, a/ Green Acre, Eliot, l1faine, July 5 to 8, 1925.
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THE GREATEST need of this age is
unity and co-operation. No argument is
required to substantiate the idea that
unity is the necessary basis of all constructive effort, and therefore of civilization itself. All history teaches us that
lesson. The great empires of the past,
that have patiently built up their civilizations by slow organizing of separate and
rival communities into an organized
whole, have crumbled to pieces again as
soon as their cohesive force was spent.
The lack of unity proved the cause of
downfall and destruction.
The world has reached a point today
where through rapid means of intercommunication it has so shrunk in size as to
necessitate world harmony and brotherhood as the only alternative to universal
fratricide. There can no longer be civilizatiollS and. political entities living remote
one from another and mutually undisturbed, as for instance China and Egypt
of the ancient times. Continental barriers, even the oceans themselves, no
longer serve as buffers to prevent action
and reaction between the great groups of
world peoples. There can be no question
of that. The only question is, of what
nature will that action and reaction be?
The Baha'i Movement, as, indeed, all
the religions of the past, is essentially a
call to unity, to world brotherhood and
peace. Baha'u'llah said, "Glory not in
this, that you love your country, but
rather glory in this, that you love your
kind (humanity)." This means, not that
true patriotism is to be discarded, but tlIat
the world, rather than that semi-artificial
conglomeration called a nation, is to he
henceforth the unit of thought and action.
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Toward this world-unity Baha'is in almost
every race and nation of the world are
working; and it is their ardent faith that
in due time the vision and teaching of
Baha'u'll;ih will be fulfilled, and that the
whole world will become as one familY.
UNITY BETWEEN those large
groups of humanity called nations, or, indeed, between any rival groups, is, however, but one phase of a two-fold issue.
The other phase is unity within the group,
a reality which manifests itself in action
as cooperation. That cooperation is to be
the keynote of the coming civilization
many inspired souls have envisioned, and
there is a great deal of utterance upon the
subject, both from the platform and from
the printed page. But cooperation is so
new to the world that many fail to understand the essenfii:tlfeatures{)f this form
of group -action. True cooperation, the
kind needed for the emerging of the new
civilization based on brotherhood, means
far more than merely acting together, as
the derivation of the word would imply,
and as the current understanding of it
goes. One would almost wish a new word
to be coined to express that kind of acting together which is devoid of self. This,
and this alone, is true cooperation,-the
merging of the individual into the group
in such a harmonious way that a group
soul is formed; and there results not an
aggregate of the individual opinions present, nor the triumphant emergence of the
more powerful of those opinions, but the
birth of an idea which is the creation of
the group-mind in action. This is practicallya new kind of thinking for humanity. It must not be confused with mob~07
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thinking, which is the control of a group
by the powerful ideas projected by a
leader or a small group of leaders.
This severed method of group action
is almost unknown in the world today,
much as cooperation is emphasized and
set forth as a principle of action by many
organizations. For if one analyzes carefully the thing that takes place in such
organization work, it is found to be the
working out, in real though perhaps concealed rivalry, of various individual ambitions and conflicting ideas into a workable platform satisfactory to enough people within the organziation to win their
acceptance. In other words, even the
most harmonious of conventions or other
actions taken by groups is in reality too
much a hidden warfare between ideas,
ambitions, and individual wills, at times
breaking out into the open in controversies and battles of rival factions. This
is not cooperation.
TRUE COOPERATION is a spiritual thing, in which only spiritual man can
take part. JlIst as it needed a divine
teaching to give to mankind the idea of a
forgiving and selfless love, so it has
needed a divinely inspired teaching today,
from the founder of the Baha'\ Movement, Baha'u'llah; to give mankind the
idea of harmonious, unified, group action,
entirely free from. the rivalries of egos.
This kind otaction implies entire freedom
from dogmatism.. One must be not too
ardent in defending one's idea, even
though it seem the only right and true
idea.
For the insidious motives of
egotism set a trap even here that would
defeat the purposes of harmony in action
by the conviction of right as against
others' wrong. Even this too solid conviction must be sacrificed, it would seem.
Baha'u'llah, when queried as to which of
two violent disputers over some religious
question was in the right, said that both
were in the wrong, since they had entered
into controversy.
It is evident, however, that individuals
can sacrifice their idea of what is right
and best only on one condition, that they

have faith that divine power and guidance
will bring the right to pass, and that a
group, united in God's name, and for His
purposes, will if joined in true and prayerful cooperation be guided into the right
course of action. And Baha'u'llah has in
effect taught that if one differs from a
friend as to what is right, one should not
oppose too strongly, but let the matter rest
in God's hands; and even if what one
thinks is the wrong thing wins the field,
God will bring by means of the unity
which results from abnegation a greater
right to pass.
Thus Baha'u'llah has pierced to the
very cent er and core of controversy and
factionalism. The last ramparts of disunity are stormed and captured when the
subtlety of the ego in maintaining a fight
apparently in the name of right is inhibited.
BUT ONE MAY ASK, do Baha'is
succeed in carrying out these principles of
unity in action, of spiritual cooperation?
Have they achieved anything distinctive
for the world in this direction, anything
exemplary, which may serve as a model
and inspiration to organization work, to
the art and science of government itself?
One might truly say that the inner history of the Baha'i Movement has virtually been a process of evolution from the
human, worldly way· of organization, to
this newly revealed, divine way. To claim
that Baha'\s throughout the world have
reached the point where they are capable
of carrying completely the spirit of true
cooperation into all their activities, would
be to claim that man can change from an
imperfect to a perfect creature, from a
carnal to a spiritual being, in the twinkling of an eye. On the contrary, perfection is obtained as the goal of an immensely slow and agonizing process. It
will come about gradually. HA plant that
grows too quickly lasts but a short time."
But perhaps sufficient success has been
attained, here and there, to point the way.
Some things have already been achieved,
unique and inspiring, as regards group
action. Of such the annual Baha'i COI1-
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vention held at Green Acre the first week
of July is a striking example. It seemed
to those who had the privilege of attending it, marvelously free from controversy
and the clash of wills. Discussion of important questions was amicable and harmonious to an extent made possible only
by the submerging of the individual into
the unity of a spiritual love and brotherhood. Each session \~as characterized by
the same spirit of deep inner harmony and
love, the effect of which was to give inspiration and refreshment. How wonderful will be the politics of the future,
when the spiritual principles are adhered
to, and people are elected to office for the
simple reason that they truly seem to the
majority of voters to be the best men
or women possible for such office!
Thus it would seem that there was in
this Convention a very great example of
the new, spiritual way of transacting
business; of that cooperation which when
widely practiced will transform the world.
For just as the result of personal ambition achieved through competition is the
tendency on the part of the mass to pull
down the eminent and successful from
their pinnacles of greatness, causing the
loss of valuable abilities to the body politic from the sheer reason of jealousyso the result of cooperation in· which the
individual sacrifices self will be the loyal
support by the populace of their chosen
leaders and the complete utilization of all
their leaders' gifts and abilities. There
has been an avoidable, lamentable lack of
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stability in all configurations of humanity
in the past, due to this battle of human
wills. Continuity of effort, strength 0 f
purpose, clearness of insight, have been
sacrificed to the gods of selfish and individualistic desires.
If humanity has here and there muddled through to success, it is because of
the selflessness and pure idealism of some
of its leaders. 'What humanity can accomplish when all of its leaders are so
characterized, and when those led are free
from envy, only future ages can declare.
One's imagination is staggered at the immensity of the achievement for human
progress under such conditions. This is
what the Bahil'i Cause aims at, and what
it will accomplish if its followers live the
teachings.
HENCE we may regard this year's
Convention at Green Acre, humble ami
unheralded in the outer world as it was,
as a turning point not only in the history
cf the Bahil'i Cause but in the history of
tbe world. For tbis gathering seems to us
to mark the beginning of that spiritual
consultation and legislation upon which
the whole body politic and civilization of
the future will be based. In that day
whole bodies of men, as well as individuals, will be guided by God; and His
\Vill consequently will be done on earth,
as it is in heaven-which means the arrival of the Milleimium. Nothing can
hinder the ultimate achievement of this
goal.

"PEOPLE HAVE come to realize that in unity there lies strength; in
concentration of purpose there is power; and in self-sacrifice there is growth
and development. lust as we are often ready to sacrifice onr possessions,
our wealth, and our lives for the sake of truth, we must likewise be willing
to sacrifice our opinions and ideas, if we know that snch a thing will bring
about nnity and accord. Now, in Persia the friends have been ready to
sacrifice not only possessions and lives, but they have also sacrificed their
individnal opinions for the sake of the unity of the whole."
•Abdu'l-Baha
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UNITY-A DIVINE BOUNTY
FROM THE TEACHINGS OF 'ABD"C'L-BAHA

T

HIS DAY is the day of unity and
nobility. You must associate with
each other with utmost love and unity and
try to help and co-operate with each other.
Each one of you must become the embodiment of kindness and affection.
Through the Power of Baha'u'liah all will
be united. (B. S., page 336.)
CONSIDER tile harm which comes to
a family through discord and dissension.
Consider, too, what favors and blessings
descend upon that family when unity exists among its various members. Likewise reflect what would descend upon the
great human family-upon humanity in
general-·if unity were established. Although the benefits and good results of
unity are clearly manifest and the lmrm
and ill effects of discord apparent, yet in
this century means are witnessed for assisting man in the attainment of fellowship and unity.
They (the
Prophets) endured hardships, suffered
persecution and death for our sakes, that
we might be taught to love one another,
be united and affiliated instead of discordant and at variance. Now in this
ra,jiant century, let us try to carry out the
good pleasure of God. (STAR OF THE
WEST, Vol. 3, Ko. 11, p. 13.)
THE HUMAN organism may be
taken as an example of the body politic.
As long as the members and parts of the
human organism are at peace, co-ordinate
and co-operate together peacefully and
harmoniously, we have as the result a perfection of life in its fullest form; where
they differ vie have the reverse.
As long as there -is an amicable understanding and unity of action and coordination among these elements which
go to form this phenomenal being, there
we have peace. (Wisdom Talks, p. 21.)
UNITY, the gathering of accord and
union, is indicative of the loving power of

God, for the reality of Divinity is expressed. . . . The favors of God are endless. The infinite bounties of God have
encompassed the whole world. \Ve must
emulate the bounties of God; and just as
the bounties of God-the bounty of life,
for il1stance~ncompasses and surrounds
all, so likewise we must become connected
together so that each may be a part of the
whole. (STAR, Va!. 3, Ko. 10, p. 5.)
STRIVE with heart and very life that
day by day agreement and unity may increase. In discussions look toward the
reality without being self-opinionated.
Let no one assert his own mere opinion,
nay rather, let each investigate the reality
with the greatest love and agreement.
Consult together upon every matter, and
when one presents an exposition of reality, that shall be acceptable to all. Then
will unity and spirituality increase among
YOll, your illumination will be greater,
your happiness and joy more abundant
and you will draw nearer and nearer to
the Kingdom of God. (STAR, Vo1. 3, No.

10, p. 15.)

HE V\rHO expresses an opinion lUust
not voice his opinion as if that opinion·
is correct or right, but he must give it as a
contribution to the consensus of opinion,
for the light of reality becomes apparent
when there is a coincidence of two opin\Vith the greatest or the
ions.
utmost serenity, sobriety, soberness of
temperament, with the utmost state of
tranquillity, perfect composure and absorute calm and composure, should man
weigh his opinions. But before expressing his own opinion he must weigh the
opinion previously expressed. "When he
sees that the opinion previously expressed
is better, he must immediately accept it.
He mllst not be wiIlful in having an opinion of his own. This we call the en-
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deavor at arrival at unity or truth.
The members must be in the greatest
spirit of fellowship toward one another,
so that good results may be forthcoming.
(Wisdom Talks, p. 7.)
WE CANNOT bring love and unity to
pass merely by talking of it. Knowledge
is not enough.
Knowledge is the
first step; resolve, the second step; action,
its hllfillment, is the third step.
Today the force for unity is the Holy
Spirit of Baha'u'I1ah. He manifested this
spirit of Unity.
Think what a
difference there is between this time we
are living in now, and seventy years ago!
Thillk of the progress! the progress towards unity and peace.
It is God's Will that the differences between nations should disappear. Those
who help on the cause of unity are doing
God's work. Unity is the divine bounty
for this luminous century.
(London
Talks, p. 46, 52.)
THE OBJECT of God's teaching to
man is that man may know himself in
order to comprehend the greatness of
God. The Word of God is for agreement and concord. . If you go to Persia
where the friends of ABHA are many,
you will at once realize the unifying force
of God's Word.
Strive always
that you may be united. Kindness and
love in the path of service must be your
means. (London Talks, p. 77, 128.)
CONSIDER-Unity is necessary to
existence. Love is the very cause of life;
on the other hand, separation brings
death. In the world of material creation,
for instance, all things owe their actual
life to unity.
So it is with the
great body of humanity. The wonderful
law of attraction, harmony and unity,
holds together this marvelous creation.
As with the whole, so with the parts;
whether a flower, or a human body; when
the attracting principle is withdrawn from
it, the flower, or the man, dies. It is
therefore clear that attraction, harmony,
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unity and love; are the cause of life,
whereas repulsion, discord, hatred and
separation bring death. "Ve have seen that
whatever brings division into the world
of existence, causes death. Likewise, in
the world of the spirit does the same law
operate. Therefore, should every servant
of the One God be obedient to the law of
love, avoiding all hatred, discord and
striie. (Paris Talks, p. 138;)
IT IS OUR duty to put forth our
greatest efforts and summon all our energies in order that the bonds of unity
and accord may be established among
mankind.
All the Divine Mani~
festations have proclaimed the oneness of
God and the unity of mankind. They
have taught that men should love and
mutally help each other in order that they
might progress, The divine purpose is
that men should live in unity, concord
and agreement and should love one another.
Therefore unity is the
essential truth of religion and when so
understood embraces all the virtues of the
human world. Praise be to God! This
knowledge has been spread, eyes have
been opened and ears have become attentive. Therefore, we must endeavor to
promulgate-and pradicithe religion of
God, which has been founded by all the
prophets. And the religion of God is
absolute love and unity. (Pro, of U. P.,
p. 29.)
THE PURPOSE of true unity is real
and divine outcomes. From these limited unities mentioned only limited outcomes proceed whereas unlimited unity
produces unlimited result. For instance,
from the limited unity of race or nationality the results at most are limited. It is
like a family living alone and solitary;
there are no unlimited or universal outcomes from it.
The unity which is productive of unlimited results is first a unity of mankind
which recognizes that all are sheltered
beneath the overshadowing glory of the
All-glorious; that all are servants of one
God; for all breathe the same atmosphere,
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live upon the same earth, move beneath
the same heavens, receive effulgence from
the same sun and are under the protection
of one God. This is the most great unity,
and its results are lasting if humanity
adheres to it; but mankind has hitherto
violated it, adhering to sectarian or other
limited unities such as racial, patriotic or
unity of self-interests; therefore, no
great results have been forthcoming.
Nevertheless it is cetrain that the radiance
and favors of God are encompassing,
minds have developed, perceptions have
become acute, sciences and arts are widespread and capacity exists for the proclamMion and promulgation. of the real
and ultimate unity of mankind which will
bring forth marveious results. I t will
reconcile all religions, make warringnations loving, cause hostile kings to become
friendly and bring peace and happiness to
the human world. It will cement together
the Orient and the Occident, remove forever the foundations of war and upraise
the ensign of the "Most Great Peace."
These limited tinities are therefore signs
of that great unity which will make all the
human family one by being productive of
the attractions of conscience in mankind.
Another unity is the spiritual unity
which emanates from the breaths of the
Holy Spirit. This is greater than the
unity of mankind. Human unity -or
solidarity may be likened to the body,
whereas unity from the breaths of the
Holy Spirit is the spirit animating the
body. This is a perfect unity. It creates
such a condition in mankind that each one
will make sacrifices for the other and the
utmost desire will be to forfeit life and
all that pertains to it in behalf of another's
good. (Pro. of U. P., p. 3.)
WHATEVER IS conducive to the
unity of the world of mankind is most
acceptable and praiseworthy; whatever is
the cause of discord and disunion is saddening and deplorable. Consider the significance of unity and harmony!
In the world of minds and souls, fellowship, which is an expression of composition, is conducive to life; whereas, dis-

cord,. which is an expression of decomposition, is the equivalent of death. vVithout
cohesion among the individual elements
which compose the body-politic, disintegration and decay must inevitably follow 'and life be extinguished.
How glorious the spectacle of real unity
among mankind! How conducive to
peace, confidence and happiness if races
and nations were united in fellowship and
accord! The Prophets of God were sent
into the world upon this mission of unity
and agreement. (Pro. of U. P., p. 53.)
IN ALL THE world of creation all
the existent beings are in the utmost connection. Through this connection mutual
helpfulness and co-operation is realized.
This mutual helpfulness and co-operation
is the origin of the conservation of the
forces of life. If for one instant this
helpfulness and co-operation were cut off
from the sources and realities of things
all the existent beings and things would
be thrown into confusion and chaos and
be reduced to nothingness and annihilaFor a soul independent of
tion.
all the other souls and without receiving
assistance from other sources cannot live
for the twinkling of an eye; nay rather,
he will become non-existent and reduced to nothingness; especially. among the believers of God between whom material
and spiritual communication is developed
up to the highest point of perfection.
It is this real communication, the essential necessity and requirement of which
is mutual helpfulness, co-operation and
confirmation. vVithout the complete establishment of this divine principle in the
hearts of the friends of God nothing can
be accomplished, for they are the hyacinths of one garden, the waves of one
sea, the stars of one heaven and the rays
of one sun. From every standpoint, the
essential unity, the luminous unity, the
religious unity and the material unity are
founded and organized between them.
(STAR, Vo!. 5, p. 154.)
WHATSOVER is conducive to unity
is merciful and from the divine bounty
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itself. Every universal affair is divine.
Everything which conduces to separation
and estrangement is satanic because it
emanates from the purposes of self. . . .
The elect of humanity are those who live
together in love and unity. They are
preferable before God because the divine
attributes -are already manifest in them.
(STAR, Vo!. 3, No. 10, p. 23.)
HE HAS CREATED all with His
power, supplied all with His mercy, and
trained all with His divinity. You will
not find in the creation of the Merciful
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any differences. Then let us follow the
glorious Lord in our good policy; dealing
with justice, lavor and generosity.. . .
Let us be as one family, with justice and'
kindness. Let us blend as water and
wine. Let us unite as the unity of the
souls~
V\' e cannot establish a policy
greater than the policy of God. We cannot find anything which is suitable to the
world of humanity greater than the
Bounties of God. Then be ye guided
with the examples of the Lord. Do not
change the gift of God, which is perfect
unity. (STAR, Vo!. 5, p. 154.)

PRAYER
'vVe met, we talk'd, we listen'd. and 10:
God, the Shining One, the Peerless,
FilI'd our souls with love so fearless
That temple walls were cleans'd from sin
And fit for Him to sojourn in.

'vVe sat, we pray'd, we waited, and 10:
God, the Glorious One, the Father,
Came Himself our gifts to gather,
And ev'ry deed our spirits told
\-Vas magnified a thousand-fold.

\-Ve stood, we wept, we trembled, and 10:
God, the Mover of creation,
Granted each his proper station,
Appointed each a hidden scar,
The Sacred Wonder of Abh£t.
-H. H. Rycratt.
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THE RAPPROCHEMENT OF SCIENCE AND
RELIGION
I. The Fruits of the Struggle
GEORGE ORR LATIlvlER

Editor's Note: This is the first of a series of articles by Afr. Latimer 011 Olle
of the most important problems of the religious life of today. The ne.-.:t a,rticle
will deal with the question of EvolutioH.

failure. It would be as practicable to attempt to sweep back the Atlantic with a
broom as to suppress the consideration of
system of astronomy gradually gave way the theory of eyolution through iegisla.before the truths discovered by Galileo, tion," Many leaders of the higher instijust so surely will modern scientific dis- tutions of learning agree that the teaching
covery break forth from the bondage of of some theory of evolution is essential to
fundamentalist theory and establish a modern education, but not, however, that
new order of scientific religion.
such a belief shall be forced on the students any more
The trial now gothan a belief in
ing on in Dayton,
"God made Religion and
l'vIuhammad ani s m
Tenn., with its array
or Buddhism is inof legal and scientific
Science to be the measure,
sisted upon after a
talent, raises the
as it were, of our underquestion as to the
course of study in
standing. Take heed that
right of the State to
comparative religion.
forbid the teaching
The controversy
you neglect not such a
over
the theory of
of evolution. Sevwonderful power: Weigh
evolution, however,
era! of the southern
things
inthhl
balance."
is only one phase of
states have passed a
the many differences
similar law, while
'Abdu'l-BaM
which exist between
the legislatures of
the modern scientific
ten other states are
seriously considering the adoption of such scholar and the conservative or fundaa law. Speaking of this law, President mental religionist. Many other questions
R. B. 'Ion Kleinschmidt of the University are awaiting satisfying answers, such as
of Southern California says: "It is most whether the Bible is the "Vord of God or
un-American because it violates the ',con- contains the Word of God i Jesus Christ
stitutional rights of liberal education and is the San of God or a Son of God i his
speech and is also un-Christian because birth was supernatural or natural i his
death was expiatory or exemplary; man
it is intolerant."
The real issue is not whether the theory is a sinner, fallen from original righteous-,
of evolution is right or wrong, but is ness and, apart from God's redeeming
based rather on the predication that it is grace, hopelessly lost, or he is a victim
unwise for the younger generation to of environment, but through self-culture
learn about different theories, with the can make good; faith in the atonement
, idea of choosing one as a basis of belief. of Christ's blood brings supernatural rc"Opposition to the truth," states President generation from Above, or works in folWilliam Mather Lewis of George Wash- lowing Christ's example brings natura!
ington UniYersity, "has always proved a development from within. Likewise the
HE results of the struggle between
science and religion are inevitable.
T
Just as the pseudo-scientific Ptolemaic
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belief in miracles, ·transsubstantiation, the
descent into hell, and the bodily ascension
into heaven, are the bases for more controversy.
Not only do the religionists and scientists differ over the acceptance of the
fundamental doctrines of the church, but
even very eminent co-religionists are
divided. We find Dr. J. G. Machen, assistant professor of New Testament Literature and Exegesis of Prillceton University, stating: "Far from being inimical to social progress, Fundamentalism is
the only means of checking the spiritual
decadence of our age;" while Dr. Charles
P. Fagnani, holding a chair of New
Testament Exegesis at Union College,
avers: "Social progress cannot wait another 2,000 years to see whether the
Fundamentalist type of religion can do
any better in the future than it has in the
past."
In reality science and religion are not
at variance; modernism and fundamentalism are. The latter is wanting in charity,
weak in faith and lacking somewhat in
veracity. It looks for a cataclysmic end
of human life without a satisfying resultant plan for the spiritualization of the
world. The former is greedy of thought,
strongin unbelief and sometimes stretches
the truth. It denies the miracles of healing and does not keep up with the advance of science. It does not follow,
when certain revelations of science are
contrary to biblical writings, that they are
in conflict with things spiritual. It will
only be through teaching the proven facts
of science from the cradle to the grave,
together with the moral teachings of our
parents, that the human race will rise to
the heights intended for it by the Creator.
Science postulates the doctrine of ceaseless cause and effect. There is no conflict with the religious doctrine of ceaseless moral accountability. In like manner,
as science declares that matter and force
are indestructible, so religion states
the human soul is indestructible. Denial
of one or the other limits the great Creative Force, termed by some, Nature,
by others, God. Unfortunately con-
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fusion often arises through varying
tcrminologies. Misleading theories or
statements are used to explain some
scientific fact.
Happily there is a group of modern
scientists, headed in America by Henry
Fairfield Osborn and Robert A. MiIIikan
(last N obel prize winner in physics), who
are working for the rapprochement between science and religion. Professor
Millikan points out that the most important thing upon which the weal or woe
of the race depends, is a belief in the
reality of moral and spiritual values for
"it was because we lost that belief that
the world ,,·ar came, and if we do not
find a way to regain and strengthen that
belief, then science is of no value. But,
on the other hand, it is also true that
even with that belief there is little hope
of progress except through its twin sister, only second in· importance, namely,
belief in the spirit and the method of
Galileo, of Newton, of Faraday, and of
the other great builders of this modern
scientific age-this age of the understanding and control of nature, upon
which let u's hope we are just entering."
Professor J. B: S. Haldane, eminent
physiologist, denies the mechanistic
theory of life which denies God in the
universe, holding it has no meaning in
rdation to the characteristic phenomena
of life. He asserts: "We cannot dispense with the distincti\ e conception of
life. Let there be no mistake, however,
about what this implies. It implies that
the old conception of visible reality
which Galileo and Newton set forth has
broken down; and that there is no use in
appealing to that conception in support
of the mechanistic theory of life. Life
would be unintelligible on that conception; but it is reality that science has to
deal with, ana not an ideal world of
mechanism." He concludes that in this
materialistic age: "If I thought that my
country could get on equally weil without churches I should not care what was
taught in them. But I do not think SQ,·
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We need to be constantly reminded of
that spiritual reality which manifests itself in willing service of every kind, and
without the perception of which our
country would relapse into chaos."
Mr. Bryan, in a lecture at Brown University durir:g his recent campaign
against the teachi:ng of evolution, failed
to answer a question asked by one of the
students. The question propounded was:
"Is it not possible that there may be
philosophy gained by evolutionary thinking which presents a worship and reverence for future generations as an ideal
and looks toward the development of
heaven upon earth through the llSe of
science; and is not this ideal a fine and
worthy one, capable of producing a not
less noble standard of morality 1" Vemon
Kellogg, professor of Biology at Stanford University, answered this question
ie part in the Atlantic Monthly of April,
1924, stating: "Evolution makes its appeal to reason, but its acceptance does not
mean the abasement, let alone the denial,
of emotion, faith and religion, those
great springs of tne higher human attitudes and activities. That there may
be a God who has put his spirit into men,
the evolutionist can. believe: as well -as
anyone else. There is nothing in the
conception of evolution to deny God, or
to make man irreligious, or to lessen the
aspiration of his soul." Professor Osborn, in his recent articles in The Forum,
admits that even though the courant
freedom in thought has led to license
and the lessening of the Bible in its
eternal influence on conduct, yet the belief in evolution or any other great principle of Nature does not release us from
the highest ideals of conduct for-"it is
not for man to question his Creator, but
to accept every act of Creation as an
Act of God." He completes the answer
to this question when he says: "The
moral principle inherent in evolution is
that nothing can be gained in this world
without an effort; the ethical principle
inherent in evolution is that the best only

has the right to surviye; the spiritual
principle in evolution is the evidence of
beauty, of order, and of design in the
daily myriad of miracles to which we
owe our existence."
There are undoubtedly many scientists
S0 convinced of the adequacy of the mechanistic theory that they would not accept this ans,,-er. Many psychologists,
including Dewey and McDougall also do
not find much place for the soul in their
philosophy.
It is certain that Mr.
Bryan and the fundamentalist school will
not accept this answer either. However
there are many progressive scientific
thinkers who admit that the factors of
spiritual advancement and human evolution are co-related. Harnack, a scientifi~
theologian says that "in spite of intense
effort our modern thinkers have not succeeded in developing a satisfactory sys:
tem of ethics and one corresponding to
our deepest needs on the basis qf monism. They will never succeed in doing
so."

There are also emancipated leaders of
religious thought, such as Dr. Harry
Emerson Fosdick, Bishop Brown, Rabbi
Stephen S. 'Wise, Dean Inge, Dr.-John
Herrrian Randall and· the Reyerend
Percy Stickney Grant, who are in the
vanguard of a movement for greater
religious tolerance. Dr. Grant discloses
a deep-rooted cause for the intolerant
attitude when he says: "It is pitiful to
see how ma.ny there are among the professed ministers of Christ, who, in an
hour of popular discussion of some vital
truth, are proved by their attitude 0 f
dismay or by their uninstructed denunciations, never to have thought at all seriously or deeply about most momentous
questions."
It is, therefore, most significant at a
time when a large group of the clergy
and their lol\o\'>ers are declaring their
firmness in "fighting for the faith"-a
rigid, forma; orthddoxy, and another
group cif thinkers are clinging tightly to
the mechanistic teaching of Descartes or
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the materialistic doctrines of Darwin,
that a group of thirty-five prominent
Americans, fifteen of whom are scientists, including seven biologists, four
physicists, two civil engineers, one astronomer and one psychologist, would
sign a 'Joint Statement upon the Relations of Science and Religion' that
amounts to a profession of spiritual faith.
Professors Millikan and Osborn were
the drafters of this most remarkable
credo which sets forth the belief of these
thirty-five progressive thinkers in the following statement:
"The purpOse of science is to develop
without prejudice or precot!ceptiatt of any
kiJld, a k1lawledge of the facts, the laws,
and the processes of nature.

The even

more important task of religion,

011

the

other hand, is to develop tlte cOl1Science)

the ideals, and the aspirations of mankind. Each of tllese two activities represents a deep and vital function of the
so"l of man, and both are necessary for
the /ife, the progress and the happiness
of the humat! race. It is a sublime conception of God which is furnished by
science, and one 'Wholly conS01wnt with

the highest ideals of religion when
it represents Him as revealing Himself
through inbreathing of life into its constituent matter) culntinating in man 'With
his. spirit!,ol nature and all his Godlike
powers."

A purely materialistic conception, limited by the sense perceptions, fails as a
satisfying philosophy of life. In the
light of a new understanding Nature is
the inherent property and necessary relationship derived from the reality of
things even though they be in the utmost
diversity. The nature of ether is unknown at present, but its waves, producing heat, light and electricity, prove its
existence. The essence of Divinity is
likewise unknowable, but by the intuitive
faculty, observation, reasoning power
and the revelations that come with faith,
man can discover the bounties of the
spiritual realm and can believe, beyond
doubt, in the existence of God.
Already fruitful results from the present struggle are assured. Ere long the
agnostic will have experiences similar to
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those of the famous Alfred Russell \Vallace, who, after having discarded -all
bel.ief in Christ, discovered that 'the materialistic mind of his youth was being
slO\dy moulded into a socialistic, spirituaIistic and theistic mind: which culminated in his book "The World of Life."
Just as the physical body is in need of
the heart to correlate its organs for their
proper functioning, an all-unifying
agency is needed to link the diverse realities of man and nature together. When
the world generally recognizes the fact
that a Universal Reality is controlling the
wondrous laws of nature and at the
same time directing the inner and outer
faculties of man, and further, that this
Reality, by -mean, of cooperation and
interaction, enables the component parts
of the universe tQ discharge their respective functions in perfect order, then
an ideal understanding will exist as to
the purpose of creation.
Waiter Rathenau, in his "Was Wird
Werden" re-discovers the soul of man
and emphasizes the importance of the
spiritual faculty when he writes: "Yet
as surely as we know that the awakening
soul· is the divine· sanctuary for which
we live and are, that love is the redeemer
who will liberate our innermost good and
will weld us to a higher unity, just so
surely do we recognize in the inevitable
world-struggle of mechanization the one
essential-the will toward unity. In so
far as we oppose to mechanization the
token at which it pales, namely, transcendental philosophy, spiritual devotion,
faith in the absolute; in so far as we
illuminate the tru-e nature of mechanization, reaching out to the secret core of
the will to unitv-so far shall mechanization be dethr~ned, and constrained to_
service. . . . . vVoe to the race and to
its future should it remain deaf to the
voice of conscience; should it still be
petrified in materialistic apathy; should
it rest content with tinsel; should it
submit to the bondage of selfishness and
hate. vVe are not here for the sake of
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possessions, nor for the sake of power,
nor for the sake of happiness; we are
here that we may elucidate the divine
elements in the human spirit."
More deeply penetrating the core of
the subj ect is the spiritual philosophy of
C. L. Morgan as expressed in his recent
Gifford Lectures on "Emergent Evolution." He thus concludes: "It is taken
for granted as scarcely open to question
by practical folk, that mind is preeminently a cause of certain noteworthy
changes in the face of nature, and is in
a very special sense active-so much so
that the activity we feel, when through
exercise of the will .we ourselves are
causes, best illustrates what is meant by
causal activity. Carry this a stage farther, lifting it to a. higher plane of
thought, and we have the widely accepted belief that ultimately all observable
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change is due to some form of Spiritual
Activity."
In conclusion, a permanent basis of
conduct upon which both science and
religion can unite is completed with the
acceptance of a sublime thought by
'Abdu'l-Baha:
"M an in this age has leamed the weight
of the Slln, the path of a star, the movement of a" eclipse-the advance step now
is to leam the e.~pansio" of the i"flexible
law of mal/er into the s1<bller ki"gdom of
spirit, which contains a finer gravitation

tuhich holds the balance of power from age
to age "nbroken. Blessed is that sOlll who
knows thal against all appeara"ces, the
nalure of thi"gs works for truth and right
forever . . . . The emancipated soul sees
with the eyes of perfect faith becallse it
knows what vast /JrovisioHS are made to

enable it to gain the victory over every difficulty alld trial. Yet man must ever re-

member the earth plane is a workshop, not
0/1 art gallery for the exhibits of powers.
This is not the plalle of perfection, but
earth is the cflIcible for refilling alld tII01"diltg character."

THE MESSAGE OF THE PROPHETS
HORACE HOLLEY
ETWEEN the message of Christ
and that of Baha'u'IJah there is an
B
inward, spiritual relationship of utmost
significance. The purpose of the religious movement established by Baha'u'llah more than seventy years ago is to
bring into direct, practical application to
aJI the affairs of life that vision of divine
love which the Holy Spirit breathed
through the heart of the messenger,
Jesus.
But that there may be in this new age
a permanent foundation for aJI efforts
of service, and a truly helpful bond of
understanding between those striving to
promote the Kingdom of brotherhood
and peace, Baha'u'llah has revealed the

essential identity of the teachings of
Christ with the teachings of the other
prophets and messengers. Every ground
of suspicion, antagonism and aloofness
between the members of different religions has been removed by the principle that faithfulness to the one religion
demands equal loyalty to all.
Concerning the apparent differences
between the message of Christ, Moses,
Zoroaster, Buddha or Muhammad, Baha'u'llah has stated that Revelation consists of two sets of teachings: the spiritual teaching for the soul of man, which
is eternal and unchanging, and the moral
laws and institutes for the protection of
society which each messenger gives in
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accordance with the needs of the time,
and which later prophets abrogate as
conditions demand. Down through all
the ages, therefore, we may discern one
unbroken thread of spiritual faith-the
bond between God and man: the integrity of man's inner life, and the everenlarging capacity for union and harmony among diverse nations and races.
Re-examining, in the light of this
principle, the message of the prophets of
the past, we find their most powerful
declaration to be the assurance that an
age shall come when the divine law will
rule all the affairs of men, and the spirit
of cooperation will redeem politics from
war and industry from selfish greed.
It is the renewal of this divine promise
that has inspired the followers of Bahi'u'lIih with a conscious faith enabling
them to mingle with the members of all
religions and races without prejudice,
and to maintain this universal attitude
amidst unparalleled persecution and suffering. To the Christian, the Hebrew
and the Muhammadan followers of Bahi'u'lIih alike, the fulfilment of this
Covenant is the fruit upon the Tree of
Religion and Life; an increase rather
than a lessening of their traditional
loyalty.
The spiritual possibilities of this new
age have been very clearly stated in the
words of 'Abdu'l-Bahi:
"0 noble
friends, seekers after God! Praise be
to God! Today the light of Truth is
shining upon the world in its abundance;
the breezes of he heavenly garden
are blowing throughout all regions; the

call of the Kingdom is heard in all lands,
and the breath of the Holy Spirit is
heard in all hearts that are faithful. The
Spirit of God is giving eternal life. In
this wonderful age the East is enlightened, the West is fragrant, and everywhere the soul inhales the holy perfume.
The sea of the unity of mankind is lifting up its waves with joy, for there is
real communication between the hearts
and minds of men. The banner of the
Holy Spirit is uplifted, and men see it,
and are assured with the knowledge that
this is a new day.
"This is a new cycle of human power.
All the horizons of the world are lumi·
nous, and the \vorld will become, indeed,
as a garden and a paradise. It is the
hour of unity of the sons of men and
of the drawing together of all races and
all classes. You are loosed from ancient
superstitions which have kept men ignorant, destroying the foundations of true
hnmanity.
"The gift of God to this enlightened
age is the knowledge of the oneness of
mankind and of the fundamental oneness of religion. War shalI cease between nations, and by the Will of God
the Most Great Peace shaJl come. . . .
"There is one God; mankind is one;
the foundations of religion are one. Let
us worship Him, and give praise for all
His great prophets and Messengers who
have manifested His brightness and
glory."
(From Address at "Fellowship of
Faiths" meeting, New York.)
.

The important thing is to spread the Teachings of Baha'u'llah in our
own century. Whoever listens to these Teachings, properly explained,
will say, "Here is the truth-that which will render life a greater thing."
'Abdu'l·Baha
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THE MOST WONDERFUL FLIGHT OF STEPS
IN THE WORLD
STANWOOD COBB
HE tread of countless feet upon
these steps has brought to the one
who lived at their top a greater demtion
than kings and queens receive. If 'Abdu'l-Baha, for forty years, could not
leave Aqil to spread his teachings
through the world, the world could come
to Aq{t, and did come, carrying hence
the message of "Peace on Earth, Good
Will to Men." Baha'u'lIah, the Founder
of the Baha'i Movement, and 'Abdu'lBaha, \vere prisoners, but nothing could
stop the spread of this Teaching which
was destined for all humanity.
In 1898 the first American found her
way to Aqa, Mrs. Lua Moore Getsinger,
and upon her return was the cause of
sending many others there.
In 1908 the writer had the great privilege of visiting 'Abdu'l-Baha under her
guidance. I shall never forget the scene
of parting. The time for departure had
come. Upon the top of these steps stood
'Abdu'l-Baha, in kindly benediction of
farewell. Down the steps slowly. sobbing as if broken-hearted, Lula Getsinger
reached the carriage which was to bear
her away from that One whose presence
meant joy to her, and whose absence
grief. The view of these steps then and
there became photographed on my mind,
and this scene, so simple, has in it forever a quality of majesty, of elevation,
of spirit-giving heights. It is the most
wonderful flight of steps in the world.

T

This picture was sent to us by Mrs.
Claudia Stuart Coles of London, formerly of 'Washington, D. C. It was
taken by Miss Effie Baker, one of the
group of Australian-New Zealand friends
who recently made a pilgrimage to Aqii.
and Haifa in Palestine. They are now

in London, and Mrs. Coles writes of
them in the following glowing terms:
"The New Zealand pilgrims have but
one idea-to awake people to the privilege of knowing the Manifestation in
the Day of Realization. Gracious! I enjoy the spirit they radiate. We worship
in truth. Dear Mrs. Blundell from New
Zealand read the Tablet of Wisdom from
Bah<'t'i Scriptures on Sunday with such
clearness and poweL She is silverhaired, a seeker all her life, a pioneer
in many forward movements in New
Zealand, but now she says 'There is no
more search. 'When the Word of the
Nlanifestation is available, people's opinions vanish like mist before the rising
sun.' Her children, both grown, have
opened out in realization since coming
to England and finding their relatives
unaware of the Bounty they have found.
Such workers! Ethel J3lundell said, 'I
have gone deep into all the new movements as they have come to New Zealand, .but Mr. Dunn brought the Light
of the Manifestation of God through the
Center of His Covenant. That was what
arrested my attention. I knew it was
in the world, but I knew he had the
Truth.' . . .
"I wish I could send something to
every believer I know. I do pray for
all, everyone. The only way we can
help Shoghi Effendi, in the great things
that the Cause needs from him, is to
pray for the unfolding of spiritual perfections in the heart of every believer so
that all of us, as one mirror turned to
the Heavenly Light, may reflect that
Glory \l"1th clearness and power. May
'Abc1u'I-Baha help us to help each other.
It is not by argument, but by the fire in
the heart that the ego is consumed."
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A MESSAGE OF JOY
SHAHNAZ WAITE
HE Baha'i Message is essentially a
Message of Joy. The old garment
of long-faced piety, worn threadbare and
torn, which was nlistaken for religion,
hiding more often the hypocritical heart
of a Pharisee, must in this day be laid
aside, and the white robe of rejoicing
adorn the form of man.
'Ve are living in the "Great Day of
God," of which 'Abdu'l-Baha has said,
"If you are not joyful in this great day,
for what season do you wait?" and,
"Should you spend all your time in praising God, you would never be sufficiently
grateful to Him for having brought you
to this great day of fruition when the
Tree of Reality is bearing its fruit."
Also has he said, "This is the world of
tribulation and torment and the mission
of the Great Teacher is to turn men
away from these anxieties and infuse life
with infinite fay. When the Divine Message is understood, all trouble will vanish. Man must attach himself to an Infinite Reality so that his glory, his joy
and his progress may be infinite;"
As Baha'ts we have attached ourselves
to the "Infinite Reality" and we should
arise to the mountain-top of realization,
and sing aloud, "Joy to the world"-sing
it until its echos reach not only unto the
high heavens, but down into the darkest
valleys of gray materialism and black
despair.
J ay is a constructive force, creative
and powerful in its results. The Bible
reads, "A cheerful heart doeth good like
medicine," and the world, sick unto
death, needs this healing note of Joy as
never before in the history of man.
We know that the Word has been
spoken in the East, and the Dawn of
Peace is breaking. By sword, and flame,
and tears a great civilization is being
purified and cleansed to prepare it for
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its high destiny. In its ordeal is sounded
the keynote of its evolution-Sacrifice.
It can arise in no other way, and that
sacrifice is being accomplished through
calamity and woe, such as the late war;
a sacrifice so mighty in its scope that the
heart of man looks on amazed at its
own endurance, and begins to glimpse
its divine origin.
Meanwhile quietly and perhaps unnoticed, during all this turmoil which
gives the world its final tests, aNew
Civilization is being founded which will
become the kingdom of a New Race,
with a different keynote-"Mercy."
Long wiII be the Path until it comes to
its goal, and many will be the difficulties
along the way, yet it surely shall attain,
and fulfill its part in the Divine Plan.
Already are the doors of this Kingdom
open and thousands have entered in, and
the children of this Kingdom may be
known by a new note, one related to
Mercy; but more resonant, more penetrating, that of pure Joy.
Wherever you hear sounded this note
of ]oy,-joyso ethereal in its beauty,
so exquisite in its manifestation that it
seems to draw its inspiration from no
earthly source, know that there sings a
child of the New Day and of the New
Kingdom. This is not the joy of form
but of the Holy Spirit. It is not dependent upon earthly happiness, it reflects
celestial bliss. Unquenched by pain, undimmed by sorrow, it bubbles from the
heart an evercflowing fountain of heavenly ecstasy, and unto those who have attained to this station is it given, through
the Baha'i Message of Joy, to give to
the world a glimpse of the coming bliss
which shall ultimately enfold it.
Through the Teachings of Baha'u'lhih
the "Rose of the World" will open its
petals and from its heart will steal the
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Divine fragrance of perfect LOVE.
Never again in all the future years can
man forget utterly this divine vision,
never again can he feel himself utterly
alone and forsaken, or forgotten; ever
about him will wind like a caressing
breeze the perfume from this Rose of
Eternity, this "Rose of Sharon," awaking forgotten happiness and joy in his
weary soul, and stirring in him a deeper
aspiration to realize for all time-the
joy of Love made Manifest in Form.
It lies with all Baha'is who should be
the heralds of this Glad New Day, who
are striving to follow in the footsteps
of the Master-w10 was indeed a "J oybringer to the world"-the very Center
of the Covenant of Joy-to radiate in
their lives this joy, to sound to a weary
world the first chords of the Deva songs,
that the souls of men may become refreshed to pursue their Quest for God.
Stealing from the quiet of the hills at
dawn, whispered by the Great Spirit of
Life into humanity's ear still thrills the
first notes of the Herald to the New
Race; the Message of Joy and Reconstruction of the Divine Messenger, and
the song of Love of the Center of the
Covenant. Lei us who catch the vision
of humanity's great destiny, as revealed
by Baha'u'llah and Abdu'I-Baha, feel
ever that inner joy that is not dependent
upon personal good but upon knowledge
of the Divine Plan, keep our minds upon this Pulse of Life of the Eternal
Heart,beating out into man's life its
deathless Love. Let the indrawn breath
be one of reverence and worship, and
the outgiven breath one of joy and service; -service to all humanity, knowing
that what is good for the individual is
good for the whole, otherwise it is not
the Reality of Goodness. One kindly
deed of service rendered in the spirit of
love and joy, manifests far more religion
than hours of prayer and meditation,
devoid of the Holy Spirit of loving
ministration; for after the journey is
ended, the crown of Glory will lie in
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these words: ""Veil done, thou good and
faithful servant, enter thou into the joys
of thy Lord."
Let us meditate with joyous realization upon the following words of our
Way-Shower, 'Abdu'l-Baha:
"Be thou happy! Be thou rejoiced!
Be thou attracted and in the utmost
state of beatitude, so that divine illumination may appear in the heart and soul,
and the ray of the Sun of Truth may
shine and gleam. Become not unhappy
on account of trials, for they are the
cause of spiritual development; but thou
must remain firm and steadfast. vVhenever thou art withstanding, the darkness
of tests is changed into light, difficulties
into mercy, loss into profit and nonexistence is followed by immortality."
"0 thou maid-servant of God! If
thou didst know with what bestowal and
blessing thou art aided, thou wouldst
surely detach thyself horn the world,
open thy wings and soar in the. atmosphere of joy and gladness. The favors
of the beauty of Abha have enveloped
thee; what else dost thou want? The
confirmation of the Supreme Concourse
is obtained; what else dost thou seek?
T<h(\ grace of the Lord is manifest;
what else dost thou demand?
"There is nothing in this world of existence save a joy and happiness which
emanates from sanctification, divine holiness and resignation to God. Love
Divine will change the prison into a
court, sorrow into joy and fragrance,
narrowness into enlargement, and poverty into wealth.
"The Real Life is the Life of the
Spirit; and that is the Love of God, the
breezes from the Holy Spirit, divine Inspiration, spiritual joys and the Gladtidings of God. Seek O! servant o£
God this Life, untit day and night you
remain in limitless joy.
"Whatever is in this world is without
foundation, finally disappears, becomes
fruitless, without results and without effeet; nay rather it is wholly forgotten,
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except servitude and adoration in the
Threshold of Oneness.
"If a soul breathes one breath in this
servitude, it will bring forth fruit in the
Eternal Realm, raise the universal melody of joy, and impart everlasting life.
"O! thou beloved maid-servant of God.
Shouldst thou know what station is
destined and appointed under the protection of Baha'u'llah for those souls
who are severed, attracted, and teachers
of Truth, undoubtedly thou wouldst find
utmost joy and happiness, and by reason
of exultation and rejoicing soar towards
the Heaven of Peace; inasmuch as thou

art walking in this road and advancing
towards such a Kingdom.
"Why art thou grieved, sorrowing with
a bleeding heart? This is the Day of
Rejoicing and the hour of ·ecstasy.
This is the season of the dead arising
from graves and gathering together.
And this is the Promised Time for the
attainment of plenteous grace. Be calm,
be strong, be grateful and become a lamp
full of light, that the darkness of sorrows be annihilated and that the sun of
everlasting joy arise from the dawningplace of heart and soul, shining brightly.

"Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings!
The doors of the Kingdom are open.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings!
Armies of angels afe descending from heaven.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings!
The Sun of Truth is rising.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings!
The Heavenly Food is being sent from above.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings!
The Trumpet is sounding.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings!
The Banner of the Great Peace is floating far and wide.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings!
The Light of the Oneness of Humanity is burning brightly.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings!
The Fire of the Love of God is blazing.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings!
The Holy Spirit is being outpoured.
Glad Tidings! Glad Tidings!
For Everlasting Life is here.
o ye that sleep awake!
o ye heedless ones learn wisdom!
o blind receive sight!
o deaf hear!
dumb speak!
o dead arise!
Be Happy!
Be Happy!
Be full of

o

JOY."
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THE BAHA'I CONGRESS AT GREEN ACRE
HARLAN F. DB ER
VERY Congress is interesting, not
alone because of the individuals
who share in· it, but also because each
Congress has qualities or outstanding
characteristics of its own.
Green Acre, by the Piscataqua (The
River of Light), with its broad acres, its
great and beautiful vistas, its fragrant
pine groves, was an ideal place, from the
standpoint of physical beauty, in which
to hold a Congress. The wonderful
verdure rested the eyes, the pure air
seemed to suggest great and clear
thoughts, and the ever-flowing river revealed the necessity of motion, of change,
of advancement.
Great and good souls from every land
have sojourned in this spot. Searching
conferences, heart to heart discussions,
frank and open pilgrimages into the
realm of truth, are an important part of
its splendid history. The apex of its
happiness was reached in 1912 when
'Abdu'I-Baha graced it with his presence.
He often spoke of its rare physical
beauty, and of the spiritual fouridation
that exists here, and of the brilliant future that would be realized. How many
souls have stepped from the world of
prejudice, ignorance and limitation, into
the arena of freedom and knowledge and
devoted themselves to a life of service,
from this same Green Acre.
The physical and spiritual atmosphere
of this spot, its radiant memories and
high expectations, harmonized splendidly
with the comprehensive and universal
program arranged.
The first session of the Congress was
held Sunday, July 5th, the general topic
being, "The Dawn of Peace," Mr. Howard MacNutt of New York presiding.
Dr. Alain Locke of Washington, D. C,
speaking on the subject, "America's
Part in World Peace," pointed out the
priceless' value and the great necessity
of a good example if America is to per-
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form a real service to the world. He
said, "America's democracy must begin
at home with a spiritual fusion of all her
constituent peoples in brotherhood, and
in an actual mutuality of life. Until democracy is worked out in the vital small
scale of practical human relations, it
can never, except as an empty formula,
prevail on the national or international
basis. UntiLit establishes itself in human
hearts, it can never institutionally flourish. Moreover, America's reputation and
moral infll1ence in the world depends on
the successful achievement. of this vital
spiritual democracy within the lifetime
of the present generation. (Material civilization alone does not safeguard the
progress of a nation.) Baha'i Principles and the leavening of our national
life with their power, is to be regarded
as the salvation of democracy. In this
way only can the- fine professions of
American ideals be realized."
Miss Juliet Thompson of New York,
read extracts from an addre.ssof Mme.
D'Arcis, President of the World Union
of 'Women for International Concord.
Mme. D'Arcis stresses the value of the
power of thought to forward the Cause
of Peace, and points out the need of
thinking peace, and overcoming the
thoughts of hatred and war whenever
they appear. The basis of this Union
is the Oneness of Hl1manity, and the
entire program is clear evidence of real
vision, a universal outlook, and an enthusiastic conviction regarding those
victories that shaH usher in the new
Spiritl1al Era.
The final speaker of this session was
1\1r. Wm. H. RandalI of Boston. He
established the fact that the world needeel not Peace alone, bl1t the "Most Great
Peace." Only by reaching the heart of
man and attaining the spiritual victory
in that citadel can the foundation of a
real peace be laid. The solution of the
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Economi.c Problem, the recognition of
the Oneness of Mankind, the establishment of an International Tribunal, the
acceptance of an International Auxiliary
Language, the Universal Education of
the inhabitants of the world to the end
of attaining a common understanding,
are all necessary if the i\Iost Great Peace
is to be realized. Through the power of
the \Vord of God, the oneness and unity
of the world of man is being realized.
Human power is incapable of solving
these problems, but the divine power is
penetrative and dynamic, and through it
the "Dawn of Peace" is realized.
The second session held Monday, July
6th, had as its subject "The Economic
Foundations of ,NorId Brotherhood,"
Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler of Chicago
acting as Chairman.
Mr. Leslie P. HilI, head of the Chey·
ney Normal School in Pennsylvania,
after telling of the spirit of unity and
brotherhood which he had found since
coming to the Convention and Congress,
announced his intention of speaking not
only regarding the subject, but of teIling
what was in his heart regarding the
problems of the colored people. How
can' right conclitions be brought about?
The Baha.'i movement, he thought,
might Le able to solve the problems. For
instance, he pointed out the fact that in
Persia during the great war, among the
Baha'is alone there was no suffering,
because they loved each other and met
aU needs at once.
Pointing out the fact that since the
earliest days, the negro in America had
rendered great economic service, in the
most fundamental and vital of positions,
on the farms, in the homes, in the mines,
etc., he caIled for cooperation in the
next great steps to be taken. \Vith true
eloquence, and the exaltation of yearning, he made a most stirring appeal for
cooperation and for the establishment of
the new brotherhood.
Like one body, the Congress arose to
his appeal, and dedicated itself anew to
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the carrying out of those principles
which alone will make possible the order, tranquillity and happiness of the
world.
Mr. George Latimer, of Portland,
Oregon, in outlining the Baha'i program
said, "Association in brotherhood is the
only solvent for the world problems."
Pointing out the great contrasts in the
social and economic conditions today, he
stated that the essential foundation of
world brotherhood is the Oneness of the
world of humanity. It is now necessary
for us to choose whether we wiIl be content with words, or wiII translate our
ideals into action.
The nobility of man is that "among
all beings he is the dawning-place of
righteousness." The true station of
manual labor has not been· recognized.
He quoted 'Abdu'I-Bahii. as saying that
"the odium attached to manual labor
must be removed." In his analysis of
the problem, Abraham Lincoln established the prior claim of labor to capital.
Mr. Latimer then called attention to
some of the abuses that had sprung up,
like the abuse of power by the labor
unions in some places, and the· destructive effects and evils of industrial
espionage as practiced by some employers. Showing by figures that strikes do
not pay, he emphasized the value of conciliation and arbitration in industrial
disputes. As an example of the new
type of industrial establishment, Mr.
Latimer told the story of the Golden
Rule plan in operation in the factories
of the Arthur Nash Company in Cincinnati. This inspiring story of selfless
service on the part of the founder and
of the employees, ilIustrated the possibilities of the new order. The true nobility which lies like a treasure in the
heart of man has responded to every
need and from a financial and economic
standpoint has made a small company
become the largest of its kind in the
world.
In conclusion NIr. Latimer quoted
'Abdu'l-Bahii., "that the foundation of all
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is Justice," and that "not warfare but
perfect welfare" must be our aim. The
regeneration of the heart is necessary
because only by this will the transference
from self-interest to the interest of all
be accomplished.
The third session having as its subject
"The Awakening of Youth," was held
Tuesday, July 7th, Miss Bahiyyih Randall of Boston, eighteen years of age,
presiding as representative of the Baha'j
youth. After reading a quotation from
'Abdu'l-Baha describing this age as the
spiritual springtime, she told of the
words of 'Abdu'l-Baha to her at the time
of her visit to Haifa in 1919 when he
said, "Yolt will live to see the realization
of the fruit age of the Cause."
Miss Wanger, an educator in a Philadelphia High School, gave a very interesting and instructive address regarding
the Dalton Plan of Education originated
by Helen Parkhurst. So great has been
the response to the book on this subject
that it has already been translated into
twelve languages.
Describing this plan as an individualized method of instruction in a highly
socialized atmosphere, Miss vVanger
traced the various steps in the development of education from individual instruction in ancient times when only the
highest classes received education, to the
present time when, following in the path
of democracy, hordes of children have
been brought into the schools till the
schools have been swamped. Some children are too fast, some too slow, and
the system created for the so-called
average child failed, because there is
no average child. Attempts to remedy
this condition have evolved several methods of individualizing instruction, for
children cannot be standardized like the
parts of an automobile.
One of these is the Dalton Pla.n which
is new and not yet thoroughly tested, but
to date has brought some very interesting results. The most essential element
of the Dalton Plan is Time-Freedom.
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Time-Freedom means that there is no
obligation to go to the class every day.
The student may work in the library or
laboratory or class room, and see the
teacher only once a week. As soon as
the assigned work is finished, however,
a conference is held with the teacher.
The clever student comes first, and the
good, hard plodders second. Those students who are superficial find that under
this accurate plan, they must stand on
their own feet, and succeed or fall on
their own efforts.
1I1r. Albert Vail, of Chicago, gave a
most comprehensive picture of the field
of operation and the power of the Divine
Educator, the Manifestation of God.
Vividly he told the story of Moses, the
Educator, and that enduring power
which made the Jew a powerful moral
force to this day. Answering the question, what is this new diviner method
of education, he said, "It consists in
bringing the divine world into the ordinary world."
Jesus came to a cultivated world,
Rome, Greece and Egypt, yet He said,
"Unless ye be born again, ye cannot see
the Kingdom of God." Although homeless and finally subjeCted fo martyrdom,
His Kingdom became vittoriOlis. Peter,
unable to tell which day was Sunday,
divided his fish into seven parts, yet he
was made the rock upon which Christ
built His church.
Muhammad, a camel driver, through
this great power; became the Educator
of the Arabs, arid within one hundred
years, they were at the Pyrenees. He
revived Greek learning, and for five centuries these followers held aloft the
Light of the world.
In the great divine teachings of this
day, the first principle is Unity. This
seems to appear through every page of
Baha'i literature. Mr. Vail emphasized
the need for a unity of curriculum
throughout the world, and mentioned details of the Baha'i educational program.
The purpose of our existence is unity
with God. The need of today is true
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universal education, perfect technique is
required, but the spirit within the technique is important. True education is
through the Holy Spirit which changes
human character and brings glory to the
station of man. Shoghi Effendi, the
Guardian of the Baha'i Cause, says that
Bahii'u'llah is developing a new type of
human beings. It is apparent that a new
universal consciousness is appearing.
NIr. Vail illustrated this by stories of
incidents in Persia, and in America,
which revealed the transforming power
of the Ideal Educator.
"Thy Eden is My Love, and reunion
with Me thy heavenly home. Enter
therein and tarry not. This is that which
hath been destined for thee in Our Kingdom above and our Exalted Paradise."
The final session of the Congress was
on the subject, "The Oneness of Humanity," Mr. Louis Gregory of vVashington,
D. c., presiding.
Jinab'i-Fadil announced that it was
his last night in Green Acre, for he was
leaving immediately for Haifa. He expressed his great happiness with the Convention_ and Congress, and after his
travels in America he was confident of
the great future for the Cause. It was
important that the friends should always
remember their great responsibility in
the world, and to know that always the
power of Bahi'u'llih and 'Abdu'l-Bahi
is helping them.
The Bahii'i Cause is the Cause of
vVorId Unity. He had noticed that many
people were talking about world unity,
but it is easier to talk about it than to
live it. Iri reality the human race is one,
there are no differences. The thought of
differences is due to the ignorance of the
people. Fundamentally all religions are
the same, and all races are the same.
He told of his conversations with 'Abdu'l-Bahi and of his tremendous interest
in the Amity Convention held in vVashington. While in Paris, 'Abdu'l-Bahi
was living in a hotel, and among those
\\"110 came often to see him was a poor

colored man. He was not a believer but
he loved 'Abdu'l-Bahii very much. One
day when he came to see 'Abdu'l-Bahi
someone told him that the management
did not like to have him, a poar colared
man, come there, because it was not consistent with the standards of the hotel,
so the poor man went away. When
'Abdu'I-Bahi learned of this, he sent for
the man who had talked to the colored
man, and, told him that he must find his
friend, because 'Abdu'l-Bahi was not
happy that he should have been turned
away. 'Abdu'l-Bahi said, "I did not
come to see expensive hotels or furnishings, but to meet my friends. I did not
come to Paris to conform to the customs
of Paris, but to establish the standard
of Bahi'u'lIih."
The lives of Bahi'u'lliih and ' Abdu'lBahi have helped to establish unity. All
the teachings of Bahii'u'llih and 'Abdu'lBahi are far the establishment of the
unity of the world.
We are living in the dawn of the
morning of the New Age. It is the time
of conflict between the darkness of night
and the light of day.
Mr. Harlan Ober of Buffalo said
that the two fundamental teachings of
Bahi'u'll<i.h, were the Oneness of God,
and the Unity of Mankind.
Men have always believed in certain
kinds of Oneness, as for instance, that
qifferent groups lived on one continent,
or breathed of one air, but it is apparent
that the relation of oneness expected by
Bahi'u'lIih is far greater. The oneness
of the vVorld of Humanity insures the
glorification of man.
Members of different religious groups
live in the same City, but do not learn
anything in reality about each other, because in their minds certain barriers
exist. In Jerusalem, some years ago,
Christians and Muhammadans attacked
the Jews, and one Jew was attacked
by his neighbor of forty years' standing.
Such a thing was possible only because
real oneness was not realized.
It is for the Baha'is, following the
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example and instructions of 'Abdu'lBahi, to establish such a degree of
mutual understanding and appreciation
that this world becomes a new world.
All are the progeny of Adam, all are
facing the same trials and difficulties,
all are assisted by love and faithfulness.
It is clear that God has deposited in each
group a special treasure and the greatest
happiness and spiritual j ay is realized
when these groups are brought together
in spiritual love and harmony. Must we
not endeavor to know all of the Baha'is
of every racial group and calor, so that
we may witness their treasures and serve
them?
Speaking of the teachings of Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'I-Baha had said, "His Teachings are universal and the standard of
human action."
Mirza Ali Kuli Khan of New York,
who began his services to the friends in
America as an amanuensis for 'Abdu'IBah5., and later as an interpreter for the
revered teacher, Mirza Abul Fazl, over
twenty years ago, has recently returned
to this country. His knowledge of the
Baha'i Cause, his experience in worldly
affairs, have given him the greatest of
opportunities of "service.
Mirza Khan said we should always
know with absolute certainty that oneness is to be accomplished. God created
man with a great destiny, and he will
accomplish this. The eternal handicap
has been the martyrdom of man. Men
speak of suffering but they have never
seen the great destiny of man. The
leaders speak of the necessity of warfare, that man must fight to show power,
might, etc., they ever say that man is not
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capable of reaching the point where he
will not fight. vVhat they do not see is
the innate spiritual power of man, and
the divine purposes of Gael. Oppression
is not confined to one race, or one country. Persia is the cradle of the human
race. Its people have lived there six
thousand years, yet today it is only a
small part of the former Persian empire.
Are its people free from oppression? In
another nation, with over one hundred
and forty million inhabitants, there has
been in the past great oppression of the
many by a few. Some years ago, while
speaking before the National Association
for the Advancement of the Colored People, I was given a report of the progress
that has been. made in America by the
colared people. It was so extraordinary
that I was amazed at what had been accomplished in this country through
opportunity.
The only reforming power in society
is the spirit of love exemplified by.
Baha'u'lI5.h, 'Abdu'l-Baha and Shoghi
Effendi.
"Are we going to avail ourselves of the
great opportunities that are ours? I
believe we are."
The final sessiort 6f the Congress was
then brought to a close. A report of the
Congress would not be complete without
mention of the beautiful musical programs that were carried out with the
cooperation of Mrs. Mary Lucas of
Boston.
A new spirit of love and unity and of
universality were the outstanding characteristics of the Congress. A new
spiritual maturity was clear indication of
the progress of the Cause.
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\ \'1-1E1\ '" \I,(\u'l-Bah{l \I'a" III thi"
(!llntr)" in 1912, he g;l\'C a Feast in the
afternoon of June .29, at the home of
Eoy C. Wilhelm at \Ve:it Engle\\'ood, K.
J. Onc of the friend" \\Titing about it
at the timc in the Star of the \Vest (Vol.
3. X o. S, p. 16) gave a brief description
as follo\\'s:
"'Abdu'l-Bahi gave a Unity Feast in
\rest Eng-Iewoorl, N. J.. on Saturday,
Tune 29. to the Bah{l'is of New York
~nd vici;,ity. About three hunclred were
present. In acldition to the seven Persians
in his party there were guests from
Philadelphia, Bl1ffalo, Green Acre, l\[e.,
\ \' ashington, D. C, Pittsbnrgh, San
Francisco, and Portland, Ore.
"There in the iragTant pine grove, on
a bright June day, 'Abdu'l-Bahi himself
the host, smiling' joyously and radiating
the spirit of good will, welcomed the
happy friends. It was indeed a picture,
and one of utmoq spiritual sig·nificance.

Chri:;tian:i, Jews, i\Iuhammadans, and the
white and black races were represented.
'Abdu'l-Bahi's very presence seemed to
fill every soul with love."
In the evening of the same day a general meeting was held at which 'Abdu'l13ahi gave an address and answered
questions. He stated among other things
that many meetings would be held in the
future commemorating this occasion; and
every year since that time, regularly on
the last Saturday in June, there is held
the "Souvenir Feast of 'Abdu'l-Baha,"
as it is called,
The abO\'e picture gives only a part of
the beautiful scene, and shows some of
the friends who were gathered there this
year. One among the number wrote of
it as follo\\'s: "It \\'as a most lovely occasion ane! experience,-and blessed by a
mighty overshadowing of ' Abdu'l-Baha's
spirit and loving kindness, with memories
:111 about of his OWI1 visit there."
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ARYA SAMAJ WELCOMES THE BAHA'I
TEACHINGS
NE of the tangible results of the
O
visit of Shaikh Abduf Rehman
Hindi of Damascus was that the Arya
Samaj of Agra invited Mirza 1Iahmood
and Shaikh 11uhyeddin Sabri to address
the Arya Samaj congregation when they
visited Agra, and their meetings are now
open to all Baha'i visitors; western tourists inclined to lecture should please make
special note of this.
The Arya Samajists liked these lectures so much that they extended the invitation to their centenary at Muttra at
once to l1S and besought Mirza lVrahmood
to attend the function. He accepted the
invitation on behalf of the Baha'i Community and assured them that if he were
unable to come some representative would
surely come.
The Arya Samaj are a protestant movement in Hinduism who are trying to reform Hindu society and bring it up-ta-date
without reference to the orthodox interpretation of the Hindu scriptures; although as far as possible they try to read
their interpretations into the ancient
texts.
This was their hundredth anniversary
of the brith of their regenerator, Dayananda Sarasvati, and extensive preparations had been made to celebrate it all
over India in addition to the huge celebrations organized to be held at Muttra,
thirty miles north of Agra.
The celehrations lasted more than a
week. and it was said that more than
2,000,000 visitors were taking part.
There were huge pendals -and extensive
camps put up, the main pendal itself being
225x22S feet. The platform accommodated about 2,000 persons and when fnl1
the pendal must have contained 25,000
squatters, as there was only one single
chair for the president, all otbers sitting
down on the ground.
Prof. and i\Irs. Pritam Singh, with a
number of students from the Cawnpore,

Syed lIahfoozul Haq, the editor of
Kaukeb-e Hind from Delhi Syed Abid
Husain, Saiduddin Baruney and self from
Agra were the Bahit'i deleg<\tes to the
Centenary, ten in all.
The management were kind enough to
allot a camp to the Baha'i delegates adjacent to the main pendal and the Camp
manager's tent on a raised platform to
the north, where in gold letters on red
ground "Bahit'i Camp" was displayed to
all passers-hy and attracted quite a large
number of enquirers. The Bah,t'! delegates were engaged from early in the
morning till late in the evening answering qnestions, especially after the address
on the Baha·i i\Iovement had beel~ l·ead.
One question that almost everyone asked
us was, "\Vhy did ,ve not hear of the
Baha'i "ravement before today?" and
"Vlhy do you not come out into the public more often?" The next most persistent question was, "\\'here can we get
books on this movement in Hindi or
English?" or "Have you got books in
Hindi or English?" The more enthusiastic
would exclaim that this isTHE·MOVEMENTthat India needs today, and the
more sober ones would say, "Vole, as Arya
Samajist. can agree with everything that
the Baha'j Movement says." Some even
went so iar as to ask us whether their
leaders had conferred with us.
In short, the representative spent five
unforgettable days at the ancient city of
~iuttra, distributing about 5,000 booklets
to eager recipients, being the only nonArya bod:- who were permitted to distribute their literature within the camp.
The management throughout was excellent and ma:1Y epoch-making decisions arrived at.
If the Hi:1dus can be so moved while
their cente:\ary is in progress, there is
sure to be aa open and sustained interest.
The time ior an extensive campaign has
come, and NOW IS THE TIME.HASEBIATULLAH.
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A FEAST OF SURPASSING SIGNIFICANCE
CORALIE FRANKLIN COOK
VEN before the cold winds of winter had ceased to blow, my blueeyed friend and I were talking of the
Green Acre Conference to come in July.
For me, as the time drew nearer, the
possibility of being present at the meetings seemed more remote. She of the
azure eyes never faltered, and ere July
came had packed her volumes of Bahi'i
reference books and set out for the
"Land of Heart's Desire." The slogan,
"On to Green Acre," had never ceased
to sound above the multitudinous details
that crowded my weary brain, and after
her departure kept repeating itself to my
eager heart. And then, it really happened! On the eve of July 2nd I found
myself aboard the "Federal" en route
for Green Acre.
Breakfasting the following morning at
the North Station in Boston, others of
the Washington group, bent on the same
journey, came suddenly and joyously
upon me. A ~ significant number, nineteen, boarded the train for Portsmouth,
N.H., where "blue-eyes'~' and others
came to meet us, and in a very short
time we were speeded over the road to
Green Acre Inn, to Fellowship House,
or to the several cottages and bungalows
to which we had been assigned. From
the time when, in the absence of porters,
a dear girl from Washington had insisted
upon carrying my heavy hat box, until
the last good-bye was said in parting, I
felt myself enveloped in the warmth of
Bahi'i fellowship. No one could feel
strange or lonely because whichever way
one turned, it was to meet an outstretched hand and a welcoming smile.
The first great coming together was
the Annual Bahi'i Feast on Saturday
night, July 4th, at Green Acre Inn.
Thirteen years ago 'Abdu'I-Bahi
walked and talked here, sat at one of
these tables. Was He again among us?

E

Who can say He was not? An all-pervasive harmony fills the hall, touching
and filling our hearts to bursting. These
are not ordinary friends who are meeting. These are a brotherhood, a sisterhood.
A constant hum of voices vibrant with
love and feeling muffles the clatter of
dishes. Where have all these people
come from? Canada is well represented,
and the Assemblies of the various States
have with few exceptions sent delegates.
From California eastward to the Atlantic seaboard, and from the State of
Maine down into Georgia, they have
come until literally "there is no room
for them in the Inn" nor in Fellowship
House, and our energetic registrar has
called into service every cottage and bungalow within the confines of Green Acre.
Oh great and glorious gathering!
""Vhat come ye out for to see," to hear,
to give, to receive?
The material feast is ended, and at
some swift signal from Mr. Randall inteipretedin terms ofilction by the faithful Ge6j-ge Latimer and others, all tables
save one disappear, and we are facing
the speaker's table elevated somewhat
upon a platform at one end of the room.
Here are seated men and women whose
faces tell of their eagerness to give the
messages for which every heart has
opened. With fitting words the Chairman, Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, opens this
memorable gathering. In turn he introduces the speakers, each bringing his or
her own particular message.
Mr. Wm. H. Randal1, in a heartfelt
speech, gives a warm welcome to the
guests on behalf of the Green Acre Fellowship.
Jinab'i-Fadil, with oriental deliberation and as one who has gone deep into
the realities, tells of his experiences in
the States and in Canada interspersed
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with many words of wisdom from the
Baha'j teachings and incidents of his association with 'Abdu'l-Baha. This Eastern teacher with his interesting family
left in a few days for New York to sail
for his homeland. Richer we are for his
coming, and through his unselfish ministrations "East" and "V/est" have met
and ages to come will tell how blessed this
meeting has been.
Dear saintly Dr. Susan Moody gives
a brief sketch of some phases of her
work in Tihran. Our hearts are drawn
to her and the response from the audience as she takes her seat is spontaneous
and unanimous.
Mrs. Grace Krug lays particular emphasis upon the necessity and beauty 0 f
love, and everyone who knows her is
ready to aver that she is a living example
of her own teaching.
One little incident exemplifying the
faith of the believers was brought out
in the action of one speaker, Miss Jessie
Revel! of Philadelphia, who rose quietly
from her place at the tccble, and instead
of a regular speech, offered a beautiful
prayer. Such unusual action produced
unusual feeling in the audience.
IN e hear many other inspiring notes in
the several talks which follow until it is
near the hour of midnight when the last
speaker is heard, and a material and
spiritual feast of surpassing significance
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closes as alJ join III singing the Baha'i
benediction.
In one of his talks while at Green
Acre, 'Abdu'l-Baha said, "The world of
minds corresponds .vith the world of
hearts." Thus it was that the speakers
at thls unique spiritual feast were really
touching the hearts of all present, because their own hearts were first of all
affected by the divine outpourings. The
dominant note was spiritual love and
unity manifested in real fellowship. It
was a demonstration of the efficacy of
the Baha'; teachings in the lives of those
who haye joyfully made their will Sl1bmissive to the 'Vi!! of God.
The Baha'i Convention and Congress
meetings in session during the following
three days were likewise unique gatherings, for the talks, deliberations and discussions were of a high spiritual order,
lifted into the realm of the spirit where
there is a real understanding.
And so this Conference and these
gatherings moved on to a successful and
happy ending. To us who have been a
part of it all, new vistas have opened.
True the world is afflicted with injustice
and wrong, with hatred and evil doing,
with slighted religion and unpracticed
creed, but crystal clear c.omes the Bahii'i
Teaching to "deliver us from evil" and
bring the very kingdom and glory of God
to enc.ompass the world and to establish
amity and lmderstanding among the children of men.

"THIS IS the da-y in which the inhabitants of the world shall enter
under the Tent of the Word of God.
"Originally, mankind was one family, united and compact; later on,
the members of this happy family were divided and sub-divided through
ignorance alld prejudices. Now the time has come again for their final
unijication."
'A bdlt'l-Bahti
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ONE OF the most signally successful
teaching" tours in this country was
brought to a close when Jellab'i-Fadil,
the distinguished Persian Daha'iteacher,
sailed from New York last month with
his family en route to the Holy Land,
During the past year he has, as all
Baha'is know, \'isited Baha'i Assemblies
ill \'arious cities from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, and e\'er)'where he addressed
large and interested audiences on some
phase of the Baha'i Teachings for \\'orlcl
l:nity, In churches of various denominatiolls, before club organizations and
uther public and private groups, he spoke
\\'itll enthusiasm and conviction, all of
\\'hich has been reported and recorded
elsewhere, His success, in a large measure, \\'as duc to his remarkable inspiration, his \I'isdolll and his devotion, as
1\ ell as In the c<JIJIl(Talioll of all the
friends, In Scatllc, in Portland, Ore"
awl in some of the California cities
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he spent the longest period of time,
From among the many groups photographecl, we are publishing the, above
by request, and because it'shows J enab'iFaclil in the ccnkr, with his wife and
son directly in front of him, This group
was taken at Santa Paul a, Calif" where
our distinguished teacher and his family
\\'ere g'uests at the home of Mrs, Elizabeth Carpenter-the home which is
knO\\'ll as the "Baha'i iVlecca of Unity,"
Here Jenab'i- Fadil addressed several
gatherings and in the same town spoke
to the students of the High School.
\\"hile there \\'ere innumerable meetings
in the large cities of vital importanc~,
these meetings in the town of Santa
Paula are particularly notable because of
their deep spirituality; the spirit of love
and unity manifested \I'as a sign of what
takes place \I'hen human beings are
\\Oilling to accept I he guidance of the
lIDly Spirit.
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INSTITUTE OF PACIFIC RELATIONS AT
HONOLULU

O

NE of the most remarkable steps toward the abo/it-ion of racial prejudice
and the establishment of world peace is the Institltle of Pacific Relations
held in H onolttllt, wilh speakers widely representative of America and the Orient.
This is a matter so important that 7('e shall pllblish later a report of the whole
Illstitule.-Editor' s Note.

l\IRS. KATHERINE W ILL A R D
EDDY, a sister-in-law of Sherwood
Eddy, and official hostess of the Institute
bf Pacific Relations, was the principal
speaker at the Ad Club's Blue Room
luncheon. i\Irs. Eddy was for the past
two years international hostess with
headquarters at the Peace society in
Tokyo.
Race prejudice, according to lviI'S.
Eddy, is neither biological nor instinctive. It is ethical. Lord Bryce is quoted
as stating that race prejudice was not
known until the French Revolution, she
declared. Fear, the lecturer believes, is
leading many people to harbor prejudice. They are afraid others will overcome them, she said. But the peoples
of the earth are dependent upon each
other, and one of the reasons for calling
the Institute of Pacific Relations is to
invite intelligent persons frorl1 the various countries to get together and do some
thinking on this subj ect, in an effort to
bring about understanding and brotherhood among races, she declared.
The hope that the Institute of Pacific
Relations, to be held in Honolulu from
July 1 to 15, would bring the realization
to peoples of the Pacific that all races of
men are, fundamentally, alike save for
the variations which climate, tradition,
history and environment have caused,
was expressed by Mrs. Katherine \Villard Eddy.
"You women of Honolulu," she said,
"who have every natural advantage for
hospitality, can help greatly, by your
welcome of the Institute members, to
bring about that feeling-an attitude of
mind which is most necessary for the
promotion of peace and friendship in the
Pacific."

Mrs. Eddy spoke on the subject "Why
Conference ?, stressing the need for discussion between leaders of opinion in the
Pacific countries, mentioning the work
of several delegates to come from the
Orient; anc! giving an exposition of how
the various groups in the several nations
interpreted the word "Patriotism."
"America," she finished, "could lead
the world today in the sponsoring of
amity between nations. She has the
po\\'~r, the wealth and the opportnnityif she could forget the word 'give' and
substitute - the word 'share.' And the
women of America could, by -the employment of the slogan 'Think-even. if
it hurts: help to direct national policies
to that great outcome."-Honolulu Advertiser.
"JOINT peace maneuvers" by seven
countries will follow the war game in the
Pacific when the new Institute of Pacific
Relations holds its first peace conference
at Honolulu for two weeks beginning
July 1, Ray Lyman Wilbur, president of
Lelanc! Stanford, JI'., University, chairman of the American group, announced
today.
This, the first pan-Pacific conference
ever held, Dr. vVilbur said, will be nonpolitical and unofficial. Prominent nationals, 150 in all, r-epresehting Canada,
Japan, China, Australia, New Zealand,
the Philippine Islands and the United
Stales, will discuss common problems.
John D. RockefelIer, JI'., Bernard M.
Baruch, \Vallace M. Alexander, the
vVorld Peace Foundation of Boston;
President A. Lawrence Lowell, of Harvard; \V. Cameron Forbes, former governor-general of the Philippines, and
many other business men, publicists and
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educators were named among the Institute's supporters.
Advocates of the permanent Institute
favor further establishment of machinery
for continuolls investigation and exchange of Pane Pacific ideas. Racial and
other studies would be made in accordance with a coordinated plan, with all
countries cooperating on equal terms,
according to Dr. Wilbur.-Washington
(D. c.) Post.
IN AN atmosphere notable for its
friendliness between men and women of
nine countries bordering on the Pacific,
the Institute of Pacific Relations got under way on schedule time Tuesday afternoon. There was no effort at seating by
national groups, and it was noticeable
that the members came in not by race
groups but with race and race mingling
freely and naturally.
Dr. T. Harade, professor of Japanese
language and literature at the University
of Hawaii, and at this Institute a member
of the Japanese group, made a brief and
eloquent opening prayer, asking divine
blessing on the gathering, calling for a
summoning of mental and moral forces
to the end of promoting international
-harmony, asking that the spirit of goodwill rule all deliberations.-Honolulu
Star-Bu.lletin.
IN HIS address welcoming members
of the Institute of Pacific Relations to
Honolulu Governor Farrington referred
to "Hawaii as the laboratory of race
relationships on the Pacific."
"We sometimes feel we are specimens
because we are so frequently analyzed
and dissected with such varying conclusions ranging all the way from the closest
approach to earthly perfections, to a horrible example of all that should not be,
and the beginning of earthly if not
eternal disaster," the governor said.
He used some statistics that are significant. Hawaii's population today is
300,000. The national classification, as
the governor stated it, is as follows:
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American, British, German and Russian,
34,272; Portuguese, 26,790-; Porto Rican,
6,347; Spanish, 1,939; Chinese, 24,522;
Filipinos, 39,608; Hawaiian, 21,271;
Japanese, 125,368; Koreans, 5,817; Caucasian-Hawaiian, 13,134; Asiatic-Hawaiian, 7,816; and all others, 215.
Of the 300,000 approximately 183,000
are American citizens. Of the 125,368
Japanese, 66,647 are American citizens.
Taking Hawaii with its conglomerate
population as an example of what can be
done in keeping individuals friendly, although of different nationalities, indicates that a similar state can be
maintained between nations bordering
the Pacific, it would seem. The governor
said further:
"Hawaii has been, and is, an adventure
in friendships and neighborliness. This
is the friendly outpost of a friendly nation. vVe are proud of our achievements
and acknowledge with humility our mistakes."-Honolulu Advertiser.
COURTESY that was natural, easy
and graceful, and not obvious, featured
two receptions held in honor of the Institute of Pacific Relations on Punahou
campus during the past week.
First was the reception given by the
Japanese group, and then followed the
tea and reception by the Chinese members. On each occasion the guests felt
supremely at ease and thoroughly at
home.
There was none of the dodging about,
so much in evidence at Occidental receptions, of folks asking guests if they were
comfortable, happy and thoroughly enjoying themselves. The simplicity of the
courtesies extended, the delicate shadings
of Oriental gentility, the supreme atmosphere that all were happy, without the
jarring questions of solicitude, were remarked by all Occidentals present.
It was truly a beautiful lesson in manners, and a majority of us could profit
by making a fuller study of the Oriental
way of conducting social affairs.-Honolulu Advertiser.

THE MANIFESTATIONS of God
have come into the world to free man
from these bonds and chains of the
world of Nature. Although they
walked upon the earth they lived in
heaven. They were not concerned
about material sustenance and prosperity of this world. Their bodies
were subjected to inconceivable distress but their spirits ever soared in
the highest realms of ecstasy. The
purpose of their coming, their teaching and suffering was the freedom of
man from himself. Shall we, therefore, follow in their footsteps, escape
from this cage of the body or continue
subject to its tyranny? Shall we pursue the phantom of a mortal happiness
which does not exist or turn toward
the tree of life and the joys of its
eternal fruits?
,Abdu'l-Baha
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THE ESSENCE OF INSTRUCTIONS
Humanity, through suffering and turmoil,
is swiftly moving on tow.ards its destiny; if
we be loiterers, if we fail to play our part,
surely others will be called upon to take up
our task as ministers to the crying needs of
this afflicted world.
Not by the force of numbers, not by the
mere exposition of a set of new and noble
principles, not by an organized campaign of
teaching-no matter how world-wide and
elaborate in its character-not even by the
staunchness of our faith or the exaltation of
our enthusiasm, can we ultimately hope to
vindicate in the eyes of a critical and sceptical
age the supreme claim of the ABHA Revelation. One thing, and only one thing, will unfailingly and' alone secure the undoubted triumph of this sacred Cause, namely, the extent
to which our own inner life and private character mirror forth in their manifold aspects
the splendor of those eternal principles proclaimed by Baha'u'll:ih.
Shoghi Effendi,
Guardian of the Baha'i Cause
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The essential purpose of Faith and Beliefis to ennoble the inner being of
man with the outpourings of grace from on high.
'Abdu'l-Baha
RELIGION has always its two-fold
aspect-outer and inner-that which relates to the different human relationships and the institutions built upon
them, and that which relates to the soul's
individual progress. It is hard to say
which of the two is the more important.
Religion, if it does not manifest itself
in good deeds, in neighborliness, in
worthy institutions, and in a perfected
form of humanity, is so characterless as
to be almost no-religion. On the other
hand, the progress and perfection of the
individual soul is from certain viewpoints
the sum and substance of all existence,
the thing alone which is of eternal value
in the perpetual flux of forms and institutions into which earth-life is cast. Furthermore, ideal institutions can be built
up only by perfected individuals. So
that it is hard to say which is the more
important function of religion, to present
patterns for higher and more ideal forms
of humanity, or to show and urge the
way to individual perfection. Certain it
is these two functions are mutually involved, the one in the other; are constantly interactive; and must be included
tacitly if not by preachment in the tenets
of every world religion.
THE BAHA'f MOVEMENT contains such an amazingly perfect platform
for the better organization of humanity
that this outer side of the Movement
tends to be emphasized rather than the
aspect of personal perfection, of soul
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growth and progress. This is as it should
be, for the world is today in a pragmatic
mood, and questions of any religion,
"What fruits of action can you produce ?" Since, however, the outer side
of the Baha'i Movement has been so
often and so adequately presented, it is·
well at times to present its other inner
aspect-that of soul development.
Certain movements of the day lay extreme emphasis upon the perfection of
individual life, and the consequent harmony, happiness and prosperity concomitant with such perfection. In a world
which is still too much a place of tears,
it is well to have pointed out, even emphatically, the way to the harmonious
life. Were the Baha'i Movement to fail
in such a human need, it would not be
all-containing. It, too, points out the
way to individual salvation, with its inevitable concomitant of j ay and harmony-the way of severance, of selflessness, by means of prayer and aspiration.
Prayer plays a large part in the life of
a Baha'i. Many beautiful prayers exist
in the Words of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha, to aid one in all the relationships of life. The assurance of God's
protection, the cheerful resignation to
God's vVill, is seen in all true Baha'is.
They, too, have plumbed the depths of
patience in misfortune, of guidance
through the valley of shadows. In fact,
it is often because of the superb fruitage of the personal life of Baha'is into
spiritual radiances and gifts, that strang-
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ers become attracted to the Cause of
Baha'u'llih.
BAHA'fS DO NOT LOOK for evenly prosperous lives, protected from all
mishap. They are taught that such a
life is not propitious to the soul's development. Stress and storm have their
place, that faith may become rooted and
firm, that the too-human dross of life
may be burnt away. We never know the
degree of spiritual development to which
we have attained, says 'Abdu'l-Baha,
until we meet with tests. Then, when
we are called upon to act, we find often
to our surprise that we have not the
spiritual qualities necessary in order to
act rightly. It is in the bitter realization
of our shortcomings, as shown in actron, that we begin the task of eliminating those faults which lie concealed until
the test of deeds throws them into glaring conspicuousness.
Tests, then, are welcomed as the gifts
of God; as lessons which advance the
soul's knowledge and power, It is in
this grateful attitude toward trials that
Baha'is show the loveliest of spiritual
qualities. In Persia, for instance, where
the Baha'i Cause has brought more of
material misfortune than of prosperity
to its adherents, the fiercest persecutions,
the bitterest sufferings and losses, have
been met with a spirit that is more than
resignation; that is joy itself. Surely
the history of Bah,i'i martyrdoms in Persia amply demonstrate the power of the
Baha'i Cause to illuminate the personal
life with the perfecting rays of the Holy
Spirit.
AMONG THE formulas for the perfection of human character, none has
surpassed that given by Christ and emphasized by the apostles-the aid of the
Holy Spirit. The Baha'i Teaching also
lays great emphasis upon the effect of
the Holy Spirit on human lives. In fact,
it is impossible for man to change and
perfect his nature along spiritual lines
except through this intermediary. It
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holds the same relation to the development of spiritual man, 'Abdu'l-Baha tells
us, as the rays of the sun do to the
growth of plant life. Could humanity
but realize this pregnant fact, it would
abandon the limited panaceas which human ingenuity has concocted, and turn to
the one power which makes for perfection, the power of God made available to
humanity through the instrumentality of
the Holy Spirit.
What is this Holy Spirit? It is rather
in its effect than in its essence that we
can come to know iL It cannot be seen,
or felt, save through man's spirit. It is
that which materially-minded man may
remain in utter ignorance of. Yet it
awaits the searcher for perfection as that
divine aid which will make possible the
utmost dream and vision of spiritual advancement. And the importnat truth,
the most important truth in all that concerns man's higher progress, is that the
aid of the Holy. Spirit is the only means
by which material man may become sublimated into spiritual man.
SUBLIMATION, then, is the eminent
process of individual perfection. All
through the BaM'i Teachings this idea
can be clearly traced as a bright golden
thread showing its untarnished beauty
above all the soberer colored thoughts.
'Abdu'l-Bahi cleaves with one stroke the
Gordian problem of how man may best
progress.
The truth, dazzling in its simplicity, is
that man must be lifted up to the plane
of spiritual existence while still upon
this earth. Man must seek ever to rise ,
above his human limitations, and by the
aid of the spirit sublimate his lower animal qualities inherited from a brutal
past into qllalities worthy of spiritual
man, the inheritor of a great kingdom.
Let mankind begin in all earnest the taking on of the divine characteristics, and
his perfection is assured.
All our lesser desires for happiness
for harmonious life, for prosperity and
good-must needs wait as patient hal1d~
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maids upon the great focal desire to rise
to the stature of spiritual man. It is the
old story-"Seek ye first the kingdom of
heaven, and all these things will be added
unto you."
WE SHOULD CALL IT salvation if
that term were not too overgrown with
old theological concepts, savoring of an
age which had not grasped the glorious
vision of world brotherhood and of a
humanity organized o'n the foundations
of love and co-operation. Salvation, as
we have been taught it, implies the saving of the spiritually favored individual
from a destruction which is to overwhelm others not so progressed. Vlhether
we view such a cataclysm as a material
or spiritual danger threatening humanity,
the fact is that the' citizen of the twentieth century views as somewhat pllsillanimous the making of individual salvation a chief goal in religion. It isl1/umanity's salvation that we are now work-
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ing for. Hence the idea of sublimation,
of outgrowing those qualities which make
for discord and acquiring those qualities
which make for universal concord and
harmony, presents to us of today a more
virile and generous appeal. We are becoming, the whole world is becoming,
for the first time, social 1ninded. \tV e
realize ourselves as members of the
Great Community. vVe must perfect
ourselves as individuals in order to become worthy citizens of the new world
order.
Here, at last, we have the motive for
perfection-a motive which reconciles
the outer and inner aspects of religion
already mentioned. There remains no
longer the conflict between the appeal
for soul progress and the appeal for perfect institutions. The two coalesce in
one. Humanity finds its perfection both
as individuals and as a group in the establishing of the Kingdom of God.

THE DIVINE REALITY is to man what the sun is to the
earth. The sun is life, radiance, heat, power, energy. The earth
is dead, inert, helpless, incapable of initiative or change.
As there must be an intermediary to transmit to the earth the
life-giving power of the sun, so must there be an intermediary to
bring God to man; and this is realized through the ever-present
power of the Holy Spirit. As the media of light and heat carry
fragrance and bloom to the earth, so the Holy Spirit brings to
man perfection and inspiration. The earth alone is but a senseless clod-touched by the sun it becomes life and energy. So the
Holy Spirit touches the heart of man and awakens him to eternal
life. It gives to man all possibilities. The cause of life ·widens
before his eyes; eternity opens to him and becomes his, and every
moment it is his inviolable possession. Limitations disappear,
and he becomes more and more sensitive to the teachings of the·
Holy Spirit. All things are his own.
VJithout the intermediary of the Holy Spirit, man would
remain dull, helpless and deprived of attainment. But touched
by that Divine Elixir he becomes tender, loving, responsive, and
capable of every perfection of existence.
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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HOW TO MAKE LIFE SUCCESSFUL
FROM THE WRITINGS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA.
THE HUMAN spirit has an impression and effect in the world, but the.
Divine Spirit gives life to the souls and
confers eternal life upon those who are
attracted to the Fragrances of God. . . .
Be attached to this new Spirit which
hath effective power in the realities of
things, and creates new creatures.
HAPPINESS consists of two kinds:
physical and spiritual. The physical happiness is limited; its utmost duration is
one day, one month, one year. It hath
no result. Spiritual happiness is eternal
and unfathomable. This kind of happiness appeareth in one's sour with the
love of God and suffereth one to attain
to the virtues and perfections of the
world of humanity. Therefore, endeavor as much as thou canst in order to
illumine the lamp of thy heart with the
light of love. (B. S., page 472.)
SOULS ARE like unto mirrors, and
the bounty of God is like unto the sun.
When the mirrors pass beyond (the condition of) all COlOl"ing and attain purity
and polish, and are confronted with the
sun, they will reflect in full perfection its
light and glory. In this condition one
should not consider the mirror, but the
power of the light of the sun which hath
penetrated the mirror, making it a reflector of the heavenly glory.
IF THOU wishest the divine kriowledge and recognition, purify thy heart
from all beside God; be wholly attracted
to the ideal, beloved One; search for and
choose Him and apply thyself to rational
and authoritative arguments. For arguments are a guide to the path and by this
the heart will be turned to the Sun of
Truth. And when the heart is turned
unto the Sun, then the eye will be opened

and will recognize the Sun through the
Sun itself.
THE GREATEST gift of man is universal lov.e, for this love is the magnet
which renders existence eternal, attracts
reality, and diffuses life with infinite joy.
If this love penetrates the heart of man,
all the forces of the universe will be realized in him, for it is a divine power which
transports him to a divine station; and
man will make no real progress until illumined by this power of love. (B. S.,
page 501.)
WILL is the center or focus of human
understanding. We must will to know
God, just as we must will in order to
possess the life He has given us. The
human will must be subdued and trained
into the will of God. It is a great power
.to have a strong will, but a greater power
to give that will to God. The will is
what we do, the understanding is what
we know. Will and understanding must
be one in the Cause of God. (Ten Days
in the Light of Aqa, page 30.)
PRAYER and supplication are two
wings whereby man soars toward the
heavenly mansion of the True One.
However, verbal repetition of prayer
does not suffice. One must live in a
perennial attitude of prayer. When man
is spiritually free his mind becomes the
altar and his heart the sanctuary of
prayer. Then the meaning of the verse,
"He will lift up from before his eyes the
veil," will become fulfilled in man. (B.
S., page 796.)
EVERYTHING save man has one
condition, but man has two. The animal
has one condition of nature, but man has
the animal nature and the Divine nature,
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If the Divine nature predominates he
will be good, but if the human nature
predominates he will be eyiL One will
lift him up but the other will send him
to the lowest depths. Man can become
so degraded that he will worship a stone,
which is of the lowest kingdom; but the
spiritual will raise him to the Supreme
Realms. . . . Man has the power of
knowledge which will exalt him to
heaven, and the power of ignorance
which will debase him to the lowest condition. The more a person advances in
Divine matters, the more will he receive
the attributes of light; and the more he
retrogrades, the more he will receive the
qualities of darkness. This world is dark
and in darkness, but the spiritual world
is light. This is the Heavenly Kingdom.
(B. S., page 440.)

THE HIGHEST expression of the
life of man on this planet in this age and
many ages to come is Celestial: that is,
to live and act in accord with the teachings of Baha'u'llah and to be steadfast in
the love of 'Abdu'l-Baha.. The principles
of the Religion of the Blessed Perfection
(Baha.'u'llah) adorn the spirit with the
highest attributes of the Kingdom of
AB HA, illumine the heart with the Sun
of the love of God, make him a servant
of the world of humanity, a standardbearer of Universal Peace, and an orb
shining from the heaven of righteousness.
He forgets himself and lives in the
flow of the love of the True One; he
embraces all mankind with an ineffable
tenderness, striving day and night to
serve his fellowman. He becomes a herald of the Supreme Concourse and wins
the good pleasure of the Lord of Hosts.
He will be attracted with the love of the
Beloved, and immerse his whole being in
the ocean of humility and meekness. He
will enlist himself in the army of human
progress, to realize the limitless advancement of the human race. Through his
zeal he will sacrifice everything in the
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path of God, and quaff from the chalice
of eternal life. (B. S., page 441.)
KNOW thou verily, insight seeth that
which sight seeth not and apprehendeth
that which the body perceiveth not, inasmuch as the sight seeth the mirage as
water, the images pictured in the mirror
as a reality and genuine, and it seeth the
earth as stationary, and the great stars
as though they were small. But the insight correcteth the mistake of the sight
and apprehendeth the reality and seeth
that the mirage is not water, that the
images pictured in mirrors are naught
else save reflections, that the earth is
moving and the distant stars are large.
Consequently the truth of insight, its effectiveness and power, is proven, as well
as the weakness of sight, its inefficiency
and defects.
Then know thou that the power of the
vVord of God is effective both in the
spirit and the body, and the influence of
the Spirit of God is predominant over the
material as well as over the essential and
spiritual. (B. S., page 463.)
THE RELIGION of God reforms
the moral side of the life of mankind. It
is the spreader of the virtues of the
world of humanity. It is the founder of
divine perfections in the hearts of men.
It is nearness to God. It is the cause of
attraction and enkindlement with the fire
of the lo';e of God. It is conducive to
the illumination of human consciousness.
If the hope of man be limited to the
material world what ultimate result is
he working for? A man with even a little understanding must realize that he
should live differently from the worms
who hold to the earth in which they are
finally buried. How can he be satisfied
with this low degree? How can he find
happiness there? My hope is that you
may become freed from the material
world and strive to understand the meaning of the heavenly world, the world of
lasting qualities, the world of truth, the
world of eternal kingEness, so that your
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life may . not be barren of results, for the
life of the material man has no fruit of
reality, but lasting results are produced
by the heavenly existence.
If a man becomes touched with the
divine spark, even though he be an outcast and oppressed, he will be happy and
his happiness cannot die. (STAR OF THE.
WEST, Vol. 8, No. 2, page 28.)
WHA T IS PRAYER? It is conversation with God. While man prays he
sees himself in the presence of God. If
he concentrates his attention he will
surely at the time of prayer realize that
he is conversing with God. . . . Prayer
and supplication are so effective that they
inspire one's heart for the whole day
with high ideals and supreme sanctity
and calmness. One's heart must be sensitive to the music of prayer. He must
feel the effect of prayer. He must not
be like an organ from which softest
notes stream forth without having consciousness of sensation in itself. (STAR
OF THE WEST, VoL 8, No. 4, page 4L)
MAN BECOMES like a stone unless
he continually supplicates to God. The
heart of man is like a mirror which is
covered with dust and to cleanse it one
must continually pray to God that it may
become clean. The act of supplication is
the polish which erases all worldly desires. . . . Therefore, prayer is a key
by which the doors of the kingdom are
opened. There are many subjects which
are difficult for man to solve. But during prayer and supplication they are unveiled and there is nothing that man cannot find out. (From Notes of Miss Albertson.)
IF A MAN'S thought is constantly
aspiring towards heavenly subjects, then
does he become saintly; if on the other
hand his thought does not soar, but is
directed downwards to cent er itself upon
the things of this world, he grows more
and more material until he arrives at a

state little better than that of a mere
animaL (Paris Talks, page 4.)
NO PHILOSOPHY, no system, has
ever changed the manners and customs
o£ the people for the better. The morals
of the philosophers who are not enlightened by the divine spirit are inferior, An
ignorant man filled with the Holy Spirit
is powerfuL He who is educated by the
Holy Spirit can in his turn educate others in the same spirit. The life and m01"als of a spiritual man are in themselves
an education to others. Let your
thoughts, words and actions bring life to
those around you. . . . (STAR OF THE
WEST, Vo!. 3, No. 2, page 6.)
MAN has two powers and his development two aspects. One power is connected with the material world and by it
he is capable of material advancement.
The other power is spiritual and through
its development his inner, potential nature is awakened, These powers are like
two wings. Both must be developed, for
flight is impossible with one wing. . . .
We must strive unceasingly and without rest to accomplish the development
of the spiritual nature in man and endeavor with tireless energy to advance
humanity toward the nobility of its frue
and intended station. For the body of
man is accidental; it is of no importance.
The time of its disintegration will inevitably c.ome. But the spirit of man is
essential and therefore eternaL It is a
divine bounty. It is the effulgence of the
Sun of Reality and therefore of greater
importance than the physical body.
(Pro. of U. P., page 57.)
BEHOLD how the sun shines upon all
creation but only surfaces that are pure
and polished can reflect its glory and
light. The darkened soul has no portion
of the revelation of the glorious effulgence of reality, and the soil of self unable to take advantage of that light, does
Bot produce growth. . . . Therefore
man must seek capacity and develop read-
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llless. As long as he lacks susceptibility
to divine imquences, he is incapable of
reflecting the light and assimilating its
benefits. Sterile soil will produce nothing even if the cloud of mercy pours rain
upon it a thousand years. .
Consider hOVi! the parable makes attainment dependent upon capacity. Unless capacity is developed, the summons
of the Kingdom cannot reach the ear, the.
light of the Sun of Truth will not be observed and the fragrances of the Rose
Garden of inner significances will be lost.
Let us endeavor to attain capacity, susceptibility and worthiness, that "ve may
hear the call of the glad tidings of the
Kingdom, become revivified by the
breaths of the Holy Spirit, hoist the
standard of the oneness of humanity, establish humzm brotherhood, and under
the protection of divine grace attain the
life everlasting and eternal. (Pro. of
Uo P., page 143-4.)
0

•

THE LIGHT of the sun becomes apparent in each object according to the
capacity of that object. The difference
is simply one of degree and receptivity.
The stone would be Cl recipient only to a
limited extent; another created thing
might be as a mirror wherein the sun is
fully reflected; but the same light shines
upon both.
The most important thing is to polish
the mirrors of hearts in order that they
may become illumined and receptive of
the divine light. One heart may possess
the capacity of the polished rmrror; an-,
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other be covered and obscured by the
dust and dross of this world. Although
the same Sun is shining upon both, in
the mirror -which is polished, pure and
sanctified you may behold the Sun in
all its fullness, glory and power revealing its majesty and effulgence, but in the
mirror which is rusted and obscured
there is no capacity ior reHection, although so far as the Sun itself is concert:ed it is shining thereon and is neither
lessened nor deprived. Therefore our
duty lies in seeking to polish the mirrors
of our hearts it: order that we shall become reflectors of that light and recipients of the divine bounties which may be
fully revealed through them. (Pro. of
U. P., page 12.)
HIS HOLINESS Bah;'i.'u'lhih proclaims in His Hidden \~Tords that God
inspires His servants and is revealed
through thern. He savs. "Thv heart is
my abode; purify it fo; ~y des~ent. Thy
spirit is my outlook; prepare it for my
manifestation." Thereiore we learn that
nearness to God is possible through devotion to Him. through entrance into the
kingdom, and service to humanity;- it is
attained by unity with mankind and
through loving kindness to all; it is dependent upon investigation of truth, acquisition of praise'vvorthy virtues, service
in the cause of Universal Peace, and personal sanctification, In a word, nearness
to God necessitates sacrifice of self, severance and the giving up or all to Him.
Nearness is likeness, (Pro. of U. Po,
page 143.)

"ONE v,rho is imprisoned by desires ~s always unhappy. The
children of the Kingdori1 have unchaineG chemselves from their
desires, Break all fetters and seek for spiritual joy and enlightenment; then, though you walk on this earth, you will perceive
this
yourselves to be 'iVithin the divine horizon. To man alone
possible."
'Abdu'l-BahL

is
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THE RAPPROCHEMENT BETWEEN SCIENCE
AND RELIGION
H,

EVOLUTION

GEORGE ORR LATIMER
"Man's existence on this earth, from the beginni·ng until it reaches this state,
form and condition, necessarily lasts a long time, and goes through many degrees
~tntil it reaches this condition. B~tt from the beginning of man's existence he is a
distinct species."
,Abdtt'l-BaM.
THE results of the struggle between
science and religion show that an increasing number of modern scientists are
recognizing the world of spirit and acknowledging the power of God; while at
the same time, a group of progressive religious thinkers are taking time from the
arduous task of teaching literal dogma in
order to co-ordinate their thoughts with
the revelations of modern scientific investigation.
Yet up to the present time, concerning
such questions as whether mankind is
derived from a single human stock, or
whether he is created or "evolved," and
if the latter whether through ascent
or descent, the anthropologist, biologist,
physicist, psychologist and religionist are
at variance.
It will be very interesting to find out
who is our most ancient and distinguished ancestor-the Piltdowl1 man, the
Neanderthal man, the Heidelberg man or
the ape-man, and if the last whether it is
the gorilla, the chimpanzee or the ape;
also whether we are monopl~yletic (derived from one human stock) or polyphyletic, and if the former, how can we
explain the so-called "mongol in .our
midst" ? Then, again, is it true, according to the theory of Dr. Ales Hrdlicka
of the United States National Museum,
that Europe, and not Asia, is the cradle
of the human race, or' does the recent
discovery in Nebraska of "Microlestes,"
the tiny tooth no larger than a pin head,
of H esperopithec'us, the ape of the western world, mean that the American Continent is the birthplace of man ·and the

earth search for the "missing link"
ended?
The "eternal question" still remains
unanswered to the satisfac:tion of everybodyo Haeckel calls it "The Riddle of
the Universe," the Bible speaks of "Hidden Mysteries"; yet the world wants to
know whether man was created "in the
beginning," according to the book of
Genesis which states that God created
man In His Own Image or did man appear through evolution, according to the
dictates of science? Man has been forced
to choose between these two theories as
to the origin of the universe; either he is
to believe the theory of creation as stated
in the Bible or the theory of evolution as
formulated by modern science. If he believes that the universe is boundless in
character and governed by fixed, inexorable laws which have been working for
<eons of time, he is called an agnostic; if
he believes that the world and all therein
was created in six days and that the soul
is immortal, he is termed a religious fanatic. Unfortunately he is not permitted
to take hold of both horns of the dilemma at the same time,
There is no final word on the subject, for man in his short span of physical life is quite unable to gain complete
mastery of the problems of life and conduct. He still yearns to know from
whence he came and whither he goes. The
man of science, if he is able to keep up
with the progress of an important branch
of investigation, will in the end become
a somewhat narrow specialist in that
field. Yet he is unable to acquire a com-
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p1ete comprehension of that science, The
teacher of religion is in a similar positionfor if he had been able to learn
all the realities of human life and its
spiritual connections, such things as
racial antagonisms and religious prejudices would cease to exist. There would
be no corner on anyone religion as the
only means of salvation, and God would
not be limited in power as to the timeliness and location of his spiritual revelations and the establishment of his natural and moral laws.
Various theories of creation are passing into the discard. Most biologists have
abandoned the theory of mechanism entirely. The "physical basis of life" as
outlined by Huxley is.undergoing change.
The Lamarck-Spencer hypothesis of use
and disuse has failed completely; so
has the "survival of °the fittest" theory of
the origin of the mind and the soul.
Quite recently, Professor John M. Coulter, head of the Botany Department of
Chicago University, stated that Darwin
and his "Origin of Species" was a back
number. No longer is it accepted that

man is a fortuitous concurrence of atoms.
Creation is not an accidental composition
and arrangement, for purpose and design are every,vhere in evidence. One
now hears of "Creative Evolution" and
"Emergent Evolution." The latter suggests the principle of purpose in which
God is recognized as directive Activity
which, according to the interpretation of
C. Lloyd Morgan, means that "the higher acknowledgment, the Creative Source
of evolution-this is God."
Carlyle in speaking of the matchless
word portrayal of Creation in the Book
of Job says it "is an unspeakable, Godlike thing, towards which the best attitude for us, after never so much science,
is awe, devout prostration, and humility
of soul, if not in words, then in silence."
Hensel, the great biologist, opposes
the Darwinian theory wholly. He boldly
states that the Mosaic account of Creation is on the whole correct. He contemplates the "clajls" as large periods of
time and compares the order of creation
with the Book of Genesis as follows:

FIRST DAY

HENSEL

l'vIOSES
And God divided the light from the
darkness.

The earth rotates,' and day alternates with night.

SECOND DAY
And God said-Let the waters be
gathered together in one place and
dry land appear, and it was so.

The earth crust with its sand and
slime separated from its se2.-water
because of the rotary movement.

THIRD DAY
And God said, let the earth bring
forth grass, the herb yielding seed
and the fruit tree yielding fruit after
its kind, and it was so.

In the Semi-darkness of the watervapor-Iaden atmosphere on plains,
and mountains, ferns sago-palms,
horsetail-wood germinated.

FOURTH DAY
The sun at last penetrated throug):
And God said, let there be light in
as yet heavy mists.
the firmament of the heaven, to
divide the day from the night.
FIFTH DAY
Creation of animal world except
God created creatures of the waland> mammals and parasites.
ters, great whales and winged fowl.

SIXTH DAY
God created beasts of the earth,
everything that creepeth and man.
Rest

Mammals, man, insects appear on
the landscape.

SEVENTH DAY
(Me<i.ning the completion of creation.)

Re3t
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By sheer chemistry, Hensel demonstrates that "whales and 'winged fowl"
must have been, by the very nature of
the then composition of the atmosphere
and the earth's elements generally, the
first creations, that is prior to the land
mammals and man.
Creation is a cycle of the composition
and decomposition, life and death. There
are but three kinds of composition conceivable,-accidental,
necessary
(involuntary) or voluntary.
Accidental
formation is eliminated from consideration because it is an effect without a cause. Involuntary composition
requires that the formation itself must
be an inherent property of a thing, from
which it cannot be dissociated. This
would preclude decomposition but
disintegration is one of the functions
in Nature. Thus it follows that existence is. dependent upon a voluntary formation, caused by the First
Cause, the Primal Will, or God. As
motion without a motive force is impossible. It is manifest, therefore, that
the vast beauty, and order of creation,
with arrangement of its infinite forms,
is controlled by an all-unifying agency,
an all-comprehensive intelligence, which
can be termed the Universal Reality.
The Creation of this Universal Reality
is perfect and continuous, even though
the relationship of the various degrees
to one another, is not clearly understood.
The perfection of man, with regard to
hIS atoms, members and powers is due
to the composition and correlation of
certain elements. When the proper elements are brought together according to
a certain measure," balance and manner
to function with mutual influence, man
exists. Since the same kind of elements
existed one hundred thousand years ago,
that are found in man today, it is evident that a like combination of elements
in their proper coordination and influence
would produce man, whether they were
composed together yesterday, today or
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tGlTIorrow. At any time if the oil, a
wick, a lamp and fire are brought together in the proper manner, and there is a
lighter of the lamp-light will be produced which will last until these various
elements are consumed. Then there is
extinction. Likewise in the case of man,
his creation and existence are dependent
upon the composition and decomposition of a certain combination of elements.
The progress and change of the infinite forms and beings in the universe
i~ called evolution.
Professor Henry
F airfield Osborn defines evolution as "a
continuous creation of life fitted to a
continuously changing w~rld." He says
that the development of existing powers
is less difficult to comprehend, but that
the creation of new powers is the incomprehensible part of the whole process. Perhaps the distinguished [professor might agree that potentially these
"new" powers are latent powers designed
"in the beginning" by the Universal
Reality.
Evolution is one of many generally
accepted working hypotheses used to explain both material and spiritual progress. Professor Metcalf, the first scientific authority to be called to the witness
stand at the Scopes trial, stated that
"evolution and the theories of evolution
are fundamentally different things. The
fact of evolution is absolute. There are
dozens of theories of evolution, some of
them wholly absurd, some largely mistaken, some almost wholly true, but there
are many points as to 'how evolution has
been brought about, which we are not
yet in a position to answer." When
asked by Attorney Darrow to define
evolution, he stated: "Evolution means
the change from one character to a different character, and by character I mean
its structure or behavior or fU11ctio11 or
method of development from the egg.
The term, in general, means a whole
series of changes which have taken place
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during hundreds of millions of years." evolution. Even though there should be
Unfortunately to a large majority of "a million times a million links in all,
people, the term evolution means ances- everyone of which is missing," still that
tors who were monkeys. To the theo- is not conclusive proof against the theory
logical mind this conception takes away of evolution.
from God His divinity, and from man
Scientists themselves are not agreed
on the different theories of evolution,
his humanity.
Mr.Bryan, when he speaks to Darwin for as Professor Vernon Kellogg states:
in the July Forum, holds that evolution "the truth is that although we know
is an unproven hypothesis because it much more about evolution than 50 years
"links every living thing in blood rela- ago we are distinctly less confident contionship to every other living thing-the cerning casual explanation of evolution,
rose to the onion, the lily-of-the-valley The new knowledge of variation and
to the hog-weed, the eagle to the mos- heredity largely upsets Darwinism, at
quito, the mocking bird to the rattle- least as an explanation of species origin,
snake, the wolf to the lamb, the royal yet offers no satisfactory replacing expalm to the scrub .oak, and man to all." planation. Neither do mutations nor
Evidently Mr. Bryan has discarded the Mendleism." Again the attention is difindings of chemistry which prove be- rected to the Universal Reality as the
yond disputation that the constituent cause of existence and the relation of
elements in the physical body of man are the myriad forms therein to each other.
likewise found in the royal palm, in
In studying the nature and place of
the soil of Florida real estate, in the man himself in the mighty universe, he
lamb, in the lily-of-the-valley, in the rat- . in turn appears as a tiny microcosm. In
tlesnake, even in the air which we an enlightened epistle to Dr. Auguste
breathe. His own statement upholds the Forel, the notable scientific scholar of
brief in favor of evolution. 'When he Switzerland, ' Abdu'l-Baha points out that
argues the proposition that, according to "man is like unto a tiny organism conthe lowest estimate, there are one million tained within a fruit; this fruit has been
species of which to date only half a mil- developed out of the blossom, the bloslion have been tabulated, and that no som has grown out of the tree, the tree
species has ever been traced to another, i~ sustained by the sap, and the sap
we can agree with him. Huxley like- formed out of earth and water. How
wise asserted that no species had ever then can this tiny organism comprehend
been traced to another. Even Haeckel, the nature of the garden, conceive of the
the great modern exponent of Darwin- gardener and comprehend his being?
ism, was unable to find "the missing link," That is manifestly impossible. Should
and ProfessorWilliam Bateson, .the that organism understand and reflect, it
London biologist, speaking to the mem- would observe that this garden, this tree,
bers of the American Society for the thisblossoffi,- this fruit would have in
Advancement of Science in Toronto in nowise come to exist by themselves in
December, 1922, stated that so far every such order and perfection. Similarly the
effort to discover the origin of species wise and reflecting soul will know of a
had failed.
certainty that this infinite universe with
However, when Mr. Bryan further all its grandeur and (perfect) order
adds that "evolution requires of its vo- would not have come to exist by. itself."
The progress of the physical body cif
taries the acceptance of such an illogical
conclusion-that all species come from man resembles the growth and developanother," he restricts, beyond measure, ment of the embyro as it passes by dethe definition and scope of the term grees from form to form, until it reaches
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maturity. In the beginning man did not
possess the beauty and grace of his present form, but rather he has attained his
present shape and loveliness by degrees.
It is quite possible, without detracting
one iota from man's spiritual greatness
over other forms of life, to suppose that
at one time man walked on his hands
and feet, or had a tail; in fact resembled
in outer form the animal. In the vegetable world, the original species of the
genus do not change or alter, but the
form, color and bulk both change and
progress. The different fruit trees do
not arrive at maturity at the same time,
but some fruits appear before others.
The cherry ripens before the apple, but
the priority of the cherry does not indicate that the apple was produced from
the earlier fruit of the cherry tree. Likewise, even though man is classed as a
primate, having hair, shoulder and pelvic
girdles of bone, and vertebraes, characteristic to all other mam1'nals, together
with a similarity in the functionings of
organs, nevertheless, there is no indication of alteration in the original species.
From the beginning of man's existence,
he has remained a distinct species.
Similarity is not a proof of man's development from one primal stock, or
brute ancestry, rather is it open testimony
to the universality of the laws of creation.
Professor W olfgang Ki:ihler of Berlin,
who is at present an academic visitor at
Clark University, recently published a
book on "The Mentality of Apes" in
which he attempts the comparison of the
action system of chimpanzees with that
of man. He shows, by one experiment,
the initiative of a chimpanzee in getting a
banana, which it could not reach through
climbing, by piling up boxes until it was
within reach,. and he concludes that the
chimpanzee has a degree of insight which
exceeds that of the human infant. It is
interesting to see the results of these
"intelligence tests" contrasting the efforts
of the monkey in the use of implements
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and the search for bodily nourishment
with the methods used by man, but
happily the author is cautious about the
psychological interpretation of these tests
and does not carry this well developed
animal instinct to the plane of human
reason.
There is no doubt that in his physical
body, man is not as highly developed as
some animals, his sense perceptions are
inferior, his hands are not as highly specialized, the infant child is helpless in
comparison to the young of the animal
world, yet all of these characteristics
would point to the retrogression of man
if man's evolution is based on his origin
and ascent from the ape. Even if at
one time, as the vertebral colu111n of man
indicates, he had a tail which was useful
and as he developed, it was no longer
needed and gradualiy disappeared, this
modification of the species does not
prove that man was raised from the
animal world. The structure of human
blood is completely different from that
of the ape, so much so, that science has
never succeeded in crossing the two.
Surely this great connective agency of
complex cell life, the blood stream,
could not have changed so greatly if man
came from oragnoid ancestry.
The "survival of the fittest" theory
has been the origin of gl:eat difficulties
for mankind and it has retarded the progress of civilization, for as Huxley said
in his Romanes Lecture (his last public
talk) it precludes moral evolution. The
laws of nature are perfect and universal
in their operation and it is impossible
to imagine a perfect creation with the
earth inhabited by every form of life
except without man. If the ultimate
purpose of scientific research is to find
the "missing link" then the epitome of
material philosophy ends in the tail of
the ape.
However, evolution is a principle of
progress underlying all the kingdoms of
creation. It is found in the mineral,
vegetable and animal worlds and reaches
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its highest expression in the moral and
spiritual development of man. The lower kingdoms are' bound by the limits of
natural law, but in man there is an inner faculty by which he transcends the
laws of nature and advances toward
limited perfections in the realm of
thought and spirit. Plato pointed out
that man differs from animals in always
aiming at some goal.
Herein then lies the greatest conception of evolution, the trinity of man's
physical, moral and spiritual progress
from the beginning of his existence and
continui~g towards unlimited perfections.
In its fullest measure, evolution means

the development of the mind and spirit of
man and the immortality of his soul.
With this conception of the trinity of
man's evolution 'Ne can look for a new
race to be developed in which the moral
and spiritual factors of progress will be
so highly elevated and sensitized that
man's physical appearance will undergo
as marked a change from his present
form as he is now distinguished in outline from the animal. Furthermore the
spirit or soul of man, with deeper understanding, will anticipate the transition
from bodily limitations to the fuller expansion of eternal progress in the realms
of spiritual existence.

THE WORD

o Primal Word that mortal man didst

fashion
From clay and water in the past of time,
Appease the mighty gales of lust and passion
Which sweep us from our anchorage sublime,
Release our ark upon a tranquil tide
And let it rest upon Thy mountain-side.

o Blessed Word by Whom alone we merit
Due mention in the Concourse of the Just,
By Whom Thy poorest creature may inherit
A wealth beyond the reach of moth and rust,
Renew our spirits with Thy bounteous page
And by Thy flood our panting thirst assuage.

o
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Glorious Word for Whom all words were spoken
By tongue prophetic and in time unveiled,
Thy severed saints advance with bodies broken
To that great Light which never sank nor paled,
Whose Essence is the sacrificial fire
And unto "\iVhom all holy deeds aspire,
-H. H. Rycroft.
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GREEN ACRE.

A TRIBUTE--A FORECAST
ALINE DEVIN

o Green Acre! we salute thee!
Thou, sitting beside the broad Piscataqua;
In whose pellucid depths thy manifold
beauties are mirroredWe do thee homage.
From the dusty road
Filled with the noise of much passingThe noise and dust of many pass111gThy long, beautiful
slope runs lightly to the riverTo the river which
wending its way
to the sea
Its broad and shining way to the
seaCarries with it a
thousand sweet
memories of thy
beauty.

Memories whose value passes that of
rubies.
I lift up my eyes and see, I lift up my
eyes,
0, Green Acre!
And coming down thy long slope, I see,
A slender gray figure, instinct with life,
a-glow with love;
Along thy paths it
moves;
With f r e e, swift
steps it moves
toward the shining river.
On the lifted face
there rests a
smile of tranquil peace, of
high serenity.

Close to thy banks,
o Piscataqua !
Yet not of thee
a white ten t
alone does it
risesdream,
A great, white tent,
As it follows its apits walls invitpointed way to
ingly lifted,
the sea,
And into its shelter
Its swift, resistless
people are pourpath to the sea.
ing;
Tho it loves the lush
Singly and in
green of thy
groups, they enlong slopeter.
As thou runnest so
But whether alone
Sarah Farmer
lightly to meet it:
or together
Tho it rejoices in the strong grace of thy Their faces show, their faces so eager
trees,
and intent, show
Thy tall trees whose strength and ma- How purposefully they have come.
jesty are reflected on its placid
b080mBeyond the tent a flag-staff stands;
On its bosom as it wends toward the
Tall and slender it rises,
ocean;
And from its pinnacle there floats a
Piscataqua carries other memories,
pennant,
Dearer than thy beauties, stronger than
A
snow-white
pennant,
the trees, thy tall brothers;
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On which is written the magic word,
Peace!
Peace!
That for which mankind yearns;
That for which so many lives have been
gIven,
And given rejoicingly.
The steadfast eyes of the watcher on the
hillside see all this,
And they see more, much more:
For there where the crowd is gathered,
\!\There the Peace Flag fliesThere, she knows, stands an altar to
Truth.
Truth, the magnet that draws all hearts;
Truth which has but one Source.
To worship at this altar,
Visioned and consecrated by Sarah Farmer, many have come,
From all quarters of the world, they
have come.
They have come bearing rich gifts;
They have come stretching out only
empty hands,
The welcome was the same.
vVhat- they found measured only their
capacity to receive.
Here were no barriers to overtome;
No barriers of race, nor of creed, nor of
calor.
"Ye who worship at this altar;
"Ye who listen to the message heard
from it!
"Worship with reverence!
"Listen with sympathy!
"If possible with understanding!
"But always with sympathy."
The vision of the past vanishes,
Gone is the great white tent!
Gone the white flag with its symbol of
hope to a stricken world.
The crowds that trod the long, grassy
slope of Green Acre are scattered.
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The slender gray figure with bright uplifted face
Lies hidden, alas! beneath the sods of
Bitter-Sweet.
What of her dream?
What of the altar she raised?
The altar on which she poured the rich
libations
Of her tears, her prayers, her fondest
hopes?
Again I lift my eyes,
Not to the past, the beautiful past, gone
forever,
But to the future
With all its wonderful potentialities,
Still before us lies the long slope of
Green Acre,
The long and grassy slope lovelier than
ever,
For now man and nature have combined
to make it so,
At its feet still lies the Piscataqua flowing toward the seaToward the great salt sea carrying with
it untold argosies of memories;
Of memories, yes! but of high hopes as
well,
\iVith the eyes of flesh we may see this.
Clear and beautiful it lies before us.
But what may be seen with the eyes of
the spirit?
Yonder still stands the Altar to Truth,
"four-square with the heavens."
Cannot you see it?
Upotl it lie new and precious offerings,
The fragrant smoke, the perfumed
clouds, rising high in the clear air.
Crowds stand around it.
With intent, purposeful faces,
They press near to get the message for
which their souls long.
And trooping down the long slope come
pilgrims from everywhere.
Pilgrims to worship and listen at Green
Acre.
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THE UNITY OF CIVILIZATION
Y. S. TSAO
Editor's Note.-Y. S. Tsao, the President of Tsing Hua College, is a Yale
graduate and his wife a char1ning American lady. Tsing Hua College was founded in 19II as the result of the ret%rn to China, by the United States government,
of the Boxer indenmity. "Tsing Hua College is a monument to America's desire
to deal justly with China," wrote Prof. Robert M cElroy. It was established for
the better preparation of Chinese students for entering American umiversities.
Situated seven miles frOl11, Peking, in an ideal spot, formerly a palace, it enjoys
a unique position in the educaf'ional d ez!elopment of China. }Ji10st conspicuous are
its buildings, to which in recent years have beeon added an Auditorium, Science
building, Library, and Gynmasiuln, the lnost modern and up-to-date college buildings in China. The faculty are co·mposed of both Chinese and Westerners.

A FEW weeks ago I had the privilege
of hearing an address by Dr. Luce, entitled "Interpreting the Signs of the
Time." The speaker, dreaming of a
Utopia, asked himself what are the signs
leading to a millennium on earth. I
thought these signs should at least first
lead to "The Unity of Civilization and
the Universality of Religion." Civilization without unity is not civilizationbut superficiality; religion without universality is not religion-but superstition
or dogmatism.
. One of the most remarkable movements tovvard the unity of civilization
vvas the World Conference on Education
held in San Francisco. The sessions
were devoted to a discussion of education as a means of eliminating the ignorance and inj ustice causing hatred and
misunderstanding among nations. The
call which went out to one thousand
contacts in 73 different countries contained the following objectives:
to
promote friendship, justice .and good'c'ill among the nations of the earth; to
bring about a world-wide tolerance of
the rights and privileges of all nations,
regardless of race or creed; to develop
an appreciation of the value of inherited
gifts of nationality through centuries of
development and progress; to secure accurate and adequate information in texttooks used in the schools of the different
nations; to produce a national comrade-

ship; to inculcate in the minds and hearts
of the rising generation the spiritual values
necessary to carry forward the principles
emphasized at the Washington Conference; and finally, to emphasize the essential unity of mankind, making clear
the suicidal nature of war, and the necessity of peace.
The opening meetings were attended
by from ten to eighteen thousand people
interested in this movement. An eyevvitness said. "To stand before the
plenary conference and look into the
faces of the world, a representation
wide-spread, not a few leading countries
but the nations of the world who sat together and earnestly deliberated, not for
selfish interests but for a great humanistic motive, sent a thrill through one.
Constantly one felt that it was here,the greatest fundamental truths, the potent forces which can make humanity
better, more tolerant, more faithful, more
virtuous, more devout-will be set in
motion."
Many will be found to ridicule the
idea that any real progress in unity has
ever been made, or that the world can
ever be envisaged except as an irksome
enclosure of rival armed forces thirsting for the fray. But there is a quiet
but well grounded belief that the forces
tending to unity in the world are different in quality, incomparably greater
in scope than those w-hich make for dis-
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ruption. Discord is explosive and temporary; harmony rises slowly but dominates the final chord.
The great World War has certainly
brought home the lesson of economic
interdependence among nations, and although President Wilson's ideal was not
fully realized in the League of Nations,
subsequent events have decidedly brought
back to the thinking minds such works
a~: Norman Angell's "Great Illusion,"
Fayle's "The Great Settlement" and
Keyne's courageous attacks against the
reparation provisions of the Treaty of
Versailles, and recently even Kant's Perpetual Peace had new editions brought
out.
In a more recent work published by
the Cambridge University Press, entitled,
"The Wider Aspects of Education,"
which contains papers by Dr. G. P.
Gooch, he as a historian called the doctrine of the unfettered sovereignty of
the individual state as "the curse of the
modern world." He said in part, "for
a thousand years, roughly fronl St. Augustine to Machiavelli, from the fifth
century to the fifteenth, the conception
of the unity of civilization dominated
Europe. They called Europe the Res
Publica Christiana-the Christian Commonwealth-and they believed in this
great conception of the unity of civilized
mankind. It was only about 400 years
ago, when the great political thinker
Machiavelli taught the conception of the
sovereignty of the State, making every
State supreme, responsible only to itself,
without any obligations to other States,
without any obligations to the community of mankind, and without paying any
more than lip /homage either to a divine
ruler of mankind or to the divine voice
within. What Machiavelli began was
continued by men like Hobbes in England and Hegel in Germany, and it has
become something like an established
principle of statesmen and of publicists
in every country in the world. For the
last four centuries therefore there has
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been a struggle going on for the soul of
man between the doctrine of worldcitizenship and the newer doctrine of
purely secular and national politics."
He regards the Great War as the
inevitable result and the final disproof of
the truth and value of narrow-headed
and narrow-minded nationalism and he
believes that the best thought and the
best mind of the day in all countries
without exception is turning to the· conception of world-citizenship, brought upto-date, transferred from a theological to
an ethical foundation, and enlarged until it embraces, at any rate, all the civilized countries of the world. This process
has been assisted not only by the bankruptcy of the doctrine of sovereignty
which was revealed by the Great War,
but also by our experience of the results of the struggle.
He believes it will take a very long
time for this conception to work itself
into the consciousness and the sub-consciousness of statesmen, of the man in
the street, and of the school-master and
of the author of school history; but it
has got to come, and it will come. He is
perfectly certain that those of us who
are connected with teaching and the
teaching profession will be gravely
neglecting our duties if we do not
do all that lies in our power first to
convince ourselves of this fundamental
fact of the unity of civilization and
the mutual obligation of all the members of the civilized family of man,
and in the second place, to pass on this
great revealing and inspiring conception
to those with whom we come in contact,
and to those whose training is given into
our hands.
Recently, I was profoundly stirred by
a passage which appears in a book meant
to train military leaders. It says, "Under
the old idea, patriotism consisted in doing
one's utmost to bring power, honor and
glory to one's own nation,even, if expedient and necessary, at the expense of
other nations. The true conception of
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patriotism i" of a higher order-to bring government of a state; and to adopt the
power, honor and glory to the state conception of Unity of Civilization and
through honest effort, through good gov- the Universality of Religion in order to
ernment, through unselfishness and not illustrate illustrious Virtue throughout
conquest, through friendship toward the the world,
other nations of the earth and especially
While the idea of the sovereignty of
the weaker, through making the name
and flag of the state honored and re- the state has limited the scope of civilizaspected among all nations-and all this tion by petty nationalism, most great
not alone for its own sake but for the religions claim to be universal. Howbenefit of humanity and the race. Such ever, the religions have not made good
a conception does not belittle patriotism, their claim.
it ennobles it. Neither a man nor a naMr. Rockefeller, Jr., before a Bible
tion can exist worthily for his own or its Class of two hundred men in New York,
own sake alone. Both have a part and said that modern intellect has outstripped
a duty toward others in lifting civiliza- religion in the headlong progress of
tion toa higher plane and in contributing modern times. He quoted from a recent
permanent values to the life of the civil- article by Winston Churchill, present
ized world. This is the true conception Chancellor of the Exchequer of the
British Empire, as follows: "The ideas
of patriotism-and nationalism."
Two years ago, the writer had the of 1924 are marching on and are being
opportunity to address the leading edu- perfected in the armies of the world
cators of the country at an annual con- under the surface of peace. Mankind
ference and the conclusion was a revised has got into its hands the tools by which
version of a Confucian passage so-called i1 can unfailingly accomplish its own
"The New Great Learning." Confucius extermination."
"Why is this so?" Mr. Rockefeller
said:
"The ancients who wished to illustrate asked, and he answered his own question.
"Because the development of man's
illustrious virtue throughout the world,
first ordered well their own states. Wish- spiritual character has not kept pace with
ing to order well their states, they first his intellect. Civilization, the accumularegulated their families; wishing to regu- tion of mind and matter, has temporarily
late their families they first cultivated outstripped religion.
Religion must
their persons; wishing to cultivate their quicken its pace, otherwise man will not
persons, they first rectified their hearts; wake in time to save himself from the
v\'ishing to rectify their hearts, they first nightmare of war."
sought to be sincere in their thoughts;
As illustrations of religion applied to
wishing to be sincere in their thoughts, human affairs, Mr. Rockefeller cited
they first extended to the utmost of their hospitals, schemes for housing, child laknowledge, such extension of knowledge bor laws, factory laws. "In back of
lay in the investigation of things."
these manifestations, whether consciously
In the light of modern' knowledge, I or not," he said, "is the Christian spirit.
advocated the employment of Science in The operation of man's sympathy is the
the investigation of things and in the flower of our spiritual idealism. If
completion of knowledge; the use of men are to continne to live together in
religion, ethics and philosophy of life to our modern closely knit society," NIr.
make sincere one's thoughts, to rectify Rockefeller declared, "they must be
one's heart and to cultivate one's per~ guided by principles springing from lOve
son; the adoption of social sciences for of God, hence love of our brother. Althe regulation of one's family and the though civilization may temporarily have
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outstripped its religion, it has not outgrown it."
Let each one ask himself or herself,
"Has intellect or civilization, modern
necessities of life and nervous passions
outstripped my own abiding religious
faith?" To be more concrete, "If your
faith is the Fatherhood of God of Love,
can you love mankind as your brother?"
Why cannot this text continually ring in
our ears: "Forgive them, for they know
not what they do"? Has it not been said
of a great soul that when his pet dog
upset his candle in his library and burnt
his manuscript upon which he had devoted' many years of study to complete,
his only displeasure was the exclam.ation, "Diamond! Diamond! Little do
you know the mischief you have done!"
If we cannot get this forgiving and sympathetic spirit to permeate our being then
religion becomes only a Sunday suit.
Since the war, German thinkers have
been busily occupied in developing new
philosophies, and in spite of starvation
and social chaos, with a certain part of
the German people, the physical discomforts of life seem to have created a
spiritual need more urgent than the want
of food. Philosophical works were purchased by the members of the middle
class by the hundreds of thousands. For
instance, the sale of Chamberlain's
Foundations of 19th Century Civilization" has reached 150,000 copies, Vaihinger's "Philosophy of the As If"
50,000, Spengler's "Decline of Western
Civilization" 70,000 and Keyserling's "A
Philosopher's Log" 50,000.
Count Keyserling is a member of a
noble German family of the Russian
Baltic provinces dispossessed by the
Revolution. The social and moral chaos
cif his generation drove him to despair,
so he undertook a trip around the world
as a student of creeds and philosophies.
"He tried to feel and think like a
Buddhist in Ceylon, a Brahman in India,
a Confucianist in China, a Japanese in
Japan and ,an American in the United
States." The record of his spiritual
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metamorphoses was first published in
1918 as "A Philosopher's Log." His
conclusions might be summarized as
follows: "All facts-and all creedsare but different expressions of one
spiritual meaning; they are the only
means by which we can gain cognizance
of the real world of spiritual facts;
deeper understanding of their meaning
will lead to greater power and per fection; and their is no human progress but
this improvement of our understanding."
This philosophical acknowledgment of
the universal origin of spiritual life is
quite recent, but even as early as 1905,
Dr. Charles Cuthbert 'Hall, the President
of the Union Theological Seminary, observed the growing repugnance on the
part of ministers and laymen, to old
forms of denominational subscription.
In circles of culture there is coming a
truer sense of proportion touching the
legitimate functions of the church, he
declared. Undeveloped conceptions of
unity and movements of life and love
are in the air, moving freely as on the
wings of eagles and unconsciously ignoring formal lines of division beneath.
Meantime, the advancing philosophy of
religion, the enriching discoveries of history and archaeology, the pressure of
social problems, the new cosmopolitanism, and above all the constructive
results of Biblical criticism are bringing
together many of the best minds and
of the most consecrated souls upon a
platform of Christian belief and effort
incompatible with aggressive sectarianism, and independent of denominational
subdivision. The tenor of this sentiment
is not revolutionary but evolutionary;
110t destructive but constructive.
This
crystallizing of unorganized sentiment
into a reinterpretation of the church on
non-sectarian lines must be through the
centralizing power of the Eternal Truth
lifted up and drawing all men unto itself,
with the vitalizing power of the Eternal
Spirit giving liberty unto every man.
After prophesying the gradual breaking down of the artificial barriers of
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sectarianism and denominationalism, York and the sermons of Dean Inge of
thereby giving religious life a freer London.
development in a 'wider field, Dr. Hall
The propbecy of Dr. Hall has in a
described his hopes entertained towards measure been realized in the teachings of
the people of the East. "\\Then one many well known movements, more or
stands in the heart of the venerable East; less religious, which have been organized
feels the atmosphere charged with re- in recent years, but I shall confine myligious impulse; reads on the faces of self here to the teachings of the Baha.'i
the people marks of the unsatisfied soul; 1!Iovem.ent as taught by Baha'u'llih and
considers the monumental expressions of Abdu'l Baha, which mean "The Glory of
the religious idea in grand and enduring God" and "The Servant of God."
architectural forms, then the suggestion,
"The Baha'i revelation is not an organthat all this means nothing-that it bears ization. The Baha'j Cause can. never be
no witness to the Divine in man seeking confined to an organization. The Baha'i
and finding a partial and inadequate self- revelation is the spirit of this age.. It is
fulfillment-that it is but to be stamped the essence of all the highest ideals of
out and exterminated before Christianity this century. The Baha'i cause is an
can rise upon its' ruins-becomes an un- inclusive m~vement; the teachings of all
thinkable suggestion. I look with rever- religions and societies are found here.
ence upon the hopes and yearnings of Christians, Jews, Buddhists, M uhamnon-Christian faiths, believing them to m a d an s, Zoroastrians, Theosophists,
contain flickering and broken lights of Freemasons, Spiritualisas, etc., find their
God," and "And nothing is more certain highest aims' in this Cause. Socialists
than that the common essence of
and philosophers find their theories fully
Christianity lends itself to expression in
developed in this revelation."
the terms of the East. Our Lord HimThe Baha'i revelation, which had its
self was an Oriental, and no imagination
rise in Persia in the year 1844, today has
can picture Him, without violence to the
become known throughout the world. "It
sense of truth, except in the garb and
is not so much a new religion as Religion
manner of the East. Christianity would
renewed and unified."
have overspread the East ere now had
This unique movement for social and
it not been forced upon the East in unspiritual reconstruction was first cenvv~elcome identification with the manners
tered in a radiant youth called the Bab,
and customs and temperaments and
whose mission it ,!vas to proclaim the
dogmas and military governments of an
coming of a great world messenger.
alien and inexplicable VVest."
Many European historians have de"Finally, the Christianization of the scribed the wonderful charm of this
world suggests a more complete and iuU- pure-hearted hero of progressive rem-bed interpretation of Christianity for ligion, who was martyred in 1850 after
the world, when the East shall supple- six years of brilliant teaching.
ment and fulfill the Vl est by contributing
Baha'u'llah, a Persian noble, then aptruth seen from her point of view; medi- peared as the one heralded by the Bab.
ated through her experience_"
He announced the dawn of a neY'l age,
I have quoted lengthily in order to an age when brotherhood and peace
show how even twenty years ago re- should cover the earth even as the waters
ligious thinkers were aiming at unity in cover the sea. The principles he advocivilization and universality in religious cated, however, were too universal for
life. More recently, the religious views the limited minds of his contemporaries.
are growing even more liberal, to wit, He and a few of his followerE \vere
the teachings of Dr. Fosdick of New driven by the reactionary powers of
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Persia into exile and prison, and at last,
in 1868, were immured in the desolate
barracks of Akka in Syria,
But the persecutions of men cannot
extinguish the light of God's holy spirit
When it shines from the heart of his
prophets. From the "Most Great Prison"
of Akka, Bahci'u'Ilih spread his gospel
of unity and love throughout Western
Asia. In 1892, at the end of forty years
of exile and imprisonment, he passed
away, leaving his eldest son, '" Abdu'lBahi as the appointed expounder of his
word and the promUlgator of his cause,
the "Center of the Covenant."
Under the guidance of 'Abdu'l-Bahci
the Baha'i message has been carried to
all lands and all religions. It has bound
Christians and Muhammadans, Buddhists
and Parsis, Jews and Hindus, into the
most spiritual brotherhood the world has
ever known."
The Bahci'is believe this is the beginning of that Golden Age upon earth,
the age of universal peace and love
when, as Christ foretold, men "shall
come from the east and from the west,
and from the north and from the south,
and shall sit down in the kingdom of
God."
"The Bahci'i teachings unify the religions of the world into one universal
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religion. It proves that the essence of
the original teaching of all those religions
was the same, though they have grown
far apart because of additions in the
form of dogmas, theology and rituals
combined with the ambitions of different
leaders."
I have marshalled forth evidences to
prove that the conceptions of Unity in
Civilization and Uni:rersality in Religion
are already in existence. These comprehensive conceptions are very satisfying,
although it may yet take a long time before they are fully realized in this
world.
Much damage and suffering have been
caused to the world and humanity in the
name of civilization and religion, which
are too much a heterogeneous conglomeration of inconsistencies. Without order,
system, comprehensibility, consistency,
and unity, the best civilization and the
best religion can but be partial and
inadequate truths, containing only flickering and broken light of a divine purpose.
Such conceptions cannot satisfy the
questing soul, nor can it give that unruffled serenity of outlook upon life as a
whole. Only Civilization with Unity and
Religion with Universality can have the
ring of finality.

"THERE is need of a universal impelling force which will
establish the oneness of humanity and destroy the foundations of
war and strife. No other than the Divine Power can do this;
therefore it will be accomplished through the breath of the Holy
Spirit.
"No matter how far the material world advances it cannot
establish the happiness of mankind. Only when material and
spiritual civilization are linked and coordinated will happiness be
.assured. Therefore the material and the divine or merciful civilizations must progress together until the highest aspirations and
desires of humanity shall become realized."
,Abdu'l-Bahci.
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OLD AND NEW PATHS AT GREEN ACRE
MARIAM HANEY
"In the f'nture, God willing, Green Acre shall become a great center, the
cause of the unity of the world of hU11'wnity, the cmise of uniting hearts, the ca1,tSe
of binding together the East and the W-est,N
"Should Green Acre follow firmly in this path and continue the annual
holding of its impartial, u1ti'U'ersal Conferences,-there is no doubt that that region
)Abdu'l-Bahd.
will become illumined with the light of unity."
Green Acre, "beautiful for situation,"
has been the subject of many a talk, a
lecture, an article, in the past few years,
and therefore Bahii.'is the world over are
more or less familiar with its history.
"Lest we forget," however, the links in
the story connecting it with the present
day activities, let us record once again
those stirring events which have been
the harbingers of the' N e,"v Day and
which very clearly foreshadowed that
Hour of Unity for which so many hearts
yearned.
Green Acre is situated in Eliot, Maine,
and incidentally, it has put the otherwise obscure and almost unheard of little
town on the map of the world. It. seems
truly a place ever green, as the name
implies. The fields stretch out from the
main-traveled road to the river like a soft
green carpet, with only the one road
running through it from the now famous
Teahouse at the entrance, to the Green
Acre Inn situated on a knoll overlooking the Piscataqua river (almost lovingly
and quite correctly termed "The River
of Light").
Briefly, then, Green Acre was founded
by Miss Sarah J. Farmer of Eliot,
Maine, who, aftel" attending the Congress of Religions at the Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893, conceived
the idea of establishing CL Summer School
on the property afterwards named
Green Acre, and started almost immediately to set the wheels in motion for the
organization of such a school, the object of which should be to provide a
universal platform for the comparative
study of the different religious systems,

the various speakers to expound their
views in a spirit of tolerance toward all.
Miss Fanner was successful beyond
her fondest hopes, and the Green Acre
yearly conferences became widely known,
and attracted to this unusual gathering
place religionists, scholars and others
famous in the world of religion, arts and
letters. Among them was the poet John
Greenleaf"Whittier who, upon one of his
visits, said: "l,lYe have heard of 'God's
Acres,' but I call this Green Acre," and
thereafter Miss Farmer used this name.
Thus began the "Search for Truth"
in Green Acre; and from vear to vear
thereafter the programs -'changect"' to
coincide with the onward march of
events until it was clear and evident that
what the people wanted and needed was
to find the Solvent which should unite
all in one Brotherhood.
Miss Farmer, in the course of a few
years, became a Baha'i and realized fullv
that in the Baha'i Teachings could b~
fOllnd the great Force and Power which
would unite the people of the world and
make of them one family regardless of
race, creed or calor.
In those early pioneering days one of
the events which is enormously outstand""
ing is the period when Mirza Abul Fazl,
the distinguished Persian Baha'i teacher
visited Green Acre, and gave the teachings of God with such force and clarity
to many a weary traveiler on the path,
'Abdu'l-Baha has designated him as the
greatest religious teacher of his time,
and those who realized his station and
capacity felt that it was a privilege to be
taught by him,
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at the "grassy slope" and the river flowing to the sea

He loved all, and served all alike.
"\i\1hat a bounty he was! And how he
enjoyed walking to the pines, there to
give his illumined talks to the eager
groups who gathered around him!
Thereafter the pines became known as
the "Persian Pines," and though it was
in the summer of 1904 that our revered
teacher visited Green Acre, yet those
radiant services of his are ever fresh
and fair in the memory. His season at
Green Acre was one of particular charm
and spiritual growth. Blessed Mirza
Abul Fazl! The writers of the future
ages will record the real story in detail
of his sanctified life of severance and
service!
But nothing of course can be compared to the season of 1912 when
'Abdu'l-Bana himself visited Green Acre
for one week. "Blessed is the ground
which has been pressed by his feet."
From that time Green Acre has been
considered by some as holy ground, not
in the fanatical sense, but because the
Light of spirituality burned brightly
there, because the Light of the World

shed a radiance beyond the description
of any words, and because the hearts of
all who contacted with this Divine Servant of God were quickened with such
happinesss and love of the Kingdom, and
were so spiritually confirmed that they
were ready to give up all in service to
humanity. He was the Divine Exemplar
who was himself treading the path of
servitude and holiness, and being Perfect
he could direct others to the Perfect
Way. He summoned all to devote their
time to the spiritual reality of religion,
and said: "In Green Acre you must
concentrate your forces around the one
all-important fact, the investigation of
reality. Expend all your efforts on this,
that the union of opinions and expressions may be obtained."
From that time down through these
succeeding years, many an advanced soul
has at times scaled the spiritual heights
in contemplation of the precious hours
spent with' Abdu'l-Baba in Green Acre;
they have seen once again his majestic
figure, and heard his peerless voice ringing out the Words of God, teaching the
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children of men how to attain spiritual journeyed to this time, namely the seamaturity, how to live the sanctified life. son of 1916, when two important events
The old order passed, .and the founda~ took place. One the dedication of Feltion of the new life became apparent to . lowship House, the gift to Green Acre
all. Thereafter the Green Acre con- of Mrs. Helen Ellis Cole of N ew York,
ferences were to revolve around teach- a Baha'i, a devoted friend and sister to
ing the reality of the Word of God.
Miss Farmer, and a loyal supporter of
About the year 1912 Miss Farmer be- the beautiful life and spirit of Green
came too ill to serve as the head and Acre. And, secondly, Miss Farmer removing spirit of Green Acre, and soon turned after her years of separation bethereafter it passed into the possession cause of illness. Her heart was overand under the control of the Green Acre flowing with gratitude to her Baha'i
Fellowship, with Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. brothers and sisters "who had raised
Randall of Boston contributing largely Green Acre to this pinnacle of spiritual
of their resources in every way to fur- unity and peace. She had lived to see
thering the great plan of this beautiful her early dream realized, to see many
center, and they built wisely and well nations and sects, races and religions
around the Principle of the Investiga- joined together under the Flag of Peace."
tion of Reality.
Soon thereafter she passed into the life
This period covering some ten or eternal and radiant.
Another important season was the
twelve years, has often passed thrOtlgh
severe storms and stress, after which summer of 1920, when Jenabi-Fadil, a
would come invariably the "clearing." renowned Persian Baha'i teacher who
The "Gales of the Infinite" dissipated had been sent to this country by 'Abdu'lthe debris of man's ideas as the winds BaM, taught at Green Acre. He brought
gather up and scatter far and wide the a fresh impetus to the Conferences, and
sands of the roads. No one save the during his stay there was a very marked
Lord himself is able to measure the spiritual advancement. He again served
mighty works that have been wrought at Green Acre in the succeeding years.
The summer of 1921 is also notable,
during these years. Many and varied
are the stories that could be written of for the Teahouse and Gift shop were
the beauty of service at Green Acre; of opened for the first time. This addition
the many hundreds who have found to the life and activities of the place
tbemselves at this Center, made holy by was planned and arranged by Mrs. Ruth
the presence of 'Abdu'l-Baha and his Randall, who for the past four years has
divine spirit, and. who have listened to successfully managed this . attractive
the message of Life with ears attuned branch of the work and likewise beautito celestial anthems, thereafter returning fied the surrounding grounds, making the
to their homes alive and keen to con- entrance to Green Acre most inviting.
Gradually from that time to the prestinue on the path which leads to the
Goal of all our hopes. When these ent the growth has been toward the fulstories are gathered some day and com- fillment of the prophetic utterances of
piled, they will make a book of such in- 'Abdu'I-BaM in regard to the future of
teresting spiritual experiences as will Green Acre, one of which carries with
charm and truly enlighten those who it a special significance and is here
read it. The readers will likewise be quoted:
"Thy desire to serve Green Acre is in
inspired "to investigate reality."
Another summer seems particularly reality a very important matter. This
outstanding as we recall the many beauti- name (Green Acre) must appear with
ful summers through which we have all its significant meaning, that is, Green
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Group around the Peace Flag at Gree'n Acre showing Mr. RandaU with hat in
hand and Mr. Schopflocher in the foreground directly back of the small boy

Group near Peace Flag showing Mr. M ountfort Mills, President of the National
Spiritual Assembly in the center, surrounded by a few Baha'i friends
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Acre must become the reflection of the
plain of Acca (spelled Aqa in the new
transliteration), and attain to the utmost
verdancy, greenness and artistic beauty.
Its charms and wonder lie in this,-that
it may become the center of the Baha'is
and the cry of Ya BaM El ABHA (0
thou the Glory of the Most Glorious 1)
be raised from all its direction."
The season of 1924 then is another
particularly outstanding one 111 the
growth and life of Green Acre. At the
annual Fellowship meeting in August of
that year the friends gathered together
were realizing more than ever the meaning and deep significance of the law of
cooperation and coordination and envisioned the Greater Green Acre to be
brought into the realm of visibility. At
this meeting Dr. M. A. Cohn of Brook1yn,
N. Y., thrilled the friends with his suggestion that the Annual Baha'i Convention and Congress be held in Green Acre
in 1925. He said in part:
"I suggest that we call a great congress in Green Acre for the summer of
1925, inviting all the Baha'is o£ this
country and Canada to meet with us on
this beautiful and consecrated ground.
This Congress of 1925 if carried forward in unity, harmony and love will
stand out as a Beacon Light in the annals of the Baha'i Cause in this countrv
in general, and of Green Acre in pa1:-'
ticu1ar."
But that which furnished the dynamic
for action was the instruction of Shoghi
Effendi, Guardian of the Baha'i Cause
which was received in 1924 and contained these stirring words:
"I was delighted to hear of the progressive activities of that dearly beloved
spot, Green Acre, upon which the Master
has bestowed His tender care and loving
kindness, and of which vve are all hopefufthat it may become, whilst the work
of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar is in progress,
the Focal Center of the devotional,
humanitarian, social and spiritual activities of the Callse."
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Thus it was that the friends voted to
hold the Baha'i Convention and Congress
of 1925 in Green Acte the first week in
J111y, providing this action received the
approval of Shoghi Effendi. All who
have read the preceding numbers of the
Star of the West know that this sanction
was received in due time, and that the
Convention and Congress held this year
brought many new faces to Green Acre,
and it already stands out as a "beacon
light" in the path of progress.
Now once again we have just had
another Annual Fellowship meeting held
at the Green Acre Inn on August 10th.
Mr. Wm. H. Randall, Chairman of the
Board of Trustees of Green Acre, in his
opening address, spoke with deep feeling,
with sincerity, with love and with a
tenderness which touched all hearts.
Among other things he said:
"All of life seems to follow definite
stages: the infant period, that of adolescence, and again the period of maturity.
Miss Farmer was the great loving mother
who brought into being a child-Green
Acre-and with love and tender care she
carried it forward, rearing the foundation for the future work. vVhen she was
unable to continue, the care of Green
Acre passed into the hands of the Fellowship and a number of Trustees, and
for some ten or twelve years the affairs
of Green Acre have been conducted
along this line, until no,w it has come to
another stage of its growth, it has come
to its maturity . . . . Gre~n Acre has
survived and grown through its spirit of
unity and service, and through its spirit
of love . . . . I think now that Green
Acre i~ approaching another period of
its grO'wth; it must be apparent to all
tbat nevV' .life is coming to this center
and is bringing to it a visionol new
resources and of great growth. Therefore we should be ready to take this
next step fonvard in the life of Green
Acre . . . . vVe grow by unitingourselves to the larger needs. lV1an progresses from Qne level of consclousness
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to another, and as growth toward the
higher consciousness comes, he sees the
higher world, and that this vision unfolds
before hiin the plan of God. And so
Green Acre must pass, in spirit anyway,
from a center in itself to a greater center,
a{1d go forward in the unity of its own
.greater work. I feel therefort' that we
are gOi~lg to have a marvelous meeting,
that we have gathered here with nothing but unity' in our minds, and the desire and purpose of our heart is to unite
the past with the interests of the larger
and greater Green Acre, that in time to
co'me we may be so proud to be members of this Fellowship that it will be
our summer happiness to unite here each
year, contributing our part toward the
success of this beautiful spiritual center
with its manifold activities to be developed year by year, its life of agriculture, its educational system, its means
of recreation and happiness, indeed we
know the ideals of Green Acre revolve
around the whole world of humanity for
it is an expression of the Word of God.
I welcome you all with the greatest happiness, and I am so glad to see some of
the faces of the dear old friends of the
days of Miss Fanner who worked so
hard for Green Acre,~to -see them again
sitting in this body uniting with us, and
now confident that the inner life of
Green Acre has been assured."
. Mr. Siegfried Schopflocher spoke m
behalf of the Trustees and gave a brief
resume of the work which has beenaccomplished.
He gave the following
heartfelt testimony: "What has been
done is only due to the cooperation of
the members of this Fellowship without
which the Board of Trustees cannot do
anything. It is the spirit of cooperation
and coordination which has brought
about the material and physical improvements . in the last few years,-an expression also of my gratitude toward Green
Acre, for here I have experienced real
and loving friendships which I have
neVer lmowl1 before, and I tried to :put
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into the work the spirit of love and service. There is no greater mysticisHl to be
experienced I think than that which a
man or woman finds for the first time
when they really contact that true spirit
of loving service which is selfless and
ideal and promoted by the heart which
has been touched with the love of God;
only for the sake of God do they serve
and for the advancement of His Cause;
and this is my debt to Green Acre. When
I first came here I was presented with
a little booklet which told of the ideals
of this center, and I said: Is it possible?
I thought to myself it is not possible for
such a place to exist! But I looked
around and discovered it was not only
possible, but it was almost finished, almost accomplished in truth and in
fact. . . . . The grC'at joy is in serving,
is in accomplishing, and today it is in
giving a helping hand to Green Acre.
I became acquainted with this universal
platform, but I did not know at first
exactly what a universal platform meant.
So I referred to our dear friend. I
thoroughly appreciated the closer touch
and learned more about the great Truths
which were stirring this group of people
into action, and I came to the conclusion
that it was not the outer Green Acre,
even with its beautiful setting and surroundings, but that it was the deep meaning of Green Acre, its ideals, its univel sal platform, its deep spiritual significance, its standards of unity and human
solidarity that I loved so much and
which I have tried to follow, which many
succeed in following, and all of us will
succeed in. this endeavor through cooperation and selfless service, and it will
be our privilege to lift up others, and
see that they also enjoy this happiness
and the loving friendships. There is the
mysticism of Green Acre, and there is
the true mysticism. There is the demonstration of the spirit of love in action.
I1. was this Baha'i spirit which attracted
me. . . . . There is to come before you
a resolution which the Board of Trustees
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has prepared in absolute unity with the
greatest consideration realizing its importance. With the adoption of such
resolution, we will be able surely to have
the support of all the Green Acre people
of the world, and which will bring all
of us definitely into relation with Green
Acre."
Miss Roushan Wilkinson, Secretary of
the Fellowship, read a comprehensive
annual report, clearly setting forth the
proceedings of the last Fellowship meeting and bringing fresh to the minds the
activities of the year.
Mr. Mountfort Mills, Dr. M. A. Cohn,
Mr. Stanwood Cobb and others spoke
feelingly of the services of all those who
had contributed such a vital part of the
work and of the possibilities and future
plans for the Green Acre activities.
The resolutio.n referred to by Mr.
Schopflocher provided that Green Acre
should be definitely correlated to the N ational Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is
of the U. S. and Canada, and that it
should come directly under its control
and supervision as soon as all technical
points in connection therewith could be
adjusted. The resolution was joyously
accepted by a large majority and it was
adopted unanimously.
Thus the futUre of Green Acre is
gloriously assured; some of the most
stirring prophecies of 'Abdu'l-Baha have
been fulfilled; and with the hoisting once

a

again of the beautiful white Peace Flag
on the Green Acre grounds amid the
united prayers and songs of the assembled friends, there passed into history
one of the most deeply significant and
most glorious meetingsintlre-whole life
of Green Acre, for the decisions arrived
at signify the expansion of Green Acre
eventually into a beautiful "City of God"
-for such it will be when every activity
is for the sake of God, and every man,
woman and child is listening with the
ear of the spirit to the inner voice which
calls to prayer, to unity to "living the
life" of a real Brotherhood,-a life which
functions in and for God, and which can
be led by the spirit because filled with
the spirit. As' Abdu'l-Baha instructed
in one of His Tablets:
"Your hearts must become pure and
your intentions sincere, in order that
you may become tbe recipients of the
divine bestowals." The Divine Bestowals
were vouchsafed. Miss Farmer's spirit
doubtless mingled in happiness and great
joy.
'Abdu'l-Baha o'ershadowed the
meeting, and the efficacy of His Word
was proven in the lives of those who
believe it:
"Verily, God loveth those who are
working in His path in groups, for they
are a solid foundation. Consider ye
that He says 'in groups,' united and
bound together, supporting one another."

WHAT INCALCULABLE benefits and blessings would descend upon
the great human family if unity and brotherhood were established! In this
century when the beneficent results of unity ai1d the ill effects of discord
are so deeply apparent, the means for the attainment and accomplishment of
human fellowship have appeared in the world. His Holiness Baha'u'llah
has proclaimed and provided the way by which hostility and dissension may
be removed from the hUlTlan world. He has left no ground or possibility
for strife and disagreement.
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AMONG FRIENDS AT GENEV<A
To the STAR OF THE WEST:
ization. The garden around the building
Many Baha'i friends are in Geneva, is a veritable Eden. The meetings are
Switzerland, this summer, and all of held in a glass-enclosed room, all sides
them will be especially interested in the open but the tiny entrance. The view is
International Esperanto Congress to be marvelously beautiful: with the lakeheld here in August, as well as the the wealth of blossoms, gorgeous white
League of Nations Conference in Sep- and purple magnolias in full bloom-the
tember, besides many vital meetings cor- lawn dotted with flowers, making a surelated with these important gatherings. perb setting for the great conferences
You probably have heard of our new held within. Every time I go there, I
Baha'i meeting place and International remember the verse in Genesis where we
Bureau, its fine location as well as its are told that God walked and talked with
beautiful interior. Miss Martha Root Adam in a garden, and all sense of time
has an office at one end, and Mrs. Stan- ceased. How I wish I might give you a
nard at the othglimpse of the
er end of this
gatherings withspacious
in the hall. All
Bureau. Baha'i
types of men are
meetings are
represented: the
held here once a
younger ones so
full of zeal and
week, and they
are very well atenthusiasm, and
some of the oldtended.
Miss R 00 t
er ones so calm
has been doing
and gentle, while
heroic work in
o the r shave
Esperanto, and
plainly
written
Palace of Leag~te of Nations
she, together
in their faces the
with Miss J ulia Culver, are finishing up distinct characteristics of the particular
all necessary details in preparation for nation they represent. We could write
the two Baha'i sessions at the Esperanto of the Germans, the Japanese, the ChiCongress. Lady Blomfield and Miss nese,-such interesting sidelights, the
Herrick, with an Esperantist group, ar- Abyssinians with their beautiful heads
rived this week from London, so you and very kindly brown faces, formerly
can think of us all as having a 1110re than wearing their native costumes, now, howinteresting summer.
The
ever, wearing English clothes.
Polish
delegation
is
a
charming
group,
The earliest European dwellers to arrive at the Arts of Civilization are sup- too, and dear old Senator Burton adds
posed to have been the lake dwellers on a kindly fatherly American note.
But I must not write an article. Miss
Lake Geneva, and the largest settlement
was on the very spot where the League Root is intending to continue her conof Nations stands. The International tributions to the Baha'i Magazine, and
Hotel filled in the land; and the City of now that she is here in Geneva she will
Geneva bought the International Hotel have much to share with the readers of
and gave it to the League. So you see it the STAR OF THE WEST.
must have been one of the magnetic spots
Elizabeth B. Nourse.
of earth from the beginning of this civil- Geneva, July, 1925:
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IN EXPLANATION
IN THE drama, "In Quest of Truth,"
published in the July number of the
Baha'i Magazine, some uf the statements
made about the teachings have been
questioned. It may, therefore, be well
to make some statement in regard to two
points which might easily lead to misunderstanding. Realizing of course that
there is a difficulty in translating. from a
foreign language, as was done in this
case, there may be need of explaining the
Baha.'i teaching in connection with a point
made by the author who emphasizes the
finding of God within our own inner consciousness. The writer's ideas of course
flowed directly from the verse in the
Hidden Vlords which he embodies in his
text-"turn thine eyes unto thyself, that
in thee thou mayest find Me abiding,
mighty, powerful and self-subsisting."
He says it is only when we turn our sight
within, that we begin to make spiritual
progress, and this is true. All the abstractions in the world will never advance
us on the spiritual path. It is only when
we correct our own lives and live the
life, that we can be called disciples of
progress. On the other hand, there is a
point where such an idea of looking
within reaches an extreme which would
not be truly in accord with the Baha.'i
teachings. Correct ideas of God, for instance, cannot be .deduced from our own
consciousness, but can reach man only
through the medium of the Manifestations, the Great Teachers of humanity,
and through theIr Holy Word. ' Abdu'lBaha. has made this very plain: "How
can man, the created, understand the
reality of the pure Essence of the
Creator? This plane is unapproachable
by the understanding, no explanation is
sufficient of its comprehension, and there
is no power· to indicate it. Minds are
powerless to comprehend God . . . . . .
Therefore all that the hum. an reality
knows, discovers, and understands of the

names, the attributes, and the perfections
of God, refer to these Holy Manifesta~
tions . . . . . . The enlightenment of the
world of thought comes from these Centers of Light and Sources of Mysteries."
- (' Abdu'l-Baha, Answered Questions,
p. 168.)
A second point, in connection with the
Vi ord of God, might also lead to misunderstanding. As translated, the statement appears in the text that "there is
but one truth, and the Word is a ray of
this truth. Countless rays stream forth
from the sun and their dawning-place is
the human heart in its purity."
Of course the Word of God can hardly
be compared to other rays in which God
reaches man. It is true that countless
rays stream forth from the Sun and that
man learns of truth and of God through
nature, through contact with his fellowman, through his own near spiritual experiences; but to none of these ways can
the way of the Word be compared because it is in a different class. The \iV ord
of God is the only direct expression we
have of God in the world of humanity
with the exception of the life itself of a
Manifestation, and these two are themselves so intimately connected as to be in
a mystical sense one. Therefore, the
Word of God is distinct from any. other
way of approach to God. "Consider
how great is the value and how paramount the importance of the Verses (the
VVord) in which God hath completed His
perfect argument, consummate proof,
dominant power and penetrating will."
Certainly the author of this charming
little drama did not mean to present any
other teaching. The difficulties of translation often cause an idea to stand forth
in the second language in a slightly different form from what "vas intended by
the author and in a way which may not
represent the actual meaning. CS.c.)

IF MAN'S LIFE be confined to the elemental, physical world of enjoyment, one
lark is nobler, more admirable than all
humanity because its livelihood is prepared,
its condition complete, its accomplishment
perfect and natural.
But the life of man is not so restricted;
it is divine, eternal, not mortal and sensual.
For him a spiritual existence anc11ivelihooc1
is prepared and ordained in the divine
creative plan. His life is intended to be a
life of spiritual enjoyment to which the
animal can never attain. This enjoyment
depends upon the acquisition of heavenly
virtues. The subHmity of man is his attainment of the knowledge of GoeL The bliss
of man is the acquiring of heavenly bestowals which descend upon him in the
out-flo..,v of the bounty of God. The happiness of man is in the fragrance of the love
of God. This is the highest pinnacle of
. attainment in the human world. How
preferable to the animal and its hopeless
'Abc1u'I-BaM.
kingdom!
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HOW glorious the station of man who has partaken of the heavenly
food and builded the temple of his everlasting residence in the world
of heaven!
'Abdu'l-Baha_
THERE IS a steadily growing rap- human brotherhood and justice. Is not
prochement between the world of science this also the aim, the task of the Baha'i
and the world-platform of Baha'u'llah for Movement? Is not this high endeavor,
a perfected humanity. Sociology, the inaugurated by a few of the most adstudy of social, or human, problems, is vanced souls in the world of sociology,
giving place to social science, which has a work to which all Baha'is can say,
for its aim the perfecting of society and Amen?
of the individual. To listen to a lecture
A· STR_-\XGE STATEMENT IS
by an earnest exponent of social science
is to hear outlined many of the aims of made in the "Forum" for September by
the Baha'i Movement. It is becoming an economist, ] ules S. Bache, that the
realized by the scientist as well as by the motive of profit might be abolished if
re1igionist that we as human beings are man could get power without cost. "The
full of imperfections which cause dis- history of mankind," he says, "is the histurbances not only in our individual lives . tory of man's attainment of power . . .
bllt in the life of the greafer cominunity He may arrive at a period when power
of which we are a part. Below the- sur- will be as free as air and water. After
face are motives working which mar all that no man will have to work to keep
human associations. How to remove himself alive. The power will be so free,
these disbarments to human happiness has so universally distributed, that the profitbecome the task which social science is motive will no longer be necessary."
Thus we see the scientist dreaming of a
now setting itself.
The true sociologist is a humanitarian. millennium to he brought about by the
He is not content to speculate, to analyze discovery of a free power. Baha'u'llah
society, and merely to theorize about it. has made a significant statement in reSeeing the faults, the obstacles in human gard to such a power which man has not
nature which might be removed, he longs yet discovered-a power tremendously
to effect a change in the lives of those great. It is well that this should be conabout him which will bring greater hap- cealed until humanity is cured of the war
piness to the individual and to the mass. fever. Of what avail the discovery of a
It is a beautiful thing to see the scientific power which man in his present psycholthinker become crusader for an exalted ogy would use to blow his 'fellow creahumanity; to see him reach down to help; tures, and himself, off the face of the
to see him actually lift up the fallen in earth? But war, the greatest curse of
spirit, by personal ministrations; and to man, must and will be abolished.
Then a new power would be a tremensee him preach earnestly his doctrine of
571
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dous benefaction to mankind. The blessings that would flow from it are incalculable. The chief motive for war, the
struggle for power-resources, would be
abolished; transportation at a negligible
cost would make all men world travelers
and help to make them world brothers;
heat for cold days, coolness by artificial
refrigeration for hot days; the extraction
of nitrogen from the air by processes
that would, with free power, become almost costless, and would increase the
productivity of the soil and lessen greatly
the toil of the faTmer; and a lightening
of the daily household tasks by the ingenious application of free power to
household machinery,-these are only a
few of the improvements that would
come. The productive power of the
human race would be so enormously increased that the ordinary hours of labor
would be greatly reduced, and the working man would have the needed leisure
for health, culture, and happiness,-provided, of course, that the selfish grasping
quality of man had been so mitigated that
the powerful and predatory could no
longer exploit the advances of science.
The world which had at its disposal a
free power would become as advanced
over the present world, as man today is
advanced over the limited man of a century and a half ago, before steam, electricity, and gasolene were in use.
But no! The mellennium cannot come
by means of material progress alone, but
only when science and religion, when
material and spiritual progress, go hand
in hand. \Ye need not only greater arts
of life. \Ve need a higher type of human
being. \Ve need to ennoble life itself
and sublimate those anti-social motives
that could and would wreck the most
perfectly designed worlcl-order which
Divine Power might offer man.
HO'vV IS IT that man can ferret out
the secrets of the universe and consciously appropriate them to his own uses?
Can it be that man, this being of high
intelligence who conquers the earth, is

but a creature like other creatures, subject like them to the exigencies of environment, pushed on to progressive
development by an evolution in which he
plays no conscious part, and at death disintegrating into the chemical constituents
of .which his body is composed? Is man
one of earth's animals? That is the challenge which materialistic science throws
out to the world, and which religion with
all its soul combats.
Loeb, the great biochemist, experimenting with amoeba, watching how
they turned and moved involuntarily
and inevitably toward "sunlight or
toward food," came to the conclusion
that man, like the lower forms of life,
is subject to desires which move him
willy-nilly into corresponding actions.
The mechanistic theory of man's beha\'ior holds today too great a place
in the educational world. "I t is to my
mind a somewhat disturbing fact,"
says Prof. vVilliam McDougall of
Harvard, "that each veal' in the uni\'ersities and colleges' of this country,
many thousands of young men and
women are being put through courses
in psychology in which they are dogmatically taught to believe that science
has shown man to be merely a complicated penny-in-the-slot machine."
'vVHAT IS THE TRUTH about
man's nature? Is he an animal, or is
he not? 'Abdu'l-Baha teaches that man
has a dual nature. He has an animal
side and he has a spiritual side. On the
one hand he is subject, like the rest of
the life upon this planet, to the laws of
nature, and is moved by desires such as
animate the lower kingdoms; on the
other hand he can exert his intelligence
to override the laws of nature, can consciously perfect the world in which he
lives, can conceive of divine things and
aspire to them, can perfect his spirit
through prayer and God's aid until his
nature no longer is under the dominance
of merely animal desires.
This is a puzzling contradiction in man.
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a paradox which religion rather than
science must solve. To be at the same
time a creature of nature and its ruler,
to be subject to existence-desires, and
yet be able to direct them by the power
of the spirit,-here is a being such as
exists elsewhere neither on earth nor in
heaven.
If man were wholly animal or wholly
spiritual, he would be easier to understand. As it is, his real nature cannot
be rightly judged by those who deny the
one side or the other. Man, until he
exerts himself spiritually, is subject to
the laws of nature and a slaye to carnal
desires. He moves upon earth almost as
blind and helpless as the mole. He spends
his energies in laying up treasure over
which he has no more. control than a
squirrel has over a store of nuts in a
forest which is burning. He thinks he
is exercising his own will when he is in
reality answering unconsciously to the
imperious calls which his lower nature,
in contact with a material environment,
makes to him. He is indeed as little selfdirected as the amoeba of Loeb imprisoned in a glass jar in a dark room,
which inevitably moved toward a ray of
light or a bit of food suddenly admitted
within the narrow confines of their
prison.
\VE CANNOT too much realize the
helplessness, the futility, of our life if
lived only on the animal plane. The consciousness of this helplessness, this futility, is the means of starting us, perhaps,
on a journey which may lead us away
from the husks we share with swine to
our Father's home and inheritance.
\Vhat a contrast, we find, in spiritual
man! \Ve have the power-and this is
one of the most pregnant secrets existence holds for us-to combat the desires
which before enslaved us; to become the
rulers and organizers, in proportion to
our spiritual power, not only of the world
of nature but also of our own selves. \Ve
no longer turn mechanistically, in helpless tropisl11s, toward stimuli which be-
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fore were oyerpowering. All passions,
all desires, ,ve have the power to sublimate, when the spiritual man rules in us.
The world of learning is at present
subject to a hideous nightmare, in conceiving that man is but a creature of his
environment.
Nothing but the pure
breath of religion can dispel these
miasmas of doubt and disbelief, and reveal man as a dual being, capable of
progressing to spiritual heights of freedam; but alas, as capable of staying submerged in the mists of materialism--of
becoming degenerate, even, instead of
regenerate.
HOW GREAT is the call of the Divine Edncators, for man to abandon
carnal desires and turn toward God!
"Burst thy cage asunder, and even as the
phoenix of loye soar into the heavens of
holiness . .. Barter not the garden of
eternal delight for the dust-heap of a
mortal world. Up from thy prison
ascend unto the glorious meads above,
and from thy mortal cage wing thy flight
unto the paradise of the placeless," said
Baha'u'lliih. The great Prophets issue a
('all for us not only to become perfect
earth beings, but to arise to the stature of
spiritual, heavenly beings. The great
mystery which religion reveals, is that
man can become heavenly while stilI upon
this planet; that his conduct can.. become
angelic, his being so pnrified that nobility
will characterize his every action. It is
in this way that the Kingdom of God
will come t~ pass on earth, when man expresses his spiritual rather than his
physical essence. \Ve need not, must not,
pnt off immortality as a thing to hope for
after death. \Ve mllst live here as immortals, striving for those things which
are eternal, laying up treasures in heaven
which are aboye all exigencies of nature.
\Vhen we so live, Ollr every action will
be as mnch an expression of immortal
life as it ,,·ill be when we shall have
moved from this earthly home to higher
realms.
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THE TWO NATURES IN MAN
FROM THE WRITINGS OF·' ABDU'L-BAHA
OD HAS given to man the wonder~
ful gift of scientific knowledge, by
which he has discovered that none can
escape this law (of nature) except man
himself; he alone can control, can, by his
knowledge' and power, rise above - this
law . .. I t is clear that man alone is
able to control the laws of nature. Look
at God's great gift to man, by which he
is able to do so much for the advancement
of civilization! Then reflect on the terrible misuse of this divine gift . . . He
should use his power for good, to bring
the fruits of civilization into the possible
possession of all men, to encourage harmony and kindness, to produce concord
amongst men; for this reason God gave
this divine gift. (From Talk in Paris.
October, 1911.)
MAN IS the noblest of creatures. He
is possessed of the mineral virtues in his
body. He is possessed of the vegetable
virtues, to-wit: the virtue augmentative,
the power of growth. In the animal
kingdom he presents certain qualities or
functions peculiar to the animal state,
because he is possessed of sensibilities
plus the human qualities, and that is a
sound mind. Considering this great oneness, isjt behooving that man should ever
think of strife and sedition? . .. Man
is endowed by God with mind and intellect. Verily, mind is the noblest gift of
God. Verily, it is a faculty which is an
effulgence of God. This is manifest and
self-evident:
For instance; consider how all phenomena other than man are subjects or
captives of nature. They cannot deviate
one hair's breath from the postulates of
nature. For example the sun, although
colossal, is a captive of nature. It cannot deviate one hair's breath from the
laws of nature. Likewise all these great
orbs in this interminable universe are
captives of nature. They cannot deviate
one hair's breadth from the regulations
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of nature. This earth of ours, this planet,
is subject to nature. The animal king~
dam is the captive of nature. The elephant, large as it is with all its huge body,
cannot deviate one hair's breadth from
the institutes of nature.
But this little man, small as he is, with
his weak body, because he is confirmed
by the mind, which is an effulgence of the
divine eifulgences, can break and explode
the laws of nature . . . For example,
elect ricity was once one of the hidden or
latent mysteries of nature and it would
have remained hidden if the human intellect had not discovered it. Man has
broken the law of nature and out of that
invisible treasury has taken this energy
and brought it onto the plane of visibility.
Little man takes such a rebellious force
as electricity, and arrests it in an incandescent lamp. This is extraordinary! It
is beyond the ken of nature. In a few
moments the East can communicate with
the West. This is a miracle! This is
beyond the power of nature. Man takes
the voice and arrests it in a phonograph.
The voice naturally should be a free
agency, for the law of nature thus demands, but man takes it and puts it in a
box. This is against nature's laws . . . _
Man in this world is the edifice of God.
He is not a human edifice . .. God has
created man noble. God has created man
a dominant factor in creation. He has
specialized man with particular bestowals;
he has conferred upon him mind; he has
given him perception; he has given him
the faculty of memory, the faculty of
discrimination, he has endowed him with
keen perceptions, the five senses . . . .
vVhen we are not captives of nature,
when we can control ourselves, shall we
allow ourseh-es to be captives of nature
and act in accordance with the exigencies
of nature?
In nature there is the law of the survival of the fittest. If humanity be not
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educated, then according to the natural
institutes, the law of the survival of the
fittest will demand of man supremacy.
'What is the object of all the schools
and colleges? 'What is the basis for the
universities? They are for the purpose
of rescuing man from the exigencies of
nature, to relieve or rescue him from the
defects of nattlre and to endow him with
the capability of controlling the benefits
of nature . . . . Therefore the world of
humanity should not be left to its naturalism. It has need of education. and
according to the divine education, must
it be educated. The ha Iv divine Manifestations of God were teachers. They
were the gardeners 0 f God, in order that
they might transform the jungles into
fruitful orchards and make of the thorny
places delightful gardens. (Star, Vo!. 3,
No. 12, p. 11.)
THEN \YHA T is the particular function of maD? It is that man should
rescue himself, save himself, from the
defects of nature, and become qualified
with the ideal virtues.
Is it behooving for us to sacrifice these
ideal virtues and these possibilities of
advancement? God has endowed us with
a power whereby we can even overcome
the laws of nature. Ours is the power
to wrest the sword from "nature's hand
and then use that sword against nature
itself. Is it meet that we should be captives of nature still? That is, shaH we
allow no difference to exist between us
and the ferocious animal, but continue
exercising a ferocity like unto it? (Compilation, \Var and Peace, p. 31.)
ONLY THOSE persons who are in
reality believers in God, who have witnessed the signs of God, are attracted to
the Kingdom of God, and have turned
their faces towards God, they, and they
alone, are freed from the bloody claws
of nature. vVhereas formerly they were
the subjects of nature, now they become
the rulers. "Whereas before they were
vanquished by nature, now they become
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its victors. In brief, while nature invites
man to the baser propensities of ego and
self, the love of God attracts him to the
worlds of sanctity and holiness, justice
and generosity, mercy and humanity.
(Star, Vo!. 5. p. 179.)
COl\SEOUENTLY, it is known that
in man the~-e is a reality other than this
material one which is ~aIled body, and
that realitv which is other than this
physical ol~e is called the heavenly body
of man; and we call that body the ethereal
form which corresponds to this body. It
is that reality which discovers the inner
meaning of things; otherwise, this body
of man does not disco\'er anything. That
reality grasps the mystery of existence.·
It discovers scientific facts. It discovers
technical points. It discovers electricity,
telegraphy, the telephone, and so on, discovering all the arts-and yet the reality
which makes all these discoveries is other
than this body, for, were it this body,
then the animal would likewise be able to
make these scientific and wonderful discoveries, for the animal shares with man
all physical limitations and physical
powers. \Yhat then is that power which
discovers the realities of things which is
not to be fOtllld in the animal? There
is no doubt that it is the inner reality of
man; and that reality comprehends all
things, thro\\'s light upon the inner
mysteries of existence, discovers the
Kingdom, grasps the mysteries of God,
and distinguishes man from the brute.
That reality penetrates the inner core of
beings; and it is evident that man is endowed with that reality and there is no
doubt therein.
THIS HUMAN reality stands between two grades, qetween the world of
the animal and the world of Divinity.
vVere the animal in 111an to become predominant, mall would become even lower
than the brute.
vVere the heavenly
powers in man to become predominant,
man would become the most superior
being in the world of existence. For
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installce, consider in man there is raneor,
in man there is struggle for existence, in
the nature of man there is propensity for
warfare, innate in man there is love of
self; in him there is jealousy, and so on
with all the other imperfections, and
thus, in a word, all the imperfections
found in the animal are to be found in
man. In the animal there is what is
called hypocrisy or slyness-like unto
that in the fox; and in the animal there
is greed, and there is ignorance. So there
are all these in man. In the animal there
are injustice and tyranny; SO likewise are
they in man. The reality of DJan, therefor~, is clad, you might say. in its outer
form in the garment of the animal, in the
'garment of the world of nature, 0 f the
world of darkness; that is the world of
imperfection, that is the world of infinite
1);lSeness.
ON THE OTHER hand, we find that
there is justice in man, there is sincerity
in man, faithfulness, knowledge, wisdom,
light, and that there is mercy and pity in
man; that there is in him intellect, comprehension, the power to grasp the reality
of things, the ability to discover the
reality of existence. All these great perfections are to be found in man. ConsequelHly ,"esay that man is a reality
which stands between light and darkness,
that he has three aspects, tl1ree phases:
one is the human aspect, one is the divine,
heavenly aspect, and one is the natural
or animal aspect. The animal or natural
aspect is darkness. The heavenly aspect
is light in light. . .. The holy Manifestations of God come into the world in
order to effect the disappearance of the
physical, the animal, dark aspect of man,
so that the darkness .in him may be dispelled, his imperfections be eradicated, his
spiritual, heavenly phase may become
manifest, his God-like aspect may become paramount and his perfections may
become visible; his innate great power
mav become known, and that all the virtl\e~ of the world of humanity potential

within him may come to life."
p. 296-7.)

(B. S.,

FROlvI THE time of the creation of
Adam to this day there have been two
pathways in the world of humanity: one
the natural or materialistic, the other the
religious or spiritual. The pathway of
nature is the pathway of the animal
realm. . .. Man is the ruler of nature
. .. Nature is inert, man is progressive.
Natllre has no consciousness, man is endowed with it. Nature is Witllout volition
and acts perforce, whereas man possesses
a mighty will. Nature is incapable of
discovering mysteries or realities, whereas
man is especially fitted to do so. Nature
is not in toudl with the realm of God.
man is attuned to its evidences. Nature
is uniniormed of God, man is conscious
of Him. Man acquires divine virtues,
natnre is denied them. Man can voluntarily discontinue vices, nature has no
power to modify the influence of its instincts. Altogether it is evident that
man is more noble and superior; that in
him there is an ideal power surpassing
nature. He has consciousness, volition.
memory, intelligent power, divine attrihlltes and virtues of which nature is
completely deprived, bereft and minus;
therefore man is. higher and nobler by
reason of the· ideal and heavenly' force
latent and manifest in him.
HO\V STRANGE then it seems that
man, notwithstanding his endowment
with this ideal power, will descend to a
level beneath him and declare himseli 110
greater than that which is manifestly inferior to his reaL station. God has created
s\1ch a consciolls spirit within him that he
is the most wonderful of all contingent
beings. In ignoring these virtues he
descends to the material plane, considers
matter the ruler of existence and denies
that which lies beyond. (Pro. of U. P.,
p. 172-3.)
ALTHOUGH in the world of existence the outpourings of the Almighty are
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infinite, yet the greatest divine outpouring is the love of God. This is the dominant, transcendental power which rises
above all the natural susceptibilities of the
world of humanity. Man, like the animal,
is captive of the world of nature and the
laws of nature exercise full control over
his nature. He cannot eYen be compared
to the heasts of prey. For example one
of the forces of nature is ferocity. A
ferocious, blood-thirsty man goes beyond
the ferocious animals. If an animal tears
another animal it is only for its daily
food, but man destroys a hundred thousand lives in one day. Hence it becomes
evident that the power of nature is the
unbridled and ungovernable ruler over
man. \Vhat is written concerning the
"ego is always inclined to do evil," is no
other than the fermentation of the passionate desires in the breast of man and
the complete, unchecked sway of the
carnal and natural forces over him.
Therefore, man cannot win victory over
these physical forces save through the
"power of the lov~ of Gael." The fire
of the love of God is like unto the lightning which strikes upon the head of
nature, emasculating it of its virility and
leaving it fallen on the ground, a lifeless
body. Consequently the greatest power
in the world of existence is the love Of
God. (Star, Vol. 8, p. 142-3.)
TURNING the face toward God
brings healing to the body, the mind and
the soul. When this advancement toward God has become complete, one is
able to overcome passion and desire, one
becomes protected from sin and transgression and is delivered from heedlessness. This will bestow eternal life and
will grant the imperishable gi ft. (Star,
\'01. 8, p. 233.)
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MAN HAS two powers, and his development two aspects. One power is
connected with the material world and by
it he is capable of material advancement.
The other power is spiritual and through
its development his inner, potential nature
is awakened. These powers are like two
wings. Both must be developed, for
flight is impossible with one wing. (Pro.
of U. P., p. 57.)
THEREFORE in this world he must
prepare himself for the life beyond.
That which he needs in the world of the
kingdom must be obtained here. Just as
he prepared himself in the world of the
inatrix by acquiring forces necessary in
this sphere of existence, SO likewise the
indispensable forces of the divine existence must be potentially attained in this
world.
~What is he in need of in the kingdom
which transcends the li fe and limitation
of this mortal sphere? That world
beyond is a world of sanctity and radiance; therefore it is necessary that in this
world he should acquire these divine attributes. In that world there is need of
spirituality, faith, assurance, the knowledge and 10\'e of God. These he must
attain in this world so that after his
ascension from the earthly to the heavenly
kingdom he shall find all that is needful
in that life eternal ready for him.
That divine world is manifestly a world
of lights; therefore man has need of illumination here. That is a world of love;
the love of God is essential. It is a world
of perfections; virtues or perfections
must be acquired. That world is vivified
by the breaths of the Holy Spirit; in this
world we must seek them. That is the
kingdom of life everlasting; it must be
attained during this vanishing existence.
(Pro. of U. P., p. 221.)
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THE RAPPROCHEMENT BETWEEN SCIENCE
AND RELIGION
HI.

THE URGE TOWARD IMMORTALITY

GEORGE ORR LATIMER
To consider that after the death of the body fhe spirit perishes, is like imagining that a bird in a cage will be destroyed if the cage is broken, though the bird:
has nothing to fear from the destruction of the cage. Gllr body is like the cage
and the spirit is like the bird. TV e see that 1vithol!t the cage this bird flies in the
'World of sleep; therefore if the cage becomes broken, the bird will continue and
exist,' its feelings Hli/l be C'l'CII worc powerful, its perceptions greater, and its
happiness increased.
- ' Abdu'l-Bahci.

HE recent controversy in Day ton
over the legal right to teach the
T
tl'leory of evolution in the State of Tennessee soon lost the character of a trial
to establish the validity of a State statute,
and became an inteJle~tl1al battle between
the opposing representatives of science
and religion concerning man, his creation
and evolution, the Bible and its various
controversial interpretations. NIr. Bryan
and lVIr. Darrow were the two outstanding figures in the discllssion, each
attempting to uphold the standard of
truth. The former denied the theory of
evolution completely, but affirmed his belief in immortality; while 111'. Darrow
expressed with the utmost certainty his
belief in evolution, but when asked by
~:Ir. Bryan if he believed in the immortality of the soul, he stated: "I have
been searching for the truth of this all
my life with the same desire to find it
which is incidental to every living thing.
I have never found any evidence on the
'l1hiect."
There is a curious paradox in the attitude of these two eminent minds. The
logical deduction from 1Ir. Bryan's belief would be that progress, which is another way of stating evolllti6n, does not
commence with man until his body dies
and his soul is liberated from the cage
in order to receive divine bounties;
whereas, on the other hand, 10[1'. Darrow
admits the evolution of man from the
beginning of his existence, but denies the
logical deduction of the continuity of life

after death of the physical body in not
accepting the evidences of the eternal
spiritual progress of man.
E\'olution, in its broadest conception,
is no longer a theory, but it is the expression of a universal law of progress working up and through all the kingdoms of
existence-the mineral, the vegetable and
the animal worlds and reaching its highest development in the trinity of man's
phys-ical, mental and spiritual advancement towards relative perfection. It
would seem a valid premise to state that
the acknowledgment of a belief, either in
evolution or immortality involves the
logical acceptance of the other, for development and evolution imply continuity.
However,it is most difficult to produce
proofs of immortality to a rational mind
when as yet science has not invented
terminologies by which certain apparent
phenomena concerning the continuity of
life after death can be explained. These
manifestations in the psychic and spiritual
realms of thought, which science has been
unable to interpret and classify, at the
same time have been confused by the
vague abstractions of religious interpretation. Just as too often our religious
viewpoint has been cola red by inner emotional inspirations or revelations of
truth, likewise the vision of science has
been hanclicapped by the too limited perception of the senses; for as Dr. Charles
Steinmetz, the late wizard of the electrical world, pointed out: "Science derives its conclusions from the sense per-
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ceptions by the laws of logic. But what
proof is there of the correctness of the
laws of logic except experience, which,
no matter how. comprehensive, always
must remain limited? Thus the negative
answer of science on the question whether
there are conceptive entities of infinite
character, as infinity in time and space,
immortality of the ego, God, etc., is not
conclusive."
\Ye embark, therefore, upon the voyage
of exploration in search of the realities
of "the undiscover'd country from whose
bourn no traveller returns," fully aware
of the difficulties that lie ahead in the
half-hidden rocks and shoals of the previous-formed opinions and embedded
prejudicial belieis of both the scientist
and the religionist. At the outset we are
reminded of a conversation between Robert Ingersoll and \Valt \Vhitman over
this point. Ingersoll said: "I cannot
argue out immortality," to which \Vhitman replied: "Neither can 1." The
famous agnostic then remarked: "I cannot see it." vVhitman added: "I can
see it," and Ingersoll instantly caught the
distinction. vVe are hopeful, therefore,
that the urge toward understanding, the
will to know, by which science, in the last
fifty years of experimental physical research, has been able to change so many
of the old conceptions of man concerning
his relationship to God and the Universe,
will also compel the scientist to investigate, classify, and formulate the findings
of his investigations in the spiritual and
so-called psychical worlds in such a manner, that both the religionist and the
scientist can agree upon the terminologies
-thus making a further advance toward
the rapprochement of the misunderstandings of science and religion:There are a number of problems still
unsolved by science which would greatly
aid in a fuller understanding of immortality. Sir E. Ray Lankester has stated:
"'vVe cannot know, or even hope to know,
whence this physical mechanism has come
or whither it goes; these are things that
can never be explained by science." Fur-
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thermore, Professor Du Bois Raymond,
as Secretary of the Berlin Academy of
Sciences, stated that physical science can
at present find no solution to the following problems, viz.: First, the nature of
matter and force; second, the origin of
motion,-we only know man is a tremulous, trembling, transitory, vibratory universe; third, the origin of sensation and
consciousness,~these he declares to be
transcendental-pertaining to the infinite
and therefore insolvable by the finite;
fourth, the origin of life; fifth, the apparently designed order in nature; sixth,
the origin of rational thought and speech,
-these Raymond declares are problems
for which physical science has found no
solution, but may after diligent search;
seventh, freewill, which he says mayor
may not be transcendental, 'may be scientifically solvable or insolvable, of the
nature of the finite or the infinite. Here
is all opportunity for true religion to
come into its own and suggest practical
and believable explanations that wiII aid
science in understanding and solving
these problems.
Science asks what is immortal about
man? It is certain that the complex
physical body will complete its cycle of
existence, die and then decompose into
its fcirinersimple elements. What becomes of the mind and spirit of man and
what is his soul? The modern materialistic philosopher answers that no one has
ever seen the spirit in man, the biologist
has ne'er been able with his microscope
to find the slightest trace of spirit in live
or dead tissue, neither has anyone ever
seen a thought and dissected it. He cannot imagine a power or faculty that is
not sensible or perceivable; therefore,
man must be mortaL' Y et because the
sense faculties of the animal are not
found in the vegetable, it would be foolish for the vegetable to deny the existence of this power of sensation in the
animal world. Science does not understand the nature of ether, but admits its
existence because it recognizes the waves
of light, heat and electricity as qualities
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of ethereal matter. Science is now urged
to recognize the attributes of the soul.
In order to better comprehend the nature of man it is necessary to differentiate
and define, as clearly as the complicated
misunderstandings will permit, certain of
his attributes, such as spirit, mind and
soul, the faculties beyond purely physical
control. The spirit, according to the
teaching of Abdl1'I-Baha (Some Answered Questions, Chap. XXXVI and
LV) is universally divided into five
categories:
1. The 1.'cgetable spirit-the power
augmentative, which is in the seed, and
which, through the influence of other existences, brings forth the fruit. \Vithin
the acorn all the potential characteristics
of the mighty oak exist. It is a complete cycle of the power of growth.
2. The animal spirit-the power of
sensation, resulting from a combination
and co-ordination of elements, which not
only has the power of growth, but is able
to perceive the realities of the visible
world through the organs of sight, taste,
smelling, feeling and hearing.
This
faculty, like that of growth, is subject to
decomposition.
3. The human spirit-the power of
thought, which embraces the qualities of
the vegetable and animal spirit and has
the added power of discovery and abstract reasoning. It is the intellectual
faculty. From known facts it brings
forth unknown realities, and to it we
owe all our scientific discoveries, for
it transcends the laws of nature and discloses hidden mysteries. This spirit in
man has two aspects, however, one divine
and one satanic, for it has the choice of
free-will in the acquisition of virtues or
vices. It is our "ego," or what the
philosophers term the rational soul.
4. The heavenly spirit-the power of
faith, which comes as a bounty of God to
enable the earthly man to become heavenly, the imperfect to reach out toward
perfection. It makes the ignorant wise,
and it frees man from carnal desire and
confers the vision of eternal life. It is

the spirit that transforms man "in His
Image."
5. The Holy Spirit-the mecliator between God ancl man, which renews the
world of humanity and gives new life
and meaning to tIle human realities. It
establishes a new cycle of existence ancl
brings forth a new springtime in human
evolution. It is the emhocliment of The
Christ in Jesus.
According to Abdu'I'13aha, "the human
spirit is a Divine Trust and it must t1"<I\'erse all conditions; for its passage and
movement through the conditions of existence will be the means of its acquiring
peri ections."
THE MIND is more clifficult of definition, for the scientist, psychologist and
religionist all have different terms to explain the physical and mental relationships. Some scientists try to prove that
the superior intelligence of man over the
animal is due to the increase in size of
the cerebrum. Haeckel advanced the
theory of mind-producing atoms whose
mind-sides being in touch, maintained
thought till the solution of these atoms at
cleath-a purely physical concept.
In his "Psychic Tendencies" (page
141), Mr. Alfred W. Martin [further]
points out, "all that science has proved is
that material processes accompany mental
states, not that the latter are cQlrscd by
the former. Science has proved that the
molecular motion of the gray matter in
the brain is concomitant with thought,
not that it is the cause of thought. The
brain is only a machine for making our
thoughts and emotions apparent to others.
At death the machine breaks; but for all
that science knows, the operator may still
possess what he had to communicate."
In contradistinction to the theory of
some moclern psychologists that mind
can mold matter to the image of whatever
aspiration oi design it determines,
Abdu'l-Baha states that "the mental
faculties are in truth of the inherent
properties of the soul, even as the radiation of light is the essential property of
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the sun. The rays of the sun are renewed, but the sun itself is ever the same
ancl unchanged . . . . For the mind to
manifest itself, the human body must be
whole; and a sound mind cannot be but
in a sound body, whereas, the soul depends not upon the body." He distinguishes between the mind and the soul,
or human spirit in man, as follows:
"Mind is the power of the human spirit.
Spirit is the lamp; mind is the light
which shines from the lamp. Spirit is
the tree and the mind is the fruit. Mind
is the perfection of the spirit and is its
essential quality."
\Vhen we consider mare minutely the
relationship between physical and spiritual man, we must distinguish between
the outer or physical powers, such as
sight, hearing, feeling, taste and S1l1ell,
and the inner or spiritual powers, such
as imagination, thought, comprehension,
memory and the common faculty which
communicates between the two powers.
For example, with the aid of the power
of sight, the eye sees a rose and the
nostril inhales its fragrance; this perception is conveyed to the C0111mon faculty
which in turn transmits it to the imagination, which creates an image of form,
color and odor and then passes this image
to the faculty of thought, which reflects
over the image and conveys it to the
power of comprehension. which grasps
and comprehends the reality and delivers
it to the memory. The outer faculties of
this process belong to physical man, the
inner faculties are the qualities of his
spirit or sou!.
There are other obscure or supernormal faculties, according to Sir OliveI'
Lodge, not yet incorporated into orthodox psychology, which fmther stress the
inherent property of immortality in
man's inner life or soul. He lists all10ng
these faculties the phenomenon of hypnotism; clairvoyance, including telepathy
-whether through "mind reading" or
some still more unintelligible processthe powers of the subconscious, which include lucid trance states, sleep and dreams;
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the nature of the inspiration which comes
to the saint, the mystic, the poet, and,
lastly, death. He points out that while
the immortality of man has been a prime
article cif faith in nearly every form of
religious belief, yet 110t until recently has
it been an article of scientific knowledge,
though still unproved for the generality
of mankind.
In summing up his belief in immortality, Lodge says: "The existence of a
spiritual ,,"or1c1 has been established or is
in process of being established by the
methods of science, and that is the basic
foundation of all religion.... The
reality of mutual aid, both here and hereafter: and the efficacy of prayer have become not articles of faith alone, but
things of direct experience. The region
of knowledge is in some sort encroaching
on the region of faith. But the region of
faith is infinite; and knowledge, though
\'ery finite, genuinely grows from more
to 1110re."

ONE of the most remarkable contributions to this unending search for immortality is the recent attempt to rationalize a re\'elation of the spirit by John
O'Hara Cosgrave, the Sunday Editor of
the New York "Vodd in his article,
HA Scientific Trail to Immortality."
(Century :\Iagazine.) NIr. Cos grave, a
journalist for more than thirty years,
was profoundly convinced that both soul
and immortality were "no more than
visions of humanity's conceit in a disorderly and uninteliigent worlel." Then,
two years ago, he had a revelation of the
spirit, without visions, ghosts or any
physical man"els, which he describes as a
"curiolls mood of elation, as though some
uplifting and energizing vital force has
possessed itself of his mind." Then he
began to analyze this experience, a complicated procedure for a materialist. He
discovered the body was not the ego,
rather the abode of the spirit, which was
the real "1." Then came the sense 0 f
responsibility that he must carry on
through eternity, whatever that meant,
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followed by the assumption that there
was a basis of truth in the psychic experiences which" he had formerly discarded, because there was a something
retaining memory and personality which
survived, and finally a realization that life
is spirit. Then his "intuitive interpreter"
announced: "Think of an automobile.
\Vell, roughly speaking, spirit is owner
and chauffeur, while motor and chassis is
hody, and they are fused together, but
are separate and distinct types of energy.
Call spirit content, and body carrier and
you'll have a clue. You materialists have
lost the agent in the instrument."
Then in an astounding human and rational way, without the use of physics or
metaphysics, he draws a series of vivid
illustrations, using as analogies the working principles of the automobile, the
watch, the telegraphic system, the phonograph, the radio, of which the body is the
hiological counterpart-a great electrochemical system-and even the genesis of
the \\'oolworth Building and the energy
cycle of steam, which justified his assumption that man is a dual instrumentality in which a force, higher in its vibrant
quality, has been confined in the denser
material body. This etheric body (the
human spirit or soul of m;ln) has the
properties assigned to the subconscious
mind by the psychologists, and carries the
pictures of the contacts with earth li fe,
its memories, and a dynamic energy not
only to retain its consciousness, but to adjust itself to a finer atmospheric vibration when released from the material
body.
~Ir. Cosgrave concludes that "though
I am confined in my body, it is my mask
and tool and not my being. I represent
an energy principle of higher, finer and
more durable nature than its texture. The
disintegration of its substance affects
neither the stability of my basic structure nor my identity . . . . The real fabric
of my being is a mode of force, carries
"form, and can hold memory. Death cannot affect its true integrity, though I may
change its habitat. The faculties with

which I am equipped are capable of being
exercised on other planes of the universe
than the earth's surface."
MANY, like myself, have experienced
the elevating sensation of spiritual inspiration and have recognized, either in
a dream state or otherwise, the swiftmoving and unlimited energy of thought
in contrast to the slow movement of
physical matter. However, I hesitate to
attempt an analysis of my own personal
experience, which cannot yet be translated into scientific terminologies, and it
must remain, for the present, just as Mr.
Cosgrave's extremely illumined exposition, a personal testimonial and belief in
the survival of the soul.
Thought transference, the operation
and stimulation of the ductless glands, the
condensation of Professor Geley's "ectoplasm," psychic vision, mental healing,
mysticism, the influence of the spheres
and the mystery of death, may all be
solved when the clear lights of scientific
investigation are ttlrned in this direction.
Until then many of us continue to assert
"we know what we know!" The pen
may break, but the thoughts still emanate
from the writer; the house may burn,
but the occupant still lives on.
Ahdu'l-Baha encouraged everyone to
believe in immortality: No one possessed
His
such great abundance of faith.
great spirit was less confined by the
physical cage than anyone I have ever
met. An English journalist said of him:
"He leads his followers over what is elsewhere called the mystic way, but wherever they march they tread with practical feet."
One day, during Abdu'I-Baha's visit to
New York City, in 1912, he paid a visit to
Central Park. After spending several
hours in the Museum of Natural History
he came out to rest under the trees. The
little old watchman, a materialist, solicitous about his strength, inquired: "Would
you like to go back after you have rested?
There are the fossils and birds." Abdu'lBaha smiled and replied: "No, I am tired
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of going about looking at the things of
this world. I want to go above and travel
and see in the spiritual worlds. What do
you think about that?" The old watchman looked somewhat puzzled and
scratched his head. Abdu'I-Baha then
pursued:
"\Vhich would you rather
possess, the material or the spiritual
world ?" The watchman answered seriou'sly: "\Vell, I guess the material; you
know you have that one, anyway."
"But," continued Abdu'l-Baha, "you do
not lose it when you attain the spiritual.
'vVhen you go upstairs in a house yOlt do
not leave the house. The lower floor is
under you." A light broke over the old
man, and, after the manner of 'vValt
\Vhitman, he answered: "0 yes, I see!"
In a recent discussion over this problem of li fe's continuity with a friend he
said the simile of the candle answered it
to his satisfaction. The tallow and wick
burn, giving forth heat and light, but
when they are completely consumed the
light vibrations, already created, continue
to travel somewhere in the eternity of
time and space. The connection of the
human spirit or soul with the body is
like the appearance of the sun in a mirror. The qualities of light and heat are
apparent and visible in the mirror, but
even when the mirror becomes clouded
with dust or is shattered and ceases to
reflect the rays of the sun, still that
luminous energy continues to exist and
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send forth its light radiations uninterrupted and continuously.
'vVe have tried te point out a few of
the beacon lights that direct the course
of the soul's journey on the more or less
uncharted highway of man's existence.
It is impossible to find, at the present
time, a universally accepted guide-book
that gives an infallible schedule of the
various routes and the many stopping
places along this journey, yet I believe
that more and more we are becoming
conscious that already we are en route,
perhaps in a spiritual aeroplane, with the
unlimited heavens as our destination.
The great urge toward immortality, in
my opinion, is faith. I think that Abdu'lBaha announced an encouraging and
great creative principle when he stated:
"As your faith is, so shall your powers
and blessings be."
I recall a farewell luncheon, shortly
after the world war, with. the eminent
scientist and astronomer of Pittsburgh,
Professor Brashear, who was so loved
for his humanitarianism that the people
all spoke of him as "Uncle John." We
had been .discussing the teachings of
'Abdu'l-Bahi on peace and the subject
of immortality naturally arose. His last
words voiced my own inner conviction
when he said that his belief in immortality was best expressed in the epitaph he
had inscribed on his wife's tombstone:
"\Ye ha ye loved the stars too fondly,
to be fearful of the night."

The days of human existence are like vanishing shadows. Compared to the world of Reality, they are brought to a close with ex·
treme speed. From amongst the world of humanity those who lead
a heedless life are afflicted with manifest lo,s, for when the days of
their life come to a sudden end there is no trace, no leaves, no blossom, no fruit. They shall remain in the lowest degree and no mention is left behind for them. From king to servant, all walk this
fleeting path and live in this circle, hut none shall endure save those
'Abdu'l-Baha.
who are freed from every tie.
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THE CALL OF TO-DAY
ROSA V. WINTERBURN

T

HE special call of today is to an
a wakened spiritual sense; to an undentandihg of the reality of the spirit;
to ... knowledge of the new realms of existence open to man through his spirit;
;and to a voluntary acceptance of a divine
power so infinitely superior to all human
powers that man can cheerfully and con.fidmtIy rest upon that divine omnipotence. vVere men not so pathetic in their
.blindness and helplessness, there would
TeaRy be an element of the ridiculous in
'the fact that unlimited spiritual help is
so near· to them and is so all-sufficient,
but still their groping hands cannot find
the unwavering support. Even so do
children stumble and struggle. This obscured spiritual vision is an outstanding
condition of today; but equally pronOllI1ced is the conviction that there is a
ligllt somewhere and the definite effort to
fim that light of a spiritual day.
The eagerness of young people to attain this spiritual knowledge equals their
desire for material knowledge,just as
soon as they l'ealize the magnificent
pUiiJer of the spirit in ma.n's life. As I

write these words there comes back persi!.tently to my mind an incident of the
la-<t days of school. A teacher of sociology in one of our big high schools; a
large class of senior pupils, too large to
be handled except in group work; a constmt, but never strained, effort to show
throughout the term the threefold nature
of man-physical, mental and spiritualand the fact that his problems arise
largely from physical conditions, that
they are studied and systematized by his
m:'!ltal abilities, but that the solutions of
tht social problems must come from
spiritual consciousness and development.
1l\e end of the term and an eighteenyear-old boy standing in the quiet of a
little office, looking determinedly, but al11lIlst timidly, into the eyes of the teacher.
He: had come to say that last good-by

after graduation.
With speech that
hesitated, but with clear cut thought, he
said he knew his work had not always
been of his best, not so good as he might
have given. "But," and his lips trembled, "I have learned more spiritually·
than I had ever dreamed of before, and
I shaIl not forget it." May we not believe that from such young people there
shall come the Kingdom of God on earth?
One never ceases to ask himseI£ how to
teach the reality of this spiritual power,
its wonderful opportunities, and its relation to the life eternal. It is true that
every individual presents his own problem, but much of the instruction can be
distributed, nevertheless, as for a group.
Even so did 'Abdu'l-Baha speak to mankind. 'With world conditions such as they
are today; with so much of rottenness in
society; with homes neglected and
wrecked until children are more lost than
the babes in the woods of the old time
nursery tales; with men and women sunk
into abomination of sexuality and vice;
with crime so tempting in its apparently
easy gains; with poverty rampant; with
wealth the measuring-rod for all success;
with government a byword in the mouths
of men; with all these and more, humanity might well stagger under its load. But
the path of progress has been clearly
pointed out to us since the days of Christ,
"Seek ye first the Kingdom of God."
That is, seek first the spirit and the problems of humanity will be solved.
There is a wonderful exposition of the
kind of preparation man needs and of the
steps for acquiring it in Balui'i Scriptures,
p. 325 et seq.:
"What is he in need of in the Kingdom after he is transferred from this
world to the other world? That world is
a world of sanctity, therefore it is necessary that he acquire sanctity in this
world. In that world there is need of
radiance, therefore radiance must be ac-
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qui red in this world. In that world there
is need of spirituality. In this world he
must acquire spirituality. In that world
faith and assurance, the knowledge of
God, the love of God, are needed. These
he must acquire in this world so that
after he ascends from this mortal to that
immortal world he shaH find all that is
needful in that life eternal ready for
him.
"It is self-evident that that world is
a world of Lights; therefore there is
need for illumination. That world is a
world of Love! Hence love of God is
needed. That world is a world of perfections; virtues or perfections must be
acquired. That world is a w6rId of the
Breaths of the Holy Spirit and in this
world they must be acquired. That
world is a world of the Life Eternal. In
this world must he acquire it. But how
can he? By what means can he acquire
these things? How is he to obtain these
merciful powers?
"First,-through the knowledge of
God.
Second,-through the love of
God. Third,-through faith. Fourth,through philanthropic deeds. Fifth,through self-sacrifice. Sixth,-through
severance from this world. Seventh,through sanctity and holiness. Unless
he obtain tnese forces, unless he attain
to these requirements, surely he \vil! be
deprived of the Life Eternal. But if he
attain the knowledge of God, becomes
ignited through the fire of the love of
God, witnesses the great and mighty
signs, becomes the cause of love among
mankind and lives in the state of sanctity
and holiness, surely he shall attain to
second birth, will be baptized through
the Holy Spirit and witness the Life
Eternal."
'Abdu'I-Baha goes on to express the
amazement which must come home to
all of us that man is so negligent of
spiritual matters and powers although
he is most concerned about all kinds of
material knowledge and success. Man
is highly intelligent, therefore we are led
to believe that this indifference to spirit-
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ual progress must be due to an ignorance
of the importance of the spirit. A first
step, therefore, for a Baha'i teacher may
be to explain and clarify the relation of
the spiritual power to all other powers.
\Ve study the wide spread of crime today, and we come to realize absolutely
that it is due to a deficient or unawakened spirit. The criminal may be
one of the keenest minds of the times,
trained by all that schools and colleges
usually give, but he lacks a sense of right
and wrong. The sensitive, delicate spirit
may never have been awakened in him,
or he may have deliberately stifled it
when he began to find it inconvenient
to his schemes. If it is a slow and dif-·
ficult process to train a m·ind up to
maturity of reason and action, how
much more intricate a process must it
be to train a spirit to the point of understanding and control. But as the body
can not really function unless its master,
the mind, is alive and educated, so also
the mind c~m not be relied upon unless
its master, the spirit, is alive and educated.
A home is wrecked; two forme~ly loving hearts are hardened or lacerated;
children become derelicts. vVhy? Somewhere along the road the spirit' died, or
else it had never been awakened. A boy
or girl is going straight into vice, immorality, crime. \Vhy Because there
may not be any knowledge of the reality
or eyen of the existence of the spirit. A
youth may conceive of nothing more important than his physical pleasures;
these he justifies by all the intellectual
powers he possesses; here he stops, for
he very oiten does not even know that
he has a higher power than either his
body or his mind, or he is ignorant of
the reality of the values of his spirit.
vVe all know the struggle in the early,
pliant years of life to teach children to
use, to train, and to develop their minds;
a long course of so-called education
shO\\"S the child the details of using his
mind, and slo,,·ly awakens within him· a
realization of the value of this mental
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power in earning his living, in making
work easier, in enjoying recreation, in
achieving success. But where, outside
of God-protected homes, do we find any
comparable course of training to develop
the far more important spiritual powers!
Do we not rather find a too frequent
tendency to consider spiritual matters
weak and womanish, or even superstitious? Is not spirituality often confounded with weakness?
No need to stop here to trace how this
attitude of mind arises. It is the inferior
power, the mind, gladly gloating over its
superior, the spirit. I t is the age-old
conflict of physical, material powers and
intellectual resources, on the one hand,
with the superior dignity, knowledge,
and control possessed by the spirit. History is full of this contest. Such was
the long struggle of obstinate semi-barbarous Enrope against the spir·it of
Christianity. A most imperative problem of today is how to teach mankind
to recognize the existence of the divine
spirit and then how to a waken his desire
to train his human spirit to function
steadily in accordance with the laws of
that divine spirit. 'When the time comes
that the eyes of men are opened to the
wonderful results gained by a trained
and developed spiritual consciousness,
they viill bema.cleready to act for themseh'es, and the demand for spiritual education will be even more overwhelming

than today's insistence on mental education which is crowding to the doors our
high schools and universities. "Ask
thou not of Me that which thou desirest
not for thyself." Le,t this one command
of Bahi'u'llih's be fully understood by
any group of earnest, intelligent people,
and who among them would rest content
until he knew how to ask of Him that
which he truly desired for himself?
'Abdu'I-Baha says, "The greatest
power in the realm and range of human
existence is spirit,-the divine breath
which animates and pervades all things."
... ""Ve must strive unceasingly and
\rithout rest to accomplish the development of the spiritual nature in man, and
endeavor with tireless energy to advance
humanity toward the nobility of its tme
and intended station. For the body of
man is accidental; it is of no importance.
The time of its disintegration will inevitably come. But the spirit of man is
essential and therefore eternal. It is a
divine bounty. It is the effulgence of the
Sun of Reality and therefore of greater
importance than the physical body."
If the Bahi'is of today can convey to
man the reality of those words they will
awaken such a longing for spiritual
knowledge that the near future will fmd
it. almost as difficult. to gratify the demandfQr it as ·our schools and universities of today find in accommodating the
rush to acquire intellectual power.

"THE HUMAN spmt, unless assisted by the spirit
of faith, does' not become acquainted with the divine
secrets and the heavenly realities. It is like a mirror
which, although clear, polished, and brilliant, is still
in need of light. Until a ray of the sun reflects upon it,
it cannot discover the heavenly secrets."
, Ahdu'l·Baha.
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THE RELIGION FOR TO-DAY
LOUIS G. GREGORY
ISTORY records in relation to the
elevatton and progress of man no
force so subtle and potent as that of
religion. The brightest stars of man's
hope, the signs of his true felicity, are
inseparably connected with those periods
when true religion has been taught in the
world. In a world often shaken by
struggle and change, when the passions
of warring factions are so often raised
to a white heat, the true glory of religion
may be for a time concealed. But the
spirtual!y minded may discern even in
these violent outward changes the wrecking of ancient barriers and the passing
of superstitions that pall. Thus is marked
the tra'nsition to a new world order in
which religion win have full sway. This
mystic power must inspire man, mould
his ideals, create his inventions, reform
his morals, uplift his civilization and
guide his destiny before he can really
come into his own, the knowledge of
himself and of the Author of his being.
The tragedy of the world state is that
many have turned away -from God.
Others, although clinging to forms, have
raised the plaintive cry that religion has
-lost its power. But pessimism has no
power over minds directed toward those
Holy Ones who from time to time, in
each cycle of prophecy, have adorned the
earth with their Presence and Voice.
Seers, theologians and scientists may
point men to the way of truth, but it remains for the Perfect Man to exemplify
truth. "Be as I am! FolIow Me 1"' can
be uttered only by the Master.
The words of Jesus, uttered cycles
ago, have a peculiar significance and application today: "Let the eye be single
that the body may be ful! of light."
'When the sun is shining there is no need
of other light. The Spiritual Sun is all
in all to the eye that is single. The night
of absence makes men a ware of lesser
lights.

H

The signs of the True One invite all
to the Path of Peace today. 'What can
be more important than a journey to find
the ultimate goal? If haply the King is
found, His largess is in accord with His
own exalted station. The King does not
besto\\" beggarly gifts.
As we look the world over it appears
that man, whatever' his limitations, is a
worshipping being. His very nature has
implanted within it the longing for something above and beyond himself. The
scientist betrays this desire no less than
the saYage in the jungle. It is an unquenchable thirst for greater knowledge,
the urge to find the Supreme. Religion
alone satisfies the innate longing of the
heart. Can the idols of a fleeting world
sate the divinity in man?
The Religion for Today expands to
meet the needs of the world's growing
intelligence. Within the memory of the
race, man's conception of worship has
evolved from the stage of the household
gods through the god of the tribe to that
of the nation. Despite the beautiful
teachings of Jesus Christ and the wonderful vision of brotherho'od that he gave
to Peter, the songs of the different
nations, especially in times of strife, show
a strange reverence for limitations. The
old e.,trangement between Jew and
Genlile, Greek and Barbarian, Moslem
and infidel, Christian and pagan, still
persist in these or other forms after centnries of culture.
The Religion for Today removes these
barriers. Its Sun shines upon every
horizon. God's-gifts' are for all his chilch·en. Even' stream of truth has a divine
Source. Every religion is good if its
truth is practised. All in so far as interpreted in terms of violence and wrath,
must be abandoned if humanity would
live.
The Religion for Today conserves all
the ethical and moral standards of past
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Prophets and hanoI's every l\Iessenger
of God. It renews the spirit of humility
and self-denial throngh which divine
knowledge is attained. It shatters the
idols of caste and crecll which men are
wont to worship in Iiel! of Divinity. It
reveals the glories of internationalism
and world-citizenship. It makes possible
the unity of religions in all the world.
The Religion for Today is strong in
its social service features. It contemplates that ranks and degrees in the order
of the world shall be based upon merit
and capacity rather than artificial standards. The sweat of "the labOl'er, the toil
of the thinker, the product of the inyentor and the prayer of the saint are all
acceptable to God as "the pure incense
of worship.
In The Religion for Today women,
after the thralldom of centuries, find
their true station as the peers and helpmeets of men. Thereby they free men
from that arrogance and domination
which arrest their own best growth.
The Religion f~r Today diffuses education, training youth and age in cultural
as well as practical knowledge. Common sense and reason are divine gifts, as
well as the apprehension of mysteries.

Heaven and hell in The Religion for
Today are states of consciousness due to
the purity of the heart or the opposite.
Hell is ignorance, Heaven the Light and
knowledge of God. Hell is spiritual
famine, Heaven the Bread of Life. Hell
is discord; Heaven is concord. Hell is
disintegration; Heaven is unity. Hell is
narrowness; Hea ven is universality.
Hell is license; Heaven is liberty. Hell
is bigotry and prejudice; Heaven is
tolerance and appreciation: Divine virtues are Heaven; human vices are helL
The Religion for Today is reconciliation. It is healing to the world in body,
mind and spirit. Its evangel is heavenly
j ay. It makes known the common interest of lab or and capital. It removes the
friction between all ranks and degrees.
It unfolds the significances 'of the Creative 'vVord. It interprets the atonement
in terms of unitv between God and man.
Immeasurable" are the bounties that
flow from God to man through the light
of revelation today. The mystic veils of
the Temple are again rent. Baha'u'llah
brings the light of endless day, the gladsome Breezes of the eternal spring, the
rhapsodies of the Celestial Spheres.

THE EXISTENT world needs a uniting power to
connect nations. There are various uniting powers in
the world. One is patriotism, as in America, where
people from different countries have united and made
a nation. Another means of union is war, as when
two nations unite to make war upon a third. A third
uniting power is self·benefit, as is seen in trade and
commerce. A fourth means of union is that furnished
by ideals, different nations or different peoples having
one aim or intention unite. All these uniting powers
are ineffective and perishable; the only uniting power
which can connect all hearts and last forever is faith
in God and love for Him. This is the only enduring
power, the one that never perishes.
'Abdu'l·Baba.
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THE INSTITUTE OF PACIFIC RELATIONS
AGNES B. ALEXANDER
HE morning of the ueparture oi the
American hattle Heet from Honolulu
harbor, one of the most important
gatherings ever held on Pacific affairs
began its meetings. It \\"as the Institute
of Pacific Relations meeting in Honolulu
] uly 1 to 1S. From nine countries bordering the Pacific Ocean the delegates
'had come by invitation; from AU5tralia,
six; from Canada, six; from China, thirteen; from Continental C" nited States,
twenty-eight; from Japan, nineteen;
from Korea, six; from the Pllilippines,
three; from New Zealand, eleven; from
Hawaii, sixteen; l\'I"mbers at large, 3,
totaling in all one hundred and eleven
active members, besides about forty as;iociate members,
lhm'aii, the crossroads of the Pacific,
and Honohllu its capital, where Orient
and Occident meet, ~vas destined as the
place of this first Institute meeting, and
a warm welcome was extended the
visitors by the citizens of Honolulu.
The Institute, which was unofficial,
was organized and operated on a comparatively new basis. TIre delegates were
individuals responsible to no one, but
having a real concern in their hearts for
the welia~e of the Pacific peoples. From
a plan to hold a Y. M. C. A. conference
of Pacific countries it had developed until it became international with neither
creed_nor race Jimits. Its aims were to
get at the issues confronting the Pacific
peoples, constructively by a free interchange of thought,
Punahou, now Oahu College, wich its
beantiiul campus and many buildings,
was placed at the disposal of the Institute. Punahou, meaning "new spring,"
occupies sixty acres. The school was
founded by the early missionaries for the
education of their children an (1 has since
grown
include children of all nationalities, Here the delegates lived and
as:Wclated tog'ether during the hvo weeks
an the ground of equality, and many

T
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were the friend,hips made between those
from the Orient and Occident.
Dr. T. Harada, professor of Japanese
language and history at the University
of Ha\\'aii, made the following prayer
at the opening of the organization session of the Institute:
"0 God, our Heavenly Father, as we
gather here from many parts of the
globe, in order to consider the problems
common to the nations bordering on the
l'acl[ic, we look to Thee and pray that
Thou wilt bless liS \yitll Thy presence
and guide us in our deliberations.
"\\-e thank Thee that we meet in the
Crossroads of the Pacific where the peoples of various tongues, colors and
creeds Ji\'c together in peace and harmOllY. Grant us, 0 Lord, the spirit of
equity, of hlJmility, of the desire to Learn
and to search for truth and j ustiee.
Help each and everyone to do his best,
to realize the object of this conference,
and to promote mutuaL understanding
and better relations between the Pacific
nations.
"Bles~s all the nations represented in
this Institute, each with its own history
and peculiar problems. Bless especially
the rulers and those in responsible positions by helping them faithfully to perform their duties in furtherance of the
well-being of the world as welt as the
welfare 01 their o,,'n peopJe.
"God grant that the Institute shall be
a means of extending Thy Kingdom of
Love and Truth, ~Iay it serve to hasten
the day of emancipation and enlightenmen, for the whole of humanity. Give
us strength to make here a beginning of
this new day.
"':'IIay Thy Kingdom come and Thy
will be done on earth as it is in Heaven,
and unto Thy name be all the praise."
By ul12.nimous vote of the Institute,
Dr. Ray Lyman 'vVilbur, president of
Leland Stanford University, who had
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/'ro!Jra!H co}!/mittcl' vf
IHstitHI~' of F"-IClji.~· Rd(ltiol!~ ;:,:hi.:11 L'('!I~'l'JlC,[ I'll flr'II<'/ulll, fir/le ,0, and adjourned
Ihe CVClIlIIg of July 1
Fn)lIt 1'0;:,', frol/l le·!t to riU/lt
,')tal/cy Blent, AatwHal CUHJlLli ,~crctary of the
Y.}.-f. C. /1., of ~Vcslcnt Canuda, 1'01'01110; L. T. Chell, SCCIi:llU}' of th .. t-lh dl'i-]1101/ of thc IVatioHal Com
mittce of Y. iH. C. A. for C/WIll, Shanghai; iJr. Ccor{j(! 11. Brakes/ce, cluJ.irmQI! of Proijram Committee, professor or his/Dry alai jHtcrlwtiollal relations at Cfur'~ Ulli'(,'crsity, H·orcc.Hcr, J1Ill's.; H. Du.neQn- Hall,

at

dcl'artnlcHt
hi.llo/'.\', Ullit'crsity of S:ydllcy; .i'II.,-!tJ~c l'SdrlllllJ" former c(JlfJlscilor III/ferial Government
Rail-wo),s, Japan; G(j[~'n R. IVI.-'a;:tcr, pastor Church of tilL' Lross Roads, Hono/ll/u.
Dr.
Roma-l1:;o Adams~ J'rofcssor of ccaJ!omiL's~ GHi,'crsi(y of Ha~~'aii; Dr. T. }[arllda J rofcssor of lapanese
/allljuage alld histo,":;.:, Ulli,,'crsit.y of lIa~l'ali; Dr. Phi/ip Jais(JItn (Korcall), Fhiladc!/,hia; Dr. S. C. Lee,

SccoHd row:

J

1

~~~t~:-~:~~~ ~~ f/~f~~.~~'[[I;:t~~)~~:/~~'1 ~f{i:~~:~~:ai{!·,r~~~·\·r1.~. ~t·J[;;'c~;i::.~ l;~~1L-.\·~?1~7i!J~t'~:;~iofi~·~:},K~H~' C~~~I~~'W!;
of- In,c', ][al1'~oH', ChiJl(L.

come as chairIllatl uf the /cmericall
group, \\'as elcckll chairman of the Institute amI an executi\'e cOtlllnitkc composed of onc member froll! each of the
other eight coulltries, \\'as chosen to act
\\'ith him in ordering' the daily progral1l,
The sessions of the Institute \\"(,rc
divided into general forums, "ruund
table" discl1ssions and adcl resses, the
latter only being ojKrl to the public, The
subjects uncler discussion \I'ere concerning the cultures) religions, education,
economic and c0111l1lercial relations of
these Pacific peoples,
,\t the first session, one member fro111
L'aell of the nine countries represented,
jllTsentcr! a paper for his country, From
till':,e papers the following extracts ha\'e
been taken:

"L\US'J'l{,'\LL\'S interest in the
cjuestioll of Jleace is a positive one, as
pro\'ed by her interest in the League of
l\ations and her encouragement towards
schemes for closer contact between
Pacific peoples, and her interest in the
proposed L"-bor Peace Conference in
192(j, She feeL that "- knowledge of
L'acifie facts prm'ides the best way in
the elimin"-ting of irictions."----'-Stephen
1 r. Robert" lecturer On :\ [oclem History,
l'ni\'ersity of :'If c1bourne,

",h STULlEl\TS of history we all
that changes in the life of nations
and peoples come as the result of the
p'J\yer oi ideas "-lld icleals, The'Renaissance in China is prim"ril)' a movement
l(l create such ideas and ideals,
Very
kll()\\'
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few people realize the fact that the men
who are making the New China today
are nOot our political and military chiefs,
but the leaders of this Renaissance
movement . . . In the old religions of
China we are seeing the coming of revivalist movements. This is especially
noticeable in Confucianism and Buddhism. The principal aim of these movements is to preserve and restate the
spiritual values in Chinese culture and
life . . . , The real leaders of China are
in the process of maturing and it "'ilI
be ten or fifteen years before they will
make their fullest contribution to the
nation."-T. Z. Koo, secretary 'vVorld's
Christian Student Federation, Geneva,
Switzerland.
"AS IVE of America need to understand better the heredity and general
background of the peoples of Asia, so
the leaders of the peoples of Asia must
understand better the problems of our
young country organized as a great De-

mocracy, responsive and responsible to a
majority which lUust be educated to an
international point of view and to an appreciation of the. significance of the great
developments and the great forces which
will· mature on the Pacific: in the years
ahead."-Dr. Ray Lyman IVilbur, president of Leland Stanford UniYersity..
"JAPAN is rapidly emerging from the
first stage of contact between the cultures
of the East and the 'Nest, a stage of
which the distinctive feature was to lay
more stress on what is different than on
what is common between them. A more
hopeful period is now dawning, a period
characterized by a mutual desire for tinderstanding and learning. It may be
remarked that there is a growing tendency among the Shintoists, Buddhists and
Christians to attach more importance to
the practical aspects of their faiths, rather
than to dogmas, so that in most of the
moyements fo\' social regeneration they
find common ground for service.
The problem which we now face is how
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to harmonize the traditional idea of nationalism with the new spirit of international co-operation."-Dr. M. Sawayanagi, member of the J apenese House of
Peers, president of the Japan Educational Association.
"OUR problem is to have an educational system that will aim at the development of the individual and racial characteristics which will contribute richly
toward the sum total of civilization of
mankind and to have our own mother
tongue used so as to facilitate the process."-Hugh Cynn, general secretary 0.£
the Y. :ill. C. A. for Korea.
"IT IS highly desirable to maintain all
our advanced outposts and to have constructive international co-operation in
health, in scientific research, in social
organization and perhaps above all in
fundamental religions and philosophical
thought, so that we may strive for the
fullest development of humanity in every
land."-J. B. Condliffe, Professor of
Economics, Canterbury College, New
Zealand.
"UNLESS the peoples shall without
too great delay come to kno\v each other
through association on the basis of wider
human interests represented by art, literature, science, philosophy, ethical ideals
and religion, their financial and industrial
contacts will turn out to be a curse to all
nations."-Dr. Romanzo Adams, Professor of Economics, University of Hawaii.
The next two extracts are taken from
statements made at the close of the Institute meetings.
"GOOD will and friendly co-operation
make for greater security and more lasting peace than do preparedness against
aggression or treaties and agreements
however well framed .. "
Each race
has something to contribute, something
of value that should be preserved."Mrs. Percival Foster, field secretary
Dominion Council, Y. \V. C. A., Toronto,
Canada.
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"Through the influence of the Institute,
two educational movements have been
initiated. One is a mass education campaign similar to that headed by a Chinese
member· of the Institute in China and
discussed during the first meeting. The
other is the organization in Manila of an
association for the study of Pacific
relations."-Conrado Benitez, attorney,
Manila.
"The Institute has showed," said one
of the members, "that men and women
of different races, different cultures, different origins can meet together for two
weeks and frankly discuss these questions
which affect them in their deepest natures,
without heat, without ill feeling and with
a sincere desire to really learn of the
problems confronting these various countries and with an earnest endeavor to
work out a constructive plan for the
future."
Congressman Frederick M. Davenport,
of New York, in speaking of the mass
education movement in China said, "But
China is not the only country that needs
a mass education movement. America
needs it too, not so much to make up
literate, as to endow us with understanding and vision."
"The Institute is but a beginning,"
said Chairman vVilbur. "We have started
an experiment which will be continued
throughout the years by a continuation of
the efforts of this Institute. vVe have

set up the spirit of the Institute, the spirit
of justice and square dealing."
And here let me quote from the final
plea made by Mr. L. T. Chen, secretary
of the city division of the National Committee of the Y. W. C. A. for China. "It
is my sincere conviction that the world
is not lacking in statesmen or scholars.
\Vhat we need in this age are prophets,
men who are willing and who have to
look ahead and men who have the power
and the strength to follow the lead of their
vision . . . . Have we got our eyes fixed
on the vision? Do we have the courage
to face the consequences, even though it
may involve sacrifice? We are living in
a new day and political conceptions are
beginning to change. Are we prepared
to be the pioneers? . . . Unless we are
thorough-going, unless we are fearless in
following the guidance of the vision that
we see ahead of us, there is very little
hope for the future. We are coming to
a new age and it is up to us to develop a
new machinery by which the peoples of
the different countries can live more and
more as personal friends and as coworkers in the gigantic task of making
the worlcl more worth living in. That is
our call and there lies the hope for the
future of mankind."
The Institute closed, passing only one
resolution, and that was of thanks to the
people who had assisted it.

IT IS GOD'S WILL that the differences between nations should disappear.
Those who help on the cause of Unity are doing God's work. Unity is the Divine
Bounty for this luminous century. Praise be to God! There are today many
societies and many meetings held for Unity. Enmity is not so much the cause of
separation as it used to be; the cause of disunion now is mostly prej udice. . . .
Do not only say that Unity, Love and Brotherhood are good; you must work
for their realization. . . .
We do not consider anyone a stranger, for it is said by Baha'u'llah, "Ye are
all the rays of one sun; the fruits of one tree; and the leaves of one branch."
We desire the true brotherhood of humanity. This shall be so, and it has already
begun.
All societies, all organizations, working for the betterment of the human race
are good, very good. All who work for their brothers and sisters have Bah"·
'Abdu'I·Baha.
'u'1l<ilt's blessing. They will surel y succeed.
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THE GLORY OF LIFE
DR. ORROL L. HARPER
ACH human being is consciously or
unconsciously seeking something
that will shed a glory on life, that will
make life worth living. "Yhat is the
glory of life? The glory of life is living,
finding manifestation for all the potential
perfections of one's nature. Some call it
happiness, and they are right, for happiness is only found through living, manifesting, expressing the perfections of the
life-force that animates us.
Have you seen a dear one lie cold and
motionless in death? How did we recognize that condition called death? How
did we know our loved one was gone?
By the absence of life! The smile of
welcome had left the face; the warmth
had left the body; no longer did understanding iliumine the eyes. The signs of
life were not visible in that cold, still
form. Our loved one had left his house.
The windows were darkened. The light
of life no longer shone forth from that
familiar human temple.
I wonder how many of us are dead,
asleep, unawakened? Let me tell you this
-we are alive just to the extent that we
are expressing the highest intelligence
within us. "Ye are happy in proportion
as we radiate the perfections of life in
our thoughts, ottr speech, our every act.
This is a world of opposites, extremes,
apparent contradictions. Throughout all
nature we witness a continuous process of
tearing down and building up, a construction and a destruction, a union of elements to form an obj ect and a separation
of elements to obliterate an object.
A process of life and death is ever at
work. The rose, with its beauty and perfume, lives but to wither and die. A
human being dwells in this world a short
span of years and is then taken away.
And the purpose of it all is to produce a
more complete, a fuller expression of life.
Through experience in the various
forms of composition the simple inde-
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structible elements that make up each
phenomenon gain in refinement; their
capacity for expressing life increases; the
electronic energy that animates them becomes more balanced. Thus the degree
of receptivity for life has increased.
From the evolution of the elements we
find the secret of progress. And in the
process of life and death, construction
and destruction, of composition and decomposition, we discover the vehicle of
eyolution.
Anything that increases our capacity
for life expression is constructive. The
more perfectly we become attuned to the
Giver of Life the more will we be an
efficient receiving station for the Supreme
Intelligence that seeks but one thing, llldividualized expression.
Has it ever occurred to you that 110
one else could do your work in the world?
Do you realize that the particular aspect
of life intelligence that is seeking expression through you can find it nowhere else?
There have been found in all creation
no two objects exactly alike. Did you
e\'er taste two oranges that were exactly
alike? Did you ever find two leaves, or
two grains of sand identical in size or
shape? N" 0 ! There are no duplicates in
creation.
The human body is a mirror that reflects life according to its capacity for
attracting life. You have seen how a
mirror will attract and reflect the sun's
rays, the amount of reflected light being
dependent on the size, the perfection, the
cleanliness of the mirror. - Just so the
human beings attracts and reflects life in
proportion to its perfection, its capacity.
As no two beings are alike in creation,
no two identical aspects of intelligence
<J.re seeking individual expression. The
intelligence that is seeking expression
through you is different and distinct
from the life force that is finding expression in the people about you.
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You have a special destiny, a personal
duty, an individual contribution that the
whole human race is waiting for. Just
as we~ educate, train, and perfect our
human reality, will it become a perfect
instrument for use by the Supreme Intelligence. And only as we learn to live
and express th.e particular aspect of life
that animates us shall we be able to contribute our share to the intelligence of
the race.
How manv of us have ideals, ideas
that we year;1 to see in action and have
so far failed to express? If we can become so animated by those ideals that
they dominate our every thought, word
and act, the negative, destructive element
in the world will lose its power and our
life wi\1 become wholly constructive. Our
purpose in creation will become fulfilled,
and we shall automatically individualize
the perfections within us. Our )1ighest
icleals will then become manifested. 'Ne
shall be putting our best thoughts into
action. The Divine Nature of man will
have awakened to consciousness. The
God within"us will be finding expression.
Then the words of the prophet will
become clear, when I-le says, "Oneness in
its true significance means that God alone
is the One Power that animates and
dominates all things, which are but manifestations of Its energy."
But someone says, ""Vhat about all the
suffering in the world? How can we
manifest ideal life while we are in the
midst of suffering?"
That, my friend, is what you and I
have to learn. The cause of that suffering is always associated with the destructive, disintegrating element in nature.
Its purpose is to urge us to a fuller and
more complete expression of life.
In reality suffering is a gift. Every
trial, every test is an opportunity for real
growth. Suffering is a prod that can
urge us to the path of real living.
Some people are born with the powers
and gifts of life in full activity, while
others have to strive with infinite pains
to acquire them. The powers of the
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spirit, of constructive life, will come to
that man or woman who accepts his life
with radiant acquiescence. In the words
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, "Fre~edom is not a matter of place, it is a condition. Release
from self is real release, for self is the
greater prison. The vicissitudes that
come to humanity tend to center the consciousness upon the limitations, and this
is a veritable prison. Release comes by
making of the will a door through which
the confirmations of the spirit come. The
confirmations of the spirit are all those
powers and gifts which some are born
with, but for which others have to strive
with infinite pains. These powers and
gifts come to that man or woman who
accepts his li ie with radiant acquiescence."

All sorrow and sadness come from this
material worId. All joy comes from the
spiritual, eternal part of us-our reality
that lives in this human temple for a
time and then is gone.
Dy learning to be happy in the midst
of trials and suffering we create in ourself the capacity for attractir.g and reflecting more of the constructive life that
is seeking expression through us.
So we see that the Supreme Intelligence uses even the negative forces such
as trials and sorrow as stepping-stones
for ultimate construction. The dead
trees of materiality make good fuel for
the flame of life. All suffering, sickness
and death are used to make possible a
fuller and more complete expression of
life. And on the other hand, as the reality of life prevails, error and suffering
disappear as the shadow vanishes in the
bright sunlight.
Have you eyer stopped to consider that
the illumination in an electric bulb is
produced by the union of the opposing
elements, the negative and positive poles
of electricity? Just so the human race
will attain its brightest illumination
through the fusion of the conflicting
forces of materiality and spirituality.
The glory of life is to live,. to be lifeto have each cell of our body so refined,
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so perfected that the light of life will
radiate through it and from it as if it
were clearly polished glass transmitting
the light of the lamp.
The Supreme InteUigence through His
mouthpiece, Baha'u'llah, says, "0 Son
of Existence! My lamp thou art and
my light is in thee. Therefore be illumined by it, and seek no one but Me,
for I have created thee rich and upon
thee have I showered abundant grace."
Are you a merchant? Then be the
best merchant you know how to be. Are
you a teacher? Remember that on you
rests the awakening and training of other
minds. Are you a lawyer? Relllember
that justice is loved above all things.
Are you a mother? On you depends the
future progress of the human race. Are
you a physician? On your concept of
Life will depend your ability to see
health established in your patients. Are
you a human being? If so, you are re-
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sponsible for learning to put into activity
the distinct and particular perfections of
life that are seeking expression through
you. Your reality, the real yOt£ is needed
in the world.
Anything that stands in the way of
that individual expression of life, whether
it be ignorance, prejudice or whatnot,
will be pushed and pushed, pelted and
pelted, knocked and knocked, urged and
urged-until finally all barriers are
broken and the Glory of Life as individualized by you bursts forth. The
Divine Kature of man then finds expression in constructive action.
At such a stage of evolution man "is
unconscious of self. The 'self is lost in
the joy of service for others. The Divine
Reality of man has found expression.
That human being is truly lizJing, for he
is contributing his best gifts to the race.
"Blessed is he who is kind and serves
with love."

THE PROPHETS have not come to cause discord and enmity.
For God has wished all good for His serYants, and he who wishes
the servants of God evil is against God; he has not obeyed the will
and emulated the example of God; he has followed satanic leadings
and footprints. The attributes of God are love and mercy; the attribute of satan is hate. Therefore, he 'rho is merciful and kind to
his felIowmell is manifesting the divine attribute, and he who is
hating and hostile toward a fellow creature is satanic. God is absolute love, even as his holiness Jesus Chri5t has declared, and satan
is utter hatred. Wherever love is witnessed, know there is a manifestation of God's mercy; whenever you meet hatred and enmity,
know that these are the evidences and attributes of satan. The
prophets have appeared in this world with the mission that human
souls may become the expressions of the :\Ierciful, that they may be
educated and developed, attain to love and amity and establish
peace ancl agreement.
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE MASS EDUCATION MOVEMENT IN CHINA
JAMES Y. C. YEN
kIr. Yen's home is in the western province of Szechuan, where his fmnily for
five generations have been great Confucian scholars. As a lad, in order to receive
higher education, he walked a twelve days' journey to Chentu, the capital of the
province, and there entered the China Inland }'1ission school to learn English. During a mrmbe1' of years he lIlade this journey on foot several times to and from his
home. At last, o'L'ercmnill!] many dijJiClllties, he entered Hong Kong University,
alld latcr entered Yale, from 1vhich in I9I8 he went as a student volunteer overseas to senJe as educMiollal secretary among the 200,000 Chinese laborers in France.
Here it was he conceived the idea of mass education. China has been divided
into four classes, the scholar, fanner, artisan aud merchant (the soldier 1uas not
even classed). As it required a lifetime of study to master the classics, the scholars 7uere 1I1l'1nerically few. The mass education movement in China today has
forty thollsand 7'oiunteer teachers, most of whom are students who realize the
only hope of democracy lies in teaching the farmers and laborers to read and .write.
(A. B. A.)
HINA is a democracy. vVhether we
Chinese people like it Or not, or
whether the outside world likes it or not.
You all know that China today is in a
chaotic condition and is having (internal)
war from time to time. Y oumay not know
the fundamental reason for all that. One
of the outstanding reasons is that we are
trying to adjust ourselves to modern contlitions after 5,000 years of the old order.
In 1911 when the political revolution
overthrew the Monarchy, it took only a
few months to complete that process, but
if happelled so fast and there was so
much to be done that it did not give the
Chinese reformers, the Progressive party,
an opportunity to get hold of the government; so the old monarchists, the
conservati\-e party, took hold, and the
young reformers have been trying to
overthrow these despots ever since.
Being inexperienced and youthful, they
were not properly prepared to take over
the hold of the new government, and the
old conservatives knew this and lost no
opportunity of getting hold of the government, and they have been in control
of the so-called republic ever since. Any
one who knows China at all knows that
it is impossible for China to go back to
monarchy-that is proved by the defeat
of Yuan Shi-kai, one of the strongest
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men in all China, who was defeated in
his attempt to restore the old monarchy
because the people were against him. On
the other hand you see China today with
her teeming millions, over 70% of whom
do not know how to read or write. On
the one hand, China will not go back to
monarchy, and on the other, she is not
fit to go on with a democracy. The only
thing to do is this-instead of criticizing
and passing unpleasant remarks about
this. form of government, the positive
thing foral! of us to do is to fit China
for democracy:--not to _stand on the side
lines, but jump in and play the game, and
help make China fit for democracy.
One of the most essential things in
building a democracy is the highest possible level of general intelligence among
the masses of the people. In Japan and
Great Britain, in France, and the Unitecl
States, the general intelligence or the
masses is above China. There are 200,000,000 people unable to read or write in
China. I ani ashamed to say it, but it
is true. What is the solution ? You have
this gigantic group of illiterate people
and you have the paralyzing poverty
hand in hand. vVhat are we going to do?
During the vVorld vVar, it was my privilege to be associated with the 200,000
laborers in France who were digging
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trencl1es and carrying ammunition and
helping the Allies, and I had the privilege
of working with them, and I realized then
as never before the situation, and so I
started to experiment to try and find out
ways and means that the average man in
China could get an education,-that is
enough of an education to be a good citizen of China.
The average man in China is a poor
man and he cannot afford to pay $50.00
to $1000.00 a year to go to school. vVe
must bring education to the poor man;
so, I say first, bring education down to
his economic level. Second,-the average
man or woman in China is too busy to
spend much time in getting an education.
They have to work each day to fill the
rice bowl. There is that continuous
struggle in China. for bare existence
which you in the prosperous country in
which you live do not understand. Even
if we had an adequate number of schools,
which we have not, this average poor
man could not spare the time to attend
one. They cannot spare one to six years
to go to school, even if you did not charge
them anything for tuition.
What is the solution? Some system
by which the average man or woman can
accumulate a minimum amount of time
at a minimum cost. What is that? The
Foundation Character System, which
consists of 1200 of the most frequently
used characters in the vernacular-that
is the spoken language of three-fourths
of the people of China, and in that language we already have a vast amount of
literature. vVe want to bring that knowledge to the mass of the Chinese people.
vVe have taken over five years of experimentation and investigation-many professors and many returned students
helping us, and they have co-operated
with us in making the final selection of
this vocabulary. vVe have used the empirical method to find out the minimum
vocabulary and we have finally determined upon 1200 characters. vVe have
prepared four readers, called "The Peoples 1000 Character Readers," and there
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are 96 lessons in them. The busy man,
the tailor, the foreigner, the cobbler, all
of whom work all day, will not have to
take any time from his work, but just
let him gi"e one hour a day, six days a
week, and in four months' time he will
be able to master the whole foundation character course, and he will be
able to read the newspapers and play the
part of an intelligent citizen.
In China we have 400,000,000 people,
and 80% are unable to read or write. I
am not speaking of the people who live
in the principal cities. I am speaking
of the people who Iiye in the villages of
China, and there are thousands upon
thousands of them. vVe have already
started schools in about 1000 villages.
Here are some papers you might
be interested in.
Here is what is
called "The Farmer." YOlt may .be
interested in knowing that for the first
time in the history of China a newspaper
has been published for the farming people of China, and China has been an agricultural country for hundreds of years.
Think of it! N ever before a paper for
the farmers. The great bulk of the
popUlation lives in small villages and this
is the first time a newspaper has been
published for them and they were able
to read it.
vVe hare 32 mass education classes in
the cities and classes in over 42 provinces which comprise a territory as large
as the continent of Europe.
Vie believe, from past experience, that
with financial backing we can teach
100,000,000 adult illiterates in China
how to read. You may say,-"]immie
Yen, you are boasting." Let me tell you!
In the first place, although we have a
large percentage of illiterate people, we
have enough literate people to teach them,
and that is the redeeming factor of our
country. \Ve have figured out, taking
away the 20,000,000 too old to teach, the
20,000,000 too young to teach, and
20,000,000 who would not do it, even tho
able, that we still have enough literate
persons to teach the illiterate and each
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person would have to teach only 10
pupils. There is in China 4000 years of
tradition and civilization, and the people,
though illiterate, have an inherent love of
learning and a respect for it. This is
another important factor.
\Vith this tested program of mass education, if we could provide the supervision of a secretary, and provide literature, in the next decade, my friends, we
will be able to revolutionize the politics
and democratize the mass of the people.
The leaders in China are returned students from America, and their influence
is preponderant. The influence of America is Christian influence, and they have
come back to fit China for democracythat first Oriental democracy the world
has known. That is a by-word in China.
It is against militarism, against autocracy,
and the young element in China is hacking it. Whether China is going to he a
real democracy or is going to be turned
toward Bolshevism or something else,
depends whether the progressive democratic elements in other countries will cooperate ·with the progres·sive democratic
element in China. Much depends on this
attitude of other countries.
In conclusion, I wish to say that we

have met at this Institute and we have
realized as we never before realized that
we are very much thrown together. As
Mr. Rowell said,-"the world has shrunk,
and we are thrown together as never before." In China we have one quarter
of the whole human race, that great family; and what concerns a part of the
family concerns the whole family. What
are we going to do? The great statesman, John Hay, said, "\Vhoever understands that great empire, socially, politically, economically and religiously, has
the key to world politics for the next five
centuries." That seems to be more true
today than ever before. I tell you that
if your country and my country would
work together, I think the whole world
would be a different world. \Vhy? Because we have many points in common.
You have vast territory, so have we; vast
population ;-so have we ;-wonderful resources, so have we. You are peace
loving, so are we. \Vhen these two great
republics join hands and work together
not for world war, but for world peace,
then when they say Peace-there will be
Peace. (Address given at Pall-Pacific
luncheon in Honolulu.)

"THE Chinese people are most simple-hearted and truthseeking. . . . In China one can teach many souls and train
and educate such divine personages, each one of whom may
become the bright candle of the world of humanity.

Truly

I say they are free from any deceit and hypocrisies and are
prompted with ideal motives."

'Abdu'l-Bahii.
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PEACE AND THE TEXT-BOOKS
LOUISE SLAVIN-COHEN
Editor's Note: The followiNg is olle of an interesting series of brief addresses
prepared aJld given by the young people of Green Acre at the morning training
classes held during the Sllln11ler. l1fiss Cohcn is a stlldcllt at Corl1ell Ul1i,'crsily.

No

matter where one goes today one
finds that the crying need is peaceuniversal peace,-peace among all the
peoples of the world. Especially is this
true when one travels over the war-torn
fields of Europe. And people are coming
to realize more and more that the only
way we can bring about peace is by educating the people up to peace just as for
years they have been educated tip to war.
This is true not only in far away countries but right here in America as well.
vVe must begin to teach peace.
One of the most effective instruments
for the instilling of the war spirit-although often we do not realize it-is the
history textbooks that are used by the
children today in the grammar schools.
The young children at that impressionable age are being prepared for war. Take
up any history textbook in an American
grammar school and you will find this to
be true. Page after page after page is
devoted to telling of this war and that
war, this battle and that battle, this skirmish and that skirmish. Many a page is
given to describing the exploits of generals and military heroes. Then, at the
end of the chapter, a page or sometimes
only a paragraph is devoted to telling of
the constructive work-of the work of
the teacher, the scientist, the historian,
and the like. In this way the child gets
quite a distorted view of life.
Yet despite the fact that so many pages
are devoted to telling of war, does the
child really know what war is? Has he
any idea of its horrors? How can he,
when history seems to hide that which
would turn the student fr0111 war? A
rose-colored mantle is drawn over the
story, and it makes a certain appeal to
the pupil. The writers of these textbooks let the child hear only the roll of

the drums and the shouts of admiring
crowds. He does not hear the groans
of dying men, and so he, too, longs to
be a soldier and gain glory by going forth
to kill his fellowmen.
.
But, do not think that this is true only
of past wars. Not at all. The history
textbooks that the thildren of tomorrow
will be given will put forth the story in
the same old way. Let me give you an
example: In the last great war, shortly
after the :-\mericans entered the war, the
French and the American troops found
thems.elves in a very grave plight. They
were just below a cliff upon which were
the Germans firing down. The mortality
was simply terrible, yet retreat was impossihle as there was a marsh behind
them. They lay there for several days
until they decided that the only way to
escape was to blow up the Germans in
front of them. So, one man took some
dynamite in his arms and started off.
But, ere he had gone a few steps he was
shot and a'nother man came forward to
take his place. But he, too, fell ancl then
another came and he, too, lost his li fe,
and so went on the seemingly endless
chain until one man at last succeeded in
placing the dynamite at the foot of the
cliff. But, before he could light it, he,
too, lost his life. Then, once again began
that race with Death until the fuse finally
was lighted. When the dynamite blew
lip, fiity thousanel Germans were killed.
Now, this is being written up in the war
records by the different countries of the
worlel and from it will be made the history of tomorrow. All the details of the
struggle are gi ,'en, and page after page
is cle\"oted to explaining the bravery of
those men who gave their lives that their
brothers might live. The child will well
understand the tribute that is paid them
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and he will know what the medals mean.
But will he understand the six simple
words that appear at the end-AND
FIFTY THOUSAND G E R M A N 5
\VERE KILLED? How can he know
what it means? What effort do we make
to explain it to him? So, we see that this
is true not only of past wars but will be
true of future ones unless we take steps
to prevent it.
Today in Eu'rope we can see that the
seeds of future wars are being sown,
The children are being deliberately prepared for wars to come. Take the textbooks that the French and German children are given, and you will find that in
both countries the children are being
taught that the mother-country has been
wronged and that she must be avenged.
The only way that this can be done, of
course, is through war-another war and
another war until she is victorious. All
thoughts are centered on another terrible
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struggle-{)ne which may be the death
throes of our present civilization. None
of our present institutions seem to have
found a way out.
But why teach these children destructive ways? Why not adopt a constructive
policy instead-a policy of live and let
live? After all, it is when the child is
young that he cherishes ill-will towards
none, and that those who help to build
his character and mold his views should
endeaver to instill in him the principles
of co-operation, of the larger social COIlscience, of the brotherhood of man, and
of the oneness of the human race. "Vhat
a blessing it would be to mankind if the
writers of textbooks, the teachers and the
mothers would implant the beautiful
thought so wonderfully expressed by that
great teacher and lover of humanity,
Bahtt'u'lltth: "We are all leaves of one
tree and trees of one arbor," and tell
them "Little children, love one another!"

"THE ,DUTY of educated men,
especially university presidents of
the nation, is this: To teach in the
universities and schools ideas concerning universal peace, so that the
student may be so molded that in
after years he may help carry to
fruition the most useful and human
issue of mankind."
'Abdu'l-Baha.

"WE DESIRE but the good of the world
and the happiness of the nations; that all
nations shall become one in faith and all
men as brothers; that the bonds of affection
and unity between the sons of men shall be
strengthened; that the diversity of religion
shall cease, and differences of race be annulled. These fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most
Great Peace' shall come.
Europe need this also?

Do not you in
Is not this that

which Christ foretold? Yet do we see your
kings and rulers lavishing their treasures
more freely on means for the destruction
of the human race, than on that which
would concluce to the happiness of mankind.
Strife, bloodshed, and discord, must cease,
and all men be as one kindred and one family. Let not a man glory in this, that he
loves his country; let hiin rather glory that
he loves his kind."
'Baha'u'IHih

'.-iqli, Fa/c.'fine 1889j
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',Jbd,,'[-Baho, for forty years a prisoner in Palestil1e, beCatlse
of rais;I1[1 the Standard of the "1J1 ost Great Peace,"
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"There is not the least doubt that the nation or the government which puts forth an
extraordinary effort in the promotion of universal peace, will be encircled with divine confirmations, and wil1 be the object of hOIlor and respect among all the inhabitants of the earth.
Such an action will become conducive to the prosperity and well-being of mankind."

'Abdu'I-Baba.

THE WORLD'S WILL TO PEACE
is as a strong tide settiug in which will
inevitably reverse in all channels the
currents of war and war-lust. The
League of Nations, the Interparliamentary Union, the Permanent Court of International Justice, the Hague Court 0 f
Arbitration, and nnmerGUS world conferences for peace representing the leading countries of the world, not only give
e'.· idence of this spirit of conciliation,
but help definitely toward conciliation
by actual efforts of interracial harmonv
a~d amicabkness. \Vhere men gathe'r
together over important issues in the
spirit of reasonableness, good cannot
but result. And \vhere all are united in
the desire for a common goal, that goal
will ultimately be arri\'ed at, though the
ways be now doubtfd, So much as regards the will to peace"
On the other hand, \ye must not forget that those strong currents which
bear nations into war are still flowing,
There are those who think that war is
even yet nearer than peace to the horizon
of events. Lord Grey, in his memoirs
which have just been published, doubts
that the worst of the economic disaster
following the great \\"ar has yet been
seen; he holds that militarism and armaments made the world war inevitable,
and he doubts that even yet nations have
learned that lesson, without which, he
thinks, they must perish,
603

TWO FEA.RS are now struggling
for supremacy in the heart of humanity: the fear of other nations which is
now the chief remaining cause of war;
and the fear of war itself as a catastrophe which if it occurs again will destroy
ci vilization, It would seem that the desire for conquest and glory as a cause of
war between the leading nations of the
world has greatly lost its power of appeal,-due partly to the rapid growth,
during the last few decades, of the idea
of justice and fair dealing between nations; partly to the disillusionment and
horrors of the last war, which showed
war for conque:it to be a form of speculation leading to sure bankruptcy and
ruin, rather than to the material gain
and prestige hitherto considered as a
very possible prize of a bold and aggressive militarism,
Of the p05itive factors in the warpsychology, \yar itself, the great psychoanalyzer, has practically cured humanill'. There remain only the negative
factors of distrust, fear, hatred, revenge,
The fear of limitation in regard to territory sufficient to supply the needs of a
crescent population. and the fear of
limitation in regard to those natural resources necessary for a nation's prospt;,rity ane! welfare, are fears sufficiently
well-grounded, uncler the present economic system that applies between nations, as to ,,"arrant a reconstitution of
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the system of exchange, and an agreement between nations which would make
all partners, to some extent, in those
necessities of life-land and natural resources. It is a difficult question; but
some solution can be found, better than
the old solution of war,-which now is
seen to destroy those. very resources
fought for, ar.d to leave the land to the
unprofitable possession of the corpses of
those myriads who struggled over it.
But these two fears are not now the
chief potential cause of war. It is
rather the fear of attack from others,
causing the piling up of armaments and
the concentration of science upon modes
of swifter and more wholesale destruction, which is now keeping the heart of
};umanity from universal peace based
upon international comity and justice.
Fortunately this fear is justified only
v/hen shared by all nations. It is a
phobia which can be cured by any method
which will create confidence in the sincerity of a mutual aim to keep peace.

sands of miles through farm and forest:'
Because of such mutual confidence and
good-will, in 1846 a most difficult dispute involving the ownership of' a piece
of land equal to the area of France and
Germany combined, was settled amicably
between the United States on the onc
side and Great Britain and Canada on
the other. This dispute had reached
such a pitch that in the presidential election of 1844 there was strong agitation
for \yar, if necessary, in order to support
our claims to the entire Oregon territory.
But moderation prevailed, and a settlement was made in which we yielded to
Canada about one-third of the territory
in question without reCQt,rse to war. It is
in the leading city of that part of the
Oregon territory yielded thus peaceably
to Canada, Vancouver, that the International Good-will Memorial has just been
erected.
Another example almost as striking is
the similar long period of peace and unfortified borders between Argentine and
Chile, so fittingly commemorated by the
beautiful statue, "Christ in the Andes."

HISTORY has already given striking
evidence that war-phobia between adjacent nations can be cured, and a muIN THE NEW WORLD, it would
tual confidence be created so deep-seated seem, was being reserved vast planetary
as to give every indication of being per- spaces for the trying out not only of
manent. Recently there was created· at dell10cracy but ota new will and way
St;inleyPark, Vancouver, the President toward peace. Into these two almost unHardiiJg Iriternational Good-will Me- populated continents blessed with immorial to commemorate one hundred and mense resources came a multifarious
seven years of peace, with an unforti- popUlation which forgot, in the tasks of
fied frontier, between the United States making a new home, its ancient ran cars ;
and Canada, on which are inscribed the which learned by pioneer wants the need
following words of the late President:
of cooperation, of mutual aid, of inter""Vhat an object lesson of peace is dependence and mutual confidence. Enshown today by our two countries to all dowed thus by destiny with endless natthe world. No grim-faced fortifications ural wealth and vast spaces, these setmark our frontiers, no huge battleships tlers had no need, save for a few aborigpatrol our dividing waters, no stealthy inal struggles, to wage war for earth, or
spies lurk in our tranquil border hamlets. . for earth's resources, nor up to this moOnly a scrap of paper, recording hardly ment has any such need arisen. Between
more than a simple understanding, safe- them and battle-fevered Europe lay a
guards lives and properties on the Great great ocean lending its protective power
Lakes, and only humble mileposts mark -an obstacle insuperable to Old \1./arid
the inviolable boundary line for thou·· ambition or meddlesomeness.
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The destiny of this new world population surely was to be pacifIc, and to set
an exar;J.ple and an influence which would
eventually, perhaps, lead its brothers of
the older civilization toward a feasible
and practical arrangement which would
abolish war.
For in reality what holds for the
Americas holds also for the whole world,
if national and racial divisions could but
be forgotten, and barriers be turned into
ways of fellowship and cooperation.
Even Europe, the densest populated of
continents, has land enough to spare if
treated as a unit; has resources enough
for all, if those resources were pooled.
It is not nature's scantiness but man's
psychology which creates want. \Vere
this country to be redivided into many
separate countries harshly competitive
and mutually hostile, where would be the
peaceful security in which now live the
citizens of whatever region? New England could not thrive without iron from
the middle west, without coal from the
Alleghanies, without cotton from the
south, or beef and wool from the prairie
states. Nor could other present sections
thrive if the country were disrupted.
For few geographical sections of our
<onntry are self~sufficing units. It is the
country as a ,vhole which is a unit. It is
largely because its resources have been
so freely and harmoniously interchangeable, in a commerce without let or barriers, that such amazing material progress has been made here.
UNITY, it would then seem, has been
the cause of America's prosperity.
N ever before in history has so vast a
region been organized into not only a
true political but also an economic and
cultural unit. It is a most pregnant lesson to the world,-that what is needed
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is not more earth, or more treasures in
it, but a different attitude toward' the
earth-surface, its division, and the division of its resources; an attitude of fellowship, of interracial brotherhood, cooperation, unity above race and creed,
in the exploitation of natural resources
and in the interchange of goods.
It is no great credit to us that we are
pacific. Destiny has determined for us
a non-belligerent temperament by preserving us from need of war. This great
gift of God to the America's is not for
our o\\'n comfort only, but as an object
lesson to the rest of the world, a means
of leading all humanity ultimately under
the canopy of peace. If we fail of this
responsibility which God, in so blessing
us, has put upon us, it will be the most
tragic failure to be recorded against an,\'
nation's history.
'ABDU'L-BAHA made many utterances here regarding the peace-loving
quality of the Americas, their praise"
worthy lack of the restraint of womout traditions, their intense dedication to
progress of all kinds, and the glorious
opportunity now open to them of becoming the means of the establishment of
universal peace. Few, we think, can read
his ntterances, a compilation of which
follO\\"s these editorials, without feeling
a great inspiration and a great determination to arise and march with the vanguard of the cause of peace. Surely,
were we to become the means of peace,
our country would be doubly blessed by
God. But it is not for this self-motive
we should strive, but that the whole
world may once and for all be freed
from the curse of war, and find in the
Parliament and B1'0therhood of Man Cl
new destiny, a new progress, a new prosperity and joy.

A masterly discussion of the plans of Baha'u'llah for "'orld peace, by the well-known
Boston attorney, Alfred E. Lunt, appears as a special aIlticle in this number. See supplement.
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'ABDD'L-BAHA's MESSAGE TO THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE
MERICA is a noble nation, the
standard-bearer of peace throughout the world, shedding her light to all
regions. Foreign nations are not untl'ammeled and free of intrigues like the
United States, and are unable to bring
about universal peace. But America,
thank God, is at peace with all the world
and is worthy of raising the flag of brotherhood and international peace. vVhen
the summons to international peace is
raised by America, all the rest of the
world will cry, 'Yes, we accept!' The
nations of every clime will join il1 adopting the teachings of Baha'u'llah revealed
over fifty years ago. In his epistles he
asked the parliaments of the world to
send their wisest and best men to an international world parliament, that should
dedde all questions between the peoples
and establish universal peace.
This
would be the last court of appeal, and
the Parliament of Man, long dreamed of
by the poets, would be realized. It would
be much more far-reaching than The
Hague Tribunal. (STAR OF THE VVEST,
Vol. 6, No. 11, p. 81.)

A

THE BODY of the human world is
sick. Its remedy and healing will be the
oneness of the kingdom of humanity.
Its life is the "Most Great Peace." Its
illumination and ql1ickening is love. Its
happiness is the' attainment of spiritual
perfections. It is my wish and hope that
in the bounties and favors of the Blessed
Perfection (Baha'u'llah) we may find a
new life, acquire a new power and attain
to a wonderful and supreme source of
energy so that the "Most Great Peace" of
divine intention shall be established upon
the foundations of the unity of the worlcl
of men with God. May the love of God
be spread from this city, from this meeting to all the surrounding countries. Nay.
may America become the distributing

eenter of spiritual enlightenment and all
the world receive this heavenly blessing.
For America has developed powers and
capabilities greater and more wonderful
than other nations, vVhile it is true that
its people have attained a marvelous material civilization, I hope that spiritual
forces may animate this great body and
a corresponding spiritual civilization be
established. May the inhabitants of this
country become like angels of heaven
with faces turned continually toward
GoeL May all of them become the servants of the Omnipotent One. lUay they
rise from the perfections of materialism.
to such a height that heavenly illumination may stream from this cent er to all
the people of the world. (From an address in New York. Pro. of U. P., p,
I?)
THIS REVERED American nation
presents evidences of greatness and worth.
. It is my hope that this just government
will stand for peace so that warfare may
be abolished throughout the world and
the standards of national unity and reconciliation be upraised. This is the
greatest attainment of the world of humanity. This American n a t ion is
equipped and empowered to accomplish
that which will adorn the pages of history, to become the envy of the world and
be blest in the east and the west for the
triumph of its democracy. (Pro. of U.
P., p. 99.)
I LOVE this country (America) with
exceeding love, for its inhabitants are a
noble people and its government is fair
and just. Its citizens are enjoying the
greatest amount of political and civic'
freedom. In reality, every soul is a real
sovereign and delights in the fruit of his
hard-won liberty. No one is harassed by
secret fears, but expresses his thoughts.
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freely and without apprehension. The
sphere of the mind is made radiant with
brilliant ideals, and the field for the discussion of the progressive and advanced
problems of the age is as spacious as
heaven. Consequently, I hope that this
illustrious democracy may become confirmed in .the establishment of universal
peace . . . . because the greatest principle of His Holiness Baha'u'llah is universal peace. He wrote concerning this
i1'- wonderful epistles to the governments
of the world, urging them to come forward and lay the foundation of international conciliation amongst the religions,
nations and races. America has demonstrated great organizing capacity in this
direction. (STAR OF THE ';VEST, Vol. 5,
p. 119.)
PRAISE BE to God! fhe United
States has in reality made extraordinary
progress; day by day they are advancing
tCi\vard the 'ultimate goal. The material
virtues of the people are many; now they
must think of the ideal virtues, so that
the highest of the perfections of humanity may illumine the regions of
America.
Among the highest virtues are universal peace and the oneness of humanity.
Thechief ailment of humanity today is
international strife; this militates against
the advancement of the material and
ideal virtues . . . . .
But, praise be to God! the American
government is no warlike government;
the American democracy is not founded
upon warlike doctrines. Hence it becomes this democracy to uphold international peace and spread it throughout
the world. Through the promulgation
of this doctine will be distributed the
greatest blessing. . . . My fervent hope
and fond desire concerning the American
people is that through their instrumentality the scope of this project will be enlarged and that earnest concerted action
between the nations of the world will result there from. (STAR, Vo!. 5, p. 166.)
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ENVY AND rancor arise between nations, but because I find the American
nation so capable of achievement, and
the American government the fairest of
the western governments, its systems superior to others, my wish and hope is
that the banner of peace may be raised
first on this continent, and that the standard of the Most Great Peace may here
be unfurled.
May the nation of America ancl its
government unite in their efforts in order that this light may dawn from this
point and spread to all regions, for this
is one of the greatest bestowals of Goel.
In order that _-'l.merica may avail herself
of this opportunity, I request that you
strive and supplicate with heart and soul,
devoting all your energies to this end,
and that the banner of international peace
in reality may be unfurled here, and that
American democracy may be the cause
of the cessation of warfare in all other
countries . . . I supplicate the Kingdom
of God and ask that you may be instru
mental i," bringiGg about the "Great
Peace" in this country, in this nation and
government, and through them spread it
to the ,,"orld. (Wisdom Talks, p. 13.)
I WAS most pleased with the results
of my trip to America. Ifotind a wonderful spirit of peace hovering over that
vast continent. The people are inspired
with the thought of peace and are working for its final realization. I hope that
they will be the first nation to unfurl the
standard of peace. I will ever pray for
their success. Today this is the most
great service to the world of humanity.
(Compilation. War and Peace, p. 188.)
AS TO the American people, this
noble nation, intelligent, meditative; it
is quite disinterested, for its territory is
insular and geographically separated
from the other nations. Here we find
a oneness of interest, a oneness of policy.
These are indeed United States. Therefore, the United States is possessed of
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the capacity and capability of holding
ala ft the banner of international peace.
May this nation, this noble people, be the
cause of unifying humanity! May this
noble people spread broadcast the heavenly civilization and illumination! May
it be the cause of the diffusion of the
love of God! May it proclaim the solidarity of mankind! May it be the cause
of the guidance of the human race!
Therefore, I request you to give this allimportant question your most serious
consideration and efforts. (STAR OF THE
WEST, Vo!. 5, p. 200.)
I HAVE come to America to speak a
message of peace and good-will to you.
You are a noble nation with a just government. I beg of God that this just and
fair land may assist in working for the
peace of the world. Let the people of
this young and noble nation assist in the
great movement for the peace and unity
of the world. Let the people light a lamp
that will illumine the whole universe.
Let us put love in the hearts of all the
children of men. Let all mankind labor
for this, that the favor of God may descend upon the Orient and accident. ..
The time has come for us all to work
for international peace. No catastrophe
can be g,eater than war, and in preparation for it man is taxed beyond the limit
of endurance . . .. The time has come
for the establishment of a fair arbitral
court of justice for the settlement of all
international disputes, and the nations
must make use of such a court, and obey
its just decrees. (STAR OF THE WEST,
Vo!. 13, p. 292-3.)

"AMERICA IS the home of the ideals
of peace. Its people are peace-loving
and its democratic leaders are the sowers
of the seeds of peace. I hope that a chain
of similar meetings will be organized
throughout the States wherein eloquent
speakers will expose the iniquities of war
and tell of the beauty of peace so that
the world may resound with their call to

peace. This is indeed most important.
On the other hand, the legislators, farsighted peace advocates, the practical
statesmen of America must from now on
frame a code of laws and regulations to
be used as the foundation for the future
Universal Parliament of Man. The initial step is most difficult and arduous
and only a free, disinterested, largeminded, humanity-loving nation like the
Americans can perform such signal services. The American people have had
sound judicial training and the fundamental principles of their political institutions are based on equality of opportunity for all mankind. Their national
and state system of government has been
always, a good and beneficial example
for the framers of the constitution of
the international court of arbitration. In
~hort, America must be the principal
factor in establishing lasting peace among
the nations of the world. The spreading
of peace ideals must be carried on unceasingly-thus the ground may be made
ready and the hearts prepared. The promotion of the principles of peace and
the exposition of the evils of war will
ultimately lead to an astonishing awakening on the part of the people. (STAR OF
THE WEST, VoL 13, p. 293.)
IN THE ORIENT I heard that there
are many peace-loving people in America.
Therefore, I left my native land to associate here with those who are the
standard-bearers of international peace.
Having traveled from coast to coast, I
find America a continent vast and progressive; tbe government just; the nation noble. I attended many gatherings
where international peace was discussed,
and am extremely happy to witness the
results of these meetings, for one of the
great teachings of Bahi'u'llih relates to
international peace. He founded and
taught this principle fifty years ago in
the Orient. He proclaimed universal
peace among the nations; he summoned
the people to ,establish universal peace
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among the various religions; he organized peace among many races, communities and sects. At that time he wrote
epistles to all the rulers and kings of the
world and summoned them to cooperate
with him in spreading these principles,
saying that humanity would not attain
composure and rest save through universal peace. And he practiced the principle in Persia, therefore, today there are
people of various religions and races, in
Persia and elsewhere, souls who folIoweJ
the exhortations of Bahi'u'lIah, living
together in the utmost lo\'e and fellowship, with no religious prejudice, no patriotic p rej udice, no sectarian prej udice,
-they live in unity and agreement, Muhammadan, Roman Catholic, Jew, Buddhist, followers of Zoroaster, and all
others.
"Now America has arisen to spread
the teachings of peace for the illumination of mankind and for bestowing happiness and prosperity on all the children
of men. These are the principles of divine civilization. (STAR OF THE \VEST,
Vol. 6, p. 81.)
NOW INASMUCH as the standard
of international peace must needs be
hoisted, I hope that it may be hoisted
upon this continent, for the American
continent is more deserving, has greater
capacity therefor, and is not like other
countries. . . . If America takes the
fil-st step toward this direction, it is certain to be ascribed to altruism_ It wi!!
be said by humanity, "There was no
other purpose than altruism and service
tu mankind." Therefore, it is my hope
that you may be the cause, and that you
may hoist this banner, for this banner
will be hoisted. Raise it aloft, for you
are deserving above all other nations.
In the other countries there are many
who are waiting for this summons,
anxiously anticipating this call horn
some nation bidding all to the Most
Great Peace, for tbe people are distressed
because of the excessive and irreparable

damage of war.
5, p. 131.)
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(Star of the "Vest, Vo!.

PRAISE BE TO GOD, all the people
who have accepted the teachings of
Bahil'u'Uilh are peace lovers and are
ready to sacrifice their lives and forfeit
their fortunes for it. Now let this
standard be hoisted in the 'Nest and
many shall respond to the cal1. J tlst as
America has become renowned because
of her discoveries, inventions and skill,
famous for the equity of her government
and colossal undertakings,' may she also
become noted for the Most Great Peace.
Let this be her undertaking and let it
spread from her to other countries. And
I pray for you all that you may render
this service to the world of humanity.
(STAR OF TEE 'VEST, Vo1. 5, p. 131.)

o

GOD l Let this American democracy become gloriqus in Epiritual degrees
even as it has aspired to the material
degrees, and render this just government
victorious.
Confirm this revered nation to hoist
the standard of the oneness of humanity;
to promulgate the Most Great Peace; to
become thereby most glorious and praiseworthy among all the nations of the
world.
o GOD; This American nation is
worthy of Thy favors and is deserving
of Thy Mercy.
1hke it near, dear to Thee, through
Thy bounty and bestmval. (Wisdom
Talks in Chicago, p. 4.)
LIKE UKTO a spirit, this ideal (Un:iversal Peace) must run anel circulate
through the ,-eins and arteries of the body
of the world . . . . 'Ihere is 110 doubt that
this wonderful democracv will be able to
realize it and the banner' of international
agreement will be unh:rled here to spread
onward and outward among all the nations of the world. (Pro. of U. P., p.
121.)
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PEACE AND HUMANITY
ROSA V. WINTERBURN
HE. ultimate goal of the human the post-war period, seemed to let loose
world must be Peace_ Man works the demons of evil. But they will be
towards this end steadily, although often chained or destroyed; for, from the arctic
unconsciously_ As the centuries move circles to the equator, the common people
on cause after cause of warfare is elimi- of the world saw as they had never seen
nated or subjected to some sort of a before, and when the common men
triblmal, national or international. The awake, understand, and move in their
last great war, in reality, gives us some masses, they are irresistible_ :Moreover,
encouragement, impossible as that seems. the unity of nations among the allies and
It was fought around causes essentially the cooperation of men from the farthest
modern. It is true
.
ends of the world,
that older causes, r-------------------------------~ re~lllted in men reage old, appeared,
turning t o t h e i r
"To-day the most important
such as deliberate
homes with many
of
the
Kingdom
of
purpose
seizure of territory,
profoundly changed
God is the promulgation of
subjugation of conideas. Some of these
'the cause of universal peace
new views were danquered peoples into
and the principle of thr. oneservitude, and a tygerous to all stability
ness of the world of humanrannical imposition
and progress, but
of the will of an
many were progresity. Whosoever arises in the
autocrat upon any
sive, swept by the
accomplishment of this prewho chanced to be
breezes of the comeminent service the confirmaing day_ One was
weaker than he; but
tion of the Holy Spirit will
the conception of
they caused such an
descend upon him."
outburst of indignathe divine rights of
, Abdu'l-Baha
tion, of offended
men, rather than of
civilization, that the
kings; another was
whole world swung
the realization of
into line to stamp to death these. al- warfare for the mass of mankind; and a
ready ham-strung monsters of barbarism. thii-d, its corollary, was that for the comThe modern causes, such as the desperate mon men there must be peace.
struggle to gain world markets, the conThe Baha'i teachings stress unceasflicting empires of machine-made indus- ingly the need of peace in all the relatries, and the haunting danger to auto- tions of men. From the intimacies of
cratic rule by the creeping flood of dem- the family group to the widest circle of
ocratic progress,-these modern causes worlel affairs, Baha'is are taught to see
became suddenly articulate, and shrieked that peace is necessary to progress. The
out their warnings to the world; and the Gays of warfare are passing, not because
forty-odd nations of the world that had men are less warlike than formerly, but
united to combat the ancient dangers, because war ha longer brings man what
learned much to their amazement of the he most wants. vVar is the old-fashioned
dangers of today that had been hidden way of striving for what the Kaiser
from them by their own greed, ignorance, called his "place in the sun," gained by
apathy, and selfishness. Some of the pushing someone else out of it, or by
lessons learned were exceedingly unwel- forcing the conquered to produce its
come to many 'people; and this fact, com- benefits for the victor at the victor's
bined with the license and reactions of command. The newer civilization is dis-
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covering that war pushes the desired re- such homes the lives of husband and wife
sults farther away or procures them at a are narrowed, perverted, ruined, and the
cost that is prohibitive. The men of the children truly never "have a chance." To
new age are seeing that the greatest asset such an extent is warfare in the homes
of humanity is released human energy, the cause of today's deterioration, imand although the ways are often dark, morality, and crime that one of the most
they stumble on towards this God-com- thoughtfully written books of the day on
the subject of juvenile delinquency has
manded goal of human perfection.
Every human being should have the been aptly named Y oHIlt in Conflict.
opportunity of discovering, training, and Conflict in the home, the street, the
using his abilities. Energy should be di- school, the church, society, and the law,
rected, not dominated; ability should be until there is no such thing in the child's
allowed to function; talent, genius, life as a conception of peace, service, or
should be set free, not left imprisoned in love. Let peace come into the home,
the darkness of ignorance or because of peace founded on justice, unselfishness,
drudging. This greater human freedom cooperation, on Divine love if not on hutowards which civilization has been grop- man; let this peace be actually lived by
ing and which democracy has envisaged, the older members of the family and be
will be accomplished by spiritualized re- taught to the children, and few of the
ligion, and the freed human spirit will destructive demons would be left that are
be guided into its greatest capacity by today grinningly tearing down our homes
and eating the hearts out of our childn;n.
Divine intelligence and power.
Baha'u'llah tells us that man, especially Let peace on the same foundation prinin this last century, has been so fascinated ciples come into business relations, and
and absorbed in material progress that fraud and corruption must slink away;
he has largely ignored spiritual guidance; capital and labor would learn to do unto
hence, the world has grown grossly ma- others that which they would that others
terialistic. No lasting help will come un- did unto them; lawyers would find less
til man accepts Divine illumination and and less to do; governments would be in
guidance, but when Divine power is ad- reality what modern democracies are
mitted into the material consciousness dreaming for them,instrument:s or orand capacity of man, the twentieth cen- ganizations by which a body of men can
tury wiII see a progress and civilization secure opportunities and blessings, and
now undreamed of. Radio will become protect them when once secured; world
awkward; air-ships will be slow; present relations would lose suspicions and
government will be totally inefficient in greedy dominations, and immature nathe glorious day just dawning in the tions would rest securely on the fuller
world. But one of the first requisites for development of their neighbors. Only
this union of man's capacity with God's through peace can we even approach
power is peace,-peace in the soul, the these ends, peace built on Divine cohome, the nation, the world. 'Without operation.
This reign of peace is not so distant
peace the union can not come. "Var,.
discord, hate, jealousy, suspicion, all as many believe. In every nation ardent,
these destroy, they kill. The world's en- energetic people are working intelligently
ergy is depleted by their ravages every towards it. In many countries, even in
day. Only in the fertility and sunshine war-swept Europe, great masses of men
of peace can the human spirit approx- are trudging steadily towards peace, so
stolidly that their rulers hardly dare
imate its power.
How many homes are centers of dis- dream of another war. Lawyers and
cord, hate, suspicion, and all the ugli- judges are asking and planning to so
ness of which mankind is capable! In simplify and enforce the law that greater
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justice shall prevail. Great numbers of
our youth are turning in disgust from
the conflict in the homes of their childhood, and are looking forward with
pathetic longing to real peace in a home
of their own. Over all this formless
longing of the human souls in this old
world there hovers the peace that passeth

understanding, the outgrowing of the
love of the Divine Father, who teaches
us by letting us suffer the results of disobedience, who pushes us gently onward
if we loiter, who supports us when we
stumble, who never neglects us, and who
joyfully guides us when we confidingly
put our hands in His.

THE FOUNDATIONS of all the divine religions are
peace and amity; but misunderstandings have crept in.
If these misunderstandings disappear you will see that

all the religious agencies will work for peace and promulgate the oneness of human kind, for the foundation
of all is one reality and reality is not multiple or divisible.

ALL PREJUDICES, whether of religion, race, politics or nation, must be renounced, for these prejudices
have caused the world's sickness.

It is a grave malady

which, unless arrested, is capable of causing the destruction of th,e whole human race. Every ruinous war with
its terrible bloodshed and misery has been caused by one
or another of these prejudices.

'Abdu'l-Baha
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A WORLD CIVILIZATION
ALl KULl KHAN
Editor's Note: Mirza Ali KHli Khan, N. D., when Charge d'affaires of
Persia at ~VashiHgto1!, D. c., addressed the International Peace Congress held in
San Francisco. The following passages from his spontaneous speech on that occasion, previously published in the Star of The IVest, are here reprinted because of
their opportuneness in this Peace Number.
UMANITY, from the dawn of
H
history, has progressed under
the guidance of prophetic teachers from
a state of infancy through the various
stages of development leading to its maturity.
The prophets of God, whose gospels
were the result of a well founded optimism, aimed at the unity of man because of their due knowledge of the principle of human unity, which in the mind
of God had ever been an accomplished
fact. Each \\"Orld teacher accomplished
that plan in conformity with the limited
capacity manifested by his people.
God applied His original plan for the
unification of Israel through Moses, of
the Gentiles through Jesus, of the Parsees through Zoroaster, of the Hindus
through the Buddha, and of the other
sections of humanity through other world
teachers and prophets.
Today, which to the wise and thoughtinl is the day of the maturity of the
human race, God will accomplish that
noble plan. In the voice raised in all
parts of the world in favor of peace, and
in the efforts extended by the peace-loving element in the world's population,
,,-hich constitutes the positive, affirmative principle of the human body politic,
"'e find a potent manifest proof that the
day of peace has dawned, and is steadily,
though slowly, breaking through the
dense clouds which temporarily impede
its course to the meridian of its glory.
Although the effecting of a world
brotherhood is the determined plan of
God, it is for humanity itself to cooperate in its realization.
In our effort to unify the world we
must take the lessons taught by the past
great religions in achieving the moral and

spiritual uplift of their respective peoples, for no unity of a people existing in
a civilized state could be independent of
moral and spiritual character. The building of such character has been the task
of every true religion.
As our aim today is the creation of a"
world civilization, based upon a world
unity, we must enlarge our conception of
religion to reach the dimensions of a
world religion-the religion of humanity.
Such religion should include the truth
of all religions and exclude all patriotic,
national and racial bias.
The most successful political and industrial steps taken by any nation toward
human betterment are those represented
by the federal and industrial institutions
organized in the United States, the greatest republic of all time; for these American institutions, in their domestic and international relationships, are impregnated
with the spirit of justice, altruism and
broad humanity, which is embodied in
the religion of humanity, because they
exhale the fragrance of the noble sayings of the Persian prophet [Baha'u'llah] of these modem times: 'Ye are all
the leaves of one tree and the drops of
one sea'; 'Great glory is not his who
loves his country, but rather his who
IO\'es his kind.'
America is therefore the field in
which" the seeds of the world reiigion
are given opportunity to germinate, and
which will extend to the peoples of all
climes the bounties of the religion of humanity. ~Iay we not, therefore, look
upon America as the nation which is
specially chosen by the Almighty to assist
in man's progress upward and to bless
humanity with the fruits of universal
peace?
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INDIVIDUAL STEPS TOWARD PEACE
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER
HE BULK of humanity has always
been greatly overworked .. In imagination we can picture those times when
puny and dwarfed in comparison to the
monsters that surrounded him, man developedthat cunning and quick judgment
that has always been a far more valuable asset than mere strength.
Between the ever-present struggle for
food and the incessant danger from
powerful enemies, life in its prehistoric
aspects could hardly have been a round
of pleasure and glad sunshine. Five successive times this mote of a planet rocked
on its axis, spurning the cordial rays of
the sun on its northern hemisphere, and
five times the polar ice cap, grim, greedy
and devastating swept the hard-won
achievements of life before its glacial
breath. Survival amongst primitive men
must have been a stern triumph over the
ruthless inroads of pestilence, famine,'
natural disasters and war.
No doubt a state of comparative civilization flourished on dry land forming
the present floor of the Mediterranean
sea, which was overflowed to its present
capacity as (the earth returning to its
normal inclination) the glacier resolved
into its liquid form. This is indicated not
only"by arch<eological traces found at the
bottom of the Mediterranean but by the
story of a great flood included in the religious tradition of all the regions thereabouts.
The actual labor required to organize
and build even a village is scarcely understood by a modern urban population. It
looks so simple from where we stand on
the sidewalk, to watch great steel girders
hoisted in their places with acetylene
torches welding them into a symmetrical
structure, that we place very little value
upon the labor involved now or at any
time in rearing or in maintaining the
mere structure of civilization.
Innumerable civilizations litter the
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dust, many more unknown, than remembered, and they were all built against the
continual protests of nature, and the iIIrepressed unfriendliness and warfare of
other human beings.
Life has been hard, relentless: the fortuitous struggle of men and the uneventful diligence of women has had little relief except to the few. First men asked
for security; as society centralized into
cities they fOllnd as much of it as could
be vouchsafed in a world where war,
famine, poverty and disease ever stalked.
Next they clamored for happiness; but
as they matured in experience they began
to realize that personal happiness is not
part of the scheme of life on this "inclement, not to say inhospitable planet."
Finally as men and women approach the
end of their middle years, they relinquish
wistfully the hope of happiness and
wearily ask for peace. Human beings
have worked so hard for so long that
they eventually come to that timid, exhausted appeal for a little rest, that seems
a simple request after ten thousand generations of relentless toil.
As our minds become more analytical
with expansion and cultivation, we see
that mankind can never be finally secure
so long as one single clever individual,
ambitious, unscrupulous and predatious
is left in the world; that he can never be
really happy so long as he is aiming at
happiness; that life is far nobler than
just to be happy; that happiness is entirely overestimated; that suffering and
sacrifice are the crucible in which the
miracle of creation and redemption has
beetl wrought forevermore; and that
peace-the only kind that would be
worth anything to him-is not a state of
quiescence, rest and negation, but the
release of all the natural energy and
creative power into channels of uninterrupted expression, free from coercion
and dread.
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When Saint Paul spoke of the "peace
that.passeth understanding" he was undoubtedly referring to that wrapt and
radiant condition of the heroic mighty
soul that pa.ssing along the "sorrowful
way" through the "dark night of the
soul" and all those degrees of purgation
that are necessary to the annihilation of
the self, reaches the ultimate union with
their source, and while on earth lives on
the spiritual plane.
But the call to this form of peace is
not a call to quietude, ease and tranquillity: it is a call to ardor, fortitude,
consecration and heroism. The mighty
labors of Hercules signify the struggle
against the self, and the lives of that resplendent little band of mystics who battled their way up to God and to this
shining peace were, if we examine the
fruits of their efforts, the most practical,
the most competent, the most efficient and
the most hard-working people in the
world.
The divine Messengers from those ample seas of glory far beyond the confines
of our limited imagination, are continally
telling us of splendors that "break
through language and escape." Answering their summons from age to age have
been these few hardy pioneers who have
set out on this perilous voyage from the
known and familiar island of self to the
shining and wondrous shore of evanescence and union with the illimitable
reaches of the Spirit. And they all turn
back blinded with the light of this new
dimension, to beckon us to its joy and
wonder, while telling us that the mysteries of its revelation are incommunicable, that they must remain forever hidden from those who do not seek the far
country for themselves.
"To be spiritually-minded," said Paul
in another place, "is life and peace," and
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there is no peace outside this, that· is
other than partial and temporary. But
this spiritual-mindedness is conferred
only on those who have traversed those
untracked wastes that lie between the
soul steeped in material limitations, and
the gracious freedom of God.
A complete negligence of the world
and its standards seems to be the first
characteristic of those who have loosed
the trammels of the human dimension
and become naturalized into the attributes of the divine. Just as the tree conducts itself not from the viewpoint of
the static earth but of the changing sky,
just as it grasps realities and obeys commands from sources that it could never
explain to its deep-buried roots, so the
soul, transplanted to its spiritual environment, responds to conditions imposed
from the celestial atmosphere that cannot be translated to the consciousness of
a lower state.
"Ve have but to glance at the lives of
Augustine, Kabir, J elalu'Din, or Francis,
to realize that they were motivated by
cosmic intimacies that we have not vet
grasped. But is it possible that ther~ is
a human soul who has not, if only momentarily, caught the glint of drifting
pinions, and been pierced with a sweet
ineffable knowledge of freedom and security somewhere in his own being?
The hardest struggles are yet ahead of
man! His weariness in the past was for
the most part physical exhaustion: there
lies ahead of him that desperate conflict
with all the pretensions of the ego, crude
and subtle, that he must subdue before
he can grow into the real stature of
humanity. The beginning of this struggle is our first bid for peace,· for all the
strife and conflict the agony and suffering of the world, come from the· unsatisfied desires of the personality.

"The purpose of peace is to destroy antagonism by finding a point of
agreement. We cannot induce men to lay down their arms by fighting with
them."
'Abdu'l-Baha
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MAN'S INCONSISTENCY
Editor' s Note: In a talk given in Paris ill 19II during the war between Italy
and Tripoli, 'Abdu'l-Bahci POi~ltS out the strange inconsistency of lIHin's concern
over the accidental death of a few fellow beings, and mail's ul/concern over the
death of thousands killed in a useless war. The heedlessness of men to.the brutalities of war is due to no other thil1g, he says, than the fact that lI1an dues not
know God.
Behold, how bloodthirsty are human
HEY say that a train fell in the
Seine river and twenty-five persons beings! Behold, how deceitful is man,
were drowned. Today on account of how heedless of God! If, instead of usthis tragedy there will be a detailed dis- ing knives, swords, bullets, gUlls-men
cussion in parliament. They have ar- should rejoice, be glad, feast and assorested the manager of the railroad. Great ciate with one another in harmony and
disputes will take place-fierce disturb- love; if, in the state of tranquiIlitj, they
ances! I was very much astonished that should become intoxicated with. the wine
for twenty-five persons who fell in the of happiness, if they should become
river and drowned, such a strange tumult friends and companions and embrace
appeared in the parliament; but for Tri- each other, would it not be better?
poli, where thousands are being killed in
Which is better: to be like thankful
a day, they never say a word. Undoubt- birds and fly together, or to be as bloodedly, so far at least, five thousand per- . thirsty wolves and attack, and devour
sons have been killed. It never occurs to one another and shed each the other's
the parliament that these persons are hu- blood?
man. It is as if they were stones.
Why should man be so heedless? It
\Vhat is the reason that the parliament is because he does not know God. If
is in this way disturbed over twenty-five men knew God they would love one anpersons and never speaks of the five other: if they had spiritual susceptibilithousand? The twenty-five are human
ties they \vollld have unfurled the banner
and the five thousand are human. All
of the great peace and if they had lis-'
are descendants of Adam. The reason
tened to the exhortations of the prophets
is that the five thousand are not of the
French nation. It does not matter if unquestionably they would have established justice.
they are cut in pieces.
Therefore, pray, implore and suppliBehold, what injustice, what senselessness, what ignorance! Although these cate God to guide them, give them merhelpless ones in Tripoli have father, cy, give them reasoning minds and give
mother, son, daughter and wife, they cut them spiritual susceptibilities. Perchance
them into shreds. vVhat harm have they these helpless human beings may live in
done? I read in the paper that even in peace.
The wise man weeps day and night
Italy the cry and the wailing of the people is rising. The weeping and wailing over the condition of mankind. He cries
of both the Arab and Italian women are and sighs that perchance the heedless
rising. The eyes of the mothers are filled ones may be awakened, the blind may
with tears; the hearts of the fathers are see, the dead become alive and the opdrowned in blood; the weeping and cry- pJ:essors grant justice. I will pray. You
ing of the children reach to the summit must also pray. (STAR OF THE VVEST,
of heaven.
Vo!. 7, p. 106.)
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HOW CAN UNIVERSAL PEACE BE ESTABLISHED
DR. ORROL L. HARPER
, , PEACE, peace and there is no likened to the blood that flows through
peace." Around us on every side the arteries, veins and capillaries of the
\\"e hear the principle of universal peace human body. If the flow of blood is as
proclaimed; but as yet that ideal has not it" should be, all parts of the body rebecome an established fact. Let us see cei\"e their normal amount of blood sup\\"hat solution we can find for the prob- ply, and the body as a whole is strong
lems that confront us.
and healthy. But if for any reason an
The world is in a chaotic condition. excessive amour.t of blood becomes
dammed-up in one
The family of nations
is
divided
particular place, the
against itself. The
whole circulation is
"What is the greatest need
impeded, the health
snarling wolves of
of the world of humanity?
selfishness and greed
of the body becomes
"To-day in the world of huare attacking the
i 111 P air e d.
The
manity the most important
lambs of peace. The
dammed-up b I 0 0 d
matter is the question of unidarkness of misuncauses congestion in
versal peace. The realization
derstanding and
so m e areas, and
of this principle is the crying
strife prevails. Huanemia in others.
For example-if
manity is sick. Its
need of the time."
disease is lack of
the heart is diseased,
, Abdu'l-Baha
cooperation and althe head, or lungs,
truism. The social
or liver may be conconditions of the world lack symmetry. gested; \\-hile other parts of the body,
A remedy must be found for this de- such as the hands and feet suffer from
formed body politic.
lack of blood supply. All parts are thus
Unbalance in the economic relations made abnormal in their-functioning. If
of the race is depriving man of his such" an unbalanced circulation persists
birthright,-happiness. The nineteenth long enough, the congestion may be
century marked the dawn of political changed to inflammation, the malfreedom, when the shackles of slavery nourished parts become severely anemic,
were struck from the black man of the until actual degeneration of cell life rerace. The twentieth century is con- sults.
Such is the danger of the body-politic
fronted with the task of freeing mankind from the shackles of industrial " today. Some of the Captains of 1ndust~y are laboring under the stress of
slavery.
The conflict between capital and labor an o,'erabandance of 7vealth; while the
i, approaching a crisis" Thinking peo- Hands and Feet of Society feel the need
ple all over the world are seeking a of an increase of currency. The result
remedy for the suffering caused by ex- i~ suffering for the whole body of man.
cessive taxation, low wages and unem- If relief cannot be obtained, great deployment. These conditions are due in struction of individual lives may fol1ow_
Two chief remedies are needed-an
part to the world war. Unless a remedy
can be found and applied, the oppressive increase in the spirit of altruism, and the
results of that war will become the cause formation of laws that will regulate the
flow of blood-currency through the
of another war-an economic war.
Currency, which is the medium of ex- body-politic.
First we will consider altruism. What
change for the body-politic, may be
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do we mean by altruism, and how can
its growth be brought about? To have
altruism is to have regard for and devotion to the interests of others. How
can regard for and devotion to the interests of others be promoted? Chiefly
through education. .At. the present time
mankind is ignorant of the fact that if
one part of the body is abnormal, all
parts are abnormal.
The heart is often used as a symbol of
love, probably because the heart is the
organ that propels the blood in its continuous circuit through the human body,
as it carries life to every cell; while love
is the dynamic force that can cause the
spirit of altruism to permeate all parts of
the body-politic and carry cheer and
good fellowship to every human being.
Man must learn that if he is to help
himself, he must help all other members
of the race. Mankind is a unit that depends on the normal functioning of each
integral part for its highest attainment.
Education can inculcate a realization
of the interdependence and oneness of
mankind that will help to heal the diseased heart of man and promote the
spirit of altruism. Such a spirit of altruism will not be some vague, indefinite
sentiment but will inrealitybe illt£11tined
self-interest. Man wiII realize that he is
just a part of the mass of humanity and
that the only way he individually can
find happiness is through the uplift and
well-being of the whole mass. The disease of ignorance will be replaced by the
health of knowledge.
Prejudice is another one of the ailments of man. Prejudice of all kinds is
rampant in the world today. National
prejudice, racial prejudice, political
prejudice, religious prejudice, professional prejudice-all contribute to a
hardening of the arteries in the bodypolitic.
Arteriosclerosis or hardening of the
arteries is the result of inherited or acquired disease.
A hardened bloodvessel wall lacks elasticity. Likewise the

blood-vessels of exchange, that transmit
the flow of liquid capital throughout the
world, also lack elasticity and pliability.
Just as the healing art is learning to
eradicate the inherited and acquired
diseases that cause high blood pressure,
likewise education can free man from
the inherited and acquired prejudices
that blind his vision and keep him bound
by tradition, dogma, and numerous prejudice and fear complexes.
If man can learn to think for himself
and not accept blindly the beliefs of
forefathers and ancestors, the independent investigation of truth will become
a reality-prejudice and misunderstanding will gradually be eliminated. Man
will begin to use his reasoning faculties.
He will not accept blindly any belief he
cannot understand.
He will see science and religion walking hand in hand, while they trample to
dust the superstitions of the ages. The
definition of religion will then be, man's
love for God as expressed in his attitude
toward mankind; while science will make
rational and systematic man's search for
truth. Wendell Phillips said, "Most men
see truth not with their eyes, but with
their prejudices."
1 have the feeling that I would like to
psycho-analyze - every person in the
world. I would like to remove the
"complexes," that like abnormal growths
cover the eyes and obstruct the ears.
Then such stray words as "sin""death"-"God"-"religion"-would not
close tight the door of hearing and
cause the listener to become deafened by
the roar of unseen fears and prejudices.
The right kind of psycho-analysis can
educate the subconscious mind, can remove the cataracts of fear and superstition that blind the eyes of man and cut
off his vision of life. The right kind of
psycho-analysis can teach man to react
constructively to life experience.
Education then is a needed remedy for
a lack of altruism. Until knowledge and
understanding take the place of ignor-
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anee and prejudice the hardened arteries
of man wil! resist the normal flow of
blood-capital. The diseased and overworked heart will be unable to send a
normal supply of blood-currency to all
parts of the body-politic.
If capital and labor are to be pre~
vented from destroying the body of
civilization, man must be educated concerning the needs of mankind, concerning the interdependence and oneness of
mankind, concerning the love of mankind, concerning the need for an independent investigation of truth.
The first step toward a new social
synthesis is a change hI the heart of man.
Universal education in the science' of
altruism is the first remedy for the economic disease of the body-politic.
The second remedy for suffering men
is the formation of laws that will protect
both capital and labor, and at the same
time preserve the order and well being
of the whole world.
How can Universal Peace be" established?
We look about us for signs of a positive force, and we become conscious 0 f
countless efforts the world over to est2bIish "union, hariilony; construCtion."
The League of Nations, the World
Court, the Interchurch Movement, the
League for Peace and Freedom, the International Council of 'Nomen, an International Auxiliary Language are a' few
of the positive efforts toward construction.
These are all comparatively recent.
But when we search carefully the library
of the world we are amazed to discover
that over seventy-five years ago the seed
of a universal concept was definitely implanted in the human consciousness.
The Personification of positive, constructive, universal love dwelt among
men and "radiated to all created beings
his knowledge of all life.
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In a Turkish prison, derided, persecuted and banished from the sight of men
for forty years, Baha'u'Ilah, the Persian
Seer, lived and radiated his Consciousness of Universal Love, Universal Harmony, Universal Peace to all the world.
By gladly sacrificing his earthly comfort he succeeded in implanting in the
human consciousness a realization of the
need and the possibility of Universal
Peace.
Like a seed, that realization has grown
throughout the world until today we can
scarcely pick up a magazine, or newspaper, listen to a lecture, or read a book
without gaining some idea that leads to
a thought of Universal Peace. The
seed that was planted seventy-five years
ago is sending forth roots and branches
and leaves. Ere long that seed shalI
have become a mighty tree that will
cover the whole earth-for Universal
Peace is growing nearer every day.
How can Universal Peace be realized?
By an inculcation in the consciousness of men of the Universal Principles
that Baha'u'Ilah, the Great Physician of
this Day, has contributed for the healing
of the nations. The heart of man will
then become so permeated by the love of
peace that he will radiate that condition
to the outside world. "All men will become as brothers." Almost automatically laws will be created and fulfilled that
will make possible a permanent and enduring Peace of the 'W orld.
The earth will be covered by human
beings who think in terms of one racethe human race. Millions of souls will
recognize the brothel"hood of man"
through the Father1100d of God. Love
and understanding will replace the hate
and prejudice that accompanies ignorance. Knoll"ledge, human and divine, is
spreading through the human family.
The governments of the world will all
strive toward unity.
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IS DISARMAMENT POSSIBLE?
LL the peoples of the world are beginning to feel an opposition to the
burden of heavy armaments and of militarism. The idea of the limitation of
armaments has been broached, and, in
fact, treated by the great International
Conference held in this country. The
second Conference being planned for by
the nations of the world is urged by this
country and is quite certain to be held
either in this country or in Geneva. It
is plain, however, that the logical development of the idea of the limitation
of armaments is toward the practical
abolition of armaments, provided that all
nations move simultaneously in this direction. It would be extremely unwise
for anyone nation to reduce its ann aments to the vanishing point unless every
other nation were doing the same thing.
It is for this reason that those extreme
lovers of peace who urge abolition of all
armaments in their respective countries
are viewed somewhat with alarm eVen
by those who long for worlc1 peace, and
are held to be somewhat unpatriotic.
Their aim is noble, but the means perhaps unwise. The following statement
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, given in answer to inquiry by a prominent European concerning peace and \var, makes ver-y clear the
situation here mentioned and the way in
which disarmament must safely come
about.-Editor.
"By a general agreement all the governments of the wor1cl must disarm
simultaneously. It will not do if one
lays down its arms and the other refuses
to do so. The nations of the world must
concur with each other concerning this
supremely important subject, thus they
may abandon together the deadly weapons of human slaughter.
"vVhen we speak of Universal Peace,
we mean that all the governments must
change their fleets of battleships and
dreadnaughts to a mighty fleet of merchant marine, plying the oceans of the
world, uniting the distant shores and in- '

A

terweaving the commercial, intellectual
and moral forces of mankind. But
should England alone transform the
character of her warships, she would be
at the mercy of her enemies and would
remain powerless and defenseless. The
British Isles would unquestionably be
threatened by a powerful, invading, welldisciplined host. Hence, aside from any
national prowess, the English people
would be pushed into this weltering
\\'hirlpool of military and naval expenditures, and would be struggling to keep
their heads above the seething water all
around them, which, unless calmed down,
would drown all of them, irrespective of
any nationality.
"No, the question of disarmament
must be put into practice by all the
nations and not only by one or two. Consequently the advocates of peace must
strive day and night so that the individuals of every country may become
peace-loving, public opinion may gain a
strong and permanent footing, and day
by day the army of international peace
be increased, complete disarmament be
realized and the flag of universal conciliation be waving on the summit of the
mountains of the earth.
"Once the Parliament of Man is establi"hed and its constituent parts organized,
the governments of the world having entered into a covenant of eternal friendship will have no need of keeping large
standing armies and navies. A few battalions to preserve internal order, and
an international -police to keep the highways of the seas clear, are all that will
be necessary. Then these huge sums
will be diverted to other more useful
channels, pauperism will disappear,
knowledge will increase, the victories of
peace will be sung by poets and bards,
knowledge will improve the conditions
thus will the world of humanity
become a mirror reflecting the virtues and
attributes of the Kingdom of God."
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THE GREAT GUIDANCE

T

HERE are two influences tending
toward prosperity and pro g res s
which emanate from the forefront of
advancement of the world of humanity.
One is the influence of civilizationthat development of the world of nature
that concerns th\; material life of man.
It promotes physical advancement and
cultivates the social virtues. The laws
and deductions of science, so indispensable to progress, are the product of the
lofty thoughts of sound minds, the accumulated results of the efforts of ancient
and modern scholars. The most effective
power for the promotion and dissemination of this influence is just government.
The other is the divine influence, the
holy and spiritual revelations, which insure eternal glory, everlasting happiness,
the illumination of the world, the appearance of merciful phenomena in the world
of humanity, and perpetual life. The
fundamental basis thereof is the teachings and precepts of the prophets, the
dictates and attraction of the conscience,
which belong to the realm of morality.
Like unto the lamp they illuminate and
brighten the depths and recesses of
human realities. The effective power of
this is the Word of God.
Bf<t the advancement of civilization, material
perfections and h",nan virtues will bear no fruit
or reslllt "nless iohled to the spiritual perfections~

'}nerciful qualities and sound morals}" ana

the happiness of the hllman world, which is the
original goal, will not be attained. For although
through the advaltcemeat of

civilizatiol~

and the

adornment and refinement of the material world,
happiness is realized, and the sight of hopes fulfilled in perfect beallly wins the heart, yet, concomitantly, great dangers, severe ordeals and

awful catastrophes are involved.

Now; when ye behold the order and
regularity of countries, cities and villages, the attractive adornment, the
delicacy of the blessings, the suitability
of implements, the ease of transportation
and traveling, the extension of knowledge of the facts of the world of nature,
the great inventions and gigantic undertakings and the fine and artistic discoveries, ye shall say that civilization is the

cause of happiness and the development
of the human world.
Yet again, wlte" ye glance over the inventions
of infernal instrumen.ts of destruction, the crea.-

tion of the forces of ruin, the discovery of fiery
means which cut at the root of life, it becomes
plainly evident that civili3G.tion is t'win with
sa,,:agery and a concom,itant thereof, unless material civili=atioa be aided by divine guidan.ce,
merciful appearan.ce, hear.!eHly thoHghts, a)la be-

come ioined fa the spiritual states, the perfections of the kingdom of God and the divine
boanties.

.

. .

Therefore this civilization and material development must be led by. the
Great Gllidance; the mundane world
must be made the place for the appearance of the bounties of the kingdom;
material advancement must be made twin
with merciful revelation. Thus may the
human world appear as the representative of the (heavenly) assembly on the
plane of existence, and the exposition
of divine evidence may reveal itself in
the greatest sweetness and loveliness.
Thus may eternal happiness and glory
find realization.
Praise be to God! For centuries and
cycles the banner of civilization has been
raised, the human world has day by day
advanced "nd developed, the material
i,Vofld has flourished and outward perfections increased until now the world
of human existence has attained great
capacity for the spiritual teachings and
divine summons. . . .
Know ye verily that the happiness of
the world of humanity is dependent upon
the unity and solidarity of mankind, and
that material and spiritual progress both
rest upon universal friendliness and love
among human individuals. . . .
Today no power save the great pOwer
of the Word of God, which comprehends
the realities of things, can gather together under the shade of the same tree,
the minds and hearts of the world of
humanity. It is the motive-power of all
things; it is the mover of souls and the
controller and governor of the human
world.-From a Tablet of 'Abdu'l-Baha
to East and vVest. (STAR OF THE WEST,
Vo!. 6, p. 65.)
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THE SCOPE of Universal Peace must be such that all the
communities and religions may find their highest wish realized
in it. At present the teachings of His Holiness Baha'u'lhih are
such that all the communities of the world, whether religious,
PJlit~cal or ethical, ancient or modern, find in the teachings of
Klh,'i'u'llah the expression of their highest wish.
AT PRESEl\T Universal Peace is a matter of great im'
portanee, hut unity of conscience is essential, so that the foundation of this matter may become secure, its establishment firm
and its edifice strong.
THERE MUST be peace between the fatherlands; peace
between the religions. In this period of evolution the world
of humanity is in danger. Every war is against the good
pleasure of the Lord of mankind. Man is the edifice of God.
War destroys the divine edifice. Peace is the stay of Ef e; war
the cause of death. If an active, actual peace is brought about,
th~ human world will attain to the utmost serenity and composure. Wolves will be transformed into lambs; devils into
angels and terrors into divine splendors in less than the twinkling of an eye.
EVERY AGE requires acentrlll impetus or movement. In
this age, the boundaries of terrestial things have extended;
minds have taken on a broader range of vision; realities have
been unfolded and the secrets of being have been brought into
the realm of visibility. What is the spirit of this age, what is
its focal point? It is the establishment of 1-niversal Peace, the
establishment of the knowledge that humanity is one family.
THIS IS the Day in which war and contention shall he for·
gotten. This is the Day in which nations and governments will
enter into an eternal bond of amity and conciliation. This
century is the fulfillment of the promised century.
'Abdu'l-Baha
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THE MOTHER'S PART IN PEACE
SHAHNAZ WAITE
A NE\V dispensation, or cycle of time
has. dawned for humanity, and woman,
ever the potential mother, shall arise from
her long years of bondage and inferiority
and take her place in the Di,'ine Plan, in
fact her position in the new age is preeminent.
"TFIE lItost 'momentous qw.?stiolt of this day
is intentational peace and arbitration; and Universal Peace is impossible without universal
sl1ffrage. Children are educated by the women.
The mol her bears Ihe troubles and Glu;icties of
rearing the child; undergoes the ordeal of its
birth "nd irainil1g. Therefore it is most difficult
for motlters fa se1!d those UPOH whom they have
lao'isltcd such love and care, to the battlefield.
COHsider. a SOH reared aird traillea. t'Wcnt).! years
bJ' a devoted mother. What sleepless nights and
restless, anxiolls dU)lS shl! has sp(mt! Having
brought him through dangers and difficulties to
the age of maturity, how agonizinll then to sacrifice him UPOl> the battlefield! Therefore the
mothers utill not sancti01~ war nor be sathfied
with it. So it will come to pass thal whe/!
women participate fully and equally in the
affairs of the world, eHler confidently and capably the great arena of laws and politics, war
will cease J' foy 'Wotnan will be the obstacl f! CInd
hindrance to it. This is true and 'l.uithoHt doabt.))

-'Abd,,'l'Bahd.

Motherhood and womanhood are in
reality one, for every true woman is a
manifestation of the mother spirit,
whether she is ever a physical mother or
not. How often do we find in a home
that some maiden aunt is far more a true
mother to the children than she who bore
them? The reality of motherhood is a
state of spiritual consciousness and she
who has attained to the highest station of
motherhood embraces in her arms the
whole world of humanity.
The dominant thought in the ;nind toda v is one 0 f reverence and love directed
fr;m the child, old or young, to the
mother, but I would bring to your attention another angle of the subject, i. e.,
that of the mother in her relation to the

child and the grave responsibility that is
hers.
Prenatal influences, both mental and
emotional, help to build up or weaken
the characteristics of the little soul about
to be launched upon the ocean of mortal
life. The mother is the first educator at
her child and the early impressions engraved upon its mind last throughout its
entire life.
We are living in the days of the fulfillment of the wonderful prophecies given
forth by our Lord Jesus Christ, when
God's Kingdom shall be established here
upon earth as it is in heaven, and it is
the mother who can best help in the reconstruction of the world and in the establishment of Universal Peace. Today the
power of Divine Love is working in and
through her heart as never before.
When chaos reigned and all nnformed
,vas man,
The great creative Fatherhood of God
Proclaimed in mighty tones, "Let there be
Light,"
And in that Light creation did appear.
Today a mental chaos doth prevail,
Man seeks as savage beast with brutal
power
To kill and to destroy his brother man.
Hark! hark! another Voice must yet be
heard
Above the chaos of the battlefields,
Above the wild delirium of war;
E'en through the heart of woman now 1\
speaks
And shall be heard, the Mother-Voice
Divine.
She who has borne in hours of untold
pain,
Strong, manly sons, only to give them tip,
To see them slain before her very eyes,
Amid the din of battle and its roar,
Its useless sacrifice of all she holds most
dear,
To avarice-the hellish greed of man,
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Her voice doth cry, and nations now must
hear:
"Let war forever cease." The Voice that
said,
"Let there be Light," hath rent the veil
Of darkest night and cries, "LET
THERE BE PEACE."
In mighty tones above earth's bloodstained sod,
High, clear, now speaks that MOTHER
VOICE OF GOD.
As a follower of the Teachings of
Bahi'u'llah, I would urge that the Basic
Principles contained in these divine instructions, which are one with the divine
teachings of Christ, but pclt in a more
concrete and fuller form, applicable to the
needs of our modern problems, be studied
by all women that they may the better
educate, first themselves and then their
own, or others' children.
Each child should be taught by its
mother the "oneness of the world of humanity," that biologically there is no difference in the blood of the different races;
all are the children of the one God, therefore all racial prejudice, religious prejudice, and all barriers should be removed.
The child of the past has had instilled into
his consciousness from the first hOUTS of
comprehension, hatred and distrust fOT
those of anotherrace or religion. Mothnlust teach their children that:
"God is one, all men are one,
And faith is ever the same,
That Love is still the nearest word
To hint the nameless NAME;
This is the creed of the East and \Vest
vVhen you probe to the depths, my son,
For the ,'lord of the Lord is UNITY
And the "Vill of the Lord shall be done;
Hands may be black, white, yellow or
brown,
But the hue of the HEART is one."
Another Baha.'i principle is Universal
Education, an education not merely intellectual, but the unfoldment of the spiritual as well as the mental powers. The
development of the intellect alone has
reached a high degree in our present
civilization and the great vVorld \Var was

ers

the outcome. The powers of mind used
for destructive rather than constructive
discoveries and human warfare, instead
of human welfare, has been the aim of the
nations. The ideals of education of the
new dispensation indude the heart as well
as the head, man's spiritual nature as well
as his mental.
Another Baha.'i principle is that every
child-girl or boy-should be taught an
art, craft, trade or profession, that it may
have a practical means of earning a livelihood and take its place in the world as a
useful citizen. It must be taught that
"work i, worship."\Vhen every girl has
an independent means of earning her own
living, she will not desecrate the marriage
vows by marrying simply to be supported,
and this will give to motherhood its sacred
place.
Another Bahi'i principle is Universal
Peace. It is the mother who should,
above all others, lend her aid in the
abolishment of war, for she ever pays
the greatest toiL She should inculcate
the divine principles of Peace in the heart
of her child. To this end all the toys and
playthings which enter the child's life
shollld appeal to its creative powersthe aeroplanes, engines, steamers, beautifuUy decorated blocks with which to build
houses; bridges, etc.; the arrangement 6f
beautiful colors with crayons and all that
causes the child to think along constructive lines, should be their means of entertainment. Eugene Field has written,
"The little toy soldier is covered with
rust." I'Ve wish that every little toy
soldier might not only be covered with
rust, but the sword and gun broken;
the toy pistol and cannon, soldiers'
suits and e"erything that bespeaks war
and conflict, be relegated to the dump
heap of past errors. Train the child's
mind to think along the lines of peace, of
love and kindly fellowship, that it may
become one of the peacemakers of the
earth. This is the mother's divine privilege. "The hand that rocks the cradle
rule, the world," i £ she will but realize it.
Another Baha.'i principle is the beauti-
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ful equality of man and woman. They
are the two wings of the soul of human-,
ity, and each should be equally developed.
A daughter should be taught by her
mother the divinity of motherhood, and a
son the sacredness of fatherhood. Children so taught will be better equipped to
meet the problems which will later confront them in their lives.
And, above all, let mothers teach their
children the divine value of true Spirituality and its practical application to every
condition of life. Teach the child that it
"profiteth a man naught if he gain the
whole world and lose his own soul." And
by spirituality I do not mean long-faced,
gloomy, sanctimonious piety, but the realities of spirit, which are love, wisdom,
knowledge, faith, joy, truthfulness, hanoI',
kindliness, mercy, cheer, and all the' attributes of God, and these unified in the
supreme attribute of SERVICE.
When 'Abdu'I'Baha, the great Master
of Unification, was asked by a certain
person, "Row shall I develop true spirituality?" he replied, "Characterize yourself with the attributes of God. This is
the pathway of inti'mate approach."
Again he said, "Cosmic Reality (which
is' pure spirituality) is unfolded in a soul
in proportion as it functions in SERV ICE. The power of the Roly Spirit is
gained by serving others."
A child so taught will not only arise
to call its mother blessed, but will be a
priceless gift from her to the world of
humanity.
It is a great privilege to live in these
days of reconstruction, of the passing
away of the old--old dogmas, creeds and
intolerance-and the establishing of the
new ideals of Universal Love, Brotherhood and Co-operation, a privilege which
so few realize. A beautiful instance of
full realization of the truth is one of the
World War stories of a young Aus-
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tralian soldier, unidentified, who died on
the fields of Flanders. There was found
in his pocket, written on a bit of paper,
these illumined words, which bear a message of vital import to every mother in
the world today:
"Ye who have faith to look with fearless
eyes
Beyond the tragedy of a world at strife,
And know that out of death and darkness
shall arise
The dawn of ampler Life,
Rejoice! whatever anguish rend your
hearts,
That God has given you this priceless
dower,
.
To live in these great days and have your
part
In Freedom's crowning hour;
That YOll may tell your sons who see the
Light
High in the heavens, their heritage to
take:
'I saw the powers of darkness put to
flight,
I SAW THE MORNING BREAK.'"
Oh, all ye women, mothers, sisters,
daughters, wives-ARISE! and use your
God-giyen powers to help free the world
of all racial, religious and class preju c
dices, knowing that the Dawn of Love is
breaking and in Its Light shall every
shadow flee. The darkness of ignorance,
superstition and misunderstanding shall
forever pass away and we shall see each
other, not through a glass darkly, but face
to face and soul to soul, and enter into
the Tent of UNITY in the Kingdom of
God, the Kingdom of Glory, here on earth
as it is in heaven, and in this Kingdom of
high ideal, lHotherhood shall ever be
exalted and every day be "Mother's Day"
in the hearts of her children. and she shall
receive from their hands her everlasting
diadem of reverence and love.
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Obedience to Government
WE HAVE commanded the Most Great Peace,
which is the greatest means for the protection of
mankind. The rulers of the world must, in one
accord, adhere to this command which is the main
cause for the security and tranquility of the world.
They (Rulers) are day·springs of the power and
da ,ming·places of the authority of God. We beg
of God to assist them in that which is conducive to
the peace of the servants

***

In every country or government where any of
this community reside (the Baha'is) they must be·
have toward that government with faithfulness,
trustfulness and truthfulness.
In this day it is incumbent and obligatory upon
all 10 adhere to that which is conducive to the
progress and elevation of the just government and
people

***

o people of God! Be not occupied with your·
selves. Be intent on the betterment of the world
and the training of nations. The betterment of
the world can be accomplished through pure and
excellent deeds, and well approved and agreeable
conduct.
This oppressed one "hath forbidden the people
of God to engage in strife and conflict, and sum·
moned them to good deeds and to spiritual and
pleasing morals ...... We have forbidden all to
work sedition and strife; and ordain that victory
be gained only through commemoration and e;'·
planation.

Excerpts from the Tablets of Bahd'u'lldh

THIS CAUSE has become world-wide.
In a short space of time it has permeated
throughout all regions, for it has a magnetic power "\vhich attracts all intelligent
men and women tov>1ard this center. If a
person become informed of the reality of
this Cause, he will believe in it, for these
teachings are the spirit of this age.
The Baha'i Movement imparts life.

It

is the' cause of love and amity amongst
mankind.

It establishes communication

betvveen various nations and religions. It
removes all antagonisms,
The Baha'i Movement bestows upon man
a new spirit, a new light, and a new motion.
It enlarges the sphere of thought.

It il-

lumines the horizon 'of the intellect.

It

expands the arena of comprehension.
This is the ultimate goal of human life.
This is the fruit of existence. This is the
brilliant pearl of cosmic consciousness.
This is the shining star of spiritual destiny.
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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B.-IHA'J STUDENTS _-IT BEiRUT UY!VERSIn-

In Beirut Uni'iersity, that American Institution in the N car East which has
beell of such grcat service to Syria and the surrounding cOIU!lrics, there have been
for a 1lumbel- of years grOl'ps of students ",ha follow the Balui'i Faith.
The principle of religi01ls breadth alld to/erancc folloce'ed by tltis enlightened
'illslitulion, has gh'c11 freedom to the students to wcct together as adherents of
this Jl,i o'o'e IIIClI1 for 'i['orld peace alld brotherhood. In time it becallle apparent
thallhese youths 'were universally of beanliful character alld spiritualit}', distinctive
for their beha7.'ior as studcnts and as 111 en.
One is iti!pressed~ in studying this picture, with the character in the faces_

These studcuts have elldeaL'ored in accorda}lce «'ith the tC(1chings of their religion
to make their lives a model of purity, of obedience and of right action, and have
b,'cn recognized by the authorities of the college as distinguished for these qual-

itics.-( S. C.)
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"The advent of Christ on this earth was a blessed day, for it was the day on which the
Sun of Reality dawned; the day on which aU beings were revivified.

In the world's calendar,

'Abdu'}-Baha

it was the beginning of a Heavnly Spring."

THE CHRISTMAS season brings new principles of conduct, is well underhome to us the realization that the great- stood by those who study diligently the
est gift of God to man is the Divine lives of the Prophets of God.
Teacher or Manifestation sent to lift
But the second function of these Meshumanity to higher cultural and spiritual . sengers, carrying with it a strange heartlevels. Man's dependence upon God not compelling power, is so mystic as to be
only in the daily needs but· also in the almost beyond description. I t is that
process of spiritual evolution, we are too power by which Christ transformed
apt tb overlook in this materialistic age. fishermen into world teachers whose sayWe think that we are able to direct our ings and writings are even today studied
own affairs as individuals, or as a world- with more zeal and with more benefit
group; whereas the truth is, that as indi- than the writings of the world's greatest
viduals we are dependent at every breath scholars or philosophers; which transupon the grace of God; and as constitu- formed Peter from a fiery, impetuous,
ents of the human race, we have no hope inconsistent youth to a patient teacher
of acquiring the spiritual virtues and of and martyr; while on the contrary it
building upon them a lofty civilization, made of the loving and timid John a
save through the appearance from time character firm as rock to endure grave
Slowly
to time of God's Messengers who have responsibilities and dangers.
a unique and peculiar function to fulfill enough, it would seem, and yet in reality
within a remarkably brief period, Christ
in the affairs of men.
was transforming his disciples by this
THE MANIFESTATIONS of God divinel y radio-active power so that at his
fulfill a dual function: first, to convey to death they were able to go forth and
man spiritual truths, principles, and spread, not only his teachings, but also
ideals of behavior emanating from the the power of his example.
super-world and beyond the capacity of
man himself to conceive and imitate; and
IT WAS NOT the teachings of the
secondly, to radiate out to contempo- Christ which trans formed the world, so
raneous humanity spiritual vibrations much as the example and the dynamic
powerful enough to create new hearts aid toward living these teachings, which
and minds, new spiritual capacities in also emanated from him. For man has
those who follow Guidance.
not innately the power to live these new
The first of these functions, that of and tremendously high teachings. This
bringing new ideals and of establishing capacity and power is conveyed to him
629
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by God through the Channel of a Manifestation.
Every Manifestation during his lifetime is pouring out UPOIl humanity tremendous spiritual rays or vibrations. If
one could conceive the world's history to
be nln off swiftly on one gigantic film
before the inner eye, these periods of the
lifetimes oi 'The :Manifestations' would
appear in a light more brilliant and
dazzling, as superior to the lighting of all
other years as the power of the sun is
superior to the feeble lights which man
himself has invented.
WHAT A BLESSED AGE to live
in, the Age of a Manifestation! How
small, how infinitesimally small a fraction of this planet's chronology, has
fallen in such periods! And how few,
even of those upon- earth at such a glorious epoch, have realized the age they
were living in, the inestimable privilege
granted them by the mere fact of being
born in the day of a Manifestation!
Let us try to picture ourselves walking
the rapt sunEt fields of Palestine with
Jesus. ·Whence this subtle joy that pervades our hearts, so that Ollr whole being
seems set to a vibration as high ,and yet
still as the movement of a hummingbird's wings. poised above a flower? Is
it not a something reaching us from the
silent, majestic Friend by our side? Is
it not the glow of the Spirit which he
is shedding upon us? Of what value is
the world's commerce, what one's profession and one's daily round, compared
to this? All, all, sinks away. Nets are
dropped, ships left at anc\{or, the taxcollector's duties and opportunities for
gain thrown aside, the ordinary, limiting,
cobbled roads of man-made towns abandoned for the ecstasy of treading freely
the fields of God, with the zephyrs of
God's love circling gently yet powerfully
around, and the Friend and Guide lifting
us up at every step to more glorious
heights of the Spirit, until it is no longer
earth we walk upon, but Heaven.
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VlHAT IS THE putpose and plan of
the Friend in this, the giving of his
precious time to fishermen and publicans? Is it not to inject, to inspire,
to radiate into these souls-who hear the
Call and have the capacity to become
the chosen ones-the power of the Spirit,
the dynamic of God, to such an extent
that the\", too, after the ascent of the
Master, -can go iorth and live the life
and radiate the power of the Holy Spirit,
confirming other souls in the baptism of
the Holy Spirit and in the apostolic
succession?
Thus that flame which forthcame from
the heart of God, shall burn and light
and kindle the hearts of men adown the
centuries, making possible the Jiving of
the life, the manifesting of the spiritual
qualities, the fulfilling of the laws of God
so long as this Dispensation shall last.
VVhat a marvelous succession of apostles,
of martyrs, of teachers, of saints, bear
witness to this flame that Christ kindled
in the hearts of men, and that has burned
undying on the altar of Christendom,
through almost twenty centuries!
UNDYI~G, but not undiminished! As
the power of light diminishes greatly with
the distance from its- source, so does the
power which a religion holds over the
hearts or men diminish with the years
from those beginning days when a Christ
poured out his radiance upon humanity.
In the period immediately succeeding a
Manifestation the power of the Holy
Spirit greatly inspires in ideals, conduct,
daily actions of those who sincerely believe. Yet with each generation there is
a loss, a dimincltion in the power. At
times the central flame seems almost
dying. Then some saint, some Godintoxicated reformer, founds a new sect
which starts its existe!1Ce with a clean
r,ew flame and becomes an epitome, in a
way, of the history of the larger religion
to which it owes its being,-languishing
in its turn as the dynamic power of its
founder passes through successive generations of believers.
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And always-inevitably, one might say
-the time comes when that inner power
of a great religion, conferred upon
humanity by its Founder, so wanes with
the passing of the centuries that it no
longer enables those who bear the nomenclature of a religion and passively accept
its principles to actively live these principles in the daily lite. Thus religion,
from being a vivid, concrete thing powerfully influencing the conduct of men, becomes an abstraction,-tolerated, praised
maybe, but not lived.
THE STRONGEST POWER of a
religion is in its early period. At such a
time ecstasy, love, self-sacrifice, the spiritual qualities rule the hearts. As the
centuries pass by the arts of lire advance but spirituality decreases; the
glow fades; little by little that light
which burst so gloriously upon the
fields of earth, awakening men to the
spiritual life, dies away in the twilight of
irreligion. The precepts, the spiritual
principles of the religion, still exist in
the very form in which they were written
down at its inception. Yet the religion
itself has become decrepit and powerless.
Therefore it is clear that spiritual principles do not constitute a religion SO much
as does spiritual living. At this failing
stage of a religion, how can humanity be
awakened again, resurrected into spiritual
living?
The means of this must be the same as
that which erstwhile gave such impetus
to man's spiritual life, the sending of a
Messenger to the world to breathe again
into it the Breath of Life, the power of
the Spirit; to reiterate the spiritual principles by which man should live, and
bestow if necessary new laws to
definitely guide men in group action.
THIS IS A TRUTH which human
thought has ignored in the cherished
belief that a religion once revealed has
an immortal existence. Truth is immortal, spiritual prillciples are immortal.
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But religion as We know it, the organized
institution 7C'ilich has become the vehicle
for spiritHal tn,th, being 1l1Iman is finite;
and being finite is Wider the laws of be-.
ginning and eliding, of birth and c/zange
and death w,der which all finite e.ristence
operates. Because of ignorance of this
law, men in the past, loyal religionists,
have bitterly fought the rebirth of religion
under a new ~lanifestatiQn,-as the Je'V5,
devoted to the laws of Moses, rejected
Christ. Had they but realized that Christ
in 110 way displaced Moses, that nothing
of Truth which Moses gave them would
be abrogated, that the authenticity of the
new l\Iessage was exactly the same as the
authenticity of their former Message,
namely, tile "Vord of God coming to
them through His Holy Messenger,they would have investigated, have
fonned conc:usions not from p:'ejudice
but from the evidence given by the
life, the deeds, the spiritual power of
their new :-Iessenger, the Christ; and
finding the evidence of these perfect,
they would bave accepted their Messiah and ha\'e saved themselves from
olle of the saddest destinies that can
bef2.11 an iEdividual. a nation, or a
race-that of rejecting a Manifestation of God.

LET US ENLARGE our vision then,
and the scope of onr love and devotion,
at this Christmas season. Let us be fuU
ot gratitude and worship, not only for
the Christ whose IO\'e and majesty take
their toll of worthy adoration from our
hea1"ts, but for all the :Messengers, past
and future, whom God sends to teach us
Truth and to breathe into us the Breath
of Life, the power of the Spirit---enabling
holier living, making us religionists in
the necessan' dual sense of belief and ot
action, of ~cceptance of principles and
strength lo carry them out in the daily
life. Goel gi,'e lE not onlv the Trnth,
but the power to live that Truth ( And
the claim c f His Messengers must ever
be acknowledged by us, that they are"The 1,Nay, The Truth, The Life."
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THE LIGHT WITHIN THE LANTERN
EXCERPTS FROM THE WRITINGS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
HRIST came saying, "I am born of
the Holy Spirit." Though it is now
easy for the Christians to believe this
assertion, at that time it was very difficult.
The text of the Gospel says, "Is not this
the son of Joseph of Nazareth whom we
know? How can he say, therefore, I
came down from heaven?"
Briefly this man, who apparently and
in the eyes of all, was lowly, arose with
such great power that he abolished a
religion that had lasted fifteen hundred
years, at a time when the slightest
deviation from it exposed the offender
to danger or to death. Moreover, in
the days of ChrIst the morals of the
whole world and the condition of the
Israelites had become completely confused and corrupted, and Israel had
fallen into a state of the 'utmost degradation, misery, and bondage. . . .
This young man, Christ, by the help of
a supernatural power, abrogated the
ancient Mosaic law, reformed the general
morals, and once again laid the foundation of eternal glory for the Israelites.
Moreover, he brought to humanity the
glaCl-tidings of· universal peace, and
spread abroad teachings which were not
for Israel alone, but were for the general
happiness of the whole human race.
Those who first strove to do away with
him were the Israelites and his own kindred. To all outward appearances they
overcame him, and brought him into
direct distress. At least they crowned
him with the crown of thorns and crucified him. But Christ, while apparently
in the deepest misery and affliction, proclaimed: "This Sun will be resplendent,
this Light will shine, my grace will surround the world, and all my enemies
will be brought low." And as he said,
so it was: for all the kings of the earth
have not been able to withstand him.
Nay, all their standards have been over-
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thrown, whilst the banner of that
Oppressed One has been raised to the
zenith.
But this is opposed to all the rules of
human reason. Then it becomes clear
and evident that this Glorious Being was
a true Educator of the world of humanity, and that he was helped and confirmed
by Divine Power. (Ans. Ques., p. 20.)
THE REALITY of Christ, that is to
say the vVord of God, is the cause of
spiritual life. It is a "quickening spirit,"
meaning that all the imperfections which
come from the requirements of the physical life of man, are transformed illto
human perfections by the teachings and
education of that spirit. Therefore Christ
was a quickening spirit, and the cause of
life in all mankind. The position of
Christ was that of absolute· perfection;
he made his divine perfections shine like
the sun upon all believing souls, and the
bounties of the light shone and radiated
in the reality of men. . . . The Reality
of Christ was clear and polished mirror
of the greatest purity. and fineness, and
the Sun of Reality, that is to say,the
Essence of Oneness, with its infinlte perfections and attributes, became visible in
the mirror. . . . The Christ sacrificed
himseli so that men might be freed from
the imperfections of the physical nature,
and might become possessed of the virtues of the spiritual nature. This spiritual nature, which came into existence
through the bounty of the Divine Reality,
is the reunion of all perfections, and
appears through the breath of the Holy
Spirit; it is the divine perfections, it is
light, spirituality, guidance, exaltation,
high aspiration, justice, love, grace, kindness to all, philanthropy, the essence of
life. It is the reflection of the splendor
of the Sun of Reality. . ..
The Holy Manifestations of. God are
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the Centers of the Light of Reality, of
the Source of mysteries, and of the bounties of love. They are resplendent in the
world of hearts and thoughts, and shower
eternal graces upon the world of spirits;
they give spiritual life, and are shining
with the light of realities and meanings.
The enlightenment of the world of
thought comes from these Centers of
Light and Sources of mysteries.
After the time of Christ, through the
power of the love of God, how many
nations, races, families, and tribes came
under the shadow of the "Vord of God:
the differences and divisions of a thousand years were entirely destroyed and
annihilated. The thoughts of race and of
fatherland completely disappeared; the
union of souls and of existence took
place; all became true spiritual Christians.
CAns. Ques., pp. 13-136, 340.)
WHEN HE (Christ) was on earth,
He was not thought much of, notwithstanding they were awaiting His coming
with great impatience. They thought
that they would be his intimate friends.
Some there were who used to cry day and
night, saying, "0 God, hasten the day
when the Promised One will manifest
himself on- this earthT' -V/hen he came,
they knew him not; they persecuted hilll
and finally killed him, for they said:
"This is not the true Messiah whose
coming is to be under special conditions.
How is it that he claims to be from
Nazareth, the son of Mary? He was to
come with a sword; this man does not
possess even a staff. He was to sit on
the throne of David; this man does not
possess a mat to sit on. He must conquer the East and the West; this man
does not possess a shelter. He was to
teach the law of Moses; this man is
abolishing it. In his day, justice was to
encircle the world, the wolf and the
sheep drink from one fountain; the lion
and the deer to graze in one pasture; the
vulture and partridge live in one nest."
The people could not see that these
things were taking place. The Reality of
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Christ was from heaven, though His
physical body was from Mary. The
sword was the tongue of Christ, which
cut right from wrong.
Many had
swords, but his sword conquered the
world.
The Kingdom of Christ was heavenly
and not like the kingdom of Bonaparte;
it was the rea/it\' of the ancient law
Christ spread, not the words. He conquered East and "\'est by the Holy Spirit,
not by force. Sects which were in the
utmost animosity drank from the one
fountain-that is, the Fountain of Love.
\\THEN His Holiness Christ appeared
amongst the Jews, the first thing he did
was to proclaim the validity of the
Mosaic mission. He declared that the
Torah, the Old Testament, was the Book
of God....
The fame of 1Ioses,
through the Christian Movement, was
spread broadcast . . . it was through the
instrumentality of Christ, it was through
the translation of the New Testamentthe little volume of the Gospel-that the
Old Testament, the Torah, was translated
into six hundred languages and spread
throughout the world at large. . ..
Likewise, with the superlative power
anC! the efficacious Word of God he
gathered together most of the nations of
the East and the VI est. This was accomplished at a time when those nations
were in the utmost of contention and
strife. He ushered all of them into the
overshadowing tent of the oneness of
humanity. He so educated them that
they united and agreed, even so that the
Roman, the Greek, the Chaldean, the
Assyrian and the Egyptian nations were
perfectly blended, and the heavenly civilization was the result. (B. S., 729,
730.)
BY HIS CChrist) promulgating the
laws of the Bible, the reality of the law
or Moses was meant. The Sinaitic law is
the foundation of the reality of Christianity. Christ promulgated it and gave
it higher, spiritual expression. . . . His
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conquests were effected _ through the
breaths of the Holy Spirit, which eliminated all boundaries and shone from all
horizons. . .. Had it not been for His
Holiness Christ you would not have
heard the name of lIoses; and unless the
manifestation of Messiahship had appeared in Christ we would not have received the Old Testament. (B. S .. page
333.)
THOSE \VHO looked at the material
body of Christ and saw him enduring all
the hardships and trials, man'eled that
he was the Messiah because he was in
this lowly condition. As they were considering his physical being. they failed to
see the light shining within it. But those
who looked to the spiritual and the real
existence of the Spirit in Christ, firmly
believed in him. vVemust not look at
the lantern, but at the Light. (B. S.
959.)
YVHAT AN infinite· degree of love is
reflected by the Divine Manifestations
to\\"ard mankind! For the sake of guiding the people they have willingly forfeited their lives to resuscitate human
hearts. They have accepted the cross.
TQ enable human souls to attain the
supreme ~degree of advancement they
have suffered during their limited years
extreme ordeals and difficulties. If His
Holiness Jesus Christ had not possessed
love for the world of humanity, surely he
would not have welcomed the cross. He
was crucified for the love of mankind.
Consider the infinite degree of that love!
. . . It has been likewise with all the
prophets and holy souls. If His Holiness Bah;i'u'lltlh had not been aflame
with love for humanity, he would not
have willingly accepted fifty years' imprisonment.
THE WORK of the shepherd is to
bring together the scattered sheep. . . .
His Holiness Christ was a real Shepherd.
At the time of his manifestation, the
Greeks, Romans, Assyrians and Egyp-

tians were like so many scattered flocks.
Christ breathed upon them the spirit of
unity and harmonized them. . .. His
Holiness Jesus Christ was an educator of
humanity and His teachings were altruistic; his bestowal universal. He taught
mankind by the power of the Holy Spirit
and n'ot through human agency, for the
human power is limited, whereas the
divine power is illimitable and infinite.
The influence and accomplishment of
Christ will attest this. . "
If you reflect upon the essential teachings of Jesus
you will realize that they are the light of
the world. Nobody can question their
truth. They are the very source of life
and the cause of happiness to the human
race. The forms and superstitions which
appeared and obscured the light did not
affect the Reality of Christ." (Pro. of
U. P., p. jji, 82.)
WHEN CHRIST appeared he malllfested himself at J ernsalem. He called
men to the Kingdom of God, he invited
them to eternal life, and he told them to
acquire human perfections. The Light
of Guidance was shed forth by that
radiant Star, and he at length gave his
life for humanity.
All through his
blessed lif e ne suffered oppression and
hardship, and in spite of all this humanity was his enemy. They denied him,
scorned him, ill-treated him, and cursed
him. He was not treated like a manand yet in spite of all this he was the
embodiment of pity, and of supreme
goodness and love. He loved all humanity, but they treated him as an enemy
and were incapable of appreciating him.
They set no value on his words, and were
not illumined by the flame of his love.
Later they realized who he was. That
he was the ~acred and Divine Light, and
that his words held eternal life. His
heart was full of love for all the world,
his goodness was destined to reach each
one-and as they began to realize these
things they repented, but he had been
crucified!
It was not until many years after his
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ascension that they knew who he was,
and at the time of his. ascension he had
only a very few disciples; only a comparatively small following believed His
precepts and followed His laws. The
ignorant said, "\Vho is this individual;
he has only a 'few disciples?" But those
who knew said, "He is the Sun who will
shine in the East and in the \Vest, he is
the manifestation who shall give life to
the world. \Vhat the first disciples had
seen the world realized later. (\Visdom
Talks in Paris, p. 114-5.)
"SURELY for everything there is an
all-comprehending wisdom; especially for
the great and important affairs of life.
The supreme and most important hapOpening in the human world is the 1-Ianifestation of God ane! the descent of the
law of Goel. The holy, divine manifestations did not reveal themselves for the
purpose of founding a nation, sect or
faction. They did not appear in order
that a certain number might acknowledge
their prophethood. They did not declare
their heavenly mission and message in
order to lay the foundation for a religious belief. Even His Holiness Christ
did not become manifest that we should
merely believe in him as the Christ, follow him and adore his mention. All
these are limited in scope and requirement, \\'hereas the Reality of Christ is
an unlimited essence. The infinite and
unlimited Reality cannot be bounded by
any limitation. Nay, rather His Holiness
Christ appeared in order to illumine the
world of humanity, to render the earthly
world celestial, to make the human kingdom a realm of angels, to unite the
hearts, to enkindle the light of love in
human souls, so that such souls might
become independent, attaining complete
unity and fellowship, turning to God,
entering into the divine kingdom, receiving the bounties and bestowals of God
and partaking of the manna from heaven.
Through Christ they were intended to
be baptized by the Holy Spirit, attain a
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new spirit and realize the life everlasting.
All the holy precepts and the announcements of prophetic laws were for these
various and heavenly purposes." (Pro.
of U. P., VoL 2, p. 438.)
THE Cause of I3ah<i'u'll<ih is the same
as the Cause of Christ. It is the same
temple and the same foundation. Both
of these are spiritual springtimes and seasons of the soul-refreshing awakening
and the cause of the renovation of the life
of mankind. The spring of this year is
the same as the spring of last year. The
origins and ends are the same. The sun
of today is the sun of yesterday. In the
coming of Christ, the divine teachings
were gi\'en in accordance with the infancy of the human race. The teachings of Baha'u'llah have the same basic
principles, but are according to the stage
of the maturity of the world and the requirements of this illumined age. (Tablets, Vo!. 3, p. 535.)
TRUTH is one and without division.
The teachings of Jesus are in a concentrated form, Men do not agree to this
da:y as to the meaning of many of His
sayings. His teachings are ~as a flower
in the bue!. Today, the bud is unfolding
into a flower. BahiL'u'llfth has expanded
and fulfilled the teachings, and has applied them in detail to the whole world,
There is one Gael; mankind is one; the
foundations of religion are one. Let us
worship Him. and give praise for all His
great Prophets and Messengers who have
manifested His brightness and glory.
(Wisdom Talks in London.)
"CHEIST was a heavenly physician.
He brought spiritual health and healing
into the world. Baha'u'ILlh is likewise a
divine physiican, He has revealed prescriptions for removing disease from the
body politic ane! has remedied human
conditions by spiritual power." (Pro. of
U. P., Vo!. 2, p. 244,)
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MANY MANSIONS
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER
F we enquired what relation the stincts and impulses; and no priest has
rulers of England, for instance, revealed to us the sphere in which the
bore to each other in the order of divine harvest of abnegation and regensuccession, in the order of physical eration springs from the thorn-choked
height, and in the order of administra- thicket of the human heart. The small
tive justice, we would receive three boy whose sole information about Africa
entirely different sets of answers: the had been gained through the study of a
same people would be concerned in all map replied, when asked to describe it,
the answers but their relations would that it was very pink. Our impressions
be coutinuously readjusted, the first of hidden causes are about as accurate.
on one list appearing, perhaps, last on
But occasionally one arises who
another. Continuity in time bears no makes the spiritual journey and
resemblance whatever to physical though familiar with the outposts of
appearance or spiritual culture. What spiritual experience toward which the
could be more impossible than to caravan of mankind is slowly moving,
inform an atom of hydrogen of the can only impart to us figurative inforpo'wer of choice: the ability to deter- mation about the splendor of its domes,
mine for one's self whether one would spires and battlements. Not through
accept or reject it certain condition: any necromancy could we describe to a
it would be manifestly as impossible horse or a dog, no matter how intelligent,
to explain choice to those chemical the doctrine of the atonement or the
elements held inexorably within the institution of monogamy, for these exist
limits of predetermined affinities as it in a dimension entirely closed to animal
would be to instruct a triangle about attainment or comprehension; so the
duty and moral obligation; about grades and degrees to which the spirit is
patiently relinquishing all the char- . sllmmoned..by _the great Prophets of the
. acteristics of triarigularity in order to world, can be neither explained nor comenter into higher relationships of love prehended by the natural man "of the
and of service. Human consciousness earth earthy." Each must make the
reveals to us, as it were, exciting and journey for himself.
provocative cross-sections of Reality
Gathered within the conscious scope
with the connections elevated above of the human being lie several recogthe limits of our perception. Since nized and defined dimensions: first the
the discovery of radio-activity, our atomic world, then the organic, both
knowledge of the atomic world has occupying space; after that the mental,
become almost definite, but no scientist whose processes occupy the three dimenhas ever yet led us to that realm where sions of time-past, present and future,
the vibration of negative electricity but whose relations lie in that uncharted
resident in the ion is miraculously realm of thesis, antithesis and synthesis
transmuted into trees and houses and pointed out by Hege!. Beauty dwells
bodies and engines and worlds and in a kingdom remote from time, space
suns and the whole multifarious con- and thought, subject to none of the laws
geries of natural phenomena; no regulating these latter, while faith and
physician has ever demonstrated in love represent constituencies far from
his clinic that power resident in the the realm of logic.
personality to control its animal inOccasionally a great man or woman
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gifted with a genius for God reaches the
realm of Reality where all the hidden
causes are revealed. Any attempt to
clothe in language that we can understand,
the rapture of escape from the poverty
of our human struggles, bears the same
relation to its condition as calling Africa
pink. The conditions that characterize
this emancipated state of being lie entirely outside the realm of human understanding.
Of course every man longs to win his
way to that state of poise, comprehension
and ease that will lift him above the
tyranny of shock, disappointment, futility
and misery to which the dark limitations
of mere hwnan consciousness remand
him. But how is this state to be found?
The most workable philosophy advanced in Greek thought that mothered
philosophy, seems to have been that of
Aristotle. Coleridge once said that all
men are born either Platonists or Aristotleians, and the demarkation rests upon
whether or not they are trying to coerce
the life into rarefied diaphanous elusive
and denatured expression of some fine
exalted abstraction, remote and almost
unattainable, or to find hardy adventurous
absorbing concrete expression for all the
functions of the personality. For Plato
taught that the lower functions of the
being were to be subordinated to the
higher, but Aristotle taught that the
object of life was so to develop and
coordinate all the endowments of the
individual that no one thing would be
exercised at the expense of another; thus
the natural expression of all the capacities
would be equilibrized in a "golden mean."
Most of the restlessness, the darkness,
the search for completion that beset mankind come because some one power,
capacity or function is developed at the
expense of some other. Subordinating
the lower functions to the higher is a
perfectly delightful suggestion if we only
had the smallest way of knowing what
is lower and what is higher. The Greek
denied the soul and burned with the fierce
misery of those who live for pleasure!
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The Puritan denied the body and
atrophied into the dessicated monotony of
those who live for duty. Religion teaches
us that the only illegitimacy in pleasure
is in seeking it; that pleasure is one of
the rich rewards of consecration and selfforgetfulness.
The tumultuous, almost frantic effort
of the soul, is to find some state or condition in which it can work out a destiny
undisturbed by the oppression and frustrations of our incessant maladjustment
to environment and to each other.
Just here we meet the dividing line
between philosophy and religion: philosophy attempts to tell us how to fit life
to our purposes; religion teaches us how
to fit ourselves to Life's purposes. The
one is ego-centric, the other is altrucentric; the one is based upon the idea
of acquisition, the other upon the law of
sacrifice; the one tells us how to get
more out of life, the other how to put
more into life; the one that there is
a self to be subserved, the other that self
is a mere illusion, that the conception of
the self and something outside the self
is as chimerical as flesh to the X-ray.
It requires a singnlar super-human and
peculiar effonto lift the- -inorganic substance of personal desire, greed and
preferment into the organic life of sympathy, love and understanding.
vVe
quite naturally exemplify the old definition of an optimist-:-a person who does
not care what happens as long as it
doesn't happen to him,-for it is an
axiomatic fact that any of us could be
perfectly happy at any moment, if it
weren't for ourselves. Nothing is simpler than to sit in an easy chair and with
care-free fluency solve the problems of
all our famih- and friends; and if our
nerve curren'ts happen to be flowing
smoothly, the destinies of the universe.
There is a cosmic hUl110r in the abrupt
incongruity with which the flow of complaisance is checked by the encounter
with the self. The Buddha with a cogency
that no dialectic has ever overthrown,
establishes the simple and commanding
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Truth that all the misery, the sorrow,
tlJe anguish, the grief ill the world can
be traced to the idea of duality, the idea
that there is more than one essence, one
life, one truth, one reality. If we are
identified with all that is, then there is
IlQ loss, no separation, no lack, for we
have fOllnd the true wealth of universal
being; the thing that giyes the impression of two-is the personality-whicb
he teaches is ia its finality a mere differeJ.tiated aspect of an indivisible oneness.
Of course, it is no news to anybody
that many llni"erses impinge on tbe experience of man, and that he must rise
to a superhuman consciousness to find
The question for
their interrelations.
us. is how to make that ascent, how to
diScipline our lives to that divine end.
Certainly by exercising all of our Godgiven capacities, as Aristotle teaches: for
purposes not of selfish aggrandizement,
however, but with the hardy hope that
we may become fit instruments for the
eipression of God's \Vi11.
The function of the conscious mind is
to limit the world in which we live. If
the retina responded to more than seven
hnndred and eighty billion light waves
Pfi second, the material universe would
at once become a shadow, as it .does . to
the ultra-violet ray ;. there would be no
differentiation amongst the objects that
surround us; or if the eye were blurred
with less than four hundred and forty
billion waves, for that is infra-red, all
would be oder darkness to the human
sense. In either case mankind would be
quickly annihilated. Without the sense
of touch which limits, among other things,
the degrees of heat and cold that we can
endure, we could· not long survive. A
sl1j)erficial analysis shows that the
function of the intellect is safely to pilot
the. individual t~uough the ,shoals and
quicksands of a three dimensional univer"e. Kow the mind could not in any
wi>e serve the personaky if it did not
immediately detect all tIle objects about
it in thei~ proper relations, not only the

objects of the physica.l universe, but the
objects of thought, for a well-tra.ined
mind enables us to find our way about
amongst ideas with the same certainty
with which we trace Ollr path through
a woods or a garden. Bnt when the
mind has performed this function it has
ceased to be of any further value, for
it can not traverse the l11icharted seas of
the spirit ....\ whole atomic universe exists
below its grasp and a whole spiritual
kingdom beyond its ken. And most of
the torment of life comes from trying to
lIse this acute and marvelotls instrument,
designed for one particular activity, in
realms where it ca1111 at function. IN e
seldom encollnter anything more distressing, if we are endowed with even a
small cal)aclty for clear and accurate
thinking, than those loose undirected
opaque gelatinOl',s movements of unthinking people who are trying to find their
way around a three dimensional world
with the heart, an instrument designed
to be used in a totally different dimension.
But what is more futile than trying to
find one's way about the region of the
soul with the intellect?
"'Ve begin to see why mankind must
function on all planes i£ he is going to
have anything valuable to contribute to
life; for if he do not sternly hold himself
to the rigid mathematical precision of
straight thinking, we must continually
pull him out of the quicksand of emotionalism; if he do indulge the heart in its
incessant cry for warmth and love and
friendliness, we must painfully watch him
decay into dogmatism and crystallize into
pedantry and rOlltine.
",Yhat can be more pathetically amusing
th;111 to hear the intellectual type of man
decrying emotionalism and the emotional
type decrying intellectualism, as if the
other were fa:se and supererogatory.
One thing is absolutely definite: we cannot find our way about the physical
universe without a well-trained mind;
we cannot find our way around the
spirilual universe without a well-trained
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heart, any more than we can find our
way around the atomic universe without
a weU-trained body.
In the first place it is just as atrocious
to confuse sentiment and sentimentality,
as it is to confuse intellectual capacity
with pedantry.
Sentimentality is the
mere expenditure of emotion for the
sake of expending it, just because we
enjoy a thrill; but our sentiments are the
deepest and holiest things in our souls,
the very matrix from which our actions
are generated. Once a piece of social
work brought to notice a quite nauseating example of sentimentality; in a cabaret frequented almost exclusiyely by
crooks and criminals a song was sung
celebrating mother love; the uproarious
applause that greeted it was painful; for
not a man there who had not broken
some mother's heart, and would again
and again. But who dares say, for instance, that the reverence of Abraham
Lincoln for his mother was sentimental?
Here is a distinction so complete and so
obvious that we might expect it to be
universally recognized; but the untrained
(alas! sometimes the trainee!) mind is
just as "soft-focus" in its conclusions
as the emotions.
As a matter of fact we should neither
think for the sake of thinking (which is
pedantry), nor fee! for the sake of
feeling. We should think and feel and
will and act and live for the sake of becoming that thing without which humanity will never reach its ultimate staturevital cells in the divine body of the
Manifestation of God.
It requires all our wit to get arollnd
the very limited revelation of the universe that is accorded us here; why attempt to cast aside any of the important
implements given us for this voyage of
discovery? The selfishness of the mind
and the unselfishness of the heart are an
equal impediment to human progress, for
both selfishness and unselfishness are
extremes to the program of Baha'u'llah.
He calls upon us for selfishness, the
utter absorption of the self into the so-
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cia! body; and it takes the mighty
unremitting heroic effort of mind and
soul and heart to lift man from the
inorganic station of self to the organic
station of spirit.
Baha'u'llah teaches us, not as a philosophy but as a religious mandate, the
necessity of the complete functioning of
the individual in all the degrees and stations of his life in order to make this
prodigous transition. Religion must accord with science; asceticism must be
abandoned; inventions, arts and crafts
must be developed; everything is evidently grist to the mill of li fe, ane! must
fulfil! the great purpose of releasing man
from the age-old tyranny of self into the
divine democracy of union.
There can be no peace while the mind
is denying the heart. Before we can be
caught up into that ecstatic freedom
from struggle that comes from union
with our source, the inner processes must
learn to function spontaneously and with
correct adjustment on all the planes 0 f
our present being.
\Ve must see naught anywhere but
God, and remove the obstruction of personality so that the heavenly law may
work through us. The mind enables us
finally to triunlph over the physical universe and to arrange a world of thought
as orderly and methodical as the world
of matter. The heart enables us to triumph over the self and to attain to the
limitless uni\'erse of love in which we
become one with all that is. These functions are separate and indispensable. But
there is no final attainment except
through the exalted realization of God
as the Mm'er and Container of all that
IS.
Our faith in the Unseen is not contrary to reason; it is above reason. It
does not abrogate the worlds beneath it,
but brings the whole discontinuous and
discrete uni\'erse into one mighty accord.
Only by ceaseless effort can we transcend
the suffocating limitations of this narrow
earth and make of it another world filled
with the holy ecstasy of the grace of the
Kingdom.
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THE,CHILD OF PEACE
SHAHNAZ WAITE
EACE is not a manufactured article. It is a Divine Power. It cannot
be made, or kept by any human contrivance, by battleships, armies, airships,
or any diplomatic ingenuity. That alone
which can bring peace to the individual
and to the world, healing all strife, reconciling all differences, subduing all animosity, banding men together in mutual
fellowship and the common tasks of humanity, is the Peace of GOD. When
there is Love there will be Peace.
We are living in a spiritual springtime, a new era, or cycle, and all hearts
are being stirred and quickened, that have
in them the germ of spiritual life, though
they know not ·why. This spiritual condition is most beautifu!1y described by
our beloved poet, Longfellow, in these,
his words:
"As torrents in summer, half dried in
their channels,
Suddenly rise, though the sky is still
cloudless
For rain has been falling far off at their
fountains,
So hearts that are weary, grow full to
o'erflowing,
And those that behold it, marvel and
know not,
That God at their fountains, far off has
been raining."
Victor Ruga has truly said, "You
might as well try to hold back the sun
from rising as to try to hold back an
Ideal when the hour for its fulfillment
has struck," and the hour for the fulfillment of this Divine Ideal of UniversalPeace has struck, whether we will or not
that it should be.
'Abdu'l'Baha, the Bearer of the Ensign of Peace to the world, has written:
"Clouds may' veil the sun, but be they
never so dense his rays will penetrate!
Nothing can prevent the radiance of the
sun descending to warm and vivify the
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divine garden. Nothing can prevent the
fall of the rain from Heaven. Nothing
can prevent the fulfillment of the Word
of God."
Amid the conflict and strife manifested
in the world today on all sides, one has
to cling closely to the life line of faith in
the ultimate good of all things. Above
the cries of distress and the clashing of
human wills, one has to strain the inner
ear of the spirit to catch the great overtone of Peace and Unity arising above
the discards. 'vVe stand watching the passing away of a self-consuming material
civilization (or might we not better say
the want of civilization?) which has
reached its zenith in destructiveness and
opposition along all lines, and we are beholding, not the death agonies of the
nations, but the birth-pangs heralding
the coming of the Child of Peace, and the
dawn of a glad New Day, wherein justice
and arbitration, freedom and equality
shall reign; and the old world, rebuked
for its waywardness, sanctified by its
sorrows, 'will be more ready to interpret
life, its triumph and its peace in the terms
of Spirit,and thus will it be prepared for
the New Civilization which is slowly but
surely marching on.
'Ne rejoice with exceeding joy that
God indeed has been "raining far off at
our fountains," and this New Water of
Life-which has flowed through the
Divine Channel of Baha'u'llah---contains
in it the healing for the nations, and the
foundation for Universal Peace.
Let us build up in our consciousness
a Child of Peace composed of the Ideals
given forth to the world by BaM'u'llah.
First, this child must have the head of
Knowledge, Reason, Wisdom, Education
and Broadmindedness. 'vVe read in the
Bible, of this day of promised Peace
that "the nations shall learn war no
more." Education and scientific discov-
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eries and inventions which should have
been used for the upliftment and the
welfare of humanity, have been so often
applied to "scientific warfare" and appalling destruction. Now let the nations
learn Peace, not as a "sentimental ideal,"
as many have termed it, but rather as a
practical and fundamental basis of true
civilization. Let us educate ourselves
and our children in the Principles of
Peace, its benefits and constructive power
for good, for progress and for spiritual
and material development along all
planes of existence.
Bahii'u'lIah has declared that an International Court of Arbitration shall be established: then this Child of Peace must
bear upon its shoulders Law, Order,
Justice and Arbitration.
This Divine Child must be formed of
graciousness, consideration for the ideas
of others and acquiescence. All rebel e
lion causes the neck to become stiff, as it
is written in the Bible, "a stiff necked
and rebellious nation;" so our Child of
Peace must know "radiant acquiescence"
to the Divine vVill, and bow its head in
true submission thereto.
It must have the breast of human
kindness, faith and aspiration, the heart
of: divine love, compassion and purity.
Next, the sixth Baha'i Basic Principle
-the Equality of men and women-must be represented in its arms, like
the two wings of the Bird of Humanity,
each being equal in strength and power,
and thereby maintaining a perfect balance~quality on all planes, mentally,
physically, and spiritually, with one
standard of morals for each.
Next this Child of Peace must possess
the hands of service to all humanity, ever
outhe1d, not in the spirit of "what can I
get," but in that of "what can I give"
in service to the world.
It must have the limbs or columns of
support and of perfect adjustment; adjustment of all social and economic problems, which is one of the Bahii'i Basic
Principles.
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Next it must have the knees of worship and reverence for all that is sacred
and holy; it must "kneel before the Lord
its maker," and in prayer ask for Divine
Guidance.
It must have the feet of research, of
"Independent Investigation of Truth,"
seeking in all the highways and byways
of life in its search for Truth. These
feet must be shod with the "Gospel of
Peace on Earth, good will to men," and
"One with every pathway trod, leading
man unto his God."
Through this Child of Peace must circulate the rich red blood of Universal
Brotherhood, free horn the taint and
poison of racial and religious prejudice,
vitalizing the whole body with the spirit
of love and life; in a word, the Love of
God, which includes all living things.
The atmosphere in which this Child
of Peace can alone live and breath is that
of purity of purpose and freedom, physical, mental and spiritual freedom-which
alone is gained through obedience to the
Laws of God and to His Commands. Its
breath must be that of the inbreathing
of the Spirit of Li ie and the out breathing
of love and service.
The first step establishing this Body
of Peace ill the beauty of Holiness or
vVholeness, must be disarmament on both
material and mental planes; not alone the
material laying down of arms, but the
laying down and obliterating those invisible, but none the less deadly, weapons
of racial hatred, intolerance, ignorance,
suspicion, doubt and fear. A national
Guard for protection' against outlaws
should be maintained, but no more.
This Child of Peace wi11likewise have
a universal langauge, which is also one of
the Baha'i Principles.
Each nation
should retain its "mother tongue," but
educate its children also in the use of this
universal language, that man may have
social and commercial intercourse with
his brother man. A thousand and one
of the differences between nations today
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is caused by lack of proper interpretation
of their aims and ideas and their spiritual ideals.
Thus our Child of Peace must speak a
language all may understand and thereby
remove these linguistic barriers.
May this transcendental, Child of
Divine Love and Peace be born in the
minds of all at this blessed Season of
"Peace on earth, good will to men," for
it alone can establish that U ni versal
Peace for which we pray. i\hy the nations all hear the voice of this "Little
Child" that is to lead them into the
Kingdom of Love, and hearing, open the
portals of their hearts and take it in and
thereby know that "Peace which passeth
all understanding."
For as 'Abdu'lBaha has said:
"THE PROPHETS have not come to
cause discord and enmity. For God has
wished all good for His servants, and

he who wishes the servants of God evil
is against God; he has not obeyed the
will and emulated the example of God;
he has followed satanic leadings and
footprints. The attributes of God are
love and mercy; the attribute of satan is
hate. Therefore, he who is merciful and
kind to his feIlowmen is manifesting the
divine attribute, and he who is hating
and hostile toward a fellow creature is
satanic. God is absolute love, even as
his holiness Jesus Christ has declared,
and satan is utter hatred. "Wherever love
is witnessed, know there is a manifestation of God's mercy; whenever you meet
hatred and enmity, know that these are
the evidences and attributes of satan.
The prophets have appeared in this
world with the mission that human souls
may become the expressions of the
Merciful, that they may be educated and
developed, attain to love and amity and
establish peace and agreement."

TO MAKE HOLY
CLAUDIA STUART COLES
OvV wonderful the inner meaning

paths of God's Holy Land 1 When his
of the word Sa<:rifice-Uto make body found rest on Nebo's heights._ the
True sacrifice,' Abdu'l-Bah{t eternaflesson of the Light of God manitells us, "means joy and giving life to the fest in him, flamed forth to illumine
spirits 1" In it is a spiritual transforma- hearts through all the ages to come.
tion, not asceticism nor exclusion of
It was love that made the Divine
bounty, but the fulfilment of the great Manifestation, Christ, suffer all things,
purpose in nobleness.
that all men might know of their Father
In God's great plan for the life on in hem"en who was to come, and through
earth, the progress of mankind is through this knowledge prepare their souls tp
the sacrifice of ignorance for the growth recognize the signs of the times and enof knowledge; the sacrifice of" envy, ter into His Kingdom, when His Spirit
hatred, malice, and all uncharitableness, should return again in the Manifestation
for love, sincerity, and blessed forgive- of His Glory.
ness.
It was love that made The Bab sacriIt was love that made Abraham sac- 'fice life itself that the Muhammadan
rifice his pride in Isaac, his son, to his world-offered the first fnlits of God's
faith in God's wisdom.
grace in this New Day-might prepare
It was love that made Moses arise to their hearts to meet the Manifestation of
sacrifice his worldly ambitions and power, the Presence of God in Glory 1
to lead the stumbling Jews to the surer
It was love of God for man, His cre-

H
holy /"
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ation, that made Baha'u'llah, the pure
mirror of the Infinite for the, regeneration
of souls, sacrifice his holy existence, that
through the Spoken vVord, men might
have a new capacity for realization of
the Will of God.
It was the love of God that gave us
the service of 'Abdu'l-Bahit on earth, so
that through his loving sacrifice for the
salvation of the world, the Teachings of
Bahi'u'llith might be spread, and the
consciousness of the l\Iessianic Outpouring thn~ugh Bahit'u'llilh might cover the
earth, and the New Cycle of human
power take its form in the joy of universal civilization.
To the Divine Station the way is
barred for all mankind. All that the
souls of the creatures of this creation can
attain, is knowledge of IT through the
Manifestation of Its attributes by those
Divinely sent Messengers whose Presence is for the renewing of spirituality
upon earth.
Each such Day of Manifestation has
been the hour of. opportunity for living
souls; the hour of birth into unfolding
of righteousness. A Day of enraptured
vision of the reality of sacrifice! Today,
in this Dispensation a like opportunity
for each soul is here. It is the hQl.lr of
testing, the hour of the joy of realization
of the Divine Bounty poured upon all,
'for until another Divine Cycle has
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emerged from another emanation of the
Primal 'Will, all existent Beings are under
the shade of the Manif.estation of the
Glory of God.
May our highest possible aspirations
be fulfilled on eyery plane in order, that
we may so live, that by a heavenly grace,
we may render true service in the Path
of God.
'Abdu'l-Bahit brings to us'the Message
of Baha'u'llah-the Call of the Kingdom
of God! The Call to sacrifice the
imaginations of men's minds regarding
Divinity, for the realization of the Revealed Truth of God in recorded Utterance; to sacrifice the limitations of the
ego for the wider horizons of God's
Bestowals!
Sacrifice is the joy of life, the joy of
its moYement, the joy of its fruit.
This is the hour of preparation. Now
is the Day of sanctification, of purification, of jUdgment. The Day when imperfection will be sacrificed to become
perfection, when those who are born of
spirit shall make a willing sacrifice of
man-made license, to the Divine Law;' of
man-made politics, to Divine Policies ;'-of
man-made mistakes, to Divine Guidance;
of man-made confusion, t9,- Uniyersal
Peace; of man-made sor'ro'w, to Divine
Healing; oi man-made night through the
gloom of the ,\Vorld, to the Day of God,
and that Day-Happy!

THE supreme and most important
happening in the human world is the
Manifestation of God and the descent
of the law of God.
,Abdu'l-Baha
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THE CHRIST SPIRIT IN BOY SCOUT TRAINING
CHRISTINE FRENCH
In this day when a new spirit is permeating every human activity, overturning old conditions and replacing
them with a wholly new note of universalism it is well to take notice of what
really is going on that one may understand the significance of it all and wisely
estimate the value. vVe read in the book
of Genesis that "The Spirit of God
moved upon the face of the waters," and
the mystical thrill ofl it lingers in one's
memory from the time when a child, he
first heard the days of creation explained
in the old-time literal way. Many a time,
looking out over the sea, to the mind .of
every man must have come this great
feeling of awe and reverence as he endeavored to understand the meaning of
the "Spirit of God moving over the face
of those waters." But now those symbols are taking on a new and practical
value which intensifies their meaning and
brings them down to the limit of human
understanding and valuation.
Some time ago the writer was privileged to be present at what is called the
"Boy Scout Court of Honor.",!,his
"Court"· is' held once a month in every
city where the Scouts are active and is
for the purpose of awarding degrees and
medals for the various activities which
Scouting provides. The court is composed of estimable men citizens and is
conducted in the most dignified manner
as befits the ideals of the organization.
On the particular evening in question
there were present and filling the large
auditorium of a High School building,
some six hundred boys, \"ith their
parents and sisters and brothers, and
there were to be awarded five hundred
honors. The citations were for lifesaving, public health, personal health,
first aid, bird lore, kindness to animals,
leathercraft, woodcraft, athletics, electricity, seamanship, campcraft, signaling,
nature study, scholarship, courtesy,-in

fact, for many of the forty-odd subjects
which every Scout knows and toward
which he bends every effort to achieve.
In order to become a Scout a boy must
pledge himself to
1st. Do his duty to God and his country and to obey the Scout Law.
2nd. To help other people at all times.
3rd. To keep himself physically
strong, mentally awake and morally
straight.
His platform is Trustworthiness, Loyalty, Helpfulness, Friendship, Courtesy,
Kindness, Obedience, Cheerfulness,
Thrift, Bravery, Cleanliness, Reverence.
The neat little uniform of the Boy
Scout is so well known and their helpfulness now so counted upon that this
subject is no longer new nor novel; but
the significance of it all is so deep, so
vital, so constructive and so essential to
the foundation of the Kingdom of God
"on earth as it is in heaven," that it must
not be misunderstood nor underestimated. There are many who labor
under the delusion that because obedience
is taught by military precision that this
is only another way of training up boys
for war, but the writer desires to emphasize that every plank of the Scout platform is expressive of the Christian
Spirit and not of war.
It was when looking over the sea of
fine boy faces at that Court of. Honor
that the deeper meaning of that mystical
reference from the Book of Genesis became clear. 'Abdu'I-Bahi has explained
that, "the face of the waters" is the sea
of humanity, and in the Baha'i teachings
mankind is frequeritly likened to the
"drops of one sea."
Both in the
writings of Bahi'u'llih and 'Abdu'l-Bahii
humanity is enjoined to be unified as are
the ripples of one sea, the waves of one
ocean. Is it not a significant fact that
there are over one million five hundred
thousand boys in the world, boys of
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many races and many religions who are
learning to understand each other, to respect each other's point of view; who
are unified in the spirit of service; who
are learning to know the God of all OutDoors who is removing from their
hearts all the old-time prejudice of race
and creed and giving them so solid and
honorable a foundation for right living
and right thinking?
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This is the Christ Spirit which has
been, and always will be, in the world,
but which is manifest in this age with
greater power than ever before because
it is the time of universal things, the
time of "the end, when all things shall
be made new"; the time when all the
nations shall be one; and the Name of
Goel, One; the time of the coming of the
Prince of Peace.

AS TO the significance of the Cause of BaM'u'llfih: know that everything which belongs to
the universal welfare is divine, and all that which
is divine is certainly for universal good. If it is
the truth, it is for all, otherwise it is for no one.
Therefore, a divine cause for universal good cannot be limited to the Orient or to the Occident;
because the flame of the Sun of Truth illumines
the East and the West, and its heat is felt in the
South as well as the North,-there is no difference
between the two poles. In the time of the Manifestation of Christ, the Romans and Greeks thought
that the Cause was especially for the--Istaelites;
they thought they themselves had !lO need of it,
because they saw that according to appearances,
they possessed a perfect civilization, whei'efore
they did not need the instructions of Christ. This
false supposition was the cause of depriving many
people from its grace.
Also know that the principles of Christianity
and the commandments of Baha'u'llah are identical, and that the roads are the same. But every
day there isprogress. There was a time when the
divine institution was in an embryonic condition;
then it became a newly-born infant, then a child,
afterward an intelligent adult. Today it has
reached maturity; its capacities, its body, is ever
the same identity-but today it is resplendent with
the greatest beauty and brilliancy.
'Abdu'l-Baha
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A MOVEMENT OF PROGRESS
DR. ORROL L. HARPER
HIS is the age of world-wide progress. A universal consciousness is
penetrating the minds of men.
The pessimist says the world is growing worse. The optimist declares, "It is
steadily growing better. Mankind is
progressing, its vision is \videning, its
capacity is increasing. Humanity is advancing from the provincial and personal
to the uni'1,'ersal concept of life.
During the last hundred years the
world has made most unusual progress.
In a material sense our civilization is almost perfect. As the intelligence of man
has unfolded, the sciences, arts and inventions have so greatly increased that
today mankind is prepared to think and
act in terms of the universal.
The ends of the earth have been
brought together. A friend in China can
receive a message from us in twenty-,
four hours. The great network of railsystems that weave their way across the
continents connect the most remote parts
with the ocean steamer, submarine and
airship. Vv'e can take a trip around the
world through the medium of the motion
picture. The phonograph enables us to
hear musical artists from all parts of the
globe. :Marvelous developments in radio
are awakening people to the wonders of
this day. The newspaper is a great factor in influencing public opinion the
world over."
Here the pessimist interrupts with insistence. He says, "The result of all this
increase in knowledge has been the most
terrible war in history. The intelligence
of man is being expended in the direction
of killing his fe1low-man. You talk of
the wonders of this cycle, its achievements, its refinements, its genius! vVhat
medieval period held the horror of a
Krupp gun, a Mauser rifle, or a shrapnel
shell, that kills a whole camp? On the
sea we have the submarine and the dread-
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naught. Compared with the past, this is
the age of human fratricide. History
shows that in a war between the Persian
and Roman Empires, lasting oyer a period of twenty years in which 100,000
men were engaged on each side, only five
or six thousand were killed. In modern
warfare there are bombs that kill men
like stripping leaves from a tree. The
science of war has reached sLlch a degree
of perfection that in t'i.uenty-f01tr hours
100,000 can be sacrificed, great navies
sent to the bottom of the sea, great cities
destroyed. The possibilities are incalculable, inconcei\'able, the after effects more
dreadful than the initial shock. "Newspapers! Did you mention newspapers," the
rasping voice of the cynic continues,
"newspapers live by the sensational! If
war is declared in any part of the world
the newspapers direct all attention to it.
Commerce and the machinery of nations
are paralyzed. The whole world is
thrown into a condition of grave uncertainty. In fact, the world is convulsed
with many kinds of war and conflictpolitical war, commercial war, racial ~ar,
economic )var, religious war, intellectual
war. This is the civilization of war! The
world is black with hatred and prejudice \., So declares the pessimist.
Let us reason together a moment.
Have you discovered that the darkest
part of the night is just before the dawn?
Do you know that in most illnesses the
patient grows apparently worse before he
can get better? Have you noticed that
the blackest shadow is cast by the brightest light? Do you know that the birth of
anything is difficult?
Again the optimist proclaims, "Mankind is progressing. He is learning to
think in terms of the whole instead of the
part. The war, the bloodshed, the suffering, the economic struggle. the unrest
are symp:oms, signs of a wOllderful
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event. They are the pains of travail that
the world of humanity is passing through
in giving birth to a new civilization. 'The
everwidening circle of man's knowledge
has reached the spiritual world.' A divine civilization is being born."
Here we are in a valley of darkness,
suffering from injustice and prejudice.
Let us look out and up and we will discover the light of aNew Day beginning
to illumine the summit of progress. The
Divine Sun has appeared at another point
on the horizon. The Rays of that Sun
are penetrating the human world. Let
us consider just two of the many Rays
of that early dawn. vVhat signs can we
find of their light in the world?
The first Ray of that early dawn is the
realization of the Oneness of the World
of Humanity. "Ye are all the leaves of
one tree, the fruit of one branch." That
is, the world of existence is like a tree:
the nations or races may be compared to
the branches of that tree, and human individuals are similar to the leaves, blossoms and fruit of that tree. Again, the
world of existence is like a flower garden: human individuals are the flowers in
that garden of life. The variety of form
and calor lends beauty to the whole, and
brings· out by contrast the special loveliness of each and all.
How many people today think in terms
of the red race, the white race and black
race, the yellow race, the brown race?
Is it not the human race that is of most
importance today? "Let not a man
glory in this that he loves his country,
rather let him glory in this, that he loves
his kind."
The second ray of that early dawn is
the discovery of the equality of the sexes.
"Formerly in the Orient women were not
considered as human beings. Certain
Arab tribes counted them in with their
live stock. In their language, the noun
for woman also meant donkey; that is,
the same name applied to both and a
man's wealth was accounted by the number of these beasts of burden he possessed. The worst insult one could hurl
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at a man was to caU out, "Thou woman 1"
The American Indian in an uncivilized
state allowed his squaw to rear a family
and at the same time to do all the hard
labor of the day-while he sat around
and smoked or fought in battle.
\Yhat a difference exists today 1 Civilization has advanced. \Voman is awake
to her identity. The feminist movement
has demonstrated that the feminine is
the equal and complement of the masculine element of humanity.
\V. L. GeOl"ge in his book, "vVoman
and Tomorrow" says, "Feminism is
broadly the furthering of the interests of
women, philosophically the leveling of
the sexes, and specifically the social and
political emancipation of woman."
The unusual activity of woman today
is a sign of the higher consciousness that
humanity as a whole is unfolding.
I ,yonder how many know the name
of the first woman who gave her life to
proclaim the freedom of her sex? She
was Kurratu'l-Ayn, a beautiful Persian
poetess. Kurratu'l-Ayn means "Consolation of the eyes." In 1863, in a land
where girls received no education, in a
country where custom demanded. thick
protecting veils for all women at all
times, among a people ,vho conSIdered it
a: disgrace to be the parents of a girl
baby, Kurratu'l-Ayn arose and throwing
aside her veil, fearlessly proclaimed the
dawn of a New Age in which superstition, fanatical custom and ignorance
would be done away with.
She believed that humanity is like a
bird, created to soar in the atmosphere
of God's knowledge. One wing of the
bird represents the masculine and the
other the feminine element of humanity.
If the two wings are not equally developed the bird of humanity cannot
soar to its greatest heights.
For such ideas as these Kurratu'l-Ayn
joyfully sacrificed her life. She was
killed, her body thrown into a well, and
stones heaped upon it. But Kurratu'lAyn was only one of over twenty
thousand martyrs who gave their lives
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to help establish the principles of Universal Unity and Peace in the minds of
men.
The Oneness of. Humanity and the
Equality of Men and Women are only
two of the many principles of the Baha'i
Movement for world-wide progress.
You say, "What is the Baha'i Movement?"
"Baha'i means 'light.' The Baha'i
Movement is the light of this age, the
spirit of this age. Its Principles are the
antidotes for all the prej udice, ignorance
and warefare in the h~lman world.
The Baha'i Movement stands for universal education, a universal auxiliary
language, it points out the fundamental
oneness of all the religions, it indicates
the necessity for the independent investigation of truth, it explains the fundamental harmony between science and religion, it supplies a perfect solution for
all the economic problems of the world,
it shows the necessity for the establishment of an international tribunal or court
of justice, it demonstrates the fundamental oneness of the whole creational
world, it proves the equality of the sexes,

it constantly strives to establish universal
peace.
The Baha.'i Movement is wholly constructive. Its only warfare is with
ignorance, prejudice and intolerance.
A study of the Baha'i Movement inculcates in the human mind the desire
and ability to associate harmoniously
with every race, with every religion. A
student of the Baha'i Movement learns
to search for the Beauty of God in the
face of every human being.
Such an investigator learns to believe
that in the sight of God all people are
equal. The only difference is that some
are as children and need to be trained,
some are sick and need divine healing,
some are ignorant and require education.
All are children of the One Creator and
under His protection.
The Baha'i Movement, with a dynamic
spiritual power, is promoting Universal
Peace and Universal Cooperation.
'Abdu'I-Baha, the Center of this
world-wide movement, said, "This is the
hour of unity of the sons of men and of
the drawing together of all races and
all classes."

ALL THE Prophets of God have been heralds of
Truth. All have been united and agreed on this principle. Every prophet predicted the coming of a
sliccessor, and every successor acknowledged the Truth
of the predecessor. Moses prophesied the coming of
Christ. Christ acknowledged Moses. His Highness
Christ foretold the appearance of Muhammad, and
Muhammad accepted the Christ and Moses. When all
these divine prophets were united with each other, why
should we disagree? We are the followers of those holy
souls. In the same manner that the prophets loved each
other, we should follow their example, for we are all the
servants of God and the bounties of the Almighty are
encircling everyone.
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE DIVINE CENTER ESSENTIAL TO PEACE
TEIKICHI SATOW
Editor's Note: Mr. Teikichi Satow is President of the Satow Industrial
Chemical Research Institute of Tokyo, Japan, President of the Society for
Religious Study, and a delegate to the Institute of Pacific Relations held in H ono/uht last July. His address, 7lJhich follows, 7,,'as givell at one of the Pan-Pacific
luncheons which are held weekly in H ollo/uill, alld which arc attended by representatives of all races.
HE THING that most forcibly impresses me in the ever increasing
beauty of this beautiful island, is particularly the beautiful vegetation.. Among
your foliage you have red. blue, pink,
purple and what not, large and small, but
what impressed me most is that all these
varied kinds of foliage are under the
blessing of the sunshine of one Source.
Just as we find botanical varieties on this
island with different colors and of different varieties, I am happy to see the smiling faces of many different races in this
land. As I look at the beautiful plants,
I see them always looking up towards
heaven while sending down their roots
deep into the ground. But as I turn to
the matter of races of mankind, I come
to the question of why there are so many
problems among us, so much perplexity.
My direct intuition in this matter of various racial problems is that men refuse to
look up to the highest divinity as the
plants look up to the sunshine. Even in
Japan we have the idea of universal
brotherhood, but I believe there is no
brotherhood unless men come to realize
the common fatherhood of one Supreme
Being. The biggest problem we have to
consider is not so much how to know
this Great Reality but how to live as a
great family of the universe, recognizing
one supreme head as the head of our international family. I wish to illustrate
this point by using a scientific figure of
speech.
The universe is evolving from an unstable state to a settled condition; from
unsettled darkness to a state of love and
light. From the standpoint of geometry,
one point of love is very unstable, and

T

can be shaken by a very minute force.
From our standpoi'nt, egoism or self-centeredness is that point I refer to, which I
call a point of love. Should we create
another point in this universe, we shall
be able to draw a line between these
points and on this line we will find the
stability of love. This is the love of
family or domestic love, not centered in
the one but embracing two points. Even
this line of love of two points is not quite
sufficient as yet to establish our international bro'therhood, but I believe it ought
to be based on three points, the three
points of self, others, and society, and on
this one plane of social love, we shall be
able to see that love is a blessing through
these three points of one plane. But even
this love, from the standpoint of ultimate
stability of peace and brotherhood, is far
from being sufficiently deep enough for
mankind. It is still too superficial. The
reason why we have so many problems
not only in the Pacific area but throughout the \\-orld is that our love is confined
to these three points that I mentioned.
Our love must advance ahead, far ahead,
of this three point line. vVe have a point
of self, of others, of the community and
together with these points we should have
another point looking to the Supreme Being so that on these points We shall be
able to draw a figure with the depths as
well as the heights. Should we evolve a
triangle having another point as its cone
vortex and revolve the three points
around that, we shall be able to have a
sphere such as a glove, and the circle is
the symbol of perfection.
Just as the substance of the, universe,
organic as well as inorganic, is all at-
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tracted by one center and that is the reason for our stability on this earth, so it
is with our loves-one plane in this threepoint love having its cent er in the Great
Reality and revolving around this center
is the one condition of stable life. Just
as this planetary system revolves around
the one center, so all mankind revolves
around one center being centered in the
Great Reality and having the consciousness that the sum of this great reality is
the sole reason for eternal life and peace.
The fundamental problem today is not

so much international salvation as individual salvation. I feel that the realization of universal peace must come to this
point if we are to bring universal peace
and love.
Just as I mentioned at the outset, that
as we have variety of foliage all looking
up to one supreme source of power and
light, that \ye should all look up to God
in Heaven as being the source of mercy
and power and then alone will we have
international peace and brotherhood.

WOMAN AND SOCIAL LIFE IN PERSIA
GHODSEA ASHRAF
Editor's Note: The author of this article is a Balufi girl who came from
Persia to this co 1111 try ullder picturesque cirCllmstallces to acquire a western education alld then to return to her country to assist her sisters. She is now accomplishing a notable work for the women of Persia, having organi:::ed in Tihmn, the
"f-Voman's Society for Progress," an organization which is one of the fOY'"dJard
movements of toda.y.
BELIEVE the thing that makes a
social life worthy of the name is
absolute freedom, and that does not exist
here. In Persia many live in fear of
some group mightier than themselves,
hence deception is' practiced more or
less. They know a thing is right, but
tfieyare -afraid to say so, and I have
come fobelieve with all my heart that
they have a right to be afraid as long
as they li\-e in this corrupt environment.
lance thought it was nothing but mere
cowardice not to show one's own true
self in all cases. I will take all that back
now.
Another great asset to social li f e is the
commingling of men and women. This
has been impossible among city people;
in fact, among all the Persians except a
small group 'of wanderers called "Shahsavan." .There has been a great barrier
between men and women, and this has
consequently created a queer kind of a
life for both sexes.
Listen to the life history of a woman
in Persia; it is very interesting. As soon

I

as she is born the helpless little thing is
hidden behind the mother's back because she is a girl. And because she understands nothing o[ what has happened her poor mother gets the scolding
for her birth. Even her father nags at
and scorns his wife for committing this
"sin," namely, bringing forth a girl.
Well, the meek little babe grows up,
whether or no, but she is constantly made
conscious of the fact that she is a girl,
different from, and in almost all cases,
not as good as the boy. Now she is told
she should not laugh so loud, and again
she should not play so much, because she
is a girL 'When she reaches five or six
years of age she is taught to put on a
"Chadur" (a black robe covering her
from head to foot).
She is closely
veiled and by the time she is eight or
nine no man must look upon her face.
Thus she grows up within the four
walls of the house, practically never
going out except for a bath, learning a
little housework and some sort of needlework. Reading and writing has been {or-
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bidden for a woman by the religious leaders. It is a common belief, even now
among certain people, that a girl who can
read and write will fall in love. which is
a dreadful sin-falling in love 'with anyone before marriage. The parents must
choose the husband and marry her off,
often at the age of se\·en. D~es it not
seep1 Eke a crime, but what is there for
the little girl to do? She does not study,
has no Sunday school to go to, no campfire or girl scout societies, nor any hope
except stepping into a married life.
\\Then she is married she is allowed to go
to weddings, funerals and some dinner
parties with her mother and sisters-inlaw, but she must always be home before
sunset.
And what does her husband do, you
will want to know? He goes about his
business all day. And does he come home
in the evening? He may, but he gets
very tired of sitting around and doing
nothing till supper time, whi<:h is late in
the evening. A woman with the training
aboye described cannot be a social companion of her husband, who is in practically all cases much older and, of course,
more learned than she. So he comes
home only when he has a guest, whom
he entertains in the "Beroonie."* If he
has nogll'est to bring along, he stays out
as long as possible, taking promenades
on the avenues, going to shows, if there
are any, visiting his friends, etc.
"Yhat is the poor woman doing? Nothing. She has prepared her supper, and
is now sitting around nodding and waiting the footsteps of her husband, her
lord and master. Does she not go for a
walk or to a show with her husband?
No. It is forbidden for a woman to walk
with a man on the street or to ride with
one in a carriage, even though it be her
husband. And as for going to a show,
its very mention is a crime. It is sinful
*Fersi.an houses are built so tbat they have two
Olpartments; an inner apartment called the "Ance~
roante" for the women, and another one or "Be:-oollie"
for the men.
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for a woman to see a show or listen to
music. Can the woman go to special
women's societies and listen to talks or
lectures? There are no such societies in
existence here. But what can she do,
poor unhappy creature? Oh, yes, she can
do' some things. She is allowed, and in
fact encouraged, to go to "Tazieh" and
"Rou2eh." In the "Tazieh" thev rehearse the tragedy and martyrdo~ of
Hossain by acting on the stage; in the
"Rollzeh" they tell the story of the
martyrdom in the pulpit. She is allowed
to listen to these. to scream at the top of
her voice, while pulling her hair and
scratching her face. weeping and howling.
There !s still another thing she can do.
She can make pilgrimages to sanctified
places,of which there are milliards in
Persia, an example of which is the
miraculous water tank which caused the
tragic and unhappy death of the revered
soul, Major Imbrie, whose story is well
known.
SJ/ch is tlIe social life of the a'i.'crage 'woman
here iH Persia-, Are 'vOlt Hot feeling di=zy at
reading thiHgS that j'oa 'wo/.dd nez,'er dream,.
cOHM exist toda;,!? But rejoice) 1HJI dear fricnds~
'and know that these cOJlditio)ls are rapidl)., pass1"ng away. In fact) they ~farted to ppss. awa~
eight)'-thrr:e 3jcars ago Wltl! the begnmm.g. at
the BaTHfi _Era~ 'l(!licn Knrratu'l-A}IH wr..'i.!f1led

herself. suffered 1l1Hch for the equality· of 1~lan
and 'h'omlW, and 'was finally 111art.vred.
At the present time ;,~ the Bahd'i world conditions are ,illst the opposite of what has been
described. The liftle baby girl is jllst as wdcome as ill-f.' bay. Site is gi'll(Jn the S(l1ne edaca-

tion in SG far as JlJos.'iibli!~ as the boy, She tnltst
cho~se her 07.;'..'H husband, is never./marn"ed tinder
fifteen, G1~a' seldom under twenty. She does Hot
go fo "Ta:;il!lL" or "Rotl::;eh/~ but she goes to
Balufi meetings alld c01~fcrencesJ wJu:re sire
qi'r/cJ tatks and listens to talks and to tIle IVords
~f God. Ol late she e1,'cn goes with her JlHSband fa st'ccial group oatherings of men alld
W01llcJt, '[i.·!!cre she Ilea;s enlight<?l-~ing suby'ects
read and dlscussed.In other Li'ords, the Bah6'i 'WonW}l in Persia
has arisen t·) SC1'7.'C her killd~ m~d she is doing it
1vith great cOJ/rag£!, either in school or ilt the
h01JU. trJillillg :Y0IIHg and old. BecaHse of lack
of the irccrioJJt mentiolled above, the Ba!t6'i m'a
rather sleti..'. b!~t 'i.e)/wt tt!cy do is ha7..,ing a gre[l~
influence 011 the JlIoslems, especially in Tihran ,
where theJ 1!a7.'e Cl'ell started public schools for

girls.
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TWICE BORN
CHARLES H. KOHLMAN

IT is well nigh universally conceded
that mankind is in transition to a higher
plane. We are living in the prophesied
day of jUdgment, in the dawn of the rising of the Sun of Righteousness which
will drive away the mists and miasma,
the superstitions and delusions impeding
humanity's progress. This enlightenment
is inevitable; it has been divinely decreed.
The Baha'i Revelation makes it clear.
vVe are in the beginning of a new universal cycle, during which the world will
attain: maturity and the events of the
preceding cycle be almost forgotten.
"vVe are in the cycle which began with
Adam, and its universal Manifestation
is Baha'u'lhih."
These spiritual cycles are analogous to
and governed by the same laws as those
in the physical realm, the revolutions of
the suns and planets. Souls who have
attained to a spiritual vision are undisturbed by the turmoil, the commotion,
the hatreds, the destruction and suffering
incident to the wrecking of obsolete institutions and clearing the ground for the
home of aredeemed humanity. Those,
however, who are lacking in spiritual insight and submerged in materiality, see
chaos in the reconstruction which is in
progress.
There are a goodly number who admit
the desirability of a state wherein happiness is based upon justice, observance of
the Golden Rule and the precepts of the,
Sermon on the Mount, but deny the possibility of "the consummation devoutly
wished for" because of a suppositious
barrier in the pathway which they style
"human nature." The assertion that
there can be no harmony in the relation~
of mankind while "human nature remains as it is," is reiterated in public
speech and on printed page, usually followed by the assumption that this socalled "human nature" is a "fixed quantity" and therefore the condition of man-

kind will never be greatly changed.
But in reality there is no such thing as
"human nature." The law governing
nature permits nothing to be "fixed." In
man's evolution there must be decomposition as well as regeneration, necessitating the modifications, the changes, in
what is •erroneously called "human nature." Until a nlan is "born again"that is, changes his desires in conformity
with an enlarged consciousness, he is not
a human being. He may be educated and
polished in a wordly sense. vVhile he
believes in competition and that he can
find enjoyment at the expense of his fellow man, he is fa~ from the Kingdom of
God, from being "created in His image."
The redeemed person realizes the Oneness of God and of humanity. He is a
new being; his past is forgotten; he cannot recall it; he looks upon it as an unpleasant dream, a nightmare. He has a
new motive for living. The things that
were on his right hand side are now on
the left.
Prior to the second birth, in every man
there is a Doctor Jekyll and a Mister
Hyde.,--a combat between indulgence and
restraint, sensuality and spirituality. The
story symbolizes the struggle of unregenerated man in the evolution to the higher
plane. As long as he is double-minded,
he is unstable in all his ways, although
he has the power to choose between good
and evil (illustrated in Stevenson's story
by the taking of a powder to bring about
the change in personality). The criminal Mister Hyde was smaller in physiquethan the respected Doctor Jekyll.
This is true of humanity in the mass.
\Vere it contrariwise, mankind would destroy each other off the face of the earth.
By repeatedly giving way to the base desires we lessen the power of resisting,
and finally descend to the abyss.
Apparently the change in personality
often takes place suddenly, though it is
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doubtless the resultant of past reflection
and meditation. Every person who has
taken an interest in spiritual growth can
recall instances of this sort. A young
man addicted to drink, tobacco, gambling
and profanity, attended religious services
one evening and was deeply moved by
the exhortation of a fervent evangelist.
He left the building with two boon companions, and in passing a cemetery drew
from his pocket a pint bottle of whiskey,
a package of tobacco, a pipe and a deck
of cards and threw them over the fence
into a clump of bushes, remarking, ''I'm
through with this life!" He became a
member of the church, a Bible student,
and in a few months entered upon his
life work as an evangelist. His alleged
human nature had undergone a radical
change.
The Hawaiians furnish a concrete example of a remarkable change in character. vVhen white men first set foot on
the islands the natives were ferocious
cannibals. Owing to their location, intercourse with so-called civilized people for
a number of years was exclusively with
missionaries who did not bring with them
the vices, liquor, gambling, etc., of the
white people. In a short time the natives became gentle and kind, exemplarily
devout and musical.
A few years ago I read the experience
of the crew of a ship wrecked on an island of the Pacific ocean. An old seaman predicted that they had made their
last sea voyage. A crew of which he
was a member had been cast ashore on
this island twenty years before and all
save he eaten by cannibals. vVith dire
forebodings and heavy hearts they slyly
crept up the highland, under his direction,
to an opening in the forest imparting a
view of a clutter of native huts as he remembered it. He ascended the hill, and
to his astonishment gazed upon a village
of frame houses with a church spire in
the center. ] ubilant, he shouted to his
com'rades, "Come on, boys, we're safe!"
Through the benign influence of conse-
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crated teachers the nature and customs
of the man-eaters had been changed.
The "second birth," 'Abdu'l-Baha tells
us, purifies the reality of man from evil
qualities: anger, passion, worldliness,
pride, lying, hypocrisy, fraud, self-love,
etc, It cannot take place until the teachings of the Manifestation of God are
obeyed and mankind acquires sinlessness.
Essential sinlessness belongs to the universal Manifestations, the Divine Teachers, the Founders of Religions, "who declare God," reflect His attributes and in
their respective cycles give to those "who
receive them the power to become the
sons of God."
The mission and teachings of the Harbingers of the cycles are identical. All
proclaim the existence of one God, the
Creator and Overruling Power without
a rival, and that the destiny of humanity
is to live on the earth in friendship and
harmony unified in bonds of the love of
God and of His creatures. In the early
days of the cycles while these truths are
accepted by the believers without mental
reservations, rapid progress is made in
sciences and arts and in the acquirement
of attributes which tend to spiritual uplift and happiness.
In the infancy of mankind belief in a
plurality of gods is well nigh universal.
The early advocates of government by
the immediate direction of God had continual strife with the polytheists. The
Old Testament abounds with accounts of
this warfare. One after another the
idols of wood and stone were relegated
to oblivion until God had but one rival in
the government of the world, personified
as the "Devil" or "Satan," the adversary
of man, He strove constantly with God
for domination.
But the Baha'i Teachings show that
Evil is not an entity to be destroyed by
force, but the absence of the good, to be
overcome by obedience to the WORD
enunciated by the Manifestations of God,
Heaven is a spiritual state which can be
attained on earth, and the soul is not
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denied progress after ceasing to manifest
through the body. We are instructed to
pray for our acquaintances and loved
ones who have passed on into the spirit
realm.
The Baha'i Teachings are in accord
with the dictums of the philosophers and
writers on sociology, that "human well
being is in accordance with the Divine
vVill," and the perfect law revealed by
the Divine Manifestation is the only safe
guide. This law cannot be fulfilled by

imperfect men. "Imperfection is merely
another word for disobedience." The
mission of the Prophet is to set in motion the agencies which work out social
changes. He is to be implicitly obeyed.
Herbert Spencer says, "In teaching a
uniform unquestioning obedience (to the
Divine Law) does an entirely abstract
philosophy become one with true religion."
In other words, Science and Religion
will be in agreement.

THE CASTLE OF THE SOUL

c. A.

WRAGG

In Ottawa there is a beautiful castle,
the Chateau Laurier, set high on the
steep bank of a river. The interior is
richly furnished and decorated with artistically carved Austrian Oak; every
suite is a harmony of color and design;
and the views from the windows of each
wing, all having quite different aspects,
are such as remain in the memory to provide many pleasant recollections at less
favored times in other climes.
One may walk into this marble palace
unmolested, sit in a luxurious chair and
look out toward the little town of Hull,
nestling between the opposite shore of
the river and a distant range of hills
which form an undulating horizon. Here
one may watch the gold and fire of the
sunset contrasting with the azure sky and
the darkening shadows creeping over the
city-watch the cathedral bells swaying
in the towers as they peal out their puls-_
ing harmony, and listen to their peacegiving chime as it floats up through the
still evening air across the softly flowing
river.
.
Here, if one has the sensibility to perceive and receive them, are beauty and
peace to be freely enjoyed.
Now, to the readers of this magazine,
the significance of the above preamble is
this: The Baha'i Cause is like that

beautiful castle. Each prospect is it panorama of Universal Principles on which
depends the happiness' of the world, and
the interior is none other than the Sun of
Truth,
And just as one nlay freely enter
and for a time enjoy the beauties of the
castle, but must have the wherewithal to
stay, so must the truth seeker, philosopher and student be prepared to pay for
a permanent place in the new era. One
may call himself. a Baha'i, mystic, or
whatsoever he wiII until the end of time,
but not avert the invincible hand of the
Law from placing him in the only station for which he has paid, nor be able
to take up his residence unearned in the
Boundless Mansion.
There is one price. It is the individual
contribution to unity by elimination of
self-interest. And this depends upon the
state of the treasury of the heart, which
must be filled with longing. The heart
must be it bank in which we have opened
an account of earnest desire on which to
draw at will. One of the great fundamentals of the Baha'i Cause is unitydesire for oneness with God and all His
children; and in this, as in other matters,
we have our example, for is it not recorded that 'Abdu'l-Baha continuously
longed for the unity of hearts? At mid-
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night on th~ plain hard bed in prison, or
under the star-clustered canopy, he was
longing; at dawn on the housetop his
breast was dilated by the heart so filled
with longing; in the glare of day amongst
the sick and the crowding poor he was
longing-longing for the opening of their
hearts to a desire for similar longing,
which is one way to become entitled to
the bounties of the celestial kingdom.
Almost without ceasing he cried from
the depths: "Give to them all the spirit
of the heavenly glad-tidings and make
them alive! Impassionate them with
longing!"
·When the heart is breaking with longing for oneness, with the burning desire
for the divine influx from which all good
follows, then we are rich in the coinage
of the new realm. ·When we would
rather die than be a cause of grief to
anyone, when we have the self-control
to refuse to gossip and distrust or to react with hate for hate, then we have gold
and silver indeed-the philosopher's
stone which transmutes all things. But
this is impossible without an extended
schooling in the art of longing.
"When the lamp of search, effort,
longing, fervor, love, rapture, attraction
and- devotion is enkindled in the heart,
and the breeze of love blows forth from
the direction of Unity, the darkness of
error, doubt and uncertainty will be dispelled and the lights of Knowledge and
assurance will encompass all the pillars
of existence."
On this depends the freedom from racial and religious prejudice; on this depends the willingness to admit of the
equality of the sexes, the development of
a universal consciousness, the amity of
capital and labor; from this will also
come the irresistible demand for an international auxiliary language to ensure
mutual understanding; it is the "open
sesame" to the oneness of humanity, and
no international court can be successful
without this longing in the hearts of the
individual representatives.
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All the disappointments, the chagrin,
the vexations, wars and difficulties of
this earth life are lessons in the school
of the supreme art-that of turning all
our attachments to things into a hunger
for Truth. They are the preparation of
the heart for the graduation exercises.
We go on from one grade to another
until one day we answer correctly, prove
our understanding of first principles, and
begin to long for sympathetic union with
all other souls-to be "one soul in many
bodies.~' This is the individual spiritual
graduation, the new birth.
But this graduation, like the intellectual one at college, is merely the beginning of the new life. Success has yet to
be attained. As it is written: "Then
strive with your life to be distinguished
among all people by deeds." We must
ever be wooers of Truth, and the successful new life is one of continuous unqualified dedication of effort, time and
desire.
"Sacrifice thou in the path of God the
thing which is most beloved by th~e." It
is comparatively easy to dedicate- certain
things which have no element of sacrifice-but it is not easy to consecrate desire in all its aspects.
With many people love Itself is a problem. Human love is so apt to be selfish
and absorbing. But let this be reversed,
or, in other words, let love manifest unselfishly and with detachment; let a
longing to sacrifice for another motivate
one's actions, then one may .become an
instrument of tremendous good resulting
in constructive efforts in behalf of all
humanity.
It is simple, but unless one is ready to
let go of self, how difficult!
To orient love is simply to change the
c!irection of the compass of the heart so
that the indicator will show love and
gooc!\yill for all humanity.
Success is mastery in the art of" longing, in the ability to submerge self-interest and to prefer the advancement of all
others to one's self.

'"

<n

'"

A group of Ba!!!]'.; friends in Avashiq, a village near Baghdad, Iraq (see opposite page).
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"WHAT HATH GOD WROUGHT?"
HE great interest surrounding the nations were- in a state of antagonism and
picture on the opposite page is from strife, manifesting the utmost enmity and
the fact that this group belongs to the 'hatred toward one another. Darkness
race which has followed the 1\1 uham- encompassed the world of mankind. At
madan religion for so many centuries, such a time as this, Baha'u'lIah appeared.
and which has been its most zealons He removed all the imitations and prejuguardian. That these people have be- dices which had caused separation and
come converts to the Baha'i religion is misunderstanding, and laid the foundaa very wonderful thing for it means that tion of the one religion of God. 'When
in doing so they have opened themselves this was accomplished, 1l'Iuhammadans,
to the Teachings of all the Prophets and Christians, Jews, Zoroastraians, BudMessengers of God, constituting them- dhists-ail were united in actual fellowsel yes thereby brothers to the Christian ship and love. The souls who followed
world. Especially are they tied in the Baha'u'llah from every nation have bebonds of blessed spiritual love with the come as one family, living in agreement
Baha'is the world over. An American and accord, willing to sacrifice life for
visiting this or like cOlllmunities of each other. The .lII uhammadan will give
Baha 'is in that part of the world are his life for the Christian, the Christian
received with the greatest love and af- for the Jew, and all of them for the
fection as absolute brothers.
Zoroastrian. They live together in love,
The reader can see at a glance the fellowship and unity. They have atextreme racial and oriental quality of tained to the condition of rebirth in the
these people. The greatest scholars of spirit of God. They have become revivitoday are wondering how we can bridge fied and regenerated through the breaths
the gulf existing bet\~een our western of the Holy Spirit. . . . The' people
civilization and these people of Asia who of the nations who have accepted him as
are so fixed and fanatical in their cus- the Standard of Divine Guidance enjoy a
toms and religious rites as to beat such condition of actual fellowship and love.
-great Yariilnce with the advai1cement of If you should attend a meeting in the
East you could not distinguish between
the western world and its modernism.
To those who have accepted the Baha'i Christian and Mussulman; you would
Teachings, this living of the life of not know which was Jew, Zoroastrian
brotherhood is the reality of religion. or Buddhist, so completely have they
become fraternized and their religious
They believe that"His Holiness Baha'u'llah, is the Col- differences been leveled. They associate
lective Center of unity for all mankind. in the utmost love and spiritual fragrance
He founded the oneness of humanity in as if they belonged to one family, as if
Persia. . . . From this foundation they were one people."
shines forth the radiance of spirituality
This record of accomplishment, quoted from
which is unity, the love of God, the the writings of 'Abdll'l-Baha, indicates what
'will be the results in the futHre when the cirknowledge of God, praiseworthy morals, ete of Hllity is 'widened until all come under the
and the virtues of the human world. bwmcr of the love of Cod; O/ld the one/LeSs of
becomes accepted and fuUy compreBaha'u'llah renewed these principles, just 1I!onhlld
hended. This will illsllre the "j'y[osl Creat
as the coming of spring refreshes the Peace" of the world. "Blessed are Ihe peaceearth and confers new life upon all phe- 11la/::ers/' trHl~/J for ilt this glad New Era they
are CH'l.li.'iiollillg the ci'z/ilisation of the futttrenomenal beings. . . ."
material alld di1/ille~t'hiclt shall make of this
"In the Orient the various peoples and world a garden and a paradise.-(M. H.)

T
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PEACE: A FUNDAMENTAL TRUTH
HE MOST important principle of clivine philosophy is the oneness of
the world of humanit)', the unity of mankind, the bond conjoining east
and west, the tie of love which blends human hearts.
Therefore it is our duty to put forth our greatest efforts and summon
all our energies in order that the bonds of unity and accord may be established among mankind. For thousands of years we have had bloodshed and
strife. It is enough; it is sufficient. Now is the time to associate together
in love and harmony. For thousands of years we have tried the sword
and warfare; let mankind for a time at least live in peace. Review history
and consider how much savagery, how much bloodshed and battle the
world has witnessed. It has been either religious warfare, political warfare
or some other clash of human interests. The ~,'orld of /zu11[aI!it:y has never
enjoyed the blessing of Universal Peace. Year by year the implements of
warfare have been increased and perfected. Consider the wars of past
centuries; only ten, fifteen or twenty thousand at the most were killed but
now it is possible to kill one hundred thousand in a single day. In ancient
times warfare was carried on with the sword, today it is the smokeleso
gun. Formerly battleships were sailing vessels; today they are dreadnoughts. Consider the increase and improvement in the weapons of war.
God has created us all human and all countries of the world are parts of
the same globe. vVe are all his servants. He is kind, just to all. "",,'hy
should we be unkind and unjust to each other? He provides for all. V,'hy
should we deprive one another? He protects and preserves all. Why
should we kill our fellow-creatures? If this warfare and strife be for the
sake of religion, it is evident that it violates the spirit and basis of alI
religion. All the divine manifestations have proclaimed the oneness of God
and the unity of mankind. They have taught that men should love and
mutually help each other in order that they might progress. Now if this
conception of religion be true, its essential principle is the oneness of 11t1manity. The hindamental truth of the manifestations is peace. This underlies all religion, all justice. The -divine purpose is that men should live
in unity, concord and agreement and should love one another. Consider
the virtues of the human world and realize that the oneness of humanitv
is the primary founclation of them all. Read the gospel and the other holy
books. You will find their fundamentals are one and the same. Therefore
unity is the essential truth of religion and when so understood embraces
all the virtues of the human worlel. Praise be to God! this knowledge
has been spread. eyes have been opened and ears have become attentive.
Therefore we must endeavor to promulgate and practice the religion of
God which has been founded by all the Prophets. And the religion of God
'Abdu'I-BahQ..
is absolute love and unity.

T

NOTICE: The business management of The Baha'i Magazine has
been transferred to vVashington, D. C, in accordance with the decision of
the National Spiritual Assembly of the Balul.'is of the United States and
Canada, with Alien B. McDanie! as Business Manager. Please note that the
Business Office address will hereafter be 706 Oti5 Bldg., "\i\,' ashington, D. C

ONSIDER the human \vorld. See
how nations have come and gone.
,I They have been of all minds and
purposes. Some were mere captives of self and desire, engulfed in the
passions of the lower nature. Theyattained to wealth, to the comforts of life,
to fame. And what was the final outcome? Utter evanescence and oblivion.
Reflect upon this. Look upon it \vith
the eye of admonition. No trace of
them remains, no fruit, no result, no
benefit; they have gone utterly; complete effacement.
Souls have appeared in the world who
were pure and undefiled, who have directed their attention toward God, seek- .
ing the reward of God, attaining nearness to the Threshold of God, acceptable
in the good pleasure of God. They
have been the lights of guidance and
stars of the Supreme Concourse. Consider these souls, shining like stars in the
horizon of sanctity forever more.
J

1

'Abdu'l-Bahci
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That which will leaven the human world is a love that will insure
the abandonment of pride, oppression and hatred.-' Abdu'l-Baha.

RELIGIONISTS are not the only his whole life and all its activities to
people looking and longing for the the service of humanity."
Kingdom of God. This thoughtwave seems to strike all minds de"TRUE CIVILIZATION," he has
voted to the establishment of more
previously defined, "is the condition
ideal conditions for humanity. One
in which every man shall devote
is nota little surprised, however, to
every side of his nature, in its fullest
find a historian making such an elocapacity, to free and willing service
quent plea for a spirituaIized humanof humanity as a whole." These are
ity as in the following words with
the words of a scholar in Oxford
which J. S. Howland ends his newly
University, who has in the course of
published "Brief History of Civilizahis studies analyzed carefully all the
tion :"
historic civilizations of humanity, as
"The. permanency of the progress
expressed -by pifferent races and at
thus far made depends upon the mandifferent times. ,He comes to the conner in which our modern freedom
clusion that those civilizations best
and civilization are based upon the
survive which best express brotherdeep spiritual truths first enunciated
hood and service.
in the East. For without the spirit
of love and brotherhood and service
for the future, and without the conONE MIGHT DESPAIR, however,
quest of selfish instinct, our civiliza- of seeing such an ideal state of hution must be revealed as no true and manity brought about when one
permanent civilization, but merely a views the motives back of even those
superficial culture or a transitory institutions at present most contribphase fated to such destruction as uting to our material civilization.
overtook Rome.
Does not one find acquisition, exploi"Yet there has never been so great -Cation dominating the life not only of
a hope before mankind as there is to- the individuals but also of the comday, so great a hope of civilization, merdaland political organizations
so great a hope of the coming of the composing our present-day civilizaKingdom of God. That hope can tion? From a man on the inside of
only be realized as every man in all one of our greatest indusltrieswe
the earth freely and willingly devotes heard recently of valuable inventions
661
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stifled, qllashed, because they would
upset the flow of wealth accruing
from existing manufactures. Thus,
from the most selfish of motives, not
only are the individual 'inventors deprived of the fruit of their genius,
but the whole public is deprived of
a better and cheaper article. It does
not need much acquaintance 1vith industrial and commercial life to realize how far from the ideal of "free
and 1villing service of humanity" our
present ,civilization is.

sllon, conflict and incoherent suffering. There was no scheme for the
distribution of this vast new wealth;
there was no clear conception that
any such distribution was possible.
"Under this tremendous dm~rn of
power and freedom, under a sky
ablaze 1vith promise, in the very
pres~nce of science standing like
some bountiful goddess over all the
squat darkness of human life, holding patiently in her strong arms, unNI men chose to take them, security,
plenty, the solution of riddles, the
key of the bravest adventures, in her
very presence, and with the earnest
of her gifts in court, the v,rorld was
to witness,"
and Mr. Wells
goes on to describe selfish: dishonest
litigation over the patents for this
invention. Soon a world-devastating
Vlar breaks out, in which atomic
bombs are used to destroy whole
cities, until the world's -most populous and C'ivilized places are reduced
to complete ruin. Then at- last men
come to their senses, and establish a·
cooperative world-government, working out entirely new ideals.

vVHAT IS the solution? Can 1ve
perfect civilization by adding still
more to its mat.erial advancement?
H. G. Wells, than whom no one has
t.hought more deeply into the evils
and" implications of the present world
order, in his "vVorld Set Free," pict.ures with an imagination so insighted as to approximate truth the
results to the world of the discovery
in 1953 of a new source of power,
released from the atom.
"The thing had come upon an. unprepared humanity," he explains.
"It seemed as though human society
was to be smashed by its own magnificent gains. There had been no
WE TRUST that Mr. Wells' dream
attempt anywhere even to compute of vvhat happens in 1953 is not a
the probable dislocations this flood prophecy. Yet the world's situation
of inexpensive energy 1vould produce looks ominous, unless a change comes
in human affairs. . . . The world in the affairs of man. How is this
in these days was not really governed change to come about? Through a
at all. Government was a treaty, not . different organization of society?
a design; it was forensic, conserva- Mr. "VeIls so conceives. But so
tive, disputatious, unseeing, unthink- great a thinker as James Harvey
ing, uncreative. The 1vorld was so Robinson, lin his book "1\i[ind in the
little governed that with the very Making," says that thereorganizacoming of plenty, in the full tide of tion of society or of government
an incalculable abundance, when w-ouId not do away with the present
everything necessary to satisfy hu- evils. What we need is a change of
man needs and everything necessary attitude.
to realize such will and purpose as
existed then in human hearts was
LET US put it more strongly.
already at hand, one has still to tell vVhat we need is a change in human
of hardship, famine, anger, confu- nature. A world given to individual-
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ism, self-seeking, brute competition, answer is irrefutable, but its assumpexploitation, cannot, under no-mat- tion false. True it is, that we can!ter-what configurations it is cast, at- not abolish war until we change hutain that civiliza,tion conceived of as man nature; but not true, that huthe Kingdom of God. For the prime man nature must remain unchanged,
requisite for the attainment of the that man must eternally express on
Kingdom of God on earth is the as- earth carnality.
cendancy in the human heart of moIT IS THE purpose of the Manitives of sympathy, altruism, cooperfestahons
of God to enable man to
ation, self-sacrifice for the group welsublimate
his
nature, to become enfare. These heavenly qualities must
reign, or there will be no God's King- dowed with divine characteristics, to
dom on this,. till now, tear-sitained acquire those spiritual qualities
which he is heir to as a son of Godplanet.
Christ, through whose message love, mercy, compass:ion, tending to
twenty centuries ago the idea of a cooperative living. If these qualities
divine civilization on earth has can be awakened in man, then the
gained such hold upon men's vision natutal, free expression of his nain the one prayer He left us, has ture will result in a happy, orderly
taught us· to repeat daily the defini- 'Civilization, a true brotherhood of
tion of the Kingdom of God as that man. But until these qualities are
condition of humanity in which established in man, no amount of exGoel's will shall be done on earth as ternal restraint, no amount of govit is in Heaven. And Plato, the great ernment or no new kind of governphilosopher, was granted a glorious ment, can enable a loftierl civilization.
vision of that super-world in which For the very fi9re and heart's blood·
all things exist in their pedection- of our present civilization is egoism.
the architypal world· of which this Its foundation is self-seek'ing, and its
superstructure an expression of the
world is but a broken reflection.
appropriative-self.
IT IS a help to men's endeavor, to
WHAT CAN change man's nature?
realize that the ideal configuration Can the appeal of God, through love
of humanity actually exists, in God's and kindness? Can the Call of His
plan at least; and that the task be- Manifestations? Christ once stood
fore us is not so much to create looking over the habitations of J erusomething un created as to appropri- salem and· uttered that sad plaint,
ate those gifts which already await "0 J erusalem, Jerusalem, thou that
us, claim our heritage as men made kill est the Prophets, and stonest
in the image of God, and bring them which are sent unto thee, how
heaven to earth.
often would I have gathered thy chilThis is a difficult task. So difficult dren together, even as a hen gatherthat the average man is wont to say eth her chickens under her wings,
that it is impossible. "Abolish war? and ye would not!"
It can't be done! Not till you change
Have we gained anything in spirhuman nature," is the skeptical re- 'itual capacity since that day, under
ply with which the man in the street two millenniums of the dispensation
rebuffs the idealist. The logic of this of the Christ?

May our actions so characterize us thai) it may be said of each one of us,
"There is a friend of God."-' Abd~~'l-Baha.
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THE KINGDOM OF GOD
COMPILED FROM THE UTTERANCES OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA

HIS CENTURY is the century of
T
. the Sun of Truth. This century
is the century of the establishment
of the Kingdom of God upon the
earth. (Star, Vol. 9, p. 7.)
THE DIVINE Kingdom is like a
beautiful garden, but ·if the people
who enter into that garden be blind,
they cannot realize anything of the
beauty of the flowers; and if they
should be deaf, they cannot hear the
melodies of the nightingale of that
garden; and if they have caught cold,
they cannot smell the fragrance of
the flowers. What is the reason? It
is because the deaf and the blind
have not the capacity and abiHty to
feel these things. It is as if they had
not entered into that garden. And so
it is with the divine ~ingdom of God.
Its stores are open: those who have
capacity can get the benefit, and if
they have not capacity they will get
no benefit at all. . . (Table Talks at
Aqa, p. 17.)
MAN IS rescued from the exigencies of nature by tra.ining and culture; consequently education is necessary, obligatory. But education is
of various kinds. There is a training
and development of the physical body
which insures strength and growth.
There is intellectual education or
mental training for which schools.
and colleges are founded. The third
kind of education ,is that of the spirit.
Through the breaths of the Holy
Spirit, man is uplifted into the world
of moralities and illumined by the.
lights of divine bestowals. . . .
The spirit of man must acquire its
bounties from the Kingdom of God

in order that it may become the mirror and manifestation of lights and
the dawnling-point of divine· traces,
because the human reality is like the
soil. If no bounty of rain descends
from heaven upon the soil, if no heat
of the sun penetrates, it will remain
black, forbidding, unproductive; but
when the moistening shower and the
effulgent glow of the sun rays fall
upon it, beautiful and redolent
flowers grow from its bosom. Similarly the human spirit or reality of
man, unless it becomes the recipient
. of the lights of the kingdom, develops
divine susceptibilities and consdously
reflects the effulgence of God, will not
be the manifestation of ideal bounties; for only the reality of man can
become the mirror wherein the lights
of God are revealed. The reality of
man will then .be as the spirit of this
world;' for just as the animus of life
quickens the physical human body, so
the body of the world will receive its
vivification through the animating
virtue of the sanctified spir'it of man.
(Pro. of U. P., Vol. 2, p. 324.)
IF MEN followed the holy counsels
and the teachings of the Prophets, if
Divine Light shone in all hearts, and
men were really religious, we should
soon see peace on earth, and the
Ktingdom of God among men. The
laws of God may be likened unto the
soul, and material progress unto the
body. If the body was not animated
by the soul, it would cease to exist.
. . . All our sorrow, pain, shame
and grief are born in the world of
matter; whereas the Spiritual Kingdom never causes sadness. A man
living with his thoughts in this
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Kingdom knows perpetual joy. . .
(Wisdom Talks in Paris.)
UNLESS et~'lics be improved, the
world of humanity will be incapable
of true advancement. Real advancement is dependent upon the world of
humanity becoming a center of di··
vine morals, becoming a place of the
effulgences of the Merciful, becoming a mirror reflecting the bestowals
of God. Thereby the world of humanity will become the image and
likeness of God. Until these virtues
reveal themselves in the world of humanity, real progress and advancement will not be possible. (Star, Vol.
4, p. 191.)
IN THE unmistakable and universal re-formation we are witnessing,
when outer conditions of humanity
are receiving such impetus, when human life is assuming a new aspect,
when sciences are stimulated afresh,
inventions and discoveries increasing, civic laws undergoing chang:e
and moralities evidencing uplift and
betterment, is it possible that spiritual impulses and influences should
not be renewed and reformed? N aturally new spiritual thoughts and inclinations must also become manifest. If spiritualiity be not renewed,
what fruits come from mere physical
reformation? For instance, the body
of man may improve, the quality of
bone and sinew may advance, the
hand may develop, of what use is the
rest? The important factor in human improvement' is the mind. In
the world of the mind there must
needs be development. and improvement. There must be re-formation
in the kingdom of the human spirit,
otherwise· no result will be attained
from betterment of the mere physical
structure. . . . Similarly, of what
avail is the re-formation of physical
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conditions unless they are concomitant Virith spiritual reformations?
Por the essential reality is the spirit,
the foundation basis is the spirit, the
life of man is clue to the spirit; the
happiness, the animus, the radiance,
the glory of man-all are clue to the
spirjt; ancl if in the spirit no reformation takes place, there will be
no result to human existence. . . .
The purpose is that the world of existence is dependent for its progress
upon re-formation; otherwise it will
be as dead. . . . Thoughts must be
lofty and ideals uplifted in order
that the world of humanity may become assisted in new conditions of
reform. ·When this re-formation affects every degree, then will come the
. very "dai of the Lord" of which all
the Prophets have spoken. (Star,
Vol. 4, p. 119.)
THAT v,lHICH is the cause of
everlasting life, eternal honor, universal enlighten;ment, real salvation
and prosperity is, first of 'all, the
knowledge of God. It is krio'ivn that
the knovlledge of God is beyond all
knowledge, and it is the greatest
glo'ry of the human world. For, in
the existing knmvledge of the reality
of things, there is material advantage and through it outward oivilization progresses; but the knowledge
of God is the cause of spiritual progress and attraction, and through it
the perception of truth, the exaltation of humanity, divine civilization,
rightness of morals and illumination
are obtained.
Secondly, comes the love of God,
the light of which shines in the hearts
of those who know God; its brilliant
rays illuminate the horizon and give
to man the life of the Kingdom.
(Ans. Questions, p. 338.)
HISTORY informs us that every
age has its special ties which bind
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the people together; but the strongest tie of all ages, the unbreakable
tie which binds the hearts together,
is the tie of true religion. Religion
has been the means of uniting contending nations and harmonizing
warring tribes. There is no agency
on this planet more potent than the
power of religion. . . .
By religion I mean the world of
celestial attributes. After the moral
aspect of humanity becomes readjusted, then the greatest unity will
be realized; but without this moral
readjustment it is impossible to establish harmony and concord, for it
is a fact that war, conflict, friction
and strife are but the visible results
of deterioration of morality and corruption of character. But when the
morality of humanity is beautified
with praiseworthy virtues there will
be an end to war. (Divine Philosophy, p. 176.)
IT IS therefore evident and proved
that an effort must be put forward
to carry out the purpose and plan of
the teachings of God in order that in
this great clay of clays the world may
be reformed, souls resuscitated, a
new spirit of life found, hearts become illumined, mankind rescued
from the bondage of nature, saved
from the baseness of materialism and
attain spirituality and radiance in
attraction toward the Divine Kingdom. This is necessary. This is needful. (StaT, Vol. 3, No. 18', p. 7.)
THIS IS the time for man to strive
and put forth his greatest efforts in
spiritual directions. Material civilization has reached an advanced
plane, but now there is need of spiritual civilization. Material civilization alone will not satisfy; it cannot
meet the conditions and requirements
of the present age. Its benefits are
limited to the world of matter. There

is no limitation to the spirit of man ,
for spirit in itself is progressive, and
if the divine civilization be established the spirit of man will advance.
Discoveries of the real, will become
more and more p,ossible, and the in. fluence of divine guidance will be increasingly recognize_d. All this is
conducive to the divine form of civilization. . . . Material civilization
has advanced unmistakably, but because it is not associated with divine
civilization, evil and wickedness
abound. (Pro. of U. P., Vol. 1, p.
97, 99.)
NO MATTER how far the material world advances it cannot establish the happiness of mankind. Only
when material and spiritual civilization are linked and coordinated will
happiness be assured. . . . If the
moral precepts and foundations of divine civilization become united with
the material advancement of man,
there is no doubt that the happiness
of the human world will be attained
and from every direction the gladtidings of peace upon earth will be
announced. Then humankind will
achieve extraordinary progress, the
sphere of human intelligence will be
immeasurably enlarged, wonderful
inventions will appear and the spirit
of God will reveal itself; all men will
consort in joy and· fragrance, and
life eternal will be conferred upon
the children of the kingdom. Then
will the power of the divine make
itself effective and the breath of the
Holy Spirit penetrate the essence of
all things. Therefore, the material
and the divine or merciful civilizations must progress together until
the highest aspirations and desires
of humanity shall become realized.
JPro. of U. P., Vol. 1, p. 105.)
FOR MAN, two wings are necessary. One wing is the physical
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power and material civilization; the
other is the spiritual power and divine civilization. vVith one wing only,
flight is impossible. Two wings are
essential. Therefore no matter how
much materia1 civilization advances
it cannot attain to perfection except through uplift of the spiritual
civilization. (Pro. of U. P., Vol. 1,
p. 10.)
THE WORLD of humanity shall
become the manifestation of the
lights of divinity, and the bestowals
of God shall surround all. From the
standpoints of both material and
spiritual civilization extraordinary
progress and development will be
witnessed. In this present cycle
there will be an evolution in civilization unparalleled in the history of the
world. The world of humanity has
heretofore been in the stage of infancy; now it is approaching maturity. Just as the individual human
organism having attained the period
of maturity reaches its fullest degree
of physical strength and ripened intellectual faculties, so that in one
year of this ripened period there is
witnessed an unprecedented measure
of development, likewise the world
of humanity in this cycle of its completeness and consummation will
realize an immeasurable upward
progress; and that power of accomplishment whereof each individual
human reality is the depository of
God, that outworking universal spirit
like the intellectual faculty, will reveal itself in infinite degrees of perfection.
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Therefore, thank ye God that ye
have come into the plane of existence
in this radiant century wherein the
bestowals of God are appearing from
all directions, when the doors of the
Kingdom have been opened unto you,
the call of God is being raised and
the virtues of the human world are
in the process of unfoldment. The
day has come when all darkness is
to be dispelled and the Sun of Truth
shall shine forth radiantly. (Pro. of
U. P., Vo!. 1, p. 35.)
THE SIGNS of God are resplendent and the teachings of the heavenly messengers are being spread.
May the hearts be directed to the
Kingdom of God and become illuminated by witnessing the lights of
God in order that all created beings
may obtain a portion of the divine
bestowals. May the spirit of life be
restored through the divine graces
of the Almighty and may the East
and West be bOlllld together. May
oneness and ha~mony become manifest in all regions.. May the people
of the world become as one family
and obtain the everlasting bounty.
(Pro. of U. P., Vol. 1, p. 100.)

o GOD! verily the world is in need
of reformation. Bestow upon it a
new existence. Give it newness of
thoughts and reveal unto it heavenly
sciences. Breathe into it a fresh
spirit and grant unto it a holier and
higher purpose. . . . Endow souls
with new perceptions and confer
upon them new virtues. (Pro. of U.
P., Vol. 2, p. 270.)

. ...
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THE DIVINE COMMUNITY
MARY HANFORD FORD

T

HE New Jerusalem has descended
many times. It appears truly
from the clouds, but they are clouds
of mentality and not of weather. The
heavenly city arises as Baha'u'llah
tells us with the appearance of the
Messenger of God. He is a mighty
channel through which the Holy
Spirit pours to all mankind, becoming a cause of quickening and new
life to the entire planet. With his
advent another civilization begins,
another type of humanity is visible;
science, art and architecture gaip.
added power and life. Men cannot
think the same thoughts as before
in the day of a messenger of God.
They must create and not copy.
This was notably a fact in the case
of Christ and in that of Muhammad.
We have grown to think of Christ as
a purely theological and dogmatic
figure identified by sorrow and the
stigmata. But in reality he was the
most glorious personage. When he
entered a room, one forgot all else,
because no other possessed his happiness, his force, his irresistible
charm.
Recall, for instance, his, interview
with the Samaritan woman. He had
seated himself upon the curb of J acob's well, to wait for the return of
his disciples, who had gone to buy
food; also no doubt to be ready for
the Samaritan woman, whom he must
have seen arriving. Can you picture
him seated there in all the splendor
of his youth, his radiance and wisdom?
He asked her for a drink, and then
added that if she knew who was
pleading for water she would beg of
him and receive such a draught that
she would never again be thirsty.

She glanced at him in surprise and
replied rather scoffingly to his suggestion that his gift would forever
quench thirst. One can see her in
the ripeness and arrogance of her
beauty. But his next word arrested
her, revealing his complete knowledge of all the secrets of her life.
She must have bent her head while
the flush mounted in her cheek, as she
listened to the truth about herself.
He had torn a way her veils and
touched her secret thought, so she
spoke of the prophecies, of the coming Messiah who would reveal all
truth. He said wonderful Words to
her, knowing she could understand:
"But the hour cometh and now is,
when the true worshipper shall worship the Father in spirit and in truth.
For the Father seeketh such to worship him. God is a spirit and they
that worship him must worship him.
in spirit and in truth."
How her heart burned when she
heard such- words! And because of
such burning he revealed to her his
station. Her thought was full of the
Messiah. "When he cometh he will
reveal all things." "And Jesus said
unto her, I that speak unto thee am
he !"
Can you wonder that she dropped
her water bucket and ran to inform
her friends of such a stupendous
event? For she had seen the Saviour
face to face! Before such an adventure everything else paled and.
lost its importance. She no doubt
forgot from that moment that she
was a Samaritan and could not worship in Jerusalem. For she had entered the heavenly city. The sunshine glittered henceforth upon its
pinnacles, and she walked its streets
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in happiness and faith. The heavenly city recognizes no social, racial
nor religious differences. It extends
over the entire globe, its citizens
speak all languages and are united
to all faiths. Their minds have been
illumined by the light of the Messenger, and with whatever faith they
are incorporated they have broken
down the barriers and they feel that
all religions are one. This has
brought them into the heavenly city,
so that, whether they live in Topeka,
Kansas, or in Bagdad, they know its
laws and its intricate byways.
'Abdu'l-Baha has described this
wide illumination of the Messenger
in numerous passages. In the great
tablet to Daniel Sutton he says:
"Thou hast written regarding the
verse of the gospel that it is categorically understood tbat in the day
of the Manifestation of Chrii3t all the
souls will hear the Call and obey it.
Know thou that faith is of two kinds.
The first is faith of words, of the
lips (objective faith), obedience with
all the limbs of the body, and it is
dependent upon the will of man. The
second is subjective faith and natural obedience. There is no doubt
that in the day of the Manifestation
of Christ, all the contingent beings,
whether in the first degree or second
degree, had subjective and natural
faith in His Holiness Christ. For
the creational objects are all parts,
but Christ is the whole; therefore
the part is subordinate to the whole
and obedient to it. The contingent
beings are structures, but Christ is
the foundation; therefore the structure stands firmly on and owes its
existence to the foundation.
"The existing things are branches,
leaves and blossoms, while Christ is
the root of the tree. It is evident
that the branch, the leaf, the blossom and the fruit are obedient to
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the tree. This is subjective faith.
But the knowing, discerning faith
which consists of the knowledge of
God and the comprehension of the
divine Words, there is very little in
every age. That is why it is said,
'Many are called but few are chosen.'
This is the truth."
In addressing Arthur Cuthbert of
England, 'Abdu'l-Baha gives a different answer to a similar question.
He says:
"Know thou that the distinguished
individual of every age is according
to the virtues of that age? The Distinguished Personage who was in the
former cycle, his power and virtues
were according to the former age,
but in this brilliant age and Divine
Cycle, the Noble Personage, the Radiant Star, the Distinguished One,
will manifest with virtues which will
eventually amaze the people, for he
is in spiritual virtues and divine perfections loftier than all the individuals, nay, rather he is the Source
of Divine Benediction,. and the Center of the Radiant Circle. He is certainly comprehensive. There is no
doubt that he will reveal himself to
such a degree as to bring all under
His overshadowing shelter. . . .
"The whole attracts the part and
the center of the circle is the axis of
the compass. Consider His Holiness
the Spirit (Christ) ; since he was the
center of spiritual power and the
origin of divine benediction, although
in the beginning he gathered but few
under his power, yet later through
that lconquerdng power he ushered
all sects under the shadow of the
Christian tabernacle. Compare the
present with the past; see the great
difference. By this thou canst measure and reach the Reality and know
of a certainty that the difference
among the sects of the world is due
to the difference of comprehensions.
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So long as the perceptive powers differ, surely the opinions and thoughts
also differ. But if One Great Perceptive Power which comprehends all
comes to thecenter, the differing
opinions become united and ideal
unity and oneness are revealed."
Baha'u'llah gives a marvellous description of the city in one of his
books called "The Iq{m" (Book of Assurance), beginning with the 137th
page. He tells us first how the seeker
who is in search of this city must
first cleanse and purify the heart.
He must free himself from greed and
selfishness, "consider backbiting an
error," love his neighbor and be
eager to share with him his possessions, "bestowing a portion upon the
destitute and not refusing benevolence and favor to the unfortunate."
All the joys of life and of the spirit
are found in this city and there we
discover our real kin. It may happen in the law of our existence that
the family relationship has not been
the most pleasant, and an inner comprehension has not been .granted us
through our brothers and aunts. But
the true relatives are in the world,
nevertheless, and we discover them
in the heavenly city, as we develop
the new senses that supplement the
five we brought with us from the
animal kingdom.
Baha'u'llah says: "When the lamp
of search, longing, effort, fervor,
love, rapture, attraction and devotion
is enkindled in the heart, and the
breeze of love blows forth from the
.direction of Unity; the darkness of
error, doubt and uncertainty will be
dispelled and the lights of knowledge and assurance will encompass
the pillars of existence. Then the
ideal herald will dawn as the true
morn from the Divine City, with spiritual glad tidings, and awaken the
heart, soul and spirit from the sleep

of negligence, with the trumpet of
knowledge. Then the favors and
confirmations of the eternal Holy
Spirit will impart such a new life
that one will find himself the possessor of a new eye, a new ear, a new
heart, and a new mind, and will direct his attention to the clear, universal signs and to the hidden inclividual secrets. With the new eye of
God he will see a door open in every
atom for attainment to the stations
of positive knowledge, certain truth
and evident light, and will perceive
in all things the mysteries of the
splendor of Oneness and the traces
of the Manifestation of eternity.
"What shall we mention of the
signs, tokens, appearances and splendOl'S ordained in that city, by the
command of the King of Names and
Attributes! It quencheththirst without water, and increaseth the heat of
the love of God without fire! The
ideal consummate wisdom is hidden
in every plant, and a thousand nightingales of speech are in ecstasy and
rapture upon every rose branch. The
mystery of the fire of Moses is revealed in its wonderful tulips, and
the breath of the Holy Spirit of Jesus
emanates from its fragrance of holiness. It bestows wealth without
gold, and grants immortality without
death. A paradise is concealed in
every leaf, and a hundred wisdoms
are treasured in everyone of its
chambers. Those who earnestly en··
deavor in the way of God after severance from all else, will become so
attached to that city they will not
abandon it for an instant. They will
hear conclusive proofs from the hyacinth of that assembly and will receive clear arguments from the
beauty of the rose and the melody of
the nightingale. This city is renewed
and adorned everyone thousand
years, more or less. Therefore, 0
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my friend! we must make an effort .upon the portionless, and favor the
to attain to that city, and remove the wanderers in the desert of ignorance
veils of glory, through divine favors with the cup of knowledge. In these
and lordly compassion, so that we cities are treasured and deposited the
may sacrifice the withered soul in the guidance, favor, knowledge, underpath of the New Beloved, and show standing, faith and assurance of all
forth a hundred thousand supplica- the heavens and earth."
tions and humiliations in order to be
In that spiritual city walk the ilfavored with that attainment. . . . lumined ones. All touch spiritually
In these cities sustenance is provided the Lord of the city, though they may
and eternal blessings are appointed. not know his name, and all feel the
They bestow spiritual food and pro- happiness that surges through its
vide preexistent benefit. They con- unbounded horizons blessing the infer the wealth of unity upon the peo- habitants of every country and comple of abstraction, bestow a portion munity .

. ... .

"THIS CENTURY is the centu.ry of the oneness of the world
of humanity, the century of justice; this century is t·he century
of universal peace, the century of the dawn of the Sun of Reality;
this century is the century of the establishment of the Kingdom
of God ~(,pon this eart<h; therefore, Let ~iS grasp eVe1"y mecms to
promote the federation of the world, that we may become the
recipi~nts of the divine outpourings."
'Abdu'l-Bc&hd.
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THE MASHRIQ'UL-ADHKAR
(BAHA'I TEMPLE)
CORINNE TRUE

"In this age Bah6:u'llrih has breathed the Holy SpiTit into the dead boclu
of the 'world."
.
"His Holiness, Bahri'u'llrih, has reiterated or r-eestablished the quintessence of the teachings ,of all the Prophets."
"Today His Holiness, Bahri'u/llrih, is the Collective Center of unity tOT all
h:~['manity ."
BUILDING of unequaled architectural design is in process of
erection in one of the loveliest parts
of Chicago, on the most popular automobile drive of that city, overlooking Lake Michigan and just as one
enters the charming suburb of Wilmette. We are attracted to make inquiry because of its uniqueness.
Upon investigation we find this
edifice is to have nine sides, nine entrances, surrounded by nine gardens,
nine paths interlacing the gardens,
nine fountains in these charming
gardens. At' the convergence of
these paths and gardens stands the
magnificent Baha,'i Temple, the design executed by Mr. Louis J. Bourgeois, and chosen as. the model for
the central edifice by the delegates to
the Baha,'i Convention, held. in New
York City, April 26 to 29, 1920. The
height is to be one hundred sixty-two
feet above the main floor, the diameter of the superstructure one hundred sixty-two feet, and tbe diameter
of the base two hundred and five feet.
Circular steps lead from the gardens
to the main floor, and a magnificent
dome caps the structure. Now that,
through investigation, we know of
the architectural design and the
geometrical gardens, the inquirer exclaims, "Who are the people undertaking this unique task? Are they
a sect of any of the world famed re-
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ligious movements? A knowledge of
the proj ectors of such a beautiful and
novel undertaking will surely be of
intense interest.
We find a great World Movement
promulgating the oneness of humanity and the oneness of the great
world religions, is back of this
project, and its adherents extend
throughout the known world. It is
the Baha,'i Movement, so named because its founder and originator is
Baha'u'llah, and its adherents are
called Baha'is.
Who was Baha'u'llah-the name is
Oriental? Where did he arise to promulgate his great universality?
Surely he is peerless in that his
Movement is founded upon two such
universal ideals: namely, that all the
religions are one, and that all men
constitute one humanity, one great
brotherhood. No religion that we
have investigated in our search for
Reality is praci;icing these two essential onenesses.
We are becoming more than interested, we are captivated, as we investigate further, as we note the unlimited outlook of this Movement.
Baha'u'llah teaches men, "Glory is
not his who loves his own, but who
loves humanity!" The great universal principles enjoined upon the
world by its Founder clearly prove
to the unprejudiced investigator that
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here is a Movement whose Originator surely is no ordinary teacher. His
world plan is for universal religion,
universal education, agreement of
science and religion, absolute equality of men and women, universal
peace established between all nations
and all races, a universal auxiliary
language. As we learn of these
principles, we are' convinced that
Baha:u'llab, the source and originator of such noble ideals, is a unique
and peerless educator of mankind.
From whence came this great educator and trainer of the Baha'! Movement? Who has established it upon
such noble and advanced postulates?
We turn to the annals of His life's
history with keenest interest to learn
what native land could give to the
world such a majestic figure. We
wonder what country 'possessed educational institutions so broad and
unfettered in their traditions that
the Founder of this Movement could
have been taught the tenets of a
World Federation! Especially curious are we to discover His nativity
because of the date of His birth, N 0vember 12, 1817-a time in history
when the spiritual and moral gloom
enshrouding the world was at its
densest, hardly penetrated by a single
ray of light. We are intensely eager
to ascertain His native land, to discover what country was so advanced
at that time as to produce such a
countryman. We are more than astonished to learn that so great a
teacher and trainer of men was born
in the land of Persia. Persia has occupied a unique place in the history of
the world. In her days of early great-.
ness she has been a veritable queen
among nations, unrivalled in civilization, in power and in splendor,
giving to the world great kings and
statesmen, prophets and poets, phil-'
osophers and artists. Zoroaster,
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CY1:us, and Darius, Hafiz and Firdawsi, Sa'di and Omar Khayyam are
a few of her famous sons. Yet in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries she had sunk to a condition of
deplorable degradation. Her government was corrupt and in desperate financial straights; some of her
rulers were feeble and others mon:..
sters of cruelty. Her priests were
bigoted and intolerant. Her people
ignorant and superstitious. Social
as well as religious affairs were in a
state of hopeless decadence. Education was neglected. Her people
looked upon western science and art
as unclean and contrary to religion.
In his nativity from such a land he
resembles the Holy N azarene of
whom the people said "Can anything
good come out of Nazareth 7" In the
face of all these densely dark conditions the Founder of the Baha'i
Movement arose in the East and the
rays of this Life-giving Orb have encircled the globe, and we find growing up in the heart of the western
continent this Temple, this superb
symbol of His universal ideals.
To construct a material building
and purchase so large a tract of land
for its site surely entails the expenditure of considerable sums of .money.
We naturally look to see if the Baba'is in Chicago have alone financed
this undertaking. Another big surprise awaits our inquirer. He finds
that the adherents of this Movement
from the four corners of the globe
have voluntarily and joyously sent
their contributions .to Chicago for
this edifice. From India, China, J apan, Turkey, Persia, Russia, Egypt,
Australia, New Zealand, South
Afrka, South America, all parts of
Europe, the United States and Canada, and even the isles of the seas,
have come these free-will offerings.
For the first time in the history of
man, the East is joining hands with
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the West in founding an Institution
built upon the broadest principles
known.
How can the fanatical Oriental be
so transformed as to voluntarily
unite with the Occidental infidel in
a project to construct an Institution
whose doors will be open to all the
nations and all the religions, where
there will be drawn no line of demarkation? 'Abdu'l-Baha, the son
of Baha'u'llah tells us-"When these
institutions"-which are the accessories to the great central House of
Worship-"college, hospital, hospice,
and establishments for the incurables, university for the study of
higher sciences and advanced educational courses, and various philanthropic buildings, are built, its do'Ors
will be open to all the nations and all
religions. There will be drawn absolutely no line of demarkation. Its
charities will be dispensed irrespective of color or race. Its gates will
be flung wide to mankind; prejudice
towards none:, love for all. "The
central building" (now in the process 'Of construction, "will be devoted
to the purposes of prayer and worship. Thus. for the time religion will
become harmonized with science, and
science will be the handmaid of religion, both showering their material and spiritual gifts on all humanity. In this way the people will
be lifted out of the quagmires of
slothfulness and bigotry."
We here learn that this beautiful
House of Worship surrounded by its
charming gardens and fountains is
but one unit of the Mashriq'UI-Adhkar. This is the unit to be constructed first; and attracts our immediate attention. The majestic
nine-sided edifice with its beautiful
dome standing in the midst of nine
beautiful gardens, with the nine cooling fountains, and the nine interlac-

ing paths leading up to the circular
steps that admit us to the interior
of our edifice, are surely a geometrical arrangement that must embody a
great truth. Here we have an impressive symbol which will give expression to an ideal that makes for
the realization of spiritual development, pure and righteous living, and
universal brotherhood, the symbol
on the Western Continent of the Universal Principles and Truths uttered
by Baha'u'llah.
When minds are liberated from
the prejudices of bigotry and ancestral worship, and man is untrammeled in his search for truth and investigation of reality, he discovers
that all the great religions are turning to a Reality which is the source
of all their moral and spiritual life.
The Jew calls this Divine Reality,
Moses; the Buddhist, Buddha; the
Muhammadan,
Muhammad;
the
Christian, Christ, etc., and from
these Divine Realities have emanated
the Law of God and the Knowledge
of God.
The nine paths of our gardens
symbolize the nine great paths to
Truth opened by the Founders of the
nine great world religions. Each of
the religions planted a Garden of
Eden, with a fountain in the center,
symbolizing the Holy Book of Scripture by which each garden is irrigated with the Water of Life (the
Word of God) causing the plants and
trees of the Godly attributes to
spring up in the being of man and
refresh and revitalize humanity with
spiritual fragrance and beauty,upbuilding in one or another part of
the earth a new civilization resultant
from the laws and ordinances recorded in each book.
vVe observe that the nine paths of
these gardens converge in the one
central building-the
House of
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Prayer and \V" orship. Likewise do absolutely clear of all indebtedness
we find that the nine great religions and plans are in operation to raise
converge in one great Central Goal- the amount needed for the main floor
namely, the establishing of the King- so that construction may be resumed.
dom of God upon earth, one FatherSurely this edifice has passed from
hood and one great brotherhood.
the realm of ideality into the realm
Throughout the books of the great of actuality, when so much has alreligions runs a golden chain of ready been accomplished by the
promise, each Prophet adding· his united efforts of the Baha'is throughpearl to this divine necklace, all ad- out the world, men and women
monishing man that a time would brought up in the tenets of all the
come when man would beat his sword nine great religions. Has it not aland spear into implements of hus- ready proven to Y'ou its power to rebandry, and man would learn war no move from the people the prejudices
more and this earth would become and superstitions of the past, and to .
the throne upon which God's King- unite the widely separated people of
dom would be established, one God all creeds and races?
and one humanity.
The site in Wilmette was chosen
This central building will be the and purchased for the Mashriq'Ulpoint where mankind, so widely sepa- Adhkar because it was the most beaurated in the past by prejudices and tiful site available in Chicago or its
mutual unfriendliness, wi.1l be har- immediate environs, commanding a
moniously united in the worship of magnificent outlook over Lake Michithe One God. Through the founding gan, attracting both land and seaof such institutions where Science faring travelers to this great symand Religion unite to uplift man- bolic structure reminding them ever
kind, does Baha'u'llah purpose to of God and brotherhood.
supplant all religious, racial and sciThe· name JY-[ashriq'Ul-Adhkar is
entific differences, and implant in the Oriental and perhaps excites wonheart of humanity the great Oneness derment. It is an Arabic term sigof God and man.
nifying .. "the dawning-place of the
mentionings
of God." Why has it not
After learning all the noble ideals
been
translated
into English? Let us
to be embodied in the Mashriq'UIAdhkar still a reacti'on may come in stop to consider. Has history prothe mind of the inquirer. He may duced a plan resembling in any feasay the world has had multitudes of tUre this Institutional Plan of Baha'Utopian dreams, what proof have we u'llah, covering buildings to be dethat this one may not be doomed to voted to the religious, scientific, charthe same fate? Let us cite to you itable and philanthropic education· of
the fact that already Baha'u'llah's mankind, and to be erected by the
plan is in practical operation in the voluntary 'Contributions of the folMashriq'UI-Adhkar completed in lowers- of Baha'u'llah throughout the
Eshkabad, Russia. And here in world? We have found no English
America the beautiful site compris- word that conveyed the meaning of
ing several acres of choice land has our Baha'i institutions and this combeen entirely paid for and the tre- pelled us to introduce into America
mendous concrete foundations firmly the name given by the Origina,tor.
laid and also paid for, so that the This dawning-place is not only one
Foundation Hall that you now see is for prayer and worship, but a place
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from whicn the inspirations of prayer
and worship will immediately be
transmuted into adual and selfless
service to humanity through its accessory buildings. Knowing the real
purpose of the Mashriq'UI-Adhkar
and its great benefits to humanity,
we soon cease to be cognizant of the
strangeness of name and unhesitatingly adopt it in English.

•

When in the years to come all of
the component parts of this Collective Plan are completed, nowhere
in the world will be found a group of
buildings so beautiful, so inspiring
and so beneficial to mankind. Here
will be taught the basic Principles
of the great World Movement founded by Baha'u'llah.

_

a

WORLD PEACE AND A WORLD SPEECH
HENRY W. HETZEL
PRESIDENT OF ESPERANTO ASSOCIA'(ION OF NORTH AMERICA

ODEiRN invention, and especially the rapid increase in the
means of communication, are bringing our neighbors and ourselves in
contacts increasingly numerous and
intimate. If this is not to be supplemented by an increas~d sense of mutual dependence and tolerance, misunderstandings and enmities are
bound to arise and to deepen. If the
world is to be saved from future wars
and if civilization itself is not to perish utterly, the peoples of all countries must cultivate the fullest degree of interrelations. Acknowledging the heaven-ordained fact of their
interdependence, they must seek the
fulfillment of their highest ideals
through world wide cooperation.
Yet in the very tool of communication and cooperation, language,
there have always been and are potentialities for keeping alive the
spirit Of suspicion and aloofness.
National tongues are not only distressingly numerous, exceedingly
cumbrous, illogical and difficult to
master, but they are too much tinc-
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tured with the characteristics, psychology and prejudices of the countries where they are native. The
"world democracy," heralded on all
sides by far-seeing statesmen and enlightened thinkers, demands neutrality even in its choice and use of a
vehicle of thought.
The advantages of a common
speech for the whole world are obvious. Far from desiring the abolition or even the weakening of any of
the existing national languages in
which the culture of the race is
wrapped up, the world does need a
common, neutral tongue .. The inventions of man are fast making this
globe of ours a very small place, indeed. Whether we like it or not, we
are' rubbing elbows with our neighbors more than ever before and the
relations thus set up are bound to become even more intimate. Great
movements-economic, philosophiC,
religious and humanitarian-are becoming as much at home in one country as in another. Grave problems
of statecraft, education, science and
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industry are ansmg which, as they
concern the human race as a whole,
can only be solved by the united and
cooperating intelligence of all mankind.
The world has been for ages, and
still is, suffering from an oVer-emphasis on mere nationality. A national consciousness is, of course, not
to be deplored-at least as a step
from a narrow tribal isolation in the
direction of a wider solidarity. But
today, mountains and deserts, rivers
and oceans have lost their power to.
separate men; the chief barriers now
are linguistic ones, which, determining as they do in large measure the
confines of nationality, tend to fix
even the economic frontiers.
The world has long ago gotten used
to certain codes for universal communication; for instance, there is
nothing strange to us in the internationality of the Arabic numerals,
musical notation, the metric system,
chemical sy:mbols, and signaling at
sea, and yet in the matter of mere
speech we are helpless. A mariner
by means of signals raised aloft may
convey some crude idea to a passing
ship of another nationality, but
should he step upon its deck he and
its commander would find a conversation impossible.
Though not the first project to
meet the growing world need, Esperanto, the work of Dr. L. L. Zamenhof, of Warsaw, in 1887, immediately attracted an attention that
was more than academic and in a few
years it had far out-distanced its
competitors, both as to the extent of
its literature and the number of its
adherents. Its root-words, prefixes
and suffixes were selected on the
principle of "maximum internationality," and so easy and logical is the
formation of derivatives that only a
few hundred primary words need be
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learned. An Esperantist actually
coins words as he goes along, and,
even by a person who may never
have heard such words before, he is
instantly and precisely understood.
The spelling is phonetic, the tonic
accent is always on the penultimate
syllable, and the whole grammar is
stated in sixteen simple rules (without an exception), which many people have actua:ly learned in an hour!
The following specimens scarcely require a translation:
"Simpla, fleksebla, belsona, vere
intermacla en siaj elementoj, la lingvo Esperanto prezentas al la mondo
civllizita la sole veran solvon de lingvo internacia; char, tre facila por
romoj nemulte instruitaj, Esperanto
estas komprenata sen peno de la personoj bone edukitaj. Nil faktoj ateslas la meriton praktikan de la nomita
lingvo." ;
Far from being a "universal" language in the sense that it aims to
displace existing, national tongues for
home use, Esperanto has a record of
accomplishment as an auxiliary language that has long ago lifted it
above the level of a mere proj ect.
During its thirty-eight years of existence it has become, say its advocates, an every-day, practical means
of communication between thousands
of people in all parts of the world.
Correspondence between E.sperantists, all the way from stamp collecting and the mere exchange of picture
post-cards up to discussions of philosophy, scientific matters and world
politics are common-places, as may
easily be seen by anyone glancing
through the correspondence columns
of the journals (now about one hundred twenty-five of them), regularly
published in the language in all parts
of the world. Text books for instruction have appeared in at least thirtyeight languages, including such lit-
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tIe known~ ones as Catalonian, Fin- cially trained (in the case of Seville,
nish, Japanese, Croatian,* Arabic, Spain, specially compensated), to be
Icelandic and Welsh. Of translated of service to the visiting foreigner
works from national literature there who has already taken the little trouare many thousands, all the way ble to meet him upon the linguistic
from Mother Goose to the Bible, in- middle ground. Thanks to the servcluding masterpieces of Shakespeare, ices of the "Universala E,sperantoRawthorne, Tolstoi, Dumas, Ander- Associo" whose "delegitoj" or conson, Maeterlinck, Dickens, Moliere, suls are in every big city (and many
Schiller, Poe, Rugo, Reine, Ibsen and small towns) of Europe and the rest
others. Many a gem from the lesser of the world, the visitor is assured of
known tongues, such as Finnish and a welcome and guidance such as no
Bulgarian, has been published, which tourist agency can give. The testibefore (on account of the costs of mony . is unanimous that the fine
translation and pUblication in other spirit of helpfulness thus displayed
national tongues) was seldom or reveals the fact that the bond of
never read outside of its own coun- union is something more than the
try. The original works, though not mere possession of a language in
forming as extensive a list as the common; it is a fine faith in the postrans1lations, are nevertheless fairly sibility of a better world through
numerous and cover a wide range of complete mutual understanding.
subjects-scientific,
mathematical
International congresses of the
and linguistic treatises, guide books usual kind, whether for professional,
for travelers, and of course fiction, religious, commercial or scientific
aims, not only have felt the diversity
being ex:amples.
Tourists find Esperanto of consid- of tongues to be a serious handicap,
el'able help. Thousands have vis- but they have never been able to forited foreign shores and journeyed get the nationalistic differences'
through other countries of Europe, among their members. Compared to
and by the aid of the international this kind of a gathering with its inlanguage have had their travels evitable division into mutually unmade more pleasant and profitable comprehending linguistic groups and
than could otherwise have been. This its restriction to two or three "offistatement will not sound significant cial" languages, a congress of Esto the person who can "get along in perantists stands out in refreshing
Europe ,on English alone." He can contrast. There have been seventeen
"get along," but the person who can of these since 1905; that at Nuremmerely do this must limit his conver- berg in 1923 was attended by as
sation to waiters, ticket sellers and many as five thousand delegates
porters. To the Esperantist alone from forty-three different countries
belongs the joy of meeting for- and representing about the same
eigners, as many as one has time to number of national tongues.
meet in any journey or in any visited
Not only in the general business
city and of conversing with a free- sessions, where the formal speeches,
dom and on a linguistic equality that the unprepared discussion and chance
is never experienced when any na- remarks, are all in the international
tional tongue is the medium. In at language, but in a dozen or more
least a dozen big cities of Europe "side congresses" Esperanto is the
there are Esperantist policemen spe- sole medium heard. Delegates talk
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shop with no un comprehending auditor, with perfect geysers of technical
terms, too, and with a vigor and a
naturalness that is only paralleled
where everyone speaks the same
mother tongue.
There is usually a play and a musical evening--perhaps an opera and
even a vaudeville show-to say nothing of several excursions and many
informal social gatherings; and not
a word of any national tongue heard
the whole week through! Plays have
been presented at such congresses by
professionals who six or eight weeks
before the event had not even begun
the study of the language. As an
illustration of the fact that congresses wherein Esperanto is used
are not limited solely to. propagandists of the language let us take the
Commercial Congress which met in
Venice in April, 1923. Here were
over two hundred official delegates
from twenty-three different countries, representing eighty-nine Chambers of Commerce, thirty tourists'
associations, twenty-one international fairs, and over sixty industrial
federations (business men, and not
long'-haired idealists, merely), conducting its three-days' program entirely in Esperanto. As an indication of how easily the language may
be acquired, it is significant that a
number of the speech-makers actually learned all they needed of Esperanto on their way to the Congress.
In all these gatherings and, in
truth, upon every occasion where the
international language is used orally,
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one striking fact makes itself eVldent-the absolute uniformity of
pronunciation. As far as speech is
any indication, you cannot tell the
Spaniard from the Bulgarian, or
either from the Swede, and the laughable mistakes that are made in such
guesses at one another's nationality
are among the commonplaces of Esperanto world-gatherings. The significant fact is impressed upon all,
visitors as well as participants, that
the sense of nationality completely
. has disappeared and is all but forgotten!
The idealistic side of an Esperanto
congress finds its climax and its appropriate symbol in the religious
service, always a feature of such a
gathering. Here you are in a big
church filled with worshippers from
at least' twenty diffe;ent. countries
and you hear, in a language perfectly
understood by all, the priest, pastor,
or rabbi, as the case may be, preach
the brotherhood of man now being
realized through a neutral medium,
when heart speaks to heart across
the boundary line. Here, when you
see every head bowed in reverence
before the same and all important
verities and realize that before you
is actually assembled the ~l)oTlcl, you
will concede the claim that something
big has come to pass in the affairs
of men. At least, here is one new
thing under the sun! And, however
unimaginative you may be, does not
the sight before you hold a promise
of tremendous importance for civilization and the spiritual welfare of
the race?

. ....

"His Holiness Bah6,'u'llrih many ye1ar's ago wr'ote a, book: ca,zzed 'The ivlost Holy Book,'
one of the funda,mental principles of which is the necessity of c'f'eating cm InternJationcd
Languaige, and he explains the g'f'eat good and advantage that will result From ,its
use . . . .
"He W'f'ote to the kings and r'ule'f's oj' the var'ious nations Tecommending that one [cmguage should be sanctioned anti adopted by aU gO?Jernments. l-lccording to this, each
nation shou.ld acqu'ire the univeTsal larnguage in; addition to ,its natal tongue."
'Abdu'l-Baha.

Delegates to the Seventeenth International Esperctnto Cong1'es's at Genevc&, SwitzeTland, asse'mbled in the garden of the F(ilace
of the Lecigue of Nations, Balui'i delegates tTom Pittsburgh, Chicago, Geneva, London and StuttgaTt WM'e 1Jresent, '
(See opposite page)
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A GLIMPSE OF THE BAHA'I MOVEMENT
AND ESPERANTO
A few thoughts j'T01n the Seventeenth Un'iversal Esperanto Congress held tn Geneva

MARTHA ROOT

LL the world loves Geneva, the
A
charming little city in the heart
of Europe. God loves her, too, for
He has given her the most splendid
view of Mt. Blanc and at her feet
has laid the exquisite Lake Leman
about which poets and bards write
and sing. However, it is the spirit
of Geneva which is even more lovely
than her setting. From Geneva came
a John Calvin, came the Red Cross,
and now more than three hundred
and fifty international associations
have their annual sessions in this
"City of Nations." Geneva, an independent city and very small-one
hundred fifty thousand populationhas had the courage to stretch out
her arms in tender sympathy to the
world outside her gates. Thirty-five
international organizations have permanent headquarters here. Among
the best kno"\vn are the League of
~ ations, the International Esperanto
Association, the new International
Baha'i Bureau, International Red
Cross Society, \iV orld's Alliance of
Y. M. C. A., International Labor Bureau, International Union for Help
to Children,' World Union for
Women, Women's League for Peace
and Freedom.
The Seventeenth Annual Esperanto Congress, held the first week in
August, had many happy features.
Eight hundred delegates and many
other Esperanto visitors from every
corner of the globe greeted one another up and down the streets. Countenances and costumes were different, but the "dear language" and the

little star (Esperanto symbol-were
the same. The five points in this star
represent the five continents, the
white background is the universal
color of peace and the green is the
Esperanto color of hope).
Come with me, 0 friendly reader,
into the International Baha'f Bureau,
where the two Baha'i Esperanto sessions are held. People from more
than twenty-five countries come in to
learn, "What IS THE Baha'i Movement ?" Some come two hours ahead
of the time announced, others troop
in just on the hour, still others come
very late from technical group meetings. Tea is served before and after
the programs. The Czechoslavakian
talks with the Scotsman, the Japanese with men from South America,
Australian
women
with
peace
workers from Holland, the joyous
hubbub rises to the white ceiling in
ONE TONGUE-the Masterpiece of
Zamenhof!
Over the tea cups the writer heard
many interesting bits of conversation anent the Baha'i Cause and Esperanto. Here are a few about the
linguistic international. One Chinese who had recently come from
Peking said: "I feel myself at home
in Geneva this week, because everywhere I go I understand and am understood. Next week when the Esperantists leave I shall again be a
stranger in a strange land." A Litvian added, "When I meet some one
Whom I long to know as a brother
and a comrade, if I cannot under-
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stand his language, I still am a
stranger."
Another man expressed the inner
meaning of Esperantism when he
said: "As love is the modern language of society, the principle of a
universal language must be love and
that is the principle of Esperanto."
Mr. Romain Rol1and, the \vriter,
said that Esperanto is a "literary language." A Geneva University Professor, Mr. Charles Baudouin, said:
"Esperanto gives us the impression
of being a work of art; of being a
splendidr piece of architecture with
clear outlines, unembarrassed by excess of ornament; so that we ask ourselves how anything so beautiful can
be constructed of so few materials.
Esperanto is alive, viable. It is the
\vork of a man of genius. It is the
output of one man and one life. Zamenhof discovered his language by
'continually thinking about it'as Ne\vton said when speaking of his own
discovery."
. Another delegate remarked that
Esperanto is tne language of the future. Boys and .girls who expect to
travel when they are grown, should
study Esperanto. They cannot learn
all languages, but with this international tongue they can converse with
people in every city. They can begin
now and interchange letters and picture postcards with the youth in faraway lands. They will supplement
their reading and geography by
knowing something of the character
and customs of their overseas neighbors. There are many· smallcountries in Europe; perhaps American
boys and girls do not know them
well, but they have very interesting
peoples.
One of the League of Nations' secretaries said that more was accomplished in the Baha:i session of two
hours than the other international

societies could have made clear in a
whole day, for there yvere no language difficulties.
The Esperantists, and they included some of the best thinkers of Europe, listened \vith intense interest
to the Baha!i principles. Mr. Edouard
Combe, Esperantist and journalist on
"La Tribune de Geneve," was present, and wrote an excellent article
about the Baha/i Movement. The leading papers of Rome, Milan, and journals in Spain followed with Bahii,'i
. articles; ne\vspapers in Ukrania,
Bulgaria, journals in the Far East,
also in Australia and South Africa
have written about these bvo Bahii,'i
Esperanto sessions, and about the
Baha'i :J1ovement.
Certainly the Seventeenth Universal E:speranto Congress shows the
world that Esperanto is not a mere
dream of idealists in the minds of a
feyv, but that it lives and breathes
in the hearts of a great people scattered over the entire globe. It was
possible to address representatives
of more than fifty nationalities and
to bring them together in the great
cause of peace on earth.
Following this foreword is a resume of an account which will shoyv
the European attitude towards the
Baha'f Movement and Esperanto.
Professor Charles Baudouin of
Geneva Gniversity, Geneva, Switzerland, and one of the speakers at the
Baha'i sessions in the Seventeenth
Universal Esperanto Congress in,
Geneva, wrote an article on the Baha'f :J10vement for "Coenobium," Lugano and Milan, Italy. Later this
article was published in his book,
"Contemporary Studies." Here are a
few excerpts:
"'rVe westerners are too apt to imagine that the huge continent of Asia
is sleeping as soundly as a mummy.
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We smile at the vanity of the ancient
Hebrews, who believed themselves to
be the chosen people. We are amazed
at the intolerance of the Greeks and
Romans, who looked upon the members of all other races as barbarians.
Nevertheless, we ourselves are like
the Hebrews, the Greeks and the Romans. As Europeans we believe Europe to be the only world that matters, though from time to time we
may turn a paternal eye towards
America, regarding our offspring in
the New World with mingled feelings of condescension and pride.
"However, the great cataclysm of
1914 is leading some of us to undertake a critical examination of the
inviolable dogma that the European
nations are the elect. Has there not
been of late years a demonstration
of the nullity of modern civilization
-the nullity which had already been
proclaimed by Rousseau, Carlyle,
Ruskin, Tolstoy, and Nietzche? We
are now inclined to listen more attentively to whispers from the East.
Our self-complacency has been disturbed by such utterances as that of
Rabondranath Tagore, who, lecturing at the Imperial University of
Tokyo on June 18, 1916, foretold a
great future for Asia. The political
civilization of Europe was 'carnivOr01.1S and cannibalistic in its tendencies.' The East was patient, and
could afford to wait until the West,
'hurrying after the expedient' had to
halt for want of breath. 'Europe,
while busily speeding to her engagements, disdainfully casts her glance
from . her carriage window at the
reaper reaping his harvest in the
field, and in her intoxication of speed
cannot but think him as slow and
ever receding backwards. But the
speed comes to an end,' the engagement loses its meaning, and the hungry heart clamors for food, till at
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last she comes to the lonely reaper
reaping his harvest in the sun. For
if the office cannot wait, or the buying or selling, or the craving for excitement-love waits, and beauty,
and the wisdom of suffering and the
fruits of patient devotion and reverent meekness of simple faith. And
thus shall wait the East till her time
comes.'
"When we turn our eyes towards
Asia, we are astonished to find how
much we have misunderstood it; and
we blush when we realize our previous ignorance of the fact that,
towards the middle of the nineteenth
century, Asia gave birth to a great
religious movement-a movement
signalized for its spiritual purity, one
which has had thousands of martyrs,
one which Tolstoy has described. H.
Dreyfus-Barney, the French historian of this movement, says, that it
is not 'a new religion,' but 'religion
renewed,' and that it provides 'the
only possible basis for a mutual understanding' between religion and
free thought.' Above all, we are impressed by the fact that, in our own
time, such a manifestation can occur, and that the new faith should
have undergone a development far
more extensive than that undergone
in the same space of time nearly two
thousand years ago by budding
Christiani ty."
Then Prof. Baudouin gives an excellent history of the Baha'i Movement. In speaking of the Teachings,
later, he says: "Bahaism is not a
metaphysical .system. It has neither
priests nor dogmas. Mirza Husain
(Baha'u'llah) says that it is intellectually incumbent upon each one
to follow in all things his own reason
and 'the guidance of the natural
lights.
"An .idea which plays a leading
part in Buha'u'llah's teaching is that
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of the 'prophets' which was likewise
dominant in Jewish and in Muhammadan teaching. But the Bahaist
conception of the prophet is wider
and freer in scope than that characteristic of the earlier creeds. The
prophet, the inspired sage, is not
made known to us by the material
signs which, according to the credulous, bore witness to the prophetic
mission of Moses, Jesus, or Muhammad. In this day he is a man who,
because of his past life and his social position, is likely to be despised
by the proud. 'Such a man as Jesus,
is unhesitatingly treated as an unbeliever, and is speedily put to death.
Though a hundred thousand voices
proclaim it, still most people will
deny that the son of an unknown man
can be the Messiah.'
"Socrates is said to have declared
that philosophy came from heaven;
Baha'u'llah makes the same claim for
religion. He insists that the great
revelations of the past can be renewed today. The miracles related.
in the sacred writings are of a ,spiritual nature,. and they are no less
miraculous now than of yore.
"The prophet is not disclosed to
the peoples by signs obvious to all.
Far from it, the prophet is a protestant and an innovator, and this inevitably makes him hated by those who
are under the dominion of traditional views."
Again, Prof. Baudouin says: "It
would seem that the tendency which
found expression in the Baha'i Movement was in conformity: with the general need of our age. The law of
love, according to Baha'u'llah, is
something more than a precept for
the regulation of the individual life;
it is essentially social, for it aims at
regulating the whole development of
social life. That is why he is so severe a critic of the patriotism which

plays so large a part in the national
life of our day. Love of our native
land is legitimate, but this love must
not be exclusive. A man should love
his country more than he loves his
house (this is the dogma held by
every patriot). But Baha'u'llah adds
that he should love the divine world
more than he loves his country. From
this standpoint patriotism is seen to
be an intermediate stage on the road
of renunciation, an incomplete and
hybrid religion, something we have
to get beyond. Throughout his life,
Baha'u'llah regarded the ideal of universal peace as one of the most important of his aims.
"Baha'u'llah is not only a Prophet,
he is a poet. Like all the great mystics, he uses a language packed with
imagery, and his symbols, with their
exotic flavor, give what he has to say
an added charm."
The article closes with the paragraph: "Such is the new voice that
sounds to us from Asia. Such is the
new dawn in the East. We should
give them our close attention; we
should abandon our customary mood
of disdainful superiority. If Baha'u'Ilah's principles are to become our
spiritual food, they must be relived
by the religious spirits of Europe,
must ,be rethought by minds schooled
in the western mode of thought. But
in its existing form, the Baha'i
Teaching may serve, amidst our present chaos, to open for us a road leading to ,solace and to comfort; may
restore our confidence in the spiritual destiny of man. It reveals to
us how the human mind is in travail;
it gives us an inkling of the fact that
the greatest happenings of the day
are not the ones we were inclined to
regard as the most momentous, not
the ones which are making the loudest noise."
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EASTERN
AND WESTERN CIVILIZATIONS
PROF. MASAHARU ANESAKI
Editor's Note: Prof. Anesaki is head of the department of Compar'ative Religions in
thg Tokyo Imperial University. He was invited to be a delegate to the Institute of Pacific Rela,tions, but was unable to attend. The following talk was given by him while
he was in Honolulu for the day on his return voyage to Japan, the day before the opening
of the Institute.

T GOES without saying that the
East means, as it did in ancient
times, chiefly Asia, and the West,
Europe, and later America. East
and West are facing each other
across the Pacific.
As for Europe and America, they
are united by the same strain of civilization and culture, so there have
been no difficulties about the Atlantic
relations save some minor ones. Not
so with regard to the relations be-'
tween both sides of the Pacific. Here
are found some deep-rooted differences, which, fortunately, however,
have not yet led to any dangerous
crises, and which I earnestly. hope
will never occasion fatal 'disruptions.
Unlike the Atlantic relations, the
relations across the Pacific are not
based upon intellectual, economic, political and moral ideas flowing from
one s:de only. In the Pacific the currents of cu'lture and civilization start
from both sides and run into each
other. The Occidental and Oriental
elements coming together necessarily
occasion conflicts' and difficulties,
though I do not consider these difficulties beyond harmonious settlement.
In history different strains of culhire have met and antagonisms and
difficulties have arisen. For instance,
the clash of the Hebrew and Hellenic
ideas are shown in the work of Paul
and Peter. Then farther down in

history the invasion from the north
of the Germanic tribes who came
down and ravaged and pillaged the
ancient civilization of the Mediterranean races. There is a feeling that
the domination of one over the other
is a necessary fact. This remains
true to a certain degree, at present,
but it does not mean that it will be
so forever. Take France, for example. The French are not a homogeneous people, and yet in spite of this
they make up one nation unified in
development and nationality. I personally feel that too much is made of
nationalism. In history you see a
repetition of different civilizations
meeting and conflicting with one another. Out of such conflicts has come
degeneration sometimes, but more
often the result has been a happy
union of cultures.
Now you are going to tackle this
great program of the Pacific relations. ,You will take up subjects one
by one' and discuss them thoroughly.
This is certainly true in a sense, but I
wonder whether it is not a fundamental error of science to reduce
everything to, economic effect. We
cannot live without bread, but "one
cannot live by bread alone." Its distribution and consumption is a very
important matter, especially. in this
century of industry and commerce.
But more important is the question
of our attitude towards wealth.
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vVealth in itself is not necessarily an
objectionable thing; it has a value
undoubtedly. It is, however, our attitude, whether as producer or consumer, that is of importance. In the
same way every factor in human life
might be reduced to the commercial,
intellectual, economic, or spiritual attitude of man towards life.
In the present time the West represents the progressive side of humanity. The Western Peoples are
active and aggressive. The chief
banner of the West is Progress. The
word and the idea of Progress is not
so old as many people think. It began in the 18th century. Before that
time your ancestors did not speak so
much of progress. Many years ago
people thought that the end of the
world was approaching, whether towards a millennium or to a fatal end.
Therefore progress was not regarded
as the principal thing.
Now human life necessarily implies progress and progress means
speed. Yes, speed, but where are you
going?
The Orientals did not know how to
make speed and were therefore stagnant. But we are now speed-making, or aim at speed-making. Where
are we going?
Real Progress is a good thing. It
supplies us with telephones, motor
cars, and finally bombs.
Do the Occidentals have any idea
of where they are going? We Orientals do not know where we are going. I wonder whether the Europeans kno.w where they are going,
especially the Germans. Germany is
in a state of depression. Some of her
scholars cry that civilization is
doomed. I do not mean to press the
point, but I just wish to state my
opinion as to the value of progress
when viewed apart from the moral
and spiritual values of human life.

Progress and physical conveniences
are in a sense treasures of human
life. The United States Constitution
tells us that attainment of happiness
is a right of man. But happiness
changes from time to time. It mav
be found in a hermit's cell or in ~
motor car.
Coming back to the East, our civilization has been stationary for ten
centuries. This does not look very
hopeful. Some people have lost hope.
None of our people are entirely optimistic. That peculiar situation in
the East, that is to say, in China,
Japan and India, is one of the difficulties we are facing. It is a result
of our civilization. We had a feudal
system under which land was regarded as given by some one else. The
peasant owning and cultivating a
piece of land was supposed to derive
his rights from the feudal lord, and
he from the king, and the king derived and received his rights to rule
from heaven. Everything was given
from above to those below. So in the
family, the children had to obey the
father or the chief of the family.
The latter was not so much an autocrat as that he represented family
tradition. He was held responsible
to his ancestors, and hence ancestor
worship. This respectful observance
towards superiors resulted in contentment with one's present condition. This was illustrated by marriage. In the Orient marriage is arranged by the parents or even the
uncles and aunts of the persons to be
married. In former times it often
happened that they did not see each
other until the weddIng ceremony.
This system brought about the trouble over the so-called "picture brides"
of Japan. Sometimes the man did
not even see his bride's picture.
Everything is arranged by the parents and is accepted as a matter of
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course by the young people. Conclitions have changed now due to the
influx of western ideas. But this attitude of acceptance has permeated
the life of the Orient up to the present. It has its counterpart in religious faith and ecstatic contemplation.
The early Christians, especially the
mystics, understood religion as a
matter of receptivity and peace.
They interpreted the Way of the
Cross in a negative manner. To
them man was the instrument of
God's will. He should give 'up everything superficial to receive the real
will of God. The modern Christian's
motto is progress and activity, expressing itself in missions, Y. M. C.
A.'s, charitable works, swimming·
pools, etc. I refer to those activities
not to criticize, but in order to emphasize by contrast the medieval attitude and the modern Christian attitude. Christianity and Christian
people are the bearers of progress,
physical science, and industry. This
difference between the Occidental
and Oriental ideas of religion is the
same difference as that in their civilizations. . One is expressed in movement and the other in contemplation.
The Occidentals find expression in
progress and take pleasure in mak-·
ing speed. The Orientals are changing many of their ways and adopting
things from the West, but still their
attitude toward life is one· of contemplation. This is shown in Oriental fatalism. Everyone of us has.
something of this. I do not know
whether the Chinese strikers have
this attitude, but when they return
to their homes, when they go back to
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their families and especially when
they go to the tombs of their ancestors, they will look at life with the
attitude of contemplation. This attitude of contemplation is best expressed in the Oriental term "Nirvana." They feel they are a part of
the cosmic life and of nature.
Now the Orientals are forced to
take a new attitude towa;rds life.
They must achieve progress. They
must have factories, engines, locomotives, and battleships or they will be
crushed. This new activity in the
Orient is necessarily accompanied
with confusion and troubles. This is
especially true in China where they
have had to adopt new ideas very
quickly after centuries of doing
things the same way. But the Oriental has not entirely given up his
attitude ,of serenity and contemplation.
If the meeting of these two civilizations means only conflict, then
there is no hope of better relations
between the East and West. The
East will have to be crushed by
Western material progress, especially
by the Nordic races which are dominating the world. Shall we be
crushed or try something else and
achieve progress without giving up
our old attitude towards life?
I wonder whether Occidental progress is to rule or whether all aspects
of life can be put on the basis of
spiritual principles or ide;:tls t We
should not be aspiring after motor
cars and airplanes only, but should
aspire to a higher life, and make the
present good count towards the future .

. .. .

Major Robe7't Whitney hnbrie, Ame'rican Vice-Consul, assassircated by a fanatica.l mob
in Tihnin, Persia, July 18, 1924. (See opposite page.)
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THE SACRIFICE OF MAJOR IMBRIE
DR. SUSAN 1. MOODY
Editor's Note: Dr·. Moody, now in Amer-ica on cwcount of herhealth, lived in Tihran, Per-sia, for- fifteen year-s, and was well
known and beloved as a p'l1aclticing physician and as head of the
Tar-biat Schoolr-a school founded and maintained by Bah6:is. For
sever-al years fanatical Muham.madans, incited by some of theirpriests, had been insulting and even threatening' Dr. MoodY and
her associate nurse, Miss Elizabeth Stewar-t, and otheTS. These
threa.ts had come to a C1limax\ dU.1"ing the brief consulate of MajorImbT1:e, when it seemed tha,t their very life was in danger·. The
foll01.ving tT~b1~te to Major Imbne for his gallanb protection at a
moment 01 grea.t JJer'il, is self-expllanc~tory.
,

Major Imbrie's memory is lovingly enshrined in the
hearts of all Persian Baha'is, who, weeping, proclaimed
this real Christi'an brother "Our Martyr." To the truth
of this bear witness those one hundred and, thirty-eight
stab wounds inflicted amid the cries of "Babi," "Baha'i."
Later, sincere Muhammadans came, saying: "We were
ashamed to come before you. A ,blot has fallen upon
the good name of Persia, which can never be wiped out."
I can always hear the clear, ringing tones in which
Major Imbrie said: "Doctor, if you are afraid I will
come tOI your house tonight and protect you." Disclaiming any physical fear, he then insisted upon our accepting police protection, and that night the homes of all
Haha'is which had been threatened by stoning, looting,
or by insulting language, were guarded and the general
looting or slaughter was intercepted.
Alas! when opportunity offered the mob revengefully
slew our protector.
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THE HONOR and exaltation of man must be something
more than material riches; material comforts are only a
branch, but the root of the exaltation of man is the good
attributes and virtues which are the adornments of his
reality. These are the divine appearances, the heavenly
bounties, the sublime emotions, the love and knowledge of
God; universal wisdom, intellectual perc:ption, scientific
discoveries, justice, equity, truthfulness, benevolence, natural courage, and innate fortitude; the respect for rights
and the keeping of agreements and covenants; rectitude
in all circumstances; serving the truth under all conditions;
the sacrifi'ce of one's life for the good of- all people; kindness and esteem for all nations; obe"dience to the teachings
of God; service in the Divine Kingdom; the guidance of the
people, and the education of the nations and races. This
is the prosperity of the human world! This is the exaltation of man in the world! This is eternal life and heavenly
honor!
These virtues do not appear from the reality of man
except through the power of God and the divine teachings,
for they need supernatural power for their manifestation.
It may be that in the world of nature a trace of these perfections may appear; but they are not established and lasting; they are like the rays of the sun upon the wall.
As the compassionate God has placed such a wonderful
crown upon the head of man, man should strive that its _
brilliant jewels may become visible in the world.
,Abdu'l-Baha.

THE AGE has dawned when human
fellowship -will become a reality.
The century has come \vh en all religions shall be unified.
The dispensation is at hand when all
nations shall enjoy the blessings of
International Peace.
The cycle has arrived when racial
prejudice \vill be abandoned by tribes
and peoples of the world.
The epoch has begun wherein all
nativities v,rill be conjoined in one great
human family.
For all mankind shall dwell in peace
and security beneath the shelter of the
great taberna de of the one living God.

DR. J. E. ESSLEMOKT
Distinguished Baha'i teacher and author, who died in Haifa, Palestine,
November 22, 1925. (See page 714.)
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"When the divine and fundamental reality enters human hearts
and lives, it conserves and protects all states and conditions of mankind."
'Abdu'l..:Baha.

ONE of the most beneficent provisions of the Baha'i laws for a more
perfect humanity is the provision
that all should work. Some kind of
occupation which is of service to the
world is enjoined upon everyone as
a religious duty. Baha'u'Uah says:
"The lowest of men are those who
bear no fruit upon the earth. The
best of people are they who gain by
work." Stronger than this even is
the statement made by Baha'u'llah,
'that work done in the spirit of service is equivalent to prayer.
How wonderfully adapted to the
modern world is this doctrine of
cheerful and serviceable industry as
a way to God. How comforting to
those whose duties are heavy, to
know that in pursuing with sin'cere
intent their vocation or livelihood,
they are engaging in worship' more
truly than if they neglected these duties in order to isolate themselves in
mystic dreams and visions.
THE dualism between the world
and the spirit will be annihilated,
when all work is done in a spirit of
service, and when by means of work
man finds God. The Kingdom of God
is to be established on earth. It can
not be arrived at by abandoning the
earth-life, neither can it be achieved
by the neglect of earthly duties.

Zoroaster gave to the Persians the
ideal of useful work as a service to
God in His plan for evolving the
world to higher and higher perfection. Is it not true that man, engaging in God's great work of planetary
improvement, finds his highest expression as the channel for His inspirations, the recipient of His energy and aid, the instrument of His
destiny? All great servants of humanity have thus realized their work
as something exalted above the mere
need for daily bread, something
above commercialism and self-seeking. They have given of their intelligence and energy for the benefit of
mankind, feeling themselves instruments of the Divine.
THERE is no question of the benefit and blessing of work to the individual. Idleness is a. disintegrating
experience to personality, while occupation is an integrating and developing experience. It is, however, the
social aspect of the Baha,'i requirement of universal work which is perhaps. the most novel and worthy of
consideration.
Not only, in the viewpoint of Baha'is, is work a spiritual virtue and
, duty; but the contrary is also true,
that idleness is a spiritual fault.
This truth holds, regardless of pov-
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erty or wealth, regardless of sex.
Even upon those who have no need
of work for financial benefit, work is
nevertheless enjoined. As to what
the nature of that work shall be, this
is left to personal judgment and predilection. It need not be wage-earning work, but it should be work that
is of some benefit to the community.
In fact, it is a great advantage to
society to have in its midst a number
of people whom financial needs do
not compel tol professional work, and
who are thus free to' devote their energies to those larger tasks for human welfare which offer no remuneration.
MODERN methods of living release at present a tremendous amount
of energy on the part of the married
woma.n who either does not have children, or who finds herself freed of
child-raising at middle life when
physical and mental development and
efficiency are at their height.
This energy, set free in such large
quantities by modern lab or-saving
devices-and spent so largely today
in social activities which give the illusion of busy and justified occupation, when in reality they are but
profitless diversions-should be utilized for the benefit of society and will
be so utilized in the Baha'i civilization; not by compulsion of law, but
by spiritual urge and conscience.
The men of America hardly need
an antidote for idleness. But in the
Old World the gospel of pleasuresome
leisure as the most prized gift life
has to offer corrupts the earnestness
and vitality of work among those
upon whom destiny enforces the obligation of a llvelihood, and upholds
upon the social heights the sinister
and selfish symbol of a humanity
freed from all obligations, entitled to
spend the precious hours, days, and
years in pleasure seeking, in pas-

time, or in profitless avocations which
are, so far as the needs of humanity
are concerned, but another form of
idleness.
All credit to those men and women
of means who lift themselves out of
this inertia of wealth and devote
themselves to worthy occupation and
responsibilities, bestowing upon society the benefits of their wisdom,
their executive ability, their broader
vision.
THE TIME is coming when monetary gain will not be the only or the
ehief incentive to work. Humanity
is in dire need of the unselfish service of those very people whom either
ability or circumstances have placed
above the need of wage-earning.
Here is a form of energy extremely
useful and precious to society, for
it is quite often the intelligent, efficient, and directive. Therefore it is
apparent that when the Baha'i law
of universal work shall have drafted
into use all of this splendid potential
human energy, civilization will make
enormous gains.
THE LAW of universal work, in
combination with those economic
provisions of Baha'u'llah which prevent poverty, will go far toward abolishing class feeling and envy. For it
is not so much the physical comforts
of wealth which the working classes
envy as the pleasured leisure which
waits hourly upon the desires of the
wealthy at the same time that others
are working perhaps beyond their
strength.
To normal human psychology it is
maddening to have to toil while
others stand idly-by. It is indeed the
great, if not the chief, injustice of
the world, after that of actual poverty. If poverty therefore be abolished; if simpler habits of diet and
improved means make it possible for
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the lower classes to have amply nourishing and satisfying food; if the cost
and time of locomotion continue to
diminish to a point where travel becomes available to all, if the sumptuaries of life will be more equalized between the classes,-there will then be
little cause for envy and malevolence,
the greatest vices of the deprived.
IN THE COMING race all will
work-and none will work' as hard
as many do now. The strain, the
harm, the injury of work will be removed. The hours of gainful occupation will be shortened, toward which
there is already a strong tendency.
The right amount of leisure-as
great a blessing as honest, earnest,
and worth-while work-will be enjoyed by all, not by) a privileged few.
The spread of universal education
and the development of a spiritual
consciousness will prevent the misuse
of this leisure. The building of industrial plants in open districts,
where the workmen can have homes
and gardens, will bring literally to
pass that verse in Isaiah, "And every
man shall sit under his own fig tree."
And as for ~he wealthy in that day,
their toil for the public good, their
countless activities proportioned to
their abilities and humanitarian zeal,
their simplicity of living, their utter
lack of ostentation, will make them
beloved, as indeed all such wealthy
people in the past have been beloved.
DO WE NOT all know even today
a few such people, who, having great
means, have taken upon themselves
great humanitarian responsibilities;
who rise as early as the workman
rises, work more than the (at present) allotted eight hours a day in
causes and in needs that bless their
fellowmen; who give sweetly of their
time and of their personalities to the
needs of even the humblest indi-
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vidual; who dress and eat and live
simply, without undue luxury or ostentation; who fiU in spare moments
with manual work to an extent that
no man can call them shirkers from
hand toil. If it has been our good
fortune to know such people, we can
vividly picture to ourselves what the
wealthy classes will be like in the
Baha'i divine civilization.
ONE PECULIAR· corollary in regard to work is involved in the Baha'i
economic law which prevents poverty. According to this law those
whose income falls below their needs
have the right to draw upon the public treasury to meet their deficit.
This is their inherent right, just as it
is the right of the state to draw upon
the surplus of those whose income is
beyond their needs. By this beneficent law, guaranteeing the means of
subsistence to all regardless of ability, health, success or failure-and
not as a sop of charity, but as human justice-penury and want will
disappear from off this planet. That
dread wolf, more fear-causing to
average humanity than any junglebeast, will no longer· howl at any
door.
But it is clear that the effective
working of this law requires that
every man shall work to the full
extent of his ability, with a
willingness to sacrifice, if necessary,
his personal predilections for the
need of earning a livelihood. If one
upon whom a family is dependent
fails to earn sufficient in a vocation
which he has chosen, he should be
.willingto take any work offered him
which would increase his income.
Unless the consciousness of the
human race change, it is apparent
that these beneficent economic laws
of Baha'u'llah could not be carried
out. With man's present inclination
toward idling and leisure, such a law
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would be to'o much an incentive to
diminished effort. Not until work
has taken on a spiritual aspect, and
has become one of man's chief spiritual duties, can the state hold out a
helping hand to every individual and
to every family whose income is insufficient for the actual daily needs.
GOD'S promise of sufficiency for
every human need is based upon
man's willingness to cooperate. The
earth holds enough for all. In the
co-operative divine state, the truth
will become apparent, that want and
starvation were the needless appendages of a civilization that has
passed.
Does this all seem a dream too

wonderful for realization? It is no
more impossible of fulfillment than
that the Roman arena should have
given place to Christian hospitals
and charitable institutions. Religion
can work marvels. And the great
power and efficacy of the Bah:i'i
Movement lies in the fact that it is
not a mere humanitarian platform
looking toward a better age, but it
is a religion which takes hold of the
hearts of men and changes· their desires and habits, gives them new
qualities, spiritualizes their characters, and inspires them with the ardent desire to carry out those lofty
principles for a perfected world
which Bah:i'u'll:ih revealed as from
God.

WORK FOR ALL
One of the most important instructions of Bah:i'u'll:ih in regard
to the economic question is that all must engage in useful work.
There must be no drones in the social hive, no able-bodied parasites on
society. He says:
"It is enjoined on everyone of you to engage in some occupationsome art, trade or the like. We have made this-your occupationidentical with the worship of God, the True One. . . . Waste not
your time in idleness and indolence, and occupy yourselves with that
which will profit yourselves and others besides yourselves . . . ."

How much of the energy employed in the business world of today
is expended simply in cancelling and neutralizing the efforts of other
people-in useless strife and competition! And how much in ways
that are still more injurious! Were all to work; and were all work,
whether of brain or hand, <;>f a nature profitable to mankind, as
Bah:i'u'll:ih commands, then the supplies of everything necessary for
a healthy, comfortable and noble life would amply suffice for all.
There need be no slums, no starvation, no destitution, no industrial
slavery, no health-destroying drudgery.
Dr. J. E. Esslemont,
In "Bah:i'u'll:ih and the New Era."
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"GOD'S PERFECT LAWS"
EXCERPTS FROM THE WRITINGS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA

THE Revelation of Baha'u'llah
contains all the great laws and principles of social government. The basis of God's perfect laws is love for
humanity and help for human needs.
If all people followed this Revelation,
the masses ,vould be immeasurably
uplifted and the Cause of God glorified. This development of humanity
will be gradual, not sudden. It will
surely come to pass; it is impossibl:=
to swim against the current of Niagara. Teaching the Truth is like
building bridges by which humanity
may cross over the current ,,,",'hi ch
threatens. (Ten Days in the Light
of Aqa, p. 13.)
GOD has created man lofty and
noble; made him a dominant factor
in creation. He has specialized man
with supreme bestowals, conferred
upon his mind perception, memory,
abstraction and the powers of the
senses. These gifts of God to man
were intended to make him the manifestation of divine virtues, a radiant
light in the world of creation, a
source of life and the agency of constructiveness in the infinite fields of
existence.
He (Baha'u'llah) teaches that it
is incumbent upon all mankind to become fitted for some useful trade,
craft or profession by which subsistence may be assured, and this efficiency is to be considered as an act
of worship. (Pro. of U. P., p. 430.)
HEAVENLY teachings applicable
the advancement in human condijons have been revealed in this merjful age. This re-fo'rmation and re1ewal of the fundamental reality of
'eligion constitute the true and out,vorking spirit of modernism, the

:0

unmistakable light of the \vorld, the
manifest effulgence of the vVord of
God, the divine remedy for all human ailment and the bounty of eternal life to all mankind. . . .
When the lcve of God is establiS'l ec1, everything else will be realized. This is the true foundation of
all economics. Reflect upon it. Manifest true economics to the people.
Show what love is, what kindness is,
what true severance is and generosity. (Pro. of U. P., Vol. 2, p. 435.)

THE economic question will have
great importance in Europe and
America. This question is impossible of solution except through the religion of God. Day by day it is settled, then it comes up again. It can
not be settled save by the religion of
God. . .. Nothing save the religion
of God will solve it. Nothing save
the religion of God. This will indude both: the Cal)italist and laborers will be freed. , . . All vvill
be in the utmost welfare and comfort.
Notwithstanding this, it does not
mean that all are equal. It can not
be so. For this reason, the prominent ones, the rich and the poor, will
all be at ease. The people of the
world are like an army. It has a general, officers [md privates. It can
not be possible for all to be privates
or all to be officers. Each of these
ranks is necessary. But all of them
from the leaders to the lowest should
know their duty. . . . This is the
aim; there must be hoth those who
direct and those who carry out the
plans. . . . In America I said to the
Socialists, "These plans which you
have will lead to no results. Suppose
you take the property of the rich;
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what will you do after one year? All
of you will be in need and will die
from starvation. But it can not be
so, for neither you nor the rich will
be at rest." This question of strikes
can only be solved through the religion of God. . . . In the world of
nature there is separation, there is
the struggl~ for existence. These are
the natural tendencies. This is irresistible. That which saves man
from the world of nature is the
Power of God. It is' faith. It is the
fear of God, and it will make man an
angel; it transforms him. From all
these conditions it frees him. It
acts opposite to that of nature. It
breaks the sovereignty of nature, and
without this (power) it is not possible. (Light of the World, pp. 46-49.)

lows: Rich men give to the poorthat is, they assist the poor, but by
their own desire. It is not well that
the poor should coerce the rich to
C'ontribute to them. Such coercion
would be· followed by disintegration
and the organization of the affairs
of society would be disturbed.
The idea of human solidarity,
based upon mutual help and understanding, would lead to peace and
comfort of the world of humanity,
would be the cause of the illumination of the world of humanity, and
the means of prosperity and glory of
the world. (Compilation, War, Peace
and Government, p. 94.)

IT WILL not be possible. in the future for men to amass great fortunes
by the labor of others. The rich will
willingly divide. They will come to
this gradually, naturally, by their
own volition. It will never be accomplished by war and bloodshed.
The ruling power or government can
not treat the rich unjustly. To force
them to divide their wealth would be
unjust. In the future, proportionately about three-quarters of the
profits will go to the workmen and
one-quarter to the owner. This condition will prevail in about one century. It will certainly come to pass.
(Ten Days in the Light of Aqa, p. 5.)

THE Social Plan: The seventh
teaehing (of Baha'u'llah) suggests a
plan whereby all the individual members may enj oy the utmost comfort
and welfare. The degrees of society
must be preserved. The farmer will
continue to till the soil, the artist
pursue his art, the banker to finance
the nation. An army has need of its
general, captain, and private soldiers. The degrees varying with the
pursuits are essential. But in this
Baha'i plan there is no class hatred.
Each is to be protected and each individual member of the body politic is
to live in the greatest comfort and
happiness. Work is to be provided
for all and there will be no needy
ones seen in the streets. (B. S., paragraph 572.)

THE doctrine of "human solidarity" is well developed in the teachings of Baha'u'llah. Human solidarity is greater than equality.
Equality is obtained, more or less,
through force or legislation, but human solidarity is realized through
the exercise of free will. The virtue
of man made manifest through voluntary philanthropy based upon the
idea of human solidarity is as fol-

TODAY the greatest need of the
world is the animating, unifying
presence of the Holy Spirit. Until it
becomes effective, penetrating and
interpenetrating hearts and spirits,
and until perfect, reasoning faith
shall be implanted in the minds of
men, it will be impossible for the social body to be inspired with security
and confidence. (Pro. of U. P., Vol.
2, p. 315.)
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EICONOMY is the foundation of
human prosperity. The spendthrift
is always in trouble. Prodigality on
the part of any person is an unpardonable sin. We must never live on
others like a parasitic plant. Every
person must have a pr.ofession,
whether it be literary or manual; and
must live a clean, manly, honest life,
an example of, purity to be imitated
by others. It is more kingly to be
satisfied with a crust of stale, bread
than to enjoy a sumptuous dinner of
many courses, the money for which
comes out of the pockets of others.
The mind of a contented person is always peaceful and his heart at rest.
He is like a monarch ruling over the
whole world. How happily such a
man helps himself to his frugal
meals! How joyfully he takes his
walks, how peacefully he sleeps!
(B. S., paragraph 829.)
NOW I want to tell you about the
laws of God. According to the divine law, employees should not be
paid merely by wages. Nay, rather,
they should be partners in every
work. The question of socialization
is very difficult. . . . The owners
)f properties, mines and factories
'lhould share their incomes with their
3mployees, and give a fairly certain
)ercentage of their profits to their
working-men, in order that the em110yees should receive, besides their
Nages, some of the general income
)f the factory so that the employee
nay strive with his soul in the work."
(Star' of the West, Vol. 8, p. 7.)
YOU have questioned me about
:trikes: This question is and will be
he subject of great difficulties.
strikes are due to two causes. One
s the extreme sharpness and ra)adty of the capitalists and manuacturers; the other, the excesseS, the
,vidities, and ill-will of the workmen
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and artisans. It is therefore necessary to remedy these two ca uses.
But the principal cause of these
difficulties lies in the laws of the
present civilization: for they lead to
a small number accumulating incomparable fortunes, beyond their needs;
whilst the greater number remains
destitute, stripped, and in the greatest misery. This is contrary to justice, to humanity, to equity; it is the
height of iniquity, the opposite to
what causes divine satisfaction. . . .
Then rules and laws should be established to regulate the excessive fortunes of certain private individuals
and to limit the misery of millions of
the poor masses; thus a certain moderation would be obtained. . . .
It would be well, with regard to the
social rights of manufacturers, workmen and artisans, that laws be established, giving moderate profits to
manufacturers, and to workmen the
necessary means of existence and security for the future. . . . But the
mutual rights of both associated parties will be fixed and established according to custom by just and impartial laws. (Some Answered Questions, Appendix.)
THE supreme need of humanity is
cooperation and reciprocity. The
stronger the ties of fellowship and
solidarity amongst men the greater
will be th8j power of constructiveness
and accomplishment in all the planes
of human activity. Without cooperation and reciprocal attitude, the individual member of human society remains self-centered, uninspired by
altruistic purposes, limited and solitary in development like the animal
and plant organisms. -of the lower
kingdoms. . The lower creatures are
not in need of cooperation and reciprocity. A tree can, live solitary and
alone, but this is impossible for man,
without retrogression. Therefore,
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every cooperative attitude and activity of human life is praisewarthy and
foreintenc1ed by the will of God.
(Pro.. af U. P., Val. 2, p. 332.)
IS IT possible, that seeing ane of
his fellow creatures starving, destitute of everything, a man can rest
and live comfortably in his luxurious
mansian? He who meets another in
the greatest misery, can he enjoy his
fortune? Therefore, in the religion
af Gad, it is prescribed and established that wealthy men each year
give a certain part of their fortune

for the maintenance af the paor and
unfartunate. This is the foundation
of the religion of Gad, and the most
essential af the commandments.
While man is nat forced by the
Gavernment-whenever by the natural tendency af his gaod heart and
with the greatest spirituality, he
makes provision for the poor, it is
most, praisewarthy, and well pleasing
to. God and man.
Such is the meaning of the good
works in the divine books and tablets. (Ans. Ques., Appendix.)

APPOINTMENT AND PROMOTION
N making appointments, the only
Isition.
criterion must be fitness for the poBefore this paramount consideration, all others, such as seniority,
social or financial status, family connection or personal friendship, must
give way. Baha,'u'llah says:
"The fifth Ishraq (Effulgence) is
the knowledge by governments 6f the
condition of the governed, and the
conferring of ranks according to
desert and merit. Regard to this
matter is strictly enjoined upon
every chief and ruler, that haply
traitors may not usurp the positions

of trustworthy men nor spoilers occupy the seats of guardians."
It needs but little consideration to
show that when this principle becomes generally accepted and acted
upon, the transformation in our social life will be astounding. When
each individual is given the positian
far which his talents and capabilities
specially fit him, he will be able to.
put his heart into. his wark and became an artist in his prafessian, with
incalculable benefit to. himself and
the rest af the world.
Dr. J. E. Esslemant,
In "Baha'u'Uah and the New Era."
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WORK AND WAGES
D. S. COLE

"The law of God exacts that there should be neither excessive
wealth nor, excessive poverty."
'Abdu'l-Baha.
LARGE and successful manufacturing concern has offered a
prize of five thousand dollars for the
best essay on the subject of "The Theory of Wages." The contest, it is
stated, is open to economists of this
country and abroad.
The basic theory of wages lies
deep, and no hypothesis that predicates a difference between theory and
practice will ever be useful outside
of academic discussion. In order to
develop a theory embodying the idea
of usefulness and general acceptance, such a theory must be postulated on fact, stripped of pretense,
prejudice and tradition. It must be
rooted in the soil of understanding
and tolerance. It must be developed
for the very truth it contains and not
to justify some existing social structure which sadly needs bolstering. It
must not be offered as a sop to a
sorely tried class. It must not conceal some clever trick under the guise
of fairness. It must not favor some
at the expense of others. It must
be, as nearly as possible, unalloyed
justice.
Truth has ever been the goal of patient scientists and it is sought
through the microscope in its minuteness, through the teles'Cope in all its
vastness; but ever slowly, piece by
piece, must knowledge be completed.
Scientific truths rarely burst upon an
age as a glorious sunrise. It is the
scientific method, frequently scorned
by those outside who endeavor to
span the void between ignorance and

A

knowledge by a single convulsive
leap, which assists timely solutions.
Perhaps the true theory of wages
has lain undiscovered through the
ages, and has escaped recognition because the search has not been sufficiently deep or perhaps because human relationships have a way of developing and becoming crystallized
without any apparent directing
force. Perhaps a true' theory has not
been wanted?
When, in the march of events, did
the theory of wages begin to trouble
humanity?
In the dim vistas of man's beginning we see him, as ,an individual.
'Whatever he acquired or used he controlled by his own effort. If he needed food, he exerted himself sufficiently to gather fruit or vegetables
or to kill some living thing. The
satisfaction of his hunger was his
wage. If he shivered from the cold
the comfort of an animal skin coat
amply repaid him for the trouble of
acquiring it. Personal comfort and
satisfaction was his wage, and so
through the whole gamut of his personal wants and desires; all that
ea,rly man asked, in return for effort and energy expended, was a certain minimum of personal well being.
This same situation extended to
his f'amily as it does in the animal
life today. It is true that here we
have the beginnings of a division of
labor and tasks. The male often provides the food and protection while
the female is immediately responsible for, the rearing of the young.
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This division of labor seems to be
instinctive and hardly inculcates any
idea of mutual compensation for acts
performed. N either male nor female owes the other more nor less.
The relationship is a natural one and
represents a satisfactory, mutually
agreeable contract in a very simple
form.
As man developed finer sensibilities he derived some modicum of
pleasure and satisfaction in the
eagerness with which an especially
fine bit of food was received by his
hungry family. Again, he felt amply repaid.
Not until one man began to actually work for or do things for another do we strike the beginning of
wage consideration. As soon as man
began to associate with others for
any reason whatsoever, mutual protection, gregariousness, social inclination or what not, he found that
some of his fellow beings were mor.e
adept at certain tasks than he. As
society developed, the division of labor followed quite naturally, each
doing the things for which he was
best fitted as demanded by the state·
of civilization of the time.
Thus we may picture a very early
transaction as that of one man trading a crude weapon, which he had
fashioned, for the skin of an animal
prepared by another. The value of
the articles exchanged in this barter
was entirely fI,. matter of personal desire and need. The weapon may have
been a much better weapon than the
skin was a coat, but one wanted the
weapon, the other the coat, and there
was no question of valuing, comparatively, the thing given or the thing
received. Each was satisfied and
pleased with the trade. The wage in
one case was the hide and in the
other the weapon which eventually
found its way jn their respective possessions. Ea'ch represented labor ex-

pended, and the basic idea of wage
is-some reward or compensation
for work done.
As long as the article received fulfilled the need felt, we can imagine
no dissatisfaction with it as a reward
or payment. Thus the first wage was
satisfactory to all concerned. Soon
a disturbing element crept into
the institution of barter. Two men
made a business of fashioning weapons and one made them much better
than the other. Both need some covering for the body and approach the
man with a hide to exchange. Which
weapon will the primitive tailor
choose? The best, of course, and
what must be the feelings of the man
with the inferior weapon, who needs
the coat and does not get it? Dissatisfaction, deep chagrin and envy, for
the handiwork of his hands has not
brought him the fulfillment of his
most important need. What can he
do? He can seek out another coatmaker, if there be one, or perhaps
trade his inferior weapon for a poor
coat and carry biting covetousness
towards the other weapon-maker in
his heart.
What difference is there between
this weapon-maker and the laborer·
who battles his way home on a
crowded car after a hard day's work
and is all but run down by some
luxuriant limousine? Basically, their
feelings must be the same with perhaps a difference in degree only.
What course is open to the maker
of the inferior weapon who realizes
that the work of his hands may not
fulfill his needs? It is a new realization and causes grave concern. Shall
he try to make something else, a difficult thing to attempt, or shall he
doggedly struggle to make as good
weapons as the other fellow that his
wants may be met? This may be beyond his capacity. The elements of
rivalry and competition, mixed with
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dissatisfaction, now modify the idea
of compensation received. Comparative values arise and with them the
conception of comparative rewards.
At this stage, the fact that the reward received is perfectly capable
of giving personal comfort is discounted by the knowledge that some
one else has a similar article of better quality which he has received as
a reward from labor. The mere fact
that an object brings desired fulfillment of a basic desire is not enough,
for in addition has grown the desire
not only to have la coat to cover the
body, but to have just as good a coat
as anyone else.
Classification of wages has begun
and with it gradation of labor and
scaling of' reward. A conclusion is
inevitable, namely-that men, although created free and equal in
some respects, have vastly different
abilities and capacities and will therefore receive, in justice, different rewards. This consideration is fundamental, 'and a successful theory of
wages must recognize this as a truth.
At the same time these different
beings must be satisfied to be happy.
Any system which fails to recognize
and compensate for the differences
in capacities or seeks to level the
high in favor of the low is tampering
with incentive. In any army, there
always have been and perforce must
always be those who lead and those
who are led; that mass effort, integrated, may be effective. This fact
of social organization is emphasized
more and more as education and specialization result in highly trained
indi vid uals.
A wage has several fundamental
requirements. It must be sufficient
to fulfill the actual personal wants
and needs of man as a being. This
is a minimum.
Beyond this it must consider the
value of the Jabor rendered in ac-
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cordance with the standards of the
times. If a man is an excellent
tailor and there be a demand for
good clothes, his wage must be higher
than that of a tailor of inferior
clothes, or-all will become inferior
tailors. The reward should be in accordance with the grade of work performed. Men of different abilities
will receive different wages; despite
the grumbling of the inferiors and
the arrogance of the superiors. Here
the question may well be asked as
to who or what fixes the existing
standards. The standard is fixed by
demand, by the structure of society,
by conditions as they happen to be.
"A laborer is worthy of his hire."
The reassurance of this realization
lies in the tendency which makes
every inferior to become a superior
that he may earn a master's wages.
Wages symbolize reward. No
longer is mere personal comfort considered sufficient and no longer does
the joy of construction suffice. The
aim is riot to construct a thing in the
best possible manner for the joy of
the making, but to do so in order
that wages may be received, not only
wages, but as great wage as can possibly be attained. And for what end?
That one may not only live as well
as another, but a little better if it is
at all possible. From a cooperative
society where the weapon-maker
assisted the coat-maker, primarily to
satisfy wants, but practically that
better weapons and coats might be
available; society has progressed to
the point where individuals are keen
rivals struggling from one standard
of living to another.
There are those who live on the
highest scale, which it is only natural to wish to emulate. A comparative few set the pace which raises the
general average and then are prone
to condemn others who strive to at- .
tain the same level.
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The rich employer, in a small industrial community, may wonder
why the working men in the valley
below are not content with their cottages. Perhaps they would be more
so were it not for his glittering mansion on the hill, eternally suggesting
the possibility of luxurious existence.
Evidently the consideration of
wages leads us into the necessity of
endeavoring to analyze that most
mysterious thing-human nature.
The science of psychology has
made rapid strides in the last few
years and is now prying open doors
of real insight. The subject is summarized admirably in Prof. Patrick's
book, and the following are excerpts
from his chapter on "The Psychology
of \Vork:"
"Dr. Cabot in his book, 'What Men
Live By,' says that real life consists
of four things: work, play, love and
"\vorship.
"Psychology may be able to throw
a little light on such questions of the
'day as how to reduce the hours of
labor and still get the world's "vork
done, how to harmonize capital and
lab or, or how to organize society so
that all shall be laborers, because
such questions, as they are now discussed, presuppose a certain industrial system which might not rest on
a psychological basis.
"In all reconstruction movements
of the day an extreme emphasis is
placed upon work. It is hoped that
the idle rich and idlers of all kinds
will get to work. It is hoped that an
ever increasing number of men of
the world will lend a hand in the
work of the world.
"It would seem, therefore, to be
the very first step in planning the
society of the future to find out what
the normal function of man is and
plan our society with due regard to
the materials we have to work with."

Speaking of the instinct of \vorkmanship, the author continues:
"It is in this kind of activity that
man finds his real life. This init.iative, this 'exercise of genius,' this
foresight and daring, this instinctive
effort to win fame and fortune, this
delight in the testing and spanning
of our pov,rers-is it work or play?
Anyway, it is life. In this instinctive workmanship, we see man at his
best. 'rVe see him exercising his normal function.
"The work of the modern industrial laborer is a species of drudgery
in unhappy contrast with the spontaneous creative work which belongs
to man's original nature. One can
not but: wonder how much of the unrest of the day and friction between
capital and laboT is due merely to a
kind of irritability which is the result of a life not according to nature.
"There is too much confinement
about our life. It is not discipline
that we object to. Mankind has ever
lived under the severest discipline for
long centuries. It is rather confinement, physical and mental confinement, that causes the trouble.
"It \vould appear, then, that, if disharmonies are to be avoided, work
must be natural; it must. proceed
from the instinct of workmanship.
Or if it is in the form of a drudgery, it must be vitalized by loyalty,
emulation or love. Thus far it appears that man's instinctive needs do
not find expression in the vilork of
the modern industrial laborer. To
what extent will social unrest be
quieted by increase of wages? Disharmonies and unrest do not disappear with increase in wages."
This author believes that the only
possible solution of the question, and
that one by no means certain, is industrial partnership.
Thus is given the modern scientific
summary of the problem. vVe can
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not but realize that it is inseparably
bound up wHh the whole question of
the future of society and the coming changes in our economic systems.
In concluding that part of his views,
Prof. Patrick voices grave doubt that
even his theory will suffice.
And so we find it, through all the
writings of the present day. Elaborate plans are suggested, but in the
end the suggestion is invariably made
that perhaps even the scheme suggested will not work. There is
therefore a lack of faith in science
alone being aJJle to solve the riddle.
Grave concern for the future is added to a confusion of ideas, to the end
that the average person has naught
left but to shake his head and wonder.
The picture is painted. The light
of science, with its intense rays
leaves us cold. No thrill of assurance
comes, no comforting sense of peace.
We are left in apprehension. "Vork
and wages are inseparably bound up
in the maze of eeonomic problems and
maladjustments.
How refreshing, how reassuring,
how full of comfort and inspiration
are the teachings of Baha'u'llah and
'Abdu'I-Bahc1, shedding light into the
dark corners, pointing out THE
liVAY, offering solution for the ills,
and hope to agitated souls. For instance, the following from Baha'u'llah:
"0 My Servants! Ye are the
trees of My Garden, ye must bear
fresh and beautiful fruits, that ye
and others may be profited by
them. Therefore it is necessary
for ye to engage in arts and bU;oiness. This is the means of attaming wealth, 0 ye possessor.::; of intellect. Affairs depend 1.1pOn means,
and the blessing of God will appear therein and enrich ye. Fruitless trees have been and will be
only fit for fire.
"0 My Servants! The lowest of
men are those who bear no fruit
upon the earth; they are indeed
counted as dead. Nay, the dead
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are preferred in the Presence of
God before those who are indolent
and negligent.
"0 My Servants! The best of
people are they who gain by .vork,
and spend for themselves and their
kindred. in tl1e Love of GOd, the
Lord of all the Creatures."

What more inspiring "vords could
be uttered to speed us to our daily
tasks? Lowly duties assume a spiritual significance. For the first time
our necessary daily work is glorified
in the words of 'Abdu'l-Baha, as follows:
"In the Baha'i Cause, arts, sciences, and all crafts are considered
as "\VORSHIP. The man who
makes a piece of notepaper to the
best of his ability, conscientiously
concentrating all his forces on perfecting it, is giving praise to God.
Briefly, all effort and exertion put.
forth by man from the fullness of
his heart is worship, if it is
prompted by the highest motives
and the will to do service to humanity. This is worship: to serve
mankind and minister to people's
needs. Service is prayer. A physician ministering to the sick,
gently, tenderly, "free f1'0111 prejudice, and believing in the solidarity
of the human race-he is offering
praise.
"The end of every material work
is without result, because it is perishable and inconstant, but the fiNt
real work is attraction to the fragrances of God, enkindlement. with
the fire of the love of God, reading
the verses of Unity, and beholding
the lights from the davvlling places
of mystery. After that. corneth the
training of the soul, purification of
characterl and service to humanity.
If thou art able to accomplish any
one of these, the result is eternal
and the fruit everlasting',"

"The spiritual teachings of the Religion of God alone can create this
love, unity and accord in human
hearts. Therefore, hold to these
heavenly agencies which God has
provided so that through the Love
of God this soul-tie may be established, this heart attachment realized,
the light of the reality of unity be
reflected from you throughout the
universe.
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"The secrets of the whole economic
questions are divine in nature, and
are concerned with the world of the
heart and spirit. In the Bah:i'i
Teachings this is most completely explained, and without the consideration of the Baha'i Teachings it is impossible to bring about a better state.
"The question of socialization is
very important. It will not be solved
by strikes for wages. All the governments of the world must be united
and organize an assembly, the members of which should be elected from
the parliaments and the nobles of the
nations. These must plan, with the
utmost wisdom and power, so that
neither the capitalists suffer from
enormous losses nor the laborers become needy. In the utmost moderation they should make the law, then
announce to the public that the rights
'of the working people are to be
strongly preserved. Also the rights
of the capitalists are to be preserved.
When such a general plan is adopted
by the will of both sides, should a

strike occur, all the governments of
the world collectively should resist it.
Otherwise, the work will lead to
much destruction, especially in Europe. Terrible things will take
place. One of the causes of a universal European war will be this
question. For instance, the owners
of properties, mines and factories
should share their incomes with their
employees, and give a certain fail'
percentage of their products to their
workingmen, in order that the employees may receive, besides their
wages, some of the general income of
the factory, so that the employee may
strive with his soul in his work."
What a divinely scientific plan!
N oihing could be simpler, clearer or
more effective. Nothing essential
can be added. The plan is complete
and comprehensive. In the light of
these wonderful teachings we can
carry on, confident that in due time
all those economic obstacles to human
happiness and prosperity will be removed.

"REA VENL Y teachings applicable to the advancement in human
conditions have been revealed in this merciful age. This re-formation
and renewal of the fundamental reality of religion constitute the true
and outworking spirit -of modernism, the unmistakable light of the
world, the manifest effulgence of the Word of God, the divine remedy
for all human ailment and the bounty of eternal life to all mankind."
,Abdu'l-Bah:i.
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THE PARLIAMENT OF MAN
JINAB'I-FADIL

The following is part of an address delivered by linab'1,"-Fadil a renowned
Persian Bah6/i teacher, during his visit to this co~mtry. Th~ notes have
been contributed by Dr. Edna M organ M cKinney.-Eclitor.
That great gathering of international peace, the Parliament of Man,
which even from a physical standpoint will be the most perfect, the
most artistic, the most comprehensive expression of universal ideals on
the face of the earth, will be estabHE Parliament of' Man, or the In- lished in 'a spot of the earth which
ternational Legislative Congress, geographically and spiritually will
is one of the fundamental principles be most favorable to the interrelaof His Holiness, Baha'u'llah. Baha'u'- tions and intercommunications of all
llah over fifty years ago in numerous the races of the world. That assemepistles and many tablets emphasized blage will be composed of the wisest,
the organization, the establishment the most far-sighted, and the most
of the Parliament of Man for the perfect and sagaciolls statesmen and
safeguarding. of the nations. He great leaders of the world. It will
called all the kings, emperors and become an asylum and court of last
presidents of the world to this high appeal for all the children of men.
station of universal fellowship and It will be the objective center toasked them to bring together a Par- wards which the eyes of all the peoliament of Man which would vouch- ple of the world will be turned. In
safe the rights of humanity. This other words, it will be the brain, not
heavenly gardener of the world of only the physical brain, but the inhumanity planted this seed over fifty ternational and spiritual brain, of
years ago in the hearts of the people. the world of humanity, which will
The seed pushed forth its head from exist for the betterment of the world
the dark chamber of the soil and lit- of man. The representatives of all
tle by little it grew and developed un- the nations, whether great powers or
til today it has grown up into a great small powers, will gather together in
tree. Its twigs and branches are ex- that great assemblage to discuss ways
tending into the, hearts of many thou- and means for bringing about the
sands of people in all parts of the international solutions of all probworld. The spiritually-minded peo- lems and they will constitute in fact
ple, the forward looking men and the intelligence of the wisest men of
women, realize, that although we all the countries. La;ws will be leghave achieved great results in the islated .in the international tribunal'
past fifty years, the result of the fu- which will vouchsafe the happiness
ture will be far greater; nay, rather, and prosperity of the world of man.
in a short time we will be able to Those laws and those principles
herald in the dawn of Universal which will create better understandPeace.
ing between the people will issue

"It is God's Will that the
differences between nations
should disappear."
,Abdu'l-Baha.

T
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forth from th8 spring. The bright- himself. No ,sooner does the presiest intellects and the most luminous dent of this consultative assembly
thoughts whkn will upraise and cre- put his seal of approval on this deate a world of good for humanity will cision than all the other agencies of
be emanated from that Parliament. the organization in the body start to
Just as the electric energy runs put it into action, these agencies bethrough the various wires to light ing the executive department of that
the house, thus laws will be spread legislative assembly in the brain.
all over the world.
Now let us carry this simile a litThe world of humanity is like the tle further and apply it to the social
individual body of man. The indi- organization. It has likewise a convidual body of man is composed of sultative assembly, and that will be
many members and organs, every the international court of arbitration
limb and organ has a function, and which will be composed of the brightthese functions work together or- est and most sagacious members of
derly for the life of man. A man all humanity.
That international
desires to accomplish certain things. Parliament of Man will be similar
He first of all will begin to organize unto the. brain and the mind. Just
in a way a parliament, a legislative as the mind is the ruler in the temple
parliament in his own mind and the of man, that larger mind will be CL
functions of the brain begin to con- ruler in. the temple\ of humanity, and
sult about the work that the man you must then know that when these
wants to do. In this consultation great minds come together, and they
assembly in the brain the members think in no other way than for the
sit together and begin to talk whether welfare of humanity, the laws and
this work should be done or not, and statutes issued from that great unithis discussion takes place in the versal brain will be obeyed by all the
cerebrum, the seat of thought, and members of the system without hesithese ideals begin gathering their tation. The representative members
forces in the cerebrum and cerrebel- of the Parliament of Man having
lum, and they begin to discuss ways . effaced themselves entirely, they will
and means and to see if it is advisa- be under the direct guidance of the
ble to carry the thing out or not. Holy Spirit and all that they will
The evil or good powers, such as the consider and all their deliberations
power of love, of hate; the power of and laws will be inspired by that
absolutism, of co-operation; the great power, for they will think of
power of light, of ignorance; gather nothing else but to upraise and spirtheir forces in the brain and they be- itualize humanity. That is why His
gin to debate, and, in the long run, Holiness Baha:u'llah in many of his
one of these two 'elements will gain writings says that when the Parliathe victory over the other. The ment of Man is established and all
president of that consultative assem- these spiritual and wise representably in the brain is the faculty of . tives have come together, they will
reason. When this imaginative fac- be under the direct guidance of the
ulty is assisted by the power of the Holy Spirit and all their laws .will be
Holy Spirit, the result. of consulta- in accord with the happiness of hution will be wonderful and conducive man kind.
to much good. The final result will
Unquestionably there' are certain
be in accordance with happiness and conditions for the members of the
prosperity and welfare of the man Parliament of Man. The first condi-
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tion for the acceptance of the members is that they must be entirely
free from religious prejudices. Second they must be entirely free from
national bias and patriotic prejudices. In fact, they must be free and
quit of all kinds of prejudices. They
must extricate themselves from all
the passions and desires of the material world which brings man into the
snares of struggle for existence.
They must be turned at all times toward the immortal kingdom of the
world of truth. For if they are not·
free from all these prejudices and
if they are not turning their attention at all times toward the Kingdom
of God, and if they are not wholly
devoted to the well being of humanity, then they will not be able to reflect the truth and legislate just l'aws
for all the children of men.
The more civilization becomes complicated the greater will be the number of human wants and the greater
will be the contiguity of the different parts of the world and the neighborliness of the world of mankind.
Even today the world has reached to
such a stage that the five continents
of the world are like five neighbors.
The establishment of the Parliament of Man is an indisputable need
and wise statesmen recognize the
necessity ofi such an international assembly in order to equalize the rights
and establish justice amongst mankind. We feel assured that one
of the great nations of the earth
which is civilized and illumined will
put forth an effort and call the nations to' the formation of such a Parliament of Man. This nation will
invite the kings and presidents and
rulers of all the other countries and
they will come together and discuss
dispassionately their economic and
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other problems and that nation wlll
win forever a great name for all posterity.
.
About fifty years ago Baha'u'llah
wrote as follows concerning the establishment of the Parliament. of
Man:
"The kings of the earth (may God
assist them) must arise and must
hold fast to this cause-that is, universal peace-which will be the
greatest means for the happiness and
protection of the world. It is hoped
that theY' may arise to do that which
will be conducive to' the happiness of
the people. They must organize a
great assembly where the kings or
their ministers or counsellors present
themsel·ves and issue forth the command of conciliation and confederationand they must turn their
thoughts from armament to disarmament, and if in the future one of the
kings from amongst the kings may
arise in rebellion, all the kings and
all the rulers arise to quell that rebellion. UncleI" such a condition
there would be no need of large
armies and armaments and the means
of warfare, except that there should
be enough for the protection of the
internal affairs of the state. Should
they attain to this great good the
inhabitants of the countries will be
living in the cradle of peace and happiness, and will be engaged in their
own affairs and the lamentations and
moaning of the maj ority of mankind
will come to an end. It is more
praiseworthy and it is much better
if in that great assembly the kings
and rulers themselves may be present. In the estimation of God that
king which will arise from amongst
the kings and rulers to issue forth
this command, he will be the envy of
an of them."
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ESPERANTO-THE BRIGHTEST RAY
HE universal light for this planet
is from the sun, and the special
electric ray which tonight illumines
this hall appears through the invention of man. In.like manner the activities which are trying to establish
solidarity between the nations, and
infuse the spirit of universalism in
the hearts of the children of men are
like unto divine rays from the sun
of reality, and the brightest ray is
the coming of the universal language. Its achievement is the greatest virtue of the age for such an instrument will remove misunderstandings from amongst the peoples of the
earth and will cement their hearts
together. This medium will enable
each individual member of the human family to be informed of the
scientific accomplishments of all.
The basis of knowledge and the excellencies of endeavor in this world
are to teach and to be taught. To
acquire sciences, and to teach them
in turn, depends upon language, and
when the international auxiliary
tongue becomes universal, it is easily
conceivable that the acquirement of
knowledge and instruction will likewise become universal.
Misunderstandings keep people
from mutual association and these
misunderstandings will not be dispelled except through the medium of
a common ground of communication.
Every intelligent man will bear testimony to this. A mutual language
will become the mightiest means toward universal progress, for it will
cement the East and the W est~ It
will make the world one home and
become the divine impulse for human advancement. It will upraise
the standard of oneness of the world

T

of humanity and make the earth a
universal' commonwealth. It will create love between the children of men
. and good fellowship between the
various creeds.
Today we observe that various
means of unity are being brought
forward, and this in itself is an evidence that the divine confirmations
surround us.
One sign of unity is the construction of an international auxiliary
language-Esperanto.
Let us strive untiringly to spread
.
this language.
Praise be to God that Dr. Zamenhof has constructed the Esperanto
language. It has all the potential
qualities of universal adoption. All
of us must be grateful and thankful
to him for his noble effort, for in this
matter he pas served his fellowman
well. He has done a service which
will bestow divine benefits on all peoples. With untiring effort and selfsacrifice on the part of its devotees,
it holds a promise of universal acceptation.
Therefore everyone of us must
study this language and make every
effort to spread it, so that each. day
it may receive a wider recognition,
be accepted by all nations and governments of the world and become a
part of the curriculum of all the public schools. I hope that the business
of the future international conferences and congresses will be carried
on in Esperanto.
In the coming ages, two languages
willl be taught in the schools, one the
native tongue, the other an international auxiliary language.-From the
"(Divine Philosophy of 'Abd~t'l-Baha."
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THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ATMOSPHERE
OF GENEVA
MA UDE M. HOLBA'CH

Thei psychology of places is brought out in the following article by Mrs.
Holbach, an Engl1:sh author who has written several books of travel on the
Balkans and Near-East. When in the United States on a lecturing tour in
1912, she met 'Abdu'l-Baha, whom she had previously heard of in the East,
and was attracted to the Baha'i Cause. With her husband she spent the follow1:ng winter at Haifa, Palestine, where she was collecting materials for a
book on the Baha.:i Cause, but the war intervened. While at Haifa she wrote
various articles on the Cause, the most important of which was published
in "The Nineteenth Century." If the ideal League of Nations, the necessity
for 'which wa,s proclaimed to the world by Baha'u'llah, should finally be
established at Geneva, would it not be an instance of the law of spiritual attraction? Indeed, there is an atmosphere of places. Just as Palestine
pregnant with holy vibrations, has been the home of so much great spiritual
teaching, so Geneva seems to have a special destiny working toward world
peace and progress.-Editor.

I

BELIEVE in the psychological atmosphere of places! It seems as
if the vibrations sent out by men and
women who are inspired by a spirit
of selfiess service and good will linger in the scenes where their good
deeds were done and draw their kindred spirits even after many years.
I have had my faith in this strengthened in Geneva. One day in ascending the flight of old stone steps that
leads to the charming garden of the
Maison Internationale I noticed an
inscription on the wall recording that
the house has been the home of the
founder 'of "Esperanto." I thought
very likely the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom
had taken this as a sign to guide
them in their choice. But no! They
took the house without having seen
the tablet! How far, far away seem
the days of 1905 when Dr. Zamenhof
first dreamed of an international
language that should break down the
bar of diverse speech between the
peoples of the world.
Where now the Palais des Nations

stands, a peace seed was dropped by
a woman who believed in Christian
charity even in time of war! Just
ten years ago, w;hen the war-spirit
ran highest, she gave a lecture In the
old Hotel National in aid of the British Red Cross. She was a loyal Englishwoman, and sorely tempted in
her inmost soul to be carried a way
at times by the war mentality of all
around her. Yet she fought the fight
in her own soul, 'and after the lecture she pleaded with her French and
German audience for the starving
women and children in the city of
Geneva-starving
because
their
breadwinner had gone to the frontthe wives and little children of Germans who had homes in Switzerland.
She asked: for a collection to be made
for them "in the Name of Him Who
said that we should love our enemies
and dQ good to them that hate us!"
And her audience responded for one
little minute; love triumphed over·
hate and a British officer grasped the
speaker's. hand and the British chaplain was a real Christian and rose to
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his feet to _support the appeal. The
coins made music in the speaker's
ears as they dropped in the box held
at the door for "the women and children of the enemy." Next day the
German Consul also for a moment
saw the gleam when he received the
collection and read the note which
said: "This represents the humanity that is above nationality." And
when the lecturer came once more to
Geneva and learned that the Hotel
National had become the Palais des
Nations she dared to believe; that the
psychological atmosphere of places
was once more proved, and the little
peace seed she sowed in tears had
grown and drawn to'the spot where
it fell those who founded the League
of Nations.
N at one among the thousands that
come to Geneva know the modest
Hotel du Salut, otherwise known as
the Hotel de l'Union, owned and managed by the Salvation Army, which
has done such fine work in the city
of Geneva. Adjoining the hotel is a
Home differing little from the hotel,
only cheaper, where many pathetic
war victims here found not only
refuge, but also a home and friends.
I met, among others, there an old
lady of eighty-one, the widow of a
diplomat who had served the former
Austrian empire for nearly forty
years. Her husband came from
Prague and he served his country
last in Zara, which is now Italian;
therefore, Austria, Czechoslovakia
and Italy differed as to who should
pay her pension, with the result that
no one did so! The Salvation Army
found the poor old lady starving and
through their instrumentality she
was repatriated as a Swiss, so that
she could share in the fund raised for
Swiss refugees from war-devastated
countries. Those who have only associatedr the Salvationists with bands
of loud street preaching-in other

words, a religion of emotionalismlittle know of the magnificent philanthropic work which I saw done in
Geneva, and which goes on all over
the world under the Army's Banner
of Peace.
But it was the psychological atmosphere of places that drew the
Salvationists to the Hotel de l'Union.
Nay, in the Hotel de l'Union, this
house where I now write, forty years
ago the first two Salvationists who
came to Switzerland were arrested
by the police and taken under escort
to the frontier as "disturbers of the
peace," but before they left they fell
on their knees and prayed for Switzerland and the city and people of
Geneva. Surely their prayer was
heard.
Little wonder that Geneva has become the home of the League of Nations! I understood why when I
wandered through the narrow streets
surrounding the Cathedral and stood
reverently before the house in which
Renri Dunant, founder of the Red
Cross, first saw the light. Re was
born in the same year as William
Booth, the founder of the Salvation
Army, in a time 'of darkness and ignorance and limited vision, but both
men undoubtedly reflected the Light
of the New Day; they saw the gleam
and followed it till it led them to establish two of the great· forces for
internationalism of the last century.
The Red Cross and the Salvation
Army were lamps that lit the darkness even of the Great War.
Then there were the stern Reformers, Calvin and John Knox.
The Lutheran Church of Geneva is
close to the Dunant Memorial, and
as I stood there the Lutheran pastor
in long black gown and shovel hat
came out. With his flowing beard
and dress of bygone days, he seemed
a figure from the line of the Reformers as he walked the cobbled
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streetS' beneath the ancient trees. He
looked a kindly soul and I accosted
him and began to speak of the emotion these old streets of Geneva
called up. I think he failed to understand.
We have outgrown, most of us, at
least, the theology of Calvin and
John Knox, but the martyr spirit
that was in them is immortal! They
dared to denounce what their conscience condemned and they were
ready to suffer for righteousness'
sake. All that was best in 'their work
remains, and the Reformers' Monument has been erected to their memory by a generation widely differing
from them in dogma, but one with
them in their desire to help suffering humanity to realize its divinity.
Is not the League of Nations in its
essence a religious conception? Religion and politics in the past have
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been unfortunately divorced. I do
not suggest that all the nations in the
League have suddenly been converted
and joined it for the good of humanity, but I am certain that many of
the delegates are actuated by the
highest motives.
It was Baha'u'llah, the Founder of
the Baha'i Movement for universal
brotherhood and peace, who first proclaimed the necessity for a World
Court to end war. In the middle of
the last century he sent forth his
great spiritual message which puts
the authentic stamp of God's Will
upon an Ideal League of Nations.
A Bureau for International Baha'i work having been this year established in Geneva at the desire of
Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the
Baha'i Cause, makes the psychological importance of this Swiss city even
more pronounced.

THE MESSENGER of God is
often sad, but his sadness does not
come from causes' relating to himself. He longs that a soul becomes
illumined, but the soul prefers darkness; he yearns to change the ignorance of the people into knowledge,
their error into guidance, their insincerity into truth, their faithlessness into firmness;. but people prefer
their own shadows, and he who manifests God becomes sad over the negligence of these sleeping ones. Are
they not of the heedless?
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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DR. J. E. ESSLEMONT
The followinq brief bioqraphical sketch of the life of one of our most distinguished BahCi'i teachers and auth ors, is contributed by the BahCi'i N ational Spiritual Assembly of England. Attached to and made a part of it
is the appreciative expression of Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the BahCi'i
Cause.-Editor.
OHN EBENEZER ESSLEMONT,
who passed away at Haifa November 22, 1925, was born on May 19,
1874, the youngest son of John E.
E:sslemont of Fairford, Cults, Aberdeenshire.
He received nis preliminary education at Ferrybill public school and
continued his studies at the Robert
Gordon College and ultimately at
Aberdeen University, where he graduated with honors in April, 1898, obtaining not only the medical degrees
of Bachelor of Medicine and of Surgery, but also a Philip Research
Scholarship at the University. He
spent the second half of 1899 at
Berne and Strasburg, at both of
which places he wrote papers on his
research work, which were published
and considered valuable.
Returning La Scotland in December, 1899, Esslemont took up the position of assistant to Professor Cash
at Aberdeen University, which position he held until 1901, when he went
to Australia, remaining there two
years. During this residence in Aus:tralia, he married on December 19,
1902.
Early in his life Esslemont's health
proved a cause of trouble and anxiety, and in 1903 he was obliged to
leave Australia, returning to Aberdeenshire, where he spent the summer, but· found it necessary in the
winter of that year to proceed to
South Africa, the climate of which
country it was hoped would p:r:ove
beneficial to his pulmonary ailment.
He remained in South Africa for five

J

years, returning to his native country in 1908, when he obtained the
post of resident medical officer at the
Home Sanatorium,
Southbourne,
Bournemout,h. which he continued to
hold until 1923, when, owing to the
death of the proprietor, the Sanatorium was closed and Esslemont found
hims.elf without medical occupation.
In 1924 he received a warm invitation from Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Baha'i Cause, asking him
to spend the winter at Haifa, and
early in November he left London,
proceeding direct to Port Said.
Writing from Malta, the only port
of call, on November 15th, Esslemont
spoke of a delightful voyage and of
feeling much improved in health.
He spent a day or two in Port Said,
where he was most warmly received
by the friends, and arrived at Haifa
on November 21st. Here he at once
devoted himself to the work of assisting Shoghi Effendi in his multifarious correspondence, which work
he continued in spite of ill-health until the end.
Such is a brief account of the material side of Esslemont's life; it remains now to say something of the
spiritual side, which continues and
will continue, for evermore.
Whilst at Bournemouth in 1912 Esslemont, in association with several
other doctors, took up the question of
State medical service and in 1914 he
read a paper on this subject before
the British Medical Association at its
meeting at Bournemouth, which by
the attention it aroused helped great-
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Iy the deliberations of the Advisory that Love and Bounty or to reject
Committee on Public Health. The them. Only by turning our attention
wife of one of EssIemont's associates and interest away from the world
in this work, who had met ' Abdu'l- and turning them to God can we
Baha in London in 1911, first men- grow in spirit. Such turning means
tioned the Baha!i Cause to Esslemont attending to the reality and inner
in December, 1914, and lent him significance of things instead of to
some pamphlets. He had been search- the outward appearance. It means
ing for Truth in many directions, but that our interest in and love for
without finding that which could sat- everything in all God's universe
isfy his innate religious feeling; on should vastly increase, but that we
hearing, however, the Baha'i mes- should regard all outward appearsage he was at once impressed by its ances but as the garments of the inbeauty and thoroughness; so much ner realities, as dawning places for
so that without delay he procured all the Glory of God. Oh! may people
books in English which dealt with the all over the world soon turn to God,
subj ect. Most truly applicable to as revealed in Baha'u'llah, with humEsslemontare the words of the Be- ble and contrite hearts, begging for
loved Master: "Blessed is he that the His forgiveness and blessing and imWord of God had reached him and. ploring His mercy and bounty!
had found his soul 'awake.'''
Then shall His Kingdom come in
His progress in the study of the men's hearts and the whole world beSacred Books was therefore rapid, come one home and all mankind one
for already in 1915 he was writing family."
This extract from one of Essleto the lady above-mentioned recommending what books she should read; mont's early letters shows so clearly
and in February, 1916, little more the spirit which illumined all his
than a twelve-month after he him- words and actions, that its insertion
self first received the Glad Tidings, here will be forgiven by those who
he wrote at length to a Baha'i friend read his stirring admonition and apin Manchester in terms which show peal. That he himself did in very
how thoroughly he had accepted the truth turn to God as revealed by
Baha'i teachings and how profoundly Baha'u'llah,· and that having so
he had already studied them. Thus turned, he never deviated by one
hair's breadth from the path of love
he writes:
"We can each become like our and righteousness is a fact known to
friend if we make the great surren- those who had the privilege of meetder of self and selfishness and be- ing him and listening- to his glowing
come willing channels for the 'Divine talks as well as to those who are acSnirit. There is no limit to what the quainted with him only through his
h~llnan spirit can achieve in the writings inspired as they are with
strength of Divine Inspiration. The that same loving spirit which was so
germ of the Divine Nature is in apparent to those who knew him perevery man; only most of us are not sonallY'1
Esslemont's work as a personal
manifesting it. Instead, we are
smothering it. .It is like a plant, teacher, apart from his letters, bewhich needs sun and rain for its ganin Bournemouth, where a group
growth, the Sun and Rain of the Di- of adherents to the Cause gathered
vine Love and Bounty. We have the under his auspices, resulting in the
power either to open our hearts to formation of a Spiritual Assembly of
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which he was the first chairman, a
position he continued to occupy until
he left England in 1924. In this connection it may be mentioned that he
was also the representative of the
Bournemouth group on the National
Spiritual Assembly of England, of
which body he became Vice-President, and which benefited much by
his counsel and advice.
Not satisfied with studying the
Baha'i writings for himself alone,
which led him to learn Persian so as

A picture of Dr. Esslemont much liked
by his friends.

to read them in the original language,
Esslemont set about writing for the
instruction of others. The first nine
chapters of his justly celebrated
book, "Baha'u'llah and the New Era,"
which were written during the
World War, were submitted to the
Beloved Master when peace led to the
reopening of communications with
Haifa, with the, result that Esslemont
received an invitation from' Abdu'lBaha to visit Haifa, which he did in
the winter of 1919-20. During this
visit, the Beloved Master discussed
the book with the author, making
'

suggestions for its improvement, and
indeed read through and' revised
some three and a half chapters,
which had been translated into Persian for the purpose.
The third chapter relating to Baha'u'llah was first published as a separate pamphlet, and it was proposed
to issue a new edition on the occasion
of the Conference on some living religions within the British Empire
which was held in London in the
autumn of 1924; on consideration,
however, it appeared that a more
general pamphlet would be both more
appropriate and more useful, and
thus "Baha'u'llah and His Message"
came to be written by Esslemont,
who also wrote the small leaflet,
"What Is the Baha'i Movement 7"
It was not only by his printed
works that Esslemont: became known
to the Baha'i world, for he was an
indefatigable and voluminous correspondent not only in English, but
also in Esperanto, of which universal
language he was a complete master.
Amongst his last labors during his
stay at Haifa in' 1925 was the revision of the Esperanto translation
of the above-mentioned leaflet which
had been prepared for the meeting
of the Universal Esperanto Congress
at Geneva in August of that year.
Another work on which he was also
engaged towards the close of his
earthly career was the translation
into German of his large book.
These evidences of E-sslemont's labars in the service of the Cause remain open to all, but of the loving
services which he so gladly and selflessly rendered to all with whom he
came into personal contact, only they
can give full account from the inmost
recesses of their hearts; but surely
all whom he helped will forever bear
in mind the inestimable benefits conferred upon them by his words, and
more, perhaps, by his living example
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of what a true Baha'i should be, for
he was nigh unsurpassed in selflessness, in utter devotion and obedience
to the Baha'i teachings, in love and
trustfulness to all his fellows.
No better appreciation of Dr. Esslemont and of his services to the
Baha!i Cause can be given than that
contained in the following letter
which the Guardian of the Baha'i
Cause wrote after the passing of him
who loved th8 Cause so well and
served it so faithfully:
"It is with feelings of overwhelming sorrow that I communicate to
you the news of yet another loss
which the Almighty, in His inscrutable wisdom, has chosen to inflict upon
our beloved Cause. On 'the 22nd of
November, 1925-that memorable
and sacred day in which the Baha'is
of the Orient celebrated the twin
Festivals of the Declaration of the
Bab and the Birthday of 'Abdu'lBahft-Dr. John E. Esslemont passed
on to the Abha Kingdom. His end
was as swift as it was unexpected.
Suffering from the effects of a
chronic and insidious disease, he fell
at last a victim to the inevitable complications that ensued, the fatal
course of which neither the efforts of
vigilant physicians nor the devoted
cares of his many friends could possibly deflect.
"He bore his sufferings with admirable fortitude, with calm resignation and courage. Though convinced
that his ailme::1ts would never henceforth forsake him, yet many- a time
he revealed a burning. desire that the
friends residing in the Holy· Land
should, . while visiting the Shrines,
implore the All-Merciful to prolong
his days that he may bring to a fuller
completion his humble share of service to the Threshold of Bahft'u'llfth.
To this noble request . all hearts
warmly responded. But this was not
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to be. His close association with my
work in Haifa, in which I had placed
fondest hopes, was suddenly cut
short. His book, however, an abiding monument to his pure intention,
will, alone, inspire generations yet
unborn to tread the path of truth
and service as steadfastly and as
unostentatiously as was trodden by
its beloved author. The Cause he
loved so well he served even
unto his last day with exemplary
faith and unstinted devotion. His
'( enacity of faith, his high integrity,
his self-effacement, his industry and
painstaking labors were traits of a
character the noble qualities of which
will live and live forever after him.
To me personally he was the warmest
of friends, a trusted counsellor, an
indefatigable collaborator, lovable
companion.
"With tearful eyes I supplicate at
the Threshold of Baha'u'llfth-and
request you all to join-in my ardent
prayers, for the fuller unfolding in
the realms beyond of a soul that has
already achieved so high a spiritual
standing in this world. For by the
beauty of his character, by his knowledge of the Cause, by the conspicuous
achievements of his book, he has immortalized his name, and by sheer
merit deserved to rank as one of the
Hands of the Cause of God.
"He has been laid to rest in the
heart of, that beautifully situated
Baha'i burial ground at the foot of
Carmel, close to the mortal remains
of that venerable soul, Haji Mirza
Vakilu'd-Dawlih,
the
illustrious
cousin of the Bab and chief builder
of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar of 'Ishqabad. Pilgrims visiting his gra ve
from far and near will, with pride
and gratitude, do honor to a name
that adorned the annals of an immortal Cause.
. "May he eternally rest in peace."
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AN APPRECIATION
MARTHA ROOT
"But if the body undergoes a chnnge the spirit need not be touched. When ym~ break
n glass on which the sun shines the glass ,is broken, but the sun still shines. . . .
The same is tTue of the spir-it of man. Though death ,destr'oys his body, it h'as no POWe1'
over- his spi'rit, which ,is eter-nal, ever-lc(sting . . . "
'Abdu'l-Baha.

E have received the trist news
W
that our dear, great brother,
Dr. Esslemont, passed away in Haifa,
Palestine, November 22, 1925. So
another wonderful Baha'i will continue his precious services in the
Most High Kingdom. He was distinguished for his genuine spirituality
and severed life: He was likewise
distinguished as a scholar and author.
Dr. Esslemont first heard of the
Baha'i Movement one Sunday in December, 1914, when he was taking
dinner with two friends in London,
a man and his wife. The hostess had
seen' Abdu'l-Baha in London and said
she had a booklet about the Cause.
She loaned it to Dr. Esslemont. He
became so interested that he sent to
the London Baha'i Assembly for information and bought all the books
that were published in English.
I met Dr. Esslemont for the first
time in Haifa in April, 1925. He was
ill in a hospital there. His room was
banked with flowers and scores of
people called each day to inquire
how he was. A little later he was
better and could return to his room
which was with Baha'i friends and
close beside 'Abdu'l-Baha's home.
Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the
Baha'i Cause, loved Dr. Esslemont
deeply; he did everything for his
happiness and his health with the
same thoughtful efficiency that he
gives to the Holy Cause.
Our Baha'i brother was a great
scholar. Everything he did bore the
mark of extreme efficiency. His life

was orderly. His books, his papers,
everything he possessed were in their
proper place; he knew exactly where
they were; he knew just where to
tell anyone to look for a quotation,
a book, or anything else which he
needed. In our Esperanto work he
was not satisfied just with any word,
but sometimes we would discuss a
dozen words and ,search their exact
meanings in several dictionaries to
find the word that would most brilliantly express the spirit of each
thought.
During these convalescing days in
Haifa, his Persian teacher used to
come each evening and sit beside the
bed and talk Persian to Dr. Esslemont for one hour. Then next day,
in Esperanto, pr. g,sslemont would
tell me the wonderful stories about
the Baha'i Cause which his Persian
instructor had related the night before. They were so thrilling that if
they could be recorded adequately the
book would surely be at the top of
the list of "best sellers."
Always happy, always smiling was
Dr. Esslemont. He never spoke about
his illness. One day when he could
not work, I said to him: "If you do
not do a-nything you are still doing
much work every day, for your book
is spreading the Baha'i Message in
every land." Many volumes of this
book, "Baha'u'llah and the New E[ra,"
have been sent to university and
other great libraries in China and
Japan. One youth, twenty-two years
of age, in China, remained in the dormitory of his university during the
9
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Christmas holidays, to translate
chapters of Dr. Esslemont's book into
Chinese for the Chinese newspapers.
Several Chinese young men in various cities have translated parts of it
for their pupils. E,sperantists in Europe know the book better than any
other Baha'i book because the chapter on "Religion and Science" has
been translated into Esperanto, and
the edition entirely sold. If the entire book could be published in Esperanto it would find a ready sale. I
have five copies of this book, in English, and they are always loaned,
often they are sent on to me, from
city to city. Last evening, in Vienna,
Austria, at my first meeting with the
Baha'is one young man said he was
trying to learn English so that he
could rea'd Dr. Esslemont's book. One
very bright young woman, but blind,
said she would translate the book into
German if she could get some one to
read it to her in English. She has
done much translating. I told them
the book was being translated into
German and they were delighted. On
my table is a note to Dr. Esslemont
urging him to hurry the German
proofs of "Baha'u'Uah and the New
Era" because all Germany and
Vienna are longing to have the book.
Dr. Esslemont 'wrote "Baha'u'llfth
and the New Era" to answer for
others the questions which he wished
answered when he was first studying
about the Baha'i Movement. Shoghi
Effendi, Guardian of the Baha'i
Cause, has said that it is the best
book which has been written about
the Cause.
Dr. E'sslemont's sudden passing
into the Eternal Realm brings home

•
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to us the importance of appreciating
the value of the time. Are we working to the utmost and happily? Is
our \"lork efficient? If it is, whether
in this world or the next, we are a
joy-bringer to our friends and to all
humanity.

"ALL CREATION, whether of the
mineral, vegetable or animal kingdom, is compel1ed to obey the law of
motion; it must either ascend or descend. But, with the human soul,
there is no decline. Its only movement is towards perfection-growth
and progress alone constitute the motion of the soul.
Divine perfection is infinite;
therefore, the progress of the soul is
also infinite. From the very birth
of a human being, the soul progresses, the intellect grows, and
knowledge increases. When the body
dies, the soul lives on. All the differing degrees of created physical
beings are limited; but the soul is
limitless!
The whole physical creation is perishable. . . . This composition of
atoms, "\"lhich constitutes the body or
mortal element of any created being,
is temporary. . . . "\Vith the soul it
. is different. The soul is not a combination of elements, it is not composed of many atoms, it is of one
indivisible substance, therefore eternal. It is entirely out of the order
of the physical creation; it is immortal. . . .
The comprehenson of that other
life depends on ,our spiritual birth 1"
'Abdu'l-Baha .
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HOW I FOUND THE KINGDOM OF GOD
HARRY MARKSON

HIRTY years ago, when a youngster of twelve summers, in my
native .village in Russia, my private
teacher taught me the portion of the
Bible about God's command to Samuel, that Saul should arm his people
and march to kill off every living
Amalekites, from sucklings to grayheaded. My teacher's face grew
grim and stern, his usual smile disappeared.
I asked him how this story could
be true that the Master of the universe should issue such a brutal command; and he declared that this
story was in contradiction of the
spirit of Abraham, who begged the
Master of the universe to save Sodom
and Gomorrah for the sake of ten
righteous persons. And even when
a people do deserve punishment, the
Master of the universe does not need
any mortals to do destructive work
for him. He has his messengersthe elements of nature-to do it for
him, as he did to Pharaoh and Korah. God can shake the mighty
mountains; he does not need any assistance of human hands .. This story
of Samuel must have another meaning, he said.
And as a guide for future understanding of tbe Scriptures as well as
other literature, he read for me a
portion of a book called "The Road
of the Righteous," written by a philosopher who had lived in Italy over
two hundred years ago. It declared
that the soul of man must approach
. Godliness, and look at the world from
a ljniversal point of view, as the
Creator of the universe does. To him
all offspring of men are his children.
He desires that they all be happy,
and live without any discrimination,
regardless of color or nationality.

T

"Vhen the human family increased
and they began to cross mountains
and rivers, to settle in valleys and
plains, they did not find any landmarks to shovv to "\vhat group of people the land belonged, Neither did
the \vandering groups ;have any special names.
The sun sheds its rays universally.
The earth and its people are a part
of the universe, and they should
never be considered in distinct
groups.
vVith these principles I should be
able, he said, to distinguish what is
true teaching and what are false doctrines.
But life did not progress in accordance with my teacher's ethics.
On the eastside of my native town,
the Russian Imperialists· were erecting a powerful fortification and
flooding the district with soldiers.
(The taxes would better have been
spent to maintain schools and colleges
than for the upkeep of a great army,
and the piling up of ammunition).
To the west of our town, only
twenty miles away, the German Monarchists were drilling the school children for military service. Vlhen I
visited my cousins in Germany they
boasted of their ability to march into
our town and capture the great fort
that the Russian Imperialists vvere
erecting. I asked them why they
were so proud of their soldiering.
"You are not going to destroy our
l: omes and kill or wound us, are
you?" I asked. I could not reason
with my little cousins; their minds
were poisoned with militarism. Our
playmates, our very relations, were
inclined to destroy our lives !
I came back to my teacher with a
sad heart, and told him that very
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few children were being brought up
in the spirit he was teaching me.
Most of the school children were being educated to believe that as soon
as a boy was placed in a military uniform, he had almost a right to murder and plunder.
He smiled and said to me, "Europe
is old and decayed, and is prepared
to commit suicide. Go to America
when you are old enough! There
Washington and his illustrious successors have laid a foundation for a
world republic. And from the East
will come forth a new Teacher, a
new Redeemer, who will free humanity from the evils of materialism."
I came to this land (America) as
a youth. The language was strange
to me, but I loved this great commonwealth. To see a great country
without military uniforms, without
brutal officers to spy upon the people, impressed me immensely, and I
decided to learn to understand my
new homeland. I had to work hard
for a living and I was unable to attend school.
My acquaintances spoke their nati'ue language, and I had no opportunity to learn the language of my
new fatherland. But I spent my Sundays in the churches listening to the
sermons and hymns. I would visit
several churches of various denominations on each Sunday. When I
learned to understand what the ministers were speaking about, I was
greatly disappointed ..
I made up my mind to travel to
another city and visit still another
denomination which I had heard was
very spiritual. I read their books
and listened to the services in their
churches. But I was not at all satisfied. The faces of the congregation
were grim, and the smile of God did
not seem to cheer them. The people
were attached to traditions and cus-
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toms. They were not progressive.
They were a people of the book, but
not of the spirit.
Then I started all over again to
search for some movement to bring
the human family to a better understanding, and I made my rounds
again to the churches and temples.
I attended churches of various denominations, listened to sermons of
all kinds, and observed closely the
. ceremonies and utterances. Some
were more pleasant, more congenial
than others, but the spirit of the oneness of the human family was lacking. There was no vision for harmonious thinking. Where was the
hope of good understanding for a
united human family?
I saw the after-war effects here
in the land of the world's republic,
our home-coming warriors crippled
in mind and body, begging for jobs,
gassed and diseased. I could see
them fading away in their early life,
leaving behind them helpless widows
and feeble orphans, and my heart
ached for the suffering youth, and I
prayed to find some group of people
who would lead humanity to harmony and peace.
I made a closer study of various
social movements and of religious
groups, and I found them to be talking of lofty ideals, but the day of universal peace and harmony seemed
postponed for an indefinite period.
I happened to recall the story of
Baha:is in Persia who believe in
practical action to mould humanity
into one family, but I knew of no
group like that in the land of my
adoption.. Then, like the hand of
destiny, something led me to a lecture to hear Jinab'i-Fadil, a Bahci!f
teacher who spoke on the teachings
of Baha,'u'llah, and I discovered that
I am a Baha'i, and as such I shall
live.
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A STATEMENT OF BELIEF
The following i's an excer'pt from a letter written by Mr. Hmuar'Cl lVlacNutt, a Balui'i lecturer and writer. In these few words he has succeeded in
portraying very vididly, for an inq~~ireT, the Bahd"[ Movement as he sees it
-Editor.
.
OU know, of course, that we are
Y
Baha:is, and if I mistake not, you
are familiar with the fundamental
principles of Baha:l belief-that it is
not an organization or propaganda,
but rather what I choose to call an organism of spiritually vitalized followers of True Religion, of Reality, of the
Manifest Word, in contradistinction
to sects, denominations, code, creed
and interpretation. Personally I give
you statement and testimony, after
twenty-eight years close allegiance
to this Universal Movement, that it
is not only impregnable from any and
every standpoint of inquiry and belief, but that it embodies the essence
of all that is true and spiritually vital
in every religious teaching, past and
present. In the Baha:i Revelation
all religious systems find their apotheosis and reconciliation. This was
the promise recorded in all the heavenly books-Torah, Gospel, Koran,
Zend, Rig Veda, etc.-that a day of
God would dawn upon the world and
the Sun of Truth (Reality) would
arise for the "healing of: the nations."
This d:i!vine dynamic and impulse;
this spiritual remedy for the worldsickness; this True Day of judgment,
resurrection and redemption clearly
foretokened by Christ and the essence of all prophetic announcement,

could only be fulfilled in terms of Divinity Itself-that is to say, through
the appearance of the "Glory of the
Lord."
Briefly : We follow a Teaching and
Utterance which has the intrinsic
spiritual power to establish Unity
and Love in the hearts of divergent,
irreconcilable followers of all religious systems, sects, factions and
creeds. This is a perfect proof, a
valid and visible evidence of Its
source and power.
The Baha'is are found throughout
the world. They have buried their
antagonismsand hostilities. They
continue to follow their own Prophets, but, illumined by Baha'u'Ilah,
accept all other Manifestations of the
Word, live up to the principles of
their own religious belief and behold
in Baha'u'll{th the consummate
"Word made flesh" in order that
peace and love may now glorify the
world.
I ask you as a thoughtful, sensitized soul, to investigate the Reality
of this Manifestation, ponder upon
His Utterances, know Him by His
fruits.
Roward MacNutt.
Miami, Florida,
January 4, 1926.

Erratum: An error ·of the printer, which was corrected in the proof but slipped
through the fin3Jl puhlication, appears in the article "Many Mansions," by Keith Ransom-KJehler, in the Decemiber, 1925, "Star of the West." On page 639, first column, second li~e from the bottom of the page, the word "selfishness" is used instead of the
word "selflessness," which was intended.

A UDED and glorified art Thou, Lord God
I Omnipotent! Thou before vVhose Wisdom the
wise falleth short and faileth, before Whose
knowledge the learned· confesseth his ignorance, before Whose might the strong waxeth
weak, before vVhose wealth the rich testifieth
to his poverty, before Whose light the enlightened is
lost in darkness; toward the Shrine of vVhose knowledge turneth the essence of all understanding and
around the Sanctuary of \Vhose Presence circle the
souls of all mankind.
How, then, can I sing and tell of Thine Essence,
which the wisdom of the w-ise and the learning of the
learned have failed to comprehend, inasmuch as no
man can sing that which he understandeth not, nor
recount that unto which he can not attain, whilst Thou
hast been from everlasting the Inaccessible, the Unsearchable. Powerless though I be to rise to the
Heavens of Thy Glory and soar in the Realms of Thy
Kum;'irledge, I can but recount Thy tokens that tell of
Thy Glorious Handiwork.
By Thy Glory! 0 beloved of all hearts, T·hou that
alone canet still the pangs ·of yearning for Thee 1
Though all the dwellers of Heaven and earth unite to
glorify the least of Thy Signs, wherein and whereby
Thou hast revealed Thyself, yet would they fail, hoyv
much more to praise Thy HolyvVord, the creator of all
Thy Tokens.
All praise and glory be to Thee, Thou. of whom all
things have testified that Thou. art One and there is
none other God but Thee, who has been from everlasting exalted above all peer or likeness and to everlasting
shalt remain the same. All Kings are but Thy servants and all beings, visible and invisible, as naught
before Thee. There is none other God but Thee, the
Gracious, the Powerful, the Most High.
A Prayer of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
-Trctnslated by Shoghi Effendi, Guu<rdictn of the Baha'i Cause.

The G1:rls' School at Ishqa.brid, Russia, one omnch of the Bahri'i acth,ities, Fonner students of this school al'e now in 'active sM'vice
in the Bahri'i cm/se cmd some hCl.1Je gone to London to continue theil' studies,
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"Every concept of Diviniity which has come within the intellection
of a human being is finite or limited and is a pure product of imagination, whereas the reality of divinity is' holy and sacred above and be'Abdul'l-Baha
yond all such concept."
THE remarkable rise of science
during the nineteenth century, with
its resultant freeing of human
thought from old traditions and
bounds, has had one unfortunate result-a widespread disbelief, or unbelief, in the existence of God as
Ruler of the universe. Wherever education makes greatest headway, and
the human intelligence begins to
analyze fearlessly the universe and
existence, skepticism is prevalent.
SKEPTICISM as a transition
phase in the cycle of man's tho~ght
development has its place and value.
No rational basis for religion can be
arrived at without it. But skepticism as a permanent stopping-place
in the journey of life, a dreary culde-sac, so to speak, is most regrettable, and as unworthy of man's intelligence as it is of his spiritual nature.
For the universe rightly read yields
itself to but one key, the idea of a
ruling Deity. And science itself is
beginning to turn away from a
mechanistic materialism toward a belief in God as warranted by the fads
of nature-'-nay, even as a necessary
clue to their interpretation. Edison,
the greatest electrical genius of the
age, on his seventy-ninth birthday,
gave as part of his brief message to
the country the statement that he
saw in nature all around him the

signs of a ruling Providence. Many
a great scientist is making that reading of the universe today. One of the
most striking examples of pure ratiocination on the part of a scientist
leading to the belief in God i's the experience of the great French naturalist and biologist, the leading member,
at the time of his death in 1920 of
the Faculty of Sciences of the Sorbonne, Freder~c Houssay. The train
of observation and thought 'which led
this scientist to the conception of a
Supreme Intelligence directing the
universe is so remarkable that it is
worthy of our careful consideration,
because iit is the result, not only of a
wider and deeper observation of nature than falls to the lot of most men,
but also of a penetrating logic and
power of 'analysis which made Houssay philosopher as well as scientist.
"His studies in morphology," to
translate rather freely from the biographical sketch of him by Louis
Bounoure in the latest number of
Isis, "led him to the conclusion that
the structure of living organisms are
the immediate, exact, and inevitable
reflection of the cosmic forces: flowing
without interruption or termination
through animate 'and inanimate ex':
istence. This is what he clearly read
amidst the observations and experiences through which his logic had
conducted him. He saw this wave of
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eternal forces running through incessantly the moving mass of the world,
and in transforming itself in a thousand different ways throughout its
course engend~r all the appearances
which human observation gathers.
This universal force appeared to him
as the sole reality."
Houssay's philosophic temperament now forced him to seek a primordial cause. His studies in the processes of nature led him to feel that
nothing in nature was accidental or
capnc'Wus. The earth's evolution
seemed to follow an inevitable irreversible order. "The essential character of this universal force was that
it was a directed force. This directed
force Houssay saw manifest itself in
the world of matter, evolving from
non-existence to existence, next to a
life of confused thought, and finally
terminating in human intelligence.
He was now led by the force of his
logic to admit, as the sole cause of
this directed force and of all existence, "a primordial thought which is
beyond space and time," and which
appeared to him as an "Intelligence
and a Will."
"Thus Houssay, starting out to explore the world of sensation and of
matter, arrived at the Unknowable
Eternal. By pure force of reason he
had created for himself an order and
a unity in the apparent chaos of nature. Thus this biologist, who early
iD his career had been mechanistic in
hi,s belief, arrived at the idea of a
primordial cause and found there the
Etermtl Thought, which fitted both
his conception of a universe consisting of force, and his optimistic vision
of the world."
Another great thInker who has
risen in the midst of the materialism
of Europe to sound a spiritual note
that is resounding around the world,
Count Keyserling, in a recent article
in the "Forum" called "The Alphabet
. of Life," says: "Look at life with a

serene, unbiased eye. You can not
grasp a single material fact which belongs to the realm of life except from
the standpoint of its meaning.
Meaning is the source of its very
existence. But then meaning is something immaterial. Thus something
immaterial is, in the case of life, the
origin of material existence. It is
significance, that creates the facts,
not vice versa. Do you now begin to
see why the life of each and all must
appear to have a meaning, not only
in order to seem worth living, but in
order to go on at all? Do you begin
to see why individuals who have lost
their aim in life, or nations who have
lost their gods or their ideals, seem
to develop a suicidal inclination?
When we say that human history is
guided by a Divine Providence, we
mean that a Supreme or Ultimate
M eaning is not only at the root, but
is the root of all facts of life."
IT IS not to be wondered at that
human intelligence has revolted
against an anthropomorphic God,
that is to say, a God made in the
image of man. For that is what,
with the best of intentions, human
ingenuity has made out of the problem of divinity. The God of man's
conj ecture is as far from the Eternal
Essence as unreality is from reality.
For it is evident, from the slightest
analysis of the problem, that man, the
finite, can not conceive the Infinite.
Hence all his speculations as to the
nature of God are and remain the
mere phantasmagorias of his imagination. Robert Ingersoll has humorously expressed this in that travestied line of Alexander Pope, "An honest God's the noblest work of man."
It is perhaps because of the falseness
of these human attempts at the conception of Deity that so many thinking people today have come to the sad
expedient of doubting or denying the
existence of God. Surely no one is
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in reality made happy by the thought
of a universe without a God, wandering like a ship without a rudder
through vasrtnesses of space and time.
No one is happy at such a thought,
because no one can foresee or count
upon what is to happen next. In a
chance or fortuitous universe, woe
is as near as weal, catastrophe and
disaster as regnant as well-being.
Unless we postulate some sort of inner, hidden impulse in the material
universe making progress inevitable
-and in such a postulate we are
really expressing a belief in a Divine
Intelligence and Will-we have left
only the ppssibility of facing a chaotic universe. In youth one can stand
all things, but this is not a pleasant
thought with which to approach old
age. Mark Twain saddened and
soured under it. A well-known lecturer confided to the writer his dread
of falling into that same bitter philosophy of life which cast its gloom
into the departing .days of the great
humorist. He could not view the universe optimistically. He could not
rest upon that great confidence in an
overruling Deity which upholds the
faith and courage of spiritual man in
all of his endeavors.
The denier of God has, in a way,
placed himself outside the pale of existence. He has by that very act of
denial severed himself from the Divine concatenation of events. He is
no longer a member of the family of
God, a partner in the divinely
planned work of the universe.
Though he toils, it is as an outcast,
and for an' outcast's wages. Indeed,
the saddest thing in life is to lose
God~saddes;t in this life or the next.
And the reverse is also- true, that the
most joyful experience in all existence, here or hereafter, is to find God
and to abide consciously in His love
and protection.
THERE IS another aspect to athe-
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ism, or the denial of God, more dreadful than its pessimism, and that is
the egotism which intellectually is
the inevitable corollary and concomitant of the idea that nowhere in the
universe is there an intelligence or
power higher than man. It follows
logically that if there is no Supreme
Being, then man's intelligence is the
highest we know of in the universe.
What, then, must be the intoxication
of egotism of a gifted mind, rejecting
the idea of God, which views itself as
a type and specimen of the supreme
intelligence-? This leads not to wholesomeness nor sanity. Is man to make
of himself a demigod? The mind of
man, created to be but the instrument of his spirit under the guidance
and inspir1ation of the Great Spirit,
is not built to stand the strain of
this ego-intoxication, this complete
reliance upon a self that is separate
from God. Under stress and strain
such a personality must inevitably
disintegrate, lacking the refreshment
and recreation which comes from
turning to God in trouble and seeking
His guidance. Discouragement, debility, nervous and perhaps mental
breakdown, is the cycle through
which those pass who know. not God.
Such was the fate of Nietzsche, who
ended his days in an asylum. To be
ultimately crushed is the destiny of
all who oppose themselves in the futility of their finity to the Power
which permeates and guides the uni. verse. Such disaster is a mercy both
to others -and to themselves. For the
universe could not be allowed to become a battleground for warring, Titanesque egos, a chaos of conflicting
wills. And as regards the individual,
the greatest gift and mercy is that
which leads him to find God; and how
can he who exults in egotism find
God, save through being brought
low? In feebleness, in utter weakness and despair, if not before, it is
our belief that all will ultimately find
God.
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THE EXISTENCE OF GOD
EXCERPTS FROM THE WRITINGS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA

ONE OF the proofs and demon- even man is forced to submit to
strations of the existence of God is death, to sleep, and to other condithe :Dad that man did not create him- tions-that is 'to slay, man in certain
self; nay, his creator and designer is particulars is governed, and necessaanother than himself. It is certain rily this governed one must have a
and indisputable that the creator of governor. Because a characteristic
man is not like man, because a pow- of contingent beings is dependency,
erless creature can not create an- and this dependency is an essential
other being. The maker, the creator, . necessity, therefore there must be an
has to possess all perfections in order independent being whose independthat he may create.
(Ans. Que., ence is essential. . . .
Therefore it is known that there
p. 5.)
is an Eternal Almighty One who is
AND NOW consider this infinite the possessor of all perfections; beuniverse. Is it possible that it could cause unless He be their possessor,
have been created without a Creator? He must be like His creature. (Ans.
Or that the Creator and Cause of this Ques., p. 6.)
infinite congeries of worlds should be
WE BELIEVE in a Universal Esminus intelligence? Is the idea that
the Creator has no comprehension of sence or Reality which is purified or
what is manifested in creation tena- exalted above all mention, and which
ble? Man, the creature, has volition can not possibly be conceived of by
and certain virtues. Is it· possible the mind of man. But we can prove
that his Creator is deprived of these? Its existence by Its signs which we
A child could not accept this belief see in the surrounding creation. . . .
and statement. It is perfectly evi- We prove the existence of the Unident that man did not create him- versal Essence by qualities that are
self and that he can not do so. How perfect. . . .
could man of his own weakness creWe ask: Is it possible that perfecate such a mighty being? Therefore tion can exist in the branch of a tree
the Creator of man must be more per- and not exist in the root of the tree?
fect and powerful than man .. If the Is it possible that perfection shall
creative cause of man be simply 0n exist in a drop of the sea and not exthe same level' with man, then man ist in the sea itself? Is it possible
himself should be able to create, that perfection will not exist in man
whereas we know very well that we himself, but will exist in a hair of
can not create even our own likeness. his head, which is only a part of him?
Therefore the Creator of man must Is it possible that man, Who is a part
be endowed with superlative intelli- of the whole, may have qualities of
gence and power in all points that pei-fection which can not be attribcreation involves and implies. (Pro. uted to the Essence or Reality? Or,
is it possible for man to be a point of
of U. P., p. 79.)
perfection and that real Essence be
IT IS certain that the whole con- deprived of perfection? A child could
tingent world is subjected to a law not imagine such a foolish thing . . . .
We say that the Essence, or Realand rule which it can never disobey;
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ity, is purified from all words, all description and an praise; that the Essence would have first to be understood and then judged. But man can
not understand the Essence. (Daily
Lessons, p. 30.)
"
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but the Reality of Divinity is holy
above all understanding, The pictures of Divinity that come to our
mind a~e the product of our fancy;
they eXIst in tl::e realm of our imagination. They are not adequate to the
truth; truth in its Essence can not
be put into words. Divinity can not
be comprehended because it is comprehending . . . . Divinity itself contains All, and is not contained.
To man the Essence of God is incomprehensible, so also are the
worlds beyond this and their condition. It is given to man to obtain
knowledge, to attain to great spiritual perfection, to discover hidden
truths and to manifest even the attributes of God, but still man can not
comprehend the Essence of God.
(London Talks, p. 8, p. 60.)

THE BEIKGS in this existent
world are created in different conditions. There is the mineral condition
or degree, the vegetable condition or
degree, the animal condition or degree, and the hllman degree. Every
"higher degree comprehends or includes the lower, but the lower degree
does not comprehend the higher. For
example, man comprehends the kingdoms below him, but the mineral does
not comprehend the three higher
kingdoms. "\Vhatever progress the
mineral kingdom may make, it can
never reach a condition of knowing
the pmver of growth, and in the same
way whatever progress the vegetable
kingdom may make, it can never imagine the condition of the animal
kingdom, and the animal can not imagine the human reality_ Though all
of them -are creations, the difference
in degree prevents the lower from
comprehending the higher. .
As this is so, how can man, the
phenomenal being, understand God?
How can the creation understand the
Creator? How can the art imagine
the artist? l11an can not U1ule1~stand
the Real£ty of Divinity, or know
whether he has consciousness or not.
The consciousness of God is not the
consciousness which we know of,
. . . Man's consciousness is a quality
of phenomenal beings, but the consciousness of God is the quality of "an
Eternal Reality. Therefore we can
not compare one with the other. The
consciousness of God is sanctified and
purified from the consciousness of
man. (Daily Lessons, p. 33.)

THE DIVINE Reality is unthinkable, Limitless, Eternal, Immortal
and Invisible. The world of creation
is bound by natural law, finite and
mortal. The Infinite Reality can not
be said to ascend or descend. It is
beyond the understanding of man,
and can not be described in terms
which apply to the phenomenal
sphere of the created world.
Consider the world of created beings, how varied and diverse they are
in species, yet ¥1'ith one sole origin.
, . . The Creator of all is One God.
From this same God all creation
sprang into existence, and He is the
one g'oal towards which everything
in nature yearns. . . .
All creatures that exi~t are dependent upon "the Divine Bounty. Divine mercy gives life itself. As the
light of the sun shines on the ..vhole
world, so the mercy of the Infinite
God is shed on all creatures. (Wisdom Talks in Paris.)

MAN ALL over the world is seeking for God. All that exists is God;

GOD is almighty, but His greatness can not be brought within the
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grasp of human limitation. vVe can
not limit God to a boundary. Man is
limited, but the world of divinity is
unlimited. Prescribing limitation to
God is human ignorance. God is the
ancient, the almighty; His attri/5utes
are infinite. He is God because His
light, His sovereignty is infinite. If
He oan be limited to human ideas He
is not God. StTange it is that notwithstanding these are self-evident
truths man continues to build walls
and fences of limitation about God,
about Divinity, so glorious, illimitable, boundless. Consider the endless
phenomena of His creation. They are
infinite; the universe is infinite. Who
shall declare its height, its depth and
length? It is absolutely infinite. How
could an almighty sovereignty, a divinity so \vondrous, be brought within the limitations of faulty human
minds even as to terms and definitions? . . .
People speak of Divinity, but the
ideas and beliefs they have of divinity are in reality superstition. Divinity is the effulgence of the Sun of
Reality, the manifestation of spiritual virtues and ideal po\vers. The
intellectual proofs of divinity are
based upon observation and evidence
which constitute decisive argument,
logically proving the reality of divinity, the effulgence of mercy, the certainty of inspiration and immortality
of tlhe spirit. This is in reality the
science of divinity. . . . Ordinarily
when the word divinity is mentioned
it is associated in the minds of the
hearers with certain formulae and
doctrines, whereas it essentially
means the wisdom and knowledge of .
God, the effulgence of the Sun of
Truth, the revelation of reality and
divine philosophy.
Philosophy is of two kinds: natural and divine. Natural philosophy
seeks knowledge of physical verities
and explains material phenomena,

wherelas divine philosophy deals with
ideal verities and phenomena of the
spirit. . . . IVIan should continue
both these lines of research and investigation so that all the human virtues, outer and inner, may become
possible. (Pro. of U. P., p. 268, p.
320.)
HO\V SHALL \;v'e know God? We
know Him by His attributes. We
know Him by His signs. We know
Him by His names. We know not
what the reality of the sun is, but we
know the sun by the ray, by the heat,
by its effiCJacy and penetration. We
recognize the sun by its bounty and
effulgence, but as to \vhat constitutes
the reality of the solar energy~that
is unknowable to us. The attributes
characterizing the sun, however, are
knowable. If we wish to come in
touch with the reality of Divinity,
we do· so by recognizing its phenomena, its attributes and traces
which are widespread in the universe . . . .
It is quite evident that our kind of
life, our form of existence is limited
and that the reality of all accidental
phenomena is likevlise limited. The
very fact that the reality of phenomena is limited, well indicates that
there must needs be an unlimited
reality, for were there no unlimited
or infinite reality in life, the finite
being of objects would be inconceivable. . . . If there were no light in the
world you could not conceive of darkness, for we know things philosophically by their antitheses. We knmv,
for example, that poverty is the lack
of wealth. vVhere there is no knowledge there is no ignorance. Vlhat is
ignorance? It is the absence of
knowledge. Therefore our limited eXistence is a proof conclusive that
there is a reality unlimited, and this
is a shining proof and evident argument. (Pro. of U. P., p. 417-419.)
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NOvV concerning the essence of
Divinity. In truth it is on no account determined by anything apart
from its own nature, and can in no
"\vise be comprehended. For vvhatsoever can be conceived by man is a
reality that hath limitations and is
not unlimited; it is circumscribed,
not all-embracing. It can be comprehended by man, and is controlled by
him. . . . Minerals, plants and animals are bereft of the mental faculties of man that discover the rea1iti'~s
of all things, but man himself comprehendeth all the stages beneath
him. Every superior stage comprehendeth that -",vhieh is inferior and
discovereth the reality thereof, bllt
the inferior one is unaware of that
which is superior and can -not comprehend it. Thus man can not grasp
the Essence of Divinity, but can, by
his reasoning power, by observation,
by his intuitive faculties and the revealing power of his faith, believe jn
Go~l, discover the bounties of His
Grace. He becometh certain that,
though the Divine Essence is unseen
of the eye, and the existence of the
Deity is intangible, yet conclusive
(spiritual) proofs assert the existence of that unseen Reality. The Dl-·
vine Essence as it is in itself is, however, beyond all description. For instance, the nature of ether is unknown, but that it existeth is certain by the effects it producethheat, light and electricity being the
waves thereo:f. By these waves the
existence of ether is thus proven.
And as we consider the outpourings
of Divine Grace we are assured of
the existence of God. . . .
In fine, that universal Reality with
a11 its qualities and attributes that
we recount is holy and exalted above
all minds and understandings. As
we, however, reflect with broad minds
upon this infinite universe, we observe that motion without a motive
force, and a.n effect without a cause
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are both impossible; that every being
'hath come to exist under numerou~
influences and continually undergoeth
rea.ction. These influences, too, are
formed under the action of still other
influences. For instance, plants grow
and flourish 01l'ough the outpourings
of vernal showers, whilst the cloud
itself is formed under various other
agencies and these agencies in their
turn are reacted upon by still other
agencies. For example, plants and
animals grow and develop under the
influence of what the philosophers
of our day designate as hydrogen and
oxygen and are reacted upon by the
effects of these two elements; and
these in turn are formed under still
other influences. The same can be
said of other beings whether they affect other things or be affected. Such
process of causation goes on, and to
maintain that this process goes on indefinitely is manifestly absurd. Thus
sllch a chain of causation must of
necessity leacf eventually to Him who
is the Ever-Living, the AII-PO\verful,
who is Self-Dependent and the Ultimate Cause. This Universal Reality
can not be sensed, it can not be seen.
It must be so of necessity, for it is
All-Embracing, not circumscribed,
and such attributes qualify the effect and not the cause. (From the
Tablet to Dr. Forel, Sta'r; Vol. 14, p.
101.)
ALL THE people have formed a
god in ;the world of thought and that
form of their own imagination they
worship; when the fact is that the
imagined concept is comprehended
by -the mind, ,vhich is the eomprehender. Surely that which comprehends is greater than the compretended, for imagination is accidental
(effect), while mind is essential
(cause). Surely the essential is
greater than the accidental.
Therefore consider: All the sects
and peoples "\vorship their own
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tlhought; they create a god in their
own minds and proclaim him to be
"the creator of all things," while that
form is a superstition. Thus people
adore and worship illusion.
The Essence of the Divine Entity
and the Unseen of the unseen IS
holy above imagination and beyond
thought. Consciousness doth not
readh it. Within the capacity of com_
prehension of a created reality that
Ancient (uncreated) Reality can not
be contained. It is a different world;
from it there is no information; arrival thereat is impossible; attainment thereto is inaccessible and prohibited. This much is known: It exists, and Its existence is certain and
proven-but the condition is unknown.
All the philosophers and sages
knew that It is, but they were perplexed in the comprehension of Its
existence and were at last discouraged, and left this world in great despair. For the comprehension of the
condition and mysteries of that Reality of realities and Mystery of mysteries, there is need for another power
and another sense. That power and
sense is not possessed by mankind;
therefore ,they have not found any information. For example: . If a man
possess the power of hearing, the
power of tasting, the power of smelling and the power of feeling, but no
power of seeing, he can not see.
Hence, through the powers . and
senses present in man the realization
of the Unseen Reality, which is pure
and holy aboVe the reach of doubts,
is impossible. Other powers are needed and other senses required. If those
powers and senses are obtained, then
information can be had; otherwise,
not. (B. S., p. 470.)
GOD has no beginning and no ending; nor is His creation limited ever'
as to degree. Limitations of time

and degree pertain to things created,
never to creation as a whole. They
pertain to the forms of things, not
to their realities. The effulgence of
God can not be suspended. The sovereignty of God can not be interrupted. As long as the sovereignty of
God is immemorial, therefore the creation of our world throughout infinity is presupposed. When we look at
the reality of this subject, we see
that the bounties of God are infinite,
without beginning and without end.
(B. S., p. 402.)
. ALL CREATURES 'are dependent
upon God, however great may seem
their knowledge, power and independence. Behold the mighty kings
upon earth, for they have all the
power in the world that man can
give them, and yet when Death calls
they must obey, even as the peasants
at their gates! Look also at the animals, how helpless they are in their
apparent strength! For the elephant,
the largest of all animals, is troubled by the fly, and the lion can not
escape ,the irritation' of the worm.
Even man, the highest form of created beings, needs many things for
his very life; first of all he needs air,
and if he is deprived of it for a few
minutes he dies. He is also dependent on water, food, clothing, warmth
and many other things. On all sides
he is surrounded by dangers and difficulties, against which his physical
body alone can not cope. If a man
looks at the world around him, he
will see how all created things are
dependent and captive to the laws of
nature. Man alone, by his spiritual
power, has been able to free himself,
to soar above the world of matter and
to make it his servant. Without the
help of God man is even as the beasts
that perish. . . . (Wisdom Talks in
Paris, p. 6.)
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'ABDU'L-BAHA ANSWERS A SCIENTIST
Excerpt from a letter wr'itten by 'Abdu'l-Balui to Dr. Auguste Forel of Switzerland, a
scientist ,and the greatest Eving authority on ants. The letter takes ~{p the
pr'oof of GOld's exiS'tence from the order which is seen to exist in the natuml world. D'f.
Forel, who had been a naturalist rejecting a belief in God, but of the deepest humanitarian
motives and of beautifuL ch,aracter, was greatly infiuenced by th'is communication and became c{ follower of the Bah6,'i religion.-Editor.
disting~{ished

You are well aware, praised be the power of steam or the skill of the
Lord, that both interaction and co- master-mind.
operation are evident and proven
It hath therefore been made eviamongst all beings, whether large or dent and proved that interaction, cosmall. In the case of larg'e bodies in- operation and inter-relation amongst
teraction is as manifest as the sun, beings are under the direction and
whilst in the case of small bodies, will of a motive Power which is the
though interaction be unknown, yet origin, the motive force and the pivot
the part is an indicati'on of the whole. of all interactions in the universe.
Likewise everY arrangement and
All these interactions therefore are
connected with that all-embracing formation that is not perfect in its
power which is their pivot, their cen- order we designate as accidental, and
ter, their source and their motive that which is orderly, regular, perpower.
fect in its relations and every part of
For instance, as we have observed, which,is in its proper place and is the
co-operation among the constituent essential requisite of the other conparts of the human body is clearly es- stituent parts, this we call a compositablished, and these parts and mem- t,ion formed through will and knowlbers render services unto an the com- edge. There is no doubt that these
ponent parts of the body. For in- infinite beings and the association of
stance, the hand, the foot, the eye, these diverse elements arranged in
the ear, the mind, the ,imagination all countless forms must have proceeded
help 1;he various parts and members from a Reality that could in no wise
of the human body, but all these in- be bereft of will or understanding.
teractions are linked by an unseen, This is clear and proven to the mind
an-embracing power, that causeth and no one can deny it. It is not
these interactions to be produced meant, however, that that Universal
with perfect regularity. This is the ReaEty or the attributes thereof have
inner faculty of man, . that is his been comprehended. Neither its Esspirit and his mind, both of which sence nor its true attributes ha,th any
are invisible.
one comprehended. We maintain,
In like manner consider machinery however, that these infinite beings,
and workshops and the interaction these necessary relations, thIS perfect
existing among the various. compo- arrangement must of necessity have
nent parts and sections, and how con- proceeded from a source that is not
nected they are one with the other. b!?reft of will and understanding, and
All these, relations and interactions, this infinite composition cast into inhowever, are connected with a cen- finite forms must have been caused
tral power which is their motive by an all-embracing Wisdom. (This
force, their pivot and their 'source. letter or Tablet is published in full in
This central power is ei,ther the the Star of the vVest, Vol. 14, p. 101.)
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THE REALITY OF THE DIVINE LEADING
LILIAN WHITING
A.n acldress given be/ore the

Bc~h6!i

Assembly of Boston o'n January 10, 19.'36

It is a special pleasure to come before this Assembly tonight, where I
have found so much of light and leading; of faith, friendship and fel1owship; where you have all given me
such gracious welcome and to all of
whom I am deeply indebted for new
inspirations and larger horizons. I
have always been grateful for the divine leading that brought me into the
personal presence of 'Abdu'l-Baha, in
that never-to-be-forgotten London
summer of 1911; again, in the autumn
of the year in Paris, and in the following year in our own city of Boston, and enabled me to be one among
those who had the inestimable privilege of coming under his personal influence. Thus, I regard the privilege of coming to you tonight as one
of the divine leadings in my own life
for whic~1 I am grateful. Nor do I
know of any greater aid than we who
meet here enjoy in the simplicity and
sincerity of our mutual sharing of
th'3t which God reveals to us.
I come to you, as a communicant in
?n historic and apostolic church (the
Epi":copal), in which I was born and
bred and whieh I love with all my
heart. But I s"hould be unworthy
this affiliation if I did not love and
hope to shar2 in the beautiful spirit
of the Baha'1 gatherings, where we
know no distinction of creeds, or
race, or co~or; where our personal
associations are consecrated· into
friendships . sealed by our mutual d2vo~ion to the Divine Spirit;
where we only know that we
meet in recognition of the latest
Manifestation of God's guidance to
us-the Baha'i Revelation. Nor is
this Revelation confined to the convocations of its specific followers.

The great truths of unity and fellowship taught by Baha'u'llah and
'Abdu'l-Baha are in the air. They
permeate every religious gathering in
which dwells the true spirit. The
Baha'i spirit is found even among
those who know little of its history
and its literature. For it is the Divine Spirit and so it enters into the
heart of all who truly seek communion with the Divine.
The most real thing in our life is
the Divine Leading. Invisible, inaudible, intangible-it is still the
deepest reality in human experience.
Is not ,the key and the clue to a life
of joyful achievement to be found in
just that degree to -which we are receptive to the Divine Spirit? "I have
placed in thee the essence of My
light," Baha'u'llah assures us; "therefore depend upon it, and upon nothing else; for My Action is perfect
and My Command has effect. Doubt
this not, and ha ve no uncertainty
therein." This counsel inspires our
obedience. Nothing could be more
clear and definite. "I have placed in
thee the essence of My Light. Therefore depend upon it, and upon nothing else." Now, this attention and
obedience is not only a way; it is the
only way to live. Not to be in accord
with it, is mere existence-not life.
We find similar counsel in all our
Prophets. "Alfthe way by which the
Lord, the God, hath led thee," is one
of the appealing words of the Scriptures. "I am the Way, the Truth,
and the Life," said Jesus.

n.
Baha'u'llah tells us that, "The sOLll
is made by the Hands of Power and
the Fingers of Strength," and that in
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the soul is placed this Essence of
Divine Light. Thus is man- equipped
as he fares forth an that mamentaus
~nd mysterious, yet enthralling and
enchanting, jaurney af life. It dath
net yet appear what we shall be, but
we know that if we keep our spirituaf
rapport with the Divine we can nat
go. astray. Nat appealing to. the
senses, this leading is clearly diclcerned by the spirit. The soul can
be trained into. finer and still finer
recagnitians of the subtle guidance.
Spiritual culture is the appointed way
to spirituality af life, as education
and mental culture are to. intellectual
grasp and achievement. Nor is this
a vague and speculative theory. The
secret af all happiness, of all worthy
achievement, is faund in the saul's
responsiveness to this Divine Leading. I have said that this leading is
of a nature tnat does not appeal to.
the senses, but is discerned by the
spirit. But this is not quite true; :far
when the spirit discerns it, the subtle
signs and signals are not infrequently made manifest through the
senses. A friend calls and tells us
ttat which we should know; we open
a baak at random and, behold, the
eye catches the meEsage; we pause
far a moment by a news-stand, and
are suddenly directed to some printed
word of import to us. These, and
endless variations, occur all the time.
But the soul must first recagnize the
signal.
A supreme illustration of the sacramental leading of life is before us
in the sacred drama af the Announcement by the Bab; the Fulfillment by
the appearance af Baha'u'llith and
'Abdu'l-Ba,ha, who brought fram Go.d
a message to lift the world to higher
levels and to make known to. humanity a larger revela,tion of the Divine
Purpose. "God sends His teachers
unto every age, with revelations fitted
to their grawth." That Jesus, that
Baha'u'llah, died the death of the
martyr, only accentuates and exalts
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and canfirms the mission an which
they were sent. It wa's expedient that
they shOUld go away. It was expedient ,that they withdraw to the invisible realms, that their message should
thus be ineffaceably consecrated.
Since the passing ·of these great
spirits-the two latest in the lang
line af God's prophets-all humanity
has felt the stir and the thrill of a
new order af life. In the direct line
of the spiritual prophets, 'Abdu'l·Baha held aloft the lighted torch that
had been passed an to. him and its
illumination naw is lighting the entire warld.
We are still taa near that wonderful drama that has been enacted between 1844-1925 to. gain the full perspective an its momentaus meaning.
The palitical, the economic, the moral
and the spiritual changes which
lie within what is little more than
three-faurths af a century, are so stupendous as to. baffle all comment. Scicmce, art, literature, reJigion, all the
forces that play upon the life of man,
have revalutionized his environment
and opened to him an entirely new
autlaok. These years witnessed transformations, and what is still more
impressive, we are now in the very
crisis of new transformations. There
is but one path open to the feet,
"Turn to the Lord and live." For the
spiritual transformation shall exceed
and include every other.
vVhen Jesus said, "Seek ye first the
kingdom of righteousness, and all
other things shall be added unto.
you," He gave no impracticable counsel. "The Kingdom af Righteausness" is a symbolic phrase. It implies that harmony and equilibrium,
that one-ness with the Divine, that
enables a man to. be of the best use
to himself and to others. After this,
after this ane supreme essential, the
other things shall be added. "For
your Father knaweth what things ye
have need of befare ye ask Him.
No man liveth to. himself. No one
j

,
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can do the best for himself without
doing the best for others. The two
are one. The law of co-operation in
the economic life, of brotherhood in
all human relations, these are the
fundamental laws on which the new
order of life i.s being built, and they
are the only laws that give man spiritual freedom and the expansion of
spiritual progress.

nI.
We shall all agree, I am sure, that
it is no fantasy to believe that mankind is now entering on a new order
of life. Into the unknown Future we
are advancing for deliverance and
salvation. For two thousand years
the Christian world has prayed to be
delivered from evil. The deliverance
is at hand, only its conditions rest
with ourselves. How truly does our
great spiri,tual poet, Whittier, say:
"For to be saved is only this: Salvation from our selfishness."
Man is delivered from evil when
he refuses evil and demands only
good. We are on the threshold of
rich and lofty experiences that
glorify the days with radiant hope
and exaltation. They are ours for the
choosing. New stores of cosmic energy are unlocked. It is nothing less
than that the world is advancing
from the material forces to the ethe. real forces. 'The horizon line of the
Unknown constantly recedes and the
new territory disclosed becomes our
possession of present utilities. Had
it been prophesied in the early years
of the Nineteenth Century that the
human voice would be heard from
London to San Francisco; from Boston to Hawaii; that messages between Europe and America would
flash under the Qcean and vibrate
through the air; that a ray of the
ether would transmit thought; that
vehicles would move through the
streets with no visible power to propel them; that a concer,t in London

should be heard in Boston; that our
preachers and lecturers, our musicians and dramatic artists should
reach audiences invisible to themwho would have believed such a forecasting?
The resources of the ethereal
realms are infinite and incalculable.
In the ether lies enwrapped all energy which shall emerge as const.ructive power; in the ether lie all possibilities of communication, transit,
and power that shall take shapes and
directions yet undreamed of for the
remaking of the world. In Sir Oliver
Lodge's lakest book entitled "Reality," published in the late spring of
1925, the great scientist and psychical researcher takes for his theme
these marvelous potencies of the
ether. Some twenty and more years
ago his little book entitled "The
Ether of Space" was revolutionary
in its action upon the thought of the
day. For Sir Oliver, now supported
by all the leading scientists, discovers
that ether is energy. It pours, itself through surrounding conditions.
Platinum and gold are tenuous compared to the ether. This ether of
space is the reservoir of energy.
Should the ether-flow into this world
stop for one minute-presto! there
would be no world! Then what is the
next advance? It lies in the spiritualization of conditions. This is the
next onward step in civilization.
Hem"i Bergson recognizes this
truth. He argues that life should be
free,' spontaneous, unhampered. Creative activity is the ultimate reality.
It is already heralded to us by the
mysterious potencies of e,lectricity;
by the power to navigate the air, and
Bergson offers a speculative theory
which is of curious interest. It is
that consciousness, which he regards
as the one great unity, pours itself
with resistless force through separate
individualities; that the soul, being
immersed in matter, being thus
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clogged by matter, is impeded in
transmit,ting the rush of this higher
consciousness to the production of
new life; that man has only to remove this obstacle and all this higher
consciousness rushes in to be constructed by mind into great results.
Organize an individuality, and some
measure of this higher consciousness
is utilized by him and conveyed in results to the "\vorld ; organize still more
highly and still a greater measure of
the higher consciousness may be
brought to bear to come through and
regenerate and create a new order of
life.
Arthur J ames Balfour questions as
to the undreamed-of possibilities of
this flood of life (rt;he pure energy of
the ether), beating against matter.
1\1r. Balfour believes that the uEvolution Crea,trice" of Bergson is not
merely a philosophic treatise; that
whHe it has all the charms and audaciities of a work of art, it is still
no unsubstantial vision. It offers
actual scientific truth as 1,vell as the
boldest· metaphysical speculation.
Electro-magnetic discoveries open
the vista of a new world. Are Vle
then entering on this new order of
life? Is not the radio :pra,c.tically
(and prophetically) reconstructing
degrees of life for humanity? The
realm of unknown power is already
being entered by the explorers. They
are penetrating into its laws, its resources; and constantly the realm of
the unknown is being increasing-ly
conquered and made to be the known.
TyndaIl found that the luminiferous ether conveys vibrations of light
at a rate of hvo hundred thousand
miles a second. If man developed the
facultaes to enter into and become an
inhabitant of such an atmosphere as
this, his environment "\vould be transformed. Life would then take on the
higher etheric. vibrations of the spiritual realm. In this realm are sounds
that are above the vibration that can
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be regi stered by the mortal ear;
colors, that are in a high vibration
that is beyond that which the human
. eye can register; these sounds and
colOl"S are all in this higher vibration.
Is it not quite conceivable that when
man withdraws from the physical
element; when he stands clothed upon
in his ethereal body, that he enters
into the realm of this higher vibration? And that it is this change
which is that which we call death?
VV~e are living today, here in the mortal body, in an environment tha,t
would have been a miracle world to
the Pilgrim Fathers 1 Indeed, it
would have been a miracle world to
the generation that has just vanished; to Emerson, Dr. Bolmes, Longfellow, Whittier, Lowell; and to their
younger contemporaries, Edward
Everett Hale, Phillips Brooks.

IV.
Now are we, the humanity of today, respondin'g spirihtal1y to this
advance of conditions? Is there not,
at least, a very perceptible advance?
The extension of sympathies is in evidence as is the extension of consciousness. The great ideals of co-operation in the economic world; of brotherhood in the social world, are asserting themselves so profoundly that
they are well becoming the accepted
ideals of humanity. These ideals were
taught by Jesus in the most impressive words and by hjs own example;
the same truth is expressed constantly in the words and counsels of
Baha'u 111ah. "1 have placed in thee
the Essence of My Light; therefore
depend upon it. . . ." How does 'one
depend upon this Light and make it
to be his own guidance? By aspiration; by prayer. Plotinus tells us
that the soul is of a po\ver to extend
her ac,tivities to any locality she may
desire. She is a power that has no
limit so far as she is pure and unadulterated with matter. This is to say,
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the less a man is entangled with materialities, the more clear and direct
are his spiritual perceptions. But let
not this truth mislead us. A man is
not necessarily entangled in materialities because he is dealing with
material things! It is a materiality,
if you will, to build a railroad across
a continent; to lead fleets of ships
over the sea; to build houses,
churches, universities; but these
"materialities," if we eall them so,
are the mechanism of our higher life!
They are the instrumentalities that
extend civilizations; that promote
culture, health, happiness; and that
produce the conditions of all intellectual and spiritual progress. To be a
vital factor in these activities is a
part of the spiritual life; not apart
from it. To lead the life of the spirit
is not synonymous with sinking into
vagrancy, idleness, pauperism, or
finy sort of ineffectual existence. The
life of the spirit means activity, usefulness, achievement. The life .of the
spirit is that spiritual state, or eondi,tion of aspiring energy, of peaee
and mental harmony, of good will to
all, of sympathetic eompanionships,
of love. It is that mental and spiritual condition by means of which the
delver in the mine, the layer of Cl
pavement, the engineer, the professional man, lawyer, doctor, teacher,
preacher, the ar,tist, the writer, the
stenographer, the worker in all industries, crafts, professions or arts-all do the most effective work. The
man who is controlling vast financial
and economic interests, is he thereby
debarred from leading the life of the
spirit? No more than is the clerical
prela,te in his study, or the poet writing his epic or lyric. To be a good
citizen, a good neighbor, a good member of a community, a factor in economic activities, is a very great part
of the Life of the Spirit. For -che
Life of the Spirit is revealed in qualities. The Life of the Spirit is jus-

tice, kindness, consideration, courtesy, generosi,ty, love. And Love is
the comprehensive term that includes
all.
This high and effective energy is
sought and found in the Divine Leading. It is to be g"ained by Prayer. It
is given to each and all who prays
that his own spirit may be increasingly receptive to the Divine Spirit.
Let one, on waking, invoke the Divine
Guidance: "Cleanse the thoughts of
my heart that I may perfectly love
Thee, and worthily serve Thee, to the
glory of Thy holy name." "Let the
words of my mouth and the meditations of my heart be always acceptable in Thy sight, 0 Lord, my Strength
and my Redeemer." "Let my trust
be in Thy Will, and my deeds according to Thy Command." "0 my Got!!
I put my spirit, my soul, and myself
into the right hand of Thy Power and
Safety!" In such words the immediate aspiration of the soul to be kept
within the realm of holiness may be
expressed instantly on returning to
consciousness, even before one rises
to make ready for the day; even before he kneels in prayer to re-consecrate his life to the Divine Purpose.
Through prayer do we receive the
reality and the constant proof of the
reality of the Divine Leading. This
guidance invests every hour of the
day with the atmosphere of romance.
It makes each day an entirely new
and joyous experience; it redeems all
life from monotony. It reveals itself, this Leading, in all· minor details; and it is these, after all, that
largely create the entire texture of
life. This Leading becomes one's
light and one's clue. He realizes and
shares in that spiritual truth expressed by Whittier in the stanza:
"I know not what the future hath
Of marvel or surprise;
Assured, alone, that life or death,
His mercy underlies."
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Yet one great and determining
truth we must yet remember: To.
give ourselves to the Divine Leading
is not to sink into mere passivity. It
involves the very highes,t activity of
life; the highest potentiality of the
spirit to recognize and to follow this
Leading! In Ephesians we find this
wonderful passage:
"N ow unto Him that is able to do
exceeding abundantly above all that
we ask or think, according to the
power that worketh in us."
There we have the .conditions: To
be led by the Divine Spirit involves
man's power as well as God's power;
that is, man must do his part, in order that God may do His. We are
not taken up and wafted without effort; we are taught and helped to
walk, to climb. Nor is life made up
of exclusively pleasant and agreeable
coincidences and events. We do not
live on rose-leaves; sometimes we live
on thorns. What about our failures,
cur sorrows, our distresses? It would
be a very superficial view of human
life t':1at would evade these.
What does Baha'u'llah tell us?

"My Calamity is my Providence. In
appearance it is Fire and Vengeance;
in reality it is Light and Mercy."
Those are marvellous words and convey eternal truth. vVe live to look
back upon trials and to thank God
that He ,thus helped us by their discipline. We look back to see that they
were by no means fire and vengeance; but that they were Light and
Mercy.
In prayer we touch the highest potency of the universe. The highes,t of
all cosmic possibilities. To commit
ourselves reverently with even renewed consecration to that Power, is
to receive renewed energy; new and
finer insights, and a new endowment
that leads increasingly toward the supreme ideal condition.
. "By the Hands of Power I have
made ,thee, and by the Fingers of
Strength have I created thee," says
Bahc1'u'llah, and "I have placed in
thee the Essence of My Light; Therefore, depend upon it and upon nothing else, for My Action is perfect, and
My Command has effect."

PRAYER
Lord, grant us a vision more bright and more clean,
A wider horizon with pastures more green,
A far-reaching country where old things are notWhere boundaries are broken and conflicts forgot.
The call of old highways is vain in our sight,
The lure of old byways is lost in the night;
Let us rise in the strength of the Day just begun
And blaze a new path that leads out to the sun,
And, leaving our spiritiess fancies behind,
Rejoice in the freedom of loving our kind;
Beholding creation as token more bright-Earth's colorful garden for God's. own delight.
Lord, grant us the purpose-Love's vision unfurled,
To will and to labour-we build a new world!

Janet Bolton
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SOME ASPECTS OF LIFE··
D.

s. COLE

"To every individual there come
clear, cool moments when the complex trivia of daily life drop back
into their native insignificance. You
find yourselves possessed by an
abounding sense of life, and i,t seems
almost possible for a few fleeting sec.onds to penetrate the obdurate veil
which shields the divine mysteries."
These vivid words of G. H. Carson
emphasize how dear to each of us a
bit of that "abounding sense of life"
can be, for is it not a poignantly clear
definition of happiness·? To penetratethe "obdurate veil which shields
the divine mysteries" is the soul-consuming desire of the sdentist and religionist alike, and whether one be a
philosopher or peasant, the center of
. the intimate mysteries is life.
There seem to be certain things in
the boundless universe which are not
subject to discontinuity. Time was,
is and will be continuous. Space has
no limits. The ether is conceived to
be imponderable and all pervasive,
with no interruption or variation.
Time seems to flow on as a mighty
stream, meeting no obstruction,
showing no change of velocity, always in motion, s,teadily flowing from
epoch to epoch.
One can not help wondering if life,
too, in its summation is a never-ending stream, ceaselessly flowing, giving and receiving, but never discontinuous. Since the life principle of
cause came into existence, is it not
possible that there always has been
just "so much" life existent? In
such flights of fancy are we not led
irresistibly to a quantitative consideration of life?
What justification is there for such
an inquiry, and what possible difference can a conclusion make to us?
The justification for the question lies

in analogy. It is well known that the
sum total of physical energy in the
universe is constant and unchangeable despite the numerous forms of its
manifestation. It is also established
that it is not given to man to add or
subtract one iota of matter from the
total in existence. These quantities
are continuous. Energy and matter
are consecrated in quantity from the
tamperings of man, however universally they may serve. And if there
be laws of conservation of energy and
matter, the building stones of the universe, may there not also be a similar guardianship over the more vital
and subtle attribute-life? Such
thoughts are the justification offered
for the question. As to what possible difference a conclusion may make,
this rests on the premise that any
earnest endeavor to reach nearer to
truth is its own rare reward, independent of the mellowing and broadening influence such endeavor almost
invariably exerts. Perhaps a conclusion is impossible, but surely
thinking about familiar and unfamiliar aspects of life may at least
broaden appreciation and perchance
the seeker may be vouchsafed a fleeting glimpse "through the obdurate
veil which shields the divine mysteries."
Life is progression. Every living
thing grows. Life flows on, a stream,
as it were, and perhaps the sum total
remains unchangeable, each living
thing a microcosm adding its bit as a
tiny drop to the sea.
Life defies measurement, for who
can say that one babe is blessed with
more life than another? Vitality,
one may have more of than another,
for vitality is a ponderable characteristic, but life is an intangible quanUty gracing the universe, manifested
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in myriads of forms and degrees to
glorify the Creator. And yet, we are
prone to muse-this is my life. I
will do wi,th it what I choose! When,
as a matter of fact, the spark of life
within the breast is the merest microcosm.
When we eat of the fruit of the
earth, destroying the plant that we
may live, is the stream of life interrupted or its quantity diminished?
Or, as in the case of matter and energy, is the quantum of life simply
suffering a transformation, a sublimation?
Science demonstrates that each
atom is a vortex of energy and where
energy manfests, life is not far distant.
Whatever the conception of life
may be, it presupposes spirit.
'Abdu'l-Baha, in "Some Answered
Questions," has explained five aspects
of spirit and their relationships to
life so clearly that it seems almost as
if we have been granted a peep
through "the obdurate· veil which
shields the divine mysteries."
"Know that, speaking generally,
there are five divisions of the spirit.
First the vegetable spirit: this is a
power which results from the combina,tion of elements and the mingling
of .substances by the decree of the
Supreme God, and from the influence,
the effect, and connection of other
existences. When these substances
and elements are separated from each
other, the power of growth also
ceases to exist; so, to use another figure, electricity results from the combination of elements, and when these
elements are separated, the electric
force is dispersed and lost. Such is
the vegetable spirit.
"After this is the animal spirit,
which also results from the mingling
and combination of elements; but this
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combination is more complete, and
through the decree of the Almighty
Lord a perfect mingling is obtained,
and the animal spirit, in other words,
the power of the senses, is produced.
It will perceive the reality of things
from that which is seen and visible,
audible, edible, tangible, and that
which can be smelt. After the dissociation and decomposition of the combined elements, this spirit also will
naturally disappear. It is like this
lamp which you see: when the oil and
wick and fire are brought together,
light is the result; but when the oil is
finished and the wick consumed, the
light will also vanish and be lost.
"The human spirit may be likened
to the bounty of the sun shining on
crystal. The body of man, which is
composed from the elements, is combined and mingled in the most perfect
form; it is the most solid construction, the noblest combination, the
most perfect existence. lit grows and
develops through the animal spirit.
This perfected body can be compared
to a crystal, and the human spirit to
the sun. Nevertheless, if the crystal
breaks, the bounty of the sun continues; and if the crystal is destroyed
or ceases to exist, no harm will happen to the bounty of the sun which
is everlasting. This spirit has the
power of discovery; it encompasses
all things. All these wonderful signs,
these scientific discoveries, great enterprises and important historical
events which you know, are due to it.
From the realm of the invisible and
hidden, through spiritual power, it
brought them to the plane of the visible. So, man is upon the earth, yet
he makes discoveries in the heave:(ls.
From known realities, that is to say,
.from the things which are known and
visible, he discovers unknown things.
For example, man is in this hemisphere, but, like Columbus, through
the power of his reason he discovers
another hemisphere, that is, Amer-
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ica, which was until then unknown.
His body is heavy, but through the
help of an ins,trument which he invents, he is able to soar aloft. He
is slow of movement, but by an instrument which he invents he t.ravels
to the East and West with extreme
rapidity. Briefly, this power embraces all things.
"But the spirit of man has two aspects; one divine, one satanic; that
is to say, it is capable of the utmost
perfection, or it is capable of the utmost imperfection. If it acquires
virtues it is ,the most noble of the existing beings, and if it acquires vices
it becomes the most degraded existence.
"The fourth degree of spirit is the
heavenly spirit; it is the spirit of
faith and the bounty of God; it comes
from the breath of the Holy Spirit,
and by the divine power it becomes
the cause of eternal life. Tt is the
power which makes the earthly man
heavenly, and the imperfect man perfect. It makes the impure to be pure,
the silent, eloquent; it purifies and
sanctifies those made captive by carnal desires ;it makes the ignorant
wise.
"The fifth spirit is the Holy Spirit.
The Holy Spirit is the mediator between God and His creatures. It is
like a mirror facing the wn. As the
pure mirror receives light from the
sun and transmits this bounty to
others, so the Holy Spirit is the mediator of the Holy Light from the
Sun of Reality, which it gives to the
sanctified realities. It is adorned
with all the divine perfections. Every
time it appears the world is renewed,
and a new cycle is founded. The body
of the world of humanity puts on a
new garment. It can be compared
to the spring; whenever it comes, the
world passes from one condition to
another. Through the advent of the
season of spring the black earth and
the fields and wilderness will become

verdant and blooming, and all sorts
of flowers and sweet-scented herbs
will grow; the trees will have new
life, and new fruits will appear, and
a new cycle is founded. The appearance of the Holy Spirit is like this.
Whenever it appears it renews the
world of humanity and gives a new
spirit to human realities: it arrays
the world of existence in a praiseworthy garment, dispels the darkness of
ignorance, and causes the radiation
of the light of "perfections."
Thus is life continuously renewed,
the stream preserved and thus have
the various forms of life their places
in the scheme of things.
The various degrees of life contribute to its perfection and are .as
little brooks feeding the mighty
stream. The vegetable gives up its
life that the animal may live and in
so doing finds a higher expression.
From the animal and vegetable kingdoms man derives his material sustenance and these two phases of life
become non-existent in their own
spheres, but bloom in the greater perfection of man.
Are not life and death merely relative conceptions, as light and darkness? Darkness is the absence of
light, and how could the splendor of
light be apprecia,ted without darkness
to contrast? And so, "through the
ages one increasing purpose runs."
But there IS assurance in these
words of 'Abdu'l-Baha: "As to life,
however, it has had no beginning, nor
will it have any end. The eternal
grace of God has always bee"n the
cause of life. It has had no stariting
point and it will not approach any
end. But concerning the degrees
through which the soul has gone,
these degrees are spiritual. Consider
all the advancement of the world of
humanity which is at present manifest and known. This has been realized through the spirit. These manifestations of the will of the Omnipo-
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tent, in the universe, mean the manifestation of the divine laws and disciplines which are essential to the
realities of beings: and in the world
of the Kingdom they are ideals which
in the appearance of the holy Manifestations of God are realized."
"According to the philosophy of
God, in the material or phenomenal
world there are two great issues or
affairs: One is that which concerns
life, the other concerns death. One
is relative to existence, the other to
non-existence; one is composition, the
other decomposition. For people imagine that existence is the expression
of reality or being, and that nonexistence is the expression of annihilaition-some imagining that man's
death means his annihilation. This
is a mistake. Total annihilation is
impossible. . . . For instance, certain elements have formed man, then
this composite man is subject to disintegration. This is no otper than
death, but the elements remain just
the same. Hence, total annihilation
is an impossibility. Existence will
never be non-existence. It would be
the same as saying that light can become darkness, and light can never
become darkness. Existence can
never become non-existence, hence
there is no death for man; nay,
raither, man is everlasting, EVER~
LIVING, and as a rational proof
thereof' the following is advanced,
that every atom of the phenomenal
elements is transferable from one
form to another, from one degree to
another.
For example, take the
grain of sand or dust; you can say
that tha,t grain traverses all the degTe2s of existence. Once it goes into
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the formation of the mineral in becoming' petrified, as a rock; once it
becomes vegetable in becoming the
tree; at another time it becomes an
animal, and still at another time, a
later period, it becomes man. Hence
it traverses or is transferred from
one degree to another degree in phenomenal existence, but to non-existence, never."
"Therefore death is only an express.ion applicable to these changes, and
the quesition of non-existence is a relative one."
"The bestowal and grace of God
have rendered the realm of existence
alive and full of being."
"If you sow the seed and nurture
it, a mighty tree can be forthcoming
therefrom. The virtues of that seed
will become revealed, it will become
branch, give its leaves and blossoms,
and fructify. All these virhles are
hidden w,ithin the inner part of the
seed."
And so the mighty, never-ending
stream of life flows on and "the realm
of existence is ALIVE and full of
being." The great reservoir of life
never fails and we are but the drops
of one great sea.
"Through the ages one increasing
purpose runs"-the glorificaition of
God through LIFE-life in the aggregate, life in each individual, that
spark which is as "of the breath of
God."
The quantity of life is imponderable, its flow never ceasing. But the
meaning of life, its purpose becomes
revealed to each one of us as we seek
earnestly for truth and in a degree
commensuralte with the sincerity of
our endeavor.
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THE IMPORT OF RELIGION
MIRZA ABU'L-F ADL
The foUo-wing interes,ting and valuable treatment of the necessity of religion in the
life of the individual and the race, is from the pen of one of the greatest of Arabian
scholars of the last generation, now deceased. He traveled and lectu1'ed in this country
about twenty years ago. The structure of thought on the part of Arabian scholarsin fact, all the scholarship of the Near-East which goes back to Arabian learning-is distinctly different from our own western structure, yet is just as logical; and, penetrating
these quaint differences that appear in the dialectic of Mirza Abu'l-Fadl, we will be
interested in the deep thoughts of our oriental philosopher and rriend.-Edito1'.

The real import of religion is not that, in many instances, they even
known to the majority of men. Even dislike the word and shun its menthe nece1ssity of religion for the pres- tioning.
ervation of human society is a point
When a discerning person reflects
of disagreement among philosophers. upon the confi,icting OpInIOnS of
In other words, some of the men of learned men concerning the usefullearning believe that religion is the ness or uselessness of religion, he will
only foundation upon Which the pres- readily understand that the only
ervation of human society can be se- reason for this difference is the fact
cured; while, on the other hand, many that the true meaning of religion and
among them persist in the contrary its source is not known among men.
opinion. Some think religion the best Some may ask: how can the meaning
of divine bounties and consider it as of religion be unknown to the leadessential for the protection of hu- ing philosophers and men of -learnmanity, as the mind is for the body. ing; and how can it be that men of
They assert that just as it is not pos- science are unable to understand the
sible for the human body to accom- import of religion, ignoring its source
plish beneficial and universal achieve- and foundation while at the same
ments without the faculty of mind, time they are able to perfect great
so it is impossible for the affairs of inventions and make useful discovmankind to b'e correctly governed eries by which humanity is greatly
without a religion; nay, rather, they profited' and put under obligation to
say mankind can not continue in the them?
In order to throw light upon this
world without it.
Others consider religion an insti- difficulty let us consider the followtution most detrimental to humanity; ing point: Let one among you subaccount it diametrically opposed to mit the following question to any ten
civilization and destructive to human or twenty men of learning: "What
socie.ty. To them religion is repre- is religion, its source and foundation,
sented by ecclesiasticism. They per- and what is the reason of disagreesist that religion is that whereby the ment among men of learning in acmasses have been prevented from cepting or rej ecting religion?"
To this question each will render
studying useful sciences and arts, and
nations have been taught to enter- a different answer. Thus you will
tain hostility and enmity toward each realize that these ten or twenty
other, causing repeatedly destructive learned men do not agree upon the
warfare. Those who hold this view same statement. If one investigate
are so strongly opposed to religion historians of religion and theological
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writings compiled by philosophers
and scholars during the nineteenth
century, he will clearly discover their
contradictory opmlOns concerning
the origin of religion and its meaning. Did Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbury, who lived in the seventeenth
century in England (and who is represented by the English generally as
the leader and standard-bearer of irreligion), and Isaac Newton, the
standard-bearer of religion, both of
whom were great philosophers and
inventors-understand the meaning
of religion in the same way and agree
in their views concerning the truth?
Likewise other learned men, such as
John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester,
Anthony Ashley Cooper, Earl of
Shaftesbury, John Foland, an Irishman, Julius Caesar Vanini, an Italian,
Cosmo Ruggeri, a Florentine (and
profligate)-all of whom were considered great philosophers-were deniers and antagonists of religion.
There were also numerous other men
of learning, who entertained different
views concerning religion; and some
entirely opposed it. To review the
names and lives of these men would
necessrtate large volumes. We omit
them for the sake of brevity.
Among religious adherents, the
Catholics practice the ,¥orshipping of
images and pictures of His Holiness
Christ, and homage to the relics of
saints. On the contrary, Protestants
account such worship as idolatry and
polytheism. These two communities
have mutually contradictory opinions
regarding religion; yet both are
founded in refined and civilized nations far advanced in scientific knowledge and enlightenment. Is not their
difference of view in such important
matters a mighty evidence of the fact
that the source and meaning of divine
religion are points of disagreement
among them? Such is also the case
among other nations and religious
communities as the Islamites, Brah-
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mans, and the followers of Confucius.
All these differ over details of religion.
We should comprehend the meaning of religion, and recognize the
proofs and arguments concerning its
source and foundation. It is asserted
by men of learning that among animals, man alone is created with natural adaptation to civilization and social life. All other animal species
are minus this tendency to an organized society; whereas, the life of man
depends upon the congregation of individuals and cooperation in different
arts, occupations, etc. Without a
special community, it is impossible
for man to properly conduct the affain3 of life.
Mankind alone has been endowed
with rational faculties, spiritual perception, comprehension of general
ideals, and the gift of invention. Owing to this fact, man has the power
of subduing and controlling the animals; whereas" the animals are not
endowed with the faculty of influencing man.
This is what is meant by the verse
revealed in the Holy Scriptures, "God
has created man after our own image." Thus we know that, from the
beginning, God has chosen the human
form, which is the most excellent
among created things, to be His manifes'tation; and has distinguished the
temple of man from animals by making him the dwelling place of His
Holy Spirit.
Now that it is understood that man
is in need of society and cooperation,
not only to assist his progress toward
perfection, civilization and enlightenment, but also to assure the continuity of his race and progeny; therefore, it is apparent he should institute laws to accomplish this cooperation and mutual aid, and protect human society from dispersion and disintegration, which is contrary to the
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natural divine principles embodied in
the creation of man.
Thus we say that mankind is in
need of two kinds of power for the
preservation of society.
1. A power regulating laws which
may guarantee order and discipline
in the affairs of each individual.
2. A penetrative power necessarily imminent in these laws, to influence individual obedience and training in such regulations.
For should there be no laws, the
high would oppress the low, the
strong would be unjust to the weak,
lives and propertie's would be sacrifieed to pillage and destruction, blood
would be shed, vir'tue and honor defamed, tranquillity and peace-which
constitute the basis of civilization
and refinement and are the protective
spirit of human society-would be
removed and annulled; and finally society, which assures the perpetuity of
mankind, would be overthrown and
disintegrated.
You have no doubt heard or read
in histories the records concerning
13rre races of former times, and as
no laws were instituted among them,
were accus,tomed to live as wild animals in forests and mountain caves;
their manner and disposition similar
to those of beasts of prey. Large
numbers of such tribes of men were
thus reduced to extinction, such as
l he "primitive Arabians or lost
tribes," whose names and the manner
of whose brutal life are still recorded
in the pages of authoritative historical works. But owing to regulated
laws, the descendant's and posterity
of these same savage tribes have in
,the present age far advanced in civilization, and are noted for learning
and enlightenment. Even in the
present day, various great nations,
tribes and peoples, exist in different
parts of the world who have not been

lifted above a state of barbarity, and
still live like animals. Some of them
are so steeped in savagery that they
practice cannibalism, and resemble
beasts of prey more than men. In
fact, most of the animal species, even
reptiles, abstain from feeding upon
their own kind.
A slight reflection upon the above
mentioned points will clearly show
that the cause of this decline is absence of laws for the preservation of
society. If laws were enacted and
enforced among these uncivilized nations and barbarous tribes, they
would after a time advance in knowledge, learning, enlightenment, civilization and refinement; attain to
prosperity and affluence, and produce
philosophers and men of learning
who would secure honor and respect
for their race and posterity. But
those among them who continued in
their actuaJ state of barbarism would
gradually decline, finally be extinguished, and their names effaced
from the records of the \vorld. If
their names should survive, they
would serve only ;to render them -che
subjects of admonition and warning.
The first thing God did for the
order and preservation of the world
was to crea,te religions, which are the
only means of civilizing the world
and preserving order. Religion is
the only means of elevating the people. If a man be a great savant,
but an atheist, we recognize his talent and call him great. Yet we are
not sure of his integrity; but if he
is a religious man in the true sense,
he will be honest and upright, and we
have then full .trust in him. By religion is meant the knowledge of God,
because God first created us to know
Him, that He is powerful and mighty
in all things, that He encompasseth
all things; therefore He made the
laws and ordinances which are Important for us to know.
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THE QUEST FOR THE SOUL
HOOPER HARiRIs.

"0 unitarians, make firm the girdle of endeavor, that perchance religious
strife and conflict may be removed from amongst the people of the world
and be annulled."
Bah6/u'llrih.
Why should such an exhortation be
necessary, since peace and brotherhood are everywhere heralded
abroad, and the great religious systems of the world without exception
teach uni,ty and love?
We should stand in awe of God instead of quarreling about Him, since
we must admit our ignorance concerning Him.
The Christian philosophers, as well
as the ancient, admit that the infinite
is incomprehensible, and that at best
the intelled is only capable of conceiving God as an idea. (St. Augustine.)
Bahi'u'l1ih says: "But that Real
King is in Himself sufficient unto
Himself. . . . God singly and alone
abideth in His own place, which is
holy above space and time, mention
and utterance, sign, description, and
definition, height and depth."
As we must all confess our ignorance, why do we quarrel? Because
man is apt to idealize, theologize and
deify his own opinions, to clothe them
in metaphysical formulas, and having adorned them with these imaginary garments of divinity, bows
down to and worships them. They
are as truly idols as the gods of ancient mythology and perhaps much
more harmful. Thus, • worshipping
opinions handed down ,to them by ancestors, men deceive themselves into
believing they are worshipping God.
As Max Muller so cogently said,
"all the great religions teach us to
love the good God and be good."
Their Founders, or Prophets, were
busy teaching and demonstrating by
their own lives the constructive prin-

eiples of the spiritual life. As' Abdu'l-Bahi so often taught, "When
all these divine prophets were
united with each other, why should
we disagree? We are the followers of those holy souls. In the
same manner that the prophets loved
each other, we should follow their
example, for we are all the servants
of God, and the bounties of the Almighty are encircling everyone. God
is kind to everyone; why should we
oppress each other? The foundation
of divine religion is love, affinity and
concord." To them, the Prophets,
that men should live was of supreme
importance, and their opinions a matter of indifference. They had the
"eye single" and their whole bodies
being full of light, they saw only the
work God had given them to do and
devoted themselves wholly to that
. life. To paraphrase a famous Southern evangelist, they had little use for
theology and botany, but they loved
God and flowers.
However, after they had left this
world for the glory behind the veil of
being, their followers-for the most
part-instead of walking in their
footsteps and endeavoring to live according to their teaching, commenced
to follow human opinions. They
even quarreled about the Prophets of
God, what their nature was, human
or divine, and what their station.
They claimed that the religion of God
required the knowledge of dead languages and abstruse sciences, to be
comprehended. But Baha'u'lHih says
in his "Book of Assurance:"
"Lend not thine ec~r to the vain
statement of the servants who say
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that the Book of God and the
Verses can not be proof to the common people because they neither
understand nor comprehend them.
. . . Before God these common people are accepted and approved
above the learned who have turned
away from the True One. Understanding the Divine words and
comprehension of the utterances of
the I deal Doves have no connection
with outward learning, but depend
upon purity of heart, chastity of
soul and freedom of spirit."
And again:
"But, 0 my brother, when a
seeker intends to turn the step of
search and journeying into' the
path of the Knowledge of the King
of Pre-existence, he must first
cleanse and purify his heart and
he must cleanse and purify his
breast from all the gloomy dust of
acquired learning and from the allusions of satanic appearances."
Defining knowledge, he quotes one
of the great spiritual teachers, who
says:
"Knowledge is a light which God
sheds in whatsoever heart He willeth."
"It is this kind of knowledge
which is praiseworthy; not the limited learnings produced by veiled
and obscured imaginations which
men often steal from one another,
then glory over their fellow creatures."
Not until we realize the futility of
trying to acquire absolute knowledge,
and frankly confess our ignorance,
are we prepared ,to even begin the
real quest for the soul. If we could
learn the secret of the simplest
flower, penetrate its reality, and unveil its mystery, we would be informed of the secret of the universe,
for the "Universal Splendor" exists
in 'all things. But the thing in itself
can not be known.
How, then, is man to find as sur-

ance and satisfy his soul? Socrates,
according to Baha,'u'llah, was the
most profound of all the philosophers.
He taught that the only thing man
can know is himself, and Baha'u'llah
teaches that to know our own souls
is equivalent to knowing God. ' Abdu'l-Baha says that, "Man is the
Spirit in the body of the world." But
man is not yet conscious of his own
reality. Through the ages, except in
rare instances unconscious of it, man
has been like "a beautifully jeweled
sword hid in a dark sheath." In his
long and toilsome journey toward a
knowledge of himself, preyed upon by
wolves in sheep's clothing, the victim
of charlatans, and the plaything of
his own uncontrolled passions, he has
not only refused the counsels, but has
turned upon and persecuted his best
friends and Saviors, and so has been
in every age the cause of his own undoing. But in' this Age of Enlightenment, when a new spiritual dynamic
is stirring the heart of the world, he
is coming to realize more and more
his true nature' and to really desire
and strive for world peace and religious unity. At last his East is
roseate with the dawn of a new day.
But how is man to learn to know
his own soul, which is equivalent to
knowing God? Left to himself, he is
prone to fall into idolatry, delude
himself with his own imaginations
and mistake the whisperings of the
human ego for divine revelations.
In this quest for his soul, he needs
divine guidance, a Teacher, not in
words only, but One who has lived
and demonstrated the Divine attributes, and the noble qualities hidden
in man. And, above all, he needs an
Infallible Divine Center, not only as
a strong, sure rope which he ,can
grasp as "the cord of God," but
around which world peace, reconciliation and unity can revolve. And that
Centre must be established with
power and authority, for there can
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be no world order without a sufficient
moral sanction to hold the consdence
of men and maintain it in the name
of God and religion.
In plain language, what is needed
is a Manifestation of the Divine Will
and Authority, the appearance of
such a Spiritual Leader as the world
had two thousand years ago in the
Man of Nazareth, who can speak
with power and authority and not as
the scribes and pharisees, and deliver to Ithe world the message and
the words of God.
To come to that realization of his
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own Reality, which is equivalent to
knowing God, man must now, as he
did in the time of Jesus, turn to "The
Lord of the Age" and feed upon the
words of God which alone are Spirit
and Life. No more now than then
can heaven be taken by assault or
captured by violence; and now, as
then, ,there is one door and one door
only, guarded by a flaming sword.
And now, as then, the same supreme
condition obtains: "To him that overcometh will be given to eat of the
Tree of Life, which is in the Paradise
of God."

THE SERVANT APOSTLE
MARTHA ROOT

OSEPH GERPOL was a servant in
] Capitalia, Nameless land. He was
slow in mind; as he expressed it in
his broken English, "I am less than
others." Also, he was so nearly
blind that he said he saw more with
his thoughts than by means of his
eyes. J oseph was so poor, one does
not like to chronicle how little he had
to live upon. This story has to do
with the apostle side of his life.Spiritually he had wonderful divine
insight. His judgment in all matters
relating to the Baha'i Cause was
wise and dependable. His face was
so shining that people in the street
often stopped to stare in wonder at
the illumination in those almost
sightless eyes. He was quick in all
his movements, and such a worker
that he astonished even those who
knew him best,
J oseph, a Baha'i of the servant
class in Nameless land, had come to
Capitalia to spread the Baha,'i Teachings. His first j.ob was in a Catholic
Monastery where he gave the Teachings of Baha'u'llah to the priests who
would listen. Called ba1ck to the

country peasant home in Nameless
land by the death of his mother,
when he returned he did not go again
to the monastery to work, though he
was asked to do so.
He next took a job as errand boy.
His work took him to the various
taverns where he gave the precious
T'eachings. As the Baha'i teacher,
writer of this account, visited Capitalia, she found people from inns now
confirmed Baha'is and some had
changed their business. One had
made out his life insurance to the
Baha'i Gause. One head in a wine
shop had ordered the youth away because he did not like his religious
talk. But when the owner of the entire establishment, in that same hour,
ridiculed' J;oseph. and said: "He
preaches against selling liquors because he is very poor. If he were
rich, he would think quite differently." The same young man who
had ordered J oseph out replied:
"Well, there are not half a dozen
other men jn Nameless land as honest
or as great as J oseph !"
Next he helped an architect and
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talked with him about the blessed
Teachings. One day as J oseph so
meekly bowed (anyone who ever saw
him will remember his humble but
angelic bow, for he never forgot for
one moment that he was a servant)
the architect playfully slapped his
face and kissed his forehead, saying:
"Do not bow to me like that! like an
oriental character in a drama!"
Another time, J oseph by chance
was called to carry the bags of a
great bank president to the railway
station. The manner in which he did
it brought him a position in the
banker's home. He gave them all the
Teachings of Baha'u'llah. The banker
liked the youth and told him he could
use the house as his own home, could
use the telephone for his Baha'i work
and could invite his friends to the
office. J oseph, innately knowing his
place as a servant, never did any of
these things.
One day while Joseph was carrying the coal to the different rooms,
he was thinking: "Here 1 work carrying the~ coals, but what am I doing
for the Cause of Baha'u'llah?" That
afternoon he said to the bank president's wife: "Now 1 must leave you
and find other work where 1 can do
more for the Cause, of our W orldTeacher, Baha'u'llah, for 1 am doing
nothing here."
The woman was sorry to have him
go. She said: "J oseph, you know
us, you know our ways, we like you.
1 must not keep you from your great
task, but always send us your address, for you are sympathetic to
each one in our :fiamily."
That night J oseph prayed many
hours for the beloved spiritual Cause.
Next morning he said to the banker's
wife: , "Money does not mean much
to me. If you wish me to stay 1 will,
and you know 1 shall always be your
servant. But I am a simple youth,
I'm ignorant, I do not have eapacity
to serve Bahft'u'llah and to spread

His great Cause in Capitalia. Let
me carry the coal and wash the dog.
1 will keep my room in the garage,
but you need not pay me any wages.
You C'an always count on me, but you
with your great culture can help our
Cause. Perhaps you could have the
Baha'i Feasts in your home~" So
it came about that J oseph stayed on
and the banker's wife helped him in
his work for Baha'u'llah.
One day he was very surprised to
receive a letter from a Baha'i traveliug teacher that she had just arrived
in Capitalia. He came running to
her small hotel. (Joseph never used
the tram.) Together they arranged
a program. As the days passed she
observed that J oseph never thought
whether he was warm or cold,
whether he ate or did not eat,
whether he slept or worked all night,
still he was all consciousness when it
came to serving the Gause he so loved.
Lectures were given every evening
for a month in the leading clubs and
organizations of Capitalia. The Baha'i teacher was always escorted by
J oseph.' Also, he did all the telephoning as she did not speak the language of that country. He often
made long trips, on foot, to arrange
the interviews that her time and
strength might be saved. No princess was ever more devotedly served.
One day when they had been to a
nearby city to speak and were returning, she said to J oseph: "Please
do not leave the street car, but ride
on home; 1 get off just at the door
of my hotel." He instantly replied:
"1 am your servant; 1 must see you
safely into YO!.lr hotel before 1 leave
you!" and hei did.
Food specialists who teach that t'oo
much starch gives one fatigue would
find an exception in J oseph' s case.
During the whole month he prepared
nothing to eat except black bread
spread with bacon grease (Ian unknown lady had left at his door this
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large jar of bacon fat and he could ready at that date. He had looked
not return it because he did not know for them every day for six weeks.
wro sent it, so he enjoyed it). His The night before his examination he
drink was hot water with a lump of went" down to the garage room, as he
sugar occasionally. Often he was often used to do, and that evening he
persuaded to eat with the Baha'i told J oseph his trouble. J oseph said
teacher at her friJgal table, for he to him: "Don't worry. You will
said he wished to spend every hour find those papers. I will pray for
possible with her-but, gentle reader, you." Next morning the son said to
imagine her feelings when after- his mother : "Well, just once more
wards, little by little, he brought her I will look in this room where I have
gifts until he had paid for every searched so often! It is where they
meal! One night after a lecture, he ought to be." He searched and he
handed her a little package of sand- found the manuscripts! With the
wiches as he said good night. She papers and in his examination work,
said: "Joseph, I will not take them! too, he passed brilli1antly, but coming
You must take them home and eat home he went to his mother and said:
them !" Tears came into his eyes as "Mother, it was because J oseph
be answered: "I will NEVER eat prayed for me that God helped me."
This banker's wife also said that
them! I would be too grieved to eat
them ever! I bring them to you be- one day, riding in her motor car, she
cause you do not eat enough." "For- saw Joseph in the street carrying a
give me, J oseph," she said; "I will very heavy burden. He did not see
eat them; I like sandwiches and I her, because he can hardly see at all,
very much appreciate your thought- but .she said he was singing as he
fulness and your kindness."· The bore his heavy ]oad and his face was
Baha'i teacher found she CQuld do full of joy. She said .her husband
nothing personally for J oseph, but had several times invited in some of
she could give books and work for the '. the city officials and had sent for J 0seph to explain to them what the
Cause in Capitalia.
She invited the banker's family to Raha'i Movement is. The Baha'i
tea to tell them more about Baha'u'- Feasts, where gathered each month
llah, for they longed to hear. The about nineteen Baha'is taught by J 0wife told her about J oseph. "We seph, whose lives are stories in themfeel he is like a holy man. He is selves because of their zeal, loyalty,
different from all others. We call incessant toil and passionate devohim an apostle. Once when I was tion to this holy Cause, are held in
very ill, the children ran down and this luxurious home hung with art
asked J oseph to pray for me. He treasures, the most beautiful home
prayed and truly in that hour some- that the Baha'i teacher saw in Capithing seemed to break in my spine, talia.
and I was released from the terrible
The banker's wife said: "We can
pain. I pray the prayers from Baha- never do anything for J oseph. If
'u'llah which Joseph has copied for we try to give him his breakfast
me. We would like to be Baha'is, when' he brings the coal, he runs
we try to be Baha'is."
away. He laughs and says: 'I am
Then she told the Baha'i teacher not carrying this coal for my breakhow, another time, her son, nineteen f'ast; I am carrying it for the Cause
years old, was to take his examina- of Baha'u'llah.' If we give him
tions and he had lost some very im- Christmas presents or clothes he
portant papers which he had to have brings them back or gives them to
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other people. He eats nothing, he
wears nothing that he could not earn.
He says: 'I am never tired,' yet he
lives only on black bread. His eyesight is so poor that he sometimes
sits. up until five o'clock in the morning to get out his Baha'i invitations,
yet all his Baha'i correspondence is
answered promptly."
Going to another Baha'i home to
tea-the home where the head of the
wine business had once dismissed J 0seph from his door because he disliked his religious talk-the Baha'i
teacher found that this man is now
in another and better business and
is happily married. The couple
showed her a Bible, lovingly inscribed, which J oseph had given
them for their wedding present, and
he had told them to study it; it was
a preparation to understand the Baha'i Teachings. That young wife,
who had J oseph sit at her right at
the tea-table, put her hand tenderly
on his shoulder and said: "You are
my very best friend in this whole
world !" She later told the Baha!i
writer what a spiritual joy-bringer,
J oseph had been to them. She, too,
said: "He will not take anything.
Once I put some cookies into his
pocket; when he reached home and
found them, he walked all the way
back to bring them here. He will
not take one thing. We can only
help him by helping the Baha'i Cause.
My husband does the Baha'i mimeographing. Another friend called on
the Baha'i teacher and said: "I tried
to help J oseph, but every gift was
brought back to me, so I typed four
copies of one of Elaha'u'llah's great
Writings which another friend had
translated into the language of our
country."
So the Baha'i Cause was penetrating Capitalia. The radio: station and
professors in six universities were
visited during that month,as were

also the newspaper editors. One university professor said to the Baha'i
teacher = "If you can not stay to give
a lecture, I will study these Teachings of Baha'u'llah for three months
and lecture about them to the scientists of Nameless land. All the newspapers will print something about
the Movement. I thank you for these
books; the whole subject interests me
more deeply than I can tell you."
The climax of the month came
when an interview was asked and
granted to come to the home of the
. ruler of Nameless land for an interview of one hour to explain the
Teachings of Braha'u'llah. These
Teachings were graciously received
and cordial thanks expressed for the
Baha'i books. So it was everywhere,
the people in Capitalia were so
charming, so ready to hear and to
help, that had the Baha'i teacher
stayed longer, more and more lectures wouid have been arranged.
The Baha'i teacher and readers of
this simple tale know that the cause
of the progress of the Baha'i Teachings in Capitalia is .due to Joseph,
the servant, but a true apostle. It is
his life that has attracted people to
look into these Teachings of Baha'u'llah. He stood at the railway station and humbly bowed his ineffable
bow to the Baha'i teacher while the
train bore her away. Through tears
of gratitude for his great life and his
devotion and faithfulness to Bah'u'nah and' Abdu'l-Baha·, and to Shoghi
Effendi, the Guardian of the Baha'i
Cause, the Baha'i teacher saw this
youth transfigured; he was not the
slender servant of humble rank, but
verily the twentieth century J oseph !
He brings light to the eyes of many
J acobs. He gives the Divine GladTidings to his countrymen of Nameless lland; they are obtaining a new
life; they are acquiring limitless spiritual rapture!

THE BAHNf MAGAZIKE

TRUE AGNOSTICISM
The Bah:i'i teaching is at one with seience and philosophy in declaring ,the essential nature of God to be entirely beyond human comprehension. As emphatically as Huxley and Spencer teach that the
nature of the Great First Cause is unknowabIe, does Bah:i'u'll:ih teach
that "God comprehends all; He can not be comprehended." To
knmvledge of the Divine Essence "the way is barred and the road is
impassable," for how can the finite comprehend the Infinite; how can
a drop contain the ocean or a mote dancing in the sunbeam embrace
the universe? Yet the whole universe is eloquent of God. In each drop
of water are hidden oceans of meaning, and in each mote is concealed
a whole universe of significance, reaching far beyond the ken of the
most learned 'Scientist. The chemist and physicist pursuing their
researches into the nature of matter, have passed from masses to
molecules, from molecules to atoms, from atoms to electrons and
ether, but at every step the difficulties of the research increase till
the most profound intellect can penetrate no further, and can but
bow in silent awe before the unknown Infinite which remains ever
shrouded in inscrutable mystery.
"Flower in the crannied wall,
I pluck you out of the crannies.
I hold you here, root and all, in my hand,
Little flower, but 'if I could understand,
'Vhat Y8U are, root and all, and all in all,
I should know what God and man is."-Tennyson.
If the flower in the crannied wall, if even a single atom of matter,
presents mysteries which the most profound intellect can not solve,
how is it possible for man to comprehend the universe? How dare
he pretend to define or describe the Infinite cause of all things? All
theological speculations about the nature of God"s Essence are thus
svvept aside as foolish and futile.

BUT if the Essence is unknowable, the manifestations of its bounty
are everywhere apparent. If the first cause can not be conceived,
its effects appeal to our every fa.culty. Just as knowledge of a
painter's pictures gives to the connoisseur a true knowledge of the
artist, so knowledge of the universe in any of its aspects-knowledge
of nature or of human nature, of things visible or of things invisibleis knowledge of God's handiwork, and gives to the 'seeker for Divine
truth a real knowledge of His Glory.
"The heavens declare the Glory of God; and the firmament showeth
His handiwork. Day unto day utterethspeech and night unto night
showeth knowledge." Ps. xix.
Dr. J. E. Esslemont,
In "Baha'u'llah and the New Era."
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HE ENLARGING fellowship of
T
human life upon this planet,
which began with the clan and tribe

th.e. b~ck.ward-looking, reactionary,
mlhtanstlc people of the same nations. . . . 'lve work in many ways
and has moved out through ever for the same end-a world organized
widening circles of communication for peace. Never ,"vas an end better
and conrtacit, has now become ex- worth working for. The alternative
plicitly and overwhelmingly interna- is the most appalling catastrophe
tional, and it never can be crowded mankind has ever faced. Like graviback again. Moreover, within this tation in the physical realm, the law
of the Lord in the moral realm bends
unescapable
internationalism
0 f
modern life, not yet adequately recog- for no man and no nation: "All they
nized in government, man has been that take the sword shall perish with
learning one great lesson from his the sword."-Dr. Harry Emerson
social experiments. In area 'after Fosdick at the Geneva Cathedral.
area he has succeeded in getting what
he wanted, not by violence, but by
THE WORLD is now entering
overpassing violence and substituting upon the most stupendous task of
co-operation. That is what social construction it ever conceived. Havprogress consist in. All social prog- ing organized men into nations, desress can be defined as carrying over tiny now is undertaking to organize
one more realm of human life from the nations into humanity . . . .
The labor problem will never be
the regime of force to the regime of
solved
by the rise and power of the
co-operwtion. Wherever we havecivlaboring
class, which would be quite
ilized any social group, the essential
as
intolerable
as the tyranny ,of the
thing which has happened is that in
that group, not force, but coopera- capitalistic class. It will never be
settled right until it is settled by emtion has become the arbiter.
ployer
and employed cooperating,
And now we face the next great
realizing
that their common interest
step, the most momentous step in
is
more
pl'ofitable
than their antaghuman history. Can we achieve a
like result with our international re- onisms-in fine, becoming friends
lationship? Can we carry them over and ceasing to be enemies.
FTiendship is the only hypostati.c
from brutality and organized slaughparadox
of capital and labor, of rich
ter to reasonableness and cooperaand
poor,
of learned and ignorant.
tion? How the best thinking and
praying of our time centers around By means of it they find a common
that hope of superseding belligerent level.
The only true religion is one V\~hich
nationalism with cooperative interrealizes
the friendship of God. And
national substitutes for war! . . .
The one hope' of humanity today, if the only abiding state will be one
it is to escape devastating ruin, lies in \vhich is built upon the friendship 01
rising above and beyond this nation- all people. . . .
All nations are founded on fear
alism and organizing the \vorld for
and
maintained by force. But it i3
peace. . . . A clear conviction grows
in the best thinking of today that our task to change this, and by scimankind's realest confiict of interest ence, commerce, art, education, and
is not between this nation and that, religion build up,
A nation of friendsbut between the forward-looking,
And wby not a world of friends.progressive, open-minded people of
all nations, who have caught a vision Dr. Frank Crane in the "Spokane
of humanity organized for peace, and Review."
A
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"Universal peace will raise its tent in the center of the
earth, and the blessed tree of life will grow. and spread to
such an extent that it will overshadow the East and the vVest.
Strong and weak, rich and poor, antagonistic sects and
hostile nations, which are like the wolf and the lamb, the
leopard and kid, the lion and the calf, will act toward
each other with the most complete love, friendship, justice
and equity. The world will be filled with science, with the
knowledge of the reality of the mysteries of beings, and with
the knowledge of God."

"America is a noble nation, a standard bearer of peace
throughout the world, shedding her light to all regions.
Other nations are not untrammelled and free of intrigues
like the United States, and are unable to bring about Universal Peace. But America, thank God, is at peace with all
the world, and is worthy of raising the flag of brotherhood
and' International Peace. When the summons to International Peace is raised by America, all the rest of the world
will cry : 'Yes, we accept.' The nations of every clime will
join in adopting the teachings of Bahit'u'llith, revealed over
fifty years ago. In His Epistles He asked the parliaments
of the world to send their best and wisest men to an international World Parliament that should decide all questions
then we
between the peoples and establish peace
shall have the Parliament of man of which the poets have
dreamed."
,Abdl£'l-Bahri,
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WORLD PEACE AND THE WORLD COURT
ALFRED E. LUNT
"WISE old professor in a great
American University one day asked
his class "What is happiness?" A few
eager scholars gave definitions, in one
way or another based upon their temperamental concepts of that blessed state
of being. Each referred to happiness as
a definitely attainable end, something
which was capable of realization by
means of a conscious, deliberate selection by the individual. But the old man,
rich in years and in spiritual experience,
shook his head. "No, gentlemen," he
said, "You will come to understand, after
many attempts to attain happiness by
direct means, how it ever eludes and
baffles that kind of search. True happiness is too rare and exquisite a thing
for this. Yet it is not a mirage, neither
non-existent. Rather is it the by-product
of action; a divine bounty bestowed by
God upon the unexpectant soul. Have
any of you ever started out upon a holiday saying to yourself, 'Today I am going to be happy, carefree, exultant'?
And haV'eyoll nof invariably found that,
through some strange miscliance, some
shadow descended to mar your desire?
But on another occasion, without a
thought of personal happiness, perhaps
when engaged in the most arduous work,
or having forgotten yourself completely
in a task of service for others, that great
gift filled your heart and the miracle
was accomplished. From all ullsearchable, mysterious source it seems to come,
and no man can certify to the hour of"
its coming or its departure."
The "Most Great Peace," assured to
humanity by BaM'u']1<ih in His writings,
nearly seventy years ago, is another of
the great age-old yearnings of mankind
which, like happiness, relates to the
spiritual consciousness of the individual
and, consequently, to the race.

A

This great Peace, a spiritual bounty
resembling true happiness, will be found,
likewise, to be the by-product of action,
appearing in the world through a combination of various elements of human
service, which, in turn, form the point
of attraction for the great gift of Peace.
Our purpose is to show some of the
major elements which, put into effect in
the world of affairs, constitute this attraction, and that, among these, peace
among the nations is but a single element
which must be brought into combination
with all the other essentials.
In its highest sense, the Most Great
Peace is that "peace that passeth understanding" stored in the deepest reservoirs
of the human heart and sending its
warmth and its surging life to the uttermost parts of the being. It is the release
of the divine energy and perfect existence which lies latent in the soul of
humanity. It is consciously living in the
divine unity; reconciliation with God,
with the ever~present confirmations- of_
the ideal world. A study of the Bahil'i
foundational writings, and using for the
moment the spiritual terminology of
those writings, indicates that the Most
Great Peace is identical with that state
which is destined for mankind in the
organization of the Kingdom of God.
It is that consciousness which encircles
man when the Love of God has at length
found its way into the motives of human
action; when the "baptism of the Holy
Spirit," in the universal sense, is poured
upon men; when, through the knowledge
of the DiYine purpose and qualities, a
"cycle of radiance," an "age of mercy"
dawns, and all things are renewed. Then,
the nucleus of the new universal race has
become the headstone of the temple, and
humanity, like a newly born child opening its eyes to a new world, sees all things
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with divine eyes. In this new and transcendant unity, wherein the ancient, racial and religious. prejudices are swept
away, as mists in the morning, a new
order obtains in the affairs of the world.
This ideal Peace is then seen to be
synonymous with Happiness. This degree of Peace is not outward only, but
consistently inward as well. Not only
is the spirit of man resuscitated but the
phenomenal world regenerated. As it is
said-that although, through autocracy
and despotism hitherto, it has been easy
to gain control over the physical bodies,
yet "to bring the ·spirits (the souls of
men) within the bonds of serenity is a
most arduous undertaking." In other
words, the Most Great Peace is the product of a "divine and holy potency" which
was to be revealed to humanity in the
promised Day of God. It is the summoning of the spirits of men to the
government of the world through a new
order, in which serenity obtains, and
every lesser thing is subdued before the
matchless power of a universal, spiritual
accord extending to every part and member of the body politic.
It is well to have in mind this trace
of the ideal Peace, even though in this
paper we are dealing with the stern facts
of the preselit day Peace problem, involvedas it is with the questions of "balance of power," "national sovereignties,"
"religious and racial enmities," and a
more or less recalcitrant human nature.
This is so, because, in the nature of
things, the most beneficial Peace obtainable today will confer relief upon humanity precisely in proportion to the extent
to which it reaches out to and embraces
the conditions surrounding the ideal
Peace, first mentioned. This is the
standard, like the British Thermal Unit
in engineering, measuring the degree of
advancement; the progress toward a permanent vVorld Peace.
This secondary degree of Peace, which
appears to be the only achievement possible at the preesnt hour of world history, is evidently that referred to by

Baha'u'llah in the Tablet to Queen Victoria of England, where, speaking to the
"Assembly of Kings," He said, "Having
rejected this Most Great Peace. it behooveth you to be at peace among yourselves; perchance your affairs may be
improved thereby, and also the affairs of
those who are under your shadow, to a
certain extent."
In the minds of many sincere advocates of World Peace, this peace of the
nations, with its consequent lifting of the
burden of heavy armaments, the reduction of war to a minimum, and the release of untold resources of man-power
and economic values to their normal
channels, is the ultimate goal of peace
endeavor. There can be no dissent from
the fact of the enormous step toward
the new order which such a great
achievement would secure. Through this
victory, the ancient national habit of invoking military and naval power at the
hasty behests of cabinets and ministries
would wholly cease, and ambitious territorial aggrandizement by the most powerful nations become a thing of the past.
The greatest lesson of the war and the
quasi peace that followed it has been the
rude awakening of the nations to a conscio_usness of the-weakness and instability
of- the ancient safeguards of public se"
curity. Prime ministers and cabinets,
Parliaments and Congresses, kings and
presidents alike were seen for the first
time to be in the grasp of a power
beyond their control. That power was
the force of destruction, almost of decomposition itself, which had sprung
from the blood of millions of men slain
in their prime and their manhood, and
from the oceans of tea·rs and bitterness
\veIIing from the hearts of their wives
and children. These unprecedented sacrifices were seen to have been made before
an altar which gave back no recompense.
The sacrifices were real but the nations
that sat down at the table at Versailles
found no commensurate rewards for
these deeds of valor and heroism.
Hitherto, the masses, especially in Eu-
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rope and Asia, had leaned upon the
broad shoulders of their statesmen, confident that in th~ hour of trial their
wisdom and their resourcefulness would
suffice to protect the people from uttei·
ruin. Until the maelstrom of the great
war engtllfed the world, this reliance
seemed on the whole justified.
But
within and beneath that awful combat
were hidden new standards of social and
political relationships; like the promise
of the rainbow after the storm, the divine
destiny of humanity, heralded by the
prophets of old, cast its brilliant ray
through the smoke of battle, even penetrating the thick veils of hatred, and
became reflected, even though dimly at
first, in the consciousness of the multitude. Swift results ensued. Rulers and
dynasties were laid low; prime ministers
and erstwhile popular cabinet heads were
dismissed. A revulsion of feeling swept
through parliament chambers.
New
leaders appeared, new policies were dec1ared; hardly a day went by without an
international conference of selected
groups of well known figures. How
many well meant decisions found defeat,
and how many proud ministers, whose
mere word in the old da}'scaJ:ried con·sternationin its wake, were humbled, as
their plans came to naught! The economic forces of the whole earth were
tied in triple knots of indescribable confusion; and through it all, stood out a
profound distrust of the old landmarks.
The halo of statesmanship was shattered,
and the statesmen themselves found to
be groping in the dark for the pathway
of peace and national welfare. In the
eyes 0 f their nationals, these great men
suddenly took on merely hum~n proportions.
This condition, on the whole, still persists. This rude shaking of the uttermost foundations of the political state
was inevitable. The deep ocean current
of the Divine ~Will, which will not rest
until all the lesser wills have been swallowed up within its vast bosom, is moving
ever more powerfully in the destinies of
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humanity. From its beneficent potency
has already flowed the inspiration to a
WORLD PEACE. Within it is contained the eternal truth that humanity
is one, and that universal fellowship is
the law of this new age. Cotmtless pearls
of great price are moving in that tide of
divine loye. among them the inculcation
of that love, itself, through the power of
reality (religion).
It follows that this budding consciousness which has rejected the old formulas
will not in the ultimate sense accept anything save a world order in which these
heavenly elements are both represented
and dominant. Consequently, those statesmen who would leave their mark upon
the edifice of human welfare, and would
serve humanity best, will address themselves to the application of these reinforcing principles. It is certain that
unexampled confirmations will attend
such efforts. Although "the light shineth
in darkness, and the darkness comprehencleth it not," its radiance will not be
denied or long eclipsed. The law of
spiritual cause and effect is supreme, at
the striking of the hour.
Humanity is at last setting itSelf to
work in: all earnestness to evolve organizations for the purpose of substituting
reason and jurisdiction for war-the
League of Nations, the Protocol and the
\Vorld Court. It is no undue criticism
of these organizations to say that necessarily being born in the period of stress
and strain, in spite of the most lofty and
noble aims toward peace, they have limitations and are at present but partial
r~medies. It is our purpose herein to
elt,lcidate the plan of Baha'u'lhih for
world peace, to show that it is-viewed
from every aspect-the ideal remedy for
war and the means to world peace.
For a universal devastating disease
only a uni\·ersaI remedy can suffice.
Some serious diseases appear only in
close association with a general breakdown of the vital functions of the
patient. It is, then, not enough to treat
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symptoms only, or even purely intermediate causes. The patient will usually
not survive unless the primal cause of
the trouble is diagnosed and a powerful
remedy given. This powerful remedy
is not necessarily the one customarily
administered by a so-called orthodox
school of medicine. Had that kind of
diagnosis been adequate, the patient
should never have reached such a dangerous state. No, the unskillful physician is ever content to treat symptoms
merely,-but the skilled physician rests
n()t until he has traced the illness to its
innermost citadel. There he uncovers
the dread cause of the disease.
Are we at liberty to assume, without
detailed proof, that humanity, in an inclusive sense; is today the prey of a disease incurable save through the application of a universal remedy? Certainly
the facts warrant this assumption. If
the more violent symptoms witnessed at
the beginning and during the Great War
have now somewhat abated, this does
n()t prove that the patient is today truly
convalescent. Unless the cause of that
deadly campaign of self-slaughter has
been ascertained by those in charge of
the destinies of nations, the present period is one of exhaustion merely, awaiting the liour when that remote cause
OIice again lays its heavy hand upon the
sufferer.
Of this state and condition Baha'u'lIah
speaks in a wonderful passage (See
Baha'i Scriptures, P. 131).
"The pulse of the world is in the
hand of the skillful physician. He
diagnoses the disease and wisely
prescribes the remedy. Every day
has its own secret, and every tongue
a melody. The illness of today has
one cure and that of tomorrow another. Look ye upon this day, and
consider, and discuss its needs. One
sees that existence is afflicted with
innumerable ailments, compelling it
to lie upon the bed of suffering.
Men who are intoxicated with the

wine of self-contemplation prevent
the wise physician from reaching
the patient. Thus they have caused
themselves and the world to suffer.
They know not the ailment nor recognize the remedy. They take the
wrong for the right, the crooked
for the straight, the enemy for the
friend." . . . . "Turn from the darkness of foreignness to the shining
of the sun of unity. This is that
which shaH benefit the people of the
world more than aught else. 0,
Friend! The tree of the Word has
no better blossom, and the ocean of
wisdom never shall have a brighter
pearl than this"
"0,
Friend! The tabernacle of oneness
is raised, look not upon each other
with the eye of strangeness. Ye are
all the fruits of one tree and the
leaves of one branch."
Although in this arresting passage
Baha'u'lIah does not define each of the
"innumerable ailments" which have laid
mankind upon the bed of disease, the attention is seized further on, by His use
of the phrase "the eye of strangeness."
In· these four words, many ailments
which we propose to show have held
back the establishment of true civilization, are contained. In numerous other
passages in the writings of Baha'u'lIah,
exact definition is given, but space at this
time forbids quotation. All these elements of pathology originally declared
by Baha'u'lIah are, however, eloquently
stated by 'Abdu'l-Baha in a single Tablet, that to the Hague, dated December
17, 1919. (See Baha'i Scriptures, P.
410.)
Succinctly stated, the Baha'i outlook
upon this problem is,-lst, that the question of Peace is a universal question, and
is not solvable by any limited remedy; a
comprehensive and universal elixir is required; 2nd, that the realization of Universal Peace is difficult and without the
highest permanent results unless com-
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bined with and supplemented by certain
other teachings of a universal nature;
3rd, that these essential supplementary
teachings must become understood and
applied by mankind simultaneously with
the extension of Universal Peace. Indeed, one might say that the inculcation
of these supplementary teachings into
the consciousness of humanity is the
strong medicine first necessary to heal
the patient in order that he may be prepared for and appreciate the blessings
of Peace.
\Ve return to the phrase, "eye of
strangeness," and, in the light of the
Bahi'i writings, endeavor to explain it.
This phrase is suggestive. Aloofness,
foreignness, outlandish, unfamiliar, alien,
estrangement, prejudice are all wedded
more or less closely to the idea. Contrasted are those great dynamic wordsaffinity, oneness, neamess, fellowship,
solidarity, brotherhood.
Since we must deal with these contrasts, let the word "prejudice" be first
or typically selected. This word, in the
sense here applied, means an unwarranted, unfounded or ignorant bias or
viewpoint; hasty and incorrect notions;
to damage or do harm to a person or
group.
The Bahi'i teachings affirm with the
most profound emphasis that the edifice
of humanity is destroyed and subjected
to the greatest humiliation and degradation by no less than five outstanding
prej udices. These are religious, racial,
political, economic and patriotic.
These prejudices go to the root of the
problem, and when ascertained and classified in all their ugliness, are the root
causes of most of the "innumerable ailments" afflicting humanity. These prejudices are the bastard children of the
world of nature, proceeding from the
darkness of that world, and first cousins
to the natural la w of the survival of the
fittest. From them have flowed, throughout untold ages, bloodthirstiness and
rapacity, tyranny and all forms of cruelty
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upon the children of men. Inasmuch as
the struggle for existence is the greatest
law of the world of nature, mankind,
linked to that world almost by bonds of
steel, breakable only through a voluntary
choice of the divine education of· the
prophets and the "acquisition of the
morals of the Kingdom," has shown
forth these natural qualities whenever
the thin vene'er of civilization has been
strained.
vVhile in the three realms of nature
below man, mineral, vegetable and animal, these manifestations of cruelty are
not reprehensible, since, as the Bahi'i
foundational writings point out, "nature
is unaware of God, the Almighty," yet
in man is a capacity to see with divine
eyes and to know the truth. Consequently, a degree of responsibility has been
decreed for him, and a promise given
tho.t in the Day of God he would be
delivered from these superstitions.
We would not pass lightly over those
countless deeds of heroism, of self-sacrifice, and patient long-suffering characterizing the lives of uncounted multitudes in every cycle of human progress.
We only say that invariably these transformations in human character are directly traceable to the appearance of the
divine teachers and educators of humanity from age to age, and to the revelation
of the Holy Books held sacred by all
humankind.
In order to connect inseparably these
various forms of prejUdice with the subject of Universal Peace, it is confidently
submitted that no war during the entire
period of recorded history,-say 6,000
years-has been waged which did not
have its source in some one or more of
these five kinds of prejudice.
THE RELIGIOUS PREJUDICE.
It is unnecessary to demonstrate by proof
the outstanding, instances of sanguinary
wars carried on in the name of God since
the days of Cain. In most cases, a people believing themselves divinely chosen,
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and that their neighbors of a different
faith were cursed and infidel, became
self-seeking instruments of what they
conceived to be the divine vengeance,
visiting torment and death upon them
whom they viewed with "the eye of
strangeness." If it be said that these
bloodthirsty acts were exigencies of the
time, it is nevertheless a fact that this
habit has continued up to comparatively
recent times and was not confined to
Asia or the Orient. The Thirty Years
\,yar, the rnquisition, the persecution of
the Jewish race, the Massacre of St.
Bartholomew, and other more recent
events are all instances more or less
closely related to this form of prejudice.
On the book of Bah;).'i history as recently as the 19th century, 20,000 names
are enrolled of Bahi'i men, women and
children martyred and tortured to death
solely because of their religi01.1S faith.
Under such circumstances it is natural to
ask,-"\Vhere, in the League Covenant,
where in the Protocol is a recognition of
this potent source of human slaughter?"
In this dawn of a new consciousness
for humanity, Bah:'t'u'llah has said that if
religion becomes the cause of disunion,
hatred and division, then irreligion is
better. In other words, religion was
created for love and fellowship; it is
that Reality in the human heart that
brings it into harmony with the divine
unity, and, as such, has essential connection with the realities of all things.
As it is said, since Reality is single and
not multiple, religion likewise is one and
indivisible. But since prejudice applies
an unsound and false yard-stick to this
reality, imagining religion to be divisible,
grouping humanity in terms of "elect"
and "infidel," "chosen" and ctaccursed,"this warfare has resulted. All this being
true, Universal Religion is evidently an
essential necessity to the foundation of
the Palace of Peace. This water, alone,
will quench the fire of religious hatred
and superstition.

THE RACIAL PREJUDICE. . . On
this point, we proceed from the premise
that the tree of humanity is one, and
therefore no ground for prejudice can
rightly exist. There is a sublime wisdom
in that utterance of Baha'u'llah:
"In former ages it has been said:
'To love one's native land is faith.'
But the Tongue of Grandeur hath
said in the Day of Manifestation:
'Glory is not his who loves his
native land, glory is his who loves
his kind.'''
and also:
"Consort with all religions in joy
and fragrance
and render
justice in affairs . . . for association is always conducive to union
and harmony, and union and harmony are the cause of the order of
tire World and the Life of the
Nations."
"0 ye wise men among nations!
Turn your eyes away from foreignness and gaze unto oneness, and hold
fast unto the means which produce
tranquillity and security for the people of the whole world. This spanwide world is but one region and one
native land." (Italics ours.)
Is it possible to adduce any sound
reasoning to refute this universal voice?
Countless witnesses arise in affirmation
of this blessed truth. Science, in the
field of anthropological and archaeological research, brings s t r 0 n g e rand
stronger evidences of the essential biological and historical oneness of the
entire human race. Every sacred Book
of the world' openly declares this essential
brotherhood as one of the signs of the
coming new age. The oneness of the
world of humanity is one of the greatest
of the Baha'i principles. Its recognition
as a fact by the nations in council, or in
the Court Chamber, is an evident supplement to the safeguards of Peace.
Differences in tongue, differences in
physiognomy, differences in color, differences in custom,-these are the chief
elements building Rac i a I Prejudice.
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In the sight of God, however, there is
no difference. 'Abdu'l-Baha says: "Why
should man invent such a prej udice? All
races, tribes, sects and classes share
equally in the bounty of their Heavenly
Father. The only real difference lies
in the degree of faithfulness, of obedience to the laws of God. There are
some who are as lighted torches; there
are others who shine as stars in the sky
of humanity. The lovers of mankindthese are the superior men, of whatever
nation, creed or calor they may be."
Curiously enough, this prejudice is not
found in the animal world. Among animals, outside of the ferocious and
carnivorous groups, perfect and harmonious association exists. The same species,
regardless of calor differences, know no
distinction. The racial prej udice, therefore, is a superstition of man, referable
to other remote causes, and constituting
a complete reversion of the Divine policy.
That policy is a policy of kindness to an
the sheep of the Great Shepherd; a policy
showering the bounties of heaven upon
all races, making no distinction of individuals. It is a policy of training, providing for and protecting all; in other
words, because divine it must function
universalIy. This universal remedy, then,
must find adoption by every enlightened
nation.
This aversion to man by man is a
product of the lowest reaches of the
world of nature. It must be energetically combated by the leaders of public
opInIon.
President Coolidge, in his
recent Omaha address, made a noble plea
for greater tolerance among races and
groups, and thus sounded a universalnote
which echoed over the whole earth. The
new consciousness within humanity has
progressed to a point where it responds
in an ever-increasing volume to such appeals.
Former Kaiser Wilhelm and various
widely read magazine writers have
recently issued solemn warnings to the
white race to prepare against a challenge
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for supremacy from the nations of col or.
This challenge they regard as inevitable.
Although it is not the purpose of this
article to enter into dispute with any
school of thought, it can nevertheless be
said that should such a conflict come it
will be because one or both of these great
groups of humanity have surrendered
again to the slavery of superstition embodied in the old order; to the prejudice
that mankind is essentially a divided
species and not a unit; and that it is
possible and desirable in this century for
a member or part of an organism, created
in unity and proceeding from one root,
to injure or destroy another part of the
same organism without visiting upon
ilsel f the pains and penalties of at least
partial self -destruction.
The Racial Prejudice is the "eye 0 f
strangeness," and the glance of strangeness contains deadly possibilities. Like
all prejudices, it is based upon a nonexistent supposition. In and underneath
the variant customs, colors and features
of the tribes of men, vibrates a common
consciousness, live the same aspirations,
hopes, fears and sorrows. No unbiased
world-wide traveller, studying the various peoples, has returned to his native
land without testifying to the lovable
qualities of each race, and to his feeling
of oneness with them. This prejudice,
then, is the child of ignorance and fear,
dominant traits. of the purely natural
world. Viewing humanity as divided, it
can only be destroyed by the bright ray
of uni,'er,al solidarity. This deadly and
devastating disease is that virulent poison
that has done almost more than anything
else to 180\' mankind well-nigh upon its
death-bed. To eliminate it forever by
teaching the divine truth of the Oneness
of Humanity, is one of the greatest Baha'i
purposes. This prime, supplementary
remedy must, therefore, be understood
and applied by the Nations in Council.
It is additional and basic to the present
Preamble of the League of Nations,
which deals with sovereignties and national go\·ernments. The domain of the
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heart and spirit of man must yet be entered.
A UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE . . .
It is specially appropriate to follow the
comment upon the Racial Prejudice with
the constructive note of a universal language. They are intimately allied. The
greatest contributor to the doctrine of
separateness is the differentiation of
tongues. This evil result of the effort to
build the Tower of Babel presumably is
wiped out when the Tower itself falls.
And since this is the time when that vain
attempt to know God in ways contrary to
His command is overthrown, the babe!
of tongues is destined to pass. A Universal Language to be learned by all peoples, in addition to their own native
tongue, is consequently another important
supplement to 'World Peace. If we cannot penetrate into the minds of people
through the twin gateways of ear and
speech, their thoughts remain hidden and
mysterious. This is the beginning of
fear, and upon this fear is erected the
racial prejudice.
Consequently, the
Bahai plan for Peace contains this indispensable element, which is greatly
needed as another additional" chamber in
the Dwelling of Peace.
THE PATRIOTIC PREJUDICE.
This. also, is allied to the racial prejudice.
The true motherland or fatherland is,
in the ultimate sense, the whole "spanwide" world. vVere this not so, expressions such as "the Fatherhood of God
and the brotherhood of man" would be
empty phrases. As above quoted, Baha'u'lIah defines "this span-wide world" as
the "one native land." Then, the true
patriqtism, which really means love and
constancy to the real fatherland, must
necessarily show the utmost solicitude for
the welfare of all peoples, respective parts
of the world's great citizenship. Traces
of this attitude appear in the language of
the Protocol.
This patriotism, although inclusive and
tending to eliminate purely imaginary or

war-provoking boundaries and frontiers,
recognizes, in its turn, the integrity of any
and all its lesser divisions. Foremost
among these is the highest expression of
patriotism in and to one's country. Loyalty and obedience to the government of
his State is enjoined upon every citizen
by Baha'u'lIah. In the book, "Mysterious
Forces of Civilization" (pp. 134-140),
'Abdu'I-Baha states as one of the necessary factors, in the Treaty of. Union of
the States of the vVorld, that in such a
Treaty "the limits of the borders and
boundaries of every state should be fixed
-likewise questions of national honor
and property." The ruling power of
every country, whether republican or
monarchical, is conceived to be a sign
of the divine sovereignty. Obedience to
governmeilt, therefore, is a recognition
of the King or Kings.
True national Patriotism, therefore,
suffers no impairment from the building of world patriotism. Foreign Minister Briand,of the Republic of France,
in that clear vision which sometimes follows a great deed, said, after the signing
of the Security Pact at Locarno, "This
is the beginning of a United States of
Europe." Such an extension of the
patriotic idea to Europe, long the greatest war~breeding division of the human
race, would be a genuine flash of the universal consciousness. The integrity of
States would find protection, but the
domineering kind of patriotism, mistakenly so-called. would pass into its Ion;:
deferred oblivion. That prejudicial type
of patriotism, egotistically exalting some
particular "native-land" over the destinies
of other self-governing nations through
conquest and the mere imposition of
might, has no further" part in the annals
of human affairs. This is the type of
aggression against which every lover of
peace, whose thoughts have so far found
expression in the League Covenant or the
Protocol, has mainly contended.
The patriotic prejUdice, therefore, is.
first of all, an attitude of the nation itself.
It endeavors to accomplish for the sov-
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ereign state what the racial prejudice
would do for a particular race, i. e., put
into effe~t an assumed superiority which
its governing class has built up in the
national consciousness through an inculcation of that prejudice into the minds
of the people, and to apply this superiority
through the medium of heavy armament.
'Abdu'l-Baha defines this kind of prejudice by saying, "If this conception of
patriotism remains limited within a certain
circle, it will be the primary cause of the
world's destruction. No wise and just
person will acknowledge these imaginary
distinctions . . . . For a few days we live
on this earth and eventually we are buried
in it-it is our eternal ton;b. Is it worth
while that we should engage in bloodshed
and tear one another to pieces for this
eternal tomb? Nay, far from it. God
is not pleased with such conduct, nor
would any sane man approve of it."
(See Tablet to the Hague.)
THE POLITICAL PREJUDICE\Vhenever, in a political system in a
given country, group or party action becomes so acute as to create hatred, violence and abusive attack, party divisions
tend to become static, and the welfare of
minorities tends to be lost sight of in the
murky cloud of political animosity.
Meritorious measures, greatly- needed,
are defeated or stubbornly opposed and
amended merely because they emanate
from a hostile group. While the clash
of differing opinion is often essential to
produce the spark of truth, the absence of
open-mindedness in any contributor to the
discussion checks the flow of the highest
wisdom and guidance. The well-being of
a country suffers deeply from applying
this limited standard to national legislation.
The party system, up to now, has
justified its existence as a means of shaping responsibility for the processes of
government by the l11<tjority.
\Vhen,
however, it fails in this to a point where
a coa1ition of various minority. parties
are required in order that a responsible
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majority may be assured, the party system has lost its principal reason for existence. Coalition governments have now
for a considerable time been the rule
rather than the exception among many of
the European nations. The lack of decisive party majorities in the United
States has at various times in the last
decade built up situations of exceeding
embarrassment. Blocs have appeared
\\'ithin the majDrity party since 1920,
frequently compelling abrupt changes in
party policy, or the alignment of the bloc
\\'ith the minority.
These indicatiDns oi widespread dissatisiaction ,,·ith the idea of an inflexible majority group holding the reins of
party discipline oyer the consultative
process in legislation, may be traced, in
part at least, to the growing tendency
toward indept:1dent thought and investi~
gatiOtl; to the. breakdown of distinctive
party principles in the sense formerly
witnessed, where two outstanding and
differentiated political schools of thoug'ht
contended against each other; and the
evident purpose to exalt the man, or candidate, abo\'e his party, on the basis of his
believed superior qualities of service.
Unnatural and wholly inconsistent political alliances, based upon an historic attitude toward one phase or another of certain problems-national or international
-very clearly indicate that party groupings are iortuituosly based very often
upon time-worn trad~tions rather than
sound principle.
\i'e hear frequent
prophecies of a discarding of the old
parties and a ne\y grouping based upon
the Eberal, or radical, as contrasted with
the conservative tendencies. This is
often called, especially in Europe, the
parties of the left and right.
E ut the question is, whether such an
innovation (in these countries where
this alignment has not yet been made),
would produce any amelioration of the
political p:-ej·.ldice. Consideration should
be giver. ra~her to such innovations in
the entire political olltlook, as would re-
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suIt in the creation of new qualifications
for public office, setting aside the kind
of label or party name a candidate is
known by, and requiring, instead, the
qualifications of capacity, insight and
adherence to the new standards of political serVIce.
"Ve recognize, wholly, that the type of
men and women elected to office almost
invariably conforms to the average standards of the electorate. But, as has been
elsewhere stated, many political leaders
of the day do not sense the growth in
the capacity among the masses for a
higher standard than hitherto, which only
needs leadership, guidance and inspiration to bring forth.
Two great offerings to this problem
are found in the Bahi'i teachings: 1st,
Consultation; 2nd, Kindness. Consultation means the free, even, vigorous expression of opinion, a listening ear for
a better opinion from another, and a
serene spirit. This standard of legislative discussion, plus Kindness, would
re-create the entire political atmosphere
of legislative halls.
With these two great principles in
effect, measures would receive the combined wisdom 6f the entire elected body,
without the drawing of imaginary party
-lines: -The electorate wotlld choose its
representatives according to universal
rather than limited qualifications, and the
field of true national service in the halls
of Congress and Parliament would be
transformed into an arena of essential
harmony. The animosities of party strife
would be obliterated.
THE ECONOMIC PREJUDICE.
. This is a fruitful source of disorder,
and has frequently affected the mainsprings of action in precipitating international quarrels. World markets for
raw materials, as also for manufactured
articles, often present a field of such intensive competition as to awaken national
enmities. The subject is too vastly complex to be adequately treated in this survey. The problem of immigration, as also

the tariff, is intimately connected with
this question, and, being questions' of domestic jurisdiction, are not easily solvable by any general rule. As in the field
of national industry, cooperation contains
many elements of helpfulness, so in the
international field of economic distribution cooperation to the extent of maintaining the open door, through which
trade shall find its deserved channels on
merit alone, presents many as yet untried possibilities. The spirit of accord
must be invoked and will point the way.
Among the essential Bahi'i principles,
the economic question is definitely emphasized, and a solution worked out
along the path of moderation. No distress to society can follow the application
of this principle, which rejects the theory
of communistic control as' incompatible
with certain inherent and innate elements
in the individual. The law of variant
capacities is neither inherited nor acquired after birth. These are innate distinctions, again and again fouild in contrast in children of the same parents.
The grades and degrees of society are, or
should be, built upon these differing capacities (fostering their free development
and expression), and no common or
equalizing level can be imposed by legislatiollor fo-rhl of goVernment,with any
hope of practical or -permanent success-.
Therefore, it is impossible that the means
of production and distribution, and the
power over individual initiative and incentive shall be controlled by the State.
But the teaching of Bahii.'u'lIih, here,
as in all the Bahii.'i principles, emphasizes
the middle-ground. Through a universally applied provision-based upon the
spiritual principle that "man should not
prefer himself to others, but rather
should sacrifice his life and property for
others"-the extremes of riches and poverty are neutralized. A universal contribution (comparable to the income tax, or
the tithing system), by all classes whose
income is in excess of a fair estimate of
living expenses (according to their
economic station in li fe), will be applied
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to the needs of the poor and unfortunate,
through elected Trustees in each community, This system will be based upon
the inherent right to the necessities of
life, as contrasted with the idea of charity
or doles. Nevertheless, since justice is
moving in this arrangement, the major
percentage of every man's income is his
own.
The lofty and basic principle stated as
the foundation upon which this solution
rests, is, after all, but a present-day application of the Sermon on the l'dount.
The;e ideal expressions, so long deemed
to be highly impracticable, will be found
capable of a just and practical application.
Of this Baha'u'llah says: "Let the rich
learn the midnight sighing of the poor,
lest negligence destroy them and they be
deprived of their portion of the tree of
wealth." (Hidden 'Words.)
In short, the relations of capital and
labor, wealth and poverty, and the fundamental security of the economic bulwarks
of humanity are close to the heart of the
problem of Peace, and although less
amenable to international action than
some other Peace aspects, come to a considerable extent within its jurisdiction.
It is certain that Peace cannot confer its
real benefits upon a world in which multitudes of people are destitute without fault
on their part.
The Economic Prejudice, which today
oppresses humanity through the failure to
recognize the principle of brotherhood
and right in industry, is contributed to
alike by both capital and labor. Legislation based upon unsound economic
theories, even when brought forward by
well-intentioned friends of labor, is
capable of vast harm to industry, 'Withholding one's best effort in the ranks of
labor is a violation of the social contract.
Every form of warfare between the two
classes (capital and lahor) is an attack
upon organized society. The indivisible
bond between employer and employed
must receive more attention. Through
profit-sharing in industry, the four walls
of every factory will enclose the solution
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of most labor problems, and the common
interest of worker and owner in the success of the business bind them closer and
closer together. Strikes and industrial
warfare lose their temptation in the face
of a compact group of people bound together by the bond of a mutual interest.
.'\. world-wide education must be undertake't1, in order that the "class struggle"
may be seen in its true colors, as a relic
of the old order, an appeal to division and
discord, and a rejection of the spirit of
the age. A universal principle is required for this common problem of all
humanity.
Besides these antidotes for the ingrained forms of prejudice, other competent and salutary teachings arc found
in the Baha'i writings contributing powerfully to the peace of society. But, in
a limited article, these can be only referred to. Some of these are: 1. The'
ullity of '/lien and women, each a wing of
the bird of humanity. "Should one wing:
remain weak, flight is impossible. Not
until the world of woman becomes equal
to the world of man in the acquisition of
virtues and perfections, can success and
prosperity be attained." (,Abdu'l-BahaHague Tablet.)
2. NI an's freedom
. . . "that through the Ideal Power he
should be emancipated and free from the
captivity of the "<t'orld of nature . . . as
the struggle for existence is one of the
exigencies of the world of nature. This
'matter of the struggle for existence is
the fountain-head of all calamities and is
the supreme affliction." (,Abdu'l-BahaHague Tablet.) (Italics ours.) 3. That
Religion Is a Mighty Bulwark . . . . "If
the edifice of religion shakes and totters,
commotion anclchaos will ensue and the
order of things wiII be utterly upset . . . .
The religion of God prevents both the
manifest and concealed crime, trains man,
eclucates morals, compels the adoption of
virtues, and is the all-inclusive power
which guarantees the felicity of the worlcl
of mankind. But by religion is meant
that 'It'hich is ascertailled by investigation
and 1I0t that based 011 mere imitation; the:
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foundation of divine religions and not
human imitatiolts."
(,Abdu'l-BahiHague Tablet.) 4. The felicity of M ankind is not attainable until Material Civilization becomes combined with Divine
Civilization. . . . "Material civilization is
like a globe of glass. Divine civilization
is the light itself, and the glass without
the light is dark. . . . The world of mankind is in need of the breaths of the Holy
Spirit." (,Abdu'l-Bah{l-Hague Tablet.)
It is a trite saying, a convenient and not
easily answered excuse, that this great advancement in consciousness and conduct
is impossible because of "human nature."
But evolutionists (or believers in human
evolution), cannot consistently claim this,
neither the people of faith (in the recorded Sacred Books). The great advance toward vVorld Peace, even at this
honr, proves that nothing is impossible to
man. These new powers, these transformations in character, were assured to
the race, when the hour struck for the
new order.
This emancipation from the old bondage is confirmed, according to the Bah{l'i
teachings, by Bahi'u'llah, whose declarations, nearly 70 years ago, of these
dynamic principles included many which
~.have since been adopte.d by the most civilized nations. The equality of men and
women, the oneness of science and religion, the universal language, the unity of
the Sacred Books of the world, the oneness of humanity-what marvelous acceptance have these new laws already
fonnd! And if these are now proved to
be possible, practicable, and conferring
far-reaching benefits upon the race, shall
we say that the other teachings are impossible of attainment? The divine remedy for human ills is complete and indivisible. It is a seed that fully fructifies
-not forced upon unwilling humanity,
but sown in the day of a corresponding
capacity in man to comprehend and appropriate it.
These universal remedies, therefore,
are part and parcel of the structure of
World Peace.

Supreme

One of the laws of Baha'u'llah for the establishment of Universal Peace provides for
the organization of a Supreme Intern a t ion a I Tribunal. Bahi'u'llah, the
Founder of the Baha'i Movement for
universal brotherhood and peace, laid
down this law over sixty years ago. This
Teaching is explained in the following
statement of his son, 'Abdu'l-Baha:
"Yea, the true civilization will raise its
banner in the center of the world when
some noble rulers of high ambitions, the
bright suns of the world of humanitarian
enthusiasms, shall, for the good and happiness of all the human race, step forth
with firm resolution and keen strength
of mind and hold a conference on the
question of universal peace;. when, keeping fast hold of the means of enforcing
their views, they shall establish a union
of the states of the world, and conclude
a definite treaty and strict alliance between them upon conditions not to be
evaded. \Vhen the whole human race has
been consulted through their representatives and invited to corroborate this
treaty, which verily would be a treaty of
universal peace and would be accounted
sacred by alI the peoples of. the earth, it
would be the duty of. the united powers
of the world to see that this great treaty
should be strengthened and should endure . . . . And again he has said: "A
Supreme Tribunal shall be established by
the peoples and governments of every
nation, composed of members elected
from each country and government. The
members of this great council shall assemble in unity. All disputes of an
international character shall be submitted
to this court, its' work being to arrano-e
by arbitration everything which othe~'
wise ,would be a cause of war. The
mission of this Tribunal would be to prevent war." 'Abdu'l-Baha further goes
on to say in elucidation of the principles
laid down by Baha'u'llah: "By a general
agreement all the governments of the
world must disami simultaneously. It
Tribunal of
Baha'u'lldh
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will not do if one lavs down its arms
and the others refuse
do so. The nations of the world must concur with each
other concerning this supremely important subject, so that they may abandon together the deadly weapons of
hmnan slaughter. As long as 011ec nation
increasecs her military and naval budget
other nations will be forced into this
crazed competition through thei,. natural
and supposed interests."
In his book, "i'vIysteriolls Forces of
Civilization," 'Abdu'l-Baha gives a definite description of the way in \vhieh this
world organization can be accomplished:
"In sllch a Uni\'ersal Treatv the limits
of the borders and boundari~s 0 f everv
5 tate should be fixed, and the custom's
and laws of every government; all the
agreements and affairs of state and arrangements between the various governments should be propounded and settled
in due form; the size of the armaments
for each government should likewise be
definitely agreed upon, because if in the
case of any state there were to be an increase in the preparation for war, it
would be a cause for alarm to the other
states. The bases of this powerful alliance should be so fixed that, if one of the
states afterwards broke any of the atticles of it, the rest of the nations- of the
world would rise up and reduce it to
submission. Yea, the whole human race
would band its forces together to overthrow that government.
"If so great a remedy should be applied to the sick body of the world, it
would certainly be the means of continually and permanently healing its illness
by the inculcation of universal modera-

to
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Therefore, it would seem that the establishment of an arbitral Court of J ustice, a supreme Tribunal endowed
through a universal accord with the j urisdictional power to hear and finally decide all vexed international questions
arising between any and all nations, is the
supreme task challenging the world today.
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A World Court "Vith a Permanent Court
with
possessing all needful powCompulsory

ers, what use exists for the
arbitral measures by the
Council of the League of Nations fo.
its unanimous Yote, for its dominant control of the countless affairs now entrusted
to it? The answer to the ever-threatening menace of war, which in spite of the
barriers reared up by the League Covenant may nevertheless occur, as we have
seen, is to endow the 'Norlc1 Court with
compulsory jurisdiction over all fairly international questions and disputes. In
other words, for all nations to show forth
the spirit of faith and, if necessary, of
sacrifice, indicated bv those sixteen nations-including, be it said to her glory,
the great Republic or France-who
signed the Protocol for International Security. Had the Protocol found acceptance by" majority of the members
of the Council, and thus made possible
the International Conference on Disarmament, automatically bringing the Protocol
into full effect, a different outlook, or at
least a long intermedi,lte step might be
presented for consideration. But the best
opinion in Europe today_ is th_at the
Protocol may never take effect as planned.
In ma~,ing these suggestions toward a
solution et the present international situation, it should be understood that they
are the views of the writer only, gained,
to be sure, from a study of the Bal1a'i
writings, 2.nd world conditions generally,
but Eot, SO far as known, as yet definitely
applied to the particular problems presented by the current developments within
the League at this hour.
Nevertheless, ample authority exists
for placing the \Vorld Court in the forefront as tl:e common denominator of lasting Peace. (See Paris Talks of 'Abdu'lBaha, 1911, p, 145; Letter to SecretarY of
the ],Johonk Conference on Internati~nal
Arbitration, August,' 1911, published in
"Bahi'u'llih and the New Era," by J. E.
Esslemont, p. 147,)
Jurisdiction
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Thus we see that a union
of the States of the vVorld
is an essential element in
the program for vVorld Pea-ce. Such a
union must necessarily precede the establishment of a judicial representative
body, Such a union, ultimately composed of all nations, must obviously be
made, in order that a universal treat,· or
compact of Peace be determined,' accepted by all. But there is no rigidity
about such a requirement. It is conceivable that even a limited number of
nations could meet, agree upon a treaty
comprehending acceptable il11d universal
provisions, and then throw open the books
of ratification to all other States. And
this, in one sense, is exactlv what was
done in the formation of th~ League of
Natioi1s.
The League having been
formed, certain of the remaining family
of nations were invited to join.
Union of
States of the
World

The Council

But, in the Covenant itself,
perhaps necessarily so, owing to the then difficult
Function
surrounding conditions, a
limited number of nations, great in power
and sovereignty, were placed in the executive station. The legislative function
was likewise divided between two bodies,
the Assembly and the Council; and although concurrent action was mainly required, certain distinct powers of a sweeping character were reserved to the Council. Although this has been called a
super-state, its primary object was Peace,
and merely technical faults should be
overlooked, in view of the exigencies surrounding its creation. But can we technicaIty dismiss the fact that the Council,
even today, shares a large measure of
judicial power with the\Vorld Court?
This divided jurisdktion over so important a function, greatly weakens the
Court. The findings, reports and the
discretionary proposals of the Council,
provided for in various clauses of the
Covenant (see supra), all partake, more
or less, of the nature of judicial decrees.
The Council, toelay, through the mixed
and the

ludicial
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jurisdiction conferred upon it, is an impenetrable barrier to the freedom and universal jurisdiction of the Permanent
Court.
Therefore, the question recurs, why
this duplication of function and machinery, and this unnecessary challenge to the
spirit of democracy by a body (the Council), plainly unrepresentative of all the
nations, if the purpose of the League
can more logically be attained by a vVorld
Court intimately related to the whole body
of mankind, through putting into effect
a practicable method of representative
choice of its Judges?
Plan for the

Let us assume for the moment that the Assembly, already comprising, on July
1. 1925, fifty-five (55) Nations,le,lving
but nine (9) States unattached, may well
be considered to be the body of nations
competent to enter into a universal treaty.
There can be little doubt that a treaty
properly and wisely safeguarded, and
eliminating the idea of a select Executive
bodv, would attract the adherence of all
the;e nine States, including the great
American Republic.
At least, many
valid and persistent objections thus far
registered against the present Covenant
by-patrioricand upright Americans, would
be withdrawn with the disappearance of
the towering structure of the super-state,
even though its proportions have been
magnified quite beyond their reality.
Such a gathering of States could well
combine all its functions within itself.
Its main purpose would be, 1st. the solution of the question of the reduction of
armaments, which reduction must be
simultaneous by all governments, in order
to be safe and effective. 2nd. The drawing up and passage-to take effect after
the reduction of armaments was. actually
made-of a thorough going \Vorld Court
Statute, providing therein, as a matter of
international legislation, for all powers
and j urisdictiol1 necessary to make 0 f the
Court a body expressive of the power
and authority of a united world. For
Universal
Treaty
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instance, 3rd, defining to the Court the
scope of any sanctions, penalties or enforcements it must apply to an aggressor
nation,· and determining the conditions
under which that unenviable status can
arise. Many of the present provisions of
the Covenant and Protocol would be
found splendidly ·adaptable to any restatement found desirable in framing the new
Treaty.
In other words, the Supreme Tribunal,
created by and representative of all the
nations, would hold in its hands all functions necessary to apply the constructive
clauses of the Treaty.
This Treaty would further, 4th, register and rati fv all lesser treaties and compacts already 11Jade between individual
governments, which were not incompatible with the new Treaty. It WOUld,
5th, in the process of determining the
reduction of armaments, Iix through
agreement the size and kind of armament
to be retained by each government. It
would, 6th, unequivocally provide for the
enforcement of penalties upon any aggressor State found by the Court to have
broken any of the substantive Articles of
the Treaty. It would, 7th, in accordance
with an understanding of the customs and
internationaL affairs -of each nation, define: international boundaries, safeguard
questions of national honor and property, and protect the vital interests of
each State with a common solicitude. It
would, 8th, permanently and unshakeably establish its Supreme Tribunal providing for its election in such manner as
to make it truly representative of all
mankind.
All decisions, decrees and
findings would proceed from that bodyand the penalties of enforcement, when
necessary.
Having determined these world-embracing questions, this union of the States
of the World could dissolve, subject to
re-convention whenever necessary-thus
removing from world affairs, except as
reqllired from time to time, the constant
presence of an international treatymaking body. Business and commerce,
as well as political relations between
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States, thrive best when giwn the right
of way, without constant paternalistic
supervision by governing bodies. This is
true internationally as well as nationally.
This also allows for the extension of the
bonds of social and spiritual unity between the States, by their own initiative
action.
The Present Now, the present Assembly,
Assembly as a
as a body, has shov,[n a
l\'ucleus
spirit of mutuality and inof Union

terdependence. No ready
objection can be found to the Assembly's becoming the nucleus of this new
and comprehensive union. Before entETing into its session, it should ma:,e
every possible effort to secure the presence of the United States, and the other
States now outside the Coyenant. \lVithout America fully functioning, an enormous spiritual impetus is lost. The real
spirit of America is the spirit of Peace.
(See opening Paragraphs of this Article.) Under this plan, the functions of
the Council would be radically amended,
and there seems no valid reason why its
independent existence need be perpetuated. As it stands, it makes of the
League an international dualism.
Each and every State mtlstvoluntarily
ana freely, ·WIthout· coercion, enter into
this imiversal agreement. The justice of
its (the Treaty's) provisions will determine the degree· of adherence. Amendments of the compact should be permitted
only by a three-fourths majority, or
greater.
There is left only a consideration of
the means by which the Supreme Tribunal
or "l,VorId Court shall be selected, so that
its personnel will invite confidence. This
method of selection is stated in the Baha'i
writings, and will be found to be moderate in spirit, even as it is universal in application.
The method of selection is
· . Ie 0 f ch oosupon t h
e pnnclp
ing "the elect from the
elect." The legislative body
(evidently the Congress or lower House)
of each nation and State elects from its
A Universal
Plan for the
Election of the
Warld Court
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nati<mals certain persons, the number of
which is to be based upon the number of
inhabitants of that land, The unit of
choice should be relatively great, say, two
or three to a country of ordinary proportions. These men should possess suprenre qualifications in the realm of mind
and spirit, well informed in the field of
international law and the relations between gm'ernments, and aware at the
cssclltial needs of present day humanity.
If tbat country has an Upper HOllse in its
systnn of government (Senate, House
of Lords, etc.) that House must exercise
the f<Ower of confirmation over the n0111inees~ The Cabinet, or ministry, possesses
and milst use the like power of confirmation.. Finally, the Executive power, the
Pre;ident or Monarch, must approve ..
Thns these nominees must run the
gatmtlet 0 f every responsible national
body and authority beiore they can
emerge as finally selected. Such a group
woald, so far as humanly possible, truly
represent (he entire body of the electorate
in rhelt country.

-for mankind is functioning through its
chosen ones.
The number of the Court Judges will
already have been fixed by the Universal
Treaty, ao well as this method of choice.
'When a Tribunal, so elected, applies the
judicial function to the great problems of
Peace, a universal respect and obedience
will be evidenced. Compulsory jurisdiction seated in that bodv contains no
menace to any righteous~ nation.

AT THE UL'TSET, the example of
Happiness was given. vVe have endeavOled to show that real Peace, too, will
come as the by-product of the union of
certain elements within the body of mankind. Much of the old consciousness
rHUS: be relinquished, much of the new
consciousness taken on. The deeds of international righteousness which will fo1lvw will ushe~' in the era of the oneness
of .mankind.
On the deserts of Egypt, that mystic
figure calIee! the Sphinx rears its head.
Recently, it has been found to be weakThe E!ect
But the collective, world- ened, through the long centuries, and
vi
wide body so chosen would must fall unless restored. The name,
I~e Elect
be too ponderous, too large, Sphinx, is said to come from certain
ill e ani n g
hieroglyphics
to act as a Court. These men, thus far, Egyptian
are· the elect ones of the world. These "otranger." The cold, inscrutable features
eled. now, proceed to elect the ,Vorlcr cif that great image typify aloofness and
Gmrt from their Own number. The foreignness. The day of the Sphinx is
solemnity. the exalted atmosphere that is ended; le~ it fall. The "eye of strangee_er found in a gathering of many na-_ ness" shall no longer chill the heart of
tiooals from every corner of the .earth, humanity. _ Let new edifices be raised in
"ill assuredly ma;'k that great gathering the name of brotherhood and fellowship ~

"FROl\i NOW on lesser ane! lesser will be the magic spell of wa:'; greater
2nel greater will be the influence of peace. The day is coming when the do\'e oi
]l.eace shall reign over all the continents, the laws of peace shall rule all the nations,
and the resources of war 'Nil! be expended on that which will be conducive to the
~iritualization of mankind.
"THE LAVV of peace has come to stay. "Ve are living in the radiant age
(If peace. The augels of peace are hovering above our heads. \Ve are daily
advancing in the path of peace. The army of peace is being recruited from among
<:U nations and peoples. Let the peacemakers know that the unconquerable power
of God is behind them."
'Abdu'l-Baha.

~HY
i

HAS GOD sent the prophets?

It is self-evident that the prophets are

_ the educators of men and the teach-

~~

ers of the human race.

They come to

bestow universal education upon humanity,
to give humanity training,- to uplift the
human race from the abyss of despair and
desolation and enable man to attain the
apogee of advancement and glory.

The

people are in darkness; the prophets bring
them into the realm of light.

They are in

a state of utter imperfection; the prophets
imbue them with perfections. The purpose
of the prophetic mission is no other than
the education and guidance of the people.
Therefore we must regard and be on the
lookout for the man who is thus qualified;
that is to say any soul who proves to. be the
educator of mankind and the teacher of the
human race is undoubtedly the prophet of
his age.

,Abdu'l-Baha.

The Boys' School at 'Ishq6b6d, Russia, an i1n1Jortant Bah6'i acti'lJity. (A picture' of the Ba1L6'i GiTls' School in th.is c'ity, 'Was published in
the March Sta,r of the West).
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"The Manifestation of God is proof of himself; just as the sun'is
its own greatest and sufficient proof."
'Abdu'l-Baha.
A LEADING magazine has announced a popular contest on the subject, "What Is Success?" Is there
any subject of greater importance to
man's welfare? Could we but know
the clue to life, could we but have a
goal to aim at as fixed and clear as
the pole-star which guides mariners
and desert caravans to prosperous
journeys' end, then our energy and
endeavor would not b~ misspent.
"\Vhat is success?' Opinions here
are as varied' as the ,hearts and emotions of men. Ideals of success vary
not only with different individuals,
but with the same individual at different ages. The thing so ardently
striven for in youth mayor may not
in later life seem a significant or satisfying success. Too often the inexperience of life brings a criterion
'which condemns as dross that which
seemed gold to youth; but the truer
judgment comes, alas, too late! There
is not to be had a chance to start
again and work for what seems to
the mature vision as the worthier
aIm.

will be well spent and the achievements of his mature life will prove
actual, satisfying, and joy-giving?
This would be the greatest conservation policy that could be inaugurated,
the conservation of man-power. For
the economist shows us that the
greatest loss to" the world is misdirected labor; man-power applied to
worthless or worse-than-worthless
tasks. Could man direct his energies
from the very beginning along lines
which would lead to real succ;ess, it
would make enormously for the happiness and welfare not only of the individual but of the state.

IN ORDER to decide what constitutes success, we must first destroy
the many illusions concerning success under which men strive. In
general all these illusions may be
gathered under one heading: the
fallacy of mistaking the consequences of success for success-of
mistaking the exterior. appearance
for the essence. When' man works
with the aim of achieving a high position in the world's esteem, for powCAN OR CAN, NOT some stand- er, wealth and luxury, he is putting
ard of success be arrived at which the effect before the cause. For these
will be universally recognized as things are not success itself; they are
true, which will guide man from his merely the result of success. They
childhood so that his every energy may be temporarily, achieved by con3
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centratiol1, will-power, and great effort. But they are unsatisfying in
themselves, and impermanent. They
do not make for real satisfaction even
if they continue unimpaired to the
close of life; and often they vanish,
as in the case of so many who have
.attempted to exploit the world and to
aggrandize the self. Of these N apoleon is a· striking example. All
those things he gained-supremely.
Yet all these things he lost! Could
he, at St. Helena in his twilight years,
look back and say, "This has been
success?'
WHA T, THEN, is the essence of
success? What is the cause, of which
these desirable things-wealth, position, honor-are effects? Within the
compass of a hundred words, as conditioned in the contest, we will endeavor to define success:
Everyone comes into the world
with certain gifts and talents. Success consists in developing and utilizing these talents to the utmost possible extent, not only for one's own
advancement but for the world's best
welfare; it consists no less in achiev,ing the ability to live harmoniously
cmd happily 1.vith our fellowmen.
This is success. All other things
desired are but results which spring
from this. If this goal is attained,
the other things-wealth, position,
honor-will . come assuredly in due
measure, not equally to all, but substantially and satisfyingly. And life
will ripen into an old age in which
every year will be more glorious and
joyous than the one before. And
death itself will appear not as the
Destroyer; but as the Fulfiller. For
it shall lend but· more augustness to
the reputation Life achieved.

VERY GOOD, we say. This definition of success appeals. It offers
all we can desire-financial ease, esteem, love, power. But how can such
success be achieved? Is it possible
for every man to make adequate expression of his abilities, and to attain the happy art of harmonizing
with those he comes in contact with?
It is possible. But not by the
means currently held to be efficacious. Not by systems of concentration, of focussed will-power, of rational living and correct' psychology.
We must get deeper; we must get at
the roots of power. In this effort to
discover the secret source of all success, the testimony of Cardinal Wollesley, in the words of Shakespeare,
gives us a clue. "Had I but served
my God," he cried in the despair of
a disgraced old age, "with half the
zeal that I have served my king, He
would not in mine old age have left
me thus exposed and naked to mine
enemies."
HERE IS the due we seek! The
knowledge and the love of God-attachment to God-the Divine guidance ! This is the unfailing sour~e of
power. This is the aid placed by Destiny at the disposal of every individ~
ual, by means of which all can arrive at the defined success. Contrary
to the usual opinion, there is nothing
capricious or haphazard in success.
It is sure and certain to all who obey
the law laid down for its attainment.
David, better than any· other, has expressed in words that ring down
through endless centuries, both the
too facile doubt of life and fear of
failure that lie in the heart of man
when he conceives himself the prey
of circumstance; and tbe glorious, kiumphant, peace-bringing assurance
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that buoys up man's heart when he
comes to the full realization of being
daily, hourly, under the protection
and guidance of God.
With God's guidance there can be
no fail lire. "Seek ye first the Kingdom of God, and all these things
shall be added unto you." Those who
have known God, who have placed
their lives at His disposal, they are
the names that mankind ever bless,
the Washingtons, the Lincolns of humanity.
WE HAVE now pushed our search
for success back to the Ultimate
Cause, the Illimitable Bestower.
There still remains, however, the
problem, How can we know God?
This is per.haps the most important
problem man has to face in this
.earthly existence, and it is also the
most difficult of solution. How can
man the finite know God the Infinite?
The human attempts at the comprehension of Divinity are completely
fwl1adoU's; ,they rest upon no ground
other than mali's own ratioCination.
These different concepts of God are
but man's limited opinion, varying in
different ages and in different climes
with the current ideals and Civilization. Thus among the ancient peoples the gods tricked and could be
tricked. Among a people of hate, the
gods are hateful. And a people of
lust create gods who sanction and
legitimatize the free expression of the
bestial qualities. A people devilish at
heart worship a devil-god who gives
his benediction to murder and rapine.
On the other hand a people of gentleness have gentle gods. A truthful
people celebrate God as' Truth. A
sternly upright people see Him as,Jus-
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tieE. A loving people find Him to be
Love. We may choose and stamp as
correct; according to our .own judgment, anyone of these multifarious
concepts of Divinity. But what is the
criterion? Is our own judgment to
be the 'test? Is man, in the words of
the Greek Sophists, the measure of
all things? If man is to be the measure of God, then we have arrived at
a kind of God ~ho is no-god for he is
subordinate to. the intelligence of
man, the creature of man's judgment;
and consequently not at all the Infinite, the All-Splendrous, which we
started out to seek.
"0 that I knew where I might find
God!" Handel has clothed these
heart-yearning words of Elijah in
music of immortal beauty. It is the
tragic cry of all mankind. The solution to this important query does not
lie within the power of man's intellect; Where then does it lie?
"The source of all knowledge is the
knowledge of God," said Baha'u'llah,
"and this cannot be attained save
through His Divine Manifestations."
We cannot see God for oUI"Iselves, but
we can see Him in the mirror of His
Mani:(estations. We cannot comprehend Him but we can realize some of
, His' attributes, as we see them expressed in the lives of His Manifestations. We cannot find the' way to
God ourselves, but we can be shown
the way by His Manifestations.
This regal truth modern theology
has all but rationalized away from
the august teachings of the, Christ.
The position of. the Manifestation in
the affairs of man is as the Keystone
in the arch. All the structure of
man's building rests upon this Keystone.
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THE DIVINE REVELATORS
EXCERPTS FROM THE TEACHINGS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA

ONE HATH any way to the
N oReality
of Deity except through
the instrumentality of'the Manifestation. To suppose so is a theory and
not a fact (Tablets Vol. 1, p. 214).
THAT REALITY which is the Essence of God cannot be conceived of
by any understanding, therefore God
has created a Manifestor, and in Him
is reflected that Sanctified Reality.
The Manifestations are points or
sources of assistance for all people.
cind they are the Educators of man.
They a're like mirrors, and the Reality-the Essence-is like the sun.
A Prophet. brings a spiritual civilization and after that is established
material progress follows.
(Daily
Lessons, pp 34, 54.)
THE KNOWLEDGE of the Real. ity of the Divinity is impossible and
unattainable, but the knowledge of
the Manifestations of God is the
knowledge of God, for the bounties,
splendors and divine attributes are
apparent in them. Therefore if man
attains to the knowledge of the Manifestations of God, he will attain to
the knowledge of God; and if he be
neglectful of the knowledge of the
Holy Manifestation, he will be bereft
of the knowledge of God. . . . the
Holy Manifestations are the center of
the bounty, signs and perfections of
God. (Ans. Ques., p. 257.)
EACH RELIGION teaches that a
Mediator is necessaI;'y between man
and the Creator-one who receives
the full light of the divine splendor
and radiates it over the human
world, as tIle earth's atmosphere receives and diffuses the warmth of the
sun's rays. This Mediator between

God and humanity has different designations though he always brings the
same spiritual command.
In one era he is called Abraham, at
another time Moses, again he is
called Buddha, another time .Jesus,
and yet another time Muhammao_
All turned to the divine l'eanty for
their strength. . . . Alas! the majority of men attach themselves to
the name of the mediator and lose
sight of the real purport. . . . Man
must turn to the Light and not think
that the form of the lamp is essential,
for the lamp may be changed; but he
who longs for light welcomes it from
whatever source it comes .. If the
Jews had comprehended Moses, they
would have accepted the Christ; but
they were occupied with the name
and when that name was changed
they denied the Reality. . . . We
must be adorers of the Sun or Reality
from whatsoever horizon it may appear, rather than adorers of the horizon." (Divine Philosophy, p. 33.)
WE MUST care for man's two natures; for as the material man makes
certain demands for food and raiment and if not looked after suffers,
even so his spiritual reality suffers
without care. This is why the Divine
Messengers come to the rescue-to
care for the reality, that man's
thoughts may unfold and his aims become realized, that he may inherit a
new field of progress, for the spiritual side should be cared for as much
as the corporeal.
The Prophets are sent to refresh
the dead body of the world, to render
the dumb eloquent, to give peace to
the troubled, to make illumined the
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indifferent and to set free from the
material world all beings who are its
captives. Leave a child to himself
and he becomes ill-mannered and
thoughtless. He must be· shown the
path, so that he may become acquainted with the world of the soul
-the world of divine gifts. (Divine
Philosophy, pp. 96, 109.)
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All around us today we see how
man surrounds himself with every
modern eonvenience and luxury, and
denies nothing to the physical and
material side of his nature. But,
take heed lest in thinking too earnestly of the things of the body you
forget the things of the soul; for material advantages do not elevate the
THE SUN IS the life-giver to ·~he spirit of a man. P,erfection in worldphysical bodies of all creatures upon. ly things is a joy to the body of a
earth; without its warmth their man, but in no wise does it glorify
Only by improvgrowth would be stunted, their de- hs soul.
velqpment would be arrested, they ing spiritually as well as materialwould decay and die. Even s'o do the ly can we make any real progress
souls of men need the Sun Df Truth and become perfect beings. It was in
to shed its rays upon their souls, to order to bring this spiritual life and
develop them, to educate and encour- light into the world that all the great
age them. As the sun is to the body Teachers (Manifestations) have apof a man, so is the Sun of Truth to peared. They came so that the Sun
his soul. . . . For, as the body of of Truth might be manifested and
man depends for life upon the rays shine in the hearts of men, and that
of the sun, so cannot the celestial vir- through its· wondrous power men
tues grow in the soul without the ra- might attain unto everlasting light.
diance of the Sun of Truth. A man (Wisdom Talks in Paris, pp. 53, 54.)
may have attained to a high degree
THE HOLY MANIFESTATIONS
of progress, but without the Light of of God are the Genters of the Light
Truth, his soul is stunted and of Reality, of the source of mysteries,
starved . . . .
and of the bounties of love. They are
Because man has stopped his ears resplendent in the world of hearts
to the Voice of Truth, and shut his and thoughts, and shower eternal
eyefl to the Sacred Light, neglecting graces upon the world of spirits; they
the law of God, for this reason has give spiritual life, and are shining
the darkness of war and tumult, un- with the light of realities and meanrest and mis01"Y, desolated the earth. ings.
The enlightenment of the
(Wisdom Talks ]n Paris, p. 19, 20.)
world of thought comes from these
GOD S}JNT HIS Prophets into the Centers of light and sources of mysworld to teach and enlighten man, to teries. Without the bounty of the
explain to him the mystery of the splendor and the instructions of
Power of the Holy Spirit, to enable these Holy Beings, the world of souls
him to refier::t the light, and so, in his and thoughts wQuld be opaque darkturn, to be the source of guidance to ness.Without the irrefutable teachothers. Thr:~ heavenly books-the Bi- ings of those Sources of mysteries,
ble, the QuYc'.n, and the other holy the human world would become the
writings, have been given by God as pasture of animal appetites and qualguides into the paths of divine virtue, ities.
In like manner when the Holy
love, justice and peace. . . .
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Manifestation of God, who is the Sun found on the plane of the animal.
of the world of his creation, shines They would be similar to ignorant in.:
upon the world of spirits, of dividuals who have never seen a
thoughts, and of hearts, then the school, who have never had a trainspiritual spring and new life appear, er. (Star of the "Vest, Vol. 7, pp.
the power of the wonderful spring- 70, 75.)
time becomes visible, and marvelous
IT IS NOT intended that the world
benefits are apparent. As you have
of
humanity should be left to its natobserved, at the time of the appear':
ance of each Manifestation of God, ural state. It is in need of the educaextraordinary progress has occurred tion divinely provided for it. The
in the world of minds, thoughts and holy, heavenly Manifestations of God
spirits. (Some Ans. Ques., pp. 185, have been the teachers. They are the
divine gardeners who.transforrn thE'
186.)
jungles of human nature into fruit'VHY DO THESE Holy Manifesta- ful orchards and make the thorny
tions of God become manjfest? What places blossom as the rose. It is eviis the wisdom of their coming? What dent then that the intended and espeis the result obtained throL.gh them? cial function of man is to rescue and
It is clear that human personality redeem himself from the inherent deis endowed with two aspects. One is fects of nature and become qualified
the aspect of its being the image of with the ideal virtues of divinity.
God; and the other is the satanic as- (Pro. of U. P., p. 347.)
pect. . . . T~e holy Manifestations
. THE MORAL WORLD is only atof God come into the world in order
to effect the disappearance of the tained through the effulgence of the
physical, the animal dGirk aspect of Sun of Reality and the quickening
man, so that the darkness in him may life of the divine spirit. For this
be dispelled, his imperfections be reason the holy divine Manifestations
eradicated, his spiritual, heavenly of God appear in the human world.
phase may become manifest, his God- Th~y come to educate and illuminate
like aspect may become paramount mankind, to bestow spiritual suscepand his perfections might become tibilities, to quicken inner percepvisible, his innate power may become tions and thereby adorn the reality of
known, and that all the virtues of the man-the human temple-with diworld of humanity potential within vine graces. Through them, man may
him may come to life. Thus these become the point of the emanations
holy Manifestations of God are the of God and the recipient of heavenly
educators and trainers of the world bounties. Under the influence of
of existence and they are the teachers their teachings he may become the
of the world of humanity. . . . To manifestation of the effulgences of
be brief: these holy Manifestations God and a magnet attracting the
liberate the world of humanity from lights of the supreme world. For this
the imperfections which beset it and reason the holy divine Manifestations
cause men to appear in the garment are the first teachers and educators
of heavenly perfections. Were it not of humanity; their traces are the
for the coming of these holy Mani- highest evidences and their spiritual
festations of God, all men would be tuition is universal in its application
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to the world of mankind. Their inf1 uence and power are immeasurable
and unlimited. (Pro. of U. P., p ..
324.)
WHAT THEN is the mission of
the divine Prophets? Their mission
is the education and advancement of
the world of humanity. They are the
real teachers and educators, the universal instructors of mankipd.. If we
wish to discover whether any of
these great souls or messengers was
in reality a Prophet of God we must
investigate the facts surrounding his
life and history; and the first point
of our investigation will be the education he bestowed upon mankind; If
he has been an educator, if he has
really trained a nation or people;
causing it to rise from the' lowest
depths of ignorance to the highest
station of knowledge, then we are
sure that he was a' Prophet. This is
a plain and clear method of procedure, proof that is irrefutable. We do
l10t need to seek after other proofs.
(Pro. of U. P., p. 358.)
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How many realities have become
manifest! How many mysteries of
creation' have been probed and penetrated! What is the cause of this?
It is through the efficacy. of the Spiritual Springtime in which we are living.· Day by day the world attains a
new bounty. (Star, Vol. 4, p. 118.)

WHEN THE Prophets of God appear upon this earth, their validity is
established by means of certain
proofs. One of the proofs is through
the fulfillment of former prophecies,
the second proofs are their creative
words and phrases which salute the
hearts of humanity, the third are
their deeds and the fourth are their
teachings.
A clear proof of validity lies in the
achievements and here we are confronted by certain irrefutable facts.
. '. . A supr~me proof i's, the teaching.
For instance the precepts of Christ
were suffident proof of his vaJ:idity.
There i's no greater proof than these
tea'chin~s.
They were the [light of
that cyClle and the spirit of that lage.
All that he s~id aecorded wrth the
WHEN the Holy, Divine Manifes- needs of the humam,ity of that time.
tations or Pr:~phets appear in the They were peerless and unique.
world, a cycle of radiance, an age of
Consider' His Holiness Baha!u'llah
mercy dawns. Everything is re- and his teaching. They are the spirnewed. Minds, hearts and all human it of this cycle-the light of this age
forces are re-formed, perceptions are . . . . The principles of Baha'u'llah
quickened, sciences, discoveries. and are the remedy and balm for the
investigations are stimulated afresh wounded world; and without their
and :everything appertaining to the inculcation, reconciliation between
virtues of the human world is re-vi- the nations will not be reached. These
talized.· Consider this present cen~ very teachings of Baha'u'llah. are the
tury of radiance and compare it with greatest proofs of his claim.. Such a
past centuries. What a vast differ- power hath appeared from him as
How will suffice to convince the whole
ence exists between them!
minds have developed! How percep- world.
tions have deepened! How discoverThe proof of the sun is its light
ies have increased 1, What great and heat. (Divine Philosophy, p. 43projects have been accomplished! 45.)
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WHAT IS NEW IN THE BAHA'I
TEACHINGS
RUHI AFNAN

VER since the dawn of the sixteenthcentury, when the darkness of the Middle Ages began to recede before the spirit which prompted
men to doubt recognized princ'iples
and inquire into the reality of things;
when the foundat.iolli of old dogmas
and supersrtitioIl's began t.o shake, and
science, after its many centuries of
slumber, set forth on its road to
progress and discovery; a great love
and admiration has been created
among the intellectuals for all those
producing original ideas, presenting
novel thoughts to the world, advocating a new solution for the vast
problems that baffle the minds of
men. So important has originality
become that it is considered at present one of the first criteria by which
we can measure the merits of a
thinker. He 'who advances a new
theory or expounds a new principle :is
acclaimed by lovers of knowledge as
a genius and student of truth, though
that theory remain unproved or that
principle stand unestablished.
This is undoubtedly a healthy
symptom, for it shows clearly that
man has thrown away those superstitions and dogmas which in the
Middle Ages fettered his mind and
restricted his actions. It vindicates
a desire on the part of man to understand a question before he is ready
to recognize its truth, a reluctance to
be content with his condition, and an
impulse to seek to unravel the laws
of nature and utilize them in order to
modify his own environment. As
man wants new lands to inhabit, new

E

sources of wealth to exploit, new solutions for his social problems, new
inventions to fadlitate his work and
increase his efficiency, he will be always ready to show his gratitude to
whomsoever satisfies these needs; he
will offer that originator his due reward and recognize the position
which he has won through his genius
and labour.
Though originality is an important
criterion in estimating the greatness
of different thinkers it should not be
regarded as universally applicable to
all conditions and circumstances. To
'estimate the worth of what a man
has achieved we ought to take into
consideration the aim which he cherishcfl, the purpose for which he laboriously vvorks. A good" doctor is
not necessarily he who at every moment invents a new medicine and experiments with it on his sufferingpatients, but rather he who, having
fully diagnosed the ills which have
befallen the suffering, employs conscientiously all the available remedies
to restore health. Originality, is an
important criterion but it is not the
sole and universal standard.
There is danger of falling into a
similar error if those who, hearing
the teachings of Baha'u'llah, seek to
find how original his ideas were and
how novel those remedies which he
prescribes for the sick body of the
world. Neither Baha'u'llah nor any
of the prophets of old invited the people to accept their teachings because
they were original, because they had
a new theory to propound, or a new
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principle to advocate. The purpose
of their mission was neither to urge
scholars to think, nor to give them
new ideas to criticize, nor new subjects to argue about. Their work was
totally different from that. In order
to understand it. we have to revert
first to our conception of God, then
to what the prophets are, and finally
to the purpose of their mission.
If we consider God as an idea
whjch man in his primitive stage
created, so as to explain the strange'
phenomena he saw around him; if
we believe that the Infinite Spirit is
nothing more than an imagination of
our own, a creation of our mind; if
we consider religion from a utilitarian point of view and regard it only
as a means to calm the mass of people and keep thE'm within the bounds
of law; then we can accept the prophets only as thinkers and exponents of
moral philosophy. If we regard them
in this light we wj}} have to estimate
their work as we estimate the work
of any other philosopher, i. e., by the
character of the original ideas and
principles they propound.
Such, however, is not the Baha'i
point of view. vvT e do not consider
God as a mere conception upheld by
man in order to explain the mysteries
of nature, but rather as a Being ex~
isting independently and unaffected
by any human conception, as a Power and Reality which man discovered
through his intellect rather than created by his imagination. Religion is,
therefore, a truth which he may ignore, but to his own loss and peril.
If we adopt this view the prophets
will have a totally other significance,
their purpose will be different, the
criterion by which we measure them
wi~l not be the originality of their
teachings.
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\Vhen God III His Omnipotence
created ·man and the universe He
could adopt one of three plans. Either
He could take an attitude of deliberate aloofness, remaining heedless to
man's prayers, deaf to his pleadings
and remote from his problems, leaving him free to follow his whims and
passions and to reap the fruits of hi8
actions, no matter how bitter. Or}
secondly, He could deprive man of the.
power ,of choice between good and
evil, making him to do good automatically. Or, last of all, (and this I believe is the actual way) the Creator
could give man the great gift of Free
Will, but with that freedom could
give instructions as, to how it should
be used . and then let man tread 011
any ground however dangerous; but
when his situation becomes imperiJ;ed)
his problems involved, his afflictions
deadly, .again send some one with the
necessary remedy to save him.
We can liken God to a lovingshepherd, and man to the beloved sheep.
The good shepherd is not he who permits his flock to wander about and
get lost in bogs and marshes, become
a ready prey to devouring wolves)
and remain heedless of danger; nor
is he one who forces his flock to remain in a narrow track depriving it
of .the pleasure of wandering within
a limited area -and nibbling at the
grass by the wayside. The good
shepherd permits his sheep to be attracted to a near-by verdant spot, and
gives them the freedom to roam
about. He is always on the watch,
and whenever they become too exposed or are entangled in insurmountable difficulties, he sends his
dog or goes himself and leads them
back to the fold.
The purpose, therefore, for which
the prophets are sent is to solve the
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social problems of man and pu,ll him
out of the morass in which he is desperately struggling. " To measure
their worth we have to study their
teachings as well as the prevailing
difficulties which face humanity, see
how unerringly they have diagnosed
existing social ills, how perfect their
prescription is, and how wisely they
propose to apply it.
Thus we come to the conclusion
that in the case of the prophets, originality as a criterion is not the standard . to be adopted. We may find
something new and satisfy our interest thereby, but we should not place
our reliance upon it. The question
for the student of the Baha,'f Movement should not be, what new thing
Baha'u'llah advocates,' but rather, has
he grasped the cause of all the evils
that have befallen humanity; is his
program comprehensive and perfect;
is the spirit and method with which
He is applying it good enough to ensure the betterment of the world?
Though we are not justified in basing our estimate of the Baha'f Movement on the originality of its teachings we may for the sake of mere interest and research try to detect
those elements which are. new and
not to be found in the teacbings of
previous dispensations.
''Abdu'lBaha classifies the teachings of the
prophets into those which are fundamental and common to all, and those
which are secondary im. characteor, to
suit the exigencies of their time.
The first is fully indicated by the
verse, "Love the Lord thy God with
all thy heart, and with all thy soul,
and with all thy strength, and with
all thy mind, and thy neighbour as
thyself." This law can be found in
the teachings of all the prophets of
old. At no stage of human prog:vess

can this divine law be abrogated. At
all times, under any circumstances
we have to love God and "love His
creatures. Jesus later said, "Not one
jot or tittle of the law shall fall to
the earth until all be fulfilled." Muhammad expresses the same idea in
the verse, "This is the law of God,
and thou shalt seek no change in the
law of God." In the opening verse of
the Arabic Hidden Words, Baha'ullah
says, "This is that which hath descended from the realm of Glory uttered by the tongue of Power and
Might and revealed unto the Messengers of old, the" quintessence whereof
we have taken and arrayed in the garment of brevity . . . " These three
verses, chosen from the writings of
three of the prophets of God, show
clearly that the basic principle of all
the religions, mi.mely the law .of love,
is always existing and cannot be
changed. The prophets themselves
did not claim any originality in asserting it.
The second class of teachings,
which we may well term an interpretation given to the fundamental law
so as to fit it to the requirements of
the age, changes as man's problems
and environment change. At the
time of' Moses "thy neighbour" was
taken to mean the members of the
tribe of Israel. The inhabitants of
Palestine were, at that time, warring
clans. No sense of love and true religion animated them. To guard
themselves among such barbarous
and ill-minded people, they had to be
united, and to be united they had to
love the members of their own tribe
and protect them from any foreign
aggresSIOn.
When Christ appeared the Roman
Empire had already spread its sway
over most of the civilized world. Law
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and order were firmly established.
His work was therefore confined to
cleansing religion from dogma and
superstition, in rending that soiled
and worn garment which concealed
the radiant body of religion from the
eyes of the people, in improving the
character of man, in making him in
every sense more godly. To achieve
that he interpreted "thy neighbour"
to include the members of another
sect or even one's enemy.
Muhammad on the other hand, like
Moses, appeared among comparatively savage tribes. As no government
'Could then be found to administer the
country, he had to protect his people
against any tribal incursions. A few
God-fearing, law-abiding persons
were situated among savage, bloodthirsty people whose means of liveli'hood was war. He, therefore, interpreted, "thy neighbour" to mean all
the people of the Book, that is, all
those who belonged to true religion,
for in them he' had confidence and
upon their sense of humanity he
could depend.
Baha'u'llah, who proclaimed his
mission over sixty years ago, was
born when the world was in great
turmoil, when the Napoleonic wars
had ended, leaving Europe ravaged,
the people restless under the burden
of autocracy, the classes awakening
to the need for reform. Feeling the
importance of peace, he interpreted
"thy neighbour" to mean all the
people of the world, friend or foe,
rich or poor, religious or irreligious,
eastern or western, colored or white.
Thus we see that as man's environment changes the interpretation of
that basic and immutable law has to
change accordingly, and once we find
change we can detect originality. The
interpretation which Baha'u'llah has
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given for the law of love is undoubtedly original if compared to the
teachings of previous prophets. No
previous prophet openly advocated
universal peace, an international
house of justice to safeguard it, a
universal auxiliary language to bring
the nations nea1'8r together and render mutual understanding more
easily attainable. No previous prophet advocated obligatory education for
boys and girls. No previous prophet gave equal rights to men and
women. No previous prophet has
set forth definite teachings to solve
the economic problems. In short, we
cannot claim originality for the basic
principle which underlies the various
Baha'i teachings, namely the law of
love, for the simpJe reason that it has
ever existed and will ever exist.
The other set of principles are in part
original" anc;l that is because the environment has changed. The .needs
of man are now different from what
they were, therefore, the laws which
regulate them have to be different.
So far we hav;e been viewing the
question of originality in its relation
to the different religions of the
world; let us now compare it with the
various progressive movements we
see around us. At the advent of
.every prophet the world undergoes a
great social, intellectual, religious revival. At the time of Christ, for example, the old religions of the Romans and Greeks had lost their hold on
the minds of their adherents. They
could not shape the conduct of man
or keep him within the bounds of
moral law.· Abandoning religion,
therefore, the people turned to philosophy, hoping that thereby the rules
of ethics would be more strictly adhered to. They thought that through
learning alone the moral life of the
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individual could be improved. But
this hope also was frustrated. The
people remained in search of a remedy until Christianity came to the rescue and saved the soul of the seekers.
Meanwhile by this continuous and
fa.ithful search the people had come
independently very near to the truth
which was later propounded by
Christianity. The teachings were so
to say, "in the air," everyone unconsciously absorbed them, so that when
they came in touch with those teachings they did not have much to
change, or many new· principles to
adopt.
Such is the case today. The intellectual people of the eighteenth century, weary of the narrowness and
dogmas o,f the church, confused it
with true Christianity. They tried to
seek salvation in' other fields 1 they
were absorbed in research and philosophy, hoping again that through
knowledge they might attain to the
soluhon of their problems, to the establishment of peace, to the security
of moral integrity. How successful
humanity will be this time we cannot
say, and the theme, interesting
though it be, is beyond the subject of
our discussion. The point is that
through this constant and sincere
search the world has come to truths
very near· to those proclaimed by
Baha'u'Wih.
Asked one day about the apparent
differences which exist between
science and religion, 'Abdu'l-Baha
mentioned the following example: He
said that the prophet and the scientist both have the same aim, they
both seek the truth.. The first, like
a man with a clear sight, sees the
goal and goes straight to it. The
scientist, on the other hand, is like a
blind man, he knows his goal and will

ultimately attain to it, but only after
a painful process of feeling his way
and of trial and mistake.
What Baha'u'llah proclaimed over
fifty years ago is being today gradually accepted by the unbelieving but
tenacious scientists. Through bitteT
experience people have come to learn
that an international tribunal is most
essential, that war as an· arbitrator
in settling international disputes
should cease if the future of civilization is to be ensured, that the rich
cannot remain heedless of the economic needs of the poor and still retain their power.
To a reasonipg and believing person these great social and intellectual
upheavals which appear in the world
at the advent of every prophet are
not a matter of mere accident. Such
important and regular occurrences
are undoubtedly due to a permanent
cause; to the divine will and wisdom.
He who created all things and with
His invisible hand controls an nature,
is surely the cause of these phenomena. If God is the one who sends the
prophets on their mission to save humanity and solve its problems, He is
also the one who prepares the world
for the reception of His teachings.
He inspires men, gives them insjght
into the laws of nature, and makes
them ardent seekers o,f truth. These
in turn cleans'e the mind of the people
from groundless dogmas and superstitions, inspires them with lofty
ideals and prepares them for the acceptance of the divine principles. The
appearance of these progressive
movements, therefore, is a part. of
God's plan revealed for the salvation
of the world.
One superiority, however, will still
remain for Baha'u'llah. As he was
a prophet with a clear vision of his
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goal, with a full knowledge of the
needs of mankind and a perfect arid
explicit mission from God, he produced a program the like of vvhich the
world has not yet "\vitnessed. The
founders of these secular movements,
however,like the blind man, knew
their. goal. they also sought it, but
with the slow process of feeling their
way through trials and mistakes.
They have not yet reached their goal,
there are still some obstacles to surmount. But if left alone, as their
method lis correct and as they are
sincere and persevering, they will ultimately reach it. Moreover, lacking
a clear insight, they fail to grasp the
problems of the world in their entirety and thus be enabled to solve them
all. They have focus sed their attention upon only one of the many problems, neglecting the others, forgetting that so long as a source of trouble still lingers the welfare of humanity remains in danger.
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'lile may well compare the advent
of the different prophets of God to
different stations on a long royal
road. What a traveler needs is a
new spirit, an encouragement to follow the road, a word of guidance to
save him from dangers and difficulties. Likewise} society, on its way to
progress has come across these
prophets of God, these stations of
divine power who have urged man to
the attainment of his purpose, endowed him with a new spirit, restored his power by their word of encouragement and assurance. The
student of the Baha'i Movement,
therefore, should not consider it as a
mere source. of· original ideas but
rather as one of those dynamic powers which are successively sent by
God to push society onward. He
should look at the spirit which it cre·ates in its followers and the solution
which it advocates for world problems.

THE Baha'i Movement imparts life. It is the cause of love and amity
amongst mankind. It elstablishes communication between various nations
and religions. It removeS' all antagonisms. And when this Cause is fully
spread . . . warfare will be a thing of Ithe past, universal peace will be.
realized, the oneness of the world of humanity will be recognized, and religion and science will work hand in hand.
The Baha'i Movement bestows upon man la new spirit, a new light, and
a new motion. It enlarges the sphere of thought. Itl illumines the horizon
of the intellect. It expands the arena of comprehension.
'Abdu'l-Baha

HE LORD of mankind has caused
1t0~~IHis holy divine Manifestations to
lmJ come into the world. He has revealed His heavenly books in order
to establish spiritual brotherhood, and
through the power of the Holy Spirit has
made it practicable for perfect fraternity to
be realized among mankind. And when
through the breaths of the Holy Spirit this
perfect fraternity and agreement are established amongst men, this brotherhood and
love being spiritual in character. this lovin~
kindness being heavenly, these constraining
bonds being divine; a unity appears which is
indissoluble, unchanging and never subject
to transformation. It is ever the same and
will forever remain the same ... , Without
this influence and animus it is impossible.
We may be able to realize some degrees of
fraternity through other motives but these
are limited associations and subject to change.
When human brotherhood is founded upon
the Holy Spirit, it is eternal, changeless,
unlimited.
,Abdu'l-Baha.

One view (;f the or'iginal house occup.iect by the Brib a,t the time he dee-lared his' mission to mankind.
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"It is evident that the holy Manifestations and divine Dawningpoints are necessary, for these blessed and glorious souls are the foremost teachers and educators of mankind, and all human souls are
developed through them by the bounty of the Holy Spirit of God."
,Abdu'l-Baha.

WHAT IS the greatest task in the
world, the undertaking of whkh invites ignominy, persecution, perhaps
mar1tyrdom; and the full achievement of which takes not years but
centuries, nay, millenniums? It is
the task of instituting a reform in
reHg'ion; or even more gigantic, of
founding a new religion. The task
of all reformers i,s heavy. Men do
not like to be reformed. But the
task of religious reformers calls for
superhuman power, because the reform they ask for is that of the very
soul of man. And all the evil in
man, all his ,spiritual indolence, all
his pleasure-seeking habits, cry out
in alarm at the thought of radical
reform.
To the work of the founder of anew religion is added one more obstade, almost insuperarble-the necessity of inducing in his fellowmen
the acceptance of his claim to be acting under the spedal guidance of God
and to be revealing truths not of human concept ibut of Divine communication. But unless this claim is
made and a0cepted, there can be no
stamp of authenticity and hence no
authoritative influence. For the difference between religion and philosophy is that one 'is God's thoughts for
us, while the other is merely man's
ratiocinations. Religion is not one of
the outgrowthsof human intelli-

glence, one of the products of civilization, but the result of a message
from the All-Powerful, the Director
of earth's destinies--.,.a Message sent
to enlighten mankind and to bring
to the world the highest civilization
of which it is capable.
BUT WHO will be the bearer of
the Message? Who will venture to
stand up before his fellowmen and
claim in all seriousness to have for
them a Message from the Invisible?
And who will venture upon an errand, as dangerous as that of bearing ill news or criticism to tyrant,
namely, the errand of bearing to the
secular and spiritual authorities a
condemnation of their ways; an inV'itation, an exhorltation even, .to
change to other ways and manners
more desired of God?
All the evil in evil men rises into
cruel anger at the public condemnation of thelY sins; all the jealousy
in men crystallizes into hitter and satiric hatred at the claim of spiritual
greatness and leadership on the part
of one who, like themselves, walks
about on human feet, eats, drinks,
grows weary, sleeps, and lives apparently the common lot of man.
Could God's Messell'g:ers be but
arch-angels winging' their radiant
way to earth in the blinding splendol' of a palpably loftier-than-human
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existence, and bearing with them insignia of power which could command immediate respect from awestruck and powerless humanity, then
would the founding of a new religion
be a task as ineffective for those
upon whom it was thus thrust, as it
would be magnificently thrilling for
those superior beings to whom delegated.
NO, RELIGIONS do not and can
not come to man in such a way! Man
is not to be dazzled, swept off his
feet, coerced, as it were, into spirituality. Rather the germ, the potency of spirituality in him is to be
nurtured by the tenderest and gentlest of humble devotion, sunned into
life by the warmth of selfless love,
and watered with the blood of martyrdom. This is what those undertake who feel impelled to announce
themselves as called by God to spiritually educate and train mankind.
They know beforehand the depths to
which they must stoop in order to
lift mankind out of the morass of
his sinfulness. Only a superhuman
courage and a patience of that infinite quality which carnal man knows
not can suffice.
Can we conceive what went on in
the soul of Muhammad Ali, the divine youth of Persia, when he felt
himself called upon to preach to Persia reform of the Islamic faith, and
to announce the coming of a great
Messenger who would bring a Revelation from Divinity for the establishment of a new and fairer worldcivilization? Grieved alt the evils
which he saw in the Islamic church;
bitterly disappOlinted, when in the
great spiritual enthusiasm of youth
he made the pilgrimage to Karbila,
the sacred center and sanctuary of
Shiite Islam, only to find there, as
elsewhere, hypocrisy, self-seeking,
worldliness-he returned to Shiraz
kindled with the high resolve to
preach reform.

THIS INSPIRED youth, the Bab,
this blaz'ing soul, swept like a conflagration through all Persia. The
greatest scholars and divines were
by him put to swift defeat and humiliation in open debate, until none
would meet him publicly. The
leaders and the populace divided
into two groups-those who were
great-souled enough to follow him,
and those who now began to hate
him with vitrioHc hatred. The story
of his great spiritual achievements,
of his rapidly grrowing following, of
his imprisonment, and of his final
execution at Tabriz in 1852 is known
to all the world.
A similar destiny of persecution,
though fortunately without the denouement of martyrdom, awaited Baha'u'llah, the one whom the Bab had
foretold a:s the Messenger to follow
him, of whose Message he, the Bab,
was but the announcer. Baha'u'llah,
when he stepped forth, first publicly
accepting and promoting the religion
of the Bab, and then as the Messen..;
gel' of universal peace, universal religion, and the universal brotherhood
of man-saw forfeited his ancestral
estates, most ample in size and
value; and had his human s'tation reduced from that of a nobleman of
leading and powerful family to that
of life-prisoner on a level with the
lowest criminal.
CARLYLE was one of the first to
point out the sincerity and actual
spiritual inspiration of the founders
of great religious movements. In his
"Heroes and Hero-worship" he completely demolished the Itheory that
these prophets, who sacrifice all that
life holds for most men, are impostors. The reality of the Message
which they bring, he claims, can be
tested by the sustained success and
value of the religion which they
found. A following can be gathered
and briefly held for any claim, but
the followers of false claims soon
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disperse; while the followers of reality increase rapidly and in sustained
rat,io, carrying the doctrines of their
dying Leader on to a world success
of centuries in duration.
Thus i,t may be accepted as a logical axiom, that the stamp of sincerity of any claimant to a Divine Message is his willingness to accept ignominy, depr:ivation, persecution,
martyrdom; and that the stamp of
authentkity of such a claim is the
degree to which this claim later succeeds in registering itself upon the
consciousness of mankind.
Certainly the lives of the Biib, of
Baha!u'lhih, of 'Abdu'l-Baha demonstrate their sincerity; for they willingly gave up those prizes which for
most men constitute the aim and
value of earthly existence-security,
ease of livelihood, social position,
success in the world's esteem. All
these things Baha'u'Ilah already possessed in the highest degree; and all
of them he renounced and forfeited
when he announced himself to be the
Messenger of God.
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the globe, numbering' its adherents
among every race and religion; uniting in the clos.es't love and unity Jews
and Chrisltians, Muhammadans, Zoroastrians, Buddhists, men whom
hatred and racial and religious prejudice had separated; forming one
ardent brotherhood for the sake of
the world's advancement into that
great world civilization proclaimed
by Baha'u'llah-that ideal condition
of humanity which Christ called the
Kingdom of Heaven on earth-the
Message of Baha'u'llah has already
attained a world position which challenges the attention of the student
of religions.
Thus eliminating all subjective
appeal of the Raha'i Message-its
logical and comprehensive platform
for world reform, its urge to spiritu'al living, its inspirative power,
and confining our judgment wholly
to the objective proofs now clearly
manifest, one may find just grounds
for feeling that here is a movement
destined to grow, to reach out in
ever widening circles, until it draws
within the ample circumference of
its appeal all of war-weary, hatredsick humanity.

WHY DOES humanity pour out
its greatest hatred and punishments
-----upon those who bring' a "message of
IT
IS
DIFFICULT
to make clear
great joy" to earth? Is it thus ar,to
Ithe
mind
of
present-day
man the
ranged, in order that the lives of
these Messengers shall contain no great truth that God can be known,
element of ear1thly grandeur, no can be approached, only through His
Manifestaltions. We live in an ergocause for suspicion, for envy?
From a career which might have centric age. Man disdains to believe
led him to be prime-minister to a that the universe itself is not within
life lived ever under duress, at times his power of grasp. He rejects the
plunged into those revolting condi- medium of the Christ. He would entions characteristic of Old World ter the fold, not through the destined
dungeons-there can be no suspicion Door. Thii'l wttempt is a failure from
of self-seeking hel;e! Surely it waS the start. For tillere is no approa1ch
for the sake of his Message that Bato God save thl10ugh His Manifestaha'u'llah lived, not for his own sake!
tions.
As Ito the authenticity: Is it yet
Thus we see the Manifestations of
too early to form judgment? What
God
are the great educators and
evidence there is, thirty-four years
trainers
of mankind. They come that
after his death, argues powerfully
man
may
have life and have it more
in favor of the Reality of this Mesabundantly.
sage. Permeating every quarter of
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DIFFICULTIES IN THE PATH OF
PROPHETHOOD
FROM THE WRITINGS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA

ALL THE PROPHETS OF GOD
were scorned and· persecuted. Consider His Holiness Moses. The people called him a murderer. They
said, "You killed a man and fled
from punishment and retribution.
Is it possible, after your former
deeds, that you could become a
prophet?"
Many s'imilar experiences are recorded concerning the holy divine
messengers. How bitter and severe
was the persecution to which they
were subjected! Consider how they
endeavored to efface and belittle His
Holiness Christ. They placed upon
his head a crown of thorns and paraded him through the streets and
bazaars in mockery, crying, "Peace
be upon thee, thou king of the
Jews." In brief, the persecutions
which His Holiness Christ suffered
during the time of his manifestation are mentioned in the books of
the old cycle, J ewi,sh, Roman or
Greek. No praises were bestowed
upon him. The only recognition and
acceptance offered him was from his
believers and followers. Peter, for
instance, was one who pra,ised him,
and the other disciples of His Holiness spoke in his behalf. Numerous
books were written against him. In
the history of the church you will
find record 1)£ the ha:tred and antagoll'i,sm manifested by the Roman,
Greek and Egyptian philosophers attributing calumnies and ascribing
imperfection to him. (Pro. of U. P.,
p. 430.)
BAHA'U'LLAH was a prisoner
for· twenty-D.ve years. During all
this time he was subjected to the indignities and revilement of the peo-

pIe. He was persecuted, mocked and
put in chains. In Persia his properties were pillaged and his possessions confiscated. First, banishment
from Persia to Baghdad; then to
Constantinople; then to Adrianople;
finally from Roumelia to the prison
fortress of Aqa. Dur'ing his lifetime
he was intensely active. His energy
was unlimited. Scarcely one night
passed in restful sleep. He bore
these ordeals, suffered these calamities and difficulties in order that
a manifestation of selflessness and
s rvice might become apparent in
the world of humanity; that the
"Most Great Peace" should become
a reality; that human souls mi1ght
appear a's the angels of heaven; that
heavenly miracles would be wrought
among men; that human faith
should be strengthened and perfected; that the precious, priceless
bestowal of God-the human mindmight be developed to its fullest capacity ,in the temple of the body;
and man become the reflection and
likeness of God, even as it hath been
revealed in the Bible: "We shall
create man in our own image." . . .
Baha'u'lla1h bore all these ordeals
and calamities in order that our
hearts might become enkindled and
radiant, our spirits be glorified, our
fault,s become virtues, our ignorance
transformed into knowledge; in Order thalt we might attain the real
fruits of humanity and acquire heavenly graces; although pilgrims upon
earth we might travel the road of
the heavenly kingdom; although
needy and poor, we might receive
the treasures of life eternal. For
this has he borne these difficulties
and sorrows. (B. S., page 289.)
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BAHA'ULLAH endured ordeals and
hardships sixty years. There was no
persecution, vicissitude or suffering
he did not experience at the hand of
his enemies and oppressors. All the
days of his life were passed in difficulty and tribulations; at one time
in prison, anolther in exile, sometimes
in chains.
He willingly endured
these difficulties for the unity of mankind, praying that the world of humgnity might realize the radiance of
God, the oneness of humankind become a reality, strife and warfare
cease and peace gnd tranquillity be
realized. by all. In prison he hoisted
the banner of human solidarity, proclaiming Universal Peace, writing to
the kings and rulers of nations summoning them to international unity
and counselling arbitration. His life
was a vortex of persecution and difficulty, yet catastrophes, extreme ordeals and vicissitudes did not hinder
Ithe accomplishment of his work and
mISSIOn. N ay, on the contrary his
power became greater and greater,
his efficiency and influence slwead
and increased until his glorious light
shone throughout the Orient, love
and unity were established and the
differing religions found a center of
contact and reconciliation. (Pro. of
U. P., p. 137.)
CONSIDER to whalt extent the
love of God makes itself manifest.
Among the signs of his love which
appear in the world are the dawning-points of His Manifestations.
What an infinite degree of love is reflected by the divine Manifestations
toward mankind! For the sake of
guiding the people they have willingly forfeited their Eves to resuscitate human hearts. They have accepted the cross. To enable human
souls to attaiE the supreme degree
of advancement, they have suffered
during their limited years extreme
ordeals and difficulties. If His Holiness Jesus Christ had not possessed
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love for the world of humanity,
surely he would nOlt have welcomed
the cross. He was crucified for the
love of mankind. Consider the infinite degree of that love. Without
love for humanity, John the Baptist
would not have offered his life. It
has been likewise with all the prophets and holy souls. If His HoUness the B::ib had not manifested
love for mankind, surely he would
not have offered his life for a thousand bullets. If His Holiness Bah::i'u'll::ih had not been aflame with
love for humanity he would not have
willingly accepted forty years' imprisonment. (Pro. of U. P., p. 250.)
DO THE Manifestations differ in
degree? These supreme holy souls
are Godlike in their attributes. The
garments in which they appear are
different, but the attributes are the
same. In their real intrinsic power
they show forth the Perfection of
God. The Reality of God in them
never varies; only the garment in
which the Primal Reality is clothed
is different according to the time and
place of their Appearance and Declaration to the world. One day it is
the garment of Abraham, then
Moses, then Jesus, then Bah::i'u'll::ih.
Knowledge of this Oneness is true
enlightenment. Some see the garment only and worship the personality; some see the Reality and worship "in spirit and in truth." Some
of the Hebrews admired the embroidered beauty of the garment of
Abraham, but were blind to the Real
Light which shone upon the darknes's of the world through him.
Moses was denied; Jesus wa,s denied,
crucified; all have been denied and
persecuted for tbis reason. Men see
the garment and are blind to the
Reality; worship the personality and
do not know the Truth, the Light
IitseIf. Some worship the Tree '}f
Life, burt do not eat of the blessed
fruit of the Tree. Therefore differ-
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ences and disagreements arise in rel,igiolls belief. . . . Find the Light
itself and there will be no difference
of opinion or belief as to the personality or degrees of the Manifestations of God. (Ten Days in the
Light of Aqa, p. 31.)
WHA T IS the mission of the prophelt and what is the object of a divine law? There is no doubt that
the purpose of a divine law is the
education of the human race, the
training of humanity. All mankind
may be considered as pupils or children who are in need of a divine educator, a real teacher. The essential
requirement and qualification of prophethood is the training and guidance of the people.
My purpose and intention is to remove from the hearts of men the religious enmity and hatred which
have fettered them and to bring! all
religions into agreement and unity.
Inasmuch as this hatred and enmity,
this bigotry and intolerance are outcomes of misunders,tandings, the
reality of religious unity will appear
when these misunderstandings· are
dispelled. For the foundation of the
divine religions is one foundation.
This is the oneness of revelation or
teaching; -but alas! we have turned
away from that foundation, holding
tenaciously to various dogmatic
forms and blind imi,tation of ancestral bel'iefs. This is the real cause
of enmity, hatred and bloodshed in
the world; the reason of alienation
and estrangement among mankind.
(Pro. of U. P., pp. 402, 406.)
THE WORD OF GOD is revealed
according to the degree of spiritual
sight, no matter who the messenger
may be. . . . People do not receive the Manifestation of God because they are veiled by their imaginations. Imag'ination is one of our
greatest powers and a most difficult
one to rule. Imagination is the fa-

ther of superstitition. . . . Through
imagination men receive a distorted
view of a former Manifestation and
are prevented from recognizing and
accepting the Truth and Reality of
the present one. They are veiled
from the Light and Glory of God by
imagination. These veils prevent
the true Light from entering the
soul. Therefore men follow the false
light of their imaginations. and cling
to error instead of truth. Thus the
Egyptians were veiled from the
Light of God in Moses. The Jews
were veiled from the Glory of Jesus
simply because they did not know
Moses rightly and so were blinded
to the one he promised would come
after him. Today Jews, Muh.:tmmadans and Christians, not seeing' the
former ManifelSltation with true
vision, are veiled from the Glory of
God in Baha'u'llah. (Ten Days in
the Light of Aqa, pp. 28-30.)
ONE OF the greatest veils is literal interpretation of the prophecies.
. . . Again, many refuse the Manifestation in His Day because they
do not want to walk the hard road
of devoltion and servitude, but prefer
the easy road of hereditary belief.
Misconception of the Word of God
and 'its meanings is another great
veil which imagination throws over
the soul and by which the Light is
lost. Also people inherit their 'belief from parents and ancestors and
follow it blindly, too negligent to
know and see for themselves. Negligence and apathy are heavy "veils
of glory." (Ten Days in the Light of
Aqa, p. 30.)
EACH DIVINE revelation is divided into two parts. The first part
is essential and belongs to the eternal
world. lit is the exposiHon of divine
truths and essential principles. It is
the expression of the love of God.
This is one in all the religions, unchangeable and immutable. The sec-
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ond part is not eternal; it deals with
practical life, transactions and business, and changes according to the
evolution of man and the requirements of the time of each prophet.
For example, during the Mosiac period the hand of a person was cut ofi'
in punishment of a small theft; there
was a law of an eye for an eye and a
tooth for a too'th; but as these laws
were not expedient in the time of
Christ, they were abrogated. Likewise divorce had become so universal that there remained no fixed laws
of marriage; therefore His Holiness
Christ forbade divorce.
According, to the exigencies of the
time His Holiness Moses revea:1ed
ten laws for capital punishment. It
was impossible at that time to protect the community and to preserve
social security without these severe
measures, for the children of Israel
lived in the wilderness of Tah, where
there were no established courts of
jusltice and no penitentiaries. But
this code of conduct was not needed
in the time of Christ. The history
of the second part of religion is unimportant, because it relates to the
customs of this life only; but the
foundrution of the religion of God is
one, and His Holiness Bah:i'u'll:ih
has renewed that foundation. (Divine Philosophy, p. 146.)
"LEA VE these mountains, these
hills to the world of nature, and they
will remain a jungle, and you will
not find any fruitful tree among
them. But a true gardener changes
this forest and jungle into a garden,
training its trees into fruitful ones
and causing numerous kinds of
flowers and myrtles to grow therein.
In the same way these holy Manifestations of God are the ideal gardeners. The world of existence is
but a jungle of confusion. The state
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of nature is confusion such as that
of a jungle, producing fruitless, useless trees. As the holy Manifestations of God.are the ideal gardeners,
they therefore train these human
trees and cause them to become fruitful and bestow upon them freshness
and verdancy in order thalt they may
grow day by day and produce every
kind of pure fruit, and thus become
the cause of adorning the world of
being and continue flourishing and
in the utmost purity.
Consequently we can not say that
the divine bounty has ceased, that
the glory of the Divinity is exhausted, or the Sun of Truth has sunk
down into eternal sunset-into that
sunset which is not followed by a
dawn, into tha't. darkness which is
not followed by light, into that death
which is not followed by life, into
that error which is not followed by
truth! Is it conceivable that the Sun
of Trwth should sink into an eternal
sunset? No; the sun was created in
order that it may shed light upon
the world and train all existing
things. How can that Sun set forever? F·or this would mean the cessation of di vine bounty, and the divine bounty is ceaseless, it is continuous. Its Sun is ever shining; its
cloud is ever producing rain; its
breezes are ever blowing; its bounties are all-comprehending; its gift
is ever perfect. Consequently we
must always anticipate and always
be hopeful and pray unto God to send
to us His holy ManifestalHon in the
most perfect might, with divine penetrative power with the Divine
Word, so that these Divine Manifestations may be dis,tinguished
above all other beings in all respect,
in every phase; in the same way as
the sun is distinguished above the
star's." (B. S., pp. 298, 299.)
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THE DAY-STAR
SOHEIL AFNAN

F OR any appreciation, much less a

proper understanding of the remarkable life of the Bab, the real
significance of his mission, the purport of his extensive writings and
the far-reaching influence of his
teachings, nothing is more necessary
than a survey, however brief, of the
social and spiritual condiltions of
Persia in the middle of the last century.
The central government in Tihran,
enj oying a somewhat nominal sway
over the various Persian provinces,
was an absolute monarchy and corrupt to the very extreme. By an
act of favoritism and graft a man
would gain the mos1t important office
in the land only ,to be hurled down
again and replaced by one who gave
a higher bid. The economic conditions were equally precarious; the
country lived under a feudal system
similar to the Middle Ages in Europe. Society was governed by a
low standard of morality. Religrion,
which has throughout the history of
the East, much more than in the
West, been the most important factor of civWzation, and which has
ever inspired the imaginative mind
of the Easterner with everything
that was pure and sublime, had for
the most part lost its spirit and degenerated into a matter of forms and
social rites. It still held sway over
the illiterate and ignorant masses,
which comprised the extreme majority of the people, and in the hands
of the self-seeking and corrupt
clergy proved a force by which they
could challenge even the mightiest
power in the land. The true religion
of Islam no more existed, but had
been overlaid with an admixture of
extraneous doctrines, and the clergy
amongst themselves had been divid-

ed into various schools of thought
bearing hardly any resemblance to
the tenets of the mother-faith. In
the words of an eminent European
writer, "Islam survives as the badge
of a conservative institution for the
proltection of the vested interests of
the ruling classes, as a war-cry for
enlistinrgl in thelir service ther passions of popular superstititions, and
also as a customary common denomi··
nator of heterogeneous schools of
thought that accept its inherited
forms and ceremonies, jus1t as many
Eruropeans continue to conform to
the traditional practices of a Christian church long after they have rejected its dogmas, or ceased to be
influenced by its spirit. The result
has been, on the one hand, a lapse
into mere sensualism, and, on the
other, a tendency towards extreme
asceticism."
It was at this time that the Bab
appeared. Not only to combat and
condemn irreligion and indifferentism, not only to cast aside the veil
that hid the corruption of govern-'ment and church, but to open up a
new vista of spiritual life and to prepare the people for the appearance
of a "great Person still behind the
veil of glory." He had come, he said,
to wipe out fanaticism, to pull down
the ponderous edifice of dogmas and
rituals that the church had raised
only to cover up the ignorance and
illiteracy which had killed that spirit
of thought and art that was once the
pride of the world. It was the dawn
of aNew Day and with it must come
hope and vigor. He exhQll'ted the
people to cleanse their hearts and
minds of age long superstitions, prepare themselves for the coming of
the day. The doings and machinations of the clergry, their explana-
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tions of the verses of the Koran were
wrong and corrupt, and in brief all
these things must vanish before the
piercing, burning light of the new
Sun of Truth dawning upon the
world.
Nothing is more remarkable, nothing more surprising than that this
youth of twenty-five, even in the
short period of his ministrations,
gathered around him vast multitudes, filled them wilth zeal and enthusiasm, and out of the abundance'
of his heart sent them to preach the
new gospel. And the ghastly deaths
that each of his disciples was sure to
meet dampened nOlt the fire of their
spirit, but rallied to his standards
increasing numbers every day. Nor
were his recruits mere underlings
and malcontents. The leaders of
thought, the most eminent of the
clergy, governors, soldiers from the
army and also the common man on
the sltreet, sat humbly at his feet and
drank deep from the ever-flowing
fountain of spiritual knowledge and
truth that flowed from the tongue
and pen of the Youth of Shiraz. The
King of Persia, hearing of this
young divine, dispa1tched an eminent high-priest to investigate the
matter. But the old erudite theologian
was so enraptured by the young prophet thalt he fell at his feet and asked
to be accepted as a humble adherent.
He did not return to the King, but
went out to preach the new Faith
and ultimately suffered martyrdom
vdth joy. A distinguished man, old
in years and experience, hearing: one
day of the Bab and his teachings,
casually in his business store, did not
take even time to let his family know,
but traveled at once over hills and
dales for hundreds of miles just to
meelt the Prophet his soul had foretold. Mothers watched their hursbands and children executed and cut
to pieces even with scissors, rulers
chose the scaffold to their seats of
might, and one man with burning
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wicks in his flesh sat up and asked
the curious mob to make way for
his royal "corteg1e."
That the Bab's writings in the six
eventful years of his life, most of
which were spent in prison, comprise
easily over twenty volumes, is to
many very surprising. And his
works extend over a wide range
of religious subjects from simple
prayers to religious treatises and
commentaries.
In the "Bayan,"
which was his great :book and which
his martyrdom left unfinished, are
to be found the main tenets and principles of the new faith. It Was there
that he explained the symbolic meaning of heaven and purgatory to
which the ignorant Muhammadans
clung rigidly, and the religious cycles which have given a new significance to human history. Most of his
writings were written for the people in Persia, and as he said he had
come to' destroy the old bonds of superstition and to prepare the people
for the 'one whom he called "He
whom God shall make manifest."
Before this growinl,g'( tide that
swept Persia from one end to another, the government and the clergy
stood not with alarm but agony.
Every concei.vable measure, the most
barbarous butchery the world has
ever seen, helped only to fan the
more the growing fire of the early
adherents of the faith. The Bab was
sent from one town to another and
in every case most of the officials
turned Babis. He was sent to prison
and the jailers fell at his feet; Christians were chosen to escorrt him and
they joined his faith. In the northernmostcastle of Persia they confined him and the old Kurd in charge
of the prison believed in him.
In the public meetings where the
clergy tried to refute his ideas and
prove the futility of his claim, he
came out victorious; and the insults
and bastinadoes he suffered belittled
him not to the hundreds that every
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day lay down their lives for his sake.
Finally the last and only measure
that the clergy could conceive of
combatting and killing the growing
faith was to execute the young Prophet of Shinlz. This they carried
out in Tabriz when they shot him,
together with one of his earnest disciples. In a miraculous manner the
firslt volley shot by a battalion of
soldiers left him totally unhurt and
the soldiers found him in a little
room in the barracks writing a line
of poetry on the wall. It was to a
second volley by another battalionthe first battalion refused to shoot
ag1ain-that he finally succumbed.
The Bab was dead, but not Babism. The divine spirit he had in-

fused into the hearts and minds of
his zealous and earnest adherents
was not only destined to leave a profound and deep-felt influence upon
the life and thoughtt of the people of
Persia, but to pass beyond the fron~
tiers of its mother-country and to inspire the people of many lands with
that deep understanding of God and
religion which lies at the bottom of
all sound progress. It was left for
Baha'u'llah, whose appearance the
Bab had foretold, to carry the standard he had so valiantly raised from
one country to another, and to sound
the call of unity and brother hood
throughout all the nations of the
world.

THE CENT'ERS of progress for each age are the Manifestations of God as seen in His Prophets. In whatever country
or at whatever time they appear, they are the focus of the
creational day-for as the sun in the material heaven develops
the material beings so do these Spiritual Suns develop the
world of minds and souls.
Let us turn toward the Spiritual Sun and acquire a light
which will render the world luminous, so that we may be
freed from matter and acquire celestial qualities, that this
limited life may merge into the eternal. When a man thus
adorns himself, he will progress every day with new vigor;
his soul will become more and more sensitized and the laws
and morals of the world will be reconsltructed with divine conviction. Then man will make real discoveries, penetrate the
mysteries and so reflect them that he will become the image of
God.
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE REJECTION OF THE PROPHETS
•
CONSIDER the former days; how people, both high and low, were
awaiting the manifestations of Oneness in the holy temples, so that
they were at all times and moments in anticipation and expecltancy,
praying and supplicating that perchance the breeze of the Divine
Mercy might blow and the beaUlty of the Promised One step from the
Pavilion of the Invisible into the Court of Appearance. But when the
clouds of generosity lifted and the doors of favor opened and the Sun
of the Invisi,ble appeared from the Horizon of Power, they denied Him
and avoided His Meeting, which was identical with the meeting of
God. These details are recorded rin the Heavenly Books.
Now reflect a moment as to the cause of this rejection by the people,
aflter their seeking and anxiety. They even denied and opposed in
such manner that tongue and pen fail and are unable to explain. Not
one of these Manifestations of Holiness and Dawning-places of Singleness has appeared without being subjected to the contradi0tions,
denials and antagonism of the people.
NOW reflect a little upon these things, and as to the cause of such
differences: that when a true Manifestation appeared in the world
from the Horizon of the Placeless, such corruption, confusion, oppression and revolution would arise in all parts of the world. All the
Prophets, during their appearance, announced Ito the people the coming of another Prophet and recorded a sign for the subsequent Manifestation, as stated in the Books. Why, then, notwithstanding the
search and expectation of the people for ithe Holy Manifestation and
the mention of signs in the Books, should such things occur in the
world as oppressing, aI1itagonizing and persecuting the Prophets and
Chosen Ones during every age and cycle? As it is written, "Whenever a Messenger cometh unto you with thari; which your souls desire
not, ye proudly reject him; accusing some of imposture and slaying
others." (K. S. 2.)
Baha'u'lh'ih.
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WHY I BELIEVE
DALE S .. COLE

OV ASK me why I believe in the
YThere
Baha:i Revelation?"
was a kindly light in the old

gentleman's eyes as he glanced quizzically into mine.
"You ask me so casually to tell you
so much!"
His voice was low and pleasing,
vibrant with feeling and power. His
expression was one of peace; his
bearing spoke of poise; his presence
was magnetic. He was radiantly acquiescent yet dynamically effective.
He looked back upon a life of service
and into a future of untold joys, for
he had found what he so earnestly
sought and what others have sought
all down the ages and what we are
seeking, today, with the zeal attendant to an enlightened and scientific
ag'e.
"A bit of hisltory, first," he began.
"I was reared in an orthodox Christian family and religion was more or
less a matter of course, largely an
affair of the Sabbath. I did not
think much about it until I entered
the academic and scientific atmosphere of university life. There, misgiving shook my complacency and
stirred me out of a passive attitude.
I became adively interested in religious and philosophic questions and
reached the brink of doubt and despair in a new and strange intellectual world. Later, the pendulum
swung to the other extreme and I
delved inlto the newer philosophies,
or rather the old ones with new trappings.
I searched the numerous
'isms,' groping, seeking, and finally
yearning as I began to appreciate
the value of the thing I sought. I
found traces of it here and there,
but not a complete fulfilIment in the
degree of unity which I realized

must exist, somewhere in some
teaching.
"There was nothing for me to do
but to try to adopt a code of my OWll,
taking one part-truth here and another there and formula~ting them
into a personal religious philosophy
which I could endeavor to use every
day and every hour of my life, for I
felt that is what I must have. In
the midst of this a;bsorbing task, I
found 'the spirit of the age' expressed
and exemplified completely in such a
soul-satisfying way that it filled
every need, answered every yearning, although my poor, finite intelligence is incapable of grasping but
a small porti on of the truth and
beauty of the teaching.
"I believe in the Baha'i Revelation," he continued now with a touch
of reverence, "because it has a dynamic power and magnetic force which
attraclts and illumines the being, enabling one to recognize truth, which
is, has been and always will be, the
same. That there is an essential
unity about fundamental truth
which permits of no division, and
but one interpretation, will be acknowledged by all those who have
thowg!ht deepJy about ilt.
"Any teaching which admonishes
seekers to investigate for themselves
devoid of prejudice and the influence
of tradition, must appeal to a thinking person. 'Here, seek for yourself,
and find.' Not-'this is the truth as
ilt has been interpreted for you; accept it as such without question or
mental reservation.' The invitation
intrigued my interest, as it must
everyone's, and every breath I draw
is one of thanksgiving that it was
given me to seek, earnestly and sincerely. It is hard to approach any
question with an open mind. Our
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mental processes are so dependent
upon our own past experiences and
those of others that independent
thought is rare-but I tried. I
promised myself that I would study
the Baha'i Revelation and believe
nothing whatsoever that my reason
could not accept. I would reason
coldly, unemotionally.
"As one phase of truth after another was borne in upon me, I sensed
something unique and satisfying. I
seemed to be moving, to be progressing, and new vistas opened before
my astonished eyes. Old complexities faded into insignificance. I
achieved 'an abounding sense of
life.' My thinking processes seemed
to be clearer. I forglot all about being coldly analytical and lost myself
in the beauty and completeness of
priceless new considerations or old
and basic ones renewed. Really, I
had 'come to scoff' and 'remained to
pray.'
"No barriers being erected at the
gateway and no credentials being demanded, I investiga1ted freely with
an ever increasing respect and admiration. As a scientific student I
was intensely gratified to find that
there was really no antagonism between science and religion and never
had been, that they are as two wings
by which man 'soars into the atmosphere of Oneness.' Any teaching
that admonished me to investigate
unreservedly and stated that 'What
the reason can not accept is not the
truth,' I felt, was indeed a religion
for this scientific day. For the first
time in my life, I knew, I could pursue a scientific cai'eer and still retain a cherished relationship toward
God.
"I learned, as I had already come
to believe, that religion in ilts ultimate analysis has nothing to do with
creed and dogma, but that it is 'an
attitude toward God,' which we can
carry with us into our every-day
lives. I never could understand why
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one religlious sect could feel that they
alone were right and that all others
were wrong. History portrays vividly the great influence different prophets have had on millions of people
at different times and in various
places. Surely,such influences can
not be ignored. There must have
been some great power behind them
for these influences were uniformly
good and uplifting, however corrupted they may have since become
through the efforts of man himself.
"What more reasonable explanation than that the foundations of all
great religions is one? That all the
greater prophets taught the same
fundamental truths, as indeed they
did. Study will verify this. That
they were 11,8 one sun arising from
different horizons and being viewed
from different al1'gll es-rays of the
same one sun? Always the light was
in accordance with the capacity of
the people and the condition of the
times.
"If that were so, and I coU'ld not
help accepting it thankfully for it
relieved me of having to look with
suspicion upon a large majority of
the inhabitants of the world, then
all men were as brothers in a common brotherhood before one. God;
'leaves of one tree;' 'drops of one
sea.' I found I was not called upon
to love everyone personally, but I
sensed a universal love which leveled
for all time the barriers of racial,
religious and political prejudice and
misunderstanding-even as the scientific developments in transportation and communication are annihilating time and space.
"I began to breathe more easily.
There was a 'way out,' after all, for
everyone. Life is not a hopeless
and complex muddle. I believe with
Tennyson that 'through the ages one
increasing purpose runs.' There is
no need to align oneself with some
sect and become antagonistic and at
swords points with all others. What
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a waste of effort and energy! What
an economic waste, too! But here
was a universal teaching, an inclusive movement in which anyone and
everyone could unite. It recognized
truth wherever it was rto be found.
'A rose is beautiful in whatsoever
garden it may bloom. A star has
the same brilliance whether it shines
from the East or from the West.'
"I begian to see visions of the tremendous power of concerted action
as opposed to the many sectarian activities which conflict with each
other. 'This is a new cycle of human
power. All the horizons of the world
are luminous and the world will become as a garden and a paradise. It
is .Ithe hour of unity of the sons of
men and of the drawing together of
all races and all classes.' I saw that
some of the present-day movements
had grasped some truth, but made
the mistake of assuming that their
particular ray of light was the only
one and ignored !the complete resplendence of the Sun, which shines
through all ages and on all peoples.
"It is quite natural and logical to
see that religion must be the cause
of unity and concord and not of
strife and dissension-for real religion is universal in its fullest sense.
'The gift of God to this enlightened
age is the knowledge of the oneness
of mankind and the fundamental
oneness of religion.'
"What a satisfaction it was to relax from all my spiritual worries and
mental contortions into the peaceful
realization that love is the universal
solvent for all our ills. My spiritual
perception quickened and I could
sense more of the magnetic power
and dynamic urge of the teaching
which removed all superstitition,
prejudice and limitations of thought.
'This Cause has become world-wide.
In a short space of time it has permeated throughoUlt all regions, for
it has a magneitic power which attracts all intelligent men and women

towards this center. If a person becomes informed of the reality of this
Cause, he will believe in it, for these
teachings are the spirit of this age.
The BaM,'i Movement imparts life.
lit is the cause of love and amity
amongrst mankind. It establishes communication between various nations
and religions. It removes all antagonism. The Baha'i Movement bestows upon man a new spirit, a nevv
light, and a new motion. It enlarges the sphere of thought. It illumines the horizon of the intellect.
It expands the arena of comprehension. This is the ultimate goal of
life. This is the fruit of existence.
This is the brilliant pearl of eosmic
consciousness. This is the shining
star of spiritual destiny.'
"Truly, it is a spiritual springtime
with all i,ts invigorating influences.
"How logical that the equality of
mOl and women should be promulgated, a movement which in the
West has progressed rapidly, but
what a release this meant for the
women of the East!
"I found that, while the teaching
possessed untold spiritual significances in keeping with its universality, there were intensely practical
considerations: universal peace, solution of the economic problem,
guidance for our physical well-being,
universal education, a universal language, and an international tribunal.
"No phase of life is left without
guidance, spiritual and material,
which is in keeping with the times
and to be had for the taking. It was
comforting to find, for instance, that
spiritual healing of disease in no way
conflicts with scientific methods, although all healing, ultimately, is
from God. Both methods are to be
practiced supplementing each other.
"For the first time in any religious
philosophy or teaching I found that
our daily tasks, whatever they may
be, if honest, when performed in the
spirit of service, are highest forms
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of worship. Thus is labor glorified!
Thus is prayer made dynamie and intimate for everyone. The contact is
continuous hnd stimulating-'a very
present help in trouble.'
"Why do ::: believe in the Baha'i
Revelation? Well, because I have to.
I am compelled to accept its teachings because I recognize in themuniversal truth. The teaching satisfies every spiritual yearning, and
every inrtellectual inquiry-it is complete, the circle which encompasses
all and gives scope for the expression of every praiseworthy human
impulse.
"The Baha'i Revelation is not a
new religion, but rather 'religion renewed' in confon;nity with this enlighteneq. age, religion applied universally, irrespective of time, place
or condition. It is a common bond
in which an may cooperate toward
the advancement of civilization to
the end that God be glorified in a degree hitherto not a,ttained.
"One gives up nothing fundamental in accepting the teachings,
but gains immeasurably. Old familiar phases of truth attain deeper
significances, and new ones delight
the soul. All Hchools of thought 'find
their highest aims in this Cause.'
"'The Revelation is the spirit of
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the agle~it is the essence of all the
highest ideals of this century.' It is
protected against becoming dogmatic by the universality of ilts precepts. It is safeguarded against
sectarianism by the fact that its
many recorded writings are subject
to but one interpretation.
"I believe in the Baha'i Revelation
because of the purity and holiness of
the lives of its three great figures:
the Bab, Baha'u'IUih and 'Abdu'lBaha. Their lives and works are
matters of recorded history. Their
influence on mankind is sufficient
proof of th8 divine validity of their
utterances.
"Then, too, it is all so reasonable,
logical, practical and satisfying that
one is ever inspired to deeper and
deeper study of its vast stores of
knowledge. It answers every question, satisfies every longing, and illumines the whole being. It fills life
with joy and promises untold blessings for the future. It does not require the acceptance of unreasonable things and does not force one to
be continually defending' it against
some other sect, for it is all inclusive.
" 'Happy is he who penetrates the
mysteries, and who takes his share
from the world of light.' "

"How happy is the man who lays hold upon God; trusts in Him,
remains firm and inwardly becomes confirmed in the love of God and
takes refuge under His banner."
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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EDUCATING THE WOMEN OF PERSIA
GENEVIEVE L. COY

"A teacher is like unto a gardener.
Just as a gaTdener sows the seeds
and watches ovel' theil' spTouting,
looks aftwf' theil' growth and development, so also a teacher must watch
ovel' the education of the children
and inculcate in their young lives
the highest ideals of truth and justice."
'Abdu'l-Baha.
WENTY years ago there were no
schools for girls in Tihn'in.
T
Daughters of affluent parents were
occasionally taught by tutors, but as
a rule a woman was supposed to
have no acquaintance with the learning that came from books. With the
slow development of progressive
ideas this situation has been markedly changed, and Tihran now contains both public and private schools
for girls.
The Girls' Tarbiyat School, sponsored and financed by the Baha'is of
Tihran, was the second school for
girls opened in the city. During the
nine years of Miss Lillian Kappes'
work as director, the school came
successfully throu!gh many .difficulties, and is now one of the largest
and best of the girls' schools. Three
years ago a reactionary Minister of
Education said to the principal of
another school: "The Tarbiyat
School is the best school for girls
in Tihnin. Alas that they are Baha'is !"
In spite of the handicap of a limited curriculum, the importance of
the Tarbiyat School in the lives of
her pupils can scarcely be overestimated. We will consider first some
of the direct contributions made by
the subj ects in the course of study.
The main work of the primary
grades in Persia, as in America, is
to teach the pupils to read the native tongue. Persian script seems

very strange and difficult to one who
has read only English characters,
but it is perhaps as easy for a Persian girl to learn to read it as for an
American child to master English
reading. In Persian there are practically no silent leltters, and each letter has only one sound. It is true
that each letter has three forms, but
there is a considerable similarity
among them, and the children seem
to have no serious difficulty in learning them.
As soon as the mechanics of readinlg have been acquired the child has
the whole field of Persia's great literature at her command. Beginning readers are overweighted with
very moral stories about extremely
good and dreadfully bad little boys,
no readers yet having been published for the use of girls. They also
contain such philosophical discourses
as that which explains how we know
that God exists. But the later books
contain many fables, stories and
poems from Persian literature. The
school girls will read and memorize
many extraclts from Firdusi's Shah
N ameh, the Book of the Kings,
which has been called the greatest
of all Eastern national epics. She
will shtdy selections from the didactic poems of Sa'di, such as the Gulistan, the Garden of Roses. She will
become thoroughly acquainted with
many another poet-Nizami, and J e!al-ud-din Rumi, and others. She
will learn some of the beautiful
lyrics of the poet of Shiraz, Hafiz.
For no Persian girl may consider
herself educated unless she can quote
many, many pages of poetry.
Not only does learning to read permit the girl to become familiar with
classical literature, but she is also
able to read current newspapers and
magazines. Persian newspapers are
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small, poorly illustrated and higihly
censored, but they do give some detailed news of Persian happenings,
with occasional items about foreign
events.
There are now one or more magazines for women printed in Persian,
and the articles in them are such as
to widen the girls' horizon. She
learns about the activities of women
in countries where they have made
more progress than in Persia. She
reads accounts of places and people
whose differing customs arouse her
interest and curiosity. In the Tarbiyat School these magazines are
used as reading material in the upper Glasses. Thus the girl's outlook
gradually broadens beyond the limits
of her own home and garden to at
last include a glimpse of Europe and
America.
11

In her sixth year of school the
Persian girl begins the sltudy of
Arabic, and if she continues till she
graduate's from the secondary school
she studies this langlUage for five
years. This contributes to her knowledge of Persian, since so large a percentage of Persian words are of
Arabic origin, It also helps· her to
some comprehension of the Qur'an,
which she has already been compelled
to learn by rOlte, in true parrot
fashion, during her third, fourth and
fifth school years. The orthodox Muhammadan girl knows it as a most
important religious duty to be able
to quote the prophetic suras. The
Baha'i girl desires to understand the
Qur'an because she realizes how useful it will later be to her in presenting Baha'i principles to her Muhammadan friends.
French is taught two days a week
during the three years of the secondary couirse because ilt is required by the government curriculum. There is a marked emphasis on
grammar, and the pupils do not ac-

quire a practical proficiency in either
reading or speakinlgl. Most of Ithe
Baha'i girls have little real incentive
to master French, and all the school
attempts to do in this subject is to
make it possible for the pupils to
pass the government examination at
the end of the secondary school.
From the standpoint of use in Hfe
outside of the school, the time spent
on French seems almost wasted.
Whenever there is anyone in the
school who is capable of teaching it,
English lessons are given four days
a week from the fifth year on
through the seventh, the last year
of the elementary school. In the upper school the time has to be cut
down to two days because of the introducltion of French. The Baha'i
girls are eager to learn English because they wish to correspond with
American and English Baha'is, and
to read such magazines as the Star
of the West. When they can study
systematically for three years they
gain a fair speaking knowledge of
the language. Baha'i parents wish
their children to become proficient
in English, and it is most unfortunate that, according to my last
news from Tihran, no classes in English are now being given. The
teachers in the school regret this,
but none of them feels that she
knows the language well enough to
teach it. Since there are very few
good Persian text-books for the studies of the secondary school, it is
very desirable that the pupils learn
English well enough to be able to use'
books in that language. English is
not in the state course of study, and
therefore muslt be put in at times
saved from other subjects.

III
One of the most important contributions the school makes to the lives
of the girls has to do with physical
activity and health. Lessons in hyIgiene are on the programs of all ele-
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menrtary grades; and while, from an
American point of view, the books
leave much to be desired, the information they give is far beyond that
possessed by the average Persian
woman. Lessons in formal gymnastics are often given in the lower
grades, and the children enjoy them
as few American pupils would. The
custom of giving the commands in
English has grown up in the school,
and this serves as a practical and
simple introduction to the later
study of that language.
The playground games also add
much to the girls' lives. When Miss
Kappes first entered the school, the
girls spent their recess periods in
sitting quietly in the !g(arden. Now
they play tag, bounce balls, jump
rope, etc. The teachers used to be
a bit disturbed for fear the children
would play too hard, and occasionally
a mother would send a complaining
message that when her daughter was
at home "she wanted to jump rope
all the time!" In spite of such rare
objections, the present healthy activitity of the girls is a great improvement over conventional sedentary habits.
Lessons in arithmetic and in Persian bookkeeping have as much or as
little value outside of school as most
of our own arithmetic teaching.
Text-books in history are very unsatisfactory. They tend to emphasis
on rote memory, and the views of
early Persian history they present
are based on legend rather than on
modern scientific knowledge. The
world history given in the secondary
school is very valuable in helping the
girls to realize something of the
great movements of history.
A fair percentagie of the time of
the school days is! given to science.
In the elementary school this includes hygiene, general science and
geography. The course in general
science is moderately good; ·it consists in the main of simple facts

about plants and animals. The geography is very formal, with undue
emphasis on maps and place location.
However, like world history, it does
help free the girls from mental provincialism. The school has been trying to collect from American sources
good pictures to help make real the
life of the countries studied in geography. In the secondary course
there are classes in chemistry, physics, bo[tany and zoology. The textbooks are poor and it is, possible to
give very little laboratory work.
Thanks to a [gift of money from an
American Baha,'i, it was possible to
buy some simple apparatus for experiments in physics, and a small
store of chemicals. We were also
able to purchase a few large charts
for use in classes in zoology and
botany. It was hoped that this material would help to make the higher
courses in science of more value.
Sewing is taught two hours a week
to girls in the three upper classes.
They are eager to learn about such
things as co10r combinations and
American fashions. The teachers in
the school usually dress with sense
and good taste, and thus give the pupils good examples to follow in their
sewing.
The subjects in the course of study
are thus seen to vary greatly in the
amount they may contribute to the
girls' lives after they leave school,
but it is obvious that the total gain
is great to women whose interests
would otherwise be bounded by the
immediately personal needs of food,
clothing, and the care of children.

IV
Another important contribution of
the school has already been suggest.ed, namely, general sociability and
friendliness with other girls and
women. A Persian woman may not
go to plays and moving-pictures.
There is seldom a lecture for her to
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attend. If she visits the mosque or
goes shopping in the bazaar she
must be heavily veiled. Her only social occasions are teas, weddings and
funerals. The social life of a Persian girl who does not atltend school
is necessarily limited to the time
when she accompanies her mother
on rare outings. But at school the
girl has many playmates. At recess
and noon there is much talk with her
friends, as well as jolly games. She
has pleasant chats with her neighbors as she walks Ito and from school
with them. In the class-room she
finds a friendly young teacher and
hears many interesting1 things discussed. It thus happens that most
girls who have begun to go to school
would much dislike to have to stop
attending.
When the bell for opening school
rings in the morning the girls gather
by classes in the garden or in the
great hall of the school building. Before they go to their rooms a prayer
is chanted and announcements are
made. This brief morning assembly
is probably valuable in giving each
pupil some sense of her part in the
big Iglroup that forms the Tarbiyat
School.
The school also serves Persian
women in the ideals and habilts of
conduct which it tries to inculcate.
All the teachers are Baha'is in the
fullest sense of the word. Constantly
and quietly they emphasize right
standards of conduct. They try to
train their pupils into habits of
truthfulness, honesty, kindness and
tolerance.
The Tarbiyat School serves not
only its pupils, but also its teachers.
To become a teacher in the school
h1.eans Ithat a girl gains a strong impulse to continue her own education
and progress. In order to get new
ideas to present to her children she
does extra reading and studying.
Borne of the teachers take private
lessons in English in order to be able
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to use English books. They confer
with one another, and thus add to
their knowledge by active exchange
of ideas and experiences. Most of
the teachers are members of the
Young Women's Society for Progress,
and there they continue some of their
studies. One of the programs that
especially interested that group was
a study of the life of Columbus and
the discovery of America. Twenty
years ago no one would have
dreamed of a Persian girl spending
hours in writing a paper on such a
subject. The teachers must also be
examples of excellent Baha'i conduct,
and the realization of this is undoubtedly a stimulus to spiritual
growth. In all Persia there is probably no other group of young women
more intelligent and progressive
than the fifteen or twenty teachers
of the Girls' Tarbiyat School.

V
One of the greatest services of this
school to Persian women is the
monthly conferences for women
which it gives during all but the two
or three coldest months, of winter.
Miss Kappes had hopes of founding
such a series of meetings, but this
desire had not come to fruition at
the time of her death. The plan was
finally undertaken through' the efforts of Miss Ghodsia Ashraf and
the teachers in the school. When I
reached Persia in the fall of 1922 the
conferences were an established part
of the school program, and during
that year they were attended by
audiences of three and four hundred
women.
The prognl.m of each conference
was planned by the teachers. They
selec,ted some central idea they
wished to present to the women, and
then planned songs, speeches and
dialogues that would express this
idea in an interesting as well as an
instructive manner. Each teacher
was expected to appear on the pro-
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gram wt some time during the year.
Groups of the pupils participated in
each conference, and an especial attempt was made to give the girls in
the upper school an opportunity to
present talks or dialogues.
The school was fortunate in the
possession of a great hall two stories
high, in the center of the building.
This room, with the balconies overlooking it, would seat several hundred women. At one side wide
double doors opened onto the garden, and tha speakers' raised platform was placed in this doorway.
Thus our small stage was provided
with a beautiful background of pool
and trees and flowers.
On special occasions, such as the
conference at Nawruz, the Persian
New Year, the hall was lavishly decOl'ated by teachers and pupils. Each
doorway was hung with Persian
flags, and pictures and maps were
draped with yards of beautiful
vines. The balcony railill'gls were
wound with arbor vitre, and the
crossed flags of Persia and America
were fixed in its center. One day
Vafaieh Khanoum, who is now serving so efficiently as director of the
school, looked at the American flag
and said: "See what love the
Americans have for Persia! Miss
Kappes worked for us for so many
years. And see all these things
Americans have sent for the school
-flags, pictures and books. That is
the way for two countries to become
friends !"
One of the most interesting programs I heard given at a school conference centered about the ,idea of
a universal auxiliary language. One
of the older girls presented a well
organized paper explaining why such
a language would be. useful. A
group of girls glave in dramatic form
the story of the four men who desired to buy grapes, but could not
succeed in doing so because each
spoke a different language; in this

version, it was French, English,
Turkish and Persian. In order further to show how diversity of language interferes with comprehension, a French class sang a song in
French, and another group gave
"My country, 'tis of thee" in English. The program concluded with
songs in Arabic and Persian.
Another valuable conference presented to the mothers a series of
talks about the studies of the secondary course, explaining the values
to be obtained from each subject. A
third program discussed woman's
life in the home: how she may wisely
administer her household, how she
may dress attractively without extravagance, etc. On this day three
girls gave 'an amusing) dialogue,
representing three types of women:
one who had no interests except in
new dresses and tea-parties, a second
who had no interest in the lighter
things of life, and a third who tried
to live at the "golden mean."
The smaller children often added
to the program by dramatizing a fable or story that illustrated some
phase of the topic for the day. One
of the most a1ttractive endings to a
program was a gymnastic exhibit by
children of the first grade. They
were all dressed in white dresses
which had been made iby their
teacher and some of the older girls.
With much enthusiasm they followed
their teacher's commands for the exercises. When the exhibit closed
with a march about the garden in
which each Ig!irlcarried a Persian
flag, the applause was prolonged until the wee ones, radiantly happy,
had to do it all over again.
The women who atltend these conferences must be heavily veiled when
they go through the streets. But in
the sunlight of the school hall their
chudda,rs fall back, showing their
friendly, interested faces, as well as
their "best dresses" of silk or velvet,
donned for such an important oc-
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casion. Many of the women can not are besieged with the question,
read or write. Others have been pu- "When are you going to have anpils in !the school, and now come to other ,conference? It is so long since
hear their o,vn children take part in we have had one!"
songs and recitations. Sometimes a
The work of the teachers of the
prindpal of another school comes to Girls'T:arbiyat School is little known
see what Tarbiyat School confer- outside of Tihran. There are possiences are like. One very welcome bly many Baha'is in that city even
guest was the charming and intelli- who have little idea of the work
gent girl who was our favorite
these young women are doing. But
among the governmenlt school inin the future, when a history of modspedtors. After the conclusion of
the program, the audience usually ern education in Persia is written,
broke up into small groups, and there will need to be golden pages of
the ladies lingered in the garden to appreciation for the unselfish and intalk for an hour or more. It is per- telligent service of the teachers of
haps little wonder that during the the Tarbiyat School, who now in
winter months, when the assembly these pioneering: days serve the
hall can not be heated, the teachers women of Persia.

"How wonderful it will be when the teachers are faithful, attracted
and assured, educated and refined Baha'is, well grounded in the science of pedagogy and familiar with child psychology; thus they may
train the children with the fragrances of God. In the scheme of
human life the teacher and hi,s system of teaching plays the most
important role, carrying with it the heaviest responsibilities and
most subtle influence."
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE COOPERATIVE SPIRIT OF THE PANPACIFIC UNION IN HONOLULU
vVhen Balui'u'lldh, over fifty yec(,1"S ago, gave to the world the message of u,niV61'sal
religion, the ?"6')narkwble meeting of representatives of CM"istian religions with a Buddhist traveling missiona?"y would not ha,ve been possible, because the world had not
then gro~vn to such a spirit of Teligious tole?1ance. The spiTit of religious cooperation
shown in the gathe?"ing here described is striking evidence that the world is being
?"apidly PTelJaTlld fo?' theunive?"sal 1"eligion.-Editor.

"ATeona recent
meeting and lunchof the Pan-Pacific Union

mind is being helped by seeing the
work that is going! on in the rest of
in Honolulu," writes Miss Agnes the countries, and we feel that he is
Alexander, Baha!iresident teacher, going to help in this progress of the
"there was a very representative union of the various religions."
Rev. PhiIip Swartz, pastor of Cenaudience of over three hundred, composed of persons from all races and tral Union Church, the first speaker,
creeds." This notable gathering was said in his remarks: "All the rein honor of Chief Abbot, Sonyu Otani, ligious forCeS of the world today
supreme head of the Shinshu sect, ought to unite to combat the forces
which is the greatest and most pro- of materialism and strive for the
Igressive denomination of Buddhism ascendancy of the great ideal-that
in Japan. The spirit of oneness so man does not live by bread alone, hut
fundamental a teaching in the Baha'i by every word of the Eternal. I
Cause is reaching all receptive hearts think all the world may learn from
the world over, and it is very gratify- the reNgion which Abbot Otani reping to see how the note of universal- resents the art of contemplative, imism and harmonious cooperation was alginative meditation. Those of us in
apparent ,in all the speeches at this the West are so burdened with the
activities of daily proceedings that
luncheon.
In introducing the speakers, Judge we refuse to take time to square ourDole said in part: "The Pan-Pa- selves with eternal principles."
The next speaker, Rev. Dixon,
cific Union has been working for a
union of nations in the Pacific Ocean, pastor of :the Fmpino church, in
and we are looking forward to a re- brief, said: "The thing that is funligious organization all over the damental in the religion of Jesus
world, beginning: in the Pacific. Peo- Christ is the thing of kindness, of
ple are getting acquainted with each mercy, of sacrifice, of tenderness and
all that is contained in his conversaother, and as soon as all organizations with Nicodemus, with the
tions and all peoples know each woman of Samaria; all these things
Glther, then wars will cease. Differ- which are big and worlth while are
ences in religious organizations are the things which the Buddhists and
going to disappear, because when the Christians agree upon. Take this
people come together they find what parable of the Good Samaritan.
is worth while in the different or- What does it teach? It is the spirit
ganizations, and the non-essential of kindness, regardless of organizathings disappear and the worth- tion to which the man may happen
while things remain. Chief Abbot to belong. The parable of the ten
Otani has been around the world virgins-what does it teach? Readistudying these things. His own ness, progress, evolution. These are
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Grm[p of speake1"S and others attending the luncheon given by the Pan-Pacific Union
in Honolulu, Ja.nu.ary 25, 1926, in hmwr of Chief Abbot Otani. The men seatew
from left to right are: President Eugene Neff of the Lattm' Day Saints Mission;
Consul General Aoki; Judge San/ord B. Dole; the Abbo·t, and Dr. Phillip Allen
Swartz, pastor Central Union Church.

the things which are fundamental in
the religion of Jesus Christ."
Dr. Dixon was followed by the
pastor of the Latter-Day Saints
Church, Rev. Eugene Neff, who in
concluding his remarks said: "While
the Christian religion has been
spoken of as the ultimate aim, we are
waiting for that day when He whose
right it is to proclaim himself as
bringing peace on earth will unite all
peoples and who will be Christ of
Christs and Lord of Lords."
Mr. Kurokawa, assistant to the director of the Pan-Pacific Union, then
spoke, saying in part: "If we are to
seek for international harmony we
must guard ourselves from the faults
of narrow dogmatism and pay due
respect to the convietions of others.
The Pan-Pacific Union is a movement of an associations on a basis of

non-sectarianism. As such, regardless of the creed or belief, we are endeavoring to render our h).lmble services for the advancement of peace,
prosperity and happiness of the people of the countries bordering on
the Pacific Ocean. . . . To rally the
consltructive effort of the younger
generations of the Pacific and to advance the cause of peace and friendship, we are eS1tablishing a Junior Pan-Pacific Union among the
younger generation. If we are to
come to a proper international understanding and cooperation, we
must not minimize the important
pla.ce that religious, ethical and cultural principles occupy in the mind
of Pacific peoples. For this reason,
ilt is our desire to call for as a section of our Pan-Pacific Ethical Conference in 1929, a section on re-
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ligious and ethical culture; not so
much for propalg1anda of a particular
creed or belief. but solely for the purpose of se8king for some spiritual
common groL1nd among the races of
the Paeific upon which we shall be
able to erect a foundation for a new
era."
A Buddhist, Rev. Fukuoka, followed, and said in part: "We hear
a great deal about the cooperation of
religious leaders uniting for the
service of humanity. I used to believe that it was no longer in the
stage of theory, but that it was really
in the stage of practice. When I say
cooperaltion, I do not mean the submersion of one creed to another, but
cooperation on a parallel basis, and
we should be able to find a common
message for every country and be
able to work together for the service
of all countries."
Consul General for Japan, Mr.
Aoiki, was the next speaker and said
among oIther things: "Chief Abbot
is one of the greatest spiritual
leaders of present-day Japan. We
welcome him as a spiritual leader of
the Orient and We welcome his message of truth, but ,in a larger sense
let us welcome him as one of the
champions of the Oriental civilization which aspires to spiritual harmony among the East and the West.
I believe that the Christian civilization of the West and the Buddhist
civilization of the Orient are. bound
to lead in the future, and advance
hand in hand for the peace and harmony of mankind. From this point
of view, it is essential that there
should be true understanding of the
spiritual essence underlying the two
different types of civilizations, and I
do not doubt but that our distinguishedguest here will contribute to
a realization of the glreat ideals of
spiritual harmony of the East and
West, which is not only one of the
chief objects of the Pan-Pacific
Union, but also one of the greatest

aspirations of the enlightened people throughout the world."
The last speaker was the guest of
honor, Chief Abbot Otani:
"As civilizaltion advances there
arise differences among the peoples,
but the real work of religion is to
smooth these differences and take the
best that make for peace and harmony. I firmly believe that the
progress of the world lies not in one
nation considering itself perfect and
thinking it is the only nation to make
progress and advance, but in all the
various civilizaltions understanding
each other perfectly and working
hand in hand.
"There are many religions in the
world and each has its own characteristics and strong points. Unless
each religion understands the other,
perfect harmony and agreement can
not be expected. For the western
nations to undersltand the East, they
must understand the spiritual life of
the East. This holds 'true for the
East, too. If the nations of the East
wish to understand the wesltern civilization and religion, they must perfectly understand the western ideals.
As civilizatiGn adV'ances, it is true
that various C'ivilizations come in
contact with each olther and ming~e
haTmoniously and perfectly. In order to have perfect civilization, I believe all civilizations have to understand ea,ch other and have sympathy
for one another and understanding.
As the waters of the Pacific are connected with various rivers of the differentcountries, so do the thoughts
of the world intermingle, and unless
they advance hand in hand, we can
not expect the perfect happiness
whi'ch we are striving for. From
this poinlt of view, I appreciate the
work of the Pan-Pacific Union, and
hope sincerely that ,its work in the
future will accomplish its own aim
and will beetr its fine fruits.
"I believe that it is necessary for
all religions to contribute their in-
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dividual strong points to the works
of the Pan-Pacific Union. Buddhism
has as its teaching one theory called,
in English, '·self-denying." As you
see the J apahese in these islands,
they are very industrious and they
are full of the spirirt of self-sacrifice.
These ideals come from the teach-
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ings of Buddha. In Buddhism,
rignteou'sness is obtained by self-denying. This principle is deeply emphasized by the teachings of Buddhism. I firmly believe that if we advance hand in hand, we can in the
future make a great contribution to
the welfare of humanity."

SHIPS
The ships of the yesteryears are fled,
And are wrapt in shadows wanBut the ship of tomorrow in gold and red,
May she bring to you with her great wings spread
The glow of the coming dawn.
And reaching port, may you find in her hold,
A cargo which none may marNor pearls, nor diamonds, nor silver, nor gold,
But the myrhh and amber of dreams untoldMore bright than the morning star.
May such be the cargo to you she brings,
As she crosses the ~ar-flung barsNor emerald strands, nor opal rings,
But the song the Heart of the Universe singsAnd that nightingales sing to the sitars.
And the name of our ship is, Nor Mine-Nor Thine
It's painted upon her bow'Tis here ye may sup of the ancient wine
Of my,stic oneness, from the cup divineWhere ye of them that know.
Albert Frankl Hoffmann.
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The Bah6!i Terttpie !Lt 'lshqaba.d, Ru-S'sia..
(see opposite pG!Je).
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THE MASHRIQU'L-ADHKAR
(BaM'i Temple)

OF 'ISHQABAD, RUSSIA
CHARLES MASON REMEY
The following article describing the first Bahd'i religious edific'e that has been constructed is written by an architect who has traveled much among the Baha'is of Persia
and the Orient. He haS' hi1nself given 1nuch attention to religious architecture, and has
made a series of designs for Bahd'i Temples based on the religious architecture of Persia,
India and Arabia. The architectural features of this Temple necessarily appeal to
him.-Editor.

'ISHQABAD, * one of the chief
cities of Russian Turkistan, is just
north of the Elburz mountains, which
separate the desert plain of western
Turkistan on the north from Persia
on the south. The 'City lies on a plain
a short distance from the mountains,
which here are rugged and rocky.
The town i,s quite modern in aspect,
being laid off with gardens and broad
streets meeting at right angles.. Rows
of trees along the sidewalks remind
one of a western city, while the low
buildings, the walled gardens, and
the waterways which flank the streets
and are fed with the water of streams
from the nearby mountains, are
strikingly oriental in character.
This city was but a huddle of mud
huts when Baha'u'lhih first directed
some of his followers to settle there
during the days of the most severe
Baha'i persecutions in Persia.
There in 'Ishqabad these friends
found a refuge of peace and tranquillity where the Russian government
protected them and allowed them the
free exercise of their faith. Thus
this city became in reality as well as
in name the "City of Love."
The Baha'is of Ishqabad form a
strong element in the life of the place
and are highly thought of and protected by the government. The Baha'i
Cause was first brought to the public
notice in 'Ishqabad by a martyrdom

* ''Ishqabad

means "City of Love."

some thirty-five or forty years ago.
It was the case' of a learned man of
some prominence, who met his death
through receiving many wounds at
the hands of two assassins. These
two individuals had been instigated
by five Mosllems, who took this measure to try to stop the spread of the
Cause in that city. The Russian authorities took the matter in hand and
condemned to death all of the seven
men. The Baha'is then petitioned
the Governor to spare their lives.
Since he did not have authority to
do this, a petition to the same effect
was sent to the Czar, who granted
it; and thus the prisoners were sent
in chains to the mine,s of Siberia.
Here is but another instance of the
growth of the Cause through persecution, for from that time on the government not only allowed the Baha,'is
to carry on their worship, but it protected them and showed them special
favors.
During all of the governmental
changes in Russia the Baha'is have
continued in safety there, since it is
understood that they are obedient
servants of the government and ha1'bor no sedition against the law of the
land.
At about the close of the last century some of the friends in the Orient
arose, fired with spiritual fervor, to
build the first Baha'i religious edifice
to be erected in the history of the
Cause, known as the Mashriqu'l-Adh-
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kar. Following the guidance of 'Abdu'l-Baha, 'Ishqabad was the place
chosen for the site, and Aqu Seyed
Taqi Afnan, one of the most tried and
venerable of the friends of the Cause,
was appointed
direct this vast undertaking.
'Abdu'l-Baha himself established
the style and the general lines upon
which the temple wa's built-namely,
that it should be built upon the plan
of a regular nine-sided polygon surrounded by loggias and in the midst
of a garden at the intersection of
nine avenues, with its principal entrance facing the direction of the
Holy Land-the composition of the
bUlilding being similar to that of some
of the great temples of Persia and
India.
The services of an engineer and
arehitect were secured, the Baha'is
throughout the Orient arose with fervor to give of their means toward the
building, and within a very few years
the imposing structure was completed.
The Mashriqu'l-Adhkar is situated
in the heart of the city. Its high
dome stands out above the trees and
house-tops, being visible for miles to
travelers as they approach the town.
It is inthe center of a garden bounded by four streets. In the four corners of this enclosure are four buildings. One is the Baha'i school; one
is the traveler"s house, where pilgrims and wayfarers are lodged; one
is for the keepers; and the fourth is
to be used as a hospital. Nine radial
avenues approach the temple from
the several parts of the grounds, one
of which, the chief approach to the
building, leads from the main gateway of the grounds to the principal
portal of the temple.
In plan the building is composed of
three sections; namely, the central

to

rotunda, the aisle or ambulatory,
whichsuTrounds, it, and the loggia,
which surrounds the entire building. It is built on the plan of a regular polygon of nine sides. One side
is occupied by the monumental main
entrance, flanked by minarets-a
high-arched portico extending two
stories in height, recalling in arrangement the arehitecture of the
world-famous Taj-Mahal at Agra in
India, the delight of world travelers,
many of whom pronounce it to be the
most beautiful temple in the world.
This, the principal doorway, opens
toward the direction of the Holy
Land. The entire building is surrounded by two series of loggiasone upper and one lower-which open
out upon the garden, giving a very
beautiful architectural effect, in harmony with the luxuriant semi-tropical vegetation which fills the garden.
The interior is elaborately decorated in plaster relief work. The
writer is under the impression that
eventually it is the intention to treat
the interior in colors and gold, but
when he visited 'Ishqabad in 1901 it
was still in the simple white stucco.
The exterior is also done in stucco,
which in that climate resists quite
well the 'action of the elements. The
walls, which are of brick, are massively built, while the floors and dome
are of concrete and iron. The whole
structure impresses one by its mass
and 'strength.
The rearing of this temple in the
East has been a great source of inspiration to the Baha'i people the
world around. Who can estimate the
effect that ~s produced by this building? It is the cause of great strength
and unity among the Baha'is of the
world, being the House of Unity open
to all peoples. It is a haven of rest
to many a soul and a beacon to guide
those who 'seek the Kingdom of God.
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THE RELIGION OF GOD is the one religion, and all the prophets
have taught it, but it is a living and growing thing, not lifeless and
unchanging. In the teaching of Moses we see 'the bud; in that of
Christ the flower; in that of Baha'u'llah the fruit. The flower does
not destroy the bud, nor does the fruit destroy the flower. It destroys
not, but fulfils. The bud scales must fall in order that the flower
may bloom, and the petals must fall that the fruit may grow and
ripen. Were the bud-scales and the petals wrong or useless, then,
that they had to be discarded? Nay, both in their time were right
and necessary; without them there could have been no fruit. So it
is with the various prophetic teachings; their externals change from
age to age, but each revelaition is the fulfillment of its predecessors;
they are not separate nor incongruous, but different sltages in the life
history of One Religion, which has in turn been revealed as seed,
as bud and as flower, and now enters on the stage of fruition.

GOD is the One Infallible Authority, and the Prophets are infallible
because their message is the Message of God given to the world
through them. That message remains valid until it is superseded
by a later message given by the same or another prophet.
God is the great Physician who alone can rightly diagnose the
world's sickness and prescribe the appropriate remedy. The remedy
prescribed in one age is no longer suitable in a later age, when the
condition of the patient is different. To cling to the old remedy
when the physician has ordered new treatment is not to show faith
in the physician, but infidelity. It 'may a shock to the Jew to be told
that some of the remedies for the world's sickness which Moses
ordered over three thousand years algo are now out of date and unsuitable; the Christian may be equally shocked when !told Ithat
Muhammad had anything necessary or valuable to add to what Jesus
prescribed; and so also the Muslin, when asked to admit that the Bab
or Baha'u'llah had authority to alter the commands of Muhammad;
but according to the Baha'i view, true devotion to God implies reverence to all His prophets, and implicit obedience to His latest commands as given by the prophet for our own age. Only by such devortion can true Unity be attained.
Dr. J. E. Esslemont,
In "Baha'u'llah and the New Era."
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ESPERANTO
THE UNIVERSAL AUXILIARY LANGUAGE

To undersrtand and be undersltood,
there must be an international medium. I recall an incident which occurred in Baghdad. There were two
friends who knew not each other's
langualg:e. One fell ill; the other visited him; but not being able to expres,s his sympathy in words, resorted Ito gesrtures, as if to say, "How do
you feel?" With another sign the
sick replied, "I shall soon be dead."
And his visitor, believing the ges~
ture to indicate that he was getting
better, said, "God be praised!"
From such i11ustraitions you will
admit tha,t the greatest thing in the
world is to be able to make yourself
understood by your friends and to
understand them; and that there is
no greater handicap in the world
<than not to be able to communicate
your Ithoughts to others. But with
an auxiliary language all these difficulties disappear.
Now, praise be to God, that language has been created-Esperanto.
This is one of the special gifts of this
luminous century, one of the most
remarkable achievements of this
great age.
His Holiness Baha'u'l1ah many
years ago wrote a book cal1ed "The
Most Holy Book," one of the fundamenltal principles of which is the
necessitv ()f creating an international language, and he explains
the great good and advantage tbat
will result from its use; think how
the international language will facilitate intercommunication among
all the nations of the earth. With
the es,tablishment of this international language, the world of mankind will become another world and
eXitraordinary will be the progress.
It is our hope, then, that the language, Esperanto, will soon spread
t~1roughout the whole world, in order
that all people may be able to live together in the spirit of friendship and
love.
,Abdu'l-Baha.
Star of the West, Vo!. 4, p. 35.

LA TUTMONDA HELPANTA LINGVO

Por kompreni kaj esrti komprenata, devas esti internacia komuniki10. Mi ekmemoras farigon, kiu okazis
en Bagdado. Estis du amikoj, kiuj ne
sciis unu la lingvon de la alia. Unu
malsanigis, la alia vizitis lin, sed,
erar li ne povis esprimi si an simpation per vortoj, prenis la rimedon de
gestoj, kvazau dirante, "Kiel vi fartas?" Per alia gesto la malsanulo respondis, "Mi estos haldau mortinta."
Kaj lia vizitanto, kredante ke la gesto signifas ke li sanigas, diris, "Dio
estu laiidata!"
De tiaj ilustrajoj vi konfesos ke
la plej granda afero en la mondo estas povi vin komprenigi de viaj amikoj kaj kompreni ilin; kaj ke estas
nenia pli granda kontrauajo en la
mondo 01 ne povi komuniki viajn
pensojn al aliaj personoj. Sed per
helpanlta lingvo, ciuj tiuj-ci konfuzoj
malaperas.
Nun, gloro estu al Dio, tiu lingvo
estas kreita-Esperanto. Tio estas
unu el la specialaj donacoj de tiu
brila centjaro, unu el la plej mirindaj atingajoj de tiu granda epoko.
Lia Sankta Mosto, Baha'u'llah. antau multaj jaroj, skribis libron' nomatan "La Plej Sankta Libra," kies
unu el la fundamentaj principoj estas la bezono krei initernacian ling,..
von, kaj li klarigas la grandan bonecon kaj profiton kiuj rezultos per
g'ia uzado. . . . pensu kiel la lingvo internacia faciligi interkomunikadon inter ciuj nacioj de la mondo.
Per la establado de tiu lingvo internacia, la mondo homara ig'os alia
mondo, kaj neordinara estos la p1'ogresado.
Estas do nia espero, ke la lingvo,
Esperanto, baldau disvastigos tra la
turta mondo, por ke ciuj homoj povos
kunvivi en la spirito de amikeco kaj
amo.
,Abdu'l-Baha.
Stelo de la Okcidento, Vo!. 4, p. 35

AN HAS two powers, and his
development two aspects.
~~

One

power is connected with the

material world and by it he is capable of material advancement.

The

other power is spiritual and through its
development his inner, potential nature
is awakened. These powers are like two
wings.

Both must be developed, for

flight is impossible with one wing.
Praise be to God r material advancement
has been evident in the world but there
is need of spiritual advancement in like
proportion.

We must strive unceas-

ingly and without rest to accomplish
the development of the spiritual nature
in man, and endeavor with tireless
energy to advance humanity toward
the nobility of its true and intended
station.
,Abdu'l-Baha.

QUEEN MARIE OF RUM.4NIA
From an a.utogra,phed photogrc('ph presented to Miss MaJrtha Root. Such a
picture as this 80 revealing of lvigh ideals [()nd of noble soul in one of earth's
rulers is an inspiration in itself'. (See article, pa,ge 8'2).
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Man is possessed of two realities as it were-a reality connected
with the senses and which is shared in common with the animal-and
another reality which is conscious and ideal in character.
,Abdu'l-Baha.
AN HUMAN nature change?
C
Upon the answer to this question
depends all our prognostications concerning the future civilization of this
planet. For if our governments, our
institutions, our industry and commerce, and our human relationships
are to be but various configuraltions
of the same materials of human nature which we now see about us,
there can be little hope of Utopia
coming true. There can come no
Golden Age to- the world, until the
material out of which civilization is
wrought-namely, human narturebecomes golden.
The more recent and unbiased
works on the early colonial history
of this country show with astounding
clarity how rampant-in this New
World supposedly dedicated to freedom, justice, religion-were those
horrid, ancient vices of man,-selfishness, bribery, graft, caste feeling;
and how rapid the growth of privileged classes owing their wealth in
many cases to questionable means of
exploitation.
Undoubtedly, if a new and virgin
planet were to be discolvered and
peopled by migrations from this
earth, in a shorlt time the chief faults
of the mother planet would be repeated on that erSitwhiile innocent
soil. Government would be contentious, li,tigioLls, a struggle between

rival facrtions for goals which were
essentially expressions of self-seeking on the part of individuals and
groups. The untapped resources of
the new planet would be the cause,
as here, of many a graft, of many a
colossal fortune built on privilege.
Castes would arise, class hatreds,
planetary divisions and antipathies,until the apparenlt unity of the pioneer life were broken up into a
thousand subtle disunities and perversions.
Small wonder, then, that sociologists and political thinkers of the
materialistic type shake their heads
and say that the world can never be
far different from what it is today;
that Ithese vices which form the sores
and corruptions of human society
may become moderated-but being
innate as it would seem in human nature, the Great Society of this planet
will always be a field of contentions
and disharmonies which the best
wisdom we can master may succeed
in conltrolling and directing but not
in eliminating. The Great War and
its sequential events have, if anything, deepened this general sense
of pessimism.
THEREFORE it i's plain that at
the heart of this problem lies the
question, "Can human nature greatly
change?" For the anSWer to this
67
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question we must turn to religionnot to biolOlgy, psychology, or sociology. For in these three sdences
exists no body of evidence indicating
the possibility of a wide change in human <characteristics. Modifications,
yes; new controls of human behavior
as new needs and conditions of civilization arise, yes; but a fundamental
change in human qualities, no.
It is in the field of religion alone
that we find evidence of a complete
change in human nature. The chief
purpose of religion is to change for
the better what we know as human
nature. Certain teachings of Christ,ianity and of other world religions
would dearly indicate the possibility,
nay, the necessity, of a complete
transformation

of

human

nature.

Christ said, "Unless ye be born a!gain,
ye cannot enlter the kingdom of
heaven." In other statements he
makes clear what he means by being
born again. We are born 'Once of the
earth, earthly; we must be born again
of the spirit, spiritual. This is the
great and ma,gic transformation
which must take place in every human soul befDre it is fit to form a
part of that Ideal Society, the Kingdom of God.
MODERN SCIENCE bears oult
the teaching of Paul who elaborated
further those brief words of the
Christ,-namely, that every man has
two natures, one human and belonging to the animal world, and one
spiritual and belonging to the heavenly world. While our animal propensities are in control we are carnal.
In this state is most of humankind
today; and of this truth the biologist,
,the psycologist, and sociologist, are
only too keenly aware. As it is said,
scratch a Russian and you will find
a Tartar; so it may be said, scratch
a civilized man and you will find an
animal,-walking about on two limbs,
it is true; utilizing his hands 3.IS, no
other animal can, it is true; wilth the

great gifts of speech and writing, it
is true; using his brain in analytical
and inductive thinking as no other
animal apparently can, it is true.
But none the less an animal, wilth an
the propensities that characterize the
animal world waiting to express
themselves in action under necessary stimuli. Lust, cruelty, vanity,
jealousy, greed,-these are the fundamental qualities which civilization
has clothed for us with fair garments
of culture, suaV!ity, and adaptation,
so that under ordinary circumstances
we may display none of these innate
faults.
If one were a materialist, viewing the'se fadts, one would become a
pessimist and a 'cynic. It is a desperate condition, truly. But it is to
change this condition that the great
Teachers of humanity have appeared;
lit is their mission to show the way
by which we can rise above our aninal self, and so strengthen our spiritual self that occasions which formerly excited our lust, our cruelty,
our vanity, Our jealousy, our Igreed, no
longer are able to draw such expressions from us. 'l'hen, at last, we may
be called "spdritual man." Then the
qualities of mercy, justice, humility,
unselfishness, and love would have
predominance. They are the qualities that would come into expression
under every emergency of life. And
their lovely influence, it is apparent,
if universally expressed would transform aUour gDvernment, our institutions, our industry and commerce,
our human relatiDns; and create a
new kind of civilization which could
appropriately be designated "The
Kingdom of Heaven."
DOES THE history of religions
contain any evidence to show that
this transformation which is promised human beings if they fulfill the
necessary conditions, actually can and
has taken place? Undoubtedly it
does. The annals, not only of Chris-
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tianity but of Buddhism, Confucianism, Brahminism, and Muhammad'alliism, are full of evidence that
man can become saintly, and that
this change can even come about in
rt;hose who have been very much under
the domination of the ca:rnal self.
Unfortunately this great truth of
the possibility of the transformation
of carnal into spiritual man has become obscured by the theological concept which has somehow grown up,
thalb this change is one of magkal
quickness and that it occurs at a
single wish for such conversion accompanied by the proper ceremonial,
formulae. Would that this were true,
and that the evangelizing, the spiritualizing of our natures could be so
easily accomplished! Alas, the process for most of us is much more
elaborate, tedious and painful. It is
a slow and constant process of ha,ving 'Our faults uncovered to us by
daily tests; of becoming aware and
ashamed of these faults; of praying
for' their elimination; of undergoing'
a spiritual exercise as rigorous, as
faithful aiS the phY'sical exercise by
which we would arrive at bodily perfection.
And apart from and wbove the
need of all this exertion of the self
is the great and pregnant truth that
this spiritual transformation takes
place only by means of a catalysis,
the Holy Spirit. We cannot lif1t ourselves by our boot-straps. We cannot merely by our own exertions
change ourselves into spiritual' beings. We can greatly desire the
change, we can strive and pray for
it. But the actual change is wrought
by the power of the Holy Spirit. As
the sun shines upon the flower and
builds up its leaves and blossoms
which are in reality naught but mediated sunshine-so the Sun of Reality shines upon our souls when we
withdraw the closing curtains of the
self, and builds them into forms of
spiritual beauty and effeCltiveness.
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SUCH IS the power of a great desire and so infinite the miracle of the
Holy Spirit, that a soul may blossom
in a moment and display a new glory
which is perhaps after all not suddenly attained but only suddenly expressed and realized, as the blossoms
of' the night-blooming Cereus display
in a short space of time the glorious
expansion and transformation for
wihich they have long been preparing.
So man can become, in the twinkling
of an eye, apparemly, changed from
carnal man to saint. But for most
of us,-the long steep path; the rolling mones; the slipping feet; the
falls and fresh ascents: until a new
altmosphere is reached, a finer vibration, a speeding up of all the spiritual funCltions and adivities, a sense
of oneness, of help and support from
the Invisible.
Does anyone know when he has
reached the point of spirituality?
We doubt -it; for the very self-consciousness inherent in such knowledge would be the. condemnation of
the fad. No, this second birth, we
conjecture, is as unconscious as our
first birth. One is not aware of ilt.
The most saintly men we have known
have been the most humble, the most
sorrowful of their human fraillties,
the most eagerly mri ving after further grace of God. Not in this world,
we should think, is it given to any
soul to know that it is in and of the
Kingdom.
AND WHAT of those who do not
gain the Kin!gdom? Who do not even
wish and try to gain the Kingdom?
Who would go on expressing to the
world lust, cruelty, vanity, jealousy,
greed? Shall they predominate and
set the standards for the world?
Shall they control the configuraitions
of humanity and leave the saint and
spiritual man the alternative of retiring from these activities conltrolled
by them? We feel this will not always be the case. The parable of the
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Master of the V:ineyaTd would indicate that the day will come when
those who on this planet persist in
evil will either be removed or deprived of power. There is a Master
who presides 'Over our planetary destinies, and He does not leave us
wholly to ourselves. He is, unknown
to us, constantly projecting Himself
into our affairs to move us onward,
nearer to the consciousness of Him;
and we do not doubt but that the
Maslter will one day claim the planet
as His own.
Therefore to those who hearing 6f
the Baha'i Movement say-It is a
splendid teaching; but these won-

derful details of a new world unity
and civilization as projected by Baha'u'llah can never come to pass because human llaltwre is as it is-let
us answer-The main mission of Baha'u'llah, the chief purpose of the
Baha'i Cause, is to change this sltuff
of human nature into something
other; to refine man; to transform
humanity itself from carnality to
spiTrrtuality. Then the divine civilization defined and inaugurated by Baha'u'llah will easily be achieved, because it will be the hearit's desire of
every man, and will be but the natural
expression in organized form of the
aggregate planetary soul.

IN THE human plane and kingdom man is a captive of nature and ignorant of the divine world until
born of the breaths of the Holy Spirit out of physical conditions of limitation and deprivation. Then
he beholds the reaLity of the spiritual realm and
kingdom, realizes the narrow restridions of the
mere human world of existence and becomes conscious of the unlimited and infinite glories of the
world of God.
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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CAN HUMAN NATURE CHANGE?
Education and religioll are alike based o'n the assumption that it is possible to
change human nature. In fact, it requires but little investigation to show that
one thing we can say with certainty about any living thing is that it cannot
keep from changing. Without change there can be no life. Even the mineral
cannO't resist change, and the higher we go in the scale of be,ing, the more varied,
complex, and wonderful do the changes become. Moreover, in progre'3ls and
development among creatures of all grades we find two kindG of change-one
slow, gradual, often almost imperceptible; and the other rap~d, sudden and
dramatic. The latter o,ccur at what are called "critical stages" of development.
In the ca,se of minerals we find such critical s,tages at the melting and boiling
points, faT example, when the solid suddenly becomes a liquid or the liquid ':lecomes a gas. In the ca,se of plants we see such critical stages when the seed
begins to germinate, or the bud bursts into leaf. In the animal world we see the
same on every hand, as when the grub :suddenly changes 'inito a butterfly; the
chick emerges for its shell, or the babe is born from' its mother's womb. In the
higher life of the soul we often see a sdmHar transformation, when a man is
"born again" and his whole be,ing becomes radically changed ill its aims, its
character and activities. Such critical stages often affec,t a whole spec.ies 01'
multitude of species simultaneously, as when vegetation of all kinds suddenly
bursts into new life in springtime.
Baha'u'llah d'eclares ,that just as lesser living things have times of sudden
emergence into new and fuller life, so for mankind, al,so a "crit,ical stage," a
time of "re-birth," is 'at hand. Then modes of life which have persisted from
the dawn of history up till now will be quickly, ,irreV'ocably, alts'red, 'and humanity
enter on a new phase of life as different from Ithe old as the butterfly is different
f1'O'm: the caterpillar, OT the ':lird from the egg. MankJind as a whole, in the light
of new Revelation, will attain to a new vision of truth; as a whole country is
illumined when the sun arises, so that all men see clearly, where but an hour before everything was dark and dim. "This is a new cycle of human power," says
'Abdu'l-Baha. "All the horizons of the world are luminous, and the world will
become indeed as a l'osegarden and a par.adise." The analogies of nature are all
in bvor of such a view; the prophets of old have with one accord foretold the
advent of such a glorious day; the signs of the ,times show clearly the profound
and revolutionm:y changes in human ideas and institutlions are even no,w in
progress. What could be more futile and baseless therefo,re than the pessimistic
argument that, though all things else ,change, hum:an nature cannot change?
Dr.J. E. Es'Slemont,
In "Baha'u'llah and the New Era."
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CHANGING HUMAN NATURE
FROM THE WRITINGS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA

M

AN IS in the highest degree of
materiality, and at the beginning of spirituality; that is to say,
he is the end of imperfection and the
beginning of perfection . . . . He has
the animal side as well as the angelic
side; and the aim of an educator is
to so train human souls that their
angelic aspect may overcome the,ir
animal side. Then if the divine
power in man which is his essential
perfection, overcomes the satanic
power, which is absolute imperfection, he bec'omes (the most excellent
among the creatures; but if the satanic power overcomes the divine
power, he becomes the lowest of the
creatures. That is why he is the end
of imperfection and the be)ginning of
perfection. Not ,in any other of the
specie1s in the world of exi'sltence is
there such a difference, contrast, contradiction, and opposition, as in the
species of man. . . . If he comes
under the shadow of the True Educator and is rightly trained, he becomes the essence of· essences, the
lig'ht of lighlts, the spirit of spirits;
he becomes the center of the divine
appearances, the source of spiritual
qualities, the rising-place of heavenly
Rilghts, and the receptade of divine
inspirations. If he is deprived of
this education he becomes the manifestation of satanic qualities, the sum
of animal vices, and the source of all
dark condiltions. (Answered Questions, p. 272).

show man the way of righteousness
in order that he may not follow his
own natural impulses, but govern
his actions by the light of their precept and example. According to
their teachings he should do that
which is found to be praiseworthy
by the Sltandard of reason and judgment of intellect, even though it be
oppO'sed to his natural human inclinations; and he should not do that
which is found to be unworthy by
that same standard, even though it
be in the direcltion of his natural impulse and desire. Therefore man
must follow and manifest the attributes of the Merciful.
The imperfect· members of society,
the weak souls in humanity follow
their natural trend. Their lives and
actions are in accord with their natural propensities; they are captives
of physical sursceptibilities; they are
not in touch or in tune with the
spiritual bounties. Man has two aspects-the physical which is subject
to nalture, and the merciful or divine
which is connected with God. If the
physical or natural disposition in him
should overcome the heavenly and
merciful he is then the most degraded
of animal beings; and if the divine
and spiritual 'should triumph over the
human and natural 'he iis verily an
angel. The prophets come into the
world to guide and educate humanity
so !that the animal nature of man may
disappear and the divinity of his
powers become awakened. (Pro. of
U.P., p. 37, 38).

IN THE WORLn of existence the
animal is a captive of nature. Its
AS THERE are many defects in
actions are according to the exigencies and requirements of nature. It the world of nature, the lights of dihas no conslderation or consciousness vine civilization are hidden, and naof good and evil. It simply follows ture ha's become the ruler over all
its natural instinct and inclination. things.
In the world of nature the greatest
The Prophets of God have come to
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dominant note is the struggle for
exis!tence-the result of which is the
survival of the fittest. The law of
the survival of Ithe fittest is the origin
of all difficulties. It is the cause of
war and strife, hatred and animosity
between human beings.
In the world of nature there is tyranny, egoism, aggression, overbearance, usurpation of the rights of
others, and other blameworthy attributes whichl are the defects of the
animal world. Therefore so long as
the requirements of the naltural
world play paramount part among
the childl:en of men, success and
prosperity are impossible. For the
success of the human world depends
upon the qualities and virtues with
which the naZity of humanilty is
adorned; while the exigencies of the
nahiral world work against the realization of this object.
Nature is warlike, nature is bloodthirsty, nature is tyrannical, nature
is unaware of His Highness the Alm'ighty. That is why Ithese cruel
qualities are natural to the animal
world.
Therefore His Highness the Lord
of mankind, having great love and
mercy, has caused the appearance of
the prophets, and revelations of the
holy books, so that through divine
education the world of humanity may
be released from the corrupltion of
nature and the darkness of ignorance; be confirmed with ideal· virtues, the susceptibilities of consciousness, and the spiritual attributes, and
become the dawning place of merciful emotions. This is divine civilization. Today in the world of humanity malterial civilization is like
unto a lamp of the utmost transparency, but this lamp-a thousand
times· alas-is deprived of light.
This light is divine civilization, which
is instituted by the holy divine Manifestations. (Star of Ithe West, Vo!.
8, p. 15).
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MAN lS ruler over nature's sphere
and province. Nature is inert, man
is progressive. Nature has no consciousness, man is endowed with it.
Nature is without volition and acts
perforce whereas man possesses a
mighty will. Nature is incapable of
discovering mysteries or ~'ealities
whereas man is especially fitted to do
so. Nature is not in touch with the
realm of God, man is attuned to its
evidences. Nature is uninformed of
God, man is conscious of Him. Man
acquires divine virtues, nature is denied them. Man can voluntarily discontinue vices, nature has no power
to modify the influence of its inE:ltincts. Altogether it is evident that
man is more noble and superior; that
in him there is an ideal power surpassing nature. He has consciousness, volition, memory, intelligent
power, divine attributes and virtues
of which nature is completely deprived, bereft and minus; therefore
man is higher and nobler by reason
of the ideal and heavenly force latent
and manifest in him.
How strange then it seems that
man, notwithstanding his endowment
with this ideal power, will descend
to a level beneath him and declare
himself no greater than that which
is manifesltly inferior to his real station. God has created such a conscious spirit within him that he is
the most wonderful of all contingent
beings. In ignoring thesel virtues he
descends to the material plane, considers matter the ruler of existence
and denies thalt which lies beyond.
Is this virtue? In its fullest sense
this is animalistic, for the animal
realizes nothing more. (Pro. of U.
P., p.173).
IF MAN'S life be confined to the
elemental, physical world of enjoyment, one lark is nobler, more admirable than all humanity because
its livelihood is prepared, its condi-
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tion complete, its accomplishment
perfect and natnral.
But the life of man is not so restricted; it is divme, eternal, not mortal and sensual. For him a 'spiritual
<existence and livelihood is prepared
and ordained in the divine creative
plan. His life is intended to be a life
of spiritual enjoyment to which the
animal can never attain. This enjoyment depends upon the acquisition
of heavenly virtues. The sublimity
of man is his attainment of the
knowledge of· God. The bliss, of man
i'8 the acquiring of heavenly bestowals
which deBcend upon him in the outflow of the bounty of God. The
happiness of man is in the fragrance
of tlhe love of God. This is the
highest pinnacle of attainment in the
human world. How preferable to the
animal and ilts hopeles,s kingdom!
(Pro. of U. P., p. 180).
IN MAN there are two natures.
His spiritual or higher nature, and
his material or lower nature. Inone
he approaches God, in the other he
lives for the world alone. Signs of
both these natures are to be found
in man. In his malterial aspect he
expresses untruth, cruelty, and injustice. All these are the outcome of
his lower nature. The attributes of
his divine nature are shown forth in
love, mercy, kindness, truth and justice, one and all being expres1sions: of
his higher nature. Every good habit,
every noble quality belongs to man's
spiritual nature, whereas all his imperfections and sinful actions are
born of his material nature. . . .
'The apostles, who were the disciples
of Jesus Christ, were just as other
men are; they, like their fellows, were
attracted by the things of the world,
and each thought only of his own advantage. They knew little of justice,
nor were the divine perfections found
in their midst. But when ,they followed Christ and believed in Him,
their ignorance \gave place to under-

standing, cruelty was changed to justice, falsehood to truth, darkness into
light. They had been worldly, they
became spiritual and divine. (Wisdom Talks in Pari<s, p. 52).
HOW CAN man be content to lead
only an animal existence, when God
has made him so high a creature?
All creation is made subject to the
laws of nature, but man has been
able to conquer these laws. The sun,
in spite of its power and glory, is
bound by the laws of nature, and
'cannot change its course by so much
as a hair's breadth. . . . But to man
God hals given such wonderful power
that he can guide, control and over;come nature. • . . Seeing that man
has been created ma'ster of nature,
how foolish it is of him to become
her slave! What ignorance and stupidity it is to worship and adore nature, when God in His goodness has
made us masters thereof.
God's
power is visible to all, yet men shut
,their eyes and !see it not. (Wisdom
Talks in Paris, p. 121-2).
NO MATTER how much man may
acquire material virtues, he will not
be able to realize and express the
highest possibilities of life without
spiritual igraces. God has created all
earthly things unG.er a law of progression in material degrees but He has
created man and endowed him with
power of advancement toward spirtual and transcendental kingdoms.
He has not created material phenomena after his own image and likeness but he has created man after
that image and with potential power
to attain that likeness. He has distinguished man above all other creaJted things. All created things except man are captives of nature and
the sense world, but in man there has
been created an ideal power by which
he may perceive intellectual or spiritual realities. He has brought forth
everything necessary for the life of
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this world but man is a creakion in- that unless man is released from the
tended for the refleCltion of virtues material world, freed from the capdivine. Consider that the highest tivity of materialism and receiving al
type of creation below man is the ani- po~tion of the bounties of the
mal which is superior to all degrees spiritual world, he ,shall be deprived
of life except man. Manifestly the of ,the bestowals and favors of the
animal has been created for the life Kingdom of God, and the utmost we
of this world. Iits highest virtue is . ean say of Him is that he is a perto express excellence in [the material fect animal. No one can rightly call
plane of existence. The animal is him a man. In another place he says,
perfeClt when its body is healthy 'and "That which is born of the flesh is
its physical senses are whole. When flesh; and ,that which is born of the
it is characterized by the attributes of spirit is spirit." The meaning of
physieal health, when its physical this is that if man is a captive of naforces are in working order, when ture he is like unto an animal befood and surrounding conditions cause he is only a body physically
minister to its needs, it has attained born, that is he belongs to the world
the ultimate perfection of its king- of matter and remains subject to the
dom.
law and control of nature. But if he
But man does not depend upon is baptized with the Holy Spirit; if
these Ithinlgs for the virtues. No he is freed from the bondage of namatter how perfect his health and ture, released from animalistic tenphysical powers, if that is all, he has dencies and advanced in the human
not yet risen above the degree of a realm, he is. fittEod to enter into the
perfect animal. Beyond· and above divine kingdom. The world of the
this, GOld has opened the· doors of kingdom is the realm of divine besideal virtues and attainments before· towals and the b,mntips of God. It
Ithe face of man. He has 'created in is attainment of the highest virtues
his being the mysteries of the divine of humanity; it is nearness to God;
kingdom. He has bestowed upon him it is capacity to receive the bounties
the power of intelleClt so that through of the ancient Lord. When man adthe aJttribute of reason when fortified vances to this station he attains the
by the Holy Spirit he may penetrate second birth. Before his 'first or
and discover ideal realities and be- physical birth man was in the world
come informed of [the mysteries of of the matrix. . . . In that world he
the world ·of significances. As this had no knowledge of this vast range
power to penetrate the ideal knowl- of existence. . . . But after his birth
edges is superhuman, supernatural, he began to open his eyes and behold
man becomes the eollective cent er of the wonder,s of this illimitable unispiritual as well as material forces, verse. Similarly, as long as man is
so that the divine spirit may mani- in the matrix of the human world, as
fest itself in his being, the effulgences long as he is thE; ~aptive of nature, he
of the kingdom shine within the . is out of touch anci without knowlsanctuary of his heart, the si'gns of: edge of the universe of the kingdom.
the attributes and perfections of God If he attains rebirth whIle in the
reveal themselves in a newness of world of nature he will become informed of the divine world. He will
life. (Pro. of U. P., p. 296).
observe that another and a higher
world
exists. . . . Therefore for the
JESUS CHRIST has said, "Except
perfect
man there are two kinds of
a man be born of water and of the
spirit, he canot enter into the King- birth. . .. In both he is without
dom of God." By this, Ohrist meant knowledge of the new world of exist-
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ence he is entering. Therefore rebirth means hifl release from the
captivity of natere, freed,)ill from
attachment to this mortal and material life. (Pro. of U. P., p. 298).
YOU HAVE asked why it was
necessary for the soul that was from
God to mak2 this journey back to
God? . . . The reality underlying
this ques1tion is that the evil spirit,
satan or whatever is interpreted as
evil, refers to the lower nature in
man. This baser nature is symbolized in various ways. In man there
are two expressions, one is the expression of nature, the other the expression of the spiritual realm. The
world of nature is defective. Look
at it clearly, casting aside all superstition and imagination.
If you
should leave a man uneducated and
barbarous in the wilds of, Africa
would there be any doubt about his
remaining ignorant? God has never
created an evil spirit; all such ideas
and nomenclalture are symbols expressing the mere human or earthly
nature of man. It is an essential
condition of the soil of earth that
thorns, weeds and fruitless trees may
grow from it. Relatively speaking

this is evil; it is simply the lower
stalte and baser product of nature.
It is evident therefore that man is
in need of divine education and inspiration; that the spirit and bounties of God are essential to his development. That is to say, the teachings of Christ and the Prophets are
necessary for his education and guidance. Why? Because they are the
divine gardeners who till the earth
of hUman hearts and minds. They
educate men, uproot the weeds, burn
the thorns and remodel the waste
places into gardens and orchards
where fruitful trees grow. The wisdom and purpose of their training
is that man must pass from degree
to degree of progressive unfoldment
until perfection is attained . . . Man
must walk in many paths and be subjected Ito various processes in his
evolution upward. . . .
Briefly; the journey of the soul is
necessary. The pathway of life is
the road which leads to divine knowledge and attainment. VVithout training and guidance the soul could never
progress beyond the conditions of its
lower nature which is ignorant and
defective. (Pro. of U. P., p. 289).

MAN may live a few days in this wodd,sleeps, eats, drinks and then passes
away, is confined into a subterranean, dungeon .and goes to the lowest of the low,
leaving no trace and no name behind him. But if, on the other hand, he turns
during the days of his life to the divine kingd()m, acquires human perfections
and the excellent attributes of the world of .humanity, his· life will be a fruitful
one, he will pertain to the kingdom 'and will become heavenly and illumined.
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE EVOLVING SPIRIT OF MAN
HOWARD R. HURLBUT

HERE is no such condition as
T
time associated with God. Time
is a purely human experience, occasioned by the projection of this
material habitat of ours across the
pathway of the immaterial light of
the sun. But, as God is the center
of the universe and its illum.ination,
it is impossible that anything should
intervene in the pathway of His vision. Therefore, all things, w:hether
of an infinitude of ages in the past,
or to be projected on human vision
untold aeons of ages in the future,
are instant and perfect in the sight
of God.
To enable us to grasp somewhat of
the explanation of that which appears
before us in stages of progression instead of ·completion, 'Abdu'l-Baha, in
"Some Answered Questions," made
the declaration tha1t there was never
a time when creation was not, nor
vvhen man did not exist. To picture
such a condition would fix a limitation
upon Deity which is an impossible
supposition, and God would not then
have been Crea,tor, nothing having
been brought into being. This explains, as we are able to assimilate
its intricate simplicity, the perfected
thing standing so in the Divine Sight
at the instant of its conception, where
vve, being creatures in process of
development toward a state of perfection, must vvitness in everything its
periods of advancement toward the
completed structure.
It may be well to pause here briefly
and take stock of just what your own
idea of creation may be. Creation is
not the brin1ging forth of anything
intrinsically new: It is instead the
projection into an area Ito which it
has been hitherto strange something
which is infinitely old. At the incep-

tion of the Idea, there was incorporated into the germ of being the
potential element without which no
growth nor life would have been alt
all possible-an unassailable principle activating every department of
life. This principle was and is digestion. It was first made evident upon
the plane of visibility when the spirit
of augmentation developed the initial
tiniest form of vegetable life, and it
operated in precisely the same manner in that first delicate plant as it
is doing today in the greatest of the
sequoias sltanding after thousands of
years of continuous growth, the marvel and the monarch of the forest.
It is what makes possible the continuity of being of every denizen of
the animal plane; by it the human
has been developed to his present
perfection of form; by it the intelle~t
has been able to reach its h~gh station of dominance over the mysteries
of the kingdoms of matter; by it, too,
the soul of man has been advanced
along the highways of spiritual understanding,- by digestion.
You may have adopted the -common habit of thought regarding the
attainments of great men like Thomas
A. Edison and Alexander Graham
Bell, that in their wonderful mentalities there have floated visions of
possibilitties until they finally took on
tangibility and the invented device
resulted ,solely because of them. But
that is not true. A man like Edison
is merely the digester of the accumulated ideas and practices of untold
generations of students of mechanism
and active universal principles, and
he has been able to fit into the gradually developing structure the keystone of the arch or the connection
whereby the circuit was made com-
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plete to permit the great underlying
principle to find expression.
This is not in any wise detracting
from the meritorious accomplishment of the inventor, whose greatest<
merit lies in the fact that he has been
permitted by his Maker to become an
agency for perfecting the means for
an expression of the Divine Will.
Could we be launched sufficiently far
into the field of past experiences of
the race we would see that all that
we have today, in science and art and
literature, has been had bv antecedent peoples in thousands ·of cycles
beyond limit of our reckoning, knowledge of it and of them lost to us
by reason of those great unreadable
changes which 'Abdu'l-BaM, has told
us are so vast and completely eliminativeat the close of a cycle as to shut
off from human understanding any
knowledge of What has been before.
Today, more and more we are striving to delve into the underlying deeps
of the ocean, seeking contact with
civilizations of ages unguessably remote, but it wIll be only when the
areas which are now the scene of our
activities shall have met with their
sure submergence that these hidden
continents will present to a new people, lost to all knowledge of us and
our attainments, fields for research
just as those of the Babylonian plains
and the Egyptian desert attract the
archeolO'gists of Our own time.
To be confident in the knowledge
that our earth is almost unbelievably old, that civilization is a matter
not merely of our own time and place
but of the unnumbered thousands of
times, to realize that through all of
these the Christ Appearance has
ever been the Center of Divine Guidance, withoutwhi:ch no' real progress
were' at all possible, and that in the
ultimate ,. of intellectual attainment
the human ego' has ever, been the
cause of race degradation, must illimitably expand the vision and inspire the soul with the inconceivable

splendor of its destiny, progressing
along the highway of constantly augmenting beauties toward a goal of
perfection it is never by any possibility to attain.
'Abdu'l-Baha declared that the
Manifestation of the Glory of God in
our day is the greatest that has appeared upon the earth plane in the
immensely vast period of some thousands of years.
The Source of limitless power,
boundless knowledge and dominant
authority must ever remain an enigma hopeless of solution' and approach: From it, emanated a single
law-the Law of Love, or Attraction-imiolable, irrefragible, €!verlasting, by which and through which
all things that are were given life
or being. Therefore it would seem
tha1t the Soul'ce is not the creator
buit !the CauseI' of things: it does
not directly create. In the Qur'an
of Muhammad appears this clear revealmenlt: "yo{ ere it not for thee
(Muhammad) I had not created the
spheres."
l\IIuhammad, in the sense of a designated individual or personality, is
not the subj ect of the revelation, but
Muhammad-the appearance of the
unchangeable Christ in the perfected
human temple, standing as the purposed spiritual 'creation of Deity.
From this it may be seen !that the
perfect Appearance has not been
something to be confined to or limited by a specific or single personage,
or era, or locality, but that the spirilt
of the utterance attaches to every
Christ appearance in the history of
the races or men. Thus, in Jesus
and Moses, in Buddha and Zoroaster,
in Confucius and others, this intent
of <the unknowable CaUSeI' of things
reached its -frllition and there obtained upon the ,plane. of being a
central example for the education
and, guidance of man to an understandin!g of the purpose of all life.
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II
. THE .UNIVERSE has tvvo aspects,
diametrIcally opposite to one another'
one is the inactive, inoperative, inert'
and t11is is termed Matter: Th~
other is active, forceful creative and
.
"
IS termed Spirit-the all-prevailing
world spirit of life. In the carrying
on of. the Divine intent, spirit is
made subject to several identified
divisions which work together in perfed harmony without dislturbance or
clash, but no one of them ever changing to or becoming merged in any of
the others. All of the universe is
pregnant ·with the germ of being, to
evolve as conditions may make possibleunder the influence of ;the life
spirit into an endless variety of form
and expression.
The predestined human, fixed in
the matrix of the ages to rise in the
most rarefied expression of the inert
aspect of nature to reflect :the beautv
of God's holy purpose, was given th~
powers of the intellect in order that
man's spiritual evolution might be
shaped along the pathway of selection through the independent action
of his will. The independent will of
the human is the shaper of the destiny of the soul, and with it God does
not interpose any interference except to raise out of the bodY of humanity itself a human bein·g of intense soul refinement capable of giving exposition to divine qualiities, in
order that man shall have other guidance than the purely material direction of the unassisted intellect.
But the intelleot cannot evolve the
Christ example. That must come
from a higher source than intelleduality-it must come from the V{ill of
the Almilghty. The· Being called a
Christ stands as a human exemplar
of divine vi1::tues, a shining orb to
guide .the soul of man along a pathway to reach an understanding of
God. This Being is the real pre-
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destined Man, contemplated by Deity
as ;the apex of the material structure .
constituting the "Paradise of mat~
ter," in the design of which all of the
universe of worlds was brought into
exiEltence. "Were it not for thee, 1
had not created the spheres." He is
not necessarily of this sphere onlY.
as he is not of this age or cycle a10n~:
but he is the perfected creation in
every 'vhirling world which is but
as an atom in the star dust of spheres
glowing in the illimiltable azure of
the heavens.
. Because the Christ of our sphere
IS an appearance in our form, the
highest possessed of intellect of which
we have any knowledge, does not at
all signify that.in like}ormmusthe
~ppea.r upon every globe; because .
Just as created things upon the eartr~
plane conform with conditions of
their environment,· so ar~al1 forn:1s
of life adjusted to conditions existent on the gloheof·theh habitat.
This much is a certainty-there is
no ~lowing sun sending forth its ray8
ofhght or heat or force across the
boundless spaces but carries along on
the predestined course of Deity its
infinite variety of beings blessed \vith
a crowning creation for guidance,
corresponding to 0111' humanitv with
its apex of an incomparable Christ.

III
MATTER permeates and saturates all the illimitable spaces and
the initial step in the development
of the Divine design is when the first
division of spirit is brought to bear
upon it; this is designated as the
spirit of concretion, or the minera1
spirit, and by it there are assembled
from the plane of invisibility those
components which in their assemblage constitute ithe mineral masses.
1;pon this concreted mass, spirit continues to exert itself ",ith such force
thwt it compelsi a modification of con-
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clition until matter becomes more
plastic and adaptable.
Of late there has been wide discussion of the secret of the atom,
many scientists claiming that were
it possible to harness the power of
the atom all the power problems of
the world would find solution and if
an atom were to be detonalted the result would be the entire destruction of
the earth. This force constantly active in matter brings it after aeons
of ages into a state wherein it admits the introduction of the second
division of spirit, the augmentative,
or spirit of grow1th.
Under its influence, hitherto formless matter begins to expand and
take on form. Thus you perceive
these two forces working in direct
opposition to one another, yet in perfect harmony, the one holding substance Itogether, the other forcing its
constituent elements apart.
It may be well to pause here and
note the fact that when matter has
been brought to the stage of plasticity wherein form appears in it, in
whatsoever form it may be initially
projected upon the higher plane, that
form continues until its dissolution.
No subsequent influence has any vital
effect upon the essence of this form,
whereas the form itself is subject
to endless varieties of expression.
With the constantly advancing plasticity of matter it reaches a condition wherein the third division of
spirit enters into it-the animal
spirit, or the spirit of sensation and
there is expressed in it the capacity
for voluntary movement never previously existent in matlter. And,
prelCisely as in the vegetable kingdom,
in whatsoever form matter is raised
in the animal state, that form in its
essential quality never alters.
. The dog may become a finer dog,
the horse a more beautiful and adapltable horse, but throughout the ages
each remains the creature of his original launching; he never becomes

a lion, a cow, or any other form of
animal being. Higher and higher
along rthe pathway of adaptability
matter is developed, to reach at last
its highest plane whereon a fourth
division of spirit becomes operativethe spirit of perception, or the human spirit-and man enters upon the
plane of intellectuality and becomes
a human temple-the habitat of soul.
In this stage is developed conscious
perception which is a quality associated with the human and with no
other created being.
At the inception of the ceaseless
activity of evolution to fix the separate identification of the human as
an unique creation, having nought
in common with the brute save the
agencies for the carrying-on of life,
Creative Energy bestowed the distinguishing seed of soul which was
carried on unquenchably along its
predestined course to the culmination
of the Divine Intent, taking on in its
passing through the realm of animality a consciousness of superior
destiny until at last regnant and supreme, man stood the lord of creation
and in full truth the "monarch of all
he surveyed."
And, precisely as with the vegetable and the animal, when the human form had been reached, that
form was everlastingly to obtain.
By cultivation or education it may,
it does, become a finer form, but in
its essentials it is ever the samesingle in essence but infinite in the
variety of its expression.

IV
Man, therefore, has not ascended
or descended from any other than a
distinctly human type. He is the
culmination of untold ages of evolution during which his identity has at
no time been subject to transmigration or loss. Necessarily, it has obtained that in his interminable progress to the plane of Divine Intent for
him, he has undergone innumerable
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changes of form, has eliminated appanages and organs as their need
was dissipated and the cultivation of
his physical structure brought it into
higher states of plastic adaptability.
But we need not unduly disturb our
thought over the possibility of our
having at one time been members of
the monkey or other animal tribes,
merely because we carry with us still
the evidences of a past. All of these
have been unescapable attachments
in the progression of material substance, and correspond to the intellect of man which under the influence
of education and environment eliminaJtes old crude and gross manners
of thinking and expression.
In the lower planes we see conespondinlg expressions of this in the
work of such richly endowed students
of nature as Luther Burbank who
has rid fruits and flowers and plants
of original excrescences and crudities
and permitted them expressions in
new forms of beauty and delicacy.
But there is none of the products of
his labors vitally changed from its
initial station, and if left unattended
for a few generations each would revert to its primal condition, just as
man, left without association an~
guidance, will retrogress Ito a condItion of barbarism and animaliity.
In attainment to the plane of intellect, man is still wrought upon by
still another phase of spirit-the Divine human spirit by which he is led
to an understanding of the reality
of his life as something dissociated
from mere continuity of activity and
breathing and thinking, and is instead that thing which has been everpresent in the matter from which he
has been moulded-the real life of
the soul which is as everlasting as
God.
While the Divine purpose held no
higher maiterial development than
that attained in the form of the human , it did not end with that;
, not
only did the form undergo clcanges
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to reach its present stage of beauty
and perfeCltion,-the spirit within
carried along toward the higher
planes of Divine knowledge to find
expression at last, at varying intervals, in a -chosen figure raised from
the body of humanity itself, to serve
as a spiritual educator and guide,
following in whose footsteps the human spirit must become more richly
refined and beautiful.
It may be queried why has Deity
planned for an unique expression of
Divine qualities in widely separated
times and in areas far apart instead
of providing for this evolution of a
transcendent beaulty in each and
every human. This appears a perfectly rational query. Such an arrangement might be considered as
an eliminating agency for all the
differences and disturbances which
are fruitful of unhappiness for the
race. But were that to have been
established, it had robbed creation of
its meaning and purpose and made
of all mankind merely automatons
responding to the Divine desire without any independent functioning.
Instead, there was bestowed in the
human mentality an absolutely independent will-a quality of possession by which man could set himself
up in opposition to the will of God.
When man came to his plane of being,
endowed with intellecltual capacity,
he retained all of the qualities associated with his experience when
the animal spirit was the activating
new influence of his life and with this
new possession, it may be seen, it
became possible for him to devise
ways and means for the inflicltion of
cruelty and the gratification of desire which were merely matters of
instinct and impulse with the brute
creation and, if left with no other
than intellectual promptings he must
have fallen lower than the brute in
which there is entire absence of design.
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It was to such a condition in the
infancy of his thinking that the
Genesis account of the appegrance
of Adam applies-lthe first Divine
MAN, Messenger of the Most High,
with a mission to demonstrate the
true path for man, leading him from
animality to spiritual understanding
-the fir.st Christ of fthis Adamic
cycle in which we live and of which
we are a part.
Because of the soul of man having
been transported through all the lesser kiIlgdoms of matter and rertaining all their qualities in himself, he
is enabled to delve into the deeps of
these kingdoms and wrest from them
their secrets.
This same logical
reasoning brill!gs us to the realization that inasmuch as he has never
been transported Jthrough the higher
realms of the spirit it is impossible
for him, while in his human .station,
to read its secrets. These must ever
remain behind the doors of attainment everla,stingly closed to. the intrusions of intellectual' speculation,
never to be, opened to other than the
eye of the spirit.

v
So long as man shall cling in the
greater measure to attainments of
the intellect alone it is impossible
that he shall make any real advance
in that higher understanding which
leads to a condition of universal
happiness and peace, and as we look
down through the ages and witness
the manner of the receptlon by him
of the revealed Truth of God we see
that in no very wide degree does the
human of our own time and civilization differ from that barbai"ic element to which the Adamic appeal
was made. The attitude of the race
at that time is shown in the Bible
narrative' of the combat between
Cain and' Abel wherein evil gained
the victory. Has iit! changed through
the centuries which ha\7e intervened?
Wi/tness N oah, vainly pleading

with :the people to rise from their
seas of superstition and error and
enter into the safety of the Ark of
the Covenant of God. Behold Abraham, destroying the idols in the
temple where his farther worshipped,
as: a protest against the idolatries of
the time,compelled to flee from Ur to
Aleppo. See .:vloses, the lawgiver,
driven out by the idol-worshippers of
Egypt, guiding the children of Israel
through the Red Sea of their doubts
and complainings to a clearer understanding of the meaning of his message. Behold JesL~s, derided, denied,
persecuted and crucified because of
his preachment of a Gospel of Love.
Attend on .:vluhammad taking his
night flight from Mecca to Medina
to escape the v"rath of those who opposed what. he taurght., In our own
time, listen to the cries and jeers of
the assembled multitude as the form
of the Bab wars suspended on the
\'iralIs of the prison facing the great
square in the city of Tabriz, to be
riddled by a thousand bullets. Follow in ,the footsteps of Baha'u'll:ih
from Afcha to Tihrafi, to Bagdad,
.to Mosul, to Constantinople, Adrianople and then the dreadful prisml at
Aqa in Syria. Listen to the voice
of 'Abdu'l-Baha pleading from behind ,those prison walls and through
all of the fifty-six years of his exile
and imprisonment, for mankind to
recognize the purity of truth, sending
his message of cheer and hope to the
far-flung areas of earth.
Always, always, hate, denial, opposition, persecuti,on when the Hand
of the Almighty stirred to Manifestation the pure soul raised up by Him
for the exposition' of His Beauty!
Although man has advanced in
beauty of figure, in the scope of his
intellect._ .in the development of all
forms of material usefulness, he remains today much the same in hate,
in 'bigotry,in fanatical denial of that
;,vbich di,ffersfrom his inherited belief as he appeared in' thatfirSlt far
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day when God said,- "Let there be
light and there was light," as the
first Christ brought the Truth to :the
world of man.
N ever,theless man is perfectly capable of evolving to a state where
his spiritual perception will become
so 'great tha,t he will recognize the
Manifestations of God and joyously
accept their teachings. It is perhaps
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such a state of humanity that Isaiah
speaks of when he says that "Ithe
knowledge of God shall cover the
earth as the waters cover the sea."
The long cycle of darkness into which
an obdurate humanity has plunged
this planet is reaching its end, and
a new cyCle of spiritual humanity is
approaching.

THE DAWNING
E'vents have been moving rapidly during the past
ten years.
A tremendoUls war has been fought. National
boundaries have changed. Man has crossed the
oc'ean by air, has sent his voice around the world,
has sent his tireless, inquisitive mind into an the
riddles of the universe in search of knowledge that
will ena!ble him to live more happily and more fully.
There are even signs that the grea.t war itself
has borne some sort of fruit after all that is not
wholly' bitter-that it has brought us to the realization and determination that such a calamity must
not happen again.
And sCience has 'gone onward, drawing steadily
nearer to the eliminaltion of disease and toil, to the
unlocking of the doors ,that keep four-fifiths of
mankind imprisoned in the realms of soul-deadening
labor and poverty.
Humanity stands at the dawning. An epoch in
human affairs so different from every:thingthat has
gone before that it staggers the imagination seems
wbout to open before us. How will we meet it?
Will we be ready for it-for universal peace, for
freedom from toil, for universal prosperity, universal leisure?
Or is the spirit of man to be the only thing that
does not progress?
It is up to us to make ready, individually. To become more tolerant, more kindly, more alert; to
learn that life i's not solely a matter of meals and
houses and automobiles and theaters, that happiness
can not be expressed in dollars, that the, well-being
of one portion of the race must not rest, -oh the
misery of another,
That is our task. Let us· apply ourselves to it.-

Ed1:torial, Honolulu "Star-Bulletin."
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HER MAJESTY, QUEEN MARIE

OF RUMANIA
MARTHA L. ROOT

The following a1,ticle, highly interesting in itself, comes to us most
significantly just at the time when a
1'emarkable statement of Queen Marie
appeared in a syndicated fm"m in the
newspapers of America in which she
described her impressions on reading
D1'. Esslemont's book, "Bak6!u'llrih
and the New Era." It is a wholehearted commendation of the Bah6!i,
teaching. Queen Marie has been
for years noted as a personage
deeply imbued with idealistic and
humanitarian motives. It was our
privaege in .1909 before her ac-

H

AVING written to her Majesty,
Queen Marie of Rumania, sending with the little note the book, "Baha'u'Wih and the New Era," an invi1ation came from the Royal Palace
that she would see the writer the
next morning at twelve o'clock. It
was a precious letter, for the Queen
was not receiving anyone because
she was in personal sorrow in those
days of January fifteen to February
first, 1926, when the writer was in
Bucharest.
The palace was not the one in the
cel1!ter of the city which is used more
for state functions, but another great
palace farther out, a distance of one
half hour by carriage. No need to
ask, next morning, if thils is the right
direction: the hundreds of automobilists, diplomats, military officers,
horseback riders, tradesmen and
drivers of ox-cal1ts formed two great
colorful, interesting processions, one
going each way. It looked as if all
roads in the Balkan lands must be
leading to this Rumanian King and
Queen'ls Palace, much the same as the
mighty Danube River after touching
many lands chooses Rumania in
which to seek the sea.

cession to the throne, to visit her
summer home in Sinaia, Rumania, at
a time when it was unoccupied by her.
We were deeply impressed with the
spiritual atmosphere of her living
apartment furnished largely with
her own handiwork, the carving of
the furniture, the paintings, the
beautiful altar, all ,made by herself
and aU indicative of a deeply spiritual natu1'e. Her books, her thoughts,
as one gleaned in a hasty passage
of her home, were such as' to indicate
the kind and spiritual 1"uler that she
has become.-Editor.
In the distance one sees the splendidly wooded grounds of the palace.
They are like a winter fairyland, enchan1ting wirth light snow and icicles
half-revealing, half-concealing their
forest greens. Soon one reaches the
greait :gates where officers in fine
uniforms stand at attention, and
others are istationed down the winding road leading to the porlte-cochere.
One and all when they see the lebter,
bow, then motion the coachman forward. So everything went easily,
just like a shadow moving round and
losing itself in the noonday sun. The
palace· was one of those art creations
so satisfying to the eye in color, form
and proportion. As one approaches,
one sees that it is not going to be
necessary to ring a bell to enter a
Queen's home. Men in stately livery
assist one, their eyes are kindly, and
instantly one feels that a regal atmosphere is also an inner something indescribably extraordinary as well as
gorgeous externally. The butler with
almost Gladstonian manners shows
the way up a wide circular stairway
to a drawing room. He informs a
Lady in Wailtin\g who comes at once.
She is a young woman very pleasing,
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and she has her knitting, a, scarf, in
one hand. She smiles and greets me
and says tha;f; Her Majesty, the
Queen, will receive me. Passing
down the wide halls hung with art
treasures we enter an immense music
room where flowers, Itapestries, cloissoneres seem vibrant with beauty
and perfectly blended.
However, one gives them hardly a
glance, for one feels the presence and
sees in the distance a most beautiful
woman emerging through the portieres. The Lady in Waiting whispers so low thalt it is like a breath,
"Her Majesty," and then disappears,
softly closing the doors behind me.
Queen Marie of Rumania comes
quickly forward, smiling her welcome. How beautiful she is! She
looks like a flower herself, in her blue
silk morning dress with g'old low
shoes and hose. One can understand
how all love and adore their Queen,
for she possesses beauty and charm
of mind and manners, while from her
grave blue eyes flashes the light of a
great spirit; she knows, she understands, she loves! The meeting that
morning, was very simple, very great,
the visitor felt the Queen's friendliness.
Sitting down together by the table,
Her Majeslty expressed thanks for
the book, "Baha!u'llah And The New
Era," and said iLhat 'she was reading
it with deep interest. She remarked
how people's lives differ: some can
be like apostles and travel over the
whole world to spread divine Teachings, others perhaps have the task
of King or Queen whose responsibility is to bring a country and its
people to the highes1t development
possible. She ,showed how a King
and Queen are the supreme court of
justice when all else has failed; when
justice has not been found anywhere
else, theirs is an ear that can still
listen, a hand that can still give, a
heart that can still pardon.
Her Majesty proved how awake a
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Queen mu Sit be, always watchful, always ready. She must never avow
herself ;f;ired, never admit that she
it at the end of her telther. The,re
must never be any hour of the day or
night when the one in need 'callllo;f;
come to her.
Later the conversation turned to
religion. Her Majes1ty expressed herself that every good part in every religion should be respected, that it is
not the form but ,the spirit which is
to be considered. She said: "I myself am a Protestant; my husband is
Catholic and the children are orthodox. We have always had perfect
undersltandinlg, each has respected
the other's religion. No one ever
tried to make me anything except a
Protestant, and the people have always found me broad toward other
religions. I have never been able to
understand this spirit of intolerance
and I am astonished at the degree of
love Ithat is wasted. If people would
only turn to good all their knowledge,
their heart, their intelligence!"
Then Her Majesty emphasized how
the iUs of the world would be so much
less, if only people would never put
them into words. "For instance,"
she said, "young people go out full of
confidence, skirting a danger perhaps
not bad to them, and which perhaps
would not lead to bad if Ithe people
around them did not fan this thought.
No one wishes to be bad. The reason
I am so much in sympathy with your
Baha!i Teaichings is because it is the
good influence which the young
should find instead of the bad. The
bad is so much more frequently emphasized, that the good often goes
under. Someltimes I am accused of
not speaking loud enough in indignation against the evils, but life is so
full of pitfalls and temptations! I
assure you that anyone can 'Come to
me and confess his wrong and I will
try to help him ouu of it. All work,
all ambition, all thought should be
construcltive instead of destroying."
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Her Majesty, in speaking of her own
life, said that no matter how hard
hit she was, she always took it as
something necessary to her own final
completely unselfish self. One saw
her big universal outlook, her courage in dark hours, for at the moment
when the writer saw her, she had
just been going through a grealt personal grief.
Several questions were asked by
Her Majesty concerning the Baha'i
Movement for world peace. She was
intereslted in all the Principles and in
the teachings for the inner progress
of the soul.
Seeing the writer's Esperanto pin
she asked about the proigress of Esperanto in the differenlt lands. It
was explained that the five-pointed
star stands for the light to the five
continents. The white background
is the col or of peace; the green is the
Esperanlto color of hope and the
word, "Esperanto" means "one who.
hopes." The little star was presented
to Her Majesty and she is wearing
it. She was delighted to hear that a
new dubhousehas just been presented to the Esperantilsts of BuchareSit by Mr. Henry Fisher, one of the
grea't promoters of Esperanto in Europe. She ,also said: "Esperanto has
my greatest sympathy, and although
I am so busy I do hope I shall have
time to study Esperanto." She was
greatly intel~ested in all plans for the
Eighteenth Univer1sal Esperanto Congress which is to be held in Edinburgh, Scoltland the first week in
August. Her Majesty, before her
marriage was the Princess of Edinburgh.
Speaking of the Universal Educational Congress which was held in
San Francisco in 1923, and in Edinburgh, Scotland in 1925, Her Majesty said she hopes that this Congress will convene, sometime, in Bucharest and that she will herself,
come to the sessions.

Her Majesty, Queen Marie of Rumania is an aurthorartd some of her
works have been translated inlto Esperanto. She has rgTeart capacity and
works very hard to promote many
universal movements for the better
understanding of the nations and the
welfare of humanity. The week the
writer was there she gave her patronage and much help ItO the formation and first brilliant meeting of
"The Society of the Friends of the
United States in Rumania." The object of this society is to perpetuate.
the existing friendship between the
people of Rumania and the United
States through a study of the English
language, Ame6can history, literature, art, science; to facilitate exchanges of scholars of both countries;
to invite and receive officially American visitors desiring to know Ruma.;.
nia better. The Ispeakerswere Professor Leon Feraru of Columbia University, New York, who is the Chairman of the Literary Committee of
"The Society of Friends of Rumania
in New York;" AmeTican Ambassador to Rumania, Mr. W. S. Culbertson and Princess Cantacuzene, Vice
President of the International Council of Women. Professor Feraru said
there were six hundred thousand
Rumanians in America; Mr. Nicholas
Lupu, Leader of the Peasanlt Party,
another speaker said, "America is not
bound by a treaty with Rumania,
but she is bound by her ideal of
justice, stronger than any 'treaty, and
according to her ideal she cannot do
us any injustice."
The ,vorld admires Her Majesty,
Queen Mm'ie, because she is so daring and so enthusiastic in all that
she undeJ1takes. . She interests herself in all international movements
based upon broad and universal principles of right and justke. When
the writer said good-bye to this greathearted, wise, beautiful Queen and
gave her Baha'u'llah's, "Seven Val-
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leys," a wonderful little book which
shows how the spirilj; can progress
lj;hrough seven slt,ages to perfect freedom, she went away. She too, carried a gift from Her Majesty-a
lovely new ideal of queen-womanhood. It had been a most happy
hour. Riding back through the win-
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ter beauty, she remembered a curious
saying of the Rumanian peasants,
"Perhaps the time of afterwards has
come!" IT HAS COME! Though
one can hardly vision it with earthbent eyes, those ·thousand years of
peace foretold in the Bibles of the
world are Ito begin in this century!

A STUDY IN COMPARATIVE RELIGIONS
L. V ALERA FISHER
The foUo·wing is a graduation thesis by astudent of a Church Training School. It
is of especial interest as showing how the youth of tc,day are naturally re1aching out for
broader teachings and acqui?'ing nW?'e universal concepts.-Editor.

different seats, each holding that it
alone is right. We who know most
period there have been wars and dis- about Christianity must testify to
agreements because one individual or the truth of this statement when apnation would not think as another and plied to our own religion. The Cathorather than give up a sincere convic- lics and Protestants are both foltion has chosen' strife. Each is seek- lowers of Ithe Prince of Peace, but
ing unity, burt that unity must be pur- they are not yet ready to discuss
chased at the cost of the other. Each amicably their points of difference.
says in' his own heart, "I am righit. Just so it is with all religions, and
If he would only acknowledge he is just so they are all misjudged by the
Wrong, tnere need be no disagree- others.
When we consider all the facts relament." But' neither recognizes the
fact that there is the remotest pos- tive to the' religi()us SitUdtiOlJ. and
know that the founder of each of the
sibilify of the other being right.
Such also has been the his1tory of great religions has proclaimed love
religions. Have not' the Buddhists and unity but that the followers of
taught there is no salvation except none of them have lived up to the
by means of the "Four Noble revelation they have received, we reTruths?" Have not the Muham- alize that something muslt be done.
madanscontended, "There is nO God The world has p me to the place
but Allah, and Muhammad is His where the nations are all next door
prophet," and the Jews' declared that neighbors and if we are to have the
only the laws of MOses are divine right neighborly feeling there must
and denounced Christ for disregard-' be a sense of equality and mutual
ing them? And have not the Chris- respect. Each must recognize that
tians proclaimed that same crucified the OIthers have their contributions to
Christ as Deity, and he alone has make that are worthy of acceptance
power to save? N or does the divi- and all must be willing to accept
sion of thought stop here. All of truth and justice regardless of the
these religions are sub-divided into source.
history has been recorded
SINCE
and doU'btless before even that

0
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Out of the Orient has recently
come One who gives principles which,
if followed will unite the world into
one greaJt fellowship. He proclaims
"that all nations should become one in
faith, and all men as brothers, that
the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men should be
strengthened; that diversity of religion should cease, and difference of
race be annulled-These strifes and
this discord mus1t cease, and all men
be as one kindred and one family."
Before Baha'u'lh'ih announced his
mission, there came one before him.
The Bab, the forerunner, bore the
same relationship to Baha'u'llah as
did John the Baptist to Christ. But
he proclaimed not One who would
found a new religion but One who
would seek to unite all the existing
faiths in the Fa1therhood of God and
the Brotherhood of Man. As many
as received the message of the Bab
were severely persecuted by the governmenlt and orthodox Moslems, but
in spite of the attempts at suppression the declarations of the Bab were
eagerly received by all classes. The
Bab himself, at last fell a victim to
his persecutors in 18'52, but his message continued to spread.
Mirza Husayn 'Ali who afterwards
assumed the tiltle of Baha'u'llah,
which means the "Glory of God" was
born in Tihran, Ithe 'Capitol city of
Persia, November 12, 1817.
His
family was wealthy and distinguished, many of its members having occupied important position. His
father was a vizier or Minister of
State. Baha'u'llah never attended
school or college and only received
very little training at home. But
even as a child he showed wonderful
wisdom and knowledge.
When the Bab declared his mission
Baha'u'llah was twenty-seven years
old and he espoused the Cause immediately, suffering' persecutions as did
the other followers. In 1863, Baha'u'llah announced that he was the

One whose coming had been foretold
by Ithe Bab-that he was the Promised One of God who had come to
complete the message as begun by
the holy prophets and Jesus Christ.
After this Baha'u'llah spent most
of his time in prison. Severe persecutions were inflicted upon him and his
followers but after many years these
were somewhat relaxed and eventually through the efforlts of his followers he was placed in a comfortable home where he remained until
his death, May 28, 1892, at the age
of seventy-five.
The life of Baha'u'llah was spent
as a prisoner but this did not prevent him receiving visitors or writing letters and books. Many learned
men and women from all parts of the
world flocked to him for ins1truction
and to all who came he was able to
give a new spiritual vision and added
store of knowledge. Numerous were
the letters he wrote in his 8ndeavor
to hasten the age of peace. All the
principal crowned heads of Europe,
the Pope, the Shah of Persia, and the
government of the United States
were entreated by him to establish
true religion, just government and
international peace.
The twelve basic principles of the
Baha'i Movemenlt which have been
set forth by 'Abdu'l-Baha, the eldest
son of Baha'u'llah into whose keeping the father entrusted the promotion and direction of the Word, are
universal in their appeal and application. They are:
The oneness of mcmkind, which is
explained by Baha'u'llah in his
words, "Ye are the leaves of one tree
and the fruits of one arbor."
Independent investigation of truth.
He does nOlt believe that we should
be blindly influenced by what our
forefathers advocated to be right but
we should search out the truth by
means of our own God-~given powers.
The founclation of all religions is
one, b~t because ~f diversities of
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customs among the peoples and the
heretical element which creeps into
all religions they appear Ito be differ.:.
ent fundamentally but this cannot
be since there is but one reality.
Religion must be the cause of
lmity among mankind. Worship is
common to all peoples and has ever
been the means of promoting higher
aspirations and fellowship among
men, but if it becomes a source of discord it would be beltter if there were
no religions.
Relig'ion 1nust be in accord with
science and Teas on. Science is proven
facts and as there is but one truth,
religion must agree.
Equality between men and 'Women.
This principle is peculiar to Baha'f
teachings. In other religious systems women ,have been subservient
to men.
Abandomnent oj all prejudices.
If the law of love is to become paramount all radaI, religious, patriotic
and political prejudices must cease.
UniversaL peace means peace
amongst
governments, religions,
races, and denizens of all regions.
Universal education. Every individual has the right to be educated.
If the parents. cannort assume the
responsibility the 'community must.
So~ution
of economic problem,.
Definite principles have been laid
down to regulalte the economk situation and insure provision for all. He
is the fivst teacher to do this.
An tnter'national auxilio,TY languo,ge must be adopted and vaught in
all schools of the world.
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An international tribunal to settle
an !the questions of interest between
nations. This precept was given
more that half a century before it
became a world issue.
There are many other deeply
spiritual !teachings given bY.Bah3!u'llah, which explain the Scriptures of
the world and which make this Revelationcomplete. But just as with
other Manifestations he was at first
persecut.ed and condemned especially
by his own government and people.
But unlike the others his message,
still less than a century old, has already won larlge numbers of converts
and ·is spreading with great rapidity
throughout the world. And Tightly
it may spread because that which the
world has need of is those people who
will be "no cause of grief to anyone"
but will "Ib€j a cause of healing for
every sick one, a comforter for every
sorrowful one, a pleasanlt water for
everythir.sty one, a heavenly table
for every hungry one, a ,star to
every horizon, a light for every lamp,
a herald to everyone who yearns for
the kingdom of God."
It seems impossible that One who
gives fOl'ithsu(',h Truth should be
questioned. Christ told us that "by
their fruits ye shall know :them," and
Bah.i'u'lJah has said, "We desire but
the good of the world." At any rate
the very lea1st we can do is leave it
alone, uncensored, because as Gamaliel said unto the Council before
which Christ's apostles were broUlght
for trial, "if this counsel or work be
of man it will ·come to nought; but if
it be of God ye cannot overthrow n."

"Be it known that there is, but one foundation to the relilgion of God. The
apparent differences have oome thToughignorance. 'Words differ, but the
purpose is one."
'Abdu'I-Baha.
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PERMANENT PEACE IN THE PACIFICIS IT POSSIBLE?
KAM TAl LEE

Mr. K. Hiyarna, a Japanese business 1Jwn of Honolidu, comnwmoTCiting the gTad1wtion
oj ~is s::m front the Univenity of Hawaii and his entTmwe in business, gave to the
Untverstty the sum of two hundred dollan to be used as "p1'izes in an oTCtto'rical contest .t? be p~r!;ieipated, in by st1;,dents of the University, i'iTespec.tive of mce, nationality,
01' cltt~enshtp';
on the subject, Perrl'!'anent Peace and FTtendshtp in the Pacific." The
?Ta~on~a11JnZe contest was held Apnl 9, seve~ .qtudents" of the University participating
tn tt, SiX of whom were Japanese and one Chtnese. The ivinner of the first prize was
Kam Tai Lee, a H,awa,iian born Chinese and fr-eshman at the Univenity. The following
is his speech.-Editor.

ACK, in the eighteenth century,
B
, sages and seers prophesied that
within the span of a hundred years
the Pacific Ocean would become the
center' of civilization.
The yeart;l have gone by and that
time is come-henceforth, this body
of water will be the theater of mankind's. The stage is set; the actors
are, on hand. But these questions
arise. Shall there be anmher drama
of blood and hate?, Is,' permanent
peace in the Pacific, poslsible?
Let us look into those signs of the
time, which seems to point out the
promise of a lasting peace among
these many nations. You will recall
that we have not here in the Pacific a
tradition of deadly strife. Down
through the ages, our fathers have
lived in peace. Men say that this is
due to the enormous size of the ocean.
May we not ascribe such state of affairs to the guiding hand of Providence? Is nOlt this record of an unbroken peace a wonderful sign for
the future of mankind?
Permanent peace is possible because the spirit of ,education has
gripped the heart of every nation
bordering the Pacific. Consider with
me for a moment what education has
done. You will observe that courses
in foreign languages and international relations are firmly established in
the educational systems of all civilized powers. Thus the students of
one country learn the culture and customs of another, and thereby acquire

that understanding upon which universal peace must rest.
The creation of foreign scholarships is another factor to be reckoned with. That pleasant interchange
of students between nations in the
Pacific is a potent element in the advancement of international friendship. Have not students from other
lands left their impression upon our
minds? Have we not also sent our
scholars out into the world, to learn
the ways of, our neighbors? It is
through these contacts, that we may
attain an enduring peace.
In 1923, the first international educational conference met in Ithe city of
San Francisco. Men came from the,
four corners of the earth, to deliberate over the common concerns of
all mankind. Is it not of significance
that the initial gathering of this nature should convene in the Pacific?
When this generation shall be but a
haunting memory, posterity will say,
that education was a milghty factor
in the establishment of a just, and
lasting peace in the Pacific.
There enters another element,
which will make possible an abiding
peace in this ocean. It is the progress
of international law. This law will,
in the future, regulate the acts of all
nations. It may be likened unto that
set of rules which govern the actions
of all individuals, within the jurisdiction of a single state.
There are some, who contend that
this is but an empty dream, an ideal
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beyond the re3!ch of human endeavor.
Did not international law establish
and maintain the independence of
Swiltzerland, of Belgium, of Luxemburg? Did it not abolish piracy on
the high sea? What else than international law could have destroyed
that dreadful traffic in men-the
slave trade? If the citizen of a state,
submits to the law of his land even
though his life be at stake, is it impossible that nations in the future
may do likewise "and be governed by
international law?
Permanent peace in the Pacific will
be possible, because men have sought
and found another manner of selttling
disputes, other than by blood and
force. They have discovered that solutions obtained through peaceful
means are sounder, and in the final
analysis of a more lasting nature.
Permit me to CIte you examples of
this cooperation among nations.
In the autumn of 1921, statesmen
of all tb.e world met in the capitol of
our nation to discuss the question of
armament. America saw the spectacle of nation against nation in the
making of deadly enlgin€ls of warshe saw the grim determination of
every sovereign power to surpass all
others in this awful test of national
supremacy-she saw the only outcome of this senseless effort- the destrudion of civilizrution.
Then,
through the voice of her President,
she called all nations unto her for the
purpose of solving this problem.
Need I say more? The success of
this convocation is written indelibly
in the story of human progress.
There are other incidents, worthy
of mention. At this hour, they meet
in China across the way, to settle in
a friendly fashion, differences, which
have stirred the hearts of men. I
refer to the conference on tariff autonomy, Let me reciall to your memory, that ~ but a few months have
elapsed, when men and women of all
nations bound to us by the tie of a
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common ocean assembled here as delegates to the Institute of Pacific Relations, that noble gathering which
met to perpetuate goodwill and understanding. With the knowledge of
these facts, is not permanent peace
possible?
Peace will be possible, because tolerance has come into the world.
There is evident the tendency to
overcome difficulties without recourse to arms. The glamor of war
has faded. Let me cite you an incident, to prove my contentions.
When America's lawmakers in Congress assembled, nullified the privileges of large numbers of Japan's nationals to legally set foot upon American soil, excitement was rife in the
eastern empire. At the height of the
emotional wave which swept that nation, you will recall this incident.
A citizen of Japan went forth and
dragged to the dust, the national
emblem of Amerka flying over its
embassy in that land. The world
stood aghast, for this was a hostile
act. It turned toward America and
waited expectantly for the shot that
would drench the waters of the Pacific, red with the blood of angry men.
But America stood fast, for she saw
that this deed, done when human
emotion ran riot, was not the criterion of the nation's judgment.
Permanent peace will be possible,
because nations have caught the spirit
of service. In time of stress, differences are laid aside and all labor for
the common welfare. Witness the
case of Armenia. When that ancient
people stood on the brink of disaster,
did the world stand aloof? Did the
world stand aloof when Japan was
rent by earthquake and fire? When
thousands of children in that land
cried for food and comfort, did nations across the sea falter in their
duty? It is Ita the glory of the human
race, that these nations strove valiantly to stem the desltructive tide,
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and bind up the nation's wounds.
When .this noble. task was done,
there sprang out of that stricken
land, a song of gratitude and understanding.
They tell us that there can be no
peace here---4hey tell us that the day
approaches, when fighting squadrons
of nations in arms shall ride the
waves of the Pacific, and that we shall

hear once more the thunder of cannon and the agonizing 'cries of dying
men, but a hundred thousand enliightened voices, springing from the
shore of every land which borders
this mighty deep, rise to denounce
this awful prophecy, and they solemnly declare that there shall be
peace in the P!acific-peace Permanent and Deep-bbiding.

THREE HAWAIIAN ADVENTURES
LINCOLN WIRT
The following sketches, vivdly depicting Tac·ial amity as pTacticed in the Hawaiian
Islands, aTe so s·triking as to seen~ worthy (if publication in the Bah6,'i Ma.gazine. They
a·retaken from a little leaflet issued by the National Cmmcil for Prevention of WaT.Editor.
AN ADVENTURE IN INTER-RACIAL
FRIENDSHIP

"Hi there Sing-Loo, let's eat lunch
together." "Hello, Togo, will you
join us?" Where is Antonio? Oh,
there he is talking to his Hawaiian
princess-Say, Tony, whenever you
are ready we'll spread ,the banquet."
Then I saw a thing strange to
Western eyes. Four high school
boys, scions of as many races, linked
arms, crossed the school grounds and,
seating themselves on the grass in the
shade of a great flowering ponciana
tree, shared their lunches.
I had been visitill(g' the McKinley
High School in Honolulu under the
escort of Professor Willard E.
Givens, Director of Education.
Turning to him as we left the building at t,he noon hour I said, "Did you
see that? . That American boy leaping down the steps called to three
other 'boys, one a Chinese, another a
Japanese, and the third a Portuguese,
and there they are now, under that
tree, thick as thieves, laughing, eating and skylarking together. Why on
earth did not the American boy chum

up wirthAmerican boys? Surely
there are others. That sort of thing
could not happen in any mixed school
in California:"
Professor Givens watched the boys
for a momelllt and then replied: "Race
prejudice is an ugly thing; we have
little of it here. McKinley High
School is a great human laboratory.
We try to practice our ,theories of human brotherhood here and it is a
revelation to many to see how naturally Ithese young people of twenty
nationalities respond to it. We insist that character is the only gauge
of superiority, and scholarship the
only class distinction. And they are
proving it, too. But to answer your
question-why does that American
boy choose yellow and broWn companions ?-Because he LIKES them.
They are chums and all fine fellows.
They are members of the same grade,
attend the same church, swim together, team up in athletics together,
know the full worth of each other.
Why shouldn't they eat together, even
if that be the sine qua non of social
equality?"
I had no answer!
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My adventure in inter-racial
friendship had torn the hypocritical
mask from our played-out Nordic
assumptions and prejudices and intolerance. The happy normal mingling of these McKinley High School
students, whose sires had been drawn
from the ends of the earth-Semitic,
Hamitic, Aryan-gave the lie to
"inherent race superiority." Given
equal oppor1tunity and friendly environment, the product will be equally
(good in the long run.
Here, where all aritificial barriers
are down, a thousand young human
thoroughbreds have rejected the agelong inhibitions and false distinc,tions imposed by pride of race, or
color, or creed, and are showing us
a new and better way by building
together in natural comradeship and
mutual respect a new Tower of Babel
which gives nromise, some day, of
reaching from a new earth to a new
heaven.
In propinquity they have discovered that goodness, justice and service are the only marks of distinction
and that achievement is a prize open
to all the children of men.
II
An Adventure in Inte1"national
Understanding
On the western slope of the Island
of Hawaii, where the feet of Mauna
Loa dip into the sea, lies the fair
land of Kona, where the famous
Kona 'coffee is grown.
It is a little world, isolated but
sufficient unto itself, and peopled by
superior representatives of many
races and clans-Scotch, English,
American, Hawaiian,and Oriental.
The schools are excellent; the social
life democratic and cosmopolitan.
Here I was entertained in the
home of the chief magistrate. Judge
and Mrs. Thompson* filled my days
with rarest hospitality.
One evening I was privile!ged to
meet fifty or more neighbors and
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friends who gathered to welcome the
sltranger vdthin their gates. These
were of many races, yet I have seldom mingled with a heltter dressed,
more intelligent, or more talented
company. The young people gathered
in the music room. Someone sang
with the voice of a Caruso. It was
a young Por,tuguese just home from
his studies in Europe. A brilliant
piano -classic was rendered by a
Japanese lady, graduate of the Boston Conserva1tory of Music. I discussed sanitation and ,tropical diseases with the community doctora son of Oath ay and a graduate of
Harvard Medical School. The managing engineer of a great plantation
proved to be half Slcotch and half
Hawaiian.
When the last guest had depar1ted,
I said to Mrs. Thompson, "I see you
do not draw the color line-what is
your social creed?" She replied, "It
is a rule of three: character, inteUectual equality, likeableness.
"1. If these neighbors of ours
measure up to our· Anglo-Saxon
moral standard (and most of them
are professing Christians, none are
divorced, and my husband sends propOrltionately more Americans and
British to Jail than any others) ;
"2. If they have culture (and most
of them are college graduates, while
I am not) ;
"3. If they have that indefinable
thing we call likeableness (and I cannot tell you how lovable some of them
are, especially the cultivated Orientals) ; why then they are welcome to
our home and I am glad to be welcomed Ito Itheirs. And furthermore,
I want to assure you that this position which my husband and I have
*1I1]'S, Thompson was well known to the
Bah6/i world for she had served the Cause
many years. Her recent passing into the
eter'Y/Jul life was deeply mourned by the
Bah6/is as well as by all those innumerable
friends acquainted with her illumined services to humanity.
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said. "Chief of Police," replied the
dri vel'. "What, that little fellow?"
I laughed. The driver nodded.
While we watched the happy children trooping across the street, the
long line of cars held !back by the
hoy's outstretched arms:, my companion rellated the sltory of "death's
corner." Here, as everywhere, the
pleading
signs
"Slow
down,"
"School," "Protect the children,"
were little heeded. Appeals to the
police for protecrt:ion brought no relief.
Finally,after
continued
slaughter of the innocent alt this
deadly corner, the older boys of the
school held an indignaltion meeting.
Then they marched in 'a body to the
office of the Chief of Police and demanded that something be done.
The Chief was :sympathetic, but
said it was impossible, with his
small force of officers, to protect
every school crossing. But the boys
were not to be defeated-they had
a plan. "Then deputize us," they said,
"and we will guard that corner."
The Chief was game. He pinned
official badges on four of the boys and
said, "I'll do it. You are now school
policemen and I shall hold you responsible for life and safety and the
regulation of traffic during danger
hours at that school crossing." Not
a child has been killed or injured at
"death's corner" since.
Again the whisrtle blew and the boy
chief swung half around to hold back
the children and release the traffic.
As we passed him I found myself
looking into rthe face of a manly
Chinese youngster. By vote of the
IH
school he had been elected their Chief
of Police.
An Aclventu1"e in W orlcl Policing
And then I noticed khaki-clad figWe were approaching "death's
ures
with flashing badges, on the
corner," al crossing near a public
three
other corners.
When the
school in Honolulu. Suddenly there
whistle
sounded
and
China
sltreltched
was a sharp whistle, a grinding of
out
its
arms
in
protection,
.J apan,
brakes and the car stopped behind a
the
Philippines,
and
America,
also,
boyish figure in khaki with arms outstretched
out
their
arms
in
a
fine
stretched. "What's the matter 7" I

taken after living wifth these fragments of other civilizations for eight
years, is genuine. We are not conscious of a feeling of patronage; we
are indulging in no self-deception."
And then the good Judge added,
"What you people in the States cannot understand is that two civilizations, each with a noble background,
are developing side by side here in
the mid-Pacific. There is an Eastern cullture, and there iSI a Western
culture. In Hawaii they meet and
mingle and greatly enrich each other.
N or are we afraid to let them do so.
But your isolationists are raising
high heaven with the cry 'undesirable assimilation.' There is very
l1ttle intermarriage here between
Americans and those of Oriental
blood. The latter are as proud as
we are, and perhaps, with as much
right.
"Why does America fight windmills? With our present swift means
of travel, 'Communication and commerce, why cannot the nations of the
whole world meet and mingle and enrich each other without amalgamation
or excess immilgration-each contributing to the others, and carrying
back to their own homelands the best
in every land?"
I sailed away from Rona and from
my Adventure in International Understanding wilth a wish in my heart
that Judge Thompson could be a
Justice of the World Courlt and that
Mrs. Thompson's social creed could
be written upon the doorposts of
every home in the land.
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exhibition of teamwork born of international friendship and underSltanding.
lVIy dream had come true!
What militarists and advocates of
preparedness have said was impossible had been demonstrated before
my eyes; namely, an International
Police Force protecting the dea~h
corners of the world.
When the signal was given,alien
hear:ts and brains and hands had
worked in unison for the common
weal. There was no jealousy, no "entangling alliances," but there was
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sympathy and understanding and
perfect co-operation.
It will work! It will work everywhere!
Ambassador Alanson B. HOUlghton <says, "Peace is an adventure in
faith."
Oh ye of little faith, let a little
child lead you into the Kingdom of
World-wide Pealce and Good-will,
where Earlth's death corners shall
be protected by common sense, by a
World Court, by an international police force, to the end that the slaughter of the innocent shall perish from
the earth.

GREEN ACRE, MAINE
THE BAHA'f SUlVIlVIER COLONY
The thirty-second season of Green
Acre will open on July second, and
every indication points to a most
successful summer at this attractive
center. An excellent program is
being prepared by the Program Committee. The Fellowship House will
be the cent er of a course of eduwtion
which may form the nucleus of the
ideal university which, has so long
been dreamed of for Green Acre.
The young people will continue their
summer school which they organized
so successfully last summer. lVIany
physical changes are in progress
which will add greatly to the material
welfare and comfort of the summer
vacation.
lit was felt by all present at Green
Acre last summer that a remarkable
spiritual power was (gained for Green
Acre by its own resolution to put
itself under the direction of the N ational Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of the United States and

Canada. This coming summer will
be the firslt season in which Green
Acre will have been directed by the
National Spiritual Assembly. There
is every reason to expect that a marvelous spiritual atmosphere will prevail. Those who have known Green
AQre in rthe past, feel assured that in
this coming season it would be well
worth the while of every Baha'i to
visi,t for a long or short time this
ideaF 'cenlter so full of spir'itual vibrations, so permeated with lofty ideals
and with the vision of great men and
women.
All the friends are urged to join
the Green Acre Fellowship and lend
their support Ito its physical and
spiritual growth. Dues and contributions are now due and can be sent
to lVII's. Florence R. lVIorton, 5
Wheeler Ave., Worcester, lVIass. Active membership is $3.00; sustaining
membership $25.00; and life membership $500.00.-(S. C.)
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ESPERANTO
THE UNIVERSAL AUXILIARY LANGUAGE

ONE of the great steps towards
universal peace would be the establishment of a universallangualg'e. Baha'u'Wih commands that the servants
of humanity should meet together,
and either choose a language which
now exists or form a new one. This
was revealed in the Kitab-el-Akdas
(Book of Laws) forty years ago (now
over sixty years). It is there pointed
out that the question of diversity of
tongues is a very difficult one. There
are more than eight hundred languages in the world, and no person
could acquire them all.
The races of mankind are not isolated as in former d.ays. Now, in
order to be in close relationship wilth
all countries, it is necessary to be
able to speak their tongues.
A universal language would make
intercourse possible with every nation. Thus it would be needful to
know two languages only,-the
Mother tongue, and the Universal
Speech. The latter would enable a
man to communicate with any and
every man in the world. A third
language would not 'be needed. _To be
able to talk with a member of any
race and country without requiring
an interp:ceter, how helpful and restful to all!
Esperanto has been drawn up
with this end in view. It is a fine
invention and a splendid piece of
work, but it needs perfecting. . .
Therefore appreciate Esperanto for
it is the beginning of the carrying
out of one of the most important of
the Laws of Baha'u'llah, and it must
continue to be improved and perfected.
,Abdu'l-Baha.
"Wisdom Talks" p. 157.
("La Nova Tago," 'an Interna,tionaI Baha'i Esperanto Magazine, is pubIi'shed by
the Esper,anto Conmlittee of the Baha'i
Movement of Hamburg. Addl'ess is Octaviostraslse 21, Wandsbek, Germany.)

LA TUTMONDA HELPANTA LlNGVO

Unu el la rgrandaj palsoj al tutmonda paco estus la establado de
tutmonda lingvo.
Bahit'u'llith 01'donas. ke la servantoj de la homaro
kunvenos, kaj au elektos lingvon, kiu
jam ekzistas, au formos novan. Tio
estas proklamilta en la Kitab-elAkdas (Libra de Leg'oj) antaukvardek jaroj (nun pli 01 sesdek jaroj).
Estas tie montrita, ke la temo de
diverseco de lingvoj estas tre malfacila temo. Estas pli 01 okcent lill'gvoj
en la mondo, kaj neniu povus lerni
ciujn.
La rasoj de la homaro ne estas
izolitaj, kiel en antauaj tagoj. Nun,
por eSlti en proksima interrilateco
kun ciuj land{)j, estas necesa povi
paroli iliain lingvojn.
Tutmonda lingvo ebligus inte1'rilatecon kun ciu nacio. Tiel, estus
necesa scii nul' du lingvojn-Ia patrujan kaj la tutmondan. La dua
ebligus al homo komuniki kun iu kaj
eiu homo en la mondo. Oni ne
bezonus trian lingvon. Povi paroli
kun ano de iu raso kaj lando, sen
bezono de tradukanto-kiel helpema
kaj ripoza por eiuj!
Esperanto estas elverkita lau tiuei celo. Gi estas bonega elpensajo
kaj brila vel' ko, sed gi bezonas perfektigon . . . . Pro tio, estimu Esperanton, ear gi estas la komenco de la
efektivigo de unu el la plej gravaj
legoj de Baha'u'llith, kaj oni devas
dau'ri plibonigi kaj perfektigi gin.
Pronunciation-Vowels: a as in
!cdhe1'; e as in obey; i as in machine;
a'it like ow in how; 0 as in hope; ~{,
like 00 in cool. Consonants: c like ts
in cats; c like ch in chat; g as in go;
{; like g in gem; 11, like German ch in
ach; j like y in joy, or in yet; j like
z in a,zure; s as in SU1"e. Other consonants are pronounced as in English.
The accent is on the next to the last
syllable.

IDI

THOU lover of reality! His
. Highness, the Merciful, has mani, . . fested love and harmonv to the
world of humanity, so that all of
the individuals may find 'a complete connection with each other and the lights
of the Oneness of God may appear in
the human world. For this He sent the
Holy Manifestations; revealed the heavenly books; established the divine religions, so that these holy souls, these revealed books, and these divine religions
may become the cause of unity, agreement, harmony and love in the world
of humanity .. . . . . As this age is a
luminous age and this century the century of knowledge, new teachings are
necessary, a new effulgence is essential
and a neW life is needed. The souls
cannot accept the ancient ideas, a new
thought and new teachings are necessary that shall be the spirit of this age
and the light of this century.
.

~

,Abdu'l-Baha.

Colonel Culver, retired Al1~er'ican Consul, raises National emblern and Peace .Flag on
July 4, 1926, in connection with the openin.g of Gr'een Acre for its thirty-second season.
This flag was designed by Miss Sa.r'ah J . .Farmer to represent her: ideal of the purpose of the Green Acre Conferences. Preceding the .Flag cerernwny, an addr'ess on the
history and purpose of Gr'een Acre wa,s delivered by Ali-Kuli Khan, N. D., and one
on AmeriCla and world peace by Wm. H. Randall. Horace Holley was' chairman of
the meeting.
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"The character of divine sovereignty has no change or transformation, but the organization and administration change continually."
,Abdu'l-Baha.
NSTITUTIONS are the most imIman.
pressive and abiding works of
Being a collective creation,

Hugh Walpole has expressed this idea
most vividly in his nov'el, "The Cathedral." Thus the great institutions
of the world have a certain awe-giving quality. We admire them or we
fear them-we cannot ignore them.
They seem as stable and as permallent as the rock of Gibraltar.

they surpass the will and power of
anyone man, no matter how great he
be. Amenhotep IV, though absolute
ruler of all Egypt, could not succeed
in changing his country's religion
from the worship of Amun to the
worship of Aten the Universal God.
YET THIS stability is specious
He could mov'e the royal city to a rather than real. Institutions are not
new and unbiased site, chisel the immortal. Though they outlive man,
name of Aten where Amun had been, they are but finite things approachand during his lifetime insist on the ing their destined end. In time they
worship of his god. But at his death will pass and disappear, being superthe power of the institutions of Amun seded by new institutions better fitrestored the wOl':'ship of the tradition- ting the new needs of man.
al god, caused the royal city to be
Yvhat we most need to realize about
moved back to Thebes, and the name institutions is that, being the work of
of Amun once more to adorn the roy- man, they pass through the same
al architecture and the public sculp- cycle of finite existence as the life of
man itself. They have their feeble
tures.
The institution is more powerful birth, their struggle for existence,
than anyone man, be he ruler of the their growth to strength and power,
world itself, because the institution their climacteric, their slow decay
is the expression of many wills, and and final death. This is true of every
because its existence goes on from institution that has ever existed. And
generation to generation and its what is more, it will be true of every
strength is still fresh when those who institution which now or in the fufight against it are become enfeebled ture ages will come into being. Everything that goes up comes down.
by old age or frustrated by death.
Institutions seem at times to have Everything that is born must die.
a life and existence of their own, Everything that is created must be
achieving their ends by means of or uncreated.
It is evident that in a finite uniin spite of those humans who come
under the canopy of their power. verse there is a limit to the quantity
99
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of finite things. When life, when
For while institutions must pass,
spirit, which is infinite, takes on a the things the institutions stand for
form, that form is temporal. It is for never pass .. The institution, which is
the time-being. It is but a garment a form, a workable concreteness, is
of concreteness, a vehicle enabling finite; but that which the institution
operation on the plane of concrete- embodies is immortal. Therefore, inness. But the spirit eternally changes telligent man, in trying to solve the
its form, its garment, its vehicle. If dilemma of the challenging claims of
this were not so, and if every con- loyalty to the old institution, on the l
crete form in which the spirit chose one hand, and of the progresto embody itself were to become im- sive, new-rising institution on the
mortal, the world, being finite, would other, must search to find whether or
become over-full of these concretions; not the new institution asking his
and these forms, vehicles, and insti- support is the legitimate successor of
tutions, reaching the point of satura- the old institution which requires his
tion, would make further progress loyalty. If this is so, and if the new
institution has behind or in it all the
impossible.
Thus un creation is seen to be as beneficence, the potential construcmuch a blessing as is creation; and tiveness, the spiritual power of the
death is as necessary and as benefi- old, and in addition has a greater
cient as life itself. With this thought adaptation to the rising epoch, then
we may console ourselves for all those adherence to this new institution is
concrete losses which finiteness indeed the only true and possible exbrings us. For until the old goes, the pression of loyalty to the old.
new gift cannot come to us.
THE GREATEST QUANDARY
OF ALL the old possessions or con- into which loyalty can throw a man
figurations, the thing which men will is in the apparent struggle between
strive the hardest to preserve is an an old and a new religion. I say apinstitution. There is a most com- parent, because in reality there is no
mendable loyalty here. In fact, were struggle, but only an evolution of
it not for such loyalties, institutions form serving to express the same
would never have been built up. Here, abiding Spirit. But to the sense of
indeed, is one of the strangest para- man there appears an antithesis, a ridoxes of finite existence, that the will valry, a struggle in which the old calls
to live, so necessary in the rising powerfully for his help to prevent the
cycle of life, becomes a source of in- rising power of the new.
effective and needlessly agonized
Sincerely spiritual men are often
struggle in the declining cycle. If caught in this nexus. The greatest
men and institutions, since they must example of this is perhaps the situadie, could only die peacefully!
tion in which the Jews found themIf we could but realize, when the selves at the coming of Christ. We
time comes for the passing of one cannot conclude that all the opposiinstitution, that a better one is some- tion to Christ's teachings came from
where, somehow growing up! If we formalists and hypocrites. Many a
could but see the phases of our hu- zealous, earnest-minded Hebrew, of
man structures as we view the whom Saul was an example, found
changes of the equinox, and welcome himself in sincere opposition to the
the new spring as but the bodying new teaching.
If religionists could but realize that
forth of the old life and the eternal
religions as we know them are instispirit!
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tutions, and as such must go through
the destined cycle of all finite things,
they would not lament at the decline
of the old form and the rise of the
new. Nay, rather, they would see the
new as the fulfillment of the old; the
expression, in a new and glorious
form more fitted to the new day, of
the Eternal Spirit which is the soul
and life of all religions.
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upon themselves as other than members of the regular Jewish Synagogue, although possessed of a new
and mOl'e universal truth.

SO TODAY, there need be no conflict, no disturbance, in the hearts of
those whose loyalty to Christ might
make them hesitant to accept the
revelation of Baha'u'llah. For the
Spirit which is in and back of ChrisIN ONE SENSE religion is eter- tianity, making it such a marvelous
nal because it is Spiritual Truth. But vehicle for the unfolding of the spirfor the Eternal Truth to reach finite itual powers of man, is also in and
man in a workable and usable form, back of the Baha'i Cause, working to
it must take on concreteness, there- effect the spiritualization of the
fore finiteness.
This finite form whole world.
which Infinity as Truth takes on in
Thus there is no loss, no sacrifice
order to reach man is what we call of truth, on the part of the Christian,
religion. Religions pass through dif- the Buddhist, the Muhammadan who
fel'ent phases and changes, as do accepts the Baha'i Cause. He sees in
those finite forms of matter in which it but the fulfillment of his own reInfinity as Creator manifests Itself. ligion, the expression of that Eternal
All religions which the world has Truth which has since the world beknown are but forms of the Mani- gan been guiding mankind unto spirfesting Truth. It is the law of their itual goals.
existence that they should chang'e and
Is it not for the Kingdom of God
give place to new.
on earth, for a spiritually perfected
Thus when the Mosaic Dispensation had fulfilled its purpose, it gave humanity, that all religion, and all replace to Christianity. But those see ligions, are working? In reality they
wrongly who would see Christianity are all one. There is no division, no
as an abrogation of the Mosaic teach- rivalry, no opposition of claims.
ing. It is rather the fulfillment of There can be but one purpose that
that same Spirit which was manifest- God has toward us, in the Revelaing to the Jews, from Moses down tions which He sends us, and that is
through all the prophets. So natur- to make us conscious of Him, loving
ally did it seem to those Jews who toward Him and toward our fellowaccepted Christianity, as a fulfillment men, and obedient to His will.. This
of their own religion, that it was not is the fulfillment of each and every
until almost a century after the life religion. This is Religion in its esof Christ that his followers looked sence.
THE CAUSE of Bahii'u'lliih is the same as the Cause of Christ. It is the
same temple and the same foundation. Both of these are the spiritual springs,
the seasons of the soul-refreshing awakening and the cause of the renovation of
the life of mankind.
In the coming of Christ the divine teachings were given in accordance with
the infancy of the human race. The teachings of Baha'u'llah have the same basic
principles, but are according to the stage of the maturity of the world and the
requirements of this illumined age. - 'Abdu'l-Bahii.
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THE ONE DIVINE LIGHT
COMPILED FROM THE UTTERANCES OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA

A FRIEND CALLING upon
,Abdu'l-Baha one day said that in
speaking about the Revelation to the
people, many are afraid of a new religion, saying, "Our religion was
good enough for our ancestors and it
is good enough fox us." 'Abdu'l-Baha
replied: '''l'hey are like unto those
souls who say we do not like fresh
flowers but we are satisfied with
withered and decayed flowers. Decayed flowers do not have sweet
fragrance; their odor is not good;
they have no fr,esh:ness and charm.
The fresher the flower the sweeter it
is and the more charming. If old and
decayed flowers were good then the
Adamic flower would have been sufficient. Every new year needs a new
flower, new fruits ar'e necessary,
fresh and gentle breezes. are needed.
Every new day requires new food,
you cannot partake of the decayed
food of yesterday." (Star, Vol. 3,
No. 19, p. 4.)

members may increase in excellence,
but if the mind fails to develop, of
what use is the rest? The important
factor in human improvement is the
mind. In the world of the mind there
must needs be development and improvement . There must be re-formation in the kingdom of the human
spirit, otherwise no result will be attained from betterment of the xnere
physical structure.
In this new year new fruits must
be forthcoming, for that is the provision and intention of spiritual reformation. ; . . For the essential
reality is the spirit, the foundation
basis is the spirit, the life of man is
due to the spirit, the happiness, the
animus, the radiance, the glory of
man-all are due to the spirit; and if
in the spirit no re-formation takes
place, there will be no result to human existence. (Pro. of U. P., p.
272, 273.)

THOUSANDS OF souls, including
IN THE unmistakable and univer- the great divines and Pharisees
sal re-formation we are witnessing, among the Jews, were awaiting the
when outer conditions of humanity Manifestation of Christ, lamenting
are receiving such impetus, when hu- and weeping and supplicating that
man life is assuming a new aspect, the Messiah should soon appeal'. But
when sciences are stimulated afresh, when His Holiness Christ came with
inventions and discoveries increas- a beautiful face and sweet utterance
ing, civic laws undergoing change and dawned from the day-spring of
and moralities evidencing uplift and the contingent world like unto the
betterment, is it possible that spir- shining' sun, all those souls who
itual impulses and influences should awaited him rejected him, because afnot be renewed and reformed? N at- flicted with the sleep of heedlessness,
urally new spiritual thoughts and in- did not wake up by the voice of Christ
clinations must also become manifest. nor did they gain consciousness. Now
If spirituality be not renewed, what again the same is the case in the
fruits come from mere physical re- Manifestation of Baha'u'llah. (Tabformation? For instance, the body lets Vol. 3, p. 688.)
of man may improve, the quality of
THE INDEPENDENT PROPHbone and sinew may advance, the
hand may develop, other limbs and ETS are the lawgivers and the foun-
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del's of a new cycle. Through their
appearance the world puts on a new
garment, the foundations of religion
are established and a new book is reWithout an intermediary
vealed.
they receive bounty from the reality
of the Divinity, and their illumination is an essential illumination. They
are like the sun which is luminous in
itself-the light is its essential necessity; it does not receive light from
any other star. These Dawningplaces of the morn of unity are the
Sources of bounty and the Mirrors of
the Essence of Reality. . . .
The Manifestations of universal
Prophethood who appeared independently are, for example, Abraham,
Moses, Christ, Muhammad, the Bab
and Baha'u'llah. . . . Prophets are
founders; they establish a new religion and make new creatures of men;
they change the general morals, promote new customs and rules, renew
the cycle and the law. Their appearance is like the season of spring
which arrays all earthly beings in a
new garment and gives them a new
life. (Answered Questions, p. 188,
189.)
THE WORD OF TRUTH no matter which tongue utters it must be
sanctioned.
Absolute verities no
matter in what book they be recorded
must be accepted. If we harbor prejudice it will be the cause of deprivation and ignorance. . . . the purpose
of religion is the acquisition of
praiseworthy virtues, betterment of
morals, spiritual development of mankind, the real life and divine bestowals. All the prophets have been the
promoters of these principles; none
of them has been the promoter of
corruption, vice or evil. They have
summoned mankind to all good. . . .
For examp'1e w:e mention Abraham
and Moses. By this mention we do
not mean the limitation implied in the
mere names but intend the virtues
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which these names embody. When
we say "Abraham" we mean thereby
a manifestation of divine guidance,
a center of human virtues, a source
of heavenly bestowals to mankind, a
dawning-point of divine inspiration
and perfections~ These perfections
and graces are not limited to names
and boundaries. When we find these
virtues, qualities and attributes in
any personality, we recognize the
same reality shining from within and
bow in acknowledgment of the Abrahamic perfections. Similarly we acknowledge and adore the beauty of
Moses. Some souls were lovers of the
name Abraham, loving the lantern instead of the light, and when they saw
this same light shining from another
lantern they were so attached to the
former lantern that they did not recognize its later appearance and illumination. Therefore those who
were attached and held tenaciously
to the name Abraham were deprived
when the Abrahamic virtues reappeared in Moses. Similarly the Tews
,were believers in His Holiness Moses,
awaiting the coming of the Messiah.
The virtues and perfections of Moses
became apparent in His Holiness
Jesus Christ most effulgently, but the
Jews held to the name Moses, not
adoring the virtues and perfections
manifest in him. . . . If we are lovers of the light we adore it in whatever lamp it may become manifest
but if we love the lamp itself and
the light is transferred to another
lamp we will neither accept nor sanction it. . . . We must not be fettered.
If we renounce these fetters we shall
agree . . . . (Pro. of U. P., p. 146.)
THE
DIVINE
MANIFESTATIONS since the day of Adam have
striven to unite humanity so that all
may be accounted as one soul. '1'he
function and purpose of a shepherd
is to gather and not disperse his
flock. The prophets of God have been
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divine shepherds of humanity. They bare and empty. Such is the condihave established a bond of love and tion of the spiritual world which has
unity among mankind, made scat- its four seasons-spring, summer,
tered peoples one nation and wander- autumn and winter.
When Jesus Christ appeared, it
ing tribes a mighty kingdom. They
have laid the foundation of the one- was the last days of the winter time
ness of God and summoned all to uni- when the people, who are the trees of
versal peace. All these holy, divine the divine garden, were deprived of
manifestations are one. They have their fruits; that is, of their divine
served one God, promulgated the characteristics and divine moralities.
same truth, founded the same insti- As nature needs a springtime to retutions and reflected the same light. vive the trees, so the spiritual nature
Their appearances have been succes- needs a springtime to fill the garden
siveand correlated; each one has an- with flowers and fruits. It was
nounced and extolled the one who through the manifestation of Jesus
was to follow and all laid the founda- Christ that this spiritual springtime
tion of reality. They summoned and began. Summer followed with its
invited the people to love and made fruits and later autumn came. Winthe human world a mirror of the ter followed and the trees were
Word of God. Therefore the divine naked; that is, the people were withreligions they established hav'e one out their divine qualities. So again,
foundation; their teachings, proofs it became necessary that a new
and evidences are one, in name and springtime should come. . . .
form they differ but in reality they
Christ himself said that whatever
agree and are the same. These holy happened in the cycle of Moses would
Manifestations have been as the com- occur again in his time. Therefore
ing of springtime in the world. Al- these occurrences were repeated. We
though the springtime of this year is cannot say that what happened in the
designated by another name accord- time of Christ was remarkable since
ing to the changing calendar, yet as the same had happened before. We
regards its life and quickening it is cannot say that it is extraordinary
the same as the springtime of last that the present springtime follows
year. (Pro. of U. P., p. 145.)
that of last year. We cannot say this
year that these blossoms are useless
WHATEVER THERE is in the because the same ones appeared last
world of contingency is a symbol of spring~ The last spring gave out its
the spiritual world; whatever there is benefits, and summer, autumn, and
on the earth is a symbol of heavenly winter followed. If a new spring did
things. For example: In the spir- not come to the world everything
itual world there is the light of guid- would die. In every springtime there
ance, in the outer world there is the will be repeated what has happened
(Table
lamp, its symbol. In the divine world in previous springtimes.
there is love, symbolized in the mate- Talks with' Abdu'l-Baha. Notes of
rial world by magnetism. So there Mrs. Winterburn, pp, 4, 19.)
are four seasons in the perishable
outer world-spring, which brings
THE DIVINE RELIGIONS are
the vegetables, refreshes the animals, like the prc~ression of the seasons of
and promises fruits; summer, which the year. When the earth becomes
charges the trees with fruits; then dead and desolate and because
follows the autumn, after which of frost and cold no trace of vancomes the winter when the trees are ished spring remains, the spring-
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time dawns again and clothes a prophet has proved to be instrueverything with a new garment mental in the elevation of mankind,
of life.
. Then the winter undoubtedly his prophethood is valid.
comes again and all the traces of (Star, Vol. 3, No. 13, p. 6.)
spring disappear. This is the continuous cycles of the seasons-spring,
EVERYTHING in the world is
winter, then the return of spring; but subject to change. But this transthough the calendar changes and the mutation and change are requireyears move forward, each springtime ments of life. See, for instance,
that comes is the return of the these flowers before us. They come
springtime that has gone; this forth from a seed. They grow to perspring is the renewal of the former fection, but when they have reached
spring. Springtime is springtime no the state of perfection they go back
matter when or how often it comes. again. This is the invariable law of
The divine prophets are as the com- creation.
Likewise man develops
ing of spring, each renewing and until he has grown to maturity.
quickening the teachings of the When he reaches beyond the state of
prophet who came before him. Just maturity he begins to decline. All
as all seasons of spring are essen- religions of: God are subject to this
tially one as to newness of life, vernal same law. They are founded in order
showers and beauty, so the essence of to blossom out and develop and fulthe mission and accomplishment of fill their mis.sion. They reach their
all the prophets is one and the same. zenith and then decline and come to
(Pro. of U. P., p. 122.)
an end. (Star of the West, Vol. 4,
No. 4, p. 68.)
FOR THE FUNDAMENTAL basis
of the religion of God there is no
BAHA'U'LLLAH is the same Light
change nor variation. This is the
in
a new Lamp. 'Tb see, we must look
basis, the fundamental foundation of
at
the Light and not at the Lamp.
religion. That never, never changes.
This
is spiritual sight. The sun is
The basis of the law of Moses His
one
orb
but it has different risingHoliness Christ promulgated. That
points
on
the horizon. One point,
self-same foundation of religion was
was
Jesus,
one Moses, one Bapromulgated by Muhammad. All the
ha'u'llah,
and
so on. Therefore be a
great prophets have served that
foundation. They have served this lover of the 'Sun' and worship it, no
reality. Hence, the purpose and re- matter at what point it may arise.
sult of all the prophets have been one If you worship the dawning-place
and the same. They were the ad- you' will fail to see the Sun when it
vancement of the body politic. They arises in another point of the horizon.
were the cause of the honor of man- Many stand at the old point and workind. They were the divine civiliza- ship while they are losing the Light
tions of man whose foundation is of the Sun in. this Manifestation.
one; and, as we declared before, the True lovers of the Sun worship the
proof establishing the validity of a Sun itself and not the point of its
prophet, the proofs of his inspiration, rising. They see and know the Light.
are, after all, the very deeds of vaIor (Ten Days in the Light of Aqa, p.
and greatness which he performs. If 28.)
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THE PERFECT REMEDY

THE DIFFERENT religious communities have failed to unite in
the past because the adherents of each have regarded the founder of
their own community as the one supreme authority, and his law as the
divine law. Any prophet who proclaimed a different message was,
therefore, regarded as an enemy of the truth. The different sects of
each community have separated for similar reasons. The adherents
of each have accepted some subordinate authority and regarded some
particular version or interpretation of the Founder's Message as the
One True Faith, and all others as wrong. It is obvious that while this
state of matters exists no true unity is possible.
Baha'u'llah, on the other hand, teaches that all the prophets were
bearers of authentic messages from God; that each in his day gave
the highest teachings that the people could then receive, and educated
men so that they were abJ.e to receive further teachings from his successors. He calls on the adherents of each religion not to deny the
divine inspiration of their own prophets, but to acknowledge the divine inspiration of all other prophets, to see that the teachings of all
are essentially in harmony, and are parts of a great plan for the education and the unification of humanity. He calIs on the people of all
denominations to show their reverence for their prophets by devoting
their lives to the accomplishment of that unity for which all the
prophets labored and suffered. In his letter to Queen Victoria he
likens the world to a sick man whose malady is aggravated because
he has fallen into the hands of unskilful physicians; and he tells how
the remedy may be effected: "That which the Lord hath made to be
the wholesome medicine and the most perfect remedy is the union of
all that dwelI on the earth in one religion and under one law, and this
cannot be brought about save through a skilful, perfect and inspired
physician."
Dr. J. E. Esslemont,
In "Baha'u'llah and the New Era."
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THE CHANGED MAN
SHAHNAZ WAITE
"The reading of history brings us to the conclusion that all tru1:y great men, the benefactors of the human 'lace, those who ha1!e moved men to love the right and hate the
wrong and who have caused real progress, all these have been inspired by the force of the
Holy Spirit."-'Abdu'l-Baha.
.

"'HERE is no more convincing example in past history of the
lpower
of the Holy Spirit to regenerate and reform, and through its influence to transform an individual, and
through him to quicken the hearts of
countless hundreds as well as to
change the very spiritual map of the
world by promulgating the WORD of
God, than that of Saul of Tarsus, afterwards known as St. Paul, he the
persecutor of the Christian-the denier of Christ. Of him we read in
the Bible, "Saul yet breathing out
threatnings and slaughter against
the disciples of the Lord, went unto
the high priest, and desired of him
letters to Damascus to the synagogues that if he found any of this
way, whether they were men or women he might bring them bound unto
Jerusalem.
"And as he journeyed, he came
near Damascus; and suddenly there
shined round about him a light from
heaven; And he fell to the earth, and
heard a voice saying unto him, Saul!
Saul! why persecutest thou me?
"And he said-who art thou Lord?
And the Lord said, I am Jesus whom
thou persecutest; it is hard for thee
to kick against the pricks.
"And he trembling and astonished
said, Lord what wilt thou have me to
do? And the Lord said unto him,
Arise! and go into the city and it
shall be told thee what thou must do.
"And the men who journeyed with
him stood speechless, hearing a voice
but seeing no man.
"And Saul arose from the earth,
and when his eyes were opened he
saw no man; but they led him by the
hand and brought him into Damas-

cus. And he was three days without
sight, and neither did eat nor drink.
(Acts: 9, 1-9.)
And again we read: "And straightway he preached Christ in the Synagogues, that He is the Son of God,"
-and, "God wrought special miracles
by the hands of Paul so that from his
body were brought unto the sick,
handkerchiefs or aprons, and the diseases departed from them, and the
evil spirits went out of them."
So imbued was he with this dynamic power of the Holy Spirit proceeding from Christ that even his
garments were permeated with its
healing rays.
When' Abdu'l-Baha visited Chicago
in 1912, he was invited by the R;ev.
J enkin Lloyd J ones, pastor of Lincoln Center, to speak from his pulpit.
This remarkable institution is an outpicturing of the Baha'i ideals, worked
out in this house of worship connected with social, educational and manual training lines. Lincoln Genter is
not only' a temple of worship, but
within its walls can be found a school
of manual arts, a school of oratory, a
printing and publishing company, a
social cent er and a hospice. When
this institution was first introduced
to the public in general, there was
much adverse criticism expressed. "A
house of worship connected with material things," was an abomination,
and "sacrilegious in the extreme."
Lincoln Center, however, was but
heralding the new day ideals of worship, which is by Baha'u'llah declared
one with work, or labor. To worship
God in our temple, then go forth and
express our love in joyous work, this
is the reality of true worship.
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As Jenkin Lloyd Jones was President of the Chicago branch of the International Peace Society, ,Abdu'lBaha spoke on Universal Peace, and
after the service was over Mr. Jones
escorted' Abdu'l-Baha to his car, and
just before entering it, "'Abdu'l-Baha
took this beloved apostle of peace and
unity into his arms and kissed him
first on one cheek, then on the other;
and later he sent this message in a
Tablet to the writer, "Convey my
greetings to his honor the friendly
minister Mr. Jones in whose church
I spoke. Verily I still mention him
and will never forget him."
Not long after 'Abud'l-Baha's visit
to his church, J enkin Lloyd J ones
preached a sermon' on "Paul the
Planter," which was taken down stenographically, and today returns to
memory with renewed interest and
beauty, in the light of our subject
dealing with the influence of the Holy
Spirit upon the lives of men and we
share it with you in part. Mr. J ones
said:
"I have come to the study of Paul
this morning; the very maj esty and
immeasurableness of the subject
humbles the speaker. . ..
"Paul was raised in the strictest of
sects, at the feet of Gamaliel the
great teacher. He arrives at manhood firm in the faith and zealous for
it. Then crossed his path this New
Movement, which disturbed his
strong soul with apprehension. He
was stirred with resentment at the
audacity of a Movement that seemed
to belittle the sanctities of his people,
to discount the power of his inheritance. We find him holding the coat
of those who threw stones at the first
martyr of Christianity. Like the
first blood in the meadow which maddens. the bullocks, this first martyr...;
dom aroused the fierce opposition of
what heretofore was latent distrust,
and this man Saul joined the persecuting hosts. He penetrated the
homes, he brought the victims to

court, and his zeal growing stronger
on what it fed upon, asked a special
commission to go to far-off Damascus to further oppress this heresy.
On that long road of one hundred and
fifty miles, across deserts and through
benignant shades, up mountains and
down meandering valleys-something
happened-something profound, as
often happens to profound souls. Victor Hugo has well said that 'Paul's
road to Damascus is the road upon
which all great souls pass, and not
only all great souls, but great Movements and gl'eat Nations.' That
transforming
experience - which
transforms the persecutor into an
apostle of the protecting hosts.
"Again touched with the greatness
that alone belongs to truly great
souls he retires. For three years or
more he is in communion with his
own mind and heart and nature. He
is reorganizing his life on new lines,
and when he appears for a few days
in the already ancient and sacred
city, he is furnished with his life's
program and equipped with his life's
message. He calls upon some of the
disciples but does not seem to find
much interest in them, and he does
not s'eem to have made much impression upon them. He disappears again
for eleven years and plies his trade
in his home town of Tarsus.
"The struggle waxed hot in far
away Antioch. A young Greek who
feels the power of the New Message,
but does not confess the binding power of the old traditions, goes over to
Tarsus and asks this tent-maker to
come over and help him preach to
the new church in Antioch, to help it
free itself from Jewish fetters, and
he goes.
"Thus twenty-five years after the
death of Jesus, this missionary began
his prodigous work, the unparalleled
campaigning that ended only with his
life.
"It is safe to say the accredited
travels of Paul would amount to ten
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thousand miles without steam cars,
or steamboats, without automobiles
and often without roads! Twice at
least he traveled the whole coast of
that formidable Asia Minor, still a
difficult and dangerous route which
only the most heroic dare undertake.
"Read his own epitome of his dangers and his trials; his floggings, his
imprisonment, his stonings and shipwrecks, and still all the way through
was he the dauntless spirit that
placed Christianity in history for all
time.
"In 55 A. D. appears a lone little
man, as he himself estimated, of halting speech, more gifted in writing
than in speaking; afflicted with a
'thorn in the 11esh' which has been
variously guessed at by scholars. This
insignificant, crippled, hunchbacked,
bold-hearted little Jew, unarmed and
unattended by but one or two faithful followers, takes ship, crosses the
Aegean and lands in Macedonia, and
as a result the map of the intellectual
and spiritual world was re-formed.
He changed the front of the civilized
world. He brought the Message of
Life to Europe. He conquered where
Xerxes failed; he brought it in such
a spirit and attitude that it was able
to appropriate much of what was left
of Greek culture and Greek art. He
accomplished what Alexander failed
to accomplish; he triumphed where
Xenophone's ten thousand failed ignominiously.
"What do we see in the life of
Paul? First the story of a tire}ess
toiler. Such diligence, such travel,
such independence, crowded into only
30 years! A missionary career unparalleled in the history of the world.
At every step of the way he was confronted by defeat; at every turn he
met opposition. From Damascus to
Rome he was under suspicion; distrusted by his friends, opposed by his
kindred, disputed and misr-epr-esented
by his fellow Christians.
"N ext we find in Paul a man of
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marvelous heart capacity. O! what
a friend Paul was! How just, how
tender, how loving! I love to dwell
on this side of his character. Then
again we see in his letters in a most
impressive way that Paul was supremely in earnest. He may have
been mistaken. I do not think I understand his theology; if I do, I do
not accept it; but it was the high zeal,
the unquestionable power of a man
in earnest, which always triumphs in
spite of error of intellect or mistakes
of judgment, if there is back of these
the sincerity of a soul aflame with
conviction. The. world responds to
such a spirit.
"Paul stood, not as a type of the
young Jew, but as a Citizen of the
World. He at least had found a position wherein he could say of Greek
and Jew, 'you are all one to me.'
"In his gospel of brotherhood and
love Paul was perhaps the first great
cosmopolitan. One of the greatest
contributions perhaps the world has
ever received in an organized form is
from the Pauline interpretation of
Christianity, which is non-creedal,
non-racial, and non-sectarian. To
this day Christianity is fettered by
limitations which the great Jew,
Paul, broke for himself and strove to
break for others.
"And still one thing more: I have
said Paul was a tireless toiler, that he
had the capacity for great love and
friendship, that he was an earnest
man, a Citizen of the World, and that
he worked to meet the needs of the
world as he understood them; still
one thing more-Paul was a mystic.
I mean by that, that he had a refined
and super-sensitive soul, which is the
unquestionable mark of all the great
seers of history. He believed in the
intangible, and was sensitized to
things unseen. Words melted into
symbols upon his tongue. His logic
like a basket seemed to leak but his
spirit remained. He measmed life by
eternity and not by time. So if we
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go in search of the power of Paul we read their true mission, and repent
must climb out of the intellectual on bended knees before unborn genvision. The spirit of Paul, the heart erations; confess in humility their
of his Message, the inclusivenes of it, mistakes and like Paul dedicate themmade stepping stones of his texts into selves to the Gospel of Love.
the land where texts do not count. He
"He who trusts the destroying of
climbed out of J udaism by the power nations to battleships and bayonets is
of his love, and that which released in league with Xerxes, Alexander,
him from the traditions of the Caesar and Napoleon, and they are
temple, that which enabled him to all relegated to the junk heap of bismake secondary matters of the tory. Isaiah, Socrates, Buddha, Zorites and ceremonies of Israel, have roaster, Confucius and Jesus, and all
enabled his true succesS9rs to rise up the Light-Bringers of Truth to the
out of dogma, that would make of world, and their spiritual disciples
heaven a small place for selfish souls, who in all times and ages have sung
and of hell a wide place for the the Song of Love and climbed out of
stumbling children of God.
national and religious prejudice, into
"So the dogmatists, however, sus- world sympathy-these are the betained by the pious theological texts loved of men, and these are the
of the Book of Romans-have been blessed of God."
consumed by the love of Paul for his
This soul inspiring account of the
brother-man, they have been defeated life of Paul, dominated by the Power
and discounted by his magnificent of the Holy Spirit, becomes more
spirit, that while careworn, sick, beautiful in the light of the following
weary, and oppressed, still enabled words of 'Abdu'l-Baha:
him to' remember tenderly, Phoebe,
"The Holy Spirit is the Bounty of
Persis and Priscilla and the other sis- God and the luminous rays which emters and fellow men who shared his anate from the Manifestations; for
prison cell. O! the story of Paul's the focus of the Rays of the Sun of
humanity and love, is the conquering Reality was Christ and from this
thing in this world!
glorious focus, which is the Reality of
"Kaiser, King and Czar who are Christ, the Bounty of God reflected
lifting up their hands to the One upon the mirrors which were the
Eternal Father, begging for His Reality of the Apostles. The'descent
benediction, may find justification in of the Holy Spirit upon the Apostles
the first chapter of Romans, may signifies that the glorious Divine
find justification in the theology of Bounties reflected and appeared in
the Christian church, but they are re- their Reality."
buked and laid low and disarmed by
"That which raised these great
the 13th Chapter of Corinthians, that ones above men and by which they
immortal hymn of Love which along- were able to become teachers of the
side the Beatitudes represents the truth was the power of the Holy
high water mark in New Testament Spirit. Their influence on humanity,
literature, conquering and quickening by virtue of this mighty inspiration,
the spirit, and satisfying the hunger was great and penetrating.
"The_greatest philosophers without
of the human heart.
"N ations must needs travel the this Spirit are powerless, their souls
Damascus road, as well as individ- are lifeless, their hearts dead! Unuals, and in the solemn hushes of less the Holy Spirit breathes into
the starlit night, under the light of their souls, they can do no great
a midnight moon and desert sands, work. No system of philosophy has
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ever been able to change the manners
and customs of a people for the better.
"An humble man, without learning, but filled with the HolySpirit, is
more powerful than the most nobly
born profound scholar without that
inspiration. He who is educated by
the Divine Spirit, can in his time lead
others to receive the same Spirit.
"May you be given Life! May the
rain of the Divine Mercy and the
warmth of the Sun of Truth make
your gardens fruitful so that many
beautiful flowers of exquisite fragrance and love may blossom in
abundance. Turn your faces away
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from the contemplation of your own
finite selves and fix your eyes upon
the Everlasting Radiance; then will
your souls receive in full measure the
Divine Power of the spirit and the
blessings of the Infinite Bounty.
"If you keep yourselves in readiness, you will become to the world of
humanity a burning Flame, a Star of
Guidance, and a fruitful tree, changing all its darkness and woe into light
and joy by the shining of the Sun of
Mercy and the Infinite Blessings of
the Glad-Tidings.
This is the meaning of the power of
the Holy Spirit which I pray may be
bountifully showered upon you."

BAHA'U'LLAH
o Thou Invisible Essence of the universe,
Whence sprang adown the ages glorious orbs
To illume the abysmal darkness of mankind
And manifest on earth the self of GodWhat hast Thou now bestowed to clear the mists
That still o'erhang the consciousness of soul
And hide from it the vision of the Infinite?
Out of the East, as ever, comes the dawn
Of a new day. Again the wondrous light
Shines from the horizon of Thy boundlessness,
Only this day in such effulgent power
As ne'er before.
There leaps into the sky
A sun which to the eyes of groping man
Reveals a vista to that perfect day,
N or yet a distant day, when all the earth
Bathed in its beauty shall be purified
And all Thy creatures realize their oneness
With all their kind and Thee.
Bah:i'u'll:ih!
God's Glory! True Revealer of the sign!
For by Thy potent Word, from God the Infinite,
The seals have fallen from the hidden mysteries
And man stands face to face with Truth and God.
H. H. RomeI'.
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THE ONENESS OF MANKIND
LOUIS G. GREGORY
The fDllDwing is an add1'ess by Mr. GregDry, Baha'i lecturer and teacher, given at the
Public SessiDn Df the Eighteenth Annual CDnvent~Dn Df the Baha'is of the United States
and Canadc. held at the Palace HDtel, San FranciscD, May 2, 1926.
"Any kind Df prejudice is destructive tOo the bDdy-pDlitic. Make peace with all the
wDrld. LDve everybDdy; serve everybDdy. All Me the servants Df GOod. GOod has created
all. He prD'videth fD?' all. He is kind tOo all. The?'efDTe must we be kind tOo all.
'Abdu'l-Baka.
INTRODUCTION BY MR. HORACE HOLLEY
OF NEW YORK, CHAIRMAN

Those of us here who have reached
a sufficiently mature age to look back
to a childhod spent in homes that had
not the advantage of modern improvements will recall, I am sure,
what a terrible experience it was, as
a child, to be compelled to go into the
basement, or up into one's bedroom,
alone by candle-light. To a little
child there is nothing so real as those
shadows that dance before and behind as we walk through the great
dark lonely house.
So, it is also in the childhood of humanity, that we walk by the light of
inadequate spiritual principles, that
which is most real to us are the shadows cast by our own ignorance. One
of the darkest shadows that has been
feast across the mind of man, a shadow most prolific of hatred and of fear,
is the shadow of racial prejudice.
And. just as in the modern home the
,electric light has made it impossible
for the child of today to feel that
gloomy experience of fear, so it is
that there is in the conscience of the
East and the West, in this age, an
illumination which is making it impossible for us collectively to accept
any longer the conditions that led to
racial prejudices. But, this spiritual
light becomes visible usually to you
and to me only to the degI1ee
that it is reflected to us through
some faithful mind, through some

self-sacrificing heart.
We must
needs see it personified by a worker
for a universal cause to realize that
there is indeed a dawning in the
world of mind.
It is such a one that I have the
honor and the privilege to present to
you as our next speaker, a worker in
the path of abolishing racial, religious and other prejudices.
MR. GREGORY'S ADDRESS

THERE is in man a dual nature,
and the history of humanity is the
struggle of those two elements in his
nature for the mastery. There is that
which inclines him downward, which
degrades his nature, which makes
him inferior to the animal world
about him.
When we compare man, upon that
plane, with other animals we find him
very often lacking in some of the
qualifications that make the animal
dominant. He may have a keen
penetrating eye, but he cannot emulate the eye of the eagle; he may have
a very powerful voice, but he cannot
fill the entire forest with his roar like
the lion; he may eat over-much, but
no matter how much he may improve
his appetite he will never have a huge
bulk like an elephant; he may run
very rapidly, but he is out-distanced
by the deer and the antelope. The
boys of my day, and perhaps the girls
of this day, engaged in the pastime
of jumping. It was considered a
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fairly good jump, years ago, if a boy
could jump the length of his body, but
the little grasshopper can jump
twenty or thirty times the length of
his body and is as modest about the
accomplishment as the boy would be.
There is a tiny insect that surpasses
this record, so I am told.
Now, in all of these characteristics.
the animals surpass us, and man cannot prove his existence, his reality as
man, as long as he stands upon the
lower plane. A man must, therefore,
ascend into the higher planes of his
being. He must reach the plane of
intelligence, the plane of science, the
plane of true knowledge, the plane
of spirituality, the plane of God. In
all of these higher planes, the limitations, the darkness, the ignorance of
the lower planes disappear, and you
find essential unity and great happiness for all who reach the rarified
plane or atmosphere of the spirit.
The world is very much disturbed
today. We have had the tragedy of
the greatest war in human annals
and, as if humanity had not suffered
sufficiently, we are feverishly engaged in preparation for a new war.
Death-dealing agencies of destruction have increased in value; more
men are under arms than at the outbreak of the war in 1914; great
treasures are being placed in war-like
preparation and, what is most distressing of all is that"the hatreds of
the world are being increased in
three principle ways. The first of
these is through racial bias or prejudice.
There is in this world room enough
for everyone.
The world is big
enough to contain all of its people.
There is enough earth, enough light,
enough sunshine that all may have a
place. We may think that removing
these prejudices, abandoning these
prejudices, would endanger our own
existence, but it never has happened
in the history of the world that anyone has grown less in stature by hav-
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ing less of hatred for his fellowbeings. The only way to increase
one's happiness, one's sense of enjoyment of real power is to increase
one's love for one's fellow-beings. We
are not menaced by the removal of all
hatred and prejudice, but we are
blessed-our station is elevated. "The
station of man," says Baha'u'lhih, "is
great if he holds to reality and faith,
and if he be stayed by it, unto that
command, the traces of such a man
becomes the educators of the entire
world of existence." Great indeed is
the station for man today, if he realizes the purpose of his being.
We must not think that it is necessary to hate people because, in outward appearance, they differ from
ourselves. There is a purpose running through the existence of the
world, of all the universe, of all of
its peoples. We find no duplicates in
all creation. The leaves on the tree
are all different; even twins, at birth,
show a difference of temperament.
The divine plan of creation was endless diversity. There is a kind of difference in the world that causes
strife, but that was not the divine
purpose, The divine purpose in the
endless forms which make up creation was to adorn all these kingdoms
with a diversity of creation and we
find that diversity in the kingdom of
man with the adornment for the
beautifying of the human raee; so
when we quarrel about the outward
appearance of our bodies we really
are degrading our finer instincts; we
are tending downward; we are allowing ourselves to be captives of nature,
slaves of our animal propensities.
Diversity makes for harmony, for
beauty, for adornment of the human
kingdom, and we should all have consideration for those who are unlike
us because when we leave this world,
which is only a tempoI'ary station, we
do not take our bodies along with us.
Our bodies are only a garment that
we wear, "Very homely and very
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striking," was the advice which a European King gave to a body of his
troops who were passing through,
destined to a distant island possession, where the people were different
in color from those of the King and
his army. He said to them, "As you
go among my subjects across the sea
there is one lesson I wish to impress
upon you. It is that they are our
brothers. If we have any advantage
over those people it is not because of
how we look, but because of what we
know. When they know what we
know it is entirely possible that they
will do more with it than we have
done. If you are wise you will go
among them and teach them and if
you insult them, because of their color, you insult me, your king." That
was a vision of reality.
For all races have the same potentialities: there are differences of degree, differences of opportunities for
acquiring culture, but it is yet to be
proven, from any scientific angle,
that any race or tribe of the world
has accomplished something that is
impossible to others. So, let us throw
the prejudices of race into the discard
for the sake and elevation and happiness and progress of all the world.
The next cause of conflict in the
world is national differences. I remember, some years ago, I passed
across the boundary line which separated Germany from France-this
was before the great war-and I was
amazed, after all the years in which
I had read history, to find that no
boundary line existed, except in the
imagination of man. There was no
line to separate one country from the
other. When we .crossed the boundary line, which was purely imaginary, the soil was just as productive
on one side as the other; the air was
just as salubrious; and water they
had to drink was just as pure; the
skies were just as bright; the sun
shone just as brilliantly in one country as in the other and in every way

God showed that he loved both nations. The divine power, the divine
might smiled upon both of them, but
they frowned upon each other, and
you see what terrible consequences
have ensued, due to that hostile attitude which they had toward each
other.
In this day an understanding of the
Oneness of Mankind is of primary
importance. 'Abdu'l-Baha said, "It
is .all right to love your own country, but love it as a part of one big
whole and do not let that love betray
you into a hatred of any other nation
because we are all the citizens of
one nation, the leaves of one tree,
the fruits of one branch." "The ocean
has many waves," says Baha'u'lhlh,
"but it is still one great sea."
The most unreasonable of all
causes of differences in the world is
religious prejudice. When we find,
upon examination, that the foundation of every religion is love-love of
God and love of man-how childish
do these prejudices which rest upon
no other basis than superstition,
seem to be. We must put our principles, our ideals into practice in order
to bring about a transformation of
the world, and it is possible for man
to do this today. The moment he
makes an effort along this line he
finds the Mysterious Force which
has produced the civilizations of the
world, the happiness and succor for
all mankind.
There is a story repeated by Aesop,
the original Aesop-said to have been
an Ethiopian slave-of a gnat that
once addressed a question to a lion.
The question was whether they
should be friends or enemies. The
king of beasts replied, very heartily,
"Get away, you silly little insect,
what possible difference does it make
whether we are friends or foes ?" -at
the same time giving him a kick with
his foot. Whereupon the gnat flew
into the nostrils of his majesty, the
lion, and began to sing to .the best
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of his ability and the lion made frantic efforts to dislodge the gnat and
filled the forest with roars. It may
be that you are big and important and
that I am unimportant and small, but
continually instances are happening
in the world which demonstrate to us
our mutual. dependence upon each
other.
Just a few months ago I was in
far away Florida. I was invited to
join a group of workers going out to
visit the country school. We had to
pass along an unfrequented road, a
distance of about eighteen miles. We
had a Ford car which carried the party of four or five people. After we
were well started on our journey it
began to rain, which made the already difficult road extremely difficult, but we continued on our way
and finally reached our goal. It continued to rain all the time. We
served the children as best we could
and started on our way back. After
we had gone two-thirds of the distance we got stuck in the mire. There
were two men and two women in the
party, and a small boy, and the entire
party went to work and for an hour
and a half, in the rain, we toiled and
struggled to dislodge that machine.
Our efforts were entirely fruitless.
By-and-by we heard a noise in the
distance, which grew greater and
greater, and finally there came into
sight an automobile truck driven by
two white working men. Not knowing what would happen, we called
upon them for assistance. I may say,
parenthetically, that the working
men of the world, whether black or
white, have a community interest,
and although not having always seen
that interest borne out in human experience, we called on them for assistance, not knowing what would
happen-but gallantly they responded. They came to our aid and the
four men, two white and two black,
made a tremendous effort, but we
were still unsuccessful. They were
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bidding us good-bye, expressing their
regrets that they could not help us
out of this dilemma, when they were
prevailed upon to make another effort and this time the ladies and the
small boy joined us, so the entire party, composed of youth and age, black
and white, men and women, all made
an effort and this time we were victorious. The automobile was dislodged and we went back a distance
to a haven of safety much relieved
by the removal of this embarrassing
situation.
We shook hands, across the color
line, and our friends bade us goodbye. This white boy, who was the
chauffeur and who called the Ford an
automobile by courtesy, discovered
something wrong with the machine
and took about fifteen or twenty minutes to adjust it. We started once
more on our way. The most interesting part of the story is this, it seems
to me: We had not gone a distance
of more than what would be covered
by two or three of your city blocks
before we came upon our two white
friends and this time they were stuck
in the mire. We were very happy,
not because they were in difficulties
of course, but because we had the opportunity to return their kindness.
So among all the different races
and groups and classes of people in
the world, the ideal of today is cooperation, mutuality, service. If one
wants to distinguish himself let him
become distinguished as a servant of
humanity. Let him stand upon this
exalted principle of the oneness of
God and the oneness of the entire human race. Whoever stands upon this
exalted principle will never be shaken
by the shifting sands of time; whoever stands upon this exalted principle, like the lever of Archimedes, will
move the world.
Mr. Holley, Chairman: A most
significant story has come down to us
from ancient times. It seems there
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was a mighty king, King Atman, who standard of the bear; he who came
had four sons and because these sons from the South carried the standard
knew they were the heirs of his pow- of the palm; he who came from the
er they made no effort to perfect East carried the standard of the lothemselves in the arts of statescraft. tus; he of the West, carried the standThey made no effort to be worthy of ard of the oak. As they descended
the responsibility of taking over the into the plain, looking at these other
authority of his throne, and, there- armies advancing toward the king's
fore, as the king grew to his GJd age, palace, each brother thought that an
through fear of the fUture, not only enemy had arrived to attack Atman,
of his sons, but of his subjects, he the King, and so they led their armies
called them to his room and said to into battle and the four brothersthem that he could not leave the au- because of their courage and leaderthority divided among four unworthy ship-were in the forefront of the
men even though they were. his own battle and toward evening one besons. He said to them that they must came mortally wounded and fell dygo forth into the world and that the ing to the ground and as his life's
one who returned most worthy blood ebbed away he cried, "Alas, I
would receive the sceptre at his death. can no longer protect my father, AtRudely awakened from this life of man, the King." On hearing this the
pleasure and of ease these princes other brothers realized what had been
went forth, one to the East, one to done and then recognizing their kinthe West, one to the North and one ship, through their father, in tears
to the South. And, because in them they took the brother's body and endormantly there was the quality of tered their father's palace.
their sire, after a struggle each one
It seems to me that we are all like
became a leader among the people those four brothers and that in this
where he lived. Later when each one age, struggling as we are economihad become the king of a province, cally, politically, mentally, strugthey bethought themselves of their
gling in 'every way, we are but atfather's promise and they returned,
tempting
to defend that which in reeach attended by a great retinue and
ality
belongs
to us all, but we canot
an army, to prove to their father that
recognize
this
mutuality until one has
each had achieved success. But, inasuttered
the
name
of God, the Father
much as this experience had come to
them in the four corners of the world, of us alL
Human brotherhood rests upon the
it was by coincidence that they arrived with their armies on the great creative basis-the revealed Word of
plain outside the father's palace on God, the Father, and not upon the
the morning of the same day. Be idealism even of the most liberal
who came from the North carried the mind.
DO NOT allow difference of opinion or diversity of thought to separate
you from your fellowmen, or to be the cause of dispute, hatred and war in
the hearts of your enemies. Rather, search diligently for the Truth and
make all men your friends.
Baha!u'lhih has drawn the circle of unity, he has made a design for the
uniting of all the peoples, and for the gathering of them all under the shelter
of the Tent of Universal Unity. This is the work of the Divine Bounty, and
we must all strive with heart and soul until we have the Reality of Unity :in
our midst. . . .
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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GREEN ACRE
A FOCAL CENTER OF DEVOTIONAL AND HUMANTARIAN
ACTIVITY. NEW PERIOD OF WORLD-WIDE INFLUENCE
HORACE HOLLEY

N SUNDAY, July 4th, 1926, the
friends of Green Acre gathered
O
in a simple ceremony to open the an-

preciate the courage and magnanimity of this woman at their true value.
The note of human solidarity and interdependence has penetrated life at
many points during the past twenty
years, but Miss Farmer arose as a
consecrated pioneer to make a definite
and practical application of ideals
hitherto existing only in the minds of
philosophers and the lives of saints.

nual Green Acre Conferences founded
by Miss Sarah J. Farmer in Eliot,
Maine, thirty-two years ago. During
this time, the little tract of land set
apart in trust by Miss Farmer has
witnessed one of the most significant
expressions of practical idealism ever
taking place in this country.
THE FRUIT OF NEW ENGLAND
Viewed in the perspective of thirTRANSCENDENTALISM
ty-two years-that wonderful era of
Too frequently, students of that
world thought and progress, deep- marvelous period of aspiring conened by world suffering, inaugurated sciousness known as the "Transcenby the Columbian Exposition in Chi- dental Movement," and associated
cago-the spiritual legacy left by with the greatness of Emerson, ThoMiss Farmer in Green Acre repre- reau and their fellows, have traced
sents a truly astonishing achieve- the continuity of the movement down
ment. To this woman of pure New the many dividing, tenuous streams
England stock must be credited the of so-called "New Thought." This is
glory of founding the first universal a fundamental mistake.
Great
platform in America.
To Green thoughts do not reach fulfillment in
Acre have come representatives of a multiplicity of little thoughtsevery race, nation and religion, to their fruit is in permanently ennobled
mingle in fellowship and cQntribute customs and institutions of daily life.
each his best to a common end. The
The significance of Miss Farmer in
roll of speakers who have taken part the history of American progress is
in the Green Acre Conferences repre- that she stands as the actual fulfiller
sents well nigh the flower of modern of Emerson in terms of applied inliberal thought.
fluence. Miss Farmer can be consid"Green Acre," Miss Farmer de- ered as the feminine counterpart of
clared some years before her death, Emerson, for she possessed his ideal"was established for the purpose of ism to the full, but her nature was
bringing together all who were look- executive, practical and intensely huing earnestly toward the New Day man, desiring tangible results above
which seemed to be breaking over the abstract formulas and definitions.
entire world. The motive was to find
Green Acre consequently arose as
the Truth, the Reality, underlying all the effort to live out and apply the
religious forms, and to make points great American. vision of truth, jusof contact in order to promote the tice and righteousness, and throughunity necessary for the ushering in of out more than thirty years of strugthe coming Day of God."
gle, Green Acre has never lost sight
Only the older generation can ap- of that essential purpose.
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WHAT IS GREEN ACRE

Physically, Green Acre is a tract of
some two hundred acres, situated
along the banks of thePiscataqua
river in Eliot, Maine, only four miles
up from the sea, and opposite the
historic city of Portsmouth, New
Hampshire. On this tract, and also
round about the countryside, are
magnificent pine groves, the combination of river, sea, pines and sunswept
roUing farm lands making an environment of unsurpassed charm and
healthfulness.
The buildings already erected at
Green Acre include the Inn, Fellowship House, Arts and Crafts Studio,
Little Theatre, Persian Gift Shop,
Rest House and Health Center, Tea
House, cottages, tennis court, swimming beach, sites for camping parties.
All this property is administered by
a non-profit sharing association incorporated, as the Green Acre Fellowship, now under the supervision of
the National Spiritual Assembly of!
the Baha'is of the United States and
Canada. No restrictions exist to
limit the membership in this body be,.
:yond basic considerations of character and suitability.
THE GREEN ACRE CONFERENCES

The present year brings the thirtysecond season of the famous Green
Acre Conferences, which have resolutely stressed the independent investigation of reality in all the fundamental issues of human life. Such
subjects as Comparative Religion, Religion and Science, The Unity of Mankind, and The Significance of the New
Era, have been presented by leaders
whose names are known throughout
the world. It was typical of Miss
Farmer's large purposes, and also of
her capacity to dramatise the ideal in
the concrete, that the original ceremony opening Green Acre on July 4,
1894, culminated in raising a flag of
World Peace.
Among those who have been associated with the development of

Green Acre Conferences are: John
Greenleaf Whittier, Edward Everett
Hale, Edwin H. Markham, Ralph
Waldo Trine, Helen Campbell, William Dean Howells, William Lloyd
Garrison, John Fiske, Lester A.
Ward, Paul Carus, Booker T. Washington, Edward Martin, Mirza Abu'lFadl, Ali-Kuli Khan, Edwin Ginn,
Myron H. Phelps, Thornton Chase,
Edwin D. Mead, C. H. A. Bjerregaard, J acob Riis, Horatio Dresser,
J oseph J eiferson, Anagarika H.
Dharmapala, P. Ramanathan and
Rabbi Silverman.
The audiences attending these Conferences have more than once had the
distinction of hearing, in the form of
an intimate address, some theme later
to become famous as a public lecture
or chapter in a book. For more than
a decade, it was at Green Acre that
Oriental philosophy and religion
found their most hospitable open
door into the consciousness of the Far
West.
THE "WAR PERIOD" AND AFTER

A development in the methods: necessary for attaining the ideal of
Green Acre could be noted from year
to year under Miss Farmer's guidance, withdrawn forever shortly before the war. This development was
away from days filled entirely with
lectures and addresses (more than
once the program included over fifteen lectures a day) to a more well
balanced program. The "war period"
permanently altered the character of
these Conferences by abruptly emphasizing reality as the criterion of
truth as well as of usefulness. At
present the expressed purpose of the
Conference program committee is to
concentrate on fewer speakers, but
give each one an adequate opportunity to develop his subject and leave
permanent influences behind. As far
as possible, lecturers are invited this
year to spend a week at Green Acre,
their public address being the feature
of the Sunday afternoon program,
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other days devoted to informal conferences for the purpose of rounding
out the richness of life at Green Acre.
In addition to this public program,
maintained by the contributions of
members and friends, Green Acre is
now developing other featur,es and
activities scarcely less important as
factors in what will one day be an
all-year community of active workers
whose efforts are focus sed entirely
upon humanitarian ends.
One of these features is a modest
but very hopeful beginning upon the
realization of Miss Farmer's vision of
a spiritual university-an institution
where young men and women could
be prepared for lives of true service
dedicated to the principle of the oneness of mankind. Last year two
trained teachers and field workers,
Reverend Albert Vail, formerly a
Unitarian minister, and Mr. Louis.
Gregory, long devoted to the task of
creating amity between whites and
negroes, established daily classes in
Comparative Religion and also extemporaneous public speaking, and on
this basis will be gathered together
this year an informal faculty to assist those interested in universal
fields.
WORK AND PLAY
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valuable direct influence upon one's
general health and efficiency. Manual work, really enjoyed, is to the inner life as leaves to the tree.
New also is the Rest House and
Health Center, where under favorable
conditions wrong dietary and living
habits can be corrected and the body
re-educated to normal activity. Within a short time-probably within a
year-the Rest House will have
grouped near it a number of simple,
one-room bungalows ideal for convalescence and dietary, fresh air and
sunlight treatment.
The season of 1925 was made exceptionally interesting by the activities of the young people in connection
with the Little Theatre, a phase of
Green Acre life which will be extended this year unless the directors decide to install a moving picture outfit
to meet the request of many visitors
and guests.
An essential part of Miss Farmer's
original plan was the development of
industries capable of providing a
permanent economic foundation for
Green Acre and its active. workers.
This and the agricultul"al activity to
be correlated with'it still await the
coming of volunteer executives
equipped to translate this vision into
actual reality.

The new Arts and Crafts Studio
A CENTER-NOT AN "INSTITUTION"
brings to Green Acre the first of
what is hoped will be the many accesThose who would compare Green
sory activities required to restore the Acre with any foundation which bewholeness of life and create a true gan from the material end-that is,
community, in distinction to a mere with adequate equipment for public
unregulated and unpurposeful "living lectures, private instruction or even
together" as found in the ordinary entertainment and general recreation
village and town.
-are unaware of its true spirit.
For a nominal fee, anyone can se- Green Acre began with a vision rathcure training in one or more of many er than with a purse. Its appeal has
arts and crafts available under the been greatest to those who appreciate
direction of Mrs. Bernice Hayes, who the rare opportunity of participating
has passed the difficult Government in a living, growing center rather
examinations in vocational therapy. than in a formally institutionalized
This training equips one to make use- regime. The material equipment necful and beautiful objects for the home essary for Miss Farmer's objectives
or person, and above all has an in- is being slowly but surely provided,

Rogers Oottage EI.iot, Maine, opposite entra·nce
to (fi'een Acre. H e're 'Abd,u'l-Baha gave. a· Feast
to all the residents 0,1 Eliot d~tring His 'L'iS2:t in
August, 1912, This hO'lne has also oeen the ft,'st
Office of the Nationa.! Spirit''''! Assembly at the
Bah4'is of the United States and Oanada,
l

G"een Acre ATt. and Ora,fts 8 hop-one of the
i171poTtant adclition to Green ACTe awaiting the
1,i8itor arnd [lltest this yecw.
H e1'fj instruction is
. given in 1nanv D1'unches of handic,raft undm"
cap(~ble di}'ectio'n.

o
000

o

Golde11J Cocle Tea. H 01186 a.t enLr({'YLCe fo Green

0/fe1'8

He(dth Genter arid Rest I.J.ot~se 1.vheJ'e eOJTect d>iet,
8HIlli{jht, alynndant fresh Cl1>t' and a 81Ji1'itual atmosphr:re cMnbine to 'reeducfLte fa,tirFlted, bodies to
ne~O

health and vigor.

.t'L(;'I'(~

tTUre
hospUal.ity a.nd retrcshnleni to the
pl18serby. The rOoms occupied by the Gift Shop
a)"{3 rlet'oted this 'Yea·i· to a, nota.ble coUection of 1nod~
ern and ancient Persian -objects from· the Pe'rsian
,h't Cente>' founded by A!i-K",li Khan, N, D., in
]1,' eVJ YO'l'k City.
A complete Baha·'i IibTa1'y is also
'mainta,ined at thi,s cent er'.
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but Green Acre is still inspiringly
fluid and informal, responding to
every sympathetic and creative
thought.
Green Acre, in fact, came into being at just about the time when
American life began to create impressive "foundations" in the fields of
education, art and science eorresponding to the earlier bequests and
gifts to churches. These great financial foundations have accomplished
invaluable good. None of them, however, occupies the particular niche
filled by Green Acre, whose supreme
function is not to give opportunities
to the exceptionally trained specialist, but to manifest the reality of
world unity. Green Acre's difficulty
never has been the raising of funds,
but the finding of people capable of
remaining true to this vision.
Thus it was inevitable that Green
Acre should, for a time at least, lose
:much of that brilliance characterizing
its conferences during the earlier
years, for this brilliance reflected the
facets of individualism brought into
the intense light of a world ideal. As
the fruit slowly matures after the
passing of the flower, so Green Acre
has been learning how to discipline
and unify its own workers rather
than to attract the few leaders who
tarry but for the passing day. ::\1ore
powerful than any financial budget
is that foundation consisting of men
and women rid at last of secret ambition, false pride and useless sensibilities. When this unity is thoroughly established, brilliance-so often the flickering torch-becomes illumination-the steady glow of dawn.
It is in the roll of Green Acre Fellowship, listing many friends and
workers associated with Miss Farmer's purposes for twenty, (,wen twenty-five or thirty years, that Green
Acre's treasure and wealth must be
sought, for their faithfulness has
created the only condition wherein
can be realized the logical conclusion
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of these Conferences: "a universal
platfolm for all mankind, irrespective
of race, religion or nationality. . . .
that the influence of the confederation of religions and sects may pElrmeate to all parts of the world from
Green Acre, and Green Acre for future ages and cycles may become the
standard bearer of the oneness of humanity."
GREEN ACRE A WORLDWIDE ACTIVITY

In 1896, two years after the opening of Green Acre, :Miss Farmer
found her objects arid ideals expressed in their. purest, most vital
form in the Baha'i Faith. Perceiving
that the entire modern liberal movement of the West was but the direct
reflection of the Light which dawned
in Persia in 1844, and that the heroic
lives of the Baha,'i martyrs had established an unshakable basis for
every liberal and universal cause
Miss Farmer journeyed to Aqa th~
prison colony on Mount Carmel: and
offered her services to 'Abdu'l-Baha.
This action brought about no funda..:
mental alterations in the policy or
purposes of Green Acre, but related
Green Acre to the modern world
movement at its spiritual source.
In July, 1925, at the invitation of
the Green Acre Fellowship and Trustees, the Bah1:l'is of the United States
and Canada gathered here in their
Seventeenth Annual Convention and
Congress, and this occasion signalized
the visible fulfilment of Miss Farmer's pilgrimage to Aqa so many years
ago. An international touch was given the event by the presence of honorary Bahii'i delegates from France
and Persia, and the receipt of messages of fellowship from the Baha'is
of England, Germany, Caucasus,
Egypt, Iraq, South America, India
and Burma, and Australia and New
Zealand.
By this connection Green Acre
loses nothing of its local flavoT, its
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distinctive tradition or its special
character. On the contrary, Green
Acre gains the immense advantage of
association in a worldwide movement
consecrated to the same purpose, and
will increasingly profit by the direct
interest and loyalty of trained workers living in all parts of the world.
Its methods become far more susceptible of improvement, and its ideals
are forever raised above the destructive influence of personal opinion or
the clash of partisan interests.
THE GREEN ACRE IDEAL

Briefly stated, the ideal of Green
Acre is to afford a platform for the
discussion of fundamental subjects
from the point of view of realitythat is, as they affect mankind and
not merely one limited group. This
universal platform is to be founded
on the firm basis of a community of
loyal, unified and active workers,
some resident at Green Acre the year
round, others spending only their
summers there; people of different
sect, race and class, and of different
character and training, but agreeing
in their mutual desire to serve one
aim and participate in one all-inclusive purpose. As time goes on, the
underlying harmony of Green Acre
will be evidenced by more and more
accessory institutions, each expressing some one phase of physical, mental or soul life. At Green Acre there
must be fulness of life and richness
. of human comradeship-a community
whose motive is service, not wealth,
but at the same time consciously rejecting all those artificial schemes
which promise to solve life's material
problems without relying upon selfsacrifice and spiritual love.
In New England, and throughout
the United States, there are today untold thousands of people who know
that they are capable of responding
to finer enthusiasms and higher motives than touch them in their daily
lives. The motive of mere material

wealth leaves them cold; they find no
true distraction in physical games, no
true inspiration in abstract art and
science, no profit in the clash of religious doctrines.
Green Acre exists entirely to serve
these as yet unawakened souls of the
new day. Green Acre will serve them
first of all by using their capacities at
their best, kindled by the vision of
what remains to be done in the spot
blessed by Miss Farmer's life and
work. Green Acre will draw them
out of themselves, teach them the
laws and principles of unity and reveal hidden sources of conviction and
joy. For a day, for a week, for a
season, for a lifetime, Green Acre
needs workers-but Green Acre will
give more than she takes.
FEATURE OF 1926 PROGRAM
The annual meeting of Green Acre
Fellowship falls on the second Monday of August, and it is at this time
that the largest number of Green
Acre workers are gathered together.
In connection with the 1926 annual
meeting, on August 9th, plans are under way to hold a two-day World Unity Conference, and this conference
will be the principal feature of the
Green Acre program this year.*
The World Unity Conference will
take place on Saturday, August 7th,
and Sunday, August 8th, with a program including essential subjects related to peace, unity and fellowship
between the nations, races, religions
and classes of mankind. The details
of this Conference are in the hands
of the committee on World Unity
Conferences recently appointed by
the National Spiritual Assembly of
the American Baha'is, and the meetings at Green Acre will be the first of
similar World Unity Conferences to
be held under the auspices of that
body in various cities throughout the
year.
'~(Details of this and other Green Acre activities
may be obtained by addressing Program Committee,
Green Acre, Eliot. Maine.)
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THE EVENTUAL UNITY
ALBERT R. V AIL
An address delive1"ed bej01"e the Pasadena B1"owning Society on the occasion of the annual celeb'ration of the bi1"th of Robe1"t Browning, May 7th, 1!)26.- (F1'orn notes by Miss
Lilian Rea of Pasadena.)

MPHASIZING the birthday spirE
it, Mr. Vail began his address by
quoting the opening sentences from
"Rabbi Ben Ezra," which, he said, a
Professor of Harvard had called the
most magnificent poem of the 19th
century.
"Grow old along with me!
The best is yet to be,
The last of life for which the first
was made:
Our times are in his hand
Who saith: "A whole I planned,
Youth shows but half; trust God:
see all, nor be afraid."
"This," said Mr. Vail, "carries a
note of Browning's own life-his
everlasting youth: he can never grow
old, and his immortal words represent ideas that are now growing marvelously in European thought. What
a magnificent didactic poet he was
to be able to look ahead and believe
that the best is yet to be! He was also
one of the most conservative of poets
because he conserved what was best;
one of the most liberal minds of the
19th century, he yet wanted everyone
to believe in Christ. Some of the
most magnificent interpretations of
the history of Christ in modern literature are to be found in his poem
of Saul, "See the Christ stand!" This
is the essence of the revelation of
Christ: our Lord, the Christ.
Browning was both Fundamentalist and Modernist, because he held to
the ~ssentials of religion, and yet was
modern in a degree not paralleledso daring in his verse, so democratic
even at twenty-two that he could
write a poem that inspires youth todaY,Paracelsus: in other words,
Browning is the rare product of that

which makes our cycle so beautiful
and promising. He considers all that
is good, and tells us the best is yet to
be. What would Browning say if he
were here, today? How would his
"best" look now'?
The verse on the program is one
of the most beautiful subjects possible:
"-learn and love
Each facet flash of the revolving year
Red, green and blue that whirl into a
white
The vanance now, the eventual
unity."
It is so prophetic and magnificent
that we ask: what does Browning
mean, and what does it mean to us
today? The following story is descriptive of our present-day position:
Three men were sailing in a boat:
A Christian-not a very good Christian; a Muhammadan-not a very
good Muhammadan; a Jew-just an
ordinary Jew. A storm came up over
the waters and the Christian and Muhammadan fell on their knees to
pray. The Muhammadan said, "Oh
Allah, drown the Christian." The
Christian said, "0 Lord, sink this Muhammadan in the depths of the
water." The Muhammadan turned
to the Jew and asked him why he did
not pray. The Jew said, "I was
praying that both your prayers
might be answered."
Now that is the international situation, and that also is the international
religious situation-the variance
now. But everybody knows that if
it had not been for the Jews our
world would have been a different
world. They produced everything
that made life rich and splendid from
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early times to the dispersion-a marvelous race. They have been called
one of the most amazing contributors
to history through three thousand
and more years of spiritual, educational and intellectual culture. The
glory and the splendor of Christ and
his apostles would not have been possible without them. They inspired
the growth of Christian Roman civilization-the building of the cathedral, .the great statues of art.
Even the Moslem made his contributions to history, art and science.
He studied and made discoveries in
astronomy, chemistry and medicine,
not to be duplicated in two hundred
years. There are those who say that
every modern science was made in
Moslem Universities. Out of the
Moslem has come the most beautiful
architecture. A nun in Saxony said
that all the whiteness in the world
was centered in the Moslem mosques
of Cordova and Toledo in Spain,
while Renanconsidered the Taj Mahal one of the most exquisite examples of architecture in the whole
world. Persian proficiency in the
arts and sciences is also well known
-in fact, all are beautiful, and we
see that each one of these great religions is like the green and red and
blue that whirl into white-the variance being the transition stage, moving toward the sublime unity. We will
then love each facet flash of the revolving year-much more divine and
golden if it shine through Moses,
through Buddha, through Christ.
Started by these great Messengers of
God, the light continues through the
Camel-Driver, and flows on and on
until it reaches our own day.
The new attitude is to see the good
and not the bad, because when we go
out among people, we want them to
see the good in us. If they saw the
bad, we could not work among them.
We want to cover up our sins, and let
them behold only our virtues. We

hold up our heads beCallS'e we think
other people think we are all right.
This is evidently the way to practice
the Golden Rule: "Do unto others as
ye would they should do unto you."
Looking for, and loving that which is
beautiful everywhere.
The Germans and French are different again; but each has made his
contribution. The French are the
most wonderful artists, whether they
direct our dress, our fashions, or our
taste in modern arts. As for the Germans, the Reformation was made in
Germany; the German text books are
the best in the world. Then, we love
the English because they are calm
and conservative, reliable, dependable and straight-thinking.
The Japanese artist connects our
groups, but Japanese, Chinese and
Hindu all exhibit great artistic power. The arts immediately Japanese
are those of decoration, embroidery,
color engraving, lacquers, sculpture
and carving. China has its contribution and the western world takes it
up. She has brought much into our
modern science. She can teach both
Moslem and Jew. The Arabs and the
Hindus invented numerals and made
modern mathematical science possible. This is the way the world is advanced. This is the way of the new
conditions-they are all from one
source. Eventual unity is coming
when we teach our children, not that
everything good is coming out of one
country, ,but that every country
makes its own contribution to the
beauty of the world. See the good
and not the bad. Though they look
like red, green and blue, they are all
united and will eventually become
one. This is the new attitude, this
will bring eventual unity.
The new attitude of appreciation
will bring the great and universal
love, and will transform all into
unity: "All instincts immature, all
purposes unsure." All that is right in
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man. It brings man out into a magnificent destiny where, warring not
for ourselves, but for all humanity,
we reach eventual unity. Nothing
can go amiss, go astray: though eye
hath not seen, nor ear heard.
Variety brings beauty. Go a step
further and variety still brings more
beauty to the world. Every gardener
knows that no gardener uses white
only. The divine artist puts some
red children (Indians) into his garden, then he brings in some yellow
children, then some brown children,
and perhaps he likes blondes-he
likes all flowers in the garden of humanity or why did the Lord of the
world· ~reate the others? Why did
He create four hundred million yellow, three hundred million brown?
Why did He create these very black
children? Because He loved them.
A little black boy saw some white
boys playing. He thought he would
try to talk to them, so he went over
to the group. They said: "Stay
away from here." He said, "But I
was over in a Baha'i school and there
they believe that God is Father of all,
that He has all kinds of flowers in
His garden. He made red flowers,
and blue flowers, and white ones.
Why do you not love each other as
God loves us all?" The other boys
replied: "Pretty good-you can go
through." Not black, but a flower of
humanity.
This is the power that should
emancipate the world. This new
thought will make war impossible,
and through real education the world
will become like Browning's red,
green and blue that whirl into a
white. Browning was the great forerunner of this new attitude. He saw
all that is good in the past, and
opened out the truth of the future,
teaching us to see unity in our own
lives by valuing discipline:
"Then welcome each rebuff
That turns earth's smoothness rough
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Each sting that bids nor sit nor
stand, but go !"
In poetry or modern verse who
sees these things so magnificently as
Browning? This is the way that we
climb and ascend and go. All the
clash and bewilderment may be seen
as simply the roughness preparing
the world for the eventual unity.
We had the great blessing of going
to Palestine, and there we saw that
this principle was being put into
practice on earth in the town of Aqa.
We came into a house at the foot of
Mount Carmel, and looking around us
thought: "Well, this is the strangest
gathering we ever saw!" Christian,
Jew, Muhammadan, Persian, a
learned Doctor, the Dean of a Medical College; an officer from a steamship; a Doctor from England-a conservative; a fiery Kurd in whom
flowed the energy of a fanatica great modern teacher of eventual
unity! Here not one gloomy face, all
these different elements joined into
one, and the affiliation was made with
laughter and gladness! Each saw
the light of God in his neighbor's
heart and looked forward to the eventual oneness of his neighbor's life, to
the coming of peace and brotherhood
-the "event toward which we move."
This is the new attitude of a mutual
appreciation, of an universal love.
What makes Browning unique is that
he had the greatest light in English
literature-a marvelous appreciation
of loving kindness. No one mentions
it so much as Browning. Eventual
unity is when we discover that the
pow~r that will light the world is
Love. Cold ever bars the irradiation
of loving kindness. "Vhat is needed is
the fire of the love of God to burn
so brightly that the ice will be melted
and that the fire of the Love of God
will warm all these races into Universal Brotherhood. Then we shall
attain a unity that will endure.
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WHY I BELIEVE
ELLA LOUISE ROWLAND

"Giveth(;,nks to God that thou hast
put thy feet into the world of existence in such a great century, and
that thou hast heard the divine gladtidings! Try that thou ma.yest comprehend the mysteries as they must
and should be comprehended, and
that thou may est understand the
myste1"ies of the Holy Books."
,Abdu'l-Baha.
F I might continue to quote from
IBaha!u'llah
the Holy Utterances of the Bab,
and 'Abdu'l-Baha I
should feel that I were giving the
readers of your valuable magazine
something . which would nOlt only
linger in the memory, but would hold
their interest and lead them to investigate for themselves the claims
and proofs of the Baha!i Failth if
they have not already done so.
You may be interested to know
thalt from the first moment of my
hearing the Glad-Tidings of the coming of the Manifestation of God
there were no doubts in my heart or
mind, and whatever questions arose
were from the desire to investiga1te
and sltudy, not only for myself but
rather that I might have something
of value to share wilth humanity
everywhere.
The location of Hawaii being in
the nalture of a world-eenter where
various naltionalities mingled in work
and in everyday activities of both
Spiritual and materal progress, the
idea of brotherhood and the realization of our dependence each upon the
other was so early implanted in my
life thrut I scarcely know when it became evident to my consciousness so
it was but a step to grasp the significance of the Revelation of this
New Day; and I only wish that I had
shown earlier in life the hunger
which my soul held for the Baha'i

Teachings when my life-long friend,
Miss Agnes Alexander, shared them
with me.
Ii was to the early influences of
my life that I am so greatly indebted
for the interest which was awakened
in the people of foreign countries, for
our life-work seemed ever to include
the stranger within our gates (Hawaii), lest unhappiness and strangeness remain with them; and while we
never interfered with the religious
belief of any soul, it was our pleasure
to entertain in simple manner those
who had journeyed far in search of
health, or to serve their respective
countries in diploma1tk and official
capacity. Thus it was that I became
acquainted with people,-men and
women from France, Germany, Denmark, Australia and America; and I
looked upon the navy of the United
States as a navy of peace since it became necessary for Hawaii to join
forces with America in order to end
the various disturbances caused
through insurrections and lawlessness generally.
My father having arrived at an
early age from New Castle, N. S. W.,
and my mother having journeyed the
long diS'tance from New York State
to California where she met and later
married my father and came to reside
in Hawaii, it was but natural that our
hearts turned both East and West in
loving interest.
My grandparents, on my father's
side, having been in charge at one
,time of the Seaman's Home which adjoined the Seaman's Chapel, aftelrwards known as the Bethel' Church
and one of the first Christian Chapels
for the various peoples coming to or
passing through Honolulu other than
Hawaiian, my earliest recollections
are of the church and its associations
and I am very grateful that it is so.
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My training helped me to choose
the spiritual and leave the unworthy
and always there remained with me
an abiding failth in the fundamental
belief of the Oneness and Greatness
of the Supreme Being, of the Oneness
of humanity, and in Christ as the
Messilah of nineteen hundred years
ago.
While I have not deeply investigated other religious Teachings, it
has ever been a matter of belief to me
that Confucius, Buddha and Muhammad had brought Divine messages to their peoples, and I always
felt a personal hurt when I heard
adverse criticisms of any prophelt or
teacher of other religions than our
own.
Therefore it was a joy to learn of
the Baha'i religion, a faith which is
so all-inclusive and pure; it was a joy
to understand how close God was to
each and everyone of us and how
close we might draw near to Him
through prayer, and through outer
communication with His appointed
and chosen Messengers. It was a
special and particular privilege and
blessing to communicate with 'Abdu'lHaha whose life of servitude at the
Divine Threshold was a living example to all the world; to receive
from him personal messages and
talblerts which reve:al even now more
and more how fully he understood
our lives and the condition surroundinlg us, and how grea'tly he loved us,
whether seen or unseen during his
lifetime.
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It is a most great. privilege to
have received the Baha'i Teachings
and to be considered worthy to serve
so wondrous a Cause in this Day of
the world's history,-a privilege
which is beyond human appreciation.
Only through our lives may we hope
to manifest the appreciation within
our heal'ts; ever striving to prove
the efficacy of the Baha,'i Teachings;
radiating that Spirit which is the
same yesterday, today and forever
because it is sent from God and belongs to God and is God, in so much
as our heal:1ts can contain Him.
SIQ much has already been written,
so much in future will continue to be
written on the subject of the Baha'!
Cause, for, one ils ever making the acquaintance of those upon the pathway of existence who are still unaware of the appearance of the Manifestation of Divini,ty (through Baha!u'llah). And in hearing for the
first time the Glad-tidings of the fulfillment of prophecy, not only of the
Holy Blbie, bUlt of all the Holy Books,
find themselves at a loss for suffi'Cient
prepalraition Ita accept so wondrous a
sltatement.
It is then a most great privilelge to
grasp the opportunities which come
to each and everyone of us, who have
heard Ithe Glad-tidings and feel the
urge to share with others the best in
our possession, beca,use we believe,
and in accepting have found peace
within our souls, la peace beyond description.

TRUE religion is the foundation of spiritual union, the union of
thought, the union of susceptibilities, the unity of customs, and the
ideal chain binding together all Ithe children of men. Through its
practical realization, the minds and souls will receive development
by divine instruction; they will become assisted to investigate reality,
attain to a lofty station of wisdom and establish the basis of a divine civilization.
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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ESPERANTO
THE UNIVERSAL AUXILIARY LANGUAGE

In the world of existence an international auxiliary language is the
greatest bond to unite the people.
Today the causes of differences in
Europe are the diversities of language. Vle say, this man is a German, the other is an Italian; then we
meet an Englishman, and then again
a Frenchman. Although they belong
to the same race, yet, language is the
greatest barrier between them.
Vlere a universal auxiliary language
now in operation they would all be
considered as one. . . . In the world
of humanity, the greatest infiuence
which will work for unity and harmony among the nations is the teaching of a universal language. Every
intelligent man will heartestimony
to this, and there is no further need
of argtiment or evidence" Therefore
His Holiness Baha!u'lliih wrote about
this international language more
than forty (novv about sixty) years
ago. He says that as long as an international language is not invented,
complete union betwen the various
sections of, the world will be unrealiized, for we observe that misunderstanding keep people from mutual
association, and these misunderstandings will no be dispelled except through an international auxiliary language. . . .
Now, praise be to God, Dr. Zamenhof has invented the Esperanto language. It has all the potential qualities of becoming the international
means of communication. All of us
must be grateful and thankful to him
for this noble effort; for in this way
he has served his fellowmen well.
He has invented a language which
will bestow the greatest benefits on
all people. With untiring effort and
self-sacrifice on the part of its devotees it -will become universal.
'Abdu'l-Bah:'t.
Star of the West, Vol. 11, p. 290, 291.

LA TUTMONDA HELPANTA LINGVO

En 1;1 mondo de la ekzistado internacia helpanta lingvo estas la p1aj
bona Hgilo par unuigi la popolojn.
H~diaii la kaiizoj de malkonsentoj en
Europo estas la diversecoj de lingvoj. Oni diras, Tiu homo estas Germano, la alia estas Italo; poste oni
renkontas Anglon, kaj reposte Francon. Kvankam ili apartenas al la
sama raso, tamen lingvo estas la p1ej
granda bariIo inter ili. Se tutmonda
helpanta lingvo nun funkcius, ciuj
estus konsiderataj kiel unn. En la
mondo homara, la plej granda intiuo
kiu laboros por unueco kaj harmonio
inter la nacioj estas la instruado pri
tutmonda lingvo.
Diu inteligenta
homo faros ateston al tio-ci, kaj ne
estas plia bezono de argumento aii
klareco. Tial Lia Sankta Mosto,
Bahii'u'lliih, skribis pri tiu-ci internacia Iingvo antau pli 01 kvardek
(nun cirkaue sesdek) jaroj. Li diras
ke, dum ke internacia lingvo ne estos
elpensita, plena unuigo inter la diversaj partoj de la mondo ne estos
efektivigita; car ni observas ke
malkomprengoj detenas la popolojn
de reciproka partoprenado, kaj citiuj malkomprenigoj ne estos dispelitaj escepte per internacia helpanta lingvo . . . . Nun, gloro estu al
Dio, Doktoro Zamenhof elpensis la
.Iingvon E'speranto. Gi enhavas ciujn
lapotencecojn por farigi la internacia
komnnikilo. Ni ciuj devas esti dankemaj alIi pro tin-ci nobla verko;
car per tio 1i bone servis siajn knnhomojn. Li elpensis lingvon kin
donacos la p1ej grandajn bonojn al
Ciuj popoloj. Per senlaca penado kaj
sindoneco de siaj entuziasmuloj, gi
farigos tutmonda.
,Abdu'l-Bahii.
Stelo de la Okcidento, Vol. 11, p. 290,
291.
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S THIS is the radiant cen.:.
tury, it is my hope that the
Sun of Truth may illumine

Ililllllllllll!111 all humanity. May the eyes
be opened and the ears becoine attentive; may souls become
resuscitated and consort together
in the utmost, hannony. as recip;;..
ients of the same light. Per-

chance God will remove this strife
and warfare of thousands of years.
May this bloodshed pass away, this
tyranny and oppression cease,. this
warfare be ended. May the light of
love shine forth and .illumine hearts
and may human lives be cemented
and connected until all of us may
find agreement and tranquility beneath the same tabernacle, and with
the standard of the "Most Great
Peace" above us move steadily onward.
,Abdu'l-Baha.

Fifteen of this group 11UJ,de a pilgrimage to Haifa, Palestine during their v'a(:a~
tion, visiting Mount. Carmel and other sa(:red and histori(: spots'. TlJey also visited
Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Bah6:i Cause, who has great interest and (:onfidence
in these Bahd'i students. His encouraging ,and· inspiring instructions thrille!d them,
and they returned to the University with greatly refreshed minds, purified thoughts
and a longing desire· to serve in the Balui'i Youth Movement.
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"Without cohesion among the individual elements which, compose
the body-politic, disintegration and decay must inevitably follow and
life be extinguished."
'Abdu'l-Baha,

THE WORLD has certain definite
problems which it must solve before
civilization can be ,established on a
sure and permanent basils. Theproblemsconneoted with the earth's physical resources and their application
to man's sustenance, shelter, and
comfort, we need not worry about ;
for as science has up to the present,
discovered and' rendered, available
vastly more in this direction' than
the most ardent imagination of previoUls centuries could have cONceived,
so we may trust it to solve' for the
future the problems of adequate food
production, of heat and power re'sources, of health improvement, etc.
No, it is not earth's 'physical problems, but the problems of human relationship which may well cause anxiety in thoughtful minds. For of
what use are the most marvelous of
material inventions if dissension
exists in the body-politic of the
world? We are beginning to realize
that the only possible foundation for
a lasting civilization is unity. Three'
important things must be established
before such a foundation is realized:
universal peace; complete harmony
and co-operation between labor and
capital; ,and a distribution of earth's
resources in such a way as to insure
at least the mean~ of life and shelter
to every individual. Until this is
accomplished, all the science in the

wdrld, all man's inventions and productivegenius, will be built upon
foundations laid, as it' were, in sand.
THE E,MOTIONAL nature of'man
is so unstable, so unreasoning as to
make not only possible but imminent
the mutual destruction of' all . that
makes for happiness' and prosperity;
nay, even of life itself. ,Until the
world is so organized that masses of
men are no longer pitted against each
other by 'emotions of jealousy, greed,
or hate, the utmost material progress
will not avail against the danger of
the extinction of civilization.
Marvelous is the work of the
specialist, producing his best for the
perfecting of hu~an life" on this
planet: too marvelous to be jeopardized by the frailty 'of our social organization.
"Unquestionably the
further evolution of society," says
Professor Edwin Grant Conklin of
Princeton, "must lie in the direction
of greater' co-operation. . . . It was
the failure .of co-operation rather
than of specialization which led to'
the downfall of almost every great
civilization of the past, and it is this
danger especially which confronts the
modern world. Stable progress consi sits in advance along co-operative
lines."
Is there a single sociologist, political economist, or earnest thinker of
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any sort, who does not corroborate
in his own heart this statement, that
"stable progress consists in advance
along co-operative liries 7" It is what
all the world is seeking for; yet cannot in sufficient degree attain. Cooperation, harmony, unity of feeling
and action, are absolutely essential
to any world civilization which would
survive the blasts of those hot, devastating emotions that prove both
fratricidal and suicidal when the banners of war-be it between nations or
classes-,-are raised and the tomtoms'
beat surges in veins that still have as
much of primitive as of cultured
blood. For we are all animals on the
one side, though dowered with angelic
potentialities on the other.
HOW CAN absolute co-operation
be attained? That is the key-note to
all world problems of today--;- Anyone
who could successfully answer it
would be conferring the greatest possible benefit upon humanity-greater
even than the blessings brought it by
the greatest creators in the realm of
politics, of science, of medicine, of
industrial organization and production.
We might as well confess. that the
solution of this problem is beyond
human potentiality .. Nothing short
of the power of God can bring immense masses of humans-of diverse
temperaments, cultures, ideas, and
desires-into any real' and abiding
unity. Is it a satire on the nature of
man to suggest that on the human
plane that which brings the deepest
and closest unity is hate and fear 7
But on the plane of the divine that
which brings unity is love.
WHAT MANKIND is really waiting and yearning for is the establishment of a divine civilization, based on
the !spiritual qualities and susceptibilities of man. Such a civilization
would be both perfect in itself, and

stable. But to bring to pass such
civilization requires divine aid. Not
all the intelligence, the organizing
energy, the creative will of earth's
greatest human leaders can inaugurate such a civilization. Because the
thing needed is not ideals, concepts
and patterns-but a changed heart in
man.
Not until man's n at u r e
breathes a heavenly love, each toward his fellow-man, can world unity
be attained. It i,s for this love, this
unity, that the Manifestations of God
have appeared upon earth, raising the
standards of peace, of love, of unity
and co-operation; and with breaths
of the Holy Spirit. stirring and resuscitating the hearts of men, kindling
them to a new fire which burns
cleansingly and not destructively.

IT IS these Spiritual Guides of
mankind who are the real and only
possible Founders of enduring' civilizations. And in this age of transitions., of cataclysmic ,changes, of tot.:.
tering institutions and governments,
it is comforting to note that again has
appeared a Guide to show humanity
the way through pitfalls and dangers
which confront it-graver menaces,
perhaps, than ever confronted it before.
Baha'u'llah has brought to the
world a marvelous message of universal peace; of the abolition of
racial and class hatreds; of the overcoming of poverty; and the establishment of love, sympathy and co-operation between capital and labor, and
between all races and nations.
Not only is the Announcement
given, the way shown, but the earth
is flooded with waves of dynamic
power of the Holy Spirit, enabling
men to live these lofty teachings.
Only through the life-giving rays of
the Spirit can man's heart be chan'ged
and his nature transmuted from' one
of animal to one of angelic propensities. And when his heart is thus
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changed, co-operation, leading to social and economic and political organization of a stable type, becomes
almost a matter of course. For in
real unity is absolute stability.
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How, then, can the world solve the
great problems which threaten its integrity? Co-operation is the solution. And co-operation is something
which man must divinely achieve.

THE WORLD OF HUMANITY cannot advance through mere
physical powers and intellectual attainments; nay, rather, the
Holy Spirit is essential. The Divine Father must assist the
human world to attain maturity. The body of man is in need
of physical and mental energy but his spirit requires the Hfe and
fortification of the Holy Spirit. Without its protection and
quickening the human world would be extinguished. His Holiness Jesus Christ declared, "Let the dead bury tl~e dead." He
also said, "That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that
which is born of the spirit is spirit." It is .evident therefore according to His Holiness that the human spirit which is not
fortified by the presence of the Holy Spirit i,s'dead arid in need
of resurrection by that divine power; otherwise though materially advanced to high degrees man cannot attain full and
complete progress.
' Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE PATH OF ENDURING UNITY
COMPILED FROM THE UTTERANCES OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA.

IN THE investigation of a subject
the right method of approach is to
carefully examine its p rem i s e s .
Therefore we must go back to the
foundation upon which human solidarity rests, namely: that all are the
progeny of Adam, the creatures and
servants of one God; that God is the
protector and provider; that all are
submerged in the sea of divine mercy
and grace and God is loving toward
all.
Humanity shares in common the
intellectual and spiritual faculties of
a created endowment. All are equally
subject to the various exigencies of
human life and are similarly occupied
in acquiring the means of earthly
subsistence. From the viewpoint of
creation human beings stand upon the
same footing in every respect, subject to the same requirements and
seeking the enjoyment and comfort
of earthly conditions. Therefore the
things humanity shares in common
are numerous and manifest. This
equal participation in the physical,
intellectual and spiritual problems
of human existence is a valid basis
for the Unification of mankind.
(Pro. of U. P., p. 224.)
IN THIS GREAT century the most
important accomplishment is the
unity of mankind.
Although in
former centuries and times this subject received some measure of mention and consideration, it has now become the paramount issue and question in the religious and political conditions of the world. History shows
that throughout the past there has
been continual warfare and strife
among the various nations, peoples
and sects, but now, praise be to God!
in this century of illumination, hearts

are inclined toward agreement and
fellowship and minds: are thoughtful
upon the question of the unification
of mankind. There is an emanation
of the universal consciousness today
which clearly indicates the dawn of
a great unity. (Pro. of U. P., p. 223.)
GOD IS ONE; His servants are
. likewise one. God has created all; He
is kind to all. Inasmuch as He is such
a tender Father to all, why should
His .children disagree? Why should
. they war and fight? Like the Heavenly Father we must live in love and
unity. Man is the temple of God,
the image and likeness of the Lord.
Surely if one should destro~the temple of God he will incur the displeasure of the Creator. For this reason
we must live together in amity and
love. Baha:u'lIah has addressed the
world of humanity, saying, "Verily
ye are the fruits of one tree and the
leaves· of one branch." This signifies that the entire world of humanity is one tree. Iridividual members
of mankind are represented by the
twigs and blossoms. Why should
these parts of the 'same tree manifest
strife and discord toward each other?
(Pro. of U. P., p. 368'.)
WITH IMPARTIAL love and wisdom He (God) has sent forth His
Prophets and divine teachings. .His
teachings are the means of establishing union and fellowship among mankind and awakening love and kindness in human hearts. He proclaims
the oneness of the kingdom of humanity. He rebukes those things
which create differences and destroy
harmony; He commends and praises
every means that will conduce to the
solidarity of the human race. He en-
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courages man in every step of ad- bination. It establishes 'such a unity
vancement which leads to ultimate in the bodily organism that if any
union. The Prophets of God have part is subjected to injury or bebeen inspired with the message of comes diseased, all the other parts
love and unity. The books of God and functions sympathetically reshave been revealed for the upbuilding pond and suffer owing to the perfect
of fellowship and umon. (Pro. of oneness existing. Just as the human
U. P., p. 291.)
spirit of life is the cause of co-ordination among the various parts of the
IF THE WORLD .should remain human organism, the Holy Spirit is
as it is today, great danger will face the controlling cause of the unity and
it; but if reconciliation and unity are co-ordination of mankind. That is
witnessed, if security and confidence to say, the bond or oneness of hube established, if with heart and soul manity cannot be effectively es-,
we strive in order that the teachings tablished save through the power of
of Baha:u'lhih may find effective the Holy Spirit, for the world of hupenetration in the realities of human- manity is a composite body and the
kind, inducing fellowship 'and ac-. Holy Spirit is the animating prjncord, binding together the hearts of siple of its life. (Pro. of U. P., p.
the various religions and uniting di- 315.)
vergent peoples,-the world 'of mankind shall attain peace ,and compoTHEREFORE' we must strive in
sure, the will of God will· become the order that the power of the Holy
will of man and the earth a veritable Spirit may become effective throughhabitation of angels. Souls shall be out t.he 'world of mankind, that it may
educated,- vice be dispelled, the vir- confer a new quickening life upon the
tues of the world of humanity pre- _body-politic of the nations and peovail, materialism pass away, religion ples and that all may be guided to
be strengthened and prove to be the the protection and shelter of the
bond which shall cement tog-ether the VV ord of God.. Then this human
hearts of men. (Pro. ,of U. P., p. world will become angelic, earthly
darkness pass away and celestial il314.)
lumination flood the horizons, human
THE SOURCE of perfect unity and defects be effaced :and divine virtues
love in the world of existence is the become resplendent; This is, possible
bond and oneness of reality.· When and real but only through the power
the divine and funda:rnental reality of the Holy Spirit. Today the greatenters human hearts and lives, it con- est need of the world is the animatserves and protects all states and con- ing, unifying presence of the Holy
ditions of mankind, establishing that Spirit. Until it becomes effective,
instrinsic oneness of the world of hu- penetrating and interpenetrating
manity which can only come into hearts and spirits, and until perfect,
being thru the efficacy of the Holy reasoning faith shall be implanted in
Spirit. For. the Holy Spirit is like the minds of men,_ it will be imposunto the life in the human bodY, sible for the social body to be inspired
which blends all differences of parts with security and confidence. ' Nay,
and members in unity and agree- on the. contrary, enmity and strife
ment. Consider how numerous are will increa'se day bY,day and the difthese parts and members, but .the ferences and divergences. of nations
oneness of the animating spirit of will be woefully augmented. (Pro. of
life. unites them all in perfect com:- V.P., p. 315.)
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GOD HAS desIred for mankind the
effulgence of love but through blindness and misapprehension man has
enveloped himself in veils of discord,
strife and hatred. The supreme need
of humanity is co-operation and reciprodty. The stronger the ties of
fellowship and solidarity amongst
men the greater will be the power of
constructiveness and accomplishment
in all the planes of human activity.
Without co-operation and reciprocal
attitude, the individual member of
human society remains self-centered,
uninspired by altruistic purposes,
limited and solitary in development
like the animal and plant organisms
of the lower kingdoms. The lower
creatures are not in need of co':operalion and recipcrocity. A tree can live
solitary and alone but this is impossible for man, without retrogression.
Therefore every co-operative attitude and activity of human life is
praiseworthy and fore-intended by
the Will of God. (Pro. of U. P., p.
332.)
THE FIRST expression of cooperation is family relationship
which is unreliable and uncertain in
its potency, for it is subject to separation and does not permanently cement together the individual members of ,humanity. There is also a
co-operation and oneness in nativity
or race which is likewise not efflcent, for although its members may
agree in general, they differ radically
in personal and particular points of
view. Racial association therefore
will not insure the requirements of
divine relationship. There are other
means in the human world by which
physical association is, established
but these fail to weld together the
hearts and spirits of men and are correspondill'gly inefficient.
Therefore it is evident that God
has destined and intended religion to
be the cause and means of co-opera-

tive effort and accomplishment among
mankind; To this end He has sent
the Prophets of God, the holy Manifestations of the Word in order that
the fundamental reality and religion
of God may prove to be the bond of
human unity; for the divine religions
revealed by these holy Messengers
have the one and the same foundation. All will admit therefore that
the divine religions are intended to be
the means of true human co-operation; that they are united in the purpose of making humanity one family,
for they rest upon the universal foundakion of love and love is the' first
effulgence of divinity. (Pro of U.
P., p. 332.)
, BAHA'U-LLAH teaches that material,civilization is incomplete, insufficient and that divine civilization
must be established. Material. civilization concerns the world of matter
or bodies but divine civilization is the
realm of ethics and moralities. Until the moral degree of the nations is
advanced and human virtues attain
a lofty level, happiness for mankind
is impossible. The philosophers have
founded material civilization. The
Prophets have founded divine civilization. . .. Mankind receives the
bounties of material 'Civilization as
well as divine civilization from the
heavenly Prophets. The capacity for
achieving extraordinary' and praiseworthy progress. is bestowed by them
through the breaths of the' Holy
Spirit, and heavenly civilization is
not possible of attainment or accomplishment otherwise. This evidences the need of humanity for heavenly bestowals and until these heav.enly bestowals are received, eternal
happiness cannot be realized. (Pro.
of U. P., p. 370.)
THE PURPOSE of the creation of
man is the attainment of the supreme
virtues of humanity through descent
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of the heavenly bestowals. The purpose of man's creation is therefore
unity and harmony, not discord and
separateness. . . . When the souls
become separated and selfish the divine bounties do. not descend and the
lights of the Supreme Concourse are
no longer reflected even though the
bodies meet together. (Pro. of U.
P., p. 2.)
IT IS EVIDENT therefore that the
foundation of real brotherhood, the
cause of loving co-operation and reciprocity and the source of 'real kindness and unselfish devotion is none
other than the breaths of the Holy
Spirit. Without this influence and
animus it is imposible. We may be
able to realize some degrees of fraternity through other motives but
these are lim;itedi associations' and
subject to change. When human
brotherhood is' founded upon the
Holy Spirit, it is eternal, changeless,
unlimited. (Pro. of U. P., p. 386.)
HIS HOLINESS BAHA'U'LLAH
has said that if one intelligent member be selected from each of the varying religious systems, and these representatives come to:gether seeking to
investigate the reality of religion,
they would establish an interreligious
body before which all disputes and
differences of belief could be presented for consideration and settlement. Such questions could then be
weighed and viewed from the stand-
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point of reality and all imitations be
discarded. By this method and procedure all sects, denominations and
systems would become one.
Do not question the practicability
of this and be not astonished. It has
been accomplished and effected in
Persia. In that country the various
religionists have conjoined in investigating the reality and have united in
complete fellowship and love. No
traces of discord or differences remain among them; now affection and
unity are manifest instead. They
live together in harmony and accord
like a single family. Antagonism
and strife have passed away; love and
agreement have taken the place of
hatred and animosity. Furthermore,
those souls who have followed Baha'u'llah and attained this condition
of fellowship and affiliation are Muhammadans, Jews, Christians, Zoroastrians, Buddhists, Nestorians,
Sunnifes, Shiites and others. No discord exists among them. This is a
proof of the possibility of unification
among the religionists of the world
through practical means. Imitations
and prejudices which have held men
apart have been dIscarded and the
reality of religion envelops them in a
perfect unity. When reality envelops
the soul of man love is possible. The
divine purpose in religion is pure
love and agreement. The Prophets
of God manifested complete love for
all. (Pro. of U. P., p. 228.)

"All prejudices between man arid man .are. falsehoods and violations
of the will of God. God desires unity and love; He ,commands. harmony
and fellowship. Enmity is human disobedience; God Himself is love."
'Abdu'l-Bahcl.
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UNITY OF MANKIND
"

E ARE all fruits of one tree, the leaves of one branch,
the flowers of one garden." That is one of the most
characteristic sayings of Baha'u'llii.h. . . . Unityunity of mankind, and of all created beings in Godis the main theme of His teaching. Here again the
harmony between true religion and science is evident.
With every advance in science the oneness of the universe and
the inter-dependence of its parts has become more 'clearly
evident. The astronomer's domain is inseparably bound up with
the physicist's, and the physicist's with the chemist's, the chemist's with the biologist's, the hiologist'swith the psychologist's,
and so on. Every new discovery in one field of research throws
new light on other fields. Just as physical science has shown that
every particle of matter in the universe attracts and influences
every other particle, no matter how minute or how distant, so
physical science is finding that every soul in the universe affects
and influences· every other soul. Prince Kropotkin, in his book
on "Mutual Aid," shows most clearly that even among the lower
animals., mutual aid is absolutely necessary to continued life,
while in the case of man, the progress of civilization depends on
the increasing substitution of mutual aid for mutual enmity.
"Each for all and all for each" is the only principle on which a
community can prosper.
All the signs of the time indicate that we are at the dawn of a
new era in the history of mankind. Hitherto the young eagle
of humanity has dung to the old eyrie in the solid rock of selfishness and materialism.. Its attempts to use its wings have
been timid and tentative. It has had restless longings, for some;..
thing still unattained. . . . But now the era of confinement is
at an end, and it can launch on the wing~sof faith and reason into
the higher realms of spiritual love and truth. It will no longer
b~ earth-bound as it was before its wings had grown, but will
soar at will to the regions of wide outlook and glorious freedom; One thing is necessary, however, if its flight is to be sure
and steady. Its wings must not only be strong, but they must
act in perfect harmony and co-ordination.
Dr. J. E. Esslemont,
In "Baha'u'llah and the New Era."
Note: Dr. E-sslemont reserved. the rights of translating his .books into
all foreign lan.guages, and under his will such rights. are now vested in his
widow, who alone can sanction the publication of translations. Any inquiriesas to the conditions attaching to such sanction may be addressed
to Mr. Geo. P.- Simpson, 58 North End Road, Golders Green, N. W. 11,
London, England.-Editor.
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AN APPROACH TO THE STUDY
OF RELIGION
DALE S. COLE

ALL THE world is seeking, seeking for that mysterious something
without which life seems forever incomplete; without which there is a
sense of instability and an emptiness
of heart; without which the honey
of success turns to ashes in, the
mouth.
It is reassuring to know that there
are many avenues of approach to
that which all are seeking, that
Whether we start from the east or
the west, the destination is the same
and attainable. It may not appear
to be so at the outset, for the road
may be a winding one, even tortuous,
but the paths of knowledge lead one
surely and certainly up the slope of
convictiori until the' view from the
mountain top is unfolded before astonished eyes, one unbroken horizon
of truth, clear, beautiful, sublime and
infinite.
That which all are seeking' isspiritual contentment and understanding whether it be recognized as
such or not. It may be sought' in one
guise or another but when found is
sure to lead to the appreciation of a
oneness and unity not before imagin'ed.
Many feel that most of the enjoyment of a journey is in th€! planning,
the anticipation; and yet when we
start on the search for truth what
directions can be applied? What.
plans made? It may be the impulse
of a moment or the result of long
meditation. T'rue, there' are many
instructions. issued from various
sources, telling us that this or that
way to truth is the only way, and the
one which must be followed to the
exclusion of all Gthers.

Along these paths we find numerous sign boards with further instructions as to what to believe and what
not to believe. Some of the roads
are circular and bring us back toO
the starting point. SGme are always
branching off into by-ways which
lead nowhere but leave the travel er
mired in a quagmIre of doubt from
which, he must find his way back as
best he can, back to his unsatisfying
former position. Some rGads are SG
walled in that nothing is, left to the
imagination, merely bla:pk fences
hemming us in. Some 'are even
arched Gver,shuttmg out the light of
heaven.
Is it not then alluring: toO be assured
that there are a number Gf paths all
leading toa commongoal,-the real
truth, and that the paths are for our
chGosing? Such an invitation lends
enchantment to a difficult journey.
We are searching fGr a great treasure
and may expect adventures along the
way, some pleasant, some trying, but
we are toO be free in the search.
To seek with such freedom is not
only a joy but a privilege and if interest need be intrigued what more
attractive ,than to throw off all burdens of prejudice, tradition and superstition and' step out lightly and
blithesomely along the path to knowledge in the warm sunlight ofa' new
day, unhampered and unfettered,
free toO enjoy: the beauties alo:ng the
way, strong, to ,withstand the hardships, . 'and eager to complete the
. quest. We may turn over every
stone, pry intG every dense clump Gf
underbrush, peer intG the depths of
every lake~ and scratch the bottGm of
every running' brGok without fear
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that it is forbidden. The joy of the
open road is ours for the taking. ""Ve
have but to start. The quest is
worthy of our highest metal.
II

A sincere search will prove that
great truths have been uttered and
reiterated 'at different times by different voices and in various places;
that there is a striking and unmistakable unity in these truths will become
obvious.
Why then, if there are these great,
fundamental foundation truths, cannot they be combined in a single code
for the guidance and inspiration of
man? Instead of sectarianism, separate roads with no common destination, why, can't we have universalism? This thought is not new.
Many have asked it and continue to
enquire. It has been tried. One of
the earliest parliaments of religions
was held some three hundred and
fifty years ago in India. Since that
time, there have been numerous attempts to synchronize thought and to
formulate a synthetic religion.
Why have not these attempts been
s~cccessful to the extent that they
mIght have eliminated sectarianism?
For the same reason that man may
construct a seed, chemically and
structurally, but he cannot make it
grow. It lacks the spark of lifethat mystic bond with the Creator
which endows it with the power of
living and growing.
. As the stars III the heavens apparently glimmer with different degrees of intensity, so do the minds
and tendencies of thought among
mankind differ. What appeals to
one as all-important is' cast aside
without consideration by another.
But man in his gropings has siezed
upon some truth, here and there and
erected as best he could, a so~t of
spiritual shelter to protect himself
from the storms of deep desire and

yearning, to satisfy his hunger and
lull h~mself into a state of temp~rary
securIty and contentment. That such
attempts have not been entirely successful is evidenced by the many sects
existing. If one or a few were to
satisfy, completely, there would not
now be so many.
If sectari'anism is a mirage, the
pathways -will lead through it and
into the light of understanding fpr
those who have the courage to seek
diligently and sincerely.
The preponderance of evidence
shown by the writings of the great
religions of the past and present,
those which have had the power to
. influence humanity and leave their
f'tamp upon the human soul of the
world, to better conditions and glorify God, has been set forth in a recent
publication in the following manner:
"Here it is made scripturally apparent that all religions are one in
that they share in common religious
and moral ideas and ideals of paramount and permanent. worth. .As
for the differences that keep them
apart, it is the sublime mission of the
modern friends of fraternity in reli-·
gion to show forth the organic oneness of those historic faiths, a oneness that takes a·ccount of and' has
profound respect for those differences, seeing that they serve an indispensable purpose in the attaining
of a NOBLER UNITY than that
which rests solely upon acceptance
of the resemblances. That nobler
unity is founded upon the frank recognition of differences, conscious that
each of the great religions has some
excellence peculiar to itself which
may contribute toward the enhancement of all the rest and receive in return the manifold contributions of all
the others toward the enrichment of
its own power to inspire and uplift."

III
It is the "sublime mission of mod-
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ern friends of fraternity in religion"
to strive for a "nobler unity." That
is what the Bahii'f Movement is doing
and has done throughout the world,
but with a'dynamic power which cannot be attained except through the
outpouring of the Bounty of God
through His Manifesations for He
"quickeneth whom he willeth."
No man-made acorn can be a potential oak. It has not that vital
spark of life whIch can only, be
breathed into a seed by the Creator.
As each great religion has taught
and teaches the brotherhood of man
so the Bahii'i Revelation not only includes this but teaches the protherhood of religions-a resounding call.
As a former religion stands to its
followers as a group, so the Bahii'f
Revelation stands to the 'groups of religions-a universal message, unicersal in every sense, all-inclusive.'
It is all-inclusive by the power of the
Revealed Word for there is' ever a
dynamic force in revelation which
cannot be attained by human cooperative endeavor alone.
Recognizing differences, appreciating worthiness, the Bahii'i Movement is "the spirit of the age,"
leavening humanity. It includes all
praiseworthy endeavors, past and
present, but adds some priceless considerations not found in any purely
human effort-a universality of scope
and a dynamie power.
The Bahii'i Revelation greets the
seeker with the assurance that he
must investigate truth, independently, .for 4imself.
"He who seeks knowledge, adores
the Most High, he who spreads it,
dispenses alms to the ignorant.
Knowledge lights the way to heaven,
it is our friend in the desert, our
companion in solitude." (Muhammadan T'eaching.)
"Let not mercy and truth forsake
thee, bind them about thy neck, write
them upon the tablet of thine heart.
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Great is truth and mighty above all
things. It endureth and is always
strong, it liveth and conquereth for
evermore. (Jewish.)
The Bahii'i Revelation bids all to
seek "the strength and the majesty
of all the ages," with full assurance
that the true seeker will find. There
is nothing to remain hidden that the
human ,mind can grasp, nothing to be
concealed or covered up. There are
many paths. They lead to one center. This explains why it is possible
for travelers to journey by different
routes for if they stay on the paths
of knowledge, sooner or later, these
will merge into a single road. The
Bahii'i Revelation is complete in every
detail, guiding through every pitfall
of life, every labyrinth of conjecture
and doubt. One may approach it
through but a single avenue but on
continuing his journey cannot but appreciate the beauty and 'Completeness of the message.
The Bahii'i Revelation admonishes,
the seeker at the outset, to' investigate for himself, not to understand
things through another's interpretation; who like himself is human. It
directs the seeker to set out on the
trip in light marching order. This
cannot help intriguing the interest.
It points out that there is a funda,mentai1 oneness in all great teachings
'~bout truth Which can be recognized
for the. seeking and shows how these
blend into glorification of the one
and only God.
When these facts are appreciated,
then the reverberating and inspiring
call td a "nobler unity," a universal
one, not onlJ71 of man but of religions,
will seem as sweet as'music, as a
haven to the weary travel er who has
struggled to a mountain top (there
may be others still loftier) and sees
spread out before him, many trails.
But as he looks,' his vision clears,
and he sees that they all lead to a
common point. He sees travellers on
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every path, strangers to each other.
\ifhen will these highways lead within a mystic 'Circle where they will
draw close together, as the spokes of
a' wheel .near the hub, close enough
for the searchers to recognize each
other? When the fog of prejudice
and misunderstanding lifts, driven
away by tolerance, forbearance, appreciation and understanding. Man
alone cannot achieve this, however
great be the power of co-operative
endeavor..
.
" . . . . learning was given to promote good actions, not empty disputes."

IV
And so, one approach to an understanding and appreciation of the Baha'f Revelation is the "open road."
There are others, many others, but
what more inviting than an open
road, wonders on every hand by the
wayside, and a marvelous reward at
the end of the journey?
The pragmati'C question, "will it
work 1" is not so relevant in considering the universal human quest as"can we work it"-can we apply
what we find, in our daily lives, will
it carry us through, will it satisfy, is
it complete?
To all of which the answer is-seek
and test it for yourself, an answer
which inspires confidence at 'the start.
The search, however, must be a sincere one. No true scientist seeks to
disparage the facts brought out by
his experimentation if he is sincere.
He accepts what he finds to be true,
fitting it into its proper place in the
scheme of things as he knows them.
No traveller . can make progress burdened with· prejudice, his vision
bleared by superstition and his judgment warped by 'the tales of the past.
He must set out upon the road, eagerly,-free and unbiased.
But can this all not be found in
various movements to form a uni-

versal religion? Wherein does the
Baha'i Revelation differ from these?
It differs in the same manner that a
plant growing rin full vigor in· the
sunshine differs from. one struggling
for existence in the shade. The one
receives the life-giving rays of the
sun directly, assimilating the heat and
warmth to exemplify its power of
growth. The other benefits by the
rays of the sun but not receiving
them in their full strength does not
attain a full development, its flowers are not as beautiful, its fragrance
is not as delightful, nor is the fib er
of its stem so strong. It exists by
the bounty of the sun and attains a
certain limited growth, but how incomplete when compared to the other,
resplendent· in the complete fulfillment of its· purpose in the direct
rays of .the sun.
In comparison, the Haha'i Revelation is like the plant in the sunshine.
I t is energized by the dynamic power
made manifest through the Manifestationsof God. Man is incapable
of receiving the full Boun'ty of God
directly in all its power, he must
have some intermediator, some Manifestation to temper them to his capacity for reception. The history of
the Movement shows clearly its
power. Thousands have willingly
given their lives-the supreme human test. No one knows how many
believers there are. It is impossible
to count them. Some are like the
plant growing in the sun, working
in the light of full knowledge and appreciation of the teachings, others
are as the plant in the shade, conscious of some power active in the
betterment of mankind, but not
knowing the Source. All are enjoying the bounty of God but in different
degrees depending upon their relationship to the Sun of Truth.
The Baha'f Movement has much to
offer. It greets the inquirer cordially, with the invitation to investigate
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fully for himself, offering every aid
in the search. It has a' dynamic
power which is irrestible when once
its influence is felt, which is evidenced
by historical records.
"The light of knowledge hath app~ared befor~ which the darkness
of every superstitious fancy will be
annihilated. The hosts of the Supreme Concourse are descending to
assist all those who rise up to serve
their Lord, to subdue and gain victory over the city of the hearts, to
proclaim the gla~ tidings of the coming of the Lord, and to unite the
souls of His creatures."
"To unite the souls of' His creatures" is the aim of the Baha'i Movement, a new brotherhood conception,
not a mere social, racial,. ceremonial,
or i.ntellectual unity, but a "unity of
soul"-spiritual relationship 'to God,
a brotherhod of religions and of souls.
"0 People! The doors of the
Kingdom are opened-the sun of
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truth is. shining ·upon the worldthe fountains of life are flowing-the
day-springs of mercy have appeared
-the greatest and most glorious light·
is now manifest to illuminate the
hearts of men: wake up and hear the
voice of God c"alling from all parts
of the supreme world-'Come unto
me, 0 ye children of men: come unto
me, 0 ye who are thirsty, and drink
from the sweet water which is descending in torrents upop all parts of
the globe V'
"Now is the time! Now is the accepted time!"
Investigate!
"0 friends! Consort with all the
people of the world with joy and
fragrance. Fellowship is the cause
of unity, and unity is the source ·of
order in the world. Blessed are they
who are kind and serve with love.'"
"For Universality is of God and all
limitations are earthly."

"Enough of these long centuries which have brought such
vicissitudes and hardships into the world through strife and
hatred. Now in this radiant century let us try to do the' will of
God that we may be rescued from these things of darkness and
come forth into the boundless illumination of heaven, shunning
division and welcoming the divine oneness of humanity."

"How glorious the spectacle of real. unity among mankind!
How conducive to peace, confidence, and happiness, if races and
nations were united in fellowship and accord! The Prophets of
God were sent into the world upon this mission of unity and
agreement. . . ."
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE BAHAI MOVEMENT
A SPIRITUAL BASIS- FOR. WORLD UNITY
ALBERT R. VAIL

The following is an address by Mr. fail, Baha'i lecturer and teacher, given
at the public session of the Eighteenth Annual Convention of the Baha'is of
the United States and Canada, held at the Palace Hotel, San Francisco,
May 2, 1926.
"Love and fellowship are absolutely needful to win the good pleasure of
God which is the goal of all human attainment."
'Abdu'l-Baha.
BAHA'f means light, a follower
of the light; one who would transmit
throughout the world the light of
truth, the light of brotherhood, the
light of unity, the light of love, the
light of God. The Baha'i Movement
is simply to spread this light just as
widely as possible throughout the
world.. It comes into the world with
a quite new point-of-view. It comes
as an inclusive Movement. We think
often that Edwin Markham was inspired by this very spirit of inclusiveness when he wrote that striking
little verse:
"He drew a circle and shut me out
Heretic, rebel, a thing to flout;
But love and I have the wit to win,
He drew a circle and took him. in."
This is the new attitude that is to
unite the world. Find the biggest
c i rc le, the biggest international
circle, the biggest inter-racial circle,
the biggest inter-religious circle that
can be drawn on this little handful
of dust, the earth, and we will discover the one home and soon it will
be in unity.
Everyone is waiting for the ·discovery, the great word that is going
to transform the whole world, and
perhaps, this is the way to find it:
Watch for the most universal mind
in the world, the one who criticizes
the least, the one who has. no pride,
the one who never exalts himself, the
one who praises all prophets, all religions, all nations, all races,· and lifts

the minds into glory to the one God
who has given everything good and
beautiful to every people and race
and kindred upon the earth, and when
you find the universal lover of mankind then you will find the Prophet
of Unity.
Many of us have found this great
teacher, first in Baha'u'llah, and then
inRis son and successor, 'Abdu'lBaha. Perhaps, to make it dramatic,
to set the dazzling light over against
the· densest darkness, the order of
nature and the movement of the
spiritual· seasons, and the evolution
of the world, and the onward movement of mankind, the spirit of God,
brooding over the world and inspiring the world, brought to birth, like
a dazzling sun in the darkest corner
of the earth, this great mind and universal heart whom we call Baha'u'11ah.
Into a world where fanaticism was
most intense, Baha'u'llah came with a
light, bright and radiant, a:gainst
that intense darkness, and there it
shone in dazzling illumination. This
light is the light of unity. When we
see it, it is so bright, so simple, so
easy to see, that we wonder how the
brightest theories, truth, could so
long have been hidden from the mind
and heart of the people. But, perhaps, we had to wait for the telegraph, the telephone, the railroad,
the radio, the printing press, Ithe
air-mail, .. and all the other rapid
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methods of transportation and intercommunication, so that when the
great light shone into the world it
could be flashed along the world in
the twinkling of an ey.e. So, the
coming of the great teaching of unity
is right in the midst of the great age
of a new intern;:ttional communication and a new physical civiliza~ion.
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that religion was sent from heaven to
unite mankind. If it divides mankind it has lost its divine glory, and
We need to have it purified, cleansed,
that the eternal illumination again
may be manifest.
These are a few of the rays from
out this new light that is illumining
the world. It is the light in a' new
Manifestation. One of the brightest
THIS LIGHT is clearly reflected of the rays is that science and reliin the Tablets and writings of Ba- gion both came from God; that one
ha'u'llah, through a universal mind, word would heal many of our Sltrifes
which was His greaf glory.· The and discords. Who is it that said that
first ray is heavenly teaching. The there are about two hundred deteaching that will illumine the world nominations that we have known in
must not come from the earth, but Christendom?
from God. . God is one. Human
The great need is to see that when
beings are diverse, divided, sectarian, the scientific investig,ator looks ·for
limited, striving, quarreling and their the truth in his laboratory he reanimal nature is firghting against the ceives light from God and when the
divine. So, human beings cannot, prophet on Mt. Carmel, or when the
from the earth of discord, evolve a prophet in the valley of India, or
program or a teaching that will bring when the prophet on the Himalayas
unity. It is only the heavenly light or when the prophet on the exalted
descending from God, the source of mountains of ancient Persia, or when
oneness, that can unite this scatter- the prophet of God in Palestine, or
ed, warring, discordant, troubled, be-. India, listens to the eternal music, it
wildered children. This, then is the purifies the heart mid he receives his
great discovery. The teachings that eternal illumination. There is only
will unite the world must come from one source from which all light has
God. God is so simple in his unity descended, but this divine light has
and He is so universal in His Love. been given to the world through difJust watch for His light with an open ferent lamps, and if we could see that
mind, with a mind that is longing for this light" is good" from whatever
the sunrise and crying for the Lord lamp it is burning, that a star has
of illumination and it comes. Jesus the same radiance whether it shines
said, "If we could become like little from the East or West, that "truth is
children then we could enter and re- divine in whatever mind it is refleCtceive the Kingdom of God." We ed,-then that new discovery of the
should have an open child-like recep- oneness of God and the oneness of
tive mind.
truth would bring our scjence and reThe mind of the great scientific ligion into a most magnificent unity.
scholar welcomes truth from what- Then we could, perhaps, say with
ever source it comes, wherever it Tennyson:
leads, and this is the scientific mind
"Our little systems have their day,
of the ·spiritual investirgator. So,
They have their day and cease
then, the second ray from out the
to be:
heavenly light is an independent inThey have but broken lights .of
vestigation of truth. The third ray
Thee,
is the laying down of prejudice; the
And
Thou, 0 Lord, art more than
fourth ray is the great campaign for
they."
universal peace, and the fifth ray is
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Then we would not care whether
our theologists prevailed or creeds
prevailed, if God's truth can prevaiL
What are the theologies and the
philosophies of men? This is the
new atrtitude that wiII bring science
and religion into a sublime unity and
so the great light that is shining into
the world is the light of the fundamentals of religion. The great fundamentals of religion are. just the
same the world round. The Golden
Rule is golden, is it not, in whatever
mind it may be shining? The Golden
Rule is golden whether it comes from
the lines of Buddha, Zoroaster, Confucius, the ancient Brahmans, or from
the ancient Hebrews or from the divine and heavenly Christ.. Whatever
truth is true is true through whatever
voice it speaks; whatever light is
brilliant is glorious in whatever mirror it may be reflected; whatever
melody is heavenly sIngs its music
whatever the song may be. This is
the new· discovery-that the word of
God is one though the speakers be
many.
THIS DISCOVERY of the oneness
of religions is, perhaps, going to be
such a brilliant light of unity in the
world that when they look back at
our century they will say all the centuries were for the bringing forth of
the .twentieth century, and in the
twe~tieth century the children of one
God discovered that they had all
come from one source and their bibles
were all inspired by one divine illumination ·and the people will come
into the gli)riom~ consciousness of the
oneness of mankind, and the fundamental oneness of the world's religions.
This, of course, is the discovery
which will make it so easy for the
children of God to have one home
upon the earth. Perhaps, therefore,
nothing is more important today than
just to study the religions of the
world _and see their oneness. Ba-

hi'u'lliih, seventy years ago, suggested that if the educators of the futUre wished to unite mankind they
should study all the bibles of the
world and pick out the choicest and
most beautiful jewels of truth in
every scripture, put them in textbooks in simple form, separate the
kernels from the chaff, and then with
these 'great jewels from Confucius,
Buddha, Zoroaster, Brahma, the Hebrew prophets,. Christ and lVIuhammad, and when they have selected
these jewels if they wiII put them together in a booklet and give them to
th€1children, adapted to their age, in
condensed form, the children will
make one great discovery. EVery
prophet· of the world's teachings
means to be honest; every _prophet
God ever sent teaches. men to speak
the truth; every prophet who ever
·1ived in China, India, Persia, Palestine, or Arabia has taught the brotherhood of man-,all are brethren.
This has been the truth that has
swung around the world like one
great universal melody and the children of the future will be so captivated with the beauty of the unity of
religions that they will not know
what the discords of the nineteenth
century could mean. This is the
great light of religious unity.
It is a strange thing that we can
love Buddha easily but it is hard to
love Muhammad. It is like being
able to love your successful competitor. Buddha has never been a competitor to -the vVestern world, although lVIuhainmad was, and if we
allow that lVIuhammad was a prophet
we would not know what to do with
our institutions and we would get into
grave difficulties.- So, today, there is
creeping over the world a magnificent
new discovery, and that Muhammad
after all was one of the great civilizers andupbuilders of the world and
people are looking about and saying,
"Wasn't it amazing?"
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JESUS, with all His divine glory, ely arose and took the sword and
had His teachings so obscured by went over to his enemy and lifted
theologians that the light -of His the sWDrd and said, 'Now, who is
splendol" could never penetrate into going to protect you?' 'Alas, nodarkest Arabia; Moses, with, the body,' said his enemy. ,Then Muhammaking of all those Commandments mad handed him the sword and said,
on Sinai, could never be heard in 'Then from' Muhammad, the prophet,
darkest Arabia. Then right out of learn to be merciful,' a-nd he gave the
Arabia, way down in the Southland enemy his sword.· The enemy turned
out of the desert,in the blazing sun, around and said,' 'Muhammad, I will
among people that killed each other be one of your disciples because anyand, buried their daughters alive, and body that had the courage to trust
fought with each 'other and stole'each God like that must have more behind
others'camels, and worshipped idols, him than human 'power.'"
there arose a man named MuhamThis is the great spiritual basis of
mad and he heard the voice of the unity. This is the basis that unites
divine unity saying, "There is no the religions of the world; it is a
God, but the one God; burn your power so mighty that all 'the world
idols, destroy your images, away with cannot withstand it and it is a force
your quarrels,banish your strife," that is so irresistible that all the leand Muhammad came into the world gions of Rome, when that force arose
with his ancient and eternal message in Palesitine, were powerles against
of the unity of God and the brother- it. Jesus, what did He have? His
hood of mankind.
disciples wanted to buy Him a sword
We always love the story that one and HetDld them, "He that taketh
of our first great American essayists the sword shall perish by the, sword."
wrote in his sketch-book. It is a J esus- stood before the mightiest orstrange power that sweeps' through ganized miHtary system that the anthe world when a prophet arises. cient world had ever known; He
Muhammad was lying upDn the des- stood before the most majestic ecert sands, one time, with his sword clesiastical system of antiquity-belying at his side. ' Along came one of fore the Pharisees and Jews-with
his enemies. He said, "HO', hO', lDok, Moses and all the prDphets. He stoDd,
Muhammad the prophet, asleep and a pODr working man, before the great
his sword by his side. I will ,kill social organizations of J udea, Df
him. The man came up and took the Greece and Df Rome, and He absosword and raised 'it over Muhammad Iutely' had nothing to protect himself
and said, 'Prophet Muhammad, who against the oncoming hosts of fais going to protect you now?' and he , aticism, except God. Yet, as 'Abdu'lraised the sword to kill him. Mu- Baha has said, Jesus stood all alone,
hammadawakened from his nap with unprotected, deserted even by His
serenity and smiled at the man hold- disciples, at last crucified and the
ing the sword ,over his head and said, haughty and mighty rulers of the
'God will protect me.' The man world laughed with scorn at Him,
llooked down; he had the sword and struck Him and said, "Prophet, who
Muhammad had nothing but God. struck Thee?" And ,to make the
He looked at that face; he IDoked into crucifixion more ignDminious they
those eyes and he saw the light in placed the crown of thorns upon Him
that face. He felt the power shining and Jesus had nobody but Mary Magfrom that body; he dropped the sword dalene at that moment to' stand by
in consternation. Muhammad seren-' Him. What did Jesus do? He turned
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to them and said, "The son of man
is seated on the throne of power arid
the hosts of God are with Him."
As 'Abdu'l-Baha has said, befiore
the crown of thorns dropped, the
jewelled crowns of all the kings and
the mighty -and powerful ones went
down and the crown of thorns and
the· Kingdom of Christ rose in splendor. They never lifted a sword to defend themselves, and in those early
days of divine heroism, with the
power of the holy spirit, they swept
the world. The Roman legions were
annihilated before the oncoming barbarians of the North, but the simple
unarmed disciples of the King of
Kings, the Christ, conquered the barbarians of the North, swept through
the world, and kings have been
crowned in the names of those fishermen for many centuries.
THIS is the power of unity and
whenever this power comes into the
world the world is made new, like a
divine Spring-tide, and sweeps over
the earth and we behold the birth of
a new cycle. But this, glorious as
we all know,-lost its power to fill
the world with light and to unite the
disciples of. the Christ. Muhammad
was :powerful in his day, but his in:..
fiuence is waning; Moses was heralded as a divine law-giver from Mt.
Sinai in his day, but his Commandmentsare losing their 'prestige as
authority; Buddha was the light of
Asia, shining with splendor and glory
into untold millions of hearts, but the
light of Buddha is dim; Confucius
was the uncrowned king of ten
thousand kingdoms in his day, but
everyone knows his day is over. We
turn and say, "Is there something
in the world powerful enough to take
these scattered cohorts of all these religions and races and nations that
once were illumined with the dazzling
light, and now have lost their way
in the darkness or prejudice and in-

ternational strife, is there something
that can actuallly unite them?"
The Baha'f teaching, then is this:
That God is so merciful that again
he has sent a collective center of unity
and that collective center not only
teaches what we have always been
teaching, that is they renew religion
and add specific teachings for the
needs of this Day. These are the
teachings of Bahii'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha, and these Divine Messengers
have the executive power to put their
principles into practice, .and this is
something very amazing and very,
very wonderful.
One man says, "Love each other,"
and the people .continue quarreling;
but when a Prophet of God says,
"Love each dther," t'hen something
wonderful happens. Two men, one
time, came into' Abdu'l-Bahii's room.
They hated each other only as Arabs
of the desert can hate. They got into
the room, by surprise, together.
'Abdu'l-Bahii looked into their faces,
filled with bla'ckness and darkness
and determinaltion to destroy each
other. He said, "My home is the
home of laughter and delight; my
home is the home of peace and of
reconciliation; my movement is the
movement of love and unity." Then
he waited a liittle while~ He was perfectly serene in the power of God and
he could wait and wait for the divine
light to drive away darkness, for
light is eternal and positive and hatred is negative and it cannot last.
Presently they became quiet and 'Abdu'l-Bahii, with His calm intuition,
looked into their hearts and saw
their anger had abated. He said,
"You two men are of the same race,
both Arabs; you are of the same
family, same city, and the same religion hast thou. You used !to love
each other. Why do you not love each
other again?" The men rose and
embraced each other, with the same
heartiness with which they had hated
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each other, and went out of the man hates you and shows it that
room in each others' arms. So we re.. simply means he is sincere. 'Abdu'lalize the mighty power of the Proph- Baha always lo,ved a sincere man.
et. of Love to melt even ''the bitter- The heirs went to this man and said,
ness of hatreds. This power is the "Do you know what 'Abdu'l-Baiha
power that He has exercised on mul- said about you after the twenty-four
titudes of human beings and, per- years you have been persecuting
haps, nothing is more wonderful than Him?" The man said, "What did
to see a Prophet of Unity in action, He say?" They said, "He said that He
because it is such a strange and won- loved you very much and hoped you
derful victory when we win over the would administer the estate." The
most discordant and antagonistic' of man, said, "What?" They assured
people.
him that was what 'Abdu'l-Baha
said. The nem morning, at 7 :30.
WHEN 'Abdu'l-Baha was in pri- o'clock, there came a 'knock at the
son, in Akka, close thereto was a man door of 'Abdu'l-Baha's prison room
celebrated for his intense fanaticism and this man was at the door. He
and every time he saw this Prophet looked up and saw' Abdu'l-Baha and
of Unity, 'Abdu'l-Baiha, he cursed he threw himself down at His feet.
Him and every time 'Abdu'l-Baha He said, '" Abdu'l-Baha, for twentymet His enemy He blessed him. The four years I have done evil to you;
days went by and the man became ill. for twenty-four years you have done
'Abdu'l-Baha brought him a physi- good to me. The love of God is surecian and the man held his sheet in ly with you. I surrender." He befront of his face, received the med- came one of 'Abdu'l-Baha's devoted
ical attention, but would not allow friends.
himself. to see' Abdu'l-Baha lest he
This is the power that can move
would have to speak Ito Him. 'Ab- the world. All you need is love powdu'l-Baha sent him food. This man erful enough, love divine enough,
cursed and abused' Abdu'l-Baha over love universal enough, love that is
a period of twenty-four years. At patient enough, love that is long-sufthe end of twenty-four years this fering enough, love that is believing
man had such a streak of good for- enough and it will transform the
tune that he was allowed to admin- darkness of the jungle into the
ister a case in the courtroom. Ab- brightness of the courts of heaven.
du'l-Baha, came in and this man, look- This is the power that we have seen
ing at 'Abdu'l-Baha, fled out the op- coming in the world so wonderfully
posite door. The whole Court-room that it offers a mom glorious prosburst into laughter and the heirs pect . for a united humanity in our
came up and said, "Abdu'l-Baha, why present day.
One day there was a young prodo you not administer the estate for
us? How can we trust a man who fessor who went to see Professor
runs off when you come in?" 'Ab- J owett, the celebrated 'Scholar at Oxdu'l-Baha said, "I love that man very ford, England; that is, one of the
much." "You love him? Hasn't he greatest scholars of England in the
been abusing you for twenty-four last century and Professor J owett
years?" said the heirs. 'Abdu'l- said to this young professor, "Never
Baha said, "I love him very much b~ let the Baha'i Movement out of your
cause he is sincere." So many people notice. This Baha'i Movement is the
hate you and pretend to like you. greatest light that has come into the·
They are not sincere, but when a world since the days of Jesus Christ.
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It is too high and too great for the
present to understand its full.import,
but the future will comprehend it!'

"VVHAT we believe is this: Every. one who is a pioneer, everyone. who is
looking forward, everyone who is
watching for the heavenly city to
descend and the Kingdom of God to
appear on earth,· of course., is a
pioneer and he is watching for the
light that will greet the whole world
in the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries. Already the Baha'i Cause
has risen in Persia like the dazzling
sun; it has swept away the hosts of
persecution; twenty thousand of its
disciples have gone down into glorious martyrdom; nations of the whole
world are hearing Q(its teachings; its
apostles are going to the remotest
corners of the world; Christians and
Jews, Protestans and Catholics,
Christian Scientists and· Physical
Scientists, Muharnrnadans, Parsees,
Buddhists, Hindus and Confucianists
are all discovering that it is the note
of unity, the light of oneness, and :lTe
coming under the great pavilion.
'Abdu'l-Baha has declared,·
"Praise be· to God, the day of
Unity has come;.the doors of the
Kingdom are open; the sun· of
truth is shining upon the world;
the greatest. and the most glorious light has appeared; the fountains of life areilo\ving; awake
and drink of this sweet water
which is descending in torrents
upon all parts of the globe. Now
is the time; now is the accepted
time."

This is the Message that is making
thousands of hearts beat with a new
gladness.
Not long ago a Seventh Day Adventist lady picked up the book, "Baha'u'lhih and the New Era." She
said, "I was in an automobile accident
and I was so weary I could hardly lift
my hand to hold the book. I thought
I would read this wonderful book,
telling of the Baha'i Movement and
Unity, for fifteen minutes, as it is so
restoring in mind and spirit, thinking it would make me sleep well in
the night." She sat down at a
quarter to eight, preparing for relaxation and rest. She looked up in
amazement, a few moments bter, she
thought, and found it was a quarter
to two in the morning. She had
been reading in absolmte joy and ecstasy from a quarter to eight un.til a
quarter to two and she thought she
\vas ill and exhausted and completely
spent. Then she discovered that
there was som.ething more in heaven
and earth than: she had ever realized.
That is the water of the Holy Spirit
as it flows through a divine book and
she came away with the discovery
that there has come healing to all of
our troubles and even healing to our
bodies when a great Prophet of God
opens the doors of the Kingdom and
lets the light of eternal sunshine upon
His pages, reflecting the light from
the mirror of His sentences, banishing the darkness of hatred and prejudice, and uniting !the people of all
races and religions into the glorious oneness of the Kingdom of God.

"This Century is the Century of the Sun of Truth. This Century is the
Century of the establishment of the Kingdom of God upon the earth.?'
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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A TRUE STORY
CHRISTINE FRENCH

The stress which both Baha'u'llah
and' Abdu'l-Baha in their Tablets and
instructions lay upon kindness to animals not only a wakens in the hearts
of their followers a desire to conform; but suggests a hitherto undreamed-of intimacy which may be
brought about by the practice; an intimacy which the pure-hearted St.
Francis of Assisi enjoyed, and which
the legends of the youthful Siegfried
ascribe also to him. In fact instances
are numerous in which there has
been a complete understanding and
sympathy between human individuals
and affectionate members of the animal kingdom..
The following narrative, absolutely true in every detail, brings
nearer than ever that sympathetic
understanding, and proves beside, the
great value of the special training
which our young boys are now receiving in Scouting. The story is so
simple and straightfo'rward, so unusual and appealing that it is here
quoted in the words of a Boy Scout
who embodied it in his report of his
"Fourteen Mile Hike" which is one of
the tests which all good Scouts like
to take. These are his words:"I was pretty well along on my
hike. I had reached a rather open
part of the country outside of the
city and it looked very much like
rain so I was hurrying along when
I was attracted by the curious actions
of a bird which kept flying over my
head. The bird seemed tame and it
flew quite near and kepttcalling and
calling as if to make me understand
something. As I stopped to watch it,
it flew back to· a tree and called again.
I thought that rather Sitrange, but I
started ahead intent upon reaching
my destination before the rain came

on. My turning away seemed to
worry the bird and it became so excited .that it called more loudly than
before, so I followed it to the tree,
but as I could see nothing I said to
myself-'Well, I'm not going to let
this bird make a fool of me,' so I
kept on. However, it became very
plain that the bird was trying to tell.
me something' and I went back to
look aroum::l more carefully. As I did
so I heard a sort of moan. I followed
the sound- and came to a place where·
there had been a sort of cave-in in a
dugout and I again heard the sound
of something in distress. I jumped
down into the opening and lifting up
some weeds and loose dirt I soon dis-.
covered a ·collie dog which had evidently been 'caught in the ·cave-in and
so seriously hurt that he could not
move. I dug :the dirt away and lifted
the dog out. Then I bouhd up his leg
which was broken and tried to clean
him up a little. In so doing I found
that he wore a collar upon which was
the name ,and address of his owner so
I decided that my good turn was to
take this poor old fellow home. The
bird in the meantime had subsided
and seemed perfectly contented that
he had finally made me understand
the difficulty.
I started home with the dog. It
was somewhat slow going and the distance was three miles but we finally
got to the door. of the house the address of which was on his collar. I
rang the bell and amancaine to the
door. I was· about ,to ask him if this
was his dorg when the whole family
came flockIng out on the porch to welcome the dog. After the first burst
of surprise and delight the man asked
me where I found the dog. I told
him the story of the bird which had
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led me to the spot and the man said:
'Yes, that is our tame bird and we
let him out in hopes that he would
find the dog.'
The man offered to pay me for my
kindness but I said: 'Oh no, I am a
Scout, and we do not accept pay;' so
he said he would like to do something
for my Troop and I thanked him and
said we would appreciate it very
much, then I hurried home and got
drenching wet and was late for
supper."
Extraordinary as this tale appears
it is yet absolutely true, and altho perhaps better adapted for publication
in a magazine for youth, it bears a
touching interest which should -appeal to all and help to awaken in all
a deeper sense of spiritual nearness.
Here follows a Tablet of Abdu'lBaha on the subject of kindness to
animals.
"0 ye friends of God!
Ye must not only have kind. and
merciful feelings for mankind but ye
should exercise also the utmost kindness toward every living 'creature.
Physircal instincts andseusibilities

are common to man and animal alike.
Man however is negligent; therefore
he practices cruelty to animals. In
reality what difference is there in
physi'cal sensation? Sensibility is the
same whether you harm man or animal, there is no difference. Nay
rather,cruelty to the animal is more
painful, because man has a tongue
and he sighs, complains and groans
when he receives an injury, and complains to the law, and the law protects him from 'cruelty; but the poor
animal cannot speak; it can neither
express its suffering, nor can it appeal to the law. If it is harmed a
thousand times by man, it is unable
to defend itself in words, nor can it
seek justice. Therefore one must be
very considerate towards animals,
and show greater kindness to them
than to men. Educate children in
their infancy in such way that they
may become exceedingly kind and
merciful to all animals. If an animal is sick, they should try to-cure it;
if it is thirsty they, should satisfy its
thirst; if it is hungry they should
feed it; if it is tired they should give
it rest."

"No matter how much man may acquire material virtues, he
will not be able to realize and express the- highest possibilities
,Abdu'l-Baha~
of life without spiritual graces."
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WHY I BELIEVE IN THE BAHA'I
MOVEMENT
The author 01 this article (a remarkable document from a youth of twenty-one) is a
Persian student of Tihr'an, who desires to remain anonymous. Further articles from his
pen will appear in the Baha'i Magazine from time to time. We welcome to our pages such
appealing freshness and ardor.-Editor.

By looking deep into the general
condition of the world today and. ·contempiating' it in comparison with the
past, one may conceive new ideas
whereupon definite beliefs can be
founded. Such a meditation on the
present eondition. of the world has
led me to a belief Which I have drawn
up in the form of a syllogism, as I
shall now endeavour to describe.
First Proposition. That the civilized
world, through the. extraordinary efforts of a number of scientific pioneers, has progressed at an amazingly
rapid pace; and that wonderful sCientific and industrial discoveries have
been made, which have enabled man
to predominate over nature. By discovering the secrets and potentialities of nature, mankind has established commercial, industrial, economic and political relationships
among the nations of the world which
are increasing day by day. These increasing scientific and industrial relations indicate that the nations of
the world· are drawing nearer and
nearer to one another, that Humanity
is advancing towards unity and oneness, and that the solidarity of mankind and the eradication of wars .and
misunderstandings between the nations is not an unrealizable ideal.
Thus, in consequence of scientific development and accomplishments, the
hearts of men are drawing closer and
closer to one another; so much so, in
fact, that one may look for. the harmony of mankind and the eradication
of differences and misunderstandings
in the near future.
Second Propostion. That mankind

has never been free from evil propensities. A1vidity, greed, sensuality,
indomitable passion, selfishness, desire for authority and similar other
susceptibilities have always beset
mankind. Such feelings have sometimes culminated and sometimes declined in their vehemence, but they
have never been utterly extinct. Evidently one of the causes of the culmination of these carnal feelings is
moral depravity and lack of ethical culture: that is to say, whenever
society has had firm moral and spiritli;al laws, ,such evils have, to some
extent, been repressed; but whenever
society has lacked moral discipline,
the'se evils have broken out to' an appalling. degree of intensity.
Perhaps in the olden times thenations of the world were very malignant and inimical towards one another, but as they lacked the deadly
weapons of today, they could not
work much ruin. Swords, bows-andarrows, and· similar instruments of
warfare could not occasion such copious bloodshed as the modern world
has seen. There are .the 'same differences and the same hostility among
mankind today as there were yesterday" but as the instruments of bloodshed have been completed, much more
ruin is wrought now than ever in the
past. What are the bows-and-arrows
of the past as compared to thesuffocating gas of the present time?
What are the slings of the olden
times as' compared to the battering:. .
rams of our days? Therefore we
see that· the means
bloodshed and
cruelty have increased with the sci-

of
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entific and industrial advancement of
the world.. In a word, we see that
the lack of morality in the civilization of the world has counteracted
the nobility of scientific advancement.
By pondering over these two propositions, I have conceived the belief
that a certain power must arise in
the world to change moral depravity,
prejudices, greed and hatred of the
nations of the world into unity, oneness, solidarity and whole-hearted cooperation; otherwise, the scientific,
and industrial advancement of the
world, far from uniting mankind, will
increase the misunderstandings and
differences between the nations. The
recent invention of electric rays
which can burn to ashes a whole village in a short time shows that material civilization is becoming. more
and more intolerable. The tide of
material progress, however, cannot
be stemmed, because man's insi'ght
into the latent realities of things increases day by day ; besides, all the
various inventions of man are absolutely essential to the prosperity
and comfort of mankind, if not. misused. 1 formed the opinion therefore, that spiritual means were
needed to rectify the morality of mankind at large and to bind together
the hearts of men, so that Humanity, .
as one body and one soul, might
march towards the Promised Land.
This being my established belief,
I set about investigating the means
of accomplishment of such universal
love and harmony, feeling sure that
such means, if not already existing,
must needs be created. Fortunately,
my association with the Baha'i Community led me to the realization of
my ideal. I found, upon free investigation, that the Baha'i teachings
are the means· of . spiritual .. edification, and constitute the most effective
fador of creating love and unity and
eradicating racial, patriotic, national,

reli1gious and other strifes. The
Baha'i teachings encourage the world
of humanity to achieve further material, as well as spiritual, advancement; and at the same time, with a
supernatural force and power, are
changing the hostility of the nations
into love, peace and co-operation.
Among the numerous other teachings, Baha'u'llah enjoins the establishment of a universal House of
Justice (or court of arbitration), and
the creation or selection of a universal language; two essential steps,
which are decidedly conducive to oneness and unity of ,mankind and the
extermination of all differences. He
teaches that· the world is but one
territory, that the people of the world
are but one nation, and that men are
"the fruits of one tree, and the leaves
of one branch." He tells us that a
time shall come when love of the
country. shall be changed into love
of the world; when, .if a man is asked
to what country he belongs, he will
not answer "to France," "to Germany," "to England," or "to Persia,"
but will say; "I belong to the World
of Humanity."
We Isee that already a large number of. people of different nationalities,creeds and races, orientals and
occidentals, colored and white, Musulmans, Jews, Christians, atheists,
etc., who were formerly "at daggers
drawn" with one another, have been
united under the Pavilion of Baha'u'llah's teoch'ings, to such an extent,
in fad, that their harmony and unity
has amazed the world.
The Baha'i, doctrines are gathering together the pe()ple of the world
.under the tent of unity, without
having recourse to threats or false
hopes.
Baha'u'llah teaches that
science must be the servant of the
world of humanity, and that civilization must be the means of comfort
and welfare of mankind.
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Deeply investigating these and
many other teachings, and finding
them to be firm, sacred, and divine,
I came to believe that Baha'u'llah
who succeeded in promulgating them,
in spite' of extreme hardships, exile
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and imprisonment, is the greatest
teacher of Humanity; and that IN
BAHA'U'LllAH'IS
IT'EACHINGS
LIES THE CHERISHED IDEAL OF
ALL TRUE SEEKERS OF UNIVERSAL PEACE AND HARMONY.

THE ALTAR OF SACRIFICE
SHAHNAZ WAITE

From the teachings. of 'Abdu'JBaha we realize that an altar is an
eternal necessity, for all who. live,
give. Sacrifice is spontaneous toth~
upward motion of life; the higher
the spiritual development, the more
freely will it. give in self-sacrifice.
This is the heart and essence of all
true religious worship, whether it be
the giving of self to a great Deity, or
the daily sacrifi·ce of the mortal life
to others, both are the expression .of
the giving of self, the very best of
one's self to something' higher than
that self.
Deeper and greater than the law of
getting is the law of giving. It runs
like a golden thread through every
path of life. It makes possible' the
home where the larger lives delight
to serve the lesser ones and where all
find the true joy of living in self-giving. It makes the pains and restrictions, the real enriching of our lives.
It is the foundation of true friendship, the spirit of which is to give of
one's love, sympathy and 'Cheer; and
to the stranger to whom we are permitted to render some services are
we more. truly his debt()r than he
ours, for he has offert~d us an opportunity to be blessed by the spirit
of s'acrifice.
In the Baha'i Revelation the word

sacrifice gains a new glory.; the old
thOught of a bloody victim led. unwillingly to the altar to propitiate an
angry God is changed to the great
privilege and to the crowning glory
that life is so truly our own, that we
may give it in service to others and
thereby to God .. Thus 8'acrifice becomes the joy of existence and its cup
is. filled with the intoxicating wine
of spiritual delight. We realize that
each sa'crifice of self is .but the upliftment of, self on to a higher plane.
We do not feel sad when we plant the
little' seed in the ground, knowing
that it must germinate, burst and
cease to -exist·as·a·seed, ·for
we hold
.
iu mind its beautiful unfoldment as
a perfect flower .. , So is . .it with the
seed of self, .it..is sown a mortal body,
it is reaped an immortal one through
sacrifice, and from this truth we are
lifted. into the spiritual realms and
learn the law of enrichment :through
giving. It is thus the .spirit of! man
comes to a realization of the great
Spirit of all, the source of. Life and
the fou:qdation of all Love; this
reaching .. out is 'the eternal in us
seeking the .Eternal. That which is
from above must lift us up;. that
which is heavenly must transform.
W.e must strive for ,Faith to trust
in the fruits of divine Love, eVen
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though the roots lie hidden 'in mystery.
When a soul seeks to make living
a business of self-giving, in harmony
with the great Spirit of Life, he finds
the whole world becomes his 'altar
and every breath one ,of worship.
A living sctcrijice, is not a life led out
and offered up in death, but a life led
UP-and offered in living, loving
service. The Baha'i Revelation calls
for live saints and living sacrifices.
Love, offers not its worst but its
best.
When one truly loves God he seeks
to express his love in a sane, hea.lthy
joyous and joy-giving life. In this
day man must attain not only love
for God, but greater still he must possess the Love of God, the distinction
is marked. Materially man may love
his father, but he knows not the love
of the father until he actually becomes one. This is the day of spiritual maturity arid Baha'u'Ilah has
brought to the world the love of the
Father-the highest expression of the
parental Love of God. . It is this
quality which man must attain to,
that his heart may be filled with the
love of a Father-which fosters and
encircles ,all humanity, and this love
is the very essence of self-sacrifice.
To use our lives in any way for the
enriching of all lives is to offer the
living sacrifice. The -offering to high
heaven at anyone time of one's life
means nothing, but to offer one's self
with all one's powers and to strive to
carry out the will of the hi'ghest, to
make heaven real and present here
and now, means everything. Here is
the great altar, the home and the
daily ways of life; and the ,season of
worship is every day and every hour.
Here burns the blessed incense, the
glow of affection, the joy of mutual
helpfulness, the life-giving current of
love, and here is the seat of true communion, fellowship and partnership
with the Most High, in the divine

privilege of Love, whose expression
is ever to sacrifice the 'Seed of self
that the perfect rose of another's
happiness may bloom.
Divine Love is plaeing each soul
in just the environment it most needs
to bring forth the perfect fruits of
the spirit. The great Director of the
Orchestra of Life is giving to each
one the instrument that he is' best
qualified to play upon and his proper
place in the orchestra.. One may be
given a horn Who feels he would
rather play upon a violin, and it
is this striving to do what one is not
intended to do, ,to pl,ay upon the instrument for which he is not qualified that causes all the discord and
inharmony, the jealousy and rancor.
Each has his own divine niche and is
indispensable. to the whole, but melody and harmony can only be produced as each is submissive to God's
Will and learns to play the instrument that the Divine Leader has selected for him and not the one that his
finite and carnal mind desires., "0
Son of Earth! If thou desireth Me,
desire no other than Me. If thou
seeketh My. Beauty, withdraw thy
glance from the people of: the world,
for my will and the will of another
is like fire and water which cannot
be contained in the same mind and
heart."
"0 Son of Humanity! If thou lovest
Me, turn a way from thyself; if My
Wjll thou seeketh, regard not thine
own, that thou mayest die in Me and
I live in thee."
To tread the path He chooses for
us, to sacrifice our own wishes' and
desires, is to finally come into the
joys that are prepared for those who,
love God.
In so many of 'Abdu'l-Baha's writings we find sacrifice gloriously defined. From His illumined sayings
the following is quoted:
"Every man trained through the
teachings of God and illumined by
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the light of His guidance, who becomes a believer in God and His signs
and is enkindled with the fire of the
love of God, sacrifices the imperfections of nature for the sake of divine perfections. Consequently every
perfect person, every illumined heavenly individual stands in the station
of sacrifice.
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"The mystery of sacrifice is that
man should sacrifice all his eonditions
for· the divine station of God. The
station of God is mercy, kindness,
forgiveness, sacrifice, favor, grace,
giving life to the spirits and lighting
the fire of His love in the hearts and
arteries."

THE SHEPHERD'S VOICE
In Palestine the shepherds still
Watch o'er their sheep, as· they of old,
Each has his call, and this is known
Alone by sheep of his own fold;
And though throughout the day they roam
When evening comes he calls them home.
Though many sheep of different folds
May mingle on the hills as one,
Yet each will answer but one voice,
His shepherd's voice when day is done;
And if a sheep should lose the track
No hireling can call it back.
God's Shepherds come into this world,
And give their Call-amid earth's din,
And only those who know His, Call,
Arise with joy and follow Him;.
"My sheep shall know My Voice" Christ said,
"By it alone will they be led.' ,
Unless we know the Voice of Truth,
It's tender tones we do not hear;
All unfamiliar, strange are they;
E'en though the She-pherd doth appear
We know Him not, and onward roam,
When He has come to call us Home.
Open our ears we pray 0 God!
That we may hear the Voice Divine,
And know the Shepherd when He calls,
And follow-for His Voice is Thine;
Our souls shall then each day be fed
And into pastures green be led.
Shahnaz Waite.
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THE SOUVENIR FEAST OF 1926
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER

In 1912 no more dramatic and fascinating figure than 'Abdu'l-Baha
challenged the attention of a careless
world.
Venerable, revered as a
Prophet in every land and amongst
every race, for forty years a prisoner,
dazzling in dialectic, irresistible in
humor, magnificent in spiritual love,
-here was a living super-man the
like of which Plato or More or
Nietzsche had never dreamed. He entered the penal colony of Akka a
superb and beautiful young man in
1868. In 1908 the progressive Young
Turk Party coming into power,
opened the gates of the Prison City
and freed thereby many of the politi c a 1 and non-criminal prisoners.
Thereafter 'Abdu'l-Baha spent much
time in Haifa, and in the immediate
succeeding years journeyed to Egypt:
later to France and England, and to
America in 1912.
It was then that the path of the
Sun of Righteousness passed from
the East to the West and illumined
America by the effulgence of His
presence amongst us.

He instituted several meetings during His sojourn, one of the most
picturesque and delightful of which
is the Annual Unity Feast held in
West Englewood, New Jersey, on the
last Saturday in June. It is called
"The Souvenir Feast of 'Abdul-Baha" in commemoration of the memorable occasion when He gathered
the Baha'is and their friends, and
Himself acted as host in June 1912.
E,very hour of every day is to the
Baha'i a Souvenir, of this most precious Being, but there is a joyous
perfume about our yearly gathering.
Not only Orientals and Occidentals,
Jews, Christians, Buddhists, Muhammadans, Brahmins, Amedcans, Persians, Indians, Japanese, English,
French, Russians, Germans, Negroes,-but journalists, statesmen,
poets, scientists, mechanics, artists,
merchants, teachers, stUdents, millionaires, paupers-sooner or later,
from every walk of life, every race on
earth, every social group, every religious faith, men and women hear
on this occasion the ,glad-tidings of

Members of the National Spiritual Assembly and ,guests. From left to right.
standing: Roy Wilhelm, Allen B. McDaniel, Horc~ce Holley, Dr. Ali Kuli Khan, Mrs.
Wilhelm, Mr. Siegfried Schopfiocher. Seated: Hamedeh Khan, Mr·s. Florence Morton,
niT"·,,

rrroTT~~"

JII[']!'"

Kohhl'>!
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A group of BaM/is and friends' at the annual Smwenir Feast at West E'nglewoocJj;

N. J., June 26, 1926.

practical brotherhood, and witness
the unity to which' Abdu'l-Baha made
reference in His memorable talk to
those gathered at the Feast in 1912,
for He said:
"The purpose of all is unity and
agreement. The desire of all is attraction to the Kingdom of God.'
Since the intention of all is toward
unity and agreement, it is certain that
this gathering will be productive of
great results. It will be the cause of
attracting a New Bounty. This is a
New Day and this hour is aNew
Hour wherein we have come together
here; all are turning to the Kingdom
of ABHA, seeking the infiinte bounties of the Lord. Surely the Sun of
Reality, with its great and full effulgence, will illuminate us and all
dark disagreements will surely disappear. The utmost of love shall result. The favors of God shall encompass us. The Pathway of the
Kingdom will be made easy. The

souls like unto candles will be ignited
and made radiant through the Lights
of the Great Guidance. . . . ' The efficacy of such meetings as these is
permanent throughout the ages."
In spite of the rainy weather, a
large group attended the latest of
these meetings on June twenty-:sixth.
The National Spiritual Assembly of
the B~ha'fs of the United States and
Canada met there in honor of the
occasion, and a succession of interesting and inspiring spe;lkers presented the Baha'f Cause from many
angles. Surely the Spirit of the
founder is present in these gatherings of peace and good-will. The
harmony and aspiration 'of those
present seemed almost tangible, a
thing that one could carress like the
fine delicate surface of some heavenly
object. It was but another illustration of 'Abdu'l-Baha's moving words:
"In the union of hearts, there
am I."
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ESPERANTO
THE UNIVERSAL AUXILIARY LANGUAGE

"One of the revealed principles of
the Univer:sal Religion is the establishing of a Universal Language.
"In the material world of existence, human undertakings are divided into two kinds-universal and
specific. The result of every universal effort is infinite, and the outcome of every specific effort is finite.
"In this age, those human problems which create a general interest
are universal; their results are likewise universal for humanity has become interdependent. The international laws of today are of vast importance since international politics
are bringing nations nearer to one
another. It is a general axiom that
in the world of human endeavor,
every universal affair commands· attention, and its results and benefits
are limitless. Therefore let us say
that every universal cause is divine,
and every specific matter is human.
The universal light for this planet
is from the sun; and the special light
here tonight, which is electric, ill umines this banquet hall through the
invention of man. In like manner the
activities which endeavor to establish
solidarity between nations and to infuse the spirit of universalism in the
hearts of· the children of men are
like unto divine rays from the Sun of
Reality, and the brightest ray is the
coming of the Universal language. . .
"Therefore everyone of us should
study this language and make every
effort to 'spread it, so that each day
it may receive a wider recognition, be
accepted by all nations and Governments of the world, and become a
part of the curriculum in all the
public schools. I hope that the business of the future ·conferencesand
congresses will be carried on in Esperanto. In the future two languages will be taught in the schools,
one the native tongue, and the other
the International Auxiliary Language."
'Abdu'l-Baha

LA n)TMONDA HELPANTA LlNGVO

"Unu el la malkasitaj principoj de
la Religio Univerlsala estas laestablado de Tutmonda Ling-vo.
"En la materia mondo de, l'ekzistado, homaj entreprenoj estas dividitaj en du specojn-universalan kay
specifan. La rezulto de ciu universala klopodo estas infinita, kaj la elvenalo de ciu specifa klopodo estas
finita. ,
"En tiu-ci epoko,tiuj homaj problemoj kiuj kreas general an . intereson estas universalaj: iliaj rezultoj
estas ankau universalaj, car la
homaro estas farigita interdependa.
La nuntempaj interna.ciaj leg-oj estas
vaste gravaj, car la politiko internada proksimigas lanaciojn. Estas
generala aksiomo ke, en la inondo de
homa klopodo ciu ulliversala afero
altiras atenton, kaj giaj rezultoj kaj
profitoj estas sennombraj. Pro tio,
ni diru ke ciu universala afero estas
dia, kaj ciu specifa afero estas homa.
La universala lumo por tiu-ci planedo
€lstas de la suno; kaj ht speciala lumo
tie-~i hodiau vespere, kiu estas elekira, iluminas tiun-ci festenan salomn
per homa elpensado. Simile, la agadoj kiuj klopodas establi solidarajon
internacioj, kaj infuzi la spiriton de
universaleco en la korojn de la infanoj de homoj similas la diajn radiojn de la Suno de Realeco, kaj la
plej brila radio estas la alvenado de
la Lill'gvo Tutmonda. . .
"Tial ni ciuj devus studi tiun-ci
lingvon, kaj fari ciun klopodon por
gin disvalstigi, por ke gi ciutage
ricevu pli vastan rekonon, estu akceptita de ciuj nacioj, kaj farigu
parto de la studoplanoen ciuj publikaj lernejoj. Mi esperas ke la
afer·oj de estontaj konferencoj kaj
kongresoj estos administrataj per
Etsperanto. En la estonto, oni instruos du lingvojn en la lernejoj-unu
lingvon la enlandan, kaj la alian la
Internacian Helpantan Lingvon.
~Abdu'l-Baha

HE SCHOOLS should be free from all religious
and radal prejudices, for these often prevent
good results from being obtained. All schools
and colleges should have these three foundations:
First-They should be sincere in the service
of training the souls. They should discover the
mysteries of nature and extend the circle of art, commerce, etc., so that ignorance and the lack of knowledge
will pass away and the lights of science and knowledge
shine forth from the horizon of the soul and heart. In
all schools and universities, a general rule for training
should be made.
Second-Training in morality is necessary, so that the
pupil's good ,conduct may remain unchanged and so that
they may progress in a most befitting manner, become
possessed of lofty ideas, lovers of the world of humanity,
and so that they will hold fast to the spiritual perfections
and to that which does not displease God.
Third-Service to the world of humanity should. be obligatory. Every student should know, with perfect certainty, that he is the brother of the people of all religions
and nations and that he should be without religious, radal, national, patriotic or political bias, so that he may
find the thoughts of universal peace and the love of humankind firmly established in his heart. He should
know himself as a servant of human sodety of all the
countries in the world. He should see God as the Heavenly Father and all the servants as his children, count.ing all of the nations, parties, and sects as one family.
The mothers in the homes, the teachers in the schools,
the professors in the universities, and the leaders in the
lofty gatherings, must cause these thoughts to be penetrative and effective, as t.he spirit. circulating in t.he veins
and nerves of the children and pupils, so that the world
of humanity may be delivered from the calamit.ies of
fanaticism, war, battle, hate and obstinacy, and so that
the nether world may become the paradise of heaven.
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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"THE MISSION of the Prophets of God has been to train the souls
of humanity and free them from the thraldom of natural instincts
and physical tendencies."
'Abdu'l-Baha

THIS IS an a1g'e of extreme freedom for children. Not only our
home but also our educational systems are being invaded by this sense
of liberty, this feeling that the childsoul should be allowed to expand, like
a flowering plant, freely along the
lines of iits OWn genius and to blossom into forms of beauty unrestrained. Is there in this tendency a danger of freedom becoming license; of
its resulting in wilfullness and selfishness and other unbridled faults
which are a disturbance and irritant,
to say the least, in our social order?
Is there even graver danger of youth,
taking its course :in its own hands,
running into ways of immorality
and abandoning those virtues of restraint which centuries of Christian
civilization have with difficulty built
up?
AS IN ALL evolutionary movements-and this youth movement
would seem to be of such a natureit is impossible to return to the former condition. Doubtless it is safe
to say that children of the future
will never again be trained in the
severe and standardized disdpline
which imposes both ideas and moral
codes from the world of adulthood
as from a world of infinite power
and wisdom. Parents are becoming
more enlightened and humble. If the

appeal, then, is not to be mere
authority, how can those well-organized virtues of the old order be
retained, and parents be assured that
their children will advance safely
through those dangerous fields of experience where hitherto adult authority has seemed the safest guide?
IT IS EVIDENT that children cannot be their own guides. They have
neither experience or wisdom to go
upon; and impulse, which is with
them so strong a motive-force, must
acquire somehow a rudder and compass and a sense of direction if it is
to bring them eventually to worthWhile goals. Where is this to be
found unless in relig1ion? Whereas
in ethical codes human authority has
to be accepted, the great advantage
of religion as the teacher of morals
is that in religious instruction human authority is at a minimum, and
divine authority at a maximum. That
which the young will not joyfully accept from their parents or from other
adults, they accept willingly from
their own voluntary allegiance to a
revealed religion, the force of which
they recognize as coming from God.
Therefore what is needed most in
this day of disrespect of human au. thority is adequate spritual training
for the young. It is the lack of this
in our present educational systems,
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not the tendency to greater freedom
for the child, which is the gravest
fault in the present methods of childtraining.
For if the proper spiritual concepts are arrived at by children, they
will find in religion a safe and ready
guide through all the uncertain fields
of experience lying before them. Religion, not of a pietistic but of an active kind, will serve not only to direct
but to focus all their forces, insuring
a career which will be successful
from the practical as well as from the
spiritual view-point.

prepare for college while also cultivatil1!g' the students in the art and
civilization of the old world.
No place for religion today in our
educational program! But can any
one honestly say, no time for the
teaching of those eternal veri ties
which are to safely guide us through
this brief space of material existence
and prepare us for a life in those
exalted and eternal conditions which
await us when freed from the body?
Time to train for transient things;
but no time to train for the eternal
life, and for the development of
those qualities which belong to the
eternal life' whether lived here or
hereafter,-this confession will be
the most serious indictment with
which the coming age will judge the
education of today.

OF ALL the possible subjects in
our. educational curriculum, spiritual
instruction, which is the most important, is given the least space.
What the causes of this are,-whether the distrust and hostility between
THE NATURE of trainin!g' for
sects and creeds or the religious
apathy of an alg'e 'strongly given to children hinges upon the concept we
applied science-it is not worth while have of human nature and of its inhere to go into. The situation exists, herent qualities. If children are born
and that to an alarming extent; as is with only good tendencies, then they
becoming realized by those who pon- will arrive at the right educational
der the welfare of the child and goal by being allowed to express
through it the welfare of the coming freely these native tendencies. If,
on the other hand, their inborn tengeneration.
If it were not so serious, there dencies are predominantly evil, rewould appear a certain ridiculous- straint and suppression would be the
ness in the discrepancy between the inevitable educational policy. But
time and attention given to temporal there is, it would appear, a middle
education, which trains us for things ground.
of a day, and that given to spiritual
All the world's great religions have
education, which trains us for life taught us, and the Baha'i Movement
eternal. The writer will never for- is very specific upon this point, that
get the occasion of his visit, while man has a dual nature; partaking on
connected with a Travel School for the one hand of the animal nature
boys, with' Abdu'l-Baha in Paris, and with all its evil (when expressed upon
the latter's searching inquiry after the human plane) tendencies, and on
eliciting the various subjects of the the other hand of the spiritual nacurriculum-"Do you teach the spir- ture with all its perfectional tendenitual things?"
Embarrassed, the cies. If this be true-and science
writer was obliged to give a negative joins with religion in the support of
answer, with the weak defense- this view-then it is of the utmost
"There isn't time for that in the pro- importance which of these two na'gra;m." True, there was no place for tures gains the ascendancy in man;
it on the full program which was to and the most momentous problem
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which confronts the educator in dealing with the child is this :-Will the
child, if left to himself, develop more
along the animal or along the spiritual side?
'ABDU'L-BAHA states emphatically that the child-soul, like a garden,
will not produce good fruit without
cultivation. If left uncultivated, it
will, like the garden, run to weeds
and thorns. In: other words, the
child must be helped to its own best
development. The doctrine of free
expression, therefore, needs serious
modification because tmmodified it is
not in accordance with the nature of
the child. Children left to themselves
from birth would grow up to be like
little animals, says 'Abdu'l-Baha.
Freedom of expression, therefore, is
a theory which while high-sounding
cannot be uncategorically applied in
the actual practice of education.
Freedom to express the higher qualities,-yes ; but freedom to express the
animal qualities cannot be granted to
the child.
MUST WE then turn back to the
old education of restraints, of punish-

ments, of stern authorities and sanctions on the part of the adult world
upon which rests the responsibility
for the proper training of the child?
Fortunately this is not necessary.
There is a Teacher and Educator, of
children as of adults, which works
in other and miraculous ways. This
is the Word of God, of which'Abdu'lBaha says: "The Word of God is the
storehouse of all good,· all power and
all wisdom." If the child-soul is
awakened to the meaning and potency of true religion, if it learns to
seek the guidance and assistance of
the Divine Educator, then there will
come a remarkable development to
the child and it will mature into ways
sweet and radiantly good. The Spartan disciplines and authorities are
not needed; in them are too much of
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the egoism of adulthood. What is
needed is to help the child understand
its dual nature and to teach it to turn
to God for help in overcoming the
animal tendencies so as to be able to
express only the spiritual. And it
is very important that this training
come early in the child's existence,
for if the animal qualities once gain
the ascendency they are very hard to
conquer. Therefore it is of the utmost importance that parents, teachers, and all others responsible for the
development of children, be awakened
spiritually and capable of giving
spiritual training to the child.
Of these truths and others laid
down by 'Abdu'l-Baha concerning the
child, the reader will find fuller treatment in "Practical and Spiritual Education for the New Civilization" and
in the other al·tlclE:i'> in this number.
After a careful reading of these articles one will perceive that a theory
and practice of education based upon
these teachings would produce a very
wonderful generation of youth. Already the first-fruits of such a system
are appearing in Persia, India, Germany, England, America, and other
countries where the Baha'j teachings
are being put into effect. A concrete
illustration of the efforts of the Baha'1s to train their children in spiritual principles and ideals, is given
in the frontispiece which shows a
class receiving instruction in character building.
A few more decades will amply
demonstrate; it would seem, the value
of the Baha'i method of child-training
which is based upon freedom for the
child within the limits of its own
spiritual nature; and on help for the
child as loving and tender as may be,
to overcome the limitations of its
lower nature ;-the whole treatment
of the child being supported not solely by authority of parenthood or of
age, but by the authority and aid of
God.
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PRACTICAL AND SPIRITUAL EDUCATION FOR THE NEW CIVILIZATION
ALBERT R. VAIL
. The rLuthOT, former editor of the StrLT of the West, is giving us, here an in'lJrLlurLble a'('twZe quoting 'Abdll'l-Baha's teachings on the need of t'raining the child in the Divine educCition 'rLS well a·s the material education.-Ed'itO'l·.

I
A well-balanced system of education is the real foundation for the
new and universal civilization which
is to save the world from its manifold disasters. "It is most clear and
manifest" says 'Abdu'l-Baha, "that
national affairs will' never revolve
around their proper axis until the
whole people have received instruction, and public thought has been directed to a single end.
"The most important of all the
matters in question and that with
which it is most specially necessary
to deal effectively is the promotion of
education.
"No freedom or salvation could be
imagined in the case of any nation
which had not ,progressed in this
greatest and most important point,."*
Every boy and girl in the nation
must be given a trade or profession
" something whereby he may be able'
to support himself and others."
"Teach them," says 'Abdu'l-Baha, "a
technical art or profession." If the
parents cannot afford to give their
children such an education or if they
neglect to do so, it should be provided
at State expense and if necessary
made compulsory. Thus will the nati.on through technical, scientific, agrIcultural education rise to its real
efficiency and lay the foundation of a
resplendent material civilization. In
the future, declares Baha'u'll:ih, scientific research will be counted as an
act of worship. New and marvelous
sciences and arts will be discovered.

"An quotations in this article are from
the words of 'Abdu"l-Baha unless otherwise indicated.

But they must be sciences that "lead
and conduce to the elevation of mankind" and do not begin "and end in
mere words."
Material education without moral
and social education, however, is as
a beautiful house built upon a foundation of sand. The problem of the
hour is to attain effectiveness in the
education of character and of social,
universal motives. This is the only
abiding foundation for universal
brotherhood and a true confederation
of the nations. "By every means at
their disposal must parents and
teachers inculcate into the children's
growing souls, minds and spirits the
principles of sincerity, love, trustfulness, obedience, true democracy and
kindness toward all races. Thus in
future the world of civilization may
flow in one mighty current and the
children of the next generation may
make secure the foundations of human solidarity and goodwill. From
tenderest childhood children must be
taught by their mothers love of God
and love of humanity-not the love of
the humanity of Asia, or the. humanity of Europe, or the humanitv of
America, but the humanity of· humankind."
.
The schools must needs lay new
emphasis upon an impartial, sympathetic study of the literature and
history of the civilizations of all nations, of China, Japan, India, Persia
as well as of Europe, of the civilizations of Islam and Buddhism, as well
as of Judaism and Christianity.
Thus wi1J they unite the Orient and
the Occident and lay the foundation
for universal brotherhood and peace.
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One universal auxiliary language, these ideals must be presented so
one universal curriculum, will· help vividly and surrounded with such
immensly in establishing universal glory and spiritual beauty that the
friendship among the n a t ion s . children will love them. This love
"Therefore Baha'u'llah promulgated never reaches its perfection until
the oneness of education, that is, the ideal justice, goodwill, truth, brotherneed of one curriculum for both men hood are seen as the will of God.
and women. Daughters and sons "In the tenderest years of their
should follow the same course of youth," says 'Abdu'l-Baha, who has
study and have the same education; been so amazingly successful in eduhaving one course of study promotes cating the youth of many lands,
unity among mankind. When all races, religions into universal brothmankind receives the same education, erhood, "the pure hearts of boys and
and the equality of men and women girls must be illumined with the light
is realized the foundations of war- of the love of God. Then when they
grow up most astonishing results will
fare will be utterly destroyed."
If one cannot educate boys and appear because the maps of their
girls equally well give the preference whole lives will be drawn with the
to the girl for she is the potential hand of the spiritual Educator . . . .
mother of the new generation and The power of great faith will take
can best inculcate in the minds of the possession of the child's heart. But
children that love, that gentleness, if these supreme precautions are not
that spirit of sacrifice, that courage taken in the earliest stages of the
of patience, that fine intuition which child's growth it will be most difficult
are to be the sustaining life of the to curb later on his growing' manifold
world-brotherhood and democracy appetites, for then he will live acof the future. The world in the past cording to the dictates of the world
has been ruled by force and man has of nature and the uncontrolled self.
dominated over woman by reason of Once the lower and sensual habits of
his more forceful and aggressive qual- nature take hold of him it will be very
ities both of body and mind. But hard to reform him by any human
the scales are already shifting, force agencies. Therefore, children must
is losing its weight, and mental alert- be brought under the control of the
ness, intuition, and the spiritual qual- love of God and under spiritual inities of love and service in which fluence from their earliest youth.
woman iEj strong are gaining ascend- The lower appetites of nature are
ency. Hence the new age will be an like kings over men. One must deage less masculine and more per- feat their forces else he will be demeated with the feminine ideals or, feated by them."
to speak more exactly, will be an age
"Children must receive divine and
in which the masculine and feminine material education simultaneously
elements of dvilization will be more and be protected, from temptations
properly balanced.
and vices. How wonderful it would
This education for loving co-opera- be if, the teachers were faithful, attion in the new world order is the tracted to God, assured, educated and
supreme task of the future. How refined Baha'is, well grounded in the
may we educate not only the intellect science of pedagogy and familiar with
but the character, the heart, the will ? child psychology. Then they would
It can be done only by inculcating in train the children with the fragranthe lives of children "the highest ces of God. In the scheme of human
ideals of truth and justice." But life the teacher and his system of
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teaching play the most important
role carryilljg' with it the heaviest
responsibilities and the most subtle
infiuence."
To ignite the fire of the love of God
in the hearts of the youth and older
people of the nations. the teachers
must needs turn, themselves, and
guide their students to those in whose
hearts and minds it is glowing bright
and radiant. This love is contagious.
He who has it not can never transmit
it. Such is the profound law of social psychology. But he in whose
heart, face, words this love of the
P-erfect One is ablaze can shed its
life-renewing radiance into many
lives.
The supreme centers for the transmission of this divine love, of this
Holy Spirit are the world Prophets.
From them it shines into the lives of
apostles, saints, the moral and spiritual teachers of the world. Therefore they are the supreme; the Master-Educators.
II
"*Material education confers upon
man the means of physical comfort,
provides for the complicated physical
needs of humanity and makes possible material advancement in worldly affairs. For example, the European nations have made marvellous
progress.
"The founders of the school of material education are the past and contemporary philosophers and thinkers. Scientists and i n v en tor s,
through the application of their mental faculties, bring forth upon the
arena of existence wonderful enterprises and undertakings; thus man
enjoys the benefit of the iabors of
these leaders of thought.
"However, the teachings. of these
*Analysi'3 from 'Abdu'I-Baha in ,the
"Asiatic Quarterly Review," April 1913
with slight adaptation:
"

material educators do not have effect
in the world of morality or if they
display any effect it is very slight for
material education simply develops
the physical side of humanity; it is
incapable of iIIuminill'g the dark regions of the great world of morality.
Eternal beatitude is not made possible through the spread of material
education.
"Consider, after all, how the sphere
of material education is limited.
Even if man satisfies his greatest desires for material comfort he is only
like a bird. Imagine the happy state
of a bird which flies in the immensity of space, hops from one branch to
another and builds its nest upon the
loftiest branch whence it can view
the whole panorama of nature spread
before its eyes-a scene of ravishing
beauty and enchantment. Its tiny
nest is more beautiful than a king's
most sumptuous palace. Its wealth
consists of all the seeds of the fields,
of the cooling springs flowing from
the breast of the mountains and of
the .green meadows. This is the
highest point of physical bliss, an enjoyment which is made possible in a
more perfect manner for the birds of
the field than for men. These things
are prepared for them without any
hard labor or suffering. They know
not sorrow neither any danger or
fear, such as men experience in their
lives. In the utmost ease and happiness they live. Such, then, is the
happiness of the animal world.
"But the happiness of the human
world comes from the v'irtues of the
world of humanity, which enjoyment
the animals know not of. It comes
from the extension of the range of
vision, the excellencies of the world
of humanity, the love of God, the
knOWledge of God, equality among
the people, justice and equity and
ideal communication between hearts.
"These are the principles upon
which the structure of human hap-
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piness is built. Spiritual education
consists of the inculcation of these
ideals of divine morality; it promotes
these high thoughts. This spiritual
education is made possible through
the power of the Holy Spirit. As
long as the breath of the Holy Spirit
does not manifest any influence, spiritual education is not obtained:
whereas if a soul is inspired by the
Holy Spirit he will be enabled to educate a nation.
"Consider the records of bygone
philosophers: the utmost that they
could do was to educate themselves.
The circle of their influence was very
limited: all that they could do was to
instruct a few pupils. Of such a type
was the influence of Plato and Aristotle. These philosophers were only
able to train a limited number of people.
"But those souls who are assisted
by the breath of the Holy Spirit can
educate a nation. The Prophets of
God were neither philosophers nor
were they celebrated for their genius.
Outwardly they belonged to the common people, but as they were encircled with the all-comprehending
power of the Holy Spirit they were
thus enabled to impart a general education to all men. For instance, His
Holiness, the Christ, and Moses and
Muhammad we r e not (classed)
among the thinkers of their age,
neither were they counted ,great geniuses; but through the power of the
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Holy Spirit they were able to confer
universal instruction upon many nations. They illumined the world of
morality. They laid the foundation
of a spiritual sovereignty which is
everlasting.
"Thus is it with those souls who
have entered the tabernacle of the
cause of God. Although not important in appearance, yet each one is
confirmed in stimulating the cause of
general moral instruction. Therefore
it has became evident that real spiritual, universal education cannot be
realized save through the breath of
the Holy Spirit. Man must not look
at his own capabilities but must
think of the power of the Holy Spirit.
"In this age His Holiness Baha'u'lhl,h has breathed the Holy Spirit into
the dead body of the world. Consequently every weak soul is strengthened by these fresh, divine outbreathin~s, every poor man will become rich, every darkened soul will
become illumined, every ignorant one
will become wise because the confirmations of the Holy Spirit are descending like unto torrents. A new
era of divine consciousness is upon
us. The world of humanity is going
through a process of transformation.
A new race is being developed. The
thoughts of human brotherhood are
permeating all regions. New ideals
are stirring the depths of hearts and
a new spirit of universal conscious-.
ness is being profoundly felt by all
men."

THE PURPOSE and mission of the holy divine messengers is
the training and advancement of humanity, the cultivation of divine
fruits in the garden of human hearts, the reflection of heavenly
effulgence in the mirrors of human souls, the quickening of mental
capacity and the increase Of spiritual susceptibilities. When these
results· and outcomes are witnessed in mankind, the function and
mission of the Manifestations are unmistakable.
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE UNFOLDING SPIRIT
ROSA V. WINTERBURN

Modern education rests on a solid
foundation laid in the past; and it is
constantly erecting new and innumerable structures, some well built and
some most flimsy, on or near this
solid foundation. This is inevitable,
for it is the way that institutions
evolve. There are, however, some
very serious conditions that should
r e c e i v e thoughtful consideration.
There are certain tendencies to be restrained or guided; and there is great
need for a more comprehensive plan
of general education.
One of the compelling tendencies of
today is an ever widening demand for
education, then more "education,"
then still more education, until high
schools increase in numbers and pupils crowd in greater swarms, and
universities tend to push their doors
partly shut to keep out the numbers
asking for admittance. This is not
due alone to increasing population;
but like New York's traffic congestion,-the more fully the congestion
in any section is met by increased
transportation facilities, the greater
the congestion becomes.
This is
merely because improved transportation immediately attracts more people to avail themselves of its advantages. So with high schools and universities. Build more schools, and
more parents seize upon their offerings; and more young people hasten
to "fit" themselves for that luring,
awe-inspiring, open-armed world just
before them. This is as it should be
if the schools really prepare young
people for life.
Another compelling tendency of
today is the sweeping materialism
that, flooding all the world, has invaded our schools until it threatens
to make of education a mere means

to turn a dollar. Education for the
finer things of the mind and the
spirit; education for the development
of keen, speculative, intensive investigation of the mysteries of life; education to open the doors of personal
expression, to release whatever energy and ability everyone may have,
to widen and deepen to the utmost
whatever capacity an individual may
possess,-such education is rushed
and hustled to one side, to make way
for the all-compelling struggle just
ahead with the material-minded,
money-mad crowds, bent on getting
the greatest material advantage possible. Fortunately many a youth
gets more out of his education than
this kind of preparation. Youth is
idealistic, youth is buoyant,· youth is
convinced of possible upliftment, and
some are able to visualize the better,
bigger things of life, and some are
able to hold on to those better' things
even when their struggles in the
world begin.
Another disturbing tendency of
today is the possible appearance of
a dominating educated class. True
education of course, is upliftment of
all, not merely of the most capable.
The movement of today is to keep
raising the standards for graduation
from the high schools and for entrance into universities, thus steadily
transforming our most popular educational institutions into more specialized ones. Such specialized education has its place, but the great necessity of progress is to reach those
whom institutions of "hig'her" education reject, and so instruct and develop them that every power shall be
given the fullest opportunity for unfoldment. It must not be forgotten
that the "lower" classes are the vast
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and germinating seedbed of human- a right to demand as one of the peo~
ity. The youths who struggle fierc- pIe and as a child of God. Ever fuller
ely for every step of mental progress and ever greater must be the educaas they break the bonds of ignorance tional opportunities, and these not
must not be permitted to drop back merely for the young. Adult educainto the sloughs of passivity. They tion is one of the most vital new
must be helped in their painful climb problems of our day; and men and
up into the light of greater capacity women in all the awakened world are
eagerly seeking the roads of upward
and of fuller civilization.
These are only three of the bind- leading.
ing infiuences in the educational work
Education, knowledge, is the safe
of today. There are others, that trip road of progress. Laws forbidding
the feet of teachers and pupils at robbery and murder will never transevery turn. Strange as it seems to form the criminally minded into
many, the most promising path of pea c e f u 1 and law-abiding men.
progres1s opening before USI education~ Amendments to the Constitution canally is the awakening spiritual con~ not turn drunkards into abstainers.
sciousness of the world for back of A World Court and a League of N ait is the will of God. It behooves us tioIiscannot free the world from war.
to work· ceaselessly, vigorously, and There is but one way to advance hujoyously for this spiritual progress. cmancivilization, and that is to adAbsolutely true are the words, "Seek vance man. His desire for progress
ye first the Kingaom of God, and all must be awakened; his understanding
these things shall be added unto of the reality of progress must be ilyou."
lumined; his will to persisit against
Spiritual principles, doe t l' i n e s , obstacles must be strengthened; and,
faiths, must be inculcated in· the supreme power of all, his spirit must
young, talked over with the mature, be made capable of perceiving the diwritten about in the papers and mag~ vine light and of comprehending the
azines. They may not be labeled way thereto. Then, in worldy progBaM/i, but they must be the teach- ress, each being will act acording to
ings of the new age. The law of love, his talent and his capacity, and "all
of justice, will lead to a solution of these things shall be added unto us."
labor problems, of world jangles and
This consummation is not so rewars; to the abolition of the physical, mote as it seems to many. The world
mental and spiritual plague centers is already trembling with the gerof ab ject poverty. These principles minating seeds of spiritual growth.
and faiths will lead to fuller and Let every Baha'i scatter every seed
fuller opportunities for every child of faith, and truth, and illumination
to learn; they will release more and
that he can. These seeds will grow,
more human energy, which, if train~
for the gardner is the Divine One.
ed in the divine commands, will
This teaching of faith in God, of
steadily and naturally solve seemingobedience
to HiEi directions, of joyly unsolvable problems. The doors
ful
and
implicit
following of His
of our present universities may, perguidance,
is
the
only
safe and proghaps, swing open only to special
for
this
generation.
ressive
education
types; but Baha'is must prepare the
Methods
and
nomenclatures
may be
way for the opening of greater, more
useful institutions of learning· that many and various, but if the subaim to give to everyone that for stance is the Divine truth, youth and
which he is longing and which he has maturity will alike respond, and their
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instructed and vivified spirits will
solve the problems that befuddle the
darkened and materialized humanity
of today. Baha!is are the light bearel'S; they are the teachers.
The courses of study for our
schools must be enriched by every
useful science that we cap place in
them. The teachers must be chosen

for character as well as for mental
ability. Control of schools must be
put into the hands cif broad-visioned,
true headed men and women. The
public must be led to know that in
fuller education there is greater power. All this is already steadily taking place. Baha'is must hasten it
and clarify the purposes to be gained.

THE NEW GOSPEL OF WORK
DALE S. COLE
The acquisition of knowledge has in the past seemed the p~w'p'0se of education. Today, however, new purposes are appearing. This article brings out very clearly one of
these new purposes of which the world is becoming conscious-the development of the active side of mM/, and his applic1ation to the work of the world. The Baha'i teaching is
ver'y explicit on the' duty of eVe1'y individual to enga{Je in S01ne work which shall not only
benefit himself but humanity (is well-Editor.

"It is enjoined on everyone of you to engage in some occupation, some
art, trade or the like. We have made this your occupation identical with the
worship of God, the True One."-Bahd)u'llah.
FOR the first time in the history
of humanity this new note soundsglorifying labor, bringing comfort to
toil-laden hearts, courage to carryon, and a priceless incentive to do
what it is given us to do, daily and
hourly.
.
In a recent industrial publication a
summary and comparison of a number of successful wage plans was described. The various schemes were
compared in detail and in every instance those factors tending to better
material conditions were emphasized
as advantages, while those bearing
upon the more spiritual side of human existence were given secondary
consideration.
In studying this comparison the
realization is forced upon the reader
that perhaps the objects of a successful wage plan cannot be listed as
merely to reduce costs, to increase
wages and to accelerate production.
Hidden away behind the facts and
figures, the trials and errors, the mis-

understandings and gropings for a
solution of the ever more pressing
problem of wage adjustment, may
there not be some spiritual factors
which are, after all, the fundamental
considerations?
In any study of such problems of
the day, particularly those having to
do with wages and profit-sharing
plans, the fact stands out clearly that
none of them have been sufficiently
successful to be widely and universally adopted. There is something
lacking in each one of them, and it is
suggested to the student of such affairs that perhaps what is really
needed is a new attitude toward
work.
A Syrian thinker has said:
"Always you have been told that
work is a curse and labour a misfortune" and is this not quite generally true? We seek some extra reward in wages because tasks are
distasteful. The men and women
who are vitally interested in their
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work do not complain of poor working conditions should they have them
to contend with, neither do they demand premium or bonus systems
however just they may be.
The right kind of interest in work
is incentive enough and a reward in
itself. Therefore, it would seem that
the simplest and most effective wage
plan which could be suggested would
be one wherein interest is aroused
and maintained and in which incentive naturally follows.
But, it is said, such an idea is not
new neither is it practical as long
as human nature is constituted as it
is. Such an idea is too idealistica dream which can never come true.
But we are told by the same philosopher"But I say unto you that when you
work you fulfil a part of earth's furtherest dream, assigned to you when
that dream was born.
"And in keeping yourself with labour you are in truth loving life,
"And to love life through labour
'is to be intimate with life's inmost
secret."
The answer is that theoretically
such thoughts may be all right but
one who is bent down with fatigue
and poverty does not have such
dreams of labor. To him work is
quite likely to seem "a curse and labour a misfortune."
It is conceivable that it might be
so were it .not for the illuminating
and consecrating assurance that, "We
have made this-your occupationidentical with the worship of God,
the True One."
A new conception of work is needed and in these words are we blessed
with an invaluable incentive to adopt
and foster a new attitude toward our
daily tasks however humble and insignificant they may be.
And so there comes a dream-a
dream of educating the younger generation to a new conception of work,
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one which will make it a joy, one
which will make misunderstandings
impossible and one which will be entirely adequate in the matter of reward. What more universal and far
reaching effect can education have
than this? To lift the yoke from the
shoulders and place a song on the
lips?
"When you work you are a flute
through whose heart the whispering
of the hours turns to music.
"Which of you would be a reed,
dumb and silent, when all else sings
together in unison ?"
What a dream-to see the workmen of the future happy in their
tasks, accomplishing cheerfully the
work of the world in unison.
"You work that you may keep pace
with the earth and the soul of the
earth.
"For to be idle is to become a
stranger unto the seasons, and to
step out of life's procession, that
marches in majesty and proud submission towards the infinite."
Surely this man of clear vision,
KahIil Gibran, breathes a sweet melody of words and thoughts which
blend perfectly into the great purpose of work as revealed in the Baha:1 Revelation.
He says further:
"You have been told also that life
is darkness, and in your weariness
you echo what was said by the weary.
"And I say that life is indeed darkness save when there is urge,
"And all urge is blind save when
there is knowledge,
"And all knowledge is vain save
when there is work,
"And all work is empty save when
there is love;
"And when you work with love you
bind yourself to yourself, and to one
another, and to God."
"And what is it to work with love?"
"It is to weave the cloth with
threads drawn from your heart, even
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as if your. beloved were to wear that
cloth.
"It is to build a house with affection, even as if your beloved were to
dwell in that house.
"It is to sow seeds with tenderness
and reap the harvest with joy, even
as if your beloved were to eat the
fruit.
"It is to charg'e all ,things you fashion with a breath from your own
spirit,. . . ."
And if we do all these things humbly, earnestly in the spirit of worship, how great will be the reward!
What a glorious purpose for education-to instill into those who are to
come after us some such new conception of work in accordance with the
Baha'i Revelation, for it is therein,
that labor has been made one with
prayer and worship, privileges too
little appreciated until adversity overtakes us.
"And he alone is great who turns
the voice of, the wind into a song
made sweeter by his own loving."
The work of the future will be "love
made visible."
"And if you cannot work with love
but only with distaste, it is better
that you should leave your work and
sit at the gate of the temple and take
alms of those who work with joy."
"For if you bake bread with indifference, you bake a bitter bread that
feeds but half man's hunger."
"And if you grudge the crushing
of the grapes, your grudge distills a
poison in the wine."
But how can anyone, knowing
that, "in the Baha'i Cause arts, sciences and all crafts are counted as
worship," bake bread with indifference?
We are reminded of Brother Lawrence, that venerable old saint who
many hundreds of years ago voiced
a prayer something like the following, while being forced to do the most
menial tasks:

"0 God, since I am in Thy presence, and I must now in accordance
with Thy commands, devote my attention to these outside things, do
Thou grant me the grace to continue
in Thy presence, and to that end do
Thou prosper me with Thine assistance, receive all my work, possess
all my affection."
What a wealth of inspirational material there is for educators to use in
bringing about a new attitude toward
work which is so sorely needed, for,
as never before has work been made
a most important phase of our relationship to God. Even the work of
education must be one of love.
"And if you sing though as angels,
and love not the singing, you muffle
man's ears to the voices of the day
and the voices of the night."
And so education must assume the
burden of bringing about a new conception of work as well as to train
the minds and hands to function, and
this can only be done by awakening
the sleeping sensibilities and souls to
the true value of work as explained
in the Baha:i Revelation.
Usually this responsibility is not
laid directly. to education but it is expected to be accomplished by it indirectly. But is there any more pressing educational problem to be considered than that which. effects so
many millions? If the new vision of
work can be brought before their
straining eyes, what relief will be
afforded, what impetus given to
greater achievement and what acceleration to investigation of truth,
for such a lesson when learned cannot help awakening those who experience it to the realization that the
fundamental aspects of life are those
of the spiritual kingdom. Education
must attack the problem directly.
The need is great. The time is short.
If we wait for cultural influences to
slowly bring about the change it may
be too late to prevent lamentable oc-
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currences. The gospel of the identity
And then that comforting and inof work with. worship must be spiring call to service from the Babrought to the attention of all peo- ha'i Revelation illumines all that has
ples as a comfort to the· souls, and gone before:
thus attaining some measure of peace
"Briefly, all effort and exertion put
within, be better able to contemplate forth by ma.n from the fullness of his
the other blessings of this new day. heart is worship, if it is prompted by
All of the teachings of the past the highest motives and the will to do
have taught of work.
service to humanity. This is worEgyptian-Waste not time in which ship: to serve mankind and minister
thou canst work. Wealth endureth to people's needs. Service is prayer.
not when work is abandoned.
. .. " and-:Hindu-Labor makes us know the
"Prayer and supplication are two
true worth of a man as fire brings wings whereby man soars toward the
the perfume out of incense.
heavenly mansion of the True One."
Persian-Be diligent and discreet;
"When one supplicates to his Lord,
diligence in one's occupation is the
turns to Him and seeks bounty from
greatest good work.
His Ocean, this supplication is itself
To· sew patch on patch is better
a light to his heart, an illumination to
than begging rich men for clothing.
his sight, a life to his soul, and an
Whoso cultivates barley cultivates
exaltation to his being."
virtue.
Since work is so much a part of us
Buclclhist-N ot the f a i I u res 0 f
others, but his own negligence should and our lives is it not a great benefit
one most observe. If anything is to that it is, "identical with the worship of God?" Here is something we
be done let it be done vigorously.
Christian-If a man will not work, can lay hold of, take with us into
complex and troublesome lives. Here
neither shall he eat.
I must work while it is day; for the is something practical and workable
night cometh when no man can work. which will not only lighten but ilGive diligence to present thyself lumine tasks and make achievement
approved, a workman that needeth altogether satisfying.
And if this new gospel of work,
not to be ashamed.
this
new "theory of wages" is to be
No man having put his hand to the
plough, and looking back is fit for the broadcast to humanity, it must be
spread by education, for it i's one of
Kingdom of Heaven.
Be not deficient in zeal but be fer- the most vital educational opportlmivent in spirit.
ties of the present and future.

"IN THIS AGE every face mus,t turn to God, so that spiritual
enlightenment will go 'hand in hand with material education. Material education alone 'cannot makel! the world happy. Spiritual
civilization must assist the material civilization ..... Material civilization serves the world of men, but the ,spiritual civilization founds
the world of morals. These two kinds of civilization must go hand
in hand."
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE NEW EDUCATION
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER

The differences between men are
not differences of education, of environment, of ability, of capacity, of
opportunity, or of striving; they are
differences of energy. How often we
see superior and well-equipped people taking secondary positions in life,
while thO'se who have neither their
ability nor their capacity forge to the
front. This energy is not in any
sense mer€j force; but that vitality or
buoyancy expressed by the French
word elan.
There is in us a power altogether
different ,and apart from the power
of body or of mind, whose maximum
of expression is reached through the
focus of our attenti.on. Without this
focus of attention our efforts are
spasmodic and their results sporadic.
A very simple experiment that
every High School student has performed well illustrates the significance of attention. If he drop some
iron filings into a bowl of water, they
usually float over to one side in an
uninterestinglitrtle black line; but) let
him introduce a magnetic needle into
the bowl, and immediately the filings
take on a lovely symmetry, forming
the beautiful figure of a crystal,
sometimes flower-like in shape. So
in the mental realm; once the attention is focused, all the details of our
lives fall about this primary desire
and a plan emerges from chaos and
confusion.
The ,two chief objects in education
then should be, first the release of
energy, and secondly the training of
attention. We Amerkans are somewhat lacking' in the capacity for sustained ;attention. Unless one has
lived in Europe or those countries
whose Iculture is based upon an aristocratic tradition, he can scarcely
realize to what appalling ends of

wasted effort we go with our twice
and thrice repeated directions. The
European peasant generally acts successfully upon a direction once clearly given, and the fact that for a good
many cenlturies one was likely suddenly to find one's head in the waste
basket if one's interest wandered
from his lord and master, has combined to defeat the general laxity that
is inherent in the democratic principle.
The above statement means to offer no criticism of its hard-won triumph: but merely to point out that
as we all ,suffer from the defects of
our qualities, so there are inherent
dangers in all of our human institutions. We cannot but recall in his
"Republic," Plato's fine scorn of that
democracy in which "Equality is
handed out tOI equals and unequals
alike." But surely the most advanced men today are willing to restrain their own capacities for advancement while they wait for "the
man in the street" to catch up; realizing that all power is dangerous
that is not dedkarted to the powerlelss, that all strength is vicious that
does not protect the weak.
It seems as if America had been
especially handicapped by her educational tradition. We have fondly
and blindly believed, in this country,
that because education is free and
compulsory it must, of necessity, be
democratic. Horace Mann, so the
Sitory goes, returned from Germany
in 1836 bringing with him as the
foundation upon which Amerkan
education Was to rest to this very
hour, the model of the German Folkschule. This was the educational system desilgned for the peasant class,
:not for the bourgeoisie and aristoc:"
racy; and so, for near a century, we
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Americans have received our mental
equipment through a system designed
for the peasants in a monarchy.
The 'complete change in our educational ideals at presenit is making
rapid inroads on the entire program
of the past, and undoubtedly all antiquated sy,stems based upon the psychological enormity that a child is an
empty adult, will go into limbo with
other eighteenth century concepts.
The pervasive ,conception of my childhood was that we were merely adults
in the making and had to be ba'cked
up, as it were, to some filling staJtion
where adult knowledge could be
poured into us and there permitted
to ferment until we had, happily outgrown those limitations that plagued
and tested our elders.
When Baha!u'll:ih challenlg'ed with
His mighity mEjssage the effete and
decadent civilizations of the world,
one of His first command,s was for
an adequate and: universal education;
an education that would include both
sexes.
Though He was speaking
three generations ago in the Orient
where women had no educational
privileges He said that if education
p"uld not be given to all the members
of a family it must be the girls who
receive it, for they are the potential
mothers of the race, and enlightened
mothers are necessary to the rapid
progress of society.
Up to that time there had been
unea,sy stirrings provoked by Rousseau's epoch-making "Emile." This
book in itself was valuable only for
what it produced in others. But it
did fix the attention of men like Pestalozzi, FroebeI, Ferrer, and their successors, down to our contemporary
revolultionaries, Dewey, Montessori,
J ohnson, Miriam Finn Scott and other notables, on the fact that the one
thing ,that educaltion should further
and foster-the relea,se of energyit was ,a.ctuaUy cramping and repressing. In other words the child was
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being trained not from, the viewpoint
of his mental and personal requirements as a 'child, but from the viewpoint of his mental and personal requirements as an adult.
There can be no manner of doubt
that life is framed for action. In
point of fact these strange new disdiscoveries in physics and chemistry
whieh have ushered in "the new
earth," nonchalantly cutting the solid
Iground from benea,th our feet and
making the ultirrlJate facts of physics
"events" rather than "bodies in motion," offer u,s the "quantum" as a
unit of action; thus seeming to show
that action is also fundamental in
the empirical structure of the world.
The complacent scoffed and the inquirer was dazed in my generation
when William James enunciated the
fact that action precedes emotion:
that we do not weep because we are
sorry, but are sorry because we
weep; that it is the contradion of
certain musdes, the discharge of the
lachrymal glands that induces within, the sensation of sadness; yelt their
view is today generally eccepted by
physico-psychologists. And because
adion is the source and basis of life
as we have at last discovered, we
have been obliged to reca,st our ideas
of education. In the words of Martin our present-day conception of
education is "the formation of those
mental habits that will enable us to
re-act adequately to real situations."
Think of the monstrous atta,ck on
the precious energies of the child in
which the whole adventure of his life
are bound up, when he is required to
sit for several hours a day, passive,
quiescent, listless, learning things
that in no way relate to his world or
to his interests; while his two most
precious assets, energy and curiosity,
are fatally transmuted into the inhibitions and repetitions of dass-room
routine.
The noble experiments of John
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Dewey, Marietta J ohnson, Maria
Montessori and those other inspired
pioneers who are gradually lifting
education from the encased level of
memorized information, to the stimulation and unfoldment of those inner
potentialities that enable the child to
"learn by doing," are finally penetratin:g the popular mind with a desire
better to understand the needs and
the requirements of childhood.
The child like the woman, in times
pas1t was alternately a toy, or a nuisance. Because their respective functions were not recognized in the administration of society, we are today
inheritors of those evils thart ever attend tyranny in any form. The new
freedom that is now being a'Ccorded
these two valuable fadors in human
development carries its own severe
degree of responsibilirty. The child in
this modern educational sy.stem satisfies his intense and precious curiosity
with freedom and aplomb, severed
from that self-consciousness which old
c1ass":room methods imposed; for here
is no emulation, no competition, no
"showing-off" of meaningless informa.tion memorized from adult lore,
but the ever-increasing attempt to
work out through his inherent capacities those problems in his unfolding
life that furnish him with adequate
equipment to enter into higher states
of responsibility and of duty.
The disdpline that restrains our
energies from exhausting themselves
in fields inimical to the welfare of
others is for the most part supplied
by his class-mates: he learns those
expressions and those inhibitions
that are essential to popularity; for
what is sometimes called "ego-maximization," is now looked upon as one
of the fundamental instincts of human beings. This discipline' that
comes from association with one's
kind, must not be considered' the sole
restraint in the modern school. There
is always wise and persistent direc-

tion on the part of the teacher, but it
is a direction which no longer suppresses ener:gy and dulls attention.
These two are like the electron and
proton of the mental life; energy
seeks some goal for its outlet; attention must have sufficient energy for
its accomplishment. If we fix 'Our
eyes upon a goal, however cherished,
that we have not the energy to reach,
cur motions become merely wistful,
and our efforts end in defeat.
Amongst the glorious principles
laid down by Baha'u'lhih there is
none of greater fundamental importance than this Icommand to educate
the world. An example of the quick
susceptibility of the mind lies in the
passing or the nineteenth amendment.
Temperance agitation had been 19loing
on for decades. The drunkard from
the gutter was displayed as a horrible example, on ten thousand platforms; but how many fewer sons
were condemned to prison, how many
fewer wives left the wash tub as a
result of this incessant emotional appeal? A generation ago pictures began to appear in text-books, with
descriptive paragraphs showing the
deleterious effect of alcohol on the
human system; as a result of this
rational appeal the prohibition question was supported. We are not here
discussing its import nor its feasibility, but merely using it as an illustration of the power of education.
To kno'w how to reason is one of
the .prime reql,in·wents of civilized
Every civilization that the
life.
world has ever produced has failed,
because it was irra.tional; based upon
ccncepts and polities that did not
square with the necessities and the
requirements of' life. But nothing
seems easier than to be made stupid
by education, to be educated, in the
popular definition of the "high-brow,"
beyond our intelligence; to attempt
to substitute mental processes for
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the deep relations of life, and to give
intellectual conclusions to those questions that only the soul can answer.
Hence the insistence in the Baha:!
tealchings that at every step spiritual
culture must accompany mental culture; that the two must go hand in
hand. Jinab'i-Fadil our great Baha:!
teacher, once sagely said that a cultivated minci without an awakened
soul is like a skeleton clothed in rich
apparel; but that an enkindled soul
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without an .informed mind is like a
beautiful body clothed in rags.
Let us more and more apply those
processes in education that will release to their fullest capacity our inherent energy, and fixing our attention upon the lofty goal of social
progress and human betterment,
surge forward with renewed confidence to the overthrow ·of the ageold for·ces of ignorance, folly and superstition.

MAN is rescued from the exigencies of nature by training and
culture ; consequently education is necessary, obligatory. But education is of various kinds. There is a training and development of
the physical body which insures strength and growth. There is intellectual education or mental training for which schools and colleges
are founded. The third kind of education is that of the spirit.
Through the breaths of the Holy Spirit, man is uplifted into the
world of moralities and iIIumined by the lights of divine bestowals.
The moral world is only attained through the efful:g'ence of the Sun
of Reality and the quickening life of the divine spirit. For this
reason the holy Manifestations of God appear in the human world.
They come to educate and illuminate mankind, to bestow spiritual
susceptibilities, to quicken inner perceptions and thereby adorn the
reality of man-the human temple-with divine graces. Through
them, man may become the point of the emanations of God and the
recipient of heavenly bounties. Under the influence of their teachings he may become the manifestation of the effulgences of God and
a magnet attracting the lights of the supreme world. For this reason
the holy Divine Manifestations are the first teachers and educators of
humanity; their traces are the highest evidences and their spiritual
tuition is universal in its application to the world of mankind. Their
influence and power are fmmeasurable and unlimited. . . . It is
evident therefore that the greatest education is that of the spirit.
, Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE UNIVERSAL ESPERANTO CONGRESS AT EDINBURGH
MARTHA L. ROOT

The eighteenth Universal Esperanto Congress was held in Edinburgh, Scotland, July 31-August 7,
1926. Perhaps there is no better way
to be!gin telling you about it than by
using the words of the mother of
George Stephenson, who used to live
in Great Britain not so many hours
ride from Edinburgh. When George
Stephenson was inventing his steam
engine his dear dubious mother kept

conscious that one thousand delegates
from thirty-nine different countries
were understanding every word. An
Esperanto International Sum mer
University was another excellent
feature. The Congress was called
"The Congress of Joy."
What could be more thrilling or
more of a liberal education than to
come to Edinburgh to this Universal
Esperanto Congress! The very trip

Espcrantists in attendance at The Universal Esperan

saying: "0 George, it will never go !"
When it was completed and~running
perfectly, this inventor took his
mother for a ride. Then she suddenly said: "0 George, it will never
stop!" That in one line is the position of E.speranto. This eighteenth
Universal Esperanto Congress is the
forerunner of the International Congresses of the future. It was not a
congress just to talk about Esperanto as a lan!g'Uage. That stage is
past; people from half the countries
of the world arose and discussed all
the modern progressive movements

itself was extraordinary. As Esperantists journeyed through various
lands enroute, they were met at railway stations and ship· docks by
friends in 'Esperantujo' (the Land of
Esperanto) . Each one felt himself
at home and one family, for his
brothers and sisters speaking his dear
language showed him the best of the
sights in their -city, and they showed
him love. Later the trains pouring
into Edinburgh with their universal
passen;g'ers often had four or five sections.
The Scotch Esperantists,
many British and all those newly ar-
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rived from other lands met the incoming guests with the green flags
flying high. The welcomes in ONE
tongue reverberated back from the
glass roof of the station.
Edinburgh has welcomed many International Congresses but none so
unique as this. Beautiful Princess
Street, very 'Scotch' did not say: "I
am the greatest promenade in Europe;" Edinburgh did not say: "I
am the modern Athens," but with
their beauty, their glorious gardens,
their castle and other historic charming buildinlg's and monuments, they
WfJre; and the Congress visitors had
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St. Giles' Cathedral with its stately
tower that seemed to say to the Esperantists: "Come to me, I am the
preacher and teacher of peace," was
the scene of the Esperanto sermon on
Sunday. Sitting in that great Cathedral, side by side with brothers and
sisters from almost every land, one
felt that John Knox, who so often
used to preach there, had not thundered in vain his call to religious
freedom. The writer hoped that
J anet Geddes, the couraig'eous young
woman who so fearlessly had arisen
in that historic Cathedral and thrown
the stool (which she had brought to

at Edinburgh, Scotland, July 31-August 7, 1920.

capacity to see! The Scotch did not
do a, lot of talking about hospitality,
but the following is a little of their
hospitality: the city gave the free use
of the street cars to all Esperantists
and the conductors saluted the 'Kongresanoj' in Esperanto. The newsboys told the price of the journals in
Esperanto; the menus in leading restaurants were in Esperanto. The
city gave a 'great reception of welcome, the officials wearing their royal
red robes, and introducing their best
Scotch music and dances in Highland
costume.

sit on), at the head of the Dean, who
tried to read them a religion against
their conscience,-she hoped J anet
Geddes could look down from the
Kingdom of God and see how Esperanto also is striking a blow towards
the freedom of the conscience of humanity.
Solemnly impressive was the dedication of the Bible in Esperanto
which has just been completed by the
Scotch Esperantists and the first
copies were presented that morning
to the Dean of St. Giles and other
clergymen. It is the first time in the
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history of the world that the complete Bible has been translated into
an artificial language, Mr. J.' M.
Warden, Mr. William Harveyand the
other Scotch members of this Esperanto Bible committee have worked thousands of hours on this, and
the Bible is in the purest, best Esperanto style. Two Scotch women
gave the money, several thousand dollars, to have this Bible published in
a worthy, befitting way.
It was in Scotland that the monument was built which now marks the
resting place in Warsaw, Poland, of
Dr. Ludovik L. Zamenhof, the creator
of Esperanto. Esperantists of the
world gave it, but it is of Scotch
marble, simple and beautiful. Some
critical people have presumed to say
it should have been more imposing,
more costly. Personally, the writer
feels it is the kind, of monument
which would have pleased the author
of Esperanto, for he loved simplicity.
But dearest readers, what are the
monuments to our beloved Dr. Zamenhof? Is not this Esperanto Bible
one of the most beautiful monuments
to his honour! Are not the splendid
Esperanto Conlgresses and the hundreds of thousands of enthusiastic
Esperantists themselves the best
monument to the creator of our language of brotherhood!
The International Summer University in Esperanto which was a
part of this Congress was most interesting and the matter of an international university was considered. Professor Pierre Bovet, of
Geneva, Switzerland, who opened the
sessions, said there was m~ed not only
for an internatiom.l university, but
for an international language by
which such an institution could
spread abroad its learning. This was
the second year of the International
Summer University in Esperanto,
and the subjects in the curriculum
this year were greater than last. Re-

viewing the work of the International Committee, Professor Bovet
gave details of unique experiments
carried out in the Jean J acques Rousseau Institute in Geneva. His opinion was Ithat, after the mother
tongue, Esperanto should next be
taught, as thereafter the child would
be able more easily to learn any
other language. His idea is that
after the child's first year of Esperanto, Esperanto should be used in the
teaching of ~'eography. An Esperanto geography of the world should
be made, each country supervising
the geography of its own land. Then
in these experimental schools the
children could supplement their work
by an interchange of Esperanto letters and picture postcards with
scholars in other lands.
Abbe Andreo Che of Rumania, one
of the most eloquent Esperanto lecturers and teachers in the world, and
famed as the best propagandist of
Esperanto in Europe, gave a course
in the Summer University on "The
Direct Method of Teaching Esperanto." If some of the leading universities of the United States would
arrange for Abbe Che to give month
demonstration courses in Esperanto
it would prove to the educationists,
scientists, psycholo[gists, and sociologists the wonderful possibilities of
Esperanto as an international auxiliary lanlg'Uage in America.
Folklore in different lands was
presented by university men at this
International Summer University.
One felt the spirit of different countries through the extraordinary presentation of the poetry and songs of
various nations. It inspired one to
visit the lands where the songs are
sung. One needs to see an international university in an international
setting to realize how cosmopolitan
and broadening is its effect.
Every shade of opinion, (religious,
political and others) , was represented
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at the Esperanto Congress. In the
main meetings controversial topics
were avoided, but thirty-three international associations held conventions
in Esperanto, discussing their particular subject from an international
point of view. Two Baha:i Esperanto Conventions were held as part
of this Eighteenth Universal Esperanto Congress. The Congress took
place in the same Free Church of
Scotland where 'Abdu'l-Baha spoKe
in January, 1913. Dr. Immanuel 01svanger, representative of the Zionist Movement in Great Britain, and
considered one of the moslt fluent
Esperanto speakers in the world,
graciously consented to act as Chairman at the first Baha'i session, August second. He spoke in his introduction of the friendly relations between these two important movements in the Near. East. Then he
presented the writer who spoke on,
"The Positive Power of Universal
Religion," in which she clearly set
forth the Baha'iTeachings. She answered the questions in the general
discussion which followed.
Then
Mr. Friedrich Gersiner, of Hamburg,
Germany, editor of "La Nova Tago,"
gave a short stereopticon talk showing slides of 'Akka and Haifa, Palestine, and the progress of the Baha'i
Cause in different lands. The musi'11 conductor was Mr. Benneman, of
Germany, who had so ably; conducted
at the Grand Concert the evening before, and the following day he appeared on the Summer University
program as the speaker on "German
Fiolklore and Popular Songs;" and
Miss Elizabeth Herrick and Mrs Arthur Brown, of London, read from
the words of Baha'u'llah. The audience included the two daughters of
Dr. Ludovik L. Zamenhof,-Dr. Sofie
Zamenhof and Miss Lidia Zamenhof,
-both distinguished Esperantists.
Heads of important schools were
present, as were also Church of Eng-
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land clergymen, pastors, leaders of
religious movements in the Occident
and Orient, several members of the
International Language Committee,
Presidents of Peace Societies. Among
the nations represented were the
United States, Great Britain, France,
Spain, Germany, Poland, Hungary,
Rumania, Australia, Holland, Austria, Japan, and many others.
Professor Ernest A. Rogers, Head
of the Montezuma School, Los Gatos,
California, spoke eloquently at the
second Baha'i Convention, in Esperanto, on August fourth. He had met
'Abdu'l-Baha in America in 1912.
The writer presided and outlineL' the
Baha'i principles. Mr. Gerstner gave
a stereopticon talk showiI1lg notable
pictures in Baha'i history. Little
Miss Mollie Brown, of London, 9
years old, founder of the "London
Garden of Justice" recited Words of
Baha'u'llah, Miss Pagan, head of the
King Arthur School, in Edinburgh,
who had met' Abdu'l-Baha, in 1911,
sent a wealth of roses for this sesfdon. (Everyone, from every country, who had personallv met' Abdu'lBaha, in their own land, came forward and did something for these two
Baha'i Conventions). Lady Blomfield, a. Baha'i from London, who
came especially to assist with the Baha'i meetings and conferences, arranged the flowers for both these
sessions. The decorations were unique and so artistic they will long be
remembered by all the Congressists.
Miss Julia Cuiver, of Chicago, although she was not able to be pres.ent, did a very great deal for the success of these two Conventions. For
eight days, at the Mayor's reception,
at the ball, at the boat excursion
through the Firth of Clyde and the
Kyles of Bute, interested people from
many lands asked further concerning
these principles of Baha'u'Uah. One
man at the Mayor's reception offered
to translate "Roy's" Compilation into
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the Braille. Much has been done to
promote E~speranto amOlljg the blind.
The Braille edition, prepared for the
blind of the world, in this universal
auxiliary language, at once brings a
great range of literature to this
group. Thirty blind delegates from
different lands were the guests of the
Conrgress.
Speakers from thirty-nine countries broadcast greetings in Esperanto that week. .
The presence of so many children
was another significant feature of
this Congress. Some of the youngest
children spoke with perfect pronunciation.
The weather, too, became an ardent
Esperantist and behaved so well, the
inhabitants of Edinburgh said they
had never known so much sunshine
in one week.
Some reader may ask, "What does
the League of Nations do about Esperanto 7" It was reported in this
Esperanto Congress that the Intellectual Commission in the League of Nations which two years ago adopted a
resolution recommending the study
of a national language, or Latin,-because they did not favor the promotion of an artificial language-was
unsuccessful. The resolution of this
Commission was not adopted by the
General Assembly of the Leargue of
Nations in Geneva. This record of
the Lea'gue of Nations adopted in
1922, giving bcts about Esperanto
and containing a recommendation is
filed, and pamphlets about it may be
obtained from the League of Nations,
Geneva.
Is it far afield in this article to ask,
"What is artificial?" It is something
consciously produced by art. If this
is the criterion one may well beware
lest he condemn man's work wholesale. Esperanto as a universal aux-

iliary language has a spirit, it is a
livinlg, language!
Mr .. Frederick G. Cottrell, of Washington, was at the Esperanto Congress for forty-eight hours. Speaking to him the morning the Congress
photograph was taken, the writer
asked him what he thought of English as the universal auxiliary language. He said in the degree that
any national language becomes successful as the international auxiliary
language, in that degree it will arouse
antagonism. The minute it is officially recognized it will begin to hurt!
Dr. Olsvanger made a good point
at the Congress when he urged Esperanto societies, the world over, to
begin with the word Esperanto in all
telephone books when giving the
name of local clubs. Then travellers,
looking under E would readily find
the headquarters of Esperanto in
various ,cities.
There are three hundred and
seventy international organizations in
the world. The lagards among them
that have not yet used this International Esperanto Congress to promote their work more rapidly and
universally are awaking to the fact
that they are losing a most valuable
opportunity.
The Nineteenth Universal Esperanto Congress will be held in Danzig,
July 28 to August 4, 1927. Many
hundreds of European Esperantists
who could not afford the journey to
Scotland are enrolling for the Danzig
Congress. Indications show that it
will be one of the greates;D eve'r held.
This article closes with the telegram of congratulations from Dr.
August Forel. the great scientist of
Switzerland, "Long live the universal
religion of Baha'u'llah! Long live
the universal auxiliary language, Esperanto !"
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THE ESSENTIAL TRAINING

III

HILDRJilN are like green and tender branches; if
the early training is right they grow strai.ght,
!
and if it is wron~ they grow crooked; and to the
.
end of their lives they are affected by the training of their earliest years. The most essential
feature in education is character training and
fitting the individual for service to the world of humanity. To this end suitable religious teaching is all important. The Prophets of God are the greatest educators of mankind, and their counsels and the story of their
lives should be instilled into the child's mind as soori as
it is able to grasp them. Training in arts, sciences, crafts
and useful professions is also important.-(Dr. J. E.
Esslemont in "Baha'u'lhih and His Message.")
"To acquire knowledge is incumbent upon all, but of
those sciences which may profit the people of the earth,
and not such as begin in mere words and end in mere
words.-Baha'u'llah.
"The first thing to be considered in every art before
studying it, is to know what benefit comes from that art,
and what fruit and result can be obtained. If a universal
profit acerues to the majority of mankind from useful
sciences, surely a man should exert himself to study them
with his whole soul. If the sole result of his study is to
consist in useless reasoninlgs, following after the imaginations of others, and becoming a center of quarrel and
dispute out of which no one can derive any advantagewhat is the sense of it, why should a man spend his life
in empty discussion and argument?"-'Abdu'l-Baha.
~
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THE INNER SPIRITUAL LIFE
LILIAN REA
Here we have an article of surpassing interest, f01' the author' deals with her' subject in
relation to its val'ue in meeting the conditio ns' of the world.-Editor.
"Keep thine heaTt with all diligence
For out of it ar'e all the issues of life."
PToveTbs 4.

IT HAS been well said that Life
develops from within: everything
originates within us, and our attitude
with regard to things without is entirely based on what we possess in
those springs of life-giving water
which lie deep, deep down in the profoundest depths of our hidden natures.
Although we may say that our hidden nature is the most important, in
order to live in the world we must
not only be active but also fit into our
environment-a complicated and
most difficult task, one which all
through the ages has occasioned constant conflict, constant re-adjustment, constant striving. Religion has
professed to be able to show the way
to reconcile these difficulties and
therefore the greatest question appertaining to humanity is religion.
How can Religion help man to adjust himself? By setting up for him
ideals of Faith and Worship of a Divine Being or Beings. But ideals of
Faith and Worship will not accom~
plish everything: our minds and spirits must also be disciplined and educated in an ideal of conduct so that
we may both feel, think, and act
right. And,as we are too weak to do
this for ourselves, whenever our attempts at adjusting our relations to
activity and environment have become too complicated, a Great Teacher or Educator has arisen to point
out the New Way-which is nevertheless the Old Road-to Perfection.
Indeed the mission of the Great

Teachers or Educators of the worldwho are the Messengers of God, the
Divine Prophets; the Divine Philosophers-is the' education and advancement of humanity. Education,
says 'Abdu'l-Bah:i, is a necessity:
"Man undeveloped by education is
. savage, animalistic, brutal."
Now, what is education? Ideas on
this subject have always variedthey are legion, but if the Bible is a
standard, we read in Proverbs (IlI).
the real purpose of education:
"Hear, my sons, the instruction
of a father,
And attend to know understanding. . . .
Wisdom is the principal thing;
therefore get wisdom;
Yea, with all thy gettin:g, get understanding ."
ConsIdering the secular point of
view, and turning to the dictionary,
we find education defined as:
"An attempt on the part of the
adult members of a human society
to shape the development of the
coming generations in acordance
with its own ideals in life."
Another purely secular authorityJohn Stuart Mill-included under the
word education "everything which
helps to shape the human being."
Of all people in the world, the
Greeks were supposed to have attained. the highest pinnacle of secular education. With them, as the
State was supreme, the great ideal
was good citizenship: children, therefore, must be educated to be good
citizens, thus boys were given lessons in reading, writing, and arthmetic, in music, and, finally, in bodily exercises, wrestling; later on,
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when schools were introduced, the
Seven Liberal Arts were taughtGrammar, Rhetoric, G e 0 met r y,
Arithmetic, Mu sic, Astronomythese terms including far more than
we understand by them to-day. But
if, as we believe, true education
should aim at the perfection of
man's three natures-the physical,
the mental and the spiritual-in the
scheme of the Greeks the practical
and intellectual natures were stimulated at the expense of the moral,
for while there was a high standard
of aesthetic and scientific culture, the
life of conscience and duty was neglected. Plato, however, broadened
out their ideal, and approached the
universal religious purpose, when he
said that the aim of education was to
develop in the body and in the soul
all the beauty and all the perfection
of which they are capable.
But after all the thing we most
o·we to the Greeks is culture. It is
remarkable how the subtle power of
Greek culture has worked through
alge after age of the world's history,
and been again and again revived in.
the leisure of nations and individuals
as the most desirable thing in life.
This Hellenic spirit-which Matthew
Arnold but inadequately defines to
mean:
"To get rid of one's ignorance,
to see things as they are, and by
seeing them as they are to see
them in their beauty."fermented throughout the Middle
Ages below the surface of Europe, to
finally burst out in Italy, after the
Fall of Contsantinople, into a volcano
of enthusiasm. The Italian Renaissance was a reaction from the Christian concentration on one nature
alone: people revolted against the old
authoritative religion; they longed
for freedom,. for the free exercise of
mind, soul and body, unhampered by
the fetters of conscience with which
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they had been bound by the early
Christians (who had set themselves
to the culture and discipline of the
heart, teaching that belief in one God
was the first condition of the moral
life, and that the aim of education
was to instill the Fear of God in
young hearts). With the sudden realization that Life held Light and
Colour and Beauty', as well as renunciation and self-flwgellation, men
revelled once again in the joy of living, in their own individuality, while
Beauty flung wide the door to a great
blossoming or revivall, of classical
learning.
But, though like the
Greeks, these people of· the Renaissance strove to fill every-day existence with light and colour, to bring
back the old Greek atmosphere, it is
an inexorable law of Time that no
moment can ever be exactly reproduced:
"When the goal of the past is no
longer the goal of the present, to
follow the ways which led to the
former is to fail to reach the latter."
And, underneath it all, the modern
attitude of religious freedom was preparing, for Renaissance also opened
the way to an investigation of the
Scriptures by laymen, making comparisons between the Catholic Faith
and the religions and philosophers
of other lands possible, thus-unconsciously-producing the Reformation.
And now-although the Greeks are
still our models of culture-we differ
from them in our aspiration to make
culture universal. In forming their
State, they said: "Let every citizen
be educated"-a magnificent purpose
until we stop to consider that only to
one-third of the population WeI:e the
righlts of ·citizenship extended, the
proletariat and helots being excluded fr·om any share in them! If
we, therefore, who have made every
man (and woman) a citizen, say:
"Let every citizen be educated," we
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set before us a very high ideaI. But festations of God are therefore because of, incompletion and imperfeccan we have too high an ideal?
Reaction follows reaction; men tion; man is always in need of divine
"The
grow tired of concentration on one education and inspiration.
thing, even though that thing be Spirit of Man," said 'Abdu'l-Baha, "is
Pleasure and Pa(g'an exuberance. At the meeting between Man and God;
such moments, when the world has the spirit of man is the animus of
become grossly material, it is only human life and the collective center
spiritual regeneration that can bring of all human virtues." With deper
about a change. It is then that the meaning still, Baha'u'llah taught
Divine Manifestations, or Prophets, that:
appear in the world, bringing the
"The sun of Truth is the Word
of God upon which depends the
Bounties of God to refresh the inner
natures of men, their coming inaugutrainin!g of the people' of thought.
rates another beginning-a rejuvenIt is the Spirit of Reality and the
Water of Life."
escence like that of the (yearly
awakening of the natural world-a
These things that the world so
Spiritual Springtime this time, one much consciously desires just now can
which is:
only come through complying with
the
injucltion of Baha,'u'llah. Al"A cycle of radiance, an age of
mercy; everything is renewed; though culture does nourish and ferminds, hearts, and all human forces tilize the intellectual nature in its
are reformed; perfections quick- highest aspect, man needs more than
ened, sciences, discoveries and in- culture; his spirit
"must acquire its bounties from
vestigations are stimulated afresh,
the Kingdom of God. Then and
and everything appertaining to the
virtues of the human world is re- . then only can his reality become in
its turn a mirror to reflect the
vitalised."
Light of God."
Bahil'u'llilh says: "Consort with the
people of all religions with joy and Being the complex creature he is,
fragrance;" To do so, we must re- with his feet planted firmly in the
alize that world conditions of to-day material world, man requires the rainspire the understanding and appre- diance and vivification of the divine
ciation of all religions: the compre- graces and merciful attributes for the
hension and wisdom of the Old Testa- intensification and deepening of his
ment; the Brahmins broad tolera- Inner Spiritual Nature. Without the
tion of other faiths; the Buddhists presence of the Holy Spirit he is help"Find the Way and walk in the Path;" less-though physically and mentally
Muhammad's lesson of Peace with alive, he is spiritually dead. He must
God and man; Christ's blessed doc- not only be born again, but trained by
trine of non-resistance and love; and, the Sun of Truth as exposed by the
finally, the Bahil'f insistence on unity Word of God and educated in useful
and universal brotherhood.
kiowledge that will help humanity
If, as the great Baha,'f Teachers and not be mere words. Moreover
tell us, the world both of nature and his new nature must be continually
of man were perfect and complete in revived, enriched and exercised-reitself, there would be no need of vived by the everflowing Spirit of God
training and· cultivation in the hu- moving in each heart that is receptive
man world-no need of teachers, -enriched by Beauty and Love and
schools, universities, arts and crafts. Worship-exercised by good deeds
These bestowals of the Great Mani- and continual work in the Garden of
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Humanity. Such a spirit-whose inner life shall constantly inform the
outer life, and move in the rhythm of
holiness-will have weight to change
wrong ideas in the world, and bring
about the desired conditions of peace
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and harmony. Not through sedition
and appeal to physical force; "Not
through Warfare, but Welfare !"
Then shall the people consort together with joy and fragrance-as has
been commanded.

CHANGING ATTITUDES
GRACE ROBARTS OBER
The author of this article pleading for more widespread adop,tion of homeless children
into chil,dless homes, is herself procticing what she preaches, having a,t various times
adopted three children-two boys and one gid. She claims an unusual international quality for her family, impossible save through adoption, since her childr-en are English
German and Russ~an respectively, while she and her husband repl'esent Canada and the
United States.-Editol'.

In these days one hears of 'The a loftier plane of sight-or insightFourth Dimension,' 'The Larger Con- must inevitably make their impress
sciousness,' 'The New Awakening,' even to the ends of the earth.
'The New Era,' etc. and as one looks
As the result of this 'mental aviaout upon world-wide-life with the tion' one of the things that has
eye of insi'ght it becomes evident that sprung up from the provel~bial asha new view point, a new conscious- heap of a war stricken world is a
ness is s:tirring the hearts and minds CHANGE OF ATTITUDE toward
everywhere. One may call it "The the whole of life. It is as though
Fourth Dimensional Consciousness" from out of that dark hour of human
or whatever he may choose, but, is it travail mankind had emerged with a
not apparent day unto day that man's new sight that effects everything he
mind and heart as well as his body, gazes upon in any, world of the
are soaring in an air craft from worlds, be it educational, religious,
which he is making observations, de- social, racial, economic, industrial or
ductions, and resolutions, by the aid international.
of his long-distance-Iens, that in time
A striking registration of this
will make of this world a new world. change is the contrast between the
As man's physical walk from stage magazines and current literature of
to stage of human progress has been today and that of from ten to fifteen
made by the increased light from the years ago. We are living at such high
little oil dip of long ago to candle pressure that many of us do not take
light, lamp, gas, and the brilliancy of the time to view the march of events
arc and incandescent lights, so his as they are passing (like an accelermind has kept pace with progressive ated camera) before our very eyes.
mental and spiritual illumination. These changes when placed in their
Modern science demonstrates that proper setting between past history
everything is in vibration of greater and the events of the future will apor lesser wave~lengths, therefore pear more inspiring than they now
these wave-lengths of thought from do, and it will become evident that
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we have been building better than
we knew,-a higher civilization.
One of the evidences of 'changing
attitudes' might be said to exist in
regard to the New Race that is being
developed. While at present from
some view-points the New Race may
appear to be "without form and void"
yet we must be patient while adjustments are made to the new tools of
thought and civilization. It is felt
by many that given time and conditions such as are now coming into
existence the youth of today may go
far ahead of those running the race
before him. It is becoming realized
that in many countries mighty efforts are being put forth by the oncoming generation to attain greater
heights educationally, scientifically,
artisticaly and spiritually; and most
thrilling are the results of some of
these endeavors.
Breaking forth
from the old limited thought mould of
superstitions and imaginations they
are, many of them, eager to do all
in their power to build anew, freed
from the past fetters of a less enlightened age.
At a recent conference on "Modern
Education and the Child" a noted
guest present (not an educator) when
asked to speak replied that he regretted he had little to say for when he
was a child children were of no account, and now that he had become a
man nothing counted but children, so
he had missed out all thru life! No
doubt there are many who can share
in the old gentleman's point of view!
Another expression of the 'change'
is the attitude of parents toward
their children. Some are more fully
realizing that the children who are
born to them are after all only given
to them "in trust" by the Creator, to
guide, develop and make ready for the
advancement of 'His Creation-His
Kingdom-. Another aspect of this
same change is the development of the
Universal Parenthood, in which

Fathers and Mothers are, alike sharing. As the realization grows in ones
heart that "The world is one home"
and that all belong to the same family
of God, that "In His Home are many
mansions," what matters it in which
particular mansion we may be serving so long as we are doing our part
towards these little ones of whom He
said "Suffer them to come unto Me."
Does any laboratory offer greater
opportunity for their development,
4'''1' their growth of love, and the universalizing of their aims than the
individual Home? It is the unit of
civilization - and should more and
more become the natural germinating point for the seeds of Peace,
Progress arid Victory. That ideal
home according to The Creational
Plan includes Father, Mother, Boys
and Girls, and upon this plan it is
impossible to improve.
The home without children necessarily is regarded as limited in its
scope of joy, service, outlook and
general standing in a community.
The home that has only boys or' girls
lacks a certain balance and completeness. Either sex growing up without
the other "wing" (as 'Abdu'l-Baha
has designated it) finds itself, at the
period of adolesence and often for a
long time follOWing that period, selfconscious, and awkward in the further social contacts of life. The
home with only one child is indeed to
be pitied. When parents become
fully aware of this fact few children
will be brought up alone. Is it fair
to any child to deprive him of those
elements in God's Plan that make for
happiness and 'development during
the, formative years of· Ghildhood?
During and following the worldwar many children were born legitimately, and otherwise, who have
since become orphans and alone.
Some of these babes are now youths
and ere long will be taking up the
burden of world-affairs. Many are
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being born today under similar conditions. What is the growing attitude towards this channel of life?
When Baha'u'llah sent forth the
following creative utterance regarding the orphans, the homeless and
destitute-"He who educates one of
these little ones it is identical with
educating one of my children," there
is no doubt that he placed a potent
seed in the heart of the world that in
time will produce abundant fruit.
During the past quarter of a century statistics show an increasing
number of homes of higher standard
opening to these children, but there
is still a great need for the wellsprings of hearts to become more actively stirred in response to this vital and important service.
Possibly there are many childless
homes, homes with only one child, or
those in which one sex only is represented who might seriously consider
one or more of these "chosen children" (as they are more and more
being called in preference to the
term 'adopted') but for a lingering
'Fear' that the child or children might
turn out badly; forgetting perchance
that parents have no guarantee that
their own children will gr6w up to
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be a credit to them and their ancestry.
Your attention is called to a book
published in 1924 by the state Charities Aid Association of New York
under the supervision of Sophie Van
Senden Theis, with a Foreword by
Homer Folks, entitled "How Foster
Children turn out." This difficult investigation was made possible by a
grant of money of between thirty
and thirty-five thousand dollars from
the LaurajSpelman Rockefeller Memorial, and the data, stories and deductions contained in that book afford most interesting reading for
everyone of us. It will tend to allay
fear on the part of prospective parents. Another book is in the making
in America which we understand will
be forthcoming in 1927 dealing with
other aspects of this subject.
Parenthood brings the need of sacrifice and service, many times in life,
seemingly to the breaking point, yet
most of us realize that we are only
sacrificing a lesser for a greater
thing. One also realizes that life
without children and all the richness,
sweetness and happiness that they
bring to us could not be contained in
all the books that might ever be written upon the subject.

"Life, life-let us have more life! Let us have the life
of the spirit, a life which is a collectivecenter of the beneficial forces, a life of sympathy, of practical co-operation, of
'Abdu'l-Baha.
celestial brotherhood."
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PEN PICTURES OF PERSIAN CHILDREN
MARZIEH NABIL
. The writer' of thes~ charming sketches of Persian children is herself quite young and
the daught.er of M~rza and Mme. Ali Kuli Khan. She enter's Vassar college in the

~s

autumn.-Ed~tor.

I
MOST children's faces show some
reflection of "that light which never
was on sea nor land," but Farhang's
face was radiant with it. He was
four years old, and typical of the new
Baha'i generation. Coming from a
healthy stock, he was sound both
physically and mentally, and his sturdiness, his bright eyes, and warm,
red cheeks, and his already surprising fund of knowledge, would have
brought joy to the heart of the most
confirmed pessimist.
Farhang was brought up on stories
from the lives of the Prophets, and he
often asked to hear the story of
Moses. The word for Moses in Persian is "Mousa," and Farhang pronounced it "Mousha," which means
mice. So his mother would begin to
tell him all about mice and their interesting activities, and would pretend to be very much surprised when
Farhang interrupted her with loud
cries for Moses. Once his mother
told him a fairy story (his first) in
which a fish was the hero. When'the
fish opened its mouth to speak, Farhang could bear it no longer. He did
not believe that fishes could talk. He
had carefuliy studied the goldfish in
the pool, and, had never heard one of
them utter a word. So fairy stories
were given up, at least for the time
being.
Farhang knew several Persian and
Arabic prayers, and chanted them
beautifully in the Baha'i meetings.
He had also memorized a great many
sayings of the Prophets, and when he
was naughty, his mother would have
him quote a saying to fit the occa-

sion.
For instance, if he spoke
roughly to his sister, his mother
would tell him to repeat the teaching
of Baha'u'llah, that "a sharp word is
like unto a sword, a gentle word like
unto milk."
Farhang especially loved the fasting month. About four o'clock in the
morning, when it was cold and dark
and the stars were going out, the
older people would get up, some one
would light the lamps, and then the
prayer for the fast would be chanted.
After that everybody would gather
around the samavar, and they would
take tea and eat a substantial meal.
Soon, from the minarets, the call of
the priests would be heard, summoning the Muhammadan world to prayer. Then sunrise, and by the time
Farhang woke up, his family would
be engaged in their usualocupations.
FarhaI1lg' begged and begged ,to keep
the fast, and finally his parents gave
him permission to do so, and he fasted
from luncheon till supper.
Farhang was an ardent Baha'i
teacher. If you spoke in his presence of this or that person, he would
immediately ask, "Is he a Baha'i?"
,His field of' teaching lay principally
in the servant world, as older people of other classes are often too important to listen to babies. At the
age of four he had already converted
a chauffeur and interested several
maids.
II
HAS SAN was twelve years old.
He was a slender boy and had
thoughtful brown eyes. Hassan attended the Tarbiyat School, which
ranks highest in Tihran, and he
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worked hard at his studies. When of these. summer nights were an imexamination time came, he was well portant factor in Hassan's education.
prepared. He would pray for asHassan frequently attended the
sistance and then go off cheerfully to various Baha'i meetings. He chanted
the test. He was a firm believer in prayers like an angel. At the same
the old saying that if you help your- time he was a perfectly normal boy,
self, Heaven will help you.
and very fond of athletics.
Hassan had a fair knowledge of
III
historv from studying the lives of the
Prophets, and he had read a great
ZEENAT was fourteen, and she,
deal of the Bible and the Qur'an, be- too went to the Tarbiyat School,*
sides many other holy books. He was that is, to the girl's branch of the inonly a boy of the stone-throwing age, stitution. Zeena~ was doing; the work
but he had such a sound outlook on of two terrific school years in one.
life and such a sound knowledge of She absorbed knowledge as a thirsty
what he had studied that is was al- plant drinks rain. Twenty years ago
most impossible to win an argument there were no girl's schools in Tihnin.
'with him. He was possessed of sev- Therefore the Persian girls of today
eral uncles and aunts who were bitter- are inspiringly grateful for their
ly opposed to the Baha'i teachings. education. Zeenat's mother could
These people would gather round and neither read nor write, and when
fire their opinions and questions at evening came, she would pause by the
him, and he was always ready with a table where the lamp was burning
calm explanation or answer. The and the books were scattered, and
relatives would shout to him to go to watch while her daughter studied.
their priests and have his arguments
When Zeenat was not doing her
refuted. Later on, Hassan's most school work or helping her mother
fanatical aunt agreed' to accept the with household duties, she was inBaha'f teachings provided that she structing the children in the Baha'i
could have a sign.
principles, or else going to the Baha'i
The boy had less success with his meetings. Women of many religions
grandmother. In fact, he had never and opinions came to these meetings.
seen her, because the lady had per- Some were seekers after truth, and
sistently veiled from her son (Has- some were scoffers; many were highly
san's father) ever since the latter be- educated in religious matters, and
came a Baha'i, and had refused to many were ignorant. They would
receive any of his family. The Per- sit on the floor in a neat row which
sian Baha'i must often give up the stretched all around the room, their
love of his nearest and dearest.
flo'\¥ing black veils startling against
Hassan's house, like most Persian the white-washed wall. And they
houses, was built around a courtyard would talk, and question, and quote
and had a flat roof. He would come this and that Holy Book or prophecy,
to the roof on summer nights, when and Zeenat and her friends would anthe moon was rolling up from behind swer them. From time to time tea
the trees and the sky was dim, would be served in little glasses, and
robin's-egg blue. All around him then the discussions would continue.
there were other flat roofs, partially The majority of these women beeame
screened by the tree-tops, and he believers in the teachings of Bawould sit there, listening to the sound M'u'llah.
of some distant voice and watching
School fouuded by American Baha'is.
the calm white mountains which lie Dr.'~ASusan
1. Moody of Chicago, was printo the north. The sil(!nce and beauty ciple for fifteen years.
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In the Spring, when the acacia
trees were flowering and Tihnin was
fragrant with them, Zeenat would go
on picnics with her schoolmates to
the famous gardens around the city.
The Baha'i feasts and other festivals
were often held in one or another of
these gardens, and they were neverto-be-forgotten occasions. S, 0 m e times Zeenat and her friends would
hire donkeys and ride all the way to
the mountains where the summer
colony is situated. The donkeys were
small and lazy and gray, and almost
invisible under their en 0 r m 0 u s
orange-velvet saddles. The donkey
boy, with his astounding but ineffectual vocabulary, would trot tirelessly along beside them. Zeenat's

other recreations were attending Muhammadan religious festivals, going
to weddings, and to school commencements, and receiving and visiting her
friends. She was healthy and full of
fun, and enjoyed her life with its
hard work and its play.
A short time ago, the Tihran Baha'is were suffering severe persecution and were in constant and terrible
danger. Houses near the one where
Zeenat lived had been broken into
and pillaged, and she had heard the
mob raging in the streets. Her family decided to go elsewhere for a few
days, but Zeenat refused to leave, and
finally had to be taken away almost
by force. She was so eager for martyrdom.

CAN RELIGION BE TAUGHT?
CHARLES M. SHELDON

Excerpts fr'om an article in the "Atlantic Monthly" and reprinted in booklet form.Editor.

"RELIGION as sectarianism or
dogma or theological debate has no
place in any educational system. But
religion as conduct expressed in love
to God and man ought to be possible
in all our public schools.
"Here is the remarkable situation that ·confronts education in the
United States today.
There are
thirty-two million children attending
the public schools of this country.
In thirty states there is no prohibition of Bible-reading, but custom
bars the discussion of religion by the
teachers, except the historical discussion or teaching of the religions
of the world, like Islam or Buddhism,
as they are a part of a history course.
In twelve states the use of the Bible
in any form is forbidden. In six
states Bible-reading is a part of the
school course. And the common
reason rgiven for all this is that religion cannot be taught with safetythat it is a thing for the home and

the church. It is a principle, say the
objectors td the teaching of religion
in the schools, that Church and State
must be separated. That principle,
as it was intended by the framers
of our Constitution, seems. sound.
But, while it may be good .statesmanship to separate Church and
State, it is poor education to separate
a human being from religion. And
it is a pitiful fact that in this republic there are, according to the
census, over twenty-seven million
American children and, youth under
twenty-five years of age who! are not
enrolled in any Sunday School and
receive no systematic religious instruction.
"We have long courses in science,
mathematics, history, philosophy,
psychology, languarge, and in all of
these courses error is taught. I was
compelled in my university course to
study the lives of Caesar, Napoleon,
Alexander, Frederick the Great, and
take exhaustive courses in the trans-
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lation of the pagan poets and dramatists, some of whose writings would
put me in the penitentiary if I were
to try to send the English translations through the postoffice. I was
taught by my teachers in. history
facts which I have since found out
werE) statements of violently biased
nationalists or misinformed historians who described historical events
from the standpoint of the man whO'
tells about a dogfight where his own
dog whipped the other, but does nat
telUhe truth about how the fight began~ As long as I live 1 shall have a
very confused batch of so-called
knowledge in my mind about certain
historical events, because I have been
finding outl after getting away from
the school-room that a gaod many
things I was taught are not so. I was
taught to believe that Napaleon and
other killers like him were great men.
I have had to make new definitions
for myself about some of the socalled great men of history. I hape
I am not hypercritical about our educational system, but I am quite sure
that the students af my time were
more familiar with, and those of this
present time are more influenced in
the schools by the lives of:pagan men
and wamen than the life of the Best
Pen'vn whOl ever lived. I should
not like to say how many books I was
obliged to read about the scoundrels
and liars and depraved personalities
of the human race in the different
centuries, beginning with Nero and
coming on down to Benedict Arnold.
I had to study them and their abnormal careers-but not a word
about Jesus or His matchless teaching.
"If religion cannot be taurght, why
did Jesus t::::ll His disciples to teach
it? If it cun be taught safely only
in 1,he church and in the home, haw
abaut the millions of youth that never
have any religious instructions in
either of those places, but are in daily
attendanc9 on the public schoals? If
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the i8'lChers no'w emplcyed ca.nnot be
trusted to' teach religian, is it because
they do not have any, or is it because they have a wrong definition of
it? Or is religion in ..the very nature
of the case a thing that belongs to
the emotions, a thing which one has
to learn for himself and which no
course in· education can teach?
The answer to these questians will
depend largely an the way you yourself have been brought up, and on
the definition you have of religion.
But the need of some form of reli~
gious instruction hardly calls for argument or debate. All thinking people agree that fully developed life
has something more in it than the
accumulation of facts. Even if the
facts are necessary for comfort and
physical happiness, there is something lacking. But before the educational and ecclesiastical world will
come to gether in a common assent to
this need, bath sides will have to make
new definitions. . . .
Religion cannot be taught in our
educational system if by religion is
meant controversy over matters that
are not connected with behavior. But
it can be taught and it must be
taught if by it we mean what Jesus
meanl~. when He said, 'Thou shalt
love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart, and with all thy soul, and with
all thy strength, and with all thy
mind; and thy neighbor as thyself.'
If that cannot be taulg'ht in our educational system, then the system, is
wrong. If it can be taught, in the
name of Him who came to' give us
life abundantly, let us incorporate it
into the very heart of our schools,
putting it first of all into the hearts
of our teachers. For education without religion is more than a blunderit is a falsehaod; and if we do nat
teach, religion in the schools we deserve to suffer as a nation and go
the way of all those natians that have
tholight more of accumulating facts
than of making life."
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THE ESSENTIALS OF A PRESENT-DAY
RELIGION
HOW ARD L. CARPENTER
When 80 much has been written and said about the "deterioration of the youth of to,day" ~t is (J) privilege to present in this issul) a 'Y'ernarkalJLe essay whtch a youth wIth a
v'ision and mOTe than a vision, has produced. The for'ward lo'oking enlightened youth in
their sea'Y'ch for' 't'Y'uth have attained the essential ptcrpose, 'and, awakened to the needs of
the hour' themselves, ,a'Y'e anxious to contr"ibute their pctrt towar'd the amelioration of present-day problems, The following essay was given in the English composition cou'Y'se (tt
Leland ,/itanJor'd Uni,versity.-Etditor'.

ELIGION should be the cause of
R
unity, harmony, and peace
among people. If it does not succeed
in this, it is not religion, or it has lost
its power and is no longer a vital
force in human life. Therefore, I
maintain that the existing world religions, in their present state of crystalization, are no longer adequate for
modern conditions. According to our
qualifications religion must be a
means of bringing peace. But it
would seem as though what is termed
religion had failed in this respect,
since almost all the chief participants
in the last war were supposed to be
believer~ in religion!
Furthermore,
some of the greatest wars in history,
such as the struggle between Muhammadans and Christians, have been
over religious differences. But the
recent example of the Great War
alone is sufficient to demonstrate that
what is interpreted as religion was
not able to avert the conflict. Had
the rea,Zity of religion been lived, war
would have been impossible.
We have also said that religion
must be conducive to harmony and
concord, but it is apparent that here
the followers of the great religions
have failed again. All are inclined to
consider those outside of their particular religious system as heathens.
Even within the limits of a single religion there isdisagi"eement. When
the followers of a religion cannot
agree among themselves, then the religion has lost its original power.
The inadequacy of the old religions

in relation to modern life may be
traced to several causes. The apparent disagreement between science and
religion has caused a great many people to think religion worthless. The
scientist knows that evolution is a
fact, and that the idea of the ea.rth
being created in six days according to
Genesis is preposterous. Unless he
sees beyond the obvious discrepancy,
he believes the Bible is wrong. On
the other hand the orthodox Christian, who believes the writings in the
Bible literally, cannot bring himself
to accept the idea of evolution. An
attempt to interpret the Bible in an
effort to bring it into harmony with
modern science merely causes disputes, for there is no one who has the
right to explain or interpret the Bible except one with divine authority.
The decline of the great religions
may also be traced to the development
of cults and sects due to the varying
views and beliefs of different people.
Thus the religions have been divided
and subdivided. Such a condition is
ruinous to a religion; to maintain its
effectiveness a religion must be preserved in its entirety. As soon as
differences in belief occur among its
followers, it is doomed to decline.
If we apply the idea of evolution to
religion, we obtain a plausible explanation for its present lifelessness.
For example, Moses brought a divine
message to an undeveloped people.
They would not have understood the
meaning of such principles as the
brotherhood of man or world peace.
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Therefore Moses taught them ideas of
justice, such as the law of an eye for
an eye. Later Christ came to the
same people, but he taught them ideas
of love and neighborliness, for by that
time they were far enough advanc'ed
to understand higher ideals. Likewise, Muhammad gave his teachings
to a few barbarian tribes, and started them on the way to build a great
civilization. Just as the cycle of
Moses started, grew, reached its climax, and declined, so we may conceive of every world religion as passing at some time the apex of its effectiveness, leaving the world in readiness for an even greater religion,
which would build upon the foundation of those before.
Seen in this light, the great institutions of religion-just as they rise to
an apex of power, so they decline and
grow old, and a new religious institution or church arises. It must be
made plain, however, that it is not
religion in its reality that declines
and grows old. It is the institution
built upon the spiritual teaching, but
the spiritual teaching itself, that is
reality, never grows old. The new institution builds upon the same principles of spiritual truth so that in
reality it is one Light which shines
down through the ages, but modified
or expanded in its application to meet
the needs of each world epoch.
What, then, are the essentials of a
modern religion? Its prime requisite is that it be of universal applicability. With travel, commerce, and
communication, people all over the
world are rapidly coming into closer
contact. The thoughts and actions of
different races and nations are becoming more and more alike. The
prosperity of One nation is reflected
in the markets in other parts of the
world. A war between two countries
affects practically all other nations.
Isolation is no longer possible. Muhammadanism was perhaps designed
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for a particular race of people, but
a modern religion would have to
have a world-wide scope to be practicable. Furthermore, there must be
some means of preventing dogmas,
di visions, and cults from creeping in;
a universal religion could not be divided. If it were, disagreements
would occur, and the outcome would
be no better than the present state
of religious discord.
A universal religion would have to
be reasonable. Superstition and nonessential ritual would not be tolerated
by people today. There was a time,
undoubtedly, when religious ritual
was of great practical importance as
a means of training human minds,
but I believe that most people are
now able to think independently.
Scientific knowledge has advanced
so rapidly in the last few years that
people no longer accept a proposition
blindly and unthinkingly, but immediately test it with the question,
"Will it work?" Our modern religion,
therefore, must be in accord with
science and reason.
It is proper to conceive of a religion as being made up of two kinds
of teachings.
Spiritual teachings
constitute the first group, which contains such instruction as the existence
of one God, the existence of a soul
in man, and the certainty of a
life after death.
These are the
foundations on which every prophet
has based his manifestation, and they
have been the same in all religions.
Furthermore, every prophet has
given teachings for the advancement
of the people of his time. These are
known as secondary teachings, which
are designed to solve the problems of
that particular time. We have already mentioned the precepts of
Moses and Christ which fall under
this heading. A modern religion
must contain secondary teachings
which will supplement and add to
those of past religions. Our present
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civilization is obviously capable of
understanding teachings far in advance of those given two thousand·
years ago by Christ. Our up-to-date
religion must contain more extended
and inclusive teachings in the form
of answers for all problems which
may result from present conditions.
The interdependence of all parts
of the world and all people has been
mentioned in a preceding part of this
paper. The various races are no
longer isolated, but are becoming
scattered and mixed due to the ease of
travel and communication. America
is probably the chief example of this
condition, and it is here that racial
problems are the most noticeable. Our
modern religion must aim to remove
racial prejudice in order to make
such close contact between races harmonious. But there are other kinds
of prejudice which are condemned by
the modem religion. They are patriotic, religious, and political prejudice.
There are economic problems at
the present time which were never
dreamed of at the time of Christ. Legislation, treaties, strikes, and lockouts
have been unable to settle the incessant dispute between capital and labor. The laboring classes should
have an opportunity to live a comfortable, contented life as well as the
capitalists, but, at the same time, capital must be protected. It is the task
of religion to offer a solution for the
economic problem.
A very important law which must
be propounded by the modem religion is the equality of men and women. The necessity for such an ordinance is not so marked here in America, but in other parts of the world,
especially in the Orient, the need is
great. In the East women are regarded as the inferiors and practically the slaves of men. Our universal religion must remedy this condition as there is no other institution

that could bring about such a change.
Equal educational opportunity would
be the chief means of making women
the equals of men. This principle is
peculiar to our proposed religion, for
all former religious systems placed
men above women.
The equality of men and women
may be achieved by giving both sexes
equal opportunities to obtain an education. The modem religion must go
further and demand that all men and
all women shall be given an education. Under this religious system the
education of each child is obligatory.
If the parents are unable to provide
for the education, the community
must advance the neoessary funds.
The greatest need in the world today is for universal peace. It is no
longer possible for two nations to get
off in one corner of the earth and
fight out their problems, without affecting practically every other nation
in the world. The last war started
in the central part of Europe, but it
was only a short time before the entire world was more or less involved.
In another respect modern warfare
differs from that in the past. It
was not very long ago that two nations could carry on a war for years
without a very great loss of life or
resources. But in the Great War the
use of gas, airplanes, and long range
guns made the destruction in both
life and property appalling. More recent· inventions threaten to make the
next war annihilative. Indeed, it
seems as though science might soon
be able to make the old Biblical
prophecy conceming the end of the
world a reality.
Peace treaties,
clergymen, churches seem to have no
effect in preventing war. None of the
past religions makes any provision
for bringing about universal pf?c~ce.
Peace and amity have not prevailed,
as 'Abdu'l-Baha said, we have had
wars and rumors of wars for six
thousand years, why not try peace?
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As a first remedy our religion must
demand the acceptance and use of a
universal auxiliary language. Misunderstandings due to language difficulties have undoubtedly been a fertile cause of international friction
and warfare in the past. When people all over the world are able to communicate in one language, it will be
much easier to settle their disputes.
As a chief means of bringing about
universal peace our modern religion
must provide for an international
Court of Justice. At this Court of
Justice questions of boundaries, national honor, and property between
nations may be arbitrated.
It is useless to expect governments
to accept the dictates of a league of
nations unless such a League has the
firm foundation of Divine Laws. It
is only through religious inspiration
and guidance that a practicable
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means of eliminating war can be instituted. It will only be when men,
from religious mo'tives, are willing
to accept the decisions of such a
Court that universal peace will be
realized.
The principles outlined above
sound like the results ofa religious
conference called for the purpose of
drawing up a religious system for use
under our modern civilization. But a
religion cannot be man-made and
survive; it has to come from God. The
principles of our proposed religion
are the teachings of the prophet
Baha'u'llah. Together with many
other beautiful teachings, they are
the laws laid down by Him for the
guidance and inspiration of people all
over the world, of all nationalities,
I.;olors and religions. The Message of
Baha'u'llah is the religious message
for this day and age.

OUR VOW-DEDICATED TO PEACE
DONALD F. ROBINSON
"Harval'd, '26"
ExceT'pt /,ro1n an addn3ss given at the "English C01nmencemwnt Pa,r't" Har"'ua'l'd Un'iver'sity, last June. It is' stirring in its visim7 and [~ppeal and its Tejlection of the spir'U of
this age,-Editor'.

The Book of Judges tells the story
of a certain widow who had saved up
eleven hundred shekels. They" were
stolen from her. And she made a
vow to dedicate them to the Lord and
to make an image in silver of them,
if they were returned to her. Now
it happened that it was her son who
had stolen them, and he was sorry for
what he had done and returned them
to her. But when she saw the silver
gleaming in her hand, she repented
of her vow; and of two hundred
shekels she made a graven '.image and
a molten image to the Lord, and the
nine hundred she kept for herself.
Ten years ago we were crying,

"Make the world safe for Democracy!
This shall be a war to end war!" The
world was in danger. Afraid, we
made a vow that we might be saved.
We made a vow to dedicate ourselves
to the bringing of eternal peace into
the world, to the bringing together of
the nations of the earth in brotherhood. To ourselves we made it, to
the world we made it, to our own lads
we made it as they went out to war.
In the hour of need we pledged ourselves to the fulfilment of that dream.
We sent lads forth, lads with life before them, lads that loved life and
knew that it was good, to fight and
perhaps to die for the fulfilment of
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that dream. vVe vowed peace, peace
and brotherhood of man.
Science has given us other things
than weapons of slaughter. It has
shrunk the earth smaller than it was.
It has given us the radio and so
makes it possible for man to speak
with man across the world. It bas
shown us that as bluebird is like to
bluebird, so one man is like another.
We are but one shape and nature.
Lad loves lass and mother loves child
in Polynesia even as they do here. In
old days· the unit of loyalty was the
family, and one family fought with
another. Then families banded together into cities, and city fought
city. Then cities joined together into
Nations, and men sang praises of
their Nation and waged war with
other Nations to win their Nation
glory. Now Nations are joining together. The whole world is man's
country now. His loyalty is for this
little planet Earth, and her glory is
his. Shall we alone refuse to honor
her'? Man once loved best himself.
Then love of family became the greater love. Then city and State transcended the love of family, so that a
man would leave his home and people and die in the service of his N ation. He loved his people, but he
loved his Nation more. We love our
Nation, the hills and the valleys of it,
the great cities and hm'bors of it.
But greater than the love of Nation
is the lov,e of Earth, the love of the
whole race of man. Are we too small
to feel that greater love? We should
despise the man who would not fight·

for his Nation because his family
would suffer. Shall we exalt the man
whose vision cannot pass beyond the
boundaries of his Nation? After We
have promised eleven hundred shekels, shall we give but two hundred
and keep the rest ourselves '?
Shall the mothers and fathers, the
wives and sweethearts and children
of America let us break faith with
the lads that died for us? How
much does it count, this hollow
mockery of honor rolls and monuments and the naming of squares
for the dead, if we are too greedy
to erect that greater monument they
died for, peace and the brotherhood
of man? Perhaps it is not wholly
without its element of s·acrifice, this
brotherhood of man. Perhaps it is
morally due us that we should be
paid the world's wealth, that what
We lent should be penny for penny
returned to us. But was it entirely
\vithout its element of sacrifice, was
. it entirely for personal pleasure,
that lads left their homes and wives
to fight in the mudfields of France?
And have those that lent their Government their lives and lost them so
had them breath for ibreath returned? A few dollars to keep his
widow alive, an out-of-the-way crossroad with his name and a star in gold
tacked to a post, are pretty poor }',estitution for the squandered loan of a
whole rich unlived life.
'Ye have vowed eleven hundred
shekels. Shall we give but two?(From the "Boston Transcript," June
24, 1926.)

Apology mu.st be m,ade fOT the jJuMication of 2Vb'. Albert V'[1iL's ndcl1'ess, "1'/;e BClhd'i
Spi1·itu.aL Ba.sis jar' Wm'Ld UnitU,"in the August is'su.e of the Ba.h6'i Mo"y:lzine, withont his ha,~uing had oppO?'tunitl! tu see a,nd revi,o'e. The article, having been
talven jro1n stenopr-apkic notes, dev'iatel slightly l?'o'm the o'('iginca speech,-Ed1:tO?..
Movement~A

VERY MOVEMENT which pro. I ,I motes unity
and harmony in the
\vorld is good, and everything \vhich
creates discord and discontent is bad.
This is a century of illumination, surpassing
all others in its many discoveries, its great inventions, and its vast and varied undertakings.
But the greatest achievement of the age in
conferring profit and pleasure on mankind
is the creation of an auxiliary language for
alL Oneness of language engenders pea ce
and harmony. Oneness of language creates
oneness of heart. It sweeps away all misunderstandings among peoples. It establishes harmony among the children of men.
It· gives to the human intellect a broader
conception, a more commanding point of
'"

VIew.

Today the greatest need of humanity is to
understand and to be understood. With the
help of the International language, every individual member of a community can learn
of world happenings and become in touch
with the ethical and scientific discoveries of
the age. The auxiliary international language gives to us the key~the key of keyswhich unlocks the secretq of the past.
Once establish this auxiliary language and
all will be enabled to understand each other.
'Abdu'l-Baha

D1·. Ludovik Zamenhof, cna·tor of Esperanto the univeTsal auxiliM'Y language.
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One language must be selected as an international medium of
speech and communication. Through this means misunderstandings
will be lessened, fellowship established and unity assured.
,Abdu'l-Baha.
NATIONALITY is a matter of
psycholOlgIY, not of race or locality.
Many bits of evidence, both in past
history and in the present, give proof
of this. The modern Greeks, for instance, have a great, if not preponderating admixture, of Slavic blood;
yet maintain to an amazing extent
the traditions, the temperament, and
the character traits of the ancient
Greeks. The F,rench, so the anthropologist tells us, is more purely Germanic in race than the Germans
themselves; but their cuI t u r e is
Latin, and their sense of nationality
~s correspondingly and powerfully
Latin. The English are a very mixed
rac8--!but homogeneous as to their
culture, which we term Anglo-Saxon.
Of all such examples the United
States is however the most striking,
being composed of a great variety of
races yet more homogeneous in its
outer culture than any other large
nationality. What is it that causes
English, Irish, German, F l' e n ch,
Scandinavian, Italian, Slav, to come
together into such an amazingly common culture in the course of a few
generations.? Is it not because Americans, of whatever previous race, are
all possessed by more or less common
ideas derived from their schooling,
the i l' newspapers, magazines and
books, and their environment of modern mechanical progress, efficiency
and prosperity?

OF THIS common culture language is one of the strongest factors.
Those who can communicate their
ideas to each other by speech or by
the printed word tend toward a common culture, no matter of what race
. or blood. So iIrlportant is the effect
of a common language felt to be in
building up a strong sense of nationality that conquering nations have
always sought to suppress the language .of minorities, thus forcing
them to the use of the current national language. On the other hand,
those minorities who desire strongly
to maintain their own culture and
sense of race within a heterogeneous
empire seek by all means within their
power to keep alive their own language, not only orally but also in
printed form.
China, which has the least sense of
nationality of any modern nation, although extremely homogeneous racially, lacks the common bond of langluage. Its spoken dialects vary so
greatly in the different provinces that
pidgeon English has been resorted to
as a common means of communication; and its written language, being
that of the schclar, is of a terminology and character understood only
by a small cultured class. The Chinese patriot of today, wishing to
build up in his country a strong sense
of nationality, turns first to the endeavor of devising some common
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means of communication-and a new
written lcrnguage is being evolved
comprehensible to the masses. Otherwise how can any common ideas find
currency?
India, a country with no fewer than
one hundred and forty-seven distinct
languages, according to the Encyclopedia Brittanica, and almost inumerable dialects, can hardly be spoken of
as a nation, but rather as a collection
of peoples.
Enough has been said to show that
nationality owes its derivation to the
widespread interchange of ideas resulting in a common 'culture; and that
for such interchange of ideas a com.mon language is indispensable.
IF, THEN, the effect ef a common
language 'in a country like the United
States is to weld, through a common·
school system, a dozen diverse races
into one great homogeneous culture
and nationality,-what, one wonders,
would be the result of the whole
world joining in one universal language such as Esperanto ? Would
this important step toward unity aid
powerfully toward the ultimate :goal
of a supernation whose boundaries
were planetary and not continental?
Within a few generations of constant
use of. such a universal language,
would not the world grow more homogeneous, more united in its culture?
Would not the universal world civilization, which is fast appearing
through the pervasive progress of
modern sC'ience, succeed, by means of
a universal lantguage, in dominating
the thought-life, as it is already dominating the action-life, of the planet?
'ABDU'L-BAHA gives us the answer in these potent words: "Oneness of language will transform mankind into one world. . . . This auxiliary international language will
gather the nations under one stand-

ard, as if the five continents of the
world had become one, for then mutual interchange of thought will be
possible for all. The world of matter will become the expression of the
world of mind. Then discoveries will
be revealed, inventions will multiply,
the sciences advance by leaps and
bounds, the scientific culture of the
earth will develop along b r 0 a d e r
lines. In short, with the establishmen~ of this International Language
the world of mankincl will become another world and extraordinary will
be the progress."
ONLY ONE thing more is needed,
in addition to a universal language,
and that is a universal reli~gion. For
religion is also a very strong factor,
undoubtedly the strongest factor, in
determining a culture and a civilization. The ideals which permeate and
direct a race .are traceable to its religion. Not until there is one worldwide religion with its common code
of ethics and its common ideals; can
there be a real brotherhood of man
based upon mutual love and confi~dence.· Religion has in the past,-and
can so do in the future,-welded together the most diverse of races into
a common brotherhood.
Today the Baha!i Movement meets
this opportunity and need for a world
religion. In practice as in theory it
is demonstrating its power to unite
every race and creed under the unicolored pavilion of God.
Though self-seeking and aggressive nationalism is still rampant on
this planet, the forces that make for
unity and world brotherhood are
steadily prevailinlg. Let us help to
"serve the cause of democracy and
freedom. . . . The bright day is coming. The nucleus of the new race is
forming. The harbinger of the new
ideals of international justice is appearing."
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IVERSITY of languages has been
a fruitful cause of discord. The
. . function of language is to convey
. . the thought and purpose of one
to another. Therefore, it matters
not what language man speaks or employs. Nevertheless, Bahcl'u'llah sixty
years ago advocated one language as the
greatest means of unity and the basis of
international conference.
Sixty years
ago He wrote to the kings of the earth
recommending the unification of languages; that one language should be
adopted and sanctioned by all governments and promulgated by all nations.
By this means, every nation might have
its own natal tongue and acquire the universal language. All nations would, then
be able to communicate and consult with
perfect facility and the dissension due to
diversity of language would not remain.

I

A universal language shall be adopted
and be taught by all the schools and institutions of the world. A committee
appointed by national bodies of learning
shall select a suitable language to be used
as a medium of international communication. All must acquire it. This is one
of the great factors in the unification of
man.
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE RELATION BETWEEN THE BAHA'I
MOVEMENT AND ESPERANTO
JAMES F. MORTON, JR.

Substance of an address delivered to the CongTess of the EspeTa,nto Association of
NOTth Amer'ica, at Philadelphia, Pa., July 20, 1926.

It is well known to all Esperantists takable trend toward the broadening
that the essence of the Esperanto of views, the increase of tolerance,
movement consist in strict neutrality the growth of a love for peace and
on all debatable issues. Its aim is to harmony, the visible increase of
provide a common means of inter- "good will toward men."
communication among all peoples, to
With such an inner principle and
be used for the expression of any and with such a history, Esperanto canall opinions. Esperantists who are not fail to be reco:gnized as closely
likewise members of any cult, politi- akin to all other movements having
cal party or movement of any kind a distinctly ideal basis and seeking
are free to use Esperanto to propa- to co-ordinate the thoughts and acts
gate their particular views, and 'to of human beings along fraternal
strive to win adherents to them; but lines. This must be especially the
Esperanto must not be held to stand case where the movement in quesas the advocate of either one, side or tion is not combative, but a harthe other.
monizer; not a divider but a unifier.
While this is true, it is also true The Baha'i Movement, which is not a
that Esperanto had its origin in the "new religion," but religion renewed
spil~it of idealism, and that its "inwith new teachings applicable to the
ternal idea" is that of human brother- needs and maturity of the age; which
hood. It was the love of humanity holds a creed so broad that it emthat prompted the young Zamenhof to braces all the truths enunciated by
struggle against terrific and almost all the Prophets of the ages; which
insuperable odds to discover a medi- welcomes all in a spirit of oneness
urn for creating a better understand- and befriends every sincere and
ing, and for breaking down the bar- earnest effort to help mankind,riers of miscomprehension which hold must be recognized as accordant with
the peoples apart. It was this which the entire purpose of every zealous
armed him with the courage and per- Esperantist. Of it an Esperantist
sistence which never wavered to the once said that it seemed to him to be
end of his days. It was this which among the religions of the world
breathes in his written words, and what Esperanto is among the lanwhich animated his entire existence.gluages-a harmonizer and co-ordiAnd it is this spirit, incarnated in the nator, presenting the underlying
language itself, which distinguishes truths on which all are founded, and
Esperanto from all its prdecessors yet not seeking to undermine the useand successors, giving it a warmth ful work which any of the others are
and color which make it glow with doing.
The Baha'i Cause comes as a bleslife, and which have justified the
proud boast that it is "a living lan- sing to all, with good will to every
guage of a living people." Where- preceding form of divine worship.
ever the Esperanto movement pene- It originated in the Orient, the great
trates, there goes with it an uhmis- home of religious movements; and it
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has been firmly planted in the Occident, the great center of practical
application of accepted convictions.
Thus it is a powerful a;glency in uniting the East and the West. Whereever its mission is in a measure accomplished, the ancient hatreds and
iJ)tolerances among the followers of
different religious faiths gradually
melt away. This is not the place in
which to enter into the details of the
history and specific features of the
Baha'i Movement. An elementary
account, with examples of the Baha'i
teaching and. the unfoldment of its
basic principles, will be found in the
pamphlets, both in English and in Esperanto. This much may be said,
that its fundamental precepts are of
the most practical nature, free from
anything.in the way of dreamy mysticism. They include freedom from
prejudice, the recognition of unity
among the religions, a positive averment of the oneness of mankind, an
ins i s ten c e on recognition of the
claims of science, abandonment of a
superstitious frame of mind, independent investigation of truth, universal peace, universal education, an
international tribunal, equality between men and women, a just solution of the economic problem and,
what especially concerns us as Esperantists, an international auxiliary
language. There can be scarcely one
of these principles with which all
forward-Iookin;g1 men and women of
today will not find themselves in full
accord, although their practical realization may seem to many to be far
distant; but some sixty years ago,
when they were first promulgated by
Baha'u'llah in Persia, they appeared
in his own land as startling and revolutionary; and in fact several of them
were. little less so to even the more
advanced thought of the western
world of that day. Yet these are the
teachings which were proclaimed in
all their fulness at that time, and
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which ever since have been steadily
promulgated as some of the new and
important principles of the Bah:i'i
Movement. In the sixty odd years of
its history, there has been no need or
tendency to obscure a single one of
these original principles; and it has
been manifest that the world is moving, however slowly, in the direction
of everyone of them.
One of the utterances of Baha'u'lIah may be cited, as an example of
many similar expressions. It is published in the "Tablets of Baha'u'lh1h."
"We have formerly commanded, in
the Tablets, that the trustees of the
House of Justice must select one
tongue out of the present languages,
or a new language, and likewise select one among the various writings,
and Leach them to the children in the
schools of the world, so that the
whole world may thereby be considered as one native land and one
part.
"The most splendid fruit of the
Tree of Knowledge is this exalted
vVord: Ye are all fruits of one tree
and leaves of one bough.
"Glory is not his who loves his own
country; but glory is his who loves his
kind."
After the passingl away of Baha'u'lIah in 1892, the mantle of guidance fell on his son, 'Abdu'l-Baha,
who as the great Teacher and Interpreter of the Message given by Baha'u'llah to the world was revered
throughout the world, not only by
Baha'is but by many thousands of
the followers of all faiths. He recognized in Esperanto the carrying
out of the instructions of Baha'u'llah, and endorsed it in the strongest
terms. In a statement made during
his American visit in 1912, he said:
"All through. America I have encouraged the Baha'is to study Esperanto;
and to the extent of my ability I win
strive in its spread and promotion."
In 1913, he addressed a meeting
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under the auspices of the Edinburgh,
Scotland, Esperanto Society, in which
he used the following words:
"His Holiness Baha'u'llah, many
years a:go, wrote a hook called 'The
Most Holy Book,' one of the fundamental principles of which is the
necessity of creating an auxiliary
language; and he makes clear the
good and profit which will come because or its use. Now let us thank
the Lord because this language, Esperanto, is created. We, therefore,
have commanded -all Baha'is in the
East to study this language very carefully; and ere long it will become
spread through the entire East."
With equal explicitness, he said at
an Esperanto banquet in Paris, in
the same year:
"Consequently the strongest means
of universal progress towards the
union of East and West is this language. It will make the whole world
one home, and will become the greatest impulse for human advancement.
It will upraise the standa 4 d of the
oneness of the world of humanity;
it will make the earth one universal
commonwealth. It will be the cause
of love between the children of men.
It will cause good fellowship betw'een
the various races. Now praise be to
God that Dr. Zamenhof has invented
the Esperanto language. It has all
the potential qualities of becomin:g
the international means of communication. All of us must be grateful
and thankful to him for this noble
effort; for in this way he has served
his fellow-men well. He has invented
a language which will bestow the
greatest benefits on all people. With
untiring effort and self-sacrifice on
the part of its devotees it will become universal. Therefore everyone
of us must study this language and
spread it as far as possible, so that
day by day it may receive a broader
recognition, be accepted by all na-
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tions and governments of the \vorld,
and become a part of the curriculum
in all the public schools. I hope that
the language of all the future international conferences and congresses
will become Esperanto, so that all
people may acquire only two languages-one their own tongue and
the other the international auxilial'Y
langUalgie. Then perfect union will be
established between all the people of
the world.'
With these explicit and impressive
injunctions, which can by no possibility be evaded or explained away,
it is clear that every Baha'l. is of necessity bound to adhere to the Esperanto movement. It is true that
this is a colinsel of perfection, and
that among Baha'is as elsewhere not
every individual is as active as he
should be in carryi.ng out the principles to which he is devoted. Moreover, a number of most earnest followers of the Baha'i Movement are
consuming all their energies in
spreading the Teachings whieh they
believe to contain the seeds of healing
for the world, and fail of finding
time and strength for even so easy a
study as that of Esperanto. But they
do not fail to throw voice and influence in favor of the Esperanto
movement, and to stimulate others
to the study of the language. It is
hoped that co-operation will increase
as time goes on. In fact, there are
most interesting and significant
si:gns in this direction. Several Baha'i works have been translated into
Esperanto, besides the pamphlet already mentioned, which it is hoped
that all present will take with them.
At the Esperanto Congress of last
year, held in Ge:r:.eva, one session was
held in the Baha'i Bureau, with Baha'1s from America and Germany
present.
An international Baha'i
magazine now appears each month in
Germany, wholly in Esperanto. Its
title, "La Nova Tago," will be under-
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stood by all Esperantists. This magazine will carry news from all the
National Spiritual Assemblies of the
world as a regular department, the
National Spiritual Assembly being
the central body of the Baha'is of
each country.
It is a great privil8lgJe to bear to the
Esperantists of North America the
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cordial. greetings and earnest good
wishes of the National Spiritual Assembly of the American Continent,
and to express the hope that the understanding between these two great
movements may become more and
more perfect, to the greater benefit
of mankind and the . ultimate supreme triumph of the common ideal.

CONSIDER how ignorant and rapacious is man! Domestic animals live
with their kind in peace and harmony.
Man, who is endowed with intelligence, must not be less than they; for the
greatest bounty in the world of existence is the mind which should lead men to
love and concord. ~! e must exercise the functions of such a holy power in the
path of love and not expend it upon the inventions of Krupp guns, Mauser rifles
and Maxim's rapid-firing cannons. God has endowed us with intellects, not for
the purpose of making instruments of destruction,. but that we might become diffusers of light, create love between the hearts, establish communion between the
spirits and bring together the people of the east and the west.
Every cherish effort must extend its powers to other souls. Is there anything more cherished than the mind of man? We must expend this faculty in the
cause of human union, for we are the children of one father. A delicate spiritual power is ever exercising an influence over the hearts and minds of men
Why should we abandon the holy power which binds us together and cleave.
to the barbarous traditions which keep us apart?
'Abdu'l-Baha
!
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WHY I AM AN ESPERANTIST
MARTHA L. ROOT

The greatest problem of this twentieth century is that of establishing
universal peace. Thinking men of
vision in every walk of life know that
a universal auxiliary lan:guage is absolutely necessary for world consolidation. In this dawn of a new divine
civilization, through the Teachings of
Baha'u'lhih we are taught that a universal auxiliary language is one of
the principles which will help usher
in universal peace.
A universal auxiliary language is
certainly not an attempt to replace
any existing language or literature.
It is a colossal attempt to open the
widest fields of thought and action to
the greatest number, and to save a
tremendous amount of labour and expense. Spiritually, intellectually and
economically, this new cycle of human power cannot afford not to conquer this language difficulty.
Eagerly some may interject:
"English will be the universal languag'e!"
(The Frenchman may
claim it will be his language, and so
on). A movement to have English
or any other national language
adopted officially as a universal auxiliary language would bring so much
prestige and business to the country
whose language is chosen that it
woud cause a boycott of the favoured
language on the part of a majority
of other powerful nations. It would
defeat the very· aim for world peace
for it is upon the universality of
adoption that the great use of a universal auxiliary language depends.
Every attempt to force English upon
a world that does not want it is one
more leader towards the fall of all
civilizations. Are there no leaders or
groups great enough to avert another
world war which would be so much

more deadly than the last that the cataclysms of 1914 would seem child's
play? Interests of English-speaking
peoples are stupendous, but compared
to the whole bulk of civilized people,
the English speakers are in a minority. The majority includes many
high-spirited peoples with a strongly
developed sense of nationality and
they too will play a very important
role in the history of the world.
Therefore because of political reasons, a nationallanlguage cannot safely become universal. I studiea conditions in almost every land and I
perceived that many En;g:lish-speaking people themselves are becoming
broad enough to acquire the knowledge and tact to put themselves at
the point of view of others, and they
are great workers for a neutral auxiliary language.
Next, some may say: "Oh, there
have been many auxiliary languages,
I will wait until one is really adopted
by the governments of the world."
Yes, there have been more than seventy in the past three hundred years.
Their histories show why they were
short-lived or are carried on in very
negligible numbers. I am an Esperantist because I find that the nations prefer Esperanto to any other
auxiliary language. It has stood the
test of thirty-nine years, grown phenomenally, and it is the best key to
meeting the peoples of Europe and
the Orient. There are over eight thousand members of the Universal Esperanto Association alone, and more
than two thousand cities in the different continents have Esperanto
Societies. Esperanto has. become a
household word, it is already the
synonym for a universal auxiliary
language. Whether we believe in it
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or not, the fact remains it is steadily g[reat thinkers of Europe" told the
sweeping the world, and its inner writer it was as easy to compose
spirit called "Esperantism," is mak- poetry directly in Esperanto as in
ing for world brotherhood. This in- his native tongue.
ner idea of Esperanto is something so
Count Tolstoy in a letter about Esbeautiful that it attracts the idealists peranto said: "The learning and
of the world. Purely practical per- spread of Esperanto will help to bring
sons, on the other hand, find in it the about the Kingdom of God."
best and most economical method for
An eminent official of the League
international business propaganda. of Nations, whose name perhaps I
As a potential means of international can not use without his official percommunication, Esperanto is unsur- mission as his position is so well
passed. It has proved itself a long known, said after attending a Uniway ahead of any existing national versal Esperanto Congress: "It is my
language. The volume of interna- private opinion that Esperanto will
tional business increases each year. do more to bring about the peace of
It is difficult and expensive to carry the wcrld than even the League of
on this business in many hard lan- N atiGns itself."
guages. It is much sounder to have
As a new idea in education the
an international language. The same plan is being tried in many schools
results can be produced in an easier of teaching this universal language.
way. Also, Esperanto has a simplic- Prof. R. J. B. Sanderson, Headmasity, a directness and a perfect lucid- ter, Green Lane Council Scho01, Patity which make it invaluable for the ricroft, where Elementary School
interchange of scientific thought.
children are taught Esperanto every
What is Esperanto? The word year, in the ordinary curriculum,
"Esperanto" is the present participle says this: "From practical experiof the verb esperi-"to hope," used ence I can assert that the teaching of
substantively. Dr. Ludovik L. Za- Esperanto has the same effect upon
menhof, creator of the Esperanto lan- the children as the "teachin:g of
guage, used the nom-de-plume "Dr. Latin, it gives them an insight into
Esperanto" (one who hopes)' when the full meaning of English, and
he published his first book in 1887 in forms a splendid basis for th~ acWarsaw: the name curiously enough quisition of other languages."
Boys and girls will be glad to hear
quickly came to be applied to the lan-:guage. Esperanto is an auxiliary that Prof. F. Durieus, Headmaster
language built on an internationality L'Ecole Montesquieux, Lille, France,
of roots common to the greatest writes: "Some of my children cornumJ5er of chief languages. It is respond in Esperanto with children
musical, it is harmonious. It is the in the United States, Japan, Austria,
easiest language to be learned. Any- Australia and Siberia-a feat of
one can acquire it without a teacher 'Which many a diplomat 'Would be inin a few months. One educator in capable!"
Prof. Gilbert Murray of Oxford
S h a n g h a i said to the writer: "I
learned to speak and write Esperanto said that Esperanto was a delicate
more fluently in six months' time and beautiful piece of work. Prof.
than I learned to write and speak J. E. B. Mayor of Cambridge affirmed
English in six years"-he spoke both that children should learn Esperanto
excellently. Esperanto serves to ex- and then pass on to French, Latin,
press every imaginable idea. Pro- German and Greek.
Dr. A. E.
fessor Charles Baudouin, one of the Scougal, Chief-Inspector of Schools
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for Scotland recommended Esperanto
as the one additional language in
cases where language work is given
to children who have to leave school
at the age of fourteen. Prof. Sir
William Ramsay, O. M. of London
in his report said that an En:gEsh
child could learn Esperanto lin, at
most, six months, so as to be able to
read, write and speak it.
Certainly the educational benefits
from the learning of Esperanto are
that it gives one a better knowledge
of the mother tongue. It trains one
in logical thought and expression. It
quickens interest in school work. It
is a stimulus in :geographical studies.
It widens the mental horizon. It
makes other language studies easier
and more interesting. The possession of Esperanto is a valuable a.sset
in business life.
Universal education is another of
the great principles of Baha'u'llah
which will be realized in this country.
Before the oncoming rush of universal education, the whole tendency
of langua:g:e in the modern world is
towards· the disappearance even of
dialects,and an insistent demand for
a universal auxiliary language.
The International Esperanto Congresses are the forerunners of thousands of international congresses of
the future. In the Congress in Edinburgh, Scotland, more than thirty nationalities had delegates present,and is it a small thing that people
from thirty countries can sit in the
same great audience hall and understand every word! Thirty-one international associations using Esperanto
had convention sessions as a part of
this great *Congress.
*See general report of this Congres.s in
the September Baha'i magazine. Letters
and paper.s received later from Edinburgh
showed there was an orato.rical contest before the general Congress delegates and
guests the last afternoon. The nine speakers one of whom was Miss Root drew their
subjects from a hat and s.poke impromptu
in Esperanto an hour later ..

Esperanto is now used in every
country of the world and is the official international lanlg:uage of the
International Amateur Radio Union
and of the American Radio Relay
League. The Kings of Spain, Belgium and Saxony and the Presidents
of the German and Austrian Republics, were patrons of the Esperanto
Congresses in their respective countries. The Go v ern men t s of the
United States, Belgium, 3p a in,
Czecho-Slovakia and others: have been
represented at various Esperanto
Congresses. The British Association's Committee on International
Language has recommended Esperanto ..
The American Philosophical Society, in 1887,' when Volapii.k was
nearing its high water mark, appointed a committee to look into its
scientific value. Very wisely the
Committee rej ected Volapii.k as being
too retrograde in tendency, too arbitrary in construction and not international enough in vocabulary.' But the
report statyd that the creation of an
international language is in conformity with the general tendency of modern civilization and is not merely desirable., but 'will certainly be realized!
This committee was so fully convinced of the importance of an international language, that it proposed
to the Philosophical Society that it
should invite all the learned societies
of the world to co-operate in the production of a universal language. A
resolution embodying this recommendation was adopted by the society
and the invitations were sent out.
About twenty societies accepted.
Over sixty years ago, Baha'u'llah
wrote to several of the rulers of the
world urging them to convene a committee composed of their best linIguists to choose one of the existing
languages or make a universal auxiliary language, which should be
adopted and taught in all the schools
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of the earth. Now the "Lingva Kom- which more than any other, is the
itato," International Language Com- choice of the peoples of the world!
Esperanto has a growing literamittee, elected by the Esperantists of
ture
classical, literary and scientific.
all continents, consists of people appointed for their special competence More than eighty magazines are pubin linguistic matters. This Lingva lished wholly in Esperanto. EsperKomitato is in no sense a legislative anto is one of the grand evolutions
body. It watches the spread and de- of this twentieth century. Being a
velopment of the language, main- neutral language, it belongs to all,
tains its purity and helps with judi- and is the property of none. Its
cial guidance .. Any additions are of- adoption will not in any way upset
ficially made by this body.
national susceptibilities. Dr. ZamenMany people have wished to change hof, the great-souled lingual prophet,
Esperanto and mix it with other at- earned his living as a modest but very
tempts at an international language. fine oculist, and gave his life to his
The guiders of Esperanto wisely God-given ideal of a universal auxthink that the author of Esperanto iliary spoken and written lan\guage.
and men who have given some of the He persistently refused to make any
best years of their lives to this lan- profit out of it: he gave it to the
guage, know best. As an interna- world. He- declined absolutely to actional language is a novelty to most cept a sum which enthusiasts collected
people, many are rushing in thinking as a testimonial to his disinterested
that they can make, mend or criticise work for humanity. The story of the
it. It would be as fair for a bridge sacrifices, the poverty, the rugged
builder or other expert who in his odd tenacious honesty of himself and his
moments dabbles in Greek to think own family to this language of brothhe is perfectly competent to improve erhood, is one ·of those heart interest
the text of Sophocles.
romances of, the spirit, that makes
Dr. Zamenhof never claimed that not only mot~als but the "ChQir Inhis work was final. He wrought visible" halt to wonder and to adspeech for the people, left it to the mire. From a little boy who caught
people and after Esperanto is firmly the vision in his native place, the unestablished a world committee of lin- happy ,warring Bialystok (then Rusguists will add to, and develop the sia, now Poland), and confided his viuniversal auxiliary language of the sion to his wonderfully spiritual
coming centuries. But Esperanto mother, to the day of his death,
has all the potential qualities for this when in 1917 even during the War,
universal auxiliary language.
Its he was trying to call a World Parsuccess is awakening the world con- liament of Religions to work for
science. If it is all torn to pieces peace, Dr. Zamenhof's life was a labor
now, before it is established, by per- of love. Always evanescent, he resons who wish to tack amateur tiilk- fused to accept the Presidency of the
erings to it, then in quarrels and dis- International Esperanto Congress.
agreements Esperanto would go on He was very reluctant to name or inthe rocks of destruction and . fifty fluence the selection of members of
years of world work on a universal the body known as the "Lingva Komiauxiliary language would be lost. tato," the International Language
Why not trust this Lingva Komitato, Committee.
and work for the governments of the
Like Tolstoy and other humanitaworld and great international asso- rians of Europe, Dr. Zamenhof emciations to help develop this language phasized the fact that the twentieth
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century will see the coming into line
of the peoples of Asia with their
pioneer brethren of the west. As I
traveled through Japan and China,
thence coming through the Balkans,
Hungary, Austria and other lands to
western Europe I saw how swiftly
modern civilization is spreading. It
is spreadmg not only through the externals as the airship, radio, cable,
telegraph,-but through the inner
ideas of constitutional governments
with growth of representative elected
authorities and democracy ; universal
education, a universal auxiliary language; education of women, and
equal rights and opportunities for
both sexes; the birth of the cheap
press so that there is a universal
power of reading; more tolerance of
religion and the laying aside of traditions.
The Asiatic world is coming into
the comity of nations and approximating the world type of interest and
activity. The able men of the Orient
see how astonishinlgly quick the
Asiatics are in handling the tools of
the west, in grasping western education.
Esperanto is .popular in the Orient.
The writer found it being taught in
the Universities and Y. M. C. A.'s of
Japan, she personally met four thousand Esperantists there in 1923. The
great universities, of China, a number of colleges and Higher Normal
Schools there have introduced this
auxiliary language. It was a beautiful sight to see the Chinese university
students teaching the ragged little
urchins of the street our dear auxiliary language, and those younlgsters
so poor they hardly wore anything
but a smile, spoke' their devotion to
their "big brothers" with Esperanto
fluency which emperors might sigh
for or kings envy!
During the past year's constant
travel through Europe, I did not enter any city where the Esperantists

did not meet me (not as "a duty
luncheon") but with flowers and love;
the "bond was our common enthusiasm
over Esperanto. In one city where
owing to revolution the Esperantists
some of them had no food that day,
they stood smiling at the railway sta-.
tion holding out four tulips! They
did not mention their hunger; they
arranged a big Esperanto meetinlg
where the Principles of Baha:u'llah
were explained, particularly Baha'u'11ah's solution of the economic problem. Hundreds of times I spoke in
Esperanto in cities where I did not
speak their language or they mine,
anyone of the Esperantists in the
hall would volunteer to come forward
and interpret, and never once did one
halt or fail to understand the thought.
It was always a proof to the many
non-Esperantists present in the audiences of the value of Esperanto.
I know of no key to open more wonderful doors in taking a great Message around the world than this universal auxiliary language of Esperanto.
I know of nothing which
brings greater happiness in world
journeys, except to be a Baha'i and
travel, and of course to promote a
universal auxiliary language is a part
of the life of a Baha'i !
The ideals of Romain Rolland are
my ideals. I take his quotation from
"Le MessageI' Baha'f de Geneve"official or:gan of the International Baha'f Bureau organized by Mrs. J.
Stannard in Geneva, Switzerland, extract from a letter to "the Seven
Arts": "For my part I cry aloud,
not merely that the intellectual ideal
of a single nation is too narrow for
me, I declare that the ideal of a reconciledwestern world would be too
narrow for me, I declare that the
ideal of a c..nited Europe would be too
narrow for me. The hour has come
in which man, truly healthy and truly
alive, must deliberately turn his footsteps towards the ideals of a uni-
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versal humanity, where the European this language. They can acquire the
I'aces of the Old vVorld and of the evidence of past history and ages
New will join hands with the repre- - through languaJge. The spread of the
sentatives of the ancient and now re- known facts of the human world dejuvenated civilizations of Asia, of In- pends upon language. The explanadia, and of China-universal human- tion of Divine Teachings can only be
ity with a common spiritual treasury. brought about through language. BeThe thought of the future must be a cause of the diversities of languages
synthesis of the great thoughts of the and the lack of human comprehension
entire universe."
of -the languages of each other's na'Abdu'l-Baha in his message to the tionalities, these glorious aims cannot
Esperantists in Washington in April, be realized. Therefore the very fore1912, summed the whole matter when most service to the world of man is
he said: "Today the greatest need of to establish an auxiliary internathe world of humanity is for the dis- tional lang'Uage. It will become the
continuance of the existent misunder- cause of the tranquility of the comstandings among nations, and that monwealth of man. It will become
can be brought about through the
the cause of the s.pread of sciences
unity of languages. Unless unity of
and
arts among the nations of the
languages is realized, the Most Great
world.
It wili be the cause of the
Peace, and the unity of the human
world in a binding manner cannot be progress and development of all the
accomplished and established. For races. We must with all our powers
the function of language is to portray make an effort so that we may esthe mysteries and secrets of the hu- tablish an international auxiliary lanman hearts. . . . Men can be trained guage among the nations and races
and educated internationally through of the world."

THE UNIVERSAL AUXILIARY
LANGUAGE
ELIZABETH HERRICK

WHEN Baha'u'lh1h in the zenith of knee in another part of the world)His manhood was confined with His to do a mighty work in furthering one
companions in prison by despotic of the principles which the Divine
governments and religious fanati- . Mind through Baha'u'Wih was procism, with the heavy chains of perse- mulgating as essential to usher in and
cution around their necks, for teach~ secure Universal Peace. That child
ing in God's Name that the "bonds of afterwards became Dr. Zamenhof,
affection and unity between the sons who is now renowned for presenting
of men. should be strengthened; that to the world the international auxdiversity of religions should cease, iliary language known as Esperanto.
and differences of race be annulled;
"Dr. Zamenhof was born in 1859
and proclaiming that fruitless strife .at Bielestock, in Poland. The inhaband ruinous wars should pass away, itants there consisted of four differthat all men should live as brothers, ent elemepts: Russians, Poles, Gerand that the Most Great Peace should mans, and Jews, all speaking differcome," God was preparing a little ent languages and living at enmity
child (who listened at his mother's with each other. The young boy was
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strongly impressed with the fact that
an alien language is 'a primary cause
of international hatred, and at an
early age he pondered over the
strange difference between the creed
his mother taught him-"the brotherhood of man"-and the actual opposite of this which he saw on all
sides. Child as he then was, he accutely sorrowed for the world, and
gradually became filled with an unfaltering ambition to change all this.
From this determination he never
swerved, although of course he
found as he grew up that the boy's
idea of unlimited power was exaggerated.
Nevertheless, while at
school and at college he still persevered in his endeavor to unite all
men in a common tongue. . . . . In
U;'79 , when he was nineteen years of
age, the language was more or less
ready, and Zamenhof and his colleagues celebrated its birth in a colle:ge festival; but the author was still
too young to publish his work and decided to wait five or six years. While
attending the university he gave all
his spare time in those most precious
years of youth to the study and perfection of his invention. After many
disappointments, he succeeded in
publishing it at his own cost in 1887.
Thus we see Esperanto is the outcome of years of patient perseverance
on the part of a man of genius. Now,
it can be learned at the cost of, a few
hours pleasant study per week, during a period of six months. Of what
national language can this be said 1"
(Margaret L. J ones, Esperanto Manual) .
How good it is to have,in the face
of such apparently overwhelming difficulties, this practical assurance that
there is, as Shakespeare wrote, "A
Divinity, which shapes our ends."
And without doubt many could point
to other events, events which have
contributed to "The one far-off divine event," of which Tennys,on sang,

and to which "the whole creation" has
now moved: for even in the darkness
of night which the world has known,
it has approached us so nearly as to
ha ve taken place in our own day.
Now he, Baha'u'llah, the Desire of
Nations, has come, of necessity bringin:g with Him divine laws and principles which will make all men one.
Is not this that to which all Ages
have aspired . . . . His beloved Son,
'Abdu'l-Baha, being set free from the
bonds of oppression, labored throughout the world to promulgate those
principles of s a I vat ion. (From
"Unity Triumphant.")

"One of the revealed principles of
the Universal Religion is the establishing of a Universal Language.
"In the material world of existence,
human undertakings are divided into
two kinds-universal and specific.
The result of every universal effort
is infinite, and the outcome of every
specific effort is finite.
"In this age, those human problems
which create a general interest are
universal; their results, are likewise
universal, fo'r humanity has become
interdependent.
The international
laws' of today are of vast importance
since international politics are bringing nations nearer to one another. It
is a general axiom that in the world
of human endeavor every universal
affair commands attention and its results and benefits are limitless.
Therefore let us say that every universal 'cause is divine, and every
specific matter is human . . . the activities which endeavor to establish
solidarity between nations and to infuse the sptrit of universalism in the
hearts of the children of men are like
unto divine rays from the Sun of
Reality, and the brightest ray is the
coming of the Universal L:anguage."
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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The unveiling of the monument to Dr. Ludovik L. Zamenhof. The BCihri'f Cause
was represented at the cer'emonies by Miss Martha L. Root, who is the first on the
immediate left of the monument.

SOLEMN and never to be forgot- of love and esteem from Shoghi Eften was the unveiling of the beautiful fendi, Guardian -of the Bah21'i Cause,
monument which has been placed in and the greeting of the Baha'is of the
the Hebrew cemetery in Warsaw, Po- world.
land, in honor of Dr. Ludovik L. ZaDr. Zamenhof was not only the
menhof, the creator of Esperanto. It creator of a world langua.ge which
has been given by the devoted Es- has stood the test of thirty-nine years
perantists of the whole world, a sim- and has steadily progressed, but he
ple, grey, granite art-creation most was also a poet and a great humansatisfying in col or, form and propor- itarian who tried even during the war,
tion, designed by a Polish artist, Mr; to convene a universal religious conM. Lubelski, and made in Aberdeen, 'gress; his illness and death prevented
Scotland. Delegates from many Po:- its fulfillment. . . . No one could relish cities and some from other lands alize Dr. Zamenhof's simple great
attended theceremony,-a ~g'reat life, his profound love and consuming
thoughtful, expectant, silent assem- desire for world brotherhood without
blage of people who loved their teach- wishing to be Uke him. One would
er and friend and had come to ho.nor wish· to be like him: very sincere,
his memory.
very modest, very true to the highest
The writer, as delegate of the Ba- spiritual ideals of brotherhood; and
ha'i Movement, placing white roses like him to follow the mystic upward
similar to those which grew in 'Ab- urge with faithful work through
du'l-Baha's garden in Haifa, Pales- health, through sickness, even to the
tine, spoke to the people the message day of passing on.
(M.L.R.)
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INXERNATIONAL BROADCASTING
ROBERT S. WOOLF
AMERICAN SECRETARY, INTERNACIA RADIO-AsoCIO

Radio may well be said to have
opened a new era for mankind-the
international age. We see today this
wonderful means of communication
linking the nations of the world together, and tending to knead humanity gradually into one composite
whole. With, practically the whole
world now an audience to radio, it
has become evident that a common
m e diu In 0 f expression must be
adopted; for of what practical value
is· a vast audience, if only a few in it
understand the speaker; or if he must
be followed by a train of interpreters?
It is but natural, therefore, that Esperanto, already an important factor
in all spheres of international human
activity, should have invaded the new
field, and presented the common medium of expression so sorely needed.
Beginning with a speech. from
vVJZ, Newark, N. J., June 19, 1922,
about Esperanto as the coming world
radio language, the number of stations broadcasting about and in Esperanto has grown proportionately
with the increase in the number of
stations. Five discussions about Esperanto and one song in the language
were broadcast in Europe and America in 1922. In 1923, fifty such items
were on the program; over two hundred in 1924; and during 1925 approximately twenty stations on both
sides of the Atlantic broadcast regularly in Esperanto. Many stations
have been teaching Esperanto by
radio lessons, the pioneer American
station in this respect being WRNY,
the Radio News station in New York
Ci,ty.
Aiccording to recent reports, all
broadcast stations in Germany are
using and teaching Esperanto regularly, as well as in other European

countries. The large new station just
completed in N agoya, Japan, will use
Esperanto in its programs. It is in
that Japanese city that the great daily
newspaper "Ain-Nichi" is published,
which paper contains regularly an
Esperanto section.
In Paris, station "Radio-Paris" has
just finished, with remarkable success, a forty-lesson Esperanto course,
under the guidance of· Dr. Pierre
Corret. In that city also, the station
of the "Supera Lernejo de Postoj,
Telegrafoj, kaj Telefonoj" presents
each Thursday an Esperanto course,
led by that eminent Esperantist,
Prof. Cart. In Germany, station
"Radio-Munster" from November,
1925, to May, 1926 also presented a
course of Esperanto lessons, which
course was relayed through stations
in Dortmund and Elberfeld.
In
Spain, station "Radio-Carlton" since
the 7th of November last year has
been giving Esperanto lessons each
Saturday.
In Soviet Russia,· the
radio movement has been closely allied with the Esperanto. The government has recognized Esperanto,
and has printed postcards with the
Esperanto imprint "Posta Karto," as
well as postage stamps with the imprint: "Inventisto de Radio Popov."
One powerful Moscow station broadcasts semi-monthly Esperanto talks,
while another station of that city
gives a semi-weekly course on lessons
in the language. In Denmark, Italy,
Switzerland, Australia, Canada, Mexico, Uruguay, and Czecho-Slovakia
Esperanto courses are broadcast.
In the United States, stations W JZ,
WBZ, WNAC, WTAM, WHK, vVOR,
WIP, and others have used the lanIguage. Recent examples of such use
were during the International Test
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Week, January 24th to 31st of this
year when station WTAM (Cleveland), and WCCO (Minneapolis-St.
Paul) were on the air with Esperanto
talks and programs. The talk from
WTAM was especially emphatic, following as it did greetings given by
Mr. Damrosch in four languages, and
thus showing the need of an international tongue. Beginning April 26,
1926, at 7.35 P. M., the Cleveland Esperanto Society will give a series of
30 lessons in Esperanto (one each
Monday) from station WHK of that
city.
In the field of radio journals, Esperanto has also made great headway. RADIO NEWS, published in
New York City, was the first great
radio review in the world to undertake support of Esperanto as the
needed world lan,guage. In its issue
of December, 1924, is told why Esperanto is favored, and is set forth in detail why the langualge was selected
instead ot any other of the many international language schemes presented. Radio News' support of Esperanto was followed soon ,afterward
by the great British review, "Experimental Wireless and The Wireless Engineer." Now, almost without exception radio magazines of Europe and many in other countries
follow the leadership of the above
mentioned revieiws, forcefully proclaiming and teaching Esperanto.
The various technical societies and
radio organizations that have considered and investigated the internationallanguage problem have arrived
at the conclusion that the only possible solution lies in an artificial language, and it is interesting' to note
that Esperanto is the only artificial
tongue that has gained any important
measure of support from scientific,
linguistic, and radio commissions.
The American Radio Relay League,
perhaps the largest and most widely
known organization of its kind in the
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world, after a two years survey of
the international language situation,
decided in favor of Esperanto as its
official international language, and
recommended the language to its
membership. In this investigation
the League communicated with all the
national amateur radio societies of
the world. All of those who expressed an opinion in favor of any artificial language recommended Esperanto.
The International Amateur Radio
Union, by an overwhelming majority (12 countries to 3) de!3ided in its
first annual congress in Paris last
year, to adopt Esperanto as the world
radio language. This decision was
reached in spite of the strenuous efforts of one Idist and two national
language advocates.
In April 1924, a "Preliminary Conference f.or an International Agreement" was held in Geneva, with the
primary obj ect of discussing and arriving at an international understanding on the regulation of wa velengths. In ~ddition to this, the conference dealt with the question of an
auxiliary language for international
use. This conference was thoroughly
representative of world-wide radio interests, having also official representatives from the League of Nations,
and the Universal Postal and Telegraphic Union. In view of the convincing demonstration of the suitability of Esperanto, provided by the
conference itself, of which the business had been largely conducted in the
language, it is not surprising that the
decision, expressed in an unanimously accepted resolution, recognized Esperanto as the world radio language.
The, resolution ended as follows:
"The Conference recommends to all
broadcast stations that they arrange
for regular broadcasting in Esperanto at least once a week at a fixed
time on an agreed day, and so far as
possible arrange for the transmission
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of Esperanto lessons. The language
has been shown to be easy to learn,
clearly audible, and has already
spread to 'a considerable extent
among listeners-in of all countries."
Under the .name "International
Radio Association" there was formed
early in 1924 an international radio
society. This society aims to abolish,
by means of Esperanto, the difficulties raised by the language barrier
in the path of radio, and to bring
radio users of different countries into
touch with one another. The association alr.eady has members in 30
countries, and national secretaries in
Argentine, Australia, Austria, Great
Br ita in, Brazil, Czecho-Slovakia,
Denmark, Esthonia, France, Germany, Spain, Hungary, Ire I and,
Italy, Jugo-Slavia, Canada, Latvia,
Holland, Poland, Roumania, Russia,
Sweden, Switzerland, Uruguay, and
the United States. The President of
the association is Dr. Pierre Corret,
a French amateur of world-wide
fame. Shortly after its organization
it was honored by M. Edouard Belin,

the famous inventor of the Telautograph, becoming its Honorary President. The association publishes in
Esperanto only, a monthly radio
magazine "Internacia Radio Revuo"
which gives world-wide news of interest to all radio users. . . .
In experimental work, Esperanto
can be of the greatest assistance in
making it possible to discuss the progress of experiments with transmitters abroad. For the "listener" the
language holds boundless possibilities,
since its utility is! already becoming
increasingly apparent to those responsible for broadcasting. As the rebroadcasting of foreign programs
becomes more general, Esperanto
will come into its own and will be a
vital necessity to those wishing to
pick up transmissions from abroad.
It remains but to urge upon every
believer in the future of radio to take
immediate steps to acquaint himself
with Esperanto for its practical utility. (From "Amerika Esperantisto"
August, 1926.)

ESPERANTO IN JAPAN
AGNESB.ALEXANDER
With translation in Esperanto by Alice F. Spiers

In Tokyo in September there was
held the fourteenth annual J apanese Esperanto Congress which celebrated this year the twentieth anniversary of the founding of the J apanese Esperanto Association. It was
the first time since the great catastrophe of 1923 that the Esperantists have held their Congress in the
capital. The monthly publication of
the Japanese Esperantists, "La Revuo
Orienta," expressed the hope that in
friendliness, taking each others hands
with enthusiasIT, from every part of
their lands the Esperantists would
gather again in Tokyo, .

ESPERANTO EN JAPANUJO

En Tokjo okazis en Septembro la
dekkvara ciujara Japana E'sperantoKongreso, kiu gloris ci-tiujare la
dudekan jarfeston de la fondado de
la J apana Esperanto-Asocio. Estis
la unua fojo depost la granda katastrofo de deknau cent dudek-tri ke la
Esperantistoj estos alvokintaj sian
kunvenon em la cefurbon. La monata
gazeto de l~ japanaj Esperantistoj,
"La Revuo Orienta," esprimis la esperon ke, en amikeco, unuj prenantaj
entuziasme la manojn de la aliaj, la
Esperantistoj de ciu parto de sia
lando kunvenos denove en Tokjo.
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The Esperanto movement in Japan
is at heart a Youth Movement.
Throulghout that Empirel students,
fired with love and ardour for this
universal auxiliary language, have
spread it in schools, colleges and universities. The students themselves
f.orm classes and tea;ch their fellow
students. In this they have the support of many of tht·h_" 1)1'0£"';380rs and
teachers, as ,li-Tell as business men who
are enthusiastic promoters of the language
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La Esperanta movado en J apanuj 0
estas, en la koro, movado de junuloj.
Tra la imperio, studentoj, fiamigitaj
per amo kaj fervoreco por tiu-ci tutmonda helpanta lingvo, estas dissemintaj gin en lernej oj, kolegioj,
kaj universitatoj. La studentoj mem
formas klasojn, kaj instruas siajn
kunstudentojn. En tio, ili havas la
subtenon de mnIte da siaj profesoroj
kaj instruistoj, kiel ankaii de negocistoj kiuj estas entuziasmaj fa vOl·auLoj de la lingvo.
Parto unika de la japana movado
estas la Asocio de J apanaj Blinda.i
Esperantistoj, organizita en deknau
cent dudek-tri. Pere de Esperanto la
blinduloj povas korespondi kun la
blinduloj de aliaj landoj, kaj tiel pI ilargigi siajn horizontojn per tiu-Ci
reciproka interkomunikado.
Oni eble demandos: Kio estas en
tin-ci tntmonda helpanta linrgvo kio
incitas la korojn de tiuj-Ci orientaj
junuloj, kaj devigas ilin iri antatlen?
Unue, iliaj animoj estas ankorau
junaj, kaj mi' enkatenigitaj per la materialismo de la Okcidento; la flamo
de fratamo ekzistas en la lingvo; gi
estas neutrala kaj libera de rasaj k.
naciaj antaujugoj ; en gia uzado, ciuj
staras- sur la sama nivelo. Antau Cio,
estas la spirito de la Nova Epoko kiun
tiuj-ci junuloj estas sentintaj; car
Esperanto estas radio de tiu-ci universala spirito kiu kuntiras la popolojn de la mondo en reciproka arno k
kompreno.

A unique part of the movement in
Japi.n .is the A.5sociatioll of Japanes0
Blind Esperantists organized in 1923.
Through the instrumentality of Esperanto the blind are enabled to correspond with blind of other countries
:md thus broaden their horizons by
this intercommunication.
The question may well be asked:
-What is in this universal auxiliary
lang1tage_ ti1at swaYb the hearts or
these oriental youth and compels
them with self-sacrifice to go forward?
In the first place their Llinls are
yet young and unfettered with the
materialism of the occident ; the spark
of brotherly love exists in the language; it is neutral and free from racial and national prejudices; in its
use all stand on the same footing.
These are some of the reasons for its
spread. Above all it is the spirit of
the N evv Age these youth have sensed,
for Esperanto is a ray uf this universal spirit which is drawjng together the peoples of the world in
nmt~lal love and undrstanding.
La mortinta Doktoro J. E. EssleThe late Dr. J. E. Esslemont of
mont, de Anglolando, konis en EsperEngland recognized in E'speranto a
anto
rimedon por la unuigo de la
means' towards the unity of mankind
hornaro,
kaj korespondis kun kelkaj
and corresponded with some of the
ardent young Esperantists of Japan. el la ardaj junaj Esperantistoj de
During the last year of his life he Japanujo. Dur la lasta jaro de sia
was in correspondence with a student vivo, 1i korespondis kun studento de
of Keio University, Tokyo, who was Keio Universitato, en Tokjo, kiu prepreparing for his graduation a thesis paris por sia gradatingo tezon pri la
on the Baha!i Teachings. The news of Baha'iaj Doktrinoj. La novajo pri la
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the sudden death of Dr. E:sslemont
caused great grief to thi.s young man
who writes: "Dr. Esslemont no
longer lives on this earth! Alas! He
was very, very kind to me a Japanese
student. About his kindness I wrote
in the first pages of my thesis and
thanked him. I cannot eternally forget his kindness !"
That the youth of Japan are thinking beyond their own horizon and
looking towards the better understanding of the peoples of the world
is illustrated by a letter from a Japan~se Esperantist published in "Esperanto," the official organ of the
Universal Esperanto Association,
March, 1926. The letter describes a
meetiI1lg held in Tokyo of student
groups of the Japanese Association of
the League of Nations from thirteen
. colleges and universities of Tokyo.
The students represented all the nations joined in the League of Nations. This meeting unanimously and
with great applaud adopted a proposal that Esperanto be used by the
members fOir intercommunication and
understanding; that after a stated
time Esperanto become the only official language of the League of N ations and be used in all its meetings,
.... '.li~ations, etc. :.>lnr1 that the governments represented in the League
of Nations give permission, or order,
.,.,,t Esperanto be taught in t1->~
schools and thus help in Esperanto
education.
The Esperantists are the brightest
hopes of Japan today in eliminating
prejudice and promoting understanding betwen the nations. Esperantist visitors from other lands are welcomed by the Japanese Esperantists
as brothers. In their endeavor they
are preparing the way for the future
when· the governments of the world
will decide upon the matter of a universal auxiliary language which will
be made part of all the school curriculums. Then the day of understanding will dawn among mankind.

subita morto de Dro. Esslemont kallzis grandan malgojon al tiu-Cl juna
homo, kiu skribis: "Dro. Esslemont
ne vivis sur tiu-ci tero! Alas! Li
estis treege bonkora al mi, japana
studento. Pri lia bonkoreco me skribis sur la unuaj pagoj de mia tezo,
kaj dankas por li. Mi ne povas eterne
forgesi lian bonkorecon!"
Re la junularo de Japanujo pensas
ekster sia propra horizonto, kaj rigardas antauen al la pli bona interkompreno de la popoloj de la mondo,
estas ilustrita per letero de japana
Esperantisto, publikigita en "Esperanto," oficiala orlg'ano de la Universala Esperanto Asocio, de Marto, deknau cent dudek-ses. La lete'ro priskribas kunvenon alvokitan en Tokjo
de studentaj grupoj de la. J apana
Asocio de la Ligo de Nacioj, el dektri
kolegioj kaj universitatoj de Tokjo.
La studentoj reprezentis ciujn naciojn unuigitajn en la Ligo de Nacioj.
Tiu-ci kunveno unuanime kaj kun
grand a aklamo sankciis proponon ke
la anoj uzu Esperanton por interkom1.1nikado kaj kompreno; ke, post
difinita tempo, Esperanto farigu la
sola oficiala lingvo de la Ligo de Nacioj, kaj estu uzata en ci1.1j giaj
k1.1nvenoj, publikigitoj, kaj tiel pIu;
kaj ke la nacioj reprezentitaj en la
Ligo de Naciojn do nu permeson, au
ordonon, ke oni instru1.1 Esperanton
en la lernej oj, kaj helpu en Esperanta edukado.
La Esperantistoj estas la plej brila
espero de J apan1.1jo hodiau, forjetantaj antaujugon, kaj helpantaj la komprenon inter la' nacioj. Esperantistoj vizitantaj el aliaj landoj estas salutitaj de la japanaj Esperantistoj
kvazau gefratoj. En sia klopodo, i1i
preparas la vojon por la estonto kiam
la nacioj de la mondo decidos pri la
temo de tutmonda he1panta lingvo
kiun oni faros parton de ciuj lernejaj
studoplanoj. Tiam lumigos la tago
de interkompreno inter la homaro.
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MY ADMONITION and exhortation to you is
this: Be .kind to all people, love humanity, consider all
mankind as your relations and servants of the Most
High God.

Strive day and night that animosity and

contention may pass away from the hearts of men;
that all religions shall become reconciled and the
nations love each other; so that no racial, religious or
political prejudice may remain, and the world of hu~
manity behold God as the beginning and end of all
existence.

God has created all and all return to God.

Therefore love humanity with all your heart and soul.

If you meet a poor man, assist him; if you see the sick,
heal him; reassure the affrighted one; rende~' the cow~
ardly noble and courageous; educate the ignorant; asso~
ciate with the stranger.

Emulate God.

Consider

how kindly, how lovingly he deals with all and follow
His example.

You must treat people in accordance

with the divine precepts; 'in other words, treat them
as kindly as God treats them, for this is the greatest
attainment possible for the world of humanity.
,Abdu'l-Bah

a
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THE PATH TO TRU·TH
CORR,ItNE TR DE

Man by himself does not arrive at
peace or contentment of soul in social life.
Man, by himself, cannot comprehend things beyond his reasoning
faculty, his rational power.
These problems can be solved only
by the divine power-the Holy Spirit,-that divine power which has been
manifested many times in the history
of mankind. And when this divine
power has been focused in a human
entity upon this earth, he is the great
reliigious teacher, the mouth-piece of
God. He reveals to us the truth, relative to metaphysical, social and moral
problems.
We find that this divine power can
be revealed to the world of humanity
only through these Chosen Instruments. They are the perfect Instruments,-Mirrors reflecting the perfections, the knowledge, and the will
of God. Man is not a perfect instrument, therefore his knorwledge is not
direct from God; his is reflective
kno~uledge.
Only when awakened"born anew"-does he even romDrehend that which the Great Teachers
bestow upon mankind. It is through
this lack of understanding that man
has ever wandered from the revealed
truths, thinking himself able to arrive at truth without the medium of
a divinely appointed center.
The truths given by the Great
Divine Teachers are not human ideas
merely, ideas gained through study
and reflection,-but direct knowledge
from God, and an understanding of
the divine principles underlying divine law. They know! They reflect
as a natural quality of their being the
light and knowledge of God. They
are in themselves as Perfect Mirrors
which reflect in full perfection the
light and glory of God just in the

same way as the light, heat and
prisms of the phenomenal sun are
reflected in a clear mirror. Although
the sun shines upon the ground and
upon all things in general, yet we
cannot see, in full perfection the light
of the sun excepting in the crystalclear and fla1wless mirror.
Man not being able to know God directly, must know Him through His
perfect messengers or Manifestations.
There is but one God, and there is
necessarily but one divine Holy Spirit. Therefore it is always the same
Light which illumines humanity, the
same Light reflected in different Mirrors,-such as Abraham, M 0 s e s ,
Christ, Zoroaster, Buddha, Baha'u'llah, and' Abdu'l-Baha.
Relilgious history reveals to us the
fact that these divinely appointed religious teachers have ever' come at
a time when humanity was in its
greatest throes and revivification of
religion its greatest need. When the
Roman Empire had reached its zenith, when Greek and Roman material civilization had ended its cycle
of development and multitudes of peoples were agonizing under the Roman
yoke, thirsting for spiritual food and
for the inspired Word to guide them,
God revealed Himself in our Lord
Jesus Christ. Through Him humanity received new life, a renewed
vigor; awakened hearts responded to
His spiritual call, and material progress followed in due time.
Religion always has two aspects;
the spiritual and moral truths are
ever the same, but the laws and ordinances for material welfare, or laws
for arriving at Truth, change according to the needs of the times. Truth
is one. All these Teachers are perfect revealers of the truth, but they
do not always reveal it in the same
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degree, because they must adapt their
revelation to the evolution of each
new era. vVe base our Christian reli)gjon upon the revelations of the
Jewish prophets and teachers. Why
cannot we all be Jews ? It would be
impossible, throwing aside our belief in the Lord Jesus, to accept as our
guide today the Jewish Law as revealed for that time, even should we
take it in its purity. The world could
not now be guided by those laws.
Let us take science for instance: Can
we today be entirely guided by the
scientific discoveries of two thousand
years ago? If we believe in evolution-and we must if we are reasonable-then we recognize the fact that
this law likewise prevails regarding
religion. Did not Christ say, "I have
many things to tell you, but ye cannot
bear them now. How be it when he,
the Spirit of Truth is come, he will
guide you into all truth: for he shall
not speak of himself. . .. "
Now again in this new era, at the
time when all the world travails, when
corruption is without limit, when nations arise to destroy each other,
when modern civilization produces inventions which could practically exterminate humankina, When hatred,
antogonisms and warring factions
are everywhere apparent,-in brief,
when the human mind demonstrates
its incapacity to solve these and almost all other problems of this time,
then it is that a great need for spiritual enlilghtenment is again realized
by dissatisfied humanity.
Therefore in this day, another
great Educator has arisen. The Spirit of Tr'uth has manisfested in the
pure soul of Baha'u'IHih. God's Word
has reflected from the pure soul and
heart of Baha'u'llah. This is not in
any way a personality of God; God is
transcendental, unknowable, has no
rising or setting, no descent or ascent, is eternal in His glory and majesty, One in His being and indivisible;
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but through this Great World Teacher the perfections of God, His Will,
His love, etc., are bestowed upon the
world so that humankind may understand and foUcw the laws of the New
Age.
The truths revealed to us by Baha'u'llah contain many new teachings, but there are certain other
phases of his teachings which have
always been known. To make a correct valuation of the Baha'i Cause
we must not regard the principles
singly, but consider them in their
synthetic connection as a whole.
It would be quite impossible to
enumerate all of the spiritual and
esmeric principles; they should be
studied and meditated upon with a
whole-hearted desire to know the
truth, and with mind and heart free
from all prejudice. Both Baha'u'llah
and 'Abdu'l-Baha have left these instructions in their revealed writings,
some of which have been translated
into various languages.
According to the declarations of
man- there are four criterions and
standards of human knowledge.
First, sense perception. This is
limited-for instance the eye sees a
mirage as a lake of water, but there
is no reality to it. A whirling torch
makes a circle of fire, yet we realize
there is but one torch. In brief the
senses are continually deceived, and
we are unable to separate that which
is reality from that which is not.
Second, reason. Among the Greeks
and Romans, the criterion of knowledge was reason,-that whatever can
be proved and accepted by reason
must necessarily be admitted as true.
If reason is the perfect standard, why
are opinions at variance, and why do
philosophers disagree so completely
with each other? This is a clear
proof that reason is not to be relied
upon as an infallible proof. Great
discoveries of former centuries are
continually upset or discarded by the
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wise men of today. Mathematicians,
astronomers, chemical scientists, continually dis~pprove and reject conclusions of the 2.ncients. Nothing is
fixed, nothing final.
Third, religious traditions. These
are the report and record of understanding and interpreting of the
Holy Books. This is done by analysis
of human reason. When reading the'
book of God the faculty of comprehension by which we form conclusions is reason. Reason is mind. In
its very nature it is finite and faulty
in conclusions. It cannot surround
the Reality itself-the infiinite Word.
As the source of traditions and interpretations is human reason, and it is
fautly, how can man depend upon its
findings?
.
F 0 u r t h criterion, inspiration.
What is inspiration? It is the influx
of the human heart. But what are

satanic promptings that afflict man?
They are the influx of the heart also.
The question is, how shall we diflerentiate? How shall we know whether
we are following inspiration from
God or satanic promptings of the human soul?
These are the only existing criterions or avenues of knowledge, and all
of them are limited.
What then remains? To obtain
knowledge of reality by the breaths
of the Holy Spirit, which is life and
knowledge itself. Through it the human mind is quickened and fortified
and arrives at perfect knowledge and
true conclusions.
This then is the proof of the need
of the Manifestations or perfect Mirrors. They breathe the Holy Spirit
into the world and cause the renewal
of all the latent godly qualities within
man's being.

WORLD UNITY CONFERENCES
The following series of World Unity Conferences have been arranged
under the auspices 'of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the
United Startes and Canada. They are designed to assist in the focusing of
the spiritual forces which alone can bring humanity through its complex
problems :'
Rochester, N. Y.,
Buffalo, N. Y.,
Cleveland, Ohio,
Boston, Mass.,
Day ton, Ohio,
Chicago, Il1.,

October
October
November
December
January
January

21-22.
23-24.
26-28.
10-12.
16-17.
20-24.

Washington, D. C.,
New York City,
Springfield, Mass.,
Montreal, Canada,

February 20-22.
February 26-28.
March 27-28.
April 24-28.
Toronto, Canada, and Detroit, Mich., following the Montreal program. Dates to
be announced.
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THE UNITY OF LIFE
ALBERT DURRANT' WATSON
Dr. Watson the well known author, philosopher and poet of Toronto, Canada, passed
into the eteT~al life On May 3, 1926. He wa.'] best known to the Bah6/i 1uoTld tor his
beautiful poem, "The Dream of God."-Edito,'.

To be real, to be true, to be justessentially alive and regenerate.
To be strong! To realize that we
are not mere thinking machines
draped in cloth. To know that we
are divinely made, creartors of character, free, eternal. To realize power.
To hitch Niagaras to our plow. To
enslave the forces of the flood. To
harness rthe winds and'ride upon the
storm. To exploit the sun's light
and wrap its heat about our hearts.
To cultivate imagination. To have
wings and soar. To make new heavens and e~wths, and people them with
glory-robed divinities and not with
shades enshrouded with fear and
gloom.
To cherish grea,t ideals. To be
true rto our own souls. To love our
friends ,tenderly. To be just to all.
To breathe kindliness, peace and serenity amid the unrest and unhappiness o'n all sides.
And, oh, to dream of love,-the
love of God. To join the music of
the universal choir. To love as God
loves. To be creative and free. To
sweep stalgnant waters into the
stream of life. To refuse to shult up
the toil and happiness of the poor in
our privarte bank. To decline to make
a morass of any human heart. To
be poise to the restless, comrade to
the lonely, working partner to the
weary. To be patient in the face of
all discouragemellits. To rise to altitudes where Love makes vicarious
restitution to the dispossessed of all
that selfishness has usurped.
To
make our daily lives-ourselvessufficient evidence that there is no
wealth but love.
To know that the life of all men

D,' . .fllbeTt DUTrant Watson

is derived from one Source. To feel
the unity of life. To realize humani,ty as one. To see that diversity
should not separate us but should
unite us. That other gifts and faiths,
customs and views, are not exclusive
but supplementary. To see that if
we were divested of our prejudices
we should hardly know each other
apart. To perceive that another's
opinion should not breed impatience,
or prejudice or repugnance. To consent to the obvious fact that as diversity enriches nature, so also it
should enhance the interest of human
nature and suggest our unity in God.
So let our lives be filled with harmony and power. Let love speak
from our eyes, may our touch comfort and heal our voices, breathe the
music of rest. But this can be ,only
by communion with the Divine
Friend, the Eternally Beloved. But
Jooking to the heavens for vision, appealing to the heavens for strength, '
we €hall always receive the uplift of
the Father's power.
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UNION OF THE EAST AND WEST
THE MARRIAGE OF S. ALl YAZDI AND
MISS MARION C.l\RPENTER
SHAHN AZ W AITE
We ar-e depar-ting somewhat fr-om our- editor-ial policy to give space to the following
-inter-esting news. We do so because the mar-r-iage is a significant one fr-om many points of
view, especially as it means another- union 01 the East and West. Both ar-dent Bah6/-is
and both cultwred ear-nest students, the union of these two brilliant young people must
s-urely result in an enlc~r-ged field 01 ser·vice. Such souls demonstrate the love, unity,
kindness, fellowship and divine worship of tr-ue Balui'is.-Editor-.

A marriage of deepest interest to
Baha'is in general and most unique
in its nature in that it manifested the
union of "East and West," the Orient
and Occident,-together with the
combined Baha'i and Episcopal marriage service, occured on August 31,
at 4.30 p. m. in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Carpenter, of Santa Paula
Calif., when their youngest daughter
Marion Bernice Carpenter became the
wife of Ali Yazdi,-son of Mr. and
Mrs. H. M. Yazdi of Port Said, Egypt
and nephew of Ahmad Yazdi, the sonin-law of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
These two radiant young Baha'is
were both members of Mrs. Kathryn
Frankland's "Baha'i Junior Class," in
Berkeley while students at the University of California, and are well
known among the Baha'is of the
West. The bride is a :graduate of
Stanford University of California,
and the groom a graduate of the
American College at Beirut, Syria,
and has taken post graduate work at
the University of Berlin, and the University of California.
The Baha'i wedding service from
the words of 'Abdu'l-Baha, was most
beautifully and impressively read by
Mrs. Kathryn Frankland, who preceeded the bride and her father, with
the bride's maid and best man, as
they entered the room, to the strains
of Mendelssohn's wedding march, and

joined the groom with the Rev. Lloyd
M. Smith, the Episcopal minister,
who stood before the embanked fireplace, lilghted with yellow candles;
Mrs. Frankland taking her place beside the minister where she stood
throughout the two services. The
words of 'Abdu'l-Baha, which she
read, on the sacredness· of marriage,
the eternality of the spiritual union,
through divine love and the nature
of the home that the newly married
couple should strive to establish dedicated to God and His service, bore
with them a confirming power that
was felt and realized by all present,
many of whom were not of the Baha!i
faith. After the closing prayer from
the pen of Baha'u'llah, the Episcopal
service was read by Dr. Smith. All
during the services the Baha'i Benediction was softly played by the musicians in .an adj oining room. It
sounded like celestial strains from the
Eternal Kinigdom.
A musical program preceeded the
nuptials, Miss Eleanor Powell of
BrookJine, Mass., rendered exqui's,itely Litz' ,immort,al "Liebestraum"(Song of Love) which was followed
by two cello and piano numbers, after
which the wedding march announced
the approach of the bridal party.
The spirit of radiant joy and happiness which illumined the faces of
these two "children 'of the kingdom"
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Mr. and Mrs. S. A.li Yazdi, recently married at Santa Paula, Califor·nia.

was indeed beautiful to see, and this
union of the East and West-Persia
and America, so truly Baha'i in its
nature may, we all pray be one that
will bind together with stronger ties
of spiritual oneness, not only these
ardent, dedicated Bahit'i hearts, but
the two countries, and that the future
home of these earnest believers may
be, as 'Abdu'l-Bahit has so perfectly
expressed it-"A nest and shelter for

the birds of the Kingdom and a house
and dwelling for the meeting place of
the spiritual ones. Know that in every
home where God is praised and
prayed to and His kingdom proclaimed, that home is a garden of
God and the paradise of His happiness." May they ever dwell in this
paradise and continue in service to
the Glorious Cause so dear to their
hearts.

Regarding the question of matrimony: Know thou that the command of
marriage is eternal. It will never be changed or alter.ed. This is divine
creation and there is not the slightest possibility that change or alteration
affect this divine creation (marriage).
'Abdu'l-Baha.

The marriage of Baha'is means that the man and woman must become spiritually and physically united, so that they may have eternal unity throurghout
all the divine worlds, and improve the spiritual life of each other.
,Abdu'l-Baha.

2:30
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ESPERANTO-WHY IT IS SUCCEEDING
EDW ARD W. PHARO, JR.
President of Philadelphia Esperanto Society.
May not the marvelous power and succe>'s which Esperanto is showing
both in theory and practice all over the world, be recognized as due to the
working in and through this wonderful instr~~ment fm' intercommunication
hood? A New Age is dawning for the world in wh'ich the power of God is
not this one of its iiwtruments?-Editor.

There Is Obvious Need for An International Language :-Since the
confusion of tongues at the Tower of
Babel men have been kept apart by
inahility to understand one another.
In this enlightened age the absence of
a common speech is an absurd anachronism.
Esperanto Does Not Propose to
Displace the Mother TonJgues, But to
Supplement Them :-N ational languages are too deeply rooted in the
affections, the traditions and the literature to be displaced, nor is it desirable that they should be.
Esperanto, "the Latin of Democracy," Is the "Least Common Multiple
of European Languages." :-Threefourths of the root words are found
in the leading European tongues.
From Its Close Relation to the
Common Factors of Other Languages
It Follows That Esperanto Is Exceedingly Easy to Learn by Any Educated Person :-As at least 70 per
cent. of all Esperanto roots are already found in English, the demand
upon the memory is far less than in
the case of other languages.
Its Grammar Is Almost Incredibly
Simple :-Only sixteen rules and no
exceptions.
By Means of a Most· Ingenious
System of Prefixes, Suffixes and Root
Combinations, Esperanto Is Capable
of Expressing Shades of Meaning
With Great Delicacy and Precision:-

,in its appeaZ
divine power
and brotherworking. Is

Its system of word formation gives
to the student who has learned merely
a few hundred roots a practically unlimited number of instantly understood words.
Esperanto Has Eiliminated Nearly
All of the Many Difficulties Which
Are Found in the Study of Other
Languages :-No irregular verbs, no
irregular plurals or genders in nouns,
and most words show to what part of
speech they belong (nouns, adjectives, etc.), by their endings.
It Is More Fitted for International
U se Than English, French or Any
Other National Tonlgue:-(l) Its
precision makes misunderstandings
unlikely. (2) It is not tinctured with
those peculiarities of idiom, psychology and even prejudice which naturally arouse resentment among foreIgners. (3) The adoption of anyone
of these national tongues for international use would confer such a
prestige-political, diplomatic, commercial and cultural-upon one certain group of nations as to be absolutely intolerable to others.

It Helps the Student to a Better
Understanding of His Own Language. It Reduces the Study of
Grammar to Its E.ssentials :-An
English governmental commission reporting most favorably upon this aspect of Esperanto said that the students study not only a grammar but
grammar.

In Contrast to the More Than One
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Hundred Attempts at an International Language Esperanto Has Attained a Wide Success and Developed
a Literature :-More than 5000 books
have appeared and there are at least
eighty magazines published wholly or
partly in Esperanto.

It Is An Excellent Stepping-Stone
to the Study of Foreign Languages:
-Dr. D. O. S. Lowell, Master Emeritus of the RoX!bury Latin School,
(Boston, . Mass.), has repeatedly
shown that the study of Esperanto is
the best preparation for Latin or a
modern language. A single example
from England: A class of girls who
had given three terms to French, preceeded by a term of Esperanto, had
a better knowledge of the national
laI1lguage than was had by a parallel
class of similar girls who had given
all four terms to French.
Already Many of the Best Works
of the World's Literature Have Been
Translated Into Esperanto :-Moreover, there is becoming available in
Esperanto many literary products of
small nations', which are not ordinarily translated into other languages,
due partly to the great cost of the
many editions necessary. This also
explains why books for the blind, all
in large raised type and therefore
bulky and costly, are being "printed"
in Esperanto, for the number of blind
people in any country is always relatively small.
It Helps the Traveler :-The "Universala Esperanto-Asocio" and many
tourist .clubs spread the knowledge
and use of the language by bringing
one in contact with intelligent people. Instead ofrestrictin!g his conversation to the "business English"
of shop-keepers, waiters and ticketsellers, or to a more or less imperfect
knowledge of a tongue which at best
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may be unknown across another
boundary line, the Esperanto meets
the whole world on the basis of a linguistic equality that is unknown and
even impossible where a national tongue is the medium. The actual experience of thousands of tourists,
students and commercial travelers is
unanimous upon this point. "If you
speak a foreign language ever so well,
you remain a foreigner; but if you
speak Esperanto, you are welcome as
one of the family."

It Fa'cili,tates Commercial Relations :-A single pamphlet or catalog
in Esperanto may replace a halfdozen in other languages. Many of
the great European trade fairs have
been for several years issuing their
circularsin Esperanto.
At least
twenty Chambers of Commerce in
Europe have endorsed the lanJguage.
It Greatly Helps in International
Conferences :r-JWithEsperantoinuse,
interpreters are unnecessary, and, in
consequence, misunderstandings and
loss of time are avoided. World Congresses in which Esperanto was the
sole language used have been held by
Red Cross nurses, teachers, railway
and post-office employees, physicians,
editors, radio amateurs, scientists and
commercial men, and by Roman
Catholics, Spiritualists, Theosophists,
Baha'ists, vegetarians, peace workers and socialists. Many of these
groups are regularly organized, using
Esperanto solely in their communications and at their yearly conferences.
At such gatherings it is a common remark that, due largely to the noticeable uniformity of pronunciation, the
sense' of nationality completely disappears and is all but forgotten!
And sometimes more than forty different nations are represented there.
It Promotes Human Brotherhood
and World Peace :-It does this by
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making communication easier and
understanding more complete, thus
developing a sense of world solidarity.
It Is Bein!g Introduced More and
More Into Schools and Colleges :-In
Boston University, Columbia University, University of' Minnesota,
Stanford University, Vassal' College,
and in many schools courses in Esperanto have already been established. In many public sehool systems
in Europe the study of Esperanto is
a regular part of the curriculum, even
compulsory, as i,s the case in Geneva.

A. Regularly Organized Academy'
Has Charge of the Development o"f
the Language, the Preparation of
Technical Vocabularies and the Introduction of New \'Yords. This Prevents Capricious Changes by Individuals : Evidence of Its Growing and Widespread Use Is Seen in the Report of
the Lea1gue of Nations (1922) by
Vlhich Esperanto Vl as Estimated as
Among the First Half Dozen of the
Languages of the \Vorld That are in
International Use :-It has received
the approval of the Red Cross 1 the
International Association of Radio
Amateurs, Universal T e leg I' a ph
Union and almost a score of other associations of an international character.

Through Radio Esperanto Is Being
Spread In This Country and Much
::.\10re Extensively in Europe, 'Where
the Need Is More Acutely Felt :-Owing to the well-defined character of
the Esperanto vo"\vels, the language
Esperanto Is More Than an Idealis much more easily understood over ist's Dream; It Is a Successful Reality of Growing Ir1lportance.
the radio than English.

CONSIDER the harmful effect of discord and dissension in a family; then
reflect upon the favors and hles.sings which descend upon that family when unity
exists among its various members. What incalculable benefits and blessings
would descend upon the great human family if unity and hrotherhood were
established! In this century when the beneficent results of unity and the ill
effects of discord are ·so clearly apparent, the means for the attainment and
accompli-shment of human fellowship have appeared in the world. His Holiness
. Baha'u'IHih has proclaimed and provided the way by which ho.stility and dis·sension may be removed from the human wOTId'. He has left no ground' or possibility
for strife and disagreement. Fir·st he has proclaimed the oneness of mankind
and specialized religions teachings for existing human conditions.
'Abdu'I-Baha.
,

il

RIGINALL Y mankind was one family, united and compact; later the
members of this happy family were di~~ vided and subdivided through ignorance and prejudice; Now the time has
come again for their final unification. Universal peace will bring about this long-wished-for consummation.
Once the Parliament of Man is established and its constituent parts organized, the
governments of the world having entered
into a covenant of eternal friendship will
have no need of keeping large standing armies and navies. A few battalions to preserve internal order, and· an international
police to keep the highways of the seas
clear, are all that will be necessary. Then
these huge sums will be diverted to other
more useful channels, pauperism will disappear, knowledge will increase, the victories
of peace will be sung by poets and bards,
knowledge will improve the conditions, and
mankind will be rocked in the cradle of felicityand bliss. Then, whether a government is constitutional or republican, hereditary monarchy or democratic, the rulers will
devote their time to the prosperity of their
nations, the legislation of just and sane law
and the fostering of closer and more amicable relations with their neighbors - thus
will the world of humanity become a miro
reflecting the virtues and attributes of the
Kingdom of God.
'Abdu'l-Bah<i

Left, Dr. Susa.n 1. Moody; right, Miss ETizrobeth Ste·wart, the faithful
Bahd'i nurse who served with Dr. ]vloody in Tihrrin .. Persia, and who, died
recently in Philadelphia. (See page 263).
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"God has desired for mankind the effulgence of love, but through
blindness and misapprehension man has enveloped himself in veils of
discord, strife and hatred."
,Abdu'l-Baha.
"I HAVE NOT yet seen anyone
who does not want the peace of the
world. Where is the man who wants
another war? If we find such a man
we should mark him as the enemy of
mankind. . . . This has become the
burning, crucial question of the moment,-can swords be beaten into
ploughshares."
Thus speaks Dr.
Moses R. Lovell of Washington, D. C.,
in an Armistice sermon, his ringing
words spread near and far by those
invisible messengers of the air, radiowaves.
Yes, all want peace. The problem
is, how Clm it be attained? By new
combinations and alliances of races?
By treaties between nations ?By
agreements between masses of humanity to lilnit armaments and end
war? It were well if by such means
universal peace could be established,
and right quickly. But a change must
come iirstjn the units that make up
humanity. Peace must come to the
heart of each individual before peace
can come to the world.. For while the
psychology of masses or groups has
often been below the level of the individuals composing them, seldom and
only at rare intervals has the group
risen above the level of idealism
which controlled the individual.
"PEACE on Earth to men of goodwill," is the more accurate translation
of the angel-song which ushered in

Christ's birth. Peace cannot come to
men of ill-uy;ZZ, or men or to nat'ions
in which aggression and exploitation
are the predominant traits.
Rabindranath Tagore, in a recent
ringing message broadcasted to the
world through the Associated Press,
says that Europe can never succeed
in bringing war to an end when its
motive for such attempts is simply
dread of the effects of war. The positive quality of the love of mankind
must prevail before universal peace
will be established. And Buddha, Tagore's greate,st compatriot, over two
thousand years ago said, "Verily, not
by hatred does hatred cease. Only by
love does hatred [and its outer manifestation, strife] cease."
AS INDIVIDUALS we are prone
to contentiousness, to aggressiveness,
to that spirit of egotism which produces strife. How difficult to steer
peacefully through the manifold complexities of human contacts and association, whether in the business, the
social, or the family life! It is here,
in the daily life, that we must make
the conquest over war. As individuals
we must spiritualize our natures until
the habit of aggression falls away
from us as a garment which is discarded. For just so long as we, acting as individuals, express anger,
selfishness, and strife in our relation
with other individuals, so long shall
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we as the human race express that
now dreaded and cataclysmic strife
between nations which we call war.
Somehow, in some way, the spirit of
strife and contention must be replaced by the spirit of harmony, of
love, of cooperation.

though the life of nations unrolls its
scroll more slowly than that of individuals, the same lessons may be read
therein. Is it a mere coincidence that
the only race which has survived and
maintained its Civilization intact since
the beginning of history, the Chinese,
have been the most peace-loving
A STRONG AID to such a prog- people of the world, a people whose
ress toward peace is the realization national as well as individual philosthat victory won by force is seldom ophy has been based upon an intellieffective. In fact, so ineffective is it gent appreciation of the wonderful
that one could hazard the generaliza- law of harmony?
Is it a mere coincidence that Egypt,
tion that victory won by force, whether as between individuals or between while it remained peaceful, lived
races, is in reality a defeat. For the through two milleniums of what was
vibrations of strife, having once been perhaps the most evenly prosperous
established, continue until the victor· and happy, as well as scientifically the
is himself, if not reconquered, at least greatest, civilization the world has
worn down, exhausted, and finally known until the present day? And
ruined. In other words, a forcible that then, within a few centuries
victory in which one party triumphs after that epoch in which the thirst
selfishly and aggressively over an- for conquest led the former peaceother party produces never any good loving Egyptians into adventures
after empire, Egypt fell into foreign
to anyone.
military
hands, never again to raise
"He that taketh the sword shall
perish by the sword," is a statement its head in liberty?
Is it a mere accident that Assyria,
of the deepest psychological as well as
fiercest
and bloodiest of conquerors,
spiritual truth. How often have we
devoting
the art of metallurgy to inseen families or individuals consumtroducing
the new and more deadly
ing their very health and happiness in
contention one with another. Has metal iron into warfare, flourished
anything but sorrow resulted from for a brief period of a hundred and
such strife, no matter which side was fifty years and then fell to the dust,
overcome and even obliterated by her
the victor?
foes, so that of her proud cities not
Edgar Lee Masters, in his Spoon one stone remained upon another, and
River Anthology, hints at those her people became a byword and a
stranlge inner forces which even up
mock?
the score of grudges and bring sorrow and retribution upon the apSUCH IS THE lesson history reads
parently successful exploiter, aggres- us. And now, in the twentieth censor, and tyrant. Yes, it is a law more tury he who runs may also read, so
inevitable than that of the Medes and collosal are the words of warning,
Persians, that "as you mete out, so "mene, mene," traced by the finger of
shall it be measured unto you." Real Destiny upon the wall. Conquest
success, real victory, real happiness does not pa,y, though it should bring
and prosperity are based upon a har- ba,ck to us a,U the wea,lth of the
monious adjustment of difficulties, Indies. The Great Illusion, that war
upon a generous sense of justice, upon is the maker of national success, is
magnanimity, and cooperation. And being psychologized out of the mass-
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mind by the terrific, even if utterly
materialistic, fact,-that the present
weapons of wholesale destruction,
not to mention the unavowed secrets
of military chemistry and science, are
such that between victor and vanquished, by the end of another world
war, there would be little left to
cho,)St; t
MAY THE WORLD wake up from
its militaristic nightmare! May it
recover from its war-madness before
the frenzy of another universal combat make holocaust of humanity:
Over sixty years ago Baha!u'lhih
sent his message of Peace to the
crowned heads of the world, "Let not
a man glory in this, that he loves his
country; let him rather glory in this,
that he loves his kind." The brotherhood of man, based on the knowledge
of the One God, and on the love for
Him and the love for one another,
above race and above creed,-this
was his message, and this is the mes-
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sage that Baha'is the world over are
seeking to spread.
JUST AS Buddhism brought universal peace to India; just as the
teachings of Christ made one the myriad races and sects of the Roman
Empire as well as of barbaric Europe; just as Islam united into a powerful brotherhood the most diverse
races and nationalities and warring
tribes, until a peace was established
from India to Spain such as enabled
members of the Faith to journey in
perfect safety throughout all this vast
region; so now a world religion such
as the Baha'i, uniting all nations and
peoples into one universal brotherhood, would prove the most effective,
may prove the only effective, way of
substituting for aggression the spirit
of cooperation; for inter-racial distrust and hatreds, inter-racial harmony and love; and for the red glare
of war, the golden glow of that Most
Great Peace, the Kingdom of God.

INASMUCH as the foundation of the religions of God is one
reality which is love and amity, these warfares and dissensions are

caused by imitations which creep in afterwards. Religion is a reality
and reality is one. The fundamentals of the religions of God are
one in reality. There is no difference in the fundamentals. The
difference is caused by the imitations which arise later, and inasmuch
as imitations differ, strife, discord and quarreling take place. If
the religions of this time should forsake imitations and seek the
fundamentals, an of them would agree and strife and discord would
pass away. For reality is one and not multiple.-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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UNIVERSAL PEACE
Excerpts from the Writings of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
TODAY in the world of humanity
the most important matter is the
question of universal peace. The
realization of this principle is the crying need of the time.
Self-interest is at the bottom of
every war. . . . The moral effect of
the expenditures of these colossal
suins of money for military purposes
is just as deteriorating as the actual
war and its train of dreadful carnage
and horrors. The ideal and artistic
forces of the contending parties become barbaric and bestial, the spiritual powers are stunted and the laws
of divine civilization are disregarded.
Such a financial drain ossifies the
veins and muscles of the body-politic,
and congeals the delicate sensibilities
of the spirit.
There is not the least doubt that the
nation or the government which puts
forward an extraordinary effort in
the promotion of universal peace, will
be encircled with divine confirmations, and will be the obj ect of honor
and respect among all the inhabitants
of the earth, Such an aGtion will become conducive to the prosperity and
well-being of mankind. (Star of the
West, Vol. 5, p. li5.)
EVERY CENTURY holds the solution of one predominating problem.
Although there may be many problems, yet one of the innumerable
problems will loom large and become
the most important of aIL
In the past century the most important question that occupied the
mind of man was the establishment
of political freedom, and this aim was
more or less spread broadcast. But in
this luminous century the greatest
bestowal 01- the world of humanity is
universal peace, which must be

founded so that the realm of creation may obtain composure; . . . .
As long as this sentiment has not become the light of the assemblages of
the world of humanity, eternal prosperity will not be obtained and estrangement will not be changed into
good fellowship. Like unto a spirit,
this ideal must run and circulate
through the veins and arteries. of the
body of the world. . . .
According to the incontrovertible
teachings of Baha'u'llah and his irrefutable commands, the Baha'is must
interest themselves and be ever ready
to give up even their lives in the furtherance of all the international problems which are the fruits of good intention and based on the principle of
the oneness of the world of humanity,
especially the question of universal
peace. They are ever ready and prepared to serve. Unquestionably up to
this time more than twenty thousand
people have hastened towards the
arena of martyrdom for the promotion of these teachings of Baha'u'llah.
They have sacrificed their possessions,
wealth and lives. (Star of the West,
Vol. 7, p. 136.)
TODAY there is no greater glory
for man than that of service in the
cause of the Most Great Peace, for
peace is light, whereas war is darkness. Peace is life, whereas war is
death. Peace is guidance, whereas
war is misguidance. Peace is the
foundation of God, war is the satanic
institution. Peace is conducive to the
illumination of the world of humanity, whereas war is the destroyer of
the human foundation. . . .
Consider how the human world is
ever restless because of war. Peace
is health, whereas war is illness.
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When the banner of truth is raised,
peace becomes the cause of the welfare and well-being of the human
world. In all cycles and all ages war
has been a factor of discomfort,
whereas peace and amity have been
conducive to comfort and welfare; especially in this century, because in
former centuries warfare did not attain to the savagery which now characterizes it. It two powers or natiom; waged war against each other,
at most ten thousand or twenty thousand would be sacrificed, but in this
century if war be declared in one day
it is possible to do away with one hundred thousand human souls, for decisive instrnments of destruction have
been invented with which it is possible to destroy a country in an hour.
It is possible to render non-existent a
whole nation in a day. So perfected
has become the science of war, results
tod!1.y cannot be compared with results in the past ages. It is a certain
law of being that for every phenomenal thing there is a consummation,
and because the instruments of war
have attained this thoroughness and
perfection, it is hoped that now they
will be transformed for peaceful purposes. (Star of the West, Vol. 3, No.
8, p. 14.)
SIXTY YEARS ago His Holiness
Baha'u'llah was in Persia. Seventy
years ago His Holiness the· Bab appeared. The institutions of these
blessed souls were for international
peace and love among mankind. They
put forth efforts with their lives and
souls in order to bring together divergent people, until no strife should
remain, no rancor or hatred prevail.
. . . You must consort with each other and associate with one another in
perfect amity and accord, for He pronounced religious prejudice, racial
prejudice, patriotic prejudice and political prejudice to be the destroyers
of the body-politic. You must look at
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the oneness which exists in humanity.
Originally you belong to the same
household. You are the servants of
the same God. You are all of human
kind and it is becoming that you
should be in the state of utmost love.
You must emulate the institutions of
God and shun satanic promptings, for
the divine bestowals are ever conducive to unity and accord, whereas satanic promptings call man to strife
and war. . . .
His Holiness Baha'u'llah was imprisoned and endured the utmost persecution. Finally he was exiled from
Persia to lVlesopotamia; from Baghdad he was sent to Roumelia and
from Roumelia he was banished to the
prison of' Akka. Through all these
ordeals day and night did He strive,
proclaiming the oneness of humanity
and promUlgating the Most Great
Peace. From the prison of 'Akka he
addressed all the kings and crowned
heads of the earth. He wrote lengthy
letters to them, summoning all of
them to international peace, expressly
and explicitly stating that the Most
Great Peace shall hoist its banner.
The powers of the earth cannot withstand it, for it is one of the privileges
and bestowals of this great and glorious century. It is an exigency of
the time. Man' can withstand anything except that which is divinely indicated for the time and its exigencies. (Star of the West, Vol. 3, No.
8, p. 14.)
HOW IS universal peace to be established? By the education of the
public with the sentiments of peace.
Today the full realization of universal
peace is the panacea of every disease.
. . . This military and naval expenditure is a great disease. . . . The
remedy of this disease is through universal peace. This will insure public
safety. Today that which is the cause
of dispersion is war. If the nations
enter into a faithful agreement to
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leave off all warlike preparation at
once, they shall secure for themselves
and their posterity eternal welfare.
They shall become freed from every
difficulty and international confusion.
This end must be obtained through
the development of the intellects and
the inculcation of peaceful ideals in
all the institutions of modern civilization. (Compilation, Peace and War,
p. 130.)

THE FIRST principle Baha'u'llah
urged was the independent investigation of truth. . . . The second principle of Baha. 'u'llah proclaims the oneness of the human race. . . . The
third principle of the religion of
Baha'u'l1ah is in regard to international peace. There must be peace
between the fatherlands; peace between the religions. In this period of
evolution the world of humanity is in
danger. Every war is against the
good pleasure of the Lord of mankind. Man is the edifice of God. War
destroys the divine edifice. Peace is
the stay of life, war the cause of
death. If an active, actual peace is
brought about, the human world will
attain to the utmost serenity and
composure. Wolves will be transformed into lambs, devils into angels
and terrors into divine splendors in
less thim the twinkling of an eye.
(Star of the West, Vol.A, p. 5.)

conferred upon him mind; He has
given him perception; He has given
him the faculty of memory, the faculty of discrimination; He has endowed him with keen perceptions, the
five senses. With all His good gifts
to man which were to make him the
manifestations of virtues, which were
to make him as a radiant candle,
which were to make him a source of
life, which were to make him an
agent of constructiveness, shall we
now destroy this great edifice of God?
Shall we destroy to its very foundation this great body-social or politic?
. . . . There is no baser state than
that of the ferocious type. There is
no greater degradation for man than
this. There is no worse debasement
than the battlefield. It is the cause of
the wrath of God. It is the cause of
the destruction of the foundations of
man: (Compilation, Peace and War,
p. 30,)

THE CONFERENCE on International Arbitration and Peace is one
of the greatest results of this great
age. This brilliant century has no
likeness and similitude in the history
of man. From every standpoint it is
distinguished above all other centuries. It is specialized with such excellencies that the shining star of the
heavenly confirmations shall gleam
from the horizon of this century upon
all the future cycles and periods. One
MAN IN this world is the edifice of of the most extraordinary events of
God. He is not a human edifice. If this time, which indeed is a miracle
you destroy an edifice built by man, is the founding of the oneness of thi~
the owner of the house will feel grief realm of humanity and its essential
indeed and will feel wrathy against branches, such as universal peace and
you. How much more when man is the unity of the different nations in
destroying an edifice founded by God. this arena of existence. (Star of the
Undoubtedly he deserves the wrath of West., Vo!. 2, No. 15, p. 4.)
God.
FURTHERMORE, the most imporGod has created man noble. God tant issue of the day is that which
has created man a dominant factor in concerns international peace and arbicreation. He has specialized man tration; and universal peace is imwith particular bestowals. He has possible without universal suffrage.
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Children are educated by the women.
The mother bears the troubles of rearing the child. She undergoes the ordeals of birth and training. Therefore, it is most difficult for mothers to
send to the battlefield their dear ones,
their offspring upon whom they have
lavished such love and care. Consider,
a child reared and trained twenty
years by a mother. How many nights
she has passed sleepless; how many
days restless and anxious! With the
utmost difficulty she has brought him
.to the age of maturity. How difficult
then it is to sacrifice him upon the
battlefield. These mothers, therefore,
will not sanction war, nor be satisfied
with it. So it will come to pass that
when womankind partakes fully and
equally in the affairs of the world, in
the great arena of laws and politics,
war will cease; for woman will prove
the obstacle or hindrance to it. This
is certain and without doubt. (Star
of the West, Vol. 3, No. 8, p. 19.)
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her natural and supposed interests. . . Hence it seems the I)nly solution
lies in universal disarmament on the
part of the nations.
When we speak of universal peace,
we mean that all the governments
must change their fleets of battleships
and dreadnaughts to a mighty fleet of
merchant-marine, plying the oceans
of the world, uniting the distant
shores and interweaving the commercial, intellectual and moral forces of
mankind. . . . Now the question of
disarmament must be put into practice by all the nations and not only
by one or two. Consequently the advocates of peace must strive day and
night, so that the individuals of every
country· may become peace-loving,
public opinion may gain a strong and
permanent footing, and day by day
the army of international peace be
increased, complete disarmament be
realized and the flag of universal conciliation be waving on the summit
of the mountains of the earth. (Star
of the West, Vol. 5, p. 115.)

BYA GENERAL agreement all the
governments of the world must disarm simultaneously. It will not do if
THIS IS the day in which war and
one lays down its arms and the others
contention
shall be forgotten. This is
refuse to do so. The nations of the
the
day
in
which
nations and governworld must concur with each other
ments
will
enter
into
an eternal bond
concerning this sumpremely important subject,thus they may abandon of amity and conciliation. This centogether the deadly weapons of hu- tury is the fulfillment of the promised
man slaughter. As long as one na- century. This day is the dawn of the
tion increases her military and naval appearances of the glorious visions of
budget, another nation will be forced past prophets and sages. (Star of
into this crazed competition through the West, Vol. 4, p. 98.)

There is no greater or more woeful ordeal in the world of
humanity today than impending war. Therefore international
peace is a crucial necessity.
'Abdu'l-Baha
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PEACE FIRST WITHIN
DALE S. COLE

"Any movement which brings about peace and agreement is truly a
divine movement. . . ."The fundamentals of religion a,re intended to
unify and bind together; their purpose is universal, eve1'lasting peciCe."
,Abdu'l-BaM.
NIVERSAL, everlasting peace! seems difficult and remote, however
How difficult it is for our hu- desirable, does not become an intiman minds to grasp even a mate thing. It is held at arm's
small portion of what these words length. We may devote our lives to
mean. The world has never known its prop:mlgation but if we do not ex~
peace except in a small degree and in perience some influence from it in our
isolated instances. There has always own lives, the fire of devotion smoulbeen a struggle. Roosevelt said that ders.
It was only through struggles that we
May there not be in the idea of
passed on to better things. In nature, universal peace, some morsel which
the inexorable law of the survival of each of us can appropriate into our
the fittest seems to work ruthlessly. lives whereby we may live "more
We have little experience on which to abundantly," more effectively, and
base an appreciation of universal, more in accordance with the teachings
everlasting peace.
of the Manifestations of God? The
Peace does not presuppose the idea of universal peace is so tremenstunting of character by eliminating dous and far reaching that phases of
all those things which try our mettle, it become lost in the resplendence of
which stimulate us to' strive, which the whole. Peace among nations, ininspire achievement. Peace to the in- dustrial peace, racial peaCe, religious
dividual is a state of consciousness peace-these are the aspects that ocwherein he acts in accordance with cur to us quite logically. They mean
God's will for him, complete compli- so much to all. These are stupenance, radiant acquiescence; a state dous conceptions, but is there not hidwherein he works joyously to over- den away in their immensity a sugcome obstacles; a state where he de- gestion of personal, individual peace?
rives satisfaction from doing, for If every individual were completely at
deeds express the man. Gold is re- peace within himself how difficult it
fined by fire, metal is tempered and would be to stir up strife of any sort!
shaped by heat and working; treat- And so, may not the great idea of uniment which revolutionizes the struc- versal peace be contingent on an inture of the metal within.
ner individual peace "which passeth
Is it not quite natural, then, to feel understanding" but which by the
that universal peace would be an un- grace of God, is attainable? Continbelievedly precious blessing but one gent in so far as anything is continhard to attain and remote? It is one gent upon the thoughts or acts of huof those things pleasant to vision but man beings.
extremely difficult to achieve. The
Plutarch said that many things
obstacles are, apparently so great, which could not be overcome as a
that many despair, but we have the whole yield themselves up when taken
a'ssurance that "the Most Great little by little. If peace steals into a
Peace" shall come. Any object which being, here and there, its leaven will
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be potent to influence humanity in
time, then universal peace will be a
reality. Such things may happen
quickly or take ages. Is it not possible that this is the way-to achieve
individual peace and well being.first?
Will we not then be better able to
promulgate universal peace? We certainly will be more effective. Conquer the seemingly impossible and
tremendous task, little by little, in ail
intimate way which will fire the soul
by first hand knowledge and experience and the joy of achievement.
"All created beings," 'Abdu'l-Baha
tells us, "are dependent upon peace
and coordination for every contingent
and phenomenal being is a composition of distinct elements. As long as
there is affinity and cohesion among
these constituent elements strength
and life are manifest. . ... " Peace,'
coordination, affinity and cohesion
sult in strength and life. When there
is coordination, cooperation and harmony then, he further states, "We
have as a result the expression of life
in the fullest degree," and is not such
an expression but another definition
of peace, peace within and without,
which "passeth understanding"?
We are told, "The enveloping
clouds shall pass away and the heat of
the divine rays will dispel the mist.
The Reality of man shall develop and
come forth as the image of God, his
creator. The thoughts of man shall
take such upward flight that former
accomplishments shall appear as the
play of children." (Baha'i ScriphIres.) A glorious future predicted
for those who find it difficult, as yet,
to captain their own souls.
We are not only dependent upon
peace and coordination for existence
in this world but "the expression of
life in the fullest degree" is depimdent upon them. Universal peace,
then, has its personal aspects. We
must be at peace with ourselves and
before God before we can be truly at

re-
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peace with our neighbor and nowhere
can be found more words of guidance
than in the Baha'i Revelation:
Someone once asked' Abdu'l-Baha:
"Is peace a greater word than love?"
His answer was: "N 0 ! Love is
greater than peace, for peace is
founded upon love. Love is the objective point of peace and peace is an
outcome of love. Until love is attained, peace cannot be; but there is a
so-called peace without love. The
love which is from God is the fund(/,mentctl. This love is the object of all
human attainment, the radiance of
heaven, the light of man."
When we associate peace with love
it intertwines with every fibre of our
beings, every action, every thought.
It becomes vital to life in the fullest.
VV' e are not only dependent in many
ways on peace but it is incumbent
upon us to adhere to and practice the
ordinances whereby we may attain,
and in so doing the reward is inestimable-joy. Not that work should be
done for reward. Reward should be
an incidental blessing. When inner
peace is attained will not the satisfaction of its realization be sufficient?
An end worth every effort?
The way to inner peace is not easy,
as we can well testify, it means remmciation of many of our cherished
whims and fancies.
WHAT a glorious picture is presented as possible if we but follow instructions and achieve, for 'Abdu'lBaha tells us that, "In this marvelous
cycle, the earth will be transformed
and humanity arrayed in peace and
beauty. . . . Cooperation and union
will be established. . . . The world
will be filled with science, with the
knowledge of the reality of the mysteries of beings, and with the knowl.
edge of God."
Is it not stimulating to think that,
perhaps, the happiest moments in the
life of a flower are when, with its face
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turned toward the sun, it sways in
In the sacred scriptures of, and
the breezes, gently swinging to the thoughts on, the world's religions we
will of the winds, drinking in the find the following beautiful precepts:
blessings of the sunlight? But to at"Who digs a well or plants a seed a
tain to this station it must have sacred pact he keeps with sun and
struck its roots firmly into the soil, sod; with these he helps refresh and
developed a supporting stem, and co- feed, the world, and enters partnerordinated all its activities. All its ac- ship with God."
tivities must function as Divinely
"Whatsoever teaching leads to pasplanned, or the result cannot be ac- sion and not to peace, to pride and
complished; the result of flowering in not to humility, to desire of much in
beauty and later of dropping seeds place of little, to love of society and
into the ground that other plants may not of solitude, to idleness and not to
grow and blossoms grace the earth; striving, to a mind of unrest and not
life in its fullest-perpetuating the to a mind of peace, 0 Gotami-note
stream that the earth may bloom and well-that is not the way-that is not
be fragrant with the praise of the the teaching of the Master."
Creator.
The Apostle Paul in Corinthians,
It may be that the totally receptive 1st Ch., v. 16, 17, tells us, "Know ye
and submissive personality is similar not that ye are the temple of God, and
to a bit of iron in a magnetic field. that the spirit of God dwelleth in
Always tending to adapt itself, its po- you? If any man defile the temple of
sition, so that the maximum number God, him shall God destroy; for the
of magnetic lines will pass through it temple of God is holy, which temple
-lines of magnetic force. We, too, ye are."
The Chinese scriptures tell us, "To
live in fields of forces, some obvious
and some hidden and subtle .. Do we develop the principle of our higher
orient ourselves humbly to the be- nature is to know heaven."
The prophet Jeremiah teaches, "I
nign lines of force or resist stubbornwill
put my law in their inward parts
ly the passage and effects of the lifeand
write
it in their hearts."
renovating and impelling lines of
And Muhammad speaks in these
forces through our beings? Some of
us are more responsive than others. beautiful words, "He is dear to me
Some are more receptive to 6ne kind who strives to be free from enmity,
of influence than another. Some are exempt from selfishness, of subdued
attracted by one phase of the bounty passions and pious resolves."
And from our Christian Bible (2nd
of God and some another. The beauty and effectiveness of variation is Peter, 1-5), the following injunction:
one of the mysteries which inspire "Giving all diligence, add to your
wonder. But for each there is a way faith virtue and to virtue knowledge
to inner peace through love-that and to knowledge temperance; and to
force which moves the world and temperance patience, and to patience
guides the planets in their endless Godliness; and to Godliness brotherly
kindness; and to brotherly kindness
paths.
charity."
PEACE comes, or at least some
suggestion of it, when one works and
lives in conformity to the will of God
as expressed through His manifestations.

WHERE so many instructions are
available, confusion is likely to result
and undue emphasis placed on phases
which are but parts of the whole.
Various teachings have been given
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for the guidance of ceriain peoples,
under specific conditions. Theseare
in accordance with the exigencies of
the times and the capacity of the
people.
But "in this marvelous cycle," when
"the earth (all of it) will be transformed and humanity (not just a race
or sect) arrayed in peace and beauty"
-there must be and is some universal teaching which summarizes and
includes the fundamentals of all that
have gone before and adapts them to
the needs of an advanced and progressing civilization.
"The Baha'i Movement," says
'Abdu'l-Baha, "bestows upon man a

new light, and a new motion. It illumines the horizons of the intellect.
It expands the arena of comprehension. This is the ultimate goal of human life. This is the fruit of existence. This is the brilliant pearl of
cosmic consciousness. This is the
shining star of spiritual destiny."
And so, peace can be a precious, intimate realization which will sweeten
and enrich life and each individual
victory will be integrated into "The
Most Great Peace"-universal, everlasting, and a universal song will rise
to heaven-"Glory to God in the
Highest. Peace on earth. Good will
to men."

CONSIDER how discord and dissension have prevailed in this great
human family for thousands of years.
Its members have ever been engaged
in war and bloodshed. Up to the
present time in history the world of
humanity has neither attained nor
enj oyed any measure of peace, owing
to incessant conditions of hostility
and strife. History is a continuous
and consecutive record of warfare
brought about by religious, sectarian,
racial, patriotic and political causes.
The world of humanity has found no
rest. Mankind has always been in
conflict, engaged in destroying the
foundations, pillaging the properties
and possessing the land and territory
of each other, especially in the earlier periods of savagery and barbarism where whole races and peoples
were carried away captive by their

conquerors. Who shall measure 'or
estimate the tremendous destruction
of human life resulting from this
hostility and strife? What human
powers and forces have been employed in the prosecution of war and applied to inhuman purposes of battle
and bloodshed! In this most radiant
century it has become necessary to
divert these energies and utilize them
in other directions;· to seek the new
path, of fellowship and unity; to unlearn the science of war and devote
supreme humall forces to the blessed
arts of peace. After long .trial and
experience we are convinced of the
harmful and satanic oukomes 'of dissension; now we must seek after
means by which the benefits of agreement and concord may be enj oyed.
When such means are found we must
give them a trial.-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE PLAN OF CREATION PROVIDES
FOR PEACE
GRACE ROBARTS OBER

"Human nature in this phenomenal world is fashioned with the poison
of war and strife. We need a powerful force beyond and above this world
of nature, so that this condition may be effaced fr01n the surface of the
world."
J Abdu'l-Baha.
HE Effulgence of Divine Light in
"Its" creative and attractive potency is continuous. The Manifestations of God, who are the Universal Educators are "Its" manifest
sign to the creatures.
From age to age, they come into the
world as heavenly architects, to build
in the heart of man, and in the heart
of the world the Divine Edifice. This
edifice is ever constructed by them
upon the eternal foundation. During
the period of the infancy of humanity, it was reared in accordance with
the needs of a limited understanding,
while now that the early dawn of maturity has been reached the creational
power and potency are bestowed for
the capacity and needs of this hour.
The divine energy that is increasingly released at these dawning-times
of "The Sun of Truth" is recognized
by few in "Its" initial stages. It is
only when "fruits" become manifest
through human conduct that the
"Speaker" or "Cause" is more generally sought out and recognized.
This creative power, this mighty
force of attraction and illumination
reaching down from the higher kingdom is none other than the power of
the "Logos," or Word of God, which
"becomes flesh and dwells among
men." Through the redemptive law
of love that is always in motion, "It"
transforms the limitations of the human kingdom through successive
stages until it becomes expressive of
the kingdom above it. Thus, ultimately, the lower world shall mirror

T

forth with perfection and glory the
attributes of the heavenly world.
Today, the warm breeze of this divine process is causing humanity to
discard limited, unyielding thoughts
and actions, and the human race is
slowly emerging from the cold night
of ignorance and heedlessness. With
a new eye mart sees, with a new ear
he hears, and with a heart filled with
nobler attractions, he endeavors to become a brother to all the world.
II

It is of iilterest to note some of the
following collective efforts toward
peace during the past hundred years:
In 1816-Great Britain, first locally,
then nationally established its
first Peace Society.
In 1828-America's first Peace Society was organized.
In 1828-Geneva and in 1841 in
Paris-The first Peace Societies
upon the Continent were established.
The influence of these societies was
weak for a long time, but within the
last few years greater progress has
been effected.
Ih 1899-First Hague Conference.
In 1907-Second Hague Conference.
In 1914-A third was about to convene when the World War broke
out.
In 1907-Central American Peace
Conference.
In 1910-Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace.
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In 1910-Pan American Union.
In 1915-League to Enforce Peace.
In i925-Institute of Pacific Relations. The W orId Peace Foundation. And many others too numerous to mention.
To many leaders during recent
years, while trying one of these human remedies after another, has
come a fuller realization that a great
cohesive force is needed to unite the
world. To others it has become evident that war as a means for deciding disputes is no longer efficacious.
Herein is witnessed one of the outstanding signs of progress beyond the
childhood of the human race.
In some countries there are those
who, in their own words see conditions as a "hopeless tangle," and in a
state of "world madness." There are,
however, others who possess a growing optimism coupled with constructive efforts toward W orId Peace.
"While minds, in general, have been
confused as to the ultimate remedy,
hearts everywhere are groping for
the ideal solution.
The following quotations from
modern writers tell their own story
of confusion, uncertainty and idealism:
In summing up his book, which
deals with both past and present, one
author says, "It is only a plain statement of the lessons of history as they
appear to one of the many thousands
of puzzled persons now habitants of
this globe who are trying to grope
their ways out of this fog and folly."
Another writer wisely states that "If
the nations adopt a peace that has the
seed of destruction in its very nature,
W8 cannot hope for relief from the
evils of war."
Philip Henry Ken, after enumerating many earnest attempts toward
international understanding, adds, "I
have endeavored to show that each
and all of these agencies can help, are
indeed necessary, if we are to move
forward to lasting peace, but that
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none of them offers a solution of the
fundamental problems of world freedom and world peace."
,T ohn Spencer Basset, in his book,
The Lost Fruits of Waterloo, makes
the following statements, "Behind
the lines, and in our homes, one never
sees man nor woman who does not admit that it would be a blessing to
make war impossible, but few of us
have any idea how to go about getting
it made impossible." Again he says,
"All the plans I have mentioned contemplated the creation of a central
authority strong enough to make itself obeyed."
Professor Gilbert Murray writes,
"The principle that will solve the
problem of war is not demO'cracy, but
International. Or if that word seems
to imply a lack of proper devotion to
one's own country, let us say it is not
Democracy, nor yet International, but
Brotherhood. We need the growth of
Brotherhood within each nation, and
Brotherhood between the nations also.
It may seem folly, at the present time
(1918) when half the world is wild
with hatred of the other half to speak
of Brotherhood at all. But great extremes lead to great reactions."

III
John Spencer Bassett has well
stated, "A central authority strong
enough to make itself obeyed is necessary." That central authority the
Baha'is the world over recognize as
none other than the Word of God as
revealed in this new day through the
unfolding of God's creational plan by
Baha'u'llah.
In the personage of Baha'u'llah,
who was born in the City of Nur
(near Tihran), Persia, in 1817, we
see the remarkable fulfillment of the
prophecies in all the sacred scriptures
of the different world religions, and
he was the Founder of the universal
religion called after his name. His
son, 'Abdu'l-Baha, who at his death
became the interpreter of the Baha'i
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Teachings to the world, visited this
country in 1912 and traveUed extensively both here and in Europe planting everywhere in human hearts the
seeds of universal peace and brotherhood. The message that he brought
was the announcement of the oneness
of the Divine Messengers. He proclaimed Baha'u'llah as the herald of
the "Most Great Peace"-that peace
which flows from the Creator to the
heart of creation through the intermediary of these Heavenly Messengers. That peace first finds lodgement in the individual heart, then
registers its influence upon family
life, thence to the life of the community, and on to the state, the country,
and finally throughout the entire
world. Peace must have attained victory first in the life of the individual
before it can hope to transform nations and peoples.
In th.e light of this larger consciousness which is gradually dawning upon mind and heart, the causes
of war will be outgrown, such as suspicion, poliitcal, racial and religious
prejudice, hatred, envy, jealousy, undue economic competition of individmils and nations, individual and national preferences, a false sense of
patriotism, limited personal and national ambitions, passion, ignorance,
and a general lack of education. These
will ere long be seen as visible expressions of an outgrown self-hood, a less
noble creature, whose cycle of childish immaturities has been superseded
-the higher self merging with the
Self of God. This is none other than
the Creator's plan.
With the "New Eye" one sees
through all these cataclysmic world
cQnditions the slowly "evolving spirit
of man" passing from the stages of
adolescence to maturity, which in the
future cycles shall be borne forward
to higher and higher fruition through

the transforming of the Divine Educators at their reappearing.
After every human plan has been
tried. and f01,lnd ineffectual, man will
be forced to turn to the Divine Remedy. It will be discovered that the
Creational Plan is the universal Remedy that- provides the complete and
perfect healing of the Nations, then"The Most Great Peace shall come,
the world will be seen as a new world,
and all men will live as brothers."
To all sincere seekers of God's plan,
the brilliant light of certainty and
peace is offered through the following
luminous utterances of 'Abdu'l-Baha
made during his sojourn in America
in 1912:
"In this marvelous cycle the earth
will be transformed, and the world of
humanity arrayed in peace and beauty. Disputes, quarrels, and murders
will be replaced by harmony, peace
and concord; among the nations, peoples, races and countries, love and
amity will appear. Cooperation and
union will be established, and finally
war will be entirely suppressed."
"The power of the Word of God is
penetrative, and the existence of the
divine kingdom is uninterrupted.
Therefore, ere long, it will become
evident and clear that the ensign of
The Most Great Peace is the teach~
ings of Baha'u'llah. For the intention, the power, and the action, all
three essential elements, are brought
together and the realization of everything in the contingent world dependeth upon these three principles.
Therefore, 0 thou lover of the oneness of the world of humanity, spread
as much as thou canst the instructions and teachings of His Highness
Baha'u'llah, so that the desired beloved become unveiled in the assembly of humankind, and cast her light
upon all the people."
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WHAT PRICE PEACE?
GEORGE ORR LATIMER
All prejudices, whether of religion, race politics or nation, must be renounced, for these
prejudices have caused the world's sickness. It is a grave malady which, unless arrested,
is capable of causing the destruction of the w hole human race.-'Abdu'l-Bahli.

EVERAL months before the outbreak of the Great War in 1914,
someone asked Abdu'l-Baha what
was the greatest need of the world of
humanity: He immediately replied
that it was the realization of universal peace. He pointed out that war,
in reality, was continuous, that "the
moral effect of the expenditures of
these colossal sums of money for military purposes was just as deteriorating as the actual war and its train
of dreadful carnage and horrors. . . .
"Such a fimmcial drain ossifies the·
veins and mus~les of the body-politic, and congeals the delicate sensibilities of the spirit." Economists
state that martial expenditures, reduced to the common denominator of
the purchasing power of the present
day dollar have nearly doubled from
$4.00 per capita in 1903. Between
1913 and 1920 the combined national
debts of the United States, France
and· Great Britain· have increased
from ten billion to· approximately
one hundred and ten billion dollars.
What a heritage for the next generation!
However, economic bondage is only
one of the many stultifying effects of
war. "A period of war," according
to Dr. AlbertShaw in a recent article
in the Review of Reviews, "not only
arouses the latent energies of a nation, but of necessity stimulates and
enlarges governmental machinery.
War, in its very nature, is state socialism completely organized and despotically directed~ It is difficult after
a war to throw off the shackles of this·
expanded officialdom. The countryis
trying to find its way back to the nor-
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mal b3.sis and to rediscover the America of personal liberty and private initiative that disappeared in 1917."
The war period likewise develops
unusual jealousies, suspicions and
prejudices that take possession of the
body politic, just as the germs of
some dread disease attack the physical system of man. In his address before the American Legion Convention
last year, President Coolidge told his
soldier audience that these symptoms,
so carefully cultivated during the recent war, still· existed and he added:
"It 8eem3 clear that the results of the
war will be lost and we shall only be
entering a period of preparation for
another conflict unless we can demobilize the racial antagonisms, fears,
hatreds and suspicions and create an
attitude of toleration. in the public
mind of the peoples of the earth. If
our country is to have any position of
leadershjp I trust it may be in that
direction, and. I believe that the place
it should begin is at home."
It is evident that the ideal of peace
has not yet permeated the nations of
the world. Political self-interest still
dominates, yet it is difficult to believe that self-interest is ever to be
the decisive and determinant factor in
human life. It ~s true, as Sydney
Brooks pointed out, that "politics and
government Y'emain today, as they
always have been, the most lagging
and impervious of the "sciences," the
most empirical and at the same time
th~ most reactionary, the least illumined by the glow of· big aims and
comprehensive ideas." A great reform in government is seldom accomplished in the minds of statesmen, but
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rather through the heart and conscience of the people.
The leaders of the nations still
maintain that preparedness for war
is the way to insure peace, yet General Pershing has clearly pointed out
the dangers, learned from the last six
years, of "nations striding up and
down the earth armed to the teeth."
The eminent British military expert,
General F. B. Maurice, further testifies : "I went into the British army
believing that if you want peace you
must prepare for war. I believe now
that if you prepare for war you will
get war." Even Napoleon admitted
that war never really settled anything
and added his conviction of the "inability of brute force to create any
thing durable." It is needless to add
the famous description of war by
General Sherman.
The cost of the last war, direct and
indirect, to property was $337,000,000,000, or approximately the destruction of $200,000,000 a day; while
the loss of human life, according to
Professor Bogart, was 26,000,000
combatants and non-combatants dead
and 20,000,000 more wounded. Added
to this colossal list are 5,000,000 war
widows, 9,000,000 war orphans and
10,000,000 refugees. The demoralizing effects on the world's culture and
morals are beyond estimation, and the
decline of the best in Christian civilization still continues. What about the
price for peace?
The first cost for a permanent
peace basis is a change of human nature. Moral cowardness must give
way to mental honesty in facing the
issue. It was possible after eighteen
centuries to change the moral blindness to slavery. It is not impossible
to change the attitude toward organized butchery. Mr. Sherwood Eddy,
,vho during the early part of the recent war advocated "the right to
fight" has recently published his conversion to peace, concluding that war

is always wrong for, "I believe it is
wrong in its methods, as giving free
rein to an irresponsible national sovereignty under a military necessity
that knows no law, where might
makes right and the moral law is abrogated; in employing untruth and
deceptive half-truth as the essential
methods of a distorted propaganda;
and in the creation of hatred, leading
inevitably to retaliation, reprisals,
and atrocities. It seems to me wrong
in its results as intrinsically and inevitably
destructive -of
material
wealth, of human life, and of moral
standards. It is, moreover, futile and
suicidal."
Universal peace must come through
a transformation of the moral values
and instincts of man. The many and
swift changes of the governments of
Europe since the war, even with their
outward show of nationalistic spirit,
presage the ushering in of a new
ideal of government in which the sentiment of nationality will be transformed into a patriotism co-extensive
with humanity. If this ideal does not
flame up in the heart of mankind
within the next decade, and the nations learn a better relationship, there
will be either a universal despotism
or as Winston Churchill sees it, world
wide suicide.
Good-will, peace songs, altruistic
ideals alone will not usher in peace.
The change of heart must be accomplished with a change in the other
organs of the body. An international
machinery must be built for the functioning of social and international
justice-a machinery enlarging the
scope of the World Court and the
League of Nations, free from alliances with big or little groups, cooperating for the good of all and
pledged to abide by the jUdgments arrived at.
Demobilization and gradual disarmament would then follow. The
sword of steel would become the
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sword of the tongue with an inter- suffrage of the people, by the sacred
national and inter~racial accent. arbitrament of a great sovereign senPlowshares would again become pop"" ate,which shall be to Europe what
ular. The carpets of hatred and the parliament is to England, what
prejudice would be rolled up and the the diet is to Germany, what the legtribal God of nationalism would give islative assembly is to France. A day
way to the universal God of human will come when a cannon ball shall be
brotherhood. The ultimate cost of exhibited in our museums as an inpeace would then be, not self-inter- strument of torture is now, and men
est. but sdf-sacrifice. Jesus and all shall marvel that such things could
the prophets of the world paid this be. A day will come when shall be
price; surely mankind can afford to seen those two immense groups, the
United States of America and the
follow their example.
Then would follow that day pro- United States of Europe, in face of
claimed by Victor Hugo in his presi- each other, extending hand to hand
dential address at the peace congress over the ocean, exchanging their
in 1849: "A day will come when war prodUcts, their commerce, their inshall seem as absurd and impossible dustry, their arts, their genius, clearbetween Paris and London, between ing the earth, colonizing deserts, and
St. Petersburg and Berlin, as between ameliorating creation under the eye
Rouen and Amiens, between Boston of the Creator, and uniting for the
and Philadelphia. A day will come good of all these two irresistible and
when bullets and bombs shall be re- infinite powers-the fraternity of
placed by ballots, by the universal men and the power of God."

GOD HAS given to man the wonderful Igift of scientific knowledge by which he has discovered that none can escape this law except
man himself; he alone can control, can, by his knowledge and power,
rise above this law. . . . It is clear that man alone is able to control
the laws of nature.
Look at God's great gift of power to man, by which he is able to
do so much for the advancement of civilization! Then reflect on the
terrible misuse of this divine gift. Instead of using it to promote
love, concord and friendship between nations, behold how destruction
receives its weapons, hatred and wholesale slaughter of mankind
employs the inventions of science; instruments for committing injustice are manufactured, swords instead of ploughshares are forged.
0, the pity of it all!
He should use his power for good, to bring the fruits of civilization into the possible possession of all men, to encourage harmony
and kindness, to produce concord amongst men; for this reason God
gave this divine gift.-'.AJbdu'l-Bah:L
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FIFTH IN SERIES OF WORLD UNITY
CONFERENCES BRINGS SPIRITUAL
INSPIRATION TO BUFFALO
HARLAN F. OBER

RADIO and daily press the
citizens of Buffalo were informed of the World Unity Conference held in that city October 22,
23 and 24 last. The response to the
cordial invitation broadcast by an
energetic -local committee representing the World Unity Conference committee of the National Spiritual As:..
semibly of American Baha'is was
most encouraging, indicating an everincreasing realization on the part of
progressive individuals and groups
that world unity, as Chancellor Capen
so impressively remarked at the
opening session of the Conference, is'
the vital need of the day.
The speakers at the first of the
three public meetings were Chancellor S. P. Capen of the University of
Buffalo, and Mr. Alfred W. Martin
of the Society for Ethical Culture,
New York City. This meeting was
held in, the Forum of the Lafayette
A venue Presbyterian Church, and
one of its significant features was
the presence on the platform of representatives of nine different races
and nations, whose cordial participation was, in itself a proof of the new
spirit of amity inspiring mankind.
In his introductory remarks, Mr.
Horace Holley Chairman of the session, pointed out the fact that the
hearts of humanity are yearning for
unity and are an age ahead of the
institutions rooted in the competitive
past.
Chancellor Capen delivered a most
interesting and scholarly address on
the subject, "Science and World
Unity." Calling attention to the increased interest in science since the
war, Chancellor Capen said, "that
y
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although it appears mysterious in
parts, science is in reality very simple. It is the-result of the application
of human reason to the observation
of natural phenomena." Briefly he
further stated that first these observations were sporadic but now there
is a careful system and method. Man
has created throUlgh science a new
environment which he carries with
him wherever he goes.
The most important contribution
science has made to the world is the
scientific method. The original crude
methods of observing and recording
have been superseded by very precise,
exact methods, and in many fields
this is done by the use of instruments. First has come the analysis
of facts which are compared with
one another and related to this and
that. Then follows the generalization, as the law of gravitation.
Science has substituted impartial,
verified knowledge for opinion, prejudices, hit or mIss methods, jumping at truths.
Science is international in character. Great scientists have arisen
from all parts Of the world, and
there are no barriers of race or creed.
It increases the points of contact and
reduces the ignorance of people.
Rapid progress has been made in the
field of chemistry and biology, in the
control of disease, the amelioration
of human life, and the rendering secure of food supplies. What we need
next and most of all is greater development of scientific study of human
nature and human relations, i. e.,
social science. We may soon expect
a s'cientific attack on the great prdblems that divide nations.
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WORLD UNITY is the most important issue today.
Generally
speakin~ everybody is for peace, but
this is negative, i. e., an abstention.
from aggression. But that is not
enough; the nations must develop a
positive method. The will to war is
passing, and one of the principal
agencies in bringing this about is
science.
Mr. Alfred W. Martin, the next
speaker, was introduced as 'one who
has applied the scientific method to
the field of religion, bringing forth
the flower of each. His subject was
"World Unity in Religion." Mr.
Martin stressed. the oneness of all
the great divine religions, that they
are all one in teaching the same fundamental moral precepts such as
truthfulness, faithfulness, loyalty,
love, catholicity, i. e., breadth of vision. They are one in spiritual aspirations, one in teachinlg the brotherhood of man. All teach the Golden
Rule. All religions face the same
way. Is it any wonder in view of
these onenesses that the idea of
World Unity should grow?
Mr. Martin described with great
clarity the World Conference ·of Religions at Chicago in 1893, which
was prophetic of the death knell of
sectarianism and stated that at the
close of this conference it was apparent that the representative of each'
religious group saw unity by the triumph of his relilgion over all the
rest. While diversity is evident
everywhere. in nature, the whole
truth shows the unity in diversity,
using the illustration of the tree in
which all the br!lnches and Je)),VeR are
subornated to the whole. Mr. Martin urged a Second Parliament of Religions to bring this realization of the
fundamental oneness of all divine religions to the attention of the people of the whole world.
AT THE SE:COND session which
was held in the Calvary Church, Mr.
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Louis Gregory spoke on the subject,
"Inter-racial Accord!"
Mr. Gregory mentioned the great
number of inter-racial committees
that have been established in the
southern states of this country and
the Igrowth of understanding as a
result.
Each color he said, in brief, is a
gift from God, and whatever a man's
color, he should be pleased with it.
There are outward differences, but
the hearts are one. For three hundred years the white and colored
races have lived in the United States,
and their interests have become so
interrelated that harming one, means
harming the other. Each has helped
the other. Mankind is glorified by
service. The white race' came to
America for freedom and greater opportunity. The colored people were
brought from the heart of Africa because the white race desired them to
come. Is it not possible that this
was a part· of the plan of God? How
PTeat will be the power, influence and
authority of this country if it solves
the problem of unity. Anything subversive, introducing prejudice, setting race against race, is limited and
harmful. The attitude of appreciation and gratitude, of understanding
and mutual helpfulness is universal,
and good, and constructive.
Mr. AlIen McDaniel, in introducing
Dr. John Herman Randall who spoke
on the subject, "The New Humanity," said, "Human nature is changing. What is the influence that is
bringing this about?"
Dr. Randall called attention to the
three phases of evolution in progress
now in the life of humanity. First,
the material evolution with its economic aspects revolving around aerial
navigation and the practical annihilation of distance. The great effects of this will be observed in the
near future. The second is socialeconomic evolution, leading to the establishment of internationalism. The
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third is spiritual evolution through
1. The outlook will be universal
which the hearts of men are changed. rather than particular and will cease
He said most people try tochang'e to be sectarian. Contrast the outthings' from the outside, but a new look through a window and from the
consciousness is necessary in order mountain top.
to change things from the inside.
2. The best and truest of all reliThe same old kind of human nature gions will be synthesized. The truth
means a continuance of old evils.
is many-sided, and there are many
He further stated that man is different avenues o:f approach.
growing, he is not perfect; but he Generally speaking the East is concannot remain as now like a child,- templative, the West is active. The
prejudiced, ignorant, bitter. As he new religion must combine both with
becomes inevitably master over the added new Teachings in accordance
forces of nature, it is necessary for with the requirements of this illumhim to enter a higher consciousness. ined age.
As he progresses man becomes con3. Fundamentally it will be charscious of the oneness of humanity and acterized by a certain kind of life, not
bf essential unity. The great Proph- by dogmas. This was a quality of the
ets are th~ greatest examples of this early Christians who are called the
universal . consciousness.
Mystics people of the Way.
agree that there is a common experi4. Its intellectual expression will
ence for all men, irrespective of age be in harmony with our best thought
or clime. Dr. Randall then outlined of today. Science discloses facts, rethis in detail, telling of the men in ligion interprets them.
different parts of the world who have
5. It will be a social and not an
arisen to proclaim these 'essential individualistic· religion. Past 'relifacts.
gions considered the world belonged
to
the devil. The new relilgion will
People should not be converted he
said, from one religion to another but consider the world is the subj ect of
from all religions to the relilgion of redemption and the place for spirthe eternal. Humanity as a whole itual action.
6. Knowledge and love will go
has reached adolescence. Intense
nationalism, race consciousness, are hand in hand.
There is a Movement in this world
expressive of self-consciousness. Men
and women everywhere are inter- that stands for just these things-the
ested in higher consciousness. We Baha'] Movement. It is not another
are at the dawning of a New Age, sect, and I dare to predict its growing power and influence in the
and we must find the way out.
world."
A T THE THIRD session of the
THE FINAL speaker of the ConConference Mr. Roy Wilhelm presided. Dr. John Herman Randall ference was Dr. Teh-yi-Hsieh of Pekspeaking on the subject, "The Com- ing, China, on the subject, "What an
ing World Religion," said: "The liv- A wakened China Would mean to the
ing dogmas of the past have become World." Dr. Hsieh proclaimed his
the dead dogmas. This dead lan- belief that the Rule of Law must reguage· means .nothing to the young place force.
people. The past religions have sucThe relation between America and
ceeded in saving individual souls, but China he said, will have a great inhave not succeeded in savin)g the life fluence on the peace of the world.
of humanity. The World Religion Prejudice springs from dislike of the
will have the following characteris- unlike. Confucius, patriarch philostics:
opher of China, said, "To know man-
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kind is wisdom." In the work for
peace, America will lead, and will
have China hand in hand. China is
fifteen. years old as a republic after
thousands of years as a monarchy,
and ,needs to exchange counsel and
advice with its friends. Pea:ce comes
to him who brings it. Happiness
comes to him who gives it. In China
great changes are taking place.
China is resolved to develop its resources for peace. Child labor laws
are beinlg enacted. The station of
woman has undergone tremendous
changes. Study of the English language is now compulsory in China.
Definite plans for the control of the
opium situation are being. developed,
and the spirit of the New Age' is
showing itself adively throughout
China. China is ever grateful to
America for its assistance and cooperation.
The audiences steadily increased
in numbers and in interest, and the
cause of World Unity was definitely
assisted by the meetings.
This
World Unity, this union of the East
and the West, has been clearly indi'Cated in the writings of ' Abdu'l-Baha, from among which the following
is quoted:
"In these days the East is in need
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of material progress and the West
is in need of a spiritual ideal. It
would' be well for the West to turn
to the East for illumination, and to
give in exchange its scientific knowledge. There must be this interchange of gifts. The East and the
West must unite to give to each other
what is lacking. This union will
bring about true dvilization where
the spiritual is expressed and 'Carried
out in the material. . Receiving th.us,
the one from the other, the greatest
harmony will prevail, all people will
be united, a state of great perfection
win be attained, there will be a firm
cementing, and this world will become a shining mirror for the reflection of the attributes of God.
"We all, the Eastern and Western
nations, must strive day and nilght,
with heart and soul, to achieve this
high ideal, to cement the unity between all the nations of the earth.
Every heart will then be refreshed,
1 eyes will be opened, the most wonderful power will be given, the happiness of humanity will be assured.
. '. This will be the paradise which
is to come on earth, when all mankind will be gathered together under
the Tent of Unity in the Kingdom
of Glory."

WORLD UNITY CONFERENCES
The following series of World Unity Conferences have been arranged un del'
the aU8<pices of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahit'ls of the United
States and Canada: Cleveland, Ohio, November 26-28; Boston, Mass., December
10-12; Dayton, Ohio, January 16-17; W 3!shington, D. C., February 20-22; New
York City, February 26-28; Sipringfield, Mass.., March 27-28; Montreal, Canada,
April 24-28; Toronto, Canada, and Detroit, Mich., following the Montreal
program. , Dates to be announced.
The object of these Conferences is to create harmony and understanding,
among members of all religions, races, nation;! and dass€s. It is the spirit of
unity, not formal organization, which is IS ought as the essential factor in human
welfare at this critical time.
The Conferences make their appeal under the foundation of the -spiritual
teaching of love and brotherhood given to every race by the great teachers of
all'times. We believe that this is the dawn of that Day when peace 8,hall be
established and justice fulfilled.
For further information address World Unity Conferences, Office of the
Secretary, 5' Wheeler Ave., Worcester, Mas-s.
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EXCERPTS FROM MY DIARY
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER

HIMMERING in the moonlight on by Effie Baker, fair, cameo-like, the
a far horizon lie the lights of first person in Australia to embrace
Haifa. It appears from here like this all-inclusive message.· On, on, the
some mysterious floating island that irrestible tide of fellowship and goodthe transported mariner might pur- will is carrying the soul of humanity
sue forever. It is impossible to see at to a new altitude of love, abnegation
night its attachment to the perma- and service. Effie, with a self-effacenence of Mount Carmel, that rises ment that only the love of God could
there out of the sea like the earth's give, reflects the spirit of the Holy
back-bone, insulating the spinal Family in her work at the Pilgrim
chord of history. The mighty Proph- House. She comes out to embrace me
ets passed over it like the nerve cur- with unaffected cordiality and to knit
rents of humanity, quickening those still closer those intangible bonds that
portions whereunto they were di- will hold me to this sacred spot forrected. Tomorrow I shall climb that ever.
mountain to the Shrine of 'Abdu'lBaha, another symbol of man's pilLady J ulian, the Anchoress of N 01'grimage upward-"not to a tomb wich, has given such a stirring acever, but to a meeting-place with the count of the curious vision under
spirit of Divine Beauty for transfig- which she seemed to encounter realuration."
ity! As I remember it, indistinctly,
the universe lay in her hand like a
I-Iaifa! Five hundred passengers small hazelnut and the overwhelming
leave the "Adriatic" here. As I step sense of the presence of God assured
from the tender with the rest of the her: God loves it; God keeps it. . . .
throng a cordial voice cries, "Wel- Of course it's ridiculous to say that
come, Mrs. Ransom-Kehler. I am so God inheres in localities; let me put
glad to see you." In all that mass of it conversely and say that it is unhumanity Fugeta, who had never seen thinkable to me that any spiritually
me before, nor my photograph, dis- awakened soul could step on to the
tinguished the Baha'i pilgrims.
plain of Akka without being acuteWhen 'Abdu'l-Baha came to Amer- ly aware of that ilitensified exaltation
ica H. S. Fugeta was a medical stu- and reverence that I always think of
dent at the University of Michigan. as constituting the "fear of God."
Like his famous forerunner who was Ever since I had learned that 'Akka
short of stature, he climbed a syca- fulfilled the Bible prophecy and bemore tree to see the Master pass by. come a door of hope for the nations,
"Come down, Zachias, for this day I I had lived for the moment that would
would sup with thee," called the flute- initiate me into its mystery.
It is like throwing flowers in the
like voice of 'Abdu'l-Baha, and Fuget a relinquishing every human tie fire to attempt to describe the pilfollowed him back to Mount Carmel grimage to Bahji (the home of Bahato become a helper in the household. 'u'llah) or to the Garden of the RidI am greeted first by Fugeta, a van connected with it. The pilgrim
child of Nippon, then by Isfendiar house at Bahji is primitive and unOpening on a small
from the cradle of the race, and next forgettable.
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Garden of the Ridvan

court-yard with a vivid patch of
grass, one graceful lemon tree full of
pale fruit, the stable to one side, the
kitchen to the other, the doors wide
and deep, is the room where we sit at
breakfast; and the birds seem to prefer this big room to high heaven, for
they are incessantly darting in and
out. Horses are evidently too valuable to be put in stables with outside
openings. So Soheil Effendi must ride
his Arabian stallion through the dining-rom each morning to the grassy
plain! 'Abdu'l-Baha:s white donkey
and her foal continue the procession.
Then breakfast: Yad'u'llah, the caretaker of the house presiding at his
shining samovar, everyone having
hot tea, olives cured in oil, goat's milk
cheese, the flat cakes of bread split
and toasted, Syrian honey, and for the
Occidentals, oranges picked as needed
in this vicinity.
Venus is the evening star. I sit
solitary on the steps of the quaint old
pilgrim house, entranced with her
magical beauty: in this latitude and
through this atmosphere she is bright
enough to cast a. shadow and light
seems incessantly to brim up and
overflow the beaker of her brilliance.
The minarets of 'Akka pierce a rose
and saffron sky; the Mediterranean
is still a precious blue. Twilight encroaches; the silence is vaster than
any sound; something at the base of
one's soul stirs like an unsuspected Titan, buried for centuries beneath
mountains of artificiality and com-
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promise-the eternal quest, the diville adventure, the incessant surge of
the soul toward something too magnificent for comprehension, too ecstatic for words. Suddenly, with a
crash, the dome of silence is shattered by the uncanny laugh of the
jackals. Elisha must have heard
them here, and the priests of Baal
whose prayers were no more effective
than this call of wild beasts. Their
sudden silence seems to leave a
vacuum. A few vagrant stars appear,
and silouhetted against the sky the
camel caravans move slowly up the
coast to Tyre. Now the shepherds on

Pilgrim house at Bahji

two distant hills start piping to their
flocks, a plaintive, poignant testimony, like all Oriental music, to the
ineffable home-sickness of the soul.
The moon swims up, pale to virginity;
no such robust moon as we know in
the early evening. Then, and as from
the portal of paradise a mystical
beautiful chant arises. It is the voice
of a woman, broken with sobs, tragic
with longing, rich in praise; and as I
listen to her heart-breaking, exalting
song, it seems to me that it is rising
from the lips of every woman in
the world: the essence and epitome
of all that ever loved and suffered. It
is Laila, the cook, who in her humility
has not even entered the Shrine, but
is kneeling on the garden path outside. Surely in her reverence, her
obedience, her lowliness, her longing,
she carries up to God, in that beatific
wail, something of the desire of our
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tortured hearts to reach Him. The
wide beds of stock begin to loose their
fragrance with the coming up of
night, mingling with rose and jasmine. Laila passes me alert and smiling, restored completely by her abandonment to the Spirit. This is a
sleight-of-hand which men seldom experience.
What soul is ample enough to house
both Love and Wisdom? Love a prodigal expenditure of Life's mysterious
energy: wisdom a discriminating
choice of Life's subtlest values. Just
as some creatures are born to burrow
underground and others to sing a kindred soul out to the face of the sun,
so some beings are predestiried by an
alchemical pinch of heavenly leven to
this unconquerable yearning that
knows no rest so long as one unloving
thing is left on earth. It was for this
indeed that Baha!u'llah released ihto
this world such a rapture that those
who have caught but one drop of his
Elixir find the universe shrunk to a
point too narrow for their wide
yearning.

'Abdu'l-Baha walking in his garden

These are the thoughts that shake
one as he wanders over the flowerdecked plains of 'Akka-to woo the
world into the knowledge and love of
God-not a gloomy, half-hearted,
wistful relationship, but a joy and a
glory beyond our brief capacity,
which constitutes that endless pursuit
by the soul of a Love that never
faints, a Beauty that never fades, a
Truth that never fails.

The great problem is how to teach
the wayward, burning, insatiable
heart its discipline and abnegation
without changing its quality. To borrow a crude figure from science the
question is how to change it from one
of those highly unstable elements that
is ever seeking combination, into a
catalyzer, when it has reached this
high calling of divine love, that
changes those things that come into
its presence without itself suffering
change.
"It may be when my heart is dull
Having attained its girth
I shall not find so beautiful
The meagre shapes of earth."
But that abundanUife to which the
great Prophets call us inheres in the
idea that the heart can mature and at
the same time never lose its response
to life's infinite variety.
The sister and wife and daughters
of 'Abdu'l-Baha are like this-divine
catalyzers, as it were. They do not
preach to you nor attempt to reform
you, but by coming into their presence you-became something; something a little nobler, a little worthier
th~nl you had been before. Bahiyyih
Khanum, the sister of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
has, from the age of five, lived
through experiences and calamities
the like of which no Occidental woman could faintly imagine. Exquisite, fragrant, imperturbable, assured,
she walks among the fluctuating conditions of the world like a star
through its appointed course in the
heavens. After one has been stirred
by the presence of women like the sister and the wife of ' Abdu'l-Baha our
curious little evidences of "firm~ess"
are practically meaningless. That
self-congratulatory state of the Occidental when he has performed some
little service for his cause is unknown
in Haifa. "Leave faith to the faithful and faithlessness to the infidel'
one drop of pain in Thy Love i~
enough for the heart." Until the
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heart be eternally bruised by this
sweet wound of love we may never
hope to shed fragrance, such as these
great women shed, about us. Day and
night the daughters of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
without stint and without rest, are
building up through their deeds of
continual kindness those· solid barricades against the forces of ignorance,
prejudice and malevolence; those outposts of service, love and peace that
mark the boundaries of another
world. We see in these six WOfLen u
faith that never wavers, a gift that
never varies, a love that never tirescelestial caryatides, it might be, bearing on their heads the structure of the
new civilization.
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Residence of 'Abdu'l-Baha; the present
home of Shoghi Effendi

energy that will sweep the cargoes of
these glad-tidings round the world; to
remain without one moment's cessation so poised in God as to be completely naturalized into His attributes-these are some of the characteristics that make of Shogi Effendi
The unique and outstanding figure the unique and outstanding figure of
in the world today is Shoghi Effendi. our tim~. And this without reference
Unique, because the guardianship of to his surpassing mental capacities
this great Cause is in his hands and that mark this spiritually superb perhis humility, modesty, economy and son as a penetrating thinker and brilself-effacement are monumental. Out- liant 8xecutive. The world, its polistanding because he is the only per- . tics, social relationships, economic sitson, we may safely say, who entrust- uations, schemes, plans, aspirations,
ed with the affairs of millions of programs, defeats, successes, lie unsouls, has but one thought and one der his scrutiny like infusoria beneath
mind-the speedy promulgation of et microscope.
peace and good-will throughout the
Infusoria share with men the draworld. His personal life is absolutely IT<atic fact that sensory devices and
and definitely sacrificed. The poorest motor devices occur side by side in
boy in America struggling for an edu- living things; which means if we
cation would consider himself hardly don't like the kind of world we're livused to have no more than those bare ing in we can, through the divine renecessities which this young man vol- inforcements that Baha'u'llah has
untarily choses for himself. The la- dispatched to us in this gifted cendies of the household typify the Cause tury, make an entirely different world
as Love and Faith. Shoghi Effendi of it, sane, joyous and noble. Shoghi
adds to this the elan of the New Day Effendi is the Commander-in-chief of
-Action and Progress.
this great new army of faith and
So to comprehend and administer strength that is moving forth to vanall the relationships in a huge organi- quish the malevolent forces of life.
zatioll that only satisfaction and illuTomorrow is the day of parting.
mination result; never to see anything smaller than the world-wide For weeks I have looked forward
import of all our movements, no mat- with a kind of hollow sickness to this
ter how parochial; to clarify with a moment, wondering what device God
word the most obscure situations; to might use in order to give me the
release in countless souls the tides of strength to say good-bye. The mo-
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mentis. here and with it, ecstatic flexibilitiE?s, and nonsense. In the
happiness! Through a quiet miracle nine weeks at Haifa, however, the
the sihwtion was saved by that .ra- predispositions of a lifetime vandiant beillg, lent us from heaven, the ished! I had always had vaulting
Master's wife (Moneereh Khanum). spiritual ambitions! I had wanted to
"You should be very happy," she see and to know what Francis, Cathsaid, her lovely face aglow with sin- erinc, Theresa saw and knew. But
cerity, "for you have the opportunity when I knelt in prayer before the
to go out into the world and give to Shrine of Baha'u'llah, I hadn't the
others these glad tidings of the King- sn12Jlest concern in this earth whethdom of God." Then a great peace er I ever knew anything or saw anypoured into my soul.
thing beyond the burning fact that
It had seemed to me on leaving
America that I came to Haifa as a God has kept His Covenant with us,
blank page ready to he written upon and that only as human beings grasp
with the language of the spirit. But this conception and seize this unparone conversation with Shoghi Effendi, alleled opportunity can we enter into
casual, impersonal, over the luncheon the fulness of His Promises. For the
table, showed me that I was a moun- first time in my life I was emptytain of dogmas, preconceptions, in- and at peace.

COMMUNION
Grant us to drink from out the Chalice of Thy Love,
Thy Wine of Unity!
And thru this inspiration, holy,pure,
Thy life-in all to see.
And in the seeing, bind our hearts as one,
Whatever nation,cast or creed, or race,
May we in each, with prejudice for none,
Behold Thy face.
Feed Thou our souls upon Thy heavenly bread,
Of knowledge and of wisdom, light divine!
In this communion may we closer draw,
This be our bread and wine.

-Shahnaz Waite.
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EFFIE THE TOYMAKER
E. H. BREWER

LOWERS that are merel~ buds
in September, and then In one
day miraculously globe themselves into being, have not the vivid
story of growth portrayed by Effie
Baker, "the Toymaker."
Barely two years ago she was one
of a Melbourne New Thought group,
gaining much that was useful from
that very worthy gathering; yet
there. seemed something missing. Enlightenment partially came to her one
night when she, with others of the
group, attended a lecture on the Baha,'i Cause given by a stranger. The
lecturer was a white-haired, bespectacled gentleman whose immobile face appeared only indicative of
benevolence. Yet, when he rose to
his feet, and started on the subject
dearest to his heart, his face became
illumined with the fire of truth and
inspiration. Almost ecstatic in his utterance he carried the Bahii'i message
of Truth to "the little toymaker." And
that was how she first met Mr. Hyde
Dunn, or "Father" Dunn, as he is
euphoniously and popularly known.
Now "Effie" in the search for
Truth had delved among many things.
and although she was uplifted by the
Bahii'i message, she wanted to make
sure of its enduring qualities. So she
heard "Father" a second time. Then
there was no mistake. "Effie" at once
caught the spirit of the Cause; and.
later, when she foregathered with
that sweet, tender woman, "Mother"
Dunn, she entered upon her spiritual
kingdom with all the intensity of her
ardent young soul.
Be it known that long before "Effie" possessed the spirit of Bahii'i she
had displayed the deeds. She was
called "Effie, the toymaker," because
of her almost uncanny gift of making cute little toys that carried joy
and wonderment to many a childish
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Effie-The Toymaker

heart. Her happiest moments had
been spent among the woods, the
flowers, and the birds of her native
country, There was not the name of
a tree or a flower unknown to her.
For that reason many of her friends
called her "Flora." She could imitate
the notes of many wild birds and
make them come to her. What an
extraordinarily natural, lovable being
was this :person, ready with the lamp
of love for the Bahii'i Teachings to
supply the illumination.
Soon after her reception of the
message "Effie" conceived the ambition to visit Haifa and the Shrines of
the Holy Messengers. Once again the
Hand of God worked miraculously for
her, as in January last she set sail for
the Holy Land. The consummation
of her desires entailed much personal
material sacrifice; in fact, it meant
the parting with her last bit of property, but she did this gladly, buoyantly.
Many beautiful messages have been
received by the Bahii'is of Australia
since "Effie" arrived at Haifa, each
one more and more indicative of her
spiritual advancement. Now comes
the wonderful news that she is to remain there indefinitely. She writes
of this great privilege enthusiastically, yet with humility, Her one desire is for "service."
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Left to right stand'ing; Elizabeth Stewart, N, Labib, founder of Children's
Sa1)ings Bank Co., Dr. Samh A. Clock (died JanwJ,1'y 20, 1922), Mi'(za F.
Azem, one of the di1'ectors of the Children's Sa·vings Bank Co. ,sitting;
Lillian KappBs, preceptress Tarbiyat Girl's School (died· Dece'm,ber 1, 1920),
Dr. Su.san I. Moody, Goodsieh Ashraf, and two school children. (See opposite
pa.ge).
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ELIZABETH STEWART-THE
FAITHFUL NURSE
A brief biogralJhical sketch, compiled from information supplied by
Dr. Susan I. Moody and Miss Jessie Revell, both closely associated with
Miss Stewart.
ISS ELIZABETH H A M ILL call would come and it was necessary
STEWART, Baha'i American for her to take it and work it out
nurse resident in Tihran, Per- alone, and she never failed. One year
sia, for many years, died in Philadel- she gave instructions in "First Aid"
phia, Pa., Oct. 10, 1926, at the home to teachers and the graduating class
at the Tarbiyat School for Girls. How
of Mrs. M. J. Revell.
Miss Stew art first heard of the many days, months, years, were filled
Baha'i Movement in 1899 from her with varied services: out on cases, asaunt, Mrs. Isabella D. Brittingham, a sisting in office work, directing housedistinguished Baha'i teacher. It is hold affairs, trips to the bazaars, supdeeply significant that the only ques- plementing the efforts of our one boy
tion she asked was, "Are there any servant.
martyrs in this Cause?" She pos"In all her association with the
sessed the spirit of the martyr, and Baha'i friends her joy was evident;
lived the life of a humble maidser- sacred meetings which brought rest
vant, never aggressive, but always for tired body and nerves; social afserving and sacrificing as a true fairs; school meetings; mother's
Baha'i.
meetings: wherever Elizabe.th KhaShe was graduated from the Med- num (as she was called by the Perico-Chirurgical hospital in Philadel- sians) appeared, her smile met the
phia in 1899, and in 1911 went to answering smile of all. She truly fulTihran, Persia, fo become the assis- filled as nearly as humanly possible
tant to Dr. Susan I. Moody, who had the example of one who 'came not to
preceded her by two years. Undoubt- be ministered unto, but to minister'
edly these two women saved hundreds . . . . But again the falling of a
of lives. Nursing patients with ty- shadow when for the third time Miss
phoid fever and other contagious dis- Stewart fell ill, stricken with the
eases, Miss Stewart succumbed to ty- dread disease, oriental sprue."
Later in 1920 Miss Stewart made a
phoid and later to amoebic dysentery,
recovering her strength each time visit to Haifa to s'ee 'Abdu'l-Baha,
sufficiently to resume her professional and from thence journeyed to India.
Probably one of the happiest and
services.
Dr. Moody has written intimately greatest moments of her life came to
of their life in Tihran, from which we her there, when she called attention
to the fact that women could be adquote the following:
mitted
to Conventions in India that
"We had visions of a hospital and
a training school for nurses, but so- it was in accordance with g;verncial conditions proved unfavorable; mental laws, and one of the outstandthus our practice was largely confined ing Baha'i principles. She was the
to the homes. . . . Miss Stewart was only woman speaker at the first
a skillful assistant, a fine anaesthetist Baha'i Convention in India, and the
. . . . Naturally her work was heavy only person at that time who spoke
and often exhausting. Sometimes on the equality of men and women.
Miss Stewart returned to Persia
while I was on a case, another urgent

M
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the latter part of 1920 passing again
through the Holy. Land. She carried
on her person over one hundred Tablets from 'Abdu'l-Baha written to
Persian. Baha'is. It was a most difficult and almost impossible journey
at that time, but she very successfully
fulfilled the sacred and important
mission entrusted to her.
While Miss Stewart gradually became stronger, Dr. Moody writes that
"she was always subject to recurring
symptoms of the malign Oriental disease. Of undaunted courage she continued to assist in all the manifold
work which continued without a
break until those sad days after the
cruel assassination of our Vice-ConWithin
sul, Major Imbrie.
three months we left Tihran for a
long promised visit to America, stopping en route in Haifa, Palestine, for
thirty-four days."
Arriving in America in January,

1925, in a condition of weakened
health, she had very few well days in
the year and nine months she lived at
the home of her devoted friends, the
Revells, in Philadelphia, where she
had every comfort and tender care.
. . . Funeral services were conducted
jointly by a Christian minister and
by Mr. Horace Holley, Secretary of
the National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of the United States and
Canada.
Interment was in St.
Georges, Delaware, her birthplace.
Thousands of Baha'i friends the
world over are mourning the passing
of this Baha'i sister and nurse whose
life of deeds will ever be remembered,
and valued more and more as time
passes. She takes her place in the
history of the Baha'i Cause in America with those early pioneers who understood deeply its spiritual significance and who lived to serve sacrifically.

BAHA'I YEAR BOOK
The Bahit'i Year Book, Volume 1, April, 1925', to April, 1926, prepared under
the supervision of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahit'is of the United
States and Canada, with the approval of Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Bahit'i
Cause, is a significant contribution to the literature inc~easingly valuable for
the study of the World-wide Movement known as the Bahit"i Cause. By every
adherent .of the Faith it will be found exceedingly helpful as a s·urvey of current
Bahit'i activities, an accurate statement of the Principles as well as a presentation of new material of great interest. By sympathizers, and likewise those who
follow modern movements of spiritual value and humanitarian influence, the
Bahit'i Year Book will be found to reveal a perhaps unexpectedly wide and deep
penetration of the ideals esta;blis·hed by Bahit'u'llith eighty years ago. Price $1.00.
Address: The Bahit'i Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 348, Grand Central
Station, New York City.

w S IT IMPOSSIBLE for

us to re~t~ ceive the infinite bounties of
God? Is it impossible to attain
~~ the virtues of the spiritual world
because we are not living in, the time of
His Holiness Moses, the period of the
Prophets or the era of His Holiness
Christ? Those were spiritual cycles.
Can we not develop spiritually because
we are far from them and are living in
a materialistic age? The God of Moses
and Jesus is able to bestow the same favars, nay greater favors upon His people
in this day . . . . The same merciful God
who bestowed His favors in the past has
opened the doors of His kingdom, to us,
The rays of His Sun are shining, the
breath of the Holy Spirit is quickening.
That omniscient God still assists and confirms us, illumines our hearts, gladdens
our souls .... It is evident that the Prophets of God have come to unite the
children of men and not to disperse them;
to establish the law of love and not enmity.
'Abdu'l-Baha

Miss Grace Challis, Sister of the Garden of Healing in Gnat Br·itain (a photograph by one of the patients who was healed). See page 286.
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"No man can be happy without God, though he may not know why
he is miserable.
,Abdu'l-Baha.
CHRISTMAS is a season of goodwill. It should also be a time of earnest reflection as to whether life is
bringing us all that it should. Are
we all that we might be? Before the
N ew Year starts, let us take stock of
our spiritual resources. Is the spirit
within us joyous? Does life seem
well worth living? Does each day
go by like the "passing of exquisite
music," leaving with us at night-fall
a sense of beauty and perfection of
accomplishment?
The possibility of such manner of
perfect living was the gift which the
Christ-.child brought to the world
from bournes beyond our ken. He
came "that we might have life, and
have it more abundantly." And if
we fail to avail ourselves of this marvelous gift of God to man, we are
failing not only as regards our own
individual lives, but as regards our
duty and responsibility to our fellow
men. F.or all of us are linked up together in a nexus of action and reaction, and the perfection or imperfection of one member of the group reflects itself upon all and causes the
group to become more perfect or
more imperfect.
IN THE bright and halcyon days
of early Christianity all Christians
manifested joy, I opine. Elsewise
their dear and sacred cause would not
have been so marvelously spread

across the confines of the Roman Empire. In the midst of the drab and
murky world of paganism, the joyousness of those early Christians,
whether in fadng life or death, was
like the roseate fingers of dawn upon
a darkened sky in which stars and
constellations had long since been obscured.
The Roman Empire was cynical,
discontented, seeking insensately for
pleasure and finding only pain of disillusionment. It was a world in which
faith for the most part had disappeared. In which life in general
meant not service to neighbor or to
state; but acquisition, self-seeking,
and exploitation of others. The only
standard of conduct was that of skill
in so matching the pieces of life together as to make, if possible, for
equanimity.
WHY was the pagan world sad?
Because it had no God. A world
without a God will always be sad,
whether cons,tituted on this planet,
or elsewhere. For what possible
meaning can there be to life with God
and the soul left out of it?
Does the world seem again to have
lapsed into paganism? What has
come of that jubilant, faith-full attitude of Christians' toward life and
death·? Is death not almost universally now viewed as a misfortune
and a necessary curse? Is not life
267
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too much measured in terms of what
can be s,<,lueezed out of it for pleasure
or self-seeking, with the result that
the self hovers incessantly bet,ween
the 8cylla and Charybdis of desire
and satiety?
H. G. Wells, supreme master of the
analysis and portrayal of humanity,
writes in his latest novel, "The World
of William Clissold,"-"I wanted not
simply a,better life for myself,' but a
better life altogether. Thousands of
people were as consciously bored and
distressed as I was by the resonant
emptiness of those years [before the
war] . Millions were bored and feverish without any clear apprehension of their trouble."
Such is the world to which the Ba:ha'i Cause presents itself as a recrudescen~e of the spirit which animated
early Christianity. It is spirit spelt
with a capital-the Holy Spiritwhich has again come to earth, as in
the time of Christ, to renew the heart
of man, and turn it Godward. "I
testify that Thou hast made us to
know Thee and adore Thee," is the
prayer which Baha'u'llah taught His
followers to repeat daily. Isaiah,
speakinlg inspiredly of the perfect
age in store for the world, said that
on that day "the knowledge of God
would cover the earth as the waters
cover the sea."
CHRIST came and brought the
knowledge of God to man. But the
modern world, drunk with its dizzy
and intoxicating achievements in material s~ience, has come near to forgetting God altogether; has, in the
word of the positivist, Conte, "ushered God across the boundaries of the
universe" and dismissed Him as unnecessary; has, to all intents and purposes, lost the knowledge of God and

the art of calling upon Him and securing His aid in the daily life.
That is why, in the words of Wells,
millions, including his hero who is
thought to represent himself, are
bored and feverish. Life is a fever,
a halucination, without God. For
the sole reality of life is as it inheres
in God. God has made us to find rest
in Him, and in naught else. As the
eyes were made to see, the palate to
find its satisfaction in taste, the heart
to claim its joy in love,-so the soul
of man was made with a God-ward
destiny, which, if frustrated by man's
own will or ignorance or neglect, condemns the soul to an inner torture,to eternal torture, until God is found
and loved. This is the only hell,separatenes from God. "There is no
rest for thee," says Baha'u'llah, "except if thou dost renounce thyself and
turn unto. Me . . ." Contrawise,
the only heaven, here or hereafter, is
nearness to God, love of God, realization of God as the "one factor that
animates and dominates existence."
THEe GREAT Manifestations of
God, as Buddha, Christ, Muhammad,
Baha'u'llah, come to men in order to
help them fulfill their supreme destiny as sons of God. It is their chief
concern that man should know God,
should love Him, and should obey
Him. What this implies in the way
of human behavior, of social order,
of economic and political organization, is almost beyond conception.
For if God were loved and obeyed,
the motives which ordinarily dominate life would be exactly reversed.
Instead of self-seeking would be the
quality of love; instead of sensuality,
chastity; instead of flaunting luxury
of living, simplicity to the point of
austerity; instead of the thirst for
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power and exploitation, the effort to
serve; instead of pride, humility.
If Wells would analyse his world a
little closer, he would see that the
former qualities above mentioned
would make of any world a drab and
dreary existence, an existence characterized by discontent, suffering,
squalor. And that nothing under
heaven -could reform such a world except that the humanity composing it
should become characterized by the
qualities of love, of chastity, of simplicity, of service, of humility. And
a humanity so characterized would
create a Paradise, no matter under
what government it lived, no matter
on what planet destiny might place it.
Therefore these Manifestations of
God-Moses, Buddha, Christ, Muhammad,-are the real Reformers,
the real Builders of civilization. All
that is fair, and joy-giving and enduring in our present civilization is
wrought from strands of their teachings. And now, at a time when civilization seems tottering into decadence and destruction, owing to its
deeply moral and spiritual faults,
comes Baha'u'llah to renew religion,
to revive the spirit of faith as an aid
and inspiration to right living. He
calls humanity, as the other Prophets
have done before Him, to repentance,
to right living, to acceptance of His
love and of His perfect plan for the
world that is to be when God's King'dam is fully established and "His will
is done on earth as it is in Heaven."
THERE,FORE the Christmas season should be one to give us pause.
Does life mean to us all that it should '?
Are we using our talents to man's
and God's fullest advantage? Are we
worthy of the trust placed in us?
Are we finding that deep inner happiness which comes from wanting
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only, and striving to do, God's will?
If there is discontent, if there is
sadness, if there is apparent failure
in our lives, shall we lay the blame
elsewhere, or upon ourselves? For
heaven lies not only about us, but
within. The real strulggle of life is
not that for outer possessions, but
that for the development of inner
qualities. And when the inner harmony is reached, the outer world
will adjust itself in surprisingly
matched harmony to that which we
have created form within.
The Manifestations of God have
come to the world from timel to time
to prescribe the Remedy which brings
spiritual and material happiness to
mankind.
"Spiritual enjoyments," :Abdu'lBaha says, "brings always joy. The
love of God brings endless happiness.
These are joys in themselves and not
alleviations. The life of animals is
more simple than that of man. Animals have
their needs supplied
for them. ,All the grasses of the
meadows are free to them. The birds
build their nests in the branchi~g
trees and the palaces of kings are
not so beautiful. If earthly needs
are all, then the animals are better
supplied than man. But man has another food, the heavenly manna of
the knowledge of God. All the divine Prophets and Manifestations appeared in the world that this heavenly manna might be given to man.
This is the food which fosters spiritual growth and strength and causes
pure illumination in the souls of men.
They. become filled with the breaths
of the Holy Spirit. They increase in
the knowledge of God and in those
virtues which belong to the world of
humanity. They aUain to the very
image and likeness of God."

all'
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THE SOVEREIGNTY OF CHRIST
EXCERPTS FROM THE WRITINGS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA

WHEN CHRIST appeared, twenty
centuries ago, although the Jews
were eagerly awaiting His coming,
and prayed every day, with tears,
saying, "0 God, hasten the revelation of the Messiah," yet when the
Sun of Truth dawned, they denied
Him and rose against Him with the
greatest enmity, and eventually crucified that divine Spirit, the Word of
God, and named Him Beelzebub, the
evil one, as is recorded in the Gospel.
The reason for this was that they
said, "The revelation of Christ, according to the clear text of the Torah, will be attested by certain signs,
and so long as these signs have not
appeared, whoso layeth claim to be
a Messiah is an impostor . . . . But
as they did not understand the meaning of these signs, they crucified the
Word of God.
Now, the Baha:is hold that the 1'ecorded silgns did come to pass in the
Manifestation of Christ, although not
in the sense which the Jews understood, the description in the Torah
being allegorical.
For instance,
among the signs is that of sovereignty. The Baha'is say that the
sovereignty of Christ was a heavenly,
divine, everlasting sovereignty, not a
Napoleonic sovereignty that vanisheth in a short time. For well nigh
two thousand years this sovereignty
of Christ hath been established, and
until now it endureth, and to all eternity that Holy Being will be exalted
upon an everlasting throne.
In like manner, all the other signs
-have been made manifest, but the
Jews did not understand. Althoulgh
nearly twenty centuries have elapsed
since Christ appeared w:ith diyine,

splendour, yet the Jews are still
awaiting the coming of the Messiah
and regard themselves as true and
Christ as false. (Baha:u'lHih and the
New Era, p. 15.)
HIS HOLINESS Jesus Christ was
an Educator of humanity. His teachings were aUruis\tic; His bestowal
universal. He taught mankind by
the power of the Holy Spirit and not
through human agency, for the human power is limited, whereas the divine power is illimitable and infinite.
The influence and accomplishment of
Christ will attest this . . . If you
reflect upon the essential teachings
of Jesus you will realize that they are
the light of the world. Nobody can
question their truth. They are the
very source of life and the cause of
happiness to the human race. The
forms and superstitions which appeared and obscured the Light did
not affect the reality 6f Christ. For
example, His Holiness Jesus Christ
said, "Put up the sword into the
sheath." The meanhig is that warfare is forbidden and abrogated; but
consider the Christian wars which
took place afterwards.
Christian
hostility and inquisition spared not
even the learned; he who proclaimed
the revolution of the earth was imprisoned; he who announced the new
astronomical system was persecuted
as a heretic; scholars and scientists
became objects of fanatical hatred
and many were killed and tortured.
How do these actions conform with
the teachings _of Jesus Christ and
what relation do they bear to His
own example? For Christ declared,
"Love your enemies, and pray for
them that persecute you that you may
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be sons of your Father which is in
heaven; for He maketh His sun to
rise on the evil and the good, and
sendeth rain on the just and the unjust." How can hatred, hostility and
persecution be reconciled with Christ
and His teachings?
Therefore there is need of turning
back to the original foundation. The
fundamental principles of the Prophets are correct and true. The imitations and superstitions which have
crept in are at wide variance with
the original precepts and commands.
His Holiness Baha'u'llah has revoiced and re-established the quintessence of the teachings of all the
Prophets, setting aside the accessories and purifying religion from human interpre!tation: (Promulgation
of Universal Peace, p. 82.)
A LT H 0 U G H men may arise
against the kingdom, the dominion
and sovereignty of God will be set
up. It is an eternal kingdom, a divine sovereig·nty. In His day Christ
was called Satan, Beelzebub, but
hear the bells now ringing for Him!
He was the Word of God, and not Satan. They mocked Him, led Him
through the city upon a donkey,
crowned Him with thorns, spat upon
His blessed face, and crucified Him,
but He is now with God and in God,
because He was the Word and not
Satan. Fifty years ago no one would
touch the Christian Bible in Persia.
Baha'u'llah came and asked "Why?"
They said, "It is not the Word of
God." He said, "You must read it
with understanding of its meanings,
not as those who merely recite its
words." Now Baha'is, all over the
East read the Bible and understand
its spiritual teaching. Baha'u'llah
spread the cause of Christ and opened
the book of the Christians and Jews.
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He removed the barriers of "Names."
He proved that all the divine Prophets taught the same reality and that
to deny one is to deny the others, for
ull are in perfect oneness with God.
(Promulgation, of Universal Peace,
p.207.)
IN LONDON some of the Christians said we were deniers of Christ.
We say His Holiness the Christ is
the Word of God
. vVhy was
Jesus the Word?
In the universe of creation, all
phenomenal beings are as letters.
Letters in themselves are meaningless and express nothing of thought
or ideal; as for instance "a," "b," etc.
Likewise, all phenomenal beings are
without independent meaning. But
a word is composed of letters and has
independent sense and meanmg.
Therefore, as Christ conveyed the
,perfect meaning of divine reality
and embodied independent significance, He was the Word. He was as
the station of reality compared to
the station of metaphor.' There is no
intrinsic meaning in the leaves of a
book, but the thought they convey
leads you to reflect upon the reality.
The reality of Jesus was the perfect
meaning, the Christhood in Him
which in the holy hooks is symbolized
as the Word. "The Word was with
God." The Christhood means not the
body of Jesus but the perfection of
divine virtues manifest in Him. . . .
The reality of Christ was the embodiment of divine virtues and attributes of God. For in divinity there
is no duality. (Promulgation of Universal Peace, p. 149.)
THE PERFECT soul of man, that
is to say, the perfect individual, js
like a mirror wherein the Sun of Reality is reflected. The perfections,
the image and light of that Sun, have
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been revealed in the mirror; its heat
and illumination are manifest therein, for that pure soul is a perfect expression of the Sun.
These Mirrors are the Messengers
of God who tell the story of divinity,
just as the material mirror reflects
the light and disc of the outer sun in
the skies. In this way the imwge and
effulgence of the Sun of Reality appear in the mirrors of the Manifestations of God. This is what His Holiness Jesus Christ meant when He declared, "the Father is in the Son," the
purpose being that the reality of that
eternal Sun had become reflected in
its glory in Christ Himself. It does
not signify that the Sun of Reality
had descended from its place in
heaven, or that its essential being
had effected an entrance into the mirror, for there is neither entrance nor
exit for the reality of divinity; there
is no ingress or egress; it is sanctified
above all things and ever occupies its
own holy station. (Promulgation of
Universal Peace, p. 168.)
EACH OF the divine religions embodies two kinds of ordinances. The
first are those which concern spiritual susceptibilities, the development
of moral principles and the quickening of the conscience of man. These
are essential or fundamental, one
and the same in all re}i>gions, changeless and eternal, reality not subject
to transformation.
His Holiness,
Abraham heralded this reality, His
Holiness Moses promulgated it, and
His Holiness Jesus Christ established
it in the world of mankind. All the
divine prophets ftnd messengers were
the instruments and channels of this
same eternal, essential truth.
The second kind of ordinances in
the divine relilgions are those which
relate to the material affairs of hu-

mankind. These are the material or
accidental laws which are subject to
change in each day of manifestation,
according to exigencies of the time,
conditions and differing capacities of
humanity. (Promulgation of Universal Peace, p. 102.)
WHEN CHRIST appeared with
those marvelous breaths of the Holy
Spirit, the children of Israel said,
"We are quite independent of Him;
we can do without Him and follow
Moses; we have a Book and in it are
found the teachings of God; what
need, therefore, have we of this
man ?" Christ said to them, "The
Book sufficeth you not." It is possible for a man to hold to a book of
medicine and say, "I have no need of
a doctor; I will act according to the
book; in it every disease is named, all
symptoms are explained, the diagnosis of each ailment is completely
written out and a prescription for
each malady is furnished ~ therefore
why do I need a doctor?" This is
sheer ignorance. A physician is
needed to prescribe. Through his
skill, the principles of the book are
correctly and effectively applied until
the patient is restored to health.
Christ was a Hea venly Physician.
He brought spiritual health and healing into the world. Baha:u'lhih is
likewise a Divine Physician. He has
revealed prescriptions for removing
disease from the body politic and has
remedied human conditions by spiritual power. (Star, Vol. 3, No. 18, p.
6.)

WE ARE living in this most radiant century, wherein human perceptions have developed and investigations of real foundations characterize
mankind. Individually and collectively man is provinlg and penetrating
into the reality of outer and inner
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conditions. Therefore it has come to the people posess e~ternal eyes, yet
pass that we are renouncing all that the insight or perception of the soul
savors of blind imitation, and impar':' is blind; although the outer ear hears,
tially and independently investigating the spiritual hearing is deaf; altruth. Let us understand what con- thought they possess conscious hearts,
stitutes the reality of the divine reli- they are without illumination; and
gions. Ita Christian sets aside tradi- the bounties of His Holiness Christ
tionary forms and blind imitation of save souls from these conditions. It
ceremonials and investigates the re- is evident then that the Manifestaality of the gospels, he will discover tion of the Messiah, was synonymous
that the foundation principles of the with universal mercy. His proviteachings of His Holiness Christ were dence was universal and His teachmercy, love, fellowship, benevolence, ings were for all. His lights were
Every
altruism, the resplendence or radi- not restricted to a few.
"Christ"
came
to
the
world
of
manance of divine bestowals, acquisition.
of the breaths of the Holy Spirit and kind. Therefore we must investioneness with God. Furthermore, he gate the foundation of divine reliwill learn that His Holiness declared gion, discover its reality, re-estabthat the Father "maketh His sun to lish it and spread its message
rise on the evil and on the good and throughout the world so that it may
sendeth rain on the just and the un- become the source of illumination
just." The meaning of this declara~ and enlightenment to mankind, the
tion is that the mercy of God encircles spiritually dead become alive, the
all mankind; that not a single indivi- spiritually blind receive sight, and
dual is deprived of the mercy of God; those who are inattentive. to God beand no soul is denied the resplendent come awakened. (Promulgation of
bestowals of God. The whole human Universal Peace, p. 439.)
race is submerged in the sea of the
THE APP~ARANCES of the
mercy of the Lord and we are an the Manifestations of God are the Divine
sheep of the one Divine Shepherd. springtime.
When His Holiness
Whatever shortcomilllgs exist among Christ appeared in this world it was
us must be remedied. For example, like the vernal bounty, the outpourthose who are ignorant must be edu- illlg descended; the effulgence of the
cated sa that they may become wise; Merciful encircled all things; the
the sick must be treated until they human world found new life. Even
recover; those who are immature the physical world partook of it. The
must be trained in order to reach ma- divine perfections were upraised;
turity; those asleep must be awak- souls were trained in the school of
ened. All this must be accomplished heaven so that all grades of human
through love and not through hatred existence received life and light.
and hostility.
Then by degrees these fragrances of
Furthermore, His Holiness Jesus heaven were discontinued; the seaChrist, referring to the prophecy of son of winter came upon the world;
Isaiah, spoke of those who "having the beauties of spring vanished. . ..
eyes, see not, having ears, hear not;
His Holiness Baha'u'lla has come
having hearts, understand not,"-yet into the world. He has renewed that
they were to be healed~.- Therefore it springtime. The same fragrances
is evident that the bounties of Christ are wafting; the same heat of the
transformed the eye which was Sun is giving life; the same cloud is
blind into a seeing one, rendered the pouring its rain, and with our own
ear which was formerly deaf, atten- eyes we see that the world of existtive, and made the hard, callous heart ence is advancing and progressinig.
tender and sensitive.
In other The human world has found new life.
words, the meanilllg' is that, although . (Pro. of U. P., p. 8.)
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WHEN TROUBLE VANISHES
DALE S. COLE

Reality or tnl,th is one, yet there are many religious beliefs, denominations, creeds and differing opinions in the world today. Why' should these
differences exist? Because they do not investigate and examine the fundamental unity which 'is one and unchangeable. If they seek the reality itself
they 'will agree and be united; for reality is indivisible and not multiple.
,Abdu'l-Baha.
NE of our confusing and limit- may, perchance, be found by studying characteristics is the gen- inlg' some of these things. And so
eral inability to distinguish be- these books, large and small, sell by
tween that which is real and that the thousands. They are carried in
which is not. Reality is a word to pockets until they become crumpled,
be conjuted with and has been bur- thumbed until the edges are black, in
dened with many interpretations. It the hop~ that the secret may be unis not strange, then, that seekers af- covered. This yearning is also eviter truth are bewildered. One hears denced . in the popularity of psychoso many explanations, senses so many logical- magazines, stories and novels,
prejudices, and. witnesses (tradition in the vivid "I confess" tales of the
and superstitions reverenced to such day. Hope-always the hope that
an extent that he knows not where to somewhere, somehow, some time we
turn.
may touch the magic stone which will
What is real to most of us is that open the secret of life which has bafwhich we can see, taste, smell, hear, fled poet and peasant, philosopher
or feel. Perhaps we may add to this and scholar through the years.
So busy are we turning first one
that which we experience emotionally, for none doubt the potency of stone and then another that we do
fear, pain, and sorrow as influences not stop to analyze the motive behind
in our lives. And yet, in this scien- the urge to hunt f:or thiis glorious
tific era, it has been clearly estab- something. Now and then we see
lished that the senses are easily de- others! who have apparently found it,
ceived. Many clever illusions can be radiant. faces, lives of service,brought forth to substantiate this, peace. We hesitate to ask them what
still we like to believe that the stuff they have found and where they dison which we tread, matter-the earth covered it, and if we did summon the
is very, very real.
courage to do so, we might be disapThis is an age of yearning for self- pointed.. There is the chance that
improvement. Books on applied psy- one of them has found it here and anchology, on self-mastery and kindred other there.
subjects are constantly in great deHave they all found the same
mand~ Why is this? Human beings thing? Or, are there several someare becoming more and more a ware things? Perhaps we hope that what
that there is something in life which . seem, on the surface, as divergent
lies deeper than surface considera- philosophies, are merely various
tions, something intimately connected manifestations of a common truthwith the core of their beings, which one dawning point of light.
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We feel that there is an essential
unity in what we are trying to
find-and many of these witnesses
disagree. Can it be that they have
simply found a part of the truth-a
ray or two, as it were, and have not
yet recognized the true origin nor
experienced the full effulgence of the
Sun of Truth? It may be that some
of those fortunate souls do not even
know what they have found, much
less are they able to tell another of it.
It always has been a trifle embarrassing to ask another such intimate
questions as the knowledge we seek
might entail. It is much easier to
try to find it between the covers of a
book-thoughts someone has set
down, which we can appropriate
quietly for our own.
Fundamentally, we feel that there
is no justification for division of belief and thought about the essential
facts of life. Truth in its essence
must be one and indivisible. There
must be an underlying unity. The
secret of life must in some way be
connected with unity. There is a
mystic potency in this idea which is
elusive. It has ever intrigued the
?-nalytic minds of thinkers, and subtly comforted those attuned to feel
and know, as the fragrance of a rose
may brinlg delight without knowledge
of its origin or cause.
We hear much of the need for
unity of nations, unity of race, of
language, of religion. Tremendous
conceptions! So great in fact that it
is hard to conceive of them, and
hence they seem to some of us remote, however worthy may be their
attainment.
Being tremendous and far reaching, are we not prone to think of
them as something outside ourselves,
something so distant and idealistic
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that they do not touch our daily lives,
which, after all, Igauge reality for our
limited consciousnesses?
And who of us has reached the station where life is not of consuming
interest? That which touches us intimately, closely, however trivial it
may be, is a matter of interest~often
magnified into distortion. However
we may strive, there are comparatively few who live in the rarified detachment which does not emphasize
the things we live or see lived.
And so we cry out, or suffer
dumbly in yearning to have some better understandinlg', to enjoy appreciation and realization of life and its
purpose. If only these great ideas
could 'be made an every-day matter;
could be brought home to us in our
lives, perhaps we might find the joy
we are seeking. We are scarcely capable of grasping the full meaning
of the unity of nations, we want to
experience unity in our own lives
first. In that attitud.e may there not
be a hint as to a method of approach?
Take the tiniest seed, must not all
its functions be performed in unity
(co-relation, co-operation, harmony)
to insure growth and to perpetuate
the stream of life? Perhaps we have
been confused by the magnitude of
the idea of unity. The lofty mountain peak has cast a shadow which
has obscured the beauty of the flower
at its base. We can better apreciate
conceptions when they are not too
vast. Can it be that unity has a personal meaning, one which is, practi:cal, one which can be utilized by us in
. our lives as we have to live them?
Can it be that the greater unity will
spring from lesser unities-all a part
of the whole, yet contributing to the
complete culmination of oneness?
The very earth on which we tread is
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made up of elements. Each molecule
is made ltp of small· atoms, and the
atoms of yet smaller units. Units
combine to form a larger unit, again
and argain, until the result is beyond
conception-and yet the great result
is impossible without the first small
unit, however small it may be.
And so, in this great mutual endeavor which we term life, may it
not be that if each individual can
learn to appreciate and incorporate
unity into his own life, that this will
blend with another, thus forming a
greater unity-an ever-accelerating
process which leads on and on-upward?
We are habitually making excuses.
To the teacher we say-"That is all
very well for you. But I have s6
much trouble. My life is so difficult.
I don't seem to have time to do these
things, to think and meditate, and I
don't even know how. Your theories
are beautiful, but how can I learn to
live them 1"
To such a one 'Abdu'lrBalui answers. You can feel the love in the
words.
"When the divine message is understood, all troubles will vanish.
Shadows disappear when the universal lamp is lighted, for whosoever
becomes illumined thereby no longer
knows grief; he realizes that his stay
on this planet is temporary and that
life is eternal. When once he has
found reality he will no longer retreat into darkness." (Divine Philosophy, p. 65.)
Ah-a new note is struck! "When
the divine message is understood."
Why-that has to do with, well-let
us say religion, has it not? We have
been so busy trying to find somethinlg
that we have not recognized the
longing as a spiritual one.· We

thought that it was a purely personal
hunger, a matter of finding some
magic formula which we could apply
ourselves to transform our lives.
And so it is, for-"shadows disappear when the universal lamp is
lighted; for whosoever becomes illumined thereby no longer knows
grief."
Is this not an answer? If we are
never to know grief, and if "all troubles vanish," may we not assume that
we will then be happy as we understand happiness?"
heaven
is not a place but a state of consciousness." But heaven, even so, means
more than a state of consciousness.
It means a certain relationship to
God-certain responsibilities, certain privileges, which broaden our
capacities into greater and greater
consciousness of the true meaninrg'S of
love and unity.
As "each has his individual form
of evolution in this world of existence"-our paths of progress may diverge slightly, but they will run parallel essentially and lead to a common
goal. We must not become confused,
but remember that "as long as the
perceptive powers differ, surely the
opinions and thoughts differ also.
But if one great Perceptive Power
which comprehends all, cometh to the
center, the differing opinions become
united, and ideal unity and oneness
are revealed." (Baha,'i Scriptures,
p. 485.)
How may we experience this perceptive pOWer? In the same mariner
as a compass needle fulfils its humble
but highly important function and
purpose. It turns itself so that the
greatest number of lines of magnetic
force may pass through it. Likewise,
may not ,we orient ourselves similarly
with regard to God and his efful-
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gences of knowledge and power 7
May we not tap untold reservoirs of
strength 7 May we not become conductorsi for that mysJterious power
to manifest itself, channels through
which it may flow 7 Surely, if the
channel is clear and clean and in the
proper position, so that it may function in unity with its purpose.
We come, then, to an important
question.
"What is the ultimate goal of human life 7" If we knew that. and
could assimilate the knowledge into
our consciousness, perhaps we might·
find ourselves possessed of a driving
force which would carry us over the
rough spots in ~our journey. 'Abdu'l-Baha answers: "Assuredly it is
not to eat, nor to sleep, nor to dress,
nor to repose on a couch of negligence. Nay, it is to find one's way
to eternity and understand the divine
signs: to receive wisdom from the
Lord of Lords, and to move steadily
forward like a great sea." The sea
is one-a unit of water, motion, and·
power, made up of minute but complete particles.
Human endeavor may become a
concerted force towards unity if,-if
the efforts of all, however, small, are
co-operative and directed together, if
there is unity. Unity begins at
home, in our own lives. Can we work
effectively for the unity of nations or
religion if there is conflict within
ourselves 7 There must be peace and
harmony. The smallest unit of the
whole must be in complete accord
within itself, that it may be effective
outside of its own sphere.
"In this cause (Baha'i Cause) we
have many principles to which we adhere, the most important is to avoid
that which creates discord. We must
ha ve the same aspirations and be-
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come as one nation. Humanity must
feel entirely united." How can humanity "feel united" if its component
parts, elements, are not uiIited within
themselves 7 Unity is 'a personal
matter. It involves all those forces
and influences for good which can remould our lives. It presupposes love,
not necessarily personal love, for"The greatest Igift to man is universal love, that which renders existence eternal. It attracts realities
and diffuses life with infinite joy. If
this love penetrate the heart of man,
all the forces of the universe will be
realized in him, for it is a divine
power which transports him to a divine station and he will make no
progress until he i.s illumined thereby." . (Div. Phil., p. 107.)
Is there need to seek further for
that mystic something which will
transform our lives 7 Universal love,
the love of unity-"attracts realities
and diffuses life with infinite joy"not merely happiness. "If this love
penetrate the heart of man,all the
forces of the universe will be realized
in him, for it is a divine power . . ."
What a glorious func~ion! A station
possible of attainment, where"Man will become free from egotism; he will be released from the
material world; he will become the
personification of justice and virtue,
for a sanctified soul illumines humanity and is an honor to mankind: confering life upon the children of men
and suffering all nations to attain to
the station of perfed unity." (Div.
Phil., p. 117.)
Note that 'Abdu'l-Baha says "a
sanctified soul"-one of them "is an
honor to mankind." Do we need any
other promise of reward 7 Any other
inspiration 7 Does this not make of
unity a personal, everyday matter?
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These are spiritual considerations,
for life is a spiritual experience, however mundane it may seem. These
are spiritual yearnings, however
cloaked they may be in the terms of
scientific explanation. This is a scientific age and it is through the aid
of science that "there will be a great
unifying cleansing force in the
world."
"When religion," says 'AbdulBah:i, "shorn of its superstitions,
traditions, and unintelligent dogmas,
shows its conformity with science,
then there will be a unifying, cleansing force in the world, which will
sweep before it all· wars, disagreements, discords, and struggles, and
then will mankind be united in the
power of the love of God." (Paris
Talks, p. 135.)
What greater resolution can we
carry into the new year approaching
than a sincere desire to direct "a
great .unifying, cleansing force" to
ourselves?
Is this not re-birth? Starting life
with renewed zeal to find and apply
truth in our own lives. At this season, when we celebrate the birth of
Christ, may we not open our beings
to the inflow of the spirit, and may
not our lives be blessed as the earth
was so many years ago by the advent of the Word of God?
It has been said that living is an
art, out may we not make of it a science, too, "a great, unifying, cleansing force," which will, "s,weep before
it' and out of our personal lives "all
wars, disagreements, discords, and
struggles ?" Is there not an intimate,
personal message in the greater one?
Is this not unity made practical and
personal in a way which enables us
to appreciate it and make use of it
to the end that we, as individuals, be-

come units, united and harmonious,
and thereby qualified to merge ourselves into the greater unities of
family, stC).te, nation, world; to contribute to the 2,chievement of unity
of thought and action?
This is the day of science. "vVith
every advance in science, the oneness
of the universe and the inter-dependence of its parts has become
more clearly evident. The astronomer's domain is inseparably bound
up with the physicist's, and the
physicist's with the chemists', and
the chemist's with the biologist's, and
the biologist's with the psychololgist's,
and so on." (Dr. Esslemont.) But
there is no need to despair. We do not
have to master all of the intricacies
of these sciences-they merge into a
single unified science-that of the divine, which is attaina'ble by every
earnest seeker and striver.
And the' motto for our individual
campaigns has been voiced by Bah:i'u'll:ih.
"Of the Tree of Knowledge the AllGlorious fruit is this exalted word:
Of One Tree are ye all the fruits and
of one bough the leaves. Let notinan
glory in this that he loves his country, but let him rather glory in this
that he loves his kind." If we were
all united it would not be difficult to
love our kind.
The question of paramount importance is, "How are all these great
unities to be brought about?" By
the power of God manifesting itself
through unity of endeavor, which
rests with the individuals. Thus is
unity to be attained through unity,
the greater dependinlg upon the lesser. Beginning with the individual
unity and perfection of function in
thi's great scheme of things, the unifying force will reach out in ever-
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widening circles, friends, families, All is dependent upon the Bounty of
states, nations-until the world be- God, and one of His greatest blesscomes a dynamic manifestation of ings is this, that He has made it posOneness and solidarity-all through sible for us to attain to that state of
the Bounty of God.
individual unity and oneness with
These ideas are immense and all- the great purpose of life in which we
inclusive, universal, but the universe understand our true relationship to
is composed of unities, smaller and Him. We have but to try with every
smaller, until they merge themselves fib er of our beings to be worthy, to
into an indistinguishable unity of understand and to do His will and
substance and function, the underly- our own individual work will become
ing essence which is but one of the a part of that great leaven which inmanifestations of the Love of God, fluences the mass.
that force which binds all components
"0 Friends! It is the wish of 'Abinto the whole.
du'l-Baha that the friends may esThese great conceptions are to be tablish general unity and not a parachieved through the units of hu- ticular meeting of unity. ." . . We
manity, illumined by the knowledge are all the servants of one Threshold,
of God and motivated by His Power. attendants at one court, drops of one
How important, then, becomes the river, the dust before one door, and
individual! He is a drop of the great plants of one garden."
(Baha'i
river of life, which moves ever on- Scriptures, p. 458.)
ward towards the accomplishment of
"Fellowship is the cause of unity,
unity, that stream on continuous efand,
unity is the source of order in the.
fort, which starts as a tiny rivulet
in the bosom of the mountains. And world. Blessed are they who are
there could be no river, no stream kind and serve with love."
In unity there is peace-"peace
rushinlg down the mountainside were
it not for the showers from above. and good-will" to man and mankind.

THE teachings of His Holiness Christ have been promulgated
by His Holiness Baha'u'llah who has also revealed new teachings
applicable to present conditions in the world of humanity. He has
trained the people of the east throu!g'h the power and protection of
the Holy S.pirit, cemented the souls of humanity together and established the foundations of international unity.
Through the power of His Words the hearts of the people of all
religions have been attuned in harmony. For instance, among the
Baha'is in Persia there are Christians, Muhammadans, Zoroastrians,
Jews and many others of varying denominations and beliefs who have
been brought together in unity and love in the cause of Baha'u'llah.
By their words and actions they are proving the verity of His Holiness Baha'u'llah.-' Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE SYMPATHETIC UNDERST ANDING
DR. ORROL L. HARPER
"All (humanity) must be considered as submerged in the ocean of God's mercy.
We must associate with all humanity in gentleness and kindliness. We must love all
with love of the heart. Some are ignorant; they must be trained and educated. One
is .sick; he must be .he1aled. Another is as a child; we must assist him to attain
maturity. We must not detest him who is ailing:, neither shun h~1n, scorn nor CUTSe
him; but care for him with the utmost kindness and tenderness."-'Abrdu'l-Baha.

HE thinkers of the day agree
that service to mankind is the
keynote of this age. This ideal
of "service to humanity" sounds very
big and important, very sincere and
willinlg.
Just what does "service" to the
race mean to the individual? How
can you and I, in our daily contact
with men, be of actual service to
others? What quality must we develop. if we are to be of real help to
the world?
Tolerance is the necessary· virtue
that underlies true service. If we
are to help others we must give of
ollrselves the best we have, and learn
from every other member of the human race, a lesson.
There are no two forms of human
intelligence exactly alike. No two
viewpoints are identical. If every
human being in the world were to
describe the White House at Washington, D. C., no two descriptions
would be exactly alike, no two visions
the same. This is true concerning all
the affairs of life.
God is manifesting as many different aspects· of intelligence as
there are human beings. Since each
individual is different, each viewpoint is different from all others, but
right for the individual.
If we are to be of service to others
we must remember that every human
being has as much right to his opinion as we have to ours. UnderstandIng of the individual rights of all people is a necessary foundation on
which service is built.

T

Tolerance is the magic quality that
will produce the ideal man: tolerance
of other men's -ideas, tolerance of
their race and nationality, tolerance
of their relirgious beliefs, tolerance of
their political attachments, tolerance
of their dress and custom, tolerance
of their weaknesses and idiocyncracies, tolerance of their mistakes, tolerance of their ignorance and lack of
will.
Weakness is but lack of strength,
dust as darkness is lack of light. An
,idiocyncracy is an individual characteristic.· Custom and dress are but
the habits of a country and the disJtinguishing marks of a period. Mis,takes are the stepping-stones to
knowledge. Ignorance is lack of
knowledge.
The sense of right and wrong is an
ever-changing quantity, depending on
the development and state of consciousness of the individual, at a
given time. What would be rilght
for one person would be wrong for
another, acording to his understanding of right and wrong. An act that
would be wrong for an individual at
one time in his life might be right at
another period, due to a change in
consciousness. Twenty years ago it
would have been an absolute wrong
for me to play a game of croquet on
Sunday. Today I could play a hundred games and feel that I was performing a virtuous act, if by playin:g
I could help someone in some real
way.
Consider the command of Jesus
the Christ, "Thou shalt honor the
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Sabbath Day and keep it holy." All
religions contain the essence of a
similar instruction. The Christian
counts that day to be what we call
Sunday. The Jew has figured out
that the Sabbath Day should be what
we call Saturday. Certain other religionists have computed the Seventh
Day, the Day of Rest, to be Friday.
Differences of opllllon all,-each
right, if he lives up to his highest and
best understanding, and recognizes
the right of others to their opinion,each wrong, if he contends and argues and insists on his opinion being
the only correct interpretation.
The ideal man of tolerance would
see each Sabbath Day chosen as the
right one for the religionist who believed in it. His universal search for
truth would stimulate him to try to
make every day God's Day-would
try to shed love, tolerance, understandinlg and harmony about him
every day.
The tolerant man w.ould realize
that he has no right to criticize anyone, for anything, at any time., He
would understand that there is always a cause or causes for every
effect. He would be aware of the
fact that if it were possible to trace
every cause that contributed in producing any given action, he would
ha ve no right to blame anyone for
anything.
Take, for instance, a crime: If he
could trace the generations of heredity that had produced the offender,
if he could be informed of the condition of his mother during the nine
months of his gestation, if he could
find out in detail the childhood training and experience of the man, if he
could identify in completeness the
offender's physical weaknesses and
strengths, if he could read his subconscious mind and discover his automatic reactions to life, if he could
see his immediate environment with
its tests and trials outlined, if it were
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possible to trace every cause that had
contributed its share to tipping the
scales of balance on the side of
crime, the man of tolerance would
discover that crime* would be the inevita:ble result of the combined force
of ail the causes involved. Following
the same reasoning, in any specific
case we wish to consider, we must
conclude that every person in the
world does the best that he is' able
to do at any given moment. Consciousness is an ever-changing quantity. God surely uses each .object of
His creation to the highest degree
possible at all times, according to its
stage of evolution.
The tolerant man would see each
human being as a seed planted in the
earth of creation. Some seeds, he
would observe, have thrown off their
seed-coating, and sent forth twigs,
branches, blossoms, and fruit; while
others are still in the seed form, with
all their latent perfections lying hidden beneath a material and barren
exterior.
But, having witnessed the beauties
that· have burst forth from many
other seeds, the tolerant man has patience to wait, until the experiences
of life can stimulate the vibrant energy within, and cause the outer coating of the hitherto listless seed to be
cast aside, and the perfect beinlg' that
God has deposited within that seedcoating begins to unfold. One day
that seed will become a bud, and the
next day the bud will unfold into a
beautiful rose. A flower of God, with
all its delicacy and perfume lives, and
'by lIving, gives forth continuous
praise to its Creator.
*"The communities must punish the oppressor, the
murderer, the malefactor, so as to warn and restrain
others from committing like crimes. But the most
essential thing is that the people must be educated
in such a way that no crimes will be committed; for
it is possible to educate the masses so effectively that
they will avoid and shrink from perpetrating crimes,
so that the crime itself will appear to them as the
greatest chastisement, the utmost condemnation and
torment. Therefore no crimes which require punish·
ment w'ill be committed."-'Abdu'I·Baha in. "Some
Answered Questions."
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The tolerant man will constantly
search for the potential heavenly capacity covered. by each human exterior. He will have universal love
for the good in all people; for he will
know that all people were created
for a purpose, to express the same
,Divine Being that made him.
The tolerant man will say, with
Emerson, "Our life is but an apprenticeship to the truth, around every
circle another can be drawn; there is
no end to nature, but every end is a
beginning; there is always another
dawn risen on mid-noon, and under
every deep a lower deep opens."
Tolerance is the magic quality that
will produce the ideal man of service. That man will be a citizen of the
world, free from the fetters of dogmatism, selfish nationalism, and parisanship of all kinds. He will be a
true statesman, but not a politician,
-a man freed from prejudice, bigotry, hatred and ignorance. He will
be a seeker of truth and knowledge
where ever he finds them-in other

words, an independent investigator
of truth. He will manifest freedom
of thought. He will be a man of science, and his religion will harmonize
with science and reason. His sincerfity of purpose will be proved by his
deeds. Concerninlg' his own good
He will
deeds will he keep silent.
realize the oneness of humanity, the
Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man. A definition of his religion will be his love of God manifested in his attitude toward mankind. He will see that there are as
many ways to God as there are creatures. Tolerance and justice will walk
hand in hand.
Tolerance grows from understanding; complete understanding is a copartner with love; service rests on all
three. "Faith, hope and charity, and
the greatest of these is charity."
The ideal man of tolerance will be
truly alive, and he will be happy.
Hope will be his outlook, faith his
guide, tolerance his watchword, and
service his daily act.

ALL MUST abandon prejudices and must even go to each other's
churches and mosques, for, in all of these worshipping places, the
Name of God is mentioned. Since all gather to worship God, what
difference is there? N one of them worship satan. The Muhammadans must go to the churches of the Christians and the synagogues
of the Jews, and vice versa, the others must Igo to the Muhammadan
mosques. They hold aloof from one another merely because of unfounded prejudices and dogmas. In America I went to the Jewish
synagogues which are similar to the Christian churches, and i saW
them worshipping God everywhere.-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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RELIGION AND THEOLOGY
HOWARD R. HURLBUT

"The foundation 01/ the Di'v-vne reLigions is ever the cause of progress; and thus
when it leaves the central axis, the holy foundation becomes destroyed, and as it were,
beclouded or surrounded by certlain blind ~mitations. When we speak of relig'ion we
mean the fou.mdation of religion, not the bl'ind imitations, or dogmas, which! have crept
in afterwaJ'ds, and which are eve'¥' destructive . . , ."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

T IS impossible that Religion should
be any finer or greater thing to
a man than the quality of it which
is existent in himself. At no time
does he get beyond that, howsoever
valiantly he may declare himself regarding it, because the recognition of
Relilgion lies not in any elegance or
wealth of diction, but in purity of
thought, humility as to one's own
qualifications and in selflessness of
service. But man is able to grow
into larger and finer degrees of the
qualities of Religion through opening
up within himself avenues for its expression, because Religion, being the
Word of God is an outpour from the
limitles Divine Fountain and its action is comparable to the flowinlg of
the water of a great river. Whatsoever the direction of the river may be,
it is possible for man to develop new
channels and divert portions of the
stream for the enrichment and benefit of other soils and areas. It is precisely so with the great stream of
God's Bounty to man, he is capable
of opening within himself new
avenues through which Religion may
express its beauties in a vastly augmented degree. This creation of
avenues for the inpouring is accomplished by the removal of former deterrent conditions, just as a river's
water is diverted by the' removal of
rocks or intervening soils. These deterrent conditions in the human are
none other 'than his assumed attitudes
toward Truth. The whole structure,
therefore, which is preventive of Religion is human assumption.
Is it not wonderful that there can
be found in no religious teaching in

I

the world a sugestion of fear in connection with God. 'With all of man's
misconcepts and doubts and fallacious reasoning no one has ever suggestea that God ever became afraid
of anything whatsoever. The existence of the independent human will
as a capacity' in man to succesfully
oppose God's Will is an exposition of
the fearlessness of God.
A good man-a truly good' mannever fears anything, but we see one
who is addicted to evil practices ever
existing in the atmosphere of fear.
If then, one will pause to consider
and to differentiate between these diametrically opposite conditions, assuredly, he will not deliberately select
that quality because of whose possession he must ever remain afraid! A
man, consequently, becomes deprived
of the benefits of Truth, or Religion,
because he does not choose for himself; he does not think; he d'oes not
voice the possession of stamina to
think for himself, but finds it easier
to be directed in the channels of
others' thinking and to accept as verities matters which he sees have not
brought forth amongst mankind the
highly desirable fruition. Many argue that Truth combats evil. This is
the deepest of error. Relilgion is entirely non-combative. It is invulnerable, unassailable, presenting its unvarying perfections in contrast to the
imperfections of evil.
The observer stands on the floor of
the Y osemite Valley and gazes on the
huge bulk of El Capitan. It does not
battle with the elements; the winds
and snow and rain alike beat upon
its impregnable front. In the niches
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where dust and decayed matter have
gathered, bushes and tall trees have
grown, ~but when these are cleared
away the cliff still stands unchanged.
It is so with Religion. Upon its face
many theories have been fixed, and
there are excrescences of dogma and
creed and ritual, but when these have
been cleared away the unsullied figure
of Truth remains. Only he who
stands upon El Capitan gains the
wide vistas of the High Sierras
whose snow-clad crests· receive the
first bestowal of the rising sun and
the last good-night kiss. 80, too, only
he who stands upon the Truth visions
the indescribable beauties of the realms of the unseen. How various is
the expression of Truth! It is like .
the sea into which the rivers of earth
pour constantly all the impurities
they have gathered from many soils,
but the sea remains boundless, unaffected pure! It is like the sky which
man strives to penetrate to discover
its mysteries only to find with each
deeper penetration that p.e is but at
the threshhold of its vastity!
Indeed, Truth may even at times be
employed as a wonderful assistant to
evil. As it has been seen, it is a great
and resistless and never failing
stream always at hand for man's uses
and if a man shall choose to divert
its forces into channels which will
be productive of bad effect the Giver
of the stream does not restrain its
waters but permits them to flow as
man shall choose, becoming an
agency of infinite potentials for the
accomplishment of man's desire.
Otherwise, independence of human
will would be meaningless and of no
effect.
All that there is in nature-all men
-are as material for man's uses and
likewise all that exists in the universe of worlds is susceptible of absolute freedom of employment by
him. Herein, tob, is demonstrated
the fearlessness of God, and as hu-

man planning through selfish desire
and egotism brings its fruitage and
it is found to be tasteless and empty
of attraction and man feels the resistless inner urge to turn to something
better, it is seen that this possibility
of employing instruments of good for
purposes of evil becomes itself an
agency for good. It may be conceded
that it is human assumption which
has evolved theories that have in reality nothing of Religion about them.
In any age, in every age, after the
passing of the [great Revelator of
Truth, as soon as man assumed to
clothe Truth in garments of his own
making, he began to hide it. That is
what human opinion has always accomplished-it has hidden Truth
from man-and as man has chosen
the easier way of letting others do his
thinking for him instead of acting
independently, he has become the adherent for the most part, of imitation and superstition, and lost to any
real understanding of the meaning
of Divine Revelation. Were this not
true, it had not been necessary for
more than one Divine Mesenger to
be sent to earth to bring mankind
to a recognition of the purity and
simplicity of Truth. How marvelously simple it has always been! Observe how the most ignorant of fishermen became the most illumined of
souls, in contradistinction to the
wisdom of the worldly wise who regarded thinlgs through. the lenses ·of
human opinion, and how in the pas~
sing of the centuries these so-called
ignorant souls have become the objects of veneration and worship.
Through human policy and understanding, we are witness to the wide
diversities in forms of worship of
the Most High. At no time was there
any formality in His worship of God
on the part of Jesus the Christ. He
simply gave expression to it in terms
of unfailing IOYe; He asked for no recompense, not even from His Father;
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all He desired was to be permitted to
serve, to so express the Divine beauties that man might recognize the
limitless benefits to himself by adopting them and adapting them and living by them-rather, in living them.
That was His great lesson, His transcendentally Igreat lesson-to serve
his fellow-man selflessly. It is because we are not doing this that the
world is convulsed by war, is clouded
by hate, is retarded from real growth
by oppression.
When-we shall reject this attitude,
when we shall discard the human assumption of Divine capacity and turn
our thoughts to the simplicity of
Truth, its beauty, its ease of understanding and assimilation, when we
shall reject the man-made theories
and hold fast to revealed verities,
the entire world of humanity will be
at one with its God, the great school
of human brotherhood will be aglow
with its grasp of Divine Intent, and
all prejudice and contention will be
dissipated and the energies of all men
will be directed to the uplift of the
deprived and neglected of every race
and clime.
What illumined and inspired instructions 'Abdu'l-Baha gives us confirming us in the reality of religion!
He says, among His many utterances:
"The Prophets of God were in the
utmost love for all. Each one announced the glad-tidings of His successor and each subsequent one confirmed the teachings and prophecies
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of the former. There was no discord
or variance in the reality of their
teachings and mission. The discord
has arisen among their followers who
held fast to imitations. If imitations
be done away with and the radiant
shininrg Reality dawn in the souls of
men, love and unity must prevail. ..
Consider how all the Prophets of God
were persecuted and what hardships
they experienced. His Holiness Jesus
Christ endured affliction and accepted
martyrdom upon the cross in order
to call men to unity and love. What
sacrifice could be greater?
He
brought the religion of love and fellowship to the world. Shall we make
use of it to create discord, violence
and hatred among men?
"Moses was persecuted and driven
out into the desert; Abraham was
banished; Muhammad took refuge in
caves; the Bab was killed, and Baha'u'llah was exiled and imprisoned fifty
years. Yet all of them desired only
fellowship and love among men. They
endured hardships, suffered persecution and death for our sakes that we
might be taught to love one another,
be united and affiliated instead of discordant and at variance . . . Now in
this radiant century let us try to
carry out the g-ood pleasure of God
that we may be rescued from these
things of darkness and come forth
into the boundless illumination of
heaven, shunning division and welcoming the divine oneness of humanity."

"The divine religions of the Holy Manifestations of God
are in reality one though in name and nomenclature they differ. Man must be a lover of the Light no matter from what
Dayspring it may appear."-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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SISTER AND THE GARDEN OF HEALING
MARTHA L. ROOT
"It is possible to so adjust one's sdf to the practice O'~ nobility tha,t its atmo'sphere
surrounds and colors all our acts. VVhen these a,cts ,are ha,bitually and conscientiously
adjusted to noble standards' with no thm~ght of the words that might herald them,
then nobility becomes the accent of life. At such a degree of evolu,tion one scarcely
needs to try to be good an,y longer, all our' deeds are the distinctive expression of nobility."- ' A bdu' l-B aM,.

ITU ATED in the south of one of
S
the most splendid civilizations in
the world is a simple nursing home
for tubercular patients. It is called
"The Garden of Healing."
Outwardly i~ may look like other quiet
homes with a large green plot, gorgeous flower gardens, with Canterbury bells nodding joyously. and in
soft, reverent pastel colors, and here
and there the pine trees standing
guardians of shade, protection, and
perfume. In the rear the loganberries, the apples, the gooseberries, are
fruiting.
However, it is the spiritual peace
of this home which attracts and refines every passinlg' eye. Strangers,
in passing, say that a spiritual fragrance comes to them. The grocer
youth, a little way down the street,
is too shy to come to the afternoon
service where perhaps fifty people
are gathered in the garden. After
tea is served and the .tea things carried back to the kitchen, while the
Creative Word of God is explained to
longing, eager souls, this grocer boy
has tiptoed in and washed and dried
the dishes for Miss Grace Challis,
Sister of the Garden of Healing, and
hereby hangs the tale.
Sister is a Baha'i, and truly she is
an angel of God upon this earth.
Dressed in her blue uniform, whose
colors of heaven exactly blend with
her eyes, and contrast with the lovely
pink of her cheeks, she has completed
her costume with white cuffs and collar and a little, white, organdie, hemstitched headdress, underneath which
peep out waving, brown curls which

certainly have captured the glinting
tints of brilg;htest sunshine. She is
so slender, so young for her great responsibilities, and so beautiful! Still
her physical beauty is only ad the
shadow which brings out the glorious
light of her great spirit. Her voice,
too, is gentle. Nny words spoken by
her are as a caress, and when she
sings one thinks that an angel's chant
must be like hers. To know her and
those around her is to see the Power
of the Teachings of Baha'u'llah. The
force of this new divine springtime
has awakened within them these
lovely qualities and attributes of God,
and their severance, evanescence,
constant thought of others and their
love to God are their ineffable
charms.
Sister is sometimes criticized by
the hard-headed, practical folk who
think she should not take patients
when there is absolutely no hope of
their recovery. Most similar institutions in that land absolutely refuse
to take people in the very last stages
of this dread disease, and even if
they do take them they charlg:e an exorbitantly high price. Sister, who,
by tremendous sacrifice, equipped and
runs her marvelous Nursing Home,
which has no equal in scientific efficiency, even in that highly civilized
country which is said to lead the
world, is not conducting a nursing
home to make money. She said very
simply: "Perhaps it is my work to
prepare souls to go in peace and radiant joy into the Kingdom of Light.
I love to help them." Certainly very
many who come after a time are en-
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tirely well, but no one is ever refused
if there is a vacant cabin. They pay
what they can. But many a one cannot pay the ordinary and not expensive fee.
Be a guest, gentle reader, and
spend a week-end with this little family. I t will open your eyes to how
suffering, and €oven death, may be
made an adventure of joy. You will
find that each patient has quaffed the
spiritual cup offered by Sister, not
so much by her words as by her
sweet life. These heroes and heroines on the field of suffering never
once speak of their illness. They will
have heart-to-heart talks with you
about your problems, they pray
faithfully for the outpouring of the
Holy Spirit upon their country and
that the Teachings of Baha!u'lhih
may become known in every city and
hamlet of their beautiful land. They
speak of these Teachings to the many
people who come to the spiritual
meetinlg'S in their garden. No one
could come to see them, see their radiant . buoyancy, their patience in
most trying suffering, their tenderness for one another, their devotion
and solicitude to Sister, and their
courage and joy when they know that
their feet are almost upon the
threshold of the Life Eternal-no
one could see this and not say to himself, "What makes these people so
happy? What do they have which
transforms a little house and garden
into a spot like unto Mount Carmel?"
Certainly the peace of the Mountain of God in the Holy Land has descended upon this Garden of Healing. Shopkeepers, villagers who drop
in, all add their tribute to this wonderful, universal religion lived by
Sister. The shopkeeper, says: "I
have lost money out here during my
two years' stay. Much has been difficult financially, but it has been
worth it all, and more, to meet Sister
and to hear this ,wonderful Baha:i
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Teaching. I have watched her life;
I have sat at her feet and learned,
.and when I have studied more I will
go out from here and try to be a Baha'i teacher."
The gay-hearted young woman who
has become well and is going to her
home says: "I thank you so much,
Sister, for this little book of 'Hidden
Words' by Baha'u'llah. I shall be
so happy to study it every day."
The CQok said: "Oh! but you do not
know how hard Sister works. When
the patients become too ill, she brings
them into the house and to make
room for more she sometimes puts a
patient into her own bed. More
than once I have known her to rest,
at fitful intervals, in one of the deck
chairs between two rooms, not knowinlg which patient would go first in
that night."
One of the nurses confided that Sister never wastes a moment of time,
never dissipates her energy and she
is quick in her movements as the
flash of a light. As she passes about
the house one is not conscious of her
steps so much' as the passing breath
of a joyous spirit. The nurse also
stated that one Saturday Sister was
going up to the metropolis for the
week-end, a pleasure she had never
given herself since she established
the Nursinrg Home. However, Sister worked so hard to get ready that
by the time everything was arranged
she said: "I am so tired I am not go. ing. I am too weary to enjoy it or
for my friends to enjoy it."
Next morning, Sunday, everything
was tranquil, there was not much to
do, and for the first time in the three
years she had lived there, Sister had
time to ,go to the village church. As
she came in the front door they were
just carrying into the vestry one of
the vestrymen, seventy-eight years
old, who was taken suddenly ill with
his heart. The ushers, seeing Sister
enter, went to her and begged her to
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hurry to the vestry. She passed
down the ,aisle into the vestry, .did
what she could for this dying man
and speaking to him words of comfort he passed into the Kingdom of
God with her arm about him. She
comforted the family, went with
them to their home, where· they bore
their loved one, and then returned to
her Nursing Home. It is the only
time she has tried to take a day's holiday, with the exceptions that she is
on the Baha'i National Spiritual Assembly of her country, and she has
never failed to !be present at the
meeting in whatever city it has been
held.
Every~ afternoon tea is served, in
the garden in summer and in Sister's
office in the winter. All the patients
come who are able and Sister always
presides at the tea-table. Often they
brinlg with them their copies of the
"Star of the West," which they have.
been reading eagerly in the open air;
they love the magazine. These are
very merry occasions, but generally
at the close of the hour they have a
little reading of the Word of God, or
they pray for Sister, or Sister prays
for them, often they all pray that the
souls who have passed over from
their loved home may be happy and
progress in the Kinlgdom of God, or
they pray for the souls with them
who are so soon to pass into the
Realms of Light.
One cannot visit this Garden of
Healing and not feel that the Hosts
of God, the Choir Invisible, are extending boundless love and help to
the souls here. In the mystery of the
so-called dread disease is it not possible that these patients have their

great compensation in the realization
that their spirit has been awakened,
that it is strong and perfectly' well ?
They have the great bounty of knowing that their prayers to the Infinite
God for the promotion of Baha'u'llah's principles for brotherhood and
peace will be answered if they pray
faithfully.
Probably only one of
them had ever heard of the Baha'i
teachings until they came' to that
Home.
One mother, a very high church
woman, came to see if it would be
proper to put her son in such a spiritual environment. She came. back
and said: "I only needed to look into
Sister's eyes and I knew!" Her son,
who was in the Home the week-end
the writer was there, said: "I made
no mistake. I came to the right
Home !" Tears were in his eyes,
breathing was so difficult, heart was
refusing to carry on, and he knew in
a day or two glad release would come.
One could see how he loved the touch
of Sister's hand, how the pillow
seemed easier when she fluffed it
gently and laid his head upon it.
Such an astonishingly beautiful
example of l:iving the Christ life!
Such an example as the Garden of
Healing, such a little spot of the Millenium, is quite sufficient to bring
that entire country into the Teachings of Bah6/u'lltih. From that country, in the future, will rgo thousands
of teachers of splendid spiritual c.aliber, who will carry the Message of
Baha'u'llah into all the countries of
the world. In the Golden Age whose
dawn is already seen, every city, every hamlet, will become a Garden of
both physicaJ and spiritual healing.
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WHY I BELIEVE
MAY A. BROOKER

Y

OD ask why I believe in the Baha'j
Movement.
In a sentence I
would reply by saying, it is the solvent for all of the difficulties that confront humanity today and a guide to
lasting peace. It teaches us how to
love all humanity and gives us a
knowledge of human brotherhood,
dispelling completely religio~ls,. national, racial, and class preJudIces.
I was an intellectual type of person, prejudiced in my own favor. I
knew that the Christian religion was
the only true religion and my particular sect the nearest right; that
the white race was the only race that
was worthy of recognition, and intellectuality the hilghest standard of
perfection. Why should I not know
it? I had always been given this
idea in churches, schools, and colleges.
In 1900 I was told that there was
a great teacher in the Holy Land,
'Abdu'l-Baha, who was giving. the
divinely inspired teaching that the
foundation of all religions was one
and that their founders were true
Prophets of God. I immediately began a study of the text of. the !I0ly
Books of all the great religlOns, msofar as the translations were available in ,the large public libraries, with
the intention of proving to my informant that all religions were false
except the Christian faith. However,
in my search, I observed in all the
similarity of the sipirtual teachings,
although the outward forms differed.
Then I studied the Bible, old and
new testaments, as never before, and
realized how God had sent great Divine Educators to the people at various times, to raise them to a higher
degree of spiritual understanding.
Why should not that same thing happen again? I t was the voice of God

speaking through these Holy Manifestations, for they even used the
same symbols to express their teachings, although each. one was far remote from the other. ~ I observed also
that arts and sciences developed with
the gro';vth of religions and declined
as religions declined.
Then the love of Jesus, the Christ
Spirit, grew upon me. I had always
worshipped His personality, but now
I more fully recognized the Holy
Spirit shining through Him. Th.e
greatness of God became more mamfest to me as I perceived the same
light shininrg through Zoroaster, Buddha, Moses, Jesus and Muhammad.
These all seemed like windo\ys
through which the sunlight flooded
the darkened \yorld. Of course the
followers of these Divine Leaders
must be children of God for all were
led by the same Light, though the
speakers were many; and there was
need for many, because the \vorld
was not then united by telegraph,
steamship, printing press, etc. They
really were not misled heathen, -children of Satan, as I had always supposed, although, like us Christians,
they were sometimes disobedient servants.
"What a joy perm€ated me! I
really began to realize the oneness of
the world of humanity. Every face
changed to me. No longer did I behold the saint and the sinner. All
were children of the same God, in
different stages of development, not
one having attained perfection. Instead of the smaller intellectual
standard that I had always held, I
arose to' the greater spiritual standard wherein I could learn something
from everybody. I began to realize
that we can be so intellectual that we
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are hard-hearted and thoughtless of
others. Intellectuality can even go
so far as~to lead people to spend all
their time producing instruments for
the destruction of their fellow-man.
We can be so fond of wealth and social position as to waste our time in
frivolities. This condition cannot be
right. The only real living is one
rich Divine virtue.
After I had reached this point in
my independent search for truth, I
was ready at last to turn again to
the words of Baha'u'llah and' Abdu'lBaha, for they had started me thinking in lines far beyond anything I
had ever dreamed of. Throufgh them
I had learned to separate truth from
creeds and dogmas in all sects and
religions and to seE! their u,nderlying
oneness. I have found the Baha'i
Revelation to be so in harmony with
science and man's spiritual nature
that it is always reasonable. It is a
religion that we can live up to as well
as profess. It proves satisfactorily
that the economic problems of the
day require a spiritual treatment;
that one's occupation may be regarded as an act of worship, if we
are rendering' unselfish service to humanity. It teaches that faith does
not consist in belief and acceptance,
it consists in deeds. Its ideals are so
high that it is a growing thing and
when put into practice will stop war,

make peace, and answer every question.
In our own home, through practical application of the Baha'i principles, a large fgroup of people have become interested in world unity.
These people, coming from all sects
of Protestants, Catholics, and Jews
are perfectly united with each other
in love and harmony. Through understanding the others' viewpoint.
This is not ,tolerance, but such devoted friendship for each other that
the separation of only a week seems
long. This is one of the miracles
that Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha
have wrouight in our midst and has
been a demonstration of its uniting
power to man in our city. The same
unity among believers in the Baha'i
movement is found all over,the world.
A uniting power is the world's
grea test need today. In the past
eighty years material inventions
have united the earth, but intellectual and spiritual unity has not taken
place ..
The Baha'i movement is bound to
be the relifgion of the future, because
it is educational, constructive, recognizing the truth in all· and impelling
love for all humanity. It proves its
Divine source and power by the fact
that it has already united large numbers of people from all races, reli'gions, classes and nations.

" God has sent forth the Prophets for the purpose of
quickening the soul of man jnto higher and divine recognitions. He· has revealed heavenly books for this great purpose. "-'Abd u'l-Baha.
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WHEN DREAMS COME TRUE
MARGARET S. KLEBS

"Be free from prejudice; so will you lo'ue the Sun of Truth, from whatever point in the horizon it may arise."-' Abdu'l-Baha.
HE United States of the World serpent, which is the Devil, and Sa.
is not an imaginary thing any tan, and bound him a thousand
more. It became a living Real- years." Deeply and strongly I beity to me during the past summer at came convinced that these brave men
the Conference of the International and women of the Conference, whose
Fellowship of Reconciliation, which intellectual and spiritual faculties
took place in August at Oberammer- were so evenly balanced and highly
gau, Bavaria, when I discovered that developed, were representative of the
from all parts of the world, people new spiritual type destined for this
had gathered to work and co-operate new age for humanity at large. The
for the promotion of Unity and new humanity is coining into existPeace and were preparing the way ence in various parts of the world.
to make this tossed and torn earthThe keynote of all the meetings
covering a wide range of the most viball of ours a fit place to live in.
This nucleus of Protestants, Catho- tal questions of our complex civilizalics, settlement workers, ministers, tion-complicated especially in Euartists, musicians and others, brought rope-was the finding· of the one
immediately vividly to my mind the Father of us all, bowing in humility
Words of 'Abdu'l-Baha: "The man . before Him, and knowing underwho lives the life according to the standingly that only through His
teachings of Baha'u'llah is already Power can we accomplish the task
a Baha'L . . . . To be a Baha'i sim- set before us. The Christ ideal is
ply means to love all the world; to the banner which they hold aloft and
love humanity and try to serve it; to which inspires them. Did not 'Abwork for universal peace and uni- du'l-Baha answer, when asked by a
versal brotherhood." And again he Christian, "Can I be a Christian
defined a Baha'i as "one endowed when I am a Baha'i?" And the bewith all the perfections of man in ac- loved 'Abdu'l-Baha answered, "If
thou art a Christian, thou art a true
tivity."
Did I not know that Baha'u'llah Baha'i, but the real Christians are
came to create a new earth, to de- rare."
velop a new people, and would bring
Now is the A~ge when people are
them forth when the world was in becoming illumined and truly underutmost need? The new world is com- stand the meaning of Christ's Mesing under our very eyes, (lid we but sage as never before. The saints of
perceive it. Here at this very Con- today are those who fearlessly give
ference at Oberammergau, repre- themselves to the service of God and
sentatives from about twenty-five na- humanity. It is through the appeartions, clear-visioned types, we r e ance of the Baha'i Revelation and its
forming an international family of Divine Manifestors-the Bab, Batwo hundred persons, thus foreshad- ha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha, that the
owing the time, not very far distant, Message of Christ is really taking
when the dragon will have been root in human hearts:
bound and made silent forever, "And
'Abdu'l-Baha said, "The Cause of
he laid hold on the dragon, that old Baha'u'llah is the same as the Cause

T
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of Christ. It is the same temple and
the same foundation. Both of these
are spiiitual springtimes and seasons of the soul-refreshing awakening and the cause of the renovation
of the life of mankind. The spring
of this year is the same as the spring
of last year. The origins and the
ends are the same. The sun of today
is the sun of yesterday. In the coming of Christ, the divine teachings
were (given in accordance with the infancy of the human race. The teachings of Baha'u'lhih have the same
basic principles, but are according to
the stage of the maturity of the
world and the .requirements of this
illumined age."

Street in the lower village.

Music was a part of the morning
and evening devotionals at the Conference, and the meetings were very
spiritual in character.
Bea utiful
chorals, more or less adapted to the
spirit of the Conference, were sung
in unison. Aside from this, the unusual combination of a musical family (father, three daughters, and a
friend), playing every instrumentflute, organ; piano, viola, violin, with
exquisite solo and quartette singing,
created the best atmosphere possible
to inspire speakers and audience in
their efforts to give and to take. Music as an expression of devotion to
God is of almost unlimited power. "It
is hoped that the great art of Max
Loeffier and his musical family, be-

The Mill Stream

fore very long, will be heard on this
side of the water.
At this International Conference
there was also an international summer school, with young people from
all over Europe in attendance, receiving the instruction that would qualify
them to become efficient servers in
the field of international relationships.
As the spreading of the Esperanto
language is one of the aims of this
organization, it was decided at their
last session that at their next Conference this international auxiliary
language will be used at their meet'ings instead of French, German, or
English.
The city of Oberammergau, where
the Conference took place, affords
just the atmosphere necessary for
such a gathering,-a place consecrated to Christ for some centuries,
enjoying a world reputation for the
inspiring and faithful interpretation
of the Passion Play,-it has a nimbus, a quality not easily found elsewhere, the Holy Land excepted.
There is a loveliness of spirit, a calmness, which acts as the "soothing
balm of Gilead" on our strained
nerves. The village is filled with the
memory of Christ, and at unexpected
places of great natural beauty, you
are invited to meditate and pray.
The spirit of the village people, too,
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Hirdseye View of the City of Oberammergau

expresses itself in such a holy love mergauer made the "vow" to repeat
and friendship that one wishes it the Passion Play every tenth year.
As they were .saved from the pest,
might effect the whole world.
From all the inquiries which have they have been faithful to their vow
been made, it seems to be an estab- ever since. The thoughts of the Paslished fact that even before the "vow" sion govern the conduct of the people
which the people of Oberammergau more m' less all through life, for from
made in 1633, Passion Plays had the cradle. it is instilled in every
been given. But it was in 1633, at heart, and their highest wish is to
the time when the "pest" was spread- be worthy to become a member of
ing all over Europe, threatening to . the Passion Pl[.y.
make its appearance also in their
"The . Fellowship of Reconciliation
mountain districts, that the Oberam- believes that the Kingdom of God on
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earth is the alternative to the present they are called Baha'is. For the
world system and the only perma- foundations of Christianity and the
nent form~of human society. To be- religion of Baha'u'llah are one. The
10lllg to the Fellowship, therefore, foundations of all the Divine Prophmeans to be a part of an interna- ets and Holy Books are one. The diftional brotherhood within which ference among them is one of terminthere can be no more war, and they . ology only. Each springtime is idenseek to unite with one another, peo- tical with the former springtime.
ple of all races, churches, nations and 'The distinction between them is only
one of the calendar-1911, 1912, etc.
classes."
The
difference between a Christian
'Abdu'l-Baha so clearly explains to
us the reality, the true foundation for and a Baha'i, therefore, is this: there
was a former springtime and there
these relationships:
is a springtime now. No other dif"WHEN CHRISTIANS act ac- ference exists because the foundacording to the teachings of Christ, tions are the same."

WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
WHERE MUST REFORM BEGIN?
It is natural for the average individual to feel perplexed and dismayed
when he contemplates the economic
system under which we live. It is so
extremely complicated, with such interdependence of industries, and the
channels through which goods flow
from producer to consumer are so
well-defined, that, at first glance,
there seems to be no possibility of effecting such a re-organization of the
system as will make it function for
universal human welfare.
The conviction is undoubtedly
spreading among intelligent men, that
the law of the jungle-individualism
and ruthless competition-.will some
day be overruled by the law of altruism and co-operation, and many of us
want to do what we can to bring
about the change.
vVe seem to be faced with a hopeless situation.
As a consequence, we are inclined
to feel that the solution of the problem must be left to later generations,
and to lapse into indifference and in-

action, since we can see no way of
doing anything practical in· bringing
about the results which we know to
be essential and inevitable if civilized
human life is to continue.
Is there no way of tackling the
problem? . . . .
Where, then, can we begin?
Is it not likely that the chief reasons for our bewilderment and the
chief impediments to our usefulness
are a lack of information, and an inability to understand the significance
and relationship of the various factors which are involved in the present system?
If tbis is true, we need not sit
around and sigh for opportunities to
perform some great and noble work
for mankind, but, instead, we should
try to increase our knowledge and our
capacity to think straight; we should
keep "the windows of the soul,"
through which we look at life, bright
and c1t~an; we should renew daily our
consecration to the ideal of human
well-being.
III our task of reforming the world,
we should begin with ourselves.
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If we see the light, and keep point- ternationalism: wherein all the peoing to it, others will be guided in that ples of the 'earth, without regard for
direction, and with the spread of race, creed or color, may be associknowledge and understanding, the ated together in the widest bonds of
way of progress will become more amity, good-will and fellowship; and
and more clear, until the path of where each member of this worldrighteousness and brotherhood, which wide confederation has for its aim
only a few" great seers have trod, will and object the well-being of the hublcome a highway for all humanity. man race as a whole.
If the past, with its many painful
--Editorial, Canadian Railroad Employees Monthly.
lessons, its injustices, its agonies and
its sufferings, has any meaning for us
II
at all; if man's inhumanity to man is
INTERN ATION ALISM AND RACE to cease; then it is clear we cannot
PREJUDICE
stop short of this objective and this
ideal.
One of the greatest bars to InterIf we in the 'Vest have achieved
nationalism, and one of the most diftremendous
results on the material
ficult to overcome, is racial antipathy.
side
of
life;
if
we have learned to conA very little reflection tells us that
trol
and
harness
to our use some of
civilization would. have been impossithe
great
forces
of
nautre; if we have
ble if men had not realized, in some
degree, the necessity of co-operative added largely to the comforts and
effort, and the broadening of their so- conveniences of life; if we have
cial contacts. Indeed, the whole his- speeded up the wheels of industry;
tory of civilization may be said to con- covered the seven seas with our comsist, fundamt'ntally, in a progressive merce; annihilated distances with our
air-service, and brought the ends of
widening of human relationship.
the
earth into intimate touch with our
One has only to recall the late apradio;
they, too, have made their conpalling confljct between the foremost
tributions
to humanity, contributions
nations of the world; observe the unit
may
be,
of higher and more lastin~
happy conditions which 'exist at the
present time among the peoples of the value than, our own, for theirs have
earth; and realize the almost univer- been largely the imperishable gifts of
sal suspicion, jealousy and mistrust the spirit. If the East has much to
with which the nations regard each learn from the West, the vVest has
other, to be convinced that national- much to learn from the East; and if
ism, as it exists at present, is far" we have given much to them, they
from being an ideal condition of have also given much to us.-Exthings. We cannot, therefore, regard Cel'pts from article by Prof. Chas.
it as the end and goal of social evolu- Hill-Tout in The I n t ern a t ion a 1
tion, the last and highest stage in hu- Forum.
man relationships.
IH
Social "evolution cannot stop at naAN INTERNATIONAL CITY
tionalism; its very imperfections, its
essential narrowness, and the antipAs I have said before, Geneva is esathies it seems naturally to engen- pecia1Jy interesting during the sesder, forbid this. We are bound to re- sions of the Assembly. The -city
gard it as only one of the necessary curves around the shore of Lake Lestages by which we may ultimately man and runs down each branch of
reach that wider, sounder and saner the turbulent Rhone, which is crossed
relationship, the relationship of In- by several bridges. Along the whole
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of the lake front are broad promenades called "quais" backed by boulevards. Behind the boulevards is a
solid line of hotels. During the Assembly period, each hotel displays
the flags of the countries whose delegates are staying there. So it is that
the flags of fifty-five nations fly above
Geneva at one time. One sees people
of all nationalities on the streets and
hears all languages spoken. Truly, it
is an "international city." Many
times the representatives of the
Great Powers hold private little meetings in their hotel rooms. At these
times the hotel lobbies are crowded
with newspapermen who are waiting
to buttonhole the big men when they
come down.
Another of the interesting institutions in Geneva is the International
School.
The Secretariat of the
League employs four hundred people
and felt the need of a special school
along progressive lines for their chil-

dren. So this school was founded in
a little town just outside Geneva. At
present children of about seventeen
different countries are in attendance.
Here a child can easily learn almost
any language he chooses, because
there is someone there who knows it
thoroughly.
There is a club near the University
of Geneva for the students of all countries maintained by the students
themselves. H ere the students of all
Europe mingle in a friendship that
will some day go a long way toward
helping the Lec~gue attain its ideal.
After all, it is the young people who
will determine the fate of the League
in a few years, and if ~ue are intelligently informed, and morally sane,
we will strive to continue the work
which has been begun by the men of
this generation.-Excerpt from an
article on "Youth Will Determine
Fate of League," by David G. Wil.:.
son, Jr., in League of Nations News.

BAHA'I YEAR BOOK
The Bah:i'i Year Book, Volume 1, April, 1925, to April, 1926, prepared under
the supervision of the National Spiritual As·semlbly of the Bah:i'fs of the United
States and Canada, with the apPToval of Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Bah:i'i
Cause, is a significant contribqtion to the literature increasingly valua,ble for
the study of the World,-wide Movement known as the Bah:i"f Cause. By every
adherent of the Faith it will be found exceedingly helpful as' a survey of current
Bah:i'iactivities, an accurate statement of the Principles as well as a pres.entation of new ,mate,rial of great interest. By symrpathizers, and likewise those who
follow modern movements 'of spiritual value and humanitarian influence, the
Bah:i'f Year Book will be found tOo reveal a perhaps unexpectedly wide and deep
penetration of the ideals established by Bah:i'u'll:ih eighty years ago. Price ,$1.00.
Addres's: The Bah:i'i Publis,hing Committee, P. O. Box 348, Grand Central
Sltation, New York City.

li.fiYSTORY informs us that every age has
w ! its special ties which bind the people together; but the strongest tie of all ages,
~~I the unbreakable tie which binds the
hearts together, is the tie of true religion. . . .
There is no agency on this planet more potent
then the power of religion. . . . By religion I
mean the world of celestial attributes. After
the moral aspect of humanity becomes re-adjusted, then the greatest unity will be realized;
but without this moral readjustment it is impossible to establish harmony and concord, for it is
a fact that war, conflict, friction and strife are
but the visible results of deterioration of morality and corruption of character. But when the
morality of humanity is beautified with praiseworthy virtues there will be an end to war....
At a time when the Orient was in the dark
night of cataclysmic ignorance, His Holiness,
Baha'u'llah, like unto a glorious sun, shone forth
from the eastern horizon. In the midst of contention and the clashing rivalries of the Oriental
peoples, He boldly proclaimed the doctrine of
the oneness of the world of humanity. N umerous souls who had the courage of their convictions gathered under His banner. In order to
promote universal peace and the confederation
of the nations, they were ever ready to give up
their possessions and their lives.
'Abdu'l-Baha.

I
I

HOVJard MaeNutt, prominent Baha/·i teacher, ~oho died in Miami, Florida,
Dece1nber 26, 1926. This, his favorite picture, wa,s taken d~!ring his recent season
in California. He stands at the gravel (in a Los Angeles cemetery) 0/ Thornton
Chase, also Q. distinguished early American BaJui'i teacher. (See page 301).
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A material man lets himself be worried and harrassed by little
things, but a spiritual man is always calm and serene under all circumstances.
'Abdu'l-Baha.
THE GREATEST problem which
arises in the daily life of individual
man, is the question of why suffering
and misfortune come to us in a universe ruled by a Deity who is both
All-Good and All-Powerful. In times
of joy and prosperity it is very easy
to see the world and all its affairs as
rightly ordered. But it is only spiritually awakened man who can see
the. justice and necessity of tribulations. It requires more of insight
than the average person possesses to
realize that our trials and tests are
a perfect expression of our personality.
We are all imperfect. While our
affairs go smoothly and happiness
surrounds us, we as a rule are unaware of our imperfections and make
no effort to overcome them. It is
the tests -God sends us which cause
us to become conscious of our weaknesses, and to strive to overcome
them. Thus tests are a means of
spiritual training. And ,since life
here is not for the purpose of quiescence but of growth, it follows that
tribulations are inseparable from
earthly life. "Man is born unto
troubles as the sparks fly upward.
(Job 5 :7).
THE UNDERSTANDING of this
law would clear away the mystery
that surrounds suffering and give uS
patience and even joy in the midst
of affliction. More important still,

it would eliminate the petulance with
which we react to the small and petty
troubles that are our daily portion.
It is these lesser tests which most
ruffle the surface of our lives, for
the great tests usually bring with
them a certain exaltation of the
spirit, a nearness to God which has
its own great gift of calm and of
spiritual peace.
'ABDU'L-BAHA has made it clear
to us, that this earthly life is not, was
not intended to be, and never can be
paradisiacal. Were it to become so,
man would forget God. How prone
we are, when all goes well, to feel
assurance and support in our own
powers. Continued success tends to
turn men's heads, to give them a false
conception of their own power, to
estaNish in them a form of self-confidence which is unspiritual, egotistic,
and in reality a denial of God, because it is subtly a denial of the
great truth that all power is in God,
and no power is in us.
The sooner we come to realize our
absolute dependence upon God, the
sooner we shall be freed from those
tests which are necessary to such
spiritual development. Yet even the
saint is not without tests, which are
to him a cause 0:£ spiritual health.
Radiant acquiescence is the quality
with which we should receive our
tests, accepting them as daily lessons
in the school of life.
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MOST of our troubles in this life God-which brought on the trial for
come from our failure, through cer- the soul's sake-removes the trial
tain faults of character, to harmonize when the soul has gained the needed
with our fellow-beings. Since "Heav- growth.
en" is a place of peace and love and
Life, from this view-point, appears
harmony, it follows that none can be as a phantasmagoria suddenly assumadmitted to the Kingdom who have ing shapes and as suddenly changing.
not acquired the qualities of humility, Life is indeed more ductile, events
forbearance, justice, quick intuitional more fluid than we think. Existence
understanding of another's desires is but clay in the hands of the Potand needs, and a loving spirit which ter. There is nothing that is fixed.
strives to meet these needs of others. There is no material possession that
To those who possess these spiritual can give us security. Things can
qualities to a marked degree, this change over night. The greatest caearth-life becomes heavenly, all dis- reer can fall like a spent rocket when
harmonies melting away in the light Destiny so wills. Master of a Conand heat of love. On the other hand, tinent, Napoleon marched on Moshe who possesses the opposite quali- cow and returned a broken force.
ties, such as pride, impatience, inconFor us lesser beings, events can
siderateness of others, injustice, change as quickly and as unexpectegoistic obliviousness of the other's edly. But be it our great consolaviewpoint, and a selfish spirit which tion and comfort in time of distress
seeks to satisfy self-needs first,-need that just as misfortune can come sudit be said that this unfortunate indi- denly, so it can go suddenly. We can
vidual finds life a very hell?
be assured that every trial has its
The bitterness, the tragedy, often, end, every storm its rainbow. The
of such a life, may become a potent life of faith experiences again and
lesson to us if we but heed; and save again the fact that there is no diffius from the need of similar suffering culty which cannot be overcome when
on our own part. For we all partake, the right approach is made to God.
to more or less extent, of the char- For spiritual man there are no cul-desacs, no unescapable situations. The
acteristics of unspiritual man.
Instead, then, of yielding to irrita- magic ring which in fairy tales saves
tion when troubles come upon us, the periled hero is no more marvelous
let us study ourselves deeply, until in its results than the power of God's
we see what fault gave rise to the love encircling His seeker. Life rises
unhappy situation, or what weakness from a three dimensional to a four
in us made necessary this strength- dimensional plane, when faith is the
ening trial. Then, with prayer and guide and sustainer. Dangers and
gratitude, seeking strength to over- difficulties are indeed but dreams, the
come our fault or weakness, we, shall power of which ceases when we awake
find the trouble quickly vanishing, to Reality. 'Abdu'l-Baha shows us
and we shall attain to serenity again. the way to joy:
TROUBLES come quickly, and as
quickly vanish, when their lesson is
learned.
'Abdu'l-Baha says that
when they are gone, .it is as if they
had never been. They leave no trace
of sorrow behind, provided they have
had their effect. As the sun dispels
clouds, so the grace and mercy of

"THE 1'RUE pleasure and happiness depend upon the spiritual perception and enjoyment. The -powers
of mind are the bounties of God given to man to lead him toward spiritual happiness. The highest grace
in man is to love God. Love of God,
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knowledge of God is the greatest,
the only real happiness, because it is
nearness to God. This is the King.dom of God. To love God is to know
Him. To know Him is to enter His
kingdom and to be near Him."(Ten days in the Light of 'Akka,
p. 38).

"THE!REFORE; it is evident that
life (in its true sense) is the life of
the spirit and that life is the love of
God, divine inspiration, spiritual joys
and glad tidings of God. Seek, 0 servant of God, this life, until day and
night you remain in limitless joy."
(Star of the West, Vo!. 7, p. 150).

WIDELY KNOWN throughout the
Baha'i world for his thirty years of
devoted service to the Cause of Baha'u'llah, Howard MacNutt of BrookIyn, N. Y., passed from this world
December twenty-sixth last as a result of injuries received from an accident. Strange and yet full of meaning is the coincidence that his wife,
Mary J. MacN utt, had died only one
month before from injuries received
as a result, also, of an accident. Thus
husband and wife having rounded
out their long life of service, entered
the realm of the Kingdom almost together, and have attained unto the
promised everlasting union.
Among the first groups of Americans to visit' Abdu'l-Baha, they made
a pilgrimage to 'Akka, Palestine, in
1905. Notes of their experiences
and conversations with' Abdu'l-Baha
at that time were included in the
book published under the title, "Ten
Days in the Light of 'Akka." A
booklet entitled, "Unity Through
Love" was issued from Mr .. MacNutt's pen a little later.
Another most important accomplishment of Mr. MacNutt was the
compiling and preparing for publication, at the request of 'Abdu'l-Baha, of His addresses delivered in
America. These addresses of 'Abdu'l-Baha have been published in
two volumes under the title, "Promulgation of Universal Peace."
Mr. MacNutt early in his connec-

tion with the Baha'i Cause undertook the study of Persian and Arabic,
and assisted in the translation of the
Book of Assurance (Tablet of Ighan)
revealed by Baha'u'llah. His knowledge of these two languages, in which
the Word of God has been set forth
in this day, was of great advantage
to him in his work.
The teaching activities of both Mr.
and Mrs. MacNutt have been most
significant. Holding BaM:i meetings
first in their home in New York City
for several years and later moving to Brooklyn, their spacious home
there was devoted to the services of
the Baha'i Cause for eighteen years.
There 'Abdu'l-Baha made a brief sojourn during His visit to America in
1912; there the moving picture film
of 'Abdu'l-Baha was taken; and there
the record of His voice was made.
Early in its history, Mr. MacNutt
made connection with that important
center, Green Acre (Eliot) Maine,a connection and love which he maintained to his last days. Many of
his best lectures have been given at
the Summer Conferences there.
About six years ago Mr. and Mrs.
MacNutt severed themselves from
their home in Brooklyn, and spent
their time in traveling about the
country with the one object in view
of spreading the Baha'i Teachings.
Yearly they have spent the winter in
Miami and other Florida cities, with
the exception of one year which was
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devoted to a tour throughout the
United States, visiting enroute many
important centers, and staying the
entire winter of that year in the State
of California.
Many invitations were extended to
Mr. MacNutt to lecture on subjects
not especially related to the Baha'i
Cause, but he declined all platforms
excepting those where he could speak
openly and freely of the Baha'i
Teachings.

What a magnificently rounded life
to have lived in the service of the
Baha'i Cause, passing on at the age
of sixty-seven to the heavenly Kingdom ! The Baha'is know full well
that this passing is not tragic to the
individual whose activities are thus
transferred from, this world to the
world above. In this world, however,
he will be greatly missed as a teacher
and servant in the Baha'i Cause.

The following poem written the day a,fter the dea,th of Mrs. MacNutt, but without a,ny
knowledge of the plassing on the par't of the a,uthor, seems S'O perfectly a, trib~~te to Mr.
a,nd Mrs. MacNutt that it would seem the soul of the poet was inspired by events unknown to her outer consciousness.

NEAR-BY-LAND
They have only gone to "Near-By-Land,"
Though their faces we do not see;
Yet we think of them in a land afar,
As we think of some radiant, distant star,
And we long like them to be free.
But close to our side is that country fair,
While there's only a veil between;
And our dear ones know and understand
As they walk by our side in "Near-By-Land"
And their lights through the darkness gleam.
They see the trials we needs must bear,
But they also see the goal,
And they rejoice at God's great Plan,
Which makes all sorrow endured by man,
An' enrichment to his soul.
They pray for us there, as they prayed for us here,
And their love thoughts ever send;
O! think not they are far away,
They journey beside us day by day,
And will greet us at the end.
Will welcome us when we too are called,
And enter behind ,the veil;
Then we shall know and understand,
How close to our heart was "N ear-By-Land"
And that Love which never fails.
-Shahnaz Waite.
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THE WISDOM IN TESTS
FROM THE WRITINGS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA.

AS TO TRIALS (tests in the path
of God) verily, they are necessary ..
There is a great wisdom therein of
which no one is aware save the wise
and knowing.
Were it not for tests, genuine gold
could not be distinguished from the
counterfeit. Were it not for tests,
the courageous could not be known
from the coward. Were it not for
tests, the people of faithfulness could
not be known from those of selfishness. Were it not for tests, the intellects and faculties of the scholars
in the great colleges would hot be developed. Were it not for tests, the
sparkling gems could not be known
from worthless pebbles.
(Star of
the West, Vol. 8, p. 239).
IF THE rain does not pour down,
if the wind does not blow, if the
storm and tempest do not rage, the
soul-refreshing springtime will not
appear. If the clouds do not weep the
meadows will not laugh. The hurricane and tornado, the cyclone and
the blast are the harbingers of the
spring.
Likewise, were there no tests and
trials, hardships and afflictions, the
attraction of the hearts could not be
realized, the spiritual f!ragrances
could not be obtained, nor could merciful happiness be acquired and the
beauties of the celestial springtime
would not have been disclosed. (Star
of the West, Vol. 8, p. 239) .
THOU HAST questioned concernin:g ordeals and difficulties and catastrophies-HAre these from God or
the result of man's (own) evil
deeds ?"
Know thou that ordeals are of two
kinds: One kind is for trial (to test
the soul), and the other is punish-

ment for actions. ("As a man soweth
so shall he also reap.") That which
is for testing is educational and developmental, and that which is the
punishment for deeds is severe retribution.
The father and the teacher sometimes humor the children and then
again discipline them. This discipline is for educational purposes and
is indeed to give them true happiness;
it is absolute kindness and true providence. Although in appearance it is
wrath yet in reality it is kindness.
Although outwardly it is an ordeal
yet inwardly it is purifying water.
Verily, in both cases we must supplicate and implore and commune
to the Divine Threshold in order to
be patient in ordeals. (Star of the
West, Vol. 8, p. 235).
IT IS MY hope that during the
time of tests thou mayest remain in
the utmost firmness and steadfastness, so that like unto a lamp thou
mayest be protected within the glass,
and be not extinguished by the blowing of winds. . . . Be thou resolute
and steadfast. When the tree is
firmly rooted it will bear fruit, therefore it is not permitted to be agitated
by any test. Be thou not disheartened ! Be thou not discouraged! The
trials of God are many, but if man
remains firm and steadfast the test
itself is a stepping-stone for the progress of humanity. (From Tablets.
to American Believers).
WE ARE living in a day when .so
many people rely wholly or solely
upon matter. They imagine that the
size of a great ship, that the perfection of the machinery or the skill of
a captain will ensure the safety of a
vessel. These things (referring to
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the recent sinking of the magnificent
steamship, the Titanic, throu:gh the
collision with an iceberg) take place
sometimes that men may know that
there is a Protector and that is God.
If God protects man, if it be His will,
a little ship sometimes escapes death,
but if he shall rely solely on a ship,
though it be the greatest, biggest
ship, though it may be well built,
though the captain be the best captain, yet in a danger such as was present on the ocean it may not survive
or escape, so that the people of the
world may know that they must turn
to the One who is the Protector. So
that souls may rely upon the preservation of God and that they may
know that he is the real Keeper.
These events do sometimes occur for
such reasons as those stated. They
take place in order that man's faith
may increase. . . .
But let no one imagine that these
words should lead men to think that
they must not be thorough in their
undertakings. God h3JS endowed man
with intelligence, so that he may use
his intelligence. Therefore, he must
supply himself with all that science
can offer. He must be most deUberate and most careful. He must be
ever thorough in his undertakings.
He must build a thing well, build the
best ship that his ingenuity can lead
him to, and employ the most skilled
captain, but with all that let him rely
upon God. Let him consider God as
the One Keeper. ('Abdu'l-Baha, Star
of the West, Vol. 3, No. 3, p. 15).
SPIRITUAL enjoyments bring always joy. The love of God brings
endless happiness. These are joys in
themselves and not alleviations. The
life of animals, is more simple than
that of man. Animals have all their
needs supplied for them. All the
grasses of the meadows are free to

them. The birds build their nests in
the branching trees and the palaces
of kings ,are not so beautiful. If
earthly needs are all then the animals are better supplied than man.
But man has another food, the heavenly manna of the knowledge of God.
All the divine Prophets. and Manifestations appeared in the world that
this heavenly manna might be given
to man. This is the food which fosters spiritual growth and strength
and causes pure illumination in the
souls of men. (Star of the West,
Vo!. 7, p. 155).
THE SOUL of man must be happy,
no matter where he is. One must attain to that condition of inward beatitude and pe3Jce, then outward circumstances will not alter his spiritual
calmness and joyousness. . . . When
the spirit is confirmed and assisted
by the confirmation of the Holy Spirit then it will show its effect in every
condition of the world of existence.
(Star of the West, Vol. 7, pp. 161,
177).
THE DIVINE ideals are humility,
submissiveness, annihilation of self,
perfect evanescence, charity and loving kindness. You must die to self
and live in God. You must be exceedingly compassionate to each other and to all the people of the world.
Love and serve mankind just for the
sake of God and not for anything else.
The foundation of your love toward
humanity must be spiritual faith and
divine assurance. . . . Man must become evanescent and self-denying.
Then all the difficulties and hardships
of the world will not touch him. He
will become like unto a sea, although
on its surface the tempest is raging
and the mountainous waves rising,
in its depths there is complete calmness. (Star of the West, Vo!. 7, pp.
184, 185).
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THE LIVING TIE
HOOPER HARRIS

"God is the God of the living, not of the dead."-Jes'us.
"The Godhead is effective in the living and not in the dead, in the becoming and the
changing, not in the bec.ome and set-fast; and thm'efore, similarly, the reason is concerned only to strive towards the divine through the becoming and the living."-Goethe.
"In an age of spiritual isolation, an age without lealders in statesmanship, or philosophy, or art, or religion, no 11w,n among us can trust any other man to do his' thinking for hi1n."-James Priceman in "Chaos and a Creed."

HE CRE'Ens and dogmas of the
T
world are in chaos. "The be·
come and the set-fast" is no longer
able to resist the on-rush of the becoming and the living. Men can live
for only a limited time on the grains
and fruits stored through the bounty
of last year's sun. The creeds and
dogmas of the past, long since "the
become and the set-fast," are now entirely inadequate food for the becoming and the living in this new, restless and searching age. Yet out of the
wreckage men are endeavoring to
erect a House of Faith. The task is
impossible. There is no man-made
cement which by any possibility can
bind together the wreckage.
The comparative study of religions
is a praiseworthy attempt to' discover
the oneness of their ethical teachings but affords no basis for organic
unity. To know, as Max Muller puts
it, that all the religious systems teach
their followers "to love the good God
and be good" is illuminating, but
something more vital is needed to remove prejudice and create oneness.
Men do not follow and die for a
Prophet because of His ethical teachings. The first recognize in Him a
spiritual kingship and dominion,
"The Power of the Great Ether," a
something dynamic, and then accept
His moral teachings as divine guidance. The vital power in any of the
great faiths is the life of its Manifestation Himself and the perpetuation of that life in His followers.
Jesus said, "The words that I speak,

they are spirit and they are life;"
and it is the spiritual power in the
teachin:gs of the Divine Manifestations as demonstrated in human life
which constitutes the constantly becoming and changing, the living and
dynamic in religion.
Consciousness of the Inner Reality
is ever the becoming, ever the changing, inasmuch as capacity to contact
that Reality is progressively developed and an added consciousness of the
real meaning and power of the divine teachings is constantly being attained. "I have many things to tell
you," said Jesus, "but ye cannot bear
them now;" the plain implication being that' through this constantly becoming and changing His followers
would in time become capable of understanding the revelations of the
Spirit of Truth when He should manifest Himself.
Through the "Religion of Maj estic Oneness," "an increasing purpose
runs"-a living promise and a living
hope of the fulfillment of that promise. Jesus Himself was in His own
person the very embodiment of
prophecy and the spirit, of hope. He
constantly referred to the prophecies
and promises of the, Holy Books, and
proclaimed Himself to be their fulfillment.
So vivid and powerful
were His prophetic utterances that
the early Chdstians expected the almost immediate descent of the kingdom of God. Jesus knowing the stimulating power of hope permitted them
to so believe.
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This promise and hope is the living
principle in the teachings of all the
Divine Manifestations.
What we need is a comparative
study of religions to discover the living tie of prophecy which binds them
all together as one great household
of faith. And, it is astonishing not
to say miraculous, when we consider
that the various scriptures of the
world were written in different languages, in different cycles of history,
to different races of people and under
entirely different conditions, that
they should all proclaim this great
hope and expectation with such
beauty and clearness.
This hope and promise runs
through the ancient religion of India
as a golden thread. Krishna in his
great Incarnation was to come from
the Paradisian country to the northwest, over the Himalaya mountains,
ridin:g upon a white horse. And this
hope is expressed in the fourth chapter of the Bhavagad-Gita as follows:
"Both I and thou have passed
through many births, 0 harasser of
thy foes! Mine are known unto me,
but thou knowest not of thine.
"0 son of Barata, whenever there
is a decline of virtue and an insurrection of vice and injustice in the
world, then I incarnate from age to
age for the preservation of the just,
the destruction of the wicked, and
the establishment of righteousness."
In the Ambattha Sutta, an ancient
Brahman book, we find a similar expectation of a coming Messiah. The
Brahman Pokkharasadi sends his disciple to inquire whether Buddha is
the Great Man with the "thirty-two
signs" who "after conquering the
ocean girt earth without a rod and
without a sword" is to sit enthroned.
As for the Buddhist religion, it is
well known that Buddha claimed to
remember a great number of past
incarnations and gave the Buddhist

world the distinct hope and promise
of the coming of the "Greater Buddha."
Zoroaster taught "a rei:gn of happy
time" to come, when a beautiful temple with a thousand pillars would be
built upon the top of Mount Alburz
which would have no need of the sun
to give it light by day or of the moon
to light it by night because it would
be lighted from within. At that time
three great Spiritual Teachers would
appear.
The Hebrew Prophets taught that
when the day of God came the mountain of the Lord's house would be established upon the tops of the mountains and the nations would flow to
it. They also taught that this great
Day of God would be ushered in by
three great spiritual teachers or
trumpets: first, the Messenger of
the Covenant; second, the Great
Manifestation who would rebuke
strong nations afar off; third, the
"Surrendered One," described so
beautifully and so wonderfully in the
42d Chapter of Isaiah.
At the transfiguration of Jesus,
"His face did shine as the sun."
Moses and Elias were seen with Him
and at His ascension two others were
present and addressed the disciples
saying, "This same Jesus which is
taken up from you into heaven shall
so come in like manner as ye have
seen Him go into heaven," i. e., from
,the heaven of the Will of God with
two others, one like Moses, the great
law-giver, and one like Elijah.
The Islamic world was taught that
at the Day of Resurrection when the
Spirit (Christ) was to stand in rank
with the angels, three spiritual trumpets would be sounded.
The spiritual unity of the world's
religions is this hope and expectation,
this promise of fulfillment, this stimulating becoming and living, this progressive ideal which is exactly the
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same in each one of them. Each
of the Founders was the living embodiment of this' spirit. The oneness
of the religions is the oneness of this
spirit; and the oneness of God is the
Oneness of His Divine Manifestations. God is one, His Slpirit is one,
His Manifestations are one. Their
outer laws and customs vary from
age to age in accordance with the
requirements of the people and the
conditions of the time. But the Spirit
is One. The real (not their nominal)
followers of the Divine Manifestations have always witnessed a succession of soul experiences, a progres-
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sive development in capacity to understand.
One and the same great Teacher,
under varying aspects, has been the
Founder of everyone of these great
religions and from the beginning has
been the Universal Teacher of mankind.
In this, our own Age and Cycle,
this Universal Teacher has revealed
the spiritual teachings for the Era
of Universals, and the three trumpets for the day of Resurrection are
plainly heard in The Bab, Baha'u'11ah and 'Abdu'l-Baha.

"The proof of the validity of a Maniifestation of God js the penetration and
potency of His Word, the cultivation of
heavenly attributes in the hearts and
lives of His followers and the bestowal
of divine education upon the world of
humanity. This is absolute proof."
-'Abdu'l-Baha
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THINKING IN WORLD TERMS
DALE S. COLE

The following brief notes of the Conference held in Cleveland, Ohio., November 26, 27,
28, 1926-the sixth in the series of World Unity Conferences-contain extracts from the
brilliant addresses of some o'f the lealding thinkers of our country along lines of world
~mity and inter-national good will. From a cOl1tplete, report of the Conference, we have
chosen a few of the most vital statements which we feel will be,inspiring and illuminGbting
to the general reader.-Editor.

ow AND then events happen in
N
every community which have
deep significance however much unheralded they may be generally. The
World Unity Conference held in
Cleveland on November 26th, 27th,
and 28th, 1926, marked a distinct step
;in the progress of thought with reference to World Unity. Although such
occurrences seem to create but a ripple on the surface of the complacency
of a large dty, results may be far
reaching. If but a few can be made
to feel the spiritual leaven which is
working in the world today, the effort
is amply rewarded.
The speakers at the first of the
three meetings of the Conference
were Dr. Dilworth Lupton of the
First Unitarian Church, and Dr. Joel
Hayden of Fairmount Prebyterian
Church. This meeting was held in
the Woman's City Club. The Chairman, Mr. Horace Holley of New
York, very ably presented the purpose of the Conference, in his introductory talk, from which the following is quoted:
"The purpose of these meetings is
rather to make a direct appeal to
that spiritual element innate in every
human heart, so that as we go forth
from this Conference we shall have
abandoned at least a few of those
prejudices that bar us out and veil
us from the reality of our fellowman,
so that we may be to some degree at
least conscious of that great spiritual
power which many people feel has
been released in the world today to
unify the East and the West, to pro-

duce a harmony and a relationship
between the various factors of human life so that civilization may be
a reflection of that harmony that always exists for the spiritual man in
the unseen world."
Dr. Dilworth Lupton was introduced as the first speaker, his subject being "Truce and Peace." He
sounded a note of warning pointing
out that what the world has termed
"Peace" since the war, is nothing
more than a "Truce." He said that
America must be awakened to her
responsibilities. As individuals we
must try "to create a sentiment and
an opinion that is favorable to peace."
Also he said that group action is of
the utmost importance. "This very
meeting tonight," he continued,
"seems to me a real endeavor to bring
together a group of people thinking
about this thing, planning about this
thing and praying about this thing. .
I don't see in all the world a greater
challenge today to the young people
than to get behind this great movement for world peace." In closing
he quoted from an address he had
heard by Stoddard Kennedy an English Clergyman who had served in the
world war and who had "seen humanity crucified. God cries out to you.
You must learn to live together. You
must learn to live together, and you
will suffer till you do."
Chairman Holley's remarks following this address are so important on
the subject of America's part, that
excerpts are here given:
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"I know no better way to illustrate
the essential difference between
America and the older nations of Europe and the East than to remind
you that seated on this platform as
honored guests of this Conference,
are men representing many races and
nations of Europe and the Near East
and the Far East; men who, through
their American citizenship, have
learned to live together in cooperation and in peace; men whose lives
are no longer affected by those particular problems that might bring
their respective countries together in
some political conflict at any time.
"Therefore it is particularly necessary that the new spirit of peace and
unity should emanate from this country and from America and go outward
throughout the world. Many people
have condemned our government and
people for the reason that not yet has
America made that supreme moral
contribution to the life of this age
which has been so expectantly awaited both by her own citizens and by
the peoples of other countries. But
it is neces'sary to realize that had
America, for example, fifty years ago,
led a movement for world unity, such
a movement could only have unified
the world as it was fifty years ago,
when many of the peoples of the
world were submerged beneath their
governments and their rulers. There
could have been no human unity under those conditions, but only a sterile unity in the political realm. It
may well be that the mighty arm of
this country is held for us until there
is born in our hearts a realization
that peace is not cessation from armed warfare, but peace is a universal
relationship between the children of
men. 'What we need is an economic
peace, as well as political peace, and
a religious peace as well as the peace
of capital and labor. By this thought
it seems to me we see the connection
between the two subjects on our pro-
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gram tonight. Because certainly the
lesson that we all drew from Dr. Lupton's address was the need of a religious basis for all efforts toward
world unity today."

Dr. Joel Hayden, the second speaker of the evening, had for his subject, "The Religious Basis of World
Unity." Dr. Hayden first stressed
the "difficulties which confront any
one who tries to make clear that
there is some basis for world unity
in this experience of mankind which
we call religion." Continuing, he
said, "I know of nothing more significant for us as men and women who
are striving for world unity than to
begin in our own communities in
bringing together people of profoundly different religions and attempting
in a scientific spirit to appraise objectively the facts upon which this
religious experience is based, where
those facts apparently agree, how
they can be measured and related."
And again he said, "Religion brings
us face to face with the fact that
mind is operating; that you never
get beyond anything in this world
except through it. The mind of man
is always personal and the personal
brings you up to the essential mystery of the universe.
"Every great world religion today
is moving along that same line in its
explanation of the shortness of life,
the bitterness of life, the apparent
tragedy and injustice of life. Here
I am a man, and man in his reality is
superior to the material universe.
That which we are is greater than
material forces which might threaten
us with destruction . . . . The genius
of religious cooperation, in the long
run, depends on the meeting, not of
master and servant but the meeting
of minds in friendship with a practical task of doing the impossible.
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And who is sufficient for these things?
Religion says 'God.' And where is
the realm of God? Lo, it is 'not here
nor there! It is within."

lm
A T THE second meeting of the
Conference, held al'8o at the Woman's
City Club, Judge George S. Adams
presided. In his introductory remarks, Judge Adams stated that in
view of the fact that the elements of
war seemed again to be gathering,
Cleveland welcomed meetings of the
nature of the Unity Conference. His
remarks were most significant and
illuminating. Some excerpts follow:
"We haven't learned to think in
world terms, and so we know very little about our neighbors in other parts
of the world. . . . . . A great many
people are like the man who said to
me, 'My wife and my son John and
his wife, we four and no more.' I
think a very large percentage of the
people would stop with that stage of
development. Then there are other
people who have broken their shell
and can take an interest in the affairs
of other people. They are the ones
who are really worth while. . . . . .
"When we speak of patriotism as
the love of country, we don't mean
the land, although we sing, 'I love thy
rocks and rills,' etc. After all it isn't
the rocks and rills we love. It is
the human association that goes with
the rocks and rills. After all, it is
our neighbors that we love. And if
we love our neighbors, we should devote ourselves to the ideals and institutions of our country which guarantee equal rights to all our neighbors, shouldn't we?
"And then of necessity, if we want
our neighbors to have equal rights,
there is a larger patriotism which
embraces the world and is the patriotic expression of the golden rule.
This would make it treason to make

war, save for the preservation of natural rights.
"When we speak of 'our country,
right or wrong,' we realize that is a
spurious patriotism. . . . It is selfishness diluted.
"So if civilzation is to last, we nust
learn to take a larger view of the
world's affairs and a more unselfish
point of view in those matters. We
mustn't be so intensely practical, so
utilitarian. We must not be governed
by statistics, these graphs that people
make, and measure everything by dollars and cents.
"I hope the time will come when
we will be talking more about the
ideal, and if we do, I have an idea,
too, that we will be talking practical
sense."
Prof. Adolphus Miller of Ohio
state University spoke on the subject, "Scientific and Religious Tendencies Toward World Unity." Prof.
Miller said in part:
"N ow the difference between science and religion is the difference
between description and exaltation.
Science tells the things that are, and
religion emphasizes things that ought
to be. Science is inexorable; it is inevitable. It simply formulates the
laws of things that are taking place,
and they take place whether you have
formulated the laws or not. But an
understanding of' science helps very
greatly in the exaltation at least of
the things towards which science
aims. . . . Modern science has done
a great deal to do one thing which
leads toward unity. I perhaps had
better say that all the way through
the lesson I am trying to draw is the
fact that there is a universality about
natural science which makes for the
unity of course in the use of the
principles which science has developed. Science also has a great deal to
do with the acceleration of communi-
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cation, bringing the) world together. thing when people first came into
"N ow this interest, in science and contact. Most of the people in the
the impersonal character of science history of the world have lived as
make for unity, and many of the Judge Adams did and never heard a
problems which this new development foreign language. Most of the peoof communication brin~g about, by ple in our generation have lived all
their very discovery are immediately their lives without having seen or
international. For instance in Eu- known people who looked different
rope, where, as H. G. Wells says, the from themselves, and when the consize of the country was determined tacts began it was perfectly normal
by the distance a king could travel that they should be prejudiced, and
on horseback, the invention of radio there was built up a lot of tradition
has immediately made radio-broad- that supported these prejudices and
casting an international problem that which it was difficult to disprove.
"Here was one group with one color
couldn't possibly be avoided, and they
already have made a great deal of that had one culture, and another
progress in this development of in- group of another color had another
ternational relation in regard to culture. Of ::;ourse it was obvious
that the ones with the one color and
broadcasting. . . .
"I was at the University of Stam- one culture thought they had the suboul of Constantinople, where alL the perior culture and it wasn't until anstudents were Muhammadans, and thropology and psychology had been
the Professor of Sociology being called in, in the last five years, that
away, the students gathered around it was demonstrated that there is no
me and asked questions about so- question about it, that there is no
ciology. There happened to be one basis whatever for that old theory ..
member who spoke good English. The
"What happened in science has
class was half girls. Five years ago been happening in a different way in
there wasn't a single girl in the Uni- religion . . . .
versity. Now in the College of Arts
"Each religion has to look to its
half of them are girls. They had virtues and not to its associations
bobbed hair, short skirts, and were in its competition with other reliindistinguishable from my girls at gions. One of the most valuable
Columbus.
things that could possibly happen to
"We happened to talk about, as Christianity is the fact that it now
an illustration of social progress, the must compete with Muhammadanism.
'Woman's Movement' and one of the I think in all probability in the long
girls said, 'Of course we don't think run the Turkish revolution will prove
there is any difference in the capacity .as important as the Russian revoluof men and women.' These Muham- tion, because it has opened up the
madan girls who had not been allowed Muhammadan world with some two
to show their faces five years ago, hundred and fifty million people to
had attained that advancement in modernism.
"I confess that I knew very little
five years. They did it because modern science had told them what ex- about Muhammadanism, and I asked
perience could not possibly tell. We everywhere, 'Is it possible for Musometimes say experience is the value hammadans to accept science and
of common sense. Science and phil- progress and stay devout?' Everyosophy deal with uncommon sense where I received the answer, 'Perand are far more real than common fectly.'
sense. This I think has been proven.
"N ow Muhammadanism has some
"Now race prejudice was a normal things in it which the Christian world
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can well admire. In the first place,
the Muhammadan world is the world
in which all the races meet-the
white, the black, the brown, and the
yellow. Its position is most accurately a strategic one, and strangely
enough in the Muhammadan world
this race problem never arose. I was
in a street car in Constantinople and
the conductor was as black as coal,
and it seemed so strange to see a conductor in a street C8X not only black,
but not talking English. He was
talking Turkish, and he was an Arabian. He was jollying the people and
making them move up front, and nobody took any offense.
"Among Muhammadans other Muhammadans are brothers, without
respect to culture or to color. . . . .
Science has already shown that this
is true, and it must be followed by
practice.
"I was at dinner with two prominentsheiks, one who had written a
book on Muhammadanism, for which
he was called a heretic; and also another who was being tried for the
book he wrote. There was quite a bit
:in the papers. They were devout but
modern. I asked them all sorts of
questions, and then they wanted to
ask me a question, 'How does modern sociology deal with behaviorism
and psycho-analysis? And I thought
when Muhammadans asked that question, I didn't need to worry about
modernism.
"We are actually reaching a point
where all intelligent people in the
world are about at the same place.
They talk the same language with
regard to spiritual values and they
accept the same science. They are
kept apart in very many cases by ecclesiastical affiliations, and they felt
in many cases it was impossible to go
from one religion to another.
"Now it is an interesting fact that
American missionaries in Turkey are
not allowed to teach religion. I was
invited to talk to the Anglo meeting

of the missionaries in Turkey. I told
them I thought they were the luckiest
missionaries there Were anywhere.
What they had to do was to try to
find a technique to get over to their
- pupils in their schools the things that
are just as true to Muhammadanism
as to Christianity, and that their business was not to try by any method to
make Christians out of these Turks,
but to make good Muhammadans. The
interesting thing was that, with the
exception of one or two old men, they
were all heartily in sympathy and
practicing that idea. In other words,
you have Christian missionaries who
have discovered that the thing that
is common to all religions is far
more important than the things that
are different. . . .
"Now our civilization may slip, but
it seems to me that the scientific developments and religious developments at the present moment give us
plenty of basis for hope that at least
the next civilization will succeed
and if we can beat catastrophe to it,
even our civilization may be saved."

Dr. John Herman Randall's subject was, "The New Spirit Making for
World Unity." Excerpts from this
remarkable address follow:
"Fourteen years ago, in 1912, there
came to this country for the first
time, a man by the name of 'Abdu'lBaha. He came from the country
that had been the home of J udaism
and the birthplace of Christianity. He
spent forty years of His life in prison, in prison by the political authorities, aided and abetted by the religious authorities of His country.
"The doors of many of the leading churches and synagogues in this
country were thrown open to this
man, and He addressed large audiences in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Washington, and Chic~go.
He spoke here in Cleveland, I think,
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and in other centers of this land.
When He talked of religion, He talked
about love and good will and peace
upon earth. These things, of course,
were not new, and He disclaimed that
the religion that He was proclaiming
was a new religion. What He tried
to make clear was the fact that He
was trying to bring to the mind consciousness of people the real essence
of their religion, whether they called
it Christianity, Buddhism, or by any
other name whotsoever.
"The thing that did sound new and
strange was the fact that He translated these old familiar words of love
and good will and peace upon earth,
and brotherhood, into terms of unity;
the oneness of all mankind; the unity
of all races regardless of religion;
the underlying harmony between science and religion; the unity that lies
at the basis of all the great religious
systems of the world. And He pointed out most clearly that a religion
that was to be translated into terms
of this unity, this fellowship of all
races and all classes and all individuals, was a unity that could only
come about through the abandonment
of our present prejudices, through
the laying aside of our ignorance and
antagonism against people, against
classes and against races; that it
could only come about as we entered
into the consciousness of the spirit
of oneness of all men and came to
realize that all mankind belongs to
the same great family.
"On this visIt to our country, 'Abdu'l-Baha also pointed out that these
intense and selfish nationalisms, these
national antagonisms we were holding and fostering within our minds,
would inevitably tend toward catastrophe, and lead to some great outbreak, some world war.
"This man had the appearance of
one of the early Hebrew Prophets.
His spirit wad the spirit of the gentle
N azarene. All who came into contact
with Him during the spring and sum-
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mer of 1912, felt the greatness of His
personality, the sincerity of His character, the humility of His life, the
selflessness of His spirit. . ..
"When this man came from across
the seas with His gentle spirit, His
far-seeing vision, and when He told
us that after all, religion-the religion of Christianity, the religion of
Judaism, the religion of Muhamadanism, the religion of Buddhism, the
religion of Zoroastrianism, the religion of Confucianism-all the great
religions of the world in essence
meant the same thing,-love and good
will, fellowship and brotherhood,
translated into terms of unity, of
sympathy, of oneness with all who
live and strive everywhere,-it was
only the very few who heard Him who
understood and saw the significance
of the message. . . .
"Now, whether many of us see it
as yet or not, every historian throughout the world knows today that after
the events of the last ten or fifteen
years the world can never again be
the same as it was in the past. Whatever else the war did, this much is
clear to the thoughtful minds in all
lands today-the world now must
either go forward to higher ground,
or it must inevitably go backward.
There is no standing still; there is
no getting back to normal; there is
no resuming once again the kind of
life that was lived here prior to 1914
as between nations and races and
classes. The world must go forward,
or else it must steadily degenerate
into lower things. . . .
"Now there is the second great
idea emerging today that in human
evolution we have at last reached the
point where man can direct the forces
of evolution, if he will, to whatsoever
ideal he may choose.
"Now the third thing, that is daylight plain I think to all thoughtful
minds today, is that the old system
in which this world of ours has been
conducted up to today or up to the
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time of the war, is hopelessly bankrupt, it has served jis term, whatsoever that has been, and that to try
to continue the old system in world
affairs is nothing less than suicidal,
for it means the inevitable coming of
other wars, and as Premier Baldwin
says, it means therefore the destruction of civilization.
"Read the books by Bertrand Russell, read the books that are coming
from the pens of practically all our
leading philosophers and psycholo'gists, and you will find that all of
them say the same thing: Our world
as constituted today cannot go on, on
the old basis, on the old principle, on
the old methods.
"The next great idea that is emerging in human consciousness today is
this: Because the old system is bankrupt and hopeless, there must come
a new and higher synthesis in the life
of man.
"Trade and commerce move between all lands freely today, between
all countries. We are bound together
in an economic unit, so what hurts
one hurts all and what helps one
helps all. No nation can go up without all nations going up. Likewise
no nation can go down without all
nations going down.
"Last month there came together
in the city of Vienna the delegates
from all the cities of Europe and organized the Pan-European League,
an economic league, and the thing
stated over and over again in expressions from the platform and
from the floor was, 'We never will
be content until we have a United
States of Europe,' thus recognizing
the fact that the people of Europe,
regardless of country or race, depend
now on getting together in some kind
of unity, cooperation, and pulling together. You remember Victor Hugo
said before he died, 'We have today
the United States of America, tomorrow we will have the United States

of Europe, then one day we shall
have the United States of the World.'
That prophecy is coming before our
eyes . . . .
"It is the struggling between the
old spirit and the new that is going
on today, and it is your duty and
mine, if you have a glimpse of the
future, of the unified world, the world
of commonwealth in which humanity
has learned to live its life in harmony
and peace, it is our duty to see to it
that unceasingly, morning, noon and
night, from the housetop ,and the
street corner, everywhere and every
place, you and I are standing for the
new spirit and the things involved
in the new spirit.
"The great watchword of today and
tomorrow will be that one wordunity. Oh, how pitiful seem all our
little differences, our little jealousies,
our petty animosities! How pitiful
and childish in an age like this, so
critical for the future of humanity,
seem all those prejudices that now
separate us from one another and
keep us apart, and deepen gulfs between us, and build bars and barriers
around us!
"Isn't it time? Isn't it time that
we should begin to live not as children, but as full-grown men and
women? Isn't it time that we should
begin to live our life on this little
planet, together, in the spirit of unity,
of fellowship, and of love? Of one
thing I am sure. When the historian of tomorrow writes down the
history of today, he will say beyond
peradventure, that the men and women in this critical first half of the
twentieth century that helped in anyway the progres's of mankind, were
the men and women who had set
their faces steadily in the direction of
world unity and fellowship and cooperation."

~
THE THIRD session of the Conference was held in the Western Re-
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serve Chapel, Dr. Ali Kuli Khan presiding. In his introductory remarks
Dr. Khan brought out most emphatically the need of attaining to a divine
civilization, showing how the material civilization devoid of the spirit
cannot last. He said among other
things: "But the world war, friends,
brought about a change in the consciousness of humanity, for they realized that unless certain spiritual
principles which had been considered
only an ideal never to be arrived at
this side of the kingdom of heaven,
were made to become manifest in a
visible and tangible form, and unless
,the different individuals constituting
the different nations of the world
would individually and then collectively go forth and work for the establishment of human peace and human
unity, the wisdom of our political
and intellectual age would be of no
avail to creat that state of beatitude."

Rabbi Hillel Silver, the first speaker of the evening, chose for his subject "The One and the Many." Excerpts from his address follow:
"It now becomes necessary in society, in some society, to emphasize
anew the cooperative quality of human existence. Individualism has
gone so far that education is beginning to realize the imperative need
of stressing again the fact that the
highest life is made possible only in
community life; that a man can ful.fill his destiny only as he lends himself to the highest ideals of a group;
that it takes the best in our neighbor
to bring out the best in us; that no
man can grow through his own resources solely, it takes the outer sympathy, the contact with other minds
and with the social heritage, the legacy of the past, to fulfill ourselves
most completely.
"The problem of civilization is to
discover what common human de-
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nominator, what common human need
is common to all religions and to all
peoples, and then to organize peoples and religions into voluntary cooperative efforts to meet these covenants; it is the problem of preserving uniqueness in the world, the oneness, and at the same time the voluntary organization of these separate
units into voluntary cooperative
groups to serve basic, common purposes. This is the job of modern
civilization, and in that sense only,
friends, religions can meet and nations can meet.
"And when Jew and Christian, or
Muhammadan and Buddhist, or the
representatives of all the religions
on God's earth, will realize that their
source is one God, that their destiny
is one-the service of man-they will
get together to fulfill their destiny,
deriving their inspiration from a
common source. They will meet rarely; the walls of their churches will
separate them. But the spirit, the
underlying spirit of their faiths
grounded in God, aspiring to service,
will unite them. Their prayer books
will remain different; their prayers
will be one. That is the task, friends,
of the twentieth century, perhaps the
task of the next thousand years.
What keeps religions from meeting?
What keeps peoples from meeting?
I would designate all that keeps peoples and religions from meeting by
one term-imperialism-t his 0 I d
primitive notion of the domination
of the many over the one.
"The subject of world unity is as
old as Amos and Isaiah and Jesus,
and all the great religious leaders of
the Asiatic world which has given us
all our great religious teachers. Surely our churches, our temples, and our
synagogues, and our mosques, have
much more to do in the world today
than fight about definitions and manfashioned theologies and creeds which
are manipulated by time and circumstances. Surely in the minds of a
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world which has just witnessed the
ghastliest war of all times, the
churches and the synagogues and all
other religious institutions have a
great deal to do.
"World unity, my friends, is the
ultimate goal. It is not an idea which
can be achieved merely by wishing.
It is an ideal which can be achieved
only through tireless labor and endless persistence of all lovers of the
Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man. Peace does not come
as a radiant maiden bearing gifts;
peace will come, if it ever comes,
friends, peace among the races, of
peoples and peace among religions,
as a man of sorrows, spat upon, and
mocked and denied. You are being
summoned not to an easy task nor a
pleasant task. Men will misunderstand you. Men will accuse you of
lack of patriotism. Men will accuse
you of rebellions and revolutions,as all who prayed for the new day
were damned as traitors. But if this
is dear to your heart, if you are true
disciples of Jeremiah orJ esus or Buddha or Confucius or Zoroaster or 'Abdu'l-Baha, you must be prepared to
take on the cross and the crown, yes,
and the immortality of leadership in
the world."
Chairman Khan, in his remarks
which followed the much appreciated
address of Rabbi Silver, said:
"The oneness of mankind is a theme
which has been dwelt upon by the
various sages and Prophets of the
human race from time immemorial.
Pindar, the poet of ancient Greece,
said that God created man into men
in order that they might help one
another. This wonderful expression
was, however, a poetical symbolism,
fOli the deeds of civilization of the
ancient enHghtened Greeks never approached the preliminary steps toward the realization of such an ideal,

for at the same time that Pindar
spoke as he did, the Greeks looked
upon themselves as the only civilized
people, the blessed of the gods, and
upon the entire human race outside
the small country of Greece as bar'barians.
"With every step in the progress
·of the human race from its infancy
through the various ages tending to
its maturity, we have here and there
men of foresight and insight who
have stressed that fact, but it remained for the day of the maturity of
the human race, which according to
all the prophecies of the past is no
'other than this, and in the present
day, the world is to witness the realization of that great fact. I, therefore, think that the coming world
religion will be no other than the one
which visualizes and epitomizes in
the life of every human individual
the eternal fact that in the mind of
God the oneness of mankind has ever
been an accomplished fact."

Dr. John Herman Randall, the last
speaker of the evening, had for his
subject, "The Coming World Religion." Dr. Randall said in part:
"Now, my friends, it seems to me
with these facts which the science of
comparative religions is making so
clear to us today, that all religions
are fundamentally as one, that in
their great, prophetic sources they
are the expression of the same fundamental impulse of man's soul toward God and man's outreaching toward his fellows, man's hunger and
thirst after righteousness. And as
.time goes on, the things that are added, all of these dogmas and creeds
and ceremonies, they are the things
man fashions, human men, that tend
to divide and separate and breed the
spirit of intolerance and rivalry.
"Religion in its fundamental and
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essential impulses and aspirations is
just as truly in the world today as it
has ever been. Our churches were
weakened in influence and power in
every community because the vast
majority are still trying to transla~e
religion into terms of an age that IS
forever gone, in the language that is
to the newer generation an obsolete
and meaningless talk.
"If we are convinced today that the
world cannot stand still, that it must
either go forward to higher grounds
or else go backward, it seems to me
that we must take the same position
about religion today, for our religion
simply reflects the weakness of our
age. If religion cannot stand still,
it must either go forward or else
backward. Now if it is to move forward, what lines may that movement
take? In the first place, I feel very
sure in my own mind that if world
religion is worthy of that name, it
will be a religion whose outlook is
universal and not particular. I mean
by that, a religion whose God is the
God of all humanity, not the God of
a single race or a single nation,therefore, a religion that recognizes
in every man of every race and every
clime, a brother, a member together
in this living body of humanity.
"The second characteristic of the
religion that is the coming world religion, in my judgment, will be this:
It will consist of the best and truest
in all religions.
"The third characteristic of the
coming world religion in which the
common denominator, the essential
spiritual unity underlying all differences, shall be discovered, will be
this: It will consist primarily in a
kind of life, not in a kind of creed,
not in a kind of ecclesiastical organization, not in any particular rites or
form. It will consist of living in a
certain way under the inspiration of
certain values and ideals under the
guidance of certain principles through
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the dominance of the spirit of good
will and of love.
"The fourth characteristic of the
coming world religion will be this:
It will be a religion whose intellectual
expression is in harmony with the
best thought of the age. . . . An age
like this if it demands anything at
all of r~ligion, is demanding a religion that shall satisfy the soul of the
saint, without at the same time insulting the intelligence of the scholar.
"Then in the fifth place, another
characteristic of the coming world religion will be this: It must be of necessity a social religion and not an
individual religion. In other words,
its great business and purpose will be
not to save a few individual souls and
see them safely through this wicked
world to some distant heaven of bliss,
but its purpose will be to save the
world, the world of politics, the world
of business, the world of art, the
world of leisure, all these manifold
worlds in which man lives his life. . .
"I am very sure that the coming
world religion will thus be a social re- .
ligion, not an individualistic thing.
Its great aim and end will be nothing
less than the transforming of the life
of all mankind into a social relationship, and by that means the transforming of the life of the individual.
If I were trying to sum up in a single
sentence, I would say this: Since reUgion cannot remain as it is, since
religion must not be allowed to go
backward, it must go forward to
higher and nobler things. It must,
·as it seems to me, move along the
lines that I have here indicated, and
to sum it all up, it will be a religion
in which knowledge and IQve will go
hand in hand. . . And it seems to me
in the coming world religion, there
will be that full recognition that not
love or good will alone, that not
knOWledge or intelligence alone" but
knowledge and intelligence plus the
spirit of love and good will, that shall
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lead and guide us into that closer fellowship, that truer cooperation, that
nobler union in the cause of humanity.
"It may be that there are some of
you here tonight, my friends, are
saying, 'Yes, that is a beautiful
dream, and it has been dreamed by all
the great prophetic souls in the past,
but it can never be realized. It is
too good to become true in a world
like this.' I am here to remind you
'that in these World Unity Meetings
that have been held in your city, under the auspices ·of the Baha'i Movement, we have an illustration, not of
a dream, not of an ideal, but of a
living reality that is here in this
'world today, that has extended its
influence tightly around this globe,
that knows its followers by the tens
and hundreds of thousands.
"'Abdu'l-Baha, when He was in
this .country speaking as He did in
many of our leading churches and
synagogues, made it very clear that
the Baha'i Movement did not represent a new religion, but rather a renewal of the fundamental essence of
all religions . . . . 'Abdu'l-Baha gave
to the world also the great Principles,
- 'The Investigation of Truth, the
Abandonment of all Prejudices, the
Essential Onenes of all Humanity,
The Unity Uunderlying All Religions,
the Harmony at the basis of Science
and Religion, the Ek:]uality of Men
and Women, Universal Peace, an International Tribunal, a Universal
Auxiliary Language and Universal
Education.
"These were some of the great
Principles declared by 'Abdu'l-Baha

:fifteen years ago (interpreting thus
some of the fundamental laws given
to the world by Baha'u'llah over sixty
years ago) that will make for the
dawning of the New Age, the coming
of world unity through cooperation,
through fellowship, through the spirit of good will and love.
"My friends, it is in that spirit
that we meet here tonight. . . . Do
not give up your old beliefs, if they
are precious and meaningful to you,
only whether you be a Christian or
Jew, or Muhammadan, or Buddhist,
or what not, do not rest content until you have found your way down
beneath all your particular beliefs
and idea's and notions about religion
that underlie common denominations,
to that essential spirit of unity that
lies back of all faiths and underlies
the life of humanity."

Friends in Cleveland interested in
and working for world unity feel that
it has been a great privilege to have
had a World Unity Conference in this
city, and are planning to continue the
work. It is diffi·cult of course to
gauge the far-reaching effect of such
Conferences, but this one certainly
demonstrated that there can be gathered together those who meet on a
common ~ground, to speak and to think
in terms of universal ideals and to
endeavor to learn how to apply great
religious Principles in the everyday
life; and most important of all this
Conference furthered the promulgation of universal peace and all that
it means.

"It is then clear and evident that in the passage of time
religions become entirely changed and altered. Therefore they are renewed."-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE LEISURE HOURS OF PERSIAN
YOUTH
GENEVIEVE COY

HEN A young man of twentyW
five says to a friend of his own
age in New York City, "Here is a
free evening before us. How shall
we spend our time?" his companion
may ·choose one from amon~g dozens
of recreational activities. Theatre,
opera or concert; billiards or bowling; gymnasium or swimming-pool;
library or public lecture; dance hall
or skating-rink-these are a few of
the more obvious centers at which the
friends may find entertainment or
pleasure. Young men in a country
village of the Middle West may have
different, but almost equally varied,
amusements. Probably few people in
this country would maintain that the
young people of America have too
few ways of spending their leisure
time. If they need guidance it has to
do with the use of better standards of
choice among the many recreational
opportunities offered.
For the young men and women of
Persia the problem of the wise use
of leisure time is a very different
one. When the young man of twentyfive in Tihran has several free hours
there are probably only half a dozen
things that occur to him as possible
recreations. Some of these will include activities that are productive
of real happiness, of mental and physical recreation. Others will tend toward a selfish destructiveness. Since
so few leisure occupations are available, the tendency is probably often
toward extreme indulgence in those
of the more violent, emotion-arousing
sort, in the hope that thus a much desired variety and zest may be added
to existence. To provide the young
men and women of Persia with a
variety of leisure occupations of a
sort that require a whole-hearted, in-

Street in Tihran, Persia

telligent, constructive activity would
be to render them an extraordinary
service.
In a previous article I tried to show
some of the ways in which the Girls'
Tarbiyat School of Tihnin contributes
to the lives of the women and girls
of the city. I should now like to discuss some of the ways in which certain Baha'i ideals contribute to the
lives of the young men who come in
contact with them. In order to show
more clearly just what an interest in
Baha:i activities adds to the fullness
of living of Pemian young people, I
shall describe briefly certain aspects
of the lives of non-Baha'i youth.
Persia is a land of deserts and gardens. The desert is not the sandy
waste of northern Africa; it is the
"saharah,"-the uncultivated, the
waterless. When the infrequent rain
falls, or when irrigation streams are
brought down from the mountains,
the waste land springs into bloom,
and one sees the miracle,-"the desert
shall rejoice and blossom as the rose."
Thus in the midst of miles of waste
one comes upon a walled garden and
within its gates a glory of greenery
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and flowers. Inevitably, in the very
heart of the garden, one finds a pool
of clear mountain water, the source of
all the verdure and life. To build a
wall about a section of the desert, to
provide channels for bringing water
from a distant source, to plant trees
and shrubs and flowers, is a task of
love and joy. To sit within such a
garden, to hear the sound of many
waters mingling with the whisper of
the wind through green leaves, may
seem a very simple pleasure, but it is
one that is very dear to every Persian.
Thus it happens that whenever a
group of young men wish to spend a
merry evening together, they seek out
the greenest and best-watered garden
they can find. Such a gatheringplace may be a large garden within
the city walls, or, preferably, one outside the city in a hill village or on

Garden

the open desert. Beautiful beyond
one's imaginings are some of the
large gardens in the hills. Pools,
streams and fountains are surrounded by tall trees. Beautiful paths wind
through luxuriant shrubbery and
flowers.
Vistas of snow-capped
mountains are framed by beautiful
gateways or by arbors of roses. In
the clear atmosphere, the colors are
all pure radiance.
Beside the large pool the young
men gather. Many will be smoking
cigarettes; others prefer the waterpipe, in which the smoke is sifted
through perfumed water. Always
there will be musicians. Occasionally a paid troupe of players awaits
the desire of the guests, but more
often one or two of the group of
merrymakers will provide the music.
The favorite Persian instruments are
the tar and the dumback. The former
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is something like a guitar, but the
box is curiously shaped, suggesting
a figure eight. The opening in the
box is covered with parchment, and
the shape of the instrument divides
this into two parts, one a little larger
than the other. The tar is strung as
the guitar is, and is played in much
the same way. The dumbach, or Persian drum, is made of a parchment
stretched across a dish that suggests
a large bowl or urn. The sound of
the drum is pleasing. Two different
kinds of notes seem to be drawn from
it, one the ordinary drum tones made
from beating on the parchment, and
another which is made near the edge
of the urn, and which seems to partake of the sound of both the urn and
the parchment.
To these instruments of the country
.may be added a violin, which many
of the better-educated Persians enjoy
greatly. Often some one sings a low,
minor melody, to the accompaniment
of the tar. The other guests are sure
to be delighted with the music, and
on its slow tide they drift down a
waking dream of enchantment, in
which an their hopes come true.
After the music is ended, some one
may be moved to recite a poem from
the treasury of great Persian verse
he has learned as a child. Since many
of the young people write poetry, one
of the group may have an original
poem to present for criticism and admiration. In quality such verse may
vary from the merest jingle up to
the majestic passages of such a poem
as Esghi's hymn to Zoroaster. With
poetry and music a group of young
Persians may be utterly contented
:from sunset to midnight. They become intoxicated with beauty and
moonlight.
If the temper of the gathering is
less literary, hours may be spent in
gambling. If the party has been
planned several days previously, a
group of dancing-girls may have been
provided for the entertainment of the
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guests. Aside from such professional
entertainers, girls and women will of
course never appear at the young
men's festivities.
If the friends are not too close observers of religious custom, (the Muhammadan religion forbids the use
of alcoholic drinks), there may be
very convivial drinking of wine, or
of arak, the Persian whiskey. Many
festive groups will contain at least
one person who is an opium-smoker.
He may retire to a distant part of
the garden to indulge in his smoking
by himself, and later return to add
his fantastic outlook on life to the
discussions which are often in progress.
The youth of Persia, like those of,
every country the world around, do
love to talk. They discuss all aspects
of their own lives, and of their
friends' and acquaintances', and then
proceed to affairs of the city and the
nation. Less often than in this
country, perhaps, is there a real interest in matters of international significance. . Local politics are often· a
source of keen interest, and, as sometimes happens in other countries,
more attention is paid to personalities
than to policies. An intelligent and
well-educated young Persian once
said to me, "When there is an election here, there are ordinarily no issues of real importance. We do not
ask what principles a man will act on
if he is elected. We consider only
whether he is a friend of ours or of
our family."
On the other hand, small groups
of young men will be found who have
an ardent interest in various "reform" or radical movements. There
are in Persia men of Muhammadan
families who feel keenly the importance of giving more freedom to women. Others are more or less openly
engaged in spreading the principles
of Soviet Russia. Still others are
very eager to aid Persian progress
through economic development. A
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fourth type of group may be enthusiastic about gaining a greater knowledge of science. But ,such a devotion
to impersonal or idealistic interests
is, it seems to me, comparatively rare.
Persian boys and young men give
very little attention to athletics. The
small percentage who have attended
the American Mission School may
have played football, but I doubt
whether many continue to play after
they leave school. Those who can afford it own horses, and many of them
ride exceptionally well. A few who
have a stableful of good horses may
play polo. Young men who enter the
army will lead a life of strenuous
physical exercise, but the average boy
has almost nothing of the interest in
team athletics which we find everywhere in America. There is almost
nothing in his environment to stimulate such an enthusiasm.
Thus far, I have been speaking of
youth of at least a fair education.
There are of course hundreds of
young men in such a city as Tihran
who have had no real education.
They, too, will love a garden and
music. They may gamble and go to
opium houses. They will delight in
the exhibitions of fireworks which are
given by the government on various
state occasions. They will enjoy the
gossip of the bazaars, the sermons of
the mullahs in the mosques, and the
tales of the lives of the martyrs which
the priests chant dramatically on
days of special religious observance.

YOUNG PERSIANS who are Baha'fs enjoy their leisure hours quite
as much as do the Muhammadan
youth. The two groups perhaps differ less in general types of activity
than in the motives which guide the
leisure occupations. Young Baha'fs
~re quite as devoted to a beautiful
garden as are any other young Persians.· But the way that the outdoor

holiday is spent will be constantly
colored by Baha'f interests. If songs
are sung they will usually be those
written by Baha'f poets, and will be
such as to incite the listeners to high
endeavor. The poetry that is read
will not only seek for beauty of expression, but it will also strive to inspire the reader to practice heroic
ideals. I remember an occasion on
which a young Persian who was not a
Baha'f read aloud for an hour from
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the poems of N aimi, one of the best
of the Baha'f poets. At the end of
the reading he put the book down
reluctantly and said, "How glorious,
how wonderful is that poetry! When
I read it, I almost think myself a
Baha'L"
When a group of young Baha'fs
gather in a garden there will be no
gambling, drinking or opium-smoking, for such indulgences are definitely contrary to the Baha'f teachings.
Some of the group will smoke cigar-
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ettes, but the majority will probably
refrain because they are familiar
with the teachings of 'Abdu'l-Baha
expressed in the following sentence,
"Experience has shown how much
the renouncing of tobacco, wine and
opium gives health, strength and intellectual enjoyment, penetration of
judgment and physical vigor."
The conversation of a group of Baha'i friends is usually centered on the
planning and executing of some definite project. There are at least six
or seven well-organized types of Baha'i activity in which the young men
play a very energetic part. Each of
these is a mahfil, or assembly; it has
definite objects and holds regular
meetings.
All Persians love to give dinners
and parties; and since the exercise
of hospitality is a definite part of
the Baha'i program, there is a special mrohfil in Tihran for the entertainment of visiting Baha'is. As soon
as a member of this group learns
that a friend has arrived from Shiraz,
or Hamadan, or, perhaps, from India
or Europe, plans are at once set on
foot for a dinner or luncheon in his
honor. The guests invited are those
to whom it is thought the newcomer·
will especially enjoy talking. The
friend so' honored receives a formal
invitation on the special stationery
of this mahfil. This he of course accepts, and in a few days he becomes
the guest of honor at a party which
his hosts have taken great joy in
preparing.
Another group has as its special
aim the furthering of closer friendships between themselves and Baha'is
in other countries. Correspondence
is carried on, with the desire to learn
more about other lands, as well as to
tell friends in other countries about
Persia. This mahfil is also interested
in translating a variety of Baha'i
books and papers. At the time I was
in Tihran, the young man who did
English translating for the central
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Baha'i governing board (The Spiritual Assembly) was especially active
in the mahfil for "East and West cooperation."
Twenty or more young men teach
the "classes in character-forming"
for boys, which meet every Friday in
different parts of the city. They
have their own meetings for planning
their work, and occasionaly they give
a party to which their special friends
are invited. On such a day the program, will give a review of what they
have been doing with the boys, and
some of their pupils may give demonstrations of what they have learned.
A committee of five or six Baha'is,
several of whom are young men, have
charge of the Baha'i children's savings account. Their weekly meetings
on Sunday evenings are probably not
considered social affairs, and yet I
believe that most of those who attend
them find them thoroughly enjoyable.
I used to attend the meetings of another group that met on the ninth of
each month. The members all had
the distinction of speaking English.
Their purpose was to discuss, in
English, the plans for the American
Baha'i Temple. At the end of the
evening each made a contribution to
the Temple fund, which Dr. Moody
later sent to America. These young
men were also active in increasing
interest in the Temple among all the
Persian Baha'is. They were a very
happy and enthusiastic group and
there is no doubt but that they found
their regular monthly meetings a very
joyful occasion.
Other mahfils are more obviously
recreational in their purpose. At the
time I was in Tihran, one group had
organized a football team, and they
were planning to start a Boy Scout
troup among some of the .younger
boys. . . . One of the most active
groups planned and gave plays and
concerts. One of the young men who
came most often to Dr. Moody's house
in Tihran was keenly interested in
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the plays, and he kept us informed as bel'S, as well as a chorus of singers.
to the progress of .all their plans. He They always gave musical numbers
wa,s full of fun, an excellent actor, between the acts of the play. The
and he delighted to play what we intermission was sometimes long
would call "character parts." His enough so that we heard a whole conclub gave two or three plays each cert between the second and third
winter, which were attended by audi- acts: The audience enjoyed the music
ences of four and five hundred men. and never seemed to tire of it,-as
The plays were written by some of my Western ears occasionally did!
the boys and were planned to express
The life of these young Persian Basome spiritual truth. When a play ha'is is of course not all fun. They
was ready for the actors, great care are constantly in danger from the
was exercised in choosing the caste. unfriencHiness of fanatical MuhamThe rehearsing of the various scenes, madans and some of them havesufthe planning of costumes and stage- fered active persecution. Notwithsetting were a source of many merry standing such difficulties, they seem
evenings. The parts for girls and to me a singularly happy group.
women were taken by young men, and They have high purposes before them,
they provided opportunities for care- and while they realize that many
ful acting, as well as much amuse- things they wish to do may not wisely
ment for the other members of the be attempted at present, they are able
caste. The play was usually given to make enough progress to encourin a large tent in some Baha'i garden, age them to further efforts. A great
on two successive evenings. The pro- many of them have been Baha'is from
ceeds from the sale of tickets were babyhood, and they know no other
divided among various Baha'i activi- life except that of a follower of the
ties, such as the fund for the care of teachings of Baha'u'llah.
needy and wged Baha'is, and that for
My knowledge of the leisure occuthe support of the boys' Baha'i pations of the Baha'is is of course
school.
much more detailed than of those of
The plays that I saw were very en- the non-Baha'i youth. For the latter
joyable and exceedingly well acted. I was dependent on what was told
One that I remember especially was me by various people I met in, Perbased on the verse of Baha'u'llah, sia, including a few young Muham"E!steem the friendship of the just, madans. I have tried not to draw an
but withdraw both mind and hand exaggerated contrast between the two
from the company of the wicked." groups. So far as I can judge of
The 'scenes ·of the play presented the both, the Baha'is have an idealistic
experiences of two brothers, one of purposefulness in life which the nonwhom associated with useful, studi- Baha'is lack. The Persian Baha'is
ous young men, and the other with know themselves to be one of the
"fast" and villianous ones! There ~great streams that are helping to fill
were several very amusing scenes, as the ocean of world-wide Baha'i life.
well as some that contained miniature As they become more and more consermons. The Baha'i boys are very 'scious of their part in that movement,
fond of a good joke, and any play their lives become more significant.
that they give is sure to afford many As the principles by which they live
opportunities for laughter.
become active in the lives of some
Closely associated with the actors of their friends and acquaintances,
was a group of musicians, who made Persian youth will become more useup an orchestra of ten or twelve mem- ful, purposeful and happy.
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A MODERN INTERPRETATION OF
MUHAMMADANISM
The following letter, written by a Bah6:i of Santa Barba~'a" California, to a clergy'l'fW,n who, in g'/,"-ving a 'Very liberal course of lectures on the reMgions of the world,
showl3id, however, SDr/ne misappr'ehension a,s to MuhlJJmxmadanism and ,its' historic growth,
will be, we are sure, O'f extreme interest to the' readers of this magazine. In it the
writer brings out many points which are not kno'wn 07' understood by Occidentals. It
might be added that all the points mentioned are subs,tantiated in the writings of
'Ab,du'l-Bahri,-Editor.

HAVE heard your two lectures on
Muhammadanism and rejoice to
see the effort that is being made
towards appreciation and mutual understanding, in lieu of the old idea
that the Muhammadans were heathen, their religion false, and ours
the only true one.
I have been something of a student of Muhammadanism for many
years, and, through contact with people reared in the Muhammadan faith,
I have g'ained a new angle or point
of view. In the first place, as we
would not wish Moslems to judge of
Christianity by the late spectacle of
the Christian nations slaughtering
each other, so we should not judge
Moslems by the acts of some of their
leaders.
To go back to the time of Muhammad: I think history will bear me
out in the statement that Muhammad
did not take up the sword to defend
Himself and His followers until it
Was plain that His enemies meant to
exterminate His religion. If their
plan had been to kill Him alone, He
would doubtless have given up His
life joyfully, as Jesus did. But He
was dealing with a different class of
people, the lawless, bloodthirsty Arab
tribes, who made war upon each
other and stole their women and children. And, by the way, the custom
of veiling the women antedated the
time of Muhammad, when the Arabs
veiled their wives and daughters as
a protection against their enemies.
These people to whom Muhammad
was sent were so vicious that it has
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been said our American Indians were
civilized compared with them. They
buried their daughters alive, considering the birth of one a disgrace; a
man could have a woman by throwing his cloak over her; he could
throw her aside on any provocation,
and he could have a thousand women
if he wished.
Muhammad finally organized these
people into families, limiting them
to four wives, and only this number
if they were able to support them. It
would have been impossible at that
time to have made monogamists of
these people, and thus the divine wisdom was manifested in leading them
gradually into a better life. Today,
through the example of a Great Soul
in the Orient, who was a monogamist
and set the example of a beautiful
home life, many thousands of Muhammadans are becoming monogamists.
Speaking of the sword, we must remember that that day was the day of
the sword. Did not Jesus Himself
say, "I came not to bring peace, but
a sword?" By this He did not mean
that He came to make trouble, but
that His day, or dispensation, was
not the day of peace-that was to
,come later. His day or dispensation
was to be one of warfare, of bloodshed. He gave His peace to His disciples, but not to the world, for the
world was against Him, and He knew
the awful suffering and turmoil and
unrest that must transpire before the
people of the earth would turn their
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faces to God. Muhammad knew the
same thing.
I am not one of those who believe
that Muhammad obtained His knowledge of Jesus Christ from any
printed literature, or even by contactinrg Christians, howsomever wise
or ignorant they may have been. He
has been called the "ignorant camel
driver." It is certain that He was
not taught in schools, but received
His knowledge from divine inspiration, even as Jesus did, and the very
fact that there IS the same thread of
heavenly wisdom running through
the Qur'an as through the Bible and
other sacred books of the world,
proves that they were all of divine
origin, inspired by one and the same
God. Muhammad is spoken of as the
"Seal of the Prophets"-that is, the
last of the line of Prophets "before
the great and awful day of the Lord,"
and He speakes of Jesus continually
as the "Spirit" or the "Son of God,"
and makes, as you know, frequent
reference to all the Prophets of God
who came before Him.
No, I believe that, even as the Angel Gabriel appeared to J oseph and
Mary, he also appeared to Muhammad, as He said, at various times,
and dictated the Qur'an in sections,
the original being written upon palm
leaves and the dried bones of sheep
and camels. As you say, parts of the
Qur'an are illuminating, "other parts
not so much." Is this not true of our
Bible also? I have heard agnostics
say the Bi,ble was not fit to be read,
and they would point to certain
things that Abraham and Solomon
did. We might well say to those people, "Why don't you read the Sermon on the Mount, instead of the
passages you refer to?"
We must also remember that, as
our Bible is subject to interpretation,
so also the Qur'an is subject to interpretation, and it is difficult for a
western mind to grasp, but that may

be partly due to faulty translation.
Speaking for myself, I have a copy
of the Qur'an that I have had for fifteen years. At one time I set myself religiously the task of reading it,
chapter by chapter. In this way I
have read it over half through, but
it was· the hardest reading I ever
did.*
It may be, as you say, that the
Qur'an seems to be fatalistic, but
that would seem to be due, also, to
the character of the people to whom
Muhammad came and to the methods which it was necessary to take
with them. It was necessary to take
those vicious people by the heels and
hold them over the burning lake of
hell fire. He was constantly speaking of the wrath of God and hell fire,
the Day of Judgment and the torment
that awaited those who disobeyed
the commands of God. Of course we
know that these terms are only symbols.
In regard to Muhammad's attitude
towards women, I refer to the oath
of Muhammad, which He required
His followers to take. I have not a
copy of this oath at hand, but it was
to the effect that if a Muhammadan
married a Christian woman, He
should treat her with kindness, He
was not to interfere with her belief,
but allow her to worship as she
wished, and when she died her body
was to be buried with her people.
Also, it has been verified that Muhammad took into His home many
women and girls as a protection, who
served in various capacities, and
with some it is said that He even
went through a form of marriage,
but to those who truly knew the man
it was evident that He had one love
and that was His beloved wife Kadeesha, the mother of Fatima, who
married Ali, His cousin and righthand man. Through these two holy
* EDITOR'S NOTE.-No good translation of the
Qur~an exists in English.
In certain .Ji1rench translations one finds the Qur'an much more readable.
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souls the spiritual descendants of
Muhammad, the twelve Imams, proceeded. These Imams were mostly,
if not all, put to death, and the religion fell into the hands of the corrupt caliphs, who saw an opportunity
to propagate the religion for wordly
gain, carried it into other countries
at the point of the sword, and continued to hold Jerusalem, the Holy
City, until the expiration of the time
prophesied in our Bible, twelve hundred and sixty years.
So it is evident that the western
idea of Muhammadanism is gained
from the operations of these corrupt
caliphs, not from the remnant of
truly holy souls in every dispensation who have not "bowed the knee
to Baa!."
I was hoping to hear you speak of
the contribution which the Muhammadans have made to science and
art, and of its value, particularly
during the "Dark Ages." In a little
book of excerpts which I have gathered for many years, I find the following. I do not know its origin,
but I think it js from an encyclopedia:
"It is well known that many of
the sciences and arts enjoyed today
were introduced into Europe during
the "middle ages' 'through a Muhammadan seat of learning, Cordova, Spain.
"The Arabs and Moors were an industrious people and the agriculture
of Spain was in a most flourishing
condition during their occupation of
the country. They introduced plantations of sugar, rice, and cotton.
"The Moors of Spain made the finest paper manufactured in Europe,
and their carpets and silks, gold and
silver embroidery, manufactures in
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steel and leather, were long unrivraled.
"We are indebted to the Saracens
of Spain for the elements of many
[ the useful sciences, especially
chemistry. They introduced the simple Arabic figures which we use in
arithmetic. They taught mathematics, astronomy, philosophy and medicine, and were so superior in knowledge to the Christian nations of Europe that many Christians of all nations went to be educated in the
Arabian schools of Cordova." *
Muhammad taught that the earth
revolved around the sun hundreds of
years 'before that fact was discovered by Copernicus.
Referring again to Muhammad's
attitude towards women, it is claimed
by the Moslem women themselves
that the degradation of the past centuries cannot be attributed to Him or
His teachings, but rather to the
aforesaid corrupt leaders who thus
kept the people in subjection. Thank
God a New Day has dawned and our
Moslem sisters throughout the Orient are becoming enlilghtened and
educated, are laying aside their veils
land breaking away the shackles that
have bound them for centuries.
I wish you much sucess in your
work of breaking down the prejudices which have kept God's people
apart. I feel that the dawn is truly
breaking and that aNew Day of
unity, co-operation, mutual understanding and love is being ushered in.
Sincerely yours,
HENRIETTA C. WAGNER.
* EDITOR'S NOTE.-Seignobos, in his "Histoire de
la Civilization" devotes many pages to the contributions of Muhammadan culture to medieval Europe. In the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth centuries,
the Muhammadan civilization was, in fact, as far
superior to European Christian civilization as is
today the Ohristian civilization to the Muhammadan.
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LL ISLAM considers the Qur'an the Word of God. In this
sacred book there are explicit texts which are not traditional,
stating this His. Holiness Christ wasl the Word of God, that He
was the Spirit of God, that Jesus Christ came into this world
. .
through the quickening breaths of the Holy Spirit. In the
Qur'an a whole chapter is devoted to the story of Jesus. It
records that in the time of His youth He worshipped God in
the temple at Jerusalem; that manna descended from heaven for His
sustenance and that He uttered words immediately after His birth.
In brief, in the Qur'an there, is eulogy and commendation of Christ
such as you do not find in the Gospel. . . . Furthermore, it is significant
and convincing that when His Holinessl Muhammad proclaimed His
work and mis,sion, His first objection to His own followers was "Why
have you not believed on Jesus. Christ? Why have you not accepted the
Gospel? Why have you not believed in Moses? Why have you not
followed the precepts of'the Old Testament? Why have you not understood the Prophets of Irael? Why have you not believed in the disciples
of Christ? The first duty incumbent upon ye, 0 Arabians! is to accept
and believe in theoo. You must consider Moses as a Prophet. You
must accept Jesus Christ as the Word of God. You must know the old
and the new testament as, the Word of God. You must believe in Jesus
Christ as the product of the Holy Spirit."

I

Consider that His Holiness Muhammad was born among ,the savage
and barbarous tribes of Arabia, lived among them and was outwardly
illiterate and uninformed of the holy books of God. The Arabian people
were in the utmost ignorance and barbarism . . . . When the Light of
Muhammad dawned, the darkness of ignorance was dispelled from the
deserts of Arabia. In a short period of time those barbarous, peoples
attained a superlative degree o,f civilization which with Baghdad as its
center extended as far westward as Sp'ain and afterward influenced
the greater part of Europe. What proof of Prophethood could be
greater than this, unless we close our eyesl to justice and remain obstinately oppos,ed to reason.

Inasmuch as our God is one God and the Creator of all mankind,
He provides for and protects all. We acknowledge Him as a God of
kindness, justice and mercy. . . . God is loving and merciful. His
intention in religion has ever been the bond of unity and affinity between
humankind.
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.

HEIRE ARE TWO influences tending toward
prosperity and progress which emanate
from the forefront of advancement of the
world of humanity. They remind the negligent and awaken them that sleep, give
sight to the blind, hearing to the deaf, power of utterance to the mutes and life to the dead.
ONE IS THE INFLUENCE OF CIVILIZATION,
that development of the world of nature that concerns
the material life of man.

It promotes physical ad-

vancement and cultivates the social virtues. The laws
and deductions of science, so indispensable to progress,
are the product of lofty thoughts of sound minds, the
accumulated results of the efforts of ancient and modern scholars. The most effective power for the promotion and dissemination of this influence is just government.
THE OTHER IS THE DIVlINE INFLUENCE,
the holy and spiritual revelations which insure eternal
glory, everlasting happiness, the illumination of the
world, the appearance of merciful phenomena in the
world of humanity and perpetual life. The fundamental
basis thereof is the teachings and the precepts of the
Prophets, the dictates and attraction of the conscience
which belong to the realm of morality. Like unto the
lamp they illuminate and brighten the depths and
recesses of human realities.

The effective power of

this is the Word of God!
,Abdu'l-Baha.

An inte1'esting g1'oulJ of Balui'is recently photographed at Haifa, Palestine, From left to right: A Persian Bahfi'i who lived in
China many years; Soheil Effendi; Mrs, Jean Botles, Montreal Canada; a brother of Shoghi Effendi; a Persian student at the American University at Bei1'ut; Mrs, Emogene Hoagg, San F1'Cmcisco, Calif.; more recently of Florence, Italy; amother Pe1'sian student;
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At present the whole world is prepared for the call of the Kingdom. The past war has given rise to a wonderful capacity among
men, for the underlying foundation of the teachings of God rests
upon the comfort and the well-being of the denizens of the world
and upon the establishment of Universal Peace.-'Abdu'l-Baha.

"WHEN I HEAR words based
upon justice and brotherly love, it
makes me hope that true relations
may at some time be established
among peoples."
Such were the
words of President Calles of Mexico
in response to the sympathetic message which Hubert C. Herring
brought him from the Social Relations Department of the Congregational Churches of the United States.
Mr. Herring explained that the
group who had called on him sought
to understand Mexico in human
terms, and had spoken of the advantage that would accrue to the people of North America "if the exploitation gives way to a new spirit
of willingness to share life and culture."
The PresIdent, so the Associated
Press reports, was visibly moved as
he replied. The grim lines about his
mouth relaxed; his stern features
softened into a smile, as he told his
visitors that it was a novelty to him
to hear kind words, to hear anything
except threats.
"I rarely hear words of any spirituality," he said. "As a rule I always hear a discussion in the brutal
form of material interests and menacing words about those interests.
"So, when I hear words based upon

justice and brotherly love, it makes
me hope that true relations may at
some time be established among peoples, makes me think that there are
still people in the world working for
international harmony upon the basis
of justice. . . . So long as nations
fight only for material things and
neglect spiritual things, the peace of
the world will be a lie."
These are inspiring words to come
from one of the world's rulers whose
vision of a day when justice and
brotherly love shall reign between
nations, is, as Baha'is know, not fantastic. For Baha'u'llah has said, with
words of creative power, that universal brotherhood and peace shall
come, and within this very century.
WAR IS UNA V:0IDABLE so long
as the vendetta is the custom between nations, and the trial of right
is by combat, not by jury. It was not
until the twelfth century that in Europe the custom of establishing one's
innocence by combat began to yield
to ,courts of jurisdiction. How ridiculous, nay, how tragic, seems to us
noW the spectacle of two men meeting in deadly combat to prove with
spear and sword each the' justice of
his cause.
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The doctrine that might makes
right is no longer deemed consonant
with justice as between individuals
within the state. The day is at hand
when it will no longer be practiced
as between nations.
Just as there can be no stable
civilization in a country where private feuds reign, so there can be no
stable world civilization so long as
nation bursts out into war against
nation whenever pride or self...:interest is at stake; and seeks to prove by
ordeal of fire and sword the righteousness of its cause.

will establish III its place international justice.
The third factor which will act to
preserve the world from future wars
will be even more efficadous than
those above mentioned. It is a factor
which cannot become operative however until a great and universal religion binds together the hearts of all
humanity. It is the brotherhood of
man, the development of mutual love
between the nations and races of the
world, that will serve in the future
to make war utterly impossible.

IT SEEMS AFAR cry from the
THREE GREAT AND important prejudices, the selfish competitions,
factors, according to the teachings of the hatreds between nations that obBaha'u'lhih, will bring war to an end. sess humanity even in this day of
The first cause to change man's will high average intelligence and culture,
to war, already partly operative, is to an epoch when these blind emothe dread fact that modern weapons tions will no longer exist.
of offense cause vastly greater deYet the day is not far distant, we
struction of life than heretofore, and are assured. All prej udices shall
that wars are no longer confined to melt away in the light and heat of a
the battlefield, but menace wholesale great human love that sees all nadestructions of non-combatants and tions as one, and seeks the welfare
of the edifices of civilization con- of humanity as a whole rather than
structed by them.
the selfish gain of individuals or
The second cause will be an even groups.
more powerful one, not a mere negaThis new world consciousness it is
tfve cause due to fear, but the posi- the chief aim of the Baha'i Cause to
tive cause of religious conviction. help establish. If this can only be
Baha'u'llah taught the principles of accomplished before another war
universal peace as foremost in His comes to purify the human slag as in
Cause, and He gave forth a plan for a blast furnace, so much the better
an international parliament and for the world. But come it will, in
court which would settle peaceably one way or another, within this very
all difficulties between nations; force, century. The Kingdom of God is to
if necessary, to be applied by an in- be established. And the time has
ternational police organization. Thus come when the frailty, the aggresthe religious conscience of humanity siveness, the non-spirituality of indi-as the world more and more turns vidual humans can no longer prevail
toward God and accepts His revela- to stay this destined and glorious
tion for today-will outlaw war, and maturing of mankind.
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N THE nineteenth century there was ignorance of
the utmost degree in the Orient. There was continuous warfare and strife. The apathy and ignorance of the eastern nations or peoples had reached
the lowest pitch. They were indeed gloomy and dark,
utterly negligent of God and completely captives of
the baser feelings and passions. The struggle for existence
had been in full exercise amongst them.
At such a time as this His Holiness Baha'u'llah appeared
amongst them, even like unto the sun. He flooded the east
with light. He expounded new teachings to them. He laid
a basis for new institutions which are the very spirit of
modernism, the very light 'of the world, the cause of the
development of the body politic and of eternal honor. The
souls who harkened to these teachings amongst the various
Oriental nations immediately let go of that spirit of strife
and sedition, and began to exercise the utmost of good-will
and good-fellowship. From the extremity of animosity they
were transformed into the acme of love and amity. They
had been warring and quarreling, now they began to be
loving and to live together in amity, until today in the Orient
such people-the Baha'is-live in the utmost state of love
and good-fellowship. Among them you will find no expression
of religious prejudice, no political prejudice, no patriotic prejudice; nay rather, they associate together with utmost fellowship and love, and their joy is exceedingly great. The warfare which takes place in the east is not at all connected with
them. They do not participate in it. Nay rather, their attitude towards all is one of good-will and good-fellowship. It
is a standard of peace which is unfurled amongst them. It is
the Light of Guidance which has flooded all their souls with
its radiance. It is love upon love. It is light upon light.
This is the education of His Holiness Baha'u'llah. This is
the training He has given them. He has led these souls to
this standard. He has given them such teachings as to
ensure eternal illumination amongst them. Anyone who
becomes well versed in these teachings will say: "Verily, I
declare that these teachings constitute the illumination of
humanity, that this is the spirit of modernism; that this is
the honor everlasting; that these are heavenly teachings, and
the cause of life never-ending amongst men." (Star of the
West, Vo!. 6, p. 220).
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE BAHA'I FAITH
AS A STANDARD FOR TOLERANCE
LILIAN REA
Prejudices of all kinds, whether religious, racial, pat1-iotic or political are destructive
of divine foundations in man.-'Abdu'l-Bah6"

F LATE YEARS, since the sysO
tem of comparative study has
been coming more and more into
favor, investigators in all fields have
been absorbed in estimating the relative value of things. It thus seems
only logical that before judging of
any subj ect one should first establish
a standard-a sort of straight stick,
or imaginary North Pole-set up in
the midst of the world of opinion.
On the one side, deficiency, on the
other, excess; the perfect quality itself being the middle line-the
straight and narrow path again-a
thing that confronts us in all our
human wanderings.
Tolerance has been defined as the
allowance of freedom of action or
judgment to other people; the patient and unprejudiced endurance of
dissent from one's own, or the generally received, course or view. What
else but freedom have we been striving for since the world began? Men
have longed from time immemorial
to cast off all shackles and let the
soul pierce through its covering-to
soar above conditions.
But tolerance means not freedom
for one's self,-rather allowing other
people freedom-.-:.an unselfish, a
heavenly thing! It has been called
the newest, therefore the least understQod of the cardinal virtues, for
though through the ages men have
wanted freedom for themselves, they
have not always been anxious to
give it to others.
A pitiable creature is man, truly,
one considers the handicaps with
which he comes into the world, but
with divine possibilities given him to
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Miss Lilian Rea

rise to heights of grandeur and character. He is born neither free nor
tolerant. When he first sees the
light, he is like the cocoon wrapped
around and muffled in veils. These
wrappings are prejudices, inherited
instincts, pre-natal characteristics
brought with him from some obscure
state. Like the cocoon, though,he
may gradually slough off all his coverings, until at last spreading hIS
wings and free to flit from flower to
flower in the Garden of Humanity,
he may soar a butterfly into the
empyrean.
We are told by the psycho-analysts
that there are three great links in the
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chain that holds the human mind a
prisoner: his heritage from his past
experience; his unconscious recollection of experiences gathered in his
upward climb from chaos; and the
link of environment.
These are
strong drawbacks to real freedom,
and make tolerance the most difficult
thing in the world. To realize the
true meaning of the word, one should
have not only the "Candle of the
Lord"-reason-not only the vision
of a Blake-that of mystic and poet
combined-but they must have a wisdom born of the spirit and which is
acquired through the creative teachings of the great Prophets and Messengers of God.
'Abdu'l-Baha with His divine inspiration, tells us that there are four
criterions or standards of judgment
by which the human mind reaches its
conclusions: "first, sense perception;
second, reason; third, traditions;
fourth, inspiration." He then analyzes these four criterions, showing
that "all of them are faulty and unreliable."
Continuing He says,
"What then remains? How shall we
attain the reality of knowledge? By
the breaths and promptings of the
Holy Spirit which is light and knowledge itself. Through it the human
mind is quickened and fortified into
true conclusions and perfect knowledge." (Promulgation of Universal
Peace, Vol. 1, pp. 18, 19, 20).
John Locke, the English logician,
spent most of his life in the seventeenth century analyzing the question of tolerance, his mind being
drawn to the subject by the religious
intolerance everywhere about him.
In his youth he found, he says, that
what Was called general freedom was
'general bondage, and that the popular assertors of liberty were the
greatest engrossers of it, too, and not
inaptly called its "keepers." Thus,
after holding informal reunions in
his own home among his intimates to
discuss debatable questions in science
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and theology, Locke became convinced that the real cause of intolerance was the li1'J~its of the hu/nwn
understanaing-in fact, a constant
sense of the limits of the human understanding was at the bottom of his
arguments for tolerance in his four
"Letters .of Toleration" which in 1644
achieved for England a measure of
religious freedom.
Some time ago an editorial in the
Los Angeles Ti'YYWS pointed out that"While 'tolerance' is being preached
in so many avenues, political, religious and social, it is well to recall
that there is a subtle line beyond
which tolerance must not be allowed
to encroach. Intolerance, bigotry,
snobbery are ODe thing, but a wide
and inclusive tolerance that degenerates into universal license is quite
another, and a stern moral vigilance
and public opini.on must take the
place of force, in international and
social affairs."
From a too wide and inclusive tolerance, arose what was called in
ethics Libertarianism-a doctrine
which maintains the freedom of the
will, and in its extreme form, it holds
that the individual is absolutely free
to choose this or that action indifferently. This Jeads to Latitudinarianism, or indifference to any particular
standard of belief or opinion, especially in religion. Finally, when
a person goes a step further still and
sets the rules or standards of morality at defiance, he is called a Libertine. These are some of the many
labels put on human tendencies.
T.olerance is on the side of freedom, with license and bigotry as the
two extremes of liberty in religion.
Such is the contradiction in human
nature, that Milton who sang of freedom himself committed a fault
against toleration in the license of
his prose pamphlets-"Their measureless ferocity, their boundless license in personal scurrility."
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How shall man Come to perceive
the higher nature of tolerance in affairs of every-day life, and in the
deeper questions of religion, morals
and ethics? Life in Ollr modern
world is so full of action-of mere'
doing-that the discussion of purely
abstract things has become of less
importance. Now as in Locke's day,
intolerance may be attributed very
largely to the "limits of human understandin~g."
Baha'u'llah, the divine Law-giver of today, diagnosed
the condition when He said: "The
contradictions of people and their
controversies have resulted wholly
from their lack of knowledge and
understanding ."
In many of his speeches President
Coolidge has warned us against intolerance in international affairs, advocating better understanding among
nations as leading to disarmament
and universal peace. The cure for
lawlessness and misunderstanding'
seemed to him to lie in religion, and
he said: "If we are to preserve what
we already have and provide for further reformation, we must become
partakers of the spirit of the Great
Master. This way is outside the government: it is the realm of religion."
In this pronouncement, Mr. Coolidge
has struck at the root of the matter,
for it is to the Divine Teachers after
all that we must look for help not
only in our personal affairs, but in
national affairs as well.

Tolerance is after all a matter of
sympathy, it must come from the
heart and can be best acquired
through prayer,-prayer that the
standard may be set up so firmly in
our hearts that we may be able to
live with all the religions, all the
clashing opinions, tastes and idiosyncracies of mankind, in joy and fragrance.
"Tolerance," says Coleridge, "is

only possible when indifference has
made it so." This dictum may be
true to a certain extent with people
who are not awakened to the spirit
of the New Age, but not to those who
are. What is this spirit? 'Abdu'lBaha tells us. He asks: "What is the
spirit of this age and its focal point?
It is the establishment of Universal
Peace, the establishment of the
knowledge that humanity is one
family."
That the Baha'i Faith represents
this spirit pre-eminently is proved by
the Principles laid down by Baha,'u'llah at a time when the rest of the
world had not even arrived at the
will to stop war and discord, had not
yet dreamed of unity in the modern
sense at all. These Principles together with His comprehensive inner
teachings are inclusive and all-embracing: they form a perfect standard of tolerance.
The history of the Baha'i Causea Movement toward the unification of
all religions into one glorious faith
in the One God-reads like a romance, heralded as it was by a radiant youth who wrote His name in
red ink at the age of twenty-six, and
left behind Him an inspiration toward courage and spirituality which
will never die.
This wonderful
youth, the Bab by name (Bab meaning the "Gate" or "Door") was the
John the Baptist of this Cause. He
was martyred for His teachings. The
One proclaimed by Him, Baha'u'llah
(meaning "The Glory of God") arose
to lead the Movement. He, too, was
cruelly persecuted, sent from pillar
to post, and finally imprisoned in the
Turkish prison at 'Akka, Syria, for
forty years. Yet while enduring this
imprisonment with all its attendant
unspeakable indignities, the power of
His Word was so great that it went
forth to spread His Cause throughout
all Persia, reaching even unto the
Occident.
The following is an outline of the
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Principles for the new humanity
which He laid down: it must be remembered, however, .that these are
only a few of His teachings. For
the further all-inclusive and comprehensive spiritual teachings, the reader is referred to the many printed
writings in books and pamphlets.
First. We have the Oneness of the
World of humanity: Baha'u'llah 'addresses himself to the world of man,
saying: "Ye are all the leaves of one
tree and fruits of one arbor."
Second. The independent investigation of Truth: "No man should follow blindly his ancestors and forefathers."
Third. The foundation of all religions is one: Religion is one and not
multiple.
Fourth. Religion must be the
cause of Unity among mankind.
"Religion is not for enmity or hatred.
It is not for tyranny or injustice. It
is for cure and healing."
Fifth. Religion must be in accord
with science and reason. "It must
agree perfectly with science, so that
science shall sanction religion and
religion sanction science."
Sixth. Equality between men and
women. "This is peculiar to the
teachings of Baha'u'llah, for all
former religious systems placed men
above women."
Seventh. Abandonment of all prejudices, racial, patriotic, religious and
political. Unity of the human race."
Eighth. Universal Peace.
"The
realization of this principle is the
crying need of the time."
Ninth. Universal E d u cat ion.
"Partaking of knowledge and of education is one of the necessities of religion."
Tenth. Solution of the Economic
question. "All are equal in the estimation of God; their rights are one,
and there is no distinction for any
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soul; all are protected beneath the
justice of God."
Eleventh. A Universal Language.
"Everyone shall need but two 'languages, his national tongue, and the
universal language-a means of international communication and understanding."
Twelfth. An International Tribunal. Fifty years ago Baha'u'llah summoned all the nations to the "divine
banquet of international arbitration"
so that questions might be decided by
an arbitral court of justice.

It seems logical that we cannot
be without standards in our thought
and action: we must possess some
measuring line by which our minds
may judge of good and evil-otherwise our tolerance will become laxity,
severity, scepticism or bigotry. Not
being born free, man must achieve
freedom by study and education both
in mundane and spiritual things.
Toleration means the employment of
the highest qualities of the human
mind. Like all the wondrous gifts
of God, the abuse or exercise of this
quality is left to man's inner consciousness.
As a man is tolerant, he may be
said to be wise, and the search after
wisdom is called philosophy. It is a
divining rod which those philosophers whose lessons are not merely
words used as an aid toward teaching the moral virtues, among which
is the acquirement of tolerance.
Three hundred years ago, Locke
said: "Belief is legitimately formed
only by discernment of sufficientevidence; apart from evidence, man has
no right to control the understanding; he cannot determine arbitrarily
what his neighbors must believe."
With a standard for tolerance such
as the Baha'i Faith presents, however, a man, instead of determining
what his neighbor must believe, may
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at least feel that he has a right to
his own belief, and that by education and advance in spirituality he
may progress to a real understanding
of true religion, as well as to a practice of the two great commandments
of God: "Love the Lord thy God with
all thy heart and mind, and thy
neighbor as thyself!'
To be a good Bah6!i, one. of the
first requisites is to practice tolerance in every act of life. How may
one be enabled to do this? Baha!u'lhlh answers directly: "The fear of
God is the real guardian and the
Ideal Protector. Man must adhere
and hold fast unto that which is conducive to the appearance of this
great gift. . .. The people's dread
of the law withholds them only outwardly from committing base and unseemly deeds. But that which prevents and guards man both outwardly
snd inwardly (from base deeds) is
the Fear of God."
But, after all, islt not ignorance
which most induces to intolerance?
The more we mingle with our fellow
men, the more we see that human
beings of all faiths, races, and dispositions are really alike. Travel is
one of the greatest means of preparing men for a habit of tolerance. In
its translation as endurance, tolerance is one of the key -notes of this
earthly journey of ours. To him
that overcometh shall be given: "not
to be hurt of the Second Death; to
eat of the hidden manna; to be
clothed in white raiment; to be made
a pillar in the Temple of my God; to
be granted to sit with me on my
throne; to inherit all things."
In 1916, in His Tablet to the
Hague, 'Abdu'l-Baha said: "To-day
nothing but the power of the Word of
God which encompasses the realities
of things can bring the thoughts,

minds, hearts and spirits under the
the shade of One Tree. He is the
Potent in all things, the Vivifier of
souls, the Preserver and the Controller of the world of mankind."
If only when we hear opinions that
differ from our own we could remember 'Abdu'l-Baha's words: "The differences in manners, in customs, in
habits, in thoughts, opinions and
temperaments is the cause of the
adornment of the world of mankind ;"
and that "if in a garden of flowers
and fragrant herbs the blossoms and
fruits, the leaves, branches and trees
are of one kind, of one form, of one
color, and of one arrangement, there
is no beauty or charm; but when
there is variety in the world of oneness, they will appear and be displayed in the most perfect glory,
beauty, exaltation and perfection;"
we should then realize that we owe
to the person who utters opinions
different from our own a distinct
debt of gratitude for making the
world a less monotonous, less dull
place in which to live.
In this wonderful age, the many
attempts which are being made to
bring about better understanding between nations and races, are an evidence of the presence in the world
of a new Revelation, a new idealone which came when Baha'u'llah
e nun cia t e d His Principles,-our
Standard of Tolerance. Let us then,
fonowing the command of 'Abdu'lBaha: "Raise the melody ,of the
Kingdom, and spread abroad the
teachings and ordinances of the loving Lord so that the world may become another world, the darkened
earth may become illumined and the
dead body of the people may obtain
new life. Every soul may seek everlasting life through the breath of the
Merciful."
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THE HOUR OF UNITY
RUTH WALES RANDALL
"Today the distinguished leaders of nations must sing such a song in the ears of
the p'eople that the heart of the world of humanity may be stirred into cheerfulness and
brought into a comprehensive plan of universal union, the J'efiection of which may be
cast upon the mirror' of the world of existence and become no other than the real prototype and portmit of the Realm on High."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

RO M EVE R Y viewpoint the
F
World Unity Conference held in
Boston, December 11, 12, 13, 1926,

was a signal success. * It was evident
from the beginning of the Conference that the speakers and audiences
maintained a very friendly and sympathetic relationship. A deep and
sustained interest in the brilliant addresses was apparent. During past
season;; Bah:i'i teachers have been
asked from time to time to give the
panacea for the righting of world
conditions to many thousands of people in Boston, therefore large groups
representing varied interests were
prepared to welcome a World Unity
Conference with full realization that
"the world must be seen as a new
world and all men must live as
brothers." The Local Committee felt
it was very important to emphasize
that only through the Bah:i'i Teachings could this unity be attained.
The first meeting on December
11th was held in Steinert Hall. Mr.
AlIen McDaniel of Washington, D. C.,
was the chairman. The speakers for
the evening were Professor Kirtley F.
Mather of Harvard University, and
Dr. John Herman Randall of New
York City.
Professor Mather spoke with enthusiasm and eloquence on his subject, "Science and Religion; Are they
Friends or Enemies?" He brought
out the fact that men are coming in
*The seventh in the ser'ies of War'ld Unity
Conferences ar-r-anged by a Committee 0/
the National Spiritual Assembly of American Bah6!is. Its keynote was the oneness
of mankind and unity as the vital need of
our time.-Editor-.

~ver

increasing numbers to look for
truth in things, and not in words.
What someone said in years past
from a pulpit does not matter nearly
so much as the facts of today. Boys
and girls are told they must choose
between science and religion. F'Oolish words; they might as well be told
to choose between grammar and
arithmetic. Because science and religion are two different ways for discovering facts; they overlap. The
nature of the world as revealed by
keen observers has much to do with
the philosophy of life. In man there
are certain characteristics we have
come to group around the human soul,
and we say man has spiritual qualities. Going farther we see they must
be in response to spiritual waves pulsing through the universe, therefore
we have the human soul. Let psychologists prove that personality is a
dream if they can, and that there is
no freedom of will! It is evident
that all religion, to be vital, ought to
slough off the theology of the ages.
Religion must look forward and fit
the world of science, not magic. Is
this not the noontide of science? We
are hemmed in by laws, and science
reveals the 'consistency of these laws
and their orderliness. The real difficulties are not at God's end of the
avenue but at our end. He is limited,
but not by natural laws ; he is limited
by me~by man. As man places
himself at the disposal of the Will of
the Universe, he is free to work God's
will. The best trained intellects, or
all the prayers of loving hearts will
not save the world,-with the trained
intellects must be coupled the loving
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hearts. With these men may draw
from the strength of the Supreme
Personality permeating the Universe,
always anxious to express Himself.
Dr. Randall is well known to Boston audiences. He treated his subject, "The Next Step Forward in Religion" in his usual interesting and
inspirational style. He referred at
the beginning of his address to the
visit of 'Abdu'l-Baha in this country;
a seer who came from the land of
ancient J udaic teachings, from the
land where Jesus dwelt and taught,
that He came to translate religion
into terms of life.
"The living dogmas of the dead,"
Dr. Randall said, "have become the
dead dogmas of the living," and that
while every religion has succeeded in
saving' some individual souls, not all
the religions put together have succeeded in touching the morality of
society. That in this day a great
universal religion had been revealed
to translate religion into social rather
than individualistic terms; to save the
world and not merely an individual,
and to translate religion into spiritual rather than theological terms.

THE SECOND MEETING of the
Conference was held in the Second
Unitarian Church. The Rector, Reverend Eugene R. Shippen was the
chairman. After calling our attention to the fact that he and his congregation felt only the warmest and
most cordial feelings towards all
races and religions, he opened the
conference by reading the following
words of 'Abdu'l-Baha: "This is a
new cycle of human power. All the
horizons of the world are luminous,
and the world will become indeed as
a garden and a paradise. It is the
hour of unity of the sons of men
and of the drawing together of all
races and all classes.

"The gift of God to this enlightened age is the knowledge of the oneness of mankind and the fundamental
oneness of religion. War shall cease
between nations, and by the will of
God the Most Great Peace shall come;
the world will be seen as a new
world, and all men will live as
brothers."
The first speaker was Professor
William E. Hocking of HarvardUniversity. In his quiet yet dramatic
way, he drew vividly for his audience
a word picture of his subject, "The
Great Religions and the Universal
Religion." Professor Hocking called
attention to the fact that we cannot
have a universal religion until the
expression of each religion is allowed. Religion recognizes that truth
is energy. The passion for righteousness and for the spread of right is
felt as a cosmic demand. The philosophic effort has overlooked the fact
that all religions are historical and
personal, and the effort to drive these
fundamental factors out is doomed to
failure. Professor Hocking spoke of
a dream which had filled his heart for
many years, when the day would
come that there would be a Universal
Religion with its chapels in all parts
of the world, libraries, places to speak
and converse, where representatives
of all religions would be invited to
speak and commune together.
He pointed out very clearly that the
most influential of ll)en are those in
Whom happiness dwells,-those who
have attained.
The triumphant
world religion, will be the one that
is already triumphant in its devotees,
and the one which demands success
and accomplishment. Its adherents
must have faith and be at home in
suffering and defeat. Such inner
happiness speaks for itself. The
necessity for a world religion lies in
the association of men.
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The second speaker, Mr. Alfred W.
Martin, of New York City, treated
with g-reat spiritual clarity his subject, "The Oneness of all Religions."
He stated that religions today are
broken into parts losing sight of the
overshadowing whole, but that there
is one movement-the Baha'i Movement-which is devoting itself to
bringing about a realization of the
oneness of all religions. It acts as a
leaven. To the Christian it says,
"Remain a Christian"; to the Jew,
"Remain a Jew"; accepting the Baha'l Movement as the great unifier
of all religions.
Just as fast as men and women
everywhere come to care more and
more for spiritual freedom than they
do for allegiance to tradition, or
creed; as fast as people everywhere
learn to care more for the triumph
of truth than they care for the victory of their sect,-so fast will the
world be lifted above all differences
of caste, creed, color, race, into that
sublime religious fellowship which
has been the dream of every age and
race.

THE THIRD MEETING was held
in the Church of the Redemption.
Mr. William H. Randall was chairman, opening the meeting by telling
the audience the true meaning and
hoped-for result of the World Unity
Conferences.
The first speaker Rabbi Harry Levi
. needed no introduction as he is so
widely known through the radio and
his expansive work in the community.
His subject, "Because We Are One,"
was aptly chosen and treated in his
usual sympathetic method of approach.
Rabbi Levi in opening his address
paid a beautiful tribute to the noble
life of 'Abdu'l-Baha and to the sincere and selfless success of the Baha'i Movement in promoting World
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Unity. He said, "We are one from
the cradle to the grave." God is one.
His creation proceeds from oneness,
and harmony in diversity is the miracle of His Infinity. We are physiologically one. OUI needs are in common, humanity is the possession of
all, and we all seek the one eterna,l
bounty. Our antagonisms reflect the
meaning of our fears, our love translates the meaning of our unity. Uniformity is undesirable and would be
slavery to the finite; but variety of
thought and affection is in oneness
with the Infinite Truth. We are one
and always will be, for God has so
made us; it is for us to search His
will and in so doing we find ourselves in the Kingdom of Unity.
The second speaker, Dr. Augustus
Thomas of Portland, Maine, was unexpectedly absent, making it necessary for the chairman to close the conference. Mr. Randall outlined the
universal teachings of BaMt'u'llah as
the source of World Unity-the spiritual consciousness of this new cycle
of human power. History and tradition have turned men's minds away
from religious unity, but religion
rests not upon history or myth, but
upon truth. Truth being indivisible,
Reality is one. Unity issues from
love and where men love they unite.
Universal religion is finding God and
bringing Him to men; finding heaven
and bringing it to earth. This is the
mission of Baha'u'llah; this is the
standard of the life of 'Abdu'l-Baha .
All the meetings of the Conference
were well attended. The music at
each meeting was an inspiration, creating a beautiful atmosphere for the
speakers.
In conclusion it might well be said
that this was an epoch making Conference, a harbinger of the New Day.
"This is the Day," 'Abdu'l-Bah:i
has stated in His writings, "in which
the inhabitants of all the world shall
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enter under the shelter of the Word
of God. This is the Day whose real
sovereign is His Highness the Almighty. . . This is the Day in which
war and contention shall be forgotten. This is the Day in which nations and governments will enter
into an eternal bond of amity and

conciliation. This century is the fulfillmen"t of the promised century. . .
The Principles of His Holiness Baha'u'llah, like unto the spirit, shall
penetrate the dead body of the world,
and the love of God, like unto an
artery, shall beat through the heart
of the five continents."

"IN THE investigation of a subject the right method of
approach is to carefully examine its premises. Therefore
we must go back to the foundation upon which human solidarity rests, namely: that all are the progeny of Adam, the
creatures and servants of one God; that God is the protector and provider; that all are submerged in the sea of divine mercy and grace and God is loving toward all.
Humanity shares in common the intellectual and spiritual
faculties of a created endowment. All are equally subject to
the various exigencies of human life and are similarly occupied
in acquiring the means of earthly subsistence. From the viewpoint of creation human beings stand upon the same footing in
every respect, subject to the same requirements and seeking
the enjoyment and comfort of earthly conditions. Therefore
the thi1].gs humanity shares in common are numerous and
manifest. This equal participation in the physical, intellectual
and spiritual problems of human existence is a valid basis for
the unification of mankind."- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE COMMON WEAL
CHARLES MASON REMEY
"Only by the agency of true Teligion is it possible for men to close their eyes to
thei1' own personal advantages and to- sacrifice thei,' own P(;'I'u(j'lwl benefit f01' the general well-being."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

ideal of religion is
T HEnot BAHA'f
a series of doctrines and
dogmas to be believed and rituals to
be observed, the results of former
civilizations and ages past. However
good these ideals were for the people of former times, the world now
lives in a new age faced by new and
varied problems.
The principles and doctrines of the
Baha'i Teaching are intended to meet
the needs of this day and age, directing the energy of mankind constructively toward the advancement and
general weal of the entire world of
humanity. This is an undertaking
of such magnitude and immeasureable importance that but few people
-and no thinking ones at that-can
fail to see its significance.
In these days of religious confusion a right understanding of the
moral, spiritual and psychological
laws which govern mankind is indispensable in the religious world. If
we are looking toward religion to
solve the difficulties 'of the present
age, religion must not only reveal to
mankind the higher laws which govern human behavior, but must also
give humanity the power to live in
accord with the higher life.
It is very easy to slide through
life either accepting or rejecting beliefs regardless of the truth and the
error they may contain. But Baha'u'llah urges His followers to
search out truth for themselves, accepting nothing upon hearsay but
proving the value to humanity of religious doctrines before they are accepted.
As Newton, Galileo, and other scientists have explained the laws of

the material kingdom to the world,
the Manifestations of God have explained the natural laws of the Spiritual Kingdom; and more than this,
they have quickened mankind with
the life powers of the Divine Realm,
that through this new knowledg'e
and new life humanity be raised from
the lowest condition of savagery to
the higher state of civilization and
enlightenment.
Religious dogmas as divorced from
Science could exist only in the absence of sc]entitic thought and its
practice. But now in this scientific
age, among thinking people these archaic religious forms have ceased to
exist and are being replaced by sound
spiritual doctrines, the value of
which to humanity is evident to those
who think and weigh such matters.
Superstitions produce no lasting
benefit to humanity.
In these day.s thinking people are
realizing that no one should prefer
his own peace to the general peace
of the world. Humanity is a whole,
no individual thereof can have peace
of soul while humanity is in turmoil,
therefore the individualist finds that
his own salvation lies in the salvationof the world. Religion in this
day is no longer confined to the individual but is for all humanity. The
salvation of the individual depends
upon his merging his interests and
his service with others for the weal
common to all.
To live according to the exhortations of the Balla'i religion is to live
righteously and ethically in accord
with the laws both material and spiritual which govern creation. It is
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evident that true freedom lies in
scrupulous obedience to the immutable laws of creation, material and
spiritual. From these none 'can escape. Through knowledge of these
immutable laws man rises in civilization and prosperity, and through ignorance he falls.
A certain balance is needed between man's material and spiritual
development. At this present time
of the advancement of all material
phases of creation, the social and
economic problems of the world are
becoming more acute every day,
clearly showing that man's spiritual
development is not keeping pace with
his material progress.
Baha'u'llah pointed out this condition of the world and gave the spiritual remedy necessary to maintain
the balance. Unless this be applied a
great readjustment is inevitable.
Before the world war ' Abdu'l-Ba-

ha warned the nations of this condition, saying that if it were not
remedied the great war. would come.
It came, and the people suffered.
Now it is uppurently over, yet those
who are studying the conditions
which caused the great war, realize
that these conditions-lack of adjustment of the political, economic
and social questions-are still unsolved, and that unless a speedy balance be arrived at, the time will come
when there will be another and a
greater cataclysmic world upheaval,
-nature's way of clearing the ground
for an adjustment when her laws
have not been obeyed.
To understand the Baha'i Revelation with its principles, it is not necessary to be a trained specialist in
thought. The only necesary qualifications are fairness and an open
mind, freedom from prejudice, and
a desire to know the Truth.

"High aims and pure motives, however laudable in themselves, will surely not suffice if unsupported by measures that are practicable and
methods that are sound. Wealth of sentiment,
abundance of 'g'ood will and effort, will prove of
little avail if we should fail to exercise discrimination and restraint and neglect to direct their flow
along the most profitable channels. The unfettered freedom of the individual should be tempered with mutual consultation and sacrifice, and
the spirit of initiative and enterprise should be
reinforced by a deeper realization of the supreme necessity for concerted action and a fuller
devotion to the common weal." (Shoghi Effendi,
Guardian of the Baha'i Cause).
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MEDITATION, SUPPLICATION
AND SERVICE
SHAHNAZ WAITE

ANY volumes have been writM
ten by many writers of different schools of thought, upon the sub.

West, for He travels the Mystic
Path with practical feet" -is not a
broad highway of swift advanceject of cosmic consciousness, and how ment, but a straight and narrow trail
to attain thereto; the ultimate of and few there be who walk therein.
which is conscious at-one-ment with In the following words of 'Abdu'lGod.
Baha we have the sure foundation
Methods and systems have been upon which to build the temple of
evolved whereby the student is in- cosmic consciousness.
He says,
structed in how to develop spiritual "Cosmic reality (or consciousness)
powers and thereby build up his unfolds in a life to the degree that a
spiritual body, gain dominion over life functions in service. The power
all the elements and material laws of the Holy Spirit only comes through
And again He
and acauire "self-mastery," upon all serving others."
of which, they are taught, cosmic says, "The only way to approach
consciousness depends. Daily exer- God is to characterize yourselves
cises are given, rules for breathing, with the attributes of Divinity,for physical endurance, for concen- this is the path of intimate aptration of will power, many of which proach." This method is stripped of
are long and laborious.
all material glamor, of all limelight,
There has been a mantle of mys- publicity, and worldly fame and retery, of mystical fantasy thrown duced to the one practical term,a:bout "spiritual attainment."
It loving service to others.
Every created thinlg, and every cirhas been a sort of "will-o'-the-wisp"
that the devotee has followed, has cumstance owes its existence to the
wooed in solitary places, for which working out of a three-fold force, a
he has worn sack-cloth and ashes to creative trinity; and the creative
crucify his body, has fasted for long trinity of spiritual attainment of
periods, and endured great physical cosmic consciousness, we are told by
torture that this Light of Divine Il- 'Abdu'l-Baha, is through "meditalumination might be encaged within tion, supplication, and service-this
the soul. So diverse have been the is the upper chamber within the soul
ways and means prescribed by the wherein the disciples met with
occultists and esoteric teachers that Christ." This triangle forms the
we welcome with joy the direct, prac- door which leads into the "holy of
tical and simple method which Ab- holies" within man's soul, this "updu'l-Baha has given to the true per chamber" wherein the Holy
seekers along this line-a way so sim· Grail is hidden, that Grail which has
pIe that a "wayfaring man though been the quest of all who have longed
a fool may not err therein."
for communion with the Heavenly
This "Shining Pathway" pointed Beloved One, the At-One-ment with
out by ,Abdu'l-Baha,-who ever God, whereby man attains to cosmic
walked therein Himself, and of whom consciousness, or all-consciousness,
David Starr Jordan has said, ", Ab- one with the Divine Whole. Through
du'l-Baha will unite the East and the 'Abdu'l-Baha's teachings we find that
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only through meditation, prayer, and
service is the glory within unveiled
to the spiritual vision-this is the
"Shining Pathway" which leads to
God.
If we take the line of meditation
alone of this triangle of attainment,
unsupported by the other side line
of prayer, and the basic line of service, it produces no form, it is a detached line with beginning and end;
so is it with the detached line of
prayer, it alone without meditation
and service is useless, a mere repetition of words unaccompanied with
deeds; so with the basic line of service, if it is not spiritualized through
meditation and prayer, illumined and
inspired by these two uprising lines,
forming the trianlgie-the symbol of
perfection-then the line of service
becomes a straight, hard line of joyless duty, and the mystical triangle,
or upper chamber within the soul
wherein the disciple meets with
Christ, the Beloved One, is not built
up. All three are inter-dependent
and absolutely necessary to this trinity of attainment-or cosmic consciousness.
Let us briefly consider each line.
Of meditation' Abdu'l-Baha has said:
"Praise be to God that He has endowed you with a power through
which you can penetrate mysteries.
Verily as you reflect deeply, ponder
carefully, think minutely, the doors
of Knowledge will open unto you."
"Love suplies the impulse to that
intense and unceasing meditation
which reveals the hidden mysteries
of the universe."
"Meditation is the key for opening the doors of mysteries. In that
state man abstracts himself; in that
state man withdraws himself from
all outside objects. In that subjective condition he is immersed in the
ocean of Spiritual Life and can unfold the secrets of things in themselves. The meditative faculty is

akin to a mirror; if you put it before
earthly things it will reflect earthly
things; but if you turn the mirror
of your spirit heavenwards, the
heavenly constellations and the rays
of Reality will be reflected in your
hearts and the virtues of the Kingdom will be obtained. Therefore let
us keep this faculty rightly directed,
turning it to the Divine Sun and not
to earthly objects. May we indeed
become mirrors reflecting the Divine
Realities and may we become so pure
as to reflect the stars of heaven."
Baha'u'llah has said of meditation,
"O! People of Baha! The faculty
of meditation is the depository of
crafts, arts and sciences. Exert
yourselves so that the gems of knowledge and wisdom may proceed from
this ideal mine and be conducive to
the tranquility and union of the different nations of the world."
"O! Son of Dust! Close not
thine eye to the peerless wine of the
Eternal Beloved, and open not thine
eye to the turbid and mortal wine.
Take immortal Cups from the hand
of the Cup-Bearer of Oneness and
thou shalt become all consciousness
and hear the invisible utterances of
Reality."
"The Fire which ilgnites the flame
of meditation proceeds from the
Word of God, for the Word is the
Storehouse of all knowledge and
wisdom. Through the Word is man
lifted into the Court of Nearness."
'Abdu'l-Baha emphasizes this vital point-i. e., that the dynamic
power which ignites the faculty of
meditation lies in the Word of Godin these His words-"The Word of
God is the storehouse of all good, all
power and all wisdom. The illiterate
fishermen and savage Arabs through
it were enabled to solve such problems
as were puzzles to eminent sages. It
awakens within us that brilliant intuition which makes us independent
of all tuition and endows us with an
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all-embracing power of spiritual understanding . . . . When man is associated with that transcendent power emanating from the Word of God,
the tree of his existence becomes so
well rooted in the soil of assurance
that it laughs at the hurricanes of
scepticism violently attempting its
destruction. For this association of
the part with the Whole endows him
with the Whole; and this union of the
particular with the Universal makes
him all-in-all!" This is Cosmic Consciousness.
Meditation, we find, is reflective,
a receptive attitude of the soul and
the opposite to concentration, which
is a positive force of self-will. The
latter acquires mental dominion,
while meditation opens the portal of
the mind to incoming thoughts and
impressions. The necessity of meditation is paramount. Clinton Scollard has written, "Let us put by some
hour of every day for holy things.
whether it be when dawn peers
through the window pane, or when
the noon flames like a burnished topaz in the vault, or when the thrush
pours in the ear of eve its plaintive
monody,-some little hour from sordidness and self; a sanctuary, swept
by the winnowing of unseen wings
and touched by the White Light, Ineffable."
Of prayer, or supplication, Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha have written much, especially of the necessity
of prayer as a means of spiritual unfoldment. The followilllg words of
'Abdu'l-Baha declare the fundamental need and the effect of prayer upon
the soul of man.
"Prayer and supplication are the
two wings whereby man soars
towards the heavenly mansion of the
True One. However, verbal repetition of prayer does not suffice. One
must live in a perennial attitude of
prayer. When man is spiritually
free his mind becomes the altar and
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his heart the sanctuary of prayer.
Then the meaninlg of the verse, 'He
will lift up from before his eyes the
veil,' will become fulfilled in man."
"The wisdom of prayer is this;
that it causeth a connection between
the servant and the True One, because in that state man with all heart
and soul turneth his face towards
His Highness the Almighty, seeking
His association and desiring His love
and compassion. The greatest happiness of a lover is to converse with
his beloved, and the greatest gift for
a seeker is to become familiar with
the object of his longing; that is why
with every soul who is attracted to
the Kingdom of God, his greatest
hope is to find an opportunity to entreat and supplicate before his Beloved, appeal to His mercy and grace
and be immersed in the ocean of His
utterance, goodness and generosity."
"Know thou verily, it is becoming
a weak one to supplicate to the Strong
One, and it behooveth a seeker of
bounty to beseech the Glorious, Bountiful One. When one supplicates to
his Lord, turns to Him and seeks
bounty from His ocean, this supplication brings light to his heart, illumination to his sight, life to his
soul and exaltation to his being."
"Prayer is conversation with God.
We should speak in the language of
the Spirit, for there is a language of
the Spirit and heart.
It is
the language of the Spirit which
speaks to God. When in prayer we
are freed from all outward things
and turn to God, then it is as if in
our hearts we hear the voice of God.
Without words we speak, we communicate, we converse with God and
hear the answer. All of us, when we
attain to tndy spiritual conditions,
can hear the voice of God."
Baha'u'llah has said, "Chant the
Tablets of God in such manner that
ye be not overtaken with fatigue and
depression. Burden not the soul so
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as to cause exhaustion and languor,
but rather refresh it that thus it may
soar on the wings of Revelation to
the Dawning-place of Proofs. This
brings you nearer to God, were ye of
those who understand."
We have considered the line of
meditation and supplication: let us
now take up the basic line of service.
We are told by 'Abdu'l-Baha that the
very essence of service is self-forgetting or sacrifice. He has said, "Today the confirmations of the Kingdom
of Abha are with those who renounce
themselves, forget their own opinions, cast aside personalities and are
thinking of the welfare of others.
Whosoever has lost himself has found
the universe and the inhabitants
thereof. Whosoever is occupied with
himself is wandering in the desert of
heedlesness and regret. The 'masterkey' to self-mastery is self-forgetting. The road to the palace of life
is through the path of renunciation."
That "self-forgettinig" is the key
which unlocks the door to the inner
chamber of the soul wherein the
Holy Grail is hidden, is beautifully
illustrated in "The Quest of the Holy
Grail," by Kenneth Bruce. The many
sought the "conquest first" that they
might glory in having attained; the
one forgetful of self, praying for
God's mercy and guidance for others,
in that moment of meditation-prayer-and service, of "self-forgetting"
-"won the Grail alone."
In speaking of the great sacrifice
made by Christ 'Abdu'l-Baha said,
"He realized that His blood would be
shed and His body rent in violence.
Notwithstanding this knowledge of
what would befall Him, He arose to
proclaim His messalg'e, suffered tribulation and hardships from the people
and finally offered His life in sacrifice in order to illumine humanity;
gave His blood in order to guide men
to Truth. Had He desired to save
His own life and were He without

wish to offer Himself in sacrifice,He
would not have been able to guide a
single soul. There was no doubt that
His blood would be shed and His body
broken, nevertheless that Holy soul
accepted calamity 'and death in His
love for mankind."
A story which illustrates in a
homely way the principle underlying
our subject is told of two brothers,
whose father divided a fortune between them and told them to go
forth and see how they could best use
their share. The brothers agreed
that after a certain number of years
they would meet and see who had
used his fortune to the best advantage.
One brother went to the West. He
started in with the true community
spirit in a small village, invested his
money wisely, turned it over and
over, all the while helping to build
up' the town.
Schools, factories,
parks, libraries, all these he built,
and a community church, non-sect a l' i a n and non-denominational,
wherein the pure spiritual teachings
of Christ, the Great Master of love
and brotherhood, were alone put
forth. He became an inventor and
his inventions were a God-send to
humanity and reached to far-off countries, even to India. His factories
were all run on the co-operative plan,
and each employee became a part of
the whole, therefore strikes were unknown.
He established a ferry
across the river, and railroads running from the city. Co-operation,
consultation and brotherly love constituted the fomidation upon which
he built up this progressive city, and
far and wide did his influence reach
and he was known as one of the
greatest benefactors to humanity and
loved and honored by all. He learned
Ithe joy of givinlg' and the mystery of
'sacrifice that, in reality, there is no
sacrifice, for nothing can be given
away. The Law of Love is to return
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in full measure, pressed down and and money has indeed been yours,
running over, all that is sent forth; and how much happier is the world
that to lose one's life is to find it, and for your having lived 7" This anthat over the Shining Pathway of gered the mystic greatly, and the solservice to God through service to hu- itary years of practice to attain selfmanity, doth the soul gain the high control were undone" for he was overstation of conscious oneness with come by the spirit of anger. His
God.
brother, beholding this sudden outThe other brother went to. the Ori- break, added, "and see 1 you have not
lent in quest of spiritual power and even gained self-control, how doubly
,unfoldment, traveling far and wide. useless has been your training 1"
Adeptship-Mastership--,-t his was
In the light of this story we see
his goal. To be able to control his illustrated the divine principle of
breath, to be buried alive, to fast for service,-that the "master-key to
long periods, to endure physical tor- . seif-mastery is self-forgetting," and
ture, to gain dominion over the ele- that "cosmic consciousness unfolds
ments, to overcome the laws of na- in a life to the degree that life functure, and walk upon the water. At tions in service to others," and that
the appointed time he came forth true spirituality is alone gained by
from his long seclusion, his hours "characterizin:g' oneself with the atdaily of meditation and concentra- tributes of Divinity"-which are
tion, his life of a hermit in the moun- love, mercy, justice, selflessness,
tains of India, and returned to Amer- helpfulness, service-for God is the
ica to meet his brother in the pro- Supreme Server of His creatures.
gressive city named after him in the Also, that to dwell in seclusion con"golden West."
They met.
The centrating upon theself,-how to demystical brother beheld in amaze- velop physical, mental, or spiritual
ment all that this practical humani- power as a means of gratifying the
tarian brother had achieved. Then ego,-leads away, far away from the
in turn his brother asked him to tell "Shining Pathway of Illumination."
of his experiences. "Tell me," he said,
The great need of the time is for
how did you invest your fortune, to those who understand this great
what use have you put it 7" The Spiritual Law which leads to cosmic
mystic replied, "1 have spent all these consciousness, and who. can work
years and my fortune in search of with it. Now is the hour of golden
spiritual development; I am now able opportunity for the development of
to control the elements, to leave my that divine principle of "self-forgetbody, bury it and then take it up ting," and the training of the people
alg'ain, and I have overcome the laws in the helping and uplifting of the
of nature to such a degree that I can world. 'Abdu'l-Baha has said, "In
walk upon the water. All my money this century of illumination hearts
is gone, but I have attained." The are inclined towards amity and felpractical brother listened attentively, lowship and minds are thoughtful
then answered, "All these precious upon the question of the unification
years of your life, and your fortune of mankind. There is an emanation
spent merely to be able to walk upon of Universal Consciousness today
the water, for your own gratification, which clearly indicates the dawn of
when for .five cents you could cross great Unity."
the river in one of my boats and use
It is only as one desirinlg' to attain
the rest of your money to help your to this great goal of Oneness, is wilbrother-man. What a waste of time ling to relinquish all in service to
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God through service to his children,
and holds back naught, that true liberation is achieved, and the mortal
self transmuted into the spiritual Reality.
It is the loving service performed
perfectly each day with no thought
of reward or calculation about the
futUre that brings one to the station
of the perfect servant. The great
Buddha said, "Thy business is with
the action only, never with the fruit,
so let not the fruit of action be thy
motive, nor be thou to inaction
. at..
tached." All fear and anxIety IS
'based primarily upon the thought of
self. One fears future pain, he
shrinks from future sorroV\>ful experiences, from disappointments and
from giving up personal comforts.
It is not over this pathway that the
Goal is reached, it is reached only by
the Pathway of Renunciation-or
better still, "Radiant Acquiescence"
-which 'Abdu'I-Baha has said is "the
"Shining Pathway out of the prison
'Of self."
A disciple on this Shining Pathway
must prove his one desire is to be a
benefactor to mankind and to serve
all alike. His purpose must be to
[give and not acquire, or possess; He
then is in tune with the Infinite and
close to the Master's heart. "To be
near in body," 'Abdu'l-Baha tells us,
"is of no account; to be near in spirit
is essential. Seek that from God!
when thou hast attained that, thou
art always with Me."
By "meditation, supplication, and
service," the seeker purifies his heart
and gradually develops a universal
consciousness, and ever thinks in
terms of service. That is the great
secret of true harmony, finding one's
place in service.
In this trinity of attainment, as defined by 'kbdu'l-Bah:i, we find the
inner life of meditation and prayer
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and the outer life of practical deeds;
the inner ability to contact the higher
spiritual realms, the outer ability to
express the vision gained in terms
of holy living and loving service to
humanity; the inner irradiation from
the Spirit, the outer shining forth be'fore men.
A paramount necessity is that one
remembers on this ((quest" that a
material gain of knowledge for self
alone causes stagnation and obstruction, if not passed on with wise di~
crimination.
Much knowledge IS
given unto man in these great days
of illumination. but it is for the use
of a needy wo~ld and not for one's
exclusive enjoyment and benefit.
"M edita-tion, supplication and service -this is the upper chamber
within the soul wherein the disciples
met with Christ"-and, "cosmic
consciousness unfolds in a life to the
degree that life functions in service.
The power of the Holy Spirit only
comes through serving others." Let
us dwell upon these illumined words
of 'Abdu'l-Baha and through them
approach a deeper understanding of
the Reality of cosmic consciousness-or oneness, with God. Let us
leave with you also these, His words,
of enlightenment:
"If a person become informed of
the Reality of this Cause, he will beHeve in it, for these teachings are
the spirit of this age. . . .
"The Baha'i Movement bestows
upon man a new spirit, a new light
and a new motion. It enlarges the
sphere of thought. It illumines the
horizon of the intellect. It expands
the arena of comprehension. This is
,the ultimate Goal of human life. This
is the fruit of existence. This is the
pearl of cosmic consciousness. This
'is the shining star of spiritual destiny."
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I

THE APPEAL OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA

"1;1

YE MEN! His Holiness Babii'u'Uah has,
fifty years ago, laid the foundation of universa I. peace. . H~ even addressed epistles to
. .
the kmgs wherem he declared that war de.
stroys the foundation of the world of humanity, that peace is the cause of everlasting life and
that a great danger awaiteth the world of mankind.
Likewise, 'Abdu'l-Baha, prior to this world war and
three years before its outbreak traveled throughout
Europe and America and raised His call at all gatherings, temples and churches saying: '0 ye who are
present! The continent of Europe has become a huge
arsenal abounding with combustible material and below which are stored inflammable materials which
only a spark will set aflame and will shake the world
to its very foundation. 0 ye who are wise! Strive
perchance these inflammable materials will not be set
aflame." But the appeal was not heeded and therefore
this great carnage has come to pass.
At present all the peoples have realized what a
great calamity war is, that war turns man into a
rapacious animal, razes to the gTound flourishing cities
and towns and causes the foundation of mankind to
totter. As all men have been awakened and are harkening to the call, it is time for the promulgation of
universal peace-a peace which has for its basis right
and justice; so that mankind will not be exposed to
danger. At present it is the dawn of universal peace,
we hope that its sun will soon shine and flood the East
and the West with its light. The establishment of
universal peace is not possible save through the power
of the Word of God and hence one must endeavor to
promote the Word of God and thereby establish universal peace. Strive at present as much as possible
to raise the call of the divine Kingdom for this call
bestows the Spirit of Life."-Translated by Shoghi
Effendi, 'Akka, Palestine, July 20, 1919.
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'ABDU'L-BAHA
ELSA BARKER

HEN Moses walked in Egypt

W
long ago,
Men passed him daily on the desert
paths
Unknowing that beneath his alien
cloak
The heart of an immortal dripped
with blood
For the burdens and the bondage of
his race.
Though blind-still blind, after five
thousand years,
Can we behold a prophet of the Lord
Pass by, and take no heed? Under
your cloak,
,Abdu'l-Baha, the heart of God drips
red
For a wider world than Moses could
have seen
Even from N ebo's mountain. Your
strange eyesClear with the prison-sight of longer
years
Than I have passed in the freedom of
the sunBehold invisible meanings in men's
souls,
And on the red horizon of this world
That dove of peace, which on the J ordan side
Was named the Holy Spirit.
Will it come
Back to the earth, lured by your presence here?
Eagles of conquest thrill the hearts of
men
More than the doves of heaven. Will
men heed
You. and that other One, whose voice
I hear
Behind your voice? The mystery that
your friends

Proclaim not, to my ear proclaims
itself.
"Servant of God," ,your dedicated
breath
Is vibrant with that Flame which
gave you breath,
So it may light the world a longer
time
Than chain-racked flesh could hold
his torch aloft
In the human darkness. Are these
hidden things
Too bright for unbelievers to behold?
But I believe in God, and in His
sonsThe first and last word of divine beliefAnd I believe in you, 'Abdu'l-Baha.
Your soul will sing, they told me, seeing him.
Ah, yes . . . sang through its tears,
a prisoned bird
Seeing the sun, beating its wings for
freedom
Against earth-bars. Shepherds who
watched by night
The Star in the East, were humanly
afraid
When the great Angel of the Lord
came down,
Lighting the hills with glory and
white wonder.
Servant of God, always behind your
smile
I feel the man of sorrows, kind with
pity,
Deep learned beyond imaginable
pain.
Your smile is like the sun; but in your
shadow
I see unnumbered martyrs, and their
eyes
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Follow me round this London. I can
feel
In all my bones the cold of prisoned
years,
The ache of days without bread, the
revered nightsA hunted, homeless grief, that even
the joy
Of all this love could never ease for
you.
I hear the sobs of mothers, long, long
silenced,
That echo in your ears, day-long,
night-long.
I did not know my heart could hurt
me so
Until I knew the joy of knowing you.
For you have caught my soul up as
a flame
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Catches a grass-blade, and my life's
prairies
Are all afire with God, and the love of
God.
I hear the patter, and the tramp, of
feetThe whir of wings-all that is mortal
in me
Fleeing before the onrush. Thus I
know
One greater far than Moses, maybe
One
Coeval with that Star in the East,
calls now,
'Abdu'l-Baha-the Voice behind your
voice.
(These lines were w1"itten after a forst
'inte1'view with 'Abd~~'l-Baha in London, a
year or' two befor'e the Wor-ld War-.)

THE MIRROR
A mirror dim and shabby hung' on a castle wall,
Its frame was old and dingy, the glass was warped
and tall,
The silver was spott'd and peeling, its sheen was grey
and dimmed
And no one saw within it as it should have shown to him,
And no one used this mirror for it was grey and old
Its reflections were all distorted, the truth it never told.
One day a kind hand placed it where sunshine gleamed
and played,
The light swept o'er its surface and into its depths was
rayed.
Gone were its false reflections, its dim and dusty air,
It shone with glow supernal and glowed with light so fair;
'Twas like my heart so saddened, too long a darkened
shrine
But now my heart is glowing and radiant with light divine.

W. B. G.
St. August'ine, Fla:.
=
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CHRISTIANITY IN THE BAHA'I
MESSAGE
LADY SITARIH BLOMFIELD

"No one has ever loved Christ as I do." 'Ab,du'l-Baha.
"Should a servant desire to m,ake the words, deeds and actions of other servants, learned
or ignorant, the standard for knowing God and His chosen ones, he shall never ente1" the
Rizwan of the knowledge of the Lord of Might."-Bahri'u'llah.

UNDREDS of thousands of our
H
Eastern brothers, both Jews and
Moslems, have learned, through the
teaching of 'Abdu'l-Baha that His
Holiness Christ is the Spirit, the divine Son of God.
Some young Jewish men came from
Persia on a pilgrimage to the Holy
Land; after saluting 'Abdu'l-Baha,
and being blessed by Him, they said:
"N ow we go to Jerusalem, to pray
for pardon, and to weep for the blindness of our forefathers in that they
rejected and crucified our Messiah.
Our parents also laid this charge upon
us: 'that we should convey their lamentation, and for them implore forgiveness.' "
Again a young Jewish soldier came
Lmdy Blomfield
to 'Abdu'l-Baha saying: "I cannot
acknowledge their supposed Messiah, of each religion, in order that our rewhom they call Jesus Christ, but I ligion might change us ; a very differcan understand and accept Baha'u'- ent proposition!
llah as our Messiah."
No person touched by the spirit of
'Abdu'l-Baha said to him: "You Christianity can fail, after due invescannot become a disciple ot; Baha'u'- tigation and consideration, to recogllah until you believe that His Holi- nize that the Baha'i revelation is truly
ness Christ is the Spirit, the divine the perfection of Christianity.
Son of God."
For to be a real Christian in Spirit.
A doctor, who had been in Alexan- and in Truth is to be a Baha'i-a
dria, where he saw 'Abdu'l-Baha and follower of the Light-and to be a
witnessed His Christ-like life, told true Baha'i is to be a Christian: for
me that for the first time he was able he puts into practice the laws of
to understand what the Lord Christ Christianity, translating the beautimust have been like. "Now I am able ful words into action.
to believe," he said.
The precepts of Baha'u'llah make
The Baha'i Teaching has the uni- the same appeal to the institution as
versality of the Lord Christ's com- Christianity makes to the individual:
mands.
forasmuch as a Golden Brotherhood
Baha'u'llah did not counsel us, any cannot be formed out of leaden indiof us, to change our religion, but to viduals-the work perforce had to beobey the Law of God found at the core gin with individuals. We cannot have
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a brotherhood without brothers. This the Lord Christ. Baha'u'lhih lived
teaching does not merely say, "Teach and taught in the East. Although the
men to be brothers," but "Go ye out Sun of Christ dawned in the East,
into all the world, to the East and the the Radiance thereof was apparent
West, to the North and to the South, in the West, where the effulgence of
wherever your calling may take you- its glory was more clearly seen. The
and be brothers to all men-whether divine light of His teaching shone
of your own nation, color or creed, or with a greater force in the Western
of any other people or race or reli- world, where it has made a more rapgion. Be brothers of help and com- id headway than in the land of its
fort, of sympathy and understanding, birth.
"The perfect man is a polished mirshowing loving kindness to all without limit." It will help us to attain to ror reflecting the Sun of Truth; manithis vitalizing Truth, i. e., that the festing the attributes of God. The
perfection in the teaching of Baha'u'- Lord Christ said: "He that hath seen
llah is of the same natu1'e as the me hath seen the Father"-God maniteaching of the Lord Christ-brought fested in man. In the Manifestation
to the needs of the present day of of God, the perfectly polished mirthis world, which is "wet with tears." ror, appear the qualities of the DiIt will help us to understand this vine, in a form that man is capable
sublime Truth if we consider some of comprehending.
"In the early days the civilization
of the utterances of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
given in explanation of this connec- of Christianity was the best and most
tion, and published in the "Wisdom enlightened in the world.
Talks in Paris and London."
"The Christian Teaching was illlu"When you meet a stranger be unto mined by the Divine Sun of Truth,
him a friend. If he seems to be lone- therefore its followers were taught
ly, try to help him; give him of your to love all men as brothers, to fear
willing service; if he be sad, console nothing, not even death; to love their
him, if poor, succour him, if oppres- neighbors as themselves, and to forsed, rescue him, if in misery, comfort get their own selfish interests in
him. In so doing you will manifest striving for the greatest good of hu(to the world) that, not in words manity. The grand aim of the Relionly, but in deed and in truth you gion of Christ was to draw the hearts
think of all men as your brothers.
of all men nearer to God's effulgent
"What profit is there in agreeing Truth.
that universal friendship is good, and
"If the followers of the Lord Christ
talking of the solidarity of the Hu- had continued to carry out these prinman Race as a grand ideal? Unless ciples with steadfast faithfulness,
these thoughts are translated into there would have been no need for
the world of action they are useless. (this) the renewal of the Christian
"The wrong in the world continues Message, no necessity for a reawakto exist, because people only talk of ening of His people! For a great
their ideals, and do not strive to put and glorious civilization would now
them into practice. If actions took be ruling the world, and the Kingthe place of (these) words, the dom of Heaven would have come on
world's misery would very soon be earth. But instead of this. what has
changed into comfort.
taken place? Men turned away their
"In the past, as in the present, faces from following the divinely ilthe Spiritual Sun of Truth has al- luminated precepts of their Master,
ways shone from the horizon of the and winter fell upon the hearts of
East. On the Eastern horizon arose men. For, as the body of man de-
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pends for life upon the rays of the
Sun, so the ,celestial virtues cannot
grow in the soul without the radiance
of the Sun of Truth.
"God leaves not His children comfortless, but, when the darkness of
winter overshadows them, then again
He sends His Messengers with a renewal of the Blessed Spring. The
Sun of Truth appears again on the
horizon of the world, shining into the
eyes of those who sleep, awakening
them to behold the glory of a new
Dawn.
"Then again the Tree of Humanity
blossoms anew and brings forth the
fruit of righteousness for the healing
of the nations.
"Because man has stopped his ears
to the voice of Truth, and shut his
eyes to the sacred light, for this reason has the darkness of war and
tumult, unrest and misery, desolated
the earth.
"May every child of God be brought
into the radiance of the Sun of Truth,
that the darkness (of evil) may be
dissipated by the penetrating' rays of
Its glory, and the winter's hardness
and cold be melted away by the merciful warmth of its shining.
"The sound of the Song of Christ
once echoed over all the lands of the
Western world, and entered the
hearts of its people. . . . It is a long
time since the Sun of Truth, mirrored forth by the Lord Christ, has
shed its radiance upon the West, for
the Face of God has become veiled
by the sin and forgetfulness of Man.
But now again, praise be unto God,
the Holy Spirit speaks anew unto the
world! The constellation of love and
wisdom and power is once more shin~ng' from the Divine Horizons to give
JOy to all who turn their faces to the
Light of God.
"Baha'u'lhih has rent the veil of
prejudice and superstition which was
stifling the souls of men! May heart
and soul be vivified in every man; so

will they all rejoice in a 'New Birth.'
Then shall humanity put on a new
garment in the Light of the Love of
God, and it shall be the Dawn of a
New Creation. May you all be faithful and loving workers in the Building of the New Spiritual Civilization, the elect of God, in willing, joyful obedience, carrying out His supreme design.
"N 0 worldly power can achieve the
Universal Love."
A,s the Lord Christ "came not to
destroy the Law but to fUlfill the
Law," so Baha'u'llah came to usher
in that Kingdom, for. which Christ
Jesus taught us to pray nigh two
thousand years ago. Not anti-,Christian, but extra-Christian! is this
teaching. And again the following
words of 'Abdu'l-Baha to help us to
a better understanding.
"His enemies placed upon the head
of the Lord Christ a crown of
thorns, but before it 'earthly crowns
of gold and jewels have bowed down,
humblin:g their majesty, and might,
and power, before the meek and lowly Lord.
"Christ is ever in the world of existence. He has never disappeared
from it. . . Rest assured that Christ
is present. The spiritual beauty we
see around us in this day is from the
breathings of Christ.
"The brilliant star of Christ Jesus
rose from the Eastern horizon upon
the Israelites, brightening the world
. all sects and creeds and nations'
untIl
were taught the beauty of unity.
There cannot be any stronger proof
than this that He was the Word of
God. As Christ brought His message to the people, so Baha'u'llah
brings the same Message, renewing
and reiterating the commands that
Deeds may take the place of Words."
Each time God sends a Great One to
us, we are given new life, but the
truth each manifestation brings is
the same, and from the same source.
The truth never changes, but man's
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vision changes. It is dulled and confused by the complication of outward forms. What are forms? The
trutk is easy to understand, although
the outward forms in which it is expressed (often) bewilder the intelligence. As men grow ( in spirit)
they see the unimportance of manmade forms and sometimes despise
them. Therefore many leave the
churches, becau5e the latter often emphasize the external only.
"Truth is one, though its manifestations may be very different. The
.notes in the flute are many, the Mu~
sician is One!"
Baha'u'llah proclaimed that the
truth for this age was the realization
of the spiritual brotherhood of man.
Accordingly at 'Abdu'l-Baha's table
were gathered men of all nations,
classes, creeds, and languages of the
world. It is the only place on earth
where Christians, Jews, Moslems,
Zoroastrians, Hindus, Buddhists met
and ate together in perfect harmony
and friendly understanding. "But
your caste?"
The Hindu pilgrim replied, "But
there is no caste, in the presence of
'Abdu'l-Baha."
"Baha'u'llah taught the oneness of
humanity; that is to say, all the children of men are under the mercy of
the Great God. He has placed the
crown of humanity on the head of
everyone of the servants of God.
Therefore all nations and peoples
must consider themselves brethren.
They are the branches, leaves, blossoms, and fruits of One Tree.
"To establish this (Kingdom of God
on earth) ,Baha'u'llah underwent
great difficulties, hardships, imprisonments and great persecution! But
in the prison fortress (of 'Akka) He
reared a Spiritual Palace, and from
the darkness of His prison He sent
out a great Light to the world."
Professor Michael Sadler speaking
in this connection said: "Though we
all, in our devotional allegiance have
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our own individual loyalties, to all
of us 'Abdu'l-Baha brings a message
of Unity of Sympathy and of Peace.
He bids us all be real and true in what
we profess to believe; and to treasure
above everything the Spirit behind
the form. With Him we bow before
the Hidden Name; before that which
is. of every life the Inner Ldfe! He
bids us worship in perfect loyalty to
our own faith, but with ever stronger
yearning after union, brotherhood,
and love, so turning ourselves in
spirit, and with our whole heart, that
we may enter more into the mind of
God, which is above class, above race,
and beyond time."
I could, if time permitted, cite many
instances of great thinkers and workers for the human race, who see in
the teachings of Baha'u'llah the great
remedy for the evil diseases which afflict the sick body 0:(1 Humanity, indeed a Dynamic Christianity. Dr.
David Starr Jordan, of Leland Stanford University, California, U. S. A.,
said: "There is One who is able to
unite the East and the West: those
two, the spiritual and material civilization; and that one is 'Abdu'l-Baha,
for He walks the Mystic Way with
practical feet." He tells us what is
needed now, in this day.
One morning a number of people,
members of various sects awaited
an audience to argue their various
faiths and usefulness of their respective societies. 'Abdu'l-Baha said: "I
respect all who work for the good of
mankind, of whatever religion they
call themselves. You should learn to
r~cognize truth from whatever point
in the horizon it is shining. People
think religion is confined in a temple
to be worshipped at an altar. In
reality it is an attitude to divinity
which is reflected through life."
The call of Baha'u'llah is to the
waiting servants of God, the "ten
thousand times ten thousand" who
are not in one church only, or in one
country, or in one race, or in one
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class! But who are everywhere in
every country, in every religion, in
every race, in every class, constituting the spiritual leaven of the whole·
human family, and who in their various spheres, are working for the good
of mankind. The call is especially to
those servants to arise in this Great
Day of God and serve the oneness of

the whole of humanity by being
first of all themselves united. When
united, said 'Abdu'l-Baha, those of
you who have been ants will now become eagles, those who have been
drops of water will, when flowing together, make a mighty river, carrying
the waters of life into the desert,
barren places of the earth!

HOW THE BAHA'I CAUSE STARTED
IN BERLIN
LOUISE BOSCH

twenty-one years ago the
A BOUT
Baha'i Cause was brought to Germany. The honor of this pioneer
service belongs to Doctor Edwin
Fisher, dentist, of New York. He
was the first who gave the Baha'i
teachings to Frau Consul Schwarz,
Herr W. Herrigel, and others, who
today are shining lights on the radiant pathway of service in Stuttgart. Miss Alma Knobloch of Washington, D. C. also spent several years
there and taught many souls. It is
perhaps not generally known that
the Baha'is of Stuttgart obtained
their deep knowledge and comprehension of the teachings of Baha'u'llah by their translations of the
American Baha'i literature. With indefatigable zeal they set themselves
to the difficult task of translating.
In this way they became familiar
with the writings from the smallest
pamphlet to the largest book.
For many years the spread of the
Baha'i Cause in Germany was confined to Stuttgart and its environs.
It was not until April, 1922, that
the first Baha'i lecture was given
in Berlin by Herr Herrigel of

Stuttgart. The circumstances which
led to his being invited to Berlin to
speak on the Teachings of the Baha'i
Cause are so unusually interesting,
that they merit narration.
There had been living in Berlin a
Jewish gentleman, Russian by birth
and German by name, John Wassertrager (meaning, translated, "Watercarrier"). Mr. Wassentrager had
during the earlier part of his life in
Russia, associated with some of the
Persian Baha'is who were residing in
the city of 'Ishqabad. He had, as he
related to us, assisted them at times
with the carrying of building stones
to the grounds where they were
building the Baha'i Temple. However he had never familiarized himself with the Baha'i religion. He
was satisfied with the faith of his
ancestors and thought he had no need
of investigating further. But he always remembered those Persian Baha'is even after all connection between them had been severed and he
had gone to another country to live.
As time went by he gradually realized that he felt less satisfaction in
the religion of his forefathers. He
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often thought of the Persians at 'Ishqabad and wondered what their religion might have been, what it
taught them. He tried to call to
mind something of their belief, but
through the lapse of time all but the
word "Baha" had escaped his memory. At last with that word in mind,
he began to inquire from different
peopl~, and later on at libraries and
book stores, but, alas! no one had
heard of such a name!
It was after several years of search
singly and alone, that he was made
happy in meeting a youth, a youth of
only eighteen summers. This youth,
an 'orphan and of humble circumstances, employed in a printing shop
at East Berlin, was an industrious
boy with an alert mind, progressive,
altruistic, a seeker after knowledge,
and keenly interested in the betterment of suffering mankind. His
name was Max Kunz. This young
man told Mr. Wassertrager that he
would like to organize a club, or
union, to which he could give the
name "Truth Seekers and Investigators' League." Mr. Wassertrager
related to him the story of his life
and among other things told him of
his experiences with the Persians in
'Ishqabad and of his present search
for their religion. This aroused the
young man's interest.
Soon he
evinced a desire that surpassed even
that of Mr. Wassertrager to find
the religion of those people. A club
was formed. The ties of friendship
soon bound those two souls of differing age, and they together awaited
the coming of the things in store for
them. They did not have long to wait.
One day about four months before the event of the first Baha'i
lecture in Berlin, Mr. Wassertrager
happened to pass a book store and
noticed in it the title of a book, "The
Sects of the Present Day." Hoping
that it might contain something in
relation to the subject so long sought
after, he entered the store and re-
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quested to see the book. Looking
over the index, he found it actually
contained an article on the Baha'i
Cause. With palpitating heart he
bought the book and hastened with it
to his young friend. Their joy was
great. Together they now read the
book with its interesting chapter on
the Baha'i Cause. Despite the opposition displayed in the criticism appended to the chapter (and which put
the author of it clearly in the wrong)
it furnished the two delighted readers with the address of the German
Baha'i Unity of Stuttgart. The two
friends read and re-read the book.
Only by the criticism in it did the
truth become apparent to them. The
older one retained doubts; he could
not so readily share the conviction
of the younger one. Bowever, that
criticism had revealed the spark of
truth. Together they now composed
a letter to the Baha'i Unity of Stuttgart, mentioning the Persian Baha'is
of 'Ishqabad, and expressed their
pleasure and delight at having found
their address.
The Baha'i friends in Stuttgart
were deeply moved by the letter. It
showed them the long-enduring effect
of the spirit and influence of those
first Baha'i believers in Russia. The
Stuttgart Unity then forwarded,
through Herr Herrigel, a reply and a
package of Baha'i literature. The
door of communication was opened.
The two friends forthwith began
to read and study the Baha'i literature. Especially was this true of
Max Kunz. In the measure that he
understood it, he taught it to the
other members of the little club.
Again they wrote to Stuttgart, and
at last persuaded Herr Herrigel to
come to Berlin to deliver a lecture
on the Baha'i teachings. At just
that time a Baha'i of Chicago was on
business in Berlin and wrote to Stuttgart inquiring if any Baha'i meetings were held in Berlin. He Was
informed that no Baha'i lectures had
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thus far been given there. As a result, a short time afterward means
were provided and plans were made
for Hen Herrigel to lecture in Berlin.
The two friends there became very
busy. In different ways they advertised the coming lecture. Dates
were set, a hall was rented, advertisements and posters were printed,
and the hour came when Mr. Wassertrager went forth to meet the train
that brought the Baha'i lecturer to
Berlin. It was a great day for Berlin. Those who attended the meeting were very much enthused over
the result of the lecture. It was
indeed inspiring to note the large attendance of intelligent people. At
the end of the lecture a well known

German poet and author, Dr. Bruno
WiIIe, rose and indorsed all that the
lecturer had said.
Mr. Herrigel gave three lectures
at that time in Berlin and then returned to Stuttgart. Soon after his
return he received letters from Berlin the contents of which caused him
to realize that Berlin would shortly
take its place in the rank and file of
the Baha'i Spiritual Assemblies of
the world. Subsequent events have
confirmed and strengthened this interest in the Baha'i Movement among
the people of Berlin and an active
Assembly has been formed. Berlin
has become a cent er of the Baha'i
Movement radiating its influence to
other parts of northern Germany.

BAHA'U'LLAH declared the coming of the Most Great
Pea.ce. AU the nations and peoples will come under the
shadow of the tent of the great peace and harmony, that is
to say, by general election a great board of arbitration shall
be established to settle all differences and quarrels between the
powers, 'So that disputes shall not end in war.
Baha'u'llah taught that hearts must receive the bounty
of the Holy Spirit, so that spiritual civilization may be established. For material civilization is not adequate for the
needs of mankind and cannot be the cause of its happiness.
Material civilization is like the body and spiritual civilization
is like the soul. Body without soul cannot live. (Wisdom
Talks in London, pp. 17, 18') .-'Abdu'l-Baha.

ONSIDER, if a new springtime failed to
appear, what would be the effect upon this
globe, the earth? Undoubtedly it would
become desolate and life extinct. The
earth has need of an annual coming of spring. It
is necessary that a new bounty should be forthcoming. If it comes not, life would be effaced.
In the same way the world of spirit needs new
life, the world of mind necessitates new animus
and development, the world of souls a new
bounty, the world of morality a reformation, the
world of divine effulgence ever new bestowals.
Were it not for this replenispment the life of the
world would become effaced and extinguished.
The important factor in human improvement
is the mind. In the world of the mind there must
needs be development and improvement. There
must be re-formation in the kingdom of the human
spirit, otherwise no result will be attained from
betterment of the mere physical structure . .
For the essential reality is the spirit, the foundation
basis is the spirit, the life of man is due to the
spirit, the happiness, the animus, the radiance, the
glory of man-all are due to the spirit; and if in
the spirit no re-formation takes place, there will
be no result to human existence.
'Abdu'l-Baha

Women,
fountains as
their periods
life, and has

one of whom is veiled, before a Turkish fountain. It is at such
these tha,t Muha,ml1wdams gather for the obligatory ablutions at
of praye1', Thus the fountain plays an important part in Oriental
given rise to many exquisite bits of architeoture. (See pagel 370).
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"The day has come when all darkness is to be dispelled and the
Sun of Truth shall shine forth radiantly. This time of the world
may be likened to the equinoctial in the annual cycle. For verily
this is the spring season of God. Infinite bounties and graces have
appeared. What bestowal is greater than this?"
'Abdu'l-Baha.
THE RECURRENCE of spring
seems always a miracle, even the
more vividly so as the individual observer moves on from the heedlessness of youth to the reflectiveness
of maturity. Youth takes for granted
this wonderful phenomenon of the renewal of earth's life and enjoys it as
a thing of beauty only; but age, more
inquiring as to causes, realizes itself
face to face here with a mystery
which is very close to Life itself, and
to God.
It is quite evident that springs
come not of themselves-nor by accident. They are the expression of a
rythm which is an integral part of
the functioning of the universe. To
the man of religious· faith they are,
moreover, a constant and confirming
evidence of God's love and beneficence. This mystic and hidden force
which moves within all growing
things, stirring them to the fullness
of life-expression,-what is this but
the Supreme Cause itself upon which
all life depends? At this bright
vernal season, withered and empty
indeed is the heart that does not feel
nearer to God, the Source of all life.
JUST AS THE physical aspect of
earth-life is thus renewed at spring,
so is there a continually recurrent

renewal of its spiritual life. If the
physical sun did not operate to stir
and impel life at the turn of the
equinox, the earth would remain lifeless, the fields covered with dry and
withered grass, the trees gaunt and
bare, the land everywhere desolate.
So it is with the spiritual life of the
planet. Its springtimes com~e not by
accident, nor by any power of spiritual enthusiasm inherent in mankind; but only through the power of
the Spiritual Sun which at certain
epochs radiates more nearly and with
greater force upon the hearts of men.
If the Divine Being did not thus recurrently renew His mercy and love
to us, the spiritual life of the planet
would die out, the hearts of men
would become as empty and fruitless
as the trees of winter, and the earth
would lose all its bloom of the spirit.
THIS PREGNANT teaching of Baha'u'llah concerining the need of repeated renewals of the religious life
of man, explains our past and points
the way to our future. Whenever the
Divine Will and Love has through the
medium of Its Messengers permeated
the life of this planet, men's characters have changed and new and
nobler civilizations have arisen.
And now we are again at the
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threshold of a new spiritual epoch
and a new civilization. Once more
spring has come to earth to break up
all those crystallizations which are
characteristic of spiritual death. A
renewal of the faith-life of man is
portended. Great spiritual forces, released through Baha'u'llah, are already encircling the globe and changing everywhere the character of men
from thoughts of war to thoughts of
peace, from prejudice to sympathy
and understanding, from rivalry a;nd
hatred as between races and classes
into love and unity.
From these spiritual changes, so
radically transforming character, a
wonderful new civilization will
spring. Those who realize this have
cause for optimism" and inspiration
for effort toward a better world. Institutions built upon forms of the
past, the expression of human nature
as we have known it, will give place
to nobler institutions founded upon
new ideals and expressing the qualities of unselfishness, compassion, and
wisdom.
Selfish competition will
yield to cooperation; the dreams of
the Utopians will approximately be
realized; and earth will enter a new
phase of its existence, the spiritual
phase.
ONLY AT RARE intervals is it
given to man to live in such a spiritual springtime-a privilege so tremendous as to be hardly realizable.
In such a period of new beginnings
the earnest and sincere efforts of each
individual have incalculable results,
because they become part of a pattern
which is to govern the destiny of the
planet for milleniums. As a grain of
corn sown at the time of spring will
produce a hundredfold; as a ripple
created in the center of a pond will
'spread to every margin; as a word
spoken in season may recreate a human life; so every wise and heaven~
directed deed done in this day will

produce reverberations down through
all the ages.
And it is taught us that none other
of the spiritual springtimes on this
pIanet, before or after, are so great
or so significant as this. For at this
time the destiny of our planet is to
change from a government according to the animal qualities of man to
a government which shall be the expression of man's spiritual qualities.
Human nature is to become spiritualized to such an extent that spiritual
man will be directive and preponderant. Thus the destinies of the
planet will enter for the first time
upon its spiritual stage; and all effort,
all struggle, all accomplishment will
be of that spiritual and harmonious
nature which the heart has dreamed
of but which the brain and hand of
man have never yet been able to
achieve.
PROGRESS EVEN ON the material plane will be even more rapidly
cumulative than it has been in the
past century. And on the ethical
and spiritual plane such changes will
take place that human beings will exclaim, "Verily, this earth has become
a reflection of Heaven and the Kingdom of God has arrived!"
Poverty will oe abolished. Class
hatreds and racial prejudices will entirely disappear. All of mankind will
live in the utmost comfort. New
planetary resources, new power, will
be discovered, until every man,
Iwoman, and child will have at disposal a multitude of energy-units to
free life of that drudgery which too
early bows the head, crooks the
shoulders, and weighs down the
heart. Between man and man love
will reign-cooperation and mutual
service.
Does all this seem too good to
come true? Impossible of achievement? Yet it is involved in every
one of the messages which God has
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sent to earth through His Prophets.
And now Baha!u'lhih comes not only
to assure us of the fulfillment of these
prophecies, but what is of even
greater import, to cause this fulfillment to come to pass. For nothIng
but the power of God, flowing into
humanity through a Manifestation,
can make such a civilization effective.
This bit of earth, this vineyard
managed by dishonest and offending
servants, is to be taken over by the
Divine Will and put under the man-
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agement of that force of Love which
we have named the Christ.
Rejoice! For it is spring and the
bare branches of unbelief will soon be
clothed with the living foliage of
faith! Rejoice! For the drear earth
will soon be carpeted with a myriad
of flowers such as the Gardener shall
choose; and every man shall under
his own fig-tree partake freely of the
needs and sustenances of life insecurity, in joy, and in the love of God
and of his fellowmen!

UST AS the rays of the natural sun have an influence
which penetrates in the darkest and shadiest corners of
the world, giving warmth and life even to creatures
that have never seen the sun itself, so also, the outpouring of the Holy Spirit through the Manifestation
of God influences the lives of all, and inspires receptive minds
even in places and among peoples where the name of the Prophet
is quite unknown. The advent of the Manifestation is like the
coming of spring. It is a day of resurrection in which the
spiritually dead are raised to new life, in which the reality of the
Divine religions is renewed and reestablished, in which appear
"new heavens and a new earth."
But in the world of nature, the spring brings about not only
the growth and awakening of new life, but also the destruction
and removal of the old and effete; for the same sun that makes
the flowers to spring and the trees to bud, causes also the decay
and disintegration of what is dead and useless; it loosens the ice
and melts the snow of winter, and sets free the flood and the
storm that cleanse and purify the earth. So is it also in the
spiritual world. The spiritual sunshine causes similar commotion and change. Thus the Day of Resurrection is also the
Day of Judgment, in which corruptions and imitations of the
truth and outworn ideas and customs are discarded and
destroyed, in which the ice and snow of prejudice and superstition which accumulated during the season of winter, are melted
and transformed, and· energies long frozen and pent up are
released to flood and renovate the world.-Dr. J. E. Esslemont
in "Baha'u'lhih and the New Era."
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THE DAY OF FULFILLMENT
DR. ALFREDO WARSAW
"Inasmuch as our God is one, and He has created us all, He. provides for us all, He
protects us aLL, and we acknowledge such a kind and clement Lord,-why should we His
children, His' followers, fight one another? Why should we so readily break one another's
hearts? God is so merciful and kind, and His aim in religion has ever been to establish
the bond of unity and affinity!-The spiritual springtim.e has come. Infinite bounties and
graces have appeared."-'Abdu'l-Bahri.

H

ISTORY teaches us that from
time to time Beings have appeared in this world who, to the undeveloped, appeared no different
from other men, yet who in truth
came with unlimited wisdom, unlimited intelligence, unlimited courage
and energy, and whose mission it was
to deliver to humanity a divine message and divine instructions from
God. Compared with the millions and
millions of mere numan beings, there
have appeared but few of these Divine Messengers, called Manifestations of God, whose Word, creative
in effect because it was the Word of
God, powerfully influenced the lives
of those about them as well as the
generations following their advent.
To this class belonged such Prophets
and Divine Teachers as Abraham,
Moses, Muhammad, Buddha, Confucius, Zoroaster, Jesus, and the Bab
who came as the Forerunner and
Dr. Alfredo Warsaw
Announcer of the latest Manifestation of God, Baha'u'llah.
The mission of Baha'u'llah was to the divine Exemplar and Interpreter
continue the teachings of Christ, to oi His teachings, went to exile and
guide humanity into "all truth," to prison for the greater part of their
unlock the seals of the Scriptures of lives.
the world and give a perfect underWith the ending of a cycle and the
standing of the symbolic expressions beginning of a new one under aNew
therein, and to leave certain new l\I[anifestation, all existing conditions
teachings as required by the condi- gradually change ("old things shall
tions of the New Day. Just as Jesus pass away and all things be made
Christ knew that the people of His new") and civilization is marvellously
time were not ready for the accept- advanced. But before the adjustance of the Truth and the sweet story ments and re-formation are comwhich He told, and finally. gave up plete, wars and struggles and strife
His life and died on the cross to save occur, and sometimes chaos reigns
humanity, so also in later years Ba- for a time. Let us review history a
ha'u'llah and His son 'Abdu'l-Baha, bit, both past and present, culminat-
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ing in the fulfilled prophecies and the
new spiritual teachings of Baha'u'llah.
Prophecy cannot be proved until it
is fulfilled. If one predicts a certain
event or eve'nts, there is no other
way to feel convinced that the predictions are true until the time of
fulfillment has arrived.
We are
privileged to live at the time when
many of the great promises of God
in the Holy Books have been fulfilled,
or are being fulfilled before our eyes.
We can now fearlessly tell our fellowmen, for example, that the prophecy
in the ninth chapter of Isaiah is fulfilled: "The people that walk in darkness have seen a great light, they that
dwell in the land of the shadow of
death, upon them hath the light
shined." And through the Revelation of Baha'u'llah the world is receiving the Truth which Christ promised, for humanity has developed the
necessary capacity to receive these
divine teachings which He had the
knowledge and power to give, but
which humanity was not ready to receive at that time. Christ's ministry
lasted only about three years, and
during that short period He was surrounded by hate, prejudice and the
ignorance and scorn of the multitude,
while only a few accepted Him and
remained loyal.
That Jesus the Christ was an
enemy of war and bloodshed, evil and
sin of every kind, cannot be doubted,
and that He loved mankind more than
life itself is certain. All Manifestations of God are of the same nature
and all posses that truth which brings
peace and happiness to mankind.
After the lapse of centuries, however,
this Truth becomes clouded with
man's ideas and conceptions. A materialistic civilization is the result,
which indicates how far man has
wandered from the Right Path, for
no matter how much a material civilization advances, it cannot bring hap-
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piness and contentment to the world
of humanity.
How happy we should be, how
thankful, to be privileged to live at
this time of real enlightenment and
spiritual illumination, to live in a
new cycle when the Spiritual Sun of
Truth is shining upon the world in
full perfection! We have accepted
this blessed Message in all earnestness and sincerity, hoping and praying to intelligently put it into practice ourselves first and then pass it
on to our fellowmen that they may
have the opportunity of being as
happy as we are. We have accepted
the Revelation of Baha'u'llah as the
Divine Remedy for the world's ills.
It is the religion of God, the universal
religion promised for this great day;
and since its divine precepts, when
lived, will transform this world and
make of it a "garden and a paradise,"
one longs to live and serve such a
great Cause, or sacrifice life itself
for it, if need be, that humanity may
swiftly realize the all-importance of
the establishment of a spiritual and
divine civilization and hasten its
consummation.
The change from material to a divine or spiritual civilization where
prejudices of all kinds, hatreds and
deceptions shall be replaced by brotherly love, becomes more apparent and
ever nearer realization. There is the
growing tendency day by day toward
accepting humanity-alL humanityas members of the same family, the
children of the one God. The principles of Baha,'u'llah now so widely
circulated and so often enumerated,
of the "drawing together of all races
and all classes," of the unity of all
religions, nations, races and peoples
under the banner of the Word of God,
are rapidly becoming a reality in the
lives of many, for it is "the hour of
unity of the sons of men."
Are we so "muffled in veils" that
we cannot see the fulfillment! Think
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of all the principles for a universal universal consciousness necessary tocivilization as laid down by Baha:u'- day, for we must think in "world
llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha, letting your terms." We are beginning to realize
inner eyes travel all over the world. that no nation can exist any longer
You will soon observe how these prin- for its own sake alone; that nations
ciples are being accepted and adopted must work together and progress toeverywhere. Do you realize that all gether to maintain civilization on the
the great inventions and new discov- highest plane where man's highest
eries of modern days, and all this aspirations may be realized.
vast impulse toward universal peace,
We must all admit that mankind in
have appeared with the coming of general is in a state of unrest today.
Baha'u'llah?
The problems of life are baffling, they
"The world of humanity," said' Ab- are perplexing and confusing. Mandu'l-Baha, "shall become the manifes- kind is confused. Some of the haptation of the lights of divinity, and penings of our time appear as mirthe bestowals of God shall surround acles, miracles on the land, in the air,
all. From the standpoints of both ma- and under the seas. Mankind is conterial and spiritual civilization extra- fused because prophecies to which
ordinary progress and development little or no credence had been given
will be witnessed. In this present are being fulfilled. We are witnesscycle there will be an evolution in ing a visible change everywhere; but
civilization unparalleled in the history mankind is confused, fearful of stepof the world. The world of human- ping out of the old into the new world
ity has heretofore been in the stage of a divine civilization, not realizing
of infancy; now it is approaching how simple is the process when God
maturity . . . . Therefore thank ye is recognized as the Ruler over all
God that ye have come into the plane and when the human will becomes
of existence in this radiant century submissive to His will.
wherein the bestowals of God are
But those who have accepted and
appearing from all directions, when understand the message of Baha'u'the doors of the kingdom have been llah are no longer confused. They
opened unto you, the call of God is are not alarmed. They know the final
being raised and the virtues of the outcome and that it will be good.
human world are in the process of un- They fear not no matter how much
foldment."
others fear. These Baha'i teachings
It is the day of fulfillment, and are being given all over the world by
blessed indeed are those who are experienced teachers· with un exearnestly seeking the Solution of our ampled enthusiasm and unspeakable
The flag of unity and
complex problems, for they shall courage.
surely find. One of the very first brotherly love is being raised and is
and the most important thing of all flying in all directions. Travel north,
that a seeker after Truth will find south, east or west, all over the world,
is that no power save the Power of 'and you will find Baha'is. It is the
God can develop in us the group or day of fulfillment.
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EFLECT upon the material springtime. When
winter comes the trees are leafiess, the fields and
meadows withered, the :flowers die away into dustheaps; in prairie, mountain and garden no freshness lingers, no beauty is visible, no verdure can be
seen. Everything is clad in the robe of death.
Wherever you look around you will find the expression of
death and decay. But when the spring comes, the showers
descend, the sun fioods the meadows and plains with light;
you will observe creation clad in a new robe of expression.
The showers have made the meadows green and verdant. The
warm breezes have caused the trees to put on their garments
of leaves. They have blossomed and soon will produce new,
fresh and delightful fruits. Everything appears endowed with
a newness of life; a new animus and spirit is everywhere
visible. The spring has resuscitated all phenomena and has
adorned the earth with beauty as it willeth.
Even so is the springtime spiritual when it comes. When
the holy, divine Manifestations or Pl'ophets appeal' in the
world, a cycle of radiance, an age of mercy dawns. Everything is renewed. Minds, hearts and all human forces are
reformed, perfections are quickened, sciences, discoveries and
investigations are stimulated afresh and everything appertaining to the virtues of the human world is revitalized.ConsideI' this present century of radiance and compare it V\ith
the past centuries. What a vast difference exists between
them! How minds have developed! How perceptions have
deepened! How discoveries have increased! \\That great
projects have been accomplished! How many realities have
become manifest! How many mysteries of creation have
been probed and penetrated! What is the cause of this? It
is through the efficacy of the spiritual springtime in which
,ve are living. Day by day the world attains a new bounty.
In this radiant century neither the old customs nor the old
sciences, cl'afts, laws and regulations have remained. The old
political principles are undergoing change and a new bodypolitic is in process of formation.
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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EXCERPTS FROM MY DIARY
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER
This is the second in the interesting series of Dia1'y Sketches from the pen of Mrs.
Ransom-Kehler, the first hav~ng been published in November, 1926. This gifted writer
ha,d the privilege of being in Haifa, Palestine, for several weeks last year. An acute
analyzer' of people and of places, these sketches by her reveal the intimate soul of the
Orient.-E ditor.

the month of fastI Ting.IS Ramadan,
From the moment when it is

ing to the average Occidental than
to be seen praying; except in the cold
light enough to distinguish a black and meaningless conformity of the
thread from a white one, the Moslem average public meeting. To fling
must abstain from food until the sun himself on his knees, lift his hands to
has set. A gun booms from the heaven, bend prostrate on his face
Mosque announcing the official de- before any and every passer-by, is inparture of the orb of day.
compatible with our egotism and our
How gratifying it is to the human self-consciousness. Our approach to
heart to be able to find those substi- the Almighty must, whatever its
tutes for self-effacement and sacri- ardor or intensity, be well within the
fice, which are the primal command confines of good-form. But the Arab,
of every great religious Teacher. To unconstrained and naif in his appeal
repeat set prayers, to fast, to give to God, kneels by the road-side.
alms, to wear sack cloth and tonsure,
It is interesting to note the reason
-how man delights to offer these ex- that we so often see the Arabs at
ternal evidences of devotion while re- prayer at this particular spot. One
taining all the scheming privacies of of the awful horrors that greeted the
the heart.
family of Baha'u'llah when they arMuhammadan nations follow the rived in 'Akka was the evidences of
lunar calendar, so that there is a con- strange and disfiguring diseases on
tinual rotation of anniversaries. (For all sides. It was said that "a bird
instance, the martyrdom of the Bab could not flyover 'Akka and live"; so
which we always commemorate on foul was the water, so stagnant the
the ninth of July, is commemorated marshes, so prevalent malaria, so
in Haifa this year on March thir- ilamp and hot the atmosphere, so
teenth). Thus the fast month is con- primitive the sanitation.
tinually changing for the Moslem. If
We see enacted again and again in
it fall in winter, it is not so difficult, the drama of life the same recurring
but coming in summer when the sun episode; a Being arises who utters
sets late and rises early it works a the Call of the Kingdom of God,· and
real hardship on the devout.
releases in the potency of His Word
All the year through the Muham- that irresistible might that draws
madans must pray five times a day, man back to his spiritual origin. Not
and wash before each of these re- only with no prestige (often forcquired periods for the commemora- ibly shorn of it) no human assistance,
tion of God. The Prophet advises but against the malicious opposition
those sojourning in the desert where of organized society, He establishes
water is inaccessible, to wash with His authority and revivifies the dead
sand. The skin can be quite thor- hearts of men.
oughly cleansed in this way.
So when Baha'u'llah came to 'Akka
Nothing could be more embarrass- as a prisoner, it was a shift on the
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Bird's-eye view of the to~vn of 'Akkli, the pestilential climccte of
mi'J'aculously changed elUTing the imprisonrntent there of Bahli'u'lllih.
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part of His persecutors to do away the Arabs to pray because here they
with Him and His followers without can perform their required ablutions.
actual physical execution. Those in
authority had been warned against
Him as a most dangerous heretic and
We are sitting under the great oaks
traitor; for church and state being between the old Palace of Bahji and
one, any act of infidelity to Islam is the sea. The Arabs carry on their
not only heretical but a political crime devotions as if they were absolutely
as well. Now behold one of those alone in the middle of a desert impermysterious miracles that follows in vious to our glances and conversathe path of these mighty Beings! In tion. A darling old woman from a
a short time the Governor of 'Akka garden near-by has appeared with a
is seeking to know what favor he can huge clean kerchief full of salted sundo for Bah3:u'llah! "Repair the old flower seeds. The Oriental ladies lay
Roman aqueduct, and bring an abun- bare the small white flake of a kernel
dant supply of clear fresh water to with perfect ease. For an Occiden'Akka," is the reply. Then the moats tal to succeed in opening one is
not an achievement; it is a career.
were drained, and so one by one the
Farood brings out bowls of orange
malignant things disappear and good juice in which crisp tender leaves of
things succeed them. And now the romaine lettuce are rolled and dipopening here in front of Bahji, in the ped; while the conversation turns on
aqueduct restored to usefulness by the relative place of Byron and
the kind jailer, is a favorite place for Wordsworth in English literature.
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This is the kaleidoscopic East that
exercises an ineffaceable spell over
the soul of the Westerner. "When
you hear the East a-callin' you won't
never 'eed naught else."
Here comes a troupe of young boys,
handsome, care-free fellows, out for
a holiday. Nothing could be more
depressing than the part played by
women in the public life of the
Orient. The costume of the Turkish woman, which prevails here also,
is gloomy and sinister to the last degree. Entirely of black with a tightfitting black cap completely covering
the head and ears and a thick black
veil making any sight of the face impossible, it gives the impression of a
vi.ctim just ready for the hangman;
this is the costume still tenaciously
adhered to by millions of women.
The white costume of the north
African provinces with the white
veil, revealing the eyes, is charming.
The dainty bit of white chiffon worn
just under the nose and secured vvith
gold rings about the ears is characteristic of the fashionable Egyptian woman; but this awful shroud
of the Turkish and Syrian women is
really hideous.
In America where women are so
ubiquitous, men have to plan a good
deal how to keep away from us; but
here comes a troop of gay young
boys for an afternoon of frolic-not
a woman permitted to be in sightand their idea of a holiday is to bring
a guitar-like instrument and sing
poignant love-songs.
Toward sunset when the day is
cooler, we walk into' Akka to do some
errands in the bazaars~ It is very
late and only one or two are open. As
the merchant is showing us his wares
the gun that marks the end of his fast
is suddenly fired. Quick as a flash
his little boy runs to a nearby stall to
fetch some dates. There is a tradition that the Prophet broke his fast
with dates. Hungrily, greedily, the

man stretches out his hand and then
with quick courtesy presents them to
us saying, "Fadile" (kindly help
yourselves). How many Occidentals,
who have had no food from daybreak
to sunset, would offer it first to total
strangers?

It is astonishing to see how the repatriation of the Jews is rapidly
changing the whole social structure
of Palestine. Men and women (unveiled, naturally) are seen together
everywhere. The very fabric of society is giving way before these
strange new impacts; and changes
that it might otherwise take centuries to accomplish, are rapidly succeeding the old order.
- God promised His chosen people
millenia ago that they would one day
work out their aspirations in this
milieu friendly to their objectives.
It was to be accomplished in that
latter day when good tidings would
be published and peace proclaimed.
It is indeed significant that the first
firman permitting the return of the
Jews to Palestine was issued when
Baha'u'llah was exiled.
The Semite has ·offered two great
gifts to civilization; first a passionate
monotheism reiterated after the
great teaching of Moses with increased intensity by the Semite Muhammad. Second, trade and commerce, which together with the stupendous Occidental contribution of
news and communication, are doing
more to unify the world than law or
education or religion have so far accomplished. We remain perfectly
willing to kill those whose opinion
on religion or form of government
may differ from our own, but the
world over, people are becoming more
and more hesitant about killing their
customers.
A sharp and bitter economic read-
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A typical st1'eet scene in the NeaT East.

justment is going on in Palestine, due
to the introduction of Occidental
trade usage,
The old hit-or-miss
barter of the East is going down before the accurately determined price
and quality standards of the West.
An unsung hero in our historic annals is one, A. T. Stewart, the predecessor of John Wanamaker in New
York. One bright Monday morning
his astonished customers discovered
that everything in his shop was
marked with a fixed price, and the
old romantic habit of letting the softvoiced woman with charm have her
spool of thread a cent or two cheaper
than the hard-faced termagant,
passed from Western practice.
The Jew, in his repatriation experiment, has brought with him the
viewpoint of the Orient and the practice of the Occident. The Germans

alone (there is a large colony in
Haifa) can offer him competition.
The Arab watches in baffled amazement his own countrymen turning as
customers to those who are taking his
economic life.
That practice honored throughout
civilization of keeping things dear
and men cheap, is tragically evident
here on all sides. Such tattered peopIe! Such degrading labor! My
gorge rises as I see men burdened
like camels, almost breaking under
loads that only a horse would carry
in America.
There is the sense that the scene
is occurring in its pitiless sordidness
and constant reiteration as of two
thousand years ago, while that stern
voice of accusation and summons
rings athwart the centuries: "For
they bind heavy burdens and grievous
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View over Haifa, Pales,tine fro,nt the Shrines of the Bap cmd 'Abdu'l-Baha on
Mt. Carmel.

to be borne, and lay them on men's
shoulders; but they themselves will
not move them with one of their
fingers. Woe unto you, scribes and
Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye pay
tithe of mint and anise and cummin,
and have omitted the weightier matters of the law, judgment, mercy,
and faith: these ought ye to have
done, and not to leave the other undone."-(Matthew 23 :4-23).
Oh,
God, how long-how much longer will
it be before we lift ourselves above
that ILoral plane that permits us to
live delicately in the mi,dst of the
want and of the suffering of our
brother man?

I wander into a shop attracted by
a Turkish necklace. A very beautiful young man, about the age of one
of my own boys, waits on me. I take
him to be a Hindu. "What is your

nationality?" I ask. "I am a Jew,"
he answers. "Oh," I exclaim with unaffected pleasure, "it always makes
me so happy to meet a Jew! We must
never forget that it was you who
gave us the noblest conception of the
human mind-that of one God the
loving Father of all mankind J"
The boy quickly reached into his
show-case and drew out a pin that I
had admired. "Take this," he said
earnestly. "Keep it always as a
souvenir of me." At that moment
his brother, across the shop, having
heard nothing of the previous conversation, caught his words. "What,
what is this?" he shouts in great excitement. "Are you giving away our
goods ?" With an imperious gesture
the boy replies, "Say not a word!
This woman is our friend. I will
make it all right with you," and with
ill-expressed thanks I hurry away to
conceal my emotion. It recalls to me,
as such things always do, what a man
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in prison once said to me: "What all
this world is dying for is a friend !"
In the Shrines this great sense
penetrates me-the realization that
Baha!u'Wih and' Abdu'l-Baha are our
changeless Friends, common to all
and special to each. In moments of
strength and hope and enthusiasm,
it is our great jiaiT to work under
their direction, to spend ourselves,
to use our insight and vigor for the
accomplishment of their ends. But
in those moments when fatigue and
disappointment harass us, in those
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moments that psychology refers to
as "collapse," where can we turn in
our doubt and desperation but to
those Mighty Beings who shine like
majestic Suns along man's path!
Nothing can ever happen to me
now that can thwart me, in imagination, from burying my face in the
jasmin-strewn threshold at Bahji
and knowing as a definite part of my
spiritual equipment, forever, that
"God will assist all those who arise
to serve Him."

THE DAWN
Ye nations of the earth ! Awake! AriiS,e!
Throw off the mildewed garments of the past,
And don the seamless robe of Unity;
For ye are all the leaves of one Great Tree,
And drops of the One Ocean of God's Love;
Flowers ye are of many varied hues,
All springing from the one kind mother earth,
Why then this hatred, prejudice and strife?
These walls of high division and distrust,
This lack of understanding, which doth chill
And kill, as doth the frost, the buds of faith?
Return ye to your Source where all are One,
And there behold each other face to face.
No longer seeing through a darkened glass
Which in the past hath held ye far apart.
The hour hath struck ! Awake and see God's Light!
His glory ,soon is,hall fill the Universe,
And His great Tent of Unity be pitched,
'Where all nations, races, sects and creeds,
Shall meet and form a Fellowship Divine,
Freed from all discord and oppression dark,
REALITY-the Tree of Ancient Root,
Is now in bloonll, and soon shall bear Its fruit;
The Doors of Knowledge are flung open wide,
The Light of Wi<3dom shineth on the path,
And unto such as do obey God's Wiill,
The Mysteries Divine shall be revealed;
Humanity's true heritage of Love
Awaits ye at the Court of God's Command.
Put on your garments· New of Brotherhood,
And come ye forth with Joy to greet the Dawn.
Shahfiaz Waite.
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A FAMOUS ESPERANTIST
MART HA L.ROOT
The following article and interview with M
P l Bl .
Margaret L. Jones), author of the Es erant ?·s. au" awe (before her marriage, Miss
national Language" and perhaps the b~st k 0 MaFiual, A. Co;nplete Guide to the Intervividly the advantages and achievements ~own speranttst m Engla:nd, .sets forth most
followen hold for it.-Editor.
f Esperanto!, and the htgh tdeals which its

"FOR THE linguist and for the
student, Esperanto gives an infinitely rich field for exploration, full
of treasures." With a voice full of
enthusiasm, and with a kindly earnest expression, Mrs. Paul Blaise went
on to present the many advantages
of Esperanto. She said, "Of course
the first advantage of Esperanto is
not its own specialty. It belongs to
all affairs of the mind; because it is
the effort itself to acquire the language; and it is an advantage for the
reason that any mental endeavor
must be a good. Its second advantage
is the light which Esperanto throws
upon the National languages from the
etymological construction of the
roots, and the construction ,of the
lang-ua,g,e itself. English instructors
find it is amazing to note the many
National words which are never understood by pupils in classes until
the moment when they meet the Esperanto equivalent."
"There are many advantages,"
said Mrs. Blaise, "which the study of
Esperanto supplies by the new ideas
of logic, simple clearness of speech,
and others which one easily and naturally absorbs while learning, until
finally the student finds that he no
longer wishes to spoil his own beautiful language by the too frequent use
of national idioms, incomplete expressions, ambiguities, peculiar forms or
discourtesies. And here I wish to
say that Esperanto possibly is the
only living language which does not
contain slang and impolite phrases.
I assure you that Esperanto is one of
the most polite languages in the
world on account of the flexibility of"

Mrs. Paul Blaise, pr01ninent Esperantist
of England.

its order of words. For example, if
one wishes to call attention to the
age of a lady of experience one names
her 'less young' instead of "the
elder.' Even the most ordinary commercial letters always end with the
phrase, 'With cordial salutation'; and
what true disciple would wish to use
the 'kara' language for uttering discourteous words?"
"Probably the chief advantage
which our language will supply in
the future will be its utility in international commerce. This field is already absolutely unequaled.
The
merchant who does not learn Esperanto now, will find himself at a great
disadvantage in the future, especially
when he discovers that those already
using Esperanto have greatly expanded their international business
interests. "
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International Congresses were
cited by Mrs. Blaise. She said, "Suppose a merchant has a new patent, a
new food, a drug, a machine or anything else. Wishing to sell it in all
countries and not knowing Esperanto, he has to advertise in all languages, and at the same time pay bills
of the different printers. He has to
trust his affairs to foreign agents
and rely on their good will, because,
ordinarily, even their letters are, at
first sight, incomprehensible to him.
How altogether different it is with
the Esperantist. He may not have
any financial standing, but having
something to sell which he hopes to
make world-famous, he makes his announcements in Esperanto and sends
them to the heads of Esperanto
groups and to Esperanto delegates
in all countries. This is quite an inexpensive matter. But let us suppose also that the merchant is
wealthy. Then he goes to the yearly
International Congresses and takes
with him some thousands of announcements, and possibly also specimens or models of his wares. At the
Congress he arranges that his goods
be displayed in the Exhibition; that
in the Congress Daily Gazette there
shall be an announcement; that in
every book, circular or magazine, to
be sold during the Congress there are
some advertisements of his goods;
and finally, he returns home knowing
well that not only one, two or three
thousand persons already know about
his business, but that they, in turn
will carry the news into all corners
of the world.
"Again, if he be a rich man, he can
send his announcements to the delegates of the Universal Esperanto Association with the payment and the
request that they have these translated nationally and look after the advertising in the different cities.
'That,' you will say 'of course even
ordinary foreigners would do will-
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ingly enough for sufficient payment.'
Yes, true, but here is the special advantage of Esperanto: the delegates
are known as trustworthy and enlightened men; further, they are always controlled by the Association
itself, for first of course they are fellow-Esperantists, and . consequently
are trustworthy and honest, and secondly, they will work with pleasure
to satisfy their comrades."
"I do not need to speak to you about
the advantages and the delights of
travel when one is an Esperantist.
You well know how one may be met
everywhere by the Esperanto delegates, and that after that there are
no difficulties. If one writes immediately to the Esperanto delegate or
others in the places to be visited in a
few days one will receive complete
details as to routes, hotels, etc., in
different towns, and on arrival in
every place one finds a friend instead
of a foreigner."

The literary field was also discussed by Mrs. Blaise. She said: "1
would like to contradict the assertion of some that Esperanto will not
have and cannot have a literature.
That is an erroneous statement. Esperanto not only will have, it already
has an excellent, wonderful, powerful, diversified, clever and beautiful
literature. Esperanto is useful for
the best translations and is also suitable for original works. I know that
one might say that Esperanto at present has for the most part only translations, and that translations are not
true literature. To that I reply, first,
that this is no longer true; and secondly, that it is impossible to create
a great, original literature in a very
short time, and especially so because
our best Esperantists are needed always for propagander of the language and they therefore get no time
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for writing. Thirdly, in my opinion, knew only the international I should
a good translation is just as good a not complain as long as there existed
proof of the suitability of Esperanto other Esperantists."
for literature as is an original work,
"One often complains," Mrs. Blaise
because the same words, the same finished saying, "that all roles in life
phrases, the same literary powers, are already filled, and that there reare needed equally for both kinds of mains no new path for the ambitious.
work.
When we read 'Ifigenio' Others say that life no longer holds
'Marto,' 'Paulo kaj Virginion' 'La any interest and that there is a lack
Faraono' and others we really live of ideally intelligent persons for
with the heroes, we truly feel our- friends. To these Esperanto now
selves contemporaneous with them, proposes great advantages. To these
we really see the surroundings, suffer our dear language says: 'Learn me,
the misfortunes, enjoy the delights, and I will shew a glorious brilliant
which are described in translations way. If you are a singer, an actor,
and what more can a simple language through me you will more melodiously
do? You see, it is clear that even for and sweetly charm other hearts; and
the non-travel er and the non-com- speaking an understood, easy lanmercial Esperanto also has great ad- guage you will yet receive applause
vantages, because everybody, even and laurels, till now only carried to
the less educated, may by its means the feet of those who sing a difficult,
explore the literature of other lands. foreign language. Only be a good
Esperanto will be for him the open lab oreI', only be willing to have your
sesame to that which, for his uncon- own high place in the world and alverted brother, will always be the ready you will find that you will be
treasure behind a doubly locked sought by many. Are you a collector,
door and here again is a special ad- a scientist, a physician? through me
vantage: that tliese great works are my agents will serve you in all parts
usually translated by enlightened Es- of the world. If you are an author,
perantists who are fellow countrymen only think! by writing in Esperanto,
of the authol'S, consequently compre- you will be like a preacher in the
hending and translating the special pulpit of the world. You will be able
style of the author."
to influence and to exalt, you will be
able to console and help, you will be
able to touch the hearts of thousands
of readers of different nations. Not
When the writer asked Mrs. Blaise, a century will be necessary, but
"Can Esperanto express your true hardly one yeaT, for your voice to atthoughts? Can Esperanto convey tain all corners of the earth. If you
your most intimate feelings? Is an are a missionary, you will be able to
artificial language fit for the thou- go everywhere and instruct your
sand and one affairs of daily life, for humble brothers by means of me (the
poetry, for prayer, for the highest most simple known language) in the
feelings of the soul? In speaking or Father-love of God and the brotherwriting, do your thoughts flow as love of· man. If you are a teacher,
rapidly as in your national lan- through me you can get information
guage ?" To all these questions she in every country, and your lessons
replied: "Yes, yes, yes, because I have in history, in geography, in the peopersonally proved all and even if I ples, in the morals, customs of inhabshould find tomorrow that I had quite itants of other lands will be a thouforgotten my national language and sand-fold enriched,-if you will only
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use me as a collector of information.
If you are a nurse, especially of the

Red Cross Society, it is absolutely
your duty to learn me in order that
you may understand, before you help,
the invalids and the wounded of all
lands. If you are an intelligent person who longs for sympathetic souls
with whom you can exchange
thoughts, only learn me and very
quickly you will find all whom you
desire.'
"In this and other ways and even
more alluringly, Esperanto speaks to
those who desire to labor for mankind, or who desire to find the highest pleasures. As a last word, I
should like briefly to call your attention to the great moral influence of
Esperanto. For a long time, even
before one commences to have the
feeling of Espemntis11t, one feels that
advantage, through the lessons of
logic, construction, patience and toleration which the language teaches.
For young people in schools this cannot be too highly stressed. They always do learn these useful lessons
because in our language there exists
the duty of considering one's neighboy. For example, before searching
the needed word in a dictionary one
must patiently try to construct a fit
instrument for conveying one's
thoughts; one learns to love language
for the sake of language itself, and
no longer wishes to make it ugly in
sound or construction; and, before

using a phrase one must try to judge
whether a foreigner will be able to
understand it, and so on.
But much greater than these moral
advantages of the student days are
the results which the language brings
because of a mutual understanding.
This comprehension opens the heart,
and then we know at last that foreigners absolutely do not exist, because understanding carries with it
sympathy and love. We know then
the great plan of the universe. We
know that we are just units of one
great whole, and therefore worldbrothers. In our great congresses,
one sees this brotherly love demonstrated, for there are neither different ranks, nor different. tribes; nor
different ages; nor rich, nor poor;
nor professional nor sex distinctions.
There one truly fOTgets the thousand
and one artificial barriers of the
world's regulations. There one easily converses with all; there one feels
pleasurably the equalizing influence
of the 'internal idea'; there one well
knows that we are all brothers and
members of one same family. Oh!
in very truth, the songs of all real
poets, the thoughts of all great philosophers, the hopes of all glorious
Prophets, the doctrines of all religions are united and realized in Esperanto and Esperantism. Therefore
I strongly urge the study of Esperanto that it may quickly spread
throughout the world."

"His Holiness Baha!u'lliih over fifty years ago wrote a book; that book is
called 'The Most Holy Book,' and in that book one of the fundamental principles
of the Bahii'f Movement i,s that there must be the invention of an auxiliary
language, and then He goes on to explain the benefits and profits that will accrue
throug,h such a medium. Now praise be to God, this- language of Esperanto is
invented, and this is one of the special endowments of this brilliant century;
this is one of the greatest undertaking,s of this great age."
'Abdu'l-Bahii.
11
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AN AMITY WORLD UNITY
CONFERENCE
LOUIS G. GREGORY
"Light is good in whatsoever larnp it is burning. A rO(le is beautiful in whatsoever'
garden it may bloom. A star has the same radiance whether it shines from the East 01'
from the West."-'Ab,du'l-Baha.

AYTON, OHIO, the gem city,
sparkling in the valley and on
both banks of the Miami, was the
scene of the eighth in the series of
World Unity Conferences which began in San Francisco in the spring
or last year. This Conference held
four sessions-January 13, 14, 15,
and 16. The initial meeting was devoted to the promotion of amity between the white and colored races,
and in every way showed signs of
blessing, confirmation and happiness.
The officials of the Central Young
Men's Christian Association gave the
use of their auditorium for the meeting. Wide publicity resulted in a fine
responsive audience. A poll would
have been required to tell which of
these two races was numerically in
excess.
The Glee Club of Wilberforce University presented a program in which
Negro songs of jubilee were varied
with classic selections. The director,
Mr. William Sykes, made a brief address, interpreting the genius and
motif of the old spiritual songs.
Mr. Horace Holley presided and
gave an historical review of the
hatreds and prejudices which have
influenced men's thoughts, the outgrowth of conditions which no longer
exist. His plea was that men should
now let both heart and mind expand
so as to be free from bias and to
serve the world of humanity in the
spirit that perceives its essential
unity.

D

The principal speaker at this ses:.sion, delivering what was referred to

by the press as the key-note address
of the Conference, was Mr. Albert
R. Vail of Chicago. His subject was,
"Scientific Proofs of the Oneness of
H umani ty."
"After nineteen hundred years,"
he declared, as quoted by the press,
"we are beginning to realize the
meaning of Christ's vision of brotherhood and to deal with the race problem as something that lies at the
heart of religion and not as something to be handed over to the police.
Every modern science confirms the
principle of unity. The astronomer
reports that one law underlies the
entire universe. The biologist finds
the same fundamental pattern in
every form of life. The physiologist
finds no basis for the claim of race
superiority in the creation of man.
There is no difference in the average
sizes of the brains of men white and
black.
Again, psychologists have
made careful intelligence tests of a
·large number of white and colored
children with results that are practically equal for both groups. Step
by step, therefore, we climb upward
to the spiritual view, that the only
superior man is he who loves most
and serves best."
The other speaker was Mr. Gregory, who presented a picture of the
problems of various races and nations, including those in. America,
and told of the Baha'l teachings in
racial adjustment.
His address
was concluded with the following
quotation from the Words of ;Abdu'lBaha:
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"0 ye teachers of the Cause of the
Supreme Lord! Travel ye, teach ye!
Destroy ye the foundation of hatred,
malice and contention from amongst
the children of men and lay ye the
basis of the palace of love and universal peace!" "The lights of the
oneness of the world of humanity are
scintillating like unto precious jewels;
scatter their rays to all parts! Upraise ye the banner of unity, fraternity, cooperation and reciprocity
amongst all the people; so that there
may not be left from prejudice aught
save a name and of ignorance not
even a shadow; the religion of God
may pitch its tent over the East and
West, the Light of the Kingdom may
illumine all hearts, perfect agreement
and association may be realized between races, religions and nativities,
and the world of creation may find
composure and tranquillity."

THE SECOND CONFERENCE
session was held at the auditorium
of the Young Women's Christian Association. A fine musical program
was presented at this and the following sessions by the Holstein Trio.
Mr. Horace Holley, presiding, gave
a philosophical review of the increasing power of the liuman will, which
today becomes uppermost among
mental forces, having as never before its unfoldment in the daily life
of man. It is now reinforced by scientific development and this is very
important; for although the thought
·of war may not yet be different from
that of former ages, yet the fact of
war is far different. Therefore in
.arder to escape disaster the will must
be directed by new spiritual powers.
The purpose of these Conferences is
to educate and spiritualize both the
-personal and group will, so as to
bring cooperation with all other peoples and thus reflect the fundamental
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law of the universe. The society of
the past contained little or no connection between the inner and outer
life of man. Today, we can eliminate
poverty, ignorance and superstition
and with the latent powers of the
spirit produce a new world.
In a
word, these Conferences give a medium of expression to those who can
explain the problems of modern life
and so help us to reconstruct our wills
as to apply the laws of divine creation in man. All the world is one
and the universal ideal is the law of
love.
Mr. Vail prefaced his address on
"The Spiritual Foundation of Peace,"
by reading selections from the Message of the New Day by 'Abdu'lBaha. He reported the address of a
professor of international law who
had recently returned from Europe
with a gloomy picture of dissentions
and threatened warfare, but who in
the few moments of closing his address, beamed with happiness as he
referred to ancient prophecies with a
promise of universal peace. This is
the day when the spiritual foundaMon
of peace fills the world, all must help
to bring it to pass. We must seek not
our own way, but justice to all men.
All difficulties must be arbitrated,
women's rights must be respected,
new text-books and new education
must come into vogue and the mightiest peace-maker, the law of God, must
be obeyed. He gave an eloquent portrayal of the great triumphs of the
Holy Ones of the past who through
the Power of the Holy Spirit had
brought order out of chaos, and urged
the acceptance of the Unity of Truth,
the Light of the New Day, and the
spiritual outpouring which is the
Kingdom of God.
Dr. John Herman Randall selected
as his subject, "The World We Live
In: What of the Future?" He described a wonderful man who came
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from the Orient to America in 1912
with a great message. Churches and
synagogues, peace societies and universities opened their doors to Him.
He said nothing about ecclesiasticism,
dogmas, or church organization. Nor
did He claim a new religion, but He
translated religion in terms of the
spirit,-unity, cooperation and love.
In those days men were lulled into
a fancied security by the philosophy
of Herbert Spencer. The mighty
cosmic force of evolution was to carry
man upward into a perfect man and
a perfect society. It was a blind optimism and a smug self-complacency.
It reached the stage of a mad rush for
armaments and ended in the colossal
losses of the great war. This was the
end of one epoch and the ushering in
of a new and a different kind of life.
He then pictured the world struggle
between two forces, the one of separation, aversion, destruction, the
other working for understanding· fellowship and love.
Nationalism has been called the religion of the western world. It creates rivalries, jealousies and competition. Its economic imperialism continually reaches out to control weaker
peoples. Among many it has caused
great bitterness and anti-foreign feeling. On the other hand, such developments as cruises around the world,
radio development and aeroplane activities indicate the other force. The
world is being knit together by an
economic mechanism. It was wrecked
by the great war but is again forming. We are now becoming aware
that what helps one helps all, and
what hurts one hurts all. A supposed rival is often a best customer.
There is also a cultural unity caused
by travel. People go abroad and return with what they learn. Beneath
all outward differences there is the
same motion and aspiration after
beauty. The nearer we come to people the more clearly we can see that

they are our brothers. All are members of the great family of God.
Great human qualities make us one
with all the world. We must have
faith in human nature as well as in
the Prophets of God. We must resist those forces which work to destory humanity, for another war, as
Premier Baldwin says, "will sound
the death knell of civilization."
There must be .a consciousness
which expands into the community of
the world, each for all and all for
each. Two things vitally needed are
the technique of organization and the
spirit of unity in our own hearts
growing brighter and brighter to fill
the whole world.

THE
FIRST
UNITARIAN
CHURCH, whose pastor, Rev. J ames
W. MacDonald, presided, housed the
third session. The chairman voiced
happiness in being part of a meeting for world unity and high hopes
that the world might be permeated
with the spirit of justice and love
which some call God. May all share
the blessings of human well-being.
There is no better education than the
succession of such Conferences to
promote it. What greater satisfaction can there be than the building
of the divinely human commonwealth
which may be known as the family of
God?
Prof. Frank D. Slutz, famous educator, was the first speaker, his subject being, "Education and America."
His address in substance was a plea
for liberalism in education, for the
use of laboratory methods in solving the problems of life, and for a.
tireless search for God in all human
endeavors. In the evolution of a new
civilization he said there were four
principles about which men might be
positive.
1. Earn, then enjoy. All moneys,.
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incomes, honors, etc., must be earned.
This is the best challenge to radicalism. This is the conversation of desire.
2. True citizenship is a practice,
not an attitude. Government is cooperative. Keep the law if you want
protection. Keep the law of friendship if you want friendship. Keep
the law of love if you want love.
3. Home is the acme of achievement. Teachers should not be celibates. How can one who has no
home teach home life? Teach a passion for home and the way to make
home.
4. Everyone must go on a search
magnificent for God. When a nation
loses spirituality its life is gone.
Prof. Slutz also suggested three
areas in which there should be no
dogmatism.
1. The present division of lab or
and organization of industry should
not be regarded as an ark which no
one dares touch. Give our boys a
chance to question and inquire. Investigation may find a better way.
2. Racial contacts. All races can
contribute to the world's progress.
All have both big and little men.
Each can take pride in its achievements. In the orchestra both the
base violin and the flute are needed.
3. International relationships.
Here indeed we have been too dogmatic. Let all such dogmatism as
well as the spirit of aggression, "pass
in music out of sight." Remember
also opinions are not facts.
Dr. John Herman Randall spoke on,
"The Next Steps Forward in Religion." The only influence, he declared, that can save the world from
itself is education and religion. He
then pictured some obstacles to progress in the religious world today.
One is that the living dogmas of the
dead have become the dead dogmas
of the living. There was a time when
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such dogmas had life and men were
willing to live and die for them. But
the world of these dogmas has gone
never to return. Our world is entirely different. The youth of today
are only mystified when they hear
such dogmas. Their lang;mge tlley
do not understand. The great and
real laws of life must now be put into
modern parlance.
While all the religions of the past
have saved some, no religion of the
past has saved all. All have had some
lives beautiful and noble, but none
has completely transformed society.
Religion for tomorrow must become
less and less sectarian and more and
more universal. It is great gain
if we can forget our own labels and
names and see the landscape as God
created it, from the mountain-top.
Our antagonisms must give way to
appreciation and understanding. The
religion of the New Day must be
social rather than individualistic. It
must inspire with hope. Its work is
to save the world and to transform
society. The true philosophy is that
of social control. Not by love alone,
not by knowledge alone, but by love
and knowledge do we attain. The
family of God on earth is of every
race, color and creed. Through education and religion, knowledge and
love, faith is lifted out of archaic theology and creedal narrowness, and
is free to work out the great destiny
of humanity.

THE CLOSING SESSION of the
World Unity Conference filled the
auditorium of the Young Men's Christian Association with men and
women, the Conference being the
guest of the Forum of the said organization. Mr. G. A. Doeller, presiding, gave cordial welcome to all.
Judge Florence Allen, of the Supreme Court of the State of Ohio,
was the first speaker. The first
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woman jurist of the world is truly
a great character. Her personal
charm, profound learning, trenchant
logic, eloquent periods and moral enthusiasm, all in a righteous cause,
made a deep and lasting impression.
Upon the basis of the Declaration of
Independence, the preamble of the
Constitution of the United States and
the precedents set by 'great American executives and jurists in the interpretation of human rights, she
made a clean-cut legal argument, yet
phrased in popular terms so that all
might follow. And this was done
with intense interest by all. The
gravamen of her discourse was the
outlawry of war and the protection
of the inalienable rights of every
American by adequate legislation.
She contended against the iniquitous
doctrine that States could never do
wrong, and pointed out that under
the present archaic customs, not those
who wickedly wage offensive wars
could be punished, but rather the
righteous ones who protested against
war could be forced to languish in
prison. A righteous stand taken by
this nation would powerfully influence the peace and stability of the
world. Interpreting the Monroe doctrine, she declared that its true spirit
was to denounce our right to do
wrong. No act of aggression should
ever be committed unless our soil is
actually invaded by foreign foes, and
then only in self-defense. Ethical
and moral principles should govern
all. We should never think anyone,
not even ourselves, to be above the
law.
Dr. Herbert A. Miller, head of the
sociological department of Ohio State
University, concluded the program
with an address on, "Scientific and
Religious Tendencies Toward World
Unity." There are two fields of interest, he said, that are universal,science and religion. Scientific laws

Dr'. H 6Tb6Tt A. Mille1', of Ohio Stfkte
Univ6Tsity.

do not tell us what ought to be, but
what is. Science is ever increasing
in authority and scope. There are
two principal kinds of science, natural and social. Biology applies regardless of frontiers. Its principles
are valued regardless of the country
of origin. Scientific progress continues to break down many barriers
of separation. Radio, aeroplane activity, the Einstein theory of relativity, may be cited as illustrations. In
the way of the social sciences also
there is the strenthening of the bonds
of unity. From the standpoint of
sociology, psychology and anthropology, no grounds for racial superiority can be discovered. Psychologists
also say that one race differs not from
another in capacity; nor has the male
sex greater capacity than the female.
Many errors float about, however, because of the tendency of men to rationalize their beliefs, regardless of
their truthfulness. W hen men
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thought the earth flat they constructed a system of astronomy to
support that view. In the same way
men build up a culture and then identify it with their color and fancy
those of a different color incapable.
"Manifest destiny" and the Nordic
myth are among the bogies now exploded by science.
Viewed sociologically, religion is a
body of ideas to fill in the gap between time and space and what is beyond. The way of fillin,g in is theology. From this viewpoint all religion is tribal. All religions contain
some kinds of symbol usually developed according to local col or. But
all religions are now coming together.
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Underlying all religions are the same
truths. Since the progress of religions involves its separation from the
state, religion can no longer be patriotic. States very often object to
this separation which prevents them
from using religion for their own
ends. The effort to change men from
one religion to another rarely succeeds. But an enlargement of the
horizon to make each see the good in
all, is under way. The things that
keep religions apart are artificial
while those that tend to unite them
are real. There are indications that
not far off through the unity of all
religions universal civilization will
be secured.

Praise be to God r In this century of illumination, hearts are inclined toward agreement and
fellowship and minds are thoughtful upon the
question of the unification of mankind. There
is an emanation of the universal consciousness
today which clearly indicates the dawn of a great
unity.
'Abdu'l-Baha
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THE UNIVERSAL SOLVENT
DR. ORROL L. HARPER
"The Balui'i Message is C~ call to religious unity and not an invitation to a new religion, not a new path to im?1wrtality, God f m'bid! It is the ancient path cleared of the
debris of i?1w,gincttions and sUjJerstitions of men, of the debris of strife and misunderstanding and is again made a clea1' path to the sincere seeker, that he may entm' the1'ein
in assurance cmd find that the Word of God is One W01',d, though the speakers' were
many."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

HAT the world needs is not a
Wnew
religion, but religion renewed; not a new road to God, but a
clearing of all roads; not a new pathway to perfection, but a searching,
clarifying, iIlumining light that will
reveal the hidden and obscured
treasures on every pathway. "There
are as many ways to God as there
are human beings."
The concept of life, of religion, of
anything, is limited by the capacity
of the individual consciousness. Each
human being is a mine of undiscovered gold. Every religion in the
world carries a key that will unlock
the door of some human soul to the
precious gems of God deposited therein.
Our vision is as broad as our conciousness will permit. Even in this
day of universal concepts, when the
whole world is becoming conscious
of all its parts and its many possibilities, there are souls who possess only a limited outlook on life.
Due to the influence of heredity
and environment many of us are encased in clouds of ignorance, prejudice and one-track ideas. Outwardly
the world is moving on apace. An
ever-increasing world-concept opens
a broad highway for travel,-so
broad in fact, that the one-track brain
is likely to lose its sense of direction,
become bewildered, and stumble over
its subconscious limitations.
One of these subconscious limitations that binds the soul of man and
hinders his free progress is that of
automatic, orthodox absolutism.

If a child is born of Muhammadan
parents it naturally grows up in the
Muhammadan faith. If a child is
born a Catholic he will, by a rule of
averages, remain a Catholic all his
life. If a man has Jewish ancestors,
one will usually find him enjoying
the Jewish church. If a child has implanted in his mind the Christian
Science or New Thought version, its
later life carries a coloring of that
early training.
There is one outstanding type of
man in the world today who needs to
think, to search, to analyze, to remake and re-organize himself more
than any other-that is the man who
was born into orthodoxy and has
later taken on or developed the universal vision.
Dogmatic childhood training can
leave subconscious impressions that
act automatically throughout a lifetime of earth experience, if that subconscious mind is not scrutinized,
cleaned out, re-educated, and made
wholly constructive and free from
the weeds of one-track concepts.
An adult, subconsciously bound by
such limitations, will express even
universal concepts that he may have
acquired, in a limited, distorted manner, depending on the type and kind
of automatic complex that fashions
his particular outlook on life.
Most of us were raised under the
relig.ious teachings of some particular
-faith that encouraged the child-mind
to believe its religion to be the best
and perhaps the only true and correct
one to be found.
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Unless a definite effort is made to
remove such subconscious memory
impressions, the man has consciously
outgrown his childhood limits in belief may surprise himself by unconsciously giving forth, with all sincerity, a universal principle intended
to include the whole world, which in
reality appears tainted and distorted
by the self-centered influence of that
tyrant, the orthodox subconscious.
It is not so much a new religion we
need, as more light on all religion
that will enable man to promote the
universal advancement of humankind-that will develop cooperation
and mutual understanding.
Pure religion is selfless, just as the
man who is pure is selfless. The
greatest man of this age is the "Servant of the servants of God." "He
who who is greatest among you shall
be the servant of all."
Beyond all doubt the truest movement of spiritual selflessness that is
to be found in the world today is that
of the Baha'i Movement. The word
"Baha'i" in itself means "light,"-a
Movement of Light that shines continuously, like the sunlight, and gradually warms the immature buds of
limited human concepts into widespread blooming life, that takes in
the whole world.
You ask, "Is this a Religious Movement ?" Most assuredly for every
movement that leads man from the
limited and personal into a universal
concept of endless good is religious
in that it tightens the ,thread that connects the Creator of all Good with his
creatures, whom He has placed in
forms to express Himself.
The Baha'i Movement is indeed a
Religious Movement, but it is not a
new religious cult. It seeks to remove the barriers of prejudice, ignorance and limited self-interest that
divide all nations, all races, all classes,
all religions, all peoples each from
the other. Its purpose is to establish
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universal peace, to promote universal
understanding, and to awaken the
love of God and good in the hearts of
all men.
The Baha'i Movement is a concrete example of true religion universally applied to all the unhealed
wounds of the world.
In it the laboring man finds a
happy solution for economic unbalance; while at the same time the
capitalist finds his necessary funds
protected, and his outlook on life undergoing a change.
By understanding the tenets of the
Baha'i Movement the conflict between
science and religion is subdued. The
intelligent man is trained to see his
religion as harmonious with the
facts of science, and the man of science discovers that without the illumination that can come to him from
an awakening of his higher self he
is able to only touch the surface of
scientific discoveries. Alone each is
limited; together they rise.
The timid, unthinking man, unconscious of his God-given possibilities, learns to think from the stimulus given him by this Movementfor one of its outstanding principles
is the "independent investigation of
truth."
Since its origin over fifty years ago
the women of the world have made
long strides in development. It is interesting to note that one of the principles of the Baha'i Movement is the
"equality of men and women!"
Universal education and training
in some trade, art or profession is
prescribed by it, for boys and girls
the world over.
Observation of Baha'i study shows
a "drawing together of the sons of
men," the gradual elimination of political, racial, patriotic and religious
prejudices.
An international court, made up of
representatives from all the nations
of the earth, is recommended as a so:"
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lution for national differences and
future wars.
Sincere, heartfelt prayer and service to others are indicated as two
principle keys that will unlock the
soul of man to the subtle, life-giving
breezes of the spirit.
The idea of the brotherhood of man
through the Fatherhood of God runs
like a constant stream through the
body of this universal movement for
peace.
You ask again if it is a religious
movement. Yes, but not a sectarian
religion. It has no priests or clergy.
Each student of the Baha'i Movement
is trained to believe the teachings of
Christ that "every man is his brother's keeper." The universal concepts
of life that he acquires he feels impelled to pass on to others. By his
daily life each student is expected to
spread the teaching of brotherly love
and service, and as already stated,
the Baha'i Movement is like the evershining sunlight that gently and continuously warms the world into love
and harmony.
If a student of the Baha'i Movement ever looks upon it as a sectarian
religion, it is because he has not sufficiently absorbed the universal vision of its Founders, who sacrificed
all earthly possessions and even life
itself, to implant in the human consciousness the concept of the Oneness of God, the fundamental oneness of all peoples, all races, all nations, all religions, all prophetic rev-

elations, yes, and the very oneness
and unity of nature herself.
The Baha'i Movement is pure because it is selfless. In essence it
seeks nothing, but willingly gives
all,-and by giving all, it automatically draws all within the radius of
its Light, and reveals the beauty,
the truth, the value of every effort in
the world to awaken man to the consciousness of a divine selfhood.
It is not a new religion the world
needs, but a clarifying of all religions,-a great Universal Solvent
that will remove the debris of ignorance, prejudice, misunderstanding,
injustice and intolerance.
The world is in the throes of rebirth. Material civilization has run
its gamut and will soon lose itself
through its own extreme. From the
dead ashes of that material world is
being born a child-the child of the
spirit.
"The Sun of Reality is shining
gloriously," said' Abdu'l-Baha in His
illumined utterances, and "Heavenly
teachings applicable to the advancement in human conditions have been
revealed in this merciful age. This
re-formation and renewal of the fundamental reality of religion constitutes the true and outworking spirit
of modernism, the unmistakable
Light of the world, the manifest effulgence of the Word of God, the divine remedy for all human ailment
and the bounty of eternal life to all
mankind."
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THE ANSWER COMES
DR. W ALTER B. GUY
"There is nothing sweeter in the world of existence than prayer."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

"pRAYER," said 'Abdu'l-Baha, "is
communion with God." There
are many states and degrees of
prayer. In the parched land the
plants long for moisture, they need
the rain-giving cloud, the shadow cool
and refreshing. This is one kind of
prayer. The weary wanderer in the
burning desert craves "the shadow of
a rock in a weary land." The tired
and weary soul in pain and despair,
looks to the eternal quiet and rest of
the grave. Another aspect of prayer,
'Abdu'l-Baha said, is faithful work
day by day, forgetting one's self and
putting one's whole energy and attention into faithful service. This, He
said, "is acceptable worship of our
Creator." With it comes the joy of
true service, of pure creative construction or conservation.
All are acquainted with the prayer
for help or food. The child asking
to be fed, the farmer planting and tilling the soil, the birds and beasts seeking their food,-all look to and ask
(unconsciously perhaps) the Creator
of us all for His bestowals.
The early history of the Latter Day
Saints at Salt Lake City, Utah, is a
striking example of this over-ruling
and
over-shadowing
Providence.
These early settlers, thousands of
miles from other settlements, planted
in the early Spring their last seed
knowing if they failed in getting a
harvest, disaster and starvation were
inevitable. No sooner were the plants
above ground, than a cloud of locusts
appeared and began to eat all of the
growth. The bas-relief on the monument at Salt Lake City shows the
farmers in despair; but also discloses
the wives and mothers with eyes of
faith and answered prayer pointing

to a flock of sea-gulls that, settling
among the fast-disappearing crops,
speedily ate the destroying scourge.
Another prayer is, "Show unto us
the right way."-(Muhammad}.
The answer to this universal cry is
the coming again, again, and still
again, of God's Sons-His Manifestations, His Prophets and Messengers.
This important truth is most worthy
of study and deepest meditation. In
this infallible truth is concealed the
mysteries of God and His Kingdom.
These Messengers are ever "the way,
the truth and the life," the way to
God, the Truth of God, and life
eternal.
In the wonderful message of His
Holiness Baha'u'llah-the quintessence of all previous religious teaching, the renewal of the old and the
effulgent splendor of this great day of
God,-we find many metaphors and
symbols, which ,properly understood
give great light on the important subject of prayer. For example in one of
the prayers most frequently used by
Baha'is reference is made to the "Supreme Horizon" shining forth upon
this world. Here we have a picture
most illuminating. When one visits
the seashore and looks out over
the moving water, it is ofttimes difficult to distinguish the sky from the
ocean, both seem blended into one.
The distant haze obscures the vision
and at times a cloud comes between.
So it is in the lives and vehicles of
the Messengers from on High.
Their material bodies and divine realities are so blended that no distinct
line of demarcation is possible; their
ineffable love and wisdom seemingly
make them wholly divine, while their
bodily limitations obscure to the peo-
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pIe of that day their divine station
and attributes. Not until years have
passed and the memory of their
physical vehicles is faded and forgotten by mortal man, does the world
appreciate the privilege of those days
"when God walked on the earth with
men."
In this same prayer we find another symbol given in an Oriental
wording referring to the tree at the
end of the journey. Life is to many
at times a dreary land, a desert of
trial and sorrow, too oft we fall and
are bruised, and hearts become sad
and spirits faint; we long for a guide,
a sign of assurance, a pointer to the
road that would lead to rest, joy and
content to our weary souls. In ancient times where the caravan roads
lost themselves in the desert of
stones, rocks and burning sands, a
palm tree was planted. Its stately
trunk grew high into the air, its
drooping fronds gave comfort to the
eye; its fruit, nourishment to hungry
bodies. To travelers journeying over
the parched land, guided by stars, or
misleading and changing ridges and
dunes, tormented by mirages of
stately cities and refreshing lakes and
oasis of water, this "sadrat" or tree,
was ever a welcome sight assuring
the wanderer his journey was over, a
"highway was there" leading to the
goal of his heart. (Isaiah 35 :8). So
to the pilgrims of life truly seeking
the land of joyous content, the home
of eternal life, the Manifestation of
God is ever a tree in a weary land,
its shade gives rest and comfort, its
f l' u i the a v e n I y sustenance and
strength. "0 God; Lead us in the
right way." Truly this prayer is
ever answered. God's Messengers
ever wait to point out the right way,
to comfort, to sustain, to feed with
the food of eternal life.
A poor colored woman of the Southland was sick unto death. Light bothered her, and day after day she kept

herself hid away in the dark praying
for health and life. She is a widow
with several children to educate and
support, and life was painful, dark
and sorrowful. I asked her, "Are
you a Christian?" "Yes, doctor."
"Do you pray ?" "Yes." "Do you
wait for an answer?" She replied,
"I do not know what you mean."
"Suppose," I said, "I were to knock
at your door and when you opened it,
I said, 'Give me food, I am very
hungry.' And you said, 'Wait and I
will get you food.' And when you
came back with the food you found
me gone. What would you think?"
She answered, "I should say you were
not hungry." I replied, "That is the
way· you treat God. When I leave
here, pray again, and wait and wait
until the answer comes." This she
promised to do. When next I saw
this poor soul, her eyes were agleam
with divine light.
"The answer
came," she exclaimed. "I waited on
my knees for ten minutes and it
came. I shall be cured. God said
so." Needless to say that today she·
is well, her life is full and her faith
is supreme.
How many of us forget to wait, we·
knock and too often go away unfed,
thirsty and disconsolate, when if we
had but waited "our joy would be
full."
We find in that wonderful book en-titled "The Seven Valleys," by Ba-ha'u'llah, this quotation, "A servant
always draws near unto Me with
prayers until I respond unto him."
Let us then ever remember the prayer'
is never complete until some response
is received; the prayer-by patiently
waiting-is transferred from the intellect to the heart, the seat of God's
throne. The answer comes, the heart
is ilIumined with light divine and the
spirit is awakened, the soul and body
refreshed, the step into the Kingdom
is taken, and we have begun the
journey to eternal life.
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True prayer is turning to "Him
Whom God manifests" asking for His
help, giving Him our love in return
for all He has endured for us, relying on Him, trusting Him to point
the way that out of the desert leads
to our heavenly home. "This is that
Fountain wherefrom drink those near
unto God."
There are stations upon stations,
heights upon heights in communion
with God. The Prophets of God are
always men of prayer. Their prayers are such wherein all personal desires are entirely obliterated and they
merge their all into the very essence
of divinity. They are the true Exemplars of human life; we can but
feebly follow in their footsteps.
A prayer of His Holiness Baha:u'llah contains the following: "By Thy
glory, 0 Beloved One! to lay down
my life for the Manifestation of Thyself and to offer up my spirit for the
Dayspring of Thy wondrous beauty,
is indeed to sacrifice my spirit to Thy
spirit, myself to Thyself, my beauty
to Thy beauty, and to offer up my all
in the path of Thy saints and Thy
holy ones."
In ancient feudal days, the villain
or freeman, when he entered the service of the lord of the manor, would
kneel and place his hand within the
hands of his master, saying, "I am
your man." Today we but take the
oath of allegiance to our country. But
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we may still, if we would, on bended
knee place our hands in the Hands of
God's Messenger. and say, "I am your
servant; may my spirit be united with
Thy spirit, my soul with Thy soul,
my heart with Thy heart. May my
body be spent in service to Thy servants, my all be dedicated to Thee."
Surely if we are truly earnest, His
hands will enclose our hands; the
gift of our lives-imperfect though
they may be-will be acceptable to
Him, His consciousness will merge
and illumine our consciousness. True
liberty is giving up our liberty to
God. True joy and happiness is
found alone in His presence. True
peace and comfort are contained in
His overshadowing love. May we
all find that "Divine Lote Tree," taste
of its fruits and follow the road to
the home of Reality.
True prayer is ever answered.
True prayer is unity. They who
came from God gave all and are ever
awaiting with open arms for those
who follow the path their steps have
trod. There is no greater honor than
to serve proudly yet humbly in Their
Cause, no greater joy than to share
Their esteem and love, no greater
liberty than to be a slave to the Divine Will, no greater life than to be
a participant in Life Eternal. This
is true prayer, true service and the
fullness of life.

"Pr'ayer and supplication are s,o effective that they inspire one's heart for the
whole day with high ideals and supreme sanctity and calmne,ss. One's heart
must be sensitive to the music of prayer. He must feel the effect of prayer. He
must not l:Je like an organ from which softest notes stream forth without having
consciousnes·s of sensation in itself."
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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" ~ UMAN tastes differ; thoughts, nationalities, races
and tongues are many. The need of a Collective
Center by which these differences may be counterI~ balanced and the people of the world unified is
obvious.

!l+n

IW

"Consider how nothing but a spiritual power can bring
about this unification, for material conditions and mental aspects are so widely different that agreement and unity are not
possible through outer means. It is possible, however, for
all to become unified through one spirit, just as all may receive
light from one sun. Therefore, assisted by the Collective and
Divine Center which is the law of God and the reality of His
Manifestation, we can overcome these conditions until they
pass away entirely and the races advance.
"The Collective Center has always appeared in the East.
His Holiness Abraham, His Holiness Moses, His Holiness
Jesus Christ, His Holiness Muhammad, were Collective
Centers of their day and time and all arose in the East.
"Today His Holiness Bahii'u'Wih is the Collective Center of
unity for all mankind and the splendor of His light has
likewise dawned from the East. He founded the oneness of
mankind in Persia. He established harmony and agreement
among the various peoples of religious beliefs, denominations,
sects and cults by freeing them from the fetters of past
imitations and superstitions; leading them to the very foundation of the divine religions. From this foundation shines
forth the radiance of spirituality which is unity, the love of
God, the knowledge of God, praiseworthy morals, and the
virtues of the human world. Bahii'u'llah renewed these principles, just as the coming of spring refreshes the earth and
confers new life upon all phenomenal beings. . .. His Holiness Baha!u'lhih came to renew the life of the world with this
new and divine springtime. . . . "-' Abdu'l-Baha.
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ONSIDER what is this material civilization
of the day giving forth? Has it not produced the instruments of warfare and destruction? .... Instruments and means of
human destruction have enormously multiplied
in this era of material civilization. But if material civilization shall become organized in conjunction with divine civilization, if the man of
moral integrity and intellectual acumen shall
unite for human betterment and uplift with tbe
man of spiritual capacity, the happiness and progress of the human race will be assured.
It is the province of man to confer life not
death. It behooves him to be the cause of human
welfare, but inasmuch as he glories in the savagery of animalism, it is an evidence that divine
civilization has not been established in human
society. Material civilization has advanced unmistably but because it is not associated with divine civilization, evil and wickedness abound ...
The cause is the absence of divine civilization.
'Abdu'l-Baha

rr======nAHA'U'LLAH teaches that the world of humanity is in
need of the breath of the Holy Spirit, for in spiritual
quickening and enlightenment true oneness is attained
with God and man. The "Most Great Peace" cannot
be assured through racial force and effort; it eannot
be established by patriotic devotion and sacrifice :for
nations differ widely and local patriotism has limitations. Furthermore, it is evident that political power and diplomatic ability are not conducive to universal agreement, for the
interests of governments are varied and selfish; nor will international harmony and reconciliation be an outcome of human
opinions concentrated upon it, for opinions are faulty and intrinsically diverse. Universal Peace is an impossibility through
human and material agencies; it must be through spiritual
power. There is need of a universal impelling force which will
establish the oneness of humanity and destroy the foundations
of war and strife. No other than the divine power can do this;
therefore it will be accomplished through the breath of the
Holy Spirit.
No matter how far the material world advances it cannot
establish the happiness of mankind. Only when material and
spiritual civilization are linked and coordinated will happiness
be assured.
. If the moral precepts and foundations of
divine civilization become united with the material advancement
of man, there is no doubt that the happiness of the human
world will be attained and from every direction the glad tidings
of peace upon earth will be announced. Then humankind will
achieve extraordinary progress, the sphere of human intelligence will be immeasureably enlarged, wonderful inventions
will appear and the spirit of God will reveal itself; all men will
concort in joy and fragrance, and life eternal will be conferred
upon the children of the kingdom. Then will the power of the
divine make itself effective and the breath of the Holy Spirit
penetrate the essence of all things. Therefore the material and
the divine or merciful civilizations must progress together until
the highest aspirations and desires of humanity shall become
realized.
,ABDU'L-BAHA.
~~d
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"Among the teachings of His Holiness Baha'u'lhih is man's freedom: that through the Ideal Power he should be emancipated and
free from the captivity of the world of nature; for as long as man is
captive to nature he is a ferocious animal, as the struggle for
existence is one of the exigencies of the world of nature. This
matter of the struggle for existence is the fountain-head of all
calamities and is the supreme affliction."- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
NOT UNTIL competition is supplanted by cooperation in the life of
individuals and nations can peace
and harmony reign on earth.
It is but natural that men should
still think in terms of brute competition. For on our animal side we
humans have evolved by the law of
the jungle. The law of competition
and survival of the fittest, which dominates the life of nature, apparently
dominates also the life of man.
But man according to the teachings
of 'Abdu'l-Baha is destined to transcend the limitations of the naLural
world, and through spiritual evolution
develop new powers and new qualities. The civilization which will rise
upon these spiritual foundations will
not be characterized by selfish competition. In it the jungle law will
have no place.
How soon will this spiritual civilization, which Christ named the Kingdom of God, become established? As
soon as humanity becomes convinced
that the present civilization based
upon man's animal qualities is inefficient and unstable. Whether, as
many fear, it will take another universal war to demonstrate this truth;
or whether, which is more to be desired, humanity can learn through its
innate spiritual capacity, remains to
be seen.

MEANWHILE, one shudders at
the doctrinaire which is commonly
expressed by those whose patriotism
consists of the idea of national exploitation and domination.
The morning paper of a leading
American city in a recent issue assures its readers that our export
trade, already eight hundred million
dollars more than that of our nearest
competitor, "is destined to completely
eclipse the exports of all other nations, and dominate oversea markets."
But what result is to be expected as
to the psychology of other nations
toward us when we "dominate oversea markets"? The editor assures
us that "we shall be most envied by
our competitors-heartily hated by
some of them."
It is to be a grim life and death
struggle, it seems. "All experience
will have to be reversed," the writer
goes on to say, "if we maintain and
expand our domination of oversea
markets without clashing with the
great nations whose exports we displace. Since time began the world's
markets have been the fat prize for
which wars have been [ought."
Therefore, goes on this jingoistic
argument, the only safety for us lies
in strong defense, on land, on water,
and in air. Militarism is involved as
the inevitable corollary of interna3
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tional competition for the domination
of the world's markets.
Deplorable as are the conclusions to
which this newspaper editorial would
lead us, the logic of it all is irrefutable provided we start off with the
proposition that a country's aim
should be to dominate the world in
trade.
THE CAUSES OF WAR are chiefly
economic. There is indeed no question in the minds of those who have
impartially followed world affairs for
a generation that the last Great War
resulted from economic causes. There
can be as little question that if these
economic conditions continue, war
will occur again.
Selfishness on the part of nations,
as on the part of individuals, can lead
only to inharmony and friction. A
healthy competition in which each individual or nation does its best and
receives the rewards which naturally
flow to effort and efficiency,-such
competition is justifiable even in the
cooperative civilization which must
eventually displace our present system.
But that form of competition which
seeks deliberately to dominate will
soon be seen to be as archaic as any
other form of autocracy or imperialism. Just why should any nation
seek to dom~nate world markets, excluding others? Just why should any
nation wish to uphold such domination by force of arms?
IT IS ONLY those nations which
feel themselves powerful enough to
be aggressors that dream of upholding commerce with armies and navies.
Little nations like Switzerland seem
to thrive without navies to uphold
their trade. Selecting for manufacture those things in which they are
most skillful or for which nature has
given them an advantage, they find
ready markets for their goods though

encircled and ranged about by other
and more powerful nations which
could bar their way to the sea,
Hol1and survives and flourishes;
and so does Denmark, which is considered the most evenly civilized and
prosperous of aJI modern nations,without the force of militarism to
back their international commerce.
What natural or necessary relation
has military force to commercial success or failure? When the discovery
of the N ew World deflected trade
from the Mediterranean, many cities
such as Venice and Genoa lost the
wealth which had been theirs through
commerce. Could they have maintained their leadership in trade by
force of arms? How absurd the
thought!
The tide of commerce flows and
ebbs. It follows natural laws with
which militarism has no concern. Let
each nation be content with the natural rewards of its prowess in industry and trade, and let armies and
navies cease to follow the flag of
commerce.
IF HUMANITY will but follow the
law of God for this day and age, and
practice cooperation, new and undreamed of benefits will accrue, In-·
dustry and trade need no bolstering
up with thought of domrin(1!tion;
rather, let them be founded on the
ideal of excelling. Let each nation
put effort to that in which it naturally excels, and exchange with
other nations in the spirit of mutual
aid and cooperation. The fruits of
such cooperation will be so extraordinary that the whole world will
live in prosperity and peace.
The economic life of man, so fundamentally important, is remodeled
by the laws of Baha'u'lhih as laid
down for the New Age. Poverty, for
the first time in the history of this
planet, is to be abolished by a provision as simple as it is effective. Class-
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consciousness will be diminished, and
the conflict between capital and labor
peacefully and harmoniously terminated by methods later described in
this number.
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Thus it will be seen that the Baha'i religion not only satisfies the
spiritual needs of man, but provides
fully for all his material needs.

~IIT IS by friendly consultation and co-

operation, by just copartnership and
. '. pr0!it-sharin g , that t~e interests of both
. ..' capItal and lab or WIll be best served.
The harsh weapons of the strike and
_
lockout are injurious, not only to the trades
immediately affected, but to the community as a
whole. It is, therefore, the business of the governments to devise means for preventing recourse to such barbarous methods of settling
disputes.
How much of the energy employed in the business world of today is expended simply in cancelling and neutralizing the efforts of other
people-in useless strife and competition! And
how much in ways that are still more injurious!
Were all to work, and were all work-whether of
brain or hand-of a nature profitable to mankind, as Baha'u'llah commands, then the supplies
of everything necessary for a healthy, comfortable and noble life would amply suffice for all.
There need be no slums, no starvation, no destitution, no industrial slavery, no health-destroying drudgery.
One of the most important instructions of Baha'u'llah in regard to the economic question is
that all must engage in useful work. There must
be no drones in the social hive, no able-bodied
parasites on society.-Dr. J. E. Esslemont in
"Baha'u'llah and the New Era."
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WHEN ANVILS RING IN UNISON
DALE S. COLE
"The solution of economic questions will not be brought about by array of cctpital
against labor, and lab01" against capital, in strife and conflict but by the voluntctry attitude of good-will on both sides. Then a real aTlJd lasting justness of conditions will be
secured . . . . "-'Abdu'l-Bahri.

That profound and significant developments are occurring in the industrial relationships between those
engaged in industrial pursuits is one
of the most encouraging signs of
the times. Whether this be due to a
new attitude toward work, social evolution, or whether it be due to the
force of economic pressure, matters
little, for behind the mass of statistical figures and the trials and errors
there is growing apace with our industrial life, a strong and decided
trend toward cooperative endeavor
which tends towards a better civilization and to glorify God in a degree
hitherto not attained.
No less an authority than HOll.
James J. Davis, Secretary of Labor,
has recently voiced in the press some
very illuminating utterances. Coming from a man of his experience and
judgment they must arouse the interest of every thinking individual.
Apparently, he feels that there has
been taking place in the minds of
workmen, what amounts to a revolution of feeling. "One of these developments is the workman's attitude
toward the strike," that dreaded
weapon which has brought so much
loss and suffering and which has so
disrupted industrial peace. "It is
common knowledge that this (attitude) has undergone a marked
change in recent years. It seems to
me, however, that we have failed
completely to appreciate the improvement of industrial relations and on
the whole structure of national prosperity." And while national prosperity is important, any influence
which is potent in this respect, na-

tionally, cannot be without effect socially and internationally, so closely
are interests knit today.
"A study of the strike history of
our country reveals that we have been
taking for granted, in this connection, a great many things which are
not true. Chief among these are
the erroneous beliefs that all employers' associations were organized
to combat labor and that the ultimate
function of a lab or organization is
the strike." It seems quite possible
that the real function of industry is
b~ing appreciated; that its purpose
is to serve and that the day is not
so far distant when it will be generally recognized that "all effort and
exertion put forth by man from the
fullness of his heart is worship, if it
is prompted by the highest motives
and the will to do service to humanity. This is worship-to serve mankind and to minister to the needs of
the people." (Paris Talks, p. 164.)
With reference to work, Baha'u'llah has said:
"It is enj oined on everyone of you
to engage in some occupation-some
art, trade or the like. We have made
this, your occupation, identical with
the worship of God, the True One."
As the consciousness of this, however
vague and unrecognized, permeates
human receptivities, is it any wonder
that significant changes are occurring
in our attitude toward industrial relations, toward the strike?
And again, "Waste not your time
in idleness and indolence, and occupy
yourselves with that which will profit
yourselves and others beside your-
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selves." Service is vital to progress
and to industry.
Commenting on these commands,
Dr. Esslemont in his book, "Baha'u'llah and the New Era," has written:
"How much of the energy employed
in the business world of today is expended simply in cancelling and
neutralizing the efforts of other people-in useless strife and competition."
Almost as if in answer, Mr. Davis
cheers and encourages when he says:
" . . . certain apparent changes in
strike strategy must be traced to new
habits of thought on the part of the
worker as well as the changing attitude of many employers." A new
note of cooperation is becoming more
insistent. That the cause of this
must be some deep spiritual influence
cannot be questioned. It is a part of
the bounty of the Sun of Truth,
warming the earth and stimulating
growth. Growth is always more
rapid in the direct rays of the sun;
however, some plants benefit indirectly even though they reach a limited development only in the shade.
When the spiritual influences which
are at work are recognized fully, development will be even more rapid
than during the unprecedented period
of the last fifty years.
(Mr. Davis) "I am convinced that
not only the leaders but also the rank
and file of labor have developed a
wholly new conception of the strike.
I believe they have made more progress toward social enlightenment in
the past fifty years than their fathers
were able to make in the preceding
five centuries." And if there is a
new attitude toward the strike is it
too much to presume that there is
also a new attitude toward labor and
the fruits of labor?
Surely man has not accomplished
this alone? Why has it been only recently that distinct progress has been
noted? Because there is spiritual
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leaven at work, beneath the surface,
which is making cooperation the keynote of industrial development of this
and coming periods.
Man does not germinate a revolution of feeling independently and of
his own volition. Environment and
circumstances may stimulate him to
certain reactions and effort. Experience may temper his judgment,
but what is it that touches the heart,
remoulds our habits of thought towards life and its problems? Is this
stimulus human or divine? Is it not
a spiritual something which comes to
man from God, a life-giving current
which flows when the channel is unobstructed?
(Davis) "I do not expect to see any
change in normal human desire for
betterment that leads to strikes. But
I think the great mass of workers
has caught some inkling of the
eternal truth that power carries with
it responsibility for restraint that
the abuse of power, which is responsible for most human misery, is also
the beginning of the loss or destruction of power."
It is to be hoped that the desire
for the better things of life will increase but that the fulfillment of such
desires will be brought about through
cooperation and not strife. The abuse
of power has always lead to misunderstanding and battle and whether
it be national, industrial or religious
warfare, there is a growing consciousness that such is not "the way."
In this industrial age a gauge is often
applied-"Does it pay?" The answer is becoming more and more apparent, strife does not pay, either in
economic gain or individual and collective well-being.
(Davis) "The psychology of organized labor is only the sum of the
psychology of its members, magnified
by the broader view to be expected
of those who must think in national
terms . . . .
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"When we reduce the consequences
of this thinking to terms of the individual we get a still better picture of
the remarkable standard of peace attained."
And we must reduce it to individuals, for of them are masses constituted, and spiritual influences affect first and primarily the individual.
How comforting to be told that
there are signs of "peace attained" in
some degree, somewhere in the world
of human activity today!
(Davis) "My idea is that we shall
make much more rapid progress if we
begin to see things as they are, free
of the emotional influences handed
down to us through generations of
constantly diminishing struggle."
How true! If we could only "begin to see things as they are" we
would be greatly ilIumined and better
prepared to accept and practice those
precepts which will contribute to the
ultimate and complete solution of the
vexatious problem of human industrial relationships.
Years ago, 'Abdu'l-Baha from His
profound wisdom spoke of strikes.
He attributed them to two causes:
"extreme sharpness and rapacity of
the capitalists, and the excesses,
avidity and ill-will of the artisans."
Today we see huge labor organizations with millions in their treasuries.
Have they become capitalists? If so,
where is the line to be drawn?
'Abdu'l-Baha pointed out that our
laws were at fault for they permit
individuals to amass fortunes which
they cannot administer properly on
the one hand and cause large numbers to exist in poverty on the other.
"This is contrary to justice, to humanity and equity; it is the height of
iniquity, the opposite to what causes
divine satisfation."
He stated that these laws should
be changed to limit the misery of millions, but called attention to the fact

that "absolute equality is just as impossible, for absolute equality in
fortunes, honors, commerce, agriculture and industry would end in
want of comfort, in discouragement,
in disorganization of the means of existence. . . ." "Thus there is a great
wisdom in the fact that equality is
not imposed by law; it is, therefore,
preferable for moderation to do its
work." And who can doubt but that
laws will be changed?
Many of the benefits for which
lab or unions were formed have been
attained and are considered not only
just and equitable but as constituting
good business. We do not hear as
many protests against "poor working
conditions" and long hours of labor
as formerly. There is less cause.
Conditions are infinitely better, generally.
The ultimate solution has been suggested by 'Abdu'l-Baha:
"N ow I want to tell you about the
law of God. According to the divine
law, employees should not be paid
merely by wages. Nay, rather they
should be partners in every work."
Thus we see that many years ago,
the keynote of making of industry
a cooperative endeavor was sounded.
And the motive behind this suggestion is love, sympathy, understand~
ing and the desire to better the lot
of humanity for its own sake. The
effectiveness of cooperative endeavor
in making unnecessary the organization of labor was proposed also, years
ago, but this proposal was more or
less a defensive conception.
In many instances we see stronger
and stronger tendencies towards
making industrial work cooperative.
Experiments are being tried. Executives are finding that it pays. One of
them has said: "and when you have
fourteen hundred people working
with a heart in the business it cannot
help but succeed. . . . There is no
mystery about it. Cooperation is the
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keynote of the future. We have
simply proven it will work today."
There are two potent factors which
vitalize and retain the worker's interest in his tasks. One of these is
an opportunity for self-expression
and the other is the feeling that he
is sharing in the actual profit derived; that what he builds into the
product of himself is returned to him
in a form which will benefit those he
loves and in a measure at least mean
to him the same sort of privileges,
assurances and acknowledgments
"as wider margined folk obtain or
hope to obtain from other forms of
property." One of the precepts of
the Baha'i Teachings in this respect
is that all those who contribute to an
endeavor should share in the profits.
There seems to be a deepening
sense of mutual responsibility and interdependence between owners and
workmen which, as Mr. Davis says,
has modified views in regard to the
strike. No longer are strikes declared overnight. They are usually
called only after deliberation and as
a last resort. There is a growing
hesitancy to rush into a state of active resistance and industrial warfare. The price is too great.
Students of social science probably do not attribute these changes
in attitude to a spiritual quickening.
They explain it by the fact that humanity, especially those who work,
are giving more thought to these matters, and realize some of the uselessness of strife and contention, that
economic pressure has forced the
changes.
But if thought changes-what is
the origin of thought?
"There is, however, a faculty in
man which unfolds to his vision the
secrets of existence. It gives him
power whereby he may investigate
the reality of every object. It leads
man on and on to the luminous station of divine sublimity and frees
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him from all fetters of self, causing
him to ascend to the pure heaven of
sanctity. This is the power of the
mind . . . .
"There is another power which is
differentiated from that of soul and
mind. This... is the spirit which
is an emanation from the Divine Bestower; it is the effulgence of the Sun
of Reality, the radiation of the celestial world, the spirit of faith . . . . .
The spirit is the axis round which
the eternal life revolves. It is conducive to everlasting glory and is the
cause of the exaltation of humanity."
(' Abdu'l-Baha.)
And so back of or above the realm
of thought lies the impulse of the
spirit. The Bounty of God is the
cause of mellowing and enlightening
tendencies which are becoming more
and more visible today. It is the
cause back of better and more en·lightened thinking.
As the old barriers between theory
and practice are being leveled in industrial applications of science so also
is there less differentiation between
idealism and practicability, for some
high ideals are becoming everyday
realities and the passage of time is
marked by a steady trend toward
peace in the industrial world.
Such changes do not occur rapidly
or without reverses, but when this
period has become history and is
looked back upon, these favorable
tendencies, even in the time of incubation, as it were, will stand out
clearly from a drab background.
Today one's intellectual powers
cannot become awakened without a
quickening of the spirit, for the
quickening of the spirit is the cause
of intellectual awakening and yearning. Education follows and with it
tolerance and breadth of vision
which forces recognition of the accelerating brotherhood of man.
Mr. Davis closes his second article
with the following:
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"Other instances that might be
multiplied almost without number
have brought me to the conviction
that unseen factors are at work. I
believe that as strikes continue to decrease and our minds continue to
open, these will become visible. It is
now more than fifty years since the
idea of cooperative enterprise as a
means of making unions unnecessary
was first put forth. It has be en
stated that this idea has made more
advance in the past five years than
in the preceding forty-five, and the
only reason the unions have grown in
strength and power is because they
have found new functions. Perhaps
the greatest contribution of organized labor to society is yet to be developed in the working out of these
economic functions, not for the benefit of a single group or class, but for

the maintenance and advancement of
general prosperity."
What an opportunity for constructive speculation these words present! It is not difficult to imagine
the labor organizations having powerful influence for good Ul)on the conditions of man. What a far cry from
the strike as a function!
And so there is evidence to support
the hope that the day is not far off
when anvils will ring in unison and
harmony, sending forth clear prens
of joy in service to humanity and to
God; when the strike will be entirely
forgotten and cooperative endeavor
effective in the fullest degree; when
all will share justly in the fruits of
labor and the forge-fires, large and
small, will be symbols of enlightenment which will brighten the life of
every individual.

WORK
A SONG OF TRIUMPH
By ANGELA MORGAN
ORK!
Thank God for the might of it,
The ardor, the urge, the delight of itWork that springs from the heart's desire,
Setting the brain and the soul on fireOh, what is so good as the heat of it,
And what is so glad as the beat of it,
And what is so kind as the stern command,
Challenging brain and heart and hand?
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Work!
Thank God for the pride of it,
For the beautiful, conquering tide of it,
Sweeping the life in its furious flood,
Thrilling the arteries, cleansing the blood,
Mastering stupor and dull despair,
Moving the dreamer to do and dare.
Oh, what is so good as the urge of it,
And what is so glad as the surge of it,
And what is so strong as the summons deep,
Rousing the torpid soul from sleep?
Work!
Thank God for the pace of it,
For the terrible, keen swift race of it;
Fiery steeds in full control,
Nostrils a-quiver to greet the goal.
W or k ! The power that drives behind,
Guiding the purposes, taming the mind,
Holding the runaway wishes back,
Reining the will to one steady track,
Speeding the energies faster, faster,
Triumphing over disaster.
Oh, what is so good as the pain of it,
And what is so great as the gain of it?
And what is so kind as the cruel goad,
Forcing us on through the rugged road?
Work!
Thank God for the swing of it,
For the clamoring, hammering ring of itPassion of labor daily hurled
On the mighty anvils of the world.
Oh, what is so fierce as the flame of it,
And what is so huge as the aim of it?
Thundering on through dearth and doubt,
Calling the plan of the Maker out.
Work, the Titan; Work, the friend,
Shaping the earth to a glorious end,
Draining the swamps and blasting the hills,
Doing whatever the Spirit willsRending a continent apart,
To answer the dream of the Master heart.
Thank God for a world where none may shirk,
Thank God for the splendor of work!
This poenl-ior the republication of which the an/hot' has kindly given he~' permission-is particularly
significant to Baha'is because- its sentiment closely follows the law of God. Baha'u'llah said, (lIt is incumbent on everyone of you to eng-age in some occupatio n, snuh as arts, trades, und the like. vVe have made
this-your occupation-identical with the worship orof God."-]jJclitor.
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INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY
STANWOOD COBB
"Bah6!u'lldh set forth principles of guidance and teaching for economic readjustment . . . . This readjustment of the social economic is of the greatest importance inasmtwh as it insures the stability of the world of humanity; and until it is effected, happiness and prosperity are impossible."-'Abdu'l-Bahd.

HERE is universal recognition
T
. among all who consider the problems of industry today of the important need of finding a means of
harmony and mutual interest between
labor and capital. Opposition, either
in psychology or in practice, between
these two great forces which make
up industry, can mean only disaster
and ultimate ruin to industry and
civilization.
The solution of the
problem cannot come by attempted
bargains between organized forces of
capital and labor, for the reason that
neither factor, as things are now arranged, will ever find contentment
in arrangements which from the very
nature must be unstable and impermanent.
Warfare and the spirit of warfare,
whether as between nations or as between classes, can lead only to disintegration. So long as labor feels
itself having interests different from
capital, feels that it must make its
gains by resisting the demands and
interests of capital, so long will there
continue a warfare, actual or implied,
between labor and capital. Unionization, strikes, the suppression of
strikes, the attempts at keeping openshop: what are these but battles in
the struggle between two immense
forces which so long as they conceive
themselves hostile to one another, can
never find the solution to the problems of industrial management.
In reality it is not higher wages
which labor most needs, but a share
in the ownership and management of
industry. This is the only solution
which can bring peace in the indus-

trial camp and which can bring satisfaction to the heart of the worker.
At present under the regime of extreme specialization, labor can take
little enjoyment in its efforts unless
it feels itself an effective and controlling part in the industry which
it is making possible. Says Prof.
Wm. McDougal in his article "Crime
in America" in the April "Forum,"
"Add to all this (other causes of
crime) that a large proportion of
adults are engaged in occupations intrinsically uninteresting and unnatural, occupations which yield little satisfaction but the pay envelope, and it
is easy to understand that serious
moral conflicts are frequent and neurotic disorders a common scourge, for
men lack those dominant ideals and
purposes which develop strong character and which alone can resolve
the conflicts of motives that inevitably arise."
Thus we see that the industrial
problem contains dangers not only as
regards efficiency in the production
of goods, but also as regards character, mental hygiene, and the social
stability of the nation.
Is there any problem facing humanity at present-unless it be that
of warfare between nations-so grave
as that of capital and labor? Before
the world can move on into its ideal
civilization this problem must be met
and solved.
The message of Baha'u'llah containing within itself the solution of
all present-day world problems and
presenting a plan covering every necessary detail for a perfect world civi-
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Therefore it is of extreme interest
lization, would of course, and does,
include the solution of this problem to note that already in the industrial
of industrialism. The solution is world men of vision have been feelthis: that labor should have a part ing out in this direction of indusownership in the enterprise in which trial democracy, and have already
it is engaged, entitling it to a certain made certain notable achievements
share in the net proceeds in addition along this line above mentioned of
to its wages; and that it should share participation of labor in the owneralso in the management of the enter- ship and management of industry.
prise by representation on its board These efforts have been for the first
time summed up in the admirable
of directors.
Such an arrangement would en- volume entitled, "Political and Industirely obliterate the present cleavage trial Democracy," by W. Jett Lauck.*
The author, after showing the need
between capital and labor, and bring
it to pass that these two forces would of industrial democracy, gives sevfeel themselves as but one force work- eral very interesting examples of ining for production and sharing in the dustries which are at present in part
results with mutual interests and one or in full carrying out this idea.
"If as a people we are to prevail
common goal of efficiency and able
production. Furthermore, it would and prosper; if as a world we are to
give an added dignity to the person- have an ordered future, then the arts
ality of labor. Just as the abolition of production must be so practiced
of slavery heightens the sense of per- that autocracy, whether of capital or
sonality and restores man to his nat- of labor, must give way to democratic
ural position of human dignity, so counsels. This is the way of peace
the abolition of industrial slavery due and of plenty," so says Dr. Morris L.
to the wage system would operate to Cooke, form.erly Director of Public
raise the workman to that position Works of Philadelphia.
George F. Johnson, of the Endiof innate dignity which was characteristic of the "Guild System" prac- cott J ohnson Corporation, Endicott,
ticed in the Middle Ages, the loss of N. Y., one of the largest shoe and
which through the modern industrial leather manufacturing plants of the
system is so much lamented by econ- country which carries out at present
a partial system of labor participaomists and sociologists.
Those who study the Baha'i Move- tion in ownership and management,
ment and feel it to be an expression has said: "As I understand it, an 'inof the Divine Will and Power for dustrial democracy' is an industry
this age, realize that that Power operated for the benefit of the comworks mysteriously and suggestively munity, including the workers who
in human inventiveness and ingenu- produce, and the customers who conity, unconsciously to men's minds sume the products. It is operated in
bringing about movements which are a democratic fashion, 'to see how
carrying out the purpose of God for much can be made of it, and not out
this age. Thus it is that since the of it.' It gives every boy and girl,
rise of the Manifestation of Baha'u'- man and woman, an equal chance.
11ah, the world-mind has enormously It seeks to pay the highest wages,
expanded, together with its capacity
and to produce under the best posto conceive and define new ideals persible conditions. It recognizes the
taining to a higher civilization and
directly in line with the definite plan
and Industrial Democracy,"
of Baha'u'llah for the new civiliza- by*"Political
W. Jett Lauck. Funk & W'agnalIs Co.,
tion of the coming age.
publishers.
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'human element' as of the greater importance. It counts its profits greatest, which profits the largest number.
This, briefly, is what Endicott Johnson are seeking to do."
Summing up the benefits that will
be derived from inaugurating completely this system of industrial democracy, the auther says: "Industrial
democracy really assumes that a new
regime is to be inaugurated-a new
spirit is to be invoked in industry.
It means the substitution of cooperation for conflict, confidence for distrust, and an attitude of mutual obligation and helpfulness for competition and restriction. A spirit of sincere democracy must constrain the
whole structure. Without this moving force, any form of enumeration
of standards will ultimately become
futile. Strikes, suspicion and the
use of force must be put aside. The
animating spirit must be one of mutual trust and helpfulness, which,
just as in any successful political
democracy, says 'Come, let us reason
together. Let the spirit of common
counsel and cooperation prevail, and
let our efforts and objects be for the
common good.' "
Mr. Lauck describes as follows the
method which should be employed to
bring up industrial democracy: "Genuine democracy in industry requires
mutual and definite agreements as to
methods and participation as well as
complete opportunity to know the
facts and problems with which the
industry is confronted. There must
be mutually agreed-upon machinery
to insure responsible participation of
employees in management, to enable
employees to assist in effecting economies and in increasing productive
efficiency, and to help in extending
operations and in securing an expansion of the volume of business. Along
with machinery should go a mutual
agreement as to the degree of the
employees' share in the pecuniary re-

suIts.
Complete and responsible
democracy in industry requires the
acquisition of ownership or of a preponderating degree of ownership in
industry by employees. As this ownership must proceed upon the basis
of purchase of stock by employees
from their earnings or through their
participation in profits, it will be
gradual and unaccompanied by any
dislocations caused by inexperience
and misguided action. Until such experience is gained, any possibility of
inexperienced management also may
be guarded against by the employees
creating a voting trusteeship for their
stock-holdings, made up of experienced and responsible representatives. Employee stock ownership and
control is an essential preliminary to
the complete achievement of industrial democracy."
The tendency toward employee
stock ownership is at present very
widespread among different industries of the country, particularly public utility corporations. Professor
Carver, of Harvard, in his recent
noteworthy book states that . . . . .
"the rise of employee stock ownership
portends a tremendous growth in the
financial power of labor and a new
order of society."
As Mr. Lauck points out, however,
stock ownership does not necessarily
satisfy the demands of industrial democracy. In a great majority of the
industries just mentioned it is nonvoting stock which labor is permitted
to acquire, whereas it should be voting stock in order that lab or should
share in the direction and management of the business. "The net results of the schemes for individual
employee stock purchase now in operation, however, show that the loyalty of the employee has not been secured. The chief obstacle has been
that employees as a whole have not
been allowed to gain an appreciable
degree of control or voice in the pol-
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icy of the corporation, so that their
position as 'future partners,' claimed
by the corporations adopting stockselling plans, is little more than an
empty phrase so far as industrial democracy is concerned."
Even allowing lab or to purchase
voting stock, the author points out,
would not necessarily give labor an
actual share in the management for
the reason that the holding of these
shares in small lots and among scattered representatives of labor, would
in reality give them no collective voting power.
Therefore, says Mr.
Lauck, some form of collective ownership of this voting stock by the
employees is necessary in order that
labor may make effective its voting
power. The employees of an industry
holding voting stock in a collective
form, could then elect their own officers to represent this stock on the
board of directors and to stand for
them. This, says Mr. Lauck, is the
only real method of bringing about
industrial democracy by stock ownership, and it is practiced in toto by
only two industries in this country at
present, although a larger number
are carrying out in some part this
idea of employee participation in the
ownership and management.
The following corporations are
cited as the leading ones permitting
employee participation in stock ownership and in representation on the
board of directorates.* In the first
five such representation is through
the voluntary action of the owners.
According to the author's opinion
this is not actual industrial democracy but industrial paternalism, and
therefore not the real solution of the
problem but a praiseworthy effort toward solution.
*The latest list available showing the extent of employee ownership in twenty-four
corporations is published by The Industrial
Relations Section of Princeton U niversi:y
and can be secured from them.
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1. Wm. S. Filene Sons-Cooperative Plan-Department Store.
2. Dutchess Bleacheries-Partnership Plan.
3. Boston Consolidated Gas Company-Profit-sharing Plan.
4. Louisville Railway CompanyCooperative Plan.
5. Columbia Conserve Company.
6. Mitten or Philadelphia Rapid
Transit Company Plan of Cooperation.
7. Dennison Manufacturing Company-Partnership Plan.
S. The A. Nash Company, Inc.
("Golden Rule" Method of Cooperation.)
"In addition to the plans being especially considered in this study,
there are also other forms, which in
connection with employee stock-purchase plans, or systems of employee
representation, permit, under varying conditions, employee representation on boards of directors. These
companies are General Ice Delivery
Company, Detroit; Pittsburgh Coal
Company, Pittsburgh; Butler and
Harmony Consolidated Railway and
Power Company; Procter and
Gamble Company; Studebaker Corporation, and the Marr Grocery Company, Denver, Colorado. There may
be still others, but these constitute
all for which data were obtainable
for the present study."
The A. Nash Company, Inc., has
already in previous numbers been
described in the pages of the Baha'i
Magazine. It is sufficient to state
here that in the opinion of Mr. Lauck,
it has been indeed "an industrial
miracle." It is in his opinion a pretty
perfect form of industrial democracy,
and the results of this democratization have been wonderful. From a
democratic and ethical standpoint the
situation of The Nash Company may
be considered as theoretically ideal.
"If the tendencies which have already
been shown extend into the future, as
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they undoubtedly will, the plan un- common stock. The cash dividends
der which this company is operating on this stock are regularly distribwill constiute one of the most perfect uted to the individual employees acforms of industrial democracy, so far cording to their respective shares
as spirit and achievements are con- and the total amount of stock purcerned, which has thus far been de- chased. As a result of the new attiveloped."
tude of employees the management
More remarkable even than The of the company has been so much
Nash Company because larger in its more efficient that all of its difficulvolume of business and its number of ties have been overcome, the equipemployees and in its position as a ment has been improved and brought
great public utility corporation, is to a greater perfection, the value of
the change which has been made in the stock and bonds has been greatly
the organization of the Philadelphia raised, and the whole organization
Rapid Transit Company since it was tremendously strengthened by the
put in operation there in 1911 by Mr. Mitten plan, which Lauck cites as the
T. E. Mitten who at that time was most perfect of all the plans at present used in the direction of industrial
placed in charge of the company.
At that time the Philadelphia Rapid democracy.
"Mitten, men and management,
Transit Company was in a desperate
condition both as regards its deterio- through voluntary agreement, volunration of equipment, the low value of tary discussion and voluntary action
its stock, and the disharmony of its have made good one hundred cents
labor. In so desperate a condition on the dollar every stock and bond in
Was it that when Mr. Mitten an- the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Comnounced as a condition of his accept- pany. They have rehabilitated a
ing the directorship or management great transit system, re-equipped it
of the company, that he should have from top to bottom, and placed it on
full power to carry out any plan he a par with any system of its kind in
wished, the stockholders were glad the world. . . . There is no healthier
to accede to this. The plan is one of public utility in the United States
democratization which "provides for today than that same Philadelphia
a direct participation and incentive Rapid Transit Company, where manto employees for cooperation on a agement and men brought order out
definite stimulating basis, or by of chaos and brought prosperity out
granting a fifty per cent participa- of despair through the instrumentaltion in Management's Fee or share in ity of voluntary discussion, and an
net earnings, payable after returns agreement that would voluntarily arbitrate any differences that would
to capital have been met."
The results of this plan as carried ever arise."
out have been remarkable. In the
How great would be the results if
first place the inharmony in the i n d u s t r i a I democracy could be
ranks of labor was overcome and the achieved, the author says. "There
employees have become most loyal would be a new industrial order
and interested. They have system- which would represent greater effiatically purchased both common and ciency and productivity and the fruits
preferred stock of the company, and of which would be e~ceedingly great
now hold through their own trus- gains in human welfare and happitees more than ten million dollars ness. The losses of industrial conpar value, or more than thirty-three flict, as well as the danger of revoluand one-third per cent of the total tionary and radical action, would be
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eliminated. These would be supplanted by a democratic, constructive,
evolution which would safely develop
in accordance with the responsibilities placed upon management and employees in industry. Individual effort
and ability would still be the constraining force in industrial life but
it would be properly subordinated to
a reasonable and practical spirit of
cooperation and service."
So much for the world at large.
As regards the Baha'i world it may
be of interest to state that Baha'is
who are industrialists are endeavoring to carry out the Law as laid down

in their religion, of participation in
ownership and management. In the
following short statement on this
page is cited what we consider the
most complete and effective carrying
out of this plan.
It is to be hoped that this solution
of the economic problem will be accepted and worked out by industrialists and labor in the coming generation, thus avoiding that economic
warfare which, too, has its atrocities
and lamentable wastes as devastating
in their way as the evil effects of
military warfare.

IS THIS PHILANTHROPY
The law of Bahrl'u/Zltih for the democrat'ization of i:nd:us try-t hat labor'
should have a shwre in the ownership and proceeds in addition to wages, and a
voice in the management-has already been carried out by some of the Bahrl'i
business rnen of this countr'y. The most notable is he're cited of an imporUng
coffee firm in New York.-Editor'.

~
~

S THIS business is now arranged there is no distinction of
employer and employee, capital and labor, for more than
'IJ",
three-quarters of those concerned with it are capitalists
"
and sharers in the enterprise. As its president points
' y
out, a capitalist, by definition, is "any man who spends
less than he earns." The employees of this company have
• '.~"
been given an opportunity to purchase stock at cost. If
they have not the funds available they are given the stock at six per
cent interest. "The annual dividends," said the president, "have
more than offset the interest, and gradually these employees have
paid for the stock from their savings. Even the office boys have
become stockholders."
Is this philanthropy? "Emphatically no," asserts the president
of the company. "In the first place common justice is not philanthropy"; and, secondly, he says "this is good business."
The results that have accrued from this arrangement have been
that all connected with the business have worked with utmost conscientiousness, not measuring their time, not giving clock service.
'1'he founder of the business has been absent for two months or more
at a time, while this business, often exceeding two million dollars in
volume in a year, has been ably, conscientiously and energetically
conducted by these shareholder employees, even the buying, selling
and general details now being largely in their hands.
"When the economic plan of the Baha!i Cause becomes known and
generally adopted," stated the president, "it will bring new hope,
new zest, justice, and a new world:"

A
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RACE APPRECIATION
HOOFER HARRJS
This article and one shortly to follow by the sa,me author, should be read by all wlw
realize the danger the world is in at present from racial prejudice. The menace of active
and armed hostili.ty between the orient and accident gr-ows daily str-onger-. The basis of
association between the O1'ient and accident as practiced during the past few centuries, is
destined to be entirely abolished. This is appa~'ent to every thinking person. No longer
can the accident control the orient by a.ssumption of superiority and by material domination. The great need at this' pr-esent day is for- better understanding and sympathy between the east and the west. Such is the plea that Mr. Harris makes f01" inter-mcial
apprecia tion.-E ditor.

THIS country of ours,
I Nmany
foreign races are

where
represented, the fear is expressed, in some
quarters, that their amalgamation
with the so-called Anglo-Saxon race
will result in an inferior mixed population. But we know from a study
of the great migrations of the past,
that all the European races are the
result of such an amalgamation.
Prof. Franz Boas concludes his article on "Fallacies of Racial Inferiority" in the February "Current History," as follows:
"All historical, biological and sociological considerations point to the
conclusion that we have at present
merely a repetition on a large scale of
the phenomena of mixture from
which have sprung the present European nations."
So, why fear? We should rejoice,
for if we gaze with the eye of soul
we shall see a new race being formed,
a universal race; a race capable of
thinking in universals, and judging
by universal standards. All of the
conditions are present in America for
the birth of such a nation, if the
spirit of our Constitution and our
laws dwelt in the hearts of our people.
The supremely important work for
the spiritually minded in this reactionary age, is to exe;rt themselves to
the utmost to destroy the roots of
race prejudice and establish the oneness of the world of humanity. To
accomplish this,-"there is need of

a supreme power to overcome human
prejudices; a power which nothing in
the world of mankind can withstand
and which will overshadow the effect
of all other forces at work in human conditions. That irresistible
power is the love of God." (' Abdu'lBaha.)
Deeper than tolerance lies appreciation. We must learn to not merely
tolerate but to appreciate all the races
that make up the family of mankind.
To soar in the atmosphere of race
appreciation we need the wings of
Spirit, and the buoyancy of the love
of God. So far from being impossible, this flight is really natural to
man, for man is not a body but a
spirit; he is, in fact, the spirit in the
body of the world.
The ancient philosopher Epictetus,
who was a slave, and whose body his
master frequently misused, was fond
of saying: "My body is not me."
Some day we will cease thinking of
ourselves and of others as bodies and
learn that the true oneness of mankind is that of one soul in many
bodies.
This soul note is sounded with great
pathos in the following negro song: *
"I walk through the churchyard
To lay this body down;
I know moonrise, I know starrise;
I walk in the moonlight, I walk in
the starlight;

*

(DuBois, "The Souls of Black Folk.")
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I'111ie in the grave and stretch out
my arms.
1'11 go to judgment in the evening
of that day,
And my soul and thy soul shall
meet that day,
When I lay this body down."
Can we not have this soul meeting
of the races before we "lay these
bodies down"?
'Abdu'l-Baha says:
"We know that the body or form
has nothing to do with spirit or spiritual conditions. When the spirit is
disconnected with or leaves the body,
that is no reason for thinking it can
be re-absorbed or joined with the
whole of spirit, as drops of water are
absorbed or lost in the sea. The
earth is one unit, yet how many beings and separate parts it contains;
the body of man is one unit, yet it
has an infinite number of separate
and individual parts. . .. So, in like
manner, is Spirit ONE-but consisting of many different parts."
(Notes of Ethel J. Rosenberg, Jan.,
1909.)
Our bodies are only symbols of a
myriad of differentiated soul entities,
or identities, if you please, attached
to one eternal tree-the tree of life in
the Paradise of God. When one becomes conscious of this tremendous
truth all strangeness disappears and
all the races and tribes of the earth
become one great family.
II
If we take a bird's-eye view of the
world, we behold everywhere, the
earth over, in jungle and swamp, on
arid desert and rugged mountain, under the seas, on the ice, and in the
snow, human beings toiling and risking life to furnish the many wants,
both real and artificial, which our
modern civilization demands.
Let us spread the map of the world
before us. A mere glance will show
there is hardly a nook or corner of it
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where these our brothers are not toiling for our comfort and convenience.
The more materially civilized we
become, the more dependent we become on other races and countries.
We take great pride in our national
independence and self-sufficiency, but
investigation shows that for both our
food and our manufactured products
we are dependent upon the rest of
the world.
For instance, we manufacture
sixty-five per cent of the world's
steel, but we could not produce a ton
except for the use of manganese from
the Caucasian Mountains, Japan and
South America, chrome ore from Asia
and nickel from Canada. For the
production of stainless steel we are
dependent on cobalt from Canada.
Our fountain pen points and our
tungsten lamps come from South
America, Australia and China. For
tin ore we depend on China and other
countries, and the palm oil the iron
sheets are dipped in to make tin
plate comes from Africa.
But what is the use multiplying
examples? The truth is that the materials which are indispensable to
our modern civilization come from
every part of the world. This geographical dependence upon one another was thus stated by Mr. John
Herman Randall in his recent address at the World Unity Confer··
ence in New York City:
"The second mighty force making
for unity, cooperation and understanding has been the fact that the
world is fast becoming an ecomonic
UNIT, faster than a great many people realize. One hundred years ago
practically all nations were sufficient
unto themselves; possessed their own
resources, their own supplies of food,
clothing and shelter within their own
borders. Now the whole world is
furnishing these materials even to so
rich and resourceful a country as
America."
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The things we use and wear and
eat remind us of our common brotherhood.
Science, too, is doing heroic work
to rid us of unfounded prejudices
and bring us to a realization of our
unity.
Biologically, we are told,
there is no such thing as race superiority. The impartial investigations
of the scientists, whose aim is to find
the truth and not to bolster prejudices, dispose of the old fanciful
idea of five different races. We are
now told that there are only two
grand divisions of the human family,
and peculiarities of color and of
physical structure mean to the biologist nothing more than the adaptation to climate and environment, color
being a matter of pigmentation.
None of us, a Jewish friend of mine
remar ked to me, can be racially proud
after we have read and really digested
Dr. Dorsey's recent book, "Why \Ve
Behave Like Human Beings," for
Dr. Dorsey tells us:
"There is no known fact of the human anatomy or physiology which
implies that capacity for culture or
intelligence inheres in this race or
that type."
If we devoted the necessary time
to it, we should undoubtedly find that
every so-called race or type of man,
even the humblest, has something
valuable to teach us. In this connection Mr. Randall said in his New
York World Unity Conference address:
"John Dewey and Bertrand Russell
spent two years in China studying
their life, their culture, their ideals;
and when these two Western philosophers came back to their respective countries they both sat down and
wrote books in which they told us
that we of the 'Vest, in England and
America, have very much to learn
from the Chinese. They have in their
culture, life and ideals very much
that is well worth our while."

A two years' residence by these dis~
tinguished men with any of the other
races would probably have evoked
similar statements.

III
But let us return to the soul view
that is, let us for a while look at rac~
appreciation as defined by 'Abdu'l~aha. After all it is only the spirItual remedy which will prove effective in the cure of the diseases of
racial and religious prejudice.
"The disease which afflicts the
body-politic is lack of love and absence of altruism. In the hearts of
men no real love is found, and the
condition is such that unless their
susceptibilities are quickened by
some power so that unity, love and
accord may develop within them,
there can be no healing, no agreement
among mankind. . . . This is the exigency of the times and the divine
remedy has been provided." (' Ab~
du'l-Baha.)
As a condition precedent to the
application of this remedy the conscience of mankind must be awakened
a~d the beginning of that awakening
wlll come by learning to appreciate
each other as souls. First of all, we
must realize the lowly and humble
origin of the :1OW proud race of human beings. Ignoring the ascent of
the human spirit through the kingdoms up to man, let us begin with
the earliest obtainable record of man
as a self-conscious being.
Most all the facts we have point to
the Mesopotamian Valley as the spot
from which the various so-called
races migrated to obey the biblical injunction of exercising dominion over
the earth, and using it for the needs
of the human race. Let us picture
the universal human spirit differentiating itself into various family
groups and sending these out upon
their great missions. These various
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soul families migrated to every habitable part of the earth and gradually evolved capacities and traits
peculiar to themselves and in which
they came to excel. (As an example
of a marked physical trait, for instance, no man of any other race has
ever been able to successfully imitate the peculiar dance motion of the
red Indian.)
One branch of the family trekked
to the north, encountered the hardships of a cold climate and developed a hardy, fighting spirit, and the
spirit of invention, for they were
compelled to build structures to protect themselves from the weather,
and invent weapons to protect themselves from wild beasts and to kill
the animals on which they were dependent for food and clothing. Since
the forests and streams did not furni.sh them with a constant supply of
food they were also compelled to turn
to agriculture.
On the contrary, the branches of
the family who traveled to warmer
climates where the gifts of Nature
were more abundant, being under no
such necessity, had time to dream
dreams and indulge in spiritual vision. The result has been that the
people of the West, of the colder
climate, are noted for their material
accomplishments and are characteristically aggressive and men of action.
Their religion and their spiritual philosophy they have acquired from the
branches of the family which traveled
to the Orient.
Can we not see that this two-sided
development has been quite natural
and in reality most beautiful? Not
only that, but in this two-fold biological and historical development
there seems to be something basic
and fundamental. It corresponds to
the other biological facts that our
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brain is composed of two hemispheres, and that the human race is
divided into male and female. The
one branch of the race is the fulfilling of the other and it requires
the two to compose the whole.
The West is the worker, the doer,
the accomplisher, the administrator,
the fighter, the protector. In fulfilling this task it has had little time
left for spiritual contemplation; but
God has given it another and a better half, which has solved its spiritual problems for it. The spiritual
susceptibilities of the peoples of the
East will always be a mine of jewels
for the whole human race; but the
distribution of these jewels over the
earth as a whole, can be better done
by the more practical, but in reality
no less spiritual people of the West.
The duty of the West is plain; to
make these spiritual bounties universal and to use its energy and rugged determination in cooperation and
sympathy with their Oriental brothers to bring about such a mutuality
and appreciation the one of the other
as shall forever make impossible all
foolish rivalry, and abolish the antagonisms, which too long have kept
the world divided and prevented it
from fulfilling its manifest destiny.
To quote Dr. Dorsey: "Human beings are the most interesting objects
on earth, and to know themselves and
get along with one another is their
most important business." So far
from being impossible, this "getting
along" with one another, establishing
peace, mutual appreciation and
brotherhood, could be brought about
nearly overnight by the universal application of the real cure for all our
ills, which is the Love of God.
"Mankind shall yet be brithers all,
For a' that and a' that."
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WHY I BELIEVE
DORIS H. McKA Y
This article written at the request of the editors is a personal document which we feel
is both illuminating and inspiring. In regard to the expression O'f her experiences in and
ideas about the Balui'i Movement, the author writes, "It seetnts to me that to be able to
express in words why one believes is to admit a lack of that preciouB religious quality
that mar'ks the dynamic spiritu.al event. The more holy an experience the more difficult
its deS'cription. At the resistance of my mind because of arr'ogance and at restraint of
my heart through fear of betrayal when I first approached this Message, I can but look
back with real cmbarrassm,cnt. All I can say is that the 1ni1'acle of faith did da,wn
purging away those doubts and fears. The light did at last shine over the tnwuntain-tops
and down into the valley where I stood."-Editor.

once asked to give a special
I WAS
course in Design to a group of
college girls.
These girls were
juniors in a home-economics course
and were well-trained in application
and desirous of a good mark but only
two or three had had any preparation whatever. Not a girl there
had even ordinary talent for drawing; they were discouraged before
they began. The first ray of hope
came when I told them that drawing
is a process and can be learned. On
that basis we worked out a measure
of success. A person without "an
artistic eye" can learn to draw accurately by means of observation and
the faculty of comparison; one lacking in taste can produce charming
effects by the aid of the color chart.
Baha'u'llah, the divine Teacher of
this Day, wins us to faith by means
of a process. The unquestioning belief born of intuition, the response
of the lamb to the Shepherd's voice.
is like a heaven-sent talent. It is as
rare in this western world as are
those people whom we all know and
love who by their innate simplicity,
humility, and lovingness seem to have
been born near the door of heaven.
As a substitute for this genius for
generosity of the heart and mind we
less-favored mortals have the testimony of the senses and the medium of
intellectual acceptance. We do not
"draw easily" but under the guidance of the wise teacher we can be

taught to simulate capacity. Who
knows what latent talent for loving,
and giving, and faith may be coaxed
into expression at His hands?
The miraculously activating emotion of faith must indeed baffle the
understanding of one who has not
experienced it, especially when it is
put to some test. At the time of the
Declaration of the Bab (who was
the Herald or John the Baptist of
the Baha'i Religion), we find a people who for generations had been
born to servile acceptance of church
and state suddenly becoming enrapt
by the vision of a radiant Youth who
preached a doctrine of universal love
in a land of hatred, of freedom and
equality in the stronghold of tyranny,
of the simple adoration of God in a
country where ceremony and superstition were rife. To respond to this
call so radical and resounding meant
to turn one's back on security and
social position, perhaps on friends
and family, and to stand out as the
target for persecution, fiendish devisings, debasement, possibly death
itself. The intangible, elusive Possession proffered in the ringing words
of the Bab, became the pearl of great
price for these thousands of martyrs.
They sold all that seems precious to
man's material regard for a something that cannot be conceived by the
senses. Over Persia in the days of
persecution was spread the glorious
pageantry of faith; it was the miracle
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of God coming with power and great
glory and its like had never been seen
there. Before such sublime faith
we in the western world can but bow
our heads.
My real initiation into the Baha'f Faith was first by observation. I
came all at once to meet persons who
seemed to reflect the spirit of the
Bab's disciples. They spoke the language of Reality; their news of a Divine Message rang confidently. When
they were ill or troubled by finances
they maintained their high spirits.
At their homes I tasted true hospitality; when they were at my house
it was as if I had a retinue of servants. I think the thing that impressed me most was their prayers,
such outpourings of adoration as I
had not seen in churches; I would
catch upon their faces the look of
having been drained of self, the rapt
expression of that which the mystics
have termed "poverty." Yet these
new friends of ours suffered more
defeats than we imagined because
their goals were more inaccessible.
These are the "tried soldiers of Baha'u'llah," and of them I learned the
principle of love in action.
Those who heard the Bab proclaim
His impassioned utterances in the
streets of Mecca learned thus, and
those who witnessed the triumph of
a martyr's death. Those who beheld Baha'u'llah and noted the majesty of His movements though hampered by a convict's chains, and those
who beheld the serenity of the exiles
in their hours of deprivation learned
the lesson of the great Artist. The
fact that 'Abdu'l-Baha has lived the
life of Christ and that He has exemplified in every act and word the
ideal of perfection is the proof by
deeds of the truth of these teachings.
The mission of all Baha'i Teachers
is to awaken in us the desire to solve
the mystery of this Source, and to
create in us a thirst for the Water of
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Life. There is a fountain in paradise called the salsible to which the
feet of the believers have been guided,
and it is for refreshment such as this
that the soul of man has become
parched. That such a fountain exists
seems to be the conviction of all those
who go in search of it with empty
cup, and through the writings of Baha'u'llah I attained to a drop of that
knowledge.
The lesson by observation having
been learned, Baha'u'l1ah instructs
His students by means of compaTison.
For two thousand years the generations of Christians have prayed in the
Lord's Prayer, "Thy kingdom come."
Baha'u'llah says that the coming of
God's kingdom is the consummation
of this age. He unrolls as on a scroll
the drawing of a divine civilization
in order that it may serve as a correction and a guide to the crude efforts and pitiful failures of mankind.
In this conception so magnificent in
scope yet so easy to understand one
sees what appears to be God's own
plan for His creation.
It is instructive to place the blurred
sketch of our present progress with
its many erasures and unbeautiful
distortions beside the model of the
Master that we may scan its divine
proportions and cease to tolerate that
thing we have produced.
A view of our universal situation
shows the deplorable fact that there
is not a person in the world who is
not abhorred by countless others of
his kind because of his unforgivable
odiousness; that is to say, he diffeTs
from them in color, nationality, religion, or the state of society to which
he belongs. To these prejudices we
have been born, so that we have come
to look on them as justifiable. In
1914 and at many earlier dates these
brooding resentments burst out in
bloody warfare. Our history books
are bulky with the records of race
wars, class wars, and religious wars,
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which have brutalized and impoverished the people for thousands of
years. In this century the inventors
have labored to bring men elbow to
elbow and now there is no material
isolation left. Yet it is true that,
material unity accomplished, men
hate each other even more than they
did before; and today it is dangerous!
Speaking as we do in different
tongues the voices which ascend to
heaven must sound like those of the
Tower of Babel; we have wealth that
stultifies and poverty that degrades;
in many countries woman is still considered the inferior of man; we find
the educated dominating the ignorant. We also find in this age where
there is a kind of unity,-in fact
where unity is being used as the keynote of material progress-that real
differences are indeed abhorrenteverywhere difference, that condition
least to be tolerated, is interfering
with the friendship of the peoples
and classes. The world hates and
fears diversity and is ready to root
it out at the cost of personal annihilation.
A study of the Baha'i Revelation
lifts one's vantage point from the
limited to the Supreme Horizon. We
see our strifes and fears as they must
look to God; we see that there are
"differences" of each color and kind
which are indispensable to the balanced design of the whole, but we see
points of estrangement which like
broken lines must be made firm.
There is a basis of reconciliation between men and nations beside which
their variations due to historical and
geographical background become
most trivial. This is voiced by Baha'u'llah who has said: "Ye are all
leaves of one tree, fruits of one
branch."
The elaboration of this statement
is of significance regarding our situation of political and international
unrest. In the principles of this

faith one may read Baha'u'llah's contribution to modern policy:
1. He shows that it is our intellectual prerogative and moral duty independently to investigate Truth.
2. He asserts that all religions
have risen from one Source; that all
mankind is one; that science and religion are in accord.
3. He suggests that a better understanding can be fostered by a plan
of universal education, the use of an
auxiliary language, and an admission of the equality of men and
women in all countries.
4. He presents a workable plan for
an adjustment of economic difficulties and the arrangement of international arbitration.
Baha'u'llah predicts that by accepting and acting upon these world principles the Most Great Peace may be
attained to in this century.
The design of the Master Artist is
not only true in its representation,
but exquisite in its workmanship; the
quality of its line and the beauty of
its detail imply the perfection of each
part. So do the divine laws extend
from the correction of the nations to
the purification of each separate individual who is to be part of the New
Civilization; without the awakening
of the people even the perfect laws
would not be imbued with life.
Within this Message I found a formula for building what Maeterlinck
has called "a great moral personality." I found an ideal in which love,
energy, insight, and understanding
combined to meet the measure of a
person not less than man. I realized
too that these words are life-conferring and charged with a potency beyond human ken; that somehow once
more a Man of Sorrows has guided
the footsteps of humanity to the Path.
This message of resurrection is not
meant for a few advanced beings
who like the mystics of the Christian
dispensation have charted a lonely
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and endless way to God, but for all
seekers who in this Day will submit
themselves to the "rule and ceremony
of loving," so clearly defined by God's
Messenger.

I have come to see that there is a
chance in the not so far distant future
for man with a heightened consciousness to become part of a reclaimed
civilization, a universe which like the
product of the artist shall have a
cent er of interest toward which all
lines seem to lead and to which all
else is subordinated. In regard to
this center, 'Abdu'l-Baha has said,
"The Law of God is a collective center
which unites various peoples, nativities, tongues, and opinions." To attach oneself to that Center comes to
mean a dissolution of that enveloping
,self-consciousness that has ever made
for discord. When at last as individuals or nations we fit into the
picture, our dreams and coveted
goals, orientated for the first time in
the world of Reality, will gain purpose and dignity and we shall experience a focus of our forces toward undreamed-of accomplishments.
Is this the Word of God? One who
seeks for Truth in the Baha'i Revelation searches his soul for the answer. All the manifest proofs such
as the record of prophecy, and the
signs the mob demand, fade out beside the testimony of the Book. The
Word of God will not admit of imitations. In the words of the "Iqan"
(Book of Assurance revealed by Baha'u'llah). "Consider how great is
the value of the verses in which God
hath completed His perfect argument, consummate proof, dominant
power and penetrating will . . . . .
To the people they are everlasting
proof, fixed argument, and shining
light from the presence of that Ideal
King. No excellence equals them.
They are the treasury of divine pearls
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and the depository of the mysteroies
of unity. They are the strong thread,
the firm rope, the most secure handle and the inextinguishable light.
Through them flows the river of the
Divine Knowledges, and bursts the
fire of the consummate wisdom of the
eternal." That this is a true description of those verses which I read in
my days of search and those words
which are now my nourishment and
my delight, I here bear witness.
In Persia in 1844 there were certain souls who had been awaiting
with the utmost vigilance the call of
the Promised One. At the news of the
Bab's proclamation they sold their
property and traveled from the cities
and outlying country districts to His
side, perhaps a journey of weeks. In
America in 1927 we who term ourselves of the vigilant must set out on
a spiritual pilgrimage, a going forth
of the heart and mind, to that place
where we may find Him in order to
discern if this Message of such startling import be true. We will be rewarded with the evidence that:
1. A pure and selfless man has
again walked this earth.
2. He has proclaimed His prophethood.
3. He has left teachings in every
way conducive to the universal advancement of the people.
4. He was willing to pay the price
of martyrdom in order to deliver His
Message.
Who shall say that He speaks not
the Truth!
Thus I journeyed to the City of Assurance along the main high road
which is pleasant to travel, assisted
by loving guides and obvious signs.
I am confident that ere long many
shall pass by this Way. "The White
Hand shall cleave an opening in this
somber night, and God shall open into
His City a gate. On that day the people shall enter into it in crowds . . . .
that there may appear in the end
what began in the beginning."
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ON THE BORDERS OF LAKE LEMAN
FLORENCE E. PI:"rCHON

HOSE who have had the joy of
T visiting
Switzerland, who have
grown brown in its brilliant sunshine, seen the clouds wreathe themselves in a myriad of fantastic forms
about the snow-capped mountains,
watched a sunset or a moonrise over
the iridescent waters of Lake Leman,
can never quite forget the experience,
nor fail to realize an upliftment of
soul, a sense of being enfolded in a
deep peaee touched at times even
with ecstasy. But who dare hope to
describe the beauty that has been immortalized by a Byron or a Shelley?
No wonder, therefore, that when
'Abdu'l-Baha visited this country
in 1911, driving in the mountains or
crossing by steamer to the picturesque towns, linked, like beads on a
silver chain, all round the lake
border, His tender, sensitive heart
knew gladness and refreshment and
rejoiced in the loveliness mirrored
forth by nature on every side. And
surely wherever He passed, spiritual
seed was sown that will spring up
and grow unto the harvest.
One day, we are told, gazing across
the level waters lying "like a sea of
glass mingled with fire," 'Abdu'lBaha looked beyond where the busy
little haunts of men lay embosomed
in foliage, beyond where the mystically blue summits of the J uras stood
drawn as with a mighty pencil along
the skyline, to that spiritual world
where "the Hosts of the Lord rise up
to the assistance of the faithful ones,"
and "t.he "Wnite Hand cleaves an
opening to the sombre night" that
shrouds the Continent of Europe, to
where "God had opened int.o His City
a Gate, through which men shall enter in crowds." For, turning t.o those
who were with Him, He said, slowly
and impressively: "There is much

work t.o be done around the lake."
And so has the work begun.
In obedience to Shoghi Effendi's
request, Mrs. Jane Stannard, whose
field of service for the Baha'i Cause
had hit.herto lain in the East, traveled
to t.he quiet, grey town lying at the
end of the Lake-where meet the
waters of two rivers-and COUl'ageously opened, some fifteen months
ago, a Bureau for international correspondence.
Over Geneva st.ilI lingers the severe
shade of Calvin; yet, side by side
with and superimposed as it were
upon deeply-rooted tradition and indifference are the manifold activities
of numberless modern societies,
working, each in their own way, for
the good of all. But memories haunt.
t.he broad boulevards and narrow,
cobbled streets, not only of stern,
fiery reformers, but of t.he idealistic,
reckless Rousseau, of the two wild
English poets who went sailing and
singing over the tranquil lake on
summer evenings, and of many anot.her vivid personality famous in history and literature. And here, also,
on a summer day came One to bless
this ancient home of hardly-won liberty, which had been destined to hold
t.he heart-throbs of the world of international hopes and ideals-the
Great Physician-bringing wit.h Him
balm for the healing of the nations.
Here, also, during last autumn,
lVlartha Root arrived, to deliver at a
special Esperanto Conference, the
message of love and unity to the representatives of thirty-two nations. A
veritable meeting of the Waters!
Now, in order to comply with growing needs, an earnest endeavor is being made to maintain the regular
pUblicat.ion of a central organ of
news and propaganda-"Le Messager
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Palace oj the League of Nations

Baha'i"-which seeks also to emphasize, in the light of the Baba'i
Teachings, some of the g rea t
thoughts and striking utterances delivered here, from time to time, by
prominent people. And in this connection it is encouraging to know
that, to the Baha'i principles and
ideals, men, whose names hold honored place in Switzerland and in the
intellectual world generally, are giving open assent and sympathy,-hilltops kindling with the glory of the
Sunrise l
The Bureau serves, too, as a meeting-place for Baha:is arriving from
all parts of the world. Visitors during the spring and summer have included friends and enquirers from
France, Germany, America, Russia,
Austria, India, Egypt and Palest.ine.
And the Center has provided yet another example of that spirit of unity,
the shining secret of the growth of
our Movement, for members have
traveled here from several parts of
Europe, England and America to

manifest their interest and practical
sympathy.
One of the most gracious proofs of
the operation of the Holy Spirit has
been the attraction to the Baha'i
Cause of the owner of a well-known
bookshop, dealing with all kinds of
progressive thought literature. This
gifted woman caused a beautifuliy
illuminated scroll to be displayed in
t.he window of her store, embodying,
in three languages, the Baldi'i Principles.
"What is this Bah:i'i Revelation?"
asked a casual passer-by gazing in at
the window. "Sure, I don't know,"
was the equally casual reply of his
companion, "but it seems to be a very
sensible affair." Just so: for the Divine common-sense of the Great Plan
cannot fail to make its appeal to the
merest passer-by, so that even "he
who runs may read."
Let it be our earnest prayer that
in this important world-center the
Divine Oriflamme may glow with
ever-increasing radiance.
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An hour's automobile ride from
Geneva brings one to that pleasant
center of sport and education, of
youth and flowers, which falls down
the hillside to the lake like a mighty
laburnum-Lausanne-Ouchy.
Here
the Baha'i Cause has been known and
devotedly sustained for several years
by Madame Beck.
At present,
through the kindness of an American believer, Baha'i weekly meetings
are being held in the salon of a small
hotel in the town, and at these meetings, a blind Egyptian radiates the
spirit of love by his sweet chantings
and interesting talks. And when the
Baha'is here join with friends all
over the world in commemoration of
the Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baha, the
gathering will be held in the home of
a Swiss woman who has only known
the Baha'i Cause for a few weeks.
With her it was a case of instantaneous attraction. Seeing, for the

The famous bridge and quai of Geneva

first time, a photo of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
she caught it up in her hands crying:
"Oh! c'est le visage du Bon Dieu!"
and shed tears.
All round the lake Baha'is have
been visiting; wafting, we trust, spiritual pollen on the breezes of Divine
Assurance, and thereby fertilizing,
maybe, many a wayside flower. "For
the harvest of every seed is limited,

Chillon and lower end of Lake Geneva,

but the bounty and blessing of the
Di vine Teachings are unlimited."
To Thonon, that ancient citadel
perched high on the French cote, a
pilgrimage was made by friends from
Geneva; the hotel at which 'Abdu'lBaha stayed with His followers
standing out on the brow of the hill.
Evian, close by, in the season a
glittering little spa, was the holiday
resort of that fine soldier and friend
of 'Abdu'l-Baha-Lord Allenby.
Glion, hanging like a nest on the
mountain-side above which towers the
maj estic Rochers de N aye, was the
scene, one Sunday afternoon, of a
social gathering-Mrs. Stannard motoring over with a friend. And during September, three or four Baha'is
found each other on Mount Pelerinthat sunny and peaceful summit!
There the clergyman attached to a
little English Church r e c e n t 1y
opened, joined friends from Paris,
England and America, and with the
magnificent panorama of the Savoy
Alps and the whole of the Swiss
Riviera spread out before them,they studied together the teachings
of Swedenborg-that great Evangel
-comparing them with the Baha'i
Scriptures.
A truly illuminating
study in an ideal environment!
Nyon, Vevey and Montreux-beloved as we know by members of the
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familY of 'Abdu'l-Baha-and now
ablaze with the season's glory-have
had Baha'i guests. And who knows
what spiritual wirelessing may have
been operating, preparing minds and
hearts all along this lovely routea route so rich, too, in literary associations-for the blaze of a greater
Glory than that of their woods in
Autumn, the recognition of a sublime and sacred literature written by
the power of a Supreme Pen!
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And so we labor on, with the stirring words of Shoghi Effendi ringing in our hearts:
"Naught else can provide that driving force and sustaining power that
are both so essential to the success of
vast and enduring achievements. . .
but the realization, down in the innermost heart of every true believer,
of the regenerating power, the supreme necessity, the unfailing efficacy of the Message he bears."

WHAT DANZIG HAS
How to bring a Universal Congress of Esperanto in your city
MARTHA L. ROOT

DANZIG, "the Queen of the Baltic
Sea," a city of sweet-sounding
chimes, of fresh sea breezes wafting,
and a mediaeval charm of joyously
colored streets, old gates and antique
churches, has a treasure which every
city in the world might sigh to possess. Not one of the greatest countries can fanfare that they have its
counterpart. This jewel is a dear
little woman, Mrs. Anna Tuschinski,
eighty-five years "young," who is the
pioneer of Esperanto in the Free City
of Danzig.
Left a widow at the age of fortynine years, she became an instructor
of languages. One day, quite by
chance, when she was in her sixtysixth year, she found a little Esperanto gram mar. She read it carefully
and immediately saw how logical it
is. She learned this universal auxiliary language, gathered the youth,
both young men and women, taught
them and soon she gave a large eve-

ning reception to which she invited
the citizens of Danzig. For the first
time they heard Esperanto and about
Esperanto.
The proofs of her twenty years of
indefatigable labor and her excellent
Esperanto are: first, her city, Danzig, has captured the honor of having
the Nineteenth Universal Congress of
Esperanto which is to take place
there July 28 to August 4. A second
proof is that some of the most intelligent, cultured young people of
Danzig are fervent Esperantists.
Miss Kaethe Marquardt, private secretary to the President, is a remarkable Esperantist. The President, Dr.
Heinrich Sahm, is the Patron of this
coming Universal Congress of Esperanto. The Chief Deleg'ate of Esperanto, Mr. Bernhard Aeltermann, is
in the office of the City (State) government and Mayor of the small city,
Emaus, which is close to Danzig.
How has it all come about? Sweet
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Free City of Danzig, Eu-rope, where the Nineteenth Uni1J'e1'sal Congress of
Esperanto will be held, July 28-A.ugust 4.

Mrs. Tuschinski is not tall, silent,
awe-inspiring; rather she is very
petite, slender, always smiling, richly
blessed with the gift of humor, and so
light is her step that she still dances
with the young men at the Esperanto
balls and informal parties.
The
writer learned from pupils that their
teacher never hesitates to go up three
and four flights -of stairs to visit the
sick Esperantists, or more often the
very poor. Some people say she is
very unwise, because she has spent
everything she has on others; but
she said to the writer: "I am richer
than any of them for my heart-possessions no one can ever take from
me."
Anna Tuschinski, unconsciously is
teaching Danzig and she will teach all
Congress visitors something, even
more than perfect Esperanto: it is
the wonderful secret of happiness!
She possesses a high spiritual aim

which gives joy to life; plunged in
love and service, she is always surrounded by love and friends.
When the writer of this sketch
told her of the two Baha'i convention
sessions as part of this coming Congress, she quickly replied: "Yes, I
will come to your two Baha!f sessions
and to the Catholic Sunday service
and to the Jewish meeting, I love all
noble people. ';Ye must cross over the
narrow bridge of differences in religion. I became an Esperantist to
cross over the bridge of language differences. You are the first Baha'i I
have ever met, but very often I have
read of Baha!u'llah's Principles in
the Esperanto magazines."
The three days' visit to Danzig was
made in March especially to arrange
all details for these two important
Baha'f sessions. The general subject for the convention session on
July 30, is: "Baha'i Principles for the
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Mrs. Anna Tuschinslci, 85 year's old, pioneer
of E sper'anto -in Danzig.

New Universal Education"; the subject for the session on August first is:
"Baha,'i Scientific Proofs of Life
After Death." Of course the Universal Congress of Esperanto is
neutral in religion and politics, but
"Fakaj Kunvenoj" as these different
convention sessions are called in Esperanto, may be arranged by members of different religious organizations, peace societies, scientific societies, lab or parties and others, and all
Congress participants may be invited.
Fifty international organizations will
have representatives at this Congress.
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Danzig is preparing for 2,500 visitors during Congress week. More
than 500 are expected from Germany.
Polish Esperantists write that more
than 300 will come from their cities;
Great Britain will have a large representation. Almost every country
in the world is sending delegates. As
Danzig is central in Europe many
hundreds can attend. The Summer
University in Esperanto is attracting
many, and also, as this is Jubilee
Year in Esperanto, many will be present at the solemn and impressive
celebration which is to form part of
the Congress program.
There will be many other features.
One day all the Congressionists will
be taken for an excursion on the
Baltic Sea. Another evening a Grand
Opera performance of "Gutterdammerung," will be presented in a
beautiful forest of pines and birches
in Zoppot, a famous seaside city near
Danzig (only twenty minutes by fast
train.)
Three hundred musicians
will come from Berlin, Vienna, Dresden and Munich to sing in this opera.
The Esperanto Oratorical Contest
will take place in Zoppot, in a great
garden of one of the hotels overlooking the Baltic Sea. Later tea will be
served, the hundreds of tables arranged so that all may see the beautiful Baltic and heart its murmur.
May the dear "Esperanto little
mother," eighty-five-year-old Mrs.
Anna Tuschinski, live to see this
Congress and may the Esperantists
~ee her!

It is impossible to realize the grandeur and spiritual significance
of these peerless days! God is establishing in the hearts of men His
kingdom of peace and good-will. Blessed are those who have taken
part in this glorious work.-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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NO DOUBT you are aware that in the past ages a common language shared by various nations created a spirit of solidarity amongst
them. For instance, thirteen hundred years ago there were many
divergent nationalities in the Orient. There were Copts in Egypt,
Syrians in Syria, Assyrians and Babylonians in Bagdad and along
the rivers of Mesoptamia.

There existed among these peoples rank

hatred; but as they were gradually brought nearer through common
protection and common interests, the Arabic language grew to be
the means of intercommunication and they became as one nation.
They all speak Arabic to this day.

In Syria, if you ask anyone of

them, he will say, "I am an Arab," though he be a Greek, an
Egyptian, Syrian or Jew.
We say "this man is a German, the other an Italian, a Frenchman,
an Englishman," etc. All belong to the great human family, yet
language is the barrier between them. The greatest working basis
for bringing about unity and harmony amongst the nations is the
teaching of a universal tongue.

Writing on this subject fifty years

ago, His Holiness Bah:i'u'lhih declared that complete union between
the various nations of the world would remain an unrealized dream
until an international language was established.
Misunderstandings will not be dispelled except through the
medium of a common ground of communication.

Every intelligent

man will bear testimony to this. . . . A mutual language will become
the mightiest means toward universal progress, for it will cement
the east and the west. It will make the world one home and become
the divine impulse for human advancement.

It will upraise the

standard of oneness of the world of humanity and make the earth a
universal commonwealth. It will create love between the children of
men and good fellowship between the various creeds. . .. Religious
prejudices play havoc among the peoples and bring about warfare
and strife and it is impossible to remove them ·without a common
medium.

'Abdu'l-Baha.

~I

AY twenty-third is the anniversary of a
.
blessed event-the anmversary
of the message and declaration of His Holiness the Bab.
~~I
The appearance of The Bab resembles the
.~ dawn, for the dawn holds the promise of the
sun. The dawn of The Bab lwomised the
rising of the Sun of Truth that is to envelop the whole
world. He said, "0 My Glorious Lord! I sacrifice
myself entirely to Thee. My only desire is to be
martyred for Thy Love. Thou dost suffice Me!" The
Bab's desire \'i'as to be realized, for the glorious crown
of martyrdom was placed upon His head. The gems
light the whole world.
He was imprisoned at Shiraz (Persia), then went
to Isfahan, was afterward confined in a fortress at
Maku and finally executed in a public square of Tabriz.
This supreme martyrdom raised His banner yet higher
and heightened the power of Divine Manifestation on
earth, for the reality which is reflected is the same
from the beginning. . .. The great ones are from all
time in their glorious station, their reality is luminous
from the beginning, the reality that causes the qualities of God to appear, but the day of their Manifestation is the day when they proclaim themselves on this
earth.
The Bab in His writings heralded the advent of
Bah§:u'llah. . . . When some years later, Baha'u'llah
declared Him.self to be the "Glory of God" the Bab's
followers with few exceptions believed in Him.
The Baha'is believe that the incarnation of the 'V:.,r ord
of God, meaning the changing of the nature of Divinity
into humanity and the transformation of the Infinite
into the finite, can never be. But they believe that the
Bab and Baha'u'lIah are Manifestations of a Universal
Order in the world of humanity. It is clear that the
Eternal can never be transient, neither the transient
Eternal. Transformation of nature is impossible.
Perfect Man, the l'vlanifestation, is like a clear mirror
in which the Sun of Reality is apparent and evident,
reflected in its endless bOllnties.,Abdu'l-Baha.
1~~1f)1
'I'"
.

Mme. Hainisch, m,other of the President of Austria and leading feminist of that country, in her study, where she ~vc~s interviewed
by Miss Martha Root. (See, page 44.)
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"One of the potentialities hidden in the realm of humanity was
the capability or capacity of womanhood. Through the effulgent
rays of divine illumination, the capacity of woman has become so
awakened and manifest in this age that equality of man and woman
is an established fact."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

ONE OF THE tenets of the Baha'i religion is the essential equality
of the sexes. Man and woman, says
'Abdu'l-Baha, are the two wings upon
which humanity must fly. So strongly
did Baha,'u'lhih emphasize the importance of woman that He directed
His followers to educate their girls
in preference to their boys in case
all the children could not be educated.
Since the day when Baha'u'llah
gave forth this message regarding
woman, a great change has taken
place in the status of woman all over
the world. In Anglo-Saxon countries
first was won the struggle of women
to enter the professions and trades,
to mingle freely in the life of the
world, and to share in the direction
of local and national affairs th:fough
the privilege of the ballot.
Gradually the emancipation movement, permeating other countries, has
seen results almost as significant.
Most amazing of all is the very recent effort of Oriental womanhood for
freedom and power. The progress of
Asia has been retarded and its whole
civilization effected d is a d van t ageously by the segregation, lack of
education, and servility of its womanhood. Doubtless great and rapid
changes will come about through the
emancipation and better education of
Oriental women.
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So advanced is the feminist movement today in this part of the world
that there is now no occasion for arguments as to woman's native ability
as a criterion for enfranchisement or
for entrance into professions hitherto
considered the monoply of man. Argument concerning this great question is futile, because woman is rapidly proving, point by point, her equal
efficiency and practical ability.
IT IS NOT, however, as a matter
of justice to woman that the greatest
good will come to humanity from her
enfranchisement. When to man's
power and ability as expressed in the
direction of affairs, is added the potential capacity of the other half
of humanity, great benefits to civilization will accrue.
This world has hitherto been a
man-made and a man-ruled planet.
Industry, commerce, government,
have been expressions of the masculine mind and temperament, of
which the distinguishing characteristics are courage, energy, and aggressiveness. By means of these
masculine traits civilization has arrived at several goals which are of
distinct and permanent value, among
the most important of which are exploration and discovery, invention,
science, the political organizationby means of force-of the planet
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into a comparatively few large units,
and the refinement of egoism into a
legal and social code of "let-me-alone
and I'll-let-you-alone."
This pioneer work of the planet
having now been accomplished, it is
highly questionable whether the
ultra-masculine qualities and abilities
are either capable of or suitable for
further progress of civilization, unless balanced and directed by those
qualities which pertain to woman.

complete an organization as physical
force will permit-since any attempt
at further organization by force will
plainly result in the utter destruction
of civilization, if not of humanity itself-man would do well, even if he
were not so commanded by God, to
permit woman an equal voice in affairs. What is needed now is nonegoistic organizing of those factors
of civilization already achieved by
man; and a new political arrangement of humanity in terms of sympathy, understanding, cooperation
and mutual service.

HAS M A S C U L I N E "kultur"
reached its possible ultimate? gvents
more than theory are demonstrating
this question's answer.
Within this very "kultur" lies its
limitations and the seeds of its destruction. Being built upon foundations of egoistic energy, force, and
aggressiveness, the superstructure
of masculine civilization is always
liable to cataclysms due to violence.
And when the means of violence have
been perfected by man's ingenuity to
the point of human destruction by
the wholesale, there, one may say, is
the demarcation of the limit beyond
which man-made civilization cannot
go. Nay, within this limit lies a destructive force which is centrifugal,
tending to draw back into a chaos of
disorder those proud structures by
which man through ingenuity and
force of will has advanced from
chaos.

WAR MUST be abolished. Toward
this desideratum woman has already
made, and will continue to make, the
most distinguished contributions. Already the womanhood of the civilized
world are organized into innumerable
societies for the outlawing of war and
the establishment of universal peace.
That woman is not even more universally pacific in tendency and effort
is due not so much to lack of the
feminine quality as to the hypnotic
obsession cast upon her by the male
that war is a necessity for conserving
her home and her country. It is
through the typical conserving quality of the female, not through aggressiveness, that those wishing war
have drawn into their active ranks
mothers of children who if war
should come must slay and be slain.

WHAT THEN is needed so much
as the injection into the directive
power of humanity of those qualities
which distinguish the feminine personality,-altruism (biologists point
to the mammal suckling its young
as the first instance of altruism in
evolution) ; conservation; organizing
ability along lines of cooperation
rather than of force; and those qualities of love, compassion, and service
which we call spiritual.
Having brought the planet to as

BUT THE abolition of war will
not be woman's sole contribution to
civilization. It will be but the beginning of the blessings she will bring
to humanity when to her achievement
through wifehood and motherhood
are added achievements more directly
affecting humanity in the marts and
in the legislatures of the nations.
Into the world of industry and
commerce woman will bring a humanitarian quality, a sympathy, a
strong spirit of cooperation, which
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will eventually see our present competitive system changed to one of cooperation.
Into civic affairs she will bring
better organization, more efficiency,
more honesty, and more humaneness.
Her powers no longer limited simply
to the task of binding up the wounds
of the fallen, will direct themselves
into channels through which she can
help abolish the very causes of misery
and degradation.
IT IS NOT the place here to go
into the matter of woman's possession of greater spiritual qualities
than man. But the future of the
world may be divided thereby into
three general stages. First, that in
which the average male takes no interest in the question of woman's
spiritual qualities because he does
not think them of any practical value.
Second, the stage in which man
awakes to the fact that these spiritual qualities of woman have a practical as well as an altruistic value,
and admits the daily need for such
qualities in the life of the world. And
third, the happy stage at which the
male sex shall have acquired also
those qualities of love, of sympathy,
of altruistic service in which women
-if they do not have the monoplya,t least have the lead.
Let us thank God that these spiritual qualities are not necessarily
limited to women. They are not, ne
more than are the intellectual qualities, innately a matter of sex. The
history of religions has proved that
men can, if they will, cultivate those
fruits of the spirit which Saint Paul
has so perfectly conceived and described: "love, joy, peace, long suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance-against such there
is no law."
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WHAT A GLORIOUS civilization
will prevail when man sublimates his
sex along these spiritual lines and
joins with woman in spiritual comradeship for the achievement of the
highest humanitarian ideals; when
for his greater effectiveness intuition
is added to intellectuality, and selfwill turns to spiritual guidance; when
with all humility he yields due ground
to his mate, woman, gladly allowing
her full opportunity for the expression of her glowing virtues and her
glorious abilities.
And in the home life of our race,
when such a final adjustment takes
place between the sexes, what a heavenly peace and tranquillity will reign!
An atmosphere in which the childsouls called into physical expression
will find a perfect medium for the
development and flowering of those
exquisite qualities inherited from another higher world and inhibited,
now and here, through the obtuseness, the disharmonies, and the carnal quality of our present life. One
generation of children brought up in
such spiritual homes would revolutionize society.
EQUALITY of woman and man, if
clearly seen, is not a right to be
wrested from man by woman-but a
privilege fraught with such blessings
for the world that could man but see
he would of his own accord strive
with heart and soul to open every
door of opportunity to woman and to
help her to achieve an education
which should make her a true mate
to him upon every plane of being;
and as a mother, gloriously fitted to
create and train the children of the
coming race.
Let humanity "fly with both wings"
and it will reach the Kingdom of
Heaven.
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EQUALITY OF MAN AND WOMAN
*Compiled from the Utterances of 'Abdu'l-Baha

ODAY, questions .of the utmost
T importance
are facing humanity;
questions peeuliar to this radiant century. In former centuries there was
not even mention of them. Inasmuch
as this is the century of illumination,
the century of humanity, the century
of divine bestowals, these questions
are being presented for the expression .of public opinion and in all the
countries of the world discussion is
taking place looking to their solution.
One of these questions concerns the
rights of woman and her equality
with man. In past ages it was held
that woman and man were not equal;
that is to say, woman was considered
inferior to man even from the standpoint of her anatomy and creation.
She was considered especially inferior
in intelligence and the idea prevailed
universally that it was not allowable
for her to step into the arena of important affairs. In some countries
man went so far as to believe and
teach that woman belonged to a
sphere lower than human. But in
this century which is the century of
light and the revelation of mysteries
God is proving to the satisfaction of
humanity that all this is ignorance
and err.or; nay, rather, it is well established that mankind and womankind as factors of composite humanity are co-equal and that no difference
in estimate is allowable; for all are
human. The conditions in past centuries were due to woman's lack of
opportuni,ty. She was denied the
right and privilege of education and
left in her undeveloped state. Naturally, she could not and did not ad-

*All quotations in this compilation, unles,s otherwise noted, are from the Addresses of 'Abdu'l-Baha in America, published under the title, "The Promulgation
of Universal Peace."

vance. In reality God has created all
mankind and in the estimation of God
there is no distinction as to male and
female. The one whose heart is pure
is acceptable in His sight, be that one
man or woman. God does not inquire
"Art thou woman or art thou man?"
He judges human actions. If these
are acceptable in the threshold of the
Glorious One, man and woman will be
equally recognized and rewarded.
Furthermore, the education of
woman is more necessary and important than that of man, for woman
is the trainer of the child from its
infancy. If she be defective and imperfect herself the child will necessarily be deficient; therefore imperfection of woman implies a condition of imperfection in all mankind,
for it is the mother who rears, nurtures and guides the growth of the
child. This is not the function of the
father. If the educator be incompetent the educated will be correspondingly lacking. This is evident
and incontrovertible. Could the student be brilliant and accomplished if
the teacher is illiterate and ignorant?
The mothers are the first educators
of mankind; if they be imperfect, alas
for the condition and future of the
race.
WHEN WE CONSIDER the kingdoms of existence below man we find
no distinction or estimate of superiority and inferiority male and female. Among the myriad organisms
of the vegetable and animal kingdoms, sex exists, but there is no differentiation whatever as to relative importance and value in the equation of
life. If we investigate impartially
we may even find species in which the
female is superior or preferable to
the male. For instance, there are
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trees such as the fig, the male of
which is fruitless while the female is
fruitful. The male of the date palm
is valueless while the female bears
abundantly. Inasmuch as we find
no ground for distinction or supe~
riority according to the creative wis~
dom in the lower kingdoms, is it
logical or becoming of man to make
such distinction in regard to himself?
The male of the animal kingdom does
not glory in its being male and supe~
rior to the female. In fact equality
exists and is recognized. Why should
man, a higher and more intelligent
creature, deny and deprive himself of
this equality the animals enjoy? His
surest index and guide as to the cre~
ative intention concerning himself are
the conditions and analogies of the
kingdoms below him where equality
of the sexes is fundamental.
The truth is that all mankind are
the creatures and servants of one
God, and in His estimate all are hu~
man. "Man" is a generic term apply~
ing to all humanity. The biblical
statement "Let us make man in our
image; after our likeness" does not
mean that woman was not created.
The "image" and "likeness" of God
applies to her as well. In Persian
and Arabic there are two distinct
words translated "man" into Eng~
lish; one meaning man and woman
collectively, the other distinguishing
man as male from woman the fe~
male. The first word and its pro~
noun are generic, collective; the other
is restricted to the male. This is
the same in Hebrew.
To accept and observe a distinction which God has not intended in
creation, is ignorance and supersti~
tion. The fact which is to be con~
sidered, however, is that woman hav~
ing formerly been deprived must now
be allowed equal opportunities with
man for education and training.
There must be no difference in their
education. Until the reality of equal~
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ity between man and woman is fully
established and attained, the highest
social development of mankind is not
possible.
THE OUTER SUN is a sign or
symbol of the inner and ideal Sun of
Truth, the Word of God. Inasmuch as
this is the century of light, it is evi~
dent that the Sun of Reality, the
Word has revealed itself to all humankind. . . . Among those revealed re~
alities was the great principle of the
equality of man and woman which is
now finding recognition throughout
the whole world-America, Europe
and the Orient.
History records the appearance in
the world of women who have been
signs of guidance, power and accom~
plishment. Some were notable poets,
some philosophers and scientists,
others courageous upon the field of
battle. Qurratu'l-'Ayn, a Baha'i, was
a poetess.
She discomfited the
learned men of Persia by her bril~
liancy and fervor. When she entered
a meeting even the learned were si~
lent. She was so well versed in phi~
losophy and science that those in her
presence always considered and con~
suIted her first. Her courage was un~
paralleled; she faced her enemies
fearlessly until she was killed. She
withstood a despotic kingl, the Shah
of Persia, who had the power to de~
cree the death of any of his subjects.
There was not a day during which he
did not command the execution of
some. This woman singly and alone
withstood such a despot until her
last breath; then gave her life for
her faith.
WHY SHOULD man who is en~
dowed with the sense of justice and
sensibilities of conscience be willing
that one of the members of the hu~
man family should be rated and considered as subordinate? Such differentiation is neither intelligent nor
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conscientious; theref.ore the principle
of religion has been revealed by BaM:u'llah that woman must be given
the privilege of equal education with
man and full right to his prerogatives.
That is to say, there must be no
difference in the education of male
and female, in order that womankind may develop equal capacity and
importance with man in the social
and economic equation. Then the
world will attain unity and harmony.
In past ages humanity has been defective and inefficient because incomplete. War and its ravages have
blighted the world. The education of
woman will be a mighty step toward
its abolition and ending for she will
use her whole influence against war,
Woman rears the child and educates
the youth to maturity. She will refuse to give her sons for sacrifiee
upon the field of battle. In truth she
will be the greatest factor in establishing Universal Peace and international arbitration. Assuredly woman
will abolish warfare among mankind.
Inasmuch as human society consists
of two factors, the male and female,
each the complement of the other,
the happiness and stability .of humanity cannot be assured unless both
are perfected. Therefore the standard and status of man and woman
must become equalized.
Again, it is well established in history that where woman has not participated in human affairs the outcomes have never attained a state ·of
completion and perfection. On the
other hand, every influential undertaking of the human world wherein
woman has been a participant has
attained importance. This is historically true and beyond disproof
even in religion. His Holiness Jesus
Christ had twelve disciples. and
among His followers a woman known
as Mary Magdalene. Judas Iscariot
had become a traitor and hypocrite,

and after the crucifixion the remaining eleven disciples were wavering
and undecided. It is certain from the
evidence of the Gospels that the one
who comforted them and re-established their faith was Mary Magdalene.
THE WORLD of humanity consists of two factors-male and female. Each is the complement of the
other. Therefore if one is defective
the other will necessarily be incomplete and perfection cannot be attained. There is a right-hand and a
left-hand in the human body, functionally equal in service and administration. If either proves defective,
the defect will naturally extend to the
other by involving the completeness
of the whole; for accomplishment is
not normal unless both are perfect.
If we say one hand is deficient we
prove the inability and incapacity of
the other; for single-handed there is
no full accomplishment.
Just as
physical accomplishment is complete
with two hands, so man and woman,
the two factors of the social body,
must be perfect. It is not natural
that either should remain undeveloped; and until both are perfected
happiness of the human world will
not be realized.
THE MOST momentous question of
this day is international peace and
arbitration; and Universal Peace is
impossible without universal suffrage. Children are educated by the
women. The mother bears the troubles and anxieties of rearing the
child; undergoes the ordeal of its
birth and training. Therefore it is
most difficult for mothers to send
those upon whom they have lavished
such love and care, to the battle field.
Consider a son reared and trained
twenty years by a devoted mother.
What sleepless nights and restless,
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anxious days she has spent! Having
brought him through dangers and
difficulties to the age of maturity,
how agonizing then to sacrifice him
upon the battle field! Therefore the
mothers will not sanction war nor be
satisfied with it. So it will come to
pass that when women participate
fully and equally in the affairs of the
world, enter confidently and capably
the great arena of laws and politics,
war will cease; for woman will be the
obstacle and hindrance to it. This is
true and without doubt.
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created one perfect and the other defective he is unjust. But God is just;
all are perfect in his intention and
creative endowment. To assume imperfection in the creature is to presuppose imperfection in the Almighty
Creator. The soul that excels in attainment .of his attributes and graces
is most acceptable before God.
THE SEX DISTINCTION which
exists in the human world is due to
the lack of education for woman, who
has been denied equal opportunity for
de vel 0 p men t and advancement.
Equality of the sexes will be established in proportion to the increased
opportunities afforded woman in this
age; for man and woman are equally
the recipients of powers and endowments from God the Creator. God
has not ordained distinction between
them in His consummate purpose.

LACK OF EQUALITY between
man and woman is likewise a cause
of human dissension. Baha'u'mih has
named this as an important factor of
discord and separation, for so long as
humankind remains unequally divided, male and female in right and
importance, no unity can be established. In a perfect human body it
THE WORLD OF humanity is
is not possible for one organ to be possessed of two wings-the male and
complete and another defective. In the female. So long as these two
the great body of human society it is wings are not equivalent in strength
impossible to establish unity and cothe bird will not fly. Until womanordination if one factor is considered
kind
reaches the same degree as man,
perfect and the other imperfect.
until
she enjoys the same arena of acWhen the perfect functions of both
tivity,
extraordinary attainment for
factors are in operation harmony will
prevail. God has created man and humanity will not be realized; huwoman equal as to faculties. He has manity cannot wing its way to
made no distinction between them. heights of real attainment. When the
Woman has not reached the level of two wings or factors become equivaman in human accomplishment be- lent in strength, enjoying the same
cause of the lack of opportunity and prerogatives, the flight of man will be
education. If educational apportuni- exceedingly lofty and extraordinary.
ties were made equal and similar the Therefore woman must receive the
two factors man and woman would
same education as man and all inequalize in attainment. God has intended no difference between them equality be adjusted. Thus imbued
that should be productive of discord. with the same virtues as man, rising
He has endowed all with human facul- through all the degrees of human atties and all are manifestations of his tainment, women will become the
mercy. If we say man and woman peers of men, and until this equality
differ in creational endowment it is is established, true progress and atcontrary to divine justice and inten- tainment for the human race will not
tion. Both are human. If God has be facilitated.
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IT IS MY HOPE that the banner of
equality may be raised throughout
the five continents where as yet it is
not fully recognized and established.
In this enlightened world of the west,
woman has advanced an immeasurable degree beyond the women of the
Orient. And let it be known once
more that until woman and man recognize and realize equality, social and

political progress here or anywhere
will not be possible. For the world
of humanity consists of two parts or
mem bers; one is woman, the other is
man. Until these two members are
equal in strength, the oneness of humanity cannot be established and the
happiness and felicity of mankind
will not be a reality. God willing,
this is to be so.

A SISTERHOOD OF PEACE
SHAHNAZ WAITE

Ye women of the world, Awake! Awake!
Ye mothers, wives, and daughters, sisters, friends
Of men who make and men who go to war;
And all ye women who in Love and Truth,
Are bound by chords of common sisterhood,Awake ye all! Awake ye now and pray!
Aye, pray as ye have never prayed before,
That God may send us Peace.
In vain we seek to gain the ear of those
Who over nations hold a stern control,
They are intoxicated with the blood
Shed in profusion on the battle fields,
And drank from out the skull-shaped cup of war,
And think they thus in their delirium wild
To quench their thirst of envy, greed and hate,
Which but the greater grows by being fed.
It is indeed the time to call a halt
To man-made laws, and made by man alone,Men, who make war and crush out human lives,
The flowering of each country, state, and home;
And grind the heart of woman neath their feet.
But justice will prevail, though long it seem;
The balance will in time attained be,
And man and woman equal stand at last.
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But now-amid these hours of untold woe;
These hours of deepest darkness and despairWhen civilization seems to backward roll,
And all the laws of Mercy are annulledNow let us turn to God in simple faith
And pray-for all the Sages of the past
Have bade us pray-"for prayer availeth much."
So to this end, ye women of the world,
Awake! Come forth! and as a Unit stand!
Held fast together by the sacred bond,
Of Universal Sisterhood, and sealed
With the most Holy Seal of mutual Love,
Of mutual sorrow, pain and sympathy;
With every line of difference wiped away;
No thought of race or creed to enter in;
And let all hearts be welded into one,
One Mighty Heart-to form a censer-cup,
To hold on high-fashioned of rubies rare,
And filled with the deep-burning fire of pain;
And with the incense of our daily prayers,
Which rising, ever rising unto heaven,
May penetrate the clouds made thick by war,
And reach at last the very throne of God.
Then for the sake of her who gives her all
\;Yho suffers tortures only Women know;
In answer to the incense of her prayers,
The days of anguish may the sooner end,
And man be brought to Reason and to Life,
And stand once more not lower than the beast,
But clothed in righteousness redeemed from self;
A perfect man-the "noblest work of God."
So let us as a sisterhood of peace,
Unite in prayer for these our brother men,
And for this weary, war-sick stricken earth,
That God may hear and hearing, send release;
In Him with faith let each heart firmly trust,
For down the ages has it ever rung
"Pray ye! 0 pray! For prayer availeth much."
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THE WORLD-WIDE INFLUENCE OF
QURRATU'L-'AYN
STANWOOD COBB

"Amongst the women of our own time is Qurratu'l-'Ayn, the daughter of a lJ!Juhammadan priest. At the tirne of the appearance of the Brib she showed such tremendous' courage and p'ower that all who heard her were astonished. She threw aside her
veil, despite the imrrnl6moria[ custom of the Persians, amd although it was considered impolite to speak with men, this heroic wom an carried on controvC1"sies with the most
learned rnen, and in every meeting she vanquished them. When imprisoned she said,
You can kill me as soon as you like but you cannot stop the emancipation of women."'Abdu'l-BaM.

power of a great life to inT HE
spire other lives is vividly typified
in the remarkable and dramatic influence of the great Persian feminist
and poetess, Qurratu'l-' Ayn, upon the
New Woman Movement in Austria.
The relation between this heroine of
Persia, one of the greatest women the
world has ever produced, and Marianne Hainisch, the greatest pioneer
and leader in the Woman Movement
of Austria for the last fifty years, is
indeed dramatic. It came about in
this way:
At the time when Mme. Hainisch,
now the mother of the President of
Austria, was turning toward work
for the emancipation of womanhood,
she was in the very closest friendship
with Marie von Najmajer, who was
also devoting herself to the work of
womanhood and of humanity. Marie
von Najmajer, the most gifted poetess of Austria in the last generation, never married. It was not that
she did not have love for man, or that
she had any antagonistic thoughts toward m arriage, but because she
wished to give her entire life to humanity.
Into the life of this poetess came,
about 1870, a great inspiration from
reading the career of Qurratu'l-' Ayn
-the story of whose life and martyrdom in the early days of the Baha'i Movement is well known to the
readers of The Baha'i Magazine.
Marie von Najmajer, as the result of

this inspiration, did her greatest creative work-a long narrative poem
e n tit 1 e d "Qurratu'l-' Ayn"-based
upon the life of this heroine. It is her
greatest poem and one of the greatest pieces of poetic work Austria has
produced, published in book form in
1874. From this beautiful poem a
brief passage may be quoted in translation from the German in order to
show both the poetic quality of this
author and the character of Qurratu'l-'Ayn in its power to inspire.
The news of Qurratu'l-'Ayn's approach
Was quickly spread to borders of the Caspian Sea,
And to Bedesht came many folk in pilgrimage
To meet heron the coming day.
And so one day upon the forest's edge,
Where many tents were brightly s.trechted
Surrounded by gay carpet spread,
There streamed the people in, and 10, Qurratu'l-'Ayn
Appeared, the people of Mazandaran to
greet.
They all expected a haughty woman to see
Masterful, of lordly mien
And of proud glance.
And behold there came she from the forest
Tender-miened and lovely as a sunbeam
Breaking through a crown of foliage green;
In the highest simplicity, like an angel,
Modestly smiling as a bes.eeching child.
Yet as she, in clear and simple terms, began to speak
She appeared with every word to grow;
And continually by inspiration carried forward
She stood at last before them like a goddess
And cried inflamed, "Now the time is come
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When God in spirit shall be worshipped and
in truth.
There is come to us a New Light, a New
Law'
And h~art and soul and spirit shall rejoice.
"Yet such a great event not without
struggle comes to pass!
Oh shrink not from a thousand sacrifices,
You chosen people, you children o,f this
epoch!
There has come to us a Son of Light.
Arise, you men of Iran, give testimony of
the truth!
"And also you-my own poor sex-you
women, 0 awake!
The hour comes when no more in the harem
Hopeless and imprisoned shall you wait.
For other safer still er days keep your innate
timidity and fear;
But now prove yourselves companions to
your husbands
In the struggle for humanity's highe,st good.
The time is great! Oh friends, be great
as it!'"
Then rang a thousand-throated cry to greet
herInspired, sobbing and in jubilation"Prophetess, behold us ready and prepared
For all. We swear it to you, by God and
by the Bab."
"Then let us pray for strength and unity,"
she called. ':'

It was at the time of the publication of this poem that Made von
Najmajer and Marianne Hainisch,
working in close unity, became the
great moulders of thought in Austria
for the equality of men and women
and for the education of all boys and
girls. The life of Qurratu'l-' Ayn,
stirring the creative genius and the
human soul of the Austrian poetess,
reached also Marianne Hainisch and
became a great inspiration in the
joint lives of these two noble women
for the freedom, of womanhood in
Austria, as Qurratu'l-' Ayn had been
the great pioneer and martyr for the
freedom of the women in Persia.
It was in 1870, Mme. Hainisch told
Miss Martha Root-to whose interview with the Austrian leader we are

Miss Marie von Najmajer, author of the
g1"eat poe1Jt "QU1oratu'l-' Ayn," p~(,blished in
Vienncc, A ust1"icc, in 1874.

indebted for the material for this article-that Mme. Hainisch first met
Marie von Najmajer in a great assembly. Marie had been reading a
great deal about Qurratu'l-' Ayn and
the history of the B:ib and she decided
to write a poem to portray the wonderful life of Qurratu'l-' Ayn and the
teachings of the Bab. This meeting
was the beginning of a great friendship between Marianne and Marie.
They decided that they would work
to get better schools for women.
Marianne Hainisch spoke openly and
in public, pleading that the Government should furnish schools for girls
and that they should have the same
privileges as boys in education. They
demanded complete rights for women.
Marie van Najmajer, blessed with
ample means, remained single and
devoted all her life and much of her
means to this cause of womanhood.
Marianne Hainisch, also fortunate in
the possession of ample means, used

*Because of her boldness in putting off the veil, and for her public lectuTes in behalf
of the Bab's teachings-in which she was all too suc.cessful to please the Persian Mullahs
-Qurratu'l-'Ayn was martyred, being thrc wn into a well and rocks heaped upon her.
It is possible that this, entire poem, "Qurratu'l-'Ayn," may be rendered available for publication in serial form in later issues of Th e Baha'i Magazine.
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of the working' classes might enjoy
life."
"Miss Root" she said, "all this that
you can speak about so freely" in my
day and in the day of Qurratu'l-' Ayn
was not so easy to speak about; but
we have succeeded, and now women
do have privileges and opportunities
as
do men."
Miss Martha L. Root, Baha,'i lec"Mme. Hainisch lives very simply,"
turer and writer, recently interviewed Marianne Hainisch in her writes Miss Root, "in a most charmquiet country home near Vienna. ing small house with lovely gardens.
She is very acFrom her own
tive, and though
lips she received
this story of her
1 arrived onework, and that of
half hour ahead
Made von Najof time, she was
ready to receive
majer, for the
New
Woman
me. A man from
one of the syndiMovement in that
country.
These
cates from Amertwo women from
ica called while
1870 on worked
1 was there and
with the greatest
asked for an inenthusiasm for
terview regarding
the better educapolitics.
Mme.
tion of women,
Hainisch answerfor the rights of
ed him, 'I am
Women to enter
not a bit interth e professions.
ested in politics.
Marianne Hain1 have nothing
isch said in. the
to say to you. 1
course of this inam only interestterview:
"Men
ed in world peace,
could have their.
constructive work
shops and their Marianne Hainisch at the age of eighteen, for women and
the beautiful society gir'l.
estates, they could
for the welfare
do any work they wished, but of humanity.''' From her seventieth
women did not have the privilege of birthday until now, when she is
going to the universities. Marie von eighty - eight, her birthday anni-·
N aj maj er and 1 strove to attain for versary has been celebrated so lovgirls opportunities to study just as ingly by her friends in Austria that
boys did. We worked to secure for she now, as she tells Miss Root, goes
girls also gymnasium exercises, phys- out of the city on that day so that her
ical culture; and all other opportuni- friends cannot spend their precious
ties that were open to the boys of
Austria. 1 was always a liberalist, a time doing things for her~ Her son,
liberalist in religious thought as well who is President of Austria, said to
as in the work of women. 1 worked, her on the occasion of her last anninot that the rich alone should have versary, "Do you not want more-can
education, but that all other women 1 not give you something?" Andshe

it to aid her in the work so dear to
her heart. The day when these two
women met in 1870 may be said
therefore to be the day when the New
Woman Movement was founded in
Austria.
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sends yearly a group of graduates to
the universities. Never complaining,
she has through her inspiration and
zeal for this goal, won friends and
assistance until the 'Association for
Mme. Hainisch, like Qurratu'l-' Ayn, Wider Education of Women' has beis not a masculine type of woman.' com~ a power in our city. For girls
As a girl she was very beautiful; as a she has striven long and earnestly
woman, tender, sympathetic, loving, for complete education and profesfulfilling all the duties of woman- sional training, and for the boys also
hood in her home, neglecting none of in our schools, with the warm heart
those in her larger work for women. of mother and grandmother. She
has given her
From the colstrength and inlection of apprefluence
to work
ciations publishagainst
antied in connection
quated methods
with her sevenand unpedagogic
tieth birthday,
harshness."
the
following
quotation may
be of interest:
"A womanly ideal
for all time is
That so enerMarianne Haingetic and
so
isch, a real wombroad - minded a
an in her charm,
champion for
her tenderness,
right
should
her joy of life,
strive not only
beautiful also in
for the rights of
the loving qualwomen but also
ity of her heart,
for international
daughter, wife,
friendship of vamother, perfect
rious nations is
as the Creator
to be expected.
willed her to be;
And so Mme.
MaTianne Hainisch at the age of thirtyyet a champion
Hainisch
has
thTee, cha1npion of Women's Rights.
also of all others,
thrown herself
for the rights of a new day, weari- into the peace movement with the
less fighter against bigotry and bar- deepest conviction and the warmest
barism. For livelihood, for bread zeal. (Mme. Hainisch was for years
the N ew Woman Movement called, President of the League of Austrian
but the competition with the trained ;Women's Clubs.) Through her inintelligence of man could only be fluence this Austrian League joined
undertaken when the intelligence of the world association of women, the
woman should receive equal train- International Council of Women. In
1899 Mme. Hainisch attended the
ing, so she fought step by step on
second Convention of this Movement
the heated battle field of schools tor in London; later she attended Congirls. Quietly and unnoticed she ventions in Berlin and in Toronb,
founded, as a private school, the first Canada. Her work for world peace
high school for girls in Vienna. To- has therefore been as distinguished
day this school is flourishing and as her wiork for women's rights.
replied, "I only want what is necessary to live."
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Present home of Mme. Hainisch near Vienna; in which Miss Root interviewed her.

A glowing tribute to this remarkable woman is a brief poem by her
dear friend Marie von Najmajer:
Oh say not with such a modest mien
You cannot poetize,
For to me appears in you
The purest form 'Of poetry.
That beautiful quick-kindled fire
In your eyes and 'countenance;
The peculiar charm which ever flows
From your sweet and gentle soul;
The lovely grace which unites in you
The earnest fighting soul of pures.t woman;
Your strife, to all the light to ibring,Is to me the most inspiring poetry.

That to this noble woman, Mme.
Hainisch, mother of a President,
founder of the New Woman Movement for Austria, and successful
champion of it for over fifty years,
who had at the beginning of her career been touched by the life of Qurratu'l-' Ayn and the Bab,-that to this
woman in her last and gloriously
glowing days should come the message of the Baha'i Movement, is but
fitting and perhaps destined. She
had not heard of the Baha'i Movement and how the message of Baha'u'llah was the fulfillment of what

the Bab had preached, until Miss
Root brought it to her attention. She
received the book, "Baha'u'llah and
the New Era," by Dr. J. E. E.sslemont, very graciously and informed
herself of its contents. Though she
could not attend the lectures on the
Baha'i Movement given by Miss Root,
she asked her dearest friend to, go
and report to her every detail of the
lectures.
Afterwards this friend
brought to Miss Root a gift for the
Baha'i Assembly of Vienna-the
books of Marie von Najmajer. An
extra copy of the poem "Qurratu'l,Ayn," given to Miss Root personally
has been presented by Miss Root to
the Baha'i Archives of the United
States, and it is from this book that
we have quoted in this article.
Martha Root says of Mme. Hainisch: "She is the greatest woman I
have met in Austria. Studying the
Woman's Movement of Austria we
see that Mme. Hainisch and Made
von Na,jmajer have been the great
moulders of thought for the equality
of IDIen and women and for equal education of the girl and boy in Austria, and now there are thousands of
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women in Austria with this great
ideal. I pondered in my heart how
Qurratu'l-' Ayn, the first woman martyr in Persia for the work of religious
freedom of women, for universal education and universal suffrage for
women, had influenced these two
beautiful young women in Austria
so spiritually wide-awake."
Just as the life of the Persian
heroine proved such a great inspiration to these noble women of Austria
whose w:ork has been so effective for
womanhood and for humanity, so
may the life of Marianne Hainisch
here presented bring inspiration to
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all by her noble work and life,
blessed with ample means for the
gratification of self-interests but rising above the pleasures and charm of
society. From an early age throwing
her great heart, soul and brilliant
mind and charm of personality into
the continual struggle that was not
without its hardships and persecution; fighting always for the good not
only for women but for men,-she
stands in her old age like a mountain aglow with the bright light of
the rising sun. It is the Light of the
New Age which shines upon her
brow.

HE reaUties of things have been revealed in this radiant century and that which is true must come to the surface. Among
these realities is the principle of the equality of man and
woman; equal rights and prerogatives in all things appertaining to humanity. His Holiness Baha'u'llah declared this
reality over fifty years ago. But while this principle of
equality is true, it is likewise true that woman must prove her
capacity and aptitude, must show forth the evidences of equality. She
must become proficient in the arts and sciences and prove by her
accomplishments that her abilities and powers have merely been
latent. . . . Woman must especially devote her energies and abilities
toward the industrial and agricultural sciences, seeking to assist
mankind in that which is most needful. By this means she will
demonstrate capability and insure recognition of equality in the social
and economic equation. Undoubtedly God will confirm her in her
efforts and endeavors, for in this century of radiance His Holiness
Baha'u'llah has proclaimed the reality of the oneness of the world of
humanity and announced that all nations, peoples .and races are one.
He has shown that although individuals may differ in development and
capacity, they are essentially and intrinsically equal as human beings,
just as the waves of the sea are innumerable and different but the
reality of the sea is one. The plurality of humanity may be likened to
the waves but the reality of humankind is like the sea itself. All the
waves are of the same water; all are waves of one ocean.
Therefore strive to show in the human world that women are most
capable and efficient; that their hearts ar{' more tender and susceptible
than the hearts of men; that they are more philanthropic and
responsive toward the needy and suffering; that they are inflexibly
opposed to war and lovers of peace. Strive that the idea of international peace 'may become realized through the efforts of womankind,
for man is more inclined to war than woman, and a real evidence of
woman's superiority will be her service and efficiency in the establishment of Universal Peace.
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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HUMANITY UNFOLDING A
LIMITLESS SELF
DR. ORROL L. HARPER
"Do ye not look upon the p1'esent conditi ons; in the not far distant future the WQ1'ld
of women will become all-reftclgent and all-glorious, for His Holiness Bahd!u'lhih hath
willed it so. At the tinw of elections, the r~ight to vote is the inalienable right of wonten,
and the entrance of women in all the human departments' is an irrefutable and uncontrovertible question. No soul can reta1'd or p1'event it."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

day of universal awakenI NingTHIS
the sediment of old ideas is
broug1ht to the surface, and revealed
in ungarnished nudity. It is as if
a clarifying prod had stirred to its
depths the ocean of life, and brought
into view all the debris that human
ignorance and misconception have
collected for ages.
Placed in bold relief by the sun'"
light of analysis and reason, the
crude barrenness of ancient ideas unfolds. Opinion takes on perspective
and vision, understanding becomes
more vital, reality more clear.
Humanity being roused from its
sleep of stagnation is gradually awakening to the consciousness of a limitless self.
Man. and Woman are the two component parts of humanity. Each
part must find equal development before the human race can reach the
heights of progress.
In centuries past woman has been
the helpless, uneducated, unhonored
part of mankind. As far back as historical records go woman's chief
sphere of activity has been the home.
Her time has been so completely
taken up with household duties and
the rearing of children that her intellectual growth has suffered.
Formerly in the Orient women
were ·not even considered as human
beings. Certain Arab tribes counted
them in with their live stock. In
their language the noun for "woman"
also meant "donkey"-that is, the
same name applied to both, and a

man's wealth was accounted by the
number of these beasts of burden he
possessed.
What a difference exists today!
Civilization has advanced, and woman
is awake to her identity. She is becoming conscious that she is the equal
and complement of the masculine element of humaJ;lity-Education is
freeing her from the bondage of ignorance-the Feminist Movement
has demonstrated that woman is capable of filling a definite place in the
world. Her development is necessary
to the progress of the human race.
W. L. George in "Woman and Tomorrow" says, "Feminism is broadly
the furthering of the interests of
woman, philosophically the leveling
of the sexes, and specifically the social and political emancipation of
woman."
Modern woman is developing latent talents. As her reality emerges
from the obscurity of the past, a
better self is finding expression.
As knowledge takes the place of
ignorance the despotic barbarian
loses his power. Out of the suffering caused by domination, cruelty, injustice, treachery and contempt, has
been born a new consciousness-the
consciousness of a better self. That
better self stands for knowledge,
truth, justice, respect, honor, love, cooperation and service.
All true happiness is formed by
stimulating that better self into activity. It matters not whether the
person be a labOl"er, a housewife, a
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politician, a professional or b~siness
man or woman, each is happy III proportion to the innate perfections he
or she is expressing.
The Feminist Movement is an effort toward expression where before
there has been suppression.
Vance Thompson in his book,
"l,l-loman" finds the explanation of
the mod~rn feminist movement in the
"sex-specialization" man has imposed
upon woman. He says that for ages
man has insisted that woman be a
"female-being" rather than a "human
being."
Modern woman maintains her individuality, understands and is better
understood than were her ancestors.
Why? Because experience has taught
her an understanding of the problems Qf life. She expresses her sentiments in the Delineator, "The modern woman wants a share in all her
husband's business, in his failures as
well as his successes, in his love as
well as his money. The modern
woman wants a partner not a
master."
The untrained, uneducated, inexperienced, suppressed half of the
bodv of man has shaken ofi' its paralysis. As woman receives the intellectual stimulus that can only come
by contact with other minds, she is
developing strength and learning
how to fulfill her purpose in life,
that of being the equal and complement of man, in fact the mother
of all men.
But the fact that woman has not
always been conscious of her powers,
has not always been the life and inspiration she is today, has not always contributed her intellectual
gifts to the intelligence of the race,
makes her even more appreciated,
now that she is learning how to
strengthen that weakened wing of
the human bird.

II
A sweeping survey of woman's activity in the world proves it to be extensive :-A large group of mothers
are to be found who are educating
themselves, BO that they in turn can
educate their children.
A second class of women is described by an author in the Living
Age, "Although home duties may be
the appropriate function for the majority of women, there is in the social
life of today a very large class of
young women who are perfectly
capable of doing what was once considered man's exclusive work, and
doing it well."
In reply to the opponents of
woman's new activities, Gertrude
Atherton in the Yale Review says,
"You forget that no woman can hold
a man's job if she is inefficient."
A third class of women in the business world have been accused of being industrial usurpers. But this
idea has been proved faulty by C. P.
Neil, Commissioner of Labor, who
listed four of the six great divisions
of modern industry as woman's industry, by right of her priority in
them. Look at the range of the four:
1. Textile industries-such as cotton, woolen and linen manufacturers.
2. Cloth and serving trades, including all garment manufacturers.
3. Manufacturers of food and kindred products (including beverages,
bakeries, pickle factories, candy
kitchens, etc.).
4. Domestic Service (supervision
of hostelries, apartment houses, restaurants, etc.).
If "usurpation" is the word, it is
the men carders and weavers, the
men who come to the house with
vacuum cleaners, hotel proprietors,
men garment cutters and titters,
apartment house superintendents,
men bakers, chefs and pickle makers
-it is they· who are the "usurpers,"
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not the women, who are but following
their traditional pursuits from home
to factory.
A fourth class is made up of women
who are demonstrating the dynamic
ability to have babies and careers,
both-each better for the other.
Lady Astor, a member of the British
Parliament, also a mother of five
children, is an interesting example.
Lady Astor says, "The pearl of great
price that I am striving for is to take
into public life what every man gets
from his mother-unselfishness, vision, -courage, cleanness,-the real
kind, which helps them to live up to
the best that is in them. There is so
much good in all men, but only good
women can bring it out."
Henry Norman in the Forum says,
"Women are among the truly great
artists of the world, some of them
are great musicians, many of them
,g-reat fiction writers."
Tonis E.
Bisch, M.D., says, "There is nothing
requiring brain power that a woman
cannot do-providing she is properly trained-without the help of
.man."
Every cause that is of lasting benefit to the race is usually watered by
the blood of martyrs. The cause of
the awakened woman is no exception.
Qurratu'l-'Ayn, a beautiful Persian
poetess, was the first woman to give
her life to help establish freedom for
all women. In 1863, in a land where
custom demanded thick, protecting
veils for all women, at all times,
among a people who considered it a
disgrace to be the parents of a girl
baby, Qurratu'l-' Ayn arose and,
throwing aside her veil, fearlessly
proclaimed the dawn of a New Day
in which superstition, fanatical custom and ignorance would be done
away with.
For her action Qurratu'l-' Ayn was
killed, her body was thrown into a
well, and .stones were heaped upon it.
Like a seed that human body was

buried, so that the spirit of progress
that animated it might come forth as
a new plant to carry courage, intellectual and spiritual growth to all
women.
The most important question of
this age is Universal Peace. Since
1888 an International Council of
Women, representing forty-two countries and thirty-six million women,
has been meetin~g once every five
years to promote unity, and mutual
understanding between all associations of women working for the common welfare of humanity. Its watchwords are peace, cooperation and
progress.
To him who considers man superior
to woman, Professor Burton, late
president of the Minnesota and Wisconsin Universities, said, "Both male
and fem~tle elements are found in all
people, the predominance of one determining the sex. The difference between men and women is not a question of inferiority or superiority, but
a difference of kind and function."
Gertrude Atherton in the Yale Review says, "Men and women are one
being split in two, differently sexed
for the benefit of the race. Men and
Women are made up of the same ingredients.
The predominance of
good or bad, weakness or strength,
is in the individual not the sex."
'Abdu'l-Baha, the Center of a
World-Wide Movement to establish
universal peace, said that this is the
"age of woman," and that there is
not a position held at any time by men
that some woman will not occupy.
Thus we see woman walking side
by side with man on the highway of
human progress.

III
The principle of opposites is the
law by which all manifestations of
life on this earth plane exist and become known.
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Each phenomenon is produced by a poles ·of electricity. Just so the two
varied combination and balance of opposing poles that represent the hunegative and positive charges of elec- man race, when equally educated and
trone energy. Contrast is the means properly united, will produce an ilused to make us appreciate the true lumined understanding that will beworth of all things.
come universal.
The thinking man awakens to a
Would We appreciate sunshine if
it never rained? If hatred and ani- new realization of life. All the conmosity did not exist, would love be flicting forces in the world-negative
understood? If there were no ig- and positive, male and female, connorance, would we be conscious of structive and destructive, material
knowledge? If poverty did not exist and spiritual are seen to be conwould We be able to enjoy wealth? If stantly contributing their individual
woman had not suffered from the energy towards the equalization, the
cave-man, would she be able to ap- realization, of fuller and more perpreciate the cooperative man? If fect life.
A vision appears before my eyes.
woman did not exist, would man be in
existence ? No! Man and woman are I see a mysterious valley hidden in
the two component parts of human- the darkness of ignorance and misity. With either element lacking the conception.
From its tangled depths, there rises
human race could not exist, and with
either element undeveloped the race at dawn of day, a beautiful white
bird. Its two well-developed wings
as a whole stagnates.
The reality of a human being has glisten in the sunlight, and move with
two aspects. One aspect attaches equal strength and rythrri.
The bird carries in its mouth a
him to this material world, its
thoughts and affairs. The other di- gem of great price-the gem of
rects his attention to the ideals of a knowledge.
I hear a voice say, "It is the bird of
spiritual existence.
The fusion of the two opposing ele- humanity, which has been educated,
ments in man, the material and the trained and developed in the school
spiritual, results in an individuality 0:6 life experience. Now that its two
that is eternal. We say such a man wings are equally strong, the equality
has character.
of men and women is realized-and
The radiating light from an in- the bird of humanity, with a free
candescent bulb has resulted from spiritual consciousness, can soar from
the union of negative and positive summit to summit of progress."

"In the estimation of God there is no distinction of sex. One
whose thought is pure, whose education is superior, whose scientific
attainments are greater, whose deeds of philanthropy excel, be
that one man or woman, white or colored, is entitled to full rights
and recognition; there is no differentiation whatsoever."
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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WOMAN
IN ALLEGORY AND FABLE
IN TRADITION AND HISTORY
IN THE PRESENT DAY AND AGE
HOW ARD R. HURLBUT
F1'om ti11w to time down through the ages, even during the long period of the sub11wrgence of women, certain 11wmbers of the sex have, as it were, been s'elected by God to
perform great tasks. The debt of hU11tCinity to these women of the past is well br'ought
out in an illu,1ninating article by Mr. Hurlbut, the first installment of which is here P1iblishe,d.

not be quite beyond the pale
I TofMAY
reason to assume that the subject of this essay will agree she has
been from the beginning a source of
disturbance for man. Indeed, if she
shall accept the Bible narrative, she
cannot in any wise quarrel with this
assumption. Even though she may
argue against having ever been a rib
in a man's anatomy, she must assent
that she has been a thorn in his side
throughout the ages. There had
never been any disturbance in Eden
until Woman was injected into it.
In order to rightly understand this
it is necesary that the reader should
be in some measure familiar with the
Baha'i (Glorious) Revelation. This
is not being suggested as propaganda: there is no intent of striving
to win the reader to belief in and
acceptance of the divine station of
Baha'u'llah, in whose appearance the
renaissance of Truth was accomplished. Even in this statement one
may observe that no quarrel is presented with Truth by the Revelation,
as it is discussed as renascent and
not as something new-only a stirring or a revitalization of interest in a
subject which has been ever-present
in human experience. Indeed, there
is no good purpose served in argument to induce anyone to accept
Truth. The only ri'ght attitude to be
assumed by an ardent disciple is to
so present the beauty of Truth that
it shall warrant recognition; and
then if that recognition be not ac-

corded, all the urge which his desire
may inject into it will be fruitless.
Blindness can be cured only from
within.
In the Baha'i Revelation there is
presented to man the key to unlock
the mystical and heretofore unreadable allegories of Holy Writ. And
Eden Was and is an allegory. In that
wonderful allegory of Creation presented in the opening chapter of the
Book of Genesis we are given to understand the meaning of "Woman."
Not infrequently it is asked of the
Baha'i: "Do you accept the Bible as
the Word of God?" Ordinarily, if it
be readily accessible the Baha'i will
turn to a statement penned by 'Abdu'l-Baha on the fly-leaf of a Bible in
the City Temple in London where, by
invitation of Doctor Campbell, he addressed a vast congregation.
It
reads:
"This Book is the Holy Book
of God, of celestial inspiration.
It is the Bible of Salvation, the
noble Gospel. It is the mystery
of the Kingdom and its light. It
is the Divine Bounty, sign of the
guidance of God."
A second query is: "Must one accord belief in the Bible in order to
accol1l[plish soul salvation?"
And
the understanding Baha,'i will make
response: "That is solely dependent
upon one's capacity to grasp the real
meaning and purpose of the Bible.
If he shall be able to do this and then
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reject it he will be in the position of
one who seeing the glory of the sun
shall deny its light." Many erroneously insist that the Bible, being of
Divine inspiration, must be accepted
as free from fault. As a matter of
fact and of necessity, it is replete
with faults and were it not so it
would not be a perfect Book. It is
called the "Book of Life," the intended meaning being that its truths
convey spiritual sustenance and life
to man. It is not only that-it is the
Book of Life in the sense that it
portrays human life and methods in
every phase, as also it exposes man's
deluded ideas regarding what may
be God's Life in which human attributes are assigned to Deity whereby
God performs acts as man in His
place would perform them. It is
this exposition of innumerable faults
which constitutes a necessary factor
of its completeness.
Were one inclined to insist in opposition to this that the recitals in all
things are really of God's deeds, it is
suggested that he read the seventh
chapter of the Book of Joshua from
the ninteenth verse to the end of the
chapter.
If one shall reject the Bible he must
remain entirely ignorant of the meaning of existence. Were it not for the
Revelation of Baha'u'llah, mankind
would he without means of uncovering the concealed meanings of the
Bible, which when incorporated therein were "sealed" to so remain until
the "time of the end." That time
opened in Persia in the mdddle of the
last century when the "Door" of attainment was swung wide through
which it became possible for all men
to approach and to enter in to a
knowledge of God. It is through this
that we come to the meaning of Eden
and the appearance of woman therein. Also, not only has the status of
woman in the present day been
clearly defined and made mandatory,
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but there are involved a dozen or
more other- mandates which are already lamely functioning--:-lamely, because of man's failure as yet to grasp
their underlying potentials.
In the allegory of Creation, Adam
stands as the embodiment of all humanity which ever had· been and
which was existent upon the earth at
the time-a humanity which had
never experienced that which is really
meant by "misery"-a lack of a
knowledge of God-which is the
source of all sorrows, and being in
this state his condition was edenic.
It had ever been so because through
the ages he had not been conscious of
the fact that he was the possessor of
soul. And he would have continued
in this intellectual state of spiritual
ignorance had it not been for the appearance of the real Adam-the divine Man, the Being of perfect purity
who appeared to the race as its educator and Saviour, in whose example
of pure living" the human practices
which had been pursued under the
direction of uninstructed minds were
reflected as rude and uncouth attitudes in life, and the concept which
the aroused soul brought to him was
that thing which acted as the iconoclastic influence in Eden. Wheresoever the term "woman" is employed
in Bible allegory, it means soul or
religion. That is what is meant by
the Woman in Eden. The soul of
man being brought out of himself,
an intimate and inseparable part of
his being. And this Woman-his
soul-was to serve merely as a channel through which the theretofore uninstructed intellect of man might
travel between the grossness of materiality and the perfect refinement
of a divinely spiritual state. Inclined
toward the animalistic desires which
had always actuated him" rather than
to the spiritual beauties revealed by
the new instruction, he chose to
make the soul a medium for clinging
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to the old life and therefore the soul
became degraded.
That was the
"Fall of Man."
Woman having thus been cleared
of any connection whatsoever with
the initial punishment of the race
according to the traditional reading
of it, the intent of the writer is to
make plain how greatly in the history of the race woman rendered
service in crucial periods of its experience. One cannot read extendedly
through religious literature, authentic 8,nd otherwise, without being confronted by nine outstanding figures of
womanhood, whose importance did
not result from social prominence or
from individual striving, but apparently from a Divine intent for the
accomplishment of a purpose, thus
working "in mysterious ways His
wonders to perform."
THE IMMOLATION OF HAGAR

The station of Hagar is one surrounded by the mysterious processes
of the unapproachable Guide :-A
bond-woman in the household of
Abraham, she lent herself to him,
upon the insistence of Sarah, his
wife, and became the mother of 1shmael from whose seed were to arise,
as promised of God, twelve princes;
and "his descendants were to be as
the sands of the sea." 1shmael was a
man of the wilds whose descendants
were the wild tribes of the Arabian
desert. The slave, having accomplished that for Abraham in which
his wife had failed, possibly discovered a distinctly feminine trait in
treating Sarah with scorn and because of this she was driven out into
the wilderness in the fore-running of
that special purpose for which she
had been launched into the plan of
things, as out of this there was to
arise two thousand years later one
of the most widely disseminated of
religious movements-that of Muhammad, the Arabian Prophet, who

was direct descendant of 1shmaeI,
His revealment of God's message for
man having been foretold in that very
remarkable prophecy in Revelation, chapter 12, verse 6: "And the
woman fled into the wilderness where
she hath a place prepared of God
that they should feed her there one
thousand, two hundred and sixty
days." Not "soul," this time, but "religion" is meant by the term
"woman," and this religion was that
of Muhammad, destined to endure
unbrokenly through 1,260 days (or
years) dating from the Hegira in
622 A.D. and covering 1,260 Muhammadan years to 1844, the year of the
dawn of the Bahii'i Movement.
Does it perhaps seem a far cry to
connect Hagar and 1shmael with this
great spiritual uprising of the desert,
destined to leave its indelible impress
upon untold m iIIions of souls'{ Let
us for a brief space look upon this
bond-w()man in the pale light of
fable-yonder she runs, bruised in
heart, beaten in aspiration, burned by
the scorching condemnation of the
outraged Sarah, who was responsible
for her plight, taking with her the
infant Ishmael: "Allah ta 'Ala! Allah
ta 'Ala!"-over and OVer repeating
the then Greatest Name of God,
thirsting on desert sands, turning no
whither in her search for water between those Iow-lying hills of Merwa
and Safa, the child wailing out its
misery of need, and she as any mother
niight be, torn by the agony of witnessing his want, sees at her feet a
strange disturbance to develop rapidly into a bursting bubbling spring,
its clear water flowing a cool stream
across the burning waste. Do you
possibly grasp the spiritual significance of the fable? Religion, standing in the midst of the desert wastes
of human fallacies and misunderstandings of truth, ever discovering
to the thirsting soul the unsuIIied
stream of the Water of Life.
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Then, afterwttrd, Abraham, visioning the essential meaning of sacrifice,
stayed his uplifted hand, visited this
well and built a temple by it wherein
to offer up his worship to the Most
Hi'gh. It was this which came to
bear the name of the celebrated Z eJnzem well and about it and this temple
there centered the growing attraction of its bounty to caravans of
trade across the desert, and Mecca
grew to be a city of not.e throughout
the world.
THE SACRIFICE OF SARAH

The story of Sarah's approaching
mot.herhood is couched in symbology;
she laughed derisively when it was
suggested that in her advanced age
(ninety) she should present Abraham
with an heir. Her intense desire that
his seed might find fruition was what
had prompted her to sacrifice the prerogatives of her station in wifehood
and extend her privilege to her slave.
Resentment over the scornful attitude assumed by Hagar not only
caused her to drive out the bondwoman but it also stirred in her such
an intensity of realization of her barrenness that it. broke through the barriers of flesh and restored in her the
virility of youth. Thus, in fulfillment
of the Divine promise to Abraham,
came forth Isaac from whose seed
was destined to spring the "twelve
princes" in whose line t.hrough David
came Jesus the Christ..
THE MARTYRDOM OF ASEYEH

To this one came lasting prominence because, as the daughter of
Pharaoh, the Bible narrative accredits her with discovering and saving the infant Moses in the bulrushes
of the Nile. This identical experience is associated with the birth of
King Sargon 1., some hundreds of
years earlier, but stories of dramatic
virility have ever been seized upon
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by the Prophet to illustrate a point
for human recognition more forcefully than if couched in terms of revelation. It is because a story which
is a concept of the human imagination appeals more directly to the average human mentality. This identical
practice is followed in several pronounced instances in the Baha'i Revelation. The Moses story is in its entirety allegorical. The "bulrushes"
which gro'W' so thickly on the banks
of the Nile are introduced in the narrative to symbolize the fallacies and
idolatrous practices of the Egyptians.
:.vloses was for long a favorite at the
court of Pharaoh, waiting, as every
Divine iVlessenger must wait, until
the time should become ripe for the
open declaration of His mission. As
to Aseyeh, as opportunity was presented, He made known the beauty
of the singleness of God, a single
Source whence emanat.ed all beneficences and all law. And in the
midst of the misleading concepts of
her people she saw at last its truth
and her grasp of it was the budding
knowledge of the glory of the Christ.
Not for us to attempt to define
the path by which these two came
into that close communion through
which the daughter of Pharaoh became a worshipper before the sacred
shrine where Moses presented His
supplications. He-O s a r sip h-a
favorite of the court, had every opportunity to instil in her receptive
mind the great Truth it was His mission to portray. And as they stood
in the cool and clear Egyptian nights
looking up on the sparkling glories
of the Pleiades, or thrilled by the
majesty of unnumbered blazing suns,
he may not have found it difficult to
convince her that over the vastity of
the universe there could be no division
of ruling poWer and that there held
sway but one God, yielding no tithe
of His supremacy to any other, and
when she grasped this was the time
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of her allegorical "finding of Moses
in the bulrushes" of the Nile.
As she did not discover and preserve a real infant from destruction. wherein, it may be queried, did
her 'service lie'{ It was in the stirring in the hearts of His oVi'1l people,
as yet blind and deaf to the "\V ord,
a desire to understand somewhat of
that power which could lead a princess of the blood from her loyalty
to the religion of her fathers. They
Were called upon to ,"fitness also the
awfulness of her fate. As she could
not for long conc:eal the change in
attitude toward life which her new
belief brought about, in the discovery
by the priesthood of her violation
of the faith of her people, Pharaoh
had her imprisoned in an iron cage
and her living body submerged in the
vvaters of the Nile.

falsehood as she made denial of the
presence of the men on her premises.
She let the two men down by rope
from her window overhanging the
city wall and afterward when the city
was invested by Joshua the promise
made to Rahab vvas kept, she and all
her people being :given full protection
in the general destruction which was
wrought. Following her preservation in this wise, Rahab became the
wife of Salmon and was thus projected in the Divine planning as a
forebear, many generations removed,
of Jesus the Christ. So must Rahab
stand in history for what she was,
rendering her initial service in falsity, but through it rising to- the
greater glory as progenitress of a
Christ. In such vvise hath the Almighty chosen the weak and foolish
things of the world to confound all
earthly glory.

THE CONVERSION OF RAHAB

Rahab was of the time of Joshua,
a harlot of Jericho, the city of sin.
When two emissaries of Joshua entered Jericho secretly to, discover the
degree of vulnerability to the forces
of Joshua, they repaired to the house
of Rahab and the King learning of
their presence in the city had them
sought for. On securing from them
a promise of protection should the
city fall, Rahab concealed them behind piles of flax on her roof. Reared
an idolator, the creed of her people
was that each city and country had
its own deities; but now, as she had
opportunity of extended. talks with
these emissiaries, there was stirred
within her an understanding more
profound regarding the greatness of
a ruling power and at last she declared to them: "The Lord your God,
He is God in heaven above and earth
beneath."
And when the soldiers of the King
came, her first service under the banner of her new faith was couched in

THE ASPIRATION OF ZOHRA

Zohra was of the time of David, a
courtesan of Babylon. Her establishment was one of the centers of
the gay life of the city. But, surrounded as she was, by the frivolities
and practices of vice, it had been for
years her practice whenever holy men
(saints) visited Babylon, to invite
them to enjoy the hospitality of her
house and in every instance to strive
to secure from them the magic talisman-the Greatest Name of God,
which in that age was "Izme-Azam"
-in the mere utterance of which a
Boul found admission to Paradise.
Hers was therefore a continued spiritual striving in the midst of worldliness.
At the time, it is narrated . there
were in heaven two of the angels
discontented with their lot and complaining to God that in looking over
the parapet of heaven they had seen
some of the angels who had been permitted to visit earth engaged in rep-
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rehensible practices, but. God told
them had they been sent they would
be doing no differently. This stirred
strong protestations of their virtue
until at last God consented to their
earth visit and on their depart.ure
confided to then1 as a sacred trust
the Greatest Name wherewith on
their desire to return its utterance
would transport them ..
On their arrival in Babylon they
received from Zohra invitation to
come to her house and when they
went they were entertained with the
other guests and became drunken
with wine, grew boisterous and threw
her husband into the street. When
they were in this condition she plied
them with appeals for the Greatest
Name and when they communicated
it to her she breathed it in the extreme of soul-ecstacy and was immediately transported to Paradise.
The story is told not only fOl" its
inner meaning but in demonstration
of a great truth that there can be no
condition of spiritual deprivation in
which the sincerely striving soul
shall be denied the light.
For their punishment the "fallen
angels" were tied by the heels and
left hanging heads downward in two
wells of Chegil whence to the present
day they engage in the ~practice of
sorceries.
THE COMPASSION OF AMBHAP ALAR

Ambhapalah was of the time of
Buddha. a courtesan of Kapilavastu.
\7\7hen she learned of the exalted mission which Prince Siddartha had declared to be his, and the Buddha with
his bikshus came in her vicinage, she
opened to them her extensive gardens
and strove in every way to provide
them with comforts, ignoring in
doing this the wealthy and influential
patrons who sought pleasure with
her. In this wise many of these
were attracted to a study of his great
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purpose and became devoted followers in his path.
THE GLORY OF MARY

As the period of service draws
nearer to us the characters are made
to stand out more clearly. The station accorded to ]vIary of Magdala is
the most exalted to which any woman
in the history of the race has attained.
Mary, the wife of J oseph, was the
mother of the physical Jesus: Mary
of lVIagdala was the mother of the
Christ within Him. "That which is
born of the flesh is flesh, and that
which is born of the Spirit is spirit."
Do not be bitterly antagonistic to a
declaration opposed possibly to all
the teachings accepted by your forebears, but accord to this wonderful
woman the richer consideration to be
had in thinking for yourselves.
In order to make clear the unrivaled service of Mary of lVIagdala,
it is necessary to explain the attitudes of the disciples at the time of
the Crucifixion. To the very last
instant of this dread experience they
had remained confident that Jesus
throu1gh His Divine power would outwit his enemies and find release in a
miraculous manner. When nothing
of this nature (in a physical sense)
took place they were plunged into
the deeps of despair and to them
there came the stark realization that
they had been worshipping one "who
was a man like unto themselves."
By this it was clearly shown to how
great an extent they had been adoring a Name without having possessed
any real appreciation of the Glory
vvithin, by which the Name became
celebrated. In other words, they ha.d
held the body of Jesus in their hearts!
iHary of Magdala alone possessed the
clearer discernment of the meaning
of the Christ.
(To be continued)
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GLIMPSES OF A GREAT GATHERING
CORALIE FRANKLIN COOK
'Abdu'l-Bc&ka hc~s c~t diffeTent times lc&id grwt stress upon the need of lWTmimy between the white c&nd colond ?"c&ces in Ameriw. He even urged specifically that c& Convention be cWTanged in Washington fa?" unity between the white cmd colored pe01Jle which
~va8 fulfilled in Jl!fau, 1921. The Baha'is have since held si1nila?" conferences in Sp1"ingfield, Mc&ss., New YOTk City, PhiladellJhia and Dc&yton, Ohio. The following is an accoun't
of the second Amity Convention held in Washington, D. C., Ap?"il 8, 9 and 10,1927.

HERE is something "new under
T the
sun." It is the frank efforts
of numbers of both white and colored
persons, in these United States, to
establish a common ground upon
which both :groups, enlightened by
contact, may essay to effect a spirit
of good will one to~ard the other.
Referring to this fact, Mrs. Kate B.
J ohnson, Commissioner of Public
Welfare in the State of North Carolina, speaking of the social welfare
program in that State, has remarked
significantly, "The State has awakened to a duty to perform rather than
a problem to solve." It is this advanced and open-minded attitude to
which may be attributed much of
the success achieved by those who
have seriously taken this matter in
hand.
Through the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People, The Urban League and similar
organizations, northern colored people, aided by white sympathizers,
have made great headway in securing more just legislation, in obtaining better wages and larger opportunities for employment. In the south,
Inter-racial Committee£ and Social
Welfare Commissions have sounded
the coming of aNew Day by improving educational opportunities, including more and better school buildings
and salaries for teachers, better hospital facilities, and housing and sanitation, and all that goes to create an
environment wherein character and
good citizenship may have emphasis
and development.

Now, strange as it may seem, it is
none the less true that in 1912 a
Great Teacher from the Orient visited this country, and traveling from
coast to coast often exhorted groups
of Americans to consider this identical sort of work. Addressing a mixed
faculty and a throng of students at
Howard University in Washington,
D. C., He said, "I am pleased to see
the white and colored working together. You are all leaves of one
tree, fruit of one branch." Again He
was heard to declare:
"But, praise be to God, the American Government is no warlike government; the American democracy is
not founded upon warlike doctrines.
Hence it becomes this democracy to
uphold international peace and spread
it throughout the world. Through
the promulgation of this doctrine will
be distributed the greatest blessings.
"It will eliminate the darkness of
prejudice, the darkness of war, the
darkness of ran cor and hatred, the
darkness of racial prejudice, the
darkness of political prejudice. May
this darkness be blotted out and the
light become widespread, universal.
May the oneness of humanity become
primordial, supreme."
It should not be surprising then to
know that thoughtful students of the
tea chi n g s of 'Abdu'l-Baha have
sought in various ways to carry out
His instructions not simply in theory
but in practice. Under such auspices,
and with sympathetic assistance from
those who, differing perhaps in
"creed and rite," are "one in faith and
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hope," a "Convention for Amity between the Colored and White Races"
Was held recently in Washington, D.
C., continuing three days.
Could any church be found to house
such a gathering? No sooner waS
the need made known than one was
generously offered.
Would speakers of worth and distinction be willing to appear upon a
program the avowed purpose of
which would be to approve a thing so
frequently misunderstood, unheeded
or tabooed? So few were the declinations, so prompt and generous the
acceptances that the Committee made
the discovery that what had at first
seemed a hard task was turning out
to be a thing of joy and pleasure.
The Mt. Pleasant Congregational
Church, spacious and pIe a sin g,
housed the first two meetings, while
the third and last was held in the
large auditorium of the Playhouse.
How fittin:g that the pastor of the
church should offer the first prayer
for the Assembly and for the Cause.
His appeal is for illumination and
guidance addressed to the God "who
is above all races, all caste and
creeds." There is no hesitation in his
manner or words. Instinctively one
knows that this man who has chosen
to be a spiritual leader has chosen
also to be a believer and exponent of
that sublime message, "God hath
made of one blood all nations of
men."
That prayer has established a feeling of security, of reverence, of anticipation and prepared us for the
greeting from the Chairman for the
evening, Mr. Horace Holley of New
York. His words of welcome are followed by a brief reference to the
grave problems confronting the
world and the urgent need of harmony between the spiritual and material. Leaders in every department
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of life are seeking for unity. New
and undreamed of possibilities await
the application of spiritual brotherhood. America is made up of the
blood of all peoples and races. It is
therefore for us to apply the moral
and spiritual law at home and abroad.
Since so many are looking to this
land for leadership, we must pursue
an idealism capable of expressing
universal peace.
The first speaker of the Conference is the Rev. Albert R. Vail of
Chicago. No higher note of sincerity,
of idealism, of truth, was struck
during the series of meetings than
was sounded by this man whose
power as a speaker it is simply impossible to portray. With the ease and
grace of a child he greets his audience. In a voice of a quality so rare,
that while it reaches the farthest
corner of the auditorium seems soft
and low, he portrays, he pleads, he
persuades until finally as we look and
catch the peculiar light on the speaker's face we are hushed into silence,
as it sinks into our consciousness that
the message and the messenger are
to be numbered among the never-tobe-forgotten things of life.
Mr. V,ail's subject is "New Proofs
of the Oneness of Humanity." Intently we follow his thoughts such as
these: One of the most dramatic
speeches in the Bible is that of the
Apostle Paul as he addresses the Grecians, members of one of the most
highly developed civilizations of the
world, he said, "You have an inscription to an unknown God." With great
philosophers and statesmen to guide
them these people had not discovered
the Divine Unity nor the oneness of
humanity. All this now comes to
light scientifically-the certain knowledge that all human beings are alike
in creation and that there is no such
thing as pure race in the sense of no
mixing of blood. All races, and all
religions are fundamentally one.
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Complexion is not significant but the
knowledge of God is vital.
War would be impossible if we realized that the Spirit of God is in
every heart. No one could kill the
~.emple of God, and that "temple" is
man. If God loves all how can we be
prejudiced against any of His children?
A shining succession of Holy
Teachers have given rise to the recurring civilizations of the world.
The aim of each has been the evolution of man's consciousness into the
flow of the divine, so that he would
perceive the solidarity of mankind
and be able to organize the Federation of the W or1d.
For this meeting Miss A vis Andrews, a student in How!ard University, accompanied by one of her
teachers, rendered two solos. Slight
of build, and modest of manner, she
sang with rare sweetness and finish,
It requires no gift of prophecy to
predict that she will be heard from
in the future.
With ,the exception of the beautiful
anthem sung by the quartet of the
Mt. Pleasant church at a subsequent
meeting and the voluntaries preceding each session, all other music for
the Conference was the willing contribution of colored artists.
The Young Women's Glee Club of
Howard University, with a conductor
of their own sex, gave pleasing variety to the pro:gram. Of their two
numbers the first was chosen from
the music of the distinguished AngloAfrican composer, Coleridge-Taylor ;
the second being the incomparable
"Sorrow Song," "Swing Low Sweet
Chariot."
When at the concludin:g program
we listened to the singing of Dr.
Sumner W ormley, the beauty and
power of whose voice was enhanced
by his skilled accompanist, we felt
that a lesson of inter-racial harmony

had been taught by these musicians,
gifted men and women of the darker
race, that transcends all speech.
Like unfettered song birds their
voices appeal to the heart of the:
listener without regard to race or
creed, and no "true believer" doubts
that their "harmony of sweet sounds"
is a special gift from God Himself.
Dr. Vail Was followed by Dean
O'Connell of Morgan College, Baltimore.
Significant is his subject,
"Thou Shalt Love," and significant
·'.re the speech and speaker. A tall,
dark-brown man with shoulders
slightly bent, a deeply furrowed face
beneath a thick crop of white hair,
he is no mean figure as he faces so
benignantly his expectant audience.
Whence the sadness of that face? the
grave shadows surrounding the eyes?
the passion and restraint in that
voice? A man of liberal education,
of fine impulses, of loving heart, he
has lived all his life "behind the veil"
-a victim of prejudice. He is to
speak of love. What does he say?
Palestine is distinguished among
all lands for its spiritual contributions to mankind. From its people
come the teachings of the unity of
God. In a day when scientific knowledge was lacking, the Jews arrived
at that conclusion with clarity and
accuracy.
"Thou shalt love" is a divine command. But is it possible to love the
unlovely, the vicious, the unkind? It
is the glory of the race to have discovered this possibility and power.
"Hear 0 Israel! The Lord thy God
is one Lord. Thou shalt love Him and
thy neighbor as thyself."
So far the speaker's message has
been general. From now on it becomes specific and unusual. He does
not inveigh against the whites nor
does he speak bitter words on behalf
of the colored. It is a blessed, an uplifting thing he is saying. Not all
may understand. Indeed it is appar-
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ent that all do not understand. But
we who are weary of conflict, we who
bend under the burden of race hatred,
whose lives are blighted by injustice
and misunderstanding,-we are like
"empty pitchers at a full fountain."
Listen! There are no crosses, no
losses for one who fulfills this Law
of Love. All are but instruments of
discipline in His hands. No matter.
what discouragements or oppressions
are met I will love Thee my Father
and my God. I will love all, despite
of all, because of Thee!
Oh creative and healing words!
Had no others been spoken, the call
to the Conference may well be
thought justified by their utterance.
What if the message had been given
to some who "having ears heard not,
neither did they understand?" To
others it had brought a new vision.
N ever again will they suffer as heretofore they have suffered. From
now on with God's help they will say,
"Father forgive them, they know not
what they do."

On the following evening under the
guidance of Mr. AlIen B. McDaniel of
Washington, the Conference was continued. Very briefly he alluded to the
wisdom and divine inspiration of 'Abdu'l-Baha, whose teachings inspired
the Conference. As an example of
the confirmation of the effort, he introduced Dr. S. C. Mitchell of Richmond University, Virginia, who was
listened to with profound interest
from the beginning to the end of his
speech.
"Faith in Friendliness" is his topic,
and he draws numerous illustrations
in support of his theme. Such faith
is essential to the adjustment of inter-racial, industrial and international affairs.
Two men, one black the other
white, were toiling in the engine-room
of a ship. Suddenly an acicdent filled
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the place with steam. Both rushed
to the man-hole. The colored man
was first to reach it, but stepping
back he pushed his fellow-laborer forward saying, "You go first, you have
a wife and child." The sacrifice was
accepted. The one man went to his
family, the other to his Maker.
"Greater love hath no man than this,
that a man lay down his life for his
friend."
Writers of Negro history were
cited to the action of John J ackson of
Virginia who was author of the suggestion whereby no forts or fleets
are found today upon the largest inland border in the world separating
nations,-that between Canada and
the United States. This is a sign of
the faith of each in the friendship of
the other. Such a spirit pervading
the world would soon turn its darkness into universal light.
The presence of Dr. Mitchell is like
a benediction and his talk a fitting
foreword for the introduction of Mr.
Louis G. Gregory, one of the most
consistent and loyal of all American
Baha!is. Again we hear from a man
of color a plea for forbearance and
good-will. White and colored people have lived side by side in this
country for three centuries, yet each
would gain much from better acquaintance with the other.
The
abandonment of unreasonable prejudices and the application of the
Golden Rule to race relations will
bring a power of unity into American life that will be proof against all
antagonistic forces. Decline among
nations has always followed forces
of inharmony. There is no greater
menace to the perpetuity of a nation
than internal dissensions on which
foes, if such there be, concentrated
their attacks.
The modesty of this speaker would
preclude his takin:g to himself any
special commendation for these
words. In their sincerity, simplicity
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and truth they seem, to the writer,
quite fit to be incorporated in some
State document.

At the third and last session Mr.
Vail presided.
A learned and eloquent Rabbi, Dr.
Abram Simon, gives a precious hour
to the meeting. He chooses as his
subject "The Higher Unity" and handles it in masterly m.anner.
The tenth anniversary of the World
War leaves many of us in doubt as
to whether the results achieved are
worthy of the colossal sacrifice made.
A glance at the map of oche world creates amazement, doubt and caution.
Have we made the world safe for
mutual understanding? There is but
one unshakable basis for an expanding civilization and that is the reciprocal recognition of each nation's,
each religion's and each race's right
to its destiny and to understanding of
its culture and ideals.
Whatever else we do we must prevent racial conflict. A battle between
white and colored races would be
the last stage in the tragedy of humanity. Thoughtful men must, therefore, get together, not to talk platitudes about tolerance but to mUltiply
the vehicles for developing' healthy
national and international sentiment
and for creating a program of education that shall begin in the cradle,
march through our school systems
and not cease until the vidory of spiritual unity shall have been attained.
Mr. Mountfort Mills, recently returned from Palestine, made the final
address. With that singular forgetfulness of self which characterizes
all he says and does, Mr. Mills
launched into his own address by expressing deep satisfaction in the one
just listened to by Rabbi Simon.
Tactfully he expressed regret at the
assumption of superiority on the part
of N ordics and various religionists,

Yet, this has been the result of men
accepting partial truths. Not until
recently has the world reached the
capacity: to know the whole truth.
The human race has been passing
through its childhood. Now, through
acceptance of the oneness and universality of Truth it can attain maturity. The hour for the passing of intolerance has struck! Unity is the
great conception but it is difficult of
attainment. The superiority complex
of western civilization in dealing with
peoples of the East is to be deplored.
In final application, the one sure foundation upon which inter-racial international and inter-religions harmony
can be erected is the Holy Spirit of
God. Upon the plane of the spirit
Unity already exists. The awakening of all men to this supreme reservoir of power will bring the unity
that abides.
And now the Conference is ended.
Cui bono? Who shall say? Did one
come an unbeliever in the possibility
of a better understanding between
colored and white people, and listening to the words of wisdom, of tolerance, of forbearance, from men of
both groups, arrive at some different
conclusion?
Did one come aloof, indifferent, cynical, and go away, awakened, aroused,
aglow with the mighty impulse, to
accept this teaching of the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of
man, and henceforth to leave no
stone unturned to hasten the glad day
of its accomplishment?
Came one, bitter, hating, despairing, who found an instrument for the
healing of his deepest wounds?
N either you nor I may measure the
good accomplished by this Amity
Convention which was arranged by
the National Inter-racial Committee
of the Baha'is of the United States
and Canada.
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"The greater the faith of man the more illumined his life. Faith is
a miracle; it has a wonder-working power. Faith is the magnet
which draws the confirmation of the Merciful One."-' Abdu'l-Bah:L
BELIEVERS in God are the only
perfect optimists, for there is no material evidence to prove that good
will come tomorrow. Those to whom
the universe is only a concatenation
of events must fain study anxiously
every day's horizon, to see whether
fair or foul weather is dawning, As
far as they know civilization may
utterly lapse under conflict of evil
human passions; or man's planetary
tenantry be abruptly ended by oneknows-not-what annihilating cataclysm. There is no assurance in past
events, if the Divine factor be
omitted.
It is not mere ratiocination that
can pierce the murk which lies upon
the horizon. Faith alone can give us
bright assurance for the morrow.
Faith gives courage. Faith gives energy. Faith gives hope. Faith makes
for real efficiency; the hopeless fail
to be efficient.
ALL EXISTENCE goes on under
the protection and guidance of God,
but what a vast difference it makes to
the individual as to whether he believes in God or not! Let us consider
the results of a constant and abiding
faith in the Supreme Power that regulates our lives. In the first place,
it keeps life strong and sweet. The
spiritually-minded man is brave in
adversity, because he feels himself
protected by a higher power.
What courage could be greater
than that shown by Isaiah when Sen-

nacherib, king of Assyria, and the
hosts of the Assyrians besieged
Judah and caHed upon it to surrender. Refusal to surrender meant,
according to the Assyrian custom,
in case of final capture, death with
fiendish tortures to all male inhabitants; and worse than death to the
women. Three hundred thousand of
the world's greatest warriors fully
trained in siege-engineering, who had
never before failed in the capture of
any desired city, with a reputation
for butchery which has come down
through three thousand years,-this
mighty besieging force Isaiah, the
man of God, persuaded King Hezekiah to withstand. Alone by the
force of his inspired faith, Isaiah
maintained the flagging courage of
the king and of the populace, assuring
them that God on their sidE'; outweighed the countless thousands arrayed against them. From outside
no hope of succor; from inside, the
gradual failing of food-supplies and
the murmurings of those who, moved
by the Assyrian envoys' threats and
taunts, would fain make peace at any
cost.
The most dramatic siege in history,
I count it, with more at stake than
human lives. For the fact that
Isaiah's statements, his brave assurances, were marvelously vindicated
constitutes a historic drama which
has inspired, and will inspire so long
as print lasts, faith in those who re'ad.
Suddenly a virulent plague swept
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over the Assyrian host, bringing such
monstrous and wholesale death that
the Assyrians bl'oke camp and fled
overnight; so that, in the quaint
words of the King James version, "It
came to pass that night, that the
angel of the Lord went out, and smote
in the camp of the Assyrians an hundred fourscore and five thousand; and
when they arose early in the morning,
behold, they were all dead corpses."
CAN ONE who believes in God,
vie\ving this and countless other similar events, be long moved with trepidation in the vicissitudes of life?
Courage, wholesome and cheer-bringing, comes at every emergency with
the strong conviction both of God's
justice and of His power. For spiritually-minded man wants only justice. He is not demanding of existence any unfair advantage or gain.
Therefore he is content with whatever God sends in answer to his
prayers, knowing the right will come
to pass.
Another great gain from religious
faith is the ability to fight . . vithout
belligerency. Spiritual man knows
how to maintain most vigorously his
stand for the right, either in private
or public affairs, while at the same
tiIYl;e keeping a loving hand, lowly
heart, a mind free from conceit and
egotism, a disposition and a temperament that creates no unnecessary opposition. A 'great deal of the friction and battle of life is due to unnecessary opposition and dislike created in those we contact, by our conceit and belligerency. Spiritual man
knows how to keep his course dauntlessly, making few enemies, and those
only am'Ong really evil men whose
force counts nothing against the

force of God. vVitness the career of
a Washington, a Lincoln, as to what
humility accomplishes in times of
stress as well as in times of peace.
How true it is that the meek shall inherit the earth!
Greatest of all the faith a man
may have is the cosmic faith-the
calm conviction that the whole uni~
verse is under God's loving guidance,
and that every earth-event is under
His control.
THE REVELATION given t() the
world by Baha'u'llah presents matter
for a faith and visiop vaster even
than the most inspired of men have
hitherto conceived. Not only is man's
personal faith in God marvelously increased, as evidenced in a collective
body of assurance in the life experience of thousands of Baha'is for now
two generations, but also there is
created a vision of and a belief in the
perfect coming world-state so sublime that one who but begins to perceive its reality stands, nay kneels,
ready to give life itself in its devotion.
That which inspires tenfold the
hopes and efforts of Baha'is the world
over is the deep and assured conviction that their striving, their smallthough-it-be personal contribution,
wins immortality by becoming a part
of that vas,t design to \vhich this
planet ,vas predestined, the establishment of the Kingdom of God.
Baha'is know that effort toward
this ep.d cannot fail; that this earthhumanity must and will eventually-·
nay, even as we are promised, within
this very century-come under the
canopy of universal peace, of world
brotherhood, of the cooperative civilization in which service and love
rule.
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HYMN OF MARCHING WOMEN
vVe have seen in Prophet vision,
Womanhood unfettered, free;
In her beauty, drawing upward
To new heights, Humanity.
We have he,ard the Master: "Daughter,
Unto thee I say 'Arise l' "
Yea, 0 Master , We are coming 1
Lo, our banners gild the skies 1
We are marching out of bondage,
We are marching out of night;
We are marching on to freedom,
We are marching into light.
Faith and Courage, Soul of Woman,
Thy high destiny fulfill ;
Bear the torch of human pro'gress
Onward, upward, higher still.
We have heard the call of Children
And of Nations yet to be;
Only Woman, born to Freedom,
Can be Mother of the Free.
We are striving for a future
Better, nobler than the past;
For a Human Race uplifted,
Saved and purified at last.
Hark, like sound of mighty waters,
Comes the tread of myriad feet;
Like the wind among the pine trees
Echo voices strangely sweet;
'Tis the Host of Woman 1 singing
As they onward, upward press:
"Not for self the Woman liveth;
Lo, she comes to heal and bless."
vVe are marching for the future;
For a world redeemed and free;
For the children of our children,
Generations yet to be.
Strong and steadfast, Soul of Woman,
Falter not, nor fail, nor stay.
God thru thee fulfills His purpose;
Lo, before thee, leads the way.
GRACE VAN WOERT HOGEBOOM-HENDERSON.
The Editors are reprinting, with permission, this marvelous poem' on Womanhood because we think
it 11 most beautiful expression in poetic form of WOman's glorious mission in this great age. The author
surely has been granted a vision of woman such as the Baha'i Cause teaches to conceive her mission.
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WOMAN
IN ALLEGORY AND FABLE

IN TRADITION AND HISTORY

IN THE PRESENT DAY AND AGE
Part II
HOW ARD R. HURLBUT
In the first instaUment of this article publisheld last month, the author described the
ma1'velous spiritual services of Hagar, Sarah, Rahab, Zohra and others. In this second
installment, he completes the story of Mary, and takes 1~p the story of other wornen whol
have had a g?'e(~t part in religious history, 'including "Qurratu'l-'Ayn," the Bah6:i heroine.
-Editor.

[Continuing the story of the spiritual vision and keen spiritual perception of Mary of Magdala who
"alone possessed the clearer discernment of the meaning of the Christ,"
the author adds the following in further describing her services.]
HE sat with the disciples and
S
prayed with them and sought to
make plain to them that this body,
this human personality of Jesus, was
only a perishable temple in which the
Voice spake--that it was possessed
of no importance save as a medium or
channel of tTansmission to human understanding of an abstract principle
which could not be given expression
without it.
And "after three days" her efforts
were rewarded suddenly by their seeing (understanding) Christ in the
real sense. This "three days" of
darkness was the period of the ((Entombment" and the "stone" which
was rolled away was the stone of
their misunderstanding which had
obstructed the shining of the Light.
As the true understanding gathered
force within them they became conscious of the clear expression of Divine Intent and there came to them,
literally, "This is My Beloved Son in
Whom I am well pleased." Thus it
may be seen that the story of the
"Entombment" is an allegory possessed of a transcendent beauty. It
leaves one, however, without an ex-

planation of the "disappearance" of
the body of Jesus. This, too, is given
to us in this day in most remarkable
clarity and exposes most pitifully
the awful degradation and abject
meanness to which it is possible for
mankind to fall, the disciples being
repeatedly denied burial ground until
it was finally offered in the "Place
of the Refuse" of Jerusalem.
For long has Mary of Magdala been
held before the people as a "fallen
woman" from whom the "seven
devils" were finally driven out. In
the sense of having been a wanton,
it is a term as far from any connection with her as is the earth from
the remotest sun. She has been
limned before us in the light of modern revealment as a pure-minded, innocent girl, betrayed by an officer of
the Roman legion, a favorite at the
court" of Tiberius, through the lure
of what his position might offer her,
in bald contrast to the drab monotony
of her existence on her father's farm
in the plains of El Ghuweir on the
shores of Galilee, and then after having been maintained in semi-regal
grandeur in Jerusalem, when he had
tired of her she was driven forth and
sought refu!ge in concealment along
the byways about the Holy City. It
was here, when in her hiding, that she
overheard Jesus teaching His disciples on the way up the mountain and
was brought a penitent to His feet.
Personality has no importance with
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Deity: It is something a human acquires and lays claim to through personal striving and practice, but Individuality is the unsullied and unsuI1iable quality implanted by Deity
in every human and though it ever
remains pure, its purity may be overshadowed and obscured by acquired
personality, just as T'ruth is overshadowed and obscured by the acquired creed and ritual of man. God
employs certain individuals for certain purposes-just as Judas was so
employed-and no human yet has
stood of capacity to determine what
may be pronouncfd of God a sin nor
what its punishment. It may be seen,
therefore, that when Personality in
any case shall have been shunted off,
the individuality must stand forth
in its pristine purity as God must ever
see it. And so stood forth Mary of
Magdala, 'giving birth in the minds
of the doubtin2." discivles to a true
understanding of the Christ, so that
giving up home and family and
friends they went forth to evangelize
the world. In the after-time Mary
was sought out and was married by
the Roman officer and lived and died
in Home. Without her clarity of vision and selflessness of purpose it is
not unlikely that the cause of Jesus
lll;ISt have suffered even longer delay
~han that which attended it through
its wide rejection by the people of the
time.
THE DEVOTION OF KHADIJEH

Possibly in all the record of human
experience there has been no other so
deeply maligned, so widely misunderstood, so unjustly placed in history,
as Muhammad, the founder of the
Islamic faith. Certainly not in George
Sale's admittedly faulty translation
of the QUI" an may one seek to find
any approach to a fair presentment
of His cause. In the preface to the
work, Sale makes frank admission of
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his prejudiced attitude. ·While Sir
WiIliam Muir has given us a most
comprehensive study of the life and
experiences of Muhammad he has not
shown any deep appreciation of the
divine character of the Prophet's missiun. No capable writer save Carlyle
has ever even remotely approached
the dignity and the true greatness
of this one \Vho in an unbelievably
short period raised the most ignorant,
degraded and lawless people of earth
to the highest station of spiritual understanding, of scientific and commercial attainment which up to that
time the world had been witness to.
Even to our own day must we turn to
the fruitage of Muhammadan civilization for the most beautiful architectural creations-the Alhambra in
Spain and the Taj Mahal at Agra, in
India.
This one, struggling in the extremes of poverty, seeking often the
seclusion of caves, mending His own
clothing and making His own sandals, cooking His simple foods, was
looked upon by the wealthy widowKhadij eh-fifteen years his senior,
with the eye of affection and rich
compassion and in her marriage with
Him she sought in every way to relieve Him from extraneous duties to
afford Him the wider opportunity of
making known His great mission.
One may picture the sorrow of this
great soul as in the first years of His
stfivinrg there were only three who
acknowledged Him-Khadijeh, Abu
Talib and Ali-and realize the consolation this woman brought in her
ready and understanding sympathy,
stirring an affection so profound that
in the polygamous practice of His
time Muhammad married no other
through all the years. until her passing and then long afterward His last.
wife declared that her only jealousy
of Him had been stirred because of
His insistent praise of Khadijeh.
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vVoman of today should find it pos- development of a beauty so surpasssible to accept what woman in that ing in its perfection that through the
far-off time realized as the finest praises accorded her by their women
thing in life-Religion-and come to the poets of her time strung the
the realization that no false belief pearls of their poesy about her in
can endure through thirteen cen- strophes of enduring fame. Her eduturies as the inspiring niotive for cation had been so far advanced over
countless millions of souls. Thus, that of the Women of her people that
the service of this wonderfully self- she frequently sat in the spacious
less and devoted woman must ever halls of her uncle's residence (a Kalbe regarded as one of the rare be- antar of Kasvin) and from a dais bestowals of Divinity for the further- hind closely drawn curtains discussed
ance of His concealed purpose.
with the greatest of the Shi-ite philosophers the tenets of the MuhamTHE FORTITUDE OF
madan faith, more often than otherQURRATU'L-'AYN
wise refuting their contentions so
It was in 1848 (July 19 and 20), that by the best of them her opinions
at Seneca Falls, New York, that were sought on abstruse theological
there was convened the first woman's questions. At that time Persia was
rights congress in history. A product in the throes of an almost impeneof the wider vision of our western trable darkness of superstition, igcivilization, it was the forerunner norance and bigoted religious beliefs,
of that great advance for woman- inconceivable to people with our ophood which has stamped itself upon portunities, but even in a land of the
the last fifty years of our national widest freedom must such an one as
life and set the example for women Narrine Taj stand forth as an illusin every land under the sun-even in trious protagonist of her sex.
the land of the Turk. In a country
Then there came to her secretly
like our own, freed from the shackies communicated tales of the remarkof tradition and superstition, such a able spiritual discourses of The Bab,
movement might not be unlooked for, whose teachings had soon been taken
but it must stand in startling con- up and promoted by· Hosein Ali,
trast to the awakening of a similar Prince of Nur, one of the most inaspirabon in the Near East taking fluential and wealthy of the Persian
place in that same year. At this aristocracy, and with her accustomed
time four years had elapsed since the daring she sought Him out and read
declaration of Ali Muhammad The deeply into the marvels of His misBab, which had stirred the Muham- sion until very early she became one
madan world to its foundations, had of His most ardent disciples. Then,
roused the bitter and relentless en- one day from her station of concealmity and the cruel persecutions of ment, unable to endure longer the
the mullahs of Islam and sent to wearying platitudes of the mullahs on
martyr's death between twenty and philosophical misconcepts, in the
thirty thousand of those who de- midst of a stirring discussion her
clared their belief in the risen Christ. finer self found assertion and she
At that time in Persia lived one pulled down the concealing curtain
named Narrine Taj
(signifying and standing before them drew from
"Crown of Gold"), child of a wealthy her face the hampering veil, astoundand influential family who had ad- ing the mullahs with her daring, and
vanced to young womanhood in the cried:
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"If God hath made me beautiful,
This, affecting womankind, is a
who am I that I shall dare to conceal single factor in the numerous manthe evidence of His bounty?" She dates from the pen of Baha'u'lH'th
took' her flight from them and joined which men have been strivin:g to enthe followers of The Bab, who upon force in their blind political method
seeing her bestowed upon her the instead of incorporating the compelappellation "Qurratu'l-' Ayn," whose ling force of the Word of God in
meaning is "Consolation of the Eye," them-the League of Nations, the Inher beauty, her sincerity, intelligence ternational Arbitral Court of Justice,
and unfaltering energy bringing to the Reduction of Armanents, the
Him in the days of His frightful per- Policing of Boundaries, an Universal
secution that restfulness as a vision Language, the Abolition of Slavery, a
of helpfulness to prompt just such a compulsory Universal Education, the
suggestive name as hers. Today as Equality of Opportunity, the Regulaa fruitage of the seed which she tion of Economic Adjustment of the
planted the veil is going into the dis- Differences between Capital and
card in Turkey and women are stand- Labor, the Equality of the Sexes, the
ing forth valiantly for their freedom Unity of Religions, all of these and
as the harem with its iniquitous asso- many others incorporated in the ut~
ciations is becoming a thing of the terances of Baha'u'llah more than
half a century ago, when they were
past.
Qurratu'l-' Ayn traversed the length not thought of at all, sent forth, too,
and breadth of Persia, proclaiming directly to each of the rulers of the
the <glory of the new day, attacked great nations from behind the dread
frequently, unspeakably maligned, walls of the fortress city of Akka,
persecuted 'incessantly, throngs seek- the vilest penal colony prison on the
ing her because of the fame of her face of the earth maintained by the
beauty, only to be thrilled by the Turkish government for the punishmarvel of her eloquence and the lur- ment of its most dangerous criminals.
ing richness of the new Revelation,
II
Jommg eagerly the unnumbered
t h 0 usa n d s whose willing blood
To come to the time of this writing,
stained with ineffaceable glory the -we are facing, rather are we in
highways and the byways of the Per- the midst of, the turmoil due to the
sian empire. This, until the incensed projection of woman into fields hithmullahs, trembling because of their erto reserved by man for himself. In
waning authority, compelled her im- the discussion of this principle of sex
prisonment in her uncle's home equality, 'Abdu'l-Baha. in one of His
whence one night she was taken New York City talks, said:
secretly, strangled and thrown While
"In this Baha'i Dispensation His
yet alive into a well and her pulsing Holiness Baha'u'llah has set a brilbody covered under a weight of liant crown upon the head of woman,
stones. All of this relating to the whose brilliant jewels will shine and
past, to bring your attention now to gleam throughout all ages and cycles.
the declaration regarding woman- This must give them great happiness.
kind which is ope of the mandatory In all former dispensations, men were
principles in the Baha'i teaching considered superior tow 0 men.
Women were lower than men; nay,
promulgated three quarters of a cen- rather,
during some of the past ages
tury ago and now being felt as a per- women were made the captives of
vading influence throughout the men.
For example, during the
world.
Mosaic dispensation women were cap-
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tives of men, but in the dispensation
of Baha'u'llah, His bestowals have
made men and women equal. He
caused the people to put into actual
practice this social equality and declared that the women in this a'ge
shall make extraordinary advanc.ement and they shall reach such a degree that no difference will be left
between men and women. . . .
"Today the greatest duty of women
consists in the fact that they must
strive to spread the ethical laws, to
prove that women are capable of
studying arts and sciences and that
they are equal in all the duties of life.
Women must demonstrate these principles to the men, so that all of them
may bear testimony to the fact that
these Baha'f women are equal in
morality, are equal in the acquirement of human excellency, are equal
in the virtues of the world of humanity, are equal in the crafts and
professions, and are equal in sanctity
and purity."
And again, in one of His tablets to
an inquirer on the subject of Women
He wrote:
" . . . . In no movement will they
be left behind. Their rights with men
are equal in degree. They will enter
all administrative branches of politics. They will attain in all such a
degree which will be considered the
very highest station of the world of'
humanity and will take part in all
affairs. Rest ye assured. Do ye not
look upon the present conditions; in
the not far distant future the world
of women will become all-refulgent
and all-glorious, for His Holiness Baha'u'llah hath willed it so! At the
time of elections, the right to vote is
the inalienable right of women and
the entrance of women in all human
departments is an irrefutable and incontrovertible question. No soul can
retard or prevent it."
The field for woman's work is well
nigh boundless and if 'she will devote
her energies to constructive' politics
and constructive effort in every field,
of a surety shall her entry into this
modern phase of her life convey a

priceless boon and bring to her a
timeless glory.
Our educational system is wrong,
as it does not send our youth from
its institutions equipped in any considerable measure to battle with the
practical affairs of life:
Our system of benevolences is
wrong, because it merely relieves
passing or permanent need and does
little toward rehabilitation of the
needy. This is evidenced in the fact
that not only does the work of this
nature keep even pace with the increase of population, it achially is on
the increase without the advance in
population:
Our social economy is wrong, else
we should not have the continued unbroken procession of desertions' from
the home, of illicit relationships, of
illegitimate offspring, of want and
suicide and despair:
Our punitive system is wrong, else
it would prove corrective of vice and
crime. Our attitude toward the erring, however greatly we may protest the declaration of it, is one of
hatred whereas were we to assume
the proper attitude all our service toward their ,correction would be performed in love:
Our political system -is wrong, else
we should have statesmen instead of
politicians merely in our seats of
authority and power,-individuals inspired with the love of service to all
humanity, which would break down
racial and national barriers and bring
the world at last to a realization that
this earth our home is one home and
humanity is one family for whose sick
ones We must care, for whose falling
ones we must afford uplift and for
whose erring ones our own lives must
be a means of guidance to a higher
plane of thinking and of action. The
suggestion will not be out of place,
that the reader refer to "The Mysterious Forces of Civilization" and dis-
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cover the qualifications of a real legislator.
Our religious system is wrong, else
there would not exist the bitter, bigoted and relentless antagonism toward faiths different to our own, with
which every other is identical in the
sense of having been divinely inspired. When each shall come to a
realization that all are worshipping
the same and only God but under banners waving from a different Manifestation the world may be at peace.
Womankind, should remember that
every institution in the world today
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is the result of man's selfish or incapable striving and therefore no attempt to walk in the old worn paths
should be made. Womanhood is to
carve for all the world the indelible
traces of a service of love and devotion upon the tablets of the hearts.
Of women such as these, 'Abdu'l-Baha
once said: "They are in the utmost
firmness and power. Their will power
is greater than that of man, their
moral consciousness and intuition is
superior to that of man and in all
the virtues of humanity they shine
like unto stars."

PRAGUE AND THE INTERNATIONAL
CONGRESS
"What the Schools Can Do for Peace"
MARTHA L. ROOT

in Czecho-Slovakia is
PRAGUE
within twenty miles of the stone
which is said to mark the exact center
of Europe. This picturesque old city
with its hundreds of colorfullights so
sought by tourists, is well worth seeing, but in this article the writer
wishes to introduce to you two of the
great outstanding characters of the
new Czecho-Slovakia, the country
which invited the International Congress to convene in its Capital, April
16-20, to discuss "How to Teach
Peace in the Schools."
President Thomas G. Masaryk is
not only one of the greatest thinkers
in Europe today but he is a man with
a high spiritual vision. His life, his
own writings, his country reflect his
broad religious faith. 'When I Was
in Prague a few months earlier I had
sent President Masaryk a Baha'i
book and a short letter about Baha'u'llah's Principles for world peace.
He was out of the city but he telephoned the Castle asking his Secre-

tary to send the President's car to
bring me to the Castle and to show
me his library and to give any information that would help in my magazine work. His religious library was
the most complete private library of
religious books I have ever seen.
Everything was wonderfully catalogued and arranged. The many
thousands of books showed the rise
of religion from its earliest dawn to
the latest modern movements and
pow it has "Baha'i Scriptures," "Divine Philosophy" and other works of
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha.
President Masaryk has always
been a student of religion. His own
books clearly show' his religious belief, though not in any orthodox
sense. The foundation of his whole
lif~ is religious.
His motto is uttered in one 6f his own works: "Who
redeemed mankind? Neither a politician, nor an economist, nor a socialist, nor a demagogue. It is really
sublime how in the political and so-
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cial unrest of his time Christ keeps
aloof from all politics; how easy it
would have been for Him to win over
through political and socialistic agitation. He, however, demands the perfection of character, requires the
deepening of feeling; He wishes people to become good because He knows
that only thus will they find contentment for their souls." But President
Masarykanswers doubters, economists and politicians. He presents a
definite workable program and certainly he stresses education.
The other great figure in CzechoSlovakia today is the Minister of
Forei'gn Affairs, Mr. Eduard Benes.
He too invited me to the Castle and
we spoke about the Baha'i Cause. He
said he first heard of the Baha'i
Movement at the Races Congress in
London in 1906, when he was a member of that Congress. He thought the
Principles of Baha'u'llah were wonderful, and during the years he has
followed this movement with interest.
He said he had been interested in
other modern movements, the Peace
Program for Pan Europa, International Parliamentary Union, Intellectual Co-operation and others. "All
these different movements have something similar and identical," said Mr.
Benes, "and while I do not say in absolute words that I belong to them, I
am in favor of all these movemlents.
We must collaborate."
As President Masaryk was in Palestine the day the International Conference opened, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Benes, welcomed the
more than four hundred guests in a
short and excellent speech in which
he said that education and peace will
be the aim of Czecho-Slovakia in the
future just as in the past.
Perhaps the reason that the International Bureau of Education in
Geneva, Sw;itzerland, chose CzechoSlovakia for this significant Conference is because some of the world's

Mr. Edwm'd Benes, Minister of FOTeign
Affairs, Czecho-SlO'l.!akia and a gTeat
humanitarian.

greatest tea·chers, such as Comenius,
ChelCicky, and John Huss, lived and
worked there, and out from Prague
the educational light trailed across
the globe. Also its. central location
was such that a great number of secondary school teachers could travel
to Prague during this Easter holiday. Distinguished Professors and
world workers came from every
Capital in Europe. The interest in
universal peace is shown in the fact
that although the city prepared for
one hundred delegates more than
four hundred came. These educationists from sixteen countries could
not come together and discuss their
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A gl'impse of the Inte1'national Conference, "How to Teach Peace in the Schools,"
held in Prague, Czecho-Slovakia, April 16-20, 1927,

actually tried methods for teaching
peace in the schools without the flash
of truth leaping forth.
Professor Pierre Bovet, of the University of Geneva and of Jean
Jacques Rousseau Institute, was the
able Director. He spoke on "The
Problem of Peace Education in the
Psychological Field," and emphasized
the need of a spiritual ideal in the
teaching of peace, That same note,
the spiritual, was heard again and
again. In some of the experiments
with children, one noticed that although the majority of boys and girls
spoke of stopping war for economic
reasons, yet always a few children
would assert that a universal religion, one religion and a universal
auxiliary language might help stop
Wars. The very fact that a high spiritual ideal for peace was visioned in
this International Conference was its
most striking feature.

Its second most remarkable feature
was that Esperanto was asked for
and became the official language. It
was found that more than one-half of
these teachers from Central Europe
were Esperantists.
Dr. Edmond
Privat, of Geneva, President of the
Universal Esperanto Association and
a, brilliant orator, was the interpreter
for many of the speeches. If a speech
was in Esperanto, it would be interpreted into English or French or
German. If it was given in any national language,. it was interpreted
into Esperanto. So successful was
this universal auxiliary language that
'it will establish a precedent for other
universal 'congresses. Only one inter[preiation . was necessary. It was
quite a contrast to another universal
congress the w:riter had attended a
few weeks earlier in Brussels where
every speech was translated into four
languages!
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Statistics in the Prague Conference proved that boys and girls who
had studied Esperanto one-half year
could correspond with children in
other lands, exchanging their views
about peace, but children studying
other foreign languages had to study
three years before they could correspond. The interchange of letters
has proved so helpful that an International School Service was urged as
one of the methods to help bring
peace.
All unconsciously a boy fifteen,
years old who had been taught peace
by one of the very instructors at this
Conference, gives in one sentence
why the world should interest itself
in what the school can do for peace.
He said to his comrade: "This idea of
world brotherhood is like a seed. I
do not know where it comes from. I
had never thought of it, but one day
I came into touch with this idea, and
I suddenly realized it had been in my
heart a long time. Now I see this
seed is beginning to grow."
If peace is not taught in the primary and secondary schools how are
the masses in the five continents to
learn to cultivate this wonderful seed,
"World-brotherhood"? They must
learn it in the primary and secondary schools, for the majority of
pupils never go into the higher institutions, where world courts and
other universal subjects are elective.
All the experiments cited at the Conference showed how quickly the children respond to peace ideals. Dr.
Paul Dengler, of Vienna, had such an
excellent paper on "International
Co-operation and Interchange of
Learning-Material" that he has been
asked to send this paper to the Editors of the "Baha'i Magazine." Dr.
Prudhommeaux, of Paris, spoke on
how the French are trying to purge
all school books of war history and
war glorification.
Little Wales' plan, too, could well

be adopted in other lands. The Rev.
Mr. Gwilym Davis, of Cardiff, could
send anyone interested, booklets
about their work. Five years ago
this country called together their educators, and for three days in a lovely
quiet spot they discussed what had
been done educationally for pea~e and
for the League of Nations Union.
They found out (1) that the peace
movement in Wales had failed because they had relied on sentiment,
and sentiment does not produce that
international mind which evolves
peace; (2) that one can only fight
war by scientific methods. Just as
it took a long time to develop the national mind to national justice, so it
is a long road to train the mind internationally, but they had the vision.
They voted (1) to collect all statistics
of what has already been done for
peace in Wales.
(2) To get the
Government interested in the peace
movemnet. (3) To hold peace Conferences throughout Wales. Sympathy for the new plan was quickly
won. On January 13, 1921, an official circular was sent out commanding all instructors to teach internationalism and world unity in the
schools. Teachers co-operated with
enthusiasm and more than forty Conferences attended by more than six
thousand individuals have been held
in 'Vales to teach world citizenship.
The children of Wales sent out a message to all the children of the world,
and they inaugurated "Good Will
Day," May 18. Pamphlets are published in Wales on how peace is
taught in the schools.
During this International Conference the writer had the· opportunity
to speak on "Baha'u'llah's Principles
for Universal Education and Peace.;'
She cited Baha'i educational experiments and plans which have proved·
successful in certain schools of the
United States and other countries.
Not only did educators speak of
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bringing peace ideas into the schools
but Mr. Tracy Strong and other International Camp Directors spoke on
bring1ing boys to the international
peace reality. They reported that
boys in the International Training
Camps said: "\Ve w:ant to face this
problem of religious Principles." One
heard how boys in these camps came
together from twenty-seven nations.
They ate together, slept together and
for two weeks discussed international
problems. They came from countries
in Europe, from Asia, the Yankee
from Maine, the negro youth from
our South. Their camp was for international sharing, not listening.
The out-and-out mllitarist faced the
out-and-out pacifist, and these boys
w;ere not afraid to discuss freely
"why my country went into the war"
and "what -my country can do for
peace."
They discussed realities.
They discussed religious principles
and there is where they found their
unity. They found that notwithstanding all their diffi,culties they
were the children of the same Father,
God, and that God was not a national
God, but a world God 1 These boys
spoke, listened, thought and they took

back the international spirit to the
boys of their country.
"By their fruits" may one know.
Camp boys from Czecho-Slovakia and
Poland later stood on the border between the two lands and had a solemn
ceremony of peace, clasping hands of
friendship in a common brotherhood.
Also, a man wrote to the Prague Conference that traveling in an out-ofthe-way road on the border of eastern Hungary one Sunday afternoon,
he came to a little village where two
International Camp boys (who had
come back from their great pilgrimage to the camp) were having a peace
meeting f,'Or the entire popuLation.
They did not just sing the Magyar
songs of their own land. No, they
were being taught English, French,
GenTIan songs, and the whole topic
of the talks was universal peace!
These are only a few of the many
ideas from this Conference in
Prague-they are just a little "crosssection" of a beautiful grov'lth, yet
this cross-se'ction does reveal the
splendid worth of peace education.
~'Peace be upon those Who follow
Guidance!" said Baha:u'llah.

"It is well established in history that where woman has not participated in human affairs the outcomes have never attained a state
of completion and perfection. On the other hand, every influential
undertaking of the human world wherein woman has been a participant has attained importance. This is historically true and beyond
disproof even in religion. * * *
"The momentous question of this day is international peace and
arbitration; and Universal Peace is impossible without universal
suffrage. * * * So it will come to pass: that when women participate
fully and equally in the affairs of the world, enter confidently ana
capably the great _arena of laws and politics, war will cease; for
woman will be the obstacle and hindrance to it. This is true and
without doubt."-' Abdu'l-Baha ..
I
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FTom the vaTious parts of the United States and Canada these delegates hav
h~TtheTance of their mes

HE Nineteenth Annual ConvenT tion
of the Baha'is of the United
States and Canada, held at the Windsor Hotel in Montreal April 28 to
May 1, was the first gathering of the
kind to convene in Canada, and it
was therefore a particularly significant occasion. As is the usual custom the Convention Was preceded by
what is known as "The Feast of Ridvan" (pronounced Riz"W'an), which
commemorates the declaration of Baha'u'llah as the. one prophesied by
the Bab who would appear after Him
and who would be .the Promised One
of all the Prophets. This combined
gathering is considered among the
most important events of the year in
Baha'f circles.
"In the Divine Holy Books," said
'Abdu'l-Baha, "there are unmistakable prophecies giving the glad tidings of a certain Day in which the
Promised One of all the books would

appear, a radiant dispensation be established, the bannur: of the Most
Great Peace and reconciliation be
hoisted, and the oneness of the world
of humanity proclaimed. In this
great century Baha'u'llah appeared
and heralded the hour of unity which
has dawned on all mankind."
All over the world today we hear
of assemfblies and societies and meetings organized for the purpose of furthering science, politics, social welfare work,etc. For the most part
their object is material advancement.
But at these Baha'i Conventions one
witnesses the actual fulfillment of
'Abdu'l-Baha's words, "Itjs the hour
of unity of the sons of men and· of
the draw,ing together of all races and
all classes." Friends are assembled
here from all parts of the countryeast and west, north and south-colored and white, rich and poor, meeting with one accord,-a united group
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ther to consider- the affair's of the Bah6,'i
ltherhood and 'World unity.

Ca~tse
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in the N e'W Wor-ld, and to lJlan the

functioning in the spirit of co-operation and mutual understanding; and
in the final analysis, working for but
one thing-the unity of the world.
Such gatherings foreshadow what
will be accomplished in the world as
this circle of divine unity is continually widened. Primarily the meetings have the deepest spiritual significance, and sec 0 n d a r i I y they
greatly influence the activities in the
Cause throughout the year, for matters of great importance come up for
discussion and solution; the National
Spiritual Assembly of nine members,
the supreme administrative body of
the Baha'is in the United States and
Canada, is elected, and above and beyond all, Unity-which is fundamental in the Baha'i Cause-is strengthened and made more manifest. Those
who are fortunate enough to attend
these annual gatherings either as
delegates or visiting friends witness

again and again the benefits derived
from united endeavor, and return to
their various homes further educated
and equipped to meet the existing
problems and assist in their solution.
Thus "new ideals are constantly stirring the depths of hearts" and the
psychology of understanding each
other, and of good will, is more fully
realized.
The three nights of the Convention
were given over to a World Unity
Conference, which was followed by
an evening devoted entirely to the
presentation of the Baha'i Teachings
by well-known Baha'i speakers. The
ciddresses were eloquent, scholarly
and very inspiring.
.The members of the Baha'i Assembly of Montreal worked with untiring
zeal and energy in preparing for the
Convention and Conference, and they
were rewarded by witnessing on all
sides the evident signs of guidance.
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UNDERLYING POWERS AT vVORK IN
THE WORLD OF BUSINESS
HARLAN F. OBER
The author of this article holds the 'i1npm"tant position of instructor of the sales
lone in one of the l(wgest eqnipment organizations of the country which 7S managed along
very modeTn and pr'ogTessive lines. From h7's univeTsity days, NIr. Ober has been a
thinker' and a hu,manitctTian. His professional work has been chiefly in the 1nanctging of
men.-EditoT.

HE word "business" stirs up
T
many thoughts. Men have struggled from earliest times for the
means of living, comfort, and protection. Trade and commerce, agriculture, fishing, manufacture, were carried on with the crude and direct instruments outwardly available.
The camel of the desert, the donkey of the villages, the llama of the
mountains, the horse of the plains,
the oxen of the fields have given
added power to the physical strength
of men and women. Rivers have
floated cargoes downstream and favorable winds have carried ships
across the seas.
Cruel chattel slavery existed in
many parts of the world and men,
women and children were condemned
to perpetual servitude and considered as beasts of burden; bought,
sold and transported from place to
place and held to be part and parcel
of the property on w:hich they lived.
The light of liberty and freedom was
veiled.
Within the last century there has
been an extraordinary increase in the
know1edge, power and skill of men,
and the astonishing changes that are
taking place in the world of business
and industry are from this phenomenon.
The discovery of the powers of
'steam, gas, and electricity, in their
manifold expressions, has brought
into activity a strength far greater
than that of all the slaves of the past
ten thousand years.
This transition from crude and

simple methods has stirred the entire
world. It is compelling adjustments
far-reaching in their nature and requires a new point of view. That
there is a very definite reason for this
extraordinary change that has been
taking place must be clear to every
enlightened soul.
This period has been spoken of as
the Industrial Age. The age of the
machine, mass production, standardization, etc. It is credited with responsibility for most modern developments. It is both highly praised and
condemned greatly.
The entire span of the earth-the
five
continents-is reverberating
with changes and counter-changes of
varying ideas; a veritable arena of
conflict; a struggle for mastery-to
determine what ideas shall be the
foundations for the civilization of the
race for the next hundred or a thousand years.
A great many of the people of the
world, unaware of the divine purpose which is bringing great benefits
to humanity, hold tenaciously to
ancient viewpoints of social and industrial relationships and, therefore,
oppose the new order. While the first
reaction to this new power in Industry was perhaps characteristic, because the employer endeavored to
take advantage of it for greater
profits and the worker opposed it because it took away his immediate
job, these viewpoints are passing,
and a recognition of the real possibilities of proper use of these instruments is growing.
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Undoubtedly, the greatest posses- for operation, or with marketing
sion of the worker is his job and his either goods or services, therefore,
greatest longing is for the perma- it is to the interest of the sa1aried
nence of his position. He will defend executive of every rank, from strawit at any cost. The fear of losing his boss to president, to promote qualiwork and being dependent in old age ties of management which tend to reis, and has been, one of the control- move all uncertainties from business
ling fears besetting the workers of and thus stabilize operations.
the world.
"This larger conception is one
Furthermore, as Professor William which recognizes the social function
J ames, speaking as a psychologist, of industry as opposed to the older
once stated, "One of the greatest view which conceived of business as
diseases in America is the fear of the but an open sesame of private agrich of becoming poor." Un doubt- grandizement. There is evident, in
edlygreed, injustice and oppression the world of industry, an evolution
by the wealthy has resulted from this in ethical norms, not unlike that
viewpoint.
Therefore, it se'ems which has characterized the efforts
clearly evident that both rich and of statesmen to eradicate the 'Spoils
poor long for stability and protec- System' from politics."
tion.
In his book on scientific manageAlready some businesses, actuated ment, Mr. Edward Eyre Hunt states:
by a high sense of responsibility, are "In the few years since the war, the
engaged in stabilizing the employ- function of the management engineer
ment of the workers. In some in- has amazingly broadened. Not mestances, companies guarantee steady chanical, but human problems are in
employment for the period of a year. the foreground. . . . T 0 day the
In other businesses, the community management engineer is working
of interest works not only toward with the psychologist and the econo ..
continuity of employment, but a shar- mist. He has found that neither the
ing in the successful development of wage motive, nor the profit motive,
the business.
is enough. An appeal to the creative
One great outstanding contribution spirit and the spirit of service is also
of this age is the growing spirit of necessary. This means that scientific
co-operation and the recognition of management is becoming a part of
the interdependence existing in in- our moral inheritance."
dustry. The conflict theory is pass,:
One of the great satisfactions that
ing gradually from the horizon be- comes to one who serves in any posicause it is being shown to be incom- tion whatsoever is a sense that he is
patible, both with the new ideals of . contributing definite values and a
humanity and the requirements of share in the success of an enterprise.
modern industry in all its complicated Pride in work well done, iri r,esponsiphases.
bilities shared, is an integral part of
In his book entitled "Employee any position and carries a reward as
Representation," Mr. Ernest Rich- valuable as the wages paid.
In Bulletin No. 227, the United
mond Burton states, under the heading "The Passing of the Inevitable States Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Conflict Theory": "Whether he be Mr. Robert B. Wolf is quoted as folprimarily concerned with manufac- lows:
turing goods, with rendering direct
"We make it a policy to record the
services, with providing and main- operations of the individual workmen
taining an adequate financial basis in such a way that they have some
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means for recording their progress
and are thereby able to realize just
what their efforts produce. This
brings out what we call the creative
faculty of the man to the fullest extent; he is able to really enjoy his
work' by being given an opportunity
for self-expression. In all of our operations we work to produce this result, realizing that we are primarily
developing human beings and that
planned efficiency is not an end in itself, but that the real aim is the development of man. . . .
"If is a fact that is beginning to be
recognized today, by men who are
thinking chiefly along these lines,
that a man is internally purified by
doing work which is fundamentally
creative in nature. The desire for
self-expression is one of the most
fundamental instincts of human nature and, unless it is satisfied, it is
bound to manifest itself in all sorts
of abnormal ways, which today are
working such havoc in society."
Briefly, the Spirit of the Age in Industry is reaching down deeper and
is touching the mainsprings controlling service and human action' and
this spirit alone is assisting greatly
in bringing unity and understanding.
One of the most significant steps
having tremendous possibilities for
the future -world relates to the selection of personnel. While the work is
in its infancy, it is becoming one of
the most important fields for applied
psychology in its deepest phases.
Since the capacities of people differ,
it is vitally important that each individual may find that work for
which he is best qualified. Undoubtedly, he will be happier, more proficient, and 'more successful in such a
work, and he will render a greater
s.ervice.
In our increasing interest in individuals, sympathetic and instructive
tests to determine the growing capacities, beginning in the schools and
progressing through industry, will do

much to make everyone who is in the
field of service more happy and more
capable.
Through Employee Representation, an opportunity is presented for
a sharing of the responsibilities and
interests in management of a business. This great movement has already shown itself to be a valuable
stabilizing factor.
To an increasing extent, employees
are becoming owners of shares in the
businesses in Which they are employed, and this ownership has broadened their vi'ewpoint, and given incentives formerly lacking. This is
true, not only with a great many of
the public utilities, but with a large
number of organizations everywhere.
Wherever one looks-to the north,
east, south, or west-he finds the
evidences of progress and illumination. Mankind is being quickened,
both inwardly and in the expression
of its outer powers.
From 1870 to 1920 the skilled
workers in the United States increased twenty per cent in proportion
to the total population.
Business was formerly considered
a private matter, but today the glaring light of publicity is revealing the
hidden secrets and presages further
revelations. .The late J. P. Morgan
once said, "The time is coming when
business will be done in glass
pockets."
The inner creative power, which is
the cause of all these outer activities,
has clearly purposed a new world
order of peace and joy, of activity
and service. That this fact is being
more and more recognized is indicated by the following quotation from
an article by Wesley McCormack in
one of the leading business magazines
regarding a new discovery of power:
"For the difference between modern civilization and the ancient world
may be resolved quite definitely into
terms of power. America is what
she is today because each American
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worker operates, not with his own
physical strength, nor with the occasional yank of an animal in harness,
but with three and three-quarters
horse-power constantly at his hand.
This multiplication of our power, in
fact, is not only the great cause of
our civilization but its greatest problem; for this pow:er may be used
either to create wealth or to destroy
it and, unless it is properly organized
and co-ordinated) it may be let loose
in war to destroy the very civilization which it has constructed.
"With each discovery of new
power, then, the necessity is intensified for more and more co~ordination.
If cheap power is suddenly made
available to all the peoples of earth,
and this process of co-ordinatIon
keeps pace with discovery, the human
race is due to enter into unimaginable neW realms of peace and prosperity; but if co-ordination does' not
keep pace with discovery, and not
the world standard of living but the
world standard of fighting is suddenly multiplied-·well-."
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The reader can well imagine the
outcome. The atoms of existence are
quickened under the impulse of the
shining Sun of Reality. The instruments and new forms created for
the purpose of expressing the hidden
spiritual and material treasures of
humanity are like delicate flowers to
be handled carefully and tenderly,
lest they be crushed by the crude
methods of the selfish and the
thoughtless. The outgrown forms
having served their purpose must
die and decay, fertilizing the seeds
that have sprung from their own
hearts, that the glorious destiny of
man may be achieved. We must combine the material and divine civilizations as 'Abdu'l-Baha tells us in the
following words from His writings:
"And among the teachings of Baha'u'llah is that although material civilization is one of the means for the
progress of the world of mankind,
yet until it becomes combined with
divine civilization the desired result,
which is the felicity of mankind, will
not be attained."

"Strive therefore to create love in the hearts in order that they may
become glowing and radiant. When that love is shining, it will permeate other hearts as this electric light illumines its surroundings.
When the love of God is established, everything else will be realized.
This is the true foundation of all economics. Reflect upon it. Endeavor to become the cause of the attraction of souls rather than to
enforce minds."-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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THIS AMAZING CIVILIZATION
DALE S. COLE
"On the one hand 'We have pr'ogress of the mater-ial type; on the other great spiritual
disco'ver-ies ar-e being 1·eal:ized. Tr-uly, this can be called the century of miracles, for it is
the man'ijestation of the miraculous . . . . An invisible spir-itu.al po'Wer is ever exercis'ing
an influence over- the hearts and minds O'f men."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

that we are living
T inHEanconviction
age of intensive and reckless materialism is disturbing to
the peace of mind of many who revel
in statistics and comparisons and
who like to contrast the present with
the past and speculate on the future.
That there is a basis for this fear
is, possibly, not to be denied. Commercial and industrial tendencies
seem to emphasize the drift towards
mass production and standardization,
possibly towards the enshrinement of
wealth as the acme of achievementnotwithstanding the words of wisdom of many sages in the past.
To the casual reader, industrial
statistics are astounding. To the
purely nationally minded they are
often a source of complacent pride.
Our production totals are mounting,
our per capita wealth is increasing.
Many are the assurances that humanity has never "lived better": never
have people in general had so much
comfort, luxury or so many possessions of various kinds.
\Ve have "more warmed and
lighted houses, telephones, electric devices, automobiles and radios" than
any other nation. We have, in general, steadier employment and less
illness. "America has in proportion
eight times as many telephones, uses
eleven times as much electricity,
owns thirty times as many automobiles, owns twice as many homes, and
has only one-twentieth as many people living on public charity." Such
are the characteristic nuances of our
present-day civilization.
Most of these possessions and acquirements are beneficial and there-

fore justified in themselves, but are
they not symbolic of tendencies which
are rapidly remoulding our modes of
living and our civilization?
There are other signs not without
significance. Stop at any news-stand.
Can one help but wonder at the profusion of printed matter offered in a
very conve\aient form. No matter
what the merit of many of these publications may be, does this condition
not auger a quickening interest on
the part of the general public in reading? Are not the "book-a-monthclubs" meeting with success? Are
there not more worth-while collections of books sold today than ever
before? Is there not a groping for
information and knowledge evidenced
in this development?
Then, too, all over our land we see
immense stadiums being erected
which rival those of ancient times,
when the population gloried in games.
Despite the menace of commercialism in our athletic pursuits, do not
these great stadiums stand as monuments to a new interest in clean living, in health and in sportsmanship?
So it is, beneath the surface of any
great material advancement, whether
it be in industry, education, athletics
or What not, there will be found tendencies which are significant and farreaching.
One often wonders at the influence
of the sun on plant life. It is essential to growth, maturity, and fruition. A plant removed from the effect
of the sun withers and dies, or at
best leads a miserable and frustrated
existence. It has always been so.
Science is learning more and more
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about these wonderful influences.
The glass that we use in our homes
keeps out the most beneficial emanations from the sun as regards our
own health, but today sdence has
made available a glass which will allow these rays to pass and we may
live indoors in the glow of the healthgiving rays of the sun. The effects
cannot be seen or felt but are nevertheless active and dynamic. Their
effect is subtle yet potent. It is as if
some magic force were acting, a
veiled blessing, known and realized
yet undiscovered in its essence. It
is similar to the leaven in the loaf.
Is it not then logical to believe that
back or under or above all of the sotermed materialistic achievements
and accomplishments of our day of
intensive industrialism there is some
higher force at work, bringing nearer
and nearer the culmination of a
better day? That there is some powerful leaven at work guiding, assisting and stimulating us to greater
and greater progress?
It is generally conceded that man
alone could not have accomplished
these wonders. Difficult as such a
premise is to prove we are seeing
scientists of note and standing daily
giving voice to faith in a Higher
Power, refuting more and more the
old belief that to Nature alone could
be attributed the driving force of all
our progress. This is indeed reassuring. It greatly assists in wiping
out the antagonism which has existed
between science and religion; it
leaves us free to investigate unshackled every remote corner of the
unIverse.
We are living in an age of miracles
which have become so commonplace
that we take them as a matter of
course. What would our ancient
forebears have thought of the airplane, the radio and many less spectacular mechanical and electrical devices? How would they compare
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with some of the miracles related of
olden times? Man has been acquiring knowledge of laws and facts concealed in the treasuries of the universe. He is learning how to apply
them. He did not create these laws,
these forces, and this energy which
lies locked in the atom. He merely
attained that station where he w'as
able to know about them and to understand them in a degree. Little do
we know what lies beyond-the present is dazzling enough. How then
can one help but feel that there is a
great underlying cause to all the
beneficent effects which play such an
important part in our lives today?
It has been said that if one goes
abroad looking for trouble he will
very likely find it. On the· other
hand if he goes forth in search of
goodness and beauty, that will he also
find. And so the constructive way
today is to go abroad to our daily
routine ~o()lking for the beauty of
life and as surely as we do so, will we
come to the comforting and stimulating conviction that there are powerful divine forces at work; that our
materialistic accomplishments, however good they may be, are just the
visual aura about the real significant
facts of existence here and hereafter.
Take the question of mass production. It has its opponents and its
proponents. There are those who
feel that it is a curse and those who
feel that it is the logical evolution
which serves best the greatest number. At present it does seem to be
'working to give us more goods at
lower costs but there are other effects
not so generally appreciated. It is
forcing into consideration the ultimate necessity of decentralizing industry.
But what of this? What will that
mean to you and me and to our children? It is becoming more and more
apparent that industry cannot remain
highly centralized as to location.
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Often plants become so large that it
is impossible to secure the requisite
labor and materials easily-the cost
of doing business, the overhead expense is too great. What is the resuIt? We are seeing great factories
bl1ilt in smaller communities, we are
seeing the small plants moving away
from the cities, out into the suburban
or rural communities, and as this
movement accelerates can we not see
vVlhole communities living under
much better conditions? Will their
requirements not be different, and as
the public demand gOoverns production, will this change not affect the
character of industry?
As the tendency becomes more pronounced to establish industrial enterprise a way from the congested
cities, will not new factors become
apparent? Will not life be simpler,
cleaner, and closer to nature than before? There will not be the need of
long hours of· riding to work-more
leisure will result, and with it all,
more interest in agriculture. This
example is simply illustrative. Mass
production, whether it be a blessing
or a menace, is seen tOo have other potential effects than those usually discussed. There are underlying forces
and causes which will result in new
effects, changes and advancement. So
it is with every great influence in our
lives. If we study it intensively, analyze it, ultimately we will come to the
conclusion that there are unappreciated phases to it which can not be
characterized other than as "the spiritual fringe" or rather the spiritual
essence of the matter, which is but a
manifestation of the power of God,
working in mysterious and devious
ways His wonders to perform.
However materialistic our life may
seem today, there are spiritual considerations which cannot be ignored.
Look back. Have we not made
more progress in many, many departments of life in the last century than

was made in centuries preceding?
Does it not seem as if humanity,
like a plant, has developed in the
more direct rays of the sun? That
previously there seemed to be some
Clu"b on progress and then suddenly
sorne force was liberated which stimulated and accelerated enlightenment? How else can the phenomena
be explained? Humanity existed for
thousands of years, reaching at some
times and places a high degree of
civilization, but never before have we
seen such progress made in science
and its application to life and living.
Never before have we seen space almost annihilated by rapid means of
transportation, on land, water, and in
the air. Never before have we been
able to set time at naught by projecting our voices through space.
Never have we "lived better," and
this has all come quite recently, as if
some beneficent force had touched
humanity and quickened its potential
capacities, and abilities.
It may seem that our abilities are
misdirected in that we seem to concentrate on industrial development,
materialistic pursuits, and personal
comfort, but as pointed out none of
these things are without their greater
and deeper effects and the seemingly
superficial phases, so easily seen, are
but the froth on the surface· of the
stream; beneath there is a deep and
steady current of pure, clear water,
which is carrying us on and on to the
day when the real significances of our
apparently materialistic development
will become cognizant and appreciated.
The great force which is so effective in accelerating human progress
is the Power of God in the cycle of
Baha:u'lUih. Since 1844 the advancement has been so rapid, in comparison with times past, as to be almost
inconceivable. We sense, generally,
but the surface effects. We must realize the deeper significances which
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are the underlying and governing
causes.
What is being accomplished before
our eyes? The principles of the Baha'1 Movement, iterated many years
ago, are surely and constantly coming into realization.
We are seeing scientists abandoning their prejudices and shouting the
unity of science and religion. Vv'" e are
seeing on every hand evidences that
the unity of mankind is to be appreciated. We are no longer fettered in
a search for truth.
Religious warfare and dissension
are being descried. Movements are
accelerating whereby one denomination or sect joins with another. The
trend is towards unified organization
in existing religious denominations.
We are going back into historical
writings and discovering that the
fundamental principles of all great
religions are one. The church no
longer wars with science, as it did in
the past. Faith and reason are becoming more and more in accord.
Many are the agencies working for
the establishment of Peace, International Arbitration and ultimately an
International Parliament.
The radio besides levelling barriers
is forcing the adoption of an interna-
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tional auxiliary language.
Great
strides are being made in education.
In all enlightened countries it is now
compulsory. Women have not only
come into a new freedom but have
been given the power of the ballot.
Through the establishment of inheritance taxes, new methods of
"vage payment, we seem to be moving
towards a day when there will be no
excuse for extremes of poverty and
wealth.
Day by day w.e are hearing the
gospel of service preached by competent executives. "Ve are told that
the first responsibility of industry is
to the public. The purpose of industry is to serve, and service is a form
of worship.
And so it would appear to the inquiring mind that, perhaps, we are
not so materialistic today as it would
seem. That there are potent forces
at work, guiding our endeavors and
that we are rapidly approaching that
day when we will more fully realize
and appreciate these words of 'Abdu'l-Baha, that, "the spirit of affection and loving kindness must so prevail that the stranger may find himself a friend; the enemy a true companion; and every last trace of difference be removed; for universality is
of God and all limitations earthly."

"It is evident and clear to the wise men of nations-those wise men
who are the wooers of absolute reality-that the purpose of the Divine
Messen(rers and the revelation of the heavenly books and the establishment of the religion of God has been none other than to create amity
and justice between the children of the races."-' Abdu'l-Baha.

A typical street m Jaiprur, India'smo,del city.

(See opposite page.)
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THROUGH INDIA AND BURMA
An American Traveler Visits Baha'i Communities of the
Far East
FLORENCE EVELYN SCHOPFLOCHER

One of the most importwnt activities of the Bah6/i Mov'ement is the interchange of
visits between Bah6/is of the Orient and Occident. The loving comradeship thus concretely demonstrated between these two so different civilizations, made possible only by
the fulfillmJent of the teachings of Baha'n'llah, has' always a powerful effect upon henrts
and minds. Mrs. SchOlpflocher has pToven heTself an intrepid t?'n,veler, venturing into
regions difficult of access, dangerons even for t'f'avel. With brave heart nnd with a blnzing enthusiasm fO'l' the Bahd'i Cause she hns' been enabled to reach many prominent men
amid women of the East and present her m,essage to thern. Sh:e he'f'e vividly descTibes her
recent trip to India and Burma, commencing with her visit to the school of Tagore's at
Bolpur.-Editor.

brings Green Acre* most
BOLPUR,
vividly before my eyes, for here
is a similar ideal setting in India's
fertile state of Bengal. At the school
of Tagore one witnesses community
life in all its stages of development
from rug-weaving and many other
industries to the finer arts such as
music, singing, drawing and painting,
and the most appreciated outdoor
sports, such as competitions in ropeskipping, dancing, exercises and
other games. Spiritual education is
not neglected. Yet the poet Tagore
puts forth no special creed or teaching other than weekly discourses by
himself, and prayers every day at
the "House 'of Prayer." This philosopher and poet is looked upon here as
an idealist who is giving expression
to the nobler aspects of life through
the drama and fine arts.
Most of his time is spent writing
plays and music for the two hundred
pupils from distant villages and
cities who are boarding here. The
Agricultural Department c 0 ve r s
chicken raising and introducing the
better breeds brought from the We'st
into the surrounding villages; the
cultivation of land and gardening.
The greatest wish of Rabandrinath
Tagore is to draw the graduates of
*Green Acre is the Baha'i summer colony
in Eliot, Maine.

universities who now crowd the cities
back to village life. The young Indian principal of the school took his
degrees at the State Agricultural College of Massachusetts and additional
degrees in England. All teachers are
well qualified and come from many
different countries in Europe. One
woman teacher of drawing and painting is from Austria; another teacher
is from Holland; one English professor; and two Christian Indian professors.
The Full Moon Festival, which
ushers in the first day of Spring in
India, has about the same significance
as our May-Day dancing round the
May-pole, celebrated "slightly" differently, for here the Hindu throws colored powder and squirts bright colored water with a kind of water-gun
used for the purpose. All join in the
holiday spirit, including the teachers,
and throw the vivid reds and yellows
right square in one's face and smear
it over the body and cloths. By the
time evening comes, the people resemble walking flames. Even the
hair gets rainbow hued.
Before leaving "the school of the
poet" I was asked' to give a lecture
to the older students and teachers.
Everyone to whom I had already
spoken seemed to appreciate the
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principles and teachings of Baha'u'llah, but as I have already mentioned they do not specialize here in
any religious teaching.
My journey through the south and
heart of India was most fruitful, and
the leading m.en and rulers of many
different States are now studying the
Baha'i teachings. One of the fore-,
most ministers of the Great Nizam
of Hyderabad had heard of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah, and weeks before my arrival he was impatiently
waiting for, books.
A,n official attached to one of India's greatest princes gave me every
assistance in meeting those I most
wished to know. When I told him
the nature of my work, he exclaimed,
"I too am a believer in Baha'u'llah,
but I have never had the courage to
openly admit it as it would mean absolute ruin ov,ernight if it was discovered that I had embraced a new
Revelation.
Another of India's princes received
me with a most enquiring stare.
Rather abruptly and in a most unusual manner, he said, "There is
something different about you than
anyone I have yet known. It is magnetism, but not personal magnetism,
rather more of a spiritual quality.
What is it you have come to tell me?"
Now when one visits these Indian
rulers who are so extremely polite, it
is not customary to state one's mission at once, but I came straight to
the point and said, "If there is anything spiritual about me it is because
I love Baha'u'llah the Revealer of the
New Revelation." He replied, "I
might have known it. I also believe
Baha'u'llah has brought a m:essage to
the world, but until now I have not
looked seriously into His Teachings."
The beautiful hill stations are the
ideal place to teach, for prominent
men and women from all parts of

India spend the hot months of the
plains below up in these hill stations:
Professors of the universities, Maharajas and their entourage, and
others. N ever has a country been
nearer to accepting the divine teachings than India is today, and the opportunities for service are without
limit.
Mr. Hashmat'u'llah Koreshi, secretary of the National Baha'i Spiritual
Assembly of India, is a man of marvelous character and great culture.
It would be impossible to record in
detail the story of the remarkable assistance I received from the hands of
this very brilliant spiritual worker in
the vineyard of the new creative
Word. From eeght o'clock in the
morning until evening this distinguished and enthusiastic brother invited to visit me at my hotel the most
prominent of Calcutta's thinkers of
both sexes, or arranged luncheons,
teas and dinners daily. In turn I
\Visited many homes, and carried the
\Message of Unity into every available place. Many of these very fine
families were deeply moved by the
narrative 'Of the early life of our beloved teachers.
A Western Baha'i believer can always have a sympathetic audience,
for since he loves all religionists, his
method of approach is constructive
and harmonious. There are many socalled dead creeds today in the daily
life of the Indian. One can scarcely
credit the doings and misunderstandings between the different outstanding religious fanatics. One thing is
clear, however, and that is that there
are many noble souls and deep thinkers in India who are far above and
beyond the illusions of the past.
The cultured Indian is one of the
finest types of manhood in the world.
My visit to the home of Sir C. P.
Bose, the great world-renowned scientist, was a revelation in itself. I
walked through the gardens of his
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Mrs. Schopflocher and group of natives in u Bah6/i village in Burma.

home and actually 'saw the heartbeats of trees as we passed. Marvelous instruments placed near the
trees register upon delicate machines
the pulse of the tree, and the effect
was instantly noticed oy a long dash
when anything unusual happened
such as a person passing suddenly or
when some' anesthetic was administered. A tree can become intoxicated
with certain drugs, and the heartbeat took queer staggers and long
swaying movements on the parchment by the needle of these delicate
inventions of Sir C. P. Bose, of Calcutta. This was a very eventful
afternoon.
Lady Bose is one of the outstanding women in India today. Her untiring efforts along educational and
all other lines for the emancipation
of her oppressed sisters, classifies her
as a great leader in the Feminist
Movement. Her "Industrial School
for Widows and Married Women" in
Bengal is the first institution of its
kind to be' established in India, and
thus her dream of educating the negl<ected little widows who are bereft of
human companionship, has been fulfilled. How refreshing it was to note

the immediate and sustained interest
of this woman of remarkable character in the great teaching of Baha'u'llah, that "material and spiritual
education should go hand in hand."
The Prime Minister of the Maharaja of Mysore was more than kind
to me during mlY visit in the South of
India, where I visited the leaders and
rulers of several States. The Maharaja of Mysore is one of the greatest of India's princes. He received
Baha'i books with appreciation and
extended an invitation to return.
When I left the palace I called upon
a professor at the college and learned
to my surprise that he had once been
on the verge of accepting Baha'u'llah as the Manifestation of God to
the world today, but owing to reports
from Persia that the Baha'i Revelation had entirely died out of the
world of existence he had given up
the idea of further study. He then
inquired as to whether a friend whom
he had met twenty years ago in New
York was still interested in the movement, as he had thought it was cl fad
with this lady.
Promptly I related to him briefly a
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few stories of the progress of the Baha'i Cause, its succession of spiritual
victories, its world-wide scope. Particularly did I emphasize the superb
loyalty of its devotees, their cheerful
perseverance and patient struggling
to see the New Day of God established on this earth as prophesied
by the Divine Messengers. Was I not
thinking of the words 'Of 'Abdu'lBaha regarding the "steady progress
and universal dimensions of the
Cause," for He said, "On account of
being a divine movement it grew and
developed with irresistible spiritual
power until in this day wherever you
travel east or west and in whatever
country you journey you will meet
Baha'i Assemblies and institutions."
My friend's immediate response
showed a depth of feeling as he requested me to send him the same
kind of book I had given the Maharaja, declaring his loyalty to Baha'u'll<~h in future and his desire to
help spread the glad tidings among
his countrymen. Last week I received a most joyous letter from this
recently morbid man, thanking me in
the name of Baha,'u'l1ah for the photograph in the little ivory frame of
'Abdu'l-Baha, saying he kept it before him always, and each day was
begun through the inspiration of that
wonderful face.
The seeds of the patient work of
Mrs. J. Stannard, a Bahit'i teacher,
who so faithfully carried on the
teaching work in Calcutta, are now
bearing fruit. One prominent man,
\vho for months had been suffering
from depression and apathy, came
suddenly to life after I once again related the story of the progress of the
cause, how it had spread without any
propaganda, but entirely through the
dynamic spiritual pow'er of the Cause
itself, and the efforts of its devoted
followers. This man who had been
ill and unable to walk even about his

own home, arose at the conclusion of
our conference (which lasted two
hoursl \\Then I had planned it for
thirty minutes) and walked to the
stairway with us (two distinguished
Baha'is had accompanied me). Also
before we left a series of Baha'i
meetings were arranged to be held
in his spacious attractive home, Thus
doth the power of the Spirit of God
manifest in hearts suddenly awakened to its all-embracing potency.
And now for a few words about the
Baha'i villages of Burma. Mrs. Inez
Greeven (formerly Mrs. Inez Cook of
New York) visited the village of
Kunjangoon, known as the "Village
of 'Abdu'l-Baha" because all the inhabitants are Baha'is, and 'wrote an
interesting account of this visit,
which I remember was pubiished in
this magazine. I have already told of
my experiences there. But a new village is in the process of evolution and
boasts about twenty young men who
decided to openly declare their faith
in Baha'u'llah regardless of conseMuhammad Eunoos, a
quences.
blessed old believer had been expelled
by the Mullah and told not to return.
But when 1iuhammad Eunoos learned
of my arrival in Mandalay he accompanied me to this village of
Kyigon, Burma. vVe had to ride some
miles in an ox-cart, sitting crosslegged on straw matting. News had
nlready reached the village of the
visit of a western believer, S'O when
"ve arrived the following day the
whole place had been polished and
not one stroke of v:,rlork was done that
day. The entire population turned
out to hear about the new teachings.
I sat up among trees in the most attractive bamboo house built high on
stilts, while the audience jostled each
other for a place to sit.
The meeting continu·ed through the
entire day. During the hot afternoon
a lVIullah arrived and inquired, "What
J
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is she talking about up there?" ForIn conclusion perhaps it will be of
tunately the chief official of the vil- interest to Baha'is to know that I am
lage was a Buddhist and very writing this article while en route to
friendly. He had called on us early visit the Prince who was so splenin the morning and offered a cordial didly sympathetic to Mrs. Lua Getgreeting. He told the Mullah that singer, Baha'i teacher and lecturer,
the lady was talking about God and when she visited India several years
that if he remained he would have to ago. It was not at all surprising to
be courteous and only ask civil ques- learn that they always refer to Mrs.
tions after the meeting like the Getsinger in these parts as "St. Lua."
Picture me here in this queer vilothers. He was quite disturbed, but
when they said, "The lady is a great lage, a way-station, as it were, for
friend of the Governor of Burma, Sir those who go on hunting expeditions
Harcourt Butler," he soon took him- after tigers! The village is really
self elsewhere and we went on in locked up at night and all passes
closed to tigers, but I am told that
peace.
Later in the day three young men tigers are alW:ays lurking near these
came forward in the utmost simplic- barriers and sometimes find an entry.
ity and knelt at my feet and said, ""Ve Here I wait for the next eleven hours
accept Baha'u'lUih as the Prophet of until the arrival of the main line
God today." Others became believers train which will carry me on to
also. It was very touching to see Jhalrapatan, where the Maharaja of
their dear old te,acher Muhammad Jhalawar has his State.
A tiny lamp flickers over my shoulEunoos take each by the hand and
kiss them on each cheek, and then like der from an improvised mantelpiece
an initiation ceremony, kiss each on and two coolie boys alternate in pullthe forehead, with the look of love in ing the punka over my head that I
his dear old face. This great teacher m ay b I' eat h e sufficiently to get
once built a Mosque when he was a through the night, for I am experiencfollower of the Islamic faith, and had ing the "boiling heat" of April days
it confiscated, together with every bit and nights in India. The babble of
of property he ever had, when he be- native curiosity is without and many
came a believer in the new Manifes- unseen eyes are) gazing upon this
tation, Baha'u'l1ah. Now he is happy unusual activity. An Indian night
in his poverty, and in his freedom to with its native perfume pervades the
uphold the Divine Standards of to- place and even in desert wastes of inday.
secure footing there is a remarkable

A grD'tlp of Bahri/is in one of the small 'villages in
India 'Visited by Nhs. Schopfiocher.
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atmosphere of genuine reality. Possibly this is the reason for my preference for the East and its associations
rather than the West with its civilization. Outside of my door is the Muhammadan upon his tiny prayer-rug
in respectful reverence to Muhammad; the Hindu also near by looking
hopeful that his meditation is being
heard by the long-departed Krishna.
Hope and happiness reign supreme
in my heart during my unexpected
stay in this, the most primitive and
strange place I hav:e thus far visited,
hardly on the fringe, even, of human
society. At five o'clock in the morn-

ing I shall entrain for Jhalrapatan,
where an automobile will be waiting
to take me thirty miles more on the
journey to the Palace of His Highness the Prince, who will once again
hear of the Revealed Word of God to
man through Baha'u'lhih and of how
that creative Word has taken effect in
the hearts of thousands upon thousands the world over who believe that
"the Religion and the law of God has
descended from the heaven of the will
of the Possessor of Eternity for the
purpose alone of harmonizing and
bringing into unity the peoples of
the world."

0DA Y IN PERSIA and the Orient you will find the followers of
His Holiness Baha'u'llah united in the closest ties of fellowship and love. They have abandoned religious prejudices and
have become as one family. 'When you enter their meetings
you will find Christians, lVIuhammadans, Buddhists, Zoroastrians, Jews and representatives of other beliefs present, all
conjoined in a wonderful unity without a trace of bigotry or fanaticism, and the light of the oneness of the world of humanity reflected
in their faces. Day by day they are advancing, manifesting greater
and still greater love for each other. Their faith is fixed upon the
unification of mankind and their highest purpose is the oneness of
religious belief. They proclaim to all humanity the sheltering mercy
and infinite grace of God. They teach the reconciliation of religion
with science and reason. They show forth in words and deeds the
reality of love for all mankind as the servants of one God and the recipients of His universal bounty. These are their thoughts, their
beliefs, their guiding principles, their religion. No trace of religious,
racial, patriotic or political prejudice can be found among them, for
they are real servants of God and obedient to His will and command.
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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"The most urgent requisite of mankind is the declaration of the
oneness of the world of humanity; * * * that which will leaven the
human world is a love that will insure the abandonment of pride, oppression and hatred."-' Abdu'l-Baha.
THIS IS the day of the dawning of
world unity. Thinkers along all lines
of human welfare are coming to the
realization that mankind is one; that
the progress of the world depends
upon the recognition of unity, and
friendly co-operation based upon the
brotherhood of man.
A striking corroboration of this
fact occurs in the significant words
with which Professor George Sarton
ends his newly issued book, "Introduction to the History of Science."
He states that "the main postulate of
science is the unity of nature-a unity
indirectly affirmed by the whole development of knowledge. The history
of science establishes the unity of science. The fact that all these discoveries were made by different Nations
shows that, in spite of many disparities and animosities, mankind is one.
Unity of nature, unity of science and
unity of mankind are but three different visages of the same unity. This
sublime conception is mankind's purpose, a conception that is probably
dormant in the heart of every man of
science is not simply exhilarating in
itself, but it gives also a new meaning
to our lives. We feel more conscious
of an immense collaboration which
extends through space and time."
THESE WORDS of Sarton are of
special interest to us, as we had the
pleasure of meeting and knowing him
some years ago when he was endeavoring to find opportunity for the
99

development of his idea of making the
history of science the cultural backbone of all education. To him science
appeared as the splendid vision of a
great international effort coming
down through the ages, indifferent to
nationality, moving forward now in
one country, now in another among
men of different races, different languages, different religions who borroW'ing freely from one another's discoveries blended them together into
the thing which we call civilization.
Professor Sarton's own life is a
striking testimony to the unity of
mankind. For though his life work
was conceived and initiated in Belgium-being interrupted by the war
it had to be abandoned there with
his notes buried in his garden, the
fruition of his life ideals ·was to come
about in another country which became his foster mother. It was in
America to which he came that he
found the friends who opened opportunities to him for publication.
"Thank~ to my American friends,"
he tells us, "I received my first opportunity in vVashington, D. C., and
a second opportunity was extended to
me in Harvard University. Finally,
in 1918, a new appointment was created for me by the Carnegie Institution and then, for the first time, I
had a feeling of relative security and
could devote all my energy without
undue anxiety to my t3elf-imposed
task." Thus Mr. Sarton offers the
expression of his gratitude to both
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University and Institution and to the
country which has adopted him and
his work. How frequent is the occurrence today in every line of work,
of human thought, of progress, that
great creative minds are above nationality, their conceptions worldwide. Often they find first appreciation and understanding in a country
other than their own! There are no
national boundaries in the world of
thought.
THAT UNITY which science sees
and is helping to demonstrate for the
world, it is of even more importance
that religion should achieve. If the
scientist sees truth as one and undivided, how much more must the religionist do so! It is not possible that
there should be some several truths
regarding the universe going under
the name of as many various religions; There is only one universe;
there is only Qne truth about that unive 1'se. There is only one God by
whatever names we call Him. The religions of the world, being revelations
of God to the world through His
Prophets, must agree in their underlying truths. The differences are but
differences in the outer symbols and
expressions, necessary adaptations of
truth to the racial mind amidst which
they were manifested. The inner
truth which is one: and the same in all
religions is the teaching of the Oneness of God, and the need of man's
knowledge of God, love of God, love
and service toward his fellowmen.
But now the time has come for a
universal Manifestation, for a single
statement of religious truth applicable to the whole world. In this day
of intercommunication, of rapid and
universal exchange of ideas, there is
no need of racial religions-in fact,
there is no room for racial religions.
The barriers which separate the religious thought of the world must fall
and spiritual truth be seen as Oll€.

Such a Manifestation is that of Baha'u'llah, whose message of universal
religion, of world peace and brotherhood, is spreading over the world
uniting all races and all religions. It
is an expression of spiritual truth
adequate to this day of world interchange of ideas, of high civilization,
of tremendous scientific advance, of
the fomenting of new ideas for economic, social, and political progress.
"Baha'u'llah's m is s ion in the
world," says J. E. Esslemont in his
"Baha'u'lh'ih and the New Era," "is
bringing about unity-unity of all
mankind in and through God. 'Let
not man glory in this, that he loves
his country, says Baha'u'llah, but let
him rather glory in this, that he loves
his kind.' "
"Previous prophets," says Dr.
Esslemont, "have heralded an age of
peace on earth, good will among men
and have given their lives to hasten
its advent. Baha'u'Hah announces
that he is the Promised One of all
these Prophets, the definite Manifestation in Whose era the reign of peace
will actually be accomplished. This
statement is unprecedented and
unique, yet it fits in wonderfully with
the signs of the times and with the
prophecies of all the great Prophets.
Baha'u'llah revealed with incomparable clearness and comprehensiveness
the means for bringing about peace
and unity amongst mankind."
VVe are on the threshold of a new
era-the era of the oneness of mankind. This is that Kingdom of God
which Christ foretold, which all the
Prophets envisaged and strove for.
"Baha'u'llah declares," says Dr. Esslemont, "that just as lesser living
things have times of sudden emergence into new and fuller life, so for
mankind also a 'critical stage,' a time
of 're-birth,' is at hand."
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UMAN tastes differ; thoughts, nationalities,
races and tongues are many. The need of a
k
Collective Center by which these differences
may be counterbalanced and the people of the
~ world unified is obvious.
Consider how nothing but a spiritual power
can bring about this unificatiqn; for material conditions and mental aspects are so widely different that
agreement and unity are not possible through outer
means. It is possible, however, for all to become unified through one spirit, just as all may receive light
from one sun. Therefore, assisted by the Collective
and Divine Center which is the Law of God and the
Reality of His Manifestation, we can overcome these
conditions until they pass away entirely and the races
advance.
I~

®

W

* * * * *
The Collective Center has always appeared in the
East. His Holiness Abraham, His Holiness Moses,
His Holiness Jesus Christ, His Holiness Muhammad,were Collective Centers of their day and,.time, and all
arose in the East.
Today His Holiness Baha'u'llah is the Collective
Center of unity for all mankind and the splendor of
His Light ·has likewise dawned from the East. He
founded the oneness of mankind in Persia. He established harmony and agreement among the various
people of religious beliefs, denominations, sects and
cults by freeing them from the fetters of past imitations and superstition, leading them to the very foundation of the divine reUgions. From this foundation
shines forth the radiance of spirituality which is
unity, the love of God, the knowledge of God, praisewOJ;thy morals, and the virtues of the human world.
Baha'u'llah renewed these principles, just as the coming of spring refreshes the earth and confers new life
upon all phenomenal beings."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE POTENCY OF THE IDEAL
DALE S. COLE
"Thr'ough the faculty of meiditation man attctins to eternal life; thr'ough it he receives the breath of the Holy Spir-it-the bGsto'Wals of the Sp'irit are gi'ven during reflection and meditation.
, "The spirit of meLn is itself inform,ed and str-engthened dur"ing meditation; through
it affairs of 'Which mCin knew nuthing are unfolded before his 'u'ie'W. Through it he r'eceives divine insp?'ration, and thro'/,~gh it he paTtakes of heavenly food."-'Abdu'l-Bafui.

"EVERY organism is impelled to
move towards its own completeness. Fullness of life is the goal of
life; the llrge to completeness is the
most compelling motive of life. There
is no motive in life so persistent as
this hunger for fulfillment, whether
for the needs of our body or for the
deepest spiritual satisfaction of our
souls, which compels us to be ever
moving onward till we find it.
Hunger, material or spiritual, is the
feeling of incompleteness.
We see the law of completeness
operating in physiology, in psychology, or morality in religion. In physiology we call this completeness
"health," in morality "perfection," in
religion "holiness," in psychology we
shall call it "self-realization."
"So persistent and strong is this
law that no organism can rest until
it has satisfied its hunger by achieving its complete self."
Thus has J. A. Hadfield, in "Psychology and Morals," voiced the
yearning of almost every human
heart. Whether we know it or not we
do want our lives to be complete and
this is usually defined as a life of
happiness. We are a little vague as
to just what happiness is and we do
not differentiate it from joy. Joy
might be' termed intense happiness,
that blissful feeling which would result were our lives complete, and in
completeness there is suggested har~
mony, effectivene,ss and peace.
We all know that we want something, need something, but as one
man in writing of his spiritual experience says:

"SolYle persons have very hazy and
indefinite ideas concerning just what
they want. Their wants are too indefinite, general, and hazy to create
that strong, positive idealization
which is the first requisite. If you
ask them just what they want most in
the world, you will find that they do
not know, or at least cannot tell you
with certainty."
But we all want fullness of life,
here and hereafter, and that desire
involves our spiritual well-being.
Fullness of life cannot be attained by
receiving what we may want "in this
world" as our finite minds conceive
it. That motive of life which is so
forceful is a desire for completeness
and this presupposes spiritual knowl'edge and spiritual peace.
So often we hear it said that"Your theories or philosophy are very
beautiful. I can and do accept them
all. I believe that it is the truth but
I do not seem able to feel it all."
Is it strange with our heritage that
we cannot feel the great life-giving
power instantly the moment we wish
to? It has been sought diligently for
years. It is the pearl of great price.
Is it logical to assume that everyone
may expect it without any effort
whatsoever on their part? Do we
receive things of priceless value without some compensatory factor? Some
seem to, it is true. There are fortunate souls who receive confirmation in
an instant but m'ost of us have to
strive for what we want, and one of
the first steps toward attainment is to
be very sure and certain in our own
beings as to just what it is that we
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want, for "The Flame of Desire supplies the heat for the Steam of Will,
and for much besides." "Many persons lacking faith in the successful
outcome of their desires and ideals
really are manifesting faith in the opposite outcome."
"Very few persons are content to
'pay the price' of attaining that which
they think they want. If they 'want
it hard enough' they are willing to
pay the full price; otherwise they will
'fall down' on this point. To 'pay
the price' of the attainment of that
which you want, you must not only be
willing to exercise your full mental
and physical (and spiritual) powers
towards accomplishing the tasks and
work lying along the path of attainm.ent,-you must do far more than
this. You must pay the price of relinquishing the minor wants, wishes
and desires; you must sacrifice these
on the altar of the great desire J"
The great desire of the majority of
the human race is for an elusive
something which will round out there
lives, which will bring joy and peace,
which will make their .lives complete,
to attain that station where their supplications before the Threshold are
effective.
It has been said that any individual
may attain what he wants if1. He knows exactly what he
wants.
2. He wants it hard enough.
3. He confidently expects to obtain
it.
4. Persistently determines to obtain it.
5. He is willing to pay the price.
All of which is subject to some
qualification, but certainly if we hold
the great desire for completeness of
life these five points may be very
serviceable in fanning the flame to
stimulate the will to strive.
And now as to the "will.;' Dr. Hadfield says: "When the organized self
moves towards its own completeness
we call it the will. When the instincts
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and complexes function we call them
impulses. The will is the organized
self in function, the self in movement. This conception of the will as
a function or activity of the organized
self throws light on many problems
of the will."
"In the ordinary affairs of life the
will is supreme, for under ordinary
conditions the will, being an organization of many instincts, and being impelled by the strongest motive of any
organism, namely, the urge to completeness, has the power to dominate
the instincts and impulses hostile to
its ends.
"The absence of an adequate ideal
or stimulus to the will is characteristic of times when we have undergone some great strain. In. such
times, whether of fear, of grief, of
failure or of the fatigue of war, our
self is weary and powerless to make
an effort, and tends to become disintegrated, and our actions are left to
the mercy of our impUlses."
It is, then, according to this authority, necessary from a purely psychological standpoint that we have some
ideal to make our wills effective.
VVhat greater ideal could we have
than to learn to live the life, to finel
the way, that our lives may be complete? The purpose of life is to advance towards God and thereby will
we pass through varying and progressing degrees of completeness in
accordance with our capacities to receive the Bounties of God. VVhether
'we follow this path or not is largely
a matter of our own volition. There
is grace for all, for the asking, but we
must ask properly and sincerely; our
desire to attain must be dynamic.

One of the first steps towards
ing our beings dynamic in
yearnings for completeness
kno·wledge of God is to have the
clearly in mind.

maktheir
and
Ideal
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"The adequate stimulus of the will,
the stimulus which is peculiarly
adapted to arouse the self into activity, is the Ideal, that is, the idea or
object which leads to the complete
realization of the whole individua1.
"If any idea of object is presented
to the self which appears to contribute to its fulfillment and happiness,
then is the self stimulated by it and
the will moves towards it, even as a
sensation or instinct is awakened by
its own stimulus. In the absence of
such an ideal, our actions are left to
the mercy of our impulses.
"If such an ideal is present, the will
is aroused and dominates conduct; if
it is absent, the will is in abeyance,
and the impulses are aroused to activity."
How these experiences and this
knowledge of the scientific man is illumined and broadened in the light of
the Baha'i Revelation! There can
be but one ultimate ideal for human
conduct and that is to "stand faithful
unto the Covenant of God," to "fulfill in our lives His trust," and "in the
realm of the spirit obtain the gem of
divine virtue," thus striving for the
bringing to pass on earth of that perfect civilization which Christ called
the Kingdom of God.
Certainly this ideal is potent
enough to stir even the most sluggish
and latent desires to live a life of
completeness. "Vho can help but
know that this is exactly what he
wants? Who can help wanting it
hard enough if he reflects a little upon
the infinite grace of God? vVho can
doubt of its attainment, at least in
the degree deserved, if he knows the
promises and follows the commands?
Who can resist the urge to resolve to
attain it in so far as he can? \Vho is
not willing to "pay the price" in the
light of the knowledge of what is in
store for those who are successful?
Even a fleeting realization of confirmation, now and then, is priceless.

'When we are certain that completeness of life hinges upon the Ideal and
when our desires have become dynamic we may turn to "Hidden
Words"* and find therein as "a token
of grace unto the righteous," that
which "has descended. from the realm
of glory, uttered by the tongue of
power and might, and revealed unto
the Messengers of old." In its "garment of brevity" we have a complete
code for the conduct of life, an inspiration to our lagging desires, an
Ideal which will make life complete.
Great stress is placed today on
affirmations. We hear many teachers
of various schools of religious and
philosophical thought iterating and
reiterating affirmations. That there
is value in them is not to be denied
for they serve, possibly to crystalize
our ideas as to the Ideal, to bolster
our faith, and to increase confidence
in the successful outcome of our quest
and supplications.

The most powerful affirmations are
given in these so-called "Hidden
vVords" of Baha'u'llah, and with a
distinct nmv beauty of phrasing and
portent. Vle can make these personal
if we will. For instance Baha'u'llah
declares:
"Of all things Justice is the best
beloved in My sight; turn not aW'ay
therefrom if thou desirest Me, and
neglect it not that I may confide )\iy
trust to thee. By its aid thou shalt
see with thine own eyes and not with
the eyes of others, and shalt know
by thy own understanding, and not by
the understanding of thy neighbor.
Ponder this in thy heart; how it be*"Hidclen ''Yards,'' by Baha'u'llah, revealed bv Him
during His exile [It Baghdad. These "lyric "';:'ms of
wise counsel which have brought help and "healinoto thousands of aching and troubled heal'ts" wer~
for many years "carefully concealed Jest tl~e~ should
fall into the hands of enemies that abounde'd "but now
this little volume is probably 'the best-kno\'vn of all
Baha'u'llah's works, alld is read in every quarter of
th~ globe."
Published by Baha'i Publishing Oom·
mIttee.
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hooveth thee to be. In truth Justice
is My gift to thee and the sign of My
loving kindness unto thee. Set it
then before thine eyes."
As it is important and good training to memorize the dynamic creative Words, we might memorize this
instruction, and then at the time of
meditation, we might "ponder this in
our heart" and, thinking on these
things make the instruction personal
as follows:
Of all things best beloved in the
sight of God is Justice. I must not
turn a way from it if I desire God. I
must not neglect it if He is to confide
in me. By the aid of Justice I will be
able to see things with my own eyes
and not with the eyes of others, and
I will be able to know by my own understanding and not by the understanding of my neighbor. I must
ponder this in my heart, how it behooveth me to be. Verily, Justice is
God's gift to me and a sign of His
loving-kindness. I will set it before
my eyes.
And the devotee, the aspirant for
attainment unto the Ideal, might continue his meditations giving the Hidden Words personal application something like the following:
God loved my creation, therefore
He created me. I must love God that
He may name my name and fill my
soul with the spirit of life.
I must love God, that He may love
me. If I do not love Him, His love
can in no wise reach me. Or, I will
love God that He may love me. Then
His love will reach me.
There is no. rest for me save by renouncing myself and turning to God.
I glo.ry in His name, not my own. I
trust in Him not in myself for God
desires to be loved alone above all else.
I am God's lamp and His light is in
me. I must get light therefrom and
seek none other than He, for He has
created me rich and bountifully favored me.
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'With the hands of power God has
me and with the fingers of
strength He has created me, and in
me has He placed the essence of His
light. I am content with it and seek
naught else, for His work is perfect
and His command is binding. Of this
there is no doubt. Or, of this I am
certain.
God has created me rich, why do I
impoverish myself? Noble, has He
made me wherewith do I abase myself? Out of the essence of knowledge He manifested me, why seek' I
enlightenment from any besides Him?
Of the clay of love, he moulded me,
why do I busy myself with another?
I turn my sight unto myself and find
God abiding in me, mighty, powerful
and self-subsisting.
I am His dominion and His dominion perisheth not, wherefore' do I
fear? I am His light and His light
shall never be- extinguished, then why
do I dread extinction? I am His glory
and His glory fadeth not, I am His
robe and His robe shall never be outworn. I will abide in God's love and
find Him in the realm of glory.
mad~

The Baha'i Revelation is the most
personal message that has ever come
to human hearts. It can become part
and parcel of our lives every minute
of the day and night. We can live
consciously and unconsciously in the
love of God and His love for us-in
completeness, joy and peace. Our
affirmations can be just as inclusive
as is our capacity and powe'r to feel
and manifest them. For instance,
let us go over a few of the examples
given, making them direct affirmations.
God loved my creation; therefore
He created me. I love God and He
names my name and fills my soul with
the spirit of life.
I find rest by renouncing myself
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and turning to God. I glory in His ,with us every minute of our lives. In
name. I trust in Him for He desires 'this it is unique.
to be loved alone above all else.
And so the realization of completeWith the .hands of power God has ness of life must be found by living
made me and w'ith the fingers of in the love of God. Life cannot be
strength he has created me, and in complete without it. It is the spirme has He placed the essence of His itual dynamic which governs all our
light. I am content. I seek naught conduct. It is to be attained through
else, for His work is perfect and His the Bounty of God and in the degree
command is binding. This I know. in which we follow His instructions
I am God's imperishable dominion. will we receive.
I am His unextinguishable light. I am
If difficulty is experienced in feelHis unfading glory. I am His ever- ing the power, this should not cause
wearing robe. I abide in God's love discouragement for we are asking for
finding Him in the realm of glory.
a great blessing, one which, perhaps,
we are not yet qualified to receive.
Perhaps our receptive channels are
blocked and until they are clear no
life-giving
current can flow. We must
Always we must bear in mind, howclear
these
channels. Perhaps our
ever, our relation to the Infinite, that
mirrors
are
clouded or turned away
our beings are as mirrors turned towards the Sun of Truth and that we from God. We must orient them and
receive the emanations from Him in polish the reflecting surface. If we
n,ccordance with the clearness of our do not feel the power, it is not beindividual mirrors and whether they cause it is not there. There are inare turned towards Him or not. The numerable evidences of it. It is beimage of the sun in the mirror is not cause of some obstructing cause in
ourselves, which can only be removed
the sun.
Affirmations we have in plenty, if by effort, and by prayer.
And the "Hidden Words" are laden
we need them, and some there are
with
implicit directions as to how to
who find them helpful. We have
attain
the completeness of Life.
but to apply them to the conduct of
Every
reading
brings out fresh meanour lives, to assimilate into our beings
and
more
intimate
counsel. It is
ings the grace that is manifested in
the companion for our journey,-in it
His Bounty.
The Bahfi:i message is a personal will we find inspiration which will
one even though it embraces all the make our desires dynamic. To a pilgreat affairs of men and the universe. grim visiting Him in 'A.kka many
We must apply the great principles years ago and who asked how he could
to our own individual lives that we attain, 'Abdu'l-Baha replied, "Go thou
may become contributing factors to and live in accordance with the 'Hidthe great work of bettering civiliza- den Words' and thou shalt attain."
tion. The one fact alone, that the
And the method of approach which
Baha'i Revelation makes of our daily seems to confuse many seeking souls
tasks a form of service, and teaches
is through prayer. Hold the Ideal
that such service when performed in
the fullness of heart is a form of clearly in mind, reflect upon the atworship and prayer, adapts it to this tributes of God and turn to the Center
new age and to the needs of everyhu- of His Covenant in sincere and humman being. It sanctifies labor and ble supplication. What method could
gives us something that we can carry be more simple?

THE HONOR of man is through the attainment of the knowledge of God; his happiness is from the love of God; his joy is in
the glad-tidings of God; his greatness is dependent upon his servitude to God. The
highest development of man is his entrance
into the divine kingdom; and the outcome of
this human existence is, the nucleus and
essence of eternal life. If man is bereft of
the divine bestowals and if his enjoyment
and happiness are restricted to his material
inclinations, what distinction or difference
is there between the animal and himself?

"IF the hope of man be limited to the
material world, what ultimate result is he
working for? A man with even a little un:'
derstanding must realize that he should not
emulate the worm that holds to the earth in
which it is finally buried. How can man be
satisfied with this low degree? Bo'w can he
find happiness there?
"My hope is that you may become free
from the material world and strive to understand the meaning of the heavenly world,
the world of lasting qualities, the world of
truth, the world of eternal kingliness, so that
your life may not be barren of results, for
the life of the material man has no fruit of
reality. Lasting results are produced by reflecting the heavenly existence.
,Abc1u'I-Baha.
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THE MORAL NEED OF THE WORLD
CHARLES MASON REMEY

ORALE depends upon deep reli- without this guiding consciousness
gious convictions on the part of the law becomes powerless to compel
people. Lack of morale is the result people to do right.
of lack of homogeneous consciousEducation without moral training
History has demonstrated is dangerous.
ness.
Consider our own
again and again that to destroy the problems here in America. The abreligious ideals, the faith of a peo- sence of religious and moral teachple, means the decay of its civiliza- ing from the curricula of our vast
tion. The chaotic struggle between public school system in America as
the many groups, racial, political, well as from most of our higher ineconomic, and class, with the ramp- stitutions of learning is a serious
ant individualism of these times question and an outstanding one in
which tend today to tear asunder the the minds of some of our foremost
solidity of our civilization and hu- educators. From. the very nature of
man consciousness, is proof that the the national ideals upon which our
greatest need of the world now is a government is founded, sectarian remore united moral consciousness. Re- ligion can never be taught in our publigion is the source of that conscious- lic schoois; yet our need for religion,
ness of soul which directs from with- that is, for moral training and eduin the destiny of humanity.
cation in the fundamental or basic
Throughout history we see that spiritual principles which all true rewhen a people has been moved by the ligions hold in common, is yearly beuniting spirit of a living faith in God, coming more imperative. And these
its civilization has been ascendant. high moral standards so necessary in
When ft has lost its religion, the vital the educational ideals of a nation can
spirit of the homogeneity necessary come only through a stronger relito civilization becomes depleted and gious conviction or consciousness
the morale of the people suffers. than we as yet have attained in our
This is a basic principle of civiliza- national life of recent decades.
tion and it works today as it has in
World history shows that political
times past, showing Ithat the per- union can be but very incomplete
petuity, growth, and development of apart from the morale which relipresent and future civilizations de- gious conviction gives. The world is
pend upon the religious consciousness now beginning to realize the danger
of humanity.
caused by warring factions, economic,
social, and racial. The soluWith the present enormous increase of crime it is demonstrated tion of the great problem of hardaily that any country with its monious relations between the many
many laws and regulations requires elements which constitute the world
more than the enforcement of law life of today c¥epends upon moral
and order to make people good. It conviction. The present strife is not
requires inner conviction or religious only most wasteful of spiritual and
consciousness to make people want psychological forces but is a detrifrom within to do the right thing- ment to human morale. No great
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business corporation can exist in
these days of big world affairs without a united group of men holding
together the morale of the organization. A nation, like an army in action, requires first of all morale for
its very life, and in like manner the
great international problems of mankind cannot be solved upon any basis
other than that of the divine consciousness of the Religion of God.
At the present time we have ample
patriotic enthusiasm throughout the
many countries of the world, but it
is scattered and its forces are dissipated. There are great differences
of opinion regarding politics, government, creeds, and rituals, but
there can be no sane argument propounded against the united cooperation of the peoples of all nations,
creeds and rituals in working together for the universal cause of the
great principles of religion which
they hold in common, for the upbuilding of the morale of the nations and
of the world.
In these latter days so much ethical
teaching has become denatured and
lukewarm that many discerning people now generally admit that only a
moral renaissance will save humanity
from irreligion and the destruction
of morale and standards of civilization that this confused condition of
mind and soul is bringing about.
Humanity needs the one great significant symbol-the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, the Universal Temple of God,
in the heart of each nation, testifying to the united faith in God and
the co-operation and good fellowship
of the many sects within their boundaries. To the ardent religionist of
wide vision, what could be more inspiring than the thought of thel'3e
great universal edifices erected at the
heart of every country? Those who
have observed the increasing growth
of the number of united interdenominational religious works and
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functi0ns throughout the world can
f9resee the further import of this
phase of Baha'i religious activity in
its relation to our national life.
II
A FORECAST OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE
TEMPLES OF ABHA

Who can predict to what the building of the Baha'i Temples may ultimately lead? Beyond a general
place of meeting for the groups which
comprise the religious life of the people of the Baha'i Cause, testifying
to the basic unity of the universal
truths of all religions, these will in
time lead to the establishment of
vast- co-operative religious institutional departments of service to the
world, co-ordinating the religious activities of the nations for social betterment of all peoples along many
avenues of moral and communal service.
With the growth of international
institutions and the increasing effort
among all peoples for greater world
efficiency, one can easily foresee the
time when, in the deve:1opment of
international life, the nations will
seek to conserve the moral forces of
the world by co-ordinating the religious interests of peoples for a
greater efficiency in the upbuilding
of world morale.
Some of our greatest international
or world thinkers are now seriously
considering how to rally our moral
forces in order to preserve the high
ideals of Christian brotherhood. The
Temple of the Baha'is will be the
outer symbol of the great influences
for co-ordinating the moral forces of
the nations-'broader and more farreaching than can yet be foreseen.
In the world of today there is a
rapidly increasing interest in the
broad aspect of religion and an
equally decreasing interest in sec-
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tarian differences. This is so generally felf and acknowledged that
there can be but little doubt that· the
ideal of these Great Universal Temples for worship will find heartfelt
response and substantial support by
many sincere religionists in whose
souls dwell the Love of God.
One can readily foresee the mission of religious co-operation for a
greater spiritual international consciousness throughout the world that
the Baha'i Temple will have in its
forceful message to the people of all
lands. It will therefore elevate a
great spiritual and moral standard
for all mankind. It will be a witness
to the ,vhole world of the high ideals
and religious aspirations of the people of Baha.
Religion is so associated with
man's noblest sentiments and loftiest
ideals that one cannot imagine a time
when it will not be the chief inspil'ation of the nation in elevated thought,
constructive imagination, and altruistic action.

The Quter forms and symbols of religion are constantly changing. The
religious philosophy and thought of
today are quite different from those
of a century ago, but of one thing
\ve may be sure, that humanity will
always need the guidance of the religion of God.
Therefore, in this new movement
to organize the foundation of Baha!i
Temples both the present as well as
the future moral needs of the world
are being ministered to, because these
great monuments "vill symbolize and
hold aloft to the people of the entire
world the standard of religion and itg
creative function for altruism among
peoples.
Active efforts are now made by adherents of all religions to instruct
the people in the principles of humanitarian ideals. What greater influence could be brought to bear upon
the peoples of the world than the elevation of the noble ideals for which
Baha'1 Temples stand?

"The brighteness of life hangs on Religion; and the progress,
renown and bappiness of people consist in keeping the commandments of God's Holy Books. To one who considers life as a whole,
it is manifest that in this world, regarded both materially and
spiritually, Religion embodies the chief, infrangible foundation
of things, and the highest, most righteous and impregnab1e principles attainable in creation; it embodies the \vhole of the ideal
and formal perfections, and it is the controller of the civilization
and the prosperity of all mankind."-' Abdu'I~Baha.
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THE RETURN OF LIGHT
JULIE CHANLER
"It was necessary that the fundamental basis of all religious teaching should be
restored, that the S~m O'f Reality which had set should rise agctin, that the springtim.e
which had refreshed the arena of life in ages gone by should appear anew, that the rain
which had ceased sho'uld descend, that the breezes which had become st'illed should blow
once mor·e."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

there was a Man who ,lived
ONCE
in the city of Christendom. Its
walls extended as far as the eye
could see, and its battlements were
impregnable. A world in itself it
stood, with domes, columns, spires,
and the pure aspiration of Gothic
arches. All that which hand could
weave, or carve, or paint, all that
which brain could conceive, elaborate,
and disclose, and all which power and
wealth could create, embellish and defend, were his heritage; and here he
lived complacently, and looked about
him w'ith pride and assurance.

Sometimes he would wander to the
farthest limits of the city walls, and
visit the site of the first settlement.
Here his forefathers had gathered
together, and with a treasury filled
with love, courage, and devotion, had
broken the ground in their high enterprise. The subterranean chambers still existed, dark catacombs,
which had afforded protection; and
above, the heavens, vast and lucid,
held a whisper which still vibrated.
Great had been their progress, inconceivable their fortune; churches and
monasteries had appeared, pala.c,es
and halls of justice. The spaces of
sky had grown narrower and the
dwellings close; many races had gathered in the streets, many banners had
flown. One banner bearing a red
cross was laid away with reverence;
an open Book upon a lectern still betokened a victory. And everywhere
Were scars of conflict and records of

dispute. God had said of them:
"They 'have not hated blood,''' and
red became their calor and their
power increased. Now ever-stalking
Prejudice had become deified, and
many an altar had been raised to him,
whose adepts held all others in abhorrence. The air had grown very heavy,
and the sky had narrowed to a thread,
but the city hummed with life, assimilation, and progress, and t:qe
Man's senses reeled with confidence
in his destiny.

Sometimes he would stroll upon the
mighty ramparts, and from this point
of vantage view: the outer world.
Smiling nature would be revealed to
him, man's endeavor, glory also, and
he would look upon them indulgently
and extract from them whatsoever he
desired. In the near distance, an exquisite minaret tapered to the sky,
but it bore no cross, and he did not
see it; in the valley beyond, the pure
notes of the temple bells rose upon
the wind, but the organ throbbed, and
he did not hear them; close to the
horizon, echoes rolled about a laity
mountain: "Thou shalt have no god
but Me," but he deemed the words
his own law, and he did not understand.
One day he sought out those in
authority with an untruth which he
had discovered, and it was ignored;
and later with a truth which he had
recognized, and it was denied. Then
he opened the gates of the city and
passed through them into the world.
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Out in the meadows fresh breezes
assailed him; among the violets the
earth took possession of him; and
once he looked back upon the city and
laughed, and then he lost himself in
the moonlight, and wept when it
paled.

One night of nights, he saw a new
star upon the charted breast of
heaven, and the star beckoned to him,
and he arose and followed it. Past
the rigid walls of Christendom,
through the rolling country of his

proud independence, it led him, drew
him, to a glowing East, where its own
light did not waver. Then he remembered, and cried out, "You are the
Herald, and once you shone over a
manger 1" and the star grew very
large, and disappeared.
Then the Sun revealed itself upon
the horizon, and Its rays spread over
the world: church, minaret, temple,
all were bathed in Its glory, Glory
again returned to man who had always dimmed it; and Sinai smiled, rekindled, while the Orient stood open,
and the Voice again repeated, "Thou
shalt have no God but Me."

WHY ELIJAH?
CHRISTINE FRENCH
Ther-e is no greater Pr'ophetic figur-e in the histoTY of Judaism fr-om the time of
Moses to the time of. Chr-ist than that of Elijah the lion-hearted. He stood almost
alone with God and for- God against the eV'ils of humanity. The following article
shows in a 'l'emarkable way the mner- significance of his spintual WTeer. Again in this
age Mt. Car-mel, the scene of the spiritual drama which Elijah unfolded, is the center
and scene of a gr-eat r-eligious movement, the Bah6!i Movement, and upon its slope Tests
the tombs of The Bab her-ein spoken of, and of 'Abdu'l-Baha. In 'flkka five miles aCTOSS
the bay is the tomb of Baha'u'llah, the Founder- of this. great world movement and war·ld
religion.-EditoT.

HE advent of the return of the
T
Christ which finds place on the
lips of nearly all students of the
Scriptures in these days, leads one to
enquire into the prophecies relating
to that great event and the preparation for its happening. There are
certain constantly reiterated conditions which must be witnessed, certain promises which are as essential
to the "Coming" as the "Coming"
itself. For example, in the fourth
cl.lapter of Malachi, fifth verse, we
find, "Behold I will send unto you
Elijah the prophet before the great
and terrible day of J ehovah come."
This is only one of numerous references in which a Precursor, or Her-

aId of the great day is foretold, and
since Elijah has been specifically mentioned, one is lead to ask, "Why Elijah ?"
Biblical historians are agreed that
no more powerfully tragic events are
recorded in the Old Testament than
those which are related with the mission and teaching of the prophet Elij ah. Chronologically he is recognized
as having lived about nine hundred
years before the Christian era. The
first and second books of Kings are
replete with the dramatic incidents
of his history, but that which sheds
the greatest light upon his mission is
the narrative of the challenge to the
priests of Baal, to prove their gods
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as he would prove his, in the memorable meeting on the holy mountain,
lVIt. Carmel. Though elsewhere the
mysteries related are more or less
symbolic, the overthrowing of the influence of the priests stands out as
the most striking evidence of a faith,
a power, a majesty which was unique
and unknown in that age, and the like
of which has never been witnessed
except in the virile power of John the
Baptist in the days preceding the ministry of Jesus, and of the glorious and
sanctified Precursor of Baha'u'IHi.h,
The Bab, in the middle of the last
century.
Elij ah, patient, firm, faithful, majestic, of unassailable courage and
conviction stood his ground against
the power of the blind fanaticism and
hollow mockeries of that age. As a
door through which the light of
heaven poured out upon a dead and
stricken multitude he stood-aloneand by his spiritual power he turned
the destiny of mankind into the path
which led back to J ehovah, God.
Trace down the centuries and behold again the strong r:ugged, fearless
John summoning the people to prepare for the coming of the lVIessiah.
Truly a "Voice crying "in the wilderness," for the light had failed, the
people were lost in spiritual darkness, evil had gained the ascendency
and dire distress overwhelmed the
world. Into this picture stepped John
the Baptist, teaching, baptizing as a
symbol of a regeneration of character, a parting from the old ways.
He condemned without fear and suffered martyrdom for His invincible
faith. Though when questioned He
fJaid that He was not Elij ah, because
He knew that those who asked looked,
in their ignorance, for the' physical
return of the Prophet; yet pronounced by Jesus to be "that same."
Here Jesus refers to the reality, the
qualities, the power of the spirit
manifest equally in Elijah and John,
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which enabled them to withstand the
heresy of the age in which each lived.
Each a door to the same heaven, each
pushing back the dense clouds of ignorance which obscured the Sun of
Truth.
Now again in this age has the Door
opened, pushed by the firm but gentle
hand of The Bab, manifest at first to
humanity only as a point of light
gleaming down the dark path of the
world's orbit. How mighty, how maj estic, how wise, how glorious was the
mission of this new "Door"! The
qualities which characterized the Elijah of old, could they have been intensified, were intensified in The Bab.
To meet the requirements of a world
grown mature in its ignorance, settled and peopled as was not the case
in former ages, stronger than ever in
its evil intent, deeper than ever in
its slough of despond, suffering, bitter, bent on its own destruction, there
was raised the pure white hand of the
glorious Bab! A voice crying in the
wilderness of doubt rang out clear
and firm and ,sweet. It reached the
ears of multitudes, it touched the
hearts of few, but it performed its
mission, it stemmed the tide, its cadences rose above the vicious howls of
the mob and when its work was done
it was stilled by the hand of the oppressor. Not, however, until the way
was prepared for "Him whom God
would manifest."
Not until that
Point of Light had spread out upon
the horizon of the New Day brightening the whole earth with its glorious
radiance, warming, purifying, comforting the hearts with this new
knowledge of the love of God!
As Elij ah, so John the Baptist, so
The Bab,- all one in power, in faith,
in love, in majesty, in vision, in accomplishment. This Door will never
again be closed, for this is the coming
of the promised age, the dawn of the
great and terrible Day of J ehovah
God!
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THE ABOLITION OF PREJUDICES
FLORENCE A. CLAPP
"When the man who is spir1',tually sagacious and possessed O'f insight, views the world
of humanity, he will observe that th~ lights of the divine bou~t1:( are fi?odinu.. a:p.mank'in:i
j~lst as the lights of the sun shed the'~r splendor ~tpon all ex~st~ng th~ngs . .,. " ¥ God IS
loving to all. Shall we be unjust or unkind to anyone?"-'Abdu'l-Baha
~eac~

i:n,portant
ONEingsofofthethemost
Baha'l RevelatIOn

IS

the elimination of all prejudices. Unless all prejudices are removed from
the people of the world, "the realm
of humanity will not find rest." It
will never find peace until the right
conditions are brought about. Surely
we can realize this fact when we perceive the antagonisms between nations and peoples. Progress toward
an enduring peace is impossible without the removal of these de'ep-rooted
prejudices. Race prejudice, for example, is one of the "hindrances to
realization." Should we not love our
fellowman irespective of race or
color?
The abandonment of race prejudice
is one of the twelve basic principles
of the Baha'i Revelation. We might
call it one of the twelve gates to the
city of Jerusalem, and the New J erusalem spoken of in Revelations is the
Law of God as given to us in this day.
When in 1911, 'Abdu'l-Baha visited
Paris, He told the people that "all
prejudices, whether of religion, race,
politics or nation, must be renounced,
for these prejudices have caused the
world's sickness. "It is a grave malady," He said, "which unless arrested,
is capable of causing the destruction
of the whole human race." Let us
stop and consider what this means,"causing the destruction of the whole
human race!" This being true, is it
not time that the removal of prejudice as a divine principle be continually brought to the attention of the
people of the world? When good
will and love for our fellowman is

actually practiced, irrespective of
race or col or, then will we become
followers of the Light. When human beings are filled with the Love
of God, they will have no prejudices
whatsoever, all prejudices will' be
l1.bolished, all men wm become as
brothers, an nations one,-one in so
far as love for each other is concerned. They_ will no longer, as the
poet has expressed it, "snarl at each
other's heels."
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha tell
us that in this glorious century universal love-love for all mankind'wm prevail.
"Every ruinous war with its bloodshed and misery has been caused by
either the prejudice nf relif';ion, Ol'
prejudice of race, or political or national prejudice."
Some time ago the writer heard a
very wonderful sermon in (Ine of the
large churches in Los Angeles. The
minister seemed to have caught this
divine principle. He elucidated his
statements less clearly than we are
accustomed to hear the Oneness of
Mankind explained, nevertheless importance lies in the fact that he recognized the truth of this divine principle. He said that the time was coming, and not far distant, when people
would no longer speak of "dagoes,"
"paddies" or "micks," "chinks,"
"Japs," "coons," etc., but that they
would have a more respectful attitude, more brotherly love; that they
would not look on others as foreigners. While he spoke he seemed
to have a wonderful vision of the
future state of humanity. And as
he brought these thoug'hts before hie:;
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congregation, they, too, seemed to
catch this universal spirit and rejoice
that such a happy condition was pictured for the future. One could feel
the very atmosphere vibrating with
love and good will for all peoples of
all nations. This principle is permeating the ether and many are reflecting its spirit sincerely.
On another occasion in this same
church when attending a missionary
meeting, the writer listened to a
beautiful and inspiring message by a
Japanese young lady. She spoke of
the progress the Japanese people
were making along all lines, and then
told this story about herself: She
said that she had come to this country
when very' young and had been
trained and educated here; therefore
she had acquired the manners and
customs of our western civilization.
However, being of another nationality, she felt there was some discrimination which would not have existed
had she been a native American, and
therefore she did not always feel at
home here. When her mother died,
she felt very much alone, and longed
to return to Japan. So the time came
when she left America for a visit to
her native land. When she arrived
in Japan, everything seemed so different; the customs and manners of her
people were about as foreign to her
as to any American, and she said, "I
did not really feel at home among my
oWn people, they would say to me, '0
you are too much American, you cannot even sit down properly, you cannot do this right and you cannot do
that in the right way.''' Naturally
their etiquette and customs are very
different from that of the western
nations. She realized that she had
become very much Americanized.
The poor girl felt very disconsolate
and discouraged. She said, "I was
like the man without ,a country."
When she finally started on her return
voyage to America, she said to herself, "O! what way would I turn this
ship,-toward what country would
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I turn its sails if I could?" For she
seemed to have no native land, as it
were, and she thought, "my own people do not want to accept me, and I
am not really at home in America."
Then she said this thought came to
her and was impressed upon her consciousness so strongly that it seemed
as if truly God was speaking to her
out of the heavens: "The whole
world is your home; all peoples are
one; this is the day of the oneness
of humanity."
From then on, she
said, she felt an abiding peace, and
added: "I returned to America with
a new-found joy. The message I
want to leave with you, dear people,
this afternoon is this: that all mankind is one, treat all nations and
all peoples as your brothers and
sisters, for we are all one great
family. This is the day of the oneness of humanity."
Had she not found through her experience the reality that all peoples
are one, that in reality there is no
foreignness, for we are all members
of one great family.

"War and contention shall be forgotten," said' Abdu'l-Baha, "for this
is the day in which nations and governments will enter into an eternal
bond of amity and conciliation. This
century is the fulfillment of the promised century. This day is the dawn
of the' appearance of glorious visions
of past Prophets and sages."
Looking about us do we not recognize the efforts that are being made
toward peace and unity everywhere?
"If we study the great religions we
will see that all teach we should love
one another; that we should seek out
our own shortcomings before we presume to condemn the faults of others;
that we must not consider ourselves
superior to our neighbors. We must
be careful not to exalt ourselves lest
we be humiliated. Let us therefore
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be humble, without prejudices, pre~
ferring others' good to our o\vn."
'Abdu'l-Baha also tells us not to
let "conventionality cause us to 'seem
cold and unsympathetic when we
meet strange people from other countries. Not to look at them as though
we suspected them of being evildoers, thieves and boors. We think
it necessary," He said, "not to expose
ourselves to the risk of making acquaintances with such possibly undesirable people." Then He pleads
with us to be "kind to the strangers,
whether they come from Turkey,
Persia, China or any other country in
the world. Make them feel at home;
find out where they are staying; ask
if you may render them any service;
try to make their lives a little happier. In this way even if sometimes
What you at first suspected should be
true, still fro out of your way to be
kind. to them; this kindness will help
them to become better. After all,
why should any foreign people be
treated as strangers? Let those who
meet you know without your proclaiming the fact, that you are indeed a Baha'i. Put into practice the
teachings of Baha'u'llah, that of
kindness to all nations. Do not be
content with showing friendship in
words alone, let your heart burn with
loving kindness for all who may cross
your path."

Again He says, "Forget your conventionality \vhen you speak with
them; they are not accustomed to it.
To Eastern peoples this demeanor
seems cold, unfriendly. Rather let
your manner be sympathetic. Let it
be seen that you are filled with universal love. VVhen you meet a Persian or any other stranger, speak to
him as to a friend; if he seems to be
lonely try to help him, give him of
your willing service; if he be sad
console him; if poor SUCCOl" him; if
oppressed rescue him; if in misery
comfort him. In so doing you will
manifest not in words only, but in
deeds and in truth, you think of all
men as your brothers. vVhat profit is
there in agreeing that universal
friendship is good, and talking of the
solidarity of the human race as a
grand ideal? Unless these thoughts
are translated into the world of action, they are useless."
This teaching was given to the people in Paris in 1911 but it is a universal instruction applicable to the
people of the whole world. Let the
people of the vVest as well as those
of . the East try and practice these
principles so that all men may become as brothers and all nations as
one for the creed of God is love and
unity.

"Everything must be done in order that all humanity may live
under the shado\,,' of God in the utmost security, in happiness of
the highest type."-' Abdu'l-Baha.
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TREES
DR. WALTER B. GUY

WAYS from the beginning of
ALtime
as we know it, to this day,
the tree has been the symbol of human life.
The tree of knowledge of good and
evil is the symbol of our humanity,
striving for goodness but alas ever
prone to evil.
The tree of life is the symbol of
God's Prophets and Messengers, the
Sons of God, in whose protection of
love and guidance man alone can find
shelter, happiness and eternal life.
The leaves of the tree of knowledge of good and evil, are our inclividual lives. It is said, that though
there may be myriads of leaves on
a single tree, yet if closely examined
every leaf has a distinctive difference
none is exactly like another.
So too of humanity, although it is
one family, one species, one creation,
yet every individual has his distinctive personality.
The purpose of a tree, 'Abdu'lBaha said, is to bear fruit. Jesus
Christ said, "a tree is known by its
fruit."
To live a life where nothing but
leaves is produced is to so live as to
nullify the plan of the Creator, as far
as we ourselves are concerned. Such
lives are barren of results, without
blossoms and without fruit-heedless, shallow, indifferent-fruitlessneither hot nor cold. Verily at the
last day, the angel of Life "shall spew
them out of His mouth."
A tree to produce fruit must first
blossom. Blossoms are qualities and
characteristics. It is well for every
one to examine themselves each day
and by thought to take note of one's
qualities and deeds: are they good or
are they bad? "Examine thy deeds
each day, before thou art judged, for
death will suddenly overtake thee,

and then thy deeds shall judge thee,"
so said Baha'u'llah.
A fruitful tree manifests beauty
in the springtime, its blossoms are
vivid and harmonious, they delight
the eyes, their perfume is pleasant to
the nostrils; but the evil tree, its
blossoms are repellant, its odor offensive. Do ·we not all wish to be a delight to others, to charm them by our
presence, to attract their love and
friendship? If so, then "we must
adorn our lives with the crown ofseverance, our temples with the robe
or virtue." Importance lies in striving to be tolerant, broad, generous,
kind, chaste, courteous, just, sympathetic and wise. Persons with such
qualities are ever desirable and welcome in all classes of society.
Narrowness, greed, imp u r it y,
slander and covetousness are blossoms malodorous and repellant to all.
After the blossoms in the springtime, comes the time of harvest.
What has been produced, shall it be
everlasting qualities and attributes
of divine deeds, of kindness and love;
or on the other hand, deeds of lust,
avarice and greed, cruelty and injustice? Truly by their fruits do we
know them.
The following story by J enab-iFadil * of an actual occurrence in the
N ear East points the moral. "A
robber, bandit and murderer once
lived with his band in the passes of
a mountainous region. He like the
others of his band was a Muhammadan; therefore they believed in
paradise. and hell. As years went by
thoughts of his future state beyond
the grave became more and more insistent and upset the tenor of his
*A di,stinguished Persian Baha'i teacher
who spent some time in A.merica.
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happy and prosperous life. At last,
" 'My brother, do not talk so, Allah
much distraught he went to a Mullah is a God of Love and we should love
and asked his advice and told him of each other and be kind one to the
his mode of life and of his fears. other. Sit down my brother, let me
The MulIah was aghast. He told the get you some food.' Alas! it was no
man that he could see no way where~ use, the bandit could not enrage him,
by his soul might be saved. After and went away disappointed. Again
further conversation he said to the the bandit came, but the Baha'f baker
robber, 'come and see me again, I will was still more kind. And again th8
consider your case, perhaps guid- third time the Baha'i after being
ance will come to me.' After a while struck in the face by the bandit inthe bandit returned to the Mullah sisted that his would-be murderer be
who said, 'Ah! I have discovered a seated and partake of refreshments.
way whereby you may gain en- Then the Baha'i told him of the Love
trance, at death, into paradise! 'Tell of Allah; how much he too loved him
until tears came and the robber's
·it to me,' said the bandit.
heart
was melted with the fire of the
" 'Down in the village!' the Mullah
Love
of
God. Standing up he said:
said, 'there is a baker and he is a
" 'You are my brother; I too, will
Baha.'f; such a C~le is most repugnant
to God. Go and km him and paradise be a Baha'L Now I shall go and kill
that Mullah.'
is yours.'
" 'Yes,' the baker said, 'kill him if
" 'Ah1' the bandit said, 'that is easy,
I have killed men before and I can you wish but only with love. Show
easily kill a baker!' So down the vil- him his evil ways.' "
Today that one-time bandit is a
lage street the bandit goes and into
the baker's shop. But the bandit kind and gentle man, filled with love
could not kill in cold blood, that was and meekness, ever seeking to serve
too crude. No, he must first of all and aid others. The fruit of Love
make his intended victim angry. So from the lowly baker's heart had
at once he hurled vile epithets at the seeded, and who can tell how many
astonished Baha'i. But instead of be- trees of humanity will through him
coming angry the baker was very become laden with spiritual and luscious fruits!
sweet and said:

"Today no power save the great power of the Word of God
which comprehends the Reality of things, can gather together
under the shade of the same Tree the minds and hearts of the
world of humanity."-' Abdu'l-Baha.
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A TRIP TO TAHITI
LOUISE BOSGH
'Ab.du'l-Baha, in 1916, mentioned the Island groups of the Pacific Ocean as fields for
foreign Baha'i service. The author of this article, Mrs. Louise Bosch, desi'rous- of helping
the fulfillment of these instructions, especially becoming interested in Polynesia th'rough
the works of Pierre Loti, finally came to the decision to undertake this difficult journey.Editor.

A VING happily formed
the decision of visiting Polynesia in order
to carry out the desire
of 'Abdu'l-Baha for
Baha'i service in that
island group, I accidentally came across,
in a way which seemed
to me remarkable, the
book by Pierre Loti,
e n tit 1 e d "The Marriage of Loti." With
this book in my possession, a new chapter
Mrs. Bosch
opened in my life. I
read slowly, solemnly,
every word and sentence. It was a
story of love's sad ending. The scene
was in Tahiti, the lar-gest of the Society Islands. During an interval of
two weeks I read and reread this endearing novel. It was indeed an idyll.
Throughout the reading of it I felt as
though this book had been written
for me.
The quintessence of Loti's novel
Was his ability to inculcate love for
the brown race, a subject which he
treats so sympathetically and understandingly.
With the finishing of this book, I
began to make inw'ard and outward
preparations for a visit to the scene
of that story. In Boston I visited the
Public Library to see what literature
I could obtain on Tahiti. I was agreeably surprised to find that the very
book I had been reading was used
there as a reference and textbook on
Tahiti. Some of the works of Robert
Louis Stevenson, also used as refer-

ence, I obtained and read while on my
way to San Francisco.

At last the Spring of 1920 witnessed the departure of myself and
my husband from the port of San
Francisco-a great day for both of us.
We trusted entirely in the promises
of
'Abdu'l-Baha, not know:ing a single
.
soul in our appointed destination.
After a voyage of two weeks we arrived in the harbor of Papeete. From
afar we -could see the lofty mountains
of Tahiti.
Whne waiting out in the harbor for
the pnot, a tropical rainfall, the first
one we had encountered on our voyage, descended heavily onto the
waters. When we had been safely
piloted through the dangerous reefs
surrounding the island into the placid
inner waters of the lagoon, a magnificent double rainbow made its appearance. We disembarked in the bright
afternoon sun and entered the Custom House, but on our exit therefrom
shortly after, the night had descended. I remembered then how
both Loti and Stevenson wrote of the
rapid. transit from night to day, and
vice versa, in those regions.
A ,guide, pushing our baggage on a
wheelbarrow; took us to one of the
two hotels there. We found that it
was filled, but the host, a native, attired in European trousers with shirt
hanging loose over them, kindly vacated ·his own room for our use. The
following morning my husband was
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The beautiful foliage of Tahiti

endeavoring to find a suitable abiding place, but learned that the housing situation in Papeete was the same
as elsewhere in the world. at that time.
He could not find a house for rent; in
fact, in the entire town there was only
a single room available. He made
haste to secure that one room and,
throughout our stay there, we retained it. \Ve learned afterward that
Loti himself had lived in that very
house.
At first we felt the effect of the
tropical heat and the relaxing e-ffect
of the climate, as well as the annoyance of the mosquito stings, but the
thought of having come there for the
sole purpose of delivering the Baha'i
l\1essa;ge to these remote people comforted and supported us. ~ 0 sooner
had we met the first souls to whom
\ve could impart the Glad-tidings of
the New Day than our discomforts
changed into comforts and our troubles into joy.

\iVhen we had been about two
months in Tahiti my husband fell ill.
An ice plant had been installed in the
town-a new thing for that country
-and the people had begun to enj oy
the luxury of iced beverages, a dangerous thing for such a hot climate.
Many became ill, my husband among
them. His illness was not in vain,
however, as his sick room became a
real rendezvous for our ne\vly made
friends who were desirous of hearing
more about the Baha'i teachings.
Later we heard of an elderly gentleman, a Tahitian minister, desirous of
meeting us. Vlhen my husband had
recovered sufficiently we took a drive
one day to see this minister, who lived
in a' suburb of Papeete. ""Ve found
him at home and soon we were engaged in explaining! the Baha'i teachings. We had great language difficulties, as he did not speak French, nor
had he spoken English for over forty
years, although he could speak and
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read English well before that time.
Fortunately he could understand us
much better than he could reply, so
the situation was saved and we managed to have a delightful visit. With
his wife we spoke through him, as
she could understand only the native
tongue. Between the intervals of our
subsequent visits the minister read
with avidity the books on the Baha'i
Cause which we had loaned him.
After our visits he would look up in
the Bible everything we had said, and
would find it corroborated.
This minister lived in a lovely spot
at Arue, not far from his -church. His
house was a nine-sided structure, situated on a narrowing stretch of land
leading out into the ocean. He told
us that this was the very place where
the first missionaries to the island
had landed some one hundred or more
years before. At that time the inhabitants were idol worshippers.
The church bore the inscription, "Fe-

Mrs. Bosch and a native girl in Tahiti
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tia Paipolamaama," meaning "The
Bright and Shining Morning Star."
At his bungalow the minister offered us what he had, and said: "This
is your home-come and live here."
He had about ten acres of land, and
his house was built in half Tahitian
and half French style, surrounded by
an attractive garden. He had no children of his oWill , but had taken some
into his home. Indeed, with Tahitians
the love of children is so great that
there is not a single household without them. One couple with whom
we became acquainted had eight children of their own and had adopted
twelve others.
One of the children of the household of the minister, a wee baby girl
of lovely brown skin, was soon to be
baptized. On one of our later visits
he told us that he had baptized her
and named her Baha'u'llah ! We were
very happy to hear this. Afterward
we learned that it is a Tahitian custom to give children mixed namesfor instance, Rebecca to boys, and
Paul, David or such like to girls, and
that the Tahitians preferred Biblical
names. This is not surprising when
one knows that the Bible is the only
existing piece of literature in their
own language. These people possess
no literature, no history of their
OrIgIn. It is a mysterious race, the
encyclopedias tell us. They speak a
restricted though melodious language,
in which there are no harsh sounds.
Less than one year after we left
Tahiti our minister friend passed
from this life. He was a great soul
for the little education that his time
and country had been able to bestow
upon him. Through us he wrote to
'Abdu'l-Baha and thanked Him for
having sent emissaries to his land,
and asked blessings for Tahiti.
There is a legend that Tahiti is the
Garden of Eden. Certainly it used
to be a country of perpetual harvest
without' cultivation. It is different
now, since the many foreigners have
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At the lagoon, Tahiti. NIr-s. Bosch is the fouTth fTo'm left, standing,
and Mr'. Bosch sixth jTom left

commercialized the place. Thus the
life of the natives has become less
easy. Extra food has to be imported
from New Zealand and Australia,
as well as from France and America,
and one has to strain an eye to perceive the country as it was in former
days.
Loti wrote that the life in Tahiti
was localized by the seashore, and we
found it so. The Tahitians love the
water and are almost always in it,
and no wonder for it is so soft and
lovely and warm. Children learn to
swim and dive at the age of five.
There are wonderful trees in Tahiti, of which the cocoanut palm is
the most wonderful. Neither pen nor
tongue can describe all the uses to
which this tree is put. From babyhood to old age human beings could
subsist on its fruit alone. Every
part ,of the tree, from root to leaf, is
used for a thousand different things.
There is absolutely nothing that caJl
not be made from the cocoanut tree,
from milk to cement. It is called the
tree ,of life, the tree of paradise.
Then they have a great variety of
other fruit trees, such as the bread-

fruit and the alligator pear tree.
Coffee, too, grows there, its blossom
having a most delightful perfume.
In short, God has given everything to
Tahiti. That wonderful land has been
showered with God's bounty. I will
not dwell upon everything that Tahiti
once had, or still has. Suffice it to
say that there is a legend to the effect
that God, when He created the world,
created Tahiti first. "His hands were
so full when He went about to distribute that He dropped a great deal
over Tahiti." This is a good description of that land.

Our last days on the island were
spent in receiving parting presents
and calls from our new friends. We
soon found that our little trunks, with
which we had come to Tahiti, would
no longer hold our possessions. We
received souvenirs of all kinds-shells
of various sizes and colors,beads,
baskets, fans, hats, slippers, mats,
pearls, vanilla beans, etc. Perhaps
the most touching of all our gifts was
the bestowal of a new name. It is
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When the hour of our departure
a Tahitian custom to bestow names or
finally
arrived, a timid young girl,
titles upon departing friends. In this
who
had
scarcely spoken to us during
case we received the name: "Teriitahi
Papeete." We were deeply touched our stay, came on deck to bid us farewhen its meaning was translated to well. She brought us a small red rose
us as, "First king of the great family of exquisite fragrance. She did not
of Baha'is arrived among us." When speak a word as she tendered her gift.
we expressed our thanks for this title Thus she bade us farewell. We afterwe were told that it did not weigh the wards learned that this same girl was
price of the one we had brought them. the one of all our hearers who had
We stayed in all five months in Ta- most fully grasped the significance of
hiti, scarcely long enough for the our visit to Tahiti.
We did not stay long at home after
fundamental work that it is a Baour
return to America, but set out
ha 'is to do. It seemed best, however,
to return to our country at that time. again as soon as we had sufficiently
Fain would we have given the Ba- recovered from the effect of our soha'i Message to the ex-Queen, but an journ in a tropical climate. It was
extraordinary circumstance prevent- just about a year after the above oced it. The fact was that our name was currences that we found ourselves in
"Bosch." We were in a French col- Haifa, Palestine, in the presence of
ony. It was soon after the war, and 'Abdu'l-Baha.
We were, of course, most anxious
when the war feeling against the Germans was apparently at its height. to tell Him of our stay in Tahiti.
Although we are Swiss, not German, During our first day in Haifa we
yet because of 'our name we were be- made several attempts to draw His
lieved to be German, and it was ru- attention to our experiences there.
mored that we had come to Tahiti to On the following day some Persian
instigate the natives against the pilgrims, who had arrived in Haifa
French. As there was already exist- a few days before us, came to the Piling a good deal of estrangement be- grim House in the early morning
tween the Tahitians and the French, from the Tomb of Baha'u'llah, bringit was easily possible to credit the ru- ing with them from the Tomb a handmol'. At all events, a false motive kerchief full of blossoms. These they
was assigned to our coming there, and emptied into a dish which they set
the Queen sent her regrets at her in- upon the dining table. How great
ability to meet us. This she did very was my surprise when I noticed
kindly, through one of her sisters. among these blossoms the national
This sister was, however, sufficiently flower of Tahiti, there called the "Diinterested in us to suggest that my adem." I had not known that this
husband change his name. My hus- most fragrant flower grew elsewhere,
band replied that this was a good as here in 'Akka. In Tahiti wreaths
sugg'eshon, but that he feared he are made of these flowers. Loti says
might not always be able to remember that both men and women wear them,
his new name. But we had· met a and we have witnessed this.
I could not refrain from telling' Absufficient number of people whose interest we had gained and whose eyes du'l-Baha, vVhen He came to lunch
we had directed toward the Baha'i with us at the Pilgrim House, of this
Cause. It seemed, therefore, best to coincidence. He looked weary and
leave that field then with the hope spoke, but little. Could I have forethat we would return at some later seen that within a very few days' Abdu'l-Baha would be taken from us I
time.
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should hardly have ventured to trouble Him. In my ignorance, however,
I asked for permission to speak,
which was granted. I then told of
some Tahitians who had made
wreaths of these flowers for our
heads. I had not mentioned any of
the humble circumstances leading to
the making of these wreaths when
'Abdu'l-Baha said:
"You must try to attain to the diadem of the flowers of Christ. * * *
These flowers here wither quickly,
whereas those others remain forever
fresh." I looked at Him. I had not

understood.
He then said, "The
flowers of Christ are the disciples of
Christ."
Another day I laid the photograph
of an old full-blooded Tahitian lady
of several generations back at 'Abdu'l-Baha's place at the table. He
took it up and looked at it, asking
whose it was. I told Him it was the
picture of the wife of a native chief
whose present day descendants had
listened to the Message we had taken
to them. His reply was:
"She was a good tree, she has born
good fruit!"

EXCERPTS FROM MY DIARY
"On Earth As It Is In Heaven"

(Continued)

KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER
This is the third in the interesting series of Diary Sketches from the pen of Mrs. Ransom-Kehler; the first was published in November, 1926, and the second in March, 1927.
These contributions from this talented writer who had the privilege of a visit in Haifa,
Palestine, for several weeks last year, have been very favorably commented upon and much
appreciate.d. There will be further contributions from her pen from time to time.-Editor.

and the Sea of Galilee.
T IBERIA'S
"Hearts cannot contain Me, and
minds are troubled because of
Me." Iri these sacred spots of Palestine there is always a figurative
straining of weak lungs in rare air;
the sense that this exalted atmosphere is too high and fine for the
clumsy mechanism of ordinary life.
Something Unseen forever moves beside one; a cloud of joyous witnesses
and that little band who followed the
Protagonist in the great drama of
Christendom, walking after Him
down this dusty road that led to the
Sea of Galilee-and to everlasting
Life. "For this is Life eternal! To
know Thee, the only True God," and
the Manifestation "Whom Thou hast
sent."
Here from the hilltop is the first
sight of the lapis waters of this gemlike lake. The whir and drift of
piniops press nearer; the haunting

sense of having passed this way before-not in any gross human fashion but in the lift of the soul to a
new level of reverence-and of pain;
that never-ending pain due to the
realization that even those who know
their Lord in His Day so frequently
increase His burdens and multiply
His cares. Not so much pain because
of Judas, as pain because of Peter,
because of those who brought their
frailties, their wrangles, their littlenesses into His very presence. Three
short years in which to renew again
God's Covenant with man, in which
to proclaim His imperishable evangel
of eternal salvation to a brutal world;
three short years in which to outflank the hosts of tyranny, greed and
materialism-and not one precious
moment to waste in anything personal or less than total dedication to
His ends and purposes.
A world to be saved and nobody
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to save it but frail, selfish, wilful, jects we call institutions, comities,
epochs and cycles, they strain my
cowardly human beings!
The life of Shoghi Effendi* gives mental muscles as a falling weight
me the real example of what it ac- rather than dazzle my eyes as an eftually means to devote one's life to fulgent light. Always the same story:
the service of others. "Lift up your God calling to His impregnable standheads, 0 ye gates; and be ye lift up, ard the souls of men; always promisye everlasting doors; and the King of ing that the import of His command
Glory shall come in." (Psalms 24 :7.) shall come to pass, and we, meagre
It is solely through such "gates" and mites, in the mighty sweep of His
"doors" as the Guardian that the Exhortation proving again and again
spiritual life of humanity can truly unequal to the spiritual task that He
emerge. "The King of Glory" can spreads before us. The spirits of men
only come into the world through proving unequal to their high calling,
the release of those qualities, the per- the very stones, the stones of hard
formance of those personal obliga- hearts and narrow human interests
tions, the assumption of those attrib- take up the stupendous labor of liftutes that lead us from the beast to ing the inert substance of selfishness
the angel.
into the divine dimension of love and
One of the supreme proofs of the unity.
Prophet of God, when He appears in
As we differentiate the historical
the world, is His unique ability to purpose of the mission of our Lord
transform hearts and revolutionize Jesu;:" it seems to have been the relives. To hear, as we far too fre- leasing of the individual from slavquently hear, that we should not look ery: physical, political, religious,
at the followers of a Great Prophet mental and moral: to establish the
but look at His teachings, is very rights of the individual, to emphasize
much like saying that we should not the value of tlW human soul. We
test the flying power of an airplane may safely say that in the fruition
but look at its outline. Of what pos- of democracy and of scientific
sible advantage is the coming of the achievement this freedom has been
Manifestation of God from age to acquired; the irresistible power of
age if His presence is only to amass God's Word has executed its divine
a certain bulk of literature to be read purpose-but with what a sacrifice
in leisure moments; to outline a re- of intent, when we view modern man,
mote Utopian scheme inaccessible to responsive to the affairs of this
human performance?
world, but skeptical and lethargic
The thing to which our gaze is di- with regard to that "Kingdom" that
rected in scrutinizing the claim of the "is not of this world."
Prophet is no more what He teaches
Standing here on the lovely shore
than the effect that His teachings of Galilee, the shadow of the cross
produce in human lives.
seeming to stretch before rather than
behind me, I can see the multitude
I often wonder if my estimate of straining in His Footsteps, not interhistory has been clouded by too in- ested in learning of Him how to p'ut
tense an expectation; too impracti- more into life, but interested, then
cable a perfectionism as regards my- as we are today, in how to get more
self and my felloW's; for as I look out of life; begging, not for the openback over the contours of history and ing of that inward eye that is a winattempt to heft those strange ob- dow set toward heaven; but for the
opening of the merely physical eye
*Guardian of the Bahi'i Cause, who reside-s
which in beholding, no matter how
in Haifa.
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fair, the objects of this world can sonalisms and subtle egotistical prenever see Deyond its limitations. To tentions.
lift a man from somatic death-of
The beauty and terror of this spot t
what value is this 7 He must but die
again. But here in the very presence Where the corpse is, there are the
of Him who in that day alone could eagles gathered together: then the
confer the ineffable bounty of un- eagles of the Roman legions; today
ending life, here they were taking ac- the eagles on our dollars, a world
count of a mere span of human days. still steeped in greed and commercialTruly it is the nature of Form to ism. Not until the earthquake, the
receive; but it is also the nature of wind, and the fire of our struggles,
Spirit to give, and in all those count- our brutalities, and our oppressions
less multitudes who were partakers have passed, shall we be able to hear
in His mercy how few there were the still, small voice of God's changewho gave back to Him that indis- less command, "Love one another."
A deep ineffaceable impression
pensable allegiance that was necescomes
to me here by the shores of
sary to establish His Kingdom on
this tiny sea. Again and again 'Abearth.
Human conditions can only be du'l-Baha said, "Look ye at the time
changed by human beings. That of Christ," warning us that one by
curious conception, recrudescent from one the events of that era would be
time to time in theology, that there repeated in this a.ge, in which the
is a force moving in the world in- great prophecies of Jesus are fulfilled in the coming of Baha'u'llah.
dependent of human choice and human effort, which brings to pass a His warning is to enable us to thwart
those tendencies that swept Chriscertain predestined pattern that hutianity away from its Founder and
man beings are powerless to assist or
established it upon a basis alien to
to thwart, certainly has no place in
His teachings. The Pauline theology
the direct teachings of the Founders
bears no relation, however remote, to
of any of the Sacred Religions.
the pure teachings of Jesus. His
This world and its destiny depend teachings are based upon a dynamic
too appallingly upon human beings. and fundamental change in the life
The call to follow Them is a call to of the individual. In the poignant
the most intense, vigorous, and unre- parable of the Last Judgment those
mitting effort. We may see but we who win a place on the right hand
cannot enter that Kingdom whose of the King are those whose lives
paths are peace, without putting aside have been dedicated to the service of
our riches of whatever kind, ma- others; in Paul's theology those who
terial, mental, personal; without go- are saved are those who believe that
ing back to that degree of naivete, Jesus Christ died for them. There
faith, and enthusiasm that charac- is not so much as a germ of liketerizes our childhood days. The effort ness in the two ideas, and still it is
of spanning a chasm or leveling a the teaching of Paul that triumphed
mountain is slight in comparison to in the church: but it was the teachallaying our prejudices, and finding ing of Jesus that refusing to die lifted
our raptures in complete detachment up here; and there through the pages
from the experiences of this world. of history those mountain-peaks of
The "superhuman effort" to which light that reflected His true meaning
'Abdu'l-Baha summons us is this to a wistful world. "Why seek ye
dramatic engaging of all the forces the living among the dead 7" It is
of the soul to combat our petty per- the living Christ that lures the soul.
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This moribund figure of theology no
longer intrigues even the mind.
Peter, with his tenacious grip on
orthodoxy, attempting to substitute
new dogmas for old; Paul's intolerance of old practices for a new age;
the historic conflict that made a continent too small to contain them both;
Paul's retirement with his strange
assortment of influences from the
Greek mysteries, Alexandrian philosophy, Indian belief, Mediterranean
cult practice, "\velding them all with
one superb effort of the imagination
into an instrument that would conform to Hebraic interpretation; and
then with the irresistible power of a
gigantic personality making his followers believe that even if an angel
from heaven should say that "my"
gospel is not correct they were to
place no credence in it. * * * Neither
Peter nor Paul near enough to the
spirit of their Lord to make it important which won carrying on a conflict itself utterly contrary to the direct command of Jesus.
The spirit of those disciples, marvelous as it was, vvas not flame-like
enough to melt the solid rocks of
men's hearts and minds into the fire
of the love of God. And so God had
to lift up stones to serve Him.
To be sure the great purpose for
which Jesus came is accomplished.
God's Word does not return void unto
Him. But though the Spirit of Freedom has been liberated in the Christian era, with it walks hand in hand
rapacity, the barbarous ethics of poverty, crime, corruption, ·vvar. If God
had had spirits instead of stones to
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perform His orders what might the
world have been today!
There is an irony about such contemplation that strengthens the will
and prospers our purposes. Almighty
God! grant that in this day no
thought, however vague, may obtrude
itself beyond the shining dedication
of thy servants, who have beheld Thy
Glory and partaken of Thy Power,
to cleave the mountains of selfishness, roll back the seas of confusion
and doubt, pluck up the isles of division and separateness, and according
to Thy mighty prophecy, destroy as
with fire all the barriers of the earth;
that mankind may be fused through
the consuming flame of Thy love, into
one kindred and one soul.
There stand, beside this quiet shore
the Christian church and the Muhammadan mosque: the gates of hell
have prevailed against both in the
centuries that separate them from
their Founders. 'Abdu'l-Baha walked
here to efface the footstep~ of those
forces and tendencies in life that lead
men astray. O:t;J.ly in a church buiit
upon the solidarity and sympathy of
the human heart can we adequately
worship Him. Let us build forthwith
in our harmony, unity and understanding the Temple of the Living
God.
K ow they are calling me to start
upon the homeward journey. But I
have written nothing about Tiberias!
The Son· of Man passed down that
road. 'Abdu'l-Baha the Beloved of
the world, walked this way! "'iV-hat
else matters?
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"God has stated in the Bible, the Old Testament: 'We have
created man in Our own image and likeness.' This statement
indicates the fact that man in some particular is of the image and
likeness of God; that is to say, the perfections of God, the divine
virtues, have become reflected or revealed in the human reality.
Just as the effulgence and the light of the sun, when cast upon a
mirror, is reflected fully, gloriously if the mLirror be polished, so
likewise the virtues of Divinity are possible of reflection in the
human reality. And this makes it evident that man is the most
noble of God's creatures.

Let us find out just where and how he is the image and likeness
of the Lord, and what is the standard or criterion whereby he can
be measured.
The criterion or standard can be no other than the divine
virtues within men, which are of God and after His image. Therefore every man who is imbued with the divine qualities, who reveals thB heavenly perfections and heavenly morals, who is an
expression of the praiseworthy attributes, ideal in nature, is verily
an image and likeness of God. If a man should possess wealth, can
we call him (thereby) an image and likeness of God? Or is human
honor the criterion whereby he can be called the image of God?
Or can we apply a color test as a criterion, and say such. and such
a one is colered a certain hue and he is, therefore, in the image of
God? * * * Hence we come to the conclusion that colors are of no
importance. Colors are accidental in nature.
That which-is essential is the humanitarian aspect. And this
is the manifestation of divine virtues and the .merciful bestowals.
That is the eternal life. That is the baptism through the Holy
Spirit. Therefore let it be known that color is of no importance.
Man, who is the image and likeness of God, who is the manifestation of the bounties of God, is acceptable to the threshold of God
whatever his color may be."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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"0 Friends! Abandon not the everlasting beauty for a charm that
fadeth, and set not your affections on this mortal world of dust."
Baha'u'llah.
WE OF THE occident are very apt
to become too preoccupied with the
material needs and pleasures of life.
It is not easy, in the midst of that
vivid material environment called
civilization that impinges daily upon
us, to realize and sense another kind
of existence-that of the spirit.
It is this existence and life of the
spirit which constitutes immortality.
Some very spiritual people (and all
are urged to do so by the Manifestations of religion) partake of this immortal life while on earth, their spirit
having attained such a development
as to enable them to function on the
plane of immortality while still incorporated in an earthly body.
SAD TRUTH it is that, on the
other hand, many individuals leave
this body at death with the spirit so
feebly developed that it cannot ftmction on the immortal planes; remaining, as 'Abdu'l-Baha tells us, as
crippled as a child is in this world
when born deaf, dumb, and blind
from its mother's womb. For this
world is the matrix in which the
faculties of the spirit are to form. If
they do not properly form here, the
spirit cannot properly function hereafter.
Bven more terrible in the other
world is the condition of those whose
spirits in this life have remained
dead, like those of whom Christ said,
"Let the dead bury the dead." Such
souls, totally engrossed while in this
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life in material things and in selfish,
cruel practices must necessarily at
dissolution of the body be in the
same spiri.tual state of death over
there that they have been in here.
For death is a transition, a passage
only, and not a spiritualizing process.
Therefore, as 'Abdu'l-Baha teaches,
such souls appear in the world of immortality as. if devoid of life, having
no relatively higher form of existence
there than the stone has here.
IT IS WELL to face these potent,
astounding truths at times. The desire for a spiritually advanced life in
the next world is one of the most
potent motives for righteous conduct
in this world-indeed, the only sound
and fundamental motive for conduct.
For it is clear to one who meditates
on spiritual things that the chief
reward for righteous conduct is to
become more righteous, while the
greatest and most tragic punishment
of evil-doing is to grow more evil.
THE REIW ARDS and punishments
in this earthly life are not always
apparently so expressive of sure and
certain justice, being extraneous to
the self. How often it seems that the
unrighteous-that is, the selfish, the
aggressive, the exploiting type-unduly prosper; and, on the contrary,
that the righteous are often deprived
of this world's goods in proportion to
their unselfishness.
Therefore it is apparent that there
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is not in the brief span of this life
sufficient certainty of justice to act as
deterrent to selfish and cruel behavior, or as incentive for kindly and
self-sacrificing acts. It is the results
of this life or existence in the other
world which are so weighty when put
in the balance. All Revealers of religion have emphasized the importance of facing the results of our
actions here in the continued life of
hereafter. Their system of ethics
has been based upon these more spiritual and everlasting rewards.
WHILE THE events of this life
seem to be much the result of chance,
to the spiritual vision it is evident
and clear that just as exact and terrifying a process of justice is at work
here as on the plane of immortality.
Individuals attract to themselves the
kind of life which is adapted to their
state of spiritual development. If we
have achieved an inner harmony, we
find life harmonious about us; if we
have discovered the secret of joy, life
become.s joyous; if we know the
Source of Power and how to approach It in prayer, power becomes
available to us to meet the needs and
emergencies of life. Thus as we
progress spiritually our life even on

this earthly plane becomes more
heavenly.
And as groups of people, having
achieved such spiritual progress, join
together and work or pray in harmony and love, lo! the Kingdom of
Heaven becomes manifested in their
midst.
ONE OF THE MOST significant
teachings of Baha:u'llah is toward
this end of sublimating life until it
becomes both as regards individuals
and as regards all humanity, heavenly, immortal in degree and in expression,-the Kingdom of Heaven
on earth.
We do not need, therefore, to await
death in order to taste immortality.
On the plane of the spirit we can
rest and perceive such inner and
marvelous realities of things that we
are in fact partaking of two lives,
the one merging and coalescing into
the other.
The Kingdom of Heaven is not
therefore a postponement of perfection till we pass through Death; it is
a condition-a degree of spiritual
perfection which can be achieved
here. May such achievement be the
conscious goal of every enlightened
individual, and ultimately of humanity itself!

"As to the soul of man after death, it remains in the degree of
purity to which it has evolved during life in the physical body, and
after it is freed from the body it remains immersed in the ocean of
God's Mercy.
"In the world of spirit there is no retrogression. The world of
mortality is a world of contradictions, of opposities; motion being
compulsory everything must either go forward or backward. In the
realm of spirit there is no retreat possible; all movement is bound to
be toward a perfect state. 'Progress' is the expression of spirit in
the world of matter."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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IMMORTALITY
FR,QM THE TEACHINGS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
In the revealed writings of 'Abdu'l-Baha there are 0 be found almost limitless teachings on the subject of "Life After Death." We have attempted to select only a few for
the purpose of this compilation.-Editor.

THE DAYS of human existence
are like vanishing shadows. Compared to the world of Reality they
are brought to a close with extraordinary rapidity. From amongst
the world of humanity those who
lead a heedless life are afflicted with
manifest loss, for when the days of
their lives come to a sudden end,
there is no trace, no leaves, no blossom, no fruit. They shall remain in
the lowest degree and no mention is
left behind for them. From the
king to the servant all walk in this
fleeting path and live in this circle
* * *.-(B. S., p. 449)
THE WHOLE PHYSICAL creation i.s perishable. These material
bodies are composed of atoms. When
these atoms begin to separate, decomposition sets in, then comes what we
call death. This Composition of atoms
which constitutes the body or mortal
element of any created being is temporary. When the power of attraction which holds these atoms together
is withdrawn, the body, as such,
ceases to exist.
With the soul it is different. The
soul is not a combination of elements.
It is not composed of many atoms.
It is of one indivisable substance and
is therefore eternal. It is entirely
out of the order of the physical creation. It is immortal. Scientific philosophy has demonstrated that a
simple element ("simple" meaning
not "composed") is indestructible,
eternal. The soul not being a composition of elements is in its nature a
simple element, and therefore cannot
cease to exist. The soul being of that
one indivisible substance can suffer
neither disintegration nor destruction, therefore there is no reason for

its coming to an end.- (Wisdom
Talks in Paris, p. 82.)
KNOW WITH TRUE certainty
that man was not created for the life
of this world as it is mortal and there
is no certainty therein. Is it possible
that this great creation and glorious
being should terminate in mortality?
Is it meet that the result of God's
great creation which is unlimitedthat is, man-should live in this
world a certain number of days with
many difficulties, troubles, without
repose and rest, and then die and end
in mortality? No; verily, by truth,
this is not meet! N ay, rather, this
glorious being and grand creation
was made for the eternal life, spiritual happiness, revelations of the
heart, divine inspiration, heavenly
perfections and virtues of the kingdom.- (Tablet to the Baha'is in
Ithaca, N. Y.)
GOD IN HIS wisdom has created
all things. Nothing has been created
without a special destiny, for every
creature has an innate station of
attainment * * *
What becomes of the soul after its
separation from the body?
The
question concerns that which has a
place and that which is placeless. The
human body is in space; the soul has
no place in space. Space is a quality
of material things and that which is
not material does not partake of
space. The soul, like the intellect, is
an abstraction. Intelligence does not
partake of the quality of space,
though it is related to man's brain.
The intellect resides there, but not
materially. Search in the brain you
will not find the intellect. In the
same way, though the soul is a resi-
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dent of the body, it is not to be found
in the body.
When man dies his relation with
the body ceases. The sun is reflected
in the mirror; the mirror reflects the
light and brilliancy of the sun, but
the sun does not reside in the mirror.
It does not enter nor come out of the
mirror, nevertheless one sees it in the
mirror; so the· soul reflects itself in
the body. If the mirror be broken
the sun does not die. The body is the
temporary mirror; the spiritual soul
suffers no change, n0 more than the
sun does, remainin~' eternally in its
own station. Even as in the world
of dreams when all the physical faculties are in abeyance and the soul
travels in all realms seeing, hearing,
speaking, so when the physical body
decomposes, the soul is not affected.
-(Divine Philosophy, p. 127.)

which the sun shines, the glass is
broken, but the sun still shines. If
a cage containing a bird is destroyed,
the bird is unharmed. If a lamp is
broken, the flame can still burn. The
same thing applies to the spirit of
man. Though death destroys his
body it has no power over his spirit,
which is eternal, everlasting, both
birthless and deathless.- (Wisdom
Talks in Paris, p. 59.)

WHEN THE SOULS of the sincere
depart, then their unreal vision is
changed into a vision of reality. Even
as man, when in the age of babyhood
and imperfection, though he seeth
things, yet is that vision superficial
and external. But when he reacheth
the age of perfection and becometh
endowed with the reasoning faculty
and discrimination and comprehension, then that vision of his is a vision
THOU HAST asked concerning of reality and not of unreality.
It is evident that the divine nearthe spirits of men. They are not at
ness
is an unlimited nearness, be it in
all annihilated; they are immortal.
this
world
or the next one. This is a
The spirits of heavenly souls will find
eternal life-that is, they will attain nearness which is sanctified from the
the highest and most great stations comprehension of the minds. The
of perfection. But the spirits of the more a man seeketh light from the
heedless souls, although they are Sun of Truth, the nearer he will
eternal, yet they are in a world of draw. For instance, a clear body is
imperfection, concealment and igno- near unto the sun, and a black stone
rance. This is a concise answer. Con- is far from the sun. This nearness
template and meditate upon it in dependth upon clearness, purity, and
order that thou mayst comprehend perfection, and that remoteness is
the reality of the mysteries in detail. due to density, dullness, and imperFor instance, no matter how much fection.
As to the question whether the
the mineral has an existence and life
yet in comparison to man it is en- souls will recognize each other In the
tirely non-existent and deprived of spiritual world, this fact is certain,
life. For when man is carried from for the Kingdom is the world of
life to death, his comparative station vision (or sight) where all the con-if he be of the heedless-will be cealed realities will become disclosed.
that of a mineral existence.- (Tab- How much more the well-known souls
will become manifest. The mysteries
lets of 'Abdu'l-Baha, Vol. 3, p. 550.)
of which man is heedless in this
IT IS APPARENT that the soul earthly world those will he discover
has its individuality even as the body in the heavenly world and there will
has its own. But if the body under- he be informed of the secrets of truth.
goes a change, the spirit need not be How much more will he recognize or
touched. When you break a glass on discover persons with whom he hath
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been associated. Undoubtedly the
holy. souls who find a pure eye and
are favored with insight will in the
kingdom of lights be acquainted with
all mysteries and will seek the bounty
of witnessing the reality of every
gl'eat soul. They will even behold the
Beauty of God made manifest and
those of the former and recent times
present in the heavenly assemblage.
-(Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha, Vol. 1,
p. 204.)
BUT REGARDING the progress
of the spirit in the world of the Kingdom after its ascension, it is wholly
beyond space and time, and developments after leaving this body are
spiritual and not terrestrial. It is
like unto the progress of the child
from the world of the foetus to the
world of maturity and intelligence,
from the world of ignorance to the
world of knowledge, from the station
of imperfection to the pinnacle of
perfection. As divine perfections are
infinite, therefore the progress of
the' spirit is limitless.- (Daily Lessons, p. 89.)
THOSE WHO HAVE passed on
through death have a sphere of their
own. It is not removed from'. our.s;
their work, the work of the Kingdom,
is ours. But it is sanctified from
what we call "time and place." Time
with us is measured by the sun. When
there is no more sunrise and no more
sunset that kind of time does not
exist for man. Those who have ascended have different attributes from
those who are still on earth, yet there
is no real separation.- (Wisdom
Talks in London, p. 27.)
THE SPIRITS of the sons of the
Kingdom, after the disintegration of
this body ascend to the world of
eternal existence; but should you ask
the place, know thou that that world
of existence is the world of unity,
but the grades are different. For instance, the mineral existence has a
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grade, but the mineral has no lmow(.edge of the vegetable kingdom. I t the mineral existence~-has no information of a higher realm; nay,
rather, according to appearances it
may deny the higher grade. LikewIse,
vegetable life has no knowkdge of
the animal kingdom. It is entirely
heedless and unconscious of that
kingdom, because the grade of the
animal is higher than that of the vegetable. The vegetable, owing to its
limited environment, is veiled from
knowledge of the animal kingdom and
may deny it, although the animal, the
vegetable and the mineral live in the
world of existence. Likewise the animal cannot comprehend man's faculties of intelligence which generalize:
concerning the universal and discover the mysteries of being, so that
while living in the East he organizes
and founds institutions in the West,
and he reveals hidden things. Though
he abides in Europe he discovers
America; though he dwells upon the
earth he unravels the realities of the
solar system. The animal is entirely
unconscious of, nay, rather, is a denier of this intelligent force which
penetrates into the unknown and
comprehends the general as well as
the particular ideas of this illimitable
universe.
Likewise the people of the world
lack knowledge of the world of the
Kingdom; nay, rather, they deny it.
The center of the Sun of Truth and
of the supreme world is the Divine
Kingdom. Those souls who are purified and sanctified, after the disintegration of this elemental tabernacle,.
hasten to the Divine Realm, and that
realm is in this universe, but the people of this world have no knowledge
of it, just as the mineral and vegetable kingdoms have no knowledge of
the animal and human kingdoms.(Star of the West, Vo!. 14, p. 36.)
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BAHA'I SCIENTIFIC PROOFS OF LIFE
AFTER DEATH
MARTHA L. ROOT
The following is the address of Miss Martha L. Root at the second Bah6/i session
of the Nineteenth Universal Congress of Esperanto, August first, in Danzig, Europe.
-Editor.

"0 Son of the Supreme! Death
have I ordained even as glad-tidings
for thee; wherefore dost thou sorrow? Light have I made to illumine
thee, u,hy veil thyself from it?"
(From the "Hidden Words" of BaM'u'llah.)
THERE is not a question of this
twentieth century which interests
people more, perhaps, than the scientific proofs of life after death. It is
a great privilege, therefore, to present some of the scientific proofs of
immortality from the Baha'i teachings.
Baha'u'llah teaches that the physical body, just as science tells us, is
composed of atoms which through attraction cohere, and thus the body is
formed. But later these atoms disintegrate and we have what is called
destruction or death; but that the
spirit within the body is entirely different. It is not composed of atoms
which cohere and disintegrate; the
spirit is composed of one element, one
substance, therefore it can never disintegrate. The spirit is an effulgence
which shines upon the body as the
sun shines upon the mirror. One can
never point to any part of his body
and say, "The spirit is located here."
The spirit, in its very essence is immortal, and when the spirit within us
is once awakened-and this constitutes what is called in the Bible "being born again"-we become immortal here and now; and when we pass
on, this awakened spirit goes with
full consciousness into the higher

kingdom. It puts off the body as one
would a garment, and it will function
more powerfully without the limitations of the body. 'Abdu'l-Baha
teaches that when the spirit enters
the kingdom of light it puts on a
spiritual body-a celestial bodywhich will never change, and the
spirit continues its progression in the
higher realms.
'Abdu'l-Baha also teaches that
there are many worlds of God. Everything in the physical world has its
counterpart in the spiritual world,
For example, the scientists say that
there are three hundred million
worlds quite as large as this little
earth. If there are three hundred
million physical worlds then there are
also many spiritual worlds, even as
Christ indicated when he taught, "In
my Father's house are many mansions." 'Abdu'l-Baha said that the
spirit, when it enters into the next
kingdom, will come into the presence
of Christ and Baha'u'llah and Buddha
and Moses and all of the Prophets
and all its loved ones, and it will speak
to them of its spiritual journey
through this earth plane.
The whole purpose of being born
into this world is not material happiness or these exterior conditions,
which we think are so important, but
the most scientific truth one can learn
is that the real purpose of life here
is that the spirit, potential in each
soul, may become awakened and
evolve the qualities which it will use
in the higher kingdom. The child
born into the human kingdom comes
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potentially prepared with eyes and
ears and other senses which it has
developed ready to use; in the same
way we spiritually are in the womb
life of the life eternal and the most
scientific knowledge we can ever acquire is to learn how to take on divine qualities, for all that the awakened spirit can carry with it into this
higher kingdom are these God-like
qualities which it has evolved here.
So many times people think of science
as referI'ing only to matel'ial obj ects ;
but divine science, which teaches the
reality of the spirit, is as truly scien··
tific as the discovery of electricity
and radio.
This reality or the spirit is brought
home clearly in a few trenchant sentences which 'Abdu'l-Baha spoke in
one of His addresses in America when
He visited that country in 1912.
"Change and transformation are peculiarities of composition. There is
no change and transformation in the
spirit. In proof of this the body may
become weakened in its members. It
may be dismembered or one of its
members may be incapacitated ,;, * *
Dismember a healthy man, the spirit
is not dismembered. Amputate his
feet, his spirit is there. He may become lame, the spirit is not affected.
The spirit is ever the same; no
change or transformation can you
perceive, and because there is no
change or transformation it is everlasting and permanent."
'Abdu'l-Baha also takes the often
vivid experiences of a being in sleep,
when the body is inert and powerless, and it might be said to all intents and purposes non-existent, as
another and perhaps even stronger
illustration of the persistence and independence of the human spirit. He
says: "Consider man while in the
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state of sleep; it is evident that all
his parts and members are at a standstill, are functionless. His eye does
not see, his ear does not hear, his
feet and hands are motionless, but
nevertheless he does see in the world
of dreams, he does heal', he speaks,
he walks, he may even fly in an aero~
plane. Therefore, it becomes evident
that though the bodY'be dead, yet the
spirit is alive and permanent. Nay,
the perceptions may be keenel' when
man's body is asleep, the flight may
be higher, the hearing may be more
acute; all the functions are there and
yet the body is at a standstill. Hence
it is proof that there is a spirit in
the man, and in this spirit there is
no distinction as to whether the body
be asleep or absolutely dead and dependent. The spirit is not incapacitated by these conditions; it is not
bereft of its perfections."
Some might say: "1 cannot believe
in the spirit because I cannot see it, I
cannot feel it, I cannot know it with
my five senses." But 'Abdu'-Baha
tells us, "If the spirit of man belonged to the elemental existence the eye
could see it, the ear hear it, the hand
touch it. As long as these five senses
cannot perceive it, the proof is un@estioned that it does not belong to
the elemental world and therefore is
beyond death or mortality which are
inseparable from that material realm
of existence."
One fact which material scientists
may not agree with, but which the
Baha'i teachings absolutely prove, is
that "the body does not conduct the
processes of intellection or thought
radiation," and that the power of reason is not shared with the animal
but is peculiar to the human spirit.
I quote the words of 'Abdu'l-Baha:
"The body does not conduct the proc-
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esses of intellection or thought radiation. It is only the medium of the
grossest sensations. This human
body is purely animal in type, and
like the animal, is subj ect only to the
grosser sensibilities. It is utterly bereft of ideation or intellection, utterly
incapable of the processes of reason.
The animal perceives according to its
animal senses. It comprehends not beyond its sense perceptions; * * * but
we know that in the human organism
there is a center of intellection, a
power of intellectual operation which
is the discoverer of the realIties of
things. This power can unravel the
mysteries of phenomena. It can comprehend that which is knowable, not
alone the sensible; All the inventions
are its products, for all these have
been the mysteries of nature ':' * *
all the sciences which we now utilize
are the products of that wondrous
reality. But the animal is deprived
of its operations. The arts we now
enjoy are the expressions of this marvelous reality. The animal is bereft
of them because these conscious realities are peculiar to the human spirit.
"These evidences prove that man
is possessed of two realities, a reality connected with the senses and
which is shared in common with the
animal, and another reality which is
conscious and ideal in character. This
latter is the collective reality and the
1iscoverer of mysteries. That which
discovers the realities of things undoubtedly is not of the elemental sub~tances. It is distinct from them, for
mortality and disintegration are the
properties inherent in compositions
and are referable to things which are
subject to sense perceptions, but the
collective reality in man, not being so
subject,. is the discoverer of things.
Therefore it is real, eternal, and does

not have to undergo change and
transformation."
This proves that the physical brain
is not the discoverer, but is only the
instrument of the human spirit and
that the spirit can carry on its processes of thinking and is not annihilated by the disintegration of the
physical body. It will prove also that
the highest science which one can attain is to learn how to awaken this
human spirit and to teach it to use
the power of the Holy Spirit; thus
the spirit gradually takes on divine
qualities. It develops a brilliant spiritual intuition and it catches glimpses
of cosmic consciousness. When the
spirit, through prayer, meditation
and service, is turned toward the infinite essence of God, through the
power of the Holy Spirit the mysteries of God shine upon the spirit of
the individual as upon a photographic
plate. It is then that genius is born,
that the highest arts and sciences
come into being and the brain is only
the instrument like the camera.
In all the different kingdoms preparation is made for a kingdom still
higher; for example, in the mineral
kingdom the mineral prepares itself
by disintegration, so that the vegetable may reach down and take it up
into this higher kingdom. The vegetable prepares itself by growth and
augmentation so that the animal may
take it up. The Bah:i'i Teachings accept completely the evolutionary principle, including the development of
the human race through the lower
forms of life, but insist that inherently man was mam from the beginning of things and that his evolution,
now at an end so far as bodily forms
are concerned, is to be continued indefinitely, nay, eternally, through the
development of his spirit.
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The Baha'is believe that evolution
was not purposeless. Of what profit
to evolve such a being as man, with
powers and perceptions, as I think
has been clearly shown, so far above
the animal, and then let the process
suddenly stop and leave the work unfinished? No. Evolution will still continue, but it will be the evolution of
the spirit. The process begins with
man on this earthly plane of existence, and with his spirit soaring
above the limitations of earth after
it has been freed from the encumbrance of the body, will continue to
undreamed of perfections in the life
hereafter.
Convinced as we are of this, we
feel that the most important things
of today, looked at even from the
evolutionary, scientific standpoint, are
not the things material, necessary
and imperative as it is to develop
them to the utmost as the strivings
for human comfort and advancement
persist. What is really essential is
the development of the thing that will
last, not the evanescently material,
but the permanently spiritual. And it
is important that we realize that fact
while we are still active and energetic
here, and that we strive to fit ourselves as best we possibly can for the
swifter advancement that we feel lies
within our grasp in the continuation
of our perceptive life on another
plane.
In conclusion a few more of the illuminating teachings of 'Abdu'l-Baha
are quoted which will help us understand this most important subject of
"Life After Death"-the evolution of
the material side of man, his most
important work here and now, and
how he can best prepare himself for
the greater evolution that is to come
when he advances beyond the mate-
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rial bounds and his reality wings its
way into the realm of the eternal:
"Man in the world of existence has
traversed certain degrees until he has
arrived at the world of manhood. In
every degree he has attained the capacity for advancement to the next
degree. While in the mineral kingdom
he was attaining the capacity for promotion into the vegetable kingdom.
In the vegetable kingdom he has received preparation and capacity for
the animal kingdom. He has come
from the vegetable kingdom to the
animal and then on to the human
kingdom."
"In the beginning of his life man
was in the matrix world. In the world
of the matrix he obtained capacity
and preparation for this world. The
forces and pOWers necessary for this
world he attained there. In this world
he needed eyes; he received them potentially in the other. H.e needed
ears; therefore he obtained th€m in
the world of the matrix. All the powers he needed in this world he attained potentially in the world of the
matrix. In the world of the matrix
therefore he was prepared for this
world; so that when he came to this
forces were ready-all his needs for
material sustenance were provided."
"Therefore in this world also he
must prepare himself and get ready
for the life hereafter. That of which
he is in need in the world of the Kingdom he must obtain here. Just as he
prepared himself by acquiring the
forces necessary in this world in the
world of the matrix, so likewise it is
necessary that all needful in the
Kingdom, all the forces of the Kingdom-must be acquired in this
world.
"What is he in need of in the Kingdom after he is transferred from this
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world to the other world? That world
is a world of sanctity; therefore it is
necessary that he acquire sanctity in
this world. In that world there is
need of radiance; therefore radiance
must be acquired in this world. In
that world there is need of spirituality. In this world he must acquire
spirituality. In that world faith and
assurance, the knowledge of God, the
love of God, are needed. These he
must acquire in this world so that
after he ascends from this mortal to
that immortal world he shall find all
that is needful in that life eternal
ready for him.
"It is self-evident that that world
is a world of lights; therefore there
is need for illumination. That world
is a world of love! hence love of God
is needed. That world is a world of
perfections; virtues or perfections
must be acquired. That world is a
world of the breaths of the Holy
Spirit and in this world must they
be acquired. That world is a world
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of the life eternal. In this world
must he acquire it. But how can he?
By what means can he acquire these
things? How is he to obtain these
merciful powers 7"
"First, through the knowledge of
God; second, through the love of
God; third, through faith; fourth,
through philanthropic deeds; fifth,
through self-sacrifice; sixth, through
severance from this \vorldj seventh,
through sanctity and holiness. Unless
he obtain these forces, unless he attain to these requirements, surely he
will be deprived of the life eternal.
But if he attain the knowledge of
God, becomes ignited through thEr
fire of the love of God, witnesses the
great and mighty signs, becomes the
cause of love among mankind and
lives in the utmost state of sanctity
and holiness, surely he shall attain
the second birth, will be baptized
through the Holy Spirit and witness
the life eternal."

"THAT WHICH is born of the spirit is spirit" and is acceptable in the Kingdom of God. This means that just as in the first
birth the foetus comes forth from the matrix of the mother into
the conditions of the human kingdom, even so the spirit of man
must be born out of the matrix of naturalism, out of the baser
nature in order that he may comprehend the great things of the
Kingdom of God. He must be born out of mother earth to find the
life everlasting. And this collective reality or spirit of man, being
born out of the world of nature, possessing the attributes of God,
wiII continue to live forever in the eternal realm."
- ' Abdu'l-Baba.
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IN MAN there is a reality other than this material one which
is called body, and that reality which is other than this physical
one is called the heavenly body of man; and we call that body the
ethereal form which corresponds to this body. It is that reality
which discovers the inner meaning of things; otherwise, this
body of man does not discover anything. That reality grasps the
mysteries of existence. It discovers scientific facts. It discovers
technical points.

It discovers electricity, telegraphy, the tele-

phone, and so on, discovering all the arts-and yet the reality
which makes all these discoveries is other than this body, for,
were it this body, then the animal would likewise be able to make
these scientific and wonderful discoveries, for the animal shares
with man all physical limitations and physical powers.

What

then is that power which discovers the realities of things which
is not to be found in the animal? There is no doubt that it is the
inner reality of man; and that reality comprehends all things,
throws light upon the inner mysteries of existence, discovers the
Kingdom, grasps the mysteries of God, and distinguishes man
from the brute. That reality penetrates the inner core of beings;
and it is evident that man is endowed with that reality and there
is no doubt therein.
This human reality stands betwf:en two grades, between the
world of the animal and the world of Divinity. Were the animal
in man to become predominant, man would become even lower
than the brute.

Where the heavenly powers in man to become

predominant, man would become the most superior being in the
world of existence.
,-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE VISION OF THE PROPHETS
DR. W ALTER B. GUY
"The sa-me merciful God who bes'towed His favors in the past has opened the dOQ1'S
of His kingdom to us. The rays of His sun are shining, the breath of the Holy Spirit is
quickening. The omniscient God still assists and confirms us, iUmnines our hearts,
gladdens our souls."-'Abdu'l-Bahri.
~ll

and seers 8£
PROPHETS
all religions, nations and

ages,
climes,
have told in tongues of flame of the
Great Day that in the fullness of time
should come upon the earth.
That day when sorrow and pain,
disease and death, poverty and despair should be unknown, but joy and
singing, contentment and peace
should be enthroned throughout the
world.
One is amazed at the number and
various sources of these predictions.
We find them stated in ancient religions and in modern cults; in stately
tones of joyous assurance, in sublime
poetry, in religious ecstasies or in the
calm visions of our present-day scientists-all declare the wonder and love
of God, the coming of freedom, peace
and righteousness.
The Orient joins, hands with the
Occident. Zoroastrians, Buddhists,
Hindoos, Muhammadans, of the East;
Christians, Latter Day Saints, Philanthropists, Theosophists of the
West, all await this Day of God.
The Hebrew prophet Isaiah who
taught in Palestine (the land of strife
and turmoil, the gate of the East, the
North and the South) over twentysix years ago, gave utterance to this
prediction in most melodious and
poetical tones.
In the 35th chapter of his book he
describes the past and the future.
"The wilderness and the solitary place
shall be glad; the desert shall rej oice,
and blossom as the rose. The parched
ground shall become a pool and

thirsty land springs of water." And
still more definitely he declares that
a new way to God, to true happiness
and contentment shall appear, "and
a highway shall be there, and a way,
and it shall be called The way of holiness: the unclean shall not pass over
it; but it shall be for those: the wayfaring men, though fools, shall not
err therein." And still more wonderful, this ancient seer describ~s the
place where this highway to righteousness shall appear and become manifest, and even the title of that Great
One who would create and usher into
the world this Great Day. ",;, ,;, ,;, the
glory of Lebanon shall be given unto
it, the excellency of Carmel and Sharon, they shall see the glory of the
Lord, and the excellency of our God."
And still another prophet of Israel
gives us this word: "And I will give
her her vineyards from thence, and
the valley of Achor for a door of hope
* * ';'." (Hosea 2:15.)
To the seeker after truth, these
visions of the seers of long ago, and
their prophecies are intensely interesting, especially so in these modern
times. We now can see that literally,
historically and from a religious viewpoint, these predictions have been actually fulfilled in every particular.
The story of the journey of His
Holiness Baha'u'llah with His family
and followers from Turkey to the
penal colony of 'Akka, their sufferings, privations and long imprisonment, their enforced seclusion behind
prison bars, and the triumphant
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bursting of these limitations and barriers to a universal world platform
and religion-is a miraculous demonstration of the Supreme Power.
The Baha'i Cause is a drawing together of the children of God. Visitors and pilgrims returning from the
town of Haifa, Palestine, tell of this
stupendous truth. How, day by day,
pilgrims from the North and the
South, the East and the "Vest come
in ever-increasing numbers. They
come with shining eyes and eager
faces, with songs on their lips and
joy in their hearts. One sees them
gather from all countries of the Orient; there are Persians, Arabs, Chinese, Hindoos, Singhalese, etc.,
Kurds, Egyptians, Berbers, Negroes
from Africa; and from the Occident
-Americans, English, French and
Germans, Turks and Italians and
many other peoples.
In Haifa, these pilgrims gather to
pray at the shrines of the three won~
derful Prophets. They climb the
Mount of Carmel, the Mountain of
God, and wander throug'h the narrow
and intricate ways of 'Akk:i to view
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the Most Great Prison, to see those
bars of iron which could not keep in
the great message of God to man.
They see too, flowers in the Sharon
Valley where once there was but dry
sand, the irrigated lands and gardens,
beautiful roads once but rocky trails,
flowering orchards, and beautiful
homes, towns and cities springing
into existence.
Truly, even from a material point
of view, the Glory of the Lord is
made manifest. These pilgrims from
every religion of the world drawn
into a joyous recognition of the Love
of God and the unity of man have
truly found that "highway" which
leadeth to heights celestial. And as
they sing their songs of joy, songs of
this Kew Day, one realizes with a
catch and a tug at his heartstrings,
how truly the vision of the prophet
Isaiah is fulfilled, for "the ransomed
of the Lord shall return and come to
Zion with songs and everlasting joy
upon their heads; they shall obtain
joy and gladness and sorrow and
sighing shall 11ee away."

"ALL THE teaching of the Prophets is one; one faith; one
Divine Light shining throughout the world. Now, under the banner
of the oneness of humanity, all people of all creeds should turn away
from prejudice and become friends and believers in all the Prophets.
As Christians believe in Moses, so the Jews should believe in Jesus.
As the Muhammadans believe in Christ and in Moses, so likewise the
Jews and the Christians should believe in lVIuhammad. Then an
disputes ·would disappear, all then would be united. Baha'u'llah came
for this purpose. He has made the three religions one. He has
uplifted the standard of the oneness of faith and the honor of
humanity in the center of the world .. Today we must gather round it,
and try with heart and soul to bring about the union of mankind."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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A group I)f Baha'is from New York and other' neighbo·ring cities gathe1'ed at the "Annual Souvenir Feast of 'Abdu'lBaha," held at the home of Mr'. Roy C. Wilhelrn and his mo.ther at West Englewood, N. J., June 25, 1927, (See opposite page).
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"dred and of one fam,': ; it is in such foundations, hallowed by His Creative Word, that the
very Power and Purpose of His Life
are actually expressed.
Such is the annual meeting continued as a "Souvenir of 'Abdu'l-Baha,"
and founded by Him personally at
West Englewood, New Jersey, in
June, 1912.
Each year on this anniversary, Mr.
Roy C. WiIheIm and his mother lovingly welcome as guests of 'Abdu'I ..
Baha the Baha'is and their friends
from all over the world.
Several hundred gathered on June
twenty-fifth to commemorate the
founding of the Feast and the visit
of 'Abdu'l-Baha fifteen. years ago.
The weather was favorable, so after a picnic lunch in an adj oining
grove, these friends gathered in the

shade of the trees overhanging Evergreen Cabin, to listen to a most interesting group of addresses delivered
by representatives of different races,
nations and creeds. The universal and
inclusive character of the addresses
confirmed the advent of a New Age,
struck as a keynote by Mr. Wilhelm
in his graceful introductory remarks.
Mr. Mountfort Mills, who has so
adequately brought from Haifa after
his long sojourn with Shoghi Effendi
the peace and refreshment of that
unique and potent spot, read the
Words uttered by 'Abdu'l-Baha on
the occasion when that now historic
group first gathered here as His
guests.
This was followed by a vigorous exposition of the Baha'i teachings and
principles set forth by Mr. J ames F.
Morton. Mr. Morton, a scholar, scientist and linguist of note, eloquently
told the story of how the breadth and
sanity of the Message of Baha'u'lIah
had rescued him from atheism and
the cynicism of a materialistic outlook.
Mr. Morton was followed by the
Rev. Richard Bolder, pastor of the
Hal'lem Immanuel Church, who spoke
with the fire and feeling of his gifted
race, on the significance of 'Abdu'lBaha as a racial unifier.
Mrs. Marie B. Moore read from the
Utterances of Baha,'u'llah with interesting illustrations and comments.
She was followed by Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford, who, with the grace and
forcefulness that have endeared her
to two generations of Baha'is, set
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forth the inner meaning of such a
gathering, convened from so many
races, lands and climes.
Dr. H. H. Proctor, Congregational
minister from Brooklyn, gave a stirring account of the work of his colored congregation in building a
church, to be opened in the fall, in
which many sects and denominations
will worship. One of the rooms in this
edifice will be dedicated to 'Abdu'lBaha.
A feature that contribut6;d an element of true loveliness to the meeting was the music furnished by one
of the village choirs. Due to some
inadvertence the organ, which was
to have been delivered by truck to
the Log Cabin, failed to come, so the
church members carried it several
blocks in order to contribute the music for the occasion. The voices
seemed unusually beautiful in the
soft air and lent great charm to the
program.
The feature of outstanding importance at the Souvenir meeting was
the presence of Ruhi Effendi Afnan,
who but a few days before had arrived from Haifa, Palestine. The most
striking characteristics of this pleasing young man are sanity and modesty. Gifted with exceptional clarity
of thought and native penetration, he
brings to the work of the Cause a
true spiritual ardor, that usually does
not accompany the attitude of the
student.
To the average man an ideal is
something wistful, elusive, withdrawn, impractical. To the social benefactor and man of vision the ideal
is not the antithesis of the practical:
the ideal and the practical go hand
in hand; the antithesis of the ideal
is the brutal. The only distinctiolil
between the ideal and the practical
is a difference of tense: the practical

Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler and Rnhi
Effendi Afnan.

is present; the ideal is future. And if
today's ideal does not become the
practice of tomorrow, then it was not
an ideal at all, but a phantasy, a chimera, a vagary. It is with the definite assurance that today's teaching
will become tomorrow's action that
Ruhi Effendi Afnan continually·
speaks of the Cause of Baha'u'lIah.
To his enlightened eyes "the glory of
the coming of the Lord" is already
existent, and the government of
Bah:i'u'lIah
already
established,
through that leap of the mind that
sees the present order of brutality
and chaos replaced by the "healing of
the nations."
In his brief speech he developed a
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Showing the nat~£rc£l auditor'iurn between the "Everg1'een Log Cabin" on the
left and Mr. Wilhelrn's !:tome on the right.
The specdwr is Mr. James F. MOTton.

very interesting theme on the reconciliation of science and religion.
There is always an exuberance in
such Baha'i gatherings. The picnic
supper in the grove was a joyous reunion of old friends and new, a merry
material feast following such a noble
spiritual banquet. It was most gratifying to note a large number of
new Baha'is, inducted into the Cause
during the past year.
At the evening session Mr. Hooper
Ha:rris, of New York, one of the most
impressive and informed speakers in
the Cause, gave a brief survey of
some of the fundamental Baha'i
teachings, followed by Ruhi Effendi
Afnan, who, with his marked lucidity
and restraint, set forth our most important principles.
The memorable day was brought to

a close by a prayer and benediction
from a local minister.
Baha'i meetings continually demonstrate the efficacy of the teachings
of the Founders of the Faith. Particularly is it noticeable in this sacred
spot in West Englewood where the
Divine Exemplar traveled the path
and pointed the way. "You must
know," said 'Abdu'l-Baha, "that God
is compassionate towards all; you
must love all from the utmost depths
of YOUI' heart ':' ':' *. You shall by no
manner of means prefer yourselves
before others. ':' * ':' Let all your
thoughts be turned toward the rej oicing of hearts. ':' * ':' Let each one
amongst you be illumined, be spiritual, be divine, be glorious, be of God,
and be a Baha'i."
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FLYING IN MATERIAL AND SPIRITUAL
ATMOSPHERES
FLORENCE EVEL YN SCHOPFLOCHER
This is the second in a series of travel stories by Mrs. Schopjlocher, the first having
been published in June. Our intrepid, alert and gifted Bah6!i teacher has enormous
capacity for enjoying both "material and spiritual adventures" and herein gives an
amazing and colorful picture of her unusual experiences.-Editor.

THE

Mediterranean has always
held a great fascination for me.
Having very often sailed over that
"tideless sea," I have had many and
varied opportunities for observation,
and like others who possess "eyes
that see," these observations are always accompanied with an enthusiasm which forces one to expression
"whether they will or no." This story
is not about the Miditerranean, however, but just to mention that while
passing through the Bay of Naples
en route to Haifa, Palestine, or the
Far East, I have many times gazed
upon that smoking monster Vesuvius,
towering above "a smiling pastoral
country, dotted with towns and vineyards." My adventure in "flying"
showed me how it is quite another
matter to flyover this great volcano
and look within that opening in the
earth's surface and watch the molten
flame-colored lava bubbling actively
like a great kettle of flames.
Now my "flying" experience is the
only reason for giving you this story.
Let me begin by taking you back to
Green Acre, the summer colony of
the Bahii,'is in Eliot, Maine. While
there last September, I jokingly said
to some friends, "I would like to fly
to India"-having heard much at that
time of the projected plans for this
great undertaking. Soon thereafter I
sailed for England, all the time carrying in my mind this thought of "an
adventure in flying" and cherishing
the hope that my wish would be realized. Later in the winter I traveled

to Spain and Portugal, and when I
left my friend, Miss Martha Root, in
Lisbon, hoping to start on a tour- of
the Canary Islands, there was not
the slightest indication that my
dream cif "flying" would come true. It
is said that if you "hold a thought"
long enough, it's bound to be translated into the world of action. This
doctrine mayor may not be true, but
I do know that I am no longer singing, "I Wonder if Dreams Come
True," but instead, "I know That
Dreams Come True."
Imagine my surprise one morning
when I was in "Cook's office" asking
for a seat in an aeroplane for Paris,
thence steamer accommodations to
Haifa, Palestine, en route to India,
my destination, to be informed that
an aeroplane carrying three pilots,
one radio operator and a mechanic,
would leave the following Monday,
and by paying approximately the
same transportation fare as by
steamer, I could "take plane" as far
as Egypt. The opportunity had come
and it did not take me long to make
my decision. Radiantly happy was I
on that following Monday morning
when I found myself comfortably settled, "flying" the first part of my
journey. The plane ascended over
Croydon, headed straight for the
channel, and descended at Dijon for
lunch. Immediately thereafter we
hopped off for Marseille, flying at
about an average of one hundred and
twenty miles an hour, leaving the
fast express train from Paris crawl-
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ing along the ground. Sometimes we
traveled at an altitude of six thousand feet, and in five hours arrived
at Marseilles in time for tea. That
night we stayed at a French hotel at
the aerodrome. At dawn the next
morning we departed for Pisa; daylight crept over the mountain range
behind us and we flew into the rising
sun, with snow-capped Mount Remo
on the left and the Mediterranean on
the right. One moment we looked
down at Cannes, and ten minutes
later we were passing over famous
Monte Carlo. During this part of the
journey we flew as high as eight thousand feet, and descended near the
leaning Tower of Pisa. We lunched
with the Italian air force, and had
long discussions regarding airways
eventually being used for peace instead of war.
To flyover Rome is perhaps one
of the thrills of a lifetime. The great
Coliseum and other landmarks of this
ancient and historic city, as viewed
from high up in the air, beggars description. An Egyptian prince and a
Reuter correspondent, "last minute"
passengers in this plane, were as entranced with the panorama spread out
before us as we were. We all rushed
across the large "H 66" Hercules,
opened the windows and thrilled
with interest. We then learned
from Great Britain's finest pilot,
Capt. Raymond Hinchliffe, that the
plane remains level until released, so
that it was not necessary for us to
keep our seats. You will be interested
to know that I used my typewriter in
midair, and once played the small
Peter Pan gramophone, Gounod's Ave
Maria was not difficult to hear with
the three great engmes purring
evenly.
After circling Vesuvius twice we
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flew through the Straits of Messina
to Catania, Sicily, and over many
beautiful vineyards. After lunching
in Sicily with the air force, we headed for the open sea, the little jeweled
towns rapidly disappeared from sight.
We flew straight to Malta, and landed
one hour and thirty minutes later in
Valetta, having been escorted part of
the way by two hydroplanes that
came to welcome us. We had no hydroplane or other seafaring facilities
on our De Havaland Hercules.
Homs, Africa, was our next landing
place, and this is a station in the Italian Libyan desert, where we were
supplied with more petrol. Not a single sea craft came into view as we flew
serenely on toward Africa, and after
two hours and fifteen minutes flying
through a sunny sky we saw Homs.
There was much excitement among
the Arabs at this station while they
were filling the g-reat tanks with the
petrol which they strained through
huge chamois skins. We lunched on
board our plane, a few supplies having been taken along with us from
Malta early that morning. Then we
were off again, but this time over the
sandy desert, and-the savage Senussi tribes who had murdered in cold
blood over one hundred Italian officers
and soldiers during the past year!
We only flew low enough to be out
of gun range. These tribes assembled
in almost the twinkling of an eye,
running toward a central meeting
place; chickens, sheep, camels, and,
Sennusi on great horses dashing
about with their burnous flying in
the wind. We watched the leveling of
guns in our direction and ascended
high in the air, racing at about one
hundred and forty miles an hour. The
Sennusi were very attractive with
white lcafirs and red burnous as they
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Landing at Bengrhzi, A/1"icrh, in the Libyan desert.

frantically rode about fearful evidently lest our great flying monster
might descend and destroy them.
Sollum, Africa, was our next landing place, and from there we traveled
on to Bengazi, where to my utter surprise appeared the British consul, Mr.
Palmer, who formerly was consul at
Damascus and who had taken me on
his famous exploration trip across the
Syrian desert to Baghdad. This trip
opened the motor route known today
as the Nairn Motor Service. It was
through Mr. Palm er, also, that I first
met King Feisal and the High Commissioner, Sir Perry and his wife,
Lady Cox, in Baghdad, who loaned
me their private railway car to visit
Babylon. That was in 1924. (I have
digressed
somewhat,
but such
thoughts from the storehouse of my
memory seem to' come forth for expression; however, no harm is done
in acquainting you with this bit of
history.) To return to Bengazi: After
the Italian Governor and Consul Pa]mer had given us two receptions, we

Mrs. Schopfioche1' fourth f1'om right.

flew straight for the great Pyramids
and into Heliopolis, Egypt, landing at
the aerodrome near Cairo.
And thus ended the greatest of my
material adventures: unique, fascinating, thrilling, inspiring. If it is difficult to convey to you my full impression of this material adventure,
how much more difficult will it be to
express those fine inner feelings
which accompany a spiritual adventure. But many there be who will
comprehend all that cannot be conveyed in words.
II
MY SPIRIT"GAL ADVENTURE

There are adventures and adventures to be experienced in Persia, this
land of great antiquity; but rarer
than all is that spiritual adventure or
experience which happens perhaps
but once in the lifetime of the average individual.
Shiraz, the city with much sublime and sacred history and a mysti-
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cal past, was like a magnet, attracting me until I could no longer resist
the call to visit that loved Baha'i center. I longed to see the house in
which the Bab was born and where,
later, He declared Himself as the Herald of "Him Whom God would manifest" -the Herald of that New Revelator Who was to speak with divine
authority and unite the world. Many
were the thoughts also of the faithful and loyal disciples of the Bab,
many of whom gave up their lives
joyfully in His path. How these
thoughts lured me on until at last
here I am in the midst of this enthralling spiritual atmosphere, my
hopes realized.
While I was sitting cross-legged on
the inimitable carpets of Kerman and
Shiraz, in spiritual surroundings I
cannot describe (but one feels all the
time that peace and power beyond
anything human)-I could not help
but contemplate on those early Christians in the catacombs of Rome and
its Appian Way; for had we not
passed through a somewhat similar
experience this very night on our way
to, visit the hallowed spot where the
first glimmer of the Light of the New
Day flickered forth eighty-four years
ago! Had we not passed through dismally lighted thoroughfares, hazardous alleys, walking one behind the
other, fearful lest we attract the fanatics surging through these narrow
streets in the darkness of the night!
Many tourists ask to be taken to
this sanctified place, but only the few
are admitted to the actual building.
Attacks must be prevented from the
fanatics who every now and then
arise to try and stamp out the teachings and annihilate the Baha'is.
I am wondering what Gertrude
Emerson will write about her visit to
Shiraz when she returns to America.
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It will be interesting to read the impression of a non-Baha'i who has visited the outer portal of the "House
of Inspiration" as the house where
the Bab was born is called. Its fragrance is indescribable and its spiritual meanings cannot be conveyed by
word.
Centuries ago a Persian poet called
"The Moolah of Rumm" wrote this
poem about Shiraz:
"Tell me gentle traveller, thou,
Who has wandered far and wide,
Seen the sweetest roses blow
And the brightest rivers glide,
Say, of all thine eyes have seen,
Which the fairest land hath been?
Tis, where those we love abide:
And that little spot is blest
Which the loved one's foot hath
presto
Though it be a fairy space,
Wide and spreading in the place;
Though 'twere but a barren mound,
'Twould become enchanted ground."
Yesterday I visited, outside the city,
the tombs of Hafiz and Sadi, the
great poets. Very uninteresting sites
for those of such distinction. The
city of Shiraz is unique, quite different from other cities in Persia. Sir
Gore Ouseley has written"I find no land can ever vie
With bright Shiraz in purity;
And blest forever be the spot
Which makes all other climes forgot!"
Every city in Persia has thousands
of Baha'is with one common purpose,
bound together by that "Love which
passeth all understanding," and
whose motto is "Unity in Diversity."
How often have I been greeted by
that musical salutation so familiar to
Baha'is all over the world, "Allah-uAbha," yet unknown and meaning-
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less to those who have not yet entered the tent of unity and accepted
the New Revelation.
Many intelligent people inquired of
me whether this Baha'fs Revelation
is an offshoot of Islam. If this were
so then Christianity would be an offshoot of Judaism as Christ was a Jew
and J udaism the religion prevailing
at that time. Few scholars of the
Western world realize the thread
running through the succession of
the "Manifestations of God" Who
have visited the world from time to
time. Even though Muhammad may
have been a Messenger exclusively
for the Arabs, yet surely He was an
inspired Messenger of God, and it is
logical to believe that Muhammad being the last of God's Messengers, this
branch of the Prophetic tree should
produce the next Great World
Teacher, and that undoubetdly Baha'·,
u'llah is the Revelator of this Day.
Those who study the conditions and
the times connected with the advent
of these various spiritual, Revealers,
cannot fail to link the underlying
keynotes of one and all.

Here I am in delightful Isfahan,
the ancient capitol, possessor of Persia's most famous thoroughfare called the "Street of Four Gardens." Incidentally I might tell you that the
melons here are deliciously full of
flavor; but the pomgranites of Shiraz
still cloy my imagination as I remember the trail of pips left behind all
the way as we traveled by motor.
There are many other good things in
this old city of some one hundred
thousand population.
I was welcomed by hosts of Baha'is

with that remarkable understanding
known to all. The women are straining at the leash, looking with longing
eyes towards the West for help that
is slowly on its way. Visible signs
were seen in Syrian Tripoli where I
witnessed the emancipation of the
first Muslim woman east of Constantinople. The flame is spreading eastward and before long will reach Irak
and Persia. It was thrilling to visit
the Shah's former palace and the
large reception room with its restored
paintings of Manucher Khan, then
Governor of 1sfahan, who befriended
the Bab and secluded Him in the famous "Tower of Forty Pillars." My
escorts were of the highest military
rank and of the oldest families of 1sfahan. The Baha'fs of this city are
scholarly and cultured men; and the
women are studying more and more
and longing for the establishment of
that complete equality between men
and women which the Baha'f Revelation teaches.
This city boasts the only manufacturing plant in all Persia.

Abadeh is a very oriental city of
about 50,000; most of the leading men
of the city are Baha'is, also those in
the highest military circles and those
holding municipal or government
posts. Therefore we have an active
progressive Baha'f community. The
women are a little more advanced
than most other cities in the East,
and many of their sons and daughters
have gone to the American College at
Beirut. Syria, to study medicine and
other professions.
(To be continued.)
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CREATION AS IT APPEARS TODAY
DR. ORROL L. HARPER

history we find
T HROUGHOUT
human beings trying to solve the
problems of the universe. Whenever
man, having leisure for abstract
thinking, has set himself to the task
of thought research, he has striven
to get at the deeper meanings of
phenomena, to penetrate the mysteries of life. In the light of this age of
universal concepts what does creation appear to be?
Creation has two aspects, an outer
and an inner, a seen and an unseen.
Outwardly creation is an effect that
consists of the formation and disintegration of objects, through the
union and separation of evolving
elements.
The inner aspect of creation is the
unseen life force that produces all
activity of the elements. It is the
unseen, animating cause of the outer
creation.
Nature is that reality which in appearance consists of life and death,
or the composition and decomposition of all things.
Creation is the arena in which the
Will of the Creator operates to bring
into visible identity the hidden Essence of His Perfections.
"But," the materialist objects,
"there is no creator of this universe
except nature herself. Every objective phenomenon is composed of eleNatural law
operates
ments.
throughout nature to produce all
things. Nature creates herself."
"Quite true," agrees the philosopher, "natural law operates continuously to form nature; but from
whence comes that law? What is the
source of nature and her law?"
There can be imagined only three
possible causes for composition-accidental, involuntary, or voluntary.
If we believe the cause of creation
to be accidental we are illogical, because we believe in an effect without
a cause. Creation is an end-product,

a result, an effect. There must be a
cause for that effect.
Every effect is the sign of a cause.
Nothing exists without a cause. A
house is a sign of the carpenter who
built the house. A loaf of bread is
a token of the breadmaker. Every
picture gives evidence of the artist
who painted it. Every book is a
proof of the writer of the book.
Creation is an effect, there must be a
cause for that effect.
If there is a cause for creation,
composition is not accidental.
2. If we say that the composition
of elements to form objects is involuntary, we are affirming that it is
absolutely necessary for those ele~
rnents to unite due to their inherent
qualities or nature-that is, each element has a "uniting quality" that
compels it to unite with other elements.
It would be a quality of each element in the .same way that heat is a
quality of fire, or light is a quality of
the sunlight. If the sun had no light
it would not be the sun. If fire had
no heat it would not be fire. So if
"'uniting with other elements" was a
necessary quality of each element
there would be no such thing as decomposition, there would be continuous union--:£or the essential property of a thing cannot be separated
from it.
But we observe that decomposition
does exist. Everything that is composed of elements is ultimately decomposed or disintegrated; its elements separate, and the object that
they had united to compose disappears or dies.
Thus it is proved that involuntary
composition cannot be the cause of
creation.
Only the third type of composition
remains, and that is voluntary. By
exclusion, we have proved the cause
of creation to be voluntary.
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Voluntary action springs only from
will. Man is the chief part of creation that has will; .but man cannot
create himself. Experimentors have
made many attempts in that direction, but the combination and balance
of elements, the secret of life is always lacking. The logical conclusion
is that the Creator of this universe
has Voluntary Will that is superior
to the will of man.
We have proved then that an Unseen Power that might be described
as the Ancient Power causes· these
elements to come together, every composition giving rise to a distinct
formation.
Man, the highest of the created
forms, has proved to himself, by
logical deductions, that he as a part
of this great universe has a Creator.
Creation is an effect produced by a
Cause superior to any part or all
parts of itself. Creation is the surrounded, the comprehended. The
Cause of creation is the Surrounder,
the Comprehender.
Some people
name that Primal Cause of creation,
"God."
God is a Divine Sun from which
emanate.s all life. It is the emanation of life from this Unknown Essence of a Superior Intelligence that
constitutes the inner aspect of creation and produces all activity of the
elements.
The next natural query is, "What
is the purpose of creation? Why
does this process of composition and
decomposition, this life and death
continuously take place?"
Again we must depend on observation and deduce logical conclusions.
Science has proved that nothing is
lost in creation-i. e., the simple elements, as elements, are indestructible,
and are constantly evolving. In this
sense "simple" means not composed.
Any composed object must of necessity be decomposed.
Let US study the world from an
analytical standpoint. We observe
four kingdoms of nature,-the min-

eral, the vegetable,. the animal and
the human. Throughout these kingdoms the process of composition and
decomposition, of life and death, is
ever at work.
The rose in all its beauty lives but
to wither and die; but the elements
that became a part of that rose continue to live. Each element carries
with it the impress of that rose experience. All the perfections of the
rose continue to live in every simple
element that composed it. E~ach element has gained a little more refinement, has attained to a little more of
the beauty of life through its rose
experience.
Observation reveals a world of
evolving elements that cannot be annihilated. "The changes we observe
throughout nature are but transformative modifications in the composition of the essence."
The elements begin their journey
in .the mineral knigdom, where the
most limited degree of life is to be
found.
Their journey continues
through the higher kingdoms of nature,-after the mineral the vegeta.
ble, next the animal, and lastly the
human. Each succeeding experience
permits of a more complete expression of life.
Each single primordial element
passes through the grades of existence, always expressing its inherent
and peculiar virtue in a greater and
fuller degree. For example, let us
follow one simple element on its
journey through the four kingdoms
of nature. For convenience we will
call that element "X."
Please take notice ! We are going
to outline the journey of the smallest,
indivisible particle of matter. We
will name that simple element X.
In the mineral kingdom we find X
united with other elements to form
a rock. Here X is expressing the
virtue of cohesion, or the power of
union with other elements to form
an object, a rock. The elements have
been drawn together by the law of
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"like seeks like and finds affinity with
its own kind." After a period of time
has elapsed the rock disintegrates
and the elements that compose it are
free to unite with other elements in
the formation of· other mineral substanCes. When decomposition of the
rock takes place, X dies to the form
of the rock and become.s ready for a
new mineral experience. At one
time X unites with elements to form
a piece of coal-at another time a
nugget of gold, and at still a later
time X unites with other elements
to form a diamond. Each new experience is begun through the process of composition and ended through
the process of decomposition. The
selection of elements that compose
the objects is always governed by the
law of "like seek'S like and finds affinity with its own kind." By the
time X has completed its experiences
in the mineral kingdom its inherent
perfections have unfolded until it is
ready to manifest the added power of
growth that has been latent within it.
X now enters the vegetable kingdom. It unites with other elements,
which have evolved to the same degree, to express the lowest form of
vegetable life. At one time X becomes a part of a seed. After the
seed has been planted in the earth
and watered, it throws off its old
seed-coating, before it gives forth the
sprouts of a new plant. X has died
to the form of a seed, and found new
life in the form of a plant. Through
the process of composition and decomposition, X passes through myriad forms of the vegetable kingdom
until it attains the capacity of manifesting the five senses of the animal
kingdom that lie latent within it.
These are the powers of sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell.
In the vegetable kingdom X unites
with other elements, which have advanced to the same stage of evolution,
to form the body of a lion,-at
another time it assists in the composition of the body of a lamb. Through
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the process of composition and decomposition X passes through countless animal forms. After its experiences in the animal kingdom are complete and perfected, X has attained
the possibility of union with elements that compose the human form.
Here We find X approaching the
apex of creation. In the human
kingdom X not only manifests the
power of attraction or cohesion
shown in the animal kingdom, plus
the power of growth first seen in the
vegetable kingdom, plus the five
senses, taste, touch, smell, hearing
and sight belonging to the animal
kingdom, but X now associates with
elements that show forth the added
ability to give expression to the
powers of the intellect-the power of
ooservation, imagination, thought,
comprehension and memory.
Do not misunderstand me to say
that the human reality, the soul of
man has evolved from the animal to
the human kingdom. That is not
true. Man was always a man, a distinct specie, from the beginning of
his existence. The thing that we
have traced from the mineral,
through the vegetable, and including
animal life also, is one of the, simple,
indestructible elements of which
man's physical body is composed.
What is true concerning one element
is true concerning all elements that
make up the physical body of man.
In the human kingdom when death
takes place, the elements that composed the body return to their original, simple state,-"Dust to dust
and ashes to ashes." Every experience in a human form awakens in
each element; that becomes a part
of that body, a new capacity for expressing life.
As X dies to the intelligence of one
human being through the death and
decomposition of the body, it is ready
to unite with other elements to form
another human temple fitted to express greater intelligence and a
higher and more refined aspect of
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life. Throughout the human kingdom the evolution of X is steadily
progressive. X partakes of the life
experience of endless forms of humanity, ever adding a new phase to
its fund of knowledge.
Finally
"when the ever-widening circle of
man's knowledge has reached the
spiritual world, a Manifestation of
God is sent to mirror forth His
Splendor."
X has united with other elements,
that have evolved to a similar stage
of perfection as itself, attracted by
the law of "like seeks like and finds
affinity with its own kind." A perfected human temple is born, composed of elements that act as diamonds in the human kingdom.
A flawless diamond, perfectly cut,
has no color of itself, but by its very
lack of color is able to catch and reflect all the colors of the sunlight.
Capacity is a magnet that attracts
its own supply. Through the evolution of simple primordial elements,
through the vehicle of natural law,
the Supreme Intelligence responsible
for this creation, has brought into
being a diamond of the human kingdom-a highly refined human body,
prepared to act as an instrument of
expression for all perfections possible of identification at that partic-

ular period of creational experience.
The elements that make up that
evolved human temple have unfolded
the capacity for attracting and reflecting an ideal expression of human
life.
A true Man, "imbued with the attributes of the Merciful," expressing
"the image and likeness of God" lives
on the earth, and uses this sentitive
human instrument to carry to all
created beings a message concerning
the truth of life, which the capacity
and need of the people of the age has
attracted. A Spiritual Being, a great
World Teacher renews the Springtime of Divine Revelation, founds
again the Civilization Spiritual, and
radiates to all mankind His Knowledge of All Life.
The purpose of all evolution
throughout nature, the purpose of
composition and decomposition, of
life and death, is to ever increase
capacity, make possible an expression
of fuller and more perfect life. "Life
radiates throughout all creation according to the degree of receptivity."
Creation as it appears today is the
arena in which the Will of the Creator operates to bring into visible
identity the hidden essence of His
P prfections.

AMITY AT GREEN ACRE
LOUIS G. GREGORY

" MITY at Green Acre*! Certainly
no innovation this.
All the
traditions of this favored spot during the years have upheld this divine
principle in its application to various peoples. Servants of human welfare in shining array have demonstrated in beautiful Green Acre those
ideals which inspire all clasises to
mutual understanding and good will,
yet a conference held here on July
* Green Acre is the Baha'i summer colony at Eliot,
:Maine.

22-23 last, whose specific purpose was
the promotion of amity and accord
between the white and colored races
of America, revealed to those who
attended a new sense of the power of
human unity and a joy in service beyond one's dreams. The problem of
race relations in our\ national life
has been complex and long. But that
task which is the most difficult, humanly considered, when under the
urge of a Divine Command, does it
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not afford the best play for those Unseen Forces which make victory certain?
Workers who in variety
rounded the circle of humanity, in
this latest effort joined hands, their
hearts mellowed by a spirit that was
regnant and supreme.
Mr. William H. Randall, opening
the conferences, extended warm and
cordial greetings to all, with a reminder that Green Acre has ever
stood for universal thoughts. Even
as all the Prophets of God have loved
mountains, so must the thoughts of
men now attain new spiritual heights.
Such gatherings as these embody that
divine principle of human oneness
around which the thoughts of all men
must revolve before humanity can
discover its own reality.
The progressive movement among
the clergy, striving zealously to wed
religion to life and to harness up the
ideal power to bear human burdens,
had three exponents in Rev. John R.
Custis, pastor of the only colored
church in New Hampshire, who
rrayed that the spirit of amity might
spread throughout the world; Rev.
Dr. Samuel McComb, one of the
founders of the Emanuel Movement,
'h: with moving eloquence explained
the Christian ideal of brotherhood,
excoriating those forces which work
inwardly and outwardly for strife;
and Rev. William Safford J ones, the
well-beloved Unitarian, pastor of an
old and wealthy church, whose friendliness toward the humble and weak
is a sign of the sacr'ed ji1"e which consumes all veils.
Among the features appeared Mr.
Devere AlIen, editor of "The World
Tomorrow," a progressive white man
who spoke on "The New White Man,"
and Mr. Leslie Pinckney Hill, a progressive colored man who spoke on
"The New Negro." Although neither
speaker, perforce the pressure of toil
and many engagements, could hear
the address of the other, yet they
seemed moved by a common impulse
and purpose as each in his way,
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clearly, eloquently and unmistakably,
demonstrated the appearance in his
own group of a new humanity entirely free from the dross of envy,
hatred and prejudices.
Mrs. Eleanor Trent Wallace read
the Negro National Anthem with an
emotional power that thrilled. This
noble poem, written by Mr. James
Welden J ohnson, is .so broad in its
idealism as to describe the upward
struggle of any race, class or nation
of earth.
Three exceptionally fine artists,
Mesdames Dorothy Richardson and
Ethel Hardy Smith and Miss Dorothy
Wood, generous with their talents,
supplied all the music of the conferences, singing Negro spirituals
and songs of jubilee that delighted
their hearers beyond praise. These
friends were asked to give their
talents to amity, and happy was their
response.
Were you there when Mr. Alfred
E. Lunt introduced Mr. Leslie Pinckney Hill? What a scene was this!
Two stalwart sons of America, the
one white, the other black, as the
world describes faces, stood arm in
arm, united by a tie which had held
them a quarter of a century from the
time when together they studied at
Harvard University. As they stood
there together, the background of
each was significant of the linking
together of two elements in American life. There stood the New Englander whose ancestors, voluntary
exiles from Europe, conquered a
bleak and wild country, transplanted
a civilization, became pioneers in
education and with high moral purpose and with Bible and blue back
speller, enkindled the torch of learning among the colored freedmen of
the South. In Leslie Pinckney Hill
one could see typified the colored
race, profiting by its freedom and the
encouragment of its friends, breaking the bonds of ignorance and climbing the heights of knowledge, discovering so quickly its latent powers
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as to make common cause in. a short
time-"With the heirs of all the ages
in the foremost march of time."
When each had spoken, however,
there was a larger significance and
a deeper thrill. Due to their common
faith in BaM:u'llah which each expressed in his own, way, their friendship was more than per.sonal, more
than sectional; it was beautifully
emblematic of a bond which unites
the human family when conscious ot
God. So the black man with the
grasp of a statesman and the vision
of a seer, could present a survey of
the world with no trace of bitterness,
commending his own group to a program of high hopefulness through his
faith in the eternal verities; and his
friend, presiding at the final session
and summing up the conferences,
with scientIfic data and spiritual insight could prove the futility of all
barriers erected by the ignorance and
sup€rstitions of men, could inspire
divine exaltation and awaken in those
present a sweet spirit which hovered
like a benediction over all.
The message of the Mysterious
East was brought to these conferences
by four servants of God. Mrs. A. S.
Parsons, chairman of the National
Inter-racial Amity Committee, read
the instructions of 'Abu'l-Baha for
the first Amity Convention held in
America. It was the Creative Word
which stirs into action the realities
of all that is. Ruhi Effendi Afnan,
scion of the noblest family of earth,
mingled in joyfulness with the people
of all races and in his formal address
drew a striking picture of the entire
lack of racial· consciousness among
people in the Orient Who were
awakened and taught human solidarity by the Holy Ones of God.
Mesdames Edwina Powell and S. E.
J. Oglesby, recently returned from
their pilgrimages to Haifa, Palestine,
and bearing, as it were, sacred scrolls
of divine wisdom, explained the danger to all humanity which lurks in
discord and entered strong pleas for

effective action in the unity of all
races.
The awakening of youth had a witness in Mis.s Mary Maxwell, who presided at this session, introducing the
speakers with language rich in charm
and relating her own experiences in
applying the BaM:i law of amity to
a group of colored youth in her native
city and the happy results that followed.
No record of amity would be complete without reference to the
splendid services of our great
teacher, Mr. Albert Vail, whose
gentle spirit, tactful yet courageous
approach, radiant smile and soulful
eloquence are so effective in broadening the horizons of people and advancing the Kingdom of God. Mr.
Vail at this time gave a "New Vision
of Human Oneness" and added a new
record to human service.
Of the round table conference on
race relations, a new feature of amity
conventions, what shall we say? As
an arm of service it was very strong
and has doubtless come to stay. The
talks were all bright, clever, had the
merit of brevity and were valued
aids in the spiritual wisdom for
teaching. Prof. Carter Troop, ever
a popular figure at Green Acre, in
his jovial and witty mood, related a
number of interesting experiences of
his contacts with members of the
colored race, whom he held in high
esteem.
Messrs. M. C. Oglesby,
Samuel Green, Phi lip Marangella,
Mrs. Grace Ober and Dr. Edna McKinney followed in turn, each contributing some gem of reaIity to the
diadem of consultation.
It was
noticeable that each speaker appeared to make his auditors happy.
Ruhi Effendi Afnan gave a parting
word, expressing both wonder and
delight in what he had seen and
heard.
It is certain that amity at Green
Acre has attained a new reach and
power and this makes happy faces
and radiant hearts.
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"Baha'u'lhih has said two steps are necessary for human development: material and divine education. * * * Divine education is the
sum total of all development. It is the safeguard of humanity."
'Abdu'l-Baha.
WE LIVE IN a new day. This is
as true of education as it is of religion, science, and mechanical progress. A new theory and technique
of education is rapidly developing,
which makes the child rather than
the curriculum the cent er of attention. The progressive educator today sees and treats the child as a
spiritual unity, not an intellectual
machine. Not only are the physical,
emotional, social and spiritual qualities developed pari passu with the
intellectual, but in every act of the
child unity, sincerity, is permitted
and encouraged.
What does unity mean as applied
to the activity of the child? It
means that kind of activity which is
an expression of the child's own desire and inner nature. When a child
performs a task simply because this
is required of it by the adult world,
it performs this task with divided
interest, with a split psyche. This
division between the child's own
natural and legitimate interests and
the seeming interests of the adult
world around it Often produces consequences that are valueless or even
injurious.
Such a compulsory and arbitrary
system of education is comparable
to the attempt to develop moral
character by compulsion. Even God
does not attempt to develop man's
soul by such means. It is only as we
freely and voluntarily meet and
adapt ourselves to circumstances that
we develop character. There must

be the same unfolding from within
on the part of the child. The progressive educator has sufficient faith
in the child to allow it and aid it to
unfold in its own natural way.
It is not true that the child is
naturally lazy and indifferent to
knowledge. On the contrary, the
child has the same germinating
power of the intellect as it has of the
soul. It instinctively seeks to develop, to grow, to express its mental
powers, to reach out for and acquire
knowledge, to develop skills, to initiate and create. The new type of
education gives freedom for this
native- and God-given force to evolve
according to its own laws, aiding it,
helping it when necessary much as a
gardener helps the plant to arrive at
its highest station of fruition.
The results of such an educational
system are amazing. Joyousness,
sincerity, intellectual eagerness, creative powers, are some of its fruits
for the child. Thus, -as the child develops and unfolds in such a favorable atmosphere, under the guidance
and protection of the ideal teacher,
we see what appears to be a new
race evolving. The old self-consciousness, priggishness, puerility, artificial adoption of adult behavior before adult motives and powers are
arrived at-all these vanish, and the
child appears and stands out as
itself, as that naive, creative force
of which Christ spoke when He said,
HA little child shall lead them."
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WHILE THE child has within it
the potentiality of arriving at a high
spiritual station, and an innocence
and charm due to its lack of experience with evil, it is not to be
thought that left to itself it will
naturally evolve into beauty and
strength of character. 'Abdu'l-Baha
shows us very clearly the need of
moral and spiritual training for the
child. Mere intellectual culture is
by no means sufficient. In order that
the child shall develop into the
stature of perfect manhood as we
understand manhood to be in its
true essence, there must be a spiritual force working within to aid the
germinating of those qualities by
which perfect man must be characterized.
According to the teachings of
Baha'u'llah, the real station of man
is a lofty one, not attained by mere
birth into the human world and haphazard maturing. "Verily," He S(LYS,
"M (Ln is not c(LUed man until he be
imbued 'With the (Lttributes of the
Merciful. He is not man because of
'Wealth and adornment, lea1"ning and
refinement." To develop these divine
qualities in the child is the first duty
of the educator.
Unfortunately in democratic America diversity of religions prevents
spiritual instruction and training in
the public schools. This is a lamentable condition. It means that by far
the most important element of education is being omitted. What will
be the result of the maturing of a
generation of children without spiritual guidance?
It is hard enough for man by
spiritual aid to overcome those grave
faults belonging to the animal side
of his nature which express themselves in selfishness, aggression, exploitation, crime. With no spiritual
training it is to be feared that evolving generations will grow more and
more lawless and immoral. Such a
condition is even now appearing.

The following analysis by a noted
psychologist, of the hectic and immoral pleasure-seeking, the nervous
breakdowns, the suicides, the wave
of crime characterizing so much of
the life of today is well worth reading and pondering over.
"WHAT ARE THE caUSes of
crime ?" asks Prof. William McDougall in the April (1927) Forum.
"The causes of crime are obvious
enough. They are the natural impulses of the human heart, common
to men of all times and all places:
such impulses as greed, anger, lust,
jealousy, envy, revenge. * * * The
essential condition of the rising tide
of crime in America is the progressive 'Weakening of the influence of
tradition and of the community
opinion 'Which gives the mor(Ll tmdition its hold on men.
"A rising tide of neurosis [nervous
disorders] has run parallel with the
rising tide of crime. * * * Neurosis
in all its forms is the consequence of
moral conflict; it expresses a lack
of harmony and integration of the
forces of character, the impulses of
the human heart.
"N othing tends so strongly to promote harmony and integration of
character as a clear-cut moral tradi-,
tion brought to bear on each man
with all the force of unanimous community sentiment and unquestioned
community sanctions. Under such
conditions each man knows what is
right and what is worong (or believes
he does) and acts accordingly.
"But where traditions are diverse
and weakened * * * men are thrown
back on themselves and are perpetually called upon to make moral decisions; and in the absence of clear'
guid(Lnce and sanction from community opinion, this is too great a
task for most of us. The decisions
are never made; and in the moral
sense such men live from hand to
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mouth. Thus they become the seat
of unresolved moral conflicts.
"In this modern age we no longer
grow up under some one well-defined
moral system supported by the authority of unquestioned religion.
* * * In such a world crime and
divorce increase alarmingly, children
grow scarce, the family disintegrates,
and young men ask, Is life worth
living ?"
CAN ANYTHING short of a universal religion solve this grave problem? According to this scientist of
the mind and soul just quoted "nothing tends so strongly to promote integration of character as a clear-cut
raoral tradition brought to bear on
each man with all the force of unaninwus community sentiment and
unquestioned community sanctions."
Where, we ask, can there be found
a clear-cut moral tradition, a unanimous community sentiment, and
unquestioned community sanctions,
except in a common, universal religion under whose aegis shall grow
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up a definite moral code having all
that binding force which comes from
a belief in the Divine Source and
Divine Law?
"In this modern age," Professor
McDougall goes on to say, "we no
longer grow up under some well-defined moral system supported by the
authority of an unquestioned 1'eligion." And speaking conversely, it
is absolutely essential for the moral
tone and character of humanity that
it do grow up under the moral system and authority of an unquestioned
religion. What a powerful argument
this is for the need of a universal,
comprehensive, definite and authoritative religion such as the Baha'i
Movement offers!
NOT UNTIL all the schools of the
world include such definite spiritual
training in the education of children
will humanity arrive at that perfection destined for it, without which
perfection civilization will surely
disintegrate and perish.

"The most essential thing is that the people must be educated in
such a way that they will avoid and shrink from perpetrating crimes,
so that the crime itself will appear to them as the greatest chastisement, the utmost condemnation and torment. Therefore no crimes
which require punishment will be committed. * * *
"In this marvelous cycle the earth will be transformed and
humanity arrayed in peace and beauty. Disputes, quarrels and
murders will be replaced by harmony, truth and concord; among
the nations, peoples, races and countries, love and amity will appear.
Cooperation and union will be established. The world will be
filled with science, with the knowledge of the reality of the mysteries
of beings, and with the knowledge of God. * * *
"I pray earnestly that the Light in this advanced age will so
illumine the world that all may rally under the banner of unity and
receive spiritual education."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE TASK OF SELF-EDUCATION
DALE S. CO LE

"The will [md plnn of God is that each il1ilividual member of hUlYi1,ankind shall
becol1w illumined like unto a lamp, J"adiant with all the destined virtues of humanity,
leading his fellow creatures out of natal dnrkness into the 'heavenly Light. Thm"ein
rests the virtue and glory of the w'orld of humanity."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

HEN it is realized that the
Wfuture
progress of the world
with its millions of inhabitants depends upon the spiritual advancement of the individual, education becomes of more personal concern than
if it be considered as a necessity in
the aggregate.
As in many phases of life today,
there are so many theories regarding
education and educational methods
that the panorama may be a bit confusing. The average individual, not
in intimate contact with the work
of education, is quite prone to sit
back complacently and allow educators to carry on, feeling that as an
average individual he or she' has no
part to play but to turn over the
rising generation to be trained according to the latest theory. In this
attitude is not the average person
evading the issue? Perhaps there is
some misunderstanding as to just
what education is.
Dr. Millikan in "Evolution in
Science and Religion" asks the stimulating question: "Indeed, is not
the main purpose of education to enable one to know the truth of the
present and to understand the truth
of the past; in a word, to enable one
to estimate correctly his own place
and that of his contemporaries in
the ever-expanding ocean of knowledge, for only with such knowledge
can he shake off the inhibitions of the
conventional, free himself from emotional futility of the radical, and put
forth constructive effort for the
real betterment of the world?"
Perhaps we are, in many cases,
confusing education with the purpose
of education, for certainly the above
question suggests that the main pur-

pose of education concerns first and
foremost the individual.
To know the truth of the present
and understand the truth of the past
is a difficult task. It presupposes
some means of knowing what truth
is, and there never was a more controversial subject.
Probably truth in its essence is
unchangeable, but our finite human
minds are not capable of grasping or
understanding the whole truth and
so we only become cognizant of certain aspects of it, and the aspects
which we can now change. For instance, there was a time when it
was thought that the earth was fiat
and that the sun revolved around it.
Can we censure a thinker of that
time for embracing such a view as
the truth? Such things seemed to
be true as gauged by the methods of
the day, and yet the time came when
it was definitely known that the
earth was not fiat nor the center of
the solar system. Likewise in the
last century it was thought that the
laws of the conservation of energy
and matter were absolutely and undeniably true. Advances in science
have proven that this is not the case.
They are true within the limited
sphere of our daily experiences but
conditions exist under which they
no longer hold. It was thought that
the chemical elements were immutable and radioactivity has proven
that they are not. And so, what may
seem to be the truth in one day may
not seem so in another and later day,
and thus it is that we must not only
be able to know' the truth of the
present but to understand yesterday's truth, or aspects of it, if we
are to be really educated today.
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Truth is a word to be used sparingly and carefully in view of the
fact that we can only appreciate it
in part. It is a much used and
abused word. When a human being
grasps a ray of truth he is often mislead into thinking it to be the whole
truth and to be dazzled by his discovery. It is also human to rise in
defence of a personal opinion, and
such inclination is the basis of many
misunderstandings. It leads to controversy and wasted effort. When
a fact is generally recognized as true
it needs no defence. It is the doubtful points which are often debated
most heatedly.
The rate at which human knowledge is increasing is truly astounding, and yet it is one of the acquired characteristics which probably cannot be handed down from
father to son. As the colloquialism
'has it, "we can't learn our children
anything," but we can teach them
where and how to attain knowledge
for themselves. Learning is a matter for each individual to work out
for himself, and if we are to find
our places in this complex life and
increasing "ocean of knowledge" we
must reduce the obligation of education to one of self-education first.
We are adrift today in an ocean
of knowledge. There are currents
and counter-currents.
There are
winds and shoals. There are fogs
and storms. If we are to navigate
to that station where we will be
able to know the truth of the present
and understand the truth of the
past we must have the assistance of
the Great Teachers.
We are told that "the root of all
knowledge is the knowledge of God:
Glory be to him! And this Knowledge is impossible save through His
Manifestations."
Thus is the Source clearly defined.
If we seek the Light of the Sun of
Truth we are instructed to free our
minds "from tales of the past," to
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adorn our heads with "the crown of
severance" and our temples "\yith
the robe of virtue." Hearts musL
become free "from the fire of superstitions." Such are the instrudiLns
as to preparation for seeking the
Light of the Sun of Truth~ If we
find 1"ays of light we will indeed be
fortunate, for we cannot hope to
arrive at ultimate Truth with our
human endowments, for as Christ
suggested years ago He had many
things to tell seekers but they were
not in condition to bear them, to
receive or understand; and so today
we seek the Light of the Sun of
Truth in an ocean of knowledge.
There need be no cause for discouragement if we but receive a
flash of the Light of the Sun of
Truth now and then. Indeed, he who
attains this much is' rarely blessed,
and yet how many become downhearted at the apparent slowness of
their progress in searching for truth!
In the degree in which we deserve
to receive the Light it will be vouchsafed, but is it not logical to suppose
that we must comply with instructions? That we must free our minds
from tradition, adorn our heads with
the crown of severance, and our
temples with the robe of virtue?
And it is important to note that each
of these are personal admonitions
which apply to the individual. This
sort of education which is fundamental cannot be applied collectively.
It requires great individual effort,
and so the real purpose of education
can only be attained by each one
striving for his own advancement
toward the Light of the Sun of
Truth.
It is certainly well known that
there have been and are individuals
who can inspire others to great endeavor in the search for Light, but
in the final analysis each one has to
see the Light with his own eyes and
{)xperience it in his own being. No
one else can do this for us.
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Many feel that life is so strenuous
today that there is not time for deep
thinking, and yet there are many
instances where the Light has been
received without conscious deep
thinking. It has come by following
directions. Does it necessarily follow that we must think deeply to
cast overboard tales of the past to
attain the crown of severance and
the robe of virtue? No, rather, such
achievements come from humbly
making our feeble wills synchronize
with the will of God.
'Abdu'l-Baha once told a story
about the man who was always happy.
When questioned as to why he was
always happy, the man replied: "Because all the existing things move according to my wish. Therefore I
do not find anything contrary to my
desire. Thus I have no sorrow.
There is no doubt that all the beings
move by the will of God, and I have
given up my own will, desiring the
will of God. Thus my will becomes
the will of God, for there is nothing
of myself. All are moving by His
will, yet they are moving by my will.
In this case, I am very happy."
What a contrast to the situation
in which many find themselves in
striving to keep up with the material
advancement of their neighbors 1
'Abdu'l-Baha has pointed out the
way to happiness, and it does not
necessarily entail a lot of deep thinking, which may require time. It requires a simple step of renouncing
the individual will and trying to do
the will of God.
To follow these instructions toward happiness is a step in selfeducation which will surely lead to
that position where the purpose of
education will be fulfilled, where we
will be able to. see at least some of
the Light of the Sun of Truth and
to understand in a measure the
knowledge of the past.
Part of the program of self-education is patience. Great blessings

may come slowly and only after a
period of preparation. We have
been told that w1e have but to knock
and "it will be opened to us," but
we must know when, where and how
to knock. Perhaps we must be in
the proper circumstances to know
when the door is opened. If our
vision and susceptibilities are fogged
with useless tradition, supersitition
and prejudice it may possibly be that
we will not be able to appreciate
when the door is opened. Great
benefits come in consequence of capacity, and capacity is dependent
upon the Bounty of God. So is it
not rather more to the point to supplicate for capacity before we supplicate for too much light? Should
we not possess our souls in patience
the while seeking to educate ourselves so that we will be capable of
recognizing the Light of the Sun of
Truth and of appreciating it and as~
similating it into our lives?
Self-education is a constant and
unremitting process which to be
most effective must be carried into
every minute of our lives either consciously or subconsciously. In these
busy days we can at least carry with
us an undercurrent of reverence and
worship, even though our minds be
occupied externally.
Were this generation to assume
the obligation of self-education based
on the knowledge that "the root of
all knowledge is the Knowledge of
God 1" the children would be reared
in an atmosphere of sincere search
for the Light of the Sun of Truth.
Their characters and future would
be influenced in such· manner that
they would not be handicapped with
many of the unsound beliefs that
this generation has been forced to
abandon. They would start on the
road much further along than the
parents, and progress more rapidly.
Does such a possibility not presuppose a better world, one in which
much more of the Light would be
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recognized because capacities would
be greater? Is this not one of the
fundamental aims of education?
Important and worthy as it is to
educate the children in science, it is
much more important to educate
them in religious principles, remembering that by religion is meant
"an attitude toward God." Religious
education can be more effective in
the home than elsewhere. It is a
matter requiring wisdom and personal contact, but it is not possible
for a teacher to teach that whereof
he is ignorant, and so self-education
becomes an obligation and duty.
Not only is it an obligation and duty,
but where can a person find any
greater satisfaction than the comforting and inspiring feeling that he
is makig progress spiritually? Those
who have attained varying degrees
of such education are one in extolling
the utter joy of feeling in the very
core of being that one is advancing
toward God.
However slow the
journey and however difficult it may
be, all is more than compensated for
by a fleeting instant· of the reaJization of the Love of God.
One of the injunctions of Baha'u'llah is that "man should know
his own self and know those things
which lead to loftiness or to baseness,
to shame or to honor, to affluence or
to poverty."
This is the first task set us in a
program of self-education. We must
search within, analyze ourselves, that
we may become fully aware of our
own weaknesses. Once this knowledge is attained, a humble attitude
is almost sure to follow, which will
make it easier to follow the instructions recited above for preparing
ourselves to seek for the Light of the
Sun of Truth.
"Man must be tireless in his effort," said 'Abdu'l-Baha, and "once
his effort is directed in the proper
channel, if he does not succeed today he will succeed tomorrow. Ef-
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fort in itself is one of the noblest
traits of human character." What
comfort for those of us who struggle
without ever seeming to make any
progress!
With such assurance can we not
undertake the task of self-education
with a cheery heart and determination? Eiven the effort is in itself a
reward and rewarded. So why be
downcast if the effort seems, for the
time being, fruitless? Sincere effort
itself is progress. Let us realize that
perhaps it will satisfy a part of our
longing to feel some achievement as
we journey along.
"Dissatisfaction with one's self is
a sign of progress. The soul who is
satisfied with himself is the manifestation of Satan, and the person
who is not contented with himself is
the manifestation of the Clement
One."
Double comfort and inspiration is
ours at the outset. If we are dissatisfied that alone is a sign of progress. If we make a sincere effort
we are attaining "one of the noblest
traits of human character." How
then can anyone become really discouraged in attempting self-education leading to knowledge of the
Light of the Sun of Truth? We do
not have to wait for delayed rewards
and recognition. They are ours by
virtue of wanting to progress and
making an effort to do so.
"The evolution of the perfect man,"
says 'Abdu'l-Baha, "is a fruit of
creation just as the evolution of the
trunk, branches, leaves and blossoms
of the tree is the fruit thereof.
Exalt your thoughts. Reflect over
your affairs.
Magnify your endeavors. Enlarge the circle of your
ideals," * * * for "unless man
maketh spiritual progress in the
world of spirit, intellect and heart he
cannot gather universal results from
material advancements."
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THE MONTEZUMA METHOD
WILLIAM JOHN MEREDITH

The author, Dean of the Faculty of the Montezuma Mountain School for Boys at
Los Gatos, Calif., has briefly express/3Jd what Mr. E. A. Rogers, the founder and president of this famous institution, and his associates, believe and do in connection with
the training of the growing child. It is interesting to know that Mr. Rogers has been
a Bah6,'i f01· many years and that 'Abdu'l-Bahri visited his school when He was in the
United States in 1912. Probably no, other school in this country so definitely carries
the highest ide'als into the daily life of its stt~dents.-Editor.

IRST of all
must be underFstood
that method in education
it

is not of the nature of a prescription. There never has been, and in
the nature of things, there never
could be any certain way of getting
the result we call education. The
process we call educating must be
as various as are the souls of men,
no two of which can ever be exactly
alike. That does not mean that
there are not broad and general
principles which apply to the process
and must guide the intelligent educator, nor are we to think that, within
rather vague limits, there are not
ways of procedure toward the general outcome desired.
In the public-school system, where
organization is vitally necessary to
avoid waste of time and undue taxation, to produce the more or less
standardized product demanded by
public opinion, and where the supply
of highly qualified teachers is as yet
so limited, there is much unavoidable .standardization of method. Indeed, there is a growing tendency on
the part of college departments of
education, professors of education
and city superintendents to regard
the teacher's function as analogous
to that of the picture-play actress,
a means to get registered the ideas
of the producing director, an obedient
automaton functioning as a tool to
perform the work the director has
in hand. Until we devise a better
means of detecting and retaining
teaching power in the service of the
state we shall have to depend largely
upon this directing and supervising

to get the work done which is demanded by the public. And since
the public must always be the supreme authority in all social and
political relations, a change toward
better methods must come slowly.
In the meantime those who wish
to see results within their own lifetime must get freedom of action outside the machine. For System has
an irresistible tendency to become a
tyrant which bends all souls to its
will, that destroys all that will not
bend. So there emerges to the view
of a constructive educator a clear
field of endeavor in nowise conflicting with the work of the Public
School System. Indeed, the broadestminded public school and college men
are most friendly toward work
undertaken outside their circumscribed field. Hence it is that Montezuma has always had so many
warm well-wishers in the ranks of
college and public-school workers.
For until the System can make provision for the study and culture of
something beyond the average soul,
there must always be room enough
for those at Montezuma and elsewhere who would apply from day to
day sound philosophical principles
and harmonious methods to individuals rather than to regimented
grades. And the product ought to
be useful in reinforcing that always
meager company of the Believers
who have faith in the ever progressive perfectability of human society
and human souls.
At Montezuma until recently our
classes have been so small that in-
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struction has been a matter of com- off in some way from the universalmittee meeting under the chairman- a narrowing instead of a broadening.
ship of the teacher for the investigation of truth as presented in the
subject matter in hand. Even with
Lest any should get the idea that
our larger classes, this has been our
ideal, and the individual contribu- there is anything approaching piosity
tion has always been regarded less or priggishness in the ideal of pracas a recitation than as a report of tice hereinbefore set forth, let me
findings. The teacher's part has hasten to say that the teacher whose
been ideally less a matter of formal sense of humor is so weak as to see
drill than of counsel in discovering nothing in his work but the preachrelations. Of course there is a cer- ing of the goody~goody, is as sadly
tain amount of habit-forming repeti- and calamitously out of place as the
tion and memorization to get auto- cynic who sees nothing in his work
matic control of the tools of investi- but a salary. That life is real and
gation, as it were, but only as a earnest has nothing to do with longmeans to an end. Memory is a by- faced holiness. Life is a joyous exproduct of all mental operations and perience, even a hilarious experience,
ordinarily needs little special atten- often and properly. What we are
tion.
Understamding, appreciation trying to get into the consciousness
and enjoyment aTe the important of our student associates and felends in study, so that it may even- low citizens of our Montezuma
tuate in Tight action, in mOTal democracy is that the joy of life is
chocices, in the e&ncated h1(,ma11's Tela- in the harmony of living with the
tions to his kind. It is not enough to universal laws of being; that lawknow and to remember, there must lessness can never bring even a fleetbe some sense of the values of right ing enjoyment to an intelligent
socialbehavior, and some real joy creature, for lawbreaking is ugly,
in making the right choice in any destructive, and apt to be nasty-aland all of the simple daily acts ways a challenge to the inescapable
disgusts and pains which follow
which make up living.
Any instruction, therefore, which every departure from the laws of
has for its purpose no more than the being.
attainment of grades and credits toLife at Montezuma is far from
ward systematic promotion is as apt monastic. We are in the-country, in
to be vicious as moral. To get any the mountains, fifteen hundred feet
advancement, of any kind, that does above salt water, that on a clear day
not in some way contribute to the lies like a verdant-bordered silver
advantage of us all is essentially im- mirror below us, but our isolation is
moral and a thing to be ashamed of. 'but seeming, for the automobile will
For any true gain must include the lower us in a quarter of an hour to
gainer's fellow men in its benefits or connection with steam and electric
it must militate against their wel- transportation to the centers of popufare. Getting ahead in the world lation. But we are free from the
cannot worthily mean selfish ag- wasteful importunity of the noise
grandizement at the expense of one's and distraction of the city, and we
kind.
Education, therefore, must are continually surrounded by such
always and in every phase be a a panorama of natural beauty of
moral development. And to be truly landscape as could hardly be found
moral it can never be sectarian in elsewhere.
We live twenty-four
any sense, for sectarian means cut hours B day in a self-governing
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democratic-mannered community of
about two hundred souls, in a climate
world-famed for its equability. And
we have preserved a large measure
of the wholesome atmosphere of pioneering, on which is based all that is
healthiest in American life. Conditions are favorable, you will say, for
the success of our venture in independence of methods. Yes; and
we have passed the merely experimental stage. It was never a blind
eclectic trial of a mere theory, nor
the propagation of a fad. It was a
reasoned and careful approach to
what is implicit in the very philosophy of education. Ways and
means had to be devised, of course,
from time to time, and it will be a
sorry day for us if ever we get
beyond the necessity of fitting the
available means to the wished-for
end, for out of invention and con~
trivance must be won always the real
progress of any people.
We have come at length to the
stage of development when we are
ready to take another long step in
advance, as we see it. Heretofore
we have felt something of an obligation to divide our work so as to
facilitate transfer to and from the
graded system of the public school.
Now we can, and do, announce a
better and more reasonable division
of our program into a Lower Division course, purely primary and preparatory, and an Upper Division
course, in which the real business of
the school will be carried on in covering the fields of language and literature, history and social science,
mathematics, physical science and
art, to the full equivalent of junior
standing in the university. This is
not to indicate that the function of
the school is primarily preparation
for college: that has always been but
an incident in our work, for we know
that natural capacity and conditions
will always bar many boys from a
.college career. It is not necessary

or always desirable that the extension of education should proceed by
way of the collegiate route, but the
commonly understood
university
standard has always been regarded
by us as a conveniently ey,;pressed
minimum of attainment.
Three years devoted to intensive
preparation in the primary arts of
reading, writing, number and the
habits of attention we believe will be
a far better point of departure for
scholastic experience than the usual
cramming of a smattering of all
subjects into baby minds lest they
drop out without any acquaintance
with the world of schooling-ratherthan-the-world-of-life. With habits
of study well inaugurated and in
possession of the tools of attack upon
the printed page and the open book
of nature, we should be able in the
following nine years of .. the Upper
Division to get such a mastery of
the several fields of research as to
approximate the best attainments
of European or American scholarship. Beyond that, beyond any consideration of mere scholarship, we
should produce a type of citizenship
intelligent and active, wise and well
intentioned, efficient and happy, progressive and humane beyond the
ordinary possibilities of convention
and system.

Our "Language Plan" is especially
for the grammar school. Whenever
the subject of geography is taken
up, say in the fourth grade, we give
the same pupils a conversational
course in Esperanto. They will soon
develop this into a reading ai'1d writing course and begin correspondence
with children in other countries.
Supposing one boy asked to make a
study of India, he would write letters
in Esperanto to boys in India, and
from the data received would make
a scrapbook with his own comments

Ca1ne1'C[

gliJl~pses

of the inte?'esting and healthful life at "Montezuma."
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and illustrations. This is real motivation for geography besides making
a practical application of Esperanto.
We have already carried out this
plan with marked success.
The next step would be conversational French, which is a natural
transition from the Esperanto roots.
This in turn is followed by Latin or
German as a child's needs develop.
In this way we do not seek the recognition credit for Esperanto as must
be done by the high school. I use
the terms referring to grades above,
but in reality we have dispensed
with all such groupings.
For the past four or five years we
have been conducting the regular
classes in the high school as well as
in the grades, giving it full credit
for graduation. As far as results
are concerned let me give you just
one incident. Some years ago, after
the great earthquake in Japan, our
pupils wished to send some money to
the sufferers. Instead of sending
it through the Red Cross, they wrote
directly to the Esperanto delegate in
Japan. He replied assuring them
that he would be most happy to
distribute whatever they sent besides giving them a report. The
pupils sent him about sixty-five dollars, and the letter of tenderness and
thanks which they recQived from
those poor Japanese sufferers was
a most convincing proof to our boys
of the universality of human kindness and good will. It was a most
enlightening fact to the Japanese
that the California boys, whom they
had been led to believe hated all
Japanese, were sending their love
and money to help them in their
dire need.

A lifetime is little enough to exhibit the results of any training.
However, the following may be cited

to illustrate how our method works
out in development of character:
C-- came to us a most unprepossessing little scrub in appearance,
the product of neglect and deprivation. After a time, however, he fell
into our way of doing things and
slowly began to win the recognition
of certain members of the faculty.
It developed that he had gained an
advocate when his case came up for
discussion. That was his first victory. Responsibility was put upon
him and he responded to the stimulus
with intelIigenceand loyalty. He
served the school as chore boy, as
petty officer in the student body, lat~r
as pupil-teacher, commissioner and
office secretary. He finished the
high-school standard, was admitted
to one of our neighboring small col-,
leges, transferred to the university,
made a record as scholar and athlete,
returned to us after graduation for
service on the faculty, married, became a father, went to one of the
Eastern States, entered the employ
of the greater corporations, and now
holds a fine position far beyond his
years. He is honored in his cominunity as a leader in such activities
as have come his way. Needless to
say we are very proud of him.
p - - was a shy little immigrant,
barely able to make his wants known
in our language.
Industry and
cheerful acceptance of trust was his
best recommendation from the first.
After two years he was removed
from the school, just when our affections had been fastened upon him
for his faithfulness in whatever duty
was laid upon him. He remained
loyal to the code of the school, visiting us from time to time until the
middle of his junior year in college,
when he returned to us to become
secretary and special deputy to the
head of the school. Since then he
has served acceptably as member of
the faculty, completing his college
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Certain activities outside the classcourse in summer session bit by
room have contributed to the developbit. He is indispensable to us.
B - - spent several ye~rs in our ment of our boys. During three
grammer grades, plodding along terms a volunteer group of students
without distinction, handicapped, in from all classes labored on the buildfact, by certain boyish faults and ing of a pioneer log cabin, which
excessive timidity. Throughout his was dedicated to the senior class as
high-school course he was industri- Ruflog Hut, now one of the treasous but developed no leadership. His ured assets of the school. Trails
college career was interrupted by and bridges constructed by the boys
military service, but he gained now figure as monuments of bygone
steadily in strength of character and years, to which the "old boys" make
held true to the school code. Since pilgrimage on the return from the
graduation he has distinguished him- ends of the earth, for our little comself as a post-graduate student in munity now has representatives in
two great Eastern institutions of many a foreign land or voyage back
learning. He also is a credit to us and forth over the highways of ocean
and no one is more loyal to the commerce.
The school has always been noted
school.
for
its broad interest in international
There come to mind three others
affairs, through travel and correwho are doing well in the upper
spondence as well as through classclasses in universities, having over- room discussion of politics and relicome diffidence, wrong habits of body gion and other world relations.
and mind, distinguished themselves Greater freedom in such interests
as school officers and won the ad- and expression than elsewhere has
miration of their fellows and the always been the policy and the
respect of the faculty.
pride of the school.

"In the scheme of human life the teacher and his system of
teaching plays the most important role, carrying with it the heaviest
responsibilities and most subtle influences. A teacher is like unto a
gardener. Just as a gardener sows the seeds and watches carefully
over their sprouting, looks after their growth and progression, so
also a teacher must watch over the education of the children and
inculcate in their young lives the highest ideals of truth and
justice. * * *
"By every means at their disposal they must inculcate into their
growing bodies, souls, minds and spirits, the principles of sincerity,
love, trustfulness, obedience, true democracy, and kindness toward
all races; thus hereafter the world of civilization may flow in one
mighty current and the children of the next generation may make
secure the foundations of human solidarity and goodwill."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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SOME INFORMAL OPINIONS
ON EDUCATION
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER

'ABDU'L-BAHA places side by side
the cultivation of the mind and
the cultivation of the heart. This is
a complete departure in religious
teaching. As Amiel points out, religion and philosophy have occupied
mutually exclusive fields: religion
teaches salvation through the consecration of the will; philosophy
through the emancipation of the
mind; the former would enlighten by
making men better; the latter would
make men better by enlightening
them. It is the difference between
Jesus and Socrates. Psychologically
the difference between paganism and
Christianity is that the pagan takes
an intellectual attitude toward the
emotions; the Christian an emotional
attitude toward the intellect.
But in the Baha'i dispensation
both methods are to be used. While
we are to reject those things that attenuate the mind, debauch the will
or sophisticate the emotions, we are
to subject to the most scrupulous investigation every claim of a supernatural order. If it be contrary to
the rational procedure of the universe it has no place in a sane religion; but any rational claim that
relegates to a region of superstition
and illusion the spiritual order must
be just as resolutely countered by
those findings of science, philosophy,
and history that establish its indubitable place in the field of reality.
Baha'u'llah gives to the modern
world a new trinity: religion, science
and reason as the three essentials
required to bring our great human
adventure safe to shore. We are accorded at last the right to explore
Reality, unhampered by the tyranny
of creed and dogma on the one hand,

or by the even more infallible
tyranny of science on the other, for
the oppression and dogmatism of
science is today as great as that of
religion has ever been. Every scientist enjoys the story of Galileo's inviting potentates, rulers and princes
of the church to look through his
new opera glasses (which he dignified by the name, telescope) and view
the moons of Jupiter. They indignantly declined on the basis that,
first of all, Jupiter had no moons;
and that, secondly, if they looked,
the Devil would make them see
moons. But the scientific sense of
humor fails entirely to see an analogy
in its own position; which, when invited to observe, in the postulates of
science itself, an inexhaustible and
transcendent Source of Energy in
the universe, refuses to look on two
counts: first that there is no God or
transcendent Source of Power; and
second, that if they looked, the mythmaking faculty of the subconscious
mind would make them see a God.
To this very present there have
been three distinct and entirely separated institutions entrusted with
human education: the law educated
man's actions, the church his emotions and the school his mind. With
the establishment of the House of
J ustice" and the building of the
Mashriqu'1-Adhkars 2 with their affiliated institutions, these three distinct forms of education will at last
be motivated from the same SourceBaha'u'lhih.
It is useless to say that in the
Middle Ages Rome exercised a simi;1

2

An institution of future Baha'i organization.
Balla'i Temples of ~Worsllip.
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lar authority, for while she did con- tion serves only the immediate needs
trol the law, worship and learning of of either society or the individual.
the time, remaining for centuries the If the type of education that we rebnly bulwark against anarchy, her ceive when we are twenty is not
source nevertheless was not the im- going to be adequate to our needs
mediate teaching of her Founder, when we are eighty, or at any moJesus, but Roman imperialism. For ment betw'een, it has no right to be
history clearly discloses the Church called education. There are a few
mounting the throne of the C::esars fundamental requirements for a free,
and substituting an ecclesiastical for disciplined, noble and responsive life,
at whatever age-to be able to think
a secular rule.
This new departure which places clearly and systematically, and to
material and spiritual education side focus every consideration under the
by side, and invites the independent lens of .such reasoning; by a coninvestigation of reality, calls not only stant distillation of all impurities
for new methods, but for entirely from one's taste, to become increas'new instruments of investigation-a ingly sensitive to the great endownew mind, new emotions, a new will. ment of beauty; to be able to react
adequately to real situations; and
How are these to be developed?
Orthodox education gives the child finally-without this the rest is nothat eight what it needs at eighteen, ing-to cultivate that intense inner
deprives it consistently of the proper yearning for the Good-Pleasure of
mental nurture during its plastic God that finds its true effloresence in
years, and never gives it at any time human service, and that frees us
what it needs at forty-five or fifty. from the play of the great destrucThe fragmentary, dissipated and un- tive passions.
regimented methods of established
For purposes of free investigation
teaching leave the most informed men the development of the reasoning
quite ignorant outside the focus of faculty becomes the very first retheir own interests. Our engineers quirement of education. And it is
build marvelous bridges, but in spite and has been at all times in the
of college degrees, are often quite history of civilized and uncivilized
illiterate.
Scientists-those trans- man the last thing to be cultivated.
figured acolytes of patience-usually Moreover, it not only is not cultihave crude conceptions of art. Philos- vated but is of all horrors to which
ophers and artists generally lack a men are ever subjected the most
realization of the stupendous amount resented. The average person is inof energy required to accomplish furiated when confronted with reaeven the simplest tasks in this son. We will go to any extreme to
world-milking for mankind, cob- avoid thinking our way through to
bling for mankind, pumping up tires conclusions and exercising the will!
for mankind-while politicians, in- We toss a coin, consult a fortunestead of thinking, as their business teller, or permit ourselves to be
properly requires, about the next swayed by the weakest sentiments,
generation, seldom think beyond the rather than undergo the dreaded
rigors of reason.
next election.
It is a recognized fact that the
The new Symbolic or Algebraic
degree to which any civilization, or Logic, essential alike to the science
any individual for that matter, ad- and to the philosophy of a changed
vances, is the degree to which future outlook, formulates laws underlying
considerations
outweigh
present the association of ideas, as the formal
ones; and still our general educa- logic of Aristotle is unable to do.
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Thought like everything else in the
world is a process of generation.
Dewey, in a fascinating analogy,
likens the large, quiescent, immobile
background of thought which constitutes the content of consciousness,
to the feminine, and the immediate
problem or question, small, isolated,
motile, to the masculine.
Now the conventional steps assigned to the reasoning process are:
judgment, which means that the
situation to be met or the problem
to be solved is compared to everything of a like nature held in the
content of consciousness; inference,
which means that, based upon the
experiences and the knowledge of the
past, a certain course would meet
the situation or solve the problem;
proof, which justifies the inference,
and confirms the judgment, in case
the inference will work, or repudiates
the process, in case it does not work.
In other words, if the question or
problem impregnate that particular
portion of the mind to which it is
legitimately related, it is fecund and
begets a virile offspring-Le., a
course of action that will meet the
situation and solve the problembut if the reasoning be unsound, if
the suggested solution be not legitimately related to the problem, the
conclusion is sterile or at best the
offspring is hybrid.
Even in the Aristotelian Logic,
whereas there are some five hundred
and twelve combinations possible in
the fundamental relationship of
classes which he outlines, of these
only twenty-four are logical! Four
hundred and eighty-eight fallacies
out of a possible five hundred and
twelve conclusions! Small wonder
that the average person bats a
thousand in illogical thinking.
The classic fallacies (begging the
question, the General and the Particular, Ignoratio Elenchi, for example)
still leap at one with undiminished
vigor from platform, editorial, pulpit

and thesis. The judgment of Darius
who, asked to pass upon the legality
of a large man's exchanging by force
a large coat which he took from a
small man, compelling the small man
to accept his own small coat, justified it on the basis that now each
was fitted, is a fallacy (Ignoratio
Elenchi) that has corrupted not only
the crown but the populace long before and long since his time. For
he was asked to pass judgment not
upon the expediency but upon the
justice of the case, and entirely disregarded his premise in his conclusion.
Where is the educational institution that is teaching its students to
think? Not to think that they think
or to. think about thinking, but continually to produce those inferences
that work? The present ideal of
college education is codified information, and the average "arts-course"
student is not interested in life unless
it conforms to literature.
That vigorous, continuous and
vigilant inspection of mental processes and of mental conclusions that
alone can articulate the mental structure into a perfect organism of reason is conspicuously lacking in the
practice, however important it may
be in the theory, of existing education.
Another fundamental step in
teaching should be the differentiation of good taste that sets the soul
forever trembling upon the confines
of Beauty. The response to Beauty
is the supreme challenge to the materialist, who believes that human
consciousness is merely a development in the biologic series, an outgrowth of the nervous system. The
aim of the biologic struggle is personal survival-the sine qua non of
the resthetic experience is perfect
impersonalism. The first definition
of Beauty is that it is totally useless
fl:om any selfish or material point
of view. However transforming the
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We should be far from imagining
scene from a hilltop, the man who is
inspecting it with a view to sub- that such instruction would reduce
dividing haEl no part in the spiritual the world to a dead level of artistic
purgation that accompanies lovliness. performance or curtail those essais
Beauty contributes in no way to the toward new art forms that enrich
aggrandizement of the self (although and stimulate both creation and apit is the indispensable nurture of the preciation. It would not, for exsoul), and therefore does not con- ample-it could not force me to enjoy Amiens, but it would most clearly
form to the biologic requirement.
In no college or university with put into my grasp the knowledge as
which I have been associated di- to why it is good architecture; and
rectly or indirectly is any course of- it would likewise show me just as
fered or any influence exerted that clearly that the final unity that must
helps the average student to erect a of necessity underlie the resthetic
general canon of taste. Is there any- experience is entirely dissipated in
where in the universe a fundamental the tedious reiterations of that suband abiding reason why Amiens limated wedding-cake at Milan.
It could not force me to like
Cathedral is good architecture and
Milan bad; why Whitman is a great Shelley, any more than it could
poet and Longfellow mediocre; why Matthew Arnold, who saw in him
Puvis de Chavannes is excellent and only a "beautiful ineffectual angel,
Bouguereau inferior; as to what con- beating in the void his luminous
stitutes the essential difference be- wings-in vain"; but it certainly
tween Brahms and Chopin; why this would reveal authoritatively the basis
earth ern bowl from the Ming dynasty for his security amongst the imor that tile from a Persian tomb is mortals, and compel, however unprecious and this Dresden vase spuri- willingly, an involuntary awe before
ous; why Cervantes and Shakspeare one who could hold unswervingly to
are immortal and their contempo- a great ideal of life that he never
raries Lopez de Vega and Ben J onson once saw exemplified in any human
quite secondary in importance; why being.
the "N ovum Organum" (the inspiraSuch training would also make us
tion of the scientific method) is suspicious of condemning the new.
practically unread, while the "Ode To me the finest of Cesar Franck's
on the Death of Lesbia's Sparrow" compositions is that symphony based
has been perused with joy by culti- on the Beatitudes (I don't recall the
vated men for nearly twenty cen- number) . Still, after its first perturies; or any law that tells us formance, the faculty of the Conwhether Matisse and Branuschi mark servatoire generally agreed that it
the orient of a new art form or are was a failure, because Franck had
merely decadent; in fine, what should used the cors Anglais in an unI like and why should I like it?
precedented fashion.
To reject
Surely some course should be for- Gaugin and Matisse merely because
mulated to present to the individual they present something untried is to
student the answer to these ques- reject the early Italian school betions. Not in literature alone, in cause it introduces perspective.
music alone, in painting alone, in any
New art forms voice new cultures.
one of the arts as detached from the Spengler points out the affiliation of
complete domain of Beauty; but a sculpture and the relationship of
consistent and applicable synthesis organ music to Greek and to Mediof the rules of resthetics to give reval life, respectively; while J ames
him first an appreciation and next Howard Kehler* pleads that busian evaluating standard of the Beauti* Published in some current magazine about 1917,
ful.
References are inaccessible at this time.
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ness be made the art form of modern
civilization. Naturally this would
involve a fundamental change from
trade and commerce as it exists
today.
Taste (using the word to mean the
criterion of Beauty, just as we use
the word Truth to' mean the criterion
of Reality) is in the same case today
that Truth was at the time of the
Sophists.
Democritus and Protagoras boldly upheld that man is the
measure of all things; that there are
as many truths as there are individuals; that what is true for me
is not necessarily true for you. Of
course a Truth that is merely relative is no truth at all. ("This fellow
Paul declares that handmade gods
are not gods at all."-Acts 19:26.)
Into this disorganized and chaotic
condition Socrates first held up the
serpent in the wilderness by showing
that back of all individual opinion,
mighty and serene, stands the concept entirely unchanged by what
we happen to thinK about it. And
out of this Plato evolved the Universal or the Idea that gave thought
an unshakable permanence. It was
he who humorously pointed out that
if truth is a matter of personal
opinion and nothing is finally true,
then of course that statement is not
true.
To know nothing about art "but
know what we like" reduces us at
once to the level of beetles and angleworms, who share the same magnificent certainty. Surely mankind will
be left to wander no longer in this
sophistical maze that abandons even
people of wide capacity to an unchartered labyrinth of meager personal conclusions. Through the sense
of Beauty lies one of the great
avenues of escape into a nobler
abundance of life-a loftier atmo,sphere of experience. There is nothing more truly unifying than 33Sthetic enjoyment-a divine democracy
that knits soul to soul both slave and

emperor. It touches that deep remedial force that underlies all nature
and restores to mind-sick men their
hearts again. One of the most prevalent Names for Bahii!u'lllih in the
Orient is J amal Mabarak (the
Blessed Beauty).
If the first requirement of human
progress be to think accurately,
surely the second is to feel nobly, to
live above the base ignoble ends of
lawless emotionalism. Good taste
restrains quite as much as moral
precept.
The two, it seems to me, must become an integral part of the education of the future; not elective
courses, not something apart from
education, but the basis of education.
No human being' in a truly educated
society would ever be left at large
in the world without having done
advanced laboratory work in some
one of the sciences. Nothing conduces more perfectly to nicety and
exactitude of thought; whilst the expert mechanic who hears in Beethoven's fifth symphony merely measured noise would be equally rejected.
So much for the training of the
mind and of the senses. The training of the will and of the heart are
so explicitly set forth in the writings
of Baha'u'llah and of 'Abdu'l-Baha
that it would be presumptuous to add
anything to Their definite and persuasive Utterances.
The Blessed
Beauty (Baha'u'llah) says that He
has come to teach our souls a new
flight-a flight into that larger social
consciousness that will make of us
one blood and one kindred to dwell
upon the face of the earth. Knowledge can be acquired from men, but
unity can be learned only of God.
Therefore for that spiritual education that constitutes man's true
development, we must turn to the
Divine Teachings of the Manifestation who has made education one of
the great principles upon which the
future of humanity is to rest.
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Education:
Three Cardinal Principles
(Excerpt from a statement made by 'Abdu'l-Bahd to
President Bliss of the American College of
Beirut, Syria, at Haifa, Palestine.)
HE universities and colleges of the world must
hold fast to three cardinal principles:
"First. Whole-hearted service to the cause
of education, the unfolding of the mysteries
of nature, the extension of the boundaries of
science, the elimination of the causes of
ignorance and social evils, a standard universal system of instruction, and the diffusion of the lights of
knowledge and reality.
"Second. Serivce to the cause of morality, raising
the moral tone of the students, inspiring them with
the sublimest ethical ideals, teaching them altruism,
inculcating in their lives the beauty of holiness and
the excellency of virtue, and animating them with the
graces and perfections of the religion of God.
"Third. Service to the oneness of the world of
humanity; so that each student may consciously realize
that he is a brother to all mankind, irrespective of
religion or race. The thoughts of universal peace
must be instilled in the minds of all the scholars, in
order that they may become the armies of peace, the
real servants of the body politic-the world. God is
the Father of all. Mankind are His children. This
globe is one home. Nations are the members of one
family. The mothers in their homes, the teachers in
the schools, the professors in the colleges, the presidents in the universities, must teach these ideals to
the young from the cradle to maturity."
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NEW IDEALS OF EDUCATION
SHAHNAZ WAITE
"Old things are passed away; behold, all things are become ·new."-2 Cor. 5:17.
HA year is the expression of a cycle of the sun; but now is the beginning of a
cycle of Reality, a new cycle, a new age, a new century, a new time·, and a new year.
Therefm'e it is very blessed."-'Abdu'l-Baha.
ol~ metho~

of educa.tion, from
T HE
the wIthout,m, has gIven place
to the new and illumined one which
works from the within, out. Education today represents the unfoldment
of the inner consciousness, as the
rosebud unfolds. The latent potentialities are developed through the
Light of Knowledge. Self-expression is the keynote of the new process.
No longer is the child's mind forced
into an iron mould of uniform shape
and all originality obliterated; the
wise teacher of today acts as a gardener, who studies the plants he is
given to cultivate, understands their
needs for growth, and supplies them.
A new system for teaching music
which is meeting with marvelous results is founded upon a reversal of
the old method and might well be
applied to other lines of the child's
education. The old method was:
First, drill; second, reason; third,
inner feeling. It began with the
physical, next mental, and last the
finer sensibilities of the inner feelings, if any remained after so lmin~pirational a process.
The new
system begins with inner feeling. A
keen sense of rhythm is aroused,
and this by marking the time as the
child repeats a verse, such as
"twinkle, twinkle little star," etc.,
spatting each measure with the
hands. Next the value of the notes
is gained through rhythmic measures.
With no association with the keyboard or the printed music, this
foundation is laid. Next the reasoning faculties are awakened. It learns
why certain forms are used and it
begins from the very first to think
melodically, and to write its musical

thoughts; to set simple verses to
original music. The love of self-expression is cultivated; then the
dreaded drill of the old method becomes an interesting means of technical ability, whole-heartedly and
eagerly done daily_ A deep muscial
appreciation of the classic.s follows,
brilliantly performed through the
perfect development of inner feeling,
reason, and drill, and always the
creative talent through original compositions is expressed.
A prominent teacher of this new
method recently said: "I should feel
as ashamed of my child's education if
she could not compose and write her
own compositions as she went from
grade to grade, as I would if she
went through school and had learned
to read all of the best literature, yet
could not write a word or express an
original thought. All drill, with little
reason and no development of the
inner feelings, produces such results
musically as this."
There are many new ideals to be
found in the Baha'i Teachings that
will establish a sure foundation for
the future educational methods of the
world. 'Abdu'l-Baha has said: "The
most important of all matters in
question and that with which it is
most specially necessary to deal effectively, is the promotion of education, and no freedom or salvation
can be imagined in the case of any
nation which has not progressed in
this greatest and most important
point; just as the greatest cause of
degradation and decadency of every
nation is bigotry and ignorance.
"Another characteristic of progress consists in the earnest and
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sincere development of public educa- nate degree of perfection to which he
tion; in teaching all of the useful must attain. The Divine Teacher
sciences and in encouraging the desires man to be educated, that he
people to adopt modern inventions; in may attain to the high rank of his
extending the spheres of arts and own reality."
commerce; and endeavoring to inIn the universities of the New
duce them to adopt methods by Cycle which is just dawning upon
which the country may be enriched. the world, the spiritual development
If necessary make the education com- will go hand in hand with the physpulsory, for not until the veins and ical and mental-nay, it will pretendons of the nation stir with life cede it and be the foundation upon
will any study and adoption of im- which true education will be built.
provements be of any avail, because "The Word of God is the first inthe nation is like unto the body, zeal structor in the university of existand resolution are like unto the soul, ence and the primal emanation of
and a soulless body cannot move.
God."
"In the scheme of human life the
Let us compare the Great Essence
teacher and his system of teaching of God, which is infinite, unknowplays the most important role, carry- able, beyond mention, description or
ing with it the heaviest responsibili- utterance of human mind, to the esties and most subtle influences. A sence of electricity. Electricity is
teacher is like unto a gardener. Just not light, but manifests as light
as a gardener sows the seeds and through a material conductor. Let
watches carefully over their sprout- 'us consider the Manifestation of God
ing, looks after their growth and as the Receiver of this divine light,
progression, so also the teacher must the Storehouse of the Divine Word:
watch over the education of the chil- "The Word of God is the Storehouse
dren and inculcate in their young of all good, all wisdom and all power.
lives the highest ideals of truth and It awakens within us that brilliant
justice."
intuition which makes us independThere is a threefold principle ent of all tuition and endows us with
which enters largely into the new an all-embracing power of spiritual
methods of education described by understanding."
'Abdu'l-Baha as follows: "Every
Next let us consider man as a
great cause in this world of existance material conductor, which must be
findeth a visible expression through constructed with a positive and negathree means: First, Intention; sec- tive wire, these wires connecting with
ond, Power; third, Action.
The the Divine Power-house (the Word of
realization of everything in the con- God): "The First Bestowal of the
tingent world dependeth upon these Almighty is the Word, and the rethree principles." Is not this quite ceiver and accepter is the underlike the inner feeling, reason and standing."
drill of the new school of music alNext let us look upon the positive
ready mentioned?
The intention wire as the human mind, thought,
touches the wells of inner feeling; word; the negative, or receptive
the power touches the realms of the wire as the heart, the intentions, the
intelligence, or reason; and action emotions, and these two wires formor drill follows.
This method ing a circuit which manifests as the
quickens the latent potentialities and Light of knowledge, and action. If
applies to the mental and spiritual the word or thought wire is free
unfoldment of man. "E'very crea- and alive, and the heart-the inner
ture," said' Abdu'l-Baha, "has an in- feeling wire-is dead, when through
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the will, which is the focus of human understanding, the button is
pressed, there is no light. Words
alone, or mental power does not suffice; "the letter killeth." Likewi.se
when the heart or emotion is overly
active, zeal without wisdom, emotional force without understanding of
the principles and the teachings of
the Word, and the wire of intelligence is dead, again no light is
manifested~the real Light of knowledge. And no acting without the
heart and the mind cooperating can
pass as light. But when the word,
thought, and mind, together with the
heart and emotions, are equally free
and conductive, the Divine Essence
proceeding from the Word streams
through the human instrument or
conductor, and the Light manifests.
This is the Light of which Christ
said: "Let your light so shine before
men, that they may see your good
works and glorify your Father which
is in Rea ven."
'Abdu'l-Baha has described this
system of study and of attaining to
this light of knowledge in these
words: "The principles of the teachings of Baha'u'llah must be carefully
studied one by one until they are
understood and realized in mind and
heart, then will you be strong followers of the Light-truly spiritual,
heavenly soldiers of God acquiring
and spreading the true civilization
throughout the world. Then will
come the paradise on earth when all
mankind will gather together under
the Tent of Unity in the Kingdom of
Glory."
This is the new method which will
bring about true education, that will.
develop mind and heart, understanding and realization, unfold the latent
possibilities and potentialities, and
raise humanity to the "high rank
of its own reality."
Another essential principle which
the new ideals of education emphasize
is that of faith. Heretofore faith in
many instances has been a blind

belief, void of demonstration, and
created largely through superstition
and imagination; but in this day of
Light a blind belief must pass away.
"The light of knowledge hath appeared, before which the darkness
of every superstitious fancy shall be
annihilated." A blind belief in the
principle of mathematics gives no
power of demonstration; without the
understanding of that invisible principle which is back of the science no
example can be worked out. To pray
to the principle to do the work for
one is useless; only through the light
of knowledge which gives birth to
understanding can the pupil solve
his problem.
Today faith is defined by 'Abdu'lBaha as "first, conscious knowledge,
and second, the practice of good
deeds." A noted minister of the
West recently defined faith in his
sermon on "The Faith of the New
Age" as "That inner spiritual assurance of the unseen reality based
upon the knowledge of the reality
of the thing seen."
The inner
spiritual assurance of the unseen
Reality of the Essence of God-the
divine principle of life based upon
the knowledge of the reality of the
thing seen (the Manifestation of
God, the Word made flesh) -this is
the faith upon which the new ideals
of education must rest. "First, conscious knowledge"; then that knowledge demonstrated. This rule applies
to both the mental and the spiritual
development of both man and child
and results in the unfoldment of
both "mind and heart."
Let us meditate upon these words
of 'Abdu'l-Baha in the light of what
has been written:
"Today nothing but the Power of
the Word of God, which encompasses
the realities of all things, can bring
thoughts, minds, hearts, and spirits
under the shade of One Tree." And
this Tree produces the fruits of the
New Cycle, one branch of which is
Universal Education.
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"THERE IS A POINT on which the philosophers and the
Prophets differ. The philosophers make education the test of knowledge, holding that any man who receives sufficient education can
attain a .state of perfection. That is to say man possesses the
potentiality for every kind of progress, and education enables him
to bring this into the court of objectivity.
"The Prophets say that something else is necessary. It is true
that education transforms the desert into a rose garden, the virgin
forest into an orchard,saplings into trees, and single flowers into
double and treble flowers, but there is a fundamental difference in
men. You may know ten children of one country, in the same
school, under the same master, treated and fed in the same way.
One of these children may make great progress, others may remain
stationary. In the innate nature there are differences of memory,
perception and intelligence. There is a superior, .a middle and an
inferior degree which corresponds to the difference in the fundamental
estates of creation. While recognizing the influence of education, we
must also become acquainted with the innate disposition.
"The Prophets are sent to educate this innate quality in
humanity. They are like gardeners who sow the grain which afterward springs up in a thousand forms of advancement. The Prophets
are therefore the first Educators of the world, the head-masters of
the world. However much man may advance in material civilization,
if he remain ignorant of the spiritual civilization, his soul is still
defaced."
"The Prophets are sent to refresh the dead body of .the world;
to render the dumb, eloquent; to give peace to the troubled; to make
illumined the indifferent; and to set free from the material world
all beings who are its captives. Leave a child to himself and he
becomes ill-mannered and thoughtless. He must be shown the path,
so that he may become acquainted with the world of the soulthe world of divine gifts."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE UNEXPECTED HAPPENS
FLORENCE EVEL YN SCHOPFLOCHER
This is the third in a series of travel stories by a unique teache1' in the' field of international relationshi1Js. The first was published in June and the second in Augnst. In
this article Mrs. Schopflocher tells of visiting Tihnin, the capital of Persia, also Ha7fwdan,another important city, as well as other interesting experiences.-Editor.

HEN I left the steamer at
Bushire to travel over the
world's worst road to Shiraz, it was
my intention to return and take the
next steamer for Basrih, from which
point I could airplane to Baghdad,
but some irresistible force drew me
onward and once again I found myself in that great city, the capital of
Persia. It was my second visit to
Tihran, having "passed through" two
years ago, when I came out of Russia
via Baku and Tabriz. This time I
found thousands ready to sacrifice
comfort and everything to give me a
warm welcome
(entirely undeserved)-a welcome which I cannot
describe.
If those who doubt the miracle of
Baha'u'llah in melting with the love
of God and the dynamic power of
His Word the different religionists
and of moulding them into one
spiritual brotherhood could witness
the unity of these Persian Baha'is
who were formerly Jews, Muhammadans, Zoroastrians-if one could
witness the harmony among themselves and their divine attitude of
unity and harmony with an occidental-a Christian Baha'i-all
doubts would vanish forever. This is
not an ordinary association, this meeting of the East and the West! Something the like of which was not
known before has happened. "It is
the light of guidance which has
flooded all their souls with radiance.
* * * This is the education of His
Holiness Baha'u'llah. This is the
training He has given them."
The week spent among the Baha'is
in Tihran was like spending a week

W

in paradise. How God has cBmented
the hearts! Truly "there is no bond
like the love of God, for the love of
God is the bond eternal." 'Abdu'lBaha told us that when Baha'i
teachers go to Persia they "will find
there the warmest welcome and the
heartiest reception, with showers of
kindness," and this was literally fulfilled daily during my visit.
One afternoon I spoke at a garden
meeting; the audience was gathered
around the lotus pond and the place
was crowded to the outer entrance.
On the other side of this beautiful
mini,ature lake a large chesterfield had
been placed upon choice Persian rugs
for,the speaker and her brillialTIit interpreter, Mirza Abdul Naimi. When
the lecture was over (I had spoken
for an hour or more) the audience
clamored for more news of America,
India and Burma.
I explained
briefly that I had to leave for another
speaking engagement at the other
end of the city, where a group had
gathered which I found later numbered over a thousand. When I arrived at this second garden, imagine
my astonishment to find dozens of
the faces of my earlier audience
eagerly waiting, sitting cross-legged
on the grass! Such is the spirit of
loving appreciation and service
shown to a Western sister who visits
this land of Zoroaster and ancient
grandeur.
As the darkest hour of night is
that which precedes the dawn, so it
was when Baha'u'llah blazed forth
upon the darkness of political and
religious strife with that great Light
of God which illumined the hearts of
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men some seventy-five years ago, and
which caused a great commotion in
that land of forgotten glories. Lord
Curzon writes in his book, "Persia,"
that "a religion which can create
such unselfish devotion in the hearts
of its devotees, * * * should not be
put lightly aside without careful
examination."
I had previously traveled around
the world, but really saw nothing of
the rarer opportunities which came
to me later through association with
these dear spiritual friends of both
sexes in Tihran. The women are
marvels of quick understanding and
planned and organized splendid meetings and receptions.
Often they
were dressed in strictly American
clothes and many wore their hair
bobbed. Their kindness to me was
precious and beyond any expression
in words.

Street costu1ne of Pe1"sian women
under the veil.
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One early morning before sunrise
I literally dragged myself from their
midst and motored to the aerodrome,
where I boarded a German plane for
Khanehqain, located on the border of
Persia and Irak. Thus it was that I
said farewell to those in Tihran.
A short time later the airplane
descended for petrol at Hamadan,
another city in Per.sia wherein reside
many illumined Baha'is. I found
myself enveloped in a cloud of black
silks, which proved to be Baha'i
women who had received news that
I would pass that way. Many of
these charming ladies I had met on
my previous visit.
The British
Colonel, my traveling companion in
the airplane, looked a bit startled
when I almost disappeared from
view. Later he inquired about what
secret fraternity I belonged to or
what I might have in common with
these veiled black-robed ladies of the
East! Perhaps I was as surprised
as the Colonel when this black sea
moved nearer to me, and one unveiled eye leaned over and whispered
the Baha'i greeting. Again that
mystical all-meaning Name! Indeed
I never felt more safe than· discovering myself with Oriental Baha'is.

Another page from my diary records the delightful dinners at the
palace of Irak's ruler, His Majesty
King Feisal. These will long be
remembered as gems of friendly
understanding in an Eastern setting
of rare charm. To dine at the palace
still another time for the purpose of
meeting His Majesty's brother, King
Ali, formerly King of another portion of Arabia, was likewise a very
interesting experience. We in the
West hardly understand the full
meaning of hospitality as it is defined
and lived in the East. Returning to
the West after a sojourn in the land
of dreamers, and even some fanatics,
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A gli,mpse of the mountains oveT
which aiT]Jlctnes ]Jass enToute to
Tihnin.

is like having an icy dip in midwinter.
King Feisal inquired what there
could be in the Baha'i Revelation
that surpassed other religions in the
world and which so commanded my
undivided attention. I might sum up
my reply to him thus: There are three
outstanding points of paramount interest to searchers after Truth.
First, this is the only spiritual
revelation that gives a scientific
proof of the Existence of Godproof that will satisfy a rational
mind. Second, it is the only spiritual
teaching known to be written by the
pen of the Prophet in His own handwriting, and therefore time cannot
corrupt it. Third, it is the only
religion in the world which offers a
practical or working solution of the
economic problem of the world today.

of my many interesting experiences
every place I traveled. I have only
attempted an outline, leaving a more
complete record for another time.
However, I cannot refrain from adding that the unity among different
religionists, peoples and races which
the Baha'i Teachings establishes, is
what I have witnessed in the actual
living among the devoted followers
of Baha'u'llah in every land. "It is
the hour of unity of the sons of
men"; and when humanity at large
arouses itself to a full realization of
this blessed truth, and the practice
of it through the education of both
mind and heart, we will have the
peace of the world. There is no
greater joy than to see this spiritual
"fusion" progressing, for Baha'is
believe "that universal love must become the dominant note of the twentieth century."
II
The following ap]JTeciative eX]JTessions
have been compiled fTom lette1'sof Ahmed
Samimi and Abdul Hussein Naimi,
Bah6!is who speak both PeTsian a,nd
English, and who seTved as inteT]JTeteTs
fOT MTS. SchopflocheT.

That Mrs. Schopflocher's first visit
to the cities of northern Persia left
a remarkable and ineffaceable impression upon the hearts of those
who crossed her path, was most
evident when, upon hearing of her
return visit to that country last
spring, there was great rejoicing
and all anxiously looked forward to
a reunion with this gifted and beloved sister and teacher. No greater
tribute to her glowing influence and
work could be given than the inspiring welcome accorded her every
plgce. On this second visit some of
the cities in central and southern
Persia were visited for the first time
by any Western Baha'i.
Especially interesting is the fact
Of course it is not possible to give that Persia was not .part of Mrs.
a detailed account in this brief article Schopflocher's itinerary for this
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year, but on returning from her
teaching tour in India, stopping en
route at Bushire, she learned that it
was not a great distance from there
to Shiraz.
Feeling the urge so
strongly to continue her travels into
Persia, .she spontaneously, promptly
and enthusiastically turned her footsteps in the direction of Shiraz,
where she remained a few days, and
through her services sustained her
well-merited reputation as a spiritual
genius. Meetings were quickly arranged for her, and her lectures on
the Baha'i Cause were received with
joy and enthu.siasm. She herself possesses that trust and faith and love
which enables her to inspire others
with greater courage and hopefulness. But the outstanding event in
Shiraz, Mr. Samimi describes in the
following manner:
"The night before leaving Shiraz,
Mrs. Schopflocher and a number of
friends, including myself, had the
great privilege of visiting the House
of the Bab, where that inspired
Messenger of God made His divine
declaration as the Forerunner of the
Great Baha'i Cause. The real and
true inspiration which everybody
present felt is too precious and
spiritual a thing to be conveyed in
words.
Mrs. Schopflocher, after
talking for half an hour to the
guardian of the house, asking him
varied and sundry questions, said to
us that she felt the presence of the
same inspiration she had received
while she was at the Shrines of
'Abdu'l-Baha and the Bab on Mount
Carmel."
"The following day," writes Mr.
Samimi, "we left for the city of
Isfahan, a journey of two days. En
route we had the privilege of visiting Baha'is in some. small towns and
villages, such as Abadeh, where the
heads of some seventy Baha'i
martyrs, who gave their lives for the
Cause at its early down, are interred.
"On April twenty-fourth we
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reached Isfahan, the old and famous
city which used to be the capital of
Persia during the Safavite dynasty.
Beautiful gardens, palaces, pavilions,
mosques, bazaars, splendid bridges,
and above all a magnificent royal
square, are some of the sights which
make a wonderful appeal to the
traveler. The quaint beauty of the
structures will remain fixed forever
in the mind. The city has a special
claim upon one's attention, as it was
ranked as the metropolis of Persia
from the sixteenth to the eighteenth
centuries before Tihran assumed its
place as the capital of the Shah's
domain. Although we remained but
three days in Isfahan, we visited
some of these interesting places, particularly the "Chehel Sotoun" (Forty
Pillars), an imposing edifice of
ancient date which used to be the
audience-hall of Shah Abbas the
Great, the Shah of the Safavite
dynasty. While there we met some
Baha'i officers of high rank, who
gave us cordial welcome, and in showing us about the place pointed out
the spot where the two well-known
Baha'i martyrs, Sultan Shohada and
Mahboub Shohada, were executed."
The newly established Persian
weaving factory owned by one of the
prominent traders of Isfahan was
also visited. E:zzatullah Khan Zabih,
a Baha'i, and one of the technical
managers, personally conducted the
party through the establishment, and
Mrs. Schopflocher declared that it
ranked with any Western industrial
factory of the kind.
The Baha'is of Isfahan, availing
themselves of Mrs. Schopflocher's
presence in their city, promptly arranged Baha'i meetings for both men
and womein, public as well as private.
With sublime courage and conviction
Mrs. Schopflocher declared the
Teachings of the New Day, and her
words produced such an effect that
before she left the city, plans were
being made for the advancement of
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women, the establishment of regular
classes and a definite educational
program. At the meetings arranged
especially for men, Mrs. Schopflocher
stressed their cooperation with the
women of the city for their emancipation and advancement along all
lines.

III
As a Baha'i who has witnessed the
great work of Mrs. Schopflocher in
Tihran, Mr. Naimi writes enthusiastically and states he "cannot remain silent"; he especially makes
reference to her winning personality,
her eloquence in presenting the
Baha'i teachings and her power in
attracting to the Cause so many who
cross her path.
As soon as the Baha'i friends and
prominent people of the city heard
that Mrs. Schopflocher had arrived
in Tihran, they gathered about her,
and many were the invitations to
meetings, large gatherings of various kinds, and dinner and luncheon
parties in various homes: all for the
purpose of having her speak to them
about the Baha'i Cause.
These
scenes cannot be adequately described. As her interpreter I can
truly say she was really inspired
every time she spoke. She. addressed
audiences of several hundred to a
thousand or more at many meetings,
and the ovation given her was unprecedented.
Mrs. Schopflocher's talks covered
a very interesting list of subjects
like, for instance, "The Equality of
Men and Women," "The Solution of
the Economic Problem," "Universal
Education," etc., and always she
especially emphasized the position of
women in this age and the great part
they are to have in bringing about a
better social order. How she did
plead for the emancipation and education of women! How courageous
she was! How inspired! What a

profound impression she made on
her audiences, and what a powerful
influence the messages she brought
had upon them! Indeed, results are
the criterion by which one measures
effects, and when plans are immediately formulated and translated
into action for the betterment of
humanity, physically, mentally and
spiritually, we know that a service
has been effective and truly confirmed.
But what shall we say of a Western woman from a country so remote
from us coming to the land which
gave Baha'u'llah His birth, and,
pleading for the adoption and inculcation of the divinely authoritative teachings which constitute the
New Revelation for the guidance of
humanity, gives joy and happiness
to so many! Indeed, it is a great
demonstration of the power of the
Baha'i teachings. She spoke also
to many gatherings of non-Baha'is,
men and women, distinguished groups
of open-minded and enthusiastic
listeners.
A delightful story is told of a
very large gathering where Mrs.
Schopflocher spoke on "The Seven
Great Religions" and how the Baha'i
Revelation had come to unite them
all. The audience manifested great
enthusiasm, and before the close of
the meeting a distinguished poet of
Persia arose and chanted a poem he
had composed eulogizing the work
\Mrs. Schopflocher had accomplished
as a Baha'i teacher. We wish the
entire poem had been sent to us,
but here is the first line as quoted:
"A radiant star went from the West
to the East"; then we are told the
poem continues with brilliant references to the seeds of love, knowledge
and truth which she has scattered
throughout India, Persia and elsewhere.
Another gift which this indefatigable teacher seems to possess, and
which is a great bounty, is the
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strength which she evidences during
long periods of service, for even very
strong persons become exhausted and
incapacitated at times, and Mr.
Naimi adds, "But I must confess
here that although I was doing only
a part of the interpreting and for a
short period of her seven days' stay
in Tihran, I myself used to feel ex-.
hausted when I returned home at
night and gathered myself together
after the excitement of the day."
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In conclusion Mr. Naimi states
that "Persia is thirsty for these
visits of Western teachers, and if by
experience and through intuition and
inspiration they know how to speak
to different kinds of audiences, as
Mrs. Schopfiocher does, the work
they can accomplish is simply phenomenal-a miracle. It is peculiar
but true that Western teachers find
yearning and eager audiences in the
East."

SEVENTH CONGRESS OF
WORLD ASSOCIATIONS
MARTHA L. ROOT
One learns· in letters received from Brussels that Miss Root presented to this Congress greetings from Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Bahri'i cause, and also the cordial
fraternal good wishes of the Bahri'is of the world. After her short speech on Eahri'u'llrih's Principles for world consolidation, the Director, Dr. Otlet, extended his thanks,
and then in elo'quent French he spoke on the power in these Principles to establish universal peace.-Editor.

HE Seventh Congress of AssociaT tions
organized by the Union of
International Associations was held
in Brussels, Belgium, July 17-19. It
was "f:ullowed by Universal University
sessions, the whole continuh,g nine
days.
Summed in three short
phrases the results of the congress
were: (1) reconstruction of the
Mondial Institute on a more enlarged basis; (2) development of the
spirit of unity and syntheses among
all the fields of activity and knowledge; (3) practically the Movement of Unity must have an instrument more intellectual than the
League of Nations, an instrument
through which all can look on all
movements; an instrument through
which one may urge on all governments and all people the structure
of the real and new civilization based
on peace, cooperation and progress.
Delegates from more than twenty
countries, representing nearly all the
important international organiza-

tions, came together to get and give
light on world cooperation.
The Director, Dr. Paul Otlet, of
Brussels, an outstanding figure in
any country, has a spirit so rare, a
vision so like an apostle, an intellect
so like Plato, and such a practical
grasp of affairs that the Congress
visitors gathered around him after
each session to ask questions and to be
happy. They felt his love, his wisdom. Really this Palais Mondial,
the scene of this significant gathering, is just such a place as atwentieth century Plato might have had.
It is a center of education, of intellectual union, connection, cooperation, .coordination. It is a miniature
of a Community of Nations. For
thirty years Dr. Otlet and his splendid
coworker, Dr. H. La Fontaine, have
worked to build up this place. When
the late Andrew Carnegie visited it
in 1913, he wrote in the Visitor's
Book: "This day spent here has been
one of the most· interesting in my
life."
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This "Mundaneum" is intended to
be a World Museum, a World Library, a World University worked out
by the Union of International Associations. It shows how just as
Famine and Pest were obliged,
yesterday, to yield before lab or and
science, so War in its turn can be
made to yield to Peace willed and
organized. It shows Spirit conquering Matter, and how the Ideal must
preside over the destinies of men.
It is open to all religions. All are
cordially invited to come and hold
Parliaments and have exhibitions;
in the light of all, the truth will flash
forth. It is wished to show that on
one spot of the world the image and
the total meaning of the world should
be seen and understood ; that this
one spot should become a sacred
place, inspirer and coordinator of
high ideals and noble activities. It
is wished that a treasure might be
gathered there, the sum of the intellectual works to show the marvelous
adventure pursued through the ages
by mankind.
The work is being started in the
same manner as cathedrals used to
be, relying on time to continue and
achieve the task. At present it is
like a huge studio where thinkers,
artists, men of action, humble
workers intellectual and manual are
cooperating. The Esperantists are

welcomed and are active.
July
twenty-third was Esperanto Day in
the Palais Mondial.
Others are
gathering collections, others diffuse
the news that the work is growing,
and others will try to muster the indispensable resources. Already it
is a tremendous collective work
bringing together in the unity of
synthesis, the living portraits of the
Nations, the religions, the masterly
demonstrations of all the sciences,
the marvels of all civilizations.
People of any international organization may well ask themselves: "Are
we making the most of this opportunity? Does our society have a
permanent exhibit there where the
world passes to and fro and stops to
see and to hear?"
It is hoped that this Mundaneum
may develop into a model universal
World City where important experiments can be tried out on a small
scale to prove their fitness.
It
would be an admirable place to
demonstrate to all what Baha'u'lhih's
new solution of the economic problem
will do, so that the poor may live in
comfort and every child in every
country may have education.
May this Mundaneum not only be
a memorial to the past, a mirror to
the present, but may it be a great
guide to the future!

"It is evident then that the proofs of the validity and inspiration
of a Prophet of God are the deeds of beneficent accomplishment and
greatness emanating from Him. If He proves to be instrumental in
the elevation and betterment of mankind, he is undoubtedly a valid
and Heavenly Messenger."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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"Mat.erial civilization is like the body. No matter how infinitely
graceful, elegant, and beautiful it may be, it is dead. Divine civilization is like the spirit, arid the body gets its life from the spirit,
otherwise it becomes a corpse. It has thus been made evident that
the world of mankind is in need of the breaths of the Holy Spirit."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.

WHILE SCHOLARS and humanitarians are conceiving and working
for a more perfect civilization, those
who have spiritual vision are aware
that the outlines of the ideal civilization for this terrestrial globe already
exist on the plane of Reality-that
is to say, in the Divine Plan which
is preexistent and creative, both
antecedent and causative to the human efforts which shall establish it.
Christ saw such a splendid civilization in potentiality when He urged
His followers to strive for the establishment of the Kingdom of
Heaven on earth. And He laid down
the spiritual principles necessary as
foundational to such a divinely ordered perfect state. Into details He
did not go, for humanity was not
then ready for such a message.
AFTER TWO THOUSAND years
of the Christian dispensation, although the Kingdom of Heaven
seems far from being realized on
earth, this much has been accomplished-that gradually the ethics,
the spiritual principles taught by
Christ, have become accepted as
ideal, even if not realized or easily
realizable. All great social, economic,
and political reforms are based on
that love and sympathy for one's
fellow man which characterizes the
Christian as against the previous
pagan civilization.
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But new forces have come into
play, new and vast movements of
humanity, which not only make possible but necessitate a clearer and
more detailed definition of the perfect civilization which God plans for
this planet.
CHRIST urged us to love our
neighbor. Today through the marvelous inventions of science in speeding up transportation and communication, all the peoples of the world
have become our neighbors. If we
are to apply at all the Christian principle, it must be on a vaster scale
than ever man had dreamt of till
the twentieth century.
And so
closely do the races and nations of
the world contact each other, that
we are coming to realize we must
either find a way of expressing the
love taught of Christ in definite
political and social institutions based
on justice, sympathy, and understanding; or else in the very frictions and contentions which develop
.from unbrotherly living, the human
race will, like the fabled scorpion,
sting itself to death with that fratricidal poison which emanates from
hate and strife.
'ABDU'L-BAHA HAS SAID that
only in love and unity can constructiveness and cohesion be found, while
from disharmony and the lack of
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love result disintegration, destruction, death. A very notable example
of the effect of vibrations of strife
is the fact that during a recent prizefight which was reported by radio,
ten men who were listening in in
different parts of the country died
from mere shock. What a striking
illustration of the fact that strife
produces death! It is not merely
that in the physical struggle one man
may kill another. That is a minor
evil compared to the effects of those
dire and sinister vibrations which
emanate from all strife into which
the human heart or tongue or body
become engrossed. If the vibrations
of love are peace, the vibrations of
strife and hatred are death. Upon
such vibrations, and upon a humanity which finds deHght in such vibrations, certainly no perfect civilization, no Kingdom of God, can be
built.
LOVE IS A force which, emanating from the heart of God, has the
constructive power to mould humanity into new and more ideal patterns.
And through Baha:u'lh'ih,
that great and majestic Manifestation of God promised man all down
through the ages, has been revealed
to man-praise be to God I-not only
the precise patterns for the New
Civilization, but the power of love
that can achieve. Wondrously as
only God can design, is laid before
us through the Revelation of Baha'u'Uah the divine institutionssocial, economic, pol:itical-in accordance with which man is to live
in the New Day. Poverty, misery,
war, hatred, and intolerance, all are
to be swept away. And in their
place glorious edifices will arise outshining the most maj estic conceptions of scholar, of statesman, of
idealist.
THE GREATEST thinker can find

no flaw in the perfection of the Ba-

ha'i civilization with its various institutions as delineated by Baha'u'Hah. And, vice versa, there is no
pressing need, no world problem,
that is not met and satisfied by these
divinely instituted measures.
Upon the foundation of love, of
mercy, of mutual sympathy and concord as laid down by Christ, is now
to be erected the true Temple of
Humanity, the perfect edifice under
whose dome all mankind may find
protection from poverty, from oppression, from strife. But of this
Temple the structure must be unity
and the power love. How apparent
it is that ideal institutions can not
arise and function except by means
of an ideal humanity. There is no
use of talking about the institution
of universal peace so long as men's
hearts, severally and individually,
are repositories of envy, hatred, and
strife. There is little gain in formulating plans for the abolition of
poverty and class struggle so long as
individual m.an desires to exploit
his fellow man.
THE NEW CIVILIZATION can
come about -only as the universal expression of an individual ethics and
spirituality superior to that whkh
prevails amongst men today. There
is no denying this fact. Merely to
dream of fair and noble institutions
is not sufficient to bring them into
existence. If we desire to be of aid
in the establishment of that great
and lofty world civilization, the archetypal form of which Baha!u'llah
has revealed to us, it can only be
through the individual perfectioning,
by aid of the Holy Spirit, of the
human race. And we must begin
at home. It is our own deeds that
we must scrutinize, not those of our
fellow men. It is our own hearts
that we must examine for that fatal
defect of egotism and selfishness
which ruins an vision and effort to-
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ward the good either of ourselves or
of the human race.
'ABDU'L-BAHA made clear to the
world the teachings of Baha'u'llah
not only by explanation but, what is
infinitely more important, by exemplification. He lived to show mankind how to live; how to express
naught but love and service in our
thoughts, words, and deeds. His
message was simple to hear: "Be
kind; love one another; serve." But
the carrying out of this teaching is
in very effect the building of the
Temple-each kind deed a brick,
each thought of love a bit of mortar
welding eternally together the sepa-
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rate parts of that colossal cosmic
structure, the New· Jerusalem.
If our present civilization is chiefly
the refined expression of man's selfishness, the ideal future civilization must be the sincere expression
of man's unselfishness. A great gulf
separates the twain. It is that gulf
across which Lazarus cried in vain
for that wherewith to quench his
burning thirst. It were well with
us each and all if we make now great
effort to bridge this gulf, and to
transfer our being to the land of
perfection, where the Spirit and not
matter reigns, for as 'Abdu'l-Baha
asks, "If the hope of man be limited to
the material world what ultimate result is he working for?"

"This is the time for man to strive and put forth his greatest
efforts in spiritual directions. Material civilization has reached an
advanced plane but now there is need of spiritual civilization. Material civilization alone will not satisfy; it cannot meet the conditions
and requirements of the present age. Its benefits are limited to the
world of matter. There is no limitation to the spirit of man, for spirit
in itself is progressive, and if the divine civilization be established the
spirit of man will advance. Every developed susceptibility will increase the effectiveness of man. Discoveries of the real will become
more and more possible and the influence of divine guidance will be
increasingly recognized. All this is conducive to the divine form of
civilization. This is what is meant in the Bible by the descent of the
New Jerusalem. The heavenly Jerusalem is none other than the divine
civilization, and it is now ready. It is to be and shall be organized, and
the oneness of humankind will be a visible fact. * * * The world
shall at last find peace and the equalities and rights of men shall be
established * * * a readjustment of the economic order will come
about, the divine sonship will attract, the Sun of Reality will shine
forth and all phenomenal being will attain a portion."
- 'Abdu'l-Baha.
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ON EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN
( Continued)
KEITH RANSOM-K:EHLER

This is the fourth in a series of Excerpts from the Diary Letters of the distinguished
u'1'iter rund teacher, Mrs. Ransom-Kehler. The first was P'llblished in the November,
1926, Star of the West; the second in March, cmd the third in June, 1927.

HE Governor of 'Akka commisT sioned
the leading architect of his
time to build this dazzling mosque.
The minaret seems very high and
ethereal.
On the first hot day,
viewed from the marble steps of the
Pilgrim House in Haifa, a mirage
carried it far off into the midst of
the Mediterranean; a witness to that
day when there shall be no more sea
-nothing left to separate and divide
us.
Legend or history, the story goes
that when the mosque was completed
the Governor was delighted with its
appearance.
"W ouId you ever be able to build
a finer mosque than this 1" he blandly
inquired of the unsuspecting architect.
"God willing I might build one
better," he answered unguardedly.
Whereupon the despot ordered his
immediate execution to forestall the
erection of a house of worship superior to the Governor's own.

end of nature and the beginning of
art. But in an interior where all
is man's handiwork, white assaults
the eye with nerve-wracking insistence.
In this mosque, for instance, in
caligraphy beautiful as a work of
art, texts from the Quran are inscribed in vivid blue bands that outline doors and windows and also
form a frieze. There is a sense of
violence in the way in which they
detach themselves from the aloof
white background and spring upon
the eye. The floor i§ soft with fine
rugs, . delicate and subdued; a colored-glass window of Arabesque design marks the direction of Mecca
(toward which three hundred and
sixty million souls are abjured to
turn themselves five times a day);
the quaint cool courtyard shaded
with palms and foliage is restful and
inviting; charming little kiosks in
long attached rows, each with a
miniature dome, open on this. patio,
forming a wall upon. the outside;
the reverent young theological students quietly come. and go, each from
his own little room in the wall;
everything is alluring except these
undisciplined white interior walls
that rob the setting of its grace and
tranquillity, recalling the almshouse
or the chicken-coop.

White deflects and disperses the
light of the sun. On account of the
excessive heat everything here is
white, inside and out; cities of white
'--gaunt, lofty rooms, stark with untinted Whitewash. It seems very
bare and unfriendly to us to whom
a white candle in a room is an
6ffense against good taste. White,
not only scientifically but psychoThis is Ramadan-the month of
logically, is out of key with every- fasting-a time of unusual piety.
thing else in the world-, and it does Today not one, but three muezzins
not really combine with anything. chant from the minaret the call to
For tliisC: veryreasonnutbing- is midday prayer.
Their resonant,
lovelier than a white house set in a clear voices recount the sure mercies
green field: it definitely marks the of God to those who follow His com-
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mandments and abide in His law.
Out over the blazing city ring the
words of that wild descendant of
Abraham, a son of Ishmael, who
with intense Semitic fervor swept
out of the desert from a menial calling to summon the idolators of
Arabia to a knowledge of the one
true God, and incidentally to lift
himself to 'a position of royal power.
That fierce and zealous passion that
burns in the heart of Semites for
the singleness of God, His unity and
His indivisabiIity has in truth made
them a chosen people to disseminate
this unconquerable adherence to
monotheism throughout the world.
Buyer and seller cease their bargaining as the chant proceeds, camel
and driver kneel by the roadside,
little veiled girls perform their ablutions, and travel el'S distribute alms
to the needy who surge around the
doors of the mosque.
The most prevalent name for
Allah is the Merciful, but His mercies reach man from a very far distance in Muhammadan psychology.
So fearful are they of making unto
Him any likeness in heaven or in
earth that He seems-to the student
of this mighty religion-though not
inaccessible, incalculably remote. Of
course the spiritual fervor of the
Sufi, and the mystical experiences
of many devout Moslems make God
near and personal; He is typified to
such as a Lover, not as a Father; but
to the average exponent of Islam,
He rules man from afar with despotic power, an august monarch,
conspicuously gracious as befits so
exalted a Sovereignty.
To one side, leading from the
mosque, are two tombs, of saints or
dignitaries-I don't quite gather
which. The abomination of desolation from my point of view is a Muhammadan cemetery 0 r tom b.
Bodies are buried above .groul).d
in a stone or marble sarcophagus
with a flat, upright head-stone;
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never so much as a sprig of green,
the ground gravel-strewn and unyielding. To us who have closed
beloved eyelids and embalmed the
memories of youth in the myrrh and
cassia of many tears, there is a feeling eternally tender toward those
untenanted souvenirs of an earthly
sojourn, into which God once
breathed a living soul.
The present vogue in ethnology
is to regard the civilizations of the
Orient as masculine; those of the
Mediterranean basin and Occident
as feminine. In the masculine civilization woman is relegated to an inferior station; in feminine cultures
woman stands on an equality with
man. One of the characteristics of
a masculine outlook is detestation of
death and of dead bodies; they are
burned or exposed to ravenous
beasts-anything quickly to dispose
of them. In feminine comity there
is always a strong sense of solidarity
with the dead, and the preservation
of dead bodies. (The ancestor-worship of the Chinese is accounted for
on still another basis.)
But any
feeling for the dead in these countries must have been taken on as an
acquired custom during the slavery
of Israel in Egypt, and then transmitted to Islam, for practically all
Muhammadan laws are taken bodily
from the Mosaic code.
Whatever the reason the cheerless,
rep ell ant, hopeless aspect of these
sepulchres always leaves an active
depression in the heart.
The mosque-keeper holds out his
hand for the customary tip and mutters some conventional cant.
No contrast could be. greater than
that of these tombs to the Shrine of
Baha'u'lhlh. Who could ever apply
the word tomb to this spot where lies
the dust that commemorates God's
tabernacle among men? Right here
in the midst of the desert is a garden
perennially bright with flowers and
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The Shrine of

BaJui't~'lUih

at the left, and at the -right entrance wa;y

fruits. The body lies buried in .a
house that stood there at the time of
our Lord's ascension, thus giving the
impression of something close and
human-the impression that death
makes us whole from sorrow, and
vivifies us with the blossoms of eternity. The open court is now glass
enclosed and planted with luxuriant
foliage, around which runs a narrow
passage on four sides covered with
beautiful Persian carpets of leafgreen background strewn with coralcolored butterflies. There is an awesome cheerfulness about this antechambel' to Paradise. The realization that death is not somber or
lugubrious mingles with holy veneration in this room where the mortal
remains of Baha'u'lhl,h will quicken
and enrich the very fibre of our
earth forever.
*"And I heard a great voice out of
heaven saying, Behold, the tabernacle
of God is with men, and He will
dwell with them, and they shall be
His people, and God Himself shall be
with them, and be their God. And
*Rev. 21: 3 and 5.

tOtO

pilgrims

he that sat upon the throne said, Behold, I make all things new."
We kneel trembling before the
very Threshold where 'Abdu'l-Baha
so often chanted His supplications.
Nobody could ever attain to this
commemoration, ever bury his longing face in the jasmine-covered doorsill, and not arise from that ecstatic
burial a recreated soul. To whatever degree I shall be able to carry
away with me the imprint of this
divine visitation, here at least my
naked heart has throbbed out its inmost aspirations before God. Almighty God, my Father, my Lord,
and the Lord of all flesh, whom Thou
hast created from a Single Breath of
Thine inscrutable command, take, I
implore Thee, this pinched and narrow heart of mine, and by Thy
"strange work, Thy strange act"t
transmute it into fire. Oh, my Beloved, from Whose compassion no
soul, however slight and trivial, can
escape, Thou seest with Thine allbeholding Eye that I lie before Thee,
dispossessed and broken, with no art,
tI'saiah 28 :21.
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no virtue, no VISIOn, no achi evement
to offer Thee, with naught but a
fainting voice to implore Thee never,
never oh God to quench the divine
intoxication of love which I have
quaffed in this, Thy Presence.
It is impossible at first to bring
oneself to look within the Shrine.
Here is a bush that burns but does
not consume away, from which by
its very intensity we must perforce
withdraw our eyes. Gradually the
soul sweeps into the rhythm of the
march of unseen hosts, a new courage descends, a new hope, a new
dedication; one lifts expectant eyes
and sees a quiet lovely room unlike
any other tomb ever devised or
dreamed of. There are windows to
the north and west-several of them,
curtained with blue damask hangings; the floor is rich with fine silk
rugs, as level as a drawing-room,
with no suggestion of a mound or
grave; standing all about are glistening candlesticks and vases bright
with flowers; the place is as joyous
as is compatible with the great mystery of death.
In 'Akkt1. one begins to understand
the meaning of that dreadful death
from which the Manifestations of
God come to redeem us: death to
spiritual understanding, to social
responsibility, to righteousness, to
the joys of sacrifice, and to the
beauty of holiness. With unexperienced buoyancy the soul lifts to the
city not made with hands and inaccessible to those entombed in earthly
desires. Then comes a quickened
realization that leaving the body is
leaving the clumsy mechanism of
sense perception, which is but a merciful prelude to Reality; accustoming
the soul, through imperfect impacts
from worlds unseen, to a gradual
heightening of its inherent capacity
to know the Truth. Scientists tell
us that we have never beheld real
light: that the modified light from
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the sun, before which the stoutest
eye quails, is a very mild counterfesance of Light's own quality. And
yet God, hidden behind seventy thousand barriers of glory, descended to
this earth in order to release His
Greatest Name, Baha (Light), to the
world. Psychology knows that light
can be independent of the eye; in
the world of dreams its scenes are
illumined, and oftentimes out of
darkness a great light shines in the
gloom of the mind. Some vague reflex of the splendor of that celestial
city leaves its beautiful, troubled
outline on the seeking soul as one
arises at last to return to the world,
never again to find oneself entirely
a part of it, never again to lose the
sense of the sojourner in an alien
land. For like John, we too, here at
Bahji, have "heard a cry like the
shout of a great host and the sound
of many waves and the roar of heavy
thunder-Hallelujah, now the Lord,
our God Almighty reigns! Let us rejoice and triumph, let us give Him
the glory." * And we, too, "see no
temple in the city, for its Temple is
the Lord God Almighty and the
Lamb. And the city needs no sun
or moon to shine upon it, for Baha'u'llah illumines it and the Lamb
lights it up. By its light wiil the
nations walk, and into it will the
kings of earth bring their glories
(the gates of it will never be shut
by day and night there shall be
none) ."t
The Thief:~ who was to come to
steal the treasure of men's souls
from the night of confusion, prejudice, and corruption, has come and
gone while the drowsy householder
is yet sleeping; but the dawn of that
Day is already breaking when mankind will awake from his slumber to
find that his real treasure is in
*Rev. 19: 6-7.

tRev. 21: 22-25.
tMatt. 24: 42-47.
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heaven, the heaven of God's Will, the
paradise of His Law.
An irrepressible conflict arises
here in the soul: an intense desire
to stay before this Threshold forever, the sense that one can never
know comfort, or peace again apart
from it; over against a holy deter-

mination never to return again until,
however unworthily and imperfectly,
one has some tiny accomplishment
to lay here before the feet of God
in token of incommunicable gratitude for having come to birth in this
time of His Might and Grandeur.
(To be continued)

REFLECTIONS ON THE GREAT ECLIPSE
FLORENCE E. PINCHON

THE
magnificent spectacle wit.nessed in England in the early
morning hours of June 29, 1927, was
surely the object of the most widespread attention any total eclipse
has, so far, ever received. For it
was over two centuries since such
a phenomenon had occurred in these
islands, and not till the year 1999a time beyond the range of most of
us-will it be seen here again.
Of even more significance to me,
however, than the great event itself,
was this apparently sudden up rush
of interest-an interest too that was
not in the least confined to any particular class or section of society,
offering a striking example of the
progress which education and enlightenment are making, have made,
indeed, even within the lifetime of
the radio.
As I read of the small armies of
'eminent scientists, professional and
amateur astronomers, photographers,
radio experimenters, film experts,
and airmen observers camped along
the whole belt of totality, from north
Wales to Yorkshire, it seemed difficult to realize that less than three
centuries and a half ago the science
of astronomy was struggling, like a
new faith, in the talons of superstition and ignorance; that bitter persecution dogged the researches of a

Galileo, while a Giordano Bruno,
who maintained that the earth moved
around the sun, bore witness to the
fact at the stake! For the 'iffmeer
scientist, like the pioneer saint!, carries forward the guiding torch of
Truth at his peril!
Numberless were the special excursion trains, countless the cars
which rushed tens of thousands of
ordinary folk, students, scholars, reporters, to the various vantage
points. Hotels, cafes, and public
places were thrown open all night.
For weeks beforehand, series of lectures by wireless and otherwise instructed the country in every aspect
of the subj ect. The daily press
poured out information and sustained enthusiasm. And I found myself instinctively glancing backward
through history, comparing with
grateful heart the enlightenment of
these great days with those of
former times, when the splendors
and terrors of natural phenomena
smote all hearts with fear; when, as
in ancient Egypt, before such a spectacle the people stood trembling and
awestruck, believing it to be some
mighty miracle wrought by priestly
power.
Standing in the very shadows of
that early morning, I wondered how
many among all those throngs of
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made h 0 1 y
ab 0 v e the
sun and its
effulgence.' ,
What, one
pon d ered,
was the subtle influence
at work impelling thousands to
spend t i m e
and money
upon an
eve n t that
was neither
a race nor a
f 00 t b a 11match?
Whence had
co m e this
willingness
to be stirred
by as i gh t
which could
but emphasizethetransitoriness of
the i l' own
little 1 i v e s,
the insignificance of all
material affairs? There
(Photo by UndeTwood & Un,ZeTwood)
was, 0 f
Yorkshire, England, witnessed fir'st sun eclipse in two hundred
course, the
yean. Picture shows the sun's rays breaking thr'ough the elonds
obvious :rea[ljfter the period of tot[ljlity
son of the
sightseers, eagerly adjusting their rarity of the phenomenon-a rarity
masks and smoked glasses, those of which Emerson wrote:
busy groups intently focusing their
marvelous instruments, realized that
"If the stars should appear
yonder dazzling ball, set in its arc
one night in a thousand years,
of blue, about which swept masses
how men would believe and
of storm-wracked clouds, was but a
adore; and preserve for many
cosmic symbol, "a single sign of the
generations the remembrance of
splendor of that Ideal Sun which
the city of God which had been
hath neither comparison, likeness,
shown! But every night come
equal, nor peer." And that we stood
out these envoys of beauty and
in the early morning of a Spiritual
light the Universe with their
Day "the Light of which hath been
admonishing smile. An eclipse
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of the sun affords a similar rare
and impressive vision."
And that vision millions, in the
dawn, awoke to behold. Was it a
breath of the Spirit of the New Age?
An unconscious reaching out after
those things which are eternal? For
Science is only another pathway to
God-the handmaid and complement
of Religion.
Today, slowly but
steadily this idea is permeating the
consciousness of all truly thoughtful
people.
And those gifted scientists absorbed in studying the effects of
physical light radiations, did they
realize something of the nature of
that Inner Light, which, shining
through their own minds, was unlocking to them the treasures, revealing to them the mysteries of a
Universe? A Universe within which
lay vibration upon vibration, force
within force, meaning enfolded in
meaning, power beyond power, only
waiting man's capacity to reveal,
control, employ them. So that modern science might declare in the
words of Baha,'u'lhih:
"To His Beauty there are no
veils but Light, and His Face
hath no covering save Manifestation. Yea, He is concealed by
the intensity of manifestation,
and He is hidden by the ardor
of emanation."
And in those few breathless moments, while the giant shadow flung
itself across the earth, one seemed
to catch a fleeting consciousness of
cosmic things, of tiny specks on a
dark planet sweeping through illimitable spa c e! of staggering distances! of stupendous forces and
mighty unseen powers before which
imagination faltered. And like the
Psalmist when considering the jeweled glory of an eastern sky, the cry
burst from one's heart: "What is
man that Thou art mindful of him,

or the Sonoi man that Thou visitest him!"
The Baha'i Teachings emphasize
that the universe is one and indivisible, that there is connection and
association between all the worlds
visible and invisible, so that appearances in the phenomenal heavens may be linked to events taking
place on the earth. Thus it is that
stars have appeared as though to
herald the coming of a Manifestation of God; and then a forerunner is
sent into the world to prepare hearts
and awaken souls from the sleep of
ignorance and negligence, that they
may make ready to perceive the
shining of these "Most Great Orbs."
It is on record that phenomena of
this kind appeared before the advent
of many of the Manifestations, such
as Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad; and preceding the dawn
of the Baha'i Revelation, most of the
astronomers reported the appearance
of a new star in the sky.
One recalls some of the rich analogies drawn from natural phenomena used by the ancient prophets of
the Bible, the Quran and in the Baha'i Scriptures, when describing the
signs which accompany the coming
of the Promised One at the beginning
of a new world cycle. Joel's vivid
word picture;
"And I will show wonders in
the heavens and in the earth,
blood and fire, and pillars of
smoke. The sun shall be turned
into darkness, and the moon
into blood, before the great and
terrible day of the Lord come."
And Christ's own words;
"Immediately after the tribulations of those days shall the
sun be darkened, and the moon
shall not give her light, and the
stars shall fall from Heaven,
and the powers of the heavens
shall be shaken."
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In the Quran we read:
"When the sun shall be shrouded,
And when the stars shall fall,
When the mountains are made to
pass away * * *."
In the Book of Iqan Baha'u'llah
gives us many simple yet wonderful
explanations of the meanings of such
passages. Dr. Esslemont in "Baha'u'lhih and the New Era" writes:

* * * "T h e s e prophecies
about the sun, moon, and stars,
the heavens and the earth, are
symbolical and are not to be
understood merely in the literal
sense. * * * When they (the
prophets) mention the sun, in
connection with the Day of
Judgment, they refer to the
SUll of Righteousness. The sun
is the supreme source of light,
so Moses was a Sun for the
Hebrews, Christ for the Christians, and Muhammad for the
Muslims. When they speak of
the sun being darkened, what is
meant is that the pure teachings of these spiritual Suns have
become obscured by misrepresentation, misunderstanding and
prejudice, so that the people
are in spiritual darkness."
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But thus it is that although in the
spiritual worlds previous Manifestations, spiritual Suns, shine forever,
yet for humanity they become obscured and suffer eclipse. Speaking,
for instance, of Buddha and Confucius, 'Abdu'l-Baha said:
"N ow is not the time when
we discuss the stations and positions of those who have passed
away. We must concentrate our
attention upon the present, upon
the most great Luminary of
peace and salvation in this age.
The sovereignty of Buddha and
Confucius in this world is ended
and their cycle fulfilled."
"The Divine Reality is to man
what the sun is to the earthlife, radiance, heat, power, and
energy. The earth * * * alone
is but a senseless clod. The sun
in its remoteness cannot reach
the earth-the earth cannot attain to the glory of the sun.
But through the media of light
and heat, fragrance and bloom
are carried to the earth. So the
Holy Spirit brings to man perfection and inspiration; so it
touches the heart of man and
awakens him to eternal life."

THE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
OF GENEVA
MME. JEANNE STANNARD
In the following article Mme. Stannard sho~ws the unique opportunity which is presented in this splendid school for notewoTtky services toward the ideal of a coopeTative
syste'm of international Telationships. The theory of "p,ersonal and national tolerance"
is actually instilled daily into the lives of the students. "In the domain of rnoTal education, all the activities of this school tend to create the sentiment of personal
j'csponsibility and social interdependence. In the field of religion the school inculcates
the most absolute r'espect fOT every sinceTe conviction * * * Amongst the older pupils
discus'sions are' stirnulated upon the largeT and mor'al issues in ordM' to diTect thought
upon the necessity of an inter'ior life conjoTming to a high and spontaneously accepted
ideal."-Editor,

VIEW of the ever growing imI Nportance
of Geneva as an international center-a focal point-in
Europe, where one may find every

kind of progressive religious, educational, philanthropic institution represented, and where every year
heads of governments link up to
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deliberate under one roof on the
welfare of nations that are making for peace, special interest attaches to any educational enterprise that has the courage to prepare growing minds for a new outlook on life. It is essential, indeed
imperative, that parents should support by every possible means in their
power the newer systems of education which, guided by devoted
thinkers, are calculated to develop
those ideals of interracial sympathy
and understanding that should make
future wars impossible.
These newer methods of imparting instruction have an international
expression and are adopted to promote natural instincts of a fraternal
and humanitarian character, and
thus become the true fundamentals
for imparting naturally evolved cosmopolitan sentiments, discrimination
and knowledge. A character may be
moulded that exhibits broad-mindedness, instinctive interracial understanding, the unprejudiced view, and
the cooperative spirit, all of which
will help these children to become

The International School of Geneva occupies
a part of this building

true citizens of the world in adult
life; Happiness through the right
adjustment of one's powers in work,
whether mechanical, artistic or scientific in its objective, is one of the

main ideas that has been psychologically studied by the new school of
pedagogy.
Mind, body and soul or heart,
should all contribute in the construction of this higher synthesis on balanced lines. As all know, educational methods have changed, and are
still changing, all over the world.
Doubtless America could tell us more
about this than any other country,
but here in older environments these
changes are more striking. From
the time of Pestalozzi, Froebel, to
Montessori and mod erns like Ferriere,
We can at least perceive the new systems have succeeded and are- eoming
into their own. Schools are springing up in every country basing their
teachings on higher ideals and with
a scientific unanimity that bids well
for the establishment of those principles which we proudly and lovingly
quote as Baha'i. If continued we
shall ultimately see a wonderful
standardization all over the world
of basic moral or ethical ideas
brought about quite naturally in the
race consciousness, because the young
will have developed suggestive
thoughts on lines that could express
life only one way-i.e., truthfully.
Beauty, love, sympathy, expressed
in conjunction with constructive
ability and power of reflection must
in the end express life at its best
and highest.
The Ecole of Geneva has the great
advantage of coming under Prof.
Adolphe Ferriere's special observations as the slow unfolding of newer
methods goes on. In one of their
own descriptive leaflets we find the
following extract: "The international
school was founded (in 1924) in the
attempt to create a new type of education amidst the unique opportunity
afforded by Geneva's progressive outlook, rich history, and natural beauty
* * * Scrupulous respect will be
paid to the religious, moral and
patriotic convictions of each pupil,
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and the principle of personal and
national tolerance will be all the
more easily instilled for the reason
that it will be part of the daily common work and play during the most
formative years."
This scholastic institution has two
sections-one for day scholars in
the city, and the other for resident
pupils in the charming country
suburb of Onex. A school omnibus
conveys classes into the town, and
carries the children to the country
for physical or other exercises every
afternoon, so that no break in the
general educational curriculum takes
place. Winter sports are carefully
organized in the cold season, while
in summer many forms of recreational and educative activities are
available. Day and boarding pupils
play or study together all the time.
Beginning with quite a small number of children, the attendance has
gradually increased, and some idea
of the nations represented can be
seen from their list. For example,
there are Americans, French, English,
Dutch, Japanese, Russians, Swiss,
Spanish, and in addition an Egyptian,
Armenian, German, Norwegian, Polish, etc.
Seizing the opportunity of a fine
afternoon one day recently, I made
the trip in the school motor omnibus
to see the country establishment at
Onex. There were one or two other
visitors besides myself and we
thoroughly enjoyed the beauty and
peace of these special surroundings.
Everything that could minister to
healthful work or play was there,
and the young scampered about the
grassy slope of the hill in joyous
exhilaration. Physical drill was in
progress for the elder pupils when
we arrived, while the younger were
engaged in various forms of employment or in games or gardening.
One could not wish for a better environment-a more beautiful and
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The suburban section of the International
School of Geneva at Onex

health-giving cultural developmentthan this Onex residential villa
offers.
I regret that it has been out of my
power to see class work going on in
the city .school. This institution,
however, is well worth a visit from
those who may have certain interests
to consider, or children they may
wish to place under special care and
attention. All reasonable demands
of parents are willingly met.
Everyone interested in the establishment of a better social order will
find encouragement in the progressive ideals being worked out in this
school, for its founders have had real
VISIOn and are practicing what
'Abdu'l-Baha advocates in the following words:
"The doors of colleges and universities must be wide open to the adherents of all religions and the members of all nationalities, so that these
people from widely scattered countries may meet and associate with
each other in those educational
institutions, learn each other's customs and habits, interchange their
ideas and discard their purposeless
prejudices. In this way these young
men and women will grow up with
the ideas of world patriotism."
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A group of approxivwtely one thousand Esperantists assembled in Con:

NINETEENTH UNIVERSAL CONGRESS
OF ESPERANTO
MARTHA L. ROOT

Ninteenth Universal Congress
T ofHEEsperanto
in Danzig Free City,
July 28-August 3, was remarkably
successful. One thousand delegates
came from thirty-five countries. This
was Jubilee Year of this international language. If one considers the
slowness of progress' in evolution,
forty years is not a long time in comparison with the development of
mankind, yet in this short space Esperanto has almost conquered the
world. The Pyramids of Egypt have
remained silent forty centuries!
What may not be accomplished if for

forty centuries Esperanto, this universal language, calls aloud to international understanding!
There were greetings and salutations by representatives of governments, State ministers sent by
Kings; but the message from Shoghi
Effendi * was considered by all who
know the Baha,'i Movement as the
most important, standing above thrtt
of kings and statesmen, because it
was a message of a spiritual movement which is the most perfect re*Guardian .of the Baha'i Cause.
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[JTess c.t Danzig,

July, 1927.

A maTvelous piece of gTOUp 'phOtogTUphy

alization of the Esperanto idea, and
of which the Esperanto idea is one
part. Like Esperanto, the Baha'i
Movement is supernational, superreligious. It is the spirit of brotherhood of which Esperanto is the language of communication. Universal
brotherhood needs a universal language; and Esperanto is this language. The greetings from Shoghi
Effendi, great grandson of Baha'u'llah, Who more than fifty years ago
prophesied and commanded a universallanguage, was most impressive.
No king, no minister of any government can compete with the representative of the spiritual reign founded by Baha'u'llah-this spirit of
universal love and unity which lies
in the Baha'i Movement. His letter
which was read to one thousand dele-

gates at the formal opening of the
Congress, is as follows:
"HAIFA, PALESTINE.

April 17, 1927
To the delegates and friends attending the Nineteenth Universal Congress of Esperanto:
My dear fellow-workers in the
service of humanity:
I take great pleasure in addressing you, on the occasion of
the opening of the Nineteenth
Universal Congress of Esperanto in Danzig, and in wishing
you from all my heart the fullest
success in the great work you
are doing for the promotion of
the good of humanity.
It will interest you, I am sure,
to learn, that as the result of
the repeated and emphatic ad-
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monitions of' Abdu'l-Baha, His sentials: sun, rain and soil. There
many followers even in the dis- is one sun which gives warmth and
tant villages and hamlets of light to every plant. There is one
Persia, where the light of West- rain gathering and falling down; but
ern civilization has hardly pene- before there have been many soilstrated as yet, as well as in other American, English, German, French.
lands throughout the East, are But now a tree has been planted on
strenuously and enthusiastically one soil, not belonging to one nation
engaged in the study and teaching of Esperanto, for whose but to all humanity. It is now one
future they cherish the highest soil, for the roots of this tree are to
be nourished by all. This is a sign
hopes.
I am voicing the sentiments that the nationalities of peoples can
of the unnumbered followers of be overbridged; that religions and
the Faith throughout the world, races can be united. There was the
when I offer you through this precious earth from the shrines of
letter, the cordial expression of the Bab, Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lsincere best wishes and fervent Baha-those Divine Messengers Who
prayers for the success of your came into physical being in Persia.
noble end.
Also falling with these gifts was
Yours faithfully,
earth from the shrine of Dr. ZamSHOGHI."
enhof, a Jew, our dear author of Esperanto; as well as earth from San
Another interesting feature was Souci Garden of Frederick the Great,
the planting of the oak tree in a new atheist, of Potsdam, Germany, the
square which has been named "Es- ruler who arose and declared: "In
peranto Ground." Esperantists were my country everybody can become
all invited to bring earth from their blessed in his own way; everyone is
homelands for this c ere m 0 n y. free to believe what he wishes; if he
Nearly all of the thousand delegates is a good man, I do not care whether
brought their national earths as a he is a Jew, a Catholic or a Protessymbol of the oneness of mankind and tant." Anyone who knows a little
the internationality of this language. of history and has feeling of what
The writer had requested and re- will come, realizes that in this cenceived earth from the shrines of the tury a new race is being formed.
Bab, Baha'u'Ilah and 'Abdu'l-Baha
One session of this Congress was
in Haifa and 'Akka, Palestine, sent devoted to the pronunciation of the
by Bahiyyih Khanum, daughter of language. Only four were present
Baha'u'llah. Earth was also· received who had attended the first Universal
from the Roy C. Wilhelm Estate, in Congress of Esperanto held in BoulWest Englewood, N. J., where 'Ab- ogne-sur-mer in 1907. They stated
du'l-Baha had stood when He spoke that at the first Congress the fellowto the New York City friends and thinkers pronounced the language
Baha''is from many lands.
just a little differently one from anThis oak tree truly symbolizes the other, because each one had studied
language creation of Dr. Zamenhof,
it· by himself and had never heard
for it is nourished by the whole
anyone
else speak it. There had
earth; by every nation. This is fitbeen
no
contact
between the different
ting, for Esperanto comes from the
countries.
Now
gradually by conuniversal spirit and must be nourtact
not
only
the
words
and expresished by the universal spirit. This
sions
but
even
the
pronunciation
is surely the first time in history that
tend toward u,nification, so that the
such a monument has been erected.
A tree generally requires three es- universal spirit of the language COll-
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A snapshot of the Oak Tree Planting, Nineteenth Universa,l Congress of Esperanto,
First row, left to right, Mr. R:obert Kreuz, Secretary of the
Universal Esperanto Association; Mrs. Anna Tuschinsky, 85 years young, pioneer of
Esperanto in Danzig; Mr. Bernhard Aeltermann, Chairman of the event and President
of the Danzig Committee; Miss Martha Root, Baha'i Speaker; Dr. Ernst Kliemke,
President of the Esp61 anto Society of Germany, (s'eated); the Representative of
Danzig (nam.e not furnished); and Dr. SophiJa Zamenhof, dattghter of the late Dr.
Zamenhof·

in Danzig, July 31.

o

quers even the different tongues, the
different pronunciations. So when
Esperantists entered this International Parliament, it was like coming
into a National Parliament as far as
language was concerned; one did not
notice that different nations were
present. It was a most interesting
demonstration and shows that later
when the universal spirit prevails
everywhere, how like one family the
world will become.
The two Baha'i sessions as part of
this great Congress were well at.
tended and many Esperantists left
their addresses asking that copies
of the speeches be sent to them later.
Among the guests were Miss Lydia
Zamenhof, youngest daughter of
the creator of Esperanto, Dr. Ludovik Zamenhof; Mr. Carl Lindhagen,
Mayor of Stockholm; Mrs. Anna
Tuschinsky, pioneer of Esperanto in
Danzig; several members of the In-

ternational Language Committee, and
some members of the International
Academy.
Baha'i Assemblies from six countries sent telegrams of salutation to
this Congress. Dr. August Forel, the
great scientist of Switzerland, sent
the following telegram: "My dear
friends, with all my heart I send you
my warmest best wishes for your
Nineteenth Universal Congress of
Esperanto and for your Baha'i Esperanto sessions.
Long live Esperanto! Long live the supernational religion, Baha'i! Long live the
social universal good !"-Dr. Ernst
Kliemke, of Berlin, President of the
E'speranto Association of Germany,
spoke on the Baha'i Principles.
The Twentieth Universal Congress
of Esperanto will be held next year
in Antwerp, Belgium, and in 1929
in Budapest, Hungary.
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'THE CONDUCTOR OF THE SYMPHONY
ON THE PACIFIC
SETSUICHI AOKI
The following impressions on the second session of the Institute of Pacific Relations
·recently held in Honolulu were sent to the Bahri'i Magazine by Miss Agnes Alexander,
.and were w~-itten by Mr. Aoki on board the steamer "President 71aft" as it was starting
on its trip, from HO'nolulu back to Japan. In the beautiful picture accompanying the
.a~·ticle the author is seen in the center, and on the right is Dr. Sh1:roshi Nasu, professor
of economics in the Imperial University of Tolwo, who spoke at the Institute on the
"Probl61n of Japan's Food Supply." Our friend Roy Wilhelm writes us: "Dr. Nasu is
now ranked among the foremost ag?'icultural economists of the WQ1'ld, and certainly is at
the! head of this-bnmch of science in Japw(/,. He is an old and valued friend of mine, is
much attracted to the Bc~hri'i Movement cmd owns nearly all of our leading books."
Editor.

-THE
second session of the Institute of Pacific Relations had a

-profound significance to me, personally. Attending as I did, as a
representative of the Secretariat of
the League of Nations, I was an observer at the conference, without afiiliating myself with any group. This
peculiar status has given me, I believe, an opportunity to learn merits
as well as demerits of the discussions with due fairness.
The Institute of Pacific Relations
has contributed greatly toward promotion of international good-will and
friendship. Various topics discussed
,at the conference gave an idea of the
nature of Pacific problems. Some
have learned the true weariness of
the present world, while others have
learned various channels for the solution of problems. As a whole we
were led from the study of facts to
.knowledge, to understanding, to sympathy, to cooperation, and from co(operation to the ideal of international
peace.
Many of our human problems and
struggles find their origin in ignorance. I was firmly convinced that
the Institute of Pacific Relations is
to combat this universal ignorance.
Personal contacts with leaders of
nations, was another by-product of
the Institute. The value along this
line cannot he overestimated. Two

weeks spent together on a school
campus, often under the same roof,
and at the same dining table, gave
opportunity to associate intimately
with delegates from various countries. It was in reality a school life
in which all students were mutual
teachers. For this reason, the conference had a profound significance
to me, personally.
In every country there are special
features. The Institute of Pacific Relations attempts to harmonize these
features of the Pacific lands. It was
like a great symphony in which all
the Pacific countries were the players. This symphony, however, had
no particular individual conductor.
But I believe the ideal of good-will,
which all nations crave, acted far
better as the conductor than any human being could. It really was the
hands of the Baha,'i that beat the
time of the international symphony.
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THE BACKGROUND OF THE
CHINESE WOMEN
MRS. C. F. WANG
A talk given at et Pan Pacific luncheon in Honolulu. Mrs. Wang, formerly Dean of
Canton Woman's College, was et delegate to the second Institute of Pacific Relations in.
Honolulu.-Editor.

a resident of Canton my first
Aseducation
was received at the
Woman's College there. After studying in America, I returned to Canton
and served on the faculty of the college. Since my marriage I have
moved from one end of China to the
other. Perhaps what I have to say
may carry a little more weight just
because I have traveled and lived in
different parts of China.
You may be surprised to hear what
the Chinese women have achieved in
the nationalist government in China.
These Chinese women whom you
may have thought were shut up within four walls, are now up and doing
in almost every phase of life in
China. Many of them are magistrates of different districts, some
are educational commissioners, and
still others are now on the Board of
Disease Control in China. It naturally comes to your mind, as it came
to mine, how is it possible that such
things can be done? Chinese women
are not supposed to have had any
education or training for this kind
of life, and we hear they are filling
these positions very well.
As students of history we generally like to know the cause and effect
of things and I feel that you will be
eager to hear how such things have
happened. In the first place we
must know that China has passed
her old days. We have a saying in
China that man is supposed to control the affairs of the world, but
women control the affairs of the
home. Then also we must know
what is the home. Is it a little cottage where just the husband and

wife and children live? No; the
home in China is a big compound.
inside of which some ten or fifteen
or even more families may live.
Therefore, Chinese women have had
to learn to live with people, to think
of others and to consider the interests of others. That is a great education. We have to move within
those limits not only among womelI
but also among men. From childhood up we really learn to see many
things from a man's angle.
Another thing is that in many of
the better homes in China we always
had tutors, because schools were not
a usual thing. Girls were not required to study, but a great many of
them did because of their interest,
and sometimes because their fathers
or brothers appreciated their exceptional ability in learning to write,
read, paint, draw, and compose poetry. Many, many volumes of poetry have been written by women
who have never attended school.
Where did they get their training?
Just from their brothers and tutors
at home. One woman who had not
been asked to study said that when
her father found she knew much
more than her brother, he had her
go to school regularly and compete
with her brother as an incentive to
him. So you see Chinese women
really have had much more education
in their old training than we realize. Aside from this of course we
learned how to sew, to cook, and
take care of our servants.
I must also give credit to the
sympathy of the Chinese men in our
efforts to rise. This has had a great
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Mrs. C. F. Wang, member Institute of
Pacific Relations

deal to do with our present attainment. From my childhood up I
have never felt that when an opportunity came for me to be given
a chance that a man has stepped in
and said "no." My father said when
I was born he had seen how the missionary women could not only conduct their affairs at home but could
conduct them very ably outside the
home. When I was sixteen years old
he realized that if China wanted to
become a great country it must make
use of its latent asset-the women.
And so he felt from the time I was
horn until I went to college and until
his death that everything must be
done to help the Chinese come into
their own. I remember my Chinese

teacher who felt this also and opened
a reform school. When my sister
and I applied to enter, there were
many boys applying, but he said,
"N 0; I will give the chance to the
girls because as a rule they are not
given as much chance and I feel they
should have it." Whenever a Chinese
woman was at all able to do new
things, the Chinese men have always felt that she should be given a
chance if China was to rise.
With these new opportunities there
are dangers and responsibilities.
The Chinese women are facing a
great many problems. They are accustomed to moving and living within the home, but now they are living
out in society with no formed customs to guide them.
Chinese men and women are working together. This year in Canton
they were celebrating international
day for women in the Y. W. C. A.,
and there were many women representing different nationalities. Some
gentlemen came and wanted to take
part in the program, because no
women's affair in China can be successful without the interest of the
men. At the same time, my sister,
who was President of the International Women's Club in Canton, was
asked to go to the Cadet School to
talk to the cadets about the significance of the Women's Movement in
China. That day was set aside as
Women's Day in the cadet school.
On that day they had as their slogan,
"Down with the obstacles that separate men and women."
So I think we may say in China,
that if China is going to succeed we
must have this slogan, "Down with
the obstacles that separate men and
women."
The Chinese men and
women work hand in hand to
build up international good-will and
friendship.
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THE PRESENT TENDENCIES OF THE
KOREAN PEOPLE
HELEN K. KIM
Miss K~m is the Dean of Ehwa College, Seoul. She was a delegate to the second
Institute of Pacific Relations in Honolulu and was the fi1·st woman to be sent from
Korea as a delegate. At the opening session of the Institute she made the statement for
Korea.-Edit01·.

Korean people do not want to
T beHE behind
other people in material and mental achievements. We
realize that we have neglected the application of modern sciences to life,
so through educational movements
and in sending students to other
lands to study, we hope to make up
for this loss which we have fallen
into through neglect of these sciences.
We realize the importance of material possessions as well as mental.
At the present time money seems to
be able to do many things. While
we realize the importance of it, we
want at the same time to watch out
that our people as a whole do not
become materialistic.
In Korea there is a fever for education which is everywhere in the
land and has affected both young and
old. Koreans are willing to sacrifice
everything for education. Boys are
so anxious for education that they
go to school in Seoul on one meal a
day.
Our people are working for union.
Individual wealth and individual
strength, however great they may be,
,cannot combat the strong forces that
.are hindering our progress today.
Realizing this the people are moving
toward nation-wide organizations
both among men and women. In
order to achieve this union, people
are giving up the unessential points
in their religions and in the philosophies of life. Christians, Buddhists, Confucianists, and those of
(iifferent views of life are joining

together. In spirit our people are
united as a whole.

Miss Helen Kim, Dean of Ehwa College,
Seoul, Korea·

The status of women in Korea at
present is not what we want it to be.
There is no oppression of women,
but lack of education makes a large
group of our women ignorant and
deprived of the enjoyment of the cul-
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tural life. For this reason educated
women are trying to pool their resources to lift up the status of
women. They are forming a large
organization, so that Korea's women
may be stronger and more efficient.
In receiving the Western civilization our people have a critical attitude which was lacking about twenty
years ago. When the Western civilization was first introduced into
Korea, the young people particularly,
welcomed it heartily. In part this
was the reaction against the old
order of the strict monarchy and
reverence for the elders which put
the younger generation under their
entire control. Young people then
were not allowed to determine their
own destinies as the young people of
today are privileged to do. The days
of reaction are now past and our
young people are questioning the
validity of some of the Western ideas
and customs which have already
been introduced. An example of this
is in regard to the marriage customs.
It is all right for the
young people to get acquainted before marriage, but was the old
way of the parents arranging for
the marriage wrong? Parents are
more experienced and are anxious
for their children's happiness. So

we are not going to throw our old
custom away.
We feel that the introduction of
many denominations of the Christian
church into Korea was rather unfortunate. Our territory is small,
and the people are homogeneous,
with one language and one common
cultural background; therefore we do
not see the necessity of having so
many different organized churches.
When the different Christian denominations first came to us, we accepted them. Now we are trying to
find out if Christ really wanted Methodist, Baptist, Presbyterian, and so
on. In our present state is this the
best way to believe in Christ and
promote Christianity in Korea?
There is a movement now to unite
these different churches which were
given to us by good friends, and find
one common way of worshipping
God and believing in Jesus Christ.
The pessimistic people among our
foreign friends as well as among our
own number tell us that the future
of Korea is rather dark and that the
Korean people cannot realize their
aspirations; but we believe that if
our people steadily march on to the
goal in the right direction, in the end
we will come out winners, as surely
as the sun rises.

"MY ADMONITION and exhortation to you is this: Be kind to all
people, love humanity, consider all mankind as your relations and
servants of the Most High God. Strive day and night that animosity
and contention may pass away from the hearts of men; that all religions shall become reconciled and the nations love each other; so that
no racial, religious or political prejudice may remain, and the world of
humanity behold God as the beginning and end of all existence. God
has created all and all return to God. Therefore love humanity with
all your heart and soul. * * * Emulate God. Consider how kindly,
how lovingly he deals with all and follow His example. You must
treat people in accordance with the divine precepts; in other words,
treat them as kindly as God treats them, for this is the greatest attainment possible for the world ()f humanity."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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"THE ADVANCEMENT OF CIVILIZATION, material perfections and human virtues will bear no fruit or result unless joined
to the spiritual perfections, merciful qualities and sound morals,
and the happiness of the human world which is the original goal
will not be attained. For although through the advancement of
civilization and the adornment and refinement of the material world
happiness is realized, and the sight of hopes fulfilled in perfect
beauty wins the heart, yet concomitantly, great dangers, severe
ordeals and awful catastrophes are involved.
Now when ye behold the order and regularity of countries, cities
and villages, the attractive adornment, the delicacy of the blessings,
the suitability of implements, the ease of transportation and traveling, the extension of knowledge of the facts of the world of nature,
the great inventions and gigantic undertakings and the fine and
artistic discoveries, ye shall say that civilization is the cause of happiness and the development of the human world.
Yet again when ye glance over the inventions of infernal instruments of destruction, the creation of forces of ruin, the discovery of
fiery means which cut at the root of life, it becomes plainly evident
that civilization is twin with savagery and a concomitant thereof
unless material civilization be aided by divine guidance, merciful
appearance, heavenly thoughts, and becomes joined to the spiritual
states, the perfections of the Kingdom of God and the divine bounties. * * * Therefore this civilization and material development
must be led by the great guidance; the mundane world must be made
the place for the appearance of the bounties of the kingdom; material advancement must be made twin with merciful revelation.
Thus may the human world appear as the representative of the
heavenly assembly on the plane of existence, and the exposition of
divine evidence may reveal itself in the greatest sweetness and loveliness. Thus may eternal happiness and glory find realization. * * *
Know ye verily that the happiness of the world of humanity is
dependent upon the unity and solidarity of mankind, and that material and spiritual progress both rest upon universal friendliness
and love among human individuals."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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EDUCATORS IN COUNCIL FOR
WORLD PROGRESS
HENRY W. HETZEL
(President Espe1'anto Association of North AlneTica)

apparent that, as
I TtheIS increasingly
ideas which are to shape
the world of the future are primarily concerns of the schoolroom, a
growing responsibility for the outcome must be assumed by the teaching profession. And as the great
problems of the future are seen to
be increasingly international in their
.scope, intensive cooperation between
teachers in all lands becomes necessary. Particularly the questions of
world peace and friendly cooperation
between the nations are vital matters from the teacher's point of
view. Chauvinism must be shown
to be a misguided and suicidal nationalism; the interdependence of
peoples cooperating in friendliness
must be held up as the rule of life
to be frankly accepted and followed
if civilization is to endure.
That educators do sense the scope
and gravity of these problems and
do realize their responsibilities and
opportunities for splendid service
thi formation of the World Federation of Education Associations is an
eloquent evidence. This organization
at the call of the National Education
Association of our own country
held its first meeting in San Francisco in 1923; its second in Edinburgh two years later. Its third
Conference in Toronto, Canada, in
August of this year, brought together about six thousand educators
from more than thirty countries.
This most recent Conference, held in
the buildings of University of Toronto, was of course, by its very size
and the great number of topics presented, too big an event to be "covered" by any participant, even superrreially.

The general sessions were held in
Convocation Hall, the largest of the
University's auditoriums, and were
addressed mostly by public officials
and leaders of educational work in
America and Europe. The section.
meetings were many and various,
dealing with all manner of questions
from adult education to the kindergarten; from military training to
international sports, with separate
sections devoted to the International
Aspect of History Teaching, Religious Instruction, Moving Pictures,
Health, Art, Science, Geography,
and several others. Limitations of
space will not allow us to consider
the proceedings in even the most interesting of these groups. In all of
them, however, the broad, worldwide aspect of all these questions
was the one always presented. Quite
unique in the history of educational
meetings in this and the two previous conferences of the Federation,
the essential oneness of mankind and
the necessity of meeting these questions with the cooperating intelligence and sympathetic service of all
nations, large and small, were the
central themes.
:Never once did
these educators lose sight of the fact
that they were engaged in the service
of humanity as a whole, in which
the word "foreigner" has no place.
Under the "Herman-Jordan Peace
Plan," for the purpose of elaborating its details there had been organized at the Edinburgh Conference
these five separate committees: (1)
Education for Peace; (2) The
Teaching of History; (3) Friendly
Contacts Between the Youth of the
World; (4) Military Training; and
(5) Methods for Peaceful Settle-
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ment of International Disputes.
These committees held open meetings. Anyone could discuss the
topics, and even offer resolutions. On
the final day their recommendations
were presented to the Delegate Assembly for full consideration, and
in nearly every case they were adopted, the important exception being
the report of Committee No. 4.
While unanimously supporting the
declaration that military preparedness makes for eventual war, the
Assembly found it not easy to frame
a statement concerning military
training, and the exact phrasing of
this article of the credo was postponed until the next Conference.
Most of the other important declarations can be thus summarized: A
vigorous teaching of the gospel of
peace and a close cooperation between
the peace organizations of all lands;
elimination from history textbooks
of all ultra-nationalism and hateproducing propaganda; the encouragement of athletic games and contests between the youth of various
countries; approval of international
correspondence between students;
endorsement of organizations like
the Boy Scouts and the Girl Guides;
encouragement to studies of the
League of Nations and the World
Court and the economic causes of
conflict. The last-named committee
also recommended the establishment
of a commission to investigate the
practicality of an international language in furthering the aims of the
Federation.
This 1 a s t recommendation, the
first recognition thus far given by
the Federation to the necessity of
facing the question of a world speech,
makes pertinent the report that,
with the exception of a delegate
from Quebec, who spoke in French,
and also of two Germans, each first
speaking in his native tongue and
then immediately translating his remarks, every speaker in the general
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sessions (and of such section meetings as I was able to attend) used
English solely. This is not to be
wondered at,for here, as in San
Francisco and Edinburgh, the audiences, as well as the speakers, were
overwhelmingly from Canada, the
United States, and the British Isles.
It must be admitted, however, that
the speakers from other lands used
our language with remarkable ease
and precision. The Federation as
an actual international organization
must sooner or later meet on the
continent of Europe in a polyglot atmosphere such as in many a similar gathering has tried the patience
and wasted the time of the participants.
Not only will the members of the
Federation then be made to realize
this difficulty which lies in the path
of a cooperation-minded world, but
they are likely to witness, right in
their midst, a demonstration of
which most of them now are not
even dreaming-the actual remedy
for this linguistic chaos. The participation of many Esperanto-speaking teachers in the International
Peace-Through-the-Schools Congress
at Prague last spring (so ably described by Miss Root in the June
number of THE BAHA'i MAGAZINE)
opened the eyes of the other delegates who, we are told, were compelled to depend upon multiple
translations. Likewise, in any gathering of the Federation on the continent of Europe there will· almost
certainly be present a large number
of teachers using the International
Language, and they can be depended
upon to shoW' that for them the language troubles of the others simply
do not exist.
A world-wide fellowship indeed,
devoted to the high ideals of peace,
universal cooperation, and abetter
civilization---,such is the Federation
whose timely message is an inspira,.
tionand· a promise to humanity.
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SOME EXPERIENCES AMONG THE
POOR IN BRAZIL
LEONORA HOLSAPPLE
The author has served both materially and spiritually with success in several cities
of Brazil. She speaks Spanish, P01'tuguese, and Espera,nto, as well as English, a11Jrl she
is therefore well equipped to lectu1'e before the p1A<blic and to understand the people of
this vast country, [She has also translated some of the Bahd'i literature into both Spanish
,and Portuguese,-Edito1',

'''BLESSED are the nameless and
traceless poor for they are the
leaders of mankind." How many,
many proofs we see constantly of
the truth of these words. Truly
those who are poorest in this world's
goods-poorest in worldly power,
fame, and riches-seem so often
richly compensated by a larger share
of the wealth that endureth.
It has been my experience to work
for the past three years among the
poor of Brazil. In several states
of that vast country, whose area
slightly exceeds that of the United
States, I came in contact particularly with those who are generally
considered the less fortunate members of society.
Within a few months of the arrival
of Miss Maud Mickle (my coworker)
and myself in Bahia, Brazil, regular
fortnightly Baha'i meetings were established in the factory district, in
the very humble home of one of the
workers. These people were in badly
ventilated textile or cigarette factories from seven in the morning till
five at night, year in, year out. Some
of them told us they had worked
twenty, some twenty-five, others
-thirty years, at the same machine,
:and at a wage of two to three dollars
a week, or even less during slack
periods. Though Sunday is the only
day they have in which to wash and
mend their clothes and clean their
bouses, still they would come-walking long distances some of them-to
attend our Sunday afternoon meetings. They would listen intently and

A group gathered for a Bahd'i talk.
Holsapple second fr'om right

Miss

sympathetically to the story of the
sufferings of the Bab, Baha'u'llah,
and 'Abdu'l-Baha, of their sacrifices
for the oneness of humanity. Especially eager were they to hear of
'Abdu'l-Baha's many acts of charity,
which won for Him the title of
"Father of the Poor." Though for
the most part illiterate, they seemed
to catch the spirit of the Master's
Words. However little of the Teachings they could understand with
their minds, with their hearts they
felt and loved them.
Dona Antonia, in whose home the
meetings were held during more than
two years, used to go about in her
spare moments inviting her friends
and neighbors to come to the meetings, and distributing booklets and
copies of our magazine among them.
A photograph of 'Abdu'l-Baha which
we had given to her she herself had
framed and hung in the room used
for our meetings.
In the state of Pernambuco some
among the poor were found most
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receptive; and in the capital of
Ceara, where I spent four months,
there were still more opportunities
of making contacts with the vary
poor.
We have had vividly portrayed to
us the extreme poverty and desolation
witnessed in cities of India, China,
and other parts of the Orient, but
few, perhaps, have pictured anything
similar in connection with any part
of our Western Hemisphere. Some
may think of Brazil as still a great
jungle, where a living may be had
for the taking. It is true that some
parts of it still are. Others who have
been so fortunate as to take the trip
down to Rio de Janeiro on one of
our up-to-date English or American
boats, may have been agreeably surprised to find the Brazilian capital a
very modern as well as very beautiful city, in which practically all the
luxuries of home can be enjoyed at
a moderate cost.
Comparatively
few, however, visit central or northern Brazil, so as to be able to form
a true idea of the life of a large portion of the people. Picture, for
example, Fortaleza, capital of the
state of Ceara, but a short distance
south of the equator, its rows upon
rows of low houses joined together,
with scarcely a square foot of garden
or a tree to relieve the glare of the
tropical sun or the burning of the
sand beneath your feet; and the dirt!
and the flies! If we are told that
there is a street-cleaning department,
we shall have to accept it on faith.
Some of the inhabitants have themselves named their city "Sujopolis"
(the dirty city). A sewerage system
is only now being put in. The water
is impure; yet one is thankful to
have any at all in Ceara, for it is in
a region subject to long droughts
which have caused the· death of
thousands in the past. But that
which most impresses one in the
streets of Ceara is the multitude of
beggars, decrepit old men and

women, blind, diseased; hundreds of
lepers; and the many other apparently desperately poor and wretched,.
but perhaps too proud to beg; and
the naked children wallowing in the
sand.

A n,ative cottage

Thanks to the good work of our
Rockefeller Foundation, no case of
yellow fever has been reported in
the capital for the past four years;.
but there are still malaria,cholera,
and typhoid. Serious epidemics of
the two latter broke out during my
stay there, and I was able to offer
my services in carrying medicine,
food, and clothing to many of the
sick. It was a thrilling experience
to visit them in their homes-in
their little huts of palm leaves
twisted and tied together, with no
floor but mother earth, with a
wooden bench, perhaps a rude table,
a hammock or two to sleep in, and
a crucifix or picture of some saint
in this which they call a home, and
to try to prove to them by deeds the
Baha'i's faith in the oneness of
humanity. There were black and
white among them, and all the intervening shades, and many who
showed clearly the mixture of Indian
blood with the Negro or Portuguese.
But all were poor, suffering, in need
of human help, and all were grateful
to have it given, freely, for the love
of humanity.
To some, as they became well,
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there was opportunity of speaking of
'A bdu'l-Baha, and booklets were
given to the two or three who were
found who could read. On one occasion a group of children who sometimes followed me around from house
to house· as I made my visits, stood
in the doorway of one house in which
I was showing a picture of 'Abdu'lBaha. Each one wished to come in
and look, and on being told whose
picture it was, slowly pronounced
His Name. One woman, to show her
gratitude, sent her little girl of six
or seven a distance of more than two
miles to my home on the day of my
.departure to bring me a gift. The
child arrived at about seven o'clock
in the morning, and handed me an
old handkerchief in which were tied
four very small eggs, each carefully
wrapped in a bit of newspaper!
Another woman wished to give me
her thirteen-year-old daughter. Their
families are often so much larger
than they are able to take care of,
they are glad to give one or more
to some trustworthy person to bring
up for them, even though they are as
a rule quite affectionate and devoted
to their children.
We have felt that a valuable service might be rendered by taking
:several children-orphans or others
whose parents were too poor to give
them any education, or even food and
clothing-and they might later per-haps go back and give the Baha'i
message to their own people. For
about two years we have had in our
home in Bahia a little orphan girl
to whom We have been giving the
.Baha'i Teachings.
In Ceara not only were the poor
themselves receptive, but the work
with them helped to pave the way
for some of the rich to receive the
message, for when the opportunity
came to give a Baha'i lecture in the
:most fashionable club of the city,

undoubtedly a number attended
whose interest had been roused
through hearing of my services as
"Nurse of the Poor," as I was called.
Permission was also obtained to
address all the prisoners in the
Ceara State Prison on Easter Sunday afternoon. Here again a contact was made with society's unfortunates. The hearts of some of
them, at least, would seem to have
been softened by suffering and made
receptive. One made a speech of
thanks; another wrote a letter of
appreciation. All seemed eager to
receive at the close of the meeting
booklets and typed copies of prayers
that had been translated into Portuguese.
Of course some of the wealthy and
educated classes in Brazil also have
attended the meetings and expressed
their sympathy with the Principles,
but they are so prone to weigh everything with their intellects merely.
Generally speaking, it seems more
difficult for them to feel the love,
that great spiritual dynamic which is
surging, emanating, from the Word
of God in this New Day.
Just one striking exception, however. The mayor of a small town in
the State of Bahia, noted for its
fanaticism, gave us the use of the
city hall for a lecture, at which he
himself introduced the speaker, and
for which, more than that, he had
had handbills announcing it printed
and distributed throughout the town.
He seemed very sincere in his interest, and when we went to pay our
hotel bill, we found that his courtesy
had extended so far as to make us
his guests.
Indeed, "Blessed are the nameless
and traceless poor"; though blessed,
too, 'Abdu'l-Baha has told us, are the
few who have not been withheld by
riches or prestige from "turning toward the Lights of His Face."
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THE SPIRITUAL NEED IN EDUCATION
The following remarkable extracts from a recent speech by President Coolidge at the
Lincoln Memorial Library, State College, ;South Dakota, show in the heart of our President a penetrating vision and ins·ight into the true needs of education.
Were these
the words of an educator, a scholar, a thinker, they would be most impressive, but coming ,as they do from the ruler of this great land they have a still deeper significance.Edit01',

"We have been excessively busy learning are real temples which are
seeking for information that could be to be approached by our youth in an
turned to practical advantage in the attitude of reverence, consecrated by
matter of dollars and cents, rather worship of the truth, they will all end
than for that wisdom which would in a delusion. The information that
guide us through eternity. Our high- is acquired in them will simply proer educational institutions have vide a greater capacity for evil. Our
turned their thoughts especially to institutions of learning must be dedithe sciences, and our secondary cated to a higher purpose. The life
schools to vocational training. How of our Nation must rise to a higher
important these are in my estimation realm.
will appear from what I have already
said. How poor and weak and gen"There is something more in learnerally ineffective we should be with- ing and something more in life than
out these advantages can be at once a mere knowledge of science, a mere
seen by the most casual observation acquisition of wealth, a mere striving
of those nations among which they for place and power. Our colleges
have been neglected.
will fail in their duty to their
"This is by no means all that is to students unless they are able to inbe expected from American education spire them with a broader underand American institutions. I cannot standing of the spiritual meaning of
conceive that the object of Abraham science, of literature and of the arts.
Lincoln was merely to instruct men Their graduates will go out into life
how to raise more corn, to feed more poorly equipped to meet the problems
hogs, to get more money, to buy more of existence, to fall an easy prey to
land, and so on in the expanding cir- dissatisfaction and despair. Many
cle as the story goes. Of course, he of our older universities were
wanted to teach men to raise more founded by pious hands at great
corn, but his main object must have sacrifice for the express purpose of
been to raise better men. We come training men for the ministry to
back to the query that is contained in carry light to the people on the probthe concentrated wisdom of the ages, lems of life. Unless our college
'What shall it profit a man if he gain graduates are inspired with these
the whole world and lose his own ideals, our colleges have failed in
soul ?' All of our science and all of their most important function and
our arts will never be the means for our people will be lacking in true
the true advancement of our nation, culture. Abraham Lincoln, who was
will never remove us from the sphere the most spiritual of our Presidents,
of the superficial and the cynical, had a true appreciation of this prinwill never give usa civilization and a ciple.
culture of any worthy and lasting im"In dosing the address to which I
portance unless we are able to see in have referred he expressed his belief
them the outward manifestation of a that, * * * by the best cultivaspiritual reality. Unless our halls of tion of the physical world beneath
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and around us and the intellectual
and moral world within us, we shall
secure an individual social and political prosperity and happiness whose
course shall be onward and upward,
and which, while the earth endures,
shall not pass away.
"While he did not fail to place a
proper emphasis on the cultivation
of the physical world around us, he
thoroughly understood that this must
be supplemented by a cultivation of
the intellectual and moral world
within us. The human soul will always rebel at any attempt to confine
it to the physical world. Its dwelling

place is in the intellectual and moral
world. It is into that realm that all
true education should lead. Unless
our scholarship, however brilliant, is
to be barren and sterile, leading toward pessimism, more emphasis must
be given to the development of our
moral power. Our colleges must
teach not only science but character.
We must maintain a stronger, firmer
grasp on the principle declared in the
Psalms of David and reechoed in the
Proverbs of his son Solomon, that
'The fear of the Lord is the beginning
of knowledge.' "-("Evening Star,"
Washington, D. C.)

"The world of humanity cannot advance through mere physical
powers and intellectual attainments; nay, rather, the Holy Spirit is
essential. The Divine Father must assist the human world to attain
maturity. The body of man is in need of physical and mental energy,
but his spirit requires the life and fortification of the Holy Spirit.
Without its protection and quickening the human world would be extinguished. His Holiness Jesus Christ declared, 'Let the dead bury the
dead.' He also said, 'That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that
which is born of the spirit is spirit.' It is evident therefore according
to His Holiness that the human spirit which is not fortified by the
presence of the Holy Spirit is dead and in need of resurrection by that
divine power; otherwise though materially advanced to high degrees
man cannot attain full and complete progress."
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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"Verily, man is uplifted to the heaven of glory and power
through meekness; again, through pride, is he degraded to the lowest station." -Baha'u'llah.

AS MAN RISES from the lower,
animal state of nature to the plane
of intelligence and refinement, he
overcomes or sublimates the grosser
evils of passion, cruelty, lust, and
gluttony. But one sin remains, which,
cancerous like, eats into the 'very
heart of spiritual progress-the sin
of pride or egotism. This quality,
besides being innate in human nature, is prone to grow stronger the
more one advances in intelligence, in
achievement, and in the respect of
one's fellow men. Hence of all the
faults which man must overcome in
the spiritual ascent, pride is the
most insidious and parasitic, feeding
upon the very progress and achievement which is made.
It might be thought that pride,
being so natural to man, so deftly
persistent, and so apparently innocuous, would be overlooked or condoned by the Divine Power. But
the contrary is true. Of all the
sins of man, that of pride is most
seriously and drastically punished in
accordance with those immutable
laws of Divine Justice which regulate not only the movements of the
spheres but the interactions of all
existing beings. Whether one has
learned to read these inner laws of
being, or draws his lesson from the
outer events of life and history, the
truth becomes apparent to all possessed of vision that the inevitable
ultimate consequence of pride is fail~

ure, degradation and humiliation.
And this holds true of nations as of
individuals.
THE LA W of punishment for
pride is as infallible as those august
principles of mathematics accordinig
to which planets, constellations, universes, fulfill their course and turn
and come again. Indeed, the law is
capable of mathematical demonstration. For since there is but One
God, One Divine Ruling Power, it
follows as precisely as one plus one
equals two, or two plus two equals
four, that there is no opportunity in
the universe for other wills than His
to be expressed.
Were individuals of powerful will,
of pride (which means the ascribing
of all achievement to one's own powers and abilities) and of egotism
(the desire that the self be advanced
to position or honors over others),
-were such individuals permitted to
go on continuously and successfully
progressing in achievement, in position, and in the development of the
will to power, it is clear that what
we call the universe would not be a
universe at all, but only a chaos of
conflicting and battling wills.
Even on the plane of material existence this would be disastrous.
How much more so on the plane of
the spirit, where every inner vibration is immediately realized and has
its effect not only on the sphitual
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atmosphere but even an effect in
action.

myriads of minor personalities. No
individual is too great, no individual
is too small to escape this immutable
CLEARLY, the Kingdom of God law which is not personal, as the
has no room for other wills than G r e e k s anthropomorphically conthat of God. Into the world of spirit ceived it, but majestically imperno one may advance with envy, sonal and as absolute as are the
pride, self-seeking in his heart. If laws of mathematics. The heart
sensitized souls feel keenly and dis- which sees aches to impart somewhat
turbedly the vibrations of pride, of this potent truth to all mankind,
envy, hostility while still on this that they may be saved from those
physical plane, how much more sen- subtle dangers of the spirit which
sitive to these vibrations must be are so intimately involved in all
the souls in the Heavenly Kingdom. progress and development. For those
It would not be Heaven if such vi- very individuals who are m 0 s t
brations Were to exist there. No, gifted, who have the greatest capacithe Abha Kingdom is absolutely free ties and powers to use for the benefit
from all such vibrations, which of man, are unfortunately the ones
means that no one prone to creating most susceptible to the attacks of
such vibrations is alloW'ed to enter pride. Many an otherwise great and
there.
"Know, verily, the heart noble soul has succumbed to this
wherein the least remnant of envy most insidious spiritual sin.
yet lingers, shall never attain i\>ly
HOW THEN CAN one g u ar d
everlasting dominion. * * *"
This is a stern law, but only upon against pride and vanity, which are
such a law could be constructed a in reality a declaration of self as
monistic universe based upon the separate from God? Only by turnorderly growth and development in ing to God for help and guidance in
power of created beings of infinite the utmost of humility on all occanumber. The mercy and love of sions; only by constantly acknowlGod permit of and encourage powers edging that God alone is the Source
and gifts in His creatures. But of power and glory; only by realizthese powers and gifts must ever be ing that we are not original creative
ascribed to Him, else they become a forces but only channels for the Dispiritual dynamite by whose cata- vine Force to flow through.
It takes constant prayer-constant
clysmic force the proudest, the most
lofty, the most titanically powerful reliance upon the aid of the Holy
of individuals come at last to abrupt Spirit-to gain this grace of humility. Pride, like a Bomber shadow
and abysmal ruin.
of the soul, tends to follow man even
A STUDY of history reveals this when he progresses toward the Sun;
truth. The ancient Greeks, noting and to become darkest and deepest
the frequent, nay, universal down- when most exposed to Light and
fall of men in whom power and Glory. Meister Eckhardt, who for
years had been inspiring audiences
pride dwelt conjointly, ascribed the
of thousands with his spiritual discause of their ultimate ruin to the courses, suddenly one day halted.
jealousy of the gods. The Alexan- pale and speechless in the midst of
del'S, Cresars, Napoleons, d l' U n k a great sermon, came silent down
with power and with egotism, have from the pulpit, and preached not
crashed to ruin! The same parabola again for the space of two years.
describes the aseent and downfall of Two years of struggle in the "vilder-
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ness, two years of prayer and spiritual medita tion it took him to free
.his soul of the t.aint. of that pride
which succes s and adulat ion had
been accum Ulatin g in him. Then
Meiste r Eckha rdt return ed to his
pulpit and never after did he fail
from pride.

AS THE OCEA N, by lying low,
receive s all stream s into it, so man
\."ho attains sincer e and deep humility can safely receive , entrus ted
to his care, the needs, the plaudi ts
and the love of many men. Such
"ms Abrah am Lincol n, the suprem e
human attainm ent of humili ty upon a
throne . That saintly Baha'! philoso pher, teache r and apostle , Mirza
Abu'l- Fadl, was in the custom of
prayin g for long hours before dawn
with ardor and weepin g. Thus he
kept himsel f in true humili ty and

love before the Thresh old of God.
If a charac ter so pure and severe d,
so deeply spiritu al, felt the need to
exercif 'e such force of -prayer , how
can we of lesser clay hope t.o achiev e
humili ty and severa nce save by much
prayin g-and t.hroug h the aid of the
Holy Spirit?
May We all ultima tely attain to
that station of severa nce, of humility, of love, describ ed by Baha'u 'lhih
in the "Seven Valley s" -"vVh en the
lights of the splend or of the King oil
Onene ss are seated on the throne of
the heart and soul, His Light becomes manif est in all the parts and
membe rs. * * * In this cas e the
Owner of the house becom es manifest in His Own House (the heart)
and the pillars of the house are all
illumin ated and radiati ve throug h
His Ljght. "

THE CANDLE
I

?e bo;n a,pC(ij~
"Ye must die to you1'Sel,ves and to the world; so sha,ll ,ye. gwes ~t~ It{f!,Lt.
j.t
;'t1ul enter the Kingdo'rn of' Hewl)en. Behold " c~mdl,e, h01~
ds flam?Aob'd l;Yl hB,t: '
It weeps its life (t,UJ(t,1/ drop by dj'op ,in order to gnN3 jO'i,th
1
u - aui.
-

I
Your flame burns bright ,
And throug h the night
You gleam and glow But drop by drop
Your wax falls hot
Onto the sill below.

And though you die
You do not sigh;
You aTe conte ntYou change d the night
From dark to light;
In service spent.

-Doro thy Aoki.
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THE COMING OF THE GLORY
I. The Argument
FLORENGE E. PINCHON
In seven clwiI},t,ers of this serie.s the author 1?ic~ures in a novel and fc~scinating way the
story of the Baha'/, Cause; and w'/,th an apprectatwn of the scope of her snbject she
states, "If the seas of the world were turned into ink, and the leaves of thl3i forests into
paper, I c:onld not 1'ender adequate justice to my subject." The first chapter, "The Argument," explains why and how a new spiritual dynamic is pulsating through the arteries
of mankind today. The next chap,ter, "NiiJht," will foUow in the December nt~mber,
Editor.

were five of us gathered on
T HERE
the lawn beneath the shade of

the old elm tree, on that summer
afternoon, all students at the university, and, as it happened, representing in our more specific interests,
science, history and religion, with
Mary perhaps to personate intuition
or heart. I was, so to speak, the odd
man, and these were my special
friends.
We had been idly discussing many
things-sport, politics, literature and
art-until, plucking up courage, I
ventured to ask: "Have you fellows
ever heard of the Golden Age 7"
Their answer was a shout of
laughter. But I was not dismayed,
for I felt I had something to say on
the subject.
"The Golden Age !" exclaimed
Oliver, the budding scientist of our
little party, "It makes me think of
chasing butterflies on a day like this;
or of lambs-not lying down with the
wolf, but frisking about among the
daisies in the spring."
"The phrase," contributed Arthur,
who was specializing in history, "always conjures up for me a vision of
myoId nursery-a guarded fire, a
tawny rug, and a small boy pouring
over a brightly-colored book of fairy
tales. Curiously enough, I never can
disassociate the Golden Age from
the sailing of the Argo and the quest
of the Holy Grail, It somehow seems
to imply a spirit of romance and adventure; a childlike or poetic soul
for belief in its possibility."

Peter, whose father had destined
him for the Church, declared: "It
makes me think of the Coming of the
Son of Man in the clouds of heaven,
How preposterous it sounds though,
doesn't it? And some words in the
Old Testament: 'The glory of God
shall cover the earth as the waters
cover the sea.' Perhaps that is a forecast of something of the kind, ay 7"
And the youngest, swinging gently
in the hammock, concluded, "It may
be just a myth; but one likes to believe that such a time might come
some day, in some way, as one likes
to believe in love and in survival
after death."
"Well, old Socrates, I think that
you ought, first of all, to give us your
pet version of the subject. How, to
begin with, would you define this
Golden Age 7" demanded Oliver.
"The Golden Age seems to me," I
answered, "like a new Spiritual
Springtime for the world. The dawn
of a new day or of another cycle
in human history, in which righteousness shall reign on the earth, and a
new civilization, such as the world
has never before known, replace the
old. A time when universal peace
shall be established, and the oneness
of all mankind, irrespective of color,
class, or creed, be recognized.' When
all religions shall have become purged
of their materialism, dogma, and superstition, and shall have realized
that in essence they are one. When
science, harmonizing with a purified
religion, shall have become a great
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unifying, cleansing force. When lib- ically alter. Our bodies completely
erty, justice, universal education, and change every seven years. Why
a universal language shall be the should human nature alone be a static
order of the day. When love and wis- thing?
"Y ou mean," observed Peter, "that
dom, gradually gaining dominance
over our animal natures, shall eradi- a man can become, as the Bible puts
cate social evils, poverty, and disease, it, 'born again' or converted into a
and solve our economic problems. higher type."
When inventions, discoveries, science,
Certainly, and the transformation
and art, directed to constructive, in- with him also may be effected either
stead of destructive purposes, and in- by the sudden flash that, for instance,
spired by noble ideals, shall unite to transmuted a Saul' into a Paul, or by
create a 'new earth!' "
the, more gradual process that made
"Humph! That's a truly wonderful an apostle of your (excuse me) somepicture, old man," exclaimed OliveI'. what cowardly namesake.
"You have, in fact, sat with the poet
Besides, religion and education are
'in a golden chair, and splashed at a both based on the assumption that
ten-leagued canvas with brushes of human nature can be changed, indeed
comet's hair.' But if you 'worked ~:adically transformed.
for an age at a sitting and never were
"You seem to have forgotten, old
tired at all,' you couldn't hope to pro- chap, that we have had a World War
duce anything like that in the world. and quite disproved your beautiful
For there are, I beg to point out, sev- assumption," said Arthur. "'Scratch
eral simple facts that would make the a Russian and you find a Tartar' is
realization of such a beautiful state true of us all. N either psychology
of affairs impossible. Human nature nor sociology support your argument.
would have to undergo a pretty dras- War, the outcome of fear and greed,
tic change to begin with. And in is apparently an ingrained instinctbiology there is no evidence at all to a kind of biological necessity. All
prove that it can ever change-radi- the records of history teach one that."
cally."
But history can show us the evoluYet isn't change the law of life? tion of an idea. No doubt primitive
Transmutation and change are re- man thought like you as he slew his
quirements of life. Modern science brother. Then forced to realize that
teaches that even minerals are sub- only by cooperation could he preserve
ject to this law; that changes, either his own life, he united with his kinslow or gradual, or seemingly sudden dred to form a tribe. Then tribes
and dramatic, are going on continu- united for mutual safety, then counously among creatures of all grades. tries, then nations. And noW the late
Minerals melt at boiling-point-the war has taught us that international
solid becomes a liquid, the liquid a cooperation and peace are absolutely
gas, the seed germinates, the grub essential to the maintenance of civiligrows wings, the babe is born. And zation itself. As a certain writer has
as you have read, I know, Professor pointed out, today is a race between
Drummond's"Natural LaW' in the education in these ideals or complete
Spiritual World," I am sure you will world catastrophe.
be read V to admit that the same great
"But shall we succeed in the race?
law applies in the finer realms of be- Think of the changes that must be
ing to the higher life of the soul of effected in human character and afman. Under certain influences a per- fairs before this one ideal can be
son's whole life-viewpoint, desire, realized, to say nothing of all the
and activity-has been known to rad- others !"
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All these ideals I have outlined are
really interdependent. The attainment of one involves and necessitates
the attainment of the others. And, I
frankly admit, apart from religion
and the operation of spiritual forces
within man himself, there is no hope
of my Golden Age.
"True, my friend," said Peter, "but
what is religion? As you know, I am
to become a Protestant clergyman.
My chum at college expects one day
to be a Rabbi. And the other, if we
discuss religion, swears by the
Qur'an. We all agree that we ought
to love God and one another; but beyond that we don't know where we
are. What we are taught appears
out of date-a mixture of dogma and
credulity, and some of it is contrary
to reason."
Unhappily that is so. Love itself
is fundamental to all the world's
great Faiths. But the outward ordinances and laws alter according to
the times in which they were given.
For even religions, you know, are
subject to that great law of creation
-change. Take a flower. It comes
forth from the seed in springtime; it
reaches a state of maturity, then dies.
A man develops until he attains a
certain age, then begins to decline.
The same is true of the world's chief
religions. They are initiated by a
Moses, a Christ, a Muhammad. They
blossom out, fulfill their guiding, educative, transforming mission, reach
their zenith, then begin to fade away,
their pure outlines blurred by changing conditions of human need, by narrow conceptions and materialistic interpretations.
"Y ou imply then that this must be
the old age or winter, so to speak, of
all religions, as we know them ?"
Yes. But taking an analogy again
from nature-if winter comes, spring
must swiftly follow. Her seeds are
already germinating warm beneath
the snow, ready to burst forth simultaneously into new life of all kinds

when the sun shines again. Yet it is
not so much a new life as life renewed.
"I see," struck in OliveI', "that's
what you mean by a spiritual springtime. A kind of rebirth of everything-like a bud bursting into flower,
a caterpillar into wings-old ideas
and modes of life getting completely
transformed, and things speeding up
until humanity too bursts into whatan angel?"
Into a finer, deeper state of consciousness quite different from the
old. Into the flowers of· human nature, which are spiritual qualities.
Or, to put it scientifically, into a
higher rate of vibration, this higher
vibration implying a condition of aspiring energy, peace, and harmony,
good will, and love.
"I have just been trying to remember," came thoughtfully from the
hammock, "the various books I have
read on the social conditions of the
future-books by Bellamy, Wells,
Shaw, and many modern prophets, to
say nothing of the poets. I think
Walt Whitman believed in the dawn
of a new and finer social order;
Tolstoi said that all the faiths would
eventually have to come into one humane universal faith."
"Yes," added Arthur, "and one
naturally approves of much that is
written by the idealists and thinkers
of today. But the trouble is that
they don't all agree in their ideas;
some of their 'forecasts' are positively
alarming, while even their Utopias
are not altogether inviting, even were
their materialization possible."
I think that is only natural, because, however clear their vision may
be, they are but mortals and see
"through a glass darkly" or just
through one small pane.
"Then take all the numerous societies and 'isms' that are working for
constructive purposes. How divergent their ideas! And each one seems
so sure that their particular method
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is the best. But do you honestly gion. You remember those words in
think that, if tomorrow the whole Isaiah: "My thoughts are not your
world could turn, say, either Chris- thoughts, neither are your ways My
tian Scientist or Theosophist, New ways, saith the Lord. F'or as the
Thought or Spiritualist, Adventist or heavens are higher than the earth,
Socialist, Communist or Vegetarian, so are My ways higher than your
or join one of the leagues for peace ways, and My thoughts than your
and freedom, all its problems would thoughts."
thereby be solved?"
"Oh, you do. believe in the Bible,
No; not by a long way. For the then. I wish one could understand it
simple reason that the panaceas and better. Don't you think that Jesus
remedies they each offer for the really predicted the last war and the
world's sickness are only partial ones, other world troubles when he spoke
and the medicines themselves are of: 'Upon the earth distress of naoften blended with undesirable ele- tions with perplexity; the sea and the
ments. Or attention is focused upon waves roaring; men's hearts failing
only one or two of our vast modern them for fear and for looking after
problems, while others, equally im- those things that are coming upon
portant, are neglected. Each reflects, the earth'."
as it were, more or less clearly some
"I could quote you, too," he conray of Truth, but none the whole tinued ealgerly, "ever so many passages in the Old and New Testaments
sun.
"Then perhaps it needs," con- which seem to. refer to some special
tinued Arthur, "what Sir Philip period of time, or some particular
Gibbs in his 'Hope of Europe' sug- event, but when or what nobody
gests-a unification of all these pro- really knows, or if they think they do,
gressive movements. Some focal their explanations are unconvincing.
point where all could find a common J oel, for instance, says : 'Verily the
center-as an axis is the focal point day of the Lord is great and very terof a wheel. Some authoritative spir- rible, and who can abide it?' J ereitualleadership to unite them, so that miah: 'Alas, for that day is great, so
their differences could merge in one that none is like it.' And then there
supreme loyalty-a unity in diver- is that verse in Daniel which speaks
sity. But he does not see how it of the 'Day of preparation' and the
'time of the end' when 'many shall
could be done-neither do I."
If we had been left without clear run to and fro and knowledge shall
guidance and to our own devices, be increased.' Then there are all the
there is no doubt that for an indefinite predictions about the Jews going
period of time we should continue to back to Palestine; and the signs by
have this tangled mass of cross pur- which we should know that a Second
poses in religion and education, in Advent was near, given by Christ
political, social and governmental af- himself."
fairs. Our leaders would maintain an
"I once asked our Bishop whether
endless struggle with overwhelming these were those 'last days' referred
difficulties and no coherent policy. to. 'Certainly,' he said, 'for we are
The garden of man would remain living in most amazing times.' 'Then,'
I replied, 'of course you are trying
more or less a jungle.
"But where," demanded Peter, "is to prepare people for the "Coming of
clear guidance to be found, and is the Son of Man," for didn't Christ
indicate that by these things we
there a way out?"
Yes. I believe there is. But for should know that "the hour of your
it we shall have to come back to reli- redemption draweth nigh." He just
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stared at me in astonishment and
said, 'Oh, my dear boy, I am glad
you know the Bible so well. It means
that He would come again in our
hearts. The kingdom of heaven is
within you," you remember.'
"In a way, I suppose, he was right.
But it didn't really explain anything.
And when, the other evening, I heard
that wonderful 'Hallelujah Chorus'
by Handel, and thought about the
words afterwards, I simply couldn't
see how they referred, as we are told,
to Jesus. You all know them, of
course: 'The government shall be
upon his shoulders. And his name
shall be called, Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty God, the Everlasting
Father, the Prince of Peace.' For
war has never ceased, nor its cessation even thought of since A. D.until quite within recent years. Nor
has it been His precepts that obtained
in governments and councils. Far
from it!
"Anyway, I don't think orthodox
Christians, as a whole, hold any definite ideas of or belief in the fulfillment of these prophecies. And, of
course, they are rather vague." * * *
He stopped abruptly, quite out of
breath.
Not so much "vague" perhaps as
"veiled" by clouds-the clouds of preconceived and limited ideas. As a
rule, prophecy is never understood,
save by a few, until after its fulfillment. Sometimes not even then.
Take the J ews. You remember Christ
said: "I have many things to say unto
you, but ye cannot bear them now.
Howbeit, when he, the Spirit of Truth
is come, he will guide you into all
truth, for he will take the things that
are mine and reveal them unto you."
There is to be a progressive Revelation, you see. As a matter of fact,
not only our own Bible, but all the
Sacred Scriptures of all the world's
chief religions contain references,
both clear and veiled, to the "Coming" of a new day or age, at the time

of the advent of another Messiah or
Messenger of God. And the adherents
of these religions are, like ourselves,
perplexed, at variance, expectant. In
many hearts all over the world there
is a genuine longing for some divine
deliverance; a belief, although indefinite and blind, in its possibility.
"Now I come to think of it," observed Mary, "there is a sort of expectancy 'in the air'-a feeling that
something might be going to happen
on a biglger scale than usual. Everything around us and we, ourselves,
seem to be changing so quickly, we
scarcely know where we are, so to
speak."
Yes, I replied, those who care to
do so, can see that profound changes
are rapidly taking place in all human
ideas, relationships and institutions.
For instance, H. G. Wells has recently
pointed out that "there is a biological
revolution in progress of far profounder moment than any French or
Russian revolution that ever happened." And this will ultimately have
the effect of so preserving and prolonging life that it will alter our
whole outlook.
It is evident that there is a kind of
universal disturbance and awakening.
New aspirations are inspiring every
department of human activity. Religion is broadening and showing an
inclination to become more unified.
Indeed, all the signs point to the fact
that we are entering into a stupendous, universal renaissance-t h e
Springtime of a world.
"Then you consider that these are
all indications of the approach of an
age called by some Millennium?"
asked Arthur.
I believe them to be the effects of
a great spiritual, but as yet generally unrecognized Cause and Dynamic; the beginning of a big advance
by humanity; the coming in of the
Golden Age.
Nature provides us with endless
analogies. Watch that m 0 v i n g
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amreba, how it projects forward on
its pathway a fingerlike filament!
See the strain on that foremost point,
as the whole body pulls forward to a
definite, though to us, infinitesimal
advance. Humanity 'is not unlike
the ammba, time after time projecting out into its future path a great
filament-a pioneer-idealist. The
weight and strain of the body of humanity is laid upon Him. And the
advance can only be made if, on the
one hand, He holds absolutely true to
the Light within Him, true to the
goal desired, and on the other, binds
closely to Him with the bonds of love
and compassion the inert minds and
hearts of men. If these conditions
prevaB, the world follows Him.
Thus it is with the Saviors of the
race-with Moses, Jesus, Muhammad, Buddha, and in a lesser degree,
with all the pure souls who were their
followers in spirit. They are the
mi1ghty Filaments of humanity, the
Movers of mountains, the Leaders
and Dynamic Force of Progress.
"You infer, then," remarked Oliver,
"that great cycles in human history
are always initiated by, or the result
of, some Manifestation of what you
call God appearing in the world of
men and acting-as a lever."
Yes, Moses, you remember, laid
the foundations of Jewish law; Jesus
of the Christian era; Muhammad
made of savage tribes the mighty
Arabian civilization.
"But," objected Peter, "we Christians have always understood that
Jesus Christ was the one and only
Savior or Manifestation of God to

men."
Muhammadans think the same of
Muhammad; the Jews of Moses. But
do you think it reasonable to believe
that God, the Eternal Spirit, should
have revealed his Will and Purpose
only once throughout all the countless centuries of human evolution 7
Did not the vast civilization of China,
whose beginnings are lost in the
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mists of antiquity, need the wisdom
and humane ethics of a Confucius;
the diverse peoples of India the illumination of a Buddha; the ancient
kingdoms of Persia the purity of a
Zoroaster; the wild Arabs the restraining influence of a Muhammad?
lVHght not all these have been sent by
a Supreme Intelligence as Educators
and Guides of mankind, leading them
forward on the endless pathway of
spiritual progress and development'?
"But," struck in Oliver, "what you
call 'God' is not an Entity, but a
great creative Energy-the vital essence of Life itself, and so quite beyond human knowledge and comprehension."
Certainly. Both science and philosophy agree that to knowledge of
this Divine Essence "the way is
barred, and the road impassable."
How dare one pretend to define or
describe the Infinite First Cause?
Yet its effects are everywhere apparent.
Creation is a continual
emanation of the bounty of this Originating 'Vill; and it is evident to
science that throughout the universe
one increasing and unchanging' Purpose runs. Everything, in its degree,
reflects this unknown Power, as material objects reflect the light of the
sun. A stone reflects Him. In the
savage we can trace faculties that
speam of a wonderful Creator. Geniuses, poets, saints-above all the
Founders of world religions reveal
His attributes. These last as pure
mirrors transmit His Image to mankind in' the highest and most perfect
degree.
"Well then, my dear chap," cried
Arthur, "where is this Mighty Filament or Perfect Mirror of which you
speak? Where are we to find the
guidance and leadership that a whole
world could and would acknowledge,
th::lt focal point?"
",\-Vhy," exclaimed Peter, "for this
it seems to me, we should need nothing less than Carlyle's 'fresh Revela-
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tion,' and that in terms of a new
world's understanding-a spiritual
Unifier, another Educator, such as
you described; but this time for the
whole of humanity-in fact, a Universal Messiah!"
You are indeed right! And what
I want you to let me do now, is to
give you a few facts of modern history, which will, I feel sure, convince any unprejudiced, reasoning
mind that to our weary, chaotic
world God has already granted this
"fresh Revelation." That our mighty
need has met a mighty Supply. That
a Messenger has come, as He was
promised in our own and other Scriptures. A divinely inspired program
and principles, capable of universal
application, ideally practical, all-comprehensive, are laid before us. A new
spiritual dynamic is p u I sat i n g
through the arteries of mankind today, which will enable us to rise above
former conditions of earth life into
a finer consciousness. And this will
imply the incorporation of all these

ideals and principles into everyday
life and activities.
For today is, in truth, the "Day of
the Lord" so long foretold, though
the clouds of ignorance, prejudice,
and indifference as yet hide His
Glorious Face., He has come "as a
thief in the night" and we have forgotten or neglected to watch. The
glory of the Golden Age already glimmers across the hilltops. And with
your help, "ere you are old and gray
and full of sleep," the visions of the
poets, prophets, saints, this goal toward which humanity is journeying,
these noble aspirations of the brightest and best among us, this "far-off
divine event to which the whole creation moves," will have begun to materialize. And the world will, at
least, have entered the threshold of
an era of unity, peace, happiness and
progress such as it "hath not entered
into the heart of man to conceive."
But I will let history speak for itself. The sun is the proof of its own
shining.

"Truth may be likened to the Sun. The Sun is the luminous body
that disperses all shadows; in the same way does Truth scatter the
shadows of our imagination. As the Sun gives life to the body of
humanity, so does Truth give life to their souls. Truth is a Sun
that rises from different points on the horizon. Sometimes the Sun
rises from the center of the horizon, then in summel' it rises further
north, in winter further south-but it is always the selfsame Sun,
however different are the points of its rising. It is the same Sun.
In like manner, Truth is One, although its Manifestations may be
different. * * * Those who in truth adore the Sun itself will
recognize it from whatsoever Dawning-place it may appear, and will
straightway turn their faces toward its radiance."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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REFLECTIONS OF A BAHA'I TRAVELER
SIEGFRIEn SCHOPFLOCHER
Thi.~ is the .fir·~t of a series of travel stories by a successful business man, owne'r of
l.ar·ge and flour~sh~ng manufactur'ing plants, yet who considen his greatest business that
of crystallizing his Baha'i ideals into action-"love in action," as he himself has so often
~tated. He tmvels the world over amd feels a kinship with all peop,les. Re firmly believe's
~n the oneness of the hu.ma,n family, and as a "follower of the Light" he tries to spread the
doctrine of tolerance, understanding, and brotherly love, making his deeds the emphasis
to his words. His recent travels haf/Je been in South America, and this first article is about
his visit to Brazil.-Editor.

THE close observer, a peculiar
T oexperience
comes when he embarks for a long ocean trip, and that
is the realization that when people
.are taken from their own sphere of
activity they manifest a sort of diffidence and reticence, which suddenly
bring before us the words of 'Aibdu'lBaha that "man cannot live alone."
But this condition soon changes on
board ship. It is like precipitating
men back into solution, a solution
which presents a different aspect of
things from that to which they have
been accustomed. It takes but very
little to fuse human material; love
and sympathy, a friendly "good
morning" or a hearty "good evening." And to the travel er, who has
had the bounty and privilege to come
in contact with the light of Baha'u'llah there becomes apparent the
truth of the words of that other
great Prophet Muhammad: "When a
man salutes you, do not ask him,
'Are you a Moslem?'" The understanding of the wisdom of this utterance causes us, in only a short
time, to find ourselves in a new world
and, much to our astonishment, comfortable and at ease in any surroundings. We have, to state a fact, broken
down the barrier of our own seclusion, whether self-imposed or induced
by education, custom or habit. No
effort is being made to convey something new-everyone is acquainted
with books on travel; travelogues and
lectures have made us visualize to
what extent commercial and tourist
travel have increased. Every highway and byway has been combed for

this purpose, the novelty is gone and
accounts are no more interesting. It
is left to the Baha'i traveler to find
the way to the hearts of people-to
penetrate into the corner of the soul
of the race and nation. It becomes an
adventure as thrilling as the travels
of a Marco Polo or Vasco de Gama,
because the follower of Baha'u'llah
can see the world responding to a
new impulse and motive. Only he
understands the real significance of
every detail experienced on the trip.
Comparatively few people have
traveled extensively enough to acquaint themselves fully with other
than the ordinary routes of travel.
There are, it is true, fast liners plying
between northern Atlantic ports, but
on these vessels conditions are against
a thorough understanding. In most
cases, seasickness keeps people in
their customary seclusion until the
short voyage is over; but ships trading to South America present a different atmosphere altogether. In the
first place, the time occupied is longer
and much beyond the period of the
most protracted attack of mal-de-mer.
There one meets people of different
hue and different nature and brought
up under different conditions all contained together within one hull,
bound for the same destination, subject to the same conditions and united
in one purpose. There are probably
representatives of all walks in life-men who are engaged in commerce,
whose office it is to buy and sell, to
attend to the interchange of commodities and merchandise which are
needed here and can be supplied at
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the other end, and vice versa. There
are ladies who are going to join their
husbands and their families and are
eager to reach their new home.
There are others who are going to resume their activities in their new
field of endeavor with increased interest and ardor, after a visit to their
birthplace.
The trip from New York to Buenos
Ayres occupies about three weeks
and the larger boats run without stop
to Rio de Janeiro, a distance of about
forty-five hundred miles. It is most
interesting to notice how, as time
goes on during the voyage, the different elements of the ship's human
freight become acquainted. The scientist will find relief in conversation
with the business man, and the understanding between them is all the
greater when the man of business
realizes that business, after all, is
nothing more than a form of moral
obHgation and that the acquisition of
material wealth is not his sole aim;
that apart from the necessity of buying and selling he brings with him a
spirit of good will and better understanding and visits foreign lands not
only to take but to give to the foreign
friend what is really needed and not
what it is most advantageous to himself to give.
The scientist is readily appreciated
for the great work he has done. For
example, there were the representatives of a great United States Institution who went down to investigate a
small outbreak of yellow fever, although there had been just one or two
cases. Only twenty years ago, most
of these South American places were
fever-ridden-plague spots where
people found life difficult and dangerous. Since then, through the concerted action of the United States and
the Central and South American Republics, and with the assistance of
modern business methods, these pestilential places have been converted
into something approaching health
resorts, where one can live, in health

and amid excellent conditions of sanitation.
Here again we have evidence of
the spirit, of the new age! We meet
men and women, whose chief suffering is the suffering of others and
whose joy is the happiness of others.
We see the scientist who leaves his
native country and risks his life in
order that people of other countries
may live and flourish on the fruits
of his knowledge and skill. Twenty
years ago it would have been like
signing a death-warrant to send a
man to certain places in South America; but the spirit of the age, operating through science and the heart of
man, has changed all this and plague
has been banished. Man is learning
to find his own salvation in the happiness and comfort of his neighbor.
As we approach the port which is
the first objective of our trip, we
come to hospitable shores ready to
welcome a brother. It is true that a
trip to South America entails a good
many formalities. There are special
vises of passports, certificates as to
character and reputation to be furnished by police officials and judges
of the courts, finger-prints and certificates vouching for one's health
and even one's sanity. One of these
certificates read as follows: "This is
to certify that the bearer, Mr. S., is
not a criminal and not insane." These
requirements may, on first sight, appear to be preposterous or ridiculous,
but they constitute a protection to the
people of the country and whatever
is done in that respect is done in the
spirit of the words of Baha'u'lHih:
"Outwardly it is the burning fire,
while inwardly it is calm light."
Brazil is a vast country and probably the fifth largest country in the
world under one control. To know
and understand a country, one must
know something of its history; only
then can we realize its progress and
development.
In the year 1500, the Holy Inquisition was functioning perfectly, work-
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ing overtime in fact; the Ibe:rian
Peninsula was securely under the
sway of the Kings of Spain and
Portugal; Columbus had just made a
present of North America to the King
of Spain, and Vasco de Gama, recently returned from Calecut (now
Calcutta) had introduced to the notice of the King of Portgual the continents of Africa and India. Thus it
came about that a Portuguese mariner (one Pedro Alvarez Cabral by
name) was commissioned to prepare
his ships with supplies for the purpose of acquainting the people of
India with the convincing properties
of gunpowder and the overpowering
charm of rum. On his way, he picked
up, off the West Coast of Africa, a
liberal supply of naked Negroes who
only knew that they were being taken
away from their homes and little
realized that they would never see
them again; but they found themselves eventually not in India, as
Cabral expected, but on the shores of
Brazil, upon which country he had
stumbled in his effort to reach India.
It is not within the scope of this
article to dwell at length upon the
development of this continent, which,
after all, seems to have been left
very largely to what we choose to
call chance. The King of Portugal
needed gold and silver for purposes
of pomp and power and, accordingly,
the mines of Brazil were( 'worked
by Portuguese, Indian, and N e!gro
slaves. Even today, we may see a
monument to the hideous slave labor
of those days in the beautiful viaduct
which was built to carry water from
the mountains to Rio de Janeiro. I
visited this relic with a friend, a ship
companion who had become a very
dear friend and much more than a
brother, and I shall never forget his
disappointment and disgust upon
finding that the viaduct is being dismantled to provide a road for the
ever-increasing motor traffic.
It
might well have been left as an awful
example to posterity of a former age
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of slavery, injustice, and distress,
which has been supplanted by the
new spirit of love, amity, and brotherhood now quickening the world.
Flor a long period Brazil was the
principal source of gold and precious
metals, and when the supply gave out
and the Kings of Portugal and the
Grandees had become less secure in
their high stations, the slaves, who
worked on the condition "no returns,
no food," were left to their own resources and formed a mingled race
of their own. The horses and cattle
which had been imported from Portugal were likewise left to roam and
these, having increased and multiplied in their wild state, now form
the great population of the Pampas
and a source of great wealth to the
country.
The new race, which came about as
the result of these conditions, is an
interesting study. It is a blended
unity with absolute political and social equality, although different nationals have come to keep to themselves apart from the "native population." Frenssen, in describing the
Negro population of the United
States, was greatly impressed when
he found among them purely Aryan
features which had, as it were, acquired a beautiful tint quite beyond
the possibilities of art. Similarly,
one can see in Brazil, in all walks of
life, ladies with a carriage and bearing that a queen might envy, of exquisite features over which has been
lightly laid by nature this same
beautiful tint.
It would appear that all the efforts
of the! populace and the greater part
of the taxes are lavished upon the
making of Rio de Janeiro the most
beautiful capital in the world-a
jewel in a lovely natural setting of
sea and mountains. The harbor is
admittedly the most beautiful in the
world, and all the ships afloat, mercantile or otherwise, could find accommodation in that harbor with sufficient space to make their presence
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hardly noticeable. There are hundreds of miles of water front, with
great depth of water and a background of mountains, three thousand
to four thousand feet high, with electric trains, easily accessible, connecting peak and peak by means of aerial
lines.
Engineering skill has assisted nature. The famous Avenida Niedermeyer, the roadway running around
the harbor along the mountain side,
cannot be approached by any other in
the world. The famous Sugar-loaf,
and the Finger of God, and other
mountain peaks commanding the en-

commerce for centuries followed the
river lines, boats plying up and down
for commercial purposes, etc. There
is coastal communication by water
as well, but the boats furnish neither
convenience nor speed.
It was a matter of much concern
to me not to have visited the city of
Bahia, in northern Brazil, where
lately Baha,'fs had answered the call
of 'Abdu'l-Baha and had done useful
work for humanity in these regions;
but it will give you some idea of the
extent of the country and the character of the communications when it
is stated that it would have taken a

This 2Jhotog'l'aph shows onLy a part of the beatLtifuL ha?'bor of Rio de Janeiro

trance to the harbor, are already too
well known to those who have read
much about travel to require particular mention.
The beauty of the capital city of
Rio de Janeiro is hard to describe,
but a Baha'i finds even greater interest and charm in studying the population.
The railroad communications are
inadequate to the size of the country, but probably give sufftcient access to the regions which have been
developed. On the other hand, the

week to go from Rio de Janeiro to
Bahia and about three weeks to have
visited the friends there. However,
every effort is being made by our
Brazilian brothers to establish better communications within their
country; and when we remember
what marvels have been accomplished there within the last twenty
years, and when we reflect what conditions have been removed or remedied in our own country within that
period, it does not behoove us to
criticize a new country like modern
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Brazil, but rather to expect great improvements and developments there
within the next decade or two.
The Baha'i traveler will always remember that he must not judge but
that he is being judged, and so enable himself to prove by example
and belief, manifest in deed and action, that the world is really very
eager to discard its preconceived
ideas, By this means only can he
stand forth as a reflection of reality
and the spirit of a new age, and not
a shadow of the unreal.
The most important cities visited,
apart from Rio de Janeiro, were Sao
Paolo and Santos. From Rio de
Janeiro the train mounts to a plateau two thousand feet above sea
level, and the travel er passes through
a beautiful and interesting country,
with opportunities to observe its
people and its customs, to arrive at
Sao Paolo at an elevation of thirtyfive hundred feet. This city is the
manufacturing center of the Republic. Industries are encouraged by
the Government to settle there,
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where water power is in abundance,
very largely under development. The
growth of this district has been phenomenal, helped by a climate which
is most temperate and while only
twenty degrees south of the Equator, offers a greater degree of comfort to the European on account of
its altitude. More than half of the
popUlation consists of Italians and
Germans, with the former greatly
in the majority. The train descends
from SaD Paolo to 8antos, which is
the great coffee port; probably fifty
to sixty per cent of the world's supply of coffee passes through this
port.
It can easily be imagined how
beautiful is this descent from a
height of thirty-five hundred feet to
sea level within a short distance. In
truth, one can see the port of Santos
almost at one's feet very shortly
after leaving Sao Paolo. But I believe the beauty of the country is
best described in the words of the
dear friend whom I have mentioned
above. I did not have the pleasure

At glimpse of the dri1)e along the moires of 1uater front in the lJwutijnt city,
Rio de Ja.neiro
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of meeting him again, as I expected
to be at Parque Balneario; but a few
months later I was rewarded by the
receipt of a letter from him which I
am sure I would have his permission
to quote from as follows:
"I took the steamer from Santos to Paranagua, which has a
perfect paradise of a harbor, rather
intricate and full of little islets
which are high and wooded. Then a
six-hour ride by train to Curityba,
climbing to a high tableland or
plateau nearly five thousand feet
high. The ride through these mountains was simply gorgeous. The
train seemed to cling to the edge
of forbidden-looking preCIpIces.
where you could look down in
places for about half a mile, the
mountains being covered with the
most luxuriant vegetation, the
bright raiment of a semitropical
spring. Many of the trees were
in flower and queer orchids and
parasitic plants were to be seen
on all sides. Occasionally, coming through the gorges of these
a'ge-old sentinels, there were beautiful waterfalls sometimes two
hundred feet high, presenting a
picture too difficult to describe but
recalling to my mind a poem by
Whittier:
'Touched by a light that hath no
name,
A glory never sung,
Aloft on sky and mountain-wall
are
God's great pictures hung.'
"It surely is a most beautiful
world in spite of what the pessimists may say about it. It brings
to my memory a man I once met
who had traveled all over the
globe, visiting many of its hidden
and mysterious places. When I
asked him casually where he had
found the most beautiful place,
his answer was: 'In my heart.' I
was too young to realize then just
what he meant, but the older I get

the more I realize the truth of
what he said. It required a great
blow to make me realize the truth
of this lesson, and then I found
out about five years ago that the
greatest happiness we can experience is through service to our fellow man.
"You have brought this truth to
me from a different source or perhaps it would be better to compare it to the fountain-head of a
spring, one spring coming out on
one side of a mountain and another on a different side but the
source of each is the same. I believe that all good and all the finer
and spiritual characteristics in
man emanate from God, the Great
Fountain-head. * * *
"I am reading the books you
have so kindly given me and have
learned many new truths and have
had many others confirmed which
are not generally taught by the
churches. * * * I believe that this
Movement takes root more quickly
with the man or woman who has
given deep thought as to why we
are here than with those who
have been accustomed to having
their thinking done for them."

* * *

And we are quite willing to rugree
with our friend, for "the first Principle of Baha'u'lhih is the independent investigation of Truth. God has
not intended man to blindly imitate
his fathers and ancestors. He has
endowed him with mind or the faculty of reasoning by the exercise of
which he is to investigate and discover the truth; * * * he must not
rely implicitly upon the opinion of
any man without investigation; nay,
each soul must seek intelligently and
independently, arriving. at a real
conclusion and bound only by that
reality." This quotation from the
writings of 'Abdu'l-Baha is only one
of many similar statements on the
importance of the independent i.nvestigation of Truth.
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THE MASTER BUILDER
MARY G. COLLISON

PRINTS have a peculiar
BLUE
fascination. Evidently many people share this passion, since. house
plans are featured so often in popular magazines. Who can estimate
the hours spent in pouring over
plans for model homes? But are
we as interested in the proper housing of our mind and spirits as in
the material habitation of our bodies? Granted the interest, where
will thinking men and women find
blue prints for a mental and spiritual home suitable for this age?
A child is born into a particular
environment. Before he enters kindergarten, he has unconsciously
acquired many prejudices and characteristics of that environment. He
accepts without question the verbal
opinions of his parents and teachers
if they do not conflict with his personal desires, while their mental,
social, and religious attitudes are
even more faithfully copied. At election time he throws stones at the
little Democrat next door or votes a
straight Republican ticket in the
straw vote at high school because his
ancestors to the third and fourth
generation were all ardent Republicans. He becomes a member of the
Episcopal church because his family
has always been Episcopalian. He
has a smattering of all kinds of
knowledge except the knowledge of
how to think for himself. So he approaches physical maturity with a
full equipment of second-hand reactions to any stimulus.
But if our young man is to become one of the thinking minority,
he will one day awaken as from a
hypnotic sleep. Often this awakening comes at college age; sometimes
before and frequently later in life.
For the first time he then sees with

some clarity the home in which his
mind and spirit are living. Too often
he finds it impossible for a healthful
development. The foundations are
unstable; the walls are no longer
plumb; so many windows have been
boarded up that the light of Truth
shines but dimly within; it lacks the
equipment for the best type of modern life; all beauty of proportion is
lacking; the structure is too small
for full development; the abuse of
former generations is everywhere
evident and the whole place is hideous with the filth and vermin of
superstition and prejudice. In disgust he begins to tear down this
tenement and resolves to build a
Temple of Reality in which he may
house an abundant life.
A young enthusiast, afire with a
new vision, can seldom see any good
in the wreckage of the old abode but
sooner or later he returns to find
among the debris much sound material which will add strength and
beauty to the neW structure. Other
material, however, is needed, so our
thoughtful youth begins his search
for Truth, the only building material
worthy of use in a Temple of
Reality. He seeks in every direction and investigates every rumor of
possible Truth. Each effort produces
Some satisfactory material and gives
a fascinating glimpse of some feature of the completed edifice. His
study of natural science reveals alluring doorways to Truth. Psychology, theosophy, sociology, Christian science, psychic research, all
yield substantial blocks of Truth.
From time to time he visions a glorious window, an imposing entrance,
a well-proportioned arch or an inspiring tower but the design of the
entire structure ever eludes him.
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As the years pass his parts of
Truth accumulate with surprising
rapidity. The very volume and diversity of the collection often confuses him but still he holds doggedly
to his purpose. He must build for
his mind and spirit a Temple in
which all Truth shall have a place.
In despair he asks himself, "How
can I ever bring a unified whole out
of this confused mass which after
all is but a small portion of all
Truth? Has anyone a vision of such
magnitude?" Recognizing his own
inability, he realizes that he needs
an architect, no ordinary architect
but a Master Architect, a Divine
Architect who is familiar with every
phase of Truth and sees perfectly
the relation of each part to the whole.

God has revealed his plan for the
world through many Master Architects. Which one should design the
Temple of Reality for the thinking
man of today? What are the criteria by which an Architect should
be chosen?
Fl'om the dawn of civilization until today there have doubtless been
human architects who were actuated
by the same general purposes. All
have attempted, first, to create a
center of life and shelter from the
difficulties of life; and, second, to
satisfy the needs of the people for
whom they built. Practically every
structure from a mud hut to a skyscraper was desi'gned as a center for
some form of life-family, commercial, military, religious, or educational. Each attempted to shelter
that life from the hostile forces of
nature and human society.
The second purpose of human
architects varies as the requirements of the age change. When the
average family numbered ten, a
breakfast nook was not a desirable
architectural feature; a modern

bathroom would be little appreciated
in a community without water and
sewerage systems; we would not be
favorably impressed by plans featuring a moat, extensive slave quarters, or a dungeon. The desirable
architect of any age is the one who
m'ost completely meets the requirements and solves the problems of
the people of his time.
So it is with a Divine Architect.
All through the ages God has been
manifesting His Spirit through human Messengers who give to mankind God's plan for a more fully
developed personal life and for an
advancing world civilization. Each
of these Divine Architects in succession becomes a magnetic center
of life drawing toward Him and unifying through the power of love
many elements of human society.
Each offers to groping humanity a
shelter within Himself from the opposing influences of man's ego. But
in addition to this fundamental purpose, every Master Architect brings
a special message to the age in which
He manifests. This part of the divine plan changes in accordance with
contemporary needs, but it always
offers a complete solution for all
man's problems, whether individual
or universal.
If our thinking man grasps this
idea of a revealed Truth given with
greater and greater fullness through
successive Manifestations, he will
realize that the Master Architect
whom he needs is the one who solves
with a di~'ine comprehension the tremendous problems of today.
Here then is a key to the situation.
What are the world difficulties which
so urgently require a solution? The
crying need of the world today is
peace. How can we obtain peace in
the individual heart; peace within
any special group; peace among the
Christian sects; IJeaCe among different social classes, races, religions;
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peace between science and religion;
peace among nations? The world is
sick unto death with discord. Where
is the remedy?
The problem is so vast and has so
many ramifications that it is almost
impossible for the human mind to
see it in its entirety. Therefore we
find in the world many groups of
earnest, intelligent people working
enthusiastically but often with limited vision for one phase or another
of that extensive program which
God has revealed for the guidance
of His people and which is embodied
in the Baha'i Teachings. The Baha'i
Movement is the only well~balanced,
constructive, world plan with spiritual dynamic to carry it through to
success.
Eve r y Truth-seeking m a n 0 l'
woman will eventually hear of the
life and teachings of Baha'u'llah.
Baha'u'llah sees universal peace as
already existent in the mind of God
and rapidly approaching manifestation in the visible world. This universal peace is the result not of legislation or the idealism of a few
great leaders but of the love of God
and all mankind in the hearts of
vast numbers of people. The immediate cause of war may be the greed
of a few individuals for wealth or
power, but the real cause lies in the
ilgnorance, prejudice, and limited
vision of the great masses of humanity.
Baha'u'llah foresees the cessation
of war in the independent investigation of Truth by each individual, in
the abolition of personal, racial, national, and religious prejudice, in an
appreciative recognition of the interdependence of all mankind, in the
universal education of the people, in
a universal auxiliary language, in
the equality of men and women, in a
truly representative League of Nations and International Tribunal, in
the realization that all religions are
of God. Baha'u'llah gives definite
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constructive suggestions for the solution of the economic situation. He
states that science and religion are
in perfect accord and point the way
to a clear understanding of that
harmony.
However, these principles should
not be enough to convince a spiritual
as well as an intellectual man that
Baha'u'llah is the Divine Architect
of this progressive age. Without a
"mighty divine power and heavenly
energy" back of them, the Baha'i
principles would avail nothing. The
supreme proof and our greatest need
is that Power which enabled millions
of people to believe the message of
Baha'u'lUih and to radiantly persist
in their belief in spite of the most
bitter and determined opposition.
That Power has made the Baha'i
principles to some extent the mental
e qui p men t of every progressive
thinker throughout the world, alt h 0 u g h they were radically new
ideas only sixty years algo when
Baha'u'llah gave them to the world.
That Power alone will enable man
to put into effect these working principles and achieve universal peace
in this century.

If our thinking man in need of a
Master Builder for his Temple of
Reality can take this "step of the
soul," he will accept Baha'u'llah as
his Divine Architect and receive
from Him the blue prints for his
Temple. As he carefully studies
these blue prints a vision of the finished structure begins to form in his
mind. He sees a beautifully proportioned Temple with two great
wings-one of science, the other of
religion. It embodies all his ideals
and hopes and reveals undreamed-of
possibilities for future effort. The
spirit of prayer and meditation permeates every stone and fills every
room.
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Again, he examines the building
material which he has laboriously
gathered from different sources. To
his surprise every fragment of Truth
has a definite place in the Temple.
With fresh enthusiasm and vigor he
checks over the necessary material
to find out what he already has and
what he must obtain. Most of his
material may be for the wing of science, or possibly science has previously been neglected. In any case
he sees clearly where he, an individual spirit, stands in relation to
universal Truth. His past efforts,

I

blind and undirected, were often inefficient but now he knows definitely
what he needs and where to get it.
With this superb home enthroned
in mind and heart, our thoughtful
man begins to erect a Temple of
Reality. He is guided by the blue
prints of the Divine Architect and
assisted by the "mighty divine power
and heavenly energy" of Baha'u'lhih;
and as he builds he prays that other
thinking men and women may be
attracted by his Temple to the Master Builder for this age.

I

BAHA'U'LLAH
On the occasion of the anniversary of His birth, whkh is commemorated
every year on NovE'mber twelfth by Hah§/is throughout the world-EditoT.

01 for a thousand tongues aflame,

That I might speak Thy pmise!
01 for a voice of seraphim

My song of Thee to raise;
That I might waken every heart,
Enkindled with desire
To know of Thee and read Thy Words
Filled with celestial fire,.
01 f01' a Pentacostal power

To utter forth Thy Name,
With all its glorious Light Divine,
Its wonders to proclaim;
Thy Name which stirs the universe,
Creating thru Its might
A world renewed, a heaven renewed,
Revealed unto man's sight.
O! f01' a heart all crystal pure
And calm as summer sea,
That it might catch Thy rays divine
And so reflect but Thee!
Thou art God's manifested Love,
His glory for all time,
His Sun of T1'uth omnipotent,
His Majesty Sublime!
-Shahnaz Waite.
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CRIME CONTROL
ROSA V. WINTERBURN
"It has been {iscertained that anwng civilized p60'p1es crime is less frequent than
among uncivilized; that is, to say, among t hose who have acqu.ired the true civilization,
which is divine civilization-the civilizcttion of those who unite all the spiritual and
material perfections. As ignm"anc'e is the CCiuse of c1'inws, the more knowlewge cind
science increases, the more crirnes will diminish."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

HE criminal is not responsible
T, for
crime. Of course, legally interpreted, only a responsible person
can be held a criminal. But back of
the criminal there are conditions
that have brought not only him into
existence but also his crime and the
so-called crime wave that is sweeping the world. A criminal is a person
of retarded development, or he is
significantly lacking in some essential of human completion; but he is
rarely to blame himself for either condition. Society usually waits until a
crime or misdemeanor has been committed, and then punishes the offender
as the one solely responsible for his
deed. Too often, alas! this punishment is some form of imprisonment
among other criminals, where the
already hardened one grows more
bitter and revengeful, and the young
offender learns how to be more efficient in his business of crime and
more adept in outwitting the law.
Society is only beginning to awaken
to a realization of the whole range
of conditions that are the causes of
crime-conditions of which the criminal is ignorant or which he absoluterv cannot control or combat;
conditions that society carelessly allows to continue; conditions that
deve10u children into criminals and
b'am~form
unstable adults into
threats and menaces to all human
life. When the road of crime has
heen definitely entered upon, when a
human being has consciously accepted that road as his, then the struggle
of society against him and his kind

becomes well nigh hopeless, for then
the criminal is using all the ability
and shrewdness of his human skill
to defeat the efforts made to turn
him into lines of safer living. Hope
of really vanquishing crime lies only
in the removal or prevention of its
causes.
Our industrial system, that makes
it possible for some men to become
prosperous while others sink into
want; that gives to some uncounted
wealth and to others grinding poverty and hideous despair; such a
system can but produce wastrels at
both of the two extremes of wealth
and poverty. It can but tend to
create scorn and indifference in the
more fortunate, and bitter hate, rebellion, and crime in the one who
cannot or will not stand firm against
disaster. It is with the deepest
relief that one sees approaching
many changes in that system. The
great religious spirit of this age is
moving in the minds of many who
are still unconscious of its Source.
Intelligence, justice, and a profound
brotherhood of man are finding expression in many business enterprises, in great corporations, in legislative enactments. Better wages,
shorter hours, legal protection are
bringing the means and the opportunity for fuller happiness in life.
Few people who enjoy these privileges will turn to the uncertainties
and disgrace of crime; but only the
spirit of God can bring about these
changes in the hearts of men. As
civilization progresses and man's life
approaches more closely the power
and perfection offered it by the love
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of God, man sees and understands
more of his own possibilities of
greatness. This is what is coming
slowly but persistently in the whole
field of industry and in the complete
life of man. It will continue until
poverty will be a horror of the past,
looked back upon with surprise and
amazement; and with poverty will
disappear the crime that poverty
now causes.
With this increasing intelligence
of man will come many mighty
changes that will strike at the roots
of crime. Outstanding among them
will be the fuller care of children.
We are realizing today more than
ever before that our children are the
future. Many parents have always
offered up themselves on that altar
of sacrifice, or our world of today
would not be; but mankind, as a
whole, is but just awakening to the
possibilities that cluster in childhood. Education so long thought
to be the mental training of young
brains, is slowly taking its place as
the training of body, mind, and
spirit from the embryo to the grayhaired finish. Study the child to
learn what are his powers and capacities. Train him accordingly. Let
him fit into the work that he can do
best and most happily. As defects
and handicaps in the individual appear, and they will be legion, train
the child to minimize his personal
weakness and to make best use of
his strength. Whenever the necessity is sufficiently great, those who
are unfit or unable to make their own
way in the world must be segregated
from those who are safe and fit.
Give these unfortunates the work
that they can do, and see that they
do it. Give them all the simple
happiness and content that their lives
can respond to; but keep them out
of the dangers of world contacts
and of the propagation of their kind.
Give the capable ones the training
suited for their greater powers. In-

vestigations and experiments are
already under way for this new kind
of education, and no one can yet
estimate the good that it will do
when rightly handled.
The most serious problem in child
training yet remains. It arises from
the failure of the home, the most
common and disastrou.s reason for
the delinquency of youth.
Here
there seem but two roads open. The
first and best is the training of every
generation to be capable and trustworthy parents of the next generation. So many are the successes that
come out of our homes of today that
the heart warms to the God-loving
i:>arents who are the real saviors of
the young. When the home does
prove inadequate, however, we seem
forced to follow the other road to
safety, progress, and happiness: the
state or the church must take over
the children and see to it that they
receive the care of real homes. The
tie between parents and children
should be the last one to be broken;
but when the home fails, or worse
yet, teaches the child to go astray,
then a higher power should intervene
for the protection of the child and
the safety of civilization.
I know a great-headed man, a
real social worker, one who acts,
as a voluntary probation officer for
boys who have already gone astray
and as a tireless friend for those who
are not yet on the wrong road. During some years he has taken nearly
a thousand boys out of jails and
reform schools on probation. Nearly
all these derelicts were the products
of failing or broken homes. All but
about ten per cent have gone
straight; and some of those haveprobably done so, but they have been
lost track of. Ninety boys out of
every hundred, between twelve and
twenty years of age, taken out of
jails and reform schools, going
straight because they had a friend
to tell them what to do and to make
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them do it. No easy task for one
man, busy early and late in his own
offlce; but that is the story told by
his carefully kept record. What then
might be done by organized, humane,
godly society!
Crime and its causes eat their way
most horrifyingly through all our
present life. But the New Day is
dawning.
Its Light has already
shone into many hearts.
Such
changes as those already mentioned
are working through mankind. There
is but one Source of this light; it hl
the love of God. Prosperity will
not do away with crime; education
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does not; philosophy cannot. It can
be conquered only by the progress of
the di'vine civilization that transforms the hearts and lives of men;
that drives away tfoe darkness an 1
shadows of evil by its glowing light
of love and faith and service. The
knowlertgl~ of that God power and a
participation in it must become the
life control of every soul that is
awakened; and he must serve, serve
unceasingly, in awakening others to
the hope and achievement possible
through such knowledge of the God
power.

THE DANISH FOLK HIGH SCHOOLS
BERTHA HYDE K>IRKPATR'ICK
One of the 'most inter'estmg of the educational activities of the WM'ld is the Danish
folk high schools of which the authm' tells us in this bTief and interesting article. It
is a unique for'm of ed'ucation. The ideals and p1'actices in these schools have special
intwY'est for' Ba,h6,'is.-Editor.

EDUCATION a process of inI sstruction
or a process of inspiration? This was one of the questions
that came up for discussion during
education week at the conference of
the Fellowship for a Christian Social
Order held at Hillsdale, Mich" last
summer (August, 1927). The obvious
answer, of course, is that both are
necessary, but the question opens up
others: Which shall come first, instruction or inspiration? When is
the psychological moment for inspiration? How shall the teacher
inspire?
The speaker who stirred us most
deeply in his plea for the inspirational in teaching was Mr. H., a
Danish-American, who has for some
years conducted a real Danish folk
high school in Minnesota. We were
ea1ger to know more about these

schools which have been conducted
for three-quarters of a century in
Denmark but which the average
American is only just beginning to
appreciate.
These schools are open to young
people between the ages of eighteen
and twenty-five, usually offering a
five months' term in winter for the
men and a three months' term for
the girls in summer. The young
people who avail themselves of the
privileges of these schools have completed the usual common schools at
the a1ge of fourteen and have had at
least four years of real life working
on the farm or in factory. The aim
is first of all to awaken them, enliven
them, as they express it, rather
than to enlighten them. Instruction,
indeed, is not aimed for at all, although some is necessarily incidental
to the inspirational talks which are
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given on history, literature, biography. A large place on the program is
given to group singing, sports, and
gymnastics. The schools seem as
much like our summer conferences
for young people as anything we have
in America, but they are simply like
themselves, un1:qu,e.
The idea of the Danish folk high
school was conceived by Bishop
Gruntvig in the early part of the
nineteenth century.
Although he
himself was not successful in establishing one of these schools, he lived
to see the plan carried out by some
of his followers. The schools are
small residence schools of from seventy-five to two hundred pupils, conducted by the owner with a few assistants.
Although the schools are not avowedly religious there seems to be a
true religious fervor back of them, a
belief that life is more than meat and
that man does not live by bread alone.
To awaken the life of the spirit and
thereby of the intellect is the aim of
each director, and the "living word"
as Bishop Gruntvig expres'sed it, is
the instrument made dynamic by the
life, sympathy, and love of a great
soul. No text-books are used and no
assignments are made, but there is
always a library available. It is the
testimony of those who have studied
Danish life and customs, that the
Danes are a reading people. The
book store in Denmark is found in
even the small communities, being
quite as common as the tobacco shop
in America.
A much-traveled gentleman recently remarked, "Copenhagen is
noticeably different from any other
city that I visit, but I never took the
trouble to find out why." In his
"Light from the North" Mr. Joseph
K. Hart tells us why not only Copenhagen but all of Denmark is different,
more advanced, more civilized than
other countries. There cooperation is
a practice not a theory. Practically

all the country's business is carried
on through cooperatives. There are
no extremely rich and no extremely
poor. In spite of poor soil and unpleasant climate the Danes are economically independent and advanced
in governmental and civic institutions
to a degree beyond most peoples. If
Mr. Hart is correct (and lVIr. Edgar
W. Knight comes to the same concluion in his book, "Among the Danes")
the reason for the remarkable advancement of the Danish people is to
be found in the Danish folk high
schools.
These schools by no means take the
place of the usual instructional
schools. Denmark has its splendid
technical schools and universities
which rank well with other European
schools. But to an observer who is
looking at the Danes not at first
hand but through the eyes of other
close observers, it would seem as
though this people, through its
folk high schools was showing the
true meaning of education, the awakening of the whole man: mind, heart,
spirit. In these schools the young
people receive the awakening, the inspiration which enables their education to continue through life and
shows in all national as well as personal affairs. Does not this illustrate the truth of these words of
,Abdu'l-Baha ?
"It is most clear and manifest that
national affairs will never revolve
around their proper axis until the
whole people have received instruction and public thought has been directed to a single end. The most important of all the matters in question and that with which it is most
specially necessary to deal effectively
is the promotion of education. No
freedom or salvation could be ima:gined in the case of any nation which
had not progressed in this greatest
,and most important matter; just as
the greatest cause of degradation and
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decadence of every nation is bigotry
and ignorance. If necessary make
this even compulsory, for not until
the veins and tendons of the nations
stir with life will any study and adoption of improvements be of any avail ;
because the nation is like unto the
body, zeal and resolution are like
unto the soul, and the soulless body
cannot move."
In these schools have not the
Danes given at least one answer to
the question: Is education a process
of instruction or of inspiration?
There comes a period in the life of
the young man or woman when his
mind and heart are ready to be
opened, to be freed. With this free-
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dom of the spirit the individual
takes on new growth both intellectual, moral, and spiritual. Then the
nation must of necessity "stir with
life" and take its place in the first
ranks of civilization.
In passing it is interesting to notice that a few of these folk high
schools have grown into international
people's colleges attracting young
folks from different countries. At
one of these in Helsinger (Elsinor)
Miss Martha Root, one of our inspixed
Baha'i teachers and travelers, found
a, warm welcome and eager listeners.
The folk high school idea is spreading
throughout Europe, especially in Germany and the Scandinavian countries,

ON EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN
KEITH RANSOM-KEELER
This is the fifth in a se'ries of EXCM'pts from. the Dia1'Y Letten of Mrs. Ranso1llKehler, schoLar and gifted author. The first was publiShed in the November, 1926, Stwr
of the West; the second in March, the thi1'd in June, amd the fmirth in October, 1927.Editor.

HE days are quite hot now. AcT cho
means "sand-heated." Many
Baha'js think that Accho and Achor
in Bible references are interchangeable names for the same place. The
valley of Achor, which means the
valley of Trouble, where Achan was
slain, * and to which Hosea refers t
as "a door of hope" lies between J erusalem and Jericho, and should not
be confused with Accho, an ancient
Phamician city, which was amalgamated with the tribe of Asher:j:
When the Jews took over the land of
Canaan. At the time of our Lord
Jesus the name had been changed to
Ptolemais, at w h i c h port Paul
touched on one of his missionary
journeys.§ But a thousand years
later, at the time of the second crusade, the name had been restored to
*Josh. 7 :26.
:!:Judges 1 :31.

tHosea 2:15.
§Acts 21:7.

Acre when the city was besieged by
Richard Coeur de Lion.
The green mound standing over
against the city is the breastworks
thrown up by Napoleon during his
fateful Syrian campaign. Was it indeed by accident that at that very
moment English ships had arrived
bringing a fresh supply of ammunition to the British garrison within
the gates of the ancient city? The
successful sortie of an English officer
who sacrificed his life but repulsed
the French attack, is commemorated
by the marble placque, affixed to this
old wall, scarce noticed by the passerby. Napoleon said that if he could
have captured Acre (the spelling
now used is 'Akka) he could have
changed the face of the globe. Surely
his Syrian campaign was the most
vain and exorbitant of all his gigantic undertakings except the Russian,
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.and all that remain to mark its
careless extravagance in human life
2nd effort are a green mound and
.a marble slab.
The little hill whereon Napoleon
placed his cannon stands between
,Akk:i and the Garden of Ridv:in.
There is to me a mysterious significance in this juxtaposition. Napoleon marks the perigree of human
egotism and selfishness; Bah:i'u'll:ih
the supreme exaltation of sacrifice
and self-effacement; and here standing before the "Beloved City" are
these two emblems of the diverse
roads stretching out before mankind; the signs of the eternal battle
between the forces of corruption and
the forces of righteousness in the
world: that mound the artificial
handiwork of a man bent on the destruction of his fellows; this island
garden, "seated upon the waters of
e river," a haven for the harassed
of heart. In this garden the prophecy
of Isaiah is literally fulfilled. "Instead of the thorn shall come up the
fir tree: instead of the brier shall
come up the myrtle tree: and it shall
be to the Lord for a name, for an
everlasting sign that shall not be
cut off."*
That is a question that I ask myself about this garden and about this
Shrine. When we see some of the
monstrous perpetrations built on sacred sites of the Christian faith, we
wonder if these lovely natural spots
can withstand the blight of future
orthodoxy. Or if some new inspiration will seize the neophyte of a new
age. Each religion has developed
its own art form; will ours?
I find no qualified judge who presumes to say that any piece of architecture has ever surpassed the Parthenon.
A third-rate Balkan city, ugly and
unimaginative, lies stretched below
cqsaiah 55 :13.

the Acropolis, and yet this tiny spot
that crowns the plain has made of
Athens the most unforgettable city
of the world. Partial destruction
has in no wise touched the imperishable chastity of this temple's beauty.
At Constantinople a new breathlessness of glory awaits one in the
mosque of Santa Sophia (meaning
Holy Wisdom and not. some forgotten woman). It was built for Justinian as a Christian church and is
of imperial proportions. By one of
those inspirations that marks the
miraculous in art the architect has
crowned his work with a dome the
like of which has never been known.
Everyone who has visited Rome has
strained the back of his neck to view
the lofty vault of Saint Peter's. But
in Santa Sophia the great dome is
upheld by four half domes, in such
a m ann e l' that on entering the
mosque one looks right away up into
its airy vastness, so delicately poised
that it seems to detach itself and
float.
I am constrained to believe that
it is much more attractive in its
habiliment as a mosque than it would
be as a church; as usual the floor is
covered with what appears to be an
acre of fine rugs; dozens of individual prayer rugs woven into each
stretch of carpet; and suspended
from the high overaching roof hundreds of chandeliers containing about
twenty-four tiny lamps each. The
walls of warm-marble, magnificent
pillars brought from pagan temples,
the whole united by the rugs and
chandeliers, gives a kind of illimitable intimacy to worship. To my
mind it is by far the most beautiful
building in use by man.
But the supreme work of art so
far as my tastes and capacities permit me to judge is a monument
whose name "the Ancient" (Sphynx)
was given to it four thusand years
ago. Even at that time its history
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was buried in obscurity. Napoleon,
whose vandalism remains in many a
desecration, shot off the nose at the
Battle of the Pyramids; the whole
right side of the headdress, about a
ton in weight, dropped off in the
last century, but as long as the eyes
are unimpaired, there will stand on
earth a witness to that faith which
means "that we are confident of
what we hope for, convinced of what
we do not see."*
The eyes of this mighty image
look out into eternity, recording the
bliss of those who have pierced the
veils of limitation. No creation of
man has ever so moved me. I recall
faintly the heart-breaking joy of
some of those things to which I most
quickly respond: a Greek tripod, in
the Vatican, that even when I was
ill used to revive me; the Erechtheum; the Psyche at Naples, that I
once traveled five hundred miles to
see; the tomb of Lorenzo de Medici;
Leonardo's water-color head of Christ
at Milan; an intoxicating arpaggio
of Cyprian glass on a shelf in the
Metropolitan Mu s e u m; Rodin's
"Countess S." that used to stand in
the Luxembourg; the opening measures of the Moonlight sonata; a
shade of blue-green, not quite turquoise; great, cool, feathery-fronded
ferns; all these shimmer quickly
through my memory exhausted before this superb achievement with
no more effect in comparison "than
the sea's self would heed a pebble
cast."
Surely the prehistoric genius who
hewed this archaic rock must have
looked upon the face of some mighty
Prophet of God who beheld that to
which man's eyes are blind.
When the Buddha returned from
His self-imposed exile, a former
friend meeting Him fell upon his
knees before Him: "I perceive that
Thou art a Buddha," he said, "by

*Heb.

11:1.
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the serenity and joy of Thine appearance." And in the Greek drama
when the question is asked, "How
did you know that Hercules was a
God, 101e?" 101e responds, "Because
I was content the moment my eyes
fell on him." There is this enthralling quality about the "Ancient," as
if it reflected indeed the awful mystery of the Word made flesh.
As the message of Bahii'u'll~th
reaches its perihelion will it produce
some neW creative giant who will
fittingly memorialize His Presence
among us? Something to surpass
the Sphynx, the Parthenon, Santa
Sophia, the Taj-Mahal? Else it were
better that this simple, unpretentious spot remain, as it stood in His
glorious Lifetime.
Humanity has with intense pain
and travail at last brought forth a
social consciousness that marks the
end of old beliefs and endeavors and
the beginning of a new ideal of life.
The outworn striving for personal
salvation that motivated medieval effort is as foreign to modern consciousness as s 1 a v e r y or human
sacrifice.
We know that the prophecy in
Isaiah * refers to Bahii'u'lliih and
not, as Christians affirm, to Jesus;
for amongst the many epithets here
applied to this Promised One is
"Prince of Peace," and Jesus plainly
says, "I came not to bring peace but a
sword." The two thousand years of
Christianity have been incalculably
bloody. "Unto us a child is born;
unto us a son is given." Could this
promised child be the new social
body that is so definitely emerging
in human relations and human transactions today? All the fundamental
commands in the Sacred Text of
Bahii'u'Iliih's writings concern the
development of this new attitude
toward life.
"'Isaiah 9: 6-7.
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It has ever been the challenge of
a changed consciousness, the glorious sense of freedom and hopefulness that has given to the world its
great artistic periods. We can only
faintly project some quite inadequate conjecture as to what could
be magnificent enough to chronicle
the birth of such a child, or the
coming of the Prince of Peace. But
when we have become "blind to all
save His Beauty," the rapture and

the mystery of His sojourn amongst
us will quicken its own exalted response.
"Mysteries are many, and strangers are countless." Who can grasp
either the significance or the influence of this humble Shrine upon the
plains of 'Akkii? We kneel abased
and bewildered, arising with we
know not what miraculous tides and
currents bearing us out into the unfathomable ocean of God's Love.

WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
NEW EDUCATION FELLOWSHIP

The Fourth International Conference of the New Education Fellowship ended today, August 15, at
Locarno, Switzerland. Eight years
ago this organization started with
a small group of individuals who
believed that the New Education offered the m 0 s t fundamental approach to constructive internationalism. So rapidly has the interest
grown that this year over a thousand
individuals, representing forty different countries, assembled at Locarno for a two weeks' conference.
It was an inspiring experience to
witness the genuine international
feeling which pervaded this gathering of people of different races and
nationalities, with their diverse religions, traditions and languages.La Follette. Weekly.
ESPERANTO LANGUAGE NEXT CONFERENCE

At the Locarno conference, the
discussions were carried on in three
different languages-English, German and French. After a lecture
was given in one language it was
translated into two others. In spite
of the amazing skill with which this

was done, the method involved such
an expenditure of time and energy
that it was decided that at the next
conference, which is to be held in
Denmark, there would be only one
translation and this in Esperanto.
Monsieur Bovet, who presided over
the conference, and who speaks four
languages more fluently and easily
than most of us speak one, was an
ardent advocate of the adoption of
Esperanto as the official medium for
translation. All members of the Fellowship are urged to master Esperanto in the next two years as a
preparation for the International
Conference in Denmark. No one
who participated in this conference
could fail to be impressed with the
great desirability of a common languwge in a world where international
communication and understanding
are becoming so increasingly imperative. The next conference will afford
an interesting experiment as to how
much initiative mod ern educators
will have in making Esperanto meet
this need.-La Follette Weekly.
HOSPITALITY IN HONOLULU

There are no strangers here in
Honolulu. One has scarcely landed
when he feels the spell of universal
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bl'otherhood and tastes the milk of
human kindness.
Those who have cars "lift" him on
his way, and one does not refuse
such help, so much of pleasure does
it seem to afford the donor. The joy
of giving is rife. A sweet-faced
woman calls, and proffers shelter on
her p 0 l' C h w hen an unexpected
shower takes the stranger unawares.
Children smile bravely up into one's
face and answer questions frankly
and fearlessly. They do not fear abductors and kidnappers.
"What can I do to be of service
to you?" is an unwritten slogan, as
obvious as though a shingle hung
from every door.
No wonder flowers bloom and skies
give forth their blue; no wonder
sunshine is "liquid" and moonlight
at her best! for hospitality is closely
related to gratitude and God loves
gratitude in man.
"To him who hath shall be given,"
so God pours forth further blessings
to a land already rich-and there
are no strangers here !-Edith Pinley, in Honolulu AdveT'tiser.
GE,MS FROM SECOND INSTITUTE OF
PACIFIC RELATIONS HELD IN
HONOLULU IN JULY

"This conference is a bold experiment of men and women with faith
in their own kind. It is fostering the
creation of international citizenship
by affording members of different
races the opportunity for personal
contact. If none of the political,
economic and social problems of the
Pacific had been discussed, this fact
of contact would yet have made this
conference more than worth while.
Conference feeds research and research feeds conference. From this,
if we can once establish the facts,
we have virtually arrived at a solution without knowing it."-Sir Frederick Whyte, one of the British
speakers.
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"I believe with the majority of
our thinking people that Japan is in
the position to create a richer and
more balanced civilization by harmoniously combining the best of the
two civilizations-spiritual and maaterial. This is and must remain
the real mission of Japan as a Pacific power, and herein is Japan's
cultural aspirations. * * *
"We are living in the new day
when the notion of unlimited individualism is undergoing a decided
change and the spirit of social sharing and cooperation is gradually
gaining ground. * * *
"The intrinsic superiority or inferiority of races is a fable (with
the possible exception of some of
the vanishing races), unsupported
by anthropology, psychology, and sociology. It is a matter of sentiment rather than of reason, and we
can remove the unnecessary fear and
sentimentalism through education
based upon scientific investigation.
Here again, we look to such an impartial group as this Institute for a
priceless contribution."-Dr. Masatal'O Sawayanagi, Chairman of the
Japanese Group.
"The people of these islands have
received all peoples from the earliest
days in a friendly spirit. That spirit
of friendship has not been lessened
since the day the British discovered
these islands. Following them came
the Americans and later the Chinese
and the Japanese and other races.
Through the extension of commerce
and trade our relations have spanned
the sea to Oceania and Australia
and New Zealand. And the spirit
of friendliness is still with us as
powerful as in the beginning.
"This land, it may well be, may
serve in time to come as a radiating
center of friendliness. We in Hawaii
have broken down all barriers of religious and racial intolerance, even,
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so far as possible, political intolerance. And those barriers have been
broken without causing any part of
our population to feel degraded. We
have retained the individuality of
every citizen of whatever race or
nation. We have moulded their lives
into our lives as equals and friends."
-Gove?'nor Wallace R. Farrington.
"The new problem of the Pacific
is still one of the spirit. Concrete
questions there are, to be sure, more
than enough-problems of immigration, of nationalism, of old privileges, of autonomy or independence,
and many others which we shall discuss here. But behind them all is
the problem of mutual respect.
"If the peoples of the West can
learn to respect those of the East as
we of this institute, for example,
who know them, respect them, all
the other problems, even the greatest, become workably small. We can
even agree to disagree, where we
cannot yet agree, if we do it with
the full consciousness of mutual respect. For the fundamental demand
of mankind is the right of self-respect, and that cannot be exercised
in the presence of those who refuse
us respect. The first problem of the
Pacific, as I see it, is that we learn
to respect one another, and treat
each other accordingly. If we face
our other problems in that spirit, the
rest is almost easy."-Chester Rowell, write?' ancl publicist.
"There has, however, bee n a
greater revolution than the mere renouncement of war. Humanity has
turned a corner and has come upon
problems which were unheard of
before in the world's history. Modern civilization, as it a d van c e s ,
makes war more and more impossible. It renders war impossible as
an instrument of diplomacy.

"Can humanity live up to its
promise to do away with war, 01' is
this just another peace-loving interlude in the history of the world? It
may be we are only at the end of
barbarism and on the threshold of
civilization but we are conscious of
the powers of human intelligence.
"No statesman today can intrust
the fate of his country to war and
be sure that even in victory he will
not be the victim of his own success."-Dr. James T. Shotwell, professor of history at Col~&mbin University.
"Membership in the British Commonwealth has taught international
cooperation, while the hundred years
of peace on our 3,000 miles of United
States border has been a practical
demonstration of the possibilities of
sympathetic contact without loss of
national identity.
"The existence of this 3,000 miles
of frontier unprotected by a fortress
or ungarded by a single sentry has
profoundly influenced the consciousness of the Canadian people and is
in itself the world's most significant
prophecy that force may be replaced
by mutual good will. * * *
"The problems of the Pacific are
many and difficult, but they are not
insoluble, if we approach them in the
spirit so eloquently portrayed by the
distinguished Chinese statesman who
addressed us at the luncheon yesterday. The view of the Canadian people is that in the solution of these
problems we have a safe guide, an
unfailing light, if we remember that
faith is better than doubt, and love
is better than hate."-General Si?'
Arthur Currie, K. C. M. G., pr'esiclent ancl vice-chancello?', Mc Gill University, Montreal.
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"The greatest need of the world of humanity today is to receive
the efficacy of the Holy Spirit. Until the Holy Spirit becomes effective, interpenetrating the hearts and spirits, and until perfect reasonable faith shall obtain in the minds of men, it is impossible for
the social body to be inspired with security and confidence * * *
therefore we must endeavor that the Holy Spirit shall peacefully
influence the minds and hearts."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

THE GREATEST gift of Christ
to the world was not His system of
ethics-which had already been announced here and there by the Hebrew prophets-but His gift of the
Holy Spirit, enabling mankind to
live the high ethics that He taught.
For how can man sublimate his innate selfishness - that ego-centric
quality which he shares by nature
with the world of the animal-how
can he achieve the Christian virtues
and reach the lofty spiritual station of self-sacrifice, except through
the aid of the Holy Spirit?
Just as man grows and develops
on the physical plane solely as a result of the sun's action upon matter,
so man can grow and develop on the
spiritual plane only as a result of
that Spiritual Sun which we call the
Holy Spirit. It is, as 'Abdu'l-Baha
shows, the intermediary bet wee n
God and man, as the sun's rays are
the intermediary between the glowing sphere itself and the dark and
inert mass of matter which we call
earth. What a miracle the sun performs on it! Through its agency
the earth becomes alive, dowered
with the power of growth, blooming
with warmth and life, and evolving
ever fairer and fairer forms of physical expression.

IT WOULD BE difficult to conceive what the earth would be like
without the life-giving power of the
sun. Were that luminary to cease
its beneficent action, after a time
the cold of inter-stellar space, approximately two hundred and seventy
degrees below zero, would replace
the comfortable belt of atmosphere,
sun-warmed, which keeps our temperature within the range of human
necessity.
Vegetable life, unable
longer by the aid of the sun's
rays to transmute the inert chemical
matter of earth into chlorophyl, cellulose, and other plant tissue, would
faint and die. The animal world, no
longer having its needed food from
the vegetable world, would also perish. And man, with his utmost ingenuity, his inventiveness, his marvelous
scientific power 0 v e r earth's resources, would begin to realize how
absolute is his dependence upon the
rays of the sun, not only for light
and warmth, but for all his means of
subsistence. Were he to maintain,
by his power of science, existence for
a brief period of time against the
rigors of inter-stellar cold, yet
inevitably he, too, with the vegetable
and animal world, must perish for
lack of food. Then would the earth
lie cold and dark in space, void of
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life, soundless save for the splintering of frost-bitten crags.
It is
difficult for us, sitting in the
caressing warmth of the sun's ray::>,
looking off over beautiful fields aglow
with light, to realize to what giver of
bounty we owe our physical life.
AND SO IT IS in the world of
spirit. Here it is the Eternal Sun
which nourishes our souls, which
makes possible their growth and
their very existence. Ray in g its
power to us by the intermediary of
the Holy Spirit, it causes in our
spiritual nature all that movement
of life and growth which the physical sun causes in our earthly nature.
It is man's capacity to receive the
rays of the Holy Spirit and to integrate them into spiritual bone and
muscle which distinguishes him from
the beast. Noble as are the higher
qualities of animals, making them
indeed superior to ignoble man, the
animal must yet stay within its
natural delimitation. It can never
know God, nor by receptivity, aspiration and prayer draw to it the lifegiving force of the Holy Spirit.
Man, on the other hand, through
the power of the Holy Spirit, can
develop a spiritual nature, expressing the virtues of the Kingdom. The
important thing to realize in this
connection is that without the aid
of the Holy Spirit man can never
commence and carry out his spiritual evolution; can never pass from
the essential nature of the animal
world into the essential nature of
the spiritual world which is his goal.
And just as the physical world, when
deprived of the sun's life-giving rays,
will revert to the plane of lifeless
and inert matter, so when deprived
of the Holy Spirit man reverts to
the animal, or if he has never left
the plane of the animal, he remains a
prisoner of that nether world.
Therefore it is clear that the
greatest gift the Manifestations of

God bring to earth is the power of
the Holy Spirit, of which they are
the exceptional and intended channels. Through these Holy Personalities flow a tremendous dynamic of
love, of heart-resuscitating warmth,
of spiritual life-giving energy. This
force They share with all who have
the spiritual capacity to know and
seek it, until the whole earth becomes flooded with these rays and
a new springtime of religion appears.
JUST AS in the physical springtime the sun, from a special position and station, pours down an increased life-giving power upon the
earth and awakens dead and sleeping nature into transcendent life, so
in this spiritual springtime a tremendously increased force of the
Spirit is shed upon mankind, awakening, resuscitating, impelling spiritual growth and the development of
spiritual qualities. Humanity is renewed in the likeness of God. The
divine virtues appear. Men become
angelic. Self-sacrifice and love manifest their blazing warmth, which
melts the frigidity of hearts and
starts an upward growth. This spiritual a w a ken i n g of humanity,
through the power of the Holy Spirit,
becomes manifest in marvelous institutions expressing the justice, the
consideration, the love engendered in
individual hearts. Such has been
the rise of the great world religions, finding their birth in the spiritual dynamic brought them by a
Manifestation of God, and their direction and guidance in the divine
ethics which He establishes.
But at last the springtide force,
after passing through the maturity
of its summer, begins to decline. For
man, not ever graced with this special and epochal outpouring of the
Holy Spirit, begins to lack the spiritual force to enable adequate expression of the ethics of his reli-
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gion. Finally the winter of religion
arrives, a desolate period of spiritual
cold and inertia. Now it is time
for a New Springtime. And faithful to His law of spiritual love, as
He is faithful to His law of the
physical seasons, God again renews
the faith of mankind through a New
Manifestation Who becomes again a
special channel for God's dispensation.
SUCH IS THE situation today.
Through the power of Baha'u'lhih a
new spiritual dynamic is flooding the
earth. All mankind are recipients,
even unconsciously, of its grace, of
its health-giving spiritual life. But
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how much more fortunate and blessed
are those who, becoming aware of
the presence of this Divine Power,
consciously turn to it for aid.
Again, by the aid of the Holy
Spirit-renewed for the sake of this
marvelous century-humanity will
blossom out into divine fruitage of
the virtues of the Kingdom. A New
Civilization will arise, patterned after
the divine laws and ethics of BaM'u'llah and based upon the foursquare foundations of faith, prayer,
love, and service.
This, it seems, is the greatest
thought humanity can hold at Christmastide-the thought of God's gift
to man of the Ho[y Spirit.

"THE GLORY and the exaltation of the station of Christ is as
clear as the sun at midday from the books and tablets of His Holiness
Baha'u'llah. The object of the Baha'i Cause is identical with the
object of the Bible and the Gospel. The Baha'is must be informed as
to the contents of the Old and New Testaments.
"Concerning the faith of the Baha'is as to the station of His
Holiness Christ, they believe He is the Word of God."

* * * *
"There are prepared souls in every religion. Today God is
working in all the churches instructing many souls in celestial
brotherhood. These souls are related by invisible and spiritual ties
and are being ripened by the Holy Spirit."
- ' Abdu'l-BaML
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THE COMING OF THE GLORY
Chapter 11.

Night

FLOREKCE E. PINCHON
Undej· the subtitle "The Argwment" Chapter 1 of this series of wdicles was published in the No'U·e'mber Star of the West and showed the need and reqltirements of
the t,imes; the second chapter which follows 1"c'oiews history and shows ho·w «'Ill.ght"
was a·t its darkest before the coming of the New DfbY. The third d,ulJter ent'itled
"The 1vIorning Stfbj"" wilt follow 'in the Janua,ry nuraber.-Editor.

now, as we believe, in
STANDING
the morning hours of a new era
in history, it is difficult, indeed almost painful to glance backwards and
recall the gloomy winter of materialism and discontent which lay over
Europe and the world generally
during the eighteenth and the larger
part of the nineteenth centuries. So
quickly and drastically have conditions altered, that these past centuries seem already submerged in the
ocean of oblivion.
But at this time, the world, by
bitter antagonisms and prejudices,
was riven, like the surface of a
mighty glacier, into innumerable and
dangerous fissures. Fissures which
threatened, even then, to widen into
a world cataclysm. Herein lurked
yawning abysses of wars, revolutions and agnosticism, into which
humanity was constantly stumbling.
Guides were few, and the lights that
still shone, feeble and uncertain.
Cold mists enveloped the minds of
men-the mists of racial, religious,
sectarian, patriotic and class hatred
and antagonisms.
Universal peace was, as yet, undreamt of as a possibility. Sympathies were confined within national
bonds. The ideals of brotherhood in
the social world and cooperation in
the economic, we r e unrecognized.
And education for the poorer classes
waS rudimentary or grossly lacking.
The discoveries of modern science
had disclosed to thinking people the
bigotry and superstitions enclosing,
like a hard shell the pure gem of religion. And, in disgust, they threw

the gem itself away. As Carlyle,
when writing of the eighteenth century, pointed out:
"There was need once more of
a Divine Revelation to the torpid and frivolous children of
men, if they were not to sink
altogether into the ape condition."
Revolutions, strife, Ius t, greed,
economic rivalries and bitter animosity between science and religion
were denizens of this almost starless
night.
How striking are the contrasts
presented by even the material conditions of those days and ours!
As we rise from the earth and
spread our shining wings, or with
lightning speed flash by in our motor cars, we gaze back with pitying
surprise at the lumbering stagecoach
and the early railroads of the days
of Dickens.
From the freedom of mod ern
woman, we recall with a wondering
smile the foolish restrictions and
conventions, the crinolines and manners of the early Victorian era.
Facing the marvels of radio and
the recent astounding discoveries of
sc.ience regarding ether and energy,"
vibration and light, to remember the
days of the first telegraph and postal
services. From our luxurious liners
and express trains that seem almost
to annihilate distance, to the times
when to ordinary folk a journey anywhere was in the nature of an adventure!
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common occurrence and life everywhere was unsafe. Bribery and dishonesty pervaded all departments of
social and political life. Education
was shockingly neglected. Women
were kept in ignorance and seclusion, and were not permitted in the
streets, unless enveloped in a heavy
black veil, covering the head and
whole body, called a "Chadur." As
a certain writer has described them:
"Like black, shapeless phantoms they
steal silently along in the shadow of
the walls."
Yet are the Persians a naturally
gay people, fond of meetings and
In Persia. Part Il
fetes, of music and flowers. They
In Persia, also, at this period, the are fine horsemen and love sport;
night was at its darkest, as it al~ they are hospitable and friendly,
ways is just before the dawn. To with charming manners and remarkmost of us Persia seems a some- able courtesy. That this charm can
what remote, unknowable land. It conceal treachery and eve n coldis, possibly, associated in our minds blooded cruelty, earning the Persian
with a glamoured jumble of the col- the title of "courtly primitive," is due,
orful tales of the "Arabian Nights," very largely, to the decadence of his
a peacock throne, roses and nightin~ religion and the tyranny and corrupgales, lovely carpets and Omar Khay- tion of his government. For the
same reason lying had come to be
yam.
Or, perchance, recalling a little "almost part of the instinct of selfhistory, we remember the Pass of preservation." An easy, somewhat
Thermopylre; the ancient military natural process, for the Persian
glories of a vast and imperious em- speech is extremely ornate, from our
pire; the fame and splendor of viewpoint, embellishment, amplificaXerxes and Darius, of Artaxerxes tion and beautiful poetical allusion
and Prince Cyrus; and the con- forming part of its very fabric.
quering Nadir Shah, who, in his last
It is, therefore, a land where poets
triumph, sweeping through India, receive their full meed of apprecia-brought back the most precious and tion, the shrines of the most venglittering trophy ever wrenched from erated being often places of pilgrimits rightful owners-the said pea- age. Among the most famous, one
cock throne.
calls to mind the two poets of Shiraz
But alas! This famous land has -Hafiz, who gave to the world perfallen from all its former proud fect models of lyrical composition,
estate, and during the last century and Sa'di whose ghazals. are rich in
had sunk into the depths of utter de- spiritual thought, sparkling wit and
cadence and depravity. The coun- graceful expression. While the altry was governed by a kind of feudal legorical and mystical poems of J elasystem similar to that of England in huddin-Rumi, the Sufi, are sublime
the Middle Ages. Government and in ideas and utterance.
the administration of justice were
But-and it is a very significant
utterly inefficient and hopelessly cor- but-at the time of which we are
rupt. Pillage and robbery were of writing, religion, which in the East

With scarcely a track of land on
the globe unexplored, to the days
when intrepid men still sought path~
ways to the Poles, and Livingstone
to i led through menacing jungles,
where today hover airplanes or rat~
tIes the Cape to Cairo "through."
Surely, during the last eighty
years, the revolving wheel of Time
has spun with amazing rapidity; set
into a quickened and ever~increasing
motion by that mysterious spiritual
Power that is now revitalizing and
renewing the face of the whole earth.
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is by far the most important factor
in civilization, had become utterly
degenerate. Religion is a source of
inspiration and an integral part of
Eastern life to an extent that We of
the West can scarcely imagine. Muhammadanism, the prevailing religion, was split-like Christianityinto a number of rival sects, of
which the Shi'ite was the principal
or state form. The spirit of its
Founder, and the pure essence of His
teachings had become overlaid and
lost beneath a mass of mere ritual
and ceremonies, gross superstition
and perversion. The priests were
corrupt, bigoted and self-seeking;
but so great was their hold over the
illiterate masses that even government had to submit to their dictates.
The Muhammadan reviled and regarded as unclean all men of different faiths to his own. Picture him
actually washing the money he had
taken from a Jew or Christian before putting it in his pocket! Similarly the Jews hated and cursed the
Muhammadans and Christians, while
the Zoroastrians regarded their fellow countrymen as unworthy of association. Thus was this unhappy
country shrouded in intense moral
and spiritual gloom.
These were the dark conditions
prevailing in the land which had, at
this time, been chosen by God, in His
inscrutable wisdom, as the stage
whereon was to be enacted the sub-

limest Drama of the Ages. The very
somberness of the background served
but to enhance the Radiance which
wo u 1 d illuminate it "above the
brightness of the sun at noonday."
For, amid such a state of affairs
as this, in some souls the flame of
pure religion burnt brightly. Here
and there throughout the country
were to be found groups of people,
many of them highly cultured and
gifted, who had kept their spiritual
vision clear. Men and women who
longed for the coming of God's Kingdom upon earth; and who believed
in the promises made in the Qur'an,
as in our own Scriptures, that a
Mahdi or Messiah would soon come
again to men, in order to establish
a reign of righteousness and peace.
With hearts torn by the terrible materialism and corruption a l' 0 U n d
them, they waited and watched for
signs of the long-expected Coming.
And in 1843, some among them set
out, like the Three Wise Men, on a
long and definite search for this Master of aNew Day, this Star of Guidance and of the Morning.
In the Bhagavad-Gita, the sacred
writings of India, we read: "When
the darkness is deepest, then come I
forth again." And in the hour of
the world's darkness, in the hour of
Persia's midnight, there was a great
cry heard: "Behold the Bridegroom
cometh, go ye forth to meet him!"

"Christ ratified and proclaimed the foundation of the law of
Moses. Muhammed and all the Prophets have revoiced that same
foundation of reality. Therefore the purposes and accomplishments of the divine messengers have been one and the same. They
were the source of advancement to the body-politic and the cause
of the honor and divine civilization of humanity the foundation
of which is one and the same in every dispensation. It is evident
then that the proofs of the validity and inspiration of a Prophet
of God are the deeds of beneficent accomplishment and greatness
emanating from Him. If He proves to be instrumental in the elevation and betterment of mankind, He is undoubtedly a valid and
heavenly messenger."
_, Abdu'l-Baha.
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MAN'S NEED OF THE SPIRIT
THE Divine Reality is unthinkable, limitless, eternal, immortal and invisible.
The world of creation is bound by natural law, finite and
mortal.
The Infinite Reality cannot be said to ascend or descend.
It is beyond the understanding of man and cannot be described in terms which apply to the phenomenal sphere of
the created world. Man, then, is in extreme need of the
only power by which he is able to receive help from the
Divine Reality, that Power alone bringing him into contact
with the Source of all life.
An intermediary is needed to bring two extremes into
relation with each other. Riches and poverty, plenty and
need; without an intermediary power there could be no relation between these pairs of opposites.
So we can say that there must be a Mediator between God
and man, and this is none other than the Holy Spirit which
brings the created earth into relation with the "Unthinkable
One," the Divine Reality.
The Divine Reality may be likened to the sun and the
Holy Spirit to the rays of the sun. As the rays of the sun
bring the light and warmth of the sun to the earth, giving
life to all created beings, so do the Manifestations (of God)
bring the power of the Holy Spirit from the Divine Sun of
Reality to give light and life to the souls of men.
The Holy Spirit is the Light from the Sun of Truth
bringing, by its Infinite power, life and illumination to all
mankind, flooding all souls with divine radiance, conveying
the blessings of God's mercy to the whole world. The earth
without the medium of the warmth and light of the rays of
the sun could receive no benefits from the sun. Likewise
the Holy Spirit is the very cause of the life of man; without
the Holy Spirit he would have no intellect, he would be
unable to acquire his scientific knowledge by which his great
influence over the rest of creation is gained. The illumination of the Holy Spirit gives to man the power of thought
and enables him to make discoveries by which he bends the
laws of nature to his will. The Holy Spirit it is which,
through the mediation of the Prophets of God, teaches
spiritual virtues to man and enables him to attain eternal
life. All these blessings are brought to man by the Holy
Spirit; therefore we can understand that the Holy Spirit
is the Intermediary between the Creator and the created;
the Holy Spirit quickens the souls of men.
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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AIR-MINDEDNESS
DALE S. COLE
It is interesting to note that when' Abdu'l-Balui was crossing the Atlantic en 'I"oute to
Amerioa in 1912 He 1'nade the striking statement that in the future tra'veling across the
ocean would be by airship; steamers would be used only f01' freight.-Editor.

THERE is a great and increasing
interest in universal forces which
has been stimulated by the effects of
the Great War, by the advances of
science, by the radio and airplane.
This state of mind has been characterized as "air-mindedness."
Many of us have lived to witness
the full development of the automobile from the days of the once famous "horseless carriage." We have
watched the radio industry grow into
immense proportions all in the brief
space of a few years, but it has remained for the psychological factor
popularly termed "the Lindbergh effect" to awaken our comprehensions
to the status and possibilities of air
transport. Colonel Lindbergh did
something to the emotions and powers of imagination of the world at
large which we are a little at a loss
to interpret fully.
The fact that thousands of eyes
were moist as the young pioneer of
trans-Atlantic flight came down between throngs suggests that, perhaps, something is happening to us
as citizens of the world which cannot be explained a Ion e on the
grounds of simple hero worship.
To be able to picture in our minds
that intrepid and lonely flight across
the dark waters may have made it
easier for us to apprehend the great
potentialities of the future, and may
it not awaken our sensibilities to
what for lack of another term we
may call the spiritual nuances of the
matter? For anything that tends to
annihilate time and space, in their
effects on life, cannot be without
deeper meanings, subtle influences
and far-reaching results.
To the alert it is quite manifest
that there are at least two very

puissant forces at work tending to
crystallize a conception of the world
as a community of interests rather
than as a patchwork of conflicting
endeavors. These two forces, springing from the field of applied science, are the radio and the airplane.
Both are air effects-at least in a
popular sense we may so classify
them. Both tend to increase the interchange of ideas, to bring about
closer contacts between distant peoples, to foster better understandings
and to accent the interplay of emotions. In short, they are levelers of
barriers which have stood almost
since the beginning of time.
Is it conceivable that this passing
lightly over barriers in transportation and communication can be without effect in the years to come? Will
the little lines drawn on maps to
designate this country from that
mean so much as they have in the
troublesome years gone by?
The air has become a great bridge,
as it were, over which, or to be more
exact, a medium through which the
messengers of good will fly now at
tremendous s p e e d s but through
which they will pass in the future
at much greater velocities, bringing
communities now remote within a
few hours of each other. In the
past we measured journeys with
miles as the unit. In the future,
hours and minutes will be our gauge.
It has been the experience of the
past that whenever two peoples are
brought into close contact with each
other through facile means of communication and transportation, a
leveling process is instigated. They
may be as wide apart as the Poles in
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the era preceding intercourse, but
just as soon as they begin to travel
each into the other's territory, ideas
are exchanged and carried b a c k
home. They come to understand each
other and to appreciate alternate
points of view. Gradually some common customs and usages spring up
in both countries and in varying
degrees-the two communities become more and more homogeneous.
There may still be a painted post or
stone pillar marking a boundary
line, with armed sentries dodging
out of box-like huts, but as contacts
increase that line becomes more and
more an imaginary one and its usefulness is more and more relegated
to the adornment of maps. If such
experience is true of two adjacent
countries as intercourse quickens, is
it not logical to suppose and even to
expect that some similar course of
events will follow between commUnities lying thousands of miles apart
and even separated by other communities? It is now possible to pass
freely over boundary lines both by
radio communication and by airplane.
This racially and nationally divided
world is becoming more a mutual
home.
We are speaking of great forces,
liberated within the age, which are
having and will continue to have a
profound and far-reaching effect on
the character of the world, on life
itself and on the relationships of
peoples.
Just how great these forces are is
hard to estimate. We are probably
too close to them to be .fully cognizant of all their potentialities. We
have become inured to the wonders
of science and are dilatory in appreciating or trying to fathom the economic, psychcological, political and
spiritual portents of the t h i n g s
which are happening with such accelerated speed.
During the development of the
automobile very little attention was
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paid to the effects it might have on
the life of peoples. Those interested
were too busy improving the machine, in counting dollars and production totals to realize that what
they were constructing out of physical materials was destined to reconstruct the life of nations. It would
be an interesting diversion to endeavor to list all the effects of
the automobile on life. The ramifications would be numerous and penetrating. With such speed have transitions been enacted that our popular
philosophizers have been left far in
arrears in accounting and explaining these effects. In fact, the moralists had not caught up with the automobile when the radio was upon
them and now they are triply involved in the combined effects and
influences of the three.
Of course, it is easy to speak of
the educational value of the radio.
Think of the lectures it will be feasible to broadcast! Think of the music!
What a great opportunity for any
kind of propaganda we have at our
service! One man can now speak to
millions!
But just as we were too busy riding about in our fine cars or counting the profits fro m automobile
stock so we have been too engrossed
in wiring and rewiring our receivers or testing this new set against
that-to meditate at any great length
on the radio as an internationalizing
influence.
It remained for a single young
man in an airplane to awaken our
realization of the possibilities of the
air transport, and in the light thus
shed we can see that old boundaries
are not going to mean so much in
the .future. It is easier now to understand the influences of the automobile on life and to speculate more
certainly about the radio.
The commercial era of air transport dawns in a more liberal day.
There is something spiritual about
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our acceptance of the possibilities of
the air-at least deeper significances
are suggested. There is more romance about it. It fires the imagination. It touches the emotions.
Is it not greatly to be desired,
then, that this great industry to be,
realize now in the days of its infancy some of the broader aspects
of its immanence?

Whatever may be the money-making opportunities presented by air
transport the mere earning of dividends is not its primary function,
and what a departure it would be
from customary industrial history,
were the leaders in the field to adopt
as their watchword some phrase
which would suggest the service possible to render, for there is no doubt
that the airplane is destined to be
one of the most, if not the greatest,
element ever freed for the internationalizing of the world.
With the increase in broadcasting
ranges it seemed quite natural that
some interest be shown in an international language. Most of us had
previously taken slight notice of the
attempts of far-seeing persons who
have worked untiringly for years to
promote a universal tongue. But
overnight almost, it seemed quite a
good thing to have. And after we
became used to the idea of needing
it for the reception of foreign radio
programs it gradually began to seem
to a number of us that it would be a
mighty good thing for the business
world to have a common language in
which affairs might be conducted.
Why had not some one stressed the
business phase of the matter before?
And now if we are to travel over
great distances by plane, jumping
across several countries in a day or
night, would it not be an excellent
thing for us to have some sort of
common currency to obviate the dif-

ficulties of exchange? A common
currency would be a great convenience to travelers, and if the signs
are right, we are going to be travelel'S more than ever before and on a
scale unimagined a few years ago.
If convenient to travelers a common
monetary system might be found of
use industrially and commerciallyat least the possibility is not remote.
But if we do develop a common
currency we will have also to formulate a more or less universal economic policy. It is the next logical
step, and if we work out such an
economic policy, the next thing anyone knows will be a common political scheme and before many children
have flown we will be taking seriously suggestions for an international congress.
Perhaps, who knows, that should
it be desirable to hold a convention
of nations at some future time, there
not only will be representatives of
the various countries, but there will
be those there who will rep1"eSent
mankind! These representatives at
large will be an innovation. Never
in the history of this battle-cursed
world has there been occasion to
elect or select representatives of
mankind before a parliament of the
nations. But if something does not
happen to stop the forces now set
in motion toward the internationalization of the world this contingency will most assuredly happen.
The conviction that there is surely
growing apace a real world consciousness is not as fantastic as it
may seem. It is the natural sequence
of events as contacts increase. Further, there is a very practical side to
it. The tendency of industry and commerce today is to operate on ever-widening scales. This is a day of great
corporations and combinations. The
smaller manufacturer, for instance,
is either absorbed into a centrally
administered organization or left to
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fight mass production alone as best
he may. The cry is for more and
more goods at lower and lower
prices. Whatever may be the general effect on quality of goods and
general culture, mass production has
been found to pay. It pays because
costs are lower, and business can be
conduded on sounder economic principles. What has proven true within
a nation, nationally, can be applied
internationally.
"'le have already seen proposals of
immense industrial combinations
abroad. We have even heard of the
projected Industrial United States
of Europe, which is but a step in the
process of actually internationalizing trade. The day will come when
nations as such mean very little to
the large industrial and commercial
corporations which will be then operating as smoothly as our national
ones do now.
Such a state of affairs will not,
possibly, be brought about because it
is earnestly desired and planned for,
so much as through those agencies
which make the conduct of such a
business easy, and these agencies will
be such servants as the radio and air
transport.
A flight map of the future may
still show fine lines indicating national segregations but they will
mean no more than state boundaries
do to us today.
In fact, it does not require very
active powers of imagination to surmise what would have happened in
this country if our various states
had kept their individual industrial
and political entity. The world at
large is in some such state today.
But as our railroads and automobiles speed over the inter-state lines
without so much as a thought, the
future will see international intercourse similarly developed, and when
that time comes there will be a distinct world consciousness which will
make such things as a common lan-
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guage, common currency and community of interests seem not only
logical but necessary.
This concept is not too big for the
world. "Vhen we realize that our
little planet is only a speck of dust
in the universe we are not so likely
to place undue stress on the largeness of any idea which applies to it
alone. It would be too fantastic to
project or even suggest inter-planetal industrial relationships at this
time, but the thought of international ones does not seem so tremendous in the light of such a fantasy.
If cooperation pays nationally it
is only logical to suppose that it
could pay universally. In the past
it has been hampered by geographical isolations, prejudices, and jealousies. The leveling instruments will
have to come into play to efface, in
their effects, barriers which have
fostered misunderstanding and arrogant individuality.
A certain amount of individuality
may have to be surrendered on the
part of nations in a scheme of international cooperation but personality
will still remain a virtue. Each country may still retain its own peculiar
attributes, just as our states do now.
Each country may have its own
mother tongue supplemented by one
universal language by m e a n s of
which it will communicate with the
remainder of the world.
International cooperation has been
sluggish because the instruments of
easy contact have been lacking. It
is easy to set up a barrier at the
frontier to trains and automobiles,
but not so easy to stop an airpline at
a given line. It flies blithely over
such impediments.
And so to be air-minded today
means to be cognizant of the possibilities for the internationalization
of human affairs. This presupposes
an immense expansion and great
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progress. In due time it will affect found to remove obstructions to inindividual lives in a multitude of dustrial and commercial progress.
ways. We must learn to think in Political obstacles seem to be more
world terms-to be more universal. stubborn, probably because the real
Air transport will make this neces- desire to l' e m 0 v e them has not
sary whether we want it or not. It arisen. Nothing can long withstand
is one of the signs of the times, and the pressure of wealth administered
unfortunate. is the man who pre- effectively; it has a way of dissolvsumes to stand in the way of prog- ing clouds when its own welfare is
ress. Advancement has a way of involved.
crushing individuals who attempt
Commercial air transport will atobstruction or of passing them with- tain a momentum which will be irreout notice. It is no more consider- sistible. It may not be today, nor
tomorrow, for much scientific work
ate of political units.
This then is, perhaps, in the great is still to be done, but what we have
scheme of things, the real function already accomplished mol' e than
of air transport in its broadest as- points the way. So, although we may
pects. Incidentally it may be a very not appreciate that we are dealing
profitable business. It may be a very with a great spiritual force working
pleasurable means of travel. It may for the betterment of mankind, and
hold us spellbound with its romance. although we may simply see it as a
But back of or above all other con- commercial and industrial opportusiderations, to be air-minded is to nity, nevertheless those w h 6 are
appreciate that air transport is a truly air-minded today see and comgreat force working effectively for prehend the immense possibilities
the elimination of boundaries and which are potential in air transport
all that they signify in the way of and the radio.
misunderstanding, prejudice and isoTo be air-minded is not simply to
lation. This is certainly a spiritual boost for a local airport in our city,
phase of the matter, for anything to take a hop now and then, to send
that effects civilization as a whole our mail by plane, or to engage in
cannot be called otherwise.
the manufacture of air equipmentit is much more than that. It is to
learn to think in world values and
To be air-minded is to be broad- influences, to relegate prejudice, suminded-to think in terms interna- perstition and· jealousy to oblivion
tional rather t h a n national; to and synchronize our individual, narealize that the next great period in tional, industrial and commercial
the development of human affairs viewpoints to the rhythm of the airwill be on a world basis rather than cooled motors which hum above our
on a divisional one. This suggests heads.
How great a service air transport
a complexity of problems. However,
science is perfecting methods which is to render to the world cannot be
make international intercourse in all even suggested, but not the least of
aspects of life easier, and as we be- its benefits will be entirely outside
come more accustomed to their use what we choose to call the industrial
and more skilled in their application, life of the world. As political barobstacles which seem almost too riers become more or less insignifigreat now, will dwindle into rela- cant a deeper understanding will
tive insignificance before the fact grow between peoples. There will
that we fly on the wings of progress. be no cause for war. Much time,.
Ways and means have always been energy, and resource hitherto de-
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voted to defense and aggression can
be diverted to educational, industrial, agricultural and cultural pursuits. The times will become generally more beneficent. Immense
progress will not only be possible but
inevitable.
Such changes cannot come about
without affecting the inner life of
mankind. With common language,
common currency, common policies
of cooperation, a common philosophical and religious consciousness
will develop. Then we may see the
brotherhood 0 f m an, exemplified
practically, not brought about by
Utopian endeavors so much as actually forced upon us by the ad-
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vances of applied science. However
it may come, its influences will be
beyond present measure, and who can
say that it may not be the working
out of that "great scheme of things
entire" ?
This is the picture which those
engaged in the promotion of .air
transport can view as inspiration
for their labors. We are trying to
direct a tremendous force for universal betterment. Let it be recognized as such. Let that realization
be a part of our air-mindedness.
Such appreciation cannot help but
deepen our interest and accelerate
progress.
,

I

REFLECTIONS OF A BAHA'I TRAVELER
SIEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER

l'he following is the second in a, series af "Trl»vel StoTics" by the author. The first,
pubUshed in the November numliber ot this magazine, was on the s1tbject of Brazil" and,
particularly Rio de Janeiro. This cha,pter describes t» visit to ArgentinJa, Chile, a,nd
other places.-Editor.

HAS been well said that the last
I Tcentury
belonged to America, but

around a mountain. On arrival there
we immediately become aware of a
that the present one is South Amer- difference in culture and civilization.
ica's. As: we leave Brazil, a country We have left the Portuguese sphere
larger than the United States (leav- of influence and have reached a typing out Alaska), it does not take a ical Spanish-American country.
very close observer to realize the deGoing up the LaPlata is somewhat
velopments which are in store for perilous and it is difficult for big
mankind in this Southern Hemis- boats to follow the channel up to
phere. The feeling ripens into con- Buenos Aires. The river (the "Silviction when we later rejoin the very River") is so enormously widefriends we had left in Rio de Janeiro 50 to 100 miles in places-that one
and interchange with them the ex- never sees the opposite shore, which
periences and impressions we have gives rise to the saying that the La
gathered.
Plata is a hundred miles wide but
The trip from Santos to Buenos only three feet deep. We reach BueAires occupies about five days, with nos Aires in the early morning, and
a short stop in Montevideo, the capi- on going ashore one thing that strikes
tal of Uruguay, a comparatively us is the difference in language. The
small republic which was part of Bra- Brazilians claimed that Spanish is
zil up to less than a century ago and merely a dialect of Portuguese, while
which is the only part of its vast do- the Argentinians, of course, asserted
main Brazil has ever lost. Monte- that Portuguese is obviously a diavideo is a flourishing city built lect of Spanish. As a matter of fact
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in both languages it is easy to find a
similarity of root, and it is not difficult for anyone with linguistic ability to comprehend both languages.
It is most remarkable in landing
in a city which today boasts a population of two million five hundred
thousand, that a hundred years ago
it was hardly fifty thousand. It was
with the advent of Industrialism in
Europe, when the densely populated
countries of that continent could no
longer feed their population, that the

fer very much. There are great estancias of vast extent, some of fifty
thousand to one hundred thousand
hectares, and others much larger
still; and these were no doubt originally grants of land to grandees and
hidalgos.
All of South America, with the exception of Brazil, has been under
Spanish dominion. Its development
has probably been slower because the
administrative powers made it incumbent upon settlers to be either

Buenos Aires-Avenue ,de 1vlayo

real development of Argentina set in,
with an eye to foodstuffs rather than
precious metals.
When Buenos Aires was first settled, thirty mares and seven stallions
were brought over. Thirty years
later we find historians remarking on
the numerous herds of horses roaming all along the coast and along the
shores of the La Plata. The pampas
are a huge granary; and it was interesting to me as a Canadian to see
conditions so like those in Canada so
far as agricultUre was conceTned.
Naturally, conditions otherwise dif-

Spanish or Portuguese, and consequently Catholic. When Alexander
von Humboldt explored South America and came to the northern part in
the vidnity of the Amazon and Orinoco, he was turned back because
only Portuguese were allowed to set
foot in Brazil. These restrictions
were in force even after the time
when the South American countries
gained their independence after J 0seph Bonaparte ascended the throne
of Spain following the French Revolution and the Napoleonic wars.
However, these things are all past
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history. The population of this great
city-to the extent of sixty per cent
I am told-is of Italian origin, although the mass of the people is
fused into a Spanish-speaking unity,
purely Argentinian in sentiment and
feeling, and an example to the whole
world as a blending of races and aspirations.
Although the passage to Buenos
Aires up the La Plata is so difficult,
the city has splendid docks and basins, completed in 1900, capable of
accommodating twenty million tons
of shipping. The approach by sea is
not prepossessing, for the banks of
the La Plata are both flat and muddy.
Nor does the city appear to much better advantage immediately on landing. Its greatness is not fully realized until one plunges into its network of streets, purely Spanish in
character, absolutely straight, and
intersecting at right angles, which
makes it very easy to find one's way
about. The city has been greatly improved and developed in recent years
and the beautiful A venida de Mayo
would do credit to any capital in the
world, with its length of about two
miles, flanked with most magnificent
buildings.
Darwin, who visited Buenos Aires
in the middle of the last century, estimated the population at sixty thousand, and specially remarked upon
the hospitality of the people. I can
truly state that where Darwin met
sixty thousand hospitable people it
was my privilege to meet two and
a half millions. I was led to believe
once upon a time that true hospitality only existed in the Orient, but
now I can truly include Buenos Aires
in that category.
It was my good fortune to make the
acquaintance of a prominent Buenos
Aires barrister on my trip from New
York south, and my better fortune
still to encounter him again in his
native city.
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We very often exhibit hospitality
out of a sense of duty, but that was
not so with the hospitality I experienced in this beautiful city of Buenos
Aires, and particularly from this
new-found brother and all his friends
as well-it was not duty but pleasure,
and it came from the heart in a manner not to be described. Unfortunately I had to leave earlier than I
expected, in order to reach Panama
in time to catch a boat to New Zealand; and I never regretted anything
so inuch as not to be able to take advantage of an arrangement which
my friend had made, as the administrator of an estancia of one hundred
thousand acres, for: me to stay at his
house in La Plata for a few days and
witness an exhibition by the "gauchos" (South American cowboys) of
rough-riding and other local customs,
especially what my friend described
in Spanish as "roasting an ox ill its
skin." I hope that my new brother,
as well as those of his friends whom
I met, will see these lines, and realize, as I then did, that there is only
one home for all humanity-the love
of God.
Buenos Aires may be described as
a gay city, but it reflects the life of
a well-behaved and prosperous population, who work during the day to
take their leisure and enjoyment in
the evening-even into the early
hours of the morning. The domestic side of life in Buenos Aires is
brought home to one very pleasantly
when one sees in a public place-perhaps at a dinner-dance at a hotelthe daughter of the family sheltered
by the presence of her father and
mother while she receives the dignified attentions of the young man who
is courting her.

On the trip across the Andes to
Chile we pass through the three typi-
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cal parts of the Argentine, the lowlands, the table-lands and the cordilleras, into the Andes. While traversing the pampas we witness various phases of agricultural life and
cattle-raising, with the whole country bathed in sunshine. God has not,
however, made life here too easy for
His children. The great problem is
water, and the country looks arid, dependent as. it is upon rain for purposes of irrigation. The government
has strict laws regulating the amount
of water that can be taken by individuals from the sources of supply.
The journey to Mendoza takes
about 22 hours but there are excellent trains with up-to-date diningand sleeping-cars, good food and excellent service. Mendoza is at an altitude of six thousand feet, in the
center of a vineyard district. After
a short stop between change of
t l' a ins we continue our journey
across the And e s following the
course of a river until we ascend to

Chile-A mountain pass of the Andes

a height of eleven thousand feet
where every turn of the road reveals new beauties and wonders.
Eventually we reach the snow line.
As we emerge from a large tunnel
which is the boundary between Argentina and Chile, we see at the
highest point a large and beautiful
monument to Christ the Saviour.
The story of this statue, which
commemorates the peaceful settlement by arbitration of boundary

"The Christ of the Andes." Commemorates
settlement by a,1"bitration of boundary
disputes between Argentina and Chile

disputes between Chile and Argentina which were fast leading to war,
is one of the bright spots in the
dark history of human conflict.
As time went on during the journey I became acquainted with my
fellow passengers. The l' e was a
mother with her family of daughters
returning home from E!urope and
they gave me my first impression of
Chilean patriotism. They were bound
for Santiago, the beautiful capital of
Chile, and one of the daughters when
the train was in the middle of the
tunnel produced a small gramophone
which played the Chilean national
anthem. It was amusing to hear a
few days later that she was elated at
having made an "Americano" stand
up to the strains of tJle anthem as
the train entered Chile, but it was
my privilege to send word to her by
letter to reassure her, stating that
it was no hardship, but a pleasure,
and adding that after all there is
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one anthem which may apply to us
all and that is the real love which
we have for all people when we conceive this world as the home of one
human race, a love which finds ex··
pression in one universal hymn to
the Glory of God.
Valparaiso (or Vale of Paradise)
is the great seaport of Chile on the

A native Indian type of Chile. Few realize
that ther'e ar'e oveT ten rnillion Indians
living in the New World. 'Abdu'l-Baha
stated that the Indian Tace, through education, rnight one way lJlay a worthy part
in the future civilization

Pacific. It has not yet recovered
from the great earthquake which occurred, I believe, in 1910. We find
a great number of funicular railways which owe their existence to
the fact that there is very little
space between the mountains and
the bay, which is circular in shape,
one side terminating in the beautiful suburb of San Marino. Valpa-
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raiso is the commercial capital and
there are many important industries
centered there.
One very interesting acquaintanceship I made was with a gentleman
of German origin who had been a
lieutenant on a German warship,
was interned during the Great War,
and had married a Peruvian lady.
During the period of internment he
had been allowed great freedom and
was permitted to go about freely on
parole; and he had a remarkable
knowledge of the country. It was
most interesting to see the reaction
of this friend and his wife on hearing the Baha'i Message. The lady
was particularly impressed with the
advocacy of the freedom of women,
not from any selfish motive but
rather to use this power to educate
women and children generally and
so release the great potentialities
which have been stored up in that
great section of humanity for such
a long time.

There are various steamship lines
between Valparaiso and the Panama
Canal Zone, where they then diverge
either to New York or to European
ports. These ships make'many calls
with sufficient time for the traveler
to form some idea of such ports as
Antafogasta, Iquique, Mollendo and
many others. The coast seems to be
almost inaccessible, as though God
had veiled the interior of the country. Here again the country is arid;
there are no trees and no water, and
everything looks bare. I am told
that the average rainfall along this
coast is three inches per century!
Yet the interior of the country is
quite fertile and the introduction of
water will make a paradise of what
would otherwise be a desert. The
coast is exceedingly rich in minerals
and we watch thousands of tons of
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copper and bags and bags of tin ore
and other materials being taken on
board from lighters, since large vessels cannot dock.
Another valuable asset of this part
of the world are the rocks and little
islands which the traveler is amazed
to see covered with what he takes
to be snow glittering in the sunlight, but which in reality is guano,
an industry jealously guarded and
protected by the government.
The temperature, even as we approach the equator, remains remarkably cool if not actually cold, due to
the current bearing the name of
Alexander von Humboldt, w h i ch
sweeps the coast line as far as the
equator. As we approach the coast
of Ecuador and Peru (after many
inspections and other regulations)
the scenery changes and becomes
more verdant, due to tropical rains,
and we arrive at last at Callao, the
seaport of Lima.
To Peru we are indebted for quinine. The wife of the then Viceroy,
the Count of Chinchon, fell ill of a
tertian fever and was cured by doses
of Peruvian bark (quinine) which
was afterwards t e r m e d quincona.
This happened in the early part of
the 17th century; and the valuable
drug which was thus given to the
world was introduced into Europe
by a Jesuit priest and named after
the Countess; but the world of Protestantism strongly objected to and
prohibited the use of this God-sent
drug because it was introduced
from Catholic sources! It has since
been abundantly demonstrated that
quinine is beneficial to both Catholic
and Protestant, does not discriminate between Moslem and Hindu,
and will cure Jew and Infidel alike!
It would not be within the scope
of this article to do more than refer
to the old and great civilization of
the Incas nor to the workings of
Spanish influence and the Holy In-

quisition in this capital; but we must
say a few words about our companions on board ship.
The South American Continent has
fortunately been spared so far from
the ravages of the tourist and even
more so the East Coast. The passengers are mostly of the high-class
commercial type who travel from
port to port. There were a number
o f German gentlemen representatives of firms of international repute, chemists demonstrating their
products and showing the various
methods in which they are employed.
It was interesting to listen to conversations carried on in German,
and it was my great privilege in
giving expression to what I thought
about the subject they were discussing to introduce the Baha:i principles. It was most gratifying to experience a full acceptance of all the
fundamental Baha'i principles and,
best of all, the appeal to the spiritual
nature. For the experience of these
people during the past fifteen years
had demonstrated the utter futility
of efforts toward fame and personal
ambition without giving proper regard to the spiritual side of life and
particularly the felicity of our neighbors.
There was a very distinguished
lady on board who had been sent to
Europe by the Quakers and had done
splendid work. She understood German perfectly and had received the
Baha'i Message indirectly through
overhearing my conversation with
my German friend. She came to
me afterwards and expressed her
happiness at coming in contact with
something she had never before even
dreamt of. Another surprise was a
chance conversation w h i ch flourished into a splendid friendship with
a husband and wife who were operasingers en route to Panama. Both
were familiar with the name of
'Abdu'l-Baha, and it was wonderful
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to know that some of these great
teachings had found a place among
the Argentine people.
From Callao we proceeded quickly
to Balboa, the Pacific entrance to the
Canal. To Americans the history of
the Canal is too well-known to be
mentioned here, but the work which
has been accomplished there is stupendous. What used to be twentyfive years ago the most fever-ridden
and pestilential zone in the world is
today a model of sanitation. To the
Baha'i traveler, however, the polyglot and cosmopolitan asp e c t of
Panama City, which is outside the
Canal Zone, is most inspiring. It
was my privilege to meet people of
advanced ideas who were only too
anxious to express them in deed and
action and they offered an opportunity to show how the Baha'i Cause
was the only way in which to work
toward the realization of their high
ideals. There one finds Indian Hindus living peaceably with their Indian
Muhammadan brothers, a state of
affairs which would be unheard of
in their native land.
I had an unexpectedly long wait at
Panama and utilized a few days in
visiting Costa Rica, its seaport Puerto Limon, and its capital San
Jose. The trip to the capital, where
the railroad reaches an altitude of
four thousand feet, is unsurpassed
scenically, the road following the seashore and then ascending along a
wide river through a deep valley,
finally reaching the crest in the
midst of exotic and luxuriant tropical vegetation which is beyond all
description.
San Jose is very Catholic and one
sees printed signs all over the city
and in the windows of both the poor
and the rich reading "Viva Cristo
Rey," which means "Long L i v e
Christ the King." This amused me,
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rather, and I asked one man whether
it would not be better for the people
to carry their religion in their hearts
instead of in their windows. He
replied, "We seem to hold the same
views on religion." I had taken an
interest ih his young adopted son
and when I made him acquainted
with the principles of Baha'u'Ilah,
he caused quite a sensation as he
read out of one of the little Baha'i
booklets to a crowd of about one
hundred persons who had gathered
round us in the street. He said he
should be able to use quite a number
of these booklets to great advantage.
I made the acquaintance of a number of other Costa Ricans on this
trip-doctors, pharmacists and other
professional men. Let us hope that
the few seeds planted in this remote
region will, God willing, bear fruit.
That the spirit of the people is such
that they will uphold Truth when
they recognize it may be instanced
by the behavior of Marmol, the great
Argentinian, who, when thrown by
the tyrant Rosas into a dungeon, inscribed with a burnt stick the following quatrain on the walls of his
prison:
Wretch! set before me dreadful
Death,
And all my limbs in fetters bind;
Thou canst not quench my moral
breath
N or place a chain upon my mind.
This is a glimmer from a prison in
South America; but Baha'is the
world over have before them that
great and shining life of Baha'u'llah
which shone from the prison of
'Akka and which they must reflect
in the fullness of its radiance and
purity to illumine the souls and
hearts of all manknid and so release
them from their great prison of
Self.
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A MODERN PILGRIMAGE
F

F

TO BAHA'I SHRINES
GERTRUDE RICHARDSON BRIGI-IAM, PH.D.

Dr. Brigha1n, who sometimes uses the nom de plu,me of Victor Flambeau, is a writer
and lecturer of note, and is in charge of the A1"t Department at George Washington
University. She has traveled 1nuch in Europe, in Chin(/), and in the Near East, and
1nore recently has returned from a trip to Palestine here desGribed.-Edit01\

studied the history of
HAVING
the Baha'i Movement for a year
past, I determined to go as a pilgrim
to Haifa and 'Akka during my summer holiday. I wished also to learn
more of the geography of the Near
East; so I made at the same time a
comprehensive tour of the Mediterranean countries-Greece, the Bosphorus, Syria, Palestine, and upper
Egypt. The entire journey was exceptionally pleasant and instructive,
but foremost in memory stands out
the visit to the Baha'i Shrines and
the Holy Household at Haifa.
At various stops along our way,
Robert College in Constantinople and
the American colleges at Smyrna
and Beirut, I mentioned my mission
to visit the Baha'is at Haifa, and
heard always favorable comments
about them, the names of the Revealers of the Baha'i Faith particularly.
We arrived in Nazareth on Saturday evening, after a long and arduous motor trip of sightseeing from
Damascus, with stops at Capernaum
and Tiberias, the Sea of Galilee.
'Abdu'l-Baha repaired to Tiberias at
one time to vis i t the medicinal
springs for hot-water bathing.
The present Governor of Tiberias,
Badi Bushrui, is an ardent Baha'i.
Tiberias was formerly so infested
with flies that it was said in derision
that the king of the flies had his
throne here, but it is now much improved.
On Sunday morning while others
in our party of thirty-six went to

church or sightseeing, I took a seat
in a public automobile going to
Haifa, where I arrived in about an
hour or a little more, and went to
the Hotel Majestic with a letter from
our dragoman.
Later the same day when I succeeded in finding the Persian colony, and the home of the Baha'i
Household, I was met by Rouha
Khanum, one of the daughters of
'Abdu'l-Baha. Her cordial welcome
made me feel at home, and the day
being hot, she sent for iced lemonade for my little guide and myselfmost refreshing after our long walk
in the sun. We had an hour's chat
together in English. She begged me
to remain as their guest at the
Baha'i Pilgrim House. When, after
returning to the hotel for my belongings, I came back to accept their
cordial invitation, Fugeta, a J apanese Baha'i first greeted me, and then
I was met by Miss Effie Baker, from
Australia, now hostess at the Western Pilgrim House.
This Western Pilgrim House, designed by Mr. Charles Mason Remey,
was lately renovated, and is now in
first-class condition, with new furnishings. It is beautiful. I was the
first guest to be entertained there
since the improvements and taking
out of the old furniture. As there
were no other visitors, and the summer was rather quiet, the members
of the Household all seemed to enjoy an unexpected summer pligrim,
and of course to me it was a delightful experience.
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After five o'clock tea together,
Miss Baker and I went up Mount
Carmel with Rouha Khanum, to the
Shrines of the Bab and the Master.
We observed the lovely view of the
Mediterranean, which was so often
enjoyed by' Abdu'l-Baha, and strolled
in the luxuriant gardens now extended in terraces by direction of
Shoghi Effendi, who has also had the
clump of large cypress trees where
Baha-u'llah used to sit, enclosed for
protection. The effects are really
gorgeous.
Miss Baker and I entered the
Shrines alone, and according to custom I removed my shoes at the door,
walked to the Threshold, and prostrated myself as at an altar. Then,
moving backward, we withdrew, and
joined Rouha Khanum, with some
Persian ladies, their Baha'i guests
in the garden above. They greeted
me most charmingly, and I regretted
knowing no words of Persian to return their courtesy. After the chanting of prayers, we went to the
Shrines again where some one was
softly chanting. I was deeply touched
and immensely impressed by the
quiet beauty of the spot, its atmosphere of peace, the richness of the
numerous large Persian rugs, and
the perfume of flowers, jasmine and
tube roses. We remained about the
Shrines until it grew dark and the
beacon light on Mount Carmel was
turned on, sending its rays far out
over the harbor.
ShO'ghi Effendi was not in Haifa at
this time. The other members of
the Holy Household were at home
as usual. On our return we had a
delicious Persian dinner together at
the Pilgrim House, with Miss Baker
as hostess, two young men of the
household, Soheil Effendi Afnan and
Monieb J alal Afnan, both gradsons of
'Abdu'l-Baha, and Fugeta, the Japanese Baha'i, who has lived there many
years. Monieb Afnan had attended as
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a freshman the American College at
Beirut, which I had already visited.
Soheil Afnan had graduated from
this institution, I understood. He
had been also at Oxford and speaks
with an attractive Oxford accent. He
talked of Baha'i matters in London
and elsewhere, and especially did he
speak of the life of 'Abdu'l-Baha. He
suggested that I read the new Persian history of the Baha'i Movement.
The following morning I rose at
five, in time for the sunrise, as I
learned that Miss Baker and Fugeta
had their tea by five-thirty always.
Although Miss Baker had offered to
bring my breakfast to my room,
of course I would not permit it.
Later I saw Fugeta's gardens, his
canaries and others birds, his goldfish, and his immense Persian cat.
Having lived in America before going to Haifa, Fugeta inquired about
the friends and remembered all
whom I mentioned.
Later in the morning Miss Baker
with two of the young ladies of the
Household-Soraya K h a n u m and
Mariam Khanum, granddaughters of
Abdu'l-Baha-accompanied met 0
Akka and Bahji. The drive along
the seashore was exhilarating. It
was a bright fair day, the rule here
in summer, as it is not as hot as
elsewhere in the Near East.
The old prison is now transformed
into a model reformatory where gardens and modern improvements give
employment to the prisoners who are
comfortable and happy, thanks to
the warden, Mr. Pike, an artist and
a British officer of the World War.
He accompanied us himself through
the prison, where of course I was
most interested in the rooms in
which Baha'u'Uah and 'Abdu'l-Baha
had been confined. The contrast was
extraordinary from the wretched
p r i son and courtyard where Baha'u'llah and His company of nearly
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eighty members had been incarcerated to the inviting conditions of today, giving increasing testimony to
the power of the Baha'i spirit.
Mr. Pike also showed us the Museum with its interesting collection
of relics and antiques, and conducted
us to a lower apartment, a fine old
Norman crypt now being excavated,
a section that had never before been
shown to any of the party-a place
horribly dusty but fascinating.
Next the ladies took me to see the
three houses in which the Family
had lived from time to time while in
'Akka, of course under prison superVISIOn. Especially I noted the house
where Americans-and particularly
our Washington friends-had visited
The Master while He was still a
prisoner. Both the young girls had
been born there (one was nineteen
and the other a trifle older), which
made it seem very recent. We went
inside the houses and saw several
apartments and rooms, kept vacant
as shrines, where Baha'u'llah and
'Abdu'l-Baha had lived and meditated, still filled wit h t hat atmosphere of peace which seems to
permeate all Their associations. We
left our shoes at the door, entering
with due reverence. Everywhere
smiling faces greeted us, the young
girls especially who were recognized.
We then motored to Bahji, where
we visited the Shrine of Baha'u'llah,
amid the same peaceful and appropriate surroundings. The rich rugs
in the Shrine give great beauty and
take away the usual melancholy of
such associations. I had lately seen
the tombs of Alexander the Great,
Saladin, and Napoleon, but they
paled to insignificance in comparison with the beauty and simple grandeur of the Baha'i Shrines.
The gardens at Bahji are very
beautiful. It was here that some of
the party gathered handfuls of jasmine blooms for me; their perfume
was intense and wonderful.

Afterwards we drove to the Ridvan
Garden, as I did not wish to miss
that, in order to have clearly in mind
the geography of all the places. The
Gardens there have been somewhat
restored, and were now in full bloom.
We sat beneath the original mulberry trees where Baha'u'llah used
to meditate. The gardener's wife
brought us white grapes to eat. The
girls gathered more flowers for me.
Here and there I took snaps of the
scenes around us.
We then returned to the Pilgrim
House at Haifa for lunch. In the
afternoon the Ladies of the Holy
Household sent for me, and it was
then that I had my greatest experience. I was accompanied across the
street by Fugeta to the house where
'Abdu'l-Baha had lived, and there I
was met by the Holy Mother (as the
widow of 'Abdu'l-Baha is called),
who welcomed us most kindly, and
invited me into her private room.
Rouha Khanum, her daugher, came
in a moment and acted as our interpreter, and we had a long and intimate conversation of which I afterward made some notes.
Bahiyyih
Khanum, the distinguished sister of
'AJbdu'l-Baha, came also, and they
were both very sweet to me, and
seemed pleased at my coming now
when there were no other visitors.
Bahiyyih Khanum looks frail, but
both were in their usual health they
said, and keenly interested in everything going on among the Baha'is.
They are gracious and dignified, and
seem enveloped in a beautiful spiritual peace.
Of course they were anxious to
hear of the American Baha'is, and
asked about several friends whom I
knew only by name. They said that
the news of the progress of Baha'i
work is their greatest joy, and that
it is for that they live. During the
afternoon Persian tea was served in
small glass cups. I feared that I
might be staying too long and per-
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1. House where Bahri'u'llrih was confimed for nine years at 'Akkri. ,'e. Inn61' cour't
of the old prison at 'Akka. 3. The Most Gr'eat Prison at 'Akkri, showing tower' in
which Bahri'u'llrih and His followers were imprisoned. 4. 'Abdu'l-Baha on His wary'
to visit the Brib's Holy Shrine on Mt. Carmel. 5. View at 'Akkri from barr-acks,
showing Car-mel and Haifa in the distance.
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haps tiring them and more than for parting. It was a loving fareonce suggested going, but they in- well with the words "Allah-u-Abha
sisted that my visit was only too (God is the Most Glorious) exshort. After a time one of the la- changed between us. Fug eta had
dies brought out a beautiful string put up a basket of delicio·us fruit
of amber beads ninety-five in num- for me from The Master's garden,
ber-a Baha'i rosary-which she with a spray of fragrant tuberose on
gave me with a little bag of sweet the top, and the big bunch of flowers
lavender; and the other gave me a from Bahji. Some of these latter I
ring stone such as worn by Baha'is. gave to the ladies of our party when
They are precious souvenirs of this I again met them at dinner that
evening on my return to Nazareth.
wonderful pilgrimage.
We talked of many matters, and
I found myself much rested rather
they invited me to give my services than tired by the added trip. Many
to the Baha'i Cause. They reminded seemed interested to hear something
me that the behavior of a Baha'i, of the Baha'i Movement and of my
wherever he may be, should always pilgrimage to the Holy City of Haifa.
be such that he may be recognized Next morning we continued our tour
as a Baha'i. They suggested my read- to Jerusalem. The Inspector Gening carefully all the written works eral of Schools of Palestine, Mirza
of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha, so Hossein Rouhie, is a well-known Bafar as translated, now that I know ha'i in Jerusalem, a very popular
something of the history of the man among all sects. I heard many
Movement. Munirih Khanum, the cumplimentary words about the BaHoly Mother, told me that she finds ha'is from people in Jerusalem.
great pleasure in reading the Bible
Continuing our journey we arin Persian, and showed me her copy, rived in Egypt for a short stay in
a fine old edition. I replied that I C.airo and a visit to the Pyramids.
envied her the ability to read Per- We sailed from Alexandria, where I
sian, but hoped when next I visited remembered that 'Abdu'l-Baha had
her to be able to read it and per- visited Ramleh (a suburb) shortly
haps speak it at least a little.
after His release from prison in 1909,
Bahiyyih Khanum conducted me and again in 1913 on his return
into an adjoinnig room to see the from America and Europe. We sailed
three portraits of the Bab, Ba- from here for Marseilles, arriving
ha'u'llah, and 'Abdu'l-Baha. I gazed on August 18, a little over five weeks
long at the pensive, poetic face of from the time we had left in July. I
the Bab, a picture I had so desired hastened to Paris ahead of my party,
to see; then at the commanding fea- in order to return to New York and
tures of Baha'u'llah, full of power, reach Green Acre* before the season
somewhat resembling Michael An- there closed, as the Ladies of the
gelo's famous statue of Moses in Household had asked me to do.
Rome; and finally at the familiar
In retrospect my pilgrimage apface of 'Abdu'l-Baha, so full of ten- peared altogether satisfying. I found
derness. As the first two portraits myself deeply impressed by the digare never copied, they are unknown nity and sincerity and spirituality of
to us in the Occident.
the Baha'is in Haifa, and in entire
All too soon Fugeta came to say sympathy with the meaning of the
that the car had arrived, in which I Movement which is creating a new
had engaged a seat back to Naza- world outlook.
reth, and I knew the time had come
" The Bah:i'i summer colony at Eliot, Me.
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I

'ABDU'L-BAHA'S TABLE
SHAHNAZ WAITE
This is the fir-st 'Of a seTies 'Of ar-ticles 'Or- cDmpilatiDns giving' inter-esting experiences 'Of
thDse WhD oame into persDnal cDntact with 'Abdu'l-Baha dur-ing His lifetime either- in the
HDly Land or dUfring His visit to the West. We win welcom,e any cDntributiDns to this
sectiDn which we pur-pose tD cDntinue fr'Dm time tD time.-EditDT.

NO time in the history of huATrnan
events has such a table existed, as existed in the prison home
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, in the penal colony
city of 'Akka, Syria, during a period
extending from about 1895 to 1909
when 'Abdu'l-Baha, having been set
free in 1908, moved with His family
to Haifa, ending this chapter in the
history of the Baha'i Cause. The
comparatively few who were privileged to visit 'Abdu'l-Baha in this
prison, and sit at this table as His
guests, coming from all parts of the
globe, and drawn by the magnet of
the "Fire of the Love of God" will
never forget it. The realization of
the spiritual significance of this experience, its unparaUeled uniqueness;
its tragic and dramatic setting, and
the effect upon the hearts of those so
honored as to "break bread" together
under s u c h sacred circumstances,
grows clearer, and more wonderful
as the years pass. Many of the band
of pilgrims who were called to this
spiritual banquet have joined the
"choir invisible" and are with the
Master behind the veils in higher
realms today; and yearly the band
grows less. Future generations will
have knowledge of this-the Master's table-only through long transmitted narration.
It was at this table that all of the
so-called "Table-Talks of 'Abdu'lBaha" were given, and later were
brought back to America by the different pilgrims and shared with
friends. Many of these "Table-Talks"
have been published.
It was 'Abdu'l-Baha's custom to
have the meals served in courses. At
the beginning, before the first course

was served, and then at the end of
each following course, w h i I e the
dishes were quietly removed, He
would speak to the friends along
spiritual lines only, giving forth the
great Teaching of Baha'u'llah in a
simplified form, expounding the
Word of God from the sacred scriptures of the different religions, and
at the same time feeding the material body of man. As each course
was served, all would eat, then at
its removal 'Abdu'l-Baha would take
up the thread of His discourse just
where He had left off, with perfect
continuity, so the material and spiritual meal progressed side by side.
The penetration of His Word was
most marked. He would tenderly
express some beautiful thoughts, like
the following, for instance, and magically they would be understood both
by "mind and heart," and could
never be forgotten:
"There is a kind of food which
needs neither knife nor fork and of
which everyone may partake with
perfect ease and benefit. It is the
food spiritual. This food brings life
and stimulation instead of indolence
and apathy. It brings peace and
content to the one who partakes of
it; the more food the more joy and
peace. For the Spirit is always eager to furnish sustenance to the
soul."
"God be praised. At this table we
are joined in Spiritual relationship.
We are all of one family because we
are u n d e r the Shadow of Baha'u'llah. Look at the earth. Of
itself it is worthless, yet it can reflect the light and heat of the sun.
Clouds gather, the rains descend and
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the earth becomes fruitful. In the
same way the Spirit of God gives
life to the soul of man and the
Breeze of God awakens the soul from
its sleep. Peter was only a catcher
of fishes yet his attainment was
very great. Ananias the High Priest
was much greater in the eyes of the
world yet he was deprived while
Peter received the bounty of God."
"That which is most delicious in
the world of existence is love. Love
is the best condiment. * * * For instance, the food on this table is nothing, indeed very simple; yet because
it is prompted by love it is delicious.
"The Lord's Supper of Christ was
indeed a very common thing; but
because there was excessive love
among the individual members who
convened there, that table surpassed
the royal tables, and it was established as the Lord's Supper. Even
now at this time it is known as such.
This was due to the love which existed between Jesus Christ and the
disciples."

Him an atmosphere of absolute spirituality, purity, beauty and refinement. A prison home with its stark,
bare whitewashed walls and meager
furniture, without the walls of its
gardens the rabble of 'Akka, the
poor diseased and degenerate, yet
within its doors one found heaven;
found a luminous "White Spot" in
the midst of darkness and despair.
'Abdu'l-Baha has said: "The spiritual life is symbolized by simplicity
and contemplation, combined with
usefulness and well-directed activity"; and this was the rule whereby

IXrJ
I t is hard to bring to the Western mind, so filled with the material
things of life, and with the "pomp
and circumstance" of the social and
ritualistic customs, an adequate de~
scription of this remarkable table,
for the environment that surrounded
it was one unknown in this "land of
the free." Picture if you will one
whose rank was that of the oldest
son of a Prince of Persia, who had
known vast wealth and every luxury
His country afforded, imprisoned
forty years because of His faith in
the Message of Universal Brotherhood and Unity given forth by His
Father, Baha'u'll1ih, the Revealer of
the Baha'i Revelation and His promulgation of these Divine Ideals.
Stripped of all wealth, all of the
simplest comforts of life, a prisoner
amid the scum of the Orient, the
felons of Syria, yet creating about

The Master's table in the dining room
of His prison home. From the windows is
an imposing 'View of the old sea-wall of
'Akkd and the Mediterranean Sec.

all of the inmates of 'Abdu'l-Baha's
home governed their lives.
The now world-famous diningroom, in the center of which stood
the Master's table, faced the blue
Mediterranean Sea, and overlooked
the ancient double seawall of 'Akka.
There were one or two paintings, by
Baha'i artists, unframed and framed,
which hung upon the wall; an oldfashioned clock which ticked drowsily; some modern cane-seated chairs,
the gift of some of the friends who
had visited there; and the Master's
table with its immaculate appointments. There were always fragrant
flowers upon it, and the simple Persian food was ever served with a
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View from the dining r'oom window of
'Abdu'l-Bahri's Prison Horne

spirit of utmost love, which added
much to its delicious flavors. The
perfume of white jasmine and of attar of roses filled the air. In one
corner near the door of entrance
stood a basin of water, in which
'Abdu'l-Baha, according to an Oriental custom, always washed His hands
after eating.
Horace Holley in his "Modern Social Religion" has so beautifully described this-the Master's table-in
these words: "To 'Abdu'l-Baha, as a
Teacher and friend, came men and
women from every race, religion and
nation, to sit at His table, like favored guests, questioning Him about
the social, spiritual or moral program each had most at heart; and
after a stay lasting from a few hours
to many months, returning home, inspired, renewed, and enlightened.
The world surely never possessed
such a guest-house as this.
"Within its doors the rigid castes
of India melted away, the racial
prejudice of Jew, Christian and Muhammedan became less than a memory; and every convention save the
essential law of warm hearts and aspiring minds broke down, banned
and forbidden by the unifying sympathy of the Master's house. It was
like King Arthur and the Round Table, but an Arthur who knighted
women as well as men, and sent
them away not with the sword but
with the WORD."
It was indeed the supper of Divine
Love, of Unity and spiritual com-
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munion.
Here Buddhists, Parsees,
Zoroastrians, Muhammedans, Christians, Jews, and all other faiths met
and in perfect love and unity, at that
blessed table, "broke bread together,"
in the Kingdom of Divine Love. No
greater symbol of unity could be
given in the Orient than this breaking of bread together, for it stands
as a symbol of recognition and union.
This in itself has been one of the
great miracles performed by Abdu'lBaha-what greater one could we
ask? To take these hostile races
and religions, that outside of the
walls of that prison home were at
war with each other, their hearts
filled with hatred and oppressionand through the Power of the Love
of God, which flowed through Him
-to merge them all into one. This
is the miracle of miracles, and the
one upon which the salvation of the
world depends. Without this unity
and love it needs must perish.

During one evening meal, at the
Master's table, as the writer sat next
to Him listening to His words of infinite wisdom, she looked at a glass
filled with water in front of her
place, and the thought involuntarily
flashed through her mind, with a
great yearning, "Oh! if only Abdu'lBaha w 0 u I d take my heart and
empty it of every preconceived idea
and earthly desire, just as one would
take this glass and empty it, and
then refill it with divine Love and
understanding." It was just a flash
of consciousness, yet 'Abdul'-Baha
seemed to read it. He was in the
midst of His discourse; He stopped
abruptly (but no one seemed to notice it) and addressed His attendant
who served the friends. He said
but a few words in Persian to him,
then continued His conversation. No
one's attention was interrupted by
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the circumstance; all were listening
eagerly to His every word said to
them. The attendant came quietly
up behind the writer, reached over
and removed her glass from the table and taking it over to the corner
of the room, emptied its contents of
water into the water-basin, then returned the empty glass to its former
place. Still no one noticed what had
happened. 'Abdu'l-Baha continued
to speak, the while reaching over
and taking the water-bottle on the
table in His hand, and in the most
casual manner, still talking on the
subject of His discourse, refilled her
empty glass, then set the water-bottle back in its place. No one save

the writer and 'Abdu'l-Baha knew
what had transpired. Her heart was
filled with unspeakable joy. This
proved conclusively that the innermost thoughts and the innermost desires of the hearts of all present
were an open book to 'Abdu'l-Baha,
and that His love encompassed all.
To have sat at the Master's table,
and to have heard Him say: "You
are gathered together at this table,
so may you be gathered together in
the Kingdom, and as you are with Me
today, so shall you be throughout all
the worlds of God," is to know what
the Reality of the Lord's Supper
truly is and to have received God's
Benediction.

FLESHLY VEILS
DR. WALTER B. GUY

Holiness Baha'u'llah said, "All
H ISthings
arise through man and
are manifest in him." An ancient
poet s aid, "God speaks to man
through man, and manifests Himself through natural law." 'Abdu'lBaha said, "This has bee n the
mission of all the divine messengers
-to make man conscious of his
eternal part."
The writer once asked an agnostic
to define his ideal of a perfect man.
He answered by enumerating one by
one the divine abstract qualities that
a perfect man should possess, such
as universal compassion, integrity,
purity, honesty, fearlessness, tolerance, wisdom, etc. I said, "the qualities of the ideal man which you have
so beautifully expressed are what
we understand to be the requirements of a Prophet, Manifestation or
Messenger of God."
These Manifestations appear in
the world at regular intervals or
cycles. They come to renew religion, to reopen the closed door, to
reestablish the highway to the

knowledge of God and the acquirement of the divine virtues.
Although these Prophets appear
"singly and alone," each one coming
out of a different religion, race, and
tongue and each bearing a special
gift, each emphasizing a special
quality; yet in reality They are all
one: one in that sense that though
they have different bodies and names,
yet as the sun is reflected in many
mirrors, so the one Divine Essence
is reflected in every Manifestation.
"The hearts are many but Love is
One."
As spiritual evolution goes slowly
on, humanity faltering but surely
taking on and building into its character more and more of those qualities and characteristics that make
for perfection, yet looking back into
the past we can see how each Divine
Messenger brought His own special
gift to mankind, being first of all
its beautiful Exemplar both in His
life and doctrine.
Zoroaster of ancient Persia brought
to us, and emphasized in His teach-
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ing, the purity of the Creator; the swered Questions": "This people
sacred fire, ever burning on the al- from the depths of degradation were
tars of His temples typifies the lifted up to the heights of glory.
cleansing powers of the spirit of They were captive, they became free;
God. The towers of silence in Bom- they were the most ignorant of peobay testify to the need' of personal ple, they became the most wise." As
purity.
a result of the institutions that
Moses
gave them they attained a
A beautiful prayer by Baha'u'llah
contains this same wonderful ideal position which entitled them to honor
of the purifying spirit of God: "0 among all nations, and their fame
God, create in the hearts of Thy spread to all lands, to such a degree
beloved the fire of Thy Love, that it indeed among surrounding nations
may burn the thought of everything that if one wished to praise a man,
one said, "Surely he is an Israelite."
save Thee!"
"Moses established the religious
The Prophet Abraham brought to
law
and the civil law; these gave life
our humanity the great truth-the
oneness of God. "Hear, 0 Israel, to the people of Israel and led them
the Lord Thy God, is one God." to the highest possible degree of civDown through the ages has come this ilization at that period. In spite of
wonderful truth, upheld tenaciously His evil repute, how wonderfully He
to the present day in poetry and lit- was guided by a supernatural power
erature, and it is yet the opening of in establishing His great institutions
the ritual of burial for every faith- and laws." It is evident that Moses
ful Jew. In the midst of universal gave to the Hebrew nation not only
idolatry and belief in many deities, freedom and dignity, but also spirAbraham, cast out of home and itual as well as material laws ; this is
country, "singly and alone" pro- manifest in the writings of David,
claimed His message of the oneness Psalm 37: "The La.w of God is in his
heart: none of his steps shall slide."
of God.
The divine gift which Jesus, the
The Prophet Moses brought to
humanity the truth that God is a lowly Kazarene, brought to humanity
God of love and justice. The story was the knowledge of the love of
of His life is intensely interesting; God and immortality-"the love that
adopted by a daughter of the reign- passeth understanding." Only those
ing King, raised in the palace of the in His day who had the Light of God
hated Pharaohs, His early mission in their hearts, were able to pierce
to His own people was disastrouS. through the fleshly veil and perceive
He was rejected by them and con- His Glorious Station. "The man of
victed of manslaughter. He fled to sorrows," "the fatherless one," "the
desert lands. Forty years later, sent carpenter's son," were His titles
back by Divine instruction to the toil- among His own people. "He came
ing, helpless slaves, who through dire to His OWn and His own received
misery and sorrow had their hearts Him not." Poor, homeless, a wanopened at last to God's Messenger. dering religious teacher, put to an
He taught, protected and finally ignominious death, crowned wit h
guided them out of slaverv into the thorns, yet that Love was planted
desert of Arabia, where "He estab- for all time in the hearts of His
lished in their hearts the law and loved ones, and faith in an eternal
justice of God and finally led them life has forever been merged into
the consciousness of the human race.
to their Promised Land.
That head bowed down by woe and
,Abdu'l-BaM said in "Some An-
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pain, crowned and bleeding from its
circlet of thorns, rises supreme down
through the ages, while to this day
kings, queens, rulers and their peoples acknowledge His Kingdom and
pay deepest reverence to His Glorious Station. Truly, "that which was
hidden shall become manifest."
Muhammad, the Arabian, the camel-driver, the illiterate one, who
among the people of His day could
see His glorious station! How could
an illiterate obscure man of a degraded nomadic tribe bring to humanity such a wonderful power and
spiritual message, lift up those idolatrous benighted savages to a most
glorious civilization which at one
period (1200 A. D.) was one of the
greatest ever known upon this earth!
How did He implant in human hearts
the truth of "resignation to God" and
to ever work in harmony with the
Will of God! Also out of illiteracy,
to create a new language, to write in
such a pure strain that even His
own people ever failed to reach that
exalted literary style.
Men of the world today yet fail to
see through that fleshly veil and do
Him honor. The dignity of Abraham, the wisdom of Moses, the love
of the Christ were but part of that
glory and power veiled to earthly eyes.
What shall be said of the three
great Prophets of our day-the Bab,
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha? Time
alone can give the world a true estimate of Their glorious station, and
what of that futUre time when all

shall hear the call to unity, when our
divine obligation to each other shall
become the law of our being? War,
strife, greed and crime shall be forgotten; peace, love, charity and
purity shall be enthroned and established in the hearts of men. For
this the Bab and thousands upon
thousands of His loved ones went to
a martyr's death; Baha'u'llah and
'Abdu'l-Baha to torture, exile, and
lifelong imprisonment.
The acceptance of the Baha'i Message means "life and life more abundantly"; it means the acceptance of
the messages of the Divine Prophets
of the past and to live the message
of the Prophets of today. In the
W 0 l' d s of 'Abdu'l-Baha Himself,
"The Baha'i Message is a call to religious unity and not an invitation
to a new religion, not a new path to
immortality. God forbid! It is the
ancient path cleared of the debris of
imaginations and superstitions of
men, of the debris of strife and misunderstanding and is again made a
clear path to the sincere seeker that
he may enter therein in assurance
and find that the Word of God is
One Word though the Speakers were
many." And those who long for the
realities, who are willing to travel
the path of the "independent investigation of truth" will be able to
penetrate the "fleshly veils" and see
for himself the "Glory of God" and
realize that he, too, is one with that
kingdom "whose glory shall have no
end."

Erratum-The beautiful scenes of Haifa and 'Akka published
in the August number of The Baha'i Magazine were mistakenly
ascribed to Mrs. J eann Bolles. They were taken by her son,
Randolph Bolles, and we are glad to take this opportunity to
acknowledge the service of this young man. We congratulate him
upon his artistic ability, for these were among the most beautiful
pictures we have ever seen of that region.-Editor.
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THE most momentous question of this day
is international peace and arbitration; and
Universal Peace is impossible without universal suffrage. Children are educated by the
women. The mother bears the troubles and
anxieties of rearing the child; undergoes the
ordeal of its birth and training. Therefore
it is most difficult for mothers to send those
upon whom they have lavished such love
and care, to the battlefield. Consider, a son
reared and trained twenty years by a devoted
mother. What sleepless nights and restless,
anxious days she has spent r Having brought
him through dangers and difficulties to the
age of maturity, how agonizing then to sacrifice him upon the battlefield! Therefore
the mothers will not sanction war nor be
satisfied with it. So it will come to pass that
when women participate fully and equally in
the affairs of the world, enter confidently and
capably the great arena of laws and politics,
war will cease; for woman will be the obstacle and hindrance to it. This is true and
without doubt.
'Abdu'l-Baha
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"Man is the temple of God. He is not a human: temple. If you
destroy a house, the owner of that house will be grieved and
wrathful. How much greater is the wrong when man destroys a
building planned and erected by God! Undoubtedly he deserves
the judgment and wrath of God."
-'Abdu'l-Bah6.

"THE ENGLAND of today," writes
Frank H. Simonds from London, "is
not merely peaceful, but passionately,
violently, almost vindictively peaceful. And this is not the consequence
of any transient emotion. It is the
direct and the ultimate consequence
of very great and very general human suffering, in itself the manifest
result of the last war."
The causes of war have been multiple, but the glamour of war in the
minds of the populace has been always the same-the hope of adventure and victory, and as a consequence
of victory, national aggrandizement
and gain of wealth. So long as war
remained a gamble in which there
was a gambler's chance of such success, man's selfishness-personal and
national-was too strong to make universal peace a possibility. For no
consideration of ethics prevailed
when the emotions of racial masses
were whetted against each other; nor
was politics as between nations
deemed a matter under ethical control. Milleniums after private theft
was held a misdemeanor, and brigandage a crime, national brigandage
was esteemed a legitimate way to
prosperity and power.

WOULD THE HUMAN race ever
have arrived at any other concept of
war-so long as warfare meant the
fanfare of bugles, the waving of glorious standards, and the exchange of
infantry and cavalry skirmishes with
one combatant or the other destined
to reap the glory and the material
fruits of victory? Perhaps we would
have acquired wisdom and the sense
of international justice through
other means than suffering. But in
actuality, it is suffering which has
caused the disillusionment concerning war.
Modern inventions of destruction
have brought it about, that war between nations of equal power is not
a holiday excursion, but a mutual suicide-pact. No material aggrandizement and wealth awaits the victor, if
any, in the havoc-making struggle.
Rather is it seen that for both sides,
vanquished and victor alike, national
resources, both in man-power and
wealth, diminish to a point of dangerous exhaustion. No one is the
gain er, and everyone the loser, among
participants in modern warfare. The
only ones who are seen distinctly to
gain are those neutrals who take no
part in the struggle. For they, in car-
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rying on the arts of peace in an otherwise war - swept world, prosper
amazingly in the only way that men
and nations ever can legitimately
prosper-by creating and exchanging goods.
THE ANCIENT and medieval
worlds had some excuse for predatory methods, due to the economic
system and the social psychology of
their day. There was then very little actual production of wealth, apart
from agriculture. Men who became
rich became so chiefly by taking from
others; and nations became rich by
the same methods. True, we do not
consider today that such methods are
either just or honorable. But ethical
considerations did not then (do they
now?) prevent the consciences of
men or nations of power from enjoying the wealth and increased power
which predatory methods brought
them.
An enormous change has come over
the world since then through the inventions and power discoveries which
have made modern industry what it
is. No longer is it necessary for the
man of superior ability who craves
wealth to wrest it by force or gain it
by stealth from his fellow men, for
he can by skilled application of his
abilities and power and industry win
a fortune by productiveness. Thus
the man of the century, the -captain
of industry, wins wealth not by taking goods from others, as did the
medieval barons, but by creating
more goods for others, so that the
whole world shares in the prosperity
which his genius and force creates.
OF SUCH A TYPE Henry Ford is
perhaps the most striking example.
No one has been deprived in order
that he might become rich. On the
contrary, thousands, nay millions,
have enormously benefitted by his in-

ventive and organizing genius. He
has brought the country to the door
of the town and city dweller, and the
town and city to the farmer's doorstep. His cars have been an enormous influence for good roads and
for interstate travel, thus expanding
horizons a hundredfold. His industrial methods of production are revolutionizing machine production, and
thus increasing the amount of other
kinds of goods available with no
added expenditure of time or manpower.
WEALTH, as the economist sees
it, consists of goods, not of money.
If a ship containing one hundred million dollars in bank notes or in bonds
should sink, the world would be none
the poorer. But if a ship loaded with
wheat or automobiles or watches
should sink, the world would actually
be poorer; for here, in goods of use
and benefit, fashioned by man's skill,
lies real wealth.
This concept of wealth, this new economics which industrialism has introduced into the world, is just now beginning to be realized in those larger
group activities to which we give the
name of national. Just as an individual can become rich and powerful
by creating wealth for others, so a nation can become rich and powerful
by creating more and better goods.
And, on the other hand, the late war
has shown that in the paralysis of industryand the unproductive consumption of an immense amount of
goods in warfare lies the swift road
to national poverty and ruin.
How fortunate it is that modern industry thus offers a means for the
peaceful satisfaction of national ambitions. It is well for nations to be
ambitious. Nor need we decry, even,
the thirst for power which nations
as well as individuals are driven by.
There is ample outlet for these am-
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bitions, for this will-to-power, in the
realm of inventiveness, of industrial
organization, of chemical research, of
agricultural productiveness. Any nation which could discover and apply
a new and improved source of power
would become thereby immeasurably
richer than by any wars it might undertake. England, in fact, owed her
rise to supremacy more to her industrial inventiveness than to any imperialistic conquests. The first nation to invent power machinery, and
a generation in advance of all the
rest of the world in the application
of power machinery to the production of goods, England thus won a
place in world manufacturing and
trade which only the attrition of a
modern war could shake her from.
No wonder that England's eyes are
now opened, and that this admirable,
sturdy race has become passionately,
violently peaceful. "One hears," says
Simonds, "so distinguished a soldier
as Field Marshal Sir William Robertson denouncing war in terms which
would sound excessive from an approved pacifist, while journals which
have long been famous for their
jingoism are preaching peace in a
fashion which would once have ex..:
posed 'Little England' newspapers to
public denunciation."
GOD WILLING, all nations will
presently realize that the road to national prosperity and happiness lies
in honest work, in the application of
human skill, ingenuity, and labor, to
greater productiveness. The earth
holds wealth enough for all, in the
form of potential goods. She adds
also her gift of power, coal, oil, electricity, which man may harness to
machinery for the greater ease of labor and the swifter production of
goods. Let nations expend their utmORt energies in this way, and they
will be able to satisfy their utmost
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desi.res for glory, for wealth, for a
place in the sun.
But it is possible that in this
Twentieth Century a higher international consciousness may be born.
We may actually come to think, not
only about our own national advancement, but about the advancement of
other countries. We may become nationally altruistic, and learn to see
and strive for our own country's good
as part of world-progress. We may
rejoice to aid other nations to a more
skilful industrial or agricultural life,
thus helping them to create more
wealth for themselves.
This is the goal, I am convinced,
that humanity is moving towardthe brotherhood of man; the family
of nations; the realization that all
mankind are the "leaves of one tree."
TOWARD this Golden Age all the
Prophets have prophesied, from
Abraham down, and all the Manifestations of God have given Their Revelations of divine ethics. Moses said,
"Thou shalt not kill," and raised murder from the status of a crime to the
status of a sin. Christ said, "Love
thy neighbor as thyself," and so established altruism as a virtue demanded by God, at the same time putting exploitation of others into the
category of cardinal sins-the chief
sin, perhaps, with the exception of
blasphemy of the Holy Spirit. And
now Baha'u'lUih, revealing for this
day an ethical system divinely designed for the international situations of the age, places war in the
category of disobedience to God.
"War shall cease." "It is better to
be killed than to kill." "0 people of
the world! The creed of God is for
love and union. Make it not a cause
of discord and dissension. I enjoin
you to the service of nations and to
the pacification of the world." "0
people of the world! The pavilion of
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Unity is raised. DD nDt gaze upDn
each Dther with the eye of fDreignness. Ye are all the fruits Df Dne
tree and the leaves of one branch.
Let him not glDry who loves his Dwn
country, but let him glory who loves
the whole world."
All Dver the world, amidst every
natiDn, every race, every creed, are
followers of Baha,'u'llah-men and
WDmen WhD are striving with all their
hearts to carry Dut this divine principle of world brotherhood. And when
they meet-Arab, Turk, Persian,
Hindu, Chinese, Japanese, American,
English, German, French-it is as if
friends of God partDDk together, under the pavilion of His Love and
Glory, of the imperishable fruits of
unity.

'Abdu'l-Baha, the Son of Bah3,u'llah and the Expounder of the Baha'i Cause, has said:
"The Baha'is must be the servants
of Universal Peace, the workers for
the cause of the oneness of the world
of humanity, the spreaders of heavenly love amongst the children of
men, the promulgators of the principles of the progress of mankind,
the dispellers of the clouds of religious, national, patriotic and political
prejudices.
"To be a Baha'i simply means to
love all the world, to love humanity
and try to serve it, to work for
Universal Peace 'aud the Universal
Brotherhood.' ,

WAR IS DEATH-PEACE IS LIFE
Excerpts from the addresses of 'Abdu'l-BaJui in America, publishe,d in book form under
the title, "The Promulgation of Universal Pm(e," Vo,lum·es I and II.

DECLARED the
BAHA'U'LLAH
"Most Great Peace" and international arbitration. He voiced these
principles in numerous epistles which
were circulated broadcast throughout the East. He wrote to all the
kings and rulers encouraging, advising and admonishing them in regard
to the establishment of peace, making it evident by conclusive proofs
that the happiness and glory of humanity can only be assured through
disarmament and arbitration. This
was nearly fifty years ago. Because
he promulgated the message of Universal Peace and international agreement, the kings of the Orient arose
against him, for they did not find
their personal and national benefits
advanced by His admonition and
teaching. They persecuted Him bitterly, inflicted upon Him every torment, imprisoned, bastinadoed, ban-

ished Him and eventually confined
Him in a fortress. Then they arose
against His followers. For the establishment of international peace
the blood of twenty thousand Baha'is
was spilt. Their homes were destroyed, their children made captives
and their possessions pillaged, yet
none of these people waxed cold or
wavered in devotion. Even to this
day the Baha'is are persecuted, and
quite recently a number were killed,
for wherever they are found they put
forth the greatest efforts to establish
the peace of the world. They not only
pIomulgate principles, they are people of action.
In Persia today through the teachings of Baha'u'llah you will find people of various religious beliefs and denominations living together in the utmost peace and agreement. The former enmities and hatred have passed
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away and they exercise the utmost lovers of peace are to be found and
love toward all mankind, for they re- these principles are being spread
alize and know that all are the crea- among mankind, especially in this
tures and servants of one God. This country. Praise be to God! this
is directly due to the divine teach- thought is prevailing and souls are
ings. * * * ALl of us know that continually arising as defenders of
international peace is good-that i'5 is the oneness of humanity, endeavorconducive to human welfare and the ing to assist and establish internaglory of man~but volition and action tional peace. There is no doubt that
are necessary before it can be estab- this wonderful democracy will be able
lished. Action is the essential. In- to realize it and the banner of interasmuch as this century is a century national agreement will be unfurled
of light, capacity for action is assured here to spread onward and outward
to mankind. Necessarily the divine among all the nations of the world.
principles will be spread among men
For man, two wings are necesuntil the time of action arrives. sary. One wing is the physical power
Surely this has been so and truly the and material civilization; the other is
time and conditions are ripe for ac- the spiritual power and divine civilition now,. All men know that verily zation. With one wing only, flight is
war is a dest1·oyer of human founda- impossible. Two wings are essential.
tions, and in every country of the Therefore no matter how much mateworld this is admitted and apparent. rial civilization advances it cannot attain to perfection except through uplift of the spiritual civilization. * * *
In Persia, among the various reHis Holiness Baha'u'liih was imprisoned and subjected to severe per- ligions and sects there were intense
secutions. Finally he was exiled from differences. His Holiness Baha'u'llah
Persia to Mesopotamia; from Bagdad appeared in that country and founded
he was sent to Constantinople and the spiritual civilization. He estabAdrianople and from thence to the lished affiliation among the various
prison of 'Akka in Syria. Through peoples, promoted the oneness of the
all these ordeals He strove day and human world and unfurled the bannight to proclaim the oneness of hu- ner of the "Most Great Peace." He
manity and promulgate the message wrote special epistles covering these
of Universal Peace. From the prison facts to all the kings and rulers of
of 'Akka He addressed the kings and nations. Sixty years ago he conveyed
rulers of the earth in lengthy letters his message to the leaders of the posummoning them to international litical world and to high dignitaries
agreement and explicitly stating that of the spiritual world. Therefore
the standard of the "Most Great spiritual civilization is progressing in
Peace" would surely be upraised in the Orient and oneness of humanity
and peace among the nations is being
the world.
This has come to pass. The powers accomplished step by step. Now I
of earth cannot withstand the privi- find a strong movement for Universal
leges and bestowals which God has Peace emanating from America. It
ordained for this great and glorious is my hope that this standard of the
century. It is a need and exigency of oneness of the world of humanity
the time. Man can withstand any- may be upraised with the utmost sothing except that which is divinely in- lidity, so that the Orient and Occident
tended and indicated for the age and may become perfectly reconciled, atits requirements. Now, Praise be to tain complete inter - communication,
God! in all countries of the world the hearts of the East and West be-
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come united and attracted, real union
become unveiled, the light of guidance
shine, divine effulgences be seen day
by day so that the world of humanity
may find complete tranquillity, the
eternal happiness of man become evident and the hearts of the people of
the world be as mirrors in which the
rays of the Sun of Reality may be
reflected. Consequently it is my request that you should strive so that
the light of reality may shine and the
everlasting felicity of the world of
man become apparent.

sels; today they are dreadnoughts.
Consider the increase and improvement in the weapons of war. God
has created us all human and all
countries of the world are parts of
the same globe. We are all His servants. He is kind and just to all.
Why should we be unkind and unjust
to each other? He provides for al1.
Why should we deprive one another?
He protects and preserves all. Why
should we kill our fellow creatures?
If this warfare and strife be for the
sake of religion, it is evident that it
violates the 'spirit and basis of all religion. All the divine Manifestations have proclaimed the oneness of
God and the unity of mankind. They
have tanght that men should love and
mutually help each other in order that
they might progress. Now if this
conception of religion be true, its essential principle is the oneness of humanity. The fundamental 'truth of
the Manifestations is peace. This underlies all religion, all iustice. The
divine purpose is that men should
live in unity, concord and agreement and should love one another.
Consider the virtues of
the human world and realize that
the oneness of humanity is the primary foundation of them al1. Read
the gospel and the other holy books.
You will find their fundamentals are
one and the same. Therefore unity
is the essential truth of religion and
when so understood embraces all the
virtues of the human world. Praise
be to God! this knowledge has been
spread, eyes have been opened and
ears have become attentive. Therefore we must endeavor to promulgate
and practice the religion of God
which has been founded by all the
Prophets. And the religion of God
is absolute love and unity.

THE MOST important principle of
divine philosophy is the oneness of
the world of humanity, the unity of
mankind, the bond conjoining East
and West, the tie of love which blends
human hearts.
Therefore it is our duty to put
forth our greatest efforts and summon all our energies in order that the
bonds of unity and accord may be established among mankind. For thousands of years we have had bloodshed
and strife. It is enough; it is sufficient. Now is the time to associate
together in love and harmony. For
thousands of years we have tried ,the
sword and warfare; let mank.ind for
a time at least live in peace. Review
history and consider how much savagery, how much bloodshed and battle the world has witnessed. It has
been either religious warfare, political warfare or some other clash of
human interests. The world of humanity has never enjoyed the blessing of Universal Peace. Year by
year the implements of warfare have
been increased and perfected. Consider the wars of past centuries; only
ten, fifteen or twenty thousand at the
most were killed, but now it is possible to kill one hundred thousand in
a single day. In ancient times warfare was carried on with the sword;
FOR CENTURIES and cycles hutoday it is the smokeless gun. For- manity has been engaged in war and
merly battleships were sailing ves- conflict. At one time the pretext for
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war has been religion, at another
time patriotism, racial prejudice, national politics, territorial conquest or
commercial expansion; in brief, humanity has never been at peace during the period of known history.
What blood has been shed! How
many fathers have mourned the loss
of sons; how many sons have wept
for fathers, and mothers for dear
ones! Human beings have been the
food and targets of the battlefield,
and everywhere warfare and strife
have been the theme and burden of
history. Ferocity has characterized
men even more than animals. The
lion, tiger, bear and wolf are ferocious because of their needs. Unless
they are fierce, cruel and unrelenting
they will die of starvation. The lion
cannot graze; its teeth are fitted only
for food of flesh. This is also true of
other wild animals. Ferocity is natural to them as their means of subsistence; but human ferocity proceeds
from selfishness, greed and oppression. It springs from no natural necessity. Man needlessly kills a thousand fellow creatures, becomes a hero
and is glorified through centuries of
posterity. A great city is destroyed
in one day by a commanding general.
How ignorant, how inconsistent is
humankind! If a man slays arnother
man, we brand him as a murderer
and criminal and sentence hi'm to capital punishment, but if he kills one
hundred thousand men he is a military genius, a great celebrity, a Napoleon idolized by his nation. If a
man steals one dollar he is called a
thief and put into prison; if he rapes
and pillages an innocent courntry by
military invasion he is crowned a
hero.
How ignorant is humankind! Ferocity does not belong to the kingdom
of man. It is the province of man to
confer life, not death. It behooves
him to be the cause of human welfare, but inasmuch as he glories in
the savagery of animalism it is an
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evidence that divine civilization has
not been established in human society. Material civilization has advanced unmistakably, but because it
is not associated with divine civilization, evil and wickedness abound. In
ancient times if two nations were at
war twelve months, not over twenty
thousand men would be killed; now
the instruments of death have become
so multiplied and perfected that one
hundred thousand can be destroyed
in a day. In three months during
the Russian-Japanese war one million perished. This was undreamed
of in former cycles. The cause is the
absence of divine civilization.
This revered American nation presents evidences of greatness and
worth. It is my hope that this just
government will stand for peace
so that warfare may be abolished
throughout the world and the standards of national unity and reconciliation be upraised. This is the greatest attainment of the world of humanity. This American nation is
equipped and empowered to accomplish that which will adorn the pages
of history, to become the envy of the
world and be blest in the East and
the West for the triumph of its democracy. I pray that this may come
to pass and I ask the blessing of God
in behalf of you all. * * * The
American continent gives signs and
evidences of very great advancement;
its futUre is even more promising, for
its influence and illumination are farreaching and it will lead all nations
spiritually. The flag of freedom and
banner of liberty have been unfurled
here, but the prosperity and advancement of a city, the happiness and
greatness of a country, depend upon
its hearing and obeying the call of
God. The light of reality must shine
therein and divine civilization be
founded; then the radiance of the
kingdom will be diffused and heavenly influences surround. Material
civilization is likened to the body,
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whereas divine civilization is the
spirit in that body. A body not manifesting the spirit is, dead; a fruitless
tree is worthless. Jesus declares that
there is spiritual capacity in some
people, for all are not submerged in
the sea of materialism. They seek
the divine Spirit, they turn to God,
they long for the kingdom. It is my
hope that these revered people present may attain both material and
spiritual progress. As they have advanced wonderfully in material degrees, so may they likewise advance
in spiritual development until the
body shall become refined and beautiful through the wealth of spiritual
potentiality and efficiency.

BAHA'U'LLAH teaches that the
world of humanity is in need of the
breath of the Holy Spirit, for in spiritual quickening and enlightenment
true oneness is attained with God and
man. The "Most Great Peace" cannot be assured through racial force
and effort; it cannot be established
by patriotic devotion and sacrifice,
for nations differ widely and local patriotism has limitations. Furthermore, it is evident that political
power and diplomatic ability are not
conducive to universal agreement, for
the interests of governments are varied and selfish; nor will international harmony and reconciliation be
an outcome of human opinions concentrated upon it, for opinions are
faulty and intrinsically diverse. Uni~'ersal Peace is an impossibility
through human and material agencies; it must be through spirituaZ
power. There is need of a universal
impelling force which will establish
the oneness of humanity and destroy
the foundations of war and strife,. No
other than the divine power can do
this; therefore it will be accomplished
through the breath of the Holy Spirit.
No matter how far the material
world advances it cannot establish

the happiness of mankind.
Only
when material and spiritual civilization are linked and coordinated will
happiness be assured. Then material civilization will not contribute its
energies to the forces of evil in destroying the oneness of humanity, for
in material civilization good and evil
advance together and maintain the
same pace. For example, consider
the material progress of man in the
last decade. Schools and colleges,
hospitals, philanthropic institutions,
scientific academies and temples of
philosophy have been founded, but
hand in hand with these evidences of
development, the invention and production of means and weapons for
human destruction have con:espondingly increased. In early days the
weapon of war was the sword; now
it is the magazine rifle. Among the
ancients men fought with javelins
and daggers; now they employ shells
and bombs. Dreadnoughts are built,
torpedoes invented, and every few
days a new ammunition is forthcoming.
All this is the outcome of material
civilization; therefore although material advancement furthers good purposes in life, at the same time it
serves evil ends. The divine civilization is good because it cultivates
morals. Consider what the Prophets
of God have contributed to human
morality. His Holiness Jesus Christ
summoned all to the "Most Great
Peace" through the acquisition of
pure morals. If the moral precepts
and foundations of divine civilization
become united with the material advancement of man, there is no doubt
that the happiness of the human
world will be attained and from every
direction the glad tidings of peace
upon earth will be announced. * * *
Therefore the material and the di",
vine or merciful civilizations must
progress together until the highest
aspirations and desires of humanity
shall become realized.
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THE MORNING STAR

*
Thursday, 23rd May, 1844 (corresponding in the Muhammadan Calendar to the 5th Jamadiul Awal, 1260,
A.H.), was destined to be a memorable day in the history
of Persia and of the world.
On the evening of this day, in the city of Shiraz, city
of poets and ancient seat of Persian culture, the patient
search of one of the wise men, the learned :Mulla Husayn,
came to a joyously successful end. For, behold 1 here he
found a youth of twenty-four, ,\Vhose utter purity of life,
profoundly inspired utterances, intuitive knowledge and
wisdom, brilliant writings and wonderful power of attraction, coupled with remarkable beauty of face and form,
amply fulfilled everyone of the ten signs by which the
seekers were to recognize the new Prophet. His name was
Mirza Ali Muhammad, and he was a Sayyid-that is, a descendant of the Prophet Muhammad.
The same evening, at Tihran, in the household of Mirza
Husayn Ali of Nur-afterwards known as Baha'u'llahwas born His eldest son, Abbas Effendi, afterwards known
as 'Abdu'l-Baha.
On the morning of the next day, as though the West
made material response to the spiritual proclamation of
the East, there flashed round the world the first telegraphic
message in the words, "What hath God wrought I" But
neither Persia nor the world knew then what infinite gift
had been bestowed upon a warring, divided humanity, what
all-encircling bond of unity was even then streaming forth
from the realms of light and love to bind "the whole round
earth by gold chains about the feet of God."
Prelude to Chapter Ill, "The Coming of the Glory," by
Florence E. Pinchon (see next page).
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THE COMING OF THE GLORY
CHAPTER Ill. The Morning Star
FLORENCE E. PINCHON

"Before the coming of each one 01 the Mirror~ of tJ.nity, the signs of .thap Manifes~a
tion appear in the outward heaven, as well 'as ~n the ~nwa1'd heaven, whwh ~s the statwn
of the Sun of Knowledge, the Moon of Wisdom, and the Stars of ?ignifi?ances and ,utterance. It is the appearance of a perfect man, before every 1JIlamfestatwn, to tra~n and
prepare the servants for the meeting of that Sun of Divinity and Moon of Unity."-Baha'i
Scriptures, p. 22.
"And the Glory of God came into the house by the way of 'the gate,' whose prospect is
towa'Y\ds the East."-Ezek. 43 :4.
[Synopsis of previou.s installments: Chapter I, under the sub-title, "The Argument,'"
centered around the question, "What is the
Golden Age?" and explained why and how
the new ,spiritual dynamic is pulE'>ating
through the arteries of mankind today,
clearly proving by mo,s.t convincing argument the advent of a new Spiritual Springtime, the dawn of a New Day, when inventions, discoveries, science and art directed
to constructive inste'ad of des.tructive purposes and inspired iby noble ide'a,ls, should
unite to create a new earth.
Chapter n, "Night,'" very ibriefly reviewed
some aspects of history, instituted compari,sons between former and these our own
times, and how during the last eighty years
a mysterious SpirituaI Power has been revitalizing and renewing the face of the
who,le earth. Then followed ,a vivid penpicture of the dark period in Persia, which
prec~ded the dawn of the New Day, yet
there were to be found groups of people
here and there who had kept their vision
clear and who longed for the coming of
God's Kingdom upon earth, who, belhwed
in the divine promises that a Messiah would
come again to men in order to establish a
reign of righteousness and peace, 'and how
some had set out to find this Master of a
new d.ay.]

IS the month of December, 1844,
I Tand
Mecca, the sacred cent er of
pilgrimage and holy city of Islam, is
more than usually crowded. Streams
of caravans have, for weeks past,
been pouring in along all the main
routes-from Cairo, Damascus, Iraq,
and from the Port of Jiddeh on the
Red Sea, some forty-five miles away.
The pilgrim bands are weary;
weary also the heavily laden camels
and mules. For the journey along
the scorching, dusty highways and
through the endless labyrinths of valleys and passes intersecting the rough
ramparts of hills, has been for most

of' them a long and hazardous undertaking.
But at length, from the summit of
the Red Mountain, which immediately
overlooks the city, the vast courtyard
of the Great Mosque, crowned with
its seven minarets, bursts suddenly
into view. For the great square, surrounded by numberless colonnades
and spacious arcades, dominates all
other features of Mecca, and is its
sole cent er and focus.
Today the terraced roofs of the
numerous houses enclosing this space
are thronged, mainly with women,
while a waving mass of white-robed
humanity fills the great square itself.
For this is a day of special celebration, at the height of the pilgrim
season.
An endless chain of new arrivals
is passing round the Ka'ba-the chief
sacred building---'in order to kiss, as
devout Catholics kiss the toe of the
Pope, the venerated Black Stone,
which is fixed into an exterior angle
of the wall.
Mullahs and mendicants, sheikhs
and dervishes, Persian and Arabian
divines, poor, travel-worn devotees,
merchants and hangers-on of the bazaars, jostle and crush one another
in their efforts to getnear the slender
gilt spire, crowning the white marble
pulpit. For rumor has it, that a
Youth of Shiraz, gifted with extraordinary wisdom and knowledge, is to
address the people and expound "the
Book"!
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All· eyes in that vast concourse of
people, gathered from every part of
the Moslem world, are turned towards
the spot where stands the erect and
majestic figure of the young Prophet.
His beautiful face, in which the dark
brown eyes shine like stars, radiates
a nobility and purity of purpose, impressing all who are fortunate enough
to catch a glimpse of Him. And
when Sayyid Ali Muhammad begins
to speak, a profound hush falls over
the whoJe assembly.
In a voice of wonderful sweetness
and reverence, He reads some suras
from the Qur'an. Familiar verses
they are; but, as He reads, the words
seem to glow with a new meaning,
conveying other, deeper significances.
Some are prophecies uttered by the
Prophet Muhammad relating to the
coming of the long-expected Mahdi,
and others to the people's reception
of the divine messengers of God.
"Whenever a messenger cometh
unto you with that which your souls
desire not, ye proudly rej ect Him, accusing some of imposture and slaying
others."
"0 the misery of men! No messenger cometh unto them but they
laugh him to scorn."
Then the Preacher closes the Book,
and begins, as two thousand years
ago, in an ancient synagogue of
Palestine, began another youthful
Preacher to say: "This day is this
Scripture fulfilled in your ears."
With irresistible argument and
brilliant proof He proceeds to unfold
to His hearers the true interpretations of these prophecies, and how
they are, at this time, beginning to
find their fulfillment.
He explains that the "resurrection"
spoken of in the Qur'an (as in our
own Bible) is not a physical thing,
but expresses in a pictorial way the
awakening of souls dead in materialism and outworn ideas; that this
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awakening is to be the sign of, and
accompany, the advent of a Divine
Messenger. Hell is not a place, but
a condition of selfishness, bigotry,
doubt and indifference. Paradise is
the recognition of God's Manifestation to men and life lived in accordance with the Teachings He gives.
Then in burning words of eloquence, such as none present have
ever heard, He denounces the degradation and corruption into which religion has fallen, the gross dishonesty of the clergy. He exhorts the
people to cleanse their hearts and
minds of man-made dogmas, meaningless rituals and ceremonies, trivial
superstitions, and prepare themselves
for the coming of a glad new age.
To deliver such a message in the
supreme stronghold of these very
rituals, superstitions, priestcraft, demanded, as none can fail to recognize,
a God-like conviction and courage.
But listen! What amazing news is
this? For now, in tones as of a great
bell, the Preacher is announcing that
He, Himself, has been sent by God
as a Herald, to prepare the way for
the coming of a Great One, still behind the Veil. He .is but the "Bab,"
that is the "Gate," for the entrance
of this Greatest Glory. "He whom
God would manifest" is soon to make
His appearance among men, to usher
in . a new era, an age of universal
unity and love. For those bitterly
antagonistic sects, a saying hard indeed!
And hark! Now the. Youth of
Shiraz is uttering an impassioned
prayer to that Great One "by Whose
will He moved, and to -the bonds of
Whose love He clung."
"0 my Master! 0 my Lord! I
have accepted every persecution' in
order to prepare the people for Thy
coming, so that when Thou shouldst
unveil Thyself, they might be ready
to meet Thee."
The effect of the Bab's wonderful
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words upon that vast audience is as
diverse as it is remarkable. For let
us picture to ourselves what would
happen if, one day, some one mounted
the pulpit of one of our principal
churches and, with unmistakable authority, delivered to us lucid and
wholly new explanations of the wellknown sayings of Christ-threw a
fresh light upon obscure or disputed
passages in the Old Testament-in
Daniel or in Revelation. Then picture Him finally announcing that
prophecy was now being fulfilled, in
that another Advent was about to
take place "in the Glory of the Father." ·Why, the bigoted among us
would be shocked, the indifferent
aroused, and all truly humble hearts
enraptured, according to our spiritual
and mental capacities to receive fresh
ideas and a progressive revelation.
It is as though a dazzling searchlight. of Trut.h sweeps over the assembly, flashing into all hearts, revealing their inmost thoughts, test.ing
their essential wort.hiness.
There are many in t.he t.hrong who
already know the Bab. Some remember the luminous face of t.he young
devotee, Who, a few years before, had
appeared at Karbila, where, at the
holy shrine of Imam Hossein, the
martyred grandson of Muhammad,
He had, with the utmost humility and
reverence, uttered prayers of such
sublime beauty and inspiration that
all the worshippers had turned to
listen.
A nd the priests murmur, as did
the scribes and pharisees before
them: Is not this an orphaned youth
engaged in trade at Shiraz, Whose
uncle and guardian we well know?
How comes He to declare Himself a
Messenger from God?
Others again call to mind the rare
purity and holiness of His daily life;
the amazing erudition He had shown
since early childhood; the brilliant
essays He wrote in Persian and Ara-

bic, that astonished the scholars and
iearned men, howbeit His schooling
had been of the scantiest.
While in the hearts of t.he clergy
leap the fierce flames of jealousy and
fear, as they see their influence waning, their power and the sources of
t.heir wealth being destroyed. Already they are plotting against Him.
But one of t.hose present-a man of
clear spiritual insight-recognizes in
t.he Bab the serene and unusual fellow passenger he had met on the boat,
crossing the Red Sea. A violent
storm had then arisen, threatening
imminent shipwreck. But apart from
the other travelers, who became frantic with fear, this young man had sat
alone, sunk apparently in a deep
meditation. His serenity had made
a remarkable impression. And soon
after the storm had ceased, and
all again been calm, this man becomes one of the Bab's most devout
disciples.
And some there are who have
waited, longed and prayed for just
such a new revelation of Truth. Into
these prepared minds and hearts the
searchlight flashes so radiant a conviction of the divine origin and authority of the Messenger and His
Message, such an assurance and faith
that subsequent trials and martyrdams of unparalleled cruelty are utterly unable to shake.
Meanwhile, the followers of the
Bab have already begun to travel
throughout the length and breadth
of Persia, appealing to their fellow
countrymen to purify their hearts
from prejudice and accept the glad
tidings of the dawn of a new spiritual
dispensation.
A group of disciples, of whom
Mulla Husayn was, as we know, the
first, gather round the Bab, and with
himself are called the NINETEEN
LETTERS of the LIVING.
These are sent forth ",,rith special
instructions and epistles written by
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the Bab, to teach and enlighten the
Muhammadan world. Fearless, full
of energy and enthusiasm, these early
pioneers sacrifice their careers and
every earthly possession, in order to
obey the Divine Call. They are continually taken into custody, ridiculed,
bastinadoed, tortured, martyred. All
this they accept as though their enemies offer precious incense.
Among them is Qurratu'l-' Ayn, a
beautiful and highly gifted poetess,
who withstands the power of the
Shah, and proclaims the Cause with
such inspired utterance that she wins
all hearts. Finally she suffers, with
radiant acquiescence, a violent death.
Then Mulla Sadig, an eminent Muhammadan and head of a Mosque,
reads from his pulpit the Bab's
illuminating interpretations of the
Qur'an. And when, from the turret,
the mohazin's voice rings out the call
to prayer-"Allah is great and Muhammad is His Prophet!"-the Mulla
bids him add: "And behold! hath
there appeared a great Gate of
Knowledge !" The fanatical priests
are, naturally, indignant. The Governor summons him to answer for
these startling innovations before a
large concourse in a public hall. So
noble and dignified is his mien that
all rise to do him deference. Whereupon this brave old man cries: "You
are all asleep! Rouse yourselves!
Listen to this divine call! The One
of Whom our Scriptures speak is
here. This is His Message."
Cruel torture and banishment alone
answer him.
But one could fill many volumes
with the records of those whose
names will, one day, be accorded an
honored place in the long scroll of religious history.
"Letters" indeed
they were-inscribed in deeds of daring rectitude, in eloquent utterances,
in sublime devotion, in their own red
blood-known and read of all men!
At twenty-three years of age, the
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Bab marries a girl of beautiful character, a relative of His family, who
is deeply attached to Him. The son
born to them lives but a few months.
Then, one night, their bedroom is violently broken into by a fanatical mob,
led by the mayor of the town. The
Bab is dragged from His bed and out
of the house, without a word of explanation. And this is the last of her
beloved husband the girl-wife is ever
to see!
Now the Prophet, banished from
His home at Shiraz, travels to Isfahan, an important town in the heart
of the country. Although His coming has been unannounced, rumor
precedes Him, and the people run out
to meet Him and fall at His feet.
The governor, a truly religious man,
welcomes Him, afterwards becoming
a believer.
Wonderful days for the Cause follow. Here, doors are thrown open
and all who will are allowed to freely
visit theBab and listen to His, glowing words. Many notables and divines arrive. Numberless questions
are asked-trivial and abstruse. But
the Prophet answers all with such
wisdom and insight that the enquirers are amazed, and can grasp but
fragments of the rich feast of knowledge spread before them. Or, without a mlament's reflection, the replies
are written with the speed of lightning, and yet with a penmanship that
exhibits the art in its perfection.
For, we remember, that penmanship
is regarded as an art in Persia, and
admired, as we would a fine painting
in oils or water-<:olors.
But as the Bab's wisdom, knowledge and love attract more and more
people to His adherence, the attitude
of the mullas grows increasingly
threatening. At length, they compel
the governor to consent to His exile.
So Manoucher Khan, a good man, but
fearful, orders the guards escorting
Him to leave the city by one gate, but
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But the old man, having heard the
secretly bring their prisoner back by
another. So here, in the governor's Bab speak, falls at His feet, enrappalace, He remains a prisoner-guest, tured, and humbly begs to be accepted
for forty days. Then the kindly ruler as a follower. He had found a prisdies and the Shah orders the Bab's oner whose humiliations, scourgings,
exiles, cannot conceal the majesty of
removal to Tihran, the capital.
His
spiritual kingship, and for whom
But these repeated banishments
serve but to spread the new message. it was a privilege to live, or to die,
A conflagration of divine fire sweeps as he does, a martyr.
Now set in a tide of persecution.
through the land. No matter how secret the Bab's removal is kept by the Daily, helpless Babis, in all parts of
au-thorities, rumor of His approach the country, suffer for their faith:
precedes Him. The people, taking beheaded, hanged, chopped to pieces,
risks which daily increase, seek to blown from the mouths of cannon,
attain His meeting. As strict orders tortured in every conceivable formare given that the Bab must not be of whom the world was not worthy.
allowed to enter the towns and vil- And, as ever, the blood of the marlages passed on the long journeys tyrs is but the seed of their Cause.
from province to province, the guards
There is a remarkable passage, restrike camp outside. But whether by garded as authentic by the Shi'ite
day or by night, believers are waiting Muhammadans themselves, quoted in
to greet Him; bribing the guards for Prof. E. G. Browne's "New History
permission to listen but for a few of the Bab":
minutes to that beloved voice and re"In Him shall be the perfection of
ceive His precious blessing.
Moses, the preciousness of Jesus, and
On one occasion, the band of wild, the patience of Job. His saints shall
unlettered tribesmen, who had been be abased in His time, and their heads
selected to escort the Bab on a fur- shall be exchanged as presents. * * *
ther banishment to northern Persia, They shall be slain and burned and
became, ere the journey's end, His shall be afraid, fearful and dismayed;
ardent adherents. When Christians the earth shall be dyed with their
are chosen, hoping that they will blood, and lamentation shall prevail
prove indifferent to a Prophet of amongst their women; these are my
Islam, the same thing happens.
saints mdeed."
It is the Bab's great desire to be
About ibis time occurs an event unpermitted to address the Shah him- paralleled in religious history, full
self. What grand opportunities for as that history has been of cruelty
reform and enlightenment for the and courage, bigotry and faith, bitter
whole nation might result would the persecution and heroic endurance.
Persian court pay heed to the Divine ViT e have but to recall to our minds
commands! Alas! enemies prevent the Covenanters hiding in the misty
the meeting. But Nasr-ed-din-Shah, Scotch mountains, the Waldenses
although fiendishly cruel, was enter- fighting guerilla wars among the
prising, as his numerous buildings Italian Alps, the early Christians burand edifices in Tihran bear witness. rowing in the catacombs of Rome,
Resolved to obtain some reliable in- and now we see the Babis besieged in
formation concerning the young di- the jungles of Mazindaran.
vine, he selects an eminent chief
For, as the latter's enemies grow
priest, in whom he has confidence, more active, violent attacks upon
and dispatches him to investigate the them are constantly made. The Bab
maHer.
had forbidden armed opposition.
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"Force can accomplish nothing. In
this day we must teach the people
by faith and persuasion, self-sacrifice
and non-resistance," He had said.
But, at times, they are obliged to
band together and defend themselves
and their families from the ferocity
of aspault.
Accordingly, some four hundred of
them take refuge in a wild and mountainous country bordering the Caspian Sea. Here, in the fastnesses of
a densely ,vooded swamp, in the center of which stands an ancient shrine,
the little band has hidden. Thousands of guards, armed with guns
and cannon, reinforced by a mass of
the fanatical and easily roused populace, surround them.
While, within the jungle, the defenders kneel in prayer, and pass the
time in meditation and spiritual comFor nine months this
munion.
strange siege lasts. Starvation-point
is reached. The horses are consumed;
then the leather of their harness; then
the very grass. Still they hold the
foe at bay. Flinally, the general falls
back on strategy. Upon the holy
Qur'an he swears, a covenant to spare
their lives and allow them to quietly
disperse, if they will leave their
stronghold. Great is the joy and relief of the, heroic little band! Obediently they file out and lay down their
arms. A feast is spread before them
and, as famished, they begin to partake, the soldiers spring upon them
and massacre everyone.
Meanwhile, where is their beloved
Leader? In every direction His disciples go seeking Him, anxious and
sorrowing; but no trace can be found.
At last it is whispered that the Government has secreted Him far away
in a remote and dreary fortress, in
the northern extreme of Persia.
Confined under severe restrictions,
shut away from all friends, often
even from light, yet the undaunted
Bab continued to write. And His
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works, comprising over twenty volumes, include elaborate commentaries, profound expositions, impassioned prayers, the keynote of them
all being the praise of that Reality
soon to be manifested to the world.
For the young Prophet declares He is
but "a letter out of that most mighty
Book, a dewdrop from that limitless
Ocean."
The Bayan, His principal work, is
left, like some grand symphony, unfinished. As though He knew that
His book, like His mission, was only
the prelude to those glorious, universal harmonies, that sublime literature that would be written by the Supreme Pen of "He whom God would
manifest."
When in the grim fortress of Makli,
where a faithful disciple at length
found Him, the shadow of the approaching end falls, the Bab sends,
by trusty messenger, to a young man
afterwards known as Baha'u'Uah.
For, although these two had never
met on earth, in the realms of spirit
they are one. And the Bab has recognized, in Mirza Husayn Ali, the One
whose advent He had so steadfastly
and courageously heralded.
Then comes the order to the governor of Tabriz to bring forth the
prisoner. An important meeting of
officials and dignitaries is held. Bitterly He is questioned, condemned as
a heretic, sentenced to death. He is
also condemned to the bwstinado.
But the court servants, at the risk of
their own lives, refuse to obey the
order. However, one of the officials,
mad with rage, perpetrates the cruel
deed himself.
So, in the early morning hours of
the 9th of July, 1850, the Prophet,
with bare head and bastinadoed feet,
is forced to tread His Via Dolorosa, to
the place of execution in the barrack
square. Excited thousands follow
Him. He, and a devoted disciple who
has begged to be permitted to die
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with Him, are suspended by ropes to
the walls of the citadel in the open
square. A regiment of soldiers is
drawn up and ordered to fire. The
volley rings out. But lo! when the
smoke has cleared it is found that
the ropes alone have been severed,
so that the prisoners have dropped to
the ground unhurt. And the Bab is
not there. But where can he be?
The soldiers find Him in a little barrack room behind.
Back He is
brought and the two again suspended.
But the regiment, regarding the incident as a miracle, refuse to fire
again. So another squad is summoned-and the bodies fall to the
ground riddled with bullets. Yet,
still inviolate, remains the beautiful
face of the Youth of Shiraz.
And Time, itself, will but serve to
hallow the barrack square of Tabriz,
as it has kept in everlasting memory
a cross at Calvary.
The Bab is dead. But the flame
He has lighted will never know extinction.

*'

*

*

*

*

Now in the land of rose-gardens and
nightingales, the hounds of hell are
let loose upon the doves of holiness.
A youth, deranged with grief at
the martyrdom of the Bab, fires at
the Shah with a fowling-piece. This
forms a convenient pretext whereby
the enemies can seek to exterminate
every adherent of the Cause.
During the ensuing years, across
the lurid stage sweep scenes of unimaginable cruelty, unheard-of refinements of revenge and torture. The
bonfires of N ero, the terrors of the
Inquisition, the fires of Smithfield,
pale before some of the deeds of darkness that are perpetrated-perpetrated, too, with the weak consent of
the Persian Government-deeds that,
even at the time of writing, have not
who1ly ceased in that benighted
country.
Over twenty thousand men, women
and children die for the sake of a
glad, new Message of purity, peace
and love.
So strange, so blind, are the ways
of men!

'Jihe Holy Manifestations who have been the sources or founders
of the various religious systems were united and agreed in purpOS8
and teaching. His Holiness Abraham, Moses, Zoroaster, Buddh;:l.
Jesus, Muhammad, the Bab and Baha'u'llah, are one in spirit and
reality. Moreover each Prophet fulfilled the promise of the one
who came before Him and likewise each announced the one who
would follow. Consider how His Holiness Abraham foretold the
coming of Moses and Moses embodied the Abrahamic statement.
His Holiness Moses prophesied the Messianic cycle and His Holiness Christ fulfilled the law of Moses. It is evident, therefore, that
the Holy Manifestations who founded the religious systems are
united and agreed; there is no differentiation possible in their mission
and teachings; all are reflectors of reality and all are promulgators
of the religion of God. The divine religion is reality and reality is
not multiple; it is one. Therefore the foundations of the religious
systems are one because all proceed from the indivisible reality;
but the followers of these systems have disagreed; discord, strife
and warfare have arisen among them, for they have forsaken the
foundation and held to that which is but imitation and semblance.
Inasmuch as imitations differ, enmity and dissension ha,ve resulted.
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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REFLECTIONS OF A BAHA'I TRAVELER
From Panama to Australia
SIEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER
This is the thir'd in a series of travel st01"ies by a W01"ld tr·aveleT. The jiTSt and second
inst'allments, published in the NovembeT and December issues of this magazine, gave delightful pen-pictuT6s of scenes a,nd people in the va1"imw countTies 0/ South America.
An unusual and very attractive ap1Jea1 is the ~uay in which the author cornlates the
mateTial and spiTitual ,aspects of ci,vUization. In this article he nlates his experiences
in Panama, New Zealcmd and Aust1"alia. The stories will be contimwd in the FebruAhry
number'.-Editor.

HE Bull of Pope Alexander the
T Sixth,
3rd May, 1493, establirshed
a line of partition which divided that
part of the world not possessed by
any Christian prince between Spain
and Portugal by a meridian line one
hundred leagues west of the Azores.
All west of that line fell to Spain; all
east of it to Portugal. This compromise between the claims of the Spaniards, balsed on the discoveries of Columbus, and those of the Portuguese,
based on their discoveries in the Atlantic, was afterwards revised so that
the line was extended two hundred
and seventy leagues farther west.
This arrangement worked well.
The South American Continent developed vigorously and peacefully; and
yet what used to be the Spanish Main
are now the Republics of Colombia
and Venezuela, with a small remnant
of European colonies-the British,
Dutch and French Guianas-in the
northeast corner. Apart from these
colonies, the country has become independent of the rule of church or
sovereign and has developed tremendously, free from the dictates and
domination of foreign powers. In
Brazil, particularly, there was very
little opposition from the Crown of
Portugal. Its king had lived in Brazil and was only too willing to accept
anything offered by the people, inspired as they were by a new spirit.
It was not quite so easy west of
the dividing line of Alexander. Spain
did not give up easily and great bat-

tIes were fought. From the eventrs of
this time emerges the great figure of
Simon Bolivar, the liberator of South
America. He was born a Venezuelan,
at Caracas, and although he had, for
a considerable time, practically control of three countries-Colombia,
Peru and Bolivia-he died without a
dollar of public money in his possession. One man achieved the independence of t h r e e countries and
breathed a new spirit into the southern part of the New World, purifying the administration of justice, encouraging the arts and sciences, fostering national interests. He stands
out not as a Venezuelan but as a man
beloved by the whole of South America, a lover of humanity and one of
those to whom 'Abdu'l-Baha's definition can be applied:
"The lovers of humanity, these are
the great men, of whatever race,.
creed or nation they may be."
My visit was altogether a most
pleasureable one. The conditions encountered were good and gave promise of still better things to come as
those nations develop under the realization of their debt to their motherlands in particular and to the world
of humanity in general.
It would be futile to go into historical facts any deeper, but let it be
said that there i's hardly a country in
the world that can inspire more
thoughts and memories of romance,
of courage, of sacrifice and of devotion on the one hand, and yet, on the
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other hand, of greed, of deceit and from the four corners of the earth, as
of avarice. But, in the words of 'Ab- well as its merchandise. They were
du'l-Baha the spirit of this new age still under the influence of this
is this, "that whatever is provincial is strange mixture of race, creed and
of man, and whatever is universal is nationality, all living happily under
of God." This spirit is permeating the shelter of a flag symbolizing freethe thought and activities of these dom, justice and equal rights for all.
great South American countries.
n was remarkable to see how interThe boat which was to have taken ested my English friends were in visme to New Zealand had been delayed iting what used to be Old Panama,
by engine trouble on a stormy voyage the flourishing city wantonly defrom England. The difficulty had re- stroyed by Sir Henry MOl'gan, the
sulted in disablement, and repairs most celebrated commander of the
had to be done before leaving the Ca- buccaneers, in the middle of the sevnal Zone. There had not been any enteenth century. Morgan was made
stops except at the island of Curacoa governor of Jamaica and knighted
to take in fuel (oil), and there the for achievements which, I may be perpassengers had not been allowed to mitted to say, would not be recognized
land-much to the regret of many of today except by an outcry of horror
them to whom the name "Curacoa" from the entire civilized world.
meant something of better aroma and Some ruins .are still standing; for the
flavor than crude oil. The morning present city, in spite of the progress
after our arrival at Balboa when we it has made, has not so far regained
lifted anchor, the passengers were the position and importance of Old
full of praise of Panama. They had Panama, whence, as we have seen,
enjoyed its many attractions and Pizarro set out to conquer the empire
most of all its universality of people of the Incas for the crown of Spain.

Photo by Underwood and Unde,·wood.

Ships passing through Panama Canal
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The distance to New Zealand is
over seventy-five hundred miles, and
on the fastest boats available, which
average about twelve miles an hour,
the voyage occupies over three weeks
-not a very agreeable prospect for
a person of active temperament.
There is only one break in the j ourney, at Pitcairn Island, a speck of
land of volcanic origin, which was
settled by a handful of mutineers
whose descendants are still living
there and who visit the boats offering
for sale such fruits as grow in tropical countries, and also manufactured
articles, such as crude canes and
beads.
There is an ever-increasing traffic
to New Zealand and Australia via the
Panama Canal and I found the boat
crowded to its limit, with every berth
taken. It was interesting to note
the marked difference between a shipload of people coming from England
and the passengers I had just left on
the other boats. The former were
people of different type and character,
product of a different education and
culture, living within an empire
founded and governed under a different rule and following the prompting
of a different spirit of somewhat
wider conception. . Yet these people
find themselves united only by a bond
of language, common interests, habits
and customs; and though the spirit is
broader, is it universal?
To join a family of people who
have been living together for the past
three weeks is like coming to a
strange house, and the remedy perforce must be patience. After a
week's time I found myself quite familiar with the surroundings and at
home. As on all Briti'sh ships, order
and discipline prevailed; and once the
inexplicable but decided crust of reserve among the passengers was
pierced, the same spirit of brotherly
love and kindness became evident,
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leaving the way open for the influx of
the spirit of the Holy Cause of Bahii'u'lIiih, which penetrated the hearts
and minds of many of them.
There is the same search for something higher and more spiritual, a
greater desire today to realize the
purpose of life taking the place of
that old impulse to solve merely metaphysical problems, a yearning to find
what can be explained rather than
what at best can be but calculated.
And what greater realization can
there be than to translate the purpose
of life into a desire to be brother to
man, to be of service to man, to be
a member of the family of mankind,
which includes within itself all the
nations, all the races, all the creeds
and all the classes and everything
which is dictated by the heart for
the good of one and for the good of
all ?
Indeed, is not this the BaM!i Message, and is not that Message the solution of all our problems? And is
it not something that every rightthinking man and woman must accept either voluntarily or eventually
as the result of bitter experience?
While giving expression to these
thoughts I made many friends during
a long trip as a member of a great
family with modern ideals and impulses; and there were, frankly, tears
in our eyes as we dispersed-some to
go farther on to Fiji, some to stay at
home in New Zealand and others to
change their route to Australia or
the smaller islands. Of this I am
sure: that the spirit of this age has
not affected merely a few, but has
found fertile soil in the hearts of
multitudes from whose lives, in the
future,flowers and fruits of the Abha Kingdom will be apparent and
they will be a part of a world where
the spirit of unity is stronger than
the desires of self and of the animal
nature of man.
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New Zealand consists of a group
of islands on the fringe of the Southern Hemisphere, and, having been
settled for only about a hundred
years, it is a relatively new country.
As it was not separated from Australia until seventy-five years ago,
.and did not become a dominion until
1900, its people find their greatest
safety and security within the shelter
.of the Empire. This is only natural,
if we consider the position of a group
of islands of about the same area as
the British Isles some thirteen thousand miles away from the fostering
mother and aware of the conditions
which surround it; the sense of protection makes what appear to be habits of insularity and provincialism
really an expression of loyalty to the
mother country. People born in New
Zealand speak of going "home" to
England, and it is this loyalty born
of a sense of protection that the
stranger must learn to understand,
even at the expense of some personal
discomfort, if he happens to bear a
name of foreign sound. What the
people of New Zealand are in fear of
may be the feeling of isolation, cut
off, as they are, from their kith and
kin by Asiatic peoples and nations
who feel the need for more land to
satisfy the requirements of their
growing populations.
New Zealand is world-famed for its
natural beauties, the Rotorua district,
in particular, with its geysers, its
boiling lakes, its caves, its active volcanoes and its mountain and lake regions. These have been described so
often that a mere reference to them
here must be sufficient. It was, in
.any case, the wrong time for sightseeing, for it was the great Christmas holiday season, and there was no
.accommodation to be found anywhere. I was at first inclined to regret my visit on account of these conditions, but it was, in reality, a bless-

ing in disguise, once I had met and
joined the Baha'i friends in Auckland, a group of people among whom
fear had given way to love and justice towards their fellow men and to
the spirit of obedience and sacrifice.
There I was no stranger. There the
people had been baptized in the fire
of the love of God, not in name only
but in deed and action.
N ever shall I forget my departure
from the beautiful city of Auckland.
As the boat left the quay, I could see
a group being formed by the Auckland friends encircling the friends
from my former boat who had come
to see me off. It gave me a picture
of a group of souls brought under the
safest shelter of all-the shelter of
the Tent of Unity-and with it came
the more important realization that,
after all, we are but wayside signs
pointing to Baha'u'llah, trying to live
by the example of 'Abdu'l-Baha and
to do His bidding, following the guidance of those great collective Centers
of Whom we have the personification
in Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the
Baha'i. Cause.

The passage to Australia is usually stormy. New Zealand, or as it
was once called, Van Diemen's Land,
had been visited by the great navigators, Van Diemen and Tasman, but
since the envoys sent to treat with the
warlike natives (the Maoris) never
returned but were served up as a
tasty meal, it was left to Captain
Cook to take possession of the islands
in the name of the king. From my
experience of that ever-turbulent sea,
I should say that Van Diemen and
Tasman were not sorry for any excuse to keep away.
A few words should be said about
the Maoris, of whom the New Zealanders are very proud. Six or eight
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This beautiful
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Sound, Southland, South
Island, New
Zealand.

Gentml Ranr'oad Station,
Sydney, Australia.

Wellington
H a7'bor, New
Zealand,
taken fr'o:m
the hills in
New Zealand.

Photos by Vnderwood and VndeJ"wood.
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hundred years ago, the Maoris landed
and exterminated the aborigines, devouring some; yet under this mantle
of barbarism dwelt great spiritual
and intellectual qualities. They number about fifty thousand and take an
active part in the development of the
country today, being represented in
parliament and government offices.
The trip to Sydney on a boat which
could hardly be recommended for
comfort, speed or cuisine, occupied
about four and a half days. Much
has been written about the harbor of
the great city of Sydney. There are
hundreds of inlets, all navigable, and
on ,every side may be seen high and
deep hills dotted with dwellings. The
city numbers over a million souls.
It was not my first visit to Australia, and I was looking forward to
meeting myoId friends whom I had
learned to love.
Australia is a land of sunshine and
abundance which find their reflection
in the kind and light-hearted character of its people. It is an immense
continent, almost the size of the
United States, and yet very sparsely
popUlated. The prevailing political
sentiment does not favor the free immigration of any' other but the white
races; but the European finds himself
very welcome.
It must be borne in mind that the
northern part of Australia is extremely hot and does not provide the
comforts necessary to making existence possible for people not accustomed to tropical condition!'. The development of that part of the country
must on that account be retarded,
since thei prospect of an immense influx of Japanese and Chinese is something that deters the Australian people from letting down the barriers
which hedge in their "white Australia."
These rigid and shortsighted restrictions apply even to the
former German tropical possessions

in the South Seas over which Australia was given the mandate. If
this spirit is to prevail, What is
to become of the surplus Asiatic
population?
Unfortunately this feeling is inspired by fear, perhaps excusable under present conditions. The Australian is not yet in a position to receive
the other races in a spirit of absolute
equity or justice, nor have the others
learned to rid themselves of the bitter feeling which the contemplation
of the activities of foreign nations
breed in them, whether justifiable or
not; However, we earnestly hope
that an understanding will be possible; and should the Japanese, for instance, bring a spirit of brotherhood,
based on amity, friendship - and
gratitude, if you like-and come as
citizens of the world, free from the
conception of the Mikado as a Supreme Lord, things might be different from the Australian point of
view. And this prompts the reflection that the Baha'i must learn to
understand and appreciate every
point of view before he can do his
part in focusing, attention upon the
one Great Ideal.
Australia is a young country, a
confederation of states existing as
such only a little more than twentyfive years. In 1900 the Dominion
was formed, but before that time
there were separate colonies, such
as Queensland, New South Wales
and Victoria. Today there are six.
different states forming the commonwealth, and it is to be hoped that
they will, in time, weld into something more homogeneous and defeat
the rampant provincialism which exists today and is, perhaps, inseparable from an early stage of growth.
One finds, for example, different
gauge railways in different statesnarrow gauge in Queensland, standard gauge in New South Wales, and
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(magnificent gesture of independ- accounts of Australia must not be
ence) a gauge of eight inches wider left with the generally prevailing imthan standard in Victoria; all of pression that kangaroos and bushwhich necessitates frequent changes men are running wild. The only
for the weary traveler. It is only fair kangaroos I have ever seen in Austo add, however, that these different tralia were in the zoOlogical gargauges existed before confederation, dens; the giant species is extinct and
and to standardize them now would lingers only in museums as an exbe a great problem, involving an ex- ample of the taxidermist's art; and
penditure of about fifty million the only aborigines I saw were in a
pounds. The unifying effect upon reserve near Sydney. These abothe country would, on the other hand, rigines are people of excellent phybe enormous. Incidentally it seems sique but extremely low mentality.
strange to remember that this huge 'Abdu'l-Baha, it will be remembered,
sum of money is less than one day's said that the Australian aborigine
is the lowest existing type of humancost of th~ Great War.
There is rivalry between all the ity. No doubt they were left to us
cities, but particularly between Syd- as a milestone on the road of evoluney and Melbourne, Sydney boasting tion, something for us to think upon
its beautiful harbor and Melbourne and ponder over, something to make
pointing with pride to the magnificent manner in which its streets and
avenues are laid out. There are rivalries almost as acute between the
other two large cities-Adelaide and
Brisbane-which afford a certain degree of amusement to the well-intentioned newcomer who tries to make
peace.
In some states the Labor party is
in power, with its inevitable restrictions against maximum hours and
mInImUm wages. This ideal is not,
however, as simple in operation as it
looks, and does not work entirely
satisfactorily in these states. Only
when men in politics are really lovers of humanity and devoid of any
other motive than the ambition to
serve their country and their fellow
man can the crying needs with which
they are concerned be satisfied on a
basis of concord, amity, justice and
mutual understanding. So long as Mr', and Mrs. Hyde Dunn, lJioneer teachers
of the Bah6!i Cause in Austr-alia
these things are left to the tender
mercy of the party spirit, so long us realize how little we have promust the work of one party tend gressed and how enormous are the
merely to the undoing of the work strides still to be made before we can
of the other.
begin to substantiate the claim that
The reader a1ccustomed to popular man was made in the image of God.
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The Baha'! Movement is progressing in Australia, thanks to the untiring efforts of two remarkable
souls, Mr. and Mrs. Hyde Dunn, who
arrived in that country with less
than one pound sterling in their exchequer. Following the call of 'Abdu'l-Baha, they have spread the glad
tidings over the four corners of the
country. There are flourishing assemblies in most of the larger centers, all reflecting the joyous and
pleasant characteristics of the Australian people. I shall always remember with gratitude the happy
hours I spent in the midst of the
friends.
It is perhaps unnecessary to state
that the great industry of Australia
is sheep-raising. Vast tracts of land
are given over to the raising of
sheep, which furnish that fine Australian wool employed in the manufacture of the choicest fabrics all
over the world.

Leaving Sydney for Brisbane, we
passed Botany Bay, where we encountered scenery of such ravishing
beauty as not to be surpassed anywhere on earth. Captain Cook was
apparently induced to land there by
the beauty of the surroundings. Botany Bay was, as everyone knows, a
penal settlement, and this gives rise
to righteous indignation on the part

of the present-day Australians who
sometimes find people unthinking
enough to imagine that the population is descended from the Botany
Bay "settlers." As a matter of
fact, the great influx of settlers only
came afterwards, when the countr}T
had been given over to free development and the attainment of its destiny. It is worth remembering, too,
that in the days of the Botany Bay
colony a man could be deported to
a penal colony for acquiring, perhaps
for his hungry family, a wild rabbit
from his lord's estate. There are
today teeming billions of ,rabbits in
Australia, and no matter how heavy
is the debt of the deported poachers.
it could be repaid a mHHon times.
over with s.taggeringly high and fatally compounded interest. The lineal
descendants of the penal co~onists are'
today as rare as the kangaroos and, in
any case, indistinguishable.
It was. with sadness in my heart
that I said farewell to this land of
bright, honorable and generous people, and particularly to my business
friends. Very seldom have I found
business understood so clearly as entailing a moral obligation, and although I was undoubtedly fortunate
in being connected with a firm of
such high standing, I like to think
that the qualities they evince are
characteristic of Australian business
as a whole.

"The Holy Spirit is the only power which will ultimately unite
and harmonize the races and nations of the world. The Cause of God
is the only panacea which will heal for all time to come the social,
economic and political diseases of mankind. The Revelation of Bahau'llah is the tree which will send its outstretched branches to all the
countries, and under its cool shade all the religious sects will gather
there to fraternize and associate with one another."-'Abdu!l-Bahtt.
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A BAHA'I INTER-RACIAL CONFERENCE
DR. ALAIN LOCKE
The Editors asked Dr. Locke, Professor 0/ Philosophy at Howard Univer'sity, one of
the brilliant leaders of his race and a, wr:iter of note, to give his impressions of the r'ecent
Inter'-raciaZ Conference held in Washington under the aUS1Jices of the Bah6!i Assembly,
and thel following is his response.

ASHINGTON, which the peneW
trating vision of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
in 1912, saw as the crux of the race
problem, and therefore of practical
democracy in America, was for that
reason selected as' the place for the
first convention under Baha'i auspices for amity in inter-racial relations. On November 10 and 11 another of these conventions was held
in Washington, this time at the Mt.
Pleasant Congregational Church and
the auditoriQm of The Playhouse, under the now formally organized Inter-radal Committee of the Baha'is
of Washington. In many respects
this convention was the most successful of any yet held, above all in
that its discussion of the issues,
without losing any of that universality of treatment which is a cardinal
principle with the Baha'i approach,
came to more practical grips with
the problems of race relationships
than ever before. A mere assertion
of human unity will never unite us;
the root causes of disunion and antagonism have to be faced and considered and some counter-motives
and compensatory interests discovered and brought forward. This almost surgical task was bravely and
successfully achieved in the first
meeting, where Dr. Albert Vail spoke
on the subject, "How All Mankind
Are One," his usual illuminating exposition of the spiritual unity of man
which has been so often revealed
only to be clouded over by human
bigotries and prejudices.
Then followed Dr. Mordecai W.
Johnson, president of Howard University, who spoke on "The Conquest

This penetrating
of PrejUdice."
speech considered first the inevitability of fact in a world where moral
convictions and loyalites, with the
best of motives, have led regrettably
and tragically to the conflict of nations, classes, races, religions. The
great difficulty has arisen from the
fact that our spiritual intolerances
have sprung in large measure from
our devotion to oQr ideals and from
the zeal and enthusiasm with which
we have set out to conquer the world
for the things we have thought were
right. If prejudice were merely
rooted in open hatred and conscious
antagonism, it would be an easier
thing to accuse and cure. The great
difficulty is that it so often represents the good impulse gone wrong,
the loyalty of devotion curdled into
the fanaticism of bigotry. The difficulty then is that we have not yet
learned to entertain our loyalty to
our ideals as we see them on the
plane of moral reciprocity for loyalties different from our own; and
that then, with these moral motives ready to justify factionalism
and partisanship, powerful practical motives-economic and politicalhave always come forward to make
the course of intolerance, exploitation, and oppression profitable and
appealing.
So, profit capitalizes prejudice, and
dominance striving to perpetuate
itself builds up the defense mechanisms of the doctrines of class and
race inferiority. These are really
attempts at self-justification, moral
decoys of an uneasy conscience, lefthanded compliments that oppression
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and exploitation pay to the Christian conscience and the moral sense
of humanity to excuse themselves
for deeds and attitudes against
which that conscience would be forever revolting if it were aware of
the deep violation of justice and
morality really involved in its group
behavior.
Only on this basis, Dr. Johnson asserted, could we intelligently understand the dilemma of present-day
society, where the ordinary organized agencies of Western civilization
can no longer be depended upon to
take a consistent moral stand on the
vital issues of race relationships. In
Amed-ca particularly the dominant
forces of society were reactionary
and conservative on the principles
of this issue to the point of cowardice, and we had the spectacle of the
segregated Christian church conforming to the biased public feelings
of prejudice against the very grain
of its own teachings and doctrine.
Therefore until there was some general regeneration of the public conscience, we were dependent for progress upon enlightened and spiritually
courageous individuals willing to act
radically in loyalty to their own convictions of human brotherhood and
equality. The conquest of prejudice
was thus' the crusade for a spiritual
radicalism which would place moral
consistency above social conformity,
and be willing to concede to all minorities, as indeed to all individuals, the
right o.f self-expression, self-determination, and self..:cappraisal. And,
far as we are from the development
of any such spiritual democracy, the
only practical hope for either the oppressed minorities or the oppressing
majorities lies in its speediest possible spread and adoption.
In the second sessio.n, Prof. Leslie
Pinckney Hill, principal of Cheney
Institute, spoke on "Gettinz On To-

gether," with especial emphasis on
the non-retaliative social spirit of the
American Negro and his great willingness to make spiritual contributions to the artistic and moral life of
the country. In terms of these contributions of joy, tolerance, instinctive appreciation of personality, love
of beauty and humility the Negro, according to Professor Hill, had already
taken the advance position on the
moral issues of life, and stood waiting to be met and understood by the
enlightened conscience of his fellow
citizens. N or was this altogether the
virtue of necessity fo.r him, but
rather, in part at least, the particular
spiritual richness of his race heritage
and the spiritual fruit of his sad but
disciplining group experiences.
Following on the theme of "Observations of a World Traveler," Mr.
Siegfried Schopfiocher, of Montreal,
sPo.ke practically out of his own experiences with the supersitions of
our boundaries of creed and nation,
with the hopeful message that the
world might be spiritually transformed by the multiplied contacts of
the new era, and educated out of its
provincialisms of mind and spirit as
men come to know one another in
personal relations. For Mr. Schopfiocher, the principle of the oneness
of humanity was there in every such
relationship, waiting to be discovered
if the spiritual eye could only pierce
through the outer shell of the localisms of convention and superstition.
As with every Amity convention,
a feature of importance was the atmosphere of understanding and unity.
fostered by the meeting of many of
the most representative elements of
the white and the Negro community,
and the emphasis of understanding
in terms of the universal language of
music, which at this convention was
generously furnished by Dr. C. Sumner Wormley, Mr. Claude Robeson
and Miss Virginia WiIIiams.
j
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THE CULTURAL PRINCIPLES OF THE
BAHA'I MOVEMENT
I

,

The address of Dr. Ernst Kliemke of Berlin at the first Balui!i "Faka Kunveno,"
July 30, 1927, in Danzig, at the Nineteenth Universal Congress of Esperanto. It is translated from the Esp'eranto by Martha Root.
Dr. Kliemke is a well-known philosophical and cultu?'al writer of Eur'ope. He is best
known in Europe, United States, and Japan under' his nom de plu.me, Heinrich Nienkamp,
and one of his most popular books is "Uncrowned Kings." Dr. Klientke is President of
the Esperanto S(Jciety of Germany and hCis arranged the German National Esperanto
Congress for Whitsuntitde, the week-end of May 27, 1928, in Potsdam.-Editor.
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HE Baha'i Movement contains the
Revelation and,the Instructions of
the Persian prophets and sages, Baha'u'llah (who passed on in 1892)
and His son 'Aibdu'l-Baha (who
passed from this world in 1921).
The Baha'i Revelation has religious,
philosophical and cultural teachings and claims. As the word "culture" has many meanings, I must
make clear the sense in which I wish
to use it. In its highest and broadest
sense the word culture has the same
significance as the words in agriculture which we use for garden-culture
or forest-culture, only it is applied to
the entire life of men in their living
together in human society, beginning with the. family and extending
to the whole of humanity. This culture is the effort for the rational evolution of mankind, for making more
noble, more rich and more beautiful
the human life upon this earth. In
that sense 'Abdu'l-Baha said: "The
Manifestations of God are like gardeners; they are sent in order that
the trees of humanity may be made
more noble and renewed until they
grow to perfection and yield perfect
fruits."
One perceives the universality and
the height of the spirit of the Founders of the Baha'i Movement from the
facts that They not only taught concerning the conduct of man in relation to God, but They practiced this
culture in the highest sense of the
word; They worked for the progres-

sion of humanity and for the happiness of men on this earth.
Because of Their cultural principles alone, Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha are worthy to be regarded
among the highest Lights of all times,
even by those who are not able to
accept the religious part of Their
teachings-in other words, by those
who in questions of mere faith believe
differently or have their own particular doubts. So, this afternoon, I
choose to speak of these cultural
principles quite independently of the
religious base, so that peoples of all
faiths and believers in no religion at
all can study these Teachings without prejudice. Whatever origin the
spirit and ideas in man have, these
ideas are helpful or harmful or useless for culture. If they are truly
cultural ideas, we ought to endeavor
to bring them into effect, not considering who or what kind of man presented these ideas to the world. The
more numerous and diverse are the
human, religious, 1lhilosophical, scientific bases of culture-ideas concerning which the prophets, the
sages, the greatest. geniuses of mankind as well as millions of simple,
sane-minded men agree upon, the
more evident is their truth and rightness, and the more necessary it is to
bring them into reality.
One of the greatest hindrances to
culture, and a cause of unutterable
woe to mankind, was and is fanaticism, especially in religion and poli-
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tics. The Baha'i teachings condemn
it in every form. Concerning religion, the Baha'i instruction is that
the form or the dogmatic contents of
any religion does not matter, but it
is alone significant how man lives
according to his religion. If he lives
a good life from the standpoint of
morals and culture, if he tries in love
and brDtherhDod to help other men
to make more perfect their own and
others' lives, then one ought to let
him believe whatever he wishes. No
man, no state, has the right to perse,cute or oppress a man because of his
religious belief.
Similarly in the Baha'i teachings
political fanaticism, a too-high opinion of patriotism and nationality is
not approved. It is true that men and
nations are not equal, and each ought
to live according to his own characteristics, for only in diversity can
evolution and wealth come to pass;
but all are members of one family
and all have the same right to live.
All should labor with one another
and not against one another. The
more harmoniously people live together, the more rich and beautiful
is life. The inharmony most to be
condemned is war; it is the greatest
crime and foolishness of humanity.
Neither Christianity nor other great
world religions were able to stop war.
If the rulers of the states and the
massei'\ of the peoples were Baha'fs,
wars could no longer be imagined,
for in the Baha'i Movement-in this
religion of deeds-the thoughts concerning the brotherhood of men, concerning the savagery of war, are so
forcefully and deeply impressed that
a Baha'i could no more be a friend
to war than water could be to fire.
Unfortunately, though, history proves
that Christians nDt only fight nonChristians but they battle against
those of the same faith as themselves,
and excuse their crimes through
wDrds from the Bible.

Just as one's belief should be a private affair, so. also should be Dne's
nationality, whether one acquires it
thrDugh birth or through his own
ch Dice. It is a persDnal matter which
should be respected; no one should be
hated or disdained because of his nationality. Not only the religious but
also the cultural principles of the Baha'i teachings forbid gDvernments to.
oppress minorities Df other nations
and speaking Dther languages. These
minorities are the same rightful cultural elemcats as others.
From such principles it is evident,
also, that Baha'is do not know any
enmity on account of differences of
race. No man is looked down upon
or held under because of the nationality in which he is bDrn. Whether
there are cultural differences amDng
the races, whether such differences
are biologically or historically understandable, that does not matter.
What counts is personality and one's
life. One is respected as a man, as
a member of the same human family.
This is not only a theory of the Baha'fs, but as all the wDrld can see,
the Baha'f~ live it practically according to the teachings of true brotherhood with peoples Df races of all
CDlors.
The teaching that every man
should see in the other a man of
equal rights as himself, that no one
should consider himself superior to
others, demands logically that the sex
difference should neither diminish
nDr enhance the human quality. As
that principle is now more and more
known by civilized peoples, I mentiDn it only for the reason that Baha'u'llah established it in the middle
of the last century and in Persia,
where the woman was considered so
much lower and was so unequal in
rights to man that it was forbidden
by law to send girls to. school or to
permit them to be instructed at
home. What kind of a progressive
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spirit and what kind of courage were
required to demand then, and in that
kind of country, that the women
should have the same rights as men!
Baha,'u'llah demanded not only
that women should have full admittance to all departments of sciences,
arts and practical studies just as men
had, but generally instruction and
education were for Him such important culture factors that He demanded compulsory education for all children. If the parents were not able
to pay for this, the state must pay.
No child should grow to maturity
without instruction and education;
each according to his capacity and
strength should learn some trade or
profession. Thus one would be able
to support one's self through work
and to help the welfare of all. The
wise insight into the diversity of men
as base of all culture reveals itself
also in Baha'u'llah's instruction regarding education. He said one cannot turn a shell into a pearl by any
polishing"whatsoever. Education cannot change the human nature, but it
can draw out and evolve valuable capacities.
To Baha:u'llith education is so
grave that He sets aside for it a great
part of the state's revenues, to be
created by special education taxes.
Religion should play an important
role in the school, but under the culture principle that religious instruction should be without fanaticism,
bigotry, prejudices, and it should be
in harmony with reason and science.
I know of no Founder of religion
who, so much as Baha'u'llah, taught
against prejudices. To Him prejudices were the greatest hindrances to
culture-progress. Even religion is
not an end, but a means for cultureeducation. Religion which does not
advance the progress of culture is not
worthy to exist. On the other hand,
all religions which promote such
progress are equally valuable. Very
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often one religion or a:riother should
not be referred to as being uncultural, but rather the men who
wrongly interpret it should bear the
accusation. Thoughtlessness, superstition, tradition, blind imitation,
habit, lead to prejudices and these
lead to enmity and hatred. Because
of this, man himself should do his
own thinking, and not without any
check upon himself repeat what this
or that person in authority says. He
should search the truth independently
and not allow himself to be influenced
by prejudices. Where he finds that
anything contradicts or belies love,
brotherhood and the common interests of humanity, when he finds anything that is not constructive and
enriching to life, but destructive and
impoverishing, there he ought to
doubt the correctness of such instruction and belief. After he searches
sufficiently he will find prejudices
hiding the Light of Truth.
One of the most necessary means
for the doing away of prejudices
among the people is an international
auxiliary language. I stress the point
that Baha'u'llith gave that instruction decades before Esperanto or any
other auxiliary language was created. He taught the oneness of humanity, the necessity that peoples
should work together, one with another, in peace and brotherhood, and
that lingual barriers which hinder
peoples of different tongues from understanding one another should be
removed. The oneness of mankind
demands a mankind-language which
everyone ought to learn in addition
to his native speech. When Esperanto appeared, 'Abdu'l-Baha hailed
that language as the one spoken of
by Baha'u'llah, and He desired every
Baha'J: to learn Esperanto and promote it.
Contrary to the religions which
leave justice only to God and to the
life after death, the Baha'J: teachings
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try to bring justice into reality on
this earth. In regard to this, Baha,'u'lhih demands a state arrangement whose highest organization
shall be "The House of Justice," composed of men and women who possess most noble character, r i c h
knowledge and experience, and the
highest prudence and wisdom. The
members of "The House of Justice"
should be elected by the people. Such
a superior band of fellow workers of
the best and wisest men of the state
is a demand of culture which more
and more of the spiritual people of
highest rank of our time consider
necessary for the improvement of the
present democracy.
For the peaceful reign of international life Baha'u'llah demands a
"Universal House of Justice" formed
by "The National Houses of Justice"
from some of their members.
The Baha'i Revelation is not a religion which preaches poverty and
the neglect of all earthly goods. On
the contrary, it teaches that the earth
can be and ought to be a paradise for
all, and that it is the task of culture
to create such a paradise through a
better ordering of state and economical affairs. Every man should take
part in economical labor and in its
fruits, but not according to the communistic principles which are against

nature and against the diversity of
men, but each according to his personal capacity and merit. The state
and economical order ought to create opportunities of labor for all, and
to protect each individual in his just
tasks so that he will not be oppressed
and exploited by personal or class
egoism.
These are the chief culture principles of the BaM'i teachings. There
are many other culture thoughts
found in the Baha'i writings. Here
I could only give general outlines, but
I think they are sufficient to show
the profound wisdom, the humanitarian culture, the progressive essence of the Baha'i Revelation. My
aim is to arouse all culturally inclined
friends to become acquainted with
the significance of the Baha'i teachings for our culture tasks, and to
study them, and to help the movement which is growing more and
more among people inclined toward
peace and toward love. One will not
find in this Movement anything
which could be harmful to humanity,
to peoples or to persons individually,
but they will find a very great good
for all. Let us hope that this Baha'i
Cause will very soon attain its aim
of creating on the earth the reign of
love, of peace, of beauty and of joy
for all humanity.

"FROM THE PRISON OF 'AKKA HE-BAHA'U'LLAH-ADDRESSED THE KINGS AND RULERS OF THE EARTH IN
LENGTHY LETTERS SUMMONING THEM TO INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT AND EXPLICITLY STATING THAT THE
STANDARD OF 'THE MOST GREAT PEACE' WOULD SURELY
BE UPRAISED IN THE WORLD. THIS HAS COME TO PASS.
THE POWERS OF EARTH CANNOT WITHSTAND THE PRIVILEGES AND BESTOWALS WHICH GOD HAS ORDAINED FOR
THIS GREAT AND GLORIOUS CENTURY. IT IS A NEIED AND
EXIGENCY OF THE TIME. MAN CAN WITHSTAND ANYTHING EXCEPT THAT WHICH IS DIVINELY INTENDED AND
INDICATED FOR THE AGE AND ITS REQUIREMENTS."
,ABDU'L-BAHA.
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"The fields and flowers of the spiritual realm are pointed out
to us by the Manifestations who walk amid their glories. It
remains for the soul of man to follow Them in these paths of
eternal life through the exercise of its own human will."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.

CRITICS OF CHRISTIANITY lay
stress upon the fact that the so-called
Christian world is not living out the
spiritual principles given by the Messiah. Could it have been expected,
however, that these divine teachings
would immediately bring about a
divine civilization? Where and how
numerous were the human beings
capable of living up to these ideals?
They were but few. These few did
indeed succeed in manifesting the
Christ spirit in their daily lives, and
with such astounding results that
the whole of Europe eventually accepted the doctrines which these
early Christian saints and martyrs
not only taught but also exemplified.
But is it thinkable that the great
mass of people then outwardly accepting Christianity would become
pure and saintly Christians, as had
been those Christian apostles whose
exemplary lives had served to make
universal the adherence to their
Master's gospel of peace and love?
Anyone who understands human
nature would see the impossibility
of such an event. Not a hundred per
cent, not fifty per cent, not twentyfive per cent, even, of the total population styling itself Christian could
have been expected to even partially

live up to the teachings of Christ.
They had not the capacity. Only individuals here and there, and special
groups, made any successful practice
of the Christian ethics.
WHA T THEN shall we say of the
Christian dispensation? That it has
been a failure? No, it has not been
a failure. The purpose and aim of
Christ's dispensation was not to
immediately establish the Kingdom
of God on earth, but to prepare humanity f01" the coming of this Divine
Civilization at a latm" date. This
purpose has now been fulfilled. By
the Twentieth Century it has come
to pass that in all quarters of the
globe the ethics of Christ are accepted as the most ideal, the most
glorious, the most perfect that could
be devised for man. Not only is
there this outward recognition, there
is also a vastly increased inner spiritual readiness for practicing these
divine principles. There are today
on earth a very great number of
people of spiritual capacity sufficient
to initiate them into the Divine
Civilization, were such to be established.
So numerous groups of
deeply spiritual souls did not exist
at the beginning of the Christian
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dispensation. That they exist now
at its culmination, is both the direct
result of and the goal of the Christian dispensation. This is its success, its accomplishment.
To all who read carefully the gospel of Christ will come the realization that He announced the Kingdom
of God as coming to earth not alone
through man's spiritual strivings and
aspirations, but by means of another
Manifestation of God, another outpouring of the Holy Spirit, and a
more powerful (than in any past
epoch) expression of God's Will that
this earth-planet should leave its
sinful ways and rise to the plane of
spiritual being.
FORTUNATELY FOR US, our
destiny is not wholly left to our own
control, else would we have made
of this world a sorry mess. God, in
His infinite love and mercy, sends
from time to time His Me'ssengers,
to teach humanity and to lead it upward as far as its capacity at any
epoch will permit. Now, in this
present epoch, thanks to the teaching and spiritual potency of the
Christ, there is a sufficient spiritual
capacity in humanity for the inauguration of that perfect, divine
civilization which Christ called the
Kingdom of God.
Such may not appear to be the
case. But essentally it is so; and the
revelation of this truth will shortly
take place. It will not take place,
however, through man's unaided efforts. Just as the Christian dispensation was ushered in by the spiritual
influence and potency of Christ, and
through the aid of the Holy Spirit
which was then poured out to an
unusual degree upon mankind, so
the Kingdom of God will now be
ushered in by that promised Manifestation which was to renew and
establish in the life and practice of
humanity the message of the Christ.

THIS MANIFESTATION we believe to be Baha,'u'Wih. And the
spiritual power now through Him
being poured down upon the earth
is in degree and potency greater than
at any previous epoch. It is the direct fOTCe of God's Will-to-Perfection, as descTibed in Christ's parable
of the MasteT of the Vineyard. Yes,
after sending His servants, and then
His Son, The Master of the Vineyard
Himself is to reveal His Maj estic
Power in a final and decisive degree.
And He will turn over the management of His Vineyard to others than
those who have been exploiting it
and abusing their power.
What is this Vineyard, if not the
world of humanity itself? And who
are the unworthy husbandmen, but
those selfish, exploiting type of men
who have up till now controlled
earth's outer destinies? What is
meant by the phrase in Luke 20 :16
-"He "viII come and destroy these
husbandmen and give the Vineyard
to others"? Clearly it implies that
in order to bring about the establishment of the Kingdom of God on
earth, our Lord will cause the scepter of power to pass from the hands
of unspiritual man (materialistic,
greedy, self-seeking) into the hands
of spiritual man (unselfish, severed,
seeking only the welfare of others).
UNLESS SUCH a transition of
power should take place, it is quite
evident that the Perfect Civilization
could not be established in outer
form on earth, but would continue
to exist only as a concept and an
ideal in the hearts of a spirituallyminded minority.
How is the power of rule to be
transferred from men aggressive to
men peaceful, from men exploiting
to men serviceahle, from men of
animal propensities to men of spiritual propensities? That is a mystery
which has not yet been revealed.
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But all things are possible with God.
And it behooveth individual man to
concern himself at this critical epoch
of the earth with increasing his
own spiritual capacity to the point
of effective functioning, and to earnestly invite others to enter through
the open door of the Spirit to the
plane of the Kingdom. Ere long
the Power of God will appear and
make Itself felt-and the door will
be closed upon unspiritual man, not
by any outer arbitrary law but in
accordance with the law of his own
being.
Only spir'itual man can
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[loUTish in a spiTit'ual civilization.
This is a truth so evident as to be
axiomatic,.
Now it becomes clear why 'Abdu'lBaha urged Baha'is to actually put
in practice the divine ar·t of living
for "ere long the assayers of mankind shall in the holy presence of the
adored one accept naught but the
essence of virtue and pure and holy
deeds. This is the day-star of wisdom and divine mystery that hath
shone above the horizon of the .divine W'ill. Well is it with them that
t'~£Tn thereunto."

THE COMING OF THE GLORY*'
CHAPTER IV.

The Sun of Truth

F'LORENCE E. PINCHON
"0 Son of Man! How long wilt thou be asleep ~cpon thy couch? Lift thy head /1'om
slumber for verily the Sun h,ath al'Y'eady r'eached midday, that it 1nay shine upon thee
with the lights of Beauty."-Bahri!u'llah.
"Shadows disappear' when a Universal Lamp is lighted."-'Abdu'l-Baha.
[Syno,psi,s Qf pr'evious instaHments: Chapter I, "The Argument," and Chapter n,
"Night," eX'plained mo-st convincingly the
conditions preceding the dawn of a New
Day and reviewed briefly various aspeets
of history,shoW'ing the great ne'ed fQr the
coming of the new Spiritual Springtime;
how, .during the last eighty years, a my,stedous Spiritual P:ower has been gradually
revitalizing and reneming the who-le world,
and how some whO' had kept their vision
clear and who longed for the coming of
God's Kingdom on earth, had set out to'
find the Master of a New Day. Chapter
Ill, "The Morning Star," to,ld dramatically
and brilliantly the story of the life and
martyrdom of the Bab, who wa,s the Herald
of the new dispensation.]

Morning Star pales its radiT HE
ance before the Rising Sun. The
Herald has fulfilled His task. The
Promised One is here.
Amid the confusion of this reign
of terror, there emerged into the

*

anguished arena another LeaderlVIirza Hussain Ali of Noor-subsequently known as Baha'u'llah, i. e.,
Glory of God.
Born on the 12th of November,
1817, Baha'u'llah, like the Lord
Gautama, was reared in luxury and
refinement, His family being one of
the noblest and wealthiest in Persia.
Like His great Forerunner also, He
had, from infancy, exhibited signs
of greatness, profound erudition, unerring wisdom. When only nine
years old, He frequented the Cabinet
of Ministers. At twelve, as Jesus
in the Temple, He spoke in important
assemblies on intricate metaphysical
and religious problems, with a knowledge and inspiration to which all
paid the greatest deference. When

Shoghi Effendi Guardian of the Buha'f Cause, has referred to the book, "The C'Olning of the Glory," now
appearing from month to month in serial iOl'lll i~ this magazille, in the following words: "The book is
correct in its presentation of the essentials of the Ji""1 a ith, eminently readable, exquisitely m'ranged, and has
a didinctive charm unsurpassed by any book of its kind, whether written by Eastern or Western believers.
I heart.ily recommend it to every earnest and devout teacher of the Cause."
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His father, a minister of state, died,
every position in the Government
was open to His brilliant eldest son.
But, like the Buddha, He forsook
the riches of earth, and went forth
fearlessly and alone, in order that
once again to wandering men might
be revealed the pathway of Renunciation that leads to the Palace of Life.
Now' that pathway had led Him
from the foot of the throne to the
foulest of the imperial dungeons.
Although His innocence regarding
the attack on the Shah was indisputably proved, His house was
sacked, His possessions confiscated,
His family captured and stoned.
In a dark and filthy dungeon, already overcrowded with thieves and
assassins, heavily chained about the
neck, this gently-nurtured, heroic
man of God lay, with some of His
followers, for four months. Every
day one or more of them were taken
out to torture or death. These would
answer the dreadful summons with
joy, kiss the hands of Baha'u'llah,
and hasten with eagerness to the
place of martyrdom. Impossible!
No, for this gloomy prison-house was
alight with such divine Love, enthusiasm and spiritual happiness that
it had become to these souls the very
gate of heaven!
Baha'u'llah relates how one night
He had a dream, in which He heard
voices all about Him speaking marvelous words of comfort and assurance.
"Grieve not for that which hath
befallen thee and have no fear
* * *. Verily thou art of them
who are secure * * *. Verily
We will aid thee to triumph by
thyself and by thy pen."
But it seemed as though the body
of Bahii'u'llah would not longer endure the frightful suffering, when
He was summoned again before the
Tribunal, and partly owing to the
kindly intervention of the Russian

Ambassador, sentence of death was
commuted to one of exile.
Oh, that long and terrible journey
in the depths of winter to Baghdad!
The insufficient food and clothing,
the lack of vital necessities, the exposure and fatigue! Only the love of
Baha'u'llah for the world He came to
redeem, only the love that He inspired in His family and disciples
made it possible to endure and survive. Yet in one of His Tablets He
wrote:
"The mOre they heap persecutions upon us, the more our
Cause will spread.
If they
drown us in the sea, my voice
will be raised from the desert.
If they throw me down from the
mountains, my voice will be
heard from the sea! Because I
have come, not of myself, but
by the command of God."
In those last words lay the source
of the strength, the secret of this
Holy Messenger. "N ot of myself
* * * but of God." Did not Christ
say the same? "I do the Will of
Him that sent me."
Baghdad-to the Western mind
what a glamour seems always to
hang over that ancient city of the
Tigris, whose yellow-red brick walls"
terraced roofs, countless turrets and
gleaming domes rise from the midst
of its date-palms and pomegranates,
olives and fig-trees. Baghdad-for
five centuries the seat of the powerful Caliphates. Baghdad of the cruel
Tartars, the cause of constant rivalries and bloodshed. Baghdad-which
the influence of Muhammadanism
made the center of the great Arabian
civilization. Baghdad of Haroun-alRaschid and his beloved Zobeida,
when at the pinnacle of its prosperity
and learning, through it poured the
riches of India and Persia, Turkestan
and Arabia.
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But when in the year 1853, the exhausted and destitute little band of
exiles reached the shelter of its
portals, the city had lost much of its
former greatness. Yet, merchants
and traders from every part of the
Eastern and even from the Western
world still thronged its fine bazaars.
While Arabs and Turks, Persians and
Indians, Jews and Christians, jostled
each other in the narrow unpaved
streets; and caravans laden with
merchandise "took the golden road
to Samarkhand."
This banishment, thought the
enemies of the Cause, would exterminate the Babi Movement in Persia,
and effectually put an end to the influence of Bahil'u'llah. But how
foolish was their wisdom! In this
cosmopolitan center the result was
exactly opposite, and the field offered for the spread of the new Message was wider than ever. While
for the historian of the future the
greatest glory of Baghdad will be
that, for eleven years, it was the
home of a Savior of mankind.
Yet, even here, not for one moment
did enemies leave Him in peace;
among them now being a foe of His
own household. Subh-i-Azal, a halfbrother, arrived in the town and,
instigated by jealousy, sought to
undermine His influence.
So, presently, Baha'u'llah, leaving
both those who loved and those who
hated Him, went forth secretly into
the mountains.
These times of withdrawal from
all the world's turmoil and distraction, these spiritual breathing-spaces
for uninterrupted communion with
God, seem necessary to those upon
whose divine humanity has been laid
world responsibility. Moses seeks
the heights of Sinai, Buddha the Indian forests, Jesus the wilderness,
Baha'u'llah the wilds of Kurdistan.
Here in caves and grottoes, often
without food or rest, clothed in
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poorest raiment, wandered Baha'u'Wih for two years. Of this period
of His life little is known. Yet
His influence made itself felt. Reports soon spread, even through
these isolated regions, that a man of
remarkable knowledge and power of
attraction was among them. Though
in so poor and lowly a condition, affection and reverence followed Him
wherever He passed. As' Abdu'lBaha, His son, tells us: "An atmosphere of majesty haloed Him as the
Sun at noonday," and "Kurdistan
became magnetized with His love:'
The holy confirmations that de~
scended upon Him during this period
Baha'u'llc'th describes in the following wonderful words:
"I was as one amongst mankind,
slumbering upon my couch. The
gales of the All-Glorious passed
by me and taught me the knowledge of what hath been. Tlhis
thing is not from me, but from
One who is mighty and all-knowing. He bade me proclaim betwixt the earth and the heaven,
and for this hath there befallen
me that whereat the eyes of
those who know overflow with
tears * * *.
This is a leaf
which the breezes of the Will
of thy Lord, the Mighty, the Extolled have stirred. Can it be
still When the rushing winds
blow? * * *.
His decisive
Command did come, causing
me to speak for His Celebration
amidst the worlds!"
Then from the mountain-top Baha'u'llah descended again to the world
of men at Baghdad. Oh! the joy of
that reunion! 'Abdu'l-Baha, the little
Son, falling overwhelmed at the feet
of His Father and Lord.
During the remaining years passed
in this city, 'Abdu'l-BaM grew from
boyhood into early manhood. His
devotion to and care of His Father
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being wonderful to see. Indeed the
With irrefutable arguments that
Son's will and understanding re- satisfied and illumined all sincere enflected always that of His Father's, quirers, Baha'u'llah expounded to
as Bahli'u'Wih mirrored forth to men the Moslems the prophecies and inner
the Eternal Mystery and Perfect Will meanings of the Qur'an, and the
of God.
clear declaration made by MuhamWhile still quite young 'Abdu'l- mad as to the coming of a Mahdi in
Baha sought to protect His Father the day of resurrection. He refrom the visits of the merely curious minded the Jew of the prophecies in
or the insincere. He interviewed the Old Testament regarding the long
them first, answering questions and period of exile and oppression the
giving counsel with a sagacity that Children,of Israel would endure before
astonished all who met Him. He the Lord of Hosts would appear to
assisted the family and assumed gather them from an nations. To
most of the household responsibilities. the Christians He unfolded the sayThis was a period of great activity ings of Christ as to the many wars
for the Cause. Baha'u'llah bent His and afflictions which would occur
energy and attention to organizing until the Coming of the Son of Man
and directing the enthusiasm of the "in the glory of the Father." To the
believers; teaching them the true Zoroastrian and Sufi the warnings
significance of the Bab's mission and they had received as to the three
preparing them to recognize the thousand years of conflict that must
Manifestation foretold. From far pass before the Coming of Shah Bahand near people of all nations and ram to establish a reign of peace and
faiths, including many prominent righteousness.
men, came to visit Baha'u'llah, and
He unfolded the meaning of Life,
hear His teachings. To them he re- its essential unity and interdependvealed the Oneness of Mankind: ence, and states of spiritual con"Ye are aH leaves of one tree, drops sciousness realized by the soul both
of one sea, flowers of one garden." here and hereafter. Such knowledge
This teaching lies at the very heart could only have been innate and inof this Revelation, inculcating in hu- spired, acquired-even had it been
man beings a new keen sense of their possible-in no earthly college.
identity.
The envoys that the Mullahs, still
He taught that the great F,ounders plotting against Him, sent to test
of religions, Zoroaster, Moses, Budd- Him, returned, confounded, acknowlha, Muhammad, Christ, were all edging the peerlessness of His wisMessengers of God, perfect mirrors dom and understanding.
reflecting His attributes to men. The
A request was brought that Baessence of the teachings they de- ha'u'llah should perform some miralivered is the same throughout the cle as proof of His Prophethood. But
ages, only ,the outward forms being he made answer that "miracles" so
changed according to the require- called, were not in themselves proofs
ments of the times in which they of Prophethood, being but the opwere given. The Light is the same eration of law, as yet little known
in whatever lamp it is burning; the to man. But, whatever sign they
sun, whether it shines from the East desired and agreed upon, He was
or from the West. The Manifesta- willing to give on condition that, if
tion about to be revealed would bring fulfilled, they would cease their opto a riven world the divine gift of position. From so fearless a challenge they shrank in dismay; realizreligious unity.
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ing that, in the open, they dared not
meet Him. Angry and baffled they
persisted in their efforts to obtain
His removal.
But while the dark intrigues and
machinations of His foes and of the
Persian and Turkish Governments
were gathering round Him, Baha'u'llah remained serene and confident. Always very happy with nature, He would walk in the evenings
along the banks of the Tigris, where
the quaint round boats of basketwork, covered with skins, plied busily
their way, even as they did, perchance, in the days when Babylon
and Nineveh were mighty cities of
the land. Returning with radiant
face, Baha'u'llah would proceed to
write down verses of exquisite beauty
and wisdom. Verses within which
are enfolded meaning upon meaning
of comfort, rebuke, illumination.
The precious manuscripts had to be
carefully concealed for a long time
from the ever-present enemy; but
now the translations from the original Persian and Arabic have been
given to us in the little book known
as "Hidden Words," from which the
following few excerpts are quoted:
"0 Son of Spirit! The first counsel
is: Possess a good, a pure, an
enlightened heart, that thou
mayest possess a Kingdom, eternal, immortal, ancient and without end."
"0 Son of Being! By the hands
of power I have made thee, and
by the fingers of strength have
I created thee, I have placed in
thee the essence of My Light;
therefore depend upon it and
upon nothing else, for My Action is perfect, and My Command has effect."
"0 Son of Spirit! I have created
thee rich, why dost thou make
thyself poor? Noble have I
made thee, why dost thou degrade thyself? Of the essence
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of knowledge I have manifested
thee; why searchest thou for
another than Me? From the
clay of love I have kneaded thee;
why desirest thou another?
Turn thy sight unto thyself,
that thou mayest find Me, standing within thee, Powerful,
Mighty, and Supreme!"

At length, in 1863, the long-anticipated blow fell.
Baha'u'llah was summoned by the
Sultan to Constantinople. Consternation reigned amongst the believers
everywhere.
They thronged His
house dismayed and heart-broken.
So great was the pressure that it was
decided, while preparations were
being made for the long journey, to
camp outside the town in a garden
belonging to a certain Pasha.
In this garden of Ridvan, during
these twelve days (April 21 to May
3) took place an important event in
Baha'i history. For Baha'u'llah announced to His immediate followers
that He, Himself, was the Promised
One of all the faiths and ages-the
Manifestation of God to men. As a
great Physician He had come to heal
a sin-sick world. As the sun in the
Springtime to make all things new.
He had come to establish an era of
universal progress and enlightenment. He upon whose head any moment the sword might fall, yelt
showed Himself dignified, assured,
exalted-changing the sorrow of His
followers into joy, their fears into
confidence and enthusiasm. Friends
from far and near crowded the gardens, even the Governor and officials
coming to pay a last deference to the
gracious and noble Exile.
So the great Drama unfolds itself.
Slowly the caravan, consisting of
Baha'u'llah, His family and some
seventy followers who refused to
leave Him, moved forward on the
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long trek to Constantinople. Throughout the day, by the side of His
Father's wagon rode 'Abdu'l-Baha.
At night He guarded His tent, never
all through that journey relaxing in
the most watchful vigilance.
Now scene after scene of suffering
and persecution followed. Confinement in utterly inadequate quarters.
Questioning and hostility from the
clergy and authorities. Then further
banishment through the heavily-falling snow, again in a state bordering
on destitution, to Adrianople.
Here in this important city of
Roumelia, imprisonment again in
verminous, overcrowded rooms. But
through it all the majesty of the
Prisoner shone more and more
clearly.
As calamities increased,
only the brighter grew His radiance,
spiritual influence and authority. An
authority that even His bitter enemies acknowledged and feared. As
Baha!u'llah wrote:
"I am not impatient of calamities in His way, nor of afflictions
for His love and at His good
pleasure. God hath made afflictions as a morning shower to
His green pasture, and as a wick
for His lamp, whereby earth
and heaven are illumined."
At length came a little relief from
the acute hardships; the gathering
together again of a large following;
the writing of many important works,
and among them His now famous
Epistles to the Kings. In language
eloquently appealing, yet authoritative, He, their prisoner, addressed
the Shah of Persia and the Sultan
of Turkey, rebuking their tyrannies,
summoning them to righteousness and
just government. He also wrote other
Letters to the crowned heads of Europe, proclaiming His station as a
Messenger from God; exhorting them
to establish justice in their countries
and international peace. Many of

the startling prophecies contained in
these Epistles have already found
fulfillment.
Then Baha'u'llah made a public
declaration of His mission; and from
this time on His followers became
known as Baha'is, i. e., followers of
the Light. The Cause began now to
definitely assume a universal significance. Not only the East needed
to be illumined, guided, purified, but
also the West. As a great trumpet
call the voice of God's Messenger
rang across the world, and is ringing
today with ever-increasing insistence.
"This is the hour of unity of the
sons of men '" '" '". All nations
should become one in faith, and
all men as brothers; the bonds
of affection and unity between
the sons of men should be
strengthened; diversity of religion should cease, and differences
of race be annulled '" * '". So
it shall be!
These fruitless
strifes, these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the Most Great
Peace shall come."
Today these ideas are alive in the
world and steadily growing in importance. But sixty years ago they
would have been considered, except
by a few, impossible dreams.

Then came the enemies' final challenge-banishment to a penal colony
in northern Palestine, a place to
which only criminals of the worst
type were sent to die-to the most
great prison of 'Akka.
'Akka-on the last day of August,
1868-its cold, grim fortifications
frowning at the shrinking group of
harassed prisoners, some seventy in
number-men, women and childrenwhose jail it was to be till kindly
death would set them free. And as
the gates of "this most desolate of
cities and metropolis of the owl"
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closed behind them, this must have
been the tragic end, had Bahii'u'lhih's
mission not been of Divine Origin
and Mandate. But instead of defeat,
it became the croWning glory of His
long passion and travail for the souls
of men.
On arrival, the whole company
were, at once, fiung into two indescribably foul rooms; deprived of
proper drinking water, beds and
food.
Consequent,ly malaria, dysentery, typhoid and other sicknesses
befel them all. Even their dead were
treated as dogs. No one was allowed outside the prison door, except
under guard. So pestilential was
the climate and prevailing conditions,
that it was said "a bird could not fly
over' Akkii and live."
For two years they suffered these
appalling miseries. But during all
the time the little company remained
in great spiritual happiness, rejoicing to share in the afflictions of their
beloved Leader and Lord.
And
many of them lived to see even the
climate undergo a wonderful transformation; and the Governor of
'Akkii, in willing obedience to Ba,·
hii'u'lliih's request, repair the old
Roman aqueduct; thus supplying the
town with clean, fresh water.
'Abdu'l-Bahii's loving skill and care
for them, especially during the times
of grave sickness, was also a source
of infinite solace. While the Phophet
wrote:
"Fear not. These doors will be
opened. My tent shall be pitched
on Mt. Carmel and the utmost
joy shall be realized."
Yet communication with the outside world and with the believers in
Persia 'and other countries was entirely cut off. Picture the soldiers
even splitting open the loaves of
bread brought in to the prisoners,
lest they should contain a message!
But look! Far away on a moat en-
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circling those forbidding walls, walls
which once had echoed to the victorious shouts of the Crusaders, stand a
group of pilgrims from Persia. They
had traveled on foot all the way-a
journey of six months-enduring
great hardships, running grave risks,
in order to obtain a glimpse of their
Master. He, stands at the barrack
window. They gaze upon Him and
weep. Then turn reluctantly away,
filled with renewed strength for
service and sacrifice. A proof of
spiritual attraction surely rare in
the annals of history!
During these long years of confinement in this gloomy prison-house
Bahii'u'lliih penned numberless Tablets, dealing with every department
and phase of life, both material and
spiritual. In them he laid down the
great principle,s that are to serve as
foundation stones whereon to erect
the new edifice of a divine civilization. For to Bahii'u'lliih "religion
is not one of life's several aspects,
but the predominant spirit which expresses itself through all aspects,
producing in its purity, harmony
among the diverse elements of will,
imagination, feeling and thought.
First, the realization of God; then
the realization of seH; then the
realization of one's relation to his
fellow men and to the world."
(Paper read at Conference on Religions in 1924.)
Some of these writings would make
an appeal to the most simple, others
to the most profound minds. The
principles one can grasp at once; the
teachings and their application demand the study and the devotion of a
lifetime. Indeed, the true significance of the mission and station of
Bahii'u'lliih none can fully grasp,
while' the meaning and purpose of the
New Revelation only future centuries
will unfold. "For through Him appeared all that was hidden and invisible from all eternity * * *
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Through Him the standard of knowl- ward magnificence and luxury, but
edge is planted in the world, and the in a blessed state of freedom from
banner of unity is raised among the privations and confinement, and as a
nations. The meeting of God cannot Spiritual King among His devoted
be obtained save through meeting followers.
From every quarter poured in a
Him * * *.
The One who hath
come from the heaven of Pre-exist- continuous stream of pilgrims, devence with the Greatest Name, and otees and seekers after Truth. The
with a power that the hosts of the offerings of hundreds of thousands
earth fail to withstand." (Baha'i of loyal and ardent disciples were
Scriptures, p. 153.)
laid at his feet. Prominent people,
Baha'u'llah is the Voice of God. Governors and officials constantly
In His writings it is clear that some- sought for admission to His presence.
times He speaks as a man, entirely But 'Abdu'l-Baha, guarding as ever
submissive and obedient to the Will His beloved parent, admitted very
of God. At other times He speaks few, undertaking the duty and reas God, Himself, and writes as the sponsibilities of meeting and talking
Supreme and Eternal Pen. "There with all corners. When those in ofhath not been in my soul but the ficial authority came, they were
Truth, and in myself naught could either refused admittance, or when
allowed to enter, were almost overbe seen but God."
come with reverence and awe.
In the light of these events, it is
interesting to recall an ancient MuSo passed the years, until one day hammandan saying which runs:
Baha'u'llah expressed longing to "Blessed is he who has visited' Akka,
gaze again upon the beauties of na- and blessed is that one who has
ture He had always so greatly loved. visited the Visitor of ' Akka."
The following remarkable and now
He said: "I have not gazed on verdure for nine years. The country is well-known description of a visit to
the world of the soul, the city the Baha'u'lhih by the late Prof. Browne
world of bodies."
'Abdu'l-Baha of Cambridge, is taken from "A
determined that His Father's implied Traveler's Narrative."
wish should be fulfilled, and at once
* * * "A second or two elapsed
set about trying to find means for ere, with a throb of wonder and awe,
its accomplishment. In wonderful I became definitely conscious that the
ways these were discovered. And room was not untenanted. In the
,Abdu'l-Baha, in spite of the repeated corner where the divan met the wall
orders forbidding prisoners to ven- sat a wondrous and venerable figure,
tUre outside the city walls, was able crowned with a felt headdress of
to leave the town and arrange for the kind called "taj" by dervishes,
the residence of His Father and the but of unusual height and make,
family in a beautiful home a few round the base of which was wound
miles distant. So Baha'u'llah, re- a small white turban. The face of
gardless of man-imposed restrictions, Him on whom I gazed I can never
at length threw his prison-bonds forget, though I cannot describe it.
aside and passed out to the freedom Those piercing eyes seemed to read
one's very soul; power and authority
of a home at Bahji.
And now, although still nominally sat on that ample brow, while the
a prisoner, He lived again as a deep lines on the forehead and face
"prince" among men. Not with out- implied an age which the jet-black
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hair and beard flowing down in indistinguishable luxuriance almost to
the waist seemed to belie. No need
to ask in whose presence I stood, as
I bowed myself before One who is
the object of a devotion and love
which kings might envy and emperors sigh for in vain."

On the 28th of May, 1892, at the
age of seventy-five, Baha.'u'llah
passed out from His earthly tabernacle and ascended to the realms
of that Supreme Concourse from
whence He had come to be the Guide
and Teacher of men. He was laid
to rest in a beautiful tomb on the
plain of 'Akka, close to the mansion
of Bahji.
So once again in the story of the
Ages a Divine Being has known crucifixion and exaltation, humiliation
and adoration in the sacred land of
Palestine.
Upon the Mount of
Elijah He pitched His tent of glory,
even as He predicted. And from the
top of Carmel, as from the prison of
'Akka, Baha'u'llah is making His
voice heard throughout the world
today.
For today is the "Day of Resurrection" from material conceptions,
effete ideas, worn-out customs. This
is the great "Day of Judgment" so
often predicted in the Bible, which
was to come in the "last days"that is, at the end of the age, or
world-cycle. For the Coming of the
Glory of God in Baha'u'llah has been,
and still is, a time of supreme trial
and testing, both for individuals and
for every nation on earth.
But now "the people that walked
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in darkness have seen a great Light;
they that dwell in the land of the
shadow of death, upon them hath
the Light shined."
"Unto you that fear My Name
shall the Sun of Righteousness arise
with healing in His wings." Yes,
with healing for all the sickness,
physical, mental and spiritual, of a
sinful, discordant, weary world.
With unmistakable clarity Baha'u'Uah has stated His mission and
offered irrefutable proofs of His
claim. "Surely the Father hath come
and hath fulfilled that which you
were promised in the Kingdom of
God."
"Verily He hath come from Heaven
as He came from it the first time."
"Fear God * * * follow Him who
hath appeared unto you with manifest knowledge and evident certainty." (Baha'i Scriptures.)
"With "evident certainty," for by
the fulfillment of prophecy; by the
creative power of His words, which
can change and transform all hearts
from the most cultured to the most
ignorant, from the highest to the
most lowly; by His marvelous life
of suffering and forty years of imprisonment through which His Majesty shone undimmed; and lastly,
by His Teachings; He has proved the
validity of His claim to all who will
investigate. There is no greater
proof than these teachings. They are
the spirit of this cycle, the light of
this age. And from Him has appeared such a cleansing, unifying,
revivifying power that it cannot but
ultimately succeed in redeeming the
whole world.
COPYTight, 1927, by Florence E. Pillch01l.

"The Perfect Man-the Prophet--is one who is transfi,g~"red, O'lW ,whO' has the
pWt"'ity and clearness of a perfect m,ir-ror, one whO' 1'ejlects the Sun . o} T1'l;.t~.. , (?Jl
Imah a one~of such a PTophet and M ~ssenf!eT----:::,~~e;, can say tha,t the L1ght of DlVl1uty
with the hea'uenly perfections dlveUs '!on H'!otn . ", ", " All the Prophets and Messenge~s
have come from One Holy Spirit and bear the Messa.ge of God fitte~ to the age
which They a,ppea,'.. The One Light is in The-m and They ar"c One ,unth ~a,ch o!he)'.
~Abdn l-Baha .
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REFLECTIONS OF A BAHA'I TRAVELER
SIEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER
Last 11WJlth the auth01' gave us glimpses of liJe and scenes in New Zealand cmd Australia. In this, his fourth article, he describes some of his experiences in a brief "visit
to the Philippine Islands.

OR the passage from Brisbane to
F
China, via the Philippines, I always
prefer a Japanese steamer. I have
travelled on these boats before, quite
often, and invariably find a service
which combines discipline and order
with the utmost courtesy.
The
Japanese are a proud race and
rightly so since they are the only
Asiatics who have successfully, and
from the outset, resisted the foreign
yoke; but we must not dwell on the
subject now since we shall visit this
charming country later.
There were very few passengers
on board-six Europeans and a few
Japanese gentlemen. The intercourse
with them was most cordial, the
Japanese passengers making personal
sacrifices in order that the Europeans
might take with them, as they undoubtedly did, a recollection of perfect satisfaction with the voyage. A
study of their behavior made it apparent that the Japanese have nothing
to learn from the European in the
matter of courteous deportment, but
something possibly to teach. It was
a pleasant trip to say the least.
After following the coast of Australia within the Great Barrier

Reef for five days in smooth and
placid w1aters, passing by mountains
and verdant shores bathed in sunshine, we reached Thursday Island,
so often described in romantic fiction. The romance of Thursday Island is not apparent to the visitor,
however. The whole island can be
explored in an hour; and there is
nothing particularly noteworthy except a little pearl-fishing.
On the long voyage to the Philippines there is only one uninhabited
island, fittingly called "Bird's Island." As the steamer passes by
and blows her whistle the sky becomes black with birds and the click
of cameras is heard all over the ship.
It is with almost childish pleasure
and expectation that land comes into
view again after having seen nothing
but water and scattered islands for
three weeks,
We have recently
crossed the Equator and the heat is at
its very best. The first stop in the
Philippine Islands is at Davao, a new
port which owes its importance to
large settlements of Japanese colonists cultivating hemp, the fibrous
residue of a cactus plant. The population is increasing very rapidly. As

A type of new town planm'ng in the Phili1Jpines
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in all Eastern seaports, there is a
very large Chinese element, and the
new settlement, which is a grouping
round the site for a harbor about to
be established, presents a true Oriental mixture of races. What used
to be Spanish influence is fast disappearing.
The old town is about two miles
from the ocean and affords but scant
interest, although the ride to the
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meeting of Governors of the different
provinces.
We have all heard much about the
unrest in these islands. It must be
understood that the Philippines comprise thousands of islands and that
it takes fully three days steaming to
reach Manila from the southern end
of the main island-Luzon. It is
difficult to estimate the population
of the islands, but a conservative

Royal Pal'!l1 Avenue through et city·ous OJ'clW11d

plantation is very interesting as we
pass through the native villages. One
soon becomes accustomed to the
peculiarities and characteristics of
the native population, however.
The steamer only stopped long
enough to take on freight and a
great number of passengers, the
greater number being Japanese, although there were many Filipinos
of almost every walk of life.
We had with us the local Governor,
an exceedingly able man who was on
his way to Manila to be present at a

estimate would be about twelve millions. They are a people who have
felt the yoke of Spanish clomina.tion
and have benefited greatly from the
liberal and humane administration
of the free people of the United
States.
We had on board the leading government officials of the provinces,
the mayor of the city, Filipino physicians and professional men, and
others. It was a great pleasure to
meet these people and once more be
assured that the same human heart
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pulsates beneath the mask of color
and skin. It must be understood that
the teaching of history, whether English, American or any other, brings
before the people a wrong impression
which turns their thoughts to rebellion against the "foreign yoke."
The example of George Washington or OliveI' Cromwell, for instance,
gives the natives something to emulate, and the honors which are heaped
upon the memories of such men is
something to covet. Moreover, the
motion pictures shown in Eastern
countries give a visualization of what
goes on in other "superior" parts
of the world, and although they may
exhibit examples of courage and
bravery, they also exhibit examples
of other characteristics, which might
be turned into wrong channels by a
naive audience. Many of the films
shown in Oriental countries are films
which would be unhesitatingly
banned in other countries, and it
must be said that the European films
are even worse than our own United
States products.
The Filipinos have their national
hero, Jose Rizal, * who pointed out
Bust of Dr. Jose Rizal
the path his people should follow to Filipino hero, patTiot and martyr. He is
the Washington of the Philippines
liberty and enlightenment. In his
day (in 1872 to be exact) the rule
of the Church was not in good hands. their complete irresponsibility, and
It was the priests or friar-priests their undisputed power over the
who were not good enough for Spain, superstitious and childish Malays,
who were sent out to the Philippines, were too much for the men of God,
where each one became a god and and the stories of their cruelty and
tyrant in a tiny pueblo in which his rapacity which are being told even
authority was unbounded and un- to this day are revolting. It is only
questioned. No doubt some of these natural that a man who could emanfriar-priests were good men, but the cipate his fellow countrymen from
enervating climate, the lazy life, these oppressions should become a
national hero to be venerated forThere is no oppression or
. * 1111'. Vicente G. BUlluan, Director of the Philip- ever.
pIne Press Bureau, Washington, D. C., said in a retyranny
greater than the cultivation
cent address: "The difference between him [Dr. Rizal]
and others is that in his varied tasks and laboTs
of
fear;
and it is an easy thing for
from boyhood up to the time when death called hi~
to the grave, he did the day's work, whatever it was,
a
man,
sufficiently
educated, to underwith greater industry, higher aDplication, greater
thoroughness, deeper thinlcing, more perseverance,
stand certain natural phenomena (to
greater honesty, more courage, higher caudol', more
know, for instance, when a storm is
uprightness, greater manlinesH, better insight, greater
poise than his fellows. These are what made Rizal,
coming) -to get a strong hold on
the famed Rizal, the heroic Rizal, the revered patriot."
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these simple captives of nature, who
are prone to misinterpret natural
events and are not yet elevated to
the power of the Spirit. It fills my
heart with veneration when I think,
not of the person, but of the spirit
of a man like Rizal, who kept to his
purpose, steadfast and undeterred,
right up to the moment when he
faced the rifles of a firing squad. It
brings us so much nearer to 'Abdu'lBaha, Who carried the heavy burden
of oppression, injustice and intolerance on His shoulders and Whose
example sheds a ray of pure bright
light on the characters of these national heroes. To Rizal, the firing
squad brought relief from his earthly
trials, but 'Abdu'l-Baha had to wait
forty years for the prison doors to
open and end His term of captivity
and deprivations, letting out a great
beam of Light to be reflected, not by
a few, but by everyone who has in
his heart the love of God which must
manifest itself in action and in a
love towards our fellow men without
regard to race, creed or color.
While writing these lines I received a letter from a dear friend in
Australia, whose acquaintance I made
on the very trip I am now describing.
In it he says, "I have read quite a
lot of your book * (Esselmont) while
on board the boat, and I must admit
that while reading the same the truth
is conveyed to the mind in a practical
manner. It did me no harm but
rather brought a great truth. The
next thing to love, is to help."
This is the dynamic power in this
great Movement. The slightest attempt to live the life of the Master,
and bear His love in our hearts, has
an effect, but we must remember
that it is the Baha'i act which makes
the Baha'i. Baha:u'llah said that if a
man travels through a village or city
without so much as opening his
* "Baha'u'llAh and the Now Ern," by Dr. J. E.
Esslemont.
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mouth the effect will be felt-a saying which we should ponder over
and try to understand.
Manila, the great capital of this
island group, is the next and only
other port we touch at. We See the
walled city, a monument of the
former Spanish empire and culture,
its antiquities, its many cathedrals
and churches, and narrow streets of
stone houses forming a marked contrast with the modern city which has
been built around it. And the impression forces itself upon us that
there could be no walls strong enough
to withstand the progress of modern
life and the march of industry and
commerce. We see, for example, the
great modern piers, built by the
Americans, within ten minutes' walk
of the old walled city Which wears
the air of a world which existed four
hundred years ago.
Manila is a beautiful city, exhibiting a mixture of peoples and merchandise-European or American in
one shop and Oriental in the next.
The annual Exhibition was on while
I w'as there and a friend from the
boat made it a point to guide me
through the most interesting parts
of the Exhibition, which was not unlike an American affair of the kind.
The so-called amusements were of a
crude type (dance halls of the
American type, for instance, with a
little Spanish "Baile" thrown in)
but the products of the country were
of amazing variety; some good and
some not so good. The most gratifying part of the expedition was the
genuine hospitality shown by this
newly-made friend, who had been attracted by the Bah~'i'i spirit and was
only too glad to let me have an insight into the spirit of the people.
My stay in the Philippines was
short, because my business was such
that it could be transacted during the
time the steamer was in port, but I
should like to say a word or two
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about the religious conditions
of the country.
I could not help
smiling when I
read in a book the
following paragraph:
"I am afraid
the un biased
observer
would
find
the mission- Ent1"anCe to the city of Za71~boanga, Ca2Jibal of the Moro Island of
Mindanao
a l' i e s far
more convincing in their enthusi- which included savages, devil-worasm if it led them to give up the shippers and cannibals! I am almost
beautiful houses and comfort- inclined to believe that the One God
able carriages they enjoy here, so unfalteringly advocated by Mutheir tea parties, lectures and so hammad preserved these islands as a
on, and go and rough it in some fit foundation for a beneficial and
of the other islands where thex e modern civilization to build upon.
Like in all countries of Spanish inwere plenty of savages, Muhammadans, devil-worshippers, can- fluence, there is a society of the old
nibals and all sorts of unre- Spanish population with their own
"circles," where the grandeur of the
claimed sheep."
And my smile was aroused by includ- Spanish grandee still survives in
ing the Muhammadan in a category excellent shape' and form.

"If you desire to love God, love thy fellow men. In them you can
see the image and likeness of God. If you are eager to serve God,
serve mankind. Renounce the self in the Self of God. When the
aerial mariner steers his airship skyward, little by little the inharmony and incongruity of the world of matter are lost, and before
his astonished vision he sees widespread the wonderful panorama of
God's creation. Likewise when the student of the path of reality has
attained unto the loftiest summit of divine love, he will not look upon
the ugliness and misery of mankind; he will not observe any difference: he will not see any racial and patriotic differences; but he will
look upon humanity with the glorified vision of a seer and a prophet.
Let us all strive that we may attain to this highest pinnacle of ideal
and spiritual life."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE WORLD VISION OF A SAVANT
DR. AUGUSTE HENRI FOREL
~e a:e v~ry pleased to have an article from our friend, Dr. Forel, one of the greatest sc~ent~sts ~n t'~e w,orld ?,nd the g1'eatest living authority on ants. His life has been
devoted to hu,man~tar1an a~ms and purposes; he is a thinker a scholM' a doer. He has
been very lactive i~ te:nperance. work in Europ~ at C!' tia~e when p~blic opinion was
wholly on the oppos~te s~de. He ~s a man who belwves ~n deeds rather than words and
when he took up this tempera,nce. ref01'm" he had his vineyards destroyed. In the'Septe?nber, 1921" St,ar of the West w~ll be found an account oj' our visit to this venerable
scholar and philosopher at his home bordering Lake Geneva, Switzerland.-Editor.

RUE science should occupy itself
T only
with what man can know.
Now, we can know things only
through the channel of our senses
-sight, hearing, touch, and so forth.
These take the impressions of the
exterior world to our brain by the aid
of the nerves. The human brain,
of which I have made a profound
study from 1872 to 1907, comparing
it as well as its functions to that of
animals-this human brain is an organ weighing on the average twelve
hundred and eighty grams, the cerebrum alone weighing about one thousand grams. It is composed of very
tiny, interrelated nerve cells or neurones, of which it contains millions
which are connected one with another by their fibers and their minute fibers. At a distance, these
ramifications become covered with a
white sheath which we call nerves,
whether in the brain itself or serving to enter it or leave it.
The nerves of our senses enter the
brain to carry to it their sensations;
the nerves called motors leave the
brain in order to direct our muscular movements which we call our
will. But between the two, in the
interior of the cerebrum, the living
force which calls our attention travels from one neurone to another,
combining there our sensations and
our feelings in order to make of
them immediate perceptions, then
concepts, and finally abstract ideas
with the aid of word s, whether
spoken or written. All these combinations demand their continual re-

call to our self-consciousness which
is the synthesizing power over them.
Before the motor nerves leave the
cerebrum, the attention is carried to
the combinations mentioned above
and concentrates on a group of neurones called motors, which are situated on each side of the center of
the brain. With the aid of the motor nerves, the attention causes the
transportation of the said combinations mentioned above to the spinal
column, then to the outer nerve systems of our muscles as soon it becomes necessary to execute a movement of the will. The spinal column itself suffices only for the movements called reflexive. Now, with
this necessary premise, let us come
to our main subject.

IDJ
Through ignorance human beings
dispute and even make, alas, wars
based upon misunderstandings; and
these misunderstandings rest, for
the most part, on words which excite the passions of hate. It is just
the opposite of science. Let us cite
some examples.
Peoples often make wars because
of not understanding each other's
language-as, for example, the Germans against the French, and vice
versa. But then, why does a German born in France take the part of
the French in the case of war, and
a Frenchman born in Germany do
the opposite? This is, nevertheless,
what I have always observed. It is
for this reason that Dr. Zamenhof,
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living in Poland and distressed by
such hatreds, without common sense,
constructed his splendid international language, Esperanto, which is
spreading more and more. But it
will be necessary, later on, to perfect this language by having a single
word for a single meaning and several words for several meanings.
Moreover, one makes a pretext
that there are differences in races;
but if one excepts those races, altogether inferior, with a lighter cerebrum (according to Wedda about
eight hundred or eight thousand and
fifty grams instead of one thousand)
it is a fundamental error. All Europeans, Chinese, Japanese, Hindoos,
Semites, Americans, and so forth,
are equal as races. It is necessary,
therefore, to seek for other real
causes for the hatreds and the wars
than the differences of languages and
of race. Here are five such causes:
1. Creeds. It is necessary to distinguish clearly between religion
and creed or belief. The term creed
ought to be reserved for the beliefs,
rites, formalities and so forth which
are man-made and crystallized into
dogmas; different in the different
faiths, and taught by the clergy over
the entire world. Diversity of creed
separates peoples and foments wars,
improperly called 1"eligious wars.
True religion, * on the contrary,
unites them.
2. Domination. Egoism gives to
human emotions a tendency toward
domination. The man wishes to rule
over the w 0 m an, sometimes the
woman over the man. Man wishes
to rule animals, to rule the earth,
to rule and control objects; but
above all else, to rule other human
beings. He wishes to be their superior, whether by brute force, by

cunning, by manual skill and work,
by speech, by writing, and so forth.
The father or the mother, or both of
them, wish in general to dominate
their children in different ways. The
spirit of domination, personal or collective, is, alas, hereditary. It is a
very great obstacle to that social cooperation-peaceful, fraternal, and
impartial-of which we have an
urgent need.
3. Greed. But the worst hates,
individual and national, are caused
by money, by the universal moneygreed which is corrupting today all
humanity. There is only one remedy
for this: the true cooperative state
of the future, which I have treated
elsewhere. It is impossible to adequately treat here of this great social
question.
4. Alcoholic drinks. By complete
prohibition the United States, Finland and Iceland give us a splendid
example. All countries ought to follow their example; for alcoholic traffic is the most nefarious of all
things; it poisons life, above all, our
brain and our soul. It caUSes deterioration, moreover, in the germ
cells by what I have called "blasphematoire."
5. Tariff. Customs and duties
tend to create national hatreds by
their barriers created to bring revenue to national governments. The
simplest remedy for this is free international exchange or w hat is
called free trade.
It is necessary, therefore, little by
little to suppress wars by a true Society of Nations which shall be a
Society fundamentally cooperative.
In this supernational society, it will
be necessary to take from each state

* 'Abdu'l-Baha teaches that "The first bestowal of God in the world of humanity is religion, because 'religion consists in divine teachings to men; and most assuredly divine teachings are preferable to all other
sources of instruction. * "1; * Religion has ever helped humanity to progress. But by religion is meant
that which is ascertained by investigation and not that which is based on mere imitation-the foundation
of Divine Religions and not 'human imitations. * * * By religion we mean those necessary bonds whic~
unify the world of humanity. This has ever been the essence of religion; for this object hav" all the lYlamfestations come to the world."
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its army, making it little by little a
supernational army; and to replace
everywhere, gradually but surely,
military service by civil service.
Our Baha'i religion, with its twelve
principles, is therefore a true reHgion without creed, supernational
and spiritual, without dogmas or
clergy. In December, 1917, before I
knew about the Baha'i Movement, I
had published, myself as well as the
Reverend Tschirn, the "Religion of
Social Good." In March, 1919, I
completed it, adding to it the term,
"Scientific Religion." It was not until January, 1921, that at the home
of my son-in-law I came to know
the Baha'i Movement. I wrote directly, then, to 'Abdu'l-Baha, Who
was still living. He assured me that
Monistes and Darwinists like myself
could be Baha'is as truly as believers in the various creeds could
be. Then I withdrew my "Scientific
Religion of Social Good" as unnecessary in the light of this Movement
and I became a Baha'i like my sonin-law, Dr. A. Brauns.

l!ll
Certain aspects of spiritual philosophy are strongly my belief. First
as regards the term "God."
The term "God" can be interpreted
very differently. All monotheistic
creeds believe in a single "All-powerful God." But while some declare
Him personal, we Monistes look
upon Him as representing the Force
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(metaphysical) of the universe, unknowable to human beings.
[There needs to be a harmonizing
of these two concepts of God. The
teachings of Baha'u'llah are perfectly clear on this subject, and in
due time the conceptions of God, so
different in different parts of the
world and with different temperaments, will adjust themselves to the
one true concept.]
There are several conditions of utmost importance w h i ch Baha'is
ought to meet, if they wish to remain scientific. They ought above all
to remain supernational and strictly
super-ritualistic. They ought, inasmuch as they are Baha'is, not to mix
with their Baha'i truths any inherited creeds and beliefs or any other
ideas in which error is mixed with
truth. They should refrain from
metaphysics, from seeking to know
the U nknowable; and should occupy
themselves wholly with the social
good of humanity here on earth.
Confucius said about five hundred
years before Christ, "Men of the
four seas are all brothers. Do not
do to others what you would not like
them to do to you." And the Roman
poet, Terence, about one hundred
and seventy yea l' s before Christ
said, "I am a man and nothing that
is human can be foreign to me, I
think."
Our duty as Baha'is is not only to
speak and think of God, but to be
active for the social good.

"MAN MUST KNOW GOD. He must comprehend the oneness
of Divinity. He must come to know and to acknowledge the precepts
of God, and he must come to the point of knowing for a certainty
that the ethical development of humanity is dependent upon
Religion."
- ' Abd'u!l-Baha.
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WOMEN'S CONFERENCE ON CAUSE
AND CURE OF WAR
REPORTED BY ROBERT MYERS
Perhaps one of the 1iwst significant activities in behalf of WOTld Pec,ce is the Conference on the Cause and Cure of War, bringing together representatives of the nine
joremost women's or'!J'anizations oj the countr·y. The last of these Conferences was held
January 15 to 19, inclusive, in Washington, D. C.
Of the many constructive contributions and significant statements made at the Conference parts of the addresses of the General Chairrnan, Mrs. Carrie ChalJman Catt, of
New York, are quoted as the most pertinent and trenchant.
The greatest concrete ?"esult of the Conference was the adoption of a resolution recommending to all its supporting orgwnizations covering the entire country., that they give
"a.ctive and concerted SUppOTt to the efforts of the DepaTtment of IState fOT the conclusion
of eitheT a multilateral t?"eaty OT bilateTal tTeaties with FTance, GTeat BTitain, Japcm,
GeTmany, Italy and otheT like-minde,d nations fOT the Tenunciation of war as an instTument of national policy."-EditoT.

T

HE third annual Conference on
the Cause and Cure of War was
called to order by Mrs. John D.
Sherman, Vice-Chairman at Large,
in the Hall of Nations at the Washington Hotel, Washington, D. C.
There were several hundred delegates
present, representing the nine foremost women's organizations of the
country, namely: American Association of University Women; Council
of Women for Home Missions; Federation of Women's Board of Foreign Missions of North America;
General Federation of Women's
Clubs; National Board of the Young
Women's Christian Associations; National Council of Jewish Women; N ational League of Women Voters; National Women's Christian Temperance Union; National Women's Trade
Union League.
After the formal opening of the
Conference a short prayer was offered for the guidance of the Conference and for the setting aside of
all racial prejudices.
Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, Chairman, who presided over the sessions,
sounded the keynote Monday afternoon when she addressed the delegates, her subject being, "The Status
Today of War vs. Peace." Among
other things Mrs. Catt stated that
the question confronting us now is
whether the civilized nations are ad-

vancing toward the "much-advertised
next war" or toward universal peace.
She said: "The advocates of peace are
increasing steadily, but so are the advocates of war. War is a great
thing; it is vivid, heroic and picturesque; millions of people and thousands of industries thrive on it; but
what of the horror, the suffering and
the bloodshed?" "For the last five
hundred years the war advocates,"
she said, "have maintained the slogan
that, 'The Way to Maintain Peace
is to Prepare for War.' This slogan
has been a part of world-wide propaganda for war, but it is the greatest, fallacy ever held by the mind of
man. It is pitifully true that there
is no person in the thirty-two nations
that fought in the World War who
can say who started it, who won it,
or who finished it. The only way
out of present conditions," Mrs. Catt
claimed, "is to adopt the new slogan,
'The Way to Maintain Peace is to
Prepare for Peace.'
Eighty-two
per cent of funds in the United States
Treasury are used either for past or
prospective future wars, and it is
our hope that with the adoption of
the new slogan this percentage can
be changed to about one one-hundredth of one per cent."
Some high lights from this and
other addresses and remarks of Mrs.
Catt are the following:
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"The preparations for the muchadvertised next war are going on
just about as much as before the
recent great war. There are more
armed men in Europe today than
there were in 1914."
"There could have been no world
War without oil, steel or money, all
of which America controls to a very
great degree."
"In Great BrHian they say the war
was caused by the great ambition of
the United States. In America we
say the same thing about Great
Britian."
"War as an institution can be abolished by civilized nations now."
"The only way to treat the problem of war is to isolate it from all
other questions. After listing two
hundred and fifty-seven causes of
former wars I have come to the conclusion that wars have excuses, not
causes. The problems that now confront nations are too crucial to be
tried by the arbitrament of guns and
bombs. They call for statesmen with
brains, not soldiers with guns; for
reason, not submarines; for round
tables, not battlefields; for conciliaticn, not poison gas. And let me add,
they call for prayer."
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"The only possible substitute for
war is compacts b2tween all civilized
nations to proscribe war absolutely
as between themselves and in agreements to find the peaceful means of
settling all disputes."
"There are now five so-called
'Great Powers' in the world. A
'Great Power' is nothing more than a
nation whose army, navy and resources enable it to impose its will
over the weaker nations. There are
one billion people living in colonies
and provinces controlled by these
'Great Powers'; this number constitutes sixty-six per cent of the population of the world."
"I believe the League of Nations
to be the greatest thing ever conceived for the maintenance of peace."
Mrs. Catt concluded her important
remarks by asking the members of
the Conference to go apart alone and
ask themselves these three questions:
1. How much moral courage have
you?
2. Are you prepared to readiiy
help others to build an obstacle
big enough to prevent war?
3. If men have heroism enough to
die for war, do you have heroism enough to live for peace?

THE VOICE OF UNIVERSAL PEACE
The following rernarlcable Tablet on war' and peace was revealed by 'Abdu'l-Bahd
for' fr'iends in England during the fir'st year of the Great War. It is dated 'Akka, Syria,
October 4, 1914. In it He po~nts to the prophecy of this war by Baha'u'lldh OVIlT fifty
yealf's CigO/ and Bah6!u'lldh's letter'S to the kings and rulers of the world urging Univenal Peace, He speaks also of His o~un p1'ophecy, in 1912, ~uhile addr"essing EU'Y'OlJean
audiences, of the war' which was at hand and His ur'ging of peace, and makes Ci tr'a"qic delineation of conditions, picturing the horror's of this war, endin.gwith a plea to the governments of the wor'ld to unfurl the flag of Universal Peace,-Editor'.

the declaration of the conA•IFTER
stitutional regime in Turkey in
1908, by the Members of the Committee of Union and Progress, this
Prisoner of forty years traveled and
journeyed for three years--from
1910 to 1913--throughout the countries of Europe and the vast con-}; Now over sixty yea.rs ago.

tinent of America. Notwithtsanding
advancement in age with its natural
consequences, * * * I delivered detailed addresses before large conventions and historical churches. I enumerated all those principles contained in the Tablets and Teachings
of Baha'u'llah concerning War and
Peace.
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About fifty years ago His Holiness
Bah6/u'llrih proclaimed certain teCichings Cind rCiised the song of UniverSCil
PeCice.
In numerous TCiblets Cind
sundry epistles He foretold, in the
most explicit lCinguCige, the present
cCitCiclysmCil events, stCiting thCit the
world of humCinity WCiS fCicing the
most portentous dCinger Cind Cisserting cCitegoricCizz,y thCit "the reCilization of Unive1'SCil W Cir WciS unfortunCitely inevitCible Cind unCivoidCible.
For these combustible materials which
are stored in the infernal arsenals of
Europe will explode by the contact
with one spark." Amongst other
things, "the Balkans will become a
volcano and the map of Europe will
be changed." For these and similar
reasons He (Baha:u'mih) invited the
world of humanity to -Universal
He wrote a number of
Peace.
epistles to the kings and rulers, and
in those epistles He explained the
destructive evils of war and dwelt on
the solid benefits and nobler influences of Universal Peace. War
saps the foundation of humanity.
Killing is an unpardonable crime
against God, for man is an edifice
built by the Hand of the Almighty.
Peace is life incarnate; W'aris death
personified.
Peace is the divine
spirit; war is satanic suggestion.
Peace is the light of the world; war
is Stygian darkness and Cimmerian
gloom.
All the greCit Prophets,
Cincient philosophers Cind heCivenly
books hCive been the hCirbingers of
PeCice Cind monitm's CigCiinst WCir Cind
discord. This is the Divine foundCition; this is the C elestiCil ou.tpouring;
this is the bCiSis of Cill the religions
of God.
In short, before all the meetings
in the West I cried out: a ye
thinkers of the world;
ye philosophers of the accident; a ye scholars
and sages of the earth; a threatening black cloud is behind, which ere

a

long shall enevelop the horizon of
humanity; an impetuous tempest is
ahead, which shall shatter to splinters
the ships of the lives of -mankind,
and a turbulent, furious torrent shall
soon drown the countries and nations
of Europe. A waken ye! A waken
ye! Become ye mindful! Become
ye mindful! Thus in the spirit of
cooperation we may all arise with
the utmost magnanimity Cind th1"ough
,the FCivor Cind Providence of God
hold Ciloft the flCig of the Oneness of
HumCinity, promote the essentials of
UniversCil PeCice Cind delivm" the inhCibitCints of the world from this
"Most GreCit DCinger."
While traveling in Europe and
America I met altruistic and sanctified souls who were my confidants
and associates concerning the question of Universal Peace and who
agreed with me and joined their
voices with mine regarding the principle of the oneness of the world of
humanity; but alas, they were very
few! The leCiders of public opinion
Cind the greCit stCitesmen believed thCit
the mCissing of huge Cirmies Cind the
CinnUCil inC1"eCiSe of militCiry forces
insuTed peCice Cincl fTiendship· Cimongst
nCitions. At this time I explCiinecl
thCit this theory WciS bCised on a fCilse
conception; for it is Cin inevitCible
certCiinty thCit these serried TCinks
Cind disciplined Cirmies will be rushed
one dCiy into the heCit of the bCittlefield and these inflammable materials
will unquestionably be exploded and
the explosion will be through one
tiny spark. Then a world conflagration will be witnessed, the lurid
flames of which shall redden all the
horizons. Because the sphere of
their thoughts was contracted and
their intellectual eyes blind they
could not acknowledge the above explanation.
From the beginning of the Balkan
Confederation a number of important personages inquired of me
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whether this Balkan War was the
expected Universal War, but it was
answered, "It will terminate in Universal Vi!al'. "
In brief, the point to make clear is
this: His Holiness Baha!u'lh'ih nearly
fifty years ago warned the nations
against the occurrence of this "Most
Great Danger." Although the evils
of war Were evident and manifest
to the sages and scholars, they are
now made clear and plain to all the
people. No sane person can at this
time deny the fact that 'UJar is the
most dreadful calamUy in the 'World
of humanity; that ~va.1' destroys the
divine founda,tion; that 'Wa,r is the
ca,~tse of eterna,[ death; tha,t 'Wa,1' is
con,ducive to the destnwtion of populous, progresSi1)C cities; that war is
world-consuming fire, and that war
is the most ruinous catastrophe and
the most deplorable adversity.
The cries and lamentations are
raised from every part to the supreme Apex; the moanings and
skriekings have thrown a mighty
reverberation through the columns of
the world; the civilized countries are
being overthrown; eyes are shedding
tears hearing the weeping of the
fatherless children; the hearts are
burning and being consumed by
piercing sobbings and uncontrolable
wailings of helpless, wandering
women; the spirits of hopeless
mothers are torn by rayless grief
and endless sorrows and the nerveracking sighs and the just complaints
of the fathers ascend to the throne
of the Almighty.
Ah me! The world of creation is
totally deprived of its normal rest;
the clash of arms and the sound of
murderous guns and cannons are
being heard like the roaring of
thunder across the heavenly track,
and the explosive materials have
changed the :battlefields into yawning graveyards, burying for eternity
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the dead corpses of tho1ksands upon
thousands of ym~ths-the flowers of
m.a,ny countr£es who UJould ha,~'e been
the evolving factor's in the civiliza~
tion of the future.
The results of this crime committed
against humanity is still worse than
whatever I may say and can never
be adequately described by pen or by
tongue.
o ye governments of the world!
Be ye pitiful toward mankind! 0 ye
nations of the earth, behold ye the
battlefields of slaughter and carnage;
o ye sages of humanity, investigate
sympathetically the conditions of the
oppressed; 0 ye philosophers of the
West, study pTotoundly the cau-ses
that led to this gigamtic, unpa)YJ.,lleled
st1'uggle; 0 ye wise lea,den of the
globe, reflect deeply so that ye may
find an antidote tor the s1tppression
of this ch1'onic, devastating clisea,se;
o ye individuals of humanity, find
ye means for the stoppage of this
wholesale murde'l' and bloodshed.
Now is the appointed time! Now
is the opportune time! Arise ye,
shew ye an effort, put ye forward
an extraordinary force, and unfurl
ye the Flag of Cniversal Peace and
dam the irresistible fury of this rag~
jng torrent which is wreaking havoc
and ruin everywhere.
Although this Captive has been in
the prison of despotism for forty
years, yet he has never been so sad
and stricken with regret and grief
as in these days. lVIy spirit is aflame
and burning; my heart is broken,
mournful, heavy and despondent; my
eyes are weeping and my soul is on
fire. Oh! I am so bowed down and
sorrowful.
o people, weep and cry, lament
and bemoan your fate. Then hasten
ye, hasten ye, perchance ye may become able to extinguish with the
Water of the new-born Ideals of
spiritual democracy and celestial
freedom, this many-flamed, world-
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consuming fire, and through your
heaven-inspired resolution you may
usher in the golden era of international solidarity and world confederation.
o Kind God! Hearken to the cry
of these helpless nations; 0 Pure
Lord! Show Thy pity to these orphaned children; 0 Incomparable
Almighty! Stop this destructive torrent; 0 Creator of the world and the
inhabitants thereof! Cause the extinction of this burning fire; 0
Listener to our cries, come to the

rescue of the orphans; 0 Ideal Comforter, console the mothers whose
hearts are torn and whose souls are
filled with the blood of irremediable
loss; 0 Clement and Merciful!
Grant the blessing of Thy Grace to
the weeping eyes and burning hearts
of the fathers. Restore calmness to
this surging tempest and change this
world-encircling war into Peace and
Conciliation.
Verily Thou art the Omnipotent
and the Powerful and verily Thou
art the Seeing and the Hearing.

THE MESSAGE OF PRESIDENT
COOLIDGE AT HAVANA
The following, reprinted from "The Evening St'ar," of Washington, D. C., are some
of the more important points in the message of President Coolidge to the delegates at
the Ran-American Conference, Hav'U1ta, Cuba, Janu.ary 16, 1928. The Chairman of the
United States delegation, Mr. Charles Evans Hughes, said of the ?nessage, in part: "After an eloquent tribute to the qualities and achievements of the Cuban people, President
Coolidge stressed the common inheritance, aspirations and reS1JOnsibilities of the American republics and the opportunities for the expansion of the spirit of [democracy under
the reign of law, with the realiz·ation that the highest law is consideration, cooperation,
friendship and charity."-Editor.

OU have convened to take counsel
Ytogether
for increasing the do-

a few, but the general welfare of all,
will be considered.

mestic welfare of the free people of
our independent republics and promoting international peace. No other
part of the world could provide constituencies in which all have such a
unity of purpose. The whole atmosphere of the conference is animated
with the spirit of democracy and
good will. This is the fundamental
concept of your organization. All
nations here represented stand on an
exact footing of equality.
The
smallest and the weakes,t speaks here
with the same authority as the
largest and the most powerful. You
come together under the present condition and the future expectation of
profound peace. You are continuing
to strike a new note in international
gatherings by maintaining a forum
in which not the selfish interests of

THE PROCEEDINGS of the successive Pan-American Conferences
reveal a record of achievement
which, without attempting the spectacular, constantly builds on the
solid foundation of the immediately
attainable. With each succeeding
conference the agreements for the
orderly settlement of such differences as may arise between the
American republics have been extended and strengthened, thus making their relationship more certain
and more secure. Each conference
has contributed its share toward
developing more intimate cultural
ties among the nations of this hemisphere, and establishing new currents of mutual understanding. Obstacles to closer economic relations
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have been removed, thus clearing the are they moved by any of those pur~
pathways of commercial intercourse. poses of domination and restraints
Of scarcely less importance have upon liberty of action which in other
been the many special conferences times and places have been fatal to
which from time to time have as~ peace and progress. In the interna~
sembled for the purpose of dealing tional system which you represent
with the more technical questions in the rights of each nation carry with
the relations between the republics them corresponding obligations, deof America. The meetings of the fined by laws which we recognize as
International Commission of Jurists, binding upon all of us. It is through
the Pan~American Highway Confer~ the careful observance of those laws
ences, the Child Welfare Conferences, which define our rights and impose
the Sanitary Conferences, the Con~ our duties that international coopference on Consular Procedure, the eration is possible. This lays on us
Scientific Congresses, the Financial all a continental responsibility which
Conferences, the Red Cross Confer~ none of us wish to avoid and the ful~
ences, and the highly important and fillment of which is one of the most
significant Congress of Journalists important guarantees of internahave all served to strengthen that tional friendship.
spirit of Pan-American solidarity
which, in the last analysis, repreWHILE THE LAW is necessary
sents one of the greatest achieve- for the proper guidance of human
ments of our American civilization action, and will always remain the
and one which, in the future, is des- source of freedom and liberty and the
tined to play so important a part in ultimate guaranty of all our rights,
the fulfillment of the high mISSIOn there is another element in our exintrusted to the republics of this perience which must always be taken
into consideration. We read that
hemisphere.
"The letter killeth, but the spirit
IT HAS BEEN most gratifying to giveth life." Oftentimes in our inwitness the increasing interchange ternational relationship we shall have
of university professors and the con- to look to the spirit rather than to
stantly growing stream of student the letter of the law. We shall have
migration from one country to to realize that the highest law is
another. No other influence can be consideration, cooperation, friendship,
more potent and effective in promot- and charity. Without the application
ing mutual comprehension of na- of these there can be no peace and
tional aims and ideals. It is sincerely no progress, no liberty, and no repub~
to be hoped that this cultural inter- lic. These are the attributes that
change will wi,th each year assume raise human relationships out of the
larger proportions.
realm of the mechanical, above the
The founders of our republics
realm of animal existence, into the
sought no peculiar preferment for
loftier sphere that borders on the
themselves. That same disinterested
spirit which has animated the con- Divine. If we are to experience a
duct of our past conferences has new era in our affairs, it will be begiven the American family of na- cause the world recognizes and lives
tions a high place in the opinion of in accordance with this spirit. Its
the world. Our republics seek no most complete expression is the
special privileges for themselves, nor Golden Rule.
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UNIVERSAL RELIGIOUS PEACE
CONFERENCE
The following is a preli11tinary cmnouncement by the Church Peace Union, founded
by Andrew Carnegie, "of a world-wide religimcs peace confe1-ence, in which men and
women f1-om all cm~ntries and all religious faiths will participate because of their ab,ility, knowledge and interest in those qu,estions which affect human brotherhood Ci11Ad ~n
ternational accord between the nations, and who believe that religion offers a means
of establishing perlnanent peace on earth and good will amwng men."
The Editors of THE BAHA!f MAGAZINE take great pleasure in printing this Announcement almost in its entirety.

HE conditions which today face
T humanity
and threaten the progress of the world demand that all men
of good will from every religion associate themselves in promoting peace
among the nations.
Every religiously minded person is
confident of that invisible, superhuman, spiritual power which is available for lifting the life of humanity
to divine levels. There is needed now
more urgently than ever before the
help of devout men of faith who are
concerned for the brotherly cooperation of the world.
Individuals selected from the historic religions in all nations are being invited to come together for the
purpose of formulating and carrying
out constructive plans for the banishing of war from the world. This conference will not be composed of officially appointed delegates.
Its findings will commit no religious body.
It will be a conference of individuals associated with and holding the
views of different religions.
In the proposed meeting no one will
be encouraged to boast of the past
or of any superiority except in his
ability to serve humanity and to rid
the earth of the age-long curse of
war. There will be no attempt to
compare religions nor to judge nor
adjust according to any scale the religious faith of an individual or people. It will not be the purpose of
this conference to attempt to establish a formal league of religions as

such, nor will it interest itself in the
internal activities of the various
faiths. Neither will there be discussed questions relating to doctrine,
formulas and forms of faith, nor will
any effort be made to expose or to
espouse any political or social system
nor give force to any criticism of such
national and community arrangements as are now recognized and held
sacred in the various parts of the
world. The sole pUTpose of the Conference will be to consider how the
forces of religion in all nations can
be mobilized in a concerted action
against war and that spirit and those
things that make for waT.
Surely men and women of all religions can now share with one another this high concern and it is of
the utmost importance that, in humility of spirit and with high hopes, the
leaders should come together and in
a brotherly spirit contribute all that
is possible from their respective communities to this lofty aim of peace on
earth, good will toward men.

The Church Peace Union was
founded in 1914 by Mr. Andrew Carnegie. A board of 29 trustees was
appointed representative of the principal religious faiths of America.
The idea in the mind of the founder
was that the combined religious life
of America should be brought to bear
upon this important question of securing permanent peace on earth. No
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limit was to be placed upon the scope
of the program nor the breadth of
its appeal. It has always been the
cherished ambition of those charged
with the responsibility for administering the affairs of the Church Peace
Union that its work should expand
until it would embrace the total religious life of humanity. In 1924 the
question of holding a Universal Religious Peace Conference was discussed in the annual meeting of the
board of trustees and at that time a
committee to deal with the matter
was appointed. The general secre··
tary, acting for this committee, has
conferred with leaders of various
faiths in many nations and now the
committee is of the opinion that the
time has come to make formal announcement and send out a call for
a meeting composed of a few representatives selected from the various
religions throughout the world, to devise plans and create the simple machinery necessary for holding such a
Conference.

The purpose of this Conference is
to bring together adherents of the
world's living religions to discuss
questions relating to international
justice and good will. To make
known the content of each religion
relating to these questions. To compare the ideals of human brotherhood and world peace as inculcated
by the various religions and, if possible, secure agreement on the following:
a. The emphasis on human brotherhood as essential to all religions.
b. \iVorld peace can be established
only through the recognition of
Universal Brotherhood.
c. The religions of the world can
cooperat.e by each working in its own
sphere for the attainment of these
ideals.
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d. Adoption of general plans looking toward this end.

The announcement further states
that the Church Peace Union will
bring together a l~rf'lhninary meeting
and "Conference on Plans and Arrangements" in 1928', but ultimately
all efforts will be directed to the
plans for the great w'orld Conference
to be held in 1930. The announcement
also carries an appeal for cooperation
in t.he fonowing words:
"This committee fully recognizes
the enormous task to which it has set
itself. Never before in the history
of the world has any such attempt
been made to mobilize the religious
life and impulse of all nations and
peoples in a concerted action for good
will, universal human brotherhood
and the abolition of war. Governmental, scientific, educational and
business agencies are at work bringing together men from all nations for
this great purpose, but all of these
lack that fundamental and compelling
power which religion alone can furnish. There is no serious group of
men and women anywhere, no matter
in what worthy work they are interested and engaged, but knows the
value of a great spiritual motive as
the deciding factor between success
and failure. Religion holds a recognized place in government, in science,
in education, in business. It st.ilI remains for the unit.ed force of the
world's. religions to unite against the
forces that. make for war. Let its
organjzed spirit. once be put behind
those agencies which are at work for
peace and good will among all men,
and the day will soon dawn upon a
warless world.
"The Church Peace Union, t.herefore, invites men and women of all
faiths to cooperate with them in the
enterprise, not for the sake of a con-
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ference itself, or an organization, but
under the compulsion of the ideals
dwelling in the heart of all religions."
And on several pages of the announcement appear the following,
quoted from the various scriptures
of the world:
BUDDHISM: Let one cultivate good will
towards all the world-a mind illimitable,
unobstructed, without hatred, without enmity. This mode 'Of living is the supreme
good.
CHRISTIANITY: Bles:sed a,re the peacemakers, for they shall be called ehildren of
God.
JUDAISM: And they shall beat their
swords int'O pl'Owshares and their spears
into .pruning hooks; nation shall not lift up
sword against nati'On, neither ,shall they
learn war any more.
HINDUISM: To you I declare this holy
mystery: There is nothing nobler than humanity.

TAOISM: Weapons, even th'Ough succe·ssful, are unblessed implements, detestable
to every creature. Theref'ore, he who h~s
the Ete,rnal, w:ill not employ them.
SIKHISM: ,Churches, teachers, teachings
half a dozen! The Teacher 'Of teachers is
One; His forms, many. The ,sun is one;
the seasons many. Innumerab~e arre the
manifestations of the Creator.
J AINISM : Establis h the religion of the
law which benefits all living beings in the
whole universe! It w.ill br.ing ,supreme benefit to all living beings in all the world!
CONFUOIANISM: Within the f'our seas
all are brothers.
ZOROASTRIANISM: May we ourselves be
they who help to make this wo,rld progress!
SHINTO: I will halt here today; and,
having ,purified myself, wiH go forth tomorrow; and worship at the temple of the
Deity.
ISLAM: To God belong the East and
the West.
T'herefo·re whithens,oever ye
turn, i& the face 'of ,God. Verily, God is
,all-pervading, ,all-knowing.

"CONSIDER the influence of the Word of God, that although people
of totally different temperament, religion, culture and ideas, live in the
Pilgrim House [used for the guests of 'Abdu'l-Bah::i's family] never do
we hear even a faint whisper of ill-feeling against each other; they are
welded together by the Alchemy of Truth. If you take ten bars of iron
and tie them together no matter how closely, they will not become one.
But when a metallurgist comes on the scene, he takes the ten bars, melts
them in the furnace and casts them in one mould. Only through this
fiery process will their atoms commingle with each other,become united
and inseparable.
This is the work that Bah::i'u'll:ih has done and is doing. He has not
tied together the iron bars-the religions of the world-with the rope of
indulgent tolerance or ordinary amenities of human existence which are
liable to break at any time, but with the fire of the Love of God He has
melted them first, and then casting them in one mould of spiritual brotherhood, He has rendered the most marvelous services to the world of
humanity. Bah::i'u'll::ih is this Divine Metallurgist, and those who have
deep insight and look around the world witness daily the workings of the
principle of fusion."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE DIVINE PLAN FOR
RECONCILIATION
From the Utterances of 'Abdu'l-Baha
The Announcement of the 1)urposes .of the Universal Religious Peace Confe1'ence
printed in the pTeceding pages, amazingly brings onto the plane of 'Y'eality, in some
degree, the ideal solution projected by Baha'u.'llah over half C~ centw'y ago in His divine
plan for the reconciliation of the religious systems of the world, This divine plan which
existed then only in embryo in the world of 1ideals, projected by the creative Word of
the Manifestation of this New Day, is now we see taking actual form in the affair's of
the world, at least in part,
Not only the Teaders of this magazine, b!~t all peoples as faT as possible, would do
well to study the addTess of 'Abdu'l-Baha fTom which the following excerpt is taken. It
is included in the Addresses of 'Abdu'l-Baha in America, published in book fm'm undwf
the title, "Promulgation of Universal Peace," pp. 223-230.~Editor.

shows that throughout
HISTORY
the past there has been continual
warfare and strife among the various
nations, peoples and sects, but now,
praise be to God! in this century of
illumination, hearts are inclined
toward agreement and fellowship and
minds are thoughtful upon the question of the unification of mankind.
There is an emanation of the universal consciousness today which
clearly indicates the dawn of a great
unity. * * *
His Holiness Baha'u'lhih has said
that if one intelligent member be selected from each of the varying, religious systems, and these representatives come together seeking to investigate the reality of religion, they
w 0 u I d establish an interreligious
body before which all disputes and
differences of belief could be presented for consideration and settlement. Such questions could then be
weighed and viewed from the standpoint of reality and all imitations be
discarded. By this method and procedure all sects, denominaLions and
systems would become one.
Do not question the practicability
of this and be not astonished. It has
been accomplished and effected in
Persia. In that country the various
reIigionists have conjoined in investigating the reality and have united in
complete fellowship and love. No

traces of discord or differences remain among them; now affection and
unity are manifest instead. They live
together in harmony and accord like
a single family. Antagonism and
strife have passed away; love and
agreement have taken the place of
hatred and animosity. Furthermore,
those souls who have followed Bahau'llah and attained this condition of
fellowship and affiliation are Muhammadans, Jews, Christians, Zoroastrians, Buddhists, Nestorians, Sunnites, Shiites and others. No discord
exists among them. This is a proof
of the possibility of unification
among the religionists of the world
through practical means. Imitations
and prejudices which have held men
apart have been discarded and the
reality of religion envelops them in
a perfect unity. When 1"eality envelops the soul of m(1n love is possible.
The divine purpose in religion is
pure love and agreement. The Prophets of God manifested complete love
for all. Each one announced the glad
tidings of His successor and each subsequent one confirmed the teachings
and prophecies of the Prophet who
preceded Him. There was no disagreement or variance in the reality
of Their teaching and mission. Discord has arisen among Their followers who have lost sight of the reality
and hold fast to imitations. If imita-
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tions be done away with and the radiant shining reality. dawn in the souls
of men love and unity must prevail.
In this way humanity will be rescued
from the strife and wars which have
prevailed for thousands of years; dissensions will pass away and the illumination of unity dawn. Consider
how all the Prophets of God were
persecuted and what hardships they
experienced. His Holiness J e sus
Christ endured affliction and accepted
martyrdom upon the cross in order
to summon mankind to unity and
love. What sacrifice could be greater?
He brought the religion of love and
fellowship into the world. Shall we
make use of it to create discord, violence and hatred among mankind?
Moses was persecuted and driven
out into the desert. Abraham was
banished; Muhammad took refuge in
caves; the Bab was killed and Baha'u'llah was exiled and imprisoned
forty years. Yet all of Them desired
fellowship and love among men.
They endured hardships, suffered

persecution and death for our sakes
that we might be taught to love one
another and be united and affiliated
instead of discordant and at variance.
Enough of these long centuries which
have brought such vicissitudes and
hardships into the world through
strife and hatred. Now in this radiant century let us try to do the will
of God that we may be rescued from
these things of darkness and come
forth into the boundless illmnination
of heaven, shunning division and welcoming the divine oneness of humanity. Perchance, God willing, this
terrestrial world may become as a
mirror celestial upon which we may
behold the imprint of the traces of
divinity and the fundamental qualities of a new creation may be reflected from the reality of love shining in human hearts. From the light
and semblance of God in us may it be
indeed proved and witnessed that God
has created man after His own image
and likeness.

UNITY OF THE FAITH
F7'om Editorial PalJe-"New Orleans States," New Orleans, La., Jan. 22, 1928

THIS WEEK, while Bishop Manning of the Episcopal Church was
announcing in New York his belief that the reunion of all Christendom is
imminent and inevitable, a distinguished visitor in New Orleans, Mrs.
Keith Ransom-Kehler-a Kentucky woman who has become a great
Baha'i teacher-explained to a press representative that the chief principle
of this widespread religious movement is the unifying of all faiths under
the single doctrine of the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man.
Bishop Manning declared that "No utterance can or will stop or
retard that movement" (the reunion of Christendom) ; "it is going on,
and Christians all over the world, Catholic and Protestant, are drawing
nearer to each other." And Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler goes even further;
for her faith seeks to unite, not only all Christians, but all the great
religions of the world in the worship of one God and the service of all
humanity, irrespective of creed, race or nationality. Under the inspiration of that purpose, more than eight million people, of the Old World
and the New, have united to establish peace among religions, as well as
among nations. So, for the first time in history, the thought of humanity
is definitely turned toward peace and accord, instead of strife and emulations in religions as well as nations."
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"The brightness of life hangs on Religion; and the progress, renown and hapyiness of people consist in keeping the commandments
of God's Holy Books. * * * Only by the agency of true religion is
it possible for men to close their eyes to their own personal advantages and to sacrifice their own personal benefit for the general wellbeing."- ' Abdu'l-Baha..
WHAT COURSE of action, if the
individual is free to choose, will
brin,g the most advantageous results?
It is this consideration of values and
goals which must determine choice,
if choice is to result in progress. The
freedom of the individual, therefore,
even in matters which concern him
alone, is restricted to advantage and
disadvantage, success or failure,
progress or extinction. In other
words, the individual must, for the
most successful eventualities, choose
always along the lines of his own
particular pattern of perfection.
Those who believe in a Divine
Providence see their own particular
pattern of perfection as the bestowal
of Destiny. God has for them a station of perfection to be ultimately
achieved, by means of individual effort and accomplishment it is true,
but not without the Divine guidance
and the aid of Divine wisdom. Therefore the individual possessed of spiritual wisdom chooses for himself only
What God chooses for him. This is
his most perfect choice. To choose
elsewise would be to squander, like
the prodigal son, the destined patrimony and position.
LET US CONSIDER this same
matter in its larger aspect of society
as a whole. Society has, it is true,

a certain freedom of choice. It can
follow anyone of various lines of
development. But the wisdom of
the choice is demonstrated by the
degree of progress that results. And
any social ,group may so choose its
course of action as to bring destruction, and possibly extinction, as the
result. It would seem from this
point of view that society, like the
individual, is distinctly limited in its
choice of action, and that it can
choose only in one of two directions.
Either it can accept and follow the
course of progress and evolution
marked out for it in the Divine Wisdom, or it can neglect such choice
and, as a consequence, fail of success. Even more imperative is it for
society, than for the individual, to
seek the guidance of Destiny in order to attain to that pattern of perfection destined for it; not only because the social patterns are so much
more intricate than the individual
patterns, but because they are immensely more important, seeing that
all individual patterns must inhere
in the general pattern of society.
WHAT IS THE FIRST duty of
society? Plainly, to ascertain the
laws of i.ts own progress. "Sociology," says Charles A. Ellwood, in
his "Sociology and Modern Social
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Problems," "is a study not of what these things. On the contrary, He
human groups would like to do, but sends His Messengers, His Teachwhat they must do in order to sur- ers, from time to time, in order
vive; that is, how they can control to proclaim, in such simple terms
their environment iby utilizing the as to be comprehensible to even
laws which govern universal evolu- the untutored mind, the Divine
tion. Human groups are free only principles and laws which govern
in the sense that they may go either the forward evolution of humanity.
That these principles are called
backward or forward on the path
which the conditions of survival spiritual merely means that they
mark out for them. They are free come from the Source of Spirit. It
to progress 01' perish. But in the does not mean that they have no
long run they must conform to the functioning on the plane of matter.
ultimate conditions of survival. This On the contrary, every action and
probably means that the goal of their reaction throughout the universe,
evolution is largely fixed fo1' them." whether astronomical, biological,
What is this goal that is fixed for chemical, or social, are governed by
society, and by what is it fixed? To these laws and principles. The Dithe believer in God, the goal of so- vine Teacher comes in our midst,
ciety is the Divine Plan for the per- and seeks to explain to us in simple,
fection of humanity. This is fixed loving terms the a-b-c's of these auin the Divine Mind as an idea of per- gust, imperial laws, so intricate in
fection, a will to perfection, which final analysis as to baffle the loftiest
furnishes the destined pattern for human intellects, yet so simple in
humanity.
Humanity is free to their larger outlines as to be comchoose or reject this Divine Plan. prehensible to children.
Thus to an errant humanity does
But it is not possible for society to
effectively progress except in obedi- Divine Love reveal the laws which
go vel' n universal evolution; and
ence to the Divine Plan.
But how is society to know of the gives aim to the aimless wandering
plan which Destiny holds for it; feet led by eyes that have not seen.
to know of both the distant glitter- If the blind lead the blind, said
ing goal, and the path of Di,vine Christ, how can progress result?
progress leading to it? It is just Only those who see can lead those
this knowledge which is of the ut- who do not see. And only those who
most value to the human race. If see from greater heights above the
necessary, it would be of distinct ad- possibility of ordinary human revantage to society to direct its ma- search can declare the ultimate goals
jor energies into search for such for society, and point the veritable
knowledge, endowing vast institu- way of progress.
tions of scientific research in order
AGAIN, IN THIS DAY and gento ascertain what line or lines of deeration,
has Destiny declared itself
velopment would lead to the destined
in
concrete,
living terms, in order
goal of racial achievement.
that a confused humanity might find
IT IS NOT necessary, however, its Way and Goal.
Baha'u'llah, laying the foundafor humanity to make arduous research into this all-important mat- tions for one world-wide brotherhood
ter of goals and methods of civiliza- of man based on the 3ibolition of
tion. God has not left humanity in racial prejudice, the abolition of war,
the darkness of ignorance as regards and the establishment of a universal
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religion, brings to humanity divinely
simple remedies for all the ills that
afflict it. For, however complicated
be the problems which threaten the
disintegration of society today, their
solution rests upon the simple,
though not easy, reform of establishing in the human heart motives
of love and service instead of motives of egotism and exploitation.
Upon such a spiritual foundation
humanity, following the Divineguidance, has an opportunity to build for
the future a social structure per-

fectly designed for universal happiness and prosperity; in which war,
racial and social hatreds, and dread
poverty will have been eliminated.
This is the choice now open to the
world - society which inhabits this
planet-to go forward along the
path leading to its divinely appointed
goal; or to wander in bogs and morasses of limited human concept
where feet become mired and no destination awaits the traveler but misery and disaster.

{

TO 'ABDU'L-BAHA
His words are like a crystal stream
That flows by sa,pphired hill,
They make earth's life a golden gleam
For those who do His will.
Where'er He walks His footprints show
That earth is changed to heaven,
Whene'er He speaks men heed, for lo!
To them new life is given.
His touch is like a white-plumed dove
That hovers o'er its nest,
It heals the wounds of mortal love
And !gives the weary rest.
Whene'er He weeps, the tears that fall
Are changed to jewels bright
That light the way o'er sorrow's wall
And lead us thru the night.

O.

LAURENCE WOODFIN
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THE COMING OF THE GLORY
CHA.PTER V. The Moon of Wisdom a·nd Guidance
FLORENCE E. PINCH ON

"Verily, He is Myself, the shining place of My Identity, the East of My Caztse,
the Heaven of My Bounty, the Sea of My Will, the Larmp of My Guidance."-Bahd/tt'lUih.

[Synopsis of prev~ous installments.: Chapter 1. "The Argument," and Chapter Il,
"Night," explained m0'st ,convincingly the
conditions preceding the ·dawn 0"£ a New
Day and reviewed briefly variom; ,aspects of
history, showing the great need for the
coming of the new Spiritual Springtime;
ho,Y, during the last eig:hty years, ·a mysteriou:s Spiritual PO""'er has: been gradually
revitalizing and renewing the whole world,
and how sOlHle who had kept their vision
clear and WJlO longed for the coming of
God'.s K'ingdom on earth, had £·et out to find
the Master of a New Day. Chapter Ill,
"The Morning Star," told dramatically and
brilliantly the story of the life and martyrdom of the Bab, Who was the HeraLd of the
neW dispensation. Chapter IV, on "The
Sun of Truth," sketched the life of the
Promised One, Baha'u'Ilah, and how and
why He was the Founder of the Univemal
Religion prophesied for this day.]

EFFENDI, afterwards
ABBAS
known as 'Abdu'l-Baha, i e.,
Servant of the Glory, was appointed
by Baha'u'lhih's "Vill to interpret, expound and promulgate, both in the
East and the West, His Father's message and teachings.
One :;\Ilanifestation is as the Sun,
the other as the Moon, reflecting the
Sun's light.
Baha'u'IIah wrote; "W hen the
Ocean of my Presence hath ebbed and
the Book of Revelation hath been
completed, turn your faces towards
Him whom God hath purposed, who
hath branched from this ancient
Root."
In Persia the eldest son of a family
is often called "the greatest branch,"
and Bible prophecies contain many
passages in which this term is significantly used. One of the most
striking is to be found in the 11th
chapter of Isaiah, beginning: "And

there shall come forth a rod out of
the stem of J esse and a branch shall
grow out of his roots." Among the
Baha'is, 'Abdu'I-Baha. is frequently
referred to by this title.

The life story of 'Abdu'l-Baha is
the life story of Baha'u'llah, in all
of Whose sufferings, imprisonments,
and labors He fully shared from a
very early age. He constituted Himself, as we have seen, His Father's
helper and protector, assuming the
duties and responsibilities of the
household; and later of the necessary
financial and business arrangements
of the life at Buhji, and during the
long years following Baha'u'llah's ascension, thus pro:y-ing that efficiency
in material matters is an essential
part of the spiritual life; that work
performed in a spirit of love and
service is an act of worship and a
form of prayer.
It was, for instance, owing to His
wise foresight and energy in personally organizing extensive agricultural
operations near Tiberias, that, during the years of the Great War, famine was averted, not only for Haifa
and 'Akka, but for all the neighboring districts. The fruitful, practical
work He performed during these trying years, as also His efforts for conciliation, His generosity, hospitality
and unique wisdom, so impressed the
British Government that, after t.heir
occupation of the country, a knighthood was conferred upon Him.
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'Abdu'l-Baha was a perfect Exemplar of absolute devotion to the Cause
of His Father, of complete service
and self-sacrifice.
The story of His marriage, while
still a prisoner in 'Akka, with a girl
of the utmost purity and spirituality,
who was born in a remarkable way
through the blessing of the Bab, is
told by Moneereh Khanum herself.
After a long journey from Persia,
which had involved much risk and
secrecy, she stood in the blessed Presence of Baha'u'llah, whose first words
were: "We have brought you into
the prison at such a time, when the
door of meeting is closed to all the
believers. This is for no other reason than to prove to everyone the
power and might of God." But the
marriage was delayed because of the
lack of the needed quarters till
a kindly friend removed the partition between his own house and Baha'u'llah's and so added to the latter
another room. "Then the night of
union, preferable to a hundred thousand years, drew nigh. * * * About
nine o'clock in the evening * * * I
was permitted to stand in the presence of Baha'u'llah. He said: "Thou
must be very thankful, for thou hast
attained to this most great favor and
bestowal.'
"After that blessed hour and fortunate time, I dwelt in the paradise
of eternity with a world of longing,
attraction, humility and submission.
I entered the room prepared for the
Greatest Branch, and experienced
His favor, His affection, His glory
and His grandeur.
"If I were to write the details of
the fifty years of my association
with the Beloved of the world, of
His love, mercy and bounty, I would
need fifty years more of time and
opportunity to write it." Of this
marriage four daughters have SUT-
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vived the hardships and imprisonment and are, today, still offering loving and selfless service in the Cause.

For thirty years after the passing
of Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'l-Baha continued the work, applying in His own
life the precepts given and establishing them as facts before giving them
to the world. Before teaching that
"the Foundation of all Religions is
one" He gathered together in His
home at Haifa men of every race and
creed and created between them the
utmost harmony and sympathy.
As Mr. Horace Holley, in his "Modern Social Religion," writes: "The
world surely never possessed such a
guest-house as this. Within its doors
the rigid castes of India melted away,
the racial prejudices of Jew, Christian and Muhammadan became less
than a memory; and every convention save the essential law of warm
hearts and aspiring minds broke
down, banned and forbidden by the
unifying sympathy of the Master of
the house. It was like a King Arthur
and the Round Table * * * but
an Arthur who knighted W'omen as
well as men and sent them away not
with the sword but with the Word."
When the revolution in Turkey released, in 1908, all political and religious prisoners in the Ottoman Empire, 'Abdu'l-Baha was, at last, set
free.
Then, in response to urgent appeals, He started out, at sixty-seven
years of age, and after lifelong suffering and imprisonment, to tour
through Europe, including the British
Isles, and America, delivering Baha'u'llah's message to audiences representing Western civilization in every aspect and phase. During these
remarkable journeys He met and con-
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versed with men and women of every
type, nationality and creed. He addressed university students, Women's
Suffrage societies, Peace organizations, Esperantists, Socialists, Agnostics, Mormons, Christians, Jews,
and churches of almost all denominations, giving the Universal Teachings
from the particular point of view
most suited to the understanding of
each.
A special correspondent of the New
York World, in December, 1921, thus
describes Him: "Having once looked
upon 'Abdu'l-Baha, His personality
is indelibly impressed upon the mind:
the majestic, venerable figure, clad
in the flowing aba, His head crowned
with a turban, white as his head and
hair; the piercing, deep-set eyes,
Whose glances shake the heart; the
smile that pours its sweetness over
all * * * ."
And the character and work of this
gentle, illuminating Teacher is now
known to millions scattered throughout the world. Countless are the stories related by eyewitnesses; stories
told with deep emotion by those who
knew and loved Him, of His amazing
kindness, sympathy, unerring intuitions, sparkling humor, humility and
all-comprehending knowledge.
"Yes, I have met 'Abdu'l-Baha,"
remarks one here and there with
brightening face, as at the remembrance of a most precious experience.
But how great was the privilege, how
golden the opportunity presented to
them, few could realize at the time.
No one who attained to that meeting
could ever be quite the same after.
For the mee,ting with a Holy One of
God is in the nature of a test, a test
of a soul's spiritual perceptions. The
capacity to per c e i v e the significance and station of the Messenger
was not given to all. But none
could fail to feel the radiation of

His personality, His all-embracing
love.

IX!j
Now, shall we touch very briefly
on one or two of the outstanding
Principles given by 'Abdu'l-Baha,
which, when practically a p p lie d,
would form a solution to all the present-day problems.
We have already spoken of the
Principle that "the Foundation of all
Religions is one" and how this was
exemplified. Also the emphasis laid
by Baha'u'llah on the essential Oneness of Mankind. When men realize
that they are all parts of one organism, of one spiritual "Grand Man of
the Heavens," as Swedenborg has expressed it, whose cells or atoms, so
to speak, we are, then they will substitute cooperation for conflict, mutual service for one of selfish competition; then will the powers and possibilities of human nature become increasingly manifest. "Be," says' Abdu'l-Baha, "as One Soul in many
bodies." An idea startling in its inference as to our intimate, essential
relationship to one another.
The Search for T'ruth must be
fearless and unbiased. We must not
be content to accept any teaching or
tradition contrary to reason, nor believe doctrines that we cannot understand. True independent search for
Reality leads to the investigation of
one's own inner processes of thought,
and to the ultimate realization that
true independence and freedom is severance from passion and personal desire.
Religion must be in accord with
reason and science. And the man of
science must appreciate religion that
is purified from dogma and superstition. An unprejudiced scientist enquiring into the Baha'i teachings on
the nature of God, creation, evolution, body and soul, etc., will not only
find himself in perfect agreement
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with the explanations given, but on
many a perplexing and abstruse problem receive glorious enlightenment.
"Faith and reason are like the two wings
of the Bird of Hium!anity. It cannot fly
with one wing alone. If it t.ries, to fly with
the wing of rEligion alone it will land in'
the 'slou~h of superstition; if it tries· to fly
with the wing .of sdence alone it will end
in the dreary bog ·of materialism."-Paris
Talks by 'Abdu'l-Bahri.

An organic, universal Principle is
also the Equality of Men and Women.
The solution of our spiritual and social problems can only be reached
when this is realized and attained. It
is interesting indeed to watch with
what rapidity this idea is growing
today.
Even in the East great
changes are evident in the status and
education of women.
Again, 'Abdu'l-Baha declares that
religion in its universal aspect must
produce a solution of the Economic
Problem. He teaches that useful work
should be performed by all. That
wealth, whether it is material, mental or spiritual, should be voluntarily
shared; that the extremes of wealth
and poverty must be abolished and
destitution made impossible, as also
all forms of industrial slavery. He
provides the key to the solution of
our labor troubles and lays the foundation-stones whereon may be erected,by an enlightened humanity, a
new and divine social order and world
civilization.
But the Principle by which' Abdu'lBaha is most widely known at present is that of Universal Peace. Over
sixty years ago, Baha'u'llah advocated the establishment of a League
of Nations and Supreme International Tribunal. He also advised
that, by general agreement, all the
governments of the world should disarm simultaneously. Today we see
this idea creating great agencies and
institutions which are tending to
bind the hearts and minds of humanity in ever closer relationships.
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But this world federation can only
be realized through properly constituted democratic selection, and by
fulfilling among individuals and
among nations the spiritual conditions for the establishment of real
justice and peace. The legislative
function is not an affair of politics,
influence, money, but a spiritual function of enlightened and perfectly
ql talified men.
Another aid to Peace will be the
promulgation of a universal auxiliary
language. About the time that Baha'u'llah announced this principle,
Dr. Zamenhof, the founder and inventor of Esperanto, was born in
Poland. And this wonderfully simple and adaptable language has, during the last thirty-five years, proved
a very useful medium fOl' international intercourse. At the annual
conferences held, representatives of
some fifty nations meet and hold free
and happy intercourse. The introduction of some auxiliary language
into all the schools of the world
would remove one of the greatest obstacles to international and interracial understanding and peace.

'Abdu'l-Baha returned to Haifa
fro'11 His strenuous tours in 1913.
In His home here during. the Great
vVar, and after its close, up to the
last day or two of His life, He continued to work with una'bated energy.
Countless were the letters and tablets of inspiration and counsel He
wrote to Baha'is, both collectively
and individually, all over the world.
Letters that are the recipients' most
priceless possessions; t3Jblets that
are now being carefully collected and
published.
Day after day, in His guest-house
and at His hospitable table, visitors
from every quarter of the globe were
entertained. Questions relating to
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every conceivable subject were presented for His solution or exposition;
social and individual, scientific and
metaphysical problems; questions
upon creation, life, future states of
existence; parables, obscure passages,
prophecies in various Sacred Scriptures, and in the Bible. Thus was
fulfilled Christ's promise that "When
He, the Spirit of Truth, is come, He
will guide you into all Truth, for He
will take the things that are Mine
and reveal them unto you." Notes
of the replies given were frequently
taken down and now form a veritable
fount of information as they have
been published in "Some Answered
Questions," and in other books and
literature.
Then would the visitors return to
their own countries, or go forth on
the traveling missions assigned to
them, filled with a deep spiritual joy
and understanding and with a new
humility; fired with renewed determination to live more nobly, work
more earnestly to spread the Teachings, realizing ever more clearly that,
in these alone now lie the world's hope
of salvation and path of progress.

i!rJ
Not only did 'Abdu'l-Baha manifest
an amazing capacity for work, but
He lived always in an attitude of
praise and gratitude to God, which
is, essentially, an attitude of prayer.
At midnight and in the early morning He would often awake and pray;
sometimes passing a whole night in
meditation and "in conversation with
God."
Prayers have been written by both
'Abdu'l-Baha and by Baha'u'llah of
unique· power and beauty-prayers
which meet every occasion and need.
Prayers for healing, for those who
have Passed On, for knowledge, guidance, prosperity and illumination.
Prayers the effectiveness of which
may only be realized in their con-

stant, earnest, daily use. Prayer is
the! lanlguage of the spirit; it enlarges the capacity to receive; brings
into action higher forces, of which,
as yet, little is known. Even a feeble pressure is often able to release
a great power, as the lifting of a
sluice gate may regulate mighty
waters, or as the opening of a little
window may let in a flood of sunshine.
'Abdu'l-Baha, like Jesus Christ,
taught His followers the divine way
of forgiveness of all personal enemies and injuries, His own life being a perpetual example.
As an instance, may be mentioned
the story of a certain Moslem at
'Akka who, for over twenty years,
persisted in showing towards the
Master the bitterest antagonism. He
reviled Him when they passed in the
street, sullenly resenting the unfailing gentleness and courtesy with
which he was treated. But at last
the man fell sick. Then' Albdu'l-Baha
sent him medicine, a doctor, and even
went to visit him. Overwhelmed by
such an enduring, forgiving love, the
enemy was turned finally into a devoted friend.
\Vould that we, too, in our relationships with our fellows knew how
to forgive unto "seventy times seven,"
placing our reliance upon this most
effective force in the universe-upon
Love, which God manifested.
In 'Abdu'l-Baha was revealed, as
in His great Father, the personification of positive, constructive, universal Love, which, radiating out to
all created beings, quickened in their
consciousness a responsive longing
for a universal oneness and peace.
Constantly the M a s t e r visited
among the poor and the sick. The
stories of His power to heal, to comfort, to transform hearts, would require many books to relate them. He
loved to laugh and make those around
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Him bappy. One of the signs by
,,,-hich we were to recognize the Great
One, said' Abdu'l-Baha, was that "He
must be a joy-bringer and the Herald of the kingdom of happiness."
He loved flowers and sweet perfumes, animals, and especially horses;
and He instructed His followers to
treat the animal creation with the
utmost kindness. From Nature in
all its aspects He would draw analogies rich in beauty and significance.
With regard to what is commonly
called "miracle-working," 'Abdu'lBaha taught that this may be incidental to, but is not alone a proof of
prophethood, being but the outworking of laws as yet little known or
understood by men. But, naturally,
around His household wonderful and
inexplicable things constantly occurred. And in lives that are purified and dedicated to His service, a
divine power manifests itself in
many mysterious ways. For the
promise has been given that those
who rise up in the Cause of God, at
this time, shall be filled with the
Spirit. And "He will send His Hosts
from heaven to help you, and nothing
shall be impossible to you, if you
have faith." For "the moth shall become as the eagle, and the drop as
the rivers and seas." In the world
of dreams, in visions, in flashing intuitions, illumination, w:arning, guidance is afforded, as well as in the
more normal or more generally recognized channels of everyday living. But' Abdu'l-Baha advised His
followers not to seek to develop the
psychic faculties, but to let them unfold gradually as their souls become
attuned to higher vibrations, and to
breathing the purer, more rarified
air of the realms of spirit.

Thus were spent the tireless days
of the nearly eighty years of this
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Prophet of God, until Monday, N 0vember 28, 1921, when He passed
away so swiftly and quietly that His
daughters, watching by His bed,
thought He had but fallen asleep.
The funeral which, according to
Eastern custom, took place on the
following day, is unique in the records of all such events. Ten thousand mourners, even in that brief
time, gathered together, representing many religions, races, tongues,
and all ranks of society. From The
High Commissioner of Palestine and
the Governor of Jerusalem, to the
poorest beg1gars in Haifa, the heads
and prominent men of religious communities - Jews, Christians, Moslems, Druses, E~gyptians, Greeks,
Turks, Kurds - were there, and
American, European and n at i v e
friends. Amid the wailing of "0
God! our Father has left us, our
Father has left us!" the vast concourse slowly wended its way up Mt.
Carmel to the tomb of the Bab,
wherein the body of 'Abdu'l-Baha
was also to be enshrined. In the
garden here, n i n e representative
speakers paid such eloquent and moving testimony, such sincere and fervent tribute to the purity and nobility of the life that had just closed
and to the ideals for which He had so
suffered and labored, that no more
fitting proof could have been offered
that these labors had not been in vain.
Here on the Mount of God it was
made manifest that the Baha'i Revelation had already begun to permeate
and transform the world.

The following are just a few sentences culled from the speeches delivered on this occasion and at a memorial feast that was held forty days
later, and from papers which recorded the event. They will convey
more clearly than any words I can
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write, the impression made by Sir
'Abdu'l-Baha Abbas on all who had
ever come within the sphere of His
influence.
A Moslem Priest, on behalf of his
co-religionists: ,,* * * What am I, to
set forth the achievements of this
Leader of Mankind? They are too
glorious to be praised, too many to
recount. Suffice it to say, that He
has left in every heart the most
profound impression, on eve l' y
tongue the most wondrous praise.
And He that leaveth a memory so
lovely, so imperishable, He indeed,
is not dead."
Spoken by a Christian: " ':' * * 0
bitter is the anguish caused by this
heart-rending calamity! It is not
only our country's loss but a world's
affliction! He hath lived for wellnigh eighty years the life of the
Messeng:ers and Apostles of God.
FelloW' Christians * * * we say
farew:ell to the material body of
our Abbas * * * but His reality,
our spiritual Abbas, will never leave
our m i n d s, our thoughts, our
hearts, our tongues.
"* * * A Voice summoning mankind to love, to unity and peace; a
Voice, the Source wher-eof, had it
been anything but pure in motive,
could in no wise have succeeded in
sending its Waves with the swiftness of lightning throughout the
world."
The Morning Post, of England, concludes its report: "His persistent
messages as to the divine origin and
unity of mankind were as impressive
as the Messenger Himself."
The Times, of India, in its editorial
article, gave an account of the Baha'i
Movement and wrote: "* * * It is
not for us now to judge whether
the purity, the mysticism and the
exalted ideas of Baha'ism will continue unchang:ed after the loss of
the great Leader, or to speculate on
whether Baha'ism will some day be-

come a force in the world as great,
or greater than Christianity or Islam * * * but we, would pay tribute
to the memory of a man Who
wielded a vast influence for good
* * * Who * * * showed the West
that religion is a vital force that
can never be disregarded."
F'rom among' A'bdu'l-Baha's words
of counsel and farewell, I can only
quote a few phrases. Like Christ,
He comforted His disciples with the
fragrant pro ID, i se: "Remember,
whether or not I be on earth, My
Presence will be with you always."
In a letter of infinite pathos He
wrote: "Friends! * * * the time is
coming when I shall be no longer
with you. * * * I have served the
Cause of Baha'u'llah to the utmost of
My ability. I have labored night and
day all the years of my life. * * *
"0 how I long to see the loved ones
taking upon themselves the responsibilities of the Cause! Now is the
time to proclaim the Kingdom of
Baha. Now is the hour of love and
union. The spirit of My life is the
welcome tidings of the unity of the
people of Baha. The mystic Nightingale is warbling for them all; will
they not listen? The Bird of Paradise is singing; will they not heed?
The Angel of Abha is calling to them;
will they not hearken? The Herald
of the Covenant is pleading; will they
not obey?"
One of the sections of His Testament closes with this prayer:
"0 God, my God! I call Thee, Thy
Prophets and Thy Messengers, Thy
Saints and Thy Holy Ones, to witness that I have declared conclusively
Thy proofs unto Thy loved ones, and
set forth clearly all things unto them,
that they may watch over Thy Faith,
guard Thy straight Path, and protect Thy resplendent Law.
"Thou art verily the All-Knowing,
the All-Wise!"
Copyright, 1927, by Florence E. Pinchon.
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GREAT spiritual lights have always appeared in the east. The Blessed Perfection
Bah3:u'lhih appeared in the east.
His
Holiness Jesus Christ dawned upon the
horizon of the east. Moses, Aaron, J oseph
and all the Israelitish prophets such as
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah and others appeared from
the Orient. The lights of Muhammad and the Bab
shone from the east. The eastern horizon has been
flooded with the effulgence of these great lights and
only from the east have they risen to shine upon
the west. Now, Praise be to God! you are living
in the dawn of a cycle when the Sun of Truth is
again shining forth from the east, illumining all
regions.
The world has become a new world. The darkness of night which has enveloped humanity is
passing. A new day has dawned. Divine susceptibilities and heavenly capacities are developing in
human souls under the training of the Sun of
Truth. The capacities of souls are different. Their
conditions are various. For example, certain minerals come from the stony regions of the earth.
All are minerals; all are produced by the same sun,
but one remains a stone while another develops the
capacity of a glittering gem or jewel. From one
plot of land tulips and hyacinths grow; from
another, thorns and thistles. Each plot receives the
bounty of the sunshine, but the capacity to receive
it is not the same. Therefore it is requisite that
we must develop capacity and divine susceptibility
in order that the merciful bounty of the Sun of
Truth intended for this age and time in which we
are living may reflect from us as light fro:rn pure
crystals.
The bounties of the Blessed Perfection [Baha'u'nah] are infinite. We must endeavor to increase our
capacity daily, to strengthen and enlarge our capabilities for receiving them; become as perfect mirrors. The more polished and clean the mirror, the
more effulgent is its reflection of the lights of the
Sun of Truth. Be like a well-cultivated garden
wherein the roses and variegated flowers of heaven
are growing in fragrance and beauty."
-'Abcl~(:l-Baha.
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HER MAJESTY QUEEN MARIE
OF RUMANIA

HER ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCESS ILEANA
MARTHA L. ROOT
Miss Root's first audience with Her' Majesty Queen Marie of R~imania was on January 30, 1926, in Cotroceni Palace, in Bucharest. This magazine had an article in
June, 1926, describing that re11wrkable and significant visit.-Editor.

OMING from Geneva and the
C
League of Nations, with stops at
Trieste and Belgrade, the writer arrived in Bucharest on October 5, 1927.
It was not this
eager, coJorful
"Paris of the
Balkans"-so fascinating to tourists, so different
from any other
city - that had
drawn her. Calea
Victoria, Bucharest's fashiona b 1 e thoroughfare, that is always so throng,ed
one wonders how
the many motor
cars and bevies
of horse-drawn
carriages eve r
"arrive" through
such a narrow,
picturesque moving picture of
aristocratic Rumanian life, was
just as interesti n g as before.
She liked riding
through it all
again, coming up from the train to
her small hotel.
However, her real visit to Bucharest, aside from her lectures on Bahii'u'lliih's Principles and her newspaper articles, was to bring the love
and the sympathy of Bahii'ls all over
the world to Her Majesty Queen Ma-

rie of Rumania. The Queen at that
time was in the period of great
mourning for her husband, His Majesty King Ferdinand, who had passed
on July 20.
the royal
famJIy was spending the month of
October in Sinaia
at the Queen's
palace, Peleshor,
which is just beside the greater
palace,
Pelesh.
The two are one
estate, but Peleshor is especially
the home of the
Queen, where she
has her books and
does much of her
writing in summer.
Wo r d came
through Madame
SimoneLahovary,
Lady in Waiting,
that Her Maj esty
would receive the
visitor on October
9.
This was
purely a favor,
because at this
time the Queen was not seeing anyone. The writer went to Sinaia, four
hours distant, by one of the fast express trains, the afternoon of October
8. There was a pouring cold rain, but
through the storm one could catch
glimpses of what magnificent forests,
what glorious scenery, have these
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"Transylvanian Alps," these Carpathian Mountains, whose heart is
Sinaia.
Next morning the air was fresh
and bracing and the sun was shining
lovingly over this Sinaia, one of the
most beautiful little summer resorts
of fashion. The villas grace the
mountain slopes as jewels in a tiara
of autumnal glory. The Baha'i decided to walk to the palace Peleshor
to enj oy the thrill of passing through
those enchanting roadways leading
gracefully up and up, and to see at
close range the splendid little seventeenth-century church and monastery,
shining like a pearl of purest white
in this diadem of mountain splendor.
Deep in her heart, too, was the longing to gD on foot and humbly to the
first Queen of the whole world who
had publicly written of Baha'u'llah's
great Principles for this universal
cycle. Her Majesty Queen Marie's
grandmother, Que e n Victoria, of
Great Britain, had said openly of
Baha'u'llah's Teachings: "If these
are from God, they will stand!" and
she had preserved His Tablet (letter) to her for later generations to
see and read. In the centuries ahead
when Baha'u'llah's Teachings are
lived and fully understood, the name
of Her Majesty Queen Marie of Rumania will stand as the first Queen
who wrote and explained the power
of these universal principles to bring
the permanent peace.
Walking in that paradise of natural
beauty, the writer ascended the roadway slopes and passed through that
white court, where the Rumanian
church stood in its ivory loveliness
and the famous old monastery stood
loyally beside it. It is the church Df
the Royal Family, where unnumbered prayers have been offered for
Rumania, this country with its dramatic history, more tragic, more
swift than the masterpieces of the
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poets. It is the church where His
Majesty the little King Mihai goes
to service and w her e his seventh
birthday, October 25, would soon be
celebrated in a very great way. Perhaps to this very spot Jesus Christ's
trustworthy Disciple, Andrew, had
come, for Rumanian tradition says
that Andrew, from that faithful
Band of Eleven, came to Rumania to
bring the Glad-tidings of the Christ.
How well he had done it! For this
Sunday morning, after TWO THOUSAND YEARS, all Sinaia, all Rumania, had already gathered very
early to sing praises to Christ!
The roadway from the church led
up directly into the great park, picturesque with broad, sweeping landscapes and century-old trees which
showed their generations of care.
The writer walked on past the magnificent i m men s e Palace Pelesh,
where King Ferdinand, with his
Queen-wife's arms about him lifting
him higher, had courageously passed
from this home into the House of
Many Mansions prDmised by His
Lord, for King Ferdinand was a
devout and true Catholic. How well
the writer remembered seeing him
two years before, that morning in
Cotroceni Palace in Bucharest, where
she was waiting a moment in a
small drawing-room just before she
Was taken into the great musicroom to be presented to Her Majesty
the Queen! The King was about to
pass through this small drawingroom with some friends, but seeing
the American he took them through
another salon. He had appeared so
tall, so noble, so serious!
Coming t o t h e architecturally
c h a l' m i n g and col or-satisfying
smaller Palace Peleshor, built by the
late King Carol for King Ferdinand
and Queen Marie and their children,
the pedestrian found it situated in
a perfect setting of terraced gar-
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dens. If the royalty of the world
have more beautiful environment
for country palaces than this in Rumania, the writer has never seen
them.*
Palace Peleshor is large-it isn't
small, only it seems so, because it
stands near the great Palace PeIesh.
(The Palace Pelesh takes its name
from the little mountain stream
called Pelesh which passes through
the place.)
What a feeling of silent, unutterable sympathy one has coming to
this palace w her e Her Maj esty
Queen Marie and Her Royal Highness Ileana, where His Majesty the
little King Mihai and Her Royal
Highness Princess Helen, His Royal
Highness Prince Nicolas, Their Majesties King George and Queen Elizabeth, of Greece, were staying for a
few weeks, and each was deeply
missing the loved one who had gone
from among them!
Ladies in Waiting stood in the
great hall to receive the visitor.
They were the same fine women who
had greeted her two years before in
Cotroceni Palace, but now they were
dressed all in black. One explained
that Her Royal Highness Princess
Ileana was still at the church. but
had left word she would receiv~ the
guest when she returned a little
later. The other Lady in Waiting
took the writer up the broad, circular open stairway to the Queen's
drawing-room on the next fioor.
Her Maj esty Queen Made stood
in the center of this luxurious salon
where the sunshine-yellow, soft colors blended into a harmony of pastels. How beautiful she was. All
in black draperies, with bands of
white about her head and binding
the wrists!
Only a great artist
could have designed such a mourn,* ~1iss Root has travelecl in nearly all the coun·
tl'les of the w"rld, with the possible exception of
two.-Eclitor.

H er Royal Highness Princess Ileana of
Ru.mania

ing costume as she wore that day,
but the Queen is an artist in everything she wears, and does, and says.
But it is the radiance in her eyes
and the tender smile one loved most
and will remember longest.
Her
welcome was solemn, sacred, corWhen she heard the deep
dial.
greetings from the friends she replied with a wonderful message to
the Guardian of the Baha,'i Cause,
8hoghi Effendi, and to 'Abdu'l-Baha's sister, who is called The Greatest Holy Leaf, and to 'Abdu'l-Baha's
wife, The Holy Mother. 8he added:
"Tell them, also, I hope some time
to go to Jerusalem and 'Akka and
Haifa. I should like to pray at
both graves and to meet the Family
of 'Abdu'l-Baha."
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She sends this message to the Baha,'is of the United States: "I am
so happy to be able to thank, through
THE BAHA'f MAGAZINE, the STAR
OF THE WEST, all those Baha'i
friends in America who sent me the
lovely bouquets in all the cities
through which I passed. How it
touched my heart!
Wherever I
came, those nosegays always on my
table, nothing personal, never saying who had brought them, never
able to thank anyone, just sent
with the love of the Baha'is of those
cities, went straight to my heart!
No one ever understood how much
those bouquets meant to me!
"I am so happy to think I have
been able in any way to further a
Cause which, I am sure, is destined
to bring happiness, if not to the
world, to all those who really have
understanding of What is the real
meaning of God."
Her Majesty Queen Marie, in her
daily article during a year for an
American syndicate, touched on an
subjects, and the four articles which
she wrote about Baha'u'llah's Teachings show the love the Queen feels
for this Message that will bring so
much happiness to the world. She
could do in one hour what some people might work for ten years to accomplish. Yet she said: "I carry it
011 humbly.
I have been a groper
and life has taught me many things.
rt is logical that this Message of
Baha'u'llah should come to me. Ever
since I received these books they
}1aV€ been my dearest spiritual reading next to the Bible. I am sure
they will bring the same blessing to
all those to whom they come."
She spoke about teaching the
Cause and said that if one wishes
to give another truth, he should do
it humbly. People who teach should
llot make one feel he is lower down
than they are.
She admired so
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much the spirit of selflessness found
in the Teachings. She, herself, certainly is evanescent in her service,
this Queen who possesses one of the
keenest intellects, who is deeply intuitive, who is outspoken in her
manner, penetrating in her testimony, and always courageous in her
stand. She said: "With bowed head
I recognize that I, too, am but a
channel and I rejoice in the knowledge."
The writer told Her Majesty how
these open letters had been translated into scores of languages and
ten million people in one continent
alone had read them. She explained,
too, what a balm they had been to
those suffering persecutions for the
Cause. This gracious Queen replied:
"I am very thankful; I take it as a
sign that God accepted my humble
tribute."
Her Majesty Queen Marie, continuing, said that one must begin
thIS Movement with the younger
generation. She thought that the
best book to give out to people explanatory of the Teachings is Dr.
J. E. E1sslemont's book, "Baha'u'llah and the New Era." When the
writer asked her about the Balkans
and how to promote all these principles of universal education, universal auxiliary language, the new
solution of the economic problem by
,,,,-hich every ehild in every countTy
may have education and the welfare
of the peasants be improved, she replied: "The Balkan lands, being
nearer the E'ast, are always on the
defel:si"e; it is because they have
been ill-treated, coerced and more
betrayed by other countries. They
become suspicious of anything that
brings a new message, fearing it
may be underhand, that there may
be some ill motive back of it all.
One call make a good beginning by
showing them and all the rest of
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Then Her Royal Highness Princess
the world how comprehensive these
Teachings are, how they hurt no Ileana came into the drawing-room,
one's feelings.
The booklets and accompanied by her brother, His
books should be well translated and Royal Highness Prince Nicolas.
well printed in these different lan- They had just come up from the Rumanian Church a little after ten
guages."
The Queen has read nearly every o'clock. (Services are early in Rubook that has been published on mania.) The Princess is very young,
these Teachings. She studies them very beautiful; she is serious, she is
and knows their truth. Several of sweet. One saw at a glance that she
these books were beside her.
is much interested in spiritual realiHer Majesty Queen Marie re- ties. She invited the writer to come
ceived with very great pleasure, that up to her room on the third floor for
morning, the saa little talk. The
cred gift which
room of this Ruthe writer had
manian P l' i nb r 0 u gh t and
cess was charmpresented from
ing] and full of
the dear Baha,'is
sunshine. There
of far-away
were, perhaps,
Mashhad, chief
more than one
town of that
hundred pin k
Province in Perroses in the difsia. It was an
ferent gold
illumdned sheet,
bow 1 s and in
on whi ch was
crystal vas e s ;
inscribed a Praythey gave an exer of Bah3:u'lquisite c h a l' m
lah.
It was
and fragrance
adorned
and
tot h e apart-b~essed in the
ment. On the
center with a
walls were piclock of Baha'u'tures from the
llah's own shinlife of Christ, a
ing hair. She
po r t l' a i t of
loved it and will
J eanne d' A l' C
have a f r am e
and two artistic
specially
d e- The picture of 'Abdu'l-Bahd rnost loved by companion
signed for it, Queen M arie and W'hich she has framed with pieces of maidand in the oval the gift to her of the BaM'is of Mashhad
ens dancing on
she will place a
the greensward.
small photograph of 'Abdu'l-Baha, Beside the long couch close to the
she so deeply appreciated this treas- three great and very high winure. It is indeed a glorious gift, dows stood a little, low table for
for no one else in Europe has a books, with shelves underneath for
similar remembrance from Baha'- more books. Princess Ileana, like
u'llah. Speaking, too, of the illu- her mother, is a great reader. On
m:ined work, the polished gold of this little table was a tiny photothe letters, the Queen said: "It is graph of 'Abdu'l-Baha which she had
in the most perfect taste of all the received the day before. Here, also,
Orient! I know how rare and beau- was a brass bowl of the delicate-pink
tiful it is!"
fragrant roses. With her religious
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and other books she had nearly an
the works of Baha'u'lhih and' Abdu'lBaha which are published in English.
A very beautiful picture of Christ
hung above her couch. In an open
bay-window alcove, also flooded with
sunshine, was her writing desk. It
was well-arranged and one could see
that it is a place where much work is
done. She said to her visitor: "I do
not see how you ever get so much
writing and other work done 1 I am
obliged to get up very early, mornings, to g.et my correspondence finished."
Then a little heart-to-heart talk
followed. This young Princess is enthusiastic and keenly eager to help
the thousands of girls in her country.
She does wonderful w 0 l' kin the
Young Women's Christian Association, the Girl Guides and in the Rumanian Church, and she will translate two little booklets about Bahau'l1ah's peace principles into the Rumanian language. She is devoted to
the work of the Rumanian Church
and to the Rumanian people; she tries
to work with them and for them.
She spoke of having given "Bahau'llah and the New Era" to one
friend at Court and she added: "He
said he read it and loved it I"
Her brother, His Royal Highness
Prince Nicolas, came in two or three
times during the conversation. He is
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pleasant and delightful, and so devoted to his mother and sister; he
helps them in everything which interests them. So the morning was
spent, and when the writer was leaving, this dear Princess said: "I will
come down with you, perhaps you
may not know your way." Just then
His Royal Highness Prince Nicolas
came from his study, which was near.
He swung into step with a grace and
ease that showed he must have been
doing it like that all his life, and,
smiling and courteous, he came with
his sister.
This little outer visit to Palace
Peleshor in Sinaia had an inner significance. The real audience with
Her Majesty Queen Made and her
young daughter, Her Royal Highness
Princess Ileana, was that souls met
that day and spoke together of the
realities of this life and of eternity.
The Queen said to her children that
morning, as the conversation turned
to life after death: "Papa knows;
he sees that all we are trying to do
is constructive." Just how constructive for Rumania, for all the Balkans
and all the rest of the world the study
of these Teachings of Baha'u'llah for
world understanding really is, the future will soon show. These Royal
radiant souls are planting seeds of
spiritual world cooperation which,
throughout eternity, will bear harvests.

"Baha'u'llah heralds the hour of unity which has dawned on all
mankind. All are the children of one Father; all the inheritors of
that future peace on earth.
"He admonishes men to banish prejudice. Religious, patriotic,
racial preconceptions must disappear, for they are the destroyers of
human society."
,Abdu'l-Baha..
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COUNT KEYSERLING AND THE
SCHOOL OF WISDOM
BERTHA HYiDE KIRKPATRICK

who are looking for eviT HOSE
dence of the light of universality

he had almost determined to retire
to a certain Buddhist monastery in
which is shedding its rays on the Japan. Events prevented this, howworld today are attracted by the per- ever, and he found himself chalsonality and work of Count Hermann lenged to still further self-developKeyserling. In many ways he is a ment, this time into the complete,
man who be,longs to the new ag:e, of the universal man.
In "The World in the Making"
which we are just at the dawn.
Through the School of Wisdom he Count Keyserling develops his prois seeking to disseminate his uni- found belief in the "ecumenic state."
versal ideas and to show those who This universal or world state he
are ready how to develop themselv81s has no doubt is to come about in the
into the spiritual, complete and uni- distant future, and with it, or rather,
as a cause of it, will come the spiritversal man.
In the history of his own inner ually developed man. Indeed, he
development, which forms the intro- sees this spirit of universality alductory chapter to his book, "The ready developing in our present maWorld in the Making," Count Key- terial and technical civilization, not
serling tells how at different times only in its means of communication
in his life he deliberately set himself but in the universal and seemingly
to become a new type of man. In intuitiv'e understanding of the mahis early years he developed the chine. This does not mean necesphysical man, strength of body and sarily the understanding of its
physical courage seeming to him at mechanism but the unquestioning
that time all important. A severe acceptance of it by youth and the
wound received in a duel put an understanding of its use. The
end to this absorption in the physi- "chauffeur mind," as he aptly calls
cal, and he now entered on his period it, already dominates the world, at
of intellectual development, devot- least in the rising generation. The
ing himself almost exclusively to same type shows itself in quite opstudy in different European uni- posite ways in Russia as Bolshevism
and in Italy as Fascism. This will
versities.
The necessity of making a living pass, he prophesies, and a more inon his ancestral estate led him to tellectual type will de vel 0 p and
develop what we commonly call the finally a spiritual type. The hopeful
practical nature in himself. This thing about the present seeming
period he considers an important chaos of our civilization is not the
one in his growth. Later he under- materialism of it but the universaltook extensive travels for the sake ity of it. It is this which he sees abidof thoroughly acquainting himself ing. It is, most important, he thinks,
with the thought, customs and wis- that we shall see a meaning in present
dom of the Orient. This was a part events and conditions and interpret
of the period of his spiritual devel- them in terms of the future.
opment. At first this seemed to him
In an article in the February
his final stage of development and Forum, Count Keyserling tells us
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about his "School of Wisdom." pendent-minded people" are atHere at this school, at Darmstadt, tracted by this school from all over
Germany, the Count aims to bring the world, but seldom stay more
together such influences as will cause than a few days, for if the individual
"the inward change which is neces- is ready this is all the time that
sary in order to evolve a higher is necessary for his spirit to catch
state of being, the one thing that the inspiration that the place afreally matters." "This," he says, fords. The development must be
"can never be achieved by an insti- continued by the individual himself.
Some of the methods used in the
tution as such, but only by qualified
personal influences; nor can it be school are the personal interview,
achieved in all men, but only in the reading of certain annual and
biennial reports which are of the
those who seem ready for it."
Our present educational methods nature of letters binding together
fall far short of developing the those who have the common interwhole man in Keyserling's estima- ests afforded by the school, exertion. He says: "Everything one is cises for spiritual training, and
wont to call education today misses meetings of the Society for Free
the capital point: it imparts knowl- Philosophy which are held in conedge, but it does not inspire personal nection with the school at Darmunderstanding; it evolves efficiency, stadt. At these conferences the aim
but it does not create a higher plane is to solve problems of a universal
of living." He continues further: and spiritual nature "in a manner
"That this is really so seems finally that radiates far." These problems
proved to me by the not only low have included such subjects as race
but ever-lowering level of the so- hatreds, "the ecumenic man to whom
called educated masses all over the alone the future belongs," "a. new
world: the more they know, the less meaning to the idea of freedom."
For a comIplete understanding of
they understand; the more efficient
they becomie as specialists, the less Count Keyserling one must read
superior and complete they appear further in his books, many of which
as personalities." So the School of have not been translated into EngWisdom, though it has headquarters, lish. But even without this more
lecture room, a library and neces- extended study, and whether or not
sary equipment, is not a school we accept his philosophy and methin the ordinary understanding. of the ods in toto we cannot fail to be
term. The Count's own personality heartened by his optimistic outlook
is quite evidently the central source on the future, his belief in the comof inspiration, augmented by other ing universal state, his faith in the
personalities attracted there. The higher levels potential in man if
school "deals exclusively," says its he will but develop his spiritual nahead, "with the inspirational spring ture. For, as 'Abdu'l-Baha tells us,
of life."
Those who attend are "A cause in this age must be uniusually above thirty, for "very few versal, and man must embody the
below the age of thirty really care universality of the cause; otherwise
for the reality of life."
"In de- it will yield no profit."
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CULTIVATING THE SOCIAL VIRTUES
STANWOOD COBB
"In the scheme of hnm.an life the teachBr and his systm/1 of teaohing plays the
most important role, carrying with it the heaviest responsibilitiBs and most snbtlB infiuBnce."-' A bdu'l-Baha.

TAKES a very skillful and deI Tvoted
teacher to turn the energies
of children-naturally egoistic, selfish, and at times cruel-into channels
of sympat.hy, helpfulness, and socialmindedness.
The individual development of the
child, and the freedom of the child,
principles so vigorously advocated
and practiced by progressive educators, do not imply a necessary abandonment of the child to individualism,
egoism, selfishness. On the contrary,
among the ten points which by their
o\'\'n vote progressive educators deem
most important to the new education
stands the principle of developing in
the child the social virtues-to be
kindly, cooperative, and serviceable.
The world has suffered much from
individualism gone rampant. Such
is not at all the aim of the progressive educator, who has a vision of a
more sympathetic society, less egocentric, in ,vhich motives of service
and kindliness will be prevalent. On
every hand we see signs of the dawn
of a ciVilization the keynote of which
shall be cooperation. Already it is
affecting the world of industry and
commerce, and even that of agriculture, which is most prone to individualism and most injured by it.
lt has been pointed out by those
"rho consider this subject of cooperation that in a group thoroughly cooperating it is not a question of the individual sacrificing something of it,s
own good for the sake of the others.
It is a question of each individual laying on the table his own plans and
ideas in order that from consultation
.a larger and better idea and plan

shall result. Thus cooperation, when
truly practiced, enhances the powers
and achievements of each individual
by enabling him to function in plans
of greater vision and perfection than
could have been worked out by any
one member of the group, the aid and
support of the group being always at
hand. The group mind - planning,
creating, and achieving-can accomplish marvels of which the individual
is incapable. For instance, an example of this in the life of commerce
and industry is the laboratory work
being done in electrical research by
groups of men working in cooperation, by means of which most important results have been and are being
achieved, results which could hardly
have been achieved by any individual,
no matter how brilliant, working
alone. The long-distance telephone,
and the radio, for example, are
largely the fruit of group inventiveness.
Therefore, it is clear that one of
the most important qualifications for
successful achievement in the coming
civilization will be the power to harmonize with one's fellow men and to
work cooperatively, submerging-or,
better speaking, sublimating - the
ego for the sake of group effort and
achievement.
If this vision of the future be true,
then one of the most important functions of the schools of today is to prepare for such a society. The child is
prone to egotism. How can we help
it to sublimate that self-seeking ambition into attitudes which are social
and into habits that are cooperative?
On the other hand, are there any
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practices in current education which
should be eliminated in order to accomplish this end-practices which
exaggerate the ego, the self-conceit,
the vanity and striving, the desire
for personal renown and exaltation
regardless of others and even at their
expense?
Can we not all testify, in looking
back upon our educational career, to
the evil effiects of the competitive
marking system? Especially is this
so in the case of brilliant students
pushed forward to attain high competitive ranks in the class or school
and to become the recipients of prizes
and public honors. Yes, this system
tends to invoke personal ambition,
personal vanity and pride, exaggerates the egocentric qualities, and
makes cooperation difficult.
The true artist knows that the best
work is never done under motives of
competition with others, but only under individual inspiration and the desire of self-expression. There is the
story told in the Chinese classics of
a wood carver whose work was beyond that of all others. When the
Emperor Yao asked him how he did
such beautiful work he replied,
"When I have a task to perform, I go
into meditation for three days in order to forget myself. Then, with no
thought of personal ambition, I go
to the forest, select the finest piece
of wood, and do my carving."
It is that kind of effort which we
wish to encourage in the children of
our school today. Let them desire
to excel, yes; but not others, only
themselves. Let the m surpass all
their previous records. Let them attain the greatest triumphs imaginable, but triumphs within their own
spiritual world; not triumphs over
others, not competitive I' an kin g
which places them on eminence, and
by natural consequence condemns
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others to a lesser position in the public eye.*
In the progressive schools there is
an effort made to prevent this development of personal vanity and ambition in the pupils and to lead their
energies into channels ·of group activity and group achievement. The
project is, indeed, a marvelous means
of developing the social sense in children. Even in young children who
are working out a project, egotism,
self-consciousness, recalcitrance can
be realized as social faults disturbing
the group and are condemned by the
group as a whole. It is not the school
authority which punishes the child
in such a case, but the pUblic sanction on the part of the child's social
group. Thus, from the very first, the
most powerful sanctions and motives
are brought to bear upon the childthose of its social group-to produce
in it the social graces and amenities.
In the subject matter of each
grade, opportunity can be made for
group expression. In geography, for
instance, a class scrapbook may be
made, the expression of the ability
of the class as a whole instead of
each pupil making one of his own in
competition one with the other. In
Decro~y's schools the children maintain collections of material available
for the whole class, bringing contributions to it from time to time; and
that collection can be drawn from by
any child who is working on a subject which the collection can aid.
How different is this practice from
a method by which the child who
could succeed in getting the best material would be ranked highest and
be victorious over his classmates who
had not been so successful!
In the giving of plays in progressive schools group action is sought
rather than individual excellence.
* I.u the North Shore Country Day School the
creative wo.rk of the cJ;tildren in a.rt, literature, etc.,
when on d1:splay, remaIns ~nonymous. In this way
personal pl'lde- and comparIsons are a voided.
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For instance, instead of a few children being picked to perform who
already have histrionic ability and
expressiveness, the whole class or the
whole group take part, each according to his or her ability, the more
gifted children helping the less gifted
ones in their memorizing and rehearsing. When the final performance comes off-a play, a pageant, a
demonstration of rythmics-it is a
sodal event in which a whole room
or a whole school take part. It is
not a performance so arranged that
a few brilliant individuals shine for
the passive enjoyment of the rest.
Just as the whole town of Oberammergau throbs and vibrates with its
Passion Play, so the whole school
feels itself expressed in dramatic or
other performances in a progressive
school. This feeling is carefully cultivated by the teachers. Individual
achievement, while it is encouraged,
is not held up before the school for
appraisal and distinction. Great care
is taken to keep away those fatal enemies of man's best self-egotism and
conceit.
Where the academic work is being
accomplished by a group project or
individual project, competition is
practically eliminated with all its
vicious results. The children are not
thinking how each one can surpass
the other, nor what personal success
they can achieve. Their minds and
efforts are put upon the task as the
end in itself. Even though there
may naturally be some egocentric motives in their work, it is the business
of the progressive educator to watch
for such symptoms and try to overcome them, praising the sodal qualities and fostering their development.
A very excellent practice in progressive schools is that of letting the
more brilliant pupils help the slower
ones in different subjects of the academic program. A child who knows

its tables perfectly may do the very
kindly act of drilling a poorer student
in the tables instead of going on with
some work which is of only selfish
advantage to it.
In progressive scho01s, numerouS
enterprises are undertaken of a social value to the outside community.
(Of course, such civic enterprises are
not peculiar to progressive schools.
Many splendid things of this kind
are being done in the public schools
to develop the civic qualities in the
children.) Two such activities might
be described. In the Downers Grove
School, children of the first and second grades undertook the project of
clearing a public brook of debris and
waste dumped along its banks. The
point in which such a project in a
progressive school differs from that
in the ordinary school is that in the
former type of school it is deemed
important enough to form part of the
academic program and is not looked
upon as an extra-curriculum activity
which must find time apart from the
regular program. In the Francis W.
Parker School, of Chicago, thechildren each winter have a toy hospital
to which broken toys or cast-off paraphernalia are b l' 0 U g h t from the
homes by the children, repaired or
made over in the craft shop, and presented to children's hospitals at
Christmas time. Even the parents
join in this lovely project, coming in
the evenings to help in the carpentry
and woodwork; and the whole school
vibrates to this motif for some weeks
previous to Christmas. Many such
civic projects could be enumerated
and described, but since they are not
peculiar to progressive schools, it is
not worth while to go further into
this matter.

*

*

*

*

*

Since progressive education aims
at the all-around development of the
child, it holds itself responsible as
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much for character training as for progressive schoo~, then, is not to
mental training. Our ideal average teach arithmetic, nor languages, nor
child will be honorable, sincere, self- reading and the like, but to have chilreEant, responsible, of harmonious dren learn to make, to do, to create,
personality, sympathetic, serviceable; to produce, to study, and to live toand in addition to these needed and gether cooperatively and sympathetiadmirable qualities we may expect cally."
a certain proportion of children to
In schools too crowded, too formal,
develop qualities of initiative and too institutionalized, the employment
leadership.
of moral lectures, exercises, reading
Very good. The model child stands material and other devices, no matter
before us. But how attain it in ac- how excellent or how thoroughly utituality? It is easy to say how not lized, can never afford the opportuto attain it. Children educated in nity and medium for character develan atmosphere of absolute and ar- opment such as the progressive
bitrary authority, along institution- schools afford through their smaller
alized methods which give no free- groups, their freedom of movement,
dom and opportunity for the expres- their flexibility of program, their
sion of personality, will not tend to group projects, their self-governmanifest the above-mentioned vir- ment, their close cooperation with
tues. Of that we can be assured.
the home, and their study of and
For, as Kilpatrick points out, char- adaptation to the individual child
acter being the sum total of all our which enables them to focus effort
habits, we acquire in the way of char- on any personality defect which apacter only what we have opportunity pears in their pupils. In progressive
to practice. How can a child acquire schools the development of personthe power of self-direction unless he ality has precedence over curriculum;
has an opportunity to practice self- and character is put before knowldirection? The child, in order to de- edge.
velop a self-reliant and responsible
Whatever else be their limitations,
character, must be allowed to make it must be acknowledged that they
decisions. He must have opportunity are turning out splendid characters,
to practice these good qualities. He solid, reliable, cooperative, possessed
must act in a social group, and in a of the social virtues.
social situation. How else can we
Victor E. Marriott, prominent in
expect him to develop the social, co- the field of Religious Education, gives
operative virtues?
in the magazine of that name a genIt is clear that character-building, erous testimony to the work of proin a progressive school, is not an iso- gressive educators along the line of
lated function of the educator, pro- character training: "'Progressi ve'
vided for under certain phases of the schools are frankly experimental.
curriculum; but rather is an effort They do not start with a preconceived
to make the whole daily, weekly, and type of character to which all pupils
monthly program of the school a are expected to conform. They contraining in moral living, full of op- front pupils with situations in their
portunities for experiences in moral daily round in school; they try to
conduct.
make the issues clear, and then trust
Says Dr. Bamberger, in "Progres- to the judgment of the group. They
sive Education and Character-Build- are not convinced that our present
ing": "The primary function of a standards of conduct represent the
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acme of development. They look for
something better. They hope to release forces that shall produce a kindlier, more harmonious, and mo're creative individual than our present
system of education is producing.
The method in which they trust is a
way of freedom and bold adventure.
The right, they believe, is not something to be treasured in a golden
bowl, but something to be achieved."*
*
*
*
*
*
The modern world of business and
affairs puts character before cleverness as a qualification for employment and succeS's.
Inharmonious
geniuses, in most lines of business,
simply are not wanted. The world is
strewn today with pitiful wrecks of
humanity whose abilities should have
assured them a high success, but
whose lack of the social virtues were
such that their post-educational career has proved a continuous retrogression so far as outer success is
concerned.
Modern industry is geared so highly, so delicately, as to require teamwork of the most exacting kind. Cooperativeness is the sine qU(~ non.
Arthur Pound, writing in the Atlan,tic Monthly on the human factor in
modern industry, says reg:arding the
qualifications of the desirable employee: "The indiscriminating hiring
of mere hands and muscles is no
more; selection of employees proceeds upon the basis of character,
upon the adaptability of the applicant to fit into a system which demands steadfastness and dependability. The work depends upon men,
less as doers of this or that varticular thing, than as men of good intent who do what they have to do
with a will."
Education is enlarging its scope to
consciously include, as part of its
* Religio'us Education, November, 1927. "The
Progressive Education lVlov€rn€nt and Character
Training."

obligation to society, the development
of a properly social being. The report of a committee working under
the direction of The Commonwealth
Fund expressly says that "education,
broadly conceived, is especially concerned with developing the habits of
thought, emotional response, and behavior that are basic to the successful operating of a cooperative
living."
For the individual, then, it is of
the utmost importance to learn to
control the tendency toward pride,
self··8eeking, and exploitation. In a
monlstic universe, the creation and
the creature of one ruling Destiny
and Power, it is evident that there is
no room for private ambition and
prowess. Sooner or later the egotist, the man of immense conceit and
selfish ambition, must crash down in
utter ruin and humiliation, else the
uni verse would become an anarchy
of warring wills and ambitions. Destiny knows how to use the personal
efforts of selfish individuals to its
own purposes. It extracts what good
which can be had from them, but
throws aside the empty vessel. Only
the humble, only the harmonious, the
cooperative individual, can permanently survive and flourish in a universe based upon law and order with
harmonious interworkings of every
part.
As for Society, can anyone fail to
realize the vast importance to it of
developing these social, these serviceable, these non-egoistic qualities
in the child? In the past the world
has gotten on, it is true, through the
progress made by the ambitions of
its citizens pitted against each other,
but it has limped and gone poorly.
It has been subject to the chronic
disaster of war, the direct result of
egotism, of selfish competition, of the
private ambition of individuals or of
nationalities. The world must find
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a better foundation for its culture
and civilization, or it will hardly survive the tremendous dangers of selfseeking competition w h i c h finds
available for use the wholesale and
subtle means of destruction being invented today.
Therefore, this effort of progressive education to cultivate the social
virtues is in reality a spiritual effort.
I t is getting at the very essence of
the spiritual nature and end of man,
and training toward a better society.
It is aiding the child's moral development more than sermons and
preachments coud do. It is producing
a very beautiful atmosphere and
spirit permeating the whole educational process, and is pointing out the
one way, I believe, which leads to
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character-the habits of daily living
in an environment conducive to nobility of soul.
Gertrude Hartman sums it up admirably when she says: "The future
of democratic society depends upon
the socializationof the schoorls.
When they become practice communities in which young people through
their growing years are trained to respond in desirable ways to social situations, when students are versed in
solving social problems, when the
curriculum is enriched by a broad
social interpretation, we shall have
the hope of creating a society capable of directing social changes instead of being overwhelmed by
them,." *
"The Social Studies-Progressive Edncation Re-

print.

THE INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS ON THE PACIFIC COAST
CHRISTINE FRENCH

HE second annual Institute of
T
International Relations, held at
Riverside, Calif., has just come to a
close after a most successful and encOUl'aging s e r i e s of meetings at
which some one hundred and fifty
of the foremost educators and thinkers of the Western States were in
attendance.
This year's Institute
showed a distinct advance over the
first one which was held at the same
time last year, not only in the number of attendance but in the broader
treatment of the v ita 1 questions
which Were under consideration, the
great amount of valuable information which was presented and the
absence of political interests which
are prone to warp the higher and
finer work of such a gathering.
Such subjects as "International
Debts," "Pan-American Relations,"

"Limitation of Armaments," "The
Basis of Race Relations," "The Situation in World Missions," "The Chinese Situation," the "League of Nations," the "E a 1 k a n Nations,"
"World Markets and World Understanding," "Labor and Post-War
Tendencies," and the "Lausanne Conference" were thoroughly weighed
and discussed, bringing to light such
unfammar facts as the following::
"In three decades the United States
annexed 57 per cent of Mexico's entire territory, thus increasing our
area by 50 per cent. Most Americans know little of this, while most
Mexicans know all about it * * *"
"The debts of all countries increased fro m $14,000,000,000 in
1914 to $89,000,000,000 in 1924."
"In the United States there are
one hundred and twenty organiza-
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tions working for international understanding."
"We h a v e learned cooperative
thinking but not cooperative acting."
The last-mentioned quo tat ion
shows the real spirit of the Institute, and there was a distinct tendency to analyze every suggested
means for better understanding between the races, and a growing consciousness of the fact that, after all,
the various races are only the component and interdependent parts of
the great human race which in origin and interests is one, and to
which conclusion science, history,
philanthropy and the common weal
are forcing the world.
An interesting outgrowth of the
earlier sessions was the privilege
sought by a certain group to organize a Round Table on "Internationalism on the Basis of Spiritual
Understanding." This Table closed
its deliberations, having elicited the
interest and sympathy of many of
the early participants of other Tables, showing the real appeal which
such a subject has for all forwardlooking and sympathetic people.
Another significant feature of the
Institute was the presence of a
group of university students representing the "Youth Movement,"
which is finding adherents in many
educational institutions both in this
country and abroad. These young
people were very earnest and intelligent and their spokesman presented their plan for international
understanding in a clear and convincing manner which procured for
the studelits the promise of a special
Round Table just their own at future meetings of the Institute.
Their Plan, as presented in part,
follows:
"The method of procedure here
suggested is one of competitive cooperation between groups of differ-

ent Universities, both in America
and abroad. The winner in any
given year will be the group who
present the most original and reasonable suggestion for further work.
This may be the organizing within
the University 0.£ a method for
studying international problems, or
the development of a series of contacts with other countries, or the
interpretation of some one national
background, or the contribution of
a new idea of international study,
or the stimulation of a general interest, within the University, upon
the quality and originality of the
work being done by the students and
upon t!1C plan presented by them for
further work * * *."
A marked divergence in thought
became manifest early in the progress of the Institute between those
styling themselves "hard-boiled" and
the idealists. To the writer, the
conception of universal peace from
a material standpoint is inconceivable, but there was a contingent,
and not negligible at that, whose
idea of the golden rule seems to
have been "Do the other fellow before he does you." The followers
of this creed strove mightily to carry
every argument and to subvert the
higher ideals of the Institute, but
the idealists won the day by popular
acclaim and everyone was much the
wiser for the spirited debates which
arose.
A wonderful opportunity occurred
to make clear the reason for the unfathomable gulf which separates
man from the animal, and the Baha:i
conception of the potential qualities
possessed by man which are denied
to the animal kingdom found great
acclaim and proved a happy medium
for uniting the "Intellectuals" with
the "Idealists." This is as it should
be, for one is constantly reminded
of the words of Baha'u'llah where
He says:
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"The progress of man depends on
faithfulness, wisdom, chastity, intelligence and deeds. He is ever degraded by ignorance, lack of faith,
untruth, and selfishness.
Verily,
man is not called man until he be
imbued with the attributes of the
Merciful. He is not man because
of wealth and adornment, learning
and refinement. Blessed is he who
is free from the names, seeking the
shore of the sea of Purity and loving
the melody of the dove of Virtue."

"In this day all must serve God
with purity and virtue. The effect
of the word spoken by the teacher
depends upon his purity of purpose
and his severance. Some are conrent with words, but the truth of
words is tested by deeds and dependent upon life. Deeds reveal the
station of the man. The words must
be according to what has proceeded
from the Mouth of the Will of God
and is recorded in Tablets."

/

I

REFLECTIONS OF A BAHA'I TRAVELER
SIEGFRIED SGHOPFLOCHER
This is the fifth in the series of stories by a world traveler. In the foUo~ving a7"ticle the
author describes his brief visit to Hong Kong, Shanghai and Canton, and brings out
sY'mpathetically the innate [Jood qualities of the Chinese, such as honesty, their great
hospitality, etc.-Editor.

KONG is a British Crown
H ONG
Colony, an important island posslession of an area of twenty-nine
square miles, ten and one-half miles
at its greatest length and of a breadth
varying from two to five miles. The
city grew much faster than was anticipated and more land was purchased opposite the river, the Kow
Loon Peninsula. There are excellent
harbor fadlities, and the port is one
of the most frequented in the world.
The view of the island offers real
delight to the unexpecting eye of the
visitor, particularly at night, when
one sees the mountain (about fifteen
hundred feet high) clustered with
hoU'ses and dwellings, the whole illuminated in a typical Chinese fashion, and looking like an engraved
jewel. The panorama is best· presented when one takes a boat up the
Pearl River to Canton, passing by
the end of the island known as West
Point which, being the Chinese section given over to restaurants and en-

tertainment, is a blaze of glorious
light.
The city has three "levels"-the
lower, or Queen's Road level, a middle
level, and an upper level known as the
Peak, which is reached by cable cars
and is given over to houses and bungalows for those who can afford them.
This district is strictly reserved for
Europeans, no Chinese being permitted to own property in any but
the lower sections. The Chinese have
always resented this line of demarcation, which has remained a bone of
contention to this day.
When I arrived the city had just
emerged from the boycott of English
trade and from the strike which
proved so disastrous; and I was sorry
to see still lingering a feeling of bitterness which, I am afraid, it will
take a long time to remove. The love
of some of the old residents for the
Chinese is, however, in no wise diminished. On the boat to Hong Kong,
for instance, I met a lady who had
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been forced, by considerations of
health, to leave Hong Kong to live in
Australia; she had improved so much
that she had found it possible to return and she evinced great happiness
and satisfaction at getting back to
her dear Chinese helpers whom she
had grown to appreciate even more
highly since her residence in Australia, where she could not get domestic help and had to do all her
own w'ork.
My contact with the Chinese did
not bring me much closer to understanding the life of the lower strata
of the people-the "coolies," as they
are carelessly called. After dark,
these poor bundles of humanity may
be seen sleeping on the sidewalks,
their only comfort being a jute bag
containing all their worldly possessions, which can be rolled up and
carried under the arm. Without
exaggeration, there are thousands of
these poor creatures to be seen sleeping in one street alone.
As in most Chinese cities where
there is much European commercial
activity, Hong Kong is policed by
Sikhs, big raw-boned Muhammadans
Who have no particular love for the
Chinese followers of Buddha or Confucius, and who do not always use
the most gentle means to keep the
Chinese crowds in check, as might
well be imagined.
Although Hong Kong is a British
colony, its aspect is purely Chinese.
There are miles of shops and narrow
streets which climb up the mountainside, offering a variety of scene and
experience which makes a walk
through the city an entertainment not
to be' equaled by any theater in the
world. There is not a dull moment
as we pass' by the flower shops, the
gold-fish market, the displays of
beautiful furniture, bric-a-brac and
ivory-ware and all sorts of exotic
Oriental merchandise. Wherever I

A fiowej· 1Jagoda at Canton

went on my tour of the city I encountered an unfailingly kind response to my questions and requirements and in cases wlhere the medium
of speech was of no avail, a gesture
and a friendly smile was always the
key to the situation.
The Chinese are profoundly honest,
no doubt partly due to the influence
of religious belief which makes it
imperative for the son to pay the
debts of his deceased father in order
that the celestial felicity of the father
may not ,be marred or endangered.
They are also intensely hospitable,
although they will not, as a rule, do
any entertaining of guests at home,
preferring to go to a restaurant in the
section of the city given over entirely
to that sort of thing. The restaurants
used by the Chinese for these func-
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tions of hospitality are extremely been educated in domestic science on
beautiful and magnificent places, five, European lines, but went on to say
six or eight stories high, with eleva- that there was not much use in that
tors and luxurious private rooms part of the world for this sort of eduwhere are served elaborate meals cation. The reasons being: (1) that
which are sometimes ordered days Chinese cooking is better than Euroahead. It was my privilege to be en- pean cooking (to which I agreed),
tertained by my Chinese friends on and (2) that, after all, a woman
various occasions, and I must say should be educated chiefly for the purthat the password or "open sesame" pose of taking care of her husband
was always the Baha:i message. In (to which I could not quite agree).
matters of hospitality andeulture,
the Chinese have a background of
thousands of years. Their ancestors
have been cultivating silkworms for
silken garments when our ancestors
were hunting wild beasts for the sake
of their pelts.
The conversation with my Chinese
friends was delightful. The various
rooms in the restaurants are fittted
up in different styles; there may be,
for instance, the 'ivory room, the
room of paintings, and others, all
distinctive on account of some feature
or scheme of decoration. For my entertainment, the rOOm chosen was the
"Bronze Room," everything in it
being gilded, in honor of the industry
in which I am engaged; a typical
Chinese compliment, thoughtful and
tactful as they are to the last degree.
To add to the entertainment and to
make doubly sure that there should
Miss Sinn Yuk Ching, a well-known
not be a dull moment, my host had
scholarly English interpreter
furnished a gramophone for music
and dancing.
I was very happy to be able, as a
As is the case all over the Orient, Baha'i, to show the importance of the
the women of China have not yet education of women, a factor in the
quite found their proper place in the human family to be placed on an
modern scheme of things, although I equal footing in a spirit of cooperamust say that I have never dined with tion and amity, and to point out that
Chinese w:ithout their wives being a husband should make it his duty to
present. The food is placed in the ensure that his wife should be looked
center of the table, the order of the up to by her children in the same
day being "help yourself"; but there spirit of love and affection as he is
is no finer cooking in the world than proud to display towards his own
in Southern China. Dessert is served mother. And when, in the course of
by a waiter. My host mentioned that the meal, I insisted that dessert be
one of the Chinese ladies present had served first to my fair Chinese table
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companion, she beamed and said,
"You know, I think I shall like this
Baha:i Cause."

We can learn much from the Chinese about the relations between employer and employee. For instance,
when I visited a large printing plant
I found meals being prepared in
which everyone partook-o w n er,
workers and apprentices alike" all
sitting comfortably and at their ease
round the same table.
The artistic sense of the Chinese is
very highly developed. Everywhere
scrolls of beautiful penmanship
caught my eye which my :rriends
were, at my request, very happy to
translate for me. Their language is,
of course, a picture-language and it
is said that a Chinese leaves this
earthly existence without really learning his own language. I give a few
translations of some of these scrolls
of the words of old sages whichdecorated the walls of the office of the
printing plant:
Wisdom is hard to acquire.
Man's brain is limited.
Man must be as white marble;
spotless c1eanand pure.
The S'8a is the abode of the
dragon, the sky is, the home
of the crane.
Don't make too much money,
but 10v'8 everyone 3>3 a
brother.
Man lives, only
sixty or seventy years at the
:l1loSt.
Don't drink, &on't take too
much food, get up early, a:l1d
we will have good health.
Whatever you do you 111ust
show up eviL

One feels safe in transacting business in such an office.
I spent a week in Hong Kong, the
greater part of the time with Chinese
people, and I can truly say that I did
not miss contact with the people of
my own race. Many people do not
understand how the East and West

will ever meet, but I came to the conclusion that there not only is an understanding and fraternizing possible, but that it is an accomplished
fact. We in the Western world should
not judge this great race of people
by a few whom we may happen to
meet in our own city, any more than
we should like the Chinese to judge
Americans by the tourists and missionaries from our city whom he may
by chance have observed. There are
in all races different strata of Iifeprofessional, inteUe:ctual, merchant,
artisan, industrial. If we choose to
judge the Chinese by the laundrymen
here, we might just as well compare
the lady of the mansion with the
occasional scullery-maid and expect
them to exhibit no differences.
There w'as an enormous concentration of warships in the harbor, trouble having arisen which concentrated
round Shanghai and fleets were ready
to steam north at a moment's notice.
I hestitated to go to Canton. I had
been there before and still remembered the boats going up the river
armed with machine guns, manned
by the i n e v ita b I e Muhammadan
troops. It must be said, however,
that this gave protection against
piracy. The mail-boat goes up first
and furnishes convoy for boats of
other companies. Canton is the commercial center, and the prosperity of
Hong Kong depends very largely on
this city. The population is between
two and three millions. Hong Kong
at that time had lost a great many of
its people who had gone back to
Canton, whence they came. It would
not be within the scope of this article
to describe Canton, which has been so
often described before.
I received a cable from my friends
in Shanghai warning me not to go
thence since conditions were unsafe,
but I booked a passage nevertheless,
and waited to see what course events
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Photo by Unde1'wood and Undenuooe!.

A view of the Bund, 01' wate1' f1'ont st1'eet, in Shanghai. It is in the Inte1'national
Settlement and on it aTe many of the big buildings housing foreign banks and
c01'pO'l"ations

would take-whether I should leave
the boat or go on to Japan. However,
I followed the example of others and
went to Shanghai. I w1eU remember
the reply of my Chinese friends when
I asked whether it would be safe to
go to Canton. They asked me in
turn (and, be it understood, without
any suggestion of reproach or sarcasm) whether I had ever been to
Chicago. I said that I went there
quite frequently. They were surprised that I should ever go to such
a place, notorious for its holdups
and murders, and actually believed
that America was a very unsafe place
to live in! I pointed out to them that
if only three or four hundred met a
violent end in Chicago every year out
of a population of three and a half
millions, it would take about ten

thousand years to be included in the
statistics, which makes Chicago look
like a good place in which to achieve
longevity.

Shanghai offers a strange mixture
of Eastern and Western civilization.
There is the fashionable Nanking
Road with its modern Chinese shops
and up-to-date purely Chinese department stores, which would do credit to
any American city, while close by is
the m:ore intimate native city, where
one suddenly steps out of modern life
into China as it has existed for centuries. Of particular interest is the
"Temple City" where, naturally
enough, one encounters exhibitions of
religious feeling and fervor very dif-
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ficult for the Western mind to understand.
One outstanding feature of Chinese
religious life is the fact that Taoism,
Confucianism and Buddhism are so
closely interrelated and function side
by side in perfect harmony and peace,
yet are- forms of religion which are
so vastly different from each other in
their teachings and concepts. Taoism, which developed from the teachings of Lao-Tze, has degenerated into
a system of superstition and magic.
Confucianism, the state religion,
gives no teaching concerning a Supreme Being, or a future existence.
And if we turn to Buddhism as presented bv Gotama it was without God
and without hope in the world. Its
conception of life was so pessimistic
that annihilation of the soul became
the only solution. But in the Mahayana school of Buddhism we encounter a strange similarity between
its practices and those of certai.n
great Christian sects p,nd, in this
connection, the following extract
from "China: An Interpretation," by
Jumes W. Bashford, is interesting:
"The view of Dr. Richard and of Dr.
Lloyd, of Japan, .of the relation between
Buddhism and Christranity, is baspJ upon
the remarkable resemblances between, not
the original Hinayana Buddhism and
Roman Catholic Christianity, but between
the Miahayana Buddhism and Roman Catholic rites.
"The cros,s, the miter, the dalmatica, the
cope which the lamas wear on their journeys or when performdng some ceremony
out of the temple, the service with double
choirs, the psalnlody, the exorcisms, the
censer suspended from five chains, '-, ':' "
the benediction given by extending the
right hand over the heads of the faithful;
the rOi':·ary, ecclesia,stical celibacy, spiritual
retirement, worship of the saints; the fasts,
processions, litanies, the holy water-all
these are analogies between ourselves and
the Buddhists. The institution of nuns, a's
well as religious orders for men, a'nd masses
for the dead, are common to both faiths.
Both faiths teach the doctrine of purgatory
from which souls can be released by the
prayers of the priests. Both conduct their
service·s in a dead language, and both claim
the power to work miracles. The doctl'ine
of perpetual virginity .of Maya, the mother

of Sakyamuni, is taught by the Mongol
Buddhists, very similar to the teaching concerning Mary by the Roman Catholics,; and
the lamas practice 'a form .of infant baptisn1 in which the child is dipped three times
under the water."

From a religious point of view,
things are in an awful tangle. At
a missionary conference held in
Shanghai in 1890 it was stated that
the expenditure of the Chinese for
sruperstitious practices reached the
enormous amount of $300,000,000
gold a year; and this in a country
where for five or ten cents a man may
be driven for miles in a rickshaw. It
is through this misconception in religious understanding and misdirected
spiritual life that it was found more
profitable to sacrifice to evil rather
than to good, this being typical of
the close reasoning powers of the
Chinese-good spirits could not hurt
and evil ones must be placated. If
one ever chances to see a Chinese
funeral, one can soon realize that all
the money is spent on the dead rather
than on the living. A funeral cortege
may unwind itself for miles before
one sees the chief mourners garbed
in sackcloth-a spectacle that might
look to us like a carnival, but is nothing more than the placating of demons and evil spirits. In spite of all
this, there is no race or nation that
has preserved itself and traditions so
long as the Chinese; the only comparison is with the Jews, and they,
although preserving their religious
and racial characteristics, have lost
their nationhood.
Whatever were the superstitions of
Taoism it never took its eye off the
future life. Buddhism has splendid
rituals and display and having
adopted the broad path of the Mahayana school was able to exist peacefully. Such a fertile soil has been
created that everywhere the Baha'i
will find a willing ear for the great
Message of Baha'u'llah. I shall not
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describe the temple scenes and temples in all their comedy and grotesqueness, as I feel it would not do
justice to that class of the Chinese
who do not indulge in such practices
-the class I had to do with. God
knows we have superstition and ignorance enough in the Western world
without describing those of the east.
Did not 'Abdu'l-Baha, teach that we
must look at the good in man and
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that if we should find a man with
nine good qualities and one bad one
we must overlook the bad, and that if
we found a man with nine bad qualities and one good, we must look only
at the good? A man with nine good
qualities out of ten leaves only one to
defeat, and whatever that one may
be, are we sure that a search of our
own inner selves would not reveal a
duplicate of it close at hand?

UNIVERSAL FRIENDLINESS
The following brief account of an Inter-1'acial Amity Conference held in Chicago,
Ill., January 22, 1928, is compiled from a report by the!Bah6!i Inter-racial Com~nittee
of that city.-Editor.

"ALL races, tribes, sects and
. . classes share equally in the
Bounty of their Heavenly Father,"
said' Abdu'l-Baha, and "the only difference lies in the degree of faithfulness, of obedience to the laws of
God."
This essential unity was the basis
of the })rilliant addresses given at
the Inter-racial Conference, held under the auspices of the Baha'i Interracial Committee in Chicago, Sunday afternoon, January 22, at the
New' Masonic Temple. The meeting,
the first of its kind in Chicago, was
one of a series which have been arrang'ed in various cities of the
United States and Canada. The
promotion of pea c e and genuine
friendliness - the purpose of the
Conference-is always attained at
the,qe meetings, and the spi1"itual
foundation necessary for actuaUy
living the ideal of brotherhood is
the e s s e n c e of every address,
whether the scientific or religious
solution is stressed, for those who
comprehend the realities know that
science and religion go hand in hand.
Both mind and heart must function
in order that mankind shall be fully

emancipated from the warping and
bitter prejudices which have caused
divisions and which have veiled the
various types of humanity from
recognizing that charadeI' classifies
a man, not the color of his skin.
Extracts from the addresses given
at the Conference follow:
"WE MUST BE friends. There
must be a reorganization of the social structure that will be workable.
In the realm of science all work with
the same tools and bring the riches
gained by research to humanity.
Love and fellowship must not bring
the leveling of the races, but a unity
based upon loyalty-a loyalty that
will create a common ideal. Loyalty
on this high spiritual plane will lift
us to that which is beautiful and
enriches; otherwise it will leave us
narrower because of lack of understanding."-Prof. A. Eustace Haydon, teacher of Comparative Religions, University of Chicago.
"IGNORANCE IS THE great
cause of prejudice, and the conquest
of this prejudice can be attained
through the application of the rem-
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edy given to the world in the teachings of Baha'u'llah."-Mr. Louis G.
Gregory, of Washington, D. C
"IN THE BOOK of Genesis God
speaks ·of man, not of races, color or
nationalities; not of Jews or Christians, but of mankind. It has been
pointed out by sociologists that each
individual, if he had ancestors entirely separate from those of other
individuals, would, going forty generations back, have had in the fortieth generation more ancestors
than there were numbers of people
living in the entire world at that
time.
This demonstrates v er y
clearly and vividly that the people
have many common ancestors and
all are inter-related."-Rabbi Louis
L. Mann of Sinai Congregation.
Rabbi Mann quoted many interesting incidents to prove the oneness
of humanity, among them the
friendship of a Jew and a Gentile,
when the Gentile, overcome by the
love and virtues of the Jew, exclailned, "You are a Christian," and
the J ew's reply, "That which makes
me a Christian to you, makes you
a Jew to m'e."

Admitting with regret that the
religions had all failed to bring
unity, Rabbi Mann expressed great
appreciation of the ideals of the
Baha'i Movement.
Mr. Albert R. Vail, presiding,
closed the meeting with an eloquent
appeal for the recognition of the
power of the Word of God to remove all of our prejudices and difficulties.
The music supplied by artists and
professionals from the colored race
fittingly demonstrated that God is
no respecter of persons and that
His gifts and talents are abundantly
bestowed on all mankind, evidenced
over and over again when the vocal
and instrumental numbers were rendered with such rare charm and
artistry. Art knows no race.
The Conference was pronounced
one of the most successful among
the many inter-racial activities of
the past year, resulting in a fuller
realization of that luminous teaching of 'Abdu'l-Baha, "The gift of
God to this enlightened age is the
knowledge of the oneness of mankind."

PHILADELPHIA holds an Amity Conference. Another public
inter-racial meeting was held under the auspices of the Baha'is in
the Unitarian Church, Philadelphia, on February 14th. It Was called
"Amity Night," and was made a special feature of "Friendship
Week," a time set apart annually by the Citizens School Attendance
Committee for arranging special programs and services looking
tow'ardcreating a better understanding between the races. Philadelphia Baha'is had oDganized at different times in the past regular
Amity Conventions, so this amity meeting was a follow-up program
which was timely and most successful.
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"A new era of divine consciousness is upon us. The world of
humanity is going through a process of transformation. A new race
is being developed. The thoughts of human brotherhood are permeating all regions."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

"THE INTERESTS of civilization
are threefold," says the Round Table, a British quarterly review, "liberty, prosperity and peace. Liberty
means that the world should progress
under the banner of democracy, the
more backward peoples being assisted by the more advanced until
they can take over the control of
their own affairs. Prosperity means
the economic development of the
whole world so that the standard of
living of all peoples may be progressively raised. Peace means the creation of arrangements which will ensure the settlements of international
disputes by reason and justk~ and
good will, and not by war, the
great enemy alike of liberty and
prosperity, and the great cause of
poverty, of unemployment, and decay."
One of the most happy signs of
the growth of a universal consciousness is the frequent recurrence of
such utterances as these in the liberal press of the world. Here and
there are people, in positions of leadership of one kind or another, who
venture to think in world terms,
above confines of nationality or race.
Until such world - thinking and
world-planning prevail universally,
there can be no hope of any effective
and permanent solution of the problems fa c i n g humanity today, for
these problems are too interrelated,

too complex, to permit of solution
within the confines of one state or
one continent.
WE MUST raise our vision to a
height from which it can pass beyond those national horizons which
have hitherto limited the thoughts
and plans of progress. Let us conceive for the moment of an individual
imported from some other planet of
superior civilization, to act for us
earth-mortals in the capacity of
world-manager. How different would
be his point of view, and his method
of attack, from those which govern
international politics today!
He
would think only in world terms.
First of all he would abolish war
and substitute for it adjudication.
Then would right prevail instead of
that international injustice which
now permits powerful nations to assert their will at the expense of less
powerful nations.
Next would come the question of
tariffs, of trade, of interchange of
earth's resources and produced goods
in such a way as to most broadly
benefit the whole of mankind, without undue consideration to the selfish desires and claims of individual
countries. Can anyone doubt that
when this problem was met by
means of the superior wisdom of a
world-plan, each individual country
would ultimately receive its own re3
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ward for cooperation, in the form of
enhanced economic and cultural conditions?
MANY fUrther problems would
the n present themselves, among
them that of a universal auxiliary
language. Through the power of
central action, such a language could
be fully established within a generation by the simple process of making it obligatory in all the schools of
the world. When such a language
was established, the perfect means
would be at hand for all international communications-radio, commerce, science, art.
Conventions
could be held in it. All books of
note could be translated into it, and
thus be immediately available to the
whole world. Travel would be immensely facilitated.
Universities
the world over would be equally
available to all races and nationalities; and students would form the
peripatetic habit (as in the days
when medieval Europe was linked
together by the common language of
Latin) of traveling from country to
country in search of further knowledge, inspiration, and cultural gains.
Best of all, easy and intimate communion between different nationals
and races would bring international
understanding! and appreciation such
as is not possible when barriers of
language intervene.
The reader can go on and develop
ad libitum this idea of world-managership. It has fascinating possi~
bilities As one person expressed it,
"World-managing? Why, this is a
thing only God Himself could do."
Exactly so. For we are not likely
to receive, except in fancy and imagination, any interplanetary visitors to help run our world. And as
for those of us already born and
brought up on this planet-so confined is our view, so limited our

horizons, that one might well despair of finding in any human being
the wisdom, the breadth of concept,
and the ability to adequately manage the affairs of this quarrelsome,
ego-centric, miasmic mass of humanity which possesses-not in reality the world, but only isolated,
fenced-in patches of it. What this
humanity needs is to be helped to
possess in true unity and cooperation the wide world itself; and to
then enjoy a prosperity such as the
splendid re:3ourced planet we live
upon, munificently aided by its central sun, is capable of bestowing.
IN LACK of the aid of superearthly wisdom from some other
planet, humanity would do well to
accept the help which Destiny, as
tender and merciful as it is compelling, offers for our consideratioll.
What is this help? It is the purpose and function of the Baha"i
Movement b demonstrate to man
the laws of God for this day and
age, as revealed to Baha'u'lhih over
sixty years ago, and now already
encircling the world. What these
la ws are may be ascertained in other
pages of this magazine. Here is not
the place for an exposition of this
remarkable Movement which brings
to humanity nothing less than the
pattern of perfected civilization
upon this planet.
The laws of God, we have said;
but it must be understood in what
way these laws differ from human
laws which compel obedience by an
enforced and arbitrary authority.
God compels no such obedience to
His laws. Acceptance is voluntary,
obedience is voluntary. Every human being is quite free to disobey
the Divine laws, without any danger
of an external agent of authority
acting upon him in the way of punishment. Allegiance to God's au-
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thority is from the heart, not from
the head. It is not obligatory, but
to be founded on perception, on the
open vision of Truth, on the realization that all wholesomeness, all prosperity, all happiness-both individual and national-depend upon those
laws which are nothing other than
the way-of-development of man's
own nature.
WHEN MAN thwarts God's laws,
he is in reality thwarting himself.
Conscious defiance of these laws
would be ludicrous were it not
tragic. George McDonald tells us,
in some imaginative tale of his, of
a spoilt maiden given to storms of
temper, who found herself, by the
magic of the writer's art, in a closed
chamber the walls of which were
mirrors. Her tempestuous fits, her
distorted, angry countenances, were
inflicted only upon herself. No one
else was there to be disturbed, to be
harassed by that ungovernable rage
which had always hitherto won her
what she wanted. The more she
gave way to anger, the more she
hurt her own psyche. There was
no one there to injure but herself,
no law held over her but the law of
her own being. With exhaustion
came finally perception, and permanent cure.
Could individual man, could hu-
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manity itself, but realize this great
truth of self-development by obedience to Divine law, or of self-injury
through non-obedience, we should
perhaps not need that special dispensation which Divine Love sends
forth from age to age through the
channel of Its Manifestations. These
Messengers, the s e Revealers of
Truth-what are They but divineJy
commissioned WOI' 1 d - managers,
who bring to this earth-planet not
so much government as the means
of government; not the expression
of arbitrary authority, but the consciousness of law, of truth? They
themselves languish in prison-chains,
as did Baha'u'llah. It is Their divine principles, Their triumphant
truth, which eventually come to rule
this planet which They came to
serve.
And They are an expression not
only of law, but of a love for humanity such as is beyond the comprehension of us humans, but not
beyond our gratitude, our realization, our acceptance, and our own
faint and humanly limited efforts
to follow the pattern of Their lives.
To the degree in which We each
and all succeed in this divine effort
will appear the perfect civilization
upon earth, the Kingdom of God
made manifest among men.

VERILY, the century of radiance has dawned, minds are advancing, perceptions are broadening, realizations of human possibilities are becoming universal, susceptibilities are developing, the discovery of realities is progressing. Therefore it is necessary that we
should cast aside all the prejudices of ignorance, discard superanllUated beliefs in traditions of past ages and raise aloft the banner
of international agreement. Let us cooperate in love, and through
spiritual reciprocity enjoy eternal happiness and peace.
'Abdu'l-BaJui.
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THE COMING OF THE GLORY
CHAPTER VI.

The Guardian of the Cause

FLORENCE E. PINCHON

"Not until the dynamic love we cherish for Him is sufficiently reflected in its powm"
and purity in all our dealings with our feLlowmen, however remotely connected and humble
in origin, wn we hope to exalt in the eyes of a self-seeking world the genuineness of the
all-conquering love of God. Not until we live ourselves the life of a true Bah6/i can we
hope to demonstrate the creative and t1"uns/orming potency of the Faith we '}Yi"o/ess."-Shoghi Effendi.
[Synopsis of previous installments: Chapter I, "The Argument," and Chapter II,
"Night," explained most convincingly the
conditions preceding the dawn of a New
Day and reviewed briefly various aspects
of history showing the great need for the
coming of the new Spiritual Spl'ingtime;
how during the last eighty years a mysterious Spiritual Power has been gradually
revitalizing and renewing the whole world,
and how some who had kept their vision
clear and who longed for the coming od'
God's Kingdom on earth, had set out to
find the Master of a New Day. Chapter
Ill, "The Morning Star," told dramatically
and brilliantly the story of the life and
martyrdom of the Bab Who was the Herald
of the new dispensation. Chapter IV, on
"The Sun of Truth," sketched the life of
the Promised One, Baha'u'llah, and how
and why He was the Found'er of the
Universal Religion prophesied for this day.
Chapter V, "The Moon of Wisdom and
Guidance," recorded in bl'ief the life story
of 'Ahdu'l-Baha, the Divine Interpreter and
Exemplar of the Revelation of Baha'u'l1ah,
Whose sufferings, imprisonments and labors
He fully shared.]

that
A NDpassednow since

five years have
the memorable
event on Mt. Carmel, how stands
the Bahit'i Cause today?
We find that its appeal has become world-wide; that in the short
space of eighty-three years, since
the Rib's proclamation in 1844, the
Message has been carried to practically every country and land.
In Persia, itself, the blood of the
martyrs was not shed in va,in, for
adherents are to be found in a quite
considerable number of the villages
and towns, numbering, probably, at
least a million souls. The radiance
of the Sun of Truth illumines now
the mystic East, the energetic West,
for through the Bahit'i Message

pulsates a magnetic power that
attracts all intelligent men and
women. The Teachings it offers are
"the spirit of this age, the essence
of all the highest ideals of this
century."
The new phase into which the
work of the Cause entered at the
Passing of "the Master" required
systematic organization in order to
more closely unite its followers,
make more efficient the promulgation of its Principles.
This had been provided for, in
that 'Abdu'l-Bahit, in His will, appointed His grandson, the eldest son
of his eldest daughter, to take up the
unique and responsible position of
Guardian of the Cause.
A body called the "Hands of the
Cause" cooperates with the Guardian in his noble task. And wherever
in any town or district, those who
sincerely believe in the Message and
are prepared to obey its commands
exceed nine in number, a body called
a Spiritual Assembly is formed.
The plan adopted is as simple as
it is effective. The entire assembly of
believers in every country elect delegates who, in turn, elect the members of the National Assembly for
that country. The members of this
Assembly elect directly the members
of the International House of J ustice, at the head of which stands the
Guardian. This system is intended
to be a prototype, the form, the
framework, as it were, of that new
social order which is destined to
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come into manifestation with the
dawn of a divine civilization.
By means of news-letters sent out
regularly by these committees, by
visiting teachers, by the publication
of magazines, the widely scattered
followers of the Movement are kept
in sympathetic touch with one another, and informed of all its diverse activities and progress.
Yet regarding this, listen to the
admonition that comes from the eloquent pen of the youthful Guardian
of the Cause, Shoghi Effendi:

typify the Cause as, Love and Faith.
Shoghi Effendi adds to this the elan of the
New Day-Action and Progress.
"So to comprehend and administer all
the relationships in a huge organization
that only satisfaction and illumination
result; ,;, * '" to clarify with a word
the most obscure situations; to' release in
countless souls the tides of energy that will
sweep the cargoes of these Tidings round
the world; to remain so poised in God as to
be completely naturalized into His attributes-these are some of the characteristics
of Shoghi Effendi. * ,;, * And this
without reference to his surpassing mental
capacities. ~, * ,;, The world, its politics,
social relation3hips, economic situations,
schemes, plans, aspirations, programs, de.
feats, successes, lie under his scrutiny like
infusoria beneath a miscroscope."

"Not by the force of numhers, not by the
mere expo·sition of a set of new and noble
principles, not by an organized campaign
of teaching-no matter how world-wide and
elaborate in its character-not even by the
staunchness of our faith or the exaltation
of our enthusiasm, can we Ultimately hope
to vindicate in the eyes of a critical and
sceptical age, the supreme claim of the
Abha Revelation. One thing, and only
one thing, will unfailingly and alone secure
the undoubted triumph of this sacred Cause,
namely, the extent to which our own inner
life and private character mirror forth, in
their manifold aspects, the s.plendor of
those eternal principles proclaimed by
Baha'u'llah. "

IDJ

At this point in my brief and alltoo-inadequate outline of this, the
greatest of modern Movements, the
most momentous series of Events in
human history, maybe you are asking yourselves: "If this is true,
what should be my personal attitude towards it?"
When a dazzling noonday sun is
flooding earth and sky, why remain
fast shut wit h i n the House of
When 'Abdu'l-Baha passed away Doubt? Why close the windows of
in 1921, Shoghi Effendi was only the soul to the new light of undertwenty-five years of age, and a stu- standing; reclining upon the couch
dent at Balliol College, Oxford. A of negligence, with the blinds of
recent visitor to Haifa (which is prejudice or the curtains of indifstill the home of 'Abdu'l-Baha's fam- ference drawn against the spiritual
ily, the headquarters and center of sunshine which is waiting to enter
the Cause), writing in the STAR OF and flood your being with glad, new
THE WEST, November, 1926, de- life? "Arise! shine! for thy Light
scribes the stupendous task now is come, and the Glory of the Lord
is risen upon thee!"
laid upon his shoulders:
If the import of these Teachings
"The unique and outstanding figure in has been grasped, ever so slightly,
the world today is Shoghi Effendi. Unique,
one is impelled to recognize in
because the guardianship of this great
Cause is in his hands, and his humility, them Universal Truth; and in the
nlodesty, economy, and self-effacement are sublime Messengers through Whom
monumental. Outstanding, because he is
the only person, we n'lay safely say, who, they were revealed, yet another and
entrusted with the affair·s of millions of fuller Manifestation of the Logos
souls, has but one thought and one mind- to men.
Increasing numbers, all
the speedy promulgation of peace and good
will throughout the world. His personal over the world, are finding in them
life is absolutely and definitely sacrificed.
the answer to every intellectual en:;:
quiry, satisfaction for every long"The ladies of the household (' Abdu'l·
ing of the human heart, guidance
Baha's four daughters, the wife and sister)
;~

~:!
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for every phase and aspect of life.
Bestowing upon them a new spirit,
a new power, it brightens the intellect, enlarges the horizon, expands
the comprehension, provides a fresh
and noble purpose and stimulus,
and a joy and strength that will
never fade away, but grow to all
Eternity. "Happy is he," says 'Abdu'l-Baha, "who penetrates the mysteries, and who takes his share
from the world of life."
In these Teachings lie the Divine

Plan for this present age and for
many ages to come. Herein is Ollr
own priceless opportunity to become all and far more than we
had ever hoped or dreamed we
could be. Herein is shown our supreme path of service to humanity.
Herein is the ultimate goal of this
life and the life beyond. Herein
lies the "brilliant pearl of cosmic
consciousness and the shining star
of our spiritual destiny."

ONENESS OF RELIGION
Each Prophet came direct from God,
His Messenger to be,
To bind men's hearts with cords of Lmre,
Make one Humanity.
They came to manifest God's Will,
To show the P'erfeet Way;
To wipe aside divisions wide,
To teach men how to pray.
Each one the same great Truth revealed,
And pro,ved Religion One;
All sects and creeds and dogmas stern,
Were not by them begun.
Yet wars are fought, and blood is shed,
All in their Prophet"s name,
Men hold unto the letter cold,
The Spirit they defame.
All that divides and dis(Jord makes,
That causes hatred's dart,
Is not religion, nor can hold
In it a place or part.
How pitiful man's ignorance,
His narrow bigotry!
That knows not Thy Eternal Truth
That all is one with Thee.
That Thou hast sent each Messenger,
Each bearing the same Light,
Each limited alone by man,
But equal in Thy sight;
And that throughout the ages past.
And ages yet to come,
'
Religion true-stands but for LOVEAnd evermore is One.
-Shahnaz Welite.
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THE FULCRUM OF SOCIETY
WILLARD McKA Y
The ciuthm' of this article is a young fruit-farmer who successfully b1'ings to bear
the enlightenment of a higher technical agricultural education to the problems of farn~
ing. TVe asked him to write his vision of how the occupation of agriculture can be
helped to l'each its highest expression. The subject of agricultuTe should be of interest
to ecueTyone, since the destinies of everyone depend so much upon this basic industry,
a fact ~vhich Baha'1i'llah has emphasized. The following article deals very cleaTly with
the genem'! p1'oblem of cig1'iculture and its soI1dion.-Editm·.

"The secrets of the economic question ure divine in nuture, und UQ'e
concel"ned with the world of the
heuTt uncl spirit."- ' A bclu'l-Buhrl,.
spiritual capacity of a farmer
T HE
is analogous to the fertility of
the soil he cultivates. The seed of
ideals must be sown within him.
He must be plowed and harrowed
by experience. Alternately he must
be swept by the storms of adversity
and warmed by the sun of prosperity. The tests of his life are a divine cultivation by which the moisture of sympathy is conserved in
him. By them the weeds of his nature are killed so that he may grow
strong and bear fruit.
Like his
land, the farmer requires enrichment from an outside source, and
like the products of the land, his
character must submit to the requirements of growth. The result
of this development is the production of a crop whose root is spiritual
aspiration and whose strong supporting stalk is prayer; the pure
grain of the harvest is the ideal
knowledge and adoration of God,
which must not be hoarded but dedicated to use in the world. This is
the grain with which in the New
Age the people will be fed.

Baha:u'lhih has described an age.
when agriculture shall be endowed
with the first station of importance,
a time when it shall be acknowledged as the foundation of a new

civilization. He has said that the
farmer will be "The Fulcrum of Society." Let us consider and expand
this figure. A fulcrum supports a
weight or mass, and to this the
farmer is even now aocustomed;
but a fulcrum occupies, too, a position of prime responsibility in regard to the moving of this mass.
The lever of Divine Guidance will
rest upon the willing fulcrum, the
farmer, and will rely upon his
strength to endure the coming stress.
When God applies the power of His
Will to this lever the mass of the
whole social structure will be elevated. This economic elevation can
be maintained only through the stability of the basic supporting industry-agriculture. Because of the
nature of its contribution, when
agriculture is depressed the prosperity of the whole social body can
be only seeming and temporary. Society must come to protect the interests of the farmer as its own safeguard. Then he will occupy a position of prestige and prosperity
hitherto unknown.
This prospect is in sharp contrast with the conditions u n del'
which farmers now exist. It is apparent that at present men of that
occupation hold a low place in the
social scale compared to men of
equal ability in other lines of work.
We know, too, that the financial
situation of the farmers of this
country is more difficult than that
of the manufacturers as a whole.
Farms in increasing numbers are.
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being deserted every year and the
families are leaving the ranks of
the food producers. The reason for
this is that the farmer is the victim
of a tradition which compels him to
work very long hours, to confront
great risks, and to accept an income
which is precarious and often inadequate.
The reason why these conditions
have not resulted in still more deserted farms is that the farmers frequently prefer their farms to the
confinement of the city. The farmer
really loves what the farm has to
offer. He loves the outdoor work,
the healthy, active life; he loves
the variety in his work, ranging
from varied production to salesmanship and marketing; he loves to
conquer pests and plan rotations
and to meet certain technical puzzles with the help of the agricultural colleges and experiment stations. He likes to know that he
has freedom of choice as to the exact nature of each day's work; and
he has a real reverence for the soil
and for the natural forces that control his fortunes. In short, he really loves the farm, and his problem
is to eliminate the undesirable features which characterize his occupation. The solution calls f01" improvement in his financial and social
standing.
This problem cannot be solved by
ead1 farmer by himself. His progressive spirit must express itself in
the principle of unity with other
farmers. In this day unity is life,
separateness is death. Fullness of
life for the farmer can be found
only in a condition under which the
mass of farmers are united instead
of competing, for this is the era of
cooperation. The solution will begin with a gradual diminishing of
the individualism which has been
a strongly marked characteristic of

most farmers. This trait was de.
veloped during the days of pioneering and isolation, when the farmel'
had to be captain of his own soul
and able to stand alone when neighbors were far apart. This inherited
individualism has persisted until the
present time, handed down like an
outgrown garment from father to
son, now no longer necessary or desirable. The farmers are coming to
recognize this fact, and a change of
viewpoint is already beginning to
make itself evident as the various
cooperative experiments are bering
tried with more or less success.
The growth of this cooperative
spirit is the farmer's hope for the
future. There are in existence al·
ready organizations through which
it can work, and as soon as membership becomes universal the farmers
will find that their opinions vnIl demand from the public the resper t
accorded to authority whereas nOl'I
they are ignored. It is necessary
for some such body as the Federation of Farm Bureaus to collect a
membership of ten million farmers
and farmers' wives in order for this
group to attain to social, economic
and political eff'ectiveness.

It is obvious that in the perfecting of this great cooperative organization of farmers the leaders must
have constantly in mind the most
exalted ambition for 80 important
a project. The great agricultural
movement must develop under the
loftiest ideals. Its members must
through it achieve independence
with the idea of serving the public
better than is at present possible.
The spirituaI ills of the world cannot be considered separately from
its economic distress. If the farmer's great cooperative can solve the
riddle of cheap and easy distribu-
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tion of its produce to the consumer,
and if it can find the way to lessen
congestion in the crowded cities,
then conditions will be improved to
the point where education can do
its work. The desires of the New
Farmer must be wise and selfless
and directed toward an institution
of both power and benevolence.
Who are to represent such a federa ..
tion? Surely, they must be men of
spiritual attainments, men who will
follow guidance, men whose decisions and acts are governed by the
vvisdom of the Supreme Being. It
is to be hoped that such men will
appear as captains of the united
agricultural army which is to play
so important a part in the civilization of the New Day.
The necessity for such men of
vision is emphasized by Dr. James
lVIickel Williams in his recent book,
"The Expansion of Rural Life,"
vvhen he comments on the importance of the religious element in the
successful promotion of a great
cooperative organization. Dr. WilEarns says, "There must be a constant emphasis on spirituality as opposed to rivalry and materialism,
and this can only come from an
idealistic-that is, a religious-viewpoint."
That Baha'u'llah, the Prophetic
Voice of the New Age, anticipated
the development of such organization under such leadership is evident
in His declaration of the status of
agriculture as the "fundamental and
most important industry." It is
said that 'Abdu'l-Baha, when certain
believers asked His advice about a
choice of occupation, told them to buy
farms, in anticipation of a time
when there might come a food shortage in the world. Since everything
has an arc of ascent and descent,
agriculture is probably approaching
with rapidity the time when it must
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emerge triumphant from its present
depression. Such a solution of the
farmer's difficulties has been described by 'Abdu'l-Baha as the very
foundation of the New Age. He says,
"Economics must begin with the
farmer and thence reach out and
embrace the other classes."
During that New Age there will
be in effect a wise economic system
based not on competition nor on
communism but 0 n cooperation,
which, as suggested before, is the
prime requisite for the desired reconstruction.
The administrative
body of each community will supervise a general storehouse, a local
branch of the House of Finance.
This will have seven sources of revenue and seven avenues of expenditure of which we will discuss here
only those distinctly agricultural in
their application. Agriculture will
contribute generously to the treasury as it does now. Each farmer as
an individual will pay his tithe, one
nineteenth of his net income, together with whatever additional voluntary gifts he may desire to make.
As the head of a business the farmer
will also place in the local storehouse
a certain percentage of his surplus
produce. The surplus is that which
is in excess of the amount necessary
to support the family and run the
business. The greater the surplus
the higher the percentage, as in the
graduated income tax. A farmer
\vho has no surplus pays nothing;
but his personal tithe. This is more
equitable than the present tax, which
levies on his farm a'ccording to its
assessed value regardless of mortga.ges or inability to pay expenses
in a bad year.
Other provisions to assist the
farmer in financing the administration of government are those by
which one-third of all mined products belong to the storehouse; and
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by which if any classes of heirs to
intestate estates do not exist, those
portions of the estate which would
have fallen to such heirs are placed
in the storehouse. Moreover, the
burden of the separate school tax
now levied on the farmer's land will
be lightened by the provision which
makes the teachers heir to a portion of every intestate estate. It id
contemplated that testators will likewise make their wills conform to
this general plan. The farmer will
also be aided by the high type of
farm labor w h i ch will develop
through the adequate vocational
training incumbent on every child.
In addition the passing of war will
liberate eighty-five per cent of our
present Federal funds for constructive purposes.
Among the items of disbursement
are several that insure the farmer
(as well as every other citizen)
against actual want. If floods destroy his crops in a certain year,
his local storehouse supplies him out
of its accumulated surplus, or perhaps by requisition from the storehouses of non - flooded districts.
Flood, hail, and frost insurance performs a similar service at the present time for those who carry it.
Moreover, if a succession of bad
years reduces the farmer to want,
the storehouse will supply his needs,
not as charity, but as a form of service or insurance against circumstances which man cannot control;
also, provision is made for the loan
of money to the farmer at a low rate
of interest to enable him to carry
his business over such a period of
depression. If he dies or is disabled, his family will be supported
and educated at public expense until
they can become self-supporting citi-

zens. There will be full incentive
for individual enterprise then as
now because those who earn most
will have most; but no one will be
left to endure destitution as happens
now often through no fault of the
sufferer.
As a result of all these changes
there will cease to exist that man of
whom Edwin Markham sings:
"Bowed by the weight of centuries he leans
Upon his hoe and gazes on the ground,
The emptiness of ages in his face
And on his back the burden of the world."

No modern farmer is to be stoopshouldered, over-cautious, apologetic,
and worried through chronic financial tension. Why should he live a
meager life when he has become free
to respond to the stimulus of his
inspiring rural surroundings?
As Bahii'u'lhih once said, "The
country is the world of the soul, the
city is the world of bodies." The
power generated by the farmer's
contact with nature will then be liberated through financial independence. Sure of his position and livelihood he will meet additional responsibilities with confident effectiveness. Not only will he continue
to create the raw material for most
foods and fabrics and for many
other industrial necessities, but he
will also have courage to do his part
as a citizen of the great world state.
He will have time to give to public
and individual service. The strength.
and simplicity, which are the gift of
the soil to those who till it, will be
carried into all the farmer's dealings
with society. He will have leisure
to develop his latent statesmanship
as a modern Cincinnatus, a dictator
in a new age of peace, the appointed
"Fulcrum of Society."
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OUR LIVING FAITH
SOPHRONIA AOKI
The authm' af this scintillating articZe on the Bahti'i Movement is one of that bright
and glorious band of youth who are today facing the p1'oblems of the world courageously
honestly and freshly. How is youth to gu.ide itself amidst the problems of a changing
society such as exists in the world today? "FVe all need a balance-wheel," the author
says, "Ci touchstone to test the true nature of everything we come in contact with." And
she goes on to show how the Bahri'i Movem ent answers perfectly these needs.-Editor.

HERE are these cynical, skeptical young "unbelievers"? N 0where. They simply do not exist,
for as soon as a person loses freshness, simplicity, and bloom, he is
no longer young; he is petrified. We,
the truly young, face the world as
eager to believe, as ready to accept
the truth as were the best of our
forefathers. How can anyone condemn us as atheists?
Still, although we are ready to
believe, we are not credulous, f0'r
with education as widespread as it is,
who can ask us to accept a religion
which appeals only to the heart?
Such a religion as most young people are expected to believe would
demand that the head remain in an
eternal s tat e of semi-paralysis.
Why-in a day when the world if
not progressing is at least movingshould we be guided by a stale theology which has lost its vitality?
A religion should be elastic, able
to answer every demand a live,
eager person can make upon it. It
should be a touchstone to test the
true nature of everything a human
being comes in contact with. We
all need a balance-wheel, something
to draw us back to the straight path
vvhen we begin to lose the way-to
guide us through the tests of life.
We go astray in the pleasant spots
more easily than in the hard and
difficult, and our beliefs should be
our scale of values. To help us
choose the worth-while and discard
the useless, we need a religion which
appeals to every part 0'f us, for a
one-sided religion is of no use at all.

W

What, then, is this Baha!i Cause
which is interesting and satisfying
so many people today? It is not
sweeping the world in a wave of
hysterical enthusiasm, but slowly
and surely it is taking root in the
minds of men, in their hearts, in
their souls, and gradually but very
definitely permeating the life of
to day. This is a Teaching which
rejuvenates and revivifies man kind
and rises triumphant over all material barriers and political boundaries. Young things appeal to the
young; therefore this Revelation
which has ushered in a Spiritual
Spring Season with all its beauty,
purity and freshness appeals to
youth, as well as to all who are
searching for Truth. It calls to the
love of man for mankind; to the
deep religious feeling existing in all
races as a whole; to the power of
reasoning, and to the inmost spirit.
This is a complete and perfect religion. It withstands the severest
tests and analyses. We are told that
there are three ways in which to
recognize a Prophet of God: Does
He bring a solution of the current
problems of the day? Does He reveal a book containing a Divine Philosophy or Teaching? Is He mautaught, or does His knowledge come
directly from the Source of all wisdom?
Baha'u'llah is the Fountain-head
of this Movement, a Manifestation
of God. His Book is an answer for
every riddle of our civilization-economic, political, or scientific-and
His knowledge is not of men. He
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takes the races, the sects, the nations, by the hand and says, in effect, "Come, you are children of
God, you are brothers; love one another." He takes the essences of all
philosophy, science, art, and sets
them as jewels in one small book.
His Teachings, when studied, illumine all other works, for they
comprehend the principles of life
and do not confuse the student with
superfluities. He advocates education for all. He teaches the absolute equality of man and woman,
comparing them to the two wings
of a bird which, unless coordinated,
prevent flight. He outlines a new
economic order and provides for an
International House of Justice. Baha,'u'lhih has reconciled modern science and religion. The Holy Spirit
is establishing these principles in
the world.
Baha,'u'llah suffered exile, martyrdom, and all imaginable torments
with resignation and acceptance. This
notwithstanding the fact that He was
a Prince, an influential personage
quite unused to material discomfort. Tortured, imprisoned in 'Akk§',
the severest of fortresses, strictly
guarded, still His Teachings spread;
and at the time of His death, thousands believed in Him. Baha'u'lhih
provided for the interpretation and
promulgation of this religion by announcing His successor, His son,
'Abdu'l-Baha, Who traveled in many
countries after His release from imprisonment, spreading the Baha'i
Message far and wide: "The Prom-

ised One of all the nations of the
world hath become apparent and
manifest!" 'Abdu'l-Baha ascended
to the heavenly realm in 1921, appointing in this last will and testament, Shoghi Effendi, this grandson,
as Guardian of the Baha'i Cause.
The Baha'i religion has a strong
spiritual impetus, and it is practical
in an age which tests things by their
usefulness. Bringing, as it does, a
beautiful, divine and authoritative
literature, a romantic and wonderful
history, it seizes the imagination.
And the glow does not depart, for
clearly written in it all is a workable
formula for a glorious way-of-life.
All truly religious people are eligible to become Baha'is, if they but
knew it, for the fundamental truth
in all religions is one; differences
and divisions exist in the outer
forms and ceremonies. W hen a
Manifestation of God comes to the
world He brings the Holy Spirit to
mankind; He is the Sun of Truth
which revivifies the human world.
By the Power of God He recreates
the essence of Truth in all past beliefs; frees it from the accumulated
dust of the ages and gives it once
more, vigorous, fresh and pure to
enlighten the world and in a form
suitable for the day and age in which
He appears.
"T he Spiritual Springtime has
come," as we know from the Baha,'i
Teachings. "Infinite bounties and
graces have appeared. What bestowal is greater than this?"

"Baha'u'Ilah has not abolished the teachings of Christ. He gave a
fresh impulse to them and renewed them; explained and interpreted them;
expanded and fulfilled them."
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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"WHEN Christians act according to the teachings
of Christ they are called Baha:is. For the
foundations of Christianity and the religion of Baha'u'Uah are one. The foundations of all the divine
prophets and holy books are one. The difference
among them is one of terminology only. Each springtime is identical with the former springtime. The
distinction between them is only one of the calendar1911, 1912, and so on. The difference between a
Christian and a Baha'i therefore is this: there was a
former springtime and there is a springtime now. No
other difference exists because the foundations are the
same. Whoever acts completely in accordance with
the teachings of Christ is a Baha'i."

* * * *
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"WHEN Christ appeared with those marvelous
breaths of the Holy Spirit, the children of Israel
said 'We are quite independent of Him; we can do
without Him and follow Moses; we have a book and
in it are found the teachings of God; what need, therefore, have we of this man?' Christ said to them, 'The
book sufficeth you not.' It is possible for a man to
hold to a book of medicine and say, 'I have no need
of a doctor; I will act according to the book; in it
every disease is named, all symptoms are explained,
the diagnosis of each ailment is completely written out
and a prescription for each malady is furnished;
therefore why do I need a doctor?' This is sheer
ignorance.
A physician is needed to prescribe.
Through his skill, the principles of the book are correctly and effectively applied until the patient is restored to health. Christ was a heavenly physician.
He brought spiritual health and healing into the
world. Baha'u'llah is likewise a divine physician.
He has revealed prescriptions for removing disease
from the body-politic and has remedied human conditions by spiritual power."
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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ALL ASIA is in the restless throes of a new birth into

self-directed freedom. The
relinquishment of Europ'ean dcmination is only a matter of time. In its place
there will arise, however, an even more advantageous relationship-that of mutual
economic and cultural exchange and helpfulnes·s. This kind of contact with the Occident, Asia deeply appreciates, as is testified to by the very interesting photograph
reproduced above.
This photograph represents a Baha'i Memorial Service held in loving commemoration of the death, in Philadelphia, Pa., in 1926, of Miss Elizabeth Stewart, an American
Baha'i nurse, who had served faithfully and lovingly her Baha'i friends and others
in Tihran, Persia, for over thirteen years in association with Dr. Susan 1. Moody.
In these days of agitation in the East, and of apprehension in the West rega'rding
the tendencies of Asiatic rac:es, we may find assurance in the beautiful words of
'Abdu'l-Baha that the day will come when the East and the West will be aflame with
the fire of a universal reciprocal love. From among His many statements, the following
is significant:
"The he·avenly Jerusalem is none other than the divine civilization, and it is now
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ready. It is to 1:Je and shall be organize,d, and the oneness of humankind will be a
visible fact. Humanity will then be brought together as one. The various religions
will be united and different races be known as one kind. The Orient and Occident will
be conjoined and the banner of international peace will be unfurled. The world shall
at last find peace and the equalities and rights of men shall be established. * '.' *
If material civilization shall become organized in conjunction with divine civilization,
if the man of moral integrity and intellectual acumen shall unite for human betterment
and uplift with the man of spiritual capacity, the happiness and progress of the human
race will be assured. All the nations of the world will then be dose:ly related and
companionable, the religions will merge into one, for the divine reality within them
all i,s one reality. * * " We pray that God will unite the East and the West, in
order that these two civilizations may be exchanged and mutually enjoyed. I am sure
it will come to pass, for this is the radiant century. This is an age for the outpouring
of divine mercy upon the exigency of this new century-the unity of the East and the
West. It will surely be accomplished."
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THE BAHA'I TEMPLE
MARY HANFORD FORD
"The day hCis ar1'ived in which the edifice of God, the divine saolctU(try, the spiritual
temple, shall be erected in America. * ':' * This is the s1Jirituct/ foundation, for that
reason it is the nwst intp01'tcmt of all foundations; fr01n that spiritw:Ll foundation will
come f01'th allmann61' of advancement and progre-ss in the world of humanity. TheTefon, how great is its im]JQ1'tance."-'Abdu'I·Bahd.

Baha'f Temple has been for some
A years
in process of construction
at Wilmette, one of the populous and
busy suburbs of Chicago. It will be
of interest to the lover of art as it
rises above the surface of the ground,
for many reasons, but first and most
important of all, because it offers to
the world a completely new form of
religious architecture. The architect,
Louis Borgeois, realized this so vividly that he knew he could not present the conception of the structure
through architectural drawings, as is
customary, so he went to the trouble
and expense of m a kin g a plaster
model, such as can be exhibited in a
room of ample proportions, and this
model is in every respect a miniature
replica of the projected temple.
The structure is to be built of an
ivory-white cement, a recent discovery, said to be more lasting than stone
or marble, in which its different columns and sections will be cast. The
entire surface of the dome and body
of the temple are covered with an
exquisite decorative tracery, which
pierces the cement, rendering it a
transparent lacework demanding a
lining of glass to protect it from the
weather. This beautiful lining, however, will not be opaque to the light,
and during the day the walls will be
penetrated in every niche b y sunshine, while at night the whole surface can be illumined and every beauty glorified by electricity. It will be
a fairylike cent er of radiance to all
its neighbor hood.
The delightful decoration covering
the exterior is full of religious symbolism, of which the architect was

quite unconscious when he created it.
He thought only of beauty while it
slipped through his fingers. So, as
one stands anywhere and analyzes
the interwoven tracery, one distinguishes, curiously mingled, all the religious symbols of the world. Here
are crosses, circles, triangles, pyramids, and stars, and every variety of
each. One untangles the Greek and
Roman cross, the swastika, the five·"
six-, seven-, eight-, and lastly the
magnificent nine-pointed star, which
today is the symbol of the essence;
the serpent, the sun, the fire-everything which man has once used to
suggest the Deity or infinity-is here
clearly outlined. Over each door and
window is a nine-pointed star carrying in its center the Arabic lettering
most decoratively treated of the
words, "YA BAHA EL ABHA" (The
Glory of the Most Glorious).
There is an ornament in the dome
which appears also in the upper part
of the columns and is unlike any other
part of the decoration. It is a. cycled
succession of elongated circles, and
Mr. Bourgeois says that in drawing
the dome especially he would begin to
think of the orbits of the planets and
their whirling spaces, and then his
fingers would create these wonderful
lines as his thoughts roamed among
the stars. Thus a new symbol has
been added to those of the past, which
might be called that of the unity of
the heavens. Claude Bragdon says
true architectural ornament is fourth
dimensional, meaning that it is not
invented by the architect but filters
into his sensitive mind through the
Cosmos. Veritable beauty can only
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arise in this fashion, since if it were
constructed in the mentality of the
creator to illustrate symbolism and
mathematical relationships its results
would be cold, calculating and without
charm.
In its comprehensive beauty the
Temple offers a brilliant denial of the
tradition of the past, according to
which an architect in designing a.
building must select his style, Classic,
Gothic, or whatever it may be, and
adhere to it throughout his plan, as
any mingling of types was considered barbarous and inadmissible.
Before the Baha'i Temple model was
exhibited the skyscrapers had appeared, the Gothic beauty of the Wolworth Building was in existence, and
an independent business architecture
was dawning in the world for the
first time in history. But the great
architectural centers, like McKim &
White, or Cram, Goodhue & Co., like
Richardson, and Burnham, of Chicago, adhered to period and type, and
believed firmly t hat no deviations
from architectural style should be
tolerated.
Thus all the important religious
and public buildings of the country,
like Trinity Church of Boston, St.
Thomas and St. Bartholomew of New
York, the public libraries, the Grand
Central Station of New York, repeated faithfully the schools of architecture selected, and designers were
convinced that beauty would disappear if any new ideas were permitted
representation.
One can imagine the amazement of
such architects when they studied the
Bourgeois Temple, either in the home
of the architect at West Englewood,
N. J., or later as it was exhibited at
the Kevorkian Gallery in New York,
or at the Baha'i Convention at the
Engineer's Building in New York,
in 1920, and realized that here was
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created a structure in which all the
conventions and traditions of the past
were broken, and a new form of supreme beauty emerged.
The lower story of the Baha'i Temple shows the most marked deviation
from the past. Each facade of the
nine sections is an inverted half circle. The doorway is in the center
and the sides are guarded by odd and
graceful columns, like nothing in previous architecture. The architect always said that these towers at the
ends of the half circle were like arms
extended in welcome to entice the
passer-by to the interior. There is
no doubt that this lower story has
none of the austerity and solemnity
which characterizes the religious architecture of former days. It has supreme grandeur and beauty but no
severity.
One is reminded in something of
its aspect and ornamentation of the
Spanish Gothic or Moorish style, although analysis reveals no adherence
to any type. One receives a suggestion
of ancient Egypt in the columns, but
no Egyptian temple has similar ones.
The unique decoration around the
doors has no ancestry anywhere.
The second story is entirely different and very gay. Its style is rather
distinctly Renaissance in s 0 m e respects, and its graceful line of windows might be severe were it not
unexpectedly capped by a cornice
with impertinent tip-tilted ends like
the roof of a Chinese pagoda. N othing could break more perfectly the
law of tradition, nothing could be
more beautiful, and one laughs on
observing it with supreme satisfaction, as did most of the architects.
A row of columns surrounds t his
story also, but they are purely ornamental and will bear electric torches.
Five doors beneath the great windows open into the Temple and give
access to the terrace, to which the
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ent day. T h us we study temples,
churches and cathedTals for new
types reflected from them to the secular uses of architecture. Today for
the first time the skyscraper has blossomed into new lines entirely independent of any religious background.
We are all aware that two styles :)f
architecture ha.ve risen under Christian influence, the Romanesque and
Gothic.
The Renaissance is, of
course, an overhang from the Classic.
In the other two one discovers the
earliest Christian churches using a
modified form of the ancient Roman
basilica to which the architect added
an apse and a crossing. This was before the real Gothic arose in the latter half of the 12th century, which
enabled the 13th to bring us a perfect thing like the Sainte Chapelle, of
Paris.
But before this achievement the
low, dark arches of the Romanesque
churches and cathedrals had occupied
the field, impressing us like fortresses
of a beleaguered faith, and not at ail
what one would expect to see as a reThe Baha!i teaching, like that or sult of glorious inspiration and the
Christ, which was so familiarly pres- rower of the Holy Spirit. However,
ent in the early Church, declares that the human mind gives queer twists to
the arrival of the Messenger of God lllspiration, and it is necessary to go
in the world signifies a new power of back to the source sometimes to disthe Holy Spirit, which is felt by all cover what beauty has become dismankind. ~his is manifested through torted, and how ideas are lost.
fresh progressive life in social conIn this way Ravenna is a fruitful
ditions, in science, invention and dis- field for the searcher into earl y
coveTY, and the creation of artistic forms, because here one finds the first
forms not previously known. So the really great churches of the Christian
architecture of the civilized period era, the modified basilica, not yet
records for us the light that has crys- Gothic, and the marvelous church of
tallized into more novel forms at selJ- San Vitale, built ab 0 u t 550 after
arate intervals which we name as Christ, by Giuliano Argentario, whom
Persian, Egyptian, Roman, Roman- we can truly name the first Christian
esque, etc. The critics are not yet architect. He was the architect also
aware that a spiritual force is mani- of the church of St. Sophia, in Confested i n this beautiful succession, stantinople, but San ,T;itale was the
but in the case of Christianity one first and original one. This splendid
can trace it directly to the source, ~lS edifice is so suggestive in many ways
future historians will do in the pres- of the projected Baha!i Temple that
visitor ascends through elevators in
the lovely towers of the lower range.
One feels that when the Temple L:;
complete this terrace will become a
thing of joy through fragrant flowers.
The third story is Romanesque in
character and simple in decoration,
since it is the support of the great
dome to whose beauty it must be subordinated. T his third story, however, has also its terrace, above which
rises the magnificent glittering completion of the structure, which when
it is finished must be recognized as
the most lovely and perfect dome of
all architectural construction. In the
original design it is larger than the
dome of St. Peter's, but in the Chicago building it is somewhat lessened
in size. The effect of the Temple as
a whole is one of supreme grace and
airy beauty. It rises gradually into
the splendor of the dome which is so
fully a part of the structure that the
whole lower portion seems ascending
into it, to find its evolutionary completion in its aerial beauty.
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it is interesting to compare them, as
each represents an essentially new
form of architecture rising at the
dawn of a new era. There is no outward connection between the two
structures, as Louis Bourgeois never
visited Ravenna and knew nothin~
about the church of San Vitale.
As a new form, San Vitale influenced all the architecture which followed it, and the Bourgeois Temple,
as distinctly a new form for today,
should have a similar effect upon rising architecture. In fact, this has already been perceptible, for sinec the
exhibition of the Baha'i Temple in
New York and Chicago, the traditional restrictions of architecture
have disappeared. Mr. Goodhue has
created the Nebraska State House,
erected at Lincoln, Nebr., which
breaks all precedents. The new
Tribune Building, of Chicago, and the
towered beauty of very recent New
York are indications of the s a m e
tendency, and the attention given to
light and col or effect in m any of
these lofty structures is not an accident.
But the Baha'i Temple is not only
a spot of beauty such as has been described in the preceding pages; it is
to be a universal center of religious
and social service for the entire community in which it arises. The only
temple of the sort previously erected
is that of 'Ishqabad, Russia, and when
Lenin discovered how completely it
was used and loved by the whole city
he refused to persecute it, though he
had threatened to destroy it.
The Temple building is to be a center of worship in which only worship
shall be carried on, but it must be
nonsectarian and universal.
The
building contains a great central auditorium in which the Baha'i forms
of prayer and praise will be used.
But there are nine large rooms in the
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foyer, and 'Abdu'l-Baha says these
must be offered to other religious organizations for their independent activities. The doors of the edifice will
never be closed, and at any hour any
human being will be free to enter it
for prayer and meditation.
While the Temple itself will be set
aside for worship alone, 'Abdu'l-Baha
taught always that the beneficent results of worship must be evident in
the outer life. Therefore every Baha'i Temple should be surrounded by
a lovely garden in which fountains
play and flowers bloom, and the uses
of which shall be free to all. Moreover, every temple shall have from
five to nine accessory buildings maintained from its center, in which the
activities of life flowing from religion
are manifest. These buildings must
include a hospice or place of entertainment, a hospital, a home for crippled children and a college for the
study of the higher sciences, becauRe
true religion must never be divorced
from the search after truth.
This plan reminds one somewhat
of the huge monastic institutions of
the past in which one finds the cathedral always a radiating hive of diversified activity. But such activity
in the past was always distinctly sectarian, and the world has never seen
an organized center for worship and
universal service which has no sectarian bias. This will constitute the
purely novel element in the creation
of the Baha'i Temple, and no one can
term it chimerical or Utopian because
such an institution has been in operation for ten years in the city of 'Ishqabad so successfully t hat it survived the severe investigation of
Lenin himself.
'Abdu'l-Baha has uttered m any
pregnant words in regard to the erection of the Temple. It is fitting to
close with a few of them. He says:
"The more the world aspires to
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civilization the more this important manner of advancement. and progress
matter of cooperation and assistance in the world of humanity."
becomes manifest. Therefore, in the
He says again: "In brief, the purworld of humanity one sees this mat- pose of places of worship and edifices
ter of helpfulness attain to a high de·· for adoration is simply t.hat of unity,
gree of efficiency; so much so that the in order that various nations, differcontinuance of humanity entirely de- ent races, varying souls may gather
pends upon this inter-relation. The there and among them love, amdty
believers of God must especially for- and accord m a: y be realized. The
tify the foundation of t his reality original purpose is this. That is why
among themselves, so that all may His Holiness Baha'u'llah has comhelp ea c h other under all circum- manded that a place be built for all
stances, whether in the degree of the religionists of the world. That.
truth and significances or in the sta- all religions and races and sects may
tions of this world of matter, and es- gather together. That the Oneness
pecially in founding public institu- of the human war 1 d may be protions which shall benefit all the peo- claimed. That all the human race is
ple, and still more the founding of the servant of God, and that all aTe
the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar (Baha'i Tem- submerged in the 0 c e a n of God's
ple) which is the greatest of the di- mercy. The world of existence may
vine foundations. * * *
be likened to this place. It is the
"The Mashriqu'l-Adhkar of Chi- M:ashriqu'l-Adhkar. Just as the excago is of the greatest importance. ternal world is a place where various
This is a Baha'i Temple, a supreme peoples of different hues and colors,
House of Worship, a place of spirit- of various faiths and denominations
ual gathering and of the manifesta- meet; just as they are submerged in
tion of divine mysteries. * * * The
the same sea of favors; so all may
importance of the Mashriqu'I-AdhkaT
meet under the dome of the Mashcannot be confined within any measriqu'l-Adhkar and adore the one God
ure or limit, because it is the fint
Divine Institution in that vast con- in the same spirit of truth. For the
tinent, and fro m this Mashriqu'l- ages of darkness have passed away
Adhkar, which is now in the process and the Century of Light has arrived.
of construction (at Wilmette, suburb The imaginary prejudices are in t.he
of Chicago), hundreds and thousand s process of dispersion and the light of
of Mashriqu'l-Adhkars will be born u nit y is shining. The difference
in the future. * * * Its building which exists among the nations and
is the most. important of all things. the peoples is soon to pass away and
This is the spiritual foundation; for the fundamentals of the divine rethat reason it is the most important ligions, which are no other than the
of all foundations; from that spirit- solidarity and the oneness of the huual foundation will cam e forth all man race, are to be established."

SERVICE
When we count out our gold at the end of the day,
And have filtered the dross that has cumbered the way,
Oh, what were the hold of our treasury then
Save the love we have shown to the children of men?
Georgia Douglas J ohnson.
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REFLECTIONS OF A BAHA'I TRAVELER
From Shanghai to Japan
SIEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER
This is the sixth and last in the series of travel stories by a business rn-an, auth01'
and world travele'l'. In the following a1'ticle a visit to Japan is described with its
wonderful modern p1'ogress and material advancement.
Of the spiritual capacity of
Japan, 'Abd~~'l-Baha has said: "Japan will turn ablaze. Japan is endowed with a most
rel1~arkable capacity for the sp1'ead of the Gause of God! Japan, with (another country
whose name He stated but bade us conceal it for the present) will take the lead in the
spir-itual re-awakening of pe01Jles and nations that the wor-ld shall soon witness!"~Editor.

Shanghai, I engaged passage
FtoROMJapan.
The express boat to
Nagasaki was not running that week
and I booked on an old Japanese
boat, one of the first steamers built
in Japan. I had to sign an agreement to abide by the food served on
board, since the cuisine was purely
Japanese and no Eurapean dishes
could be pravided. I gave my signature with alacrity because it afforded me a great deal of satisfaction to know that for the duratian
af the trip I should have to live
with Japanese as a Japanese. There
were very few Europeans on board,
and as on all Japanese boats there
was courtesy, utter cleanliness and
always the same desire to set an example of courteaus and righteous
living to the European.
The food was certainly such as 1
was not accustomed to; it cansisted
practically entirely of fish and concoctians of seaweed nat quite as palatable as ane would desire. But
when one is interested in the human
and spiritual side of man the appetites are easily satisfied.
The passengers were very interesting. The steamer was bound for
Moji and Robe, its final po l' t.
Among the passengers was a Russian General af the old regime, very
much appased to the Soviets. He
was good-natured and full af love
for humanity, but he was a man
without a country, without a home
anywhere; he had no passport and
could not get one from the anly pos-

sible source----the Soviet Government,
which he apposed. This paradox
was the natural sequence of a disastrous revolution arising out af
warfare, and if ever the folly of
war was brought home to me it was
by the sight of this beautiful soul
in his distress. Yet he was eager
for a chance to fight against the
government he opposed, and would
have taken up arms the next day
if the opportunity had affered. I
gave him the Baha'i M e s sag e
through the medium af a "Number
9,"* printed in Russian, sin c e his
knowledge of English was extremely
limited.
The steamer was delayed in arriving at Moji. We had towed a
large disabled boat, belonging to' the
same 'company, into the harbor, and
since aur three-thousand-ton boat
had had to pull a ten-thous and-tan
steam er we made a speed of anly
three miles per hour-if that can
be called speed.
Moji and Shimanosecki are sister
cities, spreading over the beautiful
bay which forms the entrance to the
famaus inland sea, alive with shipping and small fishing boats. The
national food is fish, and there is an
enormous wealth of it all over the
coast and the archipelago. There is
always a rigid inspection by the police and sanitary authorities as
* A small booklet giving" a brief statement of
the Baha'i Cause and its principles. It is printed
in English, French, German, Spanish, Portuguese,
Russian, Scandinavian, J apanese Chinese, Italian,
Esperanto.
j
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often as a boat reaches port. The
representative of the "water police"
was a gentleman named Fugeta, a
name well known to most Baha'is,
and he took as kindly to the Baha'j
Message as our dear friend H. S.
Fugeta, who lives at Haifa.
Since there was not sufficient time
to go on shore, I spent my time
profitably in giving the Message to
the police and other omcials. Naturally enough their first enquiry was

H. S. Fugeta, a Japanese Bah6:i, who has
served in the family of 'Abdu'l-Bahd at
Ha.ifa, Palestine, for many years, and who
is much beloved by visiting pilgri.ms from
every part of the woTld

whether this was something along
Bolshevik or revolutionary lines, and
it was typical of their Japanese
perspicuity and logic that they
should soon realize that it was a
Message aiming at the felicity of
mankind from the very fact that it
was discussed and spread, not furtively and secretly, but openly and
joyously. They were quite eager to
learn more about What they themselves called "this wonderful Mes·

sage," particularly since they saw
that it was immeasureably above
anything that could ever be achieved
under the auspices of Nationalism or
politics. They could, moreover, see
the necessity of merging in the universal-scheme-of-things or, to use a
more familiar expression, the Brotherhood of Man. It was interesting
to observe that at Moji, unlike other
Eastern ports, the officials were all
Japanese, giving evidence of the
fact that the country had grown out
of European tutelage and had
learned all that it was necessary to
know from that source without sacrificing one jot of the natural courtesy and politeness of the race.
The trip through the narrows to
the inland sea is world-famed and
never-to-be-forgotten, offering as it
does the greatest possible variety of
scenery. It must be remembered
that the Island Empire is mountainous. The great natural harbor, or
inland sea, could accommodate every
shipping craft of the world and
forms a natural defence against foreign attack, as the Russians found
out to their cost some twenty years
ago; and it can easily be understood
how Japan could keep itself in a
state of seclusion for such a long
time.
The Japanese divide time into
periods, the first being the Age of
the Gods. In the Middle Ages there
were two unsuccesssful attempts to
conquer Korea, but the first foreign
inroad was made when Saint Francis
Xavier landed at Nagasaki. Christianity, or rather J esuitism, gained
ground rapidly, but the inevitable intrusion of political and economic factors brought the missionary efforts
to disaster and the Christian communities became quite extinct. And
the missionary zeal which led to the
burning of Buddhist priests in bon-
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fires of their own temples may not
have been received by the people as
it was intended to be received.
(This statement is verified in the
records of the Jesuit communities
themselves. )
Japan, under the rule of the Shoguns, developed in its own way. The
Emperor, or Mikado, has always
been the Supreme L 0 I'd in whom
dwells all the spiritual powers of
the descendant of the god who created Japan; while the Shoguns have
attended to temporal affairs.
It
was only in 1854, I believe, when
Peary knocked at the door of Japan,
that things began to move with any
rapidity; and feudal conditions lingered on until before 1870. At that
time Japan did not possess a single
steamboat. Fifty years later she
was the third greatest naval and
military power in the world and had
been admitted to the concert of the
Great Powers.
The natural resources of the country are not commensurate with its
beauty of scenery, and the progress
Japan has made has been more due
to the energy and industry of its
wonderful people than to any natural advantages in the way of
wealth. It must be mere fable or
legend that the early explorers hankered after Zipango, as it was called
in the Middle Ages.
Some twenty hours after leaving
Moji we arrived at Kobe, which offers the same aspect as other J apanese ports-orderly conduct and excellent facilities which would do
credit to the best-run port in what
we so fondly call the "civilized"
world. It is a large seaport which
has grown enormously at the expense of Y okohama since the disastrous earthquake which visited that
city a few years ago. It is necessary to go into the interior to see
the real Japan; but one can do very
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well without a visit to Osaka, which
is the Pittsburgh and Manchester
of Japan, and offers no attractions
to anyone not commercially interested.
Kyoto is the ancient capital, with
its palaces and great parks. There
is the ancient royal palace, surrounded with water-filled moats, the
walls offering a reminder of the
days when Japan was held in the
thrall of the feudal system. Great
numbers of Shinto and Buddhist
temples are on every hand, and it is
quaint to see pretty little Japanese
ladies making their offerings at
some wayside shrine to one of the
myriad gods and, as they deposit
their coins, ringing a bell and clapping their hands to attract the attention of the deity whose bounty
and favor they seek. But this is
Shintoism; the Buddhist temples are
of a somewhat higher order. Kyoto
presents the usual Japanese mixture
of modern progress and the primitive, and perhaps more beautiful,
oriental life.
The manufacturing
activities of the people tend to artistic products such as silk, metalware, bronze, cloisonne, beautiful
beads, chinaware, ivory and lacquer,
and there is probably no place in
the Empire where these activities
can better be seen than at Kyoto.

It so happened t hat I wen t
through an earthquake and, although
the center of it was 25 miles away,
the shocks felt were tremendous.
At the first shock I was driving in
a rubber-tired rickshaw through the
oldest parts of the city and I noticed
nothing unusual until I saw people
running out of their houses and
heard the crash of falling windows.
The full realization came later on
reaching my hotel, when a European
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1 a d y, all disheveled and excited,
came dashing into my arms down a
staircase the ceiling of which was
falling in heaps. It was difficult to
say who was the more astonished,
she at my failure to realize properly
that an earthquake was "on," or I
at the totally unexpected apparition
which she presented as a result of
her realization of the fact that an
earthquake was in progress I
That was the first shock, and 1.
was not so fortunate with the other
two, for the natives always expect
three and do not feel safe until
the third shock is over. The bell-boy
came into my room a little later on,
extending three fingers as an intimation that the third shock was
over and that we could all breathe
easily again. Fortunately the earthquake did not affect any of the populous districts seriously. Japan is,
of course, more or less constantly
suffering fro m earthquakes 0 f
greater or less severity, and as a
consequence of this unstable state of
affairs the common people build very
frail houses, made mostly of wood
and paper, the only heating apparatus being a small charcoal fire
which, during the raw win t e I'
months, is constantly in use to make
the small rooms comfortable and
habitable. It will easily be under;.,
stood that during the fires which follow an earthquake whole cities are
very often wiped out, the small
dwellings forming kindling wood for
the larger structures. It was a
blessing that on the occasion I speak
of, Osaka, a city of three million
souls, was spared-it might easily
have fallen a prey to the flames.
The railways are all governmentowned and splendidly run, with comfortable sleeping and dining-cars.
The trip from Kyoto to Tokyo is a
night's run, and when I arose early
in the morning the first sight that

greeted my delighted eyes was the
famous and often-depicted Fujiyam a, the highest mountain in the
country. As the train moved along,
the mountain seemed to screen itself
with other ranges, now showing
itself and now withdrawing from
sight, the whole a panorama of sut.:h
exquisite loveliness that one could
feel that to venerate beauty of this
order is really to adore one of the
attributes of God. All along the
line are great hydroelectric developments, Nippon being extremely
rich in water power, which is being
more and more developed to supply
electric power for all purposes to
the larger cities.
All Japanese cities are a flood of
light at night, particularly what are
known as the "theater streets" with
their tea-houses and other places of
entertainment and amusement, some
of which are, one regrets to say, being superseded by the ubiquitous
moving-picture theater, where the
titles and captions, instead of being
thrown on the screens, are called
out to the audience in shrill Japanese by an official announcer. This
is an improvement on the practice
prevailing in the Western world,
where the captions are not only
thrown on the screen but announced,
more or less correctly and in varying degress of audibility, by one's
neighbors in the audience.

In Tokyo I was most agreeably
surprised to be able once more to
form contact with Baha'fs-a contact I had missed since leaving
Shanghai. I found quite a number
of the friends there devoted to 'Abdu'l-Baha and the Cause of Baha'u'llah. They are firm believers and do
credit to the work of Miss Agnes
Alexander and Mrs. Ida Finch in
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A street scene in Tokyo

that country. Particularly w ere
they interested in the progress of
the Temple. They did me the honor
of visiting me at the great Imperial
Hotel (built in Korean style), where
We partook together of a little dinner which will always linger in my
memory as one of the pleasantest
exp81"iences of my life.
The Japanese conception of human existence makes the father emphatically the head of the family,
and it is disconcerting to a Westerner
to see, for instance, a man boarding
a street car first while his wife
drags dutifully after him. To the
Baha'i this conveys the significance
of early training and the power of
education, and makes all the more
clear the universal need for education according to the great principles laid down by Baha'u'Ilah. All
the friends I met in Tokyo were
people of good standing in the community (journalists and other professional people), and it was through
them that I was privileged to address a meeting of the Club for Pacific Relations, a group of people
who meet every week and speak for

a short time on subjects conducive
to peace in the world. In addressing
the meeting I gave a brief outline
of the BaM!i Mess.age which found
its way into the Japanese press.
My relations with the friends in
Tokyo was the most remarkable of
all my experiences in Japan, since
it not only resulted in a deep sense
of confirmation, but brought to me
a wonderful and unfaltering conviction that this Holy Cause is firmly
established and progressive there;
and that the whole structure of its
spiritual temple is destined to descend upon, and spread its beneficent
influence over, the whole nation.
The nucleus having been so firmly
established by 'A bdu'l-Baha and so
wisely and devotedly fostered by the
Guardian of the Baha'i Cause, Shoghi Effendi, I am fully convinced
that much can be accomplished now
by the conduct of Baha'is which will
attract the attention of the world by
examples untranslatable into words.
n is, as cannot be said too often,
the act of the Baha'i that really
matters.
Tokyo is the seat of Government
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and the home of the Emperor, a
feudal castle in the heart of the
city, but pretty well obscured from
the eye of the casual visitor. The
Mikado is the personification of the
Deity. Shintoism is, of course, a
national institution which seems to
satisfy the particular requirements
of the people; it holds the promise,
through ancestor worship, of godhead for everyone and thus makes
present suffering, no matter ho"\v
acute, a matter of much less account than is credible to a Western
mind. After all, have we not made
national institutions 0 u t of our
church organizations? Have we not
erected shrines for national heroworship? It will be remembered
that the father of the present EmP8l":)T upon the occasion of his ascent
to the throne sent a committee around
the world for the purpose of ascertaining whether there was any bEJter religion that could be introduced for the Japanese people likely
to be more beneficial than the existing national religion. The committee made a thorough and wide investigation, only to return with the
recommendation that the Japanese
people were, religiously speaking,
very well off indeed in spite of their
religious fallacies and dogmas, which
were certainly no worse than wen~
to be encountered in all the religions of the earth. It is a great
pity that these enquiring gentlemen
had not an opportunity then of coming in contact with the Baha'i Revelation; but at that time the message had hardly gone beyond the
confines of Persia.
The Japanese devotion to the Emperor is most remarkable. I was 011
a Japanese liner from Australia to
China when the late Emperor was
being buried, and at the exact time
of the ceremony in Japan the whole
crew of the vessel, from the captai.n

right down to the humblest oiler, paraded on deck in theh' very best official attire and in a spirit of utmost
devotion turned their eyes to J apan-their country and the home
and resting place of their Lord.
There was so much sincerity in this
simple ceremony and, incidentally,
much gratitude to those passengers,
non-Japanese, who joined in it as a
tribute to the country and the race.
No matter what may be the political
opinions of a Japanese subject, the
person and the authority of the Emperor are sacred and unquestionable.
Just think what will happen when
the trend of modern thought and the
march of modern progress will turn
the thoughts and heart of this august personage in the direction of
the One Almighty God! Can it
mean anything but the propagation
of the Holy Cause of God as given
to the 'world through His Holiness
Bah§:u'l1:ih?

Nikko is the city of temples and
shrines, about four hours' ride from
Tokyo and some four thousand feet
up in the mountains, where wend
their way every year hundreds of
thousands of pilgrims. The summer palace of the Mikado is there
and the most famous Shinto and
Buddhist temples, said to be the
finest in the world with the exception of the Taj Mahal in India. It
is in Nikko that one gets the best
and truest idea of the religious life
of the Japanese. There we see the
renowned red lacquer bridge which
may only be traversed by the iVIikado himself and that at a special
ceremony held once a year, which
did not, however, prevent its being
destroyed by fire twenty years ago,
the bridge we see today being its
successor. :iVIy guide had come for
me with a rickshaw, but I did not
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want him to pull me about the steep
mountain side. I was more eager to
engage him in conversation and find
out something at first hand about
Shintoism. He explained to me, to
start with-as a first lesson (so to
speak) -that every Japanese soldier
is a Shinto, although he may be a
Buddhist as well. Now the Japsnese is a very poor linguist, and.
while he may give information very
freely on one particular subject. or
line of thought, a change of subJect
will leave him high and dry and inarticulate. Something of the sort
happened with my guide, for I could
not get intelligible answers to the
questions I wanted most to ask. I
remarked that, after all, we all come
from God and back to God must go;
but he replied (with delightful naivete), "Not 1. I am both Shinto
and Buddhist and half of me will go
to one heaven and half to another."
It was fortunate, I thought, that he
had not subdivided himself any
further, since his ultimate distribution might have been a matter of
complexity and contention.
There are tens of thousands of
shrines. There are family shrines
and personal shrines, many of them
fallen into decay, and there are
shrines to all sorts of nature gods
and goddesses-the God of the Mountain, the God of the Valley, the God
of the River and gods of every conceivable manifestation, whether good
or harmful.
To the Western eye the profound
politeness of the Japanese may seem
strange and bordering on the grotesque; but one becomes accustomed
to the deep obeisances which the
Japanese imports into phases of life,
both business and personal, because
it is merely the outward sign of a
true courtesy. The usual accompaniment of a visit is tea, which is consumed in vast quantities; and I found
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myself in the course of a day's transaction of business here and there
quaffing as many as thirty or forty
cups of tea as an irreducible minimum-and without milk or sugar, at
that.

I met the friends over and over
again, and greetings were sent to me
from the friends at Nagasaki ana
other cities. Some of them insisted
upon seeing me off at Yokohama,
the great port near Tokyo, bearing
g i f t s of friendship, of which the
beautiful fuqusa is one of my most
cherished possessions. Seldom has
a gift been made to me as the vehicle
of such kind sentiment coming, as it
did, from representatives of a race
so much misunderstood-willfully, or
otherwise-but a race which, quite
as well as any other whatsoever, will
fit into the universal - scheme - of things and furnish a pattern of extreme beauty in the Carpet of Humankind, a pattern woven of strong

A Japanese Baha'i teacher and sorne of
her pupils
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A tY1Jica 1 scene in Y okohama' s exclusively oriental section

and beautiful threads and making an displaying some of the fine characimpressive integral part of the great teristics of the race they had
ensemble.
"worked" among - the kindliness,
As we steam away from Yokohama the courtesy, the devotion, the rewe can still see the effects of the last spect, the humility and the tolergreat earthquake. Forts erected on ance-in fact, any of the lessons in
small islands have been lifted up and personal behavior that the Orient
broken apart like cardboard boxes; can teach the West.
and the rebuilding of them is still
I was looking forward to meeting
going on. The passengers on the the friends at home, but it was diffiliner, who were to be thrown so much cult for me to understand how anytogether for the next two weeks, con- one could leave so much beauty besisted very largely of people who hind without profound regret. A
were going home with fond expectafriend is a friend no matter where
tions after long absences. A number
he may be, and why should I, as a
of them were missionaries who had
decided to leave China when things Baha'i, make any distinctions bebecame unsafe the re; and they tween American, Australian, New
seemed saddened at leaving behind Zealand, South American, Chinese or
them what had seemed such a safe Japanese friends? Would it be fair
and comfortable existence with noth- to any of them? One who does not
ing much ahead, perhaps, but an know the pain of parting cannot know
occasional opportunity to describe the joy of meeting; and with this
at length their work among the thought in mind I looked forward to
"heathen" in a far-off foreign land. the friends I was going home to meet
It seemed a pity that they themselves as if they had been the friends I had
could not have been converted into just left.
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WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"THE WHOLE problem of disarmament has been left at the stagnation point as a result of the failure
of the Geneva discussions. * * * Despite the conflicting emotions springing from alternate currents of skepticism and hope, we must not despair
of ultimately attaining the common
goal of international reconciliation
* * * there are no longer victors and
vanquished; all lose."-Foreign Minister Stresemann of Germany in an
address to the Society of Foreign
Journalists (Evening Star, Washington, D. C.).

Tariffs and Their Effect on International Payments.
"Students who are nationals of the
following countries will represent
their native lands in the Model Assembly: England, France, Germany,
China, Belgium, Italy, Japan, Holland, Switzerland, Brazil, Porto Rico,
Irish Free State, Denmark, Greece
and Bulgaria. Russian, Armenian,
Indian and Korean students also will
participate. * * * Invitations have
been sent to forty-six colleges in New
England to send student delegations.-League of Nations News.

"THE WOMAN'S PAN-PACIFIC
CONGRESS is to be held in Honolulu
in August, 1928. This Congress will
give the opportunity for women of
twenty-seven different nationalities
to come together in intelligent conference, to thresh out all problems,
not only of peculiar interest to
women but as to their relations and
obligations to the present-day world
at large. In the minds of the outstanding men of the Pacific country,
this Congress is the greatest movement in the woman's world of our
generation, and will be of benefit to
the coming generations according to
the general interest manifested in
their undertaking and the adoption
of the concerted ideas resulting from
their work."-Pan-Pacific Union Bulletin.

"I AM certainly not a politician ill
the ordinary sense of the word.
There must be a few savants who
are politicians; but I believe there are
political ideas and political duties
which can be ignored by no one who
professes to play a part in the life
that goes on around him.
"The problem uppermost in my
mind in this connection is how best
to carry out the duty of restoring
the unity among peoples which was
so completely destroyed during the
war, and of bringing about a better
and more complete understanding
among nations so that a repetition of
the terrible misfortune through which
we have passed may be impossible.
"To collaborate to this end is, in
my opinion, a duty from which no
one, whatever the importance of his
services in other directions may have
been, can withdraw himself. * * *
We have advanced. This is as little
to be doubted as the fact that this advance-both in regard to its importance and to the time it has taken to
reach its present point-has satisfied
neither the leaders of the peace
movement nor the great masses of
the people. * * * No, we shall never
get any further with mutual mistrust; that at least is a lesson we

"A MODEL ASSEMBLY of the
League of Nations, in which students
from New England colleges will take
the role of delegates from various
countries in the League, will be held
on April 7th in Johnson Chapel of
Amherst College, Amherst, Mass.
Two main topics for discussion have
been decided on: (1) Disarmament,
Security and Arbitration, and (2)
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should have learned from the past.
Let us trust each other; let us believe in the strength of the peace
idea; let us, each in his place, do
our duty in the service of our ideal,
and peace will be better protected
than it would be by guns and gas
shells."-Professor Albert Einstein,
discoverer of the theory of relativity.
"Spokane Review."
"DURING my two-year search
through Washington for printable
verse, I have naturally formed some
conclusions about the town. These
conclusions in general are set forth
in the foreword to 'Black and
White,' to which I refer you.
"I have had to form some specific
conclusions which are of particular
interest to me, respecting the colored
man. Briefly, it is that the Negro
has come to be a contributing factor
to the best culture of Washington.
It has been something of a surprise
to me, a Virginian and the son of
slave-holding grandparents, to learn
this. Yet I have seen evidences that
this is true, and have been glad to
see it. There is a surprisingly large
group or circle of Negroes in Washington who are partaking of and
contributing to the cultivated side of
life-that is, there are men and
women who read and understand and
criticize the best of modern thought,
as set down in prose and verse; men
and women who have reached a point
of emancipation sufficiently detached
to look at themselves, their immediate
and distant pasts, and ask: 'Well,
what of it?' There are Negro men
and women in Washington who manL
fest the same graces, refinement,
understanding and sense which we
who are white are supposed to aspire to.
"I put these things down because
they have come to me as things
newly learned, and things which have

impressed me. It is but natural,
then, that I should have included the
poetry of Negro people in my Washington anthology. I have done so
because it deserved a place of importance in any such collection. I
have tried to give it that importance,
both in the name of the volume,
'Black and White,' in the cover,
and in my conversation to my friends
about it."-J. C. Byars, Jr., in the
Washington Eagle.
"ALREADY the applications of
science to human affairs have far
outrun the ability of man to use them
wisely. The engineer has provided
agencies of incalculable value in time
of peace, but they are also endowed
with prodigious powers of destruction which can be loosed in time of
war. Unless we solve the problem
encountered in man himself, the outlook is dark indeed, and it may even
be questioned whether our civilization will endure. Human behavior
presents the most formidable and the
most important problem of all the
ages. Its solution can be achieved
only by concentrating upon it all of
the knowledge and wisdom and resources at the disposal of man."Gen. John J. Carty, vice-president of
the American Telephone and Telegraph Co., in the Evening Sun of
Baltimore.
"THE GREAT lesson of the East
is patience, the realization that if
you plan carefully and wait long
enough you will get what you are
planning for. If world peace is to
be maintained, if we are to avoid
suicidal wars, there must be a keener
consciousness of the fact that people
are just people the world around,
sticking closer to the old international conception of a family of nations."-Rear Admiral Mark Bristol
in Cun'ent History.
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"Can any greater blessing be imagined by man than the consciousness that by Divine assistance the means of comfort, peace and
prosperity of the human race are in His hands? * * * The greatest
happiness lies in the happiness of others. * * * In the misery of
men lieth their greatest sorrow."- ' Abclu'l-Baha.

A FARMHOUSE blazing up, tragically sacrificed to the demon of fire.
Very likely no insurance, for rates
are prohibitively high in districts
without fire apparatus and good
water pressure. The vast flame enveloping and soaring aloft over that
tinder framework which was but
an hour ago a human shelter means
perhaps financial ruin to the family
huddled around it in helpless consternation. The patient labor of
years destroyed in as many minutes.
Devastation, deprivation, ruin.
Here we see in vivid concrete
form an example of that dreaded
scourge of man's physical beingdisaster. It can come in countless
other ways than fire, flood, tornado or
earthquake. It can come through
sickness, through the exercise of
faulty judgment, through failure
due to undertakings beyond the individual's ability and power, through
the social and business friction that
result from inadaptable temperament and personality.
In many
other conceivable ways disaster may
overtake an individual in society,
other members of which, at that
very moment, are piling success
upon success and prosperity upon
prospedty.
WHAT CAN WE do about it?
Shall we alleviate our sympathy with
the thought that misfortune may

almost always be traced to some
fault or lack within the individual?
Shall we settle back in our own comfort and prosperity, and endeavor to
shut the tragic scene of human suffering from our eye of memory?
Shall we try to aid the failing individual, and in so doing discover
how incompetent and helpless we are
ourselves as individuals to remedy
the disaster of another?
The more we investigate, the more
we experience and reflect, the clearer
do we see that only by community action, by society as a whole aiding
and supporting the individual, can
human life be guarded from the
devastating results of material
calamities. But how can this be
done? By what form of organization can society so protect the individual as to remove from his life
the ruin brought by catastrophe; or
from man's consciousness the frequently besetting dread of helplessness as part of that august onward
march of universal life which progresses the race but gives no compensating protection or insurance to
individual weakness?
It is conceivable that Destiny
could have planned a world in which
there should be no disaster. It is
conceivable, even, that what of disaster rules this planet is somehow
or other but the enveloping shadow
cast from man's own spiritual dark-
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ness; and that as humanity evolves
toward spiritual perfection and
achieves true harmony of being,
disaster will proportionately diminish from the planet.
BUT
MEANWHILE
disaster
exists. And the problem before humanity is how to organize a universal
form of insurance which cannot, it
is true, be effective to prevent catastrophes; but which can at least, and
will, bind up all wounds,-and like
the Good Samaritan set all stricken
and unsuccessful wayfarers on their
feet again.
If only somehow those who have
in abundance could share of their
abundance to those who lack; if
those who have wisdom and ability
could help to guide the life activities
of those who want these gifts,-then
and not till then would be achieved
the mightiest piece of human engineering since the world began: the
sky-towering structure of human
solidarity.
IT IS TO this supreme organization of humanity that Baha,'u'lh'th
calls us. Every community is to be
so organized that the individual
members in it have complete and
universal insurance. Whatever is
lacking-whether due to natural
catastrophe or to failure in earning
power-will be met from the cen-

tral store, to which is contributed
the excess of wealth of those individuals who prosper. And not
only material, but judicial and
spiritual aid will be given. The unsuccessful individual will be set on
his feet and started anew, guided by
the advice and care of specially delegated members of the group. Thus
all the resources of the group, both
of wealth and of intelligence, will
be available to the individual. There
will be supreme, universal protection. The weak and the failing will
feel loving arms around them, and
know that they cannot lack.
Hitherto, the individual has in the
main been obliged to look to God
alone for help in times of trouble.
In the new Baha'i State man, spelt
with a capital, Man in his true
spiritual stature expressing the solidarity of the human race, will act
as vice-regent to the Almighty. It
does not mean that God will be less
needed in our lives, nor that our
prayers for His help and sustainment should be any the less earnest.
It does mean, however, that He will
have in humanity as a whole a universal agency for good, ready at all
times to dispense, as an inescapable
social, political and spiritual duty,
that sweet charity of which Paul
said that if we had it not our religion was but as tinkling brass.

"The base of life is mutual aid and helpfulness. * * * The
more the world aspires to civilization the more this most important
matter of cooperation and assistance becomes manifest. Therefore
in the world of humanity one sees this matter of helpfulness attain
to a high degree of efficiency; so much so that the continuance of
humanity entirely depends upon this inter-relation."-'A.bclu'l-Baha.
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THE COMING OF THE GLORY
CHAPTER VII.

A Glimpse of the Golden Age

FLORENCE E. PINCHON

"Now in the ~uOTld of being the hand of divine power hath finnly laid the founda ..
tions of this all highest bounty and this wondrous gift. Whatsoever is latent in the innermost of this holy cycle shall gradually appear and be 'made 'manifest; for now is but the
beginning of its growth and the day-sp?'ing of the revelation of its s'igns. Ere the close
of this centuTY an,a, of this age it shall be made clear a,nd evident how wondr01tS was
that springtide and how heavenly was that gift."-'Abdu·l-Baha.
[Synopsis of previous installments:
Chapter I, "The Argument," and Chapter
n, "Night," explained most convincingly
the conditions preceding the dawn of a
New Day and reviewed briefly various aspects of history showing the great need
for the coming of the new Spiritual Springtime; how during the last eighty years a
mysterious Spiritual Power has been gradually revitalizing and renewing the whole
world, and how some who had kept their
vision clear and who longed for the coming
of God's Kingdom on earth, had set out to
find the Master of aNew Day. Chapter IH,
"The Morning Star," told dramatically and
brilliantly the story of the life and martyrdom of the Bab, Who was the Herald of
the new dispensation. Chapter IV, on "The
Sun of Truth," sketched the life of the
Promised On-e, Baha'u'llah, and how and
why He was the Founder of the Universal
Religion prophesied for this day. Chapter
V, "The Moon of Wisdom and Guidance,"
recorded in brief the life story of 'Abdu'lBaha, the Divine Interpreter and Exemplar
of the Revelation of Baha'u'Wih, Whose
sufferings, imprisonments and labors He
fully shared. Chapter VI explained the
plan of the administration of the Baha'i
Cause and the important position of "The
Guardian of the Cause."]

finished speaking, the
EREsunI had
had set in a blaze of

burnished copper, and the twilight
was slowly deepening into night. Yet
no one stirred. Mary, still lying in
her hammock, looked as though she
had passed into a happy trance. An
early moon gleamed through the
dusky branches of the trees upon the
four rapt faces of my listeners.
Arthur was the first to break the
reverent silence. His voice held a
new note of humility.
"If this wonderful story is trueand I do not doubt but that it can
all be authenticated-why have we
heard nothing of it before 1"

That is a very natural question.
But, you see, the Movement is given
no advertisement in the ordinary
way. It progresses only by means of
individual influence, literature, and
where opportunity occurs, by public
lectures. If you remember, it was a
hundred years after Christ's ascension before the world began to hear
of Christianity. It is only five years
since that of 'Abdu'l-Eaha's, yet
there are numbers of Baha'is
throughout the world today. Also
the Light is being reflected by many
pure minds, and the new ideals upheld by many a progressive institution that remain unconscious of the
true Source of their guidance and
illumination.
From OliveI' came a meditative
murmur"Science and Religion-at lasthand in hand. One with its clearness and purity-the other with its
power and passion. What possibilities!
Then questioned Peter, a little
wistfully:
"Since this Revelation is a written
one, and so everybody can read and
understand for themselves, my profession will no longer be needed, I
suppose ?"
In this Universal Religion there is
neither room nor need for elaborate
rites and ceremonies. All are to be
missionaries and teachers, according
to their capacities-"kings and priests
unto God"-not one particular class.
And the teachings will be given for
the love and joy of it, not to earn a
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livelihood. Monks and nuns are ad~
vised to live a spiritual life in the
world, not apart from it. Those who
wish to greatly serve their fellow men
must show it by their deeds, not by
their peculiar style of dress.
And Mary remarked softly:
"It is all and infinitely more than
I could ever have hoped or dreamed.
I can feel it is true.
'For the love of God is broader than
the measures of man's mind;
And the heart of the Eternal is most
wonderfully kind.'''
Then across the moonlight drifted
a curious shadow, like giant wings
outspread above us, over the garden
trees. A strange humming filled the
air, causing our hearts to beat with
an intense and awed anticipation.
Presently through the breathless
silence stole a Voice, far, sweet and
compelling.
"0 Sons of Desire: How long wilt
thou soar in the realms of passion?
Wings have I bestowed upon thee,
that thou mayest fly." * * *
"Come! Come and see! * * * the
things which God hath prepared
* * * hath prepared for them that
love Him."
And before we were aware of what
was happening, Imagination, like
some great spiritual airplane, had
caught us up, and spreading her
swift, shining wings, had swept us
forward, with the rapidity of
thought, through a hundred years or
more of world history. Through the
vast phantasmagoria of world events;
of earthquake, fire and flood, which
wrought their shattering changes in
the planet's surface. Through yet
another devastating war; through
revolutions, labor troubles, the turmoils of Bolshevism, economic rivalries and disputes.
Through the
mighty phantoms of anarchy and
chaos cast by widespread irreligion,
when the doors of hope and happiness
were closed to large sections of man-

kind. Yet, while as in a titanic
cinematograph these dark shapes and
shadows of sin, and its consequent
affliction, chased each other across
the world screen, above it all there
shone with an undimmed, steadily
growing radiance, the Light of the
Glory of God. Like the Shekinah of
old that gleamed over the Mercy-seat,
it shed its glow of guidance upon
all the problems and complexities of
individual and national life; its assurance and comfort throughout all
the greatest tribulations.
"For through affliction hath His
Light shone, and His praise been
brig"ht unceasingly; this hath
been His method through past
ages and bygone times."
But now, at length, the Sun had
melted and dispersed these gloomy
clouds of prejudice, greed and ignorance veiling the true nature of man;
and this nether world, like the surface of some clear, calm lake, had become the very mirror of the Realms
on High. The Plan of the ages, unfolded by the Heavenly Architect,
having been at last accepted and put
into execution by the builders, humanity had begun to rear the new
and glorious edifice of a Divine Civilization.
"For every plan is in need of a
power for its execution. The
penetrative power in the world
of existence is the confirmation
of the Kingdom of Abha. Every
plan and system which is assisted by this Power will be established * * * and will be realized among men."
As our ethereal airplane, poised
like a bird in the fleckless blue, swept
downward into the lower belts of
the earth's atmosphere, we became
aware of subtle changes, as though
some new element had entered into
the planet's aura; a new clarity and
brightness pervaded it, as if in cor-
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respondence with and a radiation
from a higher and purer state of
consciousness on the part of its inhabitants.
Extremes of heat and cold appeared to be less severe; the temperatures were more equable-----the
climates more agreeable-so marvelously and intimately are man's
thoughts and actions interwoven with
the finer forces of ~ature and the
vast Unseen.
"Look!" cried Oliver, pointing admiringly below, where, heading in
all directions of the compass, sped
great argosies of the air, while
other craft of strange shapes and
sizes, soared, like winged insects
into the sky, generating their motive
power from the inexhaustible stores
of the ether itself.
And our scientific friend, who in
these matters was far keener than
the rest of us, exclaimed at a kind
of invisible network of communication, swift as light, more perfect
than radio, that covered the earth
from pole to pole, transmitting not
only sound, but form and color.
Rules and regulations governed all
these extensive and varied intercommunications.
But everywhere
there appeared to be right of way, for,
although there still existed boundaries and border-lines, the old barriers
and restrictions between nations and
countries had been abolished. In
vain we sought for old fortifications
that once frowned grimly on frontiers; for huge battleships that jealously guarded dividing seas; official
spies, imposing custom-houses. These
things evidently belonged now to the
tales of the past.
"For * '" * in this age the boundaries of terrestrial things have extended; minds have taken on a
broader range of vision; realities
have been unfolded and the secrets
of being have been brought into the
realm of possibility. What is the
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spirit of this age? What is its focal
point? It is the establishment of
universal peace, the establishment of
the knowledge that humanity is one
family."
And mankind, guided by this principle of Oneness, and the different
attitude such a realization had involved, had discovered the means
whereby all could become partners
in the earth's surface, and in the
exploitation of its natural resources
and treasures. Cooperation and mutual trust, an inter-racial sense of
fellowship and good will had made
possible free and abundant interchange of both the material and
mental wealth possessed by each;
while spiritually"E'ach to Truth's rich market brings,
Its bright, divine imaginings,
In rival tribute to surprise
The world with native merchandise."
The motto of this amazingly prosperous and happy age was: "Glory
is not his who loves his native land
(alone), but glory is his who loves
his kind."
~o heavy boom of cannon, therefore, no sharp rattle of musketry, no
piercing cries of pain and death
greeted our ears, as we hovered
above this erstwhile planet of sorrow, for with the dawn of a ~ew
Day, the nightmare of war and strife
had passed away, and universal
Peace had been gloriously enthroned.
"But hoW," eagerly questioned
Arthur, "can such a state of affairs
be maintained ?"
In answer to his question, lower
and lower we dropped toward a
magnificent pile of buildings, situated
in a great central city, which, both
geographically and spiritually had
been found most favorable to intercommunication with all the races
of men.
"Oh," he cried, "I think I can
guess! It is a similar idea to that
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initiated by certain nations after the
Vilar of 1914."
Yes, he was right. On closer inspection, we discovered that the
dream of many a noble statesman
had, at last, materialized, for this
was indeed a Parliament of Man at
the apex of the world, a Supreme
International Tribunal and World
Court. Here in constant conclave assembled the wisest, the most farsighted, the most sagacious representatives and leaders of every nation on earth. It was the center toward which all peoples turned their
gaze, receiving therefrom guidance
and justice. It functioned as the
mighty brain of mankind. Its members were the Elect of the Elect, having been chosen from the national
Parliaments or Houses of Justice representing eVeTy country. These in
their turn were the delegates chosen
by a body of secondary electors
chosen by the mass of the people.
Every portion of mankind was thus,
in all international affairs, fairly represented at and controlled by the
decisions of this World Court. To it
were brought all controversial problems, and any nation instigating
war would be resisted by all the
others. And thus war "vas rendered
impossible.
Only a small force guarded each
land; only an international marine
police patrolled the peaceful oceans,
and regulated the merchant fleets
plying from coast to coast.
"Memorv recalled to me visions of
the prophets in bygone ages, the visions of Isaiah, John of Patmos and
many an ancient bard. And' Abdu'lBaha's prediction:
"Universal peace will raise its
tent in the center of the earth;
and the blessed tree of life will
grow and spread to such an extent that it wi.ll overshadow the
East and the West. Strong and
weak, rich and poor, antagonistic

sects and hostile nations, which
are like the wolf and the lamb,
the leopard and kid, the lion and
the calf, will act toward each
other with the most complete
love, friendship, justice and
equity."
"I am longing to see things in
more detail," cried Mary. "Do you
think we could take a peep, say, at
the little Islands of Britain? I
used to worry about the unemployment there and the labor troubles,
and wonder if she could revive."
Swiftly we skimmed the intervening distances of sea and land, noticing as we did so how the earth had
robed herself in fresh lovelinesses
of color and perfume. Many great
stretches of gray desert and wilderness had been reclaimed, and were
blossoming with verdure and grain,
for in every land agriculture was
receiving the attention it had so long
required.
Prosperous farms and
settlements abounded.
Huge and
ugly cities had been to a large extent
decentralized, and now that heavy
transport was conveyed by air, and
science had learned how to eliminate
unpleasant sounds, the rllsh, noise
and dirt characterizing the cities of
former times had vanished completely.
People lived in greater
simplicity, yet in more real comfort
and refinement, because science had
solved, by means of electricity and
ether, all the old difficulties of heat
and light. These now were abundant, beautiful, and within the reach
of all.
We decided that we would alight
at the next landing place and try to
study more closely the life now existing in a district once known to some
of our party as "England's hopfields."
No smell of hops, however, greeted
us as we walked between the tall,
fragrant hedgerows, because this
new world had proved "how much
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the renouncing of tobacco, wine and
opium gives health, strength, intellectual enjoyment, penetration of
judgment and physical vigor." Instead, the fields were sown with
grains of all kinds, with orchards of
fruit and nuts, with sweet-scented
flowers and herbs. Medical science
having discovered that man's natural
food grows out of the g'round, much
less animal food was consumed than
in former times.
Thus it appeared that humanity
had evolved a keener mentality, a
finer sensitiveness since it had ceased
to consume course food, artificial
stimulants, poisons and narcotics.
Arthur glanced with open admiration at some graceful, dignified
women who passed us on the road.
Their sun-tanned faces shone with
health and happiness. Their raiment
was extremely simple, but of lovely
texture and coloring. "Beautiful as
Greek models," I heard him remark,
"but far more spiritual in expression."
By this time we had reached, apparently, the center of the district,
occupied by a market square, flanked
on one side by a large building.
This proved to be the local House
of Justice-in reality a kind of central storehouse and distributing center established for the benefit of the
farmer and all the members of that
particular community.
These in
turn supported the House of Justice,
the members of which had been
elected by the district for their wisdom, experience and administrative
ability. "The House" had definite
revenues, such as income tax, a tax
on animals and inheritance, on treasures of the earth, mines, oil wells,
etc.
At harvest-time a general
board appropriated a certain percentage of the entire harvest for
this central storehouse. There were,
of course, expenditures also~the
running costs of the institution,
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salaries, administration of public
safety and hygiene, tithes to the government of the country, support of
orphans, cripples, of educational insitutions, supplying deficiencies in
the incomes of the poor, thus doing
away with those always hated establishments known in this country, in
the past, as "workhouses."
"I am disappointed to find an income tax still existing," one of us
observed.
But we found, on inquiry, that
the tax was a graduated one, only
levied in 'Cases where the income exceeded all necessary expenditure,
the percentage of tax increasing with
the surplus of income. On the other
hand, if anyone through misfortune
were unable to earn enough to meet
his expenses for the year, what he
lacked for the maintenance of himself and his family was supplied
from public funds. So the extremes
of destitution on the one hand, and
useless extravagance on the other,
were avoided.
Yet it was not so much new laws,
as the new spirit abroad in the world
that had made possible these just and
happy conditions, for this generation had grasped the great principle
of Voluntary Sharing; had realized
that all the love, beauty, truth, justice, science on earth was the result
of this shaTing; and that wealth of
gold or possessions was but a talent
on the material plane to be likewise
used for the benefit of one's fellows.
The experiments of Socialists, Communists, and others had, at last, convinced men that equality among them
there can never be, but that mutual
dependence is the essence of all material, as well as mental and spiritual
progress and happiness. Thus had
humanity become released from captivity to nature; from that ceaseless
struggle for existence which constituted in former times so supreme
an affliction.
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Coming out of this simple yet
effective House of Justice, we found
our eyes attracted to a building
through whose wide windows issued
sounds of children's voices singing.
All the rooms, as well as the pretty
gardens and playgrounds adjoining,
seemed filled with the clearest and
most delicate colors. Every device
that an enlightened humanity could
supply for the development of the
child was combined in the sunshiny
edifice before us, for these boys
and girls were indeed in the "Golden
Age," when "education" was a word
possessing new and delightful meanings. No longer was a child considered wax to be moulded indifferently to any shape; no longer
must it strain to conform to a standard utterly at variance with its natural capacities. Indeed it was encouraged to develop its peculiar abilities, character and individuality to
the best possible advantage, the
teacher, like a wise gardener. protecting, pruning, supplying nourishment and assistance as needed.
Above all, the children were taught
that obedience of God's commands
and service to humanity was the
highest aim in life; and to regard
their innate powers and faculties as
gifts to be developed for the good
of all.
As Baha:u'llah taught:
"Knowledge is like unto wings
for the being of man, and is like
a ladder of ascending. To acquire knowledge is incumbent
upon all, but of those sciences
which may profit the people of
the earth, not such as begin in
mere words and end in mere
words.
The possessors of
sciences and arts have a great
right among the people."
The advance made by humanity
was not only in knowledge, but in
power to practice that knowledge.
No wonder that a new order of being

-a race of supermen and womenwas now rapidly being evolved.
An educational system that had
become universal had, we learned,
been established by the Supreme International Tribunal, and this included instruction in an international
auxiliary language, thus giving to all
nations, both in the Occident and
Orient, the priceless boon of one
common tongue.
Teaching being now regarded as
such highly important work, demanding only the best and most
qualified type of men and women,
the profession was well and adequately paid. In taxes on inheritance estates, teachers were given a
share-regarded as heirs in the
owner's will. The schools, themselves, were built and supported by
community funds.
"But is nobody out of a job?" demanded Peter.
"Nobody idle or
drifting about aimlessly?"
No; mankind now had realized the
dignity of labor. The Baha'i law of
"work for all" had put to use the
splendid potentialities of human
energy, and had guided this energy
and creative power into channels of
natural expression, free from coercion, free from fear. Education had
enabled men to find the work for
which each was best fitted. The
hours of labor were shortened, till
all, however humble, could enjoy
sufficient leisure and recreation. Also
the general attitude toward work had
changed. Fear of poverty now removed, monetary gain was no longer
the chief incentive.
"Nobody worked for money, and nobody worked for fame,
But each for the joy of the working."
Work had become identical with
worship.
"The best of men," said Baha'u'llah,
"are they who gain by work, and expend for themselves and their kindred in the love of God."
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"But look! What is that cluster of
buildings standing somewhat removed from the rest of the township, out of which young men and
women are pouring for their noonday meal and rest, or games in the
fields adjoining?"
Factory workers? Yes; for factories, too, have been revolutionized,
and built where possible out in the
O'pen country. The establishment of
industrial demO'cracy has eliminated
the O'ld distinctions between capital
and labO'r, the hitter feelings that
O'nce so often prevailed between master and man. WO'rkers now receive
not O'nly their wages, but a definite
share bO'th in profits and management, thus making employees' and
employers' interests identical; and
friendly cooperation and consultation had replaced the industrial
slavery-strikes and lockouts of a
chaO'tic and unhappy bygone age.
That grO'up of houses and gardens
yonder are their homes, where nO'
longer huddled in tenements and
dark streets, every man may "sit
under his own fig tree."
"And these little homes," queried
Mary, "I wonder if they are really
happier than in past centuries?"
How cDuld it be otherwise? In
woman's particular domain were reflected all the new factors promoting
the welfare of society, of the child
and the worker. The vital changes
regarding her status in the wO'rld,
which had begun to' manifest at the
end of the 19th century, had come
now to' full fruition. Her equality
with man had been completely established in every department of life,
while physical and mental fDrce had
lost its dO'minance, and the more
spiritual qualities characterizing the
feminine nature, such as intuitiO'n,
mental alertness, IDve and service,
daily gained in strength. The East
especially had made amazing strides
in prosperity and PO'wer since the
emancipation and education of its
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women. Monogamy was practically
universal, and the ideas and ideals
involved in the marriage cDntract
purified and spiritualized. So that
divorce was seldom used; but when
necessary, it was, after a year's sepa.ration, done quietly by mutual agreement, the miseries and indecencies
Df divorce courts being now quite unknown.
But Peter Was naturally anxious
to see the kind of churches in which
people worshipped nowadays. So,
lightly skimming the intervening distance, we arrived in a large and
populous town where many nations
met. High above the tree-tops we
caught sight O'f a beautiful, shining
white dome. We alighted at a CDnvenient aerodrome adjoining a remarkable collection of buildings, enclosed in fine, park-like estates. One
of nine avenues led our wondering
footsteps amO'ng gardens filled with
choice shrubs and lovely flowers toward some point in the center. The
splashing of fountains, the songs of
birds made happy music everywhere,
Soon we stood before a fine, polygon
edifice, to whose nine doO'rs of entrance the avenues had converged,
and which like some exquisite architectural bouquet, was the focal point
and crDwn of the whole. But who
could hope to describe in mere words
the majestic dome and springing
columns, the beauty and strength of
this embodiment and externalization
of the great spiritual truth of religious Unity? Surely it might have
been such a vis,ion that Tennyson beheld when he wrote:
"I dreamed that stone by stone I
reared a sacred fane-,
A temple, neither pagod, mosque
nDr church,
But IDftier, simpler, always opendoored
To every breath from heaven, and
Truth and Peace
And Love and Justice came and
dwelt therein."
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In the spacious rotunda beneath
the dome were assembled people belonging to every race, nation or
creed. Beside the black-browed representative of Mosaic law knelt the
once despised follower of Jesus of
Nazareth; bowed the devout and
prayerful Moslem by that Baha'i
brother whom once he had so bitterly
persecuted; while an Indian Buddhist, his dark eyes shining with
mystic joy, stood clasping the hand
of a Christian brother to whom he
had formerly been a "heathen."
Up in a wide, encircling gallery,
~hildren's
voices were chanting.
Music, rich, sweet, soul-entrancing
filled the air. Words floated down
to us:
"0 God! This is a day, the Light
of which
Thou hast made holy above the
sun and its affulgence."
"Glory be unto Thee, 0 Thou God
of the world
And desire of nations.
o Thou who hast become manifest
in the Greatest Name."
It was the morning hour of worship, and the common aspiration of
all hearts found expression in the
words of a beautiful hymn.
"Gather us in, Thou Love that
fillest all!
Gather our rival faiths within Thy
fold!
Rend each man's temple-veil and
bid it fall,
That we may know that Thou hast
been of old;
Gather us in."
But now we turned from religion
in its aspect of praise and prayer, to
examine the numerous buildings by
which this Temple of Unity was surrounded, and of which it appeared
to be the center.
There stood a university for the
study of the higher sciences, science
in this enlightened age being the

handmaid of religion, and their cooperation making possible achievements undreamt of by scientific experts of former times.
Here a hospital had been erected,
whose services for the healing of the
body went hand-in-hand with mental
and spiritual processes of cure. Although perfect physical health had
not, as yet, been attained by men,
as the material and divine worlds
came more and more into harmony
diseases were rapidly disappearing.
Science having proved that Light in
all its varied forms was Life, light
and color were employed, herbs and
diet, where formerly only drugs or
operations were used. The quality
of the light everywhere, we noticed,
seemed softer, yet clearer and more
diffused. There was a joy, too, in the
faces of the people as though they
had discovered a meaning and purpose in Life. They moved with
springing step, as though Nature's
conquerors, instead of her slaves;
they trod air rather than earth.
Thus it was that, by purity of
thought and harmonious living, by
right use of all the means to health
revealed by science, the power of
God was turning sorrow into happiness, disease into health.
As
'Abdu'l-Baha had promised: "When
the Divine Message is understood, all
troubles will vanish."
We were also interested to observe
a marked increase in longevity. Nobody now was too old at sixty for
any business or occupation. The
middle period of life had greatly extended and come to be regarded as
the most valuable time, while the
first twenty years were devoted to
education and physical development
only.
Numerous were the other buildings
we saw, including a fine guest-house,
opened freely to all men; buildings
where feasts and conventions were
held, and others of a philanthropic
and educational nature.
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But our time was fast drawing to
a close. Had time calculations, too,
been changed in this New Era?
To our surprise, we discovered
that it was New Year's Day-the
first day of the first month, called
Baha-i. e., Splendor of God-that
we in Western Europe used to know
as the Spring Equinox, March 21st.
No longer, it appeared, were men
divided and perplexed by varying
systems and methods of calculation.
A new, universal calendar had been
established by the Supreme Tribunal.
A year now consisted of 19 months
of 19 days each-i. e., of 361 dayswith the addition of certain intercalary days, in order to adust it to
the solar year, the New Era having
begun in that wonderful year of the
Bab's Declaration of His mission,
and of 'Abdu'l-Baha's birth, 1844.
And so on this radiant day of Spring
-this New Year's Day of 2044~two
hundred years since the Dawn first
broke over a dark, discordant world,
we glided upward once more into
the sky, to pay our final visit to a
world which had so marvelously
been made anew.
On the wings of that most wonderful gift of God to men-a purified
imagination-we sped over ocean and
land, over snowy mountain-tops and
dark fringed forests, till we paused,
hovering above the wide, blue waters
of the Mediterranean Sea.
Below us ocean liners, merchant
craft, giant airships and vessels of
all kinds were heading in a continuous procession eastward. We followed where they led, till we found
ourselves poised above one of the
chief ports and emporiums of the
world. Night was falling, but we
were able to descry the noble curve
of a great mountain, magnificent
buildings and mansions, colleges and
institutions, orchards, gardens and
parks adorning all its slopes and the
adjoining plain. In the spaeious
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semicircular harbor rode at anchor
the ships of many nations, for into
this mighty center was being poured
the wealth and culture, the service
and honor, the love and devotion of
the finest products of every civilization. Here in the cause of the reconciliation and brotherhood of mankind met the earth's nobles and
best.
Between two ports that formed the
terminals of one great city, blazed
a pathway of illumination. Electricity turned night into day, while
from the heights above, immense
searchlights began to sweep the
darkening waters of the surrounding
ocean.
But our eyes followed groups of
people who, chanting, wended their
way across a wide and gracious expanse, shaded by trees and adorned
with flowers, toward a lovely garden
where tall cypresses stand sentinel
about the noble Shrine that holds the
sacred dust of God's Tabernacle with
men, now constituting earth's most
hallowed spot.
Other pilgrims could be seen ascending the slopes of the mGuntain,
where rises from out the trees the
beautiful Shrine of the heroic Bab
and the world's most beloved Servant
of the Glory. Out of every country,
race and religion these pilgrims come
to meet in the love and light of a
New Jerusalem, to kneel together in
this holy place in peace and joy, in
fellowship made perfect; like the
vision granted to the inspired writer
of the Apocalypse, of the tribes that
came from the East and the West,
from the North and the South, to sit
down together at the marriage supper of the Lamb.
Enthralled, we gazed upon the
mountain, robed in its mantle of
light, while gratitude and awe, reverence and exaltation almost overwhelmed our senses. Of all the cycles
of human history, surely this was
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the sublimest spectacle, the most divine consummation!
Almost we thought we could hear
Isaiah as he sang: "* *" *" Of the
increase of His Government and of
peace there shall be no end * * *."
"The glory of Lebanon shall be given
unto it: the glory (RaM,) of Carmel
and Sharon. They shall see the eXcellency of the Lord and the glory
(Raha) of our God!"
And with Him joined, it seemed, a
multitude of the heavenly host, singing above the plains of ' Akka, as
they did above those of Bethlehem:
"Glory to God in the highest and on
earth peace, good will toward men!"
And with them tha;t glad multitude
of the Redeemed-which no man
could number-of all nations, kindreds, peoples and tongues, saying:
"Blessing and glory, wisdom and
thanksgiving and honor and power
and might be unto our God for ever
and ever!"

While toward them earth lifted
her most melodious voices in anthems
of praise. "Glory be unto Thee, 0
God, for Thy Manifestation of Love
to mankind!" "Hosanna! Peace on
earth and Glory in the Highest!"
And then it seemed as though the
whole round globe, the surging seas,
the very stars above us united in the
joyous harmonies of one grand cosmic symphony, and all the leaves of
the forests clapped their hands.
But the radiance grew dim; the
celestial strains rOSe fainter and
fainter on the listening air; imagination faltered before the splendor of
that vision.
And as once more
around us closed the clouds of Time
and Space, our hearts within us
burned with inexpressible longing to
take our place and have our share,
no matter however humble, in that
glad and glorious coming of the
Glory of God.
(C()pyright 1928, by FloTence E. Pinchon)

THE OTHER SIDE OF FARM LIFE
DORIS McKAY
In the A.prn 1W;111be1' of this 'i'nagazine was pt~blished an U'I'ticle on "The Fulcrum of
Society," by Willcwd McKay, a young Bahri'i agrimtltw'ist of Geneva, N, Y, The follow-

·ing article, written by his wife at the Editor's request, expresses eccquisitely the spiritual
aspect of agricultural life. This profession, wlu:ch 'Abdu'l-Bahri called a basic one, certainly must needs hm!e its charm, its appeal, especially to Ba.hd'is to whom the message
of Bahd'u'llah that "1vQ1'k done in the spir·it of se'i'vice is equi·valent to prayer," m,ay find
in these tasks of the fM'm so glO1'ioU.sly related 1vith the 'Itnfolding of the natural 'JYI'OCesses, a rich 'reward both in yield of pTod:u.cts and in happiness for all effort,-Editor,

tantly here and there, the return of
the water-boy with his pail and dipa factory, One sees everywhere the per elicits shouts of joy. Children
labor of men-men striding the pick from the low boughs, a threefields behind powerful horses, men weeks-old baby sleeps in his cradle
swaying and jolting on tractors, men beneath some shady branch. The
sending columns of yellow-tinted cherry truck on its way to the
poison through the budding fruit canning factory bounds over the
branches, men tending tired animals fal'm lanes. As the cherries grow
riper, black, luscious, bursting with
at sundown.
As the season advances and the bright juice, the hours of the pickers
cherry pickers come, gay kerchiefs lengthen; at the first break of dawn
of women flaunt from the tops of they come singing and shouting, and
trees, the ladderman moves impor- still singing and shouting they reIEWED l,vith the outer eye, the
Vfarm
is as strictly utilitarian as
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tUrn at night to their temporary
cabin.
The farm men labor as before at
their plowing and dragging and
drilling. In and out among the pear
trees roars the tireless tractor belching steam and carbon monoxide.
Men in the hayfields, men walking
the bean fields cultivating the young
crops, war on the weeds! When it
is time for the harvest more men
must be hired to reap the harvest of
the summer's toil. They lab or, cutting out the ears of sweet corn; they
lay low the golden grains with the
reaper and binder * * *. The early
apples are ripe. In the great iron
barn the work of sorting the apples
begins. The mountain of barrels
which has been lining the walls now
spreads over the floor space-nailed,
stenciled, ready to be shipped to storage. Pears to be picked, the winter
apples, another young orchard to be
planted! The threshing gang with
a tremendous rattle of machinery
drives in, the neighbors offer help,
wheat, buckwheat, rye are separated
from the chaff which cascades in the
air; the threshers eat enormously in
the farmhouse kitchen.
In the winter three or four men
stay on in the tenant houses with
their families as part of the permanent "force." They tramp through
the snow to the orchards-trim, prune
and cut up the cords of dead wood
for the farmhouse fireplaces--or on
bitter days they gather In the barn
around a hot iron stove to oil and
repair the machinery. The manager
is busy now with account books, adding up his credits and debits and
planning the campaign for next year
with the care of a general. It is now
that he experiments with high
finance, crop-selling six months in
advance.
Such and no more is farm life to
the uninitiated. Perhaps' it seems
over-strenuous, perhaps it seems like
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a narrow life. The efforts of these
toiling men-are they not like those
of the animals, exhausting toil for
mere food and shelter? I say it is
a glorious life when viewed by the
Light of ReaLity.
Can you imagine a performance of
the opera unaccompanied by an
orchestra? Yet there are moments
of intense interest in the dramatic
episodes or when one listens to the
compelling voices of the singers
when the accompaniment is forgotten,
relegated t.o the background .of our
minds. There are other times when
we listen consciously to the orchestra
-when we have time to listen. We
watch that master harmonist, the
conductor, as he weaves a spell of
beauty and draws forth colorful
threads of sound from the instruments of the musicians. It is the
magic: of this music even when unheeded that imbues the singing figures and painted scenes with life,
romance, and enchantment. Perhaps
that acc.ompaniment now listened to
with rapture, now vaguely sensed,
represents that underlying reality of
rhythm which we feel to be back of
things.
The music of the spheres-that is
what we must listen for in farm life
or any life if we would be .of those
who really comprehend the entirety
and beauty of the Plan. Life in the
country is like that rather long slow
opera, "Die Meistersinger," contemplative, often uneventful, but affording spaces in which .one harkens to
what lies beneath the hum of the machinery-spaces in which one may
detect the significance and mystery
and cadence of commonplace happenings. This sense of Reality is The
Other Side of Farm Life. It admits
of other instruments besides the
drums of drudgery. The blare of the
trumpet, the tortured crescendo of
the violins, the subtle humor of the
oboe, the guffaw of the bass viol, the
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sounds of the cello, the flute and the
harp, blend together in an ensemble
-here and there the voice of an individual instrument carries the
theme. Force emanates from the
Divine Conductor. Now tragic, or
lyric or whimsical, there is naught
but poignant beauty and infinite
variety surrounding and encompassing all.
There are incidents that are not
work that seem like interruptions or
accidents which arouse keen emotions sometimes; certainly there is a
quality of unexpectedness which is
the savor of any universe if it is
only the life of one farm. As he
looks back over the kaleidoscopic
years, memories and contrasts crowd
into the mind of the farmer. Moments of exultation, struggles with
despair, the occasional sense of high
adventure when a risk or a change
is involved-these furnish the real
background of those figures the
farmers, be they lonely, contented,
philosophical, plodding - whatever
the cast may be that occupies our
rural stage. The farmer belongs to
a firm in which there is a powerful
Senior Partner. His risk of the
liabilities may be, if he so wishes,
offset by a currency which is more
priceless than gold.
Every spring we stroll at least
once down a flowery avenue at sunset. It leads through a sweet-cherry
orchard; the trees are planted close
together and the branches with
myriads of white blossoms intertwine
so densely that only tiny patches of
sky can be seen overhead. We stand
in a bower of ethereal beauty, rarely
perfumed, and gaze down the narrow
vista into the orange that glows in
the west. To be in the midst of such
dreamlike beauty and perfection is a
foretaste of those paradises that we
are told God has prepared for the
triumphant soul of man. Yet I have

seen these same blossoms and the
many acres of sour-cherry blooms
bending and swaying beneath an icy
blast and fast white snow in early
May; the blast is the dirge and the
snow is the shroud of the hopes of
one more season. This is the crescendo of the violins!
Every day the weather flag floats
from the cupola of the State Experiment Station. If it is fair and
warmel' the bees come out from
their settlement of snug white houses
and work in the orchards at the impOl'tant task of pollenation. Their
hum is like that of all industry and
is heard throughout the ranks of the
prim, white, bouquets. Pears blossom, then the lovely pink of apple
blossoms; this is a fairy world. Dark
evergreen hedges cut straight lines
across the acres protecting this or
that orchard from high winds. Delirious birds carol in yellow-green
shade trees. A little brook speeds
past the farmhouse; wild floW'ers
spread among its trees and ferns.
Cowslips, hypaticas, bloodroot, purple
and yellow violets, one by one they
appear, delicious patches of bright
color. Spring in the country is a
period of hopes for fair weather, the
joie de vive of all young things, the
advent of little birds and kittens, and
a yearning for spiritual growth. I
suppose it will ever be thus.
Then we must add to our description the saga of escaping animals.
One day there came nine pigs to the
garden of our little Pilgrim House.
The young pigs had come down with
their mother from their remote enclosure to taste the choice flavor of
marigolds and cosmos, and to feast
upon pansies, and foxglove, and larkspur! The young pigs were very
athletic and vigorous, and Jennie, the
mother, with her black snout and
her little wicked eyes and her huge
three-hundred pound body were a
sight to inspire terror. The pigs
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"Illumined by the Spirit, through the instrumentality of the soul,
man's radiant intelligence makes him the crowning point of creation.
* * * Let your ambition be the achievement on earth of a heavenly
civilization. I ask for you the supreme blessing, that you may be so
filled with the vitality of the Heavenly Spirit that you may be the
cause of life to the worId."-'Abclu'l-Baha.
AN EVENT in the Baha'i world
such as the annual Convention recently held at Chicago in the sacred
precincts of the Temple, clearly demonstrates the new mode of organic
group functioning which will eventually characterize a complete Baha'i
world civilization. Here delegates
met together with no aim except that
of arriving at the wisest and best
group action. In place of contentiousness there was harmony. In
place of factionalism there was unity.
In place of ego-motivated strivings
and ambitions there was the pure motive of service animating a group, the
individual members of which had
sought to bring with their attendance
a complete severance from self.
Such a mode of functioning is in
reality an experience of rising to a
new and more exalted plane of human expression and activity,-the
plane, one might say, of the Kingdom.
It is man functioning as spirit rather
than as intellect.
HITHERTO man has functioned in
the aggregate and as an organism too
much on the plane of the intellect.
The intellect, that glorious gift of
man which has made him conqueror
and ruler over animate and inanimate
existence, has, it must be recognized,
its distinct limitations. These limitations are not so apparent when man
is functioning as an individual as
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when he is trying to function organically and cooperatively in a group.
In this latter instance it appears
plainly that the intellect is diversive.
Analytical, freely creative in its nature, a discoverer of reality whether
employed as a microscope toward the
microcosm or pointed as a telescope
toward the macrocosm, a powerful
searchlight bringing to day the hidden secrets of nature,-this dynamic
intellect of man fails of the highest
achievement when it seeks to dominate and guide group action.
The reason for this is that the intellect, analytical and individualistic
by nature, finds itself impossible of
complete harmonization with other
intellects. No two men can have the
same idea about the sam e thing.
Their opinions, no matter how honestly they are striving for unity, will
be as disparate as the color of their
hair and eyes, or the configurations
of their countenances. This is because no t.wo individuals are ever
made alike; and functioning as a rivalry of individual intellects, group
action will always be a contention of
opinions, a clash of ideas, where the
strongest arrive at a dominance
which must ever fail fully to express
right and truth.
BUT THERE IS a higher power
in man than his intellect-a power
which fortunately functions group-
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wise in perfect unity. This is the divine spirit-which is free from the
limitations of self; and which, partaking of the infinite and universal,
is an absolutely unifying and harmonizing force, able to completely
rise above that disparateness of detail to which man's intellect is prone.
Through the spirit man can achieve
a magic plane upon which all things
are seen as one.
When men in organic groups learn
to function on the plane of the spirit,
there is no longer opinionatedness,
contentiousness, aggressive rivalry of
ideas; on the contrary, a unity develops which is cosmic in its nature; not
a compromise, but a new discovery
of truth more full, more perfect, than
human intellect can achieve.
THE SPIRIT in man, that spark
of a divine affiatus, knows how to
function on the plane of guidance.
'Abdu'l-Baha, describing the difference between these two powers of
man, says, "The light of the intellect
gives us knowledge and enables us to
understand and realize all that exists.
But it is the Divine Light alone which
can give insight for the invisible
things and enable us to see truths
that will not be visible to the world
for thousands of years hence. It is
this Light which we must strive to
seek, for it is greater than any
other." And again, "The human intellect is a comprehensive energy and

controls the realities of things and
discovers the hidden secrets in the
domain of the physical world. But
the divine Spirit discovereth divine
realities and cosmic mysteries in the
realm of the divine world. I hope
thou mayest attain to the divine
Spirit, and discover the mysteries of
the divine world."
MAN, functioning on this plane of
the spirit, can bring to earth the
truths, the realities, the divine configurations of the Heavenly Kingdom.
He is promised the gift of vision, of
a divine foresight which can aid in
planning for the world civilization of
the future. Group functioning on
this plane of the spirit, which is just
beginning to develop in Baha'i organization work, cannot fail to produce extraordinary results both for
the world of today, and the world of
tomorrow.
As Baha'is we must come to realize that no group activity, no form
of organization work, can succeed
unless it is conducted on this plane
of the Spirit and of the Kingdom. A
truth equally necessary of realization
is that since all of our so-called individual activities in life are in reality
social and interrelated in nature, we
cannot function to the highest degree
even as individuals until we learn to
act always on the plane of the Kingdom, as Spirit rather than as intellect.

"The power of the intellect is one of God's greatest gifts to man;
it is the power that makes him a higher creature than the animal.
For, whereas, century by century and age by age, man's intelligence
grows and becomes keener, that of the animal remains the same.
They are no more intelligent today than they were a thousand years
ago! Is there a greater proof than this needed to show man's dissimilarity to the animal creation? It is surely as clear as day!
"As for the spiritual perfections, they are man's birthright, and
belong to him alone of all creation. Man is in reality a spiritual
being, and only when he lives in the spirit is he truly happy."
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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AN EXPERIENCE WITH 'ABDU'L-BAHA
ANISE RIDE OUT

great privilege to be in New York during the
I TlastWASdaysmyspent
by 'Abdu'l-Baha in America. There was a
question which I greatly longed to ask, but fearing the reply
would be that I must talk to people, everywhere, I hesitated.
Finally, on the last day, almost the last moment of my stay, it
came to me that it was cowardly to hesitate. On that day, as I
came into His Presence, He immediately said, "Are there any
questions?" At once I asked the question, "Which is the best
way to give the Baha'i Message?"
'Abdu'l-Baha's Face became very serious, His Voice loud as
He answered in these words:
"The first thing to do is to acquire a thirst for Spirituality,
then Live the Life! Live the Life! Live the Life! The
way to acquire this thirst is to meditate upon the future life.
Study the Holy Words, read your Bible, read the Holy Books,
especially study the Holy Utterances of Baha'u'llah; Prayer and
Meditation, take much time for these two. Then will you know
this Great Thirst, and then only can you begin to Live the Life!
"To live the Life you must be the very kindest woman, you
must be the most pure, you must be absolutely truthful, and
live a perfectly moral life.
"Visit your neighbors when they are sick or in trouble,
offer your services to them, try to show them that you are
longing to serve them.
11

"Feed the poor, divide what you have. Be contented to
remain where God has placed you; be faithful in your care of
those to whom He has trusted you, nevey waver 'in this-show
by your life you have something different, so that all will see
and will say, 'What has this person that I have not?'
"Show the world that in spite of the utmost suffering,
poverty, sickness, you have something which gives you comfort, strength and peace-that you are happy-serene-satisfied
with all that is in your life.
"Then they, too, will want what you possess-and will need
no further teaching-after you tell them what it is."

11

'I
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HEALING- SPIRITUAL AND MATERIAL
DR. WALTER B. GUY
This series of articles, of which the follo'IIJing is the fiTstinst(J,ll!ment, (J,re contrib'Lcted
by a physician u'ho h[~s studi·ed 'ver-y deeply the Balui'i principles of personality dellelopment and heciling, a.nd .presents here his philosophy of life, of health, of spiritual de1)elopm.ent. In these artwles the reader will find, we are s"WY"'e, inspiration, help and
~mderstanding of himse[.f.-Edito·r.
'

PREFACE
The desire for health is universal. The longing to be free from
disease, pain, and premature death is found in every people and
country.
It is my purpose, so far as lies in my power, to differentiate the
various causes of ill health and premature death; also, to endeavor
to show that num is not an entity living solely on his own plane, but
on the contrary, he is exceedingly complex, and in his structure constitutes all kingdoms, including the Spiritual. I hope to show that
man is vulnerable to forces which, if not controlled by intelligence
and will, must inevitably bring disorder, both functional and organic
disease; therefore, disfunction and early dissolution. It is my purpose to point out some methods whereby those in disharmony or disfunction may regain the desired restoration to health; also, how
one may continue in that health until his allotted time has expired,
and then peacefully pass into the next stage of existence ordained by
Immutable Law. I hope to do this, not by any forced system of logic
or cult, but rather to link simply together well-known and accepted
facts of recognized science, and an orderly sequence of accepted
truths of psychology with the spiritual teaching of the great religious
teachers of the past and present.
teach that it is a blind force that
produces and destroys; also, that it
HE ancient question asked by Piis without plan or reason, love or inlate of the lowly Nazarene, "what telligence. They teach that this Uniis Truth?" may be coupled with verse and all forms of life therein,
another, "what is Life?" The answer known and unknown, seen and unis seemingly beyond human compre- seen, are the r·esult of this blind unhension; yet an answer must be found reasoning force acting upon a
even if incomplete, but capable of an primeval substance, and by the laws
eternal revision as Truth becomes
of its own nature, produces the
more and more revealed in human
phenomena which we call Life.
consciousness.
Theistic philosophers of the past,
"Vhat is Life? Is it not the resuch
as Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle
sult of an ever compelling, ever existand
others,
taught that the creative
ing, ever urging force, which some
power
is
not
blind and without inmen call God and others call Nature?
In the dim past men called it by telligence, but instead that it is an
other names, such as Zeus, I8is, etc., intelligent, reasoning, and construcbut by whatever name it may be tive force, which acting upon the
called by man, it is ever the samB primeval substance, goes on producindubitable force or energy that ing ever more perfect forms.
permeatBs the Universe and uses it Theists of our present day claim that
for its or His own purpose or end. this force, we call God, is Wisdom,
The materialistic philosophers Love, Intelligence, Beauty, Life, and
CHAPTER I-LIFE
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Progress. They see in the blue sky,
in the fragrant flower, and in the innocence of children, the Beauty of
the Creator; and in the love of the
maid and mother, His eternal Love.
When the lightning flashes and
thunder roars, and the waves of an
angry sea dash over a rocky shore,
they see in these manifestations the
irresistible Power of the Almighty
One; and in the beauty of the sunset, and the serenity at the closing
hours of a noble life, they see the
eternal Peace of the Merciful One.
We should see the Truth existing
in these conflicting claims if we
would even in a small measure comprehend the problem of Life.
To understand the conflicting
forces of Nature, we must first of
all realize this axiom, viz., that any
force coming into physical manifestation, no matter whether this
force be material-as, for instance,
electricity-or spiritual, that force
of necessity becomes polarized, and
appears in the form of opposites.
For instance, we speak glibly of
positive or negative currents of electricity, of anodes or cathodes, heat
and cold, health and disease. On
the spiritual plane, we recognize love
and hate, greed and generosity, virtue and vice. Throughout the gamut
of existence we find these pairs of
opposites, and unless we realize that
back of these illusive appearances
there is One, and only one immutable, dynamic Power, we are irretrievably lost in the morass of the
complexities of materialistic philosophy, or in the jungle of conflicting
creeds and methods of healing.
There is, I repeat, but one everlasting, immutable, dynamic, vitalizing Power. This Power, operating
throughout the Universe, when in
manifestation, apparently separates
into two distinct principles which we
may call the principle of composition
and decomposition.
Some one asked this question of
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'Abdu'l-Baha: "What are the proofs
through which one can establish the
existence of God?" And He gave
the following answer:
"Humanity is divided into two sections; one which is satisfied with the
knowledge of divinity through its
attributes, and the other which
strives to establish the existence of
divinity and be informed as to the
fundamental principles of divine
philosophy. I will speak to you of
the scientific proofs which establish
the existence of God, and I will not
quote the scriptural proofs from the
old and new Testaments, or the
Qur'an, for you are more or less
familiar with those ideas.
"Science teaches us that all forms
of creation are the result of composition; for example, certain single
atoms are brought together through
the inherent law of affinity, and the
result is the human being. A number of primordial atoms have gone
into the make-up of a plan, the result of which is the flower. Again,
looking into the mineral kingdom,
we observe that this law of attraction is working in the same manner.
Many atoms go into the composition
of a piece of stone, which through
purification may reach the station of
a mirror.
"When the particles of a given composition are disintegrated, this may
be called non-existence in that kingdom; but the original simple elements
go back to their primary atoms, and
are ever existent. When the body of
man becomes the subject of decomposition, we call that death. The existence of phenomena depends upon
composition, and mortality upon decomposition. This is a scientific principle, and there is a great difference
between theories upheld by blind belief and facts sustained by science.
Beliefs are the results of traditional
susceptibilities of conscience, but scientific facts are the deductions of
reason and inexorable logic.
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"The materialists state that inasmuch as it is proved by science that
the life of phenomena depends upon
composition, and its destruction upon
disintegration, they question the necessity of a creator, the self-subsistent Lord, for we see with our own
eyes that these infinite beings go
through myriads of forms of composition, and in every composition they
show certain distinctive characteristics, so we are independent of any
Divine Maker, argue the materialists.
"Those who are informed with divine philosophy answer thus: There
are three forms of composition:
First, accidental composition; second,
involuntary composition; third, voluntary composition. There is no
fourth. Composition is restricted to
these three categories. If we declare
that composition is accidental, this
is logically a false theory, because
then we have to believe in an effect
without a cause; our reason refuses
to think of an effect without a primal
cause.
"The second, involuntary composition, means that each element has
within it an inherent function of
this power of composition-certain
elements have flowed toward each
other, their union being an inherent
necessity of their being. But as long
as we reason that it is the inherent
necessity of those elements to enter
into composition, there should not be
any necessity for decomposition; and
inasmuch as we observe that there is
a process of decomposition, we conclude that the composition of the organisms of life is neither accidental
nor involuntary, but the third or
voluntary composition.
And that
means that the infinite forms of organisms are composed through the
superior Will, the eternal Will, the
Will of the living and self-subsistent
Lord.
"This is a rational proof that the
will of the Creator is effected through
the process of composition. Ponder

over this and strive to comprehend
its significance, that you may be able
to convey it to others; the more you
think it over, the greater will be your
degree of comprehension. Praise be
to God that He has endowed you with
a power through which you can penetrate mysteries. Verily, as you reflect deeply, ponder carefully, think
minutely, the doors of knowledge will
be opened to you."
And again, in Bah3:i Scriptures,
page 440, paragraph 800, He says:
"Evil does not exist. Death is only the
lack o,f life; therefore, death does not exist.
Darkness is only the lack of light. Evil is
only the lack of good. Ignorance is only
the lack of knowledge. Poverty is the lack
of wealth.
Misleading is the lack of
guidance. Miserliness is the lack of generosity.
The non-existence of light is
darkness. The lack of sight is blindness.
The lack of hearing is deafness. All these
things are non-existent. God did not create
any evil thing.
God did not create a
poor man. Poverty is only the lack of
wealth. Guidance is the gift of God, and
if a man is deprived of it, he will be misled; but he is not mi31ed by God-it is
only the result of the lack of guidance."

To be well, to be joyous, to attain to
an ever higher state of consciousness,
to an ever g,reater knowledge of spiritual truths to a more perfect harmony of soul and body, to a larger
and more useful life, one must align
one's self with the constructive principle. To succeed in life one must
work with this principle, think with
this principle, and desire to embody
this one principle of idealistic construction. This is to live one's life
in its fullness. It brings a peace that
no experience can shatter; and when
release comes at the end of this mortal existence, a birth is assured into
the eternal verities of the immortal
and celestial kingdom.
To align one's self with the principle of decomposition is ever fatal.
In its fell embrace are prejudices of
all kinds - greed, intolerance, and
hate. Diseases of body and mind are
its inseparable companions. War,
famine, pestilence, and death are its
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horsemen. Covetousness and scandal
are its acolytes. Its archangel is
ever a Judas, and Satan its god.
That we may choose our way of
life is the greatest gift of the Creator to man; but to fail to choose,
and be ever buffeted by the varying
winds of fortune and misfortune, to
fall a prey to ever-present microbic
agencies of decay, to be lost in the
wilds and jungles of misguided intellectuality, is only too often the misfortune of common humanity.
There can be no uncertainty about
the future state of those who, by inherited or acquired qualities choose
Satan as their god, decomposition as
their creed, and vice, greed and this
mortal world as their heaven; for,
chained by the result of their deeds,
"bound by the cords of their sins,"
living in disha.rmony with the Law
and Plan of their Creator - chaos,
suffering, and spiritual death must
be their inevitable portion. But, for
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those whose feet are firmly planted
on the way of holiness; whose endeavors are linked with the forces of
composition; whose hearts are loving
and purified from desire of self, is
the reward of eternal growth and
life. Blessed are they who attain to
the Will of their Lord. Their feet
tread the paths of peace. The i I'
bodies are clothed with the robe of
virtue and their heads are crowned
with the diadem of immortal life. In
the words of the poet Oxenham:
"To every man there openeth
A Way, and Ways, and a Way,
And the High Soul climbs the High
Way,
And the Low Soul gropes the- Low,
And in between, on the misty fiats,
The rest drift to and fro.
But to every man there openeth
A High Way, and a Low.
And every man decideth
The Way his soul shall go."

UNIVERSALS
DALE S. COLE
The author, who has fr01'n time to time contributed helpfuUy to the pages of The
Baha'-! Magazine, is an elect?"ical engineer. His viewpoint is always practical and sane
in giving the solution, and its application to the problems of modern society in its task
of wrest-ing a /;iving from nature without disturbing or lessem"ng spiritual values. All
quotations used in the foUowing article, not otherwise ascribed, are from the writings of
'A bdu'l-Baha.-Editor.

has ever been constrained
M AN
to force his way about through
the universals of time, space and
the ether. His educational progress
has been marked by an increasing
knowledge of the bearing of these
upon life.
'Ve move through space. Time
fiov.-s on regardless, and it is conceived, for scientific purposes at
least, that there is an all-permeating
something such as the ether of space.
When man depended on his own
feet as his only means of locomotion
he felt his way about, depending
upon familiar scenes and landmarks.
Perhaps he scratched a tree here

and there. He moved in two dimensions over the face of the earth
except when ascending or descending a hill.
The l' e came a time when he
learned to sail the seemingly limitless waters. He fioated on their
surfaces and his navigation was
again a problem of two dimensionslength and breadth.
The pages of history turn and we
find man not only sailing over the
waters but transporting himself
through them in submarine vessels.
This mode of movement requires
navigation in three dimensions, for
the element of depth is introduced.
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Not content with these several methods of getting about at his command,
he now flies through the air at tremendous speeds. Again he deals in
three dimensions, for altitude is an
important factor in aerial navigation.
When he struck out across the
waters with no landmarks in sight
he was at first forced to depend upon
astronomical observations and bearings. Not content with the limihtions of these, he invented imaginary
lines about the earth from pole to
pole in two directions, whereby his
l)osition could be charted with the
aid of the compass. These lines are
used by all mariners of whatever
nation, of whatever kind of bark the
masters, and bound for whatever
destination. These imaginary lines
which man has conceived for his
own guidance are univer3al to the
earth, for they are common property
and generally used.
Their language is known to, and understood
by, all nationalities.
Air pilots finding the world thus
conveniently charted avail themselves of this device, but they must
also consider another~altitude. As
yet we have not conceived of up-anddown lines from the surface of the
earth, but it is common practice to
reckon altitude in known units.
Thus though man is traversing
unmarked trails on water, under
water and through the air, he has
constructed for himself workable
conceptions which are of inestimable value in his journeys. In a degree he has mastered the problems
of space.
As life becomes more complex,
man places more value on time as
a life factor. Time, the mystical
fourth dimension, he cannot control.
By it, however, he measures his life,
ever seeking if he be heeding, of its
purpose. Are there any universal
guidances of which he may avail
himself in charting his life course?

Many have been the attempts to
write codes of laws for human
guidance through life and many have
been the Prophets who have brought
such laws. Always the true Prophets
stated laws and ordinances in ac··
cordance with the needs of the time
in which they spoke and in accordance with the capacity of the
people to whom they spoke. Al·
ways they taught two phases of
law: those ordinances which have to
do with conduct on earth, which
change as conditions change; and
those universal, fundamental, unchangeable spiritual laws which apply to all peoples in all times and
places.
"Know thou, therefore, that in
every age and dispensation all Divine Ordinances are changed and
transformed according to the requirements of the time, except the
law of love, which, like unto a fountain, flows always and is never overtaken by change. This is of the
wonderful mysteries which God has
mentioned for His servants! Verily,
He is the merciful, the compassionate !"
But these teachings of the Prophets have been rather ruthlessly dealt
with until in many instances it is
difficult to recognize the fundamental
truths originally taught-the universality.
Today we find the world, as we
know it, in a state of confusion. We
wonder about many things: the purpose of life, how to fulfill that purpose, if we know it, what is really
the truth of this thing called life
and whither does it lead, what is the
universal law of life.
In earlier times it seemed much
easier to band together and follow
the dictates of some teacher. Life
then was quite strenuous enough in
the matter of insuring mere existence to leave little time or inclination for endeavoring to penetrate the
mysteries. However, here and there
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a great mind did seek to find the
truth, and such minds have left the
tablets of the past strewn with inspiring endeavors.
But one of the effects of civilization is to make man more independent in the mere matter of
living. Food is more plentiful and
much easier to get. He has learned
to protect himself against many encroaching dangers, and in short
civilization has tended, in many
respects, to make of him more of
an individual. Frequently we see
signs which indicate that men are
not so content as they used to be in
following the group mind, especially
when its conclusions are in accordance with the dictates of some
closely drawn creed.
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apple blossom is more beautiful
than it need be to fulfill the purpose
of fruition. This additional facto,r
\Jf
beauty over and above mere
utility is a new spiritual value and
man is beginning to believe that
there is in life some similar consideration; that after all is done in
the 'way of a good day's work there
is over and above something to
strive for which may satisfy a
mystical yearning not yet i-tllly met.
Such new values concerning life
must be universal; they are not
limited by 11)C'aIity or nationality or
condition of life, and as universal
they must be reached and attained
through an understanding of some
universal law.
In his book, "About Ourselves,"
H. A. Overstreet says: "There are
two kinds of universality which
As man's physical condition im- every individual must achieve if he
proved he became more and more is to be greatly human-the uni.of a thinker-his intellectual powers versality of thought and the univerd ev-eloped until now he undersiands sality of emotion. Let us consider
such conceptions as time, space and the second. "Vhen one feels only a
the ether, at least workably, and is specific emotion in a specific situabeginning to tUrn his attention to tion, one is like the person who can
the great universals of life-those see only the particular chairs and
of spiritual import-for he sees tables and lamps and automobiles
that there is much beyond and and can detect no great law of naabove the realm of the senses and ture running t h I' 0 U g h them all.
the world of human reason. Again Nevy'ton declared the law of gravitahe seems to be journeying amid con- tion, and in so doing raised his
fusion and cc1nfiict of sailing direc- power of thought-ours vvith ittions, just as he did in the early above mere multitudinousness and
days of navigation by superstition. opacity of separate things.
"The same in like manner-alWhat instructions shall he follow?
Are there universal helps just as though this is little understoodthe conception of latitude and longi- may occur in the emotional life. I
tude are universal to earth dwellers? have my own particular sorrows,
New values are creeping into life, loves, delights; and you have yours.
or at least there is a growing ap- But sorrow, gladness, yearning,
preciation of them. They are fos- hope, love, belong to all of us, in all
tered by more leisure, which man times and places. Music is the only
can utilize for study and meditation. means whereby we feel these emoOne writer has suggested that there tions in their universality.
is a spiritual margin of value in
"Music, in this respect is sister to
many things which has not been science. It has the same universalizAs an example, the ing effect which the scientific 'idea
recognized.
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has. But it does more: it is a universalizer of emotional life. It expands the emotional life of each of
us beyond the particularity of specific situations. Because science cannot do this, science, great as it is,
is never all-sufficient."
He goes on to say that we find"The greatness of music lay in its
power to liberate us, to sweep u~
free from the specific, the concrete,
and attune us to a kind of universality. The same is true of the pictures that stay with us, those to
which we return, those that set
something going and keep something
going within us."
If music which we receive through
the sense of hearing has such power
to move us, how much more potent
may be that spiritual music which
is the Bounty of God!

least about those material considerations which form such a large portion of life, but we have great handicaps of tradition, prejudice and superstition to overcome.
H. A. Overstreet quotes Trotter
as saying: "If rationality were once
to become really respectable, if we
feared the entertaining of an unverifiable opinion with the warmth
with which we fear using the wrong
implement at the dinner table, if
the thought of holding a prejudice
disgusted us as does a foul disease,
then the dangers of man's suggestihHity would be turned into an advantage."
We all profess to be seekers after
truth, and aspects of it are found
on every hand. The artist seeks to
express truth as he sees it in a beautiful picture; the musician in a
symphony; the builder in a building.
But more and more we are learning
Universality of thought and emo- that basic truth is spiritual. Sciention may make us greatly human, tists have done wonderful work in
but, worthy as this characteristic exploring the atom, in formulating
may be, it is not the ultimate. To conceptions of its structure, but
be greatly human is not enough, for when it is reduced to the minimum
when We become greatly human, we of components, they are at a loss
also have an insatiable desire to to explain the causes of their acknow God or of God, for we see tions. There was a time when the
His Manifestations in every phase general public believed that all great
scientists were doubters in all that
of human life.
An appreciation of art and mu- pertained to a Supreme Power. The
sic, the ability to assimilate them, indications are today that more and
may induce universality of emotion, more of them are being forced to a
but emotion itself borders on the faith in the Supreme Power by
spiritual. Therein may lie one of their own researches.
Truth is all-important. Knowlthe greatest values of universality of
emotion. If we can think and feel edge of truth is cumulative and has
as others do, not only our near a profound and far-reaching result
neighbors, but those in far distant on the lives of peoples and their
lands, certainly we will appreciate progress.
Half truths no longer
their problems and feelings with serve.
greater insight. If all could achieve
"Who would exchange the widenuniversality of thought and emotion, ing of mental horizons and the
doubtless life on this plane would be growth in intellectual stature," says
Darrow in his "Story of Chemistry,"
more harmonious.
Such considerations tend to make "resulting from the new knowledge
us more rational in our thinking, at of the atom and all that it implies,
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for any conceivable quantity of material wealth? From this continual
discovery of fundamental truth issues the perennial springs of spiritual enlightenment as well as the
resources 0 f material progress."
Spiritual enlightenment, he states,
may spring from the discoveries of
science. This is a happy and comforting thought, but the Manifestations of God bring spiritual quickening to the world periodically in a
most powerful manner.
In the Baha:i Revelation are found
the great universals of guidance for
these times and for years to come.
There is one g1'eat universal. It is
love.
To those paramountly interested
in the physical sciences and their
effects on life, the message is:
"Love is the greatest law in the
vast universe of God.
"Love is the one law which causes
and controls order among the existing atoms.
"Love is the universal magnetic
power between the planets and the
stars shining in the lofty firmament."
Tremendous statements!
"We declare that love is the cause
of existence of all phenomena and
that the absence of love is the cause
of disintegration and non-existence.
Love is the conscious bestowal of
God-the bond of affiliation in all
phenomena."
To those primarily interested in
intellectual aspects the message is
that "Love is the cause of unfoldment, to a searching mind, of the
secrets deposited in the universe by
the Infinite. The cause of the civilization of the nations is love. It is
the highest honor to every righteous
nation; and it is the spirit of life
in the bountiful body of the world."
It is also "the necessary tie proceeding from the realities of things
through divine creation." It is "the
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cause of development to every enlightened man."
Spiritually, the message is that
"love is spiritual fulfillment." It is
"the cause of the Manifestation of
the T I' u thin this phenomenal
world." It is "the means of the
most great happiness in both tbe
material and spiritual worlds." It
is "the light of guidance in the dark
night." It is "the bond between the
Creator and the creatures in the inner world." It is "the mystery of
divine revelation."
Surely, the seeking mind will find
in love the great universal. It is
said by 'Abdu'l-Baha that when the
aerial mariner soars upward he soon
reaches an altitude when the inharmonies and incongruities 0 f the
world of matter are lost to sight.
He then sees beneath him a map of
God's creation. If we attain to the
summit of divine love, this universal
will be a solvent for all differences
of whatever nature.
If the law of love is to be applied
among human beings, it cannot be
circumscribed as in the past within
a circle of believing friends. Today,
we are taught, the laws of God are
not limited in application to any
people or community. We are commanded "to show love, friendship,
amity, and kindness to all the people
of the world"-to apply the universal universally.
"The love which is from God is
the fundamental. This love is the
object of all human attainment, the
radiance of heaven, the light of
man." It is the universal. It is essentially spiritual but wit h farreaching physical effects. It can b2
attained only through the Spirit of
Faith. "This Spirit of Faith is the
flame of reality, the life of humanity
and the cause of ete1'ncLl illumination. It inspires man to attain the
virtues and perfections of the divine
world."
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THE SOCIAL NICODEMUS
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER

HERE is an arrogance about the
T human
mind that makes us skeptical of professed humility.
No
sooner have we asserted that we are
seeking the Truth and long to embrace it, than we close our minds like
a trap to anything that does not fit
into our preconceptions of Truth.
What we usually mean when we announce that we are entertaining that
most "distinguished passion"-a desire for Truth-is that we want to
find some ingenious way of making
what we already believe, work, even
after it has failed and proven its
uselessness.
Mr. Chesterton once
wittily expressed this idea in commenting on George Bernard Shaw:
He said that Mr. Shaw's attitude toward humanity was like that of a
nurse, who, when finding that a certain medicine prescribed for a baby
was producing no result, wanted to
solve the difficulty by throwing the
baby out of the window and producing an entirely different child.
And so we read with a certain
degree of incredulity in the literature
of the day, statements of writers
who profess themselves willing to
embrace any program that will lead
humanity out of its present impasse,
and produce in men's hearts that
romantic radicalism of ardor, sacrifice and dedication that characterized
the early Christians.
Viewing the costly wrangles in
the primitive church with Marcion
and Origen, for example, and the appalling effects of the heresies of Arrius or Manu; the abysmal cleft riven
in the structure of Christendom when
the Latin and Greek churches parted
in the eleventh century; and finally
the stupendous upheaval of Protestantism that like a mighty centrifugal force has flung the church not
only away from a common center,

but has broken it into three hundred
and fifty-two fragments: in face of
this 'evidence that every effort of
Christianity to reform itself pushes
it further and further from that common unity and fundamental interdependence that is the real basis of
every constructive accomplishment in
the world-religious or otherwisehow can we hope that an attempt at
reform in this late day would fare
more successfully than the stupendous efforts that have preceded it
and failed?
Indeed even to the person of average equipment it is becoming more
and more apparent that the inexorable logic of history is irreversible.
"The moving finger Writes and having writ, moves on." These same
optimistic writers are asking of society what Nicodemus imagined to
be the requirement for a second
birth. They are asking us to go back
into the matrix of outworn social
conditions and discarded standards
and recreate for ourselves a life compatible with a time gone by.
The Christian world to day is
searching, like Mary Magdalene at
the tomb, "They have taken away my
Lord and I know not where they
have laid Him," while, as then, He
stands beside us irradiating us with
His eternal glory.
But though history is telling us its
depressing and negative story on the
one hand: that life once lived cannot
be recaptured-that spring once
passed cannot return without an intervening winter-Baha'u'llah, on the
other hand, has formulated for us a
New Philosophy of History which assures us that the rapture and miracle
of Spring will be ever recurrent in
the life of man as it is in the life of
nature, for, to paraphrase the figure
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, just as the phe-
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nomenal sun returns from spring to
spring to resuscitate and revivify
the dead physical life of the world,
so from age to age a great Sun of
Truth and Righteousness returns to
resuscitate and revivify the dead
spiritual life of the world.
Following the analogy still further,
only a certain limited degree of advancement is possible in anyone
year. This world is so ordered that
its development is through growth
and process. To expect the spiritual
spring of yesterday to revive the spiritual life of man today would be like
expecting this year's crops to mature
because the sun was shining last year.
Now, as Baha!u'llah points out, it
is legitimate to say that last year's
sun and this year's sun are identical,
but it is also proper to say that last
year's sun differs from this year's.
Thus with the mighty Prophets of
God as They appear from age to age
-although they are identical in essence, each has His own peculiar
quickening power.
The Message of Jesus was a perfect revelation of divine truth. The
effort of all the Prophets Who ever
preceded Him, or ever will succeed
Him will be directed to no other end
than to establish the pure essence of
His Word; just as His effort was to
establish the pure essence of the
Word of every Prophet Who ever
preceded Him or ever will succeed
Him.
The analogy to this day may be
seen in the attitude of the Jews when
they rej ected the Messiahship of
Jesus because they had "Moses and
the prophets." Jesus was in perfect
accord with them that they needed
nothing beyond the fundamental
spiritual teaching of Moses for He
referred them again and again to the
characteristic teaching of their
Prophet to love the Lord their God
with all their strength and their
neighbor as themselves. But the
Voice that had quickened them out
of ignorance and slavery had lost its
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vivifying power and the sound of
another Divine Trumpet was needed
to raise them from the dead.
Developing 'Abdu'l-Baha's figure of
speech still further-God planted the
seed of the Tree of Life and the Sun
of His first Prophet rose and shone
upon it. It attained to a normal degree of growth and then the winter
of dogmatism stiffened it into formalistic rigidity. If the Sun of God's
Messenger had never returned to
shine upon it, it would never have attained to any further growth, any
more than a physical plant could
grow if the sun never again crossed
the vernal equinox.
But each succeeding Sun enabled
the Tree to attain to a new altitude
of growth. The benignant Sun of
our Lord Jesus prepared the great
Tree of Life for its final fruitage,
the fruitage of a new social consciousness that will at last unite leaf
and twig and branch in the common
trunk of mutual support and interdependence embedded through the
mighty roots of the teachings of
Baha'u'llah in the very soil of heaven.
Already the Sun of a New Springtime has arisen to allure the verdure
of fresh hopes and joyous aspirations. Baha'u'llah has revealed a
magnificent program for the solution
of our most harassing problems
and for the fulfillment of our most
ardent longings.
Not by attempting to turn back
the pages of history and to reestablish an era through which man has
already lived, but by rising up with
heart and soul to establish the order
that is the next step in human development, as outlined by Baha'u'llah in
His Great Message, can the final
efflorescence of the Tree of Life into
unity, mutuality and good-will efface
the grave dissentions, difficulties and
threatened disasters that confront
mankind and liberate "that spirit
which was in Christ Jesus" into this
sorely tried and deeply agitated
world.
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Delegates and visiting Bahd'is in attendance at the Twentieth Annual Convention of the
A UNIQUE interest and a remarlm')le spiritual charm surrounded the Twentieth
Annual Conference of the Baha'is of the United States and Canada which c'Onvened
April 26-30, 1928. The sessions were held for the first time in the Foundation Hall
of the Baha'i Temple at Wilmette (suburb of Chicago) Illinois. It was not only a
great bounty to meet in this heavenly edifice, which when completed will be "an expression of the elevation of the Word of God," but it was in the outer sense a re1freshing
experience to gather in a place so removed from the activities and confusion of a large
city. There was both the material and spiritual atmospheres conduciv·e to happiness and
success.
The Temple site is "magnificent for sltuation." It is in truth co·nsidered a sacred
SpJt by every true Baha'i, f'Or when 'Abdu'l-Baha was in this country in 1912, He visited
this place, dedicated the grounds, and a meeting was held at which He addressed the
assembled friends, saying among other things, "The power which has gathered you
here is truly a colossal power. It is a divine power which gathered you here. It is the
divine favor 'Of Baha'u'llah which gathered you together." He emphasized again and
again the importance of the Temple, the'n only existing in the realm 'Of possibilities.
Fo'r some years the Baha'is contributed to the fund f'Or the purchase of this immense circular piece of ground comprising many city lots, all of which had to be fully
paid for and free from any and all incumbrances before the actual construction of the
Temple could be startad. The design of the Temple was chosen at the 1920 Baha'i
Convention; building operations were actually started the following year, continuing
intermittently ever sine-e.
Thus the Baha'i Convention held in the Foundation Hall of this divine edifi0e was
an ep'Ochal event and will never he forgotten by the dalegates and friends gathered
fr'Om far and near, alm'Ost every secti'On of the country being reprezented.
The first
fruit of the meetings was a foretaste of the unity which will he experienced in the
future as the Oneness of God, oneness 'Of religion and oneness of mankind are more truly
understo'Od and realized, fully exprEsse·d and lived; and great emphasis is. placed upon
the living, for 'Abdu'l-Baha said, "ReUgion is an attitude toward God reflected in life."
The initial meeting, which is always in the nature of an official welcome, is usually
devoted entirely to a spiritual program, and this year's opening was a real inspiration.
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he Baha'is of the United States and Canada, Foundation Hall of

Te11~lJle
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at Wilmette, Ill.

It was marked with a particular s,ignificance, fo-r the beautiful rug used by 'Abdu'lBa.ha at prayer time in the Holy Land, and later hung in His Shrine on Mt. Carmel,
had been entrusted by Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Baha'i Cause, to Dr. and Mrs.
William F. Slater, of Chicago, when they visited him in Haifa, Palestine, a few months
ago, with the request that they caTTY it with them to- Chicago and have it hung in the
Temple. (This rug is the long one in the center as. shown in the above picture. The
two smaller rugs on e·ither side of it were given by Shoghi Effendi to Mrs. Siegfried
Schopfio.cher to bring to this country, with the instruction that they also be hung in the
Temple.)
Of unique importance also was the attendance of Ruhi Effendi Afnan (grandson of
'Abdu'l-.Baha) of Haifa, Palestine, who participated vitally in all thB proceedings.
The business sessions of the Convention extend(,d over a period of four days. Annual reports were read from the National Spiritual Assembly, the highest administrat.ive body of the Baha'is in this country, and from all Committees appClinted by them.
These were very illuminating and encouraging, and the free and frank discussion upon
them as well as all other matters was carried on in the utmost harmony and great
earnestness. Those present were enabled to deepen their understanding of Baha'i
activities and to function more successfully as a consultative hody not only at the
C()nvention but will cont.inue to do so throughout the year. True consultation, sincere
cooperation, the utmost consideration, patience, courtesy and good will characterized all
deliberations. The intelligence of this group and the effect of the divine education of
the Baha'i teachings in their hearts and minds was a gre·at demonstration of the
Power of t.he Holy Spirit, and the results all outstanding achievement in the history of
the Baha'i Cause in America.
The friends of God have not lived and worked in va,in all these years; and all
that has been heart.felt, all the peace and lo,ve and harmony which has been in the
hearts of many hundreds of loyal servers has been constantly radiating and reaching
out to ether hearts; thus doth the leaven work.
This Asse1mblage was p~erle3s among the many types of assemblages in the world,
for the real purpose of all the work and service, of the Baha'is is the unity of mankind.
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THE CITY "FOURSQUARE"
ALLEN B. MCDANlEL

THE Book of Revelation of our
I NChristian
Bible we have loved to
read of the New Jerusalem, the
Golden City. Poets and musicians
have sung for ages the praises of the
"city foursquare": the deathless,
eternal city, w here there shall be
neither sorrow nor crying, but everlasting joy and gladness. This has
been the city of our fondest hopes and
dreams. Undoubtedly, "a dwelling
place not made with hands, eternal
in the heavens." This lovely imaginative conception has in past generations inspired thousands of Christian
people, who have been earnestly looking forward to the time of the endthe millenium.
Margareta and I had been looking
forward for many years to a pilgrimage to the Holy Land. At last the
way opened and it became possible to
undertake this trip. After a stormy
trip of ten days on the Atlantic, a
week in Europe, and another sea voyage down the Adriatic and across the
Mediterranean, one day, just as the
sun dropped below the distant rim of
the sea, we came in view of the shore
line of Egypt and realized that we
were approaching the Orient-the beginning of the end of our journey.
The following day we watched the
typical delta landscape from the window of the rear compartment of our
coach as the train rushed us on to
Cairo. Mile after mile we followed
along one of the large canals which
carry water from the Nile to irrigate
thousands of broad a ere s which
seemed to stretch out before us endlessly, like a mammoth green carpet.
Along the road on the far bank of the
canal passed a ceaseless procession of
people; some chugging along in flivvel'S of ancient vintage, others walking, or riding the ever present camel
or donkey, while in the fields, the fell-

aheen were performing their varied
tasks as tillers of the soil; plowing
with the same type of wooden plow
drawn by water bullock or camel that
was used by their forbears in the
days of Joseph, cutting the alfalfa
and broad bean to feed their cattle,
or diverting the water raised by the
sakieh into the channels to irrigate
the fields.
The journey was finished and we
were soon driving along one of the
principal bazaar streets of the ancient city of Cairo-a street about
as wide and straight as a dovm-town
alley of Boston, on either side of
which were the small shops or bazaars, where all the various activities
were going on amid a seemingly incessant stream of people on foot or in
carriage or on donkey. The throng
about us was so dense that it did not
seem possible for our carriage to
move ahead without running over
people at every turn of the wheels,
but as our driver called out his monotonous chant of "O! yeh," the
stream of humanity parted and
flowed on, about and beyond us like
water around a rock in the bed of a
stream. Such a kaleidoscopic picture
of oriental life; Bedouin jostling
Arab, Egyptian in modern costume
bargaining with the black-veiled and
dressed Moslem weman; the vendor
with his panier of oranges or vegetables balanced on his head, swinging along and calling out his wares,
and the almost stealthy passage of
the camel train headed by the patient
little donkey.
A new moon was shedding its pale
rays upon the hushed life of the city
as we alighted from a taxi and ascended the steps of a typical Cairo
residence. We were ushered into a
room, around the four sides of which
were seated men in the various atti-
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tudes and dress of the Near East.
They arose as we entered and bowed
silently as we took seats near the center of the far wall.
As we looked about us we noted the
handsome face of a young shiek, the
bright, alert bearing of several young
Egyptians in European clothes, some
dark-skinned Persians, somber in
their black fezzes, two Bedouins with
their picturesque turbans, a young
German, and our host, an elderly local
merchant, his noble face crowned
with a mass of snow white hair and
turban.
With a few words of g:reeting, our
venerable host welcomed us to this
gathering of his friends, and indeed
our friends. "For," he said, "here in
this assemblage of Cossack, Egyptian, Bedouin, Arab, Persian, Armenian and German-the followers
alike of the tea chings of the Christ,
of Muhammad, of Zoroaster, of the
Buddha and of Moses~you from the
distant Occident have but entered
into the midst of one family of brothers who loved us as they loved one
another, for has not our Master,
'Abdu'l-Baha, taught, 'ye are all the
leaves of one tree, the drops of one
sea.' ? "
A musical voice began a chant,
which with its plaintive note seemed
to sway the gathering. One of the
Bedouins spoke, and the young interpreter at our side informed us
that he was expressing his joy at this
meeting of the East and the West.
"It was good," he continued, "for
with such meetings, racial differences
disappear, prejudices are removed,
and friendship e'stablished, fOT the
Divine Servant of God, 'Abdu'lBaha, said, 'Beware of prejudice!
Light is good in whatever lamp it is
burning. A rose is beautiful in whatsoever garden it may bloom. A star
has the same radiance whether it
shines from the east or from the
west.' "
A wonderful sense of peace and
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calm pervaded the gathering, and for
several minutes there was no sound
to break the stillness. As Margareta
and I looked about the room we wondered at the joy and serenity that
seemed to mark alike the face of Jew
and Gentile, Moslem and Zoroastrian.
Was not the word of our Holy Scriptures fulfilled, "the lion and lamb
shall lie down together," when fierce
Bedouin chief and persecuted Armenian were here sitting side by side
as loving brothers?
In parting, each man shook us both
by the hand, and although no word
passed, our hearts were deeply
touched by the love that radiated
from their faces and seemed to flow
into our very beings.
"May His Spirit cheer and guide
you in your travels," spoke, our host
as we departed. And with face aglow
and his tall, commanding figure vibrating with earnestness and sincerity he added: "Be ever mindful of the
words of Him who came in this day
to renew and confirm the teachings
of the Christ: 'Close your eyes to
racial differences and welcome all
with the light of oneness. Be the
cause of comfort and promotion of
humanity. Live among the people a
life that will manifest signs of God.
This handful of dust, the world, is
one home: let it be in unity. Forsake
pride - it is a cause of discord.
Follow that which tends toward
harmony.' "
A night's journey by train northward over the sandy wastes of the
Lybian desert and a morning run
through prosperous Jewish colonies
brought us to our destination-the
Palestine city of Haifa.
"Please feel that this is your home,
that we are here to serve and make
you happy, and while here you are
the guests of Shoghi Effendi." Such
were the kindly words that greeted
us on our arrival at the Baha'i Pilgrim House.
"And you perhaps
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know that this building was designed
by one American Baha!i and built
through the generosity of 0 the r
American Baha'is." After several
weeks of continual journeying over
sea and land, with its exactions and
annoyances of drafty cabins, cold,
cheerless hotel rooms, bills, tips, and
fees, this home seemed a sanctuary
of rest.
"Sho,ghi Effendi will be glad to see
you," said Fugeta, as he stood at the
entrance to the library, where we
were reading and resting after our
arrival. We followed our little, active Japanese friend across the street,
through a lovely garden and into the
great living-room of a large house.
As we entered, a youngish appearing
man, wearing the Persian black fez
and a long, dark coat, came forward
with outstretched hands, and in a
tone vibrating with sincerity greeted
us.
"Welcome, welcome! W e h a v e
been awaiting your arrival and we
are happy that you have come at last.
It is our hope that you can remain
with us for a long time. Please consider this your home."
We expressed our pleasure at
reaching the destination of our pilgrimage and extended the greetings
and best wishes of our mutual friends
in America. In his quiet, gentle way,
our host soon put us completely at
ease, and told us many things about
the life and teachings of 'Abdu'lBaha, in Whose former home we
were conversing; and as we listened
we seemed to see moving about the
spacious sunlit rooms and the winding paths of the garden, a tall, majestic, noble-visaged figure dressed in
a white robe and turban. As He came
to a group of people, He stopped and
greeted them, to each in his native
tongue: "Welcome, welcome! I hope
that you are well and happy." With
an unfailing, radiant spirit He had a
hearty handshake, a loving smile. a
word of cheer or a piece of money for

each and everyone, depending on
their condition and need.
"From every quarter of the globe
came the pilgrims to see ' Abdu'lBaha," said our host. "Around His
table sat, without fear of prejudice,
the Christian and Moslem, the Jew
and colored man, the rich American
merchant and the poor Bedouin of
the desert. As the gathering partook of the bounteous repast of pilau
and fruit, the Master gave them spiritual food rus well." Again we saw
that noble, radiant figure standing at
the head of the table, or going about
serving the pilgrims and uttering
these prophetic words:
"It is the New Year; therefore it
is very blessed. I wish this blessing'
to appear and become manifest to
the end that the old earth may disappear and the new earth appear; the
new star shine and gleam, new flowers bloom; the neW spring become
known; the new breeze blow. I desire for you all that you partake of
this great bounty, and that in spirit
and heart you will strive and endeavor until the world of war becomes the world of peace, the world
of darkness the world of light; the
ruined places become built up; the
sword be turned into the olive
branch; the flash of hatred become
the flame of the love of God; and the
noise of the gun, the voice of the
Kingdom; the soldiers of death, the

Looking U1) Ca1"mel /t ve., H a,i/a, toward
the ShTines 0/ the Bdb and 'Abdu'l-Bahri
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soldiers of life; all the nations of the
world one nation; all races one race;
and all the national anthems harmonized into one melody."
As the rosy glow of the setting sun
gradually faded out of the eastern
sky, Margareta and I stood on the
terrace in front of the beautiful tomb
where lie the mortal remains of ' Abdu'l-Baha. From this high elevation
on the slope of Mt. Carmel we had
been quietly viewing the panorama
of land and sea stretched out at our
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of Baha'u'llah (Glory of God), Who,
in spite of years of exile, wandering,
and incarceration by the Persian and
Turkish Governments, had been sending forth throughout the world a
universal m e s sag e. This great
Teacher with prophetic utterance
had called all peoples to unite under
the banner of the Oneness of Mankind and of Universal Peace.
As we descended from the terrace
down the moonlit path toward our
Pilgrim House, a new sense of faith

The Shrines of the Blib and 'Abdu'l-Bahd on Mt. Ca1'1nel and a part of the beautiful
terr'aced ga1'dens

feet. At our left we saw the end of
the mountain with its Franciscan
monastery and the cave where dwelt
the prophet Elijah. Our gaze swept
over the city of Haifa and across the
bay at our right to a group of lights
glimmering in the distant background, where lay the old fortified
city of 'Akka.
We thought of the time, still fresh
in the memory of man, when within
the prison walls of the old city lived
a Teacher. From distant lands came
many pilgrims just to catch a glimpse

and hope came to us. We seemed to
feel that out of the present turmoil, unrest and travail in the world,
here was a spiritual ideal and power
that would unite men's hearts to
bring about the promised coming of
God's Kingdom on earth, for had
we not seen, in our travels and life
in this place, the power of this Movement to change men's hearts and
lives, to remove old racial, social, political and religious prejudices and
make it possible for them to live in
loving unity? Had we not experi-
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enced the great unselfish love and
service of a community of people of
many races, religions, and classes?
Had we not been a small part of a
demonstration of a new civilization in
which love replaced hate, service took
the place of selfish ambition and
greed, and cooperation existed instead of competition?
Margareta and I sat for a long
time that evening after dinner in the
quiet of the library. Finally, she put
down the book she was reading and
looking over at me with a dreamy expression said: "Do you remember
that in the 14th chapter of John, the
Christ is reported to have told His
disciples that He would go and come
again, and that the Comforter would
come?" "Yes," I replied, "and the
Christians have been looking for the
Second Coming for centuries. Similarly, the Jews have been awaiting
their Messiah, the Buddhists anticipating the Fifth Buddha and the Moslems the fulfillment of the prophecy
of their Prophet, Muhammad, that a
great universal Teacher would come
to the world in the latter days."
"And like a thief in the night He
has come," continued Margareta.
"Right here, in this very country of
the prophets of old, and where Jesus
the Christ gaove His message of love
to the world, a new and greater Message of the unity of mankind through
love has been given to this world,
again athirst for the spiritual water
of life. As' Abdu'l-Baha said, this
teaching is the same temple, the same
foundation, but set forth to meet the
complex needs and problems of this
day."
"How true this is," I interrupted,
"for even here in this small library
we have before us, in printed form,
the utterances of Baha'u'llah and the
further teachings of 'Abdu'l-Baha
that cover every phase of human interest and endeavor today. You will
recall that there are statements which

in detail give solutions for the economic and social problems."
"Quite so," Margareta burst in,
"and do you not recall reading to me
that wonderful statement on the nature and handling of strikes? The
world today, especially those enlightened and progressive parts, such as
our home country, are adopting and
putting into practice those wonderful
principles and ideals given to the
world by Baha'u'llah about seventy
years ago."
For several minutes the evening
silence was broken only by the gentle
ticks of the little French clock on the
bookcase. Then Margareta turned
over the leaves of a small book which
had been lying on the table between
us and read:
"N ow is the time! Now is the accepted time!"
"Look ye at the time of Christ;
had the people realized that the Holy
Spirit of God was speaking to them
through His divine mouth they would
not have waited three centuries befor accepting Him. And now is it
meet for you that ye are sleeping
upon the bed of idleness and neglect,
while the Father foretold by Christ
has come amongst us and opened the
greatest door of bounteous gifts and
divine favors? Let us not be like
those in past centuries who were deaf
to His call and blind to His beauty;
but let us try and open our eyes that
we may see Him, and open our ears
that we may hear Him, and cleanse
our hearts that He may come and
abide in our temples."
As we drove away the following
morning, at the end of our pilgrimage, our hearts were singing with
peace and joy, and there in the spa.cious blue sky above the top of Mt.
Carmel, we seemed to see the Golden
City, the city foursquare, and we
knew that the vision of Him who had
taught the simple folk of this land
nearly two thousand years ago had
been fulfilled.
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I

'ABDU'L-BAHA IN AMERICA
DR. ZIA BAGDADI

CHAPTER II-Washington, D. C.
This stm'y of 'Abdu'l-Baha's visit in America is based on material and notes corrected by 'Abdu'l-Bctha Hianself, and which He had tU1'ned over to Dr Bctgdadi at the
time He 1,uas leaving this country. The twofold pu:rpose of this series, which will continue for server'al months, is, in the words of the auth01', "Fir'st to bring back to the
memory of the believen the time of the incomparable days of 'Abdu'l-Bah6!s visit to
them and to remind thern of His words, His instructions and His admonitions; and,
secondly, to give a picture of His visit so that later' believers who did not have the
blessing of seeing Him, may benefit by 1'eading a brief history,"-Editor.

reached the city of
A BDU'L-BAHA
Washington on April 20, 1912,
accompanied only by an interpreter.
He went to the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur J effrey Parsons. In the evening He addressed the second annual
conference of the Persian-American
Educational Society. The meeting
was held in the Lecture Hall of the
Public Library, and every seat and
all available standing room was occupied by an audience eager to hear
Him.
When He entered the hall, 'Abdu'l-Baha was greeted by the audience-all Baha'is and their friends
and guests rising. "It is an evident
fact," said He in His address, "that
for Persia there is no better government to use as a model than that of
America. Persia offers virgin soil
for American commerce. In Persia
an the mineral resources, and indeed
all of the material resources, are latent-in the soil and in the people.
Perfect amity should be esta hlished
between Persia and America, whether
it be in material bonds or in spiritual
bonds."
After He had spoken, and when He
was seated on the platform, hundreds
pressed around Him, seeking to grasp
His hand.
In an interview after His address,
some one announced the sad news of
the sinking of the Titanic. 'Abdu'lBaha declared that the disaster to
the White Star liner Titanic, much
as He deplored it, was only an outward expression of the too rapid de-

velopment of the age. Progress is
too fast. Both Americans and Europeans seem to be possessed of the
mania for speed. He said: "It is
true in this country in particular
growth in all directions has progressed too l' a p i d I y. Moderation
should be practiced in all things. Be
temperate, even in the size of the
ships you build and in their speed;
in your railroads and the schedules
you expect your trains to maintain.
It was a pitiful waste of life that
came because of the effort to save a
few hours in time-rushing a great
vessel at top speed when it was known
there was danger from icebergs."
On the following day, April 21,
1912, 'Abdu'l-Baha spoke at the Universalist Church. The text of His
address in part is as follows:
"Whatever the minister has said
(in his introductory remarks) is an
evidence of high morals and service
to the world of humanity, truly commendable and worthy of praise, for it
is opposed to n at u l' a 1 prejudices
which for six thousand years have
made unstable the world of humanity.
How many wars were fought, how
much discord has occurred, how much
hatred has appeared amongst mankind. But inasmuch as this age is
the age of the revelation of reality,
praise be to God! the thoughts are being directed toward reality and the
souls ar·e ready for the oneness of
the world of humanity. The ocean
of truth is surging and the mirage of
imitations is day by day passing
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away. The foundation of the exist- who wishes evil for His servants is
ing religions is one foundation, and against God and is not following the
that foundation is reality and the example of God, nay rather, he is folcause of unity and love of humanity lowing the example of Satan. For
and the means of the progress of the attribute of God is mercy, and
mankind. But after everyone of the the attribute of Satan is hate. He
Divine Manifestations, that light of who is kind to the servants is followreality became obscured. The dark- ing the example of God, and he who
ness of superstitions and imitations is unkind to the servants is against
crept in. Darkness befell the world God. For God is absolute mercy, perof humanity. Day by day bitterness fect love; and Satan is absolute hate
increased to such a degree that and utter bitterness.
Therefore know that in eve I' y
nations became' antagonistic, and to
such an extent
meeting where
there is love, that
that were it not
meeting is the
for political hind l' a n c e s they
meeting 0 f the
would have
MeTciful 0 ne;
crushed and anand wherever
nihilated ea c h
there is hatred,
other.
that is satanic
"Now it is
suggestion. The
enough! We
Divine Prophets
must investigate
appeared that the
reality. We must
souls may become
put away these
manifestations of
sup e r s t itions.
the Merciful One,
Praise be to God!
and to establish
We all are the
love and affection
servants of one
in the hearts.
God. We are all
* *" *
under the shade
"Man has two
of His bounty.
aspects or naWe are recipients
tures - merciful
of His bestowals.
or divine and an
God is kind to With 'Abdu'l-Balui a1"e (left to 't'ight) animal asp ect.
all, why should Lor1'aine Hopper, Laila B01011~an and Mary The merciful asAldTich
we be unkind?
p e c t is peace,
God is at peace with all, why should happiness, love and faithfulness. But
we be at war? At most some are the animal aspect is strife, discord,
ignorant; they must be trained. war and battle. If the animal aspect
Some are sick and ailing; they must dominates in man, he becomes lower
be healed. The sick must not be than an animal. If the divine aspect
despised. The child must not be in- dominates, he becomes an angel of
sulted. Efforts must be made to se- the Lord. The teachings of the Prophets were for this: that the animal ascure a remedy and healing.
All the prophets have come to edu- pect may be conquered, so that the
cate and develop the immature souls souls that are captives of nature may
into maturity; to establish unity and be saved and the heavenly aspect may
love amongst mankind, not bitterness dominate. That divine aspect conand hatred, for God has wished all sists of the outpouring ·of the Holy
good for His servants, not evil. He Spirit. It consists of 'the second
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birth.' He who possesses that aspect
is a well-wisher of all; he is kind to
all the creatures; he has no bitterness toward any creed, and he shuns
no religion.
"For the foundation of the divine
religions is one. If we investigate
that foundation, we become united;
but if We follow imitations, we disagree because imitations are different.
The foundation of the divine religions
is conducive to unity and fellowship.
His Holiness Christ said, 'I have yet
many things to say unto you, but ye
cannot bear them now. Howbeit,
when he, the Spirit of Truth, is come,
he shall guide you into all truth.'
This is the century when that Spirit
of God has spoken and revealed all
the truth; He has explained the validity of the religion of Christ, and delivered the people from superstitions.
So that the basis of ignorance and
bitterness may vanish, and the foundation of love may be established.
We must strive with soul and heart
that this bitterness and hatred may
disappe.ar and this discord and strife
may entirely pass away."
On April 22, 1912, a reception was
held in honor of 'Abdu'l-Baha, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jeffrey
Parsons to which the Baha'is and
their friends were invited. "Consider what the confirmations of Baha'u'llah have done," said 'Abdu'lBaha, "for they brought us to the
home of one who with such love has
prepared a feast in my name. How
the power and influence of Baha'u'llah has linked the East and the West,
the divine outpouring is available and
the merciful favors are complete."
On April 23, 1912, 'Abdu'l-Baha
spoke at Howard University, and
from there He went to the home of
Mirza Ali Kuli Khan for luncheon.
Here He said: "Thanks must be offered to Baha'u'llah because it is His
confirmations that stir the souls. It
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is the blessings of the Abha Beauty
that change the hearts. It is the 1'eenforcement of the Kingdom of Abha
that makes the mosquito an eagle,
the ant a Solomon, the degraded, the
oenter of honor."
In the evening He spoke at the
Metropolitan African Methodist Episcopal Church, and that was a real
Inter-racial Amity Meeting.
On April 24, 1912, it was the privilege of the Baha'i children of Washington to have' Abdu'l-Baha at their
meeting. He gave them the most
helpful message, sweetened their little mouths with candy and blessed
them with these words: "Praise be
to God! These children are like a
bouquet of roses in their utmost
beauty, delicacy and sweetness."
In the evening, 'Abdu'l-Baha addressed the white and oolored believers and their friends at the home of
Mrs. Dyer, a member of the colored
race, and after the meeting He remarked, "Before entering the meeting I did not feel as if I would like to
speak. But as soon as I saw the
unity and attraction of the colored
and white believers, I became interested and anxious and with perfect
sincere love I spoke. I have compared the harmony of the different
colors to that of a pearl and ruby
necklace."
Later, while riding in a carriage
on His way to the home of Mr. Alexander Graham Bell, the famous telephone inventor, 'Abdu'l-Baha very
sweetly and softly chanted in Persian,
"0 Baha'u'llah what hast Thou done?
o Baha'u'llah may my life be a sacrifice to Thee. Through what sufferings and hardships Thou hast passed
Thy days. What calamities Thou
didst endure. But in the end, what
a formidable foundation Thou hast
laid. What an evident banner Thou
hast raised."
When Mr. Bell finished telling his
own story-namely, it was his love
for his wife, who was totally deaf,
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that inspired him to
invent an instrument
that might help her
hearing - and while
striving in that line,
the instrument developed into the telephone - 'Abdu'l-Baha
said, "Most of the
great inventions were
discovered in this way
(by accident).
The
search for Alchemy
(0 c c u 1 t chemistry)
was the cause of the
appearance of thousands of useful remedies, and by traveling
from Europe to India
in a straight line, the
American Continent
was discovered, etc."
On April 25, 1912,
'Abdu'l-Baha spoke to
the Theosophical Society, and then He
sent a message to the
Esperantists.
Later,
in a humorous mood,
He said to Mrs. Parsons, "It is very difficult to have one like
'Abdu'l-Balui
me as a guest. Every
guest and traveler has
a limited number of friends with
whom he makes special dates for visits, but you are forced all day long
to be the entertainer of all."
In the evening, addressing a large
number of statesmen and Government officials at a banquet held in
His honor at the home of Zia Pasha,
the Ambassador of Turkey, 'Abdu'lBaha said, "Tonight is a blessed
night, worthy of rejoicing and
thanksgiving for several reasons.
First, thanks be to God, we are in a
country that is most prosperous and
free. Second, at a home which is related to the sublime Turkish Empire.
Third, we are the guests of His Excellency, the Ambassador, who is in

and (left to 1'ight) Marzieh, Hamedeh and
Rahim Khan

the realm of morals shining like the
sun. Fourth, this meeting portrays
the unity and harmony of the East
and the West in a real figure, for
His Excellency, the Ambassador of
Turkey, is from the people of the
East, his honored son is here, and
his revered wife is an American.
Likewise, the representative of Persia
(Mirza Ali Kuli Khan), is from the
nobles of the East and his revered
wife is :1130 an AmeTican. This is
an evidence that the East and the
Vl est can be united and harmonized.
Undoubtedly the utmost desire of the
people of power and affiuence, the
possessors of broad ideas and sound
minds, is love amongst human beings;
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their highest hope is for unity and
harmony amongst mankind. In ages
past this truth was not clear, but
since thi~, is the age of light and the
century of science and progress of
thc~ world of humanity-through divine help and favor-this matter has
attracted universal attention. The
members of the human family are in
reality one; all are from one family,
of one country and of one globe.
This is the age of the oneness of
mankind and the passing away of
superstitions 0 f pas t centuries.
Every thoughtful person feels that
this is the century of onenes,s and
unity, and the imaginary prejudices
are vanishing. Therefore, we are
hopeful that the misunderstandings
amongst the nations may disappear,
so that all may know that the first
foundation of the Merciful One is the
oneness of the world of humanity and
the original aim of the Divine Manifestations is the training of mankind.
The divine religions are not the cause
of discord, nor are they the means of
hatred and animosity. For the foundation of all religions is reality, and
reality is one and cannot be multiplied. These differences are caused
by imitations. For imitations differ;
therefore, they become the cause of
differences and quarrels. This darkness of imitations has beclouded the
Sun of Reality. Now, thanks be to
God, day by day, this darkness is
vanishing; this separation shall soon
disappear altogether; the Sun of Reality shall rise and shine; the banner
of the oneness of the world of humanity and the tent of universal peace
shall rise, and the world shall become
a different world.
"I am thankful and grateful for the
kindness of His Excellency the Ambassador, because he was the cause
of gathering and uniting different
people in this meeting. Undoubtedly
such meetings are worthy of thanks
and praise."
At the close of this meeting former
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President, Mr. Theodore Roosevelt,
called and had a wonderful visit with
'Abdu'l-Baha.
On the following morning, April
26, 1912, 'Abdu'l-Baha spoke at All
Souls Church, and in the evening He
addressed a Wo m a n's Suffragist
meeting. "One of the teachings of
Baha'u'lhih," He declared, "is equal
rights for men and women. When
Baha'u'llah uttered this principle,
the people were stunned."
On April 27, 1912, Mrs. Arthur
Jeffrey Parsons wished to offer a sum
of money; but with infinite gentleness' Abdu'l-Baha advised her to "distribute the money amongst the poor."
At the luncheon hour, a most wonderful reception was held in honor
of 'Abdu'l-Baha at the home of Mrs.
Parsons, to which some three hundred statesmen, Senators, and scholars, including a judge of the Supreme
Court, were invited. It was a peerless reception. When dinner and refreshments had been served and after everyone in the audience had received 'Abdu'l-Baha's answers to all
important questions, there came a
few moments of silence and quietness. All the distinguished visitors
seemed to be in a state of deep meditation, and the sign of their appreciation was clearly manifest by their
extreme admiration for and highest
reverence toward 'Abdu'l-Baha, the
"Master" and the "Great Teacher,"
as they called Him. Then' Abdu'lBaha broke the silence by saying to
the judge of the Supreme Court,
"Just as there is unity amongst the
United States, in like manner it is
possible to have unity amongst the
nations of the world."
To a doctor He said, "I am hopeful
that you will raise the banner of universal peace."
To a master mechanic and engineer
He said, "Just as at one school you
are teaching engineering to different
students. I hope that you may enlighten different people at the divine
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school by the truth of the foundation
of divine religions."
To Admiral Peary, discoverer of
the North Pole, He said, "I hope that
you may discover the unknown of the
world of the Kingdom."
To the Archbishop he said, "My
hope is that these harmful imitations
may be put away and you may promote the foundation of the teachings
of Christ and banish the ceremonies
which are opposed to science: and
contrary to the Truth."
To the Ambassador of Switzerland
He spoke of the importance of "Divine Civilization."
To a Senator He said, "Just as you
are striving for the welfare of America, you must also be the well-wisher
of all the countries and nations of
the world."
Finally, turning to the Judge, 'Abdu'l-Baha asked what the verdict
was. "It is all right," the Judge said,
and 'Abdu'l-Baha smiled.
April 28, 1912, was farewell day,
and before leaving the city of Washington, 'Abdu'l-Baha spoke first to
Mrs. Parsons, then to all the friends
who gathered around Him. He said:
"It is springtime and we have had

good meetings at your home. I shall
never forget. I shall always ask divine confirmations for you, that in
every way you may be confirmed both
in material and spiritual things. The
physical world has an outer and an
inner plane, for all existing things
like a chain are linked together until
the spiritual is attained, and finally
become abstract realities. We are
hopeful these spiritual links may day
by day become stronger and this heart
communication, which is termed as
inspiration, may become permanent.
When this connection is established,
then physical separation will have no
effect, and this station is holy and
sanctified above words."
To the friends he said, "I hope that
our meetings shall give everlasting
results. The oneness of the world of
humanity and universal peace are the
greatest blessings."
While crossing the Potomac River,
'Abdu'l-Baha said, "Whenever I see
such views, I become saddened as I
recall how much Baha'u'llah loved the
beautiful green fields, of which a
cruel imprisonment deprived Him for
so many years."
(To be contimwd)

PERFECTION OF BEAUTY: THE FACE OF GOD
("Out of Zion the PERFECTION OF BEAUTY,
GOD hath shined." Psalms 50 :2.)
Sometimes one seems to see Thy very Soul,
The veiling clay in the Flame of Love refined;
And Beauty blooms-astonishes the mind
And overbrims with bliss the golden bowl.
Instead of separateness we sense a Whole,
A Oneness leaving winged words behind,
A Love Supreme, in which is found aligned
All loves, all tending toward the self-same Goal.
Thy Face unveiled that searching souls may seeThat Life symphonic notes of Love may sound
From hearts attuned to Love's Infinity.
In awe, earth is no longer common ground:
We take shoes from our feet and bend the knee:
The Goal of Love-The Face of God-is found.
W ALTER H. BOWMAN.
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UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE VALUES
ALICE V. MORRIS
The author of this article, who is Honorary President of the International Auxiliary
Languciye Association of New York City, is an indefatigable and injluential worker for
the spread a71d adoption of the auxiliary language. Herein she b1'iejly describes some
oJ the progress that has been made in this country in the way of teaching Esperanto in
the schools. It is interesting in this connection to know that 'Abdu'l-Baha stated
that in order to establish the auxiliary language, it would only be necessary for the go'l)e1'nments of the world to decide on such a language and have it introduced into all the
schools. Then in a short space of time the whole world would be employing it in addition to the native ICinguctge in each country. TheTefoTe, the schools are the real focal
point for the development of this important matter.-Editor.

INTEREST in the idea of a
M yuniversal
auxiliary language
was first aroused by Dr. F. G. Cottrell, whose fame as a creative chemist is widespread in America and
Europe. He showed the need among
scientific workers, and the difficulties on account of national jealousies.
He told of a dramatic incident at
the meeting of the International
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry at Brussels in August, 1919,
when there was an animated discussion on the need for an international
chemical journal of abstracts. The
chemists grew enthusiastic at the
idea of establishing such a journal.
Then the discussion centered on the
choice of the language in which the
magazine should be printed. It was
pointed out that the necessary economies for maximum service could
not be effected unless only one language were used.
English and
French had the greatest number of
supporters, but no agreement could
be reached. Recalculation showed
that perhaps by strict economy and
by keeping its scope down to a minimum, the magazine could still be
made to pay if printed in two languages-English and French. But no
sooner was this suggestion given
serious consideration than the Italians argued that if the original idea
of using only one language were
abandoned, then of course Italian
must be given a place. There was
no possibility of a paying magazine
in three languages, and the dream

was shattered like a house of cards.
Since hearing Dr. Cottrell's story
my interest has steadily grown more
serious. But before talking too seriously, let me tell you another story.
An English woman in a Spanish
restaurant tried to order her favorite
meal of mushrooms and milk. After
many unsuccessful attempts to make
the waiter understand, she took his
pencil and drew pictures of a mushroom and a cow. With a smile of
comprehension he left her expectant
of final success, and in a quarter of
an hour returned with a still broader
smile of triumph, bringing her an
umbrella and two tickets for a bull
fight.
Now to be serious again. My interest has deepened especially along
the lines of evolution and education.
Considered in the light of evolution, the development of a systematically constructed language composed chiefly from elements of other
languages, may be regarded as one
or the latest entrants into the arena
of conscious control of life. The
biologist now adds to his observation
of nature's slow and unconscious development of species, constructive
methods of cooperating with nature
so as consciously and comparatively
swiftly to develop new species or
modifications. The chemist complements analysis by synthesis, so that
one can now speak of "creative
chemistry."
The psychologist no
longer ends his labors by studying
how the mind works, but goes on to
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the training ground of how to work
the mind. As man is entering more
and more into copartnership with
nature in physical and mental realms,
why should he not do so also in that
great realm of the spirit, language?
Considered in the light of problems
of education, I believe in the ideal
that in schools throughout the
world there be taught the mother
tongue multiform-characteristic of
individual race and national tradition; and alongside of it, one simply
constructed auxiliary language, the
same everywhere, characteristic of
the brotherhood of races and of international intercourse. But school
curricula are overcrowded. The introduction of a new subject will become world-wide only if the subject
have notable educational value in
fitting the learner to meet life more
adequately and happily than he could
otherwise. This is just what I believe would be accomplished by the
universal teaching of Esperanto or
some similar language developed
from a simplified synthesis of European languages.
Experiments
made already during more than fifteen years in schools in many countries in Europe have convinced
educators such as Professor Pierre
Bovet, of the University of Geneva,
and Professor J. J. Findlay, of Manchester University, England, author
of "Foundations of Education," that
the teaching of Esperanto has the
following educational values:
1. Help in the study and use of the
mother tongue.
2. Help in the study of other foreign languages.
3. Constructive outlet for creative
instinct.
4. Mental stimulus.
5. Help to wider outlook.
Recent reports from schools in
England and Germany, in which
Esperanto has been taught for
periods ranging from five to fifteen

years, confirm such claims.
The
headmaster of the Trade and Grammar School, Keighley, England,
writes:
"We teach Esperanto at this
school as our first foreign language. The boys have two years'
study and commence French at
about the age of 12 years.
"We have found much value in
the subsequent study of French
by this first study of a foreign
language with no exceptions in
its grammar."
The claim that Esperanto in
schools is a help to a wider outlook
is of special interest in the world of
today. Esperanto, in most schools
where it is taught, is used as a
medium of correspondence between
school children of different countries.
This is an aid toward a better appreciation of geography and history
and toward a greater and more sympathetic interest in the customs,
literature and art of foreign peoples.
In the pioneer school in our own
country to introduce Esperanto into
the curriculum, the Montezuma
Mountain School for Boys in California, correspondence with people
in other countries has been carried
on by the school boys during about
four years. In April, 1925, the headmaster wrote to me as follows:
"Our whole school is not only
eager to assure other schools
that an auxiliary language is a
pressing need, but that Esperanto already has opened up to us
various world interests.
"We require Esperanto in the
Grammar School and have found
the boys eager and deeply interested in it. Their grasp of
the English grammar has been
materially bettered.
As the
boys put it, 'It is easy to recognize a noun in the subjective
case as well as in the objective
case, and the other parts of
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speech have definite form and
can be found easier than in English.' Consequently we have increased our interest in the English grammar.
Secondly, the
Latin teacher in the High School
finds his pupils better prepared
with a large number of forms
already learned, and case and
tense understood.
"We offer a second-year course
of Esperanto in High School,
giving full college credit for it.
Fortunately Stanford has been
broad enough to recognize this
credit.
"A short time ago when the
earthquake struck Japan our
boys wished to test out the practical use of Esperanto, and they
raised a sum of money, corresponded in Esperanto with an
Esperanto delegate in Japan,
and sent him the money to be
distributed for them. He not
only distributed the money carefully, but wrote us full details
as to the effect upon the people.
They were overwhelmed with
gratitude, but more than surprised to receive the money and
the warm words of cheer from
California boys. Inasmuch as
California had so lately expressed many unkindly sentiments, the gratitude of the
mayor of the town was expressed to us in Japan's most
charming manner.
Our boys
were greatly moved by it."
I believe these same results would
be obtained from teaching any auxiliary language as simply and logically constructed as Esperanto-for
example, Ido, Nov-Esperanto, accidental-and I believe that a study
of these slightly different systems,
as well as of Latin without fiexions,
would be valuable for adults. But I
think it the part of wisdom to use
Esperanto in school work, because it
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is the only auxiliary language so far
in which there is a good supply of
printed matter and which has a sufficiently large number of adepts
scattered throughout all continents to
make possible world-wide correspondence among young people.
The mention of several auxiliary
languages leads to a question constantly asked by teachers and parents who are considering the advisability of introducing Esperanto
into school curricula. Even though
assured of its educational value, they
ask: Is there assurance of its practical value as a means of communication not only at present, but in the
future? An answer to this question
is indicated by the historical development of the auxiliary language movement since the meteoric rise of
Volapuk in 1880 and its replacement
a few years later by Esperanto.
Two facts stand out significantly.
First, a type of auxiliary language
has been established which has
proved to be a practical and enjoyable
means
of
communication,
namely, a type of language whose
roots are embedded in European
tongues and whose grammatical
structure is exceedingly simple. Second, it is easy for anyone who has
mastered one system of such a
"synthetic" type of language to
learn and understand another system.
The hours of study required seem to
vary in accordance with the student's
aptitude and background of ethnic
languages, from about twenty down
to two or three.
It does not seem unreasonable to
regard the results which already obtain from these facts as prophetic of
future developments. At present,
persons who are expert in anyone of
the few systems which are used and
who are somewhat familiar with the
other systems are able to converse
and correspond freely with each
other, each using his own I'lystem. J
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have myself taken part in such conversations between adepts in the five
systems mentioned. It may be inferred from such experiences that
people who now learn any system
will naturally fall into two groups
after the official recommendation of
a definite form of auxiliary language
by some future authoritative international commission. Both groups
will of course quickly learn to understand the officially recommended
form. One group will consist of persons who will continue to use their
old familiar systems until they
gradually become so imbued with
hearing and reading the offi.cial form
that they almost unconsciously begin
to use it themselves.
The other
group will promptly make the additional effort needed to master the
use of the new form, an effort which
naturally will be greater than the
almost negligible amount needed to
learn to understand it.
Columbia University has conducted
a. successful summer session course
in Esperanto. Cleveland College has
made Esperanto an official part of
its curricula; also there is a widespread interest throughout college
institutions in Texas due to the great
success of Prof. Kenngott's Esperanto classes in Texas University,
where over two hundred students
have been enrolled.
The International Auxiliary Language Association, 525 West 120th
Street, New York City, offers a homestudy course for teachers or other
adults.
This Association offers an outline
course, especially but not exclusively
for teachers, each autumn in New
York City. The course is generally
composed of ten lessons of an hour
each over a period of ten weeks. A

similar course, but composed of five
lessons of two hours each over a
period of five weeks, may be given
in Washington during the early part
of 1928.
The Association also has in mimeographed form a General Language
Course with the text in Esperanto.
Further information regarding
the above-mentioned courses can be
had by writing to the Association
Headquarters.
It is hoped that all who have real
enthusiasm for the spread of a,
universal auxiliary language will
undertake to discuss it seriously with
teachers, boards of education and
educators in general, bringing to
their attention the need and requirement of the time.
In conclusion let us sum up the advantages of Esperanto:
Firstly: Esperanto has important
educational value as a help to other
language study, especially English
grammar, French, German, and Latin.
It shortens the time needed for these
other studies, and makes them more
enjoyable. Therefore it can be introduced into a school curriculum
not as an additional time-consumer,
but as part of a coordinated program
of language study.
Secondly: Esperanto may be made
an important channel toward a
broader outlook. Get the children of
the world corresponding with each
other directly, without the delay and
slackening of interest that come
from intermediary translation. Will
not these same children grow up into
men and women whose awakened
imagination will become dynamic in
shaping the policies of a new world
in which a sense of fellowship results in practical cooperation?
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"There is need of a universal impelling force which will establish the oneness of humanity and destroy the foundations of war
and strife. * * * No matter how far the material world advances it cannot establish the happiness of mankind. Only when
material and spiritual civilization are linked and coordinated will
happiness be assured."-'Abclu,'l-Balui.
H. G. WELLS, whose thoughts and
writings are always on a plane of
world vision, asks in his latest book,
"Democracy Under Revision," what
can be done to perfect civilization,
to establish a political unity which
will ensure peace, and to save democracy from the prevailing spirit of
commercial greed. He answers his
own question by asking another one.
"\Vhat is there to prevent," he says,
"another politico-religious drive for
social and world unity taking hold
everywhere of the active and adventurous minority of mankind-that is
to say, of all mankind that matterseven quite soon?" Were Mr. Wells,
planetary philosopher, to investigate
the Baha:i Movement, he would find
it already fulfilling his prophecy.
That there is need of some movement to establish humanity on a sure
foundation for world progress, all
thinking people will agree. Also,
were they, with Mr. Wells, to investigate the Bah:i'i Movement, they
would find that it not only fully provides all present-day needs of humanity; but what is even more important, that it contains within itself the dynamic which is enabling
it to prevail in the face of a million
odds, and to spread throughout every
race and religion of the world.
MR. WELLS, one might gather,
views the religious movements of hu-
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manity in the light of spontaneous,
evolutionary drives toward perfection, in which the divine forces play
no part. It is true that religions
find their inceptions in periods of
great world needs, when the intelligent leadership of humanity, disgusted with the prevailing civilization, yearns for reform. But what
Mr. Wells fails to see is that this
yearning for reform is not itself the
sufficient cause of reform, but only
the fallow ground in which the seed
planted by the Divine Gardener can
germinate.
Always, in great movements of
religious reform, do we find a fervor,
a power of growth, which is the direct result of the overshadowing
Divinity working in the hearts of
men. It is this Force which brings
to any Movement conviction, guidance, and self-sacrifice to the point
of martyrdom.
Furthermore, the
great, epochal, world religions have
all been the foundations of unique
beings especially mirroring the Divine Beauty and intensively revealing
the Divine Will to mankind.
How otherwise could humanity in
mass reach that unity and agreement
necessary for the triumphal progress
of a great Cause? Man, by virtue of
his intellectual nature, is diversive.
The utterances of a mere reformer,
the platform which he presents, tend
always to be scanned and dissected
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by the analytical tendency of human
thought. It is true, that by the
power of a dominant and zealous
personality a reformer may succeed
in producing and maintaining during
his lifetime a sufficient working basis
of unity for his cause. But at his
death a dispersive influence works
among his followers and there occur many rifts in the solidity of his
cause, which inevitably breaks up
i n t 0 separatist movements and
dwindles away into final ineffectiveness. Thus the movements instituted
humanly by reforming intellects
rarely last in vigorous and effective
form more than two generations or
three at the most.
THE GREAT Manifestations, on
the other hand, and Founders of
religion, by reason of being God-inspired, give to their followers such a
penetrative force of the Spirit that
the Gause instead of languishing at
the death of its Founder continues
to grow and to multiply by geometrical progression. Far from dying
out in three generations, we find it
by that time just beginning to display its fullest world-moving power,
a power which continues to influence
civilization not only for generations
but for centuries and milleniums.
This is the kind of "politico-religious" drive that the world needs
today, one that has within it the
power to grow continuously, and
ultimately to prevail over the whole
world; a movement that can meet
the inspection of the most critical
and scientific investigation, yet can
satisfy the simplicity of illiterate
minds.
This power we find in the Baha'i
Movement, which wins its way in the
universities of the West, as effectively as amidst the uneducated
herdsmen of Asia. Can mere human
ingenuity invent such a movement,
capable of appealing to every reli-

gion and race, and to every class of
society? That is a question which
one would like to ask Mr. Wells.
Another question which one would
like to ask him is whether he can
find anywhere upon the horizon a
movement which answers, so nearly
as does the Baha'i Movement, his
demand for a politico-religious drive
for world unity.
EXAMINE the Baha'i Cause in all
its details, and one will find it
answering every need of humanity
for today.
And most reasonably
does it provide for the future needs
of humanity by the evolutionary
statement that when new planetary
needs arise, again through religious
inspiration will the Divine Wisdom
reveal to man sufficient guidance for
his needs. Thus the Baha'i Cause
claims no static and ultimate perfection. It is the destined teacbing
for the needs of man today. It
points the way to world unity and
peace, to the solution of the industrial problems and to the necessary
spiritual development and evolution
of man. Its institutions will perfect
the intransigent faults deeply inhering in present-day democracy; faults
which Mr. Wells, humanitarian and
philosopher, deplores-faults which
all enlightened souls deplore.
Let us take heart from Mr. Wens'
keen, brave words, tha,t the desired
"drive for social and world unity"in order to become effective, needs
only to take hold at first everywhere
of the "active and adventurous
minority of mankind." All reform
movements start as minorities. In
size they look as the world looks
when viewed through the reverse end
of a telescope. But in potency they
equal the dynamic power of the
"Idea" which they represent.
IT IS GOOD, is it not, to belong
to and work with the "active and
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adventurous minority." I can con- perfect manner the economic relaceive no richer blessing in life than tions of the social structure; destroy
this-to stand shoulder to shoulder totally the basis of hostilities and illwith comrade pioneers, pushing on, will amongst mankind; constitute
under the leadership and protection the five continents as one continent;
of Divine Wisdom, in order to turn suffer the various races of men to
wildernesses into blossoming, life- become as one race; rend asunder
giving terrains; in order to bring to entirely the veils of superstition;
mankind the fruits of peace, of social reveal in the assemblage of humanity
love, of human solidarity, of assur- the Light of Truth; illumine the
ance of livelihood, of material pros- hearts with the ray of guidance;
resurrect the spirits with the breath
perity, and of spiritual joy.
Thus Baha'is everywhere are ad- of the Holy Spirit; and baptize the
vancing like armies, raising aloft the souls with the water of eternal life,
divine standards of Baha'u'llah, Who the fire of the love of God and the
instructed the world of humanity outpouring of the divine spirit."
through heavenly teachings and Who
Continuing these thoughts in
was the cause of human solidarity. another instruction, 'Abdu'l-Baha has
"The teachings of His Holiness Ba- said: " * * * Now is the beha'u'llah declare the oneness of the ginning of a cycle of reality, a new
human world; they cause religion to cycle, a new age, a new century, a
be the foundation of union and ac- new time. '" * * Material civilicord in the world; become conducive zation should go hand in hand with
to good fellowship between the spiritual civilization. * * * Man
children of men; conform religion
has two wings: his material developwith science and reason; take away
political, reli'gious and racial prej- ment and power and his spiritual
udice; uphold the doctrine of per- understanding and achievements,
fect equality between men and With one wing along he cannot flywomen; espouse the cause of an in- two wings are necessary. Therefore,
ternational auxiliary language; foster no matter how the material civilizathe universalization of education; tion advances, without the spiritual
readjust and equalize in the most great things cannot be accomplished."

"It is self-evident that humanity is at variance. Human tastes differ;
thoughts, nativities, races and tongues are many. The need of a Collective Center by which these differences may be counterbalanced and the
people of the world be unified is obvious. Consider how nothing but a
spiritual power can bring about this unification; for material conditions
and mental aspects are so widely different that agreement and unity are
not possible through outer means. It is possible, however, for all to become
unified through one spirit, just as all may receive light from one sun.
Therefore assisted by the Collective and Divine Center, which is the Law
of God and the Reality of His Manifestation, we can overcome these
conditions until they pass away entirely and the races advance."
'Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE LAW OF DIMINISHING RETURNS
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER
"Put away the gar1nent of vainglory, and divest thyself of the attire of haughtiness.
"Free thyself fr01n the fetters of this world, and loose thy soul from the 'Prison of
self·

"Wings have 1 bestowed upon tkee, that thou mayst fly to the realms of mystie
holiness and not to the regions of satanie fancy.
"Do ye know why We have created ye fr'om one clay? That no one should glorify
himself over the other. Since "I'Ve crecited ye all f1"om the same st/'bstance ye must be CiS
one sotil ':' ':' ':' that ye 1nay manifest with your being and by your deeds and actions the signs of unity and the spirit of oneness."-Bah6!u'llah.

PEAKING with scientific conservS
atism, man made his appearance
on "this terrestrial ball" a hundred
thousand years ago. Just as the new
and unexpected element of growth
transformed the mineral in to the
vegetable kingdom; jus t a s the
strange and novel appearance of the
perception of space and of motion in
it projected the animal kingdom into
the world; so the capacity of utilizing
the objects of space to open increasing avenues of escape from the domination of space characterizes, in one
aspect at least, the status of man.
Those who have studied an observation apiary know that the moment
the young bee escapes from its larval
life, 1t begins with acute and definitive knowledge to pursue the life of
the hive. It is not instructed by any
other bee, receives no guidance or direction, and still with the same astounding intelligence of the oldest
bees in the community (they are all
marked to facilitate positive differentiation), this minute creature with
its gigantic mental capacity carries
forward the complex and heterogeneous duties of its civic life without a
film of hesitation. "How superior to
man!" we exclaim-"man, with his
infantile helplessness, his ignorance
of life's purposes, his maladjustment
to environment, his waste motion, his
anti-social procedures! Has there not
been indeed a deterioration rather
than an advancement in life's mental
powers, when we contrast the assured
order of this perfect mechanism of

insect life with the dislocated and
disorderly processes of human devel··
opment ?"
But it is inconceivable that the bee
could ever invent an instrument that
would release it from personal application, thus enhancing its own limited functions. To create certain inanimate mechanisms that it could attach to the stamens of flowers, going
twice a day to recover the work of
something without any life or intelligence, which not only relieved the
strain upon the individual, but gave
him time for still further inventions
and investigations, lies entirely outside the capacity of animal life.
The power to act upon nature and
upon all the kingdoms below him,
gives to man an enormous superiority
and prestige. His cunning and skill
for a hundred millenia have been
greater than the bulk, strength, ferocity and deadliness of animal antagonists, and are today disintegrating, by the discovery of still higher
laws, the vast and terrifying forces
of nature. One small stone hurled from
a sling enabled this puny being-man-to fell a creature twice his bulk
and strength; a little feathered stick
of wood projected from a taut sinew
could kill a tiger. We can imagine in
the timid heart of this hunted figure
the slowly evolving realization of a
power and domination that was making him, through quick-wittedness,
subtle scheming and muscular dexterity, master over dinosaur, lion or
elephant.
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The realization grew by leaps and
bounds. Ethnologists are generally
agreed that a fundamental characterization of savage life is vanity, and
we see no signs of its abatement in
civilized man. All the mechanism of
man's mind is directed first and foremost to the maintenance of a sense
of ecstatic superiority.
This superiority was never shared
as a group consciousness. It was always a personal and individual superiority that received recognition, a
superiority based upon competition,
emulation, the abasement of others.
Thus man's great and added gift of
invention assisted in producing the
warped and futile worship of the ego.
His ideal of life leapt quite away
from the ideal of the apiary, an ideal
of the common good, of social YSsponsibility, social reciprocity and
social equality, to an ideal of personal attainment.
Baha:u'lhih say s: "Although the
Bounty of the Bountiful One is continual and free from interruption, yet
for every time and age a certain portion is determined and a certain benefit ordained, and these are bestowed
on man according to a certain quantity and measure."
We cannot estimate the enormous
benefits that have accrued to humanity through sllch contemptible attributes as fear and greed. For exampIe: it was the former that perfected
in the slinking, insignificant opponent
of beast and of nature the increasingly
effective instruments of combat that
have released us for leisure which is
fundamental to all culture; the latte~'
has produced those magnificent organizations and institutions which,
when man at last comes into the full
stature of a true human consciousness, will be the indispensable means
of producing, conserving, distributing and administering the resources
and treasures of this earth for social
rather than for personal ends.
But, apparently, the assets of a
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personal approach to life are finally
contributed, for the "quantity and
measure" of individualism is becoming rapidly exhausted, because the
past five centuries have dedicated
themselves to the pitiless unmasking
of man's fictitious and rapturous exaltation of himself. The earth was
stationary; the heavens and all the
starry host moved about it, or angels
hung out the constellations as ornaments to titillate the eye of man. The
first blow to our self-aggrandizement
came when Copernicus ruthlessly removed us from our vantage point of
centrality and made us a third- or
fourth-rate planet in a tenth-rate
solar system.
Man was a separate creation that
held sway over all the beasts of the
field and the fowls of the air. The
second great blow to our self-c.ongratulation was administered by Darwin. Our physical origin was no
more embellished and quite as ignominious and lowly as the primal ooze
in which with quaint magnificence
those microscopic heralds of life flung
out their mighty and indomitable
challenge to a material universe. The
power of life to surpass and supplant
matter is far deeper than intelligence,
much closer to the roots .of reality
than the pet t y three-dimensional
mind of man, itself a transcendant
instrument formulated by life to assist life in its supreme adventure of
lifting itself alike above physical barriers and the impudent limitations
placed upon it by man's ego.
Now comes the greatest blow of all,
the discovery of the subconscious
mind by the modern psychologists,
that substratum of consciousness
that is alike the seat and the insistent
manipUlator of man's egotism. Those
cunning devices which man invented
to thwart the world of nature and
circumvent the animal kingdom are
crude and clumsy in comparison to
the insidious and sinister mechanism
produced by the subconscious mind
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to further our egotistical pretensions
and enhance our domination over the
rival egos about us.
As the knowledge of its function
and structure becomes more widespread and popular those ever-available resorts of the weak to attract
attention to themselves - insomnia,
hysteria, nervous instability, and all
the weapons in the subconscious armory of people not naturally equipped
to take a conspicuous and outstanding place in our glorious heartbreaking struggle here-all these are becoming valueless to promote the demand of the ego for greater attention and deeper appreciation, for as
ordinary individuals come more and
more to understand that the motive
back of all human action, woven into
the very fabric of the subconscious, is
self-aggrandizement, such things will
no longer call forth our pity and sympathy but will remain entirely futile.
As if this were not enough for the
poor denuded Self of man, Baha!u'llah administers the coup de gmce.
It is the authoritative signature to a
picture painted for the mind of man
twenty-five hundred years ago by
Gautama Siddartha, the Buddha.
When He appeared in In d i a that
metaphysical conception that has permeated the hope of man and colored
Christian belief was already well established, the conception of an eternal and indestructible ego, called in
Brahminical philosophy the atman.
The Blessed One said in effect to the
great Hindu sages who consulted
him: You have a wrong conception
of the self; you look upon it as an
independent agent performing certain actions; you believe that there
is a thinker who thinks, a seer who
sees, a hearer who hears. It is like
supposing that. there is a wind that
blows, whereas the blowing is the
wind; there is no separate agent back
of the flower that has color, form and
fragrance: the color, form and fragrance are the flower. There are

qualities and only qualities. When
these qualities are expressed in certain modes and in certain effects they
become the individual or the personality. All that really exists are these
qualities, ever recurring, ever expressing themselves through the lives
of segregated individuals.
The convergence of modern psychology toward this goal is arresting
and convincing. Hebart, Fechner,
Weber, Wundt, Ribot, McDowelI,
Wa;tson, Koehl emphasize the fact
that man is "a peculiar idiosyncrasy
of psychic forms, a system of sensations, impulses and motor ideas but
not a distinct entity, not a separate
unit."
Baha'u'llah puts the eternal vise
of the Word of God on the teaching
that the ego with all is vaulting vanities is not an ancient and preexistent
fragment representing through its
voluntary reunion with other egos a
formal and interdependent universal
life. He tells us that, though man's
essence is ancient, his consciousness
of self begins in this earth life. The
"I" does not represent a separate egoconsciousness possessing certain impulses, thoughts and aspirations: the
reverse is true; there are certain preexistent qualities that finally acquire
an ego-consciousness.
The stupendous force of life desiring to make a still more vigorous onslaught on those areas that must be
brought into harmonious subjugation
to the spiritual order of the universe,
at last and as a final means of acquiring wider and more vigilant distribution, projects from its indivisible
reality delicate antenn::e of little, separate living fibers down into a universe of materiality and beastiality
which, having fulfilled their evolutionary purpose, must now be fitted
to spiritual ends. Seeing only the
separate antenn::e and not the unified,
self-contained structure from which
they emanate, mankind takes the appearance for the reality and has,
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therefore, quite generally mistaken
himself for a preexistent and specially created ego,
Baha'u'lbih teaches that self-consciousness will continue forever; but
self-consciousness and an indestructible ego are two entirely different
metaphysical entities. He says that
He has come to teach the birds of
men's souls a new flight. This, then,
seems to be the "quantity and measure" for the new age: not the shaping of a moody and recalcitrant ego
to a disciplined admission of others
to its ancient rights and privileges,
but the growing consciousness that
just back of our immediate creation
as individuals lies that uniform and
inseparable reality in which the spirit
of man is eternally embedded.
If we were true egos, selfishness
would be the proper pursuit in life;
it would be our duty and our purpose to prosper and to protect our
rights. That we are not true selves
is proven by the fact that every psychiatric case can be traced to some
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fixation on the ego: too close a scrutiny of our selves leads inevitably to
nervous and in many cases to mental
aisintegration.
Casual psychological investigation shows that "any
success (whatever its motive may be)
is invariably based upon direct application to the work to be performed,
joined to an utter neglect of all personal preferences, pleasures or considerations."
Astronomy, biology, psychology,
metaphysics and religion are helping
us today to bury this primitive allegiance to a separate self and to prove
that its resurrected spirit of primal
unity, as taught by Baha'u'llah, can
become a most alert and helpful servant in bringing into final solidarity
all the scattered powers and forces of
life. We are not, as in our blind egotism we have imagined, using these
forces, they are using us; and only as
we open our narrow personalities
more widely to their use can the great
triumphant plan of God express itself
in human life.

"The unity which is productive of unlimited results is first a
unity of mankind which recognizes that all are sheltered beneath
the overshadowing glory of the All-Glorious; that all are servants
of one God; for all breathe the same atmosphere, live upon the
same earth, move beneath the same heavens, receive effulgence
from the same sun and are under the protection of one God. This
is the most great unity, and its results are lasting if humanity adheres to it; but mankind has hitherto violated it, adhering to sectarian or other limited unities such as racial, patriotic or unity of
self-interests; therefore no great results have been forthcoming.
Nevertheless it is certain that the radiance and favors of God are
encompassing, minds have developed, perceptions have become acute,
sciences and arts are widespread and capacity exists for the proclamation and promulgation of the real and ultimate unity of mankind which will bring forth marvelous results."
,Abclu'l-Baha.
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HEALING-SPIRITUAL AND MATERIAL
CHAPTER II-Man
WALTER B. GUY, M.D.
In the following chapte1' the author describes the origin and reality of man as
sharing in cdl the planes of being. Later chapters will deal ~uith man ,in his higher
spiritual aSlJect, and the different method's of healing, material and spiritual.-Editor.

"Man should know his own self,
and know those things which lead
to loftiness or to baseness, to shame
or to hono?', to affluence OT to poverty." -Bah6:n'llah.

eluding the apes and other branches
of that particular genus.
Man is not a result of an unreasoning, purposeless force coursing
through the stream of eternity,
through
species upon species of aniAN, the highest expression of
mal
existence.
Nay, rather, man is
life in the physical world, is not
the
purpose
of
creation,
and whether
a simple organism existing on a
in
the
embryonic
stage
of undevelplane of life peculiarly his own, but
and
unperfected
organism,
or as
oped
is, on the contrary, an exceedingly
he
is
today,
was
and
is-man.
complex being, partaking of all planes
The three-weeks' foetus in the huand all kingdoms and, in addition,
occupying a kingdom peculiar to him- man matrix, with swollen head out
of all proportion to its body, its fishself.
like
gills or clefts, its immature eyes
His Holiness, Baha:u'llah, said:
and
peculiar vascular circulation, is
"Ponder over the completeness of
as
human
as were our progenitors
the creation of man: All these worlds
and all these grades are developed that roamed this planet in the Plioand concealed in him. 'Dost thou cene period or the glacial epochs.
From the theologians' standpoint,
think thy body a small thing, while
too,
that the creative and sustaining
in thee is enfolded the universe?'
power
is Love-Love that seeks to
Then an effort is needed that we annihilate the animal condition, in or- love and to be loved - would that
der that the meaning of the human Love create for its expression a pig
or a baboon? Can a pig or a baboon,
may become manifest."
with unselfish, divine longing, turn
Again He said:
"All things of the world arise again to that Source from which it
through man and are manifest in sprang?
Nay, man is the purpose of creahim, through whom they find life and
development; and man is dependent tion, and all else is subservient therefor his (spiritual) existence upon to. Man, and man alone, can take
on and build into his own nature the
the Sun of the Word of God."
T his splendid and tremendous qualities and attributes of the Loving
statement is so revolutionary in its One, the Merciful One, the Architect
claim that, if true, which an enlight- of the Universe, its Sustainer and
ened mind cannot in the least degree Provider.
The primeval stock, the first anidoubt, puts not only the theories of
theologians to shame, but also dis- mal life then, was man. From that
closes immediately the childish theo- stock all animal life was evolved;
ries of certain materialistic philoso- and in man alone are found all the
phers, who see man as a descent or qualities of the kingdoms below the
an ascent from the animal kingdom Spiritual Kingdom.
through various animal species, inWe find in man the fidelity of the
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dog; the felinity of the tiger and
cat; the ferocity of the wolf; the subtlety of the snake; the filth and greed
of the hog. We see, also, the restlessness and unmorality of the monkey, and the songs of the birds. The
wanderlust corresponds to the migratory instincts of the fowl, and the
conjugal fidelity of the married state
is found in the deer and the wild
geese. y.et man is supreme, for in
him is manifest a higher kingdom,
a greater consciousness. The animal can never comprehend the power
of reason. To the animal the sun will
ever travel over the earth, and man,
to the animal, must ever be its god.
The physical body of man is derived primarily from the mineral
kingdom. In it we find by chemical
analysis the eighteen elements necessary for its existence. Without the
presence of oxygen, hydrogen, sulphur, calcium, phosphorus, potassium, sodium, etc., there could be no
organic life. Out of the dust of this
planet man is created, and at the end
of his life cycle must these minerals
return to the dust; thence, to be
taken up in the eternal progression
of life to be used again and again in
repeating organisms of the vegetable
and animal kingdoms.
We find, also, that man belongs to
the vegetable kingdom. For ages,
man's digestive s y s t e m has been
named the vegetative tract, for as
the plant draws its sustenance from
the earth, so does man draw his mineral and organized food supplies from
this vegetative system. The cellular
life likewise absorbs its nutrient by
a similar process to the vegetable.
That man is of the animal kingdom
is a truism. The similarity of action
and reaction, nutrition, reproduction,
need no further comment. Man, however, is greater than the animal. In
him aTe contained the superlative
reasoning qualities by which he masters the elements. He rides in the
air and passes through the depths of
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the sea. He speaks through the limits of space. Out of the depths of
the earth he produces new and beautiful arts. He unfolds the mysteries
of nature. 'Abdu'l-Baha so beautifully confirms this point of view. He
said:
"In man five outer powers exist,
which are the agents of perception;
that is to say, through these five powers man perceives material beings.
These are sight, which perceives visible forms; hearing, which perceives
audible sounds; smell, which perceives odors; taste, which perceives
foods; and feeling, which is in all
parts of the body, and perceives tangible things. These five powers perceive outward existences.
"Man has, also, spiritual powers:
imagination, which conceives things;
thought, which reflects upon realities; comprehension, which comprehends realities; memory, which retains whatever man imagines, thinks,
and comprehends. The intermediary
between the five outward powers and
the inward powers is the sense which
they possess in common; that is to
say, the sense which acts between the
outer and inner powers conveys to
the inward powers whatever the
outer powers discern. It is termed
the common faculty, because it communicates between the out-ward and
inward powers.
"For instance, sight is one of the
outer powers; it sees and perceives
this flower, and conveys this perception to the inner power-the common
faculty - which transmits this perception to the power of imagination,
which in its turn conceives and fOTms
this image and transmits it to the
power of thought; the power of
thought reflects, and having grasped
the reality, conveys it to the power
of comprehension; the comprehension, when it has comprehended it,
delivers the image of the object perceived to the memory, and the memory keeps it in its repository.
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"The outward powers are five: the
power of sight, of hearing, of taste,
of smell, and of feeling.
"The inner powers are, also, five:
the common faculty, and the powers
of imagination, thought, comprehension, and memory."
Let us then bear in mind that man
is of all kingdoms: human, animal,

vegetable, and mineral; and still further, in his essence he partakes of
that unknown Kingdom whose qualities transcend the lower, and which
must function in harmonious relationship with these lower kingdoms,
if health, contentment, and the fullness of life are to be realized.

ON THE ROAD OF SERVICE
FLORENCE E. PINCHON
"Service is the 'magnet which attracts the heavenly stTength."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

A N A T H TARABINDR
GORE reminds us in
"Sadhana" that Life is like a
road and may be regarded
from two different points of
view. We can imagine this
road as merely dividing us
from our goal, and so look
upon the journey, with its
hills and valleys, sharp turnings and surprises, as a surmounting of so many obstructions by force. Or we can
consider it as the Way which
Mr. Ghcirles GoZe on "his 1 0ad of sejOvice"
leads us to our destination;
the journey itself already the begin- when it slips away beneath him, for
ning of our attainment. It is the he is no mere motorist, nor even a
latter viewpoint which seems pecul- road-mender, but an engineer and
iarly applicable to one whose life, maker of roads. An expert maker,
both metap'horically and literally, is to:), as the multitude of drivers on a
spent upon roads. And also on one of fine, new macadamized highway leadthose pathways of service which, ing out of London, known as the
stretching in all directions, are as Great West Road, and opened two
many and varied as the characters years ago by His Majesty, the King,
and capacities of the pedestrians. would gladly testify.
But let me at once admit that, along
"The road-maker," as Viscount
his particular road of service, Mr. Leverhulme remarked, "is one of the
Charles Cole, of London, does not anonymous servants of humanity,
walk-but motors. The speed main- for no one sees the ultimate usefultained, too, is a steady one, and can ness of a road at the time it is conalways be relied upon to "get one structed; yet generations of men
there" on the day and exact time travel over it with all their hopes and
promised, let the weather be fair or fears, with all their cares and joys,
stormy, the going rough or smooth. never once asking who it was that
And our friend knows a good road, made their way easy for them. A
0
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road-maker's life is full of rich solitudes and invisible rewards."
The roads most frequently traversed by our friend seem to run
southward, from London to the busy
port of Southampton, or through the
lovely avenues of the New Forest to
a tiny village on its borders. Thence
across wide moorlands-in spring a
sea of golden gorse, in autumn of
purple heather - to Bournemouth
Bay, and onward again to a Nursing
Home and. Baha:i Gent er at Broadstone. Those long avenues of forest
trees, of sturdy oaks and ancient
beeches which once rang to the music
of the huntsman and the tang of the
bow, and echo now to the alarms of
the motorist and the whirl of flashing wheels, must, I am sure, often
wave their overhanging branches in
friendly greeting to the familiar
broad shoulders and uncovered head
of this modern centaur, when, looking as though he and the car were
welded together, he sweeps beneath
them every few weeks or so, year after year. And presently, if they are
watching out, maybe they will see
him returning, the automobile filled
with the flushed faces of invalids,
with Baha'i friends in need of fresh
air, or some tiny girl, who, brighteyed with excitement, is perched beside the steering-wheel.

'Abdu'l-Baha said that one of the
signs by which we could know the
Perfect Master is that "He must be
a joy-bringer and a herald of the
kingdom of happiness." And one of
the signs by which we can recognize
a sincere follower is that he strives
to become like his Master: "a remedy
to every pain, a balsam of healing
and recovery to every wound, to every
weak one a support and aid, and a
succor to everyone that is poor."
And to weary minds and frail bodies,
even the harsh hoot of a motor-horn
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can sound a note of joy, and come as
a thrice-blessed herald to hours of
happiness and refreshment.
Seldom it is that Mr. Cole leaves
or returns to London alone. Thus
Baha'i friends in town are often enabled to obtain a few days of change
to sea or country, or travel elsewhere to serve the Cause. Certaihly
Baha'is in the Bournemouth district
would have found it difficult to keep
in touch with scattered members and
so maintain their group had it not
been for the fact that so constantly
our friend was found to be "out upon
his road."

~
This beautiful highway of serving
had a strange opening; not by any
earthly monarch, but by that stern
sovereign before whom we must all,
at some time or other, bow our heads
-Calamity. For a serious accident
happened to Charles Cole, which, after much suffering, resulted in permanent injury to a foot. But "my
calamity is my providence; outwardly
it is fire and vengeance, yet inwardly
naught but light and mercy." And,
in this case, it was destined to become a pleasant providence to others also. Because our friend, being
essentially a man of action and believing in "fewness of words but
abundance of deeds," acquired a
small motor car.
Loving increases the power to love,
and serving the capacity and opportunity for service. This, translated
into terms of an automobile, meant
incrt:asing engine power and seating
accommodation.
So that one is
tempted to wonder "whereunto this
thing will grow" 1
But Mr. Cole does not limit his
road, and so includes among his other
activities membership of a Grand
Masonic Lodge, and being a true lover
of peace, acts as delegate to the
League of Nations' Union.
During the great coal strike of last
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year he energetically did his bit by
traveling with a notice on the windscreen indicating his direction and
willinooness
to give <1nyone a needed
b
•
lift. So many a weary tramp expenenced the pleasures of practical
brotherhood, as he found himself joyriding toward his destination-service "on the road" being nothing if not
impartial and democratic.
But perhaps the strangest occupants the car has ever yet known
consisted of a forlorn little family of
five - father, mother, three children
and a perambulator. The y were
found, one wet evening, huddled together at a railway station, disconsolate, homeless, and on their dreary
way to a workhouse. But, alas! the
trains were not running and a conveyance seemed out of the question.
After some careful arrangementfor the automobile had not then attained its present dimensions - the
family was packed in. But what to
do with that perambulator! Only an
engineer could, at last, have skillfuIly
balanced it between the heads of the
adults. Even to think of such misery
and destitution as this family typifies
would break one's heart, did we not
know that, at the end of their garden
of hope flits the gleam and promise
of a brighter, happier day when.
"through the manifestation of God's
great equity, the poor of the world
will be fully rewarded, so that in the
future there will not be the abnormally rich nor the abject poor. * * *
The rich shall enjoy his palace, but the
poor also shall have his comfortable
cottage. Divine justice shall be manifest and all humankind find comfort."
And those of us who know something of the Great Plan which has
been revealed by the Divine Con-

structor, Baha,'u'lhih-the opening up
of a new and noble Highway for the
onward march of civilizations yet undreamed of-shall we not seek to become as Sadrat-el-Muntahas, (signposts of love and wi,sdom,) directing
wandering wayfarers to this royal
road?
The aspiration of Baha'is is to
attain that kind of distinction defined
by 'Abdu'l-Baha in the following
words:
"The Baha'is must be distinguished
from others of humanity. But this
distinction must not depend upon
wealth-that they should become
more affluent than other people. I
do not desire for you financial distinction. It is not an ordinary distinction I desire-not scientific, commercial, industrial distinction. For
you I desire spiritual distinction;
that is, you must become eminent and
distinguished in morals. In the Love
of God you must become distinguished from all else. You must become distinguished for loving humanity; for unity and accord; for love
and justice. In brief, you must become distinguished in all the virtues
of the human world; for faithfulness
and sincerity; for justice and fidelity; for firmness and steadfastness;
for philanthropic deeds and service
to the human world; for love toward
every human being; for unity and
accord with all people; for removing
prejudices and promoting International Peace. Finally, you must become distinguished for heavenly illumination and acquiring the bestowals
of God. I desire this distinction for
you. This must be the point of distinction among you."
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'ABDU'L-BAHA IN AMERICA
CHAPTER Ill-Chicago, Ill.
DR. ZIA BAGDADI
This story of 'Abdu/l-Baha's visit in America is based on 'material and notes corJ'ected by 'Abdu'l-Baha Himself, and which He had turned over to Dr, Bagdadi at the
ti'me He was leaving this count1-Y. The twofold purpose of this series, which will continue for sev61-al months, is, in the wm'ds of the author, "Fint to bring back to the
memory of the believers the time of the incomparable dwys of 'Abdu'l-Baha's visit to
them and to J'emind them of His words, His ins tnwtions , and His admonitions; and, secondly, to give a picture of His visit so that letter believers who did not ha,ve the blessing of seeing Hi1n, ?nay benefit by reciding a brief histoTy."-EditoT.

in Chicago, April
ON29,HIS1912,arrival
'Abdu'l-Baha went to
the Plaza Hotel, where the rejoicing
Baha:fs and their friends had followed Him from the railroad station.
"You have a beautiful city," He said.
"The divine call was first raised in
this city. I am hopeful that in Chicago the Cause of God may obtain
the highest efficacy . Just as this
city is lighted with electric light, I
hope that it may become lighted with
the Light of the Kingdom.
"Many meetings, both large and
small, were held in Washington.
Night and day I had no rest. Unity
was established between the white
and colored people. Many became
believers. Those who were not believers have be corn eve r y near.
Nevertheless, I like Chicago very
much, for the call of Baha'u'llah was
first raised in this city. I am hopeful
that you may become confirmed in
great services and that you may be
in the utmost fellowship and love
with each other."
One of the believers asked for protection from tests and trials. "The
most severe tests were in Persia,"
said 'Abdu'l-Baha. "When property
was confiscated, the friends were
made martyrs, and not for a single
moment was there any safety of life."
Turning to the friends, 'Abdu'lBaha said, "I was longing exceedingly for your meeting. Were it not
for this longing, the favor of Baha'u'llah would not have been with
us. When I boarded the boat at

Alexandria (Egypt) I was not feeling wel1."
Looking from the window of His
apartment in the Plaza Hotel, with
Lincoln Park, Clark Street and North
A venue in full view, He said, "These
buildings have beautiful views. The
park, the streets and city lights can
be seen."
On April 30, 1912, the Baha'is of
Chicago and newspaper reporters
came to visit 'Abdu'l-Baha. Later,
He spoke at Hull House, founded by
Miss J ane Addams. It was a real
Inter-racial Amity meeting, for the
large audience was composed of white
and colored people. After the meeting, 'Abdu'l-Baha noticed many children and unemployed laborers crowding and pushing each other to gain
a glimpse of Him. He stood in their
midst, and into each hand He dropped
a quarter or half dollar.
In the evening, at a public meeting
arranged by the Baha'is of Chicago
at the Masonic Temple, 'Abdu'l-Baha
spoke of the significance of temples
and the importance of the Baha'i
Temple-the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar.
On May 1, 1912, 'Abdu'l-Baha dedicated the Baha'i Temple grounds in
the beautiful village of Wilmette, near
Chicago. With an attractive trowel
made of solid gold, handed to him by
Miss Irene Holmes, 'Abdu'l-Baha dug
the earth to lay the corner stone. He
then called on a few of the friends to
dig more earth on behalf of different
nations and countries, that they also
might share in the blessed occasion
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and be of those who were remembered. Dr. Ardeshir Irani, formerly
of India, but now residing in Washington' D. C., took the trowel in his
hand and dug some of the earth on
behalf of the Zoroastrian believers.
Agha Sayid Assad'u'llah represented
the Muhammadan Baha,'is. T his
writer represented the Arabian Baha,'is. Ghodsieh Ashraf represented
the Oriental Baha'i worn e n. The
corner stone finally was laid by 'Abdu'l-Baha's own hands.
There is a little history connected
with this most favored stone. It is
this: When the Temple grounds were
bought, Hussein Mazloom, an old
Persian Baha'i, was living in Chicago.
He was a hard-working man and
could not speak or write a single
word in English. But he felt that
it was his duty to contribute something that might help the Temple.
He had nothing but a pure heart and
a sincere purpose, and these qualities inspired him to procure a stone
with the hope that perhaps some day
it might be included with others that
would become a part of the foundation or walls of the Temple. So, with
the help of Mrs. Nettie Tobin, of
Chicago, a solid white stone was obtained, and Hussein Mazloom carried
it on his shoulders and back, to the
Temple grounds. But neither Hussein Mazloom, nor anyone else, could
have even dreamed that the stone was
destined to be the corner stone of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, the first Baha'i
Temple in America, and that it would
be laid by the hands of 'Abdu'l-Baha
with His eternal blessings upon it,
and in the presence of an impressive
gathering from the four corners of
the earth. Such is the fruit of a sincere action and such is the reward
for the pure in heart.
May 2, 1912, the Baha'is of Chicago and vicinity came to the Plaza
Hotel very early in the morning, and
this is what 'Abdu'l-Baha said to
them: "The reason for traveling such

a long distance and enduring hardships is for the ignition of light in
the Occident, for in the Occidental
countries there is great capacity.
The inhabitants are not so much captives of imitations and superstitions.
The high ideals can be rapidly spread.
Today the greatest ideal is service to
the world of humanity and universal
peace."
In the afternoon, 'Abdu'l-Baha
spoke at the Federation of Women's
Clubs, at Hotel La Salle, and also attended a reception held in His honor
at the same hot e 1 by the Baha'i
women of Chicago.
Later, one of the friends asked a
question in regard to human capacity.
"People have different capacities,"
said 'Abdu'l-Baha. "In some persons
capacity is obtained entirely from
natural powers. This expression and
appearance of natural capacity is dependent upon education and is subordinate to man's own efforts; that
is to say, natural capacity without
human education and efforts cannot
appear perfectly and its perfection
depends upon efforts and training.
The highest expression of man's capacity is, however, obtained through
the training of the Divine Teacher of
the world of humanity."
Another friend asked about association with the wicked or evil-doers.
"These are of two kinds," explained
'Abdu'l-Baha, "one kind where the
harm returns to the evil-doer himself,
and he is not an assailant. Undoubtedly such an evil-doer must be awakened and trained with wisdom. He
is sick; he must be cured. But the
other kind, whose menace reaches
others, and when association with
such a person becomes the cause of
immorality-in this case association
with such a person is not permissible, except for those who are able to
stop, train and win him, and as much
as possible strive to improve his morals and uplift his character; otherwise, appeal should be made to the
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Centers of Justice to protect human the end it shall become the leading
society from the menacing deeds of power of the world."
such persons. In the Tablets of BaTo another inquirer who wished to
ha'u'llah, too, association with all the know the difference between the Bapeople of different religions and the ha'i religion and other religions, 'Abrecognition of the oneness of man- du'l-Baha said: "From a fundamenkind is enjoined; but also association tal standpoint, the foundation of all
with the wicked is prohibited, and religions is one, and all are built on
it is shown how it is necessary to be Truth. That is why there is no difcareful of the deniers and negative ference among the Founders of repeople."
ligions and Divine religions as reOn May 3, 1912, the Hindus of gards the spiritual side of Their mesChicago, most of them university stu- sage and the spiritual laws which
dents, we,re welcomed by 'Abdu'l- They teach. But the accessories of
Baha at the Plaza Hotel. Dr. J. F. C. religion; that is to say, the laws that
King accompanied the boys and be- deal with transactions and small matcame a Baha'i. As a dentist, Dr. ters-this branch of religion-the
King is very successful and he is outer laws - being dependent upon
the exigencies of time and place,
still residing in Chicago.
One of the friends asked about the must be changed or readj usted in
time when the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar every age."
would be built. "I am not going to
To another who inquired about the
discuss the matter of the Mashriqu'l- existence of evil and unhappy things,
Adhkar (the Baha'i Temple) ," 'Ab- 'Abdu'l-Baha said, "In the world of
du'l-Baha replied. "It concerns the existence and creation, there is no
(National) Spiritual Assembly. If I evil. Nay, rather, evil is the absence
have to say anything about it, it must of good, even as darkness is the abbe built immediately."
sence of light. Change and transOn May 4,1912, 'Abdu'l-Baha spoke formation is an essential requirement
at the Ply m 0 ut h Congregational of the world of creation, for if
Church; and from there He went to change and transformation does not
the home of the minister, Dr. Ford, exist, then there can be no composiwhere a luncheon was prepared for tion and growth.
And because
Him. In the afternoon He spok€ to change, transformation and disinthe Theosophical Society at North- tegration are necessary, the opposites
western University Hall.
have to exist, but in reality there are
To an inquirer about the future of no opposites. Just as in the sphere
the Orient, 'Abdu'l-Baha replied, "It of the sun there is no darkness, nor
cannot progress except through an does it have an East or West, yet
ideal power and the Divine Cause. night, day, light and darkness are
Every Divine Manifestation was sent of the requirements of this world."
to a people and country that outThen' Abdu'l-Baha arose and went
wardly never had any chance for to the cemetery. He prayed at the
safety and prosperity. But because grave of David True, the only son of
they came under the protection of Mrs. Corinne True, who just a feYI
the Divine Cause, they even surpassed moments before passing away, opened
all civilized countries. Today, every his eyes, and seeing' Abdu'l-Baha at
nation and country that raises the his bedside, he whispered, "0 'Abbanner of the oneness of the world du'l-Baha! I love you! I love you!"
of humanity, and comes under the
From there 'Abdu'l-Baha went to
protection of this Divine Power, in All Souls' Church, where He spoke;
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with a, group of Bc~h6;i children in Chicago, gather'ed for a special1neeting

and later lunched at the home of Dr.
Milburn, the minister.
May 5, 1912, was the day of farewell. Early in the morning all the
Baha'i children of Chicago and their
parents filled the large parlor of the
Plaza Hotel. None but those who
have seen 'Abdu'l-Baha and witnessed His great love for children
and the great love of the children for
Him, could ever describe the purity
and fragrance of the atmosphere of
His meeting with the children, for
whenever and wherever there were
children, 'Abc1u'l-Baha would go to
them and they would come to Him.
Yea, even nursing babies knew Him
by His peerless personality and also
by His unique and resonant voice,
calling them, "0 my baby! My good
baby !My sweet baby!" For one of
His countless divine qualities was the
quality of incomparable generosity
and philanthropy. He was always
prepared to meet and please His

visitors, be they high or low, children
or poor. And aside from being the
treasure of knowledge and wisdom
and the ocean of all things of the
spirit, 'Abdu'l-Baha always kept
Himself well supplied with material
things to bestow upon those who
went to Him.
Flowers, candy,
money, clothing, protection, comfort,
etc.; but these were for distribution
among the friends and the needy and
eve:rybody else but Himself.
After welcoming the children and
giving them flowers and candy, 'Abdu'l-Baha spoke to them as follows:
"According to what His Holiness
Christ has said, you are the children
of the Kingdom, and according to
what His Holiness Baha'u'llah has
said, you are the candles of the world
of humanity, for your hearts are
in the utmost purity and your souls
are in the utmost sanctity. You are
not entangled with this world; and
like unto a mirror, your hearts are
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clean and polished. Your fathers
and mothers must educate you with
greatest tenderness, and teach you the
highest morals and ideals. So that
in the utmost perfection you may be
imbued with the virtues of the
world of humanity. May you progress in all degrees, study sciences
and arts, become the manifestations
of eternal blessings and the means
of great advancements."
Then 'Abdu'l-Baha addressed the
parents and all the Baha:is of Chicago. "1 am going away, but you must
arise to serve the Word of God.
Your hearts must be pure and your
intentions sincere in order that you
may become recipients of the divine
bestowals. Consider that although
the sun shines equally upon all things,
yet in the clear mirror its reflection
is most brilliant, but not so in the
black stone. This great effulgence
and heat have been produced by the
crystal clearness of the glass. If
there were no clearness and purity
these effects would not be witnessed.
Should rain fall upon salty, stony
earth, it will never have effect; but
when it falls upon good pure soil,
green and verdant growth follows
and fruits are produced.
"This is the day when pure hearts
have a portion of the everlasting
bounties, and sanctified souls are
being illumined by the eternal manifestations. Praise be to God! you
are believers in God, assured by the
Word of God and turning to the
Kingdom of God. You have heard
the Divine call. Your hearts are
moved by the breezes of the paradise
of Abha. You have good intentions,
your purpose is the good pleasure of
God. You desire to serve in the Kingdom of the Merciful One. Therefore,
arise in the utmost power. Be in
perfect unity. N ever become angry
with one another. Let your eyes be
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directed toward the kingdom of truth
and not toward the world of the
creatures. Love the creatures for
the sake of God and not for themselves. You will never become angry
when you love them for the sake of
God.
Humanity is not perfect.
There are imperfections in every
human being and you will always
become unhappy if you look toward
the people themselves. But if you
look toward God you will love them
and be kind to them, for ~I1e world
of God is the world of perfection
and mercy. Therefore do not look
at the shortcomings of anybody; see
with the sight of forgiveness. The
imperfect eye beholds imperfections.
The eyes that cover faults look toward the Creator of souls.
He
created them, trains and provides
for them, endows them with capacity
and life, sight and hearing; therefore they are the signs of His grandeur. You must love and be kind to
everybody, care for the poor, protect the weak, heal the sick, teach
and educate the ignorant.
"It is my hope that the unity and
harmony of the friends in Chicago
may be the cause of the unity of the
friends throughout America and that
all people may become recipients of
their love and kindness. May they
be an example for mankind. Then
the confirmations of the Kingdom
of Abha and the bestowals of the
Sun of Reality will be all-encircling."
Before leaving Chicago for Cleveland, 'Abdu'l-Baha spoke in All Souls'
Church, Lincoln Center. And that
was another real Inter-racial Amity
Mee.ting.
Among the noted persons who became Baha'is through 'Abdu'l-Baha
at that time were Mr. and Mrs.
Albert R. Vail and Dr. and Mrs.
William F. Slater.
(To be continued)
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TRUE RELIGION
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRICK
"History informs us that every age has its special ties which bind the people together; but the strongest tie of all ages, the unbreakable tie which binds the lwarts
together, is the tie of tnw Teligion. There is no agency on this plcmet ??WTe potent than
the power of ·religion."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

OES the world today need more
D
religion, a renewal of religion?
Serious and sincere people answer
this question in two ways. The present leaders in Russia consider religion a menace to the advancement
of the nation, and many in China are
seeing in Christianity an obstacle to
a realization of their nationalistic
aims. In every country we find the
exploited lower classes looking upon
established religion as one means
which the more fortunate classes use
to keep themselves entrenched in
their comfortable positions. Even
so eminent a philosopher and so sincere a well-wisher of humanity as
Bertrand Russell believes that religion must be entirely done away
with before we can have a truly just
and ethical world. Many agree with
him. Others just as sincere believe
that the world needs a great religious
or spiritual revival. This divergence
of view is due, in part at least, to entirely different conceptions as to
what religion is. To the average
young person and to many older ones
it is something narrow and enslaving, something which deprives them
of freedom and fills them with prejudice. Only the other day a good
friend said, speaking of her fifteenyear-old daughter: "Religion is repellant to J oan. To her it means narnowness and prejudice. She gets her
idea of religion from a few families
in the community who somewhat
ostentatiously study their Bibles and
remain away from church because
the minister does not believe as they
do." To such, dogmatic belief is the
ultimate criterion in religion, indeed,
belief is religion.

Now there are others who think
that church attendance is religion
or that supporting the church is
religion. Still others satisfy their
consciences by an occasional gift to
charity. Some believe that going
through regular forms of prayer and
penance makes them religious, and
some hold that fasting and miracles
make up religion. It is because to
so many religion has come to mean
creeds, dogmatism, formalism, endless disputes, quarrels and even war
and the taking of human life, that we
find sincere people going so far· as
to say that religion is the cause of
corruption in the world.
Just now in the history of the
world, as in the time of Christ, we
have come to a period when dogma
and ceremony and outward form
have almost completely taken the
place of true worship and sincere
spirit. This kind of religion is indeed a bar to advancement and reform, as was shown in the recent controversy at Dayton, Tennessee. Such
occurrences make it plain why those
who see nothing but the disastrous
results of decadent religion believe
that we must somehow get along
without any religion.
Christ condemned empty forms in
no uncertain words: "Woe unto you,
scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites,
for you tithe mint and anise and
cummin and have forgotten the
weightier matters of the law, justice
and mercy and faith; but these ought
ye to have done and not to have left
the other undone." Christ did not
condemn the outward forms, but
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showed how worse than meaningless
they are, unless they go hand in
hand with the true heart that practices "mercy and justice and faith."
Christ showed His followers not a
set of dogmas but a way of life and
back of this way of life a firm belief
in God.
Just as Christ and all the great
religious teachers have made plain
the true foundation for right living,
so Baha'u'llah and' Abdu'l-Baha have
again revealed the "essential foundation or reality of religion" and it in
no way differs from Christ's declaration that the first great commandment is this, "Thou shalt love the
Lord thy God with all thy heart and
with all thy soul and with all thy
mind," and that the second is like
unto it, "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." In the short daily
prayer given to us by Baha'u'llah He
has taught us to say, "I bear witness,
o Lord my God! that Thou hast
created me to know Thee and to
adore Thee. I testify at this moment
to my weakness and to Thy Might,
to my poverty and Thy Wealth.
There is none other God but Thee,
the Protector, the Self-subsisting."
Hidden in these words is a complete philosophy of life and a way
of life, two things that the most
thoughtless need and the thoughful
crave. What is the meaning of life
and how shall we best live to fulfill
this meaning? Two opposite aspects
of man are implied in these three
sentences-his power and his impotence. It seems arrogant indeed
for man to assume that he, the
creature, can know the Creator, and
therefore it is fitting that as we
pray we add testimony to our own
weakness and poverty.
However
little or much we accomplish in this
great quest of knowing and adoring
God, it is God's gift to us, His bestowal. "All creatures are dependent
upon God, however great may seem
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their knowledge, power and independence."
God has bestowed such wonderful
gifts and powers upon man that the
very possession of these powers
tempts him to disregard the source
and to neglect to use the greatest
gift of all-the ability to search for
and find God.
"Without the help of God man is
even as the beasts that perish, but
God has bestowed such wonderful
power upon him that he might ever
look upward and receive His Divine
Bounty. But alas! man is not grateful for this supreme good, but sleeps
the sleep of negligence, being careless of the great Mercy which God
has shown toward him, turning his
face away from the light and going
on his way in darkness."
The short prayer referred to hints
at another answer as to why there
is disagreement in regard to the
value of religion in making a better
world. Those who find no value in
religion hold that man by his own
power is able to make indefinite
progress in producing a better culture, better government, higher
ethical standards. The true religionists believe that the great Prophets
who have founded religions have
been the Educators of man, leading
him to God and that only through
these Educators has progress in civilization come into the world.
But to return to the study of the
short prayer: "Thou hast created
me to know Thee and to adore Thee."
How can we know God, for that is
the first step? Surely the finite cannot grasp the infinite. In his essence
and entity we cannot know Him.
The sun we know by its attributesits heat and its light. Even a little
flower which we can hold in our
hands, can pluck and pull apart, we
know only by its form, its appearance, its fragrance. We can shatter
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it and pull it apart, but who can put
it together again?
"Little flower-but if I could
understand
What you are, root and all, and
all in all,
I should know what God and man
is."
So the finite mind knows God by His
attributes. 'Abdu'l-Baha says: "How
then can the reality of man, which is
accidental, ever comprehend the
Reality of God, which is eternal? It
is self-evidently an impossibility.
Hence we can observe the traces and
attributes of God which are resplendent in all phenomena and shining as the sun at mid-day, and know
surely that these emanate from an
infinite source. We know they come
from a source that is infinite indeed."
But if complete intellectual comprehension of God is barred from us
by our human limitations, if "the
way is closed, and seeking is forbidden," this does not mean that man
may not progress indefinitely toward this knowledge as in all knowledge. "The virtues of humanity and
the possibilities of human advancement are boundless. There is no end
to them, and whatever the degree to
which humanity may attain, there
are always degrees beyond."
Nor does it mean that there are
not other ways in which we may approach and learn of God. Christ
said: "I am the way, the truth, and
the life; no man cometh unto the
Father but by Me." And again: "He
that hath seen Me hath seen the
Father." In the "'iVords of Wisdom"
Baha'u'llah gives us these words:
"The source of all learning is the
knowledge of God, exalted be His
Glory, and this cannot be attained
save through the knowledge of His
Divine Manifestation." In order to
know God we must know God's Mani-

festation.
To the Christian this
means to know Christ, the Muhammadan, to know Muhammad. To the
Baha'i it means to reverence all the
great Prophets-Muhammad, Moses,
Christ, Buddha and the others and
to know them all revealed again in
Baha'u'llah, the great Master, Whose
appearance in the latter day was
prophesied by all the former Prophets,
and Who brought the great message
to Persia and to the world about
seventy years ago. The Manifestation of God, 'Abdu'l-Baha tells us,
is like a clear and polished mirror
reflecting the qualities and attributes
of God. "In the Manifestation of
God, the perfectly polished mirror,"
He says, "appear the qualities of
the Divine in a form that man is
capable of comprehending." Christ's
followers learn to know Him through
the account of His life and teachings
given us in the Gospels, through the
lives of others who reflect His life
in theirs, through prayer and meditation. By these same means we
know Baha'u'llah, but the record of
His life and teachings is full and
complete, and 'Abdu'l-Baha, His son,
has continued His teachings and
interpreted them for us in His own
life and writings. So we have most
abundant means for knowing the
Manifestation of God in this day.
Moreover, as we strive for the
knowledge of God we must not forget
that all true knowledge leads to God.
God is knowledge as well as power
and love. "The source of all knowledge is the knowledge of God." If
our aim is right and our heart humble we shall advance in our progress
toward the knowledge of God, in all
our study which has for its object
the understanding of the mysteries
of science, of the nature of the mind,
of arts, all that has to do with the
real progress of mankind. But if
we make the teachings of Baha'u'llah
and 'Abdu'l-Baha the basis of this
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study we shall progress much more
rapidly. "The teachings of Baha'u'llah are boundless and without end
in their far-reaching benefit to mankind," 'Abdu'l-Baha tells us. Baha'u'llah teaches that ignorance is
debasing, and universal education is
one of the aims of the Baha'i teachings. 'Abdu'l-Baha praises the study
of science very much: "Science ever
tends to the illumination of the
world of humanity. It is the cause
of eternal honor to man." It is the
true balance between spiritual knowledge and intellectual knowledge that
these Educators wish us to seek, and
they ever urge us to understand that
spiritual knowledge is fundamental.
It is easy to let our knowledge in the
world of matter and in the world of
the intellect become a substitute for
knowledge in the spiritual realm.
Knowing God in the spiritual sense
quickens all our capacities and opens
our minds for all knowledge. Baha'u'llah gives the true balance in
these words: "The progress of man
depends upon faithfulness, wisdom,
chastity, intelligence and deeds. He
is ever degraded by ignorance, lack
of faith, untruth and selfishness.
Verily man is not called man until
he be imbued with the attributes of
the Merciful. He is not man because
of wealth and adornment, learning
and refinement."
What is it to worship God and how
shall He be worshipped? Shall we
join others in attending church and
join in prayer and praise? These
are good just so far as Our spirits
and hearts are sincere, but if we do
not carry the praise into our daily
lives it is mere hypocrisy.
We must make our whole lives an
act of worship. 'Abdu'l-Baha tells
us that work performed in the right
spirit is worship. "In the Baha'i
cause arts, sciences, and all crafts
are counted as worship. The man
who makes a piece of note paper to
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the best of his ability, conscientiously concentrating all his forces
on perfecting it, is giving to God.
Briefly, all effort and exertion put
forth by man in the fullness of his
heart is worship, if it is prompted
by the highest motives and the will
to serve humanity. This is worship:
to serve mankind and to minister to
the needs of the people. Service is
a prayer. A physician ministering
to the sick, gently, tenderly, free
from prejudice, and believing in the
solidarity of the human race, is giving praise."
"True reliance is for the servant to
pursue his profession and calling in
this world, to hold fast unto the
Lord. * * *"

But the question arises, are we
able to link up our whole lives with
service to God? Are not some things
essentially secular and others essentially religious? Someone once
asked Mirza Abu'l-Fadl, one of the
great Persian Baha'i teachers, "If all
souls' thoughts were entirely given
to holy thoughts of God, what would
become of the world from a commercial standpoint?"
His illuminating answer follows in
part: "Love, faith, and being filled
with the will of God are not contradictory to the temporal affairs that
man has to attend to-that is, we
can be filled with the love of God
and at the same time look after our
worldly life and pursuits which are
necessary to guarantee our social welfare and prosperity, etc.-though in
the beginning it is difficult for us
to realize this in ourselves, yet this
can become feasible and practical,
if we obey the ordinances of God."
He further says: "Endeavor that
man may reach such a point that
nothing of this world can prevent
him from the love of God, to such
an extent that if he goes to sleep he
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may have God in his thought, if he
engages in trade or temporal occupation, he may do it for the purpose of
benefiting his fellow men; and if he
walks he may walk to perform that
which is best for the people of the
world, and that the more he increases
in spirituality, the more he may
learn about the well-management of
his affairs.
Man must love the
world and all the people therein for
the sake of its Maker."
In all ages there have been those
illumined souls who have seemed
naturally and easily to live the life
of the spirit while engaged in their
daily duties. Such a one was Brother
Lawrence, a humble Carmelite monk,
who, he told an earnest inquirer, was
so filled with the consciousness of
God that the most menial duties in
the monastery kitchen which had
formerly been distasteful to him
were fulfilled with joy and happiness.
"The time of business with me,"
said he, "does not differ from the
time of prayer; and in the noise and
clutter of my kitchen, while several
persons are at the same time calling
for different things, I possess God in
as great tranquillity as if I were upon
my knees at the blessed sacrament."

But someone fUrther questions,
Can we not live the good life, be kind
and full of benevolent deeds, without
any definite consciousness of God?
We know at least a few people whose
life is one of service and even sacrifice who disclaim any religious motive, any consciousness of the life of
the spirit.
'Abdu'l-Baha being asked what
need such people have of divine
teaching replied:
"Know that such actions, such efforts and such words are praiseworthy and approved and are the
glory of humanity. But these actions alone are not sufficient; they

are a body of greatest loveliness but
without spirit. No; that which is
the cause of everlasting life, eternal
honor, universal enlightenment, real
salvation and prosperity, is first of
all the knowledge of God. It is
known that the knowledge of God is
beyond all knowledge, and it is the
greatest glory of the human world,
for, in the existing knowledge of the
reality of things there is material
advance, and through it outward
civilization progresses; but the
knowledge of God is the cause of
spiritual progress and attraction,
and through it the perception of
truth, the exaltation of humanity,
divine civilization, rightness of
morals, and illumination are obtained."
And further He says: "In the
same way, when a person performs
a good action, although it is praiseworthy, if it is not caused by the
love and knowledge of God, it is imperfect. Moreover, if you reflect
justly, you will see that these good
actions of other men who do not
know God are also fundamentally
caused by the teachings of God; that
is to say, that the former Prophets
led men to perform these actions,
explained their beauty to them, and
declared their splendid effects; then
these teachings were diffused among
men and reached them successively,
one after the other,and turned their
hearts toward these perfections.
When men saw that these actions
were considered beautiful, and became the cause of joy and happiness
for mankind, they conformed to
them. Wherefore these actions come
from the teachings of God. But
justice is needed to see this, and not
controversy and discussion."
Is this life of the spirit, this search
for the knowledge of God, so serious
that it may become dull, so weighty
that it may burden us? One of
the characteristics of the New Age
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that we are entering when true religion will be the real basis of life, is
that we shall consider it the natural
thing. We shall not excuse wrongdoing by saying that it is natural.
The good life, the spiritual life, the
life that links the spiritual and the
materia1 in perfect balance, will be
the natural and joyous life, as it is
already with many people. To talk
and think of God's guidance, of
prayer and the love of God, will be
the natural thing. This is already
evident in the lives of some children
who have been brought up in the
Baha'i faith. To them prayer and
keeping close to God are the natural
things.
Does all this seem too much like
reducing a wonderful soul experience
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to a rule? This inner knowledge of
God, so cherished by those who
possess it, so longed for by the
earnest soul, can this be acquired
by a rule, by following a formula?
No; but we may be started in our
search and the way pointed out by
those who have traveled it. Somewhere along that way the great experience will come.
What then is the meaning of life
and what way must we walk to find
that meaning?
"Thou hast created me to know
Thee and to adore Thee. I testify at
this moment to my weakness and to
Thy Might, to my poverty and to
Thy Wealth. There is none other
God but Thee, the Protector, the
Self-subsisting. "

THE WORLD'S GREATEST PRISONER
HENRIETTA C. WAGNER
The Tablet (or letter) quoted herein by Mrs. Wagner was written by 'Abdu'l-Balui
to an Arnerican Bahd'i at a time when His own imprisonment of over forty years
came to an end through the Turkish revohttion of 1908. The story of this imprisonment is a dr"amatic one.-Editor.

following is a Tablet written
T byHE 'Abdu'l-Baha
while He was
still a prisoner of the Turkish Government, the vilest prison, doubtless,
upon the earth for many years:
"Of My freedom thou hast expressed great joy. I am free, although I should remain in prison.
All fortresses and castles shall not
confine Me, and the dungeon cannot
bring Me under the narrow bondage
of this world.
"The Spirit is ever soaring, even
if the body be in the depths. What
can these ignorant creatures do?
They might imprison the body, but
the Spirit they cannot; the Spirit
will ever soar in the atmosphere of
eternal bliss and glory. Therefore,
neither the prison is a cause of sorrow nor freedom from it a source
of joy.

"When thou findest the Way to the
Kingdom, the earthly world will be
of no account, and when thou art
illumined the darkness will not affect
thee; nay, rather, the four corners of
the earth will then be radiant, and
every thorn will become a rose and
a rose-garden."
Baha'u'llah, the Father of 'Abdu'lBaha, was forty years a prisoner of
the Persian and Turkish Governments and died a prisoner. 'Abdu'lBaha, the Son, shared His Father's
imprisonment from the time He was
nine years of age, and for sixteen
years after His Father passed awayfifty-six years all told. And yet He
could say, "There is no prison but the
prison of the self I" He also said, at
one time, that it was the freedom of
the world outside that kept Him in
prison. In other words, it is the
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freedom of the people to do as they
please, to follow their own lustful
desires, that imprisons Messengers
of God and causes Them to be sacrificed. But through that sacrifice the
thinking people gain a new vision of
life and humanity is lifted from the
quagmires of self and of passion,
and a New Day dawns. It was this
that made 'Abdu'l-Baha happy in
prison, knowing that through the
sacrifice He was making generations
to come would be blessed.
'Abdu'l - B a h a was constantly
preaching "radiant acquiescence,"
which is another term for non-resistance of evil made joyful, which
Jesus taught. He said, "All great
movements have advanced through
altruism, selflessness and self-sacrifice, and not through the interchange
of public opinion." In other words,
the regeneration of the world will
not come about by men getting together and saying, "Let us have it so
and so," for immediately they will
begin to quarrel-one thinks it
should be one way, another person
thinks it should be another way.
No, the peace and happiness of the
world will be brought about by a
spiritual regeneration, by a changing
of the hearts, for when the hearts
are right, people will do right. All
the religions of the past (not excepting Christianity) are like trees that
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have grown old and ceased to be
prolific. They have produced all the
fruit possible for that time. Now
then, if we want fruit, we must go
to aNew Tree, but this New Tree
is the same in essence and spirit as
the old, just as the spirit which was
in Jesus was the same as that in
Moses and all the Prophets who
preceded Him, only His teachings
were adapted to a later generation
ever increasing in spirit and power.
Did He not say, "I came not to destroy but to fulfill 7" Also He said
to His disciples, "I have many things
to say to you, but ye cannot bear
them now; howbeit when He, the
Spirit of Truth, is come, He will
guide you into All Truth."
It is that Spirit of All Truth which
is manifest in the world today, and
"he who runs may read."
"Ho,
everyone that thirsteth, come ye to
the waters, and he that hath no
money, come, buy and eat, without
money and without price."
We know that wrongdoing is
rampant all over the earth, but God
is not asleep, and He has set in motion upon the earth today those
spiritual forces which will make of
this old earth what Jesus saw it
would become when He gave us that
prayer, "Thy Kingdom come, Thy
Will be done on earth as it is in
heaven."

"The perfect soul of man, that is to say, the perfect incliviclucLl, is
like a mirror wherein the Sun of Reality is reflected. The perfections, the image and light of that Sun have been revealed in the
mirror; its heat and illumination are manifest therein, for that pure
soul is a perfect expression of the Sun.
These mirr01"S are the Messengers of God Who tell the story of
divinity just as the material mirror reflects the light and disc of
the outer sun in the skies. In this way the image and effulgence
of the Sun of Reality appear in the mirrors of the Manifestations
of God."
,Abclu'l-Bcthri.
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AMERICAN PEACE SOCIETY'S WORLD
CONFERENCE ON INTERNATIONAL
JUSTICE
DALE S. COLE
Peace Conferences and all accredited Peace Movements with thei1· constructive
progra'fl~s f01· the promotion of good will among nations, are helpf~tl in creating the
will t01lJard peace. Only one thing, however, can actually accomplish Peace, namely, the
spiritualization of 1nankind, the lJu.rifying of motives and the acceptemce of the divine
laws of this age for the eWC01nlJlishment of Universal Peace and Brotherhood. 'Abdu'lBaha said in May, 1915, that after the war which wets raging then "the workers for the
cause of Universal Peetce would increase day by day."-Editor.

years ago, when public buildT EN
ings were decked with flags,
those of several nations were most
obviously missing. From May the
6th to May 11th Cleveland's great
public auditorium housed the World
Conference on International Justice
under the leadership of the American Peace Society. It was a centennial celebration. From every flagpole an ensign fluttered. This time
there were none missing. In the
fresh lake breezes the colors of all
nations spoke of the effort in progress to promote the cause of international justice.
On the stage, the first night, stood
the Ambassadors of Great Britain,
France and Germany, also Norway's
representative.
War was stripped of its glory and
shown in all its ugliness. The universal clamor for peace that hourly
arises from so many hearts and
which will not be stilled, was voiced
in powerful phrases.
President Coolidge, after expressing regret that he could not attend
the Conference, sent the following
message, addressed to Congressman
Theodore E. Burton, President of
The American Peace Society:
"The influence which this (American Peace) society has exerted, now
for 100 years, in behalf of international peace, has been of great importance to humanity. Fortunately,
during that period, our own country
has been involved in but three for-

eign wars, two of which did not impose upon us very serious consequences. It must be recognized that
this has been due in part to the conditions which surround us, but it
also must be admitted that it would
not have been possible but for the
peaceful attitude of our Government
and our people.
"I feel certain that the Conference
which the society is now holding, by
bringing together representatives of
the people of our own country and
of foreign nations, will be helpful in
promoting a better understanding
and a more cordial relationship
which will be of great value to humanity.
"I wish especially to commend the
constant and effective efforts which
you have never failed to put forth
in the promotion of the peace of the
world. I wish you would extend to
the Conference my congratulations
and best wishes."
Sir Esme Howard, British Ambassador, emphasized the real meaning of war: "If we can prove to a
man," he said, "the ordinary man,
the inhabitant of Main Street, that
if his country goes to war for any
issue short of its absolute liberty of
action at home, and in defense of
that liberty, he will in the future
stand a very good chance of being
bombed in his home in Main Street"If we can show him that even
though his country may be victo-
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rious, he will certainly have his taxes
increased by two, three, four or five
hundred per cent, and may wellowing to a fall in the value of the
currency-see his income reduced by
half or more"If we can make it clear to him
that, for the sake of some issue to
which he is probably an entire
stranger and of which he does not
understand the A B C, he risks having to give up that new Ford car
next month, or the radio his wife had
set her heart on, or even worse, that
he may very probably be thrown out
of work and his wife and children
reduced from comfort to poverty
such as has been the fate of millions
in Europe"Then perhaps the dweller in Main
Street may find war less pleasingly
dramatic, poetic and thrilling, and
may bestir himself to see that as a
means of settling disputes between
nations it is better abandoned."
And from M. Paul Claudel, Ambassador of France : "Your society
for many years has dedicated its
steady and powerful effort to the
commendation and establishment of
peace among nations, and during
many years the only answer was the
flashing of guns and the hurrah of
marching armies.
"But today another answer is coming to you. It is only a whisper,
but it is a whisper which is breathed
from every point of the compass.
It is only a word, but after all everything in the world has begun by
words, and we know that a Word
was the beginning of everything. It
is only a few signs on a piece of
paper, but after all a piece of paper
is worth something when it is used
to record the Declaration of Independence and 'la Declaration des
Droits de l'Honneur.' "
Baron Friederich von Prittwitz
und Gaffron, German Ambassador,

expressed these trenchant thoughts:
"The great idea of meeting the calamity of war by application of justice and law has long moved the best
minds of the German people. Ever
since the times of Immanuel Kant,
whose famous treatise on 'Eternal
Peace' opened new ways on this field
of thought, our leaders in philosophy,
political economy and politics have
not ceased to demand that in the
relations between peoples arbitrary
force should be replaced by the rule
of law.
"As opposed to such endeavor the
bloodshed of the last European war
would seem to have proven definitely
that humanity did not want peace.
In truth, however, that great catastrophe has, more than any other
happening, roused in the hearts of
millions the yearning for justice.
"Death, misery, famine and devastation have spoken in unambiguous
terms; slowly, but irresistibly the
doctrine of justice forged its way.
To fight for this lofty power and to
pave the way for its victory through
practical work, to which the American Peace Society has consecrated
its activities, is the high aim. The
American Peace Society may be assured that the German people welcome its work with deep sympathy
and with the cordial will of cooperation.
"It seems to me worth mentioning
that those who actually fought in the
war look at it ever more as one common experience and are also aiming
at the establishment of peace as a
goal common to all human beings.
We talk so often of preparedness in
all fields of human enterprise, but
little is said of preparedness for
peace."
The Ambassador had been reading
the lives of eminent Americans, the
better to understand the country to
which he is accredited, and he turned
to Lincoln's Cooper Union speech for
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a slogan for the work of preparing
for peace.
"'Let us have faith that right
makes might!' " he quoted, and continued: "A lasting peace can be established only by the triumph of justice. Only if peaceful methods are
arrived at of settling all disputes
that have led to wars in the past can
war be averted."
Dr. Fridtjof Nansen, Norway's
representative, vigorously denounced
war, and part of his cogent address
follows: "Our generation was brought
up with the idea of evolution, which
taught that the human race is continually developing and making progress," he said. "But can we say
with any confidence today that the
white race is making progress, or
that the character of man today is
above that of his Stone Age ancestors? Alas, we cannot!
"The test should be control of ourselves, and the peoples' control of
themselves, and in this respect they
have not much improved. Individuals
have improved, but when individuals
are combined in groups there has
been no improvement. The nations
have little character. They are still
beasts of prey, and the virtues of
generosity and good will toward
neighbors, which characterize the individual, are not honored among
them.
"The individual who lies and steals
is put in jail. Yet if you do these
things for your country it is altogether admirable and you are ranked
in the forefront of the patriots. So
long as we have this double-entry
bookkeeping there can be little hope
of peace.
"Can you imagine anything more
absurd, more unreasonable, more
wicked than that grown-up people,
with their eyes open, should desire
to kill each other, to annihilate each
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other, and do it with their best
science and their best brains?"
"Civilizations have been destroyed
in the past and there is no guarantee whatever that they will not be
destroyed in the future," Dr. Nansen
said. And then he drew the grewsome picture of the end results of
war as he found them as a commissioner for the League of Nations in
attempting to heal some of the
wounds of the last conflict.
He told of the horrors of Siberian
prison camps in which men were
still being detained a year and a half
after the war, of the famine in Russia in which millions died, but not
before they had turned to cannibalism, of the persecution of the Armenians.
"These are the effects of war," he
said, "which turns human beings
into beasts. I tell you all this to
show you how ardently, passionately,
I am against war. The scars of the
last war have not yet healed; some
have not begun to heal. I am convinced the white race will not stand
the shock of another. Even if another war were like the last it certainly would wipe us out, yet it will
be incomparably worse."
Brief excerpts from other important addresses at the Conference follow: Rabbi A. H. SiIver-"What is
taking place in Cleveland this week
is, to me, much more than the centennial celebration of the American
Peace Society. It is indicative of
the gathering momentum of the will
to peace that ultimately will destroy
war.
"But I am no romanticist. I do
not think we have seen the last war,
for there is still too much racial
and national antipathy in the world.
Yet I believe the philosophy of war
has been exploded and that this
century will find the formula that
will give the nations security without
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the need of armaments, and justice
without resort to war.
"The whole war myth has been
exploded, and today the war sentiment can be stimulated only by artificial means. War has been found to
be a curse to the victor as well as
to the vanquished. It settles no
problems. No nation can grow great
at the expense of another nation. Today we know that the prosperity of
one nation demands the prosperity of
every other. And when these elemental truths percolate into the consciousness of men we shall have
peace."
Rev. Gill Robb Wilson, American
Legion's Nwtional Chaplain, lamented
that America's young men of a decade ago were so ignorant of the
young men of other nations.
"vVe knew nothing of other peoples," he confessed, "except as they
appeared in the bald outlines of history as victors or vanquished."
During the war, Dr. Wilson said,
American boys moved among English, Belgians, Italians and French.
They were surprised to find them as
gentle, as lovable and as intelligent
as Americans.
"I think most of us were disappointed because we found the Germans to be such fine people," he
added. "The enemy must be made
out to be a terrible creature, a vindictive monster, before you want to
kill him. If the German boy had
known me before the war I do not
imagine I would bear these wounds
today or that my brother would lie
under a cross in Flanders Field. If I
had known that German boy I do not
suppose there would be the aching
hearts of bereaved mothers in the
Rhine Valley today."
This intimate personal testimony
of one who knew war by bitter expe-

dence was brought to a close when
Dr. Wilson launched the Legion's
Scholarship proposal, namely, that
part of the money received by the
United States on its foreign debts
be used to establish scholarships in
America for students in other lands
for the promotion of international
friendship.
Judge Florence E. AlIen, of the
Ohio Supreme Court, pleading for
the outlawry of war, traced the rise
of the conception that the war-making power belongs to the people and
not to kings. She pleaded for a "Ten
Commandments" among the nations.
Stanislaus Lepkowski, counselor of
the Polish legation in Washington, declared that since the war Poland has
been pursuing a policy of active cooperation with all other nations toward the establishment of peace.
Discussing the recent Lithuanian
crisis he said:
"Lately my government has succeeded in obtaining from the League
of Nations a declaration that the
state of war alleged to have existed
between Lithuania and my country
has been replaced by a state of peace.
There were many other important
contributions at this Peace Conference which were received with enthusiasm and which will make for
progress on the path leading to the
goal of Peace, that International
Peace which 'Abdu'l-Baha declared
was the world's greatest need.
"Until it is established," He said,
"mankind will not attain composure
and tranquillity. It is necessary that
the nations and governments organize an International Tribunal to
which all their disputes and differences shall be referred. The decision of that Tribunal will be final."
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THE GREAT NEED OF PEACE

Now

in this radiant century in which the world of humanity is being matured,
.....
it is assured that the flag of Universal Peace shall become unfurled and shall
wave over all regions of the globe. This is the most great principle of Baha'u'llah,
for the promotion of which all the Baha'is are ready to sacrifice their possessions
and lives.

Notwithstanding my bodily infirmity and weakness, I have traveled from East to
West for the last three years. In every Temple I cried out, and before every
audience I raised my voice for the enlistment of their sympathy. I declared the
evils of war and explained the benefits of Universal Peace. I elucidated the causes
which lead to the honor and glory of the world of humanity and told them of the
ferocity and blood-thirstiness of the animal kingdom. I showed the defects of the
world of nature and made an exposition of the means whereby the illumination of
mankind is fully realized. I unfolded and caused the appearance of the foundation
of the divine religions and proclaimed the teachings of His Holiness Baha'u'llah. I
demonstrated the existence of God by irrefutable, rational proofs, and proved the
validity of all the Prophets of God. I gave utterance to my inmost conviction that
the reality of religion is the cause of the life of the world of humanity; it is the
divine civilization and pure enlightenment.
By the explanation of all these principles my object has been no other than the
promotion of Universal Peace. Praise be to God that I found hearing ears, observed
seeing eyes and discovered informed hearts.
But on the other hand the well-wishers of the world of humanity and the advocates of Universal Peace must make an extraordinary forward movement, organize
important international congresses and invite as delegates the most progressive and
influential souls from all parts of the world; so that through their wise counsels
and deliberations this ideal of Universal Peace may leap forth out of the world of
words into the arena of actuality and practical demonstration.
)1

T

ODAY the most great service of the Kingdom of God is the promotion of the
principle of the unification of mankind, and the establishment of Universal
Peace. * * * While I was journeying throughout America and Europe (1912),
I cried in meetings, conventions and churches:
"0, ye noble friends! The world of humanity is facing in the future a most
portentous danger and supreme calamity. The Continent of Europe has become like
unto a gunpowder magazine and arsenal, under which are hidden combustible materials of the most inflammatory nature. Its combustion will be dependent upon the
sudden and unexpected enkindlement of one tiny spark which shall envelop the
whole earth with a world-wide conflagration, causing the total collapse of European
civilization through the furious, wild, raging, fiery tongues of war. Therefore, 0 ye
well-wishers of the world of humanity, endeavor by day and by night so that these
inflammable materials may not come in touch with the burning fire of racial
antipathy and hatred. * * *"
Now all that has been predicted has come to pass, and the lurid flames of this
war have emblazoned the horizon of the East and the West, causing a reverberating
social earthquake through the columns of the earth. After this war, the workers for
the cause of Universal Peace will increase day by day. * * *
'ABDU'L-BAHA.
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"When the divine and fundamental reality enters human hearts
and lives, it conserves and protects all states and conditions of mankind, establishing that intrinsic oneness of the world of humanity
which can only come into being through the efficacy of the Holy
Spirit."- ' Abdu'l-Baha.

A REMARKABLE article in The
Century Magazine, by an anonymous
writer, "S. T.," points out the absolute necessity today for creating a
new type of religious organization
which shall be world-inclusive, based
on the essential unity of spiritual
thought in all the great world religions. He sees religion of the past
as too much a matter of "sects, denominations, divisions, and subdivisions; part against part, all loudly
proclaiming unity and love to a
world that they have kept in uproar
down the centuries, with their quarrels, persecutions, and dissensions."
We have outgrown this separatist
type of religious organization, thinks
the author. "The religious centers
of the future can never be based on
separative creeds; for the spirit of
man has progressed beyond them. A
true spiritual center must be a center * * * for every form of light
and life we can lay hold on that does
nourish and expand the hum an
spirit."
The differences and rivalries in
the world religions do not have their
source in the teachings of their
Founder-Prophets. For "when one
turns from religious organizations to
the teachings of the great Prophets
and Founders of religion Themselves, one finds instead of the bitter
differences of their followers a surprising similarity. * * * It was in a

Muhammadan newspaper that I recently read, 'If the true representatives of every religion could be
brought together, it would be difficult to distinguish between them.'''
SUCH AN article as this convinces
us how rapidly the world is moving
toward that liberality of thought,
that willingness to recognize truth in
any form, which is to become the
dominant note of the present century. The mind and heart of humanity is being prepared, through
the rapid development of tolerance
and eclecticism, for those teachings
of Baha'u'llah that are to become
the foundations of the new world
civilization; just as in the days of
ancient Rome a remarkable tolerance
and mingling of faiths prepared a
fertile field in which the divine seeds
sown by Christ could lodge and grow
to fruition.
It is necessary to realize in this
connection, however, that truth is
not established by eclecticism, but by
revelation. All the tolerance in the
world cannot create religion. Only
the words of a divinely inspired
Teacher can do this. Let us conceive, for instance, what would have
been the spiritual result to the world
if in the days of Rome there had
been no revelation of Christ to guide
searching souls, but only the eclectic
experimentation of broad-minded Ro-
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mans in the cults of Mithras, Dinoysius, the Magna Mater, Isis, and
numerous others.
It was not willingness to see truth
in these diverse cults that reformed
and spiritualized the ancient world.
It was the teachings of Christ, the
direct Light emanating from the Divine Source. So, one can clearly perceive, with all the great world religions. Zoroastrianism, Buddhism,
Confucianism, Taoism, Muhammadanism-were not the result of tolerance and breadth of contemporaneous thought; but the result only
of the inspired teachings of Zoroaster, Buddha, Confucius, Laotze and
Muhammad. Revealed truth alone
can guide and save humanity.
"Mankind needs a universal motive power to quicken it. The inspired Messenger Who is directly assisted by the power of God brings
about universal results." And again
'Abdu'l-Baha tells us that, "no matter how much man may acquire material virtues, he will not be able to
realize and express the highest possibilities of life without spiritual
graces. The world of humanity cannot advance through mere physical
powers and intellectual attainments;
nay, rather, the Holy Spirit is essential. The Divine Father must assist the human world to attain maturity. * * * The purpose and mission of the holy divine Messengers
is the training and advancement of
humanity, the cultivation of divine
fruits in the garden of human
hearts, the reflection of heavenly effulgence in the mirrors of human
souls, the quickening of mental capacity and the increase of spiritual
susceptibilities. When these results
and outcomes are witnessed in mankind, the function and mission of
the Manifestations are unmistakable."
THE IRISH POET and philosopher, George Russell, who goes un-

der the pen name of lE, writing in
the Saturday Review of Literature
regarding his recent visit to the
United States, says that he finds
the people of this country developing a beauty and elegance of their
own, and a definite racial character.
"What mood is going to be fundamental there?" he asks. And his
answer is, "I think of it as some
mood of planetary consciousness."
He surmises that this planetary consciousness will grow, until the time
comes when "in the higher minds in
the States a noble sense of world
duty, a world consciousness, will
struggle with mass mentality and
gradually pervade it."
This, if it be true, is an inspiring
vision of ourselves-a splendid goal
for us to achieve. What could be a
nobler destiny for any country than
that of leading the way to the universal development of this planetary
consciousness of which lE writes?
The time has passed when nations
conceive their glory to lie in martial
conquest and world domination by
means of force. The empires of
the past, built up by selfish aggression with the aim of ruling as much
of the earth's surface as possible,
are anomalies in this glorious age of
freedom. Even if there were not
already dawning a spiritual consciousness of higher national expressions than this, the irrefutable lesson
taught by the Great War is having
its destined effect, to the conclusion
that force cannot achieve anything
of lasting benefit, and that all aggregations of territory held together
by mere force are unstable to the
point of imminent dissolution in an
epoch when self-expression, racial as
well as individual, is such a dominant note in human psychology.
The growth of mass intelligence,
the aspirations for racial expression,
the increase of literacy the world
over, is rapidly bringing it aboutthat no stable rule can be built upon
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force. Justice, cooperation, mutual
aid toward greater average prosperity-these must be the controlling
factors of all stable governments of
the future. And between nations as
well as within nations, this justice
and mutually beneficial relationship
must reign.
Thus is evolving, before our very
eyes, a century which is to become
characterized by world vision, rather
than by selfish nationalism. And
the United States, free by the very
nature of its birth and growth from
the age-long bonds of nationalistic
prejudices, jealousies, hatreds which
poison the psychology of the Old
World, has a remarkable opportunity
to grow, as it has seemed of late to
be growing, into that broad sense of
world consciousness which will cause
it to devote its vast wealth, intelligence, and energy to the generous
assistance of all the peoples of the
world, to the end that they, too, may
prosper and thrive to their best possible advantage.
"If the world should remain as it
is today," said 'Abdu'l-Baha, "great
danger will face it; but if reconciliation and unity are witnessed, if security and confidence be established,
if with heart and soul we strive in
order that the teachings of Ba-
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ha'u'Uah may find effective penetration in the realities of humankind,
inducing fellowship and accord,
binding together the hearts of the
various religions and uniting divergent peoples-the world of mankind
shall attain peace and composure,
the will of God will become the will
of man and the earth a veritable
habitation of angels. Souls shall be
educated, vice be dispelled, the virtues of the world of humanity prevail, materialism pass away, religion
be strengthened and prove to be the
bond which shall cement together
the hearts of men."
And in another Tablet to friends
in America, 'Abdu'l-Baha said, "0
ye friends of God! Exert ye with
heart and soul, so that association,
love, unity and agreement be obtained between the hearts, all the
aims may be merged into one aim,
all the songs become one song and
the power of the Holy Spirit may
become so overwhelmingly victorious as to overcome all the forces
of the world of nature.
Work!
This is the Great Work, should ye
become assisted therein: Thus America may become the fulcrum of merciful susceptibilities, and the throne
of the Kingdom of God be established upon earth with the greatest
joy and majesty."

SEARCH
My soul has hunted Thee, God;
In the night have I listened
For Thee in the wind.
And into the roses have I searched;
Oft have I sought for Thee
Under my thoughts.
Now I know I have found Thee.
-Ruth Ellis Mo ff ett.
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THE ACCIDENT OF COLOR
From the Writings of 'Abdu'l-Bahci
to the words of the
A CCORDING
Old Testament, God has said
"Let us make man in our image, after our likeness." This indicates
that man is of the image and likeness of God; that is to say, the perfections of God, the divine virtues
are reflected or revealed in the human reality. Just as the light and
effulgence of the sun when cast upon
a polished mirror are reflected fully,
gloriously, so likewise the qualities
and attributes of divinity are radiated from the depths of a pure human heart. This is an evidence that
man is the most noble of God's creatures.
Each kingdom of creation is endowed with its necessary complement of attributes and powers. The
mineral possesses inherent virtues
of its own kingdom in the scale of
existence. The vegetable possesses
the qualities of the mineral plus a
virtue augmentative or power of
growth. The animal is endowed
with the virtues of both the mineral
and vegetable plane plus the power
of intellect. The human kingdom is
replete with the perfections of all
the kingdoms below it, with the addition of powers peculiar to man
alone. Man is therefore superior to
all the creatures below him, the
loftiest and most glorious being of
creation. Man is the microcosm,
and the infinite universe the macrocosm. The mysteries of the greater
world or macrocosm are expressed
or revealed in the lesser world, the
microcosm. The tree, so to speak,
is the greater world, and the seed
in its relation to the tree is the lesser
world. But the whole of the great
tree is potentially latent and hidden
in the little seed. When this seed is

planted and cultivated, the tree is
revealed. Likewise the g rea t e r
world, the macrocosm, is latent and
miniatured in the lesser world or
microcosm of man. This constitutes
the universality or perfection of virtues potential in mankind. Therefore it is said that man has been created in the image and likeness of
God.
Let us now discover more specifically how he is the image and likeness of God and what is the standard
or criterion by which he can be
measured and estimated. This standard can be no other than the divine
virtues which are revealed in him.
Therefore every man imbued with
divine qualities, who reflects heavenly moralities and perfections, who
is the expression of ideal and praiseworthy attributes, is verily in the
image and likeness of God. If a
man possesses wealth can we call
him an image and likeness of God?
Or is human honor and notoriety the
criterion of divine nearness? Can
we apply the test of racial color and
say that man of a certain huewhite, black, brown, yellow, red-is
the true image of his Creator? We
must conclude that calor is not the
standard and estimate of judgment
and that it is of no importance, for
color is accidental in nature. The
spirit and intelligence of man is the
essential; and that is the manifestation of divine virtues, the merciful
bestowals of God, the life eternal
and baptism through the Holy Spirit.
Therefore be it known that color or
race is of no importance. He who
is the image and likeness of God,
who is the manifestation of the bestowals of God, is acceptable at the
threshold of God whether his colaI'
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be white, black or brown; it matters
not. Man is not man simply because
of bodily attributes. The standard
of divine measure and judgment is
his intelligence and spirit.
Therefore let this be the only criterion and estimate, for this is the
image and likeness of God. A man's
heart may be pure and white though
his outer skin be black; or his heart
be dark and sinful though his racial
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color is white. The character and
purity of the heart is of all. importance. The heart illumined by the
light of God is nearest and dearest
to God; and inasmuch as God has endowed man with such favor that he
is called the image of God, this is
truly a supreme perfection of attainment, a divine station which is
not to be sacrificed by the mere accident of color.

BID THE SAND LET IN THE LIGHT
FLORENCE E. PINCHON

TH the burning blue of a
BENEA
Syrian sky stretch wide the desert sands. Sands - that soft and
warm, will cradle to sleep, or, lashed
into passion, will reek vengeance on
the unfortunate traveler ca u g h t
among its trea{3herous dunes, cutting
his flesh like knives, driving the sharp
grit into his eyes and closing their
sight forever.
Among the mud villages g l' 0 P e
these-the sand-blinded; or in city byways those a little less unfortunate
lead those whose sight is completely
gone, "Blind leaders of the blind"hopeless in a land of promise, dark in
a world of light! No wonder that
every prophet and ,seer who arose
among those peoples prophesied of
a glorious day that would come when
"the eyes of them that see shall not
be dim," when the blind shall receive
their sight, the waste places be redeemed and the desert made to blossom as the rose.
Then, one day, from the hillside descended a Prophet. He made a little mixture of water and clay and
anointed the eyes of the unhappy
ones who thronged around Him
wheresoe'er He passed. And behold!
they received their sight. How wonderful must they have thought the

new world around them-the colors
of earth and sky, the scarlet anemones, the orange-scented crocuses,
the fields white with lilies, the gardens fragrant with roses of Sharon,
sunsets crimsoning across the J udean
hills! And to some it was given to
see more than this; even the Face
of God shining through veils of flesh;
the love and mercy of the Father
beaming upon them in the compassionate gaze of the Son of Man. And
this Light-Bringer said to them:
"I am the Light of the world. He
that followeth Me shall not walk in
darkness, but shall have the Light
of Life."

It was the historian Pliny who records that on the banks of the little
river Belus, flowing beneath the sacred shadow of Mount Carmel, first
took place the discovery by man of
that strangely significant miracle of
nature-the transmutation of sand
into glass. He relates how PhCEnecian
mer{3hants, probably camping here,
found a kind of glass-like substance
under their cooking-pots, which had
been supported on blocks of natron-an impure form of carbonate
of soda-which, combining with the
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surrounding sand, had created a ball
of crystal, sufficiently clear to suggest the possibility of making a permanent transparent material.
At first this tiny globe of crystal
was hung round the necks of seers
and wise men, and they would foresee the future in it. Then Chaldean
astronomers discovered that, put at
the end of a long tube, they could
gaze out into the starry spaces of
the sky. In Italy Galileo used it
to reveal to men the moons of Jupiter. A new and glorious window
had been opened for man, through
which he could perceive the magnificence of worlds above him, the marvels of worlds beneath. And ever,
side by side with the progress of civilization, has developed the benefits
and uses of the art of glassmaking.
The ancient so-called mosaic glass
of Egypt evolved into the fine products of the Roman civilization; and
as the latter passed, behold! mankind had discovered windows to his
houses. And in a hundred ways
the process is being continued. Now
we use it to protect our eyes, and
our pictures, magnify or clarify our
vision, decorate our dining tables,
grow our tender plants, convey the
ultra-violet rays so beneficial to
health.
As Carl Sandburg writes: "Down
in southern New Jersey they make
glass; by day, by night, the fires
burn on in Millville and bid the sand
let in the light."
And ever, too, the windows of the
souls of humanity are becoming finer
and clearer in quality, more and
more able to reflect the Radiance
beating upon them from the Throne
of God. For ages we lived in hous!:)s
without windows, without literature,
music, science, art. Now we stand
dazzled and bewildered by the Light
streaming into our minds through
every channel of human thought and
activity.

As Tennyson wrote for the memorial window of the famous printer,
Caxton, in St. Margaret's, Westminster:
"Thy prayer was Light-more
lightWhile Time shall last.
Thou sawest a glory growing on the
night,
But not the shadows which that
light would cast,
Till shadows vanish in the Light of
Light."

In the ageless story of our planet,
once again a Light-Bringer has come
to the favored land of Palestine.
Come with the Prophet's power to
open the eyes of those who are
blinded by the sands of ignorance
and superstition, passion and materialism. "The people that walked
in darkness have seen a great Light."
They that dwell in the land of the
shadow of death, and the country of
the blind, "upon them hath the Light
shined." Beneath the shadow of
Mount Carmel, a Divine Alchemist
has been revealing to an astonished
world miracles of transmutation!
Taking the sand and clay of the
most diverse personalities, He has
been transforming them into bright
and shining mirrors, reflecting in
their infinite variety the radiant attributes of Reality.
Through this heavenly crucible
have passed representatives of every
nation, and of every religion on
earth: Persian and American, English and Indian, Jew and Gentile,
Armenian, and his bitter enemy, the
Turk; the followers of Islam and the
adherents of Christianity; the worshipers at ancestral shrines, and the
devotees of the Lord Buddha. And
from their spiritual baptism they
have emerged, with dark minds illumined, sundered hearts unified and
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welded into one great brotherhood
of understanding love; the dull clay
of their natures glowing with a divine fire-glass reflecting, each according to capacity and purity, the
sunlight of the New Revelation.
And the joy .of it is, that the process
still continues, for, although the hills
of Palestine know the earthly presence of the great Lights no more,
yet in spirit They are ever there,
and Their Heavenly Rays are now
quickening into new life and beauty
souls in every quarter of the globe.
Syria, it would appear, has ever
been the land of spiritual processes,
where the Celestial Beams have been
focused, so to speak, at their intensest. And just as the unique
geographical position of Palestine,
its deposits of sand and fuel-supplying forests made it the original
glassmaking center of the ancient
world, so has it been the center from
which there has flashed forth again
and again, upon a darkened planet,
these Searchlights of Truth-the
Perfect Mirrors of the Holy Manifestations.
And Carmel itself rises smiling
and majestic, its slopes consecrated
for all time by the feet of those
who have brought Good Tidings; the
long succession of the saints and
Messengers of the M 0 s t H i g h.
Through here journeyed the rich
caravanserai of the patriarch Abraham; within its sheltering caves
dwelt the fiery Elijah and trained
his initiates; Christ in lonely meditation trod its mountain paths; as
boy and youth hither Muhammad
came; and after the long crucifixion
of the prison of 'Akka, Baha'u'llah
sought its invigorating air and green
loveliness; while from its summit,
or from beside the Tomb of the martyred Bab, 'Abdu'l-Baha visioned, beyond the ocean's purple rim, a
"white, tremendous daybreak." In-
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deed, in the words of the author of
"The Light of the World," the very
atmosphere"Silent, luminous, like a living spirit, is
the true garment of wonder. It is as
though Elijah, Isaiah, the Christ, Muhammad, Baha'u'lhih * * * had all left
their footprints not only on the mountain
soil * * * but in the shining air, and
had diffused the fragrance of their holy
garments over all its flowers and grass,
and made even the dust reflective of a
hidden and heart-subduing beauty."

Students of the Baha'i Scriptures
must be very familiar with thE' many
analogies drawn by 'Abdu'l-Baha between natural and spiritual processes, between physical phenomena
and spiritual facts; and with the
manifold ways in which this illuminating symbol of a glass or mirror
is used to explain the mysteries of
Nature, of man's heart and mind,
his relationship to God, and above
all, as an illustration of the station
and unity of the Manifestations.
'Abdu'l-Baha tells us that"The Perfect Man-the Prophet-is one
Who is transfigured, one Who has the
purity and clearness of a perfect mirror,
one Who reflects the Sun of Truth. All
the Prophets and Messengers have come
from one Holy Spirit and bear the Message of God fitted to the age in which
They appear. The One Light is in Them
and They are One with each other."

And again"The illumination of the world of nature is dependent upon the splendor of the
Sun of Reality. The grace of guidance is
like unto the candle which is enkindled in
the glass of knowledge and wisdom, and
that glass is the mirror of the heart of
humanity. When the intensity of the light
and translucency of the glass, and the
purity of the mirror are brought together,
it will become light upon light."

Then He tells us"When in the course of evolution the
stage of thought and reason has been
rEached, the human mind acts as a mirror
reflecting the Glory of God."

Referring to the problem of simultaneous ideas, or mental telepathy,
'Abdu'l-Baha said:
"Know that pure hearts upon which the
mysteries of the Kingdom of God are
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a sinner, a pipe attuned to heavenly
melodies from a common reed, are
often sharp and painful. But oh!
the eternal compensation and rewards of such refining!
And how repeatedly we are enGreat is this mystery of suffering;
joined to pray for and strive toward but 'Abdu'l-Baha explains it thus:
transparency!
"Grief and sorrow do not come to
* * * "Purify the mirrors of the us by chance; they are sent by the
hearts of Thy servants from the dross of
Divine Mercy for our perfecting.
doubt and uncertainty." * * *
* * * "The people of Baha must The more a man is chastened, the
manifest the light of God in their deeds."
greater is the harvest of spiritual
It is remarkable how modern Sci- virtues shown forth by him."
A valuable worker in the Cause
ence is coming more and more into
line with the Baha'i Teachings re- once asked the Master for healing
garding this translucency and illu- from the painful disease afflicting
sion of matter, and the all-impor- him, but was told that he must be
tance of the spirit which it clothes willing to take his share in the sufor veils. Sir Oliver Lodge has re- ferings of humanity, which, being
cently described the physical body one organism, involved the necessity
as "an assemblage of opposite elec- of bearing, to some extent, his neighAs he afterwards
tric charges" or vibrating material bor's burden.
particles casing over and interpene- wrote: "The best of mankind are
trated by an invulnerable, tradable those who bear the biggest burdens.
etheric body." And he states his The saints have always suffered
abundantly-the Prophets superlaconclusions thus:
"It may be that our permanent existence tively."
is in a supersensuous region all the time,
Just as we can take a little sand,
that we are permanently associated with burn it together with lime and soda
the impalpable non-sensuous ether of space,
and that our present manifestation or in- in the fire, and then watch how the
carnation is as comparatively trivial as it opaque will grow translucent, and
is certainly a temporary episode. * '* *
Mankind must learn that material acces- the grit irritated and hurt is transsories neither begin nor terminate the real muted into an optical lens-into
existence of the Spirit. * * * The sci- VISIOn-so may the troubles and
entific discovery of a spiritual world long
pricks of life only aid us to become
postulated by religion is one of the features of this epoch in the history of man- transfigured more and more into
kind."
that clear glass which can reflect
l!lJ
the love and patience, the strength
There is another analogy concern- and wisdom of God; like the glasses
ing our symbol that is, I think, in- shining upon our dining tables, we
teresting to carry out. Just as cor- may be used to convey to some other
rosion and time will wear down, and thirsty or sorrowing soul the very
in doing so refine and enhance glass, wine of Life - until our days in
so is suffering necessary to every this fierce crucible of earth draw
soul in order to clarify its inner to an end. As Shelley so exquisitely
vision, refine and brighten the char- expresses it:
acter, allowing the spiritual forces "That Light whose smile kindles the Universe,
operating through the etheric body
That Beauty in which all things work
to obtain fuller and freer expression.
and move,
* * * That sustaining Love,
The processes involved in "making Which through
the web of being blindly
a poet out of a man," a saint out of
wove

printed and pictured, are reflectors one
to another, and thus the one can discover
the secrets of the other, because such
hearts are on/;y mirrors confronting each
other, on which the secrets of unity, affinity and concord are printed and reflected."
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By man and beast and earth and air
and sea
Burns bright or dim, as each are mirrors
of
The fire for which all thirst-now
beams on meConsuming the last clouds of cold mortality."

So, through the love and mercy of
God, this insignificant human grain
of sand may henceforward shine "a
quenchless atom of immortal light"
in the Kingdom of El-Abha.
And finally. In this great new cycle upon which we have entered,
once again has the Word of creative
energy been spoken, "Let there be
Light!" And into the opaque body
of humanity the heavenly Radiance
is pouring. Upon its many-sided
prism flashes the white Eternal
Light, breaking as it does so into
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countless bright and amazing colors,
hitherto undreamed of. By thrilling
adventures of the air, surprising discoveries in the earth-rewriting history; by new developments Df art,
through the vast vistas opening up
before science; by means of great
humanitarian and unifying agencies
before which the barriers between
religions, races and classes are falling, through the work and words of
many gifted and enlightened souls,
who may be all unaware of the
Sou r ce of their illumination streams in, in the Era now opening,
the light and life and love of the
Glory of God; till this material civilization shall become, as 'Abdu'lBaha expressed it, "the purest possible medium, the most unclouded
glass through which the light of our
Spiritual Civilization may shine."

"0 Bond Slave of the W orId !
"Many a dawn hath the breeze of My loving kindness wafted
over thee and found thee upon the bed of negligence fast asleep;
and bewailing then thy plight, it returned whence it came."
-Bahd'u'Udh.

THE UNKNOWN DAWN
I sent My freshening breezes far and wide
To re-awake the earth from futile dreams;
To waft away the clouds of doubt, the streams
Of ignorance. They found you drowsy-eyed,
Unmindful of the gloriDus dawning sun.
Finding you heedless, the fair breeze returned,
Awakening others. You have never learned
That all mankind is one.
Sophronia Aoki.
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'ABDU'L-BAHA IN AMERICA
DR. ZIA BAGDADI

This story of 'Abdu'l-Bah6!s visit in America is based on material and notes corrected by 'Abd1t'l-Baha Himself, and which He had turned over to Dr. Bagdadi at the
time He was leaving this country. The twofold purpose of this series, which will continue for several months, is, in the words of the author, "First to bring back to the
memory of the believers the time. of the inC01!'OPc:mble <!ays of 'A~du'l-Bah~'~ visit to
the'ln and to remind theln of Hts words, Hts 'l,nstructwns and Hts admontitons; and,
secondly, to give a ~cture of His visit, so tl,:at later. beli~vers ~ho d~d not have the
blessing of seeing H1,m, may benefit by read1,ng a bnef hwtory. -Ed1,tor.
[Chapter I of this brief story of 'Abdu'lBaha's vis i t in America, recorded the
€vents which transpired on His arrival in
New York. Chapter II related to His first
visit in Washington, D. C., and Chapter III
to the first visit in Chicago. Chapter IV,
which follows, tells of the stirring events
and spiritual victories of His visits in
Cleveland, Ohio, Pittsburgh, Pa., Montclair,
N. J., and the return visits to Washington,
D. C., and New York.]

LE VE LAND, OHIO.-May 6,
C
1912, at the Euclid Hotel, in this
city, as well as in every place, ,Ab-

have remained disunited and in disagreement, for imitations differ."
Later, 'Abdu'l-Baha went to the
home of Dr. C. M. SwingIe, where
He spoke to the Baha'is and their
friends.
In the evening He addressed the public at the Euclid
Hotel.

PITTSBURGH, PA.-May 7, 1912.
The dear friends in this city engaged an apartment on the seventh
du'l-Baha was welcomed by the Ba- floor of the Schenley Hotel and were
ha'is and their friends and the ever- exceedingly happy about it, because
present newspaper reporters. When it looked like that of the Plaza Hotel
a reporter asked for a message, 'Ab- in Chicago. Then during their pridu'l-Baha replied, "My message is vate interviews, the friends, one by
the oneness of mankind and univer- one asked the same question: "Massal peace.
To conform religious ter! how do you like these rooms?"
questions with true science. Equal His reply to all was also the same,
rights for all, and the removal of "Khaili Khoob! Khaili Khoob!"religious, national and political prej- meaning "Very good! V ery good!"
udices. To explain the reality of di- W hen all had left His presence
vine religions and to do away with happy and pleased, He turned His
imitations and sectarian supersti- smiling face toward this servant and
tions. The training of women to exclaimed, "The friends here are
such a degree that they will have anxious to know if I like these
equal rights with men. Readjust- rooms! They do not know what we
ment of economic conditions and had to go through in the past. Imstandards of living, so that, while a agine the conditions and surroundprince may be seated on the throne ings when we were exiled by the
of honor, the poor also may possess a Turkish Government and were imhouse and a mat. The establishment prisoned in the barracks of 'Akka;
of spiritual civilization, the improve- Baha;u'llah occupied one room; His
ment of morals, and the unity of family and several other families
the foundation of divine religions, were forced to occupy one room.
for if the people of the world inves- Aside from the severe illness that
tigate the reality of religions they was raging, and the death of many
become united, because reality is among us prisoners - adults and
one. On account of imitations, they children-on account of unsanitary
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surroundings and starvation, I noticed that my own presence in that
crowded room was another source of
torture to all of them. This was
due to the fact that parents and
children were suppressing and restraining themselves by trying to be
quiet and polite in my presence. So,
in order to give them freedom, I accepted the morgue of the barracks,
because that was the only room
available, and I lived in it for about
two years. Now the kind friends
here wish to know if I like these
magnificent rooms!"
In the evening 'Abdu'l-Baha addressed a public meeting at the hotel. He explained some of the Baha'i principles, and declared that
"the Orient must acquire material
civilization from the accident and
the accident must acquire divine
civilization from the Orient."
Later, at a meeting composed of
doctors and educators, 'Abdu'l-Baha
answered all questions, and in addition He explained how to heal the
sick. "If they (the doctors) learn
about the foci-that is, the points of
entrance of disease germs-and take
the balance or equilibrium of the
body elements as the base of treatment, and when an element is diminished or lacking, a diet that can supply the diminished element is given,
then there will be no need for drugs
and other difficult methods of treatment."
Though this scientific statement of
'Abdu'l-Baha sounds very brief, the
intelligent and progressive physician
knows that it contains the secret of
medicine and the foundation upon
which the right course of physical
healing must be based in the future.
VVhen the doctors present had no
more questions for discussion, 'Abdu'l-Baha said that He had one question to ask them. "VVhy is it that
the animals heal themselves, but
man in sickness remains puzzled or
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helpless ?" For a moment the doctors looked at each other inquiringly,
but not one opened his lips. Finally,
after consultation, perhaps, the y
said, "VV e would rather hear the
answer from the lips of His Holiness 'Abdu'l-Baha." This was His
answer: "Because man's thoughts
are not limited to one direction;
therefore, he is more heedless. On
the other hand, however, through
concentration and deep thinking, his
knowledge is more than all other
creatures."
On May 8, 1912, while preparing
to leave Pittsburgh for VVashington,
D. C., we, the servants, begged 'Abdu'l-Baha to have a special compartment, or at least a berth, on the
train, that He might rest better.
But He absolutely refused. "I do
certain things and have certain expenses," said He emphatically, "only
to help others and to serve the Cause
of God; otherwise, from the beginning of my life, I never liked distinction."
VVASHINGTON, D. C.-May 8,
1912. This was 'Abdu'l-Baha's second visit to the city of VV ashington,
and on His arrival He occupied an
apartment at 1340 Harvard Street.
Later He visited the home of Mr.
and Mrs. A. J. Parsons.
On the following day-May 9,
1912 - the fire of opposition was
ablaze in the hearts of a few fanatical clergymen on account of the
great public interest in 'Abdu'l-Baha's visit to their city. They spoke
bitterly against Him and the Baha'i
Cause; but all their efforts were in
vain. 'Abdu'l-Baha's comment on the
matter was this: "I deal with people
very gently that they may not turn
away and raise the least objection.
Yet these ministers of VV ashington
have accused us of atheism. The opposition of the leaders of religious
sects is an evidence of the power
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and greatness of the BaM!i Cause,
for nobody would pay any attention
to an unimportant cause."
On the following day-May 10,
1912 - 'Abdu'l-Baha s p 0 k e at a
Woman's Meeting, and later visited
a settlement house, a welfare organization for young children in which
Mrs. Alice Barney and others were
interested. From there He went to
the home of Mrs. Barney for dinner.
Mrs. Barney's son-in-law and daughter, M. and Mme. Hippolyte DreyfusBarney, of Paris, France, were also
present.
NEW YORK CITY. - May 11,
1912. This was 'Abdu'l-Baha's second visit to the city of New York.
The Baha'is of that city and vicinity
filled His apartment at 227 Riverside Drive. "Marhaba! Marhaba!"
This is the first greeting that almost
all the friends and visitors heard
from 'Abdu'l-Baha's lips-meaning,
"Welcome! Welcome!" After welcoming those who came to see Him,
'Abdu'l-Baha addressed the group in
these words: "We went to Chicago
and Washington. It was very pleasant, for the American people are
polite, eager to learn, and anxious
to advance. When man sees a tree
growing and thriving, he must be
hopeful, for undoubtedly it will blossom and bear fruit. People have
asked questions and when they heard
the answers, they did not argue. As
we met the learned men and discussed great questions with them,
the y expressed their satisfaction.
All those who asked important questions, on hearing the a n s w e r s,
showed that the y were pleased.
Some of the learned men in other
countries are not like that, because
they always like to argue. We met
good ministers at Chicago and were
invited by several of them to speak
in their churches. We delivered comprehensive addresses and were in-

vited by one of them, Rev. Dr. Milburn, to his home. There was not
a single soul who did not express
satisfaction and approval.
"Yesterday, too, we spoke to a
distinguished group in Washington,
D. C.-some of the judges and one
of the personal friends of former
President Roosevelt. When the subject of the cause or means for uniting the different religions, and for
good will among the nations, was
brought up, this friend (of Mr.
Roosevelt) sa id, 'Christ was the
source of discord!' Afterward, as I
explained to him the unity and good
will of nations under the power of
His Holiness Christ, he smiled and
accepted, and all others who were
present were also pleased. Finally,
I asked, 'Have you any more questions or objections?' He replied,
'No! Not at all!' I asked, 'Did you
accept these explanations?' He replied, 'All right.'''
MONTCLAIR, N. J. - May 12,
1912. "While still tired from trave 1 i n g," exclaimed 'Abdu'l - Baha,
"again we must leave today for
Montclair to speak at Unity Church."
First He went to the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Edsel, and from there to
the Unity Church. Here He spoke
upon the subject of "Divine Unity"the "Oneness of God." When He
finished speaking, the m i n i s t e r
brought the Church Book to be
blessed by 'Abdu'l-Baha's pen. His
wish was granted, and this was what
'Abdu'l-Baha wrote in Persian: "0
God! Thou pure Lord! Thanks be
unto Thee, that the mountains and
des er t s were traversed and the
great Atlantic was crossed until we
reached this continent and in this
country, we have mentioned Thy
name and fame with our tongue.
Even in this church, like unto Elijah,
we have proclaimed Thy Kingdom.
o God! Make the people of this
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church to be attracted to Thy beauty,
and in Thy shelter, protect and bless
them.-E. E., 'Abdu'l-Baha Abbas."
NEW YORK CITY.-On the evening of May 12, 1912, at Grace
Methodist Episcopal Church, West
104th Street, New York, 'Abdu'lBaha delivered a remarkable address
at the meeting of the International
Peace Forum from which the following is quoted:
"yVhen we review history, we find
that from the beginning of the world
until the present time, strife and
warfare have prevailed among mankind. It was either a war among
religions, or battles among races, or
strife and warfare among kingdoms,
or between two continents. And all
of these have arisen from human ignorance and have emanated from
misunderstanding and lack of education. And the greatest warfare
and battles were among religions.
"It is an indisputable fact that
the divine Prophets came to establish unity and harmony among mankind. They were Divine Shepherds,
not wolves. The shepherd gathers
and protects the sheep; He does
not disperse them. Every Divine
Shepherd assembled a flock of sheep
who were form e r 1 y scattered.
Among the Shepherds was His Holiness Moses, Who gathered the sheep
of the scattered tribes of Israel,
united them and took them to the
Holy Land. He gathered them after
their dispersion, harmonized them
with each other, and became the
cause of their progress. Therefore,
their degradation was transformed
into glory, their poverty into wealth,
and their vices were changed into
virtues to such a degree that the Solomonic Sovereignty was established
and the fame of their glory reached
the East and the West. Thus it becomes evident that Moses was a real
Shepherd because He gathered the
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scattered sheep of Israel and united
them.
"When His Holiness Christ appeared, He too became the cause of
unity. He gathered the scattered
sheep of Israel with the scattered
sheep of the Greeks, Romans, Chaldeans, Assyrians, and Egyptians.
These people were in the utmost
strife and warfare with each other.
They used to shed the blood of each
other and like ferocious animals even
devoured each other. But His Holiness Christ gathered, united, and harmonized these people, and destroyed
the foundation of strife and warfare. It is evident, therefore, that
the divine religions were the cause
of fellowship and love. The religion
of God is not the cause of strife and
warfare. If religion becomes the
cause of discord, its non-existence
is better than its existence, for religion must be the cause of life; if
it becomes the cause of death, it is
better to be without religion. For
religious teachings are like medicine, if medicine becomes the cause
of sickness, unquestionably the nonexistence of the medicine is better
than its existence.
"Likewise at a time when the
Arabian tribes were in the utmost
enmity and strife, shedding the blood
of each other, confiscating property,
making families and children captives, waging continuous warfare in
the Arabian Peninsula, when no soul
was at ease and no tribes had any
rest-at such a time His Holiness
Muhammad appeared. H e united
the scattered t rib e s. He caused
them to agree and harmonize with
each other. Strife and warfare were
banished. The Arabs progressed to
such a degree that the kingdom of
Andalusia and the great dominion of
the Caliphs was established.
"From this we can understand
that the foundation of divine religion is one and that it is for peace,
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not for war; it is love, truth, unity,
and fellowship. But wars emanated
from imitations w h i ch later had
crept in. The origin of religion is
one and that is Reality. * * * In
imitations, differences are found; beca use imitations differ, therefore
they become the cause of discord.
If, however, all the religions of the
world would forsake imitation and
follow the original foundation of religion, all would agree. They would
have no more strife and warfare, for
religion is reality and reality is one;
it does not accept multiplicity." * * *
"In Persia, the utmost bitterness
and hatred existed among the different sects and religions. Likewise, in
other Asiatic countries. Religions
were hostile toward each other. The
sects used to shed the blood of each
other. The races and tribes were
at war, fighting and battling constantly. The y believed that the
highest honor was in slaying their
own kind.
It was considered a
glory for one religion to attack and
conquer another religion in battle.
It was at such a time that His Holiness Baha'u'llah appeared in Persia.
* * * He laid the foundation of
universal peace, raised the call of
the oneness of the world of humanity, spread the principles of peace
and reforms in the East. He wrote
to all the kings of the Orient about
this important matter, encouraged
all and announced to all that the
glory of the world of humanity lies
in the establishment of peace and
righteousness. This took place sixty
years ago. Because He promulgated
the principles of peace, the Oriental
kings arose against Him, for they
imagined that these principles were
contrary to their personal benefits
and self-interest. The y inflicted

upon Him all kinds of punishments.
They beat Him severely and imprisoned Him. They banished Him to
remote lands and finally held Him
prisoner at a fortress (' Akka) , and
persecuted His friends. On account
of this matter-that is, the abandonment of superstitions, imaginations,
and for the oneness of mankindthey shed the blood of twenty thousand men. What h 0 m e s t hey
wrecked! What souls they attacked
and murdered! But the friends of
Baha'u'llah never wavered, and even
until now, with heart and soul are
making the greatest effort, endeavoring in the promotion of peace and
agreement and in this great cause
they are standing in action. * * *
My hope is this, that the first ray of
peace may start from America and
reach other regions. The American
people are more capable than others
to do this, for they are not like others. * * * Capacities exist in all
countries and the cry for universal
peace is rising, for the people are
distressed. Every year the governments are adding more to the expenditure of the armies. Therefore,
the people are tired. Just now in
Europe the earth is loaded with explosives and deadly instruments.
Ere long, these weapons of hell shall
wreck the edifice of mankind! * * *
"Now, just as America is famous
throughout the world for her material prosperity and is well known and
noted for her efforts in the promotion of industries, may she also endeavor to spread universal peace, so
that she may be confirmed and this
great matter may spread to other
regions. I pray on your behalf that
you may be confirmed and assisted."

(To be continued)
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WHY PRAY?
DR. ORROL L. HARPER

All quotations ~csed in this article are from the inspired writings of 'Abdu'l-Bahd
unless otherwise noted.-Editor.

RAYER is the motive power of
POne
life-the clarion call to progress.
might as well ask, "Why
li ve?" as to demand, "Why pray?"
The ability to pray is as much a natural gift as is the ability to live.
We may not appreciate prayer,
just as we may not fully understand
life. Many have not become sensitive to the "music of prayer," and
many have never learned how to
live. Just in proportion as we are
conscious of true life are we able to
appreciate the power of prayer.
You need not laugh, you who never
even think of prayer, and whose life
is yet full of joy and activity, for
you are praying constantly along
with the rest of the world. All creation kneels in dependent servitude
to its Lordly Creator. Your prayer
is unconscious perhaps-but all created things pray potentially and receive an answer.
The plant prays potentially, "0
God! Send me rain!" God answers
this prayer and the plant grows. Before we were born into this world
did we not pray, "0 God! Give me
a mother; give me two fountains of
bright milk; purify the air for my
breathing; prepare food for my sustenance and living!"
When we came into this world did
we not find our prayers answered?
Did we not find mother, food, light,
home and many other necessities and
blessings, although we had not actually asked for them? It is natural
that the joys and activities, the gifts
of life, are answers to unconscious
prayer.
Such prayer is the demand within
us for life and its necessities. Capacity is potential prayer. Each cre-

ated existence, with all its gifts and
blessings, is the answer to that
prayer. "Man is eternally in a state
of communication and prayer with
the Source of All Good."
"Why, then, is there so much time
and effort wasted in conscious praying," you ask, "if our needs are supplied automatically and our prayers
answered before we think to state
them ?"
Conscious prayer may be of two
general kinds: first, the wordy, automatic, formalistic prayer that results from habit, and fails to touch
the core of the heart; and, second,
the sincere, heartfelt aspiration of
the soul expressed in thought, attitude, or word, or in both attitude
and word.
The second type of prayer can
come only from the man who is becoming conscious of life and its endless significances. All people who
pray consciously and sincerely pos~
8ess at least one quality in common,
and that is faith in a Wisdom which
created and regulates the universe.
In proportion as man becomes conscious of life as a continuous benefit,
unfolding endless perfections and
growth, does he become thoughtful
of a Source of all this progress.
The horizon of men who are entering this state of awareness varies
in scope from the limited confines
of the self, to include its relatives,
neighbors, nation, race, or universe,
respectively. The man who prays
for help and protection for "me and
my wife, my son J OM and his wife"
has a very limited outlook compared
to the soul who sees life as a Divine
Benefit and himself as a tiny drop
in the great ocean of creation.
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The latter man seeks the Creator
of All Good and Perfect Gifts with
adoration and a boundless love. To
him prayer opens a door of communication with the One Most To Be
Desired. This "worship er prays with
a detached spirit, unconditional surrender of the will, concentrated attention, and magnetic spiritual passion. His inner being is stirred with
the ethereal breeze of holiness. Heavenly pictures and star-like images of
an ideal world become reflected on
his consciousness and gradually the
man learns how to translate these
celestial concepts into his own life,
and the lives of many others who
contact him."
To such a man prayer is sweet,
delicious, satisfying. He enjoys the
heights of spiritual prayer in the
middle of the night. "While all the
eyes are closed, the eyes of the worship er are wide open. While all the
ears are stopped, the ears of the suppliant are attuned to the subtle music of God. While the majority of
the people are fast asleep the adorer
of the Ideal Beloved is wakeful. All
around him there is a rare and delicate silence-deep, airy, ethereal silence, calm, magical and subtle-and
there is the worshiper, communing
with nature and the Author of nature."
Here we find an answer to the
question, "Why take time to pray
consciously, since all creation prays
potentially and receives an answer?"
The devoted worshiper jus t described prayed because it gave him
joy, rest, peace, assurance, and inspiration to be alone, meditate, and
reach out with his whole being to
the Source of All Good.
'Abdu'l-Baha says: "In the highest
prayer men pray only for the love
of God, not because they fear Him,

or hell, or hope for bounty or
heaven. Thus the souls in whose
hearts the fire of love is enkindled
are attracted by supplication. True
supplication must therefore be actuated by love to God only."
When a man falls in love with a
human being it is impossible for him
to keep from mentioning the name
of his beloved. How much more difficult it is to keep from mentioning
the name of God when one has come
to love Him.
"God surely knows the wishes of
all hearts and answers them according to the individual needs. But the
impulse to pray is a natural one
springing from man's love to his
Creator. If there be no love, if
there be no pleasure or spiritual enjoyment in prayer, do not pray.
Prayer should spring from love,
from the desire of the person to
commune with God."
"Prayer need not be in words, but
in thought and attitude. If this love
and desire are lacking, it is useless
to pray. Words without love mean
nothing. If a person talks to you
as an unpleasant duty, with no love
or pleasure in his meeting with you,
do you wish to converse with him?"
"Prayer is like a song; both words
and music make a song. Sometimes
the melody will move us, sometimes
the words."
The point is that sincere prayer
does move us. It stimulates our
lagging powers, elevates our drooping spirits, awakens our sleeping
consciousness, develops ab i 1 i t y,
broadens our mental horizon and
gives us a desire to be of service to
our fellow man. Conscious prayer
add s to and augments potential
prayer by increasing our capacity
for receiving and reflecting the powers and gifts of life.
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THE ANNUAL SOUVENIR OF 'ABDU'LBAHA-JUNE 30,1928
(

HOOPER HARRIS

du'l-Baha were productive of results,
for we find in the address which He
ble occasion in the summer of 1912 gave before the assembled friends at
when 'Abdu'l-Baha addressed the Ba- Englewood in 1912 these words:
"Such gatherings as this have no
ha'is and assembled friends in the
beautiful pine grove near the Wil- equal or likeness in the world of
helm estate in West Englewood, N. J. mankind, where people are drawn
Its anniversary has grown to be together by physical motives or in
much more than an annual outing furtherance of material interests,
celebrating the event-it has now for this meeting is a prototype of
that inner and complete spiritual asbecome a Baha'i Institution.
During the years since 1912 this sociation in the eternal world of
gathering of the people at West En- being. * * * The motive is attraction
glewood has created an atmosphere to the divine kingdom."
The result or effect of the program
which is all its own. The feeling
with which one attends it is that of was well stated by Dr. Susan I.
universal good will and brotherhood. Moody when she declared: "It was,
We instinctively say to ourselves, I think, a wonderful and beautiful
"Today, out in God's own sunshine convocation, and the comprehensive
and open air, in an environment pe- views expressed were of a character
culiarly conducive to good will, I to attract people unacquainted with
shall endeavor to dissolve or merge the principles of the Movement. I
the individual and personal self in appreciated the broad scope of the
that greater Universal Self, the Self talks very much and tried to conduct
of God, and do my utmost to realize my own part of the program along
the oneness of the world of human- the same universal lines."
ity."
The occasion this year, as in all
Carrying out the plan arranged,
previous years, was a marked success, for at least three hundred peo- the addresses assumed the form of a
ple attended from all parts of the symposium of the Baha'i Teachings,
each speaker giving a short exposicountry.
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, presiding at tion of some vital principle.
Mr. Horace Holley, Secretary of
the afternoon meeting, expressed the
desire of all Baha'is t hat the the National Spiritual Assembly,
speeches delivered on this memora- opened the program. His remarks
ble occasion should be explanatory were introductory, and he particuof the Baha'i Teachings, thus all in- larly stressed the need of the world
vited guests could join, in thought, for unity, and the necessity of a
with the universal aspects of the world program to accomplish it.
program. The entire group, thereHe was followed by Mrs. Stuart
fore, in its harmonious attitude, W. French, of Pasadena, Calif., on
magnificently demonstrated the prin- the "Independent Investigation of
ciple of The Oneness of Mankind; Reality." Her contribution was that
and again the creative words of 'Ab- to properly investigate the reality at
HE "Souvenir" is the annual
T commemoration
of that memora-
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the center of all human activities
one needed an adequate vocabulary,
as the thorough investigation of any
subject required a knowledge of its
terminology. She urged that for the
investigation of reality along universal lines, the Baha'i Teachings afforded just such a vocabulary as was
needed b e c a use the independent
search for truth was not only one of
its cardinal principles, but the very
name "Baha'i" (of the light) implied
a people who were the followers of
light wherever it was to be found.
Mr. Louis Gregory, of Washington, D. C., spoke on the principle,
"Religion Must be the Cause of
Unity," in his unusually earnest and
pleasing manner, and was listened to
with great attention.
Mrs. May Maxwell, of Montreal,
Canada, explained the necessity for
the Accord of Religion and Science.
She pointed out that, however fanatical their followers may have become, the great Founders of Religion
had always encouraged science and
learning, and that the Baha'is should
be especially grateful because science
had in this age afforded the facilities
for the promulgation of the highest
humanitarian ideals.
Mr. Siegfried Schopflocher spoke
on the necessity for a Universal Auxiliary Language. He said that he
himself especially realized this necessity as he had traveled widely over
the world, and while he spoke four
or five languages, he had been compelled to learn and appreciate what
a tremendous help such a universal
language would be.
Mrs. Marie Moore, of New York,
read the address by 'Abdu'l-Baha
at West Englewood in 1912.
An especially attractive feature of
the program this year was the beautiful rendering of the Negro spiritual, "Swing Low Sweet Chariot,"
by Mrs. Dorothy Richardson, of
Boston.

An interesting address was delivered by Dr. Haines (colored), Secretary of the Commission on Church
Relations of the Federal Council of
Churches of America. He dwelt at
length on the progress being made in
the South in the establishment of a
better understanding and a more
satisfactory basis for cooperation between the white and colored people,
and referred especially to the good
feeling and mutuality between the
professors of Vanderbilt University
(white) and Fisk University (colored) at Nashville, Tenn. He mentioned the fact that when Fisk University had an exhibit of Negro art,
the city of Nashville thought it was
far too good to be limited to the
University, and asked that when
they got through with it the city
itself might be permitted to have the
Exhibit at the Watkins' Institute.
This was done.
A very impressive part of the program was a greeting (read by Mrs.
Ameli a Collins, member of the National Spiritual Assembly) from Miss
Martha Root, Baha'i teacher now
traveIing in Europe, who has been
absent from America for many years
in the interest of the Baha'i Cause,
but who never fails to remember this
Annual Souvenir Feast no matter
where she may be. She stressed the
purpose of such a Feast, what it now
means as demonstrating the crystallization of the teachings into deeds,
and what will continue to be its deep
and still ever deeper spiritual significances as "the hundreds and thousands of meetings shall be held"
down through the ages in commemoration of that first wonderful spiritual feast founded here and presided
over by 'Abdu'l-Baha Himself.

The evening session was addressed
by Miss Genevieve Coy, who spoke
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"Evergreen Lodge," built by Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm on his estate at West Englewood,
N. J., where meetings are held when the weather prevents gathering in the open.
The picture shows how this attractive building has been enlarged

of the trend of modern education
toward universals, and a talk by Mr.
Hooper Harris, who urged the necessity for a Universal Tribunal. The
special feature, however, was Dr.
Susan I. Moody's description of the
progress of education in Persia, and
especially among the women, and the
work of the Tarbiat School. It is
interesting to learn that all but two
thousand of the twenty thousand dollars for the Lillian Kappes Memorial
Fund to pay for the new building for

the Tarbiat School has been raised.
It is more than interesting, it is inspiring to learn, too, that, although
now in her late seventies, Dr. Moody,
this noble and accomplished woman,
has completed plans to return to
Persia in October to continue her
work as a physician among the Persian women, and that she is taking
with her, for the Tarbiat School, one
of California's high-school teachers,
Miss Adelaide Sharp, of San Francisco.

"In the path of God one must forget himself entirely. He must
not consider his own pleasure but seek the pleasure of others. He
must not desire glory nor gifts of bounty for himself but seek these
gifts and blessings for his brothers and sisters. It is my hope that
you may become like this; that you may attain to the supreme
bestowal and be imbued with such spiritual qualities as to forget
yourselves entirely * * * ."-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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HEALING-SPIRITUAL AND MATERIAL
CHAPTER Ill-The Mineral Kingdom in Health and Disease
WALTER B. GUY, M. D.

"0 Children of Men! Do ye know why We have created ye from one clay? That
no one sho1;lld glorify himself over the other. Be ye ever mindful of how ye WM'e
creat.e 1. ~1nce We created ye all from the same substance, ye must be as one soul,
walk,,:ng wt~h the same feet, eating 'with one mouth, and living in one land, that ye may
ma;n,,:fest wtth your being, and by your deeds and actions, the signs of unity and the
SPtTtt of oneness. This is My counsel to ye, 0 people of lights! Therefore follow it,
that ye may attain the fruits of holiness from the Tree of Might and Power."-Bahri'u'llrih.

THE
basic foundation of all structures, be they organic or of stone

or brick, is of the mineral world.
Just as in stone or brick we find
silica, oxygen, hydrogen, and calcium, and many other elements, so
in organic structures we have similar groups. In the bony tissues we
find, among other elements, calcium
and phosphorus; so, we find, likewise, all the elements used in organic organism in varying amounts
throughout the different tissues.
That a harmonious balance is necessary for a state of health, goes without saying; likewise, when by an
unbalanced or impoverished diet this
harmony is destroyed, ill health
must ensue, is, also, a truism.
In all variations from the normal
health of man we find disturbances
and structural changes. These are
recognized as diseased conditions.
Before any attempt to remedy them
is made, it is absolutely necessary,
to be even moderately successful, to
be able to recognize, approximately
at least, the cause of the disfunction
or structural change or pathological
condition we intend to correct. Without the knowledge of these basic
fundamentals, we must undoubtedly
experience many failures.
We find among impoverished people shortages of lime and phosphorus, of times due to a constant diet
of white bread. We find deficiency
of iron in simple anemia-sometimes
lack of hydrogen due to need of
water in the diet. S 0 met i m e s

shortage of the alkaline salts is
found, as in acidosis; again, lack of
silica, apparent in the wrinkled
skins and corrugated nails of the
extremities oftimes seen in senile
decay. Sometimes an excess of iron
is present in the liver, as found in
pernicious anemia, or an excess of
nitrogen, as seen in cases of overexertion, and a diet too rich in proteins, or after long-continued sickness. Therefore, it is evident that
a fundamental education in the
chemistry of dietetics is very necessary in the treatment of the sick.
This must include a knowledge of
the elements present in various
forms of food-that is, the chemical
content of the various fruits, vegetables, and animal foods. A working knowledge of the vitaminstheir presence or deficiency in certain articles of diet-is also imperative.
The symptoms found in vitamin
starvation, so prominent in Europe
during the World War, must be
thoroughly understood. For instance,
vitamin A, found in butter, animal
fats, and oils, is extremely important in growing children; deficiency
or absence in the child's diet causes
bony deformities, rickets, carious or
malformed teeth, and s tun t e d
growth.
A knowledge of the ultra-violet
rays in sunshine is likewise important, not only for the child, but for
their influence on cows, from whom
their milk is obtained.
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Vitamin B, found in bran or outer
coverings of the various cereals, is
also but little understood. Deficiency
of this vitamin brings on paralysis,
glandular swellings, neuritis, and
other disturbances, showing how
necessary the consumption of bran,
in some form, is to the human
health.
Vitamin C, found in fresh fruits,
is likewise important. Lack of this
vitamin causes scurvy, carious teeth,
emaciation, skin eruptions, stunted
children, also severe digestive disturbances.
In countries far from the ocean we
find a lack of iodine; consequently,
in those districts, many cases of
goiter are also found.
Whatever the cause may be-a
lack of or an excess of the mineral
constituents-must be remedied by
an appropriate diet, better hygiene,
and sometimes by the direct administration of the needed element.
Fresh pure air, out-of-door sunshine, proper diagnosis, and an ample supply of pure water, are all required if health is to be maintained
or secured.
"The body of man, which has been
formed gradually, must similarly be
decomposed gradually. This is according to the real and natural order, and Divine Law. If it had
been better for it to be burned after
death, in its creation it would have
been so planned that the body would
automatically become ignited after
death, be consumed, and turned into
ashes. But the Divine Order, formulated by the Heavenly Ordinance, is
that after death this body shall be
transferred from one stage to another, different from the preceding
one, so that according to the relations which exist in this world, it
may gradually combine and mix
with other elements, thus going
through stages until it arrives in
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the vegetable kingdom, there turning into plants and flowers, developing into trees of the highest paradise, becoming perfumed and attaining the beauty of color.
"Cremation prevents it from attainment to these transformations,
the elements becoming so quickly decomposed t hat transformation to
these various stages is checked.",Abdu'l-Baha.

CHAPTER IV
The Vegetable Kingdom
"0 My servants! Ye are the trees of My
garden; ye must bear fresh and beautiful
fruits, that ye and others may be profited
by them. Therefore it is necessary for ye
to engage in arts and business. This is the
means of attaining wealth, 0 ye possessors
of intellect. Affairs depend upon means,
and the blessing of God will appear therein
and will enrich ye. Fruitless trees have
been and will be only fit for fire.-BahD/u'Utih.

like the animal world, conM AN,
tains within his organism, not
only the mineral kingdom as outlined in the previous chapter, but
also the vegetable kingdom. In one
sense it may be regarded as complementary to the animal kingdom, for
as green is complementary to red, so
the green chlorophyl of the plant is
complementary to the red h::emoglobin of the blood.
Sustenance in the vegetable kingdom is carried on by organs exterior
to itself, such as the root system;
also, by cellular tissue that absorb
carbon dioxide from the surrounding
atmosphere, but with this distinction, that in the vegetable kingdom,
during daylight, carbon dioxide is
absorbed and oxygen liberated, while
in the animal kingdom both by day
and night, oxygen gas is absorbed
from the atmosphere by the circulating blood and carbon dioxide discharged from the lungs.
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Another difference is that all the
organs of nutrition and absorption
are contained within the interior of
the animal organism, while in the
vegetable it is chiefly the opposite.
But there the difference ceases.
We find on examination that the
root system of plant life contains digestive ferments, and that microbic
life must be present in order to prepare the elemental kingdom for absorption into the plant tissues; likewise, warmth and moisture are inseparable factors.
Therefore, we can state conclusively that the process of nutrition,
assimilation, and excretion from a
physiological and biochemical point
of view is essential1y the same.
In abnormal or diseased conditions
in the vegetable world we find plant
life attacked by various enemies and
pests, upset by improper substances
present in the soil, and injured by
extremes of heat or cold, dryness, or
moisture.
Just as the vegetable world needs
a proper amount of sunshine, air,
heat, and water, so does the human
structure need it. Just as the plant
will not grow in an overcrowded environment, nor when an unbalance
of nitrogen, carbon, or phosphorus
is present in food or body.
The functions of this vegetative
tract are controlled by the sympathetic nervous system. The sympathetic is probably the oldest of the
two nervous systems in the human
body, and has taken over, as it were,
during the evolutionary process of
humanity, the functions of digestion,
assimilation, excretion, circulation,
heat control, and respiration, and in
so doing set free the higher consciousness or reality for nobler possibilities.
Whenever the cerebral spinal nervous system is upset by uncontrolled
emotions, such as extreme joy, grief,
fear, etc., then through its connect-

ing nerves the sympathetic system is
unbalanced, and disharmony of function ensues. In such conditions we
find indigestion, flatulence, cardiac
disturbances, anemia, weakness, and
other forms of ill health; sometimes
hysteria, insanity, melancholia, or
deranged mental complexes.
It must be remembered that a similar nervous structure is doubtless
present in plant life, and that this
nervous structure, called the sympathetic system, links man with the
vegetable kingdom as well as with
the spiritual. A quotation fro m
the writings of 'Abdu'l-Baha is extremely interesting from this point
of view:
"The powers of the sympathetic
nerve are neither entirely physical
nor entirely spiritual, but are between the two (systems). The nerve
is connected with both. Its phenomena shall be perfect when its
spiritual and physical relations are
become normal.
"When the material world and the
divine world are well correlated,
when the hearts become heavenly,
and the aspirations grow pure and
divine, perfect connection shall take
place. Then shall this power pr-oduce a perfect manifestation. Physical and spiritual diseases will then
receive absolute healing."
Also, a quotation from the same
source as to diet in future generations is added:
"The food of the future will be
fruit and grains.
The time will
come when meat is no longer eaten.
Medical science is yet only in its
infancy, but it has shown that our
natural diet is that which grows out
of the ground. The people will gradually develop up to the condition of
taking only this natural food."
The growing esteem for fruits,
fresh vegetables, and cereals, bears
out this statement to a remarkable
degree.
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HUNGARIAN ARTIST, PROF. NADLER,,
PAINTED PORTRAIT OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
MART HA L. ROOT

ROF. ROBERT N AD L E R, of
PBudapest,
Hungary, has painted a
very beautiful portrait of 'Abdu'lBaha, which now hangs in the University of Technical Sciences in Budapest. Professor Nadler, who is
one of the great painters of Hungary, met 'Abdu'l-Baha in 1913. I
accepted his kind invitation to come
and see this painting and I was
deeply impressed with it, for whichever way one turns the eyes of 'Abdu'l-Baha look directly into his own.
Professor N adler told me that he
heard that 'Abdu'l-Baha, the distinguished Prophet and Humanitarian
from Haifa, Palestine, was in Budapest and immediately he and other
members of the Theosophical Society
went to call upon Him. As President of the Theosophical Society,
Professor Nadler had written to 'Abdu'l-Baha in Germany inviting Him
to come to Budapest. Lectures were
given in two great halls, one in the
ancient House of Commons and the
other in the Hall in the House of
Lords. 'Abdu'l-Baha spoke in Persian with English and Hungarian interpreters.
Professor Nadler said that 'Abdu'l-Baha received many guests in
His room on the second floor of the
Ritz Hotel. "He found everything
good in our city," said Professor

Nadler. "The beautiful view of the
Danube, good water, good air-He
saw everything with a nice eyeglass.
I was so impressed by the great
beauty of 'Abdu'l-Baha, the beauty
of His expression, the beauty of the
soul which spoke out of His eyes,
that I longed to paint His portrait;
I wished to have it in the world after He had passed. There was not
much time but He came to my studio
three times. The work went very
quickly. Everyone was pleased with
this portrait.
"Then I wrote to my sister, who
lives in Vienna, and telephoned her
long distance that 'Abdu'l-Baha Abbas was coming to her city and that
they should arrange something. In
Vienna He spoke at two large gatherings, which my sister arranged in
her home."
Professor N adler spoke with such
love of 'Abdu'l-Baha and said that
he felt this portrait was the best
work that he had ever done.
So this beautiful picture hangs in
a place of honor in the great University of Budapest, and carries the
spirit and the name of 'Abdu'l-Baha
to many hundreds of students.
I think that only three portraits
of 'Abdu'l-Baha were ever painted
when He Himself sat for the picture.

"In the Baha'i Cause arts, sciences and all crafts are counted
as worship. * * * Briefly, all effort and exertion put forth by man
from the fullness of his heart is worship, if it is prompted by the
highest motives and the will to do service to humanity."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE RELIGION OF THE UNRELIGIOUS
JAMES F. MORTON
The author, Curator of the Paterson Museum, Paterson, N. J., and world known in
Esperantist circles as one of the most ardent and devoted workers in the field of universal language, here presents in htcidly clear outline the necessity for a renewing of
religion.-Editor.

LL students of the Bible are faA
miliar with the famous address
of Paul to the Athenians, pronounced
on the Areopagus. Having observed
among the many shrines and objects
of worship an altar inscribed "To an
Unknown God," the Apostle proclaimed: "What therefore ye worship
in ignorance, this I set forth to you,"
and proceeded to enounce the gospel
of the divine and infinite Being who
"dwelleth not in temples made with
hands," and whose offspring we all
are.
It is not only the Athenians who
worship an unknown God. Even the
loftiest spiritual vision must forever
remain baffled before the attempt to
conceive the full meaning of Omniscience; and not all eternity will
bring the glory of Divinity within
the ken of the highest created being.
"Veil after veil will lift; but there
must be
Veil after veil behind."
That God is, there is twofold evidence in the workmanship of the
universe and in the dynamic messages and personalities of the Prophetic Mirrors that reflect those of
the divine attributes which bear relation to this earth and to the race
of mankind upon it. Those who
conceive and joyfully accept the mission of the Messengers may be said
to know God, as far as man may
make this claim. The knowledge is
not that of a complete or even approximate understanding of the Divine Reality, but that of a spiritual
realization of the measurelessly beneficent will of God that man shall
become formed after the likeness of
perfect Love.

There could be no greater error,
however, than that of confounding
the knowledge of God with the glib
pronunciation of one of the names
chosen to indicate the Divine Being.
To this all the Messengers have
borne emphatic testimony. Whether
the worshiper speaks of El Shaddai,
Aton, Jehovah, Brahm, Ormuzd or
Allah, he is of the elect only if he
worships "in spirit and in truth,"
and seeks earnestly to make his active life conform to his conception
of the will of God.
What is less commonly realized is
that the converse is also true, and
that there are many worshipers of
"an Unknown God" among us, who
serve sincerely though in blindness,
the divine purpose. This includes
not only the followers of narrow
sects, with strange and perverted
creeds, not only the "idolater," with
the symbol which is all his limited
mental grasp can hold of the "Power
not ourselves that makes for righteousness," but as well a great body
of men and women who deny and
repudiate in words the conception
which has been given to them as the
God in whom others believe.
They have beheld a caricature, and
have fancied that no nobler vision
was possible. Yet among these are
devoted and loyal souls that spend
themselves and are spent in pure
love for their fellows, whom they
verily believe themselves to be serving in the highest manner, in freeing them from what is deemed a mischievous illusion. They are not without God, though they know Him not
by name. They worship an Unknown God by the appellation of
Enlightment, Science, Liberty, Fra-
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ternity, Humanity, Truth, Justice or
Democracy. And in the service of
the Unknown God they are ready for
the utmost sacrifice, the extremest
martyrdom. Faithful to such degree
of truth as they have grasped, it is
not they who are justly to be labeled "Infidels," but those who, having seen more clearly, have turned
their backs on the light.
There is no class of human beings
more in need of the Message of the
New Day than that composed of the
professed Agnostics and Atheists of
the land, whose very blasphemy is
their form of worship. They rail at
idolatry and at unworthy concepts of
God; and as they are intensely convinced that no others are possible,
they are not easily reached. Yet
among these is an immense potential force for good. They are hungry for spiritual food, and need only
to be convinced that they are not
offered a stone for bread. Hard as
it is to penetrate their resistant intellects, there is more hope of them
than of many a smug Pharisee,
wrapped in his mantle of self-righteousness.
It is here that the churches have
utterly failed. There is much spiritual virtue and force in eve l' y
church; but their structure is a hardand-fast one, inherited from the past.
They have served well, and are still
of inestimable benefit to those within
the sphere of their influence; but
the age has passed beyond them; and
the modern mind is closed to their
message. "This has ceased to be a
Christian nation," sadly declared the
rector of Trinity parish, New York
City, in a recent utterance; and he
proceeded to point out that only
forty per cent of the present popUlation was even nominally affiliated
with organized Christianity. That
huge deductions must be made from
this forty per cent of nominal Christians, is only too painfully apparent.
That with a vast multitude church
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membership means only social standi n g, respectability, conformity to
what is expected by family or environment, economic advantage, automatic following of custom, political ambition and the like, rather
than an essential spiritual conviction and a determination to live one's
life basically in the spirit of love to
God and devoted service to man, is
beyond question.
rfhe church has a tremendous work
to do in arousing the dormant spirituality of millions within its own
ranks; but the huger millions of unchurched have passed permanently
beyond its reach. Evangelism has
proved pitifully powerless to stem
the tide, even where its methods
have been above reproach, as has
unfortunately not always been the
case. The world awaits new methods, a new spirit pulsing with a
deeper life t h a n it has known.
"Man's necessity is God's opportunity." It is never by accident that a
Divine Manifestation arises in one
age rather than another. A new
Dispensation is decreed in the divine councils, not because the former
Dispensations have failed, but because they have succeeded.
The divine plan never fails; but
it requires new steps, as the world
becomes prepared for larger expressions and applications of the one
eternally true message. The mission of Jesus was inaugurated at the
precise moment when the old world
was breaking up, and when all things
were becoming unsettled, and the
hearts of men were crying out in
agony for a light to illumine their
darkness, in which they were writhing and perishing. The Messenger
of the present day has arisen in an
epoch when all things are again becoming new, and when the intellects
of men, baffled and bewildered by
their own gigantic discoveries and inventions, have vainly sought satisfaction in the tenets and the forms
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which were sufficient for their fathers.
Hence the Message of our day is
a majestic synthesis of all the truths
revealed in the preceding revelations,
together with clear and comprehensive applications of the principles
of spiritual truth to the needs and
the problems of the whole world of
humanity. It offers a firm foothold

for the restless spirit of inquiry, and
meets the challenge of skeptical investigation with patient and lucid
exposition as satisfying to the pure
reason as its marvelous vision of Divine Glory is inspiring to the spirit
of religious emotion. The altar to
the Unknown God is no longer vacant, but is radiant with celestial
glory.

GOOD-WILL ORATORS
The following cO?npilation has been ?nade from reports fu?'nished by Miss Agnes
Alexander, Bahri/i teacher, now resident in Tokyo. Miss Alexander tived cmd served in
Japan for seven years, and recently returned to that country after an absence of t~uo
years. He?' understcmding and appreciation of "The Oneness of Mankind," a funda?nental lJ?'inciple of the Bctlui'i Teachings, makes he?' an ardent ad??ti1'er of the innate
quctlities and capacity of the Japanese, as well as all other pe01Jles in the 1u01'ld.J!;ditor.

furthering the
EXPERIMENTS
art of friendliness are taking
place continually in various parts of
the world, and many of them result
in advancement along those ideal
lines which, eventually, will lead to
Peace.
"There is an emanation of the universal consciousness today," s aid
'Abdu'l-Baha, "which clearly indicates the dawn of a great unity."
All programs stressing the idea of
"Getting On Together," or relating
universal ideals to the daily living,
are fulfilling the law of God, for,
quoting 'Abdu'l-Baha"Whatsoever is conducive to unity
is merciful and fro m the divine
bounty itself."
And again He said:
"It is God's Will that the differences between nations should disappear. Those who help on the cause
of unity are doing God's WOI' k.
Unity is the Divine Bounty for this
luminous century."
The countries bordering the Pacific have made notable progress the
past few years in understanding relationships, and the youth of these
countries, particularly, are beginning

to realize the utter futility of ignorant prejudices, and are developing
a universal consciousness.
In all of His writings on the establishment of universal ideals, 'Abdu'lBaha emphasized repeatedly the necessity for the acceptance, first, of
the principle of "The Oneness of
Mankind." He even included it in
one of the three cardinal principles
which He recommended be taught
in all the universities and colleges of
the world, for this is what He said:
"Service to the oneness of the
world of humanity; so that each student may consciously realize that he
is a brother to all mankind, irrespective of religion or race. The
thoughts of universal peace must be
instilled in the minds of all the
scholars, in order that they may become the armies of peace, the real
servants of the body politic - the
world. God is the Father of all.
Mankind are His children.
This
globe is one home. Nations are the
members of one family."
One of the most intelligent and
constructive met hod s designed to
convey friendly feelings and which
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concentrates the thought 0 f the
masses on the subject, is the oratorical contest and debating carried
on by students of different countries.
The oratorical contest between Hawaiian and Japanese students which
took place recently in Tokyo, is a
notable example as especially related
to the subject of a better understanding between the races. It is
interesting to note the splendid sub-
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jects chosen by the enlightened students who were fortunate enough to
contribute a part to a program so
alive with a friendly purpose. The
following excerpts from the Honolulu and Tokyo papers give the interesting details of a good-will tour,
financed by the Pan-Pacific Union,
on condition that the Hawaiian team
include a representative of each of
the three leading racial groups:

UNIVERSITY ORATORS AND THEIR MESSAGE

HREE young men, two of Oriental descent, one Anglo-Saxon,
T
who for excellence in oratory have been selected by the University of Hawaii to go to Japan and compete in an oratorical
contest, spoke briefly at the Pan-Pacific luncheon Monday. Clean,
dear thinkers, they delivered their convictions convincingly. And
those convictions were that racial prejudices disappeared when
races commingled as they do in Hawaii.
These young men, going to the Orient, will tell those people the
truth about Hawaii. In their college classes they have worked and
studied, side by side with students of several nationalities. "We
room together and never think of racial antagonism," said one. The
others were likewise emphatic on this side of the racial question.
Hawaii might well send a hundred such well-poised students
around the world to tell how here under a tropic sky the racial
question is being solved without any attempt to solve it. The story
of Charles Lamb applies exactly in this case. "I hate that man,"
he said. "How can you hate him?" said one. "Y ou don't even know
him." "That's just it," said Lamb. "If I knew him I could not
hate him."
Those three young students are going to bear an important message to the world.-Editorial, Honolulu Advertiser.

THE VISITING debating tea m
from the University of Hawaii will
have its first battle of words here at
7 o'clock this evening when it meets
a trio of Tokyo University students
at the Asahi auditorium. The American debaters are Mr. WaIter Yoshito
Mihata, Mr. Dai Ho Chun and Mr. J.
Stowell Wright. Tokyo will be represented by Mr. Takizo Matsumoto,
of Meiji University; Mr. Isamu Shimidzu, of Keio University; and Mr.
Noboru Aoki, of Waseda University.

These men were chosen recently after an elimination contest here.
Although the meeting is being operated as a 00ntest between the Hawaii and Tokyo students, it is primarily arranged as a m e diu m
through which the students of the
nations bordering the Pacific Ocean
can meet t 0 get her and express
frankly their views on the problems
of the Pacific and how best a lasting
peace can be brought about.
The Hawaiian team consists of
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WaIter Mihata, Japanese, and AhHochum, Chinese, both from the
island of Hawaii, and J. Stowell
Wright, Honolulu. All are American citizens and undergradutes of
the University of Hawaii.
Mihata, the leader of the team,
and Chun are products of the local
school system and speak English.
Mihata is practicing speaking Japanese in his home, so he will have
enough to make himself understood.
Chun expects to find his Chinese inadequate in the Canton of his ancestors if he goes outside the Englishspeaking part of town.
The team plans an oratorical contest in Tokyo and debates in Shanghai, Hongkong, Canton, and the Philippines. The t h r e e students are
among the foremost undergraduates
of the university, which has an enrollment of 700. Mihata and Chun
debated the team of the University
of Oregon, which visited Honolulu
last year. Wright is a former editor
of Ka Leo, Hawaii, the university
newspaper.
Mihata has just bee n commissioned a second lieutenant in the Officers' Reserve Corps of the United
States Army.
The university is

made up of about an equal number
of white stUdents, Chinese, and Japanese.
Mr. Noboru Aoki, of Tokyo, will
be the first speaker, using as his subject, "The Pacific, Will It Divide or
Unite Us?" Mr. Dai Ho Chun, the
Chinese representative from Honolulu, will follow, speaking on "Understanding America." Mr. Osamu
Shimizu, of Tokyo, will be the third
on the program, speaking on "Young
Japan's Viewpoint on the Pacific."
He will be followed by Mr. J. Stowell
Wright, the Anglo-Saxon member of
the Hawaiian team, using as his subject "Reconciliation of Japan and
America."
Mr. Takizo Matsumoto will be the
final speaker for Tokyo, using as his
subject "Cosmopolitan or War." Mr.
WaIter Mihata, captain of the Hawaiian team, will end the program,
speaking on "Americans of Japanese Ancestry."
The purpose of the trip, in addition to that of establishing forensic
relations between the universities of
the Orient and Hawaii, is to convey
a friendly greeting from Honolulu
across the Pacific. - Japan Advertiser, Tokyo.

"Baha'u'llah has taught that prejudices, whether religious,
racial, patriotic or political, are destructive to the foundations of
human development. Prejudices of any kind are the destroyers of
human happiness and welfare. Until they are dispelled the advancement of the world of humanity is not possible, yet racial,
religious and national bias are observed everywhere. For thousands of years the world of humanity has been agitated and disturbed by prejudices. As long as it prevails, warfare, animosity
and hatred will continue. Therefore if we seek to establish peace
we must cast aside this obstacle, for otherwise agreement and
composure are not to be attained."-'Abdu'l-Bahci.
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WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
INFUSION OF religious feeling
into the student is one of the primary duties of colleges, in the opinion of Dean Shailer Mathews of the
University of Chicago.
Freshmen's religious and 0 the r
values which they bring with them to
college are being undermined by
"scientific freedom of thought" and
are not replaced by any higher values, Dean Mathews said yesterday
at the Institute for Administrative
Officers of Institutions of Higher
Learning.
Establishment of non-sectarian religious centers in colleges and classes
in religious history and psychology
was advocated by the Chicago dean.
-Evening Star, Washington, D. C.
I N T ERN A T ION A L CONGRESSES are more and more inconvenienced by the language difficulty.
It is therefore not at all astonishing
that increasing interest is taken in
international circles in Esperanto.
It is regarded as a means of remedying an insurmountable obstacle.
The congress of the W orId Federation of Educational Societies, held in
Toronto last August, unanimously
adopted a resolution relating to the
employment of the auxiliary language in oongresses and instructed
a committee to make a thorough
study of the problem.
The Committee of the Union of
Bulgarian railwaymen published in
its official organ in December, 1927,
a decision of the Union in the following terms: The Union decides(a) To introduce in its organ a
column relating to Esperanto with
a view to interesting its members in
the study of the language and informing its colleagues abroad of the
principal results of its activity;
(b) At the earliest possible date

to employ Esperanto as the sole language for international correspondence with the office of the Union.
The Hungarian section 0 f the
Touring Association "Lovers of Nature" adopted at its annual meeting
in Budapest in February, 1928, a
resolution:
(1) To recommend to the next
international congress of the Lovers
of Nature the study of Esperanto by
all its members.
(2) The opening of Esperanto
courses in all the groups and sections.
(3) The use of Esperanto for organizing relations wit h foreign
groups.
(4) The introduction of a regular
Esperanto column in the official organ. - Amerika Esperantisto for
June.
"THE REAL fatherland is not
merely the spot where one was born,
not one's own town, county, State,
or nation, but the whole sphere, or
better still the entire universe. Any
rational patriotism should enhance
one's understanding of the globe and
its population, and not restrict it.
Both the education attempted in
schools and that which comes from
experience are intended to enlarge
this understanding and thus to enable one not only to adapt himseif
to his environment, but to prove
some command over it.
"How can the child be helped to
think in larger terms than the old
merely national sense of patriotism
while he develops this adaptation to
and command over environment? To
the small child the world is so limited that his first loyalty is necessarily to his own impressions and reactions. Then, in line with the usual
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procedure, he extends his loyalty to
his own f a m i I y, his own home
his own backyard, street or nejgh~
borhood, to his own town or city, and
finally to the nation. Yet the nation
should not be the end. Every country in the world is dependent to some
extent on every other country. The
study of geography, therefore, early
undertaken by the child, even before
he is called upon to consider it in
school, should be encouraged on as
international basis as possible."~
Gustavus S. Paine, in July Children.
"IT HAS BEEN a source of gratification to me to note the steady
progress in Palestine. The increase
in population, the great development
in agriculture and industry, the establishment of health-centers, the
renaissance of the Hebrew language,
the founding of the Hebrew University on Mount Scopus-have gained
the admiration of the entire world.
"This steady progress of Zionism
has served to remind us of the scientific truth that no one race or peopI e has a monopoly of greatness.
Each nation has a right on its own
soil to work out its own destiny, to
live a normal and healthy life, and
to seek and to find the true fundamental values of life. The greatest
progress of mankind we know, will
not come from the monotonous uniformity of any single civilization,
but rather through the richest harmony of many civilizations. We
hope that in the symphony of nations Israel may produce its own
precious note."-The New Palestine.
"IN THE TANG dynasty," said
Dr. Lyon, "we find that there was a
sentence like this: 'The world is one
family in which China is one person.' It may not be known to all of
you that Confucius conceived of society as having three stages of evolution: first, the barbaric stage; sec-

on diy, what you call the 'stage of
small tranquility,' and, thirdly, the
stage of the 'great fellowship.'
"Now of these three stages through
which society must pass Confucius
said the world had already reached
the second stage.
"N ow, What did he mean by the
Great Fellowship? I want to first
quote from what he himself said:
"'When the Great Fellowship becomes effective, all men everywhere
will live for the common good; leaders of worth and ability will be selected; their words will be trusted
and they will become makers of
peace. They will provide sustenance
to the aged as long as they live, employment to the able-bodied, opportunity for development to the young,
friendly care for widows, orphans,
childless men and the disabled; for
each man a task and for each woman
a home.'
"The present significance of this
idea has been put into very concise
form by a modern Chinese scholar
w horn I hold in high regard, a man
who lives in Shanghai and who I
know quite intimately. He says:
"'The Great Fellowship means a
social order in which every individual will have an equal opportunity to
share the necessities of existence and
to enjoy the good things of life. In
man's relation to fellow man it emphasizes fair dealing, each person
having an equal chance under the
sun. It presupposes liberty, equality, and fraternity and has as its
good the greatest good for the greatest number. The method for attaining this condition is not by force or
aggression, but by moral influence.
When one nation has attained that
stage then it is her duty to take the
next step and help every other nation enjoy the blessings she enjoys.' "-Dr. D. Willard Lyon, in the
Japan Advertiser, Tokyo.
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"The method of reason is not perfect; for the differences of the
ancient philosophers, the want of stability and the variations of their
opinions, prove this. For if it were perfect, all ought to be united in
their ideas and agreed in their opinions. . . But the bounty of the
Holy Spirit gives the true method of comprehension which is infallible and indubitable." - ' Abd~t'l-Ba,ha.
MATERIALISTS look upon the individuality of man as being merely
the sum total of his mental and emotional states, which in turn are considered to be the exudation or creation of the physical brain and its
allied nervous system. Such a view
of man makes gloomily dubious any
prognostication of individual existence after death has terminated the
functioning of mind and has broken
down and dissolved into primitive
matter that marvelous structure, the
brain, the most intricate which the
universe has to our knowlege evolved.
If man's thoughts, his aspirations,
his dreams, his spiritual grasp of reality, are but the exudations of the
gray matter which forms his cerebral
cortex, then it is but logical to assume
that upon the dissolution of the body
at death man's individual existence
comes to an end.
IF HOWEVER, the brain is but an
instrument for registering the ultimate eternal identity of man, there
would be no destruction of the reality
of man merely because death had severed the soul from the instrument
given it wherewith to function on this
plane of matter.
The latest scientific discoveries regarding the brain seem to trend in
this direction. According to Prof.
G. H. Parker of Harvard, the nerve
cells forming the cerebral cortex num-
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bel' about nine billion, weigh a little
over thirteen grams, and occupy a
space of less than a cubic inch. It
would seem almost incredible, he comments, that such a small amount of
protoplasm in each of us should make
possible the manifold achievements of
the human mind. Yet these same
brain cells are "the materials whose
activities represent all human states,
sensations, memories, volitions, emotions, affections, the highest flight of
poetry, the most profound thoughts of
philosophy, and the most far-reaching theories of science."
When one reflects upon the essen-tial nature of this tiny instrument
from which emanates our "memories,
emotions, affections, the highest flight
of poetry, the most profound thoughts
of philosophy," would it not appear
that the cortex is not in reality the
creator of thought, but rather a marvelously formed "receiving set" which
registers rather than Cl' eat e s
thought-waves?
PLATO, who, so far as philosophic
thought is concerned, has made the
greatest use known to history of that
tiny cortical "cubic inch", ascribed his
inspirations not to the power of his
own intellect but to a higher force
which breathed in and through him.
And so with other great artists, inventors, and scientists-they feel that
although their brains have worked at
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high tension and for long intervals toward the idea or discovery sought for,
the final solution has seemed to come
from some source beyond themselves
-a gift from the blue, as one inventor
so described it to the writer.
If those men who have made the
most gigantic contributions to world
thought and progress ascribe their accomplishments to something other
than their physical brain, why should
not the ordinary man also seek further than his brain for the source of
his mental activities?
NO, LET US SAY, once for all, man
is not his cerebral cortex, nor is the
cerebral cortex man. It is not a matter of identity, but of instrumentality. Abdu'l-Bahi has demonstrated
the immortal nature of man, in showing that if by accident limbs are lost,
man does not thereby feel his real self
reduced. "Dismember a healthy man
-the spirit is not dismembered. Amputate his feet; his spirit is still there.
He may become lame, or paralyzedbut the spirit remains ever the same;
no change or transformation can you
perceive. The spirit is not incapacitated by these conditions. It is everlasting and permanent. Therefore it
becomes evident that though the body
be dead, yet the spirit is permanent."
And just as the reality of man is
not identical with his limbs, his torso,
his various organs, so it is not identical with his brain. True, when man's
brain is injured, the quality of his
thought deteriorates; but so, when
man's stomach is injured, does disaster overtake digestion. The brain, and
that special part of it given to creative thought-the tiny cerebral cortex-may deteriorate, may disintegrate, without drawing into its vortex
of annihilation that central operator,
that ultimate identity, the soul.
SO MUCH as regards the implications toward immortality in the newer science of the brain. But there are

implications of even greater practical
importance, in the neurologist's belief
that man is not at present using this
marvelous cortical instrument, with
its nine billion nerve cells, up to full
capacity. Says Dr. Frederick TiIney
of Columbia University, "The brain is
as yet only in some intermediate stage
of its ultimate development." And he
looks to it for the expression of yet
unsuspected potentialities and beneficial progress.
If the cortex is a sort of receiving
set, then it behooves us to tune it up
to its fullest capacity, to make it ever
more receptive to higher and more
noble thoughts and aspirations. Let
us make of it an imponderable bridge
with which to cross the gulf between
matter and spirit, between earth and
heaven. Let us so sensitize this receiver-of-ideas that it may catch the
very star-stuff of the universe, the
rays that emanate from the Divine
Mind, and register them in noble
thought and action.
We are told that we need never
look upon our own limitations. "Man
must not look at his own capabilities,
but think of the power of the Holy
Spirit. It is indeed the Holy Spirit
which empowers man."
"There is a wonderful power and
strength which belongs to the human
spirit, but it must receive confirmations from the Holy Spirit. If it is
aided by the bounty of the Holy Spirit,
it will discover realities, it will be informed of the mysteries."
As for the most potent means of
achievement,
'Abdu'l-Bahi
says:
"When you breathe forth the breath
of the Holy Spirit from your hearts
into the world, commerce and politics
will take care of themselves in perfect
harmony. All arts and sciences will
become revealed."
THUS HAVE been given us by the
Divine Teacher, the means of perfecting ourselves to the point of more sensitive receptivity to the ideas and
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truth of the Kingdom. That the
breaths of the Holy Spirit may encompass us, inspire us, aid us to discover
and to create-this is the desire that
should be in every human heart. This
alone will lead to the perfect evolution
of the individual and of the race.
The educator, in dealing with human material in the exquisitely formative period of youth should teach the
truths of the Spirit first, and let the
mental growth and activity flow from
the higher source of spirit. "Seek ye
first the Kingdom of Heaven," taught
the Christ, "and all these things shall
be added unto you." It is important
truth for humanity to realize: that
those marvelous nine billion nerve
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cells of man's cortex will never function in their fullest harmony, integrity, and creativeness, until they are
tuned to the great vibrating force of
the Spirit.
Yes, Spiritual training should be
the basic foundation for all intellectual development. Who can tell what
may be the effect of spiritual thought,
aspiration, and upliftment, upon that
little cortical receiving set of ours;
making it still more gloriously subtle,
more sensitively responsive to those
great Truths and Laws by which the
Universe is run? The way of the
Spirit is the perfect way to intellectual unfoldment and human progress.

"When the fire of love is become ablaze, the harvest of reason
will be wholly consumed."·-Baha'u'llah.

SCENTED ASHES
My crop of reason grew apace and throve,
For I had tended it with grace and love.

r saw the sum of what I made
Burnt into ashes by a Name.
But willingly I sacrificed
The fuel for the flame.
The fire of love ran riot there, consumed,
But all about me was a sweeter air, perfumed.

-Sophronia Aoki.
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THE PROMISE OF YOUTH
ROSA V. WINTERBURN
In this. the best all·round treatment of the youth problem of today that has yet come to the
editor's notice, the author shows beneath the errant advenwreousness of modern youth a serious
quality of search which may well become the foundation of a more earnest and spiritual age.
Dr. Winterburn will continue her theme on Youth in the Octobe'( "Star of the West" under
the title "Knowledge of the Spirit." 'This gifted writer is a teacher of sociology in one of
our up-to-date California schools. She has also taught English and is the author of several
text book"s on English grammar and rhetoric.-Editor.

world wide attack on "flaming
T HE
youth" is pathetic and alarming.
youth is youth to day as it was
yesterday, a million years ago; as it
will be tomorrow and a million years
in the future. That is, youth is the
young of the adult. It is produced
by the adult, it inherits from the
adult, it copies him, it learns from
him, it transmits the dying adult of
today into the maturing adult of tomorrow. It follows then that if our
youth of today is '''flaming'', our
adults must be red hot. Youth is what
the adult world makes it. If adults
cut off hope, youth is hopeless; if
adults cut off opportunity, youth becomes stagnant and inward-eating; if
the adult world opens every door of
evil thought and action and of cynical
outlook upon the world, youth pushes
through those doors and dances and
jazzes into evil ways and contemptuous disregard of all morality and
regulating standards. If adults live
sanely, honestly, beautifully, youth
follows close in their footsteps. Naturally, whatever the line of movement,
youth goes a little farther on it than
the older generation, or the world
would stand still. Youth is our advance guard into the future. We older ones push it forward along the
roads into the future that we ourselves are shaping, and then wonder,
often pettishly, that it advances
With all of today's open doors of
progress into good and evil, youth now
and always stands interpretative of
the future. Today it is more proudly
interpretative because it is more selfconscious, more aware of its own

powers, intelligence and importance.
It should have that self-consciousness,
but it should be shaped by an understanding of the inevitable laws of reward and punishment, of progress and
retrogression. This knowledge may
have many sources, but the controlling
knowledge of life and of the source of
power is contact with the Divine, is
spirituality. As a class, our youth is
well instructed physically and mentally, but it is tragically untaught spiritually. What can we expect out of
such a youth but a physical and mental adult? A being ignorant of his
greatest power, his surest guide-the
spirit that dwells within us. Let us
consider briefly, first, this youth as
he is today; second, some methods of
instructing him in that unlimited
power of the Spirit which is his birthright, and for which he should be
struggling far more eagerly than for
wealth and material success.
The youth of today has the age-old
passionate longing for investigation,
accomplishment,recognition. The new,
the untried call to him. He ventures
eagerly into all phases of the world
ahead; and usually he goes innocently, or at least ignorantly. He tries out
new mental processes; he rejoices in
scientific investigations; he tries his
mind in cynicism; he luxuriates in the
alluring pleasures of thought, research, invention. He plunges into
physical prowess, enjoyments, appetites, vices; he revels in the beauties
of life; he helps in the struggles for
conquest over disease and suffering.
He is ready to put his head through
any open door, just to find out what
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lies beyond. But his adventures into spiritual fields are puerile compared
with his physical and mental achievements. The older spiritual attitude,
that of many adults, too often repels
him, and he knows of no other spiritual world. Superstitions, traditions,
dogmas, prohibitions, spring up everywhere before his spirit, and he turns
with relief towards the seemingly
more joyous and less restricted paths
open for the body and the mind.
Nevertheless, youth is spiritual minded; but he is far more apt to consider
this attitude his mentality than his
spirituality. Often he proudly boasts
that he builds his religion on his reason, wholly unconscious that reason
is based on spirituality, and that the
light of mentality is the Spirit of God.
Many of our young people are faithful church goers. To them the church
means largely what it has meant to
their parents. Large numbers, however, are either indifferent to church
life or are wholly oblivious of it. We
Baha'is need not be alarmed that this
is true. The followers of Baha'u'llah
can never be careless of the debt humanity owes to religion of all ages;
but we also know that between yesterday'S sunset and the new dawn of
today there must intervene a twilight
and the darkness of night. This present condition of noisy tumult and
dreary blackness is the human night
with its revelry, debauchery, and dead
torpidity, before the eyes can open
upon the breaking day. The young people are still either in the night's revelry or its slumber, or they are just
awakening brighteyed and joyous for
the new day. Of course the most of
them, even those very spiritually
minded, do not have the older religious attitude. There is often frank
disbelief in anything superior to man.
There is cynicism that may be merely
a new mental consciousness which will
soon disappear, or that may be a reaction from contact with the insincerity that plagues the world. More
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frequently there is utter indifference;
just going one's way with no thought
or interest about so totally unrelated
a subject as churches and church going.
So one might continue through the
long list of religious viewpoints in
this pushing, material-minded, intelligent, quizzical world of today. They
are, however, really the surface attitude of many young people, and it is
the foundation principal that counts.
The realities of life for the individual
and the race grow out of the basic
elements of life. At heart the ordinary, normal, healthy youth is essentially sound and promising. There
is a broad, tolerant, questioning, spiritual sub-stratum in modern youth
that is the foundation on which spiritual progress for the future will safely rest. The young people are learning that the church does not contain
all religion, and that religion is the
way a man lives. They are too extensively trained in modern schools
and business to be attracted to the
worn-out lecture methods and business processes of existing churches,
although both may be tolerantly accepted as long established institutional conditions.
There is shaping itself, however, a
newer conception of right living. It
rests upon the growing prosperity of
the world which suggests and promises greater comfort and happiness
for all men; so we find a growing
conviction that abject poverty must
be ended, since it is not only unjust
but also a source of inefficiency, disease and crime. This newer conception of life also grows out of the better mental training of the young,
making them more keenly alert to
ways and means of accomplishing
that which they desire. It springs from
the complex inclusiveness of everyday
life, which makes it necessary that
problems affecting mankind must be
studied and solved on the basis of
a human co-operation bigger and
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friendlier than the world has yet
dreamed of. Throug-h these forms of
divine guidance the new world consciousness is being produced, which
must after all :find its root, direction,
and strength in the heart and spirit
of the individual.
This newer conception of life is an
important part of the spirituality of
our young people. This spiritual substratum of our youth is teeming with
undeveloped life impulses. It is still
very chaotic, undeveloped, and startlingly undreamed of and unappreciated. It is, however, the seed ground
for Baha'i teachings. It is the spawning place of the future. Youth itself
is as unconscious of the real spiritual
make-up of its soul depths as, apparently, a great part of the adult
world.
The insistence on such
expressions as "hell-bent youth,"
"flaming youth," and many similar
ones is alarmingly dangerous and destructive, not only to youth but also
to true social progress and to the very
future of civilization. To tell youth
that it is "flaming" and "hell-bent"
is but to make it callous to such conditions. If it is true, who is answerable for it? Whence have come their
ideas of home life, of parental loyalty
and devotion, of the sanctity of marriage, of business honesty and honor,
of legal justice, of national integrity?
Surely the youths have learned it
all from the adults who have lived
their lives before them; who have

taught the children, or left them untaught; who have developed crime
and vice and nerve racking jazz and
speed. The children have lived what
their elders were living, and with the
vim and exuberance of youth they
have rapidly pushed it farther.
There is infinitely more to youth
than all this material mindedness.
Youth is essentially the age of ideals,
of longing-s, of aspirations. These are
largely based in the spiritual nature.
They belong of course, to the impulses
that have animated men of all eras,
and whose realization has resulted in
the steady evolution of humanity into higher and higher civilization. Today, with all our progress, we should
not fail to understand the existence
and importance of this spiritual seedbed. The tragedy of the world is that
so many adults neither see nor understand it. Hence, it is imperfectly and
scantily used. Youth is blamed for its
impulses; life is handicapped by excessive material development and an
ignorance of spiritual power.
No world work toward which Baha 'is can turn is so important yet so
alarmingly neglected as the development of spiritual knowledge and power in the youth of today. Progress
must start with the individual. There
is absolutely no other place for its
beginning. The youth must carry on,
or the whole structure of future civilization falls to pieces, for youth is
the future.

"IN THIS AGE every face must turn to God, so that spiritual
enlightenment will go hand in hand with material education. Material
education alone cannot make the world happy. Spiritual civilization
must assist the material civilization. Material civilization serves the
world of men, but the spiritual civilization founds the world of morals.
These two kinds of civilization must go hand in hand."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE GARDEN OF THE SOUL
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRICK
"'The fields and flowers of the SpiTitual Realm aTe painted out to us by the Manifestations
Who walk.. amid their glories. It remains for the soul of man to follow 'Them in these paths
of eternal life, through the exercise of its own human will."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

years ago we sowed calendula
Afew
seed in our garden. All that summer there was a wonderful show of
the bright-faced flowers of all shades
of yellow. We gathered all we wished but many matured their seed and
developed it on the soil below. The
next spring, although we sowed no
seed the ground was covered with
tiny calendula plants and again our
garden and house were bright with
the sunny blossoms. This continued
for three or four years. But then
came a spring when the self-sown
seed did not germinate and that spot
in the garden was infested with weeds
and coarse grass.
So it is in the garden of the soul.
The fruits of the spirit are love, joy,
peace, unity, harmony and the virtues
that bring happiness and comfort to
the world. Abdu'l-Bahi tells us that
man would never have known these
virtues unless the great Prophets, the
Manifestations of God, had come to
earth and taught him, sowing the
seeds of these virtues. We may appreciate these virtues very much and
use them to beautify and benefit our
lives and the world, but unless we
cultivate and nourish them with the
water of the Spirit after a few generations they die out. We all of us

have observed the deterioration of a
fine family or a community. We may
teach our children the virtues our
parents taught us, but unless we
teach them, or in some way they
learn, the secrets of the spiritual life,
after a few generations the virtues
are lost.
When the life of the spirit becomes
so choked by the weeds of materialism and intellectualism that its fruits
are hardly visible, the Manifestation
of God comes to earth and plants
fresh seeds of the virtues in the
hearts of man, nourishing them by
tne example of His own life and
watering them with the water of the
Spirit. We must be very grateful for
we are living in an age when Bahi'u'Ilih, the great Manifestation of
God has sowed the seeds of love,
unity, peace and justice which are to
make a new and happy place of this
world and when He has shed abroad
the Water of Life which will bring
these seeds to maturity. Our part is
not only to cultivate the seed, but to
cherish and conserve the Spirit, the
Water of Life. For the virtues, like
the calendula blossoms, even though
admired and cultivated, will gradually
die out unless nourished by the Spirit.

"AS ALL SOULS have capacity for enkindlement by the Spirit,
and as we may all be assisted by Its Divine Power, we must will to
receive it. As the soul grows, its capacity increases. Knowledge of
God is attained through desire and patience. We must knock at the
Door of Truth and seek God with earnestness."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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TEA WITH A QUEEN AND A PRINCESS
MARTHA

L.

ROOT

Nliss Martha Root, coming up from Greece to Jugoslavia, arrived in Belgrade, the capital, on
January eighteenth. She l{new that Her Majesty iQ.ueen Marie of Ruma.nia and Her Royal
Highness Princess Ileana of Bucha.rest were in Belgrade. She had written them she was going
to Jugoslavia and the Princess had sent a note saying that they, too, would be in Belgrade
early in January. 'They were at the Royal Palace, guests of 'Their Majesties King Alexander I
and iQ.t!een Marie Mignon. 'The Jugoslavian iQ.ueen is the daughter of iQ.ueen Marie.-Editor.

out into the principal
G OING
thoroughfare of Belgrade, Kralya Milani, on Thursday morning, January nineteenth, one saw at a glance
that it was a fete and the throngs
were wild with joy. "Why are all the
people so happy?" the writer inquired, and a man who knew German replied in that language: "A 1 i t tIe
Prince is born at the Palace!" So the
little Prince had come! the second
son to the King and Queen of Jugoslavia! This American visitor was so
happy she said: "I, too, am Serbian
today, for I'm just as delighted as
you are! Only I wish my education
were Serbian, then I could read all
these newspapers which have the
Queen Marie Mignon's pictures on the
front pages!"
This was Thursday and Saturday
came a little missive from the Royal
Palace: "Mama and I would be so glad
to have you take tea with us at half
past four," and was signed, "l1eana."
Then this is what happened; the
writer who arrived at the gates of the
Royal Palace five minutes before the
hour was met by stern guards standing straight and unbending in their
red and blue Serbian uniforms, and
why not! They had two little Princes
to take care of now! Then secret
service men appeared quite unheralded and they escorted the caller to an
office of the Superintendent situated
to the right and still outside the
grounds. There three stalwart officials in full uniform and several decorations carefully examined this little
note signed "Ileana" and written on
the Royal stationery with the wide
black border of mourning. One of the

men then quickly took the visitor
through what seemed to be a private
gateway into the Royal Gardens, and
with his hand he motioned back, the
writer does not know whom or what,
for she was looking straight ahead
to the palace. Passing by several
soldiers of the Guard, who bowed
profoundly, she was taken through
the Royal Palace entrance hall, then
through a reception room up into
another reception apartment where
the rugs, the furnishings, everything was in splendid Serbian art
designs, for this palace is new and its
decorations are very interesting. A
pleasant attendant with kindly eyes
and dressed in the picturesque Montenegran costume with its wide, red,
softly twisted girdle, helped her off
with her wraps, and another attendant in conventional black took her
up in an elevator.
Rare for her, she was in panic because all this formality had made her
a little late-and to be late to meet
a Queen and a Princess! Upstairs suddenly she halted at the door of the
lift, before coming out. Downstairs
she had taken off the white kid glove
from her left hand to arrange a nosegay, a moment more and she would
have forgotton to put it on before entering the Royal drawingrooms! Still,
she remembered in time and slipped
it on while the attendant in the stately black cloths had to smile and she
did, too! Hurrying from the elevator
to the apartments of her Royal Hosts
an inner poise came, a glad ecstatic
happiness, for she was going to meet
them again!
A cordial, low voice called as she
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He1' Majesty Queen MaTie of RUl1wnia

came through a little reception room
into the drawingroom where Her
Majesty Queen Marie of Rumania and
Her Royal Highness Princess Ileana
arose to greet her.
How dear they were! The Queen
was perfectly beautiful in her black
gown with its myriad draperies and
the soft cream whiteness of the bands
about her head and the wide cream
cuffs on the smart sleeves. Long
strands of pearls heightened the
pleasing effect. She was very happy,
one could see in her smiling eyes how
delighted she was that her daughter,
Marie Mignon, and the new little babe
so fresh from God had come safely,
this little Princeling for whom everyone had been anxiously waiting for
nine days!
Her Royal Highness
Princess Ileana was smiling and looked very girlish in her frock of black
wool.
It was a wonderful tea party in that
great drawingroom, all in soft grey
furnishings with a few American
Beauty-red roses in vases here and
there. Later during the hour Her

Majesty Queen Marie spoke of the
passing of her dear friend Loie Fuller.
The guest asked if she might quote
the words and send them to "The
Baha'i Magazine, Star of the West."
The Queen said : "Yes, you may, but
do not call it an interview with me, it
is only a talk with you." One could
see how this great Queen, g:randdaughter of the Czar Alexander II of
Russia and grand-daughter of Queen
Victoria of Great Britain had truly
loved and deeply appreciated the
friendship of Miss Loie Fuller, sometimes spoken of only as "the dancer."
"It was the essence of soul in our
friendship," said Her Majesty, "it had
nothing to do with our situation in
life, the fact that I was a Queen and
she was a dancer. She was a creator
of marvelous color effects. She had
one of the biggest minds of our century, and Loie Fuller was one of the
most selfless women who ever existed. We knew each other for twentyfive years, through our fundamental
love for humanity. She worked for
me to help me be a strength to the
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world. Why can't we see the essence United States to talk with her about
in each human being and not just the these spiritual matters."
Then the Queen spoke about the
outside circumstances?
"Well, since the death of Loie Ful- real meaning of God and true religion
ler she is colossally recognized as the and her Majesty made this wonderful
goddess of light and as the creator of statement:
"The ultimate dream which we
marvelous dances which were a great
shall
realize is that the BahO':i chancontribution to art. Not only that,
but she is honored for her great work nel of thought has such strength, it
will serve little by little to become a
toward peace."
light to all those searching for the
"Inwardly I am free, I am not like real express1:on of Truth."
those who have not the courage to
Then Her Maj esty Queen Marie was
see! Sometimes I write, and as I called to the room of her daughter,
thought of the people who are not nice Her Majesty Queen Marie Mignon.
to me-(you see I have written it She said good-bye very tenderly and
here) I would infinitely rather be nice asked the writer to give her greetings
to them while they are not nice to me, to all the dear friends.
because if I'm not, I shall always be
ashamed of myself for not being nice,
yet I shall always be able to forgive
Her Royal Highness Princess Ileana
them!"
did
not need to go upstairs to her
The conversation later again turned to incidents in Loie Fuller's life. sister. She said: "I am free until
The Queen related how Miss Fuller my little nephew comes, then I shall
was always interested in getting mu- be busy." She told the writer about
seums started, thinking it helped her Girl Guide work in Rumania. Her
bring better understanding among own words were: "In Rumania the
countries. Then a little incident came Girl Guide work is the one thing best
up about gifts and treasures and Her for all grades of society. Perhaps you
Majesty said: "That was just like know, it was started by the AmeriLoie, she always gave away every- cans. Our girls always speak of the
thing, she kept nothing for herself! American secretaries with great love."
The Princess said there are two
I once gave her a golden locket which
had been a gift to me from one of thousand Girl Guides in Bucharest
the Emperors of Russia. In it was a alone, and there is a centre in Jassy.
little ivory miniature of me which she She added: "And very soon we hope
loved best. It was perfect and all hid to organize the work in Constanza,
in this little case of gold. To make her our port. Yes, and we have large canaccept it, I said: 'you wear it Loie, teens for working girls and a big canand then you can leave it to one of teen for workmen where about one
your museums J' It was stolen from thousand men can eat a whole meal
her the next day, and she told me it for less than a sixpence!"
was just a sign that she should not
Just then her darling little nephew,
possess anything just for herself Crown Prince Peter, four years old,
alone !"
came in with his toy cups and saucers
The writer asked Her Majesty if to have a tea party, too. He is a
Miss Fuller had known about Baha- charming little boy, very slender, very
'u'llah's principles for peace, the Ba- alert. The Princess asked him to tell
ha'i Movement? She said she did not the writer whom he has upstairs to
know, but that Loie Fuller was very play with, thinking he would aninternationally minded in religion. "I nounce his new little brother whom
didn't have any opportunities in the he already loves devotedly. Instead
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he quickly said: "Oh upstairs I play
with my grandmother, with my Mama
and with you!" and he smiled his hap.piness. Then he at once kneeled down
on the rug by the table and became
very busy arranging his cups and
saucers and preparing his own party.
So the Girl Guide conversation was
continued: the writer liked what Her
Royal Highness Princess Ileana said
about the spiritual work with the
girls. She said: "The spiritual work
with the girls is going beautifully, it
is the most advanoed part I can speak
of. I also wish to have a physical department, but our work is not developed enough for that yet. We have
some colonies (summer camps) in the
mountains now, and we hope to start
one by the sea if we can get the
money to do it." She explained how
the girls can go for a month's holiday
to these camps. She spoke especially
of the Young Women's Christian Association and of the Children's Red
Cross, for she is an indefatigable
worker in both. She said :"1 think all
these are very excellent to get at
everybody generally, it is good for
racial amity. But individually no activities compare with the more organized work of the Girl Guides. In the
Girl Guide organization, one works directly with the girl-her heart, soul
and brain.
The Princess also spoke with deep
insight and love of the Young Women's Christian Association. She says
it is under the patronage from the
Rumanian Orthodox Church, and
that both Orthodox and Protestants
can be members. She explained:
"The Y. W. C. A. girls often come
and sing in our C h u l' C h (The
Rumanian Orthodox Church). I
find that girls of all sorts come into
the Young Women's Christian Association. They come with great interest though often protesting, and
sometimes just a little bit sneeringly,
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but they soon change their attitude,
because of our simple cheerful way.
Sooner or later they become very good
members."
"I love my work very much indeed,
and it has often helped me when I
found things difficult both inwardly
and outwardly."
This inspiring and very young
Princess is the great ideal of the girls
of Rumania. It is certainly fine that
she studies, thinks and works so hard
to help the girls of her country. And
though she only came to Belgrade,
Jugoslavia, for a visit of three weeks.
she brought with her a great number
of good books-books on religion,
universal peace and service-and she
loaned them to her young friends of
the Jugoslavian Court. (She does not
know it but the writer later saw the
rare and splendid fruits and the happiness which the visit of Her Majesty
Queen Marie and Her Royal Highness
Princess Ileana brought to Jugoslavia).
Now suddenly the little Crown
Prince has finished his play. He has
gathered and put into the box all the
toy cups and saucers. He stands up
close beside the Princess and says:
"0 Auntie, why does it take you so
long to eat?" and Her Royal Highness
replies to him: "Because, Peterkins,
we are almost as bad as you are sometimes, we talk instead of eat!" So
very soon we three walked through
the great hall where the Crown Prince
Peter's little automobiles were waiting for him, but he passed them by,
he wished to go upstairs to his little
brother. Her Royal Highness held
his left hand in hers, she took the
writer's hand in her right and in a
good-bye that will never be forgotten,
she pledged her service, saying: "I
am only too pleased to do as much of
the work as I can!" Thus came to a
close this truly royal tea party!
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HEALING-SPIRITUAL and MATERIAL
CHAPTER V -The Animal Kingdom
WALTER B. GUY, M. D.
"'rl:.~ sama af all these utt~rances is Justic~.

It is the freedom af man frafmO superstiti~d
and imitatian that he may discern the Manifestatians af Gad uJtth the eye a
neness, a
to. cansider all affairs with ~een insight."
-Baha'u'lldh.

HE human and animal kingdoms
T are
so closely reI a ted in function
and organic structure that an appreciation of the environment and food
supply is sufficient for both in many
instances. The same balance of nitrogen or proteins, carbohydrates, fats,
and mineral salts, varying, of course,
with the needs of species and organisms, must be borne in mind.
We find in the animal world many
well known diseases common to man;
also, many of the conditions that effect man must be met in the care and
treatment of animal life. All need
warmth, air, moisture, and food; all
are prey to invading microbic parasitic life; all need a proper food sup~
ply, and cleanliness from filth; all
need proper exercise and a suitable
environment.
All animal life, like the vegetable,
is subject to the two principles of
composition and decomposition. All
are born, grow and perish.
Health is neither excess nor deficiency. It is not freedom from invading microbic life, nor is it created
by an over abundance of the forces
of composition that build and give
vitality to the body. Health is harmony, balance, equilibrium. The forces
of composition are balanced by the
forces of decomposition. In youth,
the power of composition is in the
ascendency; in senile conditions, the
force of decomposition is strongest.
Animal life depends upon the vitalizing rays of the physical sun; the
oxidizing power of the atmosphere;
the ingestion of organic food; also,
the absorption of vitamins or life

forces of the vegetable or animal
world. It is nourished, sustained, and
energized by its innate spiritual essence, which we call life.
Books and literature in abundance
tell of hygiene and diet. It is unnecessary to go into detail here, but
mention is made of a few points to
aid those in search of a short way
to health.
Excretion assimilation, and absorption need ~mple water. Oxidation
needs pure and abundant air. Life
demands warmth and sunshine, vitamins , and a happy, pleasant environment.
Nerve and brain tissue, being composed of material containing twentytwo per cent of fatty substances, must
be nourished by ingestion of an ample
supply of both animal and vegetab!e
fats. Fats also supply heat, and aId
in the proper intestinal elimination.
Fruit, sugar, and mineral salts must
be present in the diet, an? i~ fa~ froI?
the ocean, sea foods, or lOdme m mInute amounts, must be ingested. .
In the animal world in contradlSt:nction to the human, we find comp-aratively few diseas~s. ,!-,he ani~al
undomesticated, by Its mnate Instinct selects its proper food and environ:nent, and although subject to
the various vicissitudes of mortal
existence such as floods, famines, and
other destructive influences, is, on thp
whole, in a far healthier and more
normal condition than is man.
The balance of nature in the wild
animal state, however, is constantly
upset by the influence of civilizatio~.
The killing off of the predatory anImals, as in the western states of
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America, often causes a too great increase of deer and wild horses, bringing starvation to many of those animals.
Introduction of foreign animals,
such as rabbits in Australia, is also
upsetting natural equilibrium causing
trouble and disaster to farmers, sheep
ranchers, fruit-growers, and vegetable gardeners.
Another great menace, at present
very acute, is the universal travel and
communication between foreign lands,
notably also, the exchange of foreign commodities, plants and flowers,
has brought in many injurious parasitie insects that threaten to destroy
our entire food supply, unless speedily brought under control. Notably
among these insect pests are the European corn borer, Mediterranean fly,
boll weevil, gypsy moth, etc. The
Government quarantine set up by so
many countries, at tremendous expense, the large sums of money spent
yearly in the control of or to eradicate these pests, prove conclusively
their dangerous menace to our civilization.
Harmony in the animal world is a
balance of the two forces, composition
and decomposition, and we shall see
further on how necessary harmony is
in the human and spiritual kingdoms.
Tha t man, by reason of the innate
human spirit is greater than the animal is beyond question. 'Abdu'l-Baha
makes this beautifully clear in the following quotation from "Some Answered Questions:"
"What a difference between the human world and the world of the animal; between the elevation of man
and the abasement of the animal; between the perfections of man and the
ignorance of the animal; between the
light of man and the darkness of the
animal; between the glory of man and
the degradation of the animal. An
Arab child of ten years can manage
two or three hundred camels in the
desert, and with his voice can lead
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them forward or turn them back. A
weak Hindu can so control a huge elephant, that the elephant becomes the
most obedient of servants. All things
are subdued by the hand of man; he
can resist Nature, while all other
creatures are captives of Nature, none
can depart from her requirements.
Man alone can resist Nature. Nature
attracts bodies to the centre of the
earth; man, through mechanical
means, goes far from it, and soars in
the air. Nature prevents man from
crossing the seas, man builds a ship,
and he travels and voyages across the
great ocean, and so on; the subject is
endless. For example, man drives engines over the mountains and through
the wildernesses, and gathers in one
spot the news of the events of the
East and West. All this is contrary
to Nature. The sea with its grandeur
cannot deviate by an atom from the
laws of Nature; the sun in all its magnificence cannot deviate as much as
a needle's point from the laws of Nature, and can never comprehend the
conditions, the state, the qualities, the
movements, and the nature of man.
"What, then, is the power in this
small body of man which encompasses
all this? What is this ruling power
by which he subdues all things?
"One more point remains: Modern
philosophers say: 'We have never
seen the spirit in man, and in spite
of our researches into the secrets of
the human body, we do not perceive
a spiritual power. How can we imagine a power which is not sensible?'
The theologians reply: 'The spirit of
the animal also is not sensible, and
through its bodily powers it cannot
be perceived. By what do you prove
the existence of the spirit of the animal? There is no doubt that from
its effects you prove that in the animal there is a power which is not in
the plant, and this is the power of the
senses; that is to say, sight, hearing,
and also other powers; from these
you infer that there is an animal
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spirit. In the same way, from the
proofs and signs we have mentioned
we argue that there is a human spirit.
Since in the animal there are signs
which are not in the plant, you say
this power of sensation is a property
of the animal spirit; you also see in
man signs, powers, and perfections
which do not exist in the animal;
therefore, you infer that there is a
power in him which the animal is
without.
"If we wish to deny everything that

is not sensible, then we must deny
the realities which unquestionably
exist. For example, 'ethereal matter
is not sensible, though it has an undoubted existence. The power of attraction is not sensible, though it certainly exists. From what do we affirm these existences? From their
signs. Thus this light is the vibration
,of that ethereal matter, and from this
vibration we infer the existence of
ether."

ACTION AND REACTION
DR. ORROL L. HARPER.

is one grand round of action
L IFE
and reaction. A child touches a
hot stove and instantly jerks his finger away. A man opens his eyes to
the sunlight and the pupils of his eyes
contract. A boy cuts his finger, the
blood flows. A girl eats tainted food
and becomes ill.
These are natural reactions that
are a part of the animal side of human
existence. For example, a dog will
not let his paw rest long on hot metal;
the pupils of a dog's eyes contract
when faced by a bright light; he
bleeds when he is cut; and poisoned
food will make him sick. So in reactions such as these man does not
differ from the animal. What then
identifies a human being?
Men can be listed under two general
heads, animal-humans and divine-humans.
The first class is satisfied to eat,
drink, and sleep. It likes to count its
dollars and spends much time enjoying the material assets and pleasures
that money can buy. It considers no
existence beyond the one in which it
lives. It is not susceptible to the dictates of conscience. The right or

wrong of a question does not trouble
it, except insofar as it finds itself deprived of some material desire or comfort. If any thought of a Creator
enters its consciousness, that thought
is automatically associated with the
outer forms of some church to which
childhood environment may have directed its attention. No serious, analytical consideration of life as to its
source, purpose and end is possible
for this animal class of human beings
because it is living intensly and wholly in the present. This world is its
heaven or hell, because all its reactions to life are material. It is to this
class the man belongs (at least for a
time) to whom financial disaster
spells death. Such a man cannot continue to live in a world which has taken away his wealth and position.
'Do the second class of men, the divine-human, life opens its doors to
vast and limitless concepts-"without beginning, without end." Its
vision is enlarged, lifted up, extended.
The seen is permeated by vitalizing
forces from the unseen. A mysterious spirit of hope, of faith, of assurance enables this man to accept all
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earthly experience with joy and "radiant acquiescence." He lives in a
world where "beauty flows." He
reads,
"A lesson in each flower,
A story in each tree and bower,
In every herb on which we tread
Are written words, which rightly read,
Will lead us from earth's fragrant sod
To hope and holiness-to God."

For all men action and reaction are
the vehicles of experience, and experience is the mother of knowledge.
An innate desire for more knowledge
is the dynamic that constantly urges
man to action, and through the twins
of action and reaction man gradually
grows through experience into his
knowledge of life.
One touch to a hot stove will be sufficient to teach one child a lesson. He
has learned to avoid hot stoves from
that time on. A second child may
have to repeat the experiment many
times before the memory impression
of pain is sufficiently strong to make
him avoid being burnt. Not all
women are mothers, and not all experience gives birth to knowledge. It
is only as man is able to draw a lesson
from experience that it becomes of
real value. The value of experience
to the animal-human type is increased knowledge of material phenomena.
The value of experience to the divinehuman type is increased knowledge of
unseen, spiritual realities.
Do I hear someone say "Is the animal-human type doomed to be forever animal? Can it never acquire any
of these mysterious spiritual qualities? I like to eat, drink, sleep and
have a good time," you say, "but-J
would like to become divine too, if I
am missing something in life that I
could have, and that I don't know how
to find."
Ah, that glorious word "But." It
opens the door to a universe of possibilities. It is the sign of the Urge
Divine in every man. A closed door
appears in the consciousness. Means

must be found to open it. The unknown must be discovered. An unexperienced joy must be pursued. The
star of the spirit must be reached for,
so that life will become more vital!
Doomed to be stationery? No, indeed. Experience is ever progressive.
life is ever unfolding. The Divine is
ever seeking a residence in His created forms. Eech man is placed on
this earth to learn how to change the
animal-human into an eternal expression of the divine-human.
But how can this change be brought
about? How can regeneration be instituted? How can the man lost in
the valley of materialism find entrance to the valley of search? Effort
is needed, and a willingness of spirit
that will accept all opportunities as
of possible value.

*

Did you ever find yourself saying
something or doing something that
seemed foreign to you, of which you
could not approve? Have you ever
thought or said to yourself, "Now
why did I say that?" or "Why did I
do that?" The cause for such an experience is to be found in the subconscious mind. Perverted memory
impressions control our actions unconsciously, when we are off guard.
The cause for perverted impressions
can often be traced to childhood experience.
Reactions of childhood are bound
to be colored by the limited child
mind. A baby is frightened by a loud
noise. The fear of falling may be instilled into its mind by being tossed
into the air by some adoring relative.
It has no way of knowing that it is
in careful hands and safe. That baby
may grow into a man and still carry
(unknown to himself) that memory
fear of falling. An older child may
attend some old-fashioned church and
have the fear of "hell-fire and damnation" so pounded into his conscious-
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ness that he grows into a man of
complexes, bound by his subconscious
to react to the thought of "God" with
fear and trembling, instead of with
love, attraction, inspiration and adoration.
Modern methods supply a way to
analyze, ferret out, explain and replace many of the abnormal and negative reactions of childhood by showing the afflicted one how to substitute a more worthwhile viewpoint. It
is when the adult mind of reason has
become active that positive, hopeful,
constructive reactions may gradually
and consciously be placed in the mind
of understanding.
The man suffering from harmful
negative memories can learn to re-

NO. ONE HEAP CONSISTS OF:All Negatives and
All Destructives such as:Skepticism
Dishonor
Hate
Selfish
Envy
Grief
Malice
Sorrow
Jealousy
Slander
Fear
Criticism
Avarice
Distrust
Lying
Dissatisfaction
Revenge
Unrest
Anger
Quarreling
Cruelty
Impatience
Deceit
Noise
Unfaithful
Filth
Careless
Harsh
Disobedient
Evil
Abuse
Excess
Enemies
Delay
Unhappy
Sickness
Corruption
Death
Dishonest
Inharmony
Rude
Misunderstanding
Ugliness
Chaos
Careless
Prejudice
Immoral
Ignorance
Egotism
Materiality
Violence
War
Antagonism
Worldly
Opposition
Wicked
Despair
Flippant
Excitability
Hypocritical
Ignoble
Thoughtless
Waste
Failure
Inactivity
Poverty
Careless
Indolence
Bad
Pessimism
Superficials
Defects
Doubt
Indifference

educate his own subconscious self, can
make of himself a human being who
automatically meets all experience in
a positive, constructive manner satisfactory to himself. No man need be
a slave to his own subconscious.
We speak of hereditary traits and
taints. There is no doubt but what
we all have them. But we need not
keep them. If we discover any quality or tendency in ourselves that we
do not like, all we have to do is find
the antidote, the exact opposite, that
we can and do admire, and make it
a part of ourselves.
Let us consider for a moment that
everything we have to choose from
in the world is divided into two great
heaps.

NO. TWO HEAP CONSISTS OF:All Positives and
All Constructives such as:Honor
Faith
Unselfish
Love
Joy
Contentment
Gladness
Good-will
Eulogize
Satisfaction
Praise
Courage
Trust
Generosity
Satisfaction
Truth
Rest
Mercy
Agreement
Self-Control
Patience
Kindness
Quiet
Fair-dealing
Gentle
Faithful
Good
Careful
Progress
Obedient
Moderation
Respect
Health
Friends
Happy
Life
Harmony
Purity
Understanding
Honest
Order
Courteous
Tolerance
Beauty
Knowledge
Careful
Spirituality
Moral
Peace
Humility
Heavenly
Calm
Divine
Sympathy
Modest
Cooperation
Sincere
Hope
Thoughtful
Composure
Success
Noble
Wealth
Economy
Industry
Effort
Optimism
Careful
Perfections
Good
Interest
Fundamental.:;
Cleanliness
Assurance
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In every experience that life brings
to us we must choose from one of
these two heaps for our reaction,and we must react in some way to
everything that happens.
From which stack do we truly wish
to choose? Is it difficult to decide?
Which will make us happier to entertain in our consciousness Mr. Cruelty
or Miss Kindness and Mrs. Understanding?
How did Jesus react to the nails in
His hands, the thorns crushed into
His brow, the hatred, the abuse of
His tormentors ?-"Forgive them, for
they know not what they do."
What was Abdu'l-Baha's reply
when asked how He had felt during
His forty years in prison? "Freedom
is not a matter of place, it is a condition. I was thankful for the prison,
and the lack of liberty was very
pleasing to me, for those days were
passed in the path of service, under
the utmost difficulties and trials,
bearing fruits and results. Unless one
accepts dire vicissitudes, he will not
attain. To me prison is freedom,
troubles rest me, death is life, and to
be despised is honor. Therefore I was
very happy all that time in prison."
Would it not seem that these two
Radiant Sufferers are Divine Fingers
pointing the way to true happiness?
Ha ve They not shown us how we can
become divine-humans?
We all realize t hat actions,
thoughts, and reactions, if repeated
often enough become habitual. How
simple the process of re-making one's
self becomes when we think of it in
that way.
Divide all possible thoughts or reactions into the two stacks of destruction and construction. Choose
only from the stack that spells peace
and happiness. Test every doubtful
situation by this lodestone. Repeat
the desirable thoughts and actions
time after time, until a habit is formed.
With a carefully chosen habit in
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control, and acting automatically,
even when we are off-guard, effort is
no longer needed to be the type of
person we have chosen to be. The
man who identifies himself with destructive reactions is of the material
type, while the man who chooses constructive reactions represents the
spiritual type. How can we easily differentiate the two?
,Abdu'l-Baha answers for us, "A
material man lets himself be worried
and harrassed by little things, but a
spiritual man is always calm and
serene under all circumstances."
Each of us can perhaps discover
signs of both types within ourselves.
How can we entirely eliminate the
undesirable, and establish the eternal
man of destiny? Again the reply
comes.
"Man must be tireless in his effort.
Once his effort is directed in the proper channel, if he does not succeed
today, he will succeed tomorrow. Effort in itself is one of the noblest
traits of human character. We are
ourselves the means of our degradation and exultation. People are attracted to us, or repelled by us according to the attributes and deeds
emanating from us."
Another word for experience is
tests. How should we react to tests?
"Tests are a means by which a soul
is measured as to its fitness, and
proven out by its own acts. God
knows its fitness beforehand, and also
its unpreparedness, but man, with an
ego, would not believe himself unfit
unless proof were given him. Consequently his susceptibility to evil is
proven to him when he falls into the
tests. The tests are continued until
the soul realizes its own unfitness,then remorse and regret tend to root
out the weakness. The same test
comes again in a greater degree, until
it is shown that a former weakness
has become a strength, and the power to overcome evil has been established."
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And again, Abdu'l-Bahi, the One
Who has Lived The Life, and knows
the way promises:
It is possible to so adjust one's
self to the practice of nobility that
its atmosphere surrounds and colors
all our acts. When these acts are
habitually and conscientiously ad-

justed to noble standards, with no
thought of the words that might
herald them, then nobility becomes
the accent of life. At such a degree of
evolution one scarcely needs to try to
be good any longer, all our deeds are
the distinctive expression of nobility."

'ABDU'L-BAHA IN AMERICA
.DR. ZIA BAGDADI

of

'Abdu'I-BClhd's visit in Am~ricCl is based on maurial and not~$ corr~ctd by 'Ab,
H~ had turn~d ov~r to Dr. Bagdadi at th~ tim~ H~ was I~C1ving
this country. 'The twofold purpose of this series, which will continue for several months, is,
in the words of the author, "Pirst to bring bac~ to the memory of the believers the time of the
incomparable days oj'Abdu')-Bahd's visit to th~m and to remind th~m of His words, His instructions and His admonitions; and, ucondly, to giw Cl pictuu of His visit, so that laur bdi~ver3
who did not have the blessing of seeing Him, may bmefit by ~'eading a brief history."-Editor.
'This story

du'I-BClhd Himsdf, and which

[Chapter I of this brief story of ' Abdu'lBaha's visit in America recorded the events
which transpired on His arrival in New
York. Chapter II related to His first visit
in Washington, D. C., and Chapter III to
the first visit in Chicago. Chapter IV told
of the stirring events and spiritual victories
of His visits in Cleveland. Pittsburg, Pa.,
Montclair, N. J., and return visits to Washington, D. C. and New York. Chapter V,
which follows continues the story of His
stay in New York, His attendance at the
International Peace Society's Conference at
Lake Mohonk, and of His visit in Boston
and Worcester, Mass.]

M AY
13,1912, at Hotel Astor, New
York. Reception by New York
Peace Society. 'Abdu'l-Baha spoke
upon the subj ect of "Universal Peace"
and after the reception, He said to
His interpreters, "No matter how
much I say I am the Servant of God,
(,Abdu'l-Baha the servant of Baha) ,
still they call my name Prophet. It
will be nice if something is done so
that they will stop using these names
and titles."
Speaking to a group of Hindus and
Japanese who came to see Him in the
evening, 'Abdu'l-Baha said, "In the
ancient times India was very prosperous. From the continent of Asia civ-

ilization spread to Egypt and Syria,
and from Syria to Greece, and from
there to Arabia and Spain, and from
Spain it spread to different European
countries. Nevertheless, the world of
humanity has not yet reached the
stage of maturity. Whenever this
material civilization becomes the twin
of divine civilization, Universal Peace
is established, and the souls attain to
the station of the angels, then it will
be the time of the maturity of the
world."

*

On May 14, 1912, the International Peace Society held its Conference
at Lake Mohonk, N. Y., and 'Abdu'lBaha was invited to address the members. Here He remained three days.
After delivering His address, He said
to the interpreters, "Once I wrote to
the friends in Persia in regard to
peace congresses and conferences,
that if the members of the conferences for peace do not succeed in
practicing what they say, they may
be compared to those who hold a
meeting to discuss and form firm
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resolutions about the sinfulness and
harmfulness of liquors. But after
leaving the meeting, they occupy
themselves in selling liquors, and just
as before they become engaged in
their business. Now we must not
only think and talk peace but we
must develop the power to practice
peace, so that like unto the spirit
in the body of the world, peace may
permeate the whole world."
The members and speakers who attended this conference were from all
parts of the world, most of them did
well in presenting their papers. But
one of the speakers was very much
excited, he kept pounding and hammering the table with his fists, kicking the chair with his feet, shouting
and screaming at the top of his voice.
Later, 'Abdu'l-Baha remarked, "There
are times when a speaker should raise
his voice in order to emphasize his
point. There are times when he
should speak Jow, and at times he
should smile. Gestures must harmonize with the character of words."
On the following day, May 15, 1912
'Abdu'l-Baha went out to take a walk
and a crowd of young men and girls
followed Him. On reaching a large
tree, the blossoms of which were in
full bloom, he stopped and faced the
crowd with His wonderful smile. It
was a real spring afternoon. The sky
was clear and the sun flooding the
green hills with its warm rays. Everything was quiet except for the melodies of song birds and the gentle
breeze that whispered to the leaves.
Then suddenly the silence was broken
by 'Abdu'l-Baha Who undoubtedly
knew the youthful crowd was anxious
to hear Him tell an amusing story.
He did tell them a peculiarly significant story, which fixed clearly in
their minds the importance of deeds.
And then He said, "It is very easy
to come here, camp near this beautiful lake, on these charming hills, far
away from everybody and deliver
speeches on Universal Peace. These
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ideals should be spread and put in
action over there, (Europe) not here
in the world's most peaceful corner."
On the following evening, May 16,
1912, about nine o'clock, 'Abdu'l-Baha
said, "We have to leave this place tomorrow and I wish I had one of my
Persian rugs here, that I might give
it as a present to our host, Mr. Smiley,
President of the International Peace
Society." Those who were in His
company told Him that it would be
impossible for anyone to go to New
York and return in one night, as all
have to leave about ten o'clock in the
morning. Then He looked at this
servant and asked, "Well, what do you
say?" I said, "I am not afraid to try
anything for you, my Lord." He handed me His key and said, "Take this
and go to my room and bring a rug.
May God bless you."
From Lake Mohonk I hired a carriage to take me to the railroad station. To my disappointment, I learned
on arriving there that there was no
passenger train at that hour for New
York, but a freight train was just
leaving. I jumped the tracks and made
a wild dash as fast as I could run.
Finally I caught the rear end of that
speeding train and succeeded in climbing up without mishap. Then while
I was trying to catch my breath, the
conductor came and protested my action and ordered me to get off at the
next station. I showed him my professional card and told him that I was
going on a very urgent mission. "0
you are a doctor! That is all right."
Fortunately, the kind conductor did
not ask what the nature of the urgent
call was.
About two o'clock in the morning I
reached 'Abdu'l-Baha's apartment and
had to awaken Mrs. Grace Ober and
her sister, Miss Ella Roberts, to let
me in. They were very kind and asked me to have something to eat and
to rest a while, but I thanked them
and told them that I was in a great
hurry. Then I selected one of the
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most precious rugs from ' AbdulBaha's room and hastened to the railroad station. I took the first early
morning train. It was about nine o'clock when I landed at Lake Mohonk
station. From the station it would
take one hour to reach Lake Mohonk
by carriage, and I had to be there at
ten o'clock. I looked around and there
was no vehicle of any kind in sight.
But finally, the mail-carrier appeared
with his little wagon and got off at
once to receive the mail. I got on the
little wagon and awaited his return.
When he came and saw me, well! was
I nervous? It was certainly one of
the embarrassing moments of my life.
However, I explained my position to
him, namely, that I was in the service of 'Abdu'l-Baha, whom we regarded as our spiritual king, and I showed
him the rug that had to be delivered
right away to Mr. Smiley, President
of the International Peace Society.
Then as a last resort, I suggested that
in case it was against the law to let
me go with him, he could at least let
me relieve him that morning because
I knew how to drive a horse, and if
it was necessary, he might consult
with the postoffice or the police.
o what a relief came when he said,
"It's alright I guess, I am going up
there anyway."
We arrived at our destiny just at
the time when' Abdu'l-Baha was shaking hands with Mr. Smiley and preparing to leave. He took the rug
with a smile and presented it to Mr.
Smiley to keep as a souvenir.
"Why this is just what I have been
seeking for many years!" Mr. Smiley
exclaimed. "You see we had a Persian rug just like this one, but it was
burned in a fire and ever since my
wife has been broken-hearted over it.
This will surely make her very happy." Afterward the Secretary of the
International Peace Society, who was
the last one to leave, came and said
to ' Abdu'l-Baha, "We all appreciate
your blessed visit and we believe what

you said is the truth. But we are
sorry we cannot include religion in
our organization. Our members are
composed of all kinds of religions and
sects-the Protestant, Catholic, Jew,
etc; naturally everyone prefers his
own belief and will protest if any religion besides his own is favored."
To this 'Abdu'l-Baha said, "Your
members may be compared to beams
of different metals and you are trying to unite them as you would tie
these fingers together with a string."
Here 'Abdu'l-Baha brought His own
five fingers close together to illustrate His l)oint. "See, no matter how
you tie them, still they shall remain
separate. But the only way to make
these metals into one alloy, is to put
them into a crucible and apply intense
heat to melt them all. For our melting-pot, we use the fire of the love
of God."
On May 17, 1912, 'Abdu'l-Baha returned to N ew York. During the following days spent there He used to
take a walk in the park along Riverside Drive. Often He went alone, and
knowing that the friends would like
to accompany Him, He said, "I sleep
on the grass. I come out of fatigue.
My mind rests. But when I am not
alone, surely I talk, and rest of body
and mind cannot be gained."
On the following day He spoke at
the Church of Divine FraternIty. and
Dr. John Herman Randall became interested and attracted to the Baha'i
Cause.
On May 19, 1912 the continuous
stream of anxious visitors who called
to see 'Abdu'l-Baha at His apartment
in the Hudson Building' aroused the
obj ection of the owner and therefore,
'Abdu'l--Baha moved to the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Kinney.
Among his visitors that day was a
group of Jewish Rabbis. In the evening 'Abdu'l-Baha spoke at Brotherhood Church, Bergen and Fairview
Aves., Jersey City, N. J. His subject
was "The Brotherhood of Mankind."
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On May 20, 1912, 'Abdu'l-Baha
spoke at a Woman's Suffrage meeting
in the Metropolitan Temple. On His
way, referring to the car of Mr.
Mountfort Mills, He said, "Know the
value of this automobile. In the future they will say, 'this was the car
of the servants of the Blessed Beauty
(Baha'u'IIah).' "
May 21, 1912 was children's day.
All the Baha'i children of New York
and some of their little friends had
a lively visit with 'Abdu'l-Baha before He left for Boston.

*

May 22, 1912. 'Abdu'l-Baha stopped at the Charles Hotel. In the evening He addressed the Unitarian Conference.
On May 23, 1912, He visited the
Syrian and Greek Relief Society.
While all were eating lunch, He said
to the president of the society: "How
fortunate you are to be engaged in
service to the poor. My greatest privielge is to be counted as one of the
poor." Then He gave her ten gold
pounds (about $50.00) as His contribution to the poor. From there
He left for Worcester, Mass. and on
His way, glancing at the beautiful
country with its green fields, He said,
"I wish that Baha'u'llah had come to
these regions. So fond was He of
such scenery that often while traveling, wherever the country was more
beautiful and more verdant, He would
ask His company to make a stop. Once
while passing by the shore of a lake,
the green country, the purity of the
water and the beauty of the weather
were so lovely in the eyes of Baha'u'llah that He asked that the caravan
be stopped and all remained there for
several hours."
At Worcester, Mass. 'Abdu'l-Baha
spoke at the University and met a
number of students who were from
Japan, China and Turkey. On leaving He said to the President, "I am
very pleased with you and your uni-
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versity. Indeed you are serving the
world of humanity and you are selfsacrificing to mankind. Above all I
wish for you the best there is in the
Kingdom. My hope is that you may
be the cause of spreading sciences and
arts, and I pray on your behalf that
God may make you an everlasting
banner, and cause the divine love to
reflect from your heart. From you
and the teachers and the students,
I beheld much love and affection.
This meeting I shall never forget, and
always I shall remember your services."
This day, May 23, was a day of
rejoicing and happiness, for it was
the anniversary Feast of the Declaration of the Bab (and also the blessed
birthday of'Abdu'l-Baha.) That evening in Boston a wonderful feast was
prepared by Mrs. Alice Breed and she
had baked a large cake and decorated
it with sixty-eight candles, and the
first candle was blown out by 'Abdu'lBaha Himself.
On the following day, May 24, 1912,
'Abdu'l-Baha addressed the Free Religious Association or Unitarian Congress.
May 25, the Baha'is and their
friends were invited to meet 'Abdu'lBaha at the home of Mrs. Edith Inglis, and in the evening He addressed
the public at Huntington Chambers;
and later a group of ministers called
to see Him.
On May 26, 'Abdu'l-Baha visited the
Syrians of Boston, and indeed it was
a royal reception. Commenting on
this meeting, He said, "What a good
meeting that was. How the confirmations of Baha'u'llah change the
souls."
Returning to New York, He stopped at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Kinney During the day He
spoke at Mount Morris Baptist
Church, Fifth Ave. and 126th St.
On May 28, from early morning until late at night friends and inquirers
in groups called to see 'Abdu'l-Baha.
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On May 29, He addressed the Theosophical Lodge at Broadway and 79th
St. One of the friends inquired about
'Abdu'l-Baha:s health. He replied,
"My health and happiness depend upon the progress of the Cause of Baha'u'llah. This happiness is a lasting
happiness and this life is an eternal
life."
On May 30, 1912, He spoke at the
University of New York.
May 31, 1912, 'Abdu'l-Baha went
to the country home of Mr. and Mrs
Wm. H. Hoar at Fanwood, N. J. where
a meeting was held. Mr. Hoar pleaded
to have Him stay there for a while,
but He excused Himself, saying, "We
have no time for pleasure and fresh
air. \Ve must be occupied in service
to the threshold of God." Later He
spoke at the Town Hall in Fanwood
and then returned to New York.
On June 1, 1912, 'Abdu'l-Baha gave
the following message to a Socialist
·who had called to see Him. "Tell the
Socialists, sharing in property and
lands of this mortal world is conducive to strife and warfare. But the
sharing and heritage of the Kingdom
is conducive to unity and goodwill. Instead of striving for worldly sharing,
if you strive for the things of the
Kingdom, you will gain strength and
eternal happiness. For the divine
Kingdom is spacious and will give
you whatever you desire, and there
will be no more strife and warfare. Is
this not better and nobler?"
On June 2, 1912, 'Abdu'l-Baha
spoke at the Church of the Ascension,
Fifth Ave. and 10th St., New York.
After leaving the church He said, "At
first, on arriving at the church, I did
not feel inclined to speak, but when
I stood before that great audience,
where the atmosphere of the church
was filled with the Holy Spirit, I received a wonderful feeling of vigor
and happiness."
On June 3, 1912, Abdu'l-Baha was
the guest of Senator Gifford Pinchot

at Milford, Pa., where a large number
of America's greatest statesmen and
government officials were waiting to
welcome Him. Here, also, 'Abdu'lBaha predicted the coming of the
vVorld 'ill ar, \Vhen addressing His
honored audience. He said, "A world
war among the powers is inevitable!
But it "vill not be in America. This
war will be in Europe. You have taken a corner for yourselves. You do
not interfere with anybody, neither
are you contemplating taking the European countries, nor is there anybody covetous enough to invade your
lands. You are at ease. The Atlantic ocean is a natural mighty fortress. Europe and other countries will
be forced to follow your methods.
Great changes ,vill take place in all
Europe. The centralization of great
governments will end in the independence of internal states or provinces."
On June 4, 1912, 'Abdu'l-Baha returned to New York and stopped at
the home of Mrs. Champney, which
like the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
B. Kinney, becam e the center of attraction. One of the many friends
present asked about the material civilization in America. 'Abdu'l-Baha
replied, "This material civilization is
like a glass or bulb, very transparent
and pure. But divine civilization is
like a lig'hted lamp. When these two
are combined, the utmost perfection
will be obtained. The light of the
Oneness of the world of humanity,
equal rights and divine morals shall
!3pread from this country to other
counh'ies and shall illumine the
world."
Another person asked, "Is it possible for the busy man of the world
to become spiritual?"
'Abdu'l-Baha replied, "The more
the souls advance in material things
and the more they act with moderation, the more they can acquire capacity for spirituality. The more sound
the body becomes, the more will be
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the reflection and manifestation of
the spirit. Yes, the things which are
contrary to spirituality are those
that oppose true science and a sound
mind."
On June 5, 1912, 'Abdu'l-Baha entertained the Baha'i children at the
Unity Club. On the following day,
June 6, He visited the homes of
Mrs. Newton and Mrs. Ives, where
wonderful meetings were held. Addressing the friends, 'Abdu'l-Baha
said:
"In the world of existence there is no
issue greater than meetings that are
held just for the love of God. Consider,
people from the East, people from the
West-how in the utmost fellowship
we are gathered in one place. It
was impossible in the past to have
such fellowship and unity. It is the
power of Baha'u'llah that has united
the hearts and brought the souls un-
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der the power of One Word. The
members of a family even can never
be gathered together with such a degree of love and be associated in such
joy and happiness. It is through the
divine power and the influence of the
Word of God that we are assembled
with such cheer and gladness turning to the Abha (Most Glorious)
Kingdom and like unto young trees
of the rose-garden, swaying by the
breezes of favor and bounty. This
day is the day that can never be forgotten, because we are under the shadow of Baha'u'llah; our hearts are
rejoicing with His glad-tidings; our
nostrils are perfumed by the fragrances of the Kingdom of Abha; our
hearts delighted with the divine call
and our spirits revived by the merciful outpourings. Surely such a day
will never be forgotten.'
(To be continued)

THE SHELTER OF THE WORD
WALTER H. BOWMAN
In the following the author, a Bahd'i teacher of Washington, D. C., contributes a
scholarly presentation of those fundamentals in religion which give the Way of Life. Scholars.
students of religion, seel{ers after 'Truth-Bahd'is or non Bahd'is-would profit immeasureably by
mal{ing this SPiritual Study a part of their daily program. All of the quotations used in this
artcle are from the Revelation of Bahd'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Bahd and from the Christian Bible.
-Editor.
"0 PEOPLE! THE DOORS OF THE KING.
DOM ARE OPENED!"

body of words." He has "taught the
birds of souls a new flight" into the
"The Doors of Unity and Knowledge Heaven of Oneness; Oneness of the
-the Essential Purpose of the Crea- world of humanity, Oneness of Religion-Universal Love.
St. John
tion of Man"-are opened.
said: "We know that we have passed
"Verily the Words which have de- from death unto life, because we love
scended from the Heaven of the Will the brethren." Baha'u'llah says that
of God are the Source of Unity." glory is his who loves, not his breth"In everyone of the verses the Su- ren only, not even his country, but
preme Pen hath opened Doors of "Glory is his who loves his kind."
Love and Union." "Through the mo- "Blessed is he who loves the world,
tion of the Supreme Pen a new life simply for the sake of the Face of his
of significances is breathed into the Generous Lord."
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"Be attracted to one another, and
be members of each other. Every
soul of the beloved ones must adore
the other." "Gather ye together with
joy and fragrance, then peruse the
Verses of the Merciful, whereby the
doors of Knowledge are opened to
your hearts."
The doors of unity and knowledge,
then, are opened by the Word, and
only thereby. The Word is the One
Source of Unity and the One Point of
Divine Knowledge. The purpose of
the doors is to provide entrance to
that which is otherwise unattainable.

"Spirit and Life"-"the Spirit of Reality and the Water of Life."
The Word is "the Tree of Life that
bringeth forth abundantly the fruits
of God."
"The Sun of Truth is the Word of
God," "Whose goings forth have been
from of old, from everlasting."
"Great is the mystery of Godliness;
God was manifest in the flesh" of the
human embodiment born at Bethlehem, born to be a "Dayspring from on
High," "the Light of the World." But
His goings forth did not end with the
birth at Bethlehem; they "have been
from of old, from everlasting." "And
"ENTER, 0 PEOPLE, BENEATH THE SHELTER OF
THE WORD!the Manifestations of His Beauty will
"Then drink therefrom the Choice be until the interminable end."
Wine of Inner Significances"-"the "Grace and Truth came by Jesus
Choice Wine of Life," the "new life Christ," not to give us a backward
of significances breathed into the glance of bereavement because One
came who would not come again, but
body of words."
to teach us, as St. Paul said, to be
WAKE UP, AND HEAR THE WORD, THE VOICE
OF GOD!
"looking for that blessed hope, the
"Hearken to the melodies of the glorious appearing of the Great God
Spirit with all thy heart and soul!" ('the Mighty God, the Everlasting
"Torrents of spiritual teachings have Father') and our Savior Jesus
descended from His Holy Lips, that Christ."
we may hear with the ears of our
"The heavens (of religions) declare
spirit"-hearken with the inner ear the Glory of God ('the Great God,'
to His Melody."
'the Mighty God, the Everlasting
COl'-~SlDER WHAT THE WORD OF GOD IS!
Father'). In them (in each heaven)
"In the beginning was the Word, hath He set a Tabernacle for the Sun
and the Word was with God, and the (of Truth), which is as a Bridegroom.
Word was God ... The Word was made His going forth is from the end of
flesh and dwelt among us"-"God heaven (from that period of time
with us." "Verily a Word hath gone when the Sun of the preceding Disforth in favor from the Most Great pensational Day is darkened and the
Tablet, and God has adorned it with Moon does not give light and the stars
the mantle of Himself and made it have fallen from heaven, when 'darkSovereign over all in the earth and a ness shall cover the earth and
Sign of His Grandeur and Omnipo- gross darkness the people,' when the
tence among the creatures . . . Verily 'heaven shall have waxed old as doth
He (the Word) is the Remembrance a garment and as a vesture shall be
of God amongst you, and His Trust folded up and changed' into 'a new
within you, and His Manifestation un- heaven')-His going forth is from
to you, and His Appearance among the end of heaven, and His circuit
the servants who are nigh."
(His cycle) is unto the end." (His
"Truth is the Word of God." "Sanc- Dispensation lasts until another petify them through Thy Truth; Thy riod of "gross darkness" and the time
Word is Truth." The Word is "The for another "going forth" of the Sun
Way, The Truth and The Life," is of Truth.).
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The Word made flesh-the Son of Great God," "the Mighty God,"
Man-is the Tabernacle for this Sun "the Everlasting Father") is Judge
of 'Truth; and the Word goes forth- Himself." "Behold, the Tabernacle
there is a "dayspring from on high"- of God ('the Lord God is a Sun I')
everyone thousand years, more or is with men, and He will dwell with
less. St. Peter said "The Day of the them and they shall be His people,
Lord is as (that is, about) a thousand and God Himself shall be with them
and be their God."
years."
The Word is One, but the Manifes- CONSIDER THE VALUE AND IMPORTANCE OF THE
WORD.
tations of the Word in the flesh, "the
"Consider how great is the value
goings forth" and the "circuits" of
the Sun, its dawnings and darkenings, and how paramount the importance
are many. A Tabernacle for the Sun of the verses in which God hath comof Truth is set in the heaven of each pleted His perfect argument, consummate proof, dominant power and peneDispensational Day of the Lord.
When the Word "goes forth", "the trating will. In the declaration of His
world is renewed, the Rivers of Life Proof that King of Unity hath not
flow, the Seas of Beneficence move, conjoined anything with them, for
the Clouds of Grace gather, and the among proofs and evidences Verses
Breezes of Bounty blow upon the tem- are like unto the sun, while all others
ples of beings. Through the heat of are as stars. To the people they are
these Divine Suns and Ideal Fires the everlasting proof, fixed argument, and
heat of the Love of God is produced in shining light from the presence of
the pillars of the world, and through that Ideal King. No excellence equals
the favor of these abstracted Spirits them and nothing precedes them.
the immortal spirit of Life is conferr- They are the Treasury of the Divine
ed upon the bodies of the mortal Pearls and the Depository of the
dead."
Mysteries of Unity. They are the
"Unto you that fear My Name shall strong thread, the firm rope, the most
the Sun of Righteousness arise with secure handle, and the inextinguishhealing in His beams"; and "more- able Light. Through them flows the
over, the light of the Moon shall be River of the Divine Knowledges and
as the light of the Sun and the light bursts the Fire of the consummate
of the Sun shall be sevenfold as the Wisdom of the Eternal."
light of seven days, in the Day that
"The Word of God is the storehouse
the Lord bindeth up the breach of of all good, all power, and all wisdom.
His people. and healeth the stroke of The illiterate fishermen and savage
their wound."
Arabs were thereby enabled to solve
"In the primary sense, 'Sun,' such problems as were puzzles to emi'Moon,' and 'Stars' signify the Pro- nent learned men in all the ages. It
phets, the saints and their com- awakens within us that brilliant inpanions." For example, Jesus, His tuition which makes us independent
Disciples, and the faithful followers. of all tuition and endows us with an
In this Day of the realization of all-embracing power of spiritual un"that blessed hope", "the Sun of derstanding.
Righteousness" has arisen in seven"Many a soul in the ark of philofold splendor, accompanied by the sophy, after fruitless struggles, was
Sunlike Moon, "the Rig h t e 0 u s drowned in the sea of conflicting
Branch," the "One like unto the theories of Cause and Effect, while
Son of Man," reflecting the light of those on board the craft of simplicity
the Sun; "and the heavens declare reached the shore of the Universal
His Righteousness, for God ("the Cause by the aid of favorable winds
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blowing from the Point of Divine
Knowledge.
"When man is associated with that
transcendent power emanating from
the Word of God, the tree of his being becomes so well rooted in the soil
of assurance that it laughs at the
violent hurricanes of skepticism
which attempt its eradication. For
this association of the part with the
Whole endows him with the Whole,
and this unison of the particular with
the Universal makes him all in all."

*

ENTER BENEATH THE SHELTER OF THE WORD:
READ, PONDER, PRACTICE.

(1) Read the word repeatedly,
"with the utmost attention." "If
thou shouldst succeed in receiving
the Tablet of God and His Trace,
Read it time after time!"
(2) Ponder over what is perused:
"Ponder carefully over the explanations, that the refreshing breeze of
Knowledge may blow from the City
of the Merciful (the Book of God)
and cause the soul to reach the Garden of Wisdom, through the beautiful Utterance of the Beloved One."
"Ponder over that which has been
caused to descend from the Heaven
of the Will of your Lord, the Merciful,
that ye may know what we have desired in the depth of the Verses."
"Through pondering man enters into
the very Kingdom of God, comprehends the allegories of the Bibles, the
mysteries of the Spirit, and discovers
the hidden secrets of the Kingdom."
(3) Put Precepts and principles
into practice: "Chant (read or recite)
the Words of God, and, pondering
over their meaning, transform them
into actions!" "The benefit of the
utterance of the Merciful One goes
to those who practice." "The beloved
of God are those in whom the Word
of God taketh effect." "If ye love Me,
ye will keep My Commandments."
READ

THE WORD WITH

UNDERSTANDING.

"The purpose of reading the Books

and reciting the Epistles is to penetrate the significances and to reach
the summits of their mysteries
otherwise, reading without understanding is of no great bE:,nefit."
THE REQUIREMENTS FOR UNDERSTANDING THE
WORD OF GOD.

"Understanding the Divine Words
and comprehension of the Utterances
of the Ideal Doves have no connection with outward learning, but depend upon Purity of Heart, chastity
of soul, and freedom of spirit."
(1) Purity of heart-the first requirement for understanding: "0 son
of Spirit! The first counsel is this:
Possess a pure, a good, a radiant
heart." "When a seeker intends to
turn the step of search and journeying into the Path of Knowledge of the
King of Pre-existence, he must first
cleanse and purify his heart." "A
pure heart is like unto a mirror. Purify it with the polish of love, and
severance from all else save God."
"The pure heart is the selfless heart."
"Enkindle a fire with the love of the
Beloved One ('the Manifestation of
the Self of God') and consume all
possessions (self) "-consume the satanic self, disregard its will that self
may die and the Self of God live in
the heart. St. Paul speaks of "dying
daily", beseeching the brethren to
"present their bodies, a living sacrifice." Baha'u'IHih says the lover "at
every moment freely gives a hundred
lives in the Path of the Beloved, and
at every step throws a thousand
heads at the feet of the Friend."
Only the sincere lovers of the Manifestation of the Self of God can attain to that selflessness which signifies purity of heart. "Blessed are the
pure in heart for they shall see God,"
they shall "receive the light of Assurance, and perceive the Glory of
God."
(2) Chastity of Soul-The second
requirement for understanding; "0
son of Being! Thy heart is My home:
purify it, sanctify it, for My descent."
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When the heart becomes purifiedselfless-"empty, swept and garnished" for the Manifestation of the Self
of God-the soul's Eternal Beloved
One descends and is established upon
the throne of the heart and soul.
Then-faithfulness, loyalty, devotion,
adoration before the Face of that Beloved One, this is chastity of soul."
(3) Freedom of spirit-the third
requirement for understanding:
When the heart is pure and chastity
of soul is realized, when we "break
the cage of body and desire and become attached to the spirit of the people of immortality," the heart and
soul become spiritual, are "freed from
the world of water and clay, and soar
up in the Apex of the Merciful and
rest with a spirit of severance." And
this is "freedom of spirit:" Freedom
from self and selves, from thoughts
and things, from phantasmal forms
and spectral images, from prejudice,
superstition, imagination, imitation,in
short, "severance from all else save
God"- "complete severance from
all that is in the heavens and earth."
"0 friends! The heart is a store of
Divine Mysteries; make it not a receptacle for mortal thoughts, and
consume not the capital of the precious life by occupying thyself with
this evanescent world. Thou art of
the world of Holiness; attach not thy
heart unto the earth. Thou art a
denizen of the Court of Nearness;
choose not an earthly home."
"Purity of heart, chastity of soul,
and freedom of spirit"-these are the
"Lofty Qualities" required for understanding the Word of God; and the
counsel to possess them is given time,
after time in the Holy Utterances.
How can we acquire these "lofty
qualities?" Answer: "All the good
names and lofty qualities are of the
Word. The Word is the Fire of God,
which, glowing in the hearts of
people burns away all things that are
not of God." Therefore,
Read, Ponder, Practice! Obedience

is the price of knowledge. "If any
man will do His Will he shall Know!"
"If ye continue in My Word, ye shall
Know the Truth (Truth is the Word
of God), and the Truth shall make
you free."
"Whoso looketh into the Perfect
Law of Liberty and continueth therein, he being not a forgetful hearer,
but a doer of the work, this man shall
be blessed in his deed." "Blessed are
they which do hunger and thirst after
righteousness; for they shall be filled." "The first thing to do is to acquire a thirst for spirituality-then
live the life! Live the Life! Live the
Life! The way to acquire this thirst
is to ponder upon the future lifestudy the holy Words, read your
Bible, read the Holy Books, especially
study the utterances of Baha.'u'lhih.
Prayer and pondering-take much
time for these two. Then will you
know this Great Thirst, and Then
only can you begin to live the Life!"

*

Notice that we are counseled to
possess the three requirements for
understanding in the first Hidden
Word: "0 son of Spirit! The first
counsel is this: Possess a Pure, a
Good, a Radiant Heart."
(1) "Possess a pure heart." This
of course, means "Purity of Heart."
(2) "Possess a good heart." Jesus
said: "There is none good but One,
that is God." Therefore a "good
heart" is a heart in which God is enthroned as the One "loved above all
that is." And this means "chastity of
soul."
(3) "Possess a radiant heart." When
we "enkindle in the heart a fire with
the love of the Beloved One," we "consume all possessions (self) ," and "the
lights of the splendor of the King of
Oneness are established upon the
throne of the heart and soul," the
spirit becomes freed from all "the
veils of the satanic ego," and the
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"light of God becomes manifest in all
the parts and members" of the human
temple, "the whole body is filled with
light," "the pillars of the house are
all illuminated and radiative through
His light." All this is involved in the
radiant heart of the freed spirit.
Detachment from self, attachment
to the sanctified Self of God, dwelling
upon the plane of Holiness in complete
severance from all else save Himthis means purity of heart, chastity
of soul, freedom of spirit.
TO RECAPITULATE AND CONCLUDE:

If we would "enter beneath the
shelter of the Word," would "penetrate the significances" - would
"drink the Choice Wine of Inner
Significances"-we must be severed
from the satanic self with all its preference, prejudice, possessions-"break
the cage of body and desire and be
attached to the spirit of the people of
immortality;" we must, with a pure
heart, chaste soul and freed spirit,
with the utmost attention, read and
recite repeatedly the Word of God,
and carefully and prayerfully ponder
over its meanings until they are transformed into actions indicating a living faith, into deeds and efforts manifesting the utmost degree of devotion.
With hearts aflame with love fOT the
Manifested Word of God, let us enkindle in the heart "the lamp of
Search, Effort, Longing-F e r v 0 r,
Love, Rapture-Attraction, Devotion,
and Adoration"-that "the breeze of
love" (the Love of God, 'the breath
of the Holy Spirit') may "blow forth
from the direction of Unity"-that
the Doors of Unity and Knowledge
may be opened for our entrance-that
we may be ushered into "the Tabernacles of His Nearness and the Temples of His Love"-that He may "then
unfold to us that which is concealed
from the sight of His servants and

that which is veiled from the knowledge of His creatures."
"0 son of man! If thou run through
all immensity and speed through the
space of Heaven, thou shalt find no
rest save in obedience to Our Command, and in devotion before Our
Face."
Obedience and Devotion! The devotee attains to Divine Unity, the
Doer enters the doors of Divine
Knowledge.
"If thou art a man of prayer and
supplication, fly on the wings of
saintly effort, so that thou mayest see
the mysteries of the Friend and attain to the Lights of the Beloved."
"Spiritual stations are attained
through prayer." "A servant always
draws near unto Me with prayers."
"At dawn he should be engaged in
commemorations, seeking for that Beloved One with the utmost earnestness and power." "An effort is needed that we may exert ourselves in
search for Him, and an endeavor that
we may taste of the honey of Union
with Him."
"Now what will your efforts show
forth from the degrees of devotion ?"
How often will we read? How long
will we ponder? How much will we
practice?
"Now what will your efforts show
forth from the degrees of devotion ?"
Once more ("Time after Time !") :
With rapt attention and the nine degrees of devotion, let us repeatedly
read and recite, carefully and prayerfully ponder, and, with heart and soul,
aspire to perfectly practice the Word
of God-that we may possess Purity
of Heart, Chastity of Soul, and Freedom of Spirit, the Lofty Qualities
required for understanding the Word.
Thus may we "Enter Beneath the
Shelter of the Word, and Drink Therefrom the Choice Wine of Inner Significances."
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MR. TSUNEO MA TSUDAIRA-A TRUE
AMBASSADOR OF PEACE
The retiring Japaneu Ambassador to the United States, Mr. Tsuneo Matsudaira, declared
in his speech before the Pan Pacific Club in Tobo recently that the future peace of the
world depended on rational thinl{ing and not sentimentality. Whw Mr. Matsudaira arrived
in Washington three years ago as Ambassador to the U. S., almost his first words were, "We
must not only thin~ and tall{ peace; we must worl{ for peace." This spiritually illumined
Diplomat is always in the front ranl{s himself wor~ing for peace, and those who ~now him
feel the sincerity of his peace-loving heart. He is leaving Japan shortly to fill the high office
of Ambassador to the Court of St. James where he will undoubtedly add to his fame as a
true Ambassador of Peace. His recent speech at TolZYo follows:-Editor.

"SHORTLY BEFORE my departure for Washington three years ago
I called on the late Ambassador Bancroft, for whom I entertained sincere
and deep respect. The Ambassador
at that time said to me, 'You are
going to stop at Honolulu; I hope you
will find time to visit one of the public
schools, for I know you will see something instructive there.'
"On the evening our steamer
arrived at Honolulu I was privileged
to spend a few pleasant hours under
the hospitable roof of Governor Farrington's mansion, and I took the
occasion to tell him what Ambassador
Bancroft told me. The following
morning the Governor himself took
me to one of the larger public schools
of the city, and the moment we entered its premises I knew what Ambassador Bancroft meant.
"There I saw pupils of all races
mingling freely, apparently with no
consciousness of racial distinction.
There were Anglo-Saxons and Scandinavians, Latins and Japanese, Russians and Chinese, Mexicans and Filipinos, practically all races were represented there. The sight that greeted our eyes was much more than
picturesque, colorful, and beautiful.
It was indeed inspiring to see the
children of diverse racial orgins utterly unconscious of racial feeling and
joining in play and frolic in the
spacious compounds of the school.
They were happy, harmonious, joyful and contented. As the recess hour

came to an end, a teacher went up
the balcony and pressed what appeared to be a button. The bell rang. It
was a signal for attention. Instantly
as if by magic, the play ceased and
silence replaced the laughter and the
chatting which had animated the
scene. The children formed lines and
demonstrated several movements with
wonderful discipline and perfect harmony, simply by the sound of bells.
"I have told you of this little story
because I believe that the educational
experiment there should furnish food
for reflection for all of us who are
interested in international harmony
and understanding. The essence of
peace lies in sympathetic understanding, and no two men can understand
each other unless each divests himself of prejudice and makes honest
efforts to know the other.
"There is a great deal of truth in
the oft-quoted remark of a famous
English writer, who told his friend
that he hated a certain man. 'Do you
know the man?' asked his friend. 'No'
replied the English writer. 'If I knew
him I would not hate him.'
"In the public schools of Hawaii the
children of all races are taught to
forget racial distinction and to attain
a community of feeling, ideas and
ideals. That is a great and noble
undertaking, the principle of which
might well be applied to the more
complex relations among nations.
"I know full well that international
relations are not so simple as those
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among school children of diverse of war an essential factor is symparaces, because each nation has its own thetic understanding among the nainterests which may run counter to tions. Unless the nations understand
the interests of others. But it is each other anti-war agreements, howequally true that in many cases con- ever well meaning, may not in themflict of interests is either exaggerated selves be a sufficient guaranty of
or imaginary.
permanent peace. Without real under"The essential thing in the promo- standing true friendship is impossible,
tion of international harmony is the and without true friendship among
will to forget prejudice and to under- the Powers international peace, solid
stand each other on the part of all and lasting, cannot be established.
nations. Viewed in this light such
"It goes without saying that interorganizations as the Pan-Pacific Club national understanding cannot be real
has a great purpose to serve, and a unless it is based upon rational thinknoble end to advance, because its ob- ing and unbiased knowledge, and not
ject is to create intelligent and sym- upon mawkish sentimentality. Viewed
pathetic understanding among the in this light, any enterprise whose
countries bordering on the Pacific.
purpose is to promote international
"It is a matter of which we may be knowledge, scientific, political, or
proud that of late the problem of social, should be fostered and enuniversal peace is receiving more and couraged.
more attention by the powers in the
"It is for this purpose, I take it,
world. It would be superfluous to that the Pan-Pacific Union is organenumerate all signs of this new ten- ized. It has promoted many interdency, but I am tempted to mention national conferences in order to facilione of the more important evidences, tate the exchange of knowledge
namely, the proposed treaty putting among the countries bordering upon
an end to war as a national policy. the Pacific Ocean. This summer a
We are happy to observe that vir- women's international conference untually all the nations, to which the der the auspices of the union met at
treaty has been presented for con- Honolulu. Year after year a confersideration, have signified their inten- ence of one sort or another is called
tion of endorsing it. There is every by the Union. A few years ago
indication that the treaty will, in due another organization, the Institute of
course of time, become an accomplish- Pacific Relations, with its headquared fact, and that the outlawry of war, ters also in Honolulu, entered the field
long the vision of the sage and the with a similar object. The establishhope of the Prophet, will be lifted ment of such organizations and their
from the realm of imagination and
transported to the sphere of reality. various undertakings cannot fail to
Such treaties may not make war en- promote rational and enlightened
tirely a thing of the past, but there understanding among the countries
is not the slightest doubt that they concerned, and thus materially conare a great stride toward the goal tribute toward the peace of the Pacific
they have in view.
and of the world."-(Reprinted from
"In the attainment of the outlawry "The Japan Advertiser", Tokyo).
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spiritual vision 1:md behold it. All sou.ls have capaeity for enkindlenle~lt by the Spirit, and as we lL-'l2y all be assisted by Its Divine Power,
v!e must will to receive it. "._' Abdu'l-BciJ~a.

BEAUTY AND PERFECTION sur~
ronnd us at an tiInes, but become
manifest only UpCl1 occasion and in
respCi.1se to the fulfillrnent of certain
conditions.
Journeying home from Green .A.ere
(Eliot, Maine) by automobile, I
stopped for a brief rest at a wayside
ga,s-statioi'l in an out-of-the-way sectiOYl of Nsw Jersey. The immediate
enviromnent was humble, lac1dng in
refmement and beauty. But suddenly,
as I sat on the porch, I heard exql1jsite music-a ceHo vvith piano accompal'lirnent playing Liszt's "Liebest:ralill1~~'
It W2"S of COLlrSe CL Tadio
v7hicll thus ri1.9.de l}Ossible Et half 110ur
of V/611-I'211d2l"Gd classical ch.::nnber
r11ilsic in the illidst of a sOi~evvlla,t
tavld~JT setting.
Reflect 1J}Jorl t11is rniracle-for it is
not}-~iI1g sllort of et Iniracle.
Fr0111
S01118';vhers "Ll11kYiO,V11 was being COl1veyeCl to 2.1'2e TI1UiJic of great beauty.
I did 110t see tIle l)eriorrflsl's, did 110t
lr::ll0'll at first ",7110 the~l Vlere,. 01" \Vh2re
they were. Nor was it DseeSEl21TY for
1118 to 116.,v8 Etll? SL~':311 iTlforr~atiorl i~1

orde:' to e:lj 0)7 the beauty of SOUI1c1
l"eaching E'.Y e9XS. I dicll1o'c need even
to understE11ct the E'[lec11a11isD.l of t118
i:rlS-GEurl18Dt 'I'\Thicll ~Jil2~S lYl31~irlg tllis en...
j o37rl~e11t possible; nor could I u:nderstalld, (I vVOlldeY if ftl\Y 0118 really does
l111derstE':'11Cl), that pecpIi3T n9"tUY8 of

t118 atrl1ospl'1e:r8 by vvhicl'1 it call be
ch.2,rged for ilnnlellse distances vlith

vibrations not in themselves sound,
but cre::"ting sounds when meeting
with the right conditions. If these
radio-vib:ratioEs can travel a thousand
mileS in on8 direction, it st;:u1ds to
re9,son they are traveling in every
lateral direction for the radius of some
thousand miles. This means that the
air above us, to what height we do
not know, is charged, not only with
infinite number of vibrations of the
vrave-18ngths whose reception vie [lxe
listening' to, but with as many other
w~we-Iengths as the present art of
8E1issioll rnakes fe2,sibI8.
Lit6rally, there is music in the air.
Invisible, i11audible,~th_at beatlty yet
awaits OUY lis~~eEillg rnood and power
of reception, once we fnlnE the necesSo)I'Y
C011ditiol"J.s. il.CTOSS immellse
space conles this bit of joy to us.
A.ne. yet, however intimatelY it seems
Il1ade foy' our espedalenjoyment, it
h2',s within it.self the infinite power of
equal EI:.j :Jyrr~.e:n.t-peI'sona15 i11tirnate, privileged-to as many millio~as of' people as desire to fultHl t11e
IleceS8f~rJT C011ditiol1S of receptio11c
I~T

E"1lEi,J IJ.lore illfillite alld n1YS-

te:<"lct.1s a way does the st:n er.lit its

vV2:.l':rnth al1Cl ligllt for our cOIIlfort, e11jOYl1'lent, and sustenance. Hoyv is it
possible that the sun, (v/ith perhaps,
as moderll science inclines to believe,
undiminished energy) pours out from
itself across rnillio11S EH1d ll1illiol1S of
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miles of space that special ray which itself of its power of receptivity.
so intimately greets us, cheers us, and Think of the immense stores of Riches
warms us. We, in accepting the joy, going to waste, while man keeps himthe comfort, the health-giving quali- self poor, through not utilizing the
ties of these rays, are by no means opportunities, the gifts, of the Spirit!
diminishing for any existing being the This is a cosmic tragedy ! It is for
possibility of deriving equal benefit this, and for naught else, that "the
dwellers in the pavilion of glory and
from that celestial benefactor.
Most marvelous of all, is the fact the celestial concourse bewail and lathat the sun's heat and light do not ment."
Just as the purpose of the sun is
travel across the vast interplanetary
space in the form of heat and light. to bestow life-giving warmth and ilThere, in the upper ether, all is dark lumination to planetary inhabitantsand cold~more than three hundred so the purpose of the Divine Essence
degrees below zero, the scientists tell is to bestow the means of spiritual life
us. It is only when the hidden vibra- and growth upon all souls. "And My
tions from the sun strike the atmos- purpose in all this was that thou
phere of our planet that they become m.ayst attain My everlasting domintransformed into light and heat. So, ion and become worthy of My unseen
anywhere within the limits of our bestowals."
solar system, any planetary mass
IT IS NOT at all necessary that
which fulfilled the right conditions
could derive equal benefit of heat and man should understand the nature of
light from our mysterious solar lu- God, in order to receive His blessings,
any more than man needs first to unminary.
derstand the secret power of the sun
LET US apply this analogy to that before enjoying its benefactions. In
contact between humanity and God fact, it is not possible fOT ma.n, the
which we understand to be due to the finite, to undeTstancl the nature of
action of the Holy Spirit. From some God, the Infinite. All speculation as
Source hidden, infinite, there reaches to the nature of His Essence is not
across space to us an infinite power of only misplaced energy, but is to a certenderness, care, of upliftment, en- tain degree a form of blasphemy.
Just as one must 10vve1' the eye from
couragement, and guidance. From
before
the august power of our planettime to time, out of that vast mystery,
ary luminary, so one must humble
the Cosmos, comes the voice of an
one's spirit in approaching the conAnnouncer who tells us of the Procept of Deity. Not in a spirit of ingram and of the Distant Player. This tellectual arrogance, of attempted
Performer, Whose music is Infinity, philosophic analysis, but in the modwe may never behold-any more than est spirit of the needy who ask for
in person Vile could approach the Sun help, of the thirsty who crave Iifeand exist upon it. But the Infinite g'iving water, of the lover who dies for
Music of God reaches us in its own want of the beauty and joy of his
mysterious vvay. Out from that Cen- beloved,-thus should man, with his
tral Source emanate vibrations which heart and not with his mind, approach
when reaching human hearts become the Infinite to partake of its Beauty,
transformed into courage, faith, love, its Life. Not the intellect, but the
unselfishness, illumination, radiance.
soul, is the receiving instrument for
It is a pity-when the Cosmos is the emanations, the vibrations, of the
so charged with this Infinity of Spirit Spirit.
-that humanity does not more avail
Better by far it were that man
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should busy himself with the science
of Spirit, than with the science of Matter. Better to do without radio music,
cheering though that be, than to deprive ourselves of the Infinite bestowals. "Heedless thou didst remain, ::md
vvhen attaining maturity, thou didst
neglect all My bounties."
The very wealth and profusion of
man's discovery of hidden resources
of nature today tel1ds to make him
heedless of the values and mysteries
of the spirit.
The shepherds of ancient Palestine,
primitive thoui','h their modes of living were-perhaps for the very reason
that nothing existed between them
and the stars-learned marvellously
to conceive the universe in terms of
God. Not that we should go back to
the simplicity of living of that patriarchal age, but that we should above
all things maintain in the midst of
the modern richness of environment,
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that humility and simplicity which
enables man to be a receiving station
for the divine emanations.
The point is that it is not at all
necessary that modern inventions
should blind man to the realities of
the spirit.
This increased beauty
and possibility of joy and comfort
which has come into our lives throEgh
the blessings of modern science
should by no means wean us from
the Divine Source of all blessing, but
rather heighten our perception, our
realization of that Mysterious Power
which underlies and upholds all existence.
1he very fineness, delicacy and
resoluteness of man's analysis and
conquest of the forces of nature may,
let us hope, become a step toward
discoveries in the worlds of the spirit,
discoveries most potent in value for
enhancing the stability, the harmony,
the joy of living.

EACH HOUR IS YOURS

The days of life are passing swiftly by,
Ne'el' to return.
Each hour is yours to do with as you choose,
To spend in pleasure and in idle talk,
Or you can be constructive in your thought,
vVith no l..mdue concern.
Or you can w20tch the moments as they fly,
With head bent low,
And think of all the things you might have done,
If you had but a chance as others had,
Forgetting th3/[ he reaps well who takes due thought
What he should sow.
Or you can each day conquer, step by step,
The inward strife,
Perform each duty well that lies at hand;
Climb higher from the seme world to the soul,
And learn the lessons \vell the Master taughtTo li'ue tlf.;6 l'~(e.
-Ruth Ellis Mojjett
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PRESIDENT THOMAS MASAR YK
MARTHA L. ROOT

NE thinks of President Thomas
Masaryk founder and
first President of the Republic of
Czechoslovakia, as an humanitarian
with some qualities like Tolstoi's, as a
psychologist of peace with some traits
like Woodrow Wilson's, as an analiser
of the motives of men not unlike
Shakespeare. Americans always think
of him as the George Washington of
Czechoslovakia, and all countries
think of him as one of the greatest
living figures that have come out of
the world war period. He is a constructive builder for a better civilization and he has based every effort of
his life on a spiritual, liberal foundation. He was a Professor, and how
great a Professor is proved by the
youth who, fired by his inspiration,
have become moulders of thought and
action in Europe today. However, his
being a Professor is like a by-product
of his life, if one may be permitted
this expression, for he was born into
this world to be a statesman!
This Prague Professor, a man over
sixty years of age when the world
war broke out, saw the opportunity to
bring again to spiritual and democratic unity his people, held back by
three thousand years of servitude.
He comes from Slovakia, from the
race of Jan Hus and Com.enius, and
always the gleam of those great Czech
idealists is lighting the hearts of their
people. Professor Masaryk held the
vision of his illustrious countryman,
Comenius, who had said; "1, too, believe before God, that when the
storms of wrath have passed, to thee
shall return the rule over thine own
things, 0 Czech people!"
It is an event in one's life to meet
President Masaryk. The writer had
that great bounty on March twentieth,
1928. Waiting in the President's

O Garrigue

home, the historic and magnificent
Hrad Castle, the crowning triumph of
Prague where many kings have ruled
in past centuries, she was in the Secretary's office a few moments until
exactly the appointed hour eleven
0' clock.
The capable Secretary said
to her; "Tell him about these Principles of Baha'u'Ihih for world peace.
He doesn't wish an interview, but he
will talk with you."
This kind and very efficient Secretary, Mr. Vasi! K. Skrach, went
down with the writer to the doors of
the President's Library. In that little
journey through one of the greatest
palaces in Europe-with only six hundred rooms I-perhaps both were
thinking of the tumultuously dangerous, yet fearless and noble life of
this remarkable and spiritual diplomat of Europe. "0 God, how he has
suffeTed to bring this work to fruition!" was the writer's thought. How
little the externals mean to him!
He has come up through poverty,
he is a liberal given; he belongs
to that small group (in words he once
used) with clear heads, knowledge,
firm wills, fearlessness of death
which give giant strength. Swiftly the
visitor recalled in succession many
incidents of this man she was so soon
to meet. She remembered that his
wife had been American, Charlotte
Garrigue, and how tenderly he had
written of her birthday, 1918: "By
a happy chance I sailed for home on
my wife's birthday. My daughter
Dlga and I kept it quietly amid roses
as ever, and men'lories-l1o, not mremories, for the thoughts and feelings of
two souls which, despite distance,
cleave to each other, are something
more than a memory." How beautiful that this beloved wife lived long
enough to see her husband's success,
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The g1"eat Castle ~uith the church in the cent1'e is the "White House" of Czechothis is the Tesiclence of President Th01;w.s GCC1'Tigue Mascu1'yk . .

E:l:J'vuicia, faT

to see the Czechoslovak Republic
fcml;/ est'?,blishsd, thoc,gh she passed
on so very S0011 after! She endured
persecEtions with a fine heroism during the time her husband was in exile
with a high price pl&ced on his he2cd.
The enemies in derision sent he:;.' Et
coffin for a presellt. His dear
daughter, Dr. Alice M9.saryl~ \vho
lives with him in this beautiful c2see
f~1.Cing the sun and the river fmd the
hills, courageously had gone through
many months of imprisonment while
Czechoslovak was being welded into
a state.
'Ihe writer too, n:membered the
p'reat love President Mas'1ryk had for
his great Minister of Foreig'n Aff8irs,
Dr. Edward Benes, how he had always pr2"ised his vlOrlc, and when the
Czechoslovak Republic gave the President a gift to try to show him just
a little their devoted love and gratitude, he immediately gave a good part
of it to Dr. Benes. This President
has stood not only to make a state,
but to develop it phenomenally in

very short time. All matters are
given consider2.tiol1 by him. Only that
morning the writer h2..d heard of
President Masaryk's love for the Jews
and how he had sent a gift to a new
Jevvish University in eastern Czechoslovalda, sending it not from the
government but from his own private
;c.

pl~rse.

So this is the meal who so graciot;sly had said he would receive the
AE:erican B'Olha'i, the journalist. The
writer and .l'vir. Sh:rach who have come
almost silently through the broad
halls each with his own thoughts of
President Masaryk, shake hands,
smile the friendly smile of two people who mutually admire this great
President, and the doors of the library quietly are swung open for the
announced guest to pass through.
President Masaryk stood in the
centeI' of this library, very tall, very
fine looking dressed in a smart riding suit, he had come in from his
l'Sl,2l morning canter; he shook his
guest's hand firmly and cordially.
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D1". Alice Masa,ryk, dauqhter of PresiMasc~1"yk of the

dent Thorn(Os Gun'igue
Czechoslovak Republic.

Power and dignity, genius, a penetrating mind flashing like a searchlight, and a spirit rare and beautiful,
these are his qualities which shine
out, all unconscious of their shining.
The atmosphere of his room was a
fitting' background for him, though
one hardly took time to notice it.
His Library is one of the finest private libraries in the world, at least
the collection of spiritual books is.
There amid the books were framed
pOItraits of his friends, 'Tolstoi,
Woodrow Wilson, Whitman and
others. Near his desk were the pictures of his wife and children. The
room was redolent with lovely roses
and rare flowering plants, Czechoslovakia had lovingly seen to that.
Some of the white azaleas, blue hydrangas and orchids undoubtedly had
been gifts for his birthday which had
been fittingly celebrated throughout
the Republic on March seventh.
Czechoslovakia may have different
political parties but when it comes to

a President they stand solidly one
party, one vote.
Now this is what occurred: after
President Masaryk had asked the
writer to sit down by one of the
tables" he too seated himself and one
of his first remarks was: "TeH me
about Baha'u'lH'ih's Teachings for
peace. I have read the two books you
sent me and I have talked with Mr.
Benes about these peace principles."
Then later when the conversation
turned to Geneva and the peace work
there, he said: "Geneva is very good,
they are working hard at the League
of Nations, but the League of Na··
tions nlUst be backed by the peoples
of all countries. The diplomats alone
cannot make the peace. It has been
a great thing for diplomats of different countries to meet one another in
Geneva, to talk together and to come
to know one another. Each sees that
the other is a man just like himself."
The President next showed very
closely how the "pockets of the world"
are beginning to speak to make peace
in these days!
The writer asked President Masaryk what he thought was the best
way to promote universal peace and
he replied: "Do what you are doing.
Spread this teaching of humanity and
not wait for the diplomats. It is a
great thing that official people are
beginning to talk about these universal pe2.ce pI'inciples. Take them to
the diplomats, the Peace Societies, the
universities, the schools, the churches,
and also write about them. It is the
people who will bring the universal
peace." He spoke about the "Peace
Society Chelich:y" in Prague, saying
that Peter Chelicky in the fifteenth
century in Bohemia taught against
violence and fighting. The whole Bohemian Brotherhood is the offspring
of Chelicky's doctrine.
As military training is a question
about which hundreds of thousands of
young men are asking, the writer had
been urged to bring this matter to
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President Masaryk, particularly the
cases of a few who had been ordered
to prison. The President replied that
many use the excuse of conscience to
run away and not serve. "They must
behave" he said," and they also must
use discretion and tact in their public
utterances. Often their propaganda
among their followers creates results
which are not peaceful. They are not
killing anybody when they are practicing. Then if war C2,me, the men
who won't touch a rifle would be given
other work as much as possible. We
do not treat the boys badly, we do all
we can to help them, but they must
train, they cannot run away from
duty."
"My view is this: defend yourself,
but do only what is necessary. Take
your hands and throw the knife away,
use it only for defending and not for
violence. I would be a hypocrite to
say I love my enemy. On the whole
I do 110t. If he is a devil, I don't like
him, but I try to be just to him. I
always liked Confucius' saying about
being just to your enemy."
But President Masaryk is an indef2,tigable worker for peace. He believes in educating the world to peace
and that all countries must lay down
arms simultaneously. During a very
recent conference of forn1er soldiers
from three countries in which forty
thousand Czechoslovak Legionaries
2ssisted, the writer, in one of the
Prague papers, has seen his address
to these soldiers. He had said to
them among many other things:
"Peace is the foundation of the Republic and the greatest element in its
consolidation. Our desire for peace
must not and will not be taken as an
indication of weakness and cowardice.
It will rather, be taken as an indication that we understand the new political order that has come into being
in Europe, and that we believe in justice and in the regulation of difficulties by other means than war."
One ought to read President Mas-
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aryk's book, "The Making Of A
State" to understand his careful study
of the causes and results of the great
wmld war, and his views on universal
peace and religion. "The Czech Question" and "Havlicek" are considered
books of gold by the people of Czechoslovakia. In these books is contained
first of all, President Masaryk's religious faith for President Masaryk's
whole life is religious. If one would
read his book "Suicide, An Epidemical
Social Phenomenon of the Modern
World,"
one would see that reli.yion
•
0
IS the key to successful living.
President Masaryk has also been a
world known journalist and he continues to write. It was the high
prices paid for his articles quite as
much as his Professor's salary in
London which helped to support him
and his family while he was working
to make Czechoslovakia into a state.
We spoke that morning of the Muhammadans and the Chinese who
whenever they see a piece of paper
with writing on it, preserve it with
respect, the Muhammadan because he
thinks it might contain an extract
from the "Quran" and many Chinese
because they so admire and adore
learning. President Masaryk said:
"I think that a journalist should endeavor to place on paper such words
as will secure the respect of all who
read them. Besides, a writer does
not write for the present only, 'Littera scripta manet!' "
As the writer is an enthusiastic
Esperal1tist, she asked President
Mnsaryk what he thought of Esperanto as the universal auxiliary language as a way to promote peace. In
his next few remarks she intuitively
felt he was not at all ashamed of the
iInportant role Czechoslovakia is playing in the Esperanto world. He said:
"We have a great many Esperantists
in Czechoslovakia and they have their
own paper. You must meet them. I
have thought a good deal about Esperanto. I doubted whether an arti-
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ficial language can be taken up by a
nation. I often ask myself if Goethe's
"Faust" could be translated into Esperanto, if Shakespeare and Byron
could have written their masterpieces
directly into Esperanto."
The writer replied that Professor
Charles Baudouin of Geneva, poet and
well known man of letters, had said
to her one day: "I find I can write my
poems in Esperanto quite as easily as
in French (his native tongue)." The
President said he was glad to hear
this. She also explained how hundreds of the world's greatest classics
are now translated into this universal
auxiliary language, that this is possible because this new language has
a spirit, the spirit of this new universal epoch.
President Masaryk said: "Probably
if a person knows six or seven languages well, he could learn Esperanto Grammar in six or seven hours."
The writer told him that Tolstoi
learned Esperanto in three hours so
that he could read and write it. (The
guest knew that this President is
one of those wonderful linguists who
knows twenty languages and writes
well in at least a dozen, but he did not
mention that he speaks anything except English!) He said very pleasantly that he would accept Esperanto
if it can help bring better world understanding.
President Masaryk is like the
Scotch who do not say much but who
do things. He and Dr. Benes had
actively helped the "Universal Conference For the Teaching of Peace
Through the Schools," held last year
in Prague. In that Congress Esperanto was made the official language
for translating. Speeches could be
given in any language but the translation was made in only one, Esper-

anto. Or visa versa, if given in Esperanto it was translated into one
language. International Congresses
this year are adopting it. To Prague
belongs the honor of this remarkably
successful experiment.
Again the conversation turned on
Baha'u'llah, His life, His cruel persecutions and long imprisonment for
teaching peace principles which today
are being studied with keen interest.
Glancing up to the picture of Count
Tolstoi, the writer told President
Masaryk that his great friend Tolstoi
had been attracted to the Baha'i
cause though he did not hear of the
Teachings until late in life. When
he did hear, he sent and bought all
the different books of Baha'u'llah
that he could get in English, French,
German and Persian. Later he wrote:
"We spend our lives trying to solve
the riddle of the universe. There was
a Turkish Prisoner, Baha'u'llah, in
'Akka, Palestine, who had the key."
Baha'u'llah's little book, "Seven
Valleys" was spoken of-the journey
of the soul to become free. Professor
Baudouin had said of this little volume, that it shows Baha'u'llah not
only to be a great world teacher of
peace, but to have been one of the
greatest poets who ever lived. The
President said he would be glad to
read this book.
The hour with President Masaryk,
like all mountain-top moments passed
very swiftly. When he shook hands
with his guest as she was leaving,
he said: "I wish you every success
in your work!" and the beautiful audience with him was the magic wand
that made the wish come true. For
when an earnest worker is received
by President Thomas Garrigue Masaryk of the Czechoslovak Republic,
success in that country does come!
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\VONDER-vVORKING RAYS

"The Divine Reality is far removed from man. It is 9>bsolutely remote and independent in its essence; beyond the comprehension of man. abstract, limitless, impersonal.
"Man is limited, weak, incapable, poverty-stricken and helpless. The Divine Reality represents the power absolute, capacity for all thing's, fulfillment of all the aeeds of man.
"The Divine Reality is to man what the sun is to the earth.
The sun is life, radiance, heat, energy, power. The earth is
dead, inert, helpless, incapable of initiative or change. It is
IJoor, cold and without resources.
"The sun in its remoteness could never reach the earth, and
the earth-wretched, inefficient clod-could never attain to
the glory and splendor of the sun. In ordeI' that one may
reach the other, that life and fragrance may come to the helpless ball floating 2Jone in diE1 space, there must be an intermediary. In some way the radiant, life-giving power of the sun
must be brought to the sodden earth, and this becomes possible
through the media of light and heat. Through their means
the glory of the distmlt luminary is transmitted to the dark
ball of earth, and instantly it becomes the home of fragrance
and blooming life. The glory of the great source of light
touches this dim planet and banishes death and darkness.
"As there must be an intermediary to transri'1it to the earth
the life-giving pOYV-81' of the sen, so there must be an intermediary to bring God to man, and this is found through the
ever-present power of the Holy Spirit. As the media of light
and heat carry fragrance to the earth, so the intermediary of
the Holy Spirit brings to man warmth, perfection and inspiration.
"The wonder-working rays of the radiant sun fall upon the
dull earth, carrying there richness and glory. The earth alone
is but a senseless clod; touched by the sun, it becomes life,
energy, bv.dding and blooming wealth.
"'So the Holy Spirit touching the heart of man wakens him
to eternal Efe. Like the sun to earth, it brings to man warmth,
eneI'gy :md perfection. It gives him all possibilities. The
cause of life widens before his eyes, eternity opens to him and
becolnes his, he :no lo11g~er ID20Tvs feEr, for the vvealtll of God is
his and every moment is his inviolable possession. Limitations
disappear, and as he becomes more and more sensitive to the
teachings of the Holy Spirit all things Exe his own.
""The e8xth alone without the sun is the habitation of
death, and would remain fo!'evel' h1 its frozen clasp were it not
rOl" t~he interTl1ediaE'Y or lig'ht 2nd l1eat stirring its inert mass
2~11d tT&trlsfcrr.Ting 111tO buddi:ng e11erg;;7 alld accol11plishlnel1t all
its ren811ent h!:1rdness.
"So~ without the intermedi?xy of the Holy Spirit m2m would
remain dull, helpless and deprived of all attaimnents. But
'couched by that Divine Elixir, he becomes tender, loving, reSlJOl1sive and capable of every perfection of life."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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THE PROBLEM OF YOUTH
THE HIGH ",TAY OR THE LOW
ROSA V. WINTERBURN
In this second article by the auth01' dealing with the problems of youth; (the ji1'St,
"The Pr'omise of Y07dh," was published in the September number), Dr. Winterburn
presents some thoughts on the t1"aining of 1nodern youth in spi1'ituality.-Editor.

spirituality of this new age
T HEis old,
yet it is also very new.
There is in it an intimacy of power,
a promise of achievement, a knowledge of Divinity that in earlier ages
has been comprehended by only a
limited number of souls. The bigger
promise of today can be fulfilled because mankind has evolved until it
can bear more than it could even in
the times of Christ. Hence far more
of this spiritual power and understanding is to be granted man in this
era. The Baha'is who are already old
in the faith have become accustomed
to this belief. They may no longer
fully realize, or stop to consider, to
what extent the nature and reality
of the new spirituality is unknown to
the world in genera1. For youth especially it is a new realm. Many
young people have never learned to
understand the old spirituality of the
past ages, and are, of course, still unconscious of the spiritual possibilities
for today.
It is then a new field that we wish
to present to young people, and the
most of us know that it is no superficial matter to present to young people a new subject that we are specially
desirous they shall accept, and do it
in such a way that they are attracted
to it. There are, however, sure ways
of exerting that "magnetic" attraction of which 'Abdu'l-Baha speaks
which surely draws all those who are
spiritually minded. There are doors
of knowledge which we are promised
shall be opened to us; knowledge that
gives surety of step. There is that
"intuition that surpasses all tuition,"
which may be ours through the devel-

opment of our spiritual senses. There
is power, power of word, of thought,
of self-possession, of human guidance.
There are the vast reaches of scientific
development that are being approximated in the material world today,
that with spiritual knowledge shall
be limited only by the confines of the
human world. There is the Spirit
that speaks to the artistic soul in the
beauties of art; to the statesman, in
convincing thought; to the social
worker, in the upliftment and evolution of man. Our whole life is vivified
and assured by knowledge of the
Spirit. There are so many examples
around us in everyday life of the fulfillment of this promise; there are so
many convincing illustrations in the
lives of human beings like Lincoln and
Jane Addams of the transforming
power of the Spirit, that once started
on this line of teaching few young
people can resist its truth and compelling attraction.
Character analysis and self analysis are helpful methods of opening
the eyes to a knowledge of the importance of spiritual guidance. Young
people are joyously eager for the character development that proclaims
power, influence, service, even martyrdom. They dwell on the beauty
of loyalty, justice, self-sacrifice to
duty. Even in the adolescent age
they are still easily swayed by such
beauties of life. They respond readily
and sensibly to a study of how these
traits of character are neither mere
educational reactions to training nor
the result of exercising mental abilities, but that they abide in the superiority of the spirit. They begin to
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dIfferentiate between the mental
traits and those higher spiritual
powers and emotions that are expressed in honesty, loyalty, reverence,
obedience, law-abiding order. They
gladly associate happiness with love,
service, justice. They appreciate the
connection between guidance and
faith, love, and obedience. They see
in simplicity and directness of life a
basis of health, physical, mental, and
spiritual. It is true that seeing is
110t believing, and both together are
not necessarily doing. But we older
ones, too, must have faith, not only
in our God but in our young people.
They know if we have faith in them,
mid they are usually true to it. Such
convictions of life, based not merely
on the assertion of some older thinker
but upon quiet personal reasoning will
not pass out of their lives. With most
of our children these convictions will
grow steadily, or they will reassert
themselves in days of emergency and
trial, provided the teaching of the
truths has been clear and persistent.
The advance to the higher level of
spiritual evolution may come almost
unconsciously, or it may require a period of mental struggle and conviction.
This step to greater heights is the
conscious and willing acceptation of a
divine origin of this nobler life of
man; the realization that man's spirit
is wholly dependent upon the Divine
Spirit. Our highly developed individualism sometimes combats fiercely the
fact that man is not all-sufficient unto
himself. Again the devolpments of
modern science help the mind to grasp
the existence of an Infinite Being
whose immensity can not even be conceived by man. The unsolvab1e facts
of the universe, with its numberless
solar systems and its immeasurable
distances; the mystery of man himself, and of human birth, life, and
death,-all help the earnest teacher to
show sympathetically and convincingly to the majority of young minds
the existence of a power that is
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vaster, more intelligent, and more
commanding than man can ever hope
to be. The marvels of electricity are
a great aid in making understandable
the existence of an unseeable and untouchable spiritual essence that is far
more marve10us and dominant.
Once there has been gained a willing acceptance of the reality of such
a Divine Power, or Essence, all else
seems easy. The succession of the
Manifestations of God take their place
in history as a sensible care for the
education and progress of man.
Surely, as man develops and becomes
more capable, he has need of a new
teacher who will open to him a new
book of knowledge and power. A Divine Being cares for this progress by
a succession of Manifestations who
steadily lead mankind into higher and
higher reaches of life. The spirit,
being man's highest power, is the
means of communication between the
Divine and the human. Young minds
that have already learned and accepted the antiquity of mankind,
know also the persistence of religious
faith. Various as are its forms, its
presence is conterminous with man.
The co-existence of spirituality with
individual and national honor and
progress, and of materiality with individual and national evil-doing and
downfall should be a regular lesson
for young people to consider. Thus
it becomes apparent not only that man
has always needed God, but that
again and again through the ages
some Manifestation of God has
brought a divine message to illumine
man's way to higher progress and
ci viliza tion.
The acceptance of the fact of such
a Manifestation dwelling in human
form, speaking with human tongue,
and externally living a human life is
always difficult; but it becomes somewhat easier when attention is called
to the great variety of powers granted
to different persons. Only a few men
are creative in any line,-music, art,
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poetry, science, invention, human
leadership; they have many followers,
many students who are inspired by
the great teachers, but it is only the
occasional mind that has the profound
insight into his art that makes of him
the real leader. The same is true of
the spiritual power. To only a few is
there granted insight into the divine
knowledge and will, and they are the
Spi1'itual Teachers. Since the spirit
is the highest phase of existence, such
inspired souls are in reality Manifestations of God, for the Spirit of God
speaks directly through them. Man
can not assimilate these spiritual
teachings rapidly. There must be
many followers of these Manifestations, many lesser students and teachers of spiritual truths before the level
of the knowledge brought by every
Manifestation can be grown up to by
the majority of the men to whom the
message was brought. Hence, while
musical leaders may be fairly frequent, divine Manifestations of spirituality come but seldom to the world.
Once real faith in the Divine Being
and in His l\/[anifestatiol1s has been
accepted, there is awakened the insistent demand to know how to learn,
how to act, how to progress by one's
own spirituality. Then must follow
lessons in faith, prayer, and understanding, study of the divine teachings. It is easier today than in all
the past ages to comprehend prayer.
Radio messages, conducted through
the atmosphere, make it easy to
grasp intelligently and scientifically
the possibility of a Divine Essence
surrounding us at all times, and
of man's ability to communicate
with this Essence if he is a
properly attuned instrument. Prayer
takes its place as man's "tuning in"
with the Divine. Answer to prayer
no longer seems a superstition, an impossibility, or an emotional vagary.
It becomes a fact of spiritual science;
and surely the laws of spiritual
science cannot be less exact than

those of material science.
The
reality of intuitional knowledge follows the same line of reasoning; and
as a multiplicity of scientific uses becorn e unquestionable evidence of
physical or material science and its
laws, we reason on out to the superiority of the spiritual science and its
laws, for the Divine Spirit is superior
to and master of the physical forces.
So divine guidance and intuitive
knowledge come to be as easily explainable-or acceptable while still
unexplainable-as radio.
Fortunately for the world's prosperity and happiness all 1)eop1e can
not accept the same teachings in the
same way, nor can they react to the
same methods of instruction. There
are all grades of intelligence because
there are all grades of work and service in the world; and all are needed.
God calls them all to Him. Brilliant
souls, students, investigators, leaders
are comparatively few in numbers.
They must have leisure, or they must
be able somehow to make the time
for their studies and services. They
are the natural teachers and guides
for the many who have a more limited
range of development. There are millions of just ordinary souls, whose
hours are absorbed by the insistent
needs of this material world, working
for themselves, caring for their families, producing goods for consumption
by the many, raising children for the
furtherance of the world.
These many millions are the very
salt of the earth, and they must learn
how to really make "the daily work
an act of worship" to the Lord. They
are the foundation on which the structure of life is built. Their sons and
daughters go on building humanity,
divine or evil. They produce those
who march upward into the ranks of
students and leaders, or sink into degeneracy, or just continue the humble
producers of the world. I am always
deeply concerned for this class, the
honest, earnest workers (material
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workers). Thinking about one of
them, a sincere, lovable, pure-minded
man, whose daily work was twelve
hours long, and whose years of life
passed steadily on with never a layoff or a vacation, I asked the daughter
of 'Abdu'l-Baha what such a man
could do in this new dispensation.
I-Iow could he best "live the life 7"
How could he help build the new era?
Thoughtfully she answered. I can
not give her exact words, but their
substance has never left me. Let him
read every day a few words from the
teachings of ' Abdu'l-Baha or Baha,'u11<ih. Let him learn and use regularly
some daily prayers. Let him live his
life in accordance with these teachings. He will be a servant of God.
The great deserts of our Southwest
in the arid, parching summer heats
are barren stretches of scintillating
sand. But if, in the springtime, abundant, gentle rains have fallen, there
awaken to life among those grains
cf sand myriads of tiny seeds, and
far as the eye can see are glorious
stretches of vivid colored blossoms.
Many of them, picked individually, are
so tiny that they are like a snowflake
on the palm of the hand; but massed
together on the surface of the desert
they tnmsform it to the rarest flower
garden of the world, blossoming for
their own short day and bringing into
existence seeds that in some future
favoY2,ble spl"ingtime shall again make
the desert blossom like the rose.
Such are the great masses of our human workers. Individually, their lives
seem but quickly passing atoms, finger-touches upon the vast stretches
of life; but when all these lives blossom together with some tiny touch
of Divine life and color, the desert
wastes of human sin, vice, ignorance,
selfishness, and crime blossom into a
glorious springtime of God.
Then there are other human beings,
the low, the weak, the morons, the
sub-normals, the defectives. God willing, we of today will diminish greatly
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the crime, poverty, and ignorance of
the world, but these lower grades of
humanity will still exist. Indeed, they
Il1ay be one of the seedbeds out of
which, through passing generations,
there will rise a slightly higher grade
of man. Much of the so-called drudgery of the world is done by this class.
'Ve all know the difference between a
simple-minded worker, a moron, who
is honest, eager to serve, and true
hearted in his efforts and loyalty, and
one of similar mentality who is tricky,
vicious, jealously envious, even criminal. The one has received from some
source at least a dim light of spiritu:::lity; the other is still animalistic.
There are millions of these people,
and their numbers increase relatively
hlOi'e rapidly than those of more
hig'hly developed classes. Without
spiritual guidance they become an
[:Larming menace; with it, they become a needed, helpful group of
brother men and a possible source of
slowly developing evolution. They can
be neglected, scorned, left to get their
teachings from their own weakminded kind, or they can be taught
the simpler processes of religious
faith. Once they are started on the
road to vice and crime it is very difficult to persuade them to leave it;
but if they are early taught to believe
in divine power, they cling to it ten2,ciously. So what now so often becomes a poisoned and dangerous flotsam of life can be infused by Divine
grace with usable life values.
Another of the very important lessons to be learned early in life is that
man is possessed of free will, a power
of deciding life problems for himself.
Of all created beings he alone can
say "I will" and walk the road to glory
and everlasting light; or he can say
"I will not" and go down into eventual
despair and impenetrable darkness.
This gift of free will which man accepts so nonchalantly is his most dangerous possession, as it is also his
greatest happiness. If he under-
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stands its 11se, it can bring him eternal
bliss; if he l-:ses it ignorantly or selfishly' it can bring him measureless
distress. If "the winds of desire and
self prevail" they will exting'uish "the
lights of reason and conscience within
the hearts." "Knowledge is divided
into two kinds :-Divine knowledge
and Satanic Imowledg'8. One appears
from the inspiration of the Ideal
King; the other emanates from the
imaginations of darkened souls. The
teacher of one is the exalted God, and
the teacher of the other is sensual
suggestion. 'The explanation of one
is 'Fear God and God will teach you,'
and the definition of the other is
'knowledge is the greatest veil.' The
fruits of one tree are patience, longing, wisdom, and love; and the fruits

of the other are pride, vain-glory, and
conceit. "--" The only fruit of
this tree is injustice and iniquity, and
it yields no crop but malice and
hatred. Its fruit is deadly poison and
its shadovv is a destructive fire."-"Consequently the breast must be
purified from all that has been heard
and the heart sanctified from all att~chments, so that it may become a
recipient of the invisible inspiration
:c.md a treasury of the mysteries of
Supreme Knowledge," thus speaks
Baha'u'lh1h.
Eventually man must decide for
himself on which road he will travel,
"the high way or the low." He may
have friends, guides, teachers; but he
must say his own "I will," then turn
and keep his face resolutely to the
Light which will never fail him.

CHILorZEN'S PURPOSES AND
EDUCATION
GENEVIEVE L. COY

"There aTe some mothers who have a str-ange, inexpliccLble love for their children.
One may ccdl it the inversion of love. . .. The 1nother'S nnLst not think of themselves,
but a/' the progTeSS of theiT childTen, because ?,lpOn the childTen of today-whether boys
or giTls-depends the 1nould'ing of the ci?Jilization of torn01"TOW."-' Abdu'l-Balui.

HIS past summer at Teacher's ColT
lege, Columbia University, a
Reading Clinic was conducted by the
department of Kindergarten-First
Grade Education. The majority of
the children studied in this clinic were
seven years of age and had been in
the first grade a year, but they had
not learned to read. In comparison
with the average New York City
child of that age they had learned not
more than ten percent of the first
grade reading work. None of the
children were below average in intelligence, and two or three were definitely above average. It was the purpose of the clinic to learn why these
children had not learned what other

children of their age and ability had
learned. We found that many causes
had contributed to the lack of success,
but two causes were outstanding.
One had to do with the fact that these
children had been introduced to the
difficult and complex task of learn·ing to read, when they were not
emotionally and socially ready for it.
The other serious difficulty lay in the
lack of harmonious and helpful emotional adjustment in the home.
These two factors which were hindering the educative process in the
case of learning to read are very important in the whole process of the
development and education of children. To be "ready" to do a thing
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or learn a thing implies a certain
preparation for the activity. Part of
the preparation has to do with externals, with the enviro:nm,ent; part
has to do with the condition within
the child, with his purposing to do
this particular thing. The part which
the teacher can do is simply to help
provide the right type of environment
in which the child's natural purposes
may realize themselves.
It is only within the last ten or
fifteen years that the word "purpose"
has had an important place in the
education of children. 'rhere has been
in the past much talk of learning and
teaching, but when the word purpose
was used, the purpose of the teacher
vvas almost always intended. Now,
howevezo, we are much more concerned
with the purposes that the children
have.
I t has long been realized that the
quality of an adult's work is markedly
affected by his purpose in doing the
work. The man who works to fulfiU a plan of his own making brings
to it much more energy than the one
who, step by step, obeys the orders
Df another. One of the great advantages of a vacation is that it gives one
time to carry out some of one's very
special purposes which so often have
to be put aside while one follows the
important purpose of practicing one's
vocation and earning a living. I remember that when I was eight and
nine years old I was required to help
prepare fruit for canning. It was a
most distasteful task, for it seemed
to me very monotonous and it also
interferred with my own plans. Now
one of the most cherished purposes
of my vacation is to spend two or
three hours wandering through the
:fields, picking wild blackberries, and
then to come home to the farmhouse
beneath the big oak tree and make
the berries into jam for next winter's New York breakfasts. I should
never dream of counting that as
work!
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We were talking the other day of
two children from a large city who
had spent six weeks at the farm on
the hill above the blackberry fields.
Their aunt said, "It was such a joy
to them not to have to wear city
clothes all. the time, or to have to keep
too dean. Keeping very clean does
interfere with so many of children's
purposes,"
If we more often inquired as to
what a child's purpose was in a given
act, we should probably less often
call him "naughty." Five-year old
Tom carefully propped the screendoor open, allowing many flies to enter
the house. It looked as though he
were very perverse. ~Then questioned, he said, "I fixed the door so
that Kitty could come in whenever
she wanted to 1" So we decided that
we could forget the flies, and remember only his thoughtfulness for the
kitten's happiness.
We have still almost everything to
learn about what are the purposes
which children of various ages naturally pursue, in different types of
environment. We can be fairly sure,
I think, that the average child under
twelve years of age seldom naturally
engages in activities which keep him
sitting still for four or five hours a
day. His best thinking will be done
while he is actively engaged in such
activities as constructing, or observing, or dramatizing.
This idea that the effecting of purposes needs to be an important part
of a child's education implies that
we must judge the efticienCl! of education by hmo intelligently a child
plans, and by how efficiently he puts
his plan into action, rather than by
how many facts he has memorized.
In this connection we should remember that it is quite possible that the
child who best plans and works will
prove to be the one who has "learl1ed"
most.
In order that a child shall be able
to put into action a sufficient llum-
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ber and variety of purposes it seems
to me essential that at least a third
or a quarter of his waking hours shall
be spent with other children. This
applies to the child of two or three
years as well as to the one of five Cl'
six. Even th.ough the three-year-old
spends much of his time at individual
activities, when other children are
within sight and sound, his ideas of
desirable things tc purpcse are widened by the things the .other children
are doing. It is also essential that
very early the child learn not to interfere with the activities of others,
and this is best done through association with other childr@. Their
purposes are of a sort that he can
appreciate. He can understand the
annoyance that comes when they interfere with what he is doing much
better than he can comprehend the
prohibitions that grown-ups impose.
If there are four or five children
in the family this need for association
with others of a similar age may be
taken care of within the home. If
not, the child should be placed in a
nursery school for several hours of
the day. Here he not only has the
advantage of association with .other
children of his age, but the environment is so planned that he will be
able to carry out his own interests,
and there need be the minimum of
adult interference.
One of the greatest dangers to the
only child who stays at home all day
with mother or nurse is that he will
become too dependent on adult affection and approval and attention. Or
perhaps he suffers from adults' fears
or angers. A boy of seven and a half
who was in the Reading Clinic this
summer was so surrounded by his
mother's fears that there is danger
that his whole life will be disorganized
unless she can change her own attitude. Several years ago another son
died after only a day of illness. The
horror of that experience still follows her, and she lives in continual

fear of what may happen to Dick and
his sister. Although Dick was a well
grown boy for his age, he was not allowed to come alone the four or five
blocks to school. He was never
allowed to play with other children,
fal" fear he might learn something
bad from them; his mother took him
to the park, and he had to play there
alone. She "vas so eager to have him
a child of exemplary conduct that she
continually scolded him, and as a result he felt that he never could please
her. When that feeling that, no matter what he did, he would still be
blamed, was added to his realization
of his mother's fears, there was no
sense of peace or security in his life.
He had no freedom to follow out his
own interests and purposes, and he
seemed to be in a continual state of
inner revolt against almost every
2.spect of life. Had this boy been
away from his mother' in nursery
school and kindergarten foy part of
the days during the years from. two
to six it is probable that he would
have been a happier and better balanced boy.
Another of the boys in the reading clinic was suffering from a
mother who was overly fond of him,
and who was expecting more of him
than he was likely to realize. At one
moment she indulged his every whim,
calling him her "angel child". The
next moment she might be telling
on8 of the reading clinic staff, in his
hearing, that his father thought he
was so stupid that he would never
be able to aspire to any vocation except that of a street-car conductor.
His mother hoped he would become
"a scholar", and she was constantly
worrying about his lack of success
in school. The truth with regard to
his ability was that he was neither
stupid nor outstandingly intelligent.
His intelligence was just average for
his age, and what he most needed,
we thought, was association with
other little boys of his own age in an
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environment where he could carry on
the activities which boys just seven
most enjoy. The thing he needed
least was too much attention from
his mother, and the sense that he
was the subject of contention between
his father and mother.
A third boy was probably hampered by the fact that his home life
had very little purpose in it. His
father was not living, and his mother
believed in living a happy-go-lucky
existence from moment to moment.
Sometimes Hal had no breakfast before he made the one-hour trip to
school. Then his mother gave him
some money and he bought crackers
and milk along the way. His mother
said, "'Hal is just like me, he cannot
eat unless he is hungry. When he
comes to me and says he wants something to eat, I know he is really hungry, and I give him some money and
he goes and buys something down at
the grocery." The kitchen at noon
was filled with dirty dishes and soiled
clothing. The whole atmosphere was
that of a household in which no one
ever made an intelligent plan and carried it through to completion. It was
no wonder that Hal was never able to
keep his attention on his work for
more than five minutes at a time.
This was true whether the work consisted of a game with words and
phrases, or the making of a cage for
the zoo the children were constructing.
Aside from providing wholesome
food, adequate shelter and comfortable clothing for children, I believe
that parents are most helpful to
their children when they provide
these things:- (1) an environment
which allows much physical activity,
and provides the raw materials which
children can use in constructive plays;
(2) much opportunity to be with other
children of similar age and ability,
in situations where a trained adult
is present on the side-lines; (3)
friendly association with parents who
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are themselves free from fears, angers, hates, and over-fond affections.
When the children enter first grade
they still need opportunity to carry
on activities for which they are
"ready". To force a child to begin
learning to read when he has no
interest whatever in doing so, is perhaps the worst possible introduction
to the treasures books should later
hold for him. It is probably almost as
bad to withhold from him an opportunity to carry on a given interest,
when he is ready for it. If the very
intelligent five-year-old is eager to
learn to read, it may be harmful to
keep the opportunity from him.
Teachers need to realize more and
more how much of their work should
consist in providing children with the
materials they need. In order that
children's purposes shall develop, they
need experience with different sorts
of materials, and with many different
environments. To see a flour mill in
operation, to visit an airport, to spend
a day exploring a shallow brook, are
all useful ways of acquiring new purposes. For a child to be keenly interested in whether the activity he is
carrying on will "work" is probably
a much more wholesome attitude than
wondering whether the teacher will
give him a grade of "'A" on a piece
of work, or will say that he has done
the best work in the class.
We often read in the Baha'i teachings that we should be "free from
praise and blame". Many of us who
became Baha'is after a childhood and
youth in which much of our effort
was spent in avoiding blame and winning praise, find it very difficult to
acquire an attitude of not giving undue importance to what other people
think and say of us. Even though we
are fully convinced that the only
Voice of praise or blame to which we
should give heed is that of the Divine
Educator, we find that the habits of
early years are very persistent, and
we tend to do the things that will
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win admiration from our fellows. But
if we can be wise enough to so train
our young children that they are not
too eager for our praise nor too concerned by our blame, we shall perhaps have given them a little help
on the road to real freedom and
happiness,-the freedom of those who
know for themselves when their work
or their play has been well done; the
happiness that comes when one loses
one's self utterly in an activity which

calls for the highest effort one can
give. The person who actively purposes, and who carries those purposes
through to the best of his ability,
who then goes on to do the same
thing with another purpose, is he who
is happy. Our children need more
opportunities to put their purposes
into action, and more chances for
acquiring new purposes. So shall
children and grown-ups alike acquire
more joy.

THE DUAL NATURE OF MAN
W ALTER B. GUY, M. D.

This is the sixth chapte1' in the se1'ies on "Hectling-Spiritual cmd Mate1'ial." The
author who has given -many yea1's to the study of these various fonns of healing, combines the essence of the-m in these articles.-EditM'.

in himself the naM ANturecombines
of the divine and the animal. Subject to the forces of the
lower kingdoms, he is also subject to
the laws of the higher realms. Man,
the highest expression of the evolutionary forces in the physical world,
carries on to a higher form of consciousness, the designs of the creative
principle.
If evolution were to stop at man,
if there were no higher kingdom than
the human kingdom, life would be an
endless cycle of futility. The snake
would ever swallow its own tail, and
creation would be purposeless, useless,
and inane.
No, the Universe is formed by creative thought, by the Mind of God.
Even in the mind of man, thought is
beyond the limits of time and space.
At one moment his thought can center
on the sun or uttermost star, at the
next it may be concentrated on a minute detail.
At one time man can
create out of the invisible world, an
unknown machine, a play, or book, or
discover unknown laws and truths.
Again he deals with the necessary du-

ties pertaining to animal existence.
Likewise, there is no end to the Mind
of God. There are no bounds to His
Love and Power; no limit to space,
time, or His eternal existence. We,
the creatures of His creation, can but
humbly recognize the supreme Greatness of the Divine Architect, and ever
humbly bow in reverence to His Majesty and Glory.
Man desires happiness, health and
attainment; therefore, he must conform to the law of his existence, and
as his vehicle must be in harmonious relationship with the laws pertaining to the lower kingdoms, for
physical health, so must his mind be
in harmony with that spiritual Power
by which we move, live, and have our
being.
If Love for Love created the Universe, and all therein, in order that
Love might be expressed in His creation, His creation should give back
in myriad tongues of praise, its adoration and gratitude.
Man, the highest expression of creation, must align himself with Love;
that by love in all his works and deeds
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during his physical existence, he may
grow in harmony with the Divine
Law, and evolve by an ever increasing
demonstration of the power of Love
to a nobler and greater likeness of the
Divine One and His attributes.
Common humanity, alas, fails to see
this great truth. It is indifferent to
the upward striving of its spiritual essence, and does not see that the welfare of the individual depends always
upon the welfare of the whole. So,
poor and desolate, it is out of harmony
with the surging urge pulsating from
the Heart of the Universe, and is a
prey to disharmony and 'dysfunction,'
disease, spiritual sickness and death.
At one time fear dominates and paralyzes the glandular and circulatory organs, at another, grief and despair
inhibit the spiritual powers. Hate
causes excess of blood in the various
tissues and poisons the secretions,
jealousy rends and destroys the functions of the digestive tract; uncontrolled lust perverts the creative and
reproductive forces, and hope destroyed, leads to suicide, and death.
With such disturbances set up by
these injurious impulses, the power of
decomposition becomes manifest and
both organic and inorganic 'dysfunction' makes itself evident in the world
of humanity. The ductless glands no
longer pour into the blood stream,
their normal secretions; the normal
balance we call health is upset, the
natural immunity of the blood and
tissues is lowered, and the various
bacterial and microbic lives start their
work to disintegrate the human organism.
Briefly, soul sickness is behind
many, so many instances of those
cases that frequent the agencies and
centers of medical cults, that harass
the lives and wear out the patience
of true physicians, and fatten the
purses of the commercialized drug
and drugless heaJers. These cases of
soul sickness are found on every hand,
in every hospital and sanitarium.
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They claim to be paralyzed, to be
crippled, to be deaf, dumb, and blind
-sufferers from disturbed digestion
and other disturbances of the digestive tract; of times complaining of
pains, palpitation of the heart, headaches, and other hysterical symptoms,- and too frequently, with
minds deranged and confused, are
found in institutions for the insane.
Poor suffering humanity! No wonder the Prophets of God weep and despair! Humanity is chained by selfish desire, and bound by the cords of
its sins to the wheel of mortal life.
It groans in sorrow as it travels the
road leading to the grave of mortality.
Man, in contrast to the animal
world, is subj ect to a vast number of
afflictions and diseases. Their number is legion, and it is constantly increasing. Almost every day fresh infections, or variations of classified
diseases are reported, and medical
science seems continually striving, as
it were, to bale out a bottomless ocean
in its endeavor to master and control these various forces of decomposition. No sooner is one group of
diseases brought under control, its
laws of origin, acbon, and propagation made evident, than another one
seemingly more virulent than the
former becomes manifest.
In one decade the malarias and
yellow fever are brought under the
dominion of man; tuberculosis and
typhoid becomes controllable; and
still, cardiac disease, syphilis, and
malignant growths becomes more and
more destructive to the human race.
Disease may be likened to an onrushing flood, no sooner do we dam one
channel than it breaks through another, and carries on its work of devastation.
What then, is the origin of this
force of destruction, these multitudinous afflictions, that carry into an
early grave so many babes, youths,
maidens, and immature adults? Why
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these countless germs; why these mal- this were literally obeyed by all manignant bacteria; why these tropical kind, war, tyranny, slavery, injustice,
micro organisms so increasingly prev- and poverty would vanish in a very
alent amongst mankind?
few years from off the earth. And in
With the advent of the microscope the same way, the same answer can
and discovery of microbic life, and be applied to the problem of sickness
perfected methods of staining and a:ild disease. Obedience to the Laws
differentiating of these organisms into of God, that is, to the moral laws laid
the recognized varieties, it was ex- dovm by every Prophet in every age.
Sexual immorality brings in its full
pected that in time, by perfected
methods, the whole kingdom of mi- embrace the venereal plagues. Povcrobic life would eventually be erty with its slum life fosters diseases
broEght under control. But, to the of nutrition and vice. Alcoholism and
dismay of the scientific world, many drug addiction are responsible for
organisms, if they exist at all, are much crime, insanity and moronic offultra microscopic, or in other words spring. Again, ignorance and prejuinvisible to even the highest powered dice with its low standards of life,
microscopic VISIOn, So, we find that cause many other difficulties. OvertheTe are invisible filterable viruses eating of animal life is, also, prolific
of poisons capable of setting up fresh of many disorders of mankind.
invasions of disease both in animal
In short, obEdience to the Laws of
and man.
God; a greater love for each other;
As scientific medicine, both cura- purer and simpler dietetics; outlawry
tive and preventive, goes forward in of ignorance and poverty, will in a few
this war against disease, ever fresh short decades abolish sin, consequendifficulties are discovered and new tial disease, and early death.
When, however, man becomes norphases of infective organisms are
found. Therefore, not in this way mal in all kingdoms~when a proper
can freedom from disease be secured, balance is maintained in the diet, acjust as it is impossible to secure world tivities, and environment; the mind in
peace by an increase of standing harmony with the cosmic urge ;the
soul attuned to celestial harmonies;
armies and navies.
The question, how can freedom the desires in accord with the Divine
from. sickness and early dissolution Will; then physical existence will be
be secured by mankind, is on the same joyous and serene, and at the end of
plane with the question of securing his mortal reign, his Teality will be
universal peace. Both questions are crowned by immortal att:dbutes, and
alike in having to do with the mani- he will find an everlasting, spiritt12J
festation of the universal forces of progression, and unfoldment from perfection to perfection far beyond our
composition and decomposition.
Armies and navies at war are just mental capacity to understand. "Eye
as destructive to humanity as malific hgth not seen, nor ear heard, neither
microbic life. In fact, infectious dis- hgth entered into the heart of man
ease during the Spanish-American the things that God has prepared for
War killed off many more soldiers them that love Him."
than did the enemies shot and shell.
The following is from one of the adWhat is the ren'ledy then, that shall
bring universal peace ? Nothing more dresses of 'Abdu'l-Baha, which He
nor less than that mankind should live g,ave in New York, in 1912:
by, and obey that ancient Law of God,
"The body-politic today is greatly
viz: "Love thy neighbor as thyself." in need of a physician. It is similar
Nothing more and nothing less. If to a human body afflicted with severe
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ailments. A doctor diagnoses the
case and prescribes treatment. He
does not prescribe, however, until he
has made the diagnosis. The disease
which afflicts the body-politic is lack
of love and absence of altruism. In
the hearts of men no real love is
found, and the condition is such that
unless their susceptibilities are quickened by some power, so that unity,
love and accord may develop within
them, there can be no healing, no
agreement among mankind. Love and
unity are the needs of the body-politic today. Without these there can
be no progress or prosperity attained.
Therefore, the friends of God must adhere to the power which will create
this love and unity in the hearts of
the sons of men. Science cannot cure
the illness of the body-politic. Science
cannot create amity and fellowship in
human hearts. Neither can patriotism nor racial allegiance effect a remedy. It must be accomplished solely
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through the divine bounties and spiritual bestowals which have descended
from God in this day for that purpose.
This is an exigency of the times and
the Divine remedy has been provided.
The Spiritual teachings of the religion
of God can alone create this love,
unity and accord in human hearts.
Therefore, hold to these heavenly
agencies which God has provided, so
tha t through the love of God, this soul
bond may be established, this heart
attachment realized, and the light of
the reality of unity be reflected from
you throughout the universe. If we
do not hold fast to these divine agencies and means, no result will be possible. Let us pray to God that He will
exhilarate our spirits so we may behold the descent of His bounties,
illumine our eyes to witness His great
guidance, and attune our ears to enjoy
the celestial melodies of the Heavenly
Word. This is our greatest hope.
This is our ultimate purpose."

LIGHTED LAMPS

Our souls are lamps created to give light,
Each vessel shaped in different design,
And it is ours to keep them polished bright,
That they may shine.
Some lamps are alabaster, softly pure;
Others are antique silver choicely wrought.
Here one is crudely done, a simple ewer,
But all are naughtWithout that Holy light of knowing Him,
The flame which feeds upon the oil of prayer,
And all may see, in lanterns never dim,
That He is there.

-Sophronia Aoki.
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EDUCA TING THE PERSONALITY
KEITH RANSOlVLKEHLER

T is difficult for man to grasp, at

beginning of a dispensation,
Iall thetheimports
and relationships implied in the untried order. According to the teachings of Bahi'u'llih
when the great Prophet returns to the
world from age to age, He not only
reveals the next step in man's social
advancement but releases into his
soul the divine energy that enables
him to take that step. It does not
test the imagination to fancy some
Roman philosopher or statesman's
saying to an early Christian enthusiast "This is a beautiful dream you
are' cherishing that all men are equal
in the sight of God; that slave and
Emperor must be brought to a level
of legal and political equality; but of
course it is highly fantastic to think
that a developed social order that is
not based on a slave civilization could
exist. It does no harm to entertain
these ideals; they are lofty and ennobling but common sense constrains
us to acknowledge that they could not
possibly come to pass."
And still today the world witnesses
the accomplishment of that great
step, pointed out through the guidance of Jesus, for chattel slavery has
been abolished and democracy established.
In like manner looking forward
from the incipience of Bahi'u'llih's
principle of Universal Education it
is difficult to imagine all that it implies. We are inclined to accept it
literally as meaning that ~dl children
must be literate and have increasing
access to the organized knowledge of
the world. But does this really constitute education? Looking at the
matter casuistically, let us say that at
the end of twenty years everybody
in the world would be educated ac-

cording to existing standards; would
any of the really grave pToblems of
life be solved thereby? Of course one
of the serious problems of life is the
subjugation of nature to the needs of
man, but of necessity this can only be
accomplished by those few specialized
beings who are temperamentally predisposed to science.
Most of our grave problems lie
within the realm of the personality.
Taking the fundamental relations of
life, (those between parents and children or husbands and wives for example), what is there in existing education to correct and finally to resolve,
between these groups, those brusque,
VUlgar and impudent invasions of the
personality that check spontaneity,
cool enthusiasm and plant the seeds
of dangerous resentment?
Moral
platitude certainly will not do it, and
to those who do not respond to the
tyranny of good breeding, there remains nothing but the increasing
knowledge of psychology, unless the
heart be stirred by the heavenly
teachings of 'Abdu'l-Bahi, and we extend only the hand of love to soothe
the wounds of life. To have mastered
the infinitesimal calculus or exhibited
the growth of the sun-myth amongst
primitive men offers no assurance
th2',t we will become less greedy, in)sincere or arrogant than we were
without this knowledge. Surely all
parents will agree that the most
pressing problems of education are
not within the realm of the mind for
often the highly educated are crafty
and unscrupulous, insincere and antisocial.
Surely the Universal Education to
which Bahi'u'llih summons us includes things loftier than the training of the mind, fundamentally im-
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portant as this certainly is. The to the incontrovertible fact that the
mind, in this dispensation, is to be great forward movements among men
freed from dogmas, but the mind are initiated and directed by a Reve~lone cannot free the heart from prelator of the Will of God, Who comes
judices. Dogmas are beliefs that are with periodic regularity, summons
not subjeded to intellectual scrutiny; man to His Standard and to obedibut prejudices are emotions which in- ence to His Command, destroys antellectual scrutiny alone will not re- cient superstitions and inhibitions and
solve. J'ust as dogmas inhibit and with superhuman might changes the
obscLOre our highest intellectual devel- existing trend of history and revaluopment, so prejudices taint and stul- ates the set of attention. At the end
tify our highest social development. of three or four generations the idolaThat ph8se of Universal Educa- trous and barbarous Arabs of the
tion that should assume increasing Hedj az had taken on an entirely new
proportion in the New Day is the edu- mental, political, social, moral and recation of the emotional life that will ligious life under the guidance of Muquite naturally inhibit in the child hammad. We see similar changes in
native aspects of aloofness and seg- the soci2J and political structure of
regation spontaneously producing Rome under the impact of the teachideals of service and good-will.
ings of Jesus. This mighty Prophet
The sociologist and psychologist whenever and wherever He appears
may say that such ideals can result rolls up the heavens of man's outworn
only from arduous training, but there beliefs as a scroll and melts the rocks
are two phenomena which indicate of hard human hearts with fervent
the untutored appearance of deep and heat.
far-reaching changes in human life.
Profound revulsions thus occur,
The first is the focus of the atten- from age to age, that are not due to
tion. Gustave LeBon in pre-Freudian training, to difficult human processes,
and pre-behavioristic days, and Ever- or to slow growth, but to a sudden
ett Dean Martin more recently, have and unexpected efflorescence into
shown the profound and inescapable changed social forms. The student
influence upon whole ethnic and social of biology will liken this to "mutagroups of mere words or symbols. tions" the following of a definite patThe exhibition of such symbols as tern in creation. A Manifestation of
the flag or the cross; the repetition of God speaks, and His utterance ensuch words as "Mother" "home" thralls the waiting soul of man. At
"country" supercedes all mental train- once he becomes the cent er of vening. Once the attention has been riv- eration and of command. All preetted upon an object or an idea infus- occupations and preconceptions are
ing into it certain implications, demolished in our hearts, where new
loyalties and significances, it continues allegiances, new values, new and unto exert influences more profound tried faith appear.
The education of the personality
than any personal consideration of
selfish well-being. The sacrifice of inheres in the spiritual consciousness
life is an example of this under either of social responsibility. Out of unity
of interest and of ideal, springs that
patriotic or religious fervor.
The other is what the Germans mutuality and common accord on
poetically call the Zeitgeist which in which the welfare of humanity rests.
the Baha!i Movement is called the The Baha'i Movement not only proProphetic Cycle.
Baha'u'llah has vides for but initiates a vast new sogiven an entirely new and irrefutable cial program that, challenging the
,Interpretation to history. He points imagination with its wide scope of hu-
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knowledJ'e of the world, but because
its pursuit has been enunciated with
the same superhuman power that has
characterized the teachings in every
religious epoch whenever it has been
established before, will humanize,
intensify and cultivate those profound
social relationships that lie entirely
within the realm of the personality
and that alone can produce a true
spiritual culture.

man betterment, is focus sing the attention of millions throughout the
world on that Superb FIgure Who
wheneveT He appears in history produces from the hidden store of His
Wisdom and Guidance the impetus
that leads man still closer to his highest aspirations and noblest ideals.
[The Universal Education of the future will not only make popular the
codified information and organized

J

'ABDU'L-BA.HA IN AMERICA
DR. ZIA BAGDADI
This StOTY of 'Abdu'I-BahcG's vis'it in AmeTica is bccsed on 1l1nteTicil and notes C01'rected by 'Abdu'l-Bnha Himself, cmcl ~uhich He had tUTned OV31' to Dr. Bagdccdi at the
til1Le He was leaving this cmmtry. The two-fold ]JU7']JOSG of this series, which will CO~1,
timw faT several months, is, in the words of the author, "Fi1'st to bT'ing bnck to the
me11WTY of the believeTs the time of the inc01npCCTCGbZe dccys of 'Ahclu'l-Bcilw's visit to
them cond to Temind them of His wOTds, H·is instnwtions cind His ccclmonii;io?~s; and,
secondly, to give cc 1)ict~[1'e of His v'isit, so tlwt late?' believers who did not have tite
blessing of seeing Him, may benefit by reading et bTief histOTy."-Eclit01'.
·ABDU,L.BAHA A'J' PHILADELPHIA

June 7, 1912. A very unfortunate
event happened through the malicious
act of one who was supposed to be a
friend, causing not only trouble to
'Abdu'l-Baha but increasing greatly
the strain of His daily work. The
writer has witnessed on many such
distressing occasions how 'Abdu'lBaha would never say even a word to
the offending person, for He was the
essence of mercy, the source of compassion and the ocean of forgiveness.
He always covered the faults in His
masterly way, and often would sho-wer
more kindness upon those who
wronged Him. However, before retiring that night, He said, "The purpose of the appearance of the Greatest
Manifestation of Baha'u'llah; the endurance of calamities and disasters;
the martyrdom of the holy souls and
the ordeals of the sanctified temples,

were for the purification of souls and
the spirituality of the friends."
June 8, 1912, In the morning.
Abdu'l-Baha spoke at the Unitarian
Church 15th St. and Girard Ave. 2md
in the evening at the B::qJtist Temple.

·ABDU,L-BAHA,S RETURN TO NEW
YORK

June 9, 1912. On this day a remarkable Tablet was revealed by 'Abdn'lBaha for M. Hippolyte DreyfusRcI'ney of Paris, France. In it He
referred to His visit in Philadelphia
and of the confirmations of the Kingdom of ABHA which were all-encompassing.
Speaking of the days in Bagdad,
'Abdn'l-Baha said, "The Blessed
Beauty (Baha'u'llah) after leaving
the 'Abode of Peace' (the city of
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Bagdad) and also Adrianople, did not
speak at public meetings. The style
of His talks and His blessed utterances were wonderful, peerless and
incomparable. But for the sake of
reverence, I do not choose to speak
in that same style."
June 10, 1912, 'Abdul'-Baha was
not feeling well, and that was a sure
sign there was inharmony somewhere
among the friends. For He always
declared that His health was in the
hands of the friends. In their unity
He received health, and in the lack
of it He would be ill. So on that morning He said, "Baha'u'llah has closed
the doors of discensions. He referred
affairs to the Supreme House of Justice, and whatever its decision may be,
all must obey. He even said that
should two divisions be formed
amongst the Baha'is and each one establish its House of Justice and oppose
each other, both of them would be
false. And before the establishment
of the House of Justice, He appointed
and confirmed the Center of the Covenant and said whatever he does is
right. With the blessed pen, He wrote
His Covenant."
In the afternoon, 'Abdu'l-Baha went
to the home of Mr. Topakyan, the
Persian Consul-General. Then He
returned home where the friends
were eagerly awaiting Him. When
some one inquired about the significance of dreams and the power
of spirits, He replied, "It is certain
that there is a great connection between the human spirit and the realities of existing beings or things. Thus
sometimes whatever one sees in a
dream, the same takes place on awakening. Nay rather while one is awake
and when the heart is free from
troubles, certain things make an impression that later will materialize in
a physical form. Therefore there is
a spiritual relation between the human memory or mind and physical
forms. And the spirit possesses the
power of discover c or unfoldment.
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When this power is known, these
questions become easily understood.
Nevertheless, here is an interesting
thing. while the materialists are denying the spiritual power, they themselves are occupied in discovering the
layers or strata of the earth (geology)
and are submerged in the spiritual
power and claim to know the happenings of the future."
Another friend asked, "In the Tablets it is stated that we must be severed and detached. In another place
it is stated that we must learn a trade
or profession. Do not these two
statements contradict each other ?"
'Abdu'l-Baha replied, "In the Cause of
Baha'u'llah, it is incumbent upon
every soul to acquire a trade and an
occupation. For example, I know how
to weave or make a mat, and you
know some other trade. This, in itself is an act of worship, provided
that it is conducted on the basis of
utmost honesty and faithfulness.
And this is the cause of prosperity.
Yet, in spite of being so occupied,if the heart is not chained and tied
to this world, and is not troubled by
current events, neither hindered by
wealth from rendering service to mankind, nor grieved because of poverty,
-then this is human perfection.
Otherwise in a state of poverty, to
manifest generosity and in a state of
weakness to claim justice -this can
easily be said, but it is not a proof
of man's attainments and alertness."
Some one asked, "How can we recognize the person with selfish and insincere aims?" 'Abdu'l-Baha replied,
"I have spoken on this subject before.
Christ said, 'By their deeds (fruits),
ye shall know them." Those who are
related to me, shall be known by their
deeds."
June 12, 1912. On that day friends
and visitors took' Abdu'l-Baha's headquarters by storm, all eager for private interviews. For this reason, He
said, "Whosoever has not yet had a
private interview, or if anyone has
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very important business, let them
come in, but the rest we shall TDeet
at the general meeting. For it is impossible to meet 2,11, one at a time."
Later at the general meeting, He
spoke on the subject of true refinement and declared that, "One of the
special laws of Baha'u'llah is the OEe
prohibiting cursing and defamation,
and that all should seek forgiveness
for their enemies. Though the nations and people are physically related
together in the world of spirit and
heart they hold aloof from each other.
But those who have spiritual relationship, and unity of conscience, are always ready to sacrifice their lives for
one another, even though they have
no physical relationship."
"In the traditions of the Shi'ites
(the second largest Muhammadan
sect) concerning the coming of the
Promised One, it is stated that
Knowledge consists of twenty-seven
letters. All the Divine Manifestations who came, from the first to the
last, have revealed only two letters.'
Aside from the true meaning (of this
tradition), the victory and power of
the Cause of God, the appearance of
wonderful signs, the explanation of
divine questions, the unfoldment of
the secrets of the holy books, and
the all-encompassing knowledge of
this Most Great Manifestation in the
world of the Cause, are a hundred
times more than that. Also, outwardly speaking, the wise people of
this age hEwe acknovvledged that the
sciences, arts, industries 2.l1d vlCnciel's
of this century are equal to more than
those of the past fifty centuries, nay
rather, even greater than that."
June 13, 1912. Speaking of the
bitter days of persecution, 'Abdu'lBaha said, "Notwithstanding all these
persecutions and ordeals, the Cause of
God was victorious and irresistible,
even though the Committee of Investigation ~md its members every hour
inflicted grave inj ustice and broEght
forth false 2,ccns8tions at the city of

'Akka. After joining' and conspiring
vvi'Eh the deniers and enemies at
'Ald{a to crush and destroy us, and
while they were still on their way to
Constantinople, the wrath of God
overtook them. The whole matter
was ch::mged. All the oppressors beClune degraded. Some of the Tnembers
of the committee were put to death
and some had to YEn avv2.y. Finally
one of them went to Egypt and
begged food of the believers to save
himself fro11':t starvation."
The reader may know perhaps that
in 1907 the enemies of 'Abdu'l-Baha
aroused the fear of Abdul-Hamid, the
Sultan of Turkey, and turned him
against 'Abdu'l-Baha. So he sent a
committee to investigate some serious charges, namely, that 'Abdu'lBaha was going to make Himself a
king, and other false accusations.
While at 'Akka, the committee met
'Abde'l-Bc.ha; and then returned to
Constantinople with the intention of
asking the de:dh sentence from the
Saltan for' Abdu'l-Baha. But befoTe
the committee reached Constantinople, one day the Sultan wc,s talking vlith the chief of the Moslems at
the door of the Mosque, when a b011iD
that was evidently intended for him
exploded and he had a very narrovv
escape from death. He f2jnted.
Abo~lt three hundred lives were lost
by the explosion. Then soon afterward, the Young TUTks came into
power; Sultan Abdul-Hamid vvas deposed End CEL3t iIl"CO p:riS011 2nd '.1~b::lu91B2J'lfL)

V-i2.S

n.ot OIlly

£1"88,i

f:'OYJ.1

d8n.~

gel' by the Young Turk Party, but
also from the Turldsh prison.
Speaking upon the subj ect of discord amollg' the friends, 'l~bdL1'l-B~.h.a
said, "B2Jl!i'u'lLih der:19xed th2.t when·ever the people of Bs.hf, hiwe discord,
even though on behalf of BEhft'u'llah
HiIl'1self, both sides are to be rejected."
After taldng a short nap, He returned 8,l1d said, "I was tired. I slept
a little. I dl'ea,rl1ed tilat I "varS tall~illg
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to you, and it was so clear I was
awakened by my voice. One of the
words of that dream was the word,
'distinction.' Therefore, it is befitting
that we speak on the subject of distinction." (And this talk is published
in full in Volume 3, of the Star of
the West).
June 14, 1912, the sad news of the
death of Agha Seyed Taghi Minshadi,
one of 'Abdu'l-Baha's old secretaries,
was received. ' Abdu'l-Baha said,
"The Station of Agha Seyed Taghi
Minshadi will become known in the future."
Speaking of Baha'u'llah, Abdu'lBaha said, "Notwithstanding that the
Blessed Beauty (Baha'u'llah) was in
prison, His blessed tent was pitched
on Mount Carmel with the utmost
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dignity.
From a purely outward
point, His power and might was in
such a great degree that the governor
of 'Akka tried for five years to see
Him and visit the holy threshold, but
he refused and never paid any attention to him."
Speaking of His own public addresses, in churches, etc; 'Abdu'lBaha said, "They are according to
the capacities of the souls and the
exigency of the time." Then He declaimed a verse from Persian poetry,
to illustrate this point "Though the
father may sing to the baby 'Tee-tee';
in his own mind, he may be drawing
an architectural plan." We gather
from this bit of illustrated verse how
infinitely beyond the powers of audiences to grasp are the images and
cosmic visions of the Prophet.

PHYLLIS WHEATLEY--AN AFRICAN GENIUS
MARY CHURCH TERRELL

When you caU George Washington
''''First in peace", please remember
that a young slave girl was the first
person in the world, publicly, to refer
to him in that way. It was Phyllis
Wheatley, a young African poetess,
who wrote a poem in his honor and in
one of the lines addressed him as
"First in peace and honours," several
years before the Declaration of Independence was signed.
If you had been walking down the
streets of Boston, Mass. one day in
1761 you might have seen a poor little
black girl, wrapped only in a piece of
carpet, shivering with the cold. If
you had asked "What is your name,
little girl?" She would not have understood you, and even if she had understood and answered your question,
her name would have sounded very
queer to you. For she was a little

foreigner. She had been born in Africa, had been stolen from her native
land, packed like a sardine in a slave
ship with many others of her countrymen, and suffered the horrors and
tortures of what was called "the middle passage ", and had been brought
by white men into this country to be
sold as a slave.
A lady who wanted to train a young
woman servant to take the place of
an old one who was growing too old
to work, went to the slave market
in Boston to see what she could find
in that line. The pathetic face of the
shivering child a P 13 e ale d to this
woman so strongly that she bought
her in spite of the fact that her little
body appeared so frail.
Sixteen months from that time she
was reading the most difficult passages in the Bible. Six years from
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the day she was sold she had become
so I}:roficie11t i11 speal{ir~g 2,nd vl~"iti11g

the English language she had written
p" poerll to the Univer,sity of Cam-,
bridge, nine years fro:<n the day she
had been bought as a slave she had
pt1bliSl1.ed a 1)Oerl1 on tIle dec/ch of a
distinguished cle:rgYlnau, and twelve
years after entering Mrs, Wheatley's
service her Vol11Ele of pOeing was
published in London.
Phyllis W2"S very fortunate in having Mrs. Wheatley as her mistress.
Let -v,s pause long enough to give a
rOllsil1g, rising vote of thanks to that
lady. The It"w did not force her to
be merciful to the lit!de slave auci.
110body ex~pected 1181" to give the girl

,,,here she had the time of her young
life. SllG vvas t11e gtrest of tl'le Con11~
testS of Fl Ul1tillg~do11, \1;188 :reeeived by
the Lord Mayor of London and by
Lord Da:rtmouth, vras feted, petted
and honored by the cultare and aristocracy of Great BTitian. Her book
e11titled G'P'02illS on arioL:s S',.}bj eets,

,1

Relig~ious

d 11or2J, DJ!
[\1 egro Sel"VEu1"t of J 01111

CiI 11

~ll~he~iley,

of Boston in .New England",
vvas published during this visit III
1773~ It \j\T,5)S dsdicated to I1er Ell.ir1isb.
hostess cU1d patroness as follovvs: 'GTo
the Right !iOll0Cl'"2ble the (Countess of
HTI;JtiI1g~c1cl1;

the

l:J<a,g'es

gTe

most respectfully inscribed, by her
n1l?.'~:b cbliged "tier:}! huruble
deJ

-voted

IT: her nS'N home Phyllis became
tIle sT)8cial servallt of lvlI'S. \A}l1eatley's t-YViL1S, l'TatllcJiiiel ar1Cl JVlary, \iVho
were teE years older than their sl~w2.
Q1I}:9 da~y r~a:a:rJl savv tI1e little P;..frican
tryi1:1g~ to fo~"rn letters on th.e vval1
with a piece of chalk. She doubtless
thcught it would h3 great fun to teach
heT. She tried and the progress ln2,de
by hm." bi2Ck pupil was the sensation
of that time. VJhat a debt or gl"a.titt~c1e nel" race arId tlle vv"l1ole vYOI'ld
CY!G to ]\,/[ary V[heatley 1 Very soon
Phyllis beg?:,m to write PO'SE'lS "rOY her
O'Nll amL1Ser11el1t,n the preface of 11er
booh: states. 'GAs to heT' ""7vTitin.g~s,
"SgJTS hE-Y master, "her OVll1 curiosity
led hey' to it."
Phyllis did not know when or ,,\There
s!1e ,vas bOl"ll. 811e 0111:7 l:nevv Sl18
ear.G.e iY{)Yl1 sorneviheT8 in. P.l..f:rica. S11e
111l-;'St 11E-~ve bee}:1- 'JOT}1 eit112I' in 1753 Ol"
1754-not later them 1754, it is
tl'10ug':ht. 8:he vVE;,S I>robabl;y betV,reen
sevell arId eig~ht :ye2.1"'S of f<lg'8 \,;-;lI1en.
sl'ls Vi,r(3~8 dI'ag~g8d IlI0::'8 dep,Q t11an aliv8
fr01Y~. tile Bl[~7s
il~ Bosto:n.
-\i'~lhe:D. s11.e vvas t'\iV811t3T :~l8a:rs cId
11e1' :health. begaYl to rail and 1181'
fyie:ads tr.:.o"L"lg'ht :?~ sea v'Oyag~e ·71Cn,;ild

rr'hus it vv2.,s that the ~JV11efrtley fg~rrdly
becarrle iIilTnort2JizeQJ foy it "\vDuld
lon.g 119"ve bee~n fDrgotte~n, if it J:1ad
110t been. for tl18 g~enius of EL slave.
Ir. order tc; prove to those who
vvould doubt tllB:;t tI'1e .l.l-'..frica11 girl
1"8i;dly vVTote the poems 1\1[1'. V/heatley
had sorne of tbe most distil1gdshsd
citizt2l1tJ 111 ~Tei,v E.agI2:nd vot1cl1 for
this fact, In one of the preli~11ina:ry
p2g~es oT t]:-lG boo}{:,
:his ex:c2i~911ey,

:L~r. ~~T11~2atle3T l:a~Jpellec1

do b.sl."-

to be

g~OiD.g

h.c tooI~

ab::.."oad on bnsix18SS 2.nd
"\vi!:11 niTn to TIalg1and

sel"17Etrlt,

)~f'11c:n:13,s

t b~ e
'\Vitl-i

P11yllis

~7\T11eatle:l<';l

a clu::,nc8.

lStl"tCI-llI1S0Yl!f

g'overIIO!',

lie1..rtent8I1t=g~ove:tnor,
Si]ctS211
otl:el~

811d

togett.u21'

Cit:iZ21~S

signed tllsir 112111168 to th.e £01=
HP'h.yllis, a 3ToEllg
~Tegl"o girl, vv-11o ~TgS bTI~ g re·v;; 3T·8gyS
an
baric",}1 fTOll} P-ifI>ica~ has e',jer si:nce
b'2'SI1 a:fl.d is 110vv'" u11der tile disac1vgl1"c",
:2~,g-e or
as a sIcL've III a fg}11ily ill.
,stf~t2ITle~Tt:

tl~is

of tI1E best

2lTDy 8nc the
Urlited States:

cGInlJli:n2e~1ted t~8r ll~JS'I'1

tl1e poen1 vlritt,sn in l1is 1101'J.Oi.\ 5118
1~,Tccst have bsen \lery 11(i.PPY i~nd28ct
addressed 118:r as ~GI\1i8S Phy~lis" ~
~111d c~ecJared sl'!G 6xh.ibited
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proof of poetical talent". "If ever you
come to Cambridge or near headquarters", he wrote her, "I shall be
happy to see a person so favored by
the muses and to whom nature has
been so liberal and beneficent in her
dispensation. I am with great respect,
your obedient, humble servant, George
Washington. "
When she was about twenty-five
Phyllis married John Peters, a man of
her own race, and seems to have been
unhappy. She lived only five years
after her marriage and was working
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in an ordinary boarding house when
she died, Dec. 5th, 1784, in her thirtyfirst year. This poetess was a fullblooded African, so that her talent
and attainments cannot be attributed
to the mixture of Caucasian or any
other blood in her veins.
If any other human being, black
white, yellow, red or brown, has ever
made such marvelous intellectual progress and achieved such great literary
success in such a short time under
s i m i I a I' circumstances as Phyllis
Wheatley, the records of history do
not show it.

AND PROGRESS

EDUCATION AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

FRANCE AND GERMANY for the
third year have exchanged school
children for good will vacations. A
group of 60 German children came
to spend a month in French homes and
took back with them a like number
of French children for a month in
German homes.-The Evening Star,
Washington, D. C.
THE CARNEGIE professorship of
international relations, newest chair
at the University of Hawaii, is
to be filled each year hereafter by a
distinguished professor or lecturer
from one of the foreign countries bordering the Pacific. Dr. Rokuro Nakaseko of Doshisha University, Kyoto
Japan, will be the first to occupy the
chair. He is a specialist in the history
of science in the Orient.-The Evening Star, Washington, D. C.

standing and appreciation of the
country in which they attended college and act as ambassadors of goodwill.
"There are today in America
10,000 foreign students attending colleges and universities. Of this number the Pacific area has contributed
more than 3500. There are about 2500
Chinese, 1000 Japanese, 100 Filipino
and 50 Hindu students attending
American universities.
"This migration of students to
America has assumed large proportions and many are asking whether
it is a good thing. There is not a
single factor in international relations
which is more important than this
migration of students."-Dr. Stephen
P. Duggan, director of the Institute of International Education and
professor of political science of the
College of the City of New York.

"MIGRATIONS OF students from
"CONTINUAL PEACE and ensurcountry to country in search of edu- ing economic prosperity have brought
cation is one of the most valuable about a number of changes, one of
factors in the establishment of better which being the spread of education.
international relations.
If I can say anything boastful I think
"These students return to their the outstanding success of modern
native land with a sympathetic under- Japan is the spread of popular edu-
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C1':ctiOR IT! a few dec;o,des J1';p2n has
redllced 11e~ illiterscy to less tl12~11 five
per cel1t of 11e:r ellti?e pop~~lat~on. ft11c1
s2hcol atten.dallce of trl8 ch.ildreD. ef
sell001 age is sOlTIcthi11g c3"OUlld 99
per ce!.~t. Tlle:re~Gre, Je,pfu1 1112.y be
ss,id to hGve :C1Ight GT18 of tIle g:reatest enemies of hlu:'11:mity."-Yusuke

In-cs:cn9otiC'nal Congress of TTopical
IvIsdicil'l'3. C2.iro.
I have ta,ken th.ese 111eetings rflore

dess no t il;.C::1)J:i r3 Yi.'lB.~J..3T less hera~dsc1 Eg~el}c.i2s tl12j: 2.re Tilcntl1ly COI1S~:~e~iD.,~-
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HOW

HUMANITY

FINDS

SECURITY

At a time in the Orient when even physical brotherhood
was not in existence His Holiness Baha'u'llah appeared. At first
He set forth the principles of physical brotherhood and afterward founded the brotherhood spiritual. He breathed such a
spirit into the countries of the Orient that various peoples and
warring tribes were blended in unity. Their bestowals and susceptibilities became one; their purposes one purpose; their desires one desire to such a degree that they sacrificed themselves
for each other, forfeiting name, possessions and comfort. Their
fellowship became indissoluble. This is eternal, spiritual fellowship, heavenly and divine brotherhood which defies dissolution.
"Material civilization advances through the physical association of mankind. The progress you observe in the outer world
is founded mainly upon the fraternity of material interests.
Were it not for this physical and mental association civilization
would not have progressed. Now, Praise be to God! the indissoluble spiritual association is evident; therefore it is certain
that divine civilization has been founded and the world will progress and advance spiritually.
In this radiant century divine knowledges, merciful attributes and spiritual virtues will attain the highest degree of advancement. The traces have become manifest in Persia. Souls
have advanced to such a degree as to forfeit life and possessions
for each other. Their spiritual perceptions have developed, their
intelligence has quickened, their souls are awakened. The utmost love has been manifested. Therefore it is my hope that
spiritual fraternity shall unite the East and the West and bring
about the complete abolition of warfare among mankind. May
it bind together individuals and members of the human family,
be the cause of advancing minds, illuminating hearts and allowing divine bestowals to encompass us from all directions. May
spiritual susceptibilities set hearts aglow with the message of
glad tidings. lVIay spiritual brotherhood caUSe rebirth ::md regeneration, for its creative quickening emanates from the breaths
of the Holy Spirit and is founded by the power of God. Surely
that·· which is founded through the divine power of the Holy
Spirit is permanent in its potency and lasting in its effects.';' * *
"Through this divine brotherhood, the material world will
become resplendent vvith the lights of divinity, the mirror of materiality will acquire its lights from heaven and justice will be
established in the world so that no trace of darkness, hatred 1'md
enmity shall be visible. Humanity shaH come within the bounds
of security, the prophethood of all the Messengers of God shall
be established, Zio1'1 shall leap and dance, Jerusalem shall rejoice,
the Mosaic flame shall ignite, the Messianic light shall shine, the
world will beCOIl1 e another world and humanity shall put on another power."
- ' Abdu'l-Balui.
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"This is the century or new and universal nationhood. Sciences
have advanced, industries have progressed, politics have been reformed, liberty has been proclaimed, justice is awakening. This is
the century of motion, divine stimulus and 8.ccoI:nplishInent; the century of human solidarity lmd altruistic service; the century of Universal peace and the reality of the divine kingdom." - ' Abdu'l-Baha.

Thus comments the Christian Sci"WHEN THE INTELLECTUAL,
the moral and cultural leaders of the ence Monitor on the many internanations begin crossing their nation- tional conferences being held in Eual boundaries in quest of a common rope End elsewhere in the name of
experience in service, there S'2ems science and human progress,-conreason to believe in the near ap- ferences on pedagogy, archaeology,
proach of an international civiliza- religion, geology, human relations and
tion of unprecedented splendor. It conditions in industry, astronomy, rais a well-known fact that the num- diology, and other subjects connected
ber of world conferences participat- with world pfOmce, industry, and ecoed in by the national representatives nomics. And at the same time that
of various interests is greatly on the Europe is staging some of these inincrea.se. The phenomenal frequency ternational conferences, the nations
of such gatherings is scarcely 2.p- facing on the Pacific have been holdpreciated, however, by the average ing in Honolulu under the auspices of
pel'son. So engrossed is one in the the Pal1-PRcific Union and the Instiimmediacy of the tasks that lie tute of Pacific Relations, international
::,:head th2.t there is a tendency to conferences to discuss science, educircumscribe the univel'se by the cation, religion, the Press, and variim::'.ginary lines of IJrivate predilec- OES commercial confenmces such as
tions.
Meanwhile, the edncationgJ the Pan-Pacific Food Conservation
and cultur::J forces oper8.ting in behalf Conference.
of a iIlore closely knit universe are
widening the scope of their influence.
WELL MAY WE anticipate, as the
The hope for the future abides Monitor intimates, "the near apright there-in this constant inter- proach of an international civilization
change of ider.s and pe:cso112Jities and of unprecedented splendor."
The
l~oints of view. The world is as yet in
great epochal civilizations of the past
the prin12xy sta.ges of this significant have been similarly the outgrowth of
educ2.tional process, but even IcOW a V2~st crJtural unity both absorbing
there n"ay be seen emerging from and stinll.1.lating the creative energies
thess international gatherings a total- of the race. Because of the wider
ly new type of citizen-a citizen no field for achievernent and renown, beless concerned with his own national cause of the incres,sed competition bec~uties, but 2, citizen incre8.singly retween bl'illi2.nt minds, and because of
sponsive to the total nmge of his in- a common prouessive aim tovvard imtern2'tional responsibilities."
proving the arts of life, periods of
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great empire and great wealth have
synchronized with periods of active
and high civilization.
Now these conditions are being repeated on a similar, yet far vast er
scale. The whole inter-communicating world is beginning to function for
the first time in history as a cultural
unit. Men of all races and nations
are united, if not under a single political force, at least under the dominion of mind and of the spirit of progress. Nations vie with nations in discovery, in invention, in progressive
achievement. The stimulation to human effort has become as powerful,
as the field of accomplishment and reward has become expanded. Any
great discovery or attainment now
brings to its author world-fame. Any
important invention brings streams of
wealth from every civilized country.
Every great musician, p8.inter, literary genius, receives esteem ::md fimmcial reward not from his own country
alone, but from the whole world.
Thus an Irish writer, like George Bernard Shaw, living and working in
England may be securing the maj or
part of his income from sales in
America. Thus a Belgian historian,
like George Sarton, conceiving an immense project in tracing the international history of science, finds the
field for successful fruition of his
idea in America.
Not only is a cultural unity now
becoming prevalent over the globe,
but wealth is everywhere rapidly increasing due to man's marvelous conquest over nature, to his successful
exploitation of her resources, and to
his more efficient organization of machinery and labor for mass production. Thus the amount of goods and
the amount of actual wealth in all industrial countries is piling up in the
same fabulous way as it did in rich
empires of the past-but with this
significant difference-that wealth is

not focused in anyone spot by the
military exploitation of other portions of the world, but is being equably produced everywhere in proportion to the will, energy, and intelligence of the population.
Such wealth, distributed inevitably
more or less throughout the great
masses of the population, gives a
mass-purchasing power which is a
stimulation to invention and to industried and artistic achievement even
more enormous than that offered by
the greatest emperors and individual
patrons of art 2nd progress of the
past. Truly we are facing the dawn
of a glorious world civiliz2tion such
as will cast into shade the most
dazzling achievements of humanity in
the past.
CERTAIN THINGS are needed,
however, to facilitate and to assurE
the continuity and acceleration of
such world-progress. The first is the
realization and establishment of the
principle of the oneness of mankind,
above and beyond any concept of nationality, race, or religion. Then must
follow the achievement of worldpec.ce. War must be banished from
the field of human activity if human
enterprise is to accomplish results
pertaining to a stE'cble world-civilizaation. Thirdly, education must become universal, in deed as in name,.
and throughout all countries of the
globe. Fourthly, an auxiliary language must become established, or
the world interchange of ideas and
science can go on but haltingly. (Already international conferists, realizing this great need, are experimenting with Esperanto as a solution-as
are also the great Radio and Movietone corporations.)
Lastly, there
must be established a spiritual homogeneity of culture, such as will bring
between all the races of the world mutual understanding, sympathy, and
respect,
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IN ALL THESE great fields of human needs the Baha'i Movement has
for years been working effectively.
Already it has united, and is uniting,
in a strongly cohesive culture individual members of every race and religion, and of every continent. Already it is arousing the interest and
admiration of world rulers, as they
realize the spiritual significance and
vast humanitarian goal of this modern and world-progressive movement.
Accustomed as we are in this great
century of progress to dream dreams
and see visions of the future, it is
almost impossible fully to conceive
the vast spEm which world-civilization
will achieve when all the necessary
conditions are fulfilled. Then all discoveries and 2.chievements of human
thought will be published simultaneously in a universally adopted language in all quarters of the globe.
Then mtists, actors, lecturers, can
visit professionally all countries of
the world, speaking a language as universal as music now is. Then the
great colleges and universities of the
world, following a universal curriculum in a universal language, will become great international centers of
culture attended peripatetically by
men and women of every race and
clime.
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The results for human progrBss and
happiness, of such an amazing worldculture, are almost inconceivable.
The reader may use his imagination
here with the utmost freedom,--for
no flights of the imagination can equal
the achievements of reality before
the Twentieth Century shall reach its
glorious close in an epoch of brotherhood of man, and of love and knowledge of God.
Need we doubt the possibility of
this spiritual achievement of a humanity unified in and through the
powerful cosmic dynamic of the love
of the One God, when we see about
us being daily achieved miracles just
2:S unexpected and apparently incredible in the realm of matter? The
limitations of the past, obstacle,s
seemingly insuperable in the nature
of man's personality, the precedents
of past spiritual failures of humanity
to achieve such organized perfection,
need not incur scepticism as we rBalize the enormous obstacles to the conquest of nature which man has first
slowly and then with accelerating
speed pushed back across the barriers
of sp3.ce and time. Nothing is impossible to the brave spirit of man,
aided by the power and guidance of
Destiny.

"In this present cl/ele theTe will be cm evolution in civilizc&tion unpcwnlleled in the
histol"Y of the 1uodd. The 1uo7'ld of humanity fIlLS heTetof01'e been in the stage of
infcmcy; no'w it is c&pproaching
!UBt c&s the indi1)idual hUl1wn organism
fW1Jing attained the pe1'iod of 11Wbuity ·reaches its fullest degTee of physical st1'ength
cmcl Tipened intellectuc&[ faculties, so that in one yeC&1" of this 1'ipenecl lJeTiod thel'e is
1u:tnessecl an unp'recedented menstwe of development, like1uise the wodd of humanity
in this cycle. of its cOJn1Jleteness (/.nd consummation will rec~lize an i1J~rnecwul'able 1~p
ward ]JTogTess; ancl that p01ve1' of accomplishment whM'eof each individual human
1"ec&lity is the depositol'Y of Gocl,-tlwt 01[two1'king univeTsc~l spi1'it,-like the intel/ect1wl facultll, willl'e1Jec&1 itself in infinite degrees of pe1'fection."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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AMERICA'S ASIAWARD DESTINY
STANWOOD COBn

MERICA'S destiny is Asiaward.

As if by some occult law the
A
movement of civilization on our own
planet has ever been westward in
tendency. The sun mounting majestically in the heavens from east to
west, has been a symbol of correspondence to the diurnal occidental
urge of civilization.
True, there is no evidence to warrant us in assuming that this phenomenon will continue. But by analogy of the past, supposing the movement of civilization to go on further
westward, the strange paradox arises
that the only possible next step,
from the occidental shores of the
New World, would be to ultimate in
the East.
Perhaps destiny h2.s in design this
completion of the arc, that civilization should thus encircle the globe
by returning to its place of origin.
This accomplished, civilization would
need no longer migrate from land to
land, from people to people, but would
equably cover the whole earth with
its beneficence.
It may indeed be conceived that
it will be from America rather than
from Europe that Asia will acquire
a new and successful impetus toward
modern civilization and the arts of
living. We have seen in the past that
civilization tends like water to flow
from high levels down and out to
lower-lying levels. The greater the
difference of levels, the greater the
pressure of flow. Thus there is a
natural psychological tendency for
American civilization to flow eastward rather than westward, to focus
its main urge on Asia rather than on
Europe.
This we see to be the case historically. It is from America rather

than from Europe that Japan has derived, and continues to derive, its
modern civilization. The same thing
applies to China. These two countries of the far East, (impelled partly perhaps by contiguity) have
turned to America for instruction
in the scientific arts of life. It is
from America chiefly that they have
manned their newly founded schools
and universities. It is to America
chiefly that they send their youthful citizens for foreign education.
Europe may seek to emulate the material prosperity of America but
where in Europe do you find schools
and universities manned and directed by Americans, as has been the
case in Japan until recently aDd is
still the case in China '! The new
Nationalistic China, so Special Envoy
Wu tells us, has as a majority of its
leaders men who have had contact
with American education; and out of
nine members of the new cabinet.
six are graduates of American uni~
versities.
Persia, too, has turned from Eurrope to America for tutelage. First
Mr. Shuster, then Mr. Millspaugh,
were invited to the ancient land of
the Sun and Lion to instruct in the
art of national finance. As tn~asur
er-general and director of taxes, Mr.
Shuster was given immense power
in regulating the internal affairs of
Persia. Mr. Millspaugh in his turn
has directed the finances of Persia
and helped to create a modern system of taxation, of budgeting, of national expenditure.
Turkey has sought American aid
for her educational problems in the
person of our greatest progressive
educator, John Dewey.
No, the flow of American culture,
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it is apparent, is not so much eastward as westward across the Pacific. With good reason Asia tends
to look to America for help in her
movement of renaissance.
While
her contacts with Europe have been
chiefly imperialistic, her contacts
with us have been chiefly the opposite. Asia expects of us no territorial designs, she apprehends from
us no military pressure; but a virtual
cataclysm would have to overturn
Asia's present enforced subjection
to Europe before she could willingly and confidently look to Europe for
disinterested aid.
Asia has had abundant proof in the
past of America's capacity for
distinterested friendship. Her faith
and confidence in America, though
shaken a bit at times, is on the ·whole
steady; and certainly sufficiently
strong to motivate the seeking of our
aid. May we keep our international
policies free from aggression, that
we ma"y hold, as in the past, the
undoubting confidence of the world's
largest and most populous continent,
II

There are those who see in the
Pacific a vast new potential b:lsin of
civilization, comparable to the Mediterranean basin of antiquity, and to
the Atlantic basin of today.
Chester H. RoweIl, who has taken
[1, prominent part in the movement
for harmonious relations between the
Pacific nations, says in the Survey
(May 1, 1926),
"The ancient vv'orid faced inward, like a Greek house, on the
Mediterranean. The modern European ·world has faced outward,
on the Atlantic. America has
looked about, on its continental
domain. Meantime, half the human race was living across the
Pacific, as it were on another
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planet.
The relative separa~
ness of these two worlds has conditioned all the past; their contact, on a globe shrunk too small
to hold them longer apart, is the
condition of all the future. Our
face henceforward is toward the
West, which is the East, and the
Pacific coast is become the Front
door."
And the Editor of the "Survey"
adds his own impressive message:
"One rim of the Pacific basin
shelters the oldest and most stable of living civilizations; the
other, the most recent and most
progressive. As all forms of intercourse increase, as they must,
and as distances dissolve, the Par
cific assumes more and more the
character of a vortex into which
the interests of every race and
tribe and nation living on its borders converge."
Ramsay Traquair, Professor of
Archaeology at McGill University
Nlontreal, has a vision of "The Coming Commonwealth of the Pacific."
"Who can venture to prophesy
what may be the result when the
deepest philosophies of th8 Occident and Orient mingle, as they
may mingle, into one Pacific culture? The Commonwealth of the
Pacific will be the latest of the
Ocean Commonwealths, and it
may be the richest and greatest
of them all."
It may become, therefore, the destiny of America to transmit with
additions from her own racial genius,
that industrial civilization which began in Europe to that awakening antique giant, the Orient. Bridging the
Atlantic and Pacific, America holds,
perhaps, the key position of the
planet. Only one other locality can
compare with it in strategic value as
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regards the Orient-the eastern littoral of the Mediterranean. At that
point, coming eventually to focus in
the city of Haifa, European culture
and commerce will concentrate to flow
out across the vast hinterland through
which caravan routes as ancient as
civilization itself have from time immemorial linked Europe, Asia, and
Africa.
But for America, the Pacific! Already this vision is dawning in the
consciousness of many leading minds
on both sides of the Pacific, and
bearing fruit in those remarkable
org;;mizations for peaceful interchange of civilizations, the PanPacfic Union and the Institute of
Pacific Relations, both centered in
Honolulu, T. H., both absolutely free
from any political significance as
both were organized by those who
had vision and whose sole purpose
was a better understanding of the
peoples and nations bordering the
Pacific looking forward eventually to
the goal of lasting peace. These two
organizations have sponsored many
Conferences which have been given
more or less publicity in the Bah.i'i
Magazine, notably in the interesting
article·s by Miss Agnes B. Alexander
on "The Institute of Pacific Relations,"* and, "The Cooperative Spirit
of the Pan-Pacific Union."**

III
Two obstacles, of psychological
rather than of material or political
nature, stand in the way of a closer
approachment between America and
Asia.
These two obstacles are
racial pride and religious prejudice.
Americans are sympathetic and kindly, it is true, toward all peoples of
the world. But toward those raCBS
which happen to vary by even the
slightest pigmentation from the skin* VOL. lG, P. 589~
"'*

YOL.

17.

P.

56.

of-whiteness, many are apt to
conceive a vanity of comparison
which is not based on scientific fact.
Neither the science of anthropology
nor the science of psychology, can
succeed in establishing any general
evidence of difference of intelligence
between the races of pigmented skin
and the races of unpigmented skin.
What evidence there is bears in the
contrary direction, namely, that the
different races of the world are practically alike in native endowment of
intelligence. Unfounded racial vanity,
fostered by the cult of color, is one of
the unfortunate barriers to complete
hearty accord between the Occident
and the Orient.
It is not scientific to take as evidence of racial capacity the comparison of present civilizations. America
is in the position of leadership today.
But in their prime each of the great
races of Asia have held a position of
cultural preeminence and influence-China, Persia, India, and the various
races of the Near East. If we have at
present a higher material civilization
than these races, let us share it with
them in the spirit of modesty, friendship, brotherhood.
As regards our religious prejudice, that is directed chiefly toward Islam. for the main reason
that it is the only active competitor of Christianity. Both these religions are vigorously propagandic,
both virile and self-contained, both
existing side by side on our planet
without making any reciprocal impression. Because the races of Islam are today in a stage of medievalism, bound in tradition, and up to
very recently held back from progress by a strict spirit of religious
scholasticism, the tendency is to
judge unfairly the potentiality of
the races composing the Islamic
world.
To relegate the Muslim to a grade
of low cultural capacity is to show
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an utter lack of historical knowledge
and perspective. For in the ninth,
tenth and eleventh centuries Islamic
culture led the world. So far ahead of
Europe had the Arabs forged th€ir
way in scientific thought and discovery that Arabic became the universal language of science, and all important works of other races were
€ither written in Arabic or translated into it. George Sarton, our most
distinguished historian of human
progress and science, says in his "Introduction to the History of Science";
"As the greatest achievements
of antiquity wer€ due to the Greek
genius, so the greatest achievements of the Middle Ages were
due to the Muslim genius. During this period, although important works were composed in
Latin, in Greek, in Syriac, in Persian, yet the most valuable of all,
the most original, the most pregnant, were written in Arabic.
From the second half of the
eighth to the end of the eleventh
century, Arabic was the scientific,
the progressive language of mankind.
Muslim culture radiated
from a number of centers which
were distributed all the way from
Spain to Central Asia. In these
centers the Arabs accomplished
numerous and remarkable investigations in mathematics, astronomy, chemistry, physics, technology, geography, and medicine.
How did it come to pass that Muslims were so far ahead of the
Christians from the eighth to the
eleventh centuries?"

IV
It is

not enough, however,

to
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m€rely abolish racial and religious
prejudice. What is needed is something more constructive than this.
We need a sense of actual brotherhood, of amity, of spiritual unity.
Many excellent movements of an international kind, of which the PanPacific Union and Institute of Pacific Relationships are outstanding
examples, are helping to create and
foster such a dynamic unity between the Occident and Orient.
But of all possible agencies for
harmonizing and unifying the Occident and Orient, the Baha'i Movement stands unique. It has dead'l
demonstrated its power to bring t;'gether into loving harmony the
most diverse races and religions.
The greater the difference of racial cultures and racial viewpoints,
the greater the joy of
discovering the possibility of brotherhood.
Thus a young Persian Muslim recently become a Baha'i, whose whitebanded turban showed he had been
studying for the priesthood, upon
meeting the writer in Constantinople
grasped his hand with the greatest
earnestness and friendship and said,
"My brother, my brother! Just to
think! If I had had to shake hands
with you six months ago I would
have spat upon the ground, for I
would have believed myself defiled.
And now, we are broth€rs!"
Nothing can admit Occidentals into the intimacy of Islamic friendship, and understanding of its peoples, as can the Baha'i Movement.
It is indeed a solvent, the destined
bridg€, that is to unite East and
West in a marvelous new civilizatio~l
-reciprocal, friendly, confident.

"This cige has acquired Cl, glorimls ccipcwity tor the lnc(.jestic revelation
at the oneness at the 'World at hunumity."
- ' Abd~i'l-Bcilui.
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A NEW CHILD BORN TO THE PACIFIC
ALEXANDER HUME FORD

Director, Pan-Pacific Union
The following is the opening address at the First Pan-Pacific Women's Oonference
held in Honolulu spons01"ed by the Pan-Pacific Union. The ideals of this Union have
st1"ongly appealed to the Bah6:i world for they CLre in keeping with the laws of the
new age, and the Bah6:i Magazine has given quite wide publicity to the confe1"ences,
activities and findings of this epoch-making and highly c01nmendable organization,
having at va1"ious times since the inception of the work, pubilshed reports of its noteworthy se1"vices which have always been directed towar,d p1'og1"eSS in understanding
inter-national 1"elationships. In the address which follows Mr". Ford cha1"cLcterizesthis
Women's Confe1"ence as the most imp01"tant ever held in Honolulu, and ceT'tainly Honolulu has been the scene of some of the greatest conferences held in these 1"eCent years,
f01" it is at the "cross-1"oads" of the Pacific cmd is an ideal setting for demons'tTating
ideally and p1"actiwlly thCLt gncLt P1"inciple in the Teachings of Bah6:u'llah-"The
Oneness of Mankind." The people of Honolulu seem to have fOT theiT slogan, "PTejudice toward none; love for cLll."-Editor.

gavel has fallen; a new
T HE
child is born to the Pacific; once

more the Pan-Pacific Union is a
happy father, and at last a lusty girl
child has arrived. An ambition of
twenty-one years is attained; the future rulers of the Pacific Empire have
assembled.
If our ways are to be the ways of
peace, and they must be, then '.'le
must follow your lead. We are not
Pacifists in the Pacific, we are just
naturally peaceful. There is so much
to be done and we have never known
other than peaceful ways in this
hemisphere-as a whole. Our very
name means peace. We are peaceful,
and peacefully we are discovering
those common interests that bind us
together more closely. There are so
many more important things to do
than to slaughter, that we never give
that pastime a thought. There are
too many things we can agree on to
bother much about those on which we
cannot. Find for us mor€ of the
things in common we can do for our
mutual and inter-racial advancement
in the Pacific and you will discover
tha t we will seek to do them with all
our might. That is what this PanPacific Union is for.
There is enough for each of us and
for each group of us to do for cen-

turies to come in this great area
where lives and strives half the
population of the globe, to weave the
net-work of common interest and mutual understanding that will keep us
bound together,-if only for Our own
preservation. So do not fear to give
birth to a new Pan-Pacific organization. We need many children and
there should be no birth control in
our family of those of better understanding.
The Pan-Pacific Union has given
birth to many inter-racial service
bodies, all of which are now self-supporting and independent. Educational organizations, Science, Commercial, Press, Research, Conservation, Food, Ethical, and other conference bodies born of the Pan-Pacific
Union have become permanent bodies
for progress and good understanding
among the peoples of the Pacific.
The Pan-Pacific Union is of age.
It is twenty-one years old, the very
oldest of all organizations in the Pacific that calls together for friendly
understanding representatives of the
countries about the greatest of
oceans, around the shores of which
live more than half the population of
the globe, and at the center of which,
where you gather today, meet and
mingle in perfect peace, harmony and
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Distinguished Tep1"esentatives fTo1n all countTies b01"de1"ing the PCiGific, attending the
Fi1'St Pcm-Pacific Conference of Women Cit Honolulu. In the centeT the wOTld-wide
hU1ncmitcf,l'icm, J ane Addcims.

understanding the oldest and the
newest civilizations of the world.
pleading for betterment and bringing
a better civilization to us.
The Union has striven to create a
patriotism of the Pacific, and is succeeding. This is truly "our ocean" as
the Mediterranean was the "Mare
Nostrum" of the ancients. We are
proud to hail from the Pacific and we
are peaceful-minded.
The gatherings brought together
through the efforts of the Pan-Pacific
Union have tried successfully both
the group gatherings and the round
table council. Hawaii has been used
as an experiment station in solving
social problems on a small scale, and
the results placed before the greater
bodies about this "our ocean". You
are to carry these experiments further.
There are precedents established
in the formation of these Pan-Pacific
Conference bodies that you might well
observe. Out of the Pan-Pacific Food
Conservation Conference ~Tew sev-

eral permanent international organizations that now call their own world
or Pan-Pacific Conferences. One sectional group of this Conference became an International Sugar Technologists Association holding now its
own bi-annual meetings; another, a
Pan-Pacific Fisheries Association
with David Starr Jordan at its head;
another, a Pan-Pacific Legal Association; and also out of this first PanPacific Food Conservation Congress
grew the Pan-Pacific Research Institution.
For four years your five sections
on Health, Education, Women in Industry and the Professions, Social
Service, and Women in Government,
have planned and worked. Should
they in time each become a permanent international organization in the
Pacific would not the world be better
for this? There can not be too many
groups working for better understanding and for a better world. You
women will make a saner world and
the Pacific offers a virgin field for a
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beginning, and here where there
exists no racial hatreds a firm foundation may be laid.
Japan, Australia, and New Zealand
have each sent larger delegations to
this Conference than these countries
have ever sent to any meeting held in
Hawaii. The Pacific is ready for this
movement of her daughters to take
their place in establishing and advancing the ideals that we in the Pacific should establish and live up to
for our own self-protection and for
the peace of the world. We welcome
you; we look to you to fulfill this mission.
This is your Conference, the PanPacific Union merely calls you together, pays your bills and retires.
Should you desire further service,
ask and you shall receive. It is the
hope of the Pan-Pacific Union that
you will appoint twenty or more of
your organization as follow-up workers to remain in Honolulu as guests
of the Pan-Pacific Research Institution, our International Guest House,
until they have prepared for your
next meeting. We wish them to remain a month or longer.
We wish you to have every facility
and help for permanent organization.
Should you need a central office and
experienced secretaries to serve you
until your next Conference, the PanPacific Union offers you these, the
service of its staff and its petty cash
account until you are well on your
feet.
Should the Pan-Pacific Association
in China, Japan or any other country
induce you to hold your next meeting
under its auspices, the Pan-Pacific
Union will, to the limit of its ability,
back any such effort. We will be
glad to aid in any way that you can
suggest. We wish you a permanent
organization of women in the Pacific
Perhaps then you may aid us in
realizing our dream of the Pan-Pacific Union to erect here at the

ocean's cross roads a building where
such Conferences as this may be
housed and its deliberations carried
out in a great convention hall, a home
for the representatives of all international organizations for good-will
in the Pacific. Plans for such a building are getting well under way, and
we look to the women of the Pacific
for their cooperation.
In such a home inhabited by foremost men and women of all races in
the Pacific might be cultivated that
civilization that knows no war of destruction but only the ways of permanent peaceful solutions and everlasting justice.
Again let me state that the PanPacific Union is seeking to find only
those points of common interest in
the Pacific on which we can all agree.
The rest will follow.
So to the Motherhood of the Pacific we hand the great responsibility
of the welfare of our generations unborn, and even if you have no actual
children of your own, mother as children the ideals that will make the
world happier because the great Pacific, the store-house of the world's
future food supply, is at peace.
The gavel has fallen, a new phase
of life in the Pacific begins. Its
womanhood is assuming its share of
responsibility for the welfare of half
the population of the globe. May the
spirit of Christ, Buddha, Confucius,
and all great teachers of mankind
guide you and keep you. You believe God has created you equal to
man. The hope of the world is that
He has created you superior. Certainly if you cannot lead us in ideals
of peace and understanding, the cause
of civilization is lost, but we of the
Pacific trust you. The Pacific is
yours for peace and racial advancement-we look to you.
Welcome, whether child, friend or
competitor of this Pan-Pacific Union!
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE WOMEN'S
PAN-PACIFIC CONFERENCE
Compilation by Julia Goldman
ONOLULU has been specially
H
honored during the last fortnight by th€ Women's Pan-Pacific
Conference.
The conference had Miss J ane
Addams, international chairman, to
preside-a woman whom one delegate said she would like to see President of the United States. In her
opening address Miss Addams said
that the business of diffusion has
been the primary business of the
world for the last 100 years, and
emphasized the tremendous stimulus when various cultures come together where the tendency is to pool
discoveries quickly.
Remedies for abuses were suggested, not specifically so much as from
the standpoint of overcoming by sane
education and inspiration.
Just why should women travel
thousands of miles to get back to the
old way of talking face to face was
explained by Miss Addams:
"Why do women travel thousands
of miles to get back to the old way of
talking face to face? We come to
work out a technique by which there
should be intercourse without mechanism; fresh, with something of the
touch of the original stimulus.
That can only be produced by people
working together in groups and having an earnest purpose."
No time was wasted in this conference over questions of less importance than those upon which the
general character of humanity depends. From child life to universal
industrialism, round table discussions followed one another in orderly
sequence.
If there has been doubt about the

right of womankind anywhere in the
world to take her full part in intellectual, moral, imaginative and spiritual
works, as these apply directly to the
betterment of mankind, that doubt
must disappear in the light of this
splendid conference.-Editorial, Honolulu Star-Bulletin.
OUR PEOPLE view with very
lively and sympathetic interest the
forthcoming Pan-Pacific Conference
of Women. It is a pioneer conference. For years the women of every
race and nation have found here a
pleasant home and we have enjoyed
the benefits of visits from distinquished leaders in all walks of life.
This is the first time that an organized and carefully studied effort
has been made to bring together leading women of the countries about the
Pacific, so that they may discuss
problems that are common to all
countries and especially give those
who are assembled and the people
that they represent the benefit of
various new points of view.
We of Hawaii have felt that our
principle city and the communities
within our Territory, furnish a favorable place for the people of the Pacific area to assembl€ for a conference and exchange of views. Our location is such that we receive at one
time or another representatives of
nearly every race populating the
islands and continents within and
bordel'ing on the Pacific ocean. Hawaii being a pleasant place to live,
a certain percentage of these representatives have from time to time
made their permanent home in the
islands. In this way they have
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proved their adaptability or otherwise for adjusting themselves to new
environment.
Thus we have here a laboratory.
In the community life of Hawaii, it
is possible to gain an answer to some
of the many questions that are asked
regarding what people of a certain
type will do when they come in contact with certain other types. In the
majority of cases there has been
freedom from the dire results that
are frequently predicted.
The general conclusion has indicated that human nature is pretty much
the same all over the world.
Achievements in promoting happy
conditions are determined by the capacity for tolerance, coupled with
initiative, patience, without loss of
aggressiveness. When all is said and
done we have finally a continuous
demonstration of the unfailing value
of courtesy.
Possibly the best thing that can
come of a conference of this character is the additional happiness that
may be brought into the homes of
the less fortunate. New ideas proved
practical in one part of the world
will be made available to all.-Hon.
Wallace R. Farrington, Governor of
Hawaii and President, Pan-Pacific
Union, in "Mid-Pacific Magazine."
"OUR CONFERENCE is a child
of the Pan-Pacific Union, which has
paved the way for us.
"While it is a women's conference,
the views which we will consider
should not be confined to those of
women. We are endeavoring to approach our discussion with much
broader views.
"Out of the conference, I will not
be surprised to find a stronger consciousness of the role of women who
have played a vital part in the advancement of human welfare.
"Starting from small groups of
church work, missionary societies,

women of the world are now actively
engaged in various social and international work. The Women's Christian Temperance Union is the second
development after church groups.
Then came the Council of International Women.
"The International Association of
Women in the Suffrage Movement is
still a younger organization. The International Organization of University Women, with its headquarters at
London, is one of the most recent international organizations of women.
"Summing up results, we were reminded again and again that no
problem in the Pacific can be amicably
solved by just one nation alone. The
women of Pacific countries must work
together.
"Cold scientific inquiry must be instituted for all problems by cooperation of women in different countries
of the Pacific. It is encouraging to
note that in discussion of all these
problems, racial difference was forgotten."-Jane Addams, President
of Conference.
"WE OF CHINA are expecting
much from this conference for the
advancement of international peace.
It is peculiar to note that the word
peace in Chinese language is written
with two characters: 'House' and
'Woman,', showing that even according to the Chinese conception women
have a great part to play in bringing
about the peace of the world.
"We are tremendously interested
in bringing about international peace,
which we call in China 'International
Happiness', but we realize that this
cannot be brought about unless we
have, first of all, our domestic happiness."
In summing up her observances of
the different groups, Dr. Mei Ting,
head of the Chinese delegation further said, in part, that she was impressed with:
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"The progressiveness and ambitions of Japan.
"The humbleness of the Koreans.
"The thoroughness of the British.
"The innocence of the Samoans.
And last, but not least, she stressed
the hospitality of Honolulu, and the
honesty of the United States.
She concluded with the remark:
"China, after this conference, is
wiser than before she entered into
it."-Honolulu Advertiser.
"WE ARE GOING back to Australia, where civilization is newer
than that of other countries, with a
deep impression of Honolulu as a
home of Pacific nations.
"N owhere in the world can we find
such an impact of races and nationalities, living in a wonderful community spirit. Through this conference, and through our visit here, we
are charged with renewed responsibility to shape our own destiny.Mrs. B. Rischbeith, chairman, Feder-

ation of Women Voters of Australia.
"STRONG FOUNDATION for scientific investigation by the women
of the Pacific area has been laid because of this conference. All Japanese women are returning to their
home-land with an inspiration from
this conference to do their part in
bringing about international friendship and peace in the Pacific area."
-Miss Yoshi Shoda, speaking for
the delegates from Japan.
"FOR THE FIRST TIME, the industrial question has been given its
due place in our international deliberation," said Miss Mary Anderson,
director of Industry, Women's Bureau, Department of Labor, Washington, speaking for the United
States' delegation. "We can now
work together with women of other
countries in the solution of various
industrial problems of women."Honolulu Advertiser.

"Consider how great and unexampled have been the diversity
of race, the antagonisms of faiths and the confiict of opinions
in Persia. In this day, however, the fragrance of holiness has
produced so COml)lete a fusion of the divers elements in that land
that its varied peoples, its opposing sects and hostile races have
become even as one soul. Refiect how great is their (Baha'is)
love one for the other, how firm their union, how unified their interests, how close their a·ssociation and intercourse. Christian,
Jew, Zoroastrian and Muslim, having all banished every trace of
estrangement and difference from their midst, have all gathered
together in perfect harmony and understanding, with all affection, happiness and freedom.
"Ponder in thine heart what the Power of the Most Great
Name (Baha'u'llah) hath wrought!"
- ' Abdu'l-Bcthri.
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Delegates from fort-two countries attending the Twentieth Unive\

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESSES USE
ESPERANTO
MARTHA L. ROOT

HE world no longer disputes that
Esperanto is not a Living Language. Several International Congresses in Europe this year have used
this international medium as the
official language for one and only one
translation. For example, if speeches
are given in French, English, German, or other tongues, the interpreter gives the talk in Esperanto.
So successful has this proved that
some of the greatest world congresses next year are to use Esperanto. Among the latter are: Third
Biennial Conference of World Federation of Educational Associations
which will meet in Geneva, Switzerland, July 26-August 4, 1929. Thousands of delegates are expected. The
International Bureau of Education in
Geneva states that possibly, too,

T

there will be a Conference of International School Correspondence in
Geneva, three days before this Congress, and this Conference will recognize Esperanto. The New Education
Fellowship Conference which is to be
held in Copenhagen August 6-16,
1929, will use Esperanto as the official language for translation. It is
an interesting fact that all over the
world, delegates seeing that Esperanto is to be used, begin to study it
so that they will be able to understand. Perhaps the best propaganda
for Esperanto is not to talk about it.
but to use it!
'The
International
Congresses
which so successfully introduced
Esperanto this season were: the Inter-religious Congress for Peace, in
the Hague, Holland; the World's
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:veTsal Congress of Esperanto at Antwerp, Belgium, August 3-11, 1928.
Youth Congress for Peace, in Eerde,
Holland; World's Congress of Religious Socialists, Le Locle, Switzerland; the International Congress for
Workers' Education in Gotenburg.
The Inter-religious Congress for
World Peace at The Hague July 30August 2, was the first of its kind
which has ever been held in Europe.
It is the mother Conference of scores
of others which will be called in Central Europe. Pastors, peace workers,
city officials present, who formerly
had not known much about Esperanto, were amazed that so many delega tes easily understood every word.
They bought Esperanto books and
returned home to learn this internationallanguage which is gaining such
favor throughout the world.
Americans who expect to travel in
Europe will find Esperanto a passport to all progressive movements.
Esperanto is also a language of
brotherhood. The Esperantists belong to the new age. Among them
are the standard bearers of universal

education, and of the new economic
solution; scientists health specialists,
broadcasting experts. The man or
woman who knows Esperanto may
meet the minds, the souls of European culture.
Speaking one day with Dr. Edmond
Privat, President of the Universal
Esperanto Association, one of the
great authorities on this universal
tongue, the writer asked him: "How
would you answer the Professor or
linguist who speaks perhaps twenty
languages and without ever having
looked into Esperanto to see what it
really is, says, 'Oh, Esperanto is an
artificial language.' Was not every
language in its very beginning an
artificial language-made through
art?" Dr. Privat replied, "In a way,
yes, Esperanto is an artificial language, but in another way, no, it is
not. The basis of the language was
only a very limited vocabulary of
roots already international and a few
rules of grammar. Forty years have
elapsed and th~ language has grown,
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being enriched by a more and more
frequent use. A language is not contained in a book; but in the vast material of living expressions made by
the people who use it. 'The only 2,1 tificial part is the endings, the formation of new words by combinations of
roots, and by adding existing suffixes which give an almost unlimited
vocabulary. The power of combination in Esperanto is so much freer
that the possibilities of this universal
tongue are extraordinary."
To people who have traveled and
met the statesmen and the masses in
different lands, it is evident that any
national tongue is not only not acceptable as a universal help-language,
but it is unsuitable to the international thought content of a new universal cycle.
People who go as representatives
from fifty-four countries to the
League of Nations in Geneva, for the
most part speak French or English
or both. All speeches in the Society
of Nations sessions are translated
into French and English. Some speak
in their native tongue and provide
their own interpreter and their words
are again translated. Much time is
tediously lost, much money spent for
interpreters and translations and
printed matter in several languages.
However, the International Labor
Bureau in Geneva has quickly seen
the advantages of Esperanto and it
has issued a separate Bulletin in this
language and conducts a newspaper
service in Esperanto.
Next door to the Antwerp Universal Congress of Esperanto, Brussels
had an International Labor Congress
in August where every speech had
to be translated three times. Le
Locle, Switzerland, was the scene of
a wonderful Inter-religious Congress
of Socialist Christians, in August,
where every delegate was like a flame
of spiritual fire burning to help humanity to world peace and to spir-

itual brotherhood. Esperanto was
used successfully, and the following
resolution was adopted for the next
Congress which is to be held in 1930:
"The International Congress of Religious Socialism having used Esperanto as the only translated language,
recommends to all the groups in different countries to begin the study of
this language to facilitate the international contact and the next Congress in particular."
Universal education is not alone
for the leisured few who have time
and means for higher learning and
the mastery of many languages. The
task of Twentieth Century educators
.1S equally to equip the working classes
of the world with a universal auxiliary language, and Esperanto is a path
to international comprehension and
expression that the laboring people
can follow.
The Twentieth Universal Congress
of Esperanto held in Antwerp, Belgium, from August third to eleventh
was attended by 1,500 delegates from
forty-two countries. A letter of salutation to the delegates from Shoghi
Effendi, Guardian of the Baha'i Cause
was read at the opening session, as
follows:
"Haifa, Palestine,
May 4, 1928.
Dear Fellow-workers:
On the occasion of the opening of
the Twentieth Universal Congress of
Esperanto, I wish to reaffirm, in the
name of the Baha'is of both the East
and the West, the sentiments of goodwill, fellowship and loving sympathy,
that animate the followers of Baha'u'llah in their attitude towards the
work in which you are so nobly and
devotedly engaged.
I can assure you that the members
of the world-wide Baha'i community
follow with increasing interest and
genuine hope the progress of your
labours, and feel that by your high
endeavours you are promoting one of
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Section of the Baha'i Esperanto Confm"ence, pa1"t of the Unive1"sal Cong1'ess of
Espm'anto in Antwerp, taken just befo1"e the first session. In the f1'ont row seated,
Miss Lydja ZCimenhof in white, who se1'ved as honora1'Y P1'esident of the Conference,
and representatives from England, Pe'rsia, Gennany, Holland, United States and othe?'
countries.

the outstanding principles proclaimed
by Baha'u'llah.
They share with me the fervent
hope that in the days to come closer
bonds of cooperation and fellowship
may bind the Esperantists of the
world with our beloved Faith, and
that the establishment and maintenance of intimate relationships between Baha'is and Esperantists may
prove conducive to the betterment
of mankind.
May the Almighty guide and bless
your deliberations, and graciously
assist you to bring into closer understanding and communion the divers
peoples and nations of a sorely
divided world.
Your true brother and well-wisher,
SHOGHI."
Representatives from governments
and more than fifty international
associations sent greetings. Hundreds of letters and telegrams were
received from national societies. It
was announced that one hundred and
sixty-seven radio stations now broadcast Esperanto, and there was much
discussion about using Esperanto for
Moving Pictures and for "Talking
Pictures" or "Movietones".

Two Baha'i Esperanto sessions were
held as part of this great Congress.
Miss Lidja Zamenhof, youngest
daughter of the late Dr. L. Zamenhof, creator of Esperanto, was the
honorary President at both sessions
and spoke eloquently at the opening.
Dr. Heinrich Nienkamp (author of
"Uncrowned Kings"), Baha'i and
well known writer in Europe, had a
paper on, "The Baha'i Movement and
Politics"-politics in the sense of the
influence upon national and international affairs if the Principles of
Baha'u'llah were followed. Mr. H. S.
Mohammed Ruhani of Resht, Persia,
gave an address on, "The Baha'i
Movement and Esperanto in Persia";
Mr. Vuk Echtner of Prague spoke on,
"The Spirit of the New Day"; Mrs.
Mary Hanford Ford of New York
City on, "The Succession of Prophets"; and the writer on, "Universal
Education for World Peace". Distinguished Esperantists from several
countries spoke briefly. Miss Julia
Culver of Chicago did much to help
these two sessions.
The next Universal Congress of
Esperanto will be held in Budapest,
Hungary, in August, 1929.
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COMPLETE HEALING
WALTER B. GUY, M. D.
This is the seventh chapter in the series of a1,ticles on "Healing-Material and
Spiritual," by the auth01'. In this article Dr. Guy ouU!nes .the p:act~cal steps whfch
should be taken by (biling people in the way of a rned~cal ~nvest~gatwn and pos~ble
cure but above and beyond all is the need of a spil'it1wl balance to life which oonstit;'tes the only perrnanence of physical equilib1'iurn and well being.-Editor.

"But the principle causes of disease
aTe physical; for the human body is
composed of numerous elements, but
in the measure of (Ln especial equilibTium. As long as this equUibriwrYl,
1:S maintained, man is preseTved frorn
disease; but if this essential balance,
which is the pivot of the const'itution,
is disturbed, the constitution is disordered, and disecLse will super'veil,e."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.
previous chapters I have enI N deavored
to point out the laws and
conditions necessary for a sound,
healthy, and contented life. I am
concerned, however, in reaching those
who are not in that desirable category. People who find life arduous
and unfruitful; people who are drifting instead of riding the current of
human life; people who are sick in
mind, soul, and body, and are seeking health and the fulness of life;
people who migrate from physician
to physician, to healers and quacks,
in search of bodily health and find
it not-and above all, those individuals who are lost in the morass
of conflicting creeds and are bewildered by the claims of rival schools
of therapeutic art.
In all cases of physical ill h€alth,
search should be instituted and a complete examination by a competent
physician made of the organs, tissues,
secretions, excretions, and functions
of the human organism. Ofttimes
such examination will show an infection such as is found in necrosed or
impacted teeth, an abscessed gall
bladder, an infected appendix, or infection of some other organ.

If the patient is from the South or
Tropics, the blood stream may be host
to various animal organisms, or the
intestinal or urinary tract may harbor
one or more species of parasites so
prevalent in tropical environments.
Search throughout the body for low
chronic infections, impaired functions,
for various lesions, such as gastric or
intestinal ulcerations, and impaired
functions of the kidneys, is always in
order. When all this is done, and the
whole of the symptomology both objective and subjective obtained, treatIl1ent should be al)plied. If successful, then the patient is relieved of his
or her difficulties.
After all these procedures have
been accomplished, there still will be
found a varying percentage of those
who fail to respond and complain of
siclmess or impaired vitality. Many
of these will not show any particular
group of symptoms indicating organic
disease, but will manifest on the other
hand, positive symptoms of 'dysfunction' in varied degrees. These people
are those to whom we need to point
the way to a normal state of health
by setting into harmonious relationship the different kingdoms and
allowing the spiritual to function normally in the every-day affairs of life.
How can this be achieved? These
sick and unhappy ones must put
themselves unreservedly in the hands
of one who knows. One who is
cognizant of the spiritual realities.
One who is in attune with that spiritual force ever overshadowing, illuminating, and vitalizing physical life.
One who has pledged his all to the call
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of the Master. One who knows his
Faith is knowledge and the exLord, one who would walk in His perience of the indubitable eternal
steps, reflect His power, and give veri ties; therefore, its expression is
forth His love. "Not by might nor the shining forth of the divine qualiby power, but by My Spirit," saith ties in human life.
It is told of Fred Douglass, a free
the Lord.
The Divine Love that creates, sus- negro who worked for freedom in
tains, and carries forward our Uni- slavery days, that at one time he
verse, is near to each one of us. " It spoke to a group of his own people
is nearer than hands or feet." It in utter discouragement-in his heart
ever seeks to enter our hearts, ever all hope was dead. An old colored
knocks at the door of human life. woman arose and said, "Fred Doug"My son, give Me thy heart," was lass, is God dead ?"
written of old, yet is ever new. That
Nay! God is not dead! He is ever
Love which will not be denied; that present. His Love is always near to
Love, unparalleled in human exist- us, but if we love Him not, how can
ence, which throughout the ages of His Love reach us? How can His
bygone days, and even to this day, healing rays cure us? How can His
sends His messengers to mankind. spirit awake and restore us, and give
Messengers that show forth His us life eternal?
Turn, then, with complete humility
power and glory, true reflectors of His
Love, nay, more than that-true vehi- to Him whom God has sent, through
cles of Himself. They go through whom He has revealed His very
torture,exile, imprisonment, and Presence. His bounty is overflowing
death that we might not suffer; abundant Life. Turn to the glory of
driven from their homes that we God, Baha!u'llah. He, like Jesus of
might find our Home; imprisoned that long ago, has manifested God's
we might be set free of self, and at- Beauty, and Love, and Power. He,
to-day, heals and comforts, and in His
tain to life eternal.
Let the knowledge of this all-com- touch is life.
Shall we tie God's hands? This
prehensive and abiding love sink into
the soul and consciousness until the was attempted in the days of the
emotions are stirred, the tears fall, lowly N azarene. Shall we deny bethe heart rends in anguish, and the fore we try? "Taste and see that
feeling of utter worthlessness be- the Lord is good."
From age to age, God manifests
comes manifest. Then the soul will
become severed from its worldly de- His Love to us. He comes again and
sires, its fleshly lusts, its sinful greed, again in human form to man. He
its egotistic urgings for greatness and opens the Door, leads the Waythrough prison, through torture,
fame.
Yes, give up mortality for im- pain, and sorrow, to glorious victory
mortality, give up all, to that Love over sin and death.
We must follow on, walk in those
which loves so greatly. Then, and
only then, will healing come for body footprints marked with His blood,
and soul. Desires will fade away, and search until we find Him, then lift up
instead of sickness and grief, the our eyes and open our hearts.
If we do this thing in utter sinafflicted one will find the Most Great
Peace. When the soul is free, worldly cerity, His Love as a flood of sunlight
ambitions die, and warring lusts are will flow through us, His arms enstilled, and the heart begins to reflect circle us, His Power overshadow us,
light and joy, which is given freely His Joy comfort and invigorate us.
For those who give all, truly, shall
and without stint.
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truly receive all; for God, and God
alone, is able to know and to give
Life and Love and Truth.
Turn to Him in fulness of love, of
devotion, and cast your heart at His
feet. Surrender this unhappy, futile,
sick, ;and discouraged self to Him,
[~nd He will take it and transform it
into His Likeness.
It is the old story of the Cross.
The Way is ever the same. The same
loving hands are waiting to heal and
to bless, the same Light is shining
through the darkness of sin and disbelief, the same Love is waiting for
His errant children, patiently waiting for the prodigal son, tired of the
world and starving on the husks of
intellectual metaphysics. That Love
is ever waiting to welcome Home
those who will to come to Him.
'Abdu'l-Bahi said, "There are two
ways of healing sickness-material
means and spiritual means. The first
is by the use of remedies, of medicines; the second consists of praying
to God and in turning to Him. Both

means should be used and practiced.
"Illness caused by physical accident should be treated with medical
remedies; those which are due to
spiritual causes, disappear through
spiritual means. Thus, all illness
caused by affliction, fear, nervous impressions, will be healed by spiritual
rather than by physical treatment.
Hence, both kinds of remedies should
be considered. Moreover, they are
not contradictory, and thou shouldst
accept the physical remedies as coming from the mercy and favor of God,
Who hath revealed and made manifest medical science so that His
servants should profit from this kind
of treatment also. Thou shouldst
give equal attention to spiritual treatments, for they produce marvelous
effects.
" Now, if thou wish est to know the
divine remedy which will heal man
from all sickness and will give him
the health of the divine kingdom,
know that it is the precepts and
teachings of God.
Guard them
sacredly. "

RELIGION AND EDUCATION
MARZIEH N ABIL

The following cwticie by a b1"illiant PeTsian-Ame1'ican giTl coompleting he?" ed1tcation at Leland Stanf01"d Unive1"sity in California, pnsents a challenge which may well
make the 71wdern ednccttor gasp,. but can he anS1Ue1" it?
In this write1", 'whose birth itsdf is a witness to the unity of the PeTsian and
Ame1"ican W01"ld, we find a genius which is a haT1nonious expression of the cultures
of the two races which mingle in her.-Edit01".

It

ISTASTEFUL word-religion.
D
has come to mean long hard
hours on church seats, and endless

discussions as to whether transubstantiation or impanation is the correct view. And yet, it is the only
thing in life that is worthy of attention. The reason is shiningly simple. God, the First Cause, exists because the world-an effect-is impossible without a cause; the soul exists because our scientists, although

they know exactly what life is made
of, cannot creat€ it. There is evidently
something in us that is more than
material.
Immortality exists because science tells us that from the
beginning of time we have been
passing from one stage to another,
and it is therefore highly unreasonable to assume a jumping-off place.
Thus religion is the most vital
thing in the world because it deals
not only with our present lives, but
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also with God, the soul, and immortality; it is a link between the material and the spiritual. According to
the Baha:i teachings, we in this
world are acquiring faculties for use
in a future stage of existence, just as
an unborn child is being equipped for
life in this world. Here again the allimportance of religion is demonstrated.
As for education, it is a tool to
remodel the world with, to "remake
the sorry scheme of things entire."
We all of us need education; we are
no more born self-sufficient than a
puppy is born house-trained. All
learning is worthwhile which does
not "begin in mere words and end in
mere words," and is not contrary to
progress.
If anyone thinks our
American educational system is a
failure, that does not discredit education.
The scientists who have given
their lives toward increasing education are undoubtedly important
forces in the world, but there are
two kinds of scientists-those who
laughed at Columbus, and those who,
like Professor Pupin, shocked a class
of erudite freshmen physicists by
telling them that sound was the voice
of God. As a matter of fact, religion
is a much more dependable thing
than science, because scientific theories change from one decade to another, whereas the basic principles
of religion have been the same since
history has existed. Each scientist
refutes his predecessor, but Muhammad's teachings upheld the teachings
of Christ, just as Christ confirmed
the laws of Moses.
Headlines in the daily press show
that education without religion often
leads merely to moral despair or more
scientific murders. This is, at least,
the effect of religionless education
on thinking minds; there are, of
course, people who are not so affected, because they are content to sleep
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away their lives and don't care-they
have no desire to rip off bandages. It
is imperative that religion should
guide education. A purely material
education is not only worthless, but
will cause the destruction of the human race; an educated European who
fights with guns and disease germs
is a much more dangerous animal
than an untutored African cannibal
with a bow and a handful of arrows.
Well, then, someone will say, why
not give education an ethical coloring; teach people that doing good is
its own reward, that exterminating
a fellow-nation is eventually injurious to the exterminator, and all the
rest of it. Why harp on religion all
the time? The answer is, that a
mere, human code of ethics is no better than a body without a heart.
People are so constituted that they
will never do good because it is reasonable; they will do good only because they want to.
Religion
touches their hearts and inspires
them with a desire to lead praiseworthy lives; and it is absolutely impossible that a mere code of ethics,
which would ignore God, the soul,
and immortality, and limit everything to this world, should do this.
The majority of people, when told
that it is reasonable to check the animal in their natures, will always answer, "What's the use?" At best,
the highest type of ethicist will believe, like Diderot, that he can rightfully do whatever will not bring harm
to others, and he will totally disregard the vital injury he may be doing his own soul.
America is, materially and ethically speaking, the most civilized country in the world. Her leaders decided that she should stop drinking, and
proved that prohibition was a worthy
and reasonable institution, but some
continue to drink. The Arabs in
the desert, over one thousand years
ago, were in all respects the dregs of
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humanity; Muhammad stood on a
camel-saddle and told them to stop
drinking-and they did, for centuries. The Arabs gave up wine for
the love of God, and some Americans
refuse to give it up for reason.
Education is nothing but the medium through which religion must,
in every age, supply the needs of that
age. The supreme needs of our time
prove to be world peace, the abolition of racial and national prejudices,
sex equality, universal education, the
reconciliation of religion and science
and the solution of economic problems.
Education, to deserve the
name, must satisfy these needs. A
person who is unmoved by these
needs and uninterested in satisfying
them is uneducated, no matter how
many facts he has accumulated.
According to the Bahi'i teach-

ings, education is made up of three
components-the material, the intellectual, and the spiritual. A well
educated person must be developed
along all three lines; a hermit, for
instance, who eats and reads in negligible quantities, but prays profusely,
is not well-educated; neither is a profound scholar who disregards the
spiritual element in life. The direction which education is to follow is
pointed out by a Buddha, a Christ, a
Muhammad, or in other words, the
Divine Messenger in every age.
These are the perfect educators, because they alone are qualified to give
forth not only material and intellectual but also the spiritual aspects of
education. It is their duty to make
known and to solve the problems of
the time in which they appear.

CAN THE RACES HARMONIZE?
A SIGNIFICANT INTER-RACIAT.. CONFERENCE
LOUIS G. GREGORY

In lniTsuance of its aclhe1"enCe to the spirituccl p1"inciple of universecl brothe'rhoocl
and abolition of ncciccl prejudice, the Balui'i COl1tmunity of Ame1"ica has fOT sevencl
years maintccined a se1"ies of InteT-1'cccicc/ Amity Confe1"ences, the success of which
has been extTemely significant. He1'ein is 1"eported the lcctest Conje1"ence held in Aug1cst
at Green Acre, Eliot, Maine, the Bah6:i SU1JL1JWT Colony.-Eclit01".

ACRE, center of Baha'i
GREEN
activity in summer, pursuing in
many practical ways its ideal of universal peace, under the direction of
the Baha'i National Committee on
Inter-racial Amity, held its second
annual conferences August 24 to 26.
This event came at the height of the
season and was a gain over the congress of last season whose standards
were high. It was to some who saw
the beginning of this branch of servi.ce seven years ago, a reminder of the
first Amity Convention held under the
direction and guidence of 'Abdu'lBaha. Success was attained through
the cooperatIOn of the Green Acre

community and the near-by Baha'i
assemblies of Eliot and Portsmouth
the attraction of friends from a dis~
tance, the presentation of a program
of unusual value and charm, and
Lbove and through all, the Dynamo
of the Spirit which meets and removes all hindrances.
"If the question of the colored and
the white should not be solved, 'it
will be productive of grecit dCingers
in the fut~LTe for AmericCl;. Therefore, the Confirmations of the Kingdom of Ablw shedl constamtly reeich
any pe1"8on who strives cifte'r the
concilicition of the colored and the
wh'ite."
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The above statement found in a
Tablet of 'Abdu'l-Baha to the organizer of the first Amity Convention, is a bed-rock of assurance to
those who by their patient labors
would erect a palace of peace that is
more enduring than bronze in the
hearts of their fellow beings. Ancient records show the seventh as the
year of jubilee among the chosen of
Israel. A similar period in the
evolution of amity, although the minimum of human strength and resources is always applied to the
maximum among human problems,
reveals unbroken victory, increasing
in volume with the years. Here in
truth is a call to service for each and
all, an opening to move in the direction of the Divine Will and perchance
an opportunity to discover, through
the Favor of God, that Mysterious
Power to which the universe bows.
The conferences were opened by
Horace Holley, presiding, who reviewed, with clear insight and classic
grace of diction, these activities from
their inception at Washington and
later. He proved the value of inter-racial understanding to this nation and
the world, especially urging America, by improving the means of linking all races together, to become the
channel for the flow of that Mighty
Power, the Holy Spirit of God, which
creates the highest culture. He hailed
the day of endless perfections and felt
that no ancient customs should be
allowed to check the growth of true
civiliza tion.
Another salient feature was the
Community Four of Boston: Ethel
I-lardy Smith, soprano; Dorothy
Richardson, contralto; Eleanor Trent
Wallace, reader; Dorothy Wood, accompanist. These devoted friends,
popular among th-e musical fraternity
of Greater Boston, bestowed generous
portions of their talents at all
sessions, enriched minds and hearts
by their artistic skill, sweet melodies
and spiritual attraction and had great
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drawing powers. Their fine interpretation of the great masters of composition was admirable and showed
high attainment in an art which combines intellect and emotion. But their
incarnation of the genius of the
colmed race in singing those simple
melodies sometimes plaintive, anon
humorous, born "in days that are
no more," brought even greater delight. The universal love revealed
through song is one of the best
teachers of inter-racial harmony.
More than most companies of such
singers this resembled the original
jubilee singers who started out on a
tour from Fisk University in 1871
and made this music, then strange,
become famous in Europe and
America, causing the erection of
Jubilee Hall, not unknown to travellers in the sunny South. One of
those who here sang, Mrs. Richardson, is related to a member of the
original cast.
William H. Randall sounded the
note of welcome to the fine audience
which taxed the capacity of the hall.
He quoted 'Abdu'l-Baha as saying
that if a man finds happiness in a
place he returns to that place. If
he finds gold, he returns in search of
more gold. Green Acre has a gold
mine of fellowship. I hope that here
you will seek for more gold and take
with you the precious spirit which is
the soul of Green Acre. We can not
unify the world by the power of
intellect alone. The spiritual bond is
that which is truly effective. The
beautiful story of Ruth and Naomi
has a larger application today than
in times past. Thy people and my
people shall be the people of the whole
world. This is the hour of universal
consciousness and the spirit of good
will among all peoples. We have
passed from the Mosaic Age with its
law of "an eye for an eye, and a
tooth for a tooth." We have also
left the Victorian Age in which men
fancied that the law of evolution
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would, without effort on their part,
ultimately bring them perfection.
We now realize the marvellous Cycle
of Baha,'u'l1ah with its new creation
of the heart and social consciousness
to make us one, striving and abiding
as brothers in love.
Mrs. Shirley Graham McCanns of
Portland, Oregon, was the next
speaker, her subj ect being "The
Message of the Negro Spiritua1."
Her contribution was a rich medley
of the history and philosophy of what
is distinctly Negro music. It was
beautifully phrased and illustrated at
intervals by vocal or piano stra~Ils.
The occasion for her, she declared,
"vas one of joy and humility, the one
over the wonderful spirit found at
Green Acre, the other in the presence
of what suggested the highest culture. She described the conditions under which Negro music was born, the
agony of soul which made the colored
people in days gone by seek refuge in
God, thereby evolving out of their
:mass consciousness such scngs as
" Steal away to Jesus," "Swing low,
sweet chariot, coming for to carry me
home," and "Lord, I want to be a
ChriBtian in my heart." As illustrating the simple faith of the primitive folk in prayer and the justice of
God she quoted the lines of a familial'
lay:
" You may talk about me as much
as you please,
I will talk about you when I get
on my knees 1"
She journeyed to Africa and de·
scribed the technique by which
messages, serious or humorous, an'
con veyed by drum-beat from tribe
to tribe, playing an adaptation of
African music arranged by the noted
composer, Nathaniel R. Dett. There
is more than rhythm, melody and harmony, as well, in these beautiful
themes, she said. The crucible of
suffering in the lives of this people
in America produced "a love that

was long suffering and kind." This
she unfolded with depth of feeling,
also the way in which Bible stories
were selected as themes. She defined philosphy as the love of wisdom and interpreted this musk as
the philosophy of love.
The chairman said that with such
demonstrations of power as expressed by the evening's entertainment he hoped that such a people
would never be considered as a weak
struggling race, but rather as a
race ennobled by divine inspiration
and capable of the highest attain-~
ment.
Here the chairman, without caning for a speech, introduced Mrs.
Agnes S. Parsons, as the one chosen
by 'Abdu'l-Baha to begin the Amity
Convention Movement in Americ':1..
She is now chairman of the National
Committee on Inter-racial Amity of
the Baha'is of the United States and
Canada, under whose direction these
conferences were held. High approv~-J of her work W2.S expressed
by the audience.
By the ch2jrman: Prejudices grow
out of what each race suggests to
the other upon the basis of what is
past. In order to have a clear vision
we mtlst rise above the past. Not
what man has done but what God
wills is the foundation upon w-hich
we must build a new civilization in
which 8.11 men are brothers. He re2,d
in conclusion an extract from the
Montclair address of 'Abdu'l-Baha:
"The sun is one sun, the light one
light which shines upon all phenomenal being. Every cre3.ture has a
portion thereof, but the pure mirror
can reveal the story of its beauty
more fully and completely. Therefore we must adore the light of the
sun no matter through what mirror
it may be revealed. We must not
entert2jn prejudice, for prejudice is
an obstacle to realization. In as
much as the effulgence is one efful-
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gence, the human realities must all
become recipients of the same light,
recognizing in it the compelling force
that unites them in its illumination."

THE SECOND session, a round
table, brought a fine audience despite
copious rain throughout the day. It
was evident from their reception the
night before that all were anxious to
hear again the Community Four and
so it was deemed wise by the chairman, in view of the wish to combine
instruction with entertainment, to
exchange, in order, one of their selections alternately for a speech. The
addresses, introduced by remarks
from the chairman, were contributions to a symposium on the oneness of humanity, in which Mabry
C. Ogles by, Mesdames Keith Ransom-Kehler and Agnes S. Parsons
and Miss Mary Maxwell appeared.
The Tablet on the origin of col or
among human beings, making it so
clear that the only race is the human
race, a conclusion which eminent
thinkers in the realm of biology and
the social sciences are reaching; the
duty of all races to abandon superstition and bigotry which form the
basis of prejudices, the mighty spiritual forces that are released to aid
those who labor in the field of better
race relations; the far-reaching influence and power of Amity Conventions as indicated by the message of
'Abdu'l-Bahi to the first one; stories
in race relations, illustrating the
sacrifices of workers in obedience to
Divine Law; pleas for the justice,
peace and righteousness that exalt
and hopes for the glorious future,
may in a way of brief mention convey the spirit of this session. Augmenting this was the tea and dainties served by the Eliot Bahi'i
Assembly, the aroma of many beautiful ferns and flowers and the cordial friendliness and joyousness of

all, combining to make a scene which
those in attendance are not likely to
forget. This prophecy of 'Abdu'lBahi was read as a benediction:
"This period of time is the Promised Age, the assembling of the human race to the Resurrection Day
and now is the great Day of Judgment. Soon the whole world as in
springtime, will change its garb.
The turning and falling of the autumn leaves is passed; the bleakness
of the winter time is done. The New
Year hath appeared and the spiritual
springtime is at hand. The black
earth is becoming a verdant garden;
the deserts and mountains are teeming with red flowers; while the birds
are singing among the rose branches
like the angels of the highest heavens, announcing the glad tidings of
that spiritual spring and the sweet
music of their voices is causing the
real essence of all things to vibrate
and quiver.
"0 my spiritual friend!
Dost
thou know from what airs emanate
the notes sung by these birds? They
are from the melodies of peace and
reconciliation, of love and unity, of
justice and security, of concord and
agreement. In a short time this
heavenly singing will intoxicate all
humanity. The foundations of enmity will be destroyed; unity and
affection will be witnessed in every
assembly; and the lovers of the love
of God at these great festivals shall
behold their splendor.
"Therefore contemplate what a
spirit of life God has given that the
whole world may attain life everlasting! The Paradise of El Abha will
soon spread a pavilion from the polestar of the world under whose canopy the beloved shall rej oice and
pure hearts will repose in peace."

m
THE FINAL session came Sunday morning, a time always devoted
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at Green Acre to worship and praise.
Mrs. May Maxwell of Montreal as
chairman read from the sacred writings and expressed the wish that all
parts might blend into that perfect
whole which signifies the love of God.
On either side of the chairman sat
two distinguished clergymen, identified with two races, both of whom
were charged with inspiration and radiated the spirit of perpetu::d youth. In
Archbishop Regina1d G. Barrow W2.S
represented the African Orthodox
Church, tn1cing its descent frOIl1 the
ancient Coptic Church of Egypt,
jealously guarding its traditions and
ceremonies, its mazes of ritual and
dazzling vestments, apotheosizing
the Trinity. In A1bert Vail one saw
a product of the Unitarian Society, traditions of ascetic simplicity,
banishing all forms, pleased with the
high m€ntal powers of its fraternity
wherever found, stressing the Divine
Unity. It is remar1mble that both
should acknowledge that the real,
intimate knowledge of the Christ
came to them through the Bahi'i
teachings; not less so, that trained in
schools so different, they should be
one in service and purpose and that
each through the differing veils and
shadows should discern clearly the
station of Bahi'u'lhih, the Manifestation of God, and be devoted to His
Cause. The meeting and cooperation of two such men was a sign
of God.
The address of Archbishop Barrow on "The Practice of the Heavenly Virtues" was a compendium of
the teachings found in two Bahi'i

books, the Divine Philosophy and the
Wisdom Tall{s of ' Abdu1'1-Baha, with
emphasis laid upon love, harmony,
justice and freedom, the most stupendous values of the age, he
averred. We the Baha'is, he said,
m ust work to make all races one
race and all nations one nation. If
action takes the place of words the
whole world will soon become a Paradise.
Mr. Vail followed with an impressive tribute to the colored race in
which persecutions had produced
such a speaker and such music, saying that he felt as he listened that it
was the greatest blessing to be persecuted. Through trials and afflictions the glory of Israel had shone
forth and other peoples had attained
the heights. ''The calamity of God
has ever been His Providence 1" He
praised the virtue of humility which
he had found in many of the colored
people and expressed the conviction
that if each and all would prostrate
themselves before the Countenance
of God that they would become the
lights of America. He then addressed himself to his subj ect: "The
Temple of God: Its Light of Unity,"
and with a wealth of imagery he
presented the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar
with its varied symbolism and architectural beauty, its light of science.
its all-inclusiveness and spirituai
power to dissolve the differences between races, nations and religions, its
fulfillment of Christ's promises of
One Shepherd and One Fold and its
marvelous expression of the Splendol' of God.

"The foundcition of the palace of peCiCe is the
consciousness of the oneness of mCinkind."
-Bcdw:u'llo}t.
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'ABDU'L-BAHA IN AMERICA
DR. ZIA BAGDADI
This story of 'Abdu'l-Baha's visit in A'11wTica is based on material and notes corrected by 'Abdu'l-Baha Himself, and which He had tU1'ned over to Dr. Bagdadi at the
time He was leciving this countr'y. The two-fold PurlJose of this ser'ies, which will continue f01' several months, is, in the words of the auth01', "First to bTing back to the
me'11WTY of the believers the time of the incomparable days of 'Abdu'l-Baha's visit to
them cmd to 1'emind them of His words, His instTuctions cmd His admonitions; and,
secondly, to give Co pictu1'e of His v'isit, so that later believer-s who did not have the
blessing of seeing Him, may benefit by reading a bTief histor·y."-EditoT.
'ABDU'L.BAHA AT BROOKLYN, N. Y.

June 15, 1912. ' Abdu'l-Baha addressed
the
Fourth
Unitarian
Church, at Beverly Road, Flatbush,
Brooldyn, N. Y.
At noon, He
lunched at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard MacNutt. In the evening,
He addressed the Central Congregational Church at Hancock Street. In
His inspiring addresses He proved the
validity of Christ and Muhammad.
The attention of the reader is called
to this great fact, namely, that in all
the history of America, no one has
ever tried to prove the validity of
Christ in Jewish Synagogues, and
the validity of Muhammad in Christian churches. But this 'Abdu'l-Baha
did with pure logic and irrefutible
evidence.
Later at a general meeting He said
among other things, "No matter how
much the world of materialism p1'ogresses, still it is in need of the
teachings of the Holy Spirit." He
urged the believers to teach cmd told
them just how to teach the Baha'i
Message saying, "You must teach the
Cause of God in the utmost humility.
Just as I am humble in the presence
of all, even the children, so you must
be likewise."
June 17, 1912. Consenting to the repeated requests of the friends, 'Abdu'l-Baha went to the home of Mr.
and Mrs. HowaI'd Mac Nutt to have
a moving picture taken. The series
of those pictures were as follows;
1. His arrival and alighting from an
automobile and how He was welcorned by the friends. 2. His walks

and talks to His secretaries and intel'preters, "Consider the power of
the Ancient Beauty, and the infiuence of the Greatest Name-(Baha''u'llah)-How He has established
such a unity and fellowship between
us and the American people! If the
powers of the world were brought together, it would not be possible to
have the hearts so attracted to each
other, and we here are assembled
with such love at such a reception
and love one another with heart and
soul! Behold what the power of Baha'u'llah has done and how He made
the people of the East and the West,
the lovers of each other! Were it
not for His power, it would have been
impossible to arrange this meeting.
Praise be to God! We are all united
and agreed in heart and soul."
3. His walks alone, chanting in
Persian, "I-lis wonders are resplendant, Eis power is perfect. His favors
are bestowed. His mercy is abundant." 4. His sitting with white and col~
OI'ed children, giving His blessings to
them while the Persian friends are
standing in His service. 5. His
bidding farewell to the friends
and uttering the following words;"Glad-tidings, glad-tidings!
The
sun of Truth has arisen!
Gladtidings, glad-tidings! The New Jerusalem has descended from heaven!
Glad-tidings, Glad-tidings! The divine glad-tidings are revealed! GladtIdings, glad-tidings! The secrets of
the Holy Books are unfolded! Gladtidings, glad-tidings [ The Great
Day has become evident! Glad-tid-
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ings, glad-tidings! The banner of
the oneness of the world of humanity
has been raised! Glad-tidings, gladtidings! The tent of Universal Peace
is set up! Glad-tidings, glad-tidings!
The divine lamp is lighted! Gladtidings, glad-tidings! The mel'ciful
breeze is wafting!
Glad-tidings,
glad-tidings! The promises and
prophecies of the Prophets are fulGlad-tidings,
filled and evident!
glad-tidings! The Glory of Carmel
has become reflected on the horizons!
Glad-tidings, glad-tidings! The East
and West are embracing each other!
Glad-tidings, glad-tidings! Asia and
America, like unto two lovers, are
holding the hands of each other!"
June 18, 1912.
"The Brilliant
Proof," the manuscript of a book written by Mirza Abu'l-Fadl, the most
noted Baha,;i writer and historian,
was received and highly approved by
'Abdu'l-Baha Who asked me to give
it to Mr. Albert R. Windust of Chicago as a present and with the request
that it be published. When someone
suggested to Him a visit to the beautiful country for recreation, He refused, saying, "VVe love the meetings
of the faithful ones, not beautiful
sight-seeing trips.
But first we
must be faithful to God, then to His
servants. Even if we have in the
past seen beautiful places and delightful sceneries, it was either fOT
business and meeting people, or while
tni veling."
Then He "\vrote a wonderful tribute
in honor of Agha Riza Quannad, Lt
true and a pioneer servant of the
Baha'i cause, vvho died at Akkft.
"Faithfulness," [cS defined in this tribute, "means that I should be a wanderer in this n10u~1tain and desert!
True faithfulness is when I become
lost, stripped from n2Xi1eS and Ul1considered; in the field of sacrifice to be a
target for the arrow of unf9.ithfuLness! In short, I have but one request to make of the friends of His

Holiness Baha'u'llah, and that is to
bow their heads at the Holy Threshold (the Holy Shrines) and ask for
'Abdu'l-Bahii, the cup of martyrdom, so that in servitude to the
Threshold of Baha, He may sweeten
His mouth with a drop fro111 the
ocean of faithfulness!"
On the following day, at the request of Miss J uliet Thompson, a
noted Baha'i artist, 'Abdu'l-Baha
consented to have His portrait painted by her. Later Mrs. Smith of Philadelphia called and asked for a name,
and for advice concerning her health.
'Abdu'l-Bahii gave her a Persian
name, "Tabandeh," meaning "brilliant." And his advice concerning"
health was, "You must always be
happy and associate with happy and
cheerful people and characterize
yourself with the characteristics of
the Merciful One. For happiness h(Js
a connection with health preservation; and from 80r1'O'W, dise9.Se8 aTe
born. The source of permanent happiness is spirituality and merciful
condltct which is not followed by sorrow. But physic2J happiness is subj ected to a thousand kinds of changes
and transformations.
Have you
heard the story about the Emperor
who while looking into a milTor used
to be sad and distressed and would
wail, 'Oh! TvVhat a splendid ::md
youthful body I once h~'cd; now how
helpless it is! What a beautiful face.
r had, how homely it has beGOIne!
What a graceful form I had, how out
of shape it has become!' One by one,
he used to recoent 1'Jl the good featutes of his physic2J equip!Ilent when
he WES YOl'ng' and then, rnaking com-·
p.'EisOl"lS, he would show forth his
s1'dness. This is the end of physical
happiness 1"
A question concerning calamities.
i:md c2.t2clyslJ.1.s W2.S 2.skec1. 'Abdu'lBaha replied:
"The links of the
chain of existing things are connected by [\ universal law and divine 01'-
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del', and all created things are linked
together" It is impossible for any of
the links to break except by its relation to that universal law and order. Whatever happens is from the
essential requirements and is based
on great wisdom. For it is a divine
decree that grass should grow and
then wither; every green and verdant
plantation eventually to dry up;
every united body to become dispersed; and every composition to be
followed by decomposition. All these
are from the requirements of that
universal law and the collective
links that are interpreted as divine
decree or fate."
'ABDU'L.BAHA AT MONCLAIR, N. J.

June 20, 1912. Here 'Adbu'l-Baha
rented a house for a few days and on
the first evening there, He went out
for a walk, accompanied by Mirza Ali
Kuli Khan and this servant. Oh!
What lessons of wisdom, justice and
severance did He teach us that
night! Indeed we learned from Him
in one hour more than we could have
learned in many years from any
school or teacher. The following is
one of the incidents of His life when
He was a very young boy in Baghdad
which He related to us that night,
and which, indeed, is a clear evidence
of His innate and keen wisdom, His
justice and fairness, His severance
and detachment from material
things.
"Mirza Hadi Javaheri, a
very wealthy Persian Baha'i died in
Baghdad leaving a son, three. daughters and a great fortune. The son,
Mirza Mussa was also a Baha'i, but
the daughters were fanatical Muhammadans. A fierce fight started
among these heirs because they mistrusted each other and could not
come to a decision as to how to divide
equally among themselves their
father's immense fortune. Finally
Mirza Mussa went to Baha,'u'lLih for
help and assistance. Baha'u'Hah said,
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'This is not my work, go to my
Greatest Branch (Abdu'l-Baha)He will help you.' Though I was but
twelve years old, I at once summoned
a reliable real estate man and asked
him to divide their estate into four
equal parts. I also summoned a furniture dealer and asked him to divide
the furniture into four equal parts.
Then I summoned an expert j eweler
who divided their jewelry into foul'
equill parts. This plan pleased all
the heirs. It took only from morning
until noon for the three experts to
finish their work of dividing everything into four equal parts, and then
everybody was happy.
After a day 01' so, Mirza Mussa
came to me and told me confidentially that he had in his possession
all his father's money in gold and nobody else knew anything about it.
He wanted me to have all that money
for my services. I asked him to show
me where the money wa,s. He took
me to his room and produced a satchel full of gold.
I locked the
satchel, sealed it with wax and ordered him to call his sisters in.
When they came, I explained to them
that it was unnecessary to call an expert to divide the money, that it
could easily be divided by themselves.
Seeing the satchel sealed with wax,
all of them were satisfied and each
one received one-fourth of the
money. Though at that time I did
not have any money, and I had to
get along in the cold without an overcoat because I could not affm'd to buy
one, and myoId turban needed to be
changed, I did not wish to take any
of their money."
Streams of big tears gushed forth
from my eyes and in my heart I said
"No wonder you are called Master."
Yea the citizens of Baghdad and the
inhabitants of Iraq always called
Him "Master," because He was the
UI'Se one to settle their problems and
adj list their affairs.
Jiune 22, 1912. Concerning inter-
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ference in politics and meddling in
government affairs, 'Abdu'l-Baha
said, "The people of Baha are forbidden from interfering or meddling in
political affairs and in every country,
they must obey the government and
the law and order of the land."
June 23, 1912. Concerning material progress in Europe, 'Abdu'l-Baha
said, "The material progress of
Europe shall reach a stagnant mark,
that is, it will one day reach to the
Emit, and everything that reaches a
natural limit and then stagnates.
surely must then decline. vVe are
hopeful that spiritual progress may
reach and protect them from this
fate. On the other hand all those
movements which are in a stage of
birth and grolvth, face a sure progress. In those days when lye were
leaving Tihran for Baghdad, there
was nothing in appearances to show
the strength that was in the Cause,
but because the Cause of God was
then like a young tree, full of the
power of growth and development, it
was in reality even then destined to
encircle the East and the West;
whereas the great and apparent absolute power of Nasiru'd-Din Shah
was destined to reach its decline and
fade and vanish."
That afternoon, seeing every seat
in the house occupied and scarcely
any standing room, 'Abdu'l-Bahi
said, "We do not look at the place of
meeting, nay, rather vve look at the
radiant faces and hearts of the
friends."
\Vhen someone inquired about His
health, 'Abdu'l-Baha replied. "Physical health is of no importa~ce. The
importance is in the spiritualhealth,
which has a lasting effect and ecstacy. The more you think of the
body, the worse it becomes. Therefore, it is better not to pay so much
attention to it. Today I drank a
glass of milk. I feel much HiOre comfortable. \Vhy should man go to so

much trouble and hardship for eating?"
June 25, 1912. After lunching at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edsel, 'Abdu'l-Baha started for New York.
'ABDU'L.BAIIAJS RETURK TO
YORK

NKW

Mrs. Florence Krug stated that
her husband, Dr. Kl'ug, was having
a change of heart, and that he not
only had ceased his oppositioll, but
he was helping and encolU'aging her
to serve the Baha'i Cause. 'Abdu'I-Baha said, "When the Muhammadans were beating Chief Mo-Abedan (A Persian fire worshipper) v,iUt
the whip for drinking wine, (this ,,{38
the old Muhammadan way of punishing the violators of their prohibition
law) he cried, '0 Arabian Muhammad! What hast thou done! What
an influence Thou hast manifested!'
Now it must be said, "0 Baha'uIHi,h!
"Vhat hast Thou done! What puwer
is this that has transformed sllch
people into captives of love and united the east and the west'1"
In the afternoon, 'Abdu'l-Baha
paid a short visit to Mrs. Garv at her
home; and from there, ·passing
through the military park, He went
to the home of Mr. and :Mrs. Hooper
Harris, where a meeting and dinner
vvere arranged for Him.
June 27, 1912. While sitting with
a group of friends in the park, 'Abdu'I-Baha said, "\Vhat revolutions
have taken place (in the East) and
what waves have risen from' them
until they bl'ought us here and vet
what other waves are to ri~e! >:' ;:, ,:;
"My beginning and end is the Holy
Threshold (The shrine of Baha!u'llah). \Vhatever we have is from
that Threshold and to it we shall
return. Were it not for His help
and bOl~llty. these souls (the believers) 'would not be sitting here at
your left and right. Where is Persia and whel'e is America!"
(To be cont1:nued)
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WHEN CHRIST appeared with those marvelous br"eaths of the Holy Spirit, the children of
Israel said, "We are quite independent of Him; we
can do without Him and follow Moses; we have a
Book and in it are found the teachings of God;
what need, therefore, have woe of this man?"
ChTist said to them, "The Book sujficeth you not."

* * *
It is possible for a man to hold to a book of

medicine and say, "I have no need of a doctor; I
will act according to the book; in it ev'ery disease
is named, all syrnpt01ns are explained, the diagnosis of each ailment is completely written out and
a prescription for each malady is furnished; therefore why do I need a doctor?" This is sheer ignorance. A physician is needed to prescribe.
ThTough his skill, the principles of the book are
correctly and effectively applied until the patient
is restored to health.

* * *
Christ was a Heavenly Physician. He brought
spiritual health and healing into the world.

* * *
Balui'u'llah is likewise a Divine Physician. He
ha.s re1!Caled prescriptions for' removing disease
[1>om the body politic and has remedied huma,n
cond1:tions by spiritual power.-' Abdu'l-Baha.
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"When a divine spiritual illumination becomes manifest in the
world of humanity, ':' ':' * then will the justice of God become
manifest, all humanity will appear as the members of one family
and every member of that family will be consecrated to cooperation and mutual assistance." -'Abdu'l-Baha.
AS I WAS sitting in Lafayette Park
on a beautiful October day, watching
pigeons peacefully feeding in the
mellow sunlit sward, there suddenly
came two sharp reports, as of guns.
Immediately the peaceful scene was
changed to one of confusion and
flight. In a thick cloud the timid
birds whirred into the air and veered
away from the scene of danger. Thus
instantly the whole tenor of their
life became changed, the normal pursuits of a livelihood abandoned, and
all activities convulsed.
So, at the alarm of war, were the
activities of peace-times, in the European countries engaged, turned to
non-productive ends; and their normal occupations transformed into
those connected with war. The whole
civilization of Europe became convulsed and retarded to an incomputable degree. Her world ascendancy
took flight perhaps forever.
Not only how unwise, but how needless war is, in the race of competition
between nations! What is needed is
not fratricidal strife, but cooperation
in the scientific exploitation of nature's marvelous and abundant resources.
IN THE RECENT International
Chemist Convention held at Pittsburg, reports were made by a British
scientist of a successful process for
converting wood into food suitable for
259

animals and the plan of carrying this
experiment to the point of providing
human food from wood-fibre; and a
German scientist reported his discovery of a process to make gasoline from
the lowest grades of coal, at a rate almost half that of gasoline made from
natural oil; and as a by-product, this
same coal has been successfully
turned into rubber.
How much better, to find new
sources for engine-fuel, than to go to
war for the control of oil-fields! Or
to discover a way to make synthetic
rubber, than to battle for possession
of the raw supply of the natural
product! Earth holds enough for all,
provided that human ingenuity and
human energy are properly appliedunder stable conditions of amity and
peace-to the problems of human
need.
There was more excuse for war
in the days before science had shown
man how to acquire peacefully immense wealth-in those days when
the wealth of sister nations accumulated by exploitation tempted strong
peoples to war as the surest road to
power and prosperity. But if any now
sacredly believe in war as a sure road
to national wealth and prosperity,
they have fatally misread the "Mene,
mene, tekel, Upharsum," written on
the walls of human understanding by
that finger of Destiny-the Great
World War. No, today wealth is not
made, but dissipated, by war; pros-
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perity is not based on war, but on the
peaceful exploitation of nature rather
than of man.

tunity. There are on this earth,
hundreds of millions of human beings
who merely eke out a miserable existence, owing to lack of opportunity to
engage in productive industry. These
people, with their pitiably low standard of living, are today a liability, but
tomorrow could be converted into an
asset in the ledger of civilization. An
enormous volume of trade and commerce would result from an increased
purchasing power and higher standards of living of the peoples if the resources of these nations were adequately developed."

EVEN COMMERCE is seen, in the
light of modern economic findings, to
be closely dependent upon amity between nations. And the surprising
fact becomes apparent-as regards international trade-that all the main
exporting nations have in the last decade incr€ased greatly the volume of
their trade with South America. How
has this seeming miracle happened? It
had been thought that if one country
gained greater trade with a second
country, it must win that increase
IT IS AS if in perception of the
from other rival importing coun- great law of cosmic inter-relationship
tries.
But now we see that this that John Carter in a recent book,
is not so. All countries have in- gives the following lofty vision of
creased trade with South America, for America's mission to the world:
the reason that South American coun"Our interest in the world is to intries have of late been increasing fluence without governing, to collabgreatly their national wealth by orate without acquiring, to expand
means of more successful exploitation without conflict, to prosper without
of their natural resources.
compulsion. We should not lay a finThe same thing will come true of ger on the flags, governments, culAsia, and of Africa. As these conti- tures, civilizations, languages and loynents develop the arts and sciences of alties of the peoples of the world. *
':. Respect for the national
modern technical civilization, they *
will add greatly to their own riches rights of others should be the first
and at the same time offer a fertile law of our political conduct. * * *
field for the importation of goods We should learn to make our power
convenient and necessary to the world
from other countries.
at large, to let America become a luxJOHN HAYS HAMMOND, in ury which the world would not do
speaking recently before the Boston without, to serve rather than control
Chamber of Commerce, advocating a the nations. * * * As a nation, in
Permanent International High Court short, we are slowly pressing out on
of equity to deal with questions of the world and are inarticulately striving to remake it in our national
commercial character, said:
"A state of universal well-being image. But this we cannot achieve
and prosperity is insured by the by policy of power. * * * The
world's natural resources. What one guiding spirit of our financial policy
section of the world lacks in certain should be to promote the prosperity
resources, it will find compensation in of every part of the globe where poother resources. There is hardly a litical conditions or economic distress
nation in the world that cannot be threaten international ill-will or social
made to produce commodities essen- disorder ."
tial to other parts of the world, even
Thus the welfare of one country is
in those countries now uninhabited.
seen to be the welfare of all countries;
"We live in an age of wasted oppor- and the economic depression of one
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country is an economic misfortune to
The whole world, in
fact, is bound together by an invisible
nexus; and can achieve its greatest
prosperity and highest civilization
only through unity and cooperation.

all countries.

THIS IS THE supreme truth the
Baha!i Movement offers, that mankind is in reality one, and must learn
to function as one. 'Abdu'l-Baha
makes clear, in the following passage,
this great cosmic fact of interrelation and interdependence as applied
to human affairs:
"All the infinite beings exist by the
law of mutual action and helpfulness.
Should this law of joint interchange
of forces be removed from thB arena
of life, existence would be entirely
destroyed.
"When we ponder deeply on the connection and interdependence of beings
we clearly realize that the life of
every being draws benefit and suste-
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nance from all the other innumerable
existences. This mutual helpfulness
is realized either directly or through
mediation and if for the twinkling of
an eye, this confirmation and assistance does not descend upon the living
being, that one will become nonexistent, for all the existing things are
linked together and draw help from
each other * * * The greatest
foundation of the world of existence
is this cooperation and mutuality. *
,;, *The base of life is this mutual
aid and helpfulness, and the cause
of destruction and nonexistence would
be the interruption of this mutual
assistance.
The more the world
aspires to civilization the more this
most important matter of cooperation and assistance becomes manifest.
In the world of humanity one sees this
matter of helpfulness attain to a high
degree of efficiency; so much so that
the continuance of humanity entirely depends upon this inter-relation."

"Consider! Has anyone singly and alone accomplished without the aid of his contemporaries any great thing in life? United
members of an organism or assembly will be in power and able to
accomplish great deeds. Human beings singly and alone cannot
fully achieve a great good thing; in fact man cannot live solitary.
"Therefore, lifB must be lived in unison in society; and when
socially united, fully united, they can do everything.
"When one family is well united, great results are obtained.
If this circle of unity be widBned so as to include and control the
interests of an entire village to the extent that all the members of
its population are fully united and in perfect accord; the results
will be accordingly. Now widen the circle again! Let a city be
united and the results will be still greater. Widen the circle yet
more and have the people of a country united; then, indeed, important results shall be forthcoming. And if a continent is fully
united and will unite all the othBr continents, then is the time when
the greatest result shall obtain."
'Abdu'l-Baha
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THE LIBERATION OF ELIZABETH
FLORENCE E. PINCHON

HE short English winter afterT
noon was drawing to a close, as
Elizabeth stood before the door of
the beautiful country house belonging to her new friend. All the way
there she had been thinking hard,
her mind filled with eager questions
and strangely disturbed by the book
she had been reading, and which she
had now called to return, concerning
a world-wide religious movement.
Although the daughter of the parish Vicar, Elizabeth was neither unacquainted with nor unsympathetic
to the trend of modern thought. But
she was perplexed and bewildered by
the controversies then raging around
so many deeply-rooted beliefs and
long-cherished doctrines, and by the
claims of conflicting parties, within
the English Church itself, to give
correct interpretations of Christian
truths. It seemed to her at times as
though the safe anchorage of her
very Faith and happiness was being
destroyed and her soul cast adrift
upon an uncharted sea of doubt and
uncertainty.
Three years of mission-work in India (which owing to a breakdown in
health she had been forced to relinquish), had served to broaden her
outlook and render her father's narrow creed no longer wholly satisfying. Yet how to discern between
what was true and what untrue?
How to know what to accept and
what reject? In the clash between
science and religious doctrines, which
was right? And where was she going to place the claims made in the
arresting utterances of this world
Prophet? Was it indeed a Revelation
from God, or ....................... _.................
The maid opened the door and led
her into the cozy sitting-room where
a bright fire was burning, explaining
that her mistress had been summoned

to a neighbor's sick child, but had left
word that she would be back quite
soon.
Elizabeth decided to wait. "No,
Kate, please don't light up" she said.
"I like sitting in the twilight."
The maid departed and Elizabeth
turned to take a seat by the fire when,
to her surprise, she saw that the
armchair on the opposite side was occupied. Some guest who was staying
in the house, of course, whose presence in the room Kate had not noticed. During her momentary hesitation, however, the stranger, whom
she judged in the dusky light to be
a clergyman, rose, and bowing with
quiet dignity, motioned her to the
other chair.
"Won't you be seated," said a
voice whose friendliness put her at
once at ease. "Our kind hostess will
not be long."
Elizabeth sat down, and removing
her gloves, stretched her hands to the
cheerful blaze. "It is good to be
here," she observed, and then wondered at her own remark. She
glanced at the figure opposite whose
outline still seemed indistinct in the
flickering shadows, and something of
her usual self-possession slipped
away.
"You are, of course, a clergyman,"
she said, making an effort to speak
casually, "like my father, who is
Vicar here."
"I knew your father-in his
youth," came the unexpected answer, "and also the great disappointment so bravely and silently borne by
his daughter, in leaving the missionfield."
Elizabeth was startled. How on
earth did he know that? But, no
doubt, Alice Crawford had mentioned
the fact when speaking of her father.
Yet, lying within the simple words
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was some thing-some depth of intimate sympathy and understandingthat pierced the girl's heart, discovering an old and hidden wound.
Alarmed, she found herself suddenly
on the verge of tears. She, who so
rarely betrayed such evidences of
emotion. She clutched the arms of
her chair in a stern effort to recover
control and concentrate on what the
Visitor was saying. It seemed as
though he was aware of her struggle
and wanted to give her time. Now
she caught the words:
"You asked if I were a Priest of the
Established Church
But
other sheep I have
not of
this fold
them also I must
bring; that there may be one fold
and one shepherd."
"Why, how extraordinary!-The
very text she had been pondering
during her afternoon walk! A case
of telepathy surely. Surprised out
of herself, she leaned forward, her
whole being alert, for in that moment there had flashed upon her the
conviction that here, at last, was
Someone who possessed the power
to help her solve her problems and
perplexities and set her mind at rest.
Every moment then was precious.
Almost breathlessly she repeated"One fold and one shepherd"would you be so kind as to tell me,
what did our Lord really mean by
that?" "Of course," she continued,
I was taught it meant that the whole
world would embrace Christianity.
So I became a missionary. But today there are still millions more Muslims than Christians, to say nothing
of Jews, Parsees, Buddhists, followers of Confucius . . . "
A ruddy flame leapt in the fire, and
cast a warm glow over the Visitor's
face.
"The truths ta<ught by the Lord
Jesus," said the quiet voice, "are eternal, but men's understanding of them
deepens and their application widens,
with the widening world. How do
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you think the disciples would have interpreted the "one fold?"
Elizabeth's answer was ready
enough. "Syria, the Greek and Roman empires, India and China-all
the then known earth. Oh, I see!"
as the idea flashed upon her, "you
mean that the fold now-a-days would
have to include America and Australia-a far greater world. But," she
persisted, "that only makes it more
evident that, after two thousand
years, Jesus is still not acknowledged
as the one shepherd."
"Just so,' 'came the reply. "But is
not this because you have always
thought in terms of the only Shepherd? Yet, does not history reveal
that, since the dawn of human life,
down from the eternal heights of
God, from the innermost Heart of
Being, have ever come Good Shepherds, and always with the same purpose, to guide mankind step by step
up the steep pathway of spiritual
progress back to the Father's fold?
Men have known them by different
names-Zoroaster, Moses, Buddha,
Jesus, Muhammad; and although outward laws and teachings were given
by each suited to the times and capacities of the people to whom they
came, yet the essence of their Message was the same. Through each
V oice rang the loving Command of
God, calling to the heedless and wandering ones-"Come unto Me! I am
the Life, the Truth, the Way." And
now, in the early morning of this
New Day, once again has a Good
Shepherd been sent to the world,
to gather together the scattered,
bewildered, erring souls of men,
no matter to what religious fold
they may belong, to remove the barriers between them, and unite the different flocks into one great Faith and
Fold of Divine Unity."
"Are you referring" questioned
Elizabeth, "to a Prophet called the
"Glory of God"-Baha'u'llah?" And
then, as beneath thaf searching
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glance she felt compelled to utter her What need is there, therefore, for
inmost thoughts, "Never, she cried in any other Savior?"
"We have Abraham to our father.
dismay, could I put this Man, great
as He may be, in the place of Jesus What need have we of another?"
Christ! I should feel so-so utterly came the swift response. Will you
use the same argument as did the
disloyal !"
Across the face of the Visitor flit- Jews? The teachings given by Jesus
ted a smile of such tenderness that were indeed perfect; and had the
before it something of the girl's in- world been able to fully understand
dignation died away.
them and live in accordance therewith
"Did you enjoy the sun yester- such a noble civilization would have
day?"
existed to-day that the advent of an"Certainly," she responded, sur- other Teacher might not yet have
prised by the irrelevant question.
been necessary. But in that time and
"Did you rejoice in the light of the age there was much Jesus could not
sun to-day?' ,
reveal, since it could not have been
assimilated. 'I have many things to
"Yes-of course."
"Was that being disloyal to the sun say unto you, but ye cannot bear
of yesterday? It was the same, yet them now. Howbeit, when He, the
not the same, you know."
Spirit of Truth is come, He will guide
As Elizabeth paused to consider you into all Truth, for He will take
this, the stranger continued :-"That the things that are Mine, and reveal
is the mistake common to all adher- them unto you.'
ents of the great religions; to the fol"Alas! the pure essence of Christ's
lowers of Moses and Muhammad, as teachings have been clouded by the
well as to Christians. They worship misunderstandings, dogmas, and suthe lamp, rather than the light, the perstitions of those who profess to be
form instead of the spirit, the person- His disciples; so have they lost much
ality of the Messenger is made to of their spiritual potency, their transobscure His Message. In the Perfect forming and illuminating power.
Mirrors of the Manifestations the And just as it is wintertime with us,
Sun of Truth is reflected, and men so also it is winter in all the religions
worship these Mirrors, forgetting of the world.
"Can you, my child," continued the
that "God is a Spirit, and they that
worship Him must worship Him in speaker, "consider the pitiful condispirit and in truth." Jesus referred tion into which Christianity has falto the Spiritual Light shining through len, with all its rival sects, cults and
Him, and not to His own personality, creeds, its controversies and materialor lamp, when He said to the unbe- ism, and say there is "no need" for a
lieving Jews: 'Before Abraham was renewal of spiritual energy and guidance? Surely the great Message of
I am.' "
To Elizabeth, while the Voice was Unity and Peace which Baha'u'll::'ih
speaking, the so familiar passages be- has brought is of supreme imporgan to glow with wholly new mean- tance and vital to the very existence
ings. She felt herself leaving we11- of civilization."
"But," pursued Elizabeth, as
worn paths and swinging out into
some wonderful new world of know- though thinking aloud, "does not our
ledge and comprehension. Yet it was Lord's immaculate conception distinnot easy to relinquish beliefs which guish Him from all and above all
had been instilled into her from child- other Prophets ?"
A smile of infinite patience illuhood.
"Surely," she objected, "Christ's mined the countenance of the Strangwork and teachings were perfect. er, as he answered: "If the greatness
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of Jesus lies in the fact that He possessed no earthly father, then should
Adam, who had no parents, be accounted twice as great. It should be
remembered that such legends concerning their deities were common to
all the pagan religions among whom
Christianity was promulgated; and by
degrees these pagan and J udaic ideas
were grafted upon the simplicity of
the original and given places of outstanding importance. Around the
birth of the Lord Buddha, six hundred years before, had grown up a
similar story.
"Thus it is that such doctrines as
Original Sin, Vicarious Atonement,
and the Fall of Man-growing out of
the allegory of the Garden of Edenwhich is the pictorial presentation of
the descent of the spiritual man into
matter-have overlaid the true meanings and led to false and perverted
interpretations. Yet, as you know,
these cramping dogmas and limited
ideas are rapidly giving way before
the light now being shed upon the
world by the amazing discoveries and
developments of science-developments which are but one ray flashed
from this New Revelation, and one
effect of a new spiritual Cause and
Dynamic."
"Yes," assented Elizabeth simply.
"My father does not like to emphasize these doctrines now. Beliefs and
opinions are changing and becoming
so divided within the Church itself,
he says he scarcely knows what to
preach. Yet is he bound to uphold
its authority."
"Ah, yes!" replied the Visitor sadly, "that is the trouble. The Church,
its traditions and man-made institutions have usurped the place of
Christ, and inculcated the belief that
salvation lies in obedience to its dictates, instead of in faith in the
Anointed of God and a life lived in
harmony with the Spirit He manifested. It was to break up the ice of literalism and formalism which encrusted the teachings of Moses, and set
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freely flowing the living water of
spiritual meaning, that Christ came.
And now has Baha'u'lhih come to
bring the same liberation for Christianity and for all the religions of
the world. For man is everywhere
prone to crystallize lovely principles
and sublime teachings into dogma, to
debase them into incorrect doctrines
and then into mythical past phenomena."
"But what of the Atonement?" inquired Elizabeth.
"Here again," came the clear answer, "Bible symbolism has been interpreted in a literal sense. Jesus
was not made the innocent victim of
an offended Deity. But by His life,
suffering,s and teaching, He inspired
and enabled man to transcend his
lower animal nature and make an atone-ment or union with God, the divine principle within his own nature,
attaining through faith and deeds to
spiritual consciousness."
"But the sacraments? she faltered.
Are not these necessary?"
"My child," replied the Voice which
seemed now to speak to her from the
mysterious heart of the universe it,self-to come from the warm glow
of the fire and from the early stars
shining through the windows above
the bare branches of the garden trees.
"Ritual, in any form, is only helpful
when used, like prayer and meditation, as the means for a soul's realization of God, not as an end in itself.
Often have I stood, all unseen, at the
door of your Church, while around
me swirled the falling leaves, the winter rain and storm. I have heard
your solemn chants and muttered litanies, breathed the incense of the
swinging censers, watched the posturings and processions, gazed upon
the gold and tinsel, the blood-stained
flags and embroidered banners, the
strange ceremonies whose origin and
significance were to the worshippers
almost unknown. These things belong not to the Christ of Galilee!
They are but the faded leaves, the de-
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bris of Christianity-soon to be swept
away by the winds of heaven, and to
lie forgotten with the dust of the
ages.
For behold! the spiritual
Springtime of the world approaches,
before which every superstition and
imagination of men shall be annihilated and all that is false shall be destroyed."
The eyes of Elizabeth were riveted
upon the luminous countenance of the
Speaker. Surely it had grown more
distinct-and-yes-familiar. Like a
treasured picture of the Christ which
hung on her bedroom wall at home. A
sense of being in some loved Presence
stole over her; yet was her mind
keenly a wake, her brain one big burning question mark.
Eagerly she continued: "But are
we not distinctly warned to beware of
false prophets who would arise ?"
Came the instant response. "And
is not this in itself an intimation that
Prophets, both true and false, are to
be expected? "He that receiveth a
Prophet in the name of a Prophet
shall receive a Prophet's reward."
"Beloved, believe not every spirit, but
try the spirits, whether they be of
God." Not ignore or deny, you see,
but examine the claims of those who
declare they are God's Messengers.
Have you not even been given tests
by which to prove the truth of such
claims ?"
For one perilous moment Elizabeth's pride rose in revolt. Was she
being reproved-although with such
gentleness-for failing to understand
the Bible? She, a teacher, and the
daughter of a Priest? But before the
clear and compassionate gaze that
seemed to read her very soul, pride
could only bow its head; while from
her heart rose involuntarily, the cry
of one of old: "Lord, I believe. Help
Thou my unbelief!" Then humbly
she said: "These proofs-please explain. For I feel that I understandnothing.
"That is the beginning of all true
understanding" answered the Voice.

"Let us take then the test given by
St. John. "Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the
flesh is of God." Had ye believed
Christ, says Baha'u'lhih, ye would
have believed me. He beareth witness to Me and I bear witness to
Him." "Do ye read the Gospel and still
do not acknowledge the Glorious
Lord ?" "Surely the Father hath
come and fulfilled that whereunto you
were promised in the Kingdom of
God." "This is indeed the Father,
whereof Isaiah gave you tidings, and
the Comforter from whom Christ
hath received the Covenant." So, you
see, Baha'u'llah claims to have come
in fulfilment of Christ's own words,
to renew and continue His work in
the world. Christianity is as the bud
of the full flower of this New Revelation. To inhale the perfume of the
one is to recognize, by that same perfume, the other. None can truly understand the Station of Baha'u'llah,
who fails to acknowledge that of all
the previous Messengers. A Jew, for
instance, who becomes a Baha'i,
thereby reveres the name of Jesus,
as God's Anointed.
Surely it is not possible to read,
with an unprejudiced mind, the story
of the matchless wisdom, knowledge
and patience of the "Glory of God,"
the radiant life and love of 'Abdu'lBaha, of the heroic courage of the
young Bab, and fail to discern the
manifold signs of their Divine Mission!
Who, of himself, incarcerated for
life in a Turkish prison, would have
dared to address the crowned heads
of Europe, as a king addressing his
subjects; exhorting them to establish
righteousness within their realms;
stating His supreme authority; and
prophesying the ruin that awaited
them should they let His warnings go
unheeded?
It is only necessary to compare the
historical evidence of this Cause, side
by side with the numerous prophetic
utterances of both the Old and New
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Testaments, to become convinced that
herein lies a marvelous fulfilment.
Referring to this Advent Jesus said:
-"I will go and come again." "But
of that day and hour knoweth no
man; no, not the angels of Heaven,
not even the Son of Man Himself, but
the FATHER only."
In the Bible too, you will find
enumerated the signs that will accompany such an event :-universal tribulation, wars and "earthquakes in
divers places," the fall of principalities and powers and long-established
spiritual authorities; the Gospel
preached in many lands, the return of
the Jews to Palestine, speed of traveling, the changing of age-long animosities among nations into peace and
harmony. Then we can find references to Carmel and the fortified city
(,Akka); and to One who shall be
called "Wonderful, Counsellor, the
Mighty God, the Everlasting Father,
the Prince of Peace," and of whose
government and of Peace there shall
be no end. Are not these clearly
shown as those great international,
social and economic laws laid down by
Baha'u'Uah to serve as a basis for a
new world civilization, to His Message
of inter-racial and inter-religious Unity and Concord?
For the supreme proof of a Manifestation is the effect of His teachings upon the hearts and minds of
men, not alone during His lifetime,
but through all the centuries that follow. This is the proof of the station
of Moses, Muhammad, the Buddha.
"How shall we know the Word which
the Lord hath spoken?" "My Word
shall not return unto Me void, but it
shall accomplish the thing whereunto it was sent." And the spirit and
power of this Revelation are, to-day,
transforming 1 i v e s, illuminating
minds in every land on earth, permeating and revitalizing every realm of
thought and activity."
And now it seemed to the rapt and
awe-struck listener that through the
accents of the Voice therB rang an in-
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finite love, joy and power, such as
could only belong to a Holy One of
God. While from before her spiritual
sight, veil after veil lifted that hid
the sacred fires burning upon the altar of the Temple of Truth; and upon
her astonished mind glowed and
flashed the priceless treasures concealed within the caskets of allegory,
parable and psalm. Rent asunder
were the clouds of prejudice, misunderstanding, and outworn belief, and
behold! the WORD Itself stood revealed, clothed in the beauty and radiance of Reality.
So wonderful a revelation, such a
glad rush of recognition and happiness was more than Elizabeth could
bear. As the Voice ceased, the Presence rose and over her, extended
hands outstretched in blessing. Majesty shone on the wide brow crowned
by a tall white turban, and emanated
from the noble Form clad in its flowing aba. Overwhelmed, she flung herself on her knees, crying "My Lord,
my Lord, Thou art in truth He-whomGod-should-manifest !"
And, as the Vision faded, the echo
of the loved Voice came to her, like a
dying chord of that celestial Melody
which evermore would wake within
her,-"Blessed art thou, Elizabeth,
for flesh and blood hath not revealed
this unto thee, but the Father in
Heaven."

*

It must have been but a few min-

utes later when Alice Crawford hurried into the room and found the girl
still kneeling on the hearthrug. "My
dear-whatever is the matter?" she
inquired in alarm, switching on the
lights.
Elizabeth raised herself slowly, like
one a wakening from a wonderful
dream. "Oh, Alice, she cried with
shining eyes, I have seen
the Spirit of Truth
and
He has indeed taken the things that
are Christ's
and revealed
them
unto
me!"
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THE GOD THAT ANSWERETH BY FIRE
KEITH RANSOM KEHLER

ND Elijah* said: "Gather to me
AAnd
all Israel unto Mount Carmel"
Elijah came unto all the people and said, "How long halt ye between two opinions?" If the Lord be
God, follow Him; but if Baal, then
follow him. Of two bullocks let them
choose one for themselves and lay it
on wood and put no fire under-and
I will dress the other bullock and
put no fire under-and ye call
on the name of your Gods and
I will call on the name of the Lord,
and the God that answereth by fire,
let Him be God." And they took
the bullock and called on the name
of Baal from morning even until
noon saying, "Oh Baal hear us,"
but there was no voice nor any
that answered." And at noon Elijah
mocked them saying: "Cry aloud for
he is a God; either he is talking or
out hunting or on a journey; he may
even be asleep and must be awakened." And they prophesied until
the time of the evening sacrifice but
there was neither voice nor any that
regarded."
Then Elij ah the prophet came near
and said: "Lord God, let it be known
this day that Thou art God in Israel.
Hear me, Oh Lord, hear me that this
people may know that Thou art the
Lord God and that Thou hast turned
their heart back again. Then the
fire of the Lord feU and consumed the
burnt-sacrifice and the wood and the
stones and the dust and licked up the
water that was in the trench.
"And when the people saw it they
fell upon their faces and said: The
Lord He is the God! The Lord He is
the God!
"And Elijah said unto them: Take
the prophets of Baal; let not one of
them escape. And Elijah brought

*

I Kings 18 :19-40.

them down to the brook Kishon and
slew them there."
The Kishon that once meandered
wine-red to the Mediterranean is a
listless crystal reflecting the jade
bowl of the evening sky. We tramp
along the ridge of Carmel, a hill with
little elevation and no summit; an
elongated mound sloping northward
into the sea and southward into the
vale of Sharon. The world seems to
float like a rigid iridescent bubble in
the limpid twilight, and the whole
scene has that unearthly calm that
comes between dream and waking.
The heavens are so near here; the
stars begin to twinkle with intimate
confidence in the quiet sky: they are
neighbors' lanterns guiding loitering
footsteps through the leisurely fields
of night. V\Te tramp on, plunging
more and more definitely into an irresistible beauty that now and then,
in our lives, returns a voice and a
vision to such as at any time believe
they see or hear it. Gradually a glorious, dread familiarity with the root
of experience emerges, as we recall
the age-old battle between the forces
of light and of darkness, of righteousness and of evil, of assurance and of
confusion, of sublimity and of personal preoccupation. Then suddenly
the curtain of earth and sky is drawn
back, and here, here in the immediate
atmosphere of this holy and mysterious mountain we view at death
grapple the surging hosts of God
with the bitter and entrenched forces
of evil in the world. Down they
stream, the battalions of light, from
the radiant citadels of heaven, while
gathering like a welter of noxious
spawn under rock and tree-trunk, in
stagnant ditch and tangled by-way
creep up the legions of Satan for the
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stupendous encounter. Four hundred
and fifty priests of Baal and only one
man of God! A command rings out:
"To your posts, and break not rank
until the last vestige of opposition to
the advance of your Lord is destroyed."
The outposts of these invisible
warriors are the human heart, the
human will, human loyalty, faith,
steadfastness; every vantage point
seems already occupied by the legions
of darkness-Israel halting between
two opinions, quite useless for purposes of divine warfare; and the outspoken allegiance between Baal, with
his human bestiality, and the powers
of evil. In all this holy mountain
there is but one spot open to the heavenly warriors-the soul of Elij ah.
With a mighty shout they troop into
this strongly fortified fortress: faith
in the Living God. And Elijah filled
with all the shining hosts of paradise
trumpets his challenge against the
whole earth; while all the priests of
Baal combine to thwart him, and all
the doubt and indifference of Israel,
(whom God had taken like a child
"by the arms and taught to walk"),
wearies and harasses him like the
iilertia of death.
The cool strategy of heaven's army
gives the opposing force time to expose its weakness and to exhaust its
resources: but when at last night approaches and Israel is convinced of
the futility of Baal, suddenly with a
great victorious cry the invisible hosts
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of God build through Elijah an altar:
not only an altar at "the Place of Sacrifice" on Carmel but an altar that
still stands in the hearts of men:
"Dig a trench, bring water! What can
stop the devouring flame of God's
Word, of His Law, of His Love-of
trust in Him?"
And all the hosts of God and all
the armory of heaven and all the
lightnings of the firmament tear
through Elijah, and rend the black
veil of heedlessness and tepidity and
self-absorption from the heart of Israel, and consume with living flame
the sacrifice that Elijah has placed
upon his altar.
We have reached the Holy Shrines,
built here on Carmel, into the midmost heart of the world. An orange
tree sends its fragrance to embrace
us· The moon swims up, a quiet
guest after the great shock of battle.
We remove our shoes in the silver
silence and bury our faces in the blossoms on the Threshold.
"Chant, chant," I beg, "a song of
triumph-that God has always been
and ever will be; that as long as one
single heart is left among mankind
that knows Him and turns to Him,
that that man alone can put to flight
all the powers of darkness that prey
upon our souls. Implore that the God
that answereth by fire may inflame
us with the eternal joy of obedience
to His face, of love and sacrifice at
His Threshold.

"Though the Spirit is concealed, its 1Jower is rtutnifested and clear in
the phenomenal w01'ld; cind so with the Kingdom of God, though it is
'veiled from the eyes of ignorant people, to men of 2J1'eception it is discernible Cind evident."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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DISARMAMENT OF MINDS
MARTHA L. ROOT

of weapons is not
D ISARMAMENT
so important as disarmament of
minds," said the great Norwegian
explorer, Dr. Fridtjof Nansen, who
so ably presided at the great public
meeting in Victoria Hall, Geneva,
Switzerland, September 13th, when
some of the great representatives of
the world's religions met to speak on
the hope of universal peace and
international justice and goodwill through Spiritual co-operation.
Clearly was it pointed out that unless
peace is safeguarded there may be
an end of European civilization and
perhaps an end of the white race.
This pubic meeting was part of the
significant preliminary Conference
which was called in Geneva, September 12, 13, 14, 1928, to make arrangements for THE UNIVERSAL RELIGIOUS PEACE CONFERENCE
which will be convened in 1930. The
obj ect was and is to find out what
religion can contribute to the establishment of universal peace. This
conference was not a Oongress of
Religions discussing dogmatic or
comparative religions. It was a
challenge to the revivification of religion. Dr. Alfred W. Martin, one
of the leaders of the Society for
Ethical Culture, New York City, in
his dynamic address said "We do
not wish to speak of tolerance of one
another's religion, we prefer to use
the word appreciation of each other's
faith." Dr. J. W. Hauer, one of the
great religious scholars of Germany,
showed that no Parliament of Religions would succeed if "we do not get
the best minds of all Eastern religions." Rev. Mr. Forell of Sweden
said an "Esperanto Religion" is
needed-a program containing the
best in all the religions!

Mr. Mountfort Mills of New York,
lawyer, and for several years President of the Baha'i National Spiritual
Assembly of the United States and
Canada, was Chairman of the Committee which drew up the following
statement and message to the world
regarding the purposes and aims and
plans of this Geneva Conference. It
was unanimously adopted at the final
session of this preliminary gathering
of the Universal Religious Peace
Conference:
"Peace is one of the loftiest positive
aims of united human endeavor.
Spiritual in its very nature, and implicit in the teachings of all religions,
it was this aim which inspired the
Church Peace Union to set on foot
the movement that has now taken
form in a resolve to hold a worldconference of all religions. Of this
Conference the sole purpose will be
to rouse and to direct the religious
impulses of humanity against war in
a constructive world-wide e1Iort to
achieve peace. A preliminary gathering was convened at Geneva in September, 1928, to consider the holding
of a Universal Religious Peace Conference in 1930. To this gathering came
men and women of all faiths from all
parts of the earth. They were united
in the conviction that the state of
mankind today demands that all persons of good-will in every religion
shall work together for peace; and
that, more than ever, concerted religious effort is needed to attain it.
Even as nations have been learning
that no one of them suffices to itself
alone, but that each needs to help
and to be helped by others, so also
the religions of the world will come
to see that each must seek to serve
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and to be served in the work of peace,
and to go hand in hand towards the
common goal. Hence it was resolved
that a Universal Religious Peace
Conference be held, to put in motion
the joint spiritual resources of mankind; and that, without attempting
to commit any religious body in any
way, the Conference consist of devoted individuals holding, or associated with, recognized forms of religious belief.
The Universal Conference designs
neither to set up a formal league of
religions, nor to compare the relative
values of faiths, nor to espouse any
political or social system. Its specific
objects will be:
(1) To state the highest teachings
of each religion on peace and the
causes of war. (2) To record the
efforts of religious bodies in furtherance of peace. (3) To devise means
by which men of all religious faiths
may ,york together to remove existing obstacles to peace; to stimulate
international co-operation for peace
and the triumph of right; to secure
international justice, to increase
good-will, and thus to bring about in
all the world a fuller realization of
the brotherhood of men. (4) To seek
opportunities for concerted action
among the adherents of all religions
against the spirit of violence and the
things that make for strife.
Persuaded that this high purpose
will move devoted hearts and minds
everywhere, the preliminary gathering at Geneva has appointed a Committee to prepare for the Universal
Conference, so that world-wide coordination of religious endeavor may
help towards the full establishment
of peace among men."
It was urged that this Congress be
held, if possible, in the East, though
many favored Geneva. This question
was held open for future discussion
by the Committee of Seventy which
will make the full arrangements for
this world event.
Dean Shailer
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Mathews, of the University of Chicago, was the Chairman at the opening session. Christians came from
all the western world, among the
number being Vice Admiral S. R.
Drury-Lowe of the Church of England, Sir E. Denison Ross; also from
the Society of Friends Mr. W. Loftus
Hare and Miss Lucy Gardner; Miss
Ruth Cranston of the United States
was a delegate of the Theosophists,
His Grace, Archbishop Germanos of
the Greek Orthodox Church; Metropolite Dionysius of Warsaw, representing the Eastern Orthodox
Church; Dr. S. Parkes Cadman of the
Federal Council of Churches; Chief
Rabbi of the British Empire Dr. J. H.
Hertz; China's delegate was Dr.
Chen Huan-Chang, President of the
Confucian University and the Confucian Association, Peking. One
Buddhist, one Christian, and one
Shintoist were selected and approved
as delegates by the Japanese Government; these delegates were in their
order Professor E. Tomomatsu, Mr.
Tomoji Ishida and Professor Tomoeda. Among the Indian speakers
were A. Yusuf Ali, His Highness the
Maharajah of Burdwan, Pandit Jagadish Chandra Chatterji, a Braham,
two Zoroastrians, Dr. Jal Dastur C.
Pavry and Miss Bapsy Pavry, of Bombay; Mr. K. N. Das Gupte, manager
of the Fellowship of Faiths. Mr.
Julien P. Monod of France was
Chairman of the Ways and Means
Committee; and Dr. William P. Merrill, D. D., was Chairman of the
Committee named, "The Proposal to
Hold the Conference". Dr. Hans
Hatmann of the Rheinland was present. Sir Francis Younghusband was
an earnest speaker; and Mr. C. F.
Andrews of India took part in the
discussions.
There was a representative gathering of Baha'i delegates. One of
the most interesting was Mr. Ruhi
Afnan, grandson of 'Abdu'l-Baha and
cousin of Shoghi Effendi, Guardian

Preliminary Conference in Genevc~, September 12, 13, 14, 1928, to 11wke a?'ntngements fQ?' The Unive?'snl Religious Peace Confe?'ence which will he held in 1930. D?'. Hen?'y A. Atkinson, who Q1'iginated the Congress, stctnds at the extreme left, second ?'OW, the
genial man with his hands in his pockets.
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of the Baha'i Cause. Others were
Mr. Mountfort Mills, Lady Blomfield,
Mrs. J. Stannard, Miss Julia Culver,
Mrs. Emogene Hoagg, Miss Isabel
Carey, Mrs. Stuart French, Mrs.
Mary Hanford Ford, Mrs. L. S. Chanler and her daughter, Miss Elsie
Benkard, Miss Edith Sanderson, Baroness von Jaraczenski, Mr. and Mrs.
Meyer-Stolte, Professor and Mrs.
Kunz, Miss Root.
Dr. John A. Lapp of Marquette
University, Milwaukee, Wis., was the
last speaker at the Congress and one
of the best. He gave a fine resume of
what this preliminary Conference
has accomplished. It is not possible
to quote him exactly, but a few of
his points were about as follows:
that this Congress had drawn up a
declaration of purpose without one
dissenting voice; that harmony had
prevailed. All had found a cause
with universal accord. This experience at the preliminary conference
should give confidence that the same
spirit of harmony will enfold, permeate and uphold the next Congress
of 1930. He said this Geneva Conference was no ordinary event, it was
not just another meeting.
The
event was a participation in growing
good-will. It is not a movement for
church unity and there has been no
thought of a super-church or the
slightest interference in anyone's belief. Dr. Lapp said: "We seek one
object-peace and good-will among
the nations of the earth. Let us do
our utmost to preserve this harmony.
Others will seek to divide us, some
maliciously, some through ignorance,
but we dedicate ourselves to universal peace. There will be more than
one Conference before the peace
forces are mobilized. We must scatter seeds of peace in all religions
where they will grow in their own
nursery, in their own fellowship."
He rejoiced in Locarno, in the Kellogg
Pact, in the World Court, in the
League of Nations, but pointed out
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that under and around them must be
spiritual buttresses strong in the
strength of each other, a passion to
understand, and with malice toward
none, charity toward all. Thus the
new epoch for common humanity will
be ushered in.
No story of this Conference would
be complete without asking and
answering the question: Who is the
man with the vision to glimpse this
glorious and most practical plan to
univer.sal peace? The name Dr.
Henry A. Atkinson of New York will
be writ large by the angels of
heaven in the tablets of the world's
most great peace, for he is making
what he saw in his vision a solid
reality. The idea of a Universal
Religious Peace Conference came to
him about seven years ago on the
battlefield of Verdun. He saw men
getting the battlefield cleared. To a
rough temporary chapel they were
bringing the bones of heroes of every
nation, every col or, the whole country looked as if it were churned. A
Catholic Priest explained to Mr.
Atkinson that he was going to build
a symbol altar, the four points to
represent the Protestant Christians,
the Catholic Christians, the Jews, the
Moslems, who had lost their lives in
that struggle.
That night Mr. Atkinson from the
viewpoint of a business man had a
"brain storm", or in the language of
a seer one would call it a vision. He
arose from his bed and made out
plans for this Congress of Religions.
He reasoned-if religions can get together symbolically, if they can do
that, why can they not get together
to abolish war? Some clergymen
and leaders were not enthusiastic
over his schedule, but Dr. Mathews
thought it important and the Trustees of the Church Peace Union stood
with him and gave him the widest
liberty.
This new adventure in
peace was a very idealistic sort of
venture. Through infinite patience
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and courage he went through the
jungles of details. He interested
people of good-will. and the preliminary Conference in Geneva was a
phenomenal success. Mr. Kellogg is
a peace-maker striving to bring the
nations together, but Dr. Henry A.
Atkinson has called and seen signed
the pact of world religions to convene for spiritual world peace. The
Kellogg Pact is along the lines of

Baha'u'llah's Teachings that the nations of the world must all come together with perfect equality and
voluntarily to consecrate themselves
to the cause of universal peace. The
splendid endeavor of Dr. Atkinson is
the fulfillment of 'Abdu'l-Baha's prophetic Words: "This is the hour of
unity of the sons of men and of the
drawing together of all races and all
classes."

CAN PRAYER HEAL?
WALTER B. GUY, M. D.
In th'is eighth eha,pte1' in the se1'ies on "Hea,[ing-McLte?'icLl a,nd Spi?'itua,l," the
author gives st?'iking instances in answe?' to one of the nwst mooted a,nd p1'egnant
questions of the day in ngard to the individual life-"Can Pmy61' Hea,l?"-Edito?',

"A servant always draws near unto Me
with prayeTS, until I respond unto him."
-Bahd' u'llcih.

the way to attainA LTHOUGH
ment of divine unity seems so
plain, yet there are laws that govern
and control, and these laws are just
as arbitrary and immutable in the
spiritual as in the material world.
The symbol used by Jesus, the
Christ, is "a little child." The little
child has no prejudice, no pre-conceived ideas, no inherited traditions
or superstitions. If we would enter into the fulness of His Light, we
must cleanse our minds "from the
tales of the past", and bereft of tradition and superstition, become as
little children.
It is easier to understand this if
we conceive the mind to be like a
mirror, that reflects by effort of the
will those things to which it is directed. But the mirror of the mind

is ofttimes clouded by impure desire,
by selfish greed; warped by fanatical
superstitition and corroded by repeated sin. How then, can it reflect
the Glory of the Lord? How can it
vibrate to the rhythm of the celestial
world? How can it receive the rays
that pulsate with health, healing, and
love?
No, the mirror of the mind must
be polished; cleansed from all those
things that hide His Glory. For this
purpose all the Prophets have taught
the need of prayer.
There are many prayers that have
been given to us by Baha'u'llah and
'Abdu'l-Baha,-prayers, if used earnestly and sincerely, will do just
what they are intended to do. They
cleanse the mind from the accumulation of prejudice and dust and make
it as a brilliant mirror, perfectly
capable of reflecting the spiritual significances of the celestial world.
The beautiful prayers of Baha-
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'u'llih and 'Abdu'l-Baha should not prayer, and he returned and knocked
only be learned by heart, but care- again at the door.
The voice said, "Who is there?"
fully studied and meditated upon in
He replied, "It is ThoU." And the
order that the underlying laws upon
which they are based, may be fully door opened."
In many of the processes used in
understood. The following, for example, are from the pen of 'Abdu'l- synthetic chemistry a catalyst is required, that its presence in the terBaha:
"0 God! Refresh and gladden my rific heat used in blending of otherspirit! Purify my heart. Illumine wise discordant materials, may, unmy power·s. I lay all my affairs in affected in itself, bring about the deThe catalyst that
Thy I-land. Thou art my Guide and sired union.
my Refuge. I will not be sorrowful blends the personal with the spiritual,
and grieved any more. I will be a harmonizes the body with the spirit,
happy and joyful being. 0 God! I turns sorrow, weakness, and disease,
will not worry any more. I will not into joy, power, and health is the
let trouble harass me any longer. J Holy Spirit. It is the Love that
will not dwell on the unpleasant radiates from the Heart of the Manithings of life. 0 God, Thou art festation of God, that unites itself
kind er to me than I am to myself, I during prayer with the love in the
heart of the seeker, the sick one, or
dedicate myself to Thee, 0 Lord."
"0 God! Make all my ideals and the helpless one.
This catalyst blend-s into one perthoughts One Ideal and One Thought,
and suffer me to attain to an eternal, fect whole that which was divided, it
unchangeable condition in Thy Serv- fuses the discordant elements of personal life with the life of the spirice !"
itual; it breaks down selfish desire
II
and greed; it burns in its potent fire
The next step on the path to health impurity and satanic lusts; it deand life is Unity. It is the blending stroys forever the demoniac power
of the whole personality of the seek- of drug habits, that take their vicer with his Beloved, the Manifesta- tims to the dark places of living hells.
This dynamic ray sets into vibration of the One that is, was, and ever
shall be, throughout eternity. The tion the divine harmony, comforts the
following parable of an ancient Per- saddened soul, brings new vibrant life
sian poet, who desired to teach his into activity, and discord, sorrow, and
disciples the unity of prayer, how by disease, disappear like the mists beprayer God and man become united, fore the rising sun.
To the one who feels lost, and to
even as the sun and its reflection are
one, is especially appropriate to f'X- whom these words appeal, yet whose
plain-in other words, the mystic feet falter, I would say: Find the
ecstasy in union resulting from lov- True One, He who manifests the Love
of God, whose Life radiates the diing, earnest invocation to Deity:
"A disciple enamored of God, went vine qualities so that by His touch
to the door of his Beloved, and you may be healed.
The Baha'i Revelation is the Way
knocked thereon.
of Life today, and 'Abdu'l-Baha is
A voice cried, "Who is there?"
the Divine Exemplar. He was One
He replied, "It is I."
The answer came, "There is no who radiated Life, healing, and joy
room in this house for twain." And to all who with faith touched the hem
of His garment, and although He is
the door remained shut.
He spent a year in meditation and now gone from this physical world,
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yet He is ever close to those who with
purified souls and longing hearts seek
after God.
We, His servants, seek but to follow the road which He so recently
trod, try to manifest His virtues and
walk in His steps, as He walked, with
steadfast feet, can but affirm the
Truth and point the Way. He "lived
the life" in long, painful exile,
through the Most Great Prison, to
the heights and depths of complete
Servitude.
Read carefully these words of 'Abdu'l-Baha on the need of prayer in
our lives, its benefits to our happiness
and health, how it rounds out human
life and brings to it, its fullest
achievement and experience:
"Prayer and supplication are two
wings whereby man soars toward
the Heavenly mansion of the True
One. However, verbal repetition of
prayer does not suffice. One must
live in a perennial attitude of prayer.
When man is spiritually free his
mind becomes the altar, and his
heart the sanctuary of prayer. Then
the meaning of the verse, 'We will
lift up from before his eyes the veil'
will become fulfilled in him."
"Thou hast written what thou
shouldst do, and what prayer shouldst
thou offer in order to become informed with the mysteries of GodPray thou with an attracted heart,
and supplicate thou with a spirit
stirred by the Glad-tidings of God.
Then the Doors of the Kingdom of
Mysteries shall be opened before thy
face, and thou shalt comprehend the
realities of all things."
"Know thou verily, it is becoming
of a weak one to supplicate to a strong
One, and it behooveth a seeker of
bounty to beseech the Glorious Bountiful One. When one supplicates to
his Lord, turns unto Him and seeks
bounty from His ocean, this supplication is, by itself, a light to his
heart, an illumination to his sight, a
life to his soul, and an exaltation for

his being. Therefore, during thy supplication to God, and thy reciting
'Thy Name is my healing,' consider
how thy heart is cheered, thy soul delighted by the spirit of the Love of
God, and thy mind becomes attracted
to the Kingdom of God! By these
attractions one's ability and capacity
increase. When the vessel is widened
the water increaseth, and when the
thirst grows, the bounty of the cloud
becomes agreeable to the taste of
man. This is the mystery of supplication and the wisdom of stating
one's wants. (i. e., praying)"
"Turn thy face sincerely toward
God; be severed from all save God;
be ablaze with the fire of the Love of
God; be purified and sanctified, and
beseech and supplicate unto God!
"Verily, He responds unto those
who invoke Him, is near unto those
who pray unto Him; and He is thy
companion in every loneliness, and
He befriends every exile!
"For such a compassionate Lord,
it behooveth one to have excessive
yearning. ardent longing and love
under all circumstances; for He is
the possessor of Beauty, Perfection,
and shining, manifest and hidden
Glory."
"0 my God! Thy love is my comfort, Thy Name is my prayer, Thy
Presence is my peace, Thy Worj is
my healing, Thy Mercy is my Light,
and to serve before Thee is my
utmost desire."
III
Some years ago a Swedish woman
came into my professional life, far
advanced with pulmonary and cardiac
tuberculosis. No effort of mine could
aid her, and she, being a nurse, was
admitted into Rutland Sanitarium, in
Massachusetts. This sanitarium is
maintained for incipient cases of this
disease, but a special privilege was
allowed her. On parting I gave her
a book of Baha'i prayers, pointing
out to her one she should learn by
heart, and continually use.
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She seemed, indeed, a hopeless
case. She was confined to her bed
with a constant racking cough and
fever, but she kept herself in thB
atmosphere of this beautiful prayer.
One night she thought she was dying.
A most unusual sensation I cannot
describe, swept over her for a long
time, and at last she realized that
she was healed. Her cough ceased,
and a new vitality came to her. The
next day the visiting physician said
to her, "How are you?" She said, "I
am cured." He smiled indulgently
and passBd by. The second and third
day this was repeated. Absence of
racking cough and a normal temperature, however, surprised the physician, and on the fourth day after
the same experience he insisted upon
an examination. To his utter amazement all sign of pulmonary tuberculosis had vanished. After a restful
period of convalescence, she returned
to her profession for a number of
years.
Had not this woman found her
way into the Holy of Holies? Yes,
bathed in celestial Light and Love,
touched by thB hand of the Lord,
healing came, and sadness and sorrow vanished away. The prayer
(revealed by 'Abdu'l-Baha) that she
learned to love and use, follows:
"0 my God! Thy Name is my
healing! Thy Remembrance is my
remedy; Thy Love is my companion;
Thy Mercy is my need and my aid in
the world, and in the Day of Judgment! Verily, thou art the Knower,
the Wise!"
Another SCBne comes before me of
an elderly woman far advanced with
a terrible uterine cancer. I said to
her, "Are you praying for health, for
a cure of your disease ?" "Yes," she
replied, "I pray many hours of thB
day." "Do you not realize," I said,
"that it is time you should be a real
Christian ?" Startled, she gazed at
me, as I went on and said, "Christ
prayed that His Father's will might
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be done, God's will, not His." Tears
fell from her eyes, fear enveloped
her. "I cannot," she cried, "I cannot
let go." "Yes," I said, "God's love is
all embracing and He knows best.
Let go, cling to Him." She at last
said she would. Two days later her
daughter telephonBd me that her
mother had passed home in blissful
sleep. God's way is best.
Again 'Abdu'l-Baha said:
"The prayers which were written
for the purpose of healing, are both
for the spiritual and matBrial healing.
Therefore, chant them for the spiritual and material healing. If healing
is best for the patient, surely it will
be granted. For, some who are sick,
healing for thBm would be the cause
of other ills. Thus, it is that Wisdom does not decree the answer to
some prayers. 0 maid-servant of
God, the Power of the Holy Spirit
heals both material and spiritual ills."
I have told the following story before, in The Baha'i Magazine, for
March, 1927:
A colored woman of the South, a
widow with a family, poor and sick
unto death, was given up by her physician as hopeless; she turned to me
for aid. An examination disclosed a
solidified mass that filled her right
abdomen, and medical therapeutics
seemed to be useless in this advanced
condition.
"Anna,"I said, "are you a Christian ?"
"Yes, Doctor."
"Do you pray?"
"Yes, Doctor."
"Do you wait for an answer?"
"I do not know what you mean,"
she replied, with a puzzled look.
"Suppose I came a stranger to your
door and knocked, and told you I was
hungry and needed food, and you
said, 'Yes, I will give you some food,'
and when you returned with it, you
found that I had gone. What would
you think?" She replied, " I should
think you were not very hungry."
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"That," I said, "is the way you
treat God! Promise me that when
I leave you, you will pray again and
wait-wait until the answer comes."
This she promised to do. I saw her
again in a few days. I found her
with shining eyes and a happy smile.
She cried, "The answer came. After you left I waited on my knees
for ten minutes at the side of my
bed, and in my heart the answer
came. I shall be cured. God said
80."

Today she is well, her faith is supreme, her love is perfect; she is
living and walking in the path of
servitude.
Truly she was made
whole.

IV
These experiences might be multiplied indefinitely-they are found
in all walks of life, under all conditions, among all sorts of men.
The quotations appended are sign
posts on the path of life; they point
out the way of Holiness and the way
of the Cross. The Masters of old
live, and their hands are ever
stretched out in love. Jesus the
Christ, from His Kingdom ever seeks
to Love and Heal. Baha'u'lhl,h, the
Glory of God, promised by the prophets of old, is near unto us. 'Abdu'l-

Baha is ever guiding the children of
man who seek to find the Way.
The Teachers may be many, but
the Way is One. Lamps are many,
but the light is One. Hearts are
many but love is one. "Taste and see
that the Lord is good." His mercy
is ever near unto those who call
upon Him.
'Abdu'l-Baha tells us that:
"There exists in man two powers.
One power uplifts him. This is divine attraction which causes man's
elevation. In all grades of existence,
he will develop through this power.
This belongs to the spirit. The other
power causes man to descend. This
is the animal nature. The first attracts man to the Kingdom. the second brings him down to the contingent world. Now, we must consider
which of these will gain in strength.
If the Heavenly power overcome,
man will become Heavenly, enlightened, merciful, but if the worldly
power overcome, he will be dark and
like the animal. Therefore, he must
develop continually. As long as the
Heavenly power is the great force
men will ascend."
"I beg of God to illumine you with
the Light of His Love, so that you
may enter into the Kingdom and
draw nigh unto the Threshold. His
bounties are inexhaustible."

"Arise and ask for the divine favors so that ye become revived by the
Holy Spirit through the breath which the Spirit breathes into the souls."
,Abdu'l-Baha
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THE CHRIST SPIRIT
LILIAN REA

task of analyzing the Christ
T HE
Spirit is undoubtedly a matter for
the highest philosophers and metaphysicians; on the other hand it is
beyond their sphere, for however
learnedly they may discourse of it,
they can never put in words its real
essence. This essence can only be
apprehended, we are told, by the soul
shorn of the veils of sense and illumined by the light of the Holy Spirit.
Ouspensky, in his Tertium Organum, asserts that all ideas are symbols
trying to transmit relations which
cannot be expressed directly because
of the poverty and weakness of our
language. It is necessary, he says, to
search for their hidden meaningsthat which cannot be expressed in
words. To Ouspensky, Reality is inexpressible; he condemns literal understanding of these matters as depriving them of their value and
meaning: indeed, he goes so far as to
say that when a thing can be expressed, it is not true. How can we
know the Unknowable or hear that
which is beyond sense?
One of the greatest veils to truth,
says 'Abdul'l-Baha, is literal interpretation. As proof of this, we may
cite the instance of the Holy Trinity.
No symbol in the world has been so
misunderstood as this; none has led
to so much controversy, bitterness
and strife. Yet regarded in its mystical relation it is perfectly simple,
and throughout history it has fired
the imaginations of men in all lands.
The idea of the three-fold personality existed long before the Christian
era: the Indians conceived of the
Trinity as a sort of triune elemental
force of creative, destructive and preservative power. Thor had three
heads; Wodan's sign was the tris-

kele-a three-branched figure radiating from a center, and symbolizing
his spremacy over the trio, W odan,
Frey and Thor.
The trinity is inherent in every institution, for there must needs be the
Giver, the Recipient of Grace, and
the Instrument through which Grace
comes. ' Abdu'l-Baha explains this
truth as follows: "Know, 0 advancer unto God, that in each of the cycles wherein the Lights have shone
forth upon the horizons-there are
necessarily three things,-the Giver
of the Grace, the Grace, and the Recipient of the Grace: the Source of
the Effulgence, the Effulgence, and
the Recipient of the Effulgence: the
illuminator, the Illumination, and the
Illuminated."
Father, Son and Holy Spirit! What
more beautiful relation is there than
that of Father-repeated in Government, paternal or particular? In the
Son who reveres and obeys his Father; and in the Holy Gost-that still
small voice within us-that inner tribunal that rules our lives? This trinity is universal in the hearts of men
-who is it who does not recognize all
three of its persons? And God repeats these things continually as
symbols of the invisible.
Now to know what the Christ
Spirit really is, one must know
Christ, and realize the difference
between the Christ, so-called-and
Jesus Christ-a difference so simple
and yet so mystic In its essence that
to understand one must void the
mind of all preconceived ideas and
listen to that inner sense which
knows the Unknowable. "When we
see God," said Plotinus, "we see Him
not by reason, but by something that
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is higher than reason." And 'Abdu'lBaha says, "Love supplies the impulse to that intense and unceasing
meditation which reveals the hidden
mysteries of the universe."
Literally, we know that Jesus
Christ was an Oriental, who lived in
the days of the Emperor Tiberias;
that he was a man like ourselves,who
yet claimed to be the Son of God-a
man of magnetic irresistible personality, Who gathered unto Himself followers who excited the jealosy of the
powers of Jerusalem (those powers
of Church and State always jealous
of their own prestige, and determined
to destroy anything and anybody who
threatens to interfere with their prerogatives). We also know that Jesus
Christ was a Universal Manifestation of God. one who took upon Himself the body of man, who lived His
teachings, endured persecution, and
died upon the Cross.
II
If th€ staton of Jesus Christ be
thus established, how can we analyze
the Christ Spirit-that which has no
beginning and no end-that which is
carried on from one age to another?
Again we must bring the facts to
light through our intellect, and then
apprehend with our spiritual intuition. "To penetrate the Inner Significances," says 'Abdu'l-Baha, "a
mighty effort is needed." First the
soul must be prepared for the awakening of its spiritual intuition, then
one must sit at the feet of the Divine
Messengers of God, whose mission it
is to rend asunder fleshly veils, and
by revealing reality, make man conscious of the eternal part of his nature.
The station of Christ in the world,
we are told, is that of the Word of
God. The Ancients conceived of the
infinite forms in God's creation as the
letters of a great scroll: individually
they are colorless and mean nothing,
but assembled they make a Word.

That Word was Christ, the complete
and perfect creation. St. John the
Mystic apprehended that Divine Mystery and expressed it for all time
when He said, "In the beginning was
the Word and the Word was with
God and the Word was God." A modern English Congregational minister,
Rev. W. J. Dawson, in a sermon on
"The Word" asks what the idea in
John's mind was. "Word" he says,
is the true expression of him who
utters it: How shall God communicate with the creature He has made?
He does so by Christ Who is His
Word. Christ is the very mind of
God translating itself into symbols
which man can comprehend."
'Abdu'l-Baha says, "The universal
bestowal of Divinity is manifest in
Christ. The station of Christ is the
station of the Word-a complete significance. The reality of Christ is the
collective center of all the independent virtues and infinite significances."
To know what the Christ spirit
really is, we turn naturally to the
Sermon on the Mount and to the Beatitudes. Surely these twelve rules
of life are the epitome of the Christ
spirit: poverty of spirit, contrition
of heart, meekness, hunger after
righteousness, mercifulness, purity.
the bringing of peace, endurance of
persecution, patience under false witness, charity, non-resistance of evil.
Jesus Christ came to bring the
Christ spirit of His time to a world
that had lost sight of Divine Guidance. But long before Jesus took upon Himself the body of man, the
Christ Spirit was in the world, for
Christ, like God, is pre-existent. Like
God, He had no beginning and no end:
with God the Father and God the
Holy Ghost, He formed the Eternal
Trinity: "the wonderful Trinity,"
Dante called it.
Even so orthodox a person as the
Rev. W. J. Dawson recognized the
fact that the Christ spirit had always
been in the world. To conform to
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that spirit, he said, was to be a Christian, adding that in the days of Moses
this spirit was abroad, brooding over
the soul of Moses and weaving itself
into His spirit. Mr. Dawson found
this conception of the pre-existent
Christ spirit in Christian teaching,
but himself went so far as to say
that not only the spirit, but the
Christ Himself had been in the world
from the beginning. To prove this
He quotes: "Before Abraham was, I
am;" "Abraham rejoiced to see my
day;" Paul's mention in Corinthians
of the Israelites in the Wilderness as
having drunk of the Spiritual Rock,
that Rock being Christ; also St. John,
who said that the Lamb of God was a
Lamb slain from the foundation of
the world.
There is an ever-present need in
the world for the Christ Spirit. Were
the influence of Jesus Christ perfectly understood and practiced, it should
suffice for the cure and regeneration
of the nations. But in nineteen centuries conditions everywhere have so
changed that men have fallen away
from the original Christ spiritcreeds and dogmas have usurped the
place of spiritual teaching. Hence a
new expression of the Christ Spirit
was need~d.
'Abdu'l-Baha says: "We must be
adorers of the Sun of Reality from
whatsoever horizon it may appear,
rather than adorers of the horizon.
For should we concentrate our attention in one direction, the sun may appear from quite another, and leave us
deprived of the sun's bestowals which
are the wisdom and guidance of God
and the favor of God, which constitute spiritual progress. * * * "If
the sun of to-day say, 'I am the sun
of yesterday!' it is true; and yet if,
according to daily sequence, it say, 'I
am other than the sun of yesterday,'
this is also true. Likewise consider
the days: if it be said that all the
days are the same, it is correct and
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true; and if it be said that according
to name and designation they differ
from each other, this also is true, as
thou seest. For though they are the
same, yet in each there is a name,
quality and designation which is different from the other. By the same
method and explanation, understand
the stations of separation, difference
and oneness of the Holy Manifestations, so that thou mayest comprehend the interpretations of the
Words of the Creator of the Names
and Attributes, concerning separation and Union."
What but the Christ Spirit gleams
in these further words of 'Abdu'l-Baha regarding His own station: "The
voice of Friendship, Uprightness,
Truth and Reconciliation is he, so as
to cause a quickening throughout all
regions. No name, no title, no mention, no commendation hath he, nor
will ever have, except 'Abdu'l-Baha-Servant of Baha. This is my
longing. This is my greatest yearning. This is my eternal1ife. This is
my everlasting glory!"
When we say that the Word of
God has come again into the world,
we do not mean this literally, but in
the sense of the return of the Spirit
and power of God, to resuscitate
mankind with the power of the Spirit.
The Sun shone upon the world again
in this age through the power and
illumination given to the world by the
Revela tion of Baha'u'llah. Again is
the power of the Spirit stirring in the
world to produce the fruits of love,
joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness,
goodness, faith. How clearly we see
in the life of 'Abdu'l-Baha the expression of these qualities exemplified in every way. No matter what
the intellectual attitude toward this
Servant of God, all who came in contact with Him or who have learned
of His life, realize here a perfect
manifestation of the Christ Spirit.
In the Star of the West, Vol. 13, p.
253, we read: "Some thirty years
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ago Dr. Benjamin Jowett, the revered Master of Balliol, Oxford, England, and celebrated translator of
Plato, said to one of his fellow professors at Oxford, a Greek scholar at
St. Andrew's and translator of the
Greek tragedies, that he (Dr. Jowett)
was deeply interested in the Baha'i
Movement. This is the greatest
light, said Dr. Jowett, that has come
into the world since Jesus Christ,
Never let it out of your sight. It is
too great and too near for this generation to comprehend. The future
alone can reveal its import."
One who knew 'Abdu'l-Baha and
who had an unusual opportunity of
intimate understanding of Him, Mr.
Charles Mason Remey, says of Him;
" , Abdu'l-Baha's power was that of
love. In going into His Presence
something within one's soul seemed
to respond to His soul. Thus a spiritual bond was formed which was
most far-reaching, for it was of the
nature of divine love and always

l'emained with one. Through His life
and example He taught the people the
life and the way of the Kingdom. He
had a message for everyone, and as
one met and contacted with Him in
spirit, it was as if a new force were
added to one's nature. The power of
the love of God was brought very
close to those who came into spiritual
contact with 'Abdu'l-Baha. * * *
"His was the perfect life, and as the
people contacted with Him more and
more, they found in Him the Centre
of the spiritual light and consciousness of this new day and age. From
that Centre flowed the regenerative
Baha'i spirit which made all things
new, re-establishing religion, reviving faith in God, and uniting humanity in the one universal brotherhood of God's Kingdom."
Thus in the person of 'Abdu'l-Baha, we come back to Love as the
great characteristic of the Christ
Spirit. And, as St. Bernard said;
"Love is the lever of the souL"

THE LA W OF GIVING
CATHERL~E

The way to attain the highest and
most complete life in this world is to
recognize God's immutable universal
laws and then to work in harmony
with them. To know that nothing
will be denied if it is good for us to
have and will not interfere with our
spiritual progress in any way, for,
what would be conducive to one man's
growth would be detrimental to another and God only withholds where
He knows His gift would be a hindrance rather than a help to the soul.
One of these great and fundamental laws and one which all should
understand is the "Law of Giving".
By giving is not meant merely of material things but the giving of love,
service, goodwill and even a handclasp
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or smile, which while seemingly insignificant, yet are not so and count in
the eyes of God who rewards His creatures accordingly__ _
"It is more blessed to give than to
receive." (Acts; 20 :35)
We find many references relative
to the perfect working of this law,
but none more noteworthy than of
the Hebrew people who were enjoined
upon by their spiritual teachers to
give a tenth of their income for a
purely spiritual purpose, a purpose in
which self-interest did not enter and
where there was absolutely no
thought of a return or a reward. The
spiritual powers work always with
perfect accuracy and these people
were enriched on all the planes of be-
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ing. This tenth or tithe as it was
called, was given voluntarily and with
an entire free will on their part and
never by persuasion or influence of
any kind outside the dictates of their
own soul. As long as these people
were faithful in their free-will offering they prospered from every standpoint, but when the divine command
of their spiritual teachers was disobeyed they experienced poverty and
a loss of spiritual power, for such giving produces great mental and spiritual results and brings one in harmony with spiritual forces which revivify and purify the sou1.
"Bring ye all the tithes into the
storehouse, that there may be meat
in mine house, and prove me now
herewith, saith the Lord of Hosts, if
I will not open you the windows of
heaven, and pour you out a blessing
that there shaH not be room to receive it."
(Mala chi 3-10) "Give and it shall be
given unto you; good measure,
pressed down, and shaken together,
and running over, shall men give into
your bosom. For with the same
measure that ye mete withal it shall
be measured to you again." (Luke
6:38)
Scattering yet increasing. "There
is that scattereth, and yet increaseth;
and there is that withholdeth more
than is meet, but tendeth to poverty.
The liberal soul shall be made fat:
and he that watereth shall be watered
also himself. He that withholdeth
corn, the people shall curse him: but
blessing shall be upon the head of him
that selleth it." (Proverbs 11 :24-26)
Giving will not impoverish thee, if
it is done with the understanding that
God is the unfailing source of all
things; in reality it seems we become
as a magnet to draw from realms visible and invisible that which is ours
from a standpoint of divine righteousness and wisdom. "But this I say,
He which soweth sparingly shall reap
also sparingly; and he which soweth
bountifully shall reap also bountifully.
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Every man accordingly as he purposeth in his heart so let him give;
not grudgingly, or of necessity: for
God loveth a cheerful giver; And God
IS able to make all grace abound toward you; that ye, always having all
sufficiency in all things, may abound
in every good work; (As it is
written, He hath dispersed abroad; he
hath given to the poor: his righteousness remaineth for ever. Now he
that ministereth seed to the sower
both minister bread to your food,
and multiply your seed sown, and
increase the fruits of your righteousness.)" (2nd. Cor. 9 :6-10)
Giving in its superlative degree entails sacrifice, and while it is acceptable and praisworthy to give where
there is an abundance, yet it is much
greater to give where a sacrifice has
been made, as shown in the following
parable of the "Widow's Mite."
"And Jesus sat over against the
treasury, and beheld how the people
cast money into the treasury and
many that were rich cast in
much.
And there came a certain poor widow, and she threw in
two mites, which make a farthing.
And he called unto him His disciples, and saith unto them, Verily I
say unto you, That this poor widow
hath cast more in, than all they which
have cast into the treasury: For all
they did cast in of their abundance;
but she of her want did cast in all
that she had, even all her living."
(Mark. 12: 41-44)
The above clearly illustrates how
acceptable to God is the small gift
when a sacrifice has been made and
impresses one with the fact that none
are too poor to give. We are similarly reminded in this greatest of days
by the following potent words of
'Abdu'l-Baha: "Live up to the principle of sacrifice; everything becomes
yours by renunciation of everything.
The condition of faith requires that
man ascend to and abide in the station of sacrifice."
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"Giving and generosity are qualities of mine, happy is he who adorns
himself with my virtues." (Baha'i
Scriptures p. 180).
"The Baha'is consider it more blessed
and a greater privilege to bestow than
to gain and receive. They believe
that bestowing good upon one another is the greatest means of help to
both." (Baha'i Scriptures p. 446).
"0 friends of 'Abdu'l-Baha! The
Lord, as a sign of His infinite bounties hath graciously favored His servants by providing for a fixed money
off€ring (Huquq) to be dutifully presented unto Him, though He, the True
One and His servants have been at
all times independent of all created
things, and God verily is the All-possessing, Exalted above the need of
any gift from His Creatures. This
fixed money offering, however, causeth the people to become firm and
steadfast and draweth Divine increase upon them. It is to be offered
through the Guardian of the Cause of
God, that it may be expended for the
diffusion of the Fragrances of God
and the exaltation of His Word, for

benevolent pursuits and for the common weal." (From the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Baha).
Shoghi Effendi Guardian of the Baha'i Cause, also speaks of this "Law
of Giving" in the following lines so
beautifully worded and ends with the
statement that "'This is the secret of
right living." (Baha'i N€ws Letter
Sept., 1926) :
"We must be like the fountain or
spring that is continually emptying
itself of all that it has and is continually being' refilled from an invisible
source. To be continually giving out
for the good of our fellows undeterred
by fear of poverty and reliant on the
unfailing bounty of the Source of all
wealth and all good-this is the secret
of right living."
When mankind fully understands
this law and its operation then shall
poverty and want vanish from the
earth, for God is the Generous, the
Bountiful and the Bestower while
poverty and want are the result of
failure by His creatures to comply
with the requirements of this "Law
of Giving."

THE HIDDEN JEWELS
LOULIE MATHEWS

"0 My Serva/at! Thou a?·t C1'en as a well-te1nlJe1'ed swonl tlwt lieth conce(~led in
the da?'kness of its sheath and the vai1w the?'eof is unkno~un to the eo;pert eye. Tl'henf01'e unsheath thyself f1'om desi1'e and passion, that thy 11161'it ?nay be made 1'esplendent and manifest ~mto cdl the wo?"ld."-Bah6:u'llah.

is the smallest harPORTOFINO
bor in the world. Its beauty
however, overruns the limits of space,
and leaves one breathless with wonder.
Opposite our villa, San Martino,
rises a castle of the 9th Century, the
scene of the romance "Enchanted April." Mediaeval Italy lies all about, but
within the cavernous depths of a walnut cupboard are volumes symbolic of
the New Era, revealing hidden wisdom and truth from many lands, dom-

inated by the message of Baha'u'lhih.
Whenever someone writes, "Send
me a book," we open the cupboard
with its handmade key, praying for
guidance in our choice of the one that
shall make the reader aware of his
part in this dynamic Day. Consigning the precious package to the mercies of the village post, we await a reply, and resign ourselves to an interval of silence. Once it was six
months!
One day, a friend, who seemed to
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have little contact with spiritual life,
asked for a book. How little we guess
the jewels hidden in the soul! These
two letters which follow, received one
lovely day in August, read and reread upon a terrace filled with flowers,
were a heaven sent revelation.
Vittel, Vosges Mountains, France
August 6, 1928.
Dearest Friend:
It is early in the morning. I have
had a most refreshing sleep. I opened
my eyes feeling that there was something to wake up for,-a new feeling
which I owe to the reading of the little book from the Portofino library.
If for no other reason than this, your
library at Portofino ought to make
you the happiest woman in the world.
This little book seems to have liberated a pent up force within me, that
was crying to be freed, but was
choked with false habits of thinking,
and could not soar. I find its instruction of how to think and what to
dwell upon in life most satisfying. At
once vistas open up, answers to a hundred whys are found, and the assurance comes that all needs are supplied
when we open our hearts to the
Source of Supply.
No doubt I shall have to return to
the days that are dark, but I believe
that reading a chapter in this book
can alter any mood, and chase away
the illusions and false desires that
haunt the brain. I have already made
strides towards understanding myself. I want to feel that I could do
great things, if the force within me
were put to use. So far, my energy
has been like a river damned up, or
overflowing its normal channel. I
know now that Divine Love can open
this channel, through which I may become a useful human being. It makes
me see that no mortal love can supply
that demand, and that the Divine
alone can fortify me. If I am found
worthy to receive this love, I shall
have reached a point where I can be
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of use to others. This inner need for
love which cannot be supplied by any
other than the Divine, brings me
tragic and dark experiences which
shatter me, which make me tremble
and feel alone, but with Divine Love
I shall not be alone.
If I have not made progress more
rapidly, it must be due to the fact
that I have felt ostracized from heavenly approval. I felt so utterly unworthy, and that has made me seek
love where it cannot be found. I feel
now that God does not account me unreclaimable, and that I am not a being of darkness, and this has lifted a
great weight from my soul. His
love alone is all that I need; and
that I can ask for it notwithstanding
my own limitations, has come upon
me as a wonderful discovery. I do
not mind telling you this, who have
lighted so many lamps in the path of
darkness. By this light I know that
there is nothing to give up, only to
ask and to receive. I feel marvelously stimulated knowing that the little
library at Portofino contains help for
every soul that asks, the remedy that
alone can bring the promised peace
that passes all understanding.
Lovingly, Mabel.
The very same day I received the
second letter:
Dearest friend:
You will be surprised to receive
this, as I posted you a letter this
morning, but when you read it
through, you will understand. Waking early, I wrote you and posted my
letter, then with book in hand, I left
the hotel, and chose a road that is
sunny and leads up into the hills. This
path is unfrequented by motors. After a short walk I came to a diminutive green bench and sat down.
The direct manner, the direct appeal which the author makes in this
book moved me deeply. Before starting on my walk I had read a passage.
It was this: "If you search for God,
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it is because He impels you to
search ;He has claimed you for His
own." This line, read upon awakening, had provoked a passionate fit of
weeping, and I wanted to read it
again in solitude surrounded by nature.
The vista from the little green
bench was not particularly unusual.
A road running right and left, a blue
sky full of glorious white clouds,
above a hillside white with flowers.
Twenty-five kilometers down the road
is the birth place of J eanne d' Arc. It
is the very same sort of hillside and
country upon which I was looking. A
Basilica has been erected to mark
the spot where she first saw her
visions. I thought of her. I opened
the book and read on-always the
direct personal appeal which forces
you to reflect upon the glorious possibilities which lie in each one of us
merely for the asking. I wanted to
think about it and I stared at the
ground.
Suddenly between my eyes and
the road, ther€ rose long luminous
vibrations of light that increased in
intensity until I could no longer see
the earth. The light that was on
the ground suddenly fined my whole
being so that the rays came from
within and without and complet€ly
filled me with light. I passed from
a human being into a being of such
ecstacy as it is impossible for me to
impart. The light seemed to bring a
transport of gratitude, a flood of
happiness so great that it was impossible for me to lift my hand. How
long it lasted I do not know, but as it
subsided very slowly and gently, and
my eyes could look upon the surrounding country, I saw that it had
been changed. Each leaf, each wild
f!.ower, each cloud was rimmed with

light and all nature was radiant with
a new and enthralling beauty.
Knowing that I should be missed,
and that they would seek me, I reluctantly turned my steps towards
the hotel, and walked into the diningroom. Oh, how I longed to be alone!
It was impossible to eat anything, nor
could I reply to the questions that
were asked. I simply made the gesture of life.-ca1m, but as in a
dream. The hour for which I had
waited all my life, and for which, perhaps, I had been born had come. I
was completely satisfied. As soon as
I could make an excuse, I went to my
room that I might be alone. It was
an ugly over-crowded hotel bedroom,
fiIled with objects dark and uninteresting. I turned the key, and pushed
open the door,and, as I did so, my
eyes fell upon the tablecloth, and I
saw that it was edged with light. The
familiar objects rose before me, each
ringed with a soft luminous border
of light. I was aware of childhood,not mine, but the atmosphere and
purity of childhood. From the open
window a faint perfume came and
went. How many pure thoughts,
how many prayers from the friends
must have accompanied this book to
have brought with it so much light
and such a message!
Tonight I am very quiet. I have
had the greatest experience of my
life. I am so unworthy of this gift
that I have much to think about.
You will answer this letter, and tell
me what you think, and what it
means. In all my life, such an experience has never dawned upon me.
Good-night, dear friend. I close
my eyes, knowing that, at last, I am
a child of God, and that He has revealed to me His shining Love.
Mabel.

"The child1'en of the Kingdom ha~'e unchained themselves from thei?' desires. B?'eak
all fette?'s and seek fo?' spiritual joy and enlightemnent ,. then, though you walk on this
e£wth, you will pe?'ceive you?'selves to be within the divine horizon."-'Abdu/l-Bahri.
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THE PROGRESS OF ESPERANTO

"S0wasLONG
as radio communication
essentially confined to telgraphic messages difficulties arising
through language differences, though
serious, were not felt by many telegraph users. Now that international
radio telephonic communications have
come into being and international radio broadcasting looms on the horizon, a much more serious and pressing problem has arisen.
"When persons speaking what is
alleged to be the same language cannot readily communicate without
some experience with each other's idioms and accent, it becomes at once
obvious that persons of different nationalities and tongues are subject to
a most serious handicap in their attempt to discuss matters of common
interest. Furthermore, international
broadcasting, which is a means of
mass communication, must in great
part lag in its development until an
international auxiliary language becomes available.
"Those who handle and operate the
telegraph circuits of the world, those
who desire to telegraph or telephone
over such circuits, and the people of
the world who wish to receive the
broadcast messages of the other, will
never find their desires fully met until an auxiliary language internationally employed breaks down the present language barriers to world understanding."-Dr. ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH, Chief Broadcast Engineer,
Radio Corporation of America.
In Austria-The Administrative
Council of Vienna, at one of its recent
sittings, decided to organize 24 new
Esperanto courses in the primary
schools of the Austrian capital. The
optional teaching of Esperanto has
been introduced into the curriculum

of the Normal School for Teachers at
Stroebersdorf.
In France-The Paris Municipal
School for foreign commerce and representation, in which Esperanto is
taught as a compulsory subject, has
just organized its first examinations
for obtaining the official diploma in
Esperanto.
In Finland-Esperanto has been introduced into three classes in the Finnish Normal Lyceum at Helsingfors,
in which the students of the Normal
School give their first trial lessons.
The subject is compulsory for those
taking the training course.
In Italy-The Fasciste Institute of
Education at Brescia has introduced
Esperanto into its program. It is
expected that this example will be followed in other towns.
In Holland-The Schoevers Commercial Institute at the Hague
has introduced the teaching of Esperanto and has just arranged several
courses in that language.
1. E. S.
News comes from Paris that one of
the big aerial transportation companies with routes covering various
parts of the European Continent has
decided to teach Esperanto to their pilots and in pursuance of that policy
have arranged to have classes conducted at the company's expense
where all pilots will be required to
learn the international language, Esperanto. This is undoubtedly an important advance upon the part of this
transportation company. It is a step
that all companies operating planes
will find necessary as the business of
international aviation develops. It is
also a warning to us in America that
we should not fail to heed. In our
complacency and supposed isolation
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from world affairs we in America are
inclined to trail the European Continent in matters relating to the language question.
What a rude shock we are preparing for ourselves one day when we
suddenly see opportunities slipping
from us that would have been ours
but for this complacent indifference to
world movements. We live in a swift
age and now we achieve in half a decade what would have required centuries in former times.
Who can tell how soon you may
walk into your favorite "Movie" and
have your ears regaled with, "Kiel
mi rememoras, Adamo, okazis lau la

j ena maniero: li donis testamente al

mi nur du mil kvincent spesmilojn,
kaj, kiel vi diras, ordonis al mia frato
ke li bone min eduku," as on the
screen is flashed the scenes of Shakespeare's As You Like It.
We are told by the film producers
that Esperanto is to be the language
of the "Talkies." "The idea of bringing the adoption of Esperanto to a
head is not as far-fetched as it seems
at first glance. The world has been
on the point of accepting a universal
tongue for some time and it needs
but little more to bring on general
acceptance," says the director of the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Company.

(Reprinted from "Amerika Esperantisto).

VERY movement in the world of humanity bringing on its back
E
unity and accord is good; and every matter which creates discord and inharmony is evil. This century is a radiant century.
Its discoveries are many. Its inventions are great. Its undertakings are multitudinous. On account of these great accomplishments, this century is superior to all other centuries. But the
greatest undertaking is the unification of language, because it is
more beneficial and productive of more pleasure than any other
undertaking of this age. The unity of language brings about great
fellowship between hearts. The union of language is the cause of
the attainment of accord. It brings about the entire sweeping
away of misunderstanding between the people; it establishes accord between all the children of men. It gives broader conceptions and greater vision to human minds, and today the greatest
undertaking in the world of humanity is to understand and make
yourself understood. Every individual member of the body politic, on account of the widespread of an auxiliary internationallanguage, will be enabled to put himself in touch with the current
events and ethical and scientific discoveries of the age. An auxiliary universal language will give us the key-or the master keyto the understanding of the secrets of the past ages. Through an
international language every nation in the future will be enabled
to pursue its scientific discoveries very easily and without any
difficulty."
'Abdu'l-Baha
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"Be in perfect unity and harmony. Never become angry with one
another. Let your eyes be directed toward the Kingdom of Truth and
not toward the world of creation. Love the creatures for the sake of
God and not for themselves. You will never become angry or impatient if you love them for the sake of God. Humanity is not perfect. There are imperfections in every human being and you will
always become nnhappy if you look toward the people themselves.
But if you look toward God you will love them and be kind to them,
for the world of God is the world of perfection and complete
mercy.-' Abdu'l-Balui.
THE NEW YEAR is a time of anticipation, of hope, of vision, of determination for greater and more significant achievement. One of the chief
values of time to us mortals is the
fact that its divisional cycles, ever repeating themselves, initiate us little
by little into the sense of eternity.
There is fortunately always another
year coming. No matter how bad
times are with us, a fresh new cycle
of Time lies ahead. Who knows ""hat
It may bring? The door is never permanently closed upon success. If we
fl:dl today, we may tomorrow be abie
to enter the Hall of Happiness, and attai~1 health, achievement, prosperity.
But those who strive after more
material possessions cannot all (or
even in majority) gttain to success,
for the ohvious reason that there are
not enough material goods in the
world to satisfy the multitudinous desires of man in the aggregate; and
for the more spiritual and less appreciable reason that even if there
were enough material goods to go
around in full measure of desire, such
an eventuality would be most fatal to
man's essential progress. Therefore a
uniform, wholesale, and perfect material success is denied man by Destiny.
Nevertheless, we who long for more
in life (and who does not) may con-
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sole ourselves with the realization
that in the realm of the spirit there
are enough good things to go around,
enough to suffice everybody. Therefore if we seek to increase the amount
of our spiritual qualities we shall find
no barrier, as in the material world,
limiting success. We shall find no
obstacle, save in ourselves, to the
complete satisfaction of our wants.
We all may desire and attain the utmost of s})iritual wealth.
There is however a law which
works in the spiritual, even as in the
material world, conditioning success
upon concentration of effort. It does
not do to desire and strive for too
many Sl)iritual qualities all at once.
\lye must single them out and shive
for them successively, concentrating
now on one, and now on another, as
we become conscious of our needs and
possibilities.
~ Therefore, We may choose for the
coming year one value of the spiritual
life to meditate on and strive for. Of
them all, what is more potent to bring
rich returns to the daily life of man
than harmony, that inner law to
which vibrates not only the human
spirit, but the entire cosmos. It is
the most fundamental factor of existence. Harmony! What, in the coming year, is more worth striving for
than this?
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Let us then resolve and endeavoy
to manifest more harmony in all dealings with our fellowmen-whether in
the home, the neighborhood, the office, the mart or in our social contacts.

self in man easily develops into a
perpetual feud.
SPIRITUAL MAN, however, knows
that it is his duty to prevent the
brewing of ill-will. He may yield at
times to irritation, (none of us are
perfect) but he realizes that he, as a
spiritual being, has no business to
nurse his wrath. Paul put it very
humanly-"Let not the sun go down
upon your anger." As a true psychologist, he did not forbid anger but he
forbad its being kept alive and
cherished into a feud.
Baha'is-if they yield at times perforce to irritation-as befits those
striving for spiritual improvement
they repent this weakness, and seek
to heal a possible breech by the expression of humility and love. And
the offended person, for his part,
seeks not to nurse and keep alive the
sense of injury-but rather tries to
rise above the self, and live upon
that plane of love in which no animosities can thrive,

THE MODERN HOME, so given to
complexes and conflicts, is in danger
of losing its quality of being a peaceful haven in which man the voyager
may anchor between-times, and find
repose and solace from the strains of
active life. Alas, the disharmonic
quality of life has all too fast invaded the home-a fact to which
divorce-court records and mental hygiene cases bear too lamentable a
testimony.
How has this situation come about?
A variety of explanations may be
given by the sociologist. But one explanation will suffice. It is this. The
home has ceased to be a center of
harmony because out of it has departed that power of the spirit which
formerly in Christian homes prevailed
over all those little disharmonies to
which human nature is prone.
Harmony does not just happen. It
THUS THE DIFFEREl\iCE behas constantly to be created and re- tween material man ::md spiritual man
created, It must be a matter of is not that one offends and gets angry
daily endeavoy, Like the Manna in at offence, and the other is innocent
the VVilderness, one day's supply of it of either. :Not even saints rise above
cannot last over the morrow, With- all anger. But spiritual man knows
out ('n."~"niQUS effort toward harmony, ho"\;v to control, or how to find through
our daily social life will fail of con- prayer the power to control, those
tinuity of adjustment. For the ego animosities which destroy the harin us is greatly prone to irritation. m.ony of daily living. And spiritual
And once having conceived a wrong, man realizes-as those whose eyes are
it loves to nurse it. Such also is the veiled by matter cannot-the stuextraordinary evil nature of man's pendous importance of harmony, and
lower self, that we tend to dislike its revitalizing effect upon the soul
those individuals whom we have in- and through the soul upon the health
tentionally or unintentionally injured. and vigor and happiness of man even
Through a process of rationalization, on the physical plane.
the ego seeks to defend its acts by
More and more, as man grows
viewing the injured fellow-being as spiritual, does he become sensitive to
contemptible, mean, unworthy of con- vibrations of harmony or disharmony.
sideration.
At first his tendency is to shrink away
Thus a slight and unimportant act, from scenes and atmospheres of disunintentional it may be, can start a harmony. But such escape is not a
chain of cause and effect which if left solution of life's problem. Nor is such
to the natural tendencies of the lower attempt at escape permanently suc-
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cessful, for the reason that if we flee
from one inharmonious situation
without having solved it, we find ourselves soon in another inharrnonious
situation, and then another and
another. In fact, the series would be
infinite, if not terminated by man's
own spiritual effort to control his environment and create or recreate it
along harmonious lines, This is one
of the great occult laws of life to
which the consciousness of the average man has not yet aVTakened-yet
more pregnant with destiny than any
other lavv gove-:·ning our existence,namely, that man creates his own environment.
THE BUSINESS WORLD is becoming well aware of the need of harmony. Stability of character is getting to be the prim2.ry qu,alh'leation
demanded of employees. And for
executive positions the ability to
handle men harmoniously is the chief
requisite, Magazines dedicated to
"S1l,;]CeSS
er~1lJl1a,size tile 11eee38~"ty- of
b.gr:rilo~1Y of t8n~~}eral11e11t, and l)oint
out ttlB frequeIJt 11urnan "\,vreclcages
due tJ t118 lack of tl1is QU81it~v. HovI
r!1g~:~y E~ bl"illiant man has met v7itll
trag'ie fE,ilUl"e in 111s car2sr~ beeause hs
J

'

to, his brilliant career ruined because
he could not harmonize with his fellows. Ousted from committee control in London, he successively sought
New York, Baltimore, and Toronto as
more propitious fields for his activity.
To each in turn he received hearty
welcome because of the remarkable
educational methods he had to bestow,
and in each city he left a great influence for good in education; but he
himself from each, in course of time,
departed unwanted; his last exit, that
from Toronto, being in the bitterness
of a pauper's death. Alas, poor soul,
he had not learned that there is no
place upon the earth-no, nor in the
universe itself-where one can flee
from the environment one's own self
creates.

IF HARMONY is to be the \roal of
our desire, how can one cre~te it?
The following brief suggestions are
indicated by the example and lessons
of other human lives that have proved
110tably successful or Ullsuccessful in
the establishment of harmony.
~L .L~~ 'loid acting4 OIl the plar~e of tl1e

~~:,~. co~~~~~~~~~~:tfr: y!~' ~l~~J~~!!:~~f:~~
Ol~ller :r{"'!J3T~e

other

Be cOI!siderate. See the
point of Vi8\No Do Y"lot

co'cLld :'lot b_arrnonize vvith 11is en-!ploJT~
er and r-=-is fello"'~v empJo~Tees! Even
01,X/TI€I'S of business] professiol1al meI2.,

:~:~rt~~~~~E~:~c~o~: l;;:~~n~'~i~~e-(lty~~

and statesmen~ are not exempt £1"0111
the need of V;riDJ.~lirlg good-'l7ill an,cl
loyalty,
He '\ll11.on.l tl1e vlTorld honers as the
supreme ststesill.arl aXid ruler ill llistory, Abraham Lincoln. stands as
greatest because he had the power
of riding through petty oPP8sition
and mean personal attacks with unruffled serenity of spirit, living above
animosity and the tendency to retaliation.
On the other hand, we find that
J oseph Lancaster of England, the virtual founder of free universal public
education and thus one of the greatest benefactors of the human race,
died a pauper in the gutters of Toron-

ma,y by the forCe ef its O"\,;7l1 logic and
rig'htful pO"\iver of co:nvinCeI11ent.
2. Meet the attacks of others with
patience, serenity, and if possible selflessness (OD'''' of the greatest and last
attained of 211 the spiritual achievements). As protagonist, receive offe:nces 1llithollt the sense of perso::lal
aiITont; here, too, as recipients as well
as achievers of words and deeds, live
above the plane of the ego, as Lincoln
so well knew how to do.
And more than this, send out vibrations of forgiveness and love to
those who would attack your stronghold of harmony. Complete forgive-

pel"8'CY!1'S

~~S~R:~~n:)l: biL~~T~~~sarie1J~~:~:fie~~ ~~
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ness there must be, for our own sake or the effort of the human will. It
as 'lieU as for that of the offender. alone can build and maintain an enThe least cherishing of the feeling vironment of absolute harmony.
of anger or resentment is a seedTHE PROPHETS and Revealers of
tiny it may be-but bound to develop
religion bear in essence this one and
into bitter fruit.
3. Do not rely upon your own pow- single message-love yo~w fellow
ers only. Seek aid from the Plane men. And They Themselves, as is
of Eternity, which is powerful in its necessary for effective teaching, exvibrations to alleviate and destroy in- emplify Their doctrine. Their own
harmony, and to create in its place lives radiate a love that conquers all
the peace which only harmony can hearts. Study Their spiritual cagive. Inharmony is in fact impos- reers and you will find the secret
sible in the realm of the Infinite, the of success on all planes of action.
very structure of which is the celesOne event in the life of 'Abdu'l-Baha
tial rhythm of harmony.
strikingly illustrates this power of
Therefore turn to God in prayer. divine love to combat disharmony,
Those who have known best how to and to establish in its stead peace and
do this have been the men and women order of environment. To a certain
most successful in creating harmony New York hotel this Master of
in the midst of difficult circumstances. Hearts came when it was on the verge
One can-it is conceivable-establish of a strike and the atmosphere was
a segment of heaven in the circle of charged with bitterness and violence.
the mundane life, by sufficient prayer When after three days' sojourn
and spiritual effort.
'Abdu'l-Baha was about to leave, the
4. The fourth rule is so simple and proprietor begged him to remain
so basic that it can supplant all the longer.
"My hotel staff was completely upforegoing. It is the rule of Love.
He whose heart glows with love for all set when you came," he said, "but
mankind, is sending out continu- since you have been here things
ously powerful vibrations of har- have miraculously changed.
Now
mony which in themselves are suffi- there is peace and unity where becient protection against all forces of fore there were recriminations and
disharmony. Love teaches us how to threats. I wish you would remain
avoid all ofl'ense to others, and how to here free of all expense as our guest
forgive all offenses of oth81os toward so long as you are able!"
ourselves. Love is a constructive force,
This proprietor was both discrimin fact the rnasi constructive force in inating and wise, in seeking to rethe tfniverse. Its effect is more power- tain as his guest the greatest friend
ful than the exercise of the intellect, in all the universe-Love.

(( One 1nt(st attain to that condition of inward beatit~"de and peace,
then mdward circumstances will not alter his spirit~tal calmness and
joymfsness. "-'Abd~('l-Baha
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BESIDE THE INLAND SEA
NOWELL STEVENS
The following St01'y 1'efe1'red to by the author as "a personal e,cperience some ti11W
future," was writtB1: as he envisioned the cmnpleted Baha'i Te1nple of Woyship
1;n 1If':1lmette, ~ubu1'b .of Cln~ago, Ill. Th.e Fmmdc,tjon Hall of the Temple-the fb'st of
1tS bnd on th1s Cont1nent-1s already fimshed and 1S being 1tsed Yegula,rly eve1'y S1mday
for meetings.-EditoT.
~n th~

experience has
A WONDERFUL
been mine.
have stood within
I

a Temple "not made with handseternal in the heavens," I believe I
sensed a trifle of what Moses must
have felt when He trembled beside
the burning bush, for I too have stood
on holy ground. I have felt that
peace which passeth understanding
steal into my being. I have experienced a sustained emotion of spiritual
exaltation-a breathless period when
time ceased to be and there floated on
the air the sweet strains of celestial
harmony.
I know a little of the mystic potency of a Shrine for I have stood
within the portals of a Temple, on the
shores of an inland sea, in the center
of a vast continent humming with
activity and yet have I known a stillness, calm and profound-the spirit
of the voice which sang, "Peace-be
still."
The sun, moving relatively from
east to west, bathes the splendid dome
of the structure, now illuminating one
of the nine surfaces and now another
as the Sun of Truth shines more
brightly for a time on one civilization
and then another, yet immersing the
whole world simultaneously in Its
beneficent rays.
The mists arising from the nearby
waters clothe the Temple in billowy
clouds of soft greyness at times,-as
the minds of humanity are veiled,but always the pure white of the
dome filters through the enveloping
fogs, an instant here, an instant
there, assuring the watcher that behind the clouds that Temple not
built with hands is pouring out its

Divine Influence steadily and uninterruptedly.
Happy yet awed by this wonderful
experience, I doubted the possibility
of repetition, and so retmned to the
marvelous spot agai:rr and again;
sometimes in the early morning alone,
sometimes in the heat of an active
day, sometimes in the stillness of
night.
Unconsciously hesitating a moment
at one of the nine doorways to divest
my mind of irrelevant thoughts, seeking to enter in a humble attitude with
heart turned to God (which is the
only way the Temple can be entered
after such a superlative introduction
as was my lot). There was always
that sense of treading on holy ground.
Not only did I feel like removing the
shoes from my feet but truly as the
benign influence functions like a delightful anesthetic, the cares and
worries, the earthly valuations, the
human limitations drop from one's
shot:.lders and the sincere seeker
stands without earthly vestment in
"the dawning-place of the worshiD of
God."
.
Always there is a breathless divine
instant, when the throat almost closes
with emotion, when the heart swells,
when one wants to fling wide the arms
in utte:t surrender.
Such experiences do not come
lightly and to one uninitiated and unaware of the power existing in this
Temple - the experience was an
astounding revelation.
Thoughts
flashed through the mind with astonishing rapidity.
Humanity at its best has always
paused here and there at "the daw~-
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ing-places of the worship of God."
Perhaps at the bedside of a sick child,
perhaps in a beautiful garden, perhaps in the midst of intensive struggle, in the solitude of a starry night
when the stars seem to be flashing
messages from above. These dawning-places are altars of comfort, of
inspiration, of encouragement to tired
minds and burdened hearts. Wherever a prayer is breathed-there is a
dawning-place of the worship of God.
lt may be that the prayer is one of
pure thanksgiving, of worship, of
adoration but humanity turns most
fervently to God in moments of stress,
and indelibly stamped upon memory
are the spots where such prayers
have been uttered. They are like mile
stones marking the soul's progress
amid aciversity,--places where God
has been approached.
However effective and necessary individual prayer may be, there is a
great cumulative benefit when many
seek communion with God at the same
time and in the same place. Were it
not so Christ would not have told us
that wherever one or two are gathered together in His Name, there He
is also.
A mystic environment comes into
being in the Temple where many sincere pl"ayers are offered to God. There
is a significance in the atmosphere
which defies description. Always has
humanity sought out these places to
mingle individual supplication with
the many, and the more profound the
sincerity, the deeper the influences.
But these halting attempts at explanation did not suffice. I knew there
Vlere cathedrals where some human
beings have reported similar experiences, but surely not with such great
penetration.
There was, I knew,
something unique and new about this
Temple not made with hands beside
the inland sea. Every fibre of my
being insisted on this so that investigation was inevitable.

I stood with bared head outside the
building to see if an externality would
suggest the secret within. Slowly I
realized that the architecture was entirely new. The edifice was nine
sided, a departure pleasing and subtle,
from the rectangUlar buildings of the
day. Then too, there were ni.ne approaches, nine portals equally important and favored.
I reentered from the east. The interior harmonized with the exterior,
the nine sided beautifully decorated
room was bordered by nine alcoves.
In each there was a small altar or
stand. Quietly I approached one of
these. A book lay open before me.
lt was the New Testament. I passed
on to the next alcove. There lay open
the Old Testament. I passed to another and found the Qur'an. In an
adjoining alcove the Zend Avesta.
The next contained a sacred book of
Buddha. I found words of Confucius
in another. Slowly I turned. What
could it mean? Was this one Temple
dedicated to all. these religions and
their Gods-nine of them in all? Was
that the symbolism of the nine sides,
nine portals, the nine approaches?
This alcove on my right-what could
it have in store? The holy words of
Baha,'u'llah - the Manifestation of
God for this day. Ah, this was new!
The doctrine of the brotherhood of
man and the Fatherhood of God was
not unknown to me, but here was indicated a brotherhood of Religions!
What a stupenduous idea--real universality!
Dazed, I glanced about me. What
sort of people came to this Temple.
All manners and kinds apparently for
it was at twilight of a Sabbath afternoon. There was a swarthy faced
man from some southern clime, there
surely a Jew, and behind him a Japanese. Just beyond was a Slavic family group, the faces of the children
eagerly alight. But look! there surely
come two Arabs and a colored man,
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behind them a well dressed American
lady. A queer mixture, surely, a synthesis of nations and races.
The large room, entirely bare of
any furniture was rapidly filling. I
surmised that some sort of service
was about to begin. By common consent there was a hush of expectancy.
The people stood with bared heads. A
great peace enveloped me. A voice
with perfect enunciation and pleasing
resonance, uttered some of the most
universally acceptable words I have
ever heard. I do not know how long
this lasted for I was lost in meditation and turned to leave with the rest.
No, I could not leave without finding
out more about the astonishing place.
And so I approached a gentleman in
one of the alcoves. He turned with
an ingratiating smile.
"I wonder," was my query, "if you
could tell me something about thisTemple ?"
"I shall be happy to," he replied.
"What is it called ?"
"The Mashriqu'l-Adhbir."
"Which means?"
"The dawning-place of the worship
of God?"
"Who built it ?"
"The believers."
"Believers in --?"
"God-and Baha'u'llah, the Baha'is.
believers in the Baha:i Revelation." ,
"It must have cost a great deal ?"
"More than any of us know."
"Why do you say that?"
"Because it was built through the
sacrifices of the believers."
"Are there many of them?"
"No one knows exactly how many."
"Perhaps the sacrifices explain-"
I mused.
"Ah-you have felt"Everything," I replied. "I have
been stirred to the very depths of my
being."

m

I can look back on this experience
now with some amusement. For I
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have long since numbered myself as
a "believer." How little I knew in
those days, of the Great Purpose as
defined for this day. How eagerly I
studied and how joyfully I received
the flashes of enlightenment vouchsafed me. I have watched this Temple being supplemented with schools,
hospices and all manner of benevolent
enterprises. Surely it is a Temple not
made with hands for it is an emblem
of sacrifice and love-therein lies
some of its power. Therein is a part
of the secret of its all-emcompas;ing
and dynamic influence.
I often stand and look upon its exterior and fancy I can see behind and
above it, on the heavens like a canvas
as it were, a greater and yet more
wonderful temple, projected about the
outlines of the physical one as a sort
of aura-or crowning glory. Is this
suggestive of the spiritual significance of its not being built with hands
but through love and sacrifice? If
so how fortunate, how utterly priceless must be the station of those who
were fortunate enough to contribute
what they could toward its erection.
After all I muse, beautiful as it is,
in all its splendor and influence-the
thing that mattered most to those deserving souls was that they made the
effort, that they sacrificed! Truly the
widow's mite was just as important
in its erection as was a much larger
sum. It is a living symbol of the result of obedience. For God can accomplish wonders with little or no
materials.
A Temple Universal-wherein the
follower of every religion is welcome-wherein the universal, fundamental basic teachings of God for
this day are promulgated and those
alone. It is not only nonsectarianm~ch. more, it is all-encompassing,
brmgmg to every soul who enters
or associates himself with it a deener
understanding of God, His Manife;tations and Great Unending Purposean integrating power.
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A Temple-eternal in the Heavens
every atom of which is a-quiver with
life in obedience to the laws of the
universe as everyone who enters
must respond with a consciousness of
Divinity and Truth-with the meaning of the Message of Baha'u'llah for
this iHumined age.
Its influence is subtle and far
reaching. I have seen business men
dash up in expensive cars, enter dLITing busy morning hours, stand for a
few minutes of prayer and then rllsh
away as if they had been recharged
with new energy.
I have seen grief-stricken ones
slowly enter the holy place and leave
with new-born courage.
I have seen skeptical ones swayed
as a reed in the wind.
I have seen true fraternity-the
mingling of sects, races, minds and
hearts in a true brotherhood of
religion.
I have seen those saintly souls who
possess spiritual insight drink from
the fountain flowing there-as a
thirsty bird from a brook.
But always my thoughts return to
the symbolism of the building. Here
is a Temple Universal, not built with
hands, eternal in the heavens-beside
the inland sea.
The Dawning-place of the Worship
of God-fulfilling a universal need,
standing as a monument of unity and
cooperation, shedding unknown and
untold influences into the lives of humanity near and far, casting forever
into oblivion misunderstanding, prejudice, and superstition,-what a privilege it was to be able to contribute
anything towards its completion!
I often wonder, now that it is completed, if those who struggled so
bravely to erect it, realized in any de-

gree whatsoever their unparalleled
opportunities. I who can now but
assist in the supplemental activities
derive joy enough from that, but to
have been able to help build the
Temple, even by ever so small a contribution, now seems to me, would
have bl'ought a joy similar to that
should I have been asked to carry the
cross for Jesus as He approached the
spot where He ·was crucified.
I often wonder too, if in the days to
come the descendants of those who
by their sacrifices helped to raise this
edifice will not treasure the fact beyond human power of evaluation?
Voluntary contributions, never in
the history of mankind, have ever
culminated in a result so frought with
beneficence for humanity.
To have contributed much or little
was a Divine blessing. To have sacrificed to do so was to enhance the
spiritual significance of the Temple.
Every sacrifice added its jot to that
indescribable spirituality which permeates every particle of the structure.
The great lesson to me is that such
an astounding thing could be accomplished by simple obedience-for God
always assists those who obey His
commands no matter how difficult or
stupendous the task.
The great
thing was to try sincerely to carry
out the commands. Therein lay success. God is able to do whatsoever
He willeth. It would not have been
necessary for any human effort to be
required-but what a great everlasting benefit it was that through conformity to God's will that Temple, not
made with hands, eternal in the
heavens, stands as a terrifically
dynamic force in human affairs,there beside the inland sea.
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FINDING THE WORTH WHILE IN
RELIGION
LILIAN REA

"Religion is the greatest inst1'u1nent for the order of the world and the tnmquility
of all existent beings." -Bahd'u'lldh.

T

o really know a country, one must
journey through it-it is not
enough to read about it, although
books SeTve to point out the way. Mr.
Charles Saunders, the authority on
California flowers, has written a set
of very interesting little books called
"Finding the Worth While" in California, in the Southwest, etc.-books
which designate journeys to be made
to worth while places. Why should
we not do the same for Religion, inclicating the road to desirable stopovers in the Country of the Spirit?
According to the mystics, the progress of the spiritual life is a journey
or pilgrimage. The Sufi who sets out
to seek God, calls himself a haveler,
and the seven stages by which he advances are repentance, abstinence, renunciation, poverty, patience, trust in
God, acquiescence in the Will of God.
In youth, one does not, as a rule,
consciously undertake such a journey: rather is one bent on finding
the Country of Tenderness: so, the
ordinary person begins his·travels on
the shores of the Lake of Indifference, and there with "youth at the
prow and Pleasure at the helm becomes easily absorbed in gallantry
and worldly pursuits. Finally, however, Experience brings a kind of
satiety of material things, and in the
heart of the traveler springs up a
yearning for something,-he knows
not what. In indecision, he continues
his way as far as the River of Inclination, which flows into the Sea of
Danger. Here, beset by peril of
storm and tempest, he at last awakens to the necessity for finding a

refuge or rock to which he can cling
-Religion.
There are men, however, who becoming early aware of the need for
spirituality in life, start out at once,
consciously like Christian in Pilgr'irm's Progcress-on the quest for
Eternal Life. Looking around for a
staff that will sustain him in the dangerous places, this travel er is told
that Religion is the only support in
his journey tov,rard Eternal Lifenothing else suffices. But now the
question comes, what religion? Young
and clear-minded, he feels he cannot
accept the props of other people: he
must use the staff, therefore it is his
business to select his own. Acting on
this idea he discards all the old weak
and wobbly stIcks offered him as aids
-in other words, throws off old traditions and customs before even attempting the road to Reality.
And now the question occurs:
What is Religion? It vilOuld seem as if
the etymology of the word toldagreat
truth: derived either from l"elegereto gather together or collect, or from
religare-to bind or fasten, it points
to the fact that the real intention of
Religion is to unite people in harmony. If, notoriously, it has seemed
to have the opposite effect, this is because of ignorance and misunderstanding.
"Religion," says Max Muller, is the
perception of the Infinite under such
manifestations as are able to influence
the moral character of man." Sir
James Fraser, the great Ethnologist,
reverts to its harmonizing effect on
powers superior to man-powers
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whom Primitive Man frightened by
the Phenomena of nature and human
life which he did not understand continually tried to propitiate. It has
also been defined as "the obligation
by which man is bound to an invisible
God." A modern Scientist sums it
up as, "The
of man's 1'elabon to the
Infinite." And
are C0111.and whatever seeks this expression is religion.
Religion
should be our harmonizer, our
and our obligation. Is it not in reality the measure of our perception of the Unseen,
even as
"The sun's light when he unfolds it
Depends on the organ that beholds
it 7"
Although the form of religious
faith we adopt is often a matter of
heredity or environment-a "historical accident," Professor Santayana
calls it-that is, geographical, and
an accident of birth quite as much as
a man's language-the time comes
when we revolt against inherited
ideals, traditions and conventionswhen we yearn deeply for the Truth
-for more truth-for our very own
truth. How do we start about to find
this true pilgrim's staff?
To those who had engaged him in
a controversy on the subject as to
which was best among the many different faiths, Spinoza wrote pointing
out that before settling down in a
presumably best faith one must examine all religions, ancient and modern-in India, in all the world over.
And, "even after having duly examined all these," he said, "it is still
a question as to whether one has
chosen the best."
In truth, among so many beliefs
one's mind becomes confused, for as
William James discovered, the human mind in its finiteness has little
power of universal vision-it is lim-

ited to seeing only one or two things
at a time-it must therefore narrow
its point of view: in other words, do
as the Mystics advise and advance by
slow stages to the goal of Reality.
Baha'u'llah describes these stages as
a progress thTough "Seven Valleys,"
the first being the "Valley of
Search." At this moment in the
'NorM's history, the earth is fun of
vvho have entered the
of Search; on all
people are say··
that only
a real
can the world be assured of
a lasting Peace and rescued from the
,scourge of VVar.
On entering the Valley of Search
one's first endeavor must be to realize complete severance from all previous experiences. VVhen he came to
the River Jordan the Pilgrim exclaimed: "I have formerly lived by
Hear-say and Faith. Now I go where
I shall live by sight and shall be with
him in whose company I delight myself." And Baha'u'llah explains that
"A seeker can not obtain this (spirit
of) search, except by the sacrifice of
all that exists; that is, he must annihilate all that he has seen, heard or
understood, with the negation 'no,'
so that he may reach the city of the
Spirit."
II

After even a cursory examination
of religions, Reason tells us that in
their ideals all are good-all carry on
the Message. That in the practice of
their ideals they become corrupt, is
the reason why Religion must be renewed and re-stated in each' age. The
poets recognized this truth. In the
Ring and the Book, Robert Browning
puts it very convincingly:
"As we broke up that old faith of
the world,
Have we, next age, to break up this
the new?"
One of the great scientists of this
day Prof. Whitehead in his treatise
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on "Cosm.ical Theory," has said that
Religion will never regain its old power until it can face change as does
science; though its principles may be
eternal, the expression of those principles require continual development.
j)_!J_other, Juliarl Huxley, lays stress
O~ tIle i~IlpoI-tanc8 of plasticity of
rI1ind (~11{1 S2yS in uEs3a~Ts of a Biologist'7'fMan b.as attained his position of
biological pre-eminence simply and
solei.y ;JY virtue of the plasticity of
his !ni'Kl, vi7hich substitutes infinitude
of potentiality for the limited range
of E:ctuality given by the instinctive
reactions of low'er fOl~ms."
Moreover,
"Plasticity is needed in any new
reli;~:ion.
And plasticity means tolerance, means the reduction of fixity
of ritua.l, of convention, of dogma, of
c1ericalism."
And, finally that
"Since the scientific mode of
thought is of general and not merely
local or temporary validity, to build
a religion on its basis is to make it
possible for that religion to acquire
a stability, a universality, and a practical value hitherto unaUained."
Some years ago, WiI1iam James
prophesied that those faiths would
best stand the test which adopt the
hypothesis of the scientist and make
them integral elements of their own,
while Bertrand Russell points out
that:
"Not only the aspiration, but the
ideal too, must change and develop
with the course of evolution: there
must be no fixed goal, but a continual
fashioning of fresh needs by the impulse which is life and which alone
gives unity to the process. ______ -_
Life, in this philosophy, is a continuous stream, in which all divisions
are artificial and unreal __ __ __ The
beliefs of to-day may count as true
to-day, if they carry us along the
stream; but to-morrow they will be
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false, and must be replaced by new
beliefs to meet the situation."
Lord Morley in his day declared
that the next great task of science
was to create a religion for humanity.
With this prophecy in view, it is 1nteTesting to see the latest pronouncement of H. G. Wells-his religion, he
calls it-in which he outlines his idea
of a "vVorld Commonv1eal" which
shall be founded on the greatest scientific and humanitarian p:dndples.
Making clear the opposing ideal of
ancient and modern religions, he contrasts the former (based on retirement into the religious life, or retreat
from the world) with the more militant modern plan of meeting and conquering the tumult of life. In this
effort, he admits that modern religion
cannot lightly forego the experiments
of the old religions, but points out
that meetings for mutual reassurance, confession and prayer, self-dedication, sacraments and seasons of
fast and meditation need to be modernized or replaced by modern equivalents. Further, that the Open Conspiracy may learn a useful lesson if
it bears in mind the early phases of
Christianity and Islam and guards
itself against such sordid dissensions
as arose and enfeebled those mighty
initiatives before even the first generation of disciples had passed away.
In his book called "A League of
Religions" a recent English writer,
J. Tyssul Davis, has cleverly summarized the qualities of all the 1'eligions, introducing them thus:
"The Garden of God has a variety
of blossoms, and though one may prefer roses, he would be unwise to deny
loveliness to the lily. The variety of
blossoms testifies to the diversity of
the beauty of God."
Zoroastrianism he calls the religion
of purity; Brahminism, that of Justice; Buddhism, of Compassion; Judaism, of Holiness; Confucianism, that
of the Golden Rule; Muhammadan-
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ism, the Religion of Submission;
Sikhism, the Religion of Courage;
Christianity, the Religion of Service;
Bahaism, the Religion of Reconciliation.
III
Why is the Baha'i Faith a religion
of reconciliation? The answer must
be because its whole aim is to carry
out the actual meaning of the word
itself-that of binding all faiths together and fusing them into one great
Unity. If this be so, it must also fulfill the conditions for our Pilgrim's
Staff, and become our harmonizer, our
support, and our attempt toward fulfilling our "obligation toward an invisible God." It is our harmonizer in
that it desires to bind together all
nations, al~ races, all beliefs; our support, because it affords concrete solving of world problems; our obligationfulfiller, because it shows us how to
lead the life, and insists on the importance of deeds in this day. It is,
moreover no mere "domestic religion," neither is it "an ornament for
a Sunday Pew" -rather would it
claim to be a spiritual clearing-house
for all the great ideals of the worldideals which philosophers like Viscount Haldane, J. Harvey Robinson,
William J ames and even Bertrand
Russell-which scientists like J. S.
Haldane, Julian Huxley and Dr. Millikan-to select a few-believe will
help man on in the future toward the
true betterment of the world and
Peace among men.
If, however, the Bah8,'i religion is
to justify its claim to the title of
"Religion of Reconciliation," it must
needs reconcile not only the old religions of the world, but all these
modern doubts and aspirations as
well. The tumult of life must be met
and conquered, first in a practical way
by advancing with the times and putting forward solutions for present and
pressing world problems, and then by

keeping ever in mind the ideal of the
religious life. Such an effort can not
be successful if the Spirit is allowed
to crystallize. God's mercy never
crystallizes; nor is its flood subject to
the ebb and flow of human affairs.
But the important thing and one
most vital to progress, is of course
in all ages, but especially now that
Religion and Science are to be in accord, the deepening of the religious
life of the Spirit. The journey toward
Eternal Life is not an easy road to
follow, as on the Mystic Way, the
travel er must advance through all the
stages to the goal, this life being but
the beginning. On starting out the
true pilgrim will feel with George
lddings Bell* that:
"There is a Being behind and within and beyond the little that we see
and feeL ... He alone can satisfy
a man's hungry heart. He it is
who is Truth. He is the cent er of all
spiritual reality. To find Him is
enough. To have all else and to miss
Him is to find all else but dust and
ashes, The search for Him is what
life is for. To know God who passes
knowledge, that is to find one's self."
Now God can be known, Baha'u'lliih
tells us, only through His Manifestations. It is thus plainly man's duty
in each age to know the Messenger
of God, and the first step in the "Valley of Search" is to seek God through
His Manifestation. It is with Him
that the Pilgrim must walk through
the other six of the "Seven Valleysthe Valley of Love, of Divine Knowledge, of Unity, of Contentment, of
Astonishment, and of Absolute Poverty and Annihilation." Is this not
indeed the true secret of the journey
of life-to follow Guidance? Guidance
being found in the laws of religion
and the teachings of the Manifestation. If the travel er does this,
the little book, for his comfort,

*Atlantic

for March, 1926.
Civilization.

Religion and
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promises a shortening of the journey:
"Although these journeys have no
visible termination in the world of
time, yet, if the Invisible Assistance
vouchsafe a devoted travel er (lit. one
severed from all else save God) and if
the Guardian of the Command (i. e.
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the Manifestation of God) help him,
he will traverse these seven stages in
only seven steps, nay, in seven
breaths, nay, even in one breath (or
moment) if Goel will or desire. This
is through His Bounty to whomsoever
He willeth."

OUR PART IN THE CYCLE OF LIFE
W ALTER B. GUY, M. D.
VJith this c/,rticle the i1l1Lminecl sericd on "Healinr;f-Spiritual and lVlaierial," begun
-in the hme nU111ber, is brought to a concl1tsion. We feel certain that read61"S of these
articles have gained a greater vision of the possibilities of the spirit working upon
1nntter, and a clecwer realization of the dignity, beauty and power of the human soul
when expressed on the higher level of the spirit. These are t1'uths that we cannot
too often grasp and practice in our daily living.-Editor.

and see how the growth of the soul
« This world1"esembles the h1~man
body, and the Kingclom of God is qualities, such as love, the desire to
like the spirit of life. Think how understand the laws of nature, or love
for art, or music, or science, must by
lW170W and da1"k is the 1naterial
world of man, how afflicted with this recognized law create ever greatdisease and maladies; but how er and better functioning vehicles in
bright and spaci01~s is his Spiritual the unseen world, and a more complex and evolved nervous mechanism
Woddl"-' Abdu'l-Baha.
HIS treatise must be brought to a
close. Step by step I have pointed out the evolution of human life;
how from the mineral, through the
vegetable and animal kingdoms to the
human, the upward urging life principle has passed on its way to its
appointed end. I have also mentioned
the recognized biological law that
function precedes formation of organs is of necessity the fundamental
law that governs evolution.
It necessarily follows that evolution
primarily is an evolution of consciousness, and that, as this consciousness
grows, better organs are ever required to allow of its increased demands.
In this statement all scientific research workers are agreed. They say
that the demand for vision caused the
eye to form, for hearing the ear, and
so forth. Can we not go still further

T

in the human brain.
Some will say, what proof is there
of an inner vehicle or soul? Can a
material brain-(which, by the way,
does not create thought as the liver
creates bile, as some materialists
claim, but on the contrary is but the
organ to make abstract thought concrete, and to serve also, as the connecting link between the outer organs
and the inner reality)-contain within itself love, hate, wisdom, or the
creative principle, or arts and
sciences?
When we think of another person
as loving, kind, pure and chaste, or as
a fount of wisdom and knowledge,
think you that those abstract qualities are contained only in the cerebral
nerve cells, or that when physical
death comes these qualities are destroyed?
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Such a conception is but childish
imagination, and all evolution points
out that its object is to evolve to
larger and larger consciousness, and
to give in nature an even greater
expression of the divine qualities and
attributes.
No one today will admit that humanity is perfect, or that man has
reached the summit of attainment.
On the contrary, we see possibilities
of greater heights, greater expression of music and art, greater and better architecture, better mechanics and
a larger mastery of the air, and of the
invisible ether; likewise, in the invisible world, the soul of humanity is
ever capable of purer and nobler emotions, more altruistic qualities, and
an ever greater harmony with the
evolutionary forces of nature.
Scientific men are seeking by night
and by day to master the laws of life
and disease, to control disintegration,
decay and death in all the kingdoms
of nature.
To preserve, for instance, against
decay, the structures of steel and iron
in the mineral world, to protect
against disease the fruit and vegetable life, and master through vaccines
and serums and preventive quarantines, the invasion of animal diseases,
and too, in the world of man, a constant warfare is being waged to combat the powers of decomposition, seen
everywhere as disease, epidemics and
in superstitions and prejudiced ignorance.
It then follows, that as the law for
the mass is the same for the individual, we as integral parts of the
whole, have our own part to live and
strive for.

.Are we working on that side
of h'umanity that makes for good,
for trtle constrtlCtion, or are we on
the side of evil and destrtlction?
Is the life we live making for better
conditions for mankind or are we but

parasites or worse still, striving for
dissolution and decomposition?
A tree is known by its fruits; life
is known by its attributes and qualities. Are the qualities we manifest
making for greater harmony or otherwise?
This question has much to do with
our own part in the cycle of life, and
how we answer this query by our
lives, desires and acts, determines to a
great extent, our health, our growth,
and future happiness.
In other
words, are we in harmony with the
creative urge or evolution, or are we
not?
II

The former chapters in this book
stress the need for harmony, for contentment, for radiant joy in all the
kingdoms, if health is to be attained
and secured. Ignorance or contempt
for the inner life is fatal, just as
ignorance or contempt for laws of
hygiene or dietetics in the outer
world brings into manifestation its
dire results. "Ignorance is no excuse
in the eye of the law."
That man should be happy, joyous,
healthy, and chaste, is the purpose of
creation; that he, too, should grow
into the qualities and likeness of pure
Divinity, is ever the mission of the
Prophets.
To this purpose this book is dedicated, to this purpose the reader is
called.
The army of medical, scientific, religious, and philosophical leaders of
the world, down through the pages of
the past, is noble and glorious. To
join that noble company is our privilege, if we would. The door to its
halls is open to the pure and unselfish men and women who would serve.
No fee is required, no oaths of initiation are taken, but none save those
with pure hearts can ever enter, for
its door is closed to the unclean and
selfish sons of humanity.
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the Kingdom must be obtained here.
Just as he prepared himself in the
world of the matrix by acquiring
forces necessary in this sphere of existence, so, likewise, the indispensable
forces of the divine existence must be
potentially attained in this world.
"What is he in need of in the Kingdom which transcends the life and
limitation of this mortal sphere?
That
world beyond is a world of
III
sanctity and radiance therefore, it is
In conclusion I wish to say, that in necessary that in this world, he
so far as these pages bring to the should acquire these divine attribreader new hope, truth and faith, utes. In that world there is need of
they have been a success. Much that spirituality, faith, assurance, the
might have been written has been knowledge and love of God. These
omitted for fear of clouding the read- he must attain in this world, so that
er's mind and possibly setting up a after his ascension from the earthly
disharmony or disagreement.
to the heavenly Kingdom, he shall
Nothing in material expression can find all that is needful in that life
be complete or perfect, yet must man eternal ready for him.
ever seek and strive for perfect ex"That divine world is manifestly a
pression and completeness, even if world of lights; therefore, man has
perfection and eternal Truth must of need of illumination here. That is a
necessity elude his grasp. The fol- world of love; the love of God is essenlowing words are from the teachings tial. It is a world of perfections; virof 'Abdu'l-Baha and completes the tues or perfections must be acquired.
subject most beautifully:
That world is vivified by the breaths
"In the beginning of his human of the Holy Spirit; in this world we
life, man was embryonic in the world must seek them. That is the Kingof the matrix. There he received ca- dom of Life everlasting; it must be
pacity and endowment for the reality attained during this vanishing existof human existence. The forces and ence.
"By what means can man acquire
powers necessary for this world were
bestowed upon him in that limited these things? How shall he obtain
condition. In this world he needed these merciful gifts and powers?
eyes he received them potentially in First, through the knowledge of God.
the other. He needed ears; he obtain- Second, through the love of God.
ed them there in readiness and pre- Third, through faith.
Fourth,
paration for his new existence. The through philanthropic deeds. Fifth,
self-sacrifice.
Sixth,
powers requisite in this world were t h r 0 u g h
conferred upon him in the world of through severance from this world.
the matrix, so that when he entered Seventh, through sanctity and holithis realm of real existence, he not ness. Unless he acquires these forces,
only possessed all necessary functions and attains to these requirements, he
and powers, but found provision for will surely be deprived of the life
his material sustenance awaiting him. that is eternal. But if he possesses
"Therefore, in this world he must the knowledge of God, becomes
prepare himself for the life beyond. ignited through the fire of the love
That which he needs in the world of of God, witnesses the great and

In this army there is sacrifice of
self, but a greater self is discovered.
There are greater laws to be obeyed,
but in obedience is found perfect liberty. Selfish desire is crucified, but
a heavenly contentment and joy instead, envelop the true servant, and
in place of mortal fame, comes life
everlasting.
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mighty signs of the Kingdom, becomes the cause of love among mankind, and lives in the utmost state of
sanctity 3ol1d holiness, he shall surely
attain to second birth, be baptized
by the Holy Spirit and enjoy everlasting existence."
"Is it not astonishing that although
man has been created for the knowl~
edge and love of God, for the virtues
of the human world, for spirituality,
heavenly illumination and life eternal, nevertheless, he continues ignorant and negligent of all this. Consider how he seeks knowledge of
everything except knowledge of God.
For instance, his utmost desire is to
penetrate the mysteries of the lowest
strata of the earth. Day by day he
strives to know what can be found
ten metres below the surface, what
he can discover within the stone,
what he can learn by archaeological
research in the dust. He puts forth
arduous labors to fathom terrestrial
mysteries, but is not at all concerned
about knowing the mysteries of the
Kingdom, traversing the illimitable
fields of the eternal world, becoming
informed of the divine realities, discovering the secrets of God, attain-

t

ing the knowledge of God, witnessing
the splendors of the Sun of Truth,
and realizing the glories of everlasting life.
He is unmindfuI and
thoughtless of these. How much he
is attracted to the mysteries of matter, and how completely unaware he
is of the mysteries of divinity! Nay,
he is utterly negligent and oblivious
of the secrets of divinity. How great
is his ignorance! How conducive
to his degradation! It is as if a kind
and loving father had provided a
library of wonderful books for his son
in order that he might be informed
of the mysteries of creation; at the
same time surrounding him with
every means of comfod and enjoyment; but the son amuses himself
with pebbles and playthings, neglectful of all his father's gifts and provision. How ignorant and heedless
is man! The Father has willed for
him glory eternal, and he is content
vvith blindness and deprivation, The
Father has built for him a royal palace, but he is playing with the dust;
prepared for him garments of silk,
but he prefers to remain unclothed;
prepared for him delicious foods and
fruits, while he seeks sustenance in
the grasses of the field."

ABDUtL-BAHA IN AMERICA
DR. ZIA BAGDADI

From the account of 'Abdu'l-Baha's daily activities and words while in America,
furnished us by D1·. Zia Bagdadi, we have hM'e taken S01ne of the most significant
passages, for the most pa1't neve?' before published. Noteworthy in this number is
CL teaching on the 111111wrtcility of the S01il.-EditoT.

large and very
I MMORTALITY-A
important meeting was held at
the home of Mrs. Agnes S. Parsons,
in Dublin, N. H., on August 7, 1912,
to which all Baha'is and members
of the summer colony, many statesmen and their families were invited.
He who is eager to learn the truth

about the immortality of the soul
and is interested in the future life,
let him study carefully and meditate thoughtfully on the following
address that was given by 'Abdu'lBaha at that meeting:
"1. First, we must prove that
there is no death for the world of
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existence, or existing bodies, because
death means separation of the elements of a compound-the body. For
example, all th~se contingent beings
or created things which we can see
are composed of elements; that is,
simple, single elements were composed or combined together, formed
infinite forms and, from every composition, a certain creature or object
was created. Thus from the composition of certain elements, this flower
was created. As to the term, death,
it means the decomposition or separation of the simple, single elements
and atoms, not their destruction, for
these elements are everlasting, indestructible and can never be lost.
vVhen we say this flower is dead or
destroyed, we mean that its composition has been followed by decomposition-only the order of its composition has been upset-but its original
elements are eternal. In the same
·way, man was created from simple,
single elements. Therefore, his death
means separation of these elements,
but they are everlasting and can
never be lost. Thus the term life
means composition, and, death means
decomposition, or separation and
transformation of the elements from
one form into another. Just as the
transformation of the vegetable kingdom into the animal kingdom means
death of the vegetable, in like manner, the transformation of man from
the physical world and the separation
of the elements (of his body) means
the death of man. Then know, that
there is no death in the world of existence, at most, there is transformation from one condition to another.
But the human spiTit is not a composition or combination of elements that
must be followed by decomposition.
If it were a composition, then we
might say it would die, but because
it is not a composnion, therefore, it
does not decompose or die. This is
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also evident even in the simple elements and their parts (atoms, ions
and electrons), where there is neither
composition, nor decomposition. And
there is no question about that.
"2. While the body changes from
one condition to another, there is no
change or transformation for the
soul. For example, the youthful
form of the human body will become
old, but the soul, remains the same;
the body becomes weak, but the soul
does not become weak; the body becomes defective or paraiyzed, but for
the soul, there is no change. How
often a member may be amputated
from a body, but the soul remains the
same, and never changes. Therefore,
while the body undergoes changes,
the soul does not change. And because the soul does not change, it is
immortal. For the pivot or the main
thing in mortality is change and
transformation.
"3. In the world of dreams, the human body lays helpless; its powers
Jacking; the eyes do not see; the ears
do not hear, and the body does not
move. But the soul sees, hears, travels and solves problems. Therefore,
it becomes evident, that by the death
of the body, the soul does not die; in
the passing away of the body, the
soul does not perish; when the body
sleeps, the soul does not sleep, nay,
rather, it comprehends and discovers
things; it flys and travels.
"4. The body may be here, but the
soul can be present in the east or
west. While in the west, it manages
the affairs of the east. and, in the
east, it discovers the things of the
west. It organizes and runs the vital
affairs of nations. While the body is
in one place, the soul travels in different countries and continents. In
Spain, yet, it discovers America.
Thus, the power and influence, which
belong to the soul, are lacking in the
body. The body does not see, but the
soul sees and explores. Therefore, its
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life does not depend upon the body.
"5. There can be no effect without
a cause. It is impossible for the
cause (for example, the sun) to perish, and its rays and light continue
to exist; the fire to be extingEished,
an.a its heat still be felt; tIle lig'ht to
be blo\7.,T11 out, ar~d tl'18
COlltint1E:
to 8hi118; t1le n1i21d to be g'one, and
t11e intellectual faculties rerllBjll. 111
brief: there is no effect vvithl)ut a
cause, and as lOllg as tl1e ei4{eet exists
or inasil1uch as the effect ex:ists) the
cause must also exist. Thus, thm.1gh
His Holilless Cl1rist f1rroear2d ninJ;~
teen hundred and twelve years ago,
His work has lasted until this very
day; His kingdom is evident; His influence is 'Nonderfu1. Is it possible
for that Spirit of God (Christ) to be
of the mortal and such great vvork of
His should stay immortal? Then it
is evident that He, that Source of
eternal1ight and everlasting outpourings (Christ), is the cause of the existing signs of His work.
"6. Every created thing has a definite form or shape at a time. It may
be a triangle, or square or pentagon
(a figure of 5 sides and 5 angles). It
is impossible for an object to take 011
different forms at one time. For example, this rug is an oblong-square.
Is it possible for it to become circular? It is impossible unless its shape
is changed into a round form. Thus
while it is impossible for any of the
created bodies to appear in different
forms at a time, the human soul possesses all forms and shapes at a time.
The soul then does not need to be
changed and transformed from form
to form and cast out one shape to
take on another shape and figure.
And because the soul is independent
of change and form, therefore, it is
not matter and is immortal.
"7. When man looks at creation,
he finds two things-the tangible and
the intangible. The tangible things
J

are such as the mineral, vegetable,
and animal kingdoms. Whatever can
be perceived by the senses, namely,
that v:rhich is visible to the eye, heard
by the ear, detected by the nose, felt
by the touch or hand, and tasted by
the mouth, all these are subj eet to
cha,nge. But the irlt2wng~ible Call110t
be pe;'''8eived b3T tl18se P}13lsical se11ses.
Like tIle r£lil1d and l-~11c1l1Iedg~e OT sci~
er-,-C8) tl1e38, ar·:; intHTI,gible :-realIties
(rea.lities tllat n~1ust bLS reaS011sd out)
arid are not 8ubj ect tD ehange and
tranSloIT11a.tioTIo The eyes do 110t see
t~nem, and the eB~rs hear thel11 not. It
is impossible for knowledge, '01hich is
an intangible reality to be tmnsformecl il:to ignorance. In Eke ma'lner, the soul belongs to the intangible
realities, therefore, it neither changes
nor perishes. However, he who has
insight, spiritual, and merciful, will
find that the human soul was never
and will never be of the perishable.
He perceives that all things have been
always with him and are under his
shadows. He finds himself eternal,
everlasting, ever-living, immortal and
submerged in the lights of the Exalted Lord. For he has spiritual perception and susceptible conscience
and is not limited by the rules of
mind and human senses. But he who
is lacking in insight and a pure conscience, always finds himself desperate, and of the dead. Whenever
he thinks of death, he becomes
alarmed and believes himself to be of
the perishable. But the blessed souls
are not like that. They know that
they are immortal, full of light, and
will never die-like unto the disciples
of His Holiness Christ. That is why
at the time of martyrdom and death,
the Baha:is are in the utmost happiness, because they know that there is
no death or annihilation; at most, it
is this: that the body vanishes but
the soul is eternal and immortal in
the divine realm."
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lady asked, "Why is it that all the
Divine Manifestat:ions have always appeared i.n the form of man and
not woman?" 'Abdu'l-Baha explained
that the greatest "vork of women is
to be the mother of the Divine Manifestation. Then He laughed heartily,
and
"Though women are equal
and facul-no doubt m.en
are
1'[la1s, such as
sparrows, peaetc., a distinction (between
male and female) is evident."
On His return to His apartment in
N evv York on July 16,' Abdu'l-Baha
vvas :met by a number of friends and
inquirers. A lady physician asked an
interesting question, "Why should we
have so many disasters and catastrophies in the world?"
'Abdu'l-Baha, "There are two kinds
of disasters. (1) Those that are
caused by immoral deeds and vice,
such as, untruthfulness, hypocrisy,
dishonesty, injustice, etc. Undoubtedly, bad deeds have evil results. (2)
Those that happen because of the essential requirements of the world of
creation; the universal divine law,
and the universal relations that are
inevitable-such as the law of change
and transformation, death and life.
Thus, it is impossible for a tree not
to dry up, and life not to end in
death."

The Syrians of Boston invited
'Abdu'l-Baha to their club on
July 24, 1912, and anxious to know
if the Arabic language would in
time be the international language.
'Abdu'l-Baha said : "No!" "Then,
how about the Esperanto language?"
some one asked. "A few weeks ago,"
'Abdu'l-Baha replied, "I sent a letter
from N ew York to one of the Esperanto leaders. I wrote that if they
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hold a conference for representatives
from different races and rulers of different countries to consult about this
language and promote it then it will
become universal."
Question. "Does not the Essence of
Divinity-God Himself-appear
in the fl.esh?"
,Abdu'l-·B:otha: "'The Essence of Divinity-God-is
above ascent,
and appearance, The
lights of His qualities are manifest
or reflected in the nlirrors of the
hearts of His Holy I\I[anifestations,"
Question:: "What is the meaning of
'Everything is in everything-' 7"
'Abdu'l-Baha: "It means the transference or transformation of created
bodies into infinite forms of creation.
Every indivisible electron is transformed into all the forms of creatures
and everything travels or moves in
everything ."

On

July 30, 1912, Mirza Ali Akbar
Nakh-Javani, who came to this
country in those days and served
faithfully as one of the Persian party
in the service of 'Abdu'l-Bahli, said,
"How powerful and effective your
words are!" 'Abdu'l-Baha: "This is
not my power, nay, rather, it is the
power of My Father. This work, is
His work." Then turning to the
friends assembled, He continued:
"Confirmation is something different
than capacity, knowledge and mind.
How many unimportant souls have
discovered important matters. How
many souls have endured hardships
for years to explore the North Pole,
yet, Admiral Peary reached it. But
the real point must be explored. Because he was confirmed, Columbus,
with just a trifle of trouble, discovered America. The disciples of His
Holiness Christ, though outwardly
considered degraded, have accom-
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plished that which Napoleon could
not accomplish. They transformed
the very nature of the world. From
this it becomes evident that affairs
are carried out through confirmation."
'Abdu'l-Baha on July 31, 1912,
visited the Henderson Summer
School about twenty-five miles

from Dublin, N. H. "Twenty years
ago," said Dr. Henderson, "not a
single summer school could be
found anywhere, but now, there are
hundreds of them in this country."
,Abdu'l-Baha:
"Every praiseworthy thing spreads rapidly. But
the children must first be taught
about religion, that they may become
faithful and honest."

THE INTELLECTUAL SHOCK IN CHINA
Y. C. JAMES YEN
"A previous (wticle in this magazine by M,'. Yen, who is Generc('l Director of the
Mass Educc(,tion Movement in China, described the beginnings of this l'el1uwkable
.Mov61nent.
"The world is one home" as taught by Bahc(,'u'llah, and one of the p1'inciples cLiso
1'eveciled by H·im over sixty yeC('1'S ago is that of "Universctl Ed~tccition" the1'efore BCtlw'is
CiS well CMl non-Baha'is will find the following p1'egnant thoughts very informing.
They can'y the implication that this Movement ,'ecords the type of civilization which
the New China will develop and the lJrog1'ess that four hundred million people (ire
11wking towards it, closing with the thought thcit the proper ed~wcition should br·ing a
realization to the 11wdel'n Chinese of the ancient precept of Confucius thcit, "Under
heciven there is but one fal1~ily." We wish to coopeTate with ei people who are seeking
to cichieve such ~iniverscil ideals. The f1.lt~ire destiny of China indeed see'inS to be great.
Of this pe01Jle 'Abd~i'l-Baha sc"icl, "China is the countTY of the future."-EclitoT.

the fall of 1923 a national conI Nvention
on mass education was
called in China which ~vas attended
by over six hundred representatives,
representing over twenty-one provinces and special districts of China,
which was an unprecedented record in
attendance. They organized this Chinese National Association of the Mass
Education Movement, with which I
have had the privilege of being identified ever since.
Since the inauguration of this Chinese National Association of Mass
Education Movement we have established branches in all parts of the
country until we had mass education
organized in the western front of
China, near Tibet, and we had mass
education associations in the chilly
plains of Manchuria. We have today
in China about five million students
in the rural districts, the urban districts and in the armies of China,

these students ranging all the way
from about twelve to fifty years of
age, although the great majority of
them are of the adolescent age.
Now, that is the particular group
we want to put our biggest emphasis
on. Those adolescent youths that are
in school and being educated are the
most strategic group of our population-almost eighty million of our
four hundred and fifty million people.
Now, it is in their hands that the destiny of China lies. They are young,
idealistic, promising, eager to learn,
and they have a great future before
them. If we could give those adolescent youths of China an opportunity
for education and citizenship training,
within the next decade you would see
a different China.
I have been asked many a time, how
is it in all these years of wars,
revolutions, counter revolutions and
famine, that the mass education
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movement has been able to accomplish as much as it has. If it had
not been for two main reasons, it
would not have been possible; and,
first, it is the tremendous eagerness
on the part of China, the Chinese
common people, the rank and file, to
get an education. There is the traditional respect in China for learning
and education, but hitherto, education, in the Chinese sense, put emphasis a great deal on the study of
the old classics, which was beyond the
reach of the common people. Education in China was made possible to
all. It was open to 3011, from the
Pfince to the coolie. There was no
caste of any kind in China, but it was
not possible for all.
We have now adopted the new language, we have simplified it and
worked out a scientific system of
teaching and administration. We
have put it within the reach of the
common people so they come to our
schools. There is as yet no government compulsion in China. They can
come and go as they please. Furthermore, they that have already passed
the Government school age, do not
have to come to school, and yet they
pour into our schools. There is this
tremendous struggle for existence
which absorbs all the time there is for
a man, and yet wherever these men,
women, boys and girls can afford the
time to come, they just pour into our
schools; so much so, that we do not
have the means to house them, we do
not have enough teachers to reach
them. There is that yearning, that
thirst for education and learning in
China today.
The other reason is the nation-wide
awakening on the part of the educated men and women of China today.
On account of the internal corruption
and external aggression, these Chinese educated men and women have
come to realize that if this so-called
Chinese democracy is going to be a
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reality, a living force-not a farceif China is to take her rightful place
in the family of nations, if China is
going to realize social stability, political unity, if China is going to put
a stop to all exploitations and corruptions of her masses, her common people, the backbone of the Chinese nation must be given a chance for education and citizenship training. So
these educated men and women of
China volunteer by the thousands to
teach, until we have today in China
over one hundred thousand teachers,
men and women, everyone of them a
voluntary teacher without pay.
That seems to me to be far more
significant, far more fundamental for
the future not only of China, but of
the world. 'I'hat certainly is much
more important than the number of
things that we read every day in the
papers, in red letters, the big headlines, about China. An entire nation
is receiving an intellectual shock.
That seems to me to be the beginning
of a true renaissance of not only a
few old intellectuals but of the great
mass of the common people. It is the
beginning of a new life for China's
common people. It is the dawn of a
new civilization in the East.
After we studied the whole question of mass education, made some
experiments and promoted it all over
China, the movement has finally succeeded in a certain measure, perhaps
in a large measure, in creating a national consciousness of the importance of mass education, and also in
evolving a system of mass education
which is capable of being used to
weed out illiteracy from China.

There is another phase of the subject in this whole big question of
citizenship education. China has had
a political history and a background
of about four thousand years. She
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has had her own political ideas and
ideals, political institutions and practices. All right. What are some of
the elements in our old Chinese civilization that are valuable, that we
should nreserve and further develop?
And what are some of the undesirable elements in our civilization
that we should cast aside, and put
in their places some of the fine
and noble elements that we could
beneficially introduce from the west?
It is a gigantic problem.
We have, therefore, a number of
problems facing us today. So you can
understand that unless we have men
of very high calibre and consecration
serving our movement, we cannot begin to tackle these problems. I am
happy and proud to say that this
movement is already drawing to it
men of high calibre, prestige, and
experience.
In conclusion, what has all this
movement to do with you or the
rest of the world? The world is
shrinking, growing smaller and
smaller each day. Space does not
count as it once did. As I often say,
maybe in the not distant future some
of you ladies and gentlemen present
tonight will be sailing in your own
private airplane to my country, to
Peking, to see all these wonderful
sights of the Imperial Palaces and the
Jade Fountain, and what not, for
about one week s vacation. It is not
impossible. The peoples of the world
are thrown together more and more,
whether we like it or not. But that
is not the question. The point is that
we are throvvn together more and
more.
Therefore, what that one-fourth of
the whole human race is going to do
in the next forty or fifty years is
bound to effect the other three-quarters of the human family. Whether
they are going to be for war or for
peace, for democracy or for autocracy
is not only a matter of grave concern

to China but to the rest of the world.
You will remember the words uttered
by your great President Roosevelt.
He said, "The Mediterranean Era died
with the discovery of America. The
Atlantic Era is at the height of its
development and must SQon exhaust
the resources at its command. The
Pacific Era destined to be the greatest
of all is just at its door."
Or the words of John Hay-who, in
China is held to be the greatest
statesman your country has ever produced, "The cent er of world politics is
shifting from the west to China.
Whoever understands that people intellectually, economically, politically
and socially, has the key to world
politics during the next five centuries."
Those words were uttered a humbel' of years ago, when China ,vas
supposed to be stagnant, static, presented, as it were to the world as the
sleeping giant. I think all of you will
agree with me in saying that China
of today is anything but stagnant or
static.

For the first time in China's history, China is in a state of flux.
China is plastic, and forces of amazing power, both for good and for
evil, for peace and for war, are struggling over there for supremacy.
Remember, when Europe and other
nations are beginning to exhaust
their resources, China has not yet begun to tap hers. On account of the
external aggression that has been imposed upon Chin~ during the last century and is being imposed upon China
there is an increasingly large number of educated men and women of
China today who advocate that China
should develop herself to be a great
fighting machine, a militaristic nation, if she is going to take her rightful place among the family of nations,
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because they say the only language something to contribute. Surely there
that the West and other powers un- must be a better way, a more humane way of settling international
derstand is force.
Now, those of you who are at all disputes than just by cutting each
acquainted with the humiliations and other's throats. Surely, with China's
injustices that China has suffered and four hundred million people, four
is suffering today, will certainly have thousand years of culture and vast
sympathy with those Chinese men resources, she must have something
to contribute to the peace and proand women who hold that view and
gress of mankind.
who advocate that militaristic policy.
So those of us who are engaged in
Friends, it will be a crime, nothing this Mass Education Movement are
short of a crime, a crime that our resolved to evolve a system which will
posterity will neither forgive nor for- on the one hand make possible an eduget, if those four hundred million of cated and modern citizenry, and on
peace-loving Chinese should be the other bring out and develop the
forced and driven to militarism in or- true genius of the Chinese people. I
der to defend their rights as a sove- refer to the peace lovingness of the
reign and independent people.
Chinese people, their upholding and
The Chinese are not militaristic by striving to achieve that great Connature or by tradition or by philoso- fucian idea of the world, which is so
phy. The Chinese people never ex- beautifully expressed by our sage-alted brute force, never worshipped "Under Heaven there is but one
an immoral God. There is no military family."
caste in China as there is in other
In undertaking this gigantic task
nations. The heroes of the Chinese of creating a new nation out of a fourpeople are not waniors, but sages, thousand-year-old Empire, in order
philosophers and preachers of peace that she may make her contributions
and righteousness.
both material ::;,nd cultural to manMaybe through the last forty cen- kind, China must have the close coturies China must have matured her operation and active assistance of a
thought and learned many lessons in great and friendly people, the people
the art of living. Maybe China has of the United States of America.

ARE MACHINES SPIRITUAL?
DALE S. COLE

HE accelerating popularity of
such symposiums as "Whither
Mankind" is indeed an encouraging
sign, for it is concrete evidence that
a number of people are thinking about
the future of dvilization, of culture
and the spiritual values pertaining to
life.
"Whither Mankind" is essentially
an endeavor to evaluate certain
phases of human progress and to ascertain the possible effects of trends.
When any attempt is made to arrive

T

at a value-fundamentals are approached. More and more are such
evaluations taking into cognizance
those things which are characterized
as spiritual.
Does it matter so much that there
is some disagreement or confusion as
to what may be classified as spiritual
and what may not, as long as there is
a concerted effort to recognize and
weigh all those things which cannot
be characterized as anything else?
For in such an attempt vision may be
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clarified and understanding quickened
to the end that misunderstanding and
confusion be dissipated.
When a group of eminently qualified men write on the future of mankind, from different viewpoints and
approaches, many worth while ideas
and conceptions are made available to
further comparison, contrast and
synthesis of thought. What is striking in this excellent group of essays
on this interesting subject is that apparently most of them are earnestly
trying to justify our present civilization and its future on spiritual
grounds.
It seems to the writer that we are
trying to place spiritual values in bold
relief where they may be easily recognized and appreciated, and in so doing
to free such conceptions from the limitations of dogma and creed, in other
words, to emphasize the universality
of spiritual worth.
There is running through such discussions an attempt to show that
while present civilization is not ideal,
it is the result of progress and that
however material some may term it,
that even such so-called materialism
has within itself the germs of spiritual significances and effects.
While spiritual worth is basic,
while it lies at the roots of things,
while it is essentially fundamental, it
would seem that some of its manifestations are not so difficult to discover.
It is the function, nay more, the
cause of the arts and poetry, to discover and transmit spiritual significances. Does not the artist feel a
dynamic urge to portray and emphasize spiritual values in painting or
sculpture? Has not the poet from
time immemorial been trying to make
us see and appreciate many, many of
the spiritual attributes which are on
every hand?
But to the present day advocate
and beneficiary of mass production,

poetry and the arts are consigned to
leisure hours and are not closely associated with the distribution of huge
volumes of goods. Such things are
all well enough for our dream-hours
and may perhaps stir something latent within us. Spiritual values are
still set apart in the minds of many
as remote and difficult to attain, having little connection with life in a scientific age. So prevalent is this attitude that ofttimes it does not occur
to us that beauty may be seen where
least expected.
It seems to the writer that spiritual
"halos" attach to almost every conceivable thing. Sometimes they lie
close to the surface and sometimes
they are concealed.
For instance, in order that the
apple-blossom be able to perform its
function in assisting fruition, it is
endowed with beauty and with fragrance. Are not the beauty and fragrance of these blossoms a sort of spiritual manifestation-an extra value
which a kind Providence has supplied
for the delight and quickening of
mankind?
Are there not many instances of
this over-abundance of value, of
things being better or more beautiful
01' more pleasant than their actual
utility demands? Are not many of
these characteristics those which we
pass over lightly or fail to recognize
in this day of the machine?
Whiting Williams has snoken of
the "spiritual fringe" whi~h clings
about every job to which man applies
his hands or his thought. Is there
not a "spiritual corona" about many
of the common-place objects and acts
of life, which is not difficult to sense
and which can thrill us to the very
cent er of our beings if we but become
receptive? Close the eyes to the
world and gently inhale the fragrance
of a rose. Is there not a very pleasant intoxication which for the mo-
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ment opens to us a lovely garden and
all that a garden implies?
And the machine itself-is it entirely cold steel and directed application of energy? About any simple
or complicated mechanism there
clings the purpose of the designer,
built into it, the result of thought
and planning. The machine has some
personality and is an exemplification
of the endeavor to perform some task
more simply or more easily-to lighten the burden of work placed on mankind. The machine has a double spiritual significance-that of manifesting the inventive capacity of the designer in itself a spiritual quality,
and that of performing certain useful
functions.
It is not entirely cold steel-it is a
thing alive, the result of thought and
the cause of useful work. However
noisy it may be in operation, there is
a beauty in the rhythm with which
it functions. Many who have been
closely associated with machines feel
an actual love for them which they
take not the trouble to analyze.
Others look upon them as the destroyers of craftsmanship-but what infinitely higher craftsmanship is involved in the construction of the machine itself! What a triumph of
God-given powers is manifested in the
production machinery of the present
day, and while machinery may have
made it unnecessary for certain
things to be made by hand it is freeing untold thousands from burdens
of labor and giving them more time
for other pursuits in life. It is not
the intention to discuss the effect of
machinery on civili:<;ation but merely
to suggest that there are several
kinds of spiritual value or worth
which cling as closely to the machine
as the smell of lubricating oil.
The automobile has been discussed
as one cause of all of our industrial
prosperity and difficulties.
Aside
from the beauty of a well designed
machine in motion-the effect of
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facile transportation on life has been
too frequently studied to need repetition. Greater mobility of the family
has had and will continue to have a
beneficial broadening result which
can be characterized only as a spiritual gain.
The motor car has almost made of
us a nation of mechanics. We know
in general a great deal about the operation and construction of motor
cars. An understanding of mechanics
is but one step removed from an intense interest in science. One of the
by-products of our motor cars may be
an increasing desire to know more
about the "foundation stones" of the
universe-and knowledge is a spiritual characteristic.
Thus it would seem that about
every useful and worth while product
of this machine age there can be
sensed spiritual significances which
contribute to the improvement of the
condition of man; and if civilization
is defined as the achievement of adjusting oneself to one's environment,
certainly the products of laboratory
and shop are continually assisting
man in many ways.
Of course it may be argued that a
multiplicity of devices for the use of
mankind may complicate his desires,
make life more complex, but by the
same token it is drawing him ever
more intimately into contact with scientific truth and scientific applications, an experience which is in itself
an inspiration and which rosters the
thirst for knowledge.
In all this, however, there is an
obligation, which is to use the time
and energy saved by machine production for good works. The machine is
the slave of mankind, not his master,
and in so far as man realizes this will
he fortify himself against materialism and its deadening effects.
Whether we think of the great
achievements toward bettering the
health of mankind, of education, of
science, the arts, of commerce or in-
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dustry, of mental hygiene or adult
education, is there not a multitude of
phases and characteristics, of effects
and benefits that deserve to be listed
with those spiritual blessings which
mitigate the lot of humanity and spur
it on to even greater accomplishments?
In this light, the machine age is a
logical step in working out the great
universal plan of God for the progress of mankind, and materialism is
a term applied to an intermittent
stage of the journey, where for the
moment the spiritual significances of
human endeavor may be obscured by
the immediate physical and economic
emphasis placed on them. Underlying the drive for greater production
still lies the age-old yearning for happiness, for faith, and the comfort of
knowing that one's path leads upward and onward.
Beyond the necessity of working
that we may live is the joy of doing
something more than this. A building may be constructed for the most
COlTIITlercifd of purposes; but if it is
a be21utiful building, do all those who
had a hand in its erection think only
of the business conducted therein?
No, t~cey will stand and look at it
'v/itll a thrill in their bei:ag for the
be?cuty of line and form, for the granauer of its diIne:J:lsiol1s~ for the per~
manency suggested by its solidarity.
So it is with all work. However
necessEu7 or hovvever disagreeable it
may be, there is a modicum of compensEtion in every task if the doer
can but realize that he is contributing to the well being and advancement of mankind. This is a personal
compensation-the "spiritual corona"
which tempers his travail.
WE think usually in words. If our
vocabulary is limited, we are handicapped in mentally sensing some of
these phenomena. Perhaps that is
one reason why spiritual attributes in
every day life are not more generally

recognized and enjoyed. VVe have a
business vocabulary at our tongue's
end. Spiritual words belong to another world, or at least, so we seem
to believe. They constitute a foreign language, one in which only the
poets and prophets think with facility. And yet this is not entirely true,
for we know that there are many
subtle experiences of consciousness
which cannot be clothed in words. VV e
feel. Our emotions are dynamic. vVe
have intuition and imagination. In
short, we have a whole tool chest full
of susceptibilities and potentialities
which enable us to become receptive
to spiritual values. VV e have but to
seek for them and recognize them on
every hand.
And so through the welter of pessimistic opinions which are being expressed as to the future of mankind
on this earth there is the light of
hope for those who wish to see. No
matter how material a certain phase
of life may fOT tl.'1e tin18 se2rll~ tl:181"c
is about it some essential spiritual
quality or qualities vrhich characte:;:ize it as part of the Divine Scheme
of Things.
This dynamic force is recognized
in the teachings of the Bah§o'i 1111"0'113ment as God's ViTiIl and those benefits
which bless mankind are but l'iIanifestations of His Love.
"Oneness ill its true sigllificance"
s8jd Bahii'u'lliih "rneans that God
alone should be realized as the One
Power which animates and dominates
all things, which are but manifestations of Its energy. "" * *
"Knowledge is one of the greatest
benefits of God. To acquire knowledge is incumbent on all. These visible arts and present implements are
from the results of His Knowledge
and VVisdom which have been revealed from the Supreme Pen. In this
day the mysteries of this earth are
unfolded and have become visible before the eyes."
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WHAT KIND OF WORLD IS IT?
"WHITHER MANKIND-A PANORAMA OF MODERN CIVILIZATION"
edited by Cha1'les A. Beard. New York: LongmcLns, Green & Co., $3.00. A 1'evie~
of one of the most outstanding books of the year.

STANWOOD COBB

and then there appears a
N OW
book of epochal importance, one
that throws real light on the progress
of humanity. Of such nature is the remarkable book "Whither Mankind"a symposium, edited by Charles A.
Beard, on the trend of modern civilization. In this book nearly a score
of famous world thinkers analyze and
endeavor to appraise the twentieth
century machine-civilization which
we are living in.
Is it crassly
material or is it admirable in its adaptation to man's comfort, and to his
progress in culture and things of the
spirit?
How does the present civilization
compare with civilizations of the vast
and· 'Nith other world civi1ization~ of
the present, notably those of Asia?
Will t his m2~chine-using, highly
technical civilizEttion be permanent,
indestructible; or does it contain
within itself the seeds of decay and
dissolution? Is there danger of its
being destroyed from without? Is it
devoid of
? Or is it
of
satisfying the aesthetic and spiritual
needs of man, as well as bestowing
happiness l:md contentment? What
are the faults of this machine-age
and how can we improve on them?
Such are the weighty questions
asked and answered by world thinkers, each an authority in his own
line, and the general consensus of
opinion is optimistic.
"All over the world, the thinkers
and searchers who scan the horizon
of the future are attempting to assess the values of civilization and
speculating about its destiny," says
Charles A. Beard, by way of introduction.

He goes on to describe the essential western or modern civilization as
distinguished from the civilization of
the Orient or medieval times. The
western civilization of today is one
that rests upon machinery and
science. It is in reality a technological civilization. It is only about two
hundred years old and is steadily extending its area in every direction.
Technological civilization, instead
of showing signs of contraction,
threatens to overcome and transform
the whole globe.
Science is the servant and upholder of this system. Continuous
research in the natural sciences is the
foundation of all industrial progress
of today. And vast populations with
greater purchasing power than ever
before in the world's history, are
waiting to absorb goods produced by
mass production made possible by
modern science and modern methods
of marketing.
There is no reason to expect, according to Mr. Beard, that this scientific civilization of today will decline
as previous civilizations have done.
Past civilizations have been destroyed
by conquests of more barbarous neopIes, but appreciation of modern' industrial methods and of value of modern science is so universal in the
world, that one can hardly conceive
of any war or series of wars annihilating' this scientific civilization.
Even if Europe and America were
absolutely devastated, Japan with her
present equipment in libraries. laboratories, and technology could restore the vacant areas. It is evident
that the machine age will be ever
with us. It is unreasonable to expect any future age to be free from
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the characteristics of power production and technical science research
which characterizes civilization of today.
"Such appears to be the promise of
the long future," says Mr. Beard, "if
not the grand destiny of what we
call modern civilization-the flexible
frame-work in which the human
spirit must operate during the coming centuries."
Nor need we lament the perpetuity
of the machine order. In spite of its
faults, it is more humane, more conducive to high standards of living,
and higher than any previous civilization no matter by what measure of
human values it is rated.
"Under the machine and science,
the love of beauty, the sense of mystery, and the motive of compassionsources of aesthetics, religion and
humanism-are not destroyed. They
remain essential parts of our nature.
But the conditions under which they
must operate, the channels they must
take, the potentialities of their action are all changed. These ancient
forces will become powerful in the
modern age just in the proportion
that men and women accept the inevitability of science and the machine, understand the nature of the
civilizEtion in which they must work,
and tUl'1} their faces resolutely to the
future."
an~

as Americans
acB OASTFUL
customed to being, we are apt to
be apologetic concerning the crudity
of our civilization. We see in it many
faults. vVe realize the danger of materialism. vVe look across the world
and tend to idealize the gentle slumbering life of Asia as being more spiritual than our own. It is therefore
well that we leave it to a Chinese
scholar to defend our western civilization and to claim for it a spiritual
quality superior to that of Asia.
"Do We really believe," asks HuShih, in the chapter, "The Civiliza-

tions of the East and West," "that
the life of a 'ricksha coolie' is more
spiritual or more moral than that of
the American workman who rides to
and from his work in his own motorcar, who takes his whole family outing and picnicking on Sundays in distant parks and woods, who listens
to the best music of the land on the
radio almost for no cost, and whose
children are educated in schools
equipped with the most modern library and laboratory facilities?"
The writer has often asked himself the same question, seeing in another part of the Orient the hamals
of ConstantinOlJle straining under
loads of several hundred pounds supported on their shoulders and held
in place by a band around their forehead. "on their back the burden of
the 'world; stolid and stunned, a
brother to the ox." I have watched
their faces, sought to analyze their
psychology, and felt certain that their
mentality was little higher than that
of the animals as they plied their
arduous trade How, indeed, can
such men condemned to a labor which
racks the body of every ounce of vital
energy be in a more favorable condition as regards spirituality than one
who tends a machine?
"Herein, therefore, lies the real
spirituality of the material civilization, of mechanical progress per se,"
says Hu-Shih. "lVIechanic2J progress
means the use of human intelligence
to devise tools and machines to multiply the working ability and productivity of man so that he may be relieved from the fate of toiling incessantly with his unaided hands, feet,
and back without being able to earn
a bare subsistence, and so that he
may have enough time and energy
left to seek and enjoy the higher values which civilization can offer him.
Where man has to sweat blood in order to earn the lowest kind of livelihood, there is little ~ife left, letting
alone civilization."
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He praises also the religion of democracy which not only guarantees
liberty and endeavors to make it possible for every man and woman to
live a full life, but which also seeks
through organization and legislation
to extend the gifts of life to the
greatest number. This is the greatest spiritual heritage of western civilization. "Is it necessary for me to
remind my readers that neither the
emancipation of women, nor democratic government, nor universal education, have come from the so-called
spiritual civilizations of the East?"
In his attitude towards science and
the comforts which science brings to
alleviate life, Hu-Shih accords admirably with the basic teachings of
Baha,'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha who
praise science and its achievements
for mankind, asking only that with
it be coordinated the spiritual science
of living. Science and religion are
the two wings, says' Abdu'l-Baha, by
which humanity flies. The Baha'i
Movement does not condemn but
rather praises and exalts all material
progress, provided it is the foundation of living and not the usurpation
of all the powers of man.
The concluding paragraphs of HuShih are so masterful that they deserve quoting in full:
"The term 'materialistic civilization,' which has often been applied to
stigmatize the modern civilization of
the West, seems to me to be a more
appropriate word for the characterization of the backward civilizations
of the East. For to me that civilization is materialistic which is limited
by matter and incapable of transcending it; which feels itself powerless
against its material environment and
fails to make the full use of human
intelligence for the conquest of nature and for the improvement of the
conditions of man.
"On the other hand, that civilization which makes the fullest possible
use of human ingenuity and intelli-
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gence in search of truth in order to
control nature and transform matter
for the service of mankind, to liberate the human spirit from ignorance,
superstition, and slavery to the forces
of nature, and to reform social and
political institutions for the benefit
of the greatest number-such a civilization is highly idealistic and spiritual."
the very important chapter,
I N"Race
and Civilization," George A.
Dorsey says that civilization is not a
matter of race, but rather a matter of
environment. It is, he says, a garment we learn to wear, and depends
on physical and social environment:
time, place, parents, teachers, society.
"As the behavior of an individual
depends, certainly in some measure,
upon the training he receives at the
hands of parents, playmates, teachers
and social environment in general, so
the cultural behavior of families,
groups, tribes and nations," says
Dorsey, "is dependent upon historic
and psychological factors never in
any way proved to be heritable traits.
* * * What any individual, family
or physical type could or would do
under different geographic and social
environmental conditions is something which no one at present is warranted in asserting dogmatically."
How hazardous it is then to pass
judgment as to the relative inferiority or superiority of different
races, especially as it is well established by anthropology that there is
no such thing as a pure race in the
world. That which gives the greatest
check to vanity of race, however, as
regards achievement of a superior
civilization, is the reminder that the
van of progress is constantly being
assumed, now by one people, now by
another. Thus the lead in civilization has been held by Greece, Rome,
Byzantine, Bulgaria, the Moors, Portugal, Spain, France and Holland, to
go no further.
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"Applying this argument to human
history, we are justified in concluding
that, considering the vast age of the
human species, a difference of a few
centuries in becoming what we call
"civilized" is to be accounted for on
purely historical grounds, and not on
any real or fancied innate capacity.
"Our problems then, "concludes the
writer of this brilliant attack on race
prejudice, "are not those of race and
civilization, but of too little understanding and too much prejudice
* ',' '" less race prejuidice, more
intelligent understanding of the nature of civilization. Like human behavior, civilization is made and not
born. Like life itself, it must be
nourished day by day, ceaselessly,
with new energy and new materials,
or it sickens and dies."
OHN DEWEY, the pragmatic
phiIosophe.!.', is not terrified by
that upstart, industrialism; he does
not seek cloistered halls from which
he can shut out the light of the modern age. He is brave, resolute and
keen in his analysis of life. He presents a philosophy suitable to the
scientific industrial age in which we
"Industrial civilization." he
live.
says, "has brought with it the perception of the possibility of a free life
upon a higher level for all mankind.
The machine age has resulted in a
transference of the locus of the ideal
of a larger and more evenly distributed happiness and leisure from
heaven to earth."

J

AND"viEwith
this happy thought, we
terminate our article on this
noteworthy book. The modern age,
material though it may seem, has
within it the power of bestowing a
larger and more evenly distdbuted
happiness and leisure; thus in a way
it may be said that science is at least
aiding in bringing the Kingdom of

Heaven to earth. The other factor
must be of course found within man's
own spirit, must be found in his attitude toward the world and the universe in the realm of what we call religion.
"There is no contradiction," says
'Abdu'l-Baha in an address before
the Theosophical Society of Paris
in 1911, "between true religion and
science. When a religion allows itself
to be opposed to science, it becomes
mere superstition, It is imnossible
for religion to be contrary to science
even though some intelligences are
too weak or too immature to understand truth. God made religion and
sicence to be the measure as it were
of our understanding. Take heed
that you neglect not such a wondeful
power, Weigh all things in this balance, Put all your beliefs into harmony with science, there can be no
opposition for Truth is One. When
religion, shorn of its superstitions,
traditions, and unintelligent dogmas,
shows its conformity with science,
then will there be a great ul1ifying,
cleansing force in the world, which
will sweep before it all wars, disagreements, discords and struggles--and
then will mankind be united in the
power of the Love of God,"
The v/hole tenor of this remarkable
v 0 I u m e, "Whither Mankind," so
keenly analyzing the quality of our
present day civilization and realizing
its practical benefits, is to the Baha'is
not at all antipathetic to religion as
they conceive it. The book has a real
inspiration for all who love humanity,
who are happy to see it achieve the
remarkable comforts and pleasures
which modern science and industry
have put within its reach, and who
yet would hope to see that added
touch of the spirit which would give
completeness, stability, and the perfect quality of joy to the twentieth
century civilization.
<
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"Man must become evanescent and self-denying. Then
all the difficulties of the world will not touch him."
- ' Abcl1~'l-Baha.
NEED OF severance, of
T HE
spiritual aloofness from the entanglements of life, is taught in all
religions-in none so prominently
as in the Baha'i teaching. Let us
appreciate the material blessings
of life without attaching ourselves
to the things of the world,-so exhorts 'Abdu'l-Baha. "Attach not
thyself to anything unless in it thou
seest the reality of God. This is the
first step into the court of eternity.
That which is temporary does not
deserve our heart's attachment."
But does this mean the rejection
of the material means of subsistence ~ By no means. "Detachment," 'Abdu 'l-Baha goes on to explain, "does not consist in setting
fire to one's house, or becoming
bankrupt or throwing one's fortune
out of the 'window, or even in giving
away all one's possessions. Detachment consists in refraining from
lett,ing 01/1' possessions lJossess 1[S."
THAT there is a strange mysterious Power of Sustenence and Protection available to those individuals who really have learned fromthe-heart -out the secret of severance, the lives of many deeply
spiritual men and women of all
faiths and through all time bear
ample ,vitness.

And the converse is true, that this
Universal Treasury is at the disposal only of those who have risen
above the acquisitive, accumulative,
possessive motivation of the lower
self. Below that spiritual altitude
of perfect detachment, there is no
assurance of stability of fortune, or
of protection for accumulated
hoards of wealth or power.
This, from the very nature of
Destiny and the Universe, is inevitable, and capable of mathematical
demonstration. For were every
individual of acquisitive inclinations, of powerful will, and shrewd
intelligence, enabled by Destiny to
build permanent and stable stores
of material wealth and power, the
cosmos would eventually lapse into
a state of anarchy and chaos compared to that which prevailed in the
legendary days of the Titans.
No-the only safe and possible
organization for the Cosmos lies in
the transiency of all material
things, the impermanence of human
wealth and pO'wer, the instability of
all institutions founded upon motivations of the lower self.
Power is granted, for a time, and
wealth as its necessary concomitant.
To all inclividuals of Herculean
encrgy and Napoleonic will and intelligence, Destiny assigns so much
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of opportunity, so much of legitimate province of achievement, as
will in the end benefit humanity.
For Force, whether in a natural
physical and chemical state, or in
a human being, is a thing of immense value to the Universe, and
utilized as such. But the question
as to whether that force redounds
to the ultimate advantage of the individual exponent of it depends
upon the purity of motive and the
degree of selflessness.
THE WOBLD'S history IS full
enough of vivid pictures of disillusionment such as that offered us
by the spectacle of a Napoleon on
St. Helena to demonstrate that, as
Victor Hugo said, when the individual begins to thwart the purposes of Destiny, it is the individual, not Destiny, which suffers defeat.

On the other hand, those whose
purpose is to serve are given every
aid of Destiny. The whole Univ81'se
moves to their direction, for their
direction is but the Will of God.
When the individual, severed
from desires of the self, looks to
God for aid in worthy enterprises
for the benefit of the world, there is
a Power which guides and confirms
all his efforts. "Our capabilities
are limited, but the help of the
Kingdom of A bha is limitless .... "
The body of man is created for this
\yorId but his heart is made for the
habitation of the Holy Spirit. .. , .
\¥hen you are plowing the ground
or sowing the seeds or reaping the
harvest let all your thoughts and
sub-conscious thinking be of God.
Your hands and feet will be ,'lorking but your heart must be attached
to the Almighty."

LOVE
Oh power, that makes the world go 'round!
Oh law, that keeps the spheres in place!
Oh rule, that holds the tides in bound!
Oh love, our Maker's greatest grace!
Subdued by centuries of war
Your glowing flame burns low, half spent,
Concealed beneath the ash of hate,
No longer whitely innocent.
They have not seen your purest fire,
These last, who watch your flickering light.
Do not lose hope! Another comes
In all the Glory of His might,
Bearing a torch. He will renew
Your ancient flames. Oh faithful few,
The light has been revived in men,
Rejoice, for Love burns bright again!
Soph1'onia Aoki.
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OUR THOUGHT LIFE
DR. ORROL L. HARPER

MUFFLED moan of longing
A penetrated
the falling twilight.
"Oh God, please make him let us
go! Oh God, make him let us go!
Help him to understand that we
just can't stay here alone every
night this week. Oh God, please
put it into his heart to let us go!"
In front of a low table in the summer kitchen of a humble home stood
a slender girl of about eight
years washing dishes. Although
her hands moved automatically in
the rythmic task of washing and
chying dishes, tears streamed down
her face, and her voice pleaded in
scarcely audible tones, over and
over again, "Oh God, make him
come in and tell us we may go tonight. Oh God, please put it into
my father's heart to tell us ,ye may
go with him tonight!"
All the faith, all the sincerity and
determination of an intense nature
radiated from this tiny giTl, lost to
every conscious thought except her
despeTate effort to reach the Ear of
One whom she believed could accomplish anything. Utter abandon
possessed heT. Her whole being
reached out in concentrated prayer
to the Source of All Power and
Understanding.
Suddenly her efforts ceased, and
a look of peaceful calm spread over
her earnest countenance. An atmosphere of contentment and finality seemed to enfold her. Having
finished her dishes, she turned to
light a lamp in the now darkened
room, when the door opened and a
man came in carrying a large pail
full of milk.

Not one word did the maiden
speak until her father announced,
"vVell, Mary Ann, I have changed
my mind. You may go and get
brother ready now and I will take
you over to the festival. You may
stay until mother and I come
home."
Softly the child a n s 1'1 ere d,
"Thank you father." Outwardly
the small body was so calm and
quiet, but inwardly a radiant blaze
of thankfulness was lighted. God
had answered her prayer! From
the depths of those thoughtful child
eyes such a glow of eternal faith
shone forth as would make one
glimpse the vision of endless miracles to come.
"Just a visit to a church festival
and the possibility of not being left
alone at home with her baby brother
-an insignificant cause for such
desperate effort," you say. But to
the little girl that incident -was the
biggest and most serious event of
her life at the moment. -With her
whole soul she had prayed-and
her prayer had been answered.
Does it mean then that all pTayer
is answered, and that prayer is a
means of obtaining what we vmnt?
It is becoming a thoroughly established fact that tho~[ghtis a thing
which 1JTocluces effect.
Science has demonstrated, for instance, that fear and anger produce
certain definite changes in both animal and human organisms. vV. B.
Cannon of Harvard Universitv has
proved by extensive labor~tory
tests that fear and anger stimulate
the secretion of adrenalin into the
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system. An exceSSIve supply of
adrenalin constricts the superficial
blood-vessels and thus blanches the
body surface. At the same time the
digestive organs stop operating,the blood is rushed from the digestive organs and from the surface
of the body into the m~~scles. Sugar
in the form of dextrose, which is a
muscle food, is thrown into the system. The blood-pressure is raised
and the heart-beat accelerated to
increase strength; while the bronchioles of the lungs are dilated to
permit more free and rapid breathing. The body is all set for fight
or flight.
vYe can see how this physiological
change in the body of the animal
becomes the means of self-presel'vation,-for if an animal is being
hunted it must fight or TUn if it is
to live.
A human organism is affected in
the same way by thoughts of fear
and anger, or their first cousins
worry and resentment,-but in this
case the results are usually detrimental rather than beneficial-for
a human being does not as a rule
run or fight with physical force,
even though his body may be 'all
set' and seething with desire for
such emotional outlet. The result
of all this suppressed emotion is a
damning up of natural forces, followed by pathological changes in
the body cells. VYe have all seen
someone" livid with rage," we have
witnessed a loss of appetite or an
upset stomach if food has been
taken regardless of the shattering
inroads made by an attack of fear
or anger.
You may say, "VYell, if suppression of impulses and outward control of my feelings are injurious to
health, the next time I am burning

with rage, I'll just let her go and
rip up the world around me."
A serious second thought might
be advisable, my friend, before you
bring upon yourself the remorse
and regret that must inevitably
overwhelm one who tramples upon
the feelings of others in any attempt to line up the inhabitants of
the world after his own pattern.
There are as many patterns of life
as there are human beings; and
each pattern has as much right to
express itself in human activity as
you or I. A second thought suggests that the man ravaged by the
effects of rage could have taken
unto himself a more desirable companion. The sisters "Tolerance,"
"Peace" and " Understanding" are
said to be comfortable and enticing
women. At any rate we can remember the relief that has come to
us in the midst of an invasion of
extreme personal depression when
some happy, kind, hopeful soul has
blown in on the breeze of the morning and left the cheer and sunshine
of an optimistic nature behind.
If thoughts backed by their accompanying feelings and emotions
always produce results, would it not
be well to use care in the selection
of our thoughts and desires?
IT HAS BEEN SAID that heartfelt
prayer is the most vital kind of
thought, because the one possessed
by prayer concentrates his effort
upon a given desire, with the abandon and ecstacy that is only possible when one is calling for the intervention of a Power which is
recognized as stronger than oneself
and in whose ability to accomplish
the suppliant has absolute faith.
The element of faith is fast becoming recognized as the greatest
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magic that a human soul can utilize. If a physician is to obtain the
best results ill the care of any patient, the one afflicted must have
true faith in him and his methods of
treatment. It would seem that
faith in a Creative Wisdom that is
comprehensive in power and understanding is the element that gives
prayer its dynamic.
'N e observe that certain types of
so-called prayer produce very little
if any effect.
The formalistic
prayer that represents a ,vordy
hodgepodge of would-be sentiments,
prayer that does not touch the core
of the heart, that is not supported
by sincere feeling is not in the same
class of thinking as that illustrated
by the intensive effort of the eightyear old girl.
Observation 'will reveal the fact
that the average man is most likely
to pray when he feels helpless in
the grip of dire necessity or trouble.
So long as man can help himself
he is apt to forge ahead in the
strength of his own ability to accomplish. But when he reaches the
place 'where his best efforts appear
fruitless, an instinctive faith in
some \-Visdom more powerful and
farseeing than himself urges him to
ask for help.
It would seem then that faith is
the secret po'wer of prayer. Faith
is the element that makes of heartfelt prayer the most effective kind
of thinking.
Man has discovered that all attempts to create his kind in the laboratory from chemical constituents
are useless and a failure. The
exact combination of elements, the
secret of life, is always lacking.
The result is instinctive respect for
and belief in some Superior Intel-
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ligence that has created the human
being as a part of this vast universe. \Vith his dependence and
helplessness proven to him, man
just naturally awakens to the consciousness of a Po'wer outside himself that does accomplish.
In the child and unthinking man
this reaction is natural and insensible. It is akin to the potential
prayer of the plant which unconsciously seelrs the gifts of rain and
sunshine to fulfill its needs. In
this sense of dependent una 'wareness all creation prays potentially
and receives an answer. The unborn child cries, "0 God! Give me
a mother; give me two fountains of
bright milk; purify the air for my
breathing; prepare food for my
sustenance and living." ""Vhen we
come into the world do we not find
OUT l)Tayers answeTed ~ Do we not
find mother, food, light, home and
many other necessities suppliedalthough we have not actually asked
for them~
It may seem strange to the man
\vho never thinks of a Creator to
be told that he is praying constantly along ,vith the rest of the wodd.
His prayer may be unconscious, but
all creation prays potentially and
receives an answer. Such prayer
is the natural demand within us for
life and its necessities.
Each
created existence, with all its gifts
and blessings, is the answer to that
prayer.
"1Vhy then is there so much time
and effort wasted in conscious praying," you ask, "if our needs are
supplied automatically and our
prayers answered before we think
to state them ~"
You might as well ask, """Vhy
grow up and prepare to be the cap-
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able head of a family, when one
could remain childlike and supplied with all necessities ~"
vVha t is the difference between a
child who does not injure a man
because of weakness and a Goliath
who deliberately refrains from
striking another human being? The
child-state spells weakness and dependence, "while the Goliath-state
stands for developed strength and
character.
The man who becomes a ware of
a Creative Wisdom beyond his ken,
learns to seek guidance and inspiration from that apparently limitless
source of supply. In proportion as
man becomes conscious of life as a
continuous benefit, unfolding endless perfections and growth, does
118 become thoughtful of a Source
of all this progress.
The horizon of praying people
varies in scope from the limited
confines of the self to include its
relatives, neighbors, nation, race,
or universe respectively. The man
who prays for help and protection
for "me and my wife, my son J o11n
and his wife" has a very limited
outlook compared to the soul who
sees life as a Divine Benefit and
himself as a tiny drop in the great
ocean of creation.
The latter man seeks the Creator
of All Good and Perfect Gifts with
adoration and a boundless love. To
him prayer opens a door of communication -with the One Most To
Be Desired, This "worshiper prays
with a detached spirit, unconditional surrender of the will, concentrated attention, and magnetic
spiritual passion. His inner being
is stirred with the ethereal breeze
of holiness. Heavenly pictures and
star-like images of an ideal world

become reflected on his consciousness and gradually the man learns
how to translate these celestial concepts into his own life, and the lives
of many others who contact him."
To such a man prayer is sweet,
delicious, satisfying. He enjoys
the heights of spiritual prayer in
the middle of the night. "-While
all eyes are closed, the eyes of
the worship er are wide open. While
all ears are stopped, the ears
of the suppliant are attuned to the
subtle music of God. While the
majority of the people are fast
asleep, the adorer of the Ideal Beloved is wakeful. All around him
there is a rare and delicate silence,
calm, magical, and subtle-and
there is the worshiper communing
with nature and the Author of
nature. "
Here we find an answer to the
question, "Why take time to pray
consciously since all creation prays
potentially and receives an answer?"
The devoted worship er
just described prayed because it
gave him joy, rest, peace, assurance and inspiration to be alone,
meditate, and reach out with his
whole being to the Sonrce of All
Good.
It has been said that" in the
highest prayer men pray only for
the love of God, not because they
fear him, or fear hell, or hope for
bounty or heaven. Thus the souls
in "whose hearts the fire of love is
enkindled are attracted by supplication.
True supplication must
therefore be actuated by love for
God only."
-When a man falls in love with a
human being it is impossible for
him to keep from mentioning the
name of his beloved. How much
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mor8 difficult it is to keep from
mentioning the name of God when
one has come to love Him.
, 'God surely knows the wishes of
all hearts and answers them according to the individual needs. But
the impulse to pray is a natural one
springing from man's love to his
Creator. If there be no love, if
there be no pleasure or spiritual
enjoyment in pTayer, it would be
better not to pray. Prayer should
spring from love, from the desire of
the person to commune with God.
"Prayer need not be in words,
but in thought and attitude. If this
love and clesire are lacking, it is
useless to pray. Words without
love mean nothing. If a person
talks to you as an unpleasant duty,
with no love or pleasure in his meeting with you, do you wish to converse with him ~
"Prayer is like a song, both
WOTels and music make a song.
Sometimes the melody will move us,
sometimes the words."
"If you are too weak to journey up the

mountain steep and high,
You can stand within the valley while the
multitudes pass by;
You can chant a happy measure as they
slowly pass along
Though they may forget the singer they
will not forget the song."

The point is that sincere prayer
does move us. It stimulates our
lagging powers, elevates our drooping spirits, awakens our sleeping
consciousness, develops ability,
broadens our mental horizon and
gives us a desire to be of service
to our fellowman. Conscious prayer
adds to and augments potential
prayer by increasing our capacity
for receiving and reflecting the
powers and gifts of life.
"Ask and ye shall receive, seek
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and ye shall find, knock and it shall
be opened unto you."
Some mysterious povver makes
our thought-life a very responsible
and usable part of ourselves. Great
systems of religion and healing
have been built upon the foundation of thought values,-" Christian
Science, " , 'N ew Thought' , and
"Unity" being among immediate
notable examples.
'Abdu'l-Baha, the Center of a
"Vorld-vVide Movement to establish
Universal Peace, said as He gazed
out at sea, ""Ve hear the murmur
of the sea always continuing. It
never ceases. "Vere it to cease the
world would be dead, stagnant, lifeless. But the waves of the mind of
man are far greater than those of
the sea. They also are ceaseless.
They never stop for one instant.
This movement is good. If these
waves of the mind are few the man
is dull and quiet. "Vhat pearls and
jewels are contained in the depths
of the sea! The pearls and jewels
hidden in the mind of man are the
knowledge, virtues, capabilities,
etc. These pearls can grovY and increase in lustre forever. These
waves from mw minds go foTth and
create 1no~'e1nent and thought in
other minds. From one strong
thOl~ght of love what great results
may be produced."
WITH OUR EARS still ringing from
the echoes of a vigorously contested
Presidential campaign-with our
President-elect freely conversant
with world affairs, possessed by
sincere heart-interest in the combined and individual progress of an
evolving humankind, prompted by
faith in the wisdom of a Supreme
Creative Intelligence-with such a
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National Leader yearning to estabThe unprecedented "Goodwill
lish a permanent peace between the Trip" of Herbert Hoover, with his
nations of the earth, goodwill and magical blend of sound judgment,
prosperity amongst the sons of sentiment and purpose, gives hopemen-one stops to wonder at the ful promise of interesting results
significant part that America may from the most ideal kind of living
play in the history of the future.
-constn,(ctive tho~(ght in action.

A VISIT TO RUSTUM V AMBERY
MART HA L. ROOT
The following inter'view of Miss Martha Root with Mr. Rusturn Vcmtbery ?"ecalls
the deep friendship which eX'isted between his father and 'Abdt~'l-Baha. Prof. Vambery, Sr., one of the grectt scholars of the last generation in Europe, an authm"ity on
Oriental civilization, in the course of his study of 1'eligions gained a first hand infm'mation and experience by act1~ally joining, as a, follower, the different religions. In the
1'eligion of the Bahc't'is he found at last the peTfect religion. In a letter which he
ctddressed to 'Abdu'l-Baha, he expressed al1wng other things, this significant thought:
"Every p61'son is forced by necessity to enlist hil1tself on the side of Y01tr excellency
and accept with joy the IJrospect of a fundamental basis for a universcd religion of
God being laid th1"ough your efforts .... I ant hOlJing that the ideals and accmnplish1nents of YOUT excellency ?nay be crowned with success and yield results under all
conditions; because behind these ideals and deeds I easily discern the eternal welfcwe
cmd ]J1'osperity of the world of htt1ncmity."-Editor.

Rustum Vambery of BudaM R.pest,
Editor of one of the
leading magazines of Hungary, is
a man of the New Day. He is trying to ,York for national and international cooperation.
Having tea with Mr. and Mrs.
Vambery in their charming home
on the heights of Buda Hill overlooking the beautiful Danube, in the
very center of Budapest, I asked
Mr. Vambery to tell me about the
meeting of his father, the late
Armenius Vambery, and of himself,
with 'Abdu'l-Baha in 1913.
J'.1r. Vambery searched through
a package of his father's letters,
and there in the parcel of letters

from the Prince of Wales, Sir
Henry 1rving, Roland Bonaparte,
and Lord Curzon, was the letter
which 'Abclu'l-Baha had written to
his father, Armenius Vambery.
"I first met 'Abdu 'l-Baha," my
host remarked, "in my father's
110me, situated on the Pest Side of
the Danube at 27 Francis J oseph
Quai. Father later explained to me
much about the Baha'i Movement.
It struck me then, just as it does
now, t hat the Teachings of
Baha 'u '11ah met the actual need of
this day. Our different European
religions-Christian-are based on
a more primitive idea of mankind
than has developed in modern times.
Our religion is based on the indi-
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vidual struggle for life, "whereas
the teaching of Baha 'u 'llah is based
on co-operation and mutual aid of
man which is the leading idea of
modern civilization.
Therefore,
Baha'ism is a religious equivalent
of the structure of modern society.
It agrees with the thoughts of modern Europeans. vVhat we are striving for,-you may call it love, peace,
-all the same it is the co-operation
of man. This our aim is expressed
in the Teachings of Baha 'u '11ah,
expounded and lived by 'Abdu'lBaha. This is what stnlCk me so
forcibly. More or less we are unbelievers in Europe."
Mrs. Vambery said all the different Christian creeds which ruled
Europe for centuries and centuries
had been unable to attain this end
of co-operation,-to convince people
to love each other instead of fighting each other. Mr. Vambery said:
"For my part I consider it in a
symbolic 'way as a solvent, this
Baha'ism, which will unite all mankind regardless of races and classes.
This ",vas why my late father had
such esteem for Baha'ism. The
Teachings of Baha'u'llah were coincident with my father's general
view of the needs of the world, and
because of this he was a great admirer of this Baha'i Movement. I
do not know whether you call it a
religion, it depends on what you
mean by a religion."
Then Mr. V embery went on to
speak of the history of Hungary
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and her present situation, but one
feels that Hungary may become a
centre of peace. Suffering nations
and suffering men have high ideals.
Other leaders, too, felt this for they
said tha t Hungary is peculiarly
fitted to unite the East and the
vVest.
Mr. Vambery stated that Hungarians were very devoted to grand
ideals, and that the soul of Hungary is noble and tolerant. From
the conversation with Mr. Vambery,
with members of the Peace Societies and many other thinkers of
Hungary, the writer felt that the
Baha'i Movement could develop
there very rapidly. The peasants
of Hungary are very tolerant.
Hungary was the first country to
forbid sorcery and to have a law as
far back as the twelfth century
against burning or massacreing
people for religious sorcery. The
tolerant Hungarian nation, it is
said, vvas the first in the nineteenth
century to receive the Jews and
give them equal rights. It was one
of the first countries on the Continent to abolish the slavery of peasants, and to give peasants freedom
to go to other countries.
Mr. Vambery, has placed his
father's books in Persian, Arabic
and English, upon the Baha'i Movement in the Library at Budapest,
and like his father he has written
fairly and discerningly upon the
Teachings of Baha'u'11ah for this
universal age.

"Praise be to God that ,in this wonderful cycle the laws of God are
not confined within any limitations . . . He 7wth commanded all the
friends to show love, fl-iendship, amity and k1~ndness to all the 1JeOpZe
of f771' 1corld.-' A1Jf7u '7-Ba771i.
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TO-MORROW
DALE S. COLE

is going to happen? A
WHAT
year from now where will I
be? Ten years ~ vVhat will the
world be like twenty-fifty years
from 110W?
Speculation as to the future, immedia te and remote, has ever been
one of the most absorbing conjectures of the human mind. This
interest is evidenced in our proclivity to consult oracles and soothsayers, to study the prophecies of
the Books.
N ever before in the history of
civilization have there been so
many apparently sincere attempts
to understand the effects and trends
of life, to study existing evils and
to penetrate the fog of the future.
A great deal of this thought is
rather unique in that it is more or
less detached from the mania of
applied reform. Reformers there
are, of course, but when the modern
scientist endeavors to analyze situations, as many are doing either for
fun, pleasure or profit, he seems
inclined to do so ruthlessly, often
making no attempt to suggest remedies. He copies a trick from the
modern playwright and leaves the
situation dramatically suspended.
The attitude is-here are the
conditions which exist, there are
those which will probably result in
the future, now what are you, gentle
reader, going to do about it ~
Many of these treatises may be
extremely disturbing and confusing
to those who enjoy complacency.
.Just what we are going to do about
it all is not very clear.
Progress: Accelerated progress

seems to be the avowed purpose of
the times. But "progress" in the
abstract means little. To define
progress adequately the aim to be
achieved must be specified. To
wha t end are we so energetically
striving~

The scientist answers-understanding of nature's laws; the industrialist answers-greater production; the commercialist answers
-more business; the eugenist-a
better race; the medical profession
visions improvement in health ;the
educator-knowledge; the philosopher-wisdom; the analyst-intelligence; the average man-something compounded out of all these
elements and others which will
bring happiness!
Suppose all these ends achieved.
vVould humanity be happy? Happiness has recently been defined
quite aptly as a continuous succession of "great moments."
What are great moments but
flashes of spiritual exaltation?
Is there any basis for supposing
that the accomplishment of these
ends alone would insure even a preponderance of instants of spiritual
exaltation?
Spiritual manifestations and effects arise from spiritual causes
and values, and in the recital of
the meaning of progress are not
many failing to include or take due
account of the basic, fundamental,
all-encompassing power-spirituality and all that it may imply?
Is not spiritual value the catalyist which makes progress in any
phase of human endea vor possible ~
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Nav, more-is it not the cause, de:fin~cl or undefined, recognized or
unrecognized, of advancement ~
It is that which defines our relationship in every act of life, here
and hereafter, to the Great Purpose, and as such how can consideration of Spiritual Value be omitted justifiably from any study of
the trend of progress and civilization?
Any analysis which does not take
spiritual matters into account is
but a surface survey, however interesting and logical it may be, "vith
IJarticular reference to intelligence.
Intellect is one of the manifestations of the Spirit.
'Abdu'l-Baha has said in "Divine
Philosophy" (page 117) that"There is, however, a faculty in
man which unfolds to his vision
the secrets of existence. It gives
him a power whereby he may inYBstigate the reality of every object. It leads man on and on to the
luminous station of divine sublimity
and frees him from all the fetters
of self, causing him to ascend to the
pure heaven of sanctity. This is
the power of the mind, for the soul
is not, of itself, capable of unrolling
the mysteries of phenomena; lJut
the mind can accomplish this and
therefore it is a power superior to
the souL"
In "Some Answered Questions"
'Abc1u'l-Baha teaches,-"But the
mind is the power of the human
spiri t (the Ta tional soul or human
spirit which distinguishes man from
the animal) SlJirit is the lamp;
mind is the light which shines from
the lamp. Spirit is the tree, and the
mind is the fruit. Mind is the perfection of the SlJirit, and is its essential quality, as the sun's rays
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are the essential necessity of the
sun. "
He points out that there is a center of intellection in the human organism which is the discoverer of
things. This power can understand
something of the IJhenomena of
nature and the mysteries. It is not
dependent upon the senses but can
comprehend that which it is possible to know. It is evidenced in
all the inventions for they were at
one time concealed. All the sciences
are useful because of this power
and the arts are an expression of
it.
These matters prove that man is
possessed of two realities, one of
the senses and another which is
"conscious and ideal in character."
He calls this the collective reality
and shows that it is not of the elemental substances-but it is real,
and eternal.
In another place 'Abdu'l-Baha
refers to Christ's words "That
which is born of the spirit is spirit."
The spirit of man must be born out
of the matrix of naturalism, out of
the baser order just as our bodies
come from the matrix of the mother
in order that we may be able to
understand the great things of
God's kingdom. This collective
reality is the spirit of man.
This is essential knowledge upon
which we may predicate any study
of present conditions or possibilities in the future. 'Abdu'l-Baha defines intelligence and specifies its
relationship to the human spirit or
rational soul. With a few masterful words He recites the meaning of
civilization. He bids us alJproach
the unknown future with confidence
and faith.
VVITH SUCH A background, we may
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face the prophecies and concerns
for the future as voiced by Professor Walter B. Pitkin of Columbia
University in his "Twilight of the
American Mind" with equanimity
and interest.
Prof. Pitkin is concerned primarily with the probable effects on the
"Best minds" (approximately 1%
of the population who pass intelligence tests with an Intelligence
Quotient of at least 130).
Conditions are changing rapidly
in many departments of life and
these, he believes, indicate certain
distinct trends from which it is possible to judge the opportunities
which will exist in the next forty
or fifty years.
The engenists cry for superior
beings. The more the better. The
higher the general level of intelligence the more nearly will humanity
approach the ultimate in living.
Prof. Pitkin is not at all sure that
such a situation would be an unalloyed blessing, for he is unable to
find sufficient suitable employment
indicated for as many Best Minds
as there are likely to be even without the intensive application of the
desired program offered by the extreme eugenists. He thinks that
when any person is forced to work
day in and day out in a job that
does not fulfill his needs or when
he has to do work for which he is
not suited or which is too difficult
for him, the resultant maladjustment is a source of many and great
ills.
\¥ e have been passing through
what analysts are pleased to call
the Industrial Revolution, wherein
man power is being largely supplemented by the machine. It is now
suggested that the last phases of

this great transformation are on
us in the form of an Agrarian Revolution in ·which the farmers will n,volt against their economic straits
and that the future of agriculture
will take one of two courses; either
it will retrograde to the status of
a peaS311t occupation as on the C011tinent or it will be established on a
business basis through the application of scientific and commercial
knowledge. These possibilities are
laden \vith social problems.
Professor Pitkin believes that
several underlying corollaries are
characteristic of our present endeavors.
"Give as much work as possible
to machhles and to system. Give as
little as possible to men."
"N eveI' give to any man wol'le
which another man of less ability
can do equally well, so far as the
finished product is cohcerned."
"A man who finds no adequate
outlet for his strongest capacities
and for his special abilities is
blocked, thwarted and eventually
upset. He may become neurotic or
simply apathetic or savagely rebellious. And he causes trouble to
himself and to others until he is set
right."
Such are the sources of
discontent. They may be more intensive as hazards in the future.
This then is his picture. Improving the human race is a worthy end
but if there are too many Best
Minds-they will not find suitable
employment and a vast amount of
maladjustment, discontent and attendant evils will result.
The whole tendency of industry
and commercial enterprise is toward consolidation which will require fewer and fewer best minds
even though affairs be better ad-
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ministered as regards the whole
race.
Changes due to machine a pplication will be overshadowed by agricultural problems.
He concludes with"Better a world less good and
busier. Better a sea of troubles
than a desert of ease. Better the
burning dust of tired noons than
the Twilight of the Best Minds.
But who shall deliver them ~ And
hO\Y~"

It is an intriguing, disturbing
discussion-one which raises grave
conjectures as to the future of those
endowed with a certain degree of
intelligence. The wonder is that
in so keen a study of contributing
factors, basic spiritual factors have
not been considered.
But-is intelligence in itself so
all importanU 'Abdu'l-Baha has
defined it for us. Why has not more
attention been paid to the" Spiritual Quotient" rather than to the
Intelligence Quotient, for mind is
but the light which shines from the
lamp of the spirit. It is but the
fmit of the tree of the spirit. It
is but an essential quality of the
spirit as the sun's rays are the essential necessity of the sun. SlJirit
is the all-important essential.
Man is endowed vvith three powel'S; the soul, the mind and the
spirit.
'Abdu'l-Baha says-"vVhen we
SlJ8ak of the soul we mean the motive po·wer of this physical body
,vhich lives under its entire control
in accordance with its dictates. If
the soul identifies itself with the
material world it remains dark ...
... but if it becomes the recipient
of the graces of the ,vorld of mind,
its darkness will be transformed
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into light, its tyranny into justice,
its ignorance into wisdom, its aggression into loving kindness, until
it reaches the apex. There will not
remain any stru,ggle for existence.
Man will become free from egotism;
he will be t'eleasecl from the material world. . . "
Thus if the souls of the Best
Minds of the future become recipients of the graces of the world
of mind-need they have any fear~
And if those of us who may not be
scientifically rated as Best Minds
strive to receive the same graces
may we not also receive the light
and accomplish that which will be
in conformity with the Great Purpose ~ Each one has his station and
work to do and while all are not
equal as regards intelligence and
endowments-all are equal spiritually and essentially before God.
My hum b I e accomplishments
achieved in sincerity score just as
high spiritually as the greater reresults a ttained by some really
great person.
Thus in the words of 'Abctu '1Baha, have the soul and1nincl been
defined and correlated.
But there is still another power
which is different from that of the
soul and that of the mind.
"This third power is the spirit
which is an emanation from the Divine Bestower; it is the effulgence
of the sun of reality, the radiation
of the celestial world, the spirit of
faith, the spirit His Holiness the
Christ refers to when He says'Those that are born of the flesh are
flesh, and those that are born of the
spirit are spirit.' The spirit is the
axis round which the eternal life
revolves. It is conducive to everlasting glory and is the cause of
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the exaltation of humanity."
There we have the crux of the
matter! Happiness was defined as
a succession of exalted moments.
These exalted moments are those of
a spiritual exaltation. The spirit
is the cause of the exaltation of
humanityl
Man endowed with the triple
powers of soul (or human spiritthat which differentiates him from
the animal and governs his body) ;
the mind or intelligence (that which
allows him to discover realities);
and the spirit (which is an emanation from the DivinG Bestowerthe spirit of faith) is he not amply
qualified to face the future and its
enigmas with confidence 7
But 'Abdu'l-Baha says in "Answered Questions, "that the human
spirit (or soul) unless assisted by
the spirit of faith, does not learn
of the divine secrets and heavenly
realities. "It is like a mirror
which, although clear, polished, and
brilliant, is still in need of light."
And so, however important intelligence may be, we must turn the
mirrors of our beings towards the
source of light, we must attain the
spirit of faith-then will our intelligencies be illumined, then will we
realize the subtle connection of the
creature and Creator, then will the
perplexities of the future of civilization be possible of solution, then
will we attack these problems with
confidence and certainty, then will
we synchronize our endeavors with
the forces of the Great Purpose.
Is IT OF MUCH ultimate importance that we concern ourselves

,vith what we are going to do about
suitable employment for our Best
Minds fifty years from now as what
,ve are going to do today to assist
the many to attain "the spirit of
faith" which will allow the mirrors
of beings to become recipients of
the graces of the Teachings of
God ~ For if they are so illumined,
if our spiritual lives are set aright
-the well being of our souls and
minds will follow automatically by
virtue of their inherent dependenCIes.
, , The dissemination 0 f h i g 11
thoughts is the motive power in the
arteries of this transitory world;
yea, it is the soul of all peoples.
Thoughts are infinite as the sea,
and the ways and manners of life
are like embankments and dykes
against the waves; and not until the
sea moves do the waves rise up and
cast on shore the pearls of wisdom."
Not until the infinite sea of
thought moves will the ways of
manners and life yield and the
pearls of wisdom be attainable.
How to move the sea of thought
-tha t is the question. And the
answer is-obedience. Obedience to
the commands of God through
His Manifestations.
Obedience
here and now, in small things and
great.
Unquestioning obedience,
Dynamic, active obedience-for action is essential to accomplishment.
The sea of thought must be induced to move. Then will mind
function in conformity to the Great
Purpose. Then will progress be
real and wholly contributory to the
complete well being of all the servants of God.
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THE RISE OF PERSIAN WOMEN
ZABIH GHORBAN
The following article pnsents to us the int61'est'i:ng ouilook and inforl1wtion of Cc
nat'ive Persian who feels deeply the need of a liberated 1A!omanhood for his country.
He discusses het'e in the quaint style of an acqui1'ed language, the progress which his
count'I'y is mC/,king in Feminism under the i1npulse of the Bahli'i Movel1wnt.-Eclitor.

the Baha'i religion
ALTHOUGH
was revealed about eighty-four

history, know well that Persia "'ivas
one of the most powerful and proyears ago in Persia, its principles gressive nations in the world. But
and tenets are not only confined to sad to say in the last few centuries
the needs of that country, but are that grandeur declined and that
universal, and considered to be the Great Empire was reduced to a
Spirit of this Age. 'Abdu'l-Baha decadent stage or condition. Of
says, "The Baha'i Revelation is the course there were many reasons
essence of all the highest ideals of for this retrogression, but I believe
this century."
Therefore, the that one of the most outstanding
principles of this divine religion contributory causes was and is the
are applicable to all communities, degradation brought about in the
nations and countries of the world, position of women and their social
and they constitute the Remedy for status.
the treatment of all the social disThe word degmdation is aptly
eases as well as individual dis- used, for let it be understood that
abilities.
once women occupied a very high
Being a Persian student, and position in Persia, and that no other
therefore better informed of the nation in the world at that time 11ad
conditions in my country, (Persia), such a respect and splendid attitude
than elsewhere, I am in a position toward women. The best proof of
to apply the Baha'i teachings to this fact is that three Empresses,the necessities of my own national Irandokht, Iranzad, and Homa,
environment. But let it not be ruled over that country for a few
thought that these principles are years, when in all other civilized
applicable only to Persia. They are contemporaneous countries of the
in truth for the welfare of the en- world the female sex was regarded
tire world.
as inferior to the male. Having this
In this short article, it will not be high esteem for motherhood in
possible to adequately present all mind, one can easily conclude why
of the Baha'i Principles, so I will Persians were at that time conattempt to discuss only one of sidered the most refined and honest
them and apply it to the situation people. It is for this reason that I
of Persia, the land where His Holi- am inclined to call the Glorious Age
ness Baha'u'llah appeared in this of Persia the period of womanhood.
Glorious Age and called for the
Now we are in a position to diagunification of the world of human- nose the real cause of this decline
and retrogression. When the Arabs
ity.
Those who are acquainted with conquered Persia and introduced
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the veil and other customs into that
country, women began to lose their
privileges, and as a result the race
retrograded and the nation consequently suffered. It is my belief
that the conditions will grow worse
and worse daily, if again women
are not restored to their previous
high position, and if men fail to
understand and appreciate the real
significance of womanhood.

ABOUT three-quarters of a century ago, when Persia was in its
darkest period of ignorance and
superstitution, the Baha'i Revelation proposed the absolute equality
of the sexes by declaring that humanity is like a bird having two
Iyings-one male and the other
female. Of course a bird with a
broken wing cannot fly. At that
particular period women suffered
because of a degraded social position not only in Persia, but in most
other countries of the world.
It was in such a dark period for
Ivomanhood that Baha 'u 'llah, addressing the people of the world,
revealed the following significant
instruction in the Book of Aqdas
(Book of Laws) :
"The first obligation of all the
Baha'is is to strive by all means
to bring up and instruct their children, male or female. The girls are
like the boys-there is no difference.
Ignorance in both is censured, and
in both stupidity is hateful. In
reality look ·with the eye of truth:
the education and instruction of the
giTls is more useful than that of
boys, for in time these girls will become the Mothers. The first educator of the child,-is she not the

Mother ~ Children are like green
and tender branches,-as they are
cultiva ted they grow and develop.
If the training is right, they grow
straight; and if it is wrong they
grow crooked and until the end of
their lives they advance upon the
same path. It is thus proven that
if girls without education or instruction and training become
Mothers, they are responsible for
this loss, this ignorance, this stupidity, this lack of education of many
children. Strive then with all your
souls to train and educate all children, above all your daughters. On
this point no excuse can be accepted.
In the Divine Book of this cycle, instruction and education are not
optional, they are obligatory."
As Baha 'u 'nah emphasizes in
His sacred writings, the education
of the mother is the most essential
factor in the continuance of the
race. But unfortunately this important fact was neglected at that
time in almost all countries, especially in Persia. So we can clearly
see the reason and the main reason
why that nation, formerly progressive, became classified with the
backward nations. Not only has
this ignorance of the women paralyzed the nation, but it has kept
one-half of the population inactive.
The other half, also due to improper
and inadequate primary education
received from their mothers, can
accomplish but very little.

Great good has resulted in other
parts of the world from the participation of women in the social
and political readjustment of those
countries w her e suffrage 1 s
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granted to them. In the last fifteen
years about two hundred million
women in more than thirty-five
countries have obtained their natural rights to participate in the
welfare of their respective communities. But the Persian women have
not yet obtained suffrage.
In a Tablet (or letter) addressed
to an American lady, 'Abdu'l-Baha
said: "In t his Revelation 0 f
Baha'u'llah the women advance
shoulder to shoulder with the men.
In no Movement will they be left
behind. They will enter all the administrative branches of politics.
They will a Uain in all such a degree which will be considered the
very highest station of the world
of humanity and will take part in
all the affairs. At the time of elections, the right to vote is the inalienable right of women and the entrance of women in all the human
departments is an irrefutable and
incontrovertible question. No soul
can retard or prevent it."
As the significance of the above
passage is understood, one realizes
that every other step taken for the
social and na tional welfare of
Persia, so long as the women are
kept in seclusion and their natural
rights denied them, will be of 110
substantial value and will be a failure in the end. Women must have
equal rights and a voice in politics
as well as all legislative and administrative powers. In the countries where women are taking part
in the affairs of government, many
useful laws have been proposed by
them and adopted, such as prohibition, protection of children, better
educational systems, pure food
la"ws, proper sanitation, etc.
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In a country where the most ignorant and primitive man who does
not understand what it means to
vote, nor what constitutional government requires,-has full suffrage,-and the most educated and
refined lady is deprived of that
right,-can you think of any hope
or salvation for that land ~ It
seems that in such a country men
do not believe that women are
created equal to them, and that
they have the same mental capacity
and intuition. Therefore the only
remedy is to follow what 'Abdn'lBaha says in regard to the high
qualities of women, her capacity,
and what her destiny is in the
future.
"The world in the past has been
ruled by force, and man has dominated over woman by reason of his
more forceful and aggressive qualities both of body and mind, says
Prof. Stanwood Oobb, "but the
scales are already shifting, force is
losing its weight and mental alertness, intuition and the spiritual
qualities of love and service, in
which woman is strong, are gaining
ascendency. Hence the new age
will be an age less masculine and
more permeated with the feminine
ideals, or, to speak more exactly,
it will be an age in which the masculine and feminine elements of
civilization will be more properly
balanced. "
The future of Persia, as well as
every other country, depends upon
the part women play in it. As the
potter can mould the earth into
every shape ,vhich he pleases, so
the women of Persia can help determine the fa te and destiny of
that country.
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~ ow that we understand the indispensable need of Persia for this
important Baha'i Principle, (equality of men and women), let us see
what the Baha'is of that country
hm~e already accomplished under
the influence and instruction of
Baha 'u 'llah' s teachings in such a
short time.
I think almost everybody has
heard something about the remarkable life of Quuatu'l-'Ayn, who
lived about eighty-four years ago
in the darkest and most corrupt
period of womanhood in Persia
when the Light of the Bahai Revelation just appeared from the horiZOll to illuminate the world of llUmanity. Under the influence of the
Teachings of this New Manifestation she threw away the veil, which
,vas considered to be the most unpardonable sin, and asked openly
for the emancipation of her countrywomen who were deprived of all
rights. The life of this \vonderful
woman and remarkable personality
is so inspiring that I recommend
it to everybody for study and contemplation. Let it suffice to mention here what 'Abdu'l-Baha says
of this heroine of the nineteenth
century:
, 'Among the women of our own
time is Qurratu'l-'Ayn, the daughter of a Muhammaclan priest. At
the time of the appearance of the
Bab (,yho was the Forerunner and
Herald of Baha 'u '11ah), she sho~wed
such tremendous courage and
pmver that all ,vho heard her ,vere
astollished. She threw aside her
\Teil, despite the immemorial custom
of the Persians, and although it
was considered impolite to speak to
men, this heroic woman cauied on
discnssions with the most learned
men, and in every meeting she van-

quished them. When imprisoned
she said, "You can kill me as soon
as you like, b~d yo~~ cannot stop
the emancipation of women."
One can appreciate better the
high ideals of this Persian poetess
(Qurratu'l-'Ayll) by observing that
the Feminist Movement in Europe
and America at that time was very
weak and unimportant, and that it
was only a few years ago, in 1918,
when in one of the most progressive countries of the world, England, the women were granted suffrage.
As the inspired heroine prophesied when she was going to be killed
it was impossible to stop the emancipation of women; despite all the
restrictions and obstacles, the
Balul 'i women in Persia day by day
progressed, so that now they receive the s a m e education a s
Baha'i men, and have the same
right to vote for the election of the
Baha'i Spiritual Assemblies. In
every small village or town where
there are a few Baha'i families they
have established the first schools in
that city for girls, and have organized Pregressive Assemblies for
women. The best Girl's Schools in
Persia are those maintained by the
Baha'is. Recently some government and national schools for girls
have been established. If it were
not for the restrictions and obstacles which are in the path of
Baha'i women they would have progressed by now a hundred times
more than what they have already
accomplished.
In conclusion let us recognize
that it has been proven that the only
salvation for Persia is to accept the
high sta tion of women as 1)1'0claimed in the Baha'i Teachings.
The work accomplished by the
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Baha'is there is itself a strong evidence that supports the above statement. It makes one understand
and see clearly that in a few years
\vhen the number of Baha'is in that
land increases, a true and divine
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civilization will be established to
go hand in hand with material advancement, and then what
Baha'u'llah has promised about the
brilliant future of Persia will come
true.

MOVING PICTURES OF THE FUTURE
SHAHANZ W AITE
The Moving Pict~tTe is circling the world. Its nniversal aSl)ects CLnd sl)irit are
i1u,vitable. Yet its more serim£s possibilities have hanlly been considered or little developed. Now with the voice adcled to the pictures on the screen is createcl a magnificent vehicle for the spreacl of beneficent ideas which shall aid the worlcl's P1'ofJ1"ess.
Of such possibility J. H. Denison in his, "Emotion as the Basis of Civilization," says:
"The time is not far off when the whole civilizecl worlcl will be one gnat assembly
where the voice of any gTeat 1nan can be heaTcl, ancl wh(J1"e all mankincl can be aTmtsecl
tD enthusiasm fOT a pUrlJOSe of world importance." The author of the following article
inspiringly comments on the tremendous pa1"t the cinerna can lJlay in moclern civilization.-Eclitor.

megaphones the places of interest
as they pass; here" the home of one
of the most famous moving-picture
Stars"; and there "one of the
largest studios." All these daily
events happening until one who
N no place in the world is the lives in this atmosphere of "makemoving picture industry as in- believe" begins to feel that he, too,
sistently forced upon the minds of lives and moves and has his phythe people who constitute its com- sical being in "Movieland" -with
munity as it is in Hollywood. Sur- its shadow pictures of life, and a
rounded by studios on every side, true sense of proportion and the
with some in the very heart of this real value of this great industry is
cent er ; the "Stars" as well as the lost.
, , extras" of the films daily walking
The laws of life which govern
our streets in costume and screen man are great impersonal forces
make-up as they go at the noon which can be used constructively or
hour for their luncheons; the traffic destructively as man wills; thus the
heJd up often on one of our princi- greatest blessing may be turned
pal boulevards or business streets into the greatest curse. The wire
while the camera-man grinds out which carri es the electric power and
many feet of film in taking a "street light into the home, may also bescene" for some picture soon to be come an instrument of death as
produced, the announcers on the well.
many sight-seeing busses calling out
One of the greatest blessings to
in ponderous tones through their humanity in this enlightened age is

"' Art is worship. The clrama is
~~tmost i1nportance. It has
been a great ecl~~cational power in
the past; it will be so again."
- ' Abcl~t'l-Ba7ui

of the

I
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the moving picture. If it be true
that "the pen is mightier than the
sword," then it is also true that
the moving picture is mightier than
the pen. Through this marvelous
invention humanity at large is being educated along all lines. Pichues are the universal language of
the world which every race and nation can understand.
As the power of the cinema for
constructive enlightenment is unlimited, so in the same ratio is its
power of demoralization. God has
placed in the hands of man through
this channel a means of universal
g'ood, or the opposite. It is in reality
a sacred trust. It is a missionary of
the gospel of light, or enlightenment, and should be held to its high
calling.
,Vhat one sees is recorded upon
the records of memory much
longer than what one hears, and
the psychological effect is far more
lasting; because of this the responsibility of a Producer of moving
pictures is doubly great.
Suggesting that the motion picture could be a mighty factor in
helping to establish arms limitation and eventually universal peace,
vVatterson R. Rothacker, head of
the Rothacker enterprise, sometime
ago in an open letter to American
Picture Directors wrote in part:
"From an American statesman
has come a proposal which may
mean the starting point of \ty orld
Peace. From an American Motion
Picture Director can there not come
a picture which will make vVorld
Peace a fact ~
"Diploma ts alone cannot bring
a bout nniversal peace, because
there ~will always be certain interests capal)le of th~warting diplo-

mats. Only the peoples of the vvorld
can limit the size and uses of armed
forces. vVar will be ended only
Ivhen the people acting collectively
demand it.
, 'Is there not an American Director who speaking the universal
language of motion pichues, can
sell the people of the earth the idea
of world peace? No mere propaganda picture will do it. It will
have to be a bigger picture than
any made thus far. But the man
who succeeds in making such a pichue ~will go down in history as one
of the immortals."
The moving pichue industry is
in need of a Joshua who will arise
with a vision clear enough, moral
courage strong enough, and willingness to sacrifice the commercial interest for the good of humanity
great enough, to lead those connected with it out of the wilderness
of the sensual and material, into
the "promised-land" of the Good,
the True and the Beautiful.
The public, in a great measure,
has grown weary of feeding upon
husks, it wants that which ~will not
only entertain and relax, but will
feed its spiritual hunger as well,
that which will elevate and inspire
to nobler thoughts and deeds.
As the motion picture is the chief
weapon of warfare against ignorance and superstition, so is it the
chief exemplar of that which is
highest and best in the na hue of
man.
vVe hear so often,-"but the public demands that we give it, by way
of photoplays, that which deals
v,'ith the sensual, the nude, the sensational and the morbid, and we are
but the servants of the public,' , as haying 1)(,8ll sh\ ted by some of
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our producers and distributors of
s11ch creations. This may be true
of a small percentage of the public,
but not so of the majority who often remain away from the motion
picture theatres because of the
general class of pictures exhibited.
·What if there are those "who demand" the above mentioned class,
does the Government lower its
standards of temperance, because
there are those who still demand
liquor and narcotics ~
The intemperance of low passions, animal lust and seduction,
and the narcotic of sensual luxury
which are introduced into many of
the so called" great photoplays" of
the day are equally deadly and destructive to the moral nature of
man. Raise the standard of IJictures and the best of our American people will attend the theatres
and in time the others will be educated up to this higher, purer,
ideal.
It is true that here and there appears a worth while picture, soul
refreshing as well as entertaining,
\yhich flashes as a brilliant star
upon the horizon of the night of the
commonplace. There are comedies
which are as wholesome as the
breath of a June day. But the majority of photoplays are either
"fiat, stale and unprofitable," or
unfit for our young girls and boys
to see.
Again if it is true that the purpose of many unwholesome pictures is to "point a moral," the end
does not justify the means. It is
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like writing the wrong way of doing
an example upon the black-board
to impress upon the mind of a student that "this is the way you must
not do it. Mental confusion is the
general outcome of such a method.
As Carnegie donated vast sums
of money to establish libraries in
America to further education, is
there not some one with the same
noble ideals in this Great America
who will through endowment produce picture libraries for international use ~ Truly the one so inspired will be a universal benefactor. If a small part of the money
spent for war, and implements of
war, could be invested in this way,
the peoples of the earth would
"learn war no more" for the ideals
and benefits of peace would be visualized and better understood by
all nations.
Greater than educational institutes, greater than lectures or sermons today is the motion picture,
for its influence is universal and its
message encircles the world.
Perhaps it is fear of commercial
loss that is clogging the wheels of
progress in this great industry at
the present time, therefore the
, , Joshua" needed must dare to take
the initiative and holding fast to
the yision, press forward to higher
and nobler things.
Truly the Producer or Director ,
who can accomplish this, will, as
'\Vatterson Rothacker has foretolcl-" go down in history as one
of the immortals."
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MYSTICISM
LOULIE MATHEWS
This is the first of Co seTies of @,ticles on Nlysticism by one who has made L& 1JrOfound study of this subject. The se1'ies will dwell 1Ja?'ticulcwly on Jewish 1nysticis'ln,
Co field relcotively unknown to even those interested in the general subject of religion.
The w1'ite1' deals with the subject as a the1Jw to give inSlyiTCction rathe1' than a 1JLe1'e
historical treatment,-Eclitor.

definition of mystiT, HEcismsimplest
is union of the soul with
God. The door through which the
soul passes to this type of union is
contemplation; and the condition,
ecstatic love. (A state of being in
love with the Absolute). The genius of the mystic consists in being
able to penetrate through the outer
to tlle illl18T COllSciol1S118ss,-\ve
might almost say in a remembrance
of the CreatoT. That remembrance
to which Baha 'u 'llah referred in
the Hidden VV oTCls : "0 My Friends,
have you forgotten that true, bright
morn when ye were all in My Presence on that blessed plain, under the
shadow of the Tree of Life ~" The
visions of the mystics clothed in
symbols of this plain recall this
primal experience.
To the mystic, love is the melting
and fusing of the personal will into
the IV-ill of God. ' 'He is only
thoroughly nailual, thoroughly
alive, when obeying its voice. For
him it is the source of joy, the secret
of the universe, the vivifying principle underlying all things."
The invitation of the mystic life
is to come and see; the promise of
the mystic life is the attainment of
a vision of glory.
The mystic state of contemplation
is not, as the -word suggests, passivity. Over and over again, the
great mystics describe their visions
in terms of actjvit~T. Their favorite

symbols for this state of being are
action, battle, search and pilgrimage. In describing a certain vision,
St. John of the Cross says, "I ""vent,
none seeing me, forth from my
house, ""vhen all things were quiet."
St. Mathilde writes, "I saw the vision with the eyes of my soul, I heard
it with the ears of my spirit, and
what I set down was seen, heard,
and experienced in every limb."
One of the great values of mysticism is that it lies outside the
realms of controversy. All Mystics,
whether they be Hindoo, Jew,
Christian, or Muslim describe the
same vision, the same love, the same
light and radiance associated with
their approach to God. My stoics
soar above theology, and from their
writings, except for the symbols
used, it would be impossible to determine under which Prophet they
llad been reared. "Come clown
quickly," says the Incomprehensible Godhead to the soul that had
struggled to the topmost branches
of the theological tree. "Come
down, for I would dwell with thee."
In this swift descent demanded by
God, love leads the intellect down
and away from all it has learned
since it left the throne of God.
A Muslim saint, J elu, exclaims,
"Love alone can make that which
is heavy light, and bears evenly
that Ivhich is uneven." And St.
Franc-is says, "Love being born of
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God, is alone joyOUS." Love in this
sense loses all self-consciousness,
it gives all but is unaware of its
giving, asks no reward save the
Giver of Gifts, is not satisfied with
the attributes of the Beloved, but
is ever searching for the Beloved
Himself.
Baha 'u '11ah says, in "The Seven
Valleys' '-" The true lover knows
neither knowledge nor ignorance,
neither doubt nor certainty, neither
does he recognize the morn of guidance nor the eve of error."
There is in the words of all mystics, an intensity, a positivity, a virility which appears paradoxical
when one realizes that their action
takes place behind the door of contemplation. When St. John says
that he went forth from his house
"no one seeing" him, he was pro bably sitting in his choir stall surrounded by the brothers of his community. We may, therefore, infer
that on the other side of passivity
and contemplation lies a type of
activity with which we are not
familiar, one belonging to the soul
and functioning independently of
the mind as well as of the body.
The difference between magic and
mysticism is not easily distinguishable. There is, however, one infallible rule concerning them: Magic
,vills to obtain, mysticism wills to
give. Through all ages man has
struggled for the possession of occult knowledge.
The Prophets
point out the way to wrest secrets
from the universe. Christ says to
seek first the Kingdom of Heaven,
and all else will be added. And
'Abdu'l-Baha says, in The Ilht?nincd'i, "If the faculty of meditation
is bathed in the Inner Light and
characterized with divine attrib-
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utes, the results will be confirmed."
Bar Jesus was able to perform
all the miracles of the Christian
apostles, but when Paul, filled with
the divine spirit, began to heal, Bar
Jesus was stricken blind and withered away. This example is symbolic of the temporary quality of
the personal will, as against the
eternal quality of the Divine Will.
Magicians are usually deeply
rooted in ritual, in high authority,
and like to be considered the origin
of the miraculous; the people of
God are exactly the reverse. One
cannot imagine St. Francis taking
any part in an Inquisition. His inner urge was to praise God, and if
man would not join with him, unperturbed, he would invite the
beasts, and, if the forest was bare,
he would address the birds. In like
manner, a story is told of a Sufi
mystic who owned but a single
needle with which to repair his
clothes. One day while crossing a
narrow foot-bridge, it dropped from
his mantle. The saint accepted its
loss, believing that henceforth it
was better for him to mend his
clothes without a needle. While he
was engaged in praising God for
bringing about this sacrifice, he
perceived an immense commotion
in the river and saw a thousand
shining scales hurrying towards
the bank, bearing the needle on their
backs.
The mystic experience is not without creative expression. 'Abdu '1Baha says: ' 'This faculty brings
forth the sciences and arts from
the iuvisible plane."
Evelyn Underhill, in her book
Mysticism, says: "Symbol- the
clothing which the spiritual borrows
from the material plane-is a form
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of artistic expression. That is to the higher worlds. We are, theresay, it is not literal but suggestive: fore, not surprised to discover that
though the artist who uses it may J mvish Mysticism came into being
sometimes lose sight of this dis- after Christ had walked the earth.
tinction. ' ,
From then until the end of the 14th
Mystics have appeared from time Century, the Rabbinical writings
to time throughout the ages, but an were set down and a school of mysintensive interpretation of the in- ticism was held in secret, guarded
ner truths follo,vs the Messenger with such jealous care that it ,vas
of God. The Prophet leaves ajar not until the end of the 17th Centhe door of prayer and contempla- tury that these writings became
tion which connects this plane with known to European Christians.

t

ABDUtL-BAHA IN AMERICA
DR. ZIA BAGDADI

From the account of 'Abdu'l-Baha's daily cictivities and words while in AmeTica,
furnished us by D'r. Zia Bagdadi, we have he1"e taken some of the most significant
pctssages, f01" the most part never befoj'e 1Jublished. Noteworthy in this numbe1' 18
Ct teaching on the solution of the economic 1JToblel11.-EcUtojo.

who is interested in the econH Eomic
problem and its future
solution, let him study the following from a Tablet (or letter) written by 'Abdu'l-Baha to Mrs. A. S.
Parsons, of W-ashington, D. C.
"The solution of the economic
problem should begin with the
farmer and then all other classes.
For the number of farmers compared with other classes is more
than double. Therefore, it is only
proper to begin ,vith the farmer
,yho is the first real worker in society.
"A group of efficient people or a
committee should be elected and the
whole village be under its management. Also, a general Storehouse
should be established, and a secretary appointed. At the time of
harvest, a certain percentage of all
crops must be given to the general

storehouse, under the supervision
of the committee. This storehouse
should have seven revenues or incomes: (1) Income taxes. (2) Taxes
on animals. (3) Property or anything left without an heir. (4) Lost
and found, that is, things found and
unclaimed. (5) One third of all
treasures or things dug out and excavated from the earth, must go to
this Storehouse. (6) One third of
all the mines must go to the StOTehouse. (7) Voluntary contributions.
"In shOTt, the Storehouse should
also have seven expenses, as fol10\vs: (1) An appropriation to pa3C
the expenses of the Storehouse itself, and fOT public health. (2) To
pay one tenth of the storehouse income as government taxes. (3) For
government taxes on animals. (4)
A home for the orphans. (5) a
home for the aged. (6) Schools.
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(7) For the support of the poor.

, 'As to the first, the income tax
must be collected in the following
manner, for example: When all the
income of a person amounts to
$500.00 and his necessary expenses
amount to $500.00, he should be
exempt from paying taxes. Another
person whose expenses amount to
$500.00, but his income is $1,000.00,
should pay one tenth of his income
for taxes, because he has more than
}l€ needs for his living and can afford to pay one tenth of his income
·without trouble. Another person
whose expenses are $1,000.00 and
his income, $5,000.00, should give
one and a half tenths of his income,
because he has more than he needs.
Another person whose necessary expenses are $1,000.00, and his income is $10,000.00, should give twotenths, because he also has more
than what he needs. Another person whose expenses are $4,000.00
or $5,000.00 and his income is $100,000.00, should give one-fourth.
Another person, whose income is
$200.00, and his actual needs,
just to exist on, amount to $500.00,
who does his best in his work, but
has had poor luck with his crops,
such a person should receive help
from the storehouse, that he may
not starve, but have a decent living."
, 'In every village the necessary
means of support for all the orphans
must be appropriated from the
storehouse. Also for the aged, the
helpless, the umemployed, education, public health-for all these,
appropriations must be made from
the storehouse."
"In case there is a surplus (in a
storehouse) it should be turned
over to the National Treasury for
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national expenditures."
, 'By adopting such a system,
every individual in society would
live in the utmost comfort and happiness. The different degrees would
remain secure and undisturbed.
Because the difference in degrees
are of the essential requirement for
society. Society is like unto an
army. For an army, a marshal is
needed, a General is needed, a Commander is needed, a Captain is
needed, and a private soldier is
needed. It is impossible to have
them all of one rank. The preservation of different ranks or degrees
is necessary. But every private
soldier must live in the utmost ease
and comfort. Likewise, for every
city, a judge is needed, a merchant
is needed, the wealthy is needed, a
tradesman is needed, a farmer is
needed, etc. No doubt, these different ranks must be preserved, or
else, the general law and order will
be 11pset."
QUESTION:
"Will the ancient
glory of the East ever return ~ , ,
'Abdu'l-Baha: "The East will be
better. How many great souls came
to the world; how many of the
wealthy; what kings sat on the
thrones of honor and glory; what
charming people were the models
in the world's pleasure circle!
VVha t was their end f All their
glory, life, pleasure and vigor, have
perished. But the song of the
beauty of J oseph is still conquering
the world, and the glory of the disciples is still enduring, and their
hard labor is the cause of eternal
life. "

"What is your opinion
about the New Messiah of the
Theosophists ~"
QUESTION:
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'Abdu 'l-Baha: "The Theosophists
are educating a child in European
schools, that he may become the
Promised One (Messiah) of all nations. What thoughtlessness this
is! God 1n~tst choose the Promised
One, not the creatures. A lamp
lighted by the creatures, 'will be extinguished; but the Lamp of God
is ever shining. He who is educated
by the creatures, will always be dependent upon the creatures. How
can he bestow everlasting wealth ~
It is just as if a person wishes to
make a sun out of a lamp, oil and
wick. "
ON July 18th, 1912, 'Abdu'l-Baha
hinted that soon He expected to
leave the city of Ne"v York, and
from that moment, many of the believers wept as they felt the sting
of His separation. Later, referring
to the great spiritual souls who
would appear among the believers,
He said, "My health and the heaps
of ,vork are my obstacles, otherwise
it could be possible to inspire certain extraordinary souls from
amongst the friends, and not until
such souls are developed can the
original aim be achieved. At present, some have acquired zeal and
capacity. But those who would be
chosen, are other 1Jersons. JYlulla
Hassan and Abdu'l-llatif were sent
by the Mujtahid (Persian High
Priest) to Baha'u-llah in Mazindaran. As they saw Baha 'u 'llah,
their souls became so inspired and
vivified, that night and day, they
did not have any rest for one moment, after suffering bitter persecution and ordeals, Mulla Abdu'lllatif gave his life in the field of
sacrifice, and ascended to the Abha
Kingdom. Likewise, Sheikh Hindi

who was sightless, after meeting
Baha 'u 'llah in Mazindaran, spent
the 'whole night singing until morning. Such souls in the Cause of
God must be of the elect. Such
souls are qualified to be in the field
of service and self-sacrifice."
ON August 20, 1912, Mr. F. 1101'tens en of Chicago, formerly of Minneapolis and Montana arrived at
Green Acre. Not having money to
buy his railroad ticket, Mr. Mortensen chose to ride on the bumpers, between the wheels under the
cars of the train, flirting with death,
from Minneapolis to Green Acre.
He mingled with the friends, and
not a soul knew anything about
him. But 'Abdu'l-Baha picked him
out at once and with utmost kindness, He said to him, ' 'You are my
guest here." He kept him a few
days am1 gave him money to go
home happily. The outside world
will never know how generous
'Abdu'l-Baha was. Suffice it to say
that every day of His life, whether
in poverty-stricken Palestine, or in
hubulent Syria and Egypt: in
European countries or in rich
America,-'Abdu'l-Baha was e\'~er
ready to give a helping hand to any
one \vho went to Him for help. For
one of His titles vvas, "the Father
and Friend of the Poor. " Just
imagine! Now comes a poor pilgrim
who has to return to Persia or some
other country, who has no money.
Then there is the sick and the helpThere comes the student
less.
seeking money for education. Here
is a friend out of work, and there is
another under a heavy debt. In
short: He "yas the helper of all;
and in order to do that, how many
days would He deprive Himself
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from even the necessary food and
comfort, that other sufferers be relieved. Yes, He would even give
away his garments to men who
needed clothing. Moreover, God
only knows, how many innocent
prisoners were made free by Him.
How many sons were returned to
their lonely mothers after they were
drafted for duty in Turkish battles. How many stolen properties
were recovered and given back to
their owners. How many have lived
a happy life, and how many are
still enjoying the blessings of His
inexhaustible bounty. And all this
was only a part of 'Abdu'l-Baha's
work in this world.
SPEAKING of man's heedlessness,
'Abdu '1- Balul said, "As long as the
Divine Manifestations are among
the creatures, the people do not appreciate them. They curse and insult them. But after their departure, they worship them, and many
of the people, like these who are
now camping outside of Green
Acre, would live a solitary life.
Even they persecuted Columbus
and some of the ancient doctors
and philosophers, as Socrates; but
later, they began to glory in their
praise. "
A MINISTER from Portsmouth:
"The fanatics are persecuting me
because I write and preach on your
teachings.' ,
Abdu'l-Baha: "In every affair,
firmness brings forth good results."
A LADY: "I am unhappy today.
I am not contented with myself."
Abdu '1- Baha: "This is the sign
of progress. He who is contented
with himself is a manifestation of
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Satan, and, he who is not contented
with himself, is a manifestation of
the Merciful One. He who worships
himself (selfish) can never progress, but he who finds faults in
himself will try to perfect himself
and will progress. If a person has
one thousand good qualities, he
must pay no attention to them, nay,
rather he must try to find his o\vn
faults. For example: If a person
owns a building, properly decorated
and strongly built, but if there is a
crack in one of its walls or ceiling,
undoubtedly he must forget everything else and start to repair the
crack. Moreover, absolute perfection is not possible for man. Therefore, no matter how much he progresses, still he remains imperfect
and there is a higher degree of perfection than his. And whenever he
looks at that higher degree, he cannot be contented with himself. That
was why when someone called His
Holiness Christ, 'Good Master I' He
replied, 'There is only One Good,
that is God'." The lady, "I always
speak on unity and the brotherhood
of man. I am very happy to see
you in this country and hear these
wonderful teachings. I am going
west to spread this message. ' ,
'Abdu'l-Baha: ""Ve must strive
that hatred and opposition may pass
away, and the souls may become
free from the chains of superstitions. You must serve in this path
and be the cause of unity of mankind.' ,
ON August 23, 1912, on his way
to MaIden, Abdu'l-Baha stopped at
the home of Miss Farmer to say
good-bye. Many of the friends
were present and it was a sael, sad
hour. The most eloquent tongue
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and the pen of the world's best given in the Western calendar, are
writer can never and will never be one day off, and should have been
able to describe how happy the true as follows;
'Abdn'l-Baha arrived in Philabeliever was on meeting ,Abdu '1delphia
on the afternoon of SaturBaha, and, how sad he became on
day, June 8th, 1912. He spoke in
leaving Him. That is why whentwo prominent churches, the BalJever the hour of separation was at tist Temple and the Spring Garden
hand, you could see the eyes Unitarian Church on Sunday, June
streaming with tears. ' 'We have 9th, and He spoke at the home of
finished our work here," said He. the Revells' on Monday, June 10th
"\Ve have planted a seed. Souls and left for New York in the afterhave become very much attracted noon of June 10th, 1912.
'Abdu'l-Baha was so pleased with
and uplifted. Everyday I used to
the
friends and the people, enjoyed
SGe presents, such as flowers, fruit,
the
hospitality
of the Revell family
honey and candy, sent here by una t their home and everything was
known friends. This was an eviso lovely that He Himself testified
dence of their sincerity and whole- in Ivritiilg in the following Tablet
heal'ted faith."
to M. Hippolyte Dreyfus-Barney of
Paris, France, June 10, 1912, how
wonderful were the Abha confirmations while He was in Philadelphia:
AN EXPLANATION
, '0 thou kind friend! Due to
\YE WISH TO mention here in rean invitation extended by two
gard to the 'unfortunate event' reministers and the plea of the
ferred to in the article" 'Abdu'lfriends of God, I went to PhilaBalla in America" by Dr. Zia Bagdelphia for a few days. Two
splendid meetings were held at
dac1i, 'Vvhich appeared in the October
two churches and according to
1928 Star of the IvVest, as occurring
my incapacity I spoke. But
in Philadelphia,-that this event
the confirmations of the King,yas in no way connected with
dom of ABHA were all-en'Abdu'l-Baha's association and
compassing
and evident like
contact with the people of Philaunto
the
sun.
Though we are
delphia, but occurred in His own
poor,
yet
He
is
the Possessor
entourage. His visit to Philadelof
IvVeaIth.
In
short,
the blesphia was most happy in every resed verse ( of Baha 'u 'nah)
slJect as regards His reception and
'And we shall make victorious
experience in that city.
whosoever arises to serve Mv
The dates given for the visit of
Cause with the armies of th~
'Abdn '1- Baha to Philadelnhia in
Supreme Concourse and a conthe October Star of the ,Vest were
tingent of near angels,' has
in error owing to an incompatibilbecome clear and manifest ... "
ity in the translation of the Ori*'
ental calendar in which the Diary
of ilIirza Mahmood, who wrote the (For details of 'Abdu'l-Baha's yisit
official account of 'Abdn'l-Baha,'s to Philadelphia, we would refer the
visit to America, was recorded. readers to the Star of the IvVest of
Upon investigation we find that the June 24, 1914, and also July 13,
da tes throughout this article as 1914).
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THE BROADENING SOCIAL
CONSCIOUSNESS
STANWOOD COBB
"Emotion as the Basis of Civilization," by J. H. Denison. New York-Chcwles
Scribners Sons,-$5.00. A brief ?"eview of this r6ma1'kable new book in which the
author shows how human natu1'e has been changed repeatedly and in the nwst astounding ways in a few generations by the steadfast application of an 61notional cultu?'e.

NE of the most stimulating disOcussions
of civilization that has
recently appeared is the volume,
"Emotion as the Basis of Civilization," in which the author presents
at great length his proofs of a
truth which is already thoroughly
understood by the Baha'i world,
namely, that religion is the greatest
factor of unity and of civilization.
Dealing with the ancient religions, he says: "In nearly all cases
where a great civilization has been
built up, it has been because a religion of this kind was developed
which acted as a unifying emotional
culture. In early days the chief
function of religion was exactly
this. It was the emotional culture
by which the government maintained its authority and the sense
of unity among the people. "
The stabilizing of Asiatic civilizations has been due to their patriarchal nature, the unity derived
from obedience of every individual
to some patriarchal head possessed
of absolute authority and treated
with respect and implicit obedience.
Thus on the human plane the social
and political organization of man
corresponded with his religious belief in an absolute power which he
must obey.
Such has been the ancient world.
But today in advanced countries all
this has disappeared. Absolutism
-both in religion and in human organization-has given way to com-

parative freedom of thought and
action. The patriarchal organi,>;ation of the family exists no 111ore.
Each individual is a law unto himself as far as the family group is
concerned.
In this bewildering modern world
of liberties running to license, of
extreme individualism, and of untrammeled thought-life, where is
the force that can bind men together
into social and political unities
strongly cohesive as in the past, or
into that even broader and more
vital inter-relation needed to meet
Twentieth Century needs ~ Is there
possibility of an emotional force
which shall bring all mankind together in a world brotherhood and
world unity~
Such is the problem which Mr.
Denison presents to us in his extraordinary thoughtful and stimulating volume. At one stage of the development of his idea, he IJoints
out how near Islam came to meeting this need-nearer than Christianity in fact-to unifing the whole
world in an emotional and spiritual
democracy. Nothing short of the
dynamic power of a great religion
could, it is apparent, have welded
together so many tribes, nations
and races of heterogeneous culhue.
"All historians declare that the
amazing success of Islam in dominating the world lay in the astounding coherence or sense of unity in
the group, but they do not eXl;lain
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hmr this miracle was worked."
Our author explains it himself,
huwever, as a miracle due to a
spiritual force of unification. It
was the aim of Islam to create a
unhTersal brotllerhood composed of
all men of every race who would
accept the one God, and promise
loyalty to His Prophet.
"~Iuhammadanism
performed
the incredible feat of gathering
up the broken fragments of a disintegrating "vorld, and of combining
them into a civilization that endured
for a thousand years. It did this
by means of a new type of unification \"hich the genius of Muhammad
had created, and which was exactly
adapted to the needs of the age."
Islam was democratic and universal as far as its membership was
concerned. Its limitation as regaTels a permanent "yorld civilization appeared later in the patriarchal form which gradually took
possession of it, an overwhelming
authority which reduced private
opinion to the point of stagnation.
Christianity meanwhile was cast·ing off its fetters, creating a religioll 'rvhich was democratic in its
freedom of thought.
The fundamental principle of
eal'l~- Christianity, that brotherly
love is the basis of the Kingdom
of God, is now generally accepted.
The Christian ideal, says the author, llever fails to appeal when it is
IJrOperly presented. These principles are found in other religious
systems also. What the world needs
is an increase of this brotherly feel'in!).

The author in concluding paints
in golden colors a picture of what
humanity might be were it to practice harmonious co-operation and
unity, not only between individuals
but betlveen groups and nations,-

unity in freedom, and freedom bending its needs to unity.
"It must be in this way that the
ultimate perfect harmony or liberty in unity will be worked out,each individual free yet working in
co-operation with others, each
group and class free to pursue its
own ends and yet aiding in the
progress of the nation; each nation
developing a civilization of its own,
yet contributing to bring all mankind to greater knowledge and happiness. Just as in a great orchestra each individual plays his own
part and each group has its score,
and yet each blends with the rest to
produce a harmony whose beauty
and power transcend the utmost
achievement of a single man, so the
democratic liberty in unity should
work out a harmony of its own, in
"vhich every kind of human labor,
every social class, every art and
philosophy, every race and nation
\,yill bear its part, with no other restraint than the joy of co-opeTation. "
"Sometimes in the right mood
one seems to catch the echo of it,
that stupendous harmony proch,ced
from all the multitudinous sounds
of human life blended in one vast
orchestra. "
This great vision, which has come
from the realm of the Architypal,
is nothing short of the vision of the
Kingdom, the brotherhood of man,
for which all Baha'is are striving,
and the hope of which is the daily
inspiTation of their activities.
And so convincingly does the
author trace the pen of history, that
the reader of ' 'Emotion as the
Basis of Civilization" will see no
solution for the problems of llUmanity save that of a world civiliza hon based upon the unifying
pOIyer of a great world religion.

J.
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"The happiness, honor and peace of man do not consist in personal wealth, but on the contrary in sublimity of
soul, nobility of resolution, extension of education and in
the solution of the problem of life .... "-'.Abclu 'l-Baha.
MAN only realize that the
COULD
sources of joy or of sorrow, of
good fortune or of bad, exist within himself, he would direct his exertions where they would do the most
good,-namely, toward the perfecting of his inner self.
The appeal of the moralist for
individual righteousness would be
magnified in force, could it be
clearly demonstrated that the way
of righteousness is the only way to
peace and to prosperity.
We do not by this mean prosperity in the material and worldly
sense. Real prosperity is something
larger, more comprehensive, more
cosmic. It is wealth of soul. "The
ha ppiness and honor of man do not
consist in personal wealth, but on
the contrary in sublimity of souL"
This spiritual wealth is neither
synonymous with, nor incompatible
with, material wealth. These two
kinds of wealth may be co-existent
in the same individual life, or they
may not. A St. Francis of Assisi
has wealth beyond the dreams of
avarice; and an Abraham Lincoln
out-pinnacles the glittering golden
heights of billionairedom.
It is easy to see what of wealth
is real, when we try to conceive of
what of our acquisitions here can
be carried over into the next life.
355

Not money, that is clear! Nor
great estates! Nor men's applause!
SWEDENBORG, who has explored
more fully than most mortals the
arcana of the beyond-world, assures
us that many men who on earth
llave been renowned for their philantluopic deeds are in little position of honor over there-for the
reason that their motives were in
reality egoistic rather than altruistic. Their acts were done for men's
attention, and their rewards were
granted on the same superficial
plane. What they sought, that
they achieved,-worldly applause
and fame. Not carrying over to the
spiritual world" sublimity of soul,"
they could not, however, expect to
rank among the great ones there.
Oonversely, many a person whose
life has remained insignificant upon
earth, is able to carry into the celestial realms a great amount of
wealth, and to take rank there as a
character of greatness.
WHEN WE reflect upon the nature
and conditions of the life beyond,
we are able to get a clearer and
truer sense of values. We can perceive, ·with a fair degree of accurate determination, what are the intrinsic things in a life upon the
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plane of the spirit. We can visualize the misfortunes and sorrows
which must befall there the life of
a soul passing over filled with selfishness and void of spiritual radiance.
The universal laws of spirit make
it as clear as a geometric demonstration that those souls who go to
the Great Beyond empty of all
spiritual wealth will have there
neither prosperity nor happinessuntil by dint of spiritual training
and unfoldment they begin to acquire wealth of the spirit.
These things are apparent to all
who meditate on the true nature of
existence. And these truths of
spiritual existence are moreover
verified in the utterances of the
1lanifestations, who speak as They
who know.
SPECULATION concerning the nature of the future life is of little
avail, however, unless it can help
to clarify, inspire, and guide the activities of our earthly life. It is
here and now that we want to live
rightly and wisely. A concept of
tremendous importance to our present life is the realization that the
same sz)irit~tal taws that operate in
the Kingdom of Heaven operate
here on earth.
"Verily, in the souls of men lieth
their only glory," says Baha 'u 'llah.
vVha t does this mean ~ It means
that all that comes to us in life is
in reality a reflection of our soul
powers. For there is in truth nothing extraneous to the soul. Environment-physical, social, and
economic-is not an accident that
befalls the soul in its journey
through existence, but is Tather a
creation and manifestation of the
soul.

It is the soul that is causal, not
the matter that surrounds it and
that serves only to give it expression. Thus the secret of true wealth
and prosperity is to be found within
the soul of man,and nowhere else.
From within outward is the universal law. From the heart, said
Ohrist, proceed all the issues of
life.

IF WE WOULD build for prosperity, we must build from within, perfecting the qualities and powers of
the soul. When we have achieved
"nobility of resolution, extension of
education, and sublimity of soul,"
then we have achieved wealth, and
prosperity as its essential corollary.
But what do we mean by prosperity~ It is evident, if we reflect
a bit, that true prosperity lies not
in the mere accumulation of money,
in the achievement of power and
domination over others, nor in the
dizzy applause of the multitudes.
Many men have achieved these
things whose lives we would by no
means call prosperous. Indeed,
some of the most unfortunate people in the world are living in the
midst of an abundance of worldly
goods, of power, and of adulation.
No, prosperity does not lie in
goods acquired, nor in anything
gathered from the outer material
world to enlarge and satisfy the
self.
Prosperity I would define as S~lC
cessful living-that which 'Abdu'lBaha calls "the solution of the problem of life."
The successful man is the man
who rules his environment in such
a way as to create around himself
an atmosphere of harmony and
love; who has the will-power to
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exert his full energies in honest and
worth-while work, and the wisdom
to so train and direct his abilities
as to secure full frnitage therefrom;
and who so manages his ways of
living with frugality and temperate
habits that he finds ever at hand a
sufficiency of the basic needs of life.
The socio-economic organization
of the Baha'i State insures a sufficiency of the basic needs of life to
all those ,yhose honest efforts do
not, for one reason or another, suffice to earn the necessary competence. Thus a modest living is
guaranteed to all human beings,
abolishing' those 1'isks of poverty
which sickness, inability or unemployment introduce into the effort
of achieving a successful livelihood.
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Thus it is apparent that a prosperous, successful life can be lived
in the peasant's hut, in the humble
sta tion of the artisan, in the ranks
of the professional class, or in the
mart where big business creates
and dispenses its wealth of needed
goods.
All classes of men, and each inclividual, may thus achieve prosperity. There are no limitations here,
save what we set upon ourselves.
No one is handicapped save by his
or her own spiritual disabilities,
which can be overcome by willpower, prayer, and the help of God.
All ,yays are open to the feet of
men, and golden peaks of glory
await every soul who sincerely
strives.

THE SPRING SEASON
'Abdu'l-Bahri, in 1ncmy of His writings, draws c~ wonderful analogy between the
j)/[cteTicd sec~son of spring and the sly urituCiI sp?·ingtime. vVe have gathered only c,
hm' of these il1~1J01·tcmt teackings fo}' the c01l1jJ'ilcdion which follows.-Edit01·.

P:a1usE BE TO GOD! The Springtime of God is at hand. This centUTY is verily the spring season.
The wodd of mind and kingdom of
soul have become fresh and verdant
b:- its bestov;rals. It has resuscitated
the 'Nhole realm of existence. On
Olle hand the lights of reality are
shining; on the other the clouds of
diyille mercy are pouring down tlle
fullness of heavenly bounty. 'vVond,erfnl material progress is evident
and great spiritual disco\-eries aTe
being made. Truly this can be called
the miracle of centuries for it is
replete with manifestations of the
mirEculous. The time has come
\\-h8n all mankind shall be united,
all races shall be loyal to one
fatlleTland, all religions become one

religion, and racial and religious
bias pass away. It is a da:y in which
the oneness of mankind shall uplift
its standard, and international
peace like the true morning flood
the ,vorld with its light. (Pro. of
U.P., p. 148).
THE REALM of the Kingdom is
a unit. The only difference lies in
this: that ,vhen the season of spring
da,vnGth, El new and ,vonderful motion and Tejuvena tion is witnessed
in all the existing things; the mountains and meadows aTe revived; the
trees find freshness and delicacy
and aTe clothed with racliallt and
bright leaves, blossoms and fruits.
In like maner the preceding IYlanifestations form an inseparable link
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with the subsequent dispensations;
nay, rather they are identical V\r1.th
each other. Since the world is constantly developing itself, the rays
become stronger, the outpouring
becometh greater and the sun appeareth in the meridian orbit. (Tablets, Vol. 3, p., 537).
WHEN SPRING comes there is a
divine wisdom in its appearance.
God has a special object in renewing the earth with its bounty. ]-'01'
the dead earth is again made to
blossom so that the life of plants
and flowers may continue and be
reproduced. The trees put forth
their leaves and are able to bear all
kinds of delicious fruits. All the
birds and animals, everything with
soul-life is rejoiced and rejuvenated
in the coming of spring. If this
does not come to pass, it is not
spring; it may be autumn. But it
is possible that spring may come
and yet a tree rooted in bad ground
will be deprived of its vivifying
powers. Or a fruitless tree may not
bear, although the warm sun and
vernal shower are descending upon
it.
So likewise an evil soul may derive no benefit, produce no fruit
from the coming of a Manifestation
of God. The divine springtime
which brings forth spiritual flowers in other souls fails to beautify
the soul that is evil. In general,
however, just as everything is vivified, refreshed and renewed bv the
bounty of the literal spring', so
every soul receives some degree of
illumination and growth from the
Manifestation when He comes. He
is the Divine Spring which comes
after the long \,r1.l1ter of death and
inaction. The wisdom of God is

seen in His coming. He adorns the
soul of man with new life, divine
attributes and higher spiritual
qualities. By this the soul is enlightened, illumined. That which is
dark, gloomy and forbidding becomes light, hopeful and productive
of new growth. So in the Divine
Springtime the blind receive sight,
the deaf are made to hear, the dumb
speak, the timid become courageous
and the heedless awaken to new
realizations. In short they have become the image of that which God
planned them to be and which the
heavenly books promised shall be
the true station of man. This is the
power, purpose and virtue of the
Heavenly Spring. (Ten Days in
the Light of 'Akka, p. 57).
THE DIVINE RELIGIONS are like
the progression of the seasons of
the year. When the earth becomes
dead and desolate, and because of
frost and cold no trace of vanished
spring remains, again the springtime dawns and clothes everything
with a new garment of life. The
meadows become fresh and green,
the trees are adorned with verdure
and fruits appear upon them. Then
later winter comes again and all the
traces of spring disappear. This is
the continuous cycle of the seasons
-spring-winter, then the return
of spring; but though the calendar
changes and the years move forward, each springtime that comes
is the return of the springtime that
has gone; this spring is the renewal
of the former spring. Springtime
is springtime no matter when or
how often it comes.
The Divine Prophets are as the
coming of spring, each renewing
and quickening the teachings of the
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THANK YE GOD that ye have come
into the plane of existence in this
radiant century wherein the bestowals of God are appearing from all
directions, when the doors of the
kingdom have been opened unto
you, the call of God is being raised
and the virtues of the human world
are in the process of unfoldment.
The day has come when all darkness
is to be dispelled and the Sun of
TODAY His Holiness Baha 'u 'llah, Truth shall shine forth radiantly.
is the Oolective Oenter of unity for This time of the world may be likenall mankind and the splendor of ed to the equinoctial in the annual
His Light has likevvise dawned cycle, for verily this is the spring
from the East. He founded the season of God. In the holy books a
oneness of humanity in Persia. He promise is given that the springtime
established harmony and agreement of God shall make itself manifest ..
among the various peoples of re- At the time of the venIal equinox
ligious beliefs, denominations, sects in the material world a wonderful
and cults by freeing them from the vibrant energy and new life~quick
fetters of past imitations and super- ening is observed . . . the whole
stitions; leading them to the very world is born anew, resurrected.
foundation of the divine religions. Likewise the spiritual bounties and
From this foundation shines forth springtime of God quicken the
the racliance of spirituality which world of humanity with a new
is unity, the love of God, praise- animus and vivification. All the
\yorthy morals and the virtues virtues which have been deposited
of the human world. Baha'u'llah and potential in human hearts are
renewed these principles just as the being revealed from that Reality as
coming of spring refreshes the flowers and blossoms from divine
earth and confers new life upon all gardens. It is a day of joy, a time
pllellomenal beings. FOT the fresh- of happiness, a period of spiritual
lless of the former springtime had gro'ivth. (Pro. of U.P., p. 35).
\Ytmed, the vivification had ceased,
OonSIDER if a llew springtime
the life-giving breezes were no
longer 'wafting their fTagrances, failed to appear, 'iyhat would be the
effect upon this globe, the earth ~
\\~inter and the season of darkness
had come. His Holiness Baha'u'llah Undoubtedly it would become desocame to renew the life of the world late and life extinct. The earth has
with this 11e\-y and divine spring- need of an annual coming of spring.
time . . . The spiritual springtime It is necessary that a new bounty
has come. Infinite bounties and should be forthcoming. If it comes
graces have appeared. ·What be- not, life would be effaced. In the
stowal is greater than this ~ (Pro. same way the 'world of spirit needs
new life, the wodd of mindnecessiof IT.P., p. 159).
tates new animus and development,

Prophet who came before Him. Just
as all seasons of spring are essentially one as to newness of life,
vernal showers and beauty, so the
essence of the mission and accomplishment of all the Prophets is one
and the same. Now the people of
religion have lost sight of the essential reality of the spiritual
springtime. (Pro. of U.P., p. 122).
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the world of souls a new bounty, by the Prophets may be revealed.
That Reality is one.
the world of morality a reformaIt is the love of God, the progress
tion, the world of divine effulgence
ever new bestowals. 'Vere it not of the world, the oneness of humanfor this replenishment the life of ity.
That Reality is the bond which
the world would become effaced
can unite all the human race.
and extinguished.
The important factor in human
That Reality is the attainment of
improvement is the mind. In the the benefits of the most great peace,
world of the mind there must needs the discarding of warfare.
be development and improvement.
That Reality is progressiveness,
There must be re-formation in the the undertaking of the colossal tasks
kingdom of the human spirit, other- in life, the oneness of public opinion.
wise no result will be attained from
Therefore strive, 0 ye people!
betterment of the mere physical and put forth your efforts that this
structure. . . . , For the essential Reality may overcome the lesser
reality is the spirit, the foundation forces in life, that this King of
basis is the spirit, the life of man Reality may alone rule all humanis due to the spirit, the happiness, ity.
the animus, the radiance, the glory
Thus may the world of mankind
of man-all are due to the spirit; be reformed. Thus may a new
and if in the spirit no reformation springtime be ushered in and a
takes place, there will be no result fresh spirit may resuscitate manto human existence. (Star of the kind.
West, V 01. 17, p. 361.)
The individuals of humanity, like
refreshed plants, will put forth
THE TIME has arrived for the leaves and blossoms and fruit, so
world of humanity to hoist the that the face of the earth will bestandard of the oneness of the hu- come the long promised and delecman world, so that solidarity and table paradise, so that the great
unity may bind together all the na- bestowal, the supreme virtues of
tions of the world, so that dogmatic man will glisten over the face of
formulas and superstitions may the earth. Then shall the world of
end, so that the essential reality existence have attained maturity.
This is my messege.
underlying all the religions founded

UN 010 i1'~ this world of being, the Band of D'ivine Power hath
laid the f01tndations of this all-highest Bounty and this wondt'otls
Gra(hwlly whatsoever is latent in the innerrnost of this Holy
shall appear and be manifest, for now is btit the beginning of its growth
and the dayspTing of the revelation of its Signs. E're the close of this
Centtwy and of this Age, it shall be 1nadc clear anclmanifest how wondrous was that SpringticZe and how heavenly '1,uas that Gift!"
-'Abdtt'l-Baha.
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WONDERFUL HAWAII

li

We consider the following stcctement by the noted edlcwt01', A. E.
Winship, Editor' fQ?' year's of the fcmwus JOliTlwl of Eduwtion,-of
extrel1te interest to OUT readeTS. It was wTitten upon Cc j'ecent v·isit
of his to Hawaii and study of the educationcd situcction there c&nd is
quoted /1'om an article ccppeaTing in the Jounwl of Education, Mccrch
4, 1929.-Editor.

N

OWHERE ELSE has education of all people of many races
been so quickly established along modern lines as in Hawaii.

"The advantages of creation and civilization are merged in education in Hawaii, eliminating waste and carrying forward physically,
intellectually and socially only that which vitally improves human
nature.
"In the twentieth century there has been a noble demonstration of
education as a civilizing force in Hawaii, two thousand miles from
Western civilization and still farther from Eastern civilization.
"The Territorial Education Association on Maui, on Christmas
week, 1928, gave us the first opportunity to know the matchless
achievements of civilization, industrially, educationally and socially,
of the Pacific Island TeTl'itory of the United States.
"The story of the Sandwich Islands is the greatest recorcl of
educational achievement in the civilization of modern times.
"Any attempt to analyze or classify the relative strains of fOTces
or sources which have produced the only system of education in the
world without race consciousness would be futile, but too nlUch
emphasis cannot be placed on the fact that here is a group of educators with scholastic aspiration, professional heroism and intellectual poise unsurpassed by teachers with a traditional inheritance of
any single race or with any line of cultural personality.
"That which makes Hawaii more interesting than any other six
thousand square miles in the world is the fact that there is no one
race or nationality much more numerous or any way 11'1Ore dominant
than any other, so that everywhere in every community, in every
school, in every church, in every industry, there are races and nationalities. There is nothing comparable to this in any other equal al'ea
on the globe.
"N 0 race or nationality is superior socially, educationally and
religiously, and none has occasion to feel inferior."
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AMERICA'S INFLUENCE IN THE NEAR EAST
SOHEIL AFN AN

The following c<rticie clea[ing with a subject vita[ to the readen of The Bah6!i
Magazine is written by one well quaUfied to state the fctcts of the case. SoheU Afnan
recently has had the cidvantage of A1nerican ed~wation at the University of Beirut,
cmd of Eng[ish education at Oxford. He has had the necessary preparation to write
of the two great world civilizations, that of the Orient and that of the Occident, and
of their int61·relations.-Edit01'.

the oriental reader Mr. StanT owood
Cobb's article on "America's Asiaward Destiny,' "-,, is absorbingly interesting as suggestive
of some of the most vital issues in
the future moulding and modeling
of Eastern thought and life. He
has given much food for thought
in the able argument that inasmuch
as the trend of civilizing progress
throughout history has been generally westward in direction, the
day may come when the most vital
and creative forces of modern civilization ,vill center on the shores of
the Pacific and from there will grow
westward to stimulate and hasten
the eagerly-awaited rebirth of the
vast continent of Asia.
However, whether from across
the Pacific from which China and
J a pan are being increasingly and
fundamentally affected, or by way
of the M:ecliterranean, the fact is
that America's influence in the Orient has been steadily increasing and
is gradually sinking deep. It might
therefore be interesting to the readers of the "Star of the vVest" to
describe briefly this growing development.
It is only since the war that
America's influence in the Near and
Middle East has been making itself
generally felt among all the various

* Star

of the West, November, 1928.

classes of people. Prior to that, it
was mainly the Presbyterian Mission Schools and Colleges representing American culture that could be
held responsible for sowing the
seed. Nor could they well be compared in this effort with the numerous French and Italian institutions
which were aided by their imperialistic government's moral or material support and sometimes by both,
in their campaign for the conquest
of cultural dominions for their respective countries. In fact, centering their entire purpose upon the
religious issue, the influence of
these American Foreign Mission
schools and colleges ill inspiring
their students with American ideals
is hardly ever intentional and always secondary.
Nor could Persia's choice of
placing her entire fulances together
with a nation's sacred trust into
the hands of Morgan Shuster, be
considered as a result of American
influence or in consequence of a
detailed study of its culture. It
was rather with the pious hope of
freeing herself from the militant
aggressiveness of England and Russia, that she entrusted her finances
to the representative of a nation
which she felt sure had no covetous
eye on her homeland and yet powerful enough not to become an easy
pal'm in the hands of Persia's
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mighty adversaries. Mr. Shuster's automobile manufacturers that has
conscientious honesty and unswerv- led this campaign of economic coning faithfulness fully justified quest. It is these automobiles, that
Persia's choice.
beating the European makes by
No matter what devastating ef- their comparative inexpensiveness
fects, mostly as a result of famine and easy handling have been one
and disease, the last War was re- of the most fundamental, far-reachsponsible for in the East, it could ing and happy causes of the gradual
be safely stated, I believe, that it awakening that is such a distinctive
ended with a deep and universal feature of the Orient to-day.
stimulus to the a-wakening of a conPassing through the primeval
tinent that was long considered as desert of Syria, breaking into the
hopelessly lethargic and everlast- sandy heart of Central Arabia,
ingly doomed. On the other hand crossing the marshes of Iraq, climbthe grim realities of secret agree- ing the perilous passes of Persian
ments that first saw light at the uplands, way into the mountainous
various post-war conferences, al- region of an unknown Afghanismost staggered with disillusion- tan, and albeit at the disposal of
ment those leaders in the Orient even the traditional Eastern beggar,
whose minds had been saturated American motor cars, and not least
with Allied promises.
of which is the Ford, are responThe result was a total reaction sible for what might well be conagainst Europe and an awakening sidered a great economic and social
faith in the helpfulness and disin- revolution in the East.
But this enterprise even though
terestedness of America. It is in
the light of this reaction that we it is affecting most unfavorably the
must view the remarkable example balance of trade in the various COllllof Damascus as the mouthpiece of tTies, has had the influence of touchSyria, turning the results of a pleb- ing the imagination of the indusiscite into an almost unanimous trially-millded man of the East. To
vote for an American mandate over him who is well aware of the practhem. To these post-war develop- tically endless resources of such a
ments must also be added the elec- country as Persia in oil, iron ore,
trifying effect of Mr. -Wilson '8 coal, precious metals, coupled ,yith
fourteen points upon certain smal- the agricultural potentialities which
ler nations.
are common to all the other countries, there opens an immense field
It is hO'Never, the economic and of possibilities if the Orient could
social influence of America after only be given America's abundant
the war, which is the main object capital and industTial technique.
of this article. And there we find Therefore do we find the eager ::md
the story different. Inasmuch as much expressed desire of the more
politically America's influence was independent countries such as Turonly as a reaction to Europe, econo- key and Persia to float loans 011 the
mically it is something it has won American maTImt, and the cherished
on the open market.
,yish of mandated territories to inIt is the product of the American vite American investments. In fact
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such an organization as Zionism almost entirely subsists on American
dollars.
The general similarity of climate
and soil between some of these
countries and the vVestern part of
the United States, and their unadaptability to the intensive agricultural methods of Western E1Uope, gives again a preference to
American methods and tools which
happily is increasing. Will the
Fordson do as much as the Ford
has done?
Let us turn to the cultural and
social aspects which are so much
more difficult to measure and appraise. Here America must have
a bitter fight with Europe if it aims
at an ascendency. It is handicapped
by hvo major issues, distance and
time.
If the Foreign Mission
schools and colleges date back to
the middle of the last century some
of the French Catholic institutions
are two hundred and fifty years old.
And while the students of these
American institutions were only
taught English enough to understand their text-books and write
their examination pa pers, even
from the lowest grades the pupil
at the }1'rench schools is initiated
into French literature and thought.
The detailed history of France is
year after year taught with infinite
care to their students, while the
writer of this article who was for
eight consecutive years at an
American Foreign Mission highschool and university, was never offered or obliged to take the briefest
conrse in American history. The
students at the French schools are
obliged at the risk of punishment
to talk French ill and outside of

the classroom, while the student at
these American institutions can
talk any language he likes when he
is not actually in his classroom.
It is much beyond the scope of
this article to go into an analysis
of European and American methods of education and their comparative value for the oriental
mind. The above illustrations are
only to show the respective aims
and not the method. Turkey's invitation to America's foremost
educationalist
and philosopher
J olm Dewey, to help in laying out
a comprehensive and progressive
system for primary and secondary
education, is a result of the general
notion that as the problem of education in the East has, for many
years, to be extensive rather than
intensive, it might be wise to follow
America's progressive and up-todate methods of primary education
and its more general and less specialized system of secondary and
University studies.
In point of distance America suffers by the fact that whereas the
upper middle class and wealthy
people find it fruitful and fashionable to spend some time in EurOlJe,
it is chiefly the immigrant class
with dreams of dollars who are for
the most part Oriental passengers
on the Atlantic.
But America has this advantage
that, whereas the message of Europe to the East is politically agressive, physically exhausting, economically unsuitable and intellectually
over-bearing, the message of America is politically peaceful, physically
encouraging, economically valuable,
and ill tellectually a ppreciati ve and
helpful. Moreover being the message of a llew and gro\ving natioH,
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even though it be consequently
over-sanguine, it will at least be
mOTe optimistic and encouraging
than the cynical and sophisticated
outlook of Europe.
,Vhen a nation is progressing at
least materially in leaps and
bounds, no wonder that it seems to
us to be at times superficial, and if
as a result of the highly critical
valuation which the East has
learned from Europe, much in the
ordinary American mentality seems
too simple to be sound, or smacks
sometimes of the' almighty dollar,'
time may create a higher sense of
its appreciation by the Orient.
But can America have a spiritual
message for the East f 'vVith all
the record of past religions that
have da,vned from the Eastern
horizon to inspire the entire world 7
this idea sounds presumptive and
paradoxical. In the Bah6/i. Faith
which Mr. Cobb mentioned in the
above quoted article as a social religion aiming at a revitalizing of
the spiritual element in man; as an
effort to bring together and unite
with the bond of a common conviction and mutual understanding and
appreciation the East 'Nitll the
\Vest; and as a vindica hon of the
bold claim that true religion has
always been the greatest force responsible for the dayvn and the
Eoon-tide glory of a new civiliza-

is et noble nation, Ch
light to all
the 'World, shedding

tion, America, I believe, has a great
field for leadership.
Although this new movement has
originated in the East and already
counts there its largest number of
adherents, the shade of vVestern
irreligion and skepticism, is falling
fast upon the life of the growing
generations in the East, and can
claim the popularity of a fad. Can
America bring vision to these promising Oriental lives ?
The political vision of Asiatic
peoples is bright and exciting but
lacks background and perspective,
their economic vision is gigantic in
dimension but blurred and problematical, their social vision is endlessly sad, and their moral and religions vision somewhat of a perfect
blank. Ol1ly as they have learned
to deprecate the medievalism of
the Orient; only as they have
learned to critically scan ,vhat was
made to pass as religion the tiresome and empty rituals, the staunch
and unyielding conservatism, the
narrow and bitter divisions and
their peoples' consequent backwardness-only as they have learned to
follow just such things as have
come from the vvest ,vill it be America that ,'{ill bring' back to them such
TrI
'"n
.L1
,l' alUl as WIlL gIve L~lem the supreme
and all-encompassiEg vision they
need in theiT onward march to progress. For ",yhere there is no VISion the people perish."
'1..1

<
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THE RACES OF MEN-MANY OR ONE?
LOUIS G. GREGORY

In the following M-tide the author, a well known Bah6/i teacher and lectu::er,
presents in a very convincing j1~an1~eT his own deductions ,on th~ oneness of ?1~ankmd,
as well as the statements of sment~sts and scholars on th~s all-~1nportant subject. It
will be followed in the April mt11~ber by a second article which will p1"esent the religious
and spiritual aS1Jects of race.-EditoT.

world today is making many
T HEdiscoveries
in the realm of phenomena. The greatest of these concerns man himself, the laws which
relate to his being and those which
govern his relations with his fellow
beings. Although many glooms
and shadows still sway the minds
of men, yet two great lights are
shining with increasing splendor.
One is science and the other religion. Through these luminous orbs
men are coming to know each other
better than they have ever known
through past ages.
A century or more ago men with
few exceptions accepted the dogma
of eternal division and separation
between various human stocks,
which were regarded as distinct
human species. This gave to any
one of them the right by virtue of
its material might to claim a station
of inherent superiority conferred
by Divine Power.
A few men of genius saw differently. One of these rare souls was
Thomas J efferson, author of the
Declaration of Independence. It is
altogether remarkable that writing
at a time when special privilege was
enthroned and human slavery was
sanctioned by the laws of all lands,
he should have declared it to be
self-evident that all men were
crea ted free and equal. Was this
statement an accident? Was it not
his intention to imply that all white
men were created equal ~
No, that the great principle de-

clared by the American Commoner
was not on his part fortuitous is
indicated by a further statement as
well as by his personal attitude toward Benjamin Banneker, the
Negro astronomer, who was his
contemporary and by him was appointed as one of the surveyors of
the site of the city of Washington.
Writing about this colored scientist to one of his foreign friends,
President J efferson said :~'
"We have now in the United
States a Negro, the son of a black
man born in Africa and a black
woman born in the United States,
who is a very respectable mathematician. I procured him to be employed under one of our chief directors in laying out the new federal city on the Potomac, and in the
intervals of his leisure while on the
work, he made an almanac for the
same year which he has sent me in
his own handwriting * * * I have
seen elegant solutions of geometrical problems by him. Add to this
that he is a worthy and respectable
member of society. He is a free
man. I shall be delighted to see
these instances of moral eminence
so multiplied as to prove that the
want of talents observed in them is
merelv the effect of their degraded
condition and not proceeding from
any difference of the structure of
the parts upon which intellect depends."

* "The

Gift of Black Folk"-Dubois.
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vVere Thomas J efferson living
today he might be classed with the
school of modern scientists known
as the cultural anthropologists. A
hundred years ahead of his time
he saw and proclaimed a great
truth.
The scientific world today records numberless thinkers of like
convictions and among the great
na turalists a decided and irresistible trend toward the law of one
humanity and the equality of all
races.
Of old the human family was
humanly divided into five races, socalled, growing out of the existence
of five habitable continents. Men
in their fancies associated a different race with each continent. But
scientific minds, even in the middle
of the last century, did not agree
upon this. Charles Darwin, perha ps the most famous of them an,
records in his "Origin of the Species," the views of a dozen scientists whose classifica tions of Immanity into races in no two cases
agree and cOver divisions of race
varieties ranging from two to sixtythree! Darvvin himself freely admits the illusory and imaginary
nature of these divisions of mankind, and declares that the way supposedly different races overlap and
shade off into each other completely
baffles the scientific mind in constructing a definition of race.
Because the term races continues
to be used as designating distinct
stocks or divisions of the human
family, we shall here employ it. But
it must be understood that its use
is popular and colloquial ra ther
than scientific and accurate. Definition implies a limitation. Logically it must be both inclusive of the
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thing defined and exclusive of all
else. The difficulty arises, when we
attempt to define race as a limited
portion of the human family upon
the basis of distinct physical characteristics, that the description invariably applies with equal accuracy to no inconsiderable number of
other people not sought to be included in the said category. The
divisions of mankind upon the basis
of physical features are due to
fancy rather than reality. Attempts to describe with any degree
of accuracy those designated by
such terms as Aryan, Mongolian,
Indian, African, Malay, Nordic, Hebrew, Negro, invariably result in
cross divisions, because all these
groups overlap, and even when we
select the most diveTgent types, as
lmman beings they show vastly
more points in common than signs
of difference. The term race as applied to all mankind has a scientific
and logical basis, but not so in its
limited sense.
The historical records or mankind
cover a yery small portion of the
yast period during which this earth
has been populated. Yet evell during that brief period the peoples
of each continent have emigrated to
other continents associating with
others and invariably mixing their
blood. It is now universally known
that the products of such admixhues are equally vi1'ile aml fertile.
This is a fU1'ther indication that all
races possess the same potelltialities. Asiatics and -,-~ustntlians.
Europeans and Africans, North ami
South Americans, to the ethnologist
all present signs of admixture, a
process through which all have
been broadened and made more rugged and sh'ong. All the so-called
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races of mankind are mixed races,
the mixing being a process which
continues more rapidly today than
in past cycles and ages.
It is also seen that among the
various ethnic groups denominated
races, each at some time during the
brief period of recorded history,
has been in the ascendency. Each
has in turn led the eivilization of
the world and each has at the time
of its greatest suceess assumed that
its superiority was fixed.
"Is not this great Babylon which
I have built and must it not endure
forever~"

The attitude of mind expressed
by the words of an aneient king
who came to grief through pride
as old as human error and as modern as the latest fashion show.
Those who see the common humanity of all groups relieve themselves
of a great burden imposed by
thoughts of preference. For while
it is true that some peoples at various times have advanced further
than others, to the eye of reality
this implies 110 inherent incapaeity,
but only lack of development.
In appearance the ehild is inferior to the adult, but the future may
unfold another story.
vVisdom
looks with reverence upon the ehilc1
who has that within his being the
unfolding of which may make him
ruler of his kindo
The history
mankind unfolds
an endless panorama of changeo
The most
raees and nations lmve often lost their high
estate. The most ill-favored of one
sometimes in another
tIle earth.
see humanity as OEG,
no essen-

is

However much opinions and emotions and eustoms may dominate
human thoughts, the scientific world
of today whieh reaehes conelusions
upon the basis of faets, is entirely
agreed that there is no proof to establish the superiority of one raeial
group over another.
The baekwardness of races and
nations is due to poverty, ignoranee,
oppression, unfavorable environment, and similar conditions, all of
whieh are subject to removal and
change, releasing the forees of true
manhood for ascent to the highest
plane.
It is perhaps of greatest interest
here to let those who speak with
authority express their own eonvictions upon the basis of provable
faets.
Sir Arthur Keith, the great English anthropologist says:
"The expression high and low
does not apply to races."
Dr. Gordon Munroe, leeturer ill
Tokyo University, Japan:
, 'Modern an thropologists despair
of finding distinctive races and are
no"v generally agreed that difference of race is too illusive for
scientifie observation. Racial difference is mythical, though each individual-as a distillet expression
of cosmie thought-differs in some
degree from all his fellows, even to
the skin of his finger tips.
"Nothing betrays the darkness
of ignoI'ance more than the arrogant assumption that pigmentation
of skin brands its owner with obscurity of moral pereeption or
darkened intellect, or ill any vmy
the co-existence of inferioI'
~, ", * Like all exhibitions of prejudice, that of classification by skin coloI' is illogical
and inconsistent.
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"It is sounding a discrepant note of Iowa: "The doctrine of racial
against the harmony of the spheres inequality is pretty well discredited
to call human color inferior or un- in the world of scholarship, but in
clean. Not by darkness of skin but the popular thought of America it
by daTlmess of soul shall humanity is firmly fixed."
Dr. W. E. Burghardt Dubois,
be judged in future ages."
Dr. GeOTge A. Dorsey in his book, Editor of The Crisis: "The increas"vVhy We Behave Like Human ingly certain dictum of science is
that there are no "races" in any
Beings""All human beings have skin pig- exact scientific sense; tha t no
ment; it is the amount that counts. measurements of human beings, of
But high and low skin color is as bodily development, of head form,
sound biology as grading planets by of color and hair, of physiological
color would be sound astronomy: reactions, have succeeded in dividVenus highest because whitest!
ing mankind into different recog"There is no knOWll fact of hu- nizable groups: that so-called
man anatomy or physiology ~which 'pure' races seldom if ever exist
implies that capacity for culture or and that all present mankind, the
civilization or intelligence or capac- world over, are 'mixed' so far as
ity for culture inheres in this race the so-called racial characteristics
are concerned."
or that type.
Prof. Edwin Grant Conklin,
"vVe have no classification of men
based upon statue, skin color, hair Chair Biology, Princeton Univerform, head form, proportions of sity; "vVith increasing means of
limbs, etc., so correlated that they communication as a result of migra tion and commercial relations.
fit Ol1e race and Ol1e only.
"N a ture is not so prejudiced as there is no longer complete geo~
lye are. She says there is a human graphical isolation for any people
race, that all human beillgs are of and the yarious races of mankind
gemls homo species sapiens. are being brought into closer and
draws no color line in the hn- closer contact.
i 'Man is no\y engaged in undoing
112ft}l or otller SlJecies."
the
Ivo:dz of hundreds of centuries;
Prof. G. I-I. EsteTbroC)l{: of (Jolg'ate
if
ill
the beginning, 'Goel made of
Unil'ersity, considering the quesOlle blood 211 na hons of men,' it is
of racial inferiority ill a re8viclen t that man is now making of
cent :Llum:Jer of the American Anthropologist, states that there is no all nations one blood."
Pro£. Pranz Boaz of Columbia
scielltific basis ior any such cleUniversity,
., in his recellt book., " Antlll'OlJolog'~Yallci 110c181"11 life:"
: ; Agaill EtllCl ag'aill" 118 -.;.YTites, ('vYhat \ye no\yadays call a Tace of
have seen the case of a race TflRIl COllSi8tS of g'I'OlllJS of illC~i\Ticl
07 nation being despised, outcast,
ua1s ill "vhich descent from common
O~: !)arbariall ill 0118 gelleratioll R1ICt
allcestoTs eRllllot be IJTo\:ecl.
ting
it is Cal)able of
"If we weTe to select the most
intelligent, imaginative,
311(1
sta blG
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mankind, all races would be represented. The mere fact that a person is a healthy European or a
blond European would not be a
proof that he would belong to this
elite. Nobody has ever given proof
that the mixed descendants of such
a select group would be inferior."
These are but a few quotations
from scientific sources to illustrate
the modern trend. Even a superficial inquiry into the question of
human unity and the potential
equality of all groups discloses a
wealth of thought based upon
factual values.
To conclude that people because
uneducated cannot be educated, is
a rash presumption indeed. When
J ulius Caesar conquered Britain he
found the most revolting forms of
savagery, including the practice of
cannibalism; yet these people in
part form the background of one of
the most enlightened nations of today.
It is quite easy to imagine a Roman statesman of two thousand
years ago saymg, ' 'Rome is the
Eternal City! All other peoples
from their inherent incapacity for
rule must forever be her servitors
and slaves!"
But what can intelligence tests
prove of inherent capacity unless
those subjected to them have had
equal advantages in the way of environment and preparation? Where
dollars are spent upon the education of one race and pennies upon
that of another, obviously all such
tests are misleading.
In a recent number of the American Anthropologist, Dr. G. H.
Esterbrook remarks the extreme
difficulty of measuring the intelligence of groups o\;her than our-

selves due to differences of culture,
customs and language. This he illustrates by certain tests applied in
the Philippine Islands in which it
appeared that "the Filipinos were
three years behind Americans in
verbal tests (obviously due to the
Spanish speaking natives being under the disadvantage of grappling
with English) practically equal to
the Americans in nonverbal tests
and actually ahead of them in certain forms of mathematical ability. ))
Apropos of the intelligence tests
a question which may not be impertinent is, what value has intelligence in the absence of moral stamina? In the application of the intelligence tests what test is applied
to determine this necessary concomitant of success?
The belief current in some circles
that a long period of time, perhaps
a thousand years must elapse before people deprived of civilization
can truly respond to its urge is unfounded in fact. Orientals whose
background is different in numberless ways from that of the West appear ~n numbers at many of onr
great universities and with equal
readiness with American youth acquire the arts and sciences. Y on tll
taken from the African jungles
with an age-long heritage of savagery have not only held their own
in schools vvlth students of light
hue, bu~' IL:we ofttimes "von high
honors. '1'he writer has met many
native Africans whose virtues, attainments and polish do credit to
the human race. It is clearly our
duty to encourage people of all
races to the end of making their
contributions to the symposium of
world culture.
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MYSTIC SYMBOLS IN JUDAISlVI
LOULIE MATHEws
In the following [~1'tide-the second in the series on Mysticismr-the mediev[~l
belief concerning angels and demons is desc1'ibed, and S01ne of the medieval mi1'acles.-EclitoT.

Rabbinical
THEnaturally
into

writings fall
tllTee parts:
That of the Palestine Talmud and
the records of the first and second
centuries, the Babylonian Talmud
and lYIishnah of the third to the
sixth century, and the books Yetsirah and Zohar that dominated
J e'wish thought from the sixth century to the end of the Middle Ages.
The Hebrews of the first century,
bathed in the light brought by
Christ (as was the whole world),
opened anew the first chapter of
Ezekiel and found a path to God
through the Merka bah (chariot), a
way of ascension to the throne of
God. Mysticism began to draw
them above and beyond the law, like
a crystal attracting sunlight. They
discovered that pride barred the
way to God, and there began a passionate struggle to free their minds
from this vice. Humility, brought
by Jesus, became for them, as for
the Ohristians, the prime requisite
of a saintly life. Virtues followed
in their order, and the indwelling
of the Shechinah (Holy Spirit) accompanied them.
The names of four mystics who
a ttained to the vision of the throne
of God have been preserved. They
were: Akika and Elisua Abuyah of
the first century, and Ben Azzi and
Zoma of the early part of the second century. These men, by their
sanctity, became known as chariotriders. A few lines from existing
records \vill suffice to show the sin-

cerity and beauty of their v1slOns,
counterparts, indeed, of the revelations of the early Ohristian mystics.
One day Ben Azzi was meditating
beneath a tree when slowly in the
air a ring of fire f OTmed and descended, encircling him so that he
was completely hidden. (Later we
have the same fire symbol in vVagner's Ring.) His master, who was
some distance off, perceived the
holy fire and later questioned his
pupil. "Wert thou unraveling the
secrets of the Merkabah ~"
Ben
Azzi lowered his head to his breast,
without replying; his master retired
greatly rejoiced at this sign of his
humility.
Hillil the Elder, living in the
first century, drew about him eighty
pupils of mysticism. The least of
these and the youngest was J onathon, of whom it is related that he
received daily commands from the
angels. He could be seen hurrying
along the streets, visiting strange
quarters of the town, bearing angelic messages which he delivered
with scrupulous care. (A quaint
simile for following guidance). He
understood the language of the
household demons, (their words
had a peculiar elliptical form) and
he was frequently called upon to interpret the sayings of the palm
trees. Their waving sometimes denoted the approach of strange caravans. As he meditated, birds flying above his head were burned.
Fire, symbol of his resplendent
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soul, consumed all external things.
If J ohathon was the least in purity,
what must have been the attainments of the greatest of these disciples ~
Jonathon when bowed with years
had a pupil, Joshua. Now J oslma
had imbibed from his master an intense longing for God. One summer day, while walking with his
friends, he paused and, looking towards the cloudless sky, exclaimed,
"The moment has come to speak of
the Merkabah." Instantly, the sky
changed, thick clouds appeared, and
riding upon them were companies
of angels, hurrying hither to listen
to Joshua's discourse. When the
aged J onathon heard of the vision
he gave thanks, saying "Blessed
are the eyes that behold such things
for only a pure heart filled with
God can bring them to pass."
Mystic visions were invariably
accompanied by angels. The hierarchy of heaven not only contained
the Old Testament members but
others that give reign to greater
flights of poetic imagination. Glittering', colorful angels there are in
the heavens that live but from dawn
to dusk. A verse from Lamentations thus describes them: "They
are new every morning and great
is their faithfulness." As the light
of day failed and darkness descended they slowly dissolved, ladening
the air with perfume. From every
word which issues from the mouth
of the Creator an angel comes forth.
J uhclah Ha-Levi says: "Some of
the angels are created out of fire,
others from air. Some there be
that exist from everlasting to everlasting. The glory of Gael is a subtle thin essence that forms itself
as the divine will directs."
The

angels who come to earth are known
as ministering angels, bearing messages from Heaven to man, and
have special care over us. They
ha ve been described by Isaiah,
Ezekiel, Daniel, and by all the
Prophets. The ladder from Heaven
to earth is still composed of them.
They have a captain, Sandalphon,
a Greek word meaning co-brother.
He stands upon earth, his head as
high as the "living creatures, a
height of five hundred years journey of lightning speed." The "Living creatures" here referred to are
intelligences standing around the
throne. Maimonides says" through
their means the spheres are
moved."
The Biblical phrase "By the
Word of the Lord were the heavens
made, and all the hosts of them by
the breath of His mouth," was interpreted by the Hebrews as a reference to the angelic worlds, whereas, in Christian theology, this passage ,vas supposed to refer to the
paraphernalia of the heavens.
A high mystic figure among the
angels was JYietatron, God's assistant, who stands forever by the
throne and knows the divine intention towards every sphere. He
can appear in any form and in the
lHishnac1ic account of the death of
Moses, the Prophet implored the
different parts of creation,-the
sea, the dry land, the mountains
the hills to intercede for him, that
he might yet live, but they refusect
]3'inally, he betook himself to Metatron, praying "Seek mercy for me
before the Throne that I may :not
" But Meta trOll replied) "0
3.108e8, my master, why tronblest
thyself thus ~ For I have
from behind the veil that thy prayer
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for life will not be heard." Meta- another pivotal point in mysticism.
tron thus confessed that his inter- It was guarded with such secrecy
cession would be vain, yet, and here that it has been completely lost.
is a great point, "immediately af- J udah, of the third century, tells
ter, the anger of the Holy Spirit us that it was composed of fortycooled." Metatron did not succeed two letters. Scholars assume that
in changing the divine decree, but it was not a word, but a phrase.
he turned away the anger of God. They have four lonely consonants:
Metatron symbolized the quality of Y, H, V, A, but all attempts to rewisdom which penetrates all worlds. place the vowels and reconstruct
For the existence of devils Christ- the words have failed. In the last
ianity accepted no responsibility. days before the destruction of the
Falling from heaven through their Temple of Jerusalem, the priests
own bad judgment and pride, they had degenerated, and no one was
began meddling with our salvation. found pure enough to be entrusted
Sat a n wandering melancholy, with the Greatest Name, so one of
tempting man into flowering paths twelve letters was substituted.
of sin, did not forever frighten us. When chanting, the voice was dropHe fell again, this time from the ped so low as to make the word inmoral world into literature, where audible. The name of twelve letgarbed in crimson, discreet em- ters has likewise been forgotten
blems, half hiding, half revealing his and the word Adona,i has been subidentity, we find him today. It was stituted.
far otherwise with the demons emIn the Middle Ages, the greatest
anating from the ancient Mithra honor that could fall to the lot of
belief and adopted by the Hebrews. man was to know the hidden name
Man alone was responsible for their of God. A man must have reached
coming into being. Evil thinking the age of forty-two, have a shinevoked them and wickedness sus- ing character, have been thoroughly
tained them. They belonged to the tested, for the vibration of the
man that had fathered them, and word was believed to be sufficiently
went wheresoever he went. If he poweTf111 to destroy the world. If
continued in evil, they multiplied knowledge were vouchsafed to any
and he was attended by a veritable being save a saint, the planet might
army. The death of such an one become extinct.
was a wild scene of battle, for if a
In proof of the power of letters,
man repented, the demons became Judah, a saint of the third century)
non-existent; while if they could being called upon to sacrifice while
hold him in wickedness to the end, in a remote place, without cattle,
they lived on and belonged to his evoked a three year old calf by
descendants. It was a bold stroke means of the first five letters of the
by which evil was made a creature hidden name. The ·walls of Jericho
of man's conscience. Baha 'u 'Wih falling at the vibration of the
and 'Abdu'l-Baha have explained in trumpet is another illustration
a scientific and rational way the 1nlOw11 to us alL The Yetsirah gives
whole subject of eviL
a description of their power, in the
The hidden name of God was follo\ving passago. "He, God, drew
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them, hewed them, combined them.
He weighed them, interchanged
them and through them produced
the whole creation." From as far
back as the beginning of history
comes the importance of letters and
of the name of God.
Baha'u'lHih has fully attested the
power of the Greatest Name and
tells us that all the Messengers of
God bring a new vibration, a word
or phrase, to weld more closely the
heart of man with God. From an
&soteric standpoint, sound lies between spirit and matter,-it is form.
~'The 'vV ord was God,"
said St.
John. The word becomes a vehicle,
a ladder of petition between heaven

and earth. In our day, the Baha'i
era takes hold of this subtle truth,
telling us that sound is everlasting,
vibration, eternal.
Below the mystic symbols of the
Hebrews lies a substrata of Zoroaster's teaching, blended with the
initiations of Egypt and Chaldea.
Traces of Greek and Persian culture, bits of metaphysics popular in
the middle ages, interlaced with a
golden thread of reality. Saints,
the very counterpart of those we
love among the early Christians
touch us by their deep sincerity,
and ~we know the source of their
light was the Light of the World,
Christ.

THE SCIENCE OF THE LOVE OF GOD
DORIS McKAY

and blackest period
T HEof bleakest
very early morning had
found me arising in desperation to
seek peace of mind in a wellworn
book beside my bed. In the evening someone in our group around
the fire had drawn too graphic a
word picture of the world as it is
today-this world pTOud of its new
knowledge, combining with the
promise of maturity the thoughts
and actions of a child! All night
I had tormented myself .,vith the
pro blem: "\Vha t is to happen to this
world J? 'vVhen, as I say, I remembered the Book by my bedside.
Sometimes v;rith our Baha'i writings a cm;ious thing happens. A
single phrase, the r"ight one stands
out and ,yith the distinctness of a
well loved and familiar voice it comforts, challenges, or caresses us.

Had these letters been limned in letters of white light, and had they
stood the two or three feet high of
our modern sign printing, they
could not have been more noticeable; I read these words of 'A bdu '1Baha:
"There are certain means for its
accomplishment by which mankind
is regenerated and quickened ,vith
a new birth ... The resuscitation or
rebirth of the spirit of man is
through the sC'ience of the love of
Gael. "
, 'The science of the love of God, ' ,
.,yha t strange science was this? And
why called science? This term had
been associated with the trial and
error method of conscientiolls gentlemen in spectacles. And how incompatible this statement with the
world's concept of the love of Goel
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as involving perhaps a permanent
residence on a pillar, and like the
saint of Tennyson's poem "battering the gates of heaven with storms
of prayer," while the world surged
dimly below. It became my task to
attempt an explanation of what had
seemed at the first glance two widely divergent terms.
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hated him as the agent of a tyrannical government. Where, where,
did the Christ lead Levi, known as
MatthewW Matthew the lnlblican,
was among those of whom He said,
(( It is given ~tnto ymt to know the
mysteries of Heaven."
These men from the humble walks
of life in a fleeting moment no longer than a caught breath learned the
Science of the Love of God. Learned, and later were to teach that profound esoteric Word as simple as a
solar system, as unfathomable as
an atom which has revealed the
meaning of existence. For were
these men after the ascension of
Jesus to be content to return to the
old life of the villages 7 Rather
were they to scatter, carrying the
words of Moses which had rung so
alarmingly from the lips of Jesus,
, 'Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, with all thy soul,
with all thy mind, and thy neighbor
as thyself." Thus was founded the
new race of the spiritually second
born whose descendants were to
number one half the population of
the earth.

JESUS WALKING through the land
of Galilee twenty centuries ago won
by His sweetness a few followers to
what must have seemed a suicidal
doctrine, at least so it would seem
today. To the call of, "If any man
will come after me, let him deny
himself, and take up his cross daily
and follow Me," some fishermen
forsook their trafficing in fish and
followed Him through love. Jesus
said, "Whosoever shall lose his life
for my sake the same shall save it;"
and "saved" as they were in that
strange harbor of the Love of God,
tha t part of them which had haggled
in petty trade or worried over an
obscure hut or so beside the sea,
was shed and lay like dead fish
strewn along the shining sands.
New men ran by the side of the
GOD HAS EVER selected His lovers
Teacher-men humble, yet authoritive, eager, startled men, whose in the impartial manner in vvhich
ears had caught a strain of divine He has painted weeds like the danmelody, whose eyes had widened on delion the color of gold. In the eyes
glory. And at last they were alive, of the great Lover no class has been
for did not J eSllS say of them and privileged; He has chosen the weak
of the generations who were to be to confound the strong. The coscaught in the adorable nets of the mopolitanism of Ohrist has endless
fishers of men, "I came that they examples in the annals of His folmight have life, and have it more lowers.
A stable boy of eighteen, "a great
abundantly" W
A man named Levi, a publican, as awkward fellow who broke everyhe sat at the place of the receipt thing," seeing a tree in winter
of customs arose and followed Jesus stripped of its foliage was filled
away from a hateful life of extor- with the thought of the coming of
tion and from those who feared and spring. He thought of the leaves
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and blossoms and the fruit which
\vere to adorn the naked tree and
the Love of God flooded through the
open gates of his consciousness. He
became the renowned Brother Lawrence who was to practice "the
Presence of God" in his Carmelite
monastery in connection with a life
of efficiency and service. A society
woman, Gatherine of Siena, and
that other Gatherine, of Genoa, who
received the "wound of the unmeasured love of God;" the retired
merchant, Rulman Merswin, the
pleasure loving young soldier who
was to be the gentle Francis of
Assisi,-attained to this divine
science reaching back through the
darkened, echoing centuries to the
sta tion of Stephen. Tlleir share of
this knowledge is shown by their
words, more especially by their
deeds. These pioneers of God have
shmyn us that a spiritual destiny
having for its goal supreme serviceableness to humanity, ("The sonl
enamoured of My Truth never
ceases to serve the whole v{Orld in
general") unfolds ~with the quickening of this transcelldent emotion.
Copernicus and Galileo, condemned by the Inquisition, and
Gionlano Bnmo I'I-ho for scienCe
was burnecl to death and his ashes
sea ttered to the '.yinds, expanded
the horizons of the IDind with a
deyotion parallel to that of those
SdlO gave up their lives that the
bOlu~clari8s of the human soul might
~,Yi(lellec1.
Tllese 1)iol18eTs ex1)101"8(1

0118

COlllltr~y,

.

effoTts

tlleil' ~,;-eI'3T llietllods
aTe eOlIllJaTable. Tlleil' .
have lead modern students to the
science is the
of divine Recd-
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The New Reformation, "God's
spiritual realities are invisible, but
they are illustrated and made intelligible by the physical realities ... ,"
is comparable to that of 'Abdu'lBaha in which He says, "The world
spiritual is like unto the world
phenomenal. They are the exact
counterpart of each other."
A belief in Divine Oneness is
dawning-the precept that the evolution of mineral, plant, and animal
life in obedience to physical law,
and the slow unfolding of man's
spiritual potentialities are but the
response of varying grades of manifestation to God's will to be known.
Today as scientists penetrate deeper and deeper into the secrets of
physical law, they build a bridge
spanning each new impassable barrier by the assumption of that
which is outside the realm of the
senses, the hypothesis it is called.
The most daring of explorers, Millikan, Pupin, even Einstein, have
stood with their feet on the shores
of the Ocean of Science, bearing
vvitness to the great hidden centre
of our material and spiritual universe, Primal Gause operating
through Primal La,y-which lye call
simply God.

IN ONE of 'Abdu'l-Baha's American addresses He said: "The 'lrodel
of humanity in this cycle of its COillpleteness and consnmmation ,vill
realize all IP..1measllrable lllJ\vnrd
progress; mId that power of aceOn11Jlisll1nellt y{llereOI 6acll illCli~licll1al 11llmall realit~y is tIle c1el)Ository of God, that ol1hvorking' univenal f'riJiTit, . . .
reveal
ill illi~lli

III
GOI1S

te

of IJ8TfectiolL"

understand tb e reaall evolutionary 2d~·
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vance as 'Abdu 'l-Baha has prophesied for the age in which it is our
good fortune to be living, we must
turn to science which is the key to
the solution of many a divine mystery. We review a succession of
creational Days beginning with the
first contact of cosmic energy with
ordered electronic motion. The unit
of matter thus born was our first
ancestor. "And God said, 'Let the
earth bring forth grass' ... " What
happened? With the mating of matter with the spirit of growth there
came into being the first organic
living cell, the introduction of the
vegetable world.
Thus evolution progressed. One
must bear in mind that the Divine
Principle has existed from the beginning awaiting with infinite patience the emergence of its higher
forms of expression. God is! The
long, long trail of manifestation,
("the world of Becoming") leads
from those obscure beginnings
which are the field of the geologist
to the unknown paradises of the
spirit of which mankind in general
bas, as yet, no inkling.
'Abdu'l-Baha said, speaking for
this time, "The nucleus of a ne"w
race is forming."
The cycle of
spring which has introduced discO"veTies in physical science that
have unlocked the feHersof mankind, has also brought us the rehun
of the Divine Scientist as a sign of
unanimity of God's expression.
His a ppearanC8 is "the beginning
the existence of the new creati 0]1, " The beloved Teacher has
come to unlock men '8 hearts.
Throngh man's invention isolation
in the material
lS no more;
's intervention the barcreed and calor shall
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be swept away and with them the
difficulties that beset the world.
"When the love of God is established everything else will be realized. This is the true foundation
of all economics."
THERE IS A prophecy in the Old
Testament which reads: "The
Glory of God shall cover the earth
as the waters cover the sea." This
describes a day when science, physical and divine shall be so harmonized by understanding that everything will come to be regarded as a
token of Divine Love. The poet
sees in the perfection of a piece of
quartz, a leaf of grass, or a ladybug with her terra cotta colorec1
wings, traces of the glory of God.
Whenever man is privileged to behold perfection in the kingdom of
man, he becomes enraptured by the
Glory of God in its highest Manifestation, not mOTe flawless perhaps, than some intricate masterpiece in the mineral, vegetable, or
animal kingdom, but higher in degree. One came in Persia vVho bore
the name of Baha '11 'llah, the Glory
of God. Called by His followers
the Blessed Perfection, He has
shown forth the attributes of God
by word and deed even as the lower
kingdoms have testified to their
Creator by perfume, song', or texhue.
In the writings of Baha 'u 'Wih
one finds the thoughts of God cast
in the mold of speech. A thread of
silver flashes through His explanations, binding together" the
or earth and heaven and the science
of that which v,ras and is/' this 1'8cl1nent theme is the teaching of
the
of
S
U,""""fJWi/l
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Perhaps it was into this doctrine
that a Divine Teacher two thousand
years ago initiated His followers.
We are told by Baha 'u '11ah that
the bounties of God are continually
pouring. Light upon light flashes
from the Supreme Horizon; but just
as the rays of the sun falling upon
a piece of shale induces no reflection, so is the spiritual effulgence
made ineffectual in its contact with
an unresponsive heart.
Our problem as a world is to
learn how to love God-that His
life-conferring rays may penetrate
the institutions of mankind. How
else than by the power and eloquence of His Messenger and those
whom He has imbued with the

Spirit of the New Day can this rebirth of the world be brought abouU
Through His Messengers has God
ever revealed Himself that He
might be knoW11-and adored.
The ~~ncient Entity to vVhose
majestic tread the ages have reverberated has spoken!
"The Tong'ue of Wisdol1~ says:
TYhosoever possesses Me not has
nothing. Pass by whatevM exists
in the world, and find Me. I am the
Sun of Perception and the Ocean of
Science; I revive the withered ones
and q~~icken the dearl. I al1~ the
light which ill~~mines the path of
insight . . I bear healing in My
wings, and teach the knowledge of
soaring to the Heave'}!/; of Tndh.n

J'

'ABDU'L-BAHA IN AMERICA
DR. ZIA BAGD.!I-IlI
Pr01n the account of 'Abd?i'l-Bcdui's daily cictivities and w01<ds while in Amel'iccG,
hi1"nished us by Dr. Bctgclcidi, we have tnken bnt a few quotcitions, faT the most pCiT't
those neve?' before zntblished. The Addresses of 'Abchi'l-Bctlui in Ame1'icce ?ve1'e iJublished in early volumes of this magcizine, cmd lceter collected cmd published in book
jonn in two volumes under the title, "The Pr011lUlgcifion of Universal Pecice."-EditoT.

QUESTION: "You have made it
clear to us that the soul is immOTtal, but 'what will become of the soul
of the wicked and the unbeliever in
the next Ivorld ~
'Abdu'l-Baha: " . All realities and
souls or spirits are immortal. Even
the soul of the unbeliever and the
spiritually defective are immortaL
But when these are compared with
llOly souls and sancti:fied spirits,
they are not worth mentioning. It
is just like this wood, which has an
existence, but in comparison to the
existence of man, it is as if nonexistent.' ,

QUESTION: "Is it right to take
revenge in the case of a criminal,
and, how can crimes be controlled~"
'Abdu'l-Baha: "People have no
right to take revenge. But the government must protect the lives,
property and honor of the people.
The more material education is increased, the greater ,,'1'111 be the
temptations for committing crimes.
But spiritual education is all inspira tion for benevolent deeds and
human perfections. vVe are hopeful
that crimes may pass away, and day
by day the spiritual perfections increase."
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QUESTION: "What relation has
na ture to God ~ Is God in all things,
or is He an independent power and
na ture is His creation?"
'Abdu '1-Balui : " Some of the
philosophers believe that God is an
Infinite Reality. That a spark from
that Infinite Reality exists in every
human being. That God is the possessor of the greatest power. That
all contingent beings-all created
things-manifest or express Him
according to their capacities. Thus
the Supreme Being, the Creator, is
transfigured into infinite forms.
This is the theory of Plato. But we
explain that the Supreme Being,
who is knowable to the mind, comprehended and understood by us, is
He who dominates and animates all
things. That all things are like
the elements, and, He is like the
spirit, which animates and domina tes them. Even like the human
body which is composed of elements,
js animated and dominated by the
soul. Also, compared with the
human body, all matter as a whole,
is animated and dominated by a
Power-the SUIJreme Being. But
the Real Supreme Being is not
He who is knowable, who can be
comprehended by the limited, finite human mind; nay, rather, He is
Himself, the One who exists, animates and dominates by Himself,
and by Whom all things are created.
All things are the product of His
work and He rules all things.
'vVe call Him the Supreme Being
because we need a term to express
ourselves, not that He can be comprehended by us. Our aim is to
explain about how things find their
existence. All things find their existence in two ways. One, by manifestation, the other, by emanation.
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For example this flower has appeared on this tree. This is called
realization by manifestation. The
other, is like these rays which emanate from the sun. This is called
realization by emanation. In like
manner, ALL CREATED THINGS HAVE
EMANATED FROM THAT REAL SUPREME
BEING--GOD-AND THEREFORE, NATURE AND ALL CREATION ARE FROM
HIM AND NOT HE FROM THEM."
QUESTION: "Did God create evil
in the world ~"
'Abdu'l-Baha: "In the world of
existence there is no evil. Evil is
nothingness and whatever is in existence is good. Ignorance is evil,
and that is the absence of knowledge. Evil has no material or outward existence. Thus, evil is the
absence of good; poverty is the absence of wealth; injustice is the absence of justice; imperfection is the
absence of perfection. These opposites are referred to absence or
nothingness, not to existence."
'ABDU'L-BAHA made a unique differentiation between the different
types of the rich and the poor when
He said:
"The patient poor are better
than the thankful rich. But the
thankful poor are better than the
patient poor. And the best of all
is the rich-giver who is free from
temptations or tests, who becomes
the cause of the happiness of mankind. Though through thanksgiving blessings are increased, yet the
most perfect thanksgiving is
through giving, and the station of
giving is the highest of all stations.
Just as it is said in the Qur'an,
'Ye shall never receive blessings
until ye give of that which ye love.'
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A king' at the time of his death
wished he was of the poor class. 'I
wish I ,vas poor!' he exclaimed.
'In the first place, I would not have
ruled with injustice, and, in the
second place, at the last moment, I
would not be in such a state of remorse and regret!' A poor man
who heard him say this exclaimed,
'Thank God that at the time of
death, the kings wish to be poor,
but we, the poor, at the time of
dea th never desire to say "ve wish
we were kings' !' ,
GREEN ACRE: 'Abdu'l-Baha visited Miss Sarah Farmer, the founder
of this Baha'i Center. He called
on her not because she "vas an idealist and a sincere lover of mankind,
but because she was an invalid. For
one of 'Abdu'l-Baha's ethical laws
was to visit the sick and cheer the
invalid. He would even call on his
bitter enemies whenever they ,vere
ill and help them in the time of need.
'Abdu '1-Baha said: "Green Acre
must be made the center for the investigation of reality, not that
everybody should come and use it as
a place of propaganda for his own
ideas and benefits. The Shining
Reality ·which is the Spirit of the
,vorld today is One and not many."
O~T August 25, 1912, Baha'is from
Boston and Green Acre came to
see Him, EL'ld ill the afternoon, He
addressed the N elY Thought Society ill Boston. On the following'
clay, when a group of old faithful
believers C2,me to see Him, he said,
i'rr'his meeting is an evidence of
faithfulness, that ',:;Te have not fo1'g'ott{~ll eaell Otl18I\ III tIle \vorlcl of
existence, there is no greater qualit~!
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not be disturbed by the passing of
time. Consider how faithful were
those souls in Persia, who while
under the sword, remembered
Baha 'u 'llah, and neither calamities,
nor sufferings could prevent them
from remaining loyal, and on the
alter of sacrifice, they cried from
their hearts and souls, 'Ya Baha-elAbha ! ' (0 Thou Glory of God!)
This is the quality of faithfulness!"
While riding through
the City "vith Mr. Sutherland Maxwell, 'Abdu '1-Baha said, glancing
at a school:
"Because of the fact that in these
schools only material things and
natural philosophy are being
taught, therefore, no genius-students of great mental pov{er can be
found. ,Vhenever divine and natural philosophy are studied together,
then there will be wonderful souls
and greater progress can be achieved. This was the cause of progress
in (ancient) Greek schools. They
used to teach both divine and natural or material philosophy."
Passing by a Unitarian Chluch,
he remarked, "Tomor-rm'{ \'{e will
raise the divine call in this place."
On approaching the Church of
N otre Dame, he stopped to see it
for a few minutes. "Behold v,-hat
the eleven Disciples have done:
vVhat a self-sacrifice did they display! This I say unto you, that
~rO-~l sllol11cl \vHll~ ill tl18iT footstelJS.
\Vhen man becomes severed (from.
,,{Ol'Idly things) he will transform Cc
world. The disciples of Christ held
a meeting up on the mormta]_ll and
made agreements with each otheTto endure allY sort of calamity; to
l'eg'arcl eV8I'JT orcleal as EL
allcl e'\iery difficlllty as all ease;
MONTREAL:
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married man was to free his wife;
the bachelor to remain single, sacrificing comfort and life. That was
the way it happened. As they descended from the mountain, every
one of them hastened in a certain
direction, never to return! This is
how they left behind them such
achievements as a souvenir. After
His Holiness Christ, the disciples
indeed, became earnestly selfless,
not selfless in words."
To 'ABDU'L-BAHA, thrift and
economy had but one place, where
He surely practiced them-that one
place was no other than Himself.
For example. On leaving the vVindSOl' Hotel, in Montreal, He wanted
to board a street car. "A taxi-cab
will be more comfortable for you,"
some one suggested. ' Abdu '1-Baha
replied, "That is nothing. In this
way one dollar difference is saved."
But when He reached the Maxwell
home, 10 and behold! the first thing
He did was to see the butler, the
nurse, and the maid, and give to
each one a five-dollar gold piece!
ON SEPTEMBER 3, 1912, one of the
first callers was the President of
the Montreal University. rro him
'Abdu'l-Baha explained the Baha'i
Principles and in conclusion He added, "These are the aims of the
people of Baha 'u 'llah. Do you not
wish to do the same work ~ You also
should strive that the real oneness
of the world of humanity may be
realized; that mankind may be free
from prejudices and relieved from
wars and conflicts. It is for this
tlu! t we are striving. His Holiness
Baha 'u 'nah has opened a wide door
for all. For example, at a time
when people of different religions,
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countries, races, and nationalities,
believing each other to be infidels,
cursed and outcast, He addressed
the inhabitants of the world, saying,
'0 people! of the world ! Ye all are
the leaves of one tree and the fruits
of one branch'."
SPEAKING OF children, 'Abdu '1Baha said: ' , Children are the
adornment of the house. A house
without a child is like a house without light."
Turning His face to
Mr. Maxwell and to all the gathered
friends, He continued: "You must
adhere to whatever is the cause of
happiness of the world of humanity.
Show affection to the orphans. Feed
the hungry. Clothe the needy. Give
a helping hand to the unfortunate.
Then you will be favored at the
Divine Court."
ON SEPTEMBER 7, 1912, addressing the public in the parlor of the
hotel in Montreal, 'Abdu '1-Baha
said: ' , Just as in the physical
world there are f;:mr seasons, in the
world of religion there is also a divine spring season and spiritual
springtime. When the divine outpourings cease, the trees of existence lose their freshness, and lack
of life prevails on the farms, then
it is like winter. The souls become
depressed and low; the country of
the hearts becomes chocked with
weeds and thorns; not a rose and
not a flower; no beauty, no charm,
and no pleasure. Therefore, the divine springtime starts again. This
is the divine law and the requirement of the creative world; this is
the canse of the continuous appearance of the Holy Manifestations and
the renewal of religious laws and
ordinances. ' ,
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A BOOK WORTH READING
CORALIE FRANKLIN COOK

"Sons of Africa," by Geo?>gina A. Gollock, Friendship Press, 150 Fifth Avenue.,
New York,-Cloth, $1.50. A brief review of
~mique collection of biogmphies of
outstanding Negro Africans. "Sons of Africa" is the product of a keen, infoT?ned and
[Je1U3Tot£S 1nind, and has been pTonounced "a w01'k both lively cmd noble."

c.

1926 there was called in BelI Ngium
a Conference "to consider
Christian Missiolls in Africa." It
was composed of government administrators, educators and missionaries, together with native Africans and a delegation of colored
Americans. It would seem tha t
this Conference was the seed hom
which flowered "Sons of Africa,"
whose author an English woman,at
one time on the editorial staff of the
International Review of Missions,
brings to her work a keen mind and
understanding spirit.
Evidently
Miss Gollock found in that Conference reasons for concluding that
the vast material resources of
Africa, so tempting to foreign enterprise, -would be rendered more
readily obtainable by studying to
improve human conditions; more,
if the white man has learned that a
high birth-rate and low infant morality are conducive to better trade
conditions, why is it not possible
for him to discover that in the African himself may be found the very
best asset to better trade conditions and pacific colonial government~

This may seem a sordid way to
approach the African situation, but
-when it is known that education and
progress in civilization bring into
manifestation qualities hitherto undreamed of, that advantages offered
to the natives will accrue in benefit
to them as well as to those ,yho ex-

ploit them, it may not seem wholly
unfair. vVith unerring judgment
Miss Gollock fully establishes the
wisdom of her conclusions as she
presents to the reader the" Sons of
Africa" whose splendid achievements stand out with strange radiance against their dark background.
A wide range has been covered
and with evident care as to authen-·
ticity. The average reader may find
himself recasting many preconceived ideas respecting darker peoples
as characters are limned upon page
after page of this informing book.
\AT e find the author herself offering
this reassurance, "Common sense
and science must govern research;
unsupported generalizations about
racial characteristics are futile and
dangerous indulgences."
Such
simple candor and plentiful footnotes are gratifying to the reader
-who --wants only the truth.
Back to the days of the Fifteenth
Century, then on up to the present
time the" Sons" and cla~&ghter8 of
Africa come before us, amazing in
their similarity to other great world
figures among other peoples in
other climes. Nor are we confined
to any single tribe or class. Now
we follow some king whose dynasty
goes back into the dim past, now
some petty chief or a simple earnest teacher in a mission school,
but all are these African people,
back of, and around whom, are the
lure and romance of the desert, the
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mystery of the jungle, the lure of
the Tom-Tom!
The book opens with the story of
Askia. Eight centuries serve to
make a background for this colossal
figure whose ancestors peopled the
region round about" Timbuktu the
Mysterious," centuries old in trade,
where Moors, Spaniards, Turks,
had come and gone, worshipping in
Mosques, revelling in libraries, tolerating squalor and mud-built huts,
-it was a fitting place to cradle a
dark-browed infant who later would
become the founder of a dynasty
and the builder of an empire. His
real name given by his pious Moslem mother was Mohammed Abu
Bekr Et-Tourti. It is characteristic
of his boldness that having usurped
a kingship he accepted the title
" Askia " (U surper ) given by his
enemies, and made it a synonym
for power and honor.
Like other pious Moslem rulers
Askia kel')t a standing army, but
encouraged industrial pursuits. He
gathered about him "men of sanctity and learning," and made a pilgrimage to Mecca. Compare the
wisdom of his administration v;Tith
present-day happenings!
He was careful in meting out
justice to conquered tribes, set the
rate of taxes and controlled trade
on the Niger. vVeights and measures were standardized and even a
banking system was established by
him. "In any century," writes Miss
Gollock, "the qualities and deeds
of Mohammed would entitle him to
be called the Great."
To be a true picture the horrors
of the slave trade must play a part
in the lives of these Africans. It
is honestly recounted that even a
certain British Governor shared
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with others the ill-gotten gains from
this traffic in human beings.
The career of Samuel Crowther,
stolen by slave-traders when a boy
from an African hut, who later became a Bishop of the Methodist
church, is retold with power and
pathos.
Khama the Good, and J. E. K.
Aggrey (to the latter the book is
feelingly dedicated) whose pure
lives put to shame all hypocrisy and
pretense, bear their flaming torches
along with the rest of these pilgnms.
One cannot even name them allthese "Sons of Africa." The book
is one to be read and re-read. Following its main portion are brief
sketches of Dr. Edward vVilmot
Blyden, Minister at the Court of
St. James, scholar and author, who
advocated the Moslem religion for
Africans; John M. Sarbah, lawyer,
whose interpretation of native law
and customs in their relation to
standard laws have been of utmost
value; those faithful natives who
faced danger and death to carry
the body of the beloved Livingstone
to the coast i-all these and many
more are tested by the standards
which established the worth of men
of the white race, and it is no less
than thrilling to find how they measure up.
The book could not well close
without giving some space to pastors, evangelists and teachers. The
religious life is tremendously important to these Africans as it is
to their descendants who have given
America the beautiful "Sorrow
Songs" of the slaves. There are
pages, too, telling of that strange
group who, having eschewed the
New Testament, adopt the teach-
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ings of the Old. It is startling to
find that they have evolved prophets of their own, who are held in
reverence and who exercise unusual
power over their followers. Among
these is Kibangu who sees visions,
is divinely guided, is unselfish in
his living and performs miracles of
healing.
Last but by no means least come
the stories of "mothers of men."
We are introduced to queen mothers
through whom the royal line is preserved-note the consistency.
If we have read with bated breath
of the Russian "Legion of Death"
we will surely feel our pulses
quicken as we follow the black
"Amazons of Dahomey" into battle
"vith their leader for whom they
fought, and for whose honor they
died and lay in great numbers on
the field of battle.
In contrast to the "Amazons"
are such ,yomen as the gentle Rakeri going alone among black and
white to minister to sufferers from
the "sleeping sickness." Returning
to her village, well and happy, but
going again at the call of the dying
and returning once more to her own

hut to succumb to the dread disease
and fall herself into the sleep that
knows no waking. "In the whole
history of the Christian church
where," asks Bishop Tucker, "is
there to be found a nobler instance
of self-sacrificing love ~"
And so from cover to cover in
simple yet convincing fashion this
book tells of what has been done
by these dark people. Sad, poignant, terrible, is much of their history. Courageous, determined, patient, happy,-who would not be
glad to leave them free to face their
rugged way~ Read the book and
answer.
To Baha'is this book seems a
splendid contribution in giving a
great demonstration of Truth so
often set forth in the teachings of
Baha'u'llah of the oneness of lnankind. Lives such as we read or in
this book are more convincing of
this great truth than would be many
arguments appealing to the intellect
only. It is in the realization of a
common heart beating throughout
all humanity that we shall be able
to live as well as preach the doctrine of the brotherhood of man.

"The unity which is pr'oductive of unli1niterl res1tits is first cc unity of mankind
which recognizes tlwt all are sheltered benectth the oveTshccclowing glory of the AllGlon:ows,. that all cere ser'vccnts of one God, for' all b1'eccthe the SCG1]W cdr11OS1Jhere, live
211Jon the sccrne ear'th, move beneccth the sc[me hewvens, l'eceive efJ1clgence from the
SWine sun and are uncle)' the protection of one Gael. This is the most gr'ecct unity, mid
its results cere lc[sting if hU1ncmity adher'es to it; but mankincl 11-([s hitheTto violated it,
ccdhering to sectaricm 01' other limited unities such as r'c&cic[l, 2Jat'l'iotic, 01' unity of seZfinteTests; ther'efoTe no great res1dts hc[ve been forthcoming. N eveTtheless it ,is certain
that the rctcliance ccnd fccvoTs of Gael [[Te encompassing, minds he[Ve developed, pe1'cept.ions have become acute, sciences c[nd cwts CiTe wiclesjJTeacl, and CCC2JCicity exists f01'
the }JToclmnc[tion cmcl jJT01mdgcction of the TeCiI ccnd rdtimc[te unity of 1Jwnldncl which
will bring forth maTvelous Tesults."-'Abclu'l-Baha.
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OUR RESPONSIBILITY

[g'~ feel the urge to remind you one and

all of the necessity of keeping ever
in mind this fundamental verity that
~, the efficacy of the spiritual forces
centering in, and radiating from, the first
1fashriqu'1-Adhkar* in the 'Vest will in a
great measure depend upon the extent to
which we, the pioneer workers in that land
",ill, with clear vision, unquenchable faith,
and inflexible determination, resolve to
voluntarily abnegate temporal advantages
in our support of so meritorious an endeavor.
"The higher the degree of our renunciation and self-sacrifice, the wider the range
of the contributing believers, the more apparent will become the vitalizing forces
that are to emanate from this unique and
sacred edifice; and the greater, in consequence, the stimulating effect it will exert
upon the propagation of the Faith in the
days to come.
"Not by the abundance of our donations,
not even by the spontaneity of our efforts,
but rather by the degree of self-abnegation
which our contributions will entail, can we
effectively promote the speedy realization
of 'Abdu'l-Baha's cherished desire. How
great our responsibility, how immense our
task, how priceless the advantages that we
can reap l"-Excerpt from a letter of Shoghi Effendi, Gu,a1"d'ian of the Bahd'i Oause,
to American Bah6/is.
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"Men who suffer not, attain no perfection. The plant
most pruned by the gardeners is that one which, when the
summer comes, will have the most beautiful blossoms and
the most abundant fruit. "-' Abd~t'l-Baha.

we described what
LAsTmightMONTH
be called the laws of success: to harmonize with our human
environment; to train and exert our
full energies along the line of our
greatest abilities; and to practice
frugality and temperance in habits
of living. We stated that by applying these principles to life, every
individual could achieve a personal success, greater or less according to individual capacity.
But some readers may object that
this is too roseate a picture of life,
and that even with one's best efforts, failure often comes.
Let us try to perceive life in such
a way as to account for the unforeseen, unavoidable failures-those
ebbing tides which leave wrecked
hopes upon dry sands.
IN THE first place, it must be
realized that these so-called laws
of success are not mechanically
sure of attaining results. They
are, it is true, preliminary requirements which must be satisfied. But
no certain outcome is guaranteed by
Destiny as a result.
The factor of uncertainty is that
Ruler who is the Giver of success.
1YIan may plough and man may sow
-must indeed plough and sow if he

wishes successful fruitage-but it
is God alone Who giveth the harvest, according to His Will.
In the realm of na ture, this
truth is only too apparent. With
the utmost industry and skill the
agriculturist may take all the preliminary steps necessary to a successful harvest. But too late a
frost in spring or too early a frost
in autumn, too little rain or too
much rain, pests of insects-many
uncertain factors enter in between
the utmost applied art and energy
of the farmer, and a final success.
Most ironic obstacle of all, is when
the harvest yields are so plentiful
that markets are glutted and prices
do not even cover costs of harvestlng.
As IN agriculture, so in all other
pursuits of man, an act of Destiny
may always intervene between human effort and human success.
I t is clear that could man become
master of his destiny by understanding and applying certain laws,
he could build for himself a permanent pedestal of greatness-secure
against all failure.
But this is contrary to the one
great law to which the whole universe moves, the law of Unity.
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Only One possesses established,
permanent power. There is no indestructible pedestal of greatness
which man may mount, no matter
how keen his understanding of
nature's laws, nor how resolute his
will.
OUR PART toward success is to do
our best in meeting all the requirements of life. "Man must be tireless in his effort," says 'Abdu '1Baha. "Once his effort is directed
in the proper channel if he does not
succeed today he will succeed tomorrow. Effort in itself is one of
the noblest traits of human character. Devotion to one's calling, effort in its speedy execution, simplicity of spirit and steadfastness
through all the ups and downs,
these are the hall-marks of success.
A person characterized with these
attributes will gather the fruits of
his labors ... "
But on the other hand 'Abdu'lBaha admonishes us as to the precariousness of life, for He says, " A
merchant goes to his office every
day in the year; he plans commercial enterprises, undertakes vast
schemes, organizes large companies
but at the end of the year he has
not gained any profit. On the
other hand another merchant
through one stroke of good luck
gains large profits in one day. Now
the former merchant, although he
worked harder all through the year,
did not achieve any success, while
the latter although he worked only
one day yet the outcome of his activity was prosperous."
What Cause is it that thus lifts
man's plans to successful culmination ~ It is the "One Power that
anima tes and dominates all things."
Man must make effort, but di-
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vine help is needed for successful
outcome. "No capacity is limited,"
said 'Abdu'l-Baha, "when led by
the Spirit of God."
WHAT THEN can we say about
failure? Especially that kind of
failure that comes from no apparent fault or lack of effort on our
part~

There are times in every man's
life when he faces an ebbing tide.
Sometimes it comes at the very
close of a good and useful life. How
can we reconcile these things with
our optimistic view of the universe?
To understand this kind of failure-.which is due not to lack of
fulfilling the requirements of success, but apparently to the will of
Destiny-we must realize how universally phenomenal existence is
governed by the law of rhythm.
Why must day become ever recurrently darkened into night?
Why do we get tired and need to
pass a third of our life upon this
planet in that state of non-activity
called sleep? Why do winds and
rain so lash at times the ~arth and
all that walk thereon?
So, also, we may ask, why is
man's fortune now good, now bad ~
Why is he at times lifted up into
unforseen prosperity and again
brought low into an unexpected and
apparently unearned meagreness
of living?
THIS LAW of rhythm which governs all phenomenal activity-including our own human activities
as being independent entities possessed of will-is to teach. us that
there is a Power greater than ourselves to which we must bow.
These misfortunes are to purge
us of self-:-will, of conceit, of that
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Luciferian quality in us which
would urge us on to deem ourselves
independent creators.
Thus we are not permitted to be
creators of our own destinies. We
are taught by unavoidable misfortunes, disasters and failures, to
realize God as the Creator of all
things, including our own individual
destinies.
There are no impersonal laws of
success which, by obeying, man can
become omnipotent. If so, the universe would mechanically lend itself
to limitlessly increasing success and
power of the individual. But this
is impossible.
Just when success seems most
stably founded upon skill and effort
and most rightly earned, there may
loom up a dark menacing cloud
which like a cyclonic force brings
unearned catastrophe.
Why?
In order that man may learn to
know that God is the only Power,
the only Success.
In order that man may get a better sense of values, and perceive
that the outer paraphernalia of life
are as nothing. For in their time
success and failure each shall pass
away, as Baha'u'llah taught in this
concrete statement, "Should prosperity befall thee, rejoice not; and
should abasement come upon thee,
grieve not; for both shall pass away
and be no more."
AFTER ALL it is not failure or success that is important. These, as
Baha 'u '11ah assures us, are of no
importance. It is how we meet
worldly failure or success that is of
importance.
"Work," says 'Abdu'l-Baha,
, 'f or the sake of God and for the
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improvement of humanity, without
any expecta tion of praise or reward."
If we thus live, and direct our
endeavors, we shall not be greatly
puffed up by success, nor perturbed
by failure.
As a landscape tends to level out
when seen from a great enough
height-so the ups and downs of
life are seen as unimportant functions of the plane of phenomenality, when viewed from the plane of
the spirit.
IT in his power to meet
failure nobly, and without cringing.
As he bears himself in outward
failure, so will other men bear
themselves toward him.
To be humble in success and
kingly in misfortune is the prerogative of spiritual man.
And as for man's attitude in
periods of failure toward God, the
Giver of all things-here one must
know only patience, love and gratitude.
'Abdu'l-Baha tells us that if our
love of God is due only to favors
He has showered upon us, it is not
a real love. No, our love for God
should be on a plane above phenomenality. Misfortunes come to test
us as to the quality of our love and
devotion.
In reality, such misfortunes may
become conducive to the utmost
spiritual development and to our
ultimate glory. In the teachings of
Baha 'u 'llah we read, "1tIy calamity
is My providence; outwardly it is
fire and vengeance, but inwardly it
is light and mercy."
MAN HAS

W HO SHALL say that the flood tide
is the only tide that brings to us
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wealth ~ In the ebb tides there are
also riches to be found, nuggets of
pure gold hidden in the sand, which
the waves of life, turbulent and active, have washed clear for us and
now leave exposed to our gaze.
Many of us have been privileged
to know a man who thus explored
in his last years the riches of poverty. In these years of outer fail-:ure and broken health-above humiliation, above bitterness, above
despair-he gained such a spiritual
sweetness and wisdom that the last
rich year of his life blessed us all
more even than did his previous
years of worldly success.
Therefore, I say, that even failure may become not failure, but
success of more golden quality than
before.
IF PERIODS of failure, of ebbing
tides, are a test to the individual
who suffers them, they are also a
test to his friends and to society.
Very lovingly, very patiently,
very humbly must we walk with
such a friend, lest like the friends
of Job we seem puffed up in our
own conceit, and become of no comfort to the sufferer.
For failure, say what we may, is
like illness a period of great suffering. It is then that a man needs
his friends. It is then faith and
loyalty become most cheering and
helpful.
Society, too, has its duty to perform toward failure. In the Baha'i
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world, according to the teachings of
Baha 'u 'llah, no individual can be
left to face alone the consequences
of disaster. If his income, after the
utmost earnest effort on his part, is
not sufficient for his needs, society
itself must equalize out of the public funds his income to his needs.
Thus, in the future Baha'i world,
failure will be deprived of its
greatest curse-the fear of deprivation, of want of the basic needs of
life for oneself and for one's family.
LET US KEEP ever in mind, then,
the nature of life's tides and realize that they both flood and ebb.
For ourselves and for others, we
need this bit of wisdom.
Let us also realize that life has
infinite continuity. It does not
end here. Sad as it may seem from
an earthly point of view for a
man's life to come to a close in a
period of depressed fortune, in
reality it may be just the needed
preparation for a glorious career
beyond the pale of death.
And now that we see life as a
whole, we no longer see success or
failure as separate and antagonistic elements. They are but the
warp and woof of life, merging into
patterns the beauty and brilliancy
of which depend upon the skill
and faith and love with which we
weave.
And at our side stands always
the Master, ready to guide our
awkward fingers and to train them
ever to a greater skill.
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THE RACES OF MEN-MANY OR ONE?
LOUIS G. GREGORY
The first article on "The Races of Men," by Mr. Gregory appeared in the March
number of this magazine and analyzed the more scientific aspects of race. In the
followirng the religious and spiritual phases of the subject are convincingly presented.-Editor.

T HE
nineteenth century saw human slavery, as an institution
sanctioned by law, banished from
all civilized communities. The twentieth century sees the evolution of
a new kind of freedom, one which
liberates minds from hoary superstitions and ancient dogmas, one
which vibrates with the consciousness of a common humanity. Men
now see as never before that class
tyranny brings unhappiness to the
aggressor no less than to the victim.
The spread of the social sciences
is bringing enlightening contacts
among people of all races and nations. All the races of mankind,
no matter how delayed their development in some cases may be,with encouragement, opportunity,
sympathy and understanding, may
attain the heights.
The colored philosopher and educator, the late Booker Washington,
in his autobiography, recalled that
during his boyhood he sometimes
engaged in wrestling. On such occasions he observed that if he threw
another boy to the ground, if he
held him there he would be compelled to stay down with him; but
if he arose the other boy would also
rise. So his motto was, "All men
up I No one down I" Such is the
true philosophy of life.
AMONG THE EARLY white settlers
of America was at least one group
that regarded the red aborigines as
being worthy of the treatment of

men. In Pennsylvania under the
guidance of William Penn, white
and red men entered into a bond of
mutual trust that was not to be
sundered as long as the sun should
give light. This colony was thus
saved from the bloodshed which
disgraced most of the others. It
seems a natural sequence that today the largest school supported by
the American Government for the
training of Indians should be on the
sojl of Pennsylvania, a commonwealth which has gained wealth and
renown through upholding its standards of justice to men of all races.
In the memoirs of General U. S.
Grant he relates how once when
visiting the outposts of his army
on Southern soil, a call was raised,
"Make way for the commanding
general of the army, General
Grant I" To his surprise he saw
himself surrounded by Confederate
soldiers who had raised this call.
Although these men were a part of
an army with which his own was
constantly fighting, yet these troops
saluted him and made no attempt
to capture him or do him bodily
harm.
It had so happened that for some
days the outposts of the two armies,
Federal and Confederate, had
touched each other and the soldiers
on both sides, free from rancor,
had become entirely friendly, exchanged what they possessed of the
comforts of life as well as its amenities and were accustomed to
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salute each other's officers when
they appeared. In the early days
of the great war a similar condition
of friendliness appeared among the
soldiers of the contending armies in
France.
If men engaged in deadly conflict can pause long enough to discover and act upon the basis of their
common humanity, certainly the
forces of peace should strive for
the means of making it durable,
and in this nothing is more desirable than a farewell to class tyranny and the banishment of what the
sociologist calls the superiority
complex from all the world. The
light of science powerfully aids
this.
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traditions of the past, might think
of their present acts and attitudes.
And they had summoned to their
ga thering three modernist and
learned scientists to confirm them
in their thoug·hts. Thus the orb of
science beams with increasing brilliancy upon a growing world of
thought and discovery.

THIS LIGHT OF science is but the
reflection of a far "greater and
more glorious Light" that has appeared with majestic splendor in
the world today. This second light
is Religion pure and undefiled from
the Throne of God, or Temple of
Manif estation.
The Baha'i Revelation is the divine intervention in human affairs.
AMONG THE YOUTH of the world
Its ideals, teachings and principles
there is a great and continuous will remove the superstitions that
awakening to the need of friendli- pall, the hatreds that blight, the
ness and cooperation among all prejudices that becloud, and the
r ace s and nations. Recently, preparation for slaughter that now
among many incidents of a similar threatens the existence of all hunature, the writer had the pleasure manity.
of mingling with an inter-racial and
Clearer than the deductions of
inter-national group of students science, weightier than the might
made up of representatives of of princes, wiser than the councils
Johns Hopkins University, the of sta tesmen, kinder than the
University of Maryland, the Uni- hearts of philanthropists, and
versity of Delaware, Morgan Col- sweeter than the songs of seraphs
lege and Howard University.
is the Voice of God, calling all manTheir faces shone with happiness kind to the Unity of the human
as from the standpoint of biology, family, the oneness of the world of
sociology, anthropology and gene- humanity. This is the true guidtics they discussed, almost without ance of all men in their relationship
dissenting voice, the potential with their fellows, whether they be
equality of all races and the desir- of the same race or nation or of
ability of their mingling freely with- others. The great law of universal
out prejudice in all the activities well-being and happiness is set
and amenities of life.
forth with a simplicity, purity, maWith the usual naivete, charm jesty and power which leaves no
and courage of youth, they seemed one in doubt.
to care nothing about what their
"Verily the words which have
elders, who were wrapped up in the descended from the Heaven of the
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vVill of God are the Source of unity
and harmony for the world. Olose
your eyes to racial differences and
welcome all with the Light of Oneness.' ,
Those who move in the direction
of the Divine vVill as expressed by
the Manifestation of God, His
Holiness Baha'u'llah, have the
mightiest confirmation to support
their efforts and are assured of
victory, no matter how difficult the
way may seem. A distinguished
Southern educator who heard the
Servant of God, His Holiness
'Abdu'l-Baha, address the Lake
Mohonk Peace Oonference in 1912,
quotes Him as opening His luminous address by saying:
"From time immemorial we
have been taught the Unity of God,
the Unity of God, the Unity of God!
But in this day the divine lesson is
the unity of man, the unity of man,
the unity of man!"
Dr. Samuel O. Mitchell declared
that from listening to this holy man
whom he recognized as a Prophet,
he had decided for himself never
again to draw a vertical line upon
his fellow-men. The great horizon
line which covers all mankind, is
sufficient for him. How happily
does this illustrate the power and
penetration of the Creative Word,
that it should raise up from a single
utterance one who has declared and
reechoed it upon many platforms.
'Abdu'l-Baha says: "God has
made mankind one family: no race
is superior to another . . . . God is
the Shepherd of all and we are His
flock. There are not many races.
There is only one race."
Although the Sun of Truth is still
largely hidden, "veiled by its own
splendor," yet Its rays are pene-
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trating the remotest corners of the
earth, creating in souls a consciousness which binds all hearts together. Oommon sense and reason
are explaining away the barriers of
color which are caused by adjustment of people to climatic states
over long periods of time. Scientists in many fields of research are
thrilled by the discovery of a common human heritage which they
sometimes boldly declare in words
similar to those found in the sacred
text. Statesmen, national and international, are making the Divine
Spirit the foundation upon which
they are striving to build a new social structure with justice to all,
while in growing numbers people
who take religion seriously are finding heart balm through their helpful interest in other people's affairs.
Some years ago the venerable
Bishop of Georgia, Rt. Rev. Atticus G. Haygood, amazed his followers by boldly declaring in his book,
"Our Brother in Black," that no
attainment of the white race was
impossible for the colored.
Governor Ohar les Aycock of
North Oarolina inaugurated a policy of large expenditure for education that would help white and black
upon this basis:
"We hold our title to power by
the tenure of service to God, and
if we fail to administer equal and
exact justice to the Negro we shall
in the fullness of time lose power
ourselves, for we must know that
the God who is love, trusts no people with authority for the purpose
of enabling them to do injustice."
Although the strongholds of prejudice seem invincible, the clouds
of superstitions lower, the veils of
ignorance overshadow and the re-
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sources of rancor prepare for
strife, yet upon the plane of being
the Sun of Truth is radiant and
",rill remove in time all dust from
minds and all rust from hearts, to
the end that the true Glory of God
and the brightness of man may appear in the unity of the world. The
shadows of the sunset and the glory
of the dawn are both revealed in
the vVords that follow from the pen
of 'Abdu'l-Baha:
"It is very strange to see how
'illusion' has taken possession of
the hearts of men while 'Reality'
has no sway whatsoever. For example-racial difference is an optical illusion! It is a figment of
imagination, yet how deep-seated
and powerful its influence! No one
can deny the fact that mankind in
toto are the progeny of Adam; that
they are offshoots of one primal
stock, yet the optical illusion has
so radically misrepresented this
plain truth that they have divided
and subdivided themselves into so
many tribes and nations . . . . . Although many intelligent men
amongst them know that this racial
difference is an optical illusion, yet
they all confess their inability to
stand firm before its uncanny, invisible power.
"The world of humanity is like
unto one kindred and one family.
Because of the climatic conditions
of the zones through the passing
ages colors have become different.
In the torrid zone on account of the
intensity of the effect of the sun
throughout the ages the dark race
a ppeared. In the frigid zone on
account of the severity of the cold
and the ineffectiveness of the heat
the white race appeared. In the
tempera te zone the yellow, brown
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and red races came into existence.
But in reality mankind is one race.
Because it is one race unquestionably there must be union and harmony and no seperation or discord.
, , The teachings of Baha 'u 'llah
are the breaths of the Holy Spirit
which create men anew. Personal
amity, both in private and public,
is emphasized and insisted upon ...
Baha'is believe that mankind must
love mankind; that universal amity
must be practiced; that dead dogmas must be thrown away; that we
are at the threshold of the Era of
Interpendence; that we must forget
prejudice and that universal love
must become the dominant note of
the twentieth century..... The tree
of humanity is one and is planted
by God. The orgin is one and the
end must also be one."
THUS IT IS clearly established
through both religion and science
tha t the only race is the human
race. The illuminati of all groups
today, upon the basis of the divine
principle of the oneness of humanity, are working to build a new
order in the world. Their ranks
are widening day by day and among
them are included all branches of
the human family. They have crossed the borderland of separation and
view with delight the world of
unity. With reverence and appreciation they perceive the descent of
heavenly guidance. In the sacred
books of the past this divine favor
is pictured as the Holy City.
The cities of the world today present to the gaze of the traveler
striking contrasts between old and
new. In days of yore the construc·
tion of homes was in the nature of
a castle. Each house was defended
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by a high fence or wall, behind
which dogs barked furiously at all
who approached, who were presumably foes until otherwise proven.
Such places did not lack beauty.
N or were passers-by always wanting in charm. But in each case the
beauty and charm were hidden by
defensive battlements. Such are the
cities of hearts when their love is
concealed by the battlements erected by superstition and fear. In many
of the new cities the absence of
walls reveals velvet lawns and the
varied charm of flowers. The adornments of the home, the sport of
the children, the family cooperation
in simple toil, create impressions
of friendliness and accentuate the
joy of life.
Those who visualize the City of
God have faith in the final outcome
of human destiny through a love
that transcends all boundaries of
race. Herein lies joy to the worker
whose toil is linked with heaven as
he serves mankind enmasse as well
as singly. Peace to the nations when
ready to pursue those ideals that
guide the people of splendor. Perfection in education when the youth
are allowed to treasure the jewels
of minds and hearts despi te the
obstinate barriers of caste. Wealth
for governments when the huge
sums now given to armaments are
by common consent turned into
channels of construction. Solace for
the needy when deserts are irrigated, waste places reclaimed, slums
removed, the deep yields its coffers
and the earth its fruits. Illumination to humanity when every man
sees in his neighbor a garment in
which God has clothed the reflection of the Manifestation of
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Himself. Glory for the who I e
world when receptive to divine
civilization which descends through
the majestic revelation of His Holiness Baha'u'llah, the Shining Orb
of His Covenant and the protection
of His laws by which all races are
banded together in the exaltation
of service.
The story runs that a youth long
absent from home in pursuit of
educa tion returned and was overjoyed to find that he now had a
younger brother, born during his
absence. He eagerly and lovingly
embraced the new-corner. But alas!
That child of immature years seeing
in his brother only a stranger and
all unaware of the relationship
made a great outcry, wiggled out
of his arms and even scratched his
brother's face.
Such is all too often the attitude
of people of one group toward those
of another when uninformed of the
divine law which makes all men
brothers. Such immaturity in a
time of rapid changes must soon
happily pass as that which is real
comes more and more into view.
That reality is the cooperation
of all mankind in productive enterprises, the awakening of spiritual
life, the assurance of the way of
God, and the enkindlement of the
flame of divine love which removes
all clouds. To forsake prejudice is
better far than to amass wealth.
The conquest of animosities is far
greater than victory over ones
foes. The struggle for universal
good is far nobler than the desire
for personal success.
The Glory of the rising Sun
reveals the way. Victory and joy
to those who strive!
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BAHA'I COLLEGIATES
MARZIEH

N ABIL

This illuminating article pointing out the trivialities too current in college life,
and making clear how the Baha'i teaching lifts the student to a more serious concept
of life and duty to humanity, will be read with interest by all who, like the Editors,
are impressed with the tragedy of the inadequacy of higher education in this day and
age. The author is now a Junior at Stanford University.

T HERE
called

is a French perfume us responsive to concepts, has
" Always Me." "Al- brought us rest from the involved
ways me"-that is the trouble with inanity of everyday existence.
most of us.
That is why we are
And so it is that to the Baha'i
stunted both spiritually and intel- student, a course in astronomy
lectually, why we cannot see over means-not the cold dark hours on
our ruts! That is why two-thirds the observatory roof, or the lengthy
of life passes us by, leaving no calculations interrupted by clouds,
trace of a reaction. It is "Always but the fact that "the heavens deUs." If we are full of ourselves, clare the Glory of God, and the
life can give us nothing. If a g'lass firmament s how e t h His handiis full of water, who can fill it with work. " The" Glory of God" is
wine 1
what we are seeking, and as the
Being full of ourselves means universe is unfolded before us, our
that we are glued to concrete triv- worship increases. To appreciate
ialities. How many pounds have the wonder of the workmanship, we
I gained ~ How many hours did must be familiar with phenomena.
I sleep last night? Is the pink For only a musician can judge
hat more becoming to me, or the music; only a trained mind can see
purple 1 We eventually become deep enough into life to be bewilas lost in trivialities as a fly dered at its perfection.
To the Baha'i student, then,
swamped in flY-PJiper. The result
sciences
are a means of reaching
is tha t we can no longer respond to the essential meanings of God. They are a cause of increased
life. Great truths embarrass us. It faith. For each new discovery,
even happens that if some one men- each proven fact, completely cointions life after death or the brother- cides with and elucidates the teachhood of man, we raise our eyebrows ings of Baha 'u 'llah and Abdu'las if something indecent had occurr- Baha.
ed. We squirm and turn to the
There are, too, the so-called culweather. It is a known fact that tural courses; the stories of what
in the more formal of our everyday man has done, and what he has
experiences only trivialities are thought.
The philosophy texta permitted subject of conversation. book, a thesaurus of gropings,
which has sent many a good mind
It is "Always Me."
And now Baha'u'llah has appear- stumbling into outer darkness. The
ed, and has set us free. He has splattered histories, which make us
burned away the trivial, has made ashamed of our forbears' tragic
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and persistent stupidities, make us
delight in the occasional glow of a
grea t name.
The psychology
courses, promising so much, and
leaving us adrift by mid-semester.
(For one of education's greatest
values is that it emphasizes not
only the extent of man's knowledge
but the depth of his ignorance). In
all of these, too, we approach God,
this time through man, His most
representative creation. And these
serve but to continually reiterate
humanity's need of a tool to rebuild itself with.
offers a glittering
display of all forms of knowledgethere for the taking.
And the
freshmen are enthusiastic. At last
they are going to handle Reality.
But what of the seniors ~ They
graduate sobered, they emerge
tired of the search, or defiant, or
confused. Some are withdrawn into themselves, resolved not to think.
Some cling to the shreds of their
past belief. Some intelligently express opinions which a dervish in a
trance would be ashamed of. Materially speaking, they graduate
excellent citizens; spiritually, they
are desolate.
But this is not true of Baha'i
students. We have a standard to
judge by. We cannot lose our way
in the bog of conflicting facts. Having proven with every strength of
our reasoning the truth of the
Baha'i teachings, we have a touchYES, COLLEGE
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stone by which to distinguish real
from unreal. It is as simple as determining, by an axiom, the outcome of a geometry problem.
Socially as well, Baha'i training
is an important determinant. We
do not, for instance, take college
too seriously. We know that it is
not a matter of life and death, but
just one of the countless stages of
soul development. On the other
hand, we do not skim through too
lightly; we feel it a moral obligation to do the work efficiently, realizing that such work is prayer if
sincerely done, and tha t our subjects are chosen with a view to future Baha'i service.
Prayer itself-so uncollegiateis an important factor in our lives
-supplies us with energy, elucidates our problems, normalizes
existence.
In some ways Baha'is are spectators in college life-watching the
others, studying their reactions,
trying to discover how we must influence them toward effecting a new
world order-realizing meanwhile
that we are dealing with the best
trained minds in the country.
Our chief difference from them
is that we know where we are going-they do not. Our burden is
therefore much heavier than theirs.
We have a definite reason for existing. We have our place in a
definite plan of world betterment.
We are acquiring skill for a definite
future task.
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THE WANDERING JEW
LOULIE 11ATHEWS

the outer causes
T othatunderstand
led the Jews to intensive

the heig'ht of the Palestine Patriarchy, in the third Oentury.
mysticism, it is necessary to conAs Ohristianity spread and was
sider their experiences in the early made a state religion, under Condays of Ohristianity.
stantine, the Jews were meted out
Before the end of the first Oen- injustice from all quarters. They
tury, Jerusalem was razed to the lost most of their civil rights, and
ground. Ou the spot where the every measure tended to repress
great synagogue stood (so often and thrust them into isolation. They
spoken of in the Gospels) a temple were regarded as a lower order of
was erected to Jupiter, and above being, degraded and worthy of conthe Holy Sepulcher another was tempt, regardless of the value of
reared and dedicated to Venus.
their actions. Sometimes an EmAn attempt to free the Jews from peror graciously accorded them speRoman rule, in 135 A. D., under the cialliberty, but an apex of tyranny
leadership of Barricichibas, proved was reached in the reign of J usa tragic failure. It resulted in the tinian (553), when the Jews were
annihilation of political nationality, forbidden to read the Talmud aloud,
and it was estimated that over a even in the synagogues, and a law
million Jews fell in this uprising. was passed prohibiting them from
From henceforth, they were forbid- entering commerce, or holding any
den to enter the gates of the Holy position above that of manuallabor.
City, and were treated with humili- When they were obliged to testify
ating cruelties. It was not until the in court, the Emperor forced them
accession of the Emperor Antoni- to do so girded in thorns, standing
ous that they had a respite from in water, so that they should not
persecution.
pollute the earth of the Ohristians;
Meanwhile, a great spiritual and, instead of swearing by one
wa ve had swept over the people, central law, they were obliged to
and fifty years after the siege of swear by each law separately.
Jerusalem, the Misnah, under the
Finding themselves walled off
name of Talmud, was collected, from the life of the community, they
which contained a number of laws, formed a number of secret societies.
social and moral, as well as reli- Having to walk the streets as outgIOUS.
casts, in secret they rode in the
The social laws included a de- Chariot of Ezekiel. They spoke totailed account of daily life: How gether of angels and their visitato enter a shop, what to say to a tions among them were the topic
shop-keeper, how to eat your food. of the day. They began to peneNo modern etiquette book was more trate more deeply the esoteric
complete.
The manuscript was meaning of the Scriptures, and
edited and completed by Judah, at honor was accorded first to those
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who had knowledge of the secret
name of God in proportion to the
mystic knowledge each had acquired. The God of their fathers
drew nigh and the power of vision
became their delight.
In secret, they fed the poor, and
in secret they planned a migration
to Egypt, where five hundred years
before they had been in bondage.
Here a new and more complete Talmud was collected, known as the
Babylonian Talmud which is in use
to this day. The Persian ruler
allowed them to be governed by a
Patriarch of their own choosing,
who, in turn, was responsible to
him. They founded two great
Academies, Sura and N ehardes, to
which flocked the Zoroasterian PerSIans.
During the days the Jews passed
under the Roman yoke, they showed
no sign of retaliation, they had formulated a saying: "The law of the
government under which we live is
the law." These words reflect the
spirit of Jesus: "Render unto
Oaesar that which is Oaesar 's."
For a hundred and fifty years
they were intensely alive to the
deeper phases of religion and education, humble and grateful for
their privileges. With the rise of
Muhammadanism, however, both
the Jews and Zoroasterians became
undesirable subjects. The former
silently folded their tents and returned whence they had come. They
did not at first penetrate far inland, but settled along the Mediterranean. It was in Spain, however, that their most brilliant
scholars were born.
In their wanderings, the Jews
had assimilated the culture of the
Greek, Roman and Persian civili-
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zations, but it was especially the
coming of Ohrist and the purity of
the early Ohristian thought that
penetra ted their rigid la ws and
lifted them above theology into a
closer union with God.
It is pleasant to remember that
Oharlemagne (742-814) treated the
Jews with kindness, as a truly
Ohristian ruler, in marked contrast
to the other sovereigns of that day.
Before the tenth Oentury, the
Jews had caught from Islam the
creative spirit of poetry, philosophy, and science. As the dawn of
the Muhammadan sun rose, it gave
light to the minds of the Jews according to their capacity. As the
light of Ohrist had given them
power to penetrate the esoteric
meaning of the Scriptures, that of
Muhammad had given them an intellectual renaissance.
As each
Prophet so emphatically states,
that the light He brings is for the
whole world, our lack of knowledge
and belief may dim its light, but
its shining excludes no one.
Let us be admonished by the examples of persecution and narrowness afforded by history. The
myth of the Wandering Jew is an
apt illustration of the desire on
the part of humanity to justify
their cruel acts.
The Wandering Jew was a legendary fig'ure, doomed to wander
over the face of the earth until the
second coming of Ohrist. This
ageless being walked beside Christ
on His way to the Cross, and said
to Him, "Go Thou more quickly",
and the Lord replied, "I go, but
thou shalt wait until I return."
This legend repeated by the Bishop
of Schleswig, in 1602, who said he
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had met the Wandering Jew, was
readily credited and applauded by
the civilized world. It was speedily
printed by one Shristoff Scrutzer.
(And as history has since proved
that no such person has ever existed), therefore, it was clearly a
secret manuscript printed under a
false name. This pamphlet ran
through forty editions, and was
translated into every tongue. Before the end of the century, the
Eternel Jew became a current expression and reports of his appearance were given in every land.
Even in 1830 he passed along the
by-ways of London, while as late
as 1868 he presumed to saunter
through a public square of Salt
Lake City where he bought a newspaper and absorbed its contents in
the presence of the awe-stricken
citizens. Thus have our fathers
sta ted and there were many who
believed.
The myth of the Wandering Jew
heightened prejudice, adding to the
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race a mysterious, uncanny quality,
but of far graver consequence was
the justification of the Christian in
his attitude towards the Jew. If
God thus punished a man, was it
not meet that mankind should
shun and despise him also. How
different are the following words of
'Abdu'l-Baha on prejudice!
"Beware of prejudice, light is
good in whatsoever lamp it is burning. A rose is beautiful in whatsoever garden it may bloom. A star
has the same radiance whether it
shines from the East or the West."
And again He says, " Consort
with all the peoples of the earth
with the utmost kindliness and
goodwill that all the worlds of being may be filled with the holy
ecstasy of the grace of Baha. That
ignorance, envy, hate and rancour
may vanish from the earth and the
darkness of estrangement amidst
the peoples and kindred nations
may gIve way to the light of
Unity. "

THE ONENESS OF HUMANITY
All are the leaves of one great Tree,
As forming God's Humanity,
Yet we His children draw the lines,
That separate, and discord make,
With prejudice, we fill our hearts,
N or seek in love to give and take.
We look at all the different hues
Of skin-and some we frown upon,
While God-who did each one create,
Sees but the red heart-blood as one.
To be a unit of the whole,
The good of all alone to seek,
To know that all must rise or fall;
To help the saddened and the weak;
This is the purpose of God's Plan,
The Oneness of Humanity,
All leaves upon His Tree of Life,
Or drops of His vast Sea.
-SHAHNAZ W AITE
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THE SWIFTNESS OF LIBERATING FORCES
DR. SUSAN

I.

MOODY's OBSERVATIONS ENROUTE TO PERSIA

A very remarkable figure is Dr. Moody who, at the age of seventy-seven years is
renewing her life of devotion to the progress of Persia. For fifteen years she had
served in that country, but returned to America for a well earned rest necessary fm'
her health. She had indefatigably worked for the women of Persia not only as a
practicing physician but as head of the Tarbiat School founded and maintained by
Bahd/is. During this period he'r medical work with the Persian women was very
notable. How the people of Tihram appreciated her previouB services to them is shown
in their reception of her on her return as described in this article. She is doing a great
work toward the important goal of ~miting the East and West.
The following is compiled from her r'ecent letter giving a detailed account of
her journey from New York to Tihnin.-Editor.

"We pray that God will unite
the East and the West in order that
these two civilizations may be exchanged and muttwlly enjoyed. I
am s'ure it will come to pass, for
this is the radiant century. This is
an age for the outpot~ring of divine
mercy 'upon the exigency of this
new centttry-the unity of the East
and the West. It will surely be accomplished."-' Abdu'l-Baha.
THE "liberating forces" at work
everywhere are bringing about
vast changes in the social order of
the world, and no place are they
more apparent than in the East and
N ear East. The progress in the
past was seemingly slow, but to
those who had the vision, the divine
law has ever been operating, even
swiftly, for the Holy Spirit has
been at work on the inner plane,
seeds have been germinating in the
soil of human hearts which have
brought forth many blessings and
many notable changes. The founda tion of the old order has been
crumbling for some time, and more
rapidly than anyone realized, until
today the lifting of humanity into
the new order is being demonstrated in very definite reforms so sure
and certain that "he who runs may
read. "

To bring about changes necessary
to the unity of the East and the
West was not, and is not, easy of
accomplishment, for the requirements of the New Age assuredly
demand first, understanding hearts,
touched by the Light of Guidance,
and secondly, trained minds.
On the steamer crossing the Atlantic Dr. Moody and her traveling
companion Miss Adelaide Sharp
of San Francisco, (now director of
the Tarbiat School in Tihran, Persia) were happily surprised to find
a distinguished Rabbi and his interesting wife deeply engrossed in
the study of Baha'i literature. They
were so touched by the dynamic
unifying power of the Baha'i Cause
that the Rabbi decided to arrange
a Unity Meeting the last Sunday
morning on the steamer. The speakers on this occasion were the Rabbi,
some Christian missionaries and
Dr. Moody. At the close of the service a Greek said to Dr. Moody,
, 'On behalf of myself and all the
Greeks I wish to thank you from
my heart for your Persian prayer."
Thus the leaven works. It was an
interesting coincidence, too, that
la ter Dr. Moody should again meet
the Rabbi and his wife in Tiberias.
A brief visit of twelve days was
made in Haifa, situated at the foot
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Photographed in Kermanshah, Persia. Left to right: Mohamed Labib, who established the Children's Savings Bank named "Nonahallan Co.," which has branches in
eight Persian cities. He is a noted Esperantist and a skilled photographer; Dr. Susan
I. Moody, distinguished Doctor and famous Internationalist; Dr. Habibollah Moayid,
known to many Americans, and also in Germany, as "Khodabaksh;" Miss Adelaide
Sharp, American director of the Tarbiat School for Girls in Tihran.

of Mt. Carmel, and now the most
famous city of Palestine. It is here
where the Guardian and Center of
the Baha'i Cause, Shoghi Effendi,
has his home, as well as the other
members of 'Abdu'l-Baha's family. At present Haifa is being remarkably developed under the
hands of Palestinian Jews and of
the British. The prophecies of
'Abdu'l-Baha in regard to the future of Haifa, 'Akka and the beautiful semi-circular bay of Haifa, are
daily being fulfilled and the future
will bring still more wonderful improvements.
Dr. lVIoody and Miss Sharp
lived at the Baha'i Pilgrim House
in Haifa, and were privileged to
have many conferences there with
Shoghi Effendi, who, though very
tired from overwork, gave them
much of his time. They found
Bahiyyih Khanum (the sister of
'Abdu'l-Baha, called the Greatest
Holy Leaf) though advanced in
age, much better in health than for
many years. Another item of in-

terest to Baha'is is that Monever
Khanum (youngest daughter of
'Abdu'l-Baha) and her husband,
Mirza Ahmad Yazdi, former Persian Consul at Port Said, are now
living in Haifa permanently, both
being eminently fitted to render
valuable services to the Baha'i
Cause. The story about Rooha
Khanum, (second daughter 0 f
'Abdu'l-Baha and the wife of Mirza
J alal), managing two households,
her own and that of Shoghi Effendi,
and yet finding time to take into
her home two sick women and
nurse them herself, was an interesting sidelight on the life of sacrifice lived in the Baha'i colony at
Haifa, for everyone serves, and
serves sacrificially including Miss
Effie Baker, hostess of the Pilgrim
House and Fugeta the well known
Japanese Baha'i server. Here is
one spot on the face of this earth
where everyone forgets self and
self-interests, and thinks only of
how best to serve others.
Then follows the oft-repeated
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story of all who have ever had the
blessing of this visit, namely, that
it is heartbreaking to leave the beloved family of 'Abdu'l-Baha, for
once having witnesed the love of
God in action, and so perfectly and
completely exemplified, one naturally wishes to remain forever in
such a holy atmosphere.
But Tihran, Persia was the destination of these two American
travelers, so they started on their
long journey, traveling by way of
Tiberias to Damascus, thence over
the Syrian and Arabian deserts in
a Dodge car carrying sixteen passengers. Dr. Moody describes some
of their interesting experiences in
these words:
"The transport usually stays
over night at a caravansary, but as
there was a glorious full moon a
vote was taken and carried that we
should have our evening meal and
then ride all night.
"While we were at table a fine
looking British officer came to me
and said, 'How do you do Dr.
Moody!' Think of it,-in the middle of the Arabian desert, at night!
I answered, 'How did you know
tha t I was here?' And he replied,
'When you came in the door I recognized you.' He was none other
than Dr. Fortescue, whom I knew
well in Tihran. We had a fine visit.
He is now at the head of all British
medical work in Mesopotamia, with
headquarters in Bagdad.
"This incident recalls another
similar which occurred on the
Panama Canal. An American greeted me by name, on the deck of our
steamer, and I recognized a former
Charge d'Affaires of our Legation
in Tihran. He is now American
Ambassador in San Salvador. He
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wrote in my autograph book, 'A
remembrance of Persian roses in
a Persian garden in 1916.' My
journeyings are replete with like
pleasant memories."
Coming back to that all night
moonlight ride on the desert in the
Dodge car, Dr. Moody tells us none
slept, but everyone revelled in the
rare experiences, and of course arrived in Bagdad hours before the
usual scheduled time.
Here our friends remained for
six days visiting among Baha'is.
Particular reference is made to
their attendance at two very important meetings in the Mashriqu'lAdhkar (the "dawning place of the
worship of God." or Baha'i TempIe) ; also of an afternoon meeting
for women and an evening meeting
for men, the latter particularly interesting on account of the presence
of the "Afnan" (one related to the
Holy Family) and Sheik Mohi ed
Din, traveling Baha'i teacher "a
tall man with a fine presence"; a
distinguished group also on account
of the variety of dress and headgear. "The vibration of Baha'i love
and unity was the gift we carried
from these meetings," says Dr.
Moody.
A short visit was next made in
Kermanshah, one of the notable
cities of Persia famous for the rugweaving art. ' 'And here we were
guests at the home of Dr. anc11'YIrs.
Habibollah Khodabaksh, meeting
old and new friends and another
fervent Baha'i traveling teacher,
J enabi Fazel Shirazi) who taught
many years in the Boy's Tarbiat
School of Tihran." Dr. 1'YIoody goes
on to state, "We had spent Christmas in Haifa, Palestine; New
Year's day we had attended the
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memorable gathering in Bagdad;
and on January sixth we were
speeding toward Hamadan, Persia.
We had to change cars at Bagdad,
and so hired a Hudson car to take
us through from that city to Tihran - cost twenty-nine English
pounds. It was a new car and we
had an expert chauffeur. The
weather was perfect, no snow in
the mountain passes up to this time.
Arriving in Hamadan, where almost everyone in the city is a
Baha'i, our friends were guests of
two noted Baha'i doctors of the
Jewish race-Dr. Hafiz es Saheh
and his son Dr. Yohanna Hafiz, and
what Dr. Moody says about their
visit must be given in her own
words:
"The Hamadan Baha'is are numerous and prosperous. The large
property owned by the Assembly
comprises their Boy's and Girl's
Schools, as well as a Mashriqu'lAdhkar where we met an audience
of seven hundred men. What a
thrill it gave us! I told them I
wished Shoghi Effendi (Guardian
of the Baha'i Cause) were standing
in my place. The wave of smiles
that swept over those happy faces
foretold the greeting awaiting him
when he will be free to carry out
the expressed longing in his heart.
"At an afternoon meeting three
hundred women were in the TempIe," and Dr. Moody says she
greeted each one of them personally. The Baha'i Boy's School in
Hamadan is most prosperous and
there is an excellent corps of
teachers under the new superintendent Mirza Ahmed Raazee of Tabriz. The Girl's School is likewise
very prosperous, and Dr. Moody
was particularly pleased to find a
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graduate of the Tarbiat School in
Tihnin as one of the teachers.
Another meeting with the women
Baha'is of this city was pronounced
a rare treat,-the chanting of the
Baha'i tablets, prayers and poems
was followed by a social hour.
Three days were spent in the
city of Kazvin, a center well known
among Baha'is. Our friends were
the guests of Dr. Assad-ol-Hokema
and at his home they saw hosts of
Baha'is, among them the young
widow of the late lamented Mahmoud Zargonni. She is an accomplished student and is conversant
with English and Esperanto.
From Kazvin we started the
days' ride to Tihran, the capital of
Persia, and the goal of this long
journey. "We arrived after dark
and a little late, but we were taken
directly to the home of Mirza Feriborze whom we found waiting outside of the gate for us," says Dr.
Moody. Briefly she gives this picture of their activities:
"We had a good nights' rest and
then the friends began to come.
'Ferry and Sarvar' kept open
house. They came singly, in groups,
Committees, Assemblies, - m 0 r e
than seven hundred the first week,
and still we are greeting many new
and old friends, both women and
men, and happy are we!
"Words fail to express the joy
of our 'home-coming.' The warm
hearts of the Persian race are a
storehouse of love. I thought I
knew them thoroughly, but this
experience contradicts such an assertion. I wish you might have
seen how that love overflowed in
gifts-potted vines and plants,
large bouquets of flowers, two beautiful silver vases, many boxes of
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confectionery, cakes decorated and
frosted, sweets of all kinds. Do you
wonder that the two Americans
were completely overwhelmed?
, 'Miss Sharp has now been busy
at the school for two weeks, study~
ing conditions, teachers and methods with a view to bringing every
department up to date, that our
Baha'i Girl's School may be an advance guard to aid in developing
this New Persia which is greatly
in evidence everywhere.
"I find the Baha'i men actively
interested in the important field of
the progress of women. Meetings
for conference are fully established. One of these I have already
a ttended here in the home of Mirza
Feriborze where we are staying.
There were one hundred women
present with a committee of nine
men. There were three excellent
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addresses by women and three by
men, touching upon important
points and practical opportunities
for service. I shall be present at a
second one soon in another section
of the city. My incomplete command of the language prevents the
giving of an adequate conception of
this most important new move.
"It has recently been truly asserted that, 'The progress of Persia in the last few years exceeds
that of the former two hundred.'
The Mullahs are no longer in control of affairs, nor do they wear the
old turban but the skip-cap, which,
by order of Pehlevi, Reza Shah, is
the universal hat of all Persians.
The Mullahs who remain in Parliment are few in number and cannot
force the enactment of new unjust
laws, although the old ones have
not yet been rescinded."

His Holiness Bah6/u'll6h appeared in the Orient and renewed the
foundations of the divine teachings. His revelation of the Word embodies completely the teachings of all the Prophets, expressed in principles and precepts applicable to the needs and conditions of the modern world,. amplified and adapted to present day questions and critical
human problems. That is to say, the words of His Holiness Bah6/u'll6h are the essences of the words of the Prophets of the past. They
are the very spirit of the age and the cause of the ~tnity and illumination
of the east and the west. The followers of His teachings are in conformity with the precepts and commands of all the former heavenly
messengers. Differences and dissensions which destroy the foundations
of the world of h~lmanity and are contrary to the will and good pleasure
of God, disappear completely in the light of the revelation of His Holiness Bah6'u'll6h,. difficult problems are solved, unity and love are established. For the good pleasure of God is the eff~llgence of love and
the establishing of unity and fellowship in the human world,. whereas
discord, contention, warfare and strife are satanic outcomes and contrary to the will of the Merciful.-' Abdu'l-Baha.
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WILLIAM H. RANDALL

1863-1929
ranks of the Baha'i Cause
T HE
in America have lost one of its
best known and most sincere adherents in the person of :Mr. William H. Randall of Boston, who
passed into the life eternal on February 11, 1929.

But with him all business was
secondary to the great "spiritual
business" in which he was so deeply engrossed, for his greatest activity in life was the study of religion.
He investigated quite impartially
all Faiths that came to his notice.

Mr. Randall center and Mrs. Randall right, with other pilgrims
visiting 'Abdu'l-Baha at Haifa

Mr. Randall was born in Boston,
April 19, 1863, and was christened
in the Roman Catholic Church. He
was educated at Chauncey Hall
school and abroad, and was a great
student of history, science and religion during his school days and
for the remainder of his life.
He entered the shipping business
in the last days of the old" Clipper
Ship, " and rose from office boy to
President of the Company. A few
years before the W orld War he organized the firm of William H. Randall Company, owners of a large
line of steamers. During the war he
was a consultant member of the
United States Shipping Board, and
appeared before the U. S. Senate
for that Committee.

He first heard of the Baha'i Teachings through Miss Alice Buckton of
England, who told a group of our
friends about the Baha'i martyrs.
Through Miss Buckton he met Mr.
Harlan F. Ober who supplied him
with Baha'i literature, and who
spent days and nights in our home
explaining the Teachings. In the
summer of 1912 Mr. Randall met
'Abdu'l-Baha at the Charlesgate in
Boston, and later 'Abdu'l-Baha
came to our home.
The next summer (1913) he be'Came a trustee of the Green Acre
Fellowship (now the Baha'i Summer Colony at Green Acre, Eliot,
Maine).
In 1914 Mr. Randall was elected
to the Baha'i Temple Unity (the
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National Executive Committee of
the Baha'is at that time), and served on said Committee for ten consecutive years. During this period
the money was raised for the Temple Foundation, and as he was either Treasurer or Chairman of the
Committee most of the time, he was
extremely active.
His greatest interest in life was
promulga ting the Baha'i Teachings
and holding aloft the standards of
this Cause. As Mr. Randall was for
the most part an inspira tional
speaker, his services were very effective and successful, and in his
travels far and wide over the country, he spoke before many Assemblies and gatherings, always giving
the Baha'i Message from one angle
or another. Probably his largest audience was at Lily Dale, N. Y.,
where he addressed a thousand or
more at the Spiritualist Camp, having accompanied Jinab-i-Fadil, also
an invited speaker, and Miss 1VIartha Root who was reporting the
Conferences.
Long before an active Baha'i
Teaching Committee was organized
he had placed teachers in the field,
and was always eager to assist any
one who would and could go forth
and give the Baha'i Message.
Perhaps his greatest work was
at Green Acre. In the early days
when he was called to work there,
he was able to serve Green Acre in
a material way in holding together
for the Baha'is the various properties and making vast improvements.
Miss Sarah Farmer, the founder
of Green Acre Fellowship, was in
those days confined in a Sanitarium. Through Mr. Randall's efforts
her release was brought about, thus
fulfilling the promise to her by
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Abd~~'l-Baha,

with Mr. Randall in the background. A picture much appnciated.

'Abdu'l-Baha that she would pass
away in her own home.
One of her fondest dreams was to
have an electric lighting system installed at Green Acre. And this 1VIr.
Randall accomplished the last summer of her life.
His interest in Green Acre never
lessened, and those who have been
with him there each summer have
realized his untiring energy in furtherance of the great work at that
Center, called by 'Abdu'l-Baha
, 'The Green Akka of America."
He spent his last summer there
glvmg spiritual inspiration to
many. Surely he will be grea tly
missed in that wonderful Baha'i
Summer Colony which he so materially helped in organizing and
maintaining even to the end of his
life.
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Mr. Randall's outstanding char"I said, 'My Lord, I want only
acteristics were his wonderful sense the flame of your love eternally in
of justice, his undying generosity, my heart to make me steadfast and
and, during the later years of his to serve Thy Cause and the friends
life, his humility and severance. He of God.' His eyes opened and again
reached what seemed to us the true He spoke, 'Your wish is granted.
state of "radiant acquiescence."
You are in the Kingdom-the veils
In 1919 he made a pilgrimage to like clouds shut out the Shining
Haifa, Palestine, to visit 'Abdu '1- Reality, but it is present. Christ
Baha. From his own notes of that once said, 'I shall not eat again of
the grapes until I eat them in my
visit the following is quoted:
"The Master 'Abdu'l-Baha sent Father's kingdom!' I hope we shall
for me after the meeting, and Sho- ea t together in the Kingdom as we
ghi Effendi accompanied me to his are eating now. Thou art under the
bedroom. As I entered, the Voice protection of God."
During the past fifteen years Mr.
of the Beloved Master most sweetly
called to me, 'I have asked you to Randall has given innumerable leccome to my bedroom. You are now tures in Boston on the Baha'i
in the Kingdom-in the kingdom of Cause, speaking from many differmy heart and it is eternal. Your ent platforms. His last public adheart is a magnet that attracts the dress was in the Temple Israel in
bounties of God. Your purpose is December before an audience of
pure. I am greatly pleased with three hundred. He was well known
you. Many I love; some I have con- as a very convincing speaker, not
fidence in; but I both love you and only as a lecturer of note, but very
have confidence in you; you will often presided as chairman with
never leave me even though you rare tact and charm.
The greatest tribute, however, is
depart from here. You must be a
candle aflame, and unite the friends contained in the cable from Shoghi
in America. You must love them. Effendi, Guardian of the Baha'i
You must be a center of love. Your Cause, Haifa, Palestine, who referheart is a magnet. I love you very red to him as "the distinguished
much, and I expect much of you ... and beloved servant of Baha'My love is with you always. You u 'lliih. " He needs no greater crown
may ask anything you wish.' Then for this commendation is all-inclu'Abdu'l-Baha closed His luminous SIve.
RUTH WALES RANDALL.
eyes.
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WILLIAM H. RANDALL

He had not far to go.
When death called, it was but a step
Which took him to the Unseen Realm, his home.
There he had long lived, glowing with its brightness,
While we, his neighbors, chiefly saw the shadows
Which unseen lights cast on our earthly plane.
Living among us, dear to all who knew him,
He lived already in the realm of spirit.
Nothing less held him. His soul was centered always
On inner forms of beauty, thoughts, idealsAnd tenderness for all men and their woes.
Loving, and loved, and walking with his Master;
He had not far to go when he was called.
Nor is he far from us, who love and need him.
He leads us still. The living truths he taught us,
He teaches all the more, now, when the veils
Have lifted, and he sees that light undimmedWhich always he has seen-and ever shown usIn his sweet, noble countenance, and golden speech.
God blesses him, and blesses us through him,
Since we, too, have not far to goBecause he shows the way and leads us on.
OHARLES

F.

WELLER •
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HIPPOLYTE DREYFUS-BARNEY
THE PASSING OF A BAHA'I SCHOLAR AND LECTURER
DREYFUS-BARNEY first
MR.heard
of the Baha'i message
in Paris, France, in the summer of
1901. He was at the time an agnostic who believed that life and character are above dogma and creed.
Although he had never believed in
any force transcending nature, nor
had he received intimations of the
possible existence of a Supreme
Being, yet after hearing of the advent of Baha'u'llah his inner susceptibilities became unfolded and
in his subsequent study of the teachings and his visit to 'Abdu'l-Baha
in the prison of 'Akka, he attained
a supreme realization of the significance and importance of this
message to the world.
At that time translations of the
Baha'i teachings in any language
were so meagre that the greatest
proof of their power lay in the
dauntless faith and courage of the
early followers. As with the disciples of Christ, so was it with these
early believers-by their faith and
ardor, their devotion and enthusiasm, they became magnets a ttracting others to their ranks.
Thenceforth Mr. Dreyfus-Barney
set himself the task of mastering
the Persian language and studying
the writings of Baha 'u 'llah in the
original, translating these teachings, so fundamental to the needs
of the age, into French.
As a profound scholar, a loved
and trusted friend among his associates, as a man of deep sympathies,
intellectual attainment and sound
judgment, he was well prepared to
grasp and accept the sublime teach-

ings of Baha 'u 'llah and become
their greatest advocate and exponent in France.
Among his most important works
are: L 'Oeuvre de Baha 'u 'llah,
L 'Epitre au Fils du Loup by
Baha 'u 'llah, Essai sur le Bahaisme.
His activities and services in the
spread of the Baha'i faith were by
no means confined to France for
Mr. Dreyfus-Barney visited most
of the European countries, the
United States and Canada, China,
Japan, Egypt, Algiers, Persia, the
cradle of the Baha'i faith, and other
countries, everywhere leaving the
impress of his lofty character, his
breadth of vision, his mature knowledge of the religion of Baha 'u 'llah.
His presentation of the Cause
among all peoples enhanced its
honor and prestige, and among the
friends he was invariably a unifying influence, welding them in those
deeper bonds of brotherly love
which is the essence of the Baha'i
faith.
The following typical incidents in
his life will be of interest to the
reader:
At a meeting and conference at
the Sorbonne, the most famous institute of learning in France, during a scientific and philosophic discussion, 1YIr. Dreyfus-Barney was
the first to expound in that cent er
of learning the principle of Baha'u'llah on the duality of the Universe.
This teaching of the duality of all
phenomena is a basic law innate in
creation. Briefly stated, it is that
all phenomena have two poles or
opposites and that it is on these al-
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ternate rungs of the ladder of human experience that man contacts
with the facts of life.
Darkness of itself is non-existent
but is the absence of light; evil of
itself is non-existent, but is the absence of good; cold is the absence
of heat; hate is the absence of love;
ignorance the absence of knowledge,
and death the absence of life. These
constitute the positive and negative
poles of creation and are the means
whereby man may emerge from obscure gropings after truth into the
clear light of "indubitable knowledge. "
Just as in nature, through this
law of contrasts, man discerns that
which is harmful to him from that
which is for his well-being, so morally and spiritually through the revealed teachings of the Prophets
"man becomes able to discern light
from darkness, truth from error"
and to ascend in the scale of conscious knowledge. It is this power
of conscious choice vested in the
free-will of m a n, which distinguishes him from the animal and is
the determining factor in the evolution of his character and of his immortal spiritual entity.
Another interesting' incident occurred on his return from one of his
visits to India, when he brought
with him negatives of groups of
native Baha'is. Taking these to be
developed and printed, the photographer informed him that these
pictures were not genuine but had
in some way been artificially produced. Mr. Dreyfus-Barney asked
him his reasons for such a statement, whereupon the photographer
said, "The people in these groups
are of such mixed caste that they
could never be brought together
without killing one another. Therefore, it is evident that these pict-
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ures are not genuine."
}\IIr. Dreyfus-Barney explained
that these groups of natives who
formerly had been in the utmost
enmity and hatred were now united
in the bonds of love and brotherhood through the power of Baha'u'llah and His teachings.
Like many Baha'is he combined
a rare sweetness of nature with
grea t firmness and strength, and
his criterion for estimating the true
worth and status of his fellow
Baha'is is a standard for all. He
said that he considered every soul
in their relation to God and to the
Cause, never in their relation to
him. Thus he said if anyone hurt
or wronged him he did not allow
this to influence his judgment, this
being merely a transient personal
matter, but always considered each
person in their relation to God and
their service to the Cause.
On the recent death of Mr. Dreyfus-Barney in Paris, after a lingering illness, Shoghi Effendi, the
Guardian of the Baha'i Cause
writes:
"His gifts of unfailing sympathy
and penetrating insight, his wide
knowledge and mature experience,
all of which he utilized for the
glory and propagation of the Message of Baha'u'llah, will be gratefully remembered by future generations who, as the days go by, will
better estimate the abiding value
of the responsibilities he shouldered for the introduction and consolidation of the Baha'i faith in the
Western world."
In these brief and fragmentary
memories of early associations with
one who has become an internationally known figure in the Baha'i
Cause, I pay my humble tribute to
a great soul and a life long friend.
MAY MAXWELL
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A REMEDY FOR "THE CONFUSION
OF TONGUES"
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRICK

"The Confusion of Tongues," by Charles W. Ferguson, Doubleday, Doran and
Company, Inc., Garden City, New York. A brief review of one of the chapters of
this book, namely, that devoted to "Bahci'ism." Mrs. Kirkpatrick has admirably and
with rare spiritual charm analyzed Mr. Ferguson's so-called "descriptions." She makes
it clear that it is quite impossible to give an accurate picture unless one has vision and
seeks and sees the truth with an unbiased mind.

I Nsionhisofrecent
book, "The ConfuTongues,' 'Mr. Charles W.

Ferguson has described with some
care nineteen so-called cults or
"isms" which he finds flourishing
in American religious life today.
These nineteen, he discovers, are
only a small fraction of the quite
unbelievable number of religious
cults which find such a fertile soil
for growth in present day America.
The author has done some careful investigating and shows a desire to be accurate in his statements. However, the method of
treating a subject and the author's
own reactions may have as much to
do with leaving a correct impression with the reader as the accurate
statement of facts.
Material for such a book must
necessarily be selected and evaluated before being used, even though
the author purposes simply to describe. His purpose, says Mr. Ferguson in his preface, is descriptive
and not theological. He adds, however, "Clearly I have been beguiled
by the odd, but not, I hope, to the
point of inaccuracy."
Has not Mr. Ferguson, in selecting his material, assumed too easily
tha t all so-called cults or "isms"
which are not strictly orthodox or
conventional must of necessity have
something odd and amusing about
them~

In this chaos of modern cults,
this ' 'confusion of tongues,' , one
does well to be guarded, even skeptical, to question deeply before one
passes final judgment. But is there
not some way to tell the true from
the false, the reasonable from the
erratic, the truly spiritual from the
superficial ~ Is there not an antidote
for the" confusion of tongues ~"
Is there not such a thing as a
pure religion, making for the true
progress of humanity~ Is it not a
possible thing for such a religion to
be born in modern times ~ What
are the tests by which we shall recognize such a religion? We cannot help feeling that it is because
Mr. Ferguson has ignored such
questions or answered them with
too little insight that he has included a chapter on "Bahaism" in
his book; that if the author had
sensed the true spirit of the Baha'i
:NIovement, he would have felt that
a chapter on this subject did not
belong in the kind of book he has
chosen to write.
Although :NIr. Upton Sinclair
gives only a paragraph to the
Baha'is in his book, "Profits of Religion," and although he is somewhat inaccurate in the use of terms,
we think he comes much closer to
sensing the true Baha'i spirit thaR
does Mr. Ferguson.
:NIT. Sinclair says: "I would not
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be understood as believing that all love taught by Jesus and by all the
our cults are undiluted fakery, for Prophets. In the thousand and one
tha t would be doing injustice to details of practical life, this law
some earnest people. There are in of love is subject to manifold
this country many followers of the interpretations. That of Baha'uPersian reformer, Abbas Effendi, 'Ilah is unquestionably one of the
who call themselves Babists and most comprehensive of these, one
who have what I am inclined to of the most exalted, one of the most
think is the purest and most digni- sa tisfactory to the modern mind.
fied religion in existence."
, 'Baha 'ism, then, is an ethical
Slowly indeed and in spite of ridi- system, a system of social morality.
cule and of vigorous and prejudiced But it would be a mistake to regard
opposi tion, the Baha'is are making Baha'ist teaching as a collection of
a place for themselves in the west- abstract rules imposed from withern world, and many thoughtful out. Baha'ism is permeated with
and earnest people in America are a sane and noble mysticism; nothing
beginning to recognize, as does Mr. could be more firmly rooted in the
Sinclair, that the Baha'i Religion is inner life, more benignly spiritual;
both dignified and pure.
nothing could speak more intima tely to the soul, in low tones and
IN OONSIDERING the different atti- as if from within ... "
tudes taken toward the Movement
In 1892 Earl Curzon wrote speakby those outside the Baha'i Cause, ing of the Babis, as he calls them:
we must not overlook that from the "Of no small account, then, must
beginning scholarly men and wo- be the tenets of a creed that can
men have given serious considera- awaken in its followers so rare and
tion to the Movement. Charles beautiful a spirit of self-sacrifice."
Ba u d 0 u i n in "Contemporary
Such passages as these reveal
Studies," says : "We Westerners that there have always been sympaare too apt to imagine that the thetic observers among understandhuge continent of Asia is sleeping ing and learned men who have
as soundly as a mummy. . . . and recognized the exalted spirit of the
we blush when we realize our Founders of the Baha'i Religion
previous ignorance of the fact that and the power of their teachings
towards the middle of the nine- and spirit to recreate the lives of
teenth century Asia gave birth to a men.
grea t religious movement-a moveWe do not wish to be unduly
ment signalized for its spiritual critical of either Mr. Ferguson's
purity. . . . Above all we are im- point of view or the sincerity of
pressed by the fact that, in our own his desire for accuracy. He distime, such a manifestation can oc- covers some good things in
cur, and that the new faith should Baha'ism. But it seems fair to set
have undergone a development far out a few facts either overlooked or
more extensive than that undergone disregarded by the author of "The
in the same space of time nearly Confusion of Tongues," and to try
two thousand years ago by budding to correct some impressions he
Christianity... The Baha'ist ethical leaves, which we believe give the
code is dominated by the law of general reader an incorrect under-
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standing of the Baha'i :Movement.
"Like all cults, it is not a cult,"
Mr. Ferguson says. In regard to
this we may note that in the fall of
1924 in connection with the great
exposition of the British Empire at
vVembly, there was held in London
a conference of the Living Religions
of the British Empire. At this conference the Baha'i Religion took its
place among the eleven or twelve
other living religions of the Empire.
Two vital and scholarly papers
were read on the Baha'i Religion at
the conference. This recognition
would seem to classify it as a religion rather than a cult.
If we wish to place emphasis on
a living religion, it is interesting to
note that Harry Charles Lukach
says of it, "Of all the religions
which have been encountered in
this journey. . . it (Baha'ism) is
the only one which is alive, which
is aggressive, which is extending its
frontiers, instead of secluding itself
within its ancient haunts. It is a
thing which may revivify Islam,
and make great changes on the face
of the Asiatic world."
IN ATTEMPTING to trace the history of the Baha'i Cause one must
remember that the Movement
started in a country where religious
fanatacism was so intense that
those opposing the Cause did not
hesitate to spread and cause to be
printed false and calumnious reports, and even to falsify manuscripts.
Hence the conflicting
stories which Mr. Ferguson finds
in the early history.
In America the Baha'i lVlovement
was first publicly mentioned at the
Congress of Religions at Chicago,
held in 1893 in connection with the
Columbian Exposition. Dr. Henry
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H. J essup, a Christian missionary and teacher of Beirut" Syria,
used these words: "In the Palace
of Bahji, or Delight, just outside
the Fortress of Akka on the
Syrian coast, there died a few
months since, a famous Persian
sage, the Babi Saint, named
Baha'u'llah-the "Glory of God"
-the head of that vast reform part
of Persian Moslems, who accept
the New Testament as the Word of
God and Christ as the Deliverer of
men, who regard all nations as one,
and all men as brothers. Three
years ago he was visited by a Cambridge scholar and gave utterance
to sentiments so noble, so Christlike, that we repeat them as our
closing words: 'That all nations
should become one in faith and all
men as brothers; that the bonds
of affection and unity between the
sons of men should be strengthened;
that diversity of religions should
cease and differences of race be
annulled. Wha t harm is there in
this ~ Yet so it shall be. These
fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars
shall pass away, and the Most Great
Peace shall come. Do not you in
Europe need this also ~ Let not a
man glory in this, that he loves his
country; let him rather glory in
this, that he loves his kind."
IN THE interpretation of the lives,
characters, and words of the Founders and Expounder of the Baha'i
Movement, Mr. Ferguson's point
of view has caused him to give not
only an inadequate but misleading
picture. In touching here and
there the lives and words of anyone it is very difficult to give an
all-round fair impression, but where
one's object is to find amusing material in lives that were essentially
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noble and heroic, to treat lightly
lives and words that are vital, earnest and serious, it is, we think, impossible to give a true, an accurate
picture.
The testimony of those who have
known these historic figures at
first hand, whether believers or nonbelievers, except those influenced
by fanatical religious prejudice,
show that they were men of rare
intellectual power and saintly character commanding veneration and
winning love, often even from
would-be enemies. As they were
many-sided, so their appeal was
many-sided, and we find them respected by the influential and
mighty and loved by the poor and
ignorant.
Of 'Abdu'l-Baha Dr. J. E. Esselmont says: "From the beginning
of the British occupation large
numbers of soldiers and Government officials of all ranks, even the
highest, sought interviews with
'Abdu'l-Baha, delighting in His
illuminating talks, His breadth of
view and depth of insight, His dignified courtesy and genial hospitality." Such respect paid to Him
during His life and the homage
shown Him at His death by believers and non-believers alike indicate
that He was a man of rare endowment and saintly character.
N either the Bab, Baha 'u 'llah nor
'Abdu'l-Baha were ordinary men,
seeking self-aggrandizement by the
founding of a cult. The Bab met a
martyr's death willingly, joyfully.
Of Him Professor Ross of University Oollege, London says, "His
wonderful life needs no comment.
If ever a life spoke for itself, it is
the Bab's with its simplicity, integrity and unswerving devotion to
the Truth that was born in Him."
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Professor T. K. Oheyne, Oxford
professor and world-famous Bible
student said of Him: "His combina tion of mildness and power is so
rare that we have to place Him in
a line with super-normal men."
And these are but two of many such
testimonies as to the purity and
power of the Bab's life.
Of the compelling majesty and
kingliness, of the gentleness and
selflessness of Baha 'u '11ah there is
abundant testimony, while friends
and enemies alike bear witness to
His knowledge, wisdom and power.
His writings show forth truth, justice, a yearning love, mercy. His
entire life was one of complete se1£abnegation. He sacrificed worldly
possessions and comforts, and endured untold suffering and hardship. What was the source of this
superhuman strength, power and
courage~

His message is a call for world
peace based on a plea for world
brotherhood, emphasizing the necessity for universal education, the
freeing ourselves from racial, religious and national prejudices, the
establishment of economic justice
as auxiliary to and necessary for
bringing about the international
peace and harmony which has been
the dream of prophets, poets and
idealists for centuries.
But it is not Baha'u'll:ih's call
to universal peace that such people
as Mr. Ferguson object to. Mr.
Ferguson puts his finger on the
heart of the matter when he says,
referring to their stand for peace:
"What they (the Bah:i'is) have
done is not so absurd as the reason
they give for doing it." The objection is that Baha 'u 'llah has
given t his message, so sorely
needed by and so well fitted to the
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modern world, as one inspired by
God, one who fulfills the prophecies
of all religions and one who has
come to unite all religions.
Whether this belief is true or
false is a claim which can be settled neither by argument nor by
ridicule.
Each individual must
question and search and decide for
himself. There are many who are
not satisfied to dismiss this question lightly.
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Recognizing Baha'u'llah's power
and sainthood, Professor T. K.
Cheyne says, "If there has been
any Prophet in recent times, it is
to Baha'u'lJah that we must go.
Character is the final judge.
Baha 'u 'llah was a man of the highest class-that of the Prophets."
Of the illumined character and
penetrating power of the Bab and
Baha'u'llah, Dr. Esselmont finds
but one explanation:

THERE ARE OF necessity all shades
"The more we study the lives and teachand degrees of belief as to just ings
of the Bab and Baha'u'llah and the
what is meant by a Messenger of progress of the movement they founded,
more impossible does it seem to find
God and special revelation and as the
any explanation of their greatness, except
to how the Spirit of God works to the one put forward by themselves, namely,
bring about a better world. The Divine Inspiration. They were reared in
an atmosphere of fantacism and bigotry.
Baha'is feel only respect for all They had only the most elementary eduwho are sincerely seeking to co- cation. They had no contact with western
culture; no political or financial power to
operate in bringing about this bet- back
them. The great ones of earth ignored
ter world, whatever their particu- or opposed them. They were shut up in
prison and their books burned. They had
lar belief.
no help but that of God, yet already their
But does not the world need Di- triumph is manifest and magnificent."
vine Guidance in order to bring
Briefly then these inspired Baha'i
about this better world that we all
Prophets
bring this message as a
long for~ Devoted followers of
Christ believe that the true Christ remedy for "The Confusion of
spirit applied to the present world Tongues"problems will solve them.
In
That we are living at the dawn
Baha 'u 'llah and His teaching we of a New Age of Universal Peace.
find this Christ spirit with fresh
That nothing but sincere love and
and recreating power. Many both altruism among nations and indiignorant and learned believe that viduals can bring about this Age
the Christ must come again.
of Peace. "Science cannot create
In Baha 'u 'llah is the Christ spirit amity in human hearts. Neither
come again. Baha 'u 'llah has given can patriotism or racial prejudice
a message lofty and ennobling, pe- effect a remedy. It must be acculiarly adapted to the present complished solely through the Dineeds of the world. It has already vine Bounties and Spiritual Bebrought light and life to thousands stowals which have descended from
of souls. It is uniting Jew, Muham- God in this Day for that purpose."
madan and Christian. Is it fitting
If we have hearing ears we may
to treat slightingly the Messenger hear the music from this dawning
or speak lightly of the message ~ Age of Peace instead of the disIs not Light good in whatsoever cord of "The Confusion of
lamp it is burning ~
Tongues."
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This magazine has published at various times reliable information about tl
. forward movements in Hawaii, especially pointing out the marked progress alor
those lines which make for a better understanding between the races. An inte
esting article in "The Library Journal," .of February 1, 1929, on "School Libra
ies in Hawaii," by Charlotta Hoskins, Children's Librarian of the Maui Couni
Free Library, states that, "The children who come to the library are of many n:
tionalities," and that they are ~'o~r most enthusiastic patrons." There being r
segregation in the schools or any place else in Hawaii, the children grow up tt
gether free from the thought of race barriers, and with a oneness of spirit quii
. in keeping with theN ew Age.
The children who posed for the above picture demonstrate that "the drav
ing together of all races," is working out in practice as the law of the oneness G
mankind-a fundamental teaching in The Baha'i Cause, is applied. ,Here j
shown a happy and extremely at~ractive group composed of an American, Port
Rican, English, Japanese, Spanish, Hawaiian, Chinese and Korean.
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"I am not impatient of calamities, in God's way, nor of
afflictions for His love and at His good pleasure. God hath
made affliction as a morning shower to His green pasture and as
a wick for His lamp whereby earth and heaven are illumined."
-Bah6/u'llah.
THE LIFE OF MAN can be subsumed under three great laws: the
law of achievement, the law of
growth, and the law of service.
Success in the world, the maximum of gainful achievement, is the
goal and striving of most human
beings who have enough intelligence
and ability to at all rise above the
strength-absorbing tasks of mere
existence.
This a m bit ion, self-seeking
though it be, is not blameworthy.
And it is the motive-power of most
progress, both for the individual
and for humanity as a whole.
Therefore, it plays an important
and constructive part in the world's
destiny.
Exertion of all one's powers in
one's chosen form of livelihood is
commended by Baha 'u 'llah in these
words: "The best of men are they
that earn their livelihood by a profession and expend on themselves
and on their kindred, for the love
of God, the Lord of all worlds."
And 'Abdu'l-Baha urges all to
seek constantly to improve the
quality of their achievement in
order that they may reach the highest possible success commensurate
with ability.
This law of struggle for advance-

ment, of utmost expenditure of effort in the way of achievement, is
fundamental in all nature as the essential force back of evolution.
Thus it is cosmic in its nature-and
rises above the category of exploitation. For by fulfilling this law of
self-seeking, the individual, at the
same time that he benefits himself,
confers benefits also of a universal
nature.
As THE INDIVIDUAL makes effort
toward success, he is now and then
surprised at finding unavoidable
obstacles thrown across his path.
Life's smooth progress halts at
times before barriers not of man's
upralsmg.
This experience of failure or catastrophe is common to all. Apparently there is some universal law at
work here which tends at stated periods to obstruct or countermand
the law of progress by conscious
and intelligent effort.
This second law-mightier even
than the law of progress through
effort-may be called the law of
growth. Its purpose is the development of the soul of man along lines
harmonious to the universe as an
ordered whole.
In other words, it is the purpose
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of Destiny, in placing trials and beneficence and kindness on the part
tests in the path of effort and pro- of God. And their fruit is infinitely
gress, not only to stimulate to more valuable to man than the mere
greater effort but to bring to the outer fruits of prosperity and sucindividual awareness and convic- cess-for once established, growth
tion of the greatest truth in the uni- is an eternal part of man, an inverse-namely, that" God alone is finite and inseparable possession of
the One Power that animates and the soul.
dominates all things."
A THIRD LAW guides the destinies
For if man, relying upon his own
powers and efforts, could advance of man-continuing that which the
consistently, acceleratedly, and law of growth began and raising
without failure along the road to in- man to the plane of spiritual perdividual success, he would come to fection.
deem himself, like Lucifer, as an inThis is the law of service, which
all the Prophets and Manifestations
dependent cosmic energy.
Noma tter how splendid the char- of God exemplify in Their lives.
acter and spirit of the individual,
Why is it, one may ask, that these
trials, tests, failures must fall great Souls, expressing directly the
across his path if he is to remain All-Power of God, should suffer
truly humble, truly cognizant of the such vicissitudes and be led like
august truth of "God alone as sheep to the slaughter. Why do
they not mount, step by step, the
Power."
Thus failure is an important fac- path of achievement and success
tor in the law of growth-an in- deservedly earned by Their great
separable concomitant of progress consecration and service to man-until man is completely purged of kind?
The suffering of the Manifestaego.
tions of God is voluntary-(since
THE LORD chastizeth whom He They are above the plane of the
lovBth. Often the trials come thick- phenomenal)-and is assumed by
est upon the noblest characters, Them in order that humanity may
those most earnestly striving to learn a pure service which is
perfect themselves - while more totally severed from self.
Except for these striking exselfish, more ignoble people are
granted by Destiny a more even amples and demonstrations from
the lives of the Manifestations of
tenor of life.
God,
man could not possibly gain a
This, however, is easily understandable from the premises al- realization of what service is. Inready stated. "When our time comes evitably he would expect his service
to grow into the plane of the uni- to entail tangible rewards to himversal, we must accept with the self.
growth the necessary growing
But when we see how the
pains. The trials are to promote Teachers of Mankind stoop to the
growth. They will continue until very dust of martyrdom in order to
man reaches the perfect stature of show what it is to serve without
his higher self. They are pure thought of reward, we can but be
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ashamed should we strive to render
less a quality of consecration to the
universal needs.
This month is the anniversary of
the Bab, Whose glorious life is described elsewhere in this issue.
Wha t greater lesson can we learn
from the utter consecration, the
self-sacrifice, the final martyrdom
of that resplendant Youth, than the
understanding of wha t serVICe
means?
Similarly did Baha 'u 'llah and
'Abdu'l-Baha give up all that happiness ordinarily demands of life,
and within prison walls demonstrated the career of service. "Behold a candle, how it gives its light!
It weeps its life away drop by drop
in order to give forth its flame of
light. "
THE LIVES OF THE great Manifestations completely reverse the ordinary progress of man as based
upon the law of achievement. For
while man, having little, strives
constantly to get more, the Manifestations, often (as Baha'u'llah)
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having all that worldly position and
wealth can afford, reject the world
and sacrifice all that They have for
the love of mankind, ending in
poverty, hardship, martyrdom
Their lives of a Power greater than
blesses the lives of ordinary men.
When the Law of service is fulfilled-when the individual fully
consecrates himself to the Divine
Purpose for the sake of the advancement of his fellow-men, then
has he reached the supreme station
of man, which as Ohrist has said is
little lower than the angels.
The law of service is the highest
and most perfect law by which to
guide effort. Only those, it is
evident, who work according to this
law can be safely granted uninterrupted achievement.
For their way is the way of perfection, and their achievements,
being utterly free of self, merge
into the cosmic harmony as part of
that great onward universal movement sponsored, motored, and guided by Him "yho alone independently
exists.

" B e thou resohtle and steadfast. When the tree is firmly rooted
it will bear fn.£it, therefore it is not permitted to be agitated by any
test. Be thou not disheartened! Be thou not discOitraged! The trials
of God are many, but if man remains firm and steadfast, the test itself
is a stepping-stone for the progress of humanity. "-' Abdu'l-Baha.
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WHENCE COMES THE LIGHT
LOULIE

A.

MAT HEWS

This is the first of a series of articles by Mrs. Mathews on the lives of the Bdb,
Bahd'u'llah and Abdu'l-Baha, followed by an exposition of the essential principles and
plan of administration of The Baha'i Movement. The present installment is especially
appreciated this month as the declaration by the Bab of His spiritual mission on May
23, 1844, is commemorated by Baha'is the world over.

FOREWORD
The lives of the Bab, Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha are briefly outlined
in this series in order to convey an understanding of how the student may
approach the Baha'i Cause with some realization of the noble grandeur of
its Founders.
The Baha'i writings pour light upon every phase of life. Through them
we are made aware of the scientific and spiritual meanings of evolution and
our responsibility toward the kingdoms beneath us. Through them problems
pertaining to the present day are solved; the laws underlying prayer and
healing, clarified; the mysteries of the after life brought nearer.
Truth is revealed by each Prophet in accordance with the development of
the people of the age. Today, Baha'u'llah again answers the question ever
present in the heart of man: Whence Comes the Light?

ROPHETS of God appear from
the darkest regions of earth,
amid peoples swayed by ignorance
and corruption, but they alone of
all men create their environment
and are not moulded by it. Moses
rose from serfdom, Jesus from a
despised village of Palestine, while
the desert of Arabia bore Muhammad. Today from out the submerged civilization of Persia comes the
Prophet Baha 'u 'llah.
Divine revelation is threefold. A
Herald bears aloft the flaming announcement that the Day of a
Prophet is at hand and calls upon
the people to make ready for the
Word of the Lord. A Prophet follows charged with dynamic power,
Whose utterances recreate civilization. The revelation is sealed by an
Interpreter Who makes practical
the principles of the Prophet.
The Forerunner of the Baha'i era
was the Bab ; Baha 'u 'llah, the Prophet; and Abdu'l-Baha, the Interpre-

P

ter. With doctrines far in advance
of the times They laid the foundation of a new civilization though
most of Their days were passed in
prIson.
The date 1844 had been deciphered by thousands of Christians as
the appointed time for the reappearance of Christ, whilst the
prophecies of the Great Imams
foretold that the days of emptiness
were drawing to a close. Into this
expectant world stepped Ali Muhammad, called the Bab. Bab, meaning gate or door, was a title conferred by Muhammad upon His
son-in-law Ali, the first Imam.
When the Bab declared Himself He
cried: "The door is open. I am the
door." Through that Open Door
creative power began to flow upon
mankind, at first imperceptibly, yet
quickening "with each successive
dawn. Sensitive minds awaked. The
lethargy of prejudice and tradition
shaken off, men were no longer sat-
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isfied to live under the limitations
of their forefathers.
The Divine Springtime had blossomed, and step by step the Bab
advanced to meet His high destiny.
Sayyid Ali Muhammad, the Bab,
was born in the year 1819. The city
of Shiraz was His cradle. Before
memory dawned His father died
and His training was entrusted to
a maternal uncle, Haji Seyd, noted
for sanctity and for exceptional
beauty of character. Haji guided
the infant feet of the Bab, embraced His Cause and for it suffered
martyrdom.
As the Persian youth grew to
manhood, beauty and virtue rivalled each other in His person. Even
the most blood-thirsty enemy conceded His blameless life and quailed before that radiant countenance,
that majestic bearing.
The momentous year of prophecy
drew nigh. On May twenty-third,
1844, the Bab made the announcement that in Him prophecy was fulfilled, that God had sent Him to
prepare the people for the coming
of a Great Prophet. In proof of His
station the Bab read from His own
book, the Beyan, learned and
mighty sayings both in Persian and
Arabic. The gathering of holy men
to whom He spoke, a ware of the
youth's meager education, were
overwhelmed by the miraculous
eloquence of these flaming words
and the humility of His bearing. An
indefinable charm, an utter simplicity emanated from His personality. His listeners convinced from
the depths of their hearts that He
was, indeed, the Gate that opened
upon the New Day accepted Him
and with one accord scattered
throughout Persia, spreading the
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glad-tidings of the appearance of
the Promised One upon the date
foretold.
These happenings noised abroad
reached the ears of the Shah who,
straightway, delegated Seyyid Yahya, a man venerated among the people, to investigate the matter. J ourneying to Shiraz on horseback he
interviewed the Bab three times.
During the third conference, Seyyid
requested a commentary on a certain verse of the Qur 'an. This he did
as a test of the Bab's power to fulfill the Muhammadan prophecy that
the Twelfth Imam would be endowed with a gift of composing
treatises irrefutable before the law
and would write with a rapidity no
eye could follow. The Bab, in response to Yahya 's request, took a
pen and without hesitation or reflection wrote a treatise so marvelous that the Seyyid was enthralled.
Without consideration of the result
to himself, he announced to the
Shah and the divines that the Promised One had appeared.
Amid the outcry and clamor that
followed, Mulla Muhammad Ali, the
most learned among the divines, acquainted himself with the writings
of the Bab and forthwith gathered
into a heap his own books and treatises. Setting them ablaze, he cried:
"The season of Spring and wine
has arrived-search for knowledge
after reaching knowledge is unpardonable."
Upon hearing of this extraordinary declaration, the Shah sent a
royal command summoning Mulla
Muhammad Ali into his presence.
This meeting effected nothing except to inflame the hatred of the
Muhammadan leaders who, finding
tha t the message of the Bab con-
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tinued to spread and imprisonment
and torture were unavailing, advised the Governor of Fars thus:
"If thou desirest the extinction of
this fire, or seeketh a firm stopper
for this rent and disruption, an immediate cure and decisive remedy
is to kill the Bab."
Greatly concerned for the peace
of the province, the ruler ordered
the house where the Bab lodged to
be surrounded and at midnight the
Bab taken prisoner. It was summer.
The heat was intolerable and the
plague raged so fiercely that the soldiers fled to the mountains. The
Governor, disheartened, had to content himself with sending Ali JYIuhammad beyond his jurisdiction.
Travelling from Fars to Isfahan
the Bab lodged in the mansion of
Imam J una. The ruler of Isfahan,
hearing from all sides of the youth's
brilliant expositions, determined to
visit Him. The interview took place.
The Bab, penetrating the pure
heart of the man, wrote a shining
tablet explaining His own station
and that of the Prophet who should
follow. Fired with zeal, the Governor commanded the doctors of the
law to assemble, believing that before indubitable proof they would
recognize the Promised One, but
the Mullahs, sensing the deflation
of their own importance and their
inevitable defeat, declined. So great
became the tumult of the city that
the royal disciple trembled for the
fate of the Bab. Unwilling to separa te himself from this glorious
countenance, the Governor ordered
Him publicly escorted to Marche
Khur, a distance of thirty-five miles
beyond the city, then, under cover
of darkness, brought back and hidden in a portion of the castle known
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as the Royal Palace of the Sun.
Irere the ruler spent four months
at the feet of the Bab absorbed in
Iris spiritual light, then suddenly
died.
Gurgin Khan, a nephew who succeeded to the title, knew of the
Bab's presence and divulged the secret to the Prime Minister. Although decidedly anxious to be rid
of this disturber of the peace, the
diploma t was wily and did nothing
in a hurry. Ire matured a plan.
Sending for Ali Muhammad, he
pretended to do Him honor and
suggested that He go to the capital, Tihran, under the protection of
the royal guard. This was only a
ruse. vVhen the party reached an
abandoned station on the old Isfahan road, a new order bade them
halt at the village of Kalin. Here
the Bab made a dignified appeal to
the Shah for an audience, but the
Prime Minister counselled against
it, saying that wherever the Bab
went turmoil followed and that it
would be more conducive to peace
to shut Him up and send for Him
at a more opportune moment. At
first the Shah demurred, but finally
with his own hand wrote many polite greetings, then: "Since the
royal train is on the verge of departure from Tihran to meet in a
befitting manner is impossible. Do
you go to MaIm and there abide and
rest for a while, engaged in praying for our victorious state ... "
To this letter the Bab made no
comment.
The Promised One obediently set
out for the fastnesses of Maku under a large escort commanded by
Muhammad Beg. Ere long this man
became convinced of the station of
the Bab but kept it secret, as did
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each member of the guard, until
camping at night in the caravansaries under the stars they revealed
their faith one to another as they
pressed about Him, unwilling to
lose a precious moment in His presence even for sleep. As the party
passed through the country-side
peasants left their work and stood
with bared heads awed by the proximity of holiness, and looking back
they could be seen pressing their
foreheads to His footprints in the
dust.
M uhammad Beg was relieved of
command at Tabriz and grieved so
immoderately at parting from the
Divine Herald that he fell ill. Cherishing but one thought, to be near
the Bab, as soon as the fever abated
he travelled to Maku. Nor was this
soldier the only pilgrim. From
every part of Persia thronged the
people, pouring through the narrow
ga teways of the town and dotting
the rugged hills and plains with
their tents. The gaoler, Ali Knaz,
was peremptorily told that this
state of things could not go on, but
he was as a straw before the wind,
powerless.
Confinement in the inaccessible
castle of Maku had done nothing to
quiet the populace, but had further
fomented the movement. It was,
therefore, resolved to banish the
Bab to the grim prison of Chihriq.
In explanation of the strange
conduct of the new gaoler, Yahya
Khan, the Kurd, it has been said
that he had a dream apprising him
that a great king was approaching.
Whether this be true, or whether
the miraculous personality of the
Bab affected him, he received this
holy prisoner into his own house as
an honored guest, refusing to be
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seated in His presence. Here, as in
the fortress of Maku, the Bab's influence continued to mount.
The Bab instruct.ed His followers
in many particulars concerning
'Him whom God shall manifest. ' He
told them that nineteen years after
the announcement of His own mission the Prophet would declare
Himself.
Meanwhile, the eminent divines of
Tabriz grew more and more restless as the Oause of God spread.
From mosque and chapel, in pulpit
and public square, they argued and
made complaint: "vVhat false assertions are these? This is a thing
to break the back! 0 people extinguish this fire and forget these
words! Alas! Woe to our faith!
Woe to our law!"
With one acclaim the learned doctors from every district of Persia
demanded punishment for this firebrand, and the Prime Minister,
fearing for his own favor among
the clergy, became their accomplice
and had the Bab brought before a
tribunal in Tabriz. Tradition tells
us that in this assembly held behind
closed doors the Bab had not a single friend. Muhammadan chronicles
describe Him as calm and unmoved
in the midst of a frenzied conclave.
The trial was an empty mockery.
Nothing proved, it was decided to
scourge Him. Here, however, a serious obstacle presented itself-the
soldiers refused to inflict punishment. The order having been issued,
not to enforce it made authority
ridiculous and to save the situation
a noble, Ali Asgher, applied the
rods with his own hand. It was a
They
discouraging
exposition.
thrust the Glorious One back into
prIson.
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This episode convinced the
Prime Minister that the Bab's influence had spread beyond control.
He saw that the authorities feared
the people and with his own eye had
witnessed the refusal of the soldiers
to lift their hands against the Bab.
He therefore determined to put Him
to death without further consultation. Informed that a regiment of
Armenian soldiers, under a Christian commander, was stationed at
Urumiyya, he issued a proclamation
reading thus: "Obtain a formal and
explicit sentence from the learned
doctors of Tabriz who are firm supporters of the church of J affa and
the impregnable stronghold of the
faith. Summon the Armenian regiment of U rumiyya ; suspend the
Bab before all the people, and give
orders for the regiment to fire a
volley. "
The Bab, knowing that the end of
His mission was at hand, placed
His tablets and the pen that had
written so many marvellous words
in a small chest, destined for a certain disciple. When this treasure,
having passed almost insurmountable barriers, was placed in the
hands of Mulla Abdul Karun for
whom it was intended he stated: "I
am commanded to deliver this trust
to Baha'u'llah. More than this ask
me not." Importuned by his companions, he drew forth an epistle on
azure paper written with the utmost delicacy and firmness; at a little distance the writing assumed the
form of a man, which when examined contained three hundred
and sixty derivations of the word
Baha.
As the day of His release drew
nigh the Bab spoke with the utmost
certainty: "I am a letter out of that
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most mighty book . . . and when
He shall appear My true nature,
My mysteries, that which is now unanswerable will become evident.
The embryo of this religion shall
develop through the grades of being
and ascent, attain to the station of
'the most comely of forms' and become adorned with the robe of
'blessed be God' . . . Then thou
shalt see the mountains which thou
thinkest so solid pass away like the
melting of the clouds."
After sentence of death, He who
was athirst for the draught of martyrdom was imprisoned in Tabriz
for three days. With Him were
the brothers Aka Hasan and Aka
Huseyn and Muhammad Ali. The
Bab, to test the obedience of His
cOL1panions, argued with them thus:
"Would it not be preferable that
one of you strangle Me than that I
should die by the bullets of the
enemy?" The brothers protested,
but, after a prolonged silence, Muhammad Ali said: "If that is your
will, I will do it." The Bab made
answer: "For thine obedience thou
shalt die with Me, thy head upon
my breast. And this day shalt
thou be with me in paradise." The
Radiant One turned to the brothers
telling them that they must live for
the Cause of God and must deny
Him. He placed in their hands
tablets, precious gems of knowledge, His legacy, admonishing them
to guard above life and death the
priceless treasure written to 'Him
whom God should manifest.' "
At daybreak came the officials to
interrogate the little band. Obedient to the will of the Bab the two
faithful amanuenses, turning aside
that they might not see the face of
their beloved Master, renounced
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Him. Concealing the divine tablets,
they bore them to the end of their
journey and in the fierce persecutions that followed they too attained martyrdom.
As the rising sun streaked the
sky with fire, the Light of Persia
and the beloved disciple mounted
the scaffold. .A thousand eyes
gazed upon the martyrs, saw the
Armenian soldiers fall into three
columns, fire and retreat. The
heavy smoke rolled upward revealing the scene and-behold the Bab
and His companion unharmed!
The commander of the platoon,
Sam Khan, uncertain whether or
not a miracle had stayed the execution, was completely unnerved and
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withdrew his soldiers, declining to
have anything further to do with
the matter.
Consternation and fear took possession of the populace. The authorities, greatly alarmed, hurried
another regiment to the square.
Aka J an Beg ordered the Bab to be
again suspended, with Ali Muhammad a little below Him in such wise
that His head rested upon the
breast of the Beloved One. The
Bab moved His lips in acquiescence
and they fell, riddled with bullets.
Thus at the age of thiry-one this
Radiant Being, shining with the
beauty of the Kingdom, gave up
His life in the Cause of God.

The Bah6/is beZ.ie've that the incarnation of the Word of God,
meaning the changing of the natt~re of Divinity into h'umanity
and the transformation of the Infinite into the finite, can
11,e1)er be. B'ut they believe that the Bab and Bah6/u'llci,h are
]J!Ianifestations of a Universal Order in the world of humanity. It is clear that the eternal can ne'ver be transient, neither
the transient Eternal. T1-ansformation of nature is impossible. Perfect Man, the Manifestation, is like a clear mir'for
in which the Sun of Reali.ty is apparent and evident, reflected
in its endless b01.'{/n.ties. "-' Abdu'l-Baha.
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HAlFA-AND THE BAHA'IS
DR.

JOHN HAYNES HOLMES

Dr. Holmes, famous as pastor for many years of The Community Church in New
York, made an extensive trip to Palestt"ne the past winter for the purpose of investi~
gation and research, and there has appeared in the magazine "Unity," of April 8, 1929,
published by the Community Church, a series of articles by Dr. Holmes under the title
"Items from a Traveler's Note~Book." The episode of his visits to Haifa, described with
such deeply spiritual understanding and appreciation, is reprinted below.

we were speedByingeightdowno'clock
the mountain highway to our next stop, Haifa. This
city is the port of Palestine, now
a dangerously open roadstead
where ships can land only in small
boats and in good weather, but soon
to be made by extensive building
operations the finest harbor on this
Mediterranean coast. I was coming
here to examine this project, and
to visualize the fleets of ships which
would be floating in years to come
upon these waters. I wanted also
to see the Technicum, the famous
institute of technology and preparatory school, founded years ago by
the Germans and now the property
of the Zionists. But most I wanted
to see in this place the head of
the world-wide Baha'i Movement,
Shoghi Effendi, and make my pilgrimage to the graves of the immortal Prophets of this noble faith.
This was my desire on behalf of
American friends, and in expression of my own devout reverence
for this great inclusive religion of
our time.
Our first view of Haifa was from
Mt. Carmel, where Elij ah in the
ancient day confounded the prophets of Baal. What a place from
which to summon the witness of
J ehovah ! On the left, the dazzling
blue of the Mediterranean; on the
right, the wide curve of the beach
sweeping to the walls of 'Akka; in

front the bay, with one great ship
and numerous smaller craft peacefully at anchor; below, like a tumbling water-fall, the white stone
houses of the town; and just in the
center, like a lovely gem, the garden
in which reposed the bodies of the
honored Baha'i dead.
We visited this garden the next
morning, after a special audience
with the head of the Baha'i Movement. In the center towered the
cluster of noble cypresses, beneath
whose grateful shade the venerable
'Abdu'l-Baha sought quiet and refreshment. Around these trees,
winding from terrace to terrace,
and lined with giant hedges of
geraniums, were paths, paved with
broken fragments of red tile, which
tempted the feet to meditative wandering. Rose bushes, gorgeous with
blossoms a few weeks hence, broke
frequently the stretches of fresh,
deep-rooted grass. On the lowest
terrace, facing a straight avenue
which shot down, and then on like
an arrow, to the sea, was the granite mausoleum. We removed our
shoes, in accordance with Arab custom, and stepped into the large
room, dimly lighted,
through
stained windows, in which lay the
body of 'Abdu'l-Baha. I remembered him as the wise and gentle
sage with whom I had talked on his
last visit to America. Now his noble face was still in death beneath
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this richly inscribed drapery upon
the floor I We stood shoeless upon
rugs so soft and heavy as to be
warm to the feet. We saw silver
vases laden with flowers standing
like candles about the grave. A
great peace lay upon the place. I
had never seen a tomb so beautiful!
After long moments of reverent
salutation, we moved away, and
entered a second room where
lay the body of the Bab. This
great Forerunner of the faith,
martyred in the awful persecutions
of the early days, for years had had
no rest. His body had been snatched secretly from place to place by
loyal disciples, hidden wherever a
moment's security could be won.
But here at last it had found peace,
and therewith itself had become a
shrine. In this room, as in the
other, were the rugs, the vases and
the flowers. This dauntless hero
of the spirit was not without his
great reward I
Baha'u'llah, the third of the great
trinity of Baha'i leaders, was buried
across the bay in 'Akka. In the afternoon, under the escort of a cousin
of Shoghi Effendi, also grandson of
'Abdu'l-Baha, we started for this
ancient city. Our way led us first
along the hard, clean beach of sand
which stretched across the roadstead. It had been storming, and
the waves were running high and
breaking in wild cascades of foam.
Fishermen were busy, as high winds
and dark skies drove in the fish.
Some were launching their huge
boats through the breakers; others,
far out upon the waves, were dragging their heavy nets along the
deep; still others had landed and
were laboriously hauling their catch
to the shore. ..L~t intervals among
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the fishers walked long caravans of
camels, each patient beast contrasting strangely with the background
of sea and sky. Far ahead loomed
the ancient city, its ridge of closepacked houses surmounted by the
huge bulk of the mighty citadel and
a minaret so graceful as to suggest
a dream of paradise. Here, in this
bay, had floated long ago the fleets
of the Phoenicians. Later ages saw
the ships of Genoese, Venetians and
Pisans, for 'Akka was a great port.
Paul came to this city, and stayed
a day. Richard Ooeur de Lion
landed here with his mailed warriors of the third Orusade, and defeated Saladin in one of the fiercest
sieges of the time. Napoleon six
hundred years later was not so
happy, for against this citadel his
artillery beat in vain, and his dream
of an Eastern empire faded away
forever.
We went to the citadel, incidentally to see this relic of the Orusaders, primarily to visit the prison
cell where Baha 'u 'llah had been
held captive through so many awful years by his persecutors. As
we mounted the huge walls, twenty
feet thick, we heard the muezzin
chant his call to prayer from the
nearby mosque. The Moslem ruled
this battleground today. Our escort was influential and tried hard,
but we did not see Baha'u'llah's
cell. For the citadel is still a prison
-we saw the striped convicts in the
yard I-and visitors could not be
admitted. We sought consolation
in walking the corridors where centuries before the mailed feet of
knights and squires had noisily
trod, and in visiting the astounding subterranean church built by
the Orusaders beneath the citadel.
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It had been filled up with dirt and
rubbish long ago by the Saracens.
We stood on the top of this mass
of dirt and touched the capitals of
the huge pillars which supported
the groined roof just above our
heads. Very soon now the church
would be excavated and its grandeurs brought to light. Meanwhile,
we had had this curious experience
of entering the edifice from above
instead of from below.
Another fifteen minutes, and we
were in the Baha'i garden where
lay the remains of Baha 'u 'nah.
Huge cypresses and palms were
close about; the same red-tiled
walks threaded their way through
luxurious grass and flowers. A
strange peace again dropped down
upon us from the encompassing atmosphere of beauty. With eager
reverence we once more removed
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our shoes, and stepped into the sacred presence of the Prophet's
tomb. Was it because this great
man reposed alone that I was so
deeply touched ~ Or was it because
a sense of the man's greatness came
sweeping suddenly upon me ~ Baha'u'llah was not only the supreme
genius of the Baha 'i ~fovement; he
was without question one of the supreme spiritual geniuses of history.
There have been few in any age to
compare with him in point of insight, vision, lofty thought and noble speech. I felt this as I stood
within this quiet place. Were it
possible to stand by the grave of
Jesus, I felt I should be moved in
this same way. Here, appropriately, was not darkness, but light; not
gloom, but glory, These Prophets'
shrines are truly among the sacred
spots of earth.

THE PROPHETS OF ISRAEL
SHAHNAZ

the Columbian Exposition, or "World's Fair" as it
was more generally called, held in
Chicago during the summer of 1893,
an event occured which marked the
beginning of the history of the
Baha'i Cause in America. That
event was the first "Congress of
Religions" ever held in this country; and the one to whom the
"lion's share" of credit for so
great an achievement should go,
was the late Charles C. Bonney of
Chicago.
Mr. Bonney was an idealist with
a clear, universal vision of the
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"Oneness of the world of humanity," and free from all racial prejudice. His home d u r i n g the
"World's Fair" was a rendezvous
for those of different races who
came at that time to represent the
religion of their race at this great
Congress. A Swedenborgian by
faith, yet to Charles C. Bonney all
religions were one fundamentally
and in consequence of this wid~
viewpoint, he was often opposed by
those of a narrow, orthodox view;
those who at that time designated
all who were not Christians by
faith as "heathens."
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It was at this Congress that those
of a different race and religion sat
upon the same pla.tform for the
first time, and each listened in silence and with marked courtesy to
the other. Each setting forth the
Truths of his faith and the teachings of his Prophet. With this
knowledge came a broader understanding and the beginning of real
religious Unity in our land.
Mr. Bonney was widely known
and greatly beloved and his influence and example were far-reachIng.

LIFE IS FffiLED with unexpected
coincidents, which seem to fit into
the great Plan of Life like beautiful bits of mosaics into the design
of an artist. IJast summer the
writer was a guest at a luncheon
given by a Mrs. Bonney of Burbank, California, a most charming
woman of culture and refinement.
During the luncheon, and afterwards when the guests had adjourned to the living room, the conversation turned to the Baha'i Movement, and the question was asked
"When was it first introduced in
America 7"
"At the time of the 'World's
Fair' in Chicago in 1893," the
writer replied; "and by the way,"
she added, "The Congress of Religions held at that time was
brought about mainly by a Mr.
Charles C. Bonney of the same
name as our hostess."
~1:rs. Bonney exclaimed, "Why
that was my father-in-law, and I
well remember that Congress and
of meeting those connected with it
in my father-in-law's home 1" Thus
Llllconsciously and indirectly had
Charles C. Bonney served the
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Baha'i Cause, for at that Congress
the name of Baha 'u 'llah was first
mentioned, by Dr. J essup of the
American University at Beirut,
Syria.
Not long afterwards Mrs. Bonney sent the writer a precious
manuscript to read, stating that she
knew it would deeply interest her,
as it had been written years ago
by Charles C. Bonney, and dealt
with the Prophets, and contained
many of the prophecies quoted by
her in her talk on the Baha'i Revelation. Upon opening it she read,
"The Prophets of Israel in Sargents Frieze in the Boston Public
Library. Dedicated to Miss J"osephine C. Locke for her Christmas
gift of the picture of 'The Prophets'
Christmas 1897." Miss Locke at
that time was Superintendent of
Art in the public schools of Chicago.
Mr. Bonney begins his inspired
poem by pleading with the Prophets of Israel to speak anew and
bring unity and peace to the world.
Moses then replies, saying-" Our
Words are writ in Sacred Scriptures, and preserved through all
the ages, speaking in all tongues,
among all peoples, and in every
land. There they may read and
write them in their hearts, to rule
their conduct and to guide their
lives; never-the-Iess, I grant thy
suppliance, and thou mayest hear
them with thy spirit's ear."
Then-to a Baha'i-the most remarkable part of this coincident ( 7)
is that Mr. Bonney, not being a
Baha'i or interested in the Movement, should have chosen, as a
special message, as from the lips of
each Prophet, the very prophecy
from his Book which deals with the
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Baha'i Revelation in nearly every
instance.
After each Prophet, in the order
in which they appear in Sargent's
immortal painting, has spoken,
JYloses pronounces the Benediction.
Then the "Lord of Hosts" speaks
from Heaven, and the poem closes
with an acknowledgement of the
ancient Prophets by Mr. Bonney-words written in the sublime
spirit of faith and universal realiza tion-' , Awe struck I listened to
the Holy Words of ancient prophecy, and find in them the admonitions needed for today. How vast
and deep is their significance; how
they search out the secrets of the
soul, and bid it walk the paths of
Righteousness, doing God's Will
till He shall give release." So it
ends.
That this great soul was divinely
inspired in his work for humanity,
for the unification of mankind, for
the removal of racial prejudice;
and for establishing religious unity,
as manifested by that memorable
Congress of Religions, (his dream
come true) and by the writing of
this poem-none can doubt. He was
one of those of whom 'Abdu'l-Baha
has said,-" Many people who have
never heard of Baha 'u 'llah, yet
they are doing His will, because the
power of His Word impresses them
to do so." Baha 'u 'llah broadcast
into the universal ether His Glorrious Message of Unity and Love,
of Knowledge and Light, and that
Word sent forth shall accomplish
that whereunto it was sent, and all
who can spiritually "tune in", pick
up parts of it from day to day, and
know not from whence the Message
comes.
If we turn on our radio and hear
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part of a message, and are deeply
impressed with its beauty, universality and power, we take it to our
hearts and it soon becomes a part
of our own vision, our own ideals.
It may be we did not have time to
listen long enough to find out from
which sta tion the message was
being broadcast, or to learn who the
speaker was; but that particular
part of the message which we did
hear, thrilled us through and
through and we make it our own.
So is it with the Great Universal
Message of Baha 'u 'llah. People
spiritually minded, such as Charles
C. Bonney, listen in with their
"spirit's ear" and hear some one
part of the Divine Message, some
one Principle but do not investigate from which Radio Station it
comes; in many instances they do
not even know with their objective
minds, that their spirit has received
it, but they arise to carry out what
seems to them to be an original
idea received through "direct inspiration.' ,
One can fancy Mr. Bonney spiritually hearing these words of
Baha'u'IHih which He sent forth
with their dynamic, vibratory
force, to encircle the earth, and applying them in his life's work"Consort with all people with
love and fragrance. Fellowship is
the cause of Unity, and Unity is the
source of Order in the world.
Blessed are they who are kind and
serve with love.
"Close your eyes to racial differences and welcome all with the
light of Oneness. Be the cause of
comfort and promotion of humanity. This handful of dust, the
world, is one home, let it be in
Unity. Forsake pride, it is the
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cause of discord. Follow that which
tends to Harmony.
"O! people of the world! The
Religion of God is for the sake of
love and unity, make it not the
cause of enmity and conflict."
"Of one Tree are ye the fruits!
and on one Bough the leaves."
"These fruitless strifes, these
ruinous wars shall pass away and
the 'Most Great Peace' shall come."
And to these words of 'Abdu'lBaha: "Should we study the Divine Religions with the perception of Truth, we would conclude
that their underlying Principle is
One Reality. But alas! that the
fundamental Reality is laid aside
and forgotten and a catalogue of
creeds, dogmas, and rites have
taken its place, which are the basis
of differences, the cause of hatred
and prejudice, and the establishment of the Religion of God is totally forgotten and neglected."
"All the Prophets were sent, all
the Sacred Books revealed that the
Law of Love might be promoted."
"According to the prophecies of
His Holiness Isaiah-the age is
ours when fellowship is to be established. The century has come when
all nations are to be unified. The
century has come when all nations
shall enjoy universal peace. The
century has come when all races
and tribes of the world shall do
away with prejudice, and associate
fully. The century has arrived
when all the nations of the world
shall prove to be one home of the
human family. Thus may humankind in its entirety rest comfortably
and in peace under the great broad
Tabernacle of the One Lord."
"The Spirit of Truth is soaring
on the Supreme Apex, like unto a
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bird, in order that it may discover
a severed heart and alight therein
and make its nest."
And the message Charles C. Bonney caught with his spiritual ears
was given forth by him in deeds to
the world, and the "Spirit of
Truth" found in him a "severed
heart" and alighted therein and
made Its nest.
With the permISSIOn of his
daughter-in-law, his poem of the
"Prophets of Israel" is herewith
given in full:

THE PROPHETS OF ISRAEL
Dedicated to
MISS JOSEPHINE C. LOCKE

for
Her Christmas gift of a picture of the
Prophets Taken from Sargent's Frieze
in the Boston Public Library.

august Prophets of the Living
Lord!
And voice anew the bU'i'ning Words of
Truth,
That light the Sacred Scriptures with their
Flame.

Spec~k!

Speak to the weary thcLt they may not
faint!
Speak to the fearful that they may have
hope,
Speak to the troubled that they may have
peace!
Speak to the 1nourning that they may have
joy!
Speak to the righteous that they may endure!
Speak to the evil that they may repent!
Speak to the contrite that they may reform!
Speak to the foolish that they may be wise!
Speak to the proud that they may humble
be!
Speak to mankind that they may turn to
GOD!
Speak to the leaders ,that they wisely guide!
Speak to the people that they faithful be!
Speak! Speak! Oh Prophets of the Mighty
GOD!
The waiting souls in all the continents
With upturned faces listen for your W o~ds.
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MOSES

NAHUM

Why do they look and listen when Our
Words
Are writ in Sacred Scriptures and preserved,
Through all the ages, speaking in all
tongues,
Among all peoples, and in every land?
There they may read and write them in
their hearts
To rule their conduct and to guide their
lives.
Nevertheless I grant thy suppliance,
And thou mayest hear them with thy spirit's
ear.

The Lord is good; a stronghold in the day
of trouble,
And He knoweth them that trust in Him.
Behold upon the mountain the feet of Him,
That bringeth good tidings; that publishes
Peace.

ZEPHANIAH

Fear not; let not thine hands be slack;
The Lord thy GOD in the midst of thee is
Mighty;
He will save; He will rejoice over thee
with joy,
He will rest in His love: He will joy over
thee with singing.
JOEL

EZEKIEL

For thus saith the Lord GOD:Behold! I will both search for My sheep
and seek them out;
I will b1'ing them out from the people,
And gather them from the countries.
And I the Lord will be their GOD;
And I will make with them a Covenant of
Peace.
DANIEL

Fear not! for from the first day
That thou didst set thy heart to understand,
And to chasten thyself before GOD,
Thy words were heard.
Fear not! peace be unto thee! be strong!
Yea be strong!

Ye shall know that I am the Lord thy GOD.
And it shall come to pass that I will pour
out
My Sp'irit upon all flesh;
And your sons and your daughters shall
prophesy;
Your young men shall see visions,
And your old men dream dreams,
And whosoever shall call upon the Lord
shall be delivered.

Behold! the days come saith the Lord,
When I will raise unto David a Righteous
BRANCH.
In His day~ Judah shall be saved,
And Israel shall dwell safely.
And this is the name whereby He shall be
called,The Lord-our Righteousness.

OBADIAH

JONAH

Upon Mount Zion shall be deliverance,
And there shall be holiness;
And the House of Jacob shall possess their
possessions.

When my soul fainted within 1ne, I remembered the Lord,
And 1ny prayer came to Thee in Thy Holy
Temple.
I will sacrifice unto thee with the voice of
thanksgiving,
I will pay that which I have vowed.
Salvation is of the Lord.

HOSEA

1 will be as the dew unto Israel!

He shall grow as the lily,
And cast forth his roots as Lebanon.
His branches shall spread and be as the
olive tree,
And his perfume as Lebanon.
They that dwell under his shadow shall
revive as the corn
A nd grow as the vine.
AMOS

Seek Him that maketh the seven stars and
Orion;
And turneth the shadow of d~ath into morning,
And maketh the day dark with nights;
Who calleth for the waters of the sea,
And poureth them out upon the face of
the earth,The LORD is His Name.

JEREMIAH

ISAIAH

Unto us a child is born; unto us a son is
given:
And the Government shall be upon His
shoulders;
And His Name shall be called Wonderful,
Cmmsellor, the Mighty GOD,
The Everlasting Father, the Prince of
Peace!
Of the increase of His Government and
Peace,
There shall be no end.
Ye shall go out with joy and be lead forth
with Peace!
The mountains and the hills shall break
forth into singing,
Before you, and all the trees of the field
Shall clap their hands.
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ELIJAH

I w-ill rejoice in the Lord!
I will joy in the GOD of my salvation.
The Lord GOD is my strength;
He will make my feet like hinds feet,
And will make 1ne walk upon my high
places.

Thus saith the Lord GOD of Israel;The barrel of meal shall not waste;
Neither shall the m"use of oil fail,
Until the Lord sendeth rain upon the earth.
How long halt ye between two opinions?
If the Lord be GOD-follow Him.
JOSHUA

MICHA

Many nations shall come and shall sayLet us go up to the mountain of the Lord;
To the house of the GOD of Jacob,
And He will teach us of His ways,
And we will walk in His paths.
The nations shall beat their swords into
ploug hshares,
And their spears into pruning hooks;
Nation shall not lift up sword against
nation,
Neither shall they lea1'n war any more.!

Have not I commanded thee?
Be strong and of good courage!
Be not afra,id, neither be thou dismayed;
For the Lord thy GOD is with thee!
Whithersoever thou goest.
MOSES

The Lord bless thee and keep thee!
The Lord make His face to shine upon thee!
The Lord lift up His countenance upon thee,
And give thee Peace!
THE LORD OF HOSTS

HAGGAI

The silver is Mine, and the gold is Mine!
Saith the Lord of Hosts.
MALACHI

Behold! I will send My Messenger,
And He shall prepare the way before Me;
And the Lord whom ye seek, shall suddenly
come
Into His Temple.
And unto you who fear My Name,
Shall the S1tn of Righteousness arise,
With healing in His wings.
ZECHARIAH

Thus saith the Lord of Hosts;If thou will walk in My ways and keep My
charge,
Thou shalt also judge My house, and keep
My Courts,
And I will give thee places wherein to
walk.

(Speaking from Heaven)
Revelation Ch. 21, vs. 5, 7.
Behold! I make all things New!
He that overcometh shall inherit all things;
And I will be his GOD, and he shall be
My Son.

Awe-struck I listened to the holy Words,
Of ancient prophecy and find in them,
The admonitions needed for today.
How vast and deep is their significance!
How they search out the secrets of the soul,
And bid it walk the paths of Righteousness,
Doing GOD'S Will till He shall give release.
Then let us be content to wait and toil;
To strive and struggle in whatever field
He may allot, confiding in His care,
Supported by His Everlasting arms,
His Love Divine, His Wisdom Infinite.
(Signed) Charles C. Bonney.
Christmas 1897.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••
"Universally, the Prophets are of two kinds. One are the Independent Prophets
Who are followed; the other kind are not independent and are themselves followers.
"The Independent Prophets are the Lawgivers and the Founders of a new cycle.
Through Their appearance the world puts on a new garment, the foundations of religion
are established, and a New Book is revealed. Without an intermediary They receive
bounty from the Reality of the Divinity, and Their illumination is an essential illumination. They are like the sun which is luminous in itself . . . .
"The other prophets are followers and promoters, for they are branches and not
independent; they receive the bounty of the Independent Prophets, and they profit by
the light of guidance of the Universal Prophets. They are like the moon, which is not
luminous in itself, but receives its light from the sun."-' Abdu'l-Baha.
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ILLUMINED FACES
GENEVIEVE

L.

COY

"My home is the home of peace. My home is the home of joy and delight. My
home is the home of laughter and exaltation. Whoever enters through the portals of
this home, must go out with gladsome heart. Thi'l is the home of light; whoever enters
here must become illumined.-'Abdu'l-Bahti.

article is not an argument
T HIS
with a thesis to be defended,

Christ renewed and strengthened
all that Zoroaster and Buddha had
nor is it a presentation of certain given to the world. Through it all
facts. It is a series of stories, some moved the clear spiritual vision of
of which tell of only a moment's en- the teacher.
counter, others of which will give
A time came when this teacher
you the tale of a life through left the school, for a period of
months and years. These are stor- thought and further study and
ies of the radiant life and the illu- growth. Through all the school
there was a sense that something
mined face.
very beautiful and valuable had
A man was walking buoyantly been taken away, and that no one
along the street of a midwestern could replace it. Another teacher
town. His thoughts were buoyant, said, "I seldom saw Miss A; I altoo and his spirit soared as swiftly most never spoke to her. But whenas the white clouds that raced in ever she came into a room the place
the sky above him. He had just became different. If she came into
seen the joy of spiritual awakening a room full of people, and said
dawn in a heart that had been over- nothing, one could sense that the
whelmed with doubt. A small boy place had changed. Just to look at
barred his way, holding his arms her made one able to do better
across the sidewalk. The man stop- work. "
ped. "Yes ~ What is it ~" he
There is a pastor of a church in
smiled. The boy looked up expectantly. "What makes you look so New York who preaches a dynamic
gospel. He is able to bring to many
ha ppy, mister ~"
people a living realization of the
In a certain school there was a fact that a life can be complete
teacher of literature. Her pupils and happy and useful only in
were children of from nine to proportion as it gives itself into
twelve years. The things that she God's Hands, to be guided by His
taught them were unusual. They will. One of the friends of this
studied the teachings of Confucius man said one day, "The thing about
and the life of Buddha. They Mr. S. that helps me most is the
learned stories of Muhammad. way in which he meets failure. I
They lived through Socrates' dra- have always been dreadfully misermatic life, and practiced discussing able and downcast when I have failthe "true and beautiful," using the ed in anything I undertook. I
Socratic method. They learned would worry about it for weeks, and
some of the poetry of the Psalms, spend a great deal of time in blamand later saw how the teachings of ing myself. But Mr. S. has taught
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me not to do that. I know he makes
mistakes himself, but he doesn't sit
down beside them and grieve! He
seems to say, 'Well, so I didn't succeed this time! But there is
another chance coming!' And he
just grins, and goes ahead to accomplish something else!"
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want to put up a bust of a Jew in
one of our schools ~ , ,
The artist replied, "I really know
little about him, except that the
people who live in that neighborhood loved him so much that they
voluntarily collected the money for
the bust. They wanted to show
some honor to his memory."
"We-ell," said the chairman,
"perhaps we were a bit hasty. You
leave this here, I will look at it
again and then I will talk to the
other members of the Oommission,
and see what we can do."
A few days later the artist received this message, "Your good
disposition won out! We have
agreed to accept the bust of the Jew
and place it in the school!"

A Baha'i artist had been commissioned to make a piece of sculpture to be placed in a school building. When it was completed, he
had to submit it to the Art Oommission of the city for approvaL But
they did not like it and refused to
allow it to be placed in one of the
city schools. The artist asked,
, 'Will you suggest changes that will
improve it, and then allow me to
submit it again."
This request
was refused. "Then may I leave it
The following story was told me
here till tomorrow, when the ex- in Haifa. I do not know the real
pressman will call for it."
names of those who participated in
it, and so I shall give them names
"Yes, you may do that."
The artist smilingly thanked the of my own choice.
chairman of the Commission. But
Hassan Ali Shireeni was a conjust as he was leaving the room, the fectioner, who kept a shop in one of
chairman called after him, "What the main streets of Tihran. Although he was a shopkeeper he was
makes you so different ~ "
"So different~ What do you a man of influence. His family had
for generations been known as demean ~"
"The chairman answered, "How voted Muhammadans and one of his
does it happen that you are so brothers was a priest. Hassan Ali
pleasant ~ Most artists whose work was famous throughout the city as
has been refused make an awful an enemy of all that was against
fuss. They swear and just rear the established order. He was pararound! But you have been very ticularly zealous in hunting out
quiet and polite."
such heretics as he deemed the fol"vVould it do me any good to lowers of the Bab and Baha 'u 'llah.
swear and shout ~"
Many Baha'is had been haled before the religious courts through
"No!"
"Then why should I do it~ It the information that Hassan Ali
is much more agreeable not to get sent to the priests. His name was
angry and excited."
known to all the Baha'is of the
The chairman said, "What do city, and few of them desired to
you know about this man of whom have personal acquaintance with
you made a bust ~ Why do people him.
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There was a Baha'i in another
city who had heard of Hassan Ali
and who thought often of his persecution of the "friends of God."
This was a man named Ata'u'llah
Shirazi. He often thought, "This
Hassan Ali Shireeni must be a very
devoted man, a very energetic man.
If he were a Baha'i, how useful he
would be! If only he would become
a Baha'i I"
Ata 'u 'llah tried to think of some
way to present the Baha'i teachings to Hassan Ali. At last he said
to himself, "It would have to be
done very indirectly. Perhaps God
will guide me to some plan of action.' ,
A few days later all Ata'u'llah's
friends were surprised to learn that
he was giving up his profitable
show-shop in the big bazaar. He
did not tell them what he planned,
for he feared that they would try
to dissuade him. To his family he
said, "I have work to do for the
blessed Cause. I may be gone some
time. If I do not return, know that
I have tried my best to serve the
Ancient Beauty, Baha'u 'llah."
Ata 'u 'llah then quietly departed
for Tihran, where he bought a
sweet-shop next door to the shop of
Hassan Ali Shireeni. He proved
himself a friendly, co-operative
neighbor, and in the course of a
year the two men became good business friends. Ata'u'llah lived in a
room back of his shop and every
morning at dawn he chanted melodiously from the Qur'an. Occasionally Hassan Ali said, ' 'N eighbor,
it gives me joy to hear you chant
the holy suras of .His Holiness."
'·'Yes"
, said Ata 'u'llah, "the
words of His Holiness, the Messenger, are the water of life."
After many months Ata 'u 'llah
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devia ted from his usual custom of
chanting from the Qur'an, he chanted loudly and sweetly a long prayer
of Baha'u'llah's. As soon as he
had entered his shop his neighbor
came rushing in to see him. "Oh,
sir, ' , he exclaimed, ' 'what is the
marvelous prayer you have been
chanting ~ It transported me from
the earth. I am still weeping from
the joy of hearing such beauty. I
beg of you, tell me at once what illumined soul has written such a
prayer!"
Ata 'u 'llah said, " Since you
greatly wish it, I will tell you. But
the prayer requires some explanation. Will you eat dinner with me
this evening, and then I will tell
you. "
Reluctantly Hassan Ali agreed to
wait until evening.
Ata 'u 'llah prepared a delicious
dinner and served it to Hassan Ali
in his room back of the shop. To
all of Hassan Ali's entreaties to
know the author of the prayer that
had so moved him, Ata'u'llah said,
"Later I will tell you."
But when the last course had been
eaten, Ata'u'llah said, "You have
known me now two years. Have
you found me a truthful and an
honest man?"
"Indeed yes," replied Hassan
Ali, "never have I had so fair and
kindly a neighbor. If one merely
looked upon your face, he would
realize that you were a truly noble
souL"
, 'Then I beg of you to listen to
me till I have told you all my story.
Promise me tha t no ma tter how
much I may astound or shock you,
you will hear me to the end."
"Yes, gladly I will grant your
request. But do not make the story
too lengthy, for I long to hear that
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marvelous prayer again."
, , Then, first-I am a Baha'i!"
said Ata'u'llah.
, 'A Baha'i! Bahais are dogs!
You cannot be!" cried Hassan Ali.
, 'I am a Baha'i, and the prayer
tha t so moved you was revealed by
His Holiness Baha 'u 'llah. Listen,
and I will chant it for you," and in
his loud, sweet voice Ata 'u 'llah
again chanted the prayer.
As soon as it was ended Hassan
Ali seized his hands. ' 'I will listen
to all you say. I have been misled
about these Baha'is. No one but a
Prophet of God could have revealed
so great a prayer."
And of the story of Hassan Ali
Shireeni no more need be said, save
that he was as ardent a follower of
Baha 'u 'llah as he had been an
enemy in the days of his ignorance.
On a day in spring some fifteen
years ago a Persian Baha'i and his
friend were walking slowly along
the streets of Tihran. They paid
little attention to the scenes about
them, for they were deep in conversation about the great truths that
Bah:i 'u 'll:ih had given to the world
in his books and letters.
"But how can you be sure that all
this is the truth" asked the friend.
"There are many who claim to be
great religious teachers, but time
proves them to be impostors."
The Baha'i replied, "One proof is
in the transformed lives of those
who live these teachings. I know
men who have become so changed
that their acquaintances scarcely
recognize them for the same people.
These teachings perform the greatest miracle-that of the birth of a
selfless individual from the most
self-centered of men. See these
people who pass us now! I can
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tell by their faces which ones are
Baha'is I"~
His friend smiled, "Oh, that is
surely too great a claim! And it
would not be safe to ask any of
these men if he is a Bah:i'i. Suppose he were not-you might even
endanger your life. You know how
the fanatical priests hate the
Bah:i'is."
"I am not afraid," said the
Bah:i'i. ' 'I know the radiance of
a true Bah:i'i's face. See! there
comes a Baha'i, I will wager. That
priest, who wears the green girdle
of a descendant of the Prophet!"
"Do you know him? Is he a
friend of yours?"
"Oh no! There are hundreds of
Bah:i'is in the city whom I do not
know. But I will ask this man."
His friend tried to dissuade him,
saying, "Think how dangerous it
is to mention the word Baha'i to a
priest! "
The Bah:i'i stepped in the path
of the priest and said softly, "Sir,
are you not a Baha 'i ?' ,
The eyes of the tall priest flashed.
, 'Who are you to ask me such a
question? ' ,
, 'I am a Friend, " said the Baha'i.
The priest replied, "Come with
me ; the open square is not the place
to discuss the blessed Cause."
The young Bah:i'i turned to his
friend. "You see I was right.
How could I mistake such an illumined face I Let us go with him,
and he will instruct us both."
, 'Lord, I have turned my face
unto Thee. Illumine it by the Light
of Thy Face!
Strengthen
me to serve Thy beloved and to
help those who need Thee. Reveal
Thyself to them, and illumine them
with Thy Light."-Bah:i'u'll:ih.
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HOW THE KING ABOLISHED POVERTY
DR.

W ALTER B.

GUY

"Some are too rich, some are too poor, some have 1nillions and some have nothing.
An organization is necessary to control this state of affair·s. It is necessary to limit
riches and it is necessary to limit poverty. Either extreme is wrong. There should
be a 'medium state. If it is right for a capitalist to possess a great fortune, then it is
also just that a laborer shm~ld have means of existence. If poverty is allowed to
reach a condition of starvation it proves that there is tyranny. Men rnust see that
this does not happen in any case. There must be special laws. The rich must give
of their plenty. If they have more than they need they must think of those who ar'e
in want."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

the year 1940 the greatest
I Nmisery
and poverty were prevalent in the Empire of Visalia, especially so in the coal mine districts.
Many miners and their
families were utterly destitute. In
other places the agricultural centers
were likewise in a profound state
of depression and unemployment.
Also in the slums of the great cities,
want and misery were the daily experience of thousands of people.
The Government expenses for the
weekly distribution of charity for
the unemployed had risen to an
alarming height; and dissatisfaction of these conditions was general.
At this state of affairs His Majesty the King arose to take needed
action upon the problem.
Much deliberation on his part at
length moved him to tears, and
when at last the light of guidance
came to him he arose and took firm
hold of the si tua tion.
On the one hand he saw widespread destitution and despair. On
the other, many men who were millionaires retired from active affairs of business, spending their
time in pleasurable pursuits or in
aimless travel.
Choosing nine of these individuals of large wealth and leisure, yet
still of active mentality and busi-

ness capacity, he decided to call
them together to consider the situation.
These men of wealth were not of
noble lineage or with great titles,
but were looked upon as the nouveau riche-men who by sheer business ability and financial sagacity
and great will power had arisen
during the last generation from the
ranks of. the small business men
and workers, both in Visalia and its
Colonies.
These men, said the King to himself, have great capacity in business administration and finances,
but they are at present practically
idle, not realizing how much they
are needed in the complex, impoverished affairs of the State. If I
send for them quietly and unostentatiously, they will not be greatly
impressed; but if, on the other
hand, I call them to me in ancient
custom, with blare of trumpet and
by heralds armed with a letter
signed and sealed with the Royal
Signet, surely they will serve.
So one morning in the early
springtime, at different villages
that lay within or in the vicinity
of their large estates, a group of
men appeared on horseback; covered, men and horses alike, with the
royal trappings, and rode to each
mansion or castle.
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Arriving at the great door, the
herald sounded his trumpet, and
the seneschal demanded the presence of the Head of the House.
On his arrival he was presented
with a roll of vellum, signed by the
Royal Command and sealed with
the Royal Signet, calling for his
presence at the Royal Castle of
His Majesty the King on a certain
day and hour. This was repeated
a t each of the residences of the
chosen men of affairs.
Needless to say much excited
comment arose throughout the
length and breadth of the land and
even abroad as to the meaning of
these unusual demands, and also
the manner of their presentation.
Of course the recipients of the
royal honors were greatly delighted, yet at the same time deeply
mystified as to what these summons
signified.
At last the appointed day arrived. At the railroad station near
the Royal Castle a vast crowd had
gathered. People had come from
all over the country, also news reporters and photographers mixed
with the people of the village,-all
waiting with great curiosity and
interest to see what would happen.
Slowly the train rolled into the
sta tion and then a trumpet was
heard and a band, and up to the
station rode a troop of the King's
Own Guards, resplendant in uniforms of gold and scarlet, and
posted themselves at the entrance
to the station.
As the invited guests stepped
from the railway car, they received
a fitting welcome from court officials, and were conducted to luxurious automobiles used by the
royal family.
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The band played, the cameras
whirred, the crowd cheered and the
procession started to the castle,
soldiers in front and behind, and
gaily caparisoned officers of the
guard pranced a t the side of the
bewildered guests.
Soon the great doors of the castle
were reached. They were flung
open with wondrous dignity; the
officials and guests proceeded until
at last they reached the Royal
Apartments and were graciously
received by the King, Queen and
their official staff.

IN

large, gothic banquet
hall of the Castle, the royal banquet
was over; the music was stilled; the
Queen and Royal Princes had retired; the table was cleared and now
none but the nine honored quests
and His Maj esty the King remained.
Quietly the King arose and to his
quests he spoke:
"Gentlemen of Visalia: I have
called you to help me in the affairs
of state. Many, so many of my
people, men, women and children,
are in want and despair. It is not
right that the few live in luxurious
wealth and plenty, while so many,
through no fault of their own, are
without the just and proper necessities of life.
"You, my guests, are exceptional
men of affairs. You have proven
your mastery over economic conditions in the struggle for life. You
are the chosen ones because I believe you are best able to help
others in this dire trouble.
"My people should have proper
and sufficient food. It is not well
with a country when some have too
much and others too little. My
THE OLD,
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heart bleeds and my tears flow for
the women and little ones. I want
you, gentlemen, to take over the
problem and to ameliorate these
sad conditions. If you will do this,
you will be given power and authority; power to assign public land
for the raising of food; funds to
erect shelters and institutions; power to manufacture or create necessities of life; control of the distribution of charities and authority to induce the indigent ones to work at
any employment you may decide
for them. At present a very large
sum of money is spent for importation of food supplies from foreign
countries. Much of this food, I believe, can be produced at home; thus
giving work to the unemployed and
retaining money here that is now
spent abroad.
"This is, in brief, the problem I
wish you to solve. Will you do
this, not for me particularly, but
for your country?"
Smiling gently, the King sat
down and waited for a reply. All
were silent. After a few minutes,
a white haired, noble looking man
arose and spoke. All present looked
and listened intently.
, 'My Liege Lord and Gentlemen, " he began, in quiet, measured
tones. "Your plea for the hungry
people, especially the little ones, has
touched my heart. For months I
have pondered over this matter. I
too, have grieved over the unfortunate condition of the unemployed,
but felt helpless to do anything to
materially alleviate this unfortunate state of affairs. As far as I
am concerned, most assuredly I am
ready to pledge myself and my
financial resources to solve this
momentous problem."
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The King arose and replied: "Sir
Simon, I thank you for your pledge
of loyalty. I will now leave you
gentlemen to confer on this request
of mine, and when you have your
answer ready, send for me and I
will return to receive it."
Bowing gracefully, the King
turned to leave the hall, all arising
from their seats as he took his departure.
Seating themselves again they
prepared to consider this momentous request of the King.
Presently an elderly man, famous by reason of his wealth accumulated in the diamond fields of
South Africa, arose, and said: "I,
too, am deeply impressed by this
momentous question and the responsibility of solving these tremendous economic inequalities, and
in order to bring affairs to a focus,
I move tha t Sir Simon act as
Chairman. ' ,
Having been elected unanimously
Sir Simon said: "As some of you
here present already know, I am
a humble servant of one known as
Baha'u'llah, Who, a persecuted Exile of Persia, and a Prisoner of the
Turkish Sultan, immured for many
years in the desolate prison of
'Akka, gave to the world such sublime teachings that if put into practice they would without doubt end
poverty, misery and prejudice
amongst mankind, and make our
distracted country a haven of peace
and joy. So far as lies in my
power I am willing to give my life
and my all that by such measures
these depressing and dangerous
social conditions may be ended and
a new era of prosperity and contentment reign. Therefore, I am
now going to call upon each one
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of you separately to candidly state
your attitude toward this problem
and my proposed solution thereof,
and to also state whether or not you
are prepared to serve faithfully
and if necessary to give of your
own wealth in raising our submerged people to comfort and a
greater prosperity."
Commencing with the guest on
his right hand, one by one, the
guests arose. All deplored the
need of such action and declared
tha t he was prepared to serve and
give to his utmost ability.
The room was silent. Then the
Chairman touched a bell near him,
a court official appeared: "Kindly
inform His Majesty the King, that
we are prepared to answer his
question in the affirmative." The
court official bowed and left the
halL A pause ensued, each one of
the guests seemed lost in contemplation of the problem. After a
wait of about fifteen minutes the
messenger returned and said:
"Gentlemen of Visalia, I request
you all to follow me."
IN A STATELY hall was gathered
the Court of Visalia Empire.
Seated on thrones of gold sat the
King and Queen. To right and left
were the court officials, the royal
princes and princesses, the Prime
Minister and many nobles of the
land; all glittering with golden uniforms and scintillating jewels,
robes and badges and regalia of
noble orders. Into the rear of the
hall came a procession headed by
the Grand Chamberlain with his
wand of office, followed by the nine
honored guests, who were brought
near to the dais on which the
thrones were placed. The King
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arose in regal splendor and said:
"Gentlemen of Visalia have you
a statement to make~
Sir Simon stepped forward and
replied: "My Liege Lord, we have
all agreed to serve you as you requested without any reservation
what-so-ever in respect to personal
obedience or personal resources.
We are prepared to give you our
utmost in loving service, so that
our countTy and its people may
prosper and that the cry of hunger
and despair may be stilled."
The King's voice trembled and
a glistening tear rolled down his
cheek as he simply said: "Gentlemen, I thank you".
Turning to the Chamberlain he
said: "Present these gentlemen to
me one by one and record their
names on a scroll of honor."
At a signal from the King, the
Court arose and as the Chamberlain
brought Sir Simon to the dais, he
said: "Your Majesty, I present to
you Sir Simon." To Sir Simon,
he said: "Kneel on your right
knee."
As he knelt, His Majesty the
King struck him thrice on the
shoulder with a gleaming sword and
said: "Rise, Sir Simon. I proclaim you a true knight of the Order of the Servants of Mankind;
and you shall be known henceforth
as the servant of the King."
Each, one by one, received the
accolade from the King's hand.
When the ceremony was over, the
Prime Minister stepped forward
and spoke: "Sir Knights and First
Members of this new order, "The
Servants of the King," I not only
congratulate you upon these honors
so liberally showered upon you, but
especially I wish to say that to
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serve mankind is the highest station that man may attain. I shall
look for you at the House of Lords
in Vidalion two days from hence,
where the necessary authority will
be given to you. In closing may we
assure you that we, the officers of
the Empire, shall gladly co-operate
and serve with you in every possible way."
Slowly the procession wended its
way from the ancient hall to the
outer world; each new knight; each
"Servant of the King," deeply
moved and in the depths of his
heart pledging> himself to faithful
serVICe.
NINETEEN YEARS have passed since
those Servants of the King received
their accolade and began their labors. Having been given ample and
autocratic authority by the people
through the proper legislative body,
and nobly supported by the King,
they have served effectively, wisely and even lovingly. No longer
is the cry of hungry children heard
in the land! No longer do tears fall
from the eyes of starving orphans
or bereaved widows and mothers!
Instead smiling content beams
from the faces of the workers, for,
strange to say all are workers now.
No longer do the idle rich pass in
opulent array and with an attitude
of superiority. No longer do idle
parasites live on unearned incomes,
for all conceive it a spiritual duty
to render tl> their community and
country some benefits of their industry.
All, according to the
Baha'i teachings, seek after that
which confers the greatest dignity
and blessing, namely, to be a servant of humanity. They know, too,
that Baha'u'llah has said that all
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work accomplished in sincerity, is
accepted by God as an act of worship.
In place of barren fields, feeding
a few sheep, we see miles and miles
of waving wheat and oats. In place
of slums, rows of cottages adorned
with flowers.
Large technical
schools surrounded by fields of verdant green are in every county; and
sleek herds of cows and sheep gaze
from the feed lots as trains pass
swiftly by.
For all has changed. New methods have superceded the old. Intensive husbandry is the new way
for every available acre is brought
to its fullest fertility, and every
man, woman and child gives of his
best for the welfare of all.
The most striking change is the
entire absence of poverty. Every
one is assured of a livelihood, it being the Government's responsibility
to see that all have employment, and
if this is not -possible, to insure at
least the necessities of life for every
citizen.
All children are properly fed and
housed, rich or poor, and educated
according to each one's capacity
and qualities. The graduates of the
technical schools are called for all
over the world for they are well
equipped and understand the highest and most advanced methods in
agriculture and science.
Another striking change is the
absence of the open barroom, and
the complete abolition of distilled
beverages among all classes and
in all societies; thus saving tons
of cereals for human and animal
consumption.
A heavenly, heart realization of
the brotherhood of man has resulted in the actual living of this great
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teaching. No longer is there competition, but co-operation is the law
of the national life.
Yes, the ({ Servants of the King"
have nobly done their work; and
as death depletes their ranks, others
with altruistic ideals and great
abilities take their place, for they,
too, have been touched by the Spirit
of the New Age, and they have
witnessed how wonderfully the en-
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tire social order can be re-formed
through the application of the divine teachings. They have come to
realize that this is the reason why
the Prophets of God are sent to
the world, and why those who walk
in Their footsteps have "life and
life more abundantly" daily. Hearts
have been changed and the awakened ones "give light and comfort
to their fellow human beings."

FROM THE PLATFORM
DORIS McKAY
Report of an Inter-Racial Amity Conference held at Rochester, N. Y., March 8,
1929, one of a series of Conferences organized and arranged by the National Bahai
Committee of Inter-Racial Amity, in the leading cities of the United States and Canada,
the purpose of which as stated on the program is, "the promotion of good will, understanding and friendly co-operation among people of varied races. The attitude of interracial amity has a direct bearing upon the peace of the world. Only upon a spiritual
foundation can the security of all races and nations be permanently built."

I

sat on the platform in the humble growth of a New White Man debut indispensable office of chair- stined to be the orother of the new
man and watched the people come negro, and that the new negro
in. To say why each came would be should clash with the old conditions,
to write a hundred volumes of hu- and that the new white man should
man history. They came generous- arise to help him unfold his life ~
ly, wistfully or courageously, cyni- Or did they come with the ancient
cally or hopefully. They drifted in emotional urge, to know and to be
and the room looked like a checker understood, to give and to accept?
On the platform sat two men repboard. Some bore the look of those
about to wake from slumber, some resenting two races. One was a
faces shone with love, most faces young white minister for whom to
were still. It was a matter of con- have an idea meant to perform an
jecture what feelings bubbled be- act. Sympathetic brown eyes, the
neath the enigmatic exterior, what high daring nose of one who leads
thoughts flashed in the night from others also to action, tall, with
the sending stations behind the broad shoulders, a smile of boyish
foreheads mahogany, or cream, or naivete-he was quite plainly of the
white.
New Race, product of the twentieth
Was it an intellectual appeal that century, fruit of the unknowing
brought them here ~ Had they past. On the other side sat a dark
grasped something of the truth man, dignified and calm.
about the N ew Negro, his needs and
The choir from the African Zion
his demands ~ Did they foresee the Church ranged itself beside the
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platform and sang in their rich
harmonizing voices. The minister
of their church, a young man six
months away from the different life
of Charleston, S. C., offered a reverent invocation.
Then upon silence fell the words
of one who had traveled the country over interpreting the message
of true brotherhood. They listened
to the words of 'Abdu'l-Baha:
, 'In the human kingdom there
are points of contact, properties
co mmon to all mankind; likewise
points of distinction which separate
race from race, individual from individual. If the points of contact
which are the common properties of
humanity overcome the peculiar
points of distinction, unity is assured. On the other hand if the
points of differentiation overcome
the points of agreement, disunion
and weakness result. One of the
important questions which affect
the unity and solidarity of humankind is the fellowship and equality
of the white and colored races. Between these two races certain points
of agreement and points of distinction exist which warrant just and
mutual consideration. In physical
bodies, sense endowment, intelligence, patriotism, language, citizenship, civilization and religion
you are one and the same. A single
point of distinction exists; that of
racial color. God is not pleased
with, neither should any reasonable
or intelligent man be willing to
recognize inequality in the races
because of this distinction."
The young white minister came
down from the platform and stood
in front of the people. He told
them about a plate of beans. The
colored laundress had eaten only

part of them and his mother had
passed them over for her hungry
little boy's second helping. He told
them of the little colored playmates he had had, and of the colored iceman who was his friend, to
see whom is still part of the satisfaction of a visit home, of his
Chinese college room mate, still his
intimate friend.
He told them of
his having been chaplain in the Army of Occupation and how he had
lived among the people of Germany,
Italy, France, Belgium, Austria and
England, and had found all lovable,
had. been kindly treated by all, had
found a common ground, a common
bond. Then of his marriage back
in America and who came. Professors, students and laborers of various nationalities made up the audience. The ushers consisted of a
Chinese, a Japanese, a Frenchman
and an American. The ring bearer
was the small son of a West Indian
Negro who in the glory of white
gloves presented the rings at the
proper moment.
He said, "From my experiences
I have learned that the door should
be opened to all."
During his recital a change had
come over the rows of listeners.
Their faces came out of their obscurity. Eyes danced with enjoyment. Lost in his sparkling narrative, self-consciousness vanished
for the rest of the evening. Mind
leaped to mind. A sweet-faced
white lady down in front nodded
and smiled, the four dark skinned
ministers listened with keen intellectual appreciation. Into the eyes
of the secretary of the Negro
Y. W. C. A., came a dreamy look
softer than that which her busy executive position had made habitual.
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On the face of the organist of the
African Zion Church came the look
that music brings. White co-operative leaders were there, their names
well-known to the progressive growing city. They gave their sanction.
I began to notice the eyes of a young
woman named Ruth, a singer in the
choir. They became caressing. They
became as beautiful as jewels. Yet
early in the evening they had shown
the veiled opacity of self-defense.
"\Ve exchanged looks and smiles.
It seemed as if joy swept its
wings across the room. It was like
the prelude to adventure. It was as
if one had found the golden key
which vvould unlock a certain door
behind which treasure lay. Patience
it took to find the key, courage to
turn it in the keyhole where it just
fitted-to the open door! Inside
was found that for which each one
had secretly yearned, that which a
wise Creator had left undeveloped
in one race that it might be supplied by another in gracious interclmnge.
The bounty of fulfillment made
itself heard like an augury in the
midst of startled joy. The chairman
told of her International Bed where
a Hindu, a Persian-Indian Muhammadan, a Negro, two Chinese and
several Persians at different times
had slept, and of the enrichment of
life which had come from the
friendships with these most welcome guests. Yellow, black or cream
-they had been as one guest in the
contribution each had brought, said
the speaker, when around the hospitable hearth our minds and souls
had leaped together to new levels
of understanding. Life for one race
without the others is like living in
a two-dimensional plane. A crack
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becomes an insurmountable wall.
Surface there is-that only-and
tha t which is lacked is not known.
was sung, and
then the dark man spoke on
the subject of anthropology. He
showed by scientific argument backed by men of prominence that the
human race is one and that pigment, that sable bar sinister, is but
a geographical record of experiences ages old; that the true bar
sinister is ignorance and oppression and injustice-that before the
attack of education and an equal
chance these superstitions will
crumble.
Into the eyes of some there seemed to come a look of release. Had
this doubt of equality so subtly
planted by the white man in his
stand for supremacy shed a little
of its poison in any humble heart of
simplicity? Is it not to slay this secret fear that men at times take
arms against their oppressors? The
white man has said he is superior.
Is he not caught now in his own scientific mistake? In his dangerous
and cruel mistake 1 It was as though
it had been said, Walk forth as free
men. Freed from the burden of insinuation of inferiority, in the light
of science, no longer need you feel
the yoke of the ignorance and superstition of the race whose guests
you were. Before you stretches the
long road of progress along which,
laden as you were, ymt have traveled with incredible swiftness. Be
part of the New Age which awaits,
expectantly, your indispensable
contribution.
I heard the National Negro Anthem for the first time then. It rang
around the room, perhaps sixty
ANOTHER SPIRITUAL
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voices pouring out their imperishable spirit in song. It seemed as if
the walls would burst with the volume of the triumph of that song.
Spirit~tal tri~~mph. There was song
and nothing but song:
. . . "Let our rej oicing rise
High as the listening skies,
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea,
Sing a song full of the faith that
the dark past has taught us,
Sing a song full of the hope that the
present has brought us;
Facing the rising sun of our new day
begun,
Let us march on 'till victory is won."
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people thanking God for rest.
"God of our weary years,
God of our silent tears,
Thou who has brought us thus far on
the way;
Thou who hast by Thy might,
Led us into the light,
Keep us forever in the path, we pray,
Lest our feet stray from the places,
our God, where we met Thee,
Lest, our hearts drunk with the wine
of the world, we forget Thee. . . "

The song had not vanished quite.
There was no sound; yet, to keener ears than ours the song lived on.
Liberated from those dusky, singing throats, it fled to touch the
This song is almost unbearably sounding stations of what hearts
beautiful because it breathes the we do not know. The Holy Spirit
spirit of a people who have been took this form. Those after echoes
persecuted:
were the Voice of God inviting all
" ... We have come over a way that
His chickens once more beneath His
with tears has been watered.
wmgs.
We have come, treading our path
through the blood of the slaughtered,
The tide of mauve and gold (there
Out from the gloomy past . . . "
is no brown) crested with white,
In the last verse the voices soft- arose to surge around our island,
ened, rich overtones deepened. the platform. We met in fellowship
There blended into that flaming precious and rare, in the Day of the
stream of tonal beauty the sound of coming together of all peoples, in
the crooning of lullabies, the whis- the Day of Baha 'u 'llah. And in this
per of the wind blowing in the tops greater vision that which was forof tropical trees, the sigh which got was-calor.
comes when triumph turns to prayThis had been a meeting of the
er-the murmur of many weary hIlman race .

.......

.........................
..

"God the Almighty has created all mankind from the dust of earth. He has fashioned them all from the same elements; they are descended from the same race and live
upon the same globe. He has created them to dwell beneath the one heaven. As members of the human family and His children, He has endowed them with equal susceptibilities. He maintains, protects, and is kind to all. He has made no distinction in
mercies and graces among His children. With impartial love and wisdom He has sent
forth His Prophets and divine teachings.
"The Collective Center has always appeared in the East. His Holiness Abraham,
His Holiness Moses, His Holiness Jesus Christ, His Holiness Muhammad, were Collective Centers of Their day and time, and all arose in the East.
"Today His Holiness Baha'u'llah is the Collective Center of unity for all mankind
and the splendor of His light has likewise dawned from the East."-' Abdu'l-Baha.
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"If one looks for praiseworthy results and wishes to produce eternal effects, let him make an exceeding effort that Green
Acre may become an assemblage of the VV ord of God and a
gathering place for the spiritual ones of the heavenly world
. . . . Every year a number of the beloved ones and maidservants of the Merciful must go to Green Acre and raise the
divine call there. The more who go the better."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

GREEN ACRE
THE BAHA'r SUMMER COLONY
GREEN ACRE, known throughout
the world, is property owned by the
Baha'is, and is used by them for
the Baha'i Summer Colony. It is
situated on the beautiful Piscataqua
river in Eliot, Maine, about three
miles distant from the thriving little
city of Portsmouth, N. H.
The season of 1929 will open on
,July first. Many of the activities
this year will cent er in Fellowship
House where Baha'is, nonBaha'is
al1CI their friends will be cordially
welcomed. Probably the most important activity will be the Summer
School with its many classes. Some
of the subjects which will be discussed and taught are: "the correlation of Baha'i ideals with modern thought; the higher criticism
and study of Bible history; the history of religions of the past; comparative religions and the science of
religions; the comparison of human
and divine economics; and training
classes for speakers and teachers."
Material and divine civilization
go hand in hand at Green Acrethe primary object of this community being to teach by word and
deed the essential principles of the

Reality upon which the Baha'i
Movement is founded, revolving
around the three basic truths, namely-The Oneness of God, the oneness of religion, and the oneness of
mankind.
'Abdu'l-Baha said: "As to Green
Acre-it is indeed an important
spot. Far-reaching consequences
shall result from the gatherings at
that spot. * * * Its charm and
wonder lie in this-that it may become the Center of the Baha'is.
Those who have had the privilege of long seasons of rest in this
ideal center, are looking forward to
vacationing there where a spiritual
atmosphere and spiritual vibrations
are expected. All are urged to
spend their vacation in Green Acre,
as far as possible, and thus help in
every way they can to enlighten
those who are eager to "hearken to
the call of universal peace, to the
declaration of the oneness of the
world of humanity, to the annihilation of estrangement and the hoisting of the standard of affection. The
majority of the people are ready to
listen to the divine, teachings."
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WHENCE COMES THE LIGHT
CHAPTER n. Ba7uht'1l6h the Prophet
LOULIE

A. MATHEws

"The Centers of progress for each age are the Manifestations of God as seen in
His Prophets. In whateve1' country or at whatever time They aplJear, They are the
focus of the creational day, for' as the sun in the material heaven develops the 1naterial beings, so do these Spiritual Suns develop the world of- 1ninds and s011l8."'Abdu'l-Baha.

ASwhom
it was written came "Him
God shall manifest."
Following the Dawn, the Risen Sun
bringing to life aNew Day.
It was in Tihran in the year 1817
that the Light of the World appeared. Husayn Ali, known throughout
the world as Baha'u'llah, Glory of
God, belonged to the noble family
of Noorhis. His father, though a
minister of state, was impoverished
by excessive taxation and unable to
give Baha'u'llah an education befitting his rank. Nevertheless, in
childhood His ethical genius startled men of all ages who gathered to
listen to His heavenly utterances,
held by an irresistible power of attraction.
The inner connection between the
Messenger of God and His Herald
cannot be fathomed, but the allegiance that brought Christ to the feet
of John the Baptist again brought
Baha'u'llah to the feet of the Bab.
Traveling from city to city, Baha'u'llah announced the principles of
the Bab-principles that struck at
the core of dogmatic Islam-and
the fame of His reasoning and the
eloquence of His words provoked a
veritable turmoil among religious
leaders.
The martyrdom of the Bab caused
Persia to tremble. Fanatical minds
became unbalanced like, for instance, a Babi youth who attempt-

ed the life of the Shah. The Shah
was unhurt but this deed brought
about a terrible slaughter.
A
Machiavellian scheme was devised
whereby all classes of society were
made responsible for the bloodshed
of the Babis. Each division was
accountable for a certain number of
deaths and it was further signified
that the Shah would estimate loyalty to his person by the ferocity
of torture inflicted on the victims.
This plot protected all executioners
Thus thousands of men and women
were tortured in the public squares
throughout the land.
As soon as news of the attack on
the Shah reached Kiyaveran, where
Baha 'u 'llah was speaking openly(although twice imprisoned and
undergoing the torture of the bastinado) He mounted horse, rode
into the imperial camp, threw down
the reins and gave Himself up.
An entire regiment was detailed
to guard Him.
Next day the procession moved
towards Tihran. The soldiers rudely hurried the prisoner along the
road-iron chains impeded every
step-a ferocious sun beat upon
His bared head. At length the dismal prison of Tihran.
The gaoler led the prisoner down
three flights of narrow steps into
a dungeon. In this tomb with no
other outlet than the door by which
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they entered were a hundred and
fifty men-thieves and assassins.
The chains from Baha'u'llah's neck
and arms were fastened to the
ground.
Darkness blotted out
mIsery.
In the midst of desolation God
revealed to Baha 'u 'llah His mISsion. "During the days when I was
imprisoned in the land of Ta, although the torment of the chains
and the stifling atmosphere allowed
me little sleep, still occasionally it
befell that upon raising my head,
something flowed over my breast,
even as a mighty torrent which descending from the summit of a lofty
mountain distributes itself over
the earth. Then all my limbs were
aflame. At such moments my tongue repea ted wha t mortal ears
could not hear . . . . One night of
nights, in a dream these supreme
words saluted me from all sides:
'Verily, we shall make thee victorious by thyself, and by thy pen.
Sorrow not for that which has befallen thee, and have no fear. Truly
thou art of those who are secure.
l!Jre long the Lord shall send forth
and reveal the treasures of the
earth.' "
In a tablet to the Shah: "Oh
Shah, in truth I was as an ordinary
man asleep upon my couch, when
the breezes of the Most Glorious
passed over me, giving understanding of that which has been. This
thing is not from me, but from One
mighty and all-knowing. He it was
who ordered me to sound the PTOclama tion between ear t h and
heaven, . . . I have not studied
science, nor have I entered college
. . . This is a leaf which the breezes
of the will of your God, the mighty,
the extolled, have stirred. Can it be
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still when the rushing winds blow 7
. .. His imperial command it was,
which obliged me to speak for His
celebration among the nations."
After four months Baha'u'llah
was brought before a tribunal.
Nothing could be proved against
Him, but the authorities apprehending the influence of this fearless
leader banished Him from Persia.
With family and retainers Baha 'u'llah was exiled to Baghdad. He did
not speak concerning the station
God had revealed but set about instructing the Babis in peace and
non-retaliation. Every household
mourned a martyr and Baha 'u '11ah
counselled: "If ye be slain for His
good pleasure, verily, it is better
for ye than that ye slay." Thus
He turned the hearts of the people
from revenge towards true victory.
II

A YEAR PASSED. From every side
strife and confusion pressed upon
the Illumined One. Now He ,vithdrew to the wilderness of Kurdistan* for the space of two years.
It was a land of desolation avoided by travelers; only occasional
~ild shepherds led their flocks over
the grey rocks. Food and water
were scarce. Winter ,vinds whipped the ground and the pitiless
summer sun cast no shadows. A
cave became the Prophet's restingplace and the bare mountain top His
temple.
In solitude He experienced true
joy. The precious tablet elf the Bab
rested upon Him like a mantle-a
mantle beneath which the world was
to be sheltered.
Baha 'u '11ah turned from life as
"Sulaymaniyyah.
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an expression of personal will and
advanced; with outstretched arms
to meet the destiny ordained bv
God.
•
Now the days of waiting were accomplished. Coming dO'wn from
the mountain the Blessed Perfection
pitched His tent in a flowering gard:n on the. slopes of the river Tigns. Here III full majesty, nineteen
years after the Bab's proclamation
Baha 'u 'llah announced Himself a~
'Him whom God shall manifest.'
Baha'u'l1ah's teachings, 1 i k e
Christ's, were far in advance of the
times and endangered orthodox
Muhammadan theology. His princely rank alone saved Him from
death. As a compromise it was
decided to transfer the' faithful
band from Baghdad to Constantinople.
But in spite of every precaution
enthusiasm for the new doctrines
spread and waxed strong.
Again the officials became uneasy. Baha 'u 'l1ah was next driven
to Adrianople and finally sentenced
to the penal city of 'Akka for life.
The Babis had been scattered
and were not now making any open
proselyting, thus the government
believed that this banishment of
seventy would completely annihilate
the movement. How little did they
realize the divine plan!
.
When sentenced to 'Akka Baha'u'lhih had already been fifteen
years in exile. Each decree had
driven the faithful ones further and
further frolll their na tive land
Persia. Picturing the marches int~
exile imagination quails! Four
months in the rigors of winter with
scant food and clothing brought
them to Baghdad. These horrors
,vere repeated during the journey
from Baghdad to Constantinople.
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~~lthough the distance from Constantinople to Adrianople was trav~rsed in a week they nearly perIshed from exposure to a raging
sno",:storm-while the journey from
~~dnanople to Gallipoli and thence
to Palestine was in the tropical heat
of August.

III
THE CITY OF 'AKKA toward which
the Oppressed One now set sail was
used by Persia and Turkey for political prisoners and served the definite purpose of ridding these governments of men whose lives they
feared to take. It was of evil repute. Birds flying above its feve.rridden marshes were known to
drop dead, while the stagnant water
was a harbinger of death. Baha'u'11ah speaks of it as "The metropolis of the owL"
After Baha'u'llah's arrival in
Palestine, how eve r, the Gulf
Stream by degrees changed its
course, sweeping away the rotting
banks of seaweed from the sands
and re-charging the deadened c1imate. The beauty and comfort of
Palestine were further made possible by piping water from the mountains. This was first accomplished
in 'Akka at the suggestion of Baha'u 'Hab, and later in Jerusalem by
the English.
'Abdu'l-Baha, in 1914, drew a
picture of the future of '.L~kka and
Haifa in these words;* "This semicircula.r bay will be transformed into the finest harbor, wherein the
ships of all nations will seek shelter.
Hither will come thousands of men
and women from every part of the
globe. The mountain and the plain
will be dotted with villas and pal*"Baha'u'llah
Esslemont.
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aces. Industries will be established,
as well as institutions of learning'
and philanthropy. Wonderful gardens, orchards, groves and parks
will spring up everywhere. At
night the great city will be lighted
by electricity. The entire harbor
from 'Akka to Haifa will be a path
of illumination. Powerful searchlights will be placed on either side
of Mount Carmel to guide the
steamers. Mount Carmel itself ",rill
be submerged in a sea of light."
In Persia, followers of the Light
of the World were asking each
other: "Where is He hidden ~"
Their hearts were much oppressed.
At length came the dire news of imprisonment in 'Akka!
,Akka ! Whence none returned!
Unable to bear the separation and
fearing lest even now they would
arrive too late, pilgrims set out on
foot.
After months of travel and hardship the city came in sight, but its
gates were closed against them.
Standing on a plain beyond the
third moat, Baha'u'llah's prison
\v.indow could be seen and folds of
white raiment as he raised His arm
in blessing. Cherishing this silent
communion they turned and recrossed the frontiers.
Then it was, to comfort the believers, that Baha'u'llah made the
promise: "Fear not, these doors
shall be opened. My tent shall be
pitched upon Mount Carmel and the
utmost joy be realized." And this
came to pass.

IV
THE POWER OF GOD alone sustains
and suffices the Prophets, enabling
them to spread His Message notwithstanding man's persecution.
From a hillside in J udea, Jesus
overturned the Roman Empire.
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Speaking to a humble few, the whole
world harkened.
From narrow cells of unfriendly
stone without the comfort of the sky
above him, Baha 'u '11ah declared
that He was a Messenger of God,
sent to explain the holy books of
all religions and to prove the oneness of their message, to unify mankind and bring about the Most
Great Peace.
The Illumined One sent forth
mighty letters that crumbled falsehood, announcing to kings and potentates the advent of a New Day,
a great New Era. He warned Napoleon IIl, Kaiser Frederick Ill,
and the Czar Alexander Il, that
their thrones would fall. He wrote
Pius IX that the temporal power of
the Popes was waning and the Turkish Sultan, Abd-ul-Aziz, that his
regime would be overturned. With
the Shah, Muzaffaru'd - Din, He
plead the cause of the oppressed.
Even as far as these United States
a tablet was sent to President Grant
containing these words: "Adorn
the temple of your dominion with
the embroidered garment of justice
and virtue."
The creative word of the Prophet
reverberated around the world,
pulses quickened, pure hearts took
courage.
This radiant message
penetrated the sensitive mind of the
saint, the scientist and the poet.
Each interpreted it in his ownlanguage. Peace and goodwill again
heralded a new spiritual springtime.
Only one Occidental has looked
upon the face of Baha'u'llah-the
famous Prof. E. G. Browne. He
thus narrates his memorable impression* : "The face of him on
*"The
Browne.

Traveller's

Narrative,*-E.

G.
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whom 1 gazed 1 can never forget,
though 1 cannot describe it. Those
piercing eyes seemed to read one's
very soul; power and majesty sat on
that ample brow; while the deep
lines on the forehead and face implied an age that the jet-black hair
. . . seemed to belie. No need to
ask in whose presence 1 stood, as 1
bowed myself before one who is the
object of a devotion and love which
kings might envy and emperors
sigh for in vain."
The story of prison doors flung
open during the last years of Baha,'u'llah's life is in itself an epic, here
but briefly told.
One day, after long years of rigid
confinement, Baha 'u '11ah exclaimed:
"1 have not gazed on any green
thing for nine years. The country
is the world of the soul, the city is
the world of the body."
VVhen these words reached the
ears of 'Abdu'l-Baha He knew that
the time for fulfillment of prophecy
was at hand and that Baha'u'11ah's
days in the Most Great Prison were
drawing to a close.
North of the city of 'Akka was
a palace falling into ruin, surrounded by gardens interlaced with running brooks. It was owned by a
Muhammadan named Pasha Safwat who was unfriendly to the cause
of Baha 'u '11ah. Never the 1 e s s,
'Abdu'l-Baha sought him and asked
if Mazra'ih could be leased for a
small sum of money. At first the
man refused, then abruptly changing his mind, consented.
'Abdu'l-Baha determined to visit
the palace, despite repeated injunctions that prisoners must not journey beyond the city walls. Accordingly, one morning He set out, passing the gates doubly guarded by
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sentinels.
None molested Him.
Walking the distance of four miles,
He reached the palace of Mazra'ih.
The roof had fallen in and the garden was but a tangle, yet the beauty
of the place was apparent. He immediately set about making the necessary repairs.
When all was in readiness He
went to Baha 'u '11ah, pleading:
"The palace of Mazra'ih is ready.
VVill you come ~ , ,
Slowly Baha 'u 'llah replied: ' 'I
am a prisoner."
The Master persisted, but as
often as the entreaty was made, His
Father answered: "1 cannot. 1 am
a prisoner. ' ,
'Abdu'l-Baha, in no way discouraged, set the whole matter before a
certain Muhammadan Shaykh who
dearly loved Baha 'u '11ah, counselling him in this wise: "Go, tonight,
into His Holy Presence, fall on
your knees, take hold of His hands
and do not forbear until He promises to leave the city."
Accordingly, at nightfall, the
Shaykh went to Baha 'u 'llah and
sitting close beside Him took hold
of His hands, beseeching: ",Vhy
will you not come away~"
Again Baha 'u 'llah replied: "1 am
a prisoner."
The friend lovingly kissed His
hands and cried out: "God forbid.
Who has the power to make of You
a prisoner ~ 1 beg of You to come
to the palace. It is beautiful and
verdant there. The trees are in leaf
and the oranges like balls of fire!"
For a whole hour the Shaykh besought Him and would not desist
until Baha 'u 'llah bowed His head in
acquiescence: "So be it."
The consent of Baha'u'llah left
but one obstacle to overcome. How
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should the four miles be traversed?
After so many years of confinement
would the Prisoner be able to go on
fooU Abdu'l-Baha searched 'Akka
and Haifa until at length an old carriage was unearthed, its parts assembled and in it they drove to
Bahji, unmolested. Alone the Master returned to the prison.
The Prophet of God remained in
the s e lovely surroundings two
years. Suddenly an epidemic broke
out and the country-side was deserted. Thus the family was enabled to buy for a song a certain
house in another part of Bahji.
Here the prisoner came and dwelt.
N ear by was a garden-the Garden
of Ridvan-the place of destiny.
This space of flowers on the shores
of Palestine is our heritage. Here
the sun patterns bright leaves on
white paths and night draws forth
perfume from the jasmine and the
rose. The ancient Persian saying
becomes a reality: "Blessed is the
one who visits 'Akka and blessed is
the one who has visited the visitor
of 'Akka."
The promise of long ago was now
fulfilled. Baha 'u 'llah often withdrew to Mount Carmel for prayer,
and the deathless stars beheld a
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radiance ascending from earth to
heaven.
The bestowals of God tllTough
His Prophet emerged and took their
ordered places in the universe.
Baha'u'llah had poured light upon
mankind for seventy-five years. As
the appointed hour for the withdrawal of His spirit approached,
He placed the lamp of guidance in
the hand of 'Abdu'l-Baha, saying:
"Verily, 'Abdu'l-Baha is Myself;
the shining place of My Identity;
the east of My Cause, the heaven of
My Bounty; the sea of My "\-Vill,
the lamp of My Guidance, the path
of My Justice, and the standard of
My Love."
Sent by God with a message of
truth, Baha'u'llah remained a prey
to man's ignorance all the days of
His life. Nevertheless, His majesty
could not be hidden and His nobility
compelled universal recognition.
Prisoner of two despots, the Servant of God fearlessly rebuked
them. Rulers of Palestine would
humbly beg the honor of attaining
an audience with Him Whom they
had imprisoned. All men, from the
highest to the lowest, bore vvitness
to the fact that Baha 'u 'llah was in
reality no captive, but in truth a
King of Kings.

"The sw~ emamates from itself and does not draw its light frMn
other smwces. The Divine Teachers have the innate light; they have
knowledge and understanding of all things in the ~miverse, the rest of
the world receives its light from them, and tMongh then'/, the arts and
sciences are revived in each ape.
"How can those who depend on 11wr'tals be divine messengers?
How can a lamp which has to be lighted be eternal? The Divine
Teacher does not come to acquire knowledge, fOt' this Tree of Life is a
frt~it tree by birth and not throt~ph graftinp. Behold the sacred tree
which spreads its shade over the whole world! This is the mission of
Bah6/t~'llah, fOt' ~~nder this tree all q~~estions are solved."
'Abclu'l-Baha
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THE COMPLETENESS OF GOD'S WILL
W ILHELM F.

MADSEN

The author is a medical student specializing in anatomy at a college in California.
He is also a member of the Baha'i Junior Assembly, and is a deep student of both science
ami religion.

one is doing laboratory
WHEN
work and looks through a
microscope he beholds the wonder
of the histological formation of a
sliver of bone with its true bone
cells arranged in a definite scheme,
and reflects that at any time when
it is intended to, this microscopic
cell will completely change its function and revert to destroying the
tissue which it and its fellowworkers have just made, one cannot help but give praise to God that
so finite a thing as a tiny cell has
within it the capacity to respond to
the 'Will and the Word and the
Wish of God.
If we watch this little speck of
matter work we will see that in its
life-cycle it is a continuous witness
to the wisdom and intelligence of
the All-kno'wing Creator. Uncomplainingly, unselfishly, without a
single thought for itself, this little
fellow will throw out from its own
small body a substance that, in
time, hardens to give us what we
commonly call bone. And equally
as baffling, when the proper time
comes, many of these little builders,
guided by that immeasurable, irresistible God-intelligence, change
to destructive little bodies and burrow their way through the bony
matter they have just built. And
still again, as if (and they most
certainly are) controlled by that
Creative Will that holds year after
year and decade after decade the
stars in their order, these same

li ttle busy bodies will change over
again and go about building bony
matter faster than ever.
Not once but several times does
this miracle go on in the dark and
mysterious inside of a bone. Just
why nature should choose this alterna te building and tearing down
process to make a bone is still
another lesson that holds within it
a world of wisdom and understanding.
By alternately boring
out little tunnels and promptly filling some of them again with new
bony matter, the Creator has designed a bone that is very durable
and strong, since it is made like the
close-grained woods that we choose
in preference to softer, pulpier
kinds. And the remaining tunnels
or canals are used again in an intelligent manner to direct little
vessels in nourishing and cleansing
the busy bone cells until their work
is completed and they have made a
strong, light and useful bone.
Why do I offer this peculiar
example to you ~ I do it because
it seems to be a wonderful testimony to the fact that God's will is
complete and that it is above and
beyond man's queries and reasoning.
How LIKE THESE little bone cells
are you and I and the neighbor next
door. ,Ve are all created for a
definite purpose in the scheme of
things. We are born into the world
to do something. Our existence on
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this earth is for a very definite
reason. We are most certainly told
in the Baha'i writings-which are
all-inclusive and epitomize the best,
most valuable and noblest ideals of
all ages-that the two purposes for
our creation are, first: our belief in,
and our consecration to, God. And
secondly, that of making the world
happier, better and brighter because we have been privileged to
live out our life here, developing
those qualities which make for the
betterment of the individual and
humanity. Surely no one can question the soundness of these two
precepts.
God's will is so complete and
satisfying and ready for any exigency that may arise in the everyday problems of you and I that
when we reflect we can see plainly
how troubles arise. Just like the
bone cells we throw out from us all
the time if God is permitted to dictate to our hearts, conditions and
thoughts and actions that we want
to solidify into something definite
and satisfying so that we may point
with pride to tIllS strong personality, or this gratifying accomplishment, not realizing that only
through the Will of God and the
desire of God that we should be
made happy, that these things were
added unto us. But then sometimes
our tissue of thought has to be torn
down, tunneled out; we have to revise our ways of thinking, get rid
of false prejudices, lay aside useless creeds, and let some bright
sl1nEght flood the musty corners of
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our minds and souls. ,Ve have to
adjust our relationships with those
around us.
At such times when we are sorely
troubled we forget that, like the
little bone cell, the same power that
God has over us to make us start in
tunneling will make us rebuild with
finer, stronger, more real, more enduring convictions and nobler purposes. And then the channels that
aren't filled will let God's Light
and Nourishment supply the wants
of our mind and feed the hunger
of our soul.
When in after years we look back
and see how here we built and there
we tore down and then rebuilt and
opened little avenues of supply, we
realize that if we turn ,,,"ith a radiant and willing heart to God we
are always shown the way to make
a useful, strong, noble structure of
our lives if we will but do this thing.
This is exactly what the Manifestations of God throughout the
ages have taught humanity in one
way or another-the basic spiritual
inner teachings of all of Them being
one and the same. And in this Day
Abdul'Baha clearly teaches us
"to concern ourselves about the
Will of God that it may flow
through us, thereby healing human
infirmities. . . . The human will
must be subdued and trained into
the Will of God. . . . All souls
have free will to choose or refuse
the Will of God," but when we
aspire to guidance by Him, we know
how satisfying, how marvelous,
how complete is the ·Will of God.

« No man can be happy withOtd God, though he may not know why
he is miserable."
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THE GRAIL OF LIFE'S QUEST
FLORENCE

E.

PINCHON

In many diTections thoughfulmen and women aTe eaTnestly seeking Tntth today,
not content with the outeT WTappings of theological dogmas. To all of such the Bahri'i
Teaching ofJeTs itself fOT consideration as the fulfillment of the spiTitual needs of
today. But to the earnest adherents of present day religions and movements what obstacle8 will there be in the path of realization? This important and interesting aspect
of tr'uth M'iss Pinchon will treat in a seTies of articles, the present one dealing with the
Bahri'i Movement as appToached fTom the point of view of a Theosphist.

burnished sky of a South
T HE
African sunset blazed above the
glittering peaks of the kopjes, while
at their feet, hlue and violet mists
were already gathering and filling
the hollows between with vivid
shadows. And into their mysterious depths, Malcolm, leaning
against a stone pillar of the big,
white bungalow, gazed with a frown
of deep perplexity, as though between them and his problem existed
some subtle relationship.
Into the burning spaciousness of
this land of veldt and sun Malcolm's
adventurous nature had brought
him, from the manse on a bleak
hillside of Scotland. But his passion for Truth, inherited perhaps
from Covenanting ancestors, had
impelled him, mentally and spiritually, on a still farther journey.
And now from out the narrow ereed
of the "eauld grey kirk" by many
a winding path of doubt and difficulty, he had reached to the broad
horizons, to the profound and eomplex philosophic beliefs of Theosophy.
A hum of voices rose from the
room behind him. How kind and
helpful had been this group of cultured and enlightened people to
whom his persistent search had led
him! What a relief and joy it had
been to diseover that all religions
were really one in their essence and

origin! That through the stately
stanzas of the Bhagavad-Gita, the
persuasive philosophy of the Upanishads, the wise aphorisms of
Lao-Tse, the noble ideals of Plato,
or the Egyptian Book of the Dead,
rang echoes of the one Divine Accent, and that to read and appreciate these was not thereby to discredit Christianity, but to bring to
the study of one's own Scriptures
a fuller understanding and clearer
insight.
"\Vith keen intelleetual euriosity
he had plunged into the oceultism
of Madame Blavatsky, followed the
speculative flights of C. W. Leadbeater, found illumination in the
foreeful writings of Mrs. Besant.
In odd moments too, he had even
dipped into the fascinating studies
of Astrology, Numerology and
allied pseudoseiences. Thus to his
eager mind had opened new and
wonderful worlds of knowledge;
and to the teachings of Theosophy
he felt he owed a big debt of gratitude.
But now a shadow had fallen
across the pathway, through which
he could not see. A point had been
reached where, it seemed, a painful decision had to be made.
For some time past, rumors had
been current throughout Theosophical eircles, that a great Mahatma,
a W orId Teacher was expected and
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would soon make his appearance
among them.
By his study of prophecy, the
signs of the times, and the evident
need of the world for unity and authoritative spiritual guidance, Malcolm had come to believe such an
Advent possible and even to longingly anticipate it.
Special groups were being organized to prepare for and welcome
the Holy One. Malcolm had been
urged by his friends to assist them
iil forming such in their own branch
of the Society. The World Teacher,
it appeared, was in process of training and preparation for his exalted
task. As the beloved protegee of
their distinguished President, he
was being guarded and cared for till
the appointed hour. The photograph of a nice-looking Indian boy,
who had been sent to Oxford to
complete his education, had then
been exhibited.
It was at this point that Malcolm
had risen and gone out alone to the
stoep.
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of men rather than as the trained
and led ~" demanded Ma1co1m of
the deepening shadows.
"Did this carefully fostered
youth hold the promise of a fiery
Muhammad, a n a 11- sacrificing
Buddha, a Christ who was a carpenter in Nazareth; could he be a
re-embodiment of the Creative
Word and Mystery of the ages ~ , ,
Something of the chill borne on
the wings of the oncoming darkness
seemed to fall across his spirit as he
uttered a passionate negation. If
only he had known, it was a moment of supreme testing. But how
seldom such moments can be recognised! At the time, the decision
seems so natural, or inevitable, and
we step forward, all unaware of the
greatness of the issue.
The effect of the decision taken
by Malcolm that night brought
home to him with startling clearness two facts. That, so far as he
was concerned, any claim to such a
station as that of a World Teacher
would need to be supported by sublime and irrefutable proofs. And
, 'OF THAT HOUR knoweth no man, that, in spite of all the interesting
not even the angels which are in interpreta tions of the science and
heaven, but the Father only." " In mystery of life and living provided
such an Hour as ye think not, the by Theosophy, his heart still went
Son of Man cometh." The familiar hungry, seeking for he knew not
words, in his father's voice, whis- what. For that quest of the spirit
pered to him across the years from was his which has troubled the
the old kirk. Then must he believe Truth-seeker in all ages. It ever
that the Society, of which he was a implies an inward adventure, a
member, had been ordained to be going forth to the farthest limits of
the privileged and exclusive recip- experience in a search for some
fnller revelation of God to the soul.
ients of this divine secret.
Meditating one day on these mat"Would He who was destined to
be the world's Spiritual Educator ters, he recalled that well-known
and Illuminator have need of the saying of the Eastern Guru :knowledge of men-even of Oxford ~ "VVhen the pupil is ready, the MasWould He not appear as the in- ter is there." This, at any rate, he
spired Genius and Magnetic Leader reflected, could be put to the proof
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of experience. Meanwhile, within
his own soul lay, always open, the
road to communion with the imminent Divine; he would, therefore,
patiently wait that hour of fuller
revelation, which in moments of intuitive awareness he knew would,
one day, break upon him, as upon
the whole world, from the glories
of the Unseen.
IT WAS six years later, at the close
of the Great War, when Malcolm
found himself, as it were by chance,
attending a small meeting, held in
an obscure hall, where, for the first
time he heard something of the
wonderful Baha'i story. With his
life-plans shattered, injured in body
and sick in mind, yet "deep called
unto deep,"
" spirit addressed
spirit"-the pupil had been made
ready, and lo! the Master was
there.
He remembered that, long ago, as
in a previous incarnation, he had
looked for the Coming of a World
Teacher. Some of the passages
read thrilled his war-stricken soul
with the healing fingers of renewed
hope. The history of the Movement
strangely stirred him. "Behind a
Cause that could produce such leadership," he reflected, "such a radiant spirit and confidence in its followers, must lie some extraordinary
power."
Thus it was that Malcolm began
that searching investigation of the
proofs and message of the World
Teacher he had so long ago determined upon.
On his first examination of the
Principles of the Baha'i Movement,
Malcolm felt disappointed. The program was, of course, most comprehensive and applicable to the needs
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of the modern world, but it contained nothing new, and after the subtleties of Theosophy seemed, indeed, very simple. The ideals promulgated were already those of
numberless enlightened people.
But after a careful study of the
historic evidence, and of the time,
circumstances and original utterances and writings of the Prophet,
he began to understand how all the
amazing changes which had taken
place during the last hundred years
were the result of a mighty outpouring of spiritual forces through
a new Fountain Head. The source
of countless humanitarian agencies
and organizations for Unity, Peace
and Progress could be clearly traced
to this New Manifestation. The
Theosophical Society, founded in
1875, Christian Science, the New
Psychology, etc. were all rays of
the Great Sunrise.
It was, of course, natural that he
should apply his old test. "",Vas
the knowledge of this Teacher innate and spontaneous, apparently
free from human limitations, or was
it a result of training and acquisition ~"
And oh! How rich and surprising the answer.
"I have not studied those sciences
which men possess, nor have I entered the colleges. Inquire of the
city wherein I was, that thou mayest be assured that I am not of
those who speak falsely."
Further study revealed that, at an
exceedingly early age Baha 'u '11ah,
as also His Son and Forerunner,
displayed quite remarkable knowledge and understanding. The brilliant expositions of the youthful
Bab; the incomparable wisdom and
inspiration of the Manifestation;
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Abdu'l-Baha's crystal clarity of
interpretation, bore irrefutable
witness to a superhuman origin.
Yet, impressive as were these
proofs of greatness, it was the life
of the Messenger that held for our
student an irresistible attraction.
Here walked no gently-tended
Master, surrounded by ease and
comfort, but a harassed Exile, acquainted with grief, with every
trial, humiliation and difficulty that
the persistent malignity of foes,
yes, and even the treachery of kindred, could heap upon Him. Yet
had life-long imprisonment and
persecution failed to conceal His
Majesty, or to nullify the effect of
His Message and influence. An influence that had unified hearts and
illumined the minds of those belonging to every race, religion and
class on earth.
Malcolm could no longer doubt
that here had appeared a great
Mahatma or Mahatmas, with a universal call to Unity and Peace.
"But wherein lay the difference,"
he questioned, "save one of degree,
between these Holy Ones, and any
illumined saint, mystic or prophet,
whose utterances were inspired and
whose precepts were followed ~"
He studied then Abdu'l-Baha's
explanations of the three planes of
the Manifestations. There was
first the physical condition, in which
the body of the Prophet suffers, is
afflicted, perishes.
The second
condition is that of the individual
Reality, which is a Holy Reality,
in its nature and quality distinguished from all other beings. Just
as the particles composing the sun
cannot be compared with those
composing the moon. Thus Baha'u'lhih, speaking of His annihila-
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tion in God, and His station as that
of a Perfect Mirror reflecting the
attributes of Deity, declares:
"There hath not been in my soul
but the truth, and in Myself
nothing could be seen but God."
The third plane-beyond all
human comprehension-is where
"Divinity, Unity and absolute
Deity have been and are ascribed
to these Essences of Existence."
They are as the sun, luminous in
itself, while the saints and illuminati are as the moon receiving
their light of guidance and inspiration from Their radiance. "The
glorious Word of God, Christ, and
the Greatest Name, Baha'u'llah,
are Manifestations beyond imagination; for They possess all the
perfections of the former Manifestations, and more than that, They
possess some perfections which
make the others dependent upon
Them."
For weeks Malcolm pondered
over these remarkable statements,
discovering that their acceptance
would involve another of his cherished beliefs.
"If these Independent Prophets
or Manifestations are peerless and
unique, revolving in an orbit beyond
the human, then must it follow that
I cannot be, as I have imagined, a
potential Buddha or Christ," he
reasoned.
He turned to the subject in
, 'Some Answered Questions," and
read:
"The Reality of the Universal
Manifestations revolves around the
Throne of the Infinite. They are
the archetypes of celestial and spiritual virtues in their own age and
cycle. They stand on the summit
of the Mount of Vision and fore-
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shadow the perfections of evolving
humanity. "
"The perfections of Humanity
are endless . . . yet for everything there is a point which it cannot overpass. He who is in the
condition of servitude, however far
he may progress in gaining limitless perfections, will never reach
the condition of Deity. The reality
of the spirit of Peter, however far
it may progress, ·will not reach to
the condition of the reality of
Christ; it progresses only in its
own environment."
, , Yet, " reflected Malcolm, " as
the path towards perfection is endless, is not this everlasting goal
enough for human aspiration 7
Does a ruby question that it cannot
become a rose 7 Should the creature imagine that it may, ultimately,
become its Creatod Such a call
for profound reverence and humility is not the less an incentive to
striving and achievement. Yet to
how many brilliant writers and
thinkers of today this Teaching
would prove a rock of offence!"
It was, of course, inevitable that,
in pursuing these deep metaphysical
problems, our student should come
to one that has, so often, presented
difficulties to those who approach
the Baha'i Revelation through the
portals of Theosophy.
Malcolm
was an ardent believer in the doctrine of Reincarnation.
Indeed,
certain psychic experiences had
confirmed him in the idea that, as
an Egyptian priest, he had once
trodden the groves and aisles of
Thebes. He held it as an axiom
tha t only through a series of reembodiments could a man learn all
the lessons of the earth life; that
a process of continuous refining
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and unfoldment of the soul was the
effect of such reincarnation, leading at last to the attainment of all
perfections and of the station of
Deity.
It came, therefore,as a great
shock to find that Abdu'l-Baha
clearly denied such theory.
"There is," explained the Master,
"a repetition of species. Thus leaf,
blossom and fruit become decomposed and descend from the vegetable world to the mineral, and
again return from the mineral
world to the vegetable . . . But
the blossom and fruit of last year
were decomposed, disintegrated and
dispersed in space. Only by the
composition of new elements has
the species returned.
The
proof of singleness and uniqueness
exists in all things. Not even two
grains of wheat are identical."
The material world corresponds
to the world of spirit. "The repeated appearance of the same
spirit, with its former essence and
condition in this world, is impossible and unrealizable.' ,
(( Change of nature is not brought
about through renewal and return."
"Darkness by returning does not
become light.
. nor does an
earthly nature thereby become a
heavenly reality." "When the shell
is once opened it will be evident
whether it contains a pearl or
worthless matter."
"When the
plant has grown it will bring forth
thorns or flowers, there is 110 need
for it to grow up again."
Better would it be if God prolonged this life, as for instance, in
the legend of the Wandering Jew,
until we had acquired perfection,
then it would be unnecessary to die,
and to acquire other lives here.
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"Besides, said Abdu '1-Bah§" this
world has not such value or excellence that man, after having escaped from this cage, will desire a
second time to fall into this snare."
"Advancing and moving in the
world in a direct line, according to
the natural law is the cause of
existence, and movement contrary
to the system and law of nature is
the cause of non-existence. The
return of the soul after death is
contrary to the natural movement."
" The Circle of Existence describes an Arc of Descent and of
Ascent. The material worlds terminate at the end of the Arc of
Descent, and the condition of man
is at this end, and at the beginning
of the Arc of Ascent. On this arc
are numerous spiritual degrees.
Man must show his worth by traversing these degrees, not by returning. The point of the compass
describing a circle makes no retrograde motion."
HERE THERE stole upon the soul,
so earnestly seeking enlightenment,
a wonderful sense of release and
freedom. How limited had been his
conception of that Circle of Infinity! How cramping and dreadful
the thought that existence was, for
long ages, bound to the experiences
of this dark little planet, when the
divine worlds stretched innumerable and limitless, beyond the ut-
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most imagination, as beyond the
ken of men or angels! How much
more patiently one could endure
the pain of this present life, how
much more keenly use its opportunities, knowing and assured that
one would not have to pass this way
again!
And as regards his various
psychic experiences, Malcolm felt
confident that on these matters also
the great Teacher would afford true
and scientific explanation and guidance. The complex elements that
went to the making of what is called
a 'personality' were saturated in
and permeated by past aeons of
human experience. Who could say
to what influences one's complicated
nature owed any part of its peculiar coloring ~
So, at last, the mists cleared, and
Malcolm was privileged to glimpse
something of that radiant Vision of
Reality which had been the Grail of
his life's quest. He realized also
how new and more glorious destinies awaited all mankind, when
once they, too, had seen the Vision
and been born into a consciousness
of Unity and Universality. Life no
longer appeared to him as bound to
a wheel of time and matter, but
rather as a ladder stretching from
the stones of earth, through endless
rungs of progress, ever upward
and onward towards the shining
turrets of celestial Light and Love.

"TT erily, the gift of g~tidance d~lrinq this great cent1lry and this aq('
of Ughts is greater than reigni'ng over the earth and all that is therein."
,Ab d1l'l-Bahri
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CALLING ON COUNT KEYSERLING
MARTHA

L.

ROOT

Our' cOTTespondent has in this inteTview with one of the gTeatest of wOTld thinkers,
gTasped and pOTtTayed to us the essential featuTes of this maTvelous man who has set
two continents agog, and whose fame continues to tT(('Vel to new empiTes of conquest.
A stTange man, uniquely self-sufficient and exeTting an -influence upon the thought of
the wOTld, his philosophy of life as set fOTth heTe will be of great inteTest we believe to
OUT TeadeTs not because it has any special contTib1Ltion to Baha'i thought, but because
it is well to become acquainted with the viewpoint of this unusual factoT in the intellectual wOTld of today.

SINCE
flower

when does the lotus
fly to the bee?" said
Rama Krishna long ago, and Count
Hermann Keyserling, Head of the
School for Wisdom in Darmstadt,
Germany, and world known lecturer
voices the same, for certainly his
manner of working says it eloquently. Coming from Heidelberg
to Frankfurt-am-Main, I left the
train at Darmstadt to call upon
Count Keyserling. I wished to give
him two books of Abdu'l-Baha's
Writings for his School for Wis-·
dom, desired to speak with him
about the Baha'i Movement, and
wished to hear of his school and
what it contributes to spiritual
culture.
Riding through the streets of
this city with its leisurely graceful
stride of a place not frenzied by
fearful haste, and charming with
its beautiful great buildings and
monuments and its trees and gardens, the writer was not prepared
to meet in Count Keyserling a man
who thought with such lightning
swiftness and spoke with such a
torrent of words; one caught his
ideas as quickly as one had the
capacity to grasp them in the sudden downpour!
He was very
pleasant, a man about fifty years
of age, tall, powerfully built, fine
intellectual face, and he has the gift
of laughter. He knows well how to

laugh at life, says he is never sad,
and if he teaches this rare and genuine laughter to these pupils who
go to the School of Wisdom, he
truly serves humanity. Indeed, his
teaching is that the true life begins
on the other side of tragedy, on the
basis of tragedy accepted and consented to. Whoever reaches that
plane of existence, he and he alone
reaches that peace which passes all
understanding, of which the Bible
speaks. This idea is, in a nutshell,
one of the contents of his book,
"The Recovery of Truth."
Oh, he was busy! People need
to ask for an interview one week
ahead in order to see him at all.
He only saw me because perhaps I
was the busy "bee" who would
never again fly out of a train at
Darmstadt. It was then or never
and he saw me.
In speaking with Count Keyserling one learns that the School for
Wisdom has evolved six typical
ways of activity for its impulse.
The first is the personal interview.
He says: "One talk with the right
person in the right relationship at
the right moment often does more
for a man's vital development than
years of diligent study." He said
in fun: "I do not see people until
they are just 'dying' to see me!"
His second activity for his
pupils is a course of exercises in
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spiritual training' in which the
ancient tested techniques of selfperfection are made use of. The
third way of influencing life is by
great conventions which they hold.
The fourth is by instruction meetings. The fifth and sixth channels
of influence are his books and
magazine.
The motto of the school is: "Take
from none, give something to all."
Count Keyserling was getting
ready to go to South America May
first on a lecturing trip, and on the
floor in the centre of the splendid
library was a small trunk which
was being packed. His interesting
library with its extremely high
walls had shelves of books right to
the top!
Yet this genial man said: "I
have no time to read! There is so
little time, I am always concentrating on what is most import.ant at.
the moment."
Just then it was
Spanish, and Spanish books lay in
profusion on his desk.
Speaking of languages, he said:
, , Yes, I know many and can learn
a language in an exceedingly short
time if I am obliged to use it." He
will lecture in Spanish in Buenos
Aires. His fluency in languages is
cert.ainly very helpful in his international School for v·Visdom.
"Graf Keyserling, how do you
feed your soul? Do you pray?"
,vere two questions the writer asked
this tall teacher of new vmys of
spiritual culture.
He laughed cordially: "Spirit
does not need to be fed! Ko, I do
not pray. There are two types of
spiritual men. The first of these
types only experiences spirit, one
may call him t.he medium type. The
other incarnates spirit; that is the
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Count Hermctnn Keys er ling, Head of the
School for lVisdomin Darmstudt, Gennany.

master type. The latter has less
inner experience and he gains little
by using the means made for mediums, such as prayer. But spirit
works through him, very often
without his understanding it.s ways.
I belong to that type. Many times
I do not know when I give fortI1
spiritual power nor do I know the
help it has brought. until I hear
about. it. afterwards. It is like sowing seeds, one just pours them
forth; after all, that was the prophet's way in all ages, wasn't it?
Then there is the other t.ype of
man, t.he believer who follows, he
is the apostle type."
" Yes," I replied, "I can understand that because I am the apostle
type."
He smiled. "Oh, yes; you certainly are an apostle!" I had just
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been speaking with him about the
Baha'i Teachings.
Count Keyserling said he was
not interested in any of the religions
as such and he never makes sta tements about them. He thinks man
has come to the place where he must
develop himself from within. He
is convinced that the coming age
will not be an age of the denial of
the spirit, but first an age of
" earth-ruling spirit" and then of
the Holy Spirit. He didn't favor
movements that see the good in all
religions. He says of the two ways,
that it is better to hold to one religion than to embrace them all.
This Count said there has never
been such a time for seed-sowing
in two thousand years as now in
this present century.
"I am a seed-sower," he affirms
energetically, "and I have not time
to see about the harvest."
The question of the war came
into the conversation, and the Count
stated that perhaps the East didn't
need a world war for things are always happening over there, but
Europe just had to have the war to
waken its soul from so many years
of stereotyped easy going. He said
that Sweden, Switzerland and the
other countries that did not enter
the war belong to a different century than this. The children of the
world war, the countries who came
out of it, appertain to a new age.
This much-sought Count deals
not only with individuals but with
countries. He seems to diagnose
countries and in keen sharp criticism brings the knife home to their
faults. He then skilfully sews the
country up afterwards and prescribes a spiritual cure. However,
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there are some miracles which he
cannot perform, for he himself admits that it is impossible for him
to help people who are given over
to self-indulgence and inertia.
It is easy to see that Count Keyserling hates facts.
He never
teaches them or talks about them,
they do not interest him. His
school, his lectures are, he says, a
spiritual centre and a focus of spirituallife. His school is not for the
transmission of informations.
It
has no definite program. N or is it
the home of an exclusive community. Its symbol is not the closed
circle, but the open angle. "I am
a member of no movement," he
said. "In the School for Wisdom
I do not teach anything belonging
to the domain of information. I
have no followers and do not wish
any, though I could have many.
When I die this school will die with
me, for it is only its spirit which
makes it worthwhile."
vVhen I asked him what books of
his are published in English he
answered: "The books which contain the core of my teachings that
have just been published in English
in New York are 'Creative Understanding' and' The Recovery of
Truth.' "
Then we spoke again about the
Baha'i Movement and Count Keyserling said that the Bab and Baha'u'llah w ere certainly inspired.
No one could deny that, but the
worth of their religion was just so
much as the worth of their followers, he said. "The moment you
try to organize the Baha'i Cause
you will spoil it."
The Count was delighted with
the book "The Wisdom of A-bdu'l-Baha," and the addresses on
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"The Baha,'i Movement" given at
the Congress of Living Religions of
the Empire in London, and said he
would put both of them into the
School of Wisdom library. Members of the school and members of
the Society for Free Philosophy can
draw books from this library and
have them sent to any city in
Europe; books may be kept for one
month.
He asked a few questions about
South America which the writer
had visited in just the same season
of the year that he will be there.
She also suggested a famous society
in Buenos Aires where he could
perhaps lecture if he wrote to them.
, 'Never! I never seek engagements." He lifted his arms in a
vigorous protest: "I wait till the
world comes to me!" He laughed
and from his lips came the words,
"Since when does the Lotus flower
fly to the bee"?"
It was true. Some people from
Buenos Aires had come from Paris
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to Darmstadt especially to invite
him to their country.
He was very pleasant and gracious, gave me some booklets about
the School for Wisdom and we said
good-bye.
Continuing the railway journey
to Frankfurt-am-Main, the writer
read the booklets carefully and was
impressed that the School for
Wisdom-at least in its outer
mechanism for maintaining this
spiritual centre-is extremely well
It has organization
organized.
enough to carry it successfully.
The worth of Count Keyserling's
School for Wisdom, or, indeed, the
worth of a divine religion is the
worth of the men and women who
radiate its qualities.
Yes, this is a new kind of lotus
flower at Darmstadt, but the bee is
just the ordinary diligent worker
who carries to the palate of "The
Baha'i Magazine, Star of the
West, " a taste of honey from this
School of Wisdom, and it left there
a sprinkling of Baha'i pollen.

"Inspirations are the promptings or stlsceptibilities of the human
heart. The promptings of the heart are sometimes satanic. How o,re
we to differentiate them? How are we to tell whether a given statement
is an inspiration and prompting of the heart through the Merciful assistance or thrmlgh the satanic agency? * * *
" A statement presented to the mind accompanied by proofs which
the senses can perceive to be correct, which the faculty of reason can
accept, which is in accord with traditional authority and sanctioned by
the promptings of the heart, can be adiu,dged and relied upon as perfectly correct, for it has been proved and tested by all the standards of
,judgment and fmtnd to be complete. llThen we apply bul one test there
a1'e possibilities of mistake. This is self-eviden,t and manifest."
, Ab du,'l-Ba 7ui
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THE CULTURAL DISCOVERY OF CHINA
PAUL M. LINEBARGER, In.
The author of this vivid plea for appreciation of things Chinese, (~ student at
George Washington University, is the son of Pa,ul Linebargm', the distinguished legal
advisor and close friend and biographer of Sun Yat Sen, founder of the Chinese Republic. Om' youthful author-as a child a favorite of the great Chinese patriot-imbibed
from that privileged intimate association, as well as from his life until recently spent
amidst the Chinese people, a deep-seated love and appreciation of this great race. In
this article he shares with us his dream of the harmonious mingling of the Occidental
and Orienta,l civilizations.

is both a
M EDIAEVALISM
fault and a virtue. By mediaevalism I wish to indicate the
condition of a country or civilization that is firmly bound by Raceprejudice and Custom-worship. In
such a country development intellectually, morally, or politically is
impossible; even commercial advancement is difficult. Mediaevalism is good and bad because on the
one hand it stabilizes conditions,
and on the other, it prevents
progress.
Mediaeval Europe led from Rome
to Rome-from an old and rotten
oligarchy to a new and ambitious
culture that was and is the basis of
modern life. The ancient Imperial
order was literally tripped into
chaos by the surge of migrating
barbarians. Out of this disorder
came the feudal system. It provided order, which made towns possible. Towns permitted a certain
amount of industrial progress,
which a t last provided leisure.
Leisure enabled men to think. And
when they thought, the time was
ripe for a renaissance.
On the other hand, mediaevalism
implied the Church which was the
foe of any new moral advancements; the complex aristocracy,
which was the sworn foe of any
political change; and the guilds that
were ever set against any invention
that would save human toil, fearing

unemployment even more than
hopeless labor-an idea typically
mediaevaL
In spite of America's remarkable
scientific and cultural progress, the
mediaeval state of mind still lingers in our midst. The old spectre
-race prejudice-still is the seigneur of a great number of our
people.
And how many popular misconceptions exist! To this day in the
public schools, Confucianism, for
example, is misrepresented as an
absurd and insincere ancestorworship; while Taoism, if it is
mentioned at all, is simply referred
to as a collection of phantomstories and superstitions. India is
more or less looked upon as a combination of fakir tricks and snakeAnd Islam,
filled temple ruins.
with its magnificent cultural history, is quite misunderstood.
The Baha'i Religion is truly a
magnificent antidote to all this
racial and religious prejudice,
whether accepted or not. It shows
us that those humans with skins
darker than ours are capable of
sublime and original ideas-that
these men from the East can conceive and manifest in their lives
noble, brotherly and eternal sentiments.
LET US CONFINE our attention in
this article, however, to the cul-
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tUTal discovery of China. Let us hardy European sailors armed to
take Chinese literature. Of all the teeth, the overbearance and arphases of the growth of China, rogance of the "Ocean Men" were
there is perhaps none that is so unlimited. Soon after all the retypically Chinese and yet so mar- spect had vanished, and China was
velously valuable to foreigners in just another mass of material for
understanding this counterpoise to exploitation.
"Spheres of InEurope at the other end of Asia. fluence" were being marked out;
There are histories "modern" in China was to go the way of Poland.
style from the immortal brush of
It is precisely the vanishing of
Ssu Ma Chien of centuries ago and awe that is the greatest aid, or
his followers. And I think it would rather negative good, to the modern
be a matter of infinite surprise to Chinese.
Only the shame of the
those "vho are ignorant of the Twenty-One Demands could really
Oriental culture to look into the arouse patriotism. Hitherto China
splendid Chinese literature contem- had been in its own eyes all the
porary with the Grecian. Besides, world! It is rather diverting to
of all the countries of the world, attempt to be patriotic about being
China has in all probability the a human being. That is what each
most chronologically complete lit- Chinese considered himself a cenerature. There are no gaps in the tury ago and nothing more! There
steady progress of Chinese litera- was no such thing as nation; the
ture, as between a Numatianus and Son of Heaven ruled the whole
a Petrarch, or a "Beowulf" and world but for a fringe in the hyper"Piers Plowman," in the develop- boreal lands. The Chinese today
ment of European literature. There are beginning to follow the lead of
was a greater stability, and there Japan, which has for its culture the
is an evenness of production that salient excellencies of both the
is somewhat foreign to histories of Orient and Occident.
our literature.
BUT WE HAVE only the ' 0-7 est-and
The earlier travelers were awed
by the vast panorama of culture we need much that the East has.
that opened out before them. Polo,
I do not know the way in which
Rubruquis, Montecorvino, and Ibn we "ill discover China. An excelBatuta all came back with amaze- lent translation of some one of the
ment on their lips. It was not till classics of Chinese fiction might do
the corruptions of the Manchus had the trick. It may be that we will
weakened artistic and scientific life just have to wait for the tightening
in China that the honest pirates bonds of commerce and diplomacy
who conducted the Canton trade and perhaps other agencies, to
began to bully the petty officials, bring us together.
and soon extended their contempt
But when the change does come,
to everyone from the Son of when we are aware of the superiorHeaven down.
ities of some parts of the Oriental
,Vhen it was demonstrated that culture to our own, there will be a
ill-equipped Chinese mercenaries re-evaluation of our civilization.
could not hold their own against There will be a doubting, a re-
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estimation of the values of the old,
and a careful judgment of the
merits of the new.
Above all will morals, and our
standards in them, be affected.
The family will take on a new
aspect, and ancestors will probably
be considered more.
I once asked a young Chinese
friend in Shanghai what town he
came from. ' 'I am N ankingese,' ,
said he. "My people have been in
this province but three generations."
Equality is aided more
than weakened by this form of reo'ard, since all Americans' ancestors
Cl
cannot have come over on the
"Mavflower." I may have strayed
from" the point, but it is this which
I wish to show: the Chinese have
the praiseworthy custom of placing the members of a family virtually as one individual.
There is a noteworthy example
of this mentioned in the San Tzu
Ching: "There are the Three Kings
of Ancient times: Yu of the Hsia
dynasty, Tang of the Shang dynasty, and the Chu dynasty had the
Lord vVen and his son W u. ' ,
"But there are fotw!" you exBut the
claim. You are right.
Chinese count Wen and W u as one,
since they were father and son.
This is typical of thei1" conception
of the family.
Secondly, there will be some surprising phenomenon in the religious
life.
The beautiful mysticism of
Tao, the sublime spirituality of
Buddhism, and the forceful common-sense of Confucianism cannot
fail to ·win sympathetic appreciation. It is entirely probable that
this
religious-philosophical
influence will be of the most sudden
and astoundingly fast progress.
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The third influence-(I am classifying them in the order of the
magnitude of the ultimate change
tha t is to be expected in each
class)-will be literary. It is my
firm belief that the educated man
of 1968 will know as much about
Chuang-tze as he knows about
Shakespeare today. He will be as
familiar with the Mings as with the
Hapsburgs or the Bourbons; aud
children will learn how Mencius'
mother changed her residence to
keep him away from bad influences.
The fourth major influence is
already well on its way-I mean the
artistic. Courses in Oriental art
are now being given in some of our
universities by appreciative. and
well-informed experts. Right now
the Oriental motive is common in
art. (The illustrations of SouIen
for magazines have a large amount
of the colorfulness and symmetry
of the East.) Music is more and
more introducing the" weird East"
leit-motif, even in the scores accompanying motion pictures a
Chinese flavor is injected wherever
there is awe or fantasy.
The fifth, and last, and least, and
latest-to-come of these influences
will be the political. I am afraid
that the only two features of
Oriental government (when I say
Oriental. I usually mean the Far
East, si~lce India and Persia are
mainly Aryan) that will come into
common practice will be in the
judicial line : centering of responsibilitv
in which the judge is made
" ,
more or less responsible for his decisions; and secondly, the establishment of courts of arbitration for
the settlement of suits at law. This
first will cause greater care and
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scruple in the consideration of criminal cases, and the second \vill take
pnrely financial, or domestic, decisions ont of the hands of the
courts proper and place them in the
hands of committees which specialize in their respective lines and will
be likely to render a decision m
weeks instead of years.
ALI~ THESE together will l'aise the
moral tone of our society, and will
cOlltribute greatly to the unity and
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equality of all human culturewhich is a goal to be sought for for
itself. No peace, no maximum of
prosperity, no security will be possible until men the world over think
more alike than they do now. Such
hoped-for developments in international good will will cause an outburst in progress in all the levels
of human activity, which will be far
greater than either the Renaissance
or the sudden progress of modern
times.

THE FORCE BEHIND EVOLUTION
ROSA V. vV INTERBURN
Quotations used in this a1,ticle are from the revealed writings of Baha!u'llah and
'Abdu'l-Bahd.

(( The greatest power in the realm
and range of human existence is
spi1"it-the Divine Breath which
ani1'nates and pervades all things."
,Abd~~'l-Bah(i

T HEonereality
of this statement by
endowed with divine insight is not easily grasped by even
ardent Baha'is. It is unimagined
by the greater part of mankind. It
is actually lived by Tlrobably none of
us. Yet, until we do grasp that
there is a distinct, creative reality
in these words; until we communicate its truth to others, so that "the
splendor of the Sun of Reality may
be revealed fully in human hearts
as in a mirror;" until mankind becomes more and more fully imbued
with this" greatest power," the cumulative evils of the present age
wm grow in intensity overwhelm-

ing greater and greater numbers of
men.
Lesser remedies may palliate diseases but they do not cure; only
"the Divine Breath which animates
and prevades all things" is powerful enough to eradicate the causes
of evil, encourage and stimulate
human hearts, perfect the mirror of
the human spirit so that it catches
and reflects more and more clearly
the Divine Spirit.
The awakened believers of this
ag'e can help fill the world with the
light and joy and illuminating wisdom of this transforming Divine
Spirit only by steadily reflecting
the divine rays.
We need have no fear or hesitancy whatever; for, "This quickening spirit has spontaneous emanation from the Sun of Truth, from
the Reality of Divinity, and is not
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a revelation or a manifestation."
And again, "This ray and this heat
are permanent. There is no cessation in the effulgence. . . . There
is no cessation in its outpouring."
Oonsequently the believers in this
Divine Spirit and Its emanations
can ceaselessly turn their faces toward It, confident in Its illumination of themselves and in its reflection from them into the minds and
hearts of all those with whom they
come in contact.
It is not necessary that we all be
speakers, eloquent enough to sway
a crowd. It is, perhaps, not desirable that we should talk long and
loud to all who will listen and at
all who turn a deaf ear.
Indeed, we are warned against
excessive talking, lest we have little
of reality to say; and against talking to the unwilling, lest we waste
time valuable for real service elsewhere.
But we are frequently taught that
if we steadily reflect the Light of the
Spirit of God, if whatever we do
say is inspired and guided by the
wisdom of that Spirit, then the
tragically needed transformation of
humanity will surely come.
Through the warming rays of the
ma terial sun and the quickening
vigor of the material rain the bosom
of the earth springs into throbbing
life. Thus through the brilliancy of
its light and the penetrative vigor
of its wisdom does the Divine Spirit
regenerate mankind.
OF OUR HUMAN selves we can do
nothing. For the human spirit
"must be born of its (the Divine
Spirit's) quickening and baptized
with its living fire. Souls deprived
of that Spirit are accounted as
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dead, though they are possessed of
the human spirit." We do not need
to struggle to partake "of the divine life of the higher kingdom."
IvVe are told to turn our faces towards the Light and we shall surely
be illumined. We are told to st'Lldy
the words and wisdom shall be
ours. "They have not even comprehended that in every age the
purpose of reading the Books and
reciting the Epistles hath been to
penetrate the significances and to
reach the summits of their mysteries; otherwise reading without understanding is of no great benefit."
The immediate need of man is regeneration by the Spirit of God,
lest he die. Let us reflect the Light
and act the wisdom as fully, as happily, as ceaselessly as we can.
Let us not be over anxious as to
results, but courageous in the faith
that the outcome is in the hands of
God. 'Abdu'l-Baha does not tell us
that we must remake mankind, He
but says to us,-"Therefore I hope
that whether you be in the east or
the west you will strive with heart
and soul in order that day by
day the world of humanity may become glorified, more spiritual, more
sanctified; and that the splendor of
the Sun of Reality may be revealed
fully in human hearts as in a mirror. This is worthy of the world
of mankind.
"This is the true evolution and
progress of humanity. This is the
supreme bestowal.
Otherwise, by
simple development along material
lines man is not perfected. At most,
the physical aspect of man, his
natural or material conditions may
become stabilized and improved, but
he will remain deprived of the
spiritual or divine bestowal. He is
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then like a body without a spirit, a
lamp without the light, an eye without the power of vision, an ear that
hears no sound, a mind incapable
of perceiving, an intellect minus the
power of reason."
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The Spirit of God is the life-giving' elixir. Let us everyone strive
to become a more highly polished
mirror to reflect the quickening life
vigor of that Spirit into the moaning earth-bound spirit of man.

AN ADVENTURE IN EDUCATION
CORALIE FRANKLIN COOK

"Yea, verily, wealth and riches are worthy of praise if they be justly partitioned
amongst the nation, but if some few be possessed of great riches, and many be 1'13duced to poverty, then is the 7'ich man's gold deprived of all its worth. But if great
wealth be employed in the propagation of science, in the establishment of schools ana
colleges, in the nurture of arts, and in the education of orphans and the care of the
needy-in brief, for the public benefit, then shall its possessor be accounted great both
in the si.lJht of God and man."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

of Wilmington, DelaT HEware,cityrecently
dedicated a mil-

intendent of Schools, the entire
membership of the Board of Educalion-dollar high school building,- tion, and all of the school principals
the gift of a single philanthropic of the city. In issuing these incitizen, Pierre S. DuPont.
vitations no lines had been drawn in
This fully equipped edifice is only sex, in religion, or in race.
Fitting it seemed to move on from
one of many school buildings distributed through the State by the the "flow of soul" at the luncheon,
to the "feast of reason" at the
generous DuPont hand.
Several things, however, render Howard High SchooL
The name
this building and this dedication took to itself deeper meaning when
significant events in the life of the it became known that seated upon
city of Wilmington, of the State of the platform were a daughter, two
Delaware, and it may be of the Na- sons and a granddaughter of Gention itself.
eral O. O. Howard, hero of the civil
It may have been only a happy war. To still further emphasize
coincidence, but, the Chamber of the name of Howard the descendCommerce selected the day of the ants of the soldier-philanthropist
dedicatory exercises to commemo- were introduced to the audience by
rate the one hundredth anniversary a Dean of Howard University at
of the establishing of free educa- Washington, D. C.*
The building, conceded to be withtion in the State of Delaware by
legislative enactment. At the mag- out a superior among structures of
nificent DuPont hotel a fine lunch- its class anywhere, was presented to
eon was served to which were in- the city by the donor himself. How
vited a number of distinguished brief, how simple, how modest he
citizens-distinguished at least for
service to their fellowmen. Among
*Refers to Prof. George W. Cook, oldest
others there were seated at the re- member in point of service on the faculty
and who had known Gen. Howard personpast as invited guests, the Sl1per- ally.
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was, this man who builds great
highways, and all sorts and sizes of
school houses just to give them
away! It is useless to attemlJt a
description of him. He must be
seen and heard to be realized. So
great is the gift and so great the
appreciation of it that it called for
any number of speeches of acceptance. First of all was the Governor
of the State, then the Mayor of the
city, then the Superintendent of
Schools, the President of the City
Council, the President of the Board
of Education, and so on and on
were the felicitations anent this unusually beautiful and splendidly
equipped school house.
The dedicatory prayer was offered by the prelate of the Episcopal church, and prominent speakers not only local but from afar
including the distinguished Editor
of the National Education magazine, addressed the assemblage.
The silver-haired man of such fine
distinction in voice and bearing
who engineered all this thrilling
program was Dr. S. G. Elbert of
the Wilmington School Board, a
prominent physician. \¥ e are not
too greatly surprised to learn that
he is an American of color, because
we have known all the while that
this beautiful Howard High School
building is the gift of Pierre DuPont to be used for colored children.
Now if this account were to stop
here it would be very much like
writing the play of Hamlet and
leaving out Hamlet. Back of all
this unusual building and this day
of gift-making and joy, looms a
single figure whose unselfish and
untiring service laid the foundation
for all that the day has witnessed.
It had been the plan of the Chair-
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man to present her at the Dedication, but because of frailty of body
her friends at the last moment decided that the exertion might prove
more than she could bear.
Born in Porto Rico, the daughter
of a Porto Rican mother and German father, Edwina Kruse was
brought to the United States when
a little girl. After losing both parents she was adopted into a German family in the State of Connecticut where she received her education. On coming of age she determined to cast her lot among the people who represented her maternal
ancestry.
To Delaware this purpose led her, where in time she became Principal of the Howard
school in Wilmington, at that time a
meagre four-room, ungraded school.
From then on, this young woman
put herself mind and spirit into her
work. And it must be remembered
that she began her work at a time
when schools for colored children
were looked upon askance being regarded not at all a necessity and
probably a waste of time and money.
Before settling in Wilmington,
Miss Kruse had filled the onerous
position of State Superintendent of
Colored Schools. Her knowledge of
conditions among colored people
was obtained first-hand, and all her
warm generous nature flowed out
to meet their need in sane and serious service. Here she opened up a
school where none had been, here
she enlarged an over-crowded
school house, there she replaced a
" shack" with a one-room building
that kept out the rain and snow,
and let in the fresh air and sunlight, everywhere she sought for
better teachers and taught the people the meaning of "more abundant
life. "
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With such a background of labor
and experience it is not surprising
that the Howard School in Wilmington too k on phenomenal
growth, - kindergarten, e i g h t
grades, high school and N ormalall materialized. Opposition ~ Of
course! Discouragement ~ Never!
This one thing I do. I minister to
the peoples' needs. A lover of
children and with an almost uncanny sense of human values, Miss
Kruse managed, somehow, out of
her own earnings, to educate or help
educate an unbelievable number of
boys and girls. A goodly number
in places of importance and influence rise up today and "call her
blessed" because she not only
pointed but opened the way for the
start that led to attainment.
Always she reached out for
teachers in her own school who
were more than wage earners. Thus
she managed to gather about her
men and women, and particularly
women, possessed of vision and
courage to follow where she led. So
far-seeing she became in the matter
of selection, that year in and year
out shoulder to shoulder and heart
to heart there have been with her
women of such fitness, such zeal
and consecration that they, too,
would have towered as educational
experts had they not in every case
and always practiced self-effacement that the pioneer might keep
her well-earned place in the public
mind and heart. It was women like
these who took up the cudgel in the
principal's defense when because of
the school's size it was proposed
that a man be put at the head of
the school. A man! Think of it!
Not an educator! Not a Christian!
Not a trail-blazer! But a man! A
man should be at the head of this
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accredited High School that owed
its very existence to a woman! To
the credit of the city be it recorded
this opposition failed and the
school went on.
Believing that the "eye is the
nearest avenue to the brain" Miss
Kruse sought for her committee
speakers - outstanding men and
women of color-Douglass, Dunbar, DuBois, Mary Church Tenell,
and many others whose names are
fit to conjure with have been set as
examples before the children of
Wilmington.
To no one race were Miss Kruse's
friendships confined, broadly human as she was racial, her contacts
set no bounds. The founder of
Hampton was wont to speak of her
as his "friend." His successor,
Dr. Frissell, has always been warmly interested in her work. From
Lincoln University, that institution
devoted exclusively to the education of men, she has been given the
honorary degree of M. A. in recognition of her service to the cause of
education.
From 1876 to 1920 Edwina Krnse
wrought in this public school as
few have power to do and was then
retired as principal emeritus. Small
wonder that the school observes
Kruse Day! Small wonder that she
has been given the name of "The
Grand Old Lady."
How much it means for the
womanhood of A mer i c a that
Edwina Kruse elected to cast her
lot with her mother's people, that
she has touched the lives of so
many youths, and in that touch has
inspired them to higher living. No
wonder that Mr. DuPont was in
turn inspired to present the magnificent new Howard High School
building!
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PRACTICAL MYSTICISM
BERTRA HYDE KIRKPATRICK

"New Studies in Mystical Religion," by Rufus Jones. New York-The Macmillan
Company. A review of a thoughtful and very readable book which answers scientifically and clearly the question, "What is Mysticism?" Students of religion will find
it informing and deeply spiritual.

who are weary of the endT HOSE
less discussions in books and
magazines concerning the failure of
Christianity, the poverty of the
churches in true spirituality, the
blind gropings of the church leaders after some thread of truth to
which to hold, the assurance of the
materialist and behaviorist that all
is simply mechanized matter, will
turn with relief to this thoughtful
book of Dr. J ones and find real refreshment in its sound scholarship
and intuitive understanding. It is
sane, inspiring and hopeful. It
helps to straighten us out in our
thinking, especially if we have had
an overdose of some books on modern psychology.
But particularly to those who
have become confused on the subject of mysticism, on its value and
place in religion and in religious experience will this book prove a real
clarifier and furnish genuine help.
For it is evident that Prof. J ones
has not only thought the subject
carefully and logically through on
philosophical lines but that he
speaks from the depths of his own
inner experience.
In his introduction, Dr. Jones
points out the limitations of psychology in dealing with mystical experience. Those of us who have
read or even dipped into Leuba's
ponderous and, to many, unsatisfying treatise on The Psychology of
Religious Mysticism feel grateful to
Dr. J ones for setting out so scienti-

fically and yet so simply and clearly
just how far the psychologist has a
right to go in analyzing and evaluating mystical experience.
The
mystical experience in his mind is
not a purely subjective thing, but
is linked up with life, has objectivity, and this objectivity puts its
true evaluation and interpretation
beyond the realm of the psychologist
into the field of the philosopher and
met a physicist.
What is mysticism 1 Is the mystical experience confined to an abnormal type of person 1 Are ascetism and mysticism necessarily
linked together ~ These are some of
the questions that the author considers. Prof. J ones does not hold
the extreme view that "no experience short of ecstacy should be
called mystical," rather he defines
mystical religion "as an overbrimming experience of contact, fellowship or even union with a larger life
which impinges on our own." Although some of the great mystics
of history have verged on the abnormal at times in both their mental and physical health, yet none of
them was satisfied with the mystical
experience as an end in itself. It
was on the other hand a basis for a
life of service and not only that but
a safeguard, a balance wheel, an integrator. And with this dynamic,
integrating, balancing force that issues from the mystical experience
and is "born of God" comes also a
love which rises above all self in-
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terest, "loving not to get something
but only to love." These two great
forces may and will change a distraught purposeless life into a
"hundred-horsepower person," as
in the case of George Fox, who, the
author says, "is an excellent illustration of the cohesive power of a
great experience of God. It turned
his darkness into light, his sadness
into joy, his despair into hope and
under its influence his poor distraught mind seized upon and held
to a constructive central purpose."
The author aids us, too, to clarify
our thinking about asceticism, "to
see how natural sacrifice and selfinflicted pain may be" for "there is
a way of life for which it is not too
much to pluck out an eye which
hinders" and yet to indorse his
clear-cut conclusion that "the stern
way of life entails no hatred of life"
and that asceticism is no necessary
part of the mystic experience or the
life of the Spirit. Rather "the
mystics . . . are those highly sensitized persons whose lives seem to
lie open inwardly to the presence of
an immanent Life."
Helpful, too, is the distinction the
author makes between genuine mystical experience and occult phenomena. He leaves the value of the
latter to be determined in the future by scientific research, but the
former is unmistakable for it
"brings creative energies for the
spiritual tasks of the race." "It
promotes health and sanity. It
brightens moral power. It vastly
increases one's ability to stand the
universe.' ,
In his chapter on "Mysticism and
Religious Education" Dr. Jones
emphasizes even more strongly that
mysticism, as he is interpreting it,
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is not only quite independent of asceticism and abnormality, but is or
at least may be and should be the
basis for a normal, complete life.
Mystical experience is rare only because we fail to cultivate the spiritual nature in children and young
people and because "all excellence
is difficult. "
"Mystical experience," he says, "by which I mean
capacity to see the invisible, personal discovery of God, and joyous
consciousness of divine presence, is
no more difficult than any other supreme achievement."
He expresses, what many of us
sense, the need of a fundamentally
spiritual environment for our children from their earliest training
through their college course. He
pleads not for less emphasis on the
externals, the preparation for successful doing, but for a search for
"a type of education which will enable us to find ourselves and to recover interior peace and joy and
power."
Two other quotations
from this chapter will show us how
deeply Dr. J ones believes the roots
of the spiritual forces in a child's
life should go, and how important
it is to have spiritually minded
teachers.
"N 0 child ever knows how he
comes to have confidence in the external world, but his faith in it is
largely due to the unquestioning
faith that everybody else has in it.
So, too, if God is real to those who
form the child's social group, He
quickly becomes an essential part of
the child's life."
"Children are far more mysticalminded than their elders suspect,
and mystics would not be so rare if
we made better use of the culture of
silence in the lives of our children. "
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Perhaps the greatest contribution
in Dr. J ones' book is in the two
chapters on Mysticism and Organization. The question Prof. J ones
raises in these chapters is whether
the mystical experience cannot be
a group experience as well as an individual experience. He points out
in traciEg the history of the Christian Church, that mysticism has
usually been considered as belonging to individuals. But he maintains "that the solitary character of
mysticism is not due to the essential nature of it." "I am convinced," he says, "that mysticism
flourishes best in a group, and that
it can, if left to itself, produce out
of its experience a type of organization that favors its growth and
increase in depth and power."
He would have us synthesize
"primitive
Christianity" and
"modern efficiency."
"Can we
not," he asks, "be flooded with the
consciousness of God and at the
same time perfect some form of organization that will be the effective
body and instrument of that experience?"
What happened in the
history of Christianity we must now
avoid. The church, the organization "quickly became a substitute
for the experience of God, for the
way of life." The primitive church
was a "spiritual fellowship." "Its
driving power was a consciousness
of the Spirit." He is looking for
and believing possible the same
dynamic in a modern organization.
The" Society of Friends" or Quakel'S, have most nearly approached
the ideal of the primitive church.
Among them "it soon came to be
discovered that, where many together in hush and silence, were
seeking for direct communion and
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companionship with God, each one
helped all the rest." In this manner they achieved unity of thought
and purpose, and solved their problems both practical and spiritual.
"They did together what no one
perhaps could have done alone."
This, he claims, "is mysticism not
of solitude and self-seeking; it is
practical mysticism of life and action.' ,
, 'The Kingdom of God" has not
been built here because no one has
expected it to be but has only looked for it in a life beyond. When
whole groups believe and act on the
belief, in "the power of the Spirit
to raise life to complete health and
holiness" when this belief is assumed as normal for everyone
rather than relegated to a few su-pernatural saints, then we shall be
in a way to build the Kingdom of
God right here on earth.
Each one who believes as 'Adbu'lBaha tells us, that "man is, in
reality, a Spiritual being, and only
when he lives in the Spirit is he
truly happy," will feel grateful to
the author that he has added the
testimony of his clear intellect and
his rich personal experience to establish the fact that this life of the
Spirit is a fundamental need of the
well-balanced life of the individual
as well as the dynamic through
group consultation which is to bring
the Kingdom of Heaven to earth.
As we come to the close of the
book we hope with the author that
"in some favored time, there may
be such a Church of the Spirit."
But we would go farther and askhas not the foundation for this
reign of the Spirit already been
laid by Baha.'u '11ah 7
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Rabbi Martin A. Meyer in whose Synagogue, Te1nple Emmanuel-EI in
San Francisco, in 1912, :Abdu'l-Baha delivered one 0/ the most awakening and dynamic of all of His addresses in America.-(See page 109).
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"vVhen perfect justice reigns in every country of the Eastern and vVestern world, then will the earth become a place of
beauty. The dignity and equality of every servant of God will
be acknowledged; the ideal of the solidarity of the human race,
the true brotherhood of man, will be realized, and the glorious
Light of the Sun of Truth will illumine the souls of all men."
- 'Abd~t'l-Baha.
IN A REMARKABLE interview in the
July American Magazine, E. Stanley J ones, for seventeen years missionary in India, states why Christianity as at present organized has
failed to appeal to the Orient, while
the life and ideals of Jesus, on the
other hand, present an irresistible
appeal.
"The keen minded Indians," he
says, ' , see a distinction between
Christ and Christinaity. They are
open to the one, but hestiant about
the other."
Christianity, in the Hindu mind,
is bound up with the racial prejudices, superiority complex, and
imperialism of the Occident. But
to be called a man of Christlike
character, that appeals for "in all
India today there is no figure that
stands so high as Jesus."
Gandhi, whom Hindus are fond
of calling a "Christlike character,"
was as a young man brought into
close contact with Christianity, attending regularly in South Africa a
Wesleyan Church at the invitation
of Christian friends. But at this
susceptible and formative period,

Christianity as it was practiced did
not satisfactorily meet the discriminating judgment and earnest conscience of this great soul.
"The sermons were uninspiring, " said Gandhi. ' 'The congregation did not inspire me as being
particularly religious; they appeared to be rather wordly-minded people going to church for recreation
or in conformity to custom."
Thus Christianity lost an opportunity, through the power of a great
world leader, to directly reach the
heart of India.
"FOUR GREAT HINDRANCES," says
missionary J ones, ' 'stand in the
way of Christianity in its attempt
to influence the Orient:
"First is this religious snobbery that we
have been discussing, the ugly side of denomina tionalism.
"Second is the appalling dearth of reality
in the religious life of great numbers of
professed Christians.
"Third is race prejudice.
"Fourth is economic exploitation.
"Four great immoralities of Christianity
-that is the way the East regards them.
"Everywhere," he said, "the modern
world is demanding of religion that it be
lived and not merely talked. This is true
of India as of America."
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What is the answer to this chal- "I noticed a Pullman porter readlenge of Asia as respects Christian- ing a book on Bahaism. I asked
ity 1
N one-unless
organized why it interested him, and he said,
Christianity gives up these immor- 'Because it teaches me brotherhood. ' , Doesn 't Christianity l' I
alities, says Dr. J ones.
, 'When Christian peoples cease asked him. 'No' he answered, 'not
to exploit weaker peoples-when this kind of brotherhood-this is
they quit discriminating solely be- a part from race.' "
"Is our Christian brotherhood
cause of race and color-when they
adopt religion as a life to be lived limited to the white race 1" asks
ra ther than a lot of things to do- the missionary of seventeen years
when the denominations begin to Indian service.
practice genuine good will among
, , EACH INDIVIDUAL should have
themselves and also toward the nonChristian world-then, and then his chance," concludes Dr. J ones.
only, will the road be cleared for "The test should be personal, not
Christ through the highways of the racial. Every child born in society
earth.' ,
should have an equal opportunity
with every other child to rise to the
IT IS TRUE that the world of to- top if its inherent powers will alday demands realities and not dog- low it to do so. And this apart from
mas. It measures a man or a re- Tace and birth and color."
ligion by deeds, and not by words.
A noble ideal, this! Missionary
We cannot carry to Asia the Bible J ones sees it as the ideal of a "truly
in one hand and the machine-gun Christian society." Is it not, in
in the other; nor utter words of fact, the ideal of the millenium, of
Christian brotherhood from hearts the Kingdom of God on earth, todeep-dyed with racial prejudice.
ward which every Prophet, every
The only religion that can appeal Founder of a divine religion, has
today is one which not only teaches worked ~
brotherhood, but practices it.
:lYIay it be the privilege of Baha'is
How the Baha'i Movement ap- to accomplish throughout the world
peals in this regard, is described by significant steps toward the realizaDr. J ones in an interesting incident tion of this hope of the ages-the
which occurred in a Pullman car Golden Age in which justice,
in this country.
brotherhood, universal peace and
"Recently on the train," he says, world unity will prevail.

U In reality God has created man fOT love's sake.
God has endowed
man with creation so that he may illumine the world with the flame of
brotheThood and expTess the ~dmost state of ~£nity and accoTd. This
state would express God's good pleas~lTe,. this wmtld be the prospeTity
of the woTld of h~tmanity."-'Ab(ht'l-Baha.
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PRAYER
"The most blessed condition is the condition of prayer
and supplication. Prayer is conversation with God. The
greatest attainment or the sweetest state is none other than
conversation with God. It creates spirituality, creates mindfulness and celestial feelings, begets new attractions of the
Kingdom and engenders the susceptibilities of the higher intelligence.
"Prayer and supplication are so effective that they inspire one's heart for the whole day with high ideals and supreme sanctity and calmness. One's heart must be sensitive
to the music of prayer. He must feel the effect of prayer.
"Man becomes like a stone unless he continually supplicates to God. The heart of man is like a mirror which is
covered with dust, and to cleanse it one must continually pray
to God that it may become clean. The act of supplication is
the polish which erases all worlcTIy desires.
Prayer
is a key by which the doors of the kingdom are opened. There
are many subjects which are difficult for man to solve. But
during prayer and supplication they are unveiled.
"0 thou spiritual friend! Thou has asked the wisdom
of prayer. Know thou that prayer is indispensable and obligatory and man under no pretext whatsoever is excused
therefrom unless he be mentally unsound or an insurmountable obstacle prevent him.
"The wisdom of prayer is this-that it causes a connection between the servant and the True One because in that
state of prayer man with all his heart and soul turns his face
towards His Highness the Almighty, seeking His association
and desiring His love and compassion.

I

"Prayer and supplication are two wings whereby man
soars toward the heavenly mansion of the True One. . . . It
is incumbent upon thee to turn unto the Kingdom of God and
to pray, supplicate and invoke during all times. This is the
means by which thy soul shall ascend upward to the apex of
the gift of God."-'Abd~l'l-Baha.
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WHENCE COMES THE LIGHT
CHAPTER Ill.

'Abd'~{'l-Baha

LOULIE

A.

the Interpreter

MATHE'iYS

"A.ll the Prophets of God . . . appeared in the world for the education of
humanity, to develop 'immatur"e souls into maturity, to transform the ignorant of mankind into the knowing, thereby establishing lo've and unity through divine education
and training."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

prophecy unfolded in
ANCIENT
a single golden hour. For on
the twenty-third of May in 1844 a
divinely inspired youth cried the
glad-tidings of a Prophet come to
earth-the Servant of God was
born-while science in the western
world flashed over vibrant wires
the message: ' 'Wha t ha th God
wrought!"
'Abdu'l-Baha, Servant of God,
was a title given Abbas Effendi eldest son of Baha 'u 'llah, He Who was
destined to tread the path of martyrdom at the side of the Prophet
and to carry aloft the light of His
Message.
When scarcely eight years old
the serenity of childhood was rudely shaken by persecution and massacre. Astonished eyes beheld an
infuriated mob sack and destroy
His home, and childish ears were
filled with rumors of torture inflicted on friend and neighbor.
Time was freig'hted with anguish.
Once the child saw His Father
while yet imprisoned in Tihran, the
beloved figure weighted with chains,
emacia ted, almost unrecognized.
The horror etched upon His sensitive heart in that moment was never
effaced. Days dragged on. A full
season passed before Baha'u'llah
was brought to a secret trial. Faith
alone sustained the anxious ones.
Relief, even joy, accompanied the
sentence of exile. What mattered
the long journey to Baghdad, the

farewell to familiar haunts of
childhood-the native land' Abdu '1Baha was never to see again! The
loved ones were reunited!
Baghdad, city of romance, cast
the first shadow of exile-a shadow
that was to envelop the life of the
Servant of God. In the strange
country, throngs sought Baha'u'llah's wisdom; in all duties 'Abdu'l-Baha helped His Father. And
often the child was to be found in
the mosques discoursing and astounding the learned doctors.
While Baha 'u 'llah was in the
vvildernes the boy grew more and
more thoughtful, devoting long
hours to meditation and prayer and
assuming grave responsibilities.
The interval of mystic contemplation ended, Baha'u'llah descended the mountain.
Nineteeen years had passed since
the Bib proclaimed the advent of a
Prophet. Again it was May with
its carpet of flowers, the crescent
moon shimmered in the waters of
the Tigris, and the tent of Baha'u'11ah was pitched in the fragrant
garden of Ridvan.
Groups of
thoughtful believers pressed about
Him-among them Qurratu'l-Ayn,
a woman of noble birth, a favored
disciple of the Bab.
The Prophet, majestic against
the beauty of the night, speaking as
one sent by God, announced Himself as "Him Whom God would
manifest. "
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'Abdu'l-Baha listened to the mo- to their needs. Life was desolate
mentous declaration. He was the yet sadness did not lie at the hearts
first to hear the declaration His of these brave disciples.
heart had already foretold. QurTwice twelve months passed.
ratu'l-Ayn, throwing aside the veil Suddenly the barracks were comof tradition, cried aloud: "Verily, mandeered for a detachment of
the trumpet you are expecting-it is Turkish soldiers and the exiles were
I! The bell for which you are listen- removed.
ing'-it is I! I am the sounding
The family was then confined in
bugle in the name of truth! The two rooms near by; one allotted to
King of Might hath appeared! Be- Baha 'u 'llah, while thirteen men,
hold the resplendent Light! Hark- women and children were crowded
en to the melodies of the New Age! together in the other. Thus they
Partake of the New Life that is lived for nine years! Gradually,
being infused into every existing however, the severe restrictions imthing I"~
posed by the imperial firmans were
As the spiritual fire of the Baha'i left in abeyance and after a nummessage increased, the Mullahs met ber of years a little more space was
and discussed how best to stamp added to their meager habitation.
ou t the conflagration. ' 'Let us deInto these rude quarters came
mand a miracle" they cried. To Fatima, daughter of Mirza Muhamtheir astonishment Baha 'u 'lHih mad Ali N ahri, destined to become
consented-whereupon the Mullahs the wife of 'Abdu'l-Baha. Her
refused. A panic ensued among lineage flowed from two pure
the doctors of law. Secret con- sources; in direct descent from Muclaves were held and the episode of hammad through her father, while
the miracle added another strand of her great grandmother was an Inha tred. The gates of Baghdad dian princess of royal blood. Inclosed against Him.
heriting vast wealth, her grandBaha 'u 'llah was next banished to fa ther constructed an aqueduct to
Constantinople.
bring water from the mountains to
During the long march 'Abdu '1- N ajaf and the name N ahri (stream
Baha rode beside the camel of His of water) was conferred upon the
Father and guarded His tent by family. Her father and one brother
night. Now He was addressed by responded to the call of the Bab
the household as Master and often and ardently espoused His Cause.
referred to by Baha 'u '11ah as "The This heretical departure stamped
Branch." When the final decree of them as infidels under the Muhamexile was pronounced, the youth had madan law and enabled the ambitious members of the family to seize
entered manhood.
The Most Great Prison of 'Akka the entire fortune. The girl's young
received Baha'u'llah and eighty- life was sapped by persecutions and
four followers. Crowded into two stormy happenings, but under the
small rooms, sickness from exhaus- stress of circumstance lay a divine
tion and privation rapidly spread destiny revealed in this wise:
among them. Only 'Abdu'l-Baha
While on a pilgrimage to Mecca
and one other were able to minister a mysterious tablet was thrust into
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the hand of the brother who companioned her. At once they recognized the writing of Aga Jan, known
throughout Persia as the pen of
Balla 'u 'llah, and when alone
breathlessly opened the precious
document. It contained instructions to remain in J edda until the
departure of all the pilgrims-then
to set out for Alexandria. Upon
reaching Egypt they were directed
to embark on an Austrian steamer
calling at the port of 'Akka and to
remain on the boat until a messenger arrived.
Anchored in the harbor of 'Akka
no messenger appeared!
The anxious hours of waiting
were spent in prayer. Night fell.
As the anchor was weighed~ the
promised escort loomed out of the
darkness.
The journey fraught with danger
and suspense ended in the presence
of Baha 'u 'llah, Whose first words
were: "We have brought you into
the Prison at a time when the door
of meeting is closed to all believers.
This is for no other reason than
to prove to everyone the Power and
Might of God."
The family of Kaleem received
the young girl. One day the master
of the house returned from the
presence of Baha'u'llah great happiness shining from his countenance, saying: "I have brought a
most wonderful gift for you. It is
this: a new name has been given
you and that name is 'Moneereh'
(illumined one)." Instantly remembrance flashed that one called
Moneereh would become the wife of
'Abdu'l-Baha.
In this wise her destiny came to
pass.
Moneereh writes of her marriage : ' 'If I were to set down the
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details of the fifty years of my association with the Beloved of the
world, of His love, His mercy and
bounty, I would need fifty years
more of time and opportunity, yet,
were the seas of the world turned
into ink, and the leaves of the forest
into paper, I could not render adequate justice to the subject."
Today, under the shadow of
Mount Carmel, Moneereh and four
daughters minister to pilgrims
from all parts of the world. Here
too is the noble figure of Bahiyyih
Khanum, addressed as the" Greatest Holy Leaf." Daughter of Baha'n'llah, she was born to a heritage
of affliction which challenges description. Loving servitude became
her calling and the sanctity of her
life will shine as a beacon down the
ages.
After 'Abdu 'l-Baha 's marriage,
life in 'Akka continued as of old.
The Master poured Himself out in
tender devotion to His Father and
guarded His hours of prayer and
meditation from intrusion. Calumnies were dispelled in the radiance
of the Servant of God who ever accented unity, while darts of hatred
were deflected by an armor of love.
The principles of Baha'u'llah were
mirrored in every act of the Master's life.
The imprisonment and cruelty
accorded the Messengers of God
seem to represent the hardened
heart and unawakened conscience
of humanity, while the joyous freedom of Baha 'u 'llah 's last years in
Bahji foreshadow a coming mill enium. What infinite happiness must
have been reflected from 'Abdu '1Baha in the heavenly days near the
garden of Ridvan!
The Master Who had lived at the
feet of a Divine Being was called
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upon to experience separation from
the Beloved-to endure the crowning sorrow of the loss of Baha 'u'Hah, the ascension of Whose spirit
was as the withdrawal of the sun,
paling the beauty of creation.
The "Branch" became the Center of the Covenant. 'Abdu'l-Baha
spoke of His own station in these
words: "My name is 'Abdu'l-Baha,
Servant of God, my reality is
'Abdu'l-Baha, my praise is 'Abdu'lBaha.
. No name, no title,
no mention, no commendation have
I nor ever will save 'Abdu 'l-Baha,
Servant of God."
Thus He describes His spiritual
mISSIOn: "All my thoughts are
centered about the proclamation of
the kingdom of God.
I have a
lamp in my hand searching through
the lands and through the seas to
find souls to herald the Cause of
Baha 'u 'llah. Day and night am I
engaged in this work. I enter all
meetings, all churches, all religions
that the Cause may spread. Men
must leave the important in life for
that which is more important. You
must die to yourself and the world
so that you may be born again to
the kingdom of heaven. Behold the
candle how it gives its light. It
weeps its life away drop by drop in
order to give forth its flame of
light.' ,
It was the wish of Baha 'u 'llah
that a Shrine should be built on
Mount Carmel as the final resting
place of the Bab Whose remains
had been hidden by devoted disciples these many long years. Accon'lingly 'Abdu 'l-Baha commenced
this work, but the authorities fearing the concealment of arms closed
prison doors, shutting out freedom
for seven years. Then like a mist
restrictions melted away and the
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Master completed the Shrine.
At this time many pilgrims came
to 'Akka. As a host 'Abdu'l-Baha's
genius shone. In His presence
caste did not exist-prejudice of
Jew and Gentile, JYIuhammadan and
Hindu became less than a memory.
He conveyed a happiness to the
heart-thrilling and real-a ha ppiness the world knows nothing of.
To the proffered sympathy of
pilgrims He replied: ' , There is
no prison save the prison of
self."
And smilingly added:
"Prisons rest me." In a tablet
the JYIaster wrote: "Grieve not because of my imprisonment and
calamity for this prison is my
bea u tiful garden, my mansioned
paradise, and my throne of dominion among mankind. "
Thornton Chase, the first American to embrace the Cause, writes
from 'Akka thus: "We remained
within those walls, prisoners with
Him Who dwells in that Greatest
Prison . . . No wish, no desire
is there, save the good of mankind,
the peace of the world, the acknowledgment of the Fatherhood of God
and the mutual rights of His children. Indeed, the real prison . . .
is outside of these stone walls, within is freedom and the pure aura of
the spirit."
In 1907 the Turkish government
sent four officials, headed by 'Ariz
Bey, to interrogate 'Abdu'l-Baha
with the intention of putting Him
to death. He received this news
with radiant acquiescence. Firmly
denying the charges preferred
against Him, 'Abdu'l-Baha expressed entire willingness to meet
dea ih if the tribunal so ordained.
The Italian consul came forward
and offered safe conduct to foreign
ports but the JYIaster declined, say-
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ing that neither the Bab nor Baha'u'llah fled from enemies, nor
should He. Daily rounds among
the poor were quietly continued and
chanting' God's praise He calmly
awaited the end.
The officials
reached their native land as a revolution broke over Turkey. The old
regime crumbled before the onslaught of the Young- Turks and instead of destroying 'Abdu 'l-Baha
the envoys were forced to flee for
their own lives. The Sultan, Abdul
Hamid, who had sent them to 'Akka
was bound in chains.
The first act of the Modernists
was to free religious and political
prisoners throughout the Ottoman
Empire. And thus in the year 1908,
at the age of sixty-six, the Holy
Prisoner became a free man. As a
free man, He continued a life of
ceaseless activity, making but one
change-leaving 'Akka and henceforth dwelling in Haifa ten miles
distant.
People of all lands and creeds
besought 'Abdu 'l-Baha to visit the
West and yielding to their entreaties He set sail for England. Arriving in London September 3rd,
1911, His greeting was: "The magnet of your love has brought me to
this country. I was tired when I
went on board the steamer but
when I reached London your great
love refreshed me."
'Abdu '1Baha's radiant figure adorned the
pulpits of the ancient churches as
well as the platforms of modern
t110ught-everywhere he explained
"the gift of God to this enlightened age."
CroBsing the English Channel,
the Master gave three months of
His precions time to spreading the
Canse in Paris and then returned
to the East reaching Ramleh, a
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suburb of Cairo, at Christmas.
The following spring brought
Him to the United States. Traveling from coast to coast, He set in
motion the principles of Baha 'u'llah, evinced in the Fourteen Points
used by the League of Nations and
to be found today in every purposeful movement. The disarmament of governments by general
agreement was advocated from
every platform.
'Abdu 'l-Baha
pointed out that legislative administra tion was not an affair of
politics, influence and money, but
a spiritual function. He stated
that work as well as prayer and
meditation, was a form of true worship. He taught that independent
search for truth clarifies thought,
and that true freedom is found in
severance from personal desire.
'Abdu'l-Baha stressed that religion
and science, formerly considered
separate forces, were in reality the
wings of the bird of humanityboth necessary to its flight.
After seven months of incessant
teaching and speaking throughout
the United States, 'Abdu'l-Baha
sailed for England in December
1912. Here He watered the seed
planted in His previous visit and
extended His travels as far as
Scotland.
The beginning of the new year
fonnd the Master again in Paris.
Each morning He gave informal
talks at His apartment, 30 Rue St.
Didier, and as the guest of a Theological Seminary answered questions concerning the Baha'i faith.
Pasteur Monnier asked: "What relation does the Cause of Baha'ullah, bear to tha t of Christ?"
'Abdu'l - Baha
replied:
"The
fonndation of the religion of God
IS one.
The same basis which
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Christ laid down and which had distribute alms each Friday and
been forgotten was renewed by to give to those in need from His
Baha 'u 'llah."
own scanty means.
A motley
'Abdu'l-Baha remained in Paris crowd of wretched beings-hungry
two months and then continuing -shivering-waited in the courtHis travels visited Stuttgart, Buda- yard. Placing coins in each outpest and Vienna, ariving in Egypt stretched palm, speaking living
la te in May.
words, the Master infused these
Now the JYIaster was in His forsaken ones with new life. Nor
seventieth year. His long and did His care of the people relax as
arduous labors culminating in these death approached.
years of travel had sapped His
A lifetime of service was crowdstrength and worn out His power- ed into 'Abdu'l-Baha's last days on
ful frame.
earth. It seemed as though His
The World War that 'Abdu'l- heart could not contain the love that
Baha had so accurately foretold overflowed even to the birds of the
was now at hand. He had frequent- air and the flowers of the field.
ly referred to it both in Europe
For well nigh thirty years
and ~~merica. While in California Isma'il Aqa had been the gardener.
in 1912 He said: "We are on the Vividly does he recall the Master's
eve of the battle of Armageddon last visit to the garden. For a long
referred to in the sixteenth chap- time the Beloved One seemed in
ter of Revelations. The time is a deep reverie-finally calling him
two years hence when but a spark he said: "For your sake will I eat
will set aflame the whole of Eu- of this fruit." Whilst the gardener
rope."
And again: "Today the plucked sweet lemons the Master
continent of Europe is like an ar- walked to the tree: "Nay, but I
senal. The whole of Europe will must gather them with my own
be set aflame as has been prophesied hands." Having eaten of the fruit,
in the Book of Daniel and by St. 'Abdu 'l-Baha questioned: "Do you
John. A tremendous conflict is at desire anything more ~" Then raishand. In 1917 kingdoms will fall ing His hands with a pathetic
and cataclysms will rock the earth." gesture, repeated slowly, touchingWhen 'Abdu'l-Baha reached the ly: "Now it is finished, it is
Holy Land in December of 1913, finished!" These significant words
with piercing insight He organized pierced the heart of the faithful one
vast plantings near Tiberius and like a knife.
harvested the grain. Thus, when
Isma'il Aqa understood.
'Akka and Haifa were cut off from
A servant in the house was
supplies it was He Who fed the peo- betrothed and 'Abdu'l-Baha prespIe. Following the British occupa- sed forward the marriage that He
tion of Palestine, 'Abdu'l-Baha was might bless it with His presence.
knighted in recognition of His farOn the last morning the Master
seeing wisdom. This honor was arose early to chant and pray as
favored with His gracious accept- was His wont. Although He did
ance in the tranquil spirit ever not attend the feast given that
shown toward temporal affairs.
afternoon by a Parsi pilgrim on
It was the Master's custom to JYIount Carmel, He pressed the
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friends to go. Returning, one ex- , , You wish me to take food and I
claimed: "The giver of the feast am going~"
was unhappy because You were
Casting about Him a radiant
not pr e s en t."
'Abdu'l-Baha glance of love, with the cloak of
smiled: "But I was there, though Baha 'u 'lHih spread over Him, the
my body was absent, my spirit was Servant of God finished His labors
in your midst-the friends must in the vineyard of the Lord and
not attach any importance to the passed forever from the sight of
absence of my body. In spirit I men.
am, and shall always be, with the
"The eyes that had always lookfriends, even though I be far ed with loving kindness upon humanity, whether friend or foe,
away."
As night fell the Beloved inquir- were now closed. The hands that
ed for the health of each member had ever been stretched forth to
of the household and of the pil- give alms to the poor, and the
grims and friends in Haifa. Hear- needy, the halt, and the maimed,
ing' that none were ill, He remarked the blind, the orphan and the
quietly: ' , Very Good. Very good." widow, had finished Their labor.
The feet that with untiring zeal
The hours grew short.
'Abdu'l-Baha's thoughtful care had gone upon the ceaseless erpenetrated every need. He urged rands of the Lord were now at rest.
the family to take their rest, assur- The lips that had so eloquently
ing them that He required nothing. championed men were now hushed
Nevertheless, two of His daughters in silence. The heart that had
remained near and at midnight one throbbed with wondrous love for
entered the room "vith a little the children of God was stilled."*
nourishment. As it was offered,
*"The Passing of ' Abdu'l-Baha" by Lady
the Master's clear voice rang out: Blomfield and Shoghi Effendi.

AN EXOERPT FROM THE LAST TABLET REVEALED BY 'ABDU'LBAHA FOR THE BAHA'IS IN .....<\.MERIOA

" 'Abdu 'l-Baha is day and night thinking of you and
mentioning you, for the friends of God are dear to Him.
Every morning at dawn I supplicate the Kingdom of God
and ask that you may be filled with the breath of the Holy
Spirit, so that you may become brilliant candles, shine with
the light of guidance and dispel the darkness of error . . .
"Through the power of the Divine Springtime, the
downpour of the celestial clouds and the heat of the Sun of
Reality, the Tree of Life is just beginning to grow. Before
long it will produce buds, bring forth leaves and fruits and
cast its shade over the East and the West. This Tree of
Life is the Book of the Covenant."
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The dynamic address of 'Abdu'l-Baha at the Temple Emmanu-El referred to by
the author in the following article, was p~(,blished in full in "The Palo Altan" of Palo
Alto, Calif., together with His vitally important add?'esses at Stanford University and
the Unitarian Church in Palo Alto. They were later published in the book of His
addresses in America, "The Promulgation of Universal Peace." 'Abdu'l-Baha said that
the Baha'i Teachings are the "p'rinciples of action," and that "When practical acUvity
has been manifested, the teachings of God have borne fruit." The story as printed
below shows how 'Abdu'l-Baha's Word was His sword, and "the power of God His
victory."

T was m the Fall of the year cidents of the Abrahamic family
1912.
and the succeeding minor prophets
Temple Emmanu-El, the synago- of the Jews; by their well-known
gue of the reformed Jews, at 450 history and slavery under Pharoah;
Sutter Street, in downtown San their rescue by the great Prophet
Francisco, was packed to over- Moses, Who was known as a shepflowing. By sitting on the floor in herd by the Egyptian people; how,
the balcony, the writer was enabled by the power of religion, He was
to both see and hear.
enabled to establish such divine
On the rostrum was a scene such foundations as resulted in the gloras reminded one of a painting of ious civilization of Solomon. He
ancient times. In turban and flow- showed that He meant by religion
ing, camel's hair robe the sage of "the essential foundation or reality
divine wisdom, His Holiness of religion, not the dogmas and
'Abdu'l Baha was speaking; the blind imitations ... Thes-e are inSpirit that accompanied His lumin- evitably destructive and a menace
ous Persian periods was so power- and hindrance to a nation's life.
ful that attention was intensely . . . When they forsook the founcentered upon Him; to such an ex- dations of the law of God, N ebuchtent that the fact that His words adnezzar came and conquered the
were interpreted became incon- Holy Land . . . seventy thousand
spicuous and was completely lost to Jews were carried away captive.
. . . Under the Roman general
conSCIOusness.
Titus
70 A. D., the Holy Land was
'Abdu'l Baha was proving with
unanswerable logic that religion stripped and pillaged."
Then with impressive majesty
was the great canse of the progress
of a people. ' , Religion confers the mighty 'Abdu'l-Baha pointed
upon man eternal life," He said, out that religion was divided into
"And guides his footsteps in the two parts; an essential part, idenways of morality. It opens the tical in the teachings of all the
doors of unending happiness and Prophets; a secondary part which
bestows everlasting honor upon the each Prophet changes according to
human kingdom. It has been the the needs of the people of His day
basis of all civilization and pro- -that the foundations of all religress in the history of mankind."
gions are one-as Truth is one.
He illustrated His point by the inThen the tide of the ocean of the
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address of 'Abdu'l-Baha deepened,
as He powerfully demonstrated
that His Holiness Christ was the
greatest friend of Moses: that He
promulgated the validity of Moses,
unknown previously in India, or
even to neighboring Europe; that,
by the Gospel and its acceptance of
Moses and of all the Israelitish
prophets, He successfully upheld
the Torah; that the Christians lost
nothing by accepting the Old Testament; that Christ was the Son of
a Jewish mother, and naturally the
friend of the Jews.
The scene was dramatic. The
young, highly intelligent, and somewhat heavy-set Rabbi wiped the
perspiration from his forehead, although the autumn day was not
warm. Not a Jew objected.
The n, briefly, the wonderful
'Abdu'l-Baha showed that the Prophet Muhammad was the upholder
of Moses and Christ; that, although
"outwardly illiterate and uninformed of the Holy Books of God," yet
He promoted a civilization from
barbaric Arabic material, that extended through the Arabic countries to Spain and greatly influenced European education. It
was the quarreling followers of
these great Prophets who diverted
from the Message of the Founders
of their religion and swept into mutually accusing fanaticism.
Then 'Abdul'l-Baha made it clear
that He accepted Moses, without
detriment because of such acceptance, and that, in a like manner He
accepted all the Prophets-stating
that Baha'u'llah, "the Founder of
the Baha'i Movement" commends
such an attitude and says that "to
be unprejudiced" promotes the welfare of mankind.
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Profoundly moved the hug e
audience poured from the synagogue out upon the street and slowly
dispersed to it's respective homes.
Now ONE OF THE immediate sequels to this incident is most interesting; for that it was a sequel in
point of time all will agree, the fact
is indisputable; that it was also a
sequel of cause and effect the writer
firmly believes; certain it is that no
effect occurs without a cause, that
is clearly self-evident-however,
the reader may judge for himself.
It was not long after the above
incident that the directors of the
Congregational church, located on
a corner diagonally across the
street from the synagogue, determined to build a new edifice on the
same site as the old; this necessitated the tearing down of the old
structure, before the erection of the
new one, and left a Christian congregation without a place in which
to worship. At this juncture the
revered Rabbi of the synagogue,
in which 'Abdu'l-Baha had proven
the validity of Christ with irrefutable arguments, by name Rabbi
Martin A. JYleyer,-may his spirit
rest in peace,-with complete freedom from prejudices which had prevailed between Jew and Christian
for an agelong period of time, cordially invited this homeless Christian congregation to worship each
Sunday in the Jewish synag'ogue.
This generous invitation was accepted, and for a period approximating nine months thereafter,
each Friday the Jewish services
unfolded the Old Testament, and
each Sunday the Christian services
discoursed upon both the Old Testament and the New.
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Now when or where, since the
time of Christ, had such a thing
ever taken place before? True it
is that union meetings between the
adherents of different religions, incl u din g Christian and Jew,
have
at various times bee n
held before-and at the "Vorld's
Fair in Chicago in 1893, where the
great Baha'i Cause was first mentioned in America, many different
religions had held a congress conducive to better understanding; but
when, in previous history, had such
an unheard of thing ever occurred
-tha t week after week, Sunday
after Sunday, for months, a Christian congregation should worship,
by invitation, in a Jewish synagogue?
When informed of this event His
Holiness 'Abdu'l-Baha wrote, in a
Tablet, as follows:
, , Regarding the magnanimi ty
and humanity shown by his honor
Rabbi Martin A. Meyer in offering
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his synagogue to the Christians so
that they may worship therein,this action and this deed will become eternal, and in the future ages
and cycles, the good intention of the
Reverend Rabbi will be recorded in
the books and works of universal
history and will be on the lips of all
men without end."
This message the writer conveyed to the Rabbi, seated one day in
his study at the synagogue, and he
became very happy therefor.
The body of Rabbi Martin A.
Meyer has gone to its last resting
place; that his soul may attain to
ever higher stations, is the fervent
prayer of those who knew and loved
him-t his unprejudiced, noblehearted gentleman; true friend that
he proved himself by deed to be,
and real lover of the One God and
humanity-that One God from
whom all mankind originates and
to ,,,horn all mankind returns.

,( The first form of dissension among mankind arises from religiOtts differences
. In past years each religi01ls system has
boasted of its own s1lperiority and excellence, abasing and scorning the
val'idity of all others. Each has acc01tnted its own belief as light and
all others as darkness. The greatest ca1lse of h1lman alienation has
been religion beca1lse each considered the belief of the other anathema
and deprived of the Mercy of God
. If the Holy Books were
rightly 1tnderstood none of this discord and dist1'ess would have existed,
bu,t love and fellowship w01lld have prevailed instead. The essential
purpose of the religion of God is to establish 1mity among mankind.
"His Holiness Bah6/1l'llah has provided the means by which discord may be removed from the h1lman world. He has left no possibility
or mean:s for dissension. "-' Abdu'l-Baha.
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UNLOCKING THE DOORS OF THE UNIVERSE
GRACE ROBARTS OBER
is the day of expansion!
T O-DAY
To-day is a day of astonishment! To-day is the day of illumination!
In the field of science the earth
rings and thrills with ever new unfoldments, new discoveries and
added knowledges.
The mind of man is penetrating
with g-reater and greater zeal the
heretofore-t 0 h i m-u n k now n
areas of the universe, and is perforce recognizing the underlying
unity and the one "Power which
animates and dominates all things
which are but manifestations of Its
energy," as taught by Baha'u'llah.
How interesting are the most recent scientific announcements for do
they not proclaim (undeniably the
realization on the part of man) the
marvelous "oneness of design"
which governs the structural laws
of creation!
Many are the doors of the mind
that open in considering even partially the reality that lies behind
Miliken's discovery of the" Oosmic
Ray"; Einstein's more recent addition that, "there is but one substance, namely, the field," that this
field is "linked into one simple
formula"; and the latest penetration into the phenomenal heavens
through the powerful lens of Mount
Wilson Observatory.
Before Einstein's notes were
given to the world for publication
Dr. Reichenbach, Professor of Berlin University, after reading them
declared "Einstein has discovered
that there is but one substance,
namely, 'the field.' The field con-

tains electric and gravitational components all of which are linked into
one simple formula, which proves
the existence of the influence of
gravitation on electrical processes, and vice versa.
This new
theory of Einstein's is different
from his 'relativity' theory which
he first gave to the world. That
was a complete theory, fully worked out, but this new extension of it
is far more conclusive."
Referring to the same discovery
Dr. Sheldon of the New York University says, "The most fascinating field of experiment that could
be opened to man lies behind Professor Einstein's new discovery,
that electricity and magnetism are
related to gravitation; that one by
one has been shown the interrelations of light, energy, matter, space,
time, gravitation and electricity,
until the only factor remaining was
the specific relation between electrici ty and gra vi ta tion. This IS
what Einstein has given us."
To AN AMERICAN Baha'i visiting
'Abdu'l-Baha in 'Akka, Syria, in
1906, 'Abdu'l-Baha made the following statement, "The physicist
considers the motion and the thing
moved, while the Baha'i considers
the motion, the thing moved, and
the Mover."
One sees in that statement a creative seed planted in the soil of the
mind that is continually bearing
fruit in the modern scientific outlook. Professor Robert A. Miliken
in his book, "Science and Life,"
says, "It seems to me as obvious as
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breathing that every man who is
sufficiently in his senses to recognize his own inability to comprehend the problem of existence to
understand "vhence he himself came
and whither he is going, must in the
very admission of that ignorance
and finiteness recognize the existence of a Something, a Power, a
Being in whom and because of
whom he himself 'lives and moves
and has his being.' That Power,
that Something, that Existence, we
call God."
Again the same Scientist states,
" Science, then, not only teaches
that God is good, but it furnishes
man with the most powerful of motives to fit in with the scheme of
goodness which God has provided
in nature."
And again he says, ' 'Science
without religion obviously may become a curse, rather than a blessing
to mankind, but science dominated
by the spirit of religion is the key
to progress and the hope of the
future. "
To THE THOUGHTFUL reader who
is alive to the significance of these
and other recent deductions and discoveries the following compilation
of a few of the Utterances of
'Abdu'l-Baha on the atomic structure and the goal of human effort,
will be of intense interest.
From the tiny microcosmic a tom
to the establishment of the celestial kingdom in fulness Baha 'u '11ah
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and '-,-~bc1u 'l-Bahcl by Their teachings have unlocked the doors of the
knO\vledge of the universe. They
have shown the evolutionary journey,step by step,and stage by stage,
through the mineral, vegetable,
animal, human and on into the divine kingdoms. They also portray
with clear and explicit proofs the
particular step that confronts mankind at this vital hour in human
progress, which when taken will
free man from the limited cage of
self-that lesser self which is destined to be merged into "the self
of God," and thus man shall attain
entrance into the station so long
ago foretold, "the image and likeness of God" then the real purpose
of existence ","'ill become daily more
evident and manifest.
These Universal Educators of
modern times have laid the cable
scientifically and in such simple
terms that it is for mankind to
arise unitedly with rational and
ideal planning to carry forward this
structure to the end that the ancient
prophecy may become a reality,
"The Glory of God will cover the
earth as the waters cover the sea."
Those "vith keen insight can todav observe the first act in the
dr~ma of celestial brotherhood
quietly but surely taking place
under the direct and unerring guidance of Shoghi Effendi, Guardian
of the Baha'i Cause in whose cycle
and under whose protection this
ideal divine civilization will be established upon the earth.
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THE ELEMENTAL ATOM AND ITS COURSINGS
COMPILED FROM THE TEACHINGS OF 'ABDU 'L-BAHA
All quatations used in this comp'ilation a1'e from the Addresses of 'Abdu'-Baha
in America, published in book form under the title, "The Promugation of Universal
Peace," unless otherwise indicated,

I SHALL DISCOURSE upon a subject
involving one of the divine questions, a question of religious and
metaphysical importance, namely,
the progressive and perpetual motion of elemental atoms throughout the various degrees of phenomena and the kingdoms of existence. It will be demonstrated and
become evident that the origin and
outcome of phenomena are identical and that there is an essential
oneness in all existing things. This
is a subtle principle appertaining
to divine philosophy and requiring
close analysis and attention.
The elemental atoms which constitute all phenomenal existence
and being, in this illimitable universe are in perpetual motion
undergoing continuous degrees of
progresSIOn. For instance let us
conceive of an atom in the mineral
kingdom progressing upward to the
kingdom of the vegetable by entering into the composition and fibre
of a tree or plant. From thence it
is assimilated and transferred into
the kingdom of the animal and finally by the law and process of composition becomes a part of the body
of man. That is to say, it has traversed the intermedia te degrees
and stations of phenomenal existence, entering into the composition
of various organisms in its journey. This motion or transference
is progressive and perpetual, for
after disintegration of the human
body into which it has entered, it

returns to the mineral kingdom
whence it came, and will continue
to traverse the kingdoms of phenomena as before. This is an illustration designed to show that the
constituent elemental atoms of
phenomena undergo progressive
transference and motion throughout the material kingdoms.
IN ITS CEASELESS progression and
journeyings the atom becomes imbued with the virtues and powers of
each degree or kingdom it traverses. In the degree of the mineral
it possessed mineral affinities; in
the kingdom of the vegetable it
manifested the virtue augmentative
or power of growth; in the animal
organism it reflected the intelligence of that degree, and in the
kingdom of man it was qualified
with human attributes or virtues.
Furthermore, the forms and organisms of phenomenal being and
existence in each of the kingdoms
of the universe are myriad and
numberless. The vegetable plane
or kingdom for instance has its infinite variety of types and material
structures of plant life, each distinct and different within itself, no
two exactly alike in composition
and detail, for there are no repetitions in nature, and the virtue augmentative cannot be confined to any
given image or shape. Each leaf
has its own particular identity, so
to speak, its own individuality as
a leaf. Therefore each atom of the
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innumerable elemental atoms, during its ceaseless motion through the
kingdoms of existence as a constituent or organic composition, not
only becomes imbued with the
powers and virtues of the kingdoms
it traverses but also reflects the attributes and qualities of the forms
and organisms of those kingdoms.
As each of these forms has its individual and particular virtue~
therefore each elemental atom of
the universe has the opportunity of
expressing an infinite variety of
those individual virtues. No atom
is bereft or deprived of this opportunity or right of expression.
N or can it be said of any given atom
that it is denied equal opportunities with other atoms; nay all are
privileged to possess the virtues existent in these kingdoms and to reflect the attributes of their organisms. In the various transformations or passages from kingdom to
kingdom, the virtues expressed by
the atoms in each degree are peculiar to that degree. For example,
in the world of the mineral, the
atom does not express the vegetable
form and organism, and when
through the process of transmutation it assumes the virtues of the
vegetable degree, it does not reflect
the animal organisms, and so on.
It is evident then that each elemental atom of the universe is possessed of a capacity to express all
the virtues of the universe. This
is a subtle and abstract realization.
lvleditate upon it.
WHEN WE LOOK upon the world
of creation from another standpoint, the analytical, we observe
that everything is the result of
com}Jusition of many single atoms
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which through the law of affiliation
have adhered and are according to
the shape, order and positions of
these atoms, a given being steps
forth into the court of objectivity.
Every single atom of these aggrega te a toms has its myriad transferences as has been proved by
SCIence.
Every single a tom has its coursings throughout all the kingdoms
of life. For instance, that which
has gone into the composition of a
human being was at one time in the
mineral kingdom. Along the degrees of the mineral kingdom it
journeyed, appearing in various
forms
and reflecting various
images, manifesting a peculiar virtue in each. In the vegetable kingdom, it again partook of many experiences and through each experience became adorned with an added attribute. Having perfected its
journeyings here, it entered the
animal kingdom and was incarnated
throughout multitudes of animal
forms and finally, in the human
kingdom it traversed endless forms
of humanity, in each form of composition showing forth a particular
aspect of the one power.
The forms of life are infinite,
therefore the transferences of this
primordial unit throughout the degrees of creation are in:6.ni te.
All phenomena are involved in all
phenomena. Oonsider what a transcendent unity exists, that, from
this standpoint, every nomad is the
expression of all life. This is the
harmony which underlies all creation; this is the law and order in
the world of existence. What wondrous symmetry! What stupendous organization! What elysian coordination! What celestial union!
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Every single manifestation of the
myriad forms of creation is a reflection of the divine emanations,
therefore the divine emanations are
infinite, unlimited and illimitable.
Gaze upward through immeasurable
space to the majestic order of the
colossal suns.
These luminous
bodies are numberless. Behind our
solar system there are unfathomable stellar systems, and above
these stellar systems are the remote aggregations of the milky way.
Extend your vision beyond the fixed
stars and again you shall behold
many spheres of light. In brief, the
creation of the Almighty is beyond
the grasp of the human intellect.
When this objective creation is unlimited and not subject to suspension, is not the subjective creation
of His Majesty the Almighty limitless? When the reflection or physical creation is infinite, how is it possible to circumscribe the Reality
which is the basis of divine creation? The spiritual world is so
much greater than the physical
that in comparison with it the physical world is non-existent. (Divine
Philosophy p. 167.)
ACCORDING TO NATURAL philosophy it is an assured fact that single
or simple elements are indestructible. As nature is indestructible,
every simple element of na hue is
lasting and permanent. Death and
annihilation affect only compounds
and compositions. That is to say,
c 0 m p 0 sit ions are destructible.
When decomposition takes place
death occurs. For example, certain single elements have combined
to make this flower. When this
combination is disintegrated, this
composition decomposed, the flower
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dies as an organism of the vegetable kingdom. But the single elements of which this flower is composed do not suffer death, for all
single elements are permanent,
everlasting and not subject to destruction. They are indestructible
beca use they are single and not
compound. Thus they cannot disintegrate nor become separated in
their component atoms but are
single, sjmple and therefore everlasting.
W llEN WE OBSERVE the phenomena
of the universe, we realize the axis
around which life revolves is love,
while the axis around which death
and destruction revolve is animosity and hatred. Let us view the
mineral kingdom. Here we see that
if attraction did not exist between
the atoms, the composite substance
of matter would not be possible.
Every existent phenomenon is composed of elements and cellular particles. This is scientifically true
and correct. If attraction did not
exist between the elements and
among the cellular particles, the
composition of that phenomenon
would never have been possible.
For instance, the stone is an existent phenomenon, a composition of
elements. A bond of attraction has
brought them together and through
this cohesion of ingredients this
petrous object has been formed.
The stone is the lowest degree of
phenomena but nevertheless within
it a power of attraction is manifest
without which the stone could not
exist. This power of attraction in
the mineral world is love, the only
expression of love the stone can
manifest. . . .
Finally we reach the kingdom of
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man. Here we find that all the degrees of the mineral, vegetable and
animal expressions of love are present plus unmistakable attractions of
consciousness. That is to say, man
is the possessor of a degree of attraction which is conscious and
spiritual. Here is an immeasurable
advance. In the human kingdom
spiritual susceptibilities come into
view, love exercises its superlative
degree and this is the cause of human life.
The proof is clear that in all degrees and kingdoms, unity and
agreement, love and fellowship are
the cause of life, whereas dissension, animosity and separation are
ever conducive to death. Therefore
we must strive with life and soul in
order that day by day unity and
agreement may be increased among
mankind and that love and affinity
may become more resplendently
glorious and manifest.
IT HAS TAKEN a certain length of
time for this cellular element in my
hand to pass through various periods of metabolism.
Whenever it appears in any distinct form
or image it has its opportunities,
virtues and functions. A.s each
component atom or element in the
physical organisms of existence is
subject to transference through
endless forms and stages, possessing virtues peculiar to those forms
and stations it is evident that all
phenomena of material being are
fundamentally one.
A.s this is true of material phenomena,how much more evident and
essential it is that oneness should
characterize man in the realm
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of idealism which finds its expression only in the human kingdom ~
Verily the origin of all ma teriallif e
is one and its termination likewise
one. In view of this fundamental
unity and agreement of all phenomenal life, why should man in his
kingdom of existence wage war or
indulge in hostility and destructive
strife against his fellow man? Man
is the noblest of the creatures. In
his physical organism he possesses
the virtues of the mineral kingdom.
Likewise he embodies the virtue
augmentative or power of growth
which characterizes the kingdom of
the vegetable. Furthermore in his
degree of physical existence, he is
qualified with functions and powers
peculiar to the animal beyond which
lies the range of his human mental
and spiritual endowment. Considering this wonderful unity of the
kingdoms of existence, and their
embodiment in the highest and noblest crea hue, why should man be at
variance and in conflict with man?
Is it fitting and justifiable that he
should be at war, when harmony
and interdependence characterize
the kingdoms of phenomenal life below him? The elements and lower
organisms are synchronized in the
great plan of life. Shall man infinitely above them in degree be
antagonistic and a destroyer of that
perfection? God forbid such a
condition.
From the fellowship and comingling of the elemental a toms life
results. In their harmony and
blending there is ever newness of
existence. It is radiance, completeness; it is consummation; it is life
itself.
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PALESTINE-THE PROMISED LAND
ALLEN

B.

McDANIEL

This is an especially interesting article on the development and reconstruction of
the Holy Land by one who is a Consulting Engineer of world-wide experience.

"THIS is the Promised Land of

my people. They were led out
of bondage in Egypt in the days of
the Pharoahs and wandering
through desert and over plain
under the leadership of their Prophet at last found a home in this
land. Then, as now, its resources
were found to be rather in the spacious firmament above, than in the
depths of the earth below.
"As the centuries rolled by new
peoples from the east, south and
north found their conquering way
to this little land and gradually the
descendants of Abraham-the children of Israel-were scattered to
the ends of the earth."
So spoke a leading official of the
Palestine Electric Corporation Ltd.
as we stood looking out of the window of a railway car when the train
halted atone of the many stations
of the Jewish agricultural colonies
between Haifa and Tiberias. Over
the great plain of Esdraelon, these
colonies lay glistening in the bright
mid-February sunshine like red and
white jewels on an emerald carpet.
Before us moved an ever changi.ng
group of people. Arab jostled Bedouin. And in groups gathered and
talked youngish-looking people in
Eu.ropean clothes of Khaki or
leather. These groups of young
Jews-both sexes well represented
-seemed to be earnest, active and
very much at home in their new
habitat.

As the train slowly moved out of
the station, the Jewish official,
standing by my side and gazing
dreamily at the broad green fields,
talked lovingly of the hopes, ideals
and plans of his race.
"Although history has recorded
the story, ,my people alone truly
know and appreciate what deprivations, suffering and persecutions
they have undergone. Suffering
sooner or later turns the heart toward God, and thus through the
centuries my people have developed
a deep religious nature.
"Every Jew in his daily prayer
has always included that soulyearning appeal for the return of
Zion. This is what we mean by the
Chaluz spirit. In the story of
J udah Halevi is truly reflected the
visions of the spirit. After dreaming and striving for nearly a lifetime, he reached his native land
only to kiss its dust and perish at
the hands of a fanatical Moslem
11 orseman. '"
For what seemed to be a long
time, the ofiicial remained silent.
Longingly and lovingly his gaze
wandered over the fast receding
plain and to the picturesque peak of
Mt. Tabor in the distance. As in
the poetical words of the Psalmist
of old, he seemed to be raising his
vision to the hills to draw new
strength for his work.
vVith a start, he sat up straighter
in his car seat and spoke with new
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Flour Mill near 'Akka Utilizing Water
for Power as in Biblical Days.
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Steamt-Electric Plant at Haifa-The Modern Sonrce of Power in Palestine

, , Yes. They are learning to do
zest and vigor. "To understand
our national Movement, one must all the work of the country; not
first get the psychology of my peo- only in the fields, but about the vilple. It is primarily spiritual and lages and towns. They are not only
founded on faith. Without undy- building roads, but houses as well.
ing faith, the Jewish people, as a We believe that our national ecorace, would have perished years nomy is dependent on the labor of
ago. It is our faith alone that has our hands."
kept the divine spark of hope anll
idealism burning within us.
THE TRAIN suddenly jolted to a
"But the Christ said that faith stop. We were at the end of our
must be followed by works. So the Journey.
" Welcome. " A young Swiss en-·
fiery furnace that will purge us of
our dross and purify and strength- gineer extended his hand as we enen us, is work. To other nations tered the dining hall of a construcwork is only labor. To my people tion camp. Rows of young men
it must be and is a religion. J udea were busily eating at white-topped
fell by fire, and by fire it will be re- tables, for it was the noon-lunch
built. Tha t fire is the religion of period.
labor."
Passing the rows of tables we folAs the official uttered these pro- lowed the engineer to the kitchen
phetic words, the train passed a sec- where great steaming cauldrons of
tion of the main highway which ,vas soup and pans of meat and vegeunder repair. Here, wielding pick, tables were being gradually disshovel and rake in spreading broken pensed to the three hundred laborstone for resurfacing of the road, ers. Young women in neat white
were rugged-looking young men. aprons were moving rapidly about
Faithfully, persistently they work- and evidently doing the "K. P."
ed; not even stopping to watch the work in an effective way-if the
train as it whisked by.
satisfied sounds that came through
"Do your people work on the the opening and shutting doors
roads?" I asked in some surprise. were any indication.
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A Smoke Talk-Old Time Activity in the
Holy Land.

On we followed the engineer into
the refrigerator room to be used
during the hot summer months.
For in this section of Palestine, in
the .Tordan Valley near its outlet
from Lake Tiberias, the temperature during the months of July and
August often rises to one hundred
and twenty degrees.
And in this historic land, over the
face of which Roman, Hun, Goth,
Christian crusader and Turk has
passed in successive conquest, there
is little shade left. What few trees
remained up to the past generation
were destroyed by the Turks during the recent World War period as
they gave way to the northward
march of General Allenby's army.
A well equipped laundry to which
we were next led, where the washing for the camp employees will be
done at cost, is evidence that the
Jewish people regard cleanliness
next to Godliness.
" Among· these people working so
industriously here," said the official, "are many young men and
women of college training. Six
have received the doctor of philosophy degree in European or
American universities."
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Harnessing the Jordan-Present-Day
Activity in Palestine.

As we sat eating our lunch of
soup, veal, vegetables and prunes,
we listened to one of these college
graduates, a young woman dietician, explain her plans for setting
up a balanced ration for the menu.
Evidently she was having a hard
time to educate the workers out of
a traditional desire for a meat diet
to appreciate the need and value of
vegetables and fruits.
We wandered over the field of
work after luncheon and saw different groups of young men-mostly from twenty to thirty years of
age-excavating for a spur track;
operating a drill press, a milling
machine and a lathe in the machine
shop; ascertaining the nature of
the sub-soil for a fore-bay with a
well-drilling outfit; learning from
a Scotch expert to operate a steamshovel in the excavation of a canal,
and a drag-line excavator in the
construction of a small basin. As
we passed the men unif ormly greeted us with a word of welcome, and
then continued their work with the
general appearance of interest in
and understanding of their tasks.
"We try to develop a real liking
of the workers for their tasks,"
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said my guide. "'VVhile we require
obedience to orders, the men are encouraged to use their heads as well
as their hands in the performance
of their duties. Suggestions for improvements in the methods and
plans are w-elcomed, and those accepted and used are credited to the
workers making them."
As we bade the Swiss engineer
good-bye and started on our journey back to Haifa, I had to admit
tacitly that here at least on this
construction project (at Jordan
Halt-the first step in the Rutenberg plan for the hydro-electric development of Palestine) - there
exists a demonstration of the ideal
of the religion of work which is one
of the primary principles of the
Zionist Movement.
As the seeker after the truth goes
about among the colonies from
Lydda to Haifa, from Haifa to
Tiherias, and then across the hills
to the group near Jerusalem and
Hebron, he is impressed with one
outstanding fact; that here in tbis
the Holy Land for many peoples,
there is being carried on by the
l)resent-day Children of Israel an
experiment.
The ostensible purpose of this
experiment is to furnish an opportunity for a people to return to
their ancient of days' home. The
ewish race is endeavoring to build
in Palestine a permanent national
home-a place where the Jew from
East or \Vest, vvhether high or low,
rich or poor may find a dwelling
place in a sacred environment; and
where after centuries of wandering, unrest, suffering and persecu-
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tion, he may be assured at last justice, peace and happiness.
that the Jewish colonization movement in Palestine includes urban as well as rural
communities. Notable among these
urban settlements is Tel-Aviv, a
modern city of about forty-five
thousand people, with an electric
power station, and many industries
including a silicate factory, a tannery, a furniture plant, a textile
mill, chocolate works, a silk mill,
and an artificial tooth factory.
The gradual development of the
Rutenberg plan will furnish universal electric current that will
light the to,vns and cities, and furnish power for both industry and
agriculture. In the latter field, electric power ,vill make possible the
reclamation by irrigation of vast
tracts of arid land, especially in the
lovver reaches of the Jordan Valley. From even my practical viewpoint as an engineer, it seems vvithin reason to conclude, that perhaps
future pilgrims to the Holy Land
may see the fulfillment of the Biblical prophecies and find this little
land, so barren of natural resources, "blossoming like the rose.)'
What can we see in all this but
the finger of God moving in the fulfilling of prophecy, for even in this
day 'A.bclu '1-Baha has said:
"The golden thread of promise
concerning the ~1essianic 1fillenium
runs throug'h the Bible, and it "vas
so destined that God in His own
good time would cause its appearance. Not even a single wonl wil1 be
left meaningless and unfulfilled."
IT IS NOTEWORTHY
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CARMEL, HAlFA AND 'AKKA
The following is compiled from letters of Miss Isabel Rives, a Baha'1~ teacher
of Washington, D. C., and London, England, who recently visited the Holy Land and
writes of her impressions and observations as to how the prophecies of the Holy Books
are being fulfilled.

Half way up Mt. Carmel are the
'Abdu'l-Baha once said to an
Shrines
of the Bab and of 'Abdu '1American pilgrim to the Holy Land,
"Come and see my garden." He Baha. Of course we all know that
history records the name of the
took her by the hand and almost
Bab as the Forerunner of Baha'uran over the roughest ground she llah the Divine Law-giver of this
had ever seen, worse than any age, and 'Abdu'l-Baha as the Inploughed field for it was covered terpreter and Expounder of His
with rocks as big as her head and Revealed Word.
body. That was many years ago.
And now that rock bed has become
AT THE FOOT of Mt. Carmel is
a beautiful garden. A world-wide situated the harbor city of Haifa,
traveler who had seen many beauti- where Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of
ful gardens declared this to be by the Baha'i Cause lives.
S u c h extraordinary improvefar the most beautiful. Shall I tell
ments are taking place there that
you about it ~
It is built on the slope of Mt. one cannot help but marvel at the
Carmel, which the Baha'is partly wonderful way in which the propown. There are nine terraces with hecies of the Bible, and of 'Abdu '1steps leading from one to the other. Baha regarding the future of
All the walks and paths are strik- Haifa, are being fulfilled.
ingly red; that is, they are evidently
vVhen I last visited this place
constructed of tiling reduced to a seven years ago, there were no
fine gravel consistency. Each path sewerage or water systems, neither
or walk is bordered with small red was there an electric light plant.
plants; inside that another border They have all been constructed and
of taller plants with green leaves; are in operation there today.
while within this enclosure there is
Fifty percent of the babies in this
beautiful green grass-a rare thing vicinity died, due to improper care.
in the Holy Land; and then again Now there is a Child Welfare Oenmore of the tiny red and green ter where about four hundred
plants arranged in designs remind- babies are cared for, and the
ing one of an exquisite Persian rug. mothers are adopting new and
There are also many palms and scientific methods for the care and
curious trees the names of which feeding of infants and children.
A large and attractive English
I do not know. Then there are
pomegranate and orange trees, school is being erected near the
and a very distinctive group be- Baha'i Pilgrim House.
Old places and scenes are giving
longing to the cedar variety. We
have heard so often of how 'Ab- place to new; narrow streets will
du'l-Baha used to sit under these soon be a thing of the past for
trees and write many of His sacred already the streets are being
widened in the most modern way.
Tablets.
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42:7 we read, "To open fishermen hauling in their nets, just
the blind eyes, to bring out the as they did hvo thousand years ago
prisoners from the prison, and them I am sure. Then we had a wonderthat sit in darkness out of the ful drive along the short to Tiberias
prison house."
and to the hotel where 'Abdu '1How wonderfully this prophecy Baha often stayed. Nazareth, where
has been fulfilled!
they had an earthquake about two
'Akka, ten miles distant from years ago, has built a new village on
Haifa, "by way of the sea," where the opposite side of the road. Model
Baha 'u 'nah and His family were houses, gardens, farms, dot the
incarcerated in prison for so many landsca pe. All built by the .Jews.
years, and \vhere 'Abdu'l-Baha re- "Old things shall pass away, and
mained a prisoner of the Turkish all things be made new;" and this
goverment for forty years, has., like is literally taking place. It is true
Haifa, been transformed. Even the materially as well as spiritually.
prison has been changed, so there
On our return to Haifa we met
is not much left to remind one of l\1ustafa Effendi, Secretary of the
those sad days. The dank of the Port Said Baha'i Assembly, and
prisoner's chains is no longer other E gyp t i a n and Persian
heard. Today the prisoners are out Baha'is, for there are always many
making good roads out of very bad visiting pilgrims in the Baha'i
ones; others are weaving cloth for colony at Haifa.
their uniforms; still others are enEvery Sunday afternoon there is
gaged in cane and basket weaving. a service at the Shrines of the Bab
Also there is soon to be a well and 'Abdu'l-Baha on Mt. Carmel
equipped carpenter shop where car- and the spirit is inexpressibly revpentry will be taught. Thus \vhen erent and beautiful. The whole atprisoners return to the "vorld of mosphere of the place is beyond any
work they vlill have a trade, and so description.
be able to earn their living.
It is truly the day of fulfillment
And ,vhat of the arsenal vi-rith
in the Holy Land. Can there recannon and balls of various sizes
main a single doubt in the mind of
used in the battles of the past ~ It
anyone that both spiritually and
has disappeared, and green grass
materially the prophecies of all the
and flower beds have taken its plac(j.
Holy Books have been and are being
Of course we visited the Shrine of fulfilled ~ And the prophecies of
Baha 'u 'llah, and" Bahji" the home
'Abdu'l-Baha Himself about the
of Baha 'u 'llah during the last days
future of this spiritual center gives
of His life. This house needs reone a real thrill. Among them one
pairing very much, but I was told
comes to my mind at this time:
it is to be fully restored and pre"In the future the distance beserved as far as possible. It was
tween
'Akka and Haifa will be built
a privilege, too, to be able to visit
the place where Baha 'u 'llah was up, and the two cities will join and
living at the time He wrote the clasp hands becoming the two ter"Kitab-i-Aqdas" (Book of Laws); minal sections of one mighty metand to see the Garden of the Ridvan ropolis. "
It is indeed the Holy Land-the
where He spent much time.
Later a visit to the Sea of Galilee Holy Land of the past, the present,
gave us an opportunity to see the and the future.
ISAIAH
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IMPRESSIONS OF THE BAHA'I CONVENTION
MARY HANFORD FORD

Baha'i Convention held in
T HE
Wilmette April 26th to 28th,
1929, will long be remembered by
those who were privileged to be
present, not only because it recorded progress toward the final step
in the actual building program of
the Temple, but because it brought
into conscious realization the significance of its erection and influence.
The convention gathered in the
Foundation Hall of the Temple.
Within those boundaries was little
to hint of the beauty that would replace them. There was a marvelous lacelike drawing of a panel by
Louis Bourgeois, the reality of.
which in bronze will one day adorn
the true basement; there were three
oriental rugs sent from Haifa adding color to the walls, and a huge
photograph of the future structure
when completed, done in color by
Mrs. Edward Struven.
As one entered the doorway and
gained the audience hall one became aware of a Presence, a Power,
which was not suggested in any of
the visible forms and colors within the focus of the outward eye.
Seated in the midst of the promiscuous assemblage containing the
delegates gathered from all parts
of the United States and Canada,
one would naturally have felt them
first, but instead arose the realization of the lofty structure that
would one day tower above them
and inclose them, so that all would
vibrate in its splendor and respond
to its harmony of line and magniticence of jeweled radiance.

The order of exercises followed
during Friday, Saturday and Sunday was outwardly very simple.
Here were records of duties performed, of money collected and received for the accomplishment of a
most noble purpose-the erection of
the first "Meeting House" for humanity, in which every faith and
race can be invited to worship
freely!
The audience heard the reports
of committees representing all the
activities of a widely active cause.
The Publishing committee, the Interracial committee, the Star of the
West committee, the Greenacre
committee and most absorbing of
all, the Finance committee! for that
involved the success or failure of
the year's effort to begin immediately the building of the supreme
structure.
Greetings were read from Shoghi
Effendi, and from many present in
spirit but not in body.
The genial chairmanship of Mr.
AlIen B. McDaniel diffused always
an atmosphere of sympathy and atone-ment.
The assembled audience had little knowledge of the projected plans
for the Temple, and presently demanded an authoritative word from
the architect himself as to how this
mighty creation could arise, built
of imperishable concrete, covered
with exquisite ornament which
penetrated its material, and lined
with a new glass as hard as iron,
protecting its in t e ri 0 I' from
weather. Such a thing had never
been heard of, no architecture con-
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tains its duplicate in substance,
form, or ethereal beauty!
No one who listened attentively
can ever forget the talk of Louis
Bourgeois in which he outlined
definitely the plans of the Temple,
and answered satisfactorily and
clearly all questions in regard to it.
The Ridvan Feast always held at
the time of the annual Baha'i Convention was attended by Baha'is
and friends from Chicago and
nearby towns as well as the delegates. This was followed by a
spiritual feast presided over by
Mrs. Corinne True in which she
honored especially the youth of the
Baha'i Cause, calling for Miss
M a r y Maxwell, Miss Wanden
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Mathews and Mr. Philip Sprague,
all of whom spoke with such eloquence and spirit that one had no
fears for the future of the Movement so championed.
Another eloquent wo r d was
spoken by Mrs. H. P. Payne of
Pittsburgh, Pa. She described the
Rose Garden of childhood she had
tended for years in which blossomed flowers from many creeds
and races united in love. Her exquisite voice seemed to render visible that heavenly dome of the projected Temple which had sent its
rays upon us during all the preceding days and at last its full radIance.

CREATIVE DISCUSSION
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRIOK

"The process of G?'oup Thinking," by Harrison S. Elliott. New York-The Association Press. The spirit of the new age manifests through this book which emphasizes the law of consultation and group action. Bo,hais we feel sure will find this
brief ?'eview interesting.

T HOSE
who attend conferences
and conventions observe that
within the last eight or ten years a
new technique in handling discussions has developed, especially in
smaller groups. The object is to
arrive at a solution of a problem
through group thinking and discussion rather than through argument
or through the domination of one
expert or authority. The belief is
that a group of people sincerely
bent on the solution of a problem
in which all have a vital interest
has a creative power which brings
them more nearly a true and right
solution than anyone person, even
though the group be made of quite

ordinary people. This does not
mean, however , that expert advice
is not weighed in the discussion.
In his bool{ The Process of Group
Thinking Professor Harrison S.
Elliott points out that where there
js a vital question pertinent to the
life of the group, an earnest desire
on the part of the group to find an
answer to the question, the presence at the discussion of representatives of all the parties involved in
the question, and a common interest
which binds the group together, the
conditions are ripe for a creative
discussion.
The method is very different, indeed, quite the opposite of the one
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of debate and argument commonly
used in our legislative bodies, and
our public forums. The latter usua:lly results in a compromise between two opposing views which is
almost sure to be weak and unstable, catering to the majority,
ignoring the minorities. The creative discussion method seeks to
have many, indeed all viewpoints,
expressed openly, freely, and fearlessly.
The author cites an example of a
group arranging for an international conference where two very
sincerely divergent views were
present. "The chairman suggested
that, instead of seeking to have one
or the other points of view win by
a majority, the group work cooperatively in open discussion to make
that plan which would meet the
honest fears, safeguard the divergent interests, meet the minority
viewpoints, and build into the final
plan the points of emphasis of all
Under this cooperative approach,
. little by little, this
became a creative group working in
real fellowship."
The author holds that fellowship
out of which such creative results
emerge is a more worth while
achievement than fellowship among
like minded people, for it demands
"mutual respect," "an attempt to
understand the other person's point
of view," and "an effort to find a
way in which all can join wholeheartedly." "People of different
races, of different cultures, of dif-
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ferent religions, provided they take
the trouble to understand each
other's viewpoints
have
achieved the greatest fellowship."
This group thinking at its best
partakes of the spirit of worship.
"A truly spiritual atmosphere pervades the group process,"
Professor Elliott believes. Even an
a vowedly religious group may start
its meeting with prayer and the
balance of the business program be
utterly alien to that attitude. "No
such divorce of the spirit of worship and the process of discussion
is possible, if there are to be creative results,' '-" the very highest
and best the group knows."
The method set out in this book
and in a pamphlet entitled Creative
Dismtssion by Dr. Alfred Dwight
Sheffield are surely in the spirit of
the new day and we cannot fail to
be reminded of the words of
'Abdu'l-Baha on this same subject of group consultation: "The
members
must take counsel together in such wise that no
occasion for ill-feeling or discord
may anse. This can be attained
when every member expresseth
with absolute freedom his own opinion and setteth forth his argument. Should anyone oppose, he
must on no account feel hurt, for
not until matters are fully discussed
can the right way be revealed. The
shining spark of truth cometh forth
only after the clash of differing
opinions. "

"The heaven of divine wisdom is izz,umined and shining with two
orbs-Consultat,ion and Kindness."-Bah6/u'llah.
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WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
the Haifa Harbor, designed to accommodate vessels of
30-foot draft and give 200 acres of
anchorage, has been started under
British engineers.
The project
which will be completed in 1933,
will employ 2,000 workers. It calls
for a breakwater 8,000 feet long.TVashingtan Evening Star.
WORK ON

FOR THIRTY THOUSAND years the
Jordan has been pouring into the
Dead Sea riches that outdazzle
those of a South African diamond
mine. Twelve hundred billion dollars' worth of potash, bromides and
chlorides have been deposited in the
sea-wealth easily reclaimable by
evaporation and other simple
means. Chemical literature virtually ignored them. Some inkling
of the watery wealth reached General Allenby soon after he captured
Jerusalem. Major T. G. Tulloch, a
competent engineer, was ordered to
make a chemical survey of the Dead
Sea, with the result that Palestine
,vas revealed as a potential El
Dorado.
Now comes the news that the
Senior Crown Agent for the Colonies has signed a seventy-five-year
concession on behalf of Palestine
and Transjordania, one of the concessionaries being Major Tulloch
and the other a Russian mining engineer, M. A. Novomeysky, both
representing a company which, at
one time at least, had American
technical and financial support. At
least 10,000 tons of potash must be
annually extracted between the
eighth and tenth years of exploitation, and 50,000 tons thereafter.

Railways must be built partly to
reach Haifa and J affa, the only
ports, and partly to avoid payment
of heavy tolls through the Suez
Canal. Hydroelectric power plants
must also be erected to supply energy for factories and railroads.
The British Government has
carefully safeguarded the interests
of the countries in which the Dead
Sea lies. The concessionaire must
share his profits, pay royalties and
content himself with a monopoly
limited in time and to dissolved
chemical salts. Fearful lest Palestine and Transjordania be stripped of their potential wealth, the
International Zionist organization
long ago urged their claims to
schools, the development of their
arid lands by irrigation, and to representa tion on the board of directors of the concessionaire company.
If these and other claims are
heeded, communities which have
hardly progressed since biblical
times may flourish as never before.
-N ew Yark Times.
"ALL OF us who work for world
peace gladly welcome organizations
such as yours, [International University Club], which aim at fostering international friendship, understanding, and breadth of view
among young men and women. I
do not think that university students as a body are fully alive to the
important role they ought to play
in bringing the nations into closer
sympathy.
"The educational advantages
you enjoy, your greater opportunities through your studies and per-
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sonal contacts on the campus, to
realize the kinship of all races, imposes upon you, as university men
and women, a comparatively greater responsibility to promote the
unity that kinship implies.' '-Sir
Esme Howard, British Ambassador in "Orioc"-vVashington, D. C.
As PRESIDENT of a university, I
receive many letters every year
from parents who are concerned
about the sort of impact the life and
work of the university are making
upon the character and conduct of
their sons or daughters . . . . . . . .
A recent report to the National
Council of the Y. M. C. A. lists nine
factors that mark modern student
life. In the light of my own experience with a student body of
about 10,000, I should say that these
nine factors give a decently accurate picture of the problems that
both home and college face in the
effort to keep the development of
the spirit abreast of the development of the intellect.
I list these factors here for the
benefit of the many thousands of
parents of college students who
may read this column.
"1. Growth of individualism and
the breakdown of college spirit.
No longer is any campus-wide student activity or organization receiving general support.
"2. Genuine interest in religion.
It is probable that seldom, except
in time of great spiritual vitality,
has there been greater general interest in religion among college
students than today.
"3. Interest in religion as 'philosophy' and ' experience, ' , not as
'challenge.' Students are a pproach-
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ing religion through their minds
and their feelings but not through
their will. The attractive words
are 'interpretation," 'explanation,'
'self-realization,' 'unity;' but not
'duty,' 'obedience,' 'conscience,' or
, sacrifice. '
"4. Revival of worship. A particular feature of the type of current interest is the reawakening of
spirit of devotion.
"5. Impatience with ecclesiasticism in all forms.
, '6. Discussion of religion, as
such, rather than Christianity.
"7. Relativity of moral standards: confusion in life philosophy.
"8. A spirit of relentless realism.
"9. A search for a fuller experience of life. There is present today a strangely unsatisfied hankering after some deeper and steadier
experience of life which it is believed religion may be discovered to
provide.' '-Glenn Frank, President
University of vVisconsin, in the
Japan" Advertiser n Tokyo.
IN 1930 IT IS hoped to establish a
Pan-Pacific Floating University.
. . . There are two plans under
considera tion, one for the students
to live and travel on a chartered
vessel, the other that they visit each
Pacific country to spend a month or
more as students of one of the universities . . . . If the Floating University is to become a laboratory
for world-wide topics for the students, it must also become a laboratory for world-wide educational
problems for the faculty. We must
create a new technique, not only in
study and observation, but in teac11ing.-Pan-Pac'ific Y O1tth.
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THE UNITING POWER
"Praise be to God that the Divine Cause in this Baha'i
dispensation is one of absolute love and of pure spirituality. It is not of this kingdom the earth, for it is not war and
distress, nor the oppression of one people by another. Its
army is the love of God; its victory is the ecstasy of the knowledge of God; its battle is that of Truth-the exposition of
the Word; its warfare is against selfishness; its patience is
its reserve; its entire meekness is its conquering power; and
its love for all is a glory forevermore. In a word it is a spirit
and it is love."
"It is for us to consider how we may educate men that
the darkness of ignorance and heedlessness may disappear
and that the radiance of the Kingdom may encompass the
world; that the nations of men may be delivered from selfish
ambition and strife, and be revivified by the fragrance of
God; that animosity and hatred may be dispersed and wholly
disappear. While the attracting power of the love of God so
completely unites the heaTts of men that all hearts beat as a
single heart; that the arteries of all mankind may pulsate
with the love of God; that contention and war may utterly
pass away, while peace and reconciliation lift their standard
in the midst of the earth."
"Baha'u'llah made the utmost effort to educate (His
people) and incite them to morality, the acquisition of the
sciences and arts of all countries, kindly dealing with all the
nations of the earth, desire for the welfare of all peoples,
sociability, concord, obedience, courtesy, instruction of their
children, production of what is needful for the human race,
and inauguration of true happiness for mankind."
"The existent world needs a uniting power to connect
nations. There are various uniting powers in the world .....
All these uniting powers are ineffective and perishable. The
only uniting power which can connect all hearts and last forever is faith in God and love for Him. This is the only enduring power, the one that never perishes."
"It is God's Will that the differences between nations
should disappear. Those who help the cause of unity, are
doing God's work. Unity is the Divine Bounty for this brillian t century."
- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
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(( Discover for yourselves the 1'eality of things, and strive
to assimilate the methods by which the mea1,tS of life, of wellbeing, of noble-mindedness and glory are attained among the
nations and people of the world."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

THE KINGDOM OF GOD has a duel
interpretation-one outer and material, one inner and spiritual; one
on the plane of the phenomenal, and
one on the plane of Reality.
Phenomenally, the coming of the
Kingdom of God means the establishment upon earth of a perfect
and divinely ordained civilization.
This has been both the message and
mission of all the Prophets and
Manifestations of God. Their call
to righteousness, to spirituality, becoming effective individually, was
to culminate in a more perfect civilization-one in which the spiritual
qualities should dominate.
If the individual needs to be reborn in order to enter the Kingdom
of Heaven, how much more, for the
attainment of this great end, must
humanity as a whole be reborn!
In man there are two na tures
struggling for predominance-the
carnal and the spiritual. Not until
the spiritual part of man becomes
victorious and succeeds in ruling
over the carnal, does man attain to
the plane of the Kingdom and begin to express in his actions the
divine qualities of humility, service,
magnanimity, love, and unity.

And so it is with the world as a
whole. Not until the spiritual components of society are numerous
and powerful enough to rule over
the unspiritual components, will
civilization become benign rather
than predatory, serviceable rather
than exploitive, harmonious rather
than torn with dissension, and
peaceful rather than engaged in
racially suicidal wars which always,
in the ultimate, are the result of
selfish aggression.
CERTAINLY SOCIETY needs to be reborn. Perhaps it is true, as the allegory of Adam would seem to suggest, that in some distant period of
the past, the human race fell from
its high estate as sons of God,
degenerating into a state of Luciferan pride, of carnality, and disobedience to the Divine Commands
-in which state the race has persevered until today-the animal
qualities in society as a whole far
outweighing the spiritual qualities.
Perhaps in other celestial bodies
which are habitats of life, more perfect civilizations exist. Indeed, one
would like to think that Earth-society is not the norm, and that Life
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has succeeded elsewhere in expressing itself in higher terms.
Whether this be so or not, it is
evidently the destiny of our as yet
only partially evolved Earth-society to progress toward greater
spiritual perfection, until as the
well known prophecy indicates,
"the knowledge (implying also
obedience) of God, covers the earth
as the waters cover the sea."
It was this spiritualizing of humanity, this divine rule, which came
to express itself in the visions and
teachings of the Hebrew prophets
as the Messianic Hope. There
would come one day a divine Messenger who should establish the
Kingdom of God upon earth.
Then came One Who preached
the Kingdom of God upon earth,
bequeathing humanity this one and
only prayer-" Thy Kingdom come,
Thy will be done on earth, as it is in
Heaven."
IT HAS TAKEN two thousand years
of constant daily Christian prayer
and aspiration since then to bring
the world to a point where it really
wants to stop war; wants to eliminate selfishness and suffering
from the social organization; wants
to establish upon earth a more perfect civilization.
There seems today to be a general and remarkable world consciousness of the need for a higher
and kindlier civilization. Even
those who fail to recognize this
ideal civilization as part of the
Divine Rule, crave it with all their
hearts.
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At such a propitious epoch (or as
the cause of it) comes again to humanity the recurrent Messenger,
this time bringing the Great Plan in
accordance with which the ideal
divine civilization is to be constructed.
In the teachings and laws of
Baha'u'lhih are to be found all the
elements necessary for a perfect
humanity. Great scholars looking
open-mindedly into the noble architectural plan of Baha 'u 'llah, find
nothing to be added, nothing to be
omitted. Upon this Structure, humanity can indeed, if it so desires,
erect the perfect civilization.
IT IS INSPIRING to realize that in
the Reality of the Archetypal
World this divine civilization aIr e ad y exists.
Somewhere its
golden pinnacles catch the glint of
a wondrous Sun; Somewhere the
perfect pattern is spread out, for
human eyes possessed of mystic
vision to behold and reproduce.
This pattern is not intricate,
though it is supremely difficult. It
is, as Christ told us, simply a matter of establishing upon earth a
civilization in which, as in the divine worlds, God's will should be
done.
Nothing else but this is the aim
and goal of the Baha'is. It is this
goal which will in time unite the
hearts and efforts of all the world.
It is a goal worth working for and
worth sacrificing for. Its establishment will mean the supreme
happiness and well-being of mankind.

(( Unless the moral character of a nation is educated, as well as its
brains and its talents, ci1)ilization has no sure basis."-' Abdu'l-Ba7ui.
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WHENCE COMES THE LIGHT
CHAPTER IV. Who are the P'fophets?
LOULIE

A.

How

WHAT IS TRUTH?

"Truth is the revealed Word of
God. ' '-'Abd'U/l-B alui
W HAT IS RELIGION?

"Religion is the love of God in
the heart of man expressed through
service."-' Addu'l-Baha.
Do

THE

FOUNDERS

lfATHEWS

OF

THE

GREAT

RELIGIONS DIFFER?

"All the great Prophets have
served the selfsame foundation.
They have served the same Reality.
Hence, the purpose and result of all
the Prophets have been one and the
same. They were the advancement
of the body politic. They were the
cause of the honor of mankind. They
were the Divine civilizations of
man, whose foundation is one. For
the fundamental basis of the religion of God there is no change nor
variation. ~'-' Abdu'l-Baha.
WHO WAS JESUS?

" Jesus was a Manifestation of
God. Everything of Him pertained
to God. To know Him was to know
God. To love Him was to love God.
To obey Him was to obey God. He
was the source of all divine qualities. In this Mirror the light of the
Sun of Reality was reflected to the
world. Through this Mirror the
Energy of God was transmitted to
the world. The whole disc of the
Sun of Reali ty was reflected in
Him." - 'Abdu'l-Baha.
(F r 0 m
Notes taken by Mr. Mountfort
Mills in Haifa.)

DO

THE

BAHA'I

REVELATORS

SPEAK OF THE STATION OF BAHA'U'LLAH?

"The Beyan is today in the stage
of seed, but in the day of 'Him
whom God shall manifest' (Baha'u'llah) it will arrive at the degree
of fruition.' '-The Bab.
"Baha 'u 'llah is the promised
one who has come in the Name of
God. Verily, Baha'u'llah is the
stored treasure, the hidden mystery.
. . . He has opened the doors, the
minds and souls through the key of
His Supreme Pen. "-' Abdu'l-Baha.
"Yes, my Lord has conferred an
order upon me and made me one of
His Messengers.. .. The most
glorious Bell has appeared in the
Temple and the fingers of the will
of your Lord are ringing it from
the kingdom of eternity . . . . If
you turn toward creation with a
spiritual ear, you will hear: 'The
Eternal has arrived in supreme
glory!' All things praise God in
gratitude. God has sent One fortified by the Holy Spirit to show
you the light which was shining
from the horizon of the will of your
Lord, the Supreme, the Glorious."
-Baha'u'llah.
ARE THE PROPHETS IDENTICAL WITH
THE CREATOR?

No.
" God singly and alone
abideth in HIS Own Place, which is
holy above space and time, mention and utterance, sign, description and definition, height and
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depth, and, none know Him save
whosoever hath knowledge of His
Book' , (meaning the Prophets
and their teaching) .-B ah6/ u '1l6h.
DOES

REASON

THAT THE

SUSTAIN

THE

BELIEF

CREATOR DESOENDS

TO

EARTH?

No. The Creator may not become
the created; the Infinite, finite, nor
the greater ever be contained in
the lesser. Baha'u'llah says: "He
is purified from being comprehended by men of comprehension and is
exalted above the knowing of men
of knowledge. The road is barred,
and search thereof is rejected."
Our only connection with the Infinite Deity is through the Prophets "\Vhose souls are sufficiently
pure to reflect Truth and transmit
it according to our capacity and
understanding.
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lineage He never occupies an exalted station nor exercises worldly
power. The Messengers of God
suffer persecution, imprisonment
and even death. The Prophet's
tongue is the sword with which He
proclaims truth and separates good
from evil, bringing to earth a creative power which awakens a new
conSCIOusness. In the day of a
Prophet the old order crumbles,
resulting in great confusion, while
following His appearance on earth
dawns a new civilization.
WHEN DOES A PROPHET OOME?

A Prophet appears about once in
a thousand years. He becomes the
pivotal point of the spiritual seasons. The advent of a Prophet is
the springtime; His teaching, the
summer; when the divine precepts
penetrate the hearts of His followers, the harvest; at length comes
Do THE PROPHETS DIFFER PHYSICALLY
the winter when religion is handed
FROM OTHER MEN?
down and accepted without quesYes. A Prophet's entity is in tion and without ecstacy.
complete harmony. Through the
~;[ental concepts obscure the love
law of evolution, the highest and of God. Minds of limitation conpurest elements are drawn to- struct dogma; for.ms and ceremongether in the body of man. Baha- ies creep in and become overween'u'llah poetically refers to the sub- ingly important. Belief is no longstance of their being as "the dia- er fluid, spontaneous-it becomes
mond, the rose and the nightin- inflexible like the ice of winter. The
gale."
cold winds of dispute blow over the
land and the true seeker knows not
W HAT DISTINGUISHES A PROPHET
where to turn for guidance.
FROM A WISE AND HOLY MAN?
In such a dark hour comes the
The knowledge of a Prophet is Illumined One; born under the
innate-He teaches man, is not laws of nature; arising from a detaught by him. The Prophet ap- spised people of the remote East.
pears at a time prophesied by prev- He walks among men bringing the
ious Messengers and His coming springtime and where He steps the
fulfills the promises of all religions. earth blossoms. The Word is made
He is announced by a Herald and flesh and dwells amongst us. The
f 0 11 0 wed by an Interpreter. New Light creating a higher viThough of ancient and even royal bration crumbles barriers and tradi-
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tions. But seeing eyes glimpse the
vision of a new day.
"At this time, the Morn of
Knowledge hath dawned, and the
lamps of traveling and wayfaring
are put out.' '-The Seven Valleys :-Baha'u'llah.

the Son of God, Jesus answered,
" Thou hast said. " And Baha 'u 'llah
writes: "Naught is seen in my
temple but the Temple of God, ill
my beauty but His Beauty, in my
being but His Being, and in myself
but Himself."

Is

WHAT IN THE PHYSICAL WORLD SYM-

THE STATION OF THE PROPHET A
SINGLE ONE~

No.. "There are two stations for
the Suns rising from the Dayspring of Divini ty." (Baha 'u 'llah) .
In one station the Prophet speaks
or writes as a man charged by God
with a message, in the other, as giving the direct Divine utterance.
His human personality has been
chosen by God. It is not of His
own will that He assumes hardship and difficulties. As Jesus said,
"Father, if it be possible let this
cup pass from me' '-so Baha 'u '11ah
said, "Had another been found, we
would not have made ourself an
object of censure, derision and calumnies on the part of the people."
But the divine call is clear and imperative and God's will is substituted for the human will. The
Messenger accepts it with radiant
acquiescence.
The distinguishing characteristic
of the human personality of a
Prophet is utter humility and lowly
service to mankind, evinced by
Jesus in washing the feet of His
disciples, and by Baha 'u 'llah in becoming a servant to His servants,
dividing among them His portion of
bread and taking for Himself
"divine nourishment' '-hunger.
When speaking as a divine being
the Prophet turns the mirror of
His mind to God and reflects God's
will. Speaking from this station,
when asked ·whether He was Christ,

BOLIZES THE SUOOESSION OF GOD'S

~1:ESSENGERS ~

The Sun. "For if the sun of
today says, "I am the sun of yesterday," it is true; and yet if,
according to daily sequence, it
says, "I am other than the sun of
yesterday," this is also true. Likewise the days: If it be said that all
the days are the same, it is true;
and if it be said that according to
name and designation they differ
from one another, this is true as
thou seest. For though they are
the same, yet in each there is a
name, quality and designation
which is different from the other."
-(( Iqan:" Baha'u'llah.
ARE MIRAOLES A PROOF OF PROPHETHOOD?

Miracles are convincing only to
the followers of a Prophet. The
Buddhists are not convinced by the
miracles of Moses, nor the Muhammadans by the miracles of Jesus.
Christ, speaking of miracles \vith
His disciples said:
"Greater
things shall ye do," showing that
the higher spiritual laws could be
brought into action by men of
faith.
Is

ONE

PROPHET

GREATER

THAN

ANOTHER~

"All the Prophets are Lights,
they only differ in degree; they
shine like brilliant heavenly bodies,
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each has his appointed lJlace and
time of ascension. Some are like
lamps, some like the moon, some
like distant stars, and a few are
like the sun, shining from one end
of the earth to the other. Religions
are like the branches of one Tree.
One branch is high, one is low and
one in the centre, yet all draw their
life from one stem."-'Abdu'lBaha.
ARE

MESSENGERS

OF

GOD

STILL

NEEDED~

"The Jews in the days of Jesus
thought Abraham and Moses were
sufficient for them and turned away
from Christ, regarding His teaching as dangerous. Should Christians follow their example? If God
in His Infinite Bounty sends a new
message of loving counsel and instruction, are we to shut the door
in the Messenger's face saY,ing:
"We have no need of a new message
from God; we received all the
teachings we need nineteen centuries ago ~" Assuredly not.
Christ gave no intimation that
when His earthly mission and that
of His immediate followers was accomplished, the Book of Revelation
would be cloE?ed. On the contrary,
when His sojourn among men was
drawing to its end, He said: "I
have yet many things to say unto
you, but ye cannot bear them now.
Howbeit when He, the Spirit of
tru th, is come, He will guide you
into all truth." Here is surely a
clear promise that revelation will
continue until" all truth" has been
revealed.
Jesus said to His disciples: "He
that receiveth a Prophet in the
name of a Prophet shall receive a
Prophet's reward.' , Would Christ
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have uttered these words had He
believed that the day of Prophets
was ended, that after He had founded His church there would be "no
need" of further Prophets ~ " Esselmont.
WHY DO THE MESSENGERS SPEAK IN
PARABLES?

,The revelations of the Prophets
can never be adequately translated,
owing to the poverty and imperfections of our language.
Their
thought is so lofty that human
minds do not grasp it-hence the
use of allegories. Parables make
men ponder and pray for enlightenment that they may understand
the hidden meaning. Search for
truth deepens man's capacity,
clarifies his vision without engendering intellectual pride. Objective
statements are marked by their
epoch while truth clothed in symbol
is ever the same.
The station of the Messenger is
described by Jesus in His saying:
"I am the Way, the Truth and the
Life. He who believeth in Me beli.eveth in 11y Father who sent Me."
,Abdu 'l-Baha gives this picture
of the Messenger of God: "The
Manifestation is the Perfect Man,
the great Exemplar for Mankind,
the First Fruit of the tree of humanity. Until we know Him we do
not know the latent possibilities
within ourselves . . . . By loving
the Manifestation of God and following His teachings we are enabled, little by little to realize the
potential perfections within ourselves; then, and not until then,
does the meaning and purpose of
life and of the universe become apparent. "
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THE GOAL OF A LIBERATED MIND
MARZIEH N ABIL
A brilliant scion of Persian-American parentage now a senior at Leland Stan/ord
University, describes the Search for Trutlv--a perennial quest.

is
W HAT
Pilate,

Truth,' said jesting
and would not stay
for an answer." Pilate, it would
seem, was much given to washing
his hands of things. Truth, if it
existed at all, was something which
other people could take care of-just so long, of course, as it did not
interrupt his meals or his business.
And so, he would not stay for an
answer.
The world has always been full
of Pilates--of people who wash
their hands of truth. Our present
day problems are their legacy.
They are those who live along comfortably, safe in their ruts, careful
to use as few of their faculties as
possible. And when they die, they
sleep beneath complacent epitaphs
-unless of course they are fashionable, in which case they are reduced
to ashes and repose sedately in
marble bureau drawers. And alas,
they are not remembered. To be
remembered, a man must have had
a tussle with truth. He must have
sat under the Bo tree with Guatama, or gone up to Mount Sinai,
or dreamed over the crucibles in
Leonardo's laboratory. He must
have investigated truth for himself, refused to conform to his surroundings, dared to do his own
thinking. "I think, therefore I
am." It is equally true that if I do
not think, I am not. And to think
means independently to investigate
truth.

BAHA 'u 'LLAH HAS commanded
His followers to do their own
thinking, and to "look into all
things with a searching eye." He
says in the Words of Wisdom, "The
essence of all that we have revealed
for thee is justice, is for man to
free himself from idle fancy and
imitation ... " It is, then, through
justice-best beloved of virtues-that we are to know things by our
own understanding and see them
with our own eyes. But the question arises, how are we to achieve
this justice, how are we to recognize
the truth once we have started on
our search. To this, 'Abdu'l-Baha
answers that there are four standards of judgment, four ways of
proving a thing true. The first is
sense perception, the second is the
intellect, the third is traditional authority, and the fourth is inspiration. When applied individually,
these tests are obviously inadequate, for the senses are frequently
unreliable, even the greatest intellectuals are often at variance,
traditional authority is easily misunderstood, and the " still small
voice" may at times be quite other
than divine. But when all four
tests are brought to bear and result in a convergence of evidence,
we have satisfactorily proved a
truth.
Baha'is, then, are commanded to
seek independently for Reality,
and are told how to recognize it.
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They are forbidden to take any- -and Reality in this day consists
thing for granted. Even a child of the teachings of Baha'u'llah.
born into a Baha'1 family must beHaving found Reality, realities
gin, so to speak, from the bottom are not far away. The true in art,
and work up. He cannot be fed in science, in every phase of hutruth with his cereal, and must man activity, is that which is in acprove to his own satisfaction the cordance with the Word of God,
reality of what he is taught. But it and that which is like God. Thereis obvious that a search started in fore, a study of the "\Vord of God,
an atmosphere of faith is more and a knowledge of God Himself as
readily successful, because "faith revealed through His Manifestasee kin g understanding' , will tions, are infallible determinants of
achieve, where unbelief seeking Truth. And as learning is nothunderstanding must fall by the way- ing more or less than discovering
and applying the truth of phenoside.
mena, it is absolutely essential-if
And now, what is Reality~ "Why, we wish to be learned-that we
Reality is water," says Thales. should attain to the knowledge of
"Reality is a sphere packed solid,"
God-that we should investigate
insists Parmenides. "Reality is Reality. Baha'u'llah says "The
convergence of evidence," drones source of all learning is the knowlthe psychology professor. Some of edo'e
of God"
and 'Abdu'l-Baha
Eo
,
our moderns deliver beautifully tells us that the origin of all learnpatronizing definitions of Reality, ing can be traced to religion.
as if they had it at home in a test
The failure to seek for Truth retube. Others stutter when con- sults in lasting and increasing peril
fronted with the unwelcome ques- to the human race. ~'The greatest
cause of bereavement and dishearttion.
ening
in the world of humanity is
The Baha'1 view of Reality presents the only one that is impreg- ignorance based upon blind imitaFrom this c a use
nable and withstands the test by tion.
hatred and animosity arise conthe four standards of judgment.
Baha 'u 'llah pro c 1 a i m s that tinually among mankind. Through
Reality is the "\Vord of God. The failure to investigate Reality, the
significance of this statement is re- Jews rejected His Holiness Jesus
called by the opening lines of the Ohrist. "
That no one is exempt from the
Gospel of John: "In the beginning
was the Word, and the Word was search for Reality is proved by the
with God, and the Word was God." further words of 'Abdu'l-Baha;
This Word is revealed to humanity after saying that each human being
by a Divine Manifestation-by one is equipped for the investigation of
of those All-illuminating Beings Reality, He continues, "each has
whom 'Abdu'l-Baha refers to as individual endowment, power and
"Suns of Reality"-a Buddha, a responsibility.
Therefore
Christ, Moses, :11: u h a m m ad. depend upon your own reason and
Reality, then, constitutes the teach- judgment and adhere to the outings of the Diyine :11anifestations, come of your own investigation.
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Turn to God, supplicate
humbly at His Threshold .
tha t God may rend asunder the
veils that obscure your vision."
Henceforward no one is allowed to
expose himself and humanity to
the dangers of ignorance.
Originality is one of the thousand refreshing outcomes of the independent investigation of Truth,
for the simple reason that if we look
at anything, we look at it in a way
peculiar to ourself. We have to.
We will all see the same Reality,
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but at different angles. A change
from the past, when originality has
been so rare as to be a matter of
comment, and we have praised people as "original thinkers."
And
with so many such thinkers in circulation, the impetus to all the
graces of civilization is self-evident.
Besides which, when each of us has
to discover life for himself, each
will be as exultant as Columbus
when his first redskin glittered
through the shrubbery.

HAPPINESS-MATERIAL AND SPIRITUAL
SHAHNAZ WAITE

EDISON, when celeT HOMAS
brating his eighty-second birthday, was asked to give his formula
for a happy life. He replied-"I
am not acquainted with anyone who
is happy."
He could not give a
recipe for happiness, he who had
given to mankind so much that had
brought comfort and enlightenment
the world over, because, as he
stated he knew no one who was
happy. His statement was unqualified, he made no exceptions.
On the other hand there are
countless cults whose leaders make
a specialty of "formulas for happiness. "
They promise perfect
"health, wealth, love, and happiness" to all who will pay the price
for the formula with instructions
as to how to apply it; but it does
not seem to work out well or more
of their followers would demonstrate the promised results.
The extreme scarcity of happiness goes to show that there is

something else to be sought for
upon which happiness depends, or
else that one is searching in the
wrong direction.
There are as many human opinions as to how happiness may be
obtained as there are various conceptions as to what constitutes that
blissful state. That which ranks
first among these may be classified
under sense-gratification. By the
pleasure seeker it is confused with
the sought-for prize. Yet we know
that sense-gratification is not happiness neither is asceticism ]Jl'acticed to win this sacred gift.
It has been said that "happiness
ever £lees the ardent seeker," that
it "comes unbidden when it comes
at all." Conditions must be right,
for it enters the human heart. It
cannot dwell with discord or inharmony. It is never found where evil
impulses, greed and selfishness
dwell.
N either does marked culture,
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education, talents or fame encage it.
Palatial environments, wealth and
social position seem more often to
frighten it away; and sordid conditions offer no inducement for its
a biding place. Ma terial grandeur,
pomp and glory hold nothing that
attracts its divine nature.
In Mythology even the "Gods of
Olympus" were not said to be
happy, and human history reveals
very little happiness in its record of
the ages.
Why then does this quest for
happiness go on so frantically, continuously, and apparently is so
futile? Has its evasiveness no
spiritual meaning for us? Are we
as humans really ready for happiness?
To entertain so divine a guest,
one must have a still chamber in the
heart, a place of absolute purity,
beauty and harmony. The flitting
fantasies which men experience, dependent upon the senses, which
enter their lives from time to time,
cannot enter that sacred chamber.
One may think he is happy for a
while, but later awakens from the
dream only to find it an illusion, and
not reality.
Many of the religions do not
promise happiness during one's human pilgrimage. Jesus held up the
immortal life, life in the hereafter,
as the goal of attainment. Human
life implies growth, and growth is
ever accompanied by pain. While
there is any undeveloped side to
man's soul, any imperfect faculty,
there must be struggle and strife.
Hence happiness complete and soulsa tisfying cannot be of human
origin, or known by the lower consciousness of man.
Mr. Edison has been more than
frank. He has plainly and bluntly
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stated a fact which most seek to
hide even from themselves. He is
"acquainted with no one who is
happy." Yet Mr. Edison is eminently successful. Those who so
lightly unite "success with happiness' , as twins, might note this
fact. It would seem these twain are
not interdependent or in any way
correlated.
What then is happiness, that it
is so elusive, and comparatively
non-existent? Who can describe it?
It seems to mortal sense an intangible, ethereal essence which steals
into hearts like a breath from
heaven. It may linger but a moment, or it may shed its benediction over a shadowed life, for
shadows are not imcompatible with
it, though earthly splendor may be.
Having seen its rare radiance
shining forth now and then through
the human face of some great soul,
we know it is not a myth, therefore
its general absence from the world
of humanity seems to prove that
conditions for its abode are not
right in human hearts.
Is selfishness the unsurmountable
barrier to happiness? When we rise
iil consciousness above the petty,
little center and circumference
of self with its material interests,
its insatiable clamorings for pleasure, for entertainment, for earthly
possessions, and so-called joy, we
find that the human heart has
not been seeking for real happiness,
but only forgetfulness of self, forgetfulness of some misery, some
disappointment, some j ea Iou s
thought, some envious desire, some
unfulfilled ambition. To forget self
is the motive of this urge.
Between those who only seek to
forget, and those who are taught
to "visualize a positive, radiant
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supreme state of happiness, created
through the power of thought, and
will force, yet which ever eludes the
seeker, there is a wide divisionthe two extremes of the pole and
neither attaining the coveted goal.
Even in our cherished arts and
sciences, our aesthetic culture and
cc inspiring avocations" there may
be a subtle and deep-rooted selfishness, then we wonder why we are
not happy,
The great mystics tell us that we
"gain by losing, we receive by giving, and all things become ours
through renunciation." May this
not be the sign-post which points to
the road leading to ha ppiness ~
Many centuries ago St. Augustine said-' , Thou hast made the
heart for Thyself and it is ever
restless until it finds its rest in
Thee. " Even in those far off days
human hearts were searching vainly for happiness.
All things considered, what is the
answer to this insistent question"Where can happiness be found~"
How may we find it and having
found it keep it~ Who can point to
us the way~
'Abdu'l-Baha, who was-"A joybringer, and a Herald of the Kingdom of Happiness' '-has placed in
our hand the Golden Key which will
unlock the door to the Kingdom
where happiness alone abides. Let
us meditate upon these His words:
-" Know thou that there are two
kinds of happiness, spiritual and
material. As to material happiness
it never exists; nay, is but imagination, an image reflected in mirrors,
a specter and shadow. Consider
the nature of material happiness.
It is something which but slightly
removes one's afflictions; yet the
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people imagine it to be joy, delight,
exultation and blessing. All the
material blessings including food,
drink, etc. tend only to allay thirst,
hunger, and fatigue. They bestow
no delights on the mind or pleasure
on the soul; nay, they furnish only
the bodily wants. So this kind of
happiness has no real existence.
"As to Spiritual Happiness, this
is the true basis of the life of man,
because Life-(the Spiritual) is
created for happiness, not for sorrow, for pleasure, not for grief.
Happiness is life; sorrow is death;
Spiritual Happiness is Life Eternal. This is light which is not followed by darkness. This is honor
which is not followed by shame.
This is existence which is not followed by annihilation. This great
blessing and precious gift is obtained by man only through, the
Guidance of God. This happiness
is the fundamental basis from
which man is created, worlds are
originated, the contingent beings
ha ve existence and the world of God
appears like unto the appearance of
the sun at mid-day. This happiness
is but the Love of God."
"The world needs more happiness and illumination. The star
of happiness is in every heart; we
must remove the clouds so that it
may twinkle radiantly. Happiness
is an internal condition. When it
is once established man will ascend
to the supreme heights of bliss. .A
truly happy man will not be subject
to the shifting eventualities of time.
Like unto an eternal king he will
sit upon the throne of fixed realities.
He will be impervious to outward
c h a n gin g circumstances and
through his deeds and actions he
,vill impart happiness to others. A
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Baha'i must be happy, for the blessings of God are bestowed upon
him."
It is evident from these inspiring
words of 'Abdu'l-Baha, that real
happiness is purely a spiritual condi tion, and the reward of victory
over the carnal self, and this
mastery He has said is gained
through loving service to others
through self-forgetfulness, not by
external means, but through losing
the thought of self in thinking of
others. He has said-" The Key to
self-mastery is self-forgetting."
Thus self-forgetting is the magnet
which draws the spirit of happiness
into our hearts. It has been said"Happiness is a perfume which we
cannot pour upon others without
spilling some of it upon ourselves."
Thus in giving, we receive.
'Abdu'l-Baha has further said
upon this most vital question"Afflictions and troubles are due to
a state of not being content with
what God has ordained for you. If
one submits himself to God he is
happy.
" A man asked another-' In what
station are you~' He answered 'in
the utmost happiness.' 'Where
does this happiness come from ~,
He answered; 'because all existing
things move according to my wish;
therefore I do not find anything
contrary to my desire; thus I have
no sorrow. There is no doubt that
all beings move by the Will of God,
and I have given up my OWll will,
desiring the Will of God. Thus my
will becomes the Will of God, for
there is nothing to myself. All are
moving by His Will, yet they are
moving by mine, in this case I am
very happy.' When man surrenders himself everything will
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move according to his wish."
"Concentrate the soul upon God
so that it may become as a fountain
pouring out the Water of Life to a
thirsty world. Live up to the principles of sacrifice. The world will
then become as nothing, and be
without power to attract you away
from God. Sacrifice your will to
the Will of God. The Kingdom is
attained by the one who forgets
self. Everything becomes yours by
renunciation of everything."
"Love is the means of the most
great happiness in both the material and spiritual worlds."
"Man must live in contentment
with the conditions of his time. He
must not make himself the slave of
any habit. Contentment is real
wealth. If one develop within himself the quality of contentment he
will become independent. Contentment is the creator of happiness.
When one is contented he does not
care for either riches or poverty.
He lives above the influence of
them."
"Wealth has a tempting and
drawing quality. It bewilders the
sight of its charmed victim with
showy appearances and draws them
on and on to the edge of a yawning
chasm. It makes a person selfcentered, self-occupied, forgetful of
God and holy things. On the other
hand there are souls who are the
essence of existence; in their estimation wealth offers no attraction.
. . . Their intense passion for God
will wax greater each day. Such
rich men are in reality the lightbringing stars of the heaven of
mankind, because they have been
tried and tested and have come out
of the crucible as pure gold . . .
unalloyed and unadulterated. With
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all the wealth of the world at their
feet they are yet mindful of God
and humanity, they spend their acquired riches for the dispelling of
the darkness of ignorance and employ their treasures for the alleviation of the misery of the children of
God. The light of such rich men
will never grow dim and the tree of
their generosity will grow in size
and stature, producing fruits in all
seasons. Their every deed will be
as an example for succeeding genera tions. "
"Strive day and night and do
whatever is possible that perchance
you may wake the heedless, give
sight to the blind, bring life to the
dead, refresh the weary, and bring
those in despair and darkness to
light and splendor. If the hope of
man be limited to the material
world what ultimate result is he
working for~ A man with even a
little understanding must realize
that he should live differently from
the worms who hold to the earth in
which they are finally buried. How
can he find happiness there ~ My
hope is that you may become freed
from the material world and strive
to understand the meaning of the
heavenly world, the world of lasting qualities, the world of truth, the
world of eternal kingliness so that
your life may not be barren of results,. for the life of the material
man has no fruit of Reality. But
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lasting results are produced by the
heavenly existence. If a man becomes touched with the divine
spark even though he be an outcast
and oppressed he will be happy, and
his happiness cannot die."
These Divine Words are a formula for that Reality of happiness
which all the world is seeking.
Blessed are they who apply them
and find thereby within their own
hearts the Kingdom of Happiness.
In conclusion let me leave with you
this beautiful prayer revealed by
'Abdu'l-Baha, which breathes the
very spirit of happiness into one's
soul.
"0 Thou Kind God! To me thou
art kinder than myself and Thy
Love is more abundant and more
ancient. Whenever I am reminded
of Thy Bestowals I am made happy
and hopeful.
If I have been
agitated I obtain ease of heart and
soul. If I am sick, I gain eternal
health. If I am disloyal, I become
loyal. If I have been hopeless, I
become hopeful. 0 Thou Lord of
the Kingdom! Cause Thou the rejoicing of my heart; empower my
weak spirit and strengthen my exhausted nerves. Illumine thou my
eyes; suffer my ears to become
hearing, so that I may hearken to
the Music of the Kingdom and attain to the joy and happi11ess Everlasting. Verily Thou art the Generous, the Giver, the Kind!"
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LOOKING FORWi\..RD
CORALIE FRANKLIN COOK

City of Washington, D. C.,
THEis noted
for its many buildings,
important in themselves, or as having figured in some historic event,
or as the one-time home of this or
that distinguished personage. The
great white dome of the Capitol, the
increasing number of imposing
government buildings, occupyIng
sites approved by the Fine Arts
Commission - art gall e r i e s ,
churches, and handsome residences
galore-this house where a martyed
President died, another where some
beautiful woman stamped her influence upon social and political life
-all invite and capture one's interest.
Attending one afternoon the Belasco Theatre listening to the Recital
of Roland Hayes, the tenor, I
thought of these things and mentally enrolled the "Belasco" in that
long list of piles of brick and stone
destined to be pointed out as having
a significance all its own. And
why? Because greater than any
recorded drama ancient or modern
is the play of events which we have
seen enacted here before our very
eyes.
Within the writer's ken here have
assembled three gatherings which
have foreshadowed world events of
no little significance.
The first was the occasion of the
Celebration of the eightieth birthday of Susan B. Anthony, a neverto-be-forgotten scene by those privileged to witness it. Every available seat was occupied and standing-room at premium. On the platform the white-haired pioneer suf-

fragist sat, the center of a group of
women and men, selected from the
world-at-large, to present gifts and
gracious words of greeting. Much
that the octogenarian had striven
for was as yet unrealized but in
wha t had actually been accomplished there was the harbinger of
what today has taken place i-the
woman power that manifested in
our last presidential election, in
woman's occupation of undreamed
of places in industry and the professions, her presence in the" seats
of the mighty" among all civilized
peoples.
It was the stalwart Susan herself who, perhaps for the first time
in all her varied career, spoke falteringly, as she contrasted that
brilliant ovation with occasions
when she had met badly scented
eggs, vituperation, ridicule and
abuse! Not even the most optimistic on that day realized that so
soon after her active brain had
ceased to function, would come the
day of woman's emancipation, and
tha t in accord with the teachings of
Baha 'u 'llah woman would not only
not be shorn of her natural rights,
but would be permitted opportunity
to plan and live her life in accord
with her own ideals and principles.
Among the many teachings of
'Abdu'l-Baha on the subject of the
equality of men and women, we find
these words:
"Man and woman are equally the recipients of powers and endowments from God
the Creator. God has not ordained distinction between them in His consummate
purpose . . . In no movement will they
(women) be left behind. Their rights
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with men are equal in degree. They will
enter all the administrative branches of
politics. They will attain in all a degree which will be considered the very
highest station of the world of humanity
and will take part in all the affairs. Rest
ye assured. Do ye not look upon the
present conditions; in the not far distant
future the world of women will become
all-refulgent and all-glorious. For His
Holiness Baha'u'llah hath willed it so.
At the time of elections, the right to
vote is the inalienable right of women,
and the entrance of women in all the
human departments is an irrefutable and
incontrovertible question. No soul can
retard or prevent it."

There was no masculine superiority hinted at on the occasion of
this Susan B. Anthony celebration.
Maybe it was not even thought
about, but it doubtless dawned upon
the consciousness of some that
handicap, suppression and repression as so long forced upon onehalf of humanity, had at last come
to be regarded not only an unjust
but a foolish thing. So on that day
was registered inside the walls of
"Belasco" a forecast of today and
tomorrow in the life of woman.
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shuffiing, subservient fool or knave.
Now, at last, he was admitted to
legitimate drama and in masterly
fashion portrayed the terrible consequences of fear-fear as it reacts
upon character and conduct whether
its victim be white or black. The
theme was old, the interpreter and
the interpretation startlingly new
to the theatre-going public.
If the unthinking looked on and
saw only a misguided, vain-glorious
black man, reduced from hastily
achieved exaltation and power to
abject fear and cowardice, the
thoughtful lost sight of the mere incident of color and beheld the
strange metamorphosis wrought by
sudden rise to position and authority and the equally sudden and
far more tragic change that gripped
and destroyed the poor wretch who
became the victim of century-old
superstition and fear.
Little by little since that event the
theatrical world has grown kinder
to these darker people until now it
is generally admitted that out of
their unique emotional and dramatic gifts they are destined to make
some great contribution to Dramatic Art as people of discernment
and taste demand it should be presented.

THE SECOND OF the group of three
gatherings in this notable theatre,
which seems to have foreshadowed
world events, was when the Dramatic Club of Howard University
staged Eugene O'Neill's play, "The
Emperor J ones." From New York
City where he had played for weeks
on Broadway, came Charles Gilpin,
A.ND NOW THE third epochal event
the colored actor, who had brought in the house of "Belasco!" Again
to the play a distinction scarcely the place has been "sold ou t ' , second to that which the profound orchestra, boxes, the mezzanine,
psychology of the playwright him- balcony, gallery! Nowhere is there
self had earned for it.
a seat left vacant.
Since the black tragedian, Ira
The program reads, "Recital by
Aldridge, took the part of Othello Roland Hayes, Tenor. Benefit for
wi th the great Siddons carrying the Gerald Tyler." It matters not that
role of Desdemona, no person of the singer was once a poor boy
color had been tolerated upon the toiling in the "black belt" of the
stage save as a buffoon, a dolt, a South, that he had to work his way
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through school and college, battling
all the while for bread. It matters
not that his mother had been a
slave. It does not even matter that
he is black.
The vast audience ceases to talk,
to whisper, as Roland Hayes comes
briskly on the stage followed by
his skilled accompanist. He stands
there so still, so modest, yet commanding. The expectant audience
waits. Then, as if some far away
signal had fallen upon his ear alone,
he begins to sing.
It is simply impossible to describe the work of this singer. The
critics of Germany, Russia, Italy
and Holland have heaped encomiums upon him. He never disappoints the most cultured audience.
, 'His tone," says the Amsterdam Telegraaf, "comes out of the
void, alive and soft, clear and supple and it radiates. It has no weak
points, it is like a beautiful fruit,
tender and sound . . . It grows as
love can grow."
In the "Evening' Kiev" of Russia
we find this:
, 'The singing of most singers
may be compared to a monologue,
but Hayes is speaking to the souls
of the audience."
It may well be said by those who
know Roland Hayes, who have
known him since the time when he
himself was unknown, poor and
obscure, that this latter critic has
sensed the innermost spirit of the
great singer. Greater even than
his gift of song is the spiritual endovnnent of this dark-browed man.
Born in the United States and
listening from boyhood to some in-
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ward prompting that called him to
the heights of life, one must realize
that he has refused to be handicapped by color, has lifted that sensitive dark face steadily away from
prejudice and injustice. With a
philosophy all his own, he has concluded that prejudice is the result
of lack of understanding. ,Vhen he
sings, he sings neither to black nor
white, but to the world. When complimented upon his marvelous will
power, so exhibited through all his
career, he smiles serenely and questions, "Do you not think will power
is as much a spiritual gift as
voice f"
Roland Hayes never dissipates.
Mind, body, spirit, are consecrated
to his art. He likes to spend hours
alone, and may often be found contemplatively reading some biography which he prefers to poetry or
drama.
He broods tenderly over his
struggling racial group, and is
founding a school for colored youth
in the State and on the farm where
his adored mother toiled through
all her weary years.
This Washington Recital was
given for a fellow-musician who has
suffered pain and loss, and whose
marvelous skill in bringing thunderous tones, with his one hand, from
the grand piano, was second only to
the work of Hayes himself.
Oh, house of "Belasco' '-for the
third time you have foreshadowed
world events,-even the day when
the "Brotherhood of Man" shall be
established, when there shall be
neither classes nor creeds, and in
the hearts of men Love shall rule
triumphant!
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"THE SANCTUARY OF GOD"
DR. CHARLES

S.

]-'RINK

"The soul is the Sanctua1"Y of God; Reason is His Th1"one."-'Abdu'l-Balui.

we may ponder over
THEthe more
spiritual meaning of these
few words, the more we are impressed with their wisdom. Let us
consider that ancient word" souL"
How often in our lifetime have we
spoken, written, read and heard the
word "soul" and how many of us
are prepared, if suddenly confronted with the necessity, to give a clear;
comprehensive explanation of the
relative functions of the soul in its
expression of the attributes of mind
and spirit ~ Would it not be a test
of our understanding of the de-"
tailed and luminous definitions and
explanations in the Baha'i teachings upon this vital subject ~
To study the "numerous realities" of "soul" is to know something of the universal expression of
life as a whole. Such study should
help us to realize that" soul" is the
active expression of a pressing need
in all the kingdoms of the universe,
that is-"Iu the mineral kingdom,
soul is called 'latent force';" "in
the vegetable. kingdom it is called
'virtue augmentative' or the power
of growth;" "in the animal kingdom it is called 'sense perception'
or instinct;" "in the human world,
soul signifies the 'rational being,'
or mind."
There are some people who are
inclined to associate the word soul
with human beings only. This is
perfectly natural to those who are
not informed of the fact that the
attributes of the animal soul, as
well as those of the mineral and

vegetable kingdoms, are also inherent qualities in man. There are
other people who imagine that the
soul of the animal is, like that of
the human, perpetuated in the
"after life." Since" soul" is common to both the animal and the human kingdoms wherein lies the difference~
'Abdu'l-Baha explains"This term soul as applied to the
animal kingdom, is also a natural
(not spiritual) quality resulting
from the mixture of elements, and
it appears from their mingling and
combination, for it is a quality
which results from the composition
of bodies (organisms), and is dispersed at their decomposition.
From this we are to understand that
the animal soul is not endowed with
the capacity of attaining immortality, as the life force is dispersed
at the decomposition of the animal
tissues."
From this we will conclude that physical death of the
animal ends all in so far as the individual is concerned. Briefly, the
difference between the soul of the
animal and that of the human is
that the animal lacks the inherent
capacity for development higher
than that of an animal. Not so with
the human or "rational being" for
we read-" In the human world,
soul signifies the 'rational being'
or mind. This has a potential existence before its appearance in the
human life." Again, "Because of
its attachment to matter and the
physical functions of the body it is
called the human soul. When it
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manifests itself as the thinker, the
comprehender, it is called the mind.
And when it soars into the atmosphere of God, and travels in the
spiritual world, it is designated as
spirit.' ,
, 'THE SOUL IS the Sanctuary of
God. ' , We can now realize how the
entire Ulllverse constitutes His
"Sanctuary." "Spirit, flowing out
from God, permeates all matter.
This spirit Love, reflecting the positive and active aspect of God, impresses its nature upon the atoms
and elements."
Man being finite and limited, can
only express his understanding of
God "in terms" such as "Love ,"
"Truth," "Life," etc. The intelligent materialist or unbeliever who
senses that, "The Divine Reality is
far removed from man" and that
"Its essence" is "beyond human
comprehension" must, to account
for that which he cannot understand
(the Cause of life), give it a name,
so he calls It "natural forces" and
thus avoids the use of the name of
God, the infinite, unknowable essence.
We have been told to love God
with all our hearts. Since the Divine Reality or the essence of God
is beyond human comprehension,
how then are we able to love a God
so entirely remote from us ~ We
are also enjoined to "love all humanity alike." "How can we love
another whose personality IS unpleasant ~"
We know that man has a personality. Some personalities we
love easily, others we may hate just
as readily. A personal love may
become so intense as to make us
miserable, like\vise a personal dis-
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like may make us equally unhappy,
If these two extremes of personal
like and dislike cause such unhappiness, then there must be a love
that overlooks personalities, otherwise, the command to "love all humanity alike" would be a human
impossibility.
Let us suppose that we exercise
our "free human will" in an effort
to try to love some one whose personality offends us. Will not the
first faculty to come into play be
tha t of reason ~ , 'Reason is His
Throne. ' , Is not this peculiar
reasoning faculty of ours that which
distinguishes us from the animal,
that which transcends "sense perception" or "instinct ~ " Is not the
faculty of reason a gift to man
alone and a means by which he may
rise from the mortal state of unreasoning, instinctive animalism to
a place near "His Throne ~ , ,
The faculty of reason pre-supposes mind or intellect. "Growth
is from the mental station to the
spiritual; something like the development from soldier to Commander."
It is difficult to conceive of some
one trying to "love all humanity
alike" without first having well developed reas oning faculties. Rationality, it appears, in so far as
the average soul is concerned, is but
a relative term. There is every
evidence that the truly rational soul
is one whose mind is illumined in
the sunlight of its being-the Holy
Spirit. 'Abdu'l-Baha says, "Mind
is the action of the soul's powers."
It is true that an intellect may be
powerful along certain specialized
lines-even to a point of genius or
madness. Mental mountains, let us
say, whose rocky peaks are few as
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compared to the deep shadows in dignity and freedom of "rational
the spacious valleys below. His- beings. "
tory is full of such.
The rational faculties of the
There is no dogmatic formula by Baha'1 student will surely become
which we may attain this imper- symmetrically developed by basksonal, selfless spiritual love, so it ing in the rays from the ancient
seems. "Souls differ in their ca- "Sun of Truth" as manifested in
pacity to receive and manifest the the capacious "Lamp" of the
Light of the Spirit. Baha'u'llah modern wor ld-Baha 'u 'llah. Then,
said, There are as many ways to will the sincere student experience
God as the breaths of His human the thrilling movement of " growth"
creatures."
Each soul must de- from the "mental station to the
velop according to its individual spiritual." Then will he happily
capacity. The fruits of this de- appreciate the wisdom involved in
the words, "The Soul is the Sancvelopment, "thought, memory, reatuary of God; Reason is His
son and the emotional capacities" Throne." (All quotations in this
may be enjoyed by all who are article are from the Baha'i Teachspiritualized or humanized into the ings.)

THE HOLY LAND TODAY
RUTH ELLIS MOFFETT

to the Holy Land, where
A visit
every stone, every corner and
every path speaks with historic
memones and palpitates with
stories of the Old Testament
Prophets, and the life of Jesus the
Christ, requires deep preliminary
study and careful preparation. One
needs especially a spiritual preparation to penetrate the profound
mysticism which surrounds and illuminates the countryside of Galilee, Samaria and the hills of J udea,
and then they might be able to picture just a little of the lives of those
simple but great characters of the
past as they lived and suffered and
prayed.
The history of the Holy Land
loses itself in the dim mists of the

ages. There is an ancient legend
tha t 'Akka was the home of Adam.
Here legend and history weave a
fairy-like pattern of the past.
Picture for yourself a narrow
strip of rough, rocky, mountainous
land between two great reservoirs
of pure air-the Mediterranean
Sea and the Great Desert. The atmosphere has a singular purity and
translucent quality, so that the
colors must be mixed on the palette
of the imagination with the most
mellow and delicate tints.
Next sketch rapidly, many rocky,
barren, mountain ranges, several
large sandy plains, a few small valleys capable of being cultivated.
Paint in vivid colors a heterogeneous mass of all kinds of people, with
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differing customs, costumes, standards of living, and grades of development. These, all unamalgamated and warring with each other
Ilntil England reaches out a rescuing hand, restraining and bringing
a semblence of order out of chaos.
We find in this little strip of land,
no longer than from Albany to New
York Oity, the Bridge of Sighs of
history. It is the bridge between
the north and the south, the connecting link between the east and
west. It is the footstool of kings,
the keynote of empires, the battlefield whose soil is stained with the
blood of wars innumerable, and it
is the home of outlaws, the shrine
of martyrs, saints and Prophets by
the score.
In Palestine there are Ohristians,
Moslems, Jews, Samaritans, Germans, Indians, Russians, Persians,
Armenians and S'yrians-all ha ting and mutually suspicious of each
other.
In 721 B. O. Israel's glory departed and these people had no part
in the affairs of Palestine for over
2,000 years. Palestine was successively ruled by Assyria, Babylon,
Persia, Greece, Syria, Rome and
last by the Turks for 700 years.
These changes have had a very
disastrous effect upon the political,
economic and religious life of the
country.
But already, in the short time
since England has taken Palestine
as a mandate, there is marked improvement in sanitation, good
roads, substantial buildings with
red tiled roofs, the absence of beggars and lepers and general signs
of progress in all phases of life.
It seems the weakest spot in the
progressive program which Eng-
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land has been carrying out so far, is
in the field of education.
This is
for several reasons, first, financial,
for not enough money has been
available; second, because the Jews
are taking care of their own people
by establishing an excellent school
system. The Ohristians are also
doing fairly well with their OWll,
leaving the difficult problem, however, of the big mass of Moslem
people for England to care for; in
the third place, seven-eighths of the
Moslems are totally illiterate and
resent being educated. So there is,
a great need for sympathetic teachers.
The Jewish University, founded
by Einstein is most interesting and
is already becoming the University
of Universities taking up advanced
work where other Universities discontinue. There are modern labratories in biology and colloidal
chemistry, theology, history, literature, law and philosophy of the
Jew. They have England to thank
again for this great educational opportunity.
The English soldier boys are doing their bit, with great courtesy
and tact. Bruce Barton says that
if the Jews attempt to set up a government of their own, there will be
a great revolt which will wipe out
the Jews entirely. This illustrates
how strong the feeling is against
the Jews. The hope of harmony
and peace and cooperation, however, lies with the children, as they
become educated and enlightened.
It is plain to anyone tha t the
problems of the Holy Land are today, complicated and of a most
delica te character.
There are inconsiderable groups
of every religion in the world, each
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with some kind of a center in the
Holy Land. The same ill feeling
and lack of understanding constantly seen between the racial
groups exists between the various
religious camps.
There are shrines of many of
these religious groups, ancient and
modern, all over this fascinating
land. One little known but most interesting is the Shrine of the Samaritans, at Nablus. The Samaritans are a dwindling remnant of
Babylonian colonists. In the 7th century B.O., the Assyrian conquerors
had planted them to replace the
Israelite population of Samaria,
who were deported fifty years before, to countries east of the Euphra tes. On the return of the Jews
from exile in 536 B.O., the Samaritans were not allowed to take
part in the building of the Temple
at Jerusalem, so they built one of
their own on Mt. Gerizim and thereby sterotyped the race and worship
so sharply that there is no association with the Jews, even to this day.
All the various religions of the
world seem to be divided between
those tha t are most conservative
and those that are progressive in
their ideals. This is very apparent
among the Jews and we are surprised to learn that it is becoming
more evident today among the Muhammadans.
The President of the Oonstantinople Woman's Oollege told me of
the reformation of Turkey which
seems to be a harbinger of conditions evolving in the Muha mmadan
world. She said that in Turkey,
Muhammadanism is dead. A wind
revives it for a time, but its revival does not last long. There is
nothing they have yet found to
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take it's place. They are through
with dogmas. They are willing to
accept new ideas and are trying to
take the best of the old and the new
for the good of the people.
But it is rather disconcerting the
way they look up to the people of
the United States with trust and a
belief that all Americans are honest. They are now religiously tolerant, but are rabid against
proselyting. They quickly close
the schools of those who teach
religion of any kind. She said
"If we Americans are welcomed
to their country and shown every
courtesy and hospitality and they
demand that we teach no religion,
we should keep faith with them
until the doors shall open wider."
"I-Dverything tha t ,vas before
1923" she said, "does not exist today. The young Turks are trying
to put the best foot forward, and
are grateful to the United States
for all we are doing to help her
save her self respect. But we must
be more patient and sympathetic
and co-operative. We must get a
new set of religious principles over
to the Turkish young women." It
seems to be the tendency of the
young M uhammadan in the Holy
Land today to rebuild the best from
old Turkey, and add the new from
the western world. Of all the natural shrines in Palestine today
none are more enduring, symbolic
and free from the man-wrought
web of superstitions than are the
beautiful Sea of Galilee and majestic, old, Mt. Oarmel.
The Sea
nestles in calm, mirror-like blueness, 700 feet below the level of the
sea. It is surrounded by softly
curving hills and bordered ,vith a
strip of golden sand. It is thirteen
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miles from north to south, and six
miles from east to west. This beautiful spot where Jesus the Christ
told the story of the good Samaritan, and then said, "Ye shall be my
witnesses, both in Jerusalem and
Judea and in Samaria and unto the
uttermost parts of the earth." And
where He said to the fishermen,
"Come, follow me, and I will make
you fishers of men," is surely one
of the most truly impressive natural shrines of Christianity: This
is doubly so because of the more
recent presence of the ~aster
'Abdu'l-Baha, Who also taught the
people beside the tideless sea.
When bathed in sunshine and inhaling the freedom of the pure open
spaces, and with face turned heavenward, one instinctively replies,
"Yes, Lord, I will follow Thee
too. "
To appreciate ~t. Carmel, The
~ountain of God, we must turn
back the pages of history for a
moment.
During the Greco-Roman days before Christ this famous
mountain was covered with groves
and terraces and many towns nestled at its feet. The Old Testament
Prophets lived and taught upon it's
sloping sides. Jesus the Christ and
His disciples often escaped from
the crowds and from persecution
in its friendly caves.
In the 7th century A. D. Chrosroes, the Persian Conqueror came,
followed by the host of Khalif
Omar. The four centuries of Moslem rule (637 to 1098) were most
destructive. The Christian Crusades (1098 to 1187) added to the
devastation. Each destroying the
monuments of the one preceding.
The Saracen invasion in the 13th
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century drove both the Crusaders
and the Carmelites away.
In 1631 Father Prosper again established the Carmelite Order on
11t. Carmel, over the cave of Elijah.
In 1761 the Turks again became
victorious, destroying the monastery and many of the villages of the
Druses. In 1799 Napoleon entered
upon the scene. For three months,
~arch, April and May, he made unsuccessful siege on 'Akka. Finally
being forced to abandon it, saying
that if he could take that speck of
dust, he could change the map of
the world.
The next scene is of the wounded
soldiers of the French being cared
for on ~t. Carmel.
The scene changes. The Turks
became enraged again, destroying
everything on the historic old mountain. In 1827 ~onk John the
Baptist rebuilt the monastery, naming it Our Lady of Mt. Carmel. In
1914 at the beginning of the world
war, the Turks tried again to destroy it.
From the earliest founding of
this old monastery, the Carmelite
monks have preserved a legend
that the Christ would again appear
upon the Mountain of God. They
have a special room in which they
expect Him to appear. They keep
candles burning in this room, and
a monk is in constant attendance.
It is reported that in 1887 or '88,
Baha'u'llah, the Manifestation of
the Christ Spirit for this day, did
a ppear in that monastary and
signed His Name to the guest register. But the Carmelites were
asleep and have not yet awakened.
It is recorded Baha 'u 'llah, the
Promised One, sat neath the clump
of cedars on the mountain side,
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praying perhaps for the peace and
quickening of the world.
N ear it stands the simple, impressive Shrine of the Bab, the
Herald of the Baha'i Revelation
to mankind, and the Shrine of
Abdu'l-Baha, the servant of God.
Truly this is the :Mountain of
God-a bit of heaven brought to
earth.
As one stands on the Path of Contemplation at sunset, overlooking
the sea and the valley filled with
history and legends shrouded in the
mysteries of the past, the brain becomes deeply impressed with the
pure brilliance of color, the delicacy
of tint and the purity of air and the
vista of inexpressible peace which
prevails.
The soul responds spontaneously
to the words, "Blessed are the
peace-makers for they shall be called the children of God." Here in
the soft, mellow, gold tinted afterglow, all the mystic past, all the inharmonious creeds, all the discordant races, seem to merge into
one. There were no creeds, no divergent races, no varying Holy
Places-all were Holy, all were one,
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and God stood revealed in the
midst.
The Holy Land today is like a
mighty river, gathering many
brooks and streams into the unity
of its on-flowing current in its
progress toward the sea, and we see
in vision the prophecy of the Master 'Abdu 'l-Baha, "All Must Become United and Agreed: All are
Drops of One River, The Waters
Of One Sea, The Breezes Of One
Garden, The Streams Flowing
From One Fountain, The Birds
Soaring From One Apex, The Hyacinths Adorning One Park-Intoxicated With One Wine, And Their
Hearts Ravished By One Melody."
And so we will close with this
thought of the Holy Land Today,
singing in our hearts-CC The wilderness and the solitary place shall
be glad for Them; and the desert
shall rejoice and blossom as the
rose. It shall blossom abundantly,
and rejoice even with joy and singing; the glory of Lebanon shall be
given unto it, the excellency of Carmel and Sharon. They shall see the
glory of the Lord and the excellency
of our God." (Isaiah 35 :1-2.)

F ACT 0 R FAN T A S Y?
DALE

HOSE of us who are neither too
T old
nor too young can easily remember the days when science was
looked upon as an obscure pastime
of a few academic persons, working in seclusion and perhaps guarding their findings in jealous secrecy.
Science was far removed from
everyday life.
How different the conditions today! Dr. Austin H. Olark of the
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National Museum believes that "we
in the United States are now definitely embarked on what in the
years to come will be regarded as
a type of Ctllt~lre new in the history
of man, a culture chiefly characterized by the increasingly broad application of the correlated facts of
science to our daily lives."
Such a revolution of environment cannot take place without its
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problems. Many feel that one cannot be a devotee of science and retain any religious faith. There has
consequently arisen in the minds of
many, a conflict between science and
religion. Our periodicals accord
columns of space to those who seek
to throw this conflict into bold relief, and are just as hospitable to
those who seek to show that there
cannot possibly be any such conflict.
The result is confusion. Authorities of equal standing and integrity speak on both sides of the
question so that one who is seeking
a pathway out of the dilemma is
forced to fall back on his own judgment, to formulate a sort of philosophy of his own, or adopt whole
cloth the theory of another.
Either of these courses may be
individually satisfactory, but is
there not the possibility that a question of values is concerned? Perhaps it is neither the scientific
method of which we have heard so
much, nor the actual application of
science to everyday life, which represents the ultimate value to humanity. Perhaps it is something
behind or beyond either of these
which should be considered as the
pearl of greatest price. If such be
the case there is no need to argue
about the conflict between science
and religion-but to seek for that
something behind or beyond the
laws of science which is akin to the
religious experience.
ONE OF THE MOST stimulating,
helpful and encouraging attitudes
yet made known is that of Professor
A. S. Eddington of Cambridge U niversity in his book" The Nature of
the Physical Universe."
In the most delightful and inter-
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esting manner he leads us through
the downfall of classical physics, relativity, time, the running-down of
the universe, "becoming," gravitation, man's place in the universe,
the quantum theory, the new quantum theory, world building, pointer
readings and a discussion of reality
and causation. Lastly he touches
on science and mysticism.
In a recent address at Friends'
House in London he devoted himself to these last two subjects.
The possible conflict between
science and religion he believes, is a
problem of experience, - " The
problem of proper orientation of
our minds toward different elements of our experience." Science
is supposed to deal with experience
or a part of it. Religion is an attitude toward experience. "The
interaction of ourselves with our
evironment is what makes up experience. "
vVe are dependent upon sensations from our sense organs in
many interactions, "but surely experience is broader than this, and
the problem of experience is not
limited to the interpretation of
sense impressions."
"The desire for truth so prominent in the quest of science, a
reaching out of the spirit from its
isola tion to something beyond, a response to beauty in nature and art,
an inner light of conviction and
guidance-are these as much a part
of our being as our sensitivity to
sense impressions?"
Clearly there is a similarity in
the strivings of both science and religion-" a reaching out of the
spirit" for that mystic something
known to us as tndh. How surely
this accords with the teaching of
'Abdu'l-Baha when He tells us that
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science and religion are two wings
by which we soar into the atmosphere of the knowledge of God.
Prof. Eddington believes that
materialism in its literal sense is
long since dead. "The tendency
today is not to reduce everything
to manifestations of matter-since
matter now has only a minor place
in the physical world-but to reduce it to manifestations of the operation of natural law."
He believes that the harmony
and simplicity of natural law illustrate one kind of perfection which
might be associated with the mind
of God.
"Natural law is not applicable to
the unseen world behind the symbols, because it is unadapted to
anything except symbols, and its
perfection is a perfection of symbolic linkage. You cannot apply
such a scheme to the parts of our
personality which are not measurable by symbols any more than you
can extract the square root of a
sonnet. There is a kind of unity
between the material and spiritual
worlds, between the symbols and
their background, but it is not the
scheme of natural law which will
provide the cement."
The more one studies Eddington
the more is one impressed with the
simplicity and forcefulness of his
utterances. They are not easily
condensed because of their terse
force and correctness. Perhaps the
best way to give an idea of his refreshing attitude is by short quotations. They impress the writer as
flashes of light on the affairs of
men, on life, which illuminate and
clarify. His phrases can scarce be
improved upon.
"When we assert that God is
real, we are not restricted to a com-
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parison with the reality of atoms
and electrons. If God is as real as
the shadow of the World War on
Armistic Day need we seek further
reason for making a place for God
in our thoughts and lives?
, 'We want an assurance that the
soul in reaching out to the unseen
world is not following an illusion.
We want security and faith, and
worship and above all love . . . . It
is not sufficient to be told that it is
good for us to believe this, that it
will make better men and women of
us. We do not want a religion that
deceives us for our own good.
"The crucial point for us is not
a conviction of the existence of a
supreme God but a conviction of the
revelation of a supreme God.
"We have learnt that the exploration of the external world by
the methods of physical science
leads not to a concrete reality but
to a shadow world of symbols, beneath which those methods are unadapted for penetrating. Feeling
that there must be more behind, we
return to our starting point in human consciousness. . .. There we
find other stirrings, and other revelations (true or false) than those
conditioned by the world of symbols. Are not these, too, of signiflcance?
"Obviously we cannot trust every
whim and fancy of the mind as
though it were indisputable revelation; we can and must believe that
we have an inner sense of val~£es
which guides us as to what is to be
heeded, otherwise we cannot start
on our survey of even the physical
world.
"Consciousness alone can determine the validity of its convictions.
'There shines no light save its own
light to show itself unto itself.'
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"Religious creeds are a great obstacle to any full sympathy between the outlook of the scientist
and the outlook which religion is so
often supposed to require.
"Rejection of creed is not inconsistent with being possessed by a
living belief.
"If our so called facts are changing shadows, they are shadows cast
by the light of constant truth.
"Religion for the conscientious
seeker is not a matter of doubt and
self-questionings. There is a kind
of sureness which is very different
from cocksureness."
WITH THESE SENTIMENTS ringing
in our ears let us turn for a moment to the Baha'i Teachings:
"Your f ai th comes like rain; the
first drops are far between, but soon
it will pour in torrents. Your faith
is also like a seed that will bear its
fruit. In a tree we judge of its life
and vigor by the way it grows; so it
is with man. The knowledge of
God rises in the heart like the sun;
it mounts, mounts, always casting
an immortal light.
"The Spirit resembles a rivulet
when the earth fills the soul. Put
away the terrestrial and the mighty
torrent of living water will rush
through your freed body."
Turning now to the chapter on
Science and Mysticism in The N ature of the Physical Universe
wherein Prof. Eddington draws
some general conclusions:
"Life would be stunted and narrow if we could feel no significance
in the world around us beyond that
which can be weighed and measured
with the tools of the physicist or
described by the metrical symbols
of the mathematician.
"We have torn away the mental
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fancies to get at the reality beneath, only to find that the reality
of tha t which is beneath is bound up
with its potentiality of awakening
these fancies. It is because the
mind, the weaver of illusion, is also
the only g'uarantor of reality that
reality is always to be sought
a t the base of illusion. Illusion is
to reality as the smoke to the fire.
. . . But it is reasonable to inquire
whether in the mystical illusions of
man there is not a reflection of an
underlying reality.
"If I were to try to put into
words the essential truth revealed
in the mystic experience, it would
be that our minds are not apart
from the world; and the feelings
that we have of gladness and
melancholy and our yet deeper
feelings are not of ourselves alone,
but are glimpses of a reality transcending the narrow limits of our
particular consciousness-that the
harmony and beauty of the face of
Nature is at root one with the gladness that transfigures the face of
man.
"By introspection we drag out
the truth for external survey; but
in the mystical feeling' the truth is
apprehended from within and is,
as it should be, a part of ourselves.
"We may try to analyze the experience as we analyze humor, and
construct a theology, or it may be
an atheistic philosophy, which will
put into scientific form what is to
be inferred about it. But let us not
forget that the theology is symbolic
knowledge whereas the experience
is intimate knowledge.
"Feelings, purposes, values,
make up our consciousness as much
.
.
as sense-lmpreSSlOns.
"Because we are unable to render exact account of our environ-
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ment it does not follow that it
would be better to pretend that we
live in a vacuum.
"The challenge now comes not
from the scientific materialism
which professes to seek a natural
explanation of spiritual power, but
from the deadlier moral materialism which despises it.
"In the mystic sense of the creation around us, in the expression of
art, in the yearning towards God,
the soul grows upward. and finds
the fulfillment of something implanted in its nature. The sanction
for this development is within us,
a striving born with our consciousness or an Inner Light proceeding
from a greater power than ours.
"The physical no less than the
mystical significance of the scene
is not there; it is here-in the mind.
"It has been the task of science
to discover tha t things are very
different from what they seem. But
we do not pluck out our eyes because they persist in deluding us
with fanciful colorings instead of
giving us the plain truth about
wave-length.
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"We trust to some inward sense
of fitness when we orient the physical world with the future on top,
and likewise we must trust to some
inner monitor when we orient the
spiritual world with the good on
top.
"But in each revolution of scientific thought new worlds are set to
old music, and that which has gone
before is not destroyed but refocused. Amid all our faulty attempts at expression the kernel of
scientific truth steadily grows; and
of this truth it may be said-the
more it changes, the more it remains the same thing."
And so on-I could go on selecting such interesting bits almost
without limit, but I am sure that
your interest has been so aroused
that you will want to read and reread this truly wonderful book by a
fearless, conscientious scientist,
one who can delve as deeply as instruments allow and still find an
abiding faith in the Glory of God.
Surely such books are written in
the shadow of the the Guidance of
Baha 'u 'llah.

THE SOUVENIR FEAST AT WEST ENGLEWOOD
HOOPER HARRIS

a memorable day (Saturday
O NJune
29, 1912)-'Abdu'1-Baha

exact anniversary, and so it was
most fitting that the invitation isgave a Unity Feast at West Engle- sued this year by the West Englewood, N. J. Every year since, on wood Assembly was specially charthe last Saturday in June, there acterized by its broadness and unihas been a commemoration of versality. It was an "Invitation
the event. Year by year these an- to a friendly gathering of openniversaries have grown in size and minded people, called together in
importance until they have now be- the interest of inter-racial and
come international in character.
inter-religious accord."
As June 29th this year also fell
In response to this invitation,
on a Saturday, the occasion was an which was sent far and wide, over
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three hundred people assembled at
West Englewood during the afternoon and evening, among them
many from great distances, and
representing different races and
religions. Even yet letters of regret at their inability to attend are
being received from Australia and
other distant countries.
As stated in a local paper, there
was no set program, and the
"speakers were such only by inspiration."
Mr. J ames Morton,
Curator of the Museum of Natural
History at Paters on, N. J., was the
principal speaker of the afternoon.
He delivered a brilliant address on
the Oneness of Science and Religion, giving many illustrations of
how these two erstwhile enemies
are now close friends and walking
hand in hand together toward a
common goal. He accentuated the
fact that this happy condition has
been realized since the advent of
Baha 'u 'nah, and was being made
more and more possible by the
steady and triumphant advance of
the Baha'i teachings and principles.
Dr. Henry Hughes Proctor, Pastor of the Nazarene Congregational
Church of Brooldyn, spoke of the
present great need of racial justice,
and said that he was speaking to
the Baha'is because he felt sure
that due to their broad views and
the universality of the principles
for which they stood, his people
co-uld rely upon their sympathy and
aid in working to bring about a
better understanding between the
races and laying a foundation for
effective co-operation. He stressed
the importance of learning how to
get along with one another.
The evening was largely devoted to sociability. Short talks
were given by members of the West
Englewood Assembly, and Mr.
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Hooper Harris, of New York, in a
short address endeavored to show
that one of the greatest values of
the Baha'i Faith was its unreserved
acceptance of the underlying truth
of all the great religious systems
and its sympathetic understanding
of their Scriptures and Founders.
Through this acceptance and understanding it was not only the friend
and brother of all of them, but their
ally and champion, since through
its comprehensive knowledge of
their spiritual unity and the inner
significances of their Holy Books,
it had the power to irrefutably
prove their truth and the validity
of their Prophets.
One especially interesting feature
of the occasion was the truly wonderful singing of Mrs. Dorothy
Richardson of Boston, whose rendition of the music of her race (the
spiri tuals )-as well as of classical
music, has been enjoyed and appreciated in both this country and
abroad.
Another notable feature was the
presence of NIr. Hamlin Garland,
whose play, "Appearances," inspired, as he said, by the Baha'i
Teachings-has had such a splendid
reception in many of the principal
cities of this country. He presented
several members of his company to
the audience, and gave a graphic
description of his experiences in
writing and successfully presenting his play, giving most of the
credit to others, and especially to his
"Manager." Apart from his genius
as a playwright and producer,
NIr. Garland has a peculiarly pleasing personality.
Taken all in all, the" Souvenir"
this year a t West Englewood was,
as 'Abdu'l-Baha most certainly
wished it-unique.
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WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
IT SEEMS, AT first sight, a daring with what is." He expressed the
and Utopian theme which the Ger- opinion that if we could realize how
man A_mbassador to the United the world and its people were all
States, Dr. Von Prittwitz, chose for built out of two electrical units we
his commencement address at the should be astonished.
University of Syracuse. What
"There is no warfare in science,"
he did was to trace in outline said Sir Oliver; "there is universal
the dream of a common or interna- friendliness and an interchange of
tional citizenship. Whether under discoveries. Whatever is done in
the form of a universal law of na- one nation is public property to all
tions, or citizens in a "City of the nations of the world. There is
God," or allegiance to a Holy Al- a great feeling of amity-a renewed
liance, the idea of a citizenship open feeling of amity now. I hope for
to everybody and enjoyed by all has many good results from internanever succeeded in taking a con- tional friendship.
crete or lasting embodiment.
, , It is now nearly ten years since
Loyalty to one country need not the war ceased. Let us try and
mean hatred of another. Ci tizens think of international amity and
of different lands may feel that in friendship in the same way as we
many essentials they stand on a cultivate it in the realm of science.
perfect equality. In particular has
There are in the universe any
the great recent movement against number of things that we do not
war-especially against war as an know of. We only want to have
instrument of international policy receptivity, the right instrument,
brought nearer the time when, as the right organ, the right percepthe German Ambassador said, men tion. 'Open his eyes that he may
will think that a man across the sea see. Open our ears that we may
is as truly his neighbor as the man hear.' There are a multitude of
across the street, and when national things all about us that we do not
frontiers shall be thought of not as know. The world is much more
barriers but as bridges. The inter- wonderful than those who are grubnational citizenship thus to be at- bing about in it are ready to admit.
tained is not one of outward or legal
"WHAT I feel more than anyform but of the moral and spiritual thing else is the extraordinary limikind which in the end must prevail ta tion of all our knowledge comover all others.-N ew York Times.
pared with what is. The progress
of physics at the present time is
SIR OLlVER LODGE, the eminent breath-taking. It is not ready for
British scientist, discussed the popular exposition yet-it is too
other day modern progress in the
complica ted, too difficult. I can
realm of science and remarked that
what he felt more than anything hardly keep up with it. Young
else was "the extraordinary limi- men-and they are brilliant feltation of all knowledge compared lows-in all the countries of the
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world-in Holland, in Denmark, in
Germany, in France, in America
and in England-are going ahead
a t a terrific speed; so much so that
if one speaks of a discovery a year
old it is antiquated.
"That does not mean that it has
not contributed something, but it
has been partly superseded by a
new discovery.
"The prospect for humanity is
great. 'vVe are recent comers to the
planet; no wonder we make mistakes, no wonder we are only half
civilized. There is plenty of advance to be made; meanwhile, we
can enjoy both the grandeur and
the simplicity, but I do feel that if
we realized how things were constituted, how all the things we see
-landscapes, buildings, houses,
people, bodies, every thing-are all
built out of groupings of two little
electrical units, the proton and the
electron, we should be astonished."
-Ne1u York Times.
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or Italy, or Greece-to say nothing
of Russia or the Far East or the
South American countries.
Or
suppose we want to do business with
firms or individuals in those parts
of the world. We are pretty helpless, unless we are able to get in
touch by good fortune with some
one who knows one of the three languages that I am supposing we ourselves know.
I have had experience abroad and
have seen the great need for a language known to all foreigners, and
in which I could talk with them or
write to them with ease and accuracy of understanding.
For the good of mankind I'd like
to see it put through, and for the
credit of my country I'd be glad to
see it lead the way.-Arthur Elliot
Sproul, in the TiJl ashington Post.

PRAGUE (AP).-Teaching of English will be compulsory in all
Czechoslovak schools after SeptemTHE WORLD NEEDS - seriously ber 1. The only language which
needs-an international "second" students hitherto have been relanguage, and for the credit of our quired to learn was German, onecountry I should rejoice to see third of Czechoslovak's population
President Hoover call an interna- being of Saxon origin.
In order that adults may also actional conference to decide what
quire some knowledge of English,
that language shall be.
The problem is daily solving it- evening courses ·will be given in club
self, to be sure, but in a haphazard houses and schools and English lesand relatively ineffective way. The sons are broadcast over the state
thing to do is to replace this by radios three times a week. The
substituting systematic procedure state and public libraries lend books
and thus give to the world what it in English at a nominal fee of a few
needs more quickly and more easily. cents a month.
An English weekly magazine is
The cost would be negligible.
The world is getting to be a very published in Prague and a newssmall place. Yet see what is the paper will soon be started for the
condition of things. You or I may benefit of thousands of English and
know French and German, but sup- American tourists who visit Czechpose we go to Norway, or Sweden, oslovakia's spas.-Washington D.
or Denmark, or Spain, or Portugal, C. {( Star. JJ
J
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THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN-what
is it? A celestial society into which
spiritual souls enter after death 7
The perfect divinely patterned civilization yet to be established on this
earth? Or is it an individual state
of being, a goal to be attained in the
course of one's spiritual evolution 7
Perhaps it is all of these. Certainly one does not have to wait
until death to enter it. Nor can one
enter it until a certain point in
spiritual evolution has been reached. And when all members of any
given society have reached this necessary stage in spiritual evolution
-to the point of expressing the
spiritual qualities and divine attributes in their daily living-then
tha t society is a tiny replica and a
living part of that cosmic, universal
Organism called the Kingdom of
Heaven.
One cannot be born into the Kingdom of Heaven by the process of
physical birth, nor can one be naturalized into citizenship in it by the
mere acceptance of any given Manifestation or body of religious truth.
Admittance to this celestial Kingdom is gained only by migrating
from self, by leaving behind one
those egoistic qualities-all the perversities, envies, basenesses of the

primitive man buried deep in our
psychism-and advancing to the
plane of severance from self, of divine love and compassion for all.
Just as one is born into the physical world after a due process of
physical gestation, growth and development preceding parturition, so
one can be born into the spiritual
world only after a due process of
spiritual growth.
This spiritual coming of age
marks such a significant transition
from man carnal to man spiritual
that it has been called the" second
birth."
One must literally be
"born of the Spirit," in order to
breathe successfully the life-giving
air of the Kingdom and partake of
its Sustenance.
MOTIVES OF CONSECRATION, of service, of mutual love and harmony,
-must necessarily prevail in all
ci tizens of the Kingdom.
It stands to reason-as immutable
as ma thema tical law-tha t celestial
societies can contain amidst their
membership no individuals with
egoistic qualities; else by very definition they could not be celestiallypatterened societies and integral
parts of the Kingdom.
For where egoism and selfishness
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enter in, disharmony enters in; and
where disharmony enters in, the
very basic foundations of the Kingdom of Heaven dissolve and vanish.
So for its own protection the
Kingdom of Heaven cannot nourish
in its midst any unpurified souls.
Other kingdoms there are, other
realms of existence, where the
struggles from selfishness to selflessness take place. That struggle
cannot and does not take place within the Kingdom!
Perhaps this is the meaning of
the phrase, "Many are called but
few are chosen." Many indeed are
the souls who follow in the train of
a Manifestation, but those who attain to citizenship in the Celestial
Kingdom, how relatively few!
Many souls there are who are sensitive enough to feel the higher vibrations emanating from a Manifestation, and who crave to bask in
the warmth of that Divine Smile
which vibrates a love and joy never
known in human associations.
But if one is content to passively
bask in the light and warmth of
these Emanations, can one be said
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to have attained that to which one
is called, the true station of Man as
imbued with the divine attributes?
Christ did not call fishermen
from the Sea of Galilee to follow
Him in a holiday excursion throughout Palestine. Rather, He called
them to a life of consecration and
service-to make them fishers of
men.
So it is with every Manifestation.
They open Their arms to all. They
shed the divine beneficence of Their
Love and Glory upon all who will
accept. But the purpose of this
emanation is that those who follow
may themselves become ablaze with
the fire of that Love which is charactertistic of the Kingdom.
It is a matter of individual
growth. We must ourselves become
kin dIe d, radiant, radio-active.
Through the intellect or heart or
both we become aware of the Call of
the Kingdom. But only through
heroic struggles of the soul do we
attain.
Glory be upon them that follow
Glory-until they themselves become inbued with Glory.

"Nay, rather, the beloved of God and the maid-servants of the Merciful must
manifest such attributes and ethical conduct as to embody and personify the Teachings
of Baha'u'llah. They must promulgate the Law of the Kingdom with deeds and not
words. Thus may they become the quintessence of being, the signs of the Kingdom of
God, standards of the Supreme Concourse. May ye be salutary water for the thirsty,
an evidence of guidance for the seeker, protection and support for the helpless, a shelter
and home for the wanderers, the treasury of the Kingdom for the poor, the source of
hope and happiness for the disappointed, the remedy of the heart and soul for the
ailing. May ye manifest the utmost of kindness to the h~[man race; to weep with him
who mourneth and to laugh with him who rdoiceth; sympathizing with the helpless;
in commune with the wanderer; a friend to a friend and foe."-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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BAHA'U'LLAH

I

o Master of the earth and air!
Wi th all retreats, Thou cans't not hide
From those who love Thee, they must there abide
Where'er Thou art, tho that be everywhere.
Great Spirit of the vast expanse!
Thy worlds are one broad road for men;
To those who seek and seek and seek again
There is no failure and no chance.
I see Thee where tall mountains lift
Their heads of granite capped with snow,
Or where pure rivers in the valley flow
That moving sea-ward seem to drift.
I hear Thee in the song of birds;
I see Thee where the grasses sway;
Where fields with golden grain are gay,
And in the lowing, happy herds.
There where rapt August heaves a sigh;
Where stern December calls and thrills;
Where tears with smiles sweet April fills,
And June with roses charms the eye.
In all the seasons, all the years
Thy love awaits the one who sees,
And even in the wind-swept trees
There's music for the one who hears.
I see Thee in the living soul
Of every erring brother man,
And one by one Thy power can
Add love's sweet leaven to the whole.
Where sunsets sink and stars arise
I see the promise of the dawn,
The day when darkness shall be gone
And light shall shine from all men's eyes!
When war, that leaves us stark and dumb,
The crime and scourge of mortal men,
Shall go, and not come back again,
Shall go-because the King has come!
-Charles Steele Davidson.
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IS DISARMAMENT POSSIBLE?
All the peoples of the world are beginning to feel an opposition to the burden of
heavy armaments and of militarism. The idea of the limitation of armaments has
been broached, and, in fact, treated to a certain extent by International Conferences.
It is plain, however, that the logical development of the idea of the limitation of
armarnents is toward the practical abolition of armaments, provided that all nations
move simultaneously in this direction. It would be extremely unwise for anyone
nation to reduce its armaments to the vanishing point unless every other nation were
doing the same thing.
Recently and perhaps of immeasurable significance is the close cooperation between
the P'rime Minister of England and the President of the United States in the matter
of the reduction of naval armaments. The New York Times editorially comments on
the enthusiasm with which this changed outlook for reduction of armaments has been
received and states that, "the world is not mistaken in regard to the abolition of competitive naval building as full of immense and benign p'romise. I t signifies a new
mental attitude among all the nations; and it is the national mind which makes national policies. What Mr. Hoover and Mr. MacDonald have done is to approach their
task in a businesslike way. They have agreed that if war is to be given up it is not
good business to act as if all the time we had to be desperately getting ready for it."
The following statement of 'Abdu'l-Baha, given in answer to inquiry by a prominent European concerning peace and war, makes very clear the way in which disarmament must safely come about.

DISARMAMENT PLAN OF

'ABDU'L-BAHA.

"By a general agreement all the governments of the world must
disarm simultaneously. It will not do if one lays down its arms and
the other refuses to do so. The nations of the world must concur with
each other concerning this supremely important subject, thus they may
abandon together the deadly weapons of human slaughter
"vVhen we speak of Universal Peace, we mean that all the governments must change their fleets of battleships and dreadnaughts to a
mighty fleet of merchant marine, plying the oceans of the world, uniting
the distant shores and interweaving the commercial, intellectual and
moral forces of mankind. But should England alone transform the
character of her warships, she would be at the mercy of her enemies
and would remain powerless and defenseless. The British Isles would
unquestionably be threatened by a powerful, invading well-disciplined
host. Hence, aside from any national prowess, the English people
would be pushed into this weltering whirlpool of military and naval
expenditures, and would be struggling to keep their heads above the
seething water all around them, which, unless calmed down, would
drown all of them, irrespective of any nationality.
"N 0, the question of disarmament must be put into practice by all
the nations and not only by one or two. Consequently the advocates of
peace must strive day and night so that the individuals of every country
may become peace-loving, public opinion may gain a strong and permanent footing, and day by day the army of international peace be increased, complete disarmament be realized and the flag of universal conciliation be waving on the summit of the mountains of the earth.
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"Once the Parliament of Man is established and its constituent
parts organized, the governments of the world having entered into a
covenant of eternal friendship will have no need of keeping large stand~
ing armies and navies. A few battalions to preserve internal order,
and an international police to keep the highways of the seas clear, are
all that will be necessary. Then these huge sums will be diverted to
other more useful channels, pauperism will disappear, knowledge will
increase, the victories of peace will be sung by poets and bards, knowledge will improve the conditions
thus will the world of humanity become a mirror reflecting the virtues and attributes of the
Kingdom of God."
THE NATIONALITY OF HUMANITY

"His Holiness Baha'u'llah appeared in a country which was the
center of prejudice. In that country were many different communities,
religions, sects and denominations. All the animosities of past centuries
existed among them. They were ready to kill each other. They considered the killing of others who did not agree with them in religious
belief, an act of worship. His Holiness Baha'u'llah established such
unity and agreement between these various communities that the greatest love and amity are now witnessed among them . . . through the
power of heaven He has brought the east and the west together. Ere
long we shall know that they have been cemented by the power of God.
The oneness of the kingdom of humanity will supplant the banner of
conquest and all communities of the earth wiiI gather under its protection.
When the people of the future are asked "To which nationality do
you belong~" the answer will be "To the nationality of humanity. I
am living under the shadow of Baha 'u 'llah. I belong to the army of the
'Most Great Peace' " . . . for all of them will be citizens of a universal
nationality; the one family, the one country, the one world of humanity;
and then these wars, hatreds and strifes will pass away.
"The body of the human world is sick. Its remedy and healing
will be the oneness of the kingdom of humanity. Its life is the "Most
Great Peace." Its illumination and quickening is love. Its happiness
is the attainment of spiritual perfections. It is my wish and hope that
in the bounties and favors of Baha'u'llah we may find a new life, acquire a new power and attain to a wonderful and supreme source of
energy so that the "Most Great Peace" of divine intention shall be
established upon the foundations of the unity of the world of mell
with God."
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ABOVE THE MISTS
FLORENCE

great days the region of
I Nthethese
possible has become bewilderingly enlarged. Upon the unchartered seas of the human mind
brilliant souls are adventuring as
never before. They are straining to
view the invisible, touch the intangible, know the unknowable, daring
to peep over the edge 0' Beyond
and greet the Unseen with a cheer!
Through one of the many avenues
opening into the invisible, those engaged in scientific psychic research
are busily trying to pierce a way.
The war brought a wave of interest
in all such matters, and particularly
in a class of phenomena now popularly associated with the great
Spiritualist Movement. And it is
concerning a certain leader, and one
might truly say, a "moving spirit"
of a branch of this Society that the
following experiences are briefly
related.
Madame Esme, dark-haired and
of striking appearance, was a
woman in whom mediumistic and
psychic powers were highly developed. Besides being clairvoyant
and clairaudient, she was a color
sensitive, and could, under certain
conditions, perceive color vibrations in auras. These she would
try to paint and classify for the
purposes of delineating character
and diagnosing disease. However,
married early in life to a medical
doctor who possessed none of these
gifts, her husband's scientific attitude towards all psychic phenomena
had considerably influenced her
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own, and assisted her in keeping
her cri tical and discriminating
faculties more awake than is usually the case with those who become
absorbed in these fascinating subjective and supernormal states.
Her first contact with the Baha'i
Message came with a glimpse of
'Abdu'l-Baha during His visit to
Paris in 1911. Yet, at the time, she
had been chiefly interested in the
beautiful picture He presented, in
the tones of His soft Persian, in
those lovely radia tions in which, to
her astral sight, He stood haloed.
And that was, apparently, all. But
God 's Word does not return unto
Him void-even though there pass
between the "many days."
The
soil in which the spiritual seed had
fallen, though choked with the
weeds of futile imaginations, phantasies, and self-deceptions, had the
capacity to retain the living seed enfolded within the garden of the
heart as a sweet and fragrant
memory.
Then the winds of adversity began to blow. Madame Esme's only
son was killed in the war. Her husband became estranged. Even her
psychic powers suffered a certain
eclipse. The loss of her son caused
her, as it has done so many others,
to seek the assurances that the
Spiritualists offer by the belief that
they can, when they so desire, communicate with the souls of their beloved dead, and receive direct answers to their eager and anxious
questionings.
It was at this point that there
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came into the hands of Madame
Esme a copy of " Hidden Words.' '*
Although it contained much she did
not understand, the power and
beauty of these "pearls of wisdom"
greatly impressed her. Memory
stirred. The figure of One, as she
had seen Him so long ago, clothed
in light, rose before her. She
sought an interview with the sender
of the little book.
" 'Abdu 'l-Baha has passed over
has He not ~ " she enquired.
, , Yes, " replied the friend, "in
November of 1921."
"Do you ever get communications
from Him ~"
"Of course," came the smiling
reply.
"Indeed! Through what medium ~" Madame eagerly demanded.
"Oh, no medium is necessary,"
explained her friend, "for 'Abdu'lBaha has 'spiritual speech and
h e a v e n 1 y conversations,' and
through the bounty of God, He addresses in spirit and in vision those
who address Him. But naturally
this can only be known to those from
whose eyes the material veils
(which may be both astral and mental) have been lifted; those who
have, so to speak, 'tuned-in' to the
spiritual broadcasting stations of
the Supreme Concourse.
, 'When we have purified our
thoughts and become, at any rate,
to some extent, free from selfish
desires, these messages can come
to us without intermission. They
are flashed to our minds and imprinted upon our hearts, as sure intuitions, joyous inspirations, feelings of comfort and encouragement,
sometimes even in a wonderful
dream or vision. For 'Abdu'l-Baha,

*A

book of exhortations by Baha'u'llah.
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not only when He delivered His
Father's great Message on earth,
but now that He has ascended, still
speaks to us through the tongue of
the spirit, and continues to help us
to understand the manifold meanings of the sacred writings, and the
deep mysteries of the New Kingdom."
"But," observed the Medium in
evident disappointment, "have you
no materializations, clairvoyant descriptions, automatic writings or
trumpet voices ~"
"We do not deny the reality of
supernormal psychic faculties," replied the Baha'i. "Baha 'u 'Hah
teaches that the worlds of the living
and so-called dead are one. That all
men whether, according to our way
of speaking, they are 'alive' or
, dead' are parts of one organism,
and that both worlds are intimately
dependent one on the other.
"We believe, as you do, in the survival of personality, the persistence
after death of the higher attributes
of man, in a time of re-union with
those whom we truly love; and that
communion one with the other, far
from being impossible or unnatural,
is constant and inevitable. But
such intercourse is spiritual and not
phenomenal. "
, , Not phenomenal!"
exclaimed
Madame Esme in dismay. "But
what about my materializations ~"
'Abdu'l-Baha has explained that
"the spirits of those that have
passed on are freed from sense life,
and do not use physical means.
That which appears to be phenomenal intercourse has other explanations. "
"What then is the force used in
automatic writing~" she questioned.
"This power," replied the friend,
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"is neither heavenly nor spiritual;
neither is it an influence from disembodied spirits. It is of the human mind, and is the result of magnetism within the self of the one
doing the writing."
"I think I begin to see what you
mean," returned Madame thoughtfully. "I do not really understand
these faculties I am using. And
perhaps, in the light of the radio,
of radium and relativity, it is unwise to hold very definite conclusions, for any explanation is likely
to fall short of the Truth."
HERE MADAME ESME glanced at
the clock, and invited her guest to
remain for a meeting which was
just about to be held in her drawing-room that afternoon.
"Don't you think" asked one of
the members as they took their
places, "that we Spiritualists are
doing a great work in helping to
convince people of the reality of an
after-life, and so giving them
Faith? "
, 'Everything that rends asunder
fleshly veils, and helps man to realize his eternal part is good," replied the Baha'i, "but doesn't Faith
consist in believing in that of which
we can have no material proof?
Isn't it rather a case of 'blessed are
they who not having seen, yet believe?' "
,,\That a strange meeting then took
place!
They sat in a circle in semi-darkness, and after a hymn had been
sung and soft music played, one of
the company began to give descriptions of unhappy souls-"darken'd
and cast out, solitary shadows wailing on the margin of non-entity""{ho, still bound to earth by reason
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of their sins, came to confess their
woes and ask the assistance of the
Circle for their release.
The very air of the room grew
thick and oppressive!
"0 God, prayed one in that circle, let Thy divine and purifying
breeze blow through this assembly
and quicken all souls on either side
the Veil who are spiritually dead."
Then a curious thing happened.
A sudden draught lifted the curtains, the forces began to fail, the
shades melted away, the writings
ceased. Someone complained of
"unfavourable conditions." However, before the gathering broke up,
their leader announced that her
, Guide" had just "come through"
and requested some prayers. Would
the Baha'i visitor offer one?
"I cannot pray for the earthbound" said the friend gently, for
we are told that there are none.
Evil, you see, is not a positive
thing; it is the lack or lesser degree
of good. When souls that are not
good die, they are spiritually dead,
they go entirely away from this
plane, and so cannot obsess or influence anyone.
"Those who have failed to develop, in this embryo world, any of
those spiritual faculties which we
need to possess in order to enter
into the life beyond, are, in the next
sphere, in the state as of a mineral
compared with those who have
striven to live unselfishly in the
love of God. Yet as souls are never
annihilated, but are in a state of
endless evolution, our prayers can
indeed bring light to those in darkness and uplift and strengthen those
we love upon their upward way.
For in prayer a mingling of condition takes place, whether we are
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aware of it or not. It is not wise to
seek for intercourse in order to
gratify our curiosity, or even in
order to obtain something for ourselves. The real communications
are likely to come incidentally or in
dreams, when the soul is lightly
tethered to the body. But since the
effect of earnest prayer is greater
in the spiritual realms than here, it
is our privilege and duty to seek to
aid the departed thus."
So the curtains were thrown back,
and the setting sun poured its glory
into the room, as the beautiful
Baha'i prayers for the Dead were
read.
Thus it came to pass that a remarkable transformation took place
and the enthusiastic circle for the
release of the "earth-bound" suffered a sea-change, into a friendly
tea and gathering for the discussion
of the radiant truths of the New
Revelation.
Though, of course,
some of the members lost interest
since there was no longer anything
to excite or satisfy curiosity.
ONE AFTERNOON the question was
raised :-" Since Baha 'u 'llah taught
the hidden aspects of all things, and
that there is a constant intercommunication between the seen and the
unseen, why do not Baha'is endeavor to develop their psychic faculties ~"
Then someone read 'Abdu '1Baha's answer:"To tamper with psychic forces
while in this world interferes with
the condition of the soul in the
world to come. These forces are, of
course, real, but are not destined to
be in activity on this plane." And
'Abdu'l-Baha's explanation of this
phenomena is already being con-
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firmed by scientific investigation.
To put it very simply and briefly
-a certain white fluidic matter in
the brain and around the nerve centres, such as the solar plexus, is, by
psychic practices of development
intensified. Increased sensitiveness
is produced. Astral sight and hearing and other phenomena follow.
This abnormal condition of the
brain and nervous system, long continued, affects the health and the
mind of those who pursue these
methods of approach to the Unseen.
This fluidic or sensitized nervous
system, is possessed by materializing mediums. At seances this fine
form of matter is drawn upon,
strengthened by those present, imprinted by their mind images, and
astonishing apparitions make their
a ppearance. The powers used are,
therefore, not spiritual ones. and
are, at our present stage both of
knowledge and understanding dangerous to our soul's highest interests.
It is wisest to let all such faculties unfold themselves naturally, as
our souls become attuned to the
higher vibrations of the spiritual
life.
"The whole purpose of this matrix-life." said 'Abdu'l-Baha, "is
the coming forth into the world of
Reality, where all these forces will
be active, as they belong to that
world."
"But what is Reality~" demanded one of those present.
"Reality," said the Baha'i, "is
pure spirit. It occupies no space,
and assumes no form. Psychic
mediums usually speak of the worlcl
of thought or of phantasy, and not
of that of Reality. You remember
the advice of Dionysius: 'Quaint
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sounds and smells and lights, all is
less than spirit-knowing, work not
with these.'
., There are, of course, signs and
experiences which accompany every
stage in the soul's upward journey,
but none of them rests in psychic
phenomena, nor on the astral plane,
nor in trance. Astral and mental
images proclaim only the lower
levels of consciousness, and often
become embodied in such a way that
simple-minded people believe that
they have a reality. But 'these
conceptions surge like the waves of
the sea of imagina tion and pass
away like idle dreams.' We know
them for what they are, because
they bear no fruit in our lives.
"The soul that is earnestly seeking God by means of meditation
must press beyond all image-making into those 'pure spaces clothed
with living beams,' where real
spiritual understanding and divine
union await it. For as Bergson observes: 'Behind the mental state
lies a vast region of perceptions and
correspondence which elude the
image-making powers of the surface
consciousness. The more transcendant the perception, the less of
it will the image contrive to represent.' It will be a state of profound
feeling and pure knowing."
"But the difficulty is," declared
Madame Esme, "to distinguish between those promptings and j deas
that are spiritual and therefore
helpful, and those that are vain imagina tions."
"Don't you think," suggested her
friend, " tha t this is a matter, as
with everything else, of experience,
self-discipline, and sincere striving
for the purification of heart and
mind?' ,
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'Abdu'l-Baha said:
"NIan's power of thought consists of two kinds, one kind is true,
when it agrees with a determined
truth. Such conceptions find realization in the exterior world, such
are accurate opinions, correct theories, and scientific discoveries and
inventions. The other kind is made
up of vain thoughts-from such
there is no fruit."
" And
dreams" - questioned
another-' does 'Abdu 'l-Baha give
any guidance concerning these 7' ,
"Ah !" said the Baha'i, "the life
of the soul in the land of Dreams is
a subject so full of mystery and
fascination, you would do well to
study the subject scientifically, side
by side with the clear and beautiful
teachings of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
"There are, of course, such a
grea t variety of dreams. There are
those which arise mainly from physical causes, and those which are
chiefly composed of our thoughts
dressed up and dramatized for us
on the inner planes. The marvelous and plastic subconscious can be
made to obey the dictates of the
will, and yield up the results of its
ceaseless labors during our hours of
sleep-the 'Brownies' as R. L.
Stevenson used to call its workings.
"Other dreams there are which
are truly messages from spiritual
realms, and from loved onestelepathic communications-a few
of which are flashed over into the
waking consciousness.
"Many Baha'is can tell of lovely
visions they have caught of 'Abdu '1Baha, just before they entered into
the new spiritual consciousness of
the Abha Revelation. The symbols
in which these dreams come to us
sometimes need to be interpreted,
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since they come colored, more or
less, by the impurities of the mirrors through which they are reflected.
, 'Then there are the visions such
as have come to selfless souls, to
saints and seers all through the
ages. These are indeed spiritual
discoveries and' are as a divine key
wherewith to unlock the door of
facts in the outer world.'
"In this great Day it is becoming
more possible for the human mind,
according to the purity of the heart,
to reflect a clear vision of Realities.
'This meeting,' said 'Abdu 'l-Baha
'is of divine ordination and is a
glad-tidings unto the world of mankind.'
"vVe are also told of a test to apply to these experiences. 'Whenever thou beholdest that the heart
is rejoiced, the eye and the insight
are illumined ... and the spirit is
soaring heavenward with joy, know
of a certainty that the tablet (spiritual communication) hath reached
thee. '
, , And again, 'vVhen thou desirest and yearnest for meeting in
the world of vision, at the time
when thou art in perfect fragrance
and spirituality, wash thy hands
and face, clothe thyself in clean
robes, turn toward the court of the
Peerless One, offer prayer to Him,
and lay thy head upon thy pillow.
vVhen sleep cometh, the doors of
revelation shall be opened and all
thy desires shall become revealed.' "
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TIME PASSED. Then one day, the
Baha'i, who had been traveling, received a summons to the bedside of
Madame Esme, in a nursing home.
Ooncerning this visit the friend
afterwards wrote;"I scarcely knew the once handsome face it was so pale and drawn.
She smiled at my grieved surprise.
"I'm certainly an earth-bound body
now," she greeted me, "but, thank
God, my soul will not be."
She
mentioned a dread disease. "There
can be no recovery," she said, "but
after the first shock I found myself
quite resigned, and when there is
no pain, even happy. For I am
learning how 'to distill sugar and
honey from the bitter poison of suffering' and to grow my feeble wings
for flight into the new Kingdom."
After a moment she observed:
"Reality-it is like a shining highway after the misleading by-paths
I pursued so long-too long for my
health, as I see so plainly now. But
the mists are clearing, soon I shall
know-the Truth. Will you please
say our 'garden of happiness'
prayer ~ " Softly I repeated the
prayer for the departed which had
become so precious to us both, with
its closing and ascending note of joy
and glorious fulfilment:... " Oause them to enter the
garden of happiness, cleanse them
with the most pure water, and
grant them to behold Thy
Splendors on the L 0 f tie s t
Mount."

"My heart is united with thee even though my body is in C~ distant land, for verily
neither long distance nor immense remoteness can prevent the union between hearts,
because the clea?' hearts are in reality assembled in union in the Kingdom of God,
while bodies are dispersed in the east and west of the earth. This dispersion cannot
stop the affinity and cannot veil the eye of the soul frmn seeing in all directions."
,Abdu'l-Baha.
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COMMUNICATION WITH THE OTHER WORLD
COMPILED FROM THE TEACHINGS OF 'ABDU 'L-BAHA

AL discoveries are of
SPIRITU
two kinds: one kind is of the
imagination, and is only the assertion of a few people; the other kind
resembles inspiration, and this is
real-such are the revelations of
Isaiah, of Jeremiah, and of St.
John, which are real.
Reflect that man's power of
thought consists of two kinds. One
kind is true, when it agrees with a
determined truth. Such conceptions find realization in the exterior
world; such are accurate opinions,
correct theories, scientific discoveries, and inventions.
The other kind of conceptions is
made up of vain thoughts and useless ideas which yield neither fruit
nor result, and which have no
reality; no, they surge like the
waves of the sea of imaginations,
and they pass away like idle dreams.
In the same way, there are two
sorts of spiritual discoveries. One
is the Revelations of the Prophets,
and the spiritual discoveries of the
elect. The visions of the Prophets
are not dreams; no, they are spirtual discoveries and have reality.
They say, for example, 'I saw a person in a certain form, and I said
such a thing, and he gave such an
answer.' This vision is in the world
of wakefulness, and not in that of
sleep. Nay, it is a spiritual discovery which is expressed as if it
were the appearance of a vision.
The other kind of spiritual discoveries is made up of pure imaginations; but these imaginations become embodied in such a way that
many simple-hearted people believe

that they have a reality. That
which proves it clearly is that from
this controlling of spirits no result
or fruit has ever been produced;
no, they are but narratives and
stories . . . .
Among spiritual souls there are
spiritual understandings, discoveries, a communion which is purified
from imagination and fancy, an association which is sanctified from
time and place. So it is written in
the Gospel that on Mount Tabor,
Moses and Elias came to Christ, and
it is evident that this was not a material meeting. It was a spiritual
condition, which is expressed as a
physical meeting.
The other sort of converse, presence, and communications of spirits,
is but imagination and fancy which
only appears to have reality.
The mind and the thought of man
sometimes discover truths, and
from this thought and discovery
signs and results are produced.
This thought has a foundation; but
many things come to the mind of
man which are like the waves of the
sea of imaginations,-they have no
frui t, and no result comes from
them. In the same way man sees in
the world of sleep a vision which becomes exactly realized; at another
time he sees a dream which has absolutely no result.
What we mean is that this state,
which we call the converse and communications of spirits, is of two
kinds: one is simply imaginary, and
the other is like the visions which
are mentioned in the Holy Book,
such as the revelations of St. John
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and Isaiah, and the meeting of
Christ with Moses and Elias. These
are real, and produce wonderful effects in the minds and thoughts of
men, and cause their hearts to be
attracted. - (Answered Questions,
p.291.)
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(The Wisdom of 'Abdu'I-Baha,
Talks in Paris, p. 80.)
QUESTION: ARE THERE "earthbound" souls who try to have and
do have an influence over people,
sometimes taking entire possession
of their wills ~
'Abdu 'I-Baha
answered: "There are no earthbound souls. When the souls that
are not good die they go entirely
away from this earth and so cannot influence anyone. They are
spiritually dead. Their thoughts
can have influence only while they
are alive on the earth. Caiaphas
had great influence during his life,
but as soon as he died his influence
ceased. It was of this kind that
Christ said, 'Let the dead bury
their dead.' But the good souls
are given eternal life and sometimes God permits their thoughts
to reach the earth to help the people."-(Daily Lessons at 'Akka, p.
41).

SPIRIT CANNOT BE perceived by the
ma terial senses of the physical
body, excepting as it is expressed
in outward signs and works. The
human body is visible, the soul is
invisible. It is the soul nevertheless
that directs a man's faculties, that
governs his humanity.
The soul has two main faculties.
(a) As outer circumstances are
communicated to the soul by the
eyes, ears, and brain of a man, so
does the soul communicate its desires and purposes through the
brain to the hands and tongue of
the physical body, thereby expressing itself. The Spirit in the soul is
the very essence of Life. (b) the
second faculty of the soul expresses
REGARDING THE MATERIALIZATION
itself in the world of vision, where
the soul, inhabited by the spirit, has of spirits through mediums: A perits being and functions without the son finding himself in a state of
help of the material bodily senses. trance, or unconsciousness, is like
There, in the realm of vision, the one who sleeps; whatever he feels
soul sees without the help of the and sees he imagines to be matter
physical eye, hears without the aid and of material things, but in reof the physical ear, and travels ality they are wholly immaterial. ...
There is a wonderful power and
without dependence upon physical
motion. It is, therfore, clear that the strength which belongs to the huspirit in the soul of man can func- man spirit, but it must receive contion through the physical body by firmation from the Holy Spirit. The
using the organs of the ordinary rest of which you hear is superstisenses, and that it is able also to live tion. But if it is aided by the
and act without their aid in the Bounty of the Holy Spirit, it will
show great power, it will discover
world of vision. This proves withrealities, and it will be informed
out a doubt the superiority of the of the mysteries. Direct all the a tsoul of man over his body, the su- tention to the Holy Spirit, and call
periority of Spirit over matter.- the attention of every soul to it.
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Then will you see wonderful signs.
. . . Outside of the Bounty of the
Holy Spirit all that thou hearest
concerning mesmerism or trumpet
communications from the dead are
sheer imagination. - (Tablets to
Mrs. Ella Goodall Cooper)
THE QUESTION WAS ASKED if it
were possible to establish communication with the dead, and whether it
was wise or advisable to attend
seances, or to engage in table-turning, spirit-rapping, etc.
'Abdu'l-Baha said these rappings
etc., were all material things, and
of the body. What is needed is to
rise above the material to the
realms of the purely Spiritual.
Table-turning and such like, were
material, a natural result, and not
spiritual.
But it was possible to communi-
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cate with the dead through the condition of the character and the
heart.-(The Wisdom of 'Abdu'lBaha, Talks in London, p. 68).
WHEN MAN'S SOUL is rarified and
cleansed spiritual links are set up
and from these bonds heartfelt sensations are produced. The human
heart resembles a mirror. When
this is purified hearts are attuned
and reflect one another, and thus
spiritual emotions spring up. This
is like unto the world of dreams,
when man is detached from tangible
matter and experiences spiritual
activities. What amazing laws operate and what remarkable discoveries are made and it may even
be that detailed communications are
registered."-(Star of the West,
Vol. 14, p. 210).

THE BAHA'I TEMPLE-ITS PURPOSE AND NEED
CORINNE TRUE
The following is part of an address delivered by Mrs. True in the Foundation Hall
of the Temple which the BaM'is are building at Wilmette, suburb of Chicago, W.

I SAmerica
it a fact that the Baha'is of
are simply adding one
more to the number of houses of
worship, commonly k now n as
churches 1 Is it another sect or
cult that is ingrafting itself on the
American soil1 If it is not just the
above-after all is said and donethen what are we aiming to accomplish that is different, distinctive?
The Founder of the Baha'i Religion-Baha 'u 'llah-teaches that the
oneness of mankind is greater than
equality. His two cardinal princi-

pIes are The Oneness of Humankind and The Oneness of the Religions God has given to man for his
training. This is a teaching distinguishing Baha'i Temples. The followers of Baha 'u 'llah are building
this Temple.
In the term oneness is implied
one common spirit vitalizing the
whole, as for instance, the human
body. All its organs and members
are vitalized by one spirit, one ego;
they are directly under its command; the will of that one spirit
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vitalizing the whole body causes
mutual cooperation and an interchange of susceptibilities and sensations. So sensitively organized
is this body that if the tip of the
little finger should contact with an
electric battery, the entire body receives a shock. See the very close
connection in the human body:
fever in the lungs is detected by the
flush of the cheeks, and the hidden
diseases of the internal organs are
detected by the appearance of the
eyes, and other ailments are discovered by the beats of the pulse.
When the nations of the whole
world can be aroused to the vital
meaning of this (( Oneness of Mankind," recognizing the very close
connection between them all; nay
rather, becoming conscious that they
are parts, vital organs of the one
body politic-humankind, then they
will cease to consider themselves
separate and distinct, calling themselves the European nations, or the
Asiatic nations, or the American
na tions. They will come to realize
that what is for the good of the
whole, necessarily upbuilds all the
parts. World affairs will take on a
new aspect, and the entire world
will be reorganized to harmonize
with Reality-namely that mankind
is one, each nation being an integral
part of this oneness or whole. Then
we will fully realize that oppression
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of one part or another reacts on our
very own selves. We can discern
clearly, therefore, how much more
vital is the teaching of the oneness
of mankind than that of the eq1tality
of mankind.
Such Centers as the Baha'i
Temple typifies, will be great focal
centers for electrifying mankind
with the knowledge and importance
of conforming to this oneness.
Baha'u'llah says, "Glory is not for
him who loves his country, but
rather glory is for him who loves
his kind-humanity."
Are such Teachings as the aforementioned taught in any of our institutions ~ Does this not prove that
the Baha'is are raising up in the
midst of mankind institutions that
will teach men to do away with war
and all the destructive competitions.
When the Teachings of Baha'u'llah are more widely spread, understood and accepted-the principle
of oneness being one of the most
fundamental in this religion-the
vision of mankind will be clarified
through the Power of the Holy
Spirit, and the great lesson will
have been learned that injury to and
oppression of our fellow human
beings means injury to ourselves.
And this will make for Universal
Peace.

In answer to many questions about the Temple and its accessories, 'Abdu'l-Baha
replied:
"When these institutions, college, hospital, hospice and establishments for the incurable, university for the study of higher sciences and giving post-graduate courses,
and other philanthropic buildings, are built, its doors will be opened to all the nations
and religions. There will be absolutely no line of demarcation drawn. Its charities will
be dispensed irrespective of color or race. Its gates will be flung wide open to mankind; prejudice toward none, love for all. The central building will be devoted to the
purpose of prayer and worship. Thus far, for the first time religion will become harmonized with science, and science will be the handmaid of religion, both showering their
material and spiritual gifts on all humanity. In this way the people will be lifted out
of the quagmires of slothfulness and bigotry."
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THE BAHA'I MOVEMENT IN GERMAN
UNIVERSITIES
MART HA

L.

ROOT

Miss Root, journalist and world traveler in behalf of the Baha)i Movement, gives
us here an account of her remaTkable experience among some of the leading universities of Germany, where she found great leaders of thought--especially in the Departments of Oriental Languages and Philosophy--deeply appreciative of the teachings and
lives of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha. Probably in no other country in the world
would such liberality of thought be found in the great traditional universities. The
second and concluding article will appear in the October number of this magazine.

are great German scholW HEN
ars comparable to Count Gobineau, of France, Baron Rosen of
Russia, and Professor Edward G.
Browne of England-going into the
Near East and Persia to bring back
more truths of illuminating Baha'i
history, and who among these wonderful scholars of the German Republic will translate the works of
Baha-u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha from
the Persian and Arabic languages
directly into classic German? Some
of them will surely do it, for no
people in the world are greater
seekers for truth than are the Germans. No nation is buying so many
books on all religious modern
thought today, as is this commonwealth. No people work more indefatigably, for to them no labor is
too strenuous, no hours too long to
devote to search and research, and
what they discover and prove, they
send forth to the farthest shore
washed by the farthest sea.
The writer, in her travels to
Northern lanc1s, saw how the religious thought of Germany has influenced Finland, Swec1en, Norway
and Denmark. How many statues
of early c1isciples bear German
names! Later when Martin Luther
thunderec1 his reformation, apostles
of Luther took his teachings to
Scandinavia and the fruits are the
State churches in those strong

Northern countries, where this summer an International Congress of
Lutheran churches is being held.
Therefore, to visit most of the
universities of Germany and to lecture on "The Baha'i Movement"
in many of these leading institutions, and to speak with the Professors, some of whom make a profound study of Baha'u'llah's Teachings, was an extraordinary privilege.
Let the fliers explore the air and
race over the seas, but to see a universal religion developing before
our very eyes and in the same
period when we can prove all statements, and when we see a few
rulers, some great scholars and
statesmen, and millions of other
people stand in their places anc1 do
their part to usher in a new spiritual civilization, this is charting the
spiritual seas for the next ten or
twenty centuries.
The Baha'i Movement, too, has
great neec1 for true and unprejudiced scholars who will stuc1y the
Movement and give it a deep and
scholarly presentation. Some of the
Orientalists who know Persian and
Arabic well and are versed in eastern religious movements and who
have attained renown for their
famed translations in kindred subjects, will :find that the words of
Baha 'u 'llah have a wonderful creative influence especially when they
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are read in the original Persian and
Arabic.
FAIR LEIPZIC UNIVERSITY, with its
seven thousand students, has a Professor who is making a most careful study of the Baha'i Teachings.
He is Geheimer Hofrat Professor
Dr. August Fischer, Professor of
Oriental Philology, Director of the
Semitic Institute of the University
and President of the Leipzig
Branch of the world-famous German Oriental Society. A number
of distinguished Americans are
members of this great Oriental Society, and students from the United
States chose the Leipzig Oriental
Seminary for their studies of Semitic and Islamic languages.
Professor Fischer has given lectures on the Baha'i Teachings in
Leipzig University. He is a deep
thinker, a brilliant and eloquent
speaker. When the writer lectured
in this university in June, Professor Fischer gave an introduction
outlining the history of the movement in a very friendly way. He
told also of the first appearance of
the Baha'i Movement in Germany,
and from the Hamburg Oriental
revue, "Der Islam," he read the
following paragraphs from a Tablet
of 'Abdu'l-Baha to a German
clergyman. Historically it will interest you:
"Your letter has arrived and I
have read it. You ask about the
creed of 'Abdu'l-Baha. My creed is
the unity of all human beings which
means that the whole human race is
God's fold and God is the Good
Shepherd. All people, whatsoever
religion or creed they may have,
belong to this fold. We oppose no
religion whatever, but we call upon
them all to join in the union of the
human race. But all men must
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drink of the well of the Teachings
of Baha 'u 'llah so that war and
struggles and quarrels and differences may cease. The whole human race is similar to birds of different colors and qualities, but they
must unite and quench their thirst
at this well and this well contains
the Teachings of Hazreti Baha'u'nah. They are: (1) The search
for truth. (2) The union of the
human race. (3) Religion must
create love and unity if it does not
do so it is useless. (4) Religion
must be in agreement with science.
(5) Fanaticism in religion, in cult,
in race and in nationalism destroys
the whole construction of the human race. All men belong to the
fold of God, are one race and the
earth is one home. (6) Man mnst
free himself from the belief in any
authority and keep only to the
principles of the religion of God.
(7) The unity of language. One
language must be chosen or a new
one found to be the universallanguage, so that misunderstandings between religions, races and nations
may cease. Furthermore, equal
rights for men and women; furthermore, science and knowledge for
everyone; furthermore, cooperation of all religions and nations;
fnrthermore, right and justice;
furthermore, political unity and
other principles. All men must
drink of this well, then the flag of
the unity of the human race can be
hoisted.
The heavenly teachings of Hazreti Baha'u'llah belong to the world
of ethics and attack no religion
whatsoever. The Teachings are
spiritual, heavenly, give freedom of
conscience, they are light and save
man from the dust of darkness, they
are the breath of the Holy Spirit of
everlasting life, of truth, and they
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French translations of Baha'u'llah's works are much sought from
this library and in all German universities they are well known.

Dr. August Ji'isGher of LeipziG University.

make the world bright.
Greetings and praise!
'Abdu'l-Baha Abbas.
Haifa Dec. 6th 1919."
Several Orientalists and theologians took part in the discussion
which followed this lecture in Leipzic University. One young man
present was writing his thesis, for
his degree, on "The Progress of
the Baha'i :lYIovement in Europe."
Invited to the home of Professor
Fischer, the writer saw his magazine "Islamic," an important European review with excellent articles. He spoke of the German
Oriental Society and it is an interesting coincidence that it was founded at almost the same time that the
Bab declared His mission. Its library is now at Halle, and from
there religious and cultural books in
all Oriental languages are loaned
and sent to Orientalists throughout
the world. Mr. Hippolyte Dreyfus'

FRANKFURT-AM-JYIAIN University
has also a Professor who has
studied deeply the history and
Teachings of the Bab and Baha'u'l1ah. Professor J oseph Horovitz,
Professor of Semitic languages and
Islamic civilization, has not only
studied the Cause, but three years
ago, on his way to Jerusalem, he
went by way of Haifa and called
upon Shoghi :B-':ffendi. He asked
the Guardian of the Baha'i Cause
this question: "If people wish to
join the Baha'i movement, are they
expected to leave their own religion
to unite with this ~" He said he
was very pleased with Shoghi Effendi's clear statement that one
could stay in his own church and
still be a Baha'i.
Perhaps before telling you, 0
readers, what Professor Horovitz
has said about these Teachings in
a little conversation we had the day
before the lecture in the university
in June, it would be well to say that
he, in addition to being Professor
of Semitic languages and Islamic
civilization in Frankfurt University, and Director of the Oriental
Seminary there, is also a member
of the Board of Governors of the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
He organized the latter and has
been there twice and may continue
to go at intervals. He knows the
East very well, too, for he was during eight years Professor of Arabic
in the Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental
College in Aligarh, United Provinces of India. It is the greatest
educational institution of Muhammadans in India and has in the
meantime been transformed into the
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and the Tablets of Stone, those com"Moslim University" of India.
He kindly loaned me a copy of mandments which to this day are
the new edition of Professor Ed- standard ~ What did Muhammad
ward G. Browne's book," A Year receive when He heard the voice of
Amongst the Persians," which tells the Angel Gabriel say, 'Stop! Thou
a good deal about the Babis and art the Prophet of the Lord!' If
Baha'is. Professor Horovitz was one receives a Truth, a Word of
a friend of Professor Browne. Then God, what would we call it today~"
He replied: "Instead of saying it
we spoke together about Baha'u'llah and he said: "Baha'u'llah's is inspired and the vVord of God,
plan for bringing religions to- intellectuals would give it as the
gether is excellent. But I see just result of Baha'u'llah's thinking.
one difficulty in the Baha'i claims In a noble sense, divine things come
for European scholars. It is this to one who is pure in his thinking."
question of Revealed Books. The
'Abdu'l-Baha, son of Baha'u'llah,
Professor says many are not be- in speaking on this same point once
lievers in any Revealed Book in the explained, ' , The Baha'is believe
literal sense. Average people are that the incarnation of the Word of
God, meaning the changing of the
more likely to believe in the" Book"
if it came thousands of years ago, nature of Divinity into humanity
but if it comes now, this is some- and the transformation of the Inthing that it is hard for Europeans finite into the finite, can never be.
to assimilate."
But they believe that the Bab and
Continuing he said: "In Baha- Baha'u'llah are JYIanifestations of
'u 'llah 's day, His follower:::; claim a Universal Order in the world of
he was a Revealer. Whatever high humanity. It is clear that the eteropinion one may have of His extra- nal can never be transient, neither
ordinary Writings, one can hardly the transient eternal.
Transforadmit they are the Word of God." mation of nature is impossible. PerProfessor Horovitz then mentioned fect Man, the Manifestation, is like
the German who wrote about the a clear mirror in which the Sun of
Baha'i Movement in Wurttemberg, Reality is apparent and evident, reDr. Hermann Roemer, whose book flected in its endless bounties."
is "Die Babi Beha 'i." He says the
Granted that this source of the
latter gives the history principally Bab's and Baha'u'llah's great
from a missionary's view, and Mr. Teachings are hard to be believed,
Roemer has asserted one could not then lay that question on the table
get around the fact that Baha'is be- for a moment. 'Abdu'l-Baha said:
lieve in this Revelation of Godhead When you speak, speak as I spoke in
as a cardinal point, Professor Horo- America, speak on the principles.
vitz said, "And this is the point Then people will begin to ask themwhere attacks would come. One selves, "was Baha 'u 'llah a Procould not a Hack the Teachings, they phet?" This point was illustrated,
are very sound, very high. "
for when the writer lectured in
The writer said to him, "vVhat Halle University, a group of five
would you call it, this that Buddha eager students came to the platform
received under the bo-tree ~ What la ter and inquired: "'vV as Bahawould you name this that Moses 'u'11ah a scholar ~ Had he studied
recei ved from the burning bush in many schools or was his knowl-
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edge inn a te ~ Do you really think
he could have been a Prophet?))
Professor Horovitz, as well as
some other great Orientalists, may
not care for the old doctrines about
Imams and special Manifestations
of Godhead, but he has a very high
opinion of the humanitarian teachings and the spirit of religious
toleration in Baha'u'llah's principles. His belief is that people who
are living up to the highest ideals
in their own religion, agree as to
essentials found in all other religions. Differences lie only in the
dogmas and rituals.
Personally he thinks there is a
great deal to be said for people
holding to the forms of worship and
life in which they have been brought
up. "There is something strengthening in this," he says, "but they
must never go so far as to say that
others are not right. One religion
may be as good as another if one
holds to its spirit."
"People who are really religious
understand one another, " he thinks.
A saint in one religion is often
looked upon as a saint by people of
other faiths. "How often," said
Professor Horovitz, "in the East
does one see people bow in reverence at the tomb of a saint, even
though the latter be not of their
belief, for they have a feeling that
God must be somewhere near where
a holy man is laid to rest."
Professor Horovitz spoke very
highly of the Baha'i Teachings and
their effectiveness for twentieth
century needs. Commenting upon
Professor Browne's book and Dr.
Roemer's account that a few
Baha'is have not "lived" these
Teachings, the writer said that because this is a universal religion,
every type of person comes into it,
they evolve to hig'her spirituality.

No one is perfect in a day in allY
religion. Then Professor Horovitz
gave the following as his opinion:
"One cannot judge of the spirit of
Baha'ism or of any other religion
by whether all people live up to it.
That is not the test of religion. The
tests are: what are the highest
ideals accepted by the community~
One can run down any religion or
any nation by criticising what a few
do, but one must consider the ideals.
Those who try to keep these high
ideals are good. In the east and in
the west I have found people for
whom I had great respect among
the Jews, the Christians, the Hindus, the Muhammadans and the
Baha'is. "
If people could get away from
Names and seek the essence of
Truth, all World Teachers have
taught the same, each according to
the capacity of the people in His
epoch. The terms, "Manifestation"
, "Prophet"
, "Revealed
Word," may be variously defined
by different religionists and even
by non-religionists, but let them
stand the test, do they confer upon
humanity a moral, spiritual education universal in scope ~ The sun
by any name one may call it, pours
forth its light and life and heat; if
it doesn't, then it is not a sun!
W HEN LECTURING in Hamburg
University, in the Oriental Seminary, Professor Strohtmann, Professor of Islamic Oultures and Languages and present editor of "Der
Islam' '-and he is a very ardent
Christian-said:" The Baha 'i Movement is good, it teaches Ohristians
how they ought to live the life of
Christ. " That indeed was a very
high compliment and it is what
Baha'u'llah came to do. Baha'u'11ah taught that it is the Ohrist
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Spirit in all religions, therefore
"one must consort with all religions
with joy and fragrance."
Dr. Hermann Grossmann of Hamburg and Wandsbek, a young man
who was present at this lecture,
heard of the Baha'i Teachings seven
years ago when he was studying in
Leipzic University, and now he is
Editor of three Baha'i magazines:
"La Nova Tago," an Esperanto review; "Das Rosengartlen," a German magazine for children; and
another magazine for boys and
girls.
ONE VERY FINE Professor in one
splendid university had not heard
much about the Baha'i Teachings
when the writer called upon him to
ask about giving a lecture. He
listened intently, but suddenly said:
"Let me tell you something Miss
Root, you are wasting your time in
Germany. Europeans would never
accept such a Teaching."
He was so sincere, so noble! But
later this Professor and his friends
arranged a large lecture in their

'T'h" TT'YI?1'f'rwif1 I nf
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university and they sat in the front
row. Other conversations followed
and the visit to that beautiful university and the wonderful spirit of
this Professor and his colleagues
stand out as one of the highest
lights in true German culture and
good will. It shows you too, 0
reader, how open-minded the German scholar is to investigate truth.
BERLIN UNIVERSITY with its twelve
thousand students is the largest university in Germany and it is situated just next to the Staatsbibliothek, the second largest library in
the world. The British Museum is
first, but the Staatsbibliothek is second in the library world. In all the
university lectures the writer had
an exhibition of Baha'i books in different languages. Professor G.
Weil and Dr. Gottschalk of the
Staatsbibliothek were interested in
this exhibit which they saw at the
lecture in Berlin University, on
February twenty-eight. They asked
the writer's permission to take the
exhibit to the Staatsbibliothek for

an attendance of twelve thousand students.
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Dr. Franz Babinger of The University of
Berlin.

three days to look it over. They did
this and afterwards ordered from
different publishers a copy of each
book in every language which they
do not already possess. They have
a fine collection of Persian and
Arabic Baha'i manuscripts, and it is
their intention to make the collection of Baha'i books as complete as
possible. Professor Weil said that
when he went to Palestine last
spring he had sought 'Abdu '1Baha's garden in Haifa and walked
up and down in it for an hour enjoying its beauty and thinking of
the progress of the Baha'i Teachings.
Professor Dr. Mittwoch, Director
of the Seminary for Oriental Languages, had arranged the Berlin
University lecture. He presided
and gave an excellent introduction.
Professor Dr. Kampffmeyer, Professor of Arabic Language also
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spoke most interestingly. Professor, Dr. Franz Babinger of this university is bringing out the third
edition of "Vorlesungen uber den
Islam" (' 'Lectures on Islam")
written by the late great Orientalist,
Professor Goldziher of Budapest
who personally knew' Abdu 'l-Baha
and had written about the Baha'i
Movement in this book. Prof. Dr.
Babinger is adding twenty pages to
include recent Baha'i history and is
giving the lists of books in different
languages.
A cousin of Prof. Dr. Babinger is
Dr. Oscar Niedermayer, the explorer, who has written about Persia
and Afghanistan. In one of his
writings he tells about the meeting
with 'Abdu'l-Baha. The writer had
hoped that Dr. von Niedermayer,
who at that time was passing from
:Moscow to Munich, would stop over
a day in Berlin and at this lecture
say a few words about his visit
with 'Abdu'l-Baha, but he did not
have the time.
Some professors in Berlin University have written about the
Baha'i Movement in books and in
encyclopaedias. A number of Professors have lectured on the Baha'i
Teachings, and the Baha'i Cause is
well known there. 'Abdu'l-Baha's
picture is hanging in one of the
halls of Berlin University, the
writer hears, and from other universities come letters saying: "We
thank you for the photograph of
'Abdu'l-Baha. We have framed it
and put it in our seminary so that
our members may enjoy it too."
Six universities have expressed the
wish to use one of Baha'u'llah's
Arabic works for a textbook In
seminar reading next year.

(To be continued)
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EDUCATIONAL EQUILIBRIUM
PROFESSOR

N. F . WARD

The author, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the University of
California at Berkeley, has for years been deeply interested in the work of University
Cosmopolitan Clubs, and is now Nat'ional Vice President of the sixth disb-ict, compris'ing California, Nevada, Arizona and New Mexico_

education today offers
F ORMAL
so many prizes which promise
fame and renown, even though a
few "hand bargains" must be included in the dealings with other
men_ Y et there comes a day when
such fame passes with death.
How resplendent are the souls
who live the life of service and of
radiant acquiescence! They radiate
the splendor of God-given qualities
here, and in memory after passing.
That such a contrast exists may
be traceable to methods and psychology of modern education, which
seek to produce and prevent
changes in human beings with little
or no emphasis upon man's conduct
with his fellows except in a legal
way_ Thus man, through exercise
of his free will, has neutralized the
efforts of the true Educators-the
Prophets-who have endeavored to
bring man to the complete realization of his station.
Just as modern education utilizes
the teacher to bring knowledge of
the facts of existence to growing
humanity, so God, the Creator,
through His Prophets sends instructions by which men may prosper and advance in the material
and divine realms. The position of
these Prophets as Mirrors of the
Life-giving rays of God, the
Spiritual Suns in every dispensation for the world of humanity-is
testified to by men and events from
the beginning of recorded history.
They ministered to all forms of

existence-mineral, v e get a b I e,
animal and human, through laws
which preserved order and brought
man and the working of his mind to
the apex of creation wherein he has
been able to utilize all of these
forms by expressing them in arts
and crafts, comforts and sciences.
These Chosen Ones of God have
taught the education of humanity
as quite essential to the success of
the whole divine plan.
Formal education in colleges and
universities as set up by man concerns itself with material and human education. Material education
has to do with progress in the development of the body. Human education as administered by man deals
with
social
sciences,
applied
sciences, knowledge of government,
administration, research, invention,
and discovery of physical laws.
That man's education be complete
requires a third and essential training namely, Bpiritual. The elements
of spiritual education exist today
only to a limited degree as separate
educational entities in which the
knowledge is particularized and
somewhat removed from the actual
necessities of life. However, it is
the beginning that needs encouragement, for, as 'Abdu'l-Baha says,
"Divine Education is that of the
Kingdom of God; it consists in acquiring divine perfections, and this
is true education. For in this estate
man becomes the center of divine
appearances, the manifestation of
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the words, 'Let us make man in our
image and after our likeness. ' This
is the supreme goal of the world of
humanity."
The Baha is, as followers of the
Prophet Baha'u'llah, are taught to
a pprecia te the significance of all
the Prophets who truly educated
mankind, each one of these Divine
Messengers presenting His teaching in the form best adapted for the
age and the people to whom He
came. When everyone, unfettered
by prejudice or intolerance, investigates the reality of these Prophets, their place in history as human, material, and Divine Educators, will become evident. The
civilization of Zoroaster, Moses,
Buddha, Christ, and :Muhammad,
are existent today although quite
beclouded by man's interprations
and practices. Yet the Station
of these Prophets who assumed
the education of ages of men
without man's assistance, attained
a greater permanency than the empires that failed to heed their
simple teachings.
"The Holy,
Divine Manifestations are unique
and peerless. They are the archetypes of celestial virtues in their
own age and cycle. They stand on
the summit of the Mount of Vision
and they foreshadow the perfections of evolving humanity.' ' ( 'Abdu'l-Baha).
The reflection of the divine intelligence of these Prophets in the
minds and souls and spirits of men
like, for instance, the illuminati of
ancient Persia, Solomon, Copernicus, Plato, Socrates, Paul, Harvey, Martin Luther, J ames Watt,
Thomas Edison, and others, have
transformed the darkness into light.
These are evidences which have
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baffled the minds of educators and
scientists, but are revealed more
specifically in this day by the Prophet Baha 'u 'llah.
In His "Words of Wisdom,' ,
Baha 'u 'llah teaches tha t "The Sun of Truth is the Word
of God, upon which depends the
training of the people of the country of thought. It is the Spirit of
Reality and the Water of Life. All
things owe their existnce to it. Its
manifestation is ever according to
the capacity and coloring of the
mirror through which it may reflect.
For example: Its light, when cast
on the mirrors of the wise, gives
expression to wisdom; when reflected from the minds of artists, it
produces manifestations of new and
beautiful arts; when it shines
through the minds of students, it
reveals knowledge and unfolds
mysteries.
"All things of the world arise
through man and are manifest in
him, through whom they find life
and development; and man is dependent for his spiritual existence
upon the Sun of the Word of God.
The Word is the Fire of God, which,
glowing in the hearts of people
burns away all things that are not
of God. The minds of the lovers
are ever aflame with this fire. It is
the essence of water, which has
manifested itself in the form of fire.
Outwardly it is the burning fire,
while inwardly it is calm light. This
is the water that gives life to all
things.
"We beg of God that we may
partake of this life-giving Water
of Heaven and quaff from the
spiritual chalice of rest, and thus
be free from all that tends to withhold us from approaching His love.
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Glory be upon the people of Glory."
To arrive at and maintain our
educational equilibrium we must,
therefore heed the instructions of
the Divine Prophets who are the
first Educators. According to the
teaching's of 'Abdu '1-Baha, "The
Prophets are sent to educate the
innate quality in humanity. They
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are like gardeners who sow the
grain which afterwards springs up
in a thousand forms of advancement. The Prophets are therefore
the first Educators of the world,
the head-masters of the world. . . ~
Divine education is the sum total
of all development. It is the safeguard of humanity."

SPEAKING OF TALKING
MAItZI.EH

K. N ABIL

The 1'eaders of The Bah6:i Magazine have enjoyed several previous articles from
the pen of this b1'illiant Persian-American University student.

AKI writes of an old army man purpose of this paper is to inquire
who told the same story so into the nature of an idle word, and
often that his friends secretly ar- while the reader may consider the
ranged a contest, and awarded a paper itself as an adequate illustraprize to the one who heard the story tion of one, yet we must persist in
what we feel to be our duty.
the greatest number of times.
Among the most frequent of idle
Volubility, alas, is not limited to
old army men. It is safe to assert words is the platitude. Platitudes
that never in the history of the are almost invariably true, but they
",,"oTld have there been so many do not contribute to human protalkers. The very moving pictures gress or enjoyment, and represent
are now articulate. People can no a substitute for thought, of which
longer sleep through them, and are they are mere lifeless imitations.
jerked into unpleasant conscious- Compare for instance "Beauty is
ness by the rasping wheeze of the as beauty does," with "Let deeds,
beautiful heroine. Even the sanc- not words, be your adorning." One
tity of the home is invaded by the annoys, the other inspires. The difgigantic tones of the radio an- ference between creative thought
nouncer. Pulpit and platform are and platitude seems to be rather in
flooded with rolling periods. Besides the manipulation of the material
which we have always with us the than in the choice of it-a NIichael
people who have nothing to do, and Angelo and a Latin Quarter tyro
are armed with an incredible store use the same clay.
Continual reiteration of a prinof experiences.
ciple
has appeared to some as a
But into Bedlam comes the
Baha'i principle of never speaking form of platitude, but as a matter
an idle word, and this command of fact reiteration is one of the gentmust inevitably reduce the quantity lest and most effective methods of
of words spoken by at least two- instruction. Psychologists have
thirds of their present volume. The long understood its value, and list
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repetition among the chief factors
in attracting attention. Advertising is based on the principle of reiteration. A rule in playwriting is
to tell the audience what they are
about to see, tell them they are seeing it, and tell them they have seen
it. Philosophers say that the universe is the result of endless a pplications of a few cardinal principles. In other words, a reasonable amount of reiteration is welcome and necessary, however much
we disregard its importance. There
is a story that when Mirza Abu'lFadl* was lecturing on the Baha'i
Cause in this country, he was approached by a lady who complained
that he always talked about the
same thing. He asked what that
thing was, and she replied that she
did not know. Whereupon he said
that perhaps she had now learned
the value of repetition.
To return to idle words, a still
more insidious form of these is the
personal anecdote. Such anecdotes
are permissible only if they are
amusing or interestingly instructive. The fact that a thing is amusing often redeems it, because people
consider themselves so close to
tragedy that' they need above all to
be amused in order to preserve
their mental perspective; a study of
the Baha'i teachings must inevitably emphasize the fact that
Baha'is should be interesting. Let
us always remember, then, that the
story of how we dyed our old straw
hat may win us affectionate friends
or implacable enemies, according to
our method of telling it.
Entre nous, sub rosa, between
ourselves, are also words which are

*A distinguished teacher who traveled
and proclaimed the Baha'i teachings in
America in 1904 and 1905.
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absent from the vocabulary of progressive human beings. Of all
groups in the world, only the
Bahais are fully aware of the dangers of secrecy, because all of Our
efforts are directed toward unity,
and the secret is one of the most
potent agents for disunion ever
thought of. Imagine a group in
which every two or three members
are sharing a different secret which
possibly concerns the others-it is
obviously impossible that a fusion
of souls be accomplished in such a
gathering. Telling secrets is really
a breach of spiritual etiquetteand after all there are very few
people in the world who are wicked
enough to be prefaced witli an "entre nons." Besides which, nothing
is more generally known than a
secret-the safest policy is not to
have one. Worst of all, keeping
somebody's secret is a decided annoyance so that it is an infringement on personal liberty to say,
, 'N ow don't breath this to a sonl' ,although of course if people insist
on thrusting their secrets upon us,
we are duty bound to keep them
(the writer has often been happy to
keep even such secrets as were imparted in the hope of further circula tion). As a rule, too, the secret
betrays immaturity-early scholars
wrapt their discoveries in mystic
symbols, while doctors talked Latin
to admiring moribunds-but now
tha t the world is growing up, the
tendency is rather to err on the side
of frankness. At all events, there
is little room among us for any
kind of secrecy, as Baha'is do not
confide in anyone, but in everyone,
and 'Abdu'l-Baha has said that we
are to have no secrets, that we are
to bear each other's sorrows, and
share each other's joys.
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Among the thousand and one
forms of idle word are the enthusiastically involved disputes which
have always been a popular source
of long-windedness. Theologians
have interminably dissected the essence of the Trinity, while medieval
schoolmen have quarrelled over
just how many angels may dance on
the point of a needle, and philosophers have discussed whether or
not they were sitting on the chair
they were sitting on. The other
day a young psychologist, hearing
that we believed in the existence of
God, advised us that we were what
is known as a "psychical monist,"
and that we had best keep our opinions to ourself; had we told our
informer that we in our turn would
class him as a "psychopathic psychologist" an endless dispute would
have ensued-instead of which we
parted friends.
What, then, do Baha'is talk
about? Do they literally confine
themselves to ' , Yea, Yea, " and
"Nay, Nay?"
Baha'u'IHih has
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said: "Oh Emigrants! the tongue
I have designed for the mention of
me . . ." He says again, "Make
mention of Me on My earth, that in
My heaven I may remember thee
. . ." and again, ' , Magnify My
cause, that I may make manifest
unto thee the secret of My greatness
and shine upon thee with everlasting light."
We are undoubtedly most refreshed when speaking of matters
pertaining to the Baha'i Cause, such
matters comprise the greater part
of our existence, because the teachings of Baha 'u 'llah are the mould
around which our activities are
formed. It is encouraging that so
many of the commands of God may
be obeyed by the simple process of
controlling our speech-the mere
negative act of not talking prevents
us from falsehood, loquacity,
slander, gossip, disputes, tediousness, and a hundred other sins.
And it is evident that in proportion
as we discard unnecessary conversation we are given to express much
that is of lasting beauty.

SONNET
Silence ,is htt a f1tller kind of sound
Mo're eloquent, more st'irred with 'meaning's beat;
The grass does speak in silence to the groLtnd,
In silence does the stream the song Tepeat.
With gold of silence brow of saint ,is crowned,
The lips of thought a,re sealed with silence 'meet;
With quiet is the loved one haloed round
And pilgrims enter shrines with silent feet.
J

In fruitful stillness love does come to birth
And warmth and kindness out of quiet 'rise
A.nd p'raye'r f'rom silent m01tth to heaven 'may soa'r.
From silence comes the powe'r to wield the eaTth
To burn the world with flames of silent eyesLike waves to thunder, and like lions to roar.
MARZIEI-I K. N ABIL.
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WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"I AM NO DREAMER) and I am not
underestimating the importance of
economic, political and social questions. I was in Parliament myself
and never thought of talking there
about relig'ious questions. No se1£respecting person will expound his
most sacred convictions every little
while at the slightest provocation,
but every such person has such convictions and lives up to them. And
I believe that there is something
deeper than any material question,
no matter how important that may
be.
"Any national program in order
to be effectual must express the fullness of modern cultural needs. It
must be well rounded. It must consider the spiritual as well as the
ma terial side of human beings.
"Political independence alone is
not sufficient. For independence
will not preserve any nation. Morality and education are the ultimate
salvation. For even political independence is only a means to attain
the righteous living of a nation.
vVhen righteous living ceases in a
country, when the people no longer
live morally or decently, when they
110 longer have contentment of
souls, that nation is bound to go
under.
"Even universal suffrage cannot
make a nation endure unless the
people of that land are enlightened,
educated and finally realize the preponderance of spirit over matter,
of morality over immorality and of
enlightened humanity over brute
force."-President Thomas G. Masaryk of Czechoslovakia in the New
York Times.

" THAT WAS A very quiet affair
twenty-five years ago in Berlin
when at the inspiration of Mrs.
Carrie Chapman Catt the International Woman's Suffrage Alliance was founded. At that time in
Germany it was against the law to
have any kind of a suffrage organization. In the free city of Hamburg, however, a suffrage society
had been started and there were
members of this society scattered
through Germany. Seven countries
in all were represented, and the
Berlin members of the Hamburg
society were the German representatives. Woman suffrage was already known in five states of the
United States but it did not exist
anywhere else in the world. And
nowhere was it taken seriously except by that devoted little band of
early suffragists who were laying
the foundation of this great world
movement.
"This year the Congress met
again in Berlin and this time with
representatives from forty-five
countries and with suffrage for
women won in three-quarters of the
countries of the world. . . For
Mrs. Catt, IYIrs. F. Louis Slade presented the flags of all the nations,
and of the scene at their acceptance,
she says: "Young girls carrying the
flags of the nations came toward us.
They passed us, they rose above us
bearing aloft their banners, a token
that the youth of the world will
carry forward the work that is but
begun." . . .
"There were women from every
continent, and each voiced the same
hope that the enfranchisement of
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women was destined to bring this
grea t gift to mankind-the end of
war, the establishment of peace and
good will among the nations."u vVeekly News" published by the
New York Leag1,te of Women
Voters.
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Kai-Shek, wife of the Chinese President, as a member of the committee
of the legislative Yuan of the
Chinese government, is viewed by
the Shanghai correspondent of the
Daily Mail as a consequence of
women's growing demand for sex
equality.
This demand, he said, had already produced radical changes in
social and family customs and had
placed women on an equal footing
with men before the law. The appointment of Mrs. Chiang gave her
powers equivalent to those of a
cabinet minister. She is the first
woman to hold such a post in China.
Mrs. Chiang is a graduate of
Wellesley and a sister of T. V.
Soong, minister of finance.-Washington, D. C. "Star."

, 'READING FOR INTERRACIAL understanding must begin far back of
books of travel and of information,
back even to biography and of the
works of literature which reflect the
spirit of a people. We must begin
with books about the world as a
whole which will show us the place
of mankind, including all races and
groups in the universe; with books
that tell the story of man's life on
earth as one story showing our common heritage in the past and our
common hopes for the future.' , A NEW "INTERNATIONAL UNIVERMrs. Florence Brewer Boeckel,
Ed1,bcational Director, National SITY/' designed particularly for
Council for Prevention of War, in young Americans who wish to ac(( Libraries."
quaint themselves with Scandinavian culture, is about to be set up in
"PERU IS A LAND of generous feel- Denmark under the direction of Dr.
ings and hospitality. We are open Sven Knudson, well known educato all the races of the world. vVe tor and Boy Scout leader. The unihave in our customs the virtues of que institution will be housed in the
the Spanish nation as far as hospi- picturesque old Chateau Lerchentality is concerned, and everyone borg on the Island of Sjaelland,
who goes there with good will is re- upon which the city of Copenhagen
ceived with open arms. Many J ap- is located. Dr. Knudsen, who has
anese are there, doing very well. in previous years helped in the
Some went to Peru as peasants, and exchange of American and Danish
are now rich land owners, and they youngsters between private homes
belong to the best classes of our so- in the two countries, announces that
ciety because we give more praise 600 Americans of all ages will be
and honor to a self-made man than enrolled in the first "semester" of
to a man who can only boast of his the school.' '-1V as hington Star.
lineage of b I 0 0 d. " - Minister
K eiichi Yamasaki in the Pan-PaciSOUTHAMPTON, L. I.-Sept. 1.fic Union B1,tlletin.
Declaring that economics had displaced politics as the centre of gravApPOINTMENT of Mrs. Chiang ity of human interest, Dr. Nicholas
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JYfurray Butler, president of Colum- GRESS OF PSYCHOLOGY WHICH OPENED
bia University and of the Carnegie AT YALE UNIVERSITY SEPT. 2, 1929.
End 0 Will e n t. for International
"WHEN IN THE fullness of time
Peace, in an address at the Parrish
there is a family of the nations,
Art Museum here tonight appealed
when each will give according to its
for the "large-minded cooperation"
ability and receive according' to its
of business on an international scale
needs, when war among them will
to buttress world peace.
be as absurd as it would now be for
The controlling mot.ive of t.he life
members of this congress to begin
and thought of the world is no lonmurdering one another, this will be
ger liberty but wealth, Dr. Butler
due in no small measure to cooperasaid, suggesting' that the war years
tion among scientific men of all naof 1914 to 1918 marked the definite
tions in their common stock. " end of an era of some four centurDr. J. McKeen Cattell, President of
ies in which intellectual and politithe Congress, formerly professor
cal interest.s and the will of the inat the Un'iversity of Pennsylvania
dividual to self-expression and freeand at Colttmbia.
dom were dominant.
Calling for wise guidance of t.he
, 'IN THE PAST two decades even
now prevailing economic motive lest nations have learned much of the
it be linked with extreme national- terrible futility of unmitigated hosism, he asked what possibly could tility and, also, let us hope, of the
be expected of a narrow nationalism ultimate possibilities of friendly cobuilt on an economic foundation, if operation," he said.
narrow nationalism on a truly poli"vVhat has thus been found true
tical foundation could do no better in the political sphere, can hardly
than it had done.
fail to be found more true in the
Dr. Butler launched a direct at- effort to push forward the frontiers
tack on the traiff legislation now of knowledge, an enterprise where
being framed in Congress as an il- the cultivation of common interests
lustration of the danger ahead if and curiosities need engender no
new international relationships fatal animosities, and where there
were not appreciated in considera- exist abundant opportunities for
tions of economics. He warned the development of the most genthat the peace and prosperity of the erous rivalries.' '-Dr. J ames R.
world would be "mightily advanced Angell) President of Yale.
or gravely compromised" accordA REPORT ON earlieT congresses
ing as Congress acts wisely or unwisely on "this crucial question.' ' - was made by Professor Edward
Claparede, of Switzerland, secreNew York Times.
tary of the international committee
EXCERPTS PUBLISHED IN THE ' , NEW of the congress. He suggested the
YORK TIMES," FROM ADDRESSES AT need for a universal language for
THE NINTH INTERNATIONAL CON- scientists.
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"This period is R lJlessed period. Endeavor that thou mayst
li'-e according' to the requirements of this glorious age."
-'Aodu'l-Baha.
DOES H-U]\l[ANITY PROGRESS 1
In cient Babylon. Here was warm
spite of pessimistic assertions to hatred, blood lust, a harshness unthe contrary, it is evident to any modified by the gradual amelioracareful observer that the average tion which Christianity has wOTked
lJeople of today, in the vyorld's most upon the morals and manners of the
advanced countries, are more re- "world.
The8e people, mysterious travelers
fined, more gentle, more humane,
iTom some ancient nnknovvn bourne,
than in past epochs.
MotoTing t h l' 0 U g h ,\-estern still live and breathe in the atmosllIassaclmsetts, I took occasion to phere of pagan days. Their whole
stroll ont from a gas station dur- beings vibrate easily to notes of
ing reflllment. It was a lovely Sab- anger, malice, jealousy, malignancy.
ba th morning, and over the flowered They thrive upon passion, enjoy the
fields peace lay like a sacrament. throb of violent emotions, and live
Bnt from a certain quarter came their highest moments in the (to
harsh sounds of voices raised in them) inspiring ch-ama of quarTel
quarrel-a human drama in the and recriminations.
Yet meanwhile, around these
opell alr.
As I reached a rise of ground, I remnants of an ancient pagan day,
smv before me a small gypsy en- flovYed the more peaceful currents
l3ampment almost in the midst of the of modern Christian civilization.
snlnlrlJan life of the town. \Vithin Here, in these quiet subluban homes
a ring of tents, a group of gypsies overlooking the gypsy encampment,
vvere engaged in violent dispute were a people who in their manner
and gesticulation. The chief actor of living a voided quarrels, conin the scene v,ras a young matron demned violence, and sought as far
who was pouring forth the utmost as in them lay to express in their
vituperation upon an older man, and daily lives the amenities of a civiliupon the group in general. He was zation founded upon neighboTliness,
retorting in similar style, and at cooperation and peace. In the bettimes others of the group took up ter class suburlJs of our American
cities, we find uniformly expressed
the quarrel.
One could not understand the the highest qualities of our present
words. But the Sl)irit of the scene civilization. In these homes, beautibecame indelibly fixed upon my ful, comfortable, set each in its own
memory. For before me, as if re- charming entourage of lawn and
cTeateo. iTom the dim past, was shrnlJs and flowers, we find a people
being enacted ::\11 episode from an- fa r indeed remoyed from the crass
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and brutal selfishness, the hatreds,
the aggressions of ancient Babylon.
Should we search to find the cause
of this great progress, we would
perceive it to be the light and power
in the spiritual stimulus given to
humanity by the words and life of
the Christ. His message of love
and mutual service, reverberating
down through the centuries, have at
last created an individual, a family,
and a civic conscience which guides
the best of present humanity into a
graciousness of daily living far
surpassing anything the world has
known before.
BAHA'u'LLAH REPEATING this same
message of love and unity in terms
significant not only for this day and
age but for the future evolution of
the world, has given again to humanitya spiritual dynamic destined
to raise it to still higher stages of
spiritual expression in the daily life.
The purpose of the Baha'i Revelation is nothing less than that of
raising all humanity to the highest
spiritual level which the race today
shows itself capable of achieving.
Religion is to be expressed in deeds,
and not in profession of faith.
"Baha 'is,"
says
'Abdu '1-Baha,
"may not content themselves with
the noise, the clamor, the hollowness of religious doctrine. Nay,
rather, they should exemplify in
every respect of their lives the attributes and virtues that are born
of God. . . . They should justify
their claim to be Baha'is by deeds,
not by name. . . . The essential
purpose of faith and belief is to ennoble the inner being of man with
the outpourings of grace from on
high."
Previous religions have sought to
bring to man the realization of cer-
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tain foundation truths of the spiritual life-namely, the unity and
Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man. All who accepted
these doctrines became participants
of the given religion; but today
more is required than acceptance
of a doctrine. Humanity, owing now
to its already achieved illumination
and universal understanding of
these basic spiritual truths, is ready
to undertake a further stage in its
spiritual evolution. This stage is
that of actually living a divinely
guided life on this plane, expressing
in that life the divine attributes.
We have the plan in 'Abdu'l-Baha's
instructions: "In this holy dispensation the crowning glory of bygone
ages and cycles, faith, is no mere
acknowledgment of the unity of
God, but rather the living of a life
that manifests the virtues and perfections implied in such belief."
THUS IT IS SEEN that a supreme
obligation is presented to all who
would accept the Baha'i Teachings.
Participation of a real and vital
nature in this Movement calls for
the daily practice of the "divine
art of living," with the purpose of
not only perfecting one's self but of
advancing also the progress of humanity.
"He is a true Baha 'i, ' , says
'Abdu'l-Baha, ""\vho strives by day
and by night to progress and advance along the path of human endeavor, whose cherished desire is
so to live and act as to enrich and
illumine the world; whose source of
inspiration is the Essence of Divine
perfection; whose aim in life is to
conduct himself so as to be the cause
of infinite progress. Only when he
attains unto such perfect gifts can
it be said of him that he is a BaJul'i"
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A WORLD CONGRESS OF COLLEGES
Dr. Cloyd Heck ll![ctrvin, President of Ge01'ge Wctshington UniveTsity, in ctn ciddress
delir{)61'ed Cit the opening exe1"cises of Rctndolph-MCicon Women's College, CidvoCCited Ci
world congress of colleges ctnd universities to conside1" methods of tniining for woTld
leadership. In the following excm"pts fro11t his address IntMished in The Evening StCiT,
W cishington, D. C., Sept. 24, 1929, we find an appeal for cooperation which expresse8
the idearls of the New Age.

TRACING THE WORLD advances in confederation which created first
the United States of America, and which now may form a united states
of Europe, Dr. Marvin declared that the responsibility for developing
the leadership which brings about world union rests upon the institutions of learning.
"The leaven that works by different processes to lead the people
of the world to a realization of the common interest of an is largely a
matter of education," Dr. Marvin said. "Colleges and universities
cannot set themselves apart from the leaven that is at work in the world
today. We must not view our lives in a monastic sort of way, for out
of colleges and universities must come the social leadership for tomorrow. To insure such leadership the curricula of the colleges must
be so ordered that students will develop along lines which will give
them a masterful hold upon the idea of social unity and understanding
throughout the world.
"That materials for such curricula might be appropriately selected
and correctly proportioned so as to portray the spirit and temper of the
social backgrounds of the several nations, it would be well to call together a congress of representatives of the colleges and universities of
the world to consider methods of disseminating correct and discriminating information about the several nations to the end that correct understanding of national ideals, policies, traditions and aspirations might
be known, and to consider methods of closer co-operation between the
instructional and research fmces of the institution. Thus would be
brought to bear the elements necessary to understanding in training
for world leadership."
In stressing education as a means of promoting world understanding,
Dr. Marvin declared also that the United States should take more than
a theoretical interest in world federation. Comparing the strengthening of federal power in the colonies, which finally resulted in the United
States of America, with the movements fm co-operation among the
"EJuropean nations which have culminated in the recent Briand proposal
for a united states of Europe, the George \Vashington University president declared that" a process similar to our own political development
has been compelling Europe and the vyorld to a fuller understanding, a
deeper a pprecia tion and a greater union."
Arms abandonment discussions, he said, are' 'well," but, he contended, they represent a negative approach to the social problem. The
real approach to world unity, he said, is education, and it \\-as at this
point in his speech that he placed the burden of promoting international
understanding c1irectl3T upon the colleges and universities.
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'VHENCE COlYIES THE LIGHT
Chapter 5,

The Guardian and Administration
LOUL,IE

A.

MATHEWS

'This is the concluding chapteT of C~ veTY instTuctive se1'ies of aTticles which began
in the May numbs?' of this mcogazine. lVhs. lVlathews has Tecor-ded the histoTy-of
COE1'se ver'y much in br'ief-of those gTeat events which should be studied (is a preface
to Balui'i Hte1'Cltur'e, faT the student of today finds it of the ~~trnost irnpor-tance to
acquaint himself from the beginning with the StOTY of the lives of the .F'mmder·s of
the Bah6,'i Movement (cnd the present aclrninistTation.

was interpenetrated by
P mRSIA
snperstition and fanaticism at
the advent of the Prophet Baha'Ll 'Hah.
Against this backgl'ol1lld
and amid the falling fortunes of
family, without the education of this
world, Baha 'u '11all uttered wOTds
·which renewed civilization, unfolded
spiritual knowledge and raised the
tattered standard of Truth. Where
shall vve look for the source of such
illspiration save to God ~ IDven today the principals of Baha'u'llah
represent onr most advanced ideals,
as even a cursory glance will show:
Unfettered search after truth.
Abandonment of superstition and
prejudice.
The oneness of mankind. ' , All
are leaves of one tree, flowers In
one garden."
Religion must be the cause of
harmony and love, else it is not religion.
All religions are one in fundamental principles.
Religion must conform with
science. Faith and reason must be
in full accord.
Universal Peace: the establishment of a universal League of N ations, of international arbitration
and an international parliament.
The adoption of an auxiliary interna tionallanguage, which shall be
taught in every school thronghout
the world .

Compulsory education for all and
special advantages for girls, who
-yvill become the first educators of
the next generation.
Equal opportunity of development and equal rights and privileges for both sexes.
VVork for all: no idle rich, no idle
poor. vVork in the spirit of service is worship.
Prejudice of all kinds must be
forgotten.
Let us examine the outer world
and observe if the light brought
hither by the Prophet, has affected
the physical environment of man.
When Baha'u'llah was bOTn we had
neither a telegraph wire nor a
motor car. "\Ve read by flickering
candles and dim oil lamps. Groups
of people lived as separate units,
knowing neither steamboat nor
train but communicating with each
other by slow stage-coach an(l uncertain sailing vessels.
Today
throngh the creative power of the
Prophet we live in a new era-we
may say truly in a new dimension.
vVe ride through the air and from
it draw music. Sounds and colors
are brought from far off lands, and
knowledge of happenings at the
equator and the poles seem miraculously borne into our midst. From
every realm comes light flooding'
man's daily life. The povver of God
revealed tllTough the Prophets en-
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dows man with the capacity to press
forward to new goals and to wrest
£Tom nature secrets hitherto hidden. The means of establishing the
ne'iV order is inherent in the message and presence of God's Prophet. He becomes a channel through
'ivhich dynamic power pours into
the minds and hearts of men.
Bahii'u'llah's far flung principles
are gradually being absorbed into
our consciousness. The law of consultation is the crucible into vvhich
opinions and actions must be poured
in order to £Tee the gold from alloy.
The condition of present evolution
makes this la,v the touchstone of
spiritual alchemy, and Baha 'u '111ih
tells us the new age will rest upon
the pillars of Consultation and
Kindness.
In every part of the woTld Baha'i
groups are forming and are making
practical application of this law;
all matters pertaining to the Cause
are referred to them for consultation and decision. As the teachings
spread, countries elect a National
Assembly by means of delegates
chosen by the local Baha'i assemblies. The duties of office are for
the duration of one year, and the
number of men and vwmen on all
Spiritual Assemblies (Committees)
IS lllne.
'Abdu'l-Baha appointed a Guardian for the Cause in the perSOll of
His grandson Shoghi Effendi. The
-world has gained in him a powerful
ally on the side of justice and peace.
Shoghi Effendi, still a young man,
studied at Oxford and now lives in
Haifa vvith members of 'Abdu'lBaha's family.
He guides the
Baha'i world not as one set above
others, but as a true brother and coworker. In every quarter of the
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globe whatever concerns Bah:'i'is is
his direct care. His function is
unique. His responsibility without
limit.
The Guardian evinces a wisdom
and an insight that is equal to the
needs of the infant Cause. -While
according unstinted encouragement
to every sincere effort, he curbs and
prunes the dangerous tendencies of
the age, and steadily draws the
Baha'i world towards the true independence born of the YVord of
God. His letters may be read -with
termelldous l)ro-6.t by all men
whether they be believers in. Baha'u'11ah or another Prophet. The
following are a few brief extracts:
"I need not dwell upon what I
have already reiterated and emphasized that the administration is
an instrument and not a substitute
for the Faith of Baha'u'llah, that
it should be regaTCled as a cbannel
through which His promised blessings may flow, that it should guard
against such rigidity as would clog
and fetter the liberating forces released by His revelation."
"The Baha'is must do their utmost to extend at all times the helping hand to the poor, the sick, the
disabled, the orphan, the vvidmY, irrespective of color, creed or caste.
They must promote by every means
in their pmver the material as ,'{ell
as the spiritual enlightenment of
youth."
"As the administrative work of
the Cause steadily expands, as its
various branches grow in importance and number, it is absolutely
necessary that ,ve bear in mind this
fundamental fact that all administrative activities, however harmoniously and efficiently conducted,
are but means to an end.
-_.-"
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Let us take heed lest in our
great concern for the perfection of the administrative machinery of the Cause, we lose sight of
the Divine Purpose for which it was
created. Let us be on our guard
lest the growing demand for specialization in the administrative
functions of the Cause detain us
from joining the ranks of those who
in the forefront of battle are gloriously engaged in summoning the
multitude to this New Day of God.
This indeed should be our primary
concern; this is our sacred obligation, our vital and urgent need."
., Not by the force of numbers, not
by the exposition of a set of new
and noble principles, not by an organized campaign of teaching, no
matter how world-wide and elaborate its character-not even by the
staunchness of our faith or the exaltation of our enthusiasm, can we
ultimately hope to vindicate in the
eyes of a critical and sceptical age
the supreme claim of the Abha
Revelation. One thing, and only
one thing, will unfailingly and alone
secure the undoubted triumph of
this sacred Cause, namely the extent to which our inner lives and
private characters mirror forth in
their manifold aspects the splendor
of those eternal principles proclaimed by Baha 'u 'llah. ' ,
To enter the Baha'i Movement in
its fullest concept is to abandon all
experience
exclusive ideas-an
vvhich at first exposes one to new
trials and sufferings, as the human
ego revolts against the supreme
practice of universal love. Here
the scientist must associate with the
unlearned, the rich ,vith the poor,
the ,vhite with the colored, the
mystic 'iyith the literalist and the
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Christian with the followers of all
religions-and on terms that remove the privileges and advantages
of traditional precedents and presumptions. But for this difficult experience there are glorious compensations. Such association removes
fear and constraint; the banishment
of constraint liberates stifled and
latent powers. Spiritual love vitalizes man, his expression becomes
freer, his imagination more creative. A Baha'i community is a
gathering where the flower of unity
slowly unfolds.
In the Baha'i administration the
student will observe the complete
reconcilia tion of the opposed claims
of democratic freedom and unanswerable authority as well as an
entire absence of salaried clergy.
Baha'i believers having knowledge
and ability may teach, but they exercise no authority over the individual conscience. All questions relative to the Cause are presented to a
Spiritual Assembly. Baha'i authority is measured by self-sacrifice
and not by arbitrary power, the religious conception is one which combines mysticism-the sacred personal experience-with practical
morality.
A BahB. 'i community is so deeply
laid and broadly extended as to
include every sincere soul, it shuts
the gate of fellowship on no one.
The inherent necessity of bringing
the administration into hands best
fitted for the work will move the individual, through prayer and spiritual insight, to recognize those of
vision-who in turn will defer to
whosoever is CalJable of still greater sacrifice and inspiration. The inevitable result will be a constant
improvement in the qualities placed
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at the serVlCe of the Cause. Each
assembly studies the teachings, assists the poor, and gives ethical and
material aid in the community
where it functions.
The Baha'i groups vividly recall
the early Christians, who gathered
in the catacombs to ponder upon
the words of Christ and to discover
ways of making practical application of His principles. They were,
in truth, laying the foundation of a
new civilization which later crumbled the walls of the Roman Empire.
The governing bodies of
Rome attached no importance to
these humble gatherings and even
had they been in their very midst,
lacking insight, and ignorant of the
power of God's Messenger, they
could not have measured their far
reaching importance. Baha'i assemblies today are making the same
effort, they are meeting to study the
words of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha and to sow the seed which will
eyentually bring a millenium of
peace and toleration-racial and religious. As no money, power or
perquisites result from Baha'i administration, the worldly and am-
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bitious ,vill turn away from the
steeper ascent-the sharper sacrifice-of unrewarded hours of service giyen in the assemblies. Yet
through the power of God shall the
earth bear witness to the fulfillment of this strange and cryptic
saying, "And the meek shall inherit
the earth."
'Abdul-Baha's words illumine the
spirit of consultation:
"The prime requisites for them
tha t take counsel together are
purity of motive, radiance of spirit,
detachment from all else save God.
. . . In this day, assemblies of consultation are of the greatest importance and a vital necessity. . . . The
members thereof must take counsel
together in such wise that no occasion for ill-feeling or discord may
arise. This can be attained when
every member expresseth with absolute freedom his o"vn opinion and
setteth forth his argument. Should
anyone oppose, he must on no account feel hurt for not until matters
are fully discussed can the right
~way be revealed.
The shining
spark of truth cometh forth only
aft e l' the clash of differing
opinions.' ,

({ Hnnw.nitYJ torn with dissension
bnrning with hate,ts crYW[f
at this how' for a f"'cller meaStiTe of that love which is born of
!01je which in the last resoJ"t will, prove the one solvent of its'
difficulties cmd problems. Is it not inm~11'&bent upon us) whose hearts
aTe aglow with love for Him, to make still grecder ejloTt tom
that love in all its zmrity and power in our dec&lings with our
"-Shoghi Effendi.
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THE BAHA'I MOVEMENT IN GERMAN
UNIVERSITIES
MARTHA L. ROOT
This is the second and concluding ar-ticle by Miss Root on her- expM'ience among
some of the leading ~lnive1'sities of GeTfnany. The fi1'St ar-tiale appeared lc,st month and
cover-ed the story of her visits to Leipzic, Fn,nkfur-t-Am-Main and Berlin Universities.

CH UNIVERSITY is the
M UNI
second largest university in
Germany with about eight thousand
students. Dr. F. R. Merkel, Professor of Comparative History of Religions, was arranging a course of
lectures on modern religious movements and he graciously planned
that one of these could be a Baha'i
lecture. Mrs. Consul Schwarz of
Stuttgart was in Munich on that
date, December 12, and she spoke
brilliantly and with deep love and
insight on the history and principles of the Baha'i Cause, and the
writer spoke on the progress of the
Baha'i Movement in the five continents. Mrs. Schwarz is Editor of
the German Baha'i Magazine the
"Sonne del' W arheit" and she and
11er husband Kommerzienrat Consul
Sch,yarz kncw 'Abdu'l-Baha; they
had visited Him in Paris in May
1913, and entertained Him in Stuttgart. And they have visited Shoghi
Effendi, Guardim1 of the Baha'i
Cause, in Haifa. Mrs. Schwarz
knows the Teachings well. There
',vas much enthusiasm at the Munich
lecture j by invitation and "footstamping" applause, it was decided
to continue the lecture and discussi.on for a second hour. In this
second hour the Professor also
spoke, and many questions were
asked and answered. The next
morning a few students deeply interested came to the hotel where
conversation was continL1ed for

three hours. Mrs. Schwarz also
came and the students were so
happy to speak with her again.
Certain questions have been
brought up in the discussions in
nearly all the universities, namely
more details about how many
Baha'is are there in the world today7 What are the scientific Baha'i
Teachings on the life after death~
What is the Baha'i organization?
And what is the relation of Baha'ism to Babism, Muhammadanism,
Christianity and Judaism 7
BRESLAU UNIVERSITY situated in
the extreme east of Germany, the
gateway from Poland, Russia and
the east, is also one of the large and
very interesting universities of Germany, enrolling about five thousand
students. Professor Carl Brockelmann ananged the lecture there in
the Hall of the Oriental Seminary.
He too spoke eloquently about the
Cause. Among those present were
Professors of Arabic, Persian,
Turkish Languages, Professors of
Theology, Professors of German,
and students from the East, the
Near East, and the United States,
as well as the German students. In
almost all universities the audiences
have been more or less cosmopolitan, for to the German universities
come students and Professors, too,
from many lands. The writer observed that some of the very advanced German students working
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for a special degree had studied for
a term or hvo in Oxford or Cambridge Universities. Students with
scholarships from the United
States were relJresented in nearly
every German University ,yhich the
writer visited.
GOTTINGEl, U NIVERSI':'Y interested
me because in Gottingen lives Professor Dr. Priedrich Karl Andreas.
a Persian scholar, Professor Emeritus, nOlv a man over eighty years of
age, ,vho formerly had resided fOT
seven years in Persia and had written a little book about the Ribis.
He ,vas very kind and pleasant, and
he said he ,vould be glad to translate
some book from Bah§!ullah into the
German language; he also said he
-vvould tell his pupils. The wellknown Professor of Semitic languages, Professor Mark Lidzbarski,
had recently passed on and his successor had not yet arrived, therefore
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a public lecture was not arranged
in June.
Americans may be interested to
know that it ,'{as to Gottingen University that Benjamin Franklin
came as early as 1766 to investigate
the equipment of different schools
with the intention to use this information in the founding of the University of Pennsylvania. George
Bancroft, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, J olm Lathrop Motley, B. L.
Gildersleeve, Albert Harlmess, J.
Pierpont Morgan, are only a few of
the distinguished men in the United
States who studied in this beautiful university Tight in the heart of
the Harz and 'vVeser Mountains and
the Thuringen Forest region. It
was here, too, that Bismarck received his university training, and
here that 'vVilhelm Weber with
Gauss invented the electric telegTaph. The university library ~with

Professor Eme)'it1{s, Dr. FriecZl"ich Kw)'l
Ancll'eas of Gottingen
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Now Professor Hauer is collecting as many Baha'i books and
manuscripts as possible for the
Oriental Seminary of Tubingen
University which he founded in
1922. He is professor of Indology
and Comparative History of Religions. In this Seminary he and
his students work together and it
is possible that they may translate
PROF];jSSOR JAOOB WILHELM HAuER
directly from their original sources
of Tubingen University said that some of Baha'u'llah's great works.
his attention was called to the The writer admired his :fire and enBaha'i Movement when a friend of thusiasm when he said: "VVe wish
his wrote a book somewhat against to get a big collection of all sorts.
it. In 1912-13 Professor Hauer We desire to get the sources of all
studied in Oxford University and a religions collected in this seminary.
friend there was a Baha'i hom I wish to study the Baha'i MoveHamadall Persia. "He was one of ment not second or third hand, but
the finest men I have ever met in my from its fountain-head, from its
life," said this Tubingen Professor. source, the writings of the Bab and
, 'Then the war came and he went to Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha."
Europe and I was imprisoned in
It seems important to explain in
England. I began to read about this article that a German Unithe Baha'i Teachings and in that versity is not quite the same as an
time Professor Edward G. Browne American University or as a French
was our great authority." Profes- one. The Professors (and they are
sor Hauer later went to Egypt, appointed by the government, but
Palestine and Syria, and he said he recommended by the university)
was very attracted to a young man announce their lectures for the year
in Beirut College who was a Baha'i. and decide the time and place. Each
Coming down from Palestine to student selects those which he
Syria, Professor Hauer went by wishes and communicates his choice
way of 'Akka and saw the Tomb of to the registrar of the university
Baha 'u 'naIl. In Egypt and Syria and pays to the latter the necessary
he searched and gathered a fine col- fee. The lectures, excepting those
lection of Baha'u'llah's books and on science, are all held in the pubmanuscripts in Persian and Arabic, lic halls of the university, but these
which he says is the finest collection lectures are only the introduction
in Germany today.
Professor to the study carried on in seminars.
Hauer is a great spiritual force and (Seminars are institutions of repractical adviser and helper in the search.) For example, Professor
German Youth Movement. Last Hauer lectures in the great aula
year he met a number of Baha'is in perhaps to two hundred students
Geneva and since then he has read who hail his entrance with tremendseveral books about the Baha'i his- 01.1S "stamping applause 1') At least
tory and Teachings.
it was like that the day the writer

its 700,000 volumes contains a few
of the best known Baha'i books.
Every library in Germany has
Baha!i volumes and university circles have been enthusiastic over the
"Bah8o 'i World," a book out this
year which gives the progress of
the Baha'i Movement throughout
the 'world in the last two years.
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Bonn Uni.ve?'sity with an cittendance of seven thmcsand students

visited his lecture. But in his
seminar, twelve or fifteen students
come and they work together translating, discussing.
The main stress in a German
University is the ability to do independent WOTk. A German University is essentially a place where
a student may :find the highest
specialists engaged in research in
their particular fields and interested
in making men and 'women capable
of independent WOTk ill chosen
fields, such as law, theology, professOl'ship and others.

T HE

CELEBRATED BONN

U ='fIVERSITY

,yith its seven thousand students is
the institution ,vhere the former
Kaiser, the Croym Prince and
many other members of Royalty
have studied. It is famous fOT its
la,'F aIlc1 medicine and oriental departments. 'This beautiful city of
B0l111, iJirthplace of Beethoven, is so
piCEE"esqne, and its ,.Yids Poppelsiil1.98 lillec1 \\-itl1 immellse

shade trees each a specimen of perfection, makes it one of the lovely
thoroughfares of Europe.
Professor Paul Kahle, Professor
of Arabic and Turkish and a renowned Hebrew scholar auanged
the writer's lecture on the Baha'i
MOvement.
Her exhibition of
Baha'i books was auanged in the
Oriental Library of the university
earlier in the day so that students
could look it over before the lechue.
vVith this collection were also shown
the Baha'i books belonging to the
Bonn Univel'sity Oriental Libral'Y.
Professor Kahle, who had been a
friend of Professor Edward G.
Browne of Cambridge University,
presented the lecturer that night
and in his introduction gave an acconnt of the meeting of Professor
Browne with Baha'u 'Will and
Baha'u'llah's Words to this occidental scholar; he also read a Tablet of ' Abdu '1- Balla to a GenTIan
pastor; it had been published m a
German magazine.
After t 11 8
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speech and discussion, a group of
twenty-five Professors and their
wives and a few students working
for special degrees, went to a restaurant nearby where our conversation was continued until midnight.
As we rose to leave, the Professor
of Comparative Religions put his
arm cordially on the shoulder of his
companion beside him, a great Professor of Islamic Literature, a Muhammadan from India, and said
smilingly: You are a Muhammadan
and I am Christian. I have such
a feeling of love for you, a feeling
you are in truth my brother! Therefore, we are both Baha'is. For
Baha'u'llah taught this! And we
all laughed. Underneath the charm
and joy of that happy evening,
their "deeds" proclaimed them all
"Baha 'is" (L i g h t - b ear e r s).
Another Professor gave the writer
his card and said: ' , Send me some
of Baha'u'llah's books in Arabic, I
shall translate them into German."
Then these twenty-five friends all
walked with the lecturer back to her
Hospice.
PBOFFESSOB DR. H. BAUEB in Ha1le
University is one of Germany's
great Arabic scholars. Before the
lecture he took the writer to see the
great Oriental Library of Germany
which was founded in 1845. He
showed her a most interesting periodical, "Deutschen Morgenl Gesellschaft' , (' , The German Society
For Eastern Countries" )-which
contains the oldest report of the
Bab that is known in Germany; the
magazine is dated 1851. He graciously offered to have a translation
of this article made into English
and send it to the writer.
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PROFESSOR H. GRIMME, Professor
of Semitic Languages in Munster
University is one of the noted men
in the study of old Sinaitic inscriptions. He has studied the old Sinaitic letters from the originals in
Mt. Sinai and he has proved dates
in the Old Testament from the dates
registered there. For example, the
date of the exodus. He said to the
writer: "If the Bible says truth, I
prove it truth by these fixed dates.
I am not a believer because the
Bible says so, but am a believer because I am historical. I like not
legends or fables, but strong' history. " This careful scholar once was
asked and did write a short account
of the Baha'i Movement for all
encyclopaedia.
Among the German Professors
who have been spending some time
in Egypt lecturing is Professor
Littmann, Editor of the remarkable
magazine, "Journal for Semitic
Languages and Other Oriental Languages."
THE WRITER HAS EXPECTED to lecture in Heidelberg at the home of
one of the professors. A large
event had been arranged, but owing'
to his illness it had to be postponed.
However, she spent a day there
meeting professors.
Professor
Richard Hartmann, Professor of
Arabic Language knows the Baha'i
Cause and has lectured about it.
He was in Turkey at the moment, so
the writer wrote to Baha'is in Constantinople hoping they could meet
him. Heidelberg claims that its
university is the oldest in Germany,
it was founded in 1386, and certainly this famous old university
city 011 the slopes of the Odenwald
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has a character all its own. No
wonder poets have been inspired
by its spirit of romanticism. Perhaps the thousands of fashionable
tourists who flock to catch their first
glimpse of Heidelberg might never
hear what the German Professor's
wife told the writer as she walked
with her to show the way back to
the railvmy station. She said the
people of Heidelberg give the food
to prepare a hot dinner each day
for the many students whose means
are very limited. Everyvvhere in
Germany I have seen more done to
help the students than I have seen
in any other country of the world.
KIEL UNIVERSITY can boast a glorious campus fronting the sea. The
Professors there had read Mr.
Dreyfus' books, some of them have
lectured on the Baha'i Teachings.
After the lecture in the university
in June, Professor Mandel Professor of History of Relig>ions and
Professor ScllTader Professor of
Indology who has spent several
years in India-these two with their
wi\~es entertained the writer at one
of the restaurants.
Professor
J acob, Professor of Semitic Philology, cOll1c1not come but he had been
very gTacious. Oh, the charm and
the close intimate talks about inner
religion and world conditions and
the hopes of humanity, and much
about the Baha'i Movement which
,ve have had in those after-lecture
cOllversations in all the German
University cities! The going to the
restaurant for a cup of tea or an
ice came to be a part or every university lecture visit. And to know
the heart, the soul, the cultural
ideals or the German people makes
if Ollt of tllis commOllone
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wealth of Germany may not come
those who will yet lead the world
to a new humanitarianism!
THE LECTURE IN ROSTOCK U NIVERSITY was not actually given in the
university. It was arranged by D'r.
Frederic Witte, President of the
Peace Society in a hall near the
university. A~ number of professors
and students were present. Professor Arnold Pobel, Professor of
Assyrian and Arabic and the great
Sumerian scholar who was leaving
the next week to teach in Chicago
University during the summer term,
said he would go out to see the
Baha'i Temple at Wilmette, (a suburb of Chicago). Another Rostock
University Professor is teaching
during the summer in Maine not far
from Green Acre, where the Baha'is
have a summer colony. Dr. vVitte
gave out nearly fifty very fine German Baha'i books that night, and
he and Mrs. Witte gave a reception
to which they invited professors
and pastors, Quakers, rabbis, and
other peace workers.
GREIFSWALD UNIVERSITY is one of
the smaller delightful universities
in the north. The morning or the
lecture we took a long vmlll:: ont
alollg the charming callal to the
shore of the majestic Baltic Sea
where the students come for water
sports. The writer had dinner "nth
the young Professor of Semitic
Languages Professor Erich Braunlich, and tea with the Professor of
English Professor Liljegren who is
horn S~weden and taught formerly
in Lunc1 University.
Professor
Braunlich introduced the sDeaker
that evening with a graphic account
of Persia just berore the coming of
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the Bab when the seers were expecting the Twelfth Imam, expecting a Prophet, and like a meteor in
the spiritual sky arose the Bab.
After the lecture the Professors of
Arabic, Law, English, German,
Russian Languages and their
friends came down to the hotel for
a long talk.
GmssEN UNIVERSITY is another of
those smaller splendid universities
and this is situated in Hesse. The
time the writer was there only a
Lowell could have described the
loveliness of that memorable June
day. The lecture there was given in
the Arts' Hall of the university and
it was well attended. It was arranged by Professor Fischer Professor of English, who has taken
one of his degrees in the University
of Pennsylvania.
THE WRITER DID NOT give a public
lecture in Marburg University
though she visited some of the professors. Mr. Mountfort Mills an
international Baha'i of New York
and Paris who has been made chairman of the Program Committee of
the World Religious Congress,
which is scheduled for 1930 will visit
Marburg. He and Professor Otto
Professor of Comparative History
of Religions, are on the same committee and one meeting will take
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place in Marburg. Several German
University Professors hope to meet
Mr. Mills when he visits western
Germany.
THESE ABE NOT ALL, but only the
majority of the universities in Germany. Also, this brief account
does not include the magazine and
newspaper articles and later visits
which formed the aftermath. And
from now on, certainly news of the
Baha'i Cause, new books about the
movement, new translations in all
tongues will be communicated to
these German universities.
A
Baha'i Persian young man in New
York City, even while trying hard
to make his own living, saw an item
in the newspaper about these lectures in Germany. He had never
seen the lecturer, never met a German Professor, never been to Germany, but he sent ten dollars to the
Baha'i Publishing Company in his
city and asked that a few Baha'i
books be put into German University libraries. Some women read
and said: "Let us send the 'Baha 'i
Magazine Star of the VV est,' each
send to one university!" Baha'is
in the Orient will send some new
books. People who really understand this great nation make no
mistake when they believe that in
German university soil, "\vhere
the acorn fell, the oak tree gro\vs."

(( Ba7ui'tt'll61t has annotmcecl that inasmt[ch as ignorance
of ecl1£cation are barriers of separation a11wng mankind, all 1NUSt receit)e t1"aining and instrttction. Throttgh this provision the
1nu,hwl 1tnclerstancling will be 1"emecliecl (md the wtity of
furthered and advanced. Universal education is et Uni1)ersal
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WAR CAN BE OUTLAWED
DALE

T this time when the reduction of
Anaval
armaments is so prominent
in the day's news would it not be
appropriate for each individual to
ascertain what his relationship is
to such a great question ~ In discovering the possibilities of existing
attitudes he is quite certain to discover obligations.
No question
which touches the welfare of N ations is devoid of interest to the individual; for however wide its
scope, it must be remembered that
nations are collections of individuals merely bound together by
ties of some sort.
Progress in social practices is
largely a matter of education. The
more widespread the instruction the
more rapid the progress. Humanity as a whole is endeavoring to educate itself in many ways. Learning
is no longer restricted to school
years. Evidences of this are witnessed in every direction.
Every individual likes to be allied
with progress. vVe take pride in
being up to the minute in so far as
our capacities permit. Many of the
fads of today are practices tomorrow.
Just now President Hoover and
Premier MacDonald are directing
the thought of the world towards
constructive measures which tend
to insure world peace. No intelligent individual can gainsay the import of this endeavor.
Little waves of individual thought
ripple along the surface, but the
great body of the sea is unmoved
by surface disturbances. The drive
must strike deeper until huge waves
arise with power behind them. The
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huge waves are merely aggregates
of small particles in motioll-in
more or less concerted motion, that
is, acting together.
If the world is to be freed from
the scourge of war-every individual must do his part. He must
not only educate himself as to the
situation and its potentialities but
he must do his share in educating
others. However, before one can
teach successfully he must know
whereof he speaks.
Leadership has been assumed. It
is for others to follow, lending "whatever aid they may be able to until
the sea of world thottght is set in
positive motion against war and all
that it entails.
WHEN SUCH QUESTIONS are discussed in trade journals, it is surely
a sign that the question is a vital
one. Commerce and industry are
not as far removed from human
progress as formerly. It is being
recognized that great questions are
intimately associated with our business and economic lives both as nations and as individuals.
The leading editorial in, "The
General Electric Review" for September, is entitled "Peace." The
Review is a highly specialized technical publication. Not only is it
interesting and encouraging to :find
space devoted to such a humane
subject as peace but the editorial
itself is laden with timely and constructive suggestions.
"To us it seems to be an extraordinarily f ortuna te coincidence
that the great privilege of pxoclaiming to the world at large that
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the very basis of international la:\'1
had been revolutionized, by the
voluntary action of some forty nations, should have fallen to the lot
of the first engineer President of
the United States.
"We refer to an act, without
parallel in history, which occured at
1.22 0 'clock on the afternoon of
July the 24th, 1929, in the 'White
House at vVashington, when President Hoover announced that the
Briand-Kellogg Pact-renouncing
war as a national policy, and pledging the settlement of disputes by
peaceful means-was in force."
Perhaps we, who are living now,
are too close to the event to appreciate its value, but as the editorial
points out there is a personal obligation which cannot be escaped.
"The first requisite to make this
grea t in terna tional pact-tlla t the
most powerful civilizations of the
:\vorld have signed and sealed-bear
the desired fruit, is strong wulerstamding, and able leadership in
showing the intelligent people in
every land that the thing undertaken is both possible and practical.
, "Whether the work on hand is a
success or a faihue delJends upon
,yhether the intelligent peopZe of the
,yorld take a positive or a negative
view of the matter. The task is to
mGke them take a positive view."
Here then is a double responsibility-to take a positive 'uiew one's
self and to see that others dso take
a positive view.
"This task can best be achieved
b.Y making the people re'llize that
new conditions are constantly being
created, and that the past shall not
ah','ays govern the present and the
future, and that we are li'ving in a
oJZ f1(,lL'orld.

7'

"The scientists and engmeers
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have made a hell on earth of war,
they have destroyed the chivalry,
stolen the glory and killed the romance, and we feel now that the time
has arrived for them to use their
highly developed brains in taking
the lead in teaching the world that
war can be outlawed."
Thus is the issue laid squarely
at the doors of our scientists and
engineers to assume the obligation
of teaching the general public that
war can be outlawed.
"The scientist and the engineer
have made a new world out
of the old world and they have done
it by everlastingly finding and using
nevv means of converting the natural
products of the earth into seTViceable commodities."
This new world suggested is a
physical one-but who now can say
where the physical stops and the
spiritual begins ~ Certainly many
of the inventions have changed
modes of living materially and these
cannot be without some spiritual influence.
If the scientist and engineer have
been successful in making a ne,v
physical world replace the older
one, we who believe in the su,preme
power of the spirit, 'Nillnot despair
of finding ,mys and means of making a new world of thought out of
the older one. And while the editOTial referred to anc1 quoted, addresses responsibility for educating
the people to the scientist and engineer :first, vve must all assume
these titles in the task of cOlwincing the wodd that war can be outlawed.
"It is because ,Ye believe so
strongly in the increase of wisdom,
anc1 in the evolution of human intelligenc.e, that ,vs also belie':Te the
constructive brains of today ha,TB
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arrived at the stage where they can
teach the world that war can be
outlawed.
"
"",Ve believe that there are sufficient intelligence, wisdom, and
common sense in the world today
that with able leadership, the entire
world can be brought to see that
war is useless.
"
"It is too costly.
"
, 'All the real property in the
United States from the Canadian
border to the boundaries of Mexico,
and from the Atlantic to the shores
of the Pacific Ocean, are worth considerably less than the cost of the
World ",Var."
This is a physical, dollars and
cents valuation, but who can measure the emotional, mental and
spiritual levies assessed ~
It is pointed out that the causes
of past wars may be listed as two:
Religious prejudices and conquest
of territory. "The chief cause for
strife in the future, however well
the facts may be disguised, is likely
to be for the markets of the world.
Today these problems can be better
and ID 0 r e economically settled
around the conference table than
on the battlefield. Fear, suspicion,
and ambition-the breeders of war
-can best be subjected to the rule
of wisdom and reason by a commonsense honest-to-all limitation of
armaments.' ,
Three factors it is pointed out
will play a large part in this. They
are the evol~dion of intelligence,
and the powers of education and
'W(}1"lc

"What man has done in the past
is as nothing to what he can, and
will, do in the future. If he spends
all his energies in peaceful pursuits
the wonders of the new world that
he is building will eclipse the wild-
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est dreams of the most fantastic
fairy stories."
"In the future we can have either
peace or war. It depends upon
what the peoples believe. Some
one must lead in educa.ting them."
Here is a challenge to the Baha'i
",Vorld from the pages of industry
and commerce.
What more dynamic opportunity
has ever presented itself to the
world, and more especially to those
familiar with the Baha'i Revelation
than this ~ Here is a great movement to outlaw war lead by competent leaders at home and abroad.
Here is the question in the bold relief of the widest publicity. Here is
an opportunity to prove the evolution of intelligence by work and
education. Here is the dual responsibility of believing that war can be
outlawed and in transmitting this
conviction to others,-that the
"Most Great Peace" may come
quickly.
But there is an even more powerful ally than that of great and good
contemporary leadership-it is the
Power of the Spirit.
'Abdu'l-Baha gave definite instructions in one of His talks in
Paris:
"I charge you all that each one
of you concentrate all the thoughts
of his heart on love and unity.
",Vhen a thought of war comes, oppose it with a stronger thought of
peace. A thought of hatred must
be destroyed by a more powerful
thought of love. When soldiers of
the world draw their swords to kill,
soldiers of God clasp each other's
hands. So may all the savagery of
men disappear by the mercy of God,
working through the pure in heart
and sincere of soul. Do not think
the peace of the world an ideal im-
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possible to attain. N othillg' is impossible to the divine benevolence
of God. If you desire with all your
heart friendship vvith every race on
earth-your thought, spiritual and
positive, will spread; it will become
the desire of others, gTo,villg
stronger until it reaches the minds
of all men."
How aptly this answers the editorial referred to-answered it
many years before it was written.
The plea ,vas for a IJositive attitude tovvards peace not a negative
one.
'Abdu'l-Baha says that a
thought, germinated in the desire
,yith all one's heart, is positive and
will spread. Purity of heart and
sincerity of soul will attract the
Mercies of God. These are the
steps in the techniqL&e which must
be followed if all the world is to be
educated to believe, firmly believe
tha t war can be outlawed, as we
surely know it can for "nothing is
impossible to the divine benevolence
of God."
Thus is the need stated, the conditions apparent, the remedy named
and instructions g'i ven. 1Vha t a
,yonderful opportunity for each individual to cooperate in this great
mO~T8mellt.

The l'esponsibility and obligation
are cleaT. Perhaps they rest as
heavily on the Bahi'i'i world as the
author of the editorial believed
tllem to Test upon the scientists and
C'llg'llleers.
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Universal peace is one of tIle
cardinal
principles
enunciated
by Baha 'u 'llah. The present effort
at limitations of armaments lead by
a Friend, the first engineer President of the United States, is a positive constructive step. It not only
merits support but places the responsibility of educating this world
of individuals to believe that it can
be accomplished.
It is not only a call to action but
an exemplifica tion that the principles of the Baha'i Revelation are
dynamic and that the divine benevolence of God "vill assist.
If war is to be outla'v'rec1 it first
must be banned in the hearts of the
people. Once it is blotted out there
IJY thoughts of love and unity, sincere, strong, positive thoughts, the
great ocean of world thought will
move in unison with an irresistible
power to usher in the "Most Great
Peace."
Perhaps this is but the visible beginning, the stirring of a great
latent force but if we move with it
slowly at the beginning' our speed
will accelerate and a great final
velocity be attained-a velocity of
effecti veness which "lvill el1a ble us
to caTTY out the purpose.
Now is the time to ec1uca te on8 's
self and one's friends to hold that
positive attitude which vdll mould
\yorlcl opinion.

"Humcm natU?'e in this phenomenal woTld is fashioned with the poison of wet?' cmd
si'i'ij'e, TV 8 need et PmoeJ'ful FO'J'ce Dei/and and above this WOTld of natIwe, so that ihh
concZitio;~ may be effcu;ed f)"01n the sUTfcice of the 1vorlcl. ':' ':' ':'

"The principles of His Holiness BCihd'u'Zlrih cwe numerous. One of these princiTles
is the question of Uni.veTSCil Peace. Sc[''Ue thro-ugh, th1:S cli'Vine po'weT, OT in other ~{)Oi'cZS)
TeligioZls 1]O'l{)8'J'~ tl/.,6 'Jnatter of [JniversCll Peace ~!Jill not be esiablis;11e cl on :;[. fi1'1JL CLnd
ln8t-in[l fOllncl(th~o11.." -'Abdu'Z-B:J,Jul·.
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CLAY-PIECES
1L;'RZIEH

a stray word
SOMETIMES
oyer a bridge table defimtely
proves that bridge has its uses,
On a recent occasion the talk across
a game of bridge veered suddenly
from the weather conditions up and
dO,Yll the Pacific Coast to the
Balla'i Teachings.
For a moment the players forgot
that spades were trumps, while an
older woman yoiced the remark
that Persia, a backward country,
was perhaps in need of the Baha'i
Cause, and that she wondered why
the Baha'is didn't keep it there.
The writer replied that members
of the colored race were perhaps at
that very moment being lynched in
our own Southern States; and the
game went on.
The woman in question was not
a religious fanatic or at all narrowminded or vindictive; she was
merely comfortable, agreeably belligerent and altogether too good a
bridge player to be tolerant of very
much else.
She belonged to the
great and undoubtedly charming
class of people who shake off cataclysms and warm the atmosphere
with rationalizations.
The l"eluctance of human beings
to grasp facts is not so much dis11eartening as it is productive of
impatience. No one can deny that,
in spite of the astounding developments of science, the spread of education, the betterment of living
conditions, and all the similar
phases of our modern civilization,
the ~world is in greater danger than
e"'Fer l)efo1'e. Centuries of misliving
are llUW bearing fruit Inherited
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hatreds are thriving under present
day more favorable conditions.
Humanity is speeding toward the
maelstrom, and is too busy playing
bridge to care.
It is true that we have our idealists who know that something is
wrong
and
stumble
bleeding
through life, each with his cross.
But they can never make their
dreams live. The trouble is too
fundamental, and their proposed
remedies would often prove worse
than the disease.
Because these
idealists, though undoubtedly sincere and impassioned, confine their
efforts either to some local disorder which they imagine to be the
cause of world conditions, and
which they emphasize ad absurdum,
or else each is bent on establishing
his own Utopia. The first of these
must naturally fail even if he succeeds-we remember the old Persian verse about painting the eyebrows of the blind.
As for the
second, it is a strange thing about
man-made Utopias, but they are
always impracticable; worse, they
are disagreeable places to live in.
Take Plato's or More's, or Rousseau's, and try to enjoy an hour in
any of them. The reason is that
no human being can understand
human nahue in more than a limited degree-he cannot always understand himself much less the
million elusive twists and turns of
other minds; therefore the Utopias
are cut and dried regions built for
some arbitrary conception of a
pseudo-humanity which can 11ever
l'eally exist. These dream worlds
j
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are crossed and recrossed with
barbed vvire rules entirely unsuited
to the fascinating capriciousness of
real human beings. To take just
one example-everyone in More's
Utopia has to sleep a fixed number
of hours. vVhat would become of
our geniuses who cannot think except by moonlight! Rousseau's
model people, in for instance, his
N ouvelle Heloise are "like nothing
human"-and the same applies to
Plato's rulers who are so refined
by education that they eventually
become capable of intimacy with
those divine archetypes of which
the things of this world are but
copies. The point is that the highest a man can imagine is in the
last analysis valueless as a permanent remedy fOT world afflictions.
'vVe are, therefore, forced to
search further for a solution and
to observe those beings who really
did achieve woTld betterment.
Among them there is Moses and
the Decalogue. There is Christ
vVho said, "Thy will be done on
earth as it is ill Heaven." There
is Muhammac1, who wrote as Gabriel dictated. These three Founders
of povverIul civilizations, these
three "Vho are all-important for the
lasting ir.Clpetus they gave humanity, are unanimous in delivering
their ll;.essage not as Their own, but
"His tha t sent me." It would,
therefore, seem even after a brief
survey and certainly after study
has increased confirmation, that
God, and not man, has the key to
human affairs.
'Abdu'l-Baha, explaining this in
"Some Ansl\-ered Questions," tells
us that "we need an educator who
will be at the same time a material,
human and spiritual educator and
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whose authority will be effective in
all conditions . . . This edEcator
must be unquestionably and indubitably perfect in all respects . . . .
It is clear that human povver is not
able to fill such a great office."
It is only fair that in our striving
toward WOTld betterment we give
more credit to one of these Divine
Educators Whose ideas were successful than to a philosopher ·whose
theories, however beautiful, are
more suited to our mental development than they are an effective
spur to action. vVas ever a hospital built in Plato's name"? If we
sincerely desire a happier future
for humanity, should we not choose
the most efficient means of accomplishing it?
Baha 'u 'llah has come with the
solution of every '.yorld problem.
Surely the most prejudiced antagonist must agree that if the Baha'i
Cause were not suited to world
conditions it could not succeed. It
could not have united East and
,Vest-destroyed race prejudice,
and even the feeling of race-induced the wealthy to willingly
share with the poor, and the poor
to take heart-it could not have
brought into being milliolls of
people all over the world vvho are
working with perfect affection and
cooperation to accomplish the
fruition of every human virtue.
No one interested in living is justified in not investigating the various worlel religions, and no intelligent person can study the Baha:i
Teachings vvithout becoming convinced of their truth, or of the fact
that a Divine Pmver, entirely independent of material aid, is at their
source. Because the truth of ;<.
thing is not enough to l11s.ke it ef-
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fective, Anyone can gather together a collection of truths. There
is a great difference between a man
who collects an anthology and one
who writes a poem.
A Baha'i asks only one thing of
his fellovnnen-that they investiga te, and decide. Certainly we derive llO material gain or loss from
their accepting or rejecting the
Baha'i Teachings. We are working for just one thing-their happmess. I think it was Aristotle
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who said that happiness consists in
the fulfilling of one's function; the
highest function of a human being
is undoubtedly to serve humanity.
And the teachings of Baha 'u 'Hah
have proved, during nearly a century, the most fundamentally effective means of so doing.
Meanwhile humanity grumbles,
plays bridge, and does not know
what it wants.
And God, Who
crea ted us, is alone capable of setting our house in order.

THE FUNDAMENTAL UNITY OF RELIGIONS
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRICK
AND
MABEL HYDE P AINE

"Tongues of Fi1'e," by GTCwe H. TU1'nbull. New YOTk: The Macmillan Co., $3.50.
Miss Tw'nbull has culled l11,any beautiful and noble lJassages fTorn S01ne of the SCTiptuTes
of the world and cOl11,piled them tmdB?' the title, "Tongues of FiTe." The c.uthoTS of
the following 1"t3View of the book aTe of the opinion that this usc/'ble collection is a
fresh Tmnindm' of one of the gr'eat principles in the Bahri'i Teachings, namely, that the
foundation of all religions is one.

at the title page of
G LANCING
Miss Turnbull's book ({ Ton-

gues of Fire," we aTe startled, almost shocked, to read the subtitle,
"A Bible of Sacred Scriptures of
the Pagan World."
Can anthing
sacred come out of the pagan world ~
-we ask ourselves. And as we
finger through the introductory
pages of this truly scholarly and usable collection, we suspect that
Miss Turnbull has meant to startle
us jnst a bit for onr eye falls on
these words: "By the unfamiliar
thell he [the worshipper] may be
shocked once more to life."
Miss Turnbull has done a real
service in gathering together extracts from t11ese "Sacred Scrip-

hues," making it possible for each
to answer this question for himself.
As we look even cursorily through
the book we are not long in doubt
as to the answer. We are thrilled,
too, ~with a consciousness of ourselves as units of the whole human
race. Yes, humanity is one, one in
its highest aspirations and utterances and alas we know, too, one in
its abasements and sins. Christians
then are not unique. The modern
soul in its exalted moments responds with reverence and awe to
such words as these from an ancient
Egyptian inscriptioll, "The COllcealed spirit, a mystery for him
whom He hath created, is Amon,
the ancient of days, who is from
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the beginning the creator of Heaven,
the earth, the depths and the mountains.' ,
Does all our modern learning and
science bring the created any nearer
to a comprehension of his Creator?
Baha 'u '11ah states the eternal mystery in this wise: "God, singly and
alone, abideth in His Own Place
which is Holy above space and time,
mention and utterance, sign, description and definition, height and
depth. "
And because humanity is one, religion also is one in its essence. Of
this, too, these "Pagan Scriptures"
offer us evidence. Differences there
are, but they have to do with rituals,
creed, man-made dogmas, and this
book helps us to forget these, rather
than to emphasize them.
Occasional illumined and scholarly souls have recognized this oneness of humanity in its search for
the Eternal and hence the oneness
of religion in its highest and purest sense. We find Henri Amiel
saying in his Journal, "All [nations] have some religion, some
ideal end for life; all aim at raising
man above the sorrows and smallnesses of the present, and of the
individual existence; all have faith
in something greater than themselves; all pray, all bo"w, all adore;
all see beyond nature, Spirit, and
beyond evil, Good. All bear witness
to the invisible. Here we have the
link ,vhich binds all people together." Such as this has been the
knowledge of a few great souls in
all the ages, but to the masses, even
to the average man, those outside
their own religion are beyond the
pale, paganlCmcl heathen. This book
of Miss Tmnbull's brings vvithin
easy reach of anyone so inclined the
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means to become familiar
other
sacred Scriptures and compare
them with his own. And "why"
she asks, "should we deny ourself
this delight~ For it is a great pleasure to commune vvith the great ones
of heaven and earth."
Indulging ourselves for a felY moments in this delight, we find fresh
reminders of the Baha'i teaching
that the foundation of all religions
is one. For example, in many of
these ancient scriptures ,ve find the
thought that through pmifying our
hearts, thoughts and lives we may
come to know God. On the doors
of an ancient temple this inscription was found: "God findeth His
sa tisfaction in truth, and He findeth
His pleasure in the most perfect
purity. God holdeth purity dearer
than millions of gold and silver offerings."
In the Upanishad we
read: "God is not apprehended by
the senses, nor by austerity nor by
good works. 'liThen a man's nature
is pmified, then doth he behold Him
who is without parts." '1Ve find
too, in these records of man's search
for the true way of life, spontaneous
outpourings of love for God's
beauty: "Thy love is in the south,
Thy grace is in the north. Thv
beauty taketh possession ~f ail
hearts. "
Now and then shines out the
peace ideal. In the follovving pra~-er'
peace is envisioned as a bright gift
sometimes sent bv a lovin0> ~llCl
po,verful God. Seldom, if ever, appears the idea of imiversal peace.
That has been reserved, pe~hapsJ
for our day and age. This is the
prayer, written lJY the Greek poet
Aristophanes :
"0 Thon that makest "'in'c:c's to
cease in all the world) in accordance
tJ

L)"<"
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with Thine ancient name we beseech
Thee, make war and tumult now to
cease.
, 'From the murmur and subtlety
of suspicion with which we vex one
another, give us rest. Make a new
beginning, and mingle again the
kindred of the nations in the alchemy of Love, and with some finer
essence of forbearance and forgiveness temper our minds."
What better ideal of human relationships could be thought or expressed? It is on the same plane
with the thirteenth chapter of First
Corinthians: "Love suffereth long
and is kind; love vaunteth not it~
self, is not puffed up, doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not
her own,
. rejoiceth not in
iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth.
Beareth all things believeth all
things, hopeth all things, endureth
all things."
A little pamphlet published several years ago by one deeply interested in the Baha'i teachings
gathers together the various forms
in which the Golden Rule has appeared in the different sacred writing's of the world. These are some
of the most striking versions of that
fundamental teaching. In a manuscript written in Egypt 5,550 years
ago is found: "If thou be among
people, make for thyself love the
beginning and end of thy heart."
In the Mosaic law it is written,
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as
thyself. " At the first Buddhistic
Council, held in 477 B. C., this same
ideal I,Tas phrased as," One should
seek for others the same happiness
one desires for oneself." A cen~
and a half before Christ the
Rome once more repea tec1
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the theme: "The law imprinted on
the hearts of all men is to love the
members of society as themselves."
Muhammad gave another expression to it in the QUI' 'an, "Let none
of you treat his brother in a way he
himself would dislike to be treated." And in our own day Baha 'u'llah has said, "0 Son of Man, wert
thou to observe justice, choose thou
for others what thou chooseth for
thyself.' ,
Thus, as students explore the
field of recorded religion, more and
more is borne in on the thoughtful
mind the truth of one of the basic
Baha'i teachings: "The foundation of all religions is one."
"The foundation underlying all
the divine precepts", says 'Abdu '1Baha, is one reality. It must needs
be reality, and reality is one, not
multiple. . . . . . But we can see
that certain forms have come in,
certain imitations of forms and
ceremonials have crept in. They
are heretical, they are accidental,
because they differ: hence they
cause differences among religions.
But if we set aside these imitations
and seek the reality of the foundation we shall all agree, because religion is one and not multiple."
Those who are spiritually sensitive are surely receiving light and
inspiration in this New Age from
the Divine Source of Light, to labor
for the enlightenment of mankind;
some, like the gifted compiler of this
book, to work for" a deeper understanding of the alien races who have
sought and are seeking still, the one
true God." 'vVe join with her in the
hope that the book may "bring
about a greater sympathy and charity between all countries, sects and
times and creeds."
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KING AMITY THE THIRD
LOUIS

G. GREGORY

GREEN ACRE, in Maine,
ATwhere
the Baha'is have their

the sunshine of love meet ill this
court; for amity between races is
summer colony, King Amity the one of the names and attributes of
Third reigned in August. Do you the eternal King. Happy are those
know this monarch ~
Have you who meet and greet Him!
ever a ttencled his court? A kindly
Those who met 'Abdu '1-Baha
despot is he, genial and wise. His during the years of His service recourage is high. His borders ever call what joy He gave to those
widen.
His wit scintilates; his about Him. Amity is His creation
humor flows; his joyousness is and Olle of His marvellous signs in
radiant. His knowledge illumines the world. Herein lies the mystery
the minds. His spiritual wine ex- of life, light and po"\ver to those
hilara tes the hearts. His courtiers who reflect. It is through the uniare picturesque, and vary from the versal spirit of service that the
love-lit faces of childhood to the earth is illumined by the knowledge
frost of honored age and include all of God. Existence smiles as the
races. He imposes upon them the Light of God, Baha'u'llah, is maniobligation of true knighthood. fest in the world.
Each and all from the good they
The truth that makes men free
say and do, appear to adopt as an \vas freely spoken at the third
emblem that fine old motto, noblesse Amity Conferences at Green Acre.
oblige. Perhaps some day Dame Miss Mary Maxwell, the chairman,
Ether, from whom naught is hid, opened the first session by reading
"\vill surrender the full life story of the address of 'Abdu'l-Baha on the
this sovereign and thus reveal a points of unity between the races
most fascinating book. An influence in America, delivered at Hull
so potent and subtle, ever invading House, Chicago, in 1912.
The
new fields, always calling into points mentioned include their
being that which is fine and rare, common material origin, the po'wers
summons the noblest treasures of of the senses and of intelligence.
minds and hearts.
Hearts and Besides these he included patriotminds are oft surprised by their ism, a common language and civilown responses!
The sorrowing iza tion as well as religion. The one
fOTget their woes; the proud be- point of difference is color which is
come humble; the estranged are thus far-ouhveighed by the points
again friendly. Superstitions flee; of unity. The chairman referred
prejudices melt; tha t which is sel- to the tragic results of prejudice
fish seems to vanish! On the other and misunderstandings and "l;vith
hand, principles loom, ideals are simplicity and directness pointed
realized and noble deeds are done the better way.
under the mystic sway of this king
Letters of regret from Rev. Dr.
of service. The rain of bounty and Samuel J\IcComb, one of the fOUlld-
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the increase in the number of those
who reason together. The concessions of the white world to the black
world are amazing to those \yho have
been long used to oppression. This
is leading to a new attitude on the
part or black men shown by many
DE. LESLIE PINCKNEY HILL, poet, spiritual signs. The absence of
educator and chairman of the In- reds and violent agitators among
terracial Peace Committee of Phila- the colored race and the ability of
delphia, opened his masterly ad- blacks to smile were among the
dress \vith a warm tribute to the chief assets of their collective life.
wOl'kers of Green Acre, those of the Another asset is the enlarging conpast whose hands are now still, tribution of the Negro race to the
those of the present who still val- nation's literature and art. The
iantly struggle. He drew an im- universities of the South are now
pressive picture of world depres- studying race relations sympathetYale
sion due to class tyranny and pre- ically and constructively.
judice, but turned soon to the bright University, one of the great instituside as he traced the recent trend to- tions of the North, has recently esward interracial understanding. tablished a course in human relaPerhaps, commented the speaker, tions. In conclusion he exhorted
these new signs may be but straws pa tience, suggesting that black men
in the wind, yet they indicate a should use oppression as wings to
power that increases in volume and fly heavenward.
Mr. AlIen B. McDaniel, chairman
effectiveness. He appraised highly
the gift of tact in handling difficult of the Baha,'i National Spiritual
situations and felt that all who Assembly, was the second speaker.
would share the good things of life He declared such conferences as
must possess this treasure. The re- this to be a source of real inspiramoval of difficulties between the tion and help. He defined a human
races is not impossible today. It engineer as one capable of getting
becomes in fact only an incident results from intricate and dangerto those \yho think in cosmic terms. ous situations in human relationSensitized natures are turning more ships and discovered him here. He
and more away from the blight of deplored any lack of full justice for
prejudice and in agony of soul are any human being, but felt that
asking how long must it last.
the time is not distant that will
As signs of progress Dr. Hill bring the full measure of justice to
noted the increase of books on race all. This will mean free and equal
rela tions and also the number of or- opportunity to develop the Godganizations that create favorable given powers with which every perpublicity. He praised the inter- son is endowed. The literature, art
racial work in the Southern states and music of the colored race inc1iso gallantly led by Dr. J ames H. cate progress. All human beings
Dillard, who reflects, with his as- must have equality of opportunity.
Bociates in the formel~ slave states, All are children of the same paTel'S of the Emanuel Movement ill
Boston, and Mr. George DeForest
Brush, the noted artist, were read,
Each expressed ",'arm appreciation
and hearty accord with the spirit
and purposes of the conferences.
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ents, all signs of the same love. \¥ e
must show mercy and kindness to
all our fellow beings. Infinite l)atience is needed; but we must also
have faith in the Day of God when
the decree is peace and harmony
among all the peoples of the world
without distinction of race, class,
color or creed. He told of the happiness of 'Abdu'l-Baha in seeing in
each face the face of His Father.
DR. GLENN A. SHOOK of the department of physics, Wheaton College, presided at the forum on race
relations. The Community Four of
Boston, Dorothy Richardson, contralto, Eleanor vVallace, reader,
Dorothy Wood, accompanist and
Inez Braithwaite, violinist, supplied
the music for all sessions with fine
artistic skilL
Mrs. Agnes S. Parsons, organizer of the first Amity Congress
under the instructions of 'Abdu '1Baha and held at the nation's capital, in May 1921, for the first time
publicly told the story, one replete
,vith human and divine interest.
Difficulties were very great at the
time of this pioneer service. Many
of her most influential friends were
heedless and indifferent. But trials
were overcome when an effort was
made and worker after worker became attracted to the cause. One of
these was the Honorable Moses E.
CJapp, a former United States Senator, a life long friend of the Negro,
,;\Tho counselled her to enlist the aid
of conservative people, as the radicals ,yere already won. Lift it up
into the spiritual realm, he advised,
and work for high ideals and -wider
sympathies on a plane above mere
political agitation. On the recommendation of California friends,
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Senator Samuel E. Shortridg-e, who
took the same view, was obtained as
a helper. Mrs. Parsons concluded
her interesting narrative, which
told of success through sage advice
and spiritual guidance, by reciting
a poem written by Countee Cullen.
Mr. M. C. Oglesby quoted Shog-hi
Effendi as saying that so difficult a
problem could be settled only by
concessions on both sides. The
speaker felt that the gravity of the
problem was increased by the disparity of numbers of the two races.
Because of this he thought it ,vise
for the colored people, who are
numerically at a disadvantage, to
move mth such wisdom as to win
over at least half of the whites.
Mr. Robert VV. Bagnall spoke of
the desirability of the two races
mingling for cultural and spiritual
reasons. Once during a pastorate
which he held in Detroit, the pastor of the great cathedral requested
him to invite two of the former's
members who had long been parishoners but were colored, to abandon
their membership in the cathedral
for the colored church. Mr. Bag-naIl replied that they were more
needed as members where they
were. But why, questioned the
rector, seeing that they are poor
people, while my membership is
wealthy and yours poor; ,vould they
not feel more at home among their
own people ~ Not so, replied :".Ir.
Bagnall, for as memlJers of the
cathedral they g-ive your membership a wonderful opportunity to
practice tlle all-embracing la,v of
love which they profess. He expressed regret that prejudiced people are so often vociferous
th
their viewpoints, while those
are personally free from
.
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are yet either passive or even acquiescent with the prejudices of
others.
Prof. Stanwood Cobb seconded
this regret, which he illustrated by
the story of how a worthy colored
man was once debarred from membership in an alumni association in
deference to a minority of prejudiced folk, although the majority,
free from prejudice, favored his admission.
Dr. Shook mentioned the good
will sincerely extended the colored
people by the best families of the
South.
Dr. Edna M. Tibbetts illustrated
the ties which bind all men together
by the analogy of the atoms and
their interdependence. Human interdependence is not a mere sentiment, it is a scientific and spiritual
law. It is inescapable. We best
commune with God when we love
our fellow beings.
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are able to put our principles into
practice the Divine Cause makes
progress. The race question is a
vital issue on this continent. We
must make our ideals and principles
apply to it in every way.

},IIR. ROBERT W. BAGNALL, Director
of Branches, National Associa tiOll
for the Advancement of Colored
People, took for his subject, "Race
Prejudice and Civilization," and
gave his hearers many a thrill. In
beginning he related the well known
parable of the several blind men who
went to see an elephant, each being
deluded by his partial conception as
to the reality of the whole. H. G.
Wells was quoted as saying that the
worst of human ills is prejudice as
it causes more war and distress
than any other. Although it has
caused great suffering here in
America, it must be conceded that
conditions here are not so terrible
as in other countries.
},IIR. F. ST. GEORGE SPENDLOVE
Many people think that prejudice
presided at the closing session. He is innate, but this is untrue and only
set forth the need of building civil- a misconception. So-called races
ization upon a solid foundation. are only the result of temporary
Nothing can be stable if so great a and geographic conditions. A race
problem as that of harmony be- integrity bill introduced into the
tween the races be neglected. legislature of Virginia, recently deReading from the London City veloped some startling disclosures
Temple address of 'Abdu'l-Baha, when it was found that many perhe hailed the day when all men sons who were proud of their adshould live as brothers. 'Abdu'l- mixture of Indian blood had also
Baha with clear vision saw the need Negro blood, this through the adand prescribed the remedy. This is mixture of the blood of the said two
indeed the most important thing, races which has gone on for cenfor which even important things turies. The questions arise, \Vhat
should be neglected. Prophets ap- is a N egro ~ \Vha t is a white man ~
pear to tell people the simple Every definition of race breaks
things, not the things they can down. All people have pigment
know for themselves. The right and are therefore more or less
treatment of our fellow beings be- coIOl~ecl. In the mingling of races
longs to this category. 'When we the light people are growing' darker
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and the dark people lighter. This
ca uses many amusing incidents, as
when people traditionally of one
race are mistaken for those of
another. The millions and billions
of ancestors which each person can
claim proves mathematically that ill
the past all races have mingled their
blood. The delusion that one race
is inferior to another vanishes ill
the light of scientific inquiry. This
is 'Vvell, for as long as one race feels
that another is inferior it is impossible to be just. Racial purity is
pure fiction. The human race is
tending more and more toward
unity and an olive complexion. Interracial conferences are now multiplied. Organiza tions galore are
no,y ,'larking to bring about happier
conditions. People of the same attainments, regarclless of color, work
side by side. By all means get such
groups enlarged. All-lays be ready
to acknOlyledge that the other fellow is also a human being. Rebuke
those who fall away from truth and
always be assured of victory in a
noble cause.
In conclusion the speaker paid a
glowing tribute to the Baha'is,
many of 'Vvhose spiritual centers he
has visited in his extensive travels.
As the Baha'is, despite the exaltation of their aims and ideals are
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misunderstood by people, doubtless
they can understand the difficulties
and adversities of other groups that
struggle to abolish prejudices in the
world.
J'.lR. ALBERT V AIL, the last speaker
said in part: A few friends are with
us. Surrounding us are many foes.
It is much like the problem of war.
Great is the danger I Colossal
perils need colossal remedies. Five
hours a day of study have made
Mr. Bagnall the walking encyclopedia that he is. He is a combination of work and love. As a Christian minister he embodies these
. i
'
lceals.
Christ has educated America in
tolerance and freedom of speech.
vYhere is now the power that can
remove prejudices of all kinds.
Turning to the past we find that the
gentle Buddha brought India a
thousand years of unity and peace.
Such was the power of a real echlCator. Muhammadlikewise destroyed
the caste system over a large part
of India and also united the Arabian
nation. The old religions have all
become stratified today. Yet there
is a mighty Force at work. This is
the Creative Power of Divine Love
which is descending to the world in
this, the Day of God.

(( The Bah6,"i NIo1:ement impads life. It is the cause of love and
aJnity amongst mank'ind. It establishes c01n1nnnication betLueen the
1)ari.mfs nations and 1'eligions. It Temoves all antagonis11'z,s. *' ~, ~, The
Bc[,lui'i llio'uement bestmus 1[pOn man a new spirit, a new light, and a
new}}wtion. It enlarges the spheTe of thought. It illU1nines the hOJ'i.zon
of the inte77f'ct. It expands the arena of comprehension."
,Abdll'l-Bcdui
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WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"NATIONS have always sought to
embody great undertakings in harmonious architectural form. Over
the whole earth and at all periods
they have raised the pillars of their
temples and public buildings and
reared to the skies the minarets or
tower s of their mosques and
churches like an act of hope and
faith carved in stone. All the great
ideas of all civilizations have their
imperishable monuments which are
eternal reminders of the conquests
made by the human mind. * ~, *
"Inevitably my thoughts turn to
my own country, where monuments
of the past recall the long history
of several great civilizations, all of
which do honor to each other and
influenced each other from far distant times when the confines of Asia
were the cradle of our modern civilization.
"When we read the lessons embodied in these stones it seems to
me we feel with increased force the
tragedy of the factitious differences
between us. Our eye takes in one
wide sweep the magnificent common
pa trimony of mankind.
From
whatever country we come all the
great names which have been familiar to us from childhood, names of
famous buildings or magical towns,
appear to belong to us as our own
and inspire us all with the same
pride.
"But now for the first time a
building is about to be erected
·which will be the common property
of the peoples united in the same
s e n t i ID e n t s of confidence and
brotherhood. On this solemn day

on which we have the honor to see
this foundation stone laid we pray
it may truly be the symbol of a new
age." Prince ForoLLghi of Persia,
President of the Assentbly, at the
laying of the corner stfJne o.f the
new home of the League of Nations
in Geneva.
that the nature of
Reality is love and that the establishment of the kingdom on earth is
its sacred task. As the children of
this Reality, we are the partakers in
this great and holy task.
"Though our avenues of approach to this ideal may differ, and
the terminology may differ, we believe that the ultimate truth is one
and we all are one.
"It matters little what we may
call the various avenues of approach toward the realization of the
kingdom on earth. One may call
it Buddhism, another may call it
Christianity, or the Baha!i movement; the essential is to bring about
a state of mind and condition ill
which the fatherhood for all mankind is established, above sectarian and denomina tional lllterests.
"We all differ in degrees in our
expressions, and in our beliefs, but
we are one in the Reality and its
branches. I am convinced that the
more this idea of the unity of mankind is advocated and believed by
us, the more we will find tolerance,
f r i end 1 i 11 e s sand international
peace.' '-Archbishop Nisshu N 0gnchi of Tokyo) in an address at a
Balui'i meeting in Honohiltt.
"VVE BELIEVE
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, 'THE FLOURISHING 'Universidad
Nacional, '-[Mexico] has more
than 10,000 students, a good part of
which are women. The practice of
interchange of teachers and students has been carried out for several years with the United States,
France and Germany, rendering
satisfying results. Mexican students, as a general rule, score high
in the American universities, and
American teachers who were teaching in Government schools at the
time, have told the writer that the
average Mexican school child is
quicker and more intelligent than
the average American.
"The most interesting experiment is, though, the establishment
of the rural schools, which are the
apple of the eye of the Federal
Education authorities. Professor
Dewey considers them one of the
most important social experiments
of the world, of interest, not only
to Mexico alone, but to all nations,
because they are an effort to incorporate the Indians (80% of the
population), into the social group.
In spite of the difficulties of obtaining teachers, 2,649 of these rural
schools, 1,000 of -which were opened
last year, aheady are working.
During this year, 2,000 more were
to have been established, and not
only that, but the number of teachers in each was to be increased.
"This educational revolution is
tllen, not only an effort to educate
the 80% of Mexicans that were
despised and left uneducated befon~, but it is also an indispensable
,vay towards the political integration of the country.
"Much more interesting than the
nnml)er of these rural schools is
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their spirit and tendencies. Mr.
Saenz, Subsecretary for Public Instruction, who has been a teacher of
the Lincoln School in New York,
says in a lecture given at Chicago
University that nowhere has he
seen better examples of socialized
schools than in some of these rural
schools in Mexico.
Professor
Dewey goes further and says that
there is nowhere in the world an
educational movement that presents
a more intimate spirit of union between school and social activities,
as in these schools. . . . And so
Mexico, now passing through the
throes of adolescence as a nation,
may yet develop a much finer type
of civilization than we have in many
of the older countries of the
vVorld. "-Cons~Gelo Reinert Viucla
cl eA 1 cl a g, before Pan-Pacific
WMnen's Association, Honolul~i.
Pan-Pacific Union B~dletin.
UPWARD OF 200 prominent Chinese sailed August 24 on the President Cleveland for an extended
tour of the United States in the interests of Sino-American friendship
and trade. The project is being
promoted by the Friendship Tour
Co. "-Washington" Post."
"JAPANESE, CHINESE, Filipinos,
Koreans, Negroes and Indians are
among the student body, but they
are a foreign colony, herding to
themselves. How can we expect
these representatives of other races
to judge us fairly if we as hosts do
not honestly make effective attempts to become their intimate
friends.' '-The Oregon E1fterald,
student daily of the Uni1)eTsitJJ of
Oregon.
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"vVe ,york and pray for the unity of mankind: that all raC83
of the earth may become one race, all the countries one country
and that all hearts may beat as one heart, ,yorkil1g together for
perfect unity and brotherhood." - ' Abdu'l-Balui.
SO NEAR ARE the majOTity of
thoughtful men to the concept of
world peace, says President Butler
of Columbia University, that no individual ventures now to make public any opposition to this ideal nor
can statesmen who oppose it stay
long in powel'.
The peace ideal has ceI'tainly
gained ground enormously in the
last decade. It is the theme which
next to aeronautics most dominates
the ne,Yspapers, yvhich sensitively
reflect current public interest.
Countless books and magazine
a rticles deal ,vith this concept ill
one form or other, and the various
peace organizations - each with
their own specialized publicationsenlist the earnestcoOlJera tion of
memberships aggregating millions.
In spite of all this display of interest, enthusiasm, desire for universal peace, there remain certain
deep-seated causes of war which
,dlile they continue to pr8\Tail ,vill
unfortunately frustrate the world's
"Till to peace.
~[ucJJ that has been provocative
of war in the past, enlightened nations have now outgTOWll.
vVar for the sake of religious rivalries and animosities, war for pure
plunder either of goods or of ten'itory, or war for the mere satisfaction of national pride and vanity,such wars become more and more
un thinka ble as the ,yorId's leading

nations-in retrospective wisclomreflect upon the horrors and prolonged costs of Armageddon.
rPhere is, however, one cleepseated cause of war which is far
more powerfully operative than all
the peace opinion that any nation
can at present muster; and until
this cause is dispelled the volume of
peace idealism-no ma tter how
great-will be ineffective when put
to actual test.
I refer to the habit of thought of
all nationalities, of IJutting national
intel'estsfirst-to tIle sacrifice, if
necessary, of any or all othel' nationalities.
Nationalism, a larger developmell t of the tribal instinct, not onl~T
makes paramount the interests and
welfare of the homeland-a natural
and perhaps fundamental need ; but
in so doillg, tends to be utterly regaTCUess of the interests al1C1 welfares of all other peoples.
It is this selfish and negative aspect of nationalism which is the
chief remaining cause of war. And
not until people rise to a larger,
more liberal, and mOTe humane concept of nationalism ,vill war be
abolished.
For no matter how many Leagues
for peace exist, so long as the
world's great nations express prevailingly the attitude, "My :nation
ihst, regardless of the needs of
others," war will break out '1vhen-
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ever any given nation-in asserting
this aggressive and too exploitive
form of the national will-to-liveTlms counter to the similar will-toJive of another nation.
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Each nation must, in addition to
this, seek to refrain from national
measures needlessly offensive or
even harmful to other nationalities.
There must be a constructive allpervading sympathy, intelligent
UNQUESTIONABLY, the world's willenough to be cognizant of the injurto-peace must be erected on the solid
ious results to other nations of any
foundation of inter-national underproposed nationally self-interested
standing, sympathy, and well-wishmeasure; and deep enough-when
ing. All men must come not only to
injury to other peoples is apparent
perceive but also emotionally to
-to refrain so far as possible from
feel a larger than national brother- such activity.
hood; to the extent that they would
WE HAVE NOT yet reached the Milnot wish their own nation to unduly
lenium;
and it is useless to ask of
prosper at the expense of any other
any
nation
that it prefer itself to
nation.
suffer,
than
to be the cause of suf"Am I my brother's keeper" is
a query which nations, as well as fering to other nations. But at
individuals, must now earnestly ask least we can make a beginning of
thinking in world-terms rather than
themselves.
Already enlightened nations have in terms only of national self-interthe rapidly growing habit of ex- est. And we can aim at dealing
pressing in a helpful and concrete justly with other nations in the
way their sympathy for other na· sense that real justice would require
tions in distress. This practical each nation to remit somewhat its
humanitarian sympathy, as best desire and aim to get richer and
exemplified in the Red Cross, is per- more prosperous through measures,
w het her political or economic,
Imps the finest aggregate expreswhich directly operate to make
sion of the human soul which this
other nations poorer.
planet has yet witnessed.
This represents a moral height to
But such sentiment, evoked by
which-if the writer is not mistaksuffering, is not enough. It deals en-humanity has not yet risen nor
effectively with wound-binding, but consciously aspired to rise. Yet to
does not yet enter the field of causa- this height mankind must rise betion.
fore warfare can become eliminated
The help given by America to from our planetary affairs.
Italy at the time of the Messina
Such a concept of world brotherearthquake, and to Japan in their hood must spring from the spiritual
similar terrible catastrophe of potentiality and capacity of man to
1923, was noble in concept and in love others as himself. This posiquantity. Such benefactions exert tive quality of love-not only as
a tremendous influence toward between individuals but also as begood-wm behveen the nations con- tween peoples and nations-must
cerned.
become the leaven to give life to the
But such beneficence, with the splendid materials for peace almutual sympathies and apprecia- ready being assembled in the contions involved, are not sufficient. science of humanity.
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mIVALRY between the different races of mankind was
W first caused by the struggle for existence among the
wild animals. This struggle is no longer necessary, nay
rather, interdependence and cooperation are seen to produce the highest welfare in nations. The struggle that now
continues is caused by prejudice and bigotry. Today nothing but the power of the Divine Word, which embraces the
reality of all things, can draw together the minds, hearts
and spirits of the world under the shadow of the heavenly
tree of unity."
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ON these days there must needs be a mighty power of acU cord instilled into the nations. The principle of the
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oneness of the world of humanity must be proclaimed,
understood and put into practice so that all nations and
religions may again remember the long forgotten fact, that
they are all the progeny of primordial humanity, Adam,
and the denizens of one land. Are they not breathing one
air? Is not the same sun shining upon all? ..L~re they not
the sheep of one flock? Is not God the Universal Shepherd?
Is He not kind to all? * 'x' * If the people are emancipated
through One Spirit, there is not a trace of doubt but that
the greatest bond of union and harmony will be established
among them."
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~ELF'-lNTERJ<;ST is at the bottom of every war. Greed,
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commerce, exploitation, the pushing further of the
boundaries of the kingdom, colonization, the preservation of
the treaty rights, the safeguarding of the lives and interests
of the citizens,-are a few of the pretexts of going into war.
And it has been proven by experience that the results of
"war are ruinous, both to the conquerors and the conquered.
c'C
~, But in this luminous century the greatest bestowal
of the vvorld of humanity is universal peace which must be
founded so that the realm of creation may obtain compo sure. ", 'x' ~, Like unto a spirit, this ideal must run and
circulate through the veins and arteries of the body of the
,yorld. "
'Abd'u'l-Baha.
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THE BASIS OF BAHA'I BELIEF
CHAPTER

1.

INTRODUCTION

KEITH RANso~r-KEHLEn
Whc~t is the n((,ture of Cl, Prophet 01' Mcmifest((,tion of God who becomes the Founder
of ((, g1'ent j'eligion? ATe such MediatoTs necessar'y between the Divi,ne Essence and
h?onanity? If so, ?vhy? And how CCin h1J?ncmity be Cissw'ed of the validity of Pt'ophethood on the l)(wt of those who clcl,im its allegiance ,in that name? None sincerely interested ,in religio?[s tr'uth can be indifferent to these pr'egnclnt quesNons which lie Cit
the basis, which COnce1'11 the very essence of the clwit?'! of religion to the nllegiance of
the lFI,I,1ncm hen Tt. These qttestions [(,7'13 answe'l"ed with g?'eat clari.ty Cind effectiveness in
Cl, series of Cirticles by M?'s. Rcmso?n-]{ehleT of which this is the fiTSt.

{{ In this day he who seeks the
Light of the SW~ of Trtdh nmst fr'ee
It/is mind from the tales of the past,
1nL~st adorn his head with the ctown
of severance and his te'mple with the
robe o/v·id-ne. Then shall he an'ive
at the ocean at Oneness ancZ enter
the presence of SingTeness. The
heart mHst become frce from the
fire of snpcrst-itions that ,it may rece-ive the Light at AssLwance and
that it 1nay perceive the Glory of
God. "-Bah6,'n'llah.
UPP~RI~N?,LY.

there is some-

ml thmg' of mesbmable value t.o

hue is, as it were, an illustration or
a reflex of this sublime Cycle which
is the life and light of man: the return of spring, the diastole of the
heart, the coming' of day, the flow of
the tide, the inhalation of the lungs
-are but the pattern of His Divine
Action stamped everywhere upon
Ris creation.
Each Great Prophet \Vho has
ever appeared in the world has
covenanted with His followers concerning His Successor; there is no
religion which does not definitely
hold out this assurance to its followers :-that God will again send
One to snccor, to guide and to save

God in ha\Ting men recognize, independently, the 1'.Ianifestation of His m(~n.
Power and Glory whenever He apPerhaps the most curious example
pears in the world. This, accord- of human blindness and perversity
ing to the teachings of Baha 'u '11ah, is the consistent way in which we
which are clearly upheld by the evi- scorn, reject and persecute God
dence!" of 11istory, is subject to the ,vhenever He thus reveals Himself
same periodicity as natural pheno- to us. For if Almighty God the
I1Jternal Power and Life and Law
mena.
For, to paraphrase the figure of and Wisdom of these vast inter1 Abdn '1-Baha,
just as the pheno- penetrating universes, each in itself
menal sun returns from year to complete, perfect and incomprehenyear in order to resuscitate and re- sible - if Omnipotent Principle
vivify the dead physical life of the would reveal Itself in any manner
world, so from age to age a great that could be apprehended by the
Sun of Truth and of Righteousness ,,xloak, finite mind of man, we could
appears to germinate and fructify never see more of God, know more
of His nature, observe more of
the dead spirit.ual life of man.
In truth the whole world of na- His power, nor draw nearer to Him
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in lov,,, and assurance than is possible through this Mighty Being
vVha returns to us from age to age,
the E,ternal },Iessiah, "the continuing Christ,"
the Ever-Present
vVord of God, "He whose goings
forth have been from of old, from
everlasting. "
In
terminology of Baha 'u 'Hah
this great life-giving 1Tessenger
vVho reveals the vVill of God to man,
is He '/'Tho expresses all of God that
human beings can ever grasp and
lleed r8,-er know: therefore He is
called the Manifestation of God.
Now although the followers of
every Manifestation and the adherents
ever:-- religion have been
taught to look for the reappearance
of the same Majestic Authorit3T that
already holds sllTay in their lives,
the signs of His coming are universally misleading.
If Moses and the Prophets had
said, {(In a certain year in the reign
of Augustus Caesar, a woman of
such dsscent and a man of such
other ancestry journeying from
N azare~h to Bethlehem will there
greet their first born: He is ~iy
Successor; follow Him,' '-hOlY simple such an arrangement would halTe
been; \17hRt suffering and tragedy it
would have obviated, beheading,
stoning: rending by wild beasts, imperial bonfires of human yictims:
not on1~- the hideous variety of
martyrdom, but the crucifixion of
the "Holy One and .Just," the humiliating and degrading death of
the common mRlefactor for Him
"\vitho-ut \Vhom ",vas not anything
made that was made, vVho cmne
unto whR t was His own but His own
folk did not welcome Him. "",
However, this procedure evident':'J olm
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ly does not conform to the spiritual
requirements. On the contrary it
i'{ouId seem as if every deyice were
used to blind and mislead men with
regard to the Divine Identity of the
Manifestation. According to prophecy .Jesus was to sit upon the
throne of Dayid, rule with a rod of
iron, cause the lion Rnd the lamb to
lie down together; in short, so extra\,TagRnt were the claims made for
Him that when a peasant announced
His cRllClidacy for these exalted positions the .Jews speedily rejected
Him on the basis (amongst other
things) thR t He did not fulfil the
prophecies.
Today we see in the light of His
Rccomplishments a Supreme Monarch to liVhom earth's greatest
kings ancl potentates bow in obeisance.
It becomes clear to us as we observe this unhappy drama reenacted
in each succeeding dispensation,
that some Yi1st purpose, some inscrutRble cause is subserved b:r having men \Toluntarily and in spite of
every obstacle penetrate "the
clouds of His Glory," those external 0 bstructions and disqualifications that seem to hide the Sun of
Truth, and find an Eternal Reality in this superb Being whenever
He appears; sometimes a peasant, sometimes a prince become a
beggar, sometimes a camel-driver
elevated to the most exalted human po,Yer, sometimes, as in the
case of Baha 'u 'l11'1,h, a nobleman,
descendant of a royal dynasty,
conquering from a fetid prison
the vast domains of East and of
vVest.
To see-behind the peasant, the
beggar, the king, and the prisoner
-that aloof serenity of ageless Om-
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nipotence tha t no assemblage of
men, even combining to assist one
another, can long deny or withstand: to see this station of God
made manifest is a privilege of
which few avail themselves at the
moment when they are most needed; but inevitably before His
Throne Eternal in the Heaven nations and peoples seek sanctuary
when the clouds of human blindness
roll back and the Sun of Reality
reaches the meridian of His effulgence.
There is no evidence, for example,
that more than a score of people
continued to believe in Jesus at the
time of the crucifixion. That was
too great a test of faith for any but
that tiny handful who had been baptized in His Love and immersed in
His FavOT. And still the teeming
millions of the Roman Empire were
powerless eventually, to cope with
the impulse set in motion by this
preferred band of simple, ignorant,
unknown men and women: for in
them lay the germ of spiritual life,
the power to fructify and produce
seeds-and they alone possessed it.
'Abdu'l-Baha says that five grains
of wheat are worth more than a
thousand tons of weeds.
Why should not we today, with
all the revealing light cast upon the
workings of the inner life of man
by subliminal psychology; by a better understanding of crowd reflexes;
by the welding of history into one
single instrument whereby 0 u r
group processes are more clearly
grasped; why should not "ve be able
to discount all the tragic and costly
mistakes of the past and severing
ourselves from the prejudices and
inhibitions that blind and mislead
us, approach with clear, inquiring
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minds this stupendous Baha'i claim:
that Bah6!t~'Uah in this great Day
ot God has rett~rned to renew His
Ancient Covenant with man; to
make low every motLntain (re11wving by His inclt~sive social program
the obstacles to htmwn ttnderstand;ing and cooper-ation) to exalt every
valley (inculcating the practice ot
those virtues that are neglected by
the strong and prot~d) so that all
the trees ot the field (mankind) may
clap their hands (r
The great religions of the world
without exception teach exactly the
same great fundamental truths: the
Oneness of God and the Oneness of
Mankind. At this time they all expect the coming of a Promised One:
The Brahmins await the twelfth incarnation of Vishnu; the Zoroastrians (Parsis) the coming of Shah
Bahrom; the Jews their Messiah;
Buddhists the fifth Buddha; Muhammadans the Imam Mahdi ;Christians the return of the Effulgence of
the Christ. In each prophecy the
coming One will unite the nations,
spread the principles of peace and
of brotherhood, inaugurating an era
of spiritual progress.
Naturally it is incredible that if
each of these expected Manifestations returns severally there could
be any more unity or understanding amongst religions than exists at
present. He vVho will unite the
hearts of men, Who will establish
that great ideal Kingdom in the
lives and practices of men as taught
by all the religions of the world,
can be but One; One Who will fulfil all the prophecies, uphold all the
sacred and blessed teachings of the
religions of the past, identical in
*Isaiah 55:12.
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their import and in their influence;
'will possess that latent Power al-

ways infused illto mell by the Manifestation which lifts them to higher
levels of aspiratioll and achievement
and creates alle,Y ill withered lives
alld stagnallt millds that illexhaustible fecundity which produces llew
hea vellS alld llew earths.
Presentillg this majestic claim of
the station alld purpose of Baha'u'11ah, the Baha'i teacher is confronted with three or four typical
objections. If the audience be
Christian the first reaction is, "Why
should we accept any other Manifestation than J esus ~ He is sufficient." If Unitarian, in any of its
aspects, "Bah:i 'u '11ah llas exerted
an admirable influence, but Re is,
like Jesus, a man of unusual per-
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sonality; nothing more than an exceptional human being." If influenced by the modern cults, "What
do we need with a Mediator; why
not go to God direct ~" And finally,
most important of all, "We have
been warned against false prophets; how can we be sure that
Baha 'u '11ah is not one of these ~ , ,
Tl1erefore it is my intention in a
series of articles to answer these apparently legitimate confutations,
exhibiting the signs and proofs and
evidences of the validity and divine
authority of the Baha'i Claim.
, 'The doors of the Kingdom are
open," and in this hour of restitution Baha 'u '11ah summons us again
to the spiritual order of life, whose
paths are pleasantness and whose
ways are peace.

Verily IUC shozdd cMl-sidei' the Di1!ine Prophets as the intermediaries, but mankind has made ~~se of them as causes of dissension
and pretexts fo'r wa'l/a1'e and strife. In reality they were the inte'J'mediaries of love and q'econciliation. If they were not SO'1wces of lO1!e
and fellowship amongst men, then wulo'L~btedly they were not tnce, for
the di1!ine wisdom and plwpose in sending the PTophets was the manifestation of 101)e in hu,man hearts. Therefore we 111Z~st invest'igate
reality. P,int of all let zcs cletennine whether these Prophets were
'valid or not by u,sing rat'ional proofs and shining arguments, not simply
qu,oting traclitiolWTY evidences, because trad'itions a're divergent and
the sozcrce of {Z,issengion.' ,
,Abclz~'l-Bah6.
«
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ALBANIA AND THE DESTINY OF EUROPE
MARTHA

L.

ROOT

In a se1'ies of two articles the well known journalist and BClhri'i teacher, Ma1·thcG
Root, describes a co~tntry little known to Americans. The AlbC/c1zians, however, as the
auth01' states, have played an i1nportant pa1't in the history of southeastern Europe.
The Editor has had occasion to visit Durazzo mentioned in this article; and counts as
one of the finest characte1'S of his acquaintance a Turk of par't Albanian ancestry
whose grandfather was an importa,nt Sheik of the leading Bektashi monastery in
Constantinople, a remarkable sect of the Muhan'imcGdans which the 1'eader wilL find
described in these articles.

Il\1LBANIA, this country which
~ is so little known, may perhaps hold th~ destiny of Europe. If
she can bflcome a Switzerland or a
Holland, if during her evolution to
this, there is tranquility in the state
and iJ neighboring countries will
refrain from greedily grabbing
'yhat is not their own, then a serious
European conflict may be averted.
Albania is the arsenal of the Balkans and a match touched to it
would blow up Europe.
The Great Powers and the League of Nations created the present
Albania as an independent state in
1912. His Majesty Zog I, King of
the Albanians, is the most able man
to be at the head of this little country with its present one million inhabitants. This new state is now
playing and will certainly for the
next few decades continue to play a
very interesting role in international politics.
The Albanians are the oldest nation in Europe but their country is
the least known. Before King Zog I
came upon the scene less than ten
years ago as a young Albanian
Napoleon, this land was spoken of
as the "mysterious country," "land
of miracles," "unknown Albania,"
"darker than dark Africa" and
there was a reason for this. For
five hundred years its language was
forbidden in the schools, books in

Albanian were not allowed. Indeed
for two thousand years the world
has witnessed the determination of
this remarkable race to hold to its
nationality. Truly it merits attention for its deathless struggle and
for the opportunity it may give to
preserve peace and a status quo in
the Balkans.
Albania has the master key position geographically to the Near
East. It has been fought for by
the Jugo-Slavs under the patronage
of Russia. It has been sought by
Italy to give her security and a
land-locked sea. It is envied by
Austria and Hungary and Germany
their neighbor. It is the territory
that obsesses the thoughts of Greek
diplomats. It commands the very
shortest route between western Europe and Constantinople, Syria and
Palestine.
The Romans saw its advantages
and built the Via Egnatia road, that
historic road from Constantinople
through Salonica, on through Albania to the coast city of Durazzo.
This is the road that the Apostle
Paul took, and in Durazzo we know
he preached Jesus Christ to the inhabitants. (That his faithful teaching bore rare and beautiful spiritual Albanian fruits will be sho\\T11
la ter in this article. ) This Via
Egnatia ended at Durazzo but by
ship one could cross the thirty-
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Mr. K. Kotta, Prime Minister of Albania
and Minister of the Interior

selTen and a half miles across the
Adriatic Sea to Otronta, Italy, and
there began the Via Appia road
leading directly on to Rome.
Albania, a country v,rith approximately 17,000 square miles, is
not so large as West Virginia and
is about twice as large as Massachusetts. Mr. Charles C. Hart,
American Ambassador in Tiralla,
said the day the ,vriter lunched at
the Embassy, "There is not a safer
country in Europe to travel in than
Albania." On the table in the drawingroom lay a bound volume of the
school magazine "Laboremus" of
the Albanian Vocational School
founded by the American Junior
Red Cross and the writer opened to
these words which was a quotation
from Kelly: ' , Albania, a tiny
country of glorious sunshine, brilliant moonlight, deep blue skies.
bright stars, old white mosques and
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gleaming minarets; silent cypress
trees, Venetian towers and Roman
ruins, mountain ranges white in
winter, broad valleys with unscratched virgin soil, calm lakes hidden by hills, a coast line with rocky
shores and harbors-Dnrazzo where
Cicero spent his exile and Robed
Guiscard led the Norman Conquest,
Valona of Shakesperian fame,-a
brave people, primitive in life with
romantic customs and gorgeous national costumes. This is Albania."
Perhaps the tourist asks: "How
does one get to Albania? How can
he travel when he does get there if
there are no railroads ~ A.nd what
are the principal cities'~" Travellers can come from Trieste, Bari
and Brindisi, Italy across the Adriatic Sea to Durazzo, the seaport
nearest to Tirana which is now the
capital. Durazzo a city of six thousand inhabitants is also reached by
ships coming down the east Adriatic Coast touching at the Jugoslavian ports of Ragusa, Dubroynik
and others. There is aeroplane service regularly from Rome, Trieste,
Brindisi to Valona-the most strategic port in the Adriatic Sea,-and
on to Tirana. There is also regular
aeroplane service between the different Albanian cities: There are
motor cars driven daily from one
city to another, but good roads are
only beginning to be built in Albania. There is a good road from
Durazzo to Tirana and a railroad is
being built between these two
The leading cities are
places.
Scuta ri, Tirana, Korcha, Valona,
Durazzo, Alessio, Arghyrocastro,
Berat, Elbasan, DelYina and others.
Arriying by ship to Durazzo, one
takes an automobile to go the
twenty-six miles to Tirana. There
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is constant motor car service and
one pays according to the number
of passengers. Usually the cars
are crowded. If one takes a car
alone, he pays for six places. The
road is beautiful and thrilling for it
leadt:: up the mountains, sometimes
curving ledge upon ledge. Hardly
any place in the Balkans is more
fascinating than these Dajti mountains. One will find Tirana in its
physical setting at least, a playground of heaven. It is like a little
plain close to the sky surrounded
on all sides by these low alluring
mountains glowing in such darkly
vivid colors. The mists or the atmosphere or something give them a
halo, a spirit which seems always to
be hovering just above them. No
one with a soul can ever visit
Tirana and in after years not long
to return and feel again the charm
of these mountains.
The city itself with its 30,000 inhabitants where six years ago it had
only 10,000 and was a very ordinary desolate town with a few little
Turkish inns, is having a phenomenal growth. It gives one the impression of a modern city being
made before one's very eyes.
Everywhere buildings are being
constructed and Tirana is stretching out. Some ne"v government
buildings and the American Legation's new headquarters a group of
three architecturally lovely buildings seem to be quite out of the
heart of the city, but one sees that
very soon they too will be in the
centre, for Tirana must expand
very much to house the people who
are comil1g there. Tirana is chosen
as the capital because it is in the
centre of the country. The King
can govern best from this place and
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also the mountain city away from
the seacoast can be better protected. It is more healthful than
the coast city of Durazzo which is
surrounded by malaria breeding
swamps. However the Albanian
Government and the Rockefeller
Foundation are working to rid Albania of malaria.
Look from my window, 0 reader,
at 5:30 o'clock this morning. The
mountains are so glorious in the
fresh glow of dawn. They are deep
rich blue as if the sky had embraced them and left its mantle
flung across their peaks. Below in
the work-a-day world many drivers
of donkeys walk beside their beasts
of burden and on these donkey's
backs hang great packs of coolinggreen watermelons.
"Whoever
will eat so many watermelons ~" you
wonder, but when you see the many
hundreds of soldiers and the workmen rising up like sand clouds to
carry the plaster or dig foundations, or hammer, or make more
roads, you will realize there are not
too many watermelons for this
August day with a temperature of
100 Fahrenheit.
0

Now TO SPEAK about the moulders
of inner Albania: the writer called
first upon Mr. Kota Kotta who is
both Prime Minister and Minister
of Interior. He is charming, keenly
intelligent. Like his beloved King,
he is young. He said: "The chief
aim of His Majesty our King Zog; I
is world peace. There is no other
way for Albania to achieve her high
destiny except through world peace.
Our King wishes progress and educa tion, " and he explained how hard
the King is working for a stable and
just government, for education, for
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'woman's advancement and better
living conditions.
,Yhen the writer asked the Prime
Minister about the King's deep love
for his mother and if he consults her
often on state matters, Mr. Kotta
replied: " Yes. The King says he
o'\ves his position and his honors
to his mother. He trusts his mother
and believes in her judgment." The
Prime Minister added that whereever there is a good mother, one
generally finds sons who have good
education and good character. It
may be said that King Zog I entrusted to his mother the direction
of the whole Mati tribe during the
early months of the first revolution
when he was fighting in other regions, and she did her work gloriously. He is the hereditary head of
the famous Mati Tribe that had its
great Princes in the middle ages,
and this was also the tribe of Scanc1er1)eg the great savior of Albania
in the fourteenth century. (The
name Scanderbeg comes from the
surname "Iskender-Beg"
which
the Turks gave him for his valor
and masteTful strategy, and in complimentary reference to Alexander
the G l' eat.) Scanderbeg has
been the hero of the Albanians
and their very loved King, their last
King for five hundred years until
September first, 1928. It is psychologically clear tha t His Majesty Zog I can do far more in Albania as King than he could do as
President. The masses in Albania
do not understand presidents and
republics so well, but a twentieth
century king who may be even
greater than Scanderbeg appeals to
their hopes and to their loyalty.
The country will be more settled
under a kingship than it would be
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with political presidential rivalries
springing up every few years.
THE WRITER HAD the unique honor
and privilege of an audience with
His Majesty Zog I King of the Albanians on Sunday, September first,
1929 in the Royal Palace in Tirana.
It was the occasion of the second
anniversary of his being crowned
King. Of the group of twenty
women presented there were a few
relatives of the King, other members of the aristocracy of Albania,
some members of the feminine club,
, 'The Albanian \~T oman, " of which
Her Royal Highness, Princess Sinia
Zogu, sister of the King, is honorary President, and the one foreign
guest.
We were received in the chancery
in the offices of the Prime Minister,
at ten o'clock and the writer was
introduced to these splendid "vomen
as a Baha'i. She gave a little
speech in which she expressed her
admiration and love for _AJbanian
women and their work, and her joy
that in Albania she saw such friendliness and cooperation between people of all the religions; it was astonishing to see this rare harmony.
She also spoke of the beauty and
gracefulness of Albanian women,
their fine character and the remarkable hospitality of all Albanians.
The festivities for this anniversary had begun the day before.
Smiling happily a1lC1 singing, the
Tiranians had decorated their city
with laurels from the mountains.
Everybody was glad and contented.
People dressed in their artistic national costumes had come from the
mountains, the towns and the cities,
Since 7.30 0 'clock that morning the
Royal Band had been playing at
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intervals and the regiments of soldiers, well dressed, with perfect step
and shoulders straight and high,
had led the g rea t procession
through the two main avenues. The
crowds were well-mannered and
deeply interested. Aeroplanes circling the city shot down thousands
of gay posters wishing long life to
the King.
Promptly at eleven 0 'clock, we
vvere escorted from the chancery to
automobiles and motored the short
distance of two blocks to the Royal
Palace entrance. Thousands of
spectators stood respectfully in the
streets and in the Royal Driveway.
The Royal Band in red uniforms
played the Albanian National Anthem; soldiers in gun-metal-gTey
uniforms stood, every man with his
hand on his gun and his eye fixed
at attention. We went through the
garden up the marble steps and on
past the gnards whose gold braid
gleamed in the brilliant sunlight.
vVe passed through the hall, the diningroom, the library where in each
of these royal apartments stood a
group of statesmen to greet ns.
Then we were led into the great
salon and there at the farther end
of this beautiful receiving room his
young Majesty Zog I King of the
Albanians stood in state. Tall and
very slender, he was simply dressed
in his military uniform. There was
no gold lace, no velvets, but he looked a King! a soldier King! He was
very alert, very bright, very noble,
very young to carry the heavy responsibilities of being head of this
Balkan Kingdom on which the eyes
of the world are turned. In a semicircle about him stood his faithful
fine Ministers of State dressed in
iull evening dress.
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His Majesty Zog I is a man of
tremendous character, and the
strongest individuality in Albania.
Few men would be able to meet the
situations which he has faced and
conquered. His Majesty Zog' I King
of the Albanians is the guarantee of
the peace. One would not like to
vision the chaos that would come if
anything happened to him.
"T'u ngjat jeta!" which means
"Long life to you! "was heard
everywhere that morning.
The
writer spoke only one word to His
Majesty in the solemn moment when
he took her hand. It was: "Besabesen!" translated from Albanian
it means "I pledge you my loyalty !' , As a Baha'i I have given my
word of honor to be "Albanian" in
my faithful friendship to this new
kingdom. 0 reader, you would
need to come to Albania to know
what this word means, but if you
are ever extended the "bessa" by
Albanians, you ,¥ill see what a
beautiful custom it is. It goes so
far that though a person might forgive an injury to his father, his
mother, his children, he would never
forgive the one who violated the
, 'bessa " which has been extended
to a friend in their land.
After passing out from His Majesty's presence we were taken
again in the automobiles half a
block to the Royal Palace of the
Queen Mother of the King. In the
first drawingroom we met the five
sisters (the sixth sister was away).
These Royal Princesses were very
pleasant. They are doing their best
to help their country. They have
the manners of the heart which is
the most lovely courtesy of all.
N ever to be forgotten was the
presentation to the Queen Mother
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,yho received alone in the larger
drawingroom. She was all in black
and her two grandsons, about sixteen and eighteen years old (who
study in Geneva, Switzerland) stood
in full military uniform beside her.
She was beautiful in her motherhood, so strong, so sincere, so good!
She looked just what she is-a
Queen ]J![ othe'l"!
She did not
impress me as one who cares for
frills and exteriors, but she is the
kind of woman you would love to
llave near you in joy and in sorrow,
in health and in sickness till the end
of the world. She is spiritual, she
is understanding.
His Majesty the King is thirty-five years old and in October
his thirty-sixth birthday will be
celebrated vrith a magnificant ceremony. Film directors from Paris
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have asked to come and make moving pictures. His dear mother is
about sixty years old. The King's
two married sisters are older than
he.
Editors Note-To Baha'is there is a
strong Cippec~l in the destiny of these little
nations wh.ich h(1)e for centm'ies suffered
the injustice of suppresion of all native
literatnre cmd thought and f1'eedorn. This,
as Balw'u,'llah taught is the dCiY when justice shall be done and all injustice shcill be
removed, Cind in the j'e1narkcible rec1'udescence of so 1nany slib1nerged mino1'ities into j'ecognized nationcilities, We find signs
of the dawn of the New Day of inte-)'nationct/ justice cmd peCice. What is needed
next is that these little nCitionalities and
nwes j'ecognize themselves as so intrinsic
et part of the wo?'ld progTCi1n that they do
not impose thei1' nationalis1n as obstructive io the larger brother-hood which will
be expJ'essed ,in the coming civ,ilization when
the continents will no longer be cut up ,into
hund1'eds of artificial customs and bCi1TiM's
and national isolations. The concl.uding
w,tide will Ci1)pea1' next month. It deals
with the j'eligious and spir-itual aspects of
the counh'y and p(01)le.

"Those kings and 'j"ule'J's whose fame for j~~st gove'J'nment and
greatness filled the wo1'ld d'id not occu,py themselves alone with thei'i'
personal ambition and the acquirement of 1'iches, b~~t accmmted the
public weal and the increase of the inhabitants of the'ir cmcntries alibcZ
the general treasury as their grecitest caTe. Their glMY was not bought
with gold 0'1' silver, but was pt~rchased by the soml,clness of thei'l' principles and the nobility of their aspimtions. S~ich are those r'ulers 'Who
are benevolent and wise, whose dignity and j'eal happiness lie ,in the
well being of th e p'ublic . . . "
,.Abd~i'l-Baha.
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PSYCHOLOGY FROM THE SPIRITUAL
STANDPOINT
ELLA GOODALL COOPER

~e,

as Baha'is, approach the tion to the normal, and relief to the
study of psychology as we do abnormal, members of society.
every other science which is helpful
To these men, J anet, Freud J ung,
to humanity, since one of our card- Adler and others, society owes a
inal principles is that in this day debt, which is ever growing, as the
science and religion must work hand efforts, particularly those of
in hand in order to bring to pass Adler and his colleagues in Vienna,
that spiritual civilization which is are being extended to cooperate not
the goal of all true cduca tion. only with medical men but also with
"Study the sciences," says' Abdu '1- the educator and social welfare
Baha, "acquire more and more worker, and we ardently hope the
knowledge.
Assuredly onc may circle may soon widen to include the
learn to the end of one's life. Use enlightened and scientifically-mindyour knowledge always for the ben- ed religionist, as well. The efforts
of this group are directed toward
efit of others."
"Kno-w thyself," enjoined So- prevention of abnormal conditions
crates, without, however, revealing through education, rather than
any method of going about it. merely the relief of the tragic situaNevertheless, the precept still holds tion after it has been allowed to
good, and extends to knolving one's arise. Is not this the object of
neighbor, since "the proper study spiritual education also ~
One of the most distinguished of
of mankind is man."
Tot 11 e
Baha'is this popular interest, far this group, Ivhom we have lately had
from being improper, is encourag>- the good fortune to meet in Ameriing, for it is a token of people's in- ca, is Dr. Alfred Adler of Vienna,
terest in one another, which interest whose psychology is a method of
we believe will grow and grow till gaining knowledge of individuals,
all come to recognize the truth of including knowledge of their inner
Baha'u'llah's saying, "This hand- life, and is founded upon a view of
ful of dust, the earth, is one home. " the individual as a whole in himIn sharp contrast to the popular self, an indivisible unit of human
superficial and often selfish appli- society. Thus, while it has grown
cations of psychology, are the earn- up as a part of psycho-analysis, inest endeavors, profound and benefi- dividual psychology only uses ancent, of the conscientious psychiat- alysis for the purpose of synthesizrists and physicians, patiently work- ing the whole life of the individual.
I have borrowed the above inforing to unravel the intricate threads
of maladjusted lives, using the val- mation from Dr. Adler's exponent
uable technique contributed by the and interpreter, Philippe Mairet,
psycho-analysts, to bring educa- and will quote a few lines from the
~
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same source, "The supreme importance of this contribution to modern
psychology is due to the manner in
which it reveals how all activities
of the soul are drawn together into
the service of the individual, how
all his faculties and strivings are
related to one end. vVe are enabled
by this to enter into the ideals, the
difficulties, the efforts and discouragements of our fellow-men, in
such a way that we may obtain a
whole and living picture of each as
a personality. . . . There has never
before been a method so rigorous
and yet adaptable for following the
fluctuations of that most fluid, variable and elusive of all realities, the
individual human souL"
It is precisely because all religions, and the Baha,'i Revelation in
particular, have something vital to
say on the subject of this same elusive soul, that I have chosen to consider this adaptable method of Dr.
Adler as being most closely paralleled by the Baha'i teaching.
To the followers of this teaching
it is always gratifying to witness
how such great and progressive
men are unconsciously reflecting
the Spirit of this Age. Dr. Adler
touches on problems deep and farreaching, applying his principles to
many spheres of life as well as to
the art of healing, problems which
we believe can be solved by the
"sovereign remedy" brought by
Baha 'u '11:1h, the Divine Physician,
for the healing of the nations. Thus
it seems to me to be peculiarly fitting, in pursuance of one of His basic
teachings-namely, religion must
conform with science and reasonthat we, as Baha'is, should hasten
to unite our efforts with those altruistic scientists whose services
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are being devoted to the amelioration of the enormous burden of
mental misery that afflicts humanity
to-day.
RELIGION, AS SUOH, seems to find
scant favor at the hands of the
psychologist, partly, perhaps, because many of the cures, for which
religion in the past has claimed the
credit, seem to him explainable
upon a psychological basis, or, perhaps, because his experience with
religious manias has been provocative of impatience for the whole
subject, or, perhaps, because he
feels religion has lost its ancient
potency, or, perhaps, because he regards it not with the eye of faith,
but as one seeking scientific truth.
Dr. Overstreet seems to dismiss
it with a shrug, saying that many
religionists are not really humanists, and that, "Religion, like a good
deal of the rest of our life, needs at
last to concern itself with real human beings."
He refers, as do
most scientists and educators, to
orthodox religion or theology, but
that is not what the Baha'is mean
by religion.
Speaking scientifically, perhaps
the great point of connection between psychology and religion, is
tha t essential longing, which is
present in all human creatures, the
longing for individual immortality.
Although science has demonstrated
the indestructibility of matter, yet
the actuality of that mysterious
realm beyond this life has not been
proved by any returned traveler,
and man has recourse only to faith
if he is to believe what the Prophets
have always taught, and what mankind in general wishes to believethat it is indeed the real life of the
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indestructible soul, for which this
brief span of years here is but the
preparation.
The Baha'i teachings on this
point give comforting assurance to
sustain the seeking soul, at the same
time appealing to reason and inspiring faith. vVe believe that
faith in immortality and belief in
spiritual realities influence conduct
profoundly, and mould character to
noble ends, and that one of the reasons "\vhy so much mental disturbance is painfully evident in the
world, is the apparent failure of religion to set forth a unified, convincing and authoritative truth,
freed from man-made dogmas and
creeds, which will aid struggling
humanity to grapple ,vith the over,vhelming problems of this complex,
bevvildering age. Our belief is that
the Baha'i Cause does recognize
and satisfy just that universal, crying need.
~~nd to my mind, a most important point of contact between the
Baha'i teaching and that of Dr.
.1~dler is their common conviction of
the fundamental "oneness of humanity. " It quite thrills me to
quote his declaration: "vVe cannot
esca pe from the net of our own relatedness. Our sole safety is to assume the logic of our communal
existence upon this planet as an
~dtimate, absol~~te truth, which we
approach step by step, through the
conquest of illusions arising from
our incomplete organization and
limited capabilities ash u m an
beings. ' , And is not the mission of
tIle Baha!i Movement to unite all
the races of the world ~
contact is eduDr. Adler speaks of it re-
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peatecUy. He advocates psychology
as the "human science" which
should be studied by laymen as well
as by specialists, and shows that
even the study of the abnormal is
necessary to gain an understanding
of normal processes (since the difference is only one of degree). He
also states that the object of this
education of the normal human
being and the re-education of the
abnormal one is the same-to fit
both for a better understanding of
human nature, and to develop the
social feeling, because man is a social being, not to be considered as
separated from human society, but
one who must learn to take his place
as an integral part of it.
Of course we agree heartily with
Dr. AcUer that human nature is
capable of being educated, moreover that education must begin with
the individual child from the moment of its birth, in order that its
"behaviol' pattern' , may be correctly and happily set.
'Abdu'l-Baha shows us that eduration to be complete should be both
material and spiritual, in other
words, it should be for the heart as
well as the head. The Abbe Dimnet
reminds us that Vauvenargues says,
"Great thoughts arise from the
heart, " and J oubert, "There is no
light in souls in which there is no
warmth. ' , Hence, to the old question, "can human nature change ~"
we would answer in the words of
Dr. Esselmont, a distinguished
English physician and Baha'i
teacher: "Both education and religion are based upon the assumption
that it can and does change. In
fact, it requires but little investigation to show that the one thing we
call say with certainty about any
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living thing is that it cannot keep
from changing'."
"\VHAT HAS ALL this to do with modern psychology, you may ask~ We
earnestly believe that that" science
of humanity," as Dr. Adler calls it,
can be of still greater value as a
healing factor in dealing with disorders of the mind when it becomes
touched and illumined by a vital,
dynamic religion such as taught by
Baha'u'llah, vVhose appearance is
the Sun of Truth in this day.
The vibrations caused by this
new influx of spiritual power has
brought into being many new
schools of thought, numbers of
which are concerned with the healing and re-education of suffering
and maladjusted humanity. As we
have noted, psychology itself has
advanced until it has become an important instrument in the hands of
the best modern physicians-for it
is acceptable to many who will not
listen to the worn-out dogmas and
creeds of religion, as such, and yet
-whose needs demand something
more than the science of materia
medica alone. In this respect the
l'lse of these movements, even
though they be only pseudoscientific,
has contributed to the whole ministry of medicine.
The Baha'i ideal of the physician
of the future might be of special interest here. 'Abdu'l-Baha says that
the physician of the future must be
a man scientifically educated and
trained, in order to be a skillful
diagnostician of disease (to know
whether it be of mental or physical
origin) and, in addition to this
knowledge, he must be imbued "with
such a love of God, such a love for
humanity, such an intense desire to
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serve humanity, that his very presence in the sick room will be like
healing to the patient. In this day,
when disorders of the mind have
spread over the world almost like
a plague, physicians surely need to
use both spiritual and material
means of healing, ever striving to
find the perfect balance.
As REGAHDS MAN'S social development, Dr. Adler stresses again and
again the necessity of early education in order to fix the life pattern
of the child by habit, which becomes
conduct, and eventually crystallizes
into character. He always regards
man as a social being and each individual soul as being motivated by
the conscious or unconscious striving for a "goal."
It is evident then, in order to assist the souls to fit into their environment and function happily and
cooperatively with their fellow
beings, some kind of a worthy plan
is necessary by which to guide their
lives and develop their social feeling; and when ignoble goals are discovered, altruistic standards need
to be substituted, and if they can be
joyous, so much the better. "Joy
gives us wings," says 'Abdu'l-Baha.
The Baha'i teaching, upon the
same basis of human evolution, offers a magnificent social program,
because it is universal, constructed
upon the corner stone of the unity
of the whole human family; not only
that, but in its re-statement of the
eternal verities, it is marvelously
ada pted to the complex needs of
evolving humanity in this new and
wonderful age.
Progress is so rapid these days
that the next generation may have
to develop new and different powers
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in order to endure the high vibrations of our mechanistic civilization.
Professor Meredith made the
same statement that I heard recently made by Doctor Ray Lyman \Vilbur, to the effect, that to-day the
speed of life is so terrific that man's
moral and spiritual consciousness
has not yet caught up with the extraordinary rapidity of the material or external changes, thus
causing a dislocation so fraught
with danger that man stands aghast
at the products of his 01\'11 inventive
genius and power, not knowing how
to cope with these new dangers that
threaten to overwhelm him.
Thoughtful minds cannot but realize that unless man can somehovy
be educated to encompass these inventions and possess them for constructive service to society, they
will sUTely possess him and destroy
the world. Therefore, the education of youth to a realization of the
truth that we a1"e our "brother's
keeper, " based upon science and
reinforced by the spiritual dynamic
of real religion, is the only hope of
the future, if civilization is to be
saved.
Baha!is believe that the social
program, revealed by Baha'u'llah
and elucidated by 'Abdu'l-Baha,
gives to humanity the solution of
these stupendous problems.
In addition to the glorious basic
principles, Baha'u'llah advocates
certain universal institutions for
service to all mankind, as well as
giying certain yital precepts for the
guidance alld purification of the individual life. How noble is His
concept of a temple-called in the
Persian, JJ1a.shriq~"'l-Adhkar! which
means something far greater than
merely a temple or church, some-
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thing, indeed, for which we have no
equivalent in English. His concept is that in every city there
should be built a group of buildings
set in a large and beautiful garden;
the central building-its doors always open in welcome to all comers
-to be the house of worship;
around it, first, the hospice, where
hospitality would be dispensed,
perhaps to the weary traYeler, perhaps to one who is temporarily out
of work, or to one in need of shelter
for a time; next, the hospital,
wherein the physicians would minister unto the sick and needy, using
both types of healing, serving the
poor from a free dispensary; then,
a home for the aged, a home for the
orphans, and a home for the cripples and incurables; then, a school
for the children and a great university for the higher branches of
learning.
Every child would be educatecl ill
an art or craft or trade or profession, boys and girls alike, for all
Baha'is are taught the dignity of
lab or, and that work pursued in the
spirit of service is acceptable as
prayer and worship, in this nelY
day. Those who serve in this great
and beautiful community center,
would first enter the house of worship, lift up their hearts to God in
any manner they desire, and then,
inspired and strengthened by the
Holy Spirit, they would go forth
into these other institutions and
serve all who come, regardless of
color, class or creed.
Such a pian would seem to appeal
to the enlightened psychologist as
offering an ideal pattern for llol'mal
actiyity-the indiyidual trained to
work joyously and intelligently for
the good of the group, theTeh.y gain-
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mg his own satisfaction and happiness. Psychology teaches that
emotional impulse must find its
legitimate outlet if life is to be normal and happy. To the Baha'is,
this plan of the 1I1ashriqu'l-Adhkar
appears to be a superb plan of unifying social service for, with the
Spirit-God-at the center, and
Humanity at the circumference, the
circle is complete.
To sum it up, this is what the
Baha'is mean by religion-the love
of God, expressed in purity of individual life and deeds of joyous
service to all mankind.
Dr. Adler closes his book,
"U nderstanding Human Nature,"
with these words: "The law of psychic development seems to us to be
irrefutable. It is the most important
indica tor to any human being who
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wishes to build up his destiny consciously and openly, rather than to
allow himself to be the victim of
dark and mysterious tendencies.
These researches are experiments
in the science of human nature, a
science which cannot otherwise be
taught or cultivated. The understanding of human nature seems to
us indispensable to every man, and
the study of its science, the most im··
portant activity of the human
mind.' ,
Since the human science and real
religion both operate in the" realm
of minds, hearts and spirits," may
we not justly make a plea for their
conscious and definite cooperation,
believing that in thus working together hand in hand they may be
able to transmute this science into
the" divine art of living."

FOR LOVE OF ME
1L,,"RZIEH

R N the old days, a page carried
one's red velvet cushion and
another page carried one's book;
and one knelt devoutly in the heliotrope fog of some cathedral. A
king wore his favorite saints pinned
to his hat, and bowed to them when
times were bad. The poor could
worship Mary the Madonna when
she came to them in dreams, and
day and night the cloister bells tolled regiments of cowled figures to
their prayers. Prayer was as usual
as bread.
Perhaps today muezzins lean
from minaTets and priests still bless
the holy wafers and the wine, but
prayer has lost its savor and the

M

K. N ABIL
majority of people pray because it
is a habit or else do not pray at all.
Our intelligentsia assure us that
prayer is an aberration, something
on the order of talking to oneself;
and our fashionables remember that
they did not get their little slam
when they prayed for it at bridge;
and if sorrow forces men to pray,
they pray in doubt, and desperately, and they take Providence with
a grain of salt.
To Baha'is, however, prayer is
"indispensable and obligatory, and
no one is excused therefrom, unless
he be mentally unsound or an insurmountable
obstacle
prevent
him, ' , according to the Baha'i
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teachings. This law is great glad
tidings-it is one of the most fruitful blessings ever conferred on lmmanity; and an investigation of
even a handful of the wisdoms of
prayer can only Increase our
amazement.
THE SECRET OF LIFE is detachment
from everything except God. This
is because there is a quality in human nature which imperiously demands something permanent to love
and ~Tork for, and only God is permanent.
vVe go through life hitching our
wagons to stars that fall; whereupon we are miserable, and lasso
the next ones. Our leaves shrivel,
our moons wane, the marbles we
build our statues of are crumbled.
Only God is always strong, always
there, always permanent.
Only
God is IYorthy to be worked for.
And to achieve this detachment
from everything except God we require prayer. His Holiness Baha'u'11::1h says:
"0 Son of Light! Forget all else
but Me and commune Ivith My
spirit. This is the essence of My
command, turn unto it."
Again, the desire to be understood is common to us all. And yet
no one understands us. ,Ve do not
understand ourselves. We all know
"what we mean by being "understood " but the term is hard to define. In fact, it means just the opposite of what it says, because certainly none of us wish to be seen
through.
,Vho has not heard some middle
aged man lament that his wife does
not "understand" him. Probably
he is trying to say that she does not
sympathize with his spats and his
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new green neck-tie and his smile.
A noted writer has said that human beings are each on individual
islands} shouting to each other
across seas of misunderstandings.
But prayer is a great simplifying
factor and a dispeller of confusion.
Through our communion with God
we become explained to ourselves
and enabled to express our best and
truest selves to others.
There are, too, a great many
people who have no courage to keep
on living, because they are weighted
'with the consciousness of having
sinned. Their life becomes a retTogression, and they stay at home
with their sorrow-why should they
attempt anything, Ivhen everything
they touch is tainted, and they are
doomed to spend eternity sizzling in
separate vats? They are afraid of
the justice of God, and they have
forgotten the ocean of His mercy
(an infinite, sunli t, peaceful ocean,
with waves curling jade and pistachio). They have not read the Glad
Tidings of Baha 'u 'Hah, and the
prayer 'which He has revealed for
those who haye sinned.
Here again the vital importance
of prayer is demonstrated because
it is primarily through prayer alone
that human beings may recover
from wrong-doing. And as for
avoiding wrong-doing, mere discipline is not enough; we need the
courage and faith engendered by
prayer. This is true because although we know right from wrong
we often drift into sin and repent
at leisure, unless lye are held in
check by daily prayer: also because
it is impossible and indeed undesirable for us to be forever spying" on
ourselves-people are as mistaken
in their mental hair-shirts as any
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fanatics of the middle ages, and we put ably mirrored. Without His
therefore need the guidance of God, Manifestations, God is lost to us,·which is obtainable in proportion , , And idle is the rumor of the rose. "
The desire to pray is, like everyto our prayerful receptiveness.
Benjamin Franklin kept a note- thing else, strengthened with pracbook with all his sins in it, but Con- tice and atrophied through disuse.
fucius said, "I can do as my heart In the latter case, people are forlusteth and never swerve from ever restless and longing for someright." That is, we should learn to thing and dissatisfied with every
do right naturally, as rain falls or new possession. But if one prays,
dew forms, and such spontaneity one is always refreshed and re-inbecomes possible only after a life t ere s t e d.
'Abdu'l-Baha says,
inspired by prayer and supplica- "When a man turns his face to
tion.
God, he finds sunshine everywhere."
THEN THERE IS the question, "To
And yet people inquire why they
Whom shall we pray?" Nations should pray, why God does not
ha ve prayed to the souls of their an- come to them,-remarks as logical
cestors, to stones or stars or sacred as sitting in a darkened room and
cattle. Many of our modern think- wondering why all the sweep and
ers pray to some exalted figment of glitter of the summer sunlight does
their own imaginations, which, how- not penetrate.
ever grandiose in appearance is obAnd if, as often happens, people
viously no more God the Creator are longing for God, trying to pray
than is the church artist's depic- and yet not succeeding, they
tion of some middle-aged gentle- easily find Him through service in
man in a pink robe. Obviously the accordance with the dictates of His
fact God precludes attainment by Manifestations. The very prayer
any stretch of our finite intellects. impulse proves the prayer-AnswerWe must therefore pray to the at- er, just as hunger proves food.
It is not surprising that a prayertributes of God in their fullest and
most clearly represented form-we less people are driven to drugs and
must seek them in His highest crea- stimulants and a hundred forms of
tion-man. And among men, we useless activity. They have no anmust turn, if we seek God, to the tidote for life, and no effective
most perfect man-His Manifesta- means of achieving the" respite and
tion.
nepenthe" for which they long. It
It is undeniable that the beauties is not surprising that people cheat
of God appear in every phase of one another, desert one another,
creation-in comets or fishes or kill one another, because only unilittle hairy palm trees. But Na- versal prayer can make the world
hue only mumbles-Man speaks. safe for us to live in.
And so, although we may announce
No doubt future generations will
that ,ve have found God in a twig look back at this prayerless age
on in the curve of the horizon, it is with the same uneasiness with
only in His great World Teachers which we contemplate the unwashed
that we see Him clearly and indis- courtiers of Queen Elizabeth.
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SIGNS OF THE NEW AGE IN JAPAN
AGNES

B.

ALEXANDER

"Every age requi?'es a central impetus 01' movement. In this age, the bou.ndaTies
of terrBstrictl things have expcmded; minds hcwe taken on a b?'oad61' j'ange of vision;
?'ea.lities have been unfolded and the secrets of being have been bTought into the j'ealm
of visibility. What is the spirit of this age? What is its focal point? It is the establishment of Universal Peace, the establishment of the knowledge that hmnanity is one
family." These VJe?'e the WO?'ds of 'Abd2~'I-Bahd in om addTess at CHfton, Engl(!,nd, irl'
JanuaTY, 1913.

lily prayer, my longing wish is this:
To make my land, so dear to me,
so dear,
The peer of all the nations of thp
world,
That she may harbor in her hearr;
the good,
Leaving 1mt01{ched the evil,-this
my prayer.
nHE aboye is a free rendering
U of one of the late Emperor
Meiji's many poems.
Significant of the new age in
.J[man, is the name "Showa," or
"Bright Peace," giyen to the new
era "which began with the accession
of His Imperial Majesty Emperor
Hirohito. The present year is thus
known as Showa 4.
Most impressiye in Japan today
is the tremendous work of reconstruction which has gone forward
clail: since the great catastrophethe earthquake of 1923. In place
of destruction, already modern
cities have been built up. Especially noteworthy is the progress of
the press. Its beautiful plants, and
,'wnderful circulations exceeding
tha 1, of most countries, as well as
the great adyancement in machine
production, has amazed recent yisitors to Japan who represented some
of the leading newspapers of America. This modern .Japan has been
called a country of light because of
the rapid extension of electricity to
all parts of the Empire.
T

Together with the material reconstruction, a spiritual change is taking place in .Japan. Last year in
.June in commemoration of the
Enthronement Ceremonies of His
Majesty the Emperor of .J apan,
there was held in Tokyo a .Japanese
Religious Conference. From the
prospectus of the Conference the
following is taken:
".J apan has an historic record of
the creation of a new culture
through the cooperation of three religions, namely Shintoism, Confucianism and Buddhism under the
patronage and the guidance of
Prince Shotoku. The history of religions in this country is unique in
its display of a magnanimous
spirit 0 f 0 n e religion toward
another . . . Buddhism, the glory
of oriental ciyilization has attained
its highest deyelopment in this
country; and Christianity, the
ground work of western civilization,
has also found its way into almost
all classes of .Japanese people.
Moreover, Shintoism, the crystallization of the most tolerant and
sacred national spirit, has always
furnished all foreign creeds a home
in which to liYe together harmoniously. Let us fully recognize the
aboye situation and wake up to the
possibility of creating a new culture
therefTom which may perhaps sa,Te
the whole of mankind from groaning and waiting for the rebirth of
the ,vhole ·world."
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On the opening day of the Conference fourteen hundred persons
gat her e d including Shinotists,
Buddhists, Christians and others.
The members were divided into four
sections consisting of Thought,
Peace, Education, and Social Problem Sections. The second day, a
dinner party was held where a wonderful spirit of brotherly love was
felt. The presiding ofiicer, Rev.
Kozaki, spoke of the Parliament of
Religions, convened in Chicago in
1893, which he had attended and
told how he had since witnessed the
development of the spirit of coopera tion of all religions both in
Japan and the world at large. He
was followed by speakers representing various creeds and organizations, all of whom praised the Conference as a great and signal success. Among the speakers were
three foreigners, a Christian Minister from Canada, a German Minister resident of Tokyo, and an
American lady'" representing the
Baha'i Movement whose words
were received with enthusiasm.
From the Conference greetings
were sent to religious associations
throughout the world. In reply to
his greeting, Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Baha,'i Cause, expressed
keen interest in the work of the Association and the assurance of his
hope for its success.
One of the movements of this age
which is as a key to unlock the
thoughts of the Orient to the Occident-the universal auxiliary language Esperanto-is firmly rooted
in Japan, where it has been ardently
received, not only by students, but
*Miss Agnes Alexander, Baha!i teacher
residing in Tokyo.
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by professors and business men.
The Japanese monthly Esperanto
organ, "La Orienta Revuo," has
over two thousand subscribers.
Through the means of the radio last
December, Esperanto lessons were
given for twenty nights and the
listeners were estimated to be about
ten thousand. Esperanto is also
spread among the blind who have
an association. They have published in Braille an Esperanto book
of the Baha'i Teachings.
At the second Esperanto oratorical meeting of medical and pharmacy students held in Tokyo on
February 9th, young women, from
a ,V-oman's Medical College for the
first time took part with the young
men.*
SOME YEARS AGO President Roosevelt said," The Pacific era, destined
to be the greatest of all, and to bring
the whole human race into one great
comity of nations, is just at the
dawn:" This fact was emphasized
at a meeting of the Pan-Pacific Club
*The story of the spread of Esperanto in
this Woman's College, the readers will find
under the title, "How we became Esperantists," by the Japanese twin sisters.
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of Tokyo. The speakers, lVIr. Setsuzo Sawada, counsellor of the
Japanese Embass~y in vVashington,
and Prof. G. V. Blue, who holds the
chair of oriental history in the UnirersitT of Oregon, spoke of the diff erences in nations as being aids to
friendship. "·Without these differences in culture," said Prof. Blue,
"the nations of the world would
stagna te.
Over the oceans go
streams of commerce, but more important are the exchanges of
thought ·which take place along
these routes."
It "Tas through the inspiration of
Emperor i\'[eiji as expressed in the
Japanese I m per i a 1 Rescript,
"Knowledge shall be sou g h t
throughout the world," that Japan
owes much in its national culture to
influences receiyed from other countries. In absorbing these cultures
from a1Jroad, Japan has made them
her O\\Tn and today has a world influence in matters of trade, art and
the cil'culation of ideas. Abdu'lBalla made this statement in His
book, "~Iysterious Forces of Civilization," "A few years ago Japan
opened heT eyes and studied the
methods of progress and civilization
of the present daT. She encouraged
the development of the sciences and
common llandicrafts, and stroye
with all her pOlyer and capacity to
lmpro,'e her position until she attracted to herself the attention of
the ,yhole of humanity."
Tha t there is a thin;t among the
youth of ,Japan for the 1'ealifies of
life is an obvious facL A writer in
the Nineteenth C8ntU1'3T magazine,
under the heading, "Christianity
and Young Japan," says that
Shintoism and Buddhism have become empty frames from which the
life and color of the pictures have
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faded.
The Japanese students.
"reaching out and grasping nothing that can touch their modern intelligence, assume that neither they
nor their countrymen haye any desire for religion, when all that is
lacking is something' to satisfy a
Teal desire." He writes that, like
young men in many lands and many
ages they demand a ne,Y religion.
In the Tablet of Ishraqat by Baha'u'11ah are the words: "Religion is
a brilliant light and a st1'ong fortress for the proteetion and comfort
of the people of the world. If the
lamp of religion remains veiled.
chaos will take place. and the luminary of justice and of equit~T and
the sun of rest and security ,yill
be depriyed of light."
On the 22nd of May there ·,,"erG
presented to His ~Iajesty, the Emperor of Japan, seyen specially
bound volumes of Baha'i books
which had been sent in the name of
Baha'i ladies of America, and were
intended as a gift in commemoration of the Coronation. Accompanying the books were the following words from Shoghi Effendi:
uJHay the perusal of Baha'i literahue enable Your Imperial :Majesty
to appreciate the sublimity and
penetrative power of Baha'u'llah's
Reyela tiOll and inspire you on this
auspicious occasion to arise for its
wo 1'1 d w id e recognition an c1
triumph. "
In the Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha'"
are these words: ' , .Japan hath made
wonderful progress in ma terial
civilization, but she will become perfect when she also becomet11 spiritnally deVeloped and the pOlver of
the Kingdom becometh manifest ili
her."
*Volume 3, p. 564.
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HOW WE BECAlVIE ESPERANTISTS
By

JAPANESE TWIN SISTERS

']'he Te(~del'8 will dOllbtless enjoy the foHo1ving (wticle with its quaint and
naive style. It 1uas wTitten in Espenmto (incl j'nJely t1'anslc~ted into English by .Miss
Agnes B. Alexander.

n:t\T order to present ourselves

U

a friendly way, we will
write about ourselves, although it
may weary you readers. vVe are
twin sl::::ters. Until we reached 16
years
age, we grew under the
care of a dear mother, who was a
very strong endeavorer on every
side
spite of many difficulties
and who very much desired to educate liS both as doctors.
Unfortunately, when we were in the
highest class of the girl's high
school, she died. Our father died
four years after the death of our
mothe:r before we could sufficiently
understand him.
After the death of our mother,
our elder brother, to whom we feel
limitlesB esteem and who is very
good, lillhom one seldom finds in the
world, ,ve think, has the unique
pleasure to educate us both as
wome,o doctors in the place of our
parerlts.
Thanks to our parents and our
brother and his wife, we both like
from inheritance or instinctively
na turaJ science. Our brother has
had lI.lS educated quite internationally.
'When we reached twelve
years
age, by his urgent counsel
we hegall to learn English in a
Christian church under the guidance of an American teacher, from
the commencement by the spoken
method.
At the present time we are students
a 'woman's medical college

(Teikoku .J osi Igaku Senmon
Gakko ), in Omori, a suburb of
Tokyo. The school was recently
founded, jnst when we wished to
hecome medical students, after
graduating from a girl's high
school, therefore we are the first
students of the school. Amongst
us students there is abundance of
fresh air.
The school was founded by two
hrothers, Drs. Nukada, who are
famous authorities in the present
medical world. To explain in detail, they were always interested in
education. At the time of the fearful earthquake in 1923 they firmly
decided that they would imme~
dia tely found a woman's medical
school, taking a year for the work,
as they, thanks to God, had not lost
much. But why did they choose a
woman's medical college?
The
motive was as follows: First, they
had unhappily grown up by the
hand of a mother only because of
the death of their father in their
infancy, and secondly, they had al'ways believed that for the progress
of medical hygiene it was necessary
for efficiency to awaken the service
of woman.
Therefore, to the
memory of, and in return for the
good they had received from their
mother, they founded the college.
Our school consists of two departments, medicine and pharmacy,
It gives the students fundamental
knowledge, practical knowledge
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and knowledge of methods of investigation in medicine and pharmacy.
Three years ago, when we were
studying fundamental medicine,
we were taught anatomy by a professor who was an Esperantist and
always wore a green star on his
breast. Although we did not know
then what the green star signified,
somehow it drew our attention
when the professor would appear
in the auditorium to give the
ana tomy lesson.
When we had
opporhmity, in the early summer,
to hear about the star and Esperanto from the professor, after asking questions about the star ,ve
suddenly remembered the words of
our brother, who would enthusiastically speak to us when we ·were
yet young, that, "You must learn
Esperanto if you have time when
you grow up and enter the high
school." At the time we were occupied in the study of many lessons
of medicine and longed for the
coming of the long summer vacation. 171( e were accustomed to passing a part of the summer holidays
in the library and the other part
at the seaside with our brother and
his wife.
When the 10nged-fOT vacation
commenced, immediately "ve visited
the library.
",!if e read as many
books as possible about Esperanto.
Thanks to God, after three days
we had a knowledge of Esperanto
and the construction of the language. vVe did not at all feel wearied in our reading. On the way to
our home from the library we
bought a small book and a dictionary. The following day, carrying
a parcel in the corner of which we
put the two books we had bought
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the day before, we went to the seashore to avoid the great heat of the
city with our brother and his wife.
There we read the little book in an
arbor where the cool sea breezes
came through the dense trees. It
was very quiet, only the song of
little birds and the chikado was
heard. When we went out to the
sea beach with our younger brother
to swim, fish, or sail, we took with
us the book in a rubber handbag.
After the fatigue of swimming ·we
,'{ould lay on the warm sand and
read with pleasure the book. When
we had finished reading the book
we began practicing making sentences. Although we were not yet
skillful in ·writing Esperanto, after
two weeks at the seashore we wrote
with difficulty our hearty thanks in
Esperanto to the anatomy professor, who had turned our attention
to Esperanto.
In reply, we received a long letter in Esperanto,
written by a very skillful Esperantist, a friend of the professOT,
who was ill after rehuning from a
trip to China. vVe read the reply
with great effort with the help of
Certainly it
a small dictionary.
made us more keen in learning the
dear language. From then until
the present time, whenever we have
time we study more deeply Esperanto. Unfortunately we have less
and less time because of many occupations.
Now we will write something
about the progress and state of
Esperanto in our school.
After
the commencement of the new
school semester, we spoke about
Esperanto to our classmates. Although we had not yet attained sufficient alertness to guide them, yet
by the help of the professor ,ve
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guided 40 classmates with great
hope for one hour four times a
week.
The course lasted two
months. It caused the appearance
of some ardent Esperantists. Year
after year the anatomy professor
and other Esperantist lecturers
have unselfishly dedicated themselves with tireless effort to the
Esperanto course whose members
consist of voluntary students and
lecturers. Year after year increasing in numbers now is built up a
strong Esperanto group called
"Minerva Rondo."
At the present time one cannot
say that in Japan as in other lands,
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the International Language Esperanto is used as a practical means
of communication, we natural scientists study many languages, although only technical words and
phrases. We natural scientists are
not those people who amuse themselves with much knowledge in foreign languages, but we have a firm
opinion about language.
Therefore we emphasize the following:
The study of our dear language
Esperanto is one of the necessary
obligations of natural scientists for
the good of science culture in the
world. In conclusion, we heartily
thank the readers of our long,
awkward writing.

CALENDAR SIMPLIFICATION
MARIAM HARRY

(~NE

of the most significant
signs of the New Age is the
increasing interest manifested all
over the world in the subject of calendar simplification. Oonsideration
of this vitally interesting matter
assumed somewhat of an organized
and concrete form-that is, a definite plan for the investigation and
study of the subject-when the
League of Nations, through its proper officials, invited the various
countries of tIle world to organize
National Oommittees for the purIJose of studying the reform of the
calendar and to report back all useful information.
Just what the United States is
doing in this matter is fully set
_~

forth in the "Report of the National Oommittee on Oalendar Simplification for the United States,
submitted to the Secretary of State,
vVashington, August, 1929," a copy
of which was kindly sent to us by
Mr. George Eastmall, Oh airman of
the Oommittee.
As stated in the report, the Oommittee "was organized at Washington on July 9, 1928 to study the
question of improving the calendar.
"To make a comprehensive investigation of the prevailing' sentiment on the question in this countroy, and
"To report its conclusions to the
Secretary of State for his use in
replying to a request of the League
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of Nations for information desired to secure more accurate accounting'
by the League with a view to calling' in their business affairs, and their
an International Conference to practically unanimous judgment in
adopt a convention for the reform favor of the general simplification
of the civil calendar."
of the calendar.
The report is full of interesting
"The Committee is composed of
representatives from civil life and details; it gives a comprehensive
from the following Federal depart- presentation of facts, statistics, and
ments, unofficially cooperating: much reliable information of one
Commerce, Agriculture, Treasury, kind or another; the whole treatise
Interior, Navy, Labor and the In- a very illuminating contribution
terstate Commerce Commission."
,'{hich might "vell be used as a handThe reason for the absence of book by investigators, students and
representation of the religions on scholars, for, as stated in the report,
the Committee is very satisfactorily "Both in individual life and among
all the processes of civilization, simexplained in these words:
tion of the calendar would afplifica
" At the outset the Committee deford
relief
from unnecessary effort
sired representation of the religions
and,
thereby,
contribute to making
in its organization, but recognized
our
lives
easier
and happier. It
and found difficulty in securing comvlTOuld
afford
more
time for leisure
prehensive representation of all
and
refiection,
and
facilitate
the confaiths, and as it ,vas obviously unduct
of
all
human
affairs."
The
desirable that the religions should
hope
is
expressed
that
an
Intenlabe only partly l"epl"esented, religious bodies are not identlfied with liOllal Conference will soon be assembled to consider this question of
j is membership."
calendar simplification.
After a year of investigation and
study the Committee's conclusions,
BAHA'n; OF COUBSE are extremely
as printed in their report. stress
in terested in any discussion of the
three l'equisite conditions which
subject of calel1C1ar reform, for the
justify the IJaTticilJa tion in an In- Bab, \Vho preceded~(as a Herald)
tel'lla tional Conference, namely,
-the Advent of Baha 'u 'Hah the
1. "The prevalence of a demand Founder of the Baha'i religionfor calendar improvement on the the universal religion of this daypart of a large and representative inaugurated a new calendar; and as
body of American opinion.
a result the Baha'is all over the
2. "A gro'wing recognition by the world have been con£o1'1ning to this
general public of the grave defects calendar in the obseryance of their
of the present calendar, a lively in- Feast Days. Also the Baha'i New
terest in the methods by which these Year is celebrated on ~Iarch 21st.
can be overcome, and an intelligent
Dr. J. E. Esslemont in his book,
understanding of the principles of "Balla 'u 'llah and the New Era,"
calendar reform.
gives this comprehensive statement
3. "The actual experience of about the Baha!i calendar:
"Among different peoples and at
many business concerns with the
nse of private simplified calendars different times many different
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methods have been adopted for the make each of the older calendars
measurement of time and fixing of unacceptable to large sections of the
dates, and several different calen- -world's popnla tion, and it is diffidars are still in daily use, e. g. the cult to see how any other arrangeGregorian in Western Europe, the ment could exceed in simplicity and
Julian in many countries of Eastern convenience that proposed by the
Europe, the Hebrew among the Bab."
Jews, and the Muhammadan in MusAnd so pondering over the decilim communities.
sive steps now being taken along the
"The Bab signalized the import- line of calendar reform, ,ye see
ance of the dispensation which He another evidence of how the vVord
came to herald, by inaugurating a of a Prophet of God "does not renew calendar. In this, as in the turn nnto Him void."
Gregorian Calendar, the lunar
"When the Holy, Divine nfanimonth is abandoned and the solar festations or Prophets appear in
year is adopted.
the world," says 'Abdu 'l-Baha, "a
"The Baha'i year consists of cycle of radiance, an age of mercy
nineteen months of nineteen days dawns.
Minds, hearts and all
each (i. e., 361 days), with the addi- human forces are reformed, pertion of certain" Intercalary Days" ceptions a re qnickened, sciences,
(four in ordinary and five in leap discoveries and inyostigations are
years) between the eighteenth and stimula ted afresh and everything
nineteenth months in order to ad- appertaining to the virtues of
just the calendar to the solar year. the human \yorld is re-vitaThe Bab named the months after
lized. Consider this present centhe attributes of God. The Baha'i
tury of radiance and compare it
New Year, lili:e the ancient Persian
with past centuries. 'Nhat a vast
New Year, is astronomically fixed,
commencing at the March equinox difference exists between them!
(.l'viarch 21st), and the Baha'i era HOT\T minds have developed! How
commences with the year of the perceptions have deepened! How
Bab's declaration, (i. e. 1844 A. D., discoveries have increased! -What
great projects 1Jave been accomp1260 A. H.).
lished!
How many realities have
"In the not far distant future it
will be necessary that all peoples in become manifest! How many mysthe -world agree on a common calen- teries of creation have been probed
and penetrated! What is the cause
dar.
"It seems, therefore, fitting that of this 1 It is through the efficacy
the New Age of Unity should havo of the Spiritual Springtime in which
a new calendar free from the ob- we are living. Day by day the world
jections and associations which attains Cl llew bounty."

«Gradiwlly whatsoever is latent in the innermost of this HolV
Cycle; shall appear and be made manifest, f01' now is but the beginning
of ds growth and the dayspring of the revelation of its Signs. Ere the
close of this Centu,ry and of this Age, it shall be made clear and
manifest how wondrous was that Sp1'ingtide and how heavenly was
that Gift!"
'Abdn'l-Baha.
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FROM BALCONIES OF THOUGHT
Long years ago great castles 'rose; stone walls
Were thick, and moats were deep; the guards that paced
The parapets (as history recalls)
Were proofs of lurking foes each baron faced.
Yet worse than they, and subtler far for wrong,
Are thoughts that creep towards fortress of man's mind,
Bent to assail it's mystic walls so strong,
And yet (without a guard) so weak they find.
If ent'ring, hayoc do these robbers wreak!
What chests of yirtue's jewels spoil! and yain
The pleading tones of helpless beauty speak
To brutes that reyel in her cries, and pain.
-Man's ego fights (ferocious robber chief)
The self to hold, for Tansom of a thief.
Man's spirit soars, -when helped by Thee in Loye:
And from the mountain-tops of consciousness,
vVould still yearn upward toward the worlds aboyeThe while new thoughts amazing themes confess,
Of two premises and a sure conclusion(Eyes turned from gazing at the distant stars;
Thoughts back oyer the years of dark confusion)
That ancient pleasures were but liyid scars
Across the Face of Truth: or were deep yalleys,
Low-sunk between the rolling, snow-clad peaks,
From which the lone gray wolf's gaunt hunger sallies,
And from a lesser strength it's sating seeks.
Thus does a nobler sight look back, to mourn
The thing ill-done, by which the heart is torn.
Thankful the hearts, 0 God! for this Thy Day!
,Vhen Time doth call to her companion hours,
"Unlock the Gate, a friend is on the -Way!"
Fragrant the garden, perfumed with flowers;
Chaste are it's fruits, that are pure spirit's pleasureRejoicing those whose inner sight doth see;
,Vhose trials liyed tllTough and testings borne, they treasure
The glory of the goal laid down by Thee.
How sOTClid is the ,Yorld! it's aims, how low!
Thy heayens through all bounds sweep grandly on!
A million light-years hence Tl1Y bright stars glow!
Shalllna3Ting man e'er find Thy Power gone~
N ay, all shall see Thy promise kept, forsooth,
,Vho from the dust made man, and taught him Truth.
VVILLAHD

P.

HATCH.
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The Bahii' is say that the sovereignty of Christ was a heavenly,
divine, everlasting sovereignty, not a Napoleonic sovereignty that
vanisheth ill a short time. For well-nigh two thousand years this
sovereignty of Christ hath been established, and until now it enclureth, and to all eternity that Holy Being will be exalted upon
an everlasting throne." - ' AbdL~'l-Baha.
CHRIST'S central teaching "Seek
ye :first the Kingdom of Heaven and
all these thil1gs shall be added unto
you," is applicable not only to the
individual but to humanity as a
whole in all its organized forms.
Since all institutions are the expression of ideas, and rely for their
maintenance upon human volition,
intelligence and effort, it follows
clearly that the existence and efficiency of all forms of human organization depend upon the spirit
~with which they are engendered, inaugurated, and administered.
Plainly the OTganized patterns
of human life cannot rise consistently above the spiritual level of
the people whose ideals they express. Great leaders can, it is true,
establish for a time institutions
above the capacity-level of their
people. But as soon as the magic
of personality and will is withdrawn from such IJerfectly modeled
institutions, due to the death of
their founders, these institutions
fall quickly back in practice to the
intellectual and spiritual level of
the people who compose them.
Such is the lesson which history
reads us. And it is for this reason,
if for none other, that democracywhich is a far less efficient form of
government than that of benevolent

despotism-is yet preferable and in
fact inevitable as the predominant
form of all human organization.
If our institutions-political,
economic, educational and socialare to be democratic, how all-important then is the degree of intelligence and spiritualization attained by the peoples who express
such institutions. For humanity in
its organized life is not radically
different from humanity in its individual life. N or can organized
humanity, by means of organization, create a world of higher pattern than it is capable of conceiving and of intensely desiring to the
point of effectively volitioned effort.
THE SPIRITUAL EDUCATION of humanity must, therefore, take precedence over every other type of effort-no matter how idealistic, desirable, OT promising'.
Let us suppose for the moment
that Jesus had accepted Satan's
dazzling invitation to become world
ruler; and that, as even His disciples confidently expected, He had
fulfilled the Messianic hope by
bringing the expected deliverance
from Rome and triumphal Hebrew
leadership to the bold height of
world dominion.
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What a magnificent rule He could
have achieved!
How perfect the
patterns into which he could have
formed humanity! What model institutions He would have bequeathed the world!
Yet upon His death-what of
permanence would have remained 7
Others before Christ had built up
perfect institutions-yet these institutions had languished.
Time,
the universal Destroyer, acts the
role of Death to institutions as to
individuals.
No, nothing would
have been left today but an ineffective memory, as powerless for accomplishment of good as is the
shadow cast by the Great Pyramid.
Or supposing Paul, having been
welcomed by Felix, Governor of
J udea, had been invited by him to
remain as state counselor, to build
up ideal institutions for the people
of his province. What a wonderful
city could have been constructed!
But instead, Destiny made of
Paul a wandering pilgrim and exhausted his strength and ability in
visits to scattered handfuls of Believers mostly nondescript as regards race, intelligence, and social
position.
No CHRIST DID NOT found an Empire, nor Paul a Model City. They
have played and are still playing a
more effective part in the life of humanity. Paul by his missionary
work helped to establish the spiritual teachings of his Master; and by
his epistles-painfully composed
in the distraction of endless journeyings-has enlightened, inspired,
and helped to perfect innumerable
human hearts. Paul '8 power for
good remains as immortal as the
art of printing.
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And Jesus, in His Christhood,
undertook the mission of laying
the great foundations for all futllre structures of organized humanity-foundations
immaterial
and imperceptible, existing not on
the outer plane but in the heart of
man.
By means of Christ's precepts,
spjritual teachings, and energizing
power, humanity has been helped
to evolve to a plane of higher capacity. Its institutions, expressing
a spiritually evolving society, have
become ever more perfect-culminating in the great humanitarian
movements of the Nineteenth Century.
Regard for the rights and welfare of the individual, prison and
hospital reforms, humane treatment of the insane, the restraint by
an enlightened society of cruelty
to children and to animals,-these
and countless other humane measures reflect the new spirit of humanity as evolved under nineteen
centuries of Christ's dispensation.
IT IS A SLOW PROOESS! SO slow, so
heavy the heart of man to move
forward and upwards, that Christ,
foreseeing this, wept bitter tears.
"I would have gathered you up into my infinite Heart of Love," He
said, Ubut ye would not."
Slowly, painfully, man has advanced, mounting step by step the
Path that leads to human perfection as imaged by the Divine. And
ever, as humanity progresses, new
and more dazzling structures are
erected expressive of the heightened capacity.
And now, it -would seem, there
must be a swifter accelerated prog-
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ress. The heart of humanity must
become more aglow with universal
love, its spirit more sensitively responsive to divine vibrations-in
order that it may build enduring
structures of Universal Peace, Universal Prosperity, and World
Brotherhood.
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In other words, we must seek
more earnestly the Kingdom of
Heaven, and pray that these things
shall be added unto us. The possession of the Spirit guarantees
growth from within-and in the
process of such growth, perfect
forms will inevitably be expressed.
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THE LIGHT WITHIN THE LANTERN
. '" HE Reality of Christ, that is to say the "Vord of God,
is the cause of spiritual life. It is a "quickening
spirit," meaning that all the iml)erfections which come
from the requirements of the physical life of man, are transformed into human perfections by the teachings and education of that spirit. Therefore Christ was a quickening
spirit, and the cause of life in all mankind. The position
of Christ was that of absolute perfection; He made His
divine perfections shine like the sun upon all believing
souls, and the bounties of the Light shone and radiated in
the reality of man. . . . The Reality of Christ was a clear
and polished Mirror of the greatest purity and fineness,
and the Sun of Reality-that is to say, the Essence of Oneness with its infInite perfections and attributes-became
visible in the Mirror.

E [Christ] loved all humanity, but they treated Him
as an enemy and were incapable of appreciating Him.
rrhey set no value on His 'vY ords, and were not illumined by
the name of His Love. . . . It was not until many vears
after His ascension that they knew Who He was,' a;c1 at
the time of Hi,s ascension He had only a very few disciples;
only a comparatively small following believed His precepts
and followed His Laws. The ignorant said, ""Vho is this
individual; He has only a fe,v disciples 0/" But those who
kn8lv said, "He is the Sun "Yha will shine in the East and
in the 'vYest. He is the Manifestation 'vVho shall give life to
the ·world." ,Vhat the first disciples had seen the world
realized later.
- ' .Abd~~'l-Ba7ui
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BAHA'U'LLAH-THE SUPER-MAN
ZEINE NOUR-uD-DINE ZEINE

ON the latter half of the nineteenth century there lived a
man who had a dark and gloomy
picture of nature and life. For
him, the world was a scene of bitter
travail, of never-ending struggle:
it was a hard and cruel tragedy.
But instead of fleeing with aversion
and disgust from the struggle, he
cried with a mad courage: "Tied to
the wheel of things therefore let us
keep on;" and he preached the Superman. He fearlessly sounded the
call to abandon all pity and tender
compassion, to despise love and
humility, to disregard the tears of
the disheartened and the laments of
the wounded, to fight and labor for
the future, so that in the ages to
come a nobler race of men, a band
of heroes may live in this world,
and man rise to be a God. "Lo, I
preach to you the Superman," cried
his mouthpiece Zarathustra. "The
Superman is the meaning of the
earth. ' , Friedrich Nietzsche took
his lesson from Nature and Nature's processes, therefore he considered the Christian love" a slavemorality, a code of submission and
·weakness and disease."
Nietzsche was born in the year
1844. In that same year a young
man of about twenty-seven years
of age fearlessly embraced the
Cause of the Bab, and heralded with
a mighty resolution the principles
of that Messenger of God. But
man is naturally conservative and
obstinately so; people cannot easily
abandon their cherished beliefs of
centuries long, no matter how copious the mosses of superstition have

U

grown over them, and how thick the
weeds of fanaticism have covered
them. They violently oppose any
movement that strikes at the core
of their dogmas and traditions, and
when they find that it grows and
begins to live and breathe in the
hearts of many people, they become
wildly jealous of it. And jealousr
leads to hatred, and hatred sets
the flames of pers~cution ablaze.
So the frivolous children of men
rose against the Promised One of
all the prophets. They did exactly
what they had done before to the
Shepherd of the Valley of the Nile,
to the young Carpenter of Nazareth,
to the Camel-Driver of Arabia;
namely, they despised and rejected
Him. Once more, the world became
the scene of a bitter Tragedy, the
like of which it had never seen before.
The intolerant and bigoted people of Persia sought every means
to block the path of Baha'u'llah's
mission. They subjected to the torture of bastinado His tender feet
that not a thorn had pricked before.
They threw Him into the dismal
dungeon of Tihran, and loaded His
gentle neck with the heaviest chains
and fetters. Finally, they sacked
His house and confiscated His property. This Man who was of a noble
lineage and wealthy family, who
spent most of His time in the garden or in the fields, had now to
smell the foul air, the stifling atmosphere and the putridness of an
underground gaol. He who once
was surrounded with ministers and
people of the Court, had to live dur-
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ing four months among thieves and
murderers in a "g'loomy and loathsome place." "In reality a dark
and narrow cell," He wrote later,
"were far better than the place
where this wronged one and his
companions were confined."
But
the persecutions did not end here:
this was but the first scene of a long
and heart-breaking tragedy; for
when once unbridled and aroused
the cruelty of man knows no limits
and his truculence respects no
boundaries. Accordingly, Baha 'u'Hah, accompanied by His family
and a band of faithful believers was
exiled to Baghdad, from whence He
departed alone "to deserts of solitude and spent two years in the
wilderness of isolation." But the
flames of persecution and oppression waxed higher and another tyrannical actor, the Sultan of Turkey,
took part in this human drama.
Thus, after a stay of well nigh
twelve years at the capital of the
Abbasid Caliphate, Baha'u'llah was
summoned to Oonsta.ntinople. Consequently after three and a half
montl1s of suffering and hardships,
He, His family
. and a number of
His disciples reached the capital of
the Ottoman Empire. To make a
long and doleful story short it is
enough to say that the prisoners
were again moved on to Adrianople
under rain and snow, and from
thence to the Most Great Prison,
the "Metropolis of the Owl"'Akka-where for two years Baha'u'llah liyed in a dark cell and for
seyen years in one room.
AT THE AGE OF seyenty-five, in
1892, after forty years of living
martyrdom, Baha'u 'llah left this
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transitory world and stepped into
His Abha Kingdom.
Here was a Man Who chose the
shackle and chain and abandoned
comfort and ease, Who tasted the
bitterness of violent afflictions and
oppressions of ungrateful mortals,
and yet His heart never recoiled.
He wrote to the King of Persia,
, 'tho weariness should weaken me,
and hunger should destroy me, tho
my couch should be made of the
hard rock and my associates of the
beasts of the desert, I will not
blench, but will be patient as the
resolute and determined are patient, in the strength of God, the
King of Pre-existence, the Creator
of all the nations; and under all
circumstances I giye thanks to
God. ' , He considered the afflictions
that befell Him as a source of comfort and happiness, for He saw in
them" the gift of the Divine Love."
"In tru th I say, " Baha 'u 'llah
wrote, "whatsoever befalleth in the
Pathway of the Lord is the wellbeloved of the soul and the desire
of the heart. Deadly venom, in His
Path is but sweetness itself, and
torment, in His Name, but cool and
refreshing water."
That is why
"in the darkness of the dungeon He
shone like a star," and" in the narrowness of the prison, He found the
spaciousness of a palace."
Baha'u'11ah never attended any
school, nor sat at the feet of any
philosopher: ' 'I have not studied
the sciences which men have," He
wrote "neither haye I entered the
colleges.' , Yet the power of His
eloquence and learning can neither
be competed with nor denied; for
His education was divine and His
training spiritual. As Jesus answered the Jews who "marvelled
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saymg, How lmoweth this man letters, having never learned," "My
teaching is not mine, but His that
sent me" (Gospel of St. John, Ch.
VII, V.15-16), so Baha'u'llah wrote
to the Shah of Persia, "Oh Shah,
in truth I was an ordinary man
asleep upon my couch, when the
breezes of the Most Glorious passed
over me, giving understanding of
that which has been. This thing is
not from me, but from One mighty
and all-knowing." Neither wordly
riches nor material powers did assist Him, nay they rather sought
His destruction. Yet His influence
grew ever stronger, for "He drew
his strength from divine power,
which always triumphs."
Two
Eastern monarchs opposed Himthey lost their thrones; two We sf:
ern Emperors were heedless of His
admonitions-they were abased and
grievous calamities befell their once
great empires-even as He had
foretold. The hope of His enemies
was shattered and their efforts
ruined; naught remains of them but
"their histories which express the
folly of their dreams, their lack of
understanding, and the inefficiency
of their deeds."
The more they
tried to stifle His proclamation and
to extinguish the flames of His
teachings, the more they spread,
burning down before them the
weeds of prejudice and superstition, removing the barriers of
ignorance and dispelling whatever
was dark and sinful in the secret
places of the human heart.
Surely this Man was more than
a human being. "In spite of all difficulties, He was ever in an exalted
state; His face shone continually.
He had the presence of a king. One
cannot imagine anyone with more
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majesty. One would have said that
He was enjoying the greatest comfort." Did Professor E. G. Browne
not write of Him that His "piercing
eyes seemed to read one's very
soul; power and authority sat on
that ample brow; . . . " that "He
. . . is the object of a devotion and
love which kings might envy and
emperors sigh for in vain ~" Did
'Abdu'l-Baha not say of Him that
"even those who deny the divinity
of the Cause do not contest Baha'u 'llah 's grea tnes s, His extrao rdinary power, His universal wisdom;
in a word that He was a SuperMan ~"
BUT IF THE MODERN skeptic does
not consider the Life of Baha 'u '11ah
a proof of His superhuman power,
he can find a living testimony to His
greatness in the effect that His
Teachings have produced upon the
lives of hundreds of thousands of
men and women thruout the world.
For the Teachings of Baha'u'llah
are not philosophical doctrines nor
was He a mere philosopher. Philosophy has never accomplished in
the least degree, anything similar to
what the teachings of the Prophets
have done for humanity.
The
Apostle Paul repudiated philosophy
as not being able to spiritually educate the world, when he wrote in
his Epistle to the Colossians: "Beware lest any man spoil you through
philosophy and vain deceit, after the
tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world, and not after
Christ." From Socrates down to
Bergson, the world has seen a number of distinguished and eminent
philosophers. Many of them saw
the evils of their time, wrote
against them, and proposed remed-
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les.
But of what rnoral influence
have their teachings been ~ Have
they brought any peace and happiness into the world ~
Their
theories and speculations often unintelligible and" a master-piece of
obscurity;" their schemes of social
regeneration, usually, if not always,
impracticable; their systems of
ethics, "cold and unsympathetic;"
their metaphysical doctrines, a
mass of conundrums, they have
been of a temporary influence. I
do not say that the ,vorld has not
gained intellectually from philosophical teachings, but I maintain
that philosophy has not spiritz'('ally
influenced humanity. It has never
civilized or animated a nation.
On the other hand, Moses, a simple shepherd, uneducated and far
from being a philosopher, ",vas
able to instruct and develop a whole
nation which had been in a state of
demoralization, but which, thru His
influence reached a very enlightened
civilization." Jesw~ Christ, a humble carpenter, brought peace and
happiness and unity among' the '.varring and bloodthirsty tribes and nations that accepted His message.
The Arabian Prophet, an illiterate
camel-driver, who appeared among
savage and barbarous tribes in the
burning sands of the Arabian Peninsula, was able to raise the "~rab
peoples from the unfathomable
depths of i g" nor a nee and
atrociousness into which they had
sunk, to the towering heights
of civilization, a c i viI i z a t ion
that, during the Middle-Ages, carried to Europe the seeds and flo'""ers
of arts and sciences. What IJhilosopher, with all the paraphemalia
of his learning and wisdom, has
ever been able to do anything at all
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similar to what those :11en did?
Finally, the climax was reached
when Baha 'u 'llah appeared in the
world. During well-nigh half a
century of imprisonment, captivity,
exile, persecution and oppression,
He unfurled the banner of the Most
Great Peace, and sounded the call
of Unity, of the Oneness of Mankind and the Oneness of all the Religions: "That all nations should
become one in faith, and all men as
brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of
men should be strengthened; that
diversity of religion should cease,
and differences of race be annuled.';
The result '.vas that thousands of
people flocked under His standard,
and today hundreds of thousands of
men and women of d'ifferent and
hostile 'races, creeds, sects and religions have accepted the glorious
message of Balla 'u '11ah. In the
,vords of Dr. Alfred itV. Martin,
, 'this religions movement (the
Balla'i Movement) has a million
and more adherents, including people from all parts of the globe and
representing a 1'ellwrkable variety
of race, c%r, cla,ss and c'reed."
~~ND NO,V, WE ENTER upon a supreme and unique feature of Baha'u 'llah 's Teachings-their universality.
Those of us who live in the East
know that for a Muhammadan to
become a Christian, is a rare phenomenon, and conversely; that it
is nothing short of a "miracle" to
"convert" a Jew to Islam; that, in
brief, all the effort and eagerness
and ardor vvith which the followers
of the tllTee great religions, to say
nothing of the Buddhists, ha V'B
tried to "absorb" each other have
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not been of any appreciable result.
But the Teachings of Baha'u'llah
have drawn together Zoroastrians,
Buddhists, Confucianists, Hindus,
Jews, Christians, Muhammadans,
Skeptics, Freethinkers and Atheists, and have united them with
the bonds of love, understanding
and service. Moreover, the followers of Baha 'u 'llah are enjoined
to "consort with all the peoples and
kindreds and religions of the world
with the utmost truthfulness, uprightness, faithfulness, kindliness,
good-will and friendliness." ·When
'Abdul-Baha was once asked by an
American journalist, "\/Vhat are
the Teachings of the Baha'i Revelation and in what does it differ from
other religions ~ , , He replied:
"While all the other religions are
hating and denouncing each other,
the Baha'is are the friends of all religions and the lovers of all peoples,
and their aim is to unite and harmonize alL" "The Spirit which pervades the Baha'is," wrote Prof.
E. G. Browne, "is such that it can
hardly fail to affect most powerfully all subjected to its infiuence.
Let those who have not seen disbelieve me if they will, but should that
spirit once reveal itself to them,
they will experience an emotion
they are not likely to forget." The
testimony of Myron H. Phelps is
not less expressive: "If we analyze
this spirit which pervades the
Baha'is, if we seek to penetrate
that which marks them off from
other men, the conclusion to which
we are brought is that its essence
is expressed in the one word Love.
These men are lovers, lovers of
God, of their Master and Teacher,
of each other, and of all mankind."
One or two illustrations may not
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be out of place. It is reported that
once a Baha'i said, "when I was an
orthodox Muhammadan, I used to
wash my hands after shaking hands
wi th a Christian, thinking myself
polluted; now I want to shake hands
with all the world." This is only
one case out of thousands of similar
ones that show the regenerating infiuence of Baha 'u 'llah 's Teachings.
"Were you to enter any of the
Bahii'i assemblies in the Orient,"
said 'Abdul-Baha in His address to
"The Spiri tl1al Alliance" in Paris,
"you would behold the Mussulmans,
Buddhists, Jews, Christians and
Zoroastrians associating together
in a spirit of unity and brotherhood, to such an extent that no one
can differentiate them one from
another."
Surely, the world had
never seen before, such a heterogeneous gTOUp "associating together in a spirit of unity and
brotherhood.' , No wonder then if
a photographer in Paris, being
given negatives of Baha'i groups
from India to be developed and
printed, would not believe that those
pictures were genuine. ' 'The people in these groups," said he, "are
of such mixed caste that they could
never be brought together without
killing one another. Therefore it is
evident that these pictures are not
genuine." The late Dr. DreyfusBarney had to explain to him that
it was the power of Baha!ll'llah
and His Teachings that had removed the feelings of animosity
and hatred that once separated
those natives, and had succeeded in
so changing and renewing their
hearts. Is this not a superhuman
powed What then becomes of
Christ's test: "By their fruits ye
shall know them 1"
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REFLEOTING WITH A candid and
unbiased mind upon all that has
been said, tho very brief and all tooinadequately expressed, the conclusion is irresistible that Baha'u'Hah was indeed a Super-Man. But
how vastly different from the Superman described and preached by
)Jietzsche! Not tluu the sword and
buckler, not by combat and fighting, did He \vin the day, but thru
Love, the same Love that Nietzsche
called ineffective and weak and a
,; slave-morality," did He conquer
the human heart and proclaim the
cause of human brotherhood, until
His Name has now reached the antipodes.
The world is passing thru a bitter
travail and social unrest. Submerged in the quagmire of materialism, drunk with the foolish pride
of scientific achievements, intoxicated with national rivalry, buried
in artificiality, and steeped in greed
and commercialism, the people of
the Earth are marching towards
the edge of a deep and dark precipice. They are listening to songs
tllat have lost their charm and
purity; they "have joined to worship stars of faded splendor and
have turned in prayer unto darkened horizons."
More than fifty
)"ears ago Balla 'u 'llah said, "The
world is in turmoil and its agitation waxeth day by day. Its face is
turned towards waywardness and
irreligion. So grievous shall be its
plight that to disclose it now would
110t be meet and seemly.
Many
a day shall pass ere it be relieved
from its sore travaiL"
I am not a pessimist, nay, I have
always tried to take a most hopeful
view of the universe; and yet when
today one looks around and :finds
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everywhere corruption of character, spiritual lethargy, and moral
stagnation, one cannot help thinking that the world is headed for
perdition. Alas, surrounded by
blind and relentless matter, and a
skeptic world of science, how many
have lost their faith in a Divine
Love, and now only hear
"Its melancholy, long, withdrawmg roar,
Retreating, to the breath
Of the night-wind, down the vast
edges drear
And naked shingles of the
wOTld!" . . .

Unless humanity awakens from
its deep somnolence; unless it
hastens to master the dreadful
forces which science has conferred;
unless it recovers again its soul
which has been covered up by the
dust and rust of material civilization; unless it attunes the chords of
its heart to heavenly music; unless
all this happens, nations will decay
and civilization will crumble. They
will be destroyed by the same forces
that built them, like an eagle wounded by its own feather. So it has
been in the past, so it will be in the
future. But, no, God forbid, it
shall not be so! The signs of "the
fullness of time" have become manifest. The lights of dawn have already spread bright and strong on
the mountain tops. The divine
spark has touched and transformed
many hearts. An" Army of Life"
is growing rapidly day by day. It
will not be long ere the Sun of
Truth shall dissipate the dark
clouds and illumine the whole of
humanity, "then will the Divine
Standard be unfurled, then will the
Nightingale of Holiness warble its
melody upon the Tree of Life."
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ALBANIA AND THE DESTINY OF EUROPE
MARTHA

L.

ROOT

This is the second a11d last installment on the author's visit to Albania, the first
article having been published last month depicting ?naterial conditions, while the
article this nwnth features the spiritual aspects of the life of the Albanians.

LBANIA offers interesting research to the student of religions. Toleration exists there as
it exists nowhere else in Europe.
The Moslems, the Roman Catholics
and the Greek Orthodox Catholics
have learned to live together amicably. Two-thirds of the population,
statistics state, are Muhammadans.
The Queen Mother said that in
Mati, her mountain region, the
church bells ring out on both
Moslem and Christian fete days.
Very often Albanian children have
both Moslem and Christian names;
for example, Muhammad John or
Qazim Thanasi. In Albania people
do not carry in their conversation
such thoughts as, "you are Muhammadan, I am Roman Catholic."
There they do not differentiate so
much between religions. Albanians
have never been converted to Islamism through coercion exercised on
them by Moslem Albanians. In
many families there are both Christians and Moslems in the same
household. A law has been passed
in King Zog's reign that a Moslem
may marry a Christian and a Christian may marry a Moslem.
One morning the writer called
upon the Prime Minister Mr. Kotta,
when the subject of religion came
into the conversation. She said, "I
have just learned today that Constantine the Great, institutor of the
Christian Empire itself, was an
Albanian. Certainly Europe has
Albania to thank for the promotion

of the great spiritual civilization
of the western world." Mr. Kotta
replied, "Yes, that is true, and it is
also true that if Scanderbeg had
not resisted the Turkish invasion
for so many years, Muhammadanism would have swept Europe. Constantinople had fallen and the little
Kingdom of Albania for a long time
was the only bulwark of Christianity and western civilization in the
Balkans.' ,
The Prime Minister said something else that we as Baha,'is believe
too: "But Muhammad also brought
a great civilization to the Arabs.
His religion was a great contribution to spiritual culture."
Mr. Kotta told me that His Majesty Zog I is a Sunnite Muhammadan, very liberal, and his Majesty
has said: "I do not care whether
my people are Muhammadans,
Catholics or Greek Orthodox, if
they are loyal Albanians. Religion
is a private matter." One of their
poets, the patriot Wassa Pasha, expressed this same Albanian ideal in
verse, the thought of which is:

"Wake 'up, ye Albanians, wake up,
B ecorne ttnited in a single faith;
P1'iests and rnullahs are trying to
fool you
So as to keep YaM divided and enslaved;
Let not rnosqttes and chitrches keep
you, apart,
The tnte religion of the Albanian is
his nat'ional ideal!"
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There is an instance in the history of this country when a police
guard consisting of two hundred
~1os1ems functioned successfully
under the command of a Christian
Chief. One Catholic pastor and his
flock helped some Moslems build a
mosque. Of course there are some
religious prejudices in every country, but who knows ~ The Albanians trained by centuries of Muhammadans, Roman Catholic and Greek
Orthodox Catholics working together, sometimes fighting together
to save their race, may be just the
people with great capacity to promote universal principles for world
unity. One feels a yearning love
for the Albanian people. ·When St.
Paul preached Jesus Christ's teachings to them in Durazzo and other
places, they listened and believed.
Albania gave to the world not only
Constantine the Great, but she gave
also St. J erome who translated the
Holy Scriptures from Greek into
Latin, and she gave Pope Sylvester.
vYhat she has done once she may do
again in this 11niYersa1 cycle just
opening.
The Albanians say: "Anything
which is exact and useful is welcome. We do not have prejudices
and "ve welcome anything which will
improve our condition. ·When the
writer talked with the editor of
'Gazetes se Re." (" The New N ewspaper") about Baha'u'llah's Principles for unity in religions and the
abolishing of prejudices, he wrote
an ai-ticle in the issue of September
third, under the title, "The Baha'i
Teachings take the God-part of all
the religions." This editor said he
liked what Baha'u'llah wrote about
studying all religions to find the
Truth for oneself. Hq said he would
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read the works of Baha 'u '11ah and
perhaps he would find other statements with which he could agree.
The Albanians use the expression
"little by little" so often, and the
writer thinks this policy is the secret of their success. Nothing is
clone in a hurry. A year ago the
Queen Mother and the Princesses
laid aside the veil and began to
wear hats. The Muhammadans had
a great Congress in Tirana and
voted some social reforms, one of
,,'hi ch was that the veil should be
abolished. The Chief of the Congress declared that the veil had
nothing to do ·with religion. The
rich and well-to-do women in Albania wear hats. The women in
Tirana, on September first, did not
step out on their balconies to watch
the parade unless they had on hats.
The writer also was in Tirana the
clay the law was put into effect that
women should no longer wear the
charshaf over the head. For nearly five hundred years this coat or
cloak was worn pulled over the face
so that only one eye showed. Some
very old women who had come in
from the country to the post office
that morning were very upset. They
,yore the cloak dragging on the
ground. Poor dears! They had not
yet learned that there is a world
beyond Tirana and Durazzo where
women go about with both eyes (and
more) showing! The progressive
,'{omen say that when foreigners
come to their country they see the
poor with yeils and think that all
Albania is still wearing the veil.
IV"ell, the hats at the Royal Court on
September first were Paris' best
creations I
The Greek Orthodox Catholic
Ohurch also has reforms. A Con-
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gress was held in Korcha this summer, and there they completed the
work begun in 1922 of separating
definitely from the Patriarch in
Constantinople. Now this Albanian
Church has a "Synod of Albania"
that will represent the Head of the
Church.
Branched off from the Sunnite
Muhammadans is a sect or group
in Albania who call themselves
, 'Bektashis. ' , This is a monastic
order and their priests are called
dervishes; unlike the regular Muhammadan clergy, these dervishes
are celibates and entirely devoted to
the religious life. They are grouped around their monasteries with a
"baba" (father) as their head. One
of their most important monasteries
is tha t in Kalkandelen.
The
Bektashi doctrine is a secret discipline which is revealed fully only
to members. I hear that its theology is pantheistic and as such, it
is intolerant to all formalism. It
hates all barriers that divide souls
from one another and from God.
It finds the way to union with God
in a universal love and general
tolerance. The ethics of the Bektashis attempt to substitute the external morality of precepts and
commandments by some principles of universal charity and
brotherhood.
Perhaps it would be well to quote
the exact words of Mr. Constantine
A. Chekrezi, himself an Albanian,
who took his A. B. degree in Harvard. He says: "The Bektashis,
or Reformed Moslems, which include a large part of the Moslem
population in Albania, constitute
the Protestant element of Islamism.
The rise of this group marks a liberal reaction against the fanaticism
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and the rigorous rules of the faith
of Muhammad. The Bektashis are
free-thinkers and skeptics in religious matters; their belief is imbued
with a pure humanitarian philosophy and they lead a life of religious contemplation. Their doctrines are borrowed mainly from
the Stoics and they have cast off
every ritual of the Moslem faith."
I observed that the Muhammadans
in Albania consider the Bektashis
as a separate sect, for they did not
invite them to their Muhammadan
Congress this summer.
Even apropos of religion it is
only natural to wonder whom this
svelte, strong-minded, strong-willed
King Zog I of the Albanians will
marry. Should he ever choose an
Italian Christian Princess the
northern fighting tribes of Albania
are Roman Catholics and would
probably approve. The southern
peace-loving Moslems might perhaps let it pass unchallenged, but
this is not sure. His path is not
easy in marriage, in religion, in affairs of state, but his remarkable
diplomacy has broug'ht him safely
so far.
The King's meteoric career is a
drama more impelling than a play
before the footlights. He has been
a young soldier, a Captain, a Minister of War, a Minister of Interior,
a Prime Minister, a President and
now a king. Ahmed Zogu came to
Tirana as a conqueror on December
24, 1925, after he had quelled a rebellion and expelled Fan Noli, revolutionist leader who had attached
himself to the Bolsheviks. Ahmed
Zogu found Albania's treasury
empty; matters were in a desperate
situation. There were no communications, roads were only a few tem-
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porary make shifts left by the occupa tion armies. There was no reliable police force, no safety of life.
There were brigands in the land.
Two Americans had just been kill ed
on the road from Tirana to Scutari.
Then this is what happened: in
three months' time Ahmed Zogu
had signed a contract with an
Italian financial group for the loan
of ten million dollars for the foundation of a bank of state. By the
middle of March in this same year
an Assembly for a Constitution had
been formed and Ahmed Zogu proclaimed President of the Republic
of Albania. In June a Parliament
was called and these two conventions sanctioned. Towards the end
of this year 1926, higher officers
came from Italy to help Albania organize an army.
Then suddenly in November,
1926, a new revolution begins in the
north. It is very dangerous, for the
insurgents come to within four
miles of Scutari. If Scutari falls
all is lost. Ahmed Zogu had only a
f€w regular soldiers, but he sent
with them irregular troops from the
mountains of Dibra and Mati, and
the rebellion was put down. All
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Europe and Albania too was surprised in this same week to hear
that the First Treaty of Tirana had
been signed. This was not an ordinary treaty of friendship with Italy,
but in this treaty Italy guarantees
the regime of Ahmed Zogu against
all revolutions at home and danger
abroad. The whole world was excited over this.
Up to this time Ahmed Zogu had
not had a great army. He had only
wished a good police force, but now
he invited ten or twelve British officers to come to Albania and organize the police f6rce. It is organized somewhat as an army.
Then the government began to give
half its budget to the army development, and now the army is very
modern, well trained and well
equipped.
Another surprise came to the
world when on November 22, 1927,
a Second Treaty With Tirana was
announced. This is a military alliance with Italy, and a strong army
guarantee against revolution. On
September first, 1928, Ahmed Zogu
was made Zog I, King of the Albanians. By this wording the Albanian minorities throughout the
world can feel they are remembered.

All l1uJ.mkind is but one fold, and God, the Kindly ShelJherd, loving unto all of them.
FM' if He loved them not, He would hc&ve cj'ec[ted t.hem not, neither p1'ovicled for thel1t,
nOj" protected them, no)' even nurtured them. FOT incislnuch as He has vouchsafed all
these blessings mtto them, He, of Ci certainty, loveth them, one cind aLl.
This is but Truth itself, 1nanifest even as the stm, the light whereof none can
deny. This is verily the Way of God, and there is no Way g1'eater than His Way. It
behooveth us one and all, to wc[lk in His ways, and not in the ways of men."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.
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STEPS TOWARD THE LARGER LIFE
W ALTER B. GUY, lVI.D.

n

HE traveler on life's pathway

~~ seeking peace, joy, fruition of

life's purpose, often wanders lonely,
desolate and lost; looking for what
he knows not, yet ever dissatisfied
at the progress made and the environment about him. He is out of
place, as it were, amongst his own
kind.
A more or less constant feeling of
dissa tisfactiol1 envelops him, and
distraught, irritable-his intimate
companions ofttimes feel embarrassed by his presence, which further emphasizes his discomfort and
increases his sense of isolation.
It is to the one thus bewildered
that these words are addressed:
that one who is seeking for satisfaction in life; for a larger consciousness; that one, who, beating
against the bars of .sensual~ty, the
futility of mere ammal eXIstence,
and fluttering inside of the cage of
mortal life longs, in truth, to attain
spiritual development and thereby
become conscious of the world of
reality, though he may not fully
undorstand the spiritual nature of
his struggle.
To such a one I would say that
there is a world of reality; a world
of joy, truth and perfection. :~nd
that the above mentioned conchhon
of disillusion and dissatisfaction
are but the natural phenomena that
precede the birth to a larger and
happier consciousness.
In fact, if we look closely into
evolution, we shall realize more and
more as we progress along the pathway that leads to truth-that evolu-

tion per se is not so much an evolution of form, but in a truer and
more interior sense a process of expansion of consciousness from kingdom to kingdom, and as life goes
forward on its destined path more
complex vehicles are demanded for
its expression; more highly evolved
organisms are necessary for the life
consciousness to function more perfectly.
If we take this point of view, we
can then readily see that the unrest
and dissatisfaction of life and environment are but the necessary
phenomena preparatory to birth
into a larger world than that in
which we now live.
The low forms of animal existence are but dimly aware of their
environment but as we go upward
in the scale of life we find an ever
increasing consciousness of environment and adjustment thereto.
The plodding' peasant leaning on
his hoe but dimly senses the beauties of nature, while to the spiritual
mind, the glory of nature in its
wondrous changes of color, form
and light, is full of the love and
beauty and power of its Creator.
There is no limitation to perfection,
to truth, to true joy and happiness,
except the limitation of our cerebral
consciousness, or mental capacity.
This consciousness, however, is
not a stable, fixed quantity. Its perfect expression is not given to the
fortunate few, but on the contrary
is the heritage of all mankind.
Science has conclusively proven
that all races of men, from the
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African jungle to the great universities, have an innate capacity for
development and achievement.
We are reliably informed that
only a small portion of the cells in
the gray layer of the brain are put
into use, and that therefore in every
one of us, there are untold possibilities for greater achievement, expression, and attainment to those
things that make for the true realities and which alone bring to us contentment and joy of living. Let us
then realize more and more each
day that this unrest, this yearning
for better things, this longing for a
happier and more perfect expression, IS a necessary process ere we
eau step into the larger life.
His Holiness Baha 'u 'nah has said
that this struggle for freedom from
self is the state that must be acquired ere ,ve pass on to greater
happiness. In the Prologue to His
book, the " Seven Valleys" He tells
ns that were ,ye to taste the fruit of
spiritual knowledge and advancement, we would be constantly yearning for the soul's growth above the
earthly abode and dwell in the realities of existence.

II
IT IS A MANIFEST truism that all
the world is seeking happiness, yet
only a few attain thereto. Most of
mankind, believing wealth is the
great desideratum, long passionately for its possession. They ignore the truth existing' evervwhere
.
namely, that wealth of itself does
not increase the measure of man's
content to any appreciable degree,
as evidenced by the insanities, suicides, and various mental psychoses
among the wealthy of all classes.
)
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Others seek happiness in the pursuit of "pleasure." Our cabarets
nightly are filled with habitues seeking the glare of lights and noisy jazz
syncopations vvith their gross appeal. And likewise there is more or
less resort to artificial and alcoholic
stimulation. These but create a
temporary exhilaration and forgetfulness of troubles or unfilled desires. Some seek happiness in constant and ofttimes aimless travel.
They go from place to place, yet are
ever filled with unsatisfiedlongings
and desires.
Not in these or similar ways can
that which will satisfy be found.
How then is true happiness or
reality attained ~
We find mentioned by gTeat
teachers of the past, definite statements that there is a state of consciousness in which sorrow and despair are unknown or overcome,
and true contentment reigns. It is
variously known as Abraham'sbosom, Paradise, Nirvana, the
Kingdom of Heaven, the Kingdom
of Abha or Glory. To the one who
attains, is promised an eternal life,
freedom from the wheel of-what is
called life; all tears are wiped
away, and existence is no longer
fretful and fruitless, but goes on instead to ever greater achievement
and fruition.
The way, they say, is ever the
same, namely-by the giving up in
totality of the desires of the ego,
the flesh and the world and all they
offer to mankind in the way of fame,
riches, wealth, ease, comfort; and,
if need be, even relatives and
friends are to become of secondary
consideration. The will, instead, is
centered wholly on the attainment
of the pearl of great price, or in
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other words, the life everlasting-.
'Abdu'l-Baha has very beautifully explained this law of sacrifice
-how the mineral is taken up and
raised to the vegetable kingdom;
the vegetable or fruit to the animal;
and the animal as it is sacrificed to
and eaten by man, is in its essence
raised to the human kingdom.
Evolution, He said, does not stop
with attainment to the human, but
still another kingdom awaits us,
namely, the Spiritual, or as He
termed it, the Kingdom of Reality.
The upward urge is that which
causes the discontent and disillusionment of human life; and as the
spirit of man becomes too large, as
it were, for the natural human environment, it seeks larger expression. Struggling to escape from
the limitations of its vehicle, it
strives inarticulately for its true
home.
How, then, is this attained 1
The writer, in a well remembered
interview, in 1912, with 'Abdu '1Baha, asked Him this same very
important question. The reply was
tha t through any channel of unselfish service this kingdom was
gained. Through music, art, philanthrophy, through science. All
ways that took the form of unselfish
service for the moral uplift of humanity, were but roads to spiritual
life and its attainment.
The Speakers or Revealers of the
\V ord stand as Beacon Lights in the
darkness of intellectuality and the
desert of materialistic philosophy.
They, in Their sublime self-detachment stand as Mighty Trees in the
desert of aimless lives and sterile
pmsuits. Their all-embracing love
gIves shelter to the weary one.
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Their divine utterances are food
and drink to the hungry and
thirsty ones. And comforted and
refreshed the pilgrims of earth,
n 0 longer wandering a m 0 n g
mirages of sinful pleasure or rocks
of despair, travel swiftly and surely
to the True Home where love is
king; joy is enthroned; and life
eternal is theirs. For in the Messenger of Love, the Way is found,
the search is ended, the heart is 11lumined and the journey begun.
, 'Kneel down and thank God that
you have been invited to enter into
His Kingdom," said 'Abdu'l-Baha.
HI
IN "THE SEVEN VALLEYS," Baha'u'llah has written that, "In this
journey the traveler will reach no
destination without patience nor
Virill he attain to his aim."
Steadfastly plodding forward,
undismayed by falls, tests or failures, ever seeking the spiritual
heights, the pilgrim is cheered onward by these illuminating words
in the QUI' 'an-" Those who strive
strenuously for us we will assuredly direct them into our ways." The
journey is begun alone and yet not
alone, for although unseen, the eye
of Love perceives; though unheard,
an ever-present Voice guides; the
ineffable revealed Word gIves
power.
It is written in the "Voice of the
Silence:" "Behold 0 Happy Pilgrim, the portal that faces thee is
high and wide, seems easy of access.
The road that leads there through
is straight and smooth in the green.
'Tis like a sunny glade ill the dark
forest depths, a spot on earth mir-
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rored from Amit-Abha's Pa.radise.
There nightingales of hope and
birds of radiant plumage sing,
perched in green bowers, chanting
success to fearless pilgrims." So
it is with the beginning of the road.
Joy surges in the heart. Songs
spring from the soul. Celestial
light beams o'er the candidate for
spiritual life and all seems serene.
But not for long. The self that
has to die, the self that has to be
given up for the greater self; the
lower instincts that have to be
placed on the altar as was the ram
in place of Isaac-struggle for existence. The world that is depised
offers that which it previously denied-wealth, fame, comfort, friendships, the joy of the flesh. These
will not be silent but demand their
accustomed tribute. Fatigue, grief
and despair loom ahead, obscure
and darken the pathway to the
heights of divine unity. Doubt
\vhispers and ardor is chilled. Is it
worth while? Is it true? Am I not
one of the many fools suffering'
from illusion ~ Friends plead and
others deride-Is it true~ Is it
true7
IV
U]}fAN, KNOW THYSELF," is as true
today as when written two thousand
years ago. And in this journey of
discovery of the true self, such
knowledge is important. Down the
ages we find records of those who
sought and found; also other records of those who failed, and in
failing like Lucifer in the ancient
allegory, feU from the heights of
bliss to the darkness of sensuality
and unbelief.
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The twenty-third Psalm of David
is a complete epitome of the journey
from self to the real self.
In every age man is linked to God
by God's Appointed Servant. Men
of sorrows and acquainted 'with
grief, ever showing forth Divine
Love and through utter defeat attaining to the fullest victory. These
are the Gates; the 'Way; the Sadratel-Monta11a.s. So in the aforementioned Song; of David we find the
joyous deelaration of one who
through sore travail had found the
goal. ' , The Lord is my Shepherd,"
(therefore) "I shall not want."
Overshadowed by that Divine Love
and Radiance all true wealth was
his. Led by the Most High, he
found, "Green pastures and still
waters." Led by that Divine Hand
he "walked in the path of righteousness for his name's sake," that
is for His Love's sake.
And yet. the darkness must. come;
the valley of the shadow must be
trod; for the lower instincts and desires must die. So David named it
the "Valley of the Shadow of
Death."
There are two things mentioned
which support the pilgrim through
this valley, namely, "Thy Rod and
thy Staff"-the Hod of the Law;
implicit obedience to the Divine
Law is obligatory, for the spiritual
and moral laws declared and renewed from age to age, are for the protection of men; and (( Thy Stafr' is
that which supports in time of danger.
His Holiness Baha'n'lhih
named it the strong rope, the firm
handle. Another time it is the Ark,
and those who enter in are protected and safe. In the Covenant of
Jesus or the pTomises of God,
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through J esus--we find these words
-"Knock and it shall be opened
unto you; seek and ye s11all find."
It is the love of the disciple for his
Lord and the Love of the Lord for
the stTuggling one seemingly traveliug alone in the darkness, seeking
the feet of his Lord. Baha'u 'Wih,
in the 'i Seven Valleys" instructs
that, "In all the journeys the
iraveler must not deviate even for
a hair's breadth" from the religious life, from divine truth and the
fruit or teachings of his Lord. His
hope, his success, his attainment
depends alone in, "Abiding in the
secret place of the Most High"the love and approyal of his Lordand in that Ark of Protection he
nnds, as was "\vritten so many centuries ag'o, that "\vhen overshadowed
by this all-envelo}Jing Love, he truly
dwells under the Shadow, (or the
protecting care) of the Almighty.
, 'For the Lord, his Lord, is his
refuge and strength, and underlleath are the everlasting ~~rms."

v
THE GATE IS PASSED; the ~vay is
found. Undaunted by slladow and
gloom, falls and temptations, the
Pilgrim passes on. The greatest
sin at this stage of the journey is
giving up or looking backward; for
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he who putteth his hand to the plow
and looking' back, is not worthy of
the Kingdom, and will, like Lot's
wife, crystalize into dead salt-and,
lifeless, enter the abyss of despair
and futile longing.
Carry On" is the cry, even when
life is blackest and the victory
seems impossible. The darkness
that must recur over and oyer again
is but the smoke of destruction of
sensual life burning in the fire of
the Loye of God; the darkness of
doubt and ignorance. Is it not written that, "God is as a consuming
fire?" E're the feet can tread the
spiritual heights, earthly and sensual attributes must needs be consumed.
Again in the" Seven Valleys" it
is written :-u"V\Then a sincere lover
and agreeable friend attains to the
meeting of the Beloved and Desired
One, a :tire is enkindled from the
radiance of the beauty of the beloyed and the heat of the heart of
the lover which COllsumes all cover~
ings and veils; Nay whatever is
within him, even marrow and skin
'will thereby bebumt al1dnflught re~
mains except the Friend."
This, then, is the Goal; this is
the attainment; this is the complete
blending of man ,yith God, and God
with man. This is the eternal life
and its full perfection.
(i

"JYlay we .sha'rez.n, the d£'u'£ne bounties of the Ki'l1,gdo'!n. "~fay the
wodd be for y01~ no obstacle hiding the Sw?' of Tndh /,rom yont' sight,
as the hmnan body of Christ hid His Di'v'in-ity from the people of
If'is Day,))

-'Abd1i'l-Ba,ha.
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Modern Womanhood In
Japan
.+•

•

Japanese
friends

of

twin

medical

Miss

Agnes

students,
Alexander,

Baha'i teacher residing in Japan. These
sisters were the first to enter the Woman's Medical College near Tokyo.

These progressive Japanese maidens
are ardent Esperantists.
In an article by them published in
the November Baha'i Magazine, they
advocated the study of Esperanto by
all scientists.
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A VISIT TO A BAHA'I GARDEN
Doms MoKAY
~m

Name was the youth to ride forth
from the paradise of the Persian
door and stood looking down upon nobleman to the prison hole at
a Baha,'i garden that September Tihran. Weary years afterward in
morning. The mellow slanting light a garden, that of Ridvan in Baghof autumn was in the sunshine dad, the Ancient Beauty spoke prowhich poured down its blessing claiming from the lips of the Proupon it to be caught in the sparkle mised One the vVord that was to reof dew. I,li[e saw a sea of upturned vivify the world. The garden of
faces of flowers while in the midst Bahji in Palestine, called also Ridof them St. Francis of Assisi stood van, was the retreat of the Prophet
holding' a bird in his hand, and with in the last years of His life. A
a spray of ivy dralJing his somber story comes to us, a note of peace
for those sunset hours of the Prisrobe.
Here was a garden built in the oner of 'Akka, that He poured tea
spirit of the gardens at Haifa- there at the end of day, serving
Haifa where the tradition of gar- with His own hands those faithful
dens living in the heart of the young ones who had come to Him from
Guardian of the Baha'i Cause has afar. The splash of fDlUltains, the
caused beautiful verdure to spread whisper of green leaves and the
upward over the wilderness of the voice of Baha 'u '11ah speaking to
Nit. C::umel slopes. Under his di- His near ones-in the garden!
The gardens of the Orient, symrection gardens so lovely have
blossomed there that strangers bols at all times of the poetry and
throng these paths seeking a lost mysticism of the East, have been
the meeting-place of God and man.
beauty.
In the garden in Palestine had From these, fragrances have been
walked a white robed :figure fol- wafted by the vV1nd of God which
lowed frequently by a devoted old have enraptured the East and which
gardener. 'Abdu'l-Baha had bent are stealing like the pervasive perHis beloved face above the flowers fume of attar of roses even to the
there, had eaten the choice oranges busy, heedless centers of the westoffered Him in pride by the old ern world. It seemed that day of
servant who later would have slain vlhich I spoke as we stood in the
himself when His Master walked doorway gazing at this garden that
there no more. The young Guard- the flowers growed with a soft :fire
ian walks there now speaking with and the stir of the leaves was a
the tongue of wisdom to visitors whispered chant. It was as if those
from east and west.
sacred eastern gardens had thrust
In Persia there had been gardens a bough across the sea.
of great splendor in the childhood
Our hostess quoted from' Abdu '1home of Baha 'u %:1h. In God's Baha, "This is the planet of tribuwent out of the house by

~ way of a dedicated garden
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la tion and torment and the mission sent me. I am a messenger of the
of the Great Masters is to turn men beautiful, the One whose soul is the
away from these anxieties and to bliss of love. This island of isolainfuse life with infinite joy." She tion has been bridged over by Him
added, "Is this not what a garden and He has not forgotten thee.
does for us-if it is made with that He will draw thee unto Him and
inner spiritual understanding ~"
make thee His own."
She had, three years ago, while
St. Francis, living a life of soligazing down from her window upon tude amid the beauties of nature
an unused strip of green, seen in her greeted the beasts, the birds and the
imagination a clear picture of a flowers as if they were indeed "mesdream garden lying there. From sengers." His words are inscribed
the plan suggested by her mental on a bronze tablet, "My little sispicture she directed the construc- ters, the birds. God feedeth you
tion of the garden with its terraced and giveth you the springs and
steps, flagstone walks and hospit- fountains for your drink."
This
able garden-house.
She spent bronze statue of St. Francis was
hours working in the garden. At modeled in Italy by Anna Coleman
the touch of the young plants in the Ladd. Her bust of 'Abdu'l-Baha
solitude of spring she felt the veil stands in another Baha'i garden.
grow thin between the worlds, reVisitors are diverted by the
captured there a lost companion- whimsical concept of a wishingship, planted there the rose of love. stone set in a little court of flagAs we now walked and talked stones before the arched entrance
along its paths we read the garden's of the garden house. ' 'One wish
:first message to its guests beauti- for yourself and one for the garfully lettered on a sign swinging den, " our hostess tells each guest.
from a bracket on the garden-house: Scarcely one who does not wish for
heartsease-ease from the burden
" Light is good in whatsoever lamp of his loss, or his cares or his
it is burning.
doubts. Heartsease grows here.
"A rose is bea~diful in whatsoever Sometimes people weep in this gargarden it may bloom,"
den and their smiLes make rainOn the other face of the sign are bows! Framed in the garden house
is a poem written by the young son
the words:
of our hostess while still a child.
U A
star is as radiant whether it It is called, " Happiness. "
shines ft'om the east or from the
U A
bit of soil,
west. "
Some little seeds a1J/'d sunshine
vVe paused before the figure of Will make a garden full of hapthe Christian saint, who, unlike his
lnness
more austere brethren had been For ymt and me."
caught in the dream of Nature-to
In the guest book a friend had
find God there. One recalls here
written
from John Burroughs, "I
the words of Tagore who looks
upon a flower as "a messenger come here to find myself. It is so
:from the king;" the message: "He easy to get lost 1n the world."
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Really, such a place is like a shrine,
leaving in the memory of those who
come there the lingering touch of
holiness. The garden becomes vocal
with the sound of the utterances of
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha;
powerful and life-conferring words
are read and discussed here, and
these words are carried from here
to the outside world.
Our hostess said, "I always keep
books to give away after the talks
in the garden."
One cannot but
realize, after this beautiful example,
that a garden, a home or a heart
dedicated to "the mention of God"
reaches out vitally into other lives
because it must. It becomes a
power by which an inestimable
service is rendered to mankind.
On the morning of our departure
we sat sharing the sunshine with
the flowers as we added our prayer
to the brooding tender influence of
this "lovesome spot." There was
with us the knowledge of an even
greater interpretation of the garden than that of the gentle doctrine
of the union of individual man 'with
God as taught by St. Francis, for
example. This was because 'Ab du'l-Baha has awakened in His followers the consciousness of a life
more vast in its application. No
student of the Baha'i teachings who
does not acquire the habit of thinking in universal terms.
In the age in which we are living
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humanity in general must find God.
The wor7d must become as a garden. The garden is the paradise of
the vegetable world; we can attain
a like paradise here on earth if we
make the necessary step in world
evolution required of us now.
'Abdu'l-Baha has often used the
garden, where the simple pansy and
the expensive imported lily grow
side by side, as His illustration of
the potential unity of mankind. In
the Tablet to the Hague He says:
"Consider the flowers of the rose
garden. Although they are of different kinds, various colors and
diverse forms and appearances, yet
as they drink from one water, are
swayed by one breeze and grow by
the warmth and light of one sun,
this variation and this difference
cause each to enhance the beauty
and splender of the others . . . . If
in a goarden the flowers and fragrant herbs, the blossoms and fruits,
the leaves, branches and trees are
of one kind, of one form, of one
color, and of one arrangement, there
is no beauty or charm, but when
there is variety in the world of oneness, they will be displayed in the
most perfect glory, beauty, exaltation and perfection. Today nothing bu.t the power of the Word of
Goel 'Which encotnpasses the realities of things can b1'ing the
thm~ghts, minds, hearts and sp'if"its
wuie~' the sha(le of One Tree."

({ The teachings of Bahd"z('ll6h are the b1'eaths of the H07y Spirit
1.0hich c·reatemen anew."
-'Abdtt'l-Bahli
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HOW TO ATTAIN THE CHRIST SPIRIT
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRICK

RU HAT

is the Christ spirit ~
~l~ Where shall we look for it?
Whence comes it? As "the time
draws near the birth of Christ"
these are some of the many questions that come to the mind. Surely
in a Christian land we ought to find
this Christ spirit everywhere, a
spirit of life, light, love, service,
pervading and permeating our
homes, our churches, our schools,
our nlaces of business and labor, of
recreation and pleasure. "Peace
and good will, good will and peace,
peace and good will to all mankind."
But if we are altogether too conscious that we do not find the Christ
spirit everywhere, we are equally
certain that we can find it somewhere. Last summer, a fine young
woman, a native of India, the head
of a girls' school there, joined herself for a few days to a group of
people in one of our Central States
who had recently organized themselves into an adult folk-school. .As
she was leaving she said with genuine sincerity and real emotion:
"This is the first place in America
where I have not felt like a foreigner. I really feel that I belong
here, am one of this group."
Surely the Christ spirit, good will
to men, must have been in that
school. But our friend from India
(the Princess we called her for the
title seemed to fit her quiet dignity
and strength of character) had been
in America a whole year before she
found this spirit. Yes, the young
people of the theological seminary
where she was studying were very

polite, perhaps even kind, but in
such a distant way that she never
could forget that she was a foreigner. Surely, the Christ spirit must
b: in that theolog~cal seminary,
hIdden perhaps behmd screens of
formality and thoughtlessness. We
sometimes forget "I was a stranger
and ye took me in."
The Princess told us that in India
the people in some of the humblest
homes would share their food and
shelter to make a stranger comfortable and at home. Can the Christ
spirit be found in India, a so-called
heathen country, even among those
who have not heard of ChrisU
Whence comes it?
The Princess told us too of a
shocking and painful experience
she had had shortly before coming
to our school. Feeling the need for
rest and quiet away from the big
city she had sought these in a midwest community where was located
a prosperous state normal school.
Here going quietly about her way,
but wearing her graceful native
dress, she had been arrested not
once but twice, accused of vagrancy
and of begging from door to door,
handled most roughly and taken to
the police station. Was it fear, or
ignorant prejudice, or petty desire
to show power and authority that
caused this gentle stranger within
our gates to suffer so unnecessarily? Does the Christ spirit really
pervade this Christian land ~
"When a man turns his face to
God he finds sunshine everywhere,"
'Abdu'l-Baha said to a group of
listeners in Paris; "all men are
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his brothers. Let not conventionality cause you to seem cold and
unsympathetic when you meet
strange people, from other countries. Do not look at them as
though you suspected them of being
evil-doers, thieves, and boors. You
think it necessary to be very careful, not to expose yourselves to the
risk of making acquaintance with
such, possibly, undesirable people.
I ask you not to think only of yourselves. Be kind to the strangers.
. In this way, even if, sometimes, what you at first suspected
should be true, still go out of your
way to be kind to them; this kindness will help them to become better. After all why should any
foreign people be treated as strangers?" We are reminded of Christ's
story of the Good Samaritan, of his
injunction to love even our enemies,
to give away not only our coat, but
our cloak also. "If you love them
that love you, what reward have
youf"
The peace on earth which we so
ardently long for, the peace not only
in individual hearts, but the cessation of war and strife will speedily follow when good-will to men
really exists. 'Adbu'l-Baha says
further, "What profit is there in
agreeing that universal friendship
is good, and talking of the solidarity of the human race as a grand
ideal? Unless these thoughts are
transferred into the world of action, they are useless."
Good-will to aU mankind! The
basis for peace on earth must be
this Christ spirit of universal love.
"Love is greater than peace, for
peace is founded upon love. Love
is the objective point of peace;
peace is an outcome of love. Until
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love is attained, peace cannot be;
but there is a socalled peace without love. The love which is from
God is the fundamental. This love
is the object of all human attainment, the radiance of heaven, the
light of man." Thus 'Abdu'l-Baha
explains simply the relation between peace and love.
There is a book with the beautiful and hopeful title, "The Promulgation of Universal Peace."*
When one looks in the index he
finds four references to peace and
twenty-one to love. There aro
more than one-hundred-fifty references to Christ. In this book there
is a great deal, too, about such subjects as the oneness of humanity,
the oneness of religions, the necessity of universal education, economic justice, the harm done and
strife caused by such irrational and
foolish things as racial, religious
and national prejudices. If one
thinks clearly and logically he will
realize that all these things are
basic to any true and lasting peace
in the world and that a mig'hty and
powerful universal love is fundamental to all these.
It is worth one's while to read, to
study indeed, this book if one would
understand how closely all these
subjects are linked together and
how the Christ spirit, universal
love, is the root and foundation of
them all; that it is a wonderful
creative force; that it is another
manifestation of that force which
works in the realm of nature, binding atoms and molecules together,
causing the planets and distant
suns to move in their courses and
causing law and order to reign in
"Addresses of 'Abdu'l-Baha in America.
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all the worlds of the universe.
When man has learned to obey this
great law of love as perfectly and
completely as nature obeys her
manifestations of it, the man-made
part of the world will move too in
orderly fashion, and peace, mercy
and justice will prevail.
Sometimes we get badly confused
on this subject of love, there are
so many kinds of love and some
kinds are very selfish. The Christ
spirit is itnive1'sal love. 'Abdu '1Baha makes us see clearly what this
means; how difficult it is, too, to attain. "There are in reality," He
says, "many kinds of love and each
in itself is limited and finite. There
is the love of country, or the patriotic love, there is the love of friendship, the love of man and womaneach one is finite and limited. There
is only one love which is unlimited
and divine, and that is the love
which comes with the breath of the
Holy Spirit-the love of Godwhich breaks all barriers and
sweeps all before it . . . . So if you
love, endeavor to love divinely. If
you love your country, love it not
with the narrow feeling that it must
be loved because it is yours alone,
but with the greater consciousness
that your home is a part of the universe. If you love brother or comrade or wife, love each one as a
part of God, and not in the narrow
sense of possession which renders
the love selfish and exclusive."
Whence comes this Christ spirit)
this universal love ~ "It comes
with the breath of the Holy Spirit."
"The breeze of God blowing constantly through your love will
purify it, and make it divine so that
the breath of the Holy Spirit will
enter into your being and unite you
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to God." It came to earth with
the Christ child more than nineteen
Christ
h u n d I' e d years ago.
"breathed the breath of the Holy
Spirit into the body of the world,
and established an illumined civilization," and it has been radiating
from Him with divine effulgence
through all these nineteen centurIes. We cannot doubt that other
Divine Messengers such as Moses,
Buddha, Muhammad, have shed
rays of universal love on the earth
and are still radiating it to those
who turn their faces to the Divine
Reality in these Heavenly Messengers and are not led astray by manmade creeds and dogmas that have
grown up around their lives and
teachings.
We think of Buddha as the messenger of love but we are apt to
think of Moses as the stern lawgiver. Each of the ten commandments, however, is based on love
and justice to God and man. In the
Mosaic law we find, too, such passages as these: "Love ye therefore
the stranger; for ye were strangers
in the land of Egypt. ' , "Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."
As Christians we are accustomed
to view Muhammad and His teachings through the eyes of religious
prejudice, but Muhammad taught
that Christ was the Word of God,
the Spirit of God. These and other
Messengers from God made love,
harmony and unity the basis of
their message.
'Abdu'l-Baha tells us that we
must not be confused by names but
always look for the Spirit of Truth,
the Divine Sun of Truth, and we
shall find it shining from all the Divine Messengers. "Turn you l'
faces to the Sun of Reality,"
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'Abdu'l-Baha tells us, then we, too,
will receive rays of the universal
love, the Christ Spirit.
vVhy does God send again and
again to earth these Holy Beings
embodying the Ch r i s t Spirit?
'Abdu'l-Baha has carefully explained this for us: "It is a long
time since the Sun of Truth mirrored forth by the Lord Christ has
shed its radiance upon the ·West,
for the Face of God has been veiled by the sin and forgetfulness of
man. If the followers of the Lord
Christ had continued to follow out
these principles with steadfast
faithfulness, there would have been
no need for a renewal of the Christian Message, no necessity for a reawakening of His people, for a
great a n cl glorious civilization
would now be ruling the world and
the kingdom of heaven would have
come on earth. But instead of this
wha t has taken place ~ Men turned
away their faces from following
the divinely illuminated precepts of
their Master and winter fell upon
the hearts of men. For as the body
of man depends, for life, upon the
rays of the sun, so cannot the celestial virtues grow in the souls without the radiance of the Sun of
Truth.
"God leaves not His children
comfortless, but, when the darkness
of winter overshadows them, then
again He sends His Messengers,
the Prophets, with a renewal of the
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blessed Spring. The Sun of Truth
a ppears again on the horizon of the
world shining into the eyes of those
who sleep, awaking them to behold
the glory of a new dawn."
And He further says:
"But now again, praise be to God
the Holy Spirit speaks anew to the
world! The constellation of love
and wisdom and power, is once more
shining from the Divine Horizon to
give joy to all who turn their faces
to the Light of God. Baha 'ullah
has rent the veil of prejudice and
superstition which was stifling the
souls of men. Let us pray to God
that the breath of the Holy Spirit
may again give hope and refreshment to the people. . .. Then shall
humanity put on a new garment in
the radiance of the love of God, and
it shall be the Dav\T}l of aNew Creation! Then will the mercy of the
Most Merciful be showered on all
mankind and they will arise to a
new life."
Let us ask God to purify our
hearts and minds of all pride,
ignorance and prejudice that we
may listen with the inner ear to the
Glad Tidings of the present day and
recognize with the eye of insight,
the Sun of Truth from whatever
point in the horizon He arises and,
filled with the Christ spirit, may do
our part to shed the goodwill upon
all mankind that will bring about
the New Spiritual Civilization.

(( If ymL reflect iLpon the essential teachings of J eSi~S, you, will
J'ealize that they are the light of the world. Nobody can qt(estion their
tnith. They are the very SOiirCe of life and the cause of happiness to
the lwman race. The fo1'1ns and superstitions which appeared and
obscured the light did not affect the Reality of Christ."
- ' Abdtt'l-Baha.
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THE PILGRIMS OF MOUNT FUJI
AGNES

B.

ETURNING from Honolulu
in the summer of 1927, Dr.
Shiroshi N asu of Tokyo Imperial
University wrote me: "As our
steamer nears Y okohama, Fuji San
is in sight. This is the symbol of our
welcome to you! Oome to Japan!"
Mount Fuji, or "Fuji San," as it
is called in Japan, greets one at sea
in clear weather, and bids the departing traveler farewell with the
same calm majesty. It is the most
beloved spot in all Japan. In
Japanese art and literature it is as
unique as universal. For a thousand years its perfections have been
celebrated in song and story, yet
all its beauty is never exhausted.
The word "Fuji," written in two
characters means, "not two," that
is,there cannot be such another
mountaIn. Fuji San peerless and
alone in symmetry and majesty I
In summer when the snow disappears from the slopes of the mountain, thousands of pilgrims of all
ages toil up to its summit, 12,365
feet. To the pilgrims Fuji San is
a sacred shrine. Differing from
other mountain climbs, it is not ascended by them merely for the sake
of hiking, or sightseeing, but rather
for acquiring merit in Buddhist
conception. Every visit to it, they
believe, brings spiritual reward and
forgiveness of sins.
This summer I was privileged to
make the ascent of the sacred mountain which had been the symbol of
my return to Japan for the third
time. Starting from Tokyo in the
early morning, I met many people
on the station platform whence
travelers begin the first stage of the
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journey. They were clad in white
robes with mushroom-shaped straw
head-coverings, and carried long
wooden staffs. Bells were attached
to their belts which tinkled as they
moved about. These were the pilgrims who for three days before
starting on their pilgrimage prepare themselves, abstaining from
eating meat, and in the morning, before reciting prayers, clean themselves by throwing buckets of water
over their bodies.
From the foot of Mount Fuji,
five routes lead to the summit. By
one of these the first four miles can
now be spanned by automobile.
From there the mountain is divided
into nine stations before the summit is reached. Ascending the
mountain, the pilgrims have their
garments and staffs stamped at
each of these stations with the mark
of the station, and at death are
buried in these garments which bear
the stamps of their pilgrimages.
The road up the mountain to the
fifth station lay through shaded
woods perfumed with fragTant wild
flowers. On reaching here, night
had fallen, and I remained ·with a
guide who carried my luggage, at
one of the Rest Houses which now
are found at every station. After
the midnight hour had passed, the
moon came up and soon were heard
voices of pilgrims passing up the
trail. In rythmic unison they repeated the words, "Roku kon
Shojo."
Although at the time I
was not aware of the true significance of these words, yet their repetition conveyed a suggestion of
strength.
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ilifaunt Fuji

Under the light of the moon I ed along by the strong, and again
followed with the pilgrims up the and again were the words repeated,
slippery ashy trail, until at the which had attracted me in the early
seventh station the moon slowly dis- morning, "Roku leon Shojo." At
appeared as the dawn came. Here the eighth station there is a Post
with many pilgrims we stood silent Office where mail can be posted
while the wonderful change took to all parts of the world, stamped
place in nature. To the pilgrims, from this lofty mountain. From
the sunrise is the supreme moment, here the climb became more tedious,
to meet which they ascend the but at last the reward-attainment
mountain. It is the time for prayer to the summit.
and worship. All stood in reverReturning to the world below,
ence ",ith heads bared while from there came the realization of an inunder the clouds the glorious sun ner attainment gained through the
rose illuminating the mountain side effort made in the ascent of the
and revealing the five lakes pictur- sacred mountain. The words which
esquely set at its foot. Looking had so often been repeated on the
down the mountain, as far as the mountain side, I found to mean the
eye could see, there was a continu- purification of the six roots of evil
ous white-robed procession ascend- -the eye, ear, tongue, nose, heart
ing the winding trail, for not only and body. By purifying these, evil
the pilgrims, but almost all others thoughts are driven away and the
who climbed were dressed in white. heart becomes pure.
Literally
Again we started up the trail translated the words mean, "roku
meeting many kind and friendly leon-six roots," and "Shojopilgrims, among whom were some pure. ' , To the pilgrims these words
who were ,veak and were being help- are a potent prayer.
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THE TOOLS OF THINKING
ARTHUR

E.

MOnGA~

President A_ntioch College
lVe an; pleased to reprint in The Ba,hd'i lWaga-z:ine nn ndm_in~ble treatment of the
subject of lemg?wge as a rnedium for thmLght, wJ'itten fQ)' and printed in the "A'atioch
Notes" by DJ'. 1110rga-n, gifted th-inker and educatQ1' oi the "new school." Psychology
points ou-t that it is probable that actual thought cannot g1'OW by meetns of 'woTds, even
silent thought, Let the 1'eadw try the experiment and he will .find hi:inself speaking
words within hi8 mind as he tries to th-ink. If 'words ewe the necessa1'y tools fOT
thought, it follows that highly e'0'ol'ued spi1'itual thinking can best be done by 'Ineans of
a- highly evolved spi1'-ituctl lang~wge. The rnattm' of language, both a-s a, medium of
spil'itual expression and as e(.1linterncttional bond, is of g'r'eat inte1'est natu1'ally to
all Bah6/is.
~"&\)'"] 0 MAN

,Vl'i tel'S disens sed t.he
possibility of sometime mastering long division. They thought
jt essentially difficult, whereas the
difficulty was the inadequacy of Roman numerals as tools for mathematical thinking.
'With ~~rabic
l1umbers, long division became
simple. I t is said the number system of the Mayans is superior to
the Arabic.
~fuch difficulty in
thinking is due to the crudeness of
our mental tools. Scientific Eltudy
of these might revolutionize our
ability to master ideas.

l.D

BECAUSE SOME one of the IndoEuropean languages is used by
nearly every western people, we
think of the general structure of
that language group as essential to
effeetive thinking. The alJparent
inferiority of )-fongolian languages
strengthened this opinion.
Yet the general structure of IndoEuropean languages furnishes only
one of very many possible ways of
handling ideas. I am told by et.hnologists that the languages of some
American Indians differ in fundamental design from either the Eul'opean or the Mongolian, and in
some ca-ses supply innately better,
simpler, and more economical tools

for thinking. The fact that languages differ greatly in effectiveness and beauty casts doubt upon
the idea that "natural" development must of necessity bring the
best possible results.
OUR THINKING is greatly influenced by the structure, the possibilities, and the limitations of language. Every language is a chance
growth-elaborated, refined, mutilated, or debased, by circum-stances.
Perfected in many details by long
use and by the discrimination of
genius, it still maintains deep-seated limitations which usage fails to
remove; just as the human body,
wonderfully perfected in detail by
selective evolution, retains uncorrected fundamental mechanical defects.
No chance development in any
field can equal the application of
scientific methods "rith masterful
skill and insight to the fulfillment of
wisely considered purpose. Improvement of the tools of thinking,
through the creation of a scientifically designed synthetic language,
is within the range of practical possibility. Such a result ",rill not be
matured quickly by a lone genius, a.s
was the attempt with Esperanto,
but will be the mature fruit of faT-
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sion glvmg every people access to
the international mind, with special
advantage to none.
THE WASTE DUE to language barA worlc1 language is certain.
riers grows constantly more unen- Events are pushing resistlessly to
durable. Few men are able to ac- compel it. The only question is
quaint themselves with worlc1 liter- whether it can be anticipated and
ature in their fields. Foreign trade given ad e q u ate preparation.
is handicapped, international con- Whether it is an awkward, hastily
fidence impaired, progress in art devised expedient-perhaps a proand science delayed. We burden mising' but inadequate instrument
children with the long grind of lan- like Esperanto-or whether it beguage study, to provide halting use comes a master contribution of
of the speech and literature of one science to the economical and beauor two other peoples.
tiful handling of ideas, may depend
All but the most brilliant thinkers, on developments of the next generaespecially in minor tongues, are tion.
doomed to reI a t i v e obscurity
NEVER HAS SCIENCE entered a new
abroad, their writings available, if
at all, only in translations that fail field to create order, economy, and
to carry over the keen edge of unity where berore was chaos and
genius. I long wondered why, in cDnflict, but that it has been bitterEuropean opinion, Poe was the only ly attacked as a base intruder.
great American poet, until I was N ever ,vas this more apparent than
told that he was the only one ade- in the discussion of a synthetic lanquately translated. The world loses guage. The slow growth of usage,
the outlooks of other peoples. Con- traditional scholars claim, is the
versely, a nation like Brazil or only Toad to excellence.
Qualified men can make a critical
Japan to a considerable degree is
cut off from tl18 main currents of study of the processes of thinking
world thought, and tends to remain and of commul1ica tion, and can
provincial in all but superficial con- synthesize an auxiliary internationformities.
al language of essential simplicity,
economy, and beauty-a contribuWITH THE DEVELOPMENT of the tion to the clarity and effectiveness
radio and of talking pictures we of human thinking that will pass
dream of the Americanization of the dOl'm the ages. The International
world, with all nations learning the Auxiliary Language Association of
English tongue. The fulfillment of America, with the services of able
this dream wilI be resisted with the scholars in varied fields, in a cauterrific force of nationalism.
tious and limited way, is making
Russia, Germany, France, the the beginnings of such a study.
Spanish countries, and Japan will
Contributions of science to the
not acquiesce in the overlordship of tools of thought and language may
English. They will find protection be no less significant than its conin a synthetic international auxili- tributions to the recording and
ary language, a medium of expres- transmission of sound and light.
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ONENESS OF THE HUMAN
WORLD

.........
••

o

F the oneness of the human
world were effected all the
differences which separate
mankind would be eradicated. All
strife and warfare would cease and
the world of humanity would find repose. Universal peace would be promoted and the east and west would
be conjoined in a strong bond. A1l
men would be sheltered beneath one
tabernacle. All nativities would become one. All races and religions
be unified. The people of the world
would live together in peace and their
well-being would be assured.

,ABDU'L-BAHA.

the HahaJl lVlagazlne
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"And God will send His hosts from heaven to help you, and
nothing shall be impossible to you if you have faith
As
ye have faith so shall your powers and blessings be."
- ' Abdit'l-Baha.
THERE ARE MANY formulas for
success. Current literature is replete with inspiring accounts of men
who have worked their way upward against obstacles to final
great achievements. Among the
factors which make for success in
such lives we find ambition, energy,
perseverance, enthusiasm, and
faith. Of these faith seems by far
the most important. For faith in
oneself and one's abilities is the
necessary fOitndation upon which to
build; while faith in God and His
divine aid and guidance is the necessary power with which to erect the
completed structure.
Faith, we are told, is the substance of things hoped for. Faith
would not be needed if there were
no difficulties, and the way were
always clear. It is jitst beCaitSe of
obstacles that faith is necessary.
Faith, says G. K. Chesterton, means
continuing to believe when all logical grounds, all human reason for
such belief, fail. Thus faith is seen
to be the highest expression of that
divinely creative power with which
man, unique among earthly creatares, is endowed. For by means of
faith, insuperable obstacles are surmounted, impossibilities become
possible, and miracles are performed.
On the part of the individual,
faith would seem merely an exercise of the constructive imagination. And so it would be, were man
the highest power in the universe.
But faith is mOTe than an attitude.

It is a relationship with the Universe, and with that Universal
Power which we call God. Faith1
like a human radio station, both
transmits the individual desire, and
receives from the Unknown the
answer. This answer consists of
more than words. It comes in the
form of guidance, and aid.
vVere it not for this reciprocal action, there could be no faith. For
f a i t h-all materialistic concepts
of it notwithstanding-is not merely subjective. N or does the individual draw upon himself for those
immense and astounding resources
which through faith he successfully
attains.

IN THE TREMENDOUSLY inspulllg
autobiography of Alexander Irvine
now running in The Atlantic M onthly, the author tells us how, as a
youth, having given himself in consecra tion to God, he had thereafter
a naive and steadfast faith that God
would aid and guide; and how on
one occasion this faith was almost
shattered.
Unschooled, Irvine had managed
through enlistment in the marine
service to acquire the ability to
read, and had developed great love
and desire for books and for the
knowledge that comes through
books. When the time came for
him to be sent on a :Mediterranean
cruise, he prayed that he might be
allotted to the flagship because it
had the best library of any ship in
the fleet. What was his consterna-
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tion when the sergeant, reading off
the lists, assigned him to the smallest ship, which had no library at all.
So great was Irvine's faith in
God, that he insisted the sergeant
had made a mistake, and that he
had really been assigned to the
flagship. The sergeant, irritated
at Irvine, told him his name was
there plainly enough-that there
could be no mistake-and that if he
made any further objections he
would be sent to the guard-house
for insubordination.
Then the whole structure of the
universe seemed to fall about his
head, so Irvine tells us. The God
to Whom he had given over his life
had apparently failed him. Yet no,
he would not believe that! His
faith returned. He was convinced
there had been some mistake, that
this would later be discovered, and
that he would attain to his immensely desired goal of the fine library in the flagship. And so it
proved. The next day he was called
to the office and informed that there
had been some mistake and that he
was assigned to the flagship.
THIS IS ONE of the most magnificent episodes of human faith and
its answer that I have ever come
across. What a test of real faith!
An ignorant youth, enlisted in His
Majesty's Marines, because of faith
venturing to assert himself against
the whole British government. But
no, it was not self-assertion. It was
confidence in and reliance upon
God. What would have been the result if Irvine had not had such
faith? He never would have attained to the flagship, I am convinced. Some subtle thread of causation ran, like a trail of gunpowder, from the boy's active ex-

pression of a dauntless faith to the
final rectification of error, if there
had been such, and assignment to
the flagship.
Here we see faith standing out
as the one essential factor of success. But this incident is unique
only in the clarity with which it
presents faith as the active force
leading to success. In reality, faith
is always an essential factor of success; and success-other things
being equal-is in proportion to the
amount of faith exerted.
This truth stands out strongly
from both the life and teachings of
Christ: that according to our faith
it shall be unto us. And 'Abdu'lBaha assures that as is our faith,
so shall our powers be. He gives
us pro m is e of help in these
words: "He will send His hosts
from heaven to help you, and nothing shall be impossible to you if you
have faith."
WHY CANNOT GOD guide and bless
us of His own will, regardless of
our faith in Him? Because success,
coming upon us in this way, would
surely be ascribed by us to our own
powers-than which there can be no
greater spiritual danger, no sin consequenting in such illimitably fatal
results.
Faith is a necessary medium between man and God: a necessary
link in the chain which binds man
to God in love and humility, and
binds God to man in Divine Love
and Guidance. "To be rich in God
and free from all save Him," is
possible only through faith. And
as such a station of the human soul
is the supreme achievement of man
while on earth, it follows that the
greatest success open to man is attainable only through faith.
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WHAT IS FAITH?
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AITH outwardly means to believe in the :Message a
" 1fanifestation brings to the world and accept the fulftllment in Him of that which the Prophets have announced.
But in reality faith embodies three degrees: to confess with
the tongue; to believe in the heart; to show forth in our
actions. These three things are essential to true faith
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~HE greater the faith of man the more illumilled his
~ life. Faith is a miracle; it has a wonder-working

power_ Its spiritual influence refu18s the character, suffers
man to become humble and meek; places in his heart the
fear of God; prompts him to devote his time to humanitarian deeds; spiritualizes his nature; exalts his ideals and
enkindles his lamp. The greater the faith of man the more
numerous will be his philanthropic actions. Faith is like
unto the trees, deeds are like unto the fruits. Faith is like
unto the lamp, deeds are like unto the light. ,~ ,t- *
Faith is not so much what we believe as what we carry out."

~HFJR.F] are three kinds of faith.
~ from tradition and birth. For

First that which is
example: a child is
born of Muhammadan parents; he is a :Ml1hammac1an. This
faith is weak, traditional faith. Second, that which comes
from knowledge and is the faith of understanding. This is
good. But there is a better-the fait11 of practice. This is
the real faith."
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~AITHis not
~B out. '.< * *

so J:?-uc,h what we believ~ as what we carry
FaIth IS the magnet whICh dra,vs the confirma tion of the Merciful One.
* III e kuO\v and see
the Light, we go close to it, are warmed by it, and reflect its
rays on others. This is real faith, and thus ''le receive
povver to become the eternal sons of God."
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
FLORENCE

E.

PINCHON

Some nwnths ago a series of ct'rticles were begun in this magazine by Miss Pinchon
dealing with the typical point of view and the ch'ief difficulty which would naturally be
felt by those belonging to certain branches of the great religions and certain othe1'
Moder"n Movements in the'ir approclch to, and acceptance of, Baha'1: T'ruths. The first
art'icle appeared in Decembe'r', 1928, 'Lmder the title, "The Liberation of Elizabeth,'"
cmd depicted some objections which would be raised by a since1"e and typical member'
of the Established Church of England. The second article appeared in the June number, on "The Grail of Life's Quest," or the Theosophical point of view. The third appeared in September' on, "Above the Mists," and admirably h'eated the subject as a
Spiritualist might approach it. Herein follows the fou1·th and last article in
this series. It very sympathetically and harmoniously sets forth the point of view
of a Christian Scientist. All of these very important aspects of Truth as analyzed
by this gifted author, have been widely and favorably commented upon, and have
proved to be of surpassing inte'rest both to Baha'is and non-Baha'is.

"lVhere are the eyes of clear in- iences which had been his some
sight? A thin ve'il-the thinnest- three years ago. He recalled that
prevents the eye from seeing, the black day when the Specialist had
ears fTMn heaTing, the head from declared that he could do nothing
tmderstanding. "-(Bah6/u'llah)
more for him. It was an acute form
of glaucoma, and only a miracle
I0l'fiT '.vas Sunday morning, and could save him from blindness.
the well-dressed congregation Only a miracle! Again the sweet
were dispersing from an imposing voice of the nurse who had attended
Christian Science church, standing him during those fateful hours at
on the corner of one of New York's the hospital rang in his ears. "Do
finest avenues, when the Second not despair. Have faith. God is
Reader issued from the vestry door mercihtl. Miracles can happen."
into the street. He was a man in She had been too busy to say more.
the middle forties, with an intelliAnd he had not given up hope.
gent and thoughtful face.
Remembering his mother's prayFor several years he had occupied ers, the healing power of Jesus and
this position in the church, reading the early disciples, the authentithe selected Bible passages in his ca ted "cures" of the middle ages,
clear round voice-passages which he turned to the Christian church
the First Reader (at a higher sal- beseeching its aid. But the various
ary) expounded in the light of pastors and priests whom he visited
"Science and Health, with Key to frankly admitted their inability to
the Scriptures," by Mary Baker offer any help to such as he. God,
Eddy. The name was always pro- it seemed, had, for some inscrutable
nounced in full and with the great- reason, permitted disease and suffering as a necessary mode of chasest reverence.
Today Broughton seemed scarce- tisement, or as a providential proly a ware of the scenes around him, cess whereby human beings could
or in what direction his steps in- attain to spiritual development. "I
s6nctively led, for in his mind he can only pray for you, my son,"
'.vas reliving the wonderful exper- said the clergyman, in an attempt
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at consolation, " that God's will
may be done."
But was it God's will that he
should become a burden to himself
and to society? he questioned. Although medical skill and the orthodox church had failed him, yet the
fighting spirit within refused to accept his doom. Other ageneies
there were who professed the healing arts. Among these he therefore
began a feverish search.
But it was not long before he
realized that the time was far too
short in which to effectively study
and practice the teaching and methods of Psychotherapy, the Emannel Movement, New Thought,
or indeed any of the occult schools.
Besides, it was evident that none
of them could be quite confident of
arresting the march of the cruel
disease.
THEN, ONE DAY, he found himself
in the quiet room of a Christian
Science Practitioner. A woman,
with the steady eyes and manner of
a doctor, assured him that there was
nothing to fear. Impressively she
read the "Scientific statement of
being""There is no life, truth, intelligence nor substance in matter. All
is infinite mind and its infinite manifestations ... Spirit is immortal
Truth, matter is mortal. Spirit is
God, and man is his image and likeness. Therefore man is not material: he is spirituaL"
She explained to him that Mrs.
Eddy had, in 1866, revived a longburied principle and power of
Christianity; that he had but to accept these" scientific statements of
tru th, ' , and all would be well.
"Since God is perfect," she argued,
"He cannot include or be responsi-
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ble for anything unlike Himself.
Therefore, death, sin, and all sickness are mere illusions of mortal
mind, which firmly denied, would
disappear. They had no harmful
power in proportion as man realizes
that he is spiritual, not material. If
disease cannot exist in God, it cannot afflict man, who is His reflection. "
The metaphysics were certainly
difficult to follow. But the central
fact that a cure was possible, that,
indeed, disease had no place in the
scheme of things, struck vividly
home. Why try to reason too closely? Eagerly he listened to the
strong affirmations which followed.
"Man's sight is not material; it is
spiritual. He sees with the boundless sight of infinity, the eyes of his
understanding being enlightened."
Hope and expectation awoke
within him. "After all, he thought,
this idea of the illusion of matter
was not really new. Plato, Kant,
and other philosophers had taught
something similar. But it had been
given to this perhaps inspired
woman to make practical application of the theory."
Every day then found him at the
Practitioner's room. The fees, indeed, were high-but what matter,
if his precious sight were saved?
He was advised to refrain from
visiting the oculist and all former
friends, lest "mortal mind" should
shake his newly-found faith. And
gradually the healing became manifest. Then came the great occasion
when he was permitted to present
himself to the Specialist.
, , Truly remarkable!" exclaimed
the Doctor, after careful examination. "All traces of glaucoma have
disappeared. The eyes are a little
weak, but otherwise quite normal
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again. ' , In silence he listened to protested the nurse on this occahis patient's enthusiastic explana- sion, "I'm afraid I quite agree with
the doctor's argument. 'Illusion'
tions.
"I grant you the miracle, Mr. as you call matter is, on its own
Broughton," he finally observed, plane, just as real as spirit, since
"but I'm afraid your metaphysics both can only exist for man in conand philosophy are beyond me. sciousness. If the objective world
How matter, which is common to us does not exist in its own right (so
all, and can be depended upon as a to speak), yet it possesses unquesmedium of infinite experience, can tionable validity of experience. To
be regarded as an 'illusion' beats regard the material universe neither
me. Surely an 'illusion' is some- as a 'fictitious product of mortal
thing which does not fit into the mind,' nor as an ultimate reality,
system of experience on its own but rather as an expression of the
plane. Faith and expectation, how- Divine Will and Intelligence-a
ever, are mighty factors, the psy- world not of mere illusion and
chological value of which we medi- nothingness-but of endless and
cal men would do well to take more complex phenomena, is to be in acinto account. You may, of course, cord with true science and religion,
to say nothing of common sense.
call it what you will."
In the wai ting-room he had met lYIan's physical form is a vehicle
the Doctor's assistant.
"It's through which his soul, for a time,
splendid," she exclaimed, her dark functions, in order that he may gain
eyes shining with sympathetic joy. experiences essential to his spirit"What wonderful things faith and ual unfoldment. In this light, surely one must acknowledge that man
prayer can do for us!"
, 'I owe everything to Christian is not only spiritual, but material
also. "
Science," he declared warmly.
"You reason vel' y cleverly,
"And to God, by means of--"
Ruth," observed her companion,
supplied the nurse softly.
That had been the beginning of a reflecting ruefully, that before her
great friendship between them: a simple clear arguments his own
friendship that had held, in spite of carefully primed statements had a
the difference in their religious out- little way of crumbling to pieces.
"Oh, no," she disclaimed with enlook. Yet it was just this difference
that worried Broughton and had gaging humility, "these are not just
prevented him from declaring his my own ideas, but are the teachings
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, Who, as you know,
love.
interpreted for us-the great mesAND NOW HE suddenly awoke to sage to this new age of His Father,
the fact that he actually stood be- Baha 'u 'llah. May I read you a few
fore the gate of the hospital, and of His Words on the subject?"
that he intended to ask nurse Ruth
"Matter, reflecting the negative
for her company that afternoon.
aspect of God is self-existent, eterIt was only natural that they nal, and fills all space. It is . . . a
should discuss the beliefs that rear- manifestation of God which is chared a thin, but inflexible barrier, be- acterized by passivity, quiescence,
tween them. "My dear friend,"
inactivity. In itself it is without
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creative power . . . but Spirit,
flowing out from God, permeates
all matter. The first principle of
God, Love, is the creative principle.
It is an outpour from God, and is
pure spirit. Love, reflecting the
positive and active aspect of God,
impresses its nature upon the atoms
and elements. By its power they
are attracted to each other under
certain ordered relations, and thus
uniting and continuing to unite, give
birth to worlds and systems of
worlds. The same laws working
under developed conditions bring
into existence living beings. Spirit
is the life of the form, and the
form is shaped by the spirit. The
evolution of life and form proceeds
hand in hand. The powers of spirit
are evolved by the experiences of
form, and the plasticity of the matter of the form is developed by the
activity of the spirit."
"Does not such an explanation
a ppear reasonable 7" demanded
Ruth.
"It certainly does" admitted
Broughton, but you must remember
the unanswerable a r gum en t,
, 'Whereas I was blind-now I see."
"Of course you will always feel
grateful," responded the nurse,
"but need you base the fact of your
cure solely upon the metaphysics
of Mrs. Eddy, or accept it as a conclusive proof of the infallibility of
all her doctrines ? Undoubtedly
she has been a means of awakening
the world to the possibilities of interaction between mind and body,
and to the urgent need for adopting
a new attitude towards pain and
physical suffering. But is her method the one and only medium
through which healing can and does
take place?"
'Abdu'l-Baha declares: "There is
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but one power which heals-that is
God. Even when the means of healing are material, the power that
heals is Divine. :Medicine is merely
an outward form by which we obtain heavenly healing. All that we
see around us is the world of mind.
It is mind in the herb, and in the
mineral that acts on the human body
and changes its condition."
"But," urged Broughton," since
spiritual healing is the highest form
of healing, we should put our trust
in Spirit, and not in any medical or
material means."
, , Yet, if you cut your finger
wouldn't you bind it up to stop
the bleeding before 'treating?'"
asked the nurse quickly.
" You see, there are so many different forms of healing, all of which
are from God. But the state or
condition through which the healing
takes place is the confidence of the
heart. "By some this state is
reached through pills, powders and
physicians.
By others through
hygiene, fasting and prayer. By
others through direct perception."
In mental healing, for instance,
"the entire concentration of the
mind of a strong person is made
upon a sick one. The latter expects with faith that a cure will be
affected. From the effect of these
mental impressions an excitement
of the nerves is prodncod . . . this
becomes the cause of recovery."
But 'Abdu 'l-Baha teaches that
the most potent means of healing is
the power of the Holy Spirit. "This
power is exercised by the Holy
Ones of God, and does not depend
upon contact, nor on sight, nor upon
presence. This is the true spiritual
healing. "
"But you said the other day,"
pursued Broughton," that healing,
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even when the patient had faith,
did not always occur."
"Yes," returned his companion,
"for the Master taught that our
physical health is so linked up with
our mental, moral and spiritual
health, and also with the individual
and social well-being of our fellowmen, nay, even with the life of
plants and animals, that each of
these is affected by the others to a
far greater extent than is usually
realized. Physical health, therefore, depends upon many factors,
some of which are outside both the
control of the patient, and of those
who are seeking to heal him. In a
large number of cases, however, a
right spiritual attitude, one of hope
and courage, is sufficient to banish
the ill-health.
"Yet spiritual health being so
much more important than physical
health, sometimes it may happen
that if healing were granted to one
who is sick, it would only be the
cause of other, and worse, ills."
U sing every means at our disposal,
whether material or mental, we
should pray to God and have full
confidence in His Wisdom that, if
healing is best for us, it will be
granted. And the promise has been
given, that when the material and
spiritual worlds have become harmoniously attuned and co-related
"when hearts become heavenly and
aspirations pure, perfect connection
between soul and body can take
place ... physical and spiritual
diseases will then receive absolute
healing."
For the whole tree of
humanity is sick and every leaf on
the tree shares in the general sickness. "That is why successive
Manifestations of God have been
sent to the world, in order that
They might act as Divine Physi-

cians to both the souls and bodies of
men."
"Y ou said-pray to God, Ruth;
but when ill I always seek the help
observed
of my Practitioner,"
Broughton.
, , In the circumstances, I can
understand you like to do so," was
the sympathetic answer, "but we
should not forget that prayer is a
wonderful power we can all use,
provided our hearts are sincere. It
is not really necessary to depend
upon either a priest or a practitioner to exercise the faith we ourselves
should possess. I could give you
some beautiful Baha'i prayers for
help and healing'," she ended wistfully.
On another evening they fell to
discussing the problem of evil.
"If God is perfect, the production
of His creative thought must be the
same," argued Broughton. It is,
therefore, a contradiction to believe
in a perfect Creator and an imperfect material creation."
"It does seem so," admitted
Ruth, "but don't you think the solution of the problem lies in the fact
tha t man is a thinking being, that
he lives in a thought-world, and is
free to exercise this faculty as he
chooses ~ He may, in thought, abstract his world from the Divine
Intelligence, and disown his spiritual inheritance, or he may seek to
realize perfection for him s elf
through obedience to Divine commands, and an understanding of
God's purposes for him.
, 'Everything that God has crea ted is, in its own place and cycle,
perfect-from a plant to a planet.
But physical and moral ills are the
product of perverted thought, of
disobedience, ignorance, and lack of
understanding. "
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"In Reality there is no evil" de- dark eyes looked with frank chalclared Broughton.
lenge into those of her companion's.
"Agreed!" cried Ruth happily.
"Clifford," she said in low,
"there is no positive evil. It is a searching tones, "supposing Chrisnegative state or condition, and is tian Science did not hold out to you
the result of the absence of good, as any material gain or reward, or
darkness is the result of the absence promise you health and prosperity
of light. But to deny the darkness as a consequence of believing its
is illogical and a waste of time. tenets- would it still claim your alRa ther let us seek to turn on the legiance ~ Supposing, instead, it
light both for ourselves and others. said to you as did One of old: Don't
This is llOt dOlle by denying that seek to escape from trouble. 'Take
evil exists in an individual or so- up thy cross and follow.' Or, as
ciety, but by recognizing, and try- 'Abdu'l-Baha advises: 'When the
ing to help others to recognize, that fire of trials is lig'hted, celebrate ye
the sovereign remedy for all evil in joy. To the sincere ones testsand suffering lies in following the afflictions and calamities-are a gift
guidance and obeying the commands from God. They remove the dust
of the Prophet sent by God. Evil
of egotism from the heart, the veil
is such a relative thing, isn't iU
of self-seeking from the spiritual
What would not be wrong to a savage, might, in a highly developed sight' . . . . "
And there, in the starlight, she
man, be a sin."
As they parted that night, Ruth's left him-" supposing."

"All healing is spirit~tal healing in reality, no 'Inatter whether
medic'ine or affirmation or· S~tlJplicat-ion are ~(,sed. Any method which
establ'ishes the confidence of the heart, is app1ro'ved-only that when it
is done witho~tt the medi~tm of dnlgs or food, no money should be accepted for it."
Asked which is the tnte attitude of praye,r-affirmahon or S~tP
plicat'i01'lr-' Abd~t'l-Baha emphatically replied: (( S~tpplicat'ion-be
ca~lse at the door of God's bmtnty all are humble suppliants and needy.
(( Those who say they are heal'ing thro~lgh the Power of God, shmtld
accept no pay, for they are the dispensers of God's bo'unty, channels of
!-I'is grace. They shmtld be like the disc'iples of Christ, who, after the
c'ntcifix'ion, assembled together for the p~lrpose of disc~lssing matters
pertaiwing to their m'ission. They regarded the Dife of J eS~lS and His
Trachings. (Freely ye have received, now freely ye must {live.' "
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Highness Mohomed Ali Pacha of Egypt-a P1"ince of the wonderful land of the
Pharaohs and the Khedives. (See opposite page.)
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A GREAT PRINCE SPEAKS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
MARTHA

L.

ROOT

The following 'interview with a M~~hammaclan notable of Egypt has great human
interest in revealing intimately not only the penonality of a distinguished Oriental, but
even more especially in showing the br'eadth of thought of Ct modern Muhammadan.
In the Islamic world, as well as i~~ Christendom, intelligent and cultured people a'/'e
much broader in their religious attitudes than a genet'ation Ctgo.

n
T was in Cairo, Egypt, on N
etfI vember 14, 1929, that one of

0-

the greatest Princes of this wonderful land of the Pharaohs and the
Khedives, His Royal Highness
Prince Mohamed Ali Pacha, so
charming, so cultured, so far-seeing
a philosopher, spoke to the writer
about his meeting with 'Abdu'lBaha. His secretary had called at
my hotel three days before, and the
invitation had been given for Thursday afternoon at three 0 'clock.
Motoring out through the colorful
Cairo thoroughfares toward Manial
Palace, the home of the Prince, the
writer realized that nowhere in
Egypt is the aggressive modernism
of the nineteenth century more in
evidence than in Cairo, It is just
this combination of the old and the
new that gives the city its enchantment. Some of the streets with
their mosques and bazaars and coffee houses were medieval just like
those in the Arabian Nights, others
so spacious with squares and parks
and hotels, opera houses, theatres
and shops, that one feels London
could boast no better. But suddenly the chauffeur crosses a Dne
bridge called Prince Mohamed Ali
bridge, and turns the car to the
driveway beside the sinuous silvery
Nile. Everywhere are to be seen
villas and splendid mansions, silhouetted against tall, stately sensitive palms, and the driver halts the

motor car before the most imposing
of a 11 the palaces.
The pleasant, fine secretary received me, took me into a richly
carpeted and tapestried entrance
salon where I wrote my name in the
Guest Book. "Surely this Prince
must be a great sportsman," I
thought, "for these walls are covered with pictures of races and
racers. "
Then we stepped out
again into the porte-cochere and
walked into an Egyptian garden,
the most beautiful tropic paradise
I have ever looked upon! Only a
groat artist could have created such
a l)Oem of palms; such a symphony
of colors! And in the very centre
of the immense grounds was a great
Banyan tree-the raison d'etre
for all the other magnificent trees
-and the palace and the remarkable little mosque all in Moorish
architecture and the tower of classic
beauty and finally the gates wondrously carved all in black ebony,
"Oh, I must have been mistaken!"
my mind said, "His Royal Highness
the Prince, could not have been a
sportsman, he is surely a famous
architect, artist and genius!"
One may read all one's life about
the charm of Egypt, and see the
show places which millions of tourists have visited, but walking in this
garden of palms, perfect palms representative of every species in
overy land, one wonders if heaven
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is more lovely, and if in the Kingdom Beyond there are trees like this
Banyan tree which is a living tent
without poles and cords, extending
its welcome shado to all who come
under it.
I was glad that no Pharaoh's
daughter or no Cleopatra of the
Ptolemies came walking down
those palace steps in the distance,
instead it was infinitely more interesting to see His Royal Highness
Prince Mohamed Ali Pacha, brother
of the former Khedive of Egypt and
nephew of His Majesty the present
King Fuad, this gracious host who
had met 'Abdu'l-Balui, come around
one of the curving roadways of the
garden to meet me. He came
quickly, swinging his cane, a handsome man with most sincere, frank,
humanity-trusting eyes. His very
soul salutes one through his penetrating brown eyes. He was dressed in a modish suit of grey; he wore
the distinguished red fez, and on
his little finger was a wrought gold
ring set with a large and very unusal emerald.
His delightful Highness the Prince
shook hands with me and invited me
to sit down in one of the comfortable rustic chairs at a little table
under the Banyan tree. You will
sit with us, 0 reader, for you too,
are in this enchanted garden to hear
what a Prince, who is a savant and
a philosopher, has to say about
'Abdu'l-Baha.
Only the Prince
called him, 'Abbas Baba,' which
in Arabic means Abbas Father or
Father Abbas.
"Yes, I knew Abbas Baba," commenced the Prince, "He was a great
friend of my brother, Abbas Hilmi
11, the late Khedive. 'i<' Also, Osman
Mourtada the Grand Master of
Ceremonies of my brother had a

great friendship with Abbas Baba.
I met your loved Teacher first early
in 1912 on my way to Paris. Then
when I was in New York in 1912,
'Abdu'l-Baha was living in a house
near Central Park, a home which
his friends, (or do you call them his
followers?), had prepared for him.
I was living in the Belmont Hotel
in Fifth Avenue, and Abbas Baba
was kind enough to come and visit
me there. I deeply appreciated
this kind visit."
Then His Royal Highness the
Prince explained how proud he was
to see a great Oriental moulding the
spiritual thought of America. My
host continued: "Although we are
sorry to see Orientals so backward
in sciences, still we must not forget that some great generals, great
leaders of thought and all religions
have been born in the Orient. Abbas
Baba has proved to Europeans and
to the entire West that great generals of the Spirit are still born
in the East! As I love the Orient
and am an Oriental, I was very
proud of Abdu'l-Baha's high station and prestige in the United
States. Yours is a country of such
stupendous wonder, such marked
inventions, such marvelous strides
in progress, and you saw the greatness of 'Abdu'l-Baha."
This earnest Prince spoke with
such sincerity, his words were: "I
loved Abbas Baba and admired
Him, and I felt He loved me and
was a good friend to me."
"After this visit in New York,"
the Prince recounted," I met Abbas
Baba again in Paris. He told roe
of His great conference in Oxford
University, He told roe too, of His
friends in Germany. Later on, we
traveled together on the same ship
*Khedive means Ruler.
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coming back to FJgypt. For four Banyan tree in the centre which
days we were ahvays together. I is one hundred years old.
was very sad when I heard of His
"I bought the property solely for
passing, for I considered Him the the big tree," the Prince Mohamed
most important man in our century. Ali Pacha said," this tree so fasciA man like Abbas Baba cannot be nated me, it was the tree that made
replaced, that is my opinion. He me choose this place for my home.
had such a great spirit, such a This Banyan tree was planted for
powerful brain and such a grasp of my grand ancestor a century ago,
realities! ' ,
planted by a Dutchman."
Here the conversation changed,
The Royal host said that many
for just in this moment a lovely American statesmen had visited him
young svelte Egyptian boy dressed and admired his garden, but that
in cream robes all embroidered in Colonel House when his guest paid
red silk and with a red cap on his him the compliment to say that it
head, came bearing a golden tray was the prettiest garden he had
with cups of mocha coffee. It was ever seen. Speaking of Americans,
real mocha too, direct from the the Prince said: "We used to have
planter to the Prince, and its deli- a charming American Minister here,
cious fla vor I can best describe to Dr. Merton Howell. Dr. Howell
you as "cup selections only!"
was a straight-forward, good AmerOver the coffee cups the writer ican. One day sitting out here
asked His Royal Highness the under this Banyan tree, he said to
Prince; "Are you a sportsman? I me: Prince I thought Honolulu was
saw all those racing pictures. Or a paradise, but since I have seen
are you an artist? Is it you who your garden, I know that not only
have created this garden which is so in Honolulu but here in Cairo is a
beautiful that I shall carry it away little spot that is just the same-it,
,vi th me in my memory as a dream too, is paradise!' "
The Banyan tree and all the
garden of palms where Muhammad
and Christ and Baha 'u 'llah would palms, this afternoon that I was at
choose to walk and talk together? Manial Palace, were so clean-lookOr could you be the architect who ing, every leaf and every trunk
designed this rare little mosque and shone as if they had been given a
tower and palace? Or Your Royal "tub bath" every morning (but of
course only the hose or the heavens
Highness, are you a musician?"
He laughed and replied: ' , Well, could give them that!) and the
I've always been a keen sportsman. shining green grass rippled in the
Yes, I paint, I love nature, I am a sunshine as if it had just sprung up
musician and an artist, so I didn't from a shower spray. It was the
need any architect for this place." grouping of the grand palms, too,
The Prince said that the garden which was so elusive, yet so satisfy,vas his creation and that he had ing. One does not see everything
gathered the palms from all parts a t once in this garden, it has many
of the world. He elevated the whole vistas. Mrs. Butts' flowering Vines
grounds two metres from the Nile from India rose in sprays here and
sands, twenty years ago, and had there like crimson rambler roses;
the trees planted, except the huge purple Bougenvillias massed the
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entrance wall, while little meadows Dressed all in white and with those
of red geraniums threw forth their two very bright eyes gazing into
vivid beauty, and all the wide gar- mine, I used to say to Him someden paths were covered with a most times in fun, '0 Abbas Baba, do not
a ttractive red sand which was very look too much into my eyes!' He
pleasing.
was such a strong character, such a
After our coffee, sitting under profound man, and He never did
this wonderful Banyan tree, the anything to hurt my feelings, He
conversation turned to life and always showed me how much the
philosophy. The Prince said: "I am Baha'i Teachings are near to the
in good relations with all people. Muhammadan religion."
Since I was six years old I have
The dear Prince continued: "In
traveled over the world, and I have your Baha'i ideas, all the Prophets
learned that some things cannot be are good, all men are brothers, all
changed, they must run their live together in love and admit that
course, so one must be a little all the Prophets are from God. The
philosophical and accept w hat Baha'i Cause is a very conciliatory
comes. "
religion because it brings all people
His Royal Highness asked about together.' ,
my visit to Egypt and what I wishHe said that much in the Baha'i
ed most to do. He also spoke of Teachings would appeal to the
my coming visit to Haifa, and then United States because there they
he alluded again to the Baha'i are working so hard for peace and
Movement saying: "You all have to do away with fighting. He added
accomplished a great task in the that many people in America would
United States. It was very inter- like the Baha'i instructions which
esting to see the large number of are not to abuse with drinking,
Bahais in America and to read of namely, not to use intoxicating lithe splendid progress of the work." quors that cloud and take away the
He later spoke about Burma, and mind. 'Abdu 'l-Baha often spoke
said it would be very good if these and showed how much the renouncBaha'i Teachings were promoted ing of tobacco, wine and opium
there-I quote his words: "Though gives health, strength and intellectI respect all religions, I think if ual enjoyment, penetration of judgAbbas Baba's talks and counsels ment and physical vigor. "All the
could be spoken of in Burma it principles of Baha'u 'llah," said
would be very good. There are this Prince, "would be appreciated
such numbers of people there who by Americans."
would be uplIfted and educated;
The writer told him that Presicertainly religion is a very good dent Herbert Hoover is a Quaker,
thing. My situation is this: being and he was very interested to hear
a good Muhammadan and with my about Quakerism and its progress.
His Royal Higness Prince Moposition in the Muhammadan world,
it would not be correct for me to be hamed Ali Paclla said, among other
Baha'i, but always I have been a things: "Life is very difficult togood friend of Abbas Baba. I re- day. There are so many millions
member in talking with Him, how of people, so many ways of looking
very fascinating He always was! at things, how can all peoples be
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made broad-minded and just? In noon. Each time that he spoke of
a family of ten members, to get all 'Abdu'l-Baha, his eyes and the
to be good is a task, how then can tones of his voice, as well as his
nations accomplish it? I am very words spoke the eloquence of his
sorry that all religions in these 1 0 v e for Abbas Baba, Abbas
days, seem to be backward. Only Father.
people who feel they need help turn
No matter by what name this
to religion now. So many of those Prince calls himself spiritually, his
who have money for all their pleas- life is a rare garden of good deeds
ures, do not think about God or re- to all humanity. He may truly be
ligion. Only today I was reading said to be a Buddhist, a Jew, a
one of our Prophet's Words, 'You Christian, a Muhammadan and a
will see in the mosques, some day, Baha 'i ! I am sure that he was
only the people who need something ha ppy to know tha t through the
from God.' Religion has not been visit of 'Abdu'l-Baha to the United
looked upon lately, as proper and States and Europe, many thousands
necessary to educate the family. of Christians began to study the
This isn't that religion is bad, but good in all religions and learned to
it is because some of the followers know and to love the inner essence
of the Teachings of Muhammad. *
of religion are intriguers."
For example, he stated that in
may care to know that the day before I
Mexico, it wasn't that the Roman left*Readers
Cairo, speaking with Mr. A. Moukhtar, the
Secretary to His Royal Highness the Prince, I asked
Catholic religion was not good, but him: "Mr. Moukhtar, please tell me what you, as a
Muhammadan think about Jesus Christ." He
the government did not wish the true
replied: "We Muhammadans believe that the Christian religion is sent by the Powerful God through
priests to have the ruling of the His
beloved Prophet the Christ. We have great respect
belief in Jesus Christ. At the same time
country. The Prince's words were: we areandtold
in the Koran that Christians have
the belief and respect concerning Christ
"If the church people would only exaggerated
and taken Him as a God or the Son of the God
which we never admitted. As a result, we believe
be wise enough not to interfere in in
the Christian religion and in Christ as a Prophet,
but the Christians deny our religion as a religion
governm~ntal matters, but would
from God and they deny the Mission of Muhammad as
the Prophet sent from God. They cannot say that we
confine their attention to teaching deny
the Christ, nor that we do not respect the
Teachings of Christ and believe in Him as a sacred
the ignorant and doing good to Prophet."
Egypt, the present great stronghold of Islam has
everybody, no government would more
than once given new orientation to religion and
world
culture. She stood high in her glory long ago
ever fight them."
when Europe was entirely unenlightened. May she
forward now to a new, still higher spiritual civiThese are just a few of the go
lization and progress in this universal epoch just
dawning!
His Royal Highness Prince Mohamed
thoughts of this great Prince of Ali PachaMay
plant a universal spiritual tree in the
Nile garden of Egypt that may be for the Healing of
Egypt Mohamed Ali Pacha, who so all
peoples who visit and revisit this fine land! He
is called to a high station and he was deeply loved
graciously received me this after- by
'Abdu'l-Baha!

.++++++++++++++++.
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SCIENCE AND THE UNSEEN WORLD
DALE

S.

COLE

"The inquiry of tntth, which is the love making 01' wooing of it; the knowledge of
t7"uth, which is the pr'aise of it; and the bel'ief of tntth, which is the enjoying of it is
the sovereign good of human nature."-Francis Bncon.
'
~N the beginning "there was
~ darkness upon the face of the

deep" and the earth "was without
form and void" for there was no
light.
In the Edison ,Jubilee Year, marking the fiftieth anniversary of the
construction of the first successful
incandescent electric lamp, we are
blessed with an abundance of "artificia1" light. Scientifically more
progress has been made in these
last fifty years than in centuries
and centuries preceding.
0 u I'
homes glow pleasantly and effectively, streets are ablaze and buildings brilliant. Physical darkness
has, in a sense, receded, for man has
conquered that elemental environmental condition and can flood almost any desired spot with light of
noon-day intensity.
But the very importance of the
achievement and the artificial light
itself emphasizes more clearly that
the ~tnseen world, lying behind or
beyond or above this phenomenal
world is still behind the veil.
Just as many of the best qualified
agencies in existence today are endeavoring to solve the problem of
flying through fog, so are we, students of the Revelations of God,
trying to understand the unseen
'World and to chart our course
through the fog which apparently
obscures it.
In the words of the publishers
, 'every religiously minded reader
of the last four chapters of 'The
Nature of the Physical Universe,'*
*By Arthur Stanley Eddington,

will be eager to lay hold of these
additional observations of the foremost living exponent of the seen in
regard to the unseen world;" these
observations which are so delightfully and interestingly brought out
by this Mystic Friend in his new
little book, "Science and the Unseen vVorld."*
Starting with him, at first there
was only vastness, solitude, and
darkness. Millions of years passed
until "centers of condensation,"
island universes destined to be
systems of millions of stars came
into existence. Then these were
subdivided into star clusters-then
further divided into stars. " And
with the stars came light, born of
the fiercer turmoil which ensued
when the electrical particles were
drmvn from their solitude into
close throngs."
The second day brought exceptions to general tendencies. The
"rare accident" of a journeying
star approaching the sun and raising on it a tidal wave. "J ets of
ma Her spurted out of the sun and
condensed into planets."
Evolution seems to have first decreed that matter should ordinarily
be very, very hot. "The provision
of certain cool planetary globes was
the second impulse of evolution."
The third impulse arises from the
potentiality of carbon to form elabOI'ate structures. From the interplay of these impulses the earth
has evolved as the home of nature's
greatest achievement-Man.
As it is possible to think of man
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relation to his historical and
present environments, so is it possible for the scientifically minded to
consider him in relation to the unseen world.
Gleams of truth impell further
striving. "In science as in religion
the truth shines ahead as a beacon
showing us the path; we do not ask
to attain it (i. e., the ultimate truth)
it is better far that we be permitted
to seek."
How harmoniously this reflects
Baha'u'llah's admonition to search
independently and unceasingly for
the Truth! 'Ve progress in this
"world by our own volition and effort; in the worlds to come through
the Bounty of God. There is ever
more and more to learn, a great wisdom to attain, a broad Knowledge
of God to achieve-the path is ever
upward toward a more complete
Knowledge of God.
We will always be seekers--the
lure of adventuring further and
further along the pathway of Truth
is the spiritual romance of today
and tomorrm\~. No glittering tale
of derring-do, however cleverly
conceived and beautifully executed,
can hold one iota of the possibilities in store for the hardy souls
who have the courage and stamina
to seek whole-heartedly for the
blessings to be garnered along the
pathway to Truth.
"Wind, earthquakes, fire, meteorology, seismology, physics-pass in
review as we have been reviewing
the natural forces of evolution; the
Lord was not in them. Afterwards,
a stirring, an awakening in the
organ of the brain, a voice which
asks, 'What doest thou here?' "
In the past the dualism of spirit
and matter was a philosophical
problem. But Mr. Eddington reIII
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minds us that, "on the one side
there is consciousness stirring with
activity of thought and sensation;
on the other side there is a material
brain, a maelstrom of scurrying
atoms and electric charges." How
clearly this portrays the two sides
of mental activity. One is a subject of physical explanation and the
other lies in the unseen world.
Science is no longer satisfied with
mechanical models.
They have
proven to be hindrances to the apprehension of truth behind phenomena. Science points now t 0
symbols and equations which they
sa tisfy. Science has no method of
probing beneath the symbolism.
We can manipulate the equations
but know not the nature of that for
which the symbols stand.
vVe are not so prone now-a-days
to belittle the spiritual aspects of
things as illusory. A lump of matter is now knovvn to be more or less
of a delusion-known only through
our senses-the final explanation of
ma tter being a group of symbols.
"In comparing the certainty of
things spiritual and things temporal, let us not forget this: Mind
is the first and most direct thing
in our experience; all else is remote inference."
Let us turn for a moment to
'Abdu'l-Baha's ex pIa n a t ion of
mind:
"The human spirit which distinguishes man from the animal is the
ra tional soul; and these two names
-the human spirit and the rational
soul-designate one thing. This
spirit, which in the terminology of
the philosophers is the rational
soul, embraces all beings, and as
far as human ability permits discovers the realities of things and
becomes cognizant of their pecu-
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liarities and effects, and of the
qualities and properties of beings.
But the human spirit, unless assisted by the spirit of faith, does not
become acquainted with the divine
secrets and the heavenly realities.
It is like a mirror which, although
clear, polished and brilliant, is still
in need of light. Until a ray of the
sun reflects upon it, it cannot discover the heavenly secrets .
•• B~d the mind is the power of
the h~~man spirit. Spirit is the
tree, and the Mind is the fruit.
Mind is the perfection of the spirit,
and is its essential quality, as the
sun's rays are the essential necessi ty of the sun."
Francis Bacon's attitude towards
the mind of man is also quite arresting. "My praise shall be dedicated to the mind itself. The mind
is the man, and knowledge mind; a
man is but what he knoweth. . . .
Are not the pleasures of the intellect greater than the pleasures of
the affections ~ "
This, in a measure, suggests Eddington's approach to answering
the problem which is contemplated
in a discussion of the possible conflict between the scientific and religious viewpoints. He believes it
is a problem of experience. If
science is a guide to life it has to
do with experience. Religion must
also deal with experience if it is to
be effective and not merely a creed.
Science can answer those questions
which have to deal with the interaction of ourselves and our environment as known through the senses.
But experience is broader than this.
Aspiring, yearning, doubting and
originating are parts of consciousness. Questions dealing with these
phases of life must be broader than
the sense acquired answers of
science. Both scientistic and mystic

follow the light. vVe must orient
ourselves properly towards OUr
environment and decide what is illusion and what not.
". . . there is another outlook
than the scientific one, because in
practice a more transcendental outlook is almost universally admitted. " Sometimes" the veil between the things that are seen and
the things that are unseen becomes
so thin as to interpose scarcely any
barrier at all between the eternal
beauty and truth and the soul which
would comprehend them."
Science no longer endeavors to
identify reality with concreteness.
It does not try to reduce everything
to energy and matter. For in this,
the last moments of literal materialism, the attempt is to reduce
things to natural law and its operation. Natural law of this kind
ends ultimately in mathematical
symbols. And-" natural law is not
applicable to the unseen world behind the symbols."
He states that "there is a kind
of unity between the material and
spiritual worlds," that is, between
the symbols and their background.
But natural law will not supply the
cement to perfect the union.
"Truth and untruth belong to the
realm of significances and values
. . . Unless we pay attention to
significances as well as to physical
entities, we may miss the essential
part of experience."
In expressing the feeling of
yearning present in so many today,
that drive to get at the bottom of
things, to have a workable and comforting philosophy and religion, he
believes that "we want an assurance that the soul in reaching out
to the unseen world is not follmv-ing an illusion."
, 'The crucial point for us is not a
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conviction of the existence of a supreme God but a conviction of the
Revelation of a supreme God."
Science by investigating the physical world leads through natural
law to symbols, beyond which it
has no means or method of penetrating.
VVe are forced, in our search, to
turn to human consciousness where
we find other stirrings and revelations. Are not these significant?
"The mystic accepts as significant
the vista of a world outside time
and space." "VVherever a way
opens we are impelled to seek by the
only methods that can be devised
for that particular opening . . .
conscious that in this activity of the
mind we are obeying that light that
is in our nature."
"To the man who has received the
revelation of sight, the significant
fact is not so much the truth about
,,\Ta ve length as the amazing transformation into the world of color
under the vivifying power of the
mind."
He points out that if this is sowhat will be the effect on humanity
w"hen the eye of the soul is opened
to the wonders of the unseen world ~
But in the search he admonishes
us that" you will understand the
true spirit of neither science nor
religion unless seeking is placed in
the forefront."
This seeking must not accept any
creed as a goal and the rejection of
creed "is not inconsistent with
being possessed by a living belief. "
"Religion for the conscientious
seeker is not all a matter of doubt
and self-questionings. There is a
kind of sureness which is very different from cocksureness."
This hasty and brief sketch of
this very interesting and comfortmg argument as presented in
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"Science and the Unseen VV orId, "
does scant justice to either the text,
thought or beauty of expression.
This book is one of those little
volumes which should find a place
of ready reference, where in moments of confusion in this scientific
age, it can be consulted easily.
Eddington, the Mystic Friend,
thinks deeply and clea]:'ly. By his
touch many troublesome conceptions of intricate science are illumina ted and placed in their true
perspective. He synchronizes those
grea t fundamental teachings of
Quakerism which have stood and
will stand the test of time, with the
experience of today.
In so doing he is surely doing
much to prove to grateful thousands that there is no ground for
conflict between science and religion. His method is to show that
they belong to different "frames of
space" as it were. To each a
peculiar technique of truth seeking
must be applied.
Of course no one can say how far
human knowledge may progress.
Someday we may know what the
mathematical symbols infer as to
the spiritual world. Today, however, ignorance of the ultimate
meaning of the symbols does not
prevent us from using the equations in the scientific world. The
fact that we do not know what they
mean may spur us to seek in the
realm of consciousness where natural law does not hold sway but
where the forces of the unseen
world act.
If this inadequate discussion
causes you to study "Science and
the Unseen vVorld," it will have
fulfilled its purpose. You will probably turn to the wonderful words of
'Abdu'l-Baha many times for confirmation and further illumination.
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THE THIRD CONFERENCE OF THE INSTITUTE
OF PACIFIC RELATIONS
AGNES

B.

l~LEXANDElt

The following report of the Third Biennial Confennce of The Institute of Pacific
Relations was sent us by OUt· corr'espondent in Japan, ~lVfiss Alexander, the well known
Bah6,'i teacher, who attended the sessions of the Conference. It is intensting to realize
the great possiiblities of this Institute in the furthering of harmony between the East
and the West. It has from the beginning made a strong appeal to the great educator
who was the first President of the Institute and is now SecTetctry of the Interior, Dr.
Ray Lyman Wilbur.
~OUR HUNDRED years ago
~ Balboa first sighted the Paci-

fic Ocean. Today under the shadow
Qf the gate of Ohion-in, a Buddhist
temple dating from 1630 A. D., in
Kyoto, Japan there were gathered
people representing nine Pacific
countries (see illustration). These
were the delegates, members of
their families and secretaries of the
Third Oonference of the Institute
of Pacific Relations.
Kyoto, the most beautiful city of
Japan, was founded 1130 years ago
by Emperor Kamu who gave it the
name, "Heian," 0 I' "Oity 0 f
Peace," by which it was known in
ancient times. For over a thousand years it was the capital of
Japan. Situated amidst green hills
at the foot of Mount Heian, or
"Peace," it is the center of all the
old arts and culture which have
been handed down from the past.
In the city and surrounding hills
there were once 10,000 Buddhist
temples and Shinto shrines, Shinto
being the earlier native religion of
Japan. Of these 1,000 remain today. Thus this old capital with its
ancient and modern culture was an
ideal place for the Third Oonference of the Institute of Pacific Relations, Oct. 28 to Nov. 4, 1929.
Delega tes from lands bordering
the Pacific Ocean, Japan, China,
Korea, America, Oanada, Philip-

pine Islands, New Zealand, Australia and England, also observers
from France, Netherlands, Russia,
and Mexico, numbering one hundred and eighty, gathered here to
discuss problems pertaining to the
peace of the Pacific, that is the
peace of the world, for today Pacific problems involve all the nations
of the world.
Dr. Inazo Nitobe, Ohairman of
the Japanese Council of the Institute, who for seven years served in
the Secretariat of the League of Nations, delivered the opening address
in which he said, "The Pacific
lands are to be the stage where shall
meet all the races and cultures of
the world. We are highly resolved
tha t they shall meet in union and
harmony. Occidental civilization,
beginning with the Hellenic took a
westward course, while Oriental
culture, starting somewhere in
Akkadia, or Sumeria, advanced
eastward, and reaching our shores,
has waited for this day to meet the
vVest and make complete the circuit
of human progress. . . . Thus the
East and the vVest are coming together after a long separation. It
is an opportune meeting this, for
it seems that the fulness of time has
arrived for us whose task is to find
a common ground for the old and
the new races to join hands. We
meet, as we do now, for inquiry and
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study, for the enlargement of our
vision, for the elevation of our
spirit, for a feast of souls, the fellowship of kindred minds. We meet
here, not in the spirit of conflict,
nor of competition, but with a will
to understand and to peace. The old
notion of nations as fighting units,
or commercial rivals is being discarded. There can be emulation
without fighting, commerce without
competition, patriotism without
jingoism. We can love our fatherland without hating that of others;
we can trade with foreigners without ruining their profit. We can
run in the same race without undermining their strength. Mankind is
one in its ultimate end and aim and
our effort should be exerted toward
the unity without which we shall
never be able to enjoy perpetual
peace, happiness or prosperity. If
we are still far from this desired
goal, the signs of the age point out
that we are not mistaken in our
ideal. The nations of the earth are
looking to the realization of a corporate body in one form or other,
not perhaps one unified state, but a
loose union, a sort of federation of
the world with a parliament of
man."
Lord Hailsham, Chairman of the
British group, was chosen Chairman of the Conference. In his
opening remarks he said that study
and not decision was what the confeTence called for and expected. "In
concert decisions could be handed
out which sepaTately could not be
reached. . . . We have to see ourselves in the light of which other
peoples see us. . . . We fit OUTselves to go back to our own people
as interpreters. . . . Such then is
the natuTe of the Tesult which these
conferences have produced in the

past and which we look fOT in the
future. " These were among his
remarks which he concluded by
quoting from Emperor Meiji's edict
to his people to seek knowledge as
far as possible fTom other lands.
Mr. Merle Davis, General Secretary of the Institute, spoke of the
Conference as part of a developing
process. The first meeting held in
Honolulu in 1925, he said, was an
experiment in human relations, the
second meeting built upon that experiment and the present Conference was widening still farther. He
said, "The Institute is a pToduct of
a new age."
At the opening banquet Dr. Inazo
Nitobe told of the growth of international conferences.
E ighty
years ago, he said, there was not a
single international coopeTation,
that since 1840 they began to appear in the world and £Tom then
until 1849 there were held nine
international meetings. During the
next ten years, 1850-59, twenty conferences were held, averaging two a
year, and in the following decade
there were seventy. In the next
decade the number doubled, and so
it went on until 1896-1897 there
were held 362 world conferences
averaging one a day.
Hon. Newton W. Rowell, Chairman of the Canadian group, alluded
to the coincidence of the formation
of the Canadian FedeTation and the
beginning of modeTn Japan, both
occuring in October, 1867. Also to
the fact that this Conference was
held the year in which the two countries, Japan and Canada had exchanged Ministers, and the holding of it in the fourth year of
" Showa," "enlightened peace," in
the Far East marked for the whole
world a new era in the Pacific.
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Among notable addresses was
that of Dr. James T. Shotwell, of
Columbia University, who spoke on,
, 'The Machine and its Place in the
Problems of our Era." He said
that the introduction of science was
the beginning of civilization. In
answering his own question, "Has
art a great past ~ " he said in the
past most people were held to an
iron routine and there was no democracy of culture. Invention came
in to change a world. Art he described as two kinds,-one the
monumental kind in line or color,
and the other that which moves in
change and not in form, which he
called the adjusting lever in the
world of mankind, putting in place
of repetition, intelligence. "We
meet on the urge of this new
power, " he said.
Another speaker, Prof. A. J.
Toynbee, of London University, in
an address on, "Where we stand in
International Helations," pointed
out "that in its economic life the
whole living generation of mankind
and the whole habitable and irrigable surface of the earth have
drawn into a single system of relations. "
Those attending the Conference
were not only given many opportunities to visit beautiful Japanese
gardens and temples, but were
shown the old arts; painting, sand
pictures, flower decoration, the
dressing and symbols in the dress
of the Japanese bride, as well as
Japanese dances. Lawrence Binyon, author and curator of the
Oriental Department of the British
Museum, in his recent visit to Japan
said of this art: "I think what does
impress me most about Japan is
the way in which art in a w'ide sense
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the love of beauty, of good work,
pervade the whole people, to an
extent that does not seem to me to
be paralleled anywhere or perhaps
at any time in history. If I were to
try to describe what seems to be the
secret of this love of art and love of
beauty which I find in Japan, I
might describe it as a kind of courtesy not only by human beings to
each other but a kind of courtesy to
nat~lre) so to speak, as if the blossoms when they come out would feel
hurt if we did not come out too to
enjoy and admire them. There
seems to be a respect for the beauty
of growing things. You see it in
the way flowers are arranged, and
in the gardens. That, I think, is the
most wonderful thing I find in
Japan."
One afternoon a group of ten including some professors of sociology attending the Conference,
visited Mr. Tenko Nishida, the exponent of simple living and service
given without seeking reward, at
his place called, "Ittoen," or "Garden of One Light." Mr. Nishida,
his wife and those who live with
them have proved that a life given
to service without seeking recompense does not lead to starvation.
In the faces of some twenty persons who live at "Ittoen" was the
same expression which might be
described as selflessness.
The great accomplishment of the
Institute of Pacific Helations was
the better understanding brought
about between individuals representing different Pacific races.
Those who at first held controversial opinions ended in better understanding. It was decided to hold
the next conference in China in
1931.
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TEACH US TO PRAY
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRICK

"In all the wm'lcls of existence there is nothing more impm'tant than prayer."
- ' Abdtt'l-Bahti.

(( Know thO'1t that lJ'rayer is indispensable and obl'igatory and man
/under no pretext whatever is excnsed there/rom ~t1'dess he be mentally ~tnso'und or anins'll'rmo~tntable
obstacle p'revent him."
~

E recognize that the perfect
arises spontaneously
from a heart full of love for God.
Yet some of us who are beginners in
seeking the spiritual life find that
even this most important matter
must be learned and that that love
for God whose germ is planted in
every human heart must be cultivated to be brought to perfection.
So with Christ's disciples of old
we petition, "Lord, teach us to
pray. " Searching the divine words
we find that 'Abdu'l-Baha not only
makes clear to us the wisdom, importance and necessity of prayer,
but knowing that most of us are
only children in following the shining pathway graciously gives us
many lessons to help us develop toward the attainment of perfect
prayer.
Where else shall we find such
tender, simple, inspiring words as
these of 'Abdu'l-Baha, surely a first
lesson in prayer for those of us who
are groping and seeking:
"If one friend feels love for
another he will wish to say so.
Though he knows that the friend is
aware that he loves him, he will still
wish to say so. If there is anyone
you love do you not seek an opportunity to speak with him, to
~ prayer

speak lovingly with him, to bring
him gifts, to write him letters ~ If
you do not feel such a desire it
would be that you do not love your
friend. God knows the wishes of
all hearts. But the impulse to pray
is a na tura1 one springing from
man's love to God. If there be no
pleasure or spiritual enjoyment in
prayer, do not pray.
Prayer
should '!3pring from love, from the
desire of the person to commune
with God. Just as the lover never
ceases from wishing to communicate
wi th the beloved so does the lover
of God always wish for constant
communication with the Deity.
Prayer need not be in words, but in
thought and attitude. But if this
love and this desire are lacking it
is useless to try to force them.
Words without love mean nothing.
If a person talks to you as an unpleasant duty with no love or pleasure in his meeting with you, do you
wish to converse with him? Efforts
should first be made to make attachment to God."
And 'Abdu'l-Baha explains briefly how this attachement is to be
made:
"Knowledge is love.
Study,
listen to exhortations, think, try to
understand the wisdom and greatness of God. The soil must be
fertilized before the seed can be
sown."
Our very first step then is to
learn about God, his "wisdom and
greatness."
And where shall we
learn about God except through the
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divine teachers who have lived on
earth for this very purpose-the
perfect educators, the holy 1fanifestations of God-Christ, JYluhammad, Baha 'l111ah ? "The source of
all learning is the knowledge of God
and this cannot be attained save
through the knowledge of His Di'ITine Manifestation."
(Baha'u'llah).
Today, through the Bounty of
God, the people of the world have
opportunity as never before to
study the authentic words, the daily
lives, deeds and actions of the Great
Teacher for this age, Baha'u'llah.
\Ve have not only His revealed
word, but His word as interpreted
by His appointed Interpreter,
'Abdu'l-Baha.
Surely intimacy with these lives,
overflowing with wisdom and love
·will lead us toward our goal of the
perfect prayer which' Abdu'l-Baha
thus sets before us:
"In the highest prayer men pray
only for the love of God, not because they fear him or hell or hope
for bounty or heaven. Thus the
souls in whose hearts the fire of
love is enkindled are attracted by
supplication. True supplication to
God must therefore be actuated by
love to God only."
This is the kind of love of which
'Abdu'l-Baha says, "The lover of
God desires and adores Him because He is perfection and because
of His perfections. Love should be
the very essence of love, and not
dependent on outward manifestations. The lover of God loves Him
for Himself, not for his own sake."
So the perfect love is the secret
of the perfect prayer. Whichever
we seek we shall find both when we
attain either. The prayer itself
·will lead us to a knowledge and
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love of God and a knowledge and
love of God ·will lead us to perfect
prayer. 'Abdu'l-Baha tells us how
bountifully we may receive these
and other blessings: "Beg everything thou desirest from Baha'u'llah. If thou art asking faith, ask
of Him. If thou art yearning after
knowledge, ask of Him, He will
grant it unto thee. If thou art
longing for the love of God, He will
bestow it upon thee. He will descend upon thee all His blessings."
Gratitude, joy, happiness are
bound to accompany our growing
love for God, becoming a necessary
part of the prayerful spirit.
"Therefore, in the utmost joy,
gladness, rejoicing and endless happiness thou must open thy tongue
in thanksgiving and glorifying the
Lord of mercy, and become the
cause of enlightenment," wrote
'Abdu'l-Baha to an earnest seeker.
This kingdom of joy is opened to
us by the following prayer revealed
by Baha 'u 'llah: "0 Thou by whose
Name the sea of joys moveth and
the fragrances of happiness waft:
I beg of Thee to show me from the
wonders of Thy Favor that which
shall brighten my eyes and gladden
my heart."
We need not feel dismayed or
ashamed that ·we are beginners and
have not yet attained. 'Abdu'lBaha in His merciful understanding
recognizes that we are seekers and
learners else He would not so
patiently have given us many lessons and instructions. If we fall
short of attainment He urges us to
persevere. "Draw nigh unto God,"
He says, "and persevere in communion with the Lord so that the
fire of God's love may glow more
luminously in the heart, its heat
grow stronger and give "'\varmth to
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that region and its sound reach the
Supreme Concourse."
At one time 'Abdu'l-Baha gave
these ve.ry clear instructions for obtaining the prayerful attitude:
"The prayerful attitude is attained by two means. Just as a
man who is going to deliver a lecture prepares therefor and his preparation consists of certain meditations and notations, so the preparation for the prayerful attitude is
detaching one's mind from all other
thoughts save the thought of God
at the time of prayer and then
praying when the prayerful attitude
shall be attained."
At another time 'Abdu'l-Baha
explained even more fully how to
attain the spirit of detachment:
"We must strive to attain to that
[spiritual] condition by being separated from all things and from the
people of the world and by turning
to God alone. It will take some effort on the part of man to attain
to that condition but he must work
for it, strive for it. We can attain
to it by thinking less and caring
less for material things and more
for the spiritual. The further we
go from one, the nearer we are to
the other-the choice is ours! Our
spiritual perception, our inward
sight must be opened so that we can
see the signs and traces of God's
spirit in everything. Everything
can reflect to us the light of the
spirit.' ,
Sea I' chi n g further we find
'Abdu'l-Baha adding other instructions for obtaining the detached
spirit which goes to make the efficaClOUS prayer.
"Prayer is communion with God.
. . . Its efficacy is conditioned upon
the freedom of the heart from extraneous suggestions and mundane

thoughts. The worshipper must
pray with a detached spirit, uncondit'ional surrende1' of the will, concentrated attention, and a magnetic
S2Jiritual passion. His innermost
being must be stirred with the
ethereal breeze of holiness. If the
mirror of his life is polished from
the dross of all desires the heavenly pictures and star-like images of
the Kingdom of God will become
fully reflected therein. Then he will
be given power to translate these
celestial forms into his own daily
life and the life of many thousands."
'Abdu'l-Balui gives us these additional words as to the importance
of concentration in prayer:
"Prayer is conversation with
God. While man prays he sees
himself in the presence of God. If
he concentrate his attention he will
surely a t the time of prayer realize
that he is conversing with God."
In the Hidden Words Baha 'u'11::1h says, "0 son of Man! Forget
all else but me and commune with
my Spirit. This is the essence of
My Command, turn unto it." In
this connection 'Abdu'l-Baha gives
an illuminating answer to a question which puzzles many, "Why
should one pray through Christ as
the Christians do, or through
another Manifestation of God and
why should we not pray to God
direct 7"
"If we wish to pray, we must
have some object upon which to
concentrate. If we turn to God we
must direct our hearts to a certain
cellter. If a man worships Goel
otherwise than through His Manifestation he must first form a conception of God and that conception
is created by his own mind. As the
finite cannot comprehend the In-
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finite so God is not to be comprehended in this fashion. That which
man conceives with his own mind he
comprehends. That which he can
comprehend is not God. That conception of God which a man has is
but a phantasm, an image, an imagination, an illusion. There is no
connection between such a conception and the Supreme Being."
There are also minor and exterllal aids to prayer which sometimes
fit our needs. To some and at some
times the use of the voice helps in
g a in i n g concentration. "Why
should it be necessary for him to
repeat prayers aloud and with the
tongue?"
Ask s 'Abdu'l-Baha.
"Our reason for this is that if the
heart alone is speaking, the mind
can be more easily disturbed. But
repeating the words so that the
tongue and heart act together, enables the mind to become concentrated. Then the whole man is surrounded by the spirit of prayer and
the act is more perfect."
We may note here that although
prayer and meditation are closely
related there is a distinction between them. Prayer may be aloud
or silent. Meditation, 'Abdu'l-Baha
tell s us is necessarily silent:
Baha 'u 'llah says there is a sign
from God for every phenomenon.
The sign of the intellect is contemplation, and the sign of contemplation is silence because it is
impossible for man to do two things
a t once-he cannot both speak and
meditate . . . . T his faculty 0 f
meditation frees man from the
animal nature, discerns the reality
of things, puts man in touch with
God. This faculty brings forth the
sciences and arts from the invisible
plane.
Through the meditative
faculty inventions are made pos-
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sible, collosal undertakings are carried out. Through it governments
can run smoothly. Through this
faculty man enters into the very
Kingdom of God. Nevertheless
some thoughts are useless to man:
they are like vyaves moving in the
sea without result. But if the
faculty of meditation is bathed in
the inner light and characterized
with divine attributes, the results
will be confirmed."
While the truly prayerful attitude is an attitude of the spirit yet
a reverent posture doubtless helps
most of ·us to attain the prayerful
spirit.
'Abdu 'l-Baha once said,
"In the darkness of night I get up
and pray."
He himself when
praying in public often held his
hands outstretched with palms upward. "Then with His head upturned and the palms of His hands
upturned together, as if to receive
in them the pouring down of the
Holy Spirit, He chanted a prayer
and blessing." Thus was 'Abdu '1Baha described by one who was
with Him in Paris. With some of
the prayers revealed by Baha'ullah
He describes different postures
which we may assume: standing,
kneeling, sitting.
Someone has
beautifully said that when we finish
the longer daily prayer, with its different postures, we feel that we
have prayed all over, that body and
soul together are purified to be devoted to God's service.
We may sometimes, too, pray
with others in groups if we would
add efficacy to our prayers, "for
where many are gathered together
this force is greater. Separate
soldiers, fighting alone and individually have not the force of a united
army. If all the soldiers in this
spiritual war gather together then
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their united spiritual feelings help
each other and their prayers become more acceptable."
vVhen shall we pray1 Although
'Abdu'l-Baha says, "JYIan must live
in a state of prayer," yet we know
He took special times for prayer
and His instructions, too, show us
that certain definite times are helpful. "Supplication to God at morn
and eve is conducive to the joy of
hearts. Neglect not praying and
communing in the gloomy midnights
and morn and eve and offer glory
unto thy Lord the Supreme."
"At dawn he [the seeker] should
be eng'aged in communications, seeking for that Beloved One with the
utmost earnestness and power;
consuming heedlessness with the
fire of love and praise; passing over
all save God with the swiftness of
lightning. ' , (Baha 'u '11ah) .
For what shall we pray 1 Shall
we pray for health, for our daily
necessities, for our material prosperity1 Surely for every desire is
a prayer, "uttered or unexpressed." But in asking for material
blessings must we not especially
remember the "unconditional surrender of the will" that" He doeth
whatever He wisheth" and that
Ohrist said "not my will, but thine
he done." One of the greatest
bounties to us in this day is that

Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha have
revealed prayers by means of which
we may draw near and commune
with God. If we notice we shall see
that while prayers have been revealed for all material necessities
and bounties they are far outnumbered by the prayers for the spiritual bounties, for love, guidance,
Rteadfastness, reverence, f a i t h,
spiritual insight. We cannot be in
doubt as to which are the eternally
important blessings.
In d e e cl
'Abdu'l-Baha tells us that physical
hardships and deprivations, even
poor health, may be real spiritual
bounties. "Strengthen us, enrich
us, and uplift us above all earthly
conditions.' ,
All these revealed words of prayer are affirmative and constructive,
yes, creative and truly lift us into
the presence of God if we will.
, 'The prayers of Baha 'u 'llah and
'Abdu'l-Baha help to put the heart
in tune," says the Baha'i teacher,
Jinab-i-Fadil. And another has
said, "The great manifestations of
God reveal prayers which are ablaze
with divine love, which melt the
heart and usher one into the court
of the Eternal presence."
With
such bounties so close at hand let
us not neglect this very important
matter but humbly ask: "Lord,
teach us to pray."

WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
"MEN

will throughout the
world are working earnestly and
honestly to perfect the equipment
and preparedness for peace. But
there is something high above and
infinitely more powerful than the
work of all ambassadors and ministers, something far more powerful
OF GOOD

than treaties and the machinery of
arbitration and conciliation and
judicial decisions, something more
vital than even our covenants to
abolish war, something m 0 r e
mighty than armies and navies m
defense.
"That is to build the spirit of
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good will and friendliness, to create
respect and confidence, to stimulate
esteem between peoples-this is the
far greatest g'uaranty of peace. In
that atmosphere all controversies
become but passing incidents of the
day. Nor does this friendliness, respect and esteem come to nations
who behave weakly or supinely. It
comes to those who are strong, but
who use their strength not in arrogance or injustice. It is through
these means that we establish the
sincerity, the justice and the dignity
of a great people. That is a new
vision of diplomacy that is dawning
in the world. ' '-President Hoover
'in his address to Congress.
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the human heart after unending
years of repression, it is general in
its extent, and in its strength is irresistible."-New York Times.

"THE PRESS OF a day or two ago
contained an account of a wonderful new invention which enables an
airplane to maintain its flight under
automatic control for hundreds of
miles, undeflected from the direction
upon which it was set. So with as
sure an accuracy is the progress
toward peace of the enlightened
modern statesman of the civilized
nations.
"The eyes of these pilots are
fixed upon the dawn of a new era;
the determinations of their governIN A LETTEll TO The London Times, ments and of the peoples have set
Professor G. Elliott Smith, disting- their courses. Woe to those who
ushed author of "The Evolution of would stay their flight or deflect
Man," says that until a year ago, them from their destination.' ' when President Coolidge, in his Geor'ge lV. Wickersham, Chairman
Armistice address, referred to of the Hoover Commission on Law
peace as "coming' to be more and Enforcement, New Yor'k Times.
more realized as the natural state of
mankind," no statement since the
"THERE IS ONE real obstacle which
eighteenth century had admitted prevents the attainment of at least
man's innate peacefulness as a prin- as much common-sense cooperation
ciple which should inspire interna- among mankind as is common
tional cooperation. "The Spanish among our humble cousins the
Ambassador,"
writes Professor beavers or among our rivals, and
Smith, "the Marqnes Merry Del perhaps our superiors, the ants.
Val, at a recent Guildhall banquet That obstacle is misunderstanding
expressed a conviction which is now rooted in differences of speech.
widespread. He said that there * 'x< *" Man's mechanism for worldwere moments when a wave of feel- wide speech is still, it must be coning seemed to sweep over the soul fessed, more a prophecy than a fact.
of mankind from one end of the Not much was to be hoped for or
earth to the other, rising from hid- is now hopeful, in my opinion, from
den depths at the behest of unseen conscious efforts toward an interforces.
national language. Latin was that
"Today," added the Ambassador, once; French for a time approached
, 'the surge has carried them on its it. International misunderstandcrest toward the restoration of the ings were no less. What is needed,
natural and proper state of man, any psychological behaviorist will
universal peace. Welling up from tell you, is actually to hear and
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share samples of other people's
daily lives. In a few years that will
be possible by aid of what it is not
too much to call the newest Peace
Angel, the international telephone.
* * *
"There are said to be some 600
different languages, each of them
now spoken by at least a modicum
of people somewhere on earth. A
few of these may linger on for generations, as isolated denizens of
Tennessee mountains still cling to
English idioms the ancestry of
which goes back to Chaucer. But
most of the world's 600 languages
are doomed.
Philologists must
hasten their map-making tasks, for
many kinds of present speech will
be as dead in a century or two as
is now the speech of the vanished
Sumerians.
"Which language will survive
this linguistic debacle to become
the world-wide speech of man is an
interesting speculation, but one for
which there are few facts. "-E. E.
Free in the New York Times.
SEARS, ROEBUCK & Co., Chicago
mail order house, Tuesday announced that, effective January 1,
it would put its business on the 13month calendar plan. The company
is believed to be the first of the large
firms to adopt the plan for which
a campaign has been conducted for
several years by the United States
Chamber of Commerce.
The company's sales and earnings will be computed on the 13month basis and salaries of the 40,000 employes will be adjusted to
meet the new system.-Star, vVashington, D. C.
"I'VE LOST ANY feeling of racial
prejudice I might have had before
last summer. All summer long I

was associated with students fn
all parts of the world.
"1 danced with a Japanese;
went swimming with a Hebn
from Palestine; I boated on La
Geneva with a Hindu, and alwa
there were the boys from OXfOl
awfully nice boys."
At the pension where Miss Mil
gan lived were quartered a J apa
ese man, a German-Swiss girl, :
Italian countess, an English gi
and three American girls besid
the pension keeper and her husban
They spoke French all the tim
It was the only language whit
everyone could understand. . Ev(
then, when teas were given at tJ
Union building, many foreign st
dents wandered in who lacked ev(
a knowledge of that.
"I would start talking to them:
English," Miss Milligan said. ":
they didn't seem to understand th2
I tried French. If that failed
looked around for someone wl
could speak German."
"Association acquaints you wi1
their attitude on questions. The
ideas and ours were fundamental:
the same, we found. Only the bac]
ground was different, and that w[
easily adjusted."
Twice a week the group met j
seminar. One of the students 'rea
a paper which was discussed at
round table session. Salvatore c
Maderiago, former head of the di;
armament section of the League (
Nations, was one of their teacher
Lectures each night and receptior
every few days by authorities 0
world affairs filled out. the pr<
gram. "-Excerpts from am inte'J
view with Miss Martha Milliga1
Senior at Elmira College, N. Y
who was chosen to represent ht
college at the Student Internationc
Union Conference at Geneva.Binghamton, N. Y Daily.
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rr~Y A GENERAL AGREEMENT all the
tB governments of the world must disarm
simultaneously. It will not do if one lays down
its arms and the others refuse to do so. The
nations of the world must concur with each
other concerning this supremely important subject, thus they may abandon together the deadly
weapons of human slaughter. As long as one
nation increases her military and naval budget,
another nation will be forced into this crazed
competition through her natural and supposed
interests. . . . Hence it seems the only solution
lies in universal disarmament on the part of the
nations.
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When we speak of universal peace, we mean
that all the governments must change their fleets
of battleships and dreadnaughts to a mighty fleet
of merchant-marine, plying the oceans of the
world, uniting the distant shores and interweaving the commercial, intellectual and moral forces
of mankind. . . . Now the question of disarmament must be put into practice by all the
nations and not only by one or two. Consequently the advocates of peace must strive day
and night, so that the individuals of every country may become peace-loving, public opinion
may gain a strong and permanent footing, and
day by day the army of international peace be
increased, complete disarmament be realized and
the flag of universal conciliation be waving on
the summit of the mountains of the earth.
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"Everything III life ministers to our development. Our
lesson is to study and learn ... Tests are either stumblingblocks or stepping-stones, just as we make them."

- ' Abdu'l-Baha.
ONE Ol!' THE THINGS that help to
make life on this planet difficult is
the strange recurrence and persistence of obstacles in the face of
human endea:vor. It makes no difference whether the aim is for self
or for service, every enterprise
seems obligated to pay the toll of
strain and adversity before it can
pass into the realm of fulfillment.
This is the common burden which
incarnation places upon all of us.
So long as we function in the world
of ideas and ideals only, all is plain
sailing and no rough winds thwart
the smooth and happy progress of
our dreams.
But in seeking to
transfer these dreams from the
plane of the Ideal to the plane of
the Phenomenal, we meet wi th
countless obstacles and frustrations.
The practice of husbandry well
typifies this law of "resistance to
effort." The earth, before fulfilling' the behest of the farmer, must
be plowed-an act to which she opposes every possible resistance.
And this is but the beginning of the
farmer's troubles. The disastrous
effects of too much or too little
rain, of late frosts in spring and
early frosts in autumn, of blights
and insect pests, the unremitting
labor of cultivation and of harvesting; and finally, subtle but most in-

superable economic obstacles which
rob the farmer of almost all rewards of his toil if his own and
others' harvests are too grea t here we have an epitome of life
itself.
ALL CREATURES of this earth are
subject to a stupendous law of
inertia.
Matter at rest can be
started into motion only by force;
and matter already in motion can
be changed in direction only by the
application of force. The greater
the mass of matter, the greater the
force necessary to move it or to
change its motion.
And so in the world of affairs it
takes energy to initiate or to change
things, and the greater the enterprise the more stupendous is the
amount of energy required.
Even the Manifestations of God
accept with humility this law and
operate under it. And since Their
enterprises are the most gigantic
known to the planet, it follows that
their obstacles, their trials, their
frustrations and sufferings, are
titanic in scope. But it is not Their
desire to seek exemption from this
great cosmic law of inertia. They
come to earth to effect great
changes for humanity. And humanity being what it is-of the
earth earthly-the Messengers of
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God accept all the difficulties normal to Their colossal task of reformation.

the most difficulties smite is gaining most in power.
Since these tests and trials persist, in one form or another, to the
IF THESE GREAT ONES accept with very end of life, it is evident that
full volition and submission dif- the power gained by victory is deficulties of which They do not per- signed for use not only in this
sonally complain, we ordinary world but in the next.
mortals may well hesitate to rebel
It is conceivable that will power,
even in spirit at the nature of indomitable as against materiality
things as they are. The only wise yet submissive as before God, is one
course before us is to cheerfully of the greatest resources which we
accept the laws of matter in which can take over with us into the next
we are incarnated and seek to work world. There, one may imagine,
in accord with these laws, never form is more pliant and obedient to
losing faith in the Universe, never creative will, and achievement folin irritation complaining against lows faster and more easily and
laws which are in reality benefi- more delightfully upon the initiatory process of conception.
cent.
MATTER WHICH is absolutely
FORTUNATELY, we do not have to
docile before the Will of God op- wait until the next life in order to
poses itself to the will of man in get use and enjoyment from will
order that man may gain the power engendered by meeting
power, through will, of persistent earthly obstacles. Every difficulty
effort.
What we achieve in the overcome, every task accomplished,
way of personal ends is not so im- confers greater scope for future
portant as how we achieve it. The accomplishment.
process is more important than the
And with recurrent victory comes
results. It is like tasks given faith-at first faltering, but finally
school children in order to teach steady as the pole star-faith that
them how to figure. It is the gain- power will be bestowed upon us
ing of power, of mastery, that is equal to any emergency with which
desired rather than any specific Destiny may confront us.
outcome of the efforts made.
To the inertIa of matter we have
And so in the life of the adult, but to offer effort, faith and prayer,
it would seem that problems are and obstacles eventually vanish as
constantly set us which we no morning mists before the sun.
Then, after ceaseless effort has
sooner solve than fresh problems
arise. There comes no time when been made, we discover an amazing
life flows freely and without ob- advantage in this very law of instructions.
ertia which first brought frustraAs we meet these difficulties and tion. For, expressed as momentum,
overcome them, we are gaining con- this law means that a thing once
stantly in power. He who under- set in motion continues of its own
takes most, grows most. He whom accord.
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And such a momentum blesses all
sincere and honest human effort.
If the intention is right, all effort is
finally successful, and to constantly
grea ter degree we may all harvest
rich fruits of our endeavor if we
faint not in our husbandry.
And what applies to each individual applies also to causes and
great movements of humanity. Indefatigable effort, enduring strain,
patient suffering before continual
frustrations, yea even martyrdom
itself, characterize the beginnings
of great reforms and of religions .
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vVhat stupendous exertion, what
mighty aid of the Spirit, is necessary in order to get the whole great
mass of humanity in new motion
and progress!
Yet at last the movement grows,
humanity as a mass finds itself in
motion, and from this point on the
law of momentum bears all things
onward to inevitable victory.
To be living in the pioneer days
of a Cause, when every effort made
produces fruit a hundredfold in
periods of ful:fillment-this is a
grea t blessing and inspiration!
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InIHROUGH the bounty and favor of God think nothing
IWJI difficult or impossible. God is so bountiful that He
brings :fire out from the stone; inflammable matter jets out
from the interior of the earth·, out of the black dust of the
soil He produces beautiful flowers; from the bottom of the
ocean He brings pearls and corals. When the Light of His
favor is shed upon us the darkness is fled.

*
'*'
'*'
~H:ID POINT is this, that in the path of Truth every
rtiII difficulty is made plain and every trial is a matchless bounty ... The Baha'i Movement bestows upon man
a new spirit, a new light, and a new motion. It enlarges
the sphere of thought.
It illumines the horizon of the
intellect. It expands the arena of comprehension.
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!J~!#~:ID THOU resolute and steadfast. When the tree is
iD firmly rooted it will bear fruit, therefore it is not
permitted to be agitated by any test.
Be thou not disheartened! Be thou not discouraged! The trials of God
are many, but if man remains :firm and steadfast the test
itself is a stepping-stone for the progress of humanity.
'Abdu'l-Baha
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THE BASIS OF BAHA'I BELIEF
CHAPTER

II-PART I, "Tales of the
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER

Past"

"In this day he who seeks the Light of the Sun of Truth must free his mind from
the tales of the past, must adorn his head with the crown of severance and his temple
with the robe of virtue. Then shall he arrive at the ocean of Oneness and enter the
presence of Singleness. The heart must become free from the fire of superstitions
that it may receive the Light of Assurance and that it may perceive the Glory of God."
BaM'u'llah
~HE

fundamental problem in
MJI presenting to the average
mind a new idea involves biology,
physiology, and psychology.
Behaviorism has a great deal to
say on the subject of "habit patterns" and" conditioned reflexes."
This simply means that nerve currents having once opened up certain paths of discharge through the
neurons and the association areas
in the brain, find it not only easier
and simpler to continue their flow
through such established channels,
but experience positive pain when
confronted with the necessity of
plowing new furrows in the hitherto unused portions of nerve and
cerebrum.
A high percentage of thinking
among the educated and mentally
gifted is not properly thinking at
all, if by thinking we mean the setting up of a complicated mechanism
in the brain that finds, produces and
tests the correct relations among
ideas, facts and symbols as accurately as an armature rotated in a
magnetic field produces an electric
current.
Of course one great handicap
about the machinery of reason is
that we have to use it at the same
time that we are building it. What
if a liner had to be sailed, while its
boilers were still being installed and
its funnels in process of construction, by a skipper who had never
been to sea and' who had little

knowledge of marine technology?
He would undoubtedly consult those
who had successfully made the passage, and devising some kind of
make-shift as a substitute for the
completed construction of his craft,
mistake such ingenuity, if it enabled
him to reach his port, as a perfectly
satisfactory way to sail a ship.
And if some one who understood
the laws of naval engineering, who
even though forced continually to
be on the high seas of daily experience, had succeeded finally in constructing the required equipment,
tried to point out the superiority,
the convenience, and the added
safety of sailing with perfected
machinery; the value of substituting accurate instruments for ingenuity; it is probable that the man
with the unfinished ship would say:
"But why put forth all' that effort
and concern, why go through the
confusion and anxiety of trying to
combine construction and sailing,
when I have made port scores of
times with my ship in its present
condition? ' ,

IT IS exacting, tedious, and of tentimes painful to think our way
through to conclusions. The high
rewards in human society, go-not
to the pioneers and adventurers in
the realm of thought and social
practice-a t least not during their
life-time-but to the conservative,
the respectable, the conforming.
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Therefore, in presenting the new
ideas of Baha 'u '11ah, we find ourselves confronted by spinal cord
thinking; not that individual reasoning that must be carried into the
cortex of the brain and there carefully analyzed and tested.
Everett Dean Martin'*' advances
the interesting theory that "crowd
thinking" is a sort of spinal cord
reflex which never gets past the
mid-brain,representing the level of
intelligence in primitive man.
Because the minister, the judge,
the professor, the banker, or our
fathers and mothers, entertain certain ancient established beliefs that
h a. v e become ' 'conditioned reflexes," their finality or their Truth
is not necessarily established thereby. Taking anyone's conclusions
is like sailing a half-built ship.
When a general belief t, is definitely implanted, its power is for
a long time to come invincible, and
however false it be philosophically
it imposes itself upon the most luminous intelligence. Have not the
European peoples regarded as incontrovertible for more than fifteen centuries religious legends
which, closely examined, are barbarous? The frightful absurdity of the
legend of a God who revenges Himself for the disobedience of one of
His creatures by inflicting horrible
tortures on His Son, remained unperceived during many centuries.t
Such potent geniuses as a Galileo ,
a Newton and a Leibnitz never supposed for an instant that the truth
of such dogmas could be called into
question. Nothing can be more
*"The Behavior of Crowds," Harper &
Brothers.
tCf. 'Abdu'l-Baha "The Mystery of Sacri:fice," page 109, Vol. 7, "Star of the West."
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typical than this fact of the hypnotizing effect of general beliefs, but
at the same time nothing can mark
more decisively the humiliating
limitations of our intelligence. "*
INTERPRETING the great command
of Baha'u'llah that stands among
the Baha'i principles as "The Independent Investigation of Reality, " 'Abdu 'I-Balla says that no
man should follow blindly his ancestors and forefathers, but should
see with his own eyes, hear with his
own ears, and investigate truth in
order that he may find The Truth;
for the religion of ancestors is
based upon blind imitation; therefore men should break from tradition and seek truth for themselves.
The story is told that Dr. Fitch
of Andover encountered in Burma
a wandering Buddhist monk. His
face bright with recognition, he said
to the . .~merican
.
traveler, "I perceive that thou art a follower of our
Lord Buddha by the serenity and
joy of thine appearance." Dr.
Fitch professed regret that he had
not greeted the 1-.1:onk by saying that
his radiance and contentment showed that he was a follower of our
Lord Jesus Christ.
All truly religious people inhabit
the same country and speak the
same language, though they designate themselves as followers of
Moses, Zoroaster, Krishna, Jesus or
1-.1:uhammad.
It is among those not truly religions, followers of form, devotees
of dogma, spinal cord thinkers, that
one encounters opposition, ridicule
and persecution in whatever land or
*GustaYe LeBon, "La Psychologie de la
Foule." Translation published by T. Unwin
Fisher, entitled "The Crowd."
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era when presenting the glad tidings of the Kingdom of God. All the
sacred literatures of the world inveigh against the fool-the man
who, with no mental delinquency
and an adequate equipment of intelligence, still ref~~ses to learn or
to change.
Bearing in mind then the painful
nature of reasoning, the imperfect
development in the average person
of the power of logical and sequential thought, realizing that threefourths of our conclusions about
things in general are "conditioned
reflexes" imposed upon us by the
family, the state, private considerations, public mores, mental laziness,
general indifference and social practice, it is small wonder that our initial reactions to any new and unaccustomed statement should be
those of suspicion, resentment and
denial.
THE BAHA'r Message per se is
based upon Baha'u'llah's teaching
of the prophetic cycles: that every
thousand years more or less God
manifests Himself in the person of
a Mighty Messenger Who thus appears from age to age to reveal the
Will of God to men, to guide and to
educate the souls of men, to establish higher social ideals and to inculeate more and more profoundly
the great Law of Love-the end and
aim of all spiritual culture. As each
successive Manifestation appears
He announces the Word of God as
the authority for His Mission, and
reveals His station as that of the
authentic Mouth-piece of the Almighty.
Then inevitably follows His denial, rejection and persecution, not
by irreligious scoffers but by the

most zealous and important upholders of religious belief, by those
in short who are eagerly awaiting
His very advent.
We have seen, in a cursory way,
the psychological and physiological
basis for this, the latter including
the first and universal cause of fear
-removal of support. The sudden jerking of the blanket from beneath a new-born infant causes
every evidence of fear: how much
more any attempt to shake the
spiritual support which w 0 u I d
plunge us into the terrors of the
unknown, loose upon us all the morbid fears and ghastly apprehensions of an invisible universe
bereft of law and protection.
It is small wonder then that the
average person reared in the Christian tradition is alarmed and resentful when first presented with
the Baha'i claim that Baha'u'llah is the great Manifestation of
God to this Day and that in Him
the loftiest prophetic expectations
have been fulfilled.
"But if, as you say, Baha'u'llah
teaches, just as Jesus did, the great
belief in one God the loving Father
of all mankind, what do we need
with Baha'u'llah? Why isn't Jesus
sufficient? Do you really intend to
convey the impression that Baha'u'llah is as great as Jesus-for He
is the only begotten Son of God?
He was to come again with such
definite credentials as riding on the
clouds, descending out of heaven
and giving supernatural evidence of
His Presence to every eye. This is
the first time that I have ever heard
of Baha 'u 'llah, so how can you say
tha t He has fulfilled the prophecies ?" These questions will be answered in the ensuing article.
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mlIHE PROPHETS themselves, the founders, have
~ loved, praised and testified of each other, why should
we disagTee and be alienated?
God is one.
He is the
Shepherd of all. We are His sheep and therefore should
live together in love and unity. We should manifest the
spirit of justness and good-will toward each other. Shall
we do this or shall we censure and pronounce anathema,
praising ourselves and condemning all others?
What
possible good can come from such attitude and action? On
the contrary, nothing but enmity and hatred, injustice and
inhumanity, can possibly result. Has not this been the
greatest cause of bloodshed, woe and tribulation in the past?

f!

I ask you, is not fellowship and brotherhood preferable
to enmity and hatred in society and community?
The
answer is self-evident. Love and fellowship are absolutely
needful to win the good pleasure of God, which is the goal
of all human attainment. We must be united. We must
love each other. We must even praise each other . We
must bestow commendation upon all people, thus removing
the discord and hatred which have caused alienation
amongst men. Otherwise, the conditions of the past will
continue, praising ourselves and condemning others;
religious wars will have no end and religious prejudice,
the prime cause of this havoc and tribulation, will increase.
This must be abandoned, and the way to do it is to investigate the reality which underlies all the religions. This
underlying reality is the love of humanity. For God is
one and humanity is one, and the only creed of the prophets
is love and unity."

'Abdu'l-Baha
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A VISIT TO QUEEN MARIE OF RUMANIA
MARTHA

IfIffjER great and beloved 1\1ajesty
DJU Queen Marie of Rumania, the
first Queen in this new universal
cycle of civilization to arise promoting the Principles of Baha 'u 'llah
for better world understanding, invited the writer for the fourth time
into her presence to meet her and
her youngest daughter, her charming Royal Highness Princess Ileana.
The other audiences had been in
Controceni Palace in Bucharest, in
Pelisor Palace in Sinaia and in the
Royal Palace in Belgrade when
Her majesty was visiting there.
But this fourth visit was the most
lovely, unique and happiest of
them all. It was an invitation to
her summer palace "Tenha-Yuva"
at Balcic, on the Black Sea.
o reader, take the mental automobile and accompany me, and you
will journey into a new landscape;
see an extraordinary palace, marvelous architecturally and absolutely beyond compare in color harmonies. It was designed by the Queen
herself and it expresses her ideal
of a little home to dwell in where
every member of the housesold can
live in perfect poise and joy and
can be alone when he or she wishes
to be. The palace is built on sheer,
sternly rising white cliffs overlooking the Black Sea, a sea so melodious in its surging, so malachite
green at the foot of the cliffs, so
black in the distance far out where
it mirrors the low-hanging deep
blue clouds.
No one except Her Majesty Queen

L.
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JYIarie of Rumania would have
dared attempt to build a palace on
tha t glorious but almost impossible
site. I am sure no once except Her
Majesty Queen Marie could have
persuaded her husband and the
Rumanian Ministers to let her try
to do such a thing! But they must
have been exceedingly proud of this
splendid triumph; and proud of
their Queen who had the brains, the
courage, the architectural genius,
the color fineness to create this most
original and fair "pearl" of a
palace, "set" in the platinum gray
of perpendicular rocks, and nearly
circled by the sea. It is the most
unusual setting and the most unusual palace in Europe.
The writer was so longing to see
Her Majesty Queen Marie of Rumania that she could hardly notice
the exterior life of Balcic, wonderful as it all was. Only subconsciously she noted and was pleased
that this tiny little village of Balcic
stretching around the rocks like a
prelude to the palace setting, had
flags flying at every door in honor
of their precious Queen.
She sat alone in the motor car
halted at the royal entrance gate
while her card was being sent on to
the palace in the distance.
Suddenly a bugler comes out on
the cliffs far above and to the right
and began to play a welcome.
Y odlers on still higher rocks echoed
the sweet sounds. What a hospitable welcome from a Baha'i Queen
to the messenger who is bringing
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the greetings from the Guardian of
the Cause Shoghi Effendi and the
devoted good wishes of Baha'is
from every land!
The Commisar of the palace met
the guest and showed her to a
charming little palace which she
thought was the Queen's home, but
no, it was the guest palace! There
are several little palaces so each
one can have his own quarters here
at "Tenha-Yuva." There in the
gnest palace the writer was shown
into a room full of autumn colors so
warm, so vivid, so fresh and vibrant with beauty!
Surely the
Queen must have arranged these
flowers, they were so exquisite. I
felt she had been there and placed
them herself and her presence had
blessed the apartment.
The other guests came from
their rooms and we went down
the stone steps, admiring each
terrace gay with perfect flowers,
not too many but growing just in
the right places. A pumpkin vine
with its flat, round, yellow fruit
rested over the roof of a little rest
house. Blue larkspurs were charming along a yellow-grey wall and
thousands of burnt-orange zinneas
massed the lower terraces. Passing a great oak tree bending far
out over the sea and just back of
it a stream of sweet water, we
came to the palace which is just at
the edge of the sea.
n is wondrously beautiful.
In the long wide entrance hall
with its white side walls adorned
with tile mosaics in rare blue, the
great dark oak table has a collection of very historic old pewter
vases, pitchers, and bowls from
Turkey.
Brilliant red zinneas
mixed with gold were the flowers

"Tenha-Yuva," the su'mmer white
house of peace of Her Majesty Queen
Marie of Rumania, at Balcic, on the
Black Sea.

in bowls here, giving just the rich
touch of color that brought out the
beauty of the art treasures and
furnishings.
Then we go into the dinillgroom
where the great windows overlook
the sea.
Such a diningroom!
There calor and grace and harmony play together and please
every eye.
The long dark oak
carved table is set with a Chinese
blue silk cloth embroidered with
silver eagles, and arranged on this
are low bowls of glowing gold and
orange-bronze flowers, rare silver
pieces and crystal. The open fireplace has a cheerful warmth to
offer and the whole room breathes
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welcome and great comfort with
beauty unsurpassed.
The walls
are white and the furniture black
walnut richly carved. Her Royal
Highness Princess Ileana was here
with some other friends who have
come in just ahead of us. She was
so friendly, so radiantly well, so
beautiful and happy.
She was
dressed in her naval costume for
she had just come in from the sea.
She had on a white silk tailored
r::;hirt with collar and tie, a blue
military coat trimmed with gold
braid, a short cloth skirt and grey
hose. The sister of Her Majesty,
Princess Hohenlohe, who came
from her feudal castle, Langenburg, in Wurtemberg, Germany~
was a guest that day.
As all were conversing, I saw a
moving sunshine-yellow silk curtain which was hung at the window
back of the circular arch and in
tha t moment down the circular
open stairway, pausing in the white
arch, came her dear Majesty Queen
JYlarie of Rumania. She was beautiful, a little pale, and very slender.
She was dressed in black with
touches of white at the throat, and
cuffs of white peeped through the
wider openings of her graceful
black cloak or aba. She wore the
wonderful ropes of pearls and each
ear was adorned with one large
round pearl. Her "Juliet" or
rather "Marie" headdress was of
white silk. One does not think of
naming this Queen's attire as
"clothes. " They are not something
that she just "puts on." They are
a tout ensemble creation chosen by
a consummate artist to express her
moods, her spirit.
People may say she loves clothes,
but perhaps she is not dressing
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just for herself, but for eyes to see
perfect art and perfect beauty.
She is born a great artist and to
her it would be a crime not to express beauty in everything she
wears and in everything she arranges in her home. Certainly her
gowns and her furnishings-some
of which are very expensive and
some inexpensive-delight and uplift every passing eye.
But it is the lofty great spirit
looking out through the windows
of her beautiful eyes that one sees
first, and last, and remembers longest. She greeted the Baha'i visitor
graciously and invited her to sit
beside her at her left, at table. Her
Majesty's sister sat at the right.
The conversation, which was general, was in English, French and
German. Her Majesty sat at one
end of the great table and Her
Royal Highness Princess Ileana at
the other.
Her JYlajesty in a little interlude
explained to me that "TenhaYuva" is a Turkish word and
means" a solitary nest."
"I saw the beautiful tree leaning
over the sea," she said, "and the
sweet water stream flowing back of
it. The tree and the stream decided me to build here."
In the distance we saw the little
yacht of Her Royal Highness Princess Ileana close to the warship
and Her Majesty said: "It is not
really a yacht; it is a yawl and it
is called !sprava, that means a
happy advent~tre."
Then the conversation flowed
back to other topics. Several kings
and presidents were spoken of and
each time Her Majesty praised
their work for this generation.
When the writer spoke of President
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Anyway, whoever wins this sweet
and serious girl will find that undernea th the fun and gayety is a
young woman who is trying her
very best to help humanity. She is
spiritual and her whole life is based
upon religion. That is what impressed me most. She is genuine,
very lovable, and she is full of
enthusiasm.

Her Royal Highness Princess lleana
of Rumania

Thomas G. Masaryk of Czechoslovakia, what a savant he is, and
how much he is admired and loved
in university circles of Europe,
Her Majesty responded: "Yes, he
is loved everywhere. He is one of
the great humanitarians of this
century."
La ter in the luncheon conversation one of the men present said
jokingly: "Well, Ileana, what
Prince have the newspapers engaged you to today?" "Every day
my poor Ileana is supposed to
marry some one else!" said the
Queen. "1 shall not let her go
away in a hurry, if 1 can help it."
The writer told them of a country where the young men said: "If
you do meet Her Royal Highness
Princess Ileana, tell her we all wish
her to marry our King!"

AFTER THE luncheon was over,
Her Majesty Queen 1YIarie of
Rumania and Her Royal Highness
Princess Ileana invited
the writer upstairs to their
drawingroom for a little talk
alone, the others. going over to
the guest palace. Sitting in this
glorious apartment overlooking the
singing sea, the real meeting with
Her Majesty and Her Royal Highness took place. The Queen asked
about Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of
the Baha'i Cause, and about the
sister of 'Abdu'l-Baha, whose name
is Bahiyyih, but who is known
among the friends as the Greatest
Holy Leaf. The Queen said she
would like so much to meet them;
she would like to go to Haifa alid
'Akka and pray at the holy tombs
of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha,
and visit the great prison where
Baha 'u 'llah and His family and
followers were imprisoned.
Her
loved Majesty said: "Ileana and 1
will go to Egypt and Palestine this
winter after the New Year and we
shall surely go to Haifa."
Her
Royal Highness Princess Ileana
told me: "1 am always looking forward to going to Haifa; 1 shall go
when 1 can."
They asked about the long trip
the writer is going to make to the
Far East. Knowing that I came
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from Constantinople to bring the
greetings of the Guardian and the
friends throughout the world and
to see her and say goodbye before
I leave Europe and that I am returning at once to Constantinople,
Her Majesty said: "I hope as soon
as you return you will be able to
see the Ghazi Kemal Pasha. I
know he has done such tremendous
work for the development of his
country, and he is so liberal in his
thinking that the Baha'i Principles
would lead him to that part he is
still looking for-religion that is
not fanaticism. The Baha'i Cause
gives everything, without putting
those barriers from which free
thinkers with snch difficulty have
freed themselves.
One is not
chained by the Baha'i Teachings.
There is a straight road to walk on
in admitting all the great Prophets
who have gone before."
Then we spoke of her lovely home
in Balcic which she has created.
No flowers in Constantinople or in
Constanza were so fine as those
grown in her cliff gardens (where
it is difficult to grow anything).
Her home designed by herself
might almost be a holy house, for
the tower rises up a little like those
in the Rumanian churches. "I love
this home in Balcic so much," she
said, "for in this region there are
so many different nationalities
uni ted. vVe can smile on all equally
and spread good understanding.
Here in Balcic and round about no
one has closed doors or windows to
the country houses."
Mention was made of the Turks
for there are some in that part of
Rumania, and Her Majesty added:
"1 am very fond of the simple
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Turk. He is hard-working, frugal,
honest and devoted. ' , Certainly
the nationalities get along happily
here.
HER Royal Highness Princess
Ileana has an atelier here in Balcic
and she is modeling a Bulgarian, a
Turk, a Rumanian and a Russian.
I was interested in this earnest and
beautiful Princess who sat on the
divan close to her mother.
"Whenever I have a difficult
mission which requires amiability
and diploma.cy," said the Queen,
"1 send Ileana.
1 can always
count upon her to do it as I would
do it myself, and she has youth and
strength, which are added assets.
My daughter has a brave spirit to
do. I can use for her the words in
the Bible which 1 always use for
myself: 'Whatsoever thy hand
findeth to do, do it with thy
might.' "
Her Royal Highness Princess
Ileana had to leave early. She was
going out on the gunboat to do
some maneuvering, as she is just
learning how to bring a ship to
pier. "The naval work is my pastime," she said before she departed,
"but my real work is the Young
Women's Christian Association
and Girl Guides and 1 am very interested in all progressive social
work, and all that will help for the
future.
I throw my whole soul
into anything that 'will be helpful
for the country."
They were so kind to give the
photographs, autographed, which
form the illustrations of this narrative. An Indian one (which may
be published at another time) was
taken in the United States, where
the Indians called the Queen
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"Morning Star, the woman we
have always waited for!"
Her beloved Majesty gave a
beautiful picture to be sent to
Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the
Baha'i Cause, and with it she sent
a message of love and faith.
And now, like the ceasing of
music, the visit in its outer form
comes to an end, but the Queen and
the Princess, for whom Baha'u'-

Hah and the Hosts of the Supreme
Concourse have waited, have arisen
to promote these Teachings for the
New Day of God. One saw them
doing it, right there in the little
group of "the solitary nest" and
from those white cliffs that day
went a message that may reverbrate around the world and be acclaimed by the Angels of the Abha
Kingdom!

Every age req'Ltires a central impet'Lts or movement. In this age
the bO'Ltndaries of terrestrial things have extended; minds have taken
on a broader range of vision; realities have been 1,tnfolded and the
secrets of being have been brought into the realm of visibility.
As this is the cycle of sciences, there m'Ltst needs be new teachings,
a new revelation is req1,tired and a new life wanted. .The minds and
hearts re/'Ltte the veracity of ancient opinions. New ideas are called
for and new principles are 1,lrgently demanded which may fill the
req'Llirements of this age, be as the spirit of this cent1,try and as thp,
life of this period.
It is impossible to realize the grande'Llr and spiritual significance
of these peerless days! God is establishing in the hearts of men His
Kingdom of peace and good-will. Blessed are those who have taken
part in this glorio''Lls work.
J

Abcl'Lc'l-Baha
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DOES YOUTH BELIEVE?
EMERIC SALA

The author is a member of the Baha'i Youth Group of Montreal which is extre·mely active in spreading the principles of the Baha'i Movement. He was born in
Hungary and has been in America only a few years.

[1] OES
Youth Believe ? No, they
do not, is the answer of
~

the sophisticated youth of today
who no longer believe what they
have been taught, namely, to believe in a God whose existence nobody could prove; to believe in the
creation story, which is contrary to
scientific thinking; and to accept
principles of ethics which nobody
practiced.
They listened in their childhood
with reverence to their religious
teachers and watched with respect
the allegiance of their parents to
their spiritual teachings, but today
the youths are looking at the cherished ideals of their fathers as unrealizable aspirations and rather
impracticable. Some of the youths
of today are turning away from all
religious organizations because
these institutions do not practice
what they preach, nor do they always believe in what they teach.
They also have to give up hope
for support from many of the new
generation because they are incapable of offering any practical assistance to the solution of the social
problem, while the realization of
its devastating influence is deeply
penetrating into the awakening
conscience of the N ew Youth.
In everyday life we distinguish a
Jew from a Ohristian, a Muhammadan from a Zoroastrian, by their
beliefs in their respective Manifes-

tations. An average observer, consequently, would identify a Baha'i
with one who believes in Baha'u'11ah, the Manifestation of this Age.
A closer investigation, however,
will reveal that there is a marked
difference between the man-on-thestreet, who believes in Ohrist, and
a Baha'i, who has faith in Baha'u'llah. It is the difference of faith
and belief.
It is of no little import to distinguish these two terms, especially
if we are approaching the youth of
this age who are revolting against
any kind of religious belief or manimagined creed, while the Baha'i
Faith can appeal to the most scientific minds, and logical thinkers, if
it is presented in its purity as exemplified by its Founders.
Belief belongs to the material
plane; faith to the spiritual. Belief is a limited, mental conception
of a man-imagined truth, which we
do not necessarily practice; while
faith is the conscious knowledge of
a reality, which is permanent, unchangeable, touching the infinite,
transforming our lives and thoughts
as exercised in our everyday deeds
and actions.
Belief is the credulity of a child
in beautiful fairy stories, in the
existence of dragons, huge giants
and other supernatural creatures.
It is also the sincere belief of multitudes of people in the mentally
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conceived interpretation of the
Bible, that, for instance, our particular denomina tional congregation offers the only possible salvation of our souls; that our Bible is
the best Bible of the world; that
our teachings are the only teachings given by God; that the world
has been created in seven days;
that the Red Sea separated when
the Hebrews escaped from Egypt;
and that all those who do not believe
as we do are deprived of spiritual
growth.
People believe in these stories
just as sincerely and loya.lly as
little children believe in fairy
stories, because they do not question nor dare nor try to verify
whether these mental conceptions
have any real foundation or not.
Such is belief; but faith in Ohrist
and the Holy Spirit is quite different.
The youth of today cannot and
do not accept such creeds based on
ignorance as faith-as the primary
requirement for a religious lifea religious life which is intended to
be the backbone of our character,
the foundation of our moral life and
future career. They would rather
renounce their belief in God, their
religion or faith; and they would
ra ther sacrifice all the sacred
things inherited from the past than

accept a belief which cannot withstand scientific verification.
'Abdu'l-Baha said: U By faith is
meant first, conscio~ls knowledge;
second, the practice of good deeds."
({ Man m~lst prove whatsoever he
speaketh by deeds and actions. If
he claims faith he m~lst live and do
according to the teachings of the
Kingdom of Abha."
U Faith is not so m~lch what we
bel'ieve as what we carry Otlt."
({ Faith embodies three degrees:
To confess with the tongue; to
beZ,ieve in the heart; to show forth
in O~lr actions."
This is faith in the truest sense of
the word in contradistinction to belief. Against such a faith the youth
will never revolt; no mind, however
brilliant, will ever resist or attack
it. The knowledge of such a faith
satisfies our highest aspirations
and deepest spiritual yearnings.
It leads us towards a nobler fulfillment of our life. It gives us peace
and contentment. It inspires us to
develop to the fullest extent our
latent capacities. And it helps us
to realize the significance of the
words of Baha'u'llah, that ({the
essence of faith is fewness of words
and abttndance of deeds; he whose
words exceed his deeds, know
verily his death is better than his
life. "

"The Prophets of God voiced the spirit of ~tnity and agreement.
They have been the Fmtnders of divine reality. Therefore if the
nations of the world forsake imitations and investigate the reality
ttnderlying the revealed Word of God they will agree and become
reconciled. For reality is one and not mtlltiple."
,Abdu'l-Baha
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A BAHA'I TRAVELER IN PALESTINE
NAZARETH
VYALTER

B. GUY, M. D.

The author, well known to the 1'eaders of The Bah6!i Magazine th1'ough his
previous contributions, gives us a delightful group of spiritual etchings of scenes in
Palestine, from which place he has just returned. The series will continue for several
months.

U

VILLAGE of walled streets,
~ of white flat-topped houses,
with stone walls and roofs, a convent and several churches and religious institutions grouped together
on a steep hillside. The winding
streets centre on the road that leads
to Tiberias, Jerusalem or Haifa.
It seems hard to visualize that
this little, unimportant spot has an
eternal place in the history of mankind.
We see the village well-now a
place where water is supplied by
turning on a tap as needed-fed
from a spring in the hill above. It
is called 11ary's Well. 'If.l e may not
know where the carpenter-shop of
J oseph was situated, probably in an
old bazaar long since vanished from
human ken; but we can, however,
dimly realize that here, nineteen
hundred years ago, lived a little
Hebrew boy, destined to become a
Divine Teacher and a Savior of
mankind.
The village had no reason for
such a career. It was, and still is,
impotent in the affairs of the world.
It is but an incident on the high
road leading from Jerusalem to the
Lake of Galilee. ,Vhat made it possible that one of its natives arose to
such preeminence, that He profoundly affected nations, governments and religions; and although
put to death as a man unfit for human society, yet kings and pre-

lates, even to-day, bow and do
homage to His name?
Is there no lesson for us to today,
no thought that may shed light on
the mystery of our own life? This
land today is the seat of intense religious hate, commercial warfare,
and national predjudice. But it is
not over the teachings of this lowly
Nazarene; yet the message of human and divine love which He and
all other Manifestations of God
taught is still the sole solution of
its problem.
vVhat made Jesus great, victorious in utter defeat? How did He
conquer, and why are His words
still extant and full of dynamic life
and possibilities for individuals and
nations ~ It eould not have been because He was a Jew, nor because of
education or social standing. Nay,
these were all absent! He w-as not
considered an Adonis nor a Samson
of mighty strength, nor a David
with martial power. No, not any
of these.
It was rather a spiritual power
tha t resided in Him. From Him
flow-ed a mysterious influence that
captivated or repelled all who
sought His presence. To people with
loving hearts He became the healer,
the teacher, the comforter. From
those with selfish ambitions and
theocratic powers, He received only
hatred, opposition and death.
It is so, even today. The Spirit
of Jesus, the Universal Ohrist, that
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spoke and healed nineteen hundred carrying loads of Ignorance, preyears ago is still with us. It still judice and hate.
calls in soft and yet insistent tones.
In tbis ancient land has been
The light shines through many given, age after age, the sublime
teachers, its love has burned in message of the Prophets from Abramany hearts, for God has spoken ham to Baha 'u 'llah. Still the land
through His Holy Prophets ever mourns ~nd will not hear and obey,
since the world began: "Come unto The whIte walls of Nazareth still
:Me, all ye that labor and are heavy shine on the barren hillside mute
laden, and I will give you rest." As witness of One who found and made
we go from place to place in the manifest the Light, Love and
Holy Land, we still sp,e men and Power that alone can transform
women heavy ladened -human this world into a heavenly garden of
beasts of burden seeking rest-still love and beauty.

BAHA'I TEACHINGS IN THE JAPANESE PRESS
The following article was published in The Japan Times and Mail, Tokyo, when
His Imperial Majesty the Emperor graciously accepted the gift of seven volumes on
the Bahd'i Teachings which were presented a,t the time of his coronation. The editor
of this Ja,panese newspaper has harmoniously set forth the fundamental teachings of
the Bahd'i Movement.

~S~AHA'U'LLAH and his teach-

come discoverers and revealers of
If ings which originated in Per- truths hitherto unknown among
sia over a century ago, are now fast mankind. The inventor, the piongaining an universal recognition all eer, the prophet-whoever the case
over the world. His Imperial Ma- may be-these are the men on
jesty the Emperor graciously ac- whom the transformation of the
cepted a gift of 7 volumes on the world primarily depends.
This unshakable truth is clearly
new religion presented by the
Baha'i Society, founded for the demonstra ted in every walk of life
purpose of promoting the religion, but none so clearly as in religion.
through Dr. Rokuichiro Masujima, Alone against the world, without a
eminent lawyer and member of the single human being capable of un·
Middle Temple London. It may derstanding him or of sharing his
not be inappropriate to refer to the great responsibility which he alone
new religion in some details on this realizes, he arises, like a torch in
darkness, to proclaim his gospel of
honoured occasion.
The leading factor in human pro· righteousness and truth.
2,Tess in the history of "ascent of
HISTORY OF FOUNDER: There was
man" is the advent, from time to
born
in Persia between dawn and
time, of men who pass beyond the
accepted ideas of their day and be- sunrise on 12th of November, 1817
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a son of Mirza'Abbas of Nur, a
JYIinister of State. He was named
JYIirza Husayn' Ali who afterwards
assumed the title of Baha 'u 'llab
having realized his mission in life
Baha'u'llah declared that he was
the long-expected educator and
~8acher of all peoples, the channel
of a wondrous Grace that would
tranf',cend all previous outpourings,
in which all previous forms of reli
gion would become merged. He
laid a foundation which affords a
firm basis for Unity throughout
the world and the inauguration of
that glorious age of peace on earth,
goodwill among men. Search after
truth, the oneness of mankind, unity
or religions, of races, of nations, of
West and East, the reconciliation of
religion and science, the eradication
ot prejudices and superstitions, the
equality of men and women, the
establishment of justice and right.
eousness, the setting up of a supreme international tribunal, the,
unification of languages, the compulsory diffusion of knowledge and
many other teachings were revealed
by the pen of Baha 'u 'llah, the
prophet.
Much of his teachings
were specially addressed to the
Rulers and Kings of the world.
It is evident to all with enlightened minds that a new era is about to
begin. The old principles of materialism and egoism, the old sectarian and patriotic prejudices and
animosities are perishing amidst
the ruins they have wrought. Signs
of a new spirit of faith, of brotherhood, of internationalism are evident everywhere. Revolutionary
changes of unprecedented magnitude have been occuring in every
department of human life. The old
era is not quite dead yet. Evils
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there are in plenty but they are
being fought with a spirit of 10'7e of
righteonsJ.18ss. Clouds there are in
plenty bllt the light is breaking
through and is beginning to illuminB,te the "path of progress and to reveal the pitfalls of the onward way.
The onward way! Baha 'u 'llah believed himself the champion of th~
progress and "one shepherd for
one fold."
THE WRITINGS OF Baha 'u '11ah are
mORt comprehensive in their range
ile::tling with every phase of human
life, individual or social, material or
spiritual. Baha'u'11ah insists that
hi.8 followers must be distinguished
by brotherly love and courtesy.
Above all he insists that elementary education should be general.
'rhe fundamental importance and
limitless possibilities of education
are proclaimed in the clearest terms
by the prophet. The teacher is the
most potent factor in civilization
and his work is the highest to which
men can aspire. Education begins
in the mother's womb and is as unending as the life of the individual.
It is a perennial necessity of right
living and the foundation of both
individual and social welfare. When
education in the right sense of the
word becomes general, humanity
will be transformed and the world
will become a paradise.
The thing of paramount importance in education is character training and Baha 'u 'llah teaches the utmost importance of lives and characters of the child's parents, teachers
and
habitual
associates.
"Knowledge is like unto wings for
the being and is like a ladder for
ascending. To acquire knowledge
is incumbent upon all, but of those
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sciences which may profit the people of the earth, and not those
sciences which begin and end in
mere words. The real treasury of
man is his knowledge which is the
means of honour, prosperity, joy
and exaltation."
In all ages the prophets of God
have foretold the coming of an era
of "peace on earth, goodwill among
men" and the followers of Baha'u'llah believe their Master's teachings confirm the prophecies and declare that their fulfilment is at end.
"You are all fruits of one tree,
the leaves of one branch, the flowers
of one garden," "Glory is not his
who loves his own country, but
glory is his who loves his kind."
They are two of the most characteristic sayings of Baha'u'llah. Unity
-unity of mankind and of all created beings in God-is the main theme
of his teaching. We must exercise
the utmost love toward one another.
, , Everything must be done in order
that all humanity may live under
the shadow of God in the utmost

security, in happiness of the highest
type."
ALL THE SIGNS of the times indicate that we are at the dawn of a
new era in the history of mankind.
Hitherto the young eagle of humanity has clung to the eyrie in the
solid rock of selfishness and materialism. Now the era of confinement is at an end and it can launch
on the wings of faith and reason
into the higher realms of spiritual
love and truth. It will no longer
be earth-bound as it was before its
wings had grown, but will soar at
will to the regions of wide outlook
and glorious freedom. One thing
is necessary. Its flight must be sure
and steady. Its wings must not
only be strong but they must act in
perfect harmony and coordination.
Who knows Baha'u'llah's prophecies and ideals may not come true
with the help of his outspoken teaching? vVho could deny a paradise on
earth of Baha 'u 'llah 's inspiration
is impossible under his glorious
banner of love of Unity?

(( Bah6/![t'llah declared the' Most Great Peace' and international
arbitration. He voiced these principles in n![tmeroqts epistles which
were circ![tlated broadcast througho![tt the east. He wrote to all the
kings and rulers encouraging, advising and admonishing them in regard to the establishment of peace, making it evident by conclusive
proofs that the happiness and glory of humanity can only be assured
through disarmament and arbitration."
'Abdqt'l-Baha
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ATTITUDES
MARZIEH

~OST

moderns have decided
1lW that by constant affirmation
of personal excellence they will successfully conquer existence. By reiterating with sufficient frequency
the phrase, "1 am brave," they will
be enabled to cope victoriously with
the powers of darkness. The words
"1 am prosperous" are conducive
to wealth. "1 am capable," must
inevitably result in efficiency, and
so on. The doctrine is sufficiently
truthful to seem entirely so. It has
an appeal which necessitates analySIS.

The affirmative attitude is undoubtedly a vital prerequisite of
well-lived life.
The words of
'Abdu'l-Baha were continually affirmative; in prefacing an address,
for example, we find again and
again such thoughts as the following: "How joyful it is to see such
a meeting as this, for it is in truth
a gathering together of 'heavenly
men.' We are all united in one Divine Purpose, no material motive is
ours, and our dearest wish is to
spread the Love of God throughout
the world!" Often people who
knew that they possessed some particular fault would be praised by
'Abdu'l-Baha as manifesting its opposite virtue, and as a result would
be strengthened to achieve it. Obviously no creative thought is negative. Affirmation, concentration on
excellence, is essential.
But is it reasonable to concentrate
on one's own excellence, which, however great, must be largely as-

K. N ABIL
sumed ~ vVe see at a glance that
the practice is unwholesome. Oarlyle will tell us that, "The healthy
know not of their health, but only
the sick:" he says that excellence is
unconscious of itself. And be this
as it may, it is certainly tiring to
think of hum a n beings going
through their lives in one unceasing,
conscientious process of affirming
their own excellence. "1 am beautiful; I am brave; I can make all the
money 1 want." Surely no one with
the remotest sense of humour should
be able to subject himself to such
knowingly inappropriate eulogy.
And yet this is the approved modern attitude-an attitude not limited to anyone sect or school, but
largely permeating society. It is
the development of our hundred
year old trust in tools and appliances; the outcome of our increasing control over nature. Before the
marvelous productions of science,
human beings were more humble;
if the plague swept a city, they hurried to cathedrals and prayed;
whereas now our doctors keep disease in check, and we therefore
stand up and loudly affirm our immunity.
Our mechanistic perfection is such that even the more
charitable of the intelligentsia insist that we have" outgrown God."
Where is the need of faith when
you can cross oceans In ships so
large and well-built as to preclude any possibility of danger ~
Evidently this God-given renewal
of science has been met with the
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same
pompous. ungratefulness
which resulted from the renewal of
learning' after the Dark Ages.
THE B.UIAJI ATTITUDE is in striking contrast to the doctrine of selfdependence. The Baha'i affirms,
not his O\vn excellence, but the excellence of God. He relies on God
alone, and on no other power in the
universe. In this way a two-fold
situation is realized: by concentration on the perfections of the one
universal God, people are bound together in an unbreakable harmony,
where reliance on their personal excellence produces only selfish discord; and secondly, they find true
strength by relying on God, where
only the stalest illusjon of strength
res u 1 t s from self-dependence.
Baha 'u '11ah says in the Hidden
Words,
"0 Son of Spirit! There is no
rest for thee except if thou dost renounce thyself and turn unto Me;
for it behooveth thee to glory in :My
name and not in thine, and to put
thy trust in :lYre and not in thyself.
For I desire to be loved alone above
all else." Far from insisting on
his own excellence, the Baha'i has
an honest and humble conception of
his place in relation to his Creator:
(( Sad are we: bring to our
h8arts the joy of heaven. Prisoners of the nether world are we:
bestow upon us the freedom of
the realm of might . . . .
In the bondages of passion, desire and temptation are we: release us from these chains and
fetters . . . .
Faded are we: refresh and rejoice us by the outpouring' of the
Holy Spirit.

Dead are we: quicken us by the
.
life eternal . . ."
Ho",v different this is from asserting tha t we are superior products
of humanity, prosperous, successful, and altogether at the peak of
civilization. On the other hand
f.~_nce wisdom forbids lack of self'
respect or a sense of personal inferiority, 'Abdu'l-Baha lists the
love of self as one of the :five kinds
of love, and proclaims that, "If the
love of self is a realization that one
is a creature of God and must
therefore attain to the station appointed for him, this love will be an
uplifting one," although he warns
us that the love of self" if directed
to the ego will deprive man of all
true development.' J
THE BAHA J I , THEN, declares himself evanescent, abandons himself
to the "\Vill of God, lives in a state
of (' radiant acquiescence;" and yet
he maintains the ever vital balance
and proportion which mean perfection, because he believes in and aggressively asserts the freedom of
his own will. 'Abdu'l-Baha tells us
that although we are subjected to
certain things such as sleep, death,
misfortunes and the like, other conditions, such as choosing between
good and evil actions, are in our
own control. It may be pointed out
for those who insist on heredity and
environment as the sole determinants of action that the divine power
can entirely counteract these, and
make of some poor fisherman a resplendent saint; and moreover if
there "vere no free will there would
never exist that eternal inward
struggle which is the first mark of
the human being.
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'Abdu'l-Baha says, however, that
without the help of God man can
do neither good nor evil, just as a
sailing ship is helpless without the
power of the wind, although when
the wind blows, the ship's rudder
may direct it either east or west.
"Though the choice of good and
evil belongs to man, under all circumstances he is dependent on the
sustaining help of life, which
comes from the Omnipotent. The
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Kingdom of God is \-ery great, and
all are captives in the grasp of His
power."
It is, then, essential that humallity acquire the insight necessary to
foregoing this blind dependence on
tools and human agencies. vVhile
appreciating our own much increased capability and all the blessings of our modern civilization, we
must have faith, not in these, but in
God vvho has given them to us.

"How is ~tniversal peoce to be established? By the edHcation of
the public with the sentiments of peace. Today the hlll realization of
universal peace is the panacea of every disease . .. This military and
naval expenditure is a great disease . .. The remedy of this disease
is thro~lgh universal peace. This will ins~lre p~lblic safety. Today
+'hat which is the cause of dispersion is ~uar. If the nations enter intu
a faithhd agreement to leave off all warlike preparation at once, they
shall semlre for themselves and their posterity eternal welfare. They
shall become freed from every diffic~llty and international contusion.
This end must be obtained thrMlgh the development of the intellects
and the inc~llcation of peacehll ideals in all the instit~ltions of modem
civilization.' )
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MY FIRST GLIMPSE OF A GREAT INSTITUTION
DORIS MOKAY

~T

was the Sunday before vacaand we as strangers
were among the audience that
thronged the chapel of Howard University in Washington, D. C. The
Christmas vesper service is a precedent which is becoming a tradition because for eight years this
program has varied but little. In
this university for youth of the
colored race one may :find the lost
spirit of Christmas-that time, long
since, when frankincense and myrrh
were the Christmas gifts.
.Frankincense and myrrh were
brought that Sunday in Washington
although the day was mild as
northern spring. Because Christ
had been born joy was released; before this supreme mystery hundreds of radiant youth sat hushed.
They had marched into the chapel
impressively. In the processional
girls in white bore tall white candles, ranks of young men followed.
By the light of the candles their
faces were different from the usual
careless college throng; one sensed
a maturity that comes only from a
taste of life's problems, nobility,
resolution. The ovals of those faces
turned towards the platform were
serene, were waiting.
Then began a program in which
waves of sound from the trained
voices of many singers streamed in
the direction of the Throne. Adoration called to Divine Love. I began
to feel the beating of the heart of
that great institution then, steady,
rythmic, strong. Together we sat
in a sustained moment of cosmic
~ tion;

consciousness, best described bv
'Abdu'l-Baha's phrase, "One sOl{1
in many bodies." The chorus san 0from The Messiah, "Surely H~
Hath Borne Our Griefs," and a
single exquisite voice promised,
"He Shall Feed His Flock"; the
rendering of VanDyke's "The
Other vVise Man" by one who interprets as literature is seldom interpreted; then Carols,-and it was
dusk. A flame passed down the
rows of candles held by the whiteclad girls and the long rows of
students passed out singing very
softly.
A college now known throughout
the world as the one great institution for higher learning of the
colored people where the highest
types of a race are brought together
in the :fire of youth-such an assemblage caught in the soaring raphue of song and the emotion of religion reminded me of 'Abdu '1Baha's words: "All humankind
share in common the intellectual
and spiritual faculties of a created
endowment. . . . All races, tribes,
sects and classes share equally in
the bounty of their Heavenly
Father. The only real difference
lies in the degree of faithfulness, of
obedience to the laws of God. There
are some who are as lighted
torches; there are others who shine
as stars in the sky of humanity."
The keeping alive of the special
genius and talents of the race especially that spiritual heritage
which is a rich gift from an otherwise grudging past, and the direct-
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ing of its dynamic into the channels
of life has been the concern of the
wise founders and trustees of this
educational institution. Essentially religious although non-sectarian,
it has fostered the devotional spirit
and provided the means by which
that spirit working outward in the
direction of life might be expressed
through creative and co-operative
mediums.
That spirit which made itself
manifest at the Christmas vespers
of the established college of 1929
where facilities for the development of youth along medical, theological, educational, musical or
scientific avenues of work are
available, and where about eight
thousand students have been graduated equipped to fill places of responsibility in their chosen pursuits
-that unmistakable outpouring of
the Holy Spirit was apparent at a
prayer meeting in 1866 when a devoted little missionary group determined to establish a school "for the
elevation of the freedmen."
The
Will of God found an instrument in
the consecration of these people and
the impossible happened, in fact the
early history of this college is a
story of miraculous growth and absorbing interest. Six months from
the original statement of the philanthropic project in February, 1867,
Congress accepted the draft of a
charter which provided for a university with five defined departments of learning.
There was a great need and as
great a faith. The Normal Department, in which but four students
had registered, opened in May in a
small frame building which was
soon to be crowded with eager life.
The structure became a Normal,
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Preparatory, and graded school became a :NIedical School, an evening
school. There was no endowment,
no money in the treasury then, yet
when a committee went out to locate
a site for the new university it purchased a hilltop of one hundred and
fifty acres then outside the city, and
was enabled to obtain funds by advantageous sales of this land as
city lots.
So Howard University was opened-to freedmen, a college for the
colored youth of the land-those
refugees who had become the problem of an unwilling capital, those
hostages of war who were pouring
by thousands into the city of vVashington to take shelter in woodsheds,
and stables and barracks. A college had been opened for freedmen!
Was it true ~ They came to enquire: they entered with or without money; they entered with or
without knowledge; they came,
bearing picks and spades and hammers to build the school, to drain
and grade the hilltop-of their
hopes.
We as Americans have a traditional reverence for pioneer stock.
Where is our tribute to the pioneer
spirit of those youth who hastened
to Howard University~ Although
more recent forebears of a newer
lineage, their gallantry, courage
and vision have produced descendents who in increasing numbers are
adding a newer, deeper note to our
American culture.
Very significant in connection
with the opening of the college was
the fact that while it was founded
primarily for colored youth, its
doors were open to all. And it is
historically true that many so-called
foreign students-Koreans, .Japan-
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ese, Hindus and others-have been
educated in this great institution.
:Most significant of all, it seems to
us, is the fact that white women
were received in and graduated
from Howard University Medical
School before any white Medical
College opened its doors to them in
vVashington.
An interpretation of Christianity,
vital, mystical, dynamic, kept alive
the group souL
The spiritual
leaven, they had it, to raise the raw
unpalatable mass of an under-privileged race to the most startling record of attainment, it is generally
conceded, that any race can claim
in a given length of time. In reading the lives of those members of
the race who have striven to the
foremost ranks we find a heroic record of the surmounting of great obstacles of environment. They have
exhibited the power of a seed in the
springtime against the weight of a
stone. Somehow they have pushed
through.
The seed in the spring time feels

the magnetic urge of the sun·, c'1
llmv power released within it enables it to respond. It has been
dormant and now it is embued with
force for ,it is spring. But does the
seed know the reason for this
strange, new life? It is an interesting and arresting fact that in 1863
the Baha'i Movement, often designated as the Spirit of the New Day,
was introduced in the Orient
through the pronouncement of
Baha 'u 'llah. He foretold an age
when" all men shall live together as
brothers" and stated a specific plan
by which the new civilization might
be made actual. Pertinent to the
founding of Howard University in
1867 and the events in American
history which preceded it, are the
statements in Baha'u'llah's Book of
Laws that chattel slavery shall be
abolished from the world, that there
shall be universal education in
which every child shall be given an
equal opportunity, and that prejudice based on racial distinction is
not of God.

"God has not given us intellects for the p~trpose of making instruments of destrttction; He has granted ~ts this power that we may be
diffusers of light; create love between hearts, establish communion
between spirits, and bring together the people of the East and th(!
West. Has the Divinity conferred ~tpon ~tS this blessed power only
to carry devastation and ruin into other countries?
"Every cherished effort must extend its powers to other souls.
Is there anything more cherished than the mind of man? We mwd
expend these fac~tlties of reason in the ca~tse of h~tman union, for we
are the children of Adam. An invisible spiritual power is ever exercising an infl~tence over the hearts and minds of men. Why shottld we
abandon the holy power which binds ~tS together and cleave to the
barbarous traditions which keep ~tS apart?"
,Abcht'l-Bah6
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THE BAHA'I LEAVEN
The following letter to a group of inquirers into the Bahri'i Teachings, wctS W1"itten
by Mr. Howard MacNutt a Bahd'i teacher a short time before his pnssing. In its
dynamic appeal are epitomized statements which Mr. MacNutt l1wde in his many
classes and lectures.
~MPELLED

by the Divine
Spirit of Guidance and pure
motive of service in the Cause of
God, we wish to set forth to you
briefly a statement of the Baha'i
foundation, the universality of its
teachings and an outline of its historical significance.
From personal association with
'Abdu'l-Baha and through intimate
acquaintance with Baha'is in many
countries of the world, we are able
to testify faithfully that the Reality
of Divine Religion, the pure Revelation of the Will and Word of God
constitute the Baha'i foundation.
The evidence of this is convincing
from every standpoint. For instance, nothing could be more impressive to us as Christians than
the realization that although Christianity as a theological system is
torn and divided into numberless
channels of creed, dogma and divergent interpretation which form
irreconcilable barriers and prejudices between its own sects, denominations and churches,-yet great
numbers of its followers and exponents trained in these varying
creeds and codes are found among
the Baha'is blended now with each
other in love and agreement, glowing with the spirit of unity and service. This unity is a direct bounty
of God.
It has strengthened,
cemented and glorified their Christianity which has now become a visible expression and actual reflection
of the Commandment of Jesus
Christ ' , that ye love one another

U

even as I have loved you." This
station and attainment is the
Reality of the Divine Religion, the
true Christianity of Christ, the
valid, heavenly, divinely spiritual
Baha'i foundation evidenced by Its
fruits and accomplishments. For
unity through the love of God manifest in human hearts is the Revealed
Will of God, the Bestowal of the
Holy Spirit, the Commandment of
God, the Glory and purpose of the
"vVord made Flesh," the quintessence of all religion.
This Effulgent Light shining
forth from Baha'i-Christians to nations and peoples: irrespective of
their religious heredity or racial
beliefs proclaims the Oneness of
the World of Humanity and reveals
the Divine Plan of Universal Peace.
From it emanates a spiritual power
and dynamic impulse of reconciliation and true redemption; a power
transcending mere human effort
through man-made creeds and limited theologies of interpretation.
Furthermore this miracle of blending and reconciliation in the Baha'i
Spirit is witnessed extensively
among Muhammadans, Jews, Parsees, Buddhists, Brahmins, religionists of all kinds and conditions East
and West, who have heard the
Baha'i Message and are impelled
by Its purifying, illuminating influence to abandon their prejudices
and to manifest loving attitude of
recognition toward their own divergent sects and toward each other.
The wonderful penetrative virtue of
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the Bahcl 'i spirit also welds and
blends in homogeneous unity philosophers, scientists, atheists and
others who wander hopelessly in the
obscure valleys of materialism.
It is evident therefore that the
Baha'i Revelation is universal in
Its Message and Teaching. Humanity has become one vast family;
nation conjoined with nation, interwoven in thought, commerce, conditions and the necessities of existence; the problems of one the problems of all; mankind now interdependent physically, mentally, spiritually. The questions confronting
the world are universal questions;
the solution of them must be a universal solution. The exigencies of
former cycles were provincial,
limited to a race, nation or people;
the crucial needs and requirements
in this Day are international, worldwide. As the ailment afflicting mankind is universal, the remedy forthcoming must be for" the healing of
the nations."
Justice, equity,
brotherhood, international and interracial agreement focus and find
their realization only in religious
unity. Lack of religious unity is
the real sickness of the human
world, God alone can give man relief and release from the tyranny of
himself. "Not by might, nor by
power (armies), but by My Spirit
saith the Lord," is the divine key
to human difficulties. Throughout
the world, the Baha'i leaven, the
Spirit of God is working. In due
time, the "whole shall be leavened"
and the' 'Will of God be done upon
earth as it is done in Heaven."
All the Divine Manifestations
have revealed the Universal Message of the Word, limiting their
Utterance to the capacity of the

""\mrld, time and creatures" ""
Christ Himself witnessed, sayin o ,
"Ye cannot bear it now." Thei~'
Revelation was for all mankind; not
to be selfishly appropriated bv a
nation, nor to be restrictecUy interpreted by church or priesthood.
Israel, chosen as the servant of the
Most High, proved unworthy of its
trust through racial egotism and
disobedience, incapable of promulgating the Word
of the Covenant ,
.
became depnved of the Messianic
Bounties, and was finally disintegrated, broken, dispersed. Christianity, likewise called and chosen
as the JYIessenger of the Heavenly
Gospel, through dogmatic limitations and restrictions of Christ's
Universal Revelation is now unable
to reflect Its Spiritual healing of
Love and Unity to the nations and
establish" Peace upon earth; goodwill among men."
The Baha'i Message has been revealed through Baha 'u 'llah specifically for the unity and salvation of
the human world. It is absolutely
universal and ultimate; not an organization, church or system, but an
organism of spiritually vitalized
servants of the Divine Religio'n,
called and chosen to render divine
service of Love and Unity; their
qualification in the sight of God
being humility, submission to His
Revealed Will, faith in His Heavenly JYIessengers and Manifestations,
reflecting the Beauty of Holiness
and acknowledging the One Eternal
Universal Christ. Their motive for
service in the Cause of God is the
fire and zeal of the Love of God;
their reward the capacity for more
service here and hereafter. This
is their code and creed of salvation,
their heavenly calling, their rebirth
~

,
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in the spritual image anel likeness
of God throng'h the Power of His
Creative V{ ord.
As to the historical details of the
Baha'i Canse, the line of prophetic
statement leading up to it, the appearance of Baha 'u 'llah the Glory
of God in Persia in the Nineteenth
Century, His exile and imprisonment, His fulfilment of prophetic
announcement in all the Holy Books,
the coming of the Bab, His Forerunner who suffered martyrdom in
His path, the perfect life of 'Abdu'l-
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Baha reflecting the Glory of Service
as the Center of the Divine Covenant-these things are written fully
and translated into English by
eminent authors and historians outside the Baha'i Cause Itself, as well
as by illnminec1 spiritual eye-witnesses of the ?\i[anifest Light which
shone into the world during the
period 1844-1921.
Since 1921 the unit~, of the Baha'is, the integrity
of the ideals and utterances of Baha'u'llah and the
administration of Baha'i affairs have been under the
direct supervision of and maintained by Shoghi
Effendi, Guardian of the Baha'i Cause, who was appointed by 'Abdu'l'Baha.-Editor's Note.

WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
MORE THAN A MILLION public
school children in New York State
have "accepted n
the Kellogg
peace tTeaties. They pledge themselves to do all in their power to
further the significance of the
agreemellts which propose to keep
the peace of the world. A writer
observes: "This is the way, and
perhaps the only way, to bring
about international peace and
maintain it: Put the idea of peace
and its importance into the consciousness of children. Teach the
glories of pea.ce instead of the socalled glories of war."
,\¥ho will not indorse that ~
Think of the prospects if all the
signatories to the pact throughout
the world's nationalities would
adopt the same procedure in their
schools on a nation-wide scale?
\i\That a leverage would be created
ready to the use of the rising genera tion in the time so near at hand
'when these boys and girls now of
school age must constitute the advisory and voting power determining the policies and performances

of control J '\¥hat could be better
conceived or more timely than just
this very thing that the schools of
New York are now doing ~
This, the N evvs takes it, is real
education, and not such as is too
often dropped with text books. It
is tIle kind that stimulates inquiry
and leads to individual and to collective mental and moral development, and is bound to promote
genuine enlightened patriotism of
the most personal character. In
this, clearly, the example of New
York is to be highly commended
and emulated.-Birmingham News.
I:c..'QUIRY INTO race prejudices In
the public schools in Wales:
From the educator's point of
view, the outstanding result was
the discovery that more than half
the statements made by the children were attTibuted to books.
Books, that is to say, had more to
do with influencing the opinions of
children, favorably or unfavorably,
than school lessons, home talks,
newspapers, religious influences
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dired experience, and the cinema
together!
On the other hand, it was clear
that a. great deal of race prejudice
was not constant, but depended
upon public opinion at the time ...
The inquiry is not completed yet.
But it is already clear that it is
far more important to tell the truth
about the races of the world in
good books than to waste money
fighting the film. It is. important,
too, to urge the productIon of films
which give children real information about the peoples of the world;
and to impress upon the religious
teachers of youth the necessity of
teaching that the neighbor we are
to love is the Chinese, the negro,
and the peoples we speak of as
alien.-Dr. George H. Green. of
Un.'i~'ersity College of Wales in. the
Boston Globe.
THE -UNIVERSAL ADOPTION of Esperanto, the world-language, as an
aid to international peace and
world trade was urged yesterday in
an interview by Ernest Archdeacon
of Paris, president of the French
Society for the Propagation of
Esperanto.
JYI. Archdeacon, who
arrived in New York on Saturday,
will tour the United States for
several months in behalf of Esperanto.
"I am an apostle of Esperanto,"
said ]Yr. Archdeacon, "because I
believe that, first of all, commerce
between the nations will be greatly
helped by its use. It is a simple
language to learn; it can be learned
in a few weeks from a book which
contains but six pages of grammar.
No schools are required for the
teaching of this language."
Americans, who, with their ten-

dOlley to\vanl standardization in all
things, especially in industry,
should be strong advocates of Esperanto, M. Archdeacon said, admitting', however, that they are not.
, , You are like the French," he said.
"You think your language sufficiently universal. You do not realize that there are 1,000 languages
in the world."
He said that 500,000 persons nmy
speak Esperanto. - New York
Times.

, 'Wha t will the next two-millenia
period bring in international relations with radio or its offspring as
the medium of communication~
"One of the outstanding revelations is the need for a universal
language to overcome the polyglot
of different tongues as exemplified
in this holiday broadcast. After
listening to the universal kindness
expressed on waves circling the
globe it is foolish to go much longer
with this barrier of different
tongues. We need not adopt a new
speech, but an auxiliary one.
Radio is making this more important every day.' '-Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith, vice president of the
Radio Corporation, New York
Tilnes.
PARIS (A.P.)-French women,
admitted to higher education only
a quarter of a century ago, now
hold equal place with men.
In
1905 there were 52 co-eds in Sorbonne. This year there are more
than 10,000.
January 28 (A.P.)110re woman journalists are here
from France for the naval conference than men.-Evening Star,
lVashington, D. C.
LONDON,
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of t11e circumstances of
be such that poverty
shall disappear, that everyone, as far as possible, according to his rank and position, shall
share in comfort and well-being. We see
among us men who are overburdened with
riches on the one hand, and on the other those
unfortunate ones who starve with nothing;
those who possess several stately palaces, and
those who have not where to lay their head
. . . This condition of affairs is wrong, and
must be remedied. Now the remedy must be
carefully undertaken.
It cannot be done by
bringing to pass absolute equality between
men. Equality is a chimera! It is entirely
impracticable.
Even if equality could be
achieved it could not continue; and if its existence were possible, the whole order of the
world would be destroyed .... Certainly, some
being enormously rich and others lamentably
poor, an organization is necessary to control
and improve this state of affairs. It is important to limit riches, as it is also of importance to limit poverty. Either extreme is not
good. . . .
"There must be special laws made, dealing
with these extremes of riches and want. . . .
The government of the countries should conform to the Divine Law which gives equal
justice to all. . . . Not until this is done will
the Law of God be obeyed."
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- ' Abdu'l-Bah6.

Editorial Note: The Baha'i teachings not only condemns poverty
in the specific words of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha, but contains
also economic laws that, when made effective, will completely abolish
poverty.
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"When we see poverty allowed to reach a condition of
starvation, it is a sure sign that somewhere we shall find
tyranny. Men must bestir themselves in this matter and no
longer delay in altering conditions which bring the misery of
grinding poverty to a very large number of people."
_ J Abdtt'l-Baha.
AN OPTIMISTIC IMPRESSION exists
that the machine, doing the work of
man and infinitely expanding his
power of creating goods, together
with improved science of agriculture further mechanized, will result
in abolishing poverty from the
world.
This will result, however, only if
methods of distribution improve
pari passu with methods of production. Not only the methods but the
goals of distribution must change.
How can we speak of over-production of wheat, corn, fruit, while
thousands in this country go
hungry? Of over-production of
cotton or wool while thousands
shiver for lack of warm clothing?
Of over-building of homes when
millions want for adequate shelter?
Of over-production of goods when
the lives of the masses are still far
too meager and bare for want of
these same goods?
How is it that it is found necessary to curtail production-to lessen the application of labor to human needs in factory and farmwhen human needs still exist to that
desperate degree which we call
poverty?

Something is wrong in our economic concepts, something fatally
lacking in economic organization, if
with all the wealth with which modern technology offers to shower us,
production is stopped short at the
point where it could and would easily eliminate poverty from our social system.
The reason that production flags
just at the point where it would do
the most good is apparent. The
boundary line is one dra-wn not by
necessary laws of human organization but by that inherent greed
which causes man to adapt his efforts solely to monitary considerations. The point at which the
masses cease to be able to pay for
goods is the exact point where factories shut down, wheels stop revolving, and farmers plow under
their crops for fertilization rather
than attempt to harvest and market them.
Human effort stops,
idleness halts production of necessities, yet everywhere are people
in desperate want.
This is an
amazing situation! It is not completely remedied by social service
organizations and community
chests.
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It can be remedied only by a complete revision of human organization, by means of which the public
as a whole effects to guarantee the
necessary means of livelihood to
every member in it, exerting all its
joint and cooperative powers toward this end and never desisting
from productive labor till the essential needs of all, both high and low,
are met.

THIS IS MERELY carrying the
Golden Rule over from the individual to the collective life of humanity. It is merely practicing in an
organized way that Oharity which, I
take it, was the main purport of
Ohrist's mission here on earth.
Fully established, it would be identical with that Kingdom of God
which all the Prophets preached.
Yet up to date human society has
conceived no practicable way of
abolishing poverty.
Said Senator Smoot recently
from the floor of the Senate: "The
unfortunate conditions in our great
cities make it necessary to have
tenement houses and make it necessary for people to live as they do.
I wish to God that they did not have
to live as they do, but civilization as
we have it today and the congestion
of the people in great centers have
brought it about, and I do not know
how it is going to be avoided. I
have thought of that condition a
dozen times or more. . . . I have
never been able to figure out how we
are ever going to rectify the conditions under our present civilization,
so called." Smoot's preplexity is
no greater than that of other men

who have given thought to the same
thing through the centuries.
But Baha 'u 'llah, laying down the
laws for the divine civilization of
the future, provides for the complete abolition of that degree of
economlC distress which we call
poverty.

IN THE BAHA'I STATE, just as it
js the duty of the individual to
support the government, so it is
the duty of the government to support the individual. Graduated income taxes based on excess of income over actual needs on the part
of the fortunate and prosperous
provide an ample fund from which
excess of actual needs over income
is met on the part of the unable
and unfortunate.
Thus will the divine civilization
of the future eliminate from
human life the last of the wild
beasts-the wolf at the door.
Those who have known desperate
economic circumstances will appreciate what it will mean to live
in a society so cooperative that no
single individual in it has ever to
face the cosmos alone and unaided.
The great Fear that haunts the
lives of the majority of peopleFear of failure and of want-will
give place to universal faith and
confidence when the pooled energy,
ability, and resources of humanity
lie at the disposal of every individual. N ever again then will
any human soul need to face a
gaunt and desperate universe
naked and unarmed and unbefriendecl
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THE NAVAL CONFERENCE
A LONDON BAHA'I VIEW OF THE JYIEJYIORABLE PEACE
GATHERING IN THE BRITISH CAPITAL
ANNIE

B.

ROMER

Secretary of the London Bahii:i Assembly

ONDON'S Baha'i Community
has had the high privilege
during these last weeks of close
touch with one of the greatest world
peace movements in history.
The experience has been a thrilling one to the believers who see
wor king in the efforts of the sta tesmen from East and West assembled
here the vivifying spirit of the age
ushered into being' by the new revelation of God through Baha'u'l1ah, with its dominant note the unification of mankind and the establishment of the Most Great Peace.
The thrill has been the greater
from the fact that it is London,
Capital of an Empire founded upon
predominant sea power, that has
supplied the setting for a Conference the avowed purpose of which
was to score an advance toward that
general world disarmament which
Baha 'u 'llah foretold, by first eliminating competition in naval armaments among the world's great sea
powers.
It may be that by the time this
sees the light, that purpose will
have been accomplished and the
mandate of the peoples of the nations behind the Five Power Naval
Conference will have been fulfilled
by their delegates signing a treaty
binding the Powers to definite restrictions in the size and equipment
of their navies. This seemed a not
impossible prospect when these
lines were penned in mid-February.
But there have been hopes that
the Conference would go much fur-

ther and prescribe such a course of
naval pruning as to cause the reduction of the world's armed sea forces
to a point where they would represent little more than an effective
naval constabulary to preserve
world orderliness in the same way
that a city police force is maintained to keep order in a municipality.
Such an achievement, at least,
has not been too much to pray for,
and no less an ideal has been in the
minds and hearts of the devout petitioners that divine guidance might
lead the conferees to a supreme
height of accomplishment.
Certainly those who have been
sensing not only the material but
the ethical and spiritual import of
this Conference have been hoping
and praying fervently that at least
there should be no failure in its
first important purpose, and that, if
more could not be accomplished
through the present instrumentality, it would have pointed the way
to greater peace achievements
through the lessons it has taught the
watching world.
The first three weelm of the Conference, just completed as this was
written, showed the confer-ees moving cautiously, with evident desire
not to tread upon each other's toes,
as if they realized the danger of
provoking a disharmony among
them which would make it impossible to realize fully the world-wide
mandate given them, not only to restrict the floating arm of world
armaments but to reduce it to a
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point where the possibility of
another war breaking out through
sea-power rivalry would be practically precluded.
There were signs at this stage of
the Conference, however, that the
period of comparatively smooth
sailing might be over and that
stormier seas were about to be encountered.
Noble, disinterested
and far-seeing as were the purposes
of President Hoover and Prime
Minister Ramsey Macdonald in
bringing this Conference together,
influences were at work in and
about it such as to cause fears that
if these influences were not combatted by other and higher forces
the accomplishments of the Conference would rest upon the minimum
level instead o-f trending well up toward the maximum of what it
might achieve.
The prayers of all of us have
been that the Conference might be
lifted up to an even higher plane
than that upon which it has thus far
been traveling so that the highest
ultimate good to world peace
should result.
This is written in no spirit of pessimism as to the outcome, or even
of disparagement of what the Naval
Conference has done to date. The
general feeling here has been that
the utter failure of the parley was
unthinkable. But the higher hope
has persisted that the world's
spiritual forces would be stirred to
such an intensity-be so focussed
upon this gathering that it would
find their mighty impulse inescapa ble and would transcend even the
highest hopes for its success.
While the diplomats have been
consulting in the historic precincts
of lovely old St. J ames's Palace,

the peace lovers have worked steadily on to further the Cause of Peace
in the hearts and minds of the people. Public opinion was moulded
into the thought of peace. Countless prayers were said to the One
True God for peace; many societies
sent forth leaflets advocating peace
and showing the stupidity of
squandering the world's wealth on
implements of war; people have
been discussing disarmament, and
as if to form a background of realistic horror the world has been flooded with stories of the recent war.
So terrible are some of these, and
so harrowing, that they are the best
peace propaganda possible.
High above all the stirrings of
conscience and spirit ring the
beautiful promises of Baha'u'llah
and 'Abdu'l-Baha, and a special effort has been made to disseminate
these teachings on Peace at this
time. The following words were
printed for general distribution:
, 'From now on lesser and lesser
will be the magic spell of war;
greater and greater will be the influence of peace. The day is coming
when the dove of peace shall reign
over all the continents, the laws of
peace shall rule all the nations, and
the resources of war will be expended on that which will be conducive
to the spiritualization of mankind.
The law of peace has come to
stay. We are living in the radiant
age of peace. The angels of peace
are hovering above our heads. We
are daily advancing in the path of
peace. The army of peace is being
recruited from among all nations
and peoples. Let the peacemakers
know that the unconquerable power
of God is behind them."
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SPIRITUAL FREEDOM
GENEVIEVE

OR some months my friends
and I have been interested in
discussing questions concerning
spiritual freedom. We hear much
talk about freedom in the world
about us; we read much of the new
freedoms of this age. Is this freedom of which we hear a spiritual
freedom ~ Every day we meet people who are so obviously in slavery
to a prejudice, to a fear, to a jealousy, to a long-cherished anger. Do
they know by what bonds they are
held ~ Do they care to be free?
When we analyze our own conduct
we often have to say to our hearts,
"You would do that one worthwhile, constructive thing which you
are shirking, if you were free from
such and such a binding fear." And
if one desires freedom sufficiently,
there must be a way for one to attain it. Therefore we have asked
ourselves the questions, "What are
some of the common attitudes which
interfere with growth toward freedom of the spirit ~ What ideas,
feelings and experiences will help
us to make more rapid progress toward that true freedom we desire ~ , ,
One of the attitudes of mind
which most interferes with spiritual
freedom is our extreme dependence
on the approval of others. W. L.
Comfort describes this as "the dark
slavery of the opinions of others."
vVe often see clearly what is the
right path for us to follow to gain
a worthy end, but then there rises
that satanic whisper, "What would
people say? :Mrs. J. would think
you were quite crazy if you did
tha t ! Your friend Mary would
misunderstand you."
And so we

L.

COY

try to convince ourselves that
another course would serve the purpose just as well.
Once at Green Acre I heard Mrs.
Stirling tell the story of a monk,
Brother Timothy. He went to his
Superior and said, "Reverend Sir,
will you please explain to me what
is meant by being 'dead to praise
and blame'?"
His Superior replied, "Later I will tell you. Now
I have a task for you. You remember Brother John who died a month
ago is buried in the garden. I wish
you to spend an hour by his grave,
saying aloud all the kindest things
you can about him. Praise his kindness, his gentleness, his industry.
At the end of the hour return to
me. " The monk, according to his
training, asked no questions, but
did as he was told. When he returned at the end of the hour, his
Superior said, "Now spend another
hour by the grave of Brother John,
but this time say all the uncomplimentary things you can think of.
Recall some of his little pettinesses.
Make up unkind remarks, if need
be. " Brother Timothy, in some distress of spirit, carried out this instruction. When he came to his
Superior's presence again, he was
asked, "What did Brother John
say or do when you praised him ~"
In surprise the monk replied,
"Nothing, Father!" "Then what
did he do when you censured him?
Surely there must have been some
answer to that!" "No, Father,
none! How could there be ~ Brother
John is dead!" "That, my son, is
the explanation you sou g h t.
Brother John is dead to praise and
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blame. It makes no difference to
him. Strive you to attain such a
state that you also, though you still
walk on this earth, may be dead to
praise and blame."
Such an ideal of freedom from the
approval and disapproval of others
does not mean that we should fail
to consider the advice of others, or
that we should wantonly ignore the
ideals and sensibilities of our
friends and acquaintances. It does
mean that when we have obtained
all the data on a given problem,
prayerfully- considered it and decided on a course of action, we
should pursue it regardless of the
praise or blame that may come to
us. This is a high and difficult ideal.
ANOTHER HINDRANOE to true freedom is one that is closely related
to the foregoing. It consists in trying to be what one is not. By this I
do not mean, of course, an endeavor
to grow up to one's highest ideal
of one's true self. I mean trying
to be the sort of person God never
meant one to be. Each of us has
an individuality which we often fail
to cultiva te. We see another person
whom we admire and we say within
ourselves, "What a fine person!
That is just what I will be like, so
help me God!" And we set out to
build ourselves to some one else's
pattern! We are like the little pine
tree that sighed for golden leaves,
all unmindful of the gift it had for
the world in its long, evergreen
needles. Sometimes this desire to
be what one is not is a conscious
posing, a desire to deceive others.
More often it is a sincere longing
for a real good-but one that is not
ours. How can we find freedom in
struggling to be another 7 In his

truly creative book, "Creative
Power," Hughes lvlearns writes
"That powerful rebel within u~
\vhich never really succumbs to circumstance, that creator, who may
fashion miracles out of the dust of
the earth, that, I often fancy, is the
image God created in His own likeness. God, I think, does not fail; it
is we who continually miss His
meaning."
vVe would all admit that one of
the most insidious hindrances to
spiritual freedom lies in our fears.
At a luncheon in honor of his seventieth birthday, Dr. John Dewey
spoke of the things that interfere
with true happiness. Among' the
most serious of such hindrances he
mentioned fear,-anything which intereferes with an outgoing, openarmed attitude toward life and people. There are so many kinds of
fears that keep one from freedom
that only a few may be mentioned
here. The ever-present, all-pervading fear of what others will think of
us has already been mentioned.
Another fear which is a black wave,
threatening the joy of millions r is
fear for one's material future. This
is often so deeply and thoroughly
instilled during childhood that the
grown man can never free himself
from its shadow. He is so intent
on making old age secure that he
suddenly finds himself aged before
he has taken time to realize the
beauty of life. He has failed to
understand the words of the Master
Christ, "Consider the lilies of the
field. . . . Take no thought for the
morrow, ' '-words which Kahlil
Gibran has so finely interpreted:"Go forth in your longing to the
fields, and sit by the lilies, and you
shall hear them humming in the sun.
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They weave not cloth or raiment,
nor do they raise wood or stone for
shelter, yet they sing. He who works
in the night fulfills their needs and
the dew of His grace is upon their
petals. And are not you also His
care, who never wearies nor rests '?
. . . Be not heedful of the morrow,
but rather g'aze upon today, for sufficient for today is the miracle
thereof. "
Those who have a wealth of material possessions fear the loss of
them. All the habits of their lives
are so closely bound up with things,.
that they think life would fall to
ruin should these possessions be
taken from them. Was it to teach
LlS how to meet the loss of material
things that Baha 'u '11ah tra veled
that long, swift road from the luxLlry of a Persian palace to the
3qualor of a Persian prison ~
Another fear that destroys half
~he creative power in the world is
:he one that modern psychologists
lave labelled the feeling of inferiorty. vVe measure ourselves against
)thers, and think, "vVha t a no-ac~ount person I must seem! I can't
tehieve anything g rea t! Why
:ouldn't I have charm and wit like
lis 1 I'll just keep quiet and not do
my thing and maybe no one will noice how stupid' I am." And of
:ourse the person with whom we
.re comparing ourselves may be
hinking identical thoughts! Such
.n attitude is obvious lack of faith.
tod somehow made a mistake when
,e created our spirits; He surely
hould have made each bird a lark,
ach flower a rose ! We fail to prize
ur own 'gifts, which God would
elp us build into' beauty if we
"ould follow His guidance.
There are others who fear death,
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-"the breathless darkness and the
narrow tomb." For one who believes that this earth-life destroys
the existence of man, death is perhaps a justifiable fear. Such an
one must take what dry comfort he
can from philosophizing that the
law of nature is birth, life, death,
and then other creatures moving
through the same cycle. But to one
who knows that each soul is indestructible,-a single element which
cam':l.ot be decomposed, death should
be no source of fear. It is the door
into our next school-room, the narrow valley that leads to a more
glorious height and a wider vision.
Our human loves and affections
often delay our progress on the way
to'spiritua:1 freedom. vVhenever we
desire to possess those we love, we
lose our freedom. Mr. Comfort has
expressed this fact vividly in the
following sentences, "To be freetha t is to be irresistible. Do you
want love ~ You only spoil it when
you stipulate what the return shall
be . . . . The great love is giving:
grea t love is incandescence." The'
same idea has been expressed in
some of the great poetry of the
world. In Tagore's poe'm in "The
Gardener," we find this simple expression of a great truth:
« Why did the flower fade?
I pr'essed ,it to my heart with
a.nxio~ls love,that is why the
flower' faded .
« Why did the stream dry up?
I p~tt a dam across it to have it
for my ~lse, that is why the stream
dried ~lp.
J)

Not only do we lose the best of our
friends when we try to posseS(3
them. We make for ourselves'
chaIns of doubt and fear, and until'·
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they are broken, we have no power
to move forward.
How shall we build for freedom
in the most constructive way possible? Spiritual freedom is the attainment of a life time-perhaps of
eternity. It is an ideal that moves
before us as we go forward. But
each day may see us a little way
ahead, if we consciously work for
it.
How shall we become free from
too much attention to the opinions
of others? I believe there is only
one sure way to such freedom. Let
us say to ourselves, "What would
the Master think about that? What
would the Master do under those
circumstances? ' , If we earnestly
try to do what He would do, the
only approval we need seek is His
approval; the only censure we need
dread is our own inner conviction
that we have done something the
Master could not praise. In our
fellowship with Him we find freedom from "the dark slavery of the
opinions of others." In" The Mysterious Forces of Civilization"
'Abdu'l-Baha has written this illuminating sentence, "For I, a wanderer in the wilderness of God's love,
have strayed into a world wherein
censure and praise, appreciation
and contumely are of little worth."
No one who has realized the divine
assurance of 'Abdu'l-Baha's living
can doubt that praise and blame
were "of little worth" to Him.
How shall we win free from our
slavery to fear? First, we need to
realize that fear is always a destroyer and never a builder. This
is true even in the physical sense.
It seems to be certain that fear is a
physical depressant. Extreme fear
brings about bodily reactions which

may cause chronic illness. Fear
never produces joy; its result is
a I way s unhappiness. Comfort
writes, "Fear is a waster and diminisher of beauty-and it can be
mastered." Fear is due in the main
to lack of spiritual perspective. Let
us learn to live in eternity-not in
time-and our fears will disappear
and leave us free men. The lives of
all the Prophets of God are radiant
examples of fearlessness. Again,
we find that the surest way to freedom is constant companionship with
one of these divine Teachers who
never knew fear. Thus we learn
the truth of the words, "Perfect
love casteth out fear."
The lives of the members of
'Abdu'l-Baha's family in Haifa
give us an example of how affection for individuals can become a
part of a larger, freer life of the
spirit. There we find no lack of
warm, human love, but it never
stands in the way of a deep appreciation and understanding of all
that is beautiful and lovable in the
world. We learn there that freedom in personal love comes in and
through the love of the Divine. Two
people who love one another can
grow together in freedom when
there is a mystic Third to Whom
their united devotion is given. We
may count it an axiom of the spirituallife that no one who is truly free
can ever desire to interfere with the
liberty of another.
What other attitudes of mind and
spirit are there which will help us
not to lose the freedom we have and
help us gain more freedom? I believe that one's daily work may contribute to spiritual freedom, if one
knows the secret of making it do so.
lf our work is significant, if we feel
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that it has a true value to society,
it should give us buoyant power. In
one of the most valuable books given
us by modern psychology, "The
Normal Mind,'" by W. H. Burnham,
we read, "The essentials witho~lt
which a person cannot be quite
sound mentally, and wit'h which,
apart from accident, infection or
heredi ty, one can have no serious
mental disorder-the absolutely essential conditions are these: a plan,
a task, freedom . . . . The greatest
thing for an individual, the ordinary man, or man of talent, or even
the genius, is some great task worth
while as a life work."
IF ONE SEES ONE S WORK as
ha ving real value in the social order, it should take one out of one's
narrow self, and thus become a
liberating experience. This does
not mean that one's work need to
be spectacular or widely known.
A mother who sympathetically
and understandingly cares for her
children, a workman who does honest work, a salesman who sincerely
strives to serve his customer's
needs, a teacher who tries to develop the best in her children-all
these are giving the world something of which it is in need. Work
should be a glorifying and liberating thing to them.
" All effort and exertion put
forth by man from the fullness of
his heart is worship," said' Abdu '1Baha, "if it is prompted by the
highest motives and the will to do
service to humanity."
One of the great social tasks of
the future is to help every person
find work that shall be for him the
right work-work that is truly constructive in the material and spiritual civilization of our highest
ideals.
J
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A true sense of humor may often
lead us a long way toward freedom.
We need to learn most of all to
laugh at ourselves. The over-serious person usually lacks a proper
perspective on himself and on life.
We should never forget 'Abdu '1Baha's ringing sentence, "My home
is the home of joy and delight; my
home is the home of laughter and
exultation." We have no right to
sadden others by our OvVll depression. We do have a positive duty
to add to the joy and happiness of
those about us.
Another road to freedom lies in
holding clearly in our minds and
hearts a great ideal for the world.
Let us think carefully about the
next step in the life of society, and
then try to help make that thing a
reality. Dr. Dewey says, "To be
free is to know what you are
doing." As Baha'is we do know
what we desire for the world. If we
keep these goals always before us,
and work toward them, we cannot
fail to grow into freedom.
"You shall know the truth and
the truth shall make you free." We
know the deepest truths of life
through the lives of the great Prophets, the Manifestations of God.
The surest path to spiritual freedom, in its many phases, lies in following the example of a great Master. To know Him and love Him
more and more each day is a guarantee of growth into freedom. We
need to realize His love for us,
also,-and we shall gradually win
to a companionship with Him so
joyful, so comforting, so inspiring
tha t we shall truly desire to be free
as He is free. Should all other
paths to freedom seem closed, fellowship with the Master, the Spirit
of God, will liberate us from the
"only prison, the prison of self."
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His Majesty King Faisal of 'Iraq.

(See opposite page.)
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AN AUDIENCE WITH KING FAISAL
:MARTHA

L.

ROOT

'Iniq, better known ta the wester'n world as the ancient land of Mesopotam'ia, the
site of the great Babylonian Empire, is making great prQgress toward modernizati?n
under its enlightened Ruler, King Faisal. Due to having recently become the chwf
route of commerce and travel jrorn the Mediterranean to Persia,-with this automobile
traffic and motor travel there has also infiltrated into the land much ~trge toward
modern ways. Education is making great strides. Over two hundred students from
'Iraq attend the American University at Beirut, thirty-five of wh01n are 1naintained
at Government expense. This new nation is one of the most progressively inclined of
all Islamic countries.
~ AND ARY

second, 1930, I had
~ the great honor to be received
by His most gracious Majesty King
Faisal of 'Iraq. The meeting took
place at 9 :45 o'clock in the morning,
in his beautiful Secretariate in Baghdad. I had come through the main
thoroughfares of this colorful, interesting city where the tenth and
the twentieth centuries, medievalism and the last word in modernity
supplement each other. No city
could be more thrilling to tourists
than Baghdad. Its very name will
interest you; it used to be called
Dar es-Salaam which translated into English means" City of Peace."
This name is prophetic, for in the
centuries ahead Baghdad is going
to play a great role in universal
peace-but that is not this story.
As the swift motor car turned into the Royal tropical gardens, aeroplanes circled high in the heavens
overhead, while the great palm gardens themselves were carpeted with
thousands of low-growing chrysanthemums in every tone of yellow
and bronze, and mingled with these
were many roses. The large longextending one story building, a European designed structure, was enhanced with great columns of
beautiful Mosul marble-(Mosul as
you may know was the Ninevah of

Biblical days). The whole Secretariate with its gardens was situated on the Tigris River, and it is not
very far from the historic Ridvan
Garden where Baha 'u 'llah declared
His Mission in 1863.
Although the writer was fifteen
minutes ahead of the hour for this
interview, His Majesty King Faisal
who is very prompt, a man who
works with tremendous energy and
devotion to his people, had already
arrived. He said he would receive
the visitor immediately, so the early
corner had the favor of a longer
audience. The writer was shown
into a richly furnished drawingroom perfect in appointments. It
was London's best, with marvelous
furniture and eastern rugs whose
designs and colors made one wonder
if Babylon left these as a rare remembrance of the glory of ancient
JYIesopotamia, the land we now call
'Iraq.
His Majesty the King, dressed in
the conventional morning suit and
with uncovered head, did not sit
upon a throne; he came forward
and extended his hand in greeting
with a friendliness which showed
he is the highest representative of
Arab refinement which has come
down to us through all the centuries
from his glorious ancestor the
Prophet of Arabia. For this cul-
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tured King is a direct descendant
of NIuhammad; he is the son of the
Sherif of Mecca, ex-King Hussein
of the Hedjaz. His Majesty King
Faisal is very handsome, a man not
yet in the fifties. He has a most
deep and striking expression for his
soul has lived and learned and
trusted God. He is very bright,
very cultured and very charming.
It was not a solemn, ultraformal interview, he was very dignified but
smiling, gracious, and like a true
statesman he concentrated to give
his best thought. He was democratic and he stands ready to serve
mankind.
The writer knew that he met
'Abdu'l-Baha in Haifa, Palestine,
and so, after giving to His Majesty
the warm greetings of Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Baha'i
Cause, and the salutations of all the
family of 'Abdu'l-Baha, her first
question was: "What was your impression of 'Abdu 'l-Baha, Center
of the Covenant of the Baha'i Movement ~" Thoughtfully His Majesty
replied: "'Abbas Effendi, for that
was the name I always used in
speaking with 'Abdu'l-Baha, impressed me as a very great, intel..:
ligent, wise man. I had great respect for him because he was working for the welfare of all humanity.
I met him just ten years ago, in
1920, in Haifa, Palestine."
As His NIajesty is a very busy
man with ten people to see in the
next hour, most of whom are diplomats,-the journalist tried to be
concise in her questions, and in
replying King Faisal was considerate, frank and gracious in his
attitude.
His NIajesty said that he cer-

tainly believes in the harmony and
co-opera tion of peoples of all relig:ions. He e.xplained that in'Iraq
thls cooperatIOn may be realized
even before it is in other countries
because evolution here is ver;
rapid. He says this religious world
unity may arise here much sooner
than we think!
vVe spoke of 'Iraq and the League
of Nations. His Majesty King
Faisal says that the British Government has made a definite promise that 'Iraq shall enter the League
in 1932, and he believes this promise
will be fulfilled absolutely.
The writer asked him if he believes in an Arab United States,
and he replied that it is the ideal of
every true Arab.
"What is 'Iraq's aim for universal peace ~" His Majesty's answer
was: "'Iraq cannot play a great
role in universal peace at present.
The important thing she can do is
to keep unity in her own domains,
maintain good relations with all her
neighbors, and work hard to develop the country to the highest culhue and spirituality possible."
The writer in saying good-bye to
his noble Majesty, told him that
many thousands of Baha'is from
different parts of the world will
come to Baghdad to see the historic
sites of Baha 'u 'llah 's life there.
Whatever the glory of-Baghdad has
been in the past, it has a greater fuhue awaiting it, for it was in Baghdad that Baha'u'llah declared Himself to be the Prophet of God in this
universal epoch. His Majesty King
Faisal replied so justly, so kindly
that the Baha'is will remember him
always as a monarch who is one of
the greatest humanitarians in the
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Haiderkhana Mosque and View of Baghdad

JYliddle East. Long live His Majesty King Faisal! Long live the
'Iniq dynasty!
Driving away in the motor car
back to the hotel, the departing
journalist this morning, wished that
she had a book to read the biography of this just and earnest King.
There is no book, she only knows
that he is a devout but a liberal Muhammadan, and that he was born
in Mecca. He is an ardent nationalist and he is aiming at general
Arab unity; at the same time he believes all Arab States should put
their own houses in order, then
unity with 'Iraq, Hedjaz, Palestine
and Syria will not be difficult.
King Faisal is an advocate of reform, but a reform which will be
the result of education and evolution. He is furthering the cause of
education in 'Iraq very much, and
he works indefatigably to promote
the education of women in his country. Besides his continual occupa-

tion in higher politics in his country, His Majesty devotes some time
to practical farming. He has set up
a model farm outside of Baghdad
where he is carrying out experiments in cotton growing, for cotton
is a product which will bring great
wealth to 'Iraq just as it did to the
Nile Land.
There is something in the character of this King, and in the characters of his relatives which I feel
proves them to be great idealists as
was Muhammad their ancestor. For
the realization of their ideals they
were willing to lose their wealth,
even their thrones. During the
world war in 1916, His Majesty
King Faisal's father, Hussein King
of Hedjaz and his four sons, one of
whom was King Faisal, arose together to declare the independence
of the Arab nations from Turkish
suzerainty. Ever since that date
they have devoted the whole of their
time to the cause of the Arab na-
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tion, sacrificing everything to this his throne. VVilling to lose evervend. His Majesty King Faisallost thing in order to hold to an ide~l
his throne in Damascus in 1919; in for tl:eir religion and for their race,
1925, his father, His Majesty King certamly shows that they are strong
Hussein, lost his throne in the Hed- men.
jaz because he would not accede to
This is only the briefest outline
demands which he thought were not of the delightful audience with
in the interests of the Arabs, and His Majesty King Faisal and a
less than one year later, His Ma- sketch of his busy and historic
jesty King Ali who had succeeded life. In a later article I hope to
his father (King Hussein) to the write about his wonderful country
'
,
Kingdom of the Hedjaz, also lost I raq.

THE GREAT CHANGE
LESLIE

R.

HAWTHORN

The author, a new contributor to the pages of The Bah6!i Magazine, is of English
birth, now an Amer'ican citizen and a graduate of one of our well known American
Universities. During his college life he was greatly interested in the Cosmopolitan
Club movement. He is now engaged in experirnental work in horticulture.
~HEY had been room-mates in
~ college; had shared to the

fullest extent their lives with each
other. After graduation, industry
had claimed Bill, the engineer,
while Harry had become absorbed
in his agricultural research. Years
had flown by; both had married,
but the passage of time had not
weakened a friendship firm enough
to withstand the intermittent correspondence.
Then one happy day Harry received a telegram. Bill, on a business trip, was planning to stay the
night. He had come and now they
were alone, reclining in comfortable
chairs across from each other before a brightly burning fire.
To Bill this visit was proving
more than a renewal of the old college days. He was conscious of
something beyond that. Was it a

change in Harry~ If so, a delightful one! He found himself saying,
"I don't know how I shall ever tear
myself away from here tomorrow.
Somehow I feel you've
chano'ed
I can't explain
c
, Harry.
it. "
Harry smiled. "N ot for the
worse, I hope. "
"My dear fellow, of course not!"
Bill hastened to assure his friend.
In the words that followed Harry
caught the phrases: "At supper you
showed a tolerant attitude towards
those ::\Iuhammadans . . . you used
to be so rabid on religion . . . Ann
and I feel that way now . . .
Christianity is decadent . . . we
are not satisfied . . ." Bill "vent
on and on. The genuine happiness
of the home in which he found himself was prompting him to discover
a reason for it.
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vVhen he ceased his host replied,
admitting a change. Yes, a religious one primarily, but one which
affected his whole life. He elucidated a little, and Bill was amazed.
vVas this Harry speaking?
"Do you mean to tell me that
Buddha, Zoroaster, Krishna, Confucius and NIuhammad were Messengers from God! Why in college
you hardly believed in Christ. I'm
afraid I can't go that far with you."
Harry smiled as his friend was
expostulating, and leaning forward
replied, "A few minutes ago you
implied a belief in God. Do you
think that God has sent only one
person to this earth with His message of love?" The conversation
continued; Harry met his friend's
expostulations and questions with
explanations, the reasonableness of
which Bill could not deny even to
himself.
SOMETIME LATER it dawned on
Bill that Harry himself was not the
originator of these strange ideas,
and he asked, "What is the real
cause of your change in attitude?
There is something in your ideas
which grips me."
"Bill, it is a long story. Rose
has helped me broaden my whole
outlook on life. Perhaps I can
answer your question by briefly
outlining the essentials of what to
me is a very logical approach to my
entire belief." After a moment's
meditation, Harry proceeded.
"Have you ever thought, Bill,
how infinitesimal we are; for that
ma tter how very small this earth of
ours is? Sir J ames Jeans, the astronomer) tells us that if we imagine
at the very center of the head of
this pin, which is 1/16 of an inch
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across, a microscopic speck as representing the sun, then the earth
would be an ultramicroscopic speck
with its orbit of 600,000,000 miles
represented by the periphery of the
pin's head. The nearest fixed star,
would be 220 yards away, or 4-1/2
light years. Aside from our own
galaxy there have been observed
several million more great nebulae,
the nearest of which is farther away
almost than our minds can comprehend. If this is true, man is almost
unimaginable. Yet consider this
universe, t- h e s e stars, planets,
comets,and other bodies floating
around in a space so vast that the
mind of man cannot really comprehend it. Human intellect almost
fails when we try to think of these
things, and yet scientists who have
studied the motions of these various
bodies floating thru space, can predict, as you know, with exact precision the times that certain phenomena will be apparent in the sky.
What does this mean? To me it indicates that there must be some
tremendous force, which can keep in
order such an array of heavenly
bodies.
"Then to turn for a minute to an
extreme of this, I am constantly becoming aware through my studies
of plant life that there is also very
exact order in phenomena which
can only be viewed through the microscope. Within plant cells there
is a nucleus made up partly of tiny
bodies which seem to play an important part in the inheritance of
the plant's characteristics. These
minute particles control perhaps
the future of great trees. Again,
take the atom, the chemist of today
tells us it is composed of electrons
and protons constantly in motion
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like the stars we were just talking
about. Wha t are we going to do
about these things ~ To me they
necessitate a belief in some Divine
power, God, if you will.
, , Now to consider another field of
thought-God and His relation to
us poor mortals. What are we
doing here in this world which is
but a speck in the universe ~ With
all the evidences of such order, it
hardly seems likely that we are here
for a joke. It would seem rather
inconsistent that we should fritter
away our lives in idle pleasure. I
believe that God put us here for a
purpose, and I will go further and
say that that purpose is a spiritual
one. It seems reasonable to me to
believe on that basis that God has
sent to man His Messengers from
time to time in order to help him
see his purpose in life, and to give
him instructions as how best to attain it. These Messengers have
come more or less periodically to
different people in different places
under various conditions. That is
my belief. Of course as you probably surmise I refer to the great
leaders of these religions, whom we
previously mentioned, and there are
undoubtedly many more of whom
our history has no record."
"But"
, broke in the guest, "Look
how the believers of these other religions behave. Take the Muhammadans, at every opportunity they
attack Jew and Christian alike
with the sword. How can you reconcile such actions with what you
have been saying ~ To me it seems
more as though they have been
taught to hate and kill those who do
not believe in their God, rather than
love their fellow man."
"You must remember," replied

his friend, "that the older a religion is the more preverted it becomes. This is true even of Christianity. You yourself awhile ago
were expressing dissatisfaction
with the Church as you find it today. After a 1tlessenger from God
has left this earth His believers and
those who come afterwards tend to
make their own interpretations, and
with the passage of the years, dogmas, creeds, and peculiar ceremonies creep into their beliefs. You
mention the Muhammadans. Do
you realize that the people to whom
1tluhammad brought His Message
consisted of wild, barbaric, warlike
tribes ~ His message was fundamentally the same as Christ's. All
the great Teachers brought us the
same essential truths.
In the
Qur'an Muhammad says, 'Why
have you not believed in Jesus
Christ ~ . . . Why have you not believed in Moses ~ . . . The first duty
incumbent upon you, 0 Arabians!
is to accept and believe in these.
You must accept Jesus Christ as the
Word of God. You must believe in
Jesus Ohrist as the product of the
Holy Spirit.'
"In other words there was no
conflict between the true Prophets
themselves. This to me seems such
a wonderful idea. It seems reasonable too! Scientists tell us this world
has been in existence thousands and
thousands of years, longer than we
know anything about, and promises
to continue in existence for many
thousands or millions of years
more. With that in mind it seems
so small to think if there is a God,
that He should have favored just
one small group at one time only.
Even if you grant that Christianity
in its purest form may one day
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reach all peoples, it leaves out of
the picture all the people before
Christ's time. If we keep in mind
the Universe as a whole, as well as
the infinite nature of God, the whole
planet of ours with its inhabitants
looks infinitesimal enough, without
trying to fit any smaller group into
the picture.
"To me, Bill, it seems that God
has always been sending His Messengers periodically to us, and all of
them by the way have told of One
who would come after them. Jesus
said, 'I have yet many things to say
unto you, but ye cannot bear them
now. Howbeit when he, the Spirit
of truth, is come, he will guide you
into all truth.' Such a statement
implies that someone would come
after Him, who would expound His
Teachings still further.
"Everyone of these great Teachers left behind a growing civilization. I think we must admit that.
There have been many famous
philosophers whose writings are
still read today, but only in the
Names of the Manifestations of
God, the initial Leaders of the great
religions, have people banded together and raised themselves to
higher levels. Today, centuries
and centuries after some of these
religious movements started, they
are still in existence and still making converts. In spite of the perversions which have crept into these
faiths, the fact remains, and I feel
one has to recognize it in order to
come to a logical belief."
"What you say, Harry," said the
engineer looking across in wonderment at his friend, "is very interesting, the more so because it comes
from you, who as I recall wouldn't
have anything to do with religion
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a t all. As you were speaking, I
caught from time to time glimpses
of the wonderful order you were
depicting, but now as I actually call
to mind facts as they really are,
plain matter of facts, the picture
fades. I can never imagine for example the masses of the people, who
blindly follow these great religions
in their present form, ever uniting
under the leadership of anyone of
them, and yet to carry your arguments to a logical conclusion, this
should one day happen." Laughingly he added, "It appears to me
that God had better send another
Messenger who would appeal to all;
be about time, too, according to
what you've been telling me."
"Bill, there is more truth in that,
than you realize. I believe just
that, and further I believe He has
come. During the last century a
Great Teacher appeared in Persia.
It is a. long story, the details of His
coming, His teachings, and the
events which have happened since.
But in brief, the keynote of His message was Unity. He taught the
Oneness of Humanity, and the Oneness of Religion. His teachings
cover every phase of human life,
nothing is omitted. To believers of
different faiths who came to Him,
He explained their pro blems in
terms of their own religion. In this
way and many others He displayed
infinite knowledge, yet His formal
education had been negligible. He
declared true science and true religion to be in accord.
"His whole message to me seems
111 harmony with the spirit of this
age. Today we have peace movements, a League of Nations, a
World Court, and many other things
all tending to remove differences.
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Material progress, as shown in the
telegraph, telephone, radio, television, the intercommunication by
railroad, steamship, aeroplane, and
airship, is tending to make the
world smaller, and to make it one.
Baha 'u 'llah, the Teacher to vVhom
I refer, spoke explicitly of all
these things when the world at
large hardly dreamed of them. And
His whole message is atune to the
new conditions and problems of.this
Day, so different in outward form
from the Day of Jesus, or the Day
of any great Prophet. You undoubtedly think me over enthusiastic, Bill, but the more I think about
these things, the more reasonable
I feel these events are. Strange to
say every time I have had any
doubts about some matter in this
world of ours, Baha'u'llah's teachings instead of aggravating them
have always without exception
given me an explanation more satisfying than I could find anywhere
else. I find it easier to fit everythjng into the scheme of things.
The dissension in the Christian
Church, the denominations, and
sects and so on, altho not pleasant
to realize, indicate a spiritual decadence. In this New Message I see
a spiritual awakening. Do not misunderstand me, today I have a
greater appreciation of Christ Himself than I had when I thought of
Him as the one and only Savior of
mankind. I see Jesus in relation
to all the rest, and I am thrilled with
the thought that God in His infinite
bounty has and will continue to send
His Messengers to us.

"You ARE INTERESTED in Peace.
Let me read a few words from a
talk given by 'Abdu 'l-Baha in New
York in 1912. 'Abdu 'l-Baha was
the Son of Baha 'u 'llah.
" 'Today the world of humanity
is in need of international unity and
conciliation. To establish these
great fundamental principles a propelling power is needed. It is se1£evident that unity of the human
world and the "Most Great Peace"
cannot be accomplished through material means. They cannot be established through political power,
for the political interests of nations
are various and the policies of peoples are divergent and conflicting.
They cannot be founded through
racial or patriotic' power, for these
are human powers, selfish and weak.
The very nature of racial differences and patriotic prejudices prevents the realization of this unity
and agreement. Therefore it is
evidenced that the promotion of the
oneness of the kingdom of humanity
which is the essence of the teachings of all the Manifestations of
God is impossible except through
divine power and breaths of the
Holy Spirit.' "
After a brief silence Bill said,
"This is all very new to me, but
coming from you and in such a way
and with the arguments you have
presented, I feel perhaps there is
something' to it. Have you any book
about it, that I could take with me
tomorrow1 You know, I'll want to
tell Ann something about this, and
I want to get it straight. Maybe
I'll be able to drop in on my way
back next week. I hope so."
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~ N ~his grea~ century .the most im?ortant accom-

ItIl

phshment IS the umty of mankmd. Although
in former centuries and times this subject received
some measure of mention and consideration, it has
now become the paramount issue and question in the
religious and political conditions of the world. History shows that throughout the past there has been
continual warfare and strife among the various
nations, peoples and sects, but now, praise be to God!
in this century of illumination, hearts are inclined
toward agreement and fellowship, and minds are
thoughtful upon the question of the unification of
mankind.
There is an emanation of the universal
consciousness today which clearly indicates the dawn
of a great unity.
If the world should remain as it is today, great
danger will face it; but if reconciliation and unity are
witnessed, if security and confidence be established,
if with heart and soul we strive in order that the
teachings of Baha 'u 'llah may find effective penetration in the realities of humankind, inducing fellowship and accord, binding together the hearts of the
various religions and uniting divergent peoples, the
world of mankind shall attain peace and composure,
the will of God will become the will of man and the
earth a veritable habitation of angels. Souls shall be
educated, vice be dispelled, the virtues of the world
of humanity prevail, materialism pass away, religion
be strengthened and prove to be the bond which shall
cement together the hearts of men.
- ' Abd1,~'l-Baha.
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A JEWISH MARTYR
DR.

W ALTER B.

GUY

The ~istory .of the Ba~a:i Move-n;ent, like the history of early Christianity, is
replete w~th stortes of the ltves of satnts and martyrs, those who, giving all to God
find it no tragedy to die for Him. Youth aflame with the spirit of sacrifice is her~
portrayed by the author who made record of this and other stories on his 1"eCent
visit to Haifa, Palestins..

tm'fiN far off Persia, in the city of him,-" JYIy loving son. Your re~ Hamadan, dwells a widow quest is granted. Much good will
with her sons and family. Her hair come from your sacrifice. . . ."
is now gray, her heart is serene and
Radiant with happiness he hastjoyous, her soul is content, her ened home, his face beaming with
name is honored, and she is greatly heavenly joy. He was met by his
respected and esteemed. For is she fond mother. "How happy you
not the mother of the one Jewish are, " she exclaimed; and see, there
martyr-the one martyr from his is more happiness awaiting you. I
race and faith! He gave his life have a lovely bride for you and you
and joined the vast throng of those, should be married soon." "Nay,
formerly of the Muhammadan faith, mother mine," J aco b replied, "this
who had given their homes, their cannot be, for I am promised by
children, their parents, and their 'Abdu'l-Baha another bride, and
own lives, in joyous sacrifice, in her name is death. I have indeed
order that the Cause of Baha'u'llah offered my soul and life to Baha'u-the Cause of God Most Glorious 'Hah and my offer is accepted. See
-might grow in the hearts of men here is the Tablet! How happy I
and be enthroned among'st all man- am. Promise me, mother dear, you
will not grieve or mourn, but rather
kind.
It is but fifteen years ago when rejoice and make a feast, give away
the illumined youth, named Mirza my possessions in my name, when I
J acob Mouttahideh, became so filled die. For I shall have attained my
with divine love, so aflame with heart's desire and ascended to the
passionate longing, so intoxicated Supreme Concourse and eternal
with the wine of celestial ecstasy, life, and I shall be ever with my
tha t no sacrifice of earth was suffi- Lord."
His mother sobbed, tears of grief
cient for him to make in the path of
his loving Lord, and that only by and despair ran streaming down her
giving of earthly life, earthly love cheeks, but soon peace, eternal peace
and ambitions could his heart love, that passeth understanding, came
into her heart, perchance it was
alone, be assuaged.
Repeatedly he wrote to the Mas- even a wave of unspeakable bliss
ter of 'Akka, Whom we know as from the Seat of Mercy from the
'Abdu'l-Baha, "may my life be a Throne of Ineffable Love, for she
sacrifice for my people, none of my promised to obey this request of her
race and faith have died for this best loved son.
Two years soon passed away.
Great Cause."
At last one day
a letter from the Master came to Filled with divine fervor and
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ecstatic joy this young man had left
his home town and had moved his
business to Kirmanshah, a city
nearby, where he labored fearlessly
for the beloved Cause of Baha 'u'llah, both by day and by night, "in
season and out of season," so that
soon he became noted among Baha'i
teachers and believers for his intense activity and sincere faith.
One day the Governor of the city
told him that a plot was on foot to
murder him and requested that he
leave the town, which he did. But
he soon returned to continue his
work and service.
On the second day after his return, while walking with his brother
in one of the narrow streets of Kirmanshah, he was seen by his assassins who were drinking in a coffee
house nearby. Walking behind the
two brothers at a dark place, the
murderer crept up behind J acob
and with a revolver shot him
through the back of the head. He
died immediately, while his brother
ran shrieking toward his home,
"My brother is killed! My brother
is dead I"~
Soon the police arrived on the
spot, the body was taken to the station, and his friends notified to take
the body away. A Baha'i teacher
by the name of Mirza Y ouseff Khan
went to the police station and identified the body. It is related how
with tears streaming down his
cheeks, he kissed the gaping wound
in the martyred boy's forehead,
then had the body carried to the
bereaved home, and the body was
buried in the garden of this house.
The sad news soon reached
Hamadan and the loving mother.
One is powerless to relate, or even
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know, whether supreme grief or supreme joy swept through her heart.
No words can express, and no heart
can understand; but this we do
know, that soon a great feast was
prepared and given by her in memory of her martyred son. All
were invited, and to each one presents were given until there were no
more-mementos of her son, his
earthly possessions. No tear was
se.en coursing down her cheeks, but
wIth the calm look of perfect faith,
a heavenly smile of blessed joy, she
greeted each one as they came: had
not her boy, her beloved son attained his heart's desire-th~ ineffable station of martyrdom!
Needless to say this feast, the
feast of death, nay, the feast of
life, held in this provincial town,
made endless comment and tremendous publicity. The promise of
'Abdu 'l-Baha was recalled; namely,
tha t much good would result from
his sacrifice. Yes, this promise was
fully redeemed and made manifest
for today Hamadan and Kirman~
shah are aglow, full of life-the
life of radiant believers in the
Cause of Baha'u'llah that this boy
had died for!
The gray-haired mother still
dwells in Hamadan, sweet, noble
and serene, but her heart is in the
celestial world with the one she
loved be.st and. gave up so joyously,
who, umted WIth his beloved Lord
showers down his love to those wh~
looking to the" author of their salvation," seek to give, to sacrifice
and to serve, in order that in some
joyous day the Love of the Most
High may radiate from the heart of
all mankind when" all men shall be
as brothers, leaves of one tree and
drops of one sea."
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THE BASIS OF BAHA'I BELIEF
Chapter 2-Part 2. "Tales of the Past"
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER
"In this day he who seeks the Light of the Sun of Truth must free his mind from
the tales of the PCtst, must adorn his head with the crown of severance and his temple
with the robe of virtue. Then shall he arrive at the ocectn of Oneness and ente?' the
presence of Singleness. The heart must become free from the fire of superstitions
that it 1nay receive the Light of Assurance and that it may perceive the Glory of God."
Baha'u'llah
~HEN the statement
~that Baha'u'llah has

is made
come as
the great Universal Prophet to educate man in the final steps of unity
and peace, the first reaction on the
part of Christians is : if there is no
variance between the teachings of
Baha 'u 'llah and those of Jesus,
what do we need with Baha'u'llah?
vVhen Jesus was asked by the
Jews to state His teaching,* He
quoted the law of Moses, "rrhou
shalt love the Lord thy God with all
thy heart** and thy neighbor as
thyself. ,,*** Their answer in effect
was: "If you haven't anything to
teach us that Moses hasn't already
taught us, what do we need 'with
you?" "We have Moses and the
prophets, " corresponded exactly in
the dispensation of Jesus, to, "We
have Jesus," in the era of Baha'u'llah. And to press the analogy
quoted in a previous article from
'Abdu'l-Baha, it is as if a tree
planted last spring attempted to
dispense with the light and heat of
this years' sun, because the sun that
caused it to germinate was the only
true sun and all other suns were
false suns.
To ask what we need with Baha'u 'nah and why Jesus isn't sufficient
is, when analyzed, like asking why
God made this kind of world instead of some other kind of world.
*Mal'k 12 :28-34
**Deut. 6:4
***Levit. 19 :18

I'm sure I haven't the vaguest idea
why God made this kind of world instead of another kind. U ndoubtedly He could have made any kind He
wanted to; a world subject to fiat
and unprecedented interjection; a
world in which one might plant a
seed and produce a thirty foot tree
instantaneously. But the fact remains that this isn't that kind of
world; the only world we know is
a world that progresses by growth
and process, a world of periodicity,
of cyclical movement.
God planted the seed of the tree
of life, humanity, and the first shining Sun of Manifestation arose
upon it; the little tree grew to as
great a stature as possible before
the winter of dogma and formalism
checked its growth. If the Sun of
the succeeding Manifestation had
not in God's Bounty, returned to
shine upon that little tree again, it
would still remain ice-bound; for as
nothing can restore life to the world
but the physical sun, so nothing can
restore life to the soul but the reappearance among men of the
Spiritual Sun, the Manifestation of
God.
THE ANSWER to the second question, is Baha'u'llah greater than
Jesus? is involved in the anwser to
the first. To the Baha'i the question is like asking if this year's sun
is greater than last year's sun, or if
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vY() cannot rationally expect
mathematics is greater than phythat
Jesus would unite the world
sics) or if harmany is greater than
order. To us it is a discussion of because His was another function;
His message was given at a time
identities.
The most difficult thing for the when world unity was impossible;
a verage mind to grasp is the idea of in His dispensation Ivere fulfilled
unity. Our magnificent teaching of those ideals and principles with
the Divine Unity means that this which His mission was charged;
great outpouring of the Spirit of but He denies His station as that
God upon all flesh is exactly the of the Prince of Peace when He
same outpouring, just as the out- says: "I came not to bring peace
pouring of the sun is always the but a sword." Not only by the
same outpouring though last year trend in Christendom, but by the
was 1929, this is 1930 and next year very words of his Lord the Ohristwill be 1931. So once that rapturous ian is constrained to admit that
out p 0 U I' i n g was Melchizedek, another than Jesus is necessary to
another time Zara thustra, again establish universal brotherhood.
Jesus or Gautama the Buddha, or
Abraham or Muhammad; giving
THERE IS NO DOGMA in Ohristian
not in accordance with Their theology that is original or unique,
capacity, but in accordance with including our teachings concerning
the needs, the requirements and the birth and the resurrection of
the social status of those whom J eSl1s.
they came to educate and to uplift.
vYith regard to the literal fulfillTo us Baha 'u '11ah is the identity ment of prophecy in the Return of
of all the Prophets who have pre- the Manifestation, we are drawn
ceded Him, differing in function not back once again to the days of
in Reality; save that this is the first Jesus. The Messiah was to sit upon
time that God has manifested Him- the throne of David, rule with a
self to all humanity. The Tree of rod of iron, cause the lion and the
Life is at last ready to bear the lamb to lie down together, restore
fruit of unity. "He openeth His the glories of Israel. At once the
Hand and sa tisfieth the desire of Jews said, "This man cannot be
every living thing; He closeth it the Promised One; he has no temthey are troubled. "
poral power or splendor; he fulfills
none of our prophecies."
But if
OHRISTIANITY has broken up into the prophecies are taken figurativeabout three hundred and fifty-two ly or symbolically Jesus fulfilled
accredited sects in spite of all ef- them all. For fifteen hundred years
forts at unification. Is it conceiv- the kings and potentates of the
able that this process can be re- earth have bowed before I-Iim, and
versed and the branches of the through I-Iim the religion of Israel
Christian church be brought back has become known to all the world.
into a unity~ Now if this is not
So with His prophecies of this
possible or probable, how can Day. In the first place He never
Christianity be expected to unify said, " I, Jesus, a human personalthe world ~
ity, am coming back to this world. P
c
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He said the Son of Man would appear. Professor N a t h ani e I
Schmidt, * shows that the phrase
" Son of Man" in Aramaic, the
language spoken by Jesus, means
"I" or "he," or a man. Therefore we are to expect a man, not
a supernatural being.
That the physical form of Jesus
should one day drop out of the
clouds involves several important
questions. Where has He been in
the mean time? Is heaven a locality? Is it a fixed habitation or revolving? If fixed, half the time it
would be above us and the other
half, below. Heaven is the highest
concept that the human mind can
formulate; but where are love, justice and truth? Is there a path
leading to peace and beauty? If
these concepts are above time and
space, which we all admit them to
be, how can heaven, the noblest concept of all, be demoted to the limitations of the three-dimensional?
Also if we still insist on a literal interpretation of the Bible, how can
we reconcile the expectation of the
physical Jesus with Paul's words,
"Know this, my brethren, that
flesh and blood cannot inherit the
kingdom of heaven, neither can corruption put on incorruption?" If
that be true He could not keep His
Physical Body in the Realms of
Glory.
Clouds as we know are wisps of
vapor; they couldn't even support
a bird much less a man; in the
Book of Assurance Baha'u'llah explains that the clouds conceal the
sun, they are those accidental portions of the life of the Manifestation that hide His Reality.
How much less then could a human figure be literally seen by
*"The Man of Nazareth."

all flesh together, dropping-from
where ?-through the clouds.
If we Christians insist that these
prophecies be taken literally we
have no justification in blaming the
Jews for rejecting Jesus on the
basis that He did not fulfil the prophecies literally. Every eye beheld
Him-in that Day; every quickened
spiritual eye, about a score of them,
to be exact. Then as now He comes
like a thief in the night, the whole
point to that figure being that we do
not find the evidence of the thief's
visit until he has gone.
All flesh has seen Baha'u'llah together. "There is no speech nor
language where His Voice is not
heard; His line has gone out
through the earth and His words to
the end of the world."
On every
continent and among the islands of
the sea, from coast and crag, from
Manchuria to Cape Town, from
Bombay to Barbados His Name is
known and His teachings are reverenced; and though His followers
may now be comparatively few in
number, we recall the vivid parables
of Jesus about the fecundating
power of the kingdom: the mustard
seed that becomes a great tree; the
small pinch of yeast that raises a
whole measure of flour, the treasure
hidden in a field for which a man
willingly exchanges all that he has.
There are only a few million
Baha'is scattered upon this teeming earth, but so contagious is their
belief in brotherhood and good-will,
so joyous their message of peace
and justice, so satisfying their faith
and the power of their Covenant
that day by day the Cause of Baha'u'llah is moving irresistibly forward to "unity and knowledgethe essential purpose of man's creation. "
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SPIRITUAL SPRINGTIME
DR. ORROL L. HARPER
"The Sun of Truth bestows eternal life just as the solar s~m is the cause of terrestrial life."-'Abdu'l-Baha.

~ HE Christ Spirit always has
~ been and always will be-time

without end. It is that penetrative
effulgence of Perfection that always
surrounds man. It emanates from
the Creative Sun in rays of love
and kindness, truth and growth,
justice and mercy, hope and faith,
beauty and peace, harmony and
halance, health and joy, knowledge and wisdom.
Like our phenomenal sun, the Divine Sun shines constantlywhether the windows and doors of
human consciousness are open or
closed.
If the soul of man has found its
way out of the shadow and darkness of gross materiality, it is
warmed and energized by these
life-giving rays; but jf the animalman predominates, and the spiritual-man still lies dormant in slumber-the blessings of that Creative
Essence cannot be appreciated by
such an unawakened soul.
The blind man can see no light;
aud the deaf man can hear 110 harmonious melody. The material man
undergoes no change from this continuous flow of spiritual warmth
except to become more crisp and
dry-like the grass on a deserted
pralne. Something is needed to
set fire to these useless blades. If
fresh verdant grass is to take the
place of the dead, colorless wisps,
a prairie-fire is needed to burn out
and clean up the old-in order to
make room for the new.

A Perfect JYIirror is necessary
that can receive and reflect with
concentrated intensity the spiritual
heat of God-so that a spark may
be ignited in the consciousness of
men that will set ablaze the prairie
of dead human thoughtlessness
and clear the ground for a new
growth of spiritual understanding.
The fire of the love of God can
burn away the dead grass of ignorance and make room for the
new growth of knowledge.
"ALL THE PROPHETS were channels for the Bounty of God, for
They were the first teachers of mankind." A perfected Human Mirror
lives upon the earth and conveys to
all mankind the Eternal Radiance.
This burning reflection of Creative
Power kindles a spark of spiritual
life in the minds of men. The dead
grass of materiality makes good
fuel for the Flame of Life. Into
the human consciousness is inculcated a new and developed vision of
living. All creation receives an impetus.
Another Spring-Cycle of progress dawns upon the souls of
Another Divine Teacher
men.
comes to lead us on to the next degree of study in our school of experience. Through His God-given
knowledge, throug>h His complete
understanding and grasp of all
things, of course far beyond the
minds of His day, this Being reveals with Supreme Potency the
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coming influx of human ideals. He
becomes the Savior of the world
awakening mankind to a consciousness of its eternal self.
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In the cycle of today man can
profit by the all-inclusive Teachings
of Baha 'u '11ah, Who like Jesus,
gave up all earthly possessions and
lived a life of complete severance to
the Ideals of universal unfoldment .

.L~ STUDY of world history will
reveal an Ideal Teacher as the
THESE MEDIATORS between God
center of each succeeding civilization. The 1fessengers of God have and man do not seek "to be minisalways come and always will come tered unto." Their Being is in a
natural state of perfection that finds
to lead man on to better things.
In the age of Moses the children its highest expression in sacrifice of
of Israel were so undeveloped that self and service to mankind. Jesus
they could not comprehend the law said, "I come not to be ministered
of love. They had to be taught by unto, but to minister." Being free
fear. "An eye for an eye and a from earthly attachments, the
tooth for a tooth" was the rule re- JYIanifestations find their real joy
quired to herd the wayward tribes when mankind recognizes the value
of Israel into line and keep them of the Message of Love They sacmoving forward toward spiritual rificed earthly life to give. They
work only for the universal good.
advancement.
Baha 'u 'llah, the Messenger of toLater Jesus, the Nazarene, appeared in Palestine and spent His day, explains the continuity of
life teaching men the law of love prophetic revelation, the fundamenand service through sacrifice. Jesus tal unity and interdependence of all
gave His physiciallife so that man parts of creation. He offers a solumight awaken to a life beyond the tion for the economic and educagrave. He taught us to pray for tional problems that face mankind.
Heaven to come upon earth. His He proclaims the oneness of humanity and the fundamental onemessage was wholly spiritual.
In the day of Muhammad, the ness of all religions. He explains
lmvless tribes of the Arabian pen- the harmony that exists between
insula were so backward in spiritual science and religion. He outlines
development that a Special Tutor definite plans for the establishment
"vas needed to help them catch up of a permanent peace on earth. He
"with the general advance in civiliza- infuses the idea of brotherly love on
tion. The life and teachings of Mu- the basis of One Father-God.
hammad brought great changes of
advantage to the Islamic part of
THE 'YORLD is fairly alive with
the world. Muhammad proclaimed new ideas and thoughts. "What
constantly the existence of the One is the cause," asks Dr. ,J, E.
God.
Esslemont,'X< "of this awakening
Before these three, Zoroaster, throughout the world ~
Baha'is
Bramah, Buddha and other Spirit- believe that it is due to a great
ual Instructors had sent their Re- outpouring of the Holy Spirit
flected Light of Wisdom into the ex- through the Prophet, Baha 'u '11ah.
panding realm of human hearts.
*Baha'u'llah and the New Era.
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* * * The advent of the Manifestation is like the coming of the
Spring. It is a day of Resurrection in which the spiritually dead
are raised to new life, in which the
Reality of the Divine Religions is
renewed and reestablished, in
which appear 'new heavens and a
new earth.' "
Were it not for these Glorious
Beings who transmit the life-giving
rays of the Spiritual Sun of Truth
to mankind, the human race would
be deprived of a spiritual civilization; its innate soul qualities would
remain dormant; it would continue
to be a captive of the material
world-like an untrained child, illmannered, thoughtless, ignorant of
the high rank of its own reality.
, , The aim of the Prophet of God"
said 'Abdu'l-Baha, "is to raise man
to the degree of knowledge of his
potentiality, and to illuminate him
through the light of the kingdom,
to transform ignorance into wisdom, error into knowledge, and incapability into progress. In short,
to make all the attainments of
existence resplendent in man."
Baha'u'llah, the Mouth-Piece of
God for this age, has ushered in

another Heavenly-Springtime and
"just as all seasons of sprinO" are
essen tially one as to newne~s of
life, vernal showers and beauty, so
the essence of the mission and accomplishment of all the Prophets is
one and the same. Now the people
of religion have lost sight of the
essential reality of the spiritual
springtime." And 'Abdu'l-Baha
continues in these life-giving words:
"Baha'u'llah has breathed the
Holy Spirit into the dead body of
the world, consequently every weak
soul is strengthened by these fresh
Divine out-breathings. Every poor
man will become rich, every darkened soul will become illumined,
every ignorant one will become
wise, because the confirmations of
the Holy Spirit are descending like
torrents. A new era of Divine consciousness is ~lpon ~lS. The world
of humanity is going through a process of transformation. A new race
is being developed. The thoughts
of human brotherhood are permeating all regions. New ideals are
stirring the depths of hearts, and
a new spirit of universal consciousness is being profoundly felt by all
men. "

(( The great question appertaining to h~lmanity is religion. The
first condition is that man must intelligently investigate its fO~tnda
tions. The second condition is that he m~lst admit and acknowledge
the oneness of the world of h~lmanity. By this means the attainmenl
of true fellowship among mankind is assured and the alienation of
races and individuals is prevented. All must be considered the
servants of God,. all must recognize God as the one kind protector
and creator. In proportion to the acknowledgment of the oneness and
solidarity of mankind, fellowship is possible, misunderstandings will
Then will the light of
be removed and reality become apparent.
reality shine forth, and when reality ill~lmines the world, the happiness
of h~lmankind will become a verity. n
- 'Abdu'l-Bah(J.
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WORLD THOUGHT AND PROGRESS
The following is a reprint from one of the many references to the BahfL'i teachings
and publications which have appeared in the John O'Groat Journal, published in Wick,
Caithness Scotland. The distinguished Editor of this paper-which has a wide circulation not ~nly in Scotland but elsewhere-is broad1ninded, greatly respected all over
Scotland, and a worker for peace.
~
~

E have received the above'~
and several minor publications issued in the interests of the
Baha'i Movement. Doubtless we
have been so favored because,
practically alone among Scottish
newspapers, we have given our
readers some information concerning Baha'ism and its ideals. The
first-named book is a beautifully
printed volume, with many fine illustrations, containing a record of
Baha'i activities, excerpts from
writings, a directory and bibliography, and many articles and
particulars concerning the Baha'i
faith, principles and administration. Anyone possessing and perusing this 'Volume, together with
the Magazine and minor prints,
will realize that the Movement is
one of widespread influence and
importance and that it is evidently
one likely to have far-reaching
consequences on future international life and thought.
Briefly stated, the Baha'i Movement is out for the unifying of nations, religions and tongues, for
the Brotherhood of Mankind, for
world peace and world-wide education. It is non-political in character, has no priestly order, is not
a sacerdotal organization or a sect
THE BAHA'I WORLD, 1926-28. A Biennial
International Record. New York City:
The Baha'i Publishing Committee.
300 pages.
THE BAHA'I MAGAZINE, December, 1929.

a part from all other sects, and it
repudiates all superstition. In religion it emphasizes the essence of
all knowledge - that" God is
Love"; it claims to be the "Great
Call to all the races of mankind
to make the supreme effort that
will transform the world into a
home of good will and peace";
and it teaches that mankind, by
the Spirit of God, has the power to
do this. In short, its purpose is to
unify the spirit of all religions and
to promote world-wide justice, fellowship and tolerance.
The principles of the Movement
were :first enunciated by Baha'u'llah, a Persian; and it is probably
because of this origin, and the idea
that its founder was claimed as a
new Messiah, that it has not hitherto received serious attention
throughout Christendom. It is
now being shown and emphasized
by its advocates that the call of
Baha'u'llah is a call to translate
the spirit and teaching of Christ's
Sermon on the Mount into actuality throughout the world; that it
is supplementary to, and not in
any "vay a substitute for, Christianity. The Baha'is say: "It is
not sufficient for a Christian to be
satis:fied in his or her own heart
about Christ, nor a Mohammedan
about Mohammed, nor a Jew about
Moses, nor a Zoroastrian about
Zoroaster, nor a Hindu about
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Krishna, nor a Buddhist about the
teachings of his or her prophet or
seer. But, as spiritual love is the
essence of them all, world-fellowship is the natural consummation
of them all.
Put in another way, the Baha'i
revelation is claimed to be the perfect fulfilment of Christ '8 words
when He said: "I have yet many
things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit, when
he, the Spirit of Truth, is come ...
whom I will send unto you from
the Father . . . he will guide you
unto all truth."
There can be no denying the
noble ideals of the :Movement, and
many are beginning to realize that
it is essentially one with Christianity and with the spirit of truth
which is at the foundation of all
religions.
Nowadays when the
question of world peace is a live
issue, so earnestly hoped and
prayed for by good men and
women all over the world, its
teachings can scarcely fail to have
a powerful influence in the direction so greatly to be desired. It
is for that reason that we have in
these columns given brief notices
of its publications, with copies of
which we have been favored by
Mr. E. T. Hall, 1 Norton Street,
Higher Broughton, Manchester.
Mr. Hall is himself a wholehearted exponent of Baha'i principles, and would, we are sure,
gladly supply further information,

and writings of his own, to any
reader who may desire to have
fuller knowledge of a movement
that is pretty sure to have tremendous influence on world thought in
days to come.
GENEVA (A.P.)-Holland has informed the League of Nations that
it has constituted a committee for
the reform of the calendar to work
with similar bodies in the United
States, Brazil, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Ecuador, France, Hungary, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru and Salvador.
-Washington, D. C., Star.
THE MOST cosmopolitan unit in
the Army of the United States is
the National Guard of Hawaii, according to the records of the War
Department.
Fifty different nationalities or combinations of .nationalities have been reported in
this organization.
Native Hawaiians naturally form
the largest single group in the rolls
of the National Guard with a total
of 431 out of 1,639. There are 191
Japanese, 185 Filipino, 170 Chinese, 157 Porto Ricans and 148 Portuguese in the organization. There
are only 121 native Americans enrolled.
Koreans, Spaniards, Germans,
Scotchmen, Samoans, Englishmen,
Irishmen, Poles, Russians, Danes,
Canadians and Belgians are also
found in this organization.-Sunday Star, Washington, D. C.
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